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“The Trinidad Dictionary”

by The Mighty Conqueror

The Trinidadian slang is amusing

But most foreigners may find it confusing,

So as I see it, it is necessary

For Trinidad to have its own dictionary.

As we all know English is very hard to learn

So we invented a language of our own
But if you should land there.

You in a monkey pants -

To understand, you won’t stand a chance.

Like if we say

She try to mamaguy he, this jagabat,

Well, not a foreigner at all can’t interpret that.

Which means she try to take him for a coo-nu-moo-nu,

Meaning she want him mind she an she sweet man too.

So then he beat the wabean, till she bazodee.

As you should see you can’t disagree with me,

Webster should have gone to Trinidad

To complete his dictionary.

© 1975, The Mighty Conqueror (Leroy Paul)

composer and lyricist; used by permission.



Foreword

As a wholly indigenous entity, The National Gas Company of

Trinidad and Tobago Limited has always sought ways to

support and promote the things that are important to the

people of this country. It is true that our primary responsibility

relates to our unique role in the development of our nation’s

natural gas resources. It is true that our mandate is to perform

this role with wisdom and foresight, bearing in mind that we
do what we do for the benefit of every citizen. But we are

about much more than this.

We believe that the natural gas with which our nation has

been so richly blessed is not the only resource that requires our

nurturing care. There is also our history, our culture, our art,

and our language, in which our collective sense of self is

rooted. As a company we have devoted ourselves to supporting

and promoting these elements, which make Trinidad and

Tobago unlike any other country in the world. Through the

creation of our own programmes and the support of

many others, we have contributed to the development of

Carnival, steelband, folk music, and other forms of artistic

and cultural expression.

We are therefore proud to sponsor the publication of the

Dictionary of the English/Creole of Trinidad & Tobago.

This unique language - for many of us, our mother tongue - is

yet another facet of our complex and beautiful Trinbagonian

personality. As globalization continues to blur the boundaries

between what is native to us and what is being adopted from

elsewhere, it is important that we remember where we have

come from. It is even more important that our children have

access to such a record, so that the people we once were,

and, we hope, will continue to be, will not be lost to future

generations.

This dictionary holds up a mirror to the people of Trinidad

and Tobago, with our humourous expressions, our cutting

observations, and our turns of phrase that are as precise and

accurate as any natural gas measuring instrument. We at

NGC are pleased to see ourselves reflected in it.

Frank Look Kin

President

The National Gas Company of Trinidad and Tobago Limited
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I Introduction

1 PURPOSE OF THIS DICTIONARY

This dictionary is designed to be useful and interesting to a

wide range of readers - linguists and literary scholars, school-

children and scientists, Trinbagonians and other West Indians,

visitors, viewers, readers and researchers - anyone who con-

nects with this language in any way. It might provoke more dis-

cussions than it settles, but it should provide sound and

stimulating help to anyone consulting it.

All standard Englishes share a common core and differ

from each other by a few distinctive phonological features

(usually characterized as “accent”) and some particular

lexicon (vocabulary). Speakers of the standard English of

Trinidad & Tobago (TE) thus claim international standard

English as their own as well; indeed, a full dictionary of local

language would have to include almost all of, for example,

the Oxford English Dictionary. The present volume, however,

includes only those local lexical items that differ from or are

not otherwise part of modem standard British and North

American English.

The great proportion of the spoken vernaculars of the anglo-

phone Caribbean region are part of Caribbean English Creole

(CEC). Linguistically, the term “creole” refers primarily to the

processes of language deconstruction, combination and rede-

velopment which result in a language that recognizably draws

most of its lexicon from the lexifier language, in this case

English, but which has a fundamentally different grammatical

system and may differ greatly in phonology and vocabulary.

Both regional and social differences exist within each creole

language, as well as amongst the varieties typical for each

country. Thus the English Creole of Trinidad & Tobago (TTEC)

differs greatly from that of Jamaica or Guyana; nonetheless, the

CEC dialects do share a high degree of linguistic similarity.

This volume includes creole lexicon that is used in Trinidad &
Tobago (TT); a number of these words may be used in other

varieties ofCEC as well.

The common language - spoken and written - of TT is not

monolithic and cannot be characterised by one set of features or

rules; neither can the speakers of these languages be divided

and classified into neat categories. The fact that both English

and English Creole (EC) speech are found in CEC situations,

often in the same speaker, has given rise to the concept of the

creole continuum, with the basiled - the creole farthest from

English - at one “end”, and the acrolect - a local but standard

international English - at the other; in between is the mesolect.

speech varieties which appear to have characteristics of both

end-lects and a large amount of variation. Although the contin-

uum is not a precise framework, it is, as Lawrence Carrington

has noted, “a convenient inexactitude”. However, this linear

representation makes it difficult to view the continuum as

multi-dimensional. Carrington (1992) has therefore proposed

considering metaphors of “creole space” that include the idea

of “multi-systemic repertoires”, such as “an integrated mass of

soap bubbles, each of which has the unusual feature of a pene-

trable skin”, with bubbles of varied and changing shapes and

sizes; “the overall shape of the mass would be arbitrary and

irregular... [Creole space] coheres because networks of com-

munication overlap” in a way that may be “neither constant nor

systematic” (p. 98). In this volume, the term English/Creole is

used to encompass all those varieties of language spoken in TT

by Trinidadians and Tobagonians (Trinbagonians) that can be

considered forms of English and forms of EC.

2 NOTES ON HISTORICAL LANGUAGE
BACKGROUND 1

Trinidad has had the most varied ethno-cultural and linguistic

history of any island in the Caribbean. The original Amerindian

inhabitants were conquered by the Spanish during the late 1 6th

century and rapidly disappeared - most killed off by disease,

slavery, war, and assimilation. The extent of direct influence of

Amerindian cultures and languages on TT is unclear. Although

there are numerous names of places, flora and fauna that are

Amerindian in origin, many came into TTEC via Spanish. The

island’s population remained very small until 1783, when set-

tlement was opened to Roman Catholics from countries other

than Spain. This encouraged massive immigration of planters

and slaves from Martinique, Grenada, Guadeloupe, St. Lucia,

St. Domingue (Haiti) and other islands, due to colonists’ fears

of emancipation raised by the French Revolution, the falling

agricultural production of worn-out soils, and incentives of free

land and other attractive concessions offered by the Spanish

government. This immigration resulted in a population of pre-

dominantly French- and French Creole-speaking whites,

French Creole-speaking blacks - many of whom also spoke

1 For more extensive description and analysis of the historical

development of TEC, see Winer ( 1993, 2007).
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African languages - and “coloureds/mulattoes” (people of

mixed race, usually African-European).

In 1797 Trinidad was captured by the British; over the next

few decades, incoming English- and EC-speaking immigrants

came mostly from the U.K. and from other British West Indies

colonies. The abolition of slavery from 1834-38 increased the

planters’ need for immigrant agricultural labour, which at first

came mostly from Africa and the British West Indies. After

1845, many indentured labourers were brought from India.

Smaller numbers of immigrants came from other areas, includ-

ing Venezuela, China, the Portuguese island of Madeira, and

Syria-Lebanon. Free and indentured labourers also came to

Trinidad from West Africa, including many speakers of Kikongo

and Yoaiba, the latter language remaining extant to some degree

in Trinidad into the 20th century (Wamer-Lewis 1991).

In Trinidad, English and EC were commonly spoken by the

early 19th century; however, French Creole (locally called

Patois ) was still considered by many to be the true lingua

franca of the island. As late as 1841, after 44 years of British

rule. Governor MacLeod expressed dissatisfaction with a situ-

ation in which two-thirds of the population could not truly

speak or understand the language of the laws by which they

were governed; he therefore encouraged the establishment

and increase of English-medium education. French Creole

remained widespread until the end of the 19th century; in fact,

there were large numbers of more or less monolingual French

Creole speakers in some areas well into the 1940s, and wide-

spread bilingualism among its older speakers into the 1960s.

While it is true that most of the sizable number of black urban

residents of Port of Spain spoke a variety of CEC, it is also

true that there were rural speakers of EC as well, who had

either immigrated as bilingual French Creole/EC speakers,

e.g. from Grenada, or who had learned EC from EC-speakers

either in their home communities or through travel. Trinidad

has also had large numbers of speakers of Spanish, resulting

from immigration from Venezuela (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994), and “Hindi” (the language this designates is actually

Bhojpuri, a closely related language), as well as Urdu, Tamil,

and others brought with immigrant indentured labourers from

India beginning in the mid- 19
th

century (Jha 1973, Mohan
1990). Trinidad has thus experienced a remarkable degree of

extended contact amongst speakers of a great variety of lan-

guages. Not only has this resulted in a range of source

languages for lexicon but it has also meant that some lexical

complexes, such as that for various types of drums, show the

influence of several linguistic and cultural traditions, such

that definitions are not always agreed upon for the same

word, nor is an item always called by the same name.

The early 20
th

century in Trinidad saw a pervasive change.

Opportunities for education in English increased substantially

and by the 1920s English had become the popular as well as the

official language of Trinidad, though there remained pockets of

more or less monolingual speakers of French Creole, Spanish,

or Bhojpuri. While the more educated segments of the popula-

tion could speak English, and English was the language of most

school instruction, newspapers, courts, and officialdom, the

vernacular was by and large a variety of CEC often called bad

English or broken English.

In contrast, Tobago has had much less varied immigration and

interaction. The island was governed by several European colo-

nial powers, including the British, Dutch, and French, but the

vast majority of the population has always been of primarily

African descent and English-/EC-speaking. Some varieties of

Tobagonian EC, both historical and present-day, have been

considered to be closer to the creoles of Jamaica and Guyana,

but Tobagonian was already distinct from these varieties by at
th

J

least the late 1 9 century. Moreover, there has been significant

and continuous contact between Tobago and Trinidad, espe-

cially since their political union in 1889.

Evidence from more conservative speakers, and from older

texts, suggests that both difference and similarity characterize

EC development in the two islands. Some features were present

in Trinidad earlier than in Tobago, some features have remained

widespread in Tobago longer than in Trinidad, and some features

are generally found only in one island or in one region of one

island. There is also a high degree of similarity; many features,

grammatical and lexical, associated now only with Tobago were

clearly evident in Trinidad in the past and are found even today

as part of little-used repertoires of some speakers.

There has always been continued linguistic influence in

Trinidad through the immigration of CEC speakers from

Tobago, Grenada, St. Vincent, Barbados, and other Caribbean

countries, just as there has been considerable Patois in Tobago,

reinforced by contact with northeastern Trinidad, Grenada, and

St. Vincent. The degree of linguistic variation within TTEC in

Trinidad and even in Tobago seems to have been quite high

from its beginnings. There are unique lexical items and a differ-

ing frequency of particular phonological and grammatical

features found in Tobago or Trinidad, but the same is true of

both smaller and larger areas of the Caribbean. As Lawrence

Carrington has noted (pers comm) it is perhaps more helpful to

think of Trinidad and Tobago as “a context of operation” rather

than an impenetrable national boundary. Given their shared

linguistic, cultural, and political history, this dictionary treats

Trinidad and Tobago as constituting one distinct, variable,

speech community.

Other levels of speech community can be identified by char-

acteristics that include region, age, and ethnicity. Any particu-

lar lexical item may normally be used by only a few speakers

within the overall community. For example, while many words

of East Indian origin, such as roti, are known by the entire

national community, others are known and used only within

(a sub-group of) the Indo-Trinidadian community. Similarly,

words pertaining to religious practices are often best - or only -

known to their practitioners.

Because this is a dictionary on historical principles, as estab-

lished by the Oxford English Dictionary’ and its revisions, it

includes words now considered “archaic”, a very general desig-

nation which in this case indicates that it is unlikely the word

would be normally used by speakers under 70 years of age.

Other words are now considered obsolete, e.g. Cabildo , but are

used in historical contexts.

Sources of words, where known, are indicated, e.g. LEBE-

LEBE, LEBBY-LEBBY adj Thin; without energy. (< Kikongo

lebe-lebe 'soft; weak; fragile’). Pronunciations, where known

(not usual for obsolete items) and not transparent according to
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normal rules of TT pronunciation vis-a-vis English spelling

conventions (see descriptions below) are indicated phonetically

in IPA (the International Phonetic Alphabet), e.g. /lcbslsbs,

lsbilebi/, in order of probable frequency or order of deri-

vation. Citations of word usage are taken from written,

recorded, and oral media, and are indicated by a preceding 0.

Because citations follow the style of the original text, quotation

marks in citations may be single or double. Complete refer-

ences for written sources are listed in the bibliographic section

after the entries. Recorded sources, most often songs, are indi-

cated by the singer, song title, and year, e.g. (Kitchener “The

Steel Band” 1948); if the citation is from a print source rather

than a recording, the source is followed by “pr”, e.g. (Kitchener

“The Steel Band” 1948 pr). Oral citations are indicated by quo-

tation marks and the year heard, e.g. “He going down the road

kitty-katta.” (1990). Anonymous written citations are indicated

by a year but no quotation marks. For some newspaper cita-

tions (1970s-80s), only a year was available. Where no citation

was found, Trinidadians and Tobagonians were asked to pro-

vide examples of how a word might be used (these have no

quotation marks and no year).

This is a descriptive dictionary, reporting as faithfully as

possible the reality of this language; thus, all relevant words are

included, pleasant or not. Any word that, at the time of publica-

tion, was generally considered to be vulgar, obscene, pejora-

tive, or to have highly negative connotations is so marked.
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II How to Use This Dictionary

1 THE STRUCTURE OF AN ENTRY

a. How to Read an Entry

In a typical single-meaning entry, the headword (in bold) is fol-

lowed by some or all of the following domains, as available,

known, or notable: 1) alternate spellings, also in bold; 2) part of

speech, in italics; 3) usage notes, in italics; 4) definition; 5) pro-

nunciation, in phonetic symbols inside / /; 6) etymology (origin,

derivation), indicated by (< ); 7) synonyms, following =; and

8) citations, each beginning with 0, arranged chronologically.

Abbreviations are given in sections (b) and (c) below; phonetic

symbols are explained below in section (d). Any word appearing

in the definition that is also an entry headword is indicated by

SMALL CAPITALS.

mapepire dife, mapepire de fe, dife, difay n Tripanurgos com-

pressus, a slender, laterally compressed non-venomous snake, to

1.1m (3.4’) long; found rarely in Trinidad. Large oval head; dis-

tinct neck; prominent red eyes. Overall colour light to dark pink,

with light or dark grey incomplete bands or spots extending up

the sides fairly evenly spaced along the body; belly pinkish

white. Head dark pink, with or without distinct yellow band

extending on to the neck region, followed by a dark wide band

of greyish-black, /mapipi dife/ (< mapepire
4 + FC dife ‘fire’ fi-

red colour) = false coral (snake)
2

,
false false coral (snake), fire

mapepire, pseudofalse coral (snake), red-headed water snake,

whipsnake3
0 Mapepire de fay (Rodriguez 1980) 0 Mapepire De

Fe. (Boos 2001a:109)

In a multiple-meaning entry, each sense is indicated numerically.

mapepire balsain, mapepire barcin, mapipire balsin, mapipi

valsain 1 n Bothrops atrox [== Lachesis atrox, Bothrops lanceo-

latus, Trigonocephalus jararaca], a venomous snake; fairly

large, to 2.5 m (8’); mainly terrestrial. Back pattern of dark trian-

gles, outlined in dull yellow or white, the tips either meeting or

alternating at the back ridge; ground colour may be tan, dark

brown, grey, moss green or yellowish red. Finely keeled scales

give the snake a velvety appearance. Found in Trinidad, but

becoming rare throughout entire range. The snake defensively

coils and re-coils, in a regular disc-like shape referred to as a

KATA2 , /mapipi balsen/ (< Carib matabi ‘a squeezer for manioc

cassava,’ ft similarity to this woven cylindrical object, + < FC
balsan ~ valsan < Fr valsant ‘waltzing’ fr repeated defensive

coiling and circling motion in self-defence or when settling

down) = balsain, barba amarilla, basin snake, cascabel
2

,
fer-

de-lance, mapepire2 , rabo frito, true cascabel, true mapepire 5

0

Mr. Mole... placed two snake skins on the table one of which

was of the Mapipere Zanana, Lachesis mutus, and the other of

the Fer-de-Lance, or as it is called here Mapepire Balsain, Both-

rops lanceolatus. (JFNC Feb 1893:132) 0 Villagers claim that

Machettes and Tigers are the most common and at times the

Balsain Mappipire and Macaquels are also on the pastures.

{Bomb 27 Mar 1987:7)

2 n Leptodeira annulata ashmeadi , a non-venomous snake,

sometimes mistaken for a MAPEPIRE BALSAIN. = annulated

night snake, banded night snake, cat-eyed (night) snake,

chunkhead 1

, >false mapepire
1

,
garden snake, mapepire 3

,

night snake, Trinidad garden snake 0 Mapepire Barsin (Mole

1924b) 0 (Boos 2001a: 115)

• Cross-references are indicated, e.g. mapipi valsain see

MAPEPIRE BALSAIN

• The first headword spelling is the recommended one, based

as much as possible on usage precedents and consistency.

• For scientific names, known previous names are indicated in

the main entry by [=], e.g. Bothrops atrox [~ Lachesis atrox,

Bothrops lanceolatus, Trigonocephalusjararaca ].

• Synonyms are as complete as possible. The most common
one, or the one most likely to be known, is marked with >;

this is the main entry with the fullest description, including

known previous scientific names.

• In a sequence of word entries in which the first part of the

entry is repeated, only the first entry has the full etymology,

e.g.:

laurier black mattack n Nectandra martinicensis, a tree. (< Fr

laurier, any of a number of trees, mostly species of Ocotea or

Nectandra, in the family Lauraceae) = >laurier cypre
1

,
main

ridge laurier (cypre)

laurier blanc n Nectandra stmmosa, a tree. (< Fr blanc ‘white’) 0

(Hart 1866:64) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:231)

• Similarly, in an entry for a word with multiple meanings, the

etymology, if present, is given for the first meaning but not

repeated for subsequent meanings derived from it, e.g.:

macafouchette, makafooshet, macafourchette, ma ca

fou’chette 1 n Leftovers of a meal. (< FC < Fr manquer la

fourchette ‘miss the fork’) 0 Macafuchette I never eat before.

But I am eating it now well in naked war. (Caresser “Maca-

fuchette” 1938, in Rohlehr 1990:199) 0 There was no question

of cooking overnight, not only because there was no place to

store all that food, and fridges had not yet become a standard

household fitting — but also there was a great prejudice against

“stale food” and “macafourchette.” (Araujo 1984:72)
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2 n Of political favours or rewards, what remains to be given

when the prize positions are already distributed. 0 He

wouldn’t get into Cabinet — he would take the macafouchette

he get.

b. Grammatical Labelling2

Although word classes (parts of speech) are included for all

single words (and phrasal verbs), it should be noted that these

are by no means totally agreed upon by linguists, lexicogra-

phers, and creolists. The linguistic discipline of creole studies

has emphasized that creole languages should not be tied down

to the Procrustean bed of other languages’ grammatical catego-

ries. The contextualized examples in the citations are the best

guide to actual usage, and hence grammatical category. How-

ever, just because a particular form of a word is not entered

here does not mean that it is not used. Creole languages typi-

cally have extremely plastic grammatical categories, e.g. tired

is adjective (She tired), verb
(
She tiredin), and noun (Tired

make she vex.). As in English, grammatical morphology can

change word class easily; for example, a verb - beat pari - can

be made into a gerund (noun form) - beating pan.

The following conventions have been used in assignment of

categories.

• The category noun includes compound nouns such as cocoa

basket, leaping guabine.

• The category verb includes phrasal (two-part) verbs that

include an obligatory preposition, such as love up.

• Ideophones (usually describing sounds) such as biddip are

usually used and labelled as adverbs, although they may also

be used as nouns, interjections, or adjectives.

c. Symbols and Abbreviations

~ equivalent to (usually indicates a prior scientific

name)

0 introducing a citation
“ ” authentic speech citation (a citation without these

is an elicited or made-up example)
“ ” or

‘
’ encloses direct speech in written source

‘
’ gloss, explanation

or (indicating variation)

// encloses phonemic pronunciation (see symbols

below)

( ) encloses etymology (origin)

( ) encloses optional part of a word or phrase

[ ]
encloses previous scientific name

i encloses change made from original

< derived from

= synonym (equivalent)

> main entry

SMALL caps cross-referenced as an alternate spelling;

small CAPS within a definition, indicating a word that has its

own entry

adj adjective

adv adverb

2 For fuller descriptions of the grammatical characteristics of TTEC,
see James and Youssef (2002), Solomon (1993), Winer (1993), and

Winford (1993).

AmE
Amer
Ang
AustrE

arc

Bh

BrE

CarE

CEC
Ch

conj

DECTT

det

E

EC
esp.

FC
Fr

H
H-Bh

intj

intrg

Kik

LAS
n

obs

part

pers com
phr

pl

poss.

pr

pref

prob.

pron

Ptg

rel

SAfr

ScE

[sic]

SE

Sp

suf

Tob

Tr

TT, T&T
TTE
TTEC
usu.

V

WAfr

Yor

American English

Amerindian (unspecified)

Angika (language of northern India)

Australian English

archaic

Bhojpuri

British English

Caribbean English

Caribbean English Creole

Chinese (usually Cantonese or Hakka)

conjunction

Dictionary of the English/Creole of Trinidad &
Tobago

determiner

English

English Creole

especially

French Creole

French

Hindi

Hindi and/or Bhojpuri

interjection

interrogative

Kikongo

Latin American Spanish

noun

obsolete

particle

personal communication

phrase

plural

possibly

printed source (lyrics)

prefix

probably

pronoun

Portuguese

relativizer

South Africa

Scottish English

as in original

Standard International English

Spanish

suffix

Tobago

Trinidad

Trinidad & Tobago

Trinidad & Tobago English

Trinidad & Tobago English Creole

usually

verb

West Africa, West African languages

Yoruba

d. Phonetic Symbols Keywords here are for pronunciations

in standard TTE/C. Pronunciation is indicated phonemically,

using International Phonetic Alphabet symbols. Vowel length-

ening is indicated in transcriptions by : after the vowel, e.g. part
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/pa:t/, bhaaji /b
h
a:c%i/. (Note that standard BrE is now tran-

scribed with length for /i, u, a, o and 3/, but only relevant or

contrastive length is indicated herein.) (See discussion of pro-

nunciation in section 3 below.)

Vowels

i bee

1 bit

u boot

0 put

e bait a pure close-mid front unrounded vowel,

not diphthongized as in SE /belt/

6 bet

3 potato typically in unstressed, non-final positions

A but

China a vowel in unstressed final position

3 work also realized as a

O hope pure close-mid back rounded vowel,

not diphthongized as in SE /hoop,

haop/

0 for

a father

D hot a back rounded vowel, less open than

BrE equivalent

a bat a front unrounded vowel, more open

than SE /ae/

ai bite

01 boy

au about

In phonemic representations, a nasalized vowel is indicated by

a tilde, e.g. /pika/; in orthographic representations, it is usually

indicated by a following n , as in pikan /pika/.

Consonants

P papa m make

b bat n no

t top 0 sing

d done h hot

k kite 1 luck

9 go r red

f fish w water

V vee
j young

s set tf church

z zoo jump

I shirt 0 thing

3 pleasure 5 this

• Many words of Bhojpuri or other Indian language derivation

include aspirated consonants, especially b
h

and p
h

. An
aspirated consonant, produced with slightly greater force, is

indicated by an
h
after the consonant, e.g. bhaaji /b

h
a:c^i/.

It should be noted that in most cases, however, such aspira-

tion is not produced locally, and does not, therefore, appear

in most pronunciations; when it does, an individual speaker

may or may not pronounce it in this way. (See Mohan 1 990;

Mohan and Zador 1986.)

• Although the current International Phonetic Alphabet uses 111

to indicate the initial sound in rat, for ease of readability and

familiarity the transcription here retains the more traditional

IPA/r/.

• TE and TTEC are non-rhotic, that is, the /r/ sound is not

explicitly pronounced after a vowel in words such as star,

start, hard, though the vowel itself is lengthened, thus /star,

sta:t, ha:d/. Sometimes words that have a slightly or fully

lengthened /a/ sound, such as bad, bhaaji, may be spelled with

an intrusive r, e.g. bard, barjee. However, the former is a regu-

lar pronunciation in both British and TT English and is not

indicated in spelling, whereas in words of Indian origin, such

as bhaaji, the lengthened or “double” /a/ sound distinguishes

words and is commonly represented in roman letters by a

repeated letter or by a bar above, e.g. bhaaji, bhaji. Though in

many cases this distinction is disappearing in TT, where evi-

dence of current pronunciation is available, in this dictionary

preferred spellings for such Indian-derived words are indi-

cated by a double vowel, e.g. bhaaji.

2 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

a. What words are included here?

What words are not included?

For the purposes of this work, the national political boundary

serves to demarcate one overall speech community encompass-

ing all the speech varieties of Trinidad and Tobago. While gener-

ally the speech varieties of Trinidad and of Tobago are more

similar to each other than to other Caribbean varieties, there have

been and are differences between the two islands. In this volume,

words of primarily Tobagonian usage are indicated, where

known, by Tob before the definition. This should not be taken to

mean that only Trinidadian usage is “normative” or “default”.

Many words in this dictionary can also be found in the

speech of other Caribbean countries, although the amount of

overlap varies greatly depending on the locales, the topics, and

the individual speakers compared. For example, many Jamai-

can words of African origin are not found in Trinidad or in

Tobago. Much of the India-derived lexicon in Trinidad is also

found in Guyana, but not in Jamaica or Barbados, which

received only a few Indian immigrants.

Because this dictionary is based on the historical principles

established by the Oxford English Dictionary, entries include

words that are archaic, obsolete, or used only in historical refer-

ences. Citations are meant to illustrate meanings and usages of

words, including changes over time. It is not always clear

which meaning or form of a word is the earliest.

Included

• Words that have a meaning basically the same as in English

but that have become generally obsolete or are found in

regionally isolated dialects, e.g. boar-hog ‘boar; male pig’.

• Words that differ in form, e.g.flim ‘film’, or phonology, e.g.

jealousy ‘jalousie’.

• Words that have been grammatically reanalyzed, e.g. a mice

‘a mouse’.

• Words that have a much higher degree of frequency and/or

different range of usage than in SE, e.g.fowl ‘chicken’.
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• Words that have a narrower range of reference than in stan-

dard international English; for example, in SE, silk-cotton

tree refers to any species in one botanical family, but in TT
refers to only one species.

• Words that have the same form as a SE word but have a

meaning which differs wholly or partly, e.g. spice ‘cinna-

mon’, salt ‘fertilizer’.

• Words that are not standard international English, though

they may contain English components. This is the largest

category. Typical examples are fore-day morning ‘the time

just before sunrise’, rod ‘a soft flat Indian bread’, brought-

upcy ‘good breeding, manners’, congolala ‘Eclipta alba , a

medicinal plant’. These may be words that were invented in

TT, were borrowed from elsewhere, or “came through” one

or more other languages.

Not Included

• Formal or informal (colloquial) Standard International

English (SE) words. Some words often locally considered

to be solely local are actually more general English, e.g.

bamboozle, butter up, frazzle.

• Words whose invention and/or use are ephemeral, i.e. of

fleeting and transient appearance.

b. Why can’t I find a word I’m looking for?

• It may be English; look in the full Oxford English Diction-

ary, Webster's International Dictionary’ or similar works.

(Many new editions of reputable dictionaries also include

regional entries from the Caribbean as “World English”.)

• It may be a new word. Conversely, it may have disappeared

from usage already. Generally speaking, a word must

remain in use for some years before being considered for

inclusion.

• It may be in a phrase, and can be found under a different

part of the phrase. For example, if you do not find in noise

under in, try looking under noise; if make a zeef is not

entered under make, try zeef, make. Note that for phrases,

when a or the comes between other words, it is usually

omitted, e.g. make a jail > make jail.

• It may not be spelled here the same way you are spelling it.

For common variants, check the list in the subsection that

follows this one.

• Headwords are alphabetized without regard to spaces.

Thus, meet hard would come before mefather.

c. Why isn’t this word spelled the way I’m spelling it?
3

• There is a long tradition of writing the vernacular Creole

and English in TT, particularly in newspapers. Many words

have established historical precedent and therefore a

customary spelling, e.g. callaloo. Where there are other

spellings, whether slightly different, e.g. calaloo, or more

different, e.g. kalalu, these are cross-referenced. Where

two spellings are both common, e.g. alu and aloo, every

3 For a full discussion of orthographic standardization in TT. see

Winer (1990).

attempt has been made to regularize sound-spelling corre-

spondences as much as possible without contortions.

• In some cases, the spelling used by a writer reflects a cor-

rect knowledge of the language of origin, e.g. mauvais

langue , but sometimes a hypothesis about the language of

origin is incorrect, or the origin is unknown, and such spell-

ings are misleading, e.g. sou-sou for susu reflects an incor-

rect French derivation from sou ‘penny, cent’.

• In the case of French and French Creole words, a decision

was made not to incorporate accent marks into preferred

spellings. The common verb ending pronounced Id, is

generally written here as -ay, e.g. dingolay. This coincides

with the ending for most verbs coming from Bhojpuri-

Hindi, also most commonly spelled here as -ay, e.g. pisay.

• If you are having difficulty finding a word, try a different

spelling, following the suggested alternates below. If you

are spelling the word as in the first column and not finding

it, try the second column, and vice versa. For example, if

you are looking for guabine try wabeen; if you are looking

for dhal, try dal.

CONSONANT ALTERNATIVES
b~bh baaji ~ bhaaji

b ~ v balsain ~ valsain

c ~ k cabresse ~ kabres

ch ~ chh chaane ~ chhaane

cy ~ ky cyaan ~ kyaan

d ~ dh dal ~ dhal

d ~ th dat ~ that

g~gh gatka ~ ghatka

gu ~ w guabine ~ wabeen

k ~ kh kichri ~ khichri

k~q kasida ~ qasida

J~jh jandi ~ jhandi

p~ph pua ~ phua

r ~ n kyan ~ kyar

t~th ting ~ thing

VOWEL ALTERNATIVES
a ~ aa bhaji ~ bhaaji

a ~ an ~ ar kyan ~ kyar ~ kyaa

a ~ aa ~ ar bad ~ baad ~ bard

aw ~ or taw ~ tor

ay ~ e bayta ~ beta

ee ~ i een ~ in

e ~ ay dife ~ difay

i ~ ii bahin ~ bahiin

oo ~ u ~ uu aloo ~ alu ~ aluu

d. Why isn’t there an origin listed for every word?

Long before Ralph Waldo Emerson noted that language isfossil

poetry, [the great lexicographer Samuel] Johnson saw that the

etymology ofevery word, however commonplace the word itself,

contains the gleam ofa more lustrous past. Etymology is perennially

fascinating because it revives theforgotten poetry ofthe everyday.

Henry Hitchings, Defining the World (2005, p. 95)
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• Wherever possible, the etymology of the entry word has been

traced and noted. English-derived etymologies rely heavily

on the New Oxford English Dictionary. In general, the ety-

mology is traced back as far as another known language, but

not all the way back to an “ultimate” origin such as Latin or

Sanskrit. Where the derivation is obvious and transparent

from its original English sources, an etymology is not given.

In cases where etymologies are only generally supposable,

they are indicated generally, e.g. < Amer, < H-Bh.

• Cassidy’s Law of Etymology states: “Possibilities, no mat-

ter how many, do not constitute a probability; probabilities,

no matter how many, do not constitute a proof.” Sometimes

- indeed often - it has not been possible to determine with

certainty a pathway of derivation, or even the closest donor

language. Though some unknown etymologies are lost in

the past, there also remain many uncertainties for words

that are relatively recent. This is the case despite any num-

ber of popular hypotheses that are widely believed though

historically unproven or linguistically unlikely.

• One problem with establishing etymologies for some words

is the lack of adequate resources available for checking

some languages, particularly those of the Amerindian and

African families. For India, entries were checked with

native speakers of Bhojpuri both in Trinidad and from

India, but there were no published dictionaries of this

language available.

• For French derivations, it is often difficult to determine

whether the local form came immediately from French

or from Patois (French Creole). Some constructions, like

battai-bwa ‘stick-fight’, are French Creole, but often the

word or phrase was spelled in a fashion closer to French,

e.g. the spelling beau mortelle might represent either beau

immortelle (French), or bo motel (French Creole). The use

of both French and French Creole in Trinidad during the

19th century makes it likely that these two languages influ-

enced each other, as well as English/EC.

e. How is this dictionary different from all other

dictionaries?

• The DECTT differs from all other scholarly works in focus-

ing on TT. Although quite a few words in the DECTT also

occur elsewhere - in other Caribbean countries, as well as

outside the region - the local TT lexicon taken as a whole

is recognizably different from that of any other country.

The overlap with the local lexicon contained in the Dic-

tionary of Jamaican English (Cassidy and Le Page,

1967/1980), or that of the Dictionary ofBahamian English

(Holm with Shilling, 1982) is estimated to be not more than

about 25 per cent. In comparison with the Dictionary of
Caribbean English Usage (Allsopp, 1996), the DECTT
includes many more words of TT usage, especially histori-

cal, archaic, and obsolete words, words of Indian origin,

words for flora and fauna, and locally salient domains such

as games and steelband.

• Although dictionaries of standard international English, such

as the Oxford English Dictionary, are including more words

of “World Englishes”, including Caribbean, origin, there is

much more coverage of local lexicon in the DECTT.

• In contrast to the Oxford English Dictionary, the foremost

scholarly historical dictionary of English, and even to the

Dictionary ofJamaican English, the DECTT includes many
citations from oral sources, mostly conversation or com-

mon speech but also notably recorded or heard songs.

3 NOTES ON PRONUNCIATION4

Sounds are too volatile and subtlefor legal restraints ; to enchain

syllables, and to lash the wind, are equally the undertakings of

pride, unwilling to measure its desires by its strength.

Samuel Johnson, Preface to A Dictionaiy

ofthe English Language, 1755

In this dictionary, pronunciations are only identified specifi-

cally for words in which the established spelling, the influence

of another language, or some other factor makes the actual

pronunciation (or pronunciations) not obvious or transparent -

in effect, for all words not of English derivation. Otherwise,

pronunciations are assumed to follow normal rules for the TT
sound system. For some words, especially archaic and obsolete

ones, the historical pronunciation is not definitely known and is

therefore not included.

Descriptions of the phonemic inventory present in TT indi-

cate variation, especially in vowels, related to both overall

change over time and to sociolinguistic variables such as socio-

economic status, social identity and orientation, education, eth-

nicity, and familiarity with other languages. Very little work

has been done on stress, pitch, or intonation and thus these

aspects are not represented here.

VOWELS
Figure 1 : Traditional Vowel System

Front Central Back

Open-Mid e ad

Open a

The chart in Figure 1 represents a traditional TTE/C system;

sounds that may be allophonic (not meaningfully distin-

guished) for some speakers are enclosed together. While some

speakers have a four-way distinction between the vowels in the

English word classes containing cut, cot, caught and curt, with

/a/, /d/, hi and /3 / respectively, in popular pronunciation all

four of these vowels may be merged in a single back open

rounded vowel /d/. Another “merger” in the vowel system is /u/

~ lul, particularly common for TTE/C speakers with French

Creole, Spanish, or Indie linguistic influence. The variation in

4 More information on the phonological characteristics of TT speech

can be found in James and Youssef (2002), Wamer-Lewis (1991,

1996), Wells (1988), Winer (1993), and Winford (1978b, 1979).
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/i ~ 1/ appears to be still allophonic (not distinguishing minimal

pairs of words) for many speakers, especially for in/een ‘in’,

and the realization of both in all types of TTE/C is often in

between.

• In several cases, sounds in current English words usually

pronounced as diphthongs are realized in TTE/C by

monophthongs, single so-called “pure” vowels, e.g. TTE/C
/bot/ ~ BrE /bout/ AmE /bout/ ‘boat’; TTE/C /fes/ ~

BrE, AmE /feis/ ‘face’.

• Traditionally, TTEC in some places has had /a/ where TTE
has /d/, e.g. shop, hot, bottle. With the development and

spread of the system shown in Figure 2, such pronuncia-

tions have become widely stigmatized by speakers of the

latter system as archaic, rural, uneducated, or “small

island” (see Winer 1995).

Figure 2: Contemporary Vowel System

Front Central Back

Close i u

Close-Mide 1 u

e

3

0

Open-Mid e 3 A 0

Open a a d

• TTE/C has some phonemic, distinctive nasalisation of

vowels, mostly in words deriving from French and Spanish,

e.g. /pika/ ‘prickle, thorn’ < Fr piquant
;
coupon /kuj5/ < Fr

couillon ‘fool’, /pajol/ ‘Venezuelan; Trinidadian of Venezue-

lan descent’ < Sp espahol ‘Spanish’ but also, e.g. in ky'aari

/kja:/ ‘can’t’. A distinction between long and short /a/ in some

words of Indian origin is made by some Indo-Trinidadian

speakers e.g. /bap - ba:p/ ‘father’; some speakers consider the

long vowel to sound “better” or “more correct” or “more

Indian”, although in the original Indian language itself the

vowel might not be lengthened.

• Where SE differentiates the diphthongs /ia/ as in near, ear,

here, serious and /sa/ as in fair, hair, various, square, both

TTEC and TTE have one sound, making hair rhyme with

ear and tear ‘rip’ with tear ‘cry’.

CONSONANTS
• The consonant inventory in TTE/C is generally similar to

that of English; stops /p, b, t, d, k, g/; fricatives /f, v, s, z, J,

3/; nasals /m, n, g/; affricates /tJV and /d3/; and approxim-

ants /h, j, 1, r, w/. As in virtually all English-related creoles,

English /0/ and /5 / are generally realized as TTEC /t/ and /d/

respectively.

• Typically, in words derived from English, certain combina-

tions of two or more consonants are not pronounced in

word final position, e.g. /an/ ‘and’, /itias/ ‘must’, /fain

/

‘find’; in some cases they are pronounced when a vowel-

initial suffix is added, e.g. /faindin/ ‘finding’, suggesting

underlying final clusters and a consonant-cluster simplifi-

cation rule. Initial consonant clusters may be handled in
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various ways; for example, English squirrel /skwiral,

skwrl/ becomes TTE/C /skiril/.

• Velarization of nasals (raising the back of the tongue, pro-

ducing an additional /g/ sound) can occur after back vowels

in words such as down /dog/ ‘dong’, and round /mg, rag

/

‘rong’.

• In some forms of TTEC, initial /ju/ and /j / become /nju/

and /nju/, e.g. usine /nyusin/ ‘sugar factory’, young /njug/.

• Sequential affrication of post-alveloar stops, as in drink

/cbjrigk/ may be more marked than in other Englishes; it is

certainly noticed by native speakers in TT, as indicated by

spellings such as j for dr in jrink.

• Like other English-related creoles, older TTEC appears to

have often had no clear distinction between Ibl and /v/, e.g.

bery ~ very, tnapipi ba/sain ~ mapipi valsain, a snake.

French Creole influence is notable in some people’s speech

when intervocalic /r/ becomes /w/, e.g. laurier /brie/ ~

/bwie/, a tree.

• Palatalization of velar stops in TTE/C occurs frequently in

words such as garden /gjcudcn/, can 't /kya:/, and girl /gyal,

gy3l, gyAl/. Although these sounds are not phonemic in the

sense of distinguishing minimal pairs, they are salient to

speakers, and are sometimes socially evaluated differently

in relation to English equivalents.

• Generally associated only with Tobago is the variation of -h

and +h before initial stressed vowels, e.g. /am an heg/ ‘ham

and egg'.

• TTE/C ’s non-rhoticity (“r-lessness”) is of course a feature of

many English dialects, including standard British English

and some American English dialects, unlike its close neigh-

bours of Barbadian, which has a very strong pronunciation

of /r/, and Guyanese, which is semi-rhotic. In TTE/C, for

example, bar is /ba: ~ ba:/. The attention to and overt mark-

ing of non-rhoticity in written TTE/C may be motivated in

part by a desire to distinguish TTE/C from other Caribbean

varieties. This feature is sometimes confused with vowel

lengthening. For example, the vowel in bad /ba:d/, which is

naturally lengthened in any English because of its position

before a voiced consonant (e.g. d), is often written as baad.

In non-rhotic dialects, ar is also pronounced /a:/, e.g. hard

/ha:d/, so that hard is sometimes written haad. More com-

mon is the reverse, when the sound /a:/ or hi/ is written with

an additional r as ar or or, e.g. bard ‘bad’, dardy ‘daddy’,

and gorn ‘gone’, indicating this normal vowel lengthening,

parallel to words in which such vowel lengthening does indi-

cate an underlying r. Note; Most words of Spanish, Indie, or

Arabic origin retain intervocalic /r/ amongst all speakers.

• Some speakers, notably Indo-Trinidadians, have additional

distinctions for some words of Indian origin, such as aspi-

rated voiced stops, e.g. /b’bidji/ bhaaji.

4 NOTES ON FLORA AND FAUNA ENTRIES

• Not all flora (plants) and fauna (animals) found in TT have

local names. Only those with local names are included here.

• International English names also used in TT are only

included here where the referent varies world-wide. For

example, bushmaster refers to a number of similar
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venomous snakes, but the name in Trinidad refers to one

particular species found locally.

• For plants, many of the original measurements were approx-

imate, rounded off, or put into categories by size and were

made in Imperial or Standard systems. In order to include the

modem scientific convention of metric measurements, some

of the standard measurements in the original descriptions

have had to be converted. Since this has sometimes resulted in

awkward equivalents - e.g. 7.5 cm = 2.9", 6 ft. = 1.8 m -

these measurements have also been rounded off and are thus

no longer exactly equivalent. To simplify measurements,

most are now given at maximums - e.g. “height to 6 m” -

rather than as a range - e.g. “height 4-6 m”.

• Descriptions are not intended to replace a field guide but do

include distinguishing features and emphasize those related

to the naming or use of a particular species.

• Descriptions were written to be accurate for specialists and

accessible to non-specialists. In some cases, scientific

descriptive terminology has been simplified, but some com-

plex terms are unavoidable. This is particularly tme for

botanical items. In scientific classifications, the three main

forms of plant life are: herb - non-woody; shrub - woody

with multiple low-branching stems; and tree - woody with a

single trunk. However, because herb is popularly used to

indicate a plant used for cooking or medicine, this term has

been generally avoided in favour ofplant.

• Specialized words for flora that are used here to provide

accurate descriptions include:

anther, the sac-like part of the stamen containing the pollen

axil: the upper angle between a leaf or petiole and the stem

from which it springs; also between a branch and the trunk

bract: a small modified leaf or scale, growing immediately

below the calyx of a plant, or on the peduncle of a flower;

in plants such as poinsettia and balisier (Heliconia), this

bract is colourful, and is often mistaken for the flower

buttress: of a tree, having widening projections towards the

base connecting the trunk and a major root.

calyx: the whorl of leaves (sepals), either separate or grown

together, usually green, forming the outer envelope in

which the flower is enclosed while still a bud

corolla: the whorl of leaves (petals), either separate or grown

together, forming the inner envelope of the flower, and

generally its most conspicuous part; usually coloured (not

green), and delicate

drip tip: of a leaf, coming to a long sharp point

elliptical: shaped like a slightly flattened oval, pointed at

both ends

inflorescence: the collective flower or blossom of a plant

keel: in some flowers, the two lowest petals, more or less

united and shaped like the prow of a ship

lanceolate: of leaves, resembling a spear-head in shape, nar-

row and tapering to both ends

leaflet: one of the divisions of a compound leaf

lobe: a rounded part or division of a leaf

node: the point of a stem where the leaves arise

obovate: egg-shaped, with the broader end outwards at

the tip
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obovoid: somewhat egg-shaped, with the broader end out-

wards at the tip

ovate: egg-shaped, with the smaller end outwards

panicle: a compound inflorescence, in which some of the

pedicels branch once or repeatedly, forming a loose and

irregularly spreading cluster of flowers

pedicel: a small peduncle, a stalk supporting a flower

peduncle: the primary or large stalk supporting a (com-

pound) flower or fruit

petal: each of the divisions (modified leaves) of the corolla

of a flower, especially when separate; strictly, distin-

guished from the sepals or leaves of the calyx, but often

popularly considered to include these when they are

coloured or resemble the petals

petiole: a leafstalk, the footstalk of a leaf by which it is

attached to the stem

raceme: a simple inflorescence in which the flowers are

arranged on short, nearly equal, lateral pedicels, at equal

distances on an elongated stem

reflexed: turning backwards, reversed on itself

rhizome: a prostrate or underground stem emitting roots and

usually producing leaves at its tip

sepal: each of the divisions or leaves of the calyx of a flower

spathe: a large bract or leafy sheath enclosing the inflores-

cence of some plants

stamen: the male or fertilizing organ of a flowering plant,

consisting of the anther, containing the pollen, and the fil-

ament supporting the anther

terminal raceme: a raceme at the end of a stem or branch

toothed: jagged, notched like pointed teeth

trifoliate: having three leaflets together

tuber: an underground structure consisting of a solid thick-

ened portion or outgrowth of a stem or rhizome, more or

less rounded in form, and bearing “eyes” or buds from

which new plants may arise

tubercle: a small rounded wart-like swelling or protuberance

umbel: a mass of inflorescence borne upon pedicels of nearly

equal length springing from a common centre, thus resem-

bling an umbrella

whorl: of leaves, flowers, or parts of a flower, springing from

the stem or axis at the same level and encircling it

winged: having lateral projections perpendicular to the stem
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Aa

a, ah, ar, are 1 prep Tob; Tr arc Directional preposition, indicating

movement to, towards, or into a place, /a/ (prob. < no '
)
= na

1

0 Me
rise very early, go a Belmont. (Carmichael 1833) 0 Crab no walk -

crab no fat - crab walk too much he come a pot. = ‘A crab that does

not walk will not get fat, a crab that walks too much will be caught

and put into the pot. ’ A lazy person amounts to nothing; if a person is

too busy he will be brought to grief. (Uh 1883:256) 0 Buckit go a well

ebery day, wan day e battam go cum ut. (Uh 1883:257) 0 Mary gone a

mountain, Highland dey! (traditional song, in Connor 1958:44) 0

Ants go bring news ah me grave. (I'll get news regardless of where I

am.) (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Married sweetee, bam-bye you go see-

umee, horsewhip an’ supple-jack, go talk a’ you backee. (Elder 1964)

0 “Thank you, 'e get up dis momin’ fu go down a river an’ jus’ fall

down dead. A low-side me a go now fu get de death certificate.”

(Phillips 1991:40) 0 7) Mi a go a Roxborough/shap. 'I am going to

Roxborough/the shop.’ 8) He hit mi a mi jabone. ‘He hit me on the

jaw.’ 9) Ah, Kini bwai, yu come a work ‘Ah, Kini boy, you’ve come

into the world.’ (James & Youssef 2002:157)

2 prep arc Locative preposition, indicating being in a place, (prob.

< yict) = na
2
0 Beg parden, Massa, tree demijohn dere a press. (POSG

11 Apr 1843:2) 0 “[Wjhere are they?”... “Down yander, Mas’r, a

toder room.” (Wilkins 1854:214) 0 Trouble da ar bush, but annancy

bring am ar house. (Uh 1883:257) 0 Wha done ar dark, always show

ar light. (Uh 1883:258) 0 When managa please to gie you orda fe cut

cane, you cane tan a ground fa tree week sometimes, fo he go cat um.

(77V 25 Oct 1884) 0 Jack dead bush grow a e door mout! (Julien nd) 0

“Me a stop a Hubert Elder rum-shop a Scarborough fu buy me rum.”

(Phillips 1991:40) 0 Hi de a Charlotteville a meek strife. ‘He is in/at

Charlotteville stirring up trouble.’ (James & Youssef 2002:157)

3 prep Of, a reduced form, usu. in phrases with lot, set, etc. This form

is often written by doubling the final consonant and attaching -a. (< E

a!of, a common reduced form in quick or informal speech) 0 Den all

de Yankees and dem make a lot a nice singing and joke till it was time

to eat, den de people way had tables share out a lot a cake and i

screem. {PC 24 Sept 1904) 0 What kind a foolishness you talking? 0

“If I tell you, one setta people.” (1990)

4 v Copula or equating (be) verb; usu. equivalent to English is/are. =

da
1

0 De bes joke ah wen de musicians an dem bin ah play ah two-

step waltz gie dem. (PC 27 Aug 1904) 0 dis a di man. This is the man.

(Webster 1979) 0 “All me want now a some rain tonight.” (Phillips

1991:51)

5 v A topical existential (be) verb, used at the beginning of a sentence

or clause. Generally equivalent to English be with it, there or that;

also used to indicate a question. = da
2

, >is' 0 Ah no way kine ah

honarebble coat you cud coatin. (PC 30 April 1904) 0 Ah sah, ah one

joke fuh see dem. (PC 13 Aug 1904) 0 a mi dadi. It is my father.

(Webster 1979) 0 a hu we tif di Juga? Who stole the sugar? ... (a) wen
1 a kAtn bak? When is he going to return? (Webster 1979) 0 “Well a

dat me come fu see you ’bout...” (Phillips 1991:43) 0 “A so me like

mi choc’late tea, you see how de oil a float pan tap?” (Phillips

1991:50)

6 v A topical equative or copula verb, used at the beginning of a sen-

tence in an emphatic construction of the form, e.g. a tired she tired. =
>is

2
0 a lezi i lezi... It is because she is lazy. (Webster 1979)

7 v A non-completive verbal aspect marker indicating continuing/

progressive action. = da3
, >-in 0 My yeye a bun me, an me han wary

fo hole de pen. (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 De bes joke ah wen de musicians

an dem bin ah play ah two-step waltz gie dem, well I neber see ting so

yet (Oui foote); not one ah dem bin no how foo dance am, soom ah

dem bin ah gallop, soom bin ah dance paseo an others bin ah waltz

am, ah sah, ah fus ah laff, ah laff so tell me mout nearly tear. (PC 27

Aug 1904) 0 Sambo, where you a go? (Lord Executor “Sambo Why
You Are Go” 1940) 0 De ropeyou-a pull, not dat one me-a cut. When
one man has set a magic “trick” against another (as when he tries to

make it impossible for him to work his land) and a third person warns

him of what has been done, this saying is used to mean, “I know. I’m

watching.” (Herskovits 1945:198) 0 Mi belly ah hat mi. (ESTT 1956)

0 Sambo Rainey, Bass Counar, da key are wo’k... “Sambo” and

“Bass” (apparently boss )
suggest a mime on the flogging customs of

slavery times... “da key are wo’k” means “the key is moving” - it is

passed quickly from person to person and the searcher must find and

catch the person who has it. (Elder 1973) 0 “But Felix boy, yuh ah

mek dam joke yes. Yuh mean to seh, yuh deh down here ah sleep like

ah top, and meh dey uppa de house ah wait pan yuh like ah dam fool.

(Rollocks 1975:15) 0 mi a rAn. I am running, dsm a tak. They are

talking... i bin a rAn. i de a rAn. He was running... awi bin a tak, awi de

a tak. We were talking... ken de a praktis. Ken is practising presently.

Ken was practising. (Webster 1979) 0 “Matil, me hear bell a toll dis

momin’, a oo dead?” (Phillips 1991:38) 0 “Well me a come a de wake

tonight fu mek coffee an’ roas’ bake fu you.” (Phillips 1991:40) 0

“Thank you, ’e get up dis momin’ fu go down a river an’ jus’ fall

down dead. A low-side me a go now fu get de death certificate.”

(Phillips 1991:40) 0 “A so me like mi choc’late tea, you see how de

oil a float pan tap?” (Phillips 1991:50)

8 v A non-completive verbal aspect marker indicating habitual action.

= da4
, does 0 Me fuget fuh tell you dat dem gentlemans are practise

every nite, dem music ah one comb an ah ole quatro. (PC 13 Aug
1904) 0 As foo de dancing, you no how crapo ah jump; well so som

ah dem bin ah dance. (PC 27 Aug 1904) 0 De Govanna mus intefeer,

is ah we Govanna way ah paa moonie, an is we moonie dem Govanna

ah get foo paa ehself an dem too. (PC 1 Oct 1904)

9 v In verb phrases, a modal auxiliary indicating obligation; usu. fol-

lowed by fu/fo/fi. (< E have to, expressing obligation) = >ha, haffi 0

“Dem woman jus’ start an’ look how far deh reach a’ready; we a fu

work faster.” (Phillips 1991:49)

10 v In verb phrases, an auxiliary after modal verbs could, should,

would, might. Often written as -a or -na in negative. (< E a/have, a

common reduced form in quick or informal speech) 0 Den Missa

sai, o if I bin no dat afor, I wood a punish em more. (TSCG 8 Jan

1 848:2) 0 Wan ah me frens tell me ah shud a charg he at 60 cents ah

day an dat wud ah mek it cum to $4.20. (PC 4 June 1904) 0 A kwite

sure dat if dey did come befo not a kworter of de place wudn’t a did

bun. (PC 29 Oct 1904) 0 Dat cent you tek buy papah fe rite you chupit

chupit letta - ef you bin buy grease fe grease dem chiga toe, it wooda

bin betta. (PC 9 July 1904) 0 She get so vex dat she would ah did kill

de cat. (PC 17 Sept 1904) 0 “Well ah never see more, who would ah

think yuh was een ah de choir fuh forty years.” (Rollocks 1975:9) 0

Yuh ever tort yuh woulda see such a ting happen in yuh life before?

( Mamits, TG 5 May 1979) 0 “Look at de nice string ah cut nuh. 1 say

we woulda full dis string wit’ cascadoo.” (Sweetbread EX ca 1980) 0

“Is 50 years I doing this kind of labour,” he stated, “and if I didn't have

belly I woulda give up already because who going to take this kind of

pressure all the time?” (TTM 31 July 1987:19) 0 “Well, we can’t read.

And if we coulda read, that woulda make no difference,” another vol-

unteered. (Gosine 1988:44) 0 If it was close tuh home, De whole fam-

ily woulda get ah formal invitation. An we woulda buy ah gift. (Foster

1990:77) 0 If I was a younger chap, Maybe I woulda get trap in that.

(Sparrow “Both of Them” pr, Williams 1992) 0 ‘If Ma didn’t want

half, you would ah have all the money already. But now she want all.

That not fair, Bal.’ (Gosine 1992:62) 0 “Yuh know if was a white man
lash she, she woulda pick up her damn false teeth easy easy and go her

way.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:7)



a-alabhimaan 2

11 det Indefinite article; generally equivalent to English a, an, one ;

used with nouns, and with or without a quantifier, e.g. a grain of
match, a bread, afive-cents. = one

1

0 Me ftiget fuh tell you dat dem
gentlemans are practise every nite, dem music ah one comb an ah ole

quatro. (PC 13 Aug 1904) 0 Me want fuh sen ah invitashun fuh Lizzie

an Joe. (PC 13 Aug 1904) 0 I saw a police in the rear. (Tiger “Miss

Marie’s Advice” 1938) 0 “We went there and played, and got like a

two dollars, and we went and buy a bottle of wine.” (EX 12 Oct

1986:31) 0 “If you don't pay up, go and do a three months.” (TTM 6

Jan 1987:14) 0 Villagers were also asserting that once you gave a cer-

tain member of the Caroni County Council, a $100, you could get a

five days no matter what party you from. (EX 10 May 1987:17) 0

[He] got a diarrhoea... after settling his numbers, the much relieved

cop drove away with a smile. (Bomb 12 June 1987:21) 0 This is fol-

lowed by his regular request: “Well, give me a 25 cents nah, man.”

(Heat 25 July 1987:4) 0 They saw a man with a blue track pants run-

ning away from the scene, but couldn't say whether he was of Indian

or African descent. ( TTM 2 Oct 1990: 18) 0 An once ah had tuh run by

de grocery tuh buy ah papers an some Uncle Ben rice. (Foster

1990:60) 0 “Just now, let me put on a pants.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:77)

0 [C]lad in a red T-shirt and a blue denim knee-length shorts. (EX 29

Dec 2003:3)

12 pron I, subject pronoun, first person singular; often spelled ah or

Ah. = ah 1

, me 1

0 [Ef] you bring de tings ah is yoahs, an ef you no

bring dem, ah is nebba more. (PC Apr 30 1904) 0 [W]ait pan de

bridge till ar come back, fuss marni go glad fo see you. (PC 7 May
1904) 0 A wish you cud tell me wot kine ah heart dat wos. (PC 29 Oct

1904) 0 When ah tark to him bout it, he ah start to buse me. (PC 22

Oct 1904) 0 A dream a was talking to a fairy god moda wen a did

sleep in Speyside, Tobago in one a dem tapia ouse by de sea. ( WG 8

Mar 1919:5)

13 intj An exclamation, sometimes of delight or satisfaction, but usu.

said with force to express indignation, disgust, or impatience. 0 Ah!

Mr. Edditer dem peeple a vex to bad. (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 Not one ah

dem bin no how foo dance am, soom ah dem bin ah gallop, soom bin

ah dance paseo an others bin ah waltz am, ah sah, ah fus ah laff, ah

laff so tell me mout nearly tear. (PC 27 Aug 1904) 0 (Mendes 1985:2)

a-a see AH-AH, EH-EH

aa- see also A-

aach n Heat, fire, e.g. when cooking. (< Bh dch, H anch 'heat; flame’)

0 “Put more aach.” (1990)

aadhaa n Half; a large part of. (< H-Bh ddha ‘half’) = half 0 “I will

give you aadhaa.” (1990)

aadhaa-tihaa, aadhaa-taidhaa 1 adv Carelessly; sloppily; half-way.

/adha tiha, adha taidha/ (< H-Bh aadhaa ‘half’ + taidhaa 'not in a

straight line; carelessly done’) 0 “Look how yuh sweeping aadhaa

tihaa.” (1990)

2 adj Careless; sloppy; half-way. 0 Aa-dhaa-taid-haa. (Mahabir

2004: 1 ) 0 What kinda aadhaa-tihaa wuk yuh doin dey?

aadhi n Zingiber officinale (E ginger ), a cultivated, erect herb to 1 m
(3.2') high, dark green stems and leaves. Underground rhizomes

irregularly shaped, with pale beige skin, used in cooking and medi-

cine. /a:dhi/ (< H-Bh aadhi) 0 “What bandar know bout aadhi?”

[What does monkey know about ginger? i.e., nothing, said to indicate

inherent stupidity] (1990) 0 (Mahabir 1991 :1)

aage adv In front, before. /a:ge/ (< H age, Bh aga ‘the front; before; in

the space in front’) 0 “When they walking, he does walk aage.”

(1990)0 (Mahabir 2004:1)

aaloo see ALU

aam n Mangifera indica , the cultivated mango tree and fruit. /a:m/

(< H-Bh dm ‘mango’) 0 “Boy! tonight we go watchman Baboolal and

thief some ah he aam fuh he stingyness.” (1990) 0 (Mahabir 1991:3)

aamrapallava see amrapalava

aarti, arti, arati, aarati, artee n A Hindu ritual in which a small fire

in a flat container or lamp is moved in a circular motion in front of a

god or person; performed during a PUJA, or to give or receive a bless-

ing from someone, /arti, airti/ (< H arti Tight waved before a deity.

bridegroom, etc.’) 0 Mahadeo was a devout Hindu. He did his puja

every morning and evening. In all his prayers now, and through all the

ritual, the arti and bell-ringing and conch-blowing. (Naipaul

1958:164) 0 On the way to the graveyard a fire ceremony, called

artis, is performed five times, and once more inside the cemetery

grounds. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:132) 0 When he is about to leave,

[the bridegroom] receives the blessings from his mother... and an

“artee” the waving of a thaalee with lighted camphor and a wick in it

over his head, is performed. (Sankar 1972:12) 0 [They are] both with

the thali in hand performing “aarti.” The brass plate filled with flow-

ers with a deya in the centre and the flame glowing towards the murti

(statue of Lakshmi) holds the offering. (TG 14 Oct 1990:1) 0 Then a

sadhu takes the arati from the pundit and brings it to all present.

What a comforting gesture! The arati is a flickering light hovering

around a piece of burning camphor placed in a large glistening brass

tharia. The camphor is lit by the priest and first presented to the gods

by passing it round and round the vedi. Then this flickering dancing

light, exuding warmth and glowing in all its symbolic meaning, is

offered to all... You appear to embrace the fire with your cupped fin-

gers and pass its warmth over your head, forehead, ears, cheek, neck,

shoulder and chest in one smooth movement. (Persaud 1990:131-2) 0

After the simple ceremony is completed, the children together per-

form arti for the parents and other elders present and receive their

blessings. (TG-S 30 Oct 1994:14) 0 Pilgrims typically bring rice,

flowers, olive oil, candles and money to bestow upon Siparee Mai in

supplication and thanksgiving... They also make aarti to her - a

respectful offering of lit flame - and touch her arms and feet, and then

their foreheads, thereby transferring her power to themselves.

(McNeal 2002:78)

2 v Perform the AARTI ritual. 0 “You aarti the doolahin then. You do it

so, otherwise is wrongside.” (1990)

aasan n A seat where the PANDIT sits during Hindu ceremonies. /a:san/

(< H-Bh asan ‘a stool; a seat; a small prayer carpet’) 0 “Fix the

aasan.” (1990)

aback 1 adv In the past; ago (with period of time). (< dial E aback ‘of

time: ago; since’) 0 Ever since you see it open up some years aback, I

longing to go. ( Mamits, TG 1 May 1977) 0 Which Tanty Merle buy

years aback wen one of de chirren was in college. ( Mamits, TG 5

Aug 1977) 0 T’ree weeks aback, three weeks ago. (Haynes 1987:104)

0 Just a month aback this vagrant fella slip in me maxi and piss down
all over me back set and then step out back again. Cool-cool. (Maharaj

1992:28)

2 prep arc With of in back of; behind. (< arc or dial E aback of ‘at

the back of; on the back of; behind’) 0 [0]n the other side of the

Anglican Church and the Cemetery, there was a track leading down
and back of the Church and passing aback of Lee Lum’s shop. (POSG
15 Oct 1907:4)

abc-catch-a-crab, abc ketch-ah-crab phr Of handwriting, poor,

straggly, difficult to read, (fr resemblance to marks left by crabs in

sand) = crapaud foot, crapaud hand 0 (Mendes 1 985:2) 0 How I could

read this abc-catch-a-crab writing? (1990) 0 Finest beach, grey

powdery sand, ABC ketch-a-crabs, zig zagging with huge gundies.

(Macfarlane 1997:23)

ABC class n The first or infant class of a primary school, (fr typical

task of learning alphabet + E ABC ‘introductory book to any subject,

often in catechism or dialogue form’) 9 My secret loathing of the

ABC class, despite the caring of the teacher, was influenced by the

idea expressed in a derisive song that children used to sing: “ABC,

ketch a crab, ‘G’-‘0’ go, let him go. When you weary, let him go.”

(Maynard 1992:7) 0 He just started school in the ABC class. (1997)

abentana n The space between four cocoa trees planted in squares,

used to plant shade trees and food crops, /abentana/ (< Sp ventana

‘window’) 0 Abentana... name applied to the space between four

cocoa plants. It is within this space that Immortelle trees and food

crops such as coffee and bananas are planted to serve as shade for

young cocoa plants. (Moore 1 980: 1 1

)

abhimaan n False pride; arrogance; being proud of oneself for a bad

reason, /abhimam/ (< H abhiman ‘pride; haughtiness; self-conceit’) =



3 abir I achha

ghamand 0 “He going to university now and he have abhimaan.”

(1990) 0(Mahabir 2004:2)

abir, abeer n A red-purple dye thrown on people during Phagwa
celebrations, /abir/ (< H abir ‘red powder used at Phagwa ’) 0 In the

forenoon of Holi day, each family boils up a large supply of abir (red

dye mixed with water) and sets in a supply of pink powder... Men and

children arm themselves with abir and packets of pink powder, and

set off down the road to sprinkle and smear their friends and relatives.

Women remain near their homes, armed with full bottles and with

saucepans for dipping into buckets of abir. (Klass 1961:166) 0

[Rjevelers mark the beginning of their new year by sprinkling one

another with red water, or abeer, and colored powders. (Eigeland

1980:24) 0 The children came out with their ‘abeer’ to play Phagwa

yesterday... and everyone... got soaked in the celebratory red liquid.

(EX 22 Mar 1987:3) 0 One of the more popular rituals [during

Phagwa] is the spraying of the Abeer powder, a red vegetable dye

made into a bright fuchsia liquid and sprayed over observer and devo-

tee alike. It creates a messy but colorful scene as clothes take on a tie-

dyed effect and skin and hair are drenched. Recently other colors

have been introduced. (Ahye 1988b: 106-7) 0 The villagers “play”

Phagua by sprinkling abir, a red dye, on their friends and relatives as

an expression of affection, even reconciliation. (Myers 1998:72)

able 1 adj Capable of dealing with; having the power to tolerate or

accept. (< E able ‘having sufficient power’) 0 I said 1 don’t believe

I'm able with that, the things you wearing the price is too hot. (Zebra

“Should Men Support Women” 1951) 0 “But he is not a man who
could enjoy a joke - you ever notice that, Clem? He could laugh with

scorn, laugh in triumph when Boisson make a bad out, but to laugh

just for fun - he ain’t able.” (de Boissiere 1952:105) 0 “Allyuh, I eh

able again. Pick somebody in my place.” (EX 23 Aug 1987:11) 0

‘Look, I don't know if I able with you, you know.’ (Lovelace 1988:64)

0 ‘I eh able with the heat!’ she moaned. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:41)

0 “The modem calypsonians ent able with that again.” (2001)

2 v Be capable of dealing with; have the ability to tolerate. 0 Yuh eh

hear she saying how she can’t able with he and she going to send he

by he father.

3 v Be able to; have the ability to do. (< dial E able ‘fit; subject to

perform a difficult task in fulfillment of a boast’) 0 Wen ever dat

“congo day” com, I will able to satisfise meself in full. (PC 3 Sept

1904)

about adj arc Of a sugar mill, in operation grinding cane. (< E about

‘in rotation; in action; going; moving’) 0 As it was not the time of

crop, the mills were not “about.” (Underhill 1862:37) 0 Usually, the

cattle mill is “put about” earlier in the morning, and continues to

work later at night than the steam engine, in order to dispose of the

crop. (Underhill 1862:50)

abowshee, abusher n obs Overseer on an ESTATE, esp. during slav-

ery. (< E overseer ‘work foreman; supervisor’) = bushi 0 (Carmichael

1833) 0(Uh 1883:247)

abricot n Phoebis argante [= Catopsilia argante], a butterfly, wing-
span 6 cm (2.4"). Apricot orange with marginal black spots, /abriko,

abwiko/ (< Fr abricot ‘apricot fruit’ fr similar light orange colour) =

apricot, zabrico 0 (Kaye 1921:107) 0 Abricot... slightly larger than

the Yellow, and has a very fast flight. Also migrant, but does not

travel in bands. (Ambard 1959:13)

absent salt n Epsom salts, used medicinally, usu. externally. (< E
epsom salt + E absent) 0 (Haynes 1987:70)

abstract n Guidelines for determining the significance of whe-whe
numbers, /abstrak/ (< E abstract ‘summary’) 0 He had worked out

from looking through what is called the “abstract” the least favoured

numbers and had decided that he would play one of them, number 35

or big snake. (EX-2 22 July 1990:44) 0 Abstract: Trends in past win-
ning numbers. The 1/16, 1/8, Bank and Diamond charts are all tradi-

tional abstracts created in the old days. (Besson 1999: 1 74)

abuse up see BUSE UP

acajou 1 n Anacardium occidental (E cashew ), a cultivated, natural-

ized tree and its fruit. Fruit yellow-reddish, juice astringent when not

fully ripe; stewed with sugar, sometimes made into wine. A single

kidney-shaped seed attached to the bottom of the fruit is removed and

roasted before eating, as the shell contains a very irritating substance.

(< Fr acajou < Tupi acajoba ‘cashew-tree’) = >cashew, cushu, wut-

less tree 0 Among [these trees], also, we found some cashew trees,

bearing a strange fruit, called here the acajou ,
which I think is the

Indian name. The fruit is of the shape of a pear, fragrant and full of

juice, with the seed or stone hanging on the outside, in the shape of a

kidney bean. (Ober 1898:185) 0 “Some of the best acajou you would

ever find in Trinidad is down by a man they used to call ‘Pineapple’

Smith. That is way down O'Meara Road after you pass La Chance

estate.” (Morean 1993, M-60)

2 n Cedrela odorata, a tree. Wood red-brown, scented, soft, porous,

immune to insect damage; used for boards, furniture, cigar boxes,

/akac^u, aka3u/ (poss. fr similarity to acajou
1

)
= cajou, >cedar, cop-

aro, copayre, red cedar, Trinidad cedar. West Indian cedar 0 Other

trees are to be found useful in ship building, such as the acajou, a

coarse kind of cedar. (Columbine 1803, in POSG Aug 1849) 0 (FTT
1929-1-2:159-60) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:46-7)

accibounce n A slight accident, not very serious; humorous use.

/aksiboqs/ (< acci- < E accident + bounce, as being less damaging

than a dent) 0 “It wasn’t a real accident, it was a little accibounce.”

(1986)

accidentally for spite adv Apparently accidentally, but actually on

purpose; do something bad intentionally while making it appear to be

by chance. (< E accidentally ‘without plan or meaning to’ + E for

spite ‘to get back at someone; to be malicious’) 0 He say how it was

an accident with the car, but 1 feel he bounce it accidentally for spite,

accordin adv Depending on (the circumstances); according to (the sit-

uation). Unlike E, this can be used by itself, as an adverbial; E
requires an object or clause, e.g. according to circumstances, accord-

ing to how tall it is. (< E according to ‘depending on’) 0 ACCORDIN’,
according to the circumstances, depending upon the situation, e.g.,

“Does a child love its mother more or its father more?” “Well, accor-

din’; sometimes the mother and sometimes the father.” (Rodman
1971:227) 0 “You do it up, or down, accordin.” (1990) 0 A foreign

[bird], according if they have spots or not, is $80 or $100.” (EX 21

Mar 1993:2) 0 Rodman has described local daily life as consequently

according, ‘circumstance-oriented’, free-floating, articulated less

through persisting kin ties than by a strategic web of individual rela-

tionships. (Littlewood 1993:49)

according to . . . rites phr With a specified religion, in accordance

with, following or observing, a particular religious ritual. Often used

in funeral announcements. 0 The funeral... takes place at 10:30 today

from the house of mourning and thence to the Mosquito Creek at

1 p.m. according to Hindu rites. (EX 14 Oct 1990:49)

accra see ACRA

accustom, accustomed adj Accustomed to; used to; habituated to; in

the habit of; comfortable with. (< E accustomed to ‘made customary;

habitual’) 0 She accustomed thiefing clothes of[f] the bleach. (Small

Island Pride “Bacchanal Women” 1959 pr) 0 “You have been accus-

tomed travelling all over the country at the least cry of dissatisfaction

by any parent... But the more you bend over backward to accommo-
date the parents, the more they complain and demonstrate at the least

pretext.” (Clarke 1979:85-6) 0 Since ah small I accustom doin certain

tings on dis day. Like goin tuh church, eatin hot crossbuns an havin ah

traditional Good Friday meal. (Foster 1990:90) 0 ‘I sure is somebody
who accustom thiefing thief this damn thing. This man know how to

thief good. This is why we ent seeing where he pass.’ (Gosine

1992:73) 0 She ...was dropped off by taxi about two miles from her

home, where she was accustomed walking from. (Newsdcrv 10 Jan

1994:3)

achcha see ACHHA

achar see anchar

achchat see ATCHAT

achha, achcha, achaa adj All right; okay; nice; an expression used to

indicate that one is listening and in general agreement during a

conversation, /atftfa/ (< H-Bh achchha ‘good; excellent; righteous;
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healthy’) 0
‘Achcha

,
Nana. Yes, grandfather,’ said Gurudeva.

(Naipaul 1976:73) 0 ‘You are very kind, but really I have no appe-

tite... Achha. Si1a-Rama\ Well, God be with you!’ (Naipaul 1976:179)

0 “Ram Ram bhai. How you?” “Achha, bhai, I ready to wuk now,”

replied Ramu. (Ramlakhan 1994:30)

achha haal phr Reply to a greeting; things are going all right, /atftfa

had/ / (< H-Bh achcha ‘good; excellent; healthy’ + hal ‘state; condi-

tion’) = na kutch 0 “Kaisan hal?” “Achcha hal.” (1990)

acid 1 n Liquor; alcoholic beverage. (< E acid
,
prob. fr ‘corrosive’

effect on throat) 0 That he had in a little “acid” was the simple expla-

nation of Sandiford Pompey, when he was charged, along with Hilda

Stevens, with fighting. ( TG 4 Sept 1 9 1 7 : 1 1 ) 0 He consumed so much
acid at the function that he had a terrible hangover next morning.

(ESTT 1956) 0 Every Saturday night without fail after taking his

“acid” he stumbled along homewards singing at the top of his voice

and cursing to boot. (Alladin 1 970b:4 1 ) 0 And while on the road he

normally sipped evil drinks like ... “acid” (mm). (EX

4

Feb 2004)

2 adj Very bad or unpleasant; mean-spirited; bitter. (< E acid ‘having

an unpleasant manner; offensive; caustic; sarcastic; usu. of speech’) 0

The marriage mash up and then things turn real acid. (1996)

acoma, acuma n Sideroxylon foetidissimum \~ S. quadriloculare,

Mastichodendron foetidissimum, S. mastichodendron ], a large native

evergreen tree with low buttresses, girth to 2.7 m (9'). Bark thin,

scaly, greyish; biscuit-coloured underbark contains a milky latex.

Young branches greyish, hairy. Leaves papery, tip rounded, margins

wavy. Flowers small, yellowish, distinctive smell. Fruit a pale yellow

berry, fleshy, round to ovoid, 3 x 2 cm (1.2" x .8"), with 1 hard thick

smooth brown seed. Wood strong, heavy, durable. /akomA/ (< Amer)
= iron wood 1

, mastic 0 Acuma (or Iron Wood). (Joseph 1838a;80) 0

Among those of our more useful forest trees which peculiarly affect

the mountains are ... Acoma (our Mastic). (Carr 1869:403-4) 0 The

Acoma or Mastic... is another native fruit tree which yields a heavy,

hard and durable wood, useful for posts and frames of buildings.

(Dean 1937:8) 0 (FTT 1947-2-3:132)

acoma piquant n Sideroxylon persimile [= Bumelia grisebachii], a

medium-sized native evergreen tree, girth to 2.4 m (8'), trunk usu.

covered with thorny branches. Under-bark pinkish, contains some

milky latex. Flower buds often attacked by small insects, resulting in

the formation of small cone-shaped galls. Flowers in small clusters

Wood pinkish-yellow, hard, heavy. /akomA pika/ (< acoma + FC
piquant ‘thorny’ fr large thorns on branches) = cockspur (acoma) 0

(Marshall 1934:66) 0 (FTT 1947-2-3:134)

acoma topee n Sapotaceae sp., poss. Pradosia Caracasana. a large

native evergreen tree, girth to 2.4 m (8'); trunk buttressed. Fruit a

top-shaped, woody capsule to 7.6 x 5 cm (3" x 2"). Wood cream-

coloured, fairly hard, heavy. /akomA topi/ (< acoma + topee) =

coopey, >topee 0 (Marshall 1934:68)

acra, accra, akra n A food made from SALTFISH mixed with flour,

water and seasonings and deep-fried. Usu. served with FLOAT, /akra/

(< Yor, Igbo akara, Fon akla ‘fritter or fried cake of ground beans’,

similar Ijo akara, Hausa, Efik, Ga akara ) 0 [Plaintiff] said that he was

in a doze and when he awoke he saw missed some accia, float and

fish valued at 18 cents. (TG 18 Sept 1919:5) 0 A man with a collar, tie

and waistcoat. Ask the Chinee man to trust him accra and float. (Tiger

“Money is King” 1935) 0 Ackra: - The creole expression for fritters

that are made with salt things, (de Boissiere 1945a:48) 0 Accra, au

gratin - Saltfish cakes; minced saltfish cooked with milk. (ESTT
1956) 0 Long lines of booths had been built supplying every kind of

Trinidadian sweetmeat and snack - roti and dal puri, fish floats and

accra, hot dogs and hamburgers. (Bryans 1967:201 ) 0 They sat to eat;

fried accras and zabocas and bakes and quantities of creole chocolate.

(Jones 1973:92) 0 Besides the animals listed, it should be noted that

the orisha receive “dry food,” the term used for any food offerings

not obtained from blood sacrifice: com meal, parched com, chilibibi

(made from ground com and sugar), slush (made with okra), acra

(made with flour and fish), rice, black-eyed peas, olive oil, honey, and

coocoo (made with com meal and okra). (Houk 1992:145) 0 At the

comer of the market street the vendors bunched. The smell of roast

com, and com boiled in salted beef stock, of fish frying and ‘accra’ or

salt-fish cakes mingled with the scent of powder and cheap perfume

in unidentified bottles. (Boodhoo 1994:207) 0 Nearer the dawn, in

gateways and the doorways of apartments, enterprising barrack-yard

dwellers set-up their short-term “frying stands” to catch the custom of

workers going early to their respective duties. They fried and sold a

variety of quick eatables some of which were “accras,” “float” and

muffins. “Accras” were made from a batter that was leavened and

strips of seasoned cod added and then fried. “Floats” were made from

a much thicker all-flour mixture that was leavened but not seasoned

and then fried... Accras and floats were usually leavened with baking

powder or “pot soda” (bicarbonate of soda). (Cummings 2004:145)

acra and float n A once-common street food consisting of ACRA, a

deep-fried saltfish and flour fritter, together with FLOAT, a deep-fried

flat-puffed biscuit, sold and eaten together. 6 A man with a collar and

tie and waistcoat. Ask the Chinee man to trust him accra and float.

(Tiger “Money is King” 1935) 0 He thought of her dishing out the

accras and floats. (Jones 1973:95) 0 The food and all you eat want to

cut you troat. They found a razor blade between a Acra and float.

(Relator “Insanitary Foods” 1973 pr) 0 ‘And as to eating. We can get

roti or accra and float in St James. You don’t have to study nothing.’

(Lovelace 1988:72)

acra chou n arc A dish made from grated TANNIA and seasoning,

fried in spoonfuls, /akra Ju/ (< acra + FC chou ‘cabbage; edible palm

heart’ < Fr chou ‘cabbage’ or E chow, chow-chow, colloq E ‘food or a

meal of any kind’) 0 Acra Chou. This is made with tannias that are

grated raw. (de Boissiere 1945a:28)

acravat n Euphonia trinitatis, a popular cage bird; bluish-black

above, bright yellow below, with a black throat, /akravat/ (< Fr louis

d'or d cravat < louis d'or, a gold coin + a cravat ‘with a necktie’ or

cravate ‘bird whose neck has coloured plumage’) = >cravat
1

, louis

d’or, louis d’or a cravatte, Trinidad euphonia 0 Semp, acravat and

picoplat perched on spice tree twigs or among dwarf mango
branches, accorded harmonious soprano. (Cobham 1907:67) 0

Whenever I made “lecole-biche”, To hunt for “semp” and “acravat”.

(Fortune ca 1950-59: 1 1 ) 0 He would spend hours climbing mammie-
apple trees to set traps for sweet singing birds like the Semp or

Acravat. (LaFortune 1968:82)

across adv Formerly, from or in the United Kingdom; now usu. from

or in the United States or Canada. (< across the sea) 0 “My nephew

send the shoes across for me.” (1990) 0 Across in Canada, [she] felt

like a defenceless lamb. (Heat 3 Feb 1996:14)

action v Sue in court; bring legal action against someone in a civil

case. (< arc E action ‘institute a legal process, suit or action against’)

= >bring up, have up 0 “They will action them for this.” 0 (Alleyne

1974-80)

acuma see ACOMA
acurel n Trichilia pleeana [= T. smithii, T. oblanceolata], a native

evergreen tree. Large trees have scaly bark and small buttresses. Wide

leaves have 7-9 leaflets, leathery with age. Fruit a green warty cap-

sule, 3-valved, 2.5 cm (1") long, with 1-2 seeds in a red fleshy cover-

ing. Wood fine-grained, pinkish when first cut, takes a good polish;

used for furniture and cabinet work, /akurel/ (< Amer) = mora cypre 0

(FTT 1929- 1-2: 162)0 (Beard 1946:33)

adado n A white cloth used in ORISHA ceremonies, /adado/ (< Yor

ddddo ‘red, flower’) 0 Abacuso puts his hands on the devotee’s head,

wipes his face with the adado (white cloth bordered in red), and gives

everyone who will drink it a sip of olive oil. (Simpson 1970:40)

adahan n Water set to boil for the purpose of cooking rice or peas,

/adahan/ (< H adhan ‘water set to boil’) 0 “Put up adahan.” (1990) 0

(Mahabir 2004:2)

adlay n Coix lacryma-jobi , a naturalized grass; seed-pod is hard,

shiny, bluish-white; used for necklaces and ornaments, /adle/ =

chokolokine, >Job’s tears 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:60)

adobo n A dish of Spanish origin made of seasoned minced meat, usu.

used as the filling for PASTELS, /adobo/ (< Sp) 0 Felix reminisced on

the preparation of the adobo which was the filling [of the pastel]

made with minced meat or with finely chopped crisp pork known as
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chicharron - seasoned with culantro or shadon beni which the East

Indians call bandaneya. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:118)

adonay n A mystical sign used in SPIRITUAL BAPTIST worship.

(< Adonay, one of the Biblical Hebrew names of God) 0 Mystical

signs mark this centre cross in concentric circles. ‘Agla’ is written in

the innermost one, and ‘adonay’ in the outer one. (Bryans 1967:157)

adopted adj A person not related by close blood who has an estab-

lished social and usu. legal relationship; used of both children and

parents. (< E adopted ‘taken voluntarily or admitted into any relation-

ship not formerly occupied, esp. that of a child’ + E adoptive ‘due to

adoption, as an adoptive son, father’) 0 A 14-year-old school girl who
was giving her adopted father “thunder” was sent for two weeks to a

correctional home. (Blast 6 Oct 1989:9)

adoption, doption 1 n In SPIRITUAL Baptist worship, a type of

forceful, quick breathing that sometimes brings about an altered

physical or emotional state. 0 As one man said, “‘Adoption’ (groan-

ing) is seeing things and speaking in the unknown tongue; if you do

that before the spirit manifests, you are ‘mocking’; the spirit causes

you to do that; you don’t do that to invite the spirit.” (Simpson

1970:145) 0 I saw no “groaning” or “grunting” (hyperventilating or

overbreathing) at shango ceremonies, but this method of facilitating

spirit possession, called “adoption” in Trinidad, is followed by some

devotees in some Shouters groups. (Simpson 1970:97) 0 During the

“hot” parts of service, deliberate attempts are made to induce mani-

festations of the Holy Ghost. Various techniques are used, including

hymn singing, hand clapping, and “adoption” (a form of hyperventi-

lation). The combination of these techniques is known as “shouting”

or “trumpeting in the Spirit.” (Glazier 1983:43)

2 n In Spiritual Baptist worship, a form of healing in which heal-

ers rub the sick person’s chest and abdomen. 0 Two major healing

techniques are utilized in dealing with spirit intrusion: “adoption” and

“annointment”... adoption is considered the most effective cure for

use on non-believers... In adoption healers rub the afflicted’s chest

and abdominal region. (Glazier 1983:59-60)

adowri n A dish made from urad dal (black-skinned white lentils) that

is soaked, skinned, ground, spiced and dried, /adauri/ (< H adauri ‘a

kind of food eaten by Hindus’ Forbes 1861) 0 “Urdi” is quite useful

for apart from being used to make dhal and bara it is used for making
“adowri” or “indian fish”. This “adowri” is added to the dhal or thal-

karie and when cooked with these dishes it tastes like meat or fish.

(Pariag 1975:31) 0 Adowri - soak urdi overnight, remove skins,

grind, add pepper, garlic, salt, make in small balls and put to dry

(Pariag 1975:35)

adrak n Fresh ginger-root, /adrak/ (< H adrak ‘fresh ginger, not

dried’) 0 ‘She was a master cook and behaved like one. I think having

come all the way here with her spices - adrak, ilaychi, laung, dal-

chini, jaiphal, jeera, methi, javitri, saunf, kesar, massala... she decided

to go through with it.’ (Persaud 1993:98) 0 (Mahabir 2004:1)

adult v Forgive; atone. (< Sp indultar ‘forgive; exempt’) 0 You mak-
ing this offering for you to adult every year? (Laurence 1970)

advantage 1 v Take advantage of; bully; cheat; oppress; exploit.

(< obs E advantage ‘apt to take advantage; overreaching; cause

advantage or favour’) = take advantage on 0 And they want to really

advantage me, And they wouldn’t give me an easy day. (Tiger “In My
Own Native Land” 1940) 0 You style upon Austria, Then advantage

Czechoslovakia. (Lion “The Invasion of Poland” 1 940) 0 “Hit me
nuh! Hit me, if you name man! You think I still young and chuppit

that you can advantage me nuh! Just hit me and you see something.”

(Hill 1966c: 18) 0 advantage, v., to take advantage of, e.g., they

like to advantage you too much. (Rodman 1971:227) 0 The younger
ones who have lunch are being advantaged by the older ones for their

lunches. (Bomb 7 Aug 1987:22) 0 “Because I am an old man people

advantage me.” (Bomb 20 July 1990:17) 0 This officer, villagers say,

uses his authority to advantage the poor. He demands food “from any
house and home.” (Bomb 12 Oct 1990:13)

2 n Unfairness; exploitation; cheating. (< obs E advantage ‘apt to

take advantage; overreaching’) 0 Ah tell him dat he put to much ah

rait money on me; to pay sixtee sents mo on de foe shillins is ah

egvantige. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 Wen he say ah is ah brave ooman he

ant lie becose wey you see me dey I ent like foo see advantage. (PC
13 Aug 1904) 0 ‘Ya, Ali! ’ he cried, and struck the drunken fellow a

whacking blow on the head. Sookhwa fell. Gurudeva brought down
another blow on the fallen man's head. Blood. ‘It is advantage,’

someone shouted. (Naipaul 1976:49) 0 Despite the pleading of men
and women armed with only lunch and tickets, the soldiers who were

in battle-dress ignored cries of “advantage” and went on to forcibly

eject persons with tickets from the turnstiles. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:28)

0 “Imagine, I had to pay $900 for [him] to take my cows, in a jitney,

to the Roxborough Police Station about a mile away... This is advan-

tage on poor people - robbery with a V.” (77V 23 Nov 1990:24) 0 “It

was real advantage, because he attacked me from behind, there was

no time for me to defend myself.” (TTM 2 Feb 1996:3)

advantaged 1 adj Oppressed; taken advantage of. (< obs E advantage,

‘apt to take advantage; overreaching’) 0 Poor people is advantaged.

2 n Oppressed people; those who are taken advantage of and

exploited. Note: This has the opposite meaning in SE, i.e. having

advantage or privilege. 0 The lot of the advantaged will remain the

same. The message is clear - stay back. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:16) 0

She wanted those who are pointing fingers to know that contrary to

common belief, women in polygamous relationships are not oppressed

and advantaged. They are encouraged to get an education and if they

work, are allowed to spend their earnings on themselves. (EX 5 Aug
1990:5)

advantageous adj Ungrateful; taking advantage of people; exploiting.

/advantecfjAs/ (< obs E advantage ‘apt to take advantage; overreach-

ing’) 0 “You do not want me. You are only tormenting me. Why are

you so advantageous?” (People 14 Mar 1936:13) 0 Some young girls

today too ridiculous, And don’t ask how they advantageous. (Growler

“Advantageous Young Girls” 1939) 0 It is you men who cause the

women to be bad, And then you walk about and you make a fuss. But

men too blooming advantageous. (Dictator “Men Are Too Advanta-

geous” 1948 pr) 0 “Man, how you so advantageous? The man come
round with his good good mind to help you and now you want to beat

him up?” (Naipaul 1959:115) 0 Advantageous - cruel, dishonest,

unscrupulous. (John 1973)

advantageously adv In an oppressive, unfair manner. (< obs E advan-

tage, ‘apt to take advantage; overreaching’) 0 Why the prisoners at

Carrera had to rebel. If you can’t remember, listen to me. It’s because

they were treated advantageously. (Cobra “Prison Improvement”

1937 in Rohlehr 1990:191)

advertisement band/advertising band n obs A Carnival band of

masqueraders on a truck decorated with banners and signs advertising

a product or sponsor. = truck band/mas 0 Carnival Competition:

[Winners] Best Wild Indian... Best Advertisement Band, Best Sailor

Band, Best Millionaire Band, Best Individual Band. (WG 8 Mar
1930:8-9) 0 Prizewinners... Millionaire Bands... Historical Bands...

Local Advertising Band. (TG 1 Mar 1933: 1) 0 Between bands, inter-

est would be kept high by lorries passing on the way to the Savannah.

Generally, they were advertising bands, with the side of the truck tray

built up to mid-chest height and bearing banners all around with the

name of the product being advertised. (Araujo 1984:36)

advertising cart n obs A cart used during Carnival; decorated with

banners and signs advertising a product or sponsor and carrying mas-

queraders. 0 The “Yanks” with their banjoes and tambourines, some
boxing feats and a few decorated advertising carts were among those

contributing towards improvement and enjoyment. (POSG 20 Feb

1912:7)

advertising van n obs A vehicle used during Carnival; decorated

with banners and signs advertising a product or sponsor and carrying

masqueraders. 0 A pussy cat drove an advertising van, from which

small imps distributed hand-bills. (Mirror 8 Mar 1905: 1 1

)

aerial yam n Dioscorea bulbifera , a cultivated vine with small edible

tubers borne at base of leaves, (fr tubers growing off the vine, in the

air, rather than in the ground) = >potato yam 0 (FTT 1983-3-3:228)
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afford v Manage, be able to; not necessarily financial. (< E afford

‘manage, be able’; obs E ‘forward or advance towards completion;

hence to perform, excecute, accomplish, fulfill) 0 “I couldn’t afford to

come earlier.” (1990)

afire adv Starting to bum; going up in flames. (< obs E ‘on or in fire;

in a state of burning or inflammation, esp. in the phrase to set afire') 0

‘‘The next thing you know is the whole house catch afire.” (1990)

afonte v obs Face a difficult situation with courage; brave a confronta-

tion. (prob. < Fr affronter ‘go after; confront’) 0 Altho’ he does not

gie me rnoonee to cook, ah know when de pooleece meke rush, an

they catch he in de gang, I go have to cry, becose I love im already, an

den I go have to afonte de peeple for rnoonee to get ah liar for he. (PC
22 Oct 1904)

afore adv After; at a later time. (< dial E afore ‘in time preceding or

previous; previously; before or about’) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 “I

comin afore. I go see you.” (1980)

afos, ah fus, aforce, a fus, ah fuss intj An exclamation of intensity or

emphasis; usu. said at the beginning of a sentence, /afxs, afDs/ (< Fr a

force de ‘by the force of’ or afforcer ‘give more strength’) 0 De bes

joke ah wen de musicians an dem bin ah play ah two-step waltz gie

dem, well I neber see ting so yet (Oui foote)\ not one ah dem bin no

how foo dance am, soom ah dem bin ah gallop, soom bin ah dance

paseo an others bin ah waltz am, ah sah, ah fus ah laflf, ah laff so tell

me mout nearly tear. (PC 27 Aug 1904) 0 Ah fus they scandalous and

so barbarous! (Lion “Girls of Today” 1938) 0 Now it give me a pain,

ah fus, that man lazy. (Radio “Story of Mr. Paul" 1940) 0 Ah fus she

could eat, I try me best to make both end meet. (Radio “Emily” 1940)

0 Now they got some women in this colony. Oh lord, ah fus they got

diplomacy. (Growler “Women Diplomacy” 1940) 0 So then I jibbing

like Mahal ah fus I slow and sure. (Wonder "Ice Cream Party" 1948

pr) 0 The mule feel tired so he lie down. The corbeau think he dead

fly on the ground, Flungry like fire afuss he want to eat. Chuck he

head by the tail to test the meat. (Killer “The Corbeau and the Mule”
1 948 pr) 0 “Snowball, your mother must be see spirit when she was
carrying you. A-force you frighten-frighten.” (Hill 1966c:20) 0 They

could eat an ostrich, ah fuss they hungry. (Superior "Dream of the

Food Register” 1956, in Rodman 1971:206) 0 Willie could bowl so

fast, real stiff, and as for that chap called Colours, he was so tall, and

aforce he could pelt straight. (Bynoe 1985:25) 0 ‘Ah fuss my husband

roasting with fever!’ she lamented. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:37)

afou (yam), affou(yam) n Dioscorea cavenensis, a large cultivated

variety of yam. (< Akan afun, type of yam) = devil yam, Ibo yam,

matuta yam, negro yanr, >yam atouta, yam jab, yellow Guinea yam,

yellow yam 0 (CFNI 1971:24)

African 1 n A person bom in Africa, enslaved or free. (< E African

‘from Africa') 0 The American lives decidedly better [than slave], the

African a little more so. (Character, 1825, CO 295-66:21) 0 Masa, -

You rite sich one good paper, I no you no go refuse publish wha poor

African Nega hab foo sai. (TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 Private Henry King,

an African, testified to seeing the prisoner setting fire to the houses

and to hearing him sing the African warsong. (Fraser 1896:350-1)

2 n A person of African descent: black, Negro. Now used to empha-

size pride in the overall common origin of much of the creole popula-

tion in Africa. 0 Our meditations were suddenly disturbed by our

driver, an African lad, pulling up and exclaiming, “Look, massa - eh!

him big one,” - our attention being at the same time attracted to an

extremely large Guana. (POSG 23 Dec 1854:3) 0 The Negroes living

in the villages can be separated into two major groups. The first com-
prises the descendants of slaves who lived and worked on the planta-

tions strung out to the North and South of the villages... these

Negroes emotionally identify with Africa and designate themselves

“Africans”. They employ the sub-title of “nations” - Hausa, Congo
(some say Chumundu) and Yoruba. The second... are Caribbean

islanders mostly from the Grenadines and Tobago. (Elder 1969:5) 0

At dusk more people were out jogging. I saw very few women, but

the men included Africans (the modem Trinidad term for black),

whites, several Chinese, an Indian, young, old, “f ick an’ fin”: and

everything in between. (Eigeland 1980:13) 0 People of obvious

African ancestry who call themselves Africans are usually creolized

cross-breeds... Thus when a native of Trinidad or Tobago in empha-
sising his African ancestry terms himself Yoruba, Ibo or Hausa, we
should not hastily conclude that such a person possesses pure African

blood or all of the physical traits identical with those of African indig-

ines. (Elder 1988:17) 0 Such is the popularity of chutney music and
song that it is now even having an impact outside the confines of the

Indian community. For example, African calypsonians are experi-

menting with the musical form and, in recent times, no Carnival fete

is complete without its chutney singer. (EX-S 16 Dec 1990:43) 0

Almost every race, class, colour, age and physical description showed
up in the forest last Sunday morning: a short, squat Chinese man with

snake tattoos on his arms; a barebacked youth laden in gold chains; a

French creole with grey-blue eyes; a middle-aged man, blind in one

eye; an Indian boy with a gold cross dangling from his left ear; a

plump African woman carrying a chic handbag. (EX 3 Mar 1991:14)

0 In this village where I began fieldwork in early 1971 All ah we is

one was a commonly heard assertion coming from both Africans and

Indians. Yet, as national elections approached the village noticeably

polarised. (Stewart 1991:155-6) 0 The woman an African of about 30

years of age. (Ali 1993:7) 0 [In] pre-independence Trinidad the his-

tory of conquest and colonisation was understood to have virtually

eliminated the indigenous population, and to have populated the

island with three distinct, immigrant ‘races’ - ‘Europeans’, ‘Africans’

and ‘East Indians’... Two of these three races - the ‘European’ and

‘African’ - were also denominated by colour terms, specifically the

binary opposition of ‘white’ and ‘black’... for ‘Africans’ or ‘blacks’

we find yet a third referential synonym, ‘Negroes’. (Segal 1993:82-3)

0 “The man come quite in the office telling the negro girls in there,

how they is African and mustn’t let nobody call them creole or

negroes.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:82) 0 “People might not be aware of

the situation, but when they call a person a Nigger or Coolie, it affects

the human body, psychologically and otherwise. For instance... when
someone calls me a Coolie in public, it hurts me more than licks and

obscene words... Likewise, if I hear an Indian using the word Nigger,

1 feel very embarrassed and angry... As an Indian, African people

often call me Coolie.” (TTM 26 Nov 1995:25) 0 For years, “Negro”

was the most common local term for people of entirely or primarily

African descent. This term is still used but “African” is now preferred

by many people. “Afro-Trinidadian” is also sometimes employed. In

this study, I use the terms “African” and “Afro-Trinidadian” inter-

changeably. Trinidadians also utilize a variety of color distinctions

such as "dark,” “brown,” “red,” and “whitish” or “fair-skinned.” In

earlier years people with complexions from the middle to lighter end

of this spectrum were referred to as “colored.” (Stuempfle 1995:239)

0 “Rudevin, you cyar come in this talk at all. This is a racial talk

about Sat, and you is a Black African man. If you only open your

mouth and say how Sat is a racial Indian, all dem Indians and them go

want to kill you.” (TTM 1 June 1997:27)

3 n A participant in Shango/Orisha religious ceremonies, (fr origin

of practice and participants in Africa) 0 Trinidadians who are associ-

ated with shango cult centers refer to themselves as “Yoruba people,”

“the Yoruba nation,” ‘"'orisha people,” or “African people.” Some of

them believe they are descended from Yoruba stock. They distinguish

themselves from the Radas and other groups of Afro-Trinidadians.

Neither in Nigeria nor in Trinidad are the members of the shango cult

limited to a particular family or lineage. (Simpson 1970:84)

African mint n Hyptis suaveolens, a native plant with aromatic

leaves, used medicinally.= American mint, >jungle mint, matranca 0

(MNP 2007)

African nayga/negro n obs A black person bom in Africa, as opposed

to a creole black person bom in the Caribbean. Note: Elsewhere also

salt water naygnr. (>African fr place of origin + EC naygur ‘black

person’) 0 1... rowed about for a while and passed the one-masted

vessel with the African negroes. In the evening I went to see the

negro dance. (Urich 13 July 1831, in de Verteuil 1995:76) 0 Masa, -

You rite sich one good paper, I no you no go refuse publish wha poor

African Nega hab foo sai. (TSp 8 Jan 1848:2)
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African work n An African-based religious system of deities and

ancestors. = >Orisha', Shango 0 In Trinidad, Shango is only one of

dozens of “powers,” including fifteen or more Yoruba deities, who
are followed by persons engaged in “African work.” (Simpson

1970:86)

Afro-creole 1 n Of African-Caribbean descent, influence or style.

Usu. in contrast to European or East Indian culture. (< Afro < E esp.

AmE Afro- ‘of African origin or heritage’ + creole
5
) = creole

5
0 It

had clearly proved easier for singers to put new words to the melodies

of Caribbean folk songs whose rhythms resembled those of the up-

tempo calypso, than to attempt the same experiment with popular

English or American songs whose rhythms were generally less synco-

pated and quite remote from any of the rhythms indigenous to the

West Indian Afro-creole. (Rohlehr 1986:21)

2 adj Of African-Caribbean descent, influence or style. Usu. in

contrast to European or East Indian culture. (< Afro < E esp AmE
Afro- ‘of African origin or heritage’ + creole

6
)
= creole

6
0 And ‘Afro-

Creole’ is used to describe cultural practices which fused African and

European elements, and were kept up by black Creoles in Trinidad.

(Brereton 1979:3)

a from bullfoot, know see KNOW B FROM BULLFOOT

Afro-Saxon n Someone who is of African descent, but who identifies

psychologically with the ruling white colonial class, (coined by Lloyd

Best, parallel to Anglo-Saxon ‘person of white, English descent’) 0

"... the dominant Afro-Saxon culture, with its tendency to differenti-

ate and rank groups by their degree of conformity to metropolitan

standards. (Best 1965:49) 0 Following independent status from

Britain in 1962, a Trinidadian academic, Lloyd Best introduced into

the Caribbean literature the term ‘Afro-Saxon’. It was not intended to

be a pejorative term, but a descriptive analysis of the ruling class

then, that had adopted, absorbed and internalised the values of the

White colonial masters. This, he pointed out was a natural phenome-
non^] since post-colonialisation, the ruling elites pursued the norms

of respectability of the White man and aspired to it for acceptance and

survival. (Maharajh 2000)

Afro-Trinidadian n A Trinidadian of African or primarily African

descent. (< Afro < E esp. AmE Afro- ‘of African origin or heritage’ +
Trinidadian ‘originating in Trinidad) 0 Afro-Trinidadian talking

Black Power, Is not wrong for a man to love his culture. Yes you walk

around with your Afro plait, And you dragging alpagat and fat sapat.

But although they rapping about Africa, You eating roti like if you
bom in India. (Maestro 1974 in Tarradath 1991:396) 0 The trouble

with most Afro-Trinidadians is that they are prepared to accept only

the European cultures to the detriment of their own, and cannot

understand why the Indo-Trinidadian is not prepared to do the same.

(Bomb 4 Mar 1988:18) 0 The calypsonians... both agreed that calyp-

soes have generally been unfair to the Indo-Trinidadian... It is encour-

aging that many Afro-Trinidadians also demonstrated their disgust

with the calypso, and this augurs well for race relations in our coun-

try. (TG 13 Apr 1988:16) 0 A new feature -that of feral criminality

-

is being added to the stereotype of black people. (Brevity and clarity

continue to lead me to decline the usage option of “African”, “Afro-

Trinidadian”, and “African American”.) (EX 12 Dec 1993:8) 0

Nationality is fast becoming the common denominator creating an

overarching nationhood that allows diversity in unity. This gives new
meaning to the assertion: “I am Indian,” properly interpreted that

means: “I am an Indo-Trinidadian or Indo-Tobagonian;” the “I am
Chinese” must now be translated: “I am Sino-Trinidadian or Sino-

Tobagonian;” likewise, “I am African” actually means: “I am Afro-

Trinidadian or Afro-Tobagonian.” Indeed, the socio-cultural identities

of the different ethnic groups so closely resemble one another in

essentials, particularly among the children and young adults who
share the same social status, as to be indistinguishable. Some impor-

tant differences remain at the level of the older heads who try to

uphold their cultures which they attempt consciously to pass on to the

younger ones, with varying degrees of success. (Millett 1993:154-5)

0 For years, “Negro” was the most common local term for people

of entirely or primarily African descent. This term is still used but

“African” is now preferred by many people. “Afro-Trinidadian" is

also sometimes employed. In this study, I use the terms “African” and

“Afro-Trinidadian” interchangeably. Trinidadians also utilize a vari-

ety of color distinctions such as “dark,” “brown,” “red,” and “whit-

ish” or “fair-skinned.” In earlier years people with complexions from

the middle to lighter end of this spectrum were referred to as “col-

ored.” (Stuempfle 1995:239)

after one time is two time, after one time is a next phr A comment
on the likelihood of more than one bad thing happening in rapid suc-

cession. Used with opposite meanings: 1 )
you might expect more of

the same; or 2) you might expect that next time will be different. 0 As
Tanty Merle uses to say, after one time is ah nex. ( Mamits, TG 27

May 1979) 0 Last week though, [he] must have been mulling over

that old saying, “After one time, is two time.” For having left the rel-

atively unglanrorous business of news reporting for radio and having

become something of a “star” on high-visibility TTT, he has now
found himself right back where he was in 1975 - at the centre of a

controversy generated by the government’s wish to control the news.

(EX 1986:25) 0 After one time is two time. Look how things have

changed! Once it looked a certain way. Now look at what has hap-

pened! (Baptiste 1993:176) 0 After one time... [He] was one of TnT's

best known and beloved millionaires. Now, “Uncle AMQ” lives

almost like a vagrant. (TTM 30 Jan 1994:1)

a fus see AFOS

aga n obs Tob Ghost; spirit. 0 Duppee... synonyms are jumby and

fleger or aga which probably came from flag. (Uh 1883:249)

again 1 adv Anymore; any longer; now as opposed to in the past; usu.

indicating a change. (< E again ‘anymore’) 0 Anyhow ah en vex

agen, but ah hope nex time dey will come. (PC 27 Aug 1904) 0

[Church] skool managers go protes, dem powar go don, cant dismis

poo teacheers again, witout gmnd. (PC 1 Oct 1904) 0 So is no use

agen in you trying to see me. (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 “Five and a half

years now, I can’t walk, sir, so I don’t steal again.” (IVG 17 May
1930:5) 0 They have made their names, and it is no more bench and

board, no more flora again. (Houdini “No Mo’ Bench and Board”

1931) 0 Ah jump until Ah could'nt jump again. (Kitchener “The Steel

Band” 1948 pr) 0 I have a little bredder, he name is Sweet Man, Do
Re, If he marry Plaisance Jaguar, I wouldn’t call 'im bredder again.

(Connor 1958:56) 0 ‘He don’t live here again.’ (Naipaul 1959:16) 0

‘You will have to think of another one, schoolmaster. There is

Isabelle... She has no husband again, and a very fine face.’ (Lovelace

1968:161) 0 “Just now wen Poon go Canada, he wouldnt know Tail

again, nuh”. (Ladoo 1974:96) 0 “In those small days too I used to

play mouth organ; I don’t play it again. (EX 12 Oct 1986:30) 0 “The

foreman then told me to go home, since there was no work for me
again,” said the father of two. (Bomb 19 Dec 1986:25) 0 Meanwhile

passengers are swearing not them again in a hurry with these so called

“charter things.” (TTM 10 Apr 1987:5) 0 “When I was a girl, guides

would change into their uniforms for meetings, but they rarely do that

again.” (EX 14 Aug 1988:2) 0 We were poor, and, being a younger

brother, 1 got what the older ones could not use again - it was a fact I

accepted. (EX 15 Oct 1989:18) 0 “It eh have so much of that again." 0

Long time you could leave your baby with the neighbour, or when
you making market somebody will help you hold the child while you

pack your basket. Not again. (Doh Say Dat, TG 6 Oct 1991:26) 0

While valuing the benefits of piped water and pensions, they criticise

the young men’s expectations of an easy life: ‘It come so all they

want is feting. They can' take hard work again.’ (Littlewood 1993:8)

0 ‘I have the estate for sale, you know. 1 really can’t manage it again.’

(Boodhoo 1994:64) 0 Shastri... often bragged about how very soon he

would be working for the government service. “No more rice and

canefields for me again,” he would say. (Maharaj 1994a:24)

2 adv After all; usually indicating a change in plans. 0 ‘And when you

talk to Paulaine and settle the matter, come back, and I will cross out

the account from the book. I will not have to take your land again.’

(Lovelace 1968:181) 0 You didn’t go Arima again? 0 As a result she

gave birth to a daughter... [she] told the court that at the time she was

preparing for her GCE ‘O’ levels and couldn’t write them again. (TTM
1983) 0 ‘How was the wrestling?’ ‘You know, we didn’t go again. That
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same night Sylvestre car decide to give trouble.' (Lovelace 1988:73) 0

“Every day for months now, we are taken out of our cells at 6 a.m. to

prepare to go to court, only to be told a few minutes later that we will

not be going again." (Blast 19 Jan 1990:21) 0 “Wha happen, yuh eh

doing Accounting again?” (Ali 1993:27)

3 adv Another time; once more; in addition; still; more. (< E again ‘in

addition; once more’) 0 Mista Spectater, i want trouble you fu one

ting agen, da fu you peak to awee gobena bout deni rum shap pan de

estate, fu he shut dem up, an make dem rum sella go-way. (TSp 31

Mar 1847:2) 0 Is true ah don't know who dis Janie Zingah be, ef is a

man or a ooman, but ef is a ooman ah wud be mo glad agen. (PC 3

Sept 1904) 0 After walking some distance I enquired of a woman if

24 Clifton Street was much further and received the usual comforting

reply of “Not too far again.” (TG 23 Feb 1919:4) 0 Well, lemme tell

you plain, Miss Mary, If you love me again, don’t worry. (Radio

“Two Sisters Scandal" 1940) 0 Some again they shrinking like khaki.

That is the sign when they getting T.B., When you see they boiling

down like bhagi. That’s a signal for the cemetery. (Mighty Dictator

“The Zephyr Zodiak” 1956 pr) 0 Meanwhile passengers are swearing

not them again in a hurry with these so called “Charter things”. (TTM
10 April 1987:5) 0 “[Lie] has a few years again for retirement.” (Blast

15 Apr 1988:10) 0 We left the main road about a hour ago already. Is

how far again we got to go? (Selvon 1 99 1 b:55) 0 "How long again do

you have to go?” "The doctor says about seven weeks again.” (Ali

1993:193) 0 I declare “Pay De Devil” as my J’ouvert roadmarch win-

ner. (Only five weeks again, better start early). (TG 9 Jan 1994:19) 0

“And a next thing again... is once every other night.” (Alleyne-Forte

1994:50) 0 ‘Is not far again,’ he said. (Boodhoo 1994:16)

4 adv An expression usu. said in a rising question intonation, used to

indicate the most emphatic possible response to a question with an

obvious answer. = >if 0 “You like mango?” “Again?” (1990)

agali, agalee, argalie n Several species of introduced Ficus, parasitic

climbing trees that produce a sticky white latex. Note: Some authors

identify species of Clusia by this name, including the native C. pal-

macida and C. rosea, /aqli, agali/ (< Sp algalia ‘musk hibiscus’) =

arali, devilwood", figuier
,
ingratos, >matapal, matapalo, Scotch attor-

ney, Scotchman, Scotchman hugging creole, Scottish attorney (Ficus);

bowl dish (F. yoponensis) 0 Their favorite food consisted of the fruit of

the ‘agalee’ or ‘cupey’ tree. (Chapman 1894:36) 0 (Morean 1990)

agar bagar adv Speaking or doing something awkwardly, messily.

/agar bagar/ (< Bh aga-baga ‘trifling employment or talk; trifles,

trash; confused; jumbled’) 0 The child throw the toys agar bagar. 0

(Mahabir 2004:2)

agate 1 n arc A kind of glass marble, usu. purple-blue or spotty blue in

color /agit/ (< E agate ‘a marble coloured in layers’) 0 She put away

the crystal and hall out an agit. (Bomber “The Marble Game” 1959

pr) 0 That is, pitching marbles - many different games (the simplest

being “Learie” [Ac]). A keen eye and strong steady hand needed.

Games played for buttons, marbles and channans (jumbie beads).

Types of marbles were crystal, agate, koden. (Alladin 1970b:64) 0 We
play with no river stone. No cudden neither. Is strictly glassy, agate,

keeow. (Keens-Douglas 1975:43) 0 Codens (balls of day) were

cheap, agates (fancy crystals with colours inside) were more expen-

sive but not impossible to obtain. (Araujo 1984:17)

2 n arc Buttocks, backside; considered less vulgar than ass/arse. 0 I

go hit yuh in yuh agate.

agates n arc Testicles. = >stones 0 [H]e flew up into the air pass the

saddle by a mile, and on the way down remembered his agates and

flinched, but he overdid the flinch to the right. (Andersen 2004:447)

agave n Lemonias agave [~ Anatole agave], a butterfly, wingspan to

3. 1 cm ( 1 .25"). Male brown with dark spot near wing bases; brownish

orange outer margins; white patch on lower wingtips. Female greyish

brown, faint orange markings near wing bases; large white spots in

mid-wings, /agav/0 (Barcant 1970:228)

agba n A calabash container, /agba/ (< Yor agba ‘receptacle’, igba

‘gourd’, agb'e ‘type of gourd’) = >boli, calabash = boli, >calabaslr\

gubby, tutu 0 Agba: calabash. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:153)

agbe n A dried calabash shell used as a musical instrument by string-

ing a loose netting with buttons or seeds around it so that it makes a

loud rattle when shaken, /agbe/ (< Yor agbe ‘gourd; calabash’) 0

Agbe: calabash surrounded by a net with buttons and made to clatter

rhythmically. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:153)

agbo n A long-necked calabash container, /agbo/ (Yor < agbd, a kind

of calabash container) 0 Agbo: long-necked calabash; ‘goat calabash’

(Wamer-Lewis 1996:149)

ageable adj Very old; elderly. 0 He granny is a ageable woman now.

age in the elbow phr Indicating that truth has to be looked for in the

right place; usu. said when a person looks younger than real age. 0 De
age is in de elbuh (elbow): you can tell a person’s age by looking at

his elbow. (Haynes 1987:116)

aghor, aughar, owghar n arc A person of a traditional Hindu caste

sometimes considered by outsiders to be unclean because of a reputa-

tion for practicing occult or unorthodox rituals. (< H Agbori, Aghora,

a hill tribe in the Kathiawar region of India; aghorpanth ‘an order of

religious mendicants, who eat things considered filthy’) 0 “Some
people is still owghar, dey doing all kinda sacrifice.” (1990) 0 The

Aghor panth - because of its lurid practices - was ostracized, in

effect, from the increasingly orthodox Hindu religious community in

Trinidad. Soon the Aghori rites were undertaken almost wholly

‘underground’, while members publicly took part in the ritual activi-

ties carried on by most other Hindus. (Vertovec 1992:112)

agidi n arc A kind of steamed combread or pudding, /agidi/ (< Yor

agidi ‘steamed maize pap’) = akasan 0 Agidi ~ akasan: steamed com-

bread. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:150)

agla n A mystical sign used in Spiritual Baptist worship, /agla/ 0

[In] the altar of Toco’s Spiritual Baptist church... the central and most

important part of the temple is a free-standing cross with other

crosses chalked on the mud floor marking the cardinal points. Mys-

tical signs mark this centre cross in concentric circles. ‘Agla’ is

written in the innermost one, and ‘adonay’ in the outer one. (Bryans

1967:157)

agni n Sacred fire; fire goddess, /agni/ (< H agni ‘fire’) 0 “I make a

vow in front of agni.” (1990)

agni kund n A clay pot which holds fire for weddings, /agni kund/

(< H agni + kund ‘a hole for sacrifice or fire’) 0 “They walking

around the agni kund.” ( 1 990) 0 “Scrub out the agni kund for meh ta.”

(1990)

ago intj Said when throwing water out at night in order to tell the spir-

its to move out of the way so that they will not throw the water back

at you. /ago/ (< Yor ago, a request for permission to pass or pour

water < ago ‘permission’; Fon agoo ‘attention! watch out!’) 0 Ago -

permission requested of Earth to throw water upon it in libation; per-

mission requested of persons to clear area for pouring of libations.

(Wamer-Lewis 1996:197) 0 Ago: give way, please. (Wamer-Lewis

1996:166)

agouma (bhaaji), aguma, agoument n Solanum americanum [= S.

nigrum var. americanum, S. nodiflorum], a plant 30-80 cm ( 1 1.7-31")

tall, weak-stemmed, usu. smooth but sometimes with shallow soft

prickles on upper stem ridges. Branches thinly hairy. Leaves ovate,

sometimes wavy or shallowly toothed, thin, unequal-sided, 14 cm
(5.5") long or less, sometimes hairy. Flowers white, 8-10 mm (.3-.4")

broad, borne 3-10 on lateral, slender stalked umbel. Fruit a smooth

round black berry, 8-10 mm (,3-.4") diameter on nodding stalks.

Cooked leaves edible as BHAAJI. /aguma1 (< Yor dgumon ‘a cultivated

variety of Solanum nodiflorum ’) = bhaaji, callaloo ,
Chinese spinach,

gouma (bhaaji), makci 0 Yesterday’s Market ... Plentiful: peppers,

limes, com, vegetable soup, agoument and nutmegs. (TG Sept

1917:10) 0 Spinach can be made with many different kinds of green

... Baghi, acumah, young pumpkin leaves, young ochro leaves are

best when cooked [with seasoning], (de Boissiere 1945a:32) 0 (FTT

1953-2-4:257) 0 (Wong 1976) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:184) 0 The application of the rubbing of the rash is with seven

crushed leaves of the Aguma tree mixed with olive oil. (Pavy

1987:30) 0 The young leaves of the agouma Solanum nigrum... can

also be used as pot herbs... Care must be taken in cooking these herbs
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by first briefly scalding them in hot water which should be discarded.

This reduces their potential toxicity. (Morean 1991:43-4) 0 The leaf

juice of the herb yerba mora (or agouma) is sprinkled over the child

with a sprig of escobilla in order to ward off evil. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:120) 0 (Wallace 2002:30)

agouti, agoutie, agouty n Dasyprocta leporina [~ D. agouti], a

rodent, about 60 cm (24") long, weight to 6.8 kg (15 lbs.). Slender

body, very short tail, short ears, long slender legs; dark reddish-brown

hair, longer on rump. Sits erect on ground to eat, holding food with

fore-feet, /aguti/ (< Carib aka 'kuri, aguti) = gouti 0 The Agouty is of

a deep brown Colour inclining to Black, its Coat rough, and a small

Tail without Hair... when this Creature feeds it rests upon its hind

Feet, and holds its Food in its Claws like a Squirrel... the Ears are

round and short, and the Teeth sharp as a Razor; the Flesh is as good

as that of a Rabbit. ( Tabago 1750:14-5) 0 Laps and agotoos... [or]

agatoes has the flavour of roasted pigs and about the size weighing

from 20 lb to 30 lb each. (Cumberland 1802:101) 0 Wilhelm spotted

an agouti and took the gun. (Urich 5 Dec 1831, in de Verteuil

1995:102) 0 The agouti or Indian cony is another elegant little animal

of the Cavia genus; remarkably cleanly, nice in its food and manner

of eating; feeding like a squirrel... When pursued, it leaps rather than

runs, on account of its hind legs being much longer in proportion than

its fore legs. (Joseph 1838a:40) 0 The head people, and active young

men on some Plantations keep hunting Mongrel bred dogs, and a

Gun... which inables them to hunt, during their own hours. The Indian

Rabbit (Agouti), The Manacou, the peccari, the Guana, Cockrico (a

kind of Pheasant). (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 No. 4 shot is generally

used for shooting agouties. (POSG 17 Dec 1844:3) 0 Such viands, as

Lappe, Agouti, and the like. (TS 21 Feb 1846:3) 0 (Day 1852-1:252)

0 Agouti very common, well known and easily domesticated... lives

in the hollows of fallen timber... as food... it is not much esteemed,

being dry and always requiring much seasoning to render it savoury,

(de Verteuil 1884:86-7) 0 [T]he pranks of the timid agouti - Dasy-

procta isthmica , D. aguti Linn, over his meal of balata fruit - by the

way, the choicest delicacy of the woods for man and beast. (A.B. Carr

1894:270) 0 The ready cutlass in skilful hands soon made an aperture

while the agouti could be heard chattering his teeth at a prodigious

rate. This note of fear, however, soon changed to loud and piercing

shrieks when the terrified rodent felt his hind feet seized, and these

were redoubled when he was slowly, gently, but firmly, drawn out of

his hiding place. P-e-e-e-e-e-r\ P-e-e-e-r!! Pierre! Pierre!! screamed

the agouti. “Listen; he is calling upon his patron saint,” said Mr. Carr

and strange as it may seem St. Peter is said to be the especial guardian

of the agouti from the close resemblance of his cry of terror to the

word “Pierre.” (JFNC Feb 1895:154-5) 0 The agouti... one of the

most hunted animals on the island, is a graceful little rodent, brown-

ish-grey in colour, in bulk about the size of a rabbit, resembling a

large guinea-pig in general conformation. It stands rather high from
the ground on slender, delicate limbs, the tail being very rudimentary.

Its movements are quick and graceful, and it is capable of consider-

able speed, progressing in a series of rapid undulating bounds... In

habits it is partly nocturnal, often committing its [depredations] by
moonlight... The agouti does not burrow for itself, and consequently

seldom has the available advantage of a bolt-hole should it return to

earth, for the animal prefers simply to enlarge rotted holes in fallen

logs or make use of the cavities frequently found amongst the sturdy

roots of the silk cotton or the even more favoured balata tree. (Gordon

1931:722) 0 Though extensively hunted for both sport and food the

agouti is still abundant throughout forest and second growth areas.

(Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 163) 0 Last Friday 1 shot an agouti here.

(TG 12 Jan 1936:2) 0 The hunter is not compelled to be in close pur-

suit with the dogs when he is hunting the agouti as this animal does

not seem to relish the idea of running very long distances, but gener-

ally keeps running around in circles. (Rampersad 1963:91) 0 There is

nothing with more thrills than to hunt 'gouti, ifyou have the dogs that

can run. (Lovelace 1968: 168) 0 (Ramdial & Ramdial ca 1974) 0 Ago-
uti are found in most areas whether forested or cultivated. They are

diurnal where not disturbed and nocturnal where they are... They are

hunted for their flesh and tame easily for pets. They are also pests of

some crops. (Alkins 1979:35-6) 0 A Checklist of animals which are

usually hunted during the close season, such as agouti, deer, tattoo,

lappe, manicou and iguana, is being drawn up so that the authorities

can closely monitor the situation and enforce the ban. (EX 25 June

1987:3) 0 Old Year’s Night Dinner & Dance on Friday 31st Decem-
ber, 1993 ... savour our Wild Meat specials. Menu: Coconut Rice.

Stew Peas. Common Fowl. Duck. Lappe. Wild Hog. Deer. Tattoo.

Agouti ... (TG 29 Dec 1993:3)

agouti bush see GOUTI-BUSH

agoutie, agouty see AGOUTI

agouti fig n Bromelia plumieri, a native ground bromeliad plant with

long, spiny-margined leaves. Fruits like plums or very short FIGS, in

bunches on a short stem. (<fig + liked by agoutis and other wild ani-

mals) = gouti fig, karata, >manicou fig
1

,
pinguin, tatou fig, wild pine

1

agua n arc A nut handed over by the winner to the loser in BLOCHAY,
to enable a game to restart. (< LAS agua 'money' < agua 'water') 0

There was one inflexible rule which was, if you won all your part-

ner’s nuts you were bound to give him one back, which was called

agua and to give him his revenge and sometimes beginning with that

one, if he was lucky, he would win back all his nuts and yours

besides. (Inniss 1932)

ague n Acute and violent fever accompanied by chills. In E, the name
ague was first given to the burning or feverish stage, but afterwards

more usu. to the cold or shivering stage, /eigju/ (< E ague 'acute or

violent fever obs. 1611; a malarial fever marked by successive fits or

paroxysms, consisting of cold, hot and sweating stages. ) 0 He take in

with the ague and dead one time.

ague-fever n An acute fever associated with shaking. 0 (Haynes

1987:70)

aguinaldo n A type of Spanish Christmas carol, a song with words

usu. about the birth of Jesus, sung as part of PARANG. More generally,

any Spanish carol sung during parang at Christmastime, /agwinaldo/

(< Sp aguinaldo, such song) 0 (Ahyoung 1977:29) 0 Half an hour

later the parang band came in and they sang an aguanaldo and a

joropo and they drank and Norbert started to sing with them the nice

festive Spanish music that made Arnold wish he could cry. (Lovelace

1988:130) 0 Last Tuesday, the doctor told her to get in bed and stay

there; on Wednesday, she was singing aguinaldos at Centre City

Mall. (EX 23 Dec 1990:15) 0 “About 1968, 1 went to a Cross Wake in

Lopinot but there were no Cross Wake singer there, only aguinaldo

singer, so I had to return home.” (TG 27 Nov 1994:19) 0 Our Santa

goes a little further. He goes to staff parties, he dances, he does “buss

a lime” with the boys, he could play the cuatro and sing aguinaldos,

he visits sick children all over Trinidad and Tobago. (EX 25 Dec

1994:13) 0 He was going to sing an aguinaldo in the key of G.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:42) 0 The older folk classified the songs

of theirparranda according to the theme and musical measurement of

the compositions as was the custom in Venezuela. Aguinaldos , also

known as serenales in Trinidad, are songs which relate to the story

of the birth of Jesus Christ. They are Hispanic Christmas carols sung

originally for soliciting gifts during the Christmas season... The word

aguinaldo itself means 'Christmas gift’. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:66)

0 Sotero explained that the aguinaldo and serenal were the same

song. An aguinaldo was sung when serenaders arrived at the home;

they also sang it upon leaving, but with a different tonada, a different

air. The named serenal was associated with the well-known refrain

‘Sereno, sereno, sereno sera, esos son serenos de la madruga ’. Here

reference was made to the night dew, or sereno, to which the serenad-

ers were exposed as they moved from house to house. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:69) 0 Aguinaldos consist of four-line stanzas. Each

line is strictly measured to contain six syllables following the rules

natural to Spanish prosody. Rhyming is in the second and fourth lines.

In the aguinaldo the parranderos sing of the whole cycle pertaining

to the birth of Jesus Christ. Each stanza is an independent composition,

a cameo. There is no specific order in which stanzas are arranged.

However, they are thematically united. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:69)

aguma see agouma
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agwa, agua, aguwah n A person who arranges Hindu marriages; go-

between; more generally, anyone who contributes to the arrangement

of a successful marriage, /agwa/ (< Bh agua , H agwa ‘guide;

marriage match-maker’) = fix-up man 0 In the old days, [the girl’s

father] would probably have consulted an agwa, who traveled contin-

ually about the island noting the homes containing eligible young

man. Today he must rely on his own effort and on the advice of

friends. ..Young people in Amity today refer to anyone who contrib-

utes to the arrangement of a successful marriage as an agwa. Older

people prefer to reserve the term for the professional marriage broker,

no longer to be found. (Klass 1961:122) 0 One other method of

arranging marriages is by means of the agwa, a person who is paid a

small sum for finding a suitable mate. This is a professional task,

though most such individuals also have other jobs. (Niehoff &
Niehoff 1960:102) 0 Words like agua for match-makers... can be

heard in the rural areas. (Jha 1973:42-3) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 "You

forgot my father was the Agwa, the one who transacted the deal for

your father and the dowry was the main reason for binding the deal.”

(Doodnath 1989:71) 0 Certain types of more-or-less informal social

institutions existed on the estates and in the nascent villages. These

would include groups which met for coordinating religious ceremo-

nies and celebrations, and networks for arranging marriages through

an aguwah or matchmaker. (Vertovec 1992:79) 0 From its founding

through the 1950s, thatched houses and tethered cows dotted the

bushy landscape, a kuti or small temple was serviced by a Brahman

pundit, a panchavat or selected council gathered to settle local affairs

and the advice of a mokya [mukhya] or headman was held in esteem,

village-exogamous marriages were arranged by a regional aguwah or

marriage-maker, and a Presbyterian ‘Coolie School’ held classes

mainly attended by boys. (Vertovec 1992:143) 0 “Gyul, if ah tell yuh

eh, yuh see Maina wife, she is ah good agwa.”

agwain see AJWAIN

agwani n In a Hindu wedding, the meeting between the fathers of the

bride and groom, /agwani/ (< agwa )
= bharat milap 0 Arya Samaji

weddings followed a simple ritual, not for reasons of poverty of

modernity, but to exclude superstition. The marriage ceremony con-

sisted of four parts: the agwani or meeting up during which the fathers

garland one another; the kanya dan or virgin giving; the hawan or fire

ceremony; and the saptapadi (seven steps) that seal the union.

(Clarke 1986:123) 6 Agwaani or Baraat Milaap. The Bharaat stops a

short distance away from the bride's home. The dulahin’s father (usu-

ally dressed in white dhoti and Kurta) will have a lota in his hand

which contains water, rice, flowers, doob grass, five silver coins, and

a five stemmed mango leaf. Together with his pundit, party and the

musicians playing tassa, they set out to meet the dulaha's party.

Pundits lead both [sides] and they walk slowly each stopping at every

five paces until they meet. (Holass-Beepath 2002:78)

agwe woyo n A kind of wake hymn, prob. used among the Rada.
(< Fon Agwe-taroyo, the deity of the sea + Fon Awoyo, honorific for

the sea) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

agya n Part of the Hindu marriage ceremony welcoming the groom,

with the bride’s father giving the groom some food, /agja/ (< H-Bh
agya, agya ‘request; invitation; command’) 0 The welcoming [of the

groom] ceremony is not yet over. The ceremony known as agya is

performed with the bride’s father giving the groom a small token

meal. (Balkissoon ca 1975:9)

agyaari n A common Hindu ceremony, small or large-scale, per-

formed to invoke and feed deities and involving fire, /agjazri/ (< Bh
agyari ‘kindling the fire at the the of devotion’ <ag ‘fire’ + <yari

‘friendship or bonding’) 0 “We doing agyaari tomorrow, doh forget

the biscuit and butter.” (1990) 0 (Mahabir 2004:3)

ah see also A

ah 1 pron Common spelling for I, first person singular subject pro-

noun. /a, a/ (< E / + ah spelling to distinguish sound and appearance

from a) = a
u

, me 1

0 “Sir, 1 sorry. But ah want a chance.” (7TM3 Oct

1989:18)

2 intj Said forcefully, an expression of exasperation, indignation or

disgust. 0 (Mendes 1985:2)

ah-ah, a-a intj An expression of surprise or indignation, often said

very slowly or very quickly. Also an expression of warning, usu. not

to do something. See also EH-EH. /a a/ 0 The African aimed at, and

shot him through the head; and then fell himself; having just time to

say, “Ah, ah! Yoyo, no go curse me mother again.” (Joseph 1838b-

1:21) 0 ‘A-a, I nearly forget. He left that donkey-eye on the dresser

for you. He say it yours, you must keep it, it will bring you luck.’

(Selvon 1972:182) 0 “Yuh eh hear Sooklal try to hang heself.” “A-a-

but why?” (Sweetbread, EX 30 Dec 1976:19) 0 The man held it and

told his wife, “A a I get a fish. You go carry it and you go cook it in

the evening.” (OPNL Dec 1988:7) 0 A-a-Johnny, is you! But how yuh

lookin' magga so, boy? (Grab a Grin, EX 20 Aug 1990:9) 0 ‘A-A
Prince, how you sitting down in the dark so?’ she replied. ‘You ’fraid

the Bible? You is Satan, or what?’ (Boodhoo 1994:41) 0 ‘A-A, boy,

Manu, like you movin’ out,’ Mangru shouted. (Boodhoo 1994:13)

ah chut(s) intj A sharp expression denoting annoyance, vexation, /a:

tfAts/ 0 Ah chut. (Mendes 1985:2)

ah fine see FIND

ahir n obs A hereditary Hindu caste of cow-herders, /ahir/ (< H-Bh hlr

‘cow-herder’) 0 Gradually with the village settlements coming up, the

professional distribution and specialization was done. Thus the ahir

and goala [took] to cattle rearing and cultivation. (Jha 1973:36) 0

Jagoo being an ahir -an India-born cowherd - was supposed to know
everything that one could possibly know about cows. (Naipaul

1976:78) 0 If she were an ahir she was a skilled milkmaid; [if] she

were a chamine she was a skilled midwife. (Singh-Ramjattan 2003)

ahir dance, ahirwa dance n arc A type of traditional men’s Indian

dance, accompanied by NAGARA drums, /ahirwa/ (< H-Bh ahir ‘cow-

herder’ + wa ‘the’ + E dance ‘dance based on typical movements’) =

bareback dance, >nagara dance 0 The Biraha is an introductory song

sung to each succeeding round of the Ahir Dance... The Biraha and

the Ahir Dance add to the wedding festivities. (Ahyoung 1977:70) 0

Gradually, village settlements were established and more folk tradi-

tions appeared; so that by the turn of the century there were dances

like the Rasmandal, Rasdhan, Krishen-Leela and Ram-Leela... There

was also the Ahirwa dance accompanied by nagara drums. This virile

and masculine dance came to be known as the “bareback” dance. It

was only performed with nagara drums and gradually became recog-

nised as the Nagara dance. (Ramaya 1992:22)

ah mean to say, I mean to say phr An expression of annoyance,

sometimes disbelief and disappointment. 0 (Mendes 1985:2) 0 “I

mean to say, dat is all you could do?!” (2002)

a how, ahow see FEEL A HOW

ahwo intj A friendly greeting, usu. to someone who is some distance

away, /awo/ (< Sp aho ‘call used to hail someone’) 0 (Mendes

1985:3)

ai see AY

aiaiay see ay-ay-ay

aigrette n Egretta thula [= Leucophoyx thula, Ardea candidissima]

(E snowy egret), a large long-legged bird, height 58 cm (23"). All

white; bill and legs black, toes bright yellow. During breeding season

has a conspicuous crest and large lacy feathers on the back, /egret/

(< Fr aigrette ‘lacy feather; plume’) = aigrette a panache, white gau-

lin 0 (ffrench 1991 :55-6)

aigrette a panache n obs Egretta thula, a large long-legged bird. All

white; during breeding season has a conspicuous crest and large lacy

feathers on the back. (< Fr a panache ‘with a striking plume, bunch of

feathers’) = >aigrette, white gaulin 0 (Chapman 1894:81)

aigrette a ventre blanc n obs Egretta tricolor, a large wading bird.

Adult mainly dark slate grey above, white below; crest and rump

white; slender neck streaked rufous and white. (< Fr aigrette + a

ventre blanc ‘with a white belly’) = >Trinidad heron 0 (Chapman

1894:81)

aigrette bleue n Egretta caerulea (E little blue heron), a large, long-

legged bird. Mostly slate blue; head and neck purplish-rufous; bill

grey-blue, dark tip. (< Fr bleue ‘blue’) = black egret, >blue gaulin,
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white gaulin (immature) 0 Blue Gaulding. (Belcher & Smooker

1934:580) 0 (ffrench 1991:56-7)

aileronde n Any flat marine fish, particularly Achirus lineatus, 25 cm
(9.7") long. Also Bothus lunatus, 45 cm (17.5"), Cyclopsetta chitten-

deni, 32 cm ( 12.5"), Paralichthys tropicus, 50 cm (19.5"), Symphurus

plagusia, 23 cm (9"); Trinectes inscriptus, T. maculatus and T. paulis-

tamus. (< Fr aileron ‘fin or flat blade’) = chinee fish
1

, flounder; small

sole (Symphurus plagusia); sole (Trinectes inscriptus , T. maculatus,

T. paulistamus)-, platefish, small sole, saucer fish (C. chittendeni) 0

The Aileronde, met with at Mayaro chiefly; it is about the size of a

sole, but resembling the dorie in flesh, and is, perhaps, our most deli-

cate fish, (de Verteuil 1884:393) 0 MENU... Ailerondes stewed in

white wine (Mayaro soles). (Vincent 1910:78) 0 Sometimes rare and

peculiar fishes are brought in, also a few of the delicious soles or

flounders, or “aileronde.” There are no fewer than five different kinds

of these flat fishes that have both eyes on one side of the head; three

species are rare, but unfortunately none is plentiful. They belong to

three families - (1) Bothidae, (2) Pleuronectidae, and (3) Soleidae.

(Guppy 1922a:443)

aileronne n obs Ardea cocoi, a large long-legged bird. (prob. < Fr

aileron ‘outermost or flight wing-feather’) = >cocoi heron, crane
1

,

heron 0 Aileronne, Ardea major, (de Verteuil 1884:370) 9 (Chapman

1894:81)

aileronne a calotte blanche n obs Ardea herodias, a large, long-

legged bird, height 1 .2 m (48"), wingspan 2 m (6.5'). Head pale, with

black sides of crown and plumes; upperparts greyish blue. (< Fr

calotte ‘skull-cap; small dome’ + blanche ‘white’) = >crane“, heron 0

(Chapman 1894:81)

ailes blanches n obs Catoptrophorus semipalmatus semipalmatus or

C.s. inornatus, a shorebird, 37.5 cm (15") long. Mostly grey-brown

above, white below; in flight shows a broad white bar across wings.

(< Fr ailes ‘wings’ + blanches ‘white’) = >white-wing 0 (Chapman
1894:76)

ain see EH, ENT

‘ainii n Silver plates decorating the Hosay MOON. < U ‘aim ‘of or

related to the eye’) 0 (Korom 2003:277)

aint, ain’t see EH, ENT

ai paresseux n Cyclopes didactylus didactvlus (E two-toed anteater),

a small anteater (mammal). (< Amer, poss. Tupi ai + Fr paresseux

‘lazy’, fr its slow movements) = >poor-me-one
,
silky anteater, sloth

0 Little ant-eater, Ai Paresseux and “Poor me One.” (JFNC Apr
1 893:1 68) 0 (Alkins 1979:19-20)

air condition n Air conditioner; air conditioning. 0 Air-condition in

Humming Bird, Is nothing absurd. (Pelican 1971:21) 0 Air condition

and refridgeration specialist, (sign 1990)

airer n A standing rack made of thin pieces of wood, mostly horizon-

tal, on which clothes are put to dry or get air. (< E airer ‘a frame on
which clothes are aired’) 0 Good clothes were put away from bugs

and mildew in the press; shorts and shirt and sandals became our

daily attire, which we hung at night, according to island custom, on a

long rack, an “airer,” by the windows. (Bowman & Bowman
1939:31) 0 “You could put that on the airer.” (1986)

air off v Talk in an irritated and unacceptably loud manner, making
neighbours and others know how you feel; remonstrate in a show-off

style. (< E air ‘give views’) = air on, air out mouth 0 Air off. (Daniel

ms ca 1960)

air on v Talk in an irritated and unacceptably loud manner, making
neighbours and others know how you feel; remonstrate in a show-off

style. = air off, air out mouth 0 Air on he/she self - to express one’s

self in vulgar manner. (Daniel ms ca 1960)

air out mouth v phr Talk in a peeved and unacceptably loud manner,

making the neighbours know how you feel, remonstrate in a show-off

style. = air off, air on 0 Look she feel she could sit up on the gallery

and air out she mouth.

aisa-taisa adj Commonplace; ordinary; unremarkable, /aisa taisa/

(< H-Bh aisa-taisa ‘so-so; indifferent’) 0 “That design is not so

remarkable. That is aisa taisa.” (1990) 0 “That dress pattern too aisa

taisa.” (1990)

aithe v Crumple; twist; wring. /ait
h
e/ (< H aina ‘twist, writhe’) 0 “I

just iron that. Doh aithe it.” (1990) 0 “Ma, he aithe mi nose!” (1990) 0

(Mahabir 2004:3)

aiyo see AYO

aja, aajaa, ajaa, jaa n Paternal grandfather; a kinship term of address

or reference for the speaker’s father’s father or father’s father’s

brother, or generally, any male on the father’s side in the second

ascending generation, /ac^a, a:cb;a:/ (< H-Bh aja ‘paternal grandfa-

ther’) 0 aja FaFa, FaFaBr, and any male cousin of FaFa of his genera-

tion. Some insist these should be distinguished in terms of seniority,

but few care, or are even aware that it is “proper”. (Klass 1961:96) 0

Ajaa and ajii for daadaa and daadi (father’s father and mother)... are...

linguistic legacies from U.P. and Bihar. (Jha 1973:40) 0 Lutchman

Manick remembers his childhood days when his aja (grandfather)

used to plant mixed foodcrops. (Bomb 1983) 0 “We going by aja.”

(1990) 0 “It was the happiest moments of my childhood, when I

planted rice with aja and aji in the Oropouche lagoon.” (EX-S 27 June

1992:2) 0 ‘If your aja had money, he would have sent your father to

England to be a doctor.’ (Persaud 1993:73) 0 Another masseuse

recalls that in the 1930s her ajaa (maternal grandfather) used to repri-

mand her ajii (maternal grandmother) for requesting, or receiving,

payment because he was convinced that her skill was divinely

inspired... But her ajii was in need of money which her ajaa was not

able to satisfy. And so her patients would secretly offer ajii a few pen-

nies which she would hide in her dress-pocket to buy chewing

tobacco. (Mahabir 2000: 1 7-8)

ajaat n A person rejected by society; a homeless person. /ac^a:t/

(< H-Bh) 0 (Mahabir 2004:3)

ajgar n arc Any large snake, /ac^gar/ (< H ajgar ‘dragon; large

snake’) 0 You coulda find plenty ajgar in the lagoon. (1990) 0 Ajgar...

big, lazy snake; python. (Mahabir 2004:3)

aji, aajee, aji, ajii n Paternal grandmother; a kinship term of address

or reference for the father’s mother or the father’s father’s brother’s

wife, or generally for all females on the father’s side in the second

ascending generation. See also DAADI. /adji, a:c^i:/ (< H-Bh aji

‘father’s mother’) 0 aji FaMo, FaFaBrWi, etc. (Klass 1961:96) 0 Ajaa

and ajii for daadaa and daadi (father’s father and mother)... are lin-

guistic legacies from U.P. and Bihar. (Jha 1973:40) 6 Goat meat

cooked by ajee, with runny “soorwa” laced with methi and bandha-

nia. (TG 23 Dec 1990:14) 0 ‘You are going to St. John village... Aji

says so.’ (Persaud 1990:24) 0 She asked me in the language my aajee

used to speak to me. (TG 28 Oct 1990:23) 0 “It was the happiest

moments of my childhood, when I planted rice with aja and aji in the

Oropouche lagoon.” (EX-S 27 June 1992:2) 0 ‘Have some more

saheena... Govind’s ajee made it; you wouldn't find better.’ (Persaud

1993:78) 0 “The whole village coming by aaji. Every evening, aaji

attending to people like a doctor.” (Mahabir 2000:7) 0 Another mas-

seuse recalls that in the 1930s her ajaa (maternal grandfather) used to

reprimand her ajii (maternal grandmother) for requesting, or receiv-

ing, payment because he was convinced that her skill was divinely

inspired... But her ajii was in need of money which her ajaa was not

able to satisfy. And so her patients would secretly offer ajii a few pen-

nies which she would hide in her dress-pocket. (Mahabir 2000: 1 7-8)

ajohu n A festival, not sacred, of the RADA religion. (< Fon/Ewe) 0

The Ajohu is a festival of pleasure at which all who wish to do so

may dance. No possession takes place. Four special drums are used,

which are not consecrated instruments like those for the sacrifices.

Any evening during the week, except Sunday, may do for this occa-

sion, and special pleasure songs are sung which are entirely dissimilar

to those used in other ceremonies. (Carr 1953:47)

ajoupa, adjoupa, ajupa, joupa, jupa n A type of dwelling or shelter

having a roof thatched with TRASH (dried palm leaves). There is a

range of types, but it is sometimes difficult to distinguish which one

is referred to. The simplest is a small, thatched lean-to or hut, some-

times without walls, usu. used as a temporary shelter for hunting or

working in the fields. The other common type is a simple house with
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rough half-log or TAPIA walls and a trash or thatched roof, /acfcjupa,

djupo/ (< FC ajoupa, joupa ‘a garden hut. cabin’ < Amer) 9 These

temporary habitations are called by the Caribs ajoupa; and they gen-

erally consist of nothing but a small sloping fence made of branches

of coco-nut trees, &c, opposite to the wind. (Columbine 1803 in

POSG 10 Aug 1849:2) 0 During one of La Grenade’s expeditions, the

advance-guard, marching amongst the mountains, suddenly came on

a party in an ajupa (a temporary hut). It was suspected that Fedon was

there, which made the advance-guard pour a murderous volley into

the ajupa, and all within it fell, either killed or wounded. (Joseph

1 838b- 1 :25 ) 0 0 At length we reached the ajoupa, which was built on

a small open space near the river, beneath a gigantic silk-cotton tree.

(Kingsley 1880:294) 0 Accused had a garden and an “ajupa” about

600 or 700 yards from witness’s house. ( TG 12 Jan 1919:2) 0 Sir

Murchison Fletcher... was told by this teacher that he lived in an

ajoupa 10 by 10 and that he could not get any other place to live in.

(People 10 Apr 1938:10) 0 Foam called him to the little ajoupa at the

back of the house. (Naipaul 1958:74) 0 When yuh in bungalow,

ajoupa does call yuh. (Julien ca 1970s) 0 John built a very large house

on the spot where his ajoupa had stood for years. (Lewis 1972:91) 0 His

parents had left their ajoupa hut in Tunapuna and loaned out the two

cows to his uncle so that his father could work as a cutlass man at the

air bases the Americans were building at Chaguaramas. (Khan 1988:8)

ajwain, agwain, jawain n Carum copticum , a small dark brown aro-

matic seed used in Indian cooking as part of a MASALA, /acfcjwain/

(< H ajwayan 'a type of dill, lovage or aniseed’) 0 “When you put

jawain in anything you mus get good flavour, I tell yuh so.” (1990) 0

“Yuh could take jawain if yuh don’t want people to know you was
drinking.” (1990) 0 As a young boy of eight, Sayeed worked in his

father’s shop where he would mix spices like whole grain massalas of

geera, tumeric, agwain and others in varying proportions to create a

whole drum of this mixture. (Deen 1994:175)

akan adj Non-stop, round-the-clock, usu. 24 or 48 hours; usu. said of

a PUJA or celebration, /akan/ (< H akhand ‘unbroken; entire; whole’)

0 “We had akan bhajan yesterday for world peace.” (1990)

akara n A sand-pit used for traditional Indian wrestling, /akara/ (< H-

Bh akhara

)

9 In many Indian villages in Trinidad, public wrestling

took place in an akara (sand-pit arena) in a playing field. The most

popular was located in Bejucal, near Chaguanas; others were in

Knowles Street, C'urepe, and in Aranguez and Woodbrook. (Mahabir

2003)

akasan n arc A dish made of fermented ground com. /akasan/ (< Yor

akas, Fon akasa ‘steamed maize pap’) 0 There was akasan - fer-

mented com ground several times and strained. (Woodroffe

1974:15-16) 0 Agidi = akasan: steamed combread. (Wamer-Lewis

1996:150)

akash dipa, akash deepa n obs A tall bamboo and coloured paper

structure enclosing DIYAS on DIVALI. /akaj dipa/ (< H akas-dTya ‘a

lamp hung aloft on a bamboo pole, in the month of Kaartik; beacon’

< akas ‘sky; heavens’ + dip ‘lamp’) 0 In the villages [in India] the

‘Akash Deepa’ or sky-lamp, is set on the top of a pole, so that the air-

borne spirits may be guided. In the cities they are commonly left in

doorways and windows. (EX-S 14 Oct 1990:13)

akra see acra

aks, arks, axe v Ask; make a question; inquire, /aks/ (< E aks/ask : Old

English had both asc- and acs-, thus Middle English had the types ox,

ax, ex, ask, esk, ash, esh, ass, ess, etc. The form acsian/axiart sur-

vived in ax to nearly 1600 as the regular literary form, and is still used

in midland and southern UK dialects, though supplanted in standard

English by ask , originally the northern form) 0 “When they used to

ax at Keen and Leech, they never got no satisfaction.” (Joseph

1838b,3:96) 0 Da one wa lib na Arima de, he ax de tarra one wid de

trash hat wa kine a house dis ya? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 What make
Missa no ax me wha me hab foo say like he do ebry body, else, an

wha mak he no call foo me witnes up. (TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 Missa -

— no ax me wha me hab foo say like he do ebry body, else. (TSp 8

Jan 1848:2) 0 Yuh axe me ah queshtan de odder day bout how ah

livin. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 One morning Selal brought two canes

hidden in the bundle of leaves for the horse. When remonstrated with

he replied with much earnestness, “Me arks (asked) ’em; me arks ’em
one creole man; he tell 'em ‘yes; take ’em quick; take care buckra

man no catch 'em.’” (Morton 1916) 0 “Hey, you dam fool. Move na.

Ain’t A axe you twice to lemme pass?” (K. Archibald 1937:54) 0 So
he ax for a sign, he ax for God to come down. (Khan 1987:16) 0 You
go aks? ‘Need you ask?’ (i.e. it is obvious). (1996)

aks for see ASK FOR

akshat see ATCHAK

aks na phr Said to indicate total disbelief that such a thing could be

said or would happen. 0 (Haynes 1987:121) 9 You think he woulda

married the girl? Aks na!

-al A suffix indicating a place where many plants or animals of one

kind are growing; found in many place names, e.g. COCAL, Maraval,

or names of particular types of terrain, e.g. CANGREJAL. No longer

actively used to make new names. (< Sp -al ‘full of’) 0 The next val-

ley to the eastward, Maraval, was in the old Spanish time Mararaval,

having been so called after a Palm tree, the Mararave, meaning the

place of the Mararaves (as Cocal from Coco, the Coconut palm)...

Temichal from Temiche, our serviceable Timite... These aggregative

words are so economical, expressive and convenient, that they should

not be allowed to fall into disuse, and might even be usefully

imported into the English language, with power of extension. We can

make room for them with thanks; would that we could as easily annex

the Spanish wealth in augmentatives and diminutives! (Carr 1871:196)

0 We rode away again, and into the “Morichal,” the hills where

Moriche palms are found... We rode on and up through rolling coun-

try growing lovelier at every step, and turned out of our way to see

wild pine-apples in a sandy spot, or “Arenal” in a valley beneath.

(Kingsley 1880:242,246) 0 BEJUCAL - The rice-bowl of Caroni. The

local pronunciation is something like “bocal”. Bejuco is a Tainan

or Greater Antillean word; it designates many climbing plants.

“Bejucal” is a place strangled with climbing plants. Again we have

the “-al” collective suffix of Spanish. (Thompson 1966:11)

a-la-beff adv A position for sexual intercourse, in which the man
enters the woman vaginally from behind, /alabcf/ (< Fr a la ‘in the

style of’ + < FC befcow; ox’ < Fr boeuf fr similarity to the mating

of cattle) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

alam n A parade standard, including a crest and banner, used in

Hosay observances, /alam/ (< H 'alam ‘flag, badge, signpost, dis-

tinguishing mark’ < Farsi) 0 [In India] Aside from the ta’ziya, per-

haps the most important replica is the alam, a standard with a crest

and embroidered banner, a copy of the one carried by Husain and his

companions at Karbala. Frequently these feature gold and silver

embroidery, tassels, fringe, and occasionally even streamers. In

many cases a replica of the silver crest section of the alam appears

in celebrations, commonly made from embossed tin or aluminum.

The heart-shaped form has an open hand projecting from the top,

and the central section is connected to a pole or a stick so it can

be carried. The embossed crest may include an image of the tomb at

Karbala or the names of Husain and his family. (Nunley & Bettelheim

1988: 1 19) 0 (Korom 2003:277)

a-la-Martiniquenne adv obs In the style of a Martiniquan woman,

e.g. of a HEAD-TIE or skirt. (< Fr a la ‘in the style of’ + Martiniquais

‘Martiniquan’ or E Martinican, with French-like spelling) 0 The one

wore a Madras Handkerchief a la Martiniquenne. (POSG 10 Oct

1843:2)

alankar n Any traditional style of Indian jewellery decoration. /alan-

kar/ (< H) 0 “I don’t like this alankar, I rather that alankar like roses.”

(2002 )

alantu kai, alantokai n Microtea debilis, a native annual plant,

15-45 cm (5.6-17.5") high with spirally arranged leaves. Leaves obo-

vate to lanceolate, tapered at base, thin, light green. Flowers small,

white, in terminal spikes to 3 cm (1.2") long. Fruit 1.5 mm (.06")

long, covered with spine-like tubercles in a network, /alantu kai/

(< FC alantu ‘around’ + kai ‘house’) 0 (Wong 1976) 0 (Seaforth,

Adams & Sylvester 1983:128) 9 Cough syrup with boiled Hog plum

leaf, Marigushar, Alantokai, Licorish, Jarethout or Cureal. (Pavy
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1987:47) 0 ‘That one is amiga de la casa - alentour kai in patois.’

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:147)

alarm 1 v Worry, be or become alarmed. (< E alarm ‘strike with fear’)

0 The doctor shout, nothing to alarm about. (Kitchener “Symptoms of

Carnival” 1983)

2 v Of a clock, ring, go off. (< arc E alarm ‘sound like an alarm’) 0

Yes, mama, fire, fire in Port of Spain, Have you heard a fire siren

alarm (Caresser “Fire, Fire in Port-of-Spain” 1939) 0 As soon as

grandpa gone she put the clock to alarm. (Wonder “Walk in Back-

ward” 1951) 0 The clock alarmed.

alatwet adj Unprepared; not properly dressed or organized, /alatwet/

(poss. < FC < Fr a la toilette ‘getting dressed; putting on make-up’) 0

“Next time you come we would be ready. You wouldn’t find me
alatwet.” (1990)

a-la-vive, alaveev 1 n A type of fishing with live bait, such as small

fish. The fish are kept alive in water in the a-la-vive well; they

are thrown out to attract feeding fish, and are used as hooked bait.

Used mostly for marine schooling fish such as CARITE and

KINGFISH. /alaviv/ (< FC < Fr a la ‘in the manner of’ + vive ‘alive’) 0

A-la-Vive fishing employs the use of live bait in catching pelagic

fish. It is much practised both by Venezuelan and Trinidadian artisan

fishermen along the north coast. (Kenny & Bacon 1981:124) 0 (Men-

des 1985:3) 0 The subjects in this lucky land knew how to fish

expertly well a la vive until one day it was felt in upper circles that

they should acquire elaborate and sophisticated trawlers from an

international agency. (Lange 1986:3) 0 “Zanchois” are used in “a la

vive” fishing and are sold commercially to fishermen by the “dip” or

calabash-full - a “calli” - from a storage area, an anchored purse net

called a “guard”. (1992)

2hA compartment in the bottom of a boat where live fish bait is kept.

It can be filled with about 60-100 gallons of water, and usu. holds one

CALI or CHARGE of fish. = a-la-vive well

a-la-vive guard n A small mesh seine or purse net that floats in the sea

and is tied to a jetty, holding small fish used as live bait in A-LA-VIVE
fishing. = guard2 0 “Pass by the a-la-vive guard and get two cali.”

(1996)

a-la-vive well n A compartment in the bottom of a boat where live fish

bait is kept. It can be filled with about 60-100 gallons of water, and

usu. holds one CALI or CHARGE of fish. = a-la-vive
2
0 “That time, all

the fish in the a-la-vive well.” (1996)

albacea dativo n obs Under Spanish civil law, a court-appointed exec-

utor of a will. (< Sp albaceo ‘executor’ + dativo) 0 [He] got his

fortune made... by being left Executor to a man who died without a

will... our friend was lucky enough to get appointed “Albaceo

Dativo.” (POSG 16 Jan 1844:2) 0 Notice: The undersigned being

appointed Albaceo Dativo of the Estate and Effects of the late

Mr. William Cleaver, deceased, requests all demands against the

same to be rendered to him for liquidation, and all persons indebted to

the said late William Cleaver, deceased, are requested to come to an

immediate settlement with him. (POSG 20 Oct 1930:2)

albo n Two pairs in a wapee round. 0 When there are two pairs, the

stage of the game is known as “albo”. The casa proceeds as before

until a third ace or seven appears. (Bickerton 1969:33)

alcalde n obs Under Spanish civil rule, a magistrate, city or county

councillor; specialized offices included alcade de barrio, ALCALDE
MAYOR, /alkalde/ (< Sp alcalde ‘magistrate’ < Arabic) 0 Members of

the Cabildo elected the Alcaldes in Ordinary, the Alcaldes Provincial,

and the Syndic, or Attorney-General, whose duty it was to see that all

the proposals of the Cabildo were for the benefit of the public... On
formation of a Cabildo, two magistrates, the Alcalde of the First Elec-

tion and the Alcalde of the Second Election were chosen to preside

over the courts of justice. To these two Alcaldes the Crown and peo-

ple entrusted the whole administration of justice for the community,

both Civil and Criminal. They were commonly known as the Alcal-

des... At the end of each year the Alcalde of the First Election retired

from office and was succeeded by the Alcalde of the Second Election

and another member of the Cabildo was chosen in his place... Two
Alcaldes del Monte, country members, were also elected to the

Cabildo each year and though they had seats on the Board of Cabildo,

they had no vote. (Note on the Cabildo, in CO 295/8 Hislop to Cam-
den 9/7/1804; in UWI-HT) 0 We, His Majesty’s most dutiful and

loyal subjects, the Alcaldes in Ordinary, the Regidors and Syndic Pro-

curador General of the Town of Port-of-Spain, in Cabildo assembled,

most respectfully meet your Lordship’s person with feelings of the

utmost reverence. (1820, in Fraser 1896:108) 0 The cognizance of

many crimes, heretofore entrusted to the Alcaldes de Barrio, is now
confided to an [Alcalde] in Ordinary, in open Court, in order to afford

a less dilatory mode of proceeding in the determination of them. (Cir-

cular, Woodford to Commandants of Quarters, 3 March 1823, UWI-
HT) 0 A recent innovation is that of allowing respectable coloured

citizens to hold office as alcalde. Every year ten of these alcaldes are

elected; two for each district and the town is divided into 5 districts.

An alcalde is a minor official. He can decide in matters under dispute,

collect small debts etc. They are not of any great use as their powers

are so very limited. (Urich 4 May 1832, in de Verteuil 1995:133) 0

After the Promulgation of this Ordinance the titles and Offices of

Corregidor, Alcaldes in Ordinary, Alcaldes de Barrios, Alcaldes de

Marina, Perpetual Regidors, Regidors and Syndic Procurador of the

Illustrious Board of Cabildo shall cease and determine. (Ordinance

Establishing Town Council of Port of Spain, 1840, in UWI-HT) 0 The

Alcayde of the Royal Gaol, who shall hereafter be called the Keeper

of the Royal Gaol. ( TTS 3 1 July 1840:3) 0 “We have come to see

whether you have permission from one of the alcades for keeping

such a d—d noise.” (TDN 22 Jan 1853:3) 0 The Alcaldes or Magis-

trates for the year, as also the other Officers of Civil and Criminal

Justice, and all the functionaries charged with the internal administra-

tion of the town, were also elected from, or appointed by, the Cabildo.

This peculiar system of Municipal Government seems to have

intended that the Cabildo should represent the People, and have the

power to make and enforce Laws provided that these were approved

by the Sovereign. (Fraser 1891:4-7) 0 On the 15th of May Mr. Smith

arrived holding a Commission, by which he was appointed “Chief

Judge, Alcalde del Crimen, and Fiscal for the administration of Jus-

tice for the Island of Trinidad.” (Fraser 1891:322) 0 John Boissiere...

was to become Regidor of the Cabildo (Town Council) in 1811, and

later Alcalde in Ordinary, indeed a very prominent and respected citi-

zen of Port of Spain, (de Verteuil 1992:227)

alcalde de barrio n obs Under Spanish civil rule, a type of district

magistrate. (< Sp alcalde de barrio ‘justice of the peace for a ward’) 0

Whoever shall be convicted of having inhumanely struck a slave with

an edged weapon, such as a cutlass, axe, sword, or with a bludgeon or

loaded beau-stick, will be prosecuted and punished according to law;

and if the crime be committed by his master or owner, he (the slave)

shall be immediately removed from his (the master’s) authority, and

deposited with the Commandant of the District, or Alcalde de Barrio,

to be sold to some person of known humanity... (Ordinance of Gov.

Picton, 20 June 1800, in UWI-HT) 0 Other members were the Alcal-

des de Barrio, appointed to assist in the administration of justice and

in the preservation of peace. They were elected by the freeholders of

the Barrios into which the town was divided. (Note on the Cabildo, in

CO 295/8 Hislop to Camden 9/7/1804; in UWI-HT) 0 Before the

Alcade de Barrio. (POSG 4 Mar 1829) 0 The Police of the town was

intrusted to inferior Magistrates called “Alcaldes de Barrio,” and the

country districts were divided into Quarters, over each of which was

appointed a Commandant selected from among the resident propri-

etors, who received no salary. (Fraser 1891 : 1 1 1 ) 0 By 1 832, some free

coloured including Lebre, had been elected by the Cabildo and

approved by the Governor as town magistrates or Alcaldes de Barrio,

(de Verteuil 1981:92)

alcalde de la Santa Hermandad n obs Under Spanish civil rule, a

type of regional magistrate. = alcalde provincial 0 The Regidors

included as officials... The Alcalde Provincial or the Alcalde de la

Santa Hermandad, who had judicial powers in the country. (Note on

the Cabildo, enclosed in CO 295/8 Hislop to Camden 9/7/1804; in

UWI-HT)

alcalde mayor n obs Under Spanish civil rule, a high-level magistrate.

(< Sp mayor ‘greatest; largest’) 0 The Regidors of the Illustrious
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Cabildo. The Alcaldes in Ordinary... The Alguazil Mayor and his

Assistants. (POSG ca 26 Mar 1828 in Fraser 1896:181) 0 The

Crown... limited the number of Regidors (Aldermen) in each Cabildo,

and enacted that in future the government of the Municipality should

be carried on under the direction of a Corregidor or President. Before

long a further innovation was made, salaried officers being sent to the

cities and towns as Corregidors or Alcaldes Mayor to administer jus-

tice in the Royal name. (Fraser 1891:4-7)

alcalde of the first election n obs A kind of magistrate; established

under Spanish rule, (fr receiving the most votes) 0 ALCALDE. A
Spanish municipal official, essentially an elected law officer or mag-

istrate with powers of trial. The senior alcalde of the illustrious

Cabildo was the “Alcalde of the First Election” (i.e. the one who
received the most votes.) (Anthony 1997:9)

alcalde provincial n obs A type of regional magistrate; established

under Spanish rule. (< Sp provincial 'provincial; of the country’) =

alcalde de la Santa Hermandad 0 The Regidors included as officials...

The Alcalde Provincial or the Alcalde de la Santa Flermandad, who
had judicial powers in the country. (Note on the Cabildo, in CO 295/8

Hislop to Camden 9/7/1804; in UWI-HT)

alcari n A type of traditional competitive Indian song, used in the

AHIR DANCE; sung mostly at weddings and special occasions, /alkari/

(< H-Bh) 0 Biraha: This song type was brought to Trinidad by the

Ahirs (cowherd caste). The Biraha is an introductory song sung to

each succeeding round of the Ahir Dance... After this comes the

“Alcari,” the main composition, then the "Bisarjan” rounds off the

whole piece. It is sung mostly at weddings and special occasions by

two or three persons competing against one another... The instru-

ments used are Nagra drums and jhals. (Ahyoung 1977:70)

alco n arc Procyon cancrivorus cancrivorous
,
(E crab-eating rac-

coon), a mammal. (<Amer) = chien mangue, mangrove dog, Rac-
coon 0 The alco or mangrove dog was formerly domesticated by the

Indians; its pointed nose and bushy tail makes it resemble more the

fox than the dog. (Joseph 1 838a:39 ) 0 An alco (wild dog) or two...

bounded past. (Joseph 1838b-3:86) 0 (Hart 1960)

alfrez real n obs Under Spanish civil rule, the official government

standard-bearer. (< Sp alferez ‘ensign; second lieutenant’ + real

‘royal’) 0 The Regidors included as officials: - The Alfrez Real, the

bearer of the Royal standard on all official occasions. (/Note on

the Cabildo, enclosed in CO 295/8 Hislop to Camden 9/7/1804; in

UWI-HT)

algoo n obs An unidentified kind of gambling game. 0 He noticed

some gambling in the room near to the owner’s. They were indulging

in a game of “algoo.” (TG 11 Dec 1919:12)

alguazil n obs Police constable, policeman; established under Spanish

rule. They were originally selected from the free white population,

later the free coloured, /algwazil/ (< Sp alguacil 'constable; police

officer’ < Arabic) 0 An active Alguazil appears to be required for the

market places, and the superintendence of a Regidor according to the

provisions of the Spanish Law, is necessary if order and regularity are

desirable. (Ralph Woodford. 1813 in Fraser 1896:10) 0 As to my
uncle’s late housekeeper, and her paramour, they were far too nimble

for the tardy alguacils of Port of Spain: they escaped to Cumana.

(Joseph 1838b. 1:167) 0 “Some devil’s dog got in while we were

asleep, and carried it off, bag, box, and all! I’ll find out the fellow; I

have sent the Alguazils after him already.” (Wilkins 1854:65) 0 [In

1833] a female runaway Barbadian slave was taken into the custody

of the Alguacil but on the way to the gaol she was freed by a group of

five or six free Barbadians who threatened to kill the Alguacil. (de

Verteuil 1981:267)

alguazil mayor n obs The head of the police, the chief constable;

established under Spanish rule. (< Sp mayor ‘greatest; largest’) 0 The

Regidors included as officials... The Alguazil Mayor, the High Mar-

shal or Chief Constable, whose responsibility it was to see that the

decrees of the tribunals were carried out. (Note on the Cabildo, in CO
295/8 Hislop to Camden 9/7/1804; in UWI-HT) 0 The funeral proces-

sion was formed in the following order... The Alcaldes de Barrio in

deep mourning, in short black mantles, and with their staves of

office... the Alguazil Mayor and his Assistants. (POSG ca 26 Mar
1828 in Fraser 1896:181) 0 This contains about three acres of land, on
which is situated a pleasant rural-looking house, belonging to Herbert

Mackworth, Esq., the “alguazil mayor,” of Trinidad (a situation

resembling the high-sheriff of an English country). (Joseph 1835:59)

0 At a Meeting of the Cabildo, held 31st May, 1802, Present: Don Jose

F. Farfan, Alcalde of the First Election. Don John Black, Alcalde of the

Second Election. Don John Langton, Alcalde of the Hermandad. Don
Bart. Portel, Alguazil Mayor. (Fraser 1891:141)

alha-uda) n obs A type of traditional North Indian ballad. (< H alhana

‘rejoice; be cheerful’ + Alha, name of a soldier and poet + Udal, his

brother) = rudal 0 Birha, rasiya and Alha-Udal (Rudal), the ballads

from North India, are now disappearing. But the singing of the Rama-
yana and other bhajans are still very popular. (Jha 1973:35)

alipang n arc A boy’s or man’s very short haircut. 0 Allepang (ESTT
1956) 0 He have alipang. (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 Alipang... enticingly

low trim that encourages a calpet or slap at the back of the head.

(Mendes 1985:3)

all 1 pron Everything; whole; all of it. (< E all ‘the entire amount', as

an adjective modifying a noun) 0 For mes’lf, sar, to tell the truth 2

and 3 days befoo ah se me husban’ he loosin' all. (PC 22 Oct 1904) 0

1 was you now, 1 let them have all. (ESTT 1956) 0 But my apples

must never fall, I don’t care if the bluebirds and them eat all. (Cristo

“Apple Tree” ca 1957 pr) 0 “Everything was gone, bed, wardrobe,

buffet, wares etc. The man move out all and leave me with four hun-

gry mouths to feed.” (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:13) 0 “One boy had $10,

another had a $5, and the rest had $1, and $2 each. We gave him all,

but he still didn’t want to stop.” (TPM 24 Nov 1989:17)

2 n Usu. with do or say, emphasizing concession; even if; despite

everything; no matter what; whatever; no matter. See also ALL HOW.
0 Me bin tell am some baddy bin go match he; all way he been ar say,

’awee na gat laming enoff fo go wid he. (PC 24 Feb 1906) 0 All you

do, you can’t get through, I still eh go married to you. (Sparrow

“Melda” 1967) 0 "All you do, chile, don’t tell anybody this about

Mr Watts.” (Lewis 1972:42) 0 I didn't teach him that way. But all the

talk I talk, was like he couldn’t help himself. He wouldn’t listen.

(Stewart 1989:124) 0 Another element that introduces front focusing

is “all”. This element confers a concessive meaning on the sentence:

all the hunt he does hunt he never catch nothing “however much he

hunts, he has never caught anything”; all the eat he does eat, he can’t

get fat "eat as he may, he can’t get fat.” (Solomon 1993:77) 0 “All I

begged him to hand over the prescription, he refused.” (TTM 4 Feb

1996:21)

3 adv Indicating emphasis; usu. preceding an expression of time or

place. 0 "1 get the message all late 9 o’clock.” (1978) 0 Said one offi-

cer, 'We are plagued with a very serious problem: these rats come
into the cupboards all into our food’. (TTM 1983) 0 As a matter of

fact, the race was five o’clock the next evening, all eight o’clock the

night before I dress for the race... That was how keyed up I was. (EX
1986:29) 0 ‘And they reaching all Tunapuna with the sick, yes.’

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:39)

4 adv With an expression of place, the entire, whole area; in every part

or direction. 0 ALL WHERE, in all places that, e.g., he was assured of

support all where he spoke. (Rodman 197 1 :227) 0 “Awright, when yuh

go plant out all de tomatoes?” “Mary, when ah ben’ dong ah does get

ah back pain all in mih knee!” (Sweetbread EX ca 1980) 0 All mih

head hurtin’ meh. (Haynes 1987:71) 0 By the time she got out of bed,

the street in front of their home had disappeared...“This place was like

a sea and it smelled fresh like hell. All here was covered in a foot of

water,” said Betty, 65, pointing to her kitchen floor. (EX 28 Nov
1 993 : 1 1 ) 0 “Shark is trouble, only two weeks ago my brother get about

30 stitches after one bite up all his foot and leg.” (TG 22 Dec 1995:32)

0 “I walked miles. From Richmond Street to all River Estate and Care-

nage, all La Seiva.” (Johnson 2003b:23)

all about, oil bout adv Everywhere; ranging far and wide; covering a

large area. 0 Ah walk oil abowt to look fuh ah job, an it aint no nuse.

(PC 21 May 1904) 0 He is a man wey doz loaf all about in peeple

house wen dem pot pun de fire. (PC 18 June 1904) 0 All bout de
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place by de Yandire River in de Esmeralda Road and another place

agen. (PC 24 Sept 1904) 0 “Dis time we two beat down de high bush

all about like a steam roller did pass.” (TG 10 May 1933) 0 It have a

lot ofyoung fellows in the city. Walking all about but they cannot fool

me. (Spoiler “Schemers with Brief Cases” 1950 pr) 0 Liquor flowing

like water all about. (Ottley 1972:23) 0 A lot of people followed

[Alexander’s Ragtime Band]... all about J’Ouvert morning. (Alfred

Mayers 1989, in Stuempfle 1995:36) 0 ‘Man, you had Shanti and me
worried. We look for you all about.’ (Boodhoo 1994:213)

all-about sailor n arc A type of Carnival sailor mas character-

ised by roaming around and behaving badly. = >bad-behaviour sailor,

knock-about sailor 0 Prince Batson, a veteran of Hell Yard, points out

that metal containers were used to accompany specific masquerade

characters such as Jab Molassis (molasses devils), cows and “knock-

about” or “all-about” sailors. (Stuempfle 1995:27) 0 When the Amer-

icans came here around the First World War of 1914, the people here

saw the American sailors; and... between World War I and World War
II, there were a lot of visiting man-of-war... German, French, English

and all the like. ’Cause the Americans had a way: their behavior was

worse than all the others. And they had a peculiarity in their display

which the people took pattern from and create a dance. So that is the

history of the sailor dance on the street. They took that dance and they

brought it in. Because the same uniform, the same bell-bottom pants

and the cap and the jumpers and so on, they utilize that and they cre-

ate a dance. So they’d be dancing on the street and this is the birth of

the fancy sailor. In the ordinary days, we call it knock-about or all-

about...They get cane. They get bananas. Just as the sailors when they

came about. When they came to town... They’ll dance in the streets.

And they say: “Hey Joe. Hey Joe. How are you? How are you? What
you doing, man?” (Prince Batson, in Stuempfle 1995:28-9)

all around adv About then; around that time. = all round 0 “We could

understand if someone is out on the streets up to half past nine. Some-
times things happen to delay them and we can understand that. But

when you are outside all around 11 and 12 in the night without any

good reason, then you are defying the [curfew] law.” (EX 9 Sept

1990:11)

all-ah-we, all-o-we, all awe phr An emphatic way to indicate every-

one; all of us. /alawi/ (< all ‘every; without exception’ + awe, first

personal plural pronoun, or of we) 9 “You know the upshot? Big

Foot come the best runner out of all of we.” (Naipaul 1959:57) 0

Government institutions belong to “all-o-we”. (Bomb Oct 1970) 0

After being massaged, they say, “[Gyul], I eh (do not) have money,
but thanks very much.” and the masseuse, who is often poor her-

self, replies, “That eh (is not) nothing. All ah we is poor people.”

(Mahabir 2000:18)

all-ah-we is one phr A phrase used to emphasize unity at national,

cross-racial, and community levels. 0 The days of privilege based on
color having passed, all a we is one. (Hill 1984:35) 0 But notwith-

standing their own predicament, the residents of Embacadere have
kept themselves together as a knitted community and the “all-ah-we-

is-one” syndrome is very evident. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:24) 0 In this vil-

lage where I began fieldwork in early 1971 All ah we is one was a

commonly heard assertion coming from both Africans and Indians.

Yet, as national elections approached the village noticeably polarised.

(Stewart 1991:155-6)

allepang see ALIPANG

all fall down phr Usu. of a plan or arrangement, collapse or fail, come
to a disappointing end, finish unceremoniously, (fr children’s song-

game of Ring a ring a roses, A pocket full a poses, Rise Sally, rise

Sally, All fall down
,
which ends with everyone falling onto the

ground) 0 (Mendes 1985:3) 0 “We were formed just after all fall

down with cotton prices and people started emigrating.” (EX-2 8 May
1988:5) 0 [I]t’s now apparent to everyone that something is dread-

fully wrong, all fall down. (TG 12 Mar 2002:10)

all fours n A card game of British origin, somewhat similar to whist

but without bidding; currently played widely in Trinidad, including

organized competitions. Four players play, in pairs; players are each

dealt six cards, with the 25th card on the table establishing trump. If

someone plays a jack in a round and another person plays a trump

higher than that, then the jack is considered hanged and the player

gets 3 points. Points are given for highest card, lowest card, and jack;

the first pair to get 14 points wins. (< E allfours ‘A popular 18th cen-

tury card game, which later became high, low, jack, and the game') 0

One would believe that the ball was a game of all-fours, so successful

was Jack: Why! he proved High, Jack, Game. (PC 10 Sept 1904:3) 0

Complainant found a pack of cards with which they were playing

“All Fours” and nine cents. (Mirror 28 Jan 1908:11) 0 He believed

they were playing all fours because he heard one of them say “High,

low, game” which expression was used in the game. (TG 14 Oct

1919:7) 0 Sometimes cab men amusing themselves with “All Fours”

find themselves in positions where men who are better placed in life

will not find themselves, although they are committing the same

offence. (Legislative Council Ordinances, 1933:75 in McCree
1996:16) 0 “I know him well. All-fours could be his breakfast, lunch

and dinner.” (James 1990: 176) 0 The card game, all fours, is the most

popular pastime in the country... One of the big thrills of the game is

to “hang jack.” If this could be done while winning “high,” “low” and

“game” all at once, so much the better. Such an occurrence will natu-

rally call for a boisterous celebration... There is always time for all

fours - at family reunions, birthday parties, in fact at any social gath-

ering. Traditionally, it has been the main pastime for local sports

teams travelling abroad... Although the game requires a lot of skill,

when cards are divided equally, a certain amount of luck is neces-

sary... But at its highest level, all fours abounds with its signs and sig-

nals; sneaky hand movements, and tricks which could bring intense

pleasure and feeling of achievement for winners. (Brewster 1991:18)

0 There are two versions of all fours - Jellico and Jack Johnson. The

Jack Johnson variety was probably named after the legendary heavy

weight champion Jack Johnson. In Jack Johnson, two or four play for

high, low, jack and game. Jellico is widely used in competition, with

four playing for 14 points. It is characterised by its cry, “Heroes of

war!” (Brewster 1991:18) 0 The officers, with five colleagues,

entered the Morvant club for a drink after winning an all-fours game.

(EX 12 Dec 1993:4) 0 A pack of cards emerged and a group of four

settled down to play ‘all-fours'. (Boodhoo 1994:236

all hell roll phr Describing great confusion and uproar starting or

breaking out. Compare E all hell breaks loose. 0 “When the mark

buss, all hell roll.” (1986)

all how 1 adv No matter how; despite what manner. (< all
2

) 0 All how
1 try 1 ent get him to come wid mih an vote. (Mamits TG 1 May 1977)

2 adv Completely; all over the place. 0 “Gyul is so w’en yuh poor,

people does tek advantage, an’ bend an’ twist’ yuh all how!”
(Ramsawack 1983:48)

alligator 1 n Caiman crocodilus crocodilus [= C. sclerops, Lacerta

crocodilus, Alligator sclerops, A. punctulatus], a caiman; 1.8 m (6')

long, Tobago type to 1.5 m (5'). Snout relatively slender; head length

1.5-2 times width, bony, with a transverse ridge in front of eyes.

Dull-brown or olive back with cross-wise back markings; sides yel-

low-brown, belly cream-white. Found in both brackish and fresh-

water environments. (< E alligator < Sp el lagarto ‘lizard’, a genus of

large reptiles, popularly extended to all American saurians, including

crocodiles and caimans) = babiche 0 Alligator, or babiche. (de Ver-

teuil 1884:381) 0 Roused by the furious barking of dogs on Friday

evening [they]... went out to investigate the cause and saw an alliga-

tor measuring considerably over five feet in the drain on Wrightson

Road. (TG 2 Sept 1917:6) 0 The Alligator is found nearly all over

Trinidad. It is amazing that ponds that dry up in the dry season and

refill when the rains come, have their population of Alligators soon

after the waters rise. These animals travel great distances to find

water... Generally, they will get out of the way quickly and avoid all

contact with humans. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:3 1 ) 0 ‘Wey the alligator

dey, boy?’ asked one of the boys. It was Sampson who had suppos-

edly seen the alligator. (Narine 1977:5) 0 The fishermen living on the

river bank... come from Cedros, originally, and... kindly took us

upriver in search of alligators, even though it meant releasing their

pirogue from bondage. (Pires 1 994d: 1 5)

2 n obs Iguana iguana , a lizard. = >guana, iguana 0 (Vaquero 1914)
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alligator apple n Annona glabra, a native tree to 18 m (58')- Fruit 10-

12.5 cm (3. 9-4. 8") in diameter; skin tough, surface smooth with a

faint network of lines. Note: In SE sometimes used for the ZABOCA.
(fr resemblance to alligator skin) = corkwood-

, >pond apple

alligator cocoa n arc A cultivated variety of cocoa, prob. Theobroma

pentagona , with a pale bean. = >Caracas cocoa 0 Local connoisseurs

claim that coffee and cocoa have been debased by “clonal” varieties,

bred for reasons other than their excellent taste. The original strain of

cocoa on Tobago was called Alligator or Caracas, and it is a lucky

and rare person who can find the few women who still preserve that

strain. ( Saft 1988:205)

all in the ring n A type of marbles game in which marbles are placed

within a ring, and are then hit out of the ring with the TAW. 0 One of

my favourites was definitely “all in the ring.” Here all the marbles

were placed together and a ring drawn around them, with chalk on a

concrete floor, or with a stick in the dirt... The goal was to hit out as

many of the marbles without yourself getting stuck in the ring.

Should this eventuality occur, the usual punishment was to return to

the line. You could also win marbles from the ring by hitting your

opponent’s marble. For each hit, you were entitled to one marble from

the ring. (TG-M 4 Aug 1991:9)

all kina ting phr All kinds of things, all sorts, a variety; everything,

anything, things like the previous example. (< E all kinds ofthings) 0

(Mendes 1985:3)

all kinda how phr In all ways; in many different varieties. 0 “It was

the height of our parties. Saltfish buljol with hard tack (precursor to

Crix), saltfish fricassee, saltfish all kinda how.” (EX 17 Feb 1993:35)

all man n Everyone; all the people involved. = all man jack, Tom,

Dick and Harrilal, tout moun 0 Coming down the street, some of them

could hardly move they feet, It’s hard to believe it, like they tie up in

ah straight jacket. They giving you ah chip, Without ah movement of

the hip. All man sheltering. Reserving they-self for Tuesday evening.

(Kitchener “Play Mas” 1971 pr) 0 But as we reach de front steps we
see all man had dey book an some ah dem was cryin. Den Miss

Maude spot we an take ah tu’n in we tail wit she big words an good

English. Boy, we take orf thru de hibiscus fence after makin monkey

face behine she back. (Foster 1990:120) 0 All man inside dey house

lock up. I doh know what everybody so frighten for. (Tante Tante, TG
25 Sept 1993:17) 0 ‘Man, everybody left every kind of work:

teachin’, clerkin', buntin’ coals. All man goin’ for dollars.’ (Boodhoo

1994:29)

all man jack n Everyone; all the people involved. = all man, man jack,

Tom, Dick and Harrilal, tout moun 0 They were there already, all man
jack with a paint brush, painting hell out of the front wall. (Jones

1973:125) 0 De udder day de chirren and dem went to fly kite and all

man jack nearly get lick dong by de kannon ball tree, fus cars was in

de place. (Mamits, TG 10 Apr 1977) 0 It had one big bakanal wid de

Bee Wee pilots and dem an... dey fire all man Jack and well had to

rent plane. (Mamits, TG 27 May 1979)

all now 1 adv Still; after all this time. 0 You mean deh deh all now.

‘Are they still there?’ (Ottley 1971:26)

2 adv Right away; from the beginning; immediately. 0 “I don’t ever

do like other politicians, I start my campaigning all now and not only

at the time of election.” (TTM 1983)

3 adv Now; by now; at this time. 0 “All so when you get married it

will be free sex, but all now he's have to make an appointment.”

(1979) 0 If this occurred to a third grade teacher, All now he would be

cutlassing cane in Couva. (Tiger “Daniel Must Go” 1950 pr in

Rohlehr 1986:63) 0 When asked to shift, [a certain police officer]

turned to all and sundry within earshot and said, “I didn't ask to come

here; is allyuh government have me here. I could be home hugging

my wife all now.” (EX 8 Mar 1987:20) 0 All now I hungry, but the

airhostess and them pass already. (Doh Say Dat, TG 1 Sept 1991) 0 I

was nearly charged for the theft of a bicycle I had bought for my dad

in 1983, which was stolen by someone else. Luckily, I escaped from

behind bars because I had a valid receipt to prove ownership of it. If

the receipt was lost, I would be in the cell all now. (TG 17 Jan 1993:9)

all now so adv At this moment; right now. 0 You should be glad all

now so you not in your coffin. About to be buried, rotten and forgot-

ten. (Commander “Lizard and Crapaud” ca 1955, in Rohlehr

1990:485) 0 The poor little snail had crawled all night to get over the

old wooden bridge over the Nariva River in East Trinidad. As soon as

he reached the other end, the bridge collapsed. Hear him: “Is Gord dat

save me oui. Suppose ah didn’t walk fast. All now so ah done dead.”

(Ottley 1972:22) 0 “Isn’t it a hell of a thing, not being able to get this

damn man out ofmy blood? Isn’t it a thing? And he must be sleeping

with some other dame all now so.” (Jones 1973:62) 0 “All now so she

sleepy like hell but she won’t go sleep.” (1979) 0 Bobots say he jus’

barely had time to slam on brakes, otherwise all now so he sendin’ for

spare parts in Barbados. (Keens-Douglas 1984:83) 0 “If I di rest that

truck on she, all now so she over by the drive-in.” (1990) 0 And as for

a Christmas tree, people used to leave Belmont and go down in the

Mang, - that is how they used to call the mangrove swamp on the

Beetham and cut a branch, spray it green or white and that was their

tree. “But then they had to stop people from that wanton cutting

because all now so it wouldn’t have no mangrove.” (TG 18 Dec 1995)

0 To get a job later on was sorrow, If Daddy didn’t know Mister Ned,

1 woulda be a vagrant all now so. (Chalkdust “Short Cut Society”

2001, pr)

all of allyuh phr All of you; everyone; usu. emphatic and often nega-

tive or angry. 0 “All of allyou flat-bottom coolie always taking up for

one another!” “I prefer my bottom to the rainwater barrel you sitting

on! You too bold face!” (Ramkeesoon 1975:23) 0 So all ah alyuh who
suddenly discover dat pork eh good fuh yuh, I glad too bad. Is more

meat fuh me. (Foster 1990:53)

all of we see AWE
alloo see ALU

all right adj Tough, selfish, stubborn; said of behaviour the speaker

disapproves of; describing something that is fine for someone else but

not for oneself. See also DO WELL. (< E all right, used to indicate

approval) 0 ‘Tell me, what reason it have for you to brutalise your

boychild head so?...’ ‘You all right, yes, Irene,’ my mother answers.

(Lovelace 1988:2) 0 “You all right, yes, you ent have to go to work

tomorrow.” (1996)

all round adv About then; around that time. = all around 0 You com-

min nine o’clock. All roun. (Ottley 1971:61) 0 If ah fix dem shoes, ah

eh go need to buy shoes till all round 1989. But is to find ah shoe-

maker, child. Dey scarce like gold dese days. (Keens-Douglas

1984:6)

All Saints n November 1
st

, the traditional Catholic All Saints Day;

graves are cleaned and candles - often placed outside - are lit in hon-

our of the dead. (< E All Saints Day ‘the first of November, a general

celebration of the saints’) 0 About half of the cemetery now forms

part of the dump, to the extent that when villagers went to clean the

graves of their departed ones for All Saints (1/11), they couldn’t

locate them. (Bomb 9 Nov 1990:6) 0 The only other Creole religious

festival of note which involves substantial ritual - except Christmas

and Easter, both of which are secular celebrations for Hindus and

Moslems - is All Saints Night. This Catholic ceremony of grave

decoration, usually with lighted candles, commemorates the dead,

and is said to involve the participation of all racial groups. (Clarke

1986:107)

all so adv At the time when; in the future when. 0 “I not saying I want

the chil’ren to dead, but how you going expec’ all so to fin’ work

when they grow big so, an whe’ all dey food coming from, eh?”

(McDonald 1969:61) 0 “All so when you get married it will be free

sex, but all now he’s have to make an appointment.” (1979)

all that time adv Then; referring to future time. 0 “In two weeks?”

“Yeah, all that time good.” (1996)

all this time adv During that whole time; E all that time. 0 “All this

time the dog eating up the food.” (1996)

all this time so 1 adv In the meantime; meanwhile; at the same time. 0

(Alleyne 1974-80) 0 “All this time so the people only sleeping.”

(1996)
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2 adv At the same time. 0 'Tomorrow all dis time so, we playin’ mas.’

‘Tomorrow at about this same time, we will be at the party.’ ‘Las’

year all dis time so we in de col.’ ‘Last year at about this time we
were there for the winter. (Mendes 1985:3)

all two adj Both; two of two. (< obs E all two < Fr tons les deux

‘both’) 0 Miss Janie Zingar is a ooman way cud feed oil two ah dem,

so Lizzie will rude to say, she will gi Janie she lan to wuk in contrack.

(PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 All two coulda dead one time!

alluya n Calathea allouia, a cultivated plant, with small edible white-

fleshed underground tubers. (< H aluu ‘tuberous root; potato’) =

suthani, >topitamboo

all way see ALL 3

all-we see AWE

all where see ALL4

all you do see ALL 3

all-yuh, all you, alyuh 1 pron You plural; second person plural sub-

ject pronoun. = ayou 1

0 “If all you going down I going down too.”

{WG 1 Feb 1919:11) 0 “All you strike for more wages.” (TG 15 Jan

1920:7) 0 You can shout your sweet refrain. Boys and girls, drink

your rum and make your name, But all you do no misbehavior

(Growler “Trinidad Loves to Play Carnival” 1939) 0 “But I want all-

you to know I would rather die than go back like a beaten dog.” (de

Boissiere 1952:249) 0 ‘I know how sad all-you is, all-you so sad all-

you laughing.’ (Naipaul 1959:152) 0 “Aye, allyuh behave all yuh-

self,” screamed a young woman. But the fight was on. (Bomb 24 Nov
1989:13) 0 At one point, daddy poked his head into the corridor and

said “Ah thought all yuh was painting today. Buh it lookin' like all

yuh eh starting now.” (EX-S 14 Oct 1990:18) 0 The men were

arrested and taken to the Couva Police Station. When cautioned, they

alledgedly replied: “Yes boss, all yuh catch we tonight.” (TTM 1 0 Dec
1993:11) 0 “All you living so far and it so lonely up on that hill, I going

to build a house for all you nearer by we.” (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:47) 0 “If that is the way we feel to praise we God then who is

allyuh to tell we how to do it?” (EX 8 Jan 1995:11)

2 pron You plural; second person plural object pronoun. = ayou
2
0 We

bin deh by aryou ah mek pitataa pone. (ESTT 1956) 0 Chittaranjan

turned to talk to someone in his veranda; then he shouted down, ‘All

right, come up the both of all-you.’ (Naipaul 1958:28) 0 “All you two,”

shouted Douglah, “both of all you two out of order!” (Jones 1973: 127)

0 “The fella say, nah man, doh put no white girl to sing that. I say... she

bom here, she is one of our people. If all you mind so small to think of

that, that’s all you business. I don’t care ’bout all you, right? All I inter-

ested in is for the girl to do a good job with my song.’” (EX 12 Oct

1986:31) 0 “Aye, allyuh behave all yuhself,” screamed a young
woman. But the fight was on. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:13) 0 ‘I going out

with me father and them. He going to cut wood.’ ‘In the delki?’ ‘There

self.’ ‘Ah could go with all you?’ (Gosine 1992:18) 0 “Ramjanee used

to play with all you as children?”... “Nah!! She eh play with we. She
used to beat we too bad.” (Deen 1994:167)

3 pron Your plural; possessive second person plural pronoun. = ayou
3

0 “The fella say, nah man, doh put no white girl to sing that. I say...

she bom here, she is one of our people. If all you mind so small to

think of that, that’s all you business. I don’t care ’bout all you, right?

All I interested in is for the girl to do a good job with my song.’” (EX
12 Oct 1986:31) 0 The scorer shouts at both now, “Make up allyuh

blasted mind, nah!” (EX 21 Mar 1993:3) 0 “He was saying at the top

of his voice, ‘today is killing day, I will kill all yuh so and so, I will

set an example to all yuh parents’.” (Blast 15 Apr 1988:3) 0 “All yuh
ain’t know allyuh Black people history, or what?” (TTM 1 June

1997:27)

Almond Walk n obs Former name for Broadway, lower Frederick

Street between Independence Square and South Quay in Port of
Spain, (fr almond trees that once lined this part of the street) 0 Venus
bin here so muche talk wen she bin go by Ammon Wak bout dem bac-

cra massa wha gwine cum fo trie Papa Gorrie and she fren Missa
Cook dat she go warf side dis maming fo see dem. (7T 13 Apr 1892)

0 (Mendes 1985:4)

almide n obs A unit of liquid measure, about a gallon; there are 8 alm-

ides in one FANEGA. (prob. < Sp medir ‘to measure’) 0 One “Fanega”

when referring to measures of capacity was equal to eight gallons;

one “Almide” was a gallon; and four “Millares” equalled one “Alm-
ide.” (Pitt 1948:13)

aloes n Aloe vera [~ A. barbadensis], a cultivated plant with rosettes

of long fleshy pointed leaves, tapering upwards, 30-60 cm (1-2') long,

broad at base, with short widely spaced prickles along margins.

Leaves and their juice widely used medicinally. Flowers yellow, in a

compact elongated raceme from centre, to 90 cm (3'). /aloz/ (< Fr

aloes / E aloe + -s, poss. influenced by Biblical aloes , although this is

a different substance) = Barbados aloes, bitter aloes, ghikwari,

musabar 0 Henrietta Toppin, re-called, said that accused used to

administer aloes to her. (TG 9 May 1919:4) 0 Common or Barbados

aloes ... The cut leaves yield a clear viscid sap, which after being con-

centrated by careful boiling, solidifies on cooling into a black mass,

the commercial Aloes used medicinally as a purgative. The plant is

easily propagated by offsets and thrives in dry situations. (Williams &
Williams 1 94 1:57) 0 ‘Well, I going to make a small cut in your mole

and put the aloes. It will draw out whatever in your head.’ ‘How?’

‘You got to ask the aloes tree that one.’ (Selvon 1972:102) 0 Take a

minor course of coal powder, aloes, and molasses. (Pavy 1987:12) 0

‘He say aloes... is a good plant. He say that now because in the doctor

shop they now know that aloes good. We know that all the time.’

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:142) 0 To scream at she harden pickney

dat does run ’bout free, mih sistah does use aloes whip up wid egg

white an honey too, to strengthen she abuse. (Macfarlane 1997:34) 0

Aloes. Leaf is wanned and used as a hot poultice for bruises and

swollen limbs. (Seaforth et al. 1998:524)

alone adv Only; all by yourself; usu. emphasizing the unfairness of a

burden, or a warning to obey a rule. Note: In SE this is usu. only, e.g.

There s only me to do all this. (< dial E alone ‘quite by oneself, unac-

companied, solitary’, formerly often strengthened by a prefixed pro-

noun e.g. in north dialect, mine alone, my alone, my lone) 0 “This

estate, they have me alone doing all this.” 0 “No!... One call alone!”

(EX 21 Mar 1993:3) 0 “Is me alone to catch.” (1990)

aloo see ALU

alpagat, alpagata, alpargat, alpargata n A kind of flat leather or

rubber-soled sandal (originally with a woven rope sole), with a woven
(usually patterned), or canvas top-strap, /alpagat, alpagat, alpagata/

(< Sp alpargata ‘hemp-soled sandal tied with ribbons’) 0 Two cases

alpargatas. (POSG 10 Sept 1907:4) 0 A large quantity of alpargatas

was kept upstairs. (Alexander 1909) 0 As a Government Officer... he

cannot be expected to go out to work in a Government office in

“Alpargats” and minus his collar and tie. Such an unpresentable

appearance would justify the Government sacking him on the ground

of being deficient and incompetent. (TG 9 Sept 1917:11)0 Alpargatas

and slippers are also on sale at moderate prices. (TG 4 Feb 1919:5) 0

In a snug comer a gentleman of the upper world was being enter-

tained by two women. An habitue in alpagartas was his immediate

neighbour. (TG 6 Feb 1921 :7) 0 Alpargatas to fit the tiniest little tot or

its Daddy. (TG 24 Mar 1 92 1:2) 0 Some are tall and fat. Others are flat

like an alpagat. (Tiger “The Rats” 1936) 0 She had touched up her lip-

stick, powdered and put on high-heeled shoes in place of her alpar-

gats. (de Boissiere 1956:39) 0 This costume was completed by

“alpagats” or rope sandals, and a cap, hat, or paper crown decorated

with spangles and swansdown. (Crowley 1956a: 195) 0 And for my
feet and the heat on me head. Ah want ah alpagat and ah want ah

Sailor hat. (Sparrow “Same Time, Same Place” 1973 pr) 0 “Sandals

now only for important gatherings like Art Society do’s, alpagatas the

rest of the time. Real stinking leather alpagats, Duke Street variety.”

(Jones 1973:80) 0 [The burroquite rider] wears an ornately decorated

matador hat or a fancy one of straw, and on his feet, alpagatas with

pom poms or swansdown. (Ahye 1978:36) 0 These Indians traded

their goods such as alpagatas, hammocks, dogs, parrots, macaws and

other items for clothes, food (chiefly cassava bread and farine) tous

loom, molasses, willows and agricultural tools. (Huggins 1978:9) 0

Eager-looking children on their way to and from school, very few in

unifonn but tidily dressed, their feet invariably indicating the status
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and location of the schools they attended - shoes and socks, rubber-

soled canvas top plimsoll called “watchekong", leather-soled knitted

string top called “alpagatas” and bare feet referred to as “ten com-
mandments on the ground". (Cummings 2004: 138)

Alphonse mango n arc A cultivated variety of mango: medium-sized,

one side broader; golden yellow medium thick skin; yellow flesh

juicy with few threads. 0 ALPHONSE. - This is supposed to be one

of the best varieties of mangoes and there are several strains. The

Douglas-Bennet strain was imported from Florida. The original home
of the ALPHONSE appears to be Goa. The variety called PEACH
appears to be strain of the ALPHONSE. Tree large, top oval, inflores-

cence large and red. Fruit size medium, ventral shoulder higher and

broader than dorsal; ground colour golden yellow; skin medium
thick; pulp firm, fibreless and yellow; juice abundant; flavour pleas-

ant and sweet. Keeping quality good. (Bharath 1966:24)

alpurna n A traditional Indian line drawing made on the ground and

filled in with powdered chalk in different colours, used as decoration

for weddings, PUJAS, etc. /alpurna/ (< H) 0 At the point where the

ceremony was to take place the decoration was superb. A little fig

tree was planted here and on the leepayed spot an intricate line-

drawing (alpurna) was done with white and coloured powders.

(Alladin 1970b:22)

already see aready

altamis, altamisia, altarmis n Ambrosia peruviana [~ A. cumanensis],

a cultivated plant, used medicinally. Leaves greyish green with pale

underside; hairy; divided into lobed segments; fragrant. Flowers tiny,

greenish-yellow, in small heads; male flowers in elongated clusters

near top of the plant; female flowers in heads grouped below in the

leaf axils. Fruit spiny, ovoid, angled, hard, beaked, 2-3 mm (.12-. 16")

long, /altamis, altamizia/ (< Sp altamisa, artemisa a fragrant medici-

nal plant / Fr artemisia < artemis < Latin) = high mass, wild tomato 1

0 Wash leg and foot with Altarmis leaf dissolved in urine every morn-

ing until recovery. (Pavy 1987:18) 0 The herb altamis. Ambrosia

cumanensis, also known as altamisia, high mass or wild tomato is one

of the herbs grown in Trinidad. (Morean 199 If: 18)

alterated adj Ulcerated, usu. internally. (< E ulcerated + altered

‘changed') = bad stomach' 0 “He have a alterated stomach." (1993)

alto pan n obs A STEEL DRUM, about a quarter of a drum deep; a pair

has a range between LEAD and GUITAR PAN. = >double second 0

“He used to play alto pan with Despers.” (1996)

alu, alloo, aloo, allou n Solatium tuberosum , the imported English or

Irish potato; an edible tuber with very thin brown skin and white

flesh. Generally used for this tuber in Indian dishes, /alu/ (< H alu

‘tuberous root; potato’) = English potato, Irish potato 0 The more

substantial [Divali] dishes would consist of a number of curries such

as chataigne, pommecythere, mango, pumpkin, channa and alloo

(potato). (777? Oct 1990:29) 0 ‘You must tell me what you like. Don't

be shy. We have channa and aloo, pumpkin, karhee, paratha, bhajee;

you will have a little of everything?’ (Persaud 1993:74-5) 0 In the

mid 1920s four cents could have given an East Indian porter and his

wife a plate each of dhal bat and rice or two roti with aloo (curried

potato). (Cummings 2004:72)

alu ke talkari n An Indian dish made of English potatoes cooked in a

seasoned liquid sauce. (< alu + H ke ‘of’ + talkari ) 0 Though depres-

sion is in Trinidad, Maintaining a wife isn’t very hard, Well, you need

no ham nor biscuit nor bread. But there are ways that they can be

easily fed. Like the coolies, on bhajee pelauri, dhalpat and dalpouri,

Channa, parata and the aloo ke talkaree. (Lion “Bargee Pelauri”

1936 pr) 0 When it comes to my kachauri. My ghose and me alu ke

talkari, Me dal bhaat and me chutney. (Lion “Ara Da Da" 1939) 0

“Everybody like she alu ke talkari.” (1990)

alu pie, alloo pie, aloo pie n An Indian style of soft fried bread with a

seasoned potato fdling. (< H alu + E pie ‘filled pastry’) 0 “After, I

help she make aloo pie till I tired. She tell me she doing big trade wid

them these days.” (McDonald 1969:22) 0 Allou Pies (Beharry

1983:85) 0 Cake Sale! come try our tasty goodies! cakes, sweetbread,

pies, alloopies, phoulourie, kurma, kachorie, fudge, sugarcake, soft-

drinks, pawpaw balls, (ad, July 1990) 0 People from as far north as

Port of Spain go to Debe just to sample some of the best barah, aloo

pies, catchowrie, gillabee and other foods for which Debe junction

has become famous. (TG 12 Oct 1995:41)

alway adv Always; at all times. (< E always ‘all along; all the time’) 0

So bad de road is dat dem fellars does alway have to cut way some
wid dey cutlass. (PC 15 Oct 1904)

alyuh see ALL-YUH

am, em, um 1 part A particle placed after a transitive verb and before

the direct object. Note: Although now associated in Trinidad with

Indo-Trinidadian speakers, this seems due to the more recent use by

this community; it is still sometimes used by Afro-Tobagonians, and

is cited in the speech of Afro-Trinidadians in the past, /am, em, Am/ 0

Coolie English, too, is in itself a sort of patois of another kind, and it

needs a little apprenticeship for you to understand that when your

newly-engaged Oriental servant tells you, ‘Gi um pitty mangy, massa,

me sabby do um all someting dis side,’ he intends to convey to you

that if you give him his food he can undertake any work you may
require. (Collens 1888:48) 0 “Did you go to the big store?” “No
pappa, dem nigar Clarkes sence dem get a raise, dem go talk um big,

big talk.” "Oui foote.” (PC 3 Mar 1906) 0 “Me arks (asked) ’em; me
arks ’em one creole man.” (Morton 1916) 0 Me no trust am, bawl out

the Chineeman... you want am accra, gi am penny. (Tiger “Money is

King” 1935) 0 In this wonderful creole bacchanal. When up step this

wonderful Indian girl, “Me tell-am Papa, Me love-am Lord Execu-

tor.” (Executor “My Indian Girl Love" 1939) 0 Though she said me
like am dat kissing. That Kilworl huggin and squeezing. The court-

ship stall. When her mother jumped up and bawl. (Dictator “Moonea”
1956 pr)

2 pron A particle used as the direct object of a verb or preposition;

usu. equivalent to E her, him , it, them. Note: As with the other uses,

this feature is now generally archaic in Trinidad, though used in

Tobago. Although now associated in Trinidad with rural Indian

speakers, early instances show use by non-Indians, though later usage

may be reinforced by similar Bh-H forms. 0 “Me no da stand, me no

da run, but me da come for bring you a Idle (little) taffia.” “Ah!”

answered the savage, “him bin de right tuff (stuff).” “Dat you go

know when you taste um,” said Bill. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 :95 ) 0 If he no

get noting, well, he light he pipe wid am. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 An
wha dem say bout am? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Do Mr. Spectata, tell

awee govenna fu he tell dem backra no fu make no more rum fu poor

nagar na dis countree. Le he sen am go backra na Englan spose he

like. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 Magistrate fine somebody cause he no

been say good someting, and cause parson no like em. (TRD 7 May
1851:3) 0 The horse was led out. I put my hand on his neck, but only

to withdraw it the next instant, bedaubed with blood. “De bat suck

um, Sar, in de night,” explained my guide. (Day 1852-2:5) 0 “Look

me got one paper ya, me no want no baddy see em.” (TRD 12 Feb

1853:3) 0 “Stop minnit, massa, me go catch em,” cried the lad, as he

jumped out. (POSG 23 Dec 1854:3) 0 One man kill elephant, whole

country eat am... Trouble da ar bush, but annancy bring am ar house.

(Uh 1883:257) 0 When managa please to gie you orda fe cut cane,

you cane tan a ground fa tree week sometimes, fo he go cat um.

(Percy Castillo, TN 25 Oct 1884) 0 De bes joke ah wen de musicians

an dem bin ah play ah two-step waltz gie dem... not one ah dem bin

no how foo dance am, soom ah dem bin ah gallop, soom bin ah dance

paseo an others bin ah waltz am. (PC 27 Aug 1904) 0 Me see wan
clown ar ride pan wan beast, so me make mistake me take am foo

Balam an he jackass. (PC 3 Mar 1906) 0 “Me arks (asked) ’em; me
arks ’em one creole man; he tell ’em ‘yes; take ’em quick; take care

buckra man no catch ’em.’” (Morton 1916) 0 “All right, Ramsammy,
this sahib write what you say,” said Dollard, tapping Ormsby’s

shoulder. “You sit down. Just now we call-am and you talk, eh?” (de

Boissiere 1952:265) 0 Bass Counar, oh lick-um till you fin' um. (trad

song, Tob, in Elder 1973) 0 Opening a han-sack he takes out a bottle

and opens it. ‘Yuh smell am?... Boy bring me cutlass deh fuh meh,

and two cups, and de calabash goblet.’ (Rollocks 1975:16) 0 Sheep ha

bone a pasture a fling am up, a play wid am; daag dey one side want

am. (N. Daniel 1990) 0 Wen me see six month, and de man still naar

pay, Me decide fu carry am a court fu show um me naar play. (Phillips
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1991:45) 0 “Me never like fu go a Ebo Yam Hill, too much river fu

cross, a six a dem you know!” “Jo, a only one river but you a cross

am six time.” (Phillips 1991:49) 0 So me ha: to come change the

whole story put am in English fu s/he. (James & Youssef 2002:28)

3 pron A third-person pronoun used as the indirect object of a verb,

such as call, give, send. 0 Da bargin Missa Bunley been make wid

Govenar when he been sel da lan ge am fou make Parson house, da

been fou turn da house fou look inside. (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Me no

trust am, bawl out the Chineeman... you want am accra, gi am penny.

(Tiger “Money is King" 1935) 0 “Yes sir, me a gi am all ’e money
now sir.” (Phillips 1991:46)

4 pron A third-person pronoun used as the subject of a verb; usu.

equivalent to "empty” E it. 0 Yuh all know dat when a man is had up

an want a grog um is no fun. (PC 17 Feb 1906)

ama n A person responsible for organizing a VELORIO for a CROSS
WAKE, /ama/ (< Sp ama ‘mistress; owner’) 0 She outlined the finer

details of the Vieil Croix or Cross Wake. For years Juanita had been

an ama of the cross. This meant that she was responsible for organiz-

ing a velorio at her residence. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:1 13)

amalie see OMELE

amanbo see AMOMBO
Amazona forastero n A high yield variety of cultivated cocoa. Pod
yellow when ripe, skin smooth, ends rounded; violet seeds of medium
quality. This is an international term, but refers to different varieties

of Amazonian types of cocoa in different regions, (fr origin in Ama-
zon area of Brazil) 0 Amazona cocoa. (Moore 1980: 1 1

)

Ambard House n One of the Magnificent Seven houses around

the Queen’s Park Savannah. (< name of original builder) = >Roomor
0 Roomor or Ambard House is in the French Baroque colonial style

built by Lucien F. Ambard, an estate owner, using marble imported

from Italy and tiles from France. (Mills 1996:190)

amchar see ANCHAR

American n arc A member of a group of black settlers and their

descendants: demobilised black soldiers of the West India Regiment,

and escaped slaves who had fought with the British against the United

States in the War of 1812, established in the Company villages in

eastern and south-central Trinidad after the American Revolution. =

Merikan 0 The American lives decidedly better [than slave], the Afri-

can a little more so. (Character, 1825, CO 295-66:21 ) 0 [Evidence of]

Robert Andrews... The place was all in woods in those days. I am a

creole from the old American. / You are from the old Americans? -

Yes; they arrived in 1816, and I bom in 1824, and I grow up here.

Sixty-four years of age. / Then your parents came from the Southern

States of America? - Yes... They arrived in 1816, disbanded soldier

from Bermuda, located in Trinidad, and I bom in 1824. (Com Fran-

chise 1888:3) 0 Third Company, sir; Indian Walk. / Was that settled

from America originally? - Yes, sir, creoles of America. / And you
are the son of an American settler? - 1 am an American creole, sir, my
parents are from America. (Comm. Franchise 1888:32) 6 The Ameri-
cans of Third and Fifth Company are looking forward with anxiety to

their coming camp meeting. The promoter, Mr Louis Cooper, prom-
ises a “hot time in de ole plantation” for the occasion. (POSG 8 Feb
1899:4) 0 A group of demobilised black soldiers of the West India

Regiment had been settled after 1815 in villages at Manzanilla on the

east coast and in other settlements nearby. At about the same time,

former members of the Corps of Colonial Marines, who were escaped

slaves in the United States who had fought for Britain in the 1812-14

war, were settled in seven ‘company villages’ in southern Trinidad.

These were the ‘Americans’. (Brereton 1979:9)

American mint 1 n Hyptis suaveolens, a native plant with aromatic

leaves, used medicinally. = African mint, >jungle mint, matranca 0

(Morean 1990)

2 n Chiococca alba , a plant, used medicinally. = >brendel, dandy
root, mapepire roof, David’s root, snowberry, vagan 0 (Morean
1993)

amethyst, amethiyste n obs Chaetocercus jourdanii [= Calliphlox

amethystina, C. amethystinus
, Calothorax enicurus, Trochilus

amethystinus) (E rufous-shafted woodstar hummingbird), a hum-
mingbird, 6.8 cm (2.75") long. Male upperparts bronze-green; throat

violet; breast white; belly green; tail black, deeply forked. Bill

straight. Female upperparts bronze-green, underparts reddish, tail

light reddish-brown with dark bar. Extremely rare in Trinidad. (< Fr

amethyste ‘purple-violet’) = amethystine 0 (de Verteuil 1884:368) 0

Amethiyste. (Chapman 1894:57)

amethystine n obs Chaetocercus jourdanii (E rufous-shafted wood-

star hummingbird), a hummingbird, 6.8 cm (2.75") long. Male upper-

parts bronze-green; throat violet; breast white; belly green; tail black,

deeply forked. = >amethyst 0 (de Verteuil 1884:368)

amombo, amanbo, amumba n The leader of a Shango centre.

/amDmbo/ (< Yor) = king 0 Amanbo. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1947) 0 Usually one or more amombos (leaders) from other [Shango]

centers are invited to a big ceremony, and, as honored guests, they

receive the best in hospitality and participate actively in the rites.

(Simpson 1961:1) 0 At these [Shango] festivals or feasts dozens of

women, men and children come together under the guidance of sev-

eral amombahs, typically older women who are viewed as ritual spe-

cialists and religious sophisticates. One of the amombahs, at whose
temple compound the feast is being conducted, serves as a mistress of

ceremonies. She is both the practical coordinator of the many small

events which make up the feast as well as a sort of spiritual choreog-

rapher who directs its tone and pace, and its trajectory. (Lieber

1 98 1 b: 1 26) 6 Shango cult centers are dominated by their leader-

sponsors, and all who attend services are expected to follow his direc-

tion... the sponsor-leader for a given community is known as that

community's amombo or amumba (“one who carried the feast”),

although leaders in the Curepe area prefer the title “King” usually fol-

lowed by their surnames. ( Glazier 1983:131)

amowas, amawas n New moon, /amowas/ (< H-Bh amowas ‘the day

of new moon’) 0 The fifteenth day of Kartik is the darkest, the

amwas, when the goddess Maha Lakshmi, the benevolent form of

Shakti. and the goddess of prosperity and happiness, is worshipped.

(Jha 1976:55) 0 “Tonight is amowas. We going to the mandir.” (1990)

amumba see AMOMBO
ampalavi see amrapalava

amrak n Averrhoa bilimbi, a cultivated tree with small sour yellow

fruits used mostly for making pickles and preserves; juice is used

to shine brass vessels, /amrak/ (< H-Bh) = >bilimbi, condision,

comichon, cucumber tree 0 (Mahabir 1 99 1:6) 0 “Boy! Long time I eh

see amrak no way. Like it gone out ah style for good.” ( 1990)

amrapalava n A twig or branch of a mango tree used in Hindu ritual,

/amrapalava/ (< H-Bh amra ‘mango-tree’ + pallav ‘branch with

leaves attached’) 0 The... putting of a ‘kalsa’ (kalash ) with water and

amrapallava (mango-twig)... in the beginning of a puja [is] the same
in Trinidad Hindu puja and have havan as have been done in North

India for ages. (Jha 1973:35)

amrood, amrud n Psidium guajava (E guava), a small rather gnarled

naturalized tree with smooth pale bark. Leaves opposite, simple.

Flowers solitary, white. Fruit round or slightly pear-shaped, yellow

skin, aromatic, with numerous hard seeds in a sweet edible pulp,

/amrud/ (< H-Bh amruud ‘pear; guava’) 0 (Mahabir 2004:3)

an see also AND

anaconda see HUILLE

Anansi, Ananse, Anancv, Anancie n A trickster spider, a traditional

African folk-tale character, who overcomes others by cunning rather

than physical strength. Although he can be greedy, selfish and reck-

less, he is often admirably clever, /anansi/ (< Twi, Fon ananse

‘spider’, ananse ‘trickster spider’) 0 Compere Anansi led with his

violin, Compere Lion played the box-bass. Tiger strummed on the

quatro, goat played the shak-shak and Compere Morocoy played the

scratcher as they sang into the nights. (Ramsawack 1983:42) 0 Alter-

natively, one could argue that such indifference is another example of

this being a place where anything goes, where there are no standards

really and where Anancy holds a cherished place in our hearts. (EX
30 Dec 1992:8)
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anansi story, Anansi story n A traditional African folktale about the

trickster, ANANSI the spider. Sometimes capitalized. = >nancy story

0 1 read... [the] story... to a youngster who is very fond of “anancy sto-

ries”. (Letter, WG 5 July 1919:2) 0 He was particularly good at telling

“Anancie Stories”. How Brer Toucouma, Brer Spider and Anancie ate

the inside of the pumpkins in the field during the night, then filled

them again with water. (LaFortune 1968:82)

anar n Pimica granatum (E pomegranate), a cultivated tree 2-4 m
(6-13') in height, sometimes spiny, bark greenish brown. Flowers

orange-red. Fruit round, thick-skinned, 5-12 cm (2-5") diameter,

brownish-yellow to red, divided into several internal sections con-

taining numerous seeds covered with pinkish juicy pulp, /anar

/

(< H-Bh anar ‘pomegranate’) 0 (Mahabir 1991 :8) 0 “What else is left

to irrigate the anar?" Umesh joked. (Myers 1998:82)

anare, anare 1 n Geonoma interrupta [~ G. pinnatifrons, G. vaga, G.

martinicensis], a small native palm 3-6 m (10-19') tall, growing sin-

gly or in clusters. Trunk is cane-like, with ringed joints about 7.5 cm
(3") apart at the bottom, closer together at the top. Leaves 1-2 m
(3.2-6') long; leaflets over 30 cm (L) in length, 2.5-10 cm (1-4") in

width, coming to a point at the end. Flower stalk points downwards.

Fruit is a small black berry about 9 mm (.35") diameter, containing a

hard-shelled seed which almost fills the fruit. Stem is sometimes used

for making walking sticks, /anare/ (< Amer, Warao) = gully palm
0 The varied mass of greens, browns and yellows of the Enare

(Geonoma enure) ... and other palms. (JFNC Feb 1895:157) 0 The
principal woods from which the best fighting sticks are made are Ara-

re [s/c], Gasparee, Poui, ’Tifeuille. (WG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 The seeds

that formed such a great part of the [oilbird] guano were those of the

anare palm and the cocorite, which are the chief food of these local

devils. The ghost forest [in the cave] was formed by the sprouting of

these seeds. (Sanderson 1939:68) 0 (Morean 1990)

2 n Prestoea pubigera , a native palm tree; small, slender, to 6 m (19').

Trunk with rings 4-5 cm (1.6-2") apart, no crownshaft. Leaves

unevenly divided, 1 m (39") long, frondlets 1-16 cm (.4-6.2") wide.

Flower stalk points upward. Fruits reddish to purple-black, globose,

1 cm (.4") diameter, in clusters. Sometimes used to make walking-

sticks. Very similar in appearance to ANARE 1

, but flower stalk points

downwards. 0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:26)

anare cane n A dried stem of the anare palm, jointed like sugar cane,

about an inch in diameter. Traditionally used as a weapon or for pun-

ishing students. 0 Licks with that anare cane was no joke, you know,

anatto see ROUCOU

anauca (immortelle), anauco n Erythrina poeppigiana , a tall slender

cultivated and naturalized tree used to shade cocoa and coffee. It has a

prickly trunk, triangular leaflets, bright orange-scarlet flowers, soft

wood. = bois immortelle, cocoa mother, cocoa mama, coffee mama,
>immortelle 1

,
madre de(l) cacao, mountain immortelle /anauka/

(< Amer) 0 The Immortel (more commonly shortened to ’Mortel)

Tree. Two species are used by the Trinidad planter, to shade the

delicate cacao-tree: the Anauco (Erythrina velutina Willd.) The tall

clean stemmed tree with a small head of branches high above the tops

of the cacao and the low branching Bucare (Erythrina umbrosa L.)

which shades the tender cacao much better in its early years, but gives

much trouble in trimming to reduce the shade when too umbrageous,

done also to avoid the need there would otherwise be to remove the

lower branches when they had grown so large and heavy that their fall

at that stage could not be effected without breaking the cacao

branches beneath them. Yet despite the increased labour and cost,

many planters in low grounds prefer the bucare to the anauco. (T.W.

Carr 1894:274) 0 No! ever since I have seen the yield of coffee dou-

bled by removing the shade, I have believed that shade per se for

cocoa was wrong ... What then? Cut all the immortelles. (Anancos

[Ac] and bocares) at once? Decidedly not. Cut out dying ones and

thin out gradually where your judgment tells you the cocoa is not get-

ting enough light to make a healthy crop... Out of scores of legumi-

nous trees which are probably better than either the Bocare (Erythrina

velutina) or the Ananco [sic] (E. umbrosa) as shade for young cocoa,

the Trinidad planter employs one which demands high wages but

which refuses to work during the worst of the dry season when most
required. (POSG 23 Oct 1907:5) 0 The bocare and Anauca Immortels

are not satisfactory, because after a certain time, it is impossible to

control their growth, and when they are uprooted they inflict exten-

sive and serious injury on the cacao trees. (Shephard 1932, in

Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:32) 0 ‘I like this place,’ I say. ‘The anauco
is looking nice.’ ‘Yes, this is the time for it to flower. All from Decem-
ber straight into February is a lotta flowers.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:100)0

anchar, anchaar, achar n A sweet or salty, peppery preserve made
from green unripe fruit, usu. mangoes, /atfar, antfar/ (< H achar,

achar ‘pickles’) 0 And with some achar, child, you are bound to say.

(Lion “Ara Da Da” 1939) 0 Some bird-peppers and achar might have

been put on the side of the enamel plate in which the meal was dished

out. (Alladin 1970b:59) 0 There is a basic difference between anchar

and chutney. In the case of anchar the fruit used is sliced while in

making chutney the fruit is either pounded or ground. Anchar is usu-

ally made from green mangoes, green pommecythere, sour cherry,

“chalta” and tamarind. The fruits are sliced and the seeds removed.

The sliced pieces can then be cooked with any other vegetable in

massala. (Pariag 1975:26) 0 From the shark and hops, sweet drinks

and doubles vendors, to the odd toolum, sugar cake and anchar ven-

dors, sales are booming. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:23) 0 “When man
drinking rum, is then to see dem eat achaar.” (1990) 0 And one must

not forget the common long mango which give a lot of shade and

cools the surrounding air, while being the best variety for making
kutchala and atchar stored in large glass jars or enormous earthen

russet coloured ones and left in the sun to mature. (Persaud

1990:84-5) 0 He say I have to cook like I never cook in my life

before. Grind the massala myself. Get achar
,
get dhal and make dhal

pourri. (Selvon 1 99 la:38) 0 Other family members are chipping in by

making cocoyea brooms and mango anchar, and selling them. (TTM
26 Sept 1993:27) 0 Doubles and aloo pies are the most popular items

“but you must have anchar for everything.” (TG 12 Oct 1995:41)

anchar massala n A mixture of ground seasonings typically used in

making ANCHAR, preserved unripe fruit. (< anchar + massala) 0 He
mixed two spoonfuls of Anchar Massala in a bowl together with one

spoonful of Saffron Powder. (Ali 1993:31)

ancho 1 n Pomatomus saltator [= P. saltatrix] (E bluefish), an edible

marine fish, /antfo/ (< Sp anchoa , a kind of fish) 0 Scarce: Ancho,

bechin, and red fish. (TG 19 June 1919:10) 0 There is a characteristic

absence of the large catches of anchoes and cavalli. (TG 4 Jan

1936:12) 0 Another important migratory food fish is the “Ancho,” a

first cousin of the North-American bluefish which arrive here in great

schools about the month of December, this occurring for three or four

years in succession but there is no hard and fast rule with these fish,

for they appear only to arrive when there is an abundance of herrings

and other small surface fish, for they are voracious eaters. (Mendes

1940:20) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:122) 0 Fortunately for us, the

coasts of Trinidad and Tobago abound with high protein fish, which

have traditionally been very popular such as King Fish, Cavalli, Red

Fish, Ancho. (EX-S 15 Mar 1987:68)

2

n arc Mugil trichodon , an edible marine fish. 0 Ancho... Mugil

trichodon. (Vincent 1910:49)

anchois n Any of several species of small marine anchovy fish, esp.

Engraulis and Anchovia. /anjwa/ (< Fr anchois ‘anchovy’, a small

marine fish, usu. Engraulis sp.) = chewie-chewie, >fry-dry (Tob),

fryer, jashwa, joshua, large zanchois, >zanchois (Trin) 0 Carangues...

a fifth species is our anchovy, or anchois. (de Verteuil 1858:448;

1884:389) 0 Far and away the best bait, especially for trolling, are

what are commonly called “sardines” of which there are several

varieties. Their local names in order of merit as fish killers, are; -

1. Sardines rouges. 2. Anchois. 3. Sardines Dorees. 4. Cha-Cha.

5. Small coulihou. 6. Sardines cailleux... The “sardines rouges” and

“anchois” generally enter the gulf in large shoals or schools, about the

month of June, beat about the bays and rocks of the Bocas islands in

the morning, going out to deep water later, and returning in the after-

noon. They are generally caught in small seines... The approach of
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these shoals can always be detected from afar by the quantities of sea-

birds that accompany them. (Vincent 1910:21) 0 (Mendes 1940:17)

Anchor Push n obs A kind of cigarette packet with a sliding tray hold-

ing the cigarettes inside an outer box. (fr Anchor brand cigarettes,

sold in a packet of ten in a narrow box with a flat sliding tray; smaller

and cheaper than regular packet + push2
) 0 After the meet was ended,

the jockeys were carefully dried off and left out for a while before

being packed into the “stables” which were usually an old nougat box

or an empty “Anchor Push” pack or something like that. Somehow,

however, they always seemed to have disappeared when jockey sea-

son came up again. (Araujo 1984:20)

and see also AN

and, an 1 conj In spite of the fact that; even though. (< obs E and
,

concessive, ‘even if; although’) 0 “An dat Chinee-Creole chile yuh

have, is a shame dat Onion ain’t minin it an he have a big shop.”

(Lewis 1972:44) 0 “How yuh goin out an rain falling?” (1978) 0 “You

look in the cupboard and doh see it and it standing up in the back all

the time.” (1979) 0 “How on earth could someone break into my store

and it right under the police noses?” (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:5) 0 [S]he tell

me that doctor say, “What happen? I giving you so much a tablet and

all kind of thing and you ain’t feeling good?” (OPNL Mar 1989:5)

2 conj While, when, usu. indicating something negative. 0 You see,

parents don’t want their children to be out playing and they’re not

there. (Elder 1997:181)

3 conj So that; with the result that. (< obs E and adversative introduc-

ing a consequence, the sequel or consequence of a fact or command)
0 “Ah feelin’ real good, so doh put no goat mouth on meh and ah

can’t come to de party tonight.” (Baptiste 1993:78)

and all, an all 1 adv An emphatic; myself, himself, herself etc. 0 Den
de people way had tables share out a lot a cake and i screem to every-

body me and all, I did like de i screem. (PC 24 Sept 1904) 0 If de

funeral is a big one everybody would want to go in de buss, - me and

all, becos I would rather pay half a shilling to go and come in de buss,

than to pay a cab two or three shillings or to walk. (PC 8 Oct 1904) 0

Accused said he was going along the riverbank with his wife for a

walk. As soon as the wife got to the river bank, she slipped and fell

into the water, and if he was not good for himself he and all would
have drowned. (TG 5 Feb 1919:7) 0 My girl an’ all held on to me
hand. She said “I wouldn’t leave you in this bamboo band”. (Invader

“Demasbar” 1939) 0 You and all, me good friend talking bout me so.

(Ottley 1971:57) 0 “I an all couldn’t believe it. “ (1990)

2 adv An intensifier; even. 0 Mistah King study a good ting but he

aint send for enuff of dem Busses, becos de tram aint going to reach

there, and if de funeral is a big one everybody would want to go in de

buss, - me and all, becos I would rather pay half a shilling to go and

come in de buss, than to pay a cab two or three shillings or to walk.

(PC 8 Oct 1904) 0 The phrase “and all”, meaning “even”, follows the

nominal it intensifies: woman and all does preach these days “even
women preach these days”; he and all want to beat me “even he wants
to beat me up”. (Solomon 1993:57)

3 adv And everybody else, the other people involved, other people in

general. 0 “That bed cost me $5,000 to build, half of which I had to

borrow from a local money lender. Now he and all want a bed”.

(Bomb 1982) 0 Even DJ and all reaching. (Pires 1 995e: 15)

4 adv And so on, and everything, and things like that. (< dial BrE and
all ‘and everything else’ 0 I had to run, I bounce with a barrel and I

fall. And lose me felt hat and all. (Tiger “Miss Marie’s Advice” 1938)

0 “Eh, eh, all you practicing tonight and all? I thought is work we did

come to work.” (Hill 1966:8) 0 “I tell you let us play marbles man, its

not top season as yet. I will lend you some marbles. I will give you
some and all.” (Bynoe 1985:3) 0 And believe it: [Granny] “Bachac”
will be back with her saucy tongue and all. (Punch 19 Nov 1989:15)

and change phr A little more than a specified amount, esp. money. 0

“Some of them drawing thousand and change a month. And every

time they make a spin is more cash they want.” (Prospector, TG 27
Jan 1973:5) 0 Cunstable an dem jes now go be getting a tousen dollar

an change every Munt for dey pay. ( Mamits, TG 23 May 1977) 0 The

house cost one hundred t'ousan’ dolluhs an’ change. (Haynes

1987:19)

an dem, and dem 1 phr Plural marker; follows a singular or plural

noun. (< an < E and, indicating addition of others + dem 1
) = dem 0

De horse an dem hard fe ketch. (Uh 1883:253) 0 All de chilran an

dem axing fo you. (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 De musicians an dem bin ah

play ah two-step waltz gie dem. (PC 27 Aug 1904) 0 On Tuesdee

mohning de Poleece and dem make a serch at de ruins, and somebody
tell me dat detective Wots fine ah heart in ah bottle. (PC 29 Oct 1904)

2 phr And others; and friends; and people like that. = and them, and

they 0 If yuh cud ax de Govaner an dem to help we poar pepil owt, ah

wud glad. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 Now if ah wos to ketch up ah brick an

lick de man dong dey will lose me wey in jale like Bad John an dem.

(PC 4 June 1904) 0 A juce [deuce] of a tree falla cross de road so now
donkeys can’t pass at oil except de driver and dem lift it over. (PC 1

5

Oct 1904) 0 “Just wait till de judge and dem hear de cap’n wid

“Sweet-and-Low” on he Ping-Pong”. (Hill 1966:100 “She leave you

home like a old ass, and she gone to take she man and dem.” (Ladoo

1974: 10) 0 From de time BWIA fire all de pilot an dem and lookin for

new one he start getting ready. ( Mamits, TG 12 Mar 1978) 0 “But

people bad, yes! Especially the young ones an’ dem, man.” (Hercules

1980:80) 0 The focus of attention was a bungalow, modest when
compared with the surrounding structures. “Is dey the men and dem
was,” said a slightly built youth in singlet and shorts. (EX 2 1 Sept

1986:9) 0 All my fren an dem had nickname. (Foster 1990:35) 0 It

use tuh look like dem big men an dem use tuh be havin ah good time.

(Foster 1990:42) 0 “The nurses and dem in the Port of Spain

[G]eneral told me that I was badly injured and it was a good ting that

1 got help quick or else I woulda died.” (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:5) 0 “Ah
doh have no proper shoes and clothes to wear, I does have to borrow

from meh friends and dem.” (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:5) 0 De beta (son)

gone wi’t he friends, an’ de woman an’ dem gone dem wit dey com-
pany for ah hour o’ two. (Mahabir 2005:48)

andhaawe v Turn over washed wares to drain. /and
h
a:we/ (< H-Bh) 0

“Andhaawe the wares, leh the water drain out.” (1990)

andhar adj Blind; unable to see. /andhar/ (< H-Bh andha ‘blind,

dark’) = eye gone 0 “He going aandhar.” (1990)

andhere, andhera 1 n Dark; having a lack of light outside. /and
h
ere/

(< H andher ‘darkness’) 0 “ft getting andhere, is time to go home.”

(1990)

2 n Darkness; night-time. 0 an-dhr-ra... dark; darkness (Mahabir

2004:3)

and so adv And so on, et cetera. 0 An I tell allyuh what happen with

the boat and so. (1996)

and them phr And others; and friends; and people like that. (< TEC
an dem + E them , as an intermediate ‘corrected’ Creole form appear-

ing closer to English) = >an dem", and they 0 But my apples must

never fall, I don’t care if the bluebirds and them eat all. (Cristo

“Apple Tree” ca 1957 pr) ) 0 “Them inother-ass an’ them gone an'

leff me.” (Khan 1964:156-7) 0 “Is two, three swipe cross they face,”

he would boast, “an’ after that is good sense the people an’ them does

talk.” (Jones 1973:126) 0 “I don’t know why they not scrutinizin’ the

ship and them that come here sufficiently to prevent them from sellin’

the revolver here too.” (Eigeland 1980:33) 0 “My brothers and them

used to play pan with bands like Symphonettes and Crossfire, and I

started from the age of 4, playing with those bands.” (EX 12 Oct

1986:30) 0 ‘I over here. Ram,’ Seema answered. ... Which part you is,

girl? Tell me the place.’ ‘By the tomato tree and them, you monkey.’

(Gosine 1992:17) 0 How them judge and them going to accounts to

the people if not by accounting to me! (Pires 2000b:9)

and they phr And others; and friends; and people like that. (< and
them + E they, as an intermediate ‘corrected’ Creole form appearing

closer to English) = >an derm, and them

a next thing, a neks ting, a nex ting phr Another thing; next; the next

thing; moreover, in addition. 0 "Doh take out de car. An a nex ting -

doh take mi money.” (1996)

angan, aangan n Yard of a house. /a:qgan/ (< H angan ‘yard;

enclosed space adjoining or surrounded by a house’) 0 “He plant the
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tree in the aangan.” (1990) 0 “He dey in de aangan.” (1990) 0 aan-gan

(Mahabir 2004:1)

angel fish n Holacanthus tricolor, an edible marine fish. (E angel-fish,

several fish having extended fins supposed to resemble angel wings)

= rock beauty 0 (Vincent 1910:50) 0 The “butterfly” fishes (Chaeto-

dontidae), “angels,” and “rock beauty” are plentiful, also Teuthididae,

or “Doctor” fishes, with lance in socket at base of tail. (Guppy
1922:444)

angelin, angelim, angeline n Andira inermis, a large native evergreen

tree to 30 m (98') Flowers pink to purplish, in long showy many-
flowered panicles. Wood reddish brown, hard, heavy, durable; used

for house framing, flooring, boats, cabinet work, /anc^ilin, ancbjilim/

(< Fr angelin ‘cabbage tree’/< FAS angelin

,

a leguminous tree < Ptg)

= bat tonka bean, black plum, >laginette 0 The natural produce of this

Island are several kinds of durable wood, fit for Buildings, such as

Angeline. (Explication 1769) 0 (Young 1809, Stowe 922:14b) 0

Beyond it, again, is a round-headed tree, looking like a huge Portugal

laurel, covered with racemes of purple buds. That is an “Angelim”’

when full-grown, one of the finest timbers in the world. (Kingsley

1880:97) 0 Angeline supplies superior cart naves, and in boards

and planks makes excellent flooring. (Williams 1882) 0 (Marshall

1934:34) 0 Other trees and shrubs used for shading [cocoa] are ...

angelin, balisier and banana. (Bryans 1967:162) 0 Angelin grows

under widely different conditions of soil and rainfall, and is thus

widely distributed in both Trinidad and Tobago. It flowers in April

and October-November... Angelin can be confused with conore... but

has drooping instead of upright inflorescences, and it flowers at a dif-

ferent time of the year. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:30-1)

angler fish n Phrynelos scaber, a marine fish. (< E angle fish ‘a fish

that lures prey by wiggling a fleshy filament’) 0 (LNP 1985)

angochar n A type of long scarf usu. worn by a PANDIT, /aqgotfar/

(< Bh angocha, H angochha ‘a cloth which male Hindus fasten round

their waists when bathing’) 0 The whiter-than-white dhoti and pha-

gree of the pundit; his richly embroidered kurta in golden yellow

satin and his long flowing elegant angochar of fine material and

dancing tassels, would all help to make a religious ceremony, held at

our home, a very special celebration. (Persaud 1990:131) 0 Rising,

adjusting his angochar. Pundit Karsi smiled. (Persaud 1993:8)

Angostura (bitters) n A reddish-brown, slightly bitter, aromatic, alco-

hol-based liquid used to flavour drinks. Originally developed as an

aid to digestion by Dr. J.G.B. Siegert, in the town of Angostura - now
Ciudad Bolivar - in Venezuela. The Siegert family moved to Trinidad

in 1875, where the company is still the sole manufacturer. /angDstura/

= >bitters 0 Rum, one large wineglassful; syrup, two small dessert-

spoonfuls; Angostura bitters, half a teaspoonful; two fresh eggs, raw.

The whole is mixed with powdered ice, and stirred or ‘swizzled’ until

it froths well. (Brassey 1885:151) 0 Allow time for potatoes to cook

and then add a wineglass of rum with a dash of Angostura to it.

(de Boissiere 1945a:23) 0 The House of Angostura, Internationally

Famous since 1824, Trinidad Liquor Specialists. Producers of:

Angostura Aromatic Bitters ... (ad in WICYB 1963:350) 0 Bolivar

appointed Dr. Siegert Surgeon-General of the Military Hospital of Gui-

ana, situated in the town of Angostura [Venezuela], Here Dr. Siegert

lived and continued to practice medicine until 1850, when he

resigned to devote his full time to the commercial development of his

Angostura Bitters... Owing to the unsettled political situation in Vene-

zuela, the sons of Dr. Siegert, Carlos and Alfredo, decided to leave

the country. They came to Trinidad in 1875, where they were joined

later by their youngest brother, Luis. Here they started their factory of

ANGOSTURA aromatic bitters in rented premises at the comer of

Charlotte Street and Marine Square... In 1909 Alfredo Comelio
formed a public company in London, under the new name of Angos-

tura Bitters (Dr. J.G.B. Siegert & Sons) Ltd... In 1949 a subsidiary

company, Trinidad Distillers Ltd., was formed for the production of

mm, alcohol and dried yeast. In 1955 the company commenced the

production of ANGOS Gin and Vodka. In 1958... the Trinidad Gov-

ernment bought out the controlling interest in the company and resold

it to a private company called Siegert Holdings Ltd. on terms which

ensured that the manufacture of Angostura aromatic bitters would
remain permanently in Trinidad. (Mavrogordato 1977:103-5) 0

(Anthony 1997:20)

angothi n Any finger ring jewellry; formerly this may have referred to

a particular ornamented style of ring. /ar)got
h
i/ (< H angushtan ‘ring,

thumb-ring’; angushtan ‘finger-ring’) 0 During the indentureship

period and up to around the middle of the present century, they wore
finger rings (angothi), armbands (chooris) and anklets (kara).

(Raghoo 1984: 10) 0 “When yuh see ah put the angothi on yuh finger,

yuh is mine for good.” (1990)

anguille n arc Any eel, usu. freshwater, /aqgwil/ (< Sp anguila,

anguilla ‘eel’ / Fr anguille ‘eel’) = >zanji

anguille tet chien, anguille-tete-chien 1 n arc Synbranchus mar-

moratus, a freshwater eel with a relatively large head; found in slow-

moving streams and rivers and flooded rice fields. (< anguille + FC
tet chien < Fr a tete de chien ‘with a dog-head’) = dog-head(ed) eel,

eel
1

,
swamp eel, >zanji 0 Dog-headed eel, or anguille-tete-chien,

abundant in ponds and ravines, (de Verteuil 1884:390) 0 (Boeseman

1960:117)

2 n arc Lycodontis fiunebris, L. moringa, L. vicinus

,

and L. polygo-

nius, moray eels, found amongst rocks on the ocean floor. = green

cong (L. fiunebris)', congoree“, conger eel (L. moringa)', white cong,

yellow cong (L. vicinus)

angulated snake n Helicops angulatus, a non-venomous snake, (prob.

fr chevron-like angled bands on body) = brown-banded water snake,

>water mapepire, water snake
4
0 (Boos 2001a:96)

animal n Usu. a cow, sometimes a water buffalo. (< E animal, popu-

larly used for mammals, esp. four-footed ones; also for a ‘beast’ or

‘brute’) = >cattle (cow); baisa, >bison, buffalo, buffalypso, hog-

cattle, mud cow (water buffalo) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 About three

families in every four [in this village] have one or more “animals”

(cattle) or bison. (Klass 1961:87)

anise 1 n Piper marginatum var. catalpifolium, a shrub. = cake bush,

>lanie bois , nani bois (< E anise, Pimpinella anisum, fr resemblance

of smell)

2 n Pimpinella anisum (E anise), a cultivated herb. 0 (Morean 1990)

anjore n Handful, e.g. of rice, dhal, mud. /ancbpre/ (< H anjal ‘two

handfuls’) 0 “Bring a anjore a rice.” (1990) 0 an-joo-ree... handful (of

rice, etc.) (Mahabir 2004:4)

anne-marie n Hypostomus robinii, an armoured freshwater catfish;

found in rivers, under rocks and in crevices. = mama cascadura,

mama teta
1

, >teta
!

0 (de Verteuil & Leotaud 1858) 0 The “Anne
Marie,” or “Tata,” as it appears to be more commonly called, is

rightly identified as belong to the genus Hypostomus. (Gill 1858:368)

0 The Anne-Marie, about eight inches long, and scaly, very common
in clear streams, (de Verteuil 1884:391) 0 (Boeseman 1960:109-15)

annisao n An anise-flavored mm drink, /anisau/ (< Sp annisado ‘fla-

vored with anise’) 0 A delicious Christmas specialty is “annisao” or

“annisado”, a mixture of mm, sugar, and aniseed essence. (Kassiram

ca 1970:7)

annulated night snake n obs Leptodeira annulata ashmeadi, a snake,

light brown with darker brown spots along the back, giving a banded

appearance. (< E annulated ‘ringed’) = banded night snake, cat-eyed

(night) snake, chunk-head
1

, >false mapepire
1

,
garden snake,

mapepire
3

, mapepire balsain
3

, night snake, Trinidad garden snake 0

(Boos 2001a: 115)

anoint v Rub or massage the body or any part of the body with a

medicinal oil or ointment. (< arc E anoint ‘smear or mb the body

with cosmetic or medicinal oil, ointment, etc.’; E anoint now usu. has

a religious significance) 0 Anoint the chest with shark oil.

anointment n For Spiritual Baptists, a healing technique involv-

ing mbbing the body of the afflicted person. 0 Two major healing

techniques are utilized in dealing with spirit intmsion: “adoption” and

“annointment” [sic] ... annointment is considered the most effective

treatment for use on fellow Baptists... in annointment healers mb the

victim’s head and limbs. (Glazier 1983:59-60)
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answer back v Talk back impudently; respond disrespectfully. See

also CHAT 3
. (< arc E answer back 'make a response to anything sup-

posed to be authoritative or final, or where silence or acquiescence

would be proper; reply impertinently’) = answer up, back answer 0

Doh answer me back! 0 “He like to answer back he mother too

much.” (1996)

Answer-Back Yagna n A kind of YAGNA which emphasizes educating

the participants in specific Hindu traditions. 0 Hinduism in Trinidad

and Tobago has been subjected to criticisms from other religions. A
reaction to this has been an innovation that became known as the

Answer Back Yagna which attempts to disseminate information to the

adherents of Sanathan Dharma and to simultaneously combat the

attack launched against it. (Maharaj 1991:22) 0 The Answer Back

Yagna... This type of yagna is quite similar to the Nagar Sankirtan

and the aims and objectives are quite parallel... the former is held in a

street or open environment whereby the latter is held in a closed envi-

ronment with the yagna format. (Maharaj 1 99 1:28)

answer chorus phr Sing as a chorus or additional voice on a chorus or

a call-and-response type CALYPSO 1

. 0 Q: Now you guys used to walk

with your own accompaniment? A: Yes, a guitar. We walked with a

guitar and accompanied ourselves and “answered chorus” for each

other. Y’see, [long-time] tents didn’t have any chorus-groups...

Calypsonian answerin’ chorus for calypsonian, and it used to work

nice, y’know. (EX-2 8 Nov 1987:13)

answer down in belly phr Answer someone in low, almost inaudible

tones; usu. because you are insulted, hurt, or annoyed. = answer down
in throat 0 “I tell he I going and he answer down in he belly.” (1990)

answer down in throat phr Answer somebody in low, almost inaudi-

ble tones; usu. because you are insulted, hurt, or annoyed. = answer

down in belly 0 “He answered down in his throat.” (1990)

answer up v Reply; retort; usu. rudely, when you are being scolded or

corrected; esp. of children talking to adults. See also CHAT3 = answer

back, back answer 1

0 “Don't answer me up when I talking to you.”

(1990)

ante n A pre-paid bet in marbles, usu. used in RINGS. (< E ante

‘amount put up as a stake before playing a hand of cards') 0 Usually,

each player puts two marbles (or buttons) into the ring, and with the

taw tries to knock them out of the ring, when they are then kept.

When there is only one marble left in the ring, and the shooter is sure

to get it, he need not shoot, but just place a second marble in the ring

as his ante. The other players ante-up by putting in two marbles, and

another game starts. In rings, you must knock out a marble and your

taw must also leave the ring but remain close to the line to be in

position to knock another out. Four or five can play, each player bet-

ting one or two marbles each, and keeping what he wins.

Antigonian n obs A person from the island of Antigua; an Antiguan.

See also VlNCELONlAN. (< Antigua + -onian ‘resident, inhabitant

of’, poss. influenced by Tobagonian ) 0 He, like his ancestors, was
what in the West India islands is called an Antigonian

;

and lest the

mere English reader should not comprehend this Greek-toned word, I

must explain it to mean a native of Antigua, in which island my father

possessed considerable property, titles, and honours. (Joseph 1838b-

1 :3) 0 A few minutes afterwards he saw a party of Antigonians come
up... he heard the people ask him whose party he was of, Antigonian

or Trinidadian. (POSG 22 Mar 1 844: 1

)

Antillean tortoise n Geochelone carbonaria (E South American red-

footed tortoise)', a land tortoise, usu. imported from the Grenadines.

(< E Antillean fr range) = >morocoy, red-foot tortoise

anti-man see AUNTY-MAN
an ting, and thing phr And so on; et cetera; and other things like that;

and all that that implies or entails. 0 An ting - et cetera, and so forth

(ESTT 1956) 0 “I bet we he come doctor and thing he go forget the

rest of we.” (Naipaul 1959:32) 0 “All you pass around some ciga-

rettes nuh. Get some coffee and ting for de people.” (Ladoo 1972:82)

0 Uncle Charlie... dress up for so in two tone shoe an ting. ( Mamits,

TG 10 July 1977) 0 “Gyul, is four o'clock awready. We bettah get up

one time an’ tek out de rum an’ t’ing. Ah done hear Pinto them

cornin’ wid dey Parang side.” (Ramsawack 1983:36) 0 “I used to

break a lot of biche and go and play pan, and when I come home I’d

get licks. Because both of them (parents) were strict where lessons

were concerned , and it take them some years to realise, well, this boy

just like the music and thing.” (EX 12 Oct 1986:30) 0 “But, like, we
were still kids and we moved with the times: everybody wearing their

little dashiki, little T-shirt and beard and thing.” (EX 12 Oct 1986:30)

0 So one day, dey cook lunch an’ eat an’ t’ing. (Mahabir 2005:48) 9

“Anyway I picking up regular in a little whappie and thing.” (Hart

1996:14)

ants n One ant, or more than one ant. 0 “A ants bite me here.” (1990)

ants-nest n A nest of wood-eating termites. (< wood-ants) 0 ‘What

happen, you have caca-poule for brains? You ever sit down to imag-

ine how this thing could end? Wit’ you damn caca-poule brains

makin' ants nest on the ground? Bon Dieu, boy sit down, you hear,

and think out this thing.’ (Boodhoo 1994:302) 0 “Termite nests are

sometimes called ants nest. And there are real ants nests in trees.”

(1996)

anvil-bird n Procnias averano (E bearded bellbird), a bird. The male

gives two distinct calls, which can be heard over long distances. One
call is a loud, explosive, single note bok, uttered at intervals of a few

seconds; the other call is a series of similarly pitched notes, (fr its call,

like metal struck on an anvil) = >bellbird, blacksmith, campanero,

capuchin 1

0 (Belcher & Smooker 1936:813) 0 The campanero, also

known as the anvil bird. (De Suze 1941, rev. Hunt 1960) 0 (ffrench

1991:269-71)

anwat n A traditional Indian toe ring worn on the great/big toe, by an

unmarried woman. See also BICHWA. /anwat/ (< H-Bh) 0 That is a

photo ofmy mother as a young woman, with anwat and all.

anybody own see OWN
anyhow adj Indifferent; uncaring; uninvolved. (< E anyhow ‘in any

way or manner, however imperfect; in random fashion’) = doancarish

0 I don’t like this anyhow kind of behaviour. (1996)

ao, aao v Call someone to come, /ao/ (< H-Bh) 0 “Aao na boy.” (1990)

apache n obs An East Indian person; usu. a negative term, mostly used

during the 1 960’s. (< E Apache Indian fr word-play on East and

North American ‘Indians’)

Apang and Globe phr Indicating two things that are very close or

next to each other, e.g. a run of cards. = >Ma Bubby and Choon 9

“The two of them is like Apang and Globe.” (1990)

apamat, apamata, apamate, appammatte, arapamato n Tabebuia

rosea [= T. pentaphylla, Tecoma rosea], a native tree with highly

ornamental pink flowers. Wood is used for furniture and ornamental

work, /apamat, apamata/ (< Amer) = pink poui, poui
1

9 In Trinidad,

The Agricultural Record of 1889 reported on ‘extensive injury done

to the Bois Immortel in the Cacaguals of the mainland by locusts’,

and discussed the suitability of the native apamato : its wood is

stronger, in stem and branch; the foliage is thicker, and the long and

darker leaf is persistent, not dropping from the tree in the dry sea-

son, thus protecting the Cacao trees throughout the year; and the

branches, which are not formed or do not spread widely till the tree

has shot up to a considerable height, are stiff and not liable to be

broken by high winds. Locusts do not attack this class of leaf. (1889,

in Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:31) 9 Apamata - Tabebuia rosea, a

tree. (FTT 1954-2-5:323) 9 The most popular furniture timbers are

Cypre... Cedar... Mahogany., and Pink [Poui] or Apamate... most of

which are extracted from private estates. ( W1CYB 1963:333) 9 There

were logs of all qualities - crappo, tapana, fiddlewood, cedar,

mahogany and apamate. (Narine 1977:3) 9 At different times of the

year the city would come ablaze with the golden glory of the yellow

poui, the gorgeous pink of the apamate. (Rooks 1984) 9 “We’re pro-

ducing cedar, mahogany and sip lumber at the yard (in Toco), along

with selections of arapamato.” (7TA/Apr 1987:12)

apartment n arc A type of barrack-room near the street, and of some-

what higher quality than those in the back of a yard. = front barracks

9 Few barrack-yards could have been seen from the streets. They

were usually fronted by small business premises and barrack-type

accommodations known as “apartments”, officially termed “front

barracks”. Access was through passages known as “gateways” that
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varied in length and width according to the structure by which the

barrack-yards were fronted. Some gateways actually had gates but

they were never used because of the volume of use, particularly in

large barrack-yards. Gateways were never provided with lighting

facilities, therefore, apart from whatever daylight reflected through,

they were shadowy, inhibiting places. (Cummings 2004:34)

aphim n obs Opium, /aphim/ (< H-Bh aphim , afim ‘opium’) 0 Use of

Bhang (hemp) as a drink, Aphim or Haphim (opium) and Ganja (can-

nabis) and Charas for smoking could be seen among some frustrated

Indians. ( Jha 1973:37-8)

apostle n In the SPIRITUAL BAPTIST religion, a person who can

prophesy, teach, or heal. (< E apostle ‘original Christian preacher of

the Gospel’) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

appammatte see apamat

apprenticeship n obs A status between slave and free, lasting from

1834-1838. 0 APPRENTICESHIP. The term used to describe the sta-

tus of the ex-slaves in the period between “emancipation” in 1834 and

the effective abolition of slavery in 1838. This departure from the

unconditional liberation that the original framers of the bill had

apparently intended was seen by some as a means of giving the plant-

ers time to find an alternative source of labor before abolition went

into effect. Whatever the case, the law, as enacted, stipulated that

newly freed slaves of six years of age or more, in order to learn to

look after themselves, would have to be “apprenticed” to their former

owners for six years in the case of field slaves, and four years in the

case of house slaves... their new condition as “apprentices” repre-

sented no improvement over slavery, except for a... few minor con-

cessions... apprenticeship was supposed to last until August 1, 1840.

However, because of unexpected pressure caused by events in some

of the other islands... coupled with the threat of insurrection in Trini-

dad, the Council of Government found itself forced to end the state of

Apprenticeship two years earlier, on August 1, 1838. (Anthony

1997:22-3)

apps, aps intj An expression of surprise; sometimes of delight, /aps/ 0

Apps! Ah ketch dem. (Mendes 1985:5) 0 “Apps! Ah beat yuh dis

time!” (Baptiste 1993:8)

apricot n Phoebis argante, a butterfly, /abriko/ (< E apricot ‘apricot

fruit’ fr similar light orange colour) = >abricot, zabrico 0 (Barcant

1970:75)

apron n The mid-section of the belly of a crab, long and narrow on a

male, and short and wide on a female. (< dial E apron ‘the abdominal

flap of a crab, called so by fishermen’) 0 “Take the females, you

could tell by the apron.” ( 1 986)

aqua see AGWA

aqiqa n A Muslim ritual in honour of a child’s birth; traditionally

involving animal sacrifice, /akika/ (< Arabic ‘first cutting of a baby’s

hair’) 0 Aqueeqa is another occasion when animals are slaughtered in

the traditional way. It is celebrated on the occasion of a birth of a

child. ... seven or eight days after the child’s birth, though, it is some-

times celebrated on the child’s first birthday. (Raghoo 1984:19)

araba n Rice milled without soaking the paddy in water, /araba/

(< H-Bh arba) 0 (Jha 1973:39)

arahar dhal see ARHAR DHAL

arahu, arahoo n Hibiscus rosa-sinensis var., the double-flowering

hibiscus, a cultivated shrub with multi-petaled red flowers, /arahu/

(< H-Bh arrhul) = >double hibiscus, fencing flower, gulhar 0 Arahoo ...

Flowers are used specifically for Devi worship, that is Durga, Lakshmi,

Saraswati, etc. In the Nav Durga puja, the flowers are minced and

mixed in the dhaar \sic\. The flower symbolizes beauty and fragrance.

(Lackhan ca 1983-6:1) 0 (Mahabir 1991:11)

arali, agali, argalie n Several species of introduced Ficus, parasitic

climbing trees that produce a sticky white latex. Note: Some authors

also identify species of Clusia by this name, including C. palmacida

and C. rosea, /agli, agali/ (< FC < larali, lagali < Fr aralie < Sp

algalia ‘musk hibiscus’ < Arabic) = agali, figuier, devilwood
2

, ingra-

tos, >matapal, matapalo, Scotch attorney, Scotchman, Scotchman

hugging creole, Scottish attorney (Ficus ); bowl dish (F. yoponensis) 6
(Morean 1990)

aramina n Urena lobata, a native shrub, /aramina/ = catbush, dog

picka, >kuzen mahoe, pat chien, rigman tea

arapamato see APAMAT

arape see AREPA

arauni n Eaves; spouting; roof gutter, /arauni/ (< H-Bh) = pakwari 0

He have to fix all the arauni up there. 0 a-row-ni... edge of roof

(Mahabir 2004:4)

aray, aare, are, ari intj An expression of surprise, sometimes irrita-

tion or disapproval, /are/ (< H are ‘a disrespectful mode of calling or

address’) 0 A coolie man cried out, “Arey da da!”, And that he kill

papa. (Caresser “Joe Louis” 1938) 0 When it comes to my kachauri,

My ghose and me alu ke talkari. Me dal bhaat and me chutney, Arey-

da-da, ham na jani re. (Lion “Ara Da Da” 1939) 0 Pundit Shivlochan,

crying out, ‘Ari, Mail O my mother!’ (Naipaul 1976:101) 0 Vema
could not contain herself when she saw the ham in the flowered doth

in the enamel basin. ‘Aray, suar?’ What, pig?” (Hosein 1980:76) 0

“Aray bap! What a confusion!” (1990) 0 aa-re... Oh my! (Mahabir

2004:2)

arbar adj Awkward or uncomfortable, /arbar/ (< Bh arbar ‘uneven;

without meaning; absurd’) 0 A too arbar in this car. 0 Ai boy buh you

real put a man in ah arbar kinda position with that police,

arc-eye n An injury, keratitis of the cornea, caused by an infra-red

bum on the eye from the sparks emitted during arc-welding. (< arc E
arc-welder’s eye , fr former prevalence of this injury among users of

arc-welders without protective equipment) 0 “The person who does

get arc-eye is the fellow standing next to the fellow who welding. He
not wearing goggles.” (2003)

arch n The opening in the base of a COAL-POT where fire is farmed

and ashes removed. (< E arch ‘anything having the form of a weight-

bearing curve or structure) 6 “Clean out the arch nah. How you

expect to cook something there and it full of ashes?” (1996)

Archbishop’s House, Archbishop’s Residence n One of the Mag-
nificent Seven buildings on the Queen’s Park Savannah, the

residence of the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Port of Spain. It is

made in Romanesque style, of marble and red granite, with a copper

and slate roof, (fr use as the Anglican Archbishop’s official residence)

(Mills 1988: 139) 0 In the two-story Archbishop’s Residence, designed

in Ireland by an Irish architect and constmcted from Irish marble and

granite in 1904, arcades consume the walls on both floors. A square

tower with an octagonal turret at one comer dominates the scheme.

Complicated crenellations and machicolations provide a medieval

flavor. (Crain 1994:108)

Archibald’s cassia n arc Senna spectabilis [= Cassia spectabilis, C.

trinitatis], a large cultivated tree with spreading branches; height to

20 m (65'). Leaves 25-40 cm (9.7-15.6") long, with 5-18 pairs of leaf-

lets, mostly oblong-lanceolate, gradually narrowing to blunt tip, 3-8 x

1.8-2. 7 cm ( 1.2-3. 1" x 10.5"), paler beneath. Flowers bright yellow, in

long large pyramidal panicles. Fmit pod cylindrical or quadrangular,

irregularly constricted between seeds, 25 x 1 cm (9.7" x .4"), with

many partitions; seeds light brown, four-sided. = calceolaria cassia 0

(FTT 1931-1-4:270) 0 (Dean 1937:24)

Archie n Disorder, confusion, destruction, usu. in the phrases play

Archie on head or Archie buck up. (fr a 1960s Barbados song title) 0

For him to come here and play Archie on we head, ain’t kaiso. (Bomb

1973) 0 “I went to a dance last Saturday night and had a wonderful

time, Archie buck them up...” As intended, revellers replaced b with

/

and [there] were euphemistic symbols including the carrying of forks

(small plastic or larger imitation garden forks) so that one could

‘fork’ while singing. (1990) 0 And what about way back in the 60s

when the Bajan group The Merrymen sang “Archie Brack Them Up”
that was changed in the fetes and dancehalls here in T&T to “Archie

F... Dem Up”. (Bomb 8 Jan 1993:3) 0 “Everything going good, and

then Archie brack dem up.” (1996) 0 Archie buck dem up... “Dey

mus’ be real desperate,” I thought to myself when I heard what Mr
Maharaj had said about Mr [Justice Ivor] Archie, in particular, and
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Mr Panday about the judiciary, in general, (www.trinicenter.com/

keithsmith, 12 Mar 2001)

are see ARAY

aready, already, alreaddy, areddy, arreddy 1 adv Before a specified

point in time; usu. unexpectedly early, /aredi/ (< E already ‘previ-

ously to some specified time; by this time’) 0 She didn well turn she

back befo a black cat eat up a good set ah de belly way she did done

wash alreaddy. (PC 17 Sept 1904) 0 De magistrait doesn’t know dat is

friten dey friten dat make dem say wot com to dey mout fust, and

after dat, all de trute dey say ain’t no use, becos he done ketch in lie

alreaddy. {PC 15 Oct 1904) 0 “I take the car in the garage areddy.”

(1990) 0 “I listen to him arredy. When I was a boy. Long time he used

to be down by the lighthouse jetty.” (1990)

2 adv arc Still; continuing until this time. 0 Altho’ he does not gie me
moonee to cook, ah know when de pooleece meke rush, an they catch

he in de gang, I go have to cry, becose I love im already, an den I go

have to afonte de peeple for moonee to get ah liar for he. {PC 22 Oct

1904)

areca nut see SUPARI

Arena debasse n Eugenia baileyi [= Plinia baileyi], a small native

evergreen tree to 12.2 m (40'), girth to 91 cm (3'). Bark thin, partly

scaly, brown with pinkish tinge; underbark maroon. Leaves large,

oval to oblong, thin, leathery, with rusty hairy stem. Flowers in small

rusty hairy clusters. Fruit 1.3-2. 5 cm (.5-1") long, usu. with 1 seed,

/arina debas/ (Arena fr common habitat location + similarity to

debasse
1 '2

) 0 (Marshall 1934:60)

Arena sardine n Pera glabrata [= P arborea\ , a fairly large native

evergreen tree. Bark brownish, closely narrowly fissured, thin; under-

bark reddish-purple to orange-pink. Leaves obovate, wedge-shaped at

base; about 12.5 x 5 cm (5" x 2"); short blunt drip tip. /arina saidin/

(< sardine )
= sardine 0 The same name may apply to dissimilar

species in the same locality for no apparent reason. Such examples

are luckily rare and an attempt is made to popularize the use of pre-

fixes, e.g.... ‘Arena’ sardine (Pera arborea). (Beard 1946:26,32) 0

(FTT 1979-2-10:641)

arendau n arc Cacicus cela (E yellow-rumped cacique), a large yel-

low and black bird; weaves a hanging grass and fibre nest. (< LAS
arrendajo ‘woven’, fr nest) = >cacique

1

, carouge
2

, combird
3

, merle,

merle a croupion jaune, merle moqueur, mockingbird 1

,
mocking

merle, small cacique, yellow-backed cacique, yellow-backed corn-

bird, yellow plantain

arepa, arapa, arape, arep, aripa n A semi-circular fried patty made
of commeal, with a seasoned meat filling, /arepa, arep/ (< LAS arepa

‘circular bread, usu. commeal’ < Amer arepa ‘cassava bread’) = pie
1

0 After partaking of a breakfast of aripa (Indian com bread) and

smoked beef. (Joseph 1838b-2:230) 0 She made her living by selling

coffee and arapas to the travellers across the savannah. (Inniss 1910)

0 Then he orders grapefruit juice and arepas for the little pigeon and

himself. (Cameron 1953) 0 The com has matured and has been har-

vested... Grain for the production of Johnny bake and coocoo. And
arepas. And pamee and pastelle, for Christmas is coming. And yes,

com porridge. (Morean 1989) 0 [Pjarang lovers will relish the creole

lunches with an assortment of wild meat, and Spanish com delicacies

in pastelles, paymes, araypas and empanadas. (EX 3 Jan 2003:24) 0

The roadside vending in that area [George Street] was dominated by
Venezuelans who from early dawn sold cups of pure ground coffee,

arepas and bollos. (Cummings 2004:48)

argalie see agali

argos n obs A gossip. (< Argos, a newspaper known for scandalous

news) 0 (ESTT 1956) 0 “An argos was a gossip, a scandalous news-
carrier. The Argos was a real mauvais langue paper.” (1990)

arhar dal, arahar dal, rahar n Cajanus cajan , a cultivated legumi-

nous bush producing edible seeds, /arhar dal/ (< H arhar ‘a species of

pulse’ + dal) = peas, >pigeon peas 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:73)

ari see ARAY

Arima basket n A type of woven basket, about 2.5-3 feet tall, wider at

the base, with a cover; made of split SEGUINE or reeds; usu. used to

store clothes. The baskets were originally made by Amerindians, at one

time manufactured and distributed from the Arima Mission, /arima/

(fr being best made and known in Arima) 0 These aborigines handed

down to their descendants the art of basket-making, and ‘Arima bas-

kets’ are still largely used in Trinidad. (Aspinall 1928:85) 0 “Look he

carrying plenty Arima basket!” (1984)

Aripo ground orchid n Otostylis lepida [~ O. brachystalix , Zygopeta-

lum brachystalix, Cyrtopodium cristatum\, a native ground orchid,

height to 50 cm (19.5"). Leaves grass-like; inflorescence erect with

moderate sized, showy, white flowers with a yellow spot near centre,

/aripo/ (< Aripo fr habitat + E ground orchid, orchid rooted in earth,

rather than growing on a tree) = white Aripo orchid 0 In the dry sea-

son one of the most striking sights in the Aripo Savannahs is the

Aripo ground orchid. (Kenny 1988:62)

arks see AKS

armhole 1 n Armpit; underarm; the part of the body between the side

of the torso and the arm, opposite the top of the shoulder. (< arc E
arm-hole ‘arm-pit’; compare E ‘the hole in a garment through which

the arm is put’) 0 It scratching all in mi armhole. (1996)

2 adj Of a dress, without sleeves. 0 “We doh wear armhole dress to

church.” (1996)

army ant n Eciton sp., esp. E. burchelli, very aggressive nomadic

ants. (< E army ant, several species of nomadic ants that hunt in large

numbers) = chasseur ant, hunter ant, hunting ant, visiting ant 0 Army
ants are supposed to go to sleep after dark, but they don’t always do

so at once. (Worth 1967:195)

armyman n Soldier; member of the regiment. (< E army + man2
) 0

Many thought that the one with the gun was actually an armyman, but

too many residents know him. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:22) 0 “I look up and

I see a armyman with a gun.” (1990)

aroba, arroba n obs A weight measure of 25 pounds; there are

4 arrobas in a QUINTAL. (< Sp arroba ‘25 pound measure’) 0 An
annual importation of an ascertained number of arrobas of Tasso - of

salted Hog - and of dried Fish. (POSG 15 Apr 1854:3) 0 An aroba of

fresh fish, one aroba of good tobacco. (Hart 1866:56) 0 (Pitts 1948)

aroubaba n Ocimum gratissimum, a cultivated shrub to 2 m (6') tall,

with square-sectioned, thinly hairy branches. Leaves opposite in

pairs, tapered at base; tip pointed, margins serrate; thinly hairy on

veins. Flowers greenish, in terminal panicles usu. with 3 branches to

15 cm (5.8") long. Fruits rounded, dark brown, lightly pitted, about 1

mm (.4") diameter. Note: Although this plant prob. originated in trop-

ical Asia, it may have been brought to the Caribbean from Africa; or

it may have been given the African name of a similar plant. = ditay

yaraba, mosquito bush, oocoolala, orobumba (bush) Aroubaba. 0

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:142) 0 (Morean 1990)

arouma n Ischnosiphon arouma, a tall native cane, with a small flat

bunch of leaves at the top. /aruma/ (< Amer) = gouti bush, >terite 0 I

was taken ... through Arima, a large village where an Indian colony

makes those baskets and other wares from the Arouma-leaf for which

Trinidad is noted. (Kingsley 1880:309-10) 0 Over our heads bend the

great arrow leaves and purple leaf-stalks of the Tanias; and mingled

with them, leaves often larger still: oval, glossy, bright, ribbed,

reflecting from their underside a silver light. They belong to Arumas
(Calathea); and from their ribs are woven the Indian baskets and

packs. (Kingsley 1880:169) 0 (FTT 1967-3-2:30)

arready, arredy see aready

arrivant n Tangara chrysophrys [= T. guttata , T.g. trinitatis , Calliste

guttata
] (E speckled tanager), a bird, 13.8 cm (5.5"). Upperparts

bright yellowish green; feathers with black centres appearing as

spots; fore-crown and face yellowish; eye area black; wings and tail

blackish edged green; underparts bluish white with conspicuous black

spots. = tiger tanager 0 (Chapman 1894:29) 0 (Belcher & Smooker

1937b:533)

arroba see AROBA

arrondeer see rondeer

arrow 1 n In kites, a string tied vertically from the top to the bottom

of the kite, erasing the horizontal BOW; the COMPASS is tied at the
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intersection of the bow and the arrow, and at the lower end of the

arrow. 0 Yuh arrow too loose.

2 n The flower, and its stalk, of the sugar cane; usu. with in (the). (< E
arrow ‘the leading shoot of a plant or tree; the flowering stem of the

sugar-cane’ + ff resemblance of flower-head to an arrow shaft and

head) = cane arrow 0 The canes bordering the ‘traces,’ which when

we last saw them were only some four feet in height, are now nearer

fourteen; and have each projecting from their tops a straw-coloured

rod, called the arrow, about four feet long, and as thick as a walking-

stick. The canes bloom in the months of October and November, and

these arrows are the stalks that bore the lilac-coloured plumes. The

flowers have fallen off; but the arrows, although withered, retain their

place. (On a sugar estate 1882:254) 0 [T]he sugar-cane “in the

arrow,” or “arrowing,” i.e. flowering. A field of cane at such a time

presents a singularly beautiful appearance. (Clark 1893:74) 0 Sugar

cane in arrow, i.e., in bloom - on the edge of a “trace,” or cartroad.

(Morton 1916) 0 She no longer notices the arrows of the cane in

bloom. Her world is reduced to cutlass, cane and ash. (Diptee

1992:244)

3 v Of sugar cane, flower or bloom. 0 [T]he sugar-cane “in the

arrow,” or “arrowing,” i.e. flowering. A field of cane at such a time

presents a singularly beautiful appearance. (Clark 1893:74) 0 But the

effect of arrowing upon the canes is quite a different question... the

saccharine juices in its stem diminish... with respect to the cause of

the cane arrowing now, more frequently than formerly, we believe

that high manuring may prevent, or rather delay the arrowing. (TS 21

Jan 1846:3) 0 Between [the blue hills] and the tarmac, gold-flooded

fields of arrowing cane waved in the wind that sailed their silken

flowers. (Hosein 1980:101) 0 [C]anes planted in July will not arrow

before October, (de Verteuil 1848: 11)

arse see ASS

arti see AARTI

Artibeus n A genus of fruit-eating bats, esp. Artibeus jamaicensis

(E lesser Trinidadian fruit bat) and A. lituratus (E greater Trinida-

dian fruit bat)] also A. cinereus (E little Brazilian fruit bat), and A.

hartii (E little Trinidadian fruit bat), (ff scientific name) = greater

Trinidadian fruit bat (A. lituratus); lesser Trinidadian fruit bat (Arti-

beus jamaicensis ); little Brazilian fruit bat (A. cinereus ); little Trini-

dadian fruit bat (A. hartii) 0 Colin C. Sanborn... visited Trinidad in

1 954 to study the local bats and remarked that Trinidad was the only

country in which he had collected bats where the local people did not

think his interest strange and where so many people referred to bats

by their scientific names. It is not unusual to hear “Desmodus rufus,

Hemiderma, and Artibeus” mentioned in everyday conversations and

to have the speakers point out that they are talking about a “rabies or

poison bat.” (Goodwin & Greenhall 1961:196) 0 These were two

common species of Artibeus - the greater and the lesser Trinidadian

fruit bats, widely distributed over the island. (Worth 1967:223)

Articles of Capitulation n The terms of agreement under which the

Spanish government ceded Trinidad to Britain in 1797. Among other

features, they ensured the continuation of Spanish civil law in many

areas. 0 ARTICLES OF CAPITULATION. A total of 15 articles pre-

pared by British General Sir Ralph Abercromby and signed by Gov-

ernor Jose Maria Chacon on the event of the capitulation of Trinidad

to the British on February 18, 1797. The articles influenced the politi-

cal and religious history of Trinidad for several decades. (Anthony

1997:31)

artillery plant n Pilea microphylla
,
a native plant, to 30 cm (11.7")

tall or spreading on ground; densely branched, usu. succulent. Flow-

ers small, separate male and female; mature male flowers discharge

pollen in a puff of ‘smoke’ when disturbed, esp. in wet weather,

(fr resemblance of sudden discharge of pollen to artillery gunsmoke)

= ditay betelmi, >smoke plant 0 (FTT 1982-2-11 :707)

arua see arwa
Aruac virus n An arbovirus, TRVL 9223, source Trichoprosopon

theobaldi (Melajo Forest, 1955). (< Aruac [Arawak], a tribe of Amer-

indians in Trinidad) 0 During the course of investigations on arbovi-

ruses in the forests of eastern Trinidad in 1955, two strains of a

previously undescribed virus were isolated from mosquitoes collected

in the same area of Trinidad from 1957 through 1963. (Spence et al

1966:231) 0 It is proposed to name this virus Aruac, after an ancient

tribe of Trinidadian Amerindians. (Spence et al 1966:231)

arui, a-rooi n Colocasia esculenta var., a cultivated plant with large

dark green arrowhead-shaped leaves; small, brown-skinned, edible

tubers, /arui/ (< H arwi ‘Arum colocasia, the root of which is used as

food’) = >eddo 0 (Mahabir 2004:4)

arwa, arua, arwar n Unmilled locally grown LAGOON rice; heavy

grains; white, often with tiny red spots, /arwa/ (< H-Bh) 0 “Bring a

bag a arwa.” (1990) 0 ar-waa... swamp rice (Mahabir 2004:4)

as 1 prep Like; similar to; in the same way as; unlike E, it can be used

to modify nouns. (< arc E as ‘in the manner of; in the same way as;

after the manner of’) 0 Ah feller from town gie she ah new name
“The Bird Face,”... but tombo de name sute she, she juss as ah bird

wey dres in clothes, ah black bird with wite fedders. (PC 22 Oct

1904) 0 Dear Madam, - I am sorry to see that you have treated me as

a dog. (TG 23 July 1919:14) 0 “Speak as Carnival time,” the Judge

told him, “make a noise.” The man spoke much louder. (TG 28 Mar
1933:1) 0 To me songs as those were real stupidness. (Lord Wonder

“I was Bom for Calypso” 1950 pr) 0 He was blowing with all his

strength; blowing so hard that all the veins in his neck bulged as

earthworms. (Ladoo 1972:127) 0 You make the flour as a ball, and

you stretch it little bit in your hand. (Gayelle 1-11 17 July 1986) 0

“My good name is being bandied about and I don’t like that, by tak-

ing me to court, it is making me look as a very wicked father.” (TTM
23 June 1987:9) 0 There was a fear, however, that a Committee as

that would soon be redundant. (TG 7 Oct 1990:7) 0 Of course the ver-

dict is that Burke sounds as Jamaican Patra, even though she con-

fessed: “I don’t really like her.” (TTM2 Feb 1996:1) 0 Barran was not

a full-time sweetman as his father, since he was employed at Caroni

Ltd. (EX 8 Sept 2003:27)

2 conj As soon as; at that point; the moment when you really notice.

(< E as ‘at or during the time that; when; while’) 0 “As I do so, the

man hit me a lash.” (1990) 0 Temporal subordinate clauses... are

introduced by the same conjunctions as in English... with one excep-

tion: as I see he I go lash he “as soon as I see him I’ll hit him”. This

“as” is accented, to distinguish it from the “as” that introduces subor-

dinate clauses of reason. (Solomon 1993:82)

asafisita n A piece of resinous gum asafoetida, or a strong-smelling

potion containing it, supposed to possess magic powers, /asafisita/

(< E asafoetida ‘a strong-smelling resinous gum from Narthex asa-

foetida and similar plants’) = kaka jab 0 On All Saints’ Night

(November 1)... Rum and sweet oil are poured on the earth in front of

the chapelle and a small piece of “gum of asefesita” (asfoetida) and

some incense are placed on the ground. (Simpson 1970:52) 0

(Alleyne 1974-80)

asal, asul adj Pure, moral, e.g. of caste, religion, race, /asal, asul/

(< H asal ‘real’) 0 “He is a asal Hindu.” (1990) 0 “She is a real asul

Muslim.” (1990)

-asas suf An Indian kinship term; used to indicate any female rela-

tive of one’s spouse in the first ascending generation, /asas/ (< H-Bh

-asas) 0 asas “proper” suffix for any female relative of spouse in 1 st

Ascending Generation (e.g., mosT-asds). In practice, the suffix is usu-

ally dropped, except at formal occasions. (Klass 1961:96)

-asasur sufAn Indian kinship term; used to indicate any male relative

of one’s spouse in the first ascending generation, /asasur/ (< H-Bh) 6

-asasa “proper” suffix for any male relative of spouse in

1st Ascending Generation (e.g., mdmu-asdsa), but usually dropped

except at formal occasions. (Klass 1961:96)

as God send phr Indicating a respectful trust in the steadfast power of

God to provide life and opportunities; usu. with every day. (< E as,

introducing a statement of belief, hope or fear’) 0 “Every day as God
send the man putting he luck on trial and getting off.” (Hill 1966c:25)

ashamed for adj Ashamed of; often with self. = >shame for 0 He is

well ashamed for heself.

ashay, ashe intj An ending word for Orisha prayers, similar to E

Amen, usu. said three times. 0 “Ashe, usually written like this.
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pronounced ashay... More commonly encountered than it used to be,

since ecumenism is getting completely out of hand, eg at start of a

new parliamentary session they feel they have to have prayers by a

Christian, Muslim, Hindu and Orisha priest. Likewise for other public

occasions.” (2007)

ash-coloured horsewhip n Oxybelis aeneus , a very slender, brownish-

grey, non-venomous snake. (< E ash ‘grey in colour’ + horsewhip fr

resemblance to plaited leather whip) = ashy whip snake, >horsewhip,

liguez, pike-head(ed) snake, rigoise, rigoise argentee, sharp-nosed

tree snake, tan horsewhip, vine snake
2

,
whip snake

1

0 (de Verteuil

1858) 0 Ash-coloured horse-whip, or rigoise-argentee. (de Verteuil

1884:382)0 (Boos 2001a: 133)

ashes-water n Water leached through or mixed with ashes, used

medicinally. 0 Gi de chile some ashes-water.

ashes wood a Rudgea hostmanniana, a small native evergreen tree. =

>bois tatou, cacapoule
1

0 (Marshall 1934:65) 0 A great many differ-

ent names may apply to one botanical species: e.g ... Rudgea freemani

as Bois tatou, Cacapoule, and Ashes wood. (Beard 1946:26) 0 (Beard

1946:35)

ashogun n In Orisha ceremonies, the person who slays the sacrificial

animal, /ajogun/ (< Yor ashogun ‘worshipper of Ogun’) 0 Ashogun

:

A priest of sacrifice, the individual who slays the animals at the

annual ebo. (Houk 1995:219)

ashok, ashoka n Saraca indica, a cultivated tree, with clusters of

fragrant orange or red flowers, often used in Hindu worship, /ajok,

ajoka/ (< H ashok ‘at ease; unmolested; tranquillity’) 0 Ashok ...

often planted for ornamental or for religious purposes ... Leaves have

medicinal value. It is usually planted around a temple for its fragrant

flowers. The flowers are used for all worship. The word Ashok means

‘‘non-worry”, that is, Hindus believe that if one sits below this tree,

one is relieved from worry or mental anguish. (Lackhan ca 1983-

86 :2 )

as how 1 conj Because; seeing that; since; given the fact that. (< E
seeing as how ‘given that; because’) 0 Yuh no dat ah can’t get no wuk
to do as how dey got so much pepil in Trinidad. (PC 21 May 1904) 0

Ah reech day olrite an ah stan up outsite, as how ah did feel shame to

go in. (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 “As how I wasn’t feeling well, I didn’t go

to work.” (1996)

2 conj In the same way; similar to. (< arc E as ‘in the manner of; in

the same way as; after the manner of’) 0 Subordinate clauses of man-
ner. The conjunction introducing these in Trinidadian is “how”/“as

how”: I do it how he show me “I did it the way he showed me”; I cut

the bread just as how John cut the bake “I cut the bread the same way
John cut the bake”. (Solomon 1993:82-3)

3 conj Introducing a quotation; that. (< dial E as how, introducing a

noun sentence after say, know, think, etc.) 0 When Judge Scatl-d gib

the sentence, he say as how he no tink de charge dey bring ’gainst me
is right. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 Mi brother say as how the goat go in

the road.

ashram n A building usu. housing a Hindu school and including

classes in Hindi language and Indian culture, /ajram/ (< H-Bh ashram
‘abode, residence; place for religious retreat, sanctuary or hermitage)

0 A saddhu lived at the San Fernando temple, tended the gods in the

mandir, maintained the ablution of the lingam stone and cleaned the

ashram. (Clarke 1986:102) 0 “I taking class in the ashram.” (1990)

ashy whip snake n Oxybelis aeneus, a very slender, brownish-grey,

nonvenomous snake. (< E ashy + whip fr resemblance to plaited

leather whip) = ash-coloured horsewhip, >horsewhip, liguis, pike-

head(ed) snake, rigoise, rigoise argentee, sharp-nosed tree snake, tan

horsewhip, vine snake
2

, whip snake
1

(Boos 2001a:133)

as if conj Seem; appear; be possible; indicating some degree of uncer-

tainty or hesitation, usu. polite, /azif/ 0 Unintroduced subordinate

clauses... are cases where the entire main clause is deleted and the

subordinate clause alone remains. This occurs following the conjunc-

tions /azif/ (as if) and “like”... /azif/ I hearing music “I have the

impression of hearing music”; /azif/ 1 leave me book in here “I seem
to remember leaving my book here”, /azif/ you /E/ know what you
doing “you don’t seem to know what you are doing”... /azif/ is more

tentative than “like”. The last sentence, therefore, would be a more

severe insult than the equivalent introduced by /azif/. (Solomon

1993:83-4)

ask for, aks for v Ask how someone is who is not present; enquire

about someone. (< E ask after ‘enquire about someone not present’ +
askfor ‘request’) 0 All de chilran an dem axing fo you. (PC 30 Apr

1904) 0 ‘She used to hug me up and kiss me, and ask for the chil-

dren.’ (Boodhoo 1994:252) 0 “I see Kenny an he aks for you.” (1996)

ask for bakes phr In negative, indicating that someone has a much
lower competence or ability than the speaker. 0 He suh cam ask me
fuh bakes, ‘he is no match for me.’ (Ottley 1 97 1:61)

ask how old phr Usu. in negative to indicate impoliteness; not to say

anything to somebody; do something without warning or greeting. 0

“He didn’t even ask me how old I am, he just walk up and take the

clothes.” (1990) 0 “This flu didn’t ask me how old I was, it just come
one time.” (1990)

ask dat nuh, aks dat phr Said after a statement of incredulity or dis-

belief has been made and signifies agreement, e.g., “That’s so true!” 0

(Alleyne 1974-80) 0 Ask me dat nuh! (Mendes 1985:5)

ask to trot phr arc Compare favourably with; measure up to; be as

good as. 0 Not one of these boys can ask Ben to trot. (Not one of these

boys can step in Ben’s shoes.) (ESTT 1956)

as ... mad phr Without inhibition or restraint; as much as you want. 0

Drink as you mad. (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 We jumping as we mad.

as man phr Said by men when describing an action or emphasizing a

statement, to indicate their maturity, truthfulness, experience,

strength, virility. 0 Well as man, ah determine that ah bound to eat the

roti, So that insult was nothing to me. (Killer “Indian Dinner” [late

1940s], in Rohlehr 1990:499) 0 Well I came home from work one

evening, I smell like feather was burning. Well as man 1 float in

the kitchen. To see what was really happening. (Spitfire “The Hot

Comb East Indians” 1956 pr) 0 Well as man ah make me manima.

(Kitchener “Mrs. Harriman” 1972) 0 “You going?” she asked, after a

silence. “As man. I’m bound to go. You coming too, because you

have more luck than me and together we bound to win plenty

money.” (Stewart 1989:105) 0 Nicholson has a unique style... in the

lower House, and it is usually merciless with those who cannot make
the grade, as man. (TTM 9 Dec 1994:19)

ass, arse 1 n Buttocks, backside; vulgar or impolite. (< BrE arse

‘buttocks’, not polite use) = agate
2

, backside, bam-bam, batty, bum-
bum, tail

2 n Self, body, mouth; referring to a particular person; vulgar or

impolite. = skin
1

,
tail

3
0 “Look Sook keep you ass shut! Who talkin

about Poonwa here?” (Ladoo 1974: 14) 0 Fire ’e arse... Fire he arse... I

mean dismiss him sir. Drop a dismissal in his lil backside right away.

(Maraj 1982:8) 6 “If you escape, I am going to find you and shoot

yuh ass dead.” (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:11) 0 ‘Blasted diabless! I catch you

here tonight is poonyah in your ass!’ he shouted. (Stewart 1989:170)

0 She said: “If you call my name for anybody after you finish drink-

ing rum with your rum-drinking friends for this case, I will bring your

arse before the court again!” (Heat 18 Nov 1989:10) 0 ‘Somebody
will do for his ass one day,’ Manu said. (Boodhoo 1994:41) 0 “Ah
been to about five different schools, till they expelled me arse from

college last Friday.” (Andersen 2004:76)

3 n With what/how the, an emphatic or intensifies vulgar or impolite.

0 “Wey de arse yo’ fink. Prof, me red cock go' cut de Venezuelan

t’roat in one roun’?” (Hercules 1980:18) 0 “How the arse you know
this shilling is for tea?” (Andersen 2004:62)

assessor n obs Under Spanish civil rule, a legal advisor to the Gover-

nor. 0 If [the Governor] was absent, his place was taken by his Asses-

sor or Auditor, and in the absence of both, by the Alcaldes in

Ordinary or the Regidor Decano, the Dean of the Regidores. (Note on

the Cabildo, CO 295/8 Hislop to Camden 9/7/1804, UWI-HT) 0 After

this, I was declared the undisputed heir ofmy uncle’s estate: but, alas!

there was no inheritance to dispute about; the whole of his property

having been tom and devoured piecemeal by a set of legal sharks,

who bore the names of oydores, assessors, escribanos, depositaries,

sequestrators, advocates, alguacils, alguacil-mayors, &c. &c. (Joseph
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1 838b- 1 : 1 67) 0 Under the Spanish Government there had been three

Criminal Courts of First Instance - that of the Governor, and those of

the two Alcaldes. The Governor was, ex officio, the Chief Magistrate.

The Alcaldes were elected annually by, and from the members of the

Cabildo... these Magistrates were always aided by legal Assessors,

who attended to the technicalities. (Fraser 1891:110)

Assessor de Guerra n obs Under Spanish civil rule, an assistant to the

Governor. 0 The Governor’s Assessor was an official of very great

importance. He was termed the “Assessor de Guerra,” and generally,

though not necessarily, was the adviser of the Governor in matters of

administration as well as upon points of law. When this was the case

he combined in his own person the functions now performed by the

Colonial Secretary and the Attorney-General. (Fraser 1891:111)

assishness n Stupidity; nonsense; rubbish; foolishness; bad behaviour.

(< arc E assishness 'asinine quality; stupidity’) = assness 0 What
assishness is this I seeing?

assisted school n A school that receives support grants from govern-

ment and uses Ministry of Education curriculum. In the past this usu.

referred to a school founded, owned and run by a religious denomina-

tion. See also PRESTIGE SCHOOL. (< E assisted 'helped', fr being

financially partially supported by the government) 0 He going to one

of the assisted schools.

assness, arseness n Stupidity; nonsense; foolishness; bad behav-

iour. (< E ass 'foolish person’ + -ness ‘quality of’) = assishness 0

‘Mr Harbans beg you? Baksh, you know you talking arseness?’

(Naipaul 1 958: 1 45)

as such adv For this reason; because of this; therefore; thus. (< E as

such 'exactly; inherently; in that capacity; precisely’) 0 “This is

because people need the school and as such would care and preserve

the building.” (1979) 0 Peter Samuel, who portrayed the tiger, was

blocked from going on stage by supporters of other bands because he

was five hours late for the preliminaries, and as such he never had the

chance to compete in the final competitions. (People Apr 1981;47) 0

Villagers say the stench from the farm is too much for them to take

and as such they want it removed. (TTM 23 June 1987:5) 0 The cops

are working on the theory that only the security guards have access to

inside the Mall after the stores are closed. As such, they are the main

suspects. (TTM 13 July 1990:5) 0 She said that the council is experi-

encing some electrical problems at present and as such, the telephone

calls could not be transferred to the relevant department. (EX 30 Dec

1992:28) 0 After five years with the property keeper, the cocaine had

turned oily, and the identifying markings had been wiped off from the

masking tape. As such, 33-year-old [X] walked out of the Point Fortin

Court free. (TTM 2 Feb 1996:28)

asthma n A chronic cough and emphysema of the lungs, prob. caused

by vitamin deficiency. Also any wheezing or shortness of breath. (< E
asthma 'difficulty of breathing; specifically a respiratory disease

characterized by episodes of difficult breathing, wheezing, cough,

etc.’) 0 (Tothill 1939:182)

as though conj It seems as though; it appears that; used to express

appreciation, pleasure, emphasis. (< E it seems as though 'it appears

as if; it might be the case’) = >like 0 As though you having a good

time! 0 As though yuh gettin a nice tan.

asukutay, asukotay 1 prep At the side of; next to. /asukute, asukote/

(< FC asu kote ‘on the side') 0 They go on dancing all around the

Ring to these words of instruction from the Master” “Asou Couta”

meaning “at the side”, “Dos pas Dos” meaning “back to back”, “Pas a

Pas” meaning “step by step” to the amusement of the audience.

(Jones 1947:21) 0 “He house asukutay my uncle own.” (1990)

2

adv Diagonally opposite. 0 “Take it from that fig tree asukotay.”

(1990)

asul see ASAL

as yet adv Used to indicate a situation that started in the past and con-

tinues in the present; used esp. with negative. Note: This is used in

preference to the more common SE yet, as yet usu. considered more

formal or literary. (< E as yet 'up to now, with the expectation of

coming change’) 0 Individual pannists cannot as yet come together

for the kind of informal “jam sessions” their fellows in jazz have

established. (EX 3 July 1988:39) 0 Her reply was that since the

Finance Ministry is currently preparing a report, she did not have an

answer “as yet”. (TTM 10 July 1990:6) 0 ‘Nurse, here, na. Where the

doctor?’ ‘Didn’t he see you as yet?’ (Gosine 1992: 149)

at 1 prep Indicating location at or in someone’s house; often includes

the idea of going to someone’s house. Note: SE uses at in a similar

way but requires a possessive, e.g. at my mother s, or an article, e.g.

at the station. = by 1

(< obs E at 'in personal contact with, in the

immediate presence of someone’) 0 Ah don’t know wat to do again,

but I go have to go back at me modher. (PC 22 Oct 1904) 0 She lived

with one Francis who now lives with Dowlattea. She left a pot at

Francis. (TG 3 May 1919:5) 0 The prisoner then said that she was
going at Virginia to sleep. (The People 14 Mar 1936:13) 0 Now I’m

living at my mother. (Spitfire “Dance Hall Distressers” 1956 pr) 0

The girl had not been seen for some time since she was staying at

another relative. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:2)

2 prep In a location or area, usu. E in. 0 I am now living at Biche. (TG
31 Jan 1936:3)

3 prep To or into a place. 0 I went at the court many times to hear. The

trial of the recent St. James murder. (Wonder “St. James Murder Trag-

edy” 1948 pr)

4 prep With a personal pronoun; at peace, content. 0 There 1 was in

Trinidad, my home... where I was as happy as a kingfish with all the

damn sharks asleep and not a fisherman in sight. I was, as we say, “at

me.” (Hercules 1980:72)

at all see also TALL

at all, atall, atorl, tall 1 adv Emphatic used to express surprise, anger,

or disapproval: anyway, what in the world. Note: In SE this must be

used with a negative, e.g. / don 't like it at alb, it is used this way in TE
also, often with different stress represented by the spelling a-tall

rather than at all. 0 Wot you meen by olways comin rong outside me
husban howse to wissle? Ah tink is ah big peece ah fassniss in you.

Wot you fancy at oil? (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 I held on to me craft in the

dancing hall. She said, “Invader, what you doing at all?” (Invader

“Demasbar” 1939) 0 Well Mr. Johnson start to bawl. What is this

inside my store at all. (Killer “The Corbeau and the Mule” 1948 pr) 0

“Boy, why don’t you keep your backside quiet? ...You is best

mechanic? What happen to you at all?.. Let the man fix the bus.”

(Khan 1964:37) 0 As soon as they were out on Victoria Street she

said, “Copying everything I do, who she think she is at all?” (Hosein

1980:78) 0 “You want the wheels from the man cart? You gone crazy

or what? You have the bare face to take away a man living? Who you

is at all? What you think you is at all?” (Khan 1987:90) 0 “You

wouldn’t have liked that food a-tallV ’ (Andersen 2004:92)

2 adv An emphatic negative, equivalent to not at all, often used alone

as a contradiction of a previous statement. 0 “Yuh tink it easy? Atall!”

(1990)

at all at all, at-all-at-all, at oil at oil adv Emphatic used after a nega-

tive, usu. not: in any way, the least bit. (< at a//
3

;
also a stereotypical

Irish E phrase) 0 Ah membah too dat ah wuk haad fo de 10/- and dat

de man done cut me dong to 7/6, an now don’t want to gie me none at

oil at oil. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 [The] defendant shouted out: “Jesus

Christ! you no try dis case good at all. at all.” (TG 9 Jan 1919:7) 0 “I

tell him: 'But, man, I spend eight hundred dollars on it, man!’ He
don’ want to hear me at all, at all.” (de Boissiere 1956:70) 0 The mis-

ter-man gi’ein’ me “picong"... but me eh takin’ ’im on at-all-at-all.

(Hercules 1980:176)

atama n A low settee or couch with no arms or back, /atama/ (< E

ottoman 'a cushioned seat without back or arms, for sitting or reclin-

ing on’) 0 “He sleeping on the atama.” (1986)

atchak, akshat, achchar, achchat, akshat n Araba rice and flowers

used as an offering in Hindu rituals, /atfak, akjat/ (< H-B achchat

‘whole rice grains used in religious ceremonies’) 0 Akshat. (Jha

1973:39) 0 “Bring the atchak for me nah.” (1990)

atchak mare v Prevent an animal or person from leaving or wander-

ing away by ritually putting ATCHAK around it. /atfak mare/ (< H-B
achchat ‘whole rice’ + mare ‘hit’) 0 “When yuh see dem chamar

atchak mare dey hog, man e waiting patiently fuh the day.” (1990)
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a time adv Once; indicating an unspecified point or period in the past.

0 “A time that tree bear plenty mango, but it eh bearing so much
again.” (1990) 0 “A time I get cut, I didn’t even feel it and nobody

knew who cut me but they held a fella looking like an Invaders man
and make me beat him... If I didn’t beat him they woulda beat me.”

(EX 17 Jan 1993:2)

atiya n Small tied bundle, usu. of vegetables like BODI, or of rice

seedlings, /atija/ (< Bh atia 'a handful; a bundle of grass’ + -ya ‘this;

the’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:28)

atkaawe v Put a stick in the ground attached to a rope used to tie an

animal, /atkaiwe/ (< H atkaw, atkawana ‘prevention; arrest; stop’) 0

“Go and atkaawe the cow in the field.” (1990)

atkapaari n Migraine; any headache experienced in half of the head;

believed to be caused by sleeping late so that the sun rises above

one’s head, or by sleeping when the sun is going down, /atkapairi/

(< H-Bh adha ‘half’ + kapari ‘head’) 9 “This morning ah get up after

the sun raise and for the whole day ah have ah atkapaari.” (1990)

at the back of I prep In back of; behind; located on the side opposite

the front. (< a?
1 + E in backoff position behind something’) 0 At the

back of the house, and about eight feet from it, is a lagoon. (TG 19

June 1919:7) 0 At the back of those huge American trucks stood two

workmen resting on their shovels, (de Boissiere 1 945c: 11) 0 [He]

lives with his wife in a wooden house at the back of the two-bedroom

house Harrinarine helped build. (EX 15 Mar 1987:2) 0 The other two

said that they were in their garden which is at the back of TTEC’s
building. (Blast 13 Oct 1989:9)

2 prep On the back of; on the reverse side of something. 0 He said it

was the habit of [whe-whe] markers to put a nom-de-plume at the

back of their slips. The Constable was shown the back of some slips.

(TG 30 May 1933:2)

at the door phr Referring to a part of the body that should be covered

but that is exposed because of sloppy dress, a tear in the material or

poor fit. 0 E does dress very sloppy wid e belly always at de doah.

(Haynes 1987:121)

at the front ofprep In front of; situated before something or towards a

spectator. (< at
1 + E in thefront of '’at a position before, in advance of,

facing’) 0 [She] wanted to give the man a piece of land at the front of

her home to build a house for them both. (Bomb 14 Sept 1990:12)

attorney n obs The person appointed to act for an absent ESTATE
owner in business and legal matters. Note: This is not the same as

modem attorney-at-law. (< E attorney in fact ,
private attorney ‘one

duly appointed or constituted to act for another in business and legal

matters’) 0 [W]e stopped at Orange Grove estate ... where we were

lavishly entertained by the grand old gentleman, John W. Eccles, who
was Attorney and Manager of the estates owned by Messrs Burnley &
Co in that district. (Fraser ca 1942, Ch. 4) 0 In the good old days the

estates had a large number of senior employees. I have known large

estates with the Attorney living there, with a Manager, Sub-Manager,

Head Overseer, and several other overseers. They were mostly Scots-

men, Irishmen, and Englishmen. (Fraser ca 1942, Ch. 71)

attraction powder n A powder believed to have magical powers; used

to arouse a lover’s interest. (< E attraction ‘something which causes

interest, desire’) 0 Someone told me that [she]... used to throw ‘attrac-

tion powder’ in [his] office and this caused him to get ‘bazodee’ over

[her], (Bomb 1985)

audencia, audiencia n obs A regional colonial court; established by
the Spanish. (< Sp audencia ‘court of law’; the spelling audiencia is

influenced by E audience ‘hearing’) 0 AUDIENCIA. Under Spanish

rule, the highest court in each “kingdom” of the Indies, and one which
exercised considerable administrative as well as judicial authority.

The first audiencia to be created was that of Santo Domingo on Octo-

ber 5, 1511; its original jurisdiction (“all the Indies”) was gradually

diminished as other audiencias... were created... Trinidad, however
remained within its jurisdiction from the time of the court’s creation

until the late 18th century, except for two brief periods (1717-1723

and 1739-1742)... In 1 786, however, a separate audiencia for Venezu-

ela (including Trinidad) was established in Caracas, its president

being the intendant (Intendente de Ejercito y Real Hacienda) of

Caracas... The term audiencia implies “giving an audience to,” and

the members of this court were known as oidores, or “those who
hear.” (Anthony 1997:36)

aughar see AGHOR
auntie see also TANTIE

auntie-man, anty-man, aunti-man, anti-man n A man who allows

his wife to run around or to abuse him; also a womanish, effeminate

man. = mama man, mamapoule, man-woman 0 “Come, let we show
them what man really make like. You is not a anti-man, you is real

man. You ain’t only make ten children with me, you going to make
more with somebody else.” (Naipaul 1959:70) 0 Auntie-man - a

fussy, effeminate male. (John 1973) 0 He always felt somewhat

ashamed to pass through the village on his way to market to sell his

produce, for in the village that was woman’s work. He well knew that

they laughed at him behind his back and called him “auntie-man".

(Ottley 1979)

authentic adj Carnival mas costumes that try to reflect actual or

true representations based on research. Usu. applied to Wild Indi-

ans. 0 In some cases, I have noted the fluidity of terms. For example,

I spoke with Black Indians who also call themselves Authentic Indi-

ans. And I spoke with Fancy Indians who also alternately call them-

selves Authentic Indians. This profusion of terms is important and

must not be elided. Black and/or Authentic Indians refers to indige-

nous African and Carib cultures. Black Indian mas - itself a key term
- is bom out of the Trinidadian experience, with scant reference to

Amerindians. To the Black Indians, the word “authentic” connotes a

quality of referring to, or belonging to, the “original peoples” of

Trinidad. On the other hand. Fancy Indians base their mas on their

knowledge of North American tribes (U.S. and Canadian). Fancy

Indians pride themselves on how closely their representations repro-

duce North American models. To Fancy Indians, “authenticity”

means a mas based on empirical research. The provocative complex-

ity of Carnival terms is alive with multiple cultural references and

affiliations and the proliferation of Carnival itself. (Martin 1998:220)

authentic bat n A Carnival MAS designed to portray accurately a

particular species of bat, as opposed tofancy bat. (< authentic + bat
1

)

0 “He does only play authentic bat.” (1984)

autograph tree n Any of several plants with thick waxy stems or leaves

that can be written on; the lines remain by becoming corky. Usu. an

Agave, Clusia or cactus of the Opuntia type. (< E autograph ‘handwrit-

ing; signature’ fr people signing leaves) = parrot apple (Clusia)

auto-mechanic n The trade of car maintenance and repairs. (< E auto

mechanic ‘a person who repairs automobiles’) 0 A trade complex,

where youths between the ages of 15-19 are trained in auto-mechanic,

auto-body repair, welding, tailoring and dress-making. (TTM 10 July

1990:26)

avena n arc A fermented com beverage, /avena/ (< Sp avena ‘oats’) 0

From com is made “avena", a beverage made by pouring boiling

water on fresh green com pounded or grated. This mixture is then left

to ferment a few days before using. (Kassiram ca 1970:7)

average v Calculate; figure; esp. to estimate, give an approximate

idea. (< E average ‘estimate by dividing the total of a series by the

number of its units’) 0 “How much years you have?” “I average 89,”

Sankar said. (Espinet 1984:13) 0 “I average it’s around three hundred

miles.” (1996)

awa n A pottery kiln; a large earthen oven used for baking pottery,

/awa/ (< H awa ‘potter’s kiln; furnace’) 0 [For pottery] the machinery

consists of a wheel which spins just a few centimeters off the ground,

a handle for the turning the wheel, a large earthen oven, Awa, sharp

thread, chowne and lumps of clay - goonda. (Ramlakhan 1990a:4)

away 1 adv Foreign countries overseas, usu. England, the United

States and Canada; also any place outside Trinidad and Tobago. (< E

away ‘at a distance’) = foreign 0 I have seen cases [of this disease]

away. I saw fifteen cases in Canada. (TG 7 July 1921:2) 0 away -

overseas, any place, esp. U.S. For example, speaking of a person not

bom in T/dad or T/go, one will say “She is from away” even if one

knows the person is a citizen of the U.S., England or even Venezuela.

(John 1973) 0 It’s unfair to purchase the things they making away.
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they cost too much cash so we cannot pay. (Terror “Buy Local” 1975)

0 “I have just returned from away, so I have not heard anything like

that.” (:TTM 13 Oct 1989:27) 0 “That is my son. I brought him back

from away, to go into cocoa.” (1990) 0 “The mails from away and

locally have been terrible.” ( 1997)

2 adv Emphasizing that something happens instantly and completely.

(< colloq E away ‘directly, without hesitation’ usu. imperative with

fire, right, etc.) 0 The water lines which are underground are riddled

with leaks, which means the roadway is very damp with a lot of water

wasting away. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:7) 0 “I limped to the main road

and lay down on the ground under a drugs store and slept away.”

(TTM 2 Dec 1994: 11)0 1 came staggering home, high like a kite and

stoned... 1 went home and leaned up on the back door of the house... I

slept away and I remember my brother waking me up to carry me
inside. (EX 18 Dec 1994:20-4)

awe, ah we, ahwee, al we, all we, all a we, ar we, a we, a’we 1 pron

arc We. first person plural subject pronoun, /awi/ (< E all-we , all-of-

we, but prob. influenced by similar WAfr formations) = >we* 0

[They] plead as a defence for deserting their Estates, that the Manager
called them together some time and read them a paper saying ‘all we
free on the 1st of August’. (Burnley 9 Aug 1834, in Pinney DM 276)

0 Tankee Quacco, good bye, awee see one aneder agin. (TDN 7 May
1851:3) 0 ‘Awe go.’... [means] ‘Let us go.’ (Uh 1883:253) 0 So yoo

see we mos teke ebryting, but de stake too smal, cant paa fo wash

close an put sole pan al we boot. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 Me bin tell am
some baddy bin go match he; all way he been ar say, ‘awee na gat

laming enoff fo go wid he. Awee bin same like Cackroach befo fowl.’

(PC 24 Feb 1906) 0 Only wen ahwe want tallboots and shoes and

mohair suit ahwe use’ to goh and wuk pan the bakra estate. (TG 27

July 1998:11) 0 Ahwesuh be'n know two basic kina people - “bakra”

and “nigger”; buh after a time ahwe be’n invent ah next’ kine - not to

do wid nutten ’boh how yuh look but wid if yuh behave aberrant and

confusing. Ahwesuh ah simple people, so ahwe did mek de name foo

dah kina people suh simple: ahwe use to carl dem “bakra-nigger”.

(TG 27 July 1998:11)

2 pron arc Us, first person plural object pronoun. = >we" 0 You bin

d— cunnin chap, Massa Editor, but you no catch a we yet. (TSn 21

Nov 1846) 0 Now i want you peak to he an make he yeary fus before

you put he name pan de nuse papa, case he berry good man for awey,

he no sacy lika som a dem backra. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 ‘Ef you

mek law fo metayer sa dem proprieta for deal just wid awe, we go

work; but ef not a no go mek one chop in a cane field, all a we go

dead together.' (TN 25 Oct 1884) 0 “He cornin' Sah! Shoot him befo’

he ’ting ahwe dead Sah!” (JFNC Oct 1892: 101)0 You raten vagibond

to rab ahwe aftar you don stuff you greedy guts wid all de chilran

vittle. (PC 30 Apr 1904)

3 pron arc Our, first person plural possessive pronoun. = >we3 0

Well, good bye, me heart - we must go and see a’ we friends. (POSG
10 Oct 1843:2) 0 Fu wa fa da gobena let dem managa suck awee poor

people blood so? an distrucshun awee picanine? (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2)

0 [M]e heary dem say one man wat keep one leetle, leetle shap close

de bay side down de bush dat awee parson not go way from yah.

(TDN 7 May 185 1 :3) 0 [D]e stake too smal, cant paa fo wash close an

put sole pan al we boot. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 De govanna mus inte-

feer, is ah we Govanna way ah paa moonie, an is we moonie dem
Govanna ah get foo paa ehself an dem too. (PC 1 Oct 1904)

axe see AKS

axe-bill see ox-bill

axeman n In a CARNIVAL DEVIL MAS BAND, an IMP who carries an

axe. /aksman/ (fr typical axe this character carries) 0 [Devil mas] was

a mas' played over a lifetime. The new player began playing imp, the

lowest in the hierarchy. “No matter how much money you had you

couldn’t just come in and play Lucifer. You had to start playing imp,

and work your way up. It had the axe man, (who carried an axe) the

side man (and other imps who carried a variety of implements: dice,

scrolls, scales with weights) all the way up to King Imp who carried a

bell or face (playing) card, and there was the Beast of course.” (EX-2

13 Feb 1994:3)

ay, ai 1 intj An exclamation used to get someone’s attention; a greet-

ing. /ai/ = oy 1
0 Later she left the house also and in passing through

the square noticed, to her great surprise, that defendant, instead of

searching for some work as he had said, was sitting on the bench. She

approached him and addressed him in this way: “Ay, Owen, is so you
say you’re looking for work by sitting on the people bench?” (TG 3

July 1919:12) 0 ‘Ai, all you have any fig home, boy?’ (Narine

1977:30) 0 She called out, “Ai Dolley’s mother, how?” (Hosein

1980:73) 0 His manner is easy. “Ay. Is you. Come in nah,” greets the

interviewer. (EX 20 Dec 1987:19) 0 “Ai, my friend, what are you

doing? Today is Monday, you not going to school?” (Narine 1994:8)

0 It is rare when you would hear the call at 7 am, “Aye, neighbs, come
take a drink, nah. Is Christmas.” (TG 25 Dec 2002:10)

2 intj An exclamation of distress, pain, protest. 0 Ay, Willie, you
know you brutalize me, you lick me down with a poui. (Houdini

“Sweet Papa Willie” 1931) 0 “Who next?” “Me!” Indra jumped up.

“Ai! Look trouble now!” cried Emelda, delighted, (de Boissiere

1956:22)

ay-ay see also EH-EH

ay-ay-ay, aiaiay, aie-yaie-yaie intj An exclamation of indignation,

distress, surprise or pleasure. 0 /aiaiai/ (< Sp ayayay ‘expression usu.

of worry or pain’) 0 Bot hah-yi-yi! Now ah we go tark. (PC 6 Aug
1904) 0 “Aie-y’aie-y’aie!” Their exultation soared above the stench.

(Hercules 1980:52) 0 “Aye-I-aye,” the wicket-keeper bawl out as the

ball smack into he hands and make them red hot. (Khan 1987:54)

aybon see EBO

ayo, ayyo, hiyo 1 v Of a kite, fly away quickly when the string is cut.

/ajo/ (prob. < Sp adios ‘goodbye’) 0 (Laurence 1970) 0 Having your

kite’s lead-line cut while you are flying it, is a rather odd and unnerving

experience. For one minute your kite is “dancing”, the next it is drifting

lifelessly away from you - it’s “hiyoed”, and glides downward towards

the trees, electric wires, and other objects that seem to be the kite enthu-

siasts’ horrifying bad dream. (Greenhall 1976:19) 0 A father or some
big brothers... were needed because the unprotected small boy with his

kite way up in the sky stood a chance of having some wicked bigger

boy with zwill in his kite tail zip across and cut the thread, leaving him

to watch it ayyo across the sky, waving from side to side in farewell.

(Araujo 1984:20-1) 0 “I arrive late and see my kite being eaten by the

tallest poui tree in the savanna. It had ayoed. With lots of pelting of a

chubby bottle filled with water tied to a string, (the tried and true

method of getting kites out of trees) we got it down none the worse for

wear, repaired the compass and it flew like a dream.” (2001)

2 intj A shout made when a kite string is cut and the kite flies off.

0[T]he sight of a kite spinning helplessly adrift in the wind was

greeted with joyous shouts of "Hiyo!” (TTY 1995:7)

3 v Of a scheme or a plan, fall through, fail, come to nothing. 0 If he

got fired - that was gone with the wind. Aiyo! (de Boissiere

1956:260) 0 (Mendes 1985:3)

ayo panch(o) 1 phr Leave or finish, esp. quickly, /ajo pantf, ajo

pantfo/ (< ayo2 + Pancho
,
person’s name) 0 Children lost kites as a

result of theft, capture by a bully or because they were lost during kite

flying games... an opponent might put “zuille” in the tails of kites and

by clever manoeuvres one was able to cut the thread of someone

else’s kite. This action would result in a triumphant roar from the

spectators, who would shout: “Ayo, ayo panje”. (Bynoe 1985:54) 0

Lehwe aiyo pancho outa here - Let’s get outa here. Time to leave. It’s

all over. (Mendes 1985:3)

2 phr Phrase indicating someone leaves quickly. 0 If she go in to

sleep at all Ayo Panje. (Bynoe 1985:1) 0 The husband come in and

ayo panch!

ayou, ahvou, a’you, ayu, aryar pron arc 1 You, second person plural

subject pronoun, /aju/ = >allyuh' 0 As the line was forming, my
father heard the sergeant-major of the black regiment give, what, time

out of mind, was a standing order in all West India militias, which he

did in these words: “A you wa no hah no shoe no ’tocking, tan in a

rear” (Anglice, “All you who have neither shoes nor stockings, stand

in the rear).” (Joseph 1 838b- 1 :4)
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2 pron arc You, second person plural object pronoun. = >allyuhr 0

Dat ten tousin dollar come from a'you. {TSn 21 Nov 1846)

3 pron arc Your, second person plural possessive pronoun. =

>allyuh
3
0 An den ah we ha fo tek a quart ah surrop fo mix um up in

a lard pan full ah warawarap fo full de creases in ar you greedee gut.

(PC 30 Apr 1904)

ayyo see AYO

aza n A Muslim ceremony of mourning, consolation and solace, /aza/

(< Arabic) 0 ’aza
'

ceremony of mourning, solace, consolation, com-

fort (Korom 2003:277)

azan 1 n The Muslim call to prayer made five times a day; sometimes

loosely referring to any Muslim prayer, /azan/ (< H-U azan ‘sum-

mons to prayer' < Arabic) 0 At [a Moslem] birth there is no cere-

mony, though the baby is brought outside after it is cleaned up, and a

prayer {azan) is whispered in its ear, either by the imam if he is

present, or if not, any other person will do. (Niehoff & Niehoff

1960:146)

2 n In Rada practice, a narrow hanging made of COCOYEA placed

over entranceways. 0 Azan, a sparse girdle of palm fronds, hangs

over the doors on ceremonial occasions as a spiritual guard against

evil; it is also to be seen at the shrines and over the entrance to the

dancing place. If something occurs to annoy and anger a deity, azan

may be put about his shoulders to induce a calmness of spirit. (Carr

1953:41)

azil n A slow-moving, short-beaked, fighting cock or hen with a very

broad, heavy, stocky body; usu. with black-red feathers; valued for its

endurance and stamina, /azil/ (< E < H aseel ‘a type of fighting fowl

fr India’) 0 “That one mother is a azil, that’s why he so big.” (1990)

“The azil is the most severe cutter. Yuh breed that with a fast-beaking

fowl.” (1990)
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baaka n arc A type of traditional Indian arm ornament. /ba:ka/ (< Bh
aaka ) 0 Bajoo

, baaka , kanka and bairiva were arm and wrist orna-

ments. (Raghoo 1984:10)

baal, baale, baali n A counting word, usu. of grain used for seed, e.g.

an ear of com, a head of rice, /bail, bade, badi/ (< H bal 'ear of com;

strand of hair’) 0 Baale: ear, of com. (Dwarika 1984:28) 0 “I want a

baal a com.” (1990) 0 “Bring one baal for me.” (1990) 0 “Check and

see if that baali ah com good taa.” (1990)

baanmati n A type of local long-grained rice, /bammati/ (< Bh
banmati, H basmati 'fragrant') 0 Pelau does make good with baan-

mati rice,

baap see BAP

baaraa see BARA

baaraat see BARAT

baarka see BARK.A

baasi n adj Of food, stale; refrigerated leftovers. /ba:si/ (< H-Bh
< bdsi 'stale’) 0 “That food baasi.” (1990) 0 “Boy! yuh see me, I eh

wan no baasi food nah. I want hot hot food now from de fire.” (1990)

baasi bhaat n Stale cooked rice. /ba:si b
h
a:t/ (< H < bast ‘stale’ + bhat

‘cooked rice’) 0 Give the baasi bhaat to the fowl,

baati n arc Cup, usu. of metal. /ba:ti/ (< H-Bh) 0 Utensils like loota

(waterpot, usu. of brass), tharia (plate), baati (cup), chholani, oraka,

kalasa, balti (bucket), etc., are even now used, but gradually china

crockery is taking the place of brass utensils and in many homes some
of these are needed in rituals and ceremonies only. (Jha 1973:42)

baba I n Father; also temi of respect for a PANDIT or any older man.

/baba/ (< H-Bh baba 'title of respect for father, grandfather and child’

Lewis 1991:56) = babaji, baboo 0 I was honoured with the epithet of

Baba (father or padre), and Mr. S figured as Sahib (Lord), all the

coolies chattering away at once in the most lachrymose tones. (Day

1852-1:189) 0 “Where Babwah?” the priest asked. “I goin to get him

Baba.” (Ladoo 1972:72) 0 Sookdaya used to listen good what

the baba (priest) say. Every night she goin and sitting down in front

and listening to the baba (priest) when he reading the Ramayana.

(Maharaj 1990:14) 0 'Mangal, tell “Baba” your name,’ Samdaye
urged. (Boodhoo 1994:49)

2 n Father; a term of respect for Orisha male elders, /baba/ (< Yor

baba ~ baba ~ uba 'father’) 0 Ancestor-worship of a sort is per-

formed for certain old babas or papas (priests) who are invited to a

feast and sacrificed to. (Elder 1988:24) 0 [B]aba: A title of respect

according the more knowledgeable and experienced elders in the

Orisha religion. (Houk 1995:219) 0 baba olorisha : The ranking male

in the Orisha religion. (Houk 1995:219) 0 Baba: God. (Wamer-Lewis

1996:218)

babadin see BARBADEEN

babaji, babagee n Term of respect for an East Indian leader, esp. a

PANDIT, /babadji/ (< H-Bh baba 'father’ + -ji indicating respect;

baba ji, common form of address to a pundit) = baba, babu 0

[Bjabadgi/babagie/babaji... “pretre hindou” (Masse 1884) 0 My
Uncle Dalloo was, without doubt, the cutest as well as the cleverest

man in our village... Many I knew who literally prostrated themselves

before him in those days, pleading Babaji this, Babaji that. (Naipaul

1976:134) 0 Originally, this was a term of respect addressed to any

elderly man. Here, it is a term used specifically in reference either to

one’s godfather or to a pundit. (Singh 1988:23) 0 Distinctively

dressed was the Hindu priest or
“Babagee” who could be “recognized

by a long necklace that he wore round his neck”... J.H. Collens in

1886... noted that a "babagee” in easy circumstances may be recog-

nized by the conspicuous whiteness and amplitude of the embroidery

trimming about his costume. His voluminous kapra (clothing) takes

more the form of “pyjamas” reaching nearly to his feet, “while that of

the low-class Indian is more contracted.” (Ramesar 1999/2000:120)

babalawo n An Orisha priest, religious leader, /babalawo/ (< Yor

babalawo ‘diviner priest; priest of Ifa’) 0 [Bjabalawo: orisha priest.

(Wamer-Lewis 1996:218)

babamcoo see BAMBACOO
babash, barbash n Illegal home-made rum. /babaj/ = bush ram, dam,

mountain dew, twist 0 Babash. Mountain Dew. Bush Rum. Alcohol

illegally distilled in home-made stills or vats. (Mendes 1985:7) 0

When the defendant’s house was searched the policemen found three

large water barrels, four plastic containers used for storing the spirits,

four pieces of copper pipe, one gas tank, one iron stove and three

plastic bottles which contained “babash.” (Heat 25 July 1987:10) 0

Drug awareness is the new watchword in the village, which has for

decades been considered the “barbash” or bush mm centre of the

country. (EX 9 Aug 1987:11) 0 The cop testified that [he] replied:

“Boss, ah does sell a little ‘babash’ to make a ’lil change, as things

hard.” (TTM 27 Aug 1993:28) 0 “I did not give up hope. I put my
faith in God when I was very sick. I gave up the babash. When I come
back from paranging, I take a little puncheon before I go to sleep.”

(TG 18 Dec 2005:11)

babiche n obs Caiman crocodilus crocodilus
,
a caiman. (< Fr barbu-

che )
= >alligator

1

0 (de Verteuil 1858) 0 Alligator, or babiche. (de

Verteuil 1884:381) 0 Ah! there’s a splash! “Babiche!” cry the boat-

men and there sure enough we see in yonder clump of water weed a

pair of prominent eyes, a narrow forehead and the nose of the babiche

peering at us from close to the bank he has just dived from. (JFNC
Oct 1892:95) 0 Particularly Africans and Indians... delight in eating

a grilled “babiche,” with a lime and pepper sauce. (JFNC Feb

1893:147)0 (Mole 1904)

baboo, babu 1 n A respectful term for an old Indian man, esp. a

PANDIT, /babu/ (< H babu ‘Hindu prince, master’) = baba

2 n arc A disrespectful term for any Indian man. (< Bengali and

Anglo-Indian <babu ‘used in a pejorative or comic way for a Ben-

gali with superficial English education; a half-anglicized, often

somewhat effeminate Hindu’) 0 Those carrying baggage which is

not so large as to require vehicular conveyance can hire for a small

sum... coolie porters... The following corrupt phrase... will at once

command his attention... “Hi, baboo, load mange; turn ketna char-

gum?” (Hello, poor fellow, do you want to carry load? How much
do you charge me?) (Burkett 1914:79) 0 Our word for the East

Indian... was “Baboo”. It was not a pleasant word; but it was not

meant to be. (Ward 1983:11) 0 One of them shouted to the holy

looking stock still Indian, “Hey babu, no shitam in the water!”

(Andersen 2004:259)

babooji, babuji n A respectful term for father, old man. (< H baboo 1

+ -ji, indicating respect) = babaji 0 [We] found them preparing a feast

for their gods: an altar with flowers all round it, a candle in a bottle on

each side; a sacred book in the middle; three babujees (or priests),

heaps of cocoa-nut cut up, betel, sugar, etc. (Morton 1916) 0 “You

don't fall down and worship McTair and Carrington, leave your work

and hold the knees of these magnates as if you were Baboogee or

John Coolie, but you pay them the courtesy they deserve, you place

your books at their disposal?” (TG 26 Jan 1919:3)

Baboolal n An ordinary, common, unremarkable man of Indian

descent; parallel to QUACCO for a man of African descent. (< baboo~

+ Lai a common Indian name) 0 “To submit is to die like some

Baboolal or other in the square.” (de Boissiere 1952:112) 0 Next day

she was coughing like Baboolall. (Spitfire “The Hot Comb East
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Indians” 1956 pr) 0 We’d be in the heavenly pit, but there’d be the

whole lot of us there, Elizabeth Windsor and the governor and the big

shots all mingling with me and the rest, and Baboolal and Boboloops.

(Jones 1973:82)

babouchek see BABOUSHET

baboul see BAMBOULA
baboushet, babouchek n arc A simple rope halter used for donkeys

and mules; a rope tied around the head, just below the eyes, as reins,

/babujet, babufek/ (< FC babouchette ‘a rope muzzle’) 0 (Thomas

1869:22) 0 He didn’t have a halter, so he used a baboushet make out

a rope.

babu see BABOO

baby 1 v Be pregnant; be carrying a child, (prob. WAf origin; poss.

< E baby 'treat gently, like a baby’) 0 And the blight still have Choko

like if he babying. (Chalkdust “Goat Mouth Doc” 1972) 0 Babying -

be pregnant. (John 1973) 0 “She babyin.” (1990)

2 n The dark center of the eye (E pupil). (< arc E baby 'the small

image of oneself reflected in the pupil of another person’s eye’; also

Yoruba omo I’oju ‘child in eye; eye pupil’) = eye baby 0 Is de baby

(o’ de eye) ok? This is one of the main preoccupations of patients

with eye problems. (Haynes 1987:73)

3 n Young ear of com. 0 He went to see the damage and counted 80

com trees merely cropped, and so recovered are they at present that

there are 'babies’ on them. (TG 9 Jan 1919:3)

4 n A traditional kind of small double-headed African drum, played

with two sticks; the smallest and highest-range drum used in Orisha
ceremonies. Usu. made from a hollow tree trunk and skin heads,

pulled tight with cord or vines. = >omele 0 The usual sets of three

drums, here called the bembo (mama), congo (papa), and amalie

(baby). (Leaf 1948:178)

baby bush n Chromolaena odorata, a native erect or scrambling shrub

1-3 m (3-9') tall. (prob. fr medicinal use for baby teething pains) =

bitter bush, >Christmas bush
,
female Christmas bush, fleur Noel 0

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:80)

Baby Doll n arc A traditional Carnival MAS character dressed like

a fancy doll, wearing a face mask, carrying a small doll representing a

child. She stops men, accusing them of fathering her child and

demands money, (fr costume, and baby doll carried) 0 The finder and

foster mother of the child was played by the traditional masquerade

character known as Baby Doll. This character was first noted in the

late-nineteenth-century carnival and was regularly played until the

1930’s. She is now extinct. Her costume was that of a gaily dressed

doll: bonnet tied under the chin, a frilled dress reaching to her knees,

colored cotton stockings, and strap shoes. Her face was hidden under

a wire mask, her hands gloved, and the back of her head and neck

covered by a hood, so that it was impossible to identify the masker.

She carried a small doll that stood for her illegitimate child, stopped

male passers-by, and, in a falsetto voice, accused them of being the

father. The person so charged could absolve himself of paternal

responsibility by paying the masker one or two “pounds” (actually

pennies), whereupon she would promptly release him and go off in

search of the next victim. The movements, gestures, and speech of

Baby Doll were loose and loud, aimed at attracting a great deal of

attention, which would naturally embarrass the person accosted and

prompt him to pay quickly. (Hill 1972:108-9) 0 We see the soft deli-

cate shift and shuffle of the fancy sailor dance, and the absurd carica-

ture of baby doll. (EX 11 Dec 1994:19) 0 Baby Dolls... Originally

wearing mob caps, white wire masks, subsequently in white face,

now often with simple half-masks covering just the eyes or without

any masking... This mas is seldom spontaneously played in contem-

porary Carnival. It exists now primarily as a revival of a mas that was
popular in the 1930s and 1940s. (Martin 1998:221) 0 But first was
one of several Baby Dolls. This one carried a pink potty, called for

her lost father, who hadn’t fed her, and was clearly in deep trouble.

(EX 1 Mar 2003:30)

baby’s tooth see BABY TOOTH

baby tie up phr In folk belief, an ovarian cyst or similar condition pre-

venting a woman from conceiving a child. 0 She ent make no chirren,

she baby tie up.

baby tooth, baby’s tooth n Tob Nerila peloronta (E bleeding tooth), a

small shellfish, white with a red spot, (fr resemblance to a fallen-out

baby’s tooth, white with red ‘blood’ spot) = bleeding mouth 0

(Nerita). Hundreds of them found holding on to rocks between tides.

The Baby’s Tooth is usually vari-coloured and has tiny little “teeth” at

the entrance. The Bleeding Tooth is larger and has a reddish stain

where the “teeth” are. (Alford 1960:59) 0 The most plentiful up at

Speyside were the strange univalves of the Neretina family, known on

Tobago as baby tooth, bleeding mouth. Both Neretina species are now
so scarce around Trinidad that they have not even earned a local

name. (Bryans 1967:266)

bacaday, back-a-dey, bakaday, barcadere n Any loading wharf,

shipping pier, jetty or loading platform; particularly and specifically

a large one located in San Fernando, /bakade/ (< FC bakade < Fr

embarcadere / Sp embarcadero ‘loading wharf’) = embarcadere 0

“Bacaday” in South Trinidad was situated near to Cross Crossing,

along Lady Halles Avenue. (Ryan 1985:2)

bacalao n Salted dried codfish, /bakalau/ (< Sp bacalao, Ptg bacal-

hau ‘salted dried codfish’) = >saltfish 0 (Mendes 1985:7) 0 Salted

cod (saltfish) or ‘bacalhau’ was prepared in a variety of ways and

one favourite method included the combination of boiled eggs, pota-

toes and onions added to the fish. (Ferreira 1989:36) 0 Ah love salt-

fish too bad. So yesterday ah pick up two pounds ah de good

saltfish; Bacalao, four ninety-nine ah pound. (Foster 1990:90) 0

Long time Papa used to make a good buljol with nice quality

bacalao. (Baptiste 1992)

bacanoe see BOIS CANO
bacchac see BACHAC
bacchanal, bakanal, bacchanale InA wild party or FETE; enjoyable

and vigorous dancing, drinking, etc. Usu. an admiring or positive

term, /bakanal/ (< Fr bacchanale ‘orgy, disorder, tumult’) 0 The cus-

tom of commencing the Carnival several weeks before Ash Wednes-

day, is contrary to Spanish custom as well as law. In Spain, and in all

Spanish Colonies... the Carnival is kept up but three days; the custom

of extending Bacchanal diversions for the space of a month or two, is

Italian, and was introduced by foreigners. (POSG 22 Jan 1833:2) 0

Carnival is a bacchanal. It’s a creole fete that we can’t forget, doodoo.

(Caresser “Carnival Is We Bachanal” 1937) 0 Hold onto the gal and

make a decent bacchanal. (Growler “Trinidad Loves to Play Carni-

val” 1939) 0 We beg them not to stop the Carnival, You could believe

me, this is creole bacchanal. (Invader “Don’t Stop the Carnival”

1939) 0 Well Monday Carnival, That is bacannal when I drink me
alcohol. (Zebra "Quay Brand Beer” 1950, pr) 0 Why we Carnival

have to be so hyprocritcal [sic]. Like it lose its bachanal, everybody

jumping in social, It’s rather unusual, I think it’s too much commer-

cial. (Kitchener “Play Mas” 1971 pr) 0 While reporters were enjoying

the bacchanal in the tents, editors were calling for censorship.

(Rohlehr 1986:61) 0 He really try to cool she down for truth. She

fling him off, not for hell she wouldn’t listen. Then she start to wine

like she never christened. Like she body made from blood and bac-

chanal. (David Rudder “De Long Time Band" 1992) 0 Trinidad and

Tobago, currently in the [midst] of the annual Carnival bacchanal, is

quietly enjoying a Renaissance of Hinduism unlike any other period

during its 150-year existence in Trinidad and Tobago. (Heat 3 Feb

1996:3)

2 n An event which goes out of control; uncontrolled, argumentative

behaviour. Usu. a negative term. = mas", >old mas 0 From a scandal

and hideous bacchanal. Today we got a glorious Carnival. (Atilla

“History of Carnival” 1935) 0 Let them have they scrimmage and the

bachanal, I aint business with that once I get my Carnival. (Lord Pre-

tender “The Strike Situation” 1947, pr) 0 “All right, gather round. We
goin’ in now, but no noise, no bacchanale. Don’t give him any excuse

to call the police.” (de Boissiere 1956:50) 0 “Those people have con-

verted this quiet area into a war zone... We are fed-up of all this bac-

chanal. It has been going on for too long.” (7TM23 Jan 1993: 13)
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3 n Confusion; scandal; uproar over immoral behaviour. 0 Bacchanal

- a sort of disorder or scandal. (ESTT 1956) 0 “You know the night I

left him? Well is now so flower pot, dish, cup, book, is everything I

throw at his head. The man want to set me mad. Every night, is out

with boys, and when you done hear the report, is horn the man hom-
ing me with some fresh tail whoring woman.... I am not taking any-

thing again. Is bacchanal from now on. 1 serving that man notice, is tit

for tat, butter for fat, you thief me dog an’ I go kill your cat.” (Jones

1973:55) 0 It had one big bakanal wid de Bee Wee pilots and dem
an... dey fire all man Jack and well had to rent plane. (Mamits LPOS,

TG 27 May 1979) 0 After all, it had all the makings of a juicy baccha-

nal - the type the dailies are always blaming on the weeklies. (TTM
13 July 1990:3) 0 [This] businessman... has found himself smack in

the middle of another company bacchanal. Recently, [he] was called

upon to give an account of more than $1/2 million. (TTM 3 Jan

1993:15) 0 [His wife] is accusing him of carrying on a torrid love

affair with an old school friend. The bacchanal which had been sim-

mering for some time, erupted during a recent overseas trip. ( TTM 25

Dec 1994:1)

bach see BATCH

bacha, bachaa 1 n Newly bom male calf (female bachi). /batfa:/

(< H-Bh bachcha ‘the young of an animal’) 9 (Dwarika 1984:29) 0

That night his grandmother took him to the cattle pen to keep her

company as one of her cows was ready to make bacha (deliver a calf).

(Deen 1994:226)

2 n Affectionate term for a boy child (female bachi). (< H-Bh bachcha

‘child; youngster’) 0 “The little bacha di bring water for me.” (1990) 0

“Don’t kick yuh brother, you know he is a bacha.” (1990) 0 De saadhu

say,
“Bacha (child), whey yuh go see god? Aks meh wha’ yuh want,

an' ah go tell god de mssage.” (Mahabir 2005:100)

bachac, bacchac, badjack, bajak n Atta cephalotes or Acromyrmex

octospinosus (E leaf-cutter ant or parasol ant), a large ant which cuts

leaves into pieces and carries them, on narrow but clearly visible

trails, to an underground nest. Considered a garden and agricultural

pest, /batfak/ (< Sp bachaco < Carib) = bachaco 0 Badjack. (Calder-

Marshall 1939) 0 [S]he had not only a fence, but a board floor inside

it: to keep off snakes, a stray mongoose, and the troublesome batchak

ants. (Pollack 1943:2) 0 I intended to go back, But those Marabuntas

biting like bachacs, They're biting hard. (Invader “Steel Band War”

ca 1959 pr) 0 “I see,” she said, “that there are two new rose bushes

down.” “Three,” he told her, “there’s [one] that the bacchac won’t let

come.” (Jones 1973:161) 0 [I]n the event of bachacs, water and mud
was used to make a thick paste to clog the holes. The poor used fer-

mented urine which had been stored in a bottle for twenty-one days

and the rich poured a combustible substance (carbon disulphide) into

the hole and blew it up. (Woodroffe 1974) 0 Sona was staring at an

army of bachacs that were transporting bits of green leaves. The

leaves almost completely hid the insects, so that it appeared as though

the leaves were walking. (Narine 1977:56) 0 Two species of bachac

are common in the northern range of hills in Trinidad. One, Atta

cephalotes excavates enormous nests, up to 30m in diameter. Beneath

these obvious mounds of excavated earth are large numbers of foot-

ball-sized chambers in which a special fungus is cultivated. Nests of

the smaller species, Acromyrmex octospinosus, usually consist of a

single large chamber, perhaps up to 50cm in diameter... Both of these

ants forage for vegetation which is cut up by worker ants and trans-

ported underground. (Riley 1985:21) 0 ‘All that I put in this bottle

with rum. And a little bit a bachac earth too.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994: 140-1)

bachaco n obs Atta cephalotes or Acromyrmex octospinosus, an ant

which cuts leaves; considered a pest. (< Sp bachaco < Carib) =

>bachac 0 The parasol-ants, or Bachacos, are there a regular pest, (de

Verteuil 1884:293)

bachac snake 1 n Amphisbaena alba (E red worm lizard), a snake-like

legless lizard; yellowish-red brown and cream, (fr its common resi-

dence in bachac nests) = double-head(ed) serpent/snake
1

,
mother of

the ants
1

, serpent a deux tetes, >two-head(ed) snake, white two-

headed snake 0 Students... have reported finding this animal deep in

the “garden” chambers of the ant’s nests where they seem to live and

feed on the fat grubs of a species of beetle that are also found there. It

is easy to then understand the local name of Bachac Snake which has

arisen for this Worm Lizard. (Boos 1979:84)

2 n Amphisbaenafuliginosa, a snake-like legless lizard; mottled black

and white. (If similarity to bachac snake 1

) = black and white coral,

>black and white two-head(ed) snake, double-head) ed) serpent/snake
2

,

mother of the ants, serpent a deux tetes, spotted worm snake, two-

headed snake

bachay v Clean a seine after hauling it back from a catch and pack it

neatly back into the fishing boat, /batfe/ (< FC, poss. < Fr embarquer

‘take on board’) 0 “He mus be bachay de seine aready.” (1990)

bachee, batchie, batchy n A small one-room house, usu. occupied or

used by a single man. More recently, can refer also to a woman living

alone, /batfi/ (< dial E bach, batch ‘makeshift hut, usu. one in which a

man living alone fends for himself’ < E bachelor ‘unmarried man’) 0

Who slept at Madame Johnny bachee last night. (Lion “Malicious

Neighbors” 1939) 0 Miss Daisy, you must be crazy, Why you brought

me up for bastardy. After you mamaguy me and take my money. And
still sleeping in William bachy,. (Invader “No Darling, This Child

Ain’t Mine” 1942, in Rodman 1971:219) 0 1 lie down on the bed the

girl playing with me, Another saga walk right in me bachee. (Lord

Wonder “Bad Women” 1950 pr) 0 Well, they argue until in the end

Brackley find himself holding on to Teena suitcase and they on the

way to the little batchy he have in Golders Green at the time. (Selvon

1957:152) 0 “We got to get help man. About half mile down ah know
some tesses living in a bachy. I’ll check dem out.” (Bain 1974:69) 0

At times he takes a select group of Earth People up into the mountains

where has has built a small batchy (man’s forest hut). (Littlewood

1993:211)

bachelor adv Alone; singly. (< E bachelor ‘unmarried man’) 0 BACH-

ELOR, adv., alone, singly, e.g., He (she) livin’ bachelor. (Rodman

1971:227) 0 He livin bachelor. (Alleyne 1974-80)

bachelor button, bachelor’s button n Gomphrena globosa, a culti-

vated annual plant, 50-80 cm (19-31") tall. Leaves opposite, oblong,

2-10 x 4 cm (.8-4 x 1.6"), widely spaced. Flower-heads roundish,

2-3 x 2 cm (.8-1.2 x .8"), usu. magenta, sometimes mauve, occasion-

ally white. In traditional British culture used as a sign of matrimonial

interest. (< E bachelor s/bachelors ’ button, several flowers with dou-

ble-petalled, round or button-like shapes, ff resemblance in shape and

size to a button) = white marguerite 0 “Mr. Gray,” she called,

approaching him, “here is a present for you,” as, deftly drawing from

the cluster a white bachelor’s button, she handed it to him. (Cobham

1907:48) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:90) 9 Drink Love

Vine cooling, or Wonder of the World, or White Bachelor Button.

(Pavy 1987:15) 9 Fuh she sugar, me mooma used to use de white

bachelor, ’tis de button, fuh years an years, an she live lang lang.

(Macfarlane 1997:34) 9 White bachelor button. (MNP 2007)

bachi, bachia 1 n Newly bom female calf (male bacha). /batfi/

(< H-Bh bachhT ‘female young of an animal’) 9 “The cow make a

bachi.” (1990)

2 n Affectionate term for a girl child (male bacha). 9 “The little bachi

singing nice.” (1990)

back 1 n The area behind, in back of, or beyond something. (< E back

‘the rear part of something; in the direction of the back of an object’)

9 They had to go through a track, To meet the gayelle quite in the

back. (Cypher “Cock Fight” 1976, pr)

2 n Sexual prowess; virility, (fr desirable physical strength of the

back) 9 The fishermen in the area boast that eating oysters straight

from the swamp without any seasoning is good for a man’s back.

(Bomb 26 Oct 1990:13) 9 Chip-chip water good for yuh back. 9 ‘It’s

Good for the Back’. This phrase is used to describe any food consid-

ered to be a male aphrodisiac. (Nelson & Puddy 2004:50)

3 prep With any verb, indicating a return to a previous condition. (< E

back ‘return to a former condition’) 9 If possible, let your dough rest

for 15 or 20 minutes now - the rolling increases its elasticity and a

resting period allows it to soften back, making the next stage easier.
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(Sandpiper 1990:36) 0 “He refuse to give me back.” (1990) 0 “I

return back late.” (1990)

4 v Have anal sexual intercourse. = back-scuttle 0 They was backin.

back-a-dey see BACADAY

back a jackass in a horse race phr Back or bet on a loser, esp. one

that should have been obvious had no chance to succeed. 0 (Mendes

1985:7)

back and belly phr Thoroughly; completely; all over. = >belly, back

and sides 0 He beat she back and belly. (1996)

back answer 1 v Respond in a rude, aggressive, inappropriate way,

esp. from children. The speaker may or may not intend the response

to be aggressive, but it is taken this way by the listener. (< E back

answer 'a retort’) = answer back, answer up 0 We had no use for any-

one who so far forgot himself to back answer the Commanding Offi-

cer of a parade. (Fraser ca 1942:233)

2 n Response of a rude, aggressive, inappropriate kind, esp. from

children. = chat
3
0 I made two attempts to give him a back answer.

But with a police magistrate like Mr. Hamilton, Is three months in

prison ah gone. (Mighty Killer “Habeas Corpus Law” 1950 pr) 0

Back answer. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 'Pumpkin vine! Who tell you to

cook pumpkin vine?’ ‘But you always eat it. I thought...’ 'Back-

answer, eh!’ spluttered Gurudeva. ‘I will show you.’ (Naipaul

1976:31) 0 He always have a back answer for dat. (1996) 0 That chile

always givin back answer.

back-back 1 v Reverse a vehicle or animal; walk or move backwards.

(< E go back ‘return; move back’ + back up ‘reverse; move back-

wards’) 0 De man was back-backing [de car] wen he knock down de

pos. (Ottley 1971) 0 Back back-reverse vehicle, go back. (John 1973)

0 I saw Sonnyboy astride the mule, urging it to pull out a mired cart.

“Whoa, Jezebel!” he cried, dismounted and thrashed the animal with

a fat cane stalk. “Beck back! Beck back!” he urged the sweating

beast. (Hosein 1980:109) 0 “The blade caught me on my hand as I

tried to brakes... an I began backing back.” (TTM 26 Aug 1986:1 1)

2 v In dancing, move so that partners make contact between buttocks

and belly, or both persons’ buttocks. 0 Is to see them [women] hug up

and dancing and prancing together as if that normal. They even back-

ing back on one another, and if you see them raise their hand as if

they want to jam, don’t feel is man they looking for. (Mirror 1985) 0

BACK BACK (Gallaugher 1991 :290)

3 v Show reluctance, unwillingness; pull back; change your mind or

opinion. 0 When I hear how Charlie back-back, ah sober up and push

me ears in the crack. (Sparrow “Charlie” ca 1960) 0 From the time

you say “gun” people begin to throw in a reverse gear and “back

back.” They do not want to touch a gun far less to use one. (TG 19

Aug 1990:23) 0 Do not back back, Mr. Minister. The people who are

making the most noise are those who contributed to, or colluded in

the national decay besetting this fair land. (TTM 4 Feb 1996:6)

back door n Entry to Venezuela illegally via a ship or boat from the

south of Trinidad. (< E back-door ‘illegally secret; clandestine’) 0

“There are so many crooks for [him] to arrest before they flee from
the country through the back door to Venezuela.”

(Bomb 19 Dec
1986:30)

backer n A person who habitually has anal sexual intercourse.

(< back1 ) 0 That one is a backer.

back foot 1 n The hind foot or leg of an animal. 0 “He get a lash on he

right back foot.” (1990)

2 intj A euphemism for BACKSIDE, as an expletive. 0 Where all the

money gone? Back foot! = backside
3

background n obs A woman’s buttocks, esp. if large. 0 Background -

a woman’s posterior, “Boy, if you see de background she have.”

(ESTT 1956)

back in times adj Of an activity, usu. a dance or radio program, in

which old-fashioned music and sometimes dancing is featured. 0

“Back in times... a term used to refer to a trip down Memory Lane.

At a fete a DJ might play a mix that is a series of old favourites. It is

also possible to have a ‘back-in-times’ fete which means a fete that

will be biased towards old favourites.” (1990) 0 “The club was

called Memories, but too many people thought it was only a back-

in-times place.” (1990) 0 Holy Trinity R.C. Parish Arouca presents

a back in times ball “Remember When, Pt II”... on July 28. (EX 26

July 1990:8) 0 No wonder all the deejays on the radio stations have

been forced to resort to “back in times” kaisoes to fill their pro-

gramme slots. (TTM 16 Jan 1994:30)

backpack n A support frame for part of a CARNIVAL MAS costume,

usu. of thick wire, worn over the shoulders or from the lower back.

(< E backpack 'a cloth bag carried on the back usu. with straps) =

jacket 0 The backpack giving me trouble here.

backpiece n In Carnival mas costumes, the part of the frame rising

behind and in back of the player. (< E back piece 'the piece which

forms the back of anything’) 0 You need more height on the backpiece.

back play n In WHE-WHE, a record of former winning numbers. 0

Besides the more intuitive approach, there has always been a more

scientific way to second guess the banker. It consists of looking to the

past winning numbers - what the Play Whe players call 'back plays’

- and finding out patterns in them. (Besson 1999:45)

back pocket, be in... back pocket, like a back pocket phr Be con-

stantly in someone’s company. (< E back pocket, as something very

close; note difference from E be in [someone’s] pocket ‘be under

someone’s control’) 0 Buh gal wha happen? yuh sticking on like a

back pocket. (ESTT 1956)

backra see bakra

back ride n A ride on the back or shoulders, usu. for children. =

bharaiya, >kokiyoko2
0 Back ride - being carried on s.o.’s back or

being given a ride on a person’s shoulders. (John 1973)

back-scuttle v Have anal intercourse. (< E back + scuttle ‘opening in

the roof, floor, wall, deck, etc.; cut or bore a hole in a vessel’) =

>back4 0 She didn like it when he try to back-scuttle she.

backside 1 n The side of the house opposite the front; SE usu. back of
0 “Where George?” “He at the back side of the house.” (1996)

2 n Self; body; person; usu. considered vulgar or somewhat obscene.

(< E backside 'buttocks’) = ass
2

, skin
1

,
tail

3
0 Is where the hell you

come from you nasty dirty stinking old stinker, 1 say that you done

dead. Or you backside in [gaol]. (Dougla “Typical Trinidadian” 1973,

pr) 0 'Well, he want he backside cut too,’ said Gurudeva. (Naipaul

1976:88) 0 “You better change, Ramlogan, or else is your backside

going to rest in Golden Grove, too.” (Gosine 1988:49) 0 “A-n-now is

d-d-d-dem self way cornin’ t-t-t-to ask me to v-v-v-vote for them b-b-

b-backside? N-n-n-no way.” (Heat 10 Oct 1991 :7) 0 I near get meh
backside lock up when they break them show-cases on High Street.

(Alleyne-Forte 1994:52)

3 intj An exclamation of disbelief, surprise, disapproval; usu. consid-

ered vulgar or somewhat obscene. = backfoot
- 0 Look how he loss the

goal! Backside!

back-squeeze 1 v Give grudgingly, with reluctance. 0 (Ottley 1971) 0

Hole/hold (on to) dis fuh de time bein’: accep' dis as mih deposit.

Dere’se mo’e to come. On de odder han’, person may be back-

squeezin’ an’ hopin’ to gettaway wid not havin’ to pay out mo’e.

(Haynes 1987:19)

2 v Get money by holding back a small amount from money given to

purchase goods. 0 Back squeeze. (John 1973) 0 I’m sure we could

afford. To come out and pay tribute... not to... play we want to back

squeeze the loot when we know, We got something to contribute.

(Singing Francine “It’s a Shame” 1975, Williams 1975 pr) 0 His

favourite village taxi driver ask him if he goin’ home. He say yes, but

he five cents short; but is really a five cents he back squeezing to buy

a Evening News. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:7-8) 0 I get the dress from the

money I back squeeze from him.

3 v Not keep a promise; go back on a commitment. 0 She not going to

backsqueeze on you.

back-store n The part of a shop or store farthest from the entrance,

where goods are stored or handled. 0 He keeping all the good ones in

the back-store.

bacon-egg, bacon and eggs phr A mixed-race or partly albino Negro

person; a dark-skinned person with partial loss of melanin. See also
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BEKE NEG, SHABEEN. (< beke neg + E bacon and eggs , a dish with

contrasting light and dark parts) 0 Yuh thought yuh would of make a

becken-egg baby? No chile, its a black bouncin baby girl. (Lewis

1972:43) 0 “We does call them ‘Bacon and Eggs’.” (1992)

bacula n Pelecanus occidentalis (E brown pelican ), a common large

coastal bird. Large throat pouch used to scoop up and store fish after

diving into the water. = ben, >big ben, grand gosier 0 (ffrench

1991:45-6)

bad 1 adv A lot; very; plenty, (prob. fr similar uses of ‘bad’ in Wolof,

Mandingo, etc.) 0 “What [wrong] with you, man... Behave yourself

nuh...” “Sweetness, behave nuh. I love you bad.” (Hart 1966:14) 0 It

fills you with such immense pride in Trinidad - to say nothing of the

Trinidadians who so lovingly and expertly filmed it. When Trinidad

comes good, it really comes good. As the street people say: "This one

is good b..a..a..d!” (EX 16 Nov 1986:9)

2 adj Of a dog: fierce, bad-tempered, unfriendly. (< E bad ‘immoral;

wicked; vicious’) 0 ‘Calling him Tiger. Bad dog. Quiet too. Sort of

thing, if they allow you, you could write up a signboard and hang it

outside: Beware of bad dog.’ (Naipaul 1958:60) 0 I will watchman

myself. Sir. I will get some bad dogs for the watchmen, sir. (Selvon

1 99 1 b:82 ) 0 But you could tell him that if he is the prime minister in

waiting, he go be waiting a long time. And you could tell the mook is

pitbull this week. I know he ’fraid bad dog. (Pires 2000b:9)

3 adj Powerful and dangerous because of OBEAH or connection with

spirits. (< E bad ‘immoral; wicked; vicious’) 0 Sticks were usually

banded with twine at the ends and middle to prevent splitting... cer-

tain players had the art of specially preparing sticks which, when used

while playing were able to seriously affect the opponent. These were

referred to as bad or dressed sticks. (Huggins 1978:67) 0 Holding

aloft his ‘bad’ stick - the one mounted with the Amerindian spirit

would be the usual one. (Lovelace 1988:98)

4 adj Of blood, indicating an impurity manifested by skin problems. =

dirty (blood) 0 (Ottley 1971:9)

5 adj Of hair, a negative term for tightly curly or kinky, “negroid” or

African. See also GOOD4 , CHEVAY TAC-TAC, GREN-GREN. (< E bad

‘not good; worthless; of defective quality or worth’ fr prejudice that

European physical characteristics are better than African ones) 0

What was in the mind of this handsome dark-skinned man with not-

so-bad hair besides gambling at cards and the pursuit of women? (de

Boissiere 1956:150-1) 0 “Look how she hair so bad, the good hair

only in the back.” (1980)

6 adj Feeling ill or high from drugs or alcohol. (< E bad ‘in ill health;

suffering from disease or injury; in pain’) 0 The thing really happen

because my head was so bad. (Blue Boy “Rebecca” 1983) 0 “Me
head bad.” (1988)

7 v Make high on drugs or alcohol. = badden 0 “I bad me head.”

(1988)

badam adv The sound of something large or heavy falling on the

ground; of a blow, loud but not usu. very serious, indicating more

noise than injury. (< Bh bhadam ‘with a thud’) 0 (Haynes 1987:27) 0

I woulda bring me hand together and Badam! Mash up the damn
place and kill all the kiss-me-ass bitches in it. (Maharaj 1992:28) 0

“You does know when a country gone through, I mean really gone

through, not by the amount of crime it have, eh, but when people start

to accept it as if is something normal. Is like this nowadays in Trini-

dad: bam, the sun rise, badam, four-five people get kill, then bam, the

sun gone down again. Next day is the same things again.” (TG 16 Jan

1994:7) 0 A door will open, “KREEKES” and will close, “BADAM!”
or “CLIT-TICKS!” depending on the force used to close it. (Alloy, in

Smith 2000a: 17)

badap adv The sound of something suddenly falling; something

happening suddenly as a surprise; a slapping or splatting sound,

(poss. < Bh badap ‘the noise of something suddenly falling’) 0

“Badap! de chile fall down an bruise she leg on yuh chupid skate-

board!” (Baptiste 1993:25)

bad bad, bard bard 1 adv A great deal; plenty; very much. (< E bad
+ reduplication emphasis, cf. Yor buruku-buruku ‘bad-bad, i.e. very

bad’) = too bad 0 (Haynes 1987:17)

2 adj Very ill; seriously injured. (< E bad ‘in ill health; suffering from

disease or injury; in pain’ + reduplication emphasis) 0 Bad-bad - very

ill, seriously injured; naughty-mischievous. (John 1973)

bad beg v Beg dishonestly; lie or misrepresent conditions in asking for

something to be given. 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

bad behaviour sailor n A Carnival mas character dressed as a

sailor, who pretends to be drunk and disorderly, behaving in a dis-

graceful and obscene manner. See also FANCY SAILOR, LONG-NOSE
SAILOR. = all-about sailor, >dirty sailor, knock-about sailor 0 The
Bad Behaviour Sailor Band was also awarded a prize. (TG 1 Mar
1933:1) 0 Coming through the years, we saw the Sailor bands. There

were the Hit the Deck, Bad Behaviour, and others. (Jones 1947:51,53)

0 The Dirty Sailor, whose main effort is to appear as drunk and disor-

derly as he pleases; taking great joy in rolling in the filthy water

drains in the streets. Pretending innocence he may be bold enough to

embrace an unsuspecting individual, usually female, thus transferring

all his muck to her clothes. No wonder then that he has gained the

name. Bad Behaviour Sailor. (Ahye 1978:25) 0 In the first half of

the 1930’s... a grassroots man named “Sagiator” became Leader of the

bad behaviour sailor band... This reckless band of happy drinkers

could never qualify for a prestigious prize on stage at any of the com-
petition venues in the city owing to its annual tradition: playing drunk

and disorderly and permitting its members to roll in the gutters of Port

of Spain. (Lange 1989:3) 0 The sailor band from Hell Yard, “Bad

Behavior,” was perhaps the most famous contingent of knock-about

sailors. Along with other antics, they would roll in coal dust to dirty

their uniforms and would then proceed to scare off masqueraders in

pretty costumes. (Stuempfle 1995:29) 0 Bad Behavior Sailors sing

satiric songs about the military and perform mock drills with derisive

decorum. Their play consists of mimicking the rough, rowdy, and

drunken behavior of American sailors in Port of Spain during and

after World War II... A special feature of some Bad Behavior Sailor

costumes is a fabric sack, pulled down over the head, made of white

cotton jersey in front and red cotton in back. Eye holes are cut out

and a red phallic nose (some refer to these sailors as “Long-Nose

Sailors”) dangles from the front of the mask. (Martin 1998:221)

bad blood n Impurity of the blood manifested by skin problems; a

skin rash. (< bad1
) = dirty blood, mad blood 0 He mus be eat some-

thing, cause bad blood break out all over he body,

bad-cattle n obs A traditional Carnival mas band in which the

participants dress and act like cattle and bull-fighters. See also COW
BAND, JANELLE. (< bad2 + cattle

1

) 0 Then we had the “Bad-Cattle”.

These men were clothed in dry plantain or fig leaves, with a large pair

of Bulls’ horns on their forehead. This was one form of masquerader

of which we youngsters were afraid, and whenever they appeared we
ran for our lives... I can recall a most unfortunate accident happening

to one of these masqueraders... It happened at Tunapuna. One of them

rushed into a Blacksmith’s shop, and pretended that he was about to

butt the man at the forge. The latter poked the [tongs] which he had in

his hand, with a red hot piece of iron attached to it, at him, and it

ignited the dry plantain leaves. In a moment the unfortunate man was

ablaze, and he foolishly rushed out of the shop, and the faster he ran

more furiously did the flames bum. When spectators did eventually

manage to stop him, it was too late. He was rushed to Hospital, but

succumbed to the bums. (Fraser ca 1930s:302)

bad cut n A badly performed surgical operation. 0 (Haynes 1987:71) 0

“They give him a bad cut at the hospital, and he dead.” (1990)

badden v Make high on dmgs or alcohol. = bad
7
0 The lime went on

up to almost past midnight with ole talk and Caribbean music and a

little baddening of the head. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:68)

bad drive 1 v Drive a car in a dangerous or reckless manner. 0

(Mendes 1985:7)

2 n Driving in a dangerous or reckless manner; usu. with give. 0 He
died because of a car accident; someone gave him a bad drive. (Clark

1981:51) 0 A fella give Bobots ah bad drive up on de Princess Mar-

garet Highway, an’ nearly make Bobots run off de road. (Keens-

Douglas 1984:83) 0 “One of those mailbox gi me a bad drive and I

lick it down.” (1991) 0 What is wrong with Trinidad is that there is
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too much freedom. A man could say ‘I free to go out and drink and

give people a bad drive’. A woman could say 'I free to go out and

have an outside man’. (Sampath 1993:237) 0 [He] was heading home

from Maraval yesterday... when he received a “bad drive” at the

roundabout around 1.10 p.m., an eyewitness said. (EX 29 Dec

2003:3)

bad English n Speech that is considered to be an attempt to speak cor-

rect Standard English while making errors, typically t/d for th , incor-

rect subject-verb non-agreement, etc. Often refers to good or correct

English Creole. 0 The minister expressed “grave concern” over

the prevalence of “bad English" in our schools. (Bomb 1985) 0 You

must put on a new sari, dress up pretty. You could use lipstick, and

watch your manners. Don't talk no bad English. Is all for your own
good, Julia. (Selvon 1 99 1 c: 1 07)

bad eye, bard eye InA capacity to cause harm to others by looking

at them with jealousy, envy, or ill-will, whether conscious or not.

(< Yor ft oju buruku si ‘put ugly eye on, Igbo /ole anja odjo/ Took

ugly eye’, Kikongo /ntadidije disu/ Took with bad eye’; also poss.

< E evil eye). = >maljo 0 Bad eye. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Bard eye

which is not quite the same thing as cut eye. (Ottley ca 1970) 0 The

ring had been mounted. Imbued with incantations and spells, a spiri-

tual electrified fence against malju - the bad eye of envy, spite, and

all too human wickedness. (Ramkeesoon 1975:41) 0 Some even go so

far as to give the motorcars a ‘bad eye’. This may be a reflection of a

certain amount of jealousy... maybe the walking man feels inferior to

the motorcar and has an unconscious aggression towards it. (Keens-

Douglas 1984:12) 0 Maljo or ‘Mai yeux’, also called ‘bad eye’ or

‘blight’ is another aspect of the personalistic system of ethnomedical

beliefs. It occurs when a jealous or envious person looks at a person

or animal and verbally admires it. Afterwards the living object begins

to decline and could die. (Lans 2006:38)

2 (i A look of anger, extreme disapproval, or rejection, made by

focusing the eyes on the recipient of the gesture and turning the head

away but keeping the eyes on the person. = >cut-eye“ 0 (Mendes

1985:8)

3 adv With a disapproving manner; in a contemptuous way, usu. with

watch or look. = >cut-eye
3
0 So why yuh looking at me bad eye? Now

what ah do yuh? (Baptiste 1992)

bad feeling n Unwell or nauseous sensation; esp. a stomach-ache; usu.

with get
,
give or have. = bad feels 0 (Haynes 1987:16) 0 In truth he

had gotten a bad feeling and was vomitting from up there. (Deen

1994:108) 0 That give me a bad feeling.

bad feels n Unwell or nauseous sensation, esp. stomach-ache; usu.

with get, give or have. = >bad feeling 0 (Haynes 1987:16) 0 Too
much a mango does gi me bad feels.

bad flesh n Unhealthy tissue surrounding a sore; flesh that is slow to

heal. 0 Ah doh have bad flesh, ah ’se heal quick. (Haynes 1987:71)

badge 1 n License or work permit, esp. for cart or taxi drivers, or food

vendors. (< E badge ‘a distinguishing sign, emblem, token or symbol
of any kind’) 0 Mr. J.G. Haynes was summoned on Thursday for

allowing his cart to be driven by a person without a badge... his carter

was sick and he had given the badge to his substitute... The Magis-

trate [said] that the badges were issued in order that the carter in case

of accident could be traced at once. All the cart owner had to do... was
to get another who had a badge. (Hummingbird 28 May 1904) 0 Taxi

Drivers Must Have Special Licenses... a badge with his photograph

on it... should be displayed in the taxi-cab. (POSG 30 Mar 1946:3) 0

“Then he claimed that I had a defective taxi badge, plus no statement

of fact displayed. I told him that that was out-dated, since we taxis

don’t use that any more.” (7TM28 Nov 1993:13)

2 n A badge given by a company to an employed worker as a con-

tract; the badge must be presented to the paymaster to receive wages.

Originally paper; colours on badges might be changed every payday.

Later badges were made of metal, round, with an identifying number
on them; these were phased out in the mid-1960s and replaced by
plastic identification cards. 0 From the day Poonwa had talked about

his Hindu mission to Canada, from that day neither Choonilal nor

Basdai had made a day’s work on the sugar plantation. “If we dont go

out to work soon,” Choonilal said to Basdai, “we go lost we badge.”

(Ladoo 1974:76)

bad hair see BAD 5

bad house call phr Associating with wrong company, following bad

companions; said of someone who has good friends, but is attracted

by bad ones. 0 W’en yuh in good house bad house go call yuh (does

make yuh/your sign): almost like, ‘The devil takes care of idle hands.’

(Haynes 1987:109) 0 Wen you dey a good house ah bard house ah

call you. (Some people cannot appreciate good fortune and let it go.)

(Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 When yuh in bungalow, ajoupa does call yuh.

(Julien ca 1970s) 0 “She livin good here, but bad house call she and

she back on the drugs again.” (1990)

badiam, badian n arc A cake made of flour, coconut, sugar, butter

and almond essence. (< Bh badam ‘almond’) 0 They bake cakes

called “badian, made of flour, coconut, sugar, butter, and spice, to be

sold at a penny a cut on Saturdays. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1947:48) 0 Mi ma does make the best badiam.

badjack see BACHAC

badjohn 1 n obs John Archer, nicknamed Bad John, a notorious

habitual violent criminal during the early years of the 20th century,

/bad c^Dn/ (< bad* + John) 0 John Archer alias Bad John again fig-

ured as a defendant. (POSG 3 Sept 1907:6) 0 “Bad John” gets off:

John Archer alias Bad John was charged... with assaulting and beat-

ing. (POSG 10 Sept 1907:5] 0 Bad John gets a Month. - Supt-

Sergt. H.T. Nurse charged John Archer alias Bad John, with having

been armed with a weapon at Abercromby Street on Thursday last

with intent to commit a felony. Defendant pleaded not guilty. Bad
John had a row with a woman who struck him. (POSG 26 Oct

1907:6) 0 “Bad John” ONCE MORE. - Sergeant Johnston charged

Picton Childs with assaulting and beating John Archer at St. Vincent

Wharf on November 25th. Archer alias Bad John was charged by

Johnston with being armed with a weapon at the same time and

place as the foregoing, for the purpose of committing a felony...

[Archer’s] record is so well known that it was not asked for. (POSG
26 Nov 1907:5-6)

2 n A man willing to use violence and who likes being known as a

dangerous person; a ruffian. /bac^Dn, bac^vn/ 0 Defence Counsel

Suggests Deceased was a “Bad John”... He left home that afternoon

with a stick and Lutchman with a “Gilpin" cutlass. (POSG 17 Jan

1935) 0 It seems that everybody is turning “bad john” these days.

Even in football. Take that fight... on Wednesday afternoon, for

instance. (£77 30 Sept 1954:9) 0 “You playin’ bad-john! Take care I

bust a lash in your ass and make you coil up like a old snake here

tonight.” (Khan 1964:131) 0 He wanted people to point at him and

whisper, ‘See that fellow going there? He is Gurudeva, the bad-John!'

(Naipaul 1976:35) 0 When the man walked, his hands swung clear of

his body. Some said he marched like a soldier - others, like a bad

john. (Narine 1977:35) 0 ‘You want him to go out there with his shirt

open like a bad John for them to knock him down before he even start

to live?’ (Lovelace 1988:6-7) 9 [They]... had been subjected to death

threats, and verbal abuses from “badjohns” in a move to get them out

of the one-room apartment. (TTM 19 Apr 1988:11 ) 0 Too many peo-

ple for too many years have been repelled from visiting our capital

city... by the presence of this den of known “Bad Johns" in the heart

of the shopping area. (TG 20 Aug 1990:9) 0 Almost every steelband

had its fair share of badjohns, ignorant men who loved to fight or

those who just never back down. (EX-S 17 Jan 1993:2) 0 So he enter

the house wid a Bad John face and a Bad John crawl he see in a pic-

ture by Strand. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:8) 0 The jab-jab's whip is akin to

the “bullpistle” that tamed many “badjohns” of long ago. (Sookram

2000:24)

badjohnism n Violent behaviour; vandalism; violent, confrontational

lack of consideration for others; revelling in being bad. (< badjohn +
E -ism —» noun, state of; characterised by’) 0 I hope Geddes does not

want to take us back to the days of bad johnism when black people in

the ghettoes rioted against each other. (Bomb 1979) 0 The formative

years of steelbands, the 1940s and 1950s, saw badjohns and gang

warfare at its height. But badjohnism was not limited to urban black
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Trinidad... Nor was it restricted to the mid-twentieth century. “Igno-

rance" in Trinidad has a long and noble tradition reaching back to the

secret societies of slavery. (EX-S 17 Jan 1993:3)

bad like crab phr Of a person, easily becoming very irrational, angry,

aggressive, or violent and immune to argument or reason, (fr crabs

usu. appearing angry, ready to bite) 0 Well, talk about a woman bad

like a crab, I mean your heart and soul and all she would grab

(Caresser “Madam Khan” 1938) 0 I hear when he get vex though, run

for your life, boy he bad like crab. (Bynoe 1985:2) 0 Bad like crab:

with a stinging and treacherous bite. (Haynes 1987:16) 0 “Sonny boy

not going to take this lying down. He bad like crab and not only that,

he know more badjohns than you.” (Chen 1988:19) 0 “Doh interfere

with dem people, nuh! Dey bad like crab!” (Baptiste 1993:12)

bad like life sores phr A negative intensifier; very bad, esp. of a long-

standing situation. (< life sore) = bad like yaws 0 (Haynes 1987:16)

bad like yaws phr A negative intensifier; very bad, esp. of a long-

standing situation. (< E yaws, once a widespread disease, devastating

and difficult to cure) = bad like life sores 0 (Haynes 1987:16)

bad luck, bard luck adj Unlucky; suffering from misfortune. = >bad

lucky 0 Yestodey was coonoopear badluck day som fellers heare went

fore an outing to San Juan to play ah crikit match an loss. (PC 1 Oct

1904) 0 “We might as well go home. We ent got a chance to win that

raise. When a man bad luck, wet paper could cut he.” (Hill 1966:26) 0

An ambulance was called and bad-luck Peter was rushed to ... hospi-

tal. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:18)

bad lucky, bard lucky adj Unlucky; suffering from misfortune. = bad

luck 0 Talking about man bad lucky. Nobody surpass me. (Cristo

“Bad Luck Man” 1962 pr) 0 Buh ah well bard lucky. (Ottley 1971 :34)

0 Bard lucky ain danger. ‘Being unlucky isn’t as bad as being in real

trouble.’ 0 (John 1973) 0 ‘I get married three times. I was badlucky. I

had two children by the first wife, a girl and a boy. The girl dead

when she was just two years. The boy grow up useless.’ (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:174)

bad mind n Spite; lack of generosity; maliciousness. 0 “In any other

country when you sell a business you can ask a premium for the

goodwill, but when all you brute here sell anything you should be

made to give a discount for the Bad-mind.” (J. de Boissiere 1 945c: 1 5)

0 Anybody could see bad-mind shining in mi eyes... You could see

dread and ugliness shining from mi face. When that bad blood raise in

me I didn’t stop going to church, yet I forget all the Christian teaching

1 grow up with through life. (Stewart 1989:122) 0 Humphrey also

spoke about the “bad mind” of the Government in denying Town and

Country Planning to Sou Sou Landholders, while regularising squat-

ters... “But because of bad mind they won’t approve Sou Sou Lands.”

(EX 4 Dec 1994:8) 0 ‘Look, old man, from the time this fellah come
here you could see he got bad mind. From the first day he want to

chop me up.’ (Boodhoo 1994:241)

bad-mind(ed) adj Spiteful; ungenerous; always putting a negative

interpretation on things; malicious in attitude. 0 Day so bad min dat

de po contracters doz see fits and doz have to run way from de lan

befo it haff-way plant up. (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 I never met women
more bad-minded. Dirty and nasty-handed. (Lion “Bad Woman Oh”
1939) 0 ‘Me borrow money from you! That was the last thing in my
mind! You so bad-minded you can't feel that I just come to pay a

social visit?’ (Selvon 1957:127-8) 0 “Boy, I don’t like meddling with

that man. These people really bad-mind.” (Naipaul 1959:40) 0 By

2 p.m., the sky looked like it was in a bad mood. Some “bad-mind”

clouds were darkening the sky in the east but the sun was still smiling

in the west. (EX 8 Aug 1993:13)

bad moon n The wrong time of the monthly lunar cycle to plant or

harvest something. 0 When the peasant cultivators in my district see a

banana tree backward in growth, they say that it is the worm which

always attacks the banana sucker when planted at a “bad moon.”

(JFNC Feb 1 893: 141 ) 0 “When you cut bamboo in bad moon, it will

turn to powder in a few days.” (1988) 0 “You see all this wood ratten-

ing here - they must be cut the trees in a bad moon and look what

happen.” (1990)

bad moon with a belly ache phr Stubborn; truculent; resistant to

advice. 0 Bad moon wid ah belly ache (being stubborn headed). Lis-

ten to wha ah telling yuh nah man, yuh getting on like ah bad moon
wid ah belly ache. (ESTT 1956)

bad no ass/tail see NO ASS, NO TAIL

bad out n A serious miscalculation, or mistake; under-estimate; a run

out in cricket. 0 “But he is not a man who could enjoy a joke - you
ever notice that, Clem? He could laugh with scorn, laugh in triumph

when Boisson make a bad out, but to laugh just for fun - he ain’t

able.” (de Boissiere 1952:105) 0 (Mendes 1985:8)

badow, padow adv The sound of a sharp blow, gunshot, /badau/ =

bodow 0 “He hit it, badow!” (1990)

bad-pay adj Not paying a debt or fulfilling a financial obligation. 0

badpay (adj.) - Ah not lending you any money—yuh too bad pay. -

very careless about repaying debts or loans. (ESTT 1956) 0 Yu should

see how fast man does pay up when dey hear dey name broadcast as

bad-pay citizens. (Keens-Douglas 1984:116) 0 The latest person to

complain about [his] “bad-pay” attitude is... a widow... [who] was
hired... to attend to [his] father... [he] had issued a ‘rubber cheque’...

Several former employees... have complained... relative to his “slave-

driver mentality” and “bad-pay” habit. (Bomb 13 Oct 1989:16) 0

How to Deal with ‘Bad Pay’ Employers. (TG 15 Oct 1989:9) 0

Because of a bad-pay, uncaring policeman, her two children are now
unable to go to school. (Heat 18 Nov 1989:5) 0 Make $ repossessing

goods! “Bad-Pay” customers may mean good pay for you! Our bai-

liffs make consistent, competitive wages. (EX 20 June 1993:9) 0

WASA targets bad-pay customers. (EX 29 Dec 2003:5)

bad skylark 1 n Rough play; practical joke; any physical contact that

is potentially hazardous. 0 (Mendes 1985:8) 0 That is a bad skylark.

How you could do me that?

2 adj Dishonest; teasing; rough. 0 “He too bad skylark.” (1986) 0 I

don't like that bad skylark man.

bad stomach 1 n Diarrhea; loose bowels. = bowels loose 0 That food

gi me one bad stomach.

2 n An ulcerated stomach. = alterated stomach 0 Bad stummuck:

ulcerated stomach; ‘gut rot’. (Haynes 1987:16)

bad talk v Say unfavourable things, sometimes untrue; criticize some-

one. (< E bad + talk + Yor soro ‘say words’, buruku ‘bad’) = bad

tongue, >mauvey lang 0 To hear them make they old talk, “Chunks,

Mama Toy”, That is when they bad-talking the young boys. (Growler

“Old Man” 1938) 0 So when you see some young girls gossiping,

[It’s] a next woman they are bad talking. (Tiny Terror “Leave the

Young Girls Alone” 1959 pr) 0 “But why de ooman ent tell me so

sheself?” “Because you too damn louse. You bad talk she all over

town, you say you done wid she. You buse everybody who bring mes-

sage from she.” (Hill 1966:29) 0 [She] was well into her thirties, and

people began badtalking her, saying that she could not make a child.

(Bomb 31 July 1987:9) 0 People boofed me good last year when I

criticised the quality of mas and calypso. They openly bad-talked me
for saying that Trinidadians live from one Carnival to the next,

merely tolerating the period in between. (£A’6 Feb 1994:28) 0 “Yes-

terday from the word go, the sonuvabitch was bad talking all poetee-

gees.” (Andersen 2004:465)

bael, bel n Aegle marmelos (E Bengal quince), a small cultivated

straggling tree; thorns on young branches. Leaves trifoliate with one

leaflet longer and larger than the others; fragrant white flowers. Fruits

hard-shelled, greenish-yellow when ripe; small flat seeds in a sticky

orange edible pulp used medicinally and in drinks; rind and dried

unripe fruits astringent. (< H bel, Marathi bail) 0 Bael or Bel Fruit. A
small, straggling tree, native of India, with spiny branches. ... Fruit

gourd-like, about 6 inches; the hard shell greenish-yellow when ripe,

containing an orange-coloured, sweetish, nutritious pulp, esteemed by

many. ... The pulp of the fruit is aperient, and a valuable remedy in

dysentery; the rind and the dried unripe fruit are astringent. The

mashed pulp diluted with water, is sometimes used for making sherbet

drinks. (Williams & Williams 1941 :54) 0 On the grounds of the fairly

large temple between Penal and Debe the saddhu maintained a tulsi

plant, a bel tree, and a pipal tree. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:113-4) 0
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Several of the trees introduced from India for ritual purposes are also

valuable medicines which are seldom utilised here. These include

the... bael Aegle marmelos. (Morean 1991 :32) 0 Fruits of Bael (Grow-

ing in yard at Trincity). (HERBS STAR 4 June 2000:8)

baelay, baelay, baylay, belay, beyley v Flatten by rolling with a

BELNA (rolling pin); roll out dough thin and flat, /bele/ (< H-Bh belna

‘flatten dough’) 0 Baylay. (Dwarika 1984:29) 0 “You make the flour

as a ball, and you stretch it little bit in your hand and then you take the

dry flour and put it in the chowkee... and then you take it and beyley

it... Beylay mean you roll it and it get big.” (Gayelle 17 July 1986) 0

The dough (loyah) was rolled on the chowki (belay-ing) before it was

cooked on the tawa. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 11) 0 “Chandra gyul buh yu

know, yuh could really bele a fus class roti.” (1990)

baelna, bailana, bailna, bilna 1«A rolling pin used to flatten dough;

usu. a relatively small, round, thin wooden stick, slightly thicker in

the middle. (< H belna ‘rolling pin’, Bh baelna ‘roll dough’) 0 Lay

out dough on “Chowki” (bread board) and using the rolling pin or

“Balana,” roll out same. (Bomb-S 19 Oct 1990:5) 0 Sookram rolled

out the flour with the bailna (rolling pin) and when the tawa was hot

put the rolled out flour on it. He smiled as he remembered that most

African people who didn’t know better called the tawa a plattin or a

baking stone. (Ali 1993:13)

2 n A blow with a BAELNA. (< baelna *) 0 Licks - well, there was no

formality about that either. “Is time you get a good cut-tail. Yuh need

a dose. What yuh need is a good bailana to set yuh straight.” (TG 23

Dec 1990:14) 0 “You get good belna for that!” (1990)

bag n A loosely woven, brown jute fiber sack. = >crocus bag 0 After

the group were fined for indecency in 1979 (the fines were paid by

sympathetic bystanders the same day), they wear bag in town but

Mother Earth and the other women in the group remain bare-breasted.

(Littlewood 1993:9)

bag-a-bone n A very thin person or animal. (< E bag of bones ‘very

thin; bony’ + magabone) = magabone 0 “That old woman is one bag-

abone.” (1990)

bagai n Thing, esp. in the phrase tout bagai ‘everything’, /bagai/

(< FC bagai ‘thing, object’) 0 Bagai-la - an important affair. (ESTT
1956) 0 Dey would tell yuh bout yuh mudder, yuh fadder, yuh sister;

everybody in yuh family. Toute monde baggai. (Foster 1990:15)

bagaichaa 1 n Flower garden, /bagaitfa:/ (< H-Bh bagicha Tittle gar-

den’, Bh baghiya ‘small garden, flower garden’) 0 “He gone in the

bagaichaa.” (1990)

In A courtyard where a PANCHAYAT meets. 0 “The panchayat meet-

ing in the bagaichaa.” (1990)

bag a lion phr arc With buy, something thought to be valuable but that

is actually not, a deception, trick, lie. (prob. a play on E buy cat in

bag ‘something whose quality is unknown’, with lion Targe cat’ pun-

ning with lying ‘saying something untrue’; i.e. a bag a lion is a really

big bag a cat) 0 “When we were young, my brother and I were
always buying a bag a lion. This was from a story about a man jailed

for trying to sell stolen brass police badges as gold.” (1986)

bagananya see BAGGANANYA
bagasse n The remains of sugar cane after the juice has been pressed

out; cane fiber left after the juice is pressed out, containing about 50%
moisture and 1.5% sucrose. Used for fuel in boilers, as animal feed,

and in manufacturing chip-board, /bagas/ (E < Fr bagasse / Sp bag-

azo ‘remains of grapes or other fruit after juice is squeezed out’) =

megasse, mokash 0 The resulting [cane] chaff, called bagasse.

(Vandercook 1938) 0 The cane fibre or bagasse that passes out of the

last mill is fed to the boilers as fuel in the production of steam.

(Hutchison & Taylor 1953:45) 0 To aid in the extraction of the juice,

sprays of water or thin juice directed on the blank of bagasse as it

emerges from each mill unit help to leach out the sugar. (Meade &
Chen 1977:43) 0 The crushed cane, now called “bagasse” (“megass”

in British Commonwealth areas), is guided from the opening between

the top roll and feed roll to that between the top roll and the discharge

roll by a curved plate variously called a tumplate, trash plate, or trash

turner, supported by a heavy steel tumplate bar. (Meade & Chen
1977:61) 0 For many years bagasse... was sent to the UK to be made

into Celotex board... Compressed bales were arranged in stacks,

allowed to cure for one or two years, and then further compressed...

the stacks were a serious fire hazard. (Blackburn 1984:342) 0 Caroni

started its Sheep Project in 1986... and now has approximately 705

animals which are fed on a complete ruminant diet based primarily on

treated bagasse and molasses. (TTM 6 Oct 1989:14) 0 The board was

in poor shape and he had almost fallen right through it. It was made
with extremely poor quality material, a kind of bagasse chip-board.

(EX-2 14 Oct 1990:15) 0 Bagasse is used in the production of fertil-

izer, paper and compressed board. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:47)

bagasse board n A chip-board made primarily from small pieces of

processed BAGASSE and adhesive. 0 “All this here would be made

into bagasse board.” (1993) 0 Bagasse Board, made from sugar cane.

Has added hazard of the disease baggassosis. (London Hazard Ctr

Fact Sheet, 2007)

bagassosis n A disease of the lungs caused by a bacterium, Thermoac-

tinomyces vulgaris, which lives in BAGASSE. 0 Even more important

[than the risk of fire] was the level of bagassosis, a pulmonary hyper-

sensivity disease, by several workers... This was probably due to the

growth of Thermoactinomyces vulgaris on old bagasse. (Blackburn

1984:342)

baggananya n Odds and ends; miscellaneous belongings. 0 Allyou

betta pick up allyou baggananya and dare out. (Ottley 1971:34) 0

Baggananya - Odds and ends. Personal belongings. (Mendes 1985:8)

bagman n A labourer who makes one big heap from small heaps of

harvested cocoa pods. 0 (Moore 1980: 1 1

)

bagre n arc Any of several smooth-skinned catfish, including Rham-

dia quelen, a freshwater catfish, and Bagre bagre or Arius spi.xii,

marine catfish. (< Sp bagre, a freshwater catfish) = >barbe, barbel,

catfish, common catfish, machoiran, silver catfish; cacalaw, river cat-

fish (R. quelen )

bagre-sapo n obs Gobiomorus dormitor, a fresh and brackish water

fish, to 60 cm long. Head and body strongly flattened, body slender;

very large mouth, lower jaw projecting beyond upper jaw. (< Sp

bagre + sapo ‘toad’ fr appearance) = >guabine
3

, sand guabine, toad-

pagre 0 Another large fish - weighing upwards of 100 lbs. when of

full size - is common in estuaries, on the northern and eastern coasts;

it is called by the Spanish peons Bagre-sapo, or toad-pagre, and is

excellent eating, (de Verteuil 1884:392)

bag robber n obs A Carnival MAS in which the robber wears a cos-

tume made from CROCUS BAG or flour/sugar bag material. 0 Fifty or

sixty years ago “bag robbers,” “hunting robbers,” or “white robbers”

were the most spectacular ones. (Wuest 1990:45)

bag-thread n The heavy thread used to sew up flour bags and cloth

sacks. 0 “You saving up bag thread from flour bag to make kite.”

(1986)

Bahama grass n Cynodon dactylon, a naturalized fine-leaved deep-

rooted 10-30 cm (4-12") tall grass; survives long dry seasons well,

(poss. < E Bermuda grass)
= devil grass, dew grass, >dube (grass) 0

Materials used in healing and conjuring. Grasses... Bahama (devil).

(Simpson 1962:329)

bahana, bahaanaa n Mischief; trouble; excuse; pretense; lie. /bahana/

(< H bahana ‘pretence; contrivance; excuse’) 0 Everytime ah passin’

gal you makin’ bahana... peesayin’ massala. (Alladin 1969:28) 0 That

child always making bahana. 0 “I eh want to talk to she, 1 just make

bahana and say how I busy.” (1990)

bahanoi see BAHNOI

bahila n A barren female animal; a female that cannot bear young,

/bahila/ (< H-Bh bahila ‘barren, usu. of cattle’) = banjin 0 ‘It was a

bahila - a cow that don’t put down?' (Naipaul 1976:85) 0 Today she

wept more poignantly perhaps than she had ever done before. For

today Sumintra had not only likened her to a barren cow, but in a par-

oxysm of savage rage and contempt had also spat upon her face... and

struck her... resoundingly on the shoulder.
‘

BahilaV she had snapped.

(Naipaul 1976:150) 0 “That cow bahila.” (1990)

bahin, bahen n Sister, esp. younger sister, /bahin/ (< Bh bahin

‘younger sister’) 0 Bahin or didi for sister and not bahan... [is a]
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linguistic [legacy] from U.P. and Bihar. (Jha 1973:40) 0 [He] gone by

Sookdaya and he say, “Sitaram, sitaram bahen (greetings, sister).”

(Maharaj 1990: 14) 0 Dear Bahin, Ram Ram Sita Ram. Forgive me for

not coming to see you when I was at Surinder... I trust you will for-

give me and give me your blessings, your choti Bahin. (Persaud

1993:165-8) 0 “We lost we bahin, but now we know wey she day, we
must go right now!!” (Deen 1994: 142) 0 Just as the laawa is moving

or jumping from one end of the pot to the next, in the same way, the

dulahin’s bahen, phoowa, mother, maami and mousi are moving up

and down with the music. (Holass-Beepath 2002:56)

bahnoi, bhanoi, bahanoi n Older sister’s husband; sister’s husband;

husband of anyone the speaker calls DIDI. /banoi/ (< Bh bahnoi 'older

sister’s husband’) 0 (Klass 1961:94) 0 (Haynes 1987:45) 0 “Man,

yesterday didi and bahanoi de come.” (1990)

bahoo see BAHU
bahoot see BAHUT

bahoray, bahore v During a Hindu wedding, ritually apply Vermillion

powder to the bride, /bahore/ (< H-Bh) 0 “One of the sister-in-law

have to come and bahore she.” (1990) 0 Bahoray sindoor. Application

of the vermillion powder. (Holass-Beepath 2002:123)

bahu, bahoo n Daughter-in-law; a term of address or reference for the

speaker’s son’s wife, or the wife of anyone the speaker calls BETA.

Also used for a new bride, though less commonly than DULAHIN.

/bahu/ (< H bahu 'daughter-in-law, son’s wife’) = >dulahin~ 0 (Klass

1961:97) 0 “Bahoo, yuh go lipay de choolhaa fuh meh.” (1990) 0 The

mother-in-law sometimes expected that her work was all but done as

she now boasted of having a “dulahin” or "bahu”. (Deen 1994:62)

bahut, bahoot adj In large amounts or quantity, plentiful; used esp. of

any crop in full season, /bahut/ (< H bahu ‘much; many; large’) =

hototo 0 Tomato in de market Bahoot Bahoot. (Mendes 1985:8) 0

Aptly named "Bahut” (meaning plenty) Divali, there will be an abun-

dance of leading Indian artistes. (TTM 12 Oct 1990:21)

baigan, bigan, bhaigan, bygan n Solatium melongena, (E eggplant ,

aubergine), a cultivated plant with large ovoid dark purple-skinned

edible fruits cooked as a vegetable, /baigan/ (< Bh baigan , Bengali

baingan , H baigan, baingan , the edible fruit of S. melongena) =

balangen, brinjal, >melongene 0 Lily, I mean, look, we can be pal, If

you feed me like an Indian gal. On roti, curry, baigan and dal.

(Growler “Demi Gal" 1940) 0 Many East Indians earn their living by

cultivating and selling vegetables such as gobi (cabbage), damadhol

(tomato), baigan (melongene), and beans like bodi and saim.

(Boodoosingh 1976:24) 0 What did one melongene say to the other

melongene? Let Bygan be Bygan. (Lange 1986:7) 0 ‘1 have to make a

big pot of baigan and aloo and saltfish.’ (Persaud 1990:36) 0 Young

baigans are roasted, opened and applied externally to sprains, boils

and swollen spots. (Mahabir 1991:17) 0 I hope it don’t blow down the

bigan trees in the garden. (Selvon 199 la: 16) 0 He focuses on vegeta-

bles like cabbage, baigan (melongene) and pumpkin, because these

yield better returns than chives and herbs. (TG 4 Dec 1994:5)

baigan choka n An Indian dish made from roasted baigan, onions

and seasoning. (< baigan + choka) 0 Meanwhile, Sona’s mother had

served his food - half of a roti with baigan choka and a cup of home-

made chocolate tea. (Narine 1977:18) 0 I will never survive if I have

to live without roti and a hot baigan choka or curried bodi and aloo.

(EX-S 31 Aug 1988:24) 0 The luncheon was an exciting feast...

Baigan chokha - melongene stuffed with garlic and pepper and

onions and grilled. (Persaud 1993:144) 0 “It have roti and baigan

choka and ah go put ah piece zaboca , it have one roti, you want me to

make a nex one?” (Maharaj 1994:13) 0 When he hear about the food

- the smoked fish in Grande Riviere, the baigan choka in Chaguanas,

the wild meat in Moruga - Keith want to dead. (Pires 1 995e: 15)

baigani, baiganee n An Indian dish made of BAIGAN slices, coated

with seasoned split peas batter, and fried, /baigani/ (< H-Bh baigan

‘eggplant’, baigani ‘purple colour’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:29) 0 (Indar &
Ramesar 1988:90) 0 What most Hindus would consider everyday

cooking such as tomato and baigan (melongene) chokas and bhaji are

not popular items of the Divali menu which would consist of a

number of savoury snacks such as Saheena, Kachourie, Phoulouri,

Baiganee (melongene and split peas). (777? Oct 1990:28-9)

baigan karhi n A dish made from cooking pieces of BAIGAN with

MASALA and MATA. (< H karT ‘curried dish’) 0 “Bhaigan (melon-

gene) karhi” is another dish made from a milk product. The melonge-

nes are peeled and cut into small pieces and cooked with massala.

The “martar” (the water obtained after making ghee) is then put into

the pot and some water added. This can be eaten with rice or roti.

(Pariag 1975:30)

baikunt, vaikunt n Heaven, /baikunt/ (< H-Bh vaikunt ‘the paradise

of Vishnu’) 0 When 1 die, I would like to go vaikunt.

bailana, bailna see baelna

bairiva n obs Type of traditional Indian arm ornament. (H-Bh) 0

Bajoo, baka, kanka and bairiva were arm and wrist ornaments.

(Raghoo 1984:10)

bairwa see BERA

baissez-dong see BASSAY DOWN
baithay, baithe v Sit; sit down, /baite/ (< H baithna ‘sit; be idle’) 0

“Baithe here na, girl.” (1990)

Baj, baje, bej 1 n A person from Barbados; sometimes used jokingly,

/bec^/ (< Bajan) = >Bajan 0 Two months after carnival was over and

“Baje” was safely back in Bim, poor Jenny had to tell her mother.

(Bain 1974:5)

2 n A person who has a knack for hitting opponent’s marbles; an

expert marbles player; accurate pitcher. See also PELT LIKE A
BAJAN. (< Bajan < Barbadian fr reputation of Bajan cricketers as

accurate bowlers; thus, anyone who can hit targets well) 0 (Alleyne

1974-80) 0 Similarly, someone whose knucks are often in, or who is

skillful at something, can be called baj: “I is a baj today!” (1990)

bajaar n arc Market-place. (< H-U bazar ‘established market' and

thus E bazaar ‘an Oriental market-place; a street of stalls and shops’)

0 “I goin to the bajaar just now.” (1990)

bajak see BACHAC

Bajan, Badian, Bajian 1 n A Barbadian; someone from Barbados;

sometimes affectionate, sometimes somewhat negative, /bec^an,

bec^vn/ (CarE < E Barbadian) = Baj
1

0 Come hither my lad, you’re a

’Badian I know. And I love every son of a Bim. (POSG ca 20 Nov
1832 in Fraser 1896:277) 0 The principal events of the past twelve-

month were roughly portrayed by the masquerade, including even the

Hurricane, which "blew dem Bajans away.” (Mirror 14 Feb 1899:7) 0

Ah tell she dat all Bajans doz teef like ah rat and jump like ah cat. (PC

20 Aug 1904) 0 Crazy Caro whom we used to tease and run away

from because she could pelt stone like a bajan. (Araujo 1984:28) 0

Brainy Bajan... a Barbadian student who was among the group of

winners of the 1990 Caribbean Examinations Council awards. (EX 13

Nov 1990:1) 0 God is not a Bajan. There is justice after all. God does

not have a nationality. (Baptiste 1993:176) 0 [X], who for years

paraded in TnT as a hot-shot media man, is finding out the hard way
that Bajans are not similarly impressed. (TTM2 Feb 1996:31)

2 adj Coming from, or typical of, Barbados. 0 Me say, Bajian nagar

de debble fou true! (TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0 Ah tell she yes, den she tell in

she Bajan twang dat “um is you uh did wantah meet, ho’cum yuh kin

tek de liberties tuh intuhfare wid muh?” (PC 20 Aug 1 904) 0 The for-

mer cuffed the Bajan man causing him to fall into a culvert and break

his neck on the spot. (Lange 1989:10) 0 “Flags, boy, as a Black man,

and a native bom Trini, I was ashamed at how this so-called intellec-

tual, ..., preached naked race on the programme, and this Bajan mod-

erator, ... wouldn't pull him up at all. (TTM 26 Nov 1995:30) 0 He
was also “sick” of the term “Bajan invasion”, adding that “if we want

to continue to move forward we should do away with that stupid

statement now”. (TTM

2

Feb 1996:29)

Bajan saltfish n arc A very hard type of dried codfish with a strong

pungent smell which sold more cheaply than other saltcod. 0

(Cummings 2004:40)

bajan see also BHAJAN

baji see BHAAJI
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baju, bajoo n arc A traditional Indian woman’s wide light bracelet,

made of gold or silver, worn between the elbow and the shoulder, usu.

just above the elbow or slightly higher, but in any case the first brace-

let after the elbow. It can be wide, with tassels and a clasp; a small

capped capsule or TABEEJ could be tied to the band. It is sometimes

hollow, to hold a TABEEJ, and sometimes has a hinge for opening.

(< Bh baju, arm-ornament) 0 Bajoo, baaka, kanka and bairiva were

arm and wrist ornaments. (Raghoo 1984: 10)

bakanal see BACCHANAL

bake 1 n A circular thick but flattish bread, made of flour, water and

baking soda; fried (FRY BAKE); baked in an oven; or dry roasted in a

pot (ROAST BAKE), /bek/ (< dial E bake ‘biscuit’; E bake ‘cook in an

oven’) 0 The child... was in the kitchen making bakes... when her

clothes were set alight by a Flambeau she had been carrying. (WG 15

Dec 1930:7) 0 One evening he roast up some bake, went to sleep and

get up, a bake missing. (Melody “Who Stole the Bake?” 1951) 0 [Just

before Christmas] the inimitable bake and salt fish reluctantly bow to

home-made bread and ham. (The Nation, Christmas Annual 1959:44)

0 They had just had their tea and bakes on the box in the kitchen.

(Ottley 1962:7) 0 Spread Red Seal [margarine] really thick on bakes.

You’ll enjoy its dairy flavour, (ad, Rampersad ca 1962:48) 0 And
although she was conscious of his gaze, she kept her eyes on the bake

which she held with a cloth, and rolled gradually on its edges along

the pot, so that the sides would be well cooked. (Lovelace 1968:128)

0 There were large cups of coffee, and “bakes” made of flour and

fried in coconut oil. (Ottley 1969:74) 0 Bake - a round flat cake made
of flour, salt, baking powder, butter and/or cookeen, water or coconut

milk and either baked or fried. (John 1973) 0 Dinner consisted of the

same food as breakfast with slight variations, for there was always a

choice of what could be eaten with the bake or bread. There was

smoked herring, tasso, chicharron, or black pudding. (Woodroffe

1974:16) 6 That leaves $212 [a month] for food, clothes and school-

books. Their diet is mostly bake, rice and split peas. (EX 23 Sept

1990:13) 0 Another related how she would fool a “farse” neighbour

when, after making “bake” in a pot for the children, she would pour

water in so it would make a loud and “deceptive” noise. “I could not

let that woman know my children was eating “bake and butter” and

no meat!” she said. (EX 8 Oct 1990:25) 0 Whatever little money is

earned... goes towards purchasing one main item: food for the family.

This could be roti and margarine; bake with ketchup, or whatever

talkari that can be cooked up from seasonal vegetables. (EX 4 Dec

1994:5) 0 Feeding common fowl was no problem... “We never buy

food for them. We plant com and feed them com. We feed them bake,

anything.” (EX

5

Mar 2005-2:1)

2 n A woman who is easy to have sex with; a prostitute, (fr a bake

being the cheapest and therefore most accessible kind of bread) 0

(Alleyne 1974-80) 0 To him, she was an audacious bake to question

his powers. (Narine 1994:4) 0 He thought she was a good woman, but

she was nothing but a bake.

bake and shark phr A popular snack food consisting of a FRY BAKE
and fried seasoned shark, esp. well known from Maracas Bay in north

Trinidad. = >shark and bake 0 Fried Bake and Shark with Mango
Chutney (Beharry 1983:85) 0 While at the beach do sample some of

the local creole dishes such as ‘bake and shark’, bake and buljol

(salted cod-fish). (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:21)

bakhay, bakhe v Speak nonsense, /bakhe/ (< H bak ‘foolish talk;

chatter’; bakbakana ‘prattle; talk foolishly’) 0 “Doh bakhe for me.”

(1990)

baking stone n A flat round griddle, formerly of stone but now of

metal, used for baking flat breads, traditionally CASSAVA BREAD and

now ROTI. = >tawa, platen 0 The other types of roti must be placed on

the baking stone only after it is folded and rolled in a special way, and

oil is placed on the baking stone to moisten both sides of the roti. The
oiled roti can retain its soft quality for longer periods. (Pariag

1975:20) 0 Sookram rolled out the flour with the bailna (rolling pin)

and when the tawa was hot put the rolled out flour on it. He smiled as

he remembered that most African people who didn’t know better

called the tawa a plattin or a baking stone. (Ali 1993: 13)

bakra, bukra, baccra, backra, bacra, bakara, bakra, buckra,

buccara 1 arc A white person; person of European descent. /bakrv,

bAkrA/ (< Ibo, Efik mbakara ‘white man’) = beke, Quackie, white

bukra, white cockroach 0 The first place I landed was on the Parade

in Puerto d’Espana or Porta Spain I had a thousand salutations from

the Negroes “how do Massa, ha! young Massa, ha! Buccara[”];

(which is a term for white man) with all the expression imaginable.

(George Cumberland, 23 May 1802, Broughton Add 36499:95a) 0

“Buckra servant (you know) ride big Horse!” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 Yet

Cuffy quarelled with the fisherman, telling him, “that he had taken us

in, because we were buckra” (white men). (Joseph 1835:68) 0 Go
town, buy me half-pound white sugar - me no like brown - me make
quite enough for buckra. (TSt 1 Feb 1839:3) 0 Massa Wama, (he

saucy buckra far true, dat Massa Wama - he call me tief). (POSG 10

Oct 1843:2) 0 Saying all the way, “buckra da debil, for true.” (TSp 26

Aug 1846:3) 0 Do Mr. Spectata, tell awee gobenna fu he tell dem
backra no fu make no more mm fu poor nagar na dis countree. (TSp

31 Mar 1847:2) 0 The planter’s Great House on each Tobago planta-

tion was called the Backra House until the twentieth century. (Craig-

James 2008:1-369) 0 Oh! yes, Quacco, me member: one good lady

wat been fine; me tink dem say he da buckra too and parson no like

it? (TRD 7 May 1 85 1 :3) 0 By Garra, da nagar read en paper lek so bin

nuise lang time fou yerry backra read Proclamation when dem bin da

gie nagar ‘quatre piquet.’ (TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0 Bacra... the term for any

white man; it is especially used for the manager or for the inspector of

the plantation. (Uh 1883:247) 0 The black waiter from the hotel

resented what he saw. “Nigga too black,” he grumbled; “set down
close bakra gul, tink heself big guvanah.” (Cobham 1907:13) 0 Eh!

eh! ‘Bajan an’ de bakra, ‘Mongst de Creole an’ Chinee, An’ see de

ole yaraba. Wide de rhematism knee. (POSG 15 Dec 1907:6) 0 When
black man t 'ief he t ’iefpenny coconut; when baka man t 'ief he t 'ief

million. A person with power can do with impunity what an humble

man will be punished for doing. (Herskovits 1945:203) 0 Bacra -

white man of influence (ESTT 1956) 0 Bakra or baccra. Look poor

bacra-johnny. - The name given to pale-looking negroes - colour

being an apology for white - as in the European. (ESTT 1956) 0

Baccra Tory an’ niggah Tory ah two differen’ ting. (The humble

man’s way of life differs from that of the more fortunate.) (Daniel

msl ca 1960) 0 Whitey Cockroach was de name fuh de baccra.

(Foster 1990:36) 0 [B]akra watchman mn ahwe wid gun! (TG 27 July

1998:11)

2 n Any important, powerful, wealthy person, regardless of colour or

race. 0 [F]or the first time in his life poor Cudjoe set down to a table

together with what he considered buckras; and, unable to suppress his

feelings, he said with a sigh: — “Well! well! country buckra good for

true. Hay! da whar you go see one poor nigger lika Cudjoe sit dong

pon table na town.” “I am not a buckra my friend,” answered Ernest

coldly, “that you can see yourself, therefore think not to flatter me
with so blind a compliment — if I may term it a compliment.” "Da

who say you no buckra; s’pose you no bin one, whar but you gat

purty house and land, and purty trousers lika what you gat. In dis

country ya once you lily bit white, you gat money, you gie grog to

drink, you is buckra, dem no look pan you kin, dem look pan you

packet and de grag what you gie dem, dats all.” (Adolphus, Ch 9) 0 So

if you wud tell de Big Backra an dem to help owt de labarer wid

price, dey wud get mo peple to stody agricolture, an dey wud get mo
profit wid less trubble. (PC 4 June 1904) 0 Ah haske who gie dis can-

cert, dem tell me is de big blaak backra an ee chile, ee dartah. (PC 10

Sept 1904) 0 De harse hall ee drag ee swim befo we reech, bayde in

mud, ah den haske hoo is gubnah dem sho me ah big blaak man, dem
ah call ee backra Cambakee dong dey. (PC 10 Sept 1904)

3 n A male goat (female BAKRI). (< H-U bakra) 0 “That bakra feel e

bad, one stick an ah go settle im like drugs.” (1990)

Bakra-Eid, Bakri-Id n A Muslim holy day commemorating the sacri-

fice of Isaac by Abraham. Usu. a goat is sacrificed, and meat and

money are given to the poor. (< H-U bakrc? + Eid) = Eid, >Eid-

al-Adha, Eid-Bukri 0 The reaction in the newspaper to Hosse was
quite unlike the reaction to other Moslem religious festivals such as
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Id-al-Adha or Bakri-Id. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:72) 0 “We does

always kill a goat fuh Bakra Eid.” (1990)

bakra johnny n arc A local CREOLE WHITE man, poor and unedu-

cated. Also a person with light or very light reddish skin colour, often

with gold tone to hair and skin, often with freckles, and Negro fea-

tures, and usu. of low economic status. = beke neg, mekmibekbek,

shabeen 0 Bakra Johnny eat me food, Bakra Johnny wear me clothes,

Bakra Johnny drink me mm. Then he turn back and take me wife. Oh
what a misery, Whenever I meet Johnny, the people will be sorry to

see. Because the grave for Johnny, and the gallows for me. (trad,

song) 0 Bakra or baccra. Look poor bacra-johnny. - The name given

to pale-looking negroes - colour being an apology for white - as in

the European. (ESTT 1956) 0 “If you worry wid dese baccra johnny

you go out you’ mind, ouiT' (de Boissiere 1952:266) 0 Bakra jannie.

(Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Bacra Johnny. Fair-skinned or albino-type

people who live in abject poverty - usually immigrants. (Mendes

1985:7) 0 All she had ever been told about him was that he was a

white man, ‘bakra johnny,’ mammy used to say. (Stewart 1989:44) 0

This man could be Irish, Welsh, Scotch, English or Baccra-Johnny.

(Andersen 2004:58)

bakra massa n obs A white man, esp. a powerful one. 0 Dem too big

baccra massa, an de man Venus here dem sah be Seketary he luk lik

dah nice nyoung man wha bin lib wid he unkle one time. (7T 13 Apr

1892) 0 Venus bin here so muche talk wen she bin go by Ammon
Wak bout dem baccra massa wha gwine cum fo trie Papa Gorrie and

she fren Missa Cook dat she go warf side dis maming fo see dem. (TT

13 Apr 1892)

bakra nigger arc A black person of high social and economic stand-

ing; can be negative in ridiculing someone with pretensions. (< bakra

‘white man' esp. high status + nigger negative ‘black person’, esp.

lower class’) = black bakra 0 Baccra niggah - upper class (negative).

(Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Backra niggah - a local person in an elevated

position. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 Ahwesuh be’n know two basic kina

people - “bakra” and “nigger”; buh after a time ahwe be’n invent ah

next kine - not to do wid nutten ’boh how yuh look but wid if yuh

behave aberrant and confusing. Ahwesuh ah simple people, so ahwe

did mek de name foo dah kina people suh simple: ahwe use to carl

dem “bakra-nigger”. (TG 27 July 1998: 11)

bakra pikney 1 n arc A white man's or bossman’s child. 6 Baccra

picknie - white (or boss’) child. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

2 n arc A baby or young child with a light skin colour. 0 Backra pick-

ney - used affectionately in reference to a baby or young child with a

fair complexion. (John 1973)

bakri n A female goat (male BAKRA). (< H-U bakri ‘goat; female

goat’) 0 “Dis bakri only put dong two time, yes, she eh so ole as yuh

tink!” (1990)

balahar, barahar n Artocarpus lacucha, a cultivated tree to 13 m
(43') high with a large spreading crown; bark greyish-brown, flaky.

Male flowers bright yellow, female flowers yellowish green. Fruit

irregularly round and lumpy, with fuzzy or velvety skin; yellow-

orange when ripe; acid-sweet edible pulp often used for drinks or

chutney, /balahar, barahar/ (< H-Bh) 0 The barahar tree was tall.

Taller than a grass house but not taller than a mango or a carat tree.

(Ladoo 1972:109) 0 There is also a cousin of the Cowa which is

called the Balahar (Hindi word for the plant). This is smaller in size

when compared to the Cowa but it is even sweeter and contains high

nutritional values. But the Balahar is now becoming extinct as well.

(ND 17 Aug 2003:A-23)

baluhoo, balao, balaou, balaju, ballahoo, ballahou, ballihoo, bally-

hoo n Hyporhamphus unifasciatus , H. robertii, Hemirhamphus brasil-

iensis and H. balao (E half-beaks)', slender marine fishes, with very

short upper jaw and elongated lower jaw. /babhu/ (<Carib balaou, a

fish) 0 Balaou. (de Verteuil 1858:129) 0 Of our salt-water fish, the

following are the most common... carangue... orphie, and a smaller

species called the Balaou (Hemiramphus)... The balaou and gar-fish

are commonly caught at night by torch-light, or with the seine, (de Ver-

teuil 1884:101,392) 0 Balaju, ballyhoo. (Vincent 1910:50) 0 All these

sardines spoil and get soft in two or three hours, so it is preferable

when going a distance like La Pena, to get ballahoo, which will be

found the best trolling bait. It is also a much larger fish, and half of one

of them cut longitudinally, will be none too big for the No. 2 hooks

used when fishing the large king-fish. (Vincent 1910:22,27) 0 For bar-

racouta and cavalli the same tackle can be used... when dead bait (bala-

hoo) is attached to your spinner. (Mendes 1937:23) 0 Ballyhoo.

(Mendes 1940:17) 6 Ballyhoo, balao. (Randall 1968)

balahoo and all he crew phr Everybody; a whole group of people;

esp. one important person and accompanying people, (fr habit of this

fish to form large schools, and poss. < E ballahou ‘a small West

Indian schooner’) 0 Ballahoo and all he crew, (ballahoo is “a small

fish which keeps company with any of its kind which happens to be

around”). (Ottley 1971)

balai savane see BALIE SAVAN

balaju see BALAHOO
balam see also BOIS L’ORME

balam n Husband, /balam/ (< Bh balam ‘lover; beloved; husband’) 0

He is mi balam.

balance v Owe money to someone. 0 Yuh balance meh fifty cents; you

are short by (you owe me) fifty cents. (Haynes 1987:21 1)

balance parcel n An item on which you make partial payment, and

paying the balance owed in installments until it is entirely paid off

(AmE layaway), (ft
- having to pay the balance owing) 0 “We had a

balance parcel by Patricks, and paid a hundred dollars on it.” (1990) 0

We accept balance parcel, (shop window sign, 1990)

balangen, balangene, ballangine n arc Solanuni melongena, (E egg-

plant, aubergine), a cultivated plant with large ovoid dark purple-

skinned edible fruits cooked as vegetable. (< Sp berengena) =
baigan, brinjal, >melongene 0 Ballangine, or Egg Plant. (Joseph

1 838a:8 1 ) 0 She said “Why?” He said, “He’s balangen face, So you

can’t make no hand with this race.” (Harmony Kings’ Orchestra “O
Lil’ LiT Gal” 1938)

balao. balaou see BALAHOO
balata n Manilkara bidentata [= Mimusops bidentata, M. balata, M.

globosa], a large native evergreen tree to 36 m (120'), 1.5-2.4 m (5-6')

in diameter; first limbs in mature trees often 15-18 m (50-60') up the

trunk. Leaves leathery, elliptic-oblong, 10-20 x 5-8 cm (4-7.9 x

2-3.2"), with dense, velvety wool below. Flowers white, fragrant, in

clusters of about 6 at ends of branches. Fruit a reddish-brown berry

about 3 cm (1.2") in diameter, usu. containing one or two dark brown

seeds, and edible, slightly gummy, milky-sweet yellow pulp. Wood
dark reddish-brown, very hard and heavy but easily worked, resistant

to WOOD ANTS; used for wheels, houseposts, runners, railway sleep-

ers, joists, floor beams, bridges. The term is also used for the fruit and

the gummy resin. /balatA/ (< Arawak balata balli, Carib parata) =
berry, bullet tree, bullet wood 0 Some of our good timber trees are

found equally on hill and plain, as the Balata, Cedar, Balsam tree

(Capivi), but are more abundant in the latter. (Carr 1869:404) 0 [He]

sees lying on the ground dark green glossy leaves, which are fading

into a bright crimson; for overhead somewhere there must be a Balata

(Mimusops Balata), the king of the forest; and there, close by, is his

stem - a madder-brown column, whose head may be a hundred and

fifty feet or more aloft. (Kingsley 1880:163) 0 Balata... is a hard

wood and used for house-posts, flooring beams, runners, fence-posts

and spokes. (Williams 1882) 0 Balata. This, a stately tree... is much
more worthy of notice than most of those we find in the woods. It

grows to probably 120 feet in total height and is often 40-60 ft. before

it forks or branches. The stem is quite... circular, 4 to 6 feet through at

base, slowly narrowing, and has very little sapwood, throws out no

buttresses till it attains a great age, grows perfectly erect to the first

fork, has a rather thick bark containing among other liquids one that

stains red, and a copious creamy sap which on drying prove to be a

gum nearly allied to gutta percha and applicable to like uses.... The

timber is a deep red, hard and straight grained, splitting freely, and

lasting many years in the weather, thus making it peculiarly suitable

for shingles... and railway sleepers. A great branch is sometimes bro-

ken off by the weight of a mass of lianes upon it, or the gust of a

cyclone; this leading to the settlement of rain water in the jagged
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wound, causes decay down the heart of an old tree till in time it has a

hollow extending far along the centre, and below it decaying wood.

(T.W. Carr 1894:275) 0 A large dishful of curious yellowish fruit was

at one end. They looked like a kind of plum, only their outer covering

was a shell instead of a thin skin... “They are all seed, but so sweet...

Dey is named balata. De parrots specially fond ah dem.” (Gale 30

Aug 1919) 0 Behind us towered the Mome Bleu, the highest point in

Trinidad... on both sides climbed steep slopes that were solid masses

of dark green except when chaconia red-starred them, or a balata’s

silver trunk forced its way above lesser trees. (Ditmars & Bridges

1935:158) 0 Forlorn as it looks, the church can be saved. The balata

wood foundations are solid. (EX 26 July 1987:6) 0 Large balata trees

are sometimes hollow at the base of the trunk and hunters are often

warned against passing under balata trees in the fruit season for fear

of snakes living there... The balata fruit is best enjoyed by washing

and then biting the berry at its equator and sucking out the juicy pulp.

The seed is discarded... Balata fruits are considered a minor product

and its harvesting is controlled under the Minor Forest Products Act.

Little regard is however paid to this legislation. The malicious lop-

ping off of balata branches in order to get at the fruit leads to a certain

amount of damage. Sometimes, whole trees have been felled for their

fruits. Fortunately, the balata is a very hard wood which is itself often

a deterrent. The notion that balata only bears on leap years is due to

the fact that good seed years occur every 3-4 years. (Morean

1992g:27) 0 It was planted in Woodford Square more than 100 years

ago, and could tell many a story from our history. But yesterday

morning its life came to an end as workmen of the City Council cut it

down. The tree, a balata, some 120 feet tall was rotting in the middle

and posed a danger to users of the city’s most popular square. (ND 12

Jan 1994:1) 0 Antoine noted that fruits such as the Balata and the

Sapodilla are slowly becoming extinct since younger generations are

not keen on planting these and the trees are either cleared away or left

to “dry down.” (ND 17 Aug 2003:A-23)

balata ant n Azteca chartifex, an ant which builds large carton-nests

below the branches of many jungle trees. It emits a distinctive odour

when disturbed, (fr often being found on balata trees) 0 (Graf

1955:11)

balata kingflsh n Acanthocybium solandri (E wahoo), a large, sharp-

nosed, fast-swimming edible marine fish. = queenfish

balata seed n arc A negative term for a black person considered really

trying to be white. (< AmE oreo ‘a cookie with chocolate biscuits and

white cream centre, thus designating a black person considered white

on the inside’; similarly, the balata seed is black on the outside, white

on the inside) 0 Any Negro who carries this name is a balata seed.

(Bomb Oct 1970)

balata seed pipe n A pipe, usu. made by children in secret to smoke
discarded ZOOT (cigarette ends). One end of the oval balata seed is

rubbed off, and a hole made in the root end. A bamboo tube makes
the stem. 0 We used to go in the bush to the old house and smoke bal-

ata seed pipe.

balata stick n A stick about 4' long made ofBALATA wood, once used

by police and steelbands, still used for STICK-FIGHTING. 0 The
policemen [in the 1870s and 1 880s] were armed with balata and poui

sticks but were no match - man for man - with the stick men. (TG 2

Mar 1919:7) 0 The news spread like wildfire that the Government
sawmills had just turned out upwards of one hundred and forty balata

sticks, three feet six inches in length for use by the police at Carnival

for the avowed purpose of enabling them to fight the maskers. Beauti-

fully balanced and tough as steel as these sticks were, a blow from

one of them could easily split a man’s skull, (de Verteuil 1984:75-6)

balbac n Duguetia lucida, a medium-sized native evergreen tree. Fruit

reddish, 7x5 cm (3 x 2"), edible. Wood heavy and yellowish. = coco

bourrique, wild apple 0 (FIT 1928-1-1 : 16) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT
1947-1-8:475)

balbac vine, balbark vine n Serjania paucidentata
,
a native vine

with angled stems, notched leaves, white flowers tipped yellow and

pouched, seeds winged and woolly. Sometimes also the vine Paullinia

pinnata. (fr being often found growing on balbac trees) = fishing vine.

liane balbac, >supple-jack' 0 (FTT 1930-1-3:186) 0 Anyone buying

fish out of the Nariva/Mayaro River may be purchasing poisoned

seafood... fishermen in the area are using a poisonous substance called

“Balbark Vine” to catch their fish... “Balbark is really a tree,” [he]

said, adding that the vines which grow on it, are cut, scraped and

thrown into the water. (TTM 10 Mar 1987:12) 0 (Morean 1993, M-16,

23) 0 I have used... on one occasion the local vine, “balbac”, or “fish-

ing vine”. The vine, which was simply pulled out of a sack by the

fisherman, was beaten to a pulp on a stone and then placed upstream,

and I was told that no metal was to come into contact with the vine as

it would “spoil”. (Kenny 1995:44)

bald bush see BALL BUSH

baldhead n Any person who is not a Rastafarian with dreadlocks.

(< Jamaican baldhead, fr lack of typical Rastafarian dreadlocked

hair) 0 Later on all the station’s employees were shocked to learn that

the three young men (two rastas and a ‘baldhead’) were all set to

stage a hold-up at the Planet Cinema. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:22)

bald-plate(d) adj Bald-headed; without hair on head. (< E bald-pate

‘hairless head’) = ball-plate(d) 0 He said, “Your head in a jamboree,

And you are more than basodee. To recover, you ’ll have a task. For

you’re getting bald-plated fast. (Beginner “Cocoa Tea Puzzle to Me”
1940) 0 Day by day, my hair getting shorter, Negromancy had me
red-handed, In me young days, getting bald-plated. (Destroyer

“Leave Me Alone Dorothy” 1940) 0 The bald-plated, big belly [man],

(TTM

6

March 1987:31)

baleazar n obs Tob An unidentified native tree having delicately

veined wood. 0 (Young 1809, Stowe 922:14b)

balesti n A 10-12' bamboo pole with a V-shaped fork at the end, hold-

ing several horizontal threads, used to catch ZAGAYA CRABS. 0 You
take the balesti and tangle the crab eye.

balidan n arc Sacrifice of an animal during a Hindu PUJA. /balidan/

(< H bait ‘religious offering’ + dan ‘gift’) 0 They going to do balidan.

balie, ballier n Sida acuta, a native plant to 90 cm (35") tall, /balie/

(< arc Fr balier ‘broom’) = >balie savan, broom 1

0 Ballier. (Laurence

1976:12)

balie doux n Scoparia dulcis, a native plant, /balie du/ (< balie + doux

‘sweet’) = escobilla, >sweet broom 0 Balier doux - Chest Cold and

Cough: Bamboo Leaves... Santa Maria... Ballea Doo... (Bush Medi-

cine 1976b: 19) 0 To know whether a child had maljo, you put a twig

of the escobilla plant in his or her hand. (‘Escobilla ’ means Tittle

broom’, and in patois the plant is known as balier doux with its Eng-

lish equivalent ‘sweet broom’.) If the child is afflicted the plant wilts.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:120)

balie jab, ballier jab n Spermacoce assurgens , a native plant, pros-

trate to erect; stem to 50 cm (19.5"). Leaves elliptical-lanceolate, 5 x

1.5 cm (2 x .6"), blades spread horizontally; each pair appears

flattened. Flowers in clusters at leaf bases or ends of branch, short

white tube, light purplish-white petals. Used medicinally, /balie c^ab/

(< balie + FCjab < Fr diable ‘devil’, from its wild or tangled appear-

ance) = buttonweed, iron grass', man-to-man root, nigger-head",

white broom 1

, >white-head broom
2
0 Ballier jab. (Laurence 1976:3)

balie savan, balai savane, ballier savanne n Sida acuta [~ S. carpin-

ifolia], a native plant to 90 cm (35") tall; leaves ovate, green/brown-

ish, downy beneath, toothed margins; flowers yellow or white and

yellow, uneven petals, /balie savan/ (< balie + savan, from common
savanna habitat) = balie, broom 1

0 (FTT 1929-1-2:80) 0 Ballier

savanne. (Laurence 1976:12) 0 Ballin savann, Balai savane. The

plant... grows... on lawns, in grassy areas and in both waste and culti-

vated land. (Duncan 1993:55-6)

balisier 1 n Heliconia bihai [= H. elongata. H. humilis, H. wagneri-

ana\, a plant to about 4 m ( 13') tall, erect stems banana-like, clumped,

from short rhizomes. Leaves lanceolate, banana-like, up to 2.5 m x

50 cm (8.2' x 20"). Flowers small, white, numerous in tight clusters,

hidden v/ithin large tough, leathery, boat-shaped spathes 10-20 cm
(4-8"), which are bright scarlet with variably green or yellow outer

margin and point, up to 15 in number, their bases tightly clasping and

more or less concealing the flowers. Fruit fleshy, blue, 1.2 x .9 cm
(.47 x .35"); 1-3 seeds, 1 x .6 cm (.4 x .2"). Also, generally, other
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species, senses 2-5. /balize/ (< Fr balisier ‘reed; cane’) = wild plan-

tain 0 Up we pushed along the narrow path... under the shade of great

Balisiers or wild plantains (Heliconia), with leaves six or eight feet

long. (Kingsley 1880:142) 0 The graceful balisiers... with their eight-

and ten-feet-long spikes of scarlet oval cup-like flowers, just edged

with yellow, in shape something like the prow of a Roman galley...

were perhaps the most remarkable. (Brassey 1885:115-6) 0 The two

common species of “Balisier,” H. bihai and H. humilis, typical plants

of unstable communities, such as early second growth, cacao planta-

tions or abandoned cultivations are the most frequent host plants [of

the large moth borer, Castnia licus ]. (Vesey-Fitzgerald 1936b:37) 0

Pedro looked at the decorations on the walls of the schoolhouse: the

mountain fern, the balisier flowers, the palm leaves, and the anthu-

rium lilies. (Lovelace 1968:59) 0 Using prepared banana or balisier

leaves greased with cooking oil, place a heaped tablespoon of mixture

on leaf and fold into parcels. (Hunt 1985a:8) 0 “I grow flowers, for

pleasure and export... the usual types, anthuriums, heliconia... I prefer

to call them heliconia. There's a little thing I always say (about this

flower export business); the balisier exported all the foreign exchange,

now we have to use the balisier to bring back in the foreign exchange.

(EX 15 Oct 1989:18) 0 Balisier, Wild plantain. The plant, found in

moist, shady places along streams, in forest clearings and in abandoned

cocoa estates, but never in high forest. (Duncan 1993:32) 0 The bal-

isier... does not bear edible fruit although its presence in the bush signi-

fies a fertile area suitable for clearing and planting. Opponents of the

PNM like to point out that rural tradition also implicates the balisier in

harbouring a venomous snake, the mapapi. (Littlewood 1993:8)

2 n Heliconia hirsuta , a similar but smaller plant, erect stems banana-

like, clumped, from short rhizomes. Leaves lanceolate, banana-like.

Bracts orange, slightly tinged red, with greenish tips, sticking out

more from main body of plant than H. bihai
;
flowers numerous, far

extruded from bracts, erect.

3 n Heliconia marginata, a similar plant, but the only native heliconia

with pendulous, downward-hanging flower bracts; each branch about

30-40 cm (12-16") long, with 10-13 spathes, widely spaced. Spathes

narrowly lanceolate, boat-shaped, red with yellow margins, greenish

at tip, yellow on inner surface.

4 n Heliconia psittacorum , a similar plant, with small but showy

orange bracts. = >canal lily, Mayaro lily, wild ginger

5 n Heliconia spathocircinata [= H. tortuosa], a similar plant, with

twisted bracts at right angles. Found in secondary growth, often

growing near H. bihai, which it resembles though smaller, leafier at

bracts.

6 n The flower symbol of the P.N.M. (People’s National Movement)
political party, (fr use of the BALISIER flower as the PNM party

symbol) 0 “He change he merino, yes, but on top ah dat he put om a

BALISIER shirt. Even de hat an’ all had a piecea balisier in de rib-

bon.” (Macaw 1960:42) 0 In Trinidad the balisier, probably because

it grew in such thick profusion everywhere over the island, provided

the emblem for the political party. The People’s National Move-
ment. (Bryans 1967:68) 0 On the road to the convention yesterday,

Balisier plants were strung on lamp posts along the way, from the

Westmall, Westmoorings, through to the Chaguaramas Convention

Centre. (EX 9 Nov 1986:6) 0 So the hell with victory and defeat,

away with winners and losers, forget balisier and steelbeam. Let’s

all hold hands in one macco ring of roses, or maybe hibiscus, and

see in this, and in all of us, one commonality - the good of the coun-

try. (EX-S 25 Jan 1987:31) 0 “There’s a little thing I always say

(about this flower export business); the balisier exported all the for-

eign exchange, now we have to use the balisier to bring back in the

foreign exchange. (EX 15 Oct 1989:18) 0 On December 16, 1986, as

the NAR hordes called for the blood of the fallen PNM, and as

spontaneous jubilation broke out in every comer of the land, zando-

lees who hitherto sported their balisier tattoos with pride, dug them-

selves deep into holes that had remained unused for 30-odd years.

(TTM 26 Oct 1990:4) 0 The balisier symbol on one side of her bed

and on the other a photo of Dr Eric Williams. (EX 11 Dec 1994:19)

0 When Panday and his gang say the PNM was in power for

30 years and did nothing for the country... Do Kamal, Errol and

others who were in the balisier patch during those years agree?

(R. Shah, 29 Mar 2001, TTN, www.trinicenter.com)

7

n Glands hirsuta G. hirsutus, G. mazeppa , Polytmus hirsuta
]

(E rufous-breasted hummingbird or hairy hermit hummingbird), a

hummingbird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Head dark brown with buff streaks

and long down-curved bill; upperparts bronze-green; underparts pale

reddish-brown; tail rounded, white-tipped, outer feathers bright red-

dish brown. (< balisier ', fr frequenting this flower) = brown-breast,

doctor
2

, hairy hermit, Trinidad hermit 0 Colibri balisiers, or hirsute

humming-bird, (de Verteuil 1884:368) 0 Colibri balisier. (Chapman
1894:54) 0 (Williams 1922:157) 0 (Brown 1947:90) 0 The balisier...

[is] a very aggressive and inquisitive species, often approaching

within a few feet of an observer, (ffrench 1991:219-21)

balisier fig n Musa paradisiaca var. sapientum, a kind of cultivated

banana. = >creole fig

balisier juice n Rum. (< balisier
6

, fr custom of giving out rum by the

PNM party in rum and rod politics) 0 Why not fly flags for the Band

of the Year, the discovery of balisier juice... and the Coterie of Social

Workers. (Macaw 1960:34)

balisier mat n A mat woven from BALISIER leaves, usu. used for

drying cocoa and coffee beans. 0 The house used to sweat and dry the

cocoa... was long and low with a shelf inside. It was known as the

cocoa house, when being used for cocoa and the coffee house when
being used for coffee. Those who did not possess cocoa houses used

the balisier mat on which they dried the cocoa. (Woodroffe

1974:22-23)

balisier tie n A man’s necktie with small BALISIER flowers on it, the

symbol of the PNM political party, worn by PNM Members of Parlia-

ment in Parliament. (< balisier
6
) 0 De PNM minister was wearing he

balisier tie as usual. (Baptiste 1992)

ball n arc The two-step, waltz, and other similar modem European

dances. (< E ball ‘a dance or dancing’) 0 We... saw a bit of dancing -

some Bongo and Reels, quadrilles, and the like, including “ball”

which is two-step and [waltz]. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box

15,F-86,Diary 53) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

ballad 1 n A kind of CALYPSO 1

that recounts a story or tale. (< E bal-

lad ‘song telling a story’) 0 Calypso tent singing season gets a bold

send-off tonight as a number of the island’s leading calypsonians

open camp at the “House of Lords” tent at 95, Edward Street at 8.30

o’clock. A series of new ballads composed during the past few weeks

will be presented. (TG 4 Jan 1945:1) 0 Lord Beginner ran fourth with

a ballad on the “United Nations.” (TG 27 Jan 1945:2) 0 Then in 1920

“Douglas” of the “Railway” band introduced a new style, known as

the “Ballad”. (Pitts 1962:41)

2 n arc A story, tale, explanation; usu. one not believed. 0 I really

thought Houdini was a clever lad. But his reputation was very bad. At

the Olympic Theatre show we came to know, That this man was a

lavabo. Look here me lad, that ballad. No good in Trinidad. (Executor

ca 1929, in Hill 1986:88) 0 That shirt is Eraser’s pet wear... I will give

you the ballad about that happy shirt. (Selvon 1957:146)

ballahoo see BALAHOO
ballangine see balangen

ball bush, bald bush n Leonotis nepetifolia, a naturalized erect annual

plant. Flowers orange, in spherical clusters; very prickly, (fr ball

shape of flower head) = ball-head bush, cartwright bump, Christmas

candlestick, honeysuckle, man piaba, >shandilay, wild hops2
0

(Laurence 1976:7) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:110)

balleyeuse n obs Part of a woman’s long skirt which trails on the

ground. (< Fr balayeuse ‘female street sweeper’) 0 Not so long ago

modest males were protesting at the extreme scantiness of the ladies

skirts but in those days they were the other way about and trailed on

the ground with a balleyeuse (sweeper). (Innis 1932)

ball-head bush n Leonotis nepetifolia, a naturalized erect annual

plant. Flowers orange, in spherical clusters; prickly, (fr ball shape of

flower head) = ball bush, cartwright bump, Christmas candlestick,

honeysuckle, man piaba, >shandilay, wild hops
2
0 (Seaforth, Adams

& Sylvester 1983:110) 0 (Duncan 1993:46)
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ball ho, ball whore n Someone who hogs the ball in a game, who

doesn’t want to give others a chance. /boil ho/ 0 “A real ball-ho would

play football, cricket, everything - not just golf, occasionally.” (2002)

ballier see BALIE

ballihoo, ballyhoo see BALAHOO

ball-plate(d) adj Bald-headed; without hair on head. (< E bald-pate

‘hairless head’) = bald-plate(d) 0 Your head and all would be then

ball-plated (Lion “Bad Woman Oh” 1939) 0 A ball-plate man.

balls v Fool around; joke; idle; talk nonsense. (< E balls ‘nonsense’) 0

“He only ballsin around.” (1990)

balls bearing n A steel ball bearing about 1.5cm in diameter; these

became popular as TAWS during World War II. They are often

favored by poorer pitchers because of their blasting power; they are

unbreakable and dangerous. (< E ball bearing ‘a small spherical ball,

usually metal, used to support an assembly piece’) = doodle, iron

doodle, iron tetay, ironise, slug(s) 0 Partner, we dont play with no

doogle, Dat is not real marble, Dat is balls-bearing... Yu want to mash

up people taw? (Keens-Douglas 1975:44)

ball starch n obs A round ball of raw starch made from the BITTER

CASSAVA; starch made from bitter cassava after the juice is

extracted. 0 Mi granny used to get ball starch from the market,

ball-whore see BALL-HO

balm tranquil see BAUME TRANQUILLE

balsa see BOIS FLOT

balsain, balsan, balsin n Bothrops atrox, a venomous snake. (< FC
balsin < Fr valsant ‘waltzing’, from its swaying motion when partly

coiled)= barba amarilla, basin snake, cascabel
2

, fer-de-lance,

mapepire2
,

>mapepire balsain
1

,
rabo frito, true cascabel, true

mapepire 1

, valsin 0 He opens the cage of a dangerous Balsan and says

“Come Son’. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:15) 0 (Boos 2001a:156)

balsan see also BALSAIN

balsam, balsan n Copaifera officinalis [= Copaiva officinalis], a large

native tree to 25 m (82'); bark khaki-coloured, slightly flaky. Leaves

usu. have 2-4 leaflets on either side; leaflets alternate, base unequally

rounded, 3-8 x 2-4 cm (1.2-3.2 x .8-1.6"), prominently net-veined on

both sides. Flowers white, in short spreading clusters 7-14 cm (2.8-

5.5") long. Fruit pod roundish, swollen when ripe, 2-2.5 cm (.8-1")

diameter, ovoid seeds 1.5 x 1 cm (.6 x .4"). Wood strong, durable,

reddish-brown, medium-weight, finely marked. Copaiba oil is

obtained from the tree by tapping. (< E balsam , several aromatic oily

or resinous medical preparations) = balsam capivi, capiva, copaiba

balsam 0 The Natural Balsam... is a certain sappy juice, that issues

forth of the body of the tree, after you have wounded it, by making a

hole therein... The leaf of this tree differs but a little from that of the

Fig-tree, and the Balsam of most soveraign use for wounds, both

inward and outward... And then there’s the Balm... that comes from

the Flower of the Balsam-tree, whose Leaf is Yellow, of a golden

colour, and as big as a Rose, when the flower is full blown, in which

yellow Rose, there appears about some three or four bubbles, or drops

of an Amber colour, each of the bigness of a Pea, which springs out of

the Rose, and is that excellent and miraculous Balm... a Medicament

of admirable vertues. (Poyntz 1683:46-7) 0 Medicinal woods are

simiruba, balsan, capivi. (Explication 1769) 0 (National Herbarium

specimen sheet, 1847) 0 Some of our good timber trees are found

equally on hill and plain, as the Balata, Cedar, Balsam tree (Capivi),

but are more abundant in the latter. (Carr 1869:404) 0 One will also

see nice writing-desks made of balsam wood, with mirror and other

fittings, pretty China cabinets made out of cedar, mahogany and the

pretty purple heart. (Hummingbird 25 June 1904:3) 0 Balsam... wood
is used for railway carriages, furniture, cabinet work, &c. Balsam or

capaiba, an oleo-resin is obtained from this and other species. (FTT
1931-1-4:285) 0 Balsam. (Simpson 1970:57)

balsam apple n Momordica charantia, a cultivated climbing plant;

flowers yellow; ffuit bitter but edible. (< E balsam, fr strong smell

and medicinal use + E apple ‘fruit’) = balsam pear, >karaile, maiden’s

blush, popololo, sorrow seed 0 (Duncan 1993:55)

balsam capivi n arc Copaifera officinalis , a large native tree. Wood
strong, durable, reddish-brown, medium-weight. Copaiba oil is

obtained from the tree by tapping. (< balsam, aromatic oil + capivi

< copaiba oil extracted fr sap) = >balsam, capiva, capivi, copaiba bal-

sam 0 (Hart 1866:64)

balsam pear n Momordica charantia, a cultivated climbing plant;

flowers yellow; fruit bitter but edible. (< E balsam

,

from strong smell

and medicinal use + E pear ‘fruit’) = balsam apple, >karaile,

maiden’s blush, popololo, sorrow seed 0 (Duncan 1993:55)

balsan see BALSAM
balti, barti n arc Bucket, usu. of metal, /balti, barti/ (< H bain

‘bucket’) 0 Utensils like loota (waterpot, usu. of brass), tharia (plate),

baati (cup), chholani, oraka, kalasa, balti (bucket), etc., are even now
used, but gradually china crockery is taking the place of brass utensils

and in many homes some of these are needed in rituals and ceremo-

nies only. (Jha 1973:42)

bam adv The sound of something hitting or slamming into something;

something happening suddenly. (< Twi bam ‘expressing the sound of

striking, clapping, lashing or falling’; also E bam, imitating the sound

of a hard blow) 0 “You does know when a country gone through, 1

mean really gone through, not by the amount of crime it have, eh, but

when people start to accept it as if is something normal. Is like this

nowadays in Trinidad: bam, the sun rise, badam, four-five people get

kill, then bam, the sun gone down again. Next day is the same things

again. You getting the point?” (TG 16 Jan 1994:7) 0 “The next thing I

know is bam!” (1990) 0 This will teach yuh something (Bam! to

mouth) next time I’ll ram dis bootoo in your throat. (Hill 1995:61

)

bambam 1 n Buttocks; backside, /bambam/ (< Kikongo bumba ‘ball;

sphere; round object’, Kikongo biimba Tittle ball; small elevation’;

also Yor bamba ‘vulva’) = bamsee, bumbum 0 Bambam, battie, tail-

piece - backside. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 He looked at the inviting

bed and then at the lady’s broad, hospitable behind. O God, man! He
appraised her silently. What a backside! Tonnere! And those calves.

He ran his tongue over his lips with the feeling and relish of a con-

noisseur...“All Ah want is ‘bam-bam’”! he sang inwardly. “All Ah
want is big fat ‘bam-bam’!” (Hercules 1961:5) 0 “Ah know dat woul-

der happen. You doh see how she does shake she bam-bam when she

walk! The little girl ’omanish too much oui.” (Bain 1974:11) 0 “That

big bam-bam woman in San Fernando.” (Hercules 1980:1907) 0 He
thought, and said as much, that violence was justifiable only if, as he

expressed it, you caught a man “bam-bam-naked” in bed with your

wife. (Hercules 1980:221) 0 The buttocks was referred to variously as

“bam-bam”, “bum-bum,” “bumsie” and “bamsie”, each words sug-

gesting shades of meaning ranging from innocence to borderline erot-

icism. (Bynoe 1985:64) 0 Unfussed, the lady in the blue gown lit her

cigar. And tick tock, swinging her bam-bam, she strolled to the bar.

(Alleyne-Forte 1994:44) 0 “But on a personal basis, I can tell you that

many of these ‘bam bam’ tunes are really very distasteful... When a

calypsonian is telling people ‘jump on a bam bam’ or ‘wine on a bam
bam’, what kind of message is he conveying to the society?” ques-

tioned Chalkie. (Punch 4 Feb 1996:1) 0 “You calling these two poor

niggers black arseholes; well, look up in you own bambam and you

go find it blacker than the Black Hole of Calcutta.” (Andersen

2004:420)

2 n Courage; bravery. = >belly 0 A voice from the crowd accused him

of being deficient in “bam-bam”. (This term was popularly associated

with courage, the “bam-bam”, or backside, being regarded in the

local folk value system as the seat of virtue.) (Hercules 1980:49)

bambamcou 1 n An enlarged testicle due to a scrotal hernia. = >big

stone, godi
1

, makuku 0 He suffered quite visibly from a grotesque

enlargement of the testicles... The townspeople called it “bambam-
cou”. (Hercules 1980:71)

2 n A prolapsed uterus. 0 She get bambamcou and she cyan make
chirren again.

3 n Any serious internal problem in the buttocks area. 0 A third

fighter is said to have got a blow on the hip, got “bam bam cou” and

only recovered after spending a year in hospital. (Bynoe 1985:32) 0

Bam-bam-cou - This referred to any illness in the region of the
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buttocks, diseases like haemorrhoids probably fell into this category.

The word was considered vulgar and not used in the best circles.

(Bynoe 1985:64)

4 n An abusive term of contempt: someone stupid, unthinking, idi-

otic, useless. 0 He is a real bambamcou!

bambam head n Bald head. See also BALL-PLATE. (< bam-banr,

fr similar smooth rounded hairless body part) 0 (Haynes 1987:13)

bamboo band n obs A musical band made of a number of pieces of

bamboo, of various lengths and diameters, each producing a different

note when held vertically and struck with sticks or stamped on the

ground: BOOM (BASS), CHANDLER, BOULA (BULLER), FOULA
(FULLER) and CUTTER. Instruments of this kind were already used in

Africa, but the elaboration of this band in the late 19th century was at

least partly in response to official bans on skin and wooden drums.

They became obsolete with the rise of the STEEL BAND, (fr material

instruments are made from) = bamboo orchestra, >bamboo tamboo,

tarnboo bamboo 0 At George Street, [where] the “Bamboo Band” had

also entrenched themselves under a coconut leaf covered hut ... the

musical paraphernalia were confined to the popular “instruments” of

the proletariat, which consisted of lengths of hollow reeds of bamboo,

a small grater operated on by a musician with a stick, a “schack

schack,” and the inevitable empty gin flask with a tin spoon as beater.

{TG 23 Feb 1919:4) 0 You can’t beat the bamboo band, you can’t,

They’re the hottest in the land. (Black Prince “The Bamboo Band”

1938) 0 I met a bamboo band on the street, Cause the rhythm was hot

and sweet (Beginner “Christmas Morning the Rum Had Me Yawn-

ing” 1939) 0 [B]y 1940 metal containers had replaced bamboo instru-

ments in Port of Spain. In districts such as Princes Town and Sangre

Grande, however, there were reports of pans still being combined

with tamboo bamboo...However, pans were combined with bamboo
in Chaguanas, and San Fernando still had a “Best Bamboo Band” cat-

egory at a Carnival competition (Stuempfle 1995:35)

bamboo beater n obs A player in a BAMBOO-TAMBOO BAND. 0

Complainant stated that he led a band of five bamboo-beaters and

numerous others. {TG 13 Feb 1918:6)

bamboo grass n A tall cane-like native grass, with stems resembling

bamboo; usu. Lasiacis anomala , or Paspalum fasciculatum. = >bull

grass (P. fasciculatum) 0 The coffin was placed on the bamboo grass

near the grave. (Ladoo 1972:106) 0 She grabbed Poonwa and flung

him in the bamboo grass. (Ladoo 1974:41) 0 Sona followed [the goat]

and tethered him to a young mango tree, where he could feed on para

and bamboo grass. (Narine 1977:14) 0 (Morean 1993)

bamboo guava n Calycolpus goetheanus [= C. glaber, C. ovalifolius,

Campomanesia glabra], a native evergreen tree, to 14 m (46') tall,

girth to 2.4 m (8'). Bark smooth, smoky green to grey, flaking off in

long, thin, papery strips. Leaves large, smooth, leathery, with a short

drip tip, opaquely dotted. Flowers large, white, fragrant, in small clus-

ters. Fruit a rounded berry almost 1.26 cm (.5") diameter, containing

up to 6 hard, creamy yellow seeds. Wood hard, heavy, tough, used for

round wood poles and cart shafts. (< E bamboo/Yr bambu, fr resem-

blance of round poles to bamboo + guava fr resemblance of fruit to

guava) = wild guava3
0 (FTT 1934-1-6:343) 0 (Marshall 1934:54)

bamboo lamp n arc A section ofbamboo slit longitudinally and filled

with coconut oil, which gives off light when it bums. 0 From early

January until Lent one went to the calypso tents - affairs of bamboo
and plaited palm leaves, shadows flickering under slit bamboo lamps,

(de Boissiere 1952:48)

bamboolay see BAMBOULA
bamboo orchestra n obs A musical band made of a number of pieces

of bamboo, of various lengths and diameters, each producing a differ-

ent note when held vertically and struck with sticks or hit on the

ground, (fr material from which the instruments are made) = bamboo
band, >bamboo tamboo, tamboo bamboo 0 Within this the stick fight-

ers fought their tournaments to the accompaniment of bamboo
orchestras. A bamboo orchestra is a marvel. There is science and

technique in it. Bamboos are cut of various lengths and diameters,

each producing a different note. There is first of all the bass; which is

the largest, and is generally long enough for the operator to stand

while beating it on the ground. There are the “fullers,” and then the

small treble bamboos. The whole orchestra, when beaten by experts,

gives an harmonious effect; and is the natural accompaniment for the

“Kallendar” or war song, to which the stick fighters dance and play.

{TG 19 Feb 1933)

bamboo page n Victorina stelenes [~ Metamorpha stelenes], a large

butterfly, wingspan 7.5 cm (3"). Vivid green in large blotches and

bands intermingled with dark brown; small tails on lower wings,

/bambu paj/ (fr resemblance of green colour to bamboo; undersides

when at rest particularly resemble bamboo stem + page *) 0 (Kaye

1921:30) 0(Barcant 1970:78)

bamboo plate n A food holder/server made from a piece of bamboo,
cut lengthwise including joints at ends. 0 If yuh camping, yuh could

use sohari plate, bamboo plate.

bamboo-tamboo, bamboo-tambour n obs A musical instrument

made of a length of bamboo, of various lengths and diameters, each

producing a different note when held vertically and struck with sticks

or stamped on the ground to produce varying pitches: BOOM (BASS),

CHANDLER, BOULA (BULLER), FOULA (FULLER), CHANDLER and

CUTTER. Also a band composed of a number of such instruments.

Probably developed in the late 19th century in response to official

bans on skin and wooden drums; they became obsolete with the rise

of the steel band. = bamboo band, bamboo orchestra, tamboo-bamboo

0 [The calypso] is always well emphasized by the rhythm sections of

the local dance bands and in the “bamboo-tambour” and “iron” bands

by the deepest-sounding instruments. (Espinet & Pitts 1944:23) 0 By
the late 1920s the authorities had already prohibited the use of hollow

bamboo for percussion. The trouble with bamboo was that rival gangs

in the city tended to use the bamboo sticks for concussion as well and

Bamboo-Tamboo ended up with stick fights and broken heads.

(Bryans 1967:90) 0 They excelled in the bamboo tamboo. The music

was made with bits of bamboo [split], or pieces of hollow bamboo
beaten on the ground, or held by two persons and beaten. (Huggins

1978:107)

bamboo tent n A temporary structure made with bamboo poles as

supports, made for accommodating weddings, wakes, PUJAS, etc.;

also used in the past for a calypso TENT2
. (< bamboo , fr support

material + E tent ‘temporary structure of cloth supported by poles’) 0

Popito, insinuating himself among the close-packed bodies in the

bamboo tent, felt suffocated by the hot smell of the people, (de Bois-

siere 1952:198) 0 “They making a bamboo tent for the wake.” (1978)

0 Now in the calypso tent, they never had any beautiful buildings like

now - it was bamboo tent. And sometimes you get bamboo benches

for people to sit on. In the front section, which would be like Balcony

and House, you get folding chairs.” (EZ-28 Nov 1987:13)

bamboo wedding n A traditional Hindu wedding, (fr use of a bamboo
tent for the ceremony) = according to Hindu rites, marry under bam-

boo 0 ‘You can’t have two wives in this country,’ Daisy said. ‘Jail for

that.’ ... He asked: ‘You mean Ratni?’ She said: ‘And who else?’

‘Chut!’ said Gurudeva. ‘You shouldn’t mind she. She is not me legal

wife. Bamboo wedding.’ (Naipaul 1976:107) 0 She was married at 12

to a man chosen for her by her parents. It was a bamboo wedding,

long before Hindu weddings were recognised as legal. {EX 10 Jan

1993:10)

bamboula, bamboolay, baboul n obs A kind of vigorous African-

based dance with singing and drumming. (< Joola bombolong ‘war

drum’; poss. southern Kikongo bambula, a word which transfers the

force of external things into oneself; eastern Kikongo bambola

‘ignite’) 0 There had been a bamboula or drum dance, contrary to

law, all Monday in the Village. (POSG 1 Apr 1891:6) 0 The limitation

of [Carnival] from four to two days was solidly laid at the door of the

Police of the day. It would appear that among the middle-class inhab-

itants - mostly Mulattoes - men disguised as women and vice versa.

The form of disguise as ‘negres du jardin’, or bush Negroes, was

mostly indulged in, and peculiar imitations of the field-labourers’

dances such as bamboolay, giouba and calendar, were carried on by

these gentlemen of the middle stratum. In order not to be identified with

these weird dances, as they were then thought to be, the participants
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chose the hours of darkness which necessitated the carrying of lighted

torches... (1861, in Ottley 1964:77) 0 In April 1891, a serious riot

took place in Arouca. The riot is described in these words in the local

Press: ‘There had been a Bamboula or drum dance contrary to Law,

all Monday in the village. The rowdies had been feasting the public

holiday and drinking heavily. In the afternoon Sergeant Urquhart, in

command of the five men at the Station there, went with three consta-

bles to the scene of the drum dance to take the names of the parties

participating therein. The Police took away the drums.’ (1891, in

Ottley 1964:93) 0 G.L. Garcia, a white Unofficial, opposing the bill,

said that drum-beating was the chief form of recreation for certain

classes. It was much abused by vagabonds and prostitutes, but the

past traditions of Trinidad knew the drum dance as the Bamboula, at

which ‘respectable peasants’ enjoyed themselves after the day’s toil.

(Brereton 1979:161) 0 Picton insisted that... ‘All fetes and bam-

boulas’ (a generic term for any drum dance) among the slaves were

absolutely forbidden after 9.00 p.m. (de Verteuil 1992:34) 0 bambula,

a fetish word which magically transfers the force of external things

into oneself; Bobangi (eastern) kiKoongo bambola ‘ignite’. Both

kiKongo citations suggest the explosive and transformative. There is

an associative relationship between the magical word, the power of

the drum, and the transformative capacity of dance. (Wamer-Lewis

1994:2-3)

bambrashoe see BRAMBASHOE

bambye, bambai, bym-by 1 adv Later; eventually; in a short while.

(< E by and by ‘soon; before long’) 0 Even dem lilly pickny self da go

na rum sharp... dis no good fu notin. Bym-by dem gall go make good

fa notin wife, dem boy go make good fu notin man. (TSp 31 Mar

1847:2) 0 Do fo ' do me no harm. Bambai (by and by) you papa gone

tell you. Used by a third party to rebuke a quarrelsome person.

(Herskovits 1945:199) 0 Hag ax ’e mooma weh mek ’e mout so lang,

moomah seh, “Huttum, picknie, b’am bye you go see am.” (Daniel

msl ca 1960) 0 [The drummers] struck up the famous West Indian

wedding march “Marriage sweet, marriage sweet. Bam bye you go see,

bam bye you go see.” (Ottley 1969:71) 0 He too old fah she. Dey look-

ing happy now but bambye you go see am. (Baptiste 1992)

2 n Part of a meal left over to be eaten later in the day. 0 Bambye - A
portion of food put aside to be eaten later. (John 1973)

bamkay, bamke v Smell bad; have an bad odour polluting the atmo-

sphere. /bamke/ (< Bh) 0 “That gandaa andaa buss an’ it making the

whole place bamke.” (1990) 0 “Here bamkeing.” (1990)

bamsee, bamsie n Buttocks, backside; usu. used of or by children.

(< bam-bam) = >bambam, bumsee 0 Since ah small ah always want

to play jabmolasee, horns real pointy, tail in bamsee. (Trinidad Bill

“Mas Dreams” 1982) 0 Rampey get vex an he gi Cowie four good

lash on he bamsee. (Foster 1990:62) 0 Yuh bamsee cock off, an yuh

does rock it so, good, lady, goods, ah fine he dam’ farse. (Macfarlane

1997:77) 0 Bamsee... The buttocks. Pronunciation and choice of

words usually reflect the level of society and education, e.g. Convent

girls may say I fell hard on my bottom whereas a behind the bridger

might say make sure yuh wash yuh bamsee when yuh bade, eh?

(www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

bamsee lambay n A woman’s attractive full buttocks; term usu. used

by men. 0 Boy, yuh see that nice bamsee lambay going dey? (Mendes

1985:10)

ban v Get rid of; discontinue; stop. (< E ban ‘forbid, make something

illegal’) 0 I ban she. 0 You not going to parties. No, I ban that. (1990)

banaithi n arc A traditional Indian fire-stick dance performed by men
on Hosay night, /banaiti/ (< H-U banaiti ‘a torch lighted at both ends

and whirled round’) = fire-rod dance 0 The banaithi players twirled

seven-foot long rods at either end of which was a big flame. (Alladin

1970a:34) 0 The Banaithi is a fire-stick dance performed on Hosay
night by East Indians. While Hosay drums beat... as the dancer steps

to the rhythm, he holds a flaming fire-stick, and twirls it around in a

clockwise and then an anti-clockwise direction. (Ahyoung 1977:79) 0

But fire-eating is still seen on occasion, as is Banaithi, the dance

where whirling sticks of fire make eerie patterns against the night sky.

(Ahye 1988b: 105) 0 The banaithi or Fire-rod dance is performed by a

man dressed in plain white costume, twirling a ten foot long bamboo
pole with balls of fire at the ends. This symbolises the lighting of the

way for the spirits of Husain and Hassan. It is also interpreted as a

form of purification. (Ramlakhan 1990b:35)

banane 1 n obs Butvrinus banana, a marine fish. (< FC < Fr banane

de mer ‘sea banana’, fr banana-like shape) 0 Banana, or banane.

Butyrinas Banana, (de Verteuil 1884:388)

2 n Albula vulpes (E lady-fish), a marine bonefish, seldom eaten

but prized as a gamefish. = carajo, macabe 0 (Vincent 1910:48) 0

(Mendes 1940:15)

3 n Elops saurus, a marine fish; long, thin, blue-grey back, silvery

sides, to lm (3.2') long. = ladyfish, piojo 0 Banane. (AAAC
1945:109) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

banan pilay, banane pilee n A dish made from cooked PLANTAIN

pounded with oil. /banan pile/ (< FC banan / Fr banane ‘banana’ +

FC/Fr pile ‘pounded; crushed’) = >pong plaintain 0 The remark hav-

ing fallen like a pestle on banane pile, we were left alone to continue

our conversation. (TRD Dec 1851:2) 0 The lure of banan pilay and

cascaradura was too much for him so he threw up his job and returned

to la belle Trinidad. (Inniss 1932) 0 [S]erve with banane pilee,

(pounded plantain), (de Boissiere ca 1945a:10) 0 Plantain Pounded

(Banane Pilee). Peel some green plantains and boil till soft. Put in the

mortar and pound while hot. Put to cool and pound again just before

serving. This is used either as a vegetable, or to garnish Callaloo. (de

Boissiere ca 1945a:29)

ban belly see BAND BELLY

banca foot n obs An enormously swollen leg, usu. from elephantiasis.

See also BENKE FOOT. (prob. < Yor gbengbe, gbongbo ‘huge’) =

>big foot, dolly foot, yam foot 0 Charlie uncle dead from banca foot,

band 1 n Group of musicians, specifically those playing music during

CARNIVAL. Nowadays usu. a BRASS BAND or a STEELBAND. (< E
band ‘a company of musicians’) 6 Bands of music... including those

“elegant” instruments the tin kettle and salt box, the banjee and

schack schack, have paraded the town in all parts, and at all hours of

the day and night. (POSG 20 Feb 1849) 0 Sunday 17th February

marked the start of the Steelband Panorama (then billed as BEST
ROAD MARCH STEELBAND COMPETITION) with the Prelimi-

naries held at the Queen’s Park Savannah. Bands throughout Trinidad

and Tobago were free to participate and this was separate and apart

from their appearance in either Tobago or South. (Maxime 1 99 1:5)

2 n In Carnival, a group of masqueraders, brought out by a

bandleader, and having a unified theme. In early days, during slavery,

such groups, known as SOCIAL UNIONS, may have evolved from

West African “secret societies”, mainly for holding dances. Later on,

lower class bands developed as territorial organisations, esp. active

during Carnival. = social union 0 There is some talk of a more than

usual sale of cutlases at the hardware stores during the last few days...

suspicions are abroad that they are intended to be displayed to intimi-

date opposition (and possibly do worse) in the barbarous threatening

rivalry of the miserable ‘bands’ that are allowed to rule and misrule

our streetways during the three nights and two days of our vilely-

degraded Carnival. (TC 9 Feb 1877:3) 0 This year's Carnival has

come and gone much more satisfactorily, we were glad to see and

hear, than similar festivals for many years past. There were several

tasteful bands of maskers - one a graceful dancing band of Venezue-

lans, another, a band imitating a wedding fete; also a Coolie Hose

band - and, also, a Zulu band, all which attracted much attention,

some of them giving rise to much merriment. (FPTN 12 Feb 1880:2)

0 There was less of masking, and what there was, was not offensive.

As to the ‘bands,’ with a few neglected exceptions (these having no

good friend to counsel and lead them) their play was play and nothing

more. (TC

4

Mar 1882:3) 0 The truth, we believe, is, the lads and men
of ‘the bands’ - the roughs of the town and suburbs reinforced for that

night by others from the valleys - had staked their cause (i.e. their

claim to be allowed to parade the Town from midnight to daybreak on

Carnival Monday with torches, beating of ass-skin, blowing of horn,

glass trumpet and conch, and stick-fence) - sure to end in free fights

and brutal injuries rarely however extending beyond the roughs
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themselves) on that night’s struggle, and had lost. (TC 4 Mar 1882:3)

0 For years 1 and several friends have amused ourselves by forming in

Carnival time a band of Venezuelan Soldiers, by which we have also

afforded a spectacle with which the Merchants and townspeople have

been much pleased. (Letter FPTN 15 Feb 1883:3) 0 A grave distur-

bance of the peace had occurred; a number of the two notorious

"bands” had broken the law as regards drum dances, had overpow-

ered the few policemen stationed in the Village, and for hours had

held undisputed possession of it. (POSG 7 Apr 1891:4) 0 Yesterday

morning from an early hour maskers were to be seen about the streets.

As usual there were thousands of sight seers and really some of the

bands were worth while looking at. (POSG 27 Feb 1900:6) 0 The
Carnival - The Masquerade passed off with great eclat , the rival

"bands" “for the mere love of the thing” striving hard for the empty

glory of being considered the premier band of Arouca, - “the marks-

men in Calypso.” ( Mirror 1 Mar 1900:7) 0 Opinions differ as to

which was the best dressed band, but there certainly seemed to have

been keen competition between the “White Rose” and “Brigade”

bands. For the best banner we are inclined to credit the latter band,

while of the former the costumes were certainly the centre of attrac-

tion. (POSG 20 Feb 1901 :4) 0 The Coronation of the King and Queen
of Trafalgar Social Union took place on Friday night in the presence

of hundreds of spectators. The tent was beautifully decorated and illu-

minated and all passed off happily and quiet except at a certain stage

when some of the members of rival bands who were visitors on the

occasion created a diversion outside by engaging in a fight. (POSG
15 Feb 1903:5) 0 [If] their fences were not strongly built their anxiety

was very great as to how much of it they would find standing in the

morning if two opposing Bands happened to meet in their vicinity,

when the rattle of loose macadam, thrown by the attackers at the

defenders who had taken cover behind it, sounded like an artillery

discharge of shrapnel on the Verdun front. (Argos 17 Feb 1918:7) 0

From FHospice bridge up to Belmont the “Maibomes” held sway.

This band consisted of the worst and toughest elements anywhere; the

men and even their boys and women always dressed in burlap. They
were considered the most dangerous of all the fighting bands... The
alarm “Maibones coming down,” would fill everyone with terror. (TG
8 Mar 1919:5) 0 There are first of all, the recognized bands, or

“Social Unions” as they are called. Each of these bands have a king

and queen, and a chantrelle or songster. In the good old days of which

1 am now writing, there were many of these “Social Unions” in Port-

of-Spain. There were the “White Rose” whose colours were Sea

Green and White; “Brigade” sky blue and white; “Artillery,” pink and

white; “Sweet Morning Belle,” old gold and white, and many others.

(TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 The more elaborate the costume... the sooner its

manufacture has to begin, especially in the groups, ‘bands’, with large

numbers of people involved. (Bryans 1967:86) 0 The jamets of the

towns were organised into bands for the purpose of dancing and fight-

ing. These were territorial and semi-secret organisations: each sector

of each region might have its gang. Such gangs may have derived

from West African secret societies, and their existence in Trinidad

was noted as early as 1808. L.M. Fraser described the ‘Convois’ and

‘Regiments’ formed by the slaves, with names like Convoi de Sans

Peur, Convoi de St Georges, Regiment Danois. Each gang had its Roi,

Reine, Dauphin, Grand Judge, soldiers, and alguazils. The ‘avowed

object’ of these slave bands was to hold African dances. Membership
in these bands was a test of manhood; initiation sometimes involved

the shedding of blood in a street ritual... Crossing the boundaries of

any band’s territory was the signal for ritualised conflict, which was
usually arranged for the Carnival days... [In 1877] There were then

about twelve city bands, each representing the vagabonds of a partic-

ular locale. There were the Free-grammar from Corbeau Town, the

Bois d’Inde from Upper Prince Street, the Bakers from east of the

Market, the Danois... from the Dry River, the Peau de Canelle from

the Royal Jail area, the Corail from Newtown, the s’Amandes from

the Wharves, the Maribones from Belmont, and the Cerf-Volants

from Duncan Street. (Brereton 1979:167) 0 Registration of Carnival

Bands, Categories and Description, 1. HISTORY: Ancient (a) Any
band portraying history before 1066 A.D. (over 50 persons), (b) Any

such band (50 persons and under). 2. HISTORY: Modem, (a) Any
band portraying history from 1066 A.D. to present time (over 50 per-

sons). (b) Any such band (50 persons and under). 3. CREATIVE. A
purely creative portrayal of an abstract theme. 4. CREATIVE: Topical.

A portrayal of topical interest or based on current events. 5. FAN-
TASY. A portrayal fantasising an actual subject, theme or event with

the accent on splendour. 6. ORIGINAL: Humorous. A humorous or

satirical portrayal in the spirit of Carnival. 7. MILITARY FORCES.
Any military portrayal. 8. SAILORS: On Shore Leave. Sailors or sea

bees or other naval-type units on shore leave. 9. SAILORS: Fancy.

Sailors with fancy costumes and elaborate or artistic head-gear.

10. OL’ TIME CARNIVAL. Old-type or traditional portrayals, e.g.

Pierrot Grenade or any band reminiscent of the old days. 1 1. ADVER-
TISING BANDS. Any band advertising any product or service. 12.

INDIANS: Fancy. Any imaginative or fanciful portrayal of American
Indians. 13. INDIANS: Authentic. Authentic portrayal of the Wild

Indians of the American Continent, including Black Indians. 14.

CLOWNS. 15. bats. 16. MINSTRELS. Costumed singers accompany-
ing themselves on the banjo, ukelele, tambourine, etc., simulating

black singers of yesteryear, of the deep American South. 17. DEVILS
AND DEMONS. Portrayal of devils, demons, beasts or dragons, imps,

gownmen, etc. 18. ROBBERS. Any band portraying fancy-type ban-

dits, talking “robber talk”. 19. STILLS. Portrayals in the form of “tab-

leaux vivants”. (CDC Guide to Participation, in Thomas 1984:216-8)

0 The 1950s was a decade of transition: masqueraders descended

from their lorries which took them around, facial masks began to dis-

appear, decency took to the streets, floats began to appear, and bands

became mass entities. (Milled 1993:270) 0 Port Fortin Mayor Dexter

Amum Joseph on Friday night called on calypsonians, band leaders,

masqueraders and others involved in Carnival to avoid promoting

immoral behaviour this Carnival season. (TG 16 Jan 1994:3) 0

Minshall was asking more from his masqueraders than mere jumping

up to music. They had to perform. For him what the Carnival band

had to provide was the Theatre of the Streets. (Anthony 1997:384)

3 n A group of singers and musicians performing some kinds of

Indian music. = gole 0 No wonder the Phagwa is usually called the

“Indian carnival” because of the present emphasis on “secular fun,”

the “goles” are now called “bands” and tassa (Indian drum) playing is

an important item. (Phagwa 1983)

4nA choir; an organized group of singers. 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

5«A white cloth tied around the head, covering eyes and ears, in a

Spiritual Baptist mourning ritual. (< E band ‘a flat strip of

flexible material used to bind or gird’) 0 At 2 A.M. the candidates are

allowed to rest. They lie down in a row, with bands on, in the church

or in the “mourning” room. (Simpson 1970:143) 0 If a candidate has

not mourned previously, two bands, a “sighting” band and a “studia-

tion” (study) band, are used, plus a “dead” band... The first two bands

are tied around the eyes, the dead band goes under the chin and over

the head. (Simpson 1970:147-8) 0 In the first segment of the baptism

ritual, candidates are given white robes and “bands” to wrap around

their heads, covering both their eyes and ears. (Glazier 1983:50)

6 n A horizontal colour stripe on the side of a MAXI-TAXI indicating

the region in which it operates. 0 Operators and drivers of some

green-band and some red-band maxis said yesterday that the travel-

ling public cannot afford the existing fares and therefore they will

probably have to stick to the prices now being charged. (EX 28 Nov
1993:3) 0 The youth... then pulled out his gun and shot the driver of

the red band ‘Nice Folks.’ (7YAL25 Dec 1994:3)

7 v Go together with; associate or stay with. = bunch 0 When cobo

wing break, he does band with fowl, (proverb)

8 v Fasten a white cloth around the head, covering eyes and ears, in a

Spiritual Baptist mourning ritual. (< band5 ) 0 The baptism

began on Saturday evening. May 27, 1989, and lasted about ten

hours. The ceremony consisted of two basic parts: praying, singing,

and praising in the church; and immersion in the sea. I was “banded”

during the first part. (“Banding” involves wrapping the entire head

with various colored cloths upon which special “seals” or religious
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symbols have been drawn. This procedure generally renders the initi-

ate totally blind, but... the difference between light and dark may be

perceptible). (Houk 1995:13)

9 v Wrap the ends of steelband pan sticks with pieces of rubber to pre-

pare for playing. (< E band ‘use a strip of any flat thin material to

bind together or gird') = wrap 0 “Canadian-born Trincan members

can’t ‘band’ sticks. I had to invent a stick which does not have to be

wrapped.”... The sticks have rubber caps glued on to their ends and

are recapable if they wear away after constant use. (EX 15 Aug
1993:8)

bandal n arc A tight Indian brass, silver, or gold bracelet worn on the

forearm, /bandal/ (< H-Bh) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

bandan, bandon n Tob Abandoned fields; fields which are no longer

cultivated. (< E abandoned ‘no longer used’) 0 Abandoned fields to

peasant folk are simply ‘the bandan.’ (Henry 1970:16) 0 Bandon or

latro - an abandoned piece of land. (Alladin 1970b:68) 0 “That place

bandon, it running into bush. (1990) 0 ‘Everybody left the estate. The

whole place was ’bandon until they raise the estate wages and some

people come back.’ (Boodhoo 1994:103)

bandar 1 n A badly behaved or stupid person, esp. a child or one with

a dark complexion, /bandar/ (< H-Bh bandar ‘monkey’) 0 Bandar: a

naughty, precocious child; monkey. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:15) 0

“You is a bandar!” (1990) 0 “What bandar know about aadhi?”

(‘What does monkey know about ginger?’ i.e. nothing). (1990)

2 n A negative term for people of African descent. 0 “Look a bandar

passing.” (1990)

bandara see bhandara
banday, bande adj In preparation of a KALINDA stick, with bark

removed and rubbed with oil. /bande/ (< FC < Fr bande ‘tightened;

stretched’) 0 This [kalinda] stick had to be prepared by singeing over

a fire to remove the bark and then rubbed with coconut oil in order to

be bien bande i.e. properly prepared for use. (Inniss 1932)

band belly, ban belly 1 phr Protect yourself from physical strain of

childbirth, work or grief. Specifically, wrap a cloth band around the

waist as a support for a person likely to be overcome by weeping and

grief, (fr custom of wrapping a cloth around the belly during work or

grief) 0 After delivering, the mother’s belly was banded tightly with a

cotton cloth to prevent her back from “opening up” and to “keep up”

the womb. She wore this band for some forty days. (Thompson

1983:9) 0 Hearing mih father answer and knowing before I hear a

word that mih lil brother dead, that he drown in Mayaro and then all

is bedlam, band tie ’round belly and people bawling. (EX 2 Nov
1993:7)

2 phr Prepare for the worst; resign yourself. 0 But if you really care

for those children, then you must band your belly and let them get out

of this country fast. (Bomb 1979)

bande see BANDAY
Bande de l’Est n arc On the eastern coast of Trinidad, the slightly

curved southern half including Manzanilla, Mayaro, and Guayagua-

yare. (< Fr bande ‘stretch of land’ + de l 'est ‘of the east’) 0 I heard...

about his trip to Bande de l’Est. (Urich Diary, 19 Sept 1830) 0 [No]

life was lost, save that of one negro, who was shot at Band de l’Est.

(POSG 2 Mar 1838:3) 0 “He travelled round to the other side of the

island, and met some Koromantyn soldiers of the black regiment in

Bande de EEst (Wilkins 1854:105) 0 The longest expedition I made
in Trinidad was to ride in two days right across the island to the east

coast, or “Bande del Est" as it is called, where I remained a week.

(Taylor 1864:76) 0 The music [was] supplied by the Bande L’Est

Road String Band. (POSG 2 June 1907:3) 0 I told him that they went

to Bande Test. (POSG 21 Feb 1917:5) 0 It was a feat to get to Mayaro
in the 1860s; from Valencia there was only a bridle path through high

woods to the Manzanilla beach, and from then on the beach was the

only road, with several rivers to cross and only one ferry, the

Ortoire... It is not surprising that ‘Bande de l’Est’ was virtually a for-

eign country, as an editor put it in 1872, or that Governor Gordon met
an ancient Creole at Mayaro who said he had lived for twenty years in

Trinidad and for fifty years in ‘Bande de l’Est’. (Brereton 1979:14)

banded king shoemaker n Archaeoprepona amphimachus [~ Pre-

pona meander], a large butterfly, wingspan 8.8 cm (3.5"). Black, with

long bright blue vertical patches in centres of all wings. Underside

brown in two shades, divided diagonally across the wings. (< E

banded, fr large vertical patches + king, fr large size) = new shoe-

maker 0 (Kaye 1921) 0 (Barcant 1970)

banded night snake n Leptodeira annulala ashmeadi, a small non-

venomous snake. (E banded ft colour pattern + night fr usual activity

at night) = annulated night snake, cat-eyed (night) snake, chunk-

head , >false mapepire
1

,
garden snake, mapepire

3
, mapipire balsain

2
,

night snake, Trinidad garden snake 0 (Boos 200 1 a: 1 1 5

)

bande plantain n obs A variety of cultivated plantain. 0 Bacterial wilt

[Moko Disease] is present on three varieties, namely, the Gros

Michel, the Moko plantain, and another plantain variety known as

Bande. (Wardlaw 1934b: 143)

bandhania see BHANDHANIA

bandhnaa n A grass-band used to tie bundles, e.g. of grass for fodder,

/bandna:/ (< H bandhna ‘tied; fastened’) 0 “Bring the bandhnaa for

me to tie the grass.”

bandia n An Indian musical instrument, /bandja/ (< H-Bh) 0 Their

music consists of a Drum, cymbal, Bandia, Triangle & some others

which may be heard two or three miles. (Cumberland 1802: 104b)

bandit 1 n A person, usu. a woman, who behaves in an immoral,

loose, or dangerous manner. 0 “She is a real bandit, running fares and

ting.” (2000)

2 n Any armed criminal or thief. (< E bandit ‘a lawless brigand;

member of gang that hides in physically inaccessible areas’) 0 You

don’t go there at night, they have plenty bandit.

bandit car n A car used by a BANDIT 2
for committing crimes and

escaping. 0 The very common Nissan B15 Sentra is known as a ban-

dit car - they’re common, esp as taxis, so popular for stealing and

using as a getaway car as they have big engines. (2007)

band jaw phr Become determined, resolute; esp. to see something you

want and resolve to do without it. 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 He was com-

pletely and absolutely alone. He would have to grit his teeth band his

jaw. (Ramkeesoon 1975: 1 12) 0 Arimians will recall in years gone by,

when the Maraj family at their Lopez Street home “banded their

jaws” and got their act together with a small shop which soon mush-

roomed into a supermarket. (Bomb 14 Nov 1986:30) 0 Me find a

place an’ everything a go well, Till de man tell me me ’ave fu go,

because de place sell; So me seh well, me a go ban' mi jaw till me cry.

But a fu-mi own house me a go buy. (Phillips 1991:56)

band launching n The first time designs for a new Carnival band 2

are exposed to the public, usu. marked with a FETE. 0 [They] chatted

at the band launching last Tuesday night... part of a large crowd

which turned out to usher in the Carnival season and to sneak preview

costume designs for the band. (EX 5 Nov 1990:18)

band leader n In Carnival mas, the person responsible for organiz-

ing, putting together, financing and managing a BAND 2
. 0 The Gover-

nor expressed himself as being highly pleased and much moved at the

idea put forward by some Band-leaders that the carnival be post-

poned. (Mirror 29 Jan 1901 :7) 0 At the “people” level where the mas-

queraders and the bandleaders conduct their affairs, arrangements are

proceeding on schedule. Bands have been launched, downpayments

have been made and, indeed, some bands are already sold out. (EX 2

Dec 1990:8) 0 Once he became a “bandleader” in the big band cate-

gory, his prowess soon manifested itself. (Millett 1993:271

)

band of the year n The BAND 2 which wins first prize in Carnival
competition; this award was begun in 1955. Unless otherwise speci-

fied, usu. refers to the large band of the year. 0 Trinidad is noted for

its gay Carnival celebrations which take place on the Monday and

Tuesday and Ash Wednesday. Associated with it are such features as

selections of the Band of the Year, Queen of the Bands, King of the

Bands, Calypso King, and Carnival Queen. Nearly the whole popula-

tion takes part in the celebrations. The Calypso “season” begins early

in the New Year and ends with the Calypso King contest on Carnival

Sunday night. Trinidad is also known as the home of the Steel Bands.
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(WICYB 1963:353) 0 Band of the Year. The coveted award given to

the best Carnival Band for that year, chosen by a panel of judges.

(Mendes 1985: 10)

bandol(a) n A tenor stringed instrument, with four double strings and

a flat back; it is played by plucking with a plectrum or pick. /bandDl,

bandol/ (< Sp bandolin ‘an instrument with four double strings and a

rounded back', cf. Fr banderole ‘Spanish guitar’) = mandol 0 There

still remain lingering memories of the paseos , the music, the strings -

guitars, bandols, quatros and violins. (Masson 1927:40) 0 Such musi-

cal instruments as the marraque or shack-shack; the teplee, the flute,

the violin, the clarionet, the bandol or mandol, and the indispensable

quatro, make their appearance, and a general air of jollity prevails.

(Aspinall 1928) 0 The bandol or bandola, the tenor of the instalments

that are led by the mandolin, is approximately 85 x 30 cms. It has four

double strings, two of the [bass] strings are made of metal and the

other two of gut, whereas the four treble strings are all gut. (Taylor

1977:36) 0 Veiquoix... is a kind of song that is... accompanied by tip-

ple, cuatro, bandol, guitar, and shak-shak. (Ahyoung 1977:31) 0 They

always said that in a parang band a cuatro and a marac were essential

and that other instruments such as violin and mandolin or bandol

were adornments, while the box bass was not part of the old tradition.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:44)

bandolin n A pear-shaped stringed musical instrument commonly
used in PARANG; has a flat, or more commonly a slighted rounded,

back made of wooden strips, 45 x 24 cm, 4 double wire strings. Simi-

lar to but smaller than MANDOLIN and bandol(a), which have flat

backs. Played by plucking with a plectrum or pick, /bandolin, bando-

lin/ (< Sp bandolin ‘an instrument with four double strings and a

rounded back’, cf. Fr banderole ‘Spanish guitar’) 0 Some Trinidadi-

ans consider the mandolin and bandolin to be one and the same

instalment, others contend that the pear-shaped flat backed instru-

ment is the mandolin and the similar instrument with the distended

back of wooden stripes [s/c] is the bandolin... Jules Luis of Belmont,

Port-of-Spain, who has been making these instruments for many
years recalls that he saw the first flat-back instrument during World

War I. [Formerly], all mandolins made in Trinidad had curved backs.

Sometimes when an instrument-maker could not produce the required

rounded curved back of wooden strips, he would use the shell of a

morocoy, or a turtle. Bandolins and mandolins measure approxi-

mately 45 x 24 cms. and their four double strings are of wire. (Taylor

1977:36) 0 The following types of music are played during the cele-

bration: Galerons, Malaguenas, Jotas and Estribillos which are

accompanied by lyrics... The instruments that generally accompany

the music are the cuatro, bandola, bandolin and maracas. (TG 27 Nov
1994:19)

bandon see bandan
bandook n Gun; rifle, /banduk/ (< H banhduk ‘musket, rifle’) 0 “I see

a police standing up with a bandook.” (1990)

band-tail tetra n Hemibrycon taeniurus , a small freshwater fish; sil-

very, tail yellow with a black horizontal bar at base, (fr darker bands on

tail + E tetra, several small freshwater tropical fish) = Guppy’s sardine,

>mountain stream sardine
1

, sardine
6
0 (Boeseman 1960:91-2)

banga 1 n Acrocomia aculeata , a native palm tree, 10-20 m (32-64')

tall; usu. solitary; trunk often swollen at top, armed with rings of

black spines. Leaves 3 m (10') long, composed of 50-60 pairs of leaf-

lets 2-4 cm (1-1.5") wide, attached in different planes along the mid-

rib, giving the whole leaf a feathery appearance. Fruits olive-green to

yellow-brown, smooth, globose, 4 cm (1.6") diameter, usu. 1-seeded.

The kernel yields edible oil; the trunk is used in rough planks for

building, /banga/ (poss. < Kikongo mbanga ‘palm nut, Wolof banga

‘palm kernel’ or < Bh banga , fr resemblance to similar spiny palm

trees found in India) = goo-goo-loo, >gru-gru
1

,
gru-gru bef, shac-shac

tree, sticky banga 0 The plants are most commonly found on dry hill-

sides ... Banga trees are good indicators of poor soil management ...

due to repeated ‘slash-and-bum’ farming in the same locality.. The

kernel is enclosed within a hard nut, and is itself very hard to chew.

There is a common expression “your head hard like banga” which

alludes to this toughness. (Morean 1990h:32) 0 He got hit with a

bull-pistle wielded by a massive policeman and flew straight up a

“banga” tree. Later, when the police had left his friends called to him
“Come down. Dey gone. Come down.” To which he asked, “What?
For picka to jook meh?” (EX-2 22 July 1990:44)

2 n Astrocaryum aculeatnm [= A. aureum] (E cuyule palm, star nut

palm), a spiny naturalized palm, to 15 m (50') tall, found mostly in

south-west Trinidad. Trunk obscurely ringed with abundant reflexed

black spines 3-8 cm (1-3") long. Leaves 3 m (10') long, erect, and

spreading to produce a long narrow crown. Leaflets to 1 m (3') long,

stiff, with spines on leaf stalk. Flower stalk very long. Fruits edible,

egg-shaped, 6 x 4 cm (2.4 x 1.6"), fragrant, greenish-yellow with a

hard, rough covering and a long narrow beak, in large clusters. = gru-

gru
2
0 (Morean 1990h:32) 0 Cuyule, Star-nut, Banga... Very restricted

in its range in southwest Trinidad, therefore threatened. It is always

associated with anthropogenic habitats or if in forest, a relict of for-

mer Amerindian settlements... For this reason, it may be an intro-

duced palm. (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:44)

bangalang n Vagina; usu. humorous use. 0 Girl, ah want yuh banga-

lang!

bangee see BANJEE

bangi intj arc Greeting used in Trinidad by the Siewnarine Hindu sect.

(< H) 0 “Long time when mamoo come we use to tell bangi, now i

dead it eh ha nobody to tell that.” (1990)

bangri n A very thin bracelet, made of glass or metal, /bangri/

(< H-Bh bangri ‘coloured glass bracelet worn on the wrist’) 0 “The

very plain kangan are called ‘jingles’, because the tinkling is a nice

sound. The very thin one is ‘bangri’, but that is by itself and more

decorated.” (2003)

bania, baniya n arc A hereditary caste of grocers and food distribu-

tors. /banja/ (< H baniya ‘shopkeeper, merchant’) 0 Gradually with

the village settlements coming up, the professional distribution and

specialization was done. Thus the... bania (grocer) [took] to grocery.

(Jha 1973:36) 0 The [masseuse] profession came to Trinidad with

the immigration of indentured laborers from India. It was passed

down to successive generations of women ... but tied to the low class

and baniva/chamar/dhobi caste of the Hindu community. (Mahabir

2000:7)
’

banja, banjar, banza n obs A stringed musical instrument of probable

African origin, with a small round resonant box. (< Kimbundu

mbanza , a stringed instrument, < mbanza ‘half calabash’) = >banjee,

banjo
2 0 (Mendes 1985:10)

banjee, bangee n obs A stringed musical instrument of probable

African origin, with a small round resonant box usu. made from a large

CALABASH, (prob. < Kikongo umbundu mbanza', poss. related to AmE
banjo) = banja, banjo" 0 The wild banjee dance abounded, accompa-

nied with sounds the most unmusical and grating. (TSp 27 Dec 1845:2)

0 The Carnival. Since midnight of Sunday, this Festival has broken the

slumbers of our peaceable citizens with its usual noisy revelry and

uproarious hilarity. Bands of music (soi disant), including those “ele-

gant” instruments the tin kettle and salt box, the banjee and schack-

schack, have paraded the town in all parts, and at all hours of the day

and night. (POSG 20 Feb 1849:2) 0 The Congo yard, where three or

four nights every week they hold public dances, to the music of the

banjee[,] drum and shack-shack until the hour of 10 p.m. - and often

much later. (POSG 12 Nov 1853:2) 0 “Between the hours of eight of

the clock in the evening and six of the clock in the morning; [anyone

who] plays any drums, gong, bangee, chac-chac, barrel organ, hurdy-

gurdy, harp, violin, violincello, trombone, castanet, rattle, bagpipes or

other instrument adapted for producing or imitating music, whistling,

screeching, barking, hooting, cock-crowing or any other noise shall on

conviction thereof forfeit any sum not exceeding ten pounds and in

default of immediate payment shall be imprisoned with or without

hard labour for any term not exceeding one month.” (POSG 10 Feb

1883:4) 0 As drumming was forbidden in public event, “string orches-

tras" comprised of the banjee (a three-stringed banjo) and the salt box

(related to the one-stringed African musical bow) became popular.

Rhythmic accompaniment was provided by the tin kettle and various

gourd rattles. (Haslebacher & Gallaugher 1987:5-6)
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banjin adj Of a woman, barren, unable to bear a child, /banc^in/

(< H banjh ‘barren’) = bahila 0 “He wife banjin.” (1990)

banjo 1 n obs An African musical instrument, made of thin strips of

wood or metal of different lengths, fastened side by side with a

small space between; the ends are pressed sharply with the thumbs

and released to produce different notes. Note: This is usu. known in

SE as mbira or thumb piano, and is not related to the U.S. stringed

banjo (see BANJEE). 0 [We] got to a colony of Kroomen squatters.

Here we saw a real banjo, the most primitive musical instrument

that can be conceived. It was formed of a piece of hard wood, about

a foot in length, and an inch and a half thick, rounded at one end. On
this eighteen strings, made of slips of thin wood of unequal lengths,

were tightly fastened, and then raised by a bridge. It was played

with the thumbs, and really sounded very well, considering the

material. The owner was extremely careful in tuning it, which he

did very accurately. He refused to sell it, “cause him too good,” and

had not another. On my asking him if there were any in Africa of the

same sort, the answer was, “dere too much plenty.” (Day 1852-

1:324)

2 n obs A stringed musical instrument, with a small round resonant

box usu. made from a large calabash, (prob. African origin for instru-

ment and name) = banja, >banjee 0 (Uh 1883:247)

3 n Torpedo andersoni or T. nobiliana, an edible marine fish. 0 (LNP

1985) = electric ray

bank 1 n A mound of earth used to plant yams, potatoes, etc.

(< E bank ‘a raised shelf or ridge of ground’) 0 “He helping me dig a

yam bank.” (1990)

2 n An underwater marine location where a particular kind of fish can

often be found and caught. (< E bank ‘a shelving elevation in the sea;

an area of oysters etc.’) 0 Banking... this kind of fishing... affords

very good sport when the right banks are located... The best “banks”

lie far out to sea... It is only on the “banks” that the very large snap-

pers or redfish are caught. (Guppy 1922:444-5) 0 All behind there is a

good redfish bank. 0 “You open Cabresse, and at the same time you

open Pt. Lisas, behind Baleine, you know you’re on the bank.” (1996)

3 n Depository of extra marbles not in current play. (< E bank ‘an

amount or stock of money’) 0 He had more marbles in his bank than

anybody else. (Bynoe 1985:5)

4 n In WHE-WHE, the total amount of money in a particular game, or

a continuous money account with a particular BANKER. (< E bank ‘in

games of chance, the amount of money the proprietor of the gaming-

table has before him’) 0 My friend Jimmy was running a little bank of

about $100 in... Siparia. (EX-2 22 July 1990:44) 0 Last night, the

“heavy rollers” were around the wappie table again with their

“banks” at a club in Aranguez. (EX 28 Nov 1993: 1 8)

5 n Tob A tray in which MEGASS is carried. 0 [B]ank. A tray in which

megass was carried from the boiling house to the mill yard for drying,

then to the megass house for storage, and from there back to the boil-

ing house for use as fuel. (Craig-James 2008:11-295).

6 v Rake cocoa beans into long rows or banks during drying, to allow

the floor to dry. (< E bank ‘heap or pile up’) 0 (Moore 1980:1 1) 0

They used to bank cocoa up here.

7 v Fish ocean banks from a boat, while at anchor, with lines, usu. for

large, slow-swimming bottom fish. (< bank3 ) 0 The men were “fish

banking” near Soldado Rock when they were arrested. (EX 2 1 Dec
1986:6) 0 “He was banking in the First Boca.” (1996)

8 v Run a WHE-WHE game; collect and distribute money. (< E bank
‘act as a banker’) 0 [He] was a stickman who had cut some other

fellow over a girl, and he was banking whe whe for a merchant in

town beside doing other things the police didn’t like.” (Stewart

1989:121)

ban karaille see BHANKARAILE

bank-boat n A fishing boat that has been BANKING, fishing at anchor.

(< bank4 ) 0 “Ah walkin’ up de hill wey me a stay, ah tired, so ah

walkin’ slow, an’ who you tink ah bounce up pan - Lloyd Glasgow. De
man say bank-boat ah come in jus’ now wid redfish an’ snapper, come
leh we go an' make some fish-tea an' green banana." (Phillips 1991 :36)

bank bus, bank burst, bank bust phr In WHE-WHE, when the

BANKER has to pay out more than the amount in his bank and pays

only a percentage of the winnings. 0 (Hill 1966c:4) 0 “Three weeks

now I losting steady. No matter what mark I play, somebody always

spot me. And sometimes is two, three, four punters I have to pay out.

All you know bank burst once already this week.” (Hill 1966c:21 ) 0

The side banker would then have been in an embarrassing position by

receiving more money on the winning mark and less on the losing

ones. If he had little or no reserves to make up the deficit his position

would have worsened. He would then have to call “bank buss” and

pay at a lower proportional rate or go out of business. Calling “bank

buss” would have lost him the confidence and custom of those mark-

ers who were unaware of the plot. He would [a]lso have incurred the

anger of punters who would not get all their winnings. (Cummings
2004:124)

banker 1 n In WHE-WHE, the person who runs the game, helped by

one or more SIDEBANKERS, selecting the winning MARK and paying

those who bet on it. (< bank1
)
= whe-whe banker 0 In Port-of-Spain

the leaders in the game, the men who are known as the “Bankers”

keep their dens on the outskirts of the City. (WG 6 Oct 1930:3) 0 If I

was a banker, Playing whe-whe every day... I would play santapee

and damblay belly. (Radio, Lion & Tiger “Ask No Questions” 1936)

0 The game is played twice or three times a day. The Banker selects

his mark from the thirty-six....The Banker writes his chosen mark on

a slip of paper which he puts in an agreed place... [later] all the Mark-

ers gather round the Banker and his assistant. They hand in their lists

and the money collected, then the Banker invites one of them to

expose the mark chosen for that play. This is declared, the lists

checked, and the winning number paid. (Hill 1966c:3) 0 The

woman... is said to be a whe whe banker with high police contacts.

(Bomb 19 Dec 1986:18) 0 Players are called “punters” and the person

who accepts bets and pays the odds is called “the banker”. Up until

the 1940s most bankers were Chinese. In the late 1930s and early

1940s, the police started their anti-whe-whe campaign because it was

claimed school children were getting involved in the game. This

caused Chinese bankers to loosen their grip on the game. (Millett

1993:55) 0 After the “mark” or “marks” were chosen, they were then

communicated to the person who was responsible for collecting the

wagers, selecting the winning “mark”, and paying those who chose

the correct mark. This person is known as the “banker” or “whe whe
banker.” The banker would then record the chosen “marks” on a piece

of paper which was first called a “ticket”. (McCree 1996:4)

2 n A person who keeps extra marbles for a player and gives them out

on the owner’s order. (< bank5 ) 0 My brother was always my banker.

Bankers Row n arc In Port of Spain, the area of Independence Square

between Frederick and Chacon Streets, (fr abundance of banks in this

area) 0 All by Bankers Row used to have big trees along the road.

banking n A kind of sea fishing done from a boat at anchor, with lines

and baited hooks. (< E banking ‘fishing on an ocean bank’) 0 A
method of banking in use off Tobago. A piece of “supple-jack” (Paul-

linea Sp.) stem six feet long, with a bend at the end in which a weight

is fixed. Hooks are placed at intervals, and the “supple-jack” is sunk

in deep water with a strong deep sea line from the boat.... The Sys-

tem OF BANKING... affords very good sport when the right banks

are located. The usual method is to have three or four hooks attached

to the end of a line many fathoms long. The hooks are mounted on

short wires just above the heavy lead sinker. The best “banks” lie far

out to sea... It is only on the "banks" that the very large snappers or

redfish are caught. (Guppy 1922:444-5) 0 It is not proposed in a short

article like the present to give much notice to what is known as

“banking,” as full information with regard to this mode of fishing can

be obtained from the local boatmen, whilst the tackle required is of

the simplest. The fish mainly caught by banking are small red fish,

grouper, different species of grunt, crapeau fish, etc. (Trinidad Rivi-

era, 1924:122) 0 [F]rom experience we find the following list most

adaptable for banking. (Mendes 1937:23) 0 There are many variants

on the technique of banking, but this is basically hand lining with

baited hooks for demersal fish such as snappers, groupers and sea

trouts. (Kenny & Bacon 1981:124)
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banking line n Any long fishing line with one or several hooks, used

for BANKING, fishing on or near the sea floor. A PATERNOSTER line

ends in a weight, resting on the sea bottom, with a swivel some dis-

tance above; between these about three horizontal wires are fastened,

each one having a short vertical line with a hook; used for deep sea

fishing. A LIGNE DORMANT has a sinker at the end, resting on the sea

bottom, with one or two wires attached to hooks. 0 “We fix up several

banking lines and went out to fish... We had only banking line so we
couldn't troll.” (1996)

banking spellar n A fishing weight made of two wooden cross-pieces

fastened with wire, with hooks fastened to each end, the whole piece

weighted and lowered on a line to rest on the bottom. (< Irish and AmE
spiller ‘long fishline with several hooks attached’) 0 (Bickerton 1969)

bank-mark n Point where two or more landmarks intersect with the

location of a boat, used by fishermen to locate a particular BANK 3
.

=

mark5
0 “You open Cabresse, and at the same time you open

Pt. Lisas, behind Baleine, you know you’re on the bank. Those are

the bank-marks.” (1996)

bank-note blue n Evenus regalis, a butterfly, wingspan 4.7 cm (1.9").

Male brilliant greeny ultramarine with narrow black margins; inner

lower wing brown-magenta. Female paler, with wide brownish-

black borders. Underside green, banded in centre with black; wide

magenta band merging to green towards lower wing margins,

(fr similarity of blue to that of the one hundred dollar banknote) 0

(Barcant 1970:115-6)

bank rat n Nectomvs squamipes palmipes, a rat often found near

streams and rivers, (fr common habitat of riverbanks) = mangrove rat,

>Trinidad(ian) river rat, water rat 0 (Boos 1986)

bank up 1 v Pile up; put in a heap. (< E bank ‘heap or pile up') 0 “I

can’t have all this bush bank up here. Put it in the road. Bank it up in

the road.” (1987)

2 v Save money, not necessarily in an official bank. 0 I almost have

enough money for the house bank up.

banner n A large cloth banner identifying a Carnival band. In the

past they were highly elaborate and often painted; modem ones tend

to be simple, mainly having the name of the band. (< E banner ‘a

piece of cloth attached to a pole, used as a standard’) 0 Each crowd of

maskers carried a distinguishing banner, artistically worked. Every

movement in the masquerade is made to music - whether marching or

dancing, the songs being a peculiar kind of local composition. (Mir-

ror 1 Mar 1900:8,10) 0 BRIGADE. This band paraded a Banner at the

top of which on one side were the flags of the Suzerainty, centered by

the Crown of England. Under this was the Coat of Anus with the rose

in the centre, and at the bottom was Iere with the words “Defenders of

the Empire 1901;” while on the other side was represented the “Naval

Brigade.” Of this banner it must be said that it is a fine specimen of

local painting. (POSG 20 Feb 1901:4) 0 The banners of these bands

were really magnificent, being entirely handwork of cruel [crewel]

silk on a white ground. The “Standard” banner easily took the cake.

(POSG 13 Feb 1902:4) 0 Arima. The second day was a vast improve-

ment over the first, here, and the turn out of the bands was much
admired and particularly Brigade and the Bells of Iere, the banners of

both of which were painted by Mr. Paredes, a creole of Arima.

(POSG 26 Feb 1903:5)

banny n A kite made of different equal-sized strips of coloured kite

paper. 0 A “banny” is made of different strips of coloured kite paper,

all of which are cut to exactly the same size or the kite will not fly.

(Rampersad 1993:10)

banpulis n Latrine; outdoor toilet, /banpuliz/ (< Bh) = small house,

tutti 0 Ai. wait full meh ta, ah coming, ah in de banpulis.

banquet n In Kabbalah, a ceremony involving the conjuration and

manifestation of ENTITIES. (< E banquet ‘a ceremonial feast’) 0 A
typical Kabbalist will work with the entities in both a personal, infor-

mal, and impromptu context and in a public and formal context. The

former generally involves spiritual work done on behalf of a client;

the latter involves the banquet, the most popular Kabbalistic cere-

mony in Trinidad... they may be generally divided into two groups:

“closed” and “open” banquets. During a closed banquet, particular

entities are dealt with for specific reasons; attendance at this banquet

is restricted. The open banquet is an annual affair during which any

Kabbalah entity may manifest itself. (Houk 1992:94)

bansi n A fish hook, /bansi/ (< H bans

T

‘fish hook’) 0 He get a bansi in

he hand.

bansuri, basuri n A traditional Indian flute played horizontally; a

cylindrical tube, usu. of bamboo, closed at one end, usu. 30-40 cm
long, /bansuri/ (< H bansuri ‘reed or bamboo flute’) 0 Bansuri: a

flute. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:15) 0 You who could make an Indian

string instrument. Or build a bassoree and play it. (Mohamed
1988:139) 0 Bansuri'. A very ancient instrument... a simple cylindri-

cal tube, mostly of bamboo, of uniform bore and closed at one end.

The lengths and number of holes vary - from forty to thirty centime-

tres. The holes are arranged in a straight line. The player blows into

the mouth... It is held in a horizontal position with a slight downward
inclination. (Ramlakhan 1990a:9-10) 0 Bansuri: side-blown bamboo
flute. (Ramaya 1992:22)

banter song n Tob A song containing PICONG, social criticism; sung

in villages about specific people, usu. carried out amongst women.
(< obs E banter ‘ridicule; make a jest of a thing’) 0 “Since I became
Christian, I don’t have anything to do with banter song.” (1990)

banza see BANJA

baota n obs A traditional Indian woman’s bracelet, a narrow band

worn on the upper arm, higher than a BAJU. = dhulai

bap, baap, bhap n Father; sometimes father of spouse. Sometimes

used as an exclamation, /bap, ba:p/ (< H bap ‘father’) 0 Older people

tend to use and prefer bap [to pa], (Klass 1961:95) 0 He sought out

his father one morning and begged him to help him out of his difficul-

ties. ‘Tell me. Bap,’ he begged, ‘wey I can find a good stick-mounter?

1 mean somebody who really know the job.’ (Naipaul 1976:38) 0

“Look bap coming.” (1990) 0 He kept bawling out, “Bhap! Help me!

Help me! Bhap! They are killing me Bhap!” (Persaud 1990:120)

bap(s) 1 adv Of a sound, movement or event, sharp or sudden. 0 “Not

me, every cat and dog living in Diego Martin. As soon as they feeling

themselves... baps, it’s Diego Martin. No! Goodwood Park for [me].”

(Jones 1973:48) 0 Ramgoolie land bap in Miami, USA. (Sawh 1982)

2 n Whimsy; fancy; sudden idea or urge. = vap(s) 0 “Make it up?

With what? That! That piece of dirty coolie? He ain’t have no pride,

no decency. He mind still in the filthy cowshed on the estate where it

bom. I dunno what bap hit me to married him. I done with him now,

for good.” (Hill 1966c: 19)

baptise v Baptise or be baptised in the Spiritual Baptist religion.

(< E baptize ‘immerse in water, or pour or sprinkle water upon, as an

initiation into the Christian church’) 0 “She had baptised with me and

we had a very good relationship.” (TTM 31 Mar 1987:20) 0 “I have

baptised with the Spiritual Baptists and I am leading a new life.”

(Bomb 7 Sept 1990:14)

Baptist n Usu., a member of the Spiritual Baptist church.

(< E Baptist ‘a Protestant religious body which holds that baptism

should be administered to believers by immersion’) = Shouter, Spir-

itual Baptist 0 Earlier studies of the religion... referred to the group as

the Shouters, an appellation members neither use nor appreciate.

Believers refer to their faith as the Spiritual Baptist church or, more

commonly, as the Baptists. (Glazier 1983:3) 0 [She] says there’s

another Baptist lady... around the comer. “She does see good,” she

recommended. (EX 13 June 1993:11) 0 I don’t know what is their

mission since TnT already has two main Black religions - the Baptist

and Orisha Faiths. (TTM 2 Feb 1996:15) 0 Baptists’ Awards &
Dinner. The Foundation for the Academic Advancement of Spiritual

Baptist Youths will be hosting its first Annual Scholarship Award

Function and Dinner. (IND 15 Aug 1998:21)

bar v Confront, usu. with a stick or with violent intent. (< E bar ‘stop

or prevent a person’s progress’) 0 She bin go an bar Sammy Creole

by de Savanah. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 They say they going to bar me
up in Maraval. (Caresser “Clear the Way When the Bamboo Play”

1938) 0 Thousand, ten thousand to bar me one, Listen to this leggo.

(Invader “Ten Thousand to Bar Me One” 1939) 0 In the morning

when 1 wake, Peter Agent bar me by the gate. (Growler “In the
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Morning” 1939) 0 Bar (verb). Doh bar me nah! - Don’t hinder or

obstruct me. (ESTT 1956)

bara, baaraa, barrah n A small round flat fried bread made with

ground urdee dal, usu. eaten with curried CHANA; two BARA around a

wet GHANA filling is a DOUBLES. (< H-Bh bard ‘ground pulse

formed into small cakes and fried’) 0 ‘No,’ she told Singh, ‘yuh cyar

mek barrah yet, son. Yuh bettah learn to mek good barra. De edge ah

yuh barrah hard, hard; you could pelt dorg with it!’ (Ramsawack TG
1979) 9 The vendor, unperturbed, slapped two bara on grease-proof

paper, added a bit of watery looking channa to one of them, dashed in

a bit of pepper and with a deft twist of the hand, encased the doubles

in the paper. (TG 18 Apr 1988:17) 0 Deen’s doubles were known

throughout Trinidad... The bara which formed the outside of the dou-

bles was made of flour but it only served to enhance the flavour of the

highly seasoned channa (chick peas) which was boiled with curry and

which formed the filling between the two bara. (Ali 1993:63) 0 Bis-

soon is normally up at five on mornings from Sunday to Saturday to

help or watch his mother and wife make bara for the 300 doubles he

sells daily. (TG 4 Dec 1994: 11) 0 People from as far north as Port of

Spain go to Debe just to sample some of the best barah, aloo pies,

catchowrie, gillabee and other foods for which Debe junction has

become famous. (TG 12 Oct 1995:41)

baraat see BARAT

baraawe v Avoid or abstain from certain foods, e.g. meat, salt, alco-

hol, usu. for religious or ritual reasons in Hindu practice, /baraiwe/

(< H-Bh) 0 “When it have a shaving, you have to baraawe.” (1990)

baracooto see BARRACOUTA

baraha see BARAHI

barahar see balahar

barahi, barahee, barahie, baraha, borahee n A Hindu celebration

held on the twelfth day after a baby is bom. /barahi/ (< Bh barahi

< bara ‘twelve’) 0 Twelve days after birth the baraha ceremony takes

place. At this time the mother and child are considered fully clean and

men can attend. Also, during this ceremony the secret rassi name is

given to the child. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:129) 0 Poor people usu-

ally chose the sixth day, for then they could have a chuttee, a very

small party. Richer families waited until the twelfth day to have a

borahee. These women’s parties officially terminate the midwife’s

services. (Klass 1964:108) 0 Some of the sixteen samskaras (sacra-

ments) like those connected with birth (chhathi and barahi) and death

(abrahdha and pitritarpan are observed in many Hindu homes. (Jha

1973:44) 0 [Djespite protests from the old man, who grumbled on the

folly of incurring expenses on the birth of the son of a mere daughter,

she resolved to hold a barahi , a twelfth-day celebration on the birth of

a man-child. (Naipaul 1976:129) 0 Some of the wealthier families

prefer to hold the birth celebration on the twelfth day [after birth], in

which case it is known as a barahi, and is of greater magnitude [than a

catthi]. Guests could be seen drinking alcohol at Hindu weddings,

drinking and gambling at wakes, and the behaviour at barahees was

sometimes deplorable. (TG 16 Aug 1986:8) 0 Traditionally, chutney

songs were sung at weddings, especially cooking night and at Barahi

and Chathi, etc. In this environment the performers and audience

observed all the morals and decorum that go with the Hindu faith.

(Letter, TG 28 Nov 1990:8) 0 “Well yuh go fete by Babooram, is he

grandchile, an then a boy too, well is big barahi.” (1990) 0 Ramroop
was a skillful roti maker, and he tossed the large paratha around on its

way to the tawa, with greatest ease and dexterity. He had learnt well,

both on the boat coming to Trinidad and on the many communal
activities at the barracks - Weddings, Barahis, Mouloods, and Rama-
yan Jhags. (Deen 1994:140) 0 In Felicity, kajari can be sung at wed-

dings and at the celebrations following the birth of a child - chat!

(six days after the birth) or barahi (twelve days after the birth)., these

parties are also held to celebrate the birth of daughters. (Myers

1998:83,85)

barakat n Good fortune or prosperity; esp. gained through hard work,

/barakat/ (< H barakat ‘blessing; prosperity’) 0 “So long he working

and he so poor. He have no barakat.” (1990) 0 “Long time he was
poor, but now he have barakat.” ( 1 990)

baraman, barrahman n A person who makes and sells bara or

DOUBLES. (< bara + man2
) 0 They later walked out to the estate at

the edge of the festival grounds to the itinerant barrahman... “Gee we
two doubles dey, Barrahman!” (Ramsawack 1983:68)

bara sandwich n Two BARAS with wet curried CHANA filling; usu.

joking. (< bara + E sandwich ‘filling between two slices of bread’,

though this would be chana sandwich) = >doubles

barat, baraat n A Hindu wedding procession of the groom and his

party to the house of the bride; now usu. a procession of cars contain-

ing male friends and relatives of the groom, led by the bridegroom in a

decorated car. /barat/ (< H-U barat ‘bridegroom’s marriage proces-

sion’) = bariat 0 The barat - a procession of taxis containing the male

friends and relatives of the groom, and led by the dolaha (bridegroom)

in a decorated car - departs around 1 p.m. It returns around 7 p.m., car-

rying the new bride to her husband’s home. (Klass 1961:126) 0 [On the

wedding day] the groom, accompanied by his male relatives and

friends leaves for the bride’s home. This procession forms what is

called the (bareeyaat or baraat). (Sankar 1972:12) 0 “Sookdeo an dem
come dong with ah baaraat boy! Dey lick up hyah man.” ( 1 990) 0 With

twenty other cars the Baraat left Coffee Street and headed for the quiet

central village of Preysal. (Deen 1994: 197)

baratian, baraatian n In a Hindu wedding, a person who joins the

marriage procession of the groom to the house of the bride. (< barat +

E -ian ‘participant; adherent’) 0 Baratian: one who joins the marriage

procession of the groom to the house of the bride. (Dukhedin-Lalla

1974:15) 0 Here is a simple [chutney song] which was popular in

rumshop limes and excursion and part of the baraatian repertoire:

High as the mountain and deep as the sea. Ah never see a young gal

like Champa Devi. (TG 11 Nov 1990:35) 0 [T]he dulahin lived close

by, within walking distance on Munroe Road, Cunupia. That’s why
their families decided to have a Hindu wedding in the true tradition of

long ago, so that the bharatians (wedding procession) could walk to

the bride’s home and walk back after completion of the ceremony.

(EX 13 Aug 2002:23)

bar attender n A bartender; a person hired to serve drinks. (< E bar-

tender + E attend ‘wait on; serve’) 0 The bar attender nodded on see-

ing him and, knowing his likes and tastes, brought him a nip of Vat

19, a small enamel pitcher of ice-water, and a slice of lemon on a tray.

(Khan 1964:41) 0 “What wrong with my money? It have hole in it or

what?” Manko challenged the bar attender. (Khan 1987:45)

barb see BARBE

barba amarilla n obs Bothrops atrox, a venomous snake. (< Sp barba

‘chin’ + amarilla ‘yellow’, fr pale yellow chin and throat in some

specimens) = balsain, basin snake, cascabel", fer-de-lance, mapepire
-

,

>mapepire balsain
1

,
rabo frito, true cascabel, true mapepire

1

,
valsin 0

(Minton et al 1968)

barbacue n arc A smooth platform, usu. of stone or cement, on which

coffee beans and other produce is spread in the sun to dry. (< Sp bar-

bacoa < Taino) 0 On the plantations the planters have smooth stone

floors, called barbacues, upon which the cacao is spread. (Ober

1898:88)

barbadeen see BARBADINE

Barbadian cooks n obs A CARNIVAL MAS most popular around 1920

depicting immigrant women from Barbados who worked as cooks in

Trinidad. 0 (This was a period when domestic cooks from Barbados

were a feature of Trinidad life, with their distinctive styles of dressing

and walking, and their talking of course, along with their other man-

nerisms and their idiosyncracies.) These Barbadian cooks proliferated

during the Carnival of 1920. (Anthony 1989:25)

barbadine, babadin, barbadeen n Passiflora quadrangalaris, a

cultivated vine, 4-angled or 4-winged stem. Leaves broad, ovate,

alternate, rounded base, marked veins. Flowers very showy, 10 cm
(4") diameter, petals white or pinkish, with inner filaments bluish-

purple with white speckles. Fruit ovoid, 12-20 x 15 cm (4. 7-7.9 x 6"),

white-skinned, with edible thick white delicately sweet flesh,

/baibadin/ (< Sp barbado ‘a transplanted tree or vine’) = granadilla,

guavadilla 0 And then some ice-cold “mountain dew”, Or ‘‘barba-

dine” to wash it down. (Fortune ca 1950-59: 18) 0 The Barbadeen is a
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larger fruit, almost as big as a melon, and both its thick, white flesh

and the greyish jelly surrounding the seeds are eaten. The seed cover-

ing has a faint taste of muscat grapes, but the flesh is insipid. It is

used for making ices and fruit creams. (Alford 1960:91) 0 Granadilla

or Barbadine Jam. (Hunt 1985a:49) 0 You may come upon a crowd of

people sampling ice-cream that really tastes like Guinness, passion

fruit, rum 'n raisin, cherry, soursop and barbadine. (Sandpiper 1990:18)

Barbados aloes n obs Aloe vera, a cultivated plant with rosette of

fleshy, erect leaves, 30-60 cm (1-2') long, broad at base, tapering

upwards; spike of yellow flowers to 90 cm (3'). = >aloes, bitter aloes,

ghikwari. musabar 0 Common or Barbados aloes... The cut leaves

yield a clear viscid sap, which after being concentrated by careful

boiling, solidifies on cooling into a black mass, the commercial Aloes

used medicinally as a purgative. (Williams & Williams 1941:57) 0

What is now known on the market as Barbados aloes is probably

obtained from Curacao and other places. (CWIM Mar 1933:107)

Barbados cherry n Tob Malpighia emarginata, a cultivated tree with

small bright red edible fruit, (fr presumed origin in Barbados + cherry

fr resemblance to E fruit) = >cherry , West Indian cherry 0 The BAR-
BADOES CHERRY (Malpighia glabra), with beautiful scarlet berries,

that astonish and disappoint when eaten. (Alford 1960:91) 0 All along

the Windward Road gardens made a show of avocado pears, cashew

trees... Spanish limes and Barbados cherries. (Bryans 1967:227)

Barbados eddoes n arc Co/ocasia esculenta var., a cultivated edible

tuber, similar to DASHEEN but smaller and rounder. Usu. cooked by

boiling in the skin, which then slips off easily. 0 Ordinary: pois salad.

Scarce: Barbados eddoes, wild cucumber. ( TG 12 July 1919) 0

Market - Scarce... Barbados eddos. (TG 22 Jan 1933:9)

Barbados gooseberry n Pereskia aculeata, a cultivated shrub, at first

erect but later a semi-climbing vine, branches up to 10 m (30') long.

Spines on lower part of stem solitary or 2-3 together, slender and

straight, those on upper parts paired, short, recurved. Leaves lanceo-

late to oblong, ovate, 5-8 cm (2-3") long, somewhat fleshy. Flowers

in terminal panicles, white, pale yellow, or pinkish, 2. 5-4. 5 cm
(1-1.8") broad. Fruit yellow to red, 1.5-2 cm (.6-.8") diameter, spiny

when young, edible; seeds black, somewhat flattened, 4-5 mm
(.15-.2") diameter. 0 (F7Y 1940-1-7:453)

Barbados pride n Caesalpinia pulcherrima, a cultivated prickly

shrub, introduced as an ornamental and sometimes used as a hedge.

Leaves 30 cm (T) long with many small leaflets. Flowers very showy,

on long stalks in terminal racemes; individual flowers 3.8 cm (1.5")

diameter with protruding stamens, bright red, yellow or crimson.

Fruit pods 12.5 cm (5") long, flat, dark brown; smooth brown seeds,

(fr presumed origin in Barbados + E pride fr beautiful pride-inspiring

appearance) = flower fence 0 Came Discovery Day and Mrs. Glen

Byam... climbed into her national costume once more and went down
to Columbus Square to fling a wreath of bread and cheese, Barbados

pride, and ti marie at the defenceless statue. (Macaw 1960:93) 0

[There] stood a large mahogany dining-table deep-lustred through

many polishings. In the centre of it on a white cloth was a bowl filled

with the orange flowers of Barbados Pride, clipped from the garden a

few hours before. (McDonald 1969:32) 0 It took us some time to get

home... pausing... there to pick some pods that we called “bread and

cheese” (from a tree which my sole year learning biology would teach

me to call Cesalpina [sic] Pulcherrima instead of Barbados Pride).

(Araujo 1984:86)

barbar v Chatter; talk uselessly; cause confusion, /barbar/ (< H bar-

bar ‘muttering; talking nonsense’) 0 “He wouldn’t stay quiet. He only

barbar away.” (1990) 0 “Yuh barbaring too much.”

barbaraawe v Make unnecessary noise. (< H bdrbardna ‘mutter;

chatter nonsense’) 0 “He eh want to stay quiet he only barbaraawe-

ing.” (1990)

barbay, barbe 1 adj Of a fowl, esp. a fighting cock, having a small

“muffle” or “beard” of feathers under the head. /ba:be/ (prob.

< Fr barbu ‘bearded’) 0 That barbay one there.

2 n Polydactyhis virginicus or P. oligodon, a marine fish, silvery with

yellow tinge, long thread-like fins under body; not considered good

eating. 0 (LNP 1985)

barbe, barb n Usu. Rhamdia quelen, a fresh or brackish water catfish

with long barbels, like fleshy whiskers, around the mouth. /ba:b/

(<E barbel ‘a fish with whiskers’ < Fr barbe ‘beard; whiskers’) =

bagre, barbel, catfish, common catfish, machoiran, silver catfish;

cacalaw, river catfish (R. quelen ) 0 Pimeoltus Vilsoni, barbe - A slen-

der catfish, brown upperparts, pearly below, two broad lengthwise

bands, pearly above and dark below, near back. (Gill 1858:391) 0 The
barbe is generally taken in nets, but also with the hook - it is a good
fish, (de Verteuil 1884:391) 0 (Boeseman 1960:101-2)

barbel n Usu., Rhamdia quelen, a fresh or brackish water catfish with

long barbels, like fleshy whiskers, around the mouth. (< E barbel ‘a

fish with whiskers’) = barbe, catfish, common catfish, machoiran, sil-

ver catfish; cacalaw, river catfish (R. quelen ) 0 (de Verteuil 1 884: 100)

0 (Boeseman 1960:101-2)

barber-green 1 n A thick black mixture of gravel and PITCH, laid on

by machine and rolled. (< E Barber & Green, brand name of the

machine used to do this) = hot mix 0 The early mud tracks, macadam
roads and Gravel roads have now given way to well paved and

“Barber-green” roads. (Huggins 1978:81) 0 No matter how often it

was closed, or how much barber green was applied, the Crown Point

runway could not hold. (EX 1983) 0 [He] has had the main gate to his

barber-green plant and premises securely locked. (Bomb 27 July

1990:2)

2 n A strip of PITCH east of the QUEENS PARK SAVANNAH stage. 0

The band in front start to drift like they lost, Big brass bands just

couldn’t play. On the barber green they start to clear the way. (David

Rudder “De Long Time Band” 1992) 0 Tempo on the barber green.

(De Fosto “Pan in Yuh Pan” 1993) 0 [l]t was this love of steelband

music that made [Ivan Williams] the obvious choice for a nocturnal

adventure that ranks among the most controversial chapters of Carni-

val history, the making of “The Barber Greene”, a strip of asphalt

immediately east of the Savannah stage, laid down despite public pro-

test... The Savannah was dusty on Carnival days and steelbands were

more so victims. They appealed to the CDC for redress but public

spirited citizens loudly objected, their folly being the announcement

of a massive protest, which allowed Ivan the cover of night in the

run-up to Carnival 1972, during which he laid down a strip of asphalt

on the space, completing the operation before daybreak, with the help

of mechanised road surfacing equipment whose trade name was
“Barber-Greene.” (EX-2 23 Dec 2005:3)

3 v Apply BARBER-GREEN or HOT MIX. 0 See if you could get them

to barber-green that face. It looking like the foreign news. (Spranga-

lang, Calypso Revue Tent, Jan 1993) 0 “All here they barber-green

the road.” (1996)

barbey see BARBAY
bard see BAD

bardhan, bardaan n Gift; boon; divine blessing. (< H bardan ‘boon’)

0 “He praying for a bardhan.” (1990) 0 Every creed and race, find an

equal place. This land of my birth, a bardaan to Mother Earth. (Deo-

matee Khan “Trini Identity” TG 28 Mar 2002)

bareback(ed) 1 adj Of a man, not wearing a shirt or undershirt; naked

to the waist. (< E bare-backed ‘without clothing on the back’) 0 I

mean to say, you’re naked, you bare-back. You want to dine at the

Queen’s Park (Growler “Bertha I Feel You” 1940) 0 In place of the

Jour Ouvert we now have a very ugly looking band of men and

women led by the Steel Band, some of its players bare-backed with a

pair of short pants, an old hat tom in several places, the women just as

awful looking as the men, dressed in old clothes, some turned inside

out, running, shouting, or dancing some of the immoral dances they

know, none of them wearing a mask because they are too bold and

don’t need to hide their faces, rather they are proud to show off their

ugly and indecent behaviour. (Jones 1947:63) 0 The cables were...

conveyed in this way - on the bobbins, pushed through the streets by

straining barebacked men. (Naipaul 1967:123) 0 A barebacked youth

laden in gold chains. (EX 3 Mar 1991:14) 0 “I rushed bareback into

the car.” (TTM 10 Dec 1993:22) 0 Those families who encourage

their children to leave Pinnacle to continue their education - and who
take on the whole respectable package of restricted public drinking.
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sobriety, hard work, saving, church attendance, reading the weekly

Catholic News, not going bare back if they are men and not wearing

trousers if women - are accused of being social (pretentious). (Little-

wood 1993:45) 0 Out of the bush at the back came a barebacked man
in green shorts and rubber boots. (Pires 1 994d: 1 5)

2 ad) Taking an alcoholic beverage, usu. rum, straight (without

water). 0 The cook poured him two or three measureful of rum into a

thick glass tumbler. “How yo’ go’ take it, Mr. Jose?” she asked. “Wid

water?”... “No, no, darlin’,” returned the great huntsman quickly. “Ah
does take mine bareback.” (Hercules 1961:110)

3 adj Having unprotected sexual intercourse, e.g. without a condom,

(prob. < AmE) = box just so, box without gloves 0 You does have sex

bareback? (1990)

bareback dance n A traditional type of Indian men’s dance. = ahir

dance, ahirwa, >nagara dance 0 Gradually, village settlements were

established and more folk traditions appeared... There was also the

Ahirwa dance accompanied by nagara drums. This virile and mascu-

line dance came to be known as the “bareback” dance. It was only

performed with nagara drums and gradually became recognised as the

Nagara dance. (Ramaya 1992:22)

bare-cheeked thrush n Turdus nudigenis nudigenis
, a bird, 24 cm

(9.5") long. Upperparts olive brown, paler below, throat white

streaked brown; lower underparts whitish. Large bare yellow ring

around eye. (ff large ring of yellow skin without feathers around the

eye, giving the appearance of bare patches on the face) = bare-eye

thrush, big-eye
1

, >big-eye grieve, big-eye seri, gold-eye (thrush),

yellow-eye(d) thrush 0 (Chapman 1894:22) 0 (Williams 1922:125)

bare-eye thrush n Turdus nudigenis nudigenis (E bare-eyed thrush), a

bird, 24 cm (9.5") long. Upperparts olive brown, paler below, throat

white streaked brown; lower underparts whitish. Large bare yellow

ring around eye. (fr large ring of yellow skin without feathers around

the eye) = bare-cheeked thrush, big-eye
1

, >big-eye grieve, big-eye

seri, gold-eye (thrush), yellow-eye(d) thrush 0 (Roberts 1934:98) 0

(Belcher & Smooker 1 93 7b:5 11)

barefoot rice n A dish made with seasoned rice, vegetables, some-

times salt meat or saltfish, and coconut milk. 0 (Hunt 1985a:6) 0 In

dire circumstances very poor dwellers ate “barefooted rice” as a meal.

That was rice simply cooked with onion and or chive in salted water

and eaten. Young children suffered from croup and vomiting as a

result. (Cummings 2004:54)

bare-neck fowl n A kind of domestic FOWL (E naked-neck chicken ),

with no feathers on most of the neck, (ff lack of feathers on neck) =

>clean-neck fowl, clean-head fowl, gallipavo, gargatiyaa 0 “We used

to have some bare-neck fowl here.” (1990)

barfi, barphi n A fudge-like Indian sweet made from milk and sugar,

often almonds, flavoured with rose water and ginger, /barfi, barpV
(< H-Bh barfi ‘a sweetmeat made of milk and sugar’) 0 Barfi is usu-

ally made from milk, syrup and almonds and when cooked, it is cut

into small squares or diamonds. (Raghoo 1984:17) 0 He sits in his

gallery overlooking the Southern Main Road in Caroni, offering

Divali sweets - barfi , ladoo, kurma - to those who visit. (EX 21 Oct

1990:19) 0 Sweetmeats like ladoo, kurma, jilaybee, gulab jamoon,

barfi and payra are sometimes made before Divali day because the

preparation is time-consuming. (TT Oct 1990:28-9) 0 “Allyuh leh we
parcel out the barphi and thing one time.” (1990) 0 His silky-textured

and delicious laddu, barfi, gulaab jamoon, ... and gurambha were
favourites with adults and children alike. (EX 8 Sept 2003:27)

bargee see BHAAJI

barhai n arc A hereditary Indian caste of carpenters, /barhai/

(< H barhai ‘carpenter’) 0 There is practically no connection between
caste membership and occupation nowadays in Trinidad except for

pundits and a scattering of individuals who follow some traditional

craft. Barhai (carpenters) are still to be found working in house con-

struction and, also, a few of them make traditional Indian drums.

(Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:96)

bari n Small, hoop-shaped earrings, usu. gold, /bari/ (< Bh) 0 (Dukhe-
din-Lalla 1974:15) 0 “Put a bari in de chile ears, she go over look

pretty.” (1990)

bariat A Hindu wedding procession of the groom and his party to the

house of the bride, /bariat/ (< Bh bariat ‘bridegroom's marriage pro-

cession’) = >barat 0 [On the wedding day] the groom, accompanied

by his male relatives and friends leaves for the bride’s home. This

procession forms what is called the (bareeyaat or baraat). (Sankar

1972:12)

bark n Opsiphanes cassina merianae [~ O. fabricii], a butterfly, wing-

span to 6.8 cm (2.7"). Female brown, yellow mid-upper wing;

orange-red on lower wing margins. Male has narrow orange upper

wing marking. Gives off a sweet scent when flying. The larvae eat

coconut palm leaves, and can strip an entire tree. (< E bark ‘remove

bark fr tree’) 0 (Kaye 1904) 0 [The] Coconut Butterfly... resembles to

a large extent the “Bark” butterfly, Opsiphanes, whose larvae feed on

palm leaves. (Graf 1955:9) 0 (Barcant 1970:194-5)

barka adj Huge; big; great. (< Bh barka ‘big’) = mako 0 “If yuh see

one barka house. She fadder challenge.” (1990)

barka, bharaka n A term of address or reference for a woman’s hus-

band’s elder brother, /barka/ (< Bh barka ‘older’) = jeth 0 barka

HuElBr, or any equivalent. (Klass 1961:95) 0 “From today I is yuh

barkaa, yuh see that thaagpat ah throw fuh yuh.” (1990) 0 Is she

bharaka mind the chirren after he brother dead,

barka bahin n Older sister, /barka bahin/ (< Bh barka ‘big, older’ +

bahin ‘sister’) = >didi 0 “Tomorrow barka bahin go come.” (1990)

bar ke pani, var ke pani n A Hindu wedding ritual in which some
water is poured over the bridegroom’s hair while bathing and given to

the bride, /bar ke pani/ (< H bar/var ‘bridegroom; son-in-law’ + ke

‘of’ + pani ‘water’) 0 “Ah wonder what dey does do wid that var ke

pani dey does take.” (1990)

barki, bharaki n Sister-in-law; a term of address or reference for a

woman’s husband’s elder brother’s wife, /barki, baraki/ (< Bh barki

‘elder sister, elder sister-in-law’) 0 barki HuElBrWi, or any equiva-

lent. (Klass 1961:95) 0 Basmati wiped her mouth and said,
“
Barki

helped me clean the floors.” (Klass 1964:32) 0 “Bring yuh barki to

show yuh nah, she musi know good bout dem thing.” (1990) 0 He
always gi he bharaki nice clothes. 0 Dat time, she bharki bring all

de food.

barking adj Of a bird in a bird-RACE: singing really well; lively.

(< E bark ‘utter a sharp explosive cry, esp. dogs’) 0 Everyone drifted

back to the park, rumbling about who tief or who get free call, and

planning for next week when their bird will really be barking and

things will be different. (EX 21 March 1993:3)

barn owl n Tyto alba hellmayri [~ Strix pratincola], a bird, 37.5 cm
(15") long. Light phase: upperparts buff, mottled with white and

blackish; pale, heart-shaped facial disc; underparts whitish, finely

spotted with brown. In the rufous phase, undeparts are reddish. Gen-

erally nocturnal, but sometimes seen at dusk and dawn, when it

appears all white. (< E barn owl, several species of owls often found

in bams) = chouette blanche 0 (Chapman 1894:67) 0 (ffrench

1991:195-6)

barowni n Eyebrow. (< H-Bh) 0 "Look she shave out all she

barowni.” “That is the style!” (1990)

barphi see BARFEE

barrack(s) 1 n A housing system originally for slaves, later used for

INDENTURED labourers, ESTATE labourers, and urban housing. It

generally consists of a long wooden building about 12' wide, often

subdivided on both sides, into a series of single family rooms, with up

to 10 small rooms divided from each other by wooden partitions not

reaching the galvanized iron roof. They were crowded and lacked pri-

vacy. (< BrE ‘a set of buildings erected or used as a place of lodging

for troops’) 0 Wilhelm and the old man discussed the overseer’s

house which looks just like a barracks. (Urich Diary 2 Jan 1831) 0 In

a few hours the whole estate, works, Coolie barracks, Negro huts, was
black ash; and the house only, by extreme exertion, saved. (Kingsley

1880:224) 0 The houses are built in rows, with only here and there a

gap between them. By taking a step or two, you can see that many
have small gardens attached, which are carefully fenced in and full of

vegetation. There are some two hundred of these houses; and they

consist, except in rare instances, of only one room each; but then the
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space under the wide veranda in front can be, and is, utilised by the

inhabitants as kitchen, dining, and general utility room; the house

proper being reserved for storeroom and sleeping apartment. These

rows of houses are known as the ‘Barracks,’ and are occupied by the

labourers employed on the estate. (On a sugar estate 1882:221) 0 As

first in the list of evils which afflict the Colony, I look upon the sys-

tem of housing the Indian Immigrants in barracks... At the outset bar-

racks were only built for the Indians who came unaccompanied by

women, and free labourers were lodged as before in separate cot-

tages... as the estates got fully supplied with coolies the cheapness of

the barrack caused it to be adopted universally... All noises and talk-

ing and smells pass through the open space from one end of the bar-

rack to the other. There are no places for cooking, no latrines....

Comfort, privacy and decency are impossible under such conditions.

(R.L. Guppy 1888, in Williams 1962:105) 0 Deceased received his

fortnightly pay at an early hour on Saturday last and, on the receipt of

the same, went on the spree and did not return to his room in a bar-

rack on the estate until late in the night. (CB 19 Oct 1901:11) 0 De
fust ting dat ah had to see bout was a place to live, so ah ax de man fo

ah room an he sen me in ah barrix full ah rooms to stop wid ah noder

fellar, so ah had ah partner. (PC 30 July 1904) 0 Having seen some of

his fowls in the yard of the barracks, he sent his sons and one Baboo

to catch them. (POSG 28 May 1907:6) 0 After the two girls had left

Gajee asked the boy Ramnarine to go in an empty room at the end of

the barracks to play. (TG 21 Nov 1919:4) 0 We visited “barrack”

dwellings in Port-of-Spain which are indescribable in their lack of

elementary needs of decency and for which, we learned, monthly

rents varying from twelve to fifteen shillings a room are paid. (Com-

mission 1937, in Williams 1962:186) 0 Head Teachers had to live in

estate barracks together with the labourers. (People 10 Apr 1938:10)

0 More than five thousand sugar workers' homes will be built,

repaired or enlarged in the next six years... The scheme aims at eradi-

cation of the barrack system. (EN 6 Sept 1954:2) 0 Foreday morning,

in the hint of pearly light preceding dawn, Changoo opened his eyes

but did not stir from the floor in the comer of the barrack room he

lived in with Kayshee and their son Raman. (Selvon 1988:15) 0 The

ex-slaves on his plantation were told they were welcome to live in the

very barrack-rooms they used to occupy, once they continued to work

on that estate. (TTM 13 Oct 1989:18) 0 As a boy in the 1920s, this

was part of my life in the sugar estate barracks. When the day's toil

was done, a small group would often gather in the barracks to chant

verses from the Ramayan, or listen to Kheesas being related by the

story-teller of episodes from Tota-Maina, Raja Bikarmaji, or

Satchulli. (Ranraya 1992:22) 0 Labourers were housed in lines of

wooden barracks where space was strictly allotted by Ordinance: in

separate rooms 1 0 ft high, adults were provided with 50 sq. ft while

120 sq. ft was given to three single men or a family of a husband, wife

and three children. One door and one window were found in each

room, and a chula (or chulha, an earthen cooking frame) was allowed

on the verandah. (Vertovec 1992:69) 0 Port of Spain... expanded con-

siderably during the twenty years between 1860 and... 1881... The

grid-like plan of the town with its rectangular blocks of streets and

houses, the front dominated by respectable homes and shops, goes

back to the time of the Spanish. The backstreets area consisted mainly

of wooden barracks with separate plots, divided up into rooms

accommodating whole families. ...There was hardly any privacy in

the barracks community of the time, and life went on in the common
yard in the middle. People were boxed in so tightly, competing for

scarce items such as water and the use of a toilet, that tensions were

bound to arise, and they had to be dealt with quickly because of this

enforced living together...This atmosphere of constant competition

led to a hierarchy of rivals, between whom a degree of relaxation of

tension sometimes arose during the traditional pastime of dance, song

and stick-fighting, (van Koningsbruggen 1997:19) 0 The later bar-

rack-yards of the twentieth century tended to be larger, better con-

structed and intended for more intensive occupation. Rows of rooms

either faced each other about ten to fifteen feet apart or formed angles

and quadrangles. The rows of two to four toilets and one shower in a

barrack-yard, however, bore no relation to the number of dwellers

occupying the “yard”... Officially there were “yard” barracks, “front”

barracks locally called “apartments,” and “upper storeys” locally

called “upstairs”. The remainder of the space in the barrack-yards

was occupied by clotheslines, run wherever convenient, and

“bleaches”. (Cummings 2004:1)

2 n The police barracks in St. James. 0 St. Jame’s [sic] barracks had a

beautiful appearance from where we then were; they are splendid

buildings, but unfortunately placed in a most unhealthy situation.

(Joseph 1835:59) 0 Every year we had a week’s Barrack training,

which we enjoyed immensely. (Fraser ca 1942:229) 0 He tangle up

with some woman in St. James who livin with a bad john. He so

proud of himself he gone runnin he mout to de fellas in de barracks.

De tess get to he and beat up de woman. (Lewis 1972:81)

3 adj Of behaviour, loud, vulgar or uneducated, (fr association with

lower class, working class, or unemployed urban barrack yard dwell-

ers) = >barrack-yard“ 0 Well, if you see how everybody round the

table start to laugh in true gateway, barrack-type style. “Kyah, kyah!

Kee, keel Kif, kif! Gil, gill Gib, gib! Oh Lard! Oh Gard! Hold mih,

hold mih, ah want to bawl!” “Oh jeezanages, save mih! Ah go dead,

ah go dead!” (TTM 5 Dec 1993:30)

barrack-room n A room in a BARRACK building; usu. occupied by a

single person or a family. 0 Dramatising a barrack-room levy for

unpaid rent, calypsonians of the Victory Tent displayed a flair for his-

trionics before a large audience a few nights ago. Above Lord Invader

(centre), who appears as bailiff, is under a broomstick attack from

Tiger, as the distressed tenant, with King Radio, the landlord, looking

on. (TG 12 Feb 1944:3) 0 From barrack-room to barrack-room his

father had moved wife and Manu. (Boodhoo 1994:2)

barrack yard 1 n A courtyard surrounded by barrack buildings,

usu. having a narrow gate leading into the yard, found usu. in eco-

nomically poor urban areas. 0 “But some of dem spectors contents

deirselfs, wid jeas a-putting’ deir noses roun’ de gates of de wussest

barrak yads, and goin’ no fudder in de daytime. (POSG 11 June

1907:3) 0 The ordinary barrack yards being full to overflowing and

increasing numbers of dwelling-houses originally built for occupation

by single families [are] being divided up with matchwood or cloth

screens into cubicles without regard to air space or ventilation and let

out [at] astonishingly high rentals. (TG 17 Feb 1933:2) 0 In the strict

sense of the word they were not barrack-yard rooms, for they lacked

the three-side or courtyard formation so essential to the barrack-yard;

but they were cheap rooms and only the more common coloured peo-

ple ever occupied them. (Mendes 1934) 0 The people turned out in

hundreds, from all the alleys and the broken down barrack yards

Behind the Bridge. (Jones 1973:141) 0 A good cuss-out and shouting

1 can understand but pelting is something that 1 would have expected

in a barrack-yard or during a gang war or something. (Bomb 1977) 0

He was among the first group of Trinidadians to write short stories

depicting the life of the lower-class in ‘barrack-yards’. Among that

group were Alfred Mendes, Percival C. Maynard and C.L.R. James.

Thomasos’ best-known ‘barrack-yard’ story is perhaps, THE
DOUGLA. (TG 26 Nov 1995:7)

2 adj Of behaviour, loud, vulgar or uneducated, (fr association with

lower class, working class, or unemployed urban barrack yard dwell-

ers) = barrack^ 0 That was another thing the shop had done for him:

forced him into a liaison with a common barrack-yard girl by bring-

ing him into contact only with girls of the barrack-yard type. (Mendes

1934) 0 Yuh getting on like a barrack yard woman. (Baptiste 1992)

barracouta, barracooto n Sphyraena barracuda (E barracuda), a

large marine fish, with large jaw and teeth, prized as a gamefish. Large

specimens sometimes cause ciguatera poisoning; in folk belief, this is

caused by the fish eating copper strips off the bottom of boats. Note: In

the past, both barracouta and bechine referred to S. barracuda
;
secoye

and sennet referred to a smaller species, S. guacbancho (E small or

shoal barracuda). Nowadays, secoye and sennet are archaic; bechine

refers to the smaller species, 5. guachancho, while barracouta refers to

the larger one, 5. barracuda, /barakuta/ (< LAS barracuda, a fish,

prob. < Amer, poss. < Taino baracutey ‘a solitary bird, animal or per-

son’) = bechine, becune 0 The Barracooto... are of two sorts, and some
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about two foot in length, they have a long beak, or snout, filled full of

Teeth: which when you would surprise them by a hook and line, be

sure you arm well with [wire], for at least two foot in length. The white

mouth’d Barracooto is the wholsomest Fish; for the black mouth’d

Fish his Teeth are venemous, and the fleshy substance, especially near

the Back bone. (Poyntz 1683:27) 0 Barracuta, or becune. Sphyraena

Barracuda... The barracuta, when grown to a large size, is nearly as

ferocious and voracious as the shark itself; it attains to seven or eight

feet in length, and is abundant all along our shores. There is, on the

eastern coast, a rocky point called “Barracuta Point,” or “Pointe Becu-

nes,” on account of the large number of sphyraenas which are there

found; they are reported to be more voracious than in any other place,

and it is said there are but poor chances for any one falling overboard

in that locality, (de Verteuil 1884:388,393) 0 The Barracouta... is more

easily played out or drowned... He is the possessor of a very long and

enormously powerful jaw, so when fishing for him, a large, preferably

steel hook and good tackle... are absolutely necessary, as he will take

the bait in a most emphatic manner. (Vincent 1910:27) 0 When going

over rocky bottoms in fairly shallow water there are big barracouta (S.

picuda

)

lurking about; a vicious tug at one’s line and a leap out of

water will let you know that you have got one of these sea-pirates.

Small barracouta are delicious eating, but there is a prejudice against

this fish, as it seems that it is occasionally poisonous. (Guppy

1922b:467) 0 For barracouta and cavalli the same tackle can be used...

when dead bait (balahoo) is attached to your spinner. (Mendes

1937:23) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

barrah see BARA

barran n Land which is lying fallow, not cultivated or irrigated.

(< E barren ‘producing little or no vegetation; not fertile; sterile’;

sometimes derived ff H-Bh barran
,
but that itself < E barren) 0

Barran: describes land which is parched and dry, lying fallow. It is

popularly believed that ‘barran’ is a corruption of English ‘barren’.

However note the [occurrence] of ‘barran’ in Hindi = describes land

depending on rain. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:15)

barrel n A unit of three hundred pounds, usu. used for rice. (< E bar-

rel ‘a dry measure varying in different localities and with the kind of

goods used’) 0 It is estimated that an adult consumes about a “barrel”

(300 pounds) of rice a year. “Half a quarter” of good riceland, there-

fore, should produce enough rice - eight to ten “barrels” in a good
year - to supply a family with its rice needs. (Klass 1961:81-2) 0 A
barrel of rice. (Alleyne 1974-80)

barrel oven n arc An oven made from a large metal BISCUIT TIN or

small metal barrel, standing upright, with a little door cut in the side,

placed on top of a COAL POT or kerosene stove. 0 Baking was done
on barrel ovens sitting over coal pots with a galvanise covering on
which wood was heaped and burnt. {EX 23 Dec 1990:32)

barrel roller n arc A man who moves barrels full of PITCH by rolling

them. (< E barrel used as container + roller action of moving them) 0

Akee, who is a retired worker from Trinidad Lake Asphalt, said he

started working at the Pitch Lake at a very early age. His job was that

of a barrel roller. ( TG 28 Nov 1995:31)

barrication n Barricade; something put to block off an area. (< E bar-

ricade ‘obstruction or barrier, esp put up quickly’ + -ation ‘process

of’) 0 No thief can demolish this barrication. (ESTT 1956) 0 So now I

putting up this barrication... The Yanks in this comer, and everybody

else over there. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:3 1

)

barriga de vieja n arc A type of sweet pudding made from CASSAVA.
(< Sp barriga ‘belly’ + de ‘of + vieja ‘old woman’) 0 Less familiar

to the general public but still enjoyed by “Spanish” families is “Bar-

riga de Vieja” (old lady’s belly) made from cassava and sugar, and
“massamorja de maiz” a sort of com pudding. (Kassiram ca 1970:6)

barrow hog, barra hog n A hog being fattened before being butch-

ered for meat. (< dial E barrow hog ‘castrated boar’) 0 Every bar-

row hog have he Saturday. That is, the hog will sooner or later reach

the time “when dey call fo’ de knife.”... it is indicated that the

speaker does not care how powerful his opponent may be, his day
will come. (Herskovits 1945:201) 0 Ebbrey fat barra hag ha hi Sati-

day. (ESTT 1956)

bartan n Dishes, cups and other cooking and eating items, /bartan/

(< H bartan ‘dish; plate’) = >wares 0 Bhartan. (Haynes 1987:48) 0

“Go and wash the bartan.” (1990)

barti see BALTI

basan see BESAN

basa nose see BASSA NOSE

basant n A type of traditional Indian song usu. sung during

HOLl/PHAGWA. (< H-Bh basant ‘season of the arrival of spring) 0

Hori, Jhumar, Dhrupad and basant forms are sung at the time of

phagawa (Holi). (Jha 1973:35)

bashboard n A small vertical finishing board on the eave of a house.

(< E bargeboard ‘a board, often ornamental, running along the edge

of a house gable, to conceal rafters and prevent rain from coming in)

0 The outer bashboard [of the roof] needed “just a little piece” to

paint off in brown. {TTM 13 July 1990:32)

bashow adv The sound of something making a loud, long, crashing,

roaring noise, e.g. waves. 0 My ears dance with delight. As the waves

gain their height. And un-leash *“bashow” after “bashow”, day and

night... *As in allow. (Phillips 1991:1)

basil n Ocimum campechianum, a native aromatic plant to 1 m tall

(3'). (< E basil , Ocimum sp., aromatic herbs) = bhantulsi, jumbie bal-

sam, jumbie basil, married-man pork, mosquito bush, >petit baume 0

(FTT 1947-2-6:422) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:112) 0

Basil. Ocimum micranthum. The whole herb infusion is drunk for

stomach pains. (Seaforth et al 1998:526)

Basil, Bazil n Death personified; the nickname for Death, (sometimes

said to be named after an attendant at the morgue in Port of Spain

General Hospital in the 1940s, but this word appears to have been in

use in FC since at least the 1930s) 0 Basil had me head in position,

Any minute was my execution. (Destroyer “Leave Me Alone Doro-

thy” 1940) 0 I changed to Beef Iron and Wine and I used Cystex....

Still I’m looking as when Bazil looking for soul. (Dictator “I Don’t

Know Why the Devil I Can’t Get Fat” 1948 pr) 0 When Bazil ready

fuh yuh, yuh ha to go - When our time is up, we have to go. (Mendes

1985:12) 0 “Boy, I feel like Basil touch me on my shoulder and tell

me slow down.” (EX 20 July 1987:9) 0 Basil take dem in ’92... Union

Man, Kenrick Rennie was just one of some famous men is dis corn-

tree, dat gone back to de Maker in ’92. (7TA/3 Jan 1993:4) 0 Well, as

most of us would observe, Basil is no respecter of persons, high, low,

middle-class, man ’woman, toot-moon, all have to go, dust to dust,

ashes to ashes. (TTM 3 Jan 1993:4)

Basil bowl out phr Die; be taken by Death. (< bowl out ‘in cricket, get

a batsman out completely by bowling the bails off the wicket’) 0

(Haynes 1987:66) 0 “He going good, he going good, and then baps,

Basil bowl he out.” (1992) 0 “Why so glum? Eat figs and drink juice,

’cause it could be tomorrow you get bowled over by Basil himself.”

(Andersen 2004:372)

basin snake n obs Bothrops atrox, a venomous snake. (< balsain +

interpretation fr E basin) = balsain, barba amarilla, cascabefr, fer-de-

lance, mapepire
1

, >mapepire balsain, pit viper, rabo frito, true casca-

bel, true mapepire 1

,
valsin 0 (Lindblad 1969)

basket 1 n A large basket woven from SIJIN or similar plant material,

with two handles, usu. used for market produce. = >sambwa 0 All it

have dey in the basket.

2 n Usu. with give or take : lies, deception, flattery, trickery; encour-

agement to do something foolish. Often as basket ofwater, basket to

carry water, (fr not being expected to work, as a basket cannot hold

water) = mamaguy 1

0 When people hate you, dey gi’ you basket fo'

carry water. A warning that a given course of action will lead to a

quarrel. Also an observation that it is dangerous to treat an enemy as

one would a friend. (Herskovits 1945:200) 0 “Man, ya want me open

you face? Don’t give me no basket of water.” (Holder 1959:178) 0

BASKET, TO GIVE SOMEONE A, to flatter someone jokingly, e.g.,

don’ give me a basket, na. (Rodman 1971:227) 0 “I giving that girl

basket, and she taking it!” (1990) 0 “Doh gi me that mamaguy, yuh

basket cyan hold water.” (1990) 0 He should not listen to those who
would “give him basket” and bring him to more real and living shame
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than the one created by jesters. (TTM 19 Sept 1993:7) 0 “He is the

kind a fellow used to give people plenty basket.” (1996)

basket liane n Phryganocydia corymhosa

,

a native woody climbing

plant on bushes and trees; leaves compound, ovate, leathery; branches

and leaflets scaly, bluish-grey. Flowers tubular, split along one side,

petals pinkish-purple, throat whitish fringed with purple markings,

(fr use of stems to make baskets + liane ‘vine') 0 (Duncan 1993:25)

basket sifter n arc A food preparation implement consisting of a

framework of four sticks in a square, holding an open-mesh split reed

or TERITE matting, to allow small particles to fall through. Design is

probably of Amerindian origin. 0 Clean out the basket sifter when

you finish.

basodi, basodee, basourdi, bazodee, bazodv, ehbaisyudee 1 v Make
giddy; stun; confuse; sometimes with astonishment or delight,

/bazodi/ (< Fr abasonrdi < abasourdir ‘stun; astonish; stupify; bewil-

der’; FC bazudi) 0 For she wearing her dress just above her knee. To

basodee an old man like me. (Executor “They Talk About Nora’s

Badness” 1939) 0 Ehbaisyudee - to puzzle up. (ESTT 1956)

2 adj Light-headed; giddy; stunned; confused; bewildered. See also

TOOTOOLBAY. 0 You kiss, hug and caress me. And now you leave me
so basodee (Caresser “Clementina" 1940) 0 “Mr. English’s" reference

to such words as “bazodee,” “picong,” “chantwell,” etc. as “other silly

words” is rather unfortunate. Who could cite the English equivalent of

“bazodee” with con[n]otations running a gamut of shades stunned,

[stupefied], amazed, confused, frightened, all rolled up in one? (TG 6

Feb 1945:4) 0 “A woman has my legless husband under a spell. She

has him bazodee. But I still love him and want him back although she

doesn’t want to bring him for me.” (TTM 26 Aug 1986: 15) 0 The con-

fusion of the madman is to be distinguished from that of becoming

bazody (dizzy), for instance in the crowds of Port-of-Spain, particu-

larly during Carnival; or when one has frights or continued worries as

when ‘you don’ know what you' wife doing’; or after a blow on the

head. The bazody person soon recovers and the state, although it may
be associated briefly with bizarre behaviour, is always intelligible

through the immediate precipitants. (Littlewood 1993:37) 0 Bazodee...

A state of [dizziness] or confusion, typically caused by members of the

opposite sex. (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001

)

bass n The largest and lowest tone instrument in a BAMBOO-TAMBOO
band; the largest and lowest tone instrument in STEELBAND and

tassa drums. (< E bass ‘deep-sounding; low on musical scale’) =

bass boom, boom 0 A bamboo orchestra is a marvel. There is science

and technique in it. Bamboos are cut of various lengths and diame-

ters, each producing a different note. There is first of all the bass;

which is the largest, and is generally long enough for the operator to

stand while beating it on the ground. (TG 19 Feb 1933)

bassa-bassa n Commotion; trouble; aggression; fussiness, /basabasa/

(< Yor basa-basa ‘nonsense’, Ga basabasa ‘disorder’) 0 Once more,

tell them who you voting for? Cipriani. We don’t want Major Russ to

make bassa bassa here. Cipriani. (1925, in Cowley 1993:13) 0 As
soon as a man start to prosper a little and catch himself in this world,

woman come in and cause misery... as soon as they come they start to

make bassa-bassa, which is to say, anything they touch they put blight

on it and cause trouble. (Selvon 1957: 137) 0 Bassa bassa - confusion

with noise. (John 1973) 0 Bassa-Bassa... Foolishness. Unwise deci-

sion or action. Nonsense. Juvenile behaviour. Playing the fool. Doh
make Bassa-Bassa — Behave yourself, or, stop that foolishness.

(Mendes 1 985: 1 1 ) 0 If you talk Andrew, we go make bassa bassa with

your head at recess. (Hill 1995:94)

bassa nose n A large broad nose; sometimes considered negative,

/basa noz/ (prob. < African source, as Sranan gbasa 'big') 0 Basa

nose. (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 He have a real bassa nose,

bassay, basse n A shallow area of water in a river, esp. where it emp-

ties into the sea. /base/ (< FC < Fr basse ‘shallow; reef’) 0 Rivers fall-

ing into the gulf, particularly the Caroni and Couva, are obstructed at

their mouth by basses or shallows, (de Verteuil 1858:78) 0 “They fall

all in the bassay.” (1970)

bassay down, baissez-dong, besav down v Stoop; bend down;

crouch; move the body from the waist slowly sideways and down.

usu. in a dance. Also a girls’ ring-game in which this action is central,

/bese dot)/ (< FC bese ‘stoop; go lower’ < Fr baisser Tower; reduce

height’ + E down ‘lower’) 0 And she favorite game is baissez-down

dey. (Pretender “Adeline” 1939) 0 So when Butch start to sing a song,

All the children in the studio basa down. (King Iere “Auntie Kay
(Radio) Programme” 1951, pr) 0 And you can ramajay. You can bese

down. You can dingolay, Come on come on, won’t you join along.

(Rudder "The Ministry of Rhythm” 1992, pr) 0 “Bas se down” was
another ring game. Those forming the ring repeated the chorus: Bas

se mama bas se down. For the sake of the pumpkin bas se down. We
ask Miss X to bas se down. For the sake of the pumpkin bas se down.

Miss X would respond by slowly making circular hip movements
almost to the ground. She would be brought to her original position

by a changed chorus: Levee mama levee up. For the sake of the

pumpkin levee up. By general understanding the centre of the ring

would be taken in turn as they pushed each other into it. (Cummings
2004:112)

bass-boom n arc The largest and lowest tone instrument in a

TAMBOO-BAMBOO band, and early steelband. = bass, boom 0 The
tock-tock is the dominating instrument. It is seconded by the belly...

then comes the base-kettle [s/c] ... and the base-bum [sic], a vast bis-

cuit container from a local factory. (Fermor 1 950: 1 7 1 ) 0 Bass boom -

lowest sounding instrument in both tamboo bamboo and early pan

and steel bands. (Thomas 1985:377)

bass box see BOX-BASS

bass drum n The largest and lowest tone drum in a TASSA drum set. =

bass 0 A tassa drumming group consists of at least four pieces: 1) the

sharp-toned “cutter;” 2) the lower-toned “fuller”; 3) the bass drum or

“dhol”; and 4) the jhanj - a pair of large brass cymbals. The drums

may be made of metal, earthen or plastic cylinders and have goat skin

heads. The cutter and fuller are played with two flexible sticks; the

bass drum is struck on one end with the hand and with a wood stick

on the other. (Ramaya & Mahabir 1989, in Gallaugher 1 99 1:71)

bass kittle, n An early steelband instrument, made usu. from a caustic

soda drum. The bottom of the container was divided to form two

notes. The instrument was slung by ropes at the player’s side, and

played with two sticks to produce a counter-rhythm to the rhythms of

the KITTLE and CUFF BOOM. (< E bass + E kettle ‘metal pot’) =

>doodoop 0 The best steel bands, such as the Invaders, contain... sev-

eral tenor and bass kettles, half drums with one to five notes. (Leaf

1948:196) 0 The tock-tock is the dominating instrument. It is sec-

onded by the belly... then comes the base-kettle [sic], which is made
out of a large vaseline drum. (Fermor 1 950: 171)0 Already [by 1 946],

urban bands were beating zinc or paint can “tenor kittles” or “ping

pongs”, biscuit tin “tenor booms” or “slap bass”, two-note “bass kit-

tles” or "du dups” from caustic soda drums. (£A’24 Jan 1993:33) 0

The third basic pan was the bass kittle or dud-up , which was usually

made from a caustic soda drum. The bottom of this container was

divided to form two notes, and the instrument was played with two

sticks to produce a counter-rhythm to the rhythms of the kittle and

cuff boom. (Stuempfle 1995:38)

bassman n A player of a BASS PAN. (< bass + man2
) 0 I hearing a

bassman in mi head. (Shadow “Bass Man” 1974) 0 Den some days ah

does want tuh beat ah six-bass. So dat ah could real gallery mehself.

Yuh know how dem bassmen does show orf. (Foster 1990:85)

bass pan n The largest and lowest tone PAN; today generally played in

a set of six, nine or twelve pans. 0 Like a timpanist in a symphony

orchestra playing modem music is the steel-band ‘bass’ player, with

five drums around him, each made from the whole oil drum with only

one of its ends cut away. Alone of the whole steel band these bass

pans actually sound like drums, although they have the musical pitch

and resonance of the symphony orchestra’s timpani. (Bryans

1967:93) 0 “He playin bass pan in Birdsong.” (1990)

bastard cedar n Guazuma ulmifolia , a native tree. = >bois d’orme,

bois Forme, kaka-jab'. West Indian elm 0 (FTT 1928-1:98)

basuri see bansuri

bat 1 n A Carnival mas representing bats. Players have a costume

with a furry body, large bat head, and wings; the player makes darting
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movements. AUTHENTIC BATS are USU. BROWN BAT, BLACK BAT,

ALMOND BAT, and VAMPIRE BAT or DESMODUS RUFUS; FANCY
BATS have costumes of brightly coloured cloth, often purple or gold.

0 Black and yellow was the colour scheme of a covey of male and

female bats. (Mirror 8 Mar 1905:1 1) 0 We are requested to state that

among the novelties for the Carnival will be a well appointed troupe

of leap year “bats” who will be dressed in various colours and will be

attended by a small string band. (Mirror 15 Feb 1904:8) 0 There were

the usual Coon bands, string bands; and snake charmers; and some

clowns and bats. (POSG 17 Feb 1915:3) 0 The Bats band presented a

weird effect with their extremely life-like costumes... with their wings

whirling about them, the band went through the evolutions of a

grotesque dance which was in keeping with the creature they repre-

sented. (IVG 8 Mar 1930:9) 0 Later on came the “Bats”, these

costumes were very pretty, and must have cost large sums to get up,

velvet and silk forming the greater part of them. (Fraser ca

1930s:299) 0 Another type of individual player was the Bat. These

players dressed in the colour of costume to look like the real thing.

There were the Monster Bat, the Vampire Bat, ordinary fancy Bat,

and in the later years, the Desmodus Rufus. The Monster Bat wore a

skinfit suit of dark brown with his wings sewn on to his suit from the

feet right up, the wings were strengthened by small pieces of bamboo

or other plywood, on his headpiece, made of swansdown, to give the

[appearance] of a real Bat there was the mask with nothing left out

even to the teeth protruding. They had a wing span of 30 or 40 feet

and when standing in the middle of the street, their wings would

touch the buildings on either side. They had a semi-jacket made of

swansdown making it thick on the chest, on their hands they wore

gauntlets with long claws, on their feet claws made to fit over the

front of their shoes, in short real imitation was the masterpiece of

good Carnival playing. (Jones 1947:54-5) 0 Coming toward them

from the opposite direction is another band, also disguised as bats,

magnificent bats of purple and gold. When a distance of about

25 yards still separates them, the two leaders streak ahead of their

bands and engage in an impromptu rivalry of extraordinary skill.

They caper and gyrate in a fantastic diversity of acrobatic move-

ments. It is known as “making pass”, and they are encouraged and

rewarded by the cheers of the spectators. (Hercules 1961:207) 0

There are brown bats, black bats, white bats and even yellow bats,

with wing spread from five feet for a baby bat to adults with a spread

of 1 5 feet or more. They wear a fitted torso of a special material with

a thick nap, head mask with minute details down to grotesque teeth,

eyes and literal bat’s ears. Their wings of transparent nylon material,

legs covered with matching coloured stockings and gloves for perfect

disguise... Using the arms to manoeuvre the wings, the player takes

advantage of the wind force and he plays the wings in a variety of

movement designs. With half plie he shuffles forward with wide

expansion, closing them slowly and opening again with a shake and

shiver. Closing them together, he lifts them high overhead and turns

around in a sort of pirouette. Balancing on one leg, he flaps the wings

lifting the other leg behind, symbolic of the bat dangling overhead,

hanging upside down. Flying action is simulated by a quick run for-

ward. high on the toes or a swishing around with speed motivated by
the use of roller skates which were very popular in times past. Seizing

this opportunity, really skilled players employ the use of gymnastics

and feats of daring... one will even try to suck a victim, usually a

friend, by enfolding the person with his wings and going through the

motion... he makes squeaking sounds with his mouth as he enact[s]

his imaginative portrayal. (Ahye 1978:36-7) 0 Edgar Wiley, one of

the players of the Indian mas from its inception, which he dates about

the mid- to late thirties... is also the man who first conceived and

played the Bat mas. The Bat was a three dimensional figure with a

wing and a tail which players were allowed to play, and to an extent,

interpret. (TG-M 24 Jan 1993:2) 0 “Mas has always been a street the-

atre. Look at the Bats, the Clowns, the Jab-Jabs who all had their spe-

cific dance moves, doing the same steps as they went along from

Queen to Park Street... the Dragon dance, too... To me it has changed
now. Carnival has moved away from the real street theatre to a mas-
querade party on the move.” (TG 9 Jan 1994:2)

2 n A woman who is considered morally loose, promiscuous, or wild.

(<jagabat ) 0 (Mendes 1985:11)

3 v Have a drink, esp. of rum, esp. several during a period of time

with friends; drink heavily. See also BAT GROG. = fire 0 “He could

real bat.” (1984)

batai, battaille n A fight or quarrel. (< FC < Fr bataille ‘battle; fight’)

0 Bataille - a fight (ESTT 1956) 0 Battai’. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0

“Chile, deh had one battai.” (Ottley ca 1970) 0 Battai - fight, quarrel.

(John 1973) 0 Battai... A fight or heavy quarrelling. To be not on

speaking terms. (Mendes 1985:11)

batai-bois, battaille-bois n A type of combat between players armed

with long sticks. (< FC < Fr bataille ‘fight, battle’ + bois
]

) = bois
2

,

bois-bataille, kalinda', stick
2

,
stickfight, >stickfighting’, stick-play-

ing 6 Days and days before they met to fight the drum-men, honoured

to be proclaimers, beat the news of a major bataille bois on their

jointed tambour bamboos, goat-skinned and many-coloured.

(McDonald 1969:165) 0 Kalinda... is a genre characterized by dance,

singing, and stick-fighting... called “creole wood,” "bois,” and

“bataille bois.”... It is accompanied by group singing and instruments.

A small group of men consisting of chantuelle and chorus sing stick-

fight or Kalinda songs called “lam-wehs,” in English and/or patois.

They are accompanied by bamboo-stick instruments... and/or drums.

The music is used to accompany duelling between stick-fighters. Kal-

inda occurs mainly around Carnival time. The words of the songs per-

tain to boasts, insults, derision, and challenge. (Ahyoung 1977:50)

batali n Lepidochelys olivacea (E ridley turtle), a small marine turtle.

Shell to 75 cm (29") long, almost circular, with a flat top. Head
medium-sized, triangular from above, neck partially retractable.

Olive-green above, yellow-white on underside. (< Carib abalatali) =

heartbreak turtle 0 “Smoll tet-tel, sah. Grey colour; ’ave round shell

and big head like logrit. This batali' come in only seldom, when the

Orinook flood is slack and strong current come in from the sea. This

bod tet-tel, sah; ’e’s scratch and bite and will not lie on ’is bock.”

(Carr 1957) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:129)

batallando adj Struggling to survive, to make a living; having a diffi-

cult time but managing; usu. said in response to a greeting or inquiry

about how things are going, /batajando/ (< Sp batallando ‘fighting’) 0

“How yuh going?” “Batallando, boy, batallando.” (1984)

bat and ball 1 n Cricket played with any piece of slightly curved piece

of wood or a coconut leaf stem base as a bat, and a ball, sometimes a

bamboo root, without uniforms, regulation equipment or prepared

turf. 0 Clause 43 of the ordinance set out the duties of the Police in

these words: ‘to apprehend all idle and disorderly persons... persons

playing at bat and ball in the streets... (Govt of T&T 1835, in Ottley

1 964:23) 0 Of course “bat and ball” was being indulged in all over the

country long before [the removal of bulls from Queen’s Park Savan-

nah in 1896]... whether in Shire's Pasture (Victoria Square in Port of

Spain), or in Paradise Pasture in the southern capital, San Fernando.

(Ottley 1978:80) 0 (Mendes 1985:11)

2 n Used to describe match level cricket when the performance is

very poor. 0 Man you call dat cricket, dat is bat and ball. (Ottley

1971:34)0 (Haynes 1987:100)

batasa n A traditional Indian hard clear sweet made from granulated

sugar and water, /batasa/ (< H batasa, a spongy-textured sugarcake) 0

(Dwarika 1984:29) 0 “That batasa yuh making is jus de right thing

fuh de Shiv pooja.” (1990)

Bata shoe in a Johnson’s box phr obs Feel out of place, fraudulent,

overwhelmed, (fr Bata brand shoes being less costly than those

bought at the Johnson's, store) 0 Bata shoe in a Johnson’s shoe box

(feeling stupid) (ESTT 1956) 0 Bata shoe in a Johnson’s shoe box -

feeling stupid; fraudulent; pass off as higher. (ESTT 1956)

bat band see BAT 1

bat-bat n Tob The female genitals. 0 Bat-bat. The female sex organs,

common T/go. (John 1973)

batch \ n A heap or pile, esp. of fruits. (< E batch ‘a number of things

or persons introduced, put or treated together; a set’) 0 (Alleyne

1974-80) 0 “Put all these on the batch dey.” (1990)
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2 n A “classmate” in the police service or army, sometimes in a col-

lege or similar group; in the police about 150 per 18 months, shorter

and fewer groups in the army, /batf/ (< E batch ‘a number of things or

persons introduced, put or treated together; a set’) 0 In 1987, Herbert

joins his batch, Johnny King, as a brother in calypso at Calypso Spek-

takula. (EX 11 Jan 1987:9) 0 He is at left with two members of his

“batch” at their passing out at Police Barracks at the end of their train-

ing. (TTM2 Oct 1990:16) 0 “He’s my batch.” (1990)

3 n Any police constable. 0 (Haynes 1987:59)

4 n A friendly term of address by a man for a male friend, esp. a fel-

low classmate, esp. in the police service. 0 Bach. (Alleyne 1974-80)

batchie, batchy see BACHEE

batee see BATTY

batfish 1 n Halieutichthys aculeatus, or Ogocephalus sp., a marine

fish; considered very ugly, so not often eaten, (ff resemblance ofJ ^
1 'y c -j

fins to bat wings) = batfish , chicken
,
crapaud , crapaud-fish 0

(LNP 1985)

2 n Dactylopterus volitans [= Cephalacanthus volitans

]

(Eflying gur-

nard), a marine fish with large fan-like pectoral fins; grey conical

body, blue fins; head spiny and knobbly with barbels; generally feeds

and lives along the ocean floor. Considered very ugly, so not often

eaten. = poule de (la) mer, robin
2

, sea fowl, sea robin

bat grog phr Drink rum, esp. several during a period of time with

friends; drink heavily. (< bat
3
) 0 (Mendes 1985:11) 0 Rain or Shine

they could bat a grog on board anytime and summon would-be fish

buyers by conch shell once safely ashore. (Lange 1986:3) 0 I just had

time to bat one grog and then I gone. 0 We bat grog all night,

bath 1 n An immersion of the body in water, usu. in the sea and some-

times in a river. (< E bath ’action of bathing; immersing all or part of

the body in water’) = bathe
2
0 I had a bath (bathe) in the sea. (ESTT

1956) 0 When I asked him to come into the breaking waves with me,

he always answered in the same way, 'I go takin’ the bath tomorrow,

please God.’ (Bryans 1967:179) 0 They went for a bath in the spring.

(EX 6 Oct 1989:6)

2 n A mixture of water and herbs, used for ritual healing and cleans-

ing. (< bush bath) = >bush bath 0 His Worship in convicting defen-

dant said it was quite clear that he told the man he could give him a

charm by which he could secure the affections of that girl. He seemed

to be persistent in forcing his services upon people saying he could

give them baths etc. (TG 21 Feb 1919:7) 0 "Hm! To give you a bath is

five dollars.” (de Boissiere 1956:14) 0 This “bath” she explained,

would have the effect of washing away “the dirty-hand business” the

nasty little nigger gal had done to him. (Hercules 1961:90) 0 The

snake man gave Mr Benjamin several baths and several bottles of

bush medicine. (Lewis 1972:50) 0 The obeah woman tell her to bring

him quick so she could give him a bath and a guard to keep off the

evil spirit that somebody have lighting on him. (Lovelace 1988:1 14) 0

1 say don’t have me to study, because I taking a proper “bath” before I

put on my courthouse clothes. (TTM21 Nov 1994:30)

3 n An occasion of bathing and cleaning yourself, usu. a shower. 0

When you telling yuh co-workers “just before I had a ‘bath’ this

morning...”, and they asking you how you have time to have a ‘bath’

before you come to work. Then you say “how yuh mean? I have a

bath every morning and night.”... Come to find out, you using the

word ‘bath’ as in fill the tub, bubble bath, instead of saying you had a

‘shower’. (Net Talk. TG 10 Dec 2002:30)

bathe 1 v Wash and clean yourself; nowadays esp. to take a shower.

(< E bathe ‘immerse all or part of body in water or other liquid, for

warmth, health or cleansing’) 0 Witness went to bathe near the large

house. (TS 2 July 1839:3) 0 Accused had a cutlass in his hand and he

chopped a woman named Ramaroo, who was bathing in the river. (TG

27 Aug 1919:3) 0 “Are you going to bathe? I think I'll just wash.”

(Archibald 1937:14)

2 v Swim or immerse yourself in the sea. = bath
1

, bathe in the salt,

sea-bathe. 0 Tragedy at Carenage: Mr. C. McCarthy Dies While Bath-

ing. (TG 31 May 1921:6) 0 Ah, Mona went in the sea to bathe. (Lion

“Kash Kash Krnona” 1939) 0 Then we’d regularly go to (sea)-bathe.

... and sometimes we’d have a car and go on a picnic and so. (EX 11

Jan 1987:21)

3 n Swimming in the sea. = bath
1

0 When she got to Marine Square,

three ‘gentlemen’ asked her if she would like to have a bathe at Care-

nage with them. (TG 2 July 1919:3) 0 [He] drowned in attempting to

swim back to San Fernando sea wall after a bathe. (TG 5 Feb 1933:1)

bathe down v Wet someone completely, usu. against their wishes. 0

She bathe down the neighbour with a posie of piss. (1996) 0 Those
dogs get too close, I does bathe them down with the hose. (1996)

bathe in the salt phr bathe, swim, or immerse yourself in the sea. =

bathe
3

, sea-bathe 0 (Ottley 1971 :8) 0 Bade in de salt. (Mendes 1985:8)

bathe off v Bathe or wash quickly, using very little water; a quick,

minimal wash. = take a cowboy 0 (Mendes 1985:8) 0 He went to the

standpipe to bathe off. 0 In the evening the girls tended to be “bathed

off' - face, armpits, private parts and feet washed - and better

clothed. (Cummings 2004:76)

bath-pan n A large basin used for washing clothes, bathing babies,

etc. 0 They were bathing the baby in the bath-pan. (1996) 0 They had

so much pelau it take a bath-pan to hold it. (1996)

bathsuit n Bathing suit; swimsuit; special minimal clothing worn for

sea-bathing. (< E bathing suit) 0 He took out a cigarette, lit it, and

leaned against the soursop tree, swinging his bath-suit in his hands.

(LaFortune 1968:30) 0 It featured glamour girl, Brenda-Joy Fahey

voicing a show, plugging the scenic beauty of our country, and often

appearing (in luscious bathsuit, too) in some shots. (Punch 1985) 0

[She] caused a pile-up of traffic... when she came out in this sexy

bathsuit, which tantalised the males and was the envy of the females.

(Bomb 22 Aug 1986:13) 0 If the former bathsuit model Mastana

Bahar runnerup (1977) wanted to be noticed, then she certainly got

the mileage her sacrifice deserved. (TTM 28 Nov 1993:7)

bath trunk n A man’s bathing suit. (E bathing trunks) 0 It was about

2 a.m. on Saturday that [he] bounced up on a semi-streaker dressed

only in a bath trunk that bulged as though he was playing in an old

mas band. (Bomb 1983)

bati see BATTY

bad lele, batti laylay n A wooden stick having wooden prongs or wire

loops on one end, used to mix drinks or soup by rolling the stick ver-

tically between the palms of the hands. See also DAL GHOTNI,

GHOTNI. /bati lele/ (< FC baton-lele < Fr baton ‘stick’ +

Fon/Dahomean lele ‘turn; go back and forth’) = baton-lele, swizzle
3

,

>swizzle-stick

bad-man see BATTY-MAN

bat kite n A small kite with no tail, curved at the centre. 0 The “bat”

kite has no tail and is curved at the centre by pulling the bow string

taut. This kite needs less wind to fly as the shape helps it to catch

whatever wind is passing in the air. (Rampersad 1993:10)

batonier, batoneer, batonniere, batonye n A man who participates in

STICKFIGHTS or KALINDA. /batonje/ (< FC < baton ‘stick’ + -ier

‘person who does’) = >stickfighter, stickman, stick player 0 Apart

from these chiefs we must not forget such barbarous chiefs as Myler,

Fitzy and Muscovy with their loyal Clan of hardy batoneers who
armed with huge

I
void parade the city in a body ready to greet each

other with the well known cry of ‘Boi! Boi!’ and to extend the well

known ‘One Boi facination’ if need be. (PC 17 Feb 1906:3) 0 They

meet up by the [Abbatoir]: WAP-WAP! Each Batonnier is now at

war: WAP-WAP! (Fortune ca 1950-59:3) 0 Batonye bands came out

from Belmont, Cobo Town, New Town, and Carenage, and from var-

ious country districts. Stickfighting has been hampered in recent

years by a maze of police restrictions, so that batonye are now seen

only occasionally in the country villages. (Crowley 1956a: 195) 0

Stickfighters (Batonnieres) move around in groups on Carnival days

after having practised for weeks before in tents. (Alladin 1969:38) 0

And Dinah, daughter of Shiffer Brathwaite, butter and famous baton-

nier, matador woman, flag woman, she herself playing stick and con-

tending with man. (EX 11 Dec 1994:19)

baton-lele n A wooden stick having either wooden prongs or wire loops

on one end, used to mix drinks or soup by rolling the stick vertically
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between the palms of the hands. See also DAL GHOTNI, GHOTNl. /bato

lele/ (< FC baton-lele < Fr baton ‘stick’ + Fon/Dahomean lele ‘turn; go

back and forth’) = bati-lele, swizzle
3

,
>swizzle-stick 0 The wooden

swizzle stick made from a forked twig, bald lele, twirled back and forth

between the hands by Trinidadian housewives and makers of rum

punch, may owe its name to Fon lele ‘to go back and forth’ (Segurola

1963:355, in Aub-Buscher 1989:8)

batoray, batore v Accumulate; make a bundle; pile up; gather.

(< H-Bh) 0 “Batore all the wares and put them to wash.” (1990) 0

“We batoray the coconuts dey.” ( 1 990)

bat orchid n Coryanthes speciosa, a native orchid; flowers mainly

yellow, (fr resemblance of flower to a flying bat) 0 (Rollins & Tay-

lor 1960:184)0 (Schultes 1960:184)

battai see BATAILLE

battam-foot see BOTTOM-FOOT

batte-queue n obs Seiurus noveboracensis (E northern waterthrush),

a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Upperparts olive brown, underparts whitish

to yellowish, heavily streaked with dark brown. Usu. seen on the

ground, walking with a constant bobbing motion. (< Fr battre "flap;

beat’ + queue ‘tail’, fr habitual dipping motion of tail) = >waterthrush

0 (Chapman 1894:24)

battery n obs A place of imprisonment, (poss. < E battery ‘a series of

hutches, cages or nesting-boxes in which laying hens are confined’) =

>cachot, dark hole
1

0 One [Negro] had committed a crime and was

told he should be put in the Battery for it, his answer was “me no care,

Massa pay for me Massa no let Mahamud go to Battery,” they think

their Master responsible for every thing they do. (Cumberland 23

May 1802, in Broughton Add 36499:103b)

batti lele see BATI LELE

batti-mamzel, batti-mamselle n Any dragonfly or damselfly of the

family Libellulidae; insects with a long thin body and long narrow

transparent wings, /batimamzel/ (< Fr battre "beat; strike’ and/or

poss. < batty ‘buttocks’ fr dipping motion of tail + < FC matti-

mamselle < Fr mademoiselle ‘young woman’, fr delicate appearance)

= demoiselle
1

,
gully watchman, mademamselle, mademoiselle Marie,

mamzel, zing 0 Batti-mamselle (also Mademoiselle Marie) - a

dragon-fly. (ESTT 1956) “What is Batman’s wife’s name?” “Bati-

mamzel.” (1974) 0 He tell us how de helicopter look like Batty Mam-
selles. (Keens-Douglas 1984:109) 0 Curious batimamselles flitting

backward and forward. (Macfarlane 1997:30)

battle n In cock-fighting, one competition session between two cocks.

0 ‘They say that! Those jackass say that! I who have the best game-

cocks from here to Maraval, and win twenty-nine battles with Hawk
alone before they poison him near the gayelle in Valencia when we
went to fight.’ (Lovelace 1968:12)

bat tonca bean n Andira inermis, a native tree with showy pink flow-

ers; fruit green, hard, ovate and one-seeded, about 3 cm (1.2") long,

(fr bats eating the fruit + fruit resembling the tonca bean) = >angelin,

black plum, laginette

batty, batee, bad n Buttocks; behind; posterior, /bati/ (poss. < E botty

< bottom ‘buttocks’; see also Bobangi, eastern kiKoongo mbaasi

‘cleft between the two buttocks’) = bam-bam, bamsee, bum-bum 0

Bambam, battie, tailpiece - backside. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 “She

have a sweet batty, boy.” (1990)

batty-boy, batty man n A homosexual man. (< batty ‘buttocks’ +
man2

; this usage prob. imported fr Jamaica) 0 Battee boy - a homo-
sexual. (EX 12 Apr 1993:9)

batty-mill n arc A small sugarcane mill used to press juice from

CANES. A narrow sheet ofGALVANIZE or something similar is placed

into a hole in a tree trunk, and a narrow flat board or pole placed on

top of it. The canes are put in between and pressed by the action of

the top board pressing down on them. The top board is moved down
by repeatedly sitting down hard on the far end. (< batty ‘buttocks’ fr

sitting action + E mill ‘grinding machine’) = cane squeezer, kholu,

mulaa, >trapiche 0 My granny had a batty-mill in the yard, but

nobody use it again.

batty-whacks, batty-wax 1 n Beating, esp. on the buttocks. (< batty

‘backside; buttocks’ + E whacks ‘blows; hits’) 0 If you see he get one

batty-whacks!

2 intj Expression of annoyance or disgust. 0 “That is a drive? Batty-

whacks!” (1990)

baume tranquille, balme tranquille, baum tranquille n A green

medicinal oil used for earache, /bom trankil/ (< Fr baume ‘balm;

healing ointment’ + tranquille ‘calming; soothing’) = easy oil 0 Mate-

rials used in healing and conjuring. Roots... beaume tranquille (easy

oil). (Simpson 1962:330) 0 Beaume tranquille. (easy oil). (Simpson

1970:59) 0 Piggot’s had a personality: it was more than just a doctor

shop where you went to buy six cents baume tranquille or something

to help [him] stop wetting his bed. (Araujo 1984:31)

bavay danjay see BRAVAY DANJAY

bawl 1 v Cry; weep; usu. in grief or suffering. (< dial E bawl ‘shout;

wail’) 0 The rope [she] alledgedly used... to kill herself was later

burnt by her brother... He explained: “Everybody was just looking at

the rope and bawling. So I just say, 1 will bum it and stop all the

crying one time.” (TTM 24 Nov 1989:35)

2 v Cry out; yell; shout; scream; usu. in pain, protest or amazement.

(< E bawl ‘shout at the top of one’s voice’) 0 Cummings, a huckster,

went aboard the ss. “Kenet” and demanded of a passenger some

money in which he was indebted to her. She evidently did not get it,

because she made a noise and bawled “murder,” and on being put

ashore, she kept up a bawling for some short time. (POSG 29 May
1907:6) 0 I heard the revolver go off and I saw smoke. I ran into my
room holding my head, bawling. (TG 24 Jan 1933:2) 0 For when he

carray at the parrot the parrot bawl, Be careful, be careful. (Killer

“Green Fowl” 1948 pr) 0 De bird in de bush bawl kwa, kwa, kwa!

(Connor 1958:42) 0 Plenty people don’t pray at all. Their reason you

bound to bawl, After working so hard they say. They are too tired to

pray. (Warrior “The Light of Life” 1971 pr) 0 I putting tonic in all

meh songs, That’s why they bound to be strong... Everybody bound to

feel happy. Then the public go bawl till they hoarse. Terror is ah road

march boss. (Terror “Road March ’75” 1975 pr) 0 “Aye-I-aye,” the

wicket-keeper bawl out as the ball smack into he hands and make
them red hot. (Khan 1987:54) 0 “That song really big. As soon as

they call my name, people does bawl.” (TTM A Feb 1996:9) 0 Parang

is not a bacchanal, it is something that comes from the heart, he said.

“Don’t bawl, sing the parang. When Carnival season reach you will

bawl,” he said. (TG 15 Dec 2005:43)

3 v Complain, usu. about a shortage, e.g. of money, water; suffer; be

poor. 0 Bawling. Ah outa work - ah bawling dese days. - I am hard

put for money. (ESTT 1956) 0 Bawl - not having cash in hand. “Lend

me five dollars nuh, ah bawling.” (John 1973) 0 Mooniram has been

moved from the Port of Spain General Hospital and now, said

Edwards, “Port of Spain is bawling” that it has a shortage [of anesthe-

tists], (EX 30 Aug 1987:11) 0 Sangre Grande cops are bawling

because they are totally fedup with the state of the equipment they are

forced to use on a daily basis. In fact, things are so bad that there is

only one working police vehicle in the entire station. (Heat 18 Nov
1989:10) 0 The lengthening of the working hours was agreed upon

instead. Bank workers who heard about the decision have already

began to bawl. (TTM 31 July 1990:5)

bawl behind v Shout at; yell at; scream at; usu. in anger. (< bawl 2 + E
behind ‘in the rear of or following something moving') 0 You no how
foolish some ah dem poleece be, wen ah wite man boll behine dem,

day doz get so friten till day foget dey duty - well, de ole broad mout

flat nose neggah way say he is ah poleece, jump dong on me an start

to chuck me, but is ah good ting ah is ah fellah way cud help meself.

(PC 23 July 1904) 0 Wile ah wos stodying way ah mus do, de wite

man boll behine me and tell me ef ah don't go owt de yaad he will

com an kick me owt. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 Instead of trying to find out

his problem [they] bawled behind him in an effort to make him shut

up. (TTM 3 April 1987:24)

bawl down 1 v Cry excessively; be in a state of grief and display it in

an unrestrained or even undignified manner; wail or howl in anguish.

0 Bawl dong de place. (Mendes 1985:1 1)
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2 v Shout at; shout down in disapproval, anger, or disdain. 0 The

grassroots tradition of "bawling down” was also employed against

singers who failed to impress the audience. (Rohlehr 1986:24) 0 The

woman is said to have started bawling down the place and eventually

left the hotel. (TG 26 Nov 1995:7)

bawl for hungry phr Complain, usu. of suffering from hunger. 0

Strikers start bawling for hungry! ( Alleyne-Forte 1994:40)

bawl for murder phr Complain loudly and forcefully. 0 Every day

you bawling for murder, It’s you who made me retire. (Lion “Tina”

1938) 0 And, if you hit them, they will bawl for murder, Run in the

station for the super. (Growler "High Brown” 1939) 0 But now the

war is over, Trinidad is gettting harder, some of the young girls bawl-

ing for murder. (Invader “Yankee Dollar" 1945) 0 Emelda bawl mur-

der when Kitchner was leaving Demerara. (Kitchener “Take Me To

Trinidad" 1948 pr) 0 A woman bawled out for murder. Look the

whole of George Street on fire. (Dictator “The George Street Fire”

1950 pr)

bawl how phr In reporting someone else’s words, often implies that

the quotation is actually a lie. 9 "He coming over here and bawling

how he eh do that.” (1990)

bawl like ... Tarzan phr Shout; yell; scream; complain very loudly

and forcefully. Usu. in forms such as bawl like ten Tarzans , bawl like

twenty Tarzans
,
or bawl likeforty Tarzans = bawl down 1 ' 2

0 Now like

Tarzan she start to bawl. (Mighty Dictator “The Zephyr Zodiak” 1956

pr) 0 Bawl Like Twenty Tarzan - To cry excessively. To be in a state

of grief and to display it unrestrained. To wail or howl in anguish, in

an undignified manner. (Mendes 1985:11) 0 Around Carnival ’84 her

husband used to come home and hold his head and bawl like 40 tar-

zans for stomach pains. (TTM 26 Aug 1986:15) 0 We hear that he

drives an expensive powerboat and lives like a jetsetter while his vic-

tims bawl like forty Tarzans. ( TTM 3 Feb 1987:23) 0 Ah hear his

lover... is now bawling like 40 Tarzans because she believes she has

also caught the sexual disease. (Blast 17 Nov 1989:4) 0 Ah tell yuh,

de day dey start tuh charge tax on all dem tings Trini does bring back.

We go bawl like forty Tarzan. (Foster 1990:104)

bawl out v Cry out, shout, yell, or scream; usu. suddenly. (< bawl1 +

out
5

;
E bawl out 'criticise loudly; yell at') 0 Heard people bawling

out. (POSG 27 June 1845:2) 9 Wen ah hear de people and dem boll

owt so dismal "Look peeple in de house bunnin.” (PC 29 Oct 1904) 9

“It had two fellows was fighting with me in here last night, one hold

my hand behind my back whilst the other one was biting me on my
back, bawling out to his people lick him lick him.” ( WG 1 Feb

1915:11) 9 Well Peter hit him with a poui. He bawl out man have

some sympathy. (Wonder "Follow Me Children" 1950 pr) 9 Early

Saturday morning, everybody glad is a holiday to sleep late, I only

hear the lady across the road bawl out. (Tante Tante, TG 3 Sept 1991

)

bay n On Monos, Gasparee and the Five Islands, a house and the small

bay or point where the house is built. (< E bay 'an indentation of the

sea into the land with a wide opening’) 9 “We thought perhaps it was

people from some of the other bays.” (“Bay” in their Creole parlance

means a house on one of these islets. Naturally, they select a bay

suitable for bathing, when they want to build.) (Russell 1922:8) 9 He
was a seaman and called here as a young man, and married in the...

Tardieu family, who at the time owned Bays at Monos and Scotland

Bay. At the time 1 am referring to, the Morrisons owned and lived at

Grand Fond Bay... They kept cows, goats, and pigs, and cultivated

coconuts. People occupying the neighbouring Bays got their milk

supply from them. They also baked bread, which they also supplied to

the Bays. (Fraser ca 1942:259-60) 9 Once we were unable to rent a

bay on Monos and my father was offered a place called Todd’s Bay
on the island of Gasparee... my mother disliked it intensely. She said

that its atmosphere was sinister. (Bridges 1980: 147) 9 “We came from

the bay across.” (1996)

bayan n In a tabla set, the lower tone drum, played on the left side

with the left hand; usu. made either of clay or copper, covered with

skin. (< H bayan 'left side’) 9 Tabla : consists of a pair of drums - the

bayan played with the left hand and the dayan played with the right

hand. The bayan is made either of clay or copper whilst the dayan is

hollowed out of a block of wood. Both are covered with skin fastened

to leather hoops which are stretched over the body of the drum by
means of leather braces. Cylindrical blocks of wood are wedged
between the braces and the wall of the tabla. These can be pushed up
or down to raise or lower the pitch. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 10)

bay berry n Pimenta racemosa (E bay tree), a cultivated tree with aro-

matic leaves; native to Tobago. Leaves 7 x 3 cm (2.8 x 1.2"), pointed,

smooth, leathery, giving off a strong odour when crushed; used in

cooking and medicine, and to produce bay rum and bay oil. (< E bay

‘berry, small fruit, esp. of laurel or bay tree’ and Taurus nobilis, a tree

with aromatic leaves and berries, fr resemblance of scent) = >bay
leaf, bay rum, bois den

1

, ciliment leaf

baychine see BECHINE

baylay see BAELAY

bay leaf n Pimenta racemosa (E bay tree), widely cultivated, native to

Tobago. Note: This is not the same tree as the E bay laurel or sweet

laurel, Laurus nobilis, or the Jamaican allspice, Pimenta dioica [= P.

officinalis ]. Branches point upwards. Its thin smooth flaky orange-

grey bark sheds, giving the trunk a mottled appearance. Leaves 7x3
cm (2.8 x 1.2"), pointed, smooth, leathery, giving off a strong odour

when crushed; used in cooking and medicine, and to produce bay rum
and bay oil. Flowers small and white; fruit a small shiny black berry

1 cm (3/8") diameter. Wood hard, heavy, deep maroon. (< E bay, Lau-

rus nobilis, a tree with aromatic leaves and berries, fr resemblance of

scent) = bay berry, bay rum, bois den , ciliment leaf 9 (Williams &
Williams 1949:81 ) 9 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:160) 9 As a

condiment, bay leaves are vital in the flavouring of locally produced

sweet meats such as sugar cakes and tooloom. It is one of the ingredi-

ents used in producing mauby... The leaves can also be added to jams,

cordials and liquors... it is believed in local folklore that the “bay

leaf’ plants protect dwellers within the household from the Devil and

his imps. (Morean 1989a:29) 9 The bay leaf, “ciliment leaf’ or “Bois

den” is a popular condiment in Trinidad and Tobago, being used in

cooking as well as in (folk) medicine... most householders simply

hang a bundle of twigs close to their stoves or firesides and then

remove the dry leaves whenever they require them. Unlike many
other herbs, bay leaves do not fall off the twigs on being dried.

(Morean 1989a:29) 9 Overhead Carlisle pointed out there was a long

spray from a flowering Brown Bee orchid... growing on a Bayleaf

Tree. (N. Johnson 2004:3)

baylnaa see BAELNA

baynay see BENNE

bayra see BERA

bay rum n Pimenta racemosa, a cultivated tree, native to Tobago.

Leaves highly aromatic, used in cooking and medicine, and to

produce bay rum lotion and bay oil. (ff use to make bay rum, an aro-

matic rum- or alcohol-based lotion) = bay berry, >bay leaf, bois den
1

,

ciliment leaf 9 (Marshall 1934:52-4) 9 “Put some Bay Rum in de

woman head,” Pulbassia said. (Ladoo 1972:74) 9 (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:160)

bayside n Tob That part of Scarborough, Tobago, which runs along the

seashore. 9 Down de bayside. (Ottley 1971:62)

baytah see BETA

Bazil see Basil

bazodee see BASODEE

BD n Callicore astarte antillena, a butterfly, wingspan 4.5 cm (1.8").

Male black with two bright red cross-bands on upper wing, one on

lower wing. Female browner; bands paler, (fr pattern on under-

hindwings resembling the letters B and D) 9 (Barcant 1 970: 131)

beach clam n Donax denticulatus or D. striatus, an edible marine

mollusc, (fr beach habitat and resemblance to a very small clam) =
butterfly shell, >chip-chip 9 (Kenny & Bacon 1981 : 128)

beach lime n A LIME held on the beach, often with dancing and food;

considered to be particularly relaxed. (< E beach, ff location + lime
1
)

9 A few of the other girls and their boyfriends had organised a

Mayaro beach lime. (Ramkeesoon 1975:5) 9 As for de chirren an

dem, well is only fete dey have in dey head... and is one setta beach
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lime wid chicken and chip dey plannin. (Mamits LPOS, TG 2! Oct

1979) 0 One day, after about a year’s courtship - a year of going to

cinema, parties, beach limes and house fetes - Andy asked for Ear-

lyn’s hand in marriage. (EX 1 1 Jan 1987:3) 0 If is ah beach lime, De
women go bring ting tuh eat. De fellas go bring de drinks. (Foster

1990:13) 0 Although he has acquired a taste for French food and

wine, Chinese food remains his favourite. Fie misses pelau and beach

limes. (EX 2 Dec 1990:23)

beacon n Norantea guianensis , a native climbing plant, often reaching

tops of forest trees. Thick broad leaves; elongated spikes of brilliant

orange-red flowers. (< E beacon ‘signal; signal-fire’, fr its noticeable

appearance fr distance) = Prince of Wales feather, red-hot poker, wild

vine 0 (FTT 1929-1-2:67) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:81)

bead(s) n In pitching marble, toss or drop a marble onto the BOUNCE
or starting line in order to determine the order of players. The closest

to the line goes first; others follow in order of distance. If a marble is

on the line, you can drop your marble on top of it to knock it off, hop-

ing your own will be closer. (< E bead ‘string or align beads’; also see

H bid ‘a little pit into which children in play try to throw balls or mar-

bles’) = bounce

beak 1 n The safe place or rest zone in the games of ‘catch’ or ‘hoop’.

(< slang BrE beak ‘justice of the peace; magistrate’) 0 (Ryan 1985:2)

0 (Mendes 1985:12)

2 v In cockfighting, for a bird to attack another bird with its beak, esp.

in the eye. (< E beak fr using this part of the body to attack) 0 “Fast

birds what does beak fast that is a breed, but they not severe cutters...

The azil is the most severe cutter. Yuh breed that with a fast-beaking

fowl.’’ (1990)

bean bag n A game in which a cloth bag filled with seeds is thrown at

other players, who try to avoid it; usu. played by girls. (< E bean bag

‘a small cloth bag filled with dry beans tossed between players as a

game’) = >sway 0 Schoolgirls collect the seeds [of the tamarind tree]

and enclose them in a cloth bag which they use in a throwing-dodging

game called “sway” or “bean bag.” (Morean 1986:13)

bean leaf roller n The larva of Urbanns proteus [~ Eudamas proteus \

,

a beetle. (< E leaf-roller ‘the caterpillar of certain moths, which rolls

up the leaves of plants it infests’) 0 The larva is known locally as the

‘bean leaf roller’. (Kaye 1921:121-2)

beans n Usu. with give', difficulty to endure or get rid of. 0 This head-

ache giving me beans. (1996)

bear v In a negative expression, used to indicate that a child must be

like the parents. (< E bear 'give birth to) 0 Pumpkin nevah bear cala-

bash. The reference is to likeness between a woman and her children;

the saying implies something bad about another’s child. (Herskovits

1945:197) 0 “What you expect? Fig tree doh bear grapes.” (1975) 0

‘Dasheen don’t bear tannia,’ Samdaye said. ‘This one,’ she pointed

with her head to her husband, ‘is jest the same. He can’t stay in one

place.’ (Boodhoo 1994:49)

bearded teta n Ancistrus cirrhosus, a freshwater armored catfish with

many fleshy barbels around the mouth. (< E bearded fr whiskers +
teta < Sp teta ‘nipple, breast’ or Fr teter ‘suck’ fr habitual mode of

feeding) = doctor fish
2

, doctor teta, >jumbie teta, peignelle, teta
2
0

(Regan 1906:389) 0 (Boeseman 1960:115-6)

bear wild phr Of a plant, have a great number of fruits. 0 And look at

it now. how big it get, and bearing so much pepper. Ain’t is the same
pepper tree?... and you didn't see when I put manure on it?... That’s

why it get so big, and bearing wild!” (Selvon 1991a:29)

Beast 1 n A Carnival mas in a devil band, a dragon-like animal

with red or green scales, bound by a heavy chain to his keeper or the

HEAD IMP; it dances with a lumbering walk, sudden lunges, and roll-

ing. (< E Beast ‘the Antichrist(ian) power; devil; old serpent, dragon

and evil spirits’) = dragon 0 The hide of the Beast’s body was made
of papier-mache scales, painted in metallic green, with touches of

amethyst, gold and crimson. The headpiece, representing a dragon,

was in keeping with the excellent general make-up. (WG 8 Mar
1930:9) 0 The costume of Dragon or Beast is ingeniously con-

structed... From neck to mobile tail he is covered with scales of vary-

ing sizes, made of cardboard and painted red or green. The head mask

is designed to resemble the mythological dragon with projecting fire

tongue. The nails of his fingers are clawlike... Around the waist is

placed a very heavy chain joined by a large padlock; the end is held

by a special handler, but sometimes more than one, including the

Head Imp are necessary to control his wild threshing about. The

Beast performs his awe inspiring dance which consists of a lumbering

walk, with tail wagging, sudden lunges with snatching antics. He
strains on his chains then turns to attack his handlers. In frustration he

falls to the ground, dragging and pulling, rolling his head as if in

agony, rolling over unto his back then springing up suddenly and

attempting to run. These and a host of similar movements are pro-

voked by the Imps that surround him, prodding with pitch forks, ring-

ing bells and performing taunting antics... years ago when rival bands

met on the street. One beast would challenge the rival and they would

compete with each other in dance... The Imps, led by a Head Imp, are

the provocateurs who goad the beast... when any expanse of water

such as a drain in the street has to be crossed... they once more

become tormentors of the Beast straining on his chains. The head Imp

taunts him by showing him the card and frantically ringing the bell.

The Beast then becomes very agitated... Then, realising that he has no

choice, he makes a frantic, dramatic leap across the water, almost

pulling down his handlers who must be nimble of foot. (Ahye

1978:33) 0 The beast was introduced by Jones in 1911, inspired from

a picture of St George and the dragon. Hence the name dragon band...

The band would proceed through the streets of Port of Spain slowly

and solemnly, enacting an elaborate pantomime... the imps tempting

and teasing the beast, which wore a costume of scales and a head-

mask with a moveable tongue. There were chains around its waist

which would be pulled by imps. The beast’s dance was a quick lung-

ing forward step to strike at the energetic imps who surrounded and

goaded him. (EX-2 13 Feb 1994:3)

In A person who uses bad judgement and mistreats others. (As in SE,

but used more commonly.) 0 “If you hear how she does treat the ser-

vant, man she is a real beast.” (1996)

3 n An overwhelmingly attractive woman, thick, sturdy, impressive;

used by men. (< E beast ‘animal’, emphasizing physical, particularly

sexual, “animal” nature) = cattle to battle, beef to tief 0 “You eh see

dat beast passin’ in front de pizza shop! She nice eh boy!” (Baptiste

1993:15) 0 “Sophia Loren - dat is beast!” (1996)

beastly cold adj Extremely cold; usu. said of a beverage or the

weather, including air-conditioning. Unlike E beastly hot , it is not

usu. negative. (< E beastly ‘unfit for human use or enjoyment; offen-

sive’) 0 (Mendes 1985:12) 0 Just w’at de doctah ordered... ah beas’ly

cole beer aftuh ah parchin' rong o’ golf. (Haynes 1987:160) 0 I'm

sipping a lukewarm Heineken that cost the equivalent of 300 beastly-

cold Carib. (EX 6 Oct 1989:8) 0 After two assaults by officers which

cost a bar owner two cases of “beastly cold beer,” he shut up the

premises. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:19) 0 Carib Brewery Limited... recently

launched its Carib Chill Six Pack... a new heavy plastic six pack

which accommodates ice cubes. According to a new release, custom-

ers can now enjoy “beastly” cold Carib on almost any and every occa-

sion with the portable six pack. (TG 22 Dec 1990:4) 0 Curry bodie

and beef and rice and a big glass with beastly cold orange juice that

day. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:75) 0 “They does always keep the bank

beastly cold.” (1996)

beat 1 v Of fish, be visible in large numbers; jump out of the water;

make the water froth with surface activity. (< E beat ‘strike repeat-

edly; flap wings with force so that they beat air or sides’) = beat up 0

What we also enjoyed very much was when a school of Cavalli

(“Carangue”) was surrounded by the nets... The Cavalli were “beat-

ing” as the saying is. They came in to the bay after the sardines, and

there would be seen a great turmoil in the water, caused by the thou-

sands of Cavalli, after the sardines, and one could hear the splashing

of the fish in the water. (Fraser ca 1942:267) 0 “Sometime you kiar do

better, look ow' bonito a beat out deh an' me kiar catch none.” (Phil-

lips 1991:44) 0 Fish beatin today. (1996)

2 v Jerk; reel; thrash; stagger; move in an agitated manner; flap; usu.

describing an animal being hit or killed, usu. on the ground. = beat up

0 He had reached for his wood, but his passion for her stopped him
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from sending her body beating like a fowl from a head blow. (Narine

1994:4) 0 “Doh beat yuh body so, you only beating up beating up and

you eh getting anywhere.” (1996)

3 v Play a PAN or drum, also TAMBOO BAMBOO. (< E beat ‘strike so

as to produce rhythmical sound’) 0 Carnival night I have heard. The

leading ping pong beaters on the road. (Lord Wonder “Chinese on

Carnival Day” 1948, pr) 0 “And what bout Midge?” “What bout he?

Anybody could beat boom. Dey have any fame in dat nuh?” (Hill

1966:18) 0 Because we beating sweet, have people wild on dey feet.

(“Pan on the Run” TG 17 Feb 1973:7) 0 It was at the point where the

Laventille ping pong suddenly fingered out “Abide with me”, and the

Belmont pans took up the tune. It was the first time pans had beat at a

funeral, and they beat softly, tune after tune: “Ave Maria”, Handel’s

“Messiah”. (Jones 1973:143) 0 Den some days ah does want tuh beat

ah six-bass. So dat ah could real gallery mehself. Yuh know how dem
bassmen does show orf. (Foster 1990:85) 0 “I wanted to ask him to

hum the tune Alexander’s Ragtime Band was beating that day.” (EX
27 Mar 1994:21) 0 “Violence?! Well... maybe ah lil bit long time...

but now, we readin’ music an’ playin’ pan, we no longer beatin

'

pan." (TG 23 Aug 1994:8) 0 “I often wonder how some ex-policemen

feel when they see their grandchildren and great-grandchildren beat-

ing pan... All that time, the only thing the police could do was to run

us down and beat us with bull-pistle and ‘bootoo’ (truncheon).”

(Cummings 2004:183)

4 v Make raised designs in flat metal copper or aluminum sheets. 0

Gayapa Industries Limited had artisans who were involved in “beat-

ing” metal, others who engaged in decorative woodcraft, and still oth-

ers who produced embroidered dolls. (Millett 1993:245)

5 n Current situation; action. 0 'What’s de beat? - what’s happen-

ing?” (Mendes 1985:12) 0 He was on a good beat, and then he leave

that job to go America. (1996)

6 n Usu. with make, go visit one or more places. = go on a mission,

rounds 0 “Leh we make a beat.” (1996)

7 n Scheme; confidence trick; cheating. 0 “OF beat” - old scheme,

con. “Yuh go try dat of beat on me?” (Mendes 1985:12)

8 n Skillful physical move, esp. evasive play, e.g. in a game. = beats 0

(Alleyne 1974-80) 0 We were talking football and one of the guys

was demonstrating some 'beat’ (manoeuvre) he saw in a football

match.” (EX

4

Oct 1990:5)

beat all cock fight phr Said of something very strange, surprising,

unheard of. (< obs BrE beat cock-fighting) 0 Dat beat all cock fite.

(Ottley 1971:34) 0 You beat all cock-fight. You is a leader, a politi-

cian, an intellectual, a philosopher, a man of God, a wounded hero

and now a saga boy. (Maraj 1982:72) 0 Is bargain to beat all cock

fight, (ad, 1990) 0 “Well de way ah see how allyuh make back up, dat

beat all cockfight!” (Baptiste 1993:53)

beat and buy clothes phr A threat, i.e. I will beat you and willingly

suffer the consequences, (fr good clothes being considered to be

required for a court appearance and therefore signifying that the per-

son is willing to bear this expense in order to carry out the threat) 0

(Haynes 1987:60) 0 Let she do that. I go beat she and buy clothes to

go to court.

beat back v Be or do better than; often used with negative to indicate

that no one else is better. (< E beat ‘force back by beating; drive back

by force’) 0 Nobody can beat she back, when it come to lying. (Ottley

1971:9) 0 To outdo. Nobody could beat back Trini for fete. Nobody
loves a party more than a Trinidadian. (Mendes 1985:12) 0 “Oh God!

Woman bad, but that woman beat back all woman.” (1990) 0 Aye, hear

nah man. Ah eat in all kinda four-star Indian restaurant in Trinidad an

even San Francisco. An believe meh, none ah dem could beat back de

food in any Trinidad-Indian weddin. (Foster 1990:78) 0 “She is a bitch

and a shrew to beat back all.” (1990) 0 ‘Is true it have pot-hole in all the

back street, but this beat back all.’ (Gosine 1992:120) 0 For seasoning

shadow beni beat back all de rest. (TG 29 Dec 2006:34)

beat book(s) phr Study hard; do schoolwork. (< E beat brains, beat

head ‘think persistently and laboriously’) 0 Beat book - study exces-

sively and continually. A person who “beats book” does not partici-

pate in any extra curricular activities. (John 1973) 0 I couldn’t go

down “grounds” or lime in Belmont with the boys; it was back to Mt
Lambert to beat the books. (EX 18 Jan 1987:20-1)

beat drum and dance phr Praise yourself; boast. 0 You cam beat you
own drum and dance. (Ottley 1971:62) 0 Let the NAR beat their

drams and do their own dance, as grandma would say, but please do

not join their wicked chant. (EX 7 Dec 1986:10)

beater n A person who plays pan. (< beat
3
) 0 Carnival night I have

heard. The leading ping pong beaters on the road. (Lord Wonder
“Chinese on Carnival Day” 1948, pr)

beat like... phr Beat hard, forcefully, severely; usu. with BOBOLI,

child, dog, or snake. 0 We will beat you like a snake and a boboli,

And leave your face like Belmont donkey. (Lion “Hitler’s Mistake”

1940) 0 Beat like a child. (Haynes 1987:30) 0 [He] was beaten like a

dog by five young boys last week while San Fernando police simply

allowed the criminals to scamper to freedom. (TTM 24 Nov 1989:13)

0 Two men alighted with two pieces of lumber with nails in them, and

proceeded to beat him like a snake. (Heat 7 Oct 1989:9) 0 [He was]

beaten like a snake by his “adopted brother”. (TTM

2

Feb 1996:3)

beats n A skilful manoeuver to out-smart an opponent; a sharp move
that catches the opposition “napping” or off-guard; usu. in football. =

beat
8
0 (Mendes 1985:12) 0 He give him a beats. (1996)

beat stocks phr Eat and drink a lot, esp. eat voraciously. (< E beat

‘attack; hit; overcome’ + stocks ‘supplies’) 0 We use tuh go from

house tuh house beatin people stocks... One was wen three teachers

finally catch up wit ah fellow-teacher who stocks nobody ever beat.

He was one ah dem who always have ah “prior engagement” or

always “just on the way out” Yuh know dat kind?... De fella bring

out... ah full, unopened bottle ah Ballantine Scotch Whisky. He also

bring out ah whole black cake. Man, ah hear dem two guys an de lady

went tuh wuk on de stocks wit ah vengeance. (Foster 1990:52)

beat up v Jerk; reel; thrash; stagger; move in an agitated manner; flap;

usu. describing an animal being hit or killed, usu. on the ground.

(< bear + wp3
)
= beat

2
6 “The lizard tail beat up beat up.” (1990) 0

Then a black fowl, it just come out [from under the house] and beat

up in the canal [drain] and then die. (Littlewood 1993:71) 0 He fall

down and start to beat up. (1996) 0 Doh beat yuh body so, you only

beating up beating up and you eh getting anywhere. (1996)

beat with work stick phr Used to describe someone who works hard

and constantly, esp. on holidays when everyone else is relaxing. 0

Like dey beat yuh wit’ a wo’k stick. (Mendes 1985:12)

beau mortel n Tob Erythrina pallida, a cultivated and naturalized tree

with pink flowers. (< Fr beau ‘beautiful’ + mortel < immortelle) =

coral bean, imotel bod lame, jumbie bead5
,
sword flower, >wild

immortelle 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:64)

beau rat see BO RAT 1

beau-stick, bo tick n obs A man’s walking cane, the head loaded with

lead to make it usable as a weapon. 0 Whoever shall be convicted of

having inhumanely struck a slave with an edged weapon, such as a

cutlass, axe, sword, or with a bludgeon or loaded beau-stick, will be

prosecuted and punished according to law. (Ord. Gov. Picton, June

30, 1800, UWI-HT) 0 Take me daddy’s bo tick, and make a monkey
out him. (Carmichael 1833:301) 0 On the first of August in Port of

Spain, ‘from whatever quarter the gangs of apprentices came, not one

cutlass or even beaustick was to be seen amongst them, not a single

individual was intoxicated, nor was one single act of either personal

violence or robbery heard of.’ (POSG 5 Aug. 1834, in de Verteuil

1992:371) 0 Their dance is peculiar to them: they use two or three

negro drums, beaten with their hands; and these produce monotonous

notes, to which they dance with more agility than grace, though not

entirely without the latter. The male dancers carry what they call a

beau-stick, which is a heavy piece of cinnamon-wood, not thicker

than that which the humane law of England allows a man to beat his

wife withal, and about thirty inches in length; and with this beau-

stick, they, at irregular intervals, strike at each other, still keeping

time to their rude music. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 :84-5) 0 Same thing deh (in)

snake s head deh a bow stick head. Both of us want to get the better of

the other, [proverb] (Ottley 1962:41)
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beauty of the road n Liophis melanotus nesos, a small non-venomous

snake. (< E beauty fr pretty appearance + of the road

,

fr often being

seen on roads) = >bebel (chemin), belle chemin, black-backed snake,

doctor snake2
, Shaw’s black-backed snake, squirrel snake 0 (Boos

2Q01a:98)

beau yelle n obs A dandy; a man who dresses in a fancy way.

(<Fr beau ideal ‘the ideal of beauty’; also used in E) 0 (Ottley

1971:34) 0 Beau Yelle. Patois - Ideal lover. A dandy. (Mendes

1985:12)

bebe see BARBAY, BEH-BEH

bebeao, baby-yao n Carcharadon carcharias (E great white shark,

man-eater), a large, fast-swimming shark; usu. found off the Guaya-

guayare coast of Trinidad, /bebeao/ 0 The Great White Shark or

“Bebeao” is the largest and most voracious of sharks in these seas. A
specimen harpooned in the Gulf of Paria in 1924 and exhibited on the

slipway of the old Fish Market in Port-of-Spain, measured 21 feet in

Length. (Mendes 1940:10-1) 0 “When bebeao are common, the fish-

ermen cannot land one kingfish or carite.” (2001)

bebediso n arc A sweet beverage made of rum and spices, often given

to women after childbirth, /bebediso, bebeiz/ (< Sp bebedizo ‘medici-

nal drink; love potion’) 0 (Laurence 1970) 0 On the ninth day after

giving birth, the mother had her first [bush] bath... On this day too she

began eating solids. More significantly, though, she was given a shot

of a traditional drink which had been made and left to cure for some

three months before the child was bom. This drink was called

“bebeiz.”... The ingredients and measurements varied... Sometimes

there were two types: one made specifically for the mother and

another made to offer to friends when they came to congratulate the

parents.... The mother’s often contained gin, brandy and puncheon

rum or sometimes stout. The other type was usually made only with

mm. The remaining ingredients were spices e.g. clove, nutmeg, gin-

ger and honey. The spices were crushed, sugar or honey was added,

then everything was boiled in a little water. Afterwards the alcohol

was added, the liquid was left to cool and then was bottled. The

mother drank “bebeiz” because it was said to be strengthening and

helpful in producing a speedy recovery. The father on the other hand,

made the drink in order to celebrate the birth of his offspring with his

friends. (Thompson 1983:11)

bebel (chemin), bebelle-chemin, beh belle chemin n Liophis melan-

otus nesos [= Leimadophis melanotus], a small snake, to 60 cm (2')

long. Orange with broad black back stripe, two narrower black side

stripes; yellowish to bright orange underside. Head olive green above,

with a black streak passing through the eye. Found in Trinidad,

Tobago, and Chacachacare Island. In defense, may flatten the first

third of the body and rear up like a miniature cobra, /bcbcl Jimen/

(< FC bebel chimin < Fr bebelle ‘toy, trinket’ fr pretty appearance +
Fr chemin ‘road’ ff often being seen on roads) = beauty of the road,

bebel, belle chemin, black-backed snake, doctor snake2
,
Shaw’s

black-backed snake, squirrel snake 0 Bebel. (JFNC Dec 1892:104) 0

Bebelle-chemin. (de Suze 1894) 0 Leimadophis melanotus (BEH-

BELLE CHEMIN, or DOCTOR SNAKE). A small snake up to eighteen

inches long, distinguished by black and orange stripes along its

length. Often found near bush paths and roads. Known as doctor

snake in Tobago only, (de Verteuil, in Alford 1960:101) 0 Beh Belle

Chemin. Nocturnal. Semi-terrestrial, common in foothills, prefers

“dry river” fresh water banks, common among fallen leaves. (Green-

hall 1976b:50) 0 Beh Belle Chemin, Doctor Snake (Tobago). (Boos

2001a:98-9)

be-bop, bee-bop n arc Of a cap, with the sun visor or bill turned up.

(fr association with the be-bop style of American jazz at the end of

World War II) 0 For Shirts see Headley Young, Manufacturer of Best

and famous designs. Hot Shirts in the Best Tailored Designs. BE-BOP
CAPS In all Colours, (ad. Calypso Souvenir 1959) 0 [In the 1940s]...

All one had to do in those days is to walk the streets with a pan stick

in his pocket and a Bebop cap on his head to be recognized as a curse

to our society. (Anthony Rauff 1972:15 in Brown 1990:81) 0 The
grandmaster appeared in T-shirt waving a towel in each hand,

“bebop” cap with the peak over his right ear, pyjama-striped.

knee-length shorts, sneakers and athletic socks reaching mid-calf.

(EX 30 Jan 1994:8)

2 n A cap that has the sunvisor or bill turned up. 0 Bee Bop. A cap

with the sunvisor turned up. (Mendes 1985:12)

bec-a-ciseaux n obs Rynchops nigra (E black skimmer), a seabird;

upperparts black, white below; bill red with black tip, long, vertically

flattened; lower bill longer than upper. (< Fr bee ‘beak; bill’ + a

‘with’ + ciseaux ‘scissors’) = bee de ciseaux, bee en ciseaux, scissors-

bill 0 The flamingo were shy and we only got one bec-a-ciseaux, a

gabilan and a seagull, all on the wing. (Urich 22 May 1 83 1 ,
in de Ver-

teuil 1995:66)

becard ailes blanches n obs Limosa haemastica [= L. hudsonica, L.

aegocephala] (E Hudsonian godwit), a large shorebird, 37.5 cm (15")

long, with a long, slightly upturned bill, pinkish towards base. Legs

blackish; rump white; tail black; narrow white wing-bar. Summer:

more blackish above; rusty below with dusky barring. A rare winter

visitor to Trinidad mudflats and savannas. (< Fr becard ‘sandpiper’ +

ailes ‘wings’ + blanches ‘white’, fr white wing-bars) 0 (Chapman

1894:77)

becasse, becasse n arc Any of several small shorebirds, plovers and

sandpipers, which bob their heads up and down when walking or

feeding; particularly Calidris pusilla [= Ereunetes pusillus
]
(E semi-

palmated sandpiper). (< Fr becasse ‘plover’) = begass, big-ass, kuit 0

There were lots of birds, yellow legs, small becasse and many kinds

of sea gulls, also bee de cisseaux. (Urich 1 Sept 1830, in de Verteuil

1995:17) 0 (Williams 1922:180) 0 It took more than three hours

to row there, but once at the mouth of the river there was always

plenty of game, flamingoes, yellow legs, becasse, bee de cisseaux.

(de Verteuil 1981:69)

becasse a long bee n obs Calidris mauri [= Ereuentes occidentalis,

Heteropoda longirostris, H. mauri

]

(E western sandpiper), a shore-

bird, 15 cm (6") long. Upperparts greyish brown, with dark centres of

feathers giving a mottled or streaked effect; pale eye-stripe; central

tail blackish flanked by white; underparts mainly white; legs black;

bill medium-long, black, slightly downward. A very common visitor

to both Trinidad and Tobago coastal mudflats, and inland marshes.

(< Fr a long bee ‘with a long beak’) 0 (Chapman 1894:77)

becasse blanche n obs Calidris alba [= C. arenaria] (E sanderling), a

shorebird, 18.8 cm (7.5") long. Upperparts grey, spotted and streaked

black; distinct white wing-bar; underparts white; bill and legs black.

A fairly common visitor to Trinidad and Tobago beaches and mud-
flats. (< Fr blanche ‘white’ fr overall light appearance) 0 (Chapman

1894:77)

becasse-la-mort n obs Himantopus mexicanus [= H. nigricollis] (E

black-necked stilt), a shorebird, 35 cm (14") tall, with long legs, and a

long thin black bill. Crown, back of neck, patch behind eye, upper-

parts and wings black; forehead, eye-ring, underparts, upper-tail and

tail white. A rather uncommon inhabitant of mangrove swamps in

Trinidad; seen in Tobago. (< FC la-mort ‘death’, fr funereal black of

upperparts) 0 (Chapman 1894:78)

becassine n obs Gallinago gallinago delicata, G.g. paraguaiae [= G.

wilsonii] (E Wilson’s snipe), a shorebird, 27.5 cm (11") long. Head

and upperparts generally dark brown; back and wings streaked and

barred with buff; a prominent white eyebrow stripe and narrow

crown-stripe; tail reddish brown tipped black; breast mottled brown;

belly white; under-tail buff or white barred with pale brown; bill long,

straight, pale yellow; legs very short, greyish-green. Found in

swamps and marshes of Trinidad and Tobago. (< Fr becassine

‘snipe’) 0 (Chapman 1894:78)

becassine a riviere n obs Sclateria naevia naevia, a bird, 15 cm (6")

long. Male dark greyish brown; throat white with dark streaks: under-

parts grey-streaked, spotted white; tail short; bill and legs long.

(< Fr a la riviere ‘of the river’, fr typical habitat) = >water wren 0

(Chapman 1894:52)

becau, becaw conj Because. (< E because ‘for the reason of’) /biko/ 0

You know that Daisy told me one night plain, “Don’t talk to my sister

at all again, Becau we leave she on a serious grind, And she got the

both of us now on her mind. (Radio “Two Sisters Scandal” 1940)
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because how conj arc Because of the fact that; due to the fact that. 0

She blige to dress in “greshan ben" becos how she toes eat up wid jig-

gers, she blige to ben ovar wen she walk so as to save de boots from

hurting she foot. (PC 18 June 1904)

becausen conj arc Because; due to the fact that; for that reason. 0 “I

take off becausen I had no intention of bowing and scraping to

nobody.” (Hill 1966c:8) 0 (Ottley 1971:9)

bee crochu n obs Numenius phaeopus hudsonicus , a large bird, 42.5

cm (17") long. Very noticeable long down-curved bill about 7.5-10

cm (3-4"). (< Fr bee ‘beak’ + crochu ‘hooked’) = >crook-bill 0

(Chapman 1894:76)

bee d’argent 1 n arc Ramphocelus carbo, a bird, 17.5 cm (7"). Male

velvety black tinged with crimson; throat and upper breast deep crim-

son; upper part of beak black, lower part much enlarged at base and

pale bluish, appearing silvery. (< FC bee dajan < Fr bee ‘beak’ +

d'argent ‘of silver’) = picoplat , >silver-beak
l

0 Very numerous all

through Trinidad. Local name, "Bee d'Argent. ” (Taylor 1864:82) 0

(Chapman 1894:30) 0 Bee d’argent. (Belcher & Smooker 1937b:536)

2 n arc Sporophila nigricollis, a bird, 1 1 .2 cm (4.5") long. Male head,

neck and upper breast blackish; upperparts dull olive; rest of under-

parts pale yellow; bill pale blue-grey, appearing whitish or silvery at a

distance. = cici-zebe a ventre jaune, grass-bird'', >ring-neck
-

, silver

beak-
,
yellow-bellied finch

bee de ciseaux n arc Rynchops nigra , a seabird; upperparts black,

white underneath; bill red with black tip, long and flattened verti-

cally; lower bill longer than upper. (< Fr bee ‘beak, bill’ + de ciseaux

‘of scissors’) = bee a ciseaux, bee en ciseaux, >scissors-bill 0 There

were lots of birds, yellow legs, small becasse and many kinds of sea

gulls, also bee de cisseaux. (Urich Diary 1 Sept 1830) 0 It took more

than three hours to row there, but once at the mouth of the river there

was always plenty of game, flamingoes, yellow legs, becasse, bee de

cisseaux. (de Verteuil 1981:69)

becdu n obs Pachyramphus polychopterus trislis (E white-winged

becard), a bird. (< Fr bee ‘beak’ + FC du < Fr dur ‘hard; tough’) =

>black-and-white thick-bill, black hard-beak
1

0 (Chapman 1894:47)

bee en ciseaux n obs Rynchops nigra , a seabird; upperparts black,

white underneath; bill red with black tip, long and flattened

vertically; lower bill longer than upper. (Fr bee ‘beak; bill' + en

ciseaux ‘in scissors’) = bee a ciseaux, bee de ciseaux, >scissors-bill 0

(Chapman 1894:84)

becheesta n arc An old-fashioned, wooden, four-poster bed, often

with bed curtains or overhead canopy. (< E bed + TEC teester

< E tester /testa, tista/ ‘bed canopy, or framework supporting bed can-

opy and curtains’) >teester 0 My mother had a big becheesta, and we
all used to sleep there.

bechine, baychine, bechin n Sphyraena guachancho (E small or

shoal barracuda); a long, narrow, grey marine fish with a yellow lat-

eral line, and a long mouth with long sharp teeth. Note: In the past,

both barracouta and bechine referred to S. barracuda , while secoye

and sennet referred to the smaller species, S. guachancho. Nowadays,

secoye and sennet are archaic; bechine refers to the smaller species, 5.

guachancho , while barracouta refers to the larger one, S. barracuda.

(< FC betchin < Fr becune) = barracouta, chooka, secoye, sennet 0

Bechine. (Vincent 1910:46) 0 Yesterday’s Market Prices... Scarce:

pawa, king fish, bechine. (TG 7 Sept 1917:10) 0 Market:... bechin,

pawa, Portugal oranges, zorphie. (777 31 Jan 1933:2) 0 (Mendes

1940:15) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

bechownaa n Bed. (< H bichhaund ‘bed; carpeting’) 0 “Make up the

bechownaa.” (1990)

become see COME
beeune, becone n arc Sphyraena barracuda (E barracuda), a large

marine fish, with a large jaw and teeth, prized as a gamefish. = >bar-

racouta 0 Barracuta, or beeune. Sphyraena Barracuda, (de Verteuil

1884:388) 0 The barracuda or becone. (De Suze 1941 rev Hart 1960)

bed n Tob A school of fish. (< E bed ‘a layer of small animals, congre-

gated thickly in some particular spot, esp. reptiles or shellfish’) 0

(Alleyne 1974-80)

bed grass n Vetiveria zizanioides, an introduced and cultivated aromatic

tufted grass. (< E bed ‘thick layer’, fr thick and ground-covering

growth habit) = khus-khus, >vetive 0 For painful menstruation take a

tea thrice daily made from [Cassia] occidentalis mixed with Bed
Grass root (Vetiveria zizanioides). (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:44) 0 Long before stoves were invented, our ancestors used

“dirt-ovens” made of mud, sticks and bed-grass for baking. (EX 12

Aug 2003:25)

bedi n A Hindu altar, made of earth, colourfully decorated for reli-

gious ceremonies, /bedi/ (< H-Bh) = vedi 0 “Khus-Khus... Tradition-

ally used in shradh ceremonies... The base of the bedi is normally

formed with this grass. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:31) 0 A punditji told the

BOMB Divali Nagar must not be a commercial showcase or a politi-

cal platform it must be a bedi (altar) for Hinduism. (Bomb 7 Nov
1986:7) 0 “De bedi mus done be lipay before the baba come.” (1990)

0 Bedi\ a shrine. This is a rectangular box, opened at the top. It is then

packed with dirt and smoothened over with gobar... This is the altar

where the ceremony takes place. (Ramlakhan 1 990a: 15) 0 When the

dulaha or dulahin reaches the bedi he/she puts the rice and other items

in a thaali near the bedi. (Holass-Beepath 2002:28) 0 The Hindu

faithfuls slashed bushes, cleared debris and carved bedis on the earth

to perform rituals. (EX 12 Nov 2003:7)

bed money n Payment to doctor or hospital administrator to gain

admission more quickly. 0 I eh paying no bed money - that is

real advantage.

bed wet phr Used with negative, indicating someone wants to go to

sleep, (fr there being no reason not to go to bed, as the bed is not wet)

0 “My bed eh wet” - it is way past my bedtime. (Mendes 1985:12)

bee 1 n Chorinea faunus [= Zeonia faunus], a butterfly, wingspan

3.1 cm (1.25"). Wing membranes whitish-transparent, narrow black

margins, tail, veins, and vertical stripe through mid-wings. Lower
wing-tips elongated, red tips and black tails. (< E bee, fr similar

flight) 0 (Kaye 1921:64) 0 The bee... revels in sunshine and disports

itself in twos and threes on green foliage growing in or on the banks

of streams. (Barcant 1970:125)

2 n Pepsis sp., a large greenish-black stinging wasp; makes a loud

humming noise. Also Xylocopa spp., a large stout bee (E carpenter

bee), that lives in rotting wood or nests in the ground, (fr similar

sound) = bhowraa, bumble-bee

3 n Any of about fifteen species of stingless bees, including Melipona

favosa, M. trinitatis and Trigona amalthea', small black ones are often

called black bees. Usu. nest in tree cavities; from outside a narrow

exit is visible surrounded by a structure of radiated mud ridges. =

black bee; moko chiquite, Tobago bee (M. favosa)', moko grande

(M. trinitatis) 0 Of bees, or honey-flies, there are four species: three

black, of which one is smaller than the common fly, another larger

than the common bee, and the third of an intermediate size. The

smaller species build generally in walls, and the other in the hollows

of trees. Their honey is very good, and the wax soft and black. The

fourth kind, of a light brown colour, and the size of the European bee,

has the habits of the two larger black species; none of them sting, (de

Verteuil 1884:107) 0 In Trinidad the domestication of stingless bees

is common especially in the central range. Nearly all domesticated

colonies are M. trinitatis and M. favosa is only rarely domesticated,

due to its smaller colony size. The honey, which is sold at a high

price, is called bush honey or forest honey. It is used for regular con-

sumption, for various medical treatments and in religious prayers.

The domesticated nests are generally located in wooden boxes of

about 75 x 30 x 30 cm... The extraction of the honey is performed

only once a year. The amount harvested does not [exceed] the con-

tents of a few bottles, which is considerably less than the harvest of a

honeybee hive... the regular extraction of honey from a nest at its nat-

ural forest site is not uncommon. (Sommeijer & De Braijn 1988:81)

beech see BICHE

beef to tief phr An overwhelmingly attractive woman, thick, sturdy,

impressive; used by men. (< E beef ‘of a person, massive, bulky’,

thus a heavy, strong animal) = beast, cattle to battle 0 Nice! If! That is

beef to tief!
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beekh see BHEEK

Beelzebub n A Carnival mas character in a devil band, who
writes the fortunes of the wicked in a large book. = >Bookalaw,

Bookman, Book of Law 0 [Satan’s] fearsome colleague - Beelzebub,

who carries in one hand the great Book of Law and in the other, a

large pen, with which he records the names of the subjects] of his

fiery kingdom.... Satan and Beelzebub maintain a graceful style, glid-

ing and turning, and executing elegant walking movements which

show off their resplendent, flowing costumes. (Ahye 1978:35)

been see BIN

BeeWee n obs The former national airline, British West Indian Air-

ways, founded in 1940, bought by the government in 1961, later par-

tially privatized. In 2007, it became Caribbean Airways, /biwi/ (ff

initials BWIA) 0 Cannings drinks are sold to BeeWee at $20 per case.

(Bomb 10 July 1987:19) 0 “Bee-Wee for you, an airline that serves

European dishes on its planes, although most of the passengers who
travel with it are from the Caribbean.” (James 1990: 1 1 1) 0 So when

they say fly BEE WEE, They mean European tourists, NOT WE.
(Gallaugher 1991:279) 0 My first flight with Bee-Wee, indeed my
first flight ever, was somewhere in the mid- 1940s when the airline

was still very young. (John 2007:195)

beezing finch n arc Volatinia jacarina , a small black bird. (poss. beez

ff sound of call + poss. zing fr speed) = black finch, black poochi,

>cici zeb
1

,
grass-bird

2
,
grassy, johnny-jump-up, petit cici-zebe noir,

savannah bird, zwee 0 The male takes up a stance on some low bush

or projection and thence every few seconds makes a short upward

flight of a foot or two, during which it utters a short wheezy note;

hence it has been christened “Beezing Finch” and (by Mrs. Berry-

man) “Johnny-jump-up.” (Belcher & Smooker 1937b:546)

bef, a la see A LA BEF

befoe time see BEFORE TIME

before prep Rather than; in preference to. (< arc E before ‘rather than;

in preference to’) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 “I would eat a mango before

a pomsitay.” (1996)

before behind 1 adv Back to front; backwards; said of clothing put on

with the front in the back. 0 (Mendes 1985:12) 0 For the old mas band

he put on he clothes before behind.

2 adv With badly ordered priorities; considering less important things

before more important things. 0 (Mendes 1985: 12) 0 I find he running

the project before behind.

before time, befoe time adv In the past; long ago; in the old days.

(< arc E beforetimes ‘an earlier period in the past’) = long time 0

(Mendes 1985:13) 0 Before time the estate house was on the hill

there. (1996)

beg 1 v Ask for cards in a game. 0 He beg two cards. (1996)

2 v Usu. in negative: pretend; play; do in a half-hearted way. = >play

0 But you know, dem so and so en beg dey boldface an underhand,

you hear. De fellas an dem aint get dey severance money yet; dey

ain’t know when dey gettin it; but dem PNM fellas in govament callin

dem to atten trainin session on how to use money dey ent have an

money dey aint sure wen dey gettin it. Steups. (77V 30 Apr 1993:5)

3 adj Obtained by begging; asked for. 0 Beg water never boil

cowskin. (proverb)

begass n arc Any of several small shorebirds, plovers and sandpipers,

which bob their heads when walking or feeding; particularly Calidris

pusilla. (< Fr becasse ‘plover’) = >becasse, big-ass, kuit, plover
2

,

ploward
4

, sanderling 0 Victoria Square and its precincts was Shine’s

Pasture where [the school-boys] varied their activities with catching

crabs and if they could secure a gun shooting “begass”. (Inniss 1932)

0 The estate included Shine’s Pasture (now Victoria Square) and its

environs, which were the happy hunting grounds of school boys, for

catching crabs and shooting begass, a small sand bird. (Mavrogordato

1977:80)

begayay v Stammer; stutter; have difficulty and repeat parts of a word
when speaking. (< FC < Fr begayer ‘stammer; stutter; lisp’) 0 “He get

nervous when she confront him with de news an so he start to begay-

er.” (Baptiste 1993:16)

beg back v Patch up a quarrel; ask for forgiveness. 0 “He go to see she

and beg back.” ( 1 990) 0 He went to beg she back.

beggar weed, begger weed n arc Meibomia sp. [= Desmodium sp.], a

native leguminous plant. (< E beggar weed
,
plants that indicate pov-

erty of soil, or which beggar, i.e. make poor, the soil) 0 Shade the

ground round your young tree from the very first with some nodule-

bearing leguminous cover crop such as the native carpet-like begger

weeds (Meibomia). (POSG 23 Oct 1907:5)

behave a good phr Behave like; conduct yourself properly as; usu.

with girl or boy. (< E behave oneself, behave like a good person ‘con-

duct oneself properly’) 0 “Hi Robin! Behaving a good boy?” (James

1968:1) 0 “Behave a good girl, and do whatever the doctor say.”

(1990) 0 ‘Now, son, I want you to behave a good boy. Out here you

don’t know anybody.’ (Boodhoo 1994:18)

behave ... ass, behave ... tail phr Behave yourself; conduct yourself

properly. (< ass~) 0 “Oldman behave you ass nuh!” (Ladoo 1972:89)

behaviour n Manners; respect; proper behaviour; usu. with have , and

often with negative, indicating bad behaviour. (< E behaviour ‘man-

ner of conducting oneself; manners’) 0 The doctor said Carmen have

some behavior. Pay respects to your neighbor. (Cristo “Carmen

Jones” 1956 pr) 6 “All you see how de ole lady treat dat w’ite man?”

observed a thin-faced fellow in the crowd. “Dat is respec’. Buh dese

force’-ripe li’l piss-tail does call dey-self people nowadays, dey eh

got no behavior.” (Hercules 1961:165) 0 “Have some behaviour boy!

All you modem day people is too mde and disgustful.” (Bain

1974:70) 0 I know Rebecca from small, she have no behaviour at all.

(Blue Boy “Rebecca” 1983) 0 “I told him if he can’t have any behav-

iour, he would have to leave.” (Heat 25 July 1987:3) 0 The only

Pinnacle villager 1 ever saw naked in public was one of the younger

fishermen... swimming to his anchored boat in the bay with his

clothes held above his head. The village verdict? ‘No behaviour!'

(Littlewood 1993:170)

beh-beh 1 adj Of a person, mentally handicapped. (Hausa bebe ‘deaf

and dumb’, Kikongo bebe , deaf and dumb, of limited intelligence;

also < FC bebe < Fr bebe ‘infant; acting like an infant’) 0 Beh-beh. A
mentally handicapped person. (Mendes 1985:13) 0 He only son is

beh-beh. (1996)

2 n A foolish or stupid person; someone who talks or behaves in a

foolish or nonsensical way. 0 Beh-beh... One who talks and does a lot

of nonsense. (Mendes 1985: 13) 0 The nine jurors... had seemed to be

a sturdy and sensible set, following the trial intently, never once ask-

ing the judge, in spite of repeated offerings, to have this or that or the

other explained, not a “beh-beh” among them. (EX 18 Jan 1987:6)

behbehness n Stupidity; lack of thought; idiocy. (< beh-beh + E -ness

‘condition of’) = stupidness 0 In the highest of heights for sheer

bungling, idiocy and behbehness, unparalleled in the history of TnT
politics. Overwhelmed by dotishness, impelled by arrogance and

advised by a clique of besotted claquers, Pato called a snap general

election in November - and buss like a peytar. He lost. (TTM 31

Dec 1995:30)

beh belle chemin see BEBEL CHEMIN

behind 1 prep After; at; towards; on. (< E behind ‘following; in the

rear of anything moving; on the back side; at the back; in the rear of

anything stationary having a recognized front’) 0 Boy! de wite fellah

get by de doa an he tell de poleeceman to tek me in chaage becos ah

com quite inside he proparty to fling stones behine he. (PC 23 July

1904) 0 Sergeant Felice charged Jules Blades alias “Gumbo Lai Lai”

with throwing a stick across the street. Defendant said he was guilty

though being maliciously molested. Boys interfered with him and

called him a compound fool and he threw the stick behind them. (TG
22 July 1921:3) 0 But when a hungry man goes out to beg. They will

set a bulldog behind his leg. (Tiger “Money is King” 1935) 0 “God,

why am I chasing behind her?” he thought, feeling driven to prove

himself still young, (de Boissiere 1952:124) 0 He remembered when
Mr. Wesley had thrown his pitch fork behind Mr. Javes. He remem-

bered how much trouble the villagers had pulling it out. (Bain

1 974 : 1 3 ) 0 “Promise me Kumar that you would not go behind women
in Port of Spain and that you would retain your virginity.” (Doodnath
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1989:63) 0 This morning ah let go the broom behind one of them.

You ever see a fowl fly over a house? (Doh Say Dat, TG 15 Sept

1991:13)

2 prep On the back of, esp. the head. 0 One day I going to give she

one clout behind she head and make she basodee. (Selvon 1991c: 104)

0 “He kept tapping me behind [me] head, but ah never curse him.”

(TTM 26 Nov 1995:14)

3 prep Close to; chasing after; following someone’s every move. 0

BEHIND, pres., after, e.g.. He always behind me to do so-so-so.

(Rodman 1971 :228) 0 "1 have been behind them to provide me with a

chair and they [won't]. No chair to sit on so you cam have a chair-

man.” (Ottley 1972:5) 0 “You think minding them cocks easy? You
have to be a slave behind them.” (1990)

4 prep Because of; on account of. 0 We in the hurricane season, and if

people raising their blood pressure so behind a earthquake, when time

for hurricane evrybody will drop from heart attack! (Tante Tante, TG
25 Sept 1993:17)

behind as yet phr In the future; still to come. 0 “Today by Sahadeo is

chhathi, de barahi behind as yet.” 1990)

behind foot-foot phr Follow closely and continuously. 0 That child

always behind me foot-foot.

behind God back phr In a remote and isolated place; in the bush; the

middle of nowhere; (E God-forsaken). Note: This phrase is some-

times objected to by religious people who say that no place is out of

God’s sight, (fr being so isolated that it is considered to be out of

direct sight even of God) 0 ‘You think London is the gate and the arch

and Trafalgar Square, but them places is nothing. You ever hear about

Honor Oak Rise?’ ‘Which part that is, behind god back?’. (Selvon

1957: 141 ) 0 “Girl you living behind God back, oui.” (Jones 1973:37)

0 [These] nationals have fled the poverty and misery of their home-

lands and have settled here “behind God’s back.” (Bomb 21 Sept

1990:18) 0 Bus drivers either refuse to traverse the steep hills or the

bus just simply refuse to make it. This is the situation in a village

that is a major tourist attraction. “Tobago continue to benefit while

Charlotteville remain behind God back” lamented one villager. (77V

30 Nov 1990:10) 0 Anyways in this book I not mincing matters. I

calling a spade a spade, and I giving Jack he jacket. I exposing up all

them bigshot who does walk about pointing they snout up in the air

like if they scorn everybody else forgetting they come out from

someway behind god back. (Maharaj 1992:29) 0 ‘You have lights in

Ferozbad, Uncle?’ Dhiraj laughed. ‘Ferozbad behind God back, son.

It go be years before we get lights.’ (Gosine 1992:49-50)

Behind the Bridge, behind the bridge n An area between east Port of

Spain and the Laventille hills, where Park Street extension becomes

Piccadilly, east of the bridge crossing the Dry River. It has a reputa-

tion for poor living conditions and often for tough or criminal behav-

iour. (fr being beyond the Dry River bridge from the centre of Port of

Spain) 0 “I heard he is a communist and stirs up trouble behind the

bridge.” (Jones 1973:12) 0 The people turned out in hundreds, from

all the alleys and the broken down barrack yards Behind the Bridge.

(Jones 1973:141) 0 All pretensions to middle management were

instantly discarded, the mannerisms and diction of his “behind the

bridge” origin made prominent. He gestured wildly and shrieked,

“What you mean by that! You think ah stupid or something? You call-

ing me a thief!” (Ramkeesoon 1975:12) 0 “I remember the dirty side

of... politics, the beating of the Indians; some of the fellas from

behind the bridge and things used to be sent to terrorize Indian fami-

lies in places like San Juan.” (EX 1 1 Jan 1987:20) 0 The occasion was

the award ceremony organised by the Port of Spain South Commu-
nity Council to honour outstanding sons and daughters from “Behind

de Bridge.” The term is a loose one, referring to underprivileged

communities spread across a large area from South East Port of Spain

and lower Laventille. (EX 18 Dec 1994:36)

behind-time adj Old-fashioned; out of style. (< E behind the times

‘old-fashioned’) 0 Hear what she singing, she real behind time,

beignet, beynet, beyney n A fried dough sweet, made with grated

CASSAVA, BREADFRUIT or flour, eggs and sugar, deep fried by

spoonfuls, served with icing sugar or sugar syrup. (< Fr beignet ‘fried

doughnut without hole; fritter’) 0 Cassava Beignets... Breadfruit

Beignets... Desserts fried in deep fat or oil. (de Boissiere ca

1945a:37-8, 48) 0 Baenyen carnival - floating islands (a sort of fried

cakes). (ESTT 1956) 0 Beyney. (Hunt 1985a:8-9) 0 Beynet (French

Beignets)... Chataigne or Breadnut Beignets... Drop mixture by the

teaspoonful into hot fat. Fry in oil one batch at a time until they rise to

the top and are a pretty light brown. (Hunt 1985a:8-9)

be in see IN
3

bej see BAJ

bejuco de moreno n A native woody forest vine; yields a reddish

brown sap used medicinally. (< Sp bejuco ‘reed’, poss. < Taino be.xuco

‘liana’ + de ‘of’ + moreno ‘dark brown’) = nine veins of life, seven

veins of life 0 The ingredients he used in preparing these bottles

included... the chipped wood of two forest lianes; liane tasso Bauhinia

cumanensis and bejuco de moreno. (M-69) 0 (Morean 1993)

bejuco de raime n Gouania lupuloides , a native climbing plant.

(< Sp bejuco ‘reed’ + de ‘of’ + ? raime) = liane savonette, soap bush,

>soap vine 0 Collect soapvine or bejuca de raime... That does get rid

of catarrh in de head (M-79) 0 (Morean 1993)

beke n arc A white man; sometimes any light-skinned person of

higher economic status. (< Igbo beke ‘white man; European’) =

>bakra', Quackie, white bakra, white cockroach 0 When Pauvre

Bakay sought work from his more affluent relatives the Gros Bakay,

he was given a fine responsible position as a customs clerk. (J. de

Boissiere 1945c:33) 0 The term referring to a white man, beke... is

used in that sense in Igbo today. (Aub-Buscher 1989:10)

beke neg, beke negre, becken-egg 1 n A person of mixed-race white

and black ancestry, esp. someone with very light skin, reddish hair

and more African features. (< FC beke + neg ‘black person’) = bacon-

egg, bakra johnny, shabeen 0 The black neighbours were jealous of

her little one, passed remarks about beke negre. (de Boissiere 1956) 0

“You cyar see she’s ah beke negre!” (Baptiste 1993:16)

2 n A person who is of mixed race, or who appears black, but is con-

sidered to be imitating white people. 0 The term beke negre, which

serves widely in the eastern Caribbean to characterise a poor White,

is in Trinidad, like coconut or play-in-White, a term for a Black who
inappropriately imitates a White middle-class life-style. (Littlewood

1993:92)

bektay 1 v Help tame a bird by blowing water from your mouth onto

the bird in the cage. (< FC < Fr becqueter ‘hit with the beak; peck’) 0

“Wha happen, you not bektayin the bird, you want it to die?” (1978)

2 adj Of fruit, picked at or partially eaten by birds. = bird-peck, bird-

pick, jalbet 0 All them fruit bektay.

bel see BAEL

belair see BELE

belay v Beat; hit repeatedly and forcefully. (< obs E belay ‘lay

about; give blows’) = waterline 0 Man, ah belay him wid blows.

(Ottley 1971:62) 0 Belay - beat or flog excessively. Belay with

licks. (John 1973)

bele see also baelay

bele, belair, belle air n A quick delicate type of dance and its accompa-

nying music, performed by drums, SHAC-SHACS, and CHANTUELLE and

chorus. The dance is performed mostly by women, holding up one or

both ends of the skirt. The left leg is put forward to land on the heel and

then brought back to meet the right foot which is next moved forward

as the dancer moves sideways or around a circle. In performances,

women wear the DOUTETTE costume. The dance, sometimes with other

dances, could be held over a number of nights. Note: In some cases, it

appears that this term was in the past used generally for any drum

dance, /bele/ (< FC bele, often attributed to Fr belle air ‘pretty tune’,

but more prob. < Kikongo bwela, velele ‘a dance, movements of the

hips’, Kimbundu be/ela ‘to dance’) 0 He does not care for the treadmill,

his legs do not pain him so much after a “dance” on that machine, as

they do after a “Fandango” or a “Belair”. (POSG 30 Sept 1829:2) 0

Two nights after my departure, my servant went to a belair (a negro

dance), and did not return until daylight the next morning. (Joseph

1 838b-3 : 1 29) 0 “There was a pretty little belair recently imported here.
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he understood, from Martinique... A belair was a sort of song - a Cre-

ole tune with a few verses attached, generally in the French patois. This

belair has become very popular with the lower orders. It was called, he

believed ’Coq-d’Inde poude’.” (TSn 1 Apr 1841) 0 One of the most

fruitful and common sources of Trinidad demoralization, may be traced

to that Pandemonium known as the “Bel Air” dances, where vice

parades its hideous standard in all its grimness; drunkenness and its

concomitant attendants being the order of the day. (New Era 20 Oct

1873:2) 0 We think a representation of the old time negro dances, the

“Bel Airs” and “Calendas” would afford much pleasure to those who
have never seen them. They were totally different to the obscene and

vulgar dances of the present day, and it is a very great pity that they

cannot be revived. (POSG 17 Feb 1896:5) 0 This “BeF air” dance was

a fifteen days carousal, long before 1st. August. The “tambouriers”

were specially hailed from Manzanilla - the descendants of the origi-

nals of the disbanded West India Regiments. (Encinas 1927:77) 0 There

might be a bele dance arranged for the first of August. (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1939a:Box 15, F-85, D-25) 0 Dance belle air - a folk lore

dance. (ESTT 1956) 0 There are about five or six types of bele. The

main influences are French and African. The music is done mainly for

pleasure, but it may be used for “magic-work” involving spirit-

possession and for social commentary. In one type of Bele... the music

is part of a formal secular festival organized by the neighbourhood

group, and presided over by elected “king” and “queen”, with women
wearing old-fashioned French-type dresses. (Ahyoung 1977:48) 0 The

Bele became widely known in other islands, with each island adding its

own peculiarities. ...Some songs sung in Patois or dialect are in 2/4 time

and others in 3/4 or waltz, 4/4 and 6/8. This wide range enables the

dancers to create many refreshing variations in their movements The

women in particular are the centre of attraction and each takes turns

moving to the centre of the floor for her grand performance. ... she

takes the ends of her skirt in hand and sweeps the floor with a grand

flourish.... she travels with a heel and toe movement with the right foot,

while the left glides on the floor and changes to the other side; then...

looking over her shoulder with a slight hopping movement, then flick-

ing her skirt backward, she walks forward and flicks her skirt at some
admiring male... These and other movements so feminine, are placed in

the distinct category called “fine style” and are executed very grace-

fully as each dancer tries to outdo the other. Sometimes they move in a

group on the floor, with the men competing for attention.... In the

Grand Bele, men and women are paired off, usually in couples of four.

They make several figures based on the basic movements but including

grand bows and points in a manner reminiscent of the Quadrille... to

signal the end of a dance, if the woman’s partner is not on hand to guide

her back to the sidelines on sensing her tiredness, she then moves in to

the drummers and places her hands on the drum. This gesture has sev-

eral variations including one where a woman of extrovert personality

may swirl and lift a foot with grand style, bringing it to rest on the

drum. The best female is called “Z,a Reine” — the Queen, and every vil-

lage has its own La Reine. (Ahye 1978:44-6) 0 The name “Calinda”

then, had emerged as a general term for a whole complex of dance and
ritual activity. This is not surprising for two reasons. Firstly, the song
and dance complex was becoming simplified throughout the nineteenth

century, dances like the Jhouba and the Bel Air merging into each other,

or disappearing completely. Secondly, most White commentators
tended to see the Blacks as a single undifferentiated mass, and only a

few would or could [distinguish] between nation and nation, let alone

between dance and dance. (Rohlehr 1990:14-5) 0 Today, the Prime
Minister’s Best Village competition means more than just people com-
ing together to sing “Le Reine Rive” (Queen of the River) [sz'c], or to do
the bele dance. (EX 1 9 Sept 1 993 : 1 2)

belench see BLENCH

Belgian blackstone n arc A dark slate-like object, generally believed

to be stone, but usu. made of burned or calcified cow bone. It is

believed to be an antidote when applied to bites of venemous snakes

or scorpions; it is also credited with healing, by “suction”, ailments

arising from septic conditions of the blood, particularly snake and
scorpion bites. The “recipe” apparently originated with Indians in

Brazil, who used deer antler, and was given to a Benedictine Belgian

priest, Father Ambrose J. Vinckier, who came to Trinidad in 1912

from Brazil, (fr being made by Belgian priests + appearance) =

Belgian stone 0 The Belgian Black Stone will cure you of scorpion or

snake, mad dog or any other venemous animal bite or sting, (ad,

Alexander 1909) 0 H.M. Willoughby, Branch Agent for the Belgian

Black Stone. (TG 23 Feb 1919:4) 0 When will medical science dis-

cover the antidote for poison from scorpion stings? Most lay folk

believed that the discovery has already been made. Some thought it

was the Belgian Black Stone, others used Candy’s [Condes] Fluid.

(WG 29 Sept 1930:4) 0 There was a time when no hunter, forest

ranger, planter, surveyor or field naturalist would consider venturing

into our forests without carrying a piece of the Belgian Black Stone.

(Naturalist, Sept/Oct 1980:49) 0 Belief in the power of the Belgian

Black Stone persists to this day... The stone is imbued with much
power, based on mainly anecdotal accounts, not only as a cure for

snakebite but as an antidote to septic wounds, as the agent for the

removal of needles and surgical thread from the flesh, and as a cure

for tiger-cat bites, neuralgia, ulcers, precancerous nose pimples, swol-

len legs, abscesses, centipede bites, scorpion fish stings, and wasp
and scorpion stings (in both humans and horses). It is unfortuante that

many of the myths, especially concerning snakebite, have been per-

petuated here. If read and believed, such misinformation could be

extremely detrimental to anyone seriously bitten who trusts in the

complete curative powers of the Belgian Black Stone rather than

seeking competent medical attention. (Boos 200 la: 195)

Belgian stone n A dark slate-like object, believed to be an antidote

when applied to bites of venemous snakes or scorpions = >Belgian

blackstone 0 “What’s a Belgian stone?” I asked. “Me ain’ know,”

Mrs. Bhim admitted. All she knew was that a Belgian stone drew the

poison out of scorpion stings. She had never seen one, but she had

heard of them, and she thought all white men, who had everything

else, had them too. (Klass 1964:64)

bell apple see BELLE APPLE

bellbird n Procnias averano [= P. variegata, P. nivea, Chasmo-
rhynchus variegatus, C. niveus ,] (E bearded bellbird), a large bird,

found in Trinidad forests. Male whitish with brown head and black

wings; bare throat with numerous black, string-like wattles hanging

down. Female olive green above; yellowish streaked with green

below; throat grey with pale streaks. The male gives two distinct

calls, which can be heard over long distances. One call is a loud,

explosive, single note bok, uttered at intervals of a few seconds. The
other call is a series of similarly pitched notes, resembling the regular

blows of a hammer on an anvil. The call seems to have changed

somewhat over the past century. (< E bell, fr resemblance of call to

ringing of a large metal bell) = anvil-bird, blacksmith, campanero,

capuchin
1

0 (de Verteuil 1 858) 0 The Bell-bird or Campanero... while

its notes bear no resemblance to the “deep tolling of a bell” they

proved none the less singular. (JFNC Oct 1895:266) 0 The Bell-bird

kept the tryst, appearing on the high perch it had occupied the preced-

ing day... the Campanero... has three distinct notes, the first bok, the

second tui, the third tang. The bok is by far the loudest and for this

reason is the one most frequently heard... It can be heard in the flat

forest at a distance of about 600 yards... At a distance of four or five

hundred yards it resembles the stroke of an axe on hard, resonant

wood... when one comes within one hundred yards of the bird... the

sound then becomes much louder until... its volume is simply tremen-

dous. It now has a slightly rolling quality - br-r-r-ock - and is so

abrupt and explosive in character that it is nearly as startling as the

unexpected report of a gun... The second note, tui, is much softer and

is delivered from six to eleven times in such rapid succession that the

notes form an unbroken series. Despite this, each tui is closely

followed by a metallic ting... The third note, tang is also repeated a

number of times - eighteen to thirty-three — in quick succession .. [it]

may be likened to the sound produced by striking a piece of bar iron a

sharp blow with a hammer. It is accompanied or followed by a dis-

tinctly metallic but not clear, ringing vibration. (JFNC Dec 1 895:266-

8) 0 Between showers the bellbirds called from the tops of jungle

trees and their piercing, clanging notes heralded momentary breaks in

the skies. (Ditmars & Bridges 1935:159) 0 (ffrench 1991:269-71)
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belle apple, bell apple n Passiflora laurifolia, a native vine of the

passion fruit type, stems becoming woody at base. Flowers solitary or

2-3 in axils; 6-10 cm (2. 3-3.9") across, with a ring of narrow, often

showy and banded, fdaments inside the petals; strongly scented. Fruit

orange-yellow, ovoid, 6-8 cm (2.3-3. 1") long, with edible pulja.

(< Fr belle 'beautiful’ + E apple ‘large round fruit’) = golden apple
-

,

>pomme de liane, water lemon, water melon 0 Bell apple (Joseph

1 838a: 81) 0 The usually herbaceous Passion flowers, of which Trini-

dad owns several wild species, has at least one ligneous-stemmed

example, the most refreshing fruited Bell-apple (pomme liane), that

makes a liane of some substance when old. The amount of fruit

obtained from it is altogether disproportionate to [its] ugly wooded

tangle. (Carr 1894:313-4) 0 Two passion flowers with edible fruit

grow in the Island: Passionflora [sic] laurifolia and P. quadrangu-

laris. The fruit of the former is known as the Water Melon or Belle

Apple... [it] closely resembles the passion fruit that is found on some

European and many sub-tropical markets; it is acid, fragrant, and

strongly flavoured, and is useful for adding an unusual touch to fruit

salads and cocktails. (Alford 1960:91) 0 Among the fruits which are

of special food value are the Belle Apple or Pomme de Liane. (Ramp-

ersad 1963) 0 Belle apple. (CFNI 1971:22)

belle chemin n Liophis melanotus nesos, a small non-venomous

snake. (< FC bel chimin < Fr belle ‘beauty’ + de ‘of’ + chemin ‘road’,

fr pretty appearance and being seen commonly on roads) = beauty of

the road, bebel, >bebel (chemin), black-backed snake, doctor snake
-

,

Shaw’s black-backed snake, squirrel snake 0 (JFNC Dec 1892: 104)

belle-de-nuit n Cestrum nocturnum , or Nyctanthes arbor-tristis, an

introduced and cultivated night-blooming shrubs with fragrant white

flowers, /bel do nui/ (< Fr belle ‘beauty’ + de ‘of’ + nuit ‘night’) =

jasmine, >lady of the night
1

(C. nocturnum ); har singer, jasmine,

>lady of the night
1

, tree of sadness (N. arbor-tristis ) 0 (Williams &
Williams 195 1 :233) 0 A lovely perfume fdled the air from a belle-de-

nuit tree, which lent a special charm to the lovely tropical moonlight

night. (Woolward 1976:38)

bellicose vein n Varicose vein; a common popular explanation of

many superficial pains. (< E varicose vein ‘an unnaturally swollen

vein, visibly knotty and irregular’ + bellicose ‘inclined to war or

fighting’) = choke vein, varico vein, various vein 0 (Haynes 1987: 77)

belling ground n Cemetery; burial ground. 0 ‘Moonlight making

everything look like a belling-ground. Dead and funny.’ (Naipaul

1958:72) 0 “He goin to bury in Karan Settlement in de bellin ground.

Dat is de place dey does bury dead people.” (Ladoo 1972:75)

Bell Ringer n A rank of Spiritual Baptists, (fr their responsibility

for ringing bells) 0 Bell Ringers drive out evil spirits in the vicinity of

the church building by clanging bells and strewing perfumed water.

(Glazier 1983:52)

belly 1 v Be pregnant with. (< E belly ‘bulge or swell out; cause to

swell out’) 0 ‘If you ask him to stand godfather for that child you

bellyin ah sure he won’t refuse you.’ (LaFortune 1979:33)

2 n Pregnancy; pregnant belly. 0 She was always proud of her coming

back, even though she had done so in disgrace - with a seven month

belly. (Stewart 1989:54) 0 “Yoh moderass!...talking ’bout girl getting

belly! Somebody should put wood gi your stiff-assed wife. I have

plenty. Bring she leh mi give she some disgraceness!” (Stewart 1989:

185) 0 The boy gi she a belly, and the parents put she out.

3 n Courage; stamina; fortitude; ability to stand up against difficulty

or fear. (prob. < E guts ‘energy; courage; force of character’; also

poss. < Fr estomac ‘stomach; courage’) = bambam -
0 But Britain

have too much diplomacy. We got the belly and the bulldog tenacity.

(Invader “Hitler Demanded Trinidad” 1940) 0 “After all we weeks

practicing day and night, all you going home just like dat. Well de

Canaries lemme down, dey lemme down bad. All you ent have no

belly.” (Hill 1966:26) 0 “Is 50 years I doing this kind of labour,” he

stated, “and if I didn’t have belly I woulda give up already because

who going to take this kind of pressure all the time?” (TTM 31 July

1987:19) 0 “Dat is horse tata!” I sneered, “Yuh tink he have so much
belly?” (TG 29 Oct 1994)

4 n Nerve; gall. 0 “But, they have the belly to come here tonight and

watch!” (Punch 1979)

5 n A sag in the thread when a kite is in the air. (< E belly ‘bulge

orswell out; cause to swell out’) 0 “It have too much belly in that.”

(1990)

bellyache bush n Jatropha gossvpifolia, a cultivated shrub to 1 .5 m
(5') tall, woody below. Leaves 4.5-13 x 4-19 cm (1. 8-5.1 x 1.6-7"),

with 3-5 deep lobes, heart-shaped base. Flower petals dark purplish-

red inside. Fruit about 1 cm (.39") wide, a capsule with 3 seeds, (fr

medicinal use for bellyache) = red physic nut bush, physic nut bush2
,

>wild cassava 0 (FTT 1 979-2- 1 0:658-9)

belly, back and side phr All around; completely; with nothing left

out; without restraint or mercy. = back and belly 0 She cuss him belly,

back and side, a “proper” cussin’ from every direction. (Mendes

1985:13)

belly band 1 n n A cloth tied around the belly of a newborn infant to

protect the NAVEL STRING. (< E belly band ‘wide belt, usu. flannel,

designed to protect fr illness’) 0 Babies wore belly bands until the

navel string dropped and cloth diapers held together by huge safety

pins. [EX-2 30 Sept 1990:8)

2 n arc A man’s wide sash or cummerbund, worn around the upper

belly. = gorrie 0 Wen she go see dem baccra massa specially him wha
ware pugree rung he hat she sah dat man Papa Gorrie brudda him so

muche lik him only he no ware he belly band. (7T 13 Apr 1892)

belly big see BIG 1

belly burn phr Feel a problem or sadness deeply and painfully. 0 Me
hear the news and me belly bun me one time. How me good partner

could do me that.

belly could wait phr Said to encourage patience with someone showing

greed in eating too much too soon, as when a child bums its mouth on

hot food. 0 “You see? If belly could wait, hot could cool.” (1996)

belly fish n Poecilia reticulata , a small freshwater fish, (fr very obvi-

ous swollen belly of a pregnant female) = big belly fish, >guppy,

guppy-fish, millions
1

, mosquito fish, rainbow fish, seven colours 0

“Belly-fish.” This fish receives its name from the fact that the females

usually have the abdomen distended with young. (Regan 1906:390) 0

A common name for this little fish in Trinidad is “Belly-fish”... The

street-drains in the eighties and nineties were often crowded with

“Belly-fish.” In these days of perfectly graded concrete drains the

“guppy” is no longer seen in the streets of the City. (Guppy 1936:49)

0 (Boeseman 1960:121-2)

bellyfull n A heavy, fruity, brown pudding, usu. made with stale cake.

(< E belly-full ‘a sufficiency of food’) 0 (Mendes 1985:13) 0 (Hunt

1985a:8) 0 [Unless], of course, one wanted to stop off at “Affats” and

Miss White’s “parlor” to buy “Paradise Plums” “Snowball” or a

“Press” a Rock Cake or a “Belly Full” one will take the Eastern gate.

(Sudan 2007:4-5).

bellyfull mango n A very large variety of cultivated mango, (fr its

large size, filling a belly with only one frnit) = mango belly-bef,

mango bellyfull 0 “You have more guts than a belly full mango to

stay in dat business!” (Baptiste 1993:17)

belly-hurt n Stomach ache. 0 Belly hut. (Daniel msl ca 1 960) 0 I have

a belly hurt.

belly-mattress phr Uterus, womb; in uterine prolapse this is consid-

ered to fall. 0 Bush doctors in Tobago usually use massages for

sprains, strains, open back and chest, dislocated joints, bushette and

belly mattress problems and arthritis. (Wallace 2002:19) 0 She belly

mattress fall.

belly snake 1 n A tapeworm. 0 (Haynes 1987:51)

2 n Big appetite, usu. with have. 0 (Haynes 1987:57)

belly work phr Have diarrhoea, runny bowels. (< belly + work6) 0 She

belly wukkin shi. ‘She has [diarrhoea].’ (Dwarika 1984:10)

belna see BAELNA

belong to 1 v obs Be a slave or indentured labourer of a particular

estate. (< E belong to ‘owned or controlled by; property of’) 0 “I used

to belong to the Palm Grove [Estate], and afterwards to the Fountain.”

(Wilkins 1854:351)
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2 v Be from; live in a particular area. (< E belong 'dwell; reside’) 0

“This fellow belong to Arima, let us beat him.” (TG 3 Oct 1919:7) 0

He told me, ‘I belong to Kanhai Road and you belong to Rochard

Extension Road.’ (TG 19 Jan 1936:7) 0 There was Emily too. She

belonged to Eperu... She came down south for the weekend. (Bain

1974:58) 0 Both [of them] belong to Parryland, Guapo, La Brea, an

area which is now engulfed with bacchanal and excitement over the

issue. (Blast 13 Oct 1989:2)

below-neath 1 prep Below; underneath. (< E below 'under; lower

than’ + E (be)neath 'below; under’) 0 (Mendes 1985:13) 0 He keep

the truck below-neath the house.

2 adj Sly; untrustworthy. 0 (Mendes 1985:13)

belt n In Carnival MAS, the part of the frame around the player’s

waist. (< E belt ‘narrow piece of leather, rope, etc. worn around the

waist to keep clothing in place’) 0 She find the belt fitting good.

bembem 1 n The largest drum used during Orisha ceremonies; dou-

ble-headed, played with one or two sticks. (< Yor bembe
,
bembe ‘type

of round drum’) = bembo, >mama drum, mother drum 0 (Wamer-

Lewis 1996:156)

2 n Belly; stomach, usu. children. 0 Bem-bem - child, belly-stomach.

(John 1973)

bembo, bemba n The largest drum used during Orisha ceremonies;

double-headed, played with one or two curved sticks. (< Yor bembe,

bembe ‘type of round drum’) = bem-bem 1

, >mama dram, mother

drum 0 The usual sets of three drums, here called the bembo, (Mama),

congo, (Papa), and amalie (Baby). (Leaf 1948:178) 0 The musical

instruments used in a Shango ceremony consist mainly of a set of

three drums and from three to a dozen or more pairs of chac-chacs

(rattles). The drums are made from the tninks of the breadfruit, avo-

cado, or cedar trees. The largest drum (Bemba) is played with one

stick, the second and third drums (Congo and Oumalay) with two

sticks. In length the drums range from ten to twenty inches, and in

diameter from six to twelve inches. The drums are covered with goat-

skin held in place by twine rather than by pegs... These instruments

are double- rather than single-headed. (Simpson 1961:1) 0 (Wamer-

Lewis 1996:153)

ben n Tob Pelecanus occidentals (E brown pelican), a common large

coastal bird; 42-54" with a 6.5' wingspread. Large throat pouch used

to scoop up and store fish after vertical dives into the water. = bacula,

>big ben, grand gosier 0 (ffrench 1991:45-6)

benab n An open-sided structure made of poles or wood, with a palm-

thatched roof, /benab/ (< Arawak banabo ‘a shelter roofed with

leaves’) 0 A large benab covered over with coconut branches and lib-

erally decorated with flags and paper balloons has been erected on a

spot opposite the A.M.E. Church. Inside the benab has been placed in

neat rows along the sides several benches on which those who were
privileged to gain admission were seated. (TG 23 Feb 1919:4) 0 A
benab or a tribal meeting place to unite the disparate masses of reli-

gions, will be one of the many impressive buildings soon to be con-

structed at the St. Augustine Campus of the University of the West
Indies. The Benab, a structure of Amerindian origin, is part of the

proposed Inter-Religious Centre which will also project the three

major religions; Christianity, Hinduism and Islam. (Bomb 14 Aug
1987:13)

benayball see BENE BALL

bench v Punish, usu. a boy, by putting him over a bench and whipping
him on the buttocks. See also BENCHING. 0 What made it worse was
that they couldn’t cane or bench the Hindu because of his religion.

(Andersen 2004:13)

bench and board phr arc A very cheap type of bed made from two
benches with boards placed between them. 0 They have made their

names, and it is no more bench and board, no more flora again.

(Houdini “No Mo’ Bench and Board” 1931) 0 “Bench and Board”
was another enterprising effort of the less economically viable. In the

area designated as the bedroom, two benches were placed horizon-

tally about six feet apart and cheap, rough, untreated boards placed

laterally between them so that their respective ends rested upon a

bench. Thus they constructed a supportive structure upon which a

straw or flock mattress was laid, or in more desperate circumstances,

discarded clothing was spread. Flour bags or jute sacks sewn together

were placed over the mattress or the discarded clothing and used as

sheets. In that way a family bed was provided. (Cummings 2004:18)

benching l n A step-like path with straight sides, where surveyors

have cut through, common in the Northern Range. (< E bench ‘any

conformation of earth, stone etc. which has a raised flat surface; a

level ledge or set-back in the slope of masonry or earthwork’) 0 There

is an alternative route via Mamoral, but this is much longer and diffi-

cult due to the lack of a “benching” (former donkey trail) and the

steep stony face of the mountain looming over this side. (TG 16 Aug
1993:13) 0 The walk was fairly easy, as there was a broad track or

“benching” most of the way. (TG 23 Aug 1993:15) 0 Visitors nor-

mally use a short track through abandoned cocoa estate off the Lalaja

benching to reach it. (TG 17 Jan 1994:13)

2 n Punishment by hitting a child, usu. a boy, who is put over a bench

and whipped on the buttocks. (< bench ) 0 [Djuring the crop we used

to go down to the train line to wait for the estate cane-wagons, to rob

them of cane. When Mr Soarnes found that out and got the boys’

names he gave very good benchings for that. If the boy was small,

instead of putting him across a bench he would put him across his

own lap, and lowering the boy’s pants he would whip him till there

were weals all over the boy’s behind... We were terrified of the bench-

ings. (Anthony 1965:116) 0 Flogging consisted of one or two strokes

for not looking at the board and “benching” or thirty or forty lashes

for making “Fecole buishe.” (Alladin 1970b:40) 0 In severe misde-

meanours such as, fighting, stealing or rudeness, the punishment was

benching; when the whole school was brought to attention. The vic-

tim was stretched out on a long bench with his bottom upward; two

pupils held his feet down and two his head and hands and the school

master used the rod freely on his bottom; at times the flesh got cut and

iodine was applied and often the whole school openly cried. (Doo-

dnath 1989:14)

3 n Prevent a CALYPSONIAN in a TENT“ from singing. (< E bench

‘remove player fr game; prevent player fr taking part in a game by

having to remain sitting on the bench’) 0 ‘Benching’, a strategy used

by management to debar the calypsonian from performing at his con-

tracted tent during given periods, was another major form of control.

Sometimes it was merely a disciplinary measure to keep the artiste ‘in

line’. At other times, it was more significantly a quality control mea-

sure intended to let only the best received calypsonians entertain the

patrons... A principal use of the ‘bench’... is an on-going selection

mechanism for putting together the most effective cast of calypso-

nians for a given season. Respondent (12) substantiated the view that

‘benching’ along with ‘billing’, and a highly privatized approach to

wage negotiations were collectively used to control the behaviour of

the calypsonian. (Williams & Harvey 1986:22-3)

bend, ben, ben’ v Beat; win; take advantage of a situation. (< E bend

‘submit, bow, yield, give way to; cause to bow, incline, or relent’) 0

Ben’ dem. (Mendes 1985:13) 0 “Is all over, he bend them.” ( 1990)

bend back 1 v Move the head back in order to look sideways. 0 She

bend back she head to look at him.

2 v Win strongly over another opponent, esp. in sports. 0 Ben’ dem
back: excel over others at sport. (Haynes 1987:124)

bend corner phr Go round a comer or a sharp bend in the road. 0

“Mek yuh bend the comer so quick, boy!” ( 1 990)

bend wire phr In Carnival MAS preparation, turn or shape wire as

supports for masquerade costumes. The person who does this is a

WIRE-BENDER. 0 ‘I bend the wire, make boots, do a bit of tailorin’,’

he said, ‘and paint up thing smart, real real real.’ (Bryans 1967:81 ) 0

As a child she used to bend wire and help her dressmaker mother

make Carnival Queen costumes. (EX 3 Jan 1987:8)

bene, baynay, benne, benny n Sesamum orientate [= S. indicum], (E

sesame), a cultivated plant. Seeds small, flat, whitish, with a pointed

end; used in cooking and sweets, /beni, bene/ (< Mandingo, Wolof,

Bambara bene ‘sesame seed’) = gigiree, til, tillee 0 Bene. (Uh

1883:247) 0 Benne seed... is a well known ingredient of sweetmeats

in Trinidad. (JFNC Aug 1895:226) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:85)
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0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Roots... Baynay (j ayj ay-

ree). Sesamum orientale. Also called: Benne, Gingelly, Gigiri. (Simp-

son 1962:330) 0 Dessert... (though it was not referred to as such then)

was more likely to take the form of toolum, candied peel, benne,

sugar cake (made of grated coconut and sugar), pawpaw balls and

fudge. (Woodroffe 1974:21-2) 0 An infusion is made from Bene

Bush. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:112) 0 A surprising find

was a gigiri or benne shrub... the plant from the seeds of which benne

balls are made. (Farrell 1985:53)

bene ball, benay ball, benne ball, benny ball n A ball-shaped sweet,

about 2.5 cm (1") diameter, made from BENE (sesame seeds) and

sugar; made mainly in Tobago. BENE (SUGAR) CAKE is a flat ver-

sion. 0 Com was half boiled then fried; benne was made into balls

and sugar cakes, rice, black-eye peas, potato, cassava and farine -

cassava grated and dried into a flour - also formed part of the menu.

(Woodroffe 1974:14-15) 0 Gigere or bene balls. (Hunt 1985b:3) 0

The development of Industries involving the manufacture of things

like ‘bene’ balls, sugar cake, lime ball, and even pacro water. (TTM
17 Nov 1989:28) 0 Doh forget to bring back some bene balls from

Tobago for mih eh! (Baptiste 1992) 0 It was not only the complete

disorganisation at Crown Point Airport with airline tickets being sold

like Bene Balls over the check-in counter. (77V 13 Aug 1993:1)

bene cake n A flat, rolled sweet made from BENE seeds and sugar;

like BENE BALLS but in a different shape. = bene sugar cake 0 I tell

you 1 have seen bicycle kicks in my time... but this one took the bene

cake and the papaw ball. (EX 18 Sept 1998)

benedictin n Tityra cayana (E black-tailed tityra ), a Trinidad forest

bird, 22.5 cm (9") long. Male has whitish upperparts with head, wings

and tail black; underparts white; bare red skin around eye and base of

bill. (< Fr Benedictin , an order of black-robed monks) = blackcap,

black hard-beak“, black thick-bill, frog-bird, magic bird 0 Benedictin.

(Chapman 1894:46) 0 (Belcher & Smooker 1 936b:8 1 2) 0 (ffrench

1991:309-10)

benediction longer than mass phr Said to a woman whose slip is

showing below her skirt, (fr a Catholic service, in which the benedic-

tion portion is shorter than the mass) = moko longer than plantain

bene sugar cake n A flat, round, sweet made from BENE seeds and

sugar. = >bene cake

benke-foot 1 n Knock-knees; twisted or curved leg. See also BANCA
FOOT. (prob. < Yor gbengbe, gbdngbd 'huge') 0 She have benke foot

from small.

2 adj Having a limp; having knock-knees, a twisted or curved leg. 0

Benke foot, “benke foot girl”. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

benne, benny see BENE

bent-bill n Recwwirostra arnericana (E avocet), a shorebird; bill long

and curving slightly upwards, (fr its curved or bent bill) 0 Kirk lists

[the Avocet] for Tobago as a migrant as “Bent-bill”. (Belcher &
Smooker 1935:293-4)

benwood rocker n A type of rocking chair, with a curved back.

(< E bentwood rocker < bentwood ‘wood curved by machinery, esp.

furniture' + rocker ‘chair on curved horizontal pieces’) 0 Benwood
rockers $150, wooden wardrobes $389. (Bomb 1985)

benzine n Rum. (< E benzine ‘an inflammable petroleum-based

solvent') 0 (Ottley 197 1 :9) 0 (Haynes 1987:35)

bera, bairwa, bayra, beera, bira n An Indian woman’s traditional

bracelet made of stiff, heavy decorated metal; decorated knobs are on

the two ends, with an opening between them. It is heavier than a

CHURL One bera is worn at the beginning and one at the end of a

series of CHURIYA or other bracelets, /bera, bira/ (< H-Bh) 0 Bayra.

(Dwarika 1984:29) 0 Favourite among the Indian women today are

the bangles, bairwa or wristband and thejhumka, a long designed ear

ornament. (Raghoo 1984:10-11) 0 Bera : a beautiful round bangle

worn around the wrist, usually around one centimeter in width. The

bera was decorated with a variety of patterns - the most common
being dots. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 5) 9 This 80-year-old housewife has

been wearing her bera (bracelet) and kara (anklet) since her marriage

in 1928. (Mahabir 1992:158) 0 The women generally wore a few

silver beera (bracelets) and armlets. (Ramesar 1999/2000: 120) 0 “All

biras must be a complete circle, tight and fitted around the wrist, and

they have a knob, easier to take apart, because it’s not hinged, so it’s

not taken off except by the jeweller.” (2002) 0 She was adorned in

ornate silver jewelry... the bayra jingling on her wrists, and the gulla-

hara [tinkling] on her ankles. (Singh-Ramjattan 2003)

Berbice chair n arc A lounging chair, sometimes with moveable foot

rests, (fr its original use by sugar planters in Berbice, Guyana) = dem-
erara chair 0 In reading out the scratched horses it would be helpful to

the Berbice-chair racegoers if they were read out in order of the pro-

gramme. (POSG 3 Jan 1946:2) 0 Now, six weeks later, see him lying

in his Berbice chair, his feet on its extended leg rests, in that comer of

the veranda hallowed by years of after-dinner rest and reading, (de

Boissiere 1952:358)

beri n The leaf of Cinnamomum verum
, a tree, used by Muslims as a

protection against infection for those bathing the dead; also used by

Indians as a flavouring for sugar cake, and medicinally. See also

SPICE, /beri, ber/ (< H beri ‘betel leaf’) 0 [Muslims] bathe the corpse

with clean water and ... (the beri or lote leaves are used as a germi-

cidal). This is used as protection from infection for those engaged in

bathing the dead. (Ali 1975:37)

beriffle, beeriffle, biriffle 1 n A lot of anything; mixed; varied, /birifl/

0 Biriffle. (Mendes 1985:15)

2 adj Baffled; confused. 0 “I completely beriffle.” (1990)

berry n Tob Manilkara bidentata, a native tree bearing an edible fruit,

a round 3 cm ( 1 .2") berry with a yellow shell-like skin and sweet yel-

low pulp, (fr small round berry-like fruit) = >balata, bullet tree, bullet

wood

besan, basan n Ground split peas, /besan/ (< H-Bh besan ‘flour or

meal of pulse’) 0 Basan. (Haynes 1987:45)

besay down see BASSAY DOWN
best bone n The best part; usu. said negatively of someone you dislike

intensely. See also LIKE HEAD. (< bone) 0 “When ah get to de house

ah fine out dat de woman what own de property... is a woman what ah

know very well, an’ to tell yoh de trut’, ah cyar stan' de bes’ bone in

she.” (Macaw 1960:84)

best had(s) v Should; had better. (< E had better, had best ‘it would be

better for you to do this’) = better had 0 ‘You best hads go and sleep

in the chair.’ (Selvon 1960:95) 0 ‘You best hads don’t let him hear

you saying so, before he work an obeah on you.’ (Selvon 1972:19) 0

It even havin more ertquake dan ever before an som tess up in de uni-

versity say we bes hads watch out because it could mean a big one.

(Mamits LPOS, TG 9 Oct 1977) 0 You bes’ had hurry up wid de food.

(Mendes 1985:13) 0 ‘Tiger, you best hads go to the estate office in

San Juan and find out what all this is about.’ (Selvon 1991a: 10) 0 ‘I

don’t feel too good, you best hads call Rita.’ (Selvon 1 99 1 a: 1 6)

Best Village n An ongoing series of village-based cultural shows,

established by Prime Minister Dr. Eric Williams in 1963. The compe-

titions include singing, dancing, skits, and other performances. 0 The

Original Young Brigade Grand Opening... The Siparia Best Village

Picong Kings, and many others. (TG 4 Jan 1973:5) 9 The answer to

all this was the Prime Minister’s Best Village Trophy Competition....

The Prime Minister donated a trophy which went to the winning vil-

lage. Tutors were drawn from all the groups to assist the villages in

dance, drama, music and singing. As a result an uneven quality was

derived from teachers who were not themselves proficient... Needless

to say, the dance content of this competition remains limited as the

focus is mainly on the dances of Trinidad and Tobago that are pop-

ular. Each year sees the same format and more or less the same

standard which rose after a few years only to level off as they reach

the point of stagnation. (Ahye 1983:79-80) 9 The Prime Minister’s

Best Village Trophy Competition began in 1963 as a small handi-

crafts fair, and has since expanded to five categories involving

numerous towns and villages... [it] is a month-long series of small

contests culminating in a feast of music, dance, drama and song....

Shows [are created] on various themes pertaining to life in the vil-

lage, using traditional dances, music and song. Ahye 1988b: 110) 9

Best Village continues in its preliminary round with the various
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village groups displaying their talents in music, dance and drama.

(TG 6 Oct 1989:14) 0 The folk concerts, he said, are only one part of

the whole Best Village Programme. There is the sanitation competi-

tion, the village Olympics, the folk fair, the handicraft exhibition,

“many things which involved the community dealing with itself.”

(EX 4 Dec 1994:21)

beta, baytah InA term of address or reference for the speaker’s son,

or the son of any sibling, cousin, or the son of one’s spouse’s sibling

or cousin, /beta/ (< H-Bh beta ‘son, child, boy’) 0 Old Jaimungal

said: ‘All the same, beta , 1 think you better don’ have much to do wid

them boys now.’ (Naipaul 1976:53) 0 ‘All-you is not like he, beta," he

would say cajolingly to his younger sons. (Naipaul 1976:86) 0 ‘Bobo,

baytah ,
come up here ah minute, please.’ Bobo heard the icy courtesy

in his father’s voice. (Narine 1977:9) 0 ‘Balwant. Bal, you hear me,

beta.' ... it was [his uncle] Gavin who had come to see him. (Gosine

1992:46) 0 An elder commented: “The Hindu community lacks per-

sonnel who have been formally trained to teach and work. I have no

doubt that our beta will help to fill this void.” (TG 23 Jan 1994:8)

2 n Term of address or reference to any small boy, or to a man by a

priest or other authority. (< H-Bh beta') 0 beta So[n], or So[n] of any

sibling, cousin, or sibling or cousin of spouse. (Klass 1961:97) 0 The

priest... read a little, then he said to Choonilal, “You son not dead

Choon.” “How you know dat baba?” “De Bhagavad Gita say dat.”

“So he still livin in de room?” “Yeh beta.” (Ladoo 1974:56) 0

Sookram was passing by when the leader of the group, an old man
whom Sookram had known for some time, held his arm and said:

“Beta, is a long time yuh eh dance fuh we and today yuh cousin mar-

rid, come, gih we ah dance.” (Ali 1993:56-7) 0 ‘You will mind me,

“beta”, when I get old?’ (Boodhoo 1994:17) 0 “Look heah beataa,

fus’ ting ah wou’d-aa do, was to let people know what going on

amongst de people everyday.” (TG 7 Apr 2004:50)

bet diviney, bet divine n In WAPEE, when three cards of four have

come out, a bet made on the timing of the fourth, /bet devine/ (< E bet

‘wager’ + <Fr devine ‘guessed; predicted’) 0 The casa proceeds as

before until a third ace or seven appears. Suppose it is the seven. The

players now have the option of betting “divine” or “defini”. To bet

“divine” means that you pick one of the two aces outstanding - the

ace of hearts or clubs, for instance, if spades and diamonds are

already on the table - to appear before the remaining seven. (Bicker-

ton 1969:33)

bete rouge n Trombidium pusillum, a tiny red mite (called chigger in

North America; see also JIGGER here). It crawls onto humans who are

in bush or forest, and burrows into the skin in areas where clothing

restricts its movements, esp. in the abdominal, groin or underarm areas.

It eventually dies but causes intense itching, sometimes for days, /bet

WU3, bet m3, betu3/ (< FC < Fr bete ‘animal’ + rouge ‘red’) 0 We were
ourselves sadly pestered by a little wretch called the bete rouge , which
penetrating the boot, buried itself in the skin about the feet and instep,

producing an intolerable itching in its efforts to burrow a nidus in one’s

flesh. This insect is invisible to the naked eye, although the inflamma-

tion producing a red spot like a flea-bite is apparent enough. The anti-

dote is to irritate the skin with a hair-brush, in order to bring the bete to

the surface, and then to touch him up with sweet-oil, a most effectual

death to all the insect tribes. (Day 1852-1 :264) 0 Ulcers, particularly of

the legs and feet, are a disgustingly common sight. They attack almost

exclusively those who travel or labour, as many of the poorer classes

do, with bare feet or legs; but they may also generally and justly be

considered as the consequence of neglect and filthiness. They are also

frequently caused by certain insects, viz., chigoes and betes-rouges

.

The latter, almost invisibly small, attack the legs, producing much itch-

ing and cutaneous irritation, (de Verteuil 1884:136) 0 Bette rouge, a

tiny red insect. (ESTT 1956) 0 “I got one set of bete-rouge in the bush.

All under my belt. Talk about itch!” (1994)

beti, bheti 1 n A term of address or reference for the speaker’s daugh-

ter, for the daughter of any sibling or cousin, or the daughter of one’s

spouse’s sibling or cousin, /beti/ (< H-Bh beti ‘daughter; girl’) 0 Then
he shout whas matter baytee, Kilworlnee same like donkey. (Mighty
Dictator “Moonea” 1956 pr) 0 "But sappose he fall from de sky

Nanny?” “No beti. God goin to take care of him.” (Ladoo 1972:79) 0

Tanty Ena hugged Mala before she left and said: “Beti ah was glad

yuh come, ah really appreciate yuh help.” (Ali 1993:57) 0 ‘Tantie, try

the wedding cake.’... ‘Beti after all that good good wedding food? A
little, later.’ (Persaud 1993:40)

2 n An affectionate term for any young girl, or a woman much
younger than the speaker. 0 ‘Nobody will take your slippers, beti.’

says a lady behind me. ‘You are now in the House of God, no one will

do that.’ (Persaud 1990:45)

3 n Any Indian girl or young woman, or woman young enough to be

the speaker’s daughter. 0 As if locked in thought. Pandit Puru walked

into the hall with pursed lips. He said to the weeping Basdai, “Wot

happen beti?” (Ladoo 1974:55) 0 “All you coolie again! That thin-

foot bhati could win any thing!" (Ramkeesoon 1975: 14) 0 It stands to

reason that if bheti is involved in mas, then she must be in calypso.

(EX 1983) 0 [Y]ou know you are a true Trini if, among a long list of

other things... You can call your fellow country man by an ethnic

name fondly and it would be okay. For example, darkie, reds, dougs,

chinee-man, creole, red-man, white-boy, beti... (Sylvester, in Smith

2000c: 17)

bettee gotie see BETTIE GOATEE

better belly bust phr Said to encourage someone to eat more, or to

explain why you are eating more, esp. when there is only a little bit

left, (fr full proverb, better belly burst than good food waste) 0

[BJetter belly bus dan good food waste. (Mendes 1985:14) 0 Dates,

nuts, apple, grapes, portugal an sweetie went down de hatch too.

Better man belly bust dan good food waste. (Foster 1990:50)

better ... done phr Said to express the opinion that it is better to do

something rather than nothing, or a make-shift job rather than a

proper job. (fr full proverb. If better cannot be done, let worse pre-

vail.) 0 "What sort of flu you have?... Gastric flu, eh? Well, if better

can't be done... Well, we might still win.” (de Boissiere 1956:277) 0

Two other buildings were suggested for viewing. However, the coun-

cillors have decided to hold its meetings at the sub-office until “better

could be done.” (EX 13 Jan 1993:6)

better don’t phr Usu. used as a warning or caution against particular

behaviour. (< E had better not) 0 “And I hope them children all you

have there ain’t miserable. Anyway they better don’t skylark when
they with me, or else I go cut they skin.” (Hart 1966:8) 0 Old Jaimun-

gal said: ‘All the same, beta, I think you better don’ have much to do

wid them boys now.’ (Naipaul 1976:53) 0 “But they better don’t try to

thief from my garden again.” (Blast 15 April 1988:13) 0 “If he knows
what’s good, he better don’t come here today and talk stupidness

before he get some good stick.” ( TTM 26 Sept 1 993 : 1 1 ) 0 “You better

don’t interfere with me and Dhundula.” (Maharaj 1994:22) 0 ‘A-A

Buttah, since when you could make souse. You better don’t take your

stand by the Police Station.’ (Boodhoo 1994:205)

better family n A wealthy family. 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

better had v Had better; should. (< E had better ‘it would be better for

you to do this’) = >best had 0 You better had ask for a chaser. (Tothill

i 939: 188)

better-man 1 n Achyranthes indica , a native herbaceous plant to 1 m
(39"); erect, robust and straggling, somewhat woody below. Leaves

densely hairy when young, less so when older; obovate-round.

rounded tip. Flowers in globose heads, small, white; erect at first,

then recurved in an elongating spike. (< man-better-man )
= lololap,

>man-better-man* 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:457-8)

2 n Pseudelephantopus spicatus, a native plant with a spike of small

flower-heads, (fr resemblance to better-man *) = devil broom. >man-
better-man

-

better school n Older, longer established, secondary schools, tradition-

ally denominational and single-sex, e.g.. College of the Immaculate

Conception. Fatima, Presentation, Naparima College, St. Joseph’s Con-

vent, and Bishop Anstey. A popular, not official, term. = >prestige

school 0 Is it any wonder that a greater percentage of students who pass

for the “better schools” are from hard-working citizens? (Bomb 4 Mar
1988:18)

bettie goatee (doh), betty goaty, bettee gotie intj A child’s taunt, esp.

used by winners to losers, /beti goti/ 0 “Bettie goatie, my Daddy
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stronger than your Daddy.” (Baptiste 1993:17) 0 Bettie goatie doh,

you can’t catch me!

beverage 1 n obs A mixture of molasses, water and mm given to

labourers in the fields, particularly in wet weather, /bEvridj/ (< E bev-

erage 'any drink or liquor, esp. one in common consumption’) 0

(Burnley 1842:8)

2 n Any drink, particularly one containing alcohol, or a mixture of

beer and milk. 0 It have sweet drink and beverage on the table.

3 /; A drink made of sugar and water, usu. given to children. = >sugar

water, sweet water 0 Give the baby some beverage.

be with v Have sex with; sleep with. 0 "Oh God, girl, I could be with

you.” (1990)

bey, be n Male or mid-range drum in Shango. = 5-boula
1

, Congo
3

,

papa
8
0 (Chandos 1955)

beyley see BAELAY

beyney see BEIGNET

b from bullfoot, know see KNOW B FROM BULLFOOT

B.G. n obs British Guiana, now Guyana, /bicfji/ (fr initials British Gui-

ana) 0 New Shooting Tragedy in B.G. (TG 22 June 1933:3) 0 Trans-

Atlantic 'Plane Forced Down in B.G. [headline] (TG 16 Jan 1936:1) 0

And talk about menu nice. Don’t talk how I live on the B G Rice.

(Kitchener "Take Me To Trinidad” 1948, pr) 0 (Pretender “Why B.G.

will not see Royalty”) (TG 22 Feb 1955:12) 0 If B.G. cannot solve

they problem for themself, why they don’t put it on top the shelf... If

you check up on B.G, they ain’t have as much as we. And every dis-

trict is a party. (Cypher “B.G. Crisis” 1965 pr Roberts 1965) 0 Imag-

ine a man break an egg in B.G., They send a battleship to arrest he.

(Cypher 1966, in Hill 1986:84) 0 One B.G. plantain does full up the

pot. (Sparrow "B.G. Plantain” ca 1966) 0 Look, he borrow some

money from me, to send for he girl in BG. (Sparrow “Melody Lie”

1972) 0 The following morning... the B.G. Government called upon

its counterpart in Port of Spain to withdraw their pan artistes from

Guyanese soil immediately. (Lange 1989:10)

B.H. n arc Saccharum officinarum var., a cultivated sugar cane with a

relatively soft stalk, (fr variety name, Barbados Hybrid 10-12) 0 So

serious was the havoc wrought by pests, especially the blight caused

by the larvae of the froghopper. that the Estate supplied the fanners

with a new breed of sturdy B.H. 10-12 cuttings to replace the weaker,

softer buck and bubbon. (Alladin 1970b: 12) 0 'Ah went to help me
ladder in the canefield... Ah suck B.H. cane for so! Boy, that cane

sweet!’ (Narine 1977:44)

bh- see also B-

bhaabi n Brother’s wife; sometimes, older brother’s wife. /b
h
a:bi/

(< H-Bh bhabhi 'older brother’s wife’) 0 “Baseeran? Is Baseeran you

say? That is what my bhabi name - Hai Ram, I really want to meet

she and just see mih brother face one time self, even if he don’t want

to see me.” (Deen 1994:142) 0 “I does respect meh bhaabi like me
own mudder.” ( 1990)

bhaage v Run away. /b
h
a:ge/ (< H bhagna 'run away; flee’) 0 “He

bhaage from the fight.” (1990)

bhaaji, baajee, baji, bargee, bhaagi, bhagee, bhagi, bhaji, bhargi 1

n A dish made from the boiled leaves of a number of green leafy

plants, /b^aidji/ (< H-B bhaji ‘fried; cooked’) 0 Rice or baji, which

was made by stewing the leaves of various varieties of spinach with

cocoanut oil. butter or pork fat, fonned our principal diet during the

early part of our life on the new plantation. (Valerio 1909:20) 0 Main-

taining a wife isn't very hard. Well, you need no ham nor biscuit nor

bread. But there are ways that they can be easily fed. Like the coolies,

on bhajee pelauri, dalbhat and dalpouri, Channa, parata and the aloo

ke talkaree. (Lion “Bargee Pelauri" 1936) 0 A very common dish

eaten with rice and dhal... was “bhagi”. The “bhagi” may be made up

of a number of different plants which include pakchoi, “chowrhy”,

mustard, poi leaves, dasheen leaves, young leaves of sweet potato,

young leaves of the cassava, young pumpkin leaves, “kaarme” and

“saigan”. These... are., cut into smaller pieces... fried [with season-

ings]... sometimes cooked with coconut milk. (Pariag 1975:24) 0

“Bhaaji and hot roti when rain falling does really taste good.” (1990)

0 What most Hindus would consider everyday cooking such as

tomato and baigan (melongene) chokas and bhaji are not popular

items of the Divali menu. (777? Oct 1990:28-9) 0 Each day they

would set forth for the fields after a modest meal of tea and roti, car-

rying a big-sized saddha roti with bhaji (spinach) or pumpkin for

their breakfast or mid-morning break. (Ramesar 1999/2000: 123)

2 n A number of plants whose dark green leaves are edible when
cooked, esp. members of the genus Amaranthus , including the native

A.viridis [= A. gracilis

]

and native A. spinosus. Most commonly the

native A. dubius [= A. tristis], often robust with strong taproot; stems

little or much branched, erect or climbing, occasionally semi-

prostrate, green or pink, 10-60 cm (3.9-23.4") tall. Leaves irregularly

ovate, smooth, broadest below the middle, green, sometimes with a

light purple smudge near the centre, very variable in size from 2-10 x

1-6 cm (.8-3.9 x .39-2.3"). Flowers clustered, female in terminal

parts, male flowers below, greenish. Seeds tiny, dark brown, shiny.

Any wild-growing or naturalized variety can be known as WILD
bhaaji. (< Bh bhaji, bhaji 'raw or cooked green leafy vegetable’) =

chowrhy, marsa, marwa, spinach (Amaranthus dubius)', spinach (A.

viridis); spinach (A. spinosus)', pani ni bhaaji, small sarhaachi bhaaji

(Alternanthera sessilis); sarhaachi bhaaji (Alternanthera philoxeroi-

des); >poi bhaaji, poi spinach (Basella alba)', >karmi (bhaji), marmi
(bhaji), swamp cabbage (lpomoea aquatica)', coupeah, nona bhaaji,

nuniya bhaaji, pashley, pasley, >pussley (Portulaca oleracea)',

>agouma (bhaji), callaloo
,
Chinese spinach, gouma (bhaji), makci

(So/anum americanum ); fowl-foot bhaaji (Xanthosoma helleborifo-

lium) 0 Bahi, spinach. (A. dubius) (National Herbarium specimen

sheet 1922) 0 Amaranthus viridus, is cultivated locally largely for use

as a spinach. Other native species such as A. spinosus, and A. tristis

locally known as “Bhaji” are pernicious weeds, but are also used as

spinach. (Williams & Williams 1941:58) 0 Spinach can be made with

many different kinds of green... Baghi, acumah, young pumpkin

leaves, young ochro leaves are best when cooked [with seasoning],

(de Boissiere ca 1945a:32) 0 Bhaji... Much used as spinach locally,

sometimes as a constituent of ‘Calalu’. (FTT 1964-2-7:453) 0 Dummy
had collected the bhagee in the yard... it grew untended, like a weed.

But it was poor man’s food, and when a man was able to hoe it from

his yard and plant something else, things were looking up. (Selvon

1972:60) 0 0 There are several wild herbs which are potential food

sources. The most common and well known of these is the bhagee,

Amaranthus dubius. (Morean 1991:43)

bhaar n A traditional Indian clown; a male actor who amuses the

audience; he may dress as an animal or a woman in a dance drama.

/b
h
a:r/ (< H-Bh bhat) 0 “Rookmin husband is a good bhaar, i doh gi

no ooman a chance!” (1990)

bhaas n A false PANDIT; a person who acts out of greed; a fraud.

/b
h
a:s/ (< Bh) 0 “Doh trus he na, i lookin like a good bhaas.” (1990)

bhaat, bhart, bharth, bhat, bhath n Plain rice which is cooked and

ready to eat. /b
h
a:t/ (< H-Bh bhat 'boiled rice’) 0 Among the terms in

common use for kinds of rice, alone, are: dhan: unmilled, “paddy”

rice; caura : milled dhan; bhujia caura: rice which has been boiled

before milling; bhath: rice cooked and ready to eat. (Klass 1 96 1 : 82) 0

‘The bharth finish, the dahl finish too; the bhaji cookin’. (Naipaul

1976:31) 0 The earliest composition I can recall however is:”Rosey

gal, Rose gal, wha’ yuh cooking foh dinner, Daal an’ bhaat an’ dama-

dolwa ke chokha. (chorus) Anytime ah passin’ gal yuh peesayin’

masaala”. (TG 1 1 Nov 1990:35) 0 ‘You right, you not good enough!

My daughter not accustomed to no dhal and bhart you know. She

come from rich respectable family.’ (Selvon 1 99 1 c: 125) 0 “Bore a

hole in de bhaat leh me put de karhi fuh yuh.” (1990)

bhabhoot, bhabhhoti n Ashes from incense, ritually offered during

hawan in a Hindu funeral. /b
h
ab

h
ut, b

h
ab

h
uti/ (< H-Bh) = vibhute 0

Take out all the bhabhoot from the hawankund.

bhadian see badiam

bhagan see BHAJAN

bhagi see bhaaji

bhagna n A BLIGHTED person. /b
h
agna/ (< H-Bh bhagna ‘broken;

defeated’) 0 Like he is a real bhagna.
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Bhagwan n In Hinduism, God, speaking overall or in general.

/b
hagwan/ (< H-Bh bhagwan ‘divine; Deity’) 9 I heard the pundit say

to my father: ‘I could see the children were getting hungry and rest-

less and I know that Bhagwan will understand why I brought the ser-

vice to a close a few minutes early; nothing essential has been lost.”

(Persaud 1990: 132-3) 0 Bhagwan, look what going on in me home!

bhagwat n A Hindu religious function consisting of a week-long read-

ing and exposition of the Bhagavata Purana, with PUJA usu. per-

formed for Vishnu. /b
hagwat/ (< H-Bh) 0 Contiguous to many of

these temples are structures used as meetingplaces, particularly for

Bhagwat’s and Ramayan Satsangh’s (readings of the Bhagavat-Gita

and the Ramayana). (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:114) 0 [Rjeligious

functions, such as a [bhagwat], where participants and listeners sit

either on the floor or equally hard benches for an uncomfortable two-

three hours. (Singh 1988:29) 6 Family prayer meetings that may be

open to other villagers - pujas and bhagwats - though not frequent

are fairly regular. (Stewart 1991:160) 0 A less frequent, but socially

important, religious occasion in early Trinidad Indian villages was a

week-long reading and exposition of the Bhagavata Purana, [an]

event thereby locally called a 'Bhagwat'

.

A large bamboo tent would

be constructed by village men at some local site... and donations of

food would be collected from most nearby households. Three times

each day for seven days or more, pnja would be performed (usually

directed to Krishna, on whom this Purana focuses), prasad and other

food distributed to all in attendance, and gifts presented to sadhus...

The Bhagwat was a highly significant event when it occurred, for it

represented one of the few large-scale, wholly congregational forms

of worship among village Hindus. (Vertovec 1992:116)

bhai 1 n Brother. /b
h
ai/ (< H-Bh bhai, bhaiya ‘elder brother; older

friend’) = bhaiya, bhayi. bhaiyo, daadaa 0 Bhai, bhaiya, bhaiwa and

bhayi are the variations in North India for the Sanskrit word bhratri

(brother) and these are found in Trinidad along with the word

(daadaa) used among the Bengalis. (Jha 1973:40)

2 n A male friend, who is like a brother; a friendly term of address,

usu. between men. 9 Then, I saw start in the distance women and girls

who came running in the dusty roadside to see a bus for the first

time... One said, “Good luck, Bhai.” (Hosein 1980:13) 0 "Bhai," he

tell Boodoo. “It look like it have not true Indian lef’ in this country

again. All of them sell out, from the Rajah down.” (Alleyne-Forte

1994:34)

bhaiacharaya n A traditional Indian cooperative work group.

/b
h
aiatfarja/ (< H bhaiacharya ‘characterised by brotherhood, cooper-

ation') 0 Indians... also rediscovered the economic usefulness of tra-

ditional institutions, such as the bhaiacharaya or co-operative

brotherhood, which proved especially helpful in the cultivation of

rice, and the box money arrangement - a kind of pool to which all

would contribute at stated times and from which each in turn would
draw a lump sum. (Haraksingh 1985:161)

bhaigail adj Dead; used almost exclusively in oral death announce-
ments. /b

h
aigal/ (< H-Bh bhaigail ‘runaway’ < bhag ‘run’ + gail

‘do’) = murghail 0 Sookraj bhaigail ho! [Sookraj is dead, ho!]

bhaikh n A traditional type of Hindu religious pendant. /b
h
aik/

(< H-Bh) 0 Even bhaikh or kanthi of Tulsi wood is worn in the neck
by some Vaishnavas. (Jha 1973:43)

bhaisa 1 n Bos bubalis (E water buffalo), a large bovine animal used
for draft-work, meat, and milk. /b

h
aisa/ (< H-Bh bhainsa ‘male buf-

falo’) = animal, >bison, buffalo, buffalypso, hog-cattle, mud cow 0
(Dwarika 1984:29)

2 n A large fat person. (< bhaisa
1

fr large size) = bison
2
0 That bhaisa

she living down the road.

bhaiya, bhaiwa n Brother. /b
h
aija, b

h
aiwa/ (< H bhaiya ‘brother; com-

rade’) = >bhai, bhayi, daadaa 0 Bhai, bhaiya, bhaiwa and bhayi are

the variations in North India for the Sanskrit word bhratri (brother)

and these are found in Trinidad along with the word (daadaa) used
among the Bengalis. (Jha 1973:40)

bhajan, bagan, bajan, bhagan n A type of Hindu hymn or holy song,

usu. with words in Hindi, /b^acfjan/ (< H-Bh bhajan ‘adoration; wor-
shipping; prayer; hymn’) 0 [Their service] required the burning of a

sacred fire (hawan), the reading and interpreting of the Vedas, and

singing religious songs (bajan). (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:118) 0 The
carpenter showed the holy man a crate. He sat down and sang

bhajans. (Ladoo 1972:99) 0 “Whenever ‘Maa teri mamta,’ is being

sung, it provokes very primal feelings from deep within my heart, for

it is the first bhajan I learnt as a child.” (TG 23 Sept 1990:33) 9 The

heart of the controversy, is the use of Bhajans in an environment of

alcohol and licentiousness. Bhajans are sacred Hindu songs. (TG 11

Nov 1990:35) 0 Our Church services were carried on in Hindi from

the Sunday school leaflets to the singing of Bhajans to the preaching

of the sermons. The Bhajan books or Hindi Hymn books and leaflets

were printed at the Tunapuna Printing press by Dr. John Morton and

his men. (Mahase 1992:11) 0 She recalled that the hymns were sung

in Hindi (bhajans) and the scriptures were read from Hindi bibles.

(EX 3 Jan 1993:7) 0 He always seemed to regain his good spirits and

vigour on evenings when he would swing slowly in his hammock and

sing ‘bhajans’. (Boodhoo 1994:126) 0 Bhajans blared from mikes

located atop cars. (EX 12 Nov 2003:7)

bhajanias n A group of BHAJAN singers. /b
h
ac^anja/ (< H-Bh) 0 The

Kabir Panthis apart from informing the general public and the Head
Mahant who is usually the God-father, must also invite bhajanias (a

group of bhajan singers), Sadoos (Sadhus) (other priests of lower

importance than the Mahant). Sadhus usually provide the music. (Ali

1975:12)

bhaji see BHAAJI

bhakke v Talk to yourself in your sleep. /b
h
ake/ (< H bhakha ‘speech;

dialect; language’) 0 “You was bhakkeing plenty last night.” (1990) 0

“Man, las night if yuh hear Satish, i over bakke we know all i busi-

ness.” ( 1990)

bhakta n A (male) Hindu religious devotee. /b
h
akta/ (< H-Bh bhakth

‘devotee; religious follower’) = bhakti 0 The baba saying in he mind

this is a real bhakta (devotee) if it had more people so that woulda be

real good. (Maharaj 1990:14)

bhakti 1 n A Hindu religious devotee, male or female. /b
h
akti/

(< H-Bh bhakth ‘devotee; religious follower’) = bhakt, bhaktin 0

“Yuh know Ramsamaj, doh mine i does look so, buh he is ah true

bhakti.” (1990)

2 n A Hindu devotional song. (< H-Bh bhakti ‘faith; religious devo-

tion’) 0 (Tapia 1974)

bhaktin n A female Hindu religious devotee. /b
h
aktin/ (< H-Bh bhakti

‘religious devotion’ + -in, feminine suffix) = bhakti
1

0 His daughter

was a wild girl, but now she come bhaktin.

Bhakt Prhalad n arc A traditional dance drama from northern Indian;

Prhalad is a mythological character devoted to God whom Narayan

(God) himself saved from a demon. Usu. linked to PHAGWA celebra-

tions. (< H-Bh bhakt ‘devotee’ + prhalad ‘mythological character’)

0 There were dramas like the Sarwaneer, Bhakt Prahalad, Gopichand

and Raja Rasalu. The last was a village folk drama and seems to have

been an adaptation of the Punjabi Raja Rasalu legend... All these folk

dances were accompanied by the flute, the dholak and nagara drums.

(Ramaya 1992:22)

bhan-bhan 1 n Sound made by the flying of bees, flies and other

insects /b
h
an b

h
an / (< H bhanak Tow sound; hum of insects’) 9 “I

can't take all a that bhan-bhan. Too much a flies here.” (1990)

2 adv Describing the sound made by flying insects. 0 The fly dey

flying bhan-bhan all about,

bhancarille see bhankaraile

bhandanya see bhandhania
bhandara, bandara, bhandaaraa 1 n A special meal and Hindu reli-

gious ritual held 23 or 30 days after a death. /b
h
andara/ (< H-Bh

bhandara ‘a ceremony focusing on death, penance or devoted

prayer’) 0 On the thirteenth day after the death, the family makes a

dinner, called a bhandara, for neighbors and friends, and this ends the

period of mourning. Some people make another bhandara a year

later, but most do not. (Klass 1961:130) 9 “You go go gyul, tomorrow
is Prakash fadder ke bhandara.” (1990) 9 Funerals involved a succes-

sion of rites, usually performed by an eldest son or brother of the
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deceased ten days (shraddha), sixteen days (bandara

)

and one year

(
pitr puja ) after the funeral itself. (Vertovec 1992: 112-3)

2 adj Of housewares and other items, used for funeral rituals. (< H-

Bh bhandara *) 0 All Bhandara Utensils, (ad on store bag 1990) 0

“They had a fireside (chula) about six feet long. And they used only

bandara (big) pots,” said Ramesar. (EX 8 Sept 2003:28)

bhandhania, bandhania, bhandhanya n Eryngium foetidum , a

native plant with a low-growing rosette of spiky leaves, used for sea-

soning. /b
h
and

h
anja/ (< Bh < than ‘like’ + H-Bh dhania ‘coriander’,

fr similar flavour of the leaves) = cardo benito, cardo santo, cilantro,

culantro, fit weed
,
pull and throw, >shado beni, spiny coriander 0

Meat and fish were highly “marinaded” (seasoned) before cooking.

Apart from washing in lime, or lemon or sour orange, other local sea-

sonings are added to the already common ingredients. These include

the bandhania or “shadow beni” leaves and the leaves of the “podina”

or Spanish thyme. (Pariag 1975:13) 0 The common name bhandh-

anya, by which we sometimes call the fit-weed or shadobeni Eryn-

giumfoetidum means... resembling dhanya, which is in fact coriander.

(Morean 1991:28) 0 Oyster vendors and Maracas shark-and-bake

vendors owe no small part of the distinction of the flavour of their

cocktails and sauces to the unique pungency of Shado-beni... So

popular and widespread has its use become that Shado-beni can now
be bought in vegetable markets everywhere as well as in some super-

markets. Tied in compact bundles of about 5cm thick, the young

leaves are sold for about $1.00 per bundle. In Trinidad the plant is

known as bhandhanya, cardo benito, cardo santo, cilantro, culantro,

fit weed, pull and throw and shado beni, the latter name being the

most popular. (Morean 1992h:28) 0 Culantro... popularly known as

shado beni and bandanya, used by panyols for curing colds and

abdominal pains as well as in the preparation of meats and pastelles.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:114 caption)

bhang n arc A narcotic drink originally prepared with hemp, some-

times with DHATUR or GANJA. /b
h
aq/ (< H-Bh bhang

‘

Cannabis

sativa or C. indica, Indian hemp, a narcotic or hallucinogenic drug') 0

“These cases of violence here have for the most part occurred among
coolies in the earlier stages of the indenture, when their habits and

prejudices have been but little modified by a [sojourn] among strang-

ers; they enjoy too, apart from the hours of work, an amount of per-

sonal freedom apt to turn into license when in the receipt of higher

wages, and of a freer indulgence in rum, bhang (ganja) and other

stimulants than was their [wont] in India.” (Agent General of Immi-

gration 1872, in Trotman 1986:170) 0 Use of Bhang (hemp) as a

drink, Aphim or Haphim (opium) and Ganja (cannabis) and Charas

for smoking could be seen among some frustrated Indians. (Jha

1973:37-8) 0 The leaves and shoots are used as a potent intoxicant

and narcotic in the form of ganja (when smoked) and bhang (when

made into a sweet beverage). (Mahabir 1991 : 59) 0 Satsangs also typ-

ically followed Satyanarayan kathas , normally carrying on through-

out the night. Adult males would frequently smoke ganja (marijuana)

and drink bhang (a mixture of ganja
, datura, milk and sugar) before

and during satsangs', this practice generally ensured a vibrant and

euphoric atmosphere. (Vertovec 1992:1 16)

bhangra n Eclipta prostrata , a native plant. /b
h
angra/ (< Bh bhangra

‘hemp’) = >congolala 0 Some of our local medicinal plants are pan-

tropical weeds found in India and these are still called by their Hindi

names by old East Indians, e.g., Congo lala Eclipta alba is called

bhangra. (Morean 1991:29)

bhankaraile, ban karilee, bhancarille, buncarailli, bun karilla,

bunkarille n Momordica charantia var., an introduced and natural-

ized vine yielding a small bitter fruit. /b
h
ankaraili/ (< H-Bh bhan

‘like’ + karaile, fr similar fruit and leaves) = >wild karile 0 Bun car-

ailli: The uncultivated variety of ‘carailli’ about the shape and size of

a ping-pong ball. It usually grows on land which has been burnt and

cleared for cultivation. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:16) 0 There are two

types of carailli - the large one which is planted and the small wild

one that grows everywhere - buncarailli or carailla. (Boodoosingh

1976:26) 0 The wild coraille Momordica charantia is called bhancar-

ille on account of its similarity to the larger, cultivated edible variety

[of caraille], (Morean 1991:28) 0 The wild form of caaraili (ban

caaraili) is put under hens to get rid of lice. (Mahabir 1991:31)

bhantulsi n Ocimum campechianum , a native plant with fragrant

leaves. /b
h
antulsi/ (< H-Bh bhan ‘like’ + tulsi ‘Ocimum sanctum ’ fr

similarity of leaves and scent) = >basil, jumbie balsam, jumbie basil,

married-man pork, mosquito bush, petit baume 0 Similarly, Ocimum
[micranthum]

,
which is known locally as “jumbie basil” is called

bhantulsie by local Hindus on account of the resemblance to the holy

basil or tulsi Ocimum [sanctum] used in religious and other rituals.

(Morean 1991:28)

bhanoi see BAHNOI

bhapke v Blaze up, of a fire. /b
h
apke/ (< Bh) 0 “The fire in the

choolha bhapke.” (1990)

bharaiya n A ride on the back or shoulders, usu. for a child. /b
h
araija/

(< Bh) = back ride, >kokiyoko 0 “That chile over dulaar, i does only

want bharaiya, i doh walk, na.” (1990)

bharaka see BARKA
bharaki see barki

Bharat Mata n India; Mother India; India as cultural and historical

homeland. /b
h
arat mata/ (< H-Bh bharat ‘India’ + mdta ‘mother’) 0

We were visited periodically by missionaries and politicians who
helped to strengthen our ties with Bharat Mata; and so were kept

aware of the political temper in India both before and during the war.

(Ramsaran 1988:91)

bharat milap n During a Hindu wedding, the meeting between the

fathers of the bride and groom. 0 Agwaani or Baraat Milaap. The
Bharaat stops a short distance away from the bride’s home. The dula-

hin’s father (usually dressed in white dhoti and Kurta) will have a lota

in his hand which contains water, rice, flowers, doob grass, five silver

coins, and a five stemmed mango leaf Together with his pundit, party

and the musicians playing tassa, they set out to meet the dulaha’s

party. Pundits lead both [sides] and they walk slowly each stopping at

every five paces until they meet. (Holass-Beepath 2002:78)

bhath see BHAAT

bhati see BETI

bhatwan, bhatwaan n The farewell night during a Hindu wedding

ceremony, usu. the Saturday before the wedding. /b
h
atwan/ (< Bh

bhatwan ‘ceremony of eating rice together’) = >Cooking Night, Fare-

well Night 0 On the night before the wedding day, relatives and

friends gather at the respective wedding homes to assist in the prepa-

ration of meals and sweet meats (mithai ). This night is called the

cooking night (bhatwaan). On this night too there is singing and

dancing in some wedding homes. At about midnight, a small fire

place (chulhaa) is built in the tent near the chowk. Some women
gather around the chulhaa to parch paddy to make a type of popcorn

(lawah). This lawah is to be used later on during the marriage cere-

mony. (Sankar 1972:7) 0 “Allyuh going bhatwan by Ramish an

dem?” (1990) 0 The Laawa bhoojana ceremony usually takes place

on the Saturday night before the wedding ceremony. At about eleven

o’clock in the night, the dulaha’s (dulahin’s) mother, accompanied by

the other female relatives such as phoowa, mousi, maami, nani and

bahen, bring the chulha, firewood, pot and rice paddy near to the

maaroh. They sit and parch the rice a little at a time. During this time

special songs are sung relating to the occasion... The parched rice is

now known as laawa, or laja and is used in the main wedding rites

known as laja homa on the wedding day... This night is also referred

to as the Cooking Night, Farewell Night or The Bhatwaan. (Holass-

Beepath 2002:55)

bhauji see BHOWJI

bhawan n A large meeting place, e.g. hall, community centre, large

house. /b
hawan/ (< H bhawan ‘house; site; temple’) 0 He de aready at

the bhawan.

bhawar ghoome 1 n During a Hindu wedding ceremony, the ritual of

walking around the sacred fire of the groom and bride. /b
hawar

gName/; (< H ghumana ‘revolve; circulate; encircle’) 0 In this cere-

mony the pundit conducts and performs the actual marriage cere-

mony, which culminates with a ritual called (saptapadi) or (Bhaawar
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Ghoomay) or (Sathee Bhawan), a sacred knot is then tied from the

bride’s dress to the groom’s gown, and he then leads her seven times

around the nuptial pole, while the pandit makes his sacred encanta-

tions. (Sankar 1972:24) 0 Bhawar Ghoome: These are songs sung

while the bride and bridegroom circle the “Chowk” five times.

(Ahyoung 1977:74)

2 v During a Hindu wedding ceremony, walk around the sacred fire of

the groom and bride. 0 “Hindu does bhaawar ghoome when they mar-

rieding.” (1990) 0 “Watch, watch fas, dey bhawar ghoomeing now.”

(1990)

bhayankar adj Gigantic; frightful; of a scary appearance. /b
h
ajankar/

(< H bhayankar ‘terrible; terrific’) 0 Some ah them police does over

look bhayankar.

bhayi n Brother. /b
h
aji/ (< H bhaiya ‘brother, comrade’) = >bhai,

bhaiya, daadaa 0 Bhai, bhaiya, bhaiwa and bhayi are the variations in

North India for the Sanskrit word bhratri (brother) and these are

found in Trinidad along with the word (daadaa) used among the

Bengalis. (Jha 1973:40)

bhe n Any male sibling or cousin senior in age to the speaker. /b
h
e /

(< H-Bh) = bheya 0 (Klass 1961:94) 0 An East Indian [Hindu] may
not marry anyone he calls "Didi” (Sister or First Cousin) and who
calls him Bhe (Brother or First Cousin). (Meosa 1971 :2)

bheek puja, bheak puja n A Kali PUJA designed to protect a village

from disaster. /b
hek pu<%a/ 0 This [Kali] aspect of Madras culture was

brought to the Caribbean by Indian immigrant workers. The tradition,

though, took the form of a village procession in which women went

out to collect offerings from at least seven houses to defray the cost of

bheakpuja the object of which was to [protect] the village from disas-

ter. {EX-S 14 Oct 1990:27) 0 Not everyone from the village actually

participated in the puja itself or the preparations made prior to it, but

they ... usually contributed money, rice and other types of ritual para-

phernalia in order to receive both material and spiritual benefits from

the puja. These collections were made during the weeks preceding the

ceremony by groups of women who would pass through all the neigh-

boring villages in a formal group on foot, sing devotional songs

accompanied by a dholak hand drum, and carry wooden trays on their

heads to hold the offerings collected in front of each and every house-

hold. This practice was referred to as Kalimai-ke-beekh , or ‘begging

for Mother Kali.’ (McNeal 2000:7)

bheik n A ritual thread worn by very devout Hindu men. /b
h
ek/

(< H-Bh) 0 Some very devout Hindus become religious ascetics {sad-

dhu) in the later stages of their life... At that time they assumed the

thread of asceticism, bheik, and gave up meat-eating and the drinking

of alcoholic beverages... These men act as pundit’s helpers and tem-

ple custodians. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:131)

bheli n A sweet soft fudge-like ball of boiled sugar syrup, usu. eaten

together with puffed rice. /b
h
eli/ (< H bheli Tump of coarse sugar’) 0

“Fongtime yuh use to get bheli and laai to buy, now it doh ha nobody
selling dat.” (1990)

bhera, bheraa n A male sheep. /b
h
era/ (< H bher ‘ram, male sheep’) 0

“Dat man by de comer have a whole ban ah bheraa.” (1990)

bheri n A female sheep. /b
h
eri/ (< H bheri ‘ewe, female sheep’) 0

“You have to get the bheri ke hair for the shaving.” ( 1 990)

bhetkare n A traditional Indian ritual greeting of hugging alternate

shoulders, used esp. by Muslims and during Hindu weddings, e.g.

between the fathers of the bride and groom. /b
h
etkare/ (< H bhet

‘meeting, interview’) 0 “Yuh bhetkare me like if a is yuh samdhi!”

(1990)

bheya n Any male sibling or cousin senior in age to the speaker.

/b
h
eja/ (< Bh bheya, bhaiya ‘elder brother’) = bhe 0 (Klass 1961:94)

bhik see BHEEK

bhojan n Food, esp. cooked food. /b
h
oc^an/ (< H bhojan ‘eating; food;

victuals’) 0 “The bhojan ready.” (1990)

Bhojpuri n A language of northern India, esp. in western Bihar and
eastern Uttar Pradesh, spoken by many of the Indian immigrants to

Trinidad. It is closely related to Bihari and Hindi, but is often

regarded as a low-status dialect or “broken Hindi”. It became the

most common and widespread Indian language in use in Trinidad,

and is the source of most of the Indie vocabulary in the vernacular

language. /b
h
Dc^puri/ (< Bhojpur, a region comprising parts of pres-

ent-day Northern Bihar and Eastern UP) 0 Morton and the missionar-

ies who followed, focused on lifting the East Indians out of their state

of squalor and poverty through education. The task was a formidable

one because of the language barrier. The indentured East Indians

spoke various Indian dialects with bhoojpuri [sic] being the dominant

one at the time. {EX 3 Jan 1993:7)

bhojpurize v Accent or form according to the rules of the BHOJPURI

language, rather than standard Hindi. /b
h
Dc^puraiz/0 The word used

by the indentured immigrants for sugar cane and still used by some
elders today is “Ooka.” This word is a bhojpurized form of ‘Eeka’

which means sugar cane. {TG-S 14 Oct 1990:45)

bhoknaa n A sharpened stick used for slaughtering animals. /b^Dkna:/

(< H-Bh) 0 “Bring the bhoknaa.” (1990)

bhokrain adj Foul-smelling, rancid, sour. /b
h
okrain/ (< H-Bh) 0 “This

oil smelling bhokrain.” (1990)

bhompa n A musical horn or toy horn. /b
h
Dinpa/ (< H bhomp,

bhompu, a wind instrument) 0 “Ah see a man make a bhompa wid a

piece a plastic pipe.” (1990)

bhopa n Rattoon; new shoots from an old plant. /b
h
opa/ (< H-Bh) 0

Clean all there around dem bhopa.

bhoray v Eat by picking up food with your fingers or a ROTI. /b
h
ore/

(< H-Bh) 0 Bhoray yuh food nice, nah, doh throw it on the ground,

bhosari n Whore; prostitute. /b
h
osari/ (< H-Bh) 0 He wife is a real

bhosari.

bhowchar n Light rain blowing inside the house. /b
h
otfar/ (< H-Bh) 0

The bhowchaar falling. 0 “Move from there before you get the bhow-

chaar.” (1990) 0 The bhauchar will come in when the rain falls,

bhowji, bhaujee, bhowgie, bhowjee, bhauji n Older brother’s wife,

sister-in-law; the wife of anyone the speaker calls BHE or BHEYA.

/b
h
aoc^i/ (< Bh bhauji ‘older brother’s wife’) 0 Bhoji. (Klass

1961:94) 0 Bhauji for sister-in-law instead of bhabhi of modem
Hindi... [is a] linguistic [legacy] from U.P. and Bihar. (Jha 1973:40) 0

Then Mira, seeing her opportunity, smiled a quiet welcome to

Gurudeva, and asked: ‘How, Gum?’ ‘I well, Bhowji, ’ he said. ‘I quite

orright.’ (Naipaul 1976:58) 0 If it wasn’t for your nani and your

bhowji, I would marry you and take you in the country. (Sparrow

“Marajhin” 1982) 0 ‘He used to call me didi, big sister, not bhowjee,

sister-in-law, as the others.’ (Persaud 1990:121) 0 I told him my
bhowgie came from there. “Bhowgie?”... “Yes,” I said... “my elder

brother’s wife.” (As distinct from my chotki, or younger brother’s

wife.) (Pires 1 994e: 1 5) 0 She used to massage her bhowji (father[‘s]

brother’s wife) from the 1 940s since she was eight years old when she

was adopted as an orphan. (Mahabir 2000: 1 1

)

bhowraa n Pepsis sp., a large greenish-black stinging wasp; makes a

loud humming noise. Also Xylocopa spp., a large stout bee (E carpen-

ter bee), that lives in rotting wood or nests in the ground. /b
h
aura :/

(< H-Bh bhowra ‘a large bee, or beetle, enamoured of the lotus’) =

bee
-

, bumble-bee 0 “If a bhowraa come round you it bring a message,

or somebody coming.” (1990)

bhuja, bhujia n Puffed rice, smaller than MURAHI, made from BHU-
JIA KAURA, rice boiled before milling, /b^uetja, b

h
ud^ja / (< H bhujna

‘parch or scorch grain') 0 (Jha 1973:39) 0 Bhujia rice is one ah de

sweetest rice to eat, gyul yuh mus try it.

bhuje, booje, boojia v Prepare unmilled rice by soaking and slightly

heating, then letting it dry before husking. /b
h
uc^e/ (< H bhujna

‘parch or scorch grain') = scald rice 0 “Ifyou booje the rice it does eat

nice.” (1990)

bhuje kaura, bhujia kaura n Rice which has been boiled before mill-

ing (removing BHOOSI). /b
h
udje kaura/ 0 Among the terms in com-

mon use for kinds of rice, alone, are: dhatr. unmilled, “paddy” rice;

caura: milled dhatr, bhujia caura: rice which has been boiled before

milling; bhdth: rice cooked and ready to eat. (Klass 1961:82)
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bhujowra n A dish made of fried intestines, sometimes liver, of an

animal, usu. a hog. /b
h
uc^aura/ (< H-Bh) 0 Nobody could cook a bhu-

jowra like mi mai.

bhuknaa v Of dogs, bark, make noise, /b'’ukna:/ (< H bhokna ‘bark’)

0 The dogs and dem does only bhooknaa all the time,

bhun-bhun, bhoonboon 1 v Grumble; buzz; mutter. /b
hunbh

un/ (< H-

Bh) = bhunghunai 0 She all time bhun-bhun.

2 n Grumbling; muttering. 9 He in the habit of bhun-bhun.

bhunda, bhoonda adj Not having something it ordinarily would have,

e.g. horn of animal, fruit and flowers on a tree, hair on a person;

strange-looking. /b
h
unda/ (< Bh bhoda 'foolish') 0 Dem bhoonda cow

does be real bad. 9 When she hole on to ah flowers tree, she does leave

it bhoondaa. 0 I will pick out all yuh flowers and I go leff de tree

bhoonda. 0 How yuh cut out all yuh hair, yuh looking well bhoonda.

bhungaa n Any fruit fly. Drosophila spp.; tiny black flying insects that

feed on rotting fruit. /bTnjqa/ (< Bh bhanga, a species of insect) = foo-

foo fly, sour fly
1

, sugar fly"* 0 “The banana get bhungaa.” (1990)

bhunghunai v Grumble continuously. /b
h
ungunai/ (< Bh bhoon-

bhoon ‘humming of insects, mostly annoying’) = bhun-bhun' 9 He
does only bhunghunai.

bhunjay, bhoonjay, bhoonje v Fry spices or food until dry; fry meat

or vegetables before adding water. /b
h
unc^e/ (< H bhit jna ‘roast,

broil"; < Bh bhunjiya ‘fried vegetable’) 0 When we bhoonje down dat

hard fowl, man I cyah say no more.

bhuraawe, bhoorbhoorawe v Sprinkle salt, sugar, etc. on fruits or

food. /b
h
ura:we/ (< Bh bhurbhurdna ‘throw or sprinkle sugar or salt

upon meat’) 9 Bhooraawe some salt on the green mango and then put

it to dry.

bhusi n Rice husk; grain seed covering; chaff. /b
h
usi/ (< H-Bh bhus ,

bhusa ‘bran, husk, chaff’) = huks 9 This rice still ha bhoosi, it scrap-

ing me throat.

bhut, bhut, bhute n Evil spirit; demon. /b
h
ut/ (< H bhut ‘demon; gob-

lin’) 9 Words like... churail and bhut (ghost and spirit)... can be heard

in the rural areas. (Jha 1973:42-3) 9 “If you have bhoot, you have to

jharay them.” (1990)

biba n A Hindu wedding, /biba/ (< Bh bibah , H vivah ‘matrimony;

marriage’) = biya’

Bible and key n A ritual of divination by means of a key (E cleido-

mancy, clidomancy). It uses a Bible and a key to find out who is a

thief, for example by the key moving when a particular person’s name
is called. (< dial arc E Bible and key ) 9 Bible and Key (a practice

resorted to by what was termed “Wise Men” in England) to affect to

point out the thief when anything is alleged to be stolen is also com-

ing into disuse. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 9 Uncle Dalloo called for his

Bible, key and string.... He opened the book in the middle, placed the

key perpendicularly between the pages, with the knob-end sticking

out. Then he shut the book and bound it tightly with the string... I

knew what he wanted me to do. The Bible would hang on the key; the

key would hang from the tip of Uncle Dalloo’s forefinger on the one

side, and from the tip of my own forefinger on the other side. We
would squat facing each other, with the Bible suspended precariously

between us. We did this. It was a dramatic moment. On whoever ’s

name the Bible turned, that person would be the man who had made
away with Joogni... ‘By Saint Peter, by Saint Paul, Ramu has run

away with Joogni.’ I said my end of the formula: ‘By Saint Peter, by

Saint Paul, Ramu ain’t run away with Joogni.’ The Bible remained

steady...
‘Jagna has ran away with Joogni.’... The Bible was turning;

1 am dead sure 1 didn’t see Uncle Dalloo’s finger shake; nor did mine.

But the Bible was turning. It described almost a circle, the key slipped

from Uncle Dalloo’s finger; the book fell with a thud. ‘There!’

exclaimed Uncle Dalloo triumphantly. ‘There’s your answer.’ (Nai-

paul 1976:140-1) 9 She brought the key and a longer piece of string.

‘I always thought that this key had some use,’ she said. ‘Is to open the

door of truth,’ Compai said solemnly. He opened the middle of the

Bible and inserted the key which he tied firmly, wrapping the string

around the book so that it could be suspended by holding the key.

Having done that he closed his eyes for a while... Prince... stuck out

his middle finger and, between the older man and himself, they bal-

anced the key... ‘By Saint Peter, By Saint Paul, Prince William kill the

girl.’... ‘I ain't feel nothing,’ Prince said. ‘And you suppose to feel the

key turn in your hand?’ ‘And sometimes the Bible does fall,’ Martina

said. (Boodhoo 1994:245-6)

bich(o), beech IhA poultry disease, a condition of FOWLS with irri-

tation and infection of the rectum, caused by any persistent diarrhoea,

e.g. from coccidiosis, and rubbing of the affected area on the ground.

Also sometimes blockage of the anus so that feces cannot pass and

the fowl dies, /bitf, bitfo/ (< Sp bicho ‘fowl cholera’) = bicho 9 Bich.

(Alleyne 1974-80)

2

n A human rectal or intestinal disease, a “putrid or adynamic dysen-

tery,” possibly enteritis or rectitus gangrenosa
,
popularly believed to

be caused by sitting on hot road or rocks, or by drinking water left

standing too long. More generally, and more commonly now, any

pain in the anal area, as from piles or hemorrhoids, /bit(7 9 Manuel

died this day of Beech. (Cochrane 2303, 1825:44a)

bichaari adj Helpless; poor; pitiful; sad. /bitj'arri/ (< H bichara,

bichard ‘without resource’) 9 “Oh god, look at she, she too bichaari.”

(1990)

bichchaa n Alms; money given to beggars, /bitfa, b
h
ikja/ (< Prakrit

bikksha ‘alms, charity’) 9 “When the people come to bhik you giving

bichchaa.” (1990)

biche see BREAK BICHE, MAKE BICHE

biche n Mazama americana (E red deer, small brocket deer), a small

deer. /biJV •(< Fr biche ‘deer’) = biche a come couvert, >deer, gua-

zupita, red deer 9 Gouazoupita, Deer, Biche. (JFNC April 1893:168)

9 Deer. The deer meant here was ... the common Red deer of the

Island, one of the greatest pests in a young cacao piece. Biche of the

French Creoles, Guazupita of the Spaniards... Both kinds are met with

on the Caparo plain, but the ‘Come Couvert’ less frequently than the

Common ‘Biche.’ (T.W. Carr 1894:277) 9 Mazamu rufa (F. Cuv.)

“Deer”, “Biche”. Though extensively hunted the deer is still abundant

in forests and plantations... This deer is a ‘browser’ rather than a

‘grazer’, seeking out a variety of plants... Fallen fruit is also eaten.

(Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 164) 9 (Alkins 1979:48-9)

biche a corne couvert n obs Mazama americana, a small deer.

Although this was thought to be a separate species, it simply refers to

this animal during the stage when it is growing new horn-like antlers,

which are at first covered with a velvety blood-rich substance. It is

distinguished from the eiard-horn DEER, thought to be a different

species, but is simply the same animal when the velvet has worn off.

(< Fr a corne ‘with a horn’ + couvert ‘covered’) = biche, >deer, gua-

zupita, red deer 9 Deer. The deer meant here was either the common
Red deer ...or that in which the male has covered horns - 'biche a

comes couverts’ - an equally mischievous animal, very similar in

habit, general build and proportion to the first-named, but a distinct

kind, as the females of both have been met by my sons and in both

cases are entirely without horns. The horn of the ‘come couvert’ is

clothed with skin on which the short hair grows, very little at the

point and little differing in color from the deep red of this deer on

other parts of its body, a darker red than that of the Red Deer of the

Northern Range where the Come Couvert is little seen if at all. Both

kinds are met with on the Caparo plain, but the ‘Come Couvert’ less

frequently than the Common ‘Biche.’ (T.W. Carr 1894:277)

bich estomak n obs A case of the disease BICH which has spread to the

chest. (< biclr + FC estomak ‘stomach, chest’ < Fr estomac ‘stomach’)

bich grass n Cardiospermum microcarpum, a slender climbing native

plant. Fruit bladder-like, with 3 black seeds, each with a white kid-

ney-shaped fleshy covering. 9 (Wong 1976)

bichhaawe v Spread, spread out, e.g. a sheet, mat. /bitfaiwe/ (< Bh
bichhwana ‘bed, mat’) 9 Bichhaawe the chadar on the bechownaa.

bichhi n Any scorpion, /bitfhi/ (< H bichhii, bichha, bichhu ‘scor-

pion’) 9 “When yuh see a bichhi sting yuh, da means yuh over ha

sin!” (1990)

bichkaawe, bichkawe v Grimace; distort or twist the face, /bitfkarwe/

(< Bh) = set up face 9 “If you boof a little child, she bichkaawe she
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face.” (1990) 0 “Because ah quarrel wid she, look how she bichkawe

she face.” (1990)

bicho see BICH

bichwa n A traditional Indian toe ring worn on the second toe, by a

married woman. See also ANWAT. /bitfwa/ (< H-Bh bichwa ‘like a

scorpion’) 0 That is a photo of my mother as a young woman, with

anwat and bichwa and all.

bicycle 1 n A rope, usu. of braided coconut fiber, or wire and cloth

wadding, passed around the waist and the trunk of a tree, used to help

someone in climbing. = hand rope 0 I photographed again [him]

climbing palm-trees on his “bicycle”. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:Box 15-F85-Diary 44)

2

v Climb a tree with the aid of a BICYCLE 1

. 0 Little boys... will braid

some coconut branches into a rope and experiment with climbing the

trees. Little by little they learn to go higher, and when they find they

can repeat their climb several times, they begin “bicycling,” as going

up a tree with a rope is termed. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:50)

bidai n In a Hindu wedding, clothes and jewelry usu. given to the

bride by the groom’s brother, and which she wears on her journey to

the groom’s home, /bidai/ (< H bida ‘beginning; commencement; dis-

missal; take leave’) 0 The groom and his party enters the tent after the

parchhan ceremony and is prepared for what is called the dal pooja

ceremony. In this, the bride is brought in and seats herself and she is

presented with going away Bidai clothes and [jewelry] by the

groom’s brother. This she will wear on her journey to the groom’s

home. (Sankar 1972:25)

bida karaway n A ritual in a Hindu wedding where the groom and

bride are sent away, /bida karawe/ (< H bida ‘dismissal; take leave’ +

karaway ‘do; act’)

biddim(s) The sound of something, usu. relatively small, falling

down, such as a small fruit from a tree. Also sometimes used to repre-

sent sound of gunshot, /bidim/ (< Bh bhiddin

)

= badam, biddip,

bodom

2 n arc Modem narrow-leg men’s trousers. = slim pants

3 n Awkward or peculiar length pants or dress, usu. too short. =

biddim-bim 0 When they use to wear their gun mouth pants, The girls

use to give them a fat chance, They never use to tell them biddim

bow. (Viper “Leave the Sack Dress Alone” 1959, pr) 0 (Mendes

1985:14)

biddim-bim n Awkward or peculiar length pants or dress, usu. three

quarter length, /bidimbimz/ = biddim(s)
3

0 (Mendes 1985:14) 0

[Bjiddim bim - a jest for a male whose long pants fall short of his

ankle - “Boy, which tailor make you dem biddim bims?” (Baptiste

1993:18)

biddip adv The sound of something, usu. relatively small, falling

down, such as a small fruit from a tree, /bidip/ (< Bh bhiddip) =
bidim, bodom, badam 0 All night long I hear the cherries falling

biddip biddip.

biff 1 v Kick around a ball. (< E biff' hit; strike’) 0 (Mendes 1985:14)

0 “We just biffin ball.” (1990)

2 adj Of a person, solid, muscular; of baked goods, solid, heavy. 0

She make a real biff cake.

Biff and Bam phr Very much alike; usu. said of two people who are

always together. = Bim and Bam 0 Just like biff and bam - like two
peas in a pod. (Mendes 1985: 14)

big 1 adj Pregnant; usu. with belly. (< E big ‘far advanced in preg-

nancy; ready to give birth’) 0 She well big now. 0 “When I get in with

somebody, we last until my belly is big. I’m pregnant again. They
leave me.” (TTM 30 Jan 1994:1 1) 0 ‘He don’t bring no wife, though

somebody say he had one in Curupita. But he came with hand
swingin’. No wife, no pickney. In two weeks he got some woman in

the house he say is housekeeper. Well it didn’t have two-three months
she belly big.’ (Boodhoo 1994:66)

2 adj Mature in age or status, not size, for example, children who are

adolescent or older. (< E big ‘older in age; mature; grown) 0 ‘Wilbert

is getting a big man now. He should be taking over from where you
leave off... Is high time for you to rest and enjoy yourself before it’s

too late.’ (Naipaul 1973:201) 0 She didn’t like the idea of two big

women alone leaving Cunaripo and going eleven miles to a fete in

Arima without even one man between them. (Lovelace 1988:59) 0

Big man like you letting Berta wrap you round she little finger?

(Selvon 1 99 1 b:79)

3 adj Used to add importance; esp. in reference to time. (< Fr grand

‘big’, as in grand nuit ‘full night darkness’) 0 Sunday Mamin’ all de

Churches here did hav church, ah go as usual, ah looke around, ah

did'nt see me husban, so when ah get out ah ask de mens for ’im, dem
tell me he is in de ‘hell’ that big Sunday mamin.’ (PC 22 Oct 1904) 0

“Ah tell she, ‘Agnes, big Sunday you studyin’ lessons?’” (Macaw
1960:50) 0 ‘What happen done and finish with. Mr Johnson is a big

white man what living in England, and he was only here on holiday,

and the two of you like one another, and now he gone back to Eng-

land.’ (Selvon 1972:182) 0 “Big public holiday you workin’? Big

month-end an’ you broke? Big sea dey an’ you eh badein’?” (Mendes

1985:14) 0 “Look how cool he here working in my shoemaker shop

this big Old Year’s day when all over the island people feteing.”

(Lovelace 1988:127)

4 adj Splendid; with great show; doing something large and impres-

sive. 0 He coming big this Carnival.

big-ass n Any of several small shorebirds, plovers and sandpipers,

which bob their heads when walking or feeding; particularly Calidris

pusilla. (ft reinterpretation of FC begasse < Fr becasse ‘plover’ as

E big ass) = >becasse, begass, kuit, plover
2

,
ploward4

,
sanderling 0

Big-ass. (Calder-Marshall 1939)

big bamboo n Penis; used as a metaphor for sexual activity. (< E big,

emphasizing large size + bamboo ‘penis’) = boutou
4

, iron, lolo, totee,

toto) wood 0 I asked my woman what must I do, To make her honest

and keep love too. She said, baby, all I want from you. Is a little little

piece of the big bamboo. (Duke of Iron “Big Bamboo” 1952) 0 I sup-

portin’ local industry since I so high. Yu ever hear 'bout de Big Bam-
boo? Well, I does use de Big Bamboo on ah regular basis an’ it never

fail me yet. (Keens-Douglas 1984:60)

big belly 1 adj Having a large belly, usu. said of a man. 0 “Big-belly

Maginot sang-a-wanga-in' (that is, he’s having sexual intercourse)

with you and my wife.” (Hercules 1980:49) 0 “Father Christmas is a

big-belly man with a long white beard and sunset cheeks.” (Narine

1994:43) 0 “But which big belly man ask you to dance? Look at the

big belly men in this fete.” (EX 18 Jan 1996)

2 n Pregnancy. 0 “Now Melda, yuh is a young lady. Don't go in the

latrine wid boys or yuh will get big belly.” (Lewis 1972:40) 0 The

parents did not want to hear anymore, since they thought [he] was out

to have a good time with their daughter and leave her with a big belly.

(Bomb 1 Aug 1986:9) 0 They gone back to discuss “what a small

shark like that doing with pregnant belly”, and how is just so them

young young girls does bring big belly in their mother house. (TG 22

Dec 1995:32)

big belly and fine foot phr A person, usu. male, having a large belly

but thin legs. = big belly and thin foot, puff belly fine foot 0 That big

belly and fine foot man wha livin down the road,

big belly doun-doun n A person, usu. a man, with a very large belly.

(< big belly
1 + doiin-douir) 0 “Come here and touch me,” Vera from

her bedroom window said. “A big belly doon-doon like you. Ten like

you can’t touch me.” (Hosein 1980:79) 0 (Mendes 1985:14) 0 So

names like Tall Boy, Shorty, Fatman, Turkey, Ghost, Shadow, Big

Belly Doon-Doon, Big Foot an Thin Foot was quite common. (Foster

1990:36-37) 0 “Whey you pushin’ yuhself goin' with you big belly

doon doon?” (Baptiste 1993:18)

big belly fish n Poecilia reticulata , a small freshwater fish. (< big

belly

\

if swollen belly appearance of pregnant female) = belly fish,

>guppy, guppy-fish, millions
1

, mosquito fish, rainbow fish, seven

colours 0 I can state that I used to catch any amount of “millions” in

the street drains. We did not called them “millions,” but simply big

belly fishes, but they were the same creatures nevertheless. (Inniss

1910:76)

big belly woman n A pregnant woman. (< big belly
1

) 0 The other day

Sarge saw this big belly woman standing outside the racing pool, and
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he say "six” bound to play in the first race - and you know it was true.

(7YA/31 July 1987:11)0 “He walkin like a big belly woman.” (1990)

big ben n Tob Pelecanus occidentalis [= P. fuscus] (E brown pelican ),

a common coastal bird. Large, 105-135 cm (42-54"), wingspread 2 m
(6.5'). Crown white, back of head and neck brown, upperparts and

wings grey edged with black, underparts brown. Large pouch under

throat is used to scoop up and store fish after vertical dives into the

water. Commonly hunted for food, in spite of legal protection. = bac-

ula, ben, grand gosier 0 (ffrench 1991 :45-6)

big brain n Intelligence. 0 E goh/got big brain: (sarcastic) he thinks he

is cleverer than any one else. (Haynes 1987:30)

big drum n A type of music in which songs are performed by CHAN-
TUELLE and chorus, accompanied by three drums and SHAC-SHACS.

The music is used for family or neighbourhood ceremonies designed

to ensured the favour of ancestors, for weddings, raising a tombstone,

boat launchings, and other critical situations, usu. at the mandate of a

dream. These dances and ceremonies are now almost always given

and attended by people from the SMALL ISLANDS, mostly St Vincent

and Grenada and the Grenadines. 0 (Ahyoung 1977:48)

big English n arc English language usage designed to impress audi-

ence, usu. using long, fancy, Latinate words. Usu. used derisively as a

term ofmock admiration for language which is “overly proper”, bom-

bastic, too formal, showing-off. 0 He went to court and he talk a lotta

big English.

big eye 1 n Turdus nudigenis nudigenis, a bird, 24 cm (9.5") long.

Upperparts olive brown, paler below; lower underparts whitish;

large bare golden-yellow ring around eye. (fr bare patch around

eyes, making the eyes look very large) = bare-cheek(ed) thrush,

bare-eye thrush, >big-eye grieve, big-eye seri, goldeye (thrush),

yellow-eye(d) thrush

2 n Anableps microlepis
,
a fish with very large eyes; swims near the

water surface with upper part of the eye above the surface. Found

near brackish estuaries and along coastal beaches of Trinidad. A.

anableps [~ A. tetropthalmos
]
has been found in Trinidad only in the

Caroni swamp, (fr large size of eyes) = four-eye(d) fish, four eyes,

gozier
1

.
gros-yeux

1

, large-eye(d) fish, star-gazer 0 The west coast

teems with timid little creatures, half-fish, half-insect, called big

eyes... They are... semi-transparent, and each equipped with a pair of

enormous projecting eyes. (Fermor 1950:169)

3 adj Greedy; always wanting more. (< African sources, e.g. Igbo

ajta iiku ‘big eye’, i.e. ‘greedy’) 0 (Uh 1883:247) 0 If we did not

know otherwise, we would have called him a “big-eye” person who
wants to see everything on his plate before he starts to eat, although

he knows he can never do justice to all. (Bomb 1970) 0 A house in

Lower Santa Cruz, a second-hand car, and a whole “lotta” loving, Yet

[he] claims that [her] ‘eyes too big’ since she left their matrimonial

home with the two kids and is now living with her mother. (Bomb 24

Apr 1987:6)

big-eye cavalli n Caranx latus (E horse-eye jack), a large edible

marine fish. Oval-shaped with a high forehead, relatively large eyes;

bony scales on the sides of the tail; silvery with yellow tail, (fr large

eyes + cavalli)
= carangue gros-yeux, goziey

2
,
gros yeux\ horse-eye

cavalli, horse cavalli 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

big-eye cloth n arc Dress material with a large bright pattern, such as

large circles. 0 Big eye cloth. (Ottley 1971:41)

big-eye goziey manicou n Caluromys philander trinitatis, a medium-

sized arboreal marsupial (pouched mammal). (< E big eye fr large

eyes + goziey manicou ) = goziey
2 manicou, >manicou goziey

1

big-eye grieve, big-eye grief n Turdus nudigenis nudigenis [= T. gym-

nophthalmus, Merula gymnophthalma] (E bare-eyed thrush ), a bird,

24 cm (9.5") long. Upperparts olive brown, paler below; throat white

streaked brown; lower underparts whitish; large bare golden-yellow

ring around eye. (< E big-eye fr bare, featherless patch around eyes,

making eyes look very large + Fr grive ‘thrush’) = bare-cheeked

thrush, bare-eye thrush, big-eye
1

,
big-eye seri, goldeye (thrush),

yellow-eye(d) thrush 0 Big-eyed griefs alighted and chased away blue-

beaked nuns from the tapana that overhung the gurgling pool. (Hosein

1 980:8 1 ) 0 “I do not know his real name Sir, we all call him Grief Sir,

Big Eye Grief, Sir.” (Bynoe 1985:41) 0 (ffrench 1991:326-7)

big-eye seri n Tob Turdus nudigenis nudigenis, a bird; large bare

golden-yellow ring around eye. (fr bare patch around eyes, making

them look very large) = bare-cheeked thrush, bare-eye thrush, big-

eye
1

,
>big-eye grieve, goldeye (thrush), yellow-eye(d) thrush

big foot 1 n arc Elephantiasis, a disease resulting from filarial worm
infestation or a lymphatic disorder, characterized by enormous

enlargement of a limb, esp. a leg. See also BANCA FOOT, BENKE
FOOT, (fr elephantine size of swollen leg) = dolly foot, yam foot 0

‘What you know about bumin’ coal?... You want to get big foot or

pneumonia from all that heat and cold?’ (Boodhoo 1994:123)

2 adj An insulting term implying that someone is poor, stupid, unedu-

cated. (fr association of ay/ggcr-infested foot with poverty) 0 We will

bring a big-foot man, for we are the Romans... we ent ’fraid no big-

foot man, for we are the English, (trad song, in Elder 1973) 0 Away
with all those idle, big-foot soldiers who are living off the fat of the

land and playing the arse everywhere as if we, taxpayers have a social

obligation to mind them down at Teteron. (Blast 17 Nov 1989:11) 0

Look at all the big-foot Bajans and Grenadians infesting our cities,

towns and urban areas and tell me if these people have any shame at

all? (Blast 17 Nov 1989:11)

big fraid and little fraid phr Used to refer to two combatants each

afraid of the other. 0 (Ottley 1971:27)

bigger one for phr The bigger of two. 0 I’m the bigger one for

my brother.

big-goonks n A larger than normal glass marble, bigger than a CRYS-

TAL, about 3 cm in diameter, usu. opaque milky-white with streaks of

color in the outer surface. = big mook 0 Partner, we dont play with no

doogle, Dat is not real marble, Dat is balls-bearing. If is ah big-

goonks is alright, Yu want to mash up people taw? (Keens-Douglas

1975:44)

big head 1 n Hydrocephaly, a congenital abnormality in which the

brain is swollen, (fr resulting swollen head) 0 The ever-smiling [girl]

was bom with a brain abnormality (excessive fluid in the brain)

which is commonly called ‘big head’. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:11)

2 n Hangover; headache from drinking alcohol, (fr feeling that the

head is swollen and bigger than normal) 0 He strongly recommended

cashew nuts for cataracts, guava to bind a loose belly, gully root for

abortions, mountain dew for a big head, a good cutarse for a wayward

wife, ganja for sinus. (Heat 10 Oct 1991:7)

big high daytime phr Broad daylight; usu. used to emphasize an

activity usu. done at night. = big hot sun 0 You mean to say big high

day time you lay down heah sleepin. (Ottley 1971:3) 0 “Imagine big

high daytime, around noon, you have to close your house [against the

soot] and remain inside like pigeon in their coops.” (TTM 10 Mar
1987:23)

Big Hosay Night n During HOSAY, the night when the TADJAHS and

MOONS are paraded in the street, (in distinction to the preceding

Small Hosay Night). 0 On the day of Big Hosay Night, the large

tadjahs are brought out of the imambarahs and “crowned” with the

domes that complete the structures... The completed tadjahs are then

placed on the chowks and prayers are once again recited prior to their

leaving the yards. ... When the tadjahs (and moons in St. James) move
onto the street, the spectacle begins... the participants beat and mourn

till roughly 3:00 A.M. Each tadjah (and moon) is then finally moved

back into its own yard, where it rests until late in the morning... After

their rest, the tadjahs are moved once again in procession around

noon on the following day, known as Karbala Day. (Korom &
Chelkowski 1994:165-7)

big hot sun phr Broad daylight; daytime; usu. used to emphasize an

activity usu. or that should be done at night. = big high daytime 0

(Mendes 1985:14)

big-kiaow n A matte grey marble with a blue streak. (< E big + kiaow)

0 I remember one time I won two big-kiaow.

big leaf n Coccoloba latifolia, a small native tree, often with several

slender main trunks, to 15 m (49') tall. Leaves rounded, about 30 cm
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( 1 1 .7") in diameter, with prominent veins and a crinkly or bumpy sur-

face. (fr large size of leaves) = coccoloba, >cuchape ,
grape

1

,
stave-

wood, wild grape 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:493-4) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:52-3)

big-leaf thyme n Plectranthus amboinicus

,

a cultivated plant with

thick, hairy, aromatic leaves used in seasoning. (< E big

,

fr large size

of leaves + thyme, an aromatic herb, fr similarity of fragrance) =

>broad-leaf thyme, French thyme 1

,
podina, Spanish thyme2

big man 1 n An adult man; a grown-up. 0 Joe paid her no mind and

she said, “Don’t bother with him. Playing big man to go and drink at

bar’. (Anthony 1967:49) 0 “What’s it now, Ma?” She just shook her

head. Then she said, “So you does go out and drink and get drunk?

Since you working in the cocoa you is a big man?’ (Anthony

1967:123) 0 “As for the slander their relatives encouraging them to

spread about me, I leave them to God. Ah big man like me with a wife

and three children cannot get involved in the kind of slackness they

talking about.” (Blast 15 Apr 1988:13)

2 n A man with influence and power. = big pappy, big sawati, big

wah, big whale, weight 0 Ah wudn’t take it; becos he is a big wite

man wey wukin in ah big Govament Office he want to take a nreen

egsvantige of a poar fellar way duz hardly get anyting at all. (PC 4

June 1904) 0 With simplicity and humility, Mr. Gokool Meah, Diego

Martin’s “big man,” told Mr. Justice Manning yesterday in the

Supreme Court: “I am the richest man in Diego Martin. I am building

the new Metro Theatre.” (TG 15 Mar 1933) 0 Age is always a source

of respect... but for a man to be a “big man” in his neighborhood, age

must be accompanied by some other factor... true piety counts... wis-

dom and education are respected. Wealth and economic power, con-

trol over jobs and riceland, are very important... With wealth must go

“generosity”. (Klass 1961:209) 0 ‘And Consantine Patron remains

quiet. He does not often agree with Mr Paulaine. But that is because

they are two big men.’ ‘Which one you think is more bigger, Pedro?’

‘In some things it is Consantine Patron. And by the way he walks and

his talk say he is a big man to his throat. But the people like Mr Paul-

aine, and that makes him very big, and perhaps in his heart he is big-

ger than Consantine Patron. But you never can tell with Consantine.’

(Lovelace 1968:18) 0 He playing big man, that’s all. But he got to

creep before he walk... When the baby bom it go change him back.

(Selvon 1991a: 11)

big-meat mango n Mangifera indica var., a large variety of cultivated

grafted mango. (< E big + meat ‘flesh of a fruit’ fr large size) =

>Graham mango, mango big, mango big-meat, mango Graham

big mind n Strong will; ability to function independently, despite

abuse or criticism; usu. with have. 0 “All he tell me, I don’t take him
on. I have big mind, and I just do mi work.” (1990) 0 I went to bed
and cried a little but because my mind is big mind, I did some school

work.

big money n A large sum of money. 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 Every
Carnival, he does spend big money on mas.

big mook n A larger than normal glass marble, bigger than a CRYS-
TAL, about 3 cm in diameter, usu. opaque milky-white with streaks of

color in the outer surface, /big muk/ (< mook1
) = big-goonks

big-mouth adj Talkative; always having something to say. 0 Big-

mouth Theresa always cussing up the place.

big noise 1 n A rich, socially or politically powerful, prestigious, or

important person. Sometimes used respectfully, sometimes in a

negative way. (< BrE big noise ‘important person’, often critical) =

big man, big pappy, big sawati, big wah, big whale, weight 0 He
became a big shot and ostentatiously flaunted his wealth before the

eyes of the people of England. He was a big noise in the House of

Commons in the British Parliament. (Dr. Eric Williams, public lec-

ture, 22 Mar 1961)

2 adj Socially or politically powerful; prestigious. 0 Bands that can

afford to spend an average of $10,000 for a Panorama tune from one

of the big noise arrangers, [stand] not only a better chance to reach

the finals based on the credibility of the arranger, but also [draw] pan
players who are lured by the attraction of playing under a master

arranger. (EX-2 Jan 1988:18)

big pappy n A rich, socially or politically powerful, prestigious, or

important person. Sometimes used respectfully, sometimes in a nega-

tive way. = big man, big noise, big sawati, big wah, big whale, weight

0 Even wen some big pappy judge from de high court say wat he had

to say... [he] was still doing as he please. (Mamits LPOS, TG 18 Mar
1979) 0 Bernard say dat everybody in Trinidad should declare dey

assets, not only de politicians, senators, an’ dem other big pappies

who does sit on all dem Board ah Directors. (Keens-Douglas

1984:61 ) 0 “Imagine all dese big pappies come down to discuss what

dey go do ’bout de money problems in de work, an’ all dem done

have dey business fix up already.” (Keens-Douglas 1984:93)

big penny n obs An British penny coin in the former pence/pound

system. ( fr very large size) 0 And, when I stretch me hand for money,

What he give to me was the big penny. (Growler “Bosie Darling” 1 939)

big people 1 n Adults; grown-up people. 0 “Ooh the younger genera-

tion doh have any brought-up-sy about dem nuh. Jus’ de odder day

this little boy use to pee down he bed oui... ’E weying lang pants now,

so he figure ’e big. So ’e figure he could join big people conversa-

tion.” (Bain 1974:11) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 I laughed too. And
Tante, remembering my presence, thundered, “What you doing in

here boy? Don’t you see big people talking?” (Stewart 1989:31)

2 n In the Rada religion, the gods or deities. See also ORISHA. 0

Abojsvi, having a great love for the Sakpata or Earth group of gods,

sought and obtained the permission of the Big People - as the gods

are called by the Rada - to instal a shrine to these deities. (Carr

1953:39) 0 In times of illness and particularly in the case of an epi-

demic, this type of sacrificial ceremony is held. Sometimes, the warn-

ing of impending illness is given by the Big People themselves, with

appropriate instructions, or the need for a V5 is implied from the

interpretation of dreams. (Carr 1953:46)

big red-headed woodpecker n arc Phloeoceastes melanoleucos

[= Campephilus melanoleucus, Diyocopus albirostris

]

(E crimson-

crested woodpecker, black-and-white woodpecker), a bird, 35 cm
(14") long. Male upperparts black, with white stripe down wing

shoulders; crown, crest and cheek patch red; cheeks white; throat and

breast black; lower underparts barred blackish and buff; bill whitish.

Female similar, no cheek patch, forehead black, (fr large size and red

head) = carpenter (bird), charpentier, cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao;

charpentier a tete rouge 0 (Chapman 1894:61)

big sawati see SAWATI

big-scale n Tarpon atlanticus (E tarpon), a large silver-colored marine

fish, (fr very large distinct scales) = >grand-ecaille, gran-taki, old

wife 0 Among the less usual or more curious FISH recently exposed

for sale in the market, were the... Grand-ecaille or Big scale, a large

stout and handsome fish, covered with large, prettily-starred, silvery

scales. (TC 9 Feb 1877:3)

Big Seven n A row of seven residences built on the west side of the

QUEEN’S park SAVANNAH. = >Magnificent Seven, Queens of the

Bands 0 As Archbishop he really did not want to live in the palatial

residence that is part of the “Big Seven”. (EX 20 March 1987: 10)

big song n A good CALYPSO 1

, usu. on a serious topic. 0 Young

Exposer, however, in what they used to call a “big song”, stressed the

harsh realities of crime and poverty.

big stone n An enlarged testicle, produced by an inguinal hernia.

(< stones) = godi
1

, makuku, bambacou 0 Would you believe people

on Hutton Street, St. Joseph are complaining about big stones.

[Which]... belong to the Ministry of Works. (Bomb 1982)

big talk n Impressive talk; boasting; back chat; but empty of real

meaning or promise. 0 [He] said he knew he had not broken the law

in any way and admitted because of this he was "mannish and gave

the police a lot of big talk,” that night. (Bomb 24 Apr 1987:23) 0 “I

was courteously asked to... attend this function... by Mr. Tiger, who
instisted that I come... irr... irregardless of present!” “Quiet every-

body! I like to hear this big talk! Listen to Sookdoe!” (Selvon

1 99 1 a:25)

big taw, big tor n An esp. large marble used as a shooter, to aim at

other marbles. (< E big, fr larger size + taw) 0 Your tor could have
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been a simple tor, or a slug, kiaow, ciystal, iron doogle or big tor.

(Pires 1991:8)

big thatch n Coccothrinax barbadensis [= C. austalis], a native palm

tree, usu. solitary, 15-20 m (49'-65'), trunk slender, grey, ringed.

Usual habitat is dry coastal hills. Leaves palmate, leaf blade 1-2 m
(3. 2-6. 4') long, silvery underneath; leaf tips segmented. Flower stalk

to 45 cm ( 17.5") long, with 4-10 pendulous racemes 10-20 cm (3.9-

7.8") long. Flowers pale yellow, fragrant. Fruit round, 8 mm (.31")

diameter in clusters, purplish black. Leaves and fibres are used for

brooms, hats, baskets and other craft-work. (< E big + thatch ‘dried

leaf or reed’ fr large size of leaves) = broom palm, fan palm, latanier,

silver thatch palm 0 In the big thatch the craftsman uses the heart

leaves and the green leaves... The green leaves are placed in the sun

for two days... The cured leaves should be bluish grey in colour.

(Green & Maunday 1968:2) 0 “Then we have Big Thatch from

Tobago to make men’s hats.” (Farrell 1973)

big thumb n arc Thumb. (< E big , fr greater thickness than other fin-

gers + thumb ‘short thick inner digit of human hand’) 0 He broke his

big thumb. (ESTT 1956)

big-times adj Of a person, popular, famous, star-quality. (< E big-time

‘of the best kind or highest rank’) 0 Should the Calypsonian actually

show up in the gathering and fail to greet his mentor, he would be

denigrated in the worst terms for being a man who “doh know people,

now that he is big-times.” (TTM 24 Jan 1993:30)

big wah n A rich or socially or politically powerful, prestigious or

important person. Sometimes used respectfully, sometimes in a nega-

tive way. = big man, big noise, big pappy, big sawati, big whale,

weight 0 She father was a big wah in South.

big water n A lot of tears. (< water
1

) 0 The owner of the restaurant tell

the [waitress] she have to pay... that was she fault, and she begin to

cry big water. (Selvon 1 960b: 1 10) 0 De man stan up crying big water.

(Ottley 1971:3)

big whale n A rich or socially or politically powerful, prestigious or

important person. Sometimes used respectfully, sometimes in a nega-

tive way. = big man, big noise, big pappy, big sawati, big wah, weight

0 You know, he started with one little market stall and now he’s a big

whale, supermarket and thing.

big with selfphr Acting older than your age, esp. of children. = man-

nish, precocive 0 Maisie girl, if you see how big she son get. Yes, the

same snatty nose one who used to playin the sand by you. He well big

with heself, and he starting to look like Uncle Ivan. (Doh Say Dat, TG
8 Sept 1991)

big yard 1 n obs A stickfighting yard in Newtown, now part of Port of

Spain. 0 Stickfights in the yards were held during the daytime so that

the combatants could see. Victor “Totee” Wilson, a tamboo bamboo
man and early panman, describes how fights in the “Big Yard” in

Newtown occurred for about a month before Carnival and began at

three o’clock in the afternoon. People paid six cents to enter the yard

and formed a ring around the fighters. (Stuempfle 1995:25)

2

n During Carnival, an area of competition, a stage used for com-

petitions for bands and CALYPSONIANS. Now usu. in the Queen’s
PARK Savannah, in Port of Spain. 0 These costumes... actually

dwarf and in some cases, totally obliterate the person who wears the

costume... The size of these costumes is really, in a sense, dictated by

the fact that they are being shown on a vast stage, (I think the calyp-

sonians call it the big yard) a terrifying place to perform because that

stage is really meant for the huge bands of 2,000 or 3,000 and

upwards to cross, and not for a lone performer. (Picou 1984:158) 0

The latter is a “cert” for the “big yard” for Panorama ’87, if only

those pan arrangers would give it a listen. (EX 4 Jan 1987:27) 0

“Licks like fire,” predicted Cypher, while Joe Tempo has his eyes set

on the national semi-finals, and “from there, straight for the ‘big

yard’," he boasted. (77V 30 Nov 1990: 1) 0 The curtain falls this week-

end on 100 years of racing at the “Big Yard” Queen’s Park Savan-

nah... against the backdrop of the lush Northern Range and the

Laventille Hills with its mosaic of houses. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:26) 0 I

especially tip my hat to Brother Marvin, whose “Jahaji Bhai” is one

of my favourites, and according to some buffs, is likely to propel him
to the Dimanche Gras Big Yard. (TTM 2 Feb 1996:9)

bihakhar, biyakar v Marry; married; to get married /bihakar/ (< Bh
bihakar, byahkar ‘marriage’) = married 0 “They bihakhar next week-

end.” (1990) 0 “He eh bihakhar as yet.” (1990) 0 “Ai, Pratap son

biyakar, allyuh eh know dat.” (1990)

bihjli 1 n Lightning; thunderbolt, /bidfti/ (< H bijlT ‘lightning’) 0

“Look bijli strike dey.” (1990)

2 n Used to compare shiny or flashy clothing or jewelry. 0 “You look-

ing like bihjli.” 0 “The dress look like bihjli.”

bihlaa, bilai n Male cat (female = BIHLI). /bila:, bilai/ (< H-Bh bila,

bilar, billa ‘male cat’) 0 “Doh trus dem bilaar wid lil babies.” (1990)

bihli n Female cat (male = BIHLAA). /bili/ (< H-Bh bill ‘female cat’) 0

“When dem bihlli ha young one dey does tote dem all about in dey

mouth.” (1990)

bikini and broomstick phr Of a CARNIVAL BAND, having minimal

costumes. 0 Bandleaders, they tell us, make heaps of money each

year, raking in the cash “for a bikini and a broomstick,” to use the

classic denigration as coined by Pan Trinbago President, Owen Ser-

rette. (TTM24 Jan 1993:30)

bilaaye v Destroy. (< Bh bilaye ‘vanish’) 0 “Everything in Charlotte

Street was bilaaye.” (1990)

bilasi gaddi n Annual memorial service for the dead amongst the

Hindu Sieuwnarine sect. (< H-Bh) = ghadi 0 Today is the bilasi gadi

for him. Today is he bilasi gadi.

bilge n A good time, drinking and partying. = >spree 9 To run a bilge,

to have a great time. (Mendes 1985:14)

bilimbi n Averrhoa bilimbi , a cultivated shrub or small tree. Leaves

pinnate, flowers whitish in centre with recurved crimson petals.

Flowers and fruit borne on old branches most of the year. Finger-

shaped fruits are acidic, greenish-yellow, with watery flesh and white

seeds, used for pickles and preserves; the juice is also used to shine

brass vessels, /bilimbi/ (< Malay bilimbing , H belambu, bilambu,

Tamil pilimbi) = amrak, condision, comichon, cucumber tree 0 (Wil-

liams & Williams 1949:76)

bill n obs A type of cutlass. (< E bill ‘an implement for pruning, etc.

having a long blade with a concave edge, often ending in a sharp

hook, and a long or short wooden handle’ < E billhook ‘a heavy thick

knife or chopper with a hooked end’) 0 Most of them bore on their

shoulder their several implements of labour, viz. a bill, a hoe, and a

spade, on which were hung a pair of wooden clogs, a gourd for

holding water, a calabash to eat from, and a blue osnaburg mantle.

(Wilkins 1854:148) 0 Bill have strong an’ waterish punkin. An
observer of a quarrel, or a person commenting on the action of a pow-

erful man toward his weaker neighbor, might use this saying in the

sense of, “No use bothering with him, he take advantage of you

because you’re down.” (Herskovits 1945:206) 0 Dull bill ha’ trength

pan watrish pungkin. (Weak ones take advantage of those weaker

than they.) (Daniel msl ca 1960)

bilna see BAELNA

bilni 1 n Zeta argiUaceum , a potter wasp; small dark reddish-brown,

very narrow waist; makes globular, pot-like mud nests about a half

inch in diameter. (< H birni ‘a wasp’) 0 “ft have two kind of bilnee.

One is a yellow jep, makes a long nest, and the little black one does

make the one like a gugree.” (1990)

2 n Trypoxylon a/bipes , an organ-pipe mud wasp, glossy black, which

builds a long cylindrical mud nest, often on walls. 0 “ft have two kind

of bilnee. One is a yellow jep, makes a long nest, and the little black

one does make the one like a gugree.” (1990)

3 n Sceliphron spp., mud-dauber wasps, yellow and black. 0 “ft have

two kind of bilnee. One is a yellow jep, makes a long nest, and the

little black one does make the one like a gugree.” (1990)

4 n A sty; a sometimes painful swelling on the eyelid. (< H bilni

‘stye’) = cattle boil 0 “My eye have a bilni.” (1990)

bilwaawe v Squander, waste; usu. money or property. (< Bh bilana

‘cause to vanish; dispose of’) 0 He bilwaawe all the money.
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Bim 1 n Barbados. 0 Two months after carnival was over and “Baje”

was safely back in Bim, poor Jenny had to tell her mother. (Bain

1974:5)

2 n Barbadian. = Baj
1

,
>Bajan* 0 The man and woman are late arriv-

als from the land of the ‘Bims’ and have been living at New Town as

man and wife. (POSG 3 Oct 1907:2) 0 There was a good story current

of a bim who tried to see if he could do him over a leg of mutton

which his dog had stolen. (Inniss 1932)

3 n Bin; rubbish bin; wastebasket. 0 “I come to take up de bim.”

(1990)

bim and bam phr Very much alike; usu. said of two people who are

always together. = biff and bam 0 Hear them telling Bim and Bam
how Sparrow is dey man. (Sparrow “Child Father” 1963, in Rodman
1971:221) 0 Bim and Bam people called us. Eb and Zeb. (Hosein

1980:109) 0 The most noticeable thing Mervyn and Suruj have in

common are their three-piece suits... [they] must have looked like

bim and bam. (TTM 1983)

bim-bim n obs Part of a man’s suit of DRAPES, a long suit jacket with

padded shoulders and a tight waist. = saga-coat 0 The jacket, too, the

bim-bim, or saga-boy-coat, has an eccentric and individual cut. There

is no padding in the shoulders, a wasp waist, a vent up the back, and

lappets that descend in some cases... as low as the voluminously trou-

sered knee. They are sometimes cut square in front, so that the whole

lower part forms a kind of elongated bell. (Fermor 1950: 175)

Bimiti virus part An arbovirus of the Guama Group, TRVL 8362, car-

ried by Culex mosquitos, identified in the Melajo Forest, Trinidad, in

1955. 0 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ICTVdb 2002

bin, been part Tob, arc Tr A grammatical particle used before a verb

to indicate that the action took place some time previously; an “ante-

rior past” marker. This particle is sometimes replaced by had used in

the same way; unlike E had, it does not need a past tense verb in

immediate proximity. This marker form is characteristic of many cre-

ole languages, but there may be African influences in the way it is

used. (< E been, past participial form of be) = di
1

0 “Me bin walk so,

one hell-ob-a-way, All a’ way till me meet up Dry Ribber.” (TG 2 Oct

1827) 0 Yam-yam no bin dare, fire bin out. (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 If I bin

tink say Missa - bin go treet me like dat, I no bin bring me complain

taal Sir, - I bin fling de man one kik, I bin go nok em rite dong, Sar,

an finish wid em. (TSp 8 Jan 1848: 2) 0 I bin call after one o de

Gubnar Massa, so you see I is one respectable man - an I bin bom
king in foo me country sar. (TSp 8 Jan 1848:2 0 “Hey!” said the

youth... “me been a look for you; me just hear alarm-bell ’pon de

Fountain Estate.” (Wilkins 1854:337) 0 She bin see plenty nagas dere

lik sheself an eben de parson man wha kep skool in Chacon treet, he

bin dere too. (7Y 13 Apr 1892) 0 By de wey! me now remember, dey

ben ave one gran wedding here satiday, ah bin some ting wort wile.

(PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 As foo de dancing, you no how crapo ah jump;
well so som ah dem bin ah dance, an de gentlemans now wey bin

have on coat, believe me sah if you bin see dem, you no bin go no de

difference from dem face an dem coat dey bin so black. (PC 27 Aug
1904) 0 From Grande to Sans Souci, from Toco to Town, de maestro

been known to all. (Rollocks 1975:3) 0 Ahwesuh be'n know two
basic kina people - “bakra” and “nigger”; buh after a time ahwe be’n

invent ah next’ kine - not to do wid nutten ’boh how yuh look but wid
if yuh behave aberrant and confusing.... ahwe did mek de name foo

dah kina people suh simple: ahwe use to carl dem “bakra-nigger”.

(TG 27 July 1998:1 1)

bin a, bina part arc A grammatical particle phrase used before a verb

to indicate that the action took place some time previously, either

continously while something else happened, or repeatedly over a

period of time, e.g. “used to”; a “non-completive” (“continuous” or

“habitual”) “anterior past” marker. (< bin + a4)
= bin da 0 “Oui, Mon-

sieur Louis,” replied the bearer of the flag of truce: “you bin a see me
at Massa La Roche’s habitation.” (Joseph 1838b, 1:30) 0 As foo de

bruck back grecian, ah no know how she manage foo keep she

mouth-lip shut dat night; as foo she back, ah see she bin ah try foo hal

am in dat night, but am was no use, de more she hal am in de worst de

bruck back bin ah push out. (PC 27 Aug 1904) 0 De bes joke ah wen

de musicians an dem bin ah play ah two-step waltz gie dem, well I

neber see ting so yet (Oui foote); not one ah dem bin no how foo

dance am, soom ah dem bin ah gallop, soom bin ah dance paseo an

others bin ah waltz am, ah sah, ah fus ah laff, ah laff so tell me mout

nearly tear. (PC 27 Aug 1904) 0 Weh fly bin ah do befo’ so’ foot

come? ’E nuh bin ah live pon molasses. (What happened before such

a situation was possible? One did the best one could.) (Daniel msl ca

1960) 0 ws yx bin a do - What were you doing? mi ds a praktis - I

was practising. (Webster 1979) 0 “Mi bina monitor but mi only bina

get 60cents. Per month. In those days. The headmaster bina get $18.

The second master bina $16... Mi nuh bina skylark, you know. Mii na

bina mek fun a school, you know. All ah want a mi book.” (James &
Youssef 2002:35) 0 “How much money mi bina draw a golf course at

dem time de? Labourer bina get about ten someting a day.” (James &
Youssef 2002: 113)

binay v Select, esp. pick and choose good grains. (< H-Bh) =

pachkay 1

,
pichkay

1

, >pick 0 “Binay the good ones.” (1990)

bin da part obs A grammatical particle phrase used before a verb to

indicate that the action took place some time previously, continously

while something else happened, or repeatedly over a period of time; a

“non-completive” (“continuous” or “habitual”) “anterior past” marker.

(< bin + da3
)
= >bin a 0 By Garra, da nagar read en paper lek so bin

nuise lang time fou yerry backra read Proclamation when dem bin da

gie nagar ‘quatre piquet.’ (TSn 8 April 1858)

bindi n A tiny dot, red or black, worn in the centre of an Indian

woman’s forehead. It can indicate status or be an ornament. (< H-Bh
bindi ‘spot, mark’) 0 (Ramlaklian 1990a:7)

bin go part arc A grammatical particle phrase indicating a future

action in the past, usu. expressing a conditional sense. Generally

equivalent to E would have, was going to. (< bin + go 1

) 0 Me bin go

tell dat ugly white cockroach of a Schoolmaster. (POSG 10 Oct

1843:2) 0 If I bin tink say Missa bin go treet me like dat, I no bin

bring me complain taal Sir, - 1 bin fling de man one kik, I bin go nok

em rite dong. (TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 Yoo mus bin dey foh see de

plase, pahtiklar de trace to pas to see de race, watah an mud meke ah

oshan, eff yoo bin fly mud bin go get pan yoo. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 Ef

teet nuh bin hard Gard bin go gie fowl. (Everyone cannot master

every situation.) (Daniel msl ca 1960)

bip adv The sound of something falling, usu. not something very

large, or a heart beating. (< Wolof bip ) 0 He begin he nancy torey,

say, da ‘Mamin Poce’ write em na blue water no England; den me
buddy cum yerry backra chark - me bin shake - me hart go bip! bip!

bip! - tree time me sey, warra dish ya? (TSn 8 April 1858)

bipat, beepat n Trouble; difficulty; pain; worries. (< H-Bh bipati

‘calamity; misfortune’) 0 "That is real beepat.” (1990) 0 "That family

only have bipat.” (1990)

bip-bip adv The sound of something falling in stages, or falling and

rolling. (< Wolof bip ) 0 “Why these fellas like to attack me like this?

It’s true that people don’t pelt mango tree with green mango. But, let

Kitchie put he life at stake. Don’t stay from far and pelt. Leh him

climb, leh mih break one of dem branches with him on it, and let him

fall, bip-bip, biprico.” (EX 11 Feb 1993:1)

bira see BERA

biraaje v Be dissatisfied; waste time. (< H-Bh) 0 “He only biraaje.”

(1990)

biraha 1 An introductory song sung to each succceeding DOHA round

of the AHIR DANCE. (< H-Bh birha ‘pain’) = birha 0 Biraha: This

song type was brought to Trinidad by the Ahirs (cowherd caste). The

Biraha is an introductory song sung to each succceeding round of

the Ahir Dance... it is composed and sung extemporaneously by the

singer on any subject, but more often its theme is some current topic

in the form of “Dohas” (rhyming couplets). (Ahyoung 1977:70)

2 n An improvised Hindu religious song, locally composed in clas-

sical style. (< H-Bh biraha ’) 0 "Mansaram could sing a biraha, man,

i make yuh dance by force.” 0 (Palladin 1970)

bird, bud n Penis. /bAd/ 0 He have bird, man!
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bird-beak pliers, bud-beak pliers n A type of pliers with an angled

tip (E bent-nose pliers), (fr resemblance of curved tip to a bird’s

curved beak) 0 "Hand me the bud-beak pliers.” (2000)

bird-chest n A small or flat chest; usu. negative. 0 Bud Ches’. Bird

chest. A tease directed to small or flat-chested persons. (Mendes

1985:22) 0 He unbutton he shirt and he have bird-chest,

bird-eating snake n Pseustes poecilonotus polylepis , a non-venomous

snake, (fr birds as a common part of its diet) = cutlah, cutlass
5

, >dos

cocorite, mahogany rat snake, olive-brown snake, puffing snake
1

,

shapely snake 0 (Boos 200 1 a: 136)

bird foot, bud foot n Thin legs; usu. negative, (fr thinness of birds’

legs relative to their bodies) 0 She was conscious of her narrow hips

and thin legs... once Afrose told her, "Why yuh ent go way wid yuh

bud foot. Yuh ent have no shape, yuh have to wear foe petticoat when
yuh goin out.” (Lewis 1972:17)

bird lime 1 n Cordia collococca, a native tree; fruit cherry-like with

very sticky pulp, used to catch birds. (< E bird lime ‘sticky substance

used to catch birds’) = clammy cherry, >manjack

2 n Sapium glandulosum
,
a native evergreen tree to 30 m (98') tall.

Very sticky latex sap used to catch birds. = bois lait, gum tree,

>milkwood 0 (FTT 1979-2-10:680-1)

birdman n A man who keeps and displays songbirds for competitions.

(< bird + man1 ) 0 “Is a hobby, you cyar be minding children or drink-

ing all the time,” one birdman at Curepe says. (EX 21 March 1993:2)

0 The 30 or 40 birdmen who are now gathered mainly have chi-

kichongs, which are faster than picoplats though slower than robins...

They are all adult males, vie mal in patois - the younger males and

females being brown - because cut berlin or bird racing is about male

competition. (EX 21 March 1993:2)

bird-peck(ed), bud-peck adj Describing fruit that has been picked at

or partially eaten by birds. = bektay", bird-pick, jalbet 0 ‘You have

any bird-pecked ones?’... Mrs. Rojas was quite happy to sell

bird-pecked mangoes in her back verandah to the village children, but

she did not want it to get further than them. (Persaud 1990:91)

bird pepper n Capsicum annuum var., a cultivated or naturalized

shrub 1-3 m (3.9-10'), with erect or straggling branches. Leaves

ovate, pointed, sometimes with ribs hairy, to 9 cm (3.5"). Fruit a rela-

tively short, elongated-conical pointed berry, to 2.6 cm (1"), green,

red or orange. (< E bird pepper,
fr this type of pepper being much

liked by birds) 0 Bird peppers. (TA 1933,10-5:125) 0 (Williams &
Williams 1949:104) 0 She took an avocado pear, cut it up and ate it

with bread, olive oil, saltfish and bird pepper, (de Boissiere 1956:192)

0 You pass many big-leaved Dasheen plants, two little bird-pepper

trees, and a few oddly assorted wild plants. (The Nation , Christmas

Annual 1959:45) 0 Under the star-apple trees the low bush was red

with bird pepper and Mr Gidharee picked some of them and put them

into his pocket. (Anthony 1967:67) 0 Today she had clipped a red bird

pepper or two into the pilao and the flavouring it gave to the chicken

and rice was a joyful new pleasure. (McDonald 1969:35) 0 Cassava,

red sweet potatoes... two hot bird-peppers - one yellow and one red -

chives, garden herbs collectively referred to as ‘seasoning’ and a

tablespoon of red Norwegian butter were added. (Persaud 1990:20) 0

And we used to reach on time when they sharing the food. Get we lit-

tle calabash with we food, we throw we salt and we little bird pepper

we done eat and we gone down the road. (OPNL June 1994:6) 0 Bird-

pepper. Leaves are warmed and applied as a poultice on swollen or

bruised limbs. The whole fruit is swallowed for gas pains. (Seaforth

etal 1998:524)

bird-pick, bud-pick adj Of fruit, picked at or partially eaten by birds.

= bektay
2

, bird-peck(ed), jalbet 0 (Haynes 1987:3 1 ) 0 “If the child not

talking, feed bird-pick fruit in a boli .” (1990)

bird race, bird racing n A contest of song birds in which the birds are

judged on the length of time, quantity, and quality of their song or

whistle. = cut bullin 0 The 30 or 40 birdmen who are now gathered

mainly have chikichongs, which are faster than picoplats though

slower than robins... They are all adult males, vie mal in patois - the

younger males and females being brown - because cut berlin or bird

racing is about male competition. (EX2\ March 1993:2)

bird-seed grass n Urochloa fasciculata [= Brachiaria fasciculata,

Panicum fasciculatum ] (E brown-top millet), a tufted annual native

grass with blunt spikelets (i.e. seeds), (fr use as food for birds) 0 All

here is bird-seed grass.

birds of feathers n obs An original WHE-WHE mark. 0 The paper con-

tained seven Chinese marks known in whewhe as the “seven birds of

feathers”. (Alexander 1909)

bird-speed adv Quickly, (fr quickness of birds in flight) 0 If you see

she run down the road bird-speed.

bird vine n Any of several parasitic native climbing plants, esp. Phthi-

rusa adunca , Phoradendron piperoides, and Loranthus sp. (fr seeds

being spread by birds eating the fruits) = guatepajaro, kaka zwazo,

mistletoe
1

,
vage 0 There is an exhibition of the effects of bird vine on

the cocoa tree. The vine grows on the tree and sends its roots into the

trunk where it feeds on the sap. The moment the tree begins to die, the

vine begins also. (TTM22 Jan 1909:12) 0 The neglect that he spoke

of, was the abundance of grass and bird vine. (TG 14 Jan 1920:3) 0

Bird vine... This whole group of plants, the Loranthaceae, are very

noxious weeds and are proclaimed pests under the Plant Protection

Ordinance. They are parasites or semi-parasites on orchard and forest

trees. (Laurence 1976:11) 0 [The cravat eats] berries, especially of

mistletoe (Loranthus) and the “bird-vine” (Phthirusa ), which are usu-

ally found rather high in trees; also forages for insects, (ffrench

1991:365) 0 She had seen a few examples of this where bird vine and

wild-pine smothered the cocoa trees. (Boodhoo 1994:140)

birha n arc A type of traditional Indian song. (< H bira ‘pain’) =

biraha 0 Birha, rasiva and Alha-Udal (Rudal), the ballads from North

India, are now disappearing. But the singing of the Ramayana and

other bhajans are still very popular. (Jha 1973:35)

biriffle see BERIFFLE

birth night party n A Hindu ceremony held six days after the birth of

a child.= >chathi 0 You having a big birth night party tonight. (Selvon

1991a:23)

birth not boat phr A citizen bom in Trinidad and Tobago as opposed

to someone who immigrated. = bom2
0 To come here by “birt’ not

boat”. (Mendes 1985:15)

birth paper n Birth certificate; official document of name, date and

place of birth. 0 Find out why this woman, who doesn’t own a birth

paper, is still allowed to hold down her job as a Senior clerk. (TTM 5

June 1987:6) 0 “Other caring neighbours tried to get them into a

school but couldn’t because their mother didn’t have their birth

papers and immunization cards.” (TTM 3 Jan 1993:24) 0 She is still

holding the birth paper for her “missing” child. (TTM

2

Feb 1996:14)

biryani n An Indian dish made of rice, meat or fish, and vegetables.

(< H-U biryani ‘a dish made of meat and rice’) 0 Biriyaani... is at

present served by Muslims on special birthday parties., or a gala fes-

tivity. It is often confessed by some Muslim elders that in days gone

by, when their mother made a pot of Biriyaani, “the aroma and

fragrance that emanated from it was sufficient to make the most fas-

tidious smack their lips in anticipation.”... It is made of rice, meat

(chicken or mutton) [or fish], vegetables, spices, milk and other

ingredients. (Raghoo 1984:15)

bisarjan n A type of song in the AHIR DANCE, the last one. (< H
bisarjan ‘end; finishing part’) 0 The Biraha is an introductory song

sung to each succceeding round of the Ahir Dance... it is composed

and sung extemporaneously by the singer on any subject, but more

often its theme is some current topic in the form of “Dohas” (rhyming

couplets). After this comes the “Alcari,” the main composition, then

the “Bisarjan” rounds off the whole piece. It is sung mostly at wed-

dings and special occasions by two or three persons competing

against one another... The instruments used are Nagra drums and

jhals. (Ahyoung 1977:70)

bisca n arc A Portuguese card game. 0 Billiards tournaments as well

as a Portuguese card game called
‘

bisca ’ were well-loved leisure

activities among Portuguese men, although women sometimes played

the card game at home. (Ferreira 1989:26)
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biscuit lv Chip; flake off in pieces when hit. 0 One of the men asked

for a top. ‘Gi’ me a balata’ wood. Me son birthday tomorrow, an’ he

say that the best kin’, it don’t biscuit so easy.’ (McDonald 1969:66)

2 n A small piece or chip, esp. one broken off a wooden top. See also

MAKFAN. 0 “You try to massacre the top?” “Yeah. Anything could

happen to that top. That top could get a peahole, it could get a biscuit,

it could split in two.” “What is the real objective behind your game?”

“Well, you really trying to damage the man top.” (“Top-making”

Gayelle 13, 19 Dec 1985) 0 “Every shot is a biscuit and that could be

aggravating to the fellow losing the top.” (1990) 0 For “jigs”, there

was a special way, for the winners, of wrapping the top with the ling,

by taking a half hitch around the “head” and another around the nail

and in this way swinging the top, like a rock at the end of a string, at

the losing top and try to split the loser or inflict a “biscuit” or a

“mack-fan” (just a bruise). A pea hole was considered a small price to

pay when one came for jigs. A “biscuit” was a flake that was knocked

off the side of the top making it impossible to spin without “kilketay-

ing.” (2005)

3 n A very large cake-like biscuit about 14cm in diameter. 0 (Mendes

1985:14)

4 n arc A man’s straw hat (E boater), having a low crown and a small

flat brim, with ribbon trim around the crown. = biscuit hat 0 He was

very nattily dressed, in a blue and white striped shirt with a cream and

blue striped tie wearing the kind of straw hat we used to call a “bis-

cuit” and baggy white flannel pants. (Araujo 1984:13) 0 The kind of

hats that the British called boaters but we know as biscuits. (Araujo

1984:35)

5 n Anartia jatrophe, a butterfly, wingspan 5 cm (2"). Whitish, black

dots on wings; brownish yellow markings on margins. = flam-flam 0

(Kaye 1921:29) 0 Yesterday I saw a little fellow running after a

[butterfly] not a Page and he told me it was a biscuit. I had not heard

that name for a long time. (ES 23 Sept 1926:3) 0 (Barcant 1970:79)

biscuit drum n obs A cylindrical steel container, about 50cm long and

43cm in diameter, used widely as a percussion instrument in early

STEELBANDS. It was carried on a player’s shoulders by means of a

rope fastened to each end, and struck with a hand or stick. It could

also be played by someone walking backwards in front of the drum,

(fr use of metal BISCUIT TINS) = biscuit pan, boom, cuff boom, slap

bass 0 Oh, whether rich man, poor man, everyone had the fete. The
bamboo and the biscuit drums. (Caresser “Freedom and Liberty”

1940) 0 Music in the majority of cases was furnished by the biscuit

drums and dustbin orchestras; the performers on which instruments

exhibited a degree of skill and brought forth the rhythm which partic-

ularly suited the maskers. (POSG 25 Feb 1941:2 in Stuempfle

1995:35) 0 Biscuit drum (biscuit tin): cylindrical steel container used

widely in early pan bands. Its medium size and light weight made it

ideal for being carried around the neck and struck (“cuffed”) with the

heel of the hand, producing a deep, resonant bass tone (indeed, it was
sometimes used as a substitute for a bass drum in early makeshift

steel band drumsets)... Dimensions: diameter - 50.5 cm, length -

42.8 cm, diameter of lid opening - 17.7 cm. (Thomas 1985:377) 0

The large biscuit drum was used as a cuff boom or slap bass, which
produced one low sound of indefinite pitch when struck with a hand
wrapped in cloth, a tennis ball, or a stick wrapped with rubber. Some-
times a player tapped the side of the drum with his other hand or

another individual tapped it with two sticks. (Steumpfle 1995:38) 0
1932-1939: Tamboo bamboo bands give way to biscuit drum bands.

Made from recycled biscuit drums, 2 to 4-note “kettle drums,” and

8-note “ping pong” pans with convex playing surfaces emerge. These
drums are typically held with one hand and played with the other.

Notes are added to ping pong pans to meet the demands of specific

melodies. (Derek 1998:64)

biscuit hat n A stiff flat hat with a small crown and broad brim, usu.

of felt but sometimes straw. = biscuit
4
0 Some Carnival mas used to

have biscuit hat.

biscuit pan n A BISCUIT TIN used as a musical percussion instrument,

(ft use of metal biscuit tins) = biscuit drum, boom, cuff boom, clap

bass 0 Other bands would part for Abbasynia and his demonic retinue

to pass, chanting “Pay the Devil, pay the Devil!” to a furious tattoo

drummed on a biscuit pan by an imp: pak-pak, pak-pak-pak. (EX-2

13 Feb 1994:3)

biscuit tin n A metal container for cakes, biscuits or crackers, usu.

about four gallons in capacity, with a pop-on top. 0 Complete with his

accompanist beating out a monotonous cacophony on an empty oil or

biscuit tin, [the Jab Molasi] gyrates his pelvis in exaggerated move-

ments forward and backward. (Ahye 1978:29) 0 A new container had

been introduced which proved more attractive: the metal drum. This

drum was similar to a Carbide tin except that it was a little shorter and

wider in size. The “new” Bermudez biscuit tins were once sold for

one shilling (24 cents) per unit at all parlours, grocery shops and other

retail outlets. (Lange 1989:2)

biscuit wood 1 n Ilex arimensis, a medium-sized native evergreen

tree, girth to 1.5 m (5'). Bark thin, whitish-grey, smoothish, with hori-

zontal crinkles. Underbark brittle, mottled brown and white. Leaves

obovate, 11.2 x 2.8 cm (4.5 x 1.75"), leathery, smooth, with short

blunt drip tip, base wedge-shaped. 0 (Marshall 1934:99) 0 (Beard

1946:33)

2 Casearia decandra [== C. parvifolia, C. serrulata], a shrub or small

tree to 10 m (30'). Leaves elliptical or obovate with a long tapered

point. Fruit red, globose, fleshy, 1 cm (.39") diameter. = pipewood 1

,

wild cherry
1

0 (FTT 1940-1-7:422) 0 (Beard 1946:29)

biskankwen, buiskankwen adj arc Meddlesome; causing neigh-

bourly discord and uproar, /biskarjkwen/ (poss. < Fr bistourne

‘twisted; wrenched’) 0 That woman too biskankwen.

biskwankay, biskankay, bisquenkay adj Twisted or falling apart; of

a person, awkward, clumsy, deformed, or with a speech impediment,

/biskwaqke/ (< Sp bizcuerno, bizcuerna ‘person with cross-eyes or

twisted limbs’) 0 (Mendes 2003:20) 0 She screw so much she blasted

thing come bisquankay. (1995)

bison 1 n Bos bubalis (E buffalo, water buffalo), a large mammal;
originally imported from India, used for pulling carts, for milk and

meat. (<E bison, usu. Bos americanus, the American ‘buffalo’) =

animal, bhaisa, buffalo, buffalypso, hog-cattle, mud cow 0 Three ani-

mals - a bison and two mules - working on a sugar plantation in

Longdenville died a few days ago. (TG 7 June 1933:6) 0 All available

farm yard manures (from bison and mule pens) is returned to the soil

applying this manure at the rate of twenty to twenty-five tons to the

acre. (Hutchison & Taylor 1953:18) 6 After lunch, the boys went to

Orange Grove Savannah where the grass was kept low and neat by

herds of estate bullocks and bison driven around and grazed by little

cow-boys during the week days. (Alladin 1970b:47) 0 He would take

the long winding path past the mule pen, past Pen Nana’s house - Pen

Nana who looked after the bisons and cows. (Gosine 1992:21) 0 He
also looked after cattle, mostly bison. (Deen 1994:225)

2k A fat person. = bhaisa
2
0 Worse yet, you should hear Dada, argu-

ing with my Dip and the bison next door. (TG 23 Dec 1990: 14)

bit, bitt n obs A small unit of money, about eight to ten cents of a dol-

lar, sometimes twelve and a half. (< E bit ‘any of several small silver

coins forming fractions of the Spanish dollar, or their value in current

money, usu. in the southern U.S. and the W. Indies’) 0 She asked for a

bitt’s worth of plantains. (TG 11 May 1827:3) 0 Dances ... kept by a

black woman who encourages a parcel of slaves and free negroes to

dance every Sunday night, until a late hour; receives from each negro

one or two bits a week to give a “hop” to them. (POSG 15 Feb 1833,

in de Verteuil 1992:206) 0 On searching his person, prosecutor found

$1, 8V2 bits and a stampee. (TS 4 Oct 1839:3) 0 Indeed, for a British

colony, the monetary system of Trinidad is most disgraceful. An Eng-

lish sixpence will only pass for a bit (fivepence here), and a shilling

for a franc. (Day 1852-1 : 176) 0 Awee free man lek a wee so no blige

fou work two bit a day when no hab sweet patata, no hab yam, no hab

cushcush, no hab caan, no hab punkin, no hab dry pease, no hab nut-

tin da grung. (TSn 8 April 1 858) 0 Any how ah tell he dat he mus put

de six bits on it becos ah do de wuk too cheap a’reddy. (PC 4 June

1904) 0 A bit was the unit of comparison and all prices were quoted

in Bits and half Bits; the Bit being of the value of 10 cents. The half-

bit or 5 cent piece was the most popular coin and half of that called a
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tampay or stampe was the smallest quantity which one was supposed

to purchase. There being no actual coin of that value it was made up

with a penny and a farthing. (Inniss 1932) 0 Bit - eight cents. (Daniel

msl ca 1960) 0 The universal coin in silver was the Spanish eight

reales or dollar struck at the Spanish colonial mints in America...

With the shortage of the smaller minted denominations, it became

customary towards the end of the seventeenth century for persons to

cut the dollar into segments or bits for small change. It was from this

practice that the term "Bitt” came into use to express the value of a

reale, and later to represent a denomination of money. (Pridmore

1965:9) 0 Trinidad. Local Coinages, Silver. 1804. Cut half and quar-

ter segments of the Spanish Provincial 1 Real. 1/2 Bitt or Sixpence.

1/4 Bitt or Threepence. Cut half and quarter segments of the Spanish

Provincial Real were in normal circulation prior to the acquisition of

Trinidad by Britain, and in the first currency Regulation dated

9th February 1904 the two segments were accorded a local tender sta-

tus of 6d and 3d currency. On 16th February 1804 a Committee was

appointed to call in all B1TTS (i.e. Reals) for the purpose of causing

them to be cut into half and quarter parts as an official action to

increase the small money supply. (Pridmore 1965:223) 0 He earned,

too, further cheap popularity over the Two Bit Piece controversy. The

Pistereen or 5 sou or two bit piece as it was known, when justly

divided into four equal quarters constituted the Half Bit, a much used

coin. Unprincipled individuals cut the Pistereen into 5 or 6 pieces

instead of four, so the hucksters and market people, rather than be

fooled, rejected all half-bit pieces. On the complaints of all classes of

the community. Sir Lewis Grant ordered that the Pistereen ‘regularly'

cut, that is, in the proper shape and size, be accepted as heretofore. At

this there was universal rejoicing and he was praised for ‘his great

solicitude.' (de Verteuil 1981:46) 0 You would say, “How much
for that piece a yam?” “Two bit, ma'am.” (Daniel 1990) 0 Bit: Four-

pence sterling or 8 cents. Half-bit, two pence sterling or 4 cents, (de

Verteuil 1992:380)

bitch n A tough, ungrateful, unpleasant person, either male or female.

(< E bitch ‘a malicious, difficult or unpleasant woman’) 0 “You Eng-

lish bitches better look out for all-you selves. Uh tell you that!” (de

Boissiere 1952:245) 0 “You rest enough? You ready for a little sweat-

ing now?... I'll work you like a bitch today, boy - come on!”

(Anthony 1967:118) 0 The foreman was saying: ‘We really have

some crazy bitches working on this gang.’ (Lovelace 1968:193) 0 “I

sure you never ride a woman in you life. De day a woman lie down
for you, you go run like a mule. You modderass one foot bitch!”

(Ladoo 1972:76) 0 The girl was always pregnant, and then that bitch

of a man went out in the car and left her at home with a black eye and

a buss up mouth to fend for herself. (Jones 1973:97) 0 “Over here,

married men making the bachelors look small. The bitches so bold-

face! Walk in to a night club with a date and they swarm around like

sharks. .. This time, all they want is to make a pass at the girl an make
you look stupid. Before you even order a drink they asking her for a

set!” (Ramkeesoon 1975:27-8) 0 ‘But all you is some bitch, man.

Desbat nearly hold me.’ ‘Boy, we sorry,’ Cyril said. ‘We just didn’t

have time to look back.’ (Gosine 1992:25)

bite 1 v Cause pain in stomach from hunger. (< obs E bite ‘hurt

sharply; sting with pain’) 0 Prehaps you guts must be now biting you.

Ah no dat you miss de koo-koo and de wara-warap way you use to get

fram me. (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 “Me belly bitin me.” ( 1990)

2 v Itch; have or feel irritation of the skin. = scratch 0 My skin is

biting me.

3 n A sting from an insect, (in many Bantu languages, the words for E
bite and sting are identical, e.g., Kikongo tatika ; also < obs E bite

‘hurt sharply; sting with pain’) 0 We saw an interesting wasp’s nest...

with due precautions against "bites” (as the country Creoles call the

sting) we got hold of the nest. (Mole 1894a:7)

bite finger nail phr Be in trouble. 0 Man, dese days ah bitin me finger

nail. (Ottley 1971:9)

bite like crab phr Retaliate; fight back quickly and angrily. 0 (Haynes

1987:63)

bite nice phr Usu. used with negative, as being tough, doing a good
job, not fooling around, (overly) serious. = >eat nice 0 He eh bitin

nice at all these days.

bite up 1 adj Angry; quarrelsome; uncooperative. 0 I went down there

late, too late for the doubles, vex, bite up like crab because I didn’t

get to eat up the barra. (Pires 1 995e: 15)

2 adv In an angry, quarrelsome, uncooperative manner. 0 The behav-

iour of these pepper pot people has been, of late, shackal, to say the

least; their attitude, more than bite up. (Macaw 1960:67) 0 Get on bite

up - to fuss, be fussy over small incidents, to be a spoil sport. (John

1973) 0 “One little let down an is so you gettin’ on bite up?” (Baptiste

1993:18)

bitha n A plaited pad made of cloth, grass, cane leaves or rice stalk

used as a cushion for resting a load upon the head. (< H-Bh bitha

‘head cushion used for carrying pots of water’) = >kata 0 “When we
toting three four bundle a grass we ha to make bitha and put on we
head.” (1990)

bits n A story; gossip. (< E bit ‘small amount of something’) 0 Gi me
a bits. (Alleyne 1974-80)

bits of magic phr Objects used to dissipate or cause evil. (< E bit

‘small amount of something’) 0 One man told me that some person in

the village... had worked some Obeah against him when he was mar-

ried. He had found “bits of magic” outside his house, including knot-

ted strings, and a note to the effect that he would die in a few months.

(Klass 1961:180)0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

bitt see BIT

bitta n An extension to enable a player to reposition his marble, the

length from elbow to tip of little finger when the hand is spread, /bita/

(< H bitta ‘span; hand’s breadth’; poss. < E bittas ‘mark to be toed;

starting point in leaping or playing’)

bitter 1 adj Of pepper, very hot. 0 De peppuh bittuh/bitter, hot hot,

very hot, especially referring to seven-pod peppuh/pepper. (Haynes

1987:54)

2 adj Tob Of a person, not easy, difficult to get along with. 0 Girl, yuh

bitter. No one could live with you.

3 adj Tob Of a person, long-suffering, suprising, uncommon in behav-

iour, incredible. 0 You mean this man beat you up last night and this

morning ask you go out and you agree - girl, you bitter, yes. (1990)

bitter aloes n Aloe vera, a cultivated succulent plant, often used

medicinally. (< E bitter, fr taste of juice + aloes) = >aloes, Barbados

aloes, ghikwari, musabar 0 Is true sa’ I has me little c’lection o’ bitter

aloes, an serio, an sich like as we po’ peeples dos use for remedys.

(POSG 15 Dec 1907:6) 0 “Den ah would grate a little bitter aloes,

mix it wid some rose water and ah have dem." (Macaw 1960:32) 0

When the times comes for weening the child the mother simply rubs

her nipples with bitter aloes, and where possible puts the child to

sleep in its own cot in another room. (Ottley 1979:5)

bitter ash n Quassia amara , a native tree. = >quassia 0 (Beard

1946:33)

bitter bush n Chromolaena odorata, a native plant. (< E bitter, fr taste

of leaves + bush6 )
= baby bush, >Christmas bush

1

, female Christmas

bush, fleur Noel 0 (Laurence 1976:6)

bitter cassava n Manihot esculenta, a cultivated variety of CASSAVA,

a plant with edible tubers (actually enlarged roots) containing a bitter

poisonous glycoside which must be removed by squeezing out the

juice and by cooking. The skin is thin, and must be peeled off. If tuber

is broken when raw, it separates into parts, with no hard central fibre.

When boiled it does not become soft. Considered the best kind to

make FARINE, but now not planted as much as in the past. (< E bitter,

fr taste ofjuice + cassava ) 0 [With this] they eat bitter Casava bread.

(Dowland 1843, in Archibald 2003:101) 0 There are two sorts of bit-

ter cassava - manioc and camanioc - the juice is always squeezed out

before the farine is used... He knew the bitter cassava. It is called in

French manioc. (POSG 8 Oct 1844:2) 0 The Coroner’s verdict was

death by poisoning from eating bitter cassava and no one was guilty

of felony. The Coroner advised the father of the deceased to destroy

all the cassava in his garden. (Mirror 14 Jan 1909:12) 0 The bitter
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Cassava is used for making Farine, Starch, Casareep and Cassava

Bread. The Sweet Cassava is boiled and eaten as a vegetable. (Ram-

persad 1963) 0 The “sweet” (boiling) cassave which is also known as

“kam-manioc” is also processed, but the chemical properties con-

tained in the “bitter” variety allows its by-products to be longer last-

ing. (TGMll Jan 1992)

bitter cup tree n Picraena excelsa , a tree native to Tobago and other

West Indian islands. 0 The Bitter Cup tree... a fine specimen of which

may be seen, has intensely bitter wood with tonic and insecticidal

properties. It is made into cups for holding water to produce a tonic

draught, also by brewers as a substitute for hops. (Dean 1937:27)

bitterweed n Parthenium hysterophorus

,

a straggly native weedy

herb. (< E bitter, fr odour of leaves) = country wonnwood, >white-

head (broom)
1

,
white-top, wormwood2

0 Mr. T.W. CARR writes of

this - “In look and smell it so recalls Wormwood (Artemisia) that I

call it in my M.S. flora ‘Country Wormwood,’ or ‘Bitterweed.’”

(JFNC Aug 1893:213)

biya 1 n Seed; grain. (< Bh biya ‘seed’) 0 (Jha 1973:39) 0 “Save some

com ke biya fuh meh, doh forget me yuh know.” (1990)

2 n A bundle, usu. of rice seedlings. (< H-B) 0 (Dukhedin-Lalla

1974:15)

3 n A Hindu wedding, consisting of several days of ceremonies.

(< H-Bh) = >biba

biya-khet n A KOLA of seedlings. (<H biya ‘seed’ + khet ‘field’) 0

(Jha 1973:39)

biya kola n A nursery plot for plants. (< biya
1 + kolct) = biyaari 0 All

this work, including the sowing of this biya kola , is normally done by

the male members of the family. Should the need arise, the women of

the family assist. (Klass 1961:82) 0 When they reached by the doo-

doose mango tree, they saw Ma. She was eating mud in the biya cola.

(Ladoo 1972:126) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 “Clean de biya kola to throw

de rice ke biya.” (1990) 0 The land was prepared for sowing the biya

Kola, (nursery plot) and this was done by the men. (Joshi 2003)

biyari n A nursery for young plants. (< H biya ‘seed’) = biya kola

black agouti n Sideroxylon obtusifolium buxifolium [~ Bumelia buxi-

folia], a native tree with spiny branches, rather small blunt leaves,

cloudy sap, and clusters of small flowers. 0 (FTT 1947-2-2:135)

black-and-white coral n Amphisbaena fuliginosa, a snake-like leg-

less lizard; mottled black and white, (fr colour + similar shape and

size to coral snake )
= bachac snake

2
, >black and white two-head(ed)

snake, double-head(ed) serpent
2

, double-head(ed) snake
2

, mother of

the ants
2

, serpent a deux tetes, spotted worm snake, two-head(ed)

snake 0 (Boos 1979:84)

black-and-white-face minstrel n arc A Carnival mas that imitated

and made fun of American white minstrel singers, whose players

used blackface makeup, by dressing in whiteface and similar cos-

tumes. = >minstrel, yankee4 0 Minstrels in whiteface, playing banjos,

guitars, or cuatros, often with other instruments like clappers, and
singing plantation songs from the U.S. southern states. Initially the

banjo was often used but is now often replaced with a guitar or cua-

tro. Black-and-White-Face Minstrels developed from Trinidadians

imitating American whites in blackface - thus they are Trinidadians

imitating white persons imitating black persons. These minstrels wear
a variety of clothing, often with cardboard boater hats with red tas-

sels, black bow ties, white shirts, and a waist-length jacket with pants

of various colors and patterns. (Martin 1998:222)

black-and-white-headed gecko n Spherodacvlus molei , one of the

world’s tiniest gecko lizards; found in both Trinidad and Tobago.

Male upper head can be black with bright white lengthwise stripes, or

golden, with lower parts tan-yellow; head pattern ending at back of

head; back spotted. Another pattern is dark stripes bordering lighter

length-wise stripes, breaking into spots towards rear, (fr noticeable

black and white head) = >Mole’s gecko

black-and-white thick-bill n arc Pachyramplms polychopterus tristis

[~ P. niger, Tityra nigra] (E white-winged becard), a bird, 15 cm (6")

long. Male: head and upperparts black; two prominent wing-bars;

underparts dark grey; tail tipped white. Female: head grey-brown;

upperparts olive green; wings edged buff; underparts mainly yellow-

ish; outer tail broadly tipped buff. Distinguished by its relatively large

head, and habit of cocking the head sideways. Resident in both

Trinidad and Tobago, in light forest, and edges of mangrove swamps.
= black hard-beak , becdu 0 (Roberts 1934:96)

black-and-white two-headed snake n Amphisbaena fuliginosa, a

snake-like legless lizard; mottled black and white, (fr colouration + E

two-headed snake/worm, fr similar appearance of head and tail ends)

= bachac snake", black and white coral, double head(ed) serpent",

double head(ed) snake 2
, mother of the ants, serpent a deux tetes,

spotted worm snake, two-head(ed) snake 0 (Black and White) Two-

Headed Snake. Nocturnal. Subterranean, burrows in loose soil, com-

post heaps, bachac ant and termite nests. (Greenhall 1976b:50)

black-and-yellow cojpper n Mesene icterias, a small butterfly,

(fr colours + copper )
= >copper 0 (Barcant 1970:219)

black-and-yellow rat snake n Spilotes pullatus, a non-venomous

snake, 2.4-2. 7 m (8-9') long. Black with pale yellow stripes on the

first third of its length, (fr colouration + similar appearance and diet

to American rat snake )
= clibo

2
, tiger snake, 5-tigre

1

, tigrel; black

snake, black tigre, tigro, widow2
(black form) 0 (Boos 200 la: 140)

black ant n obs Apparently a small black stinging ant, but prob. refers

to several species, (fr black colour, as many other stinging ants are

reddish) 0 The stinging black ant - one of the kind to be found in

houses - is perhaps the most abundant. They build their nests either

underground or at the roots of plants, which they generally kill. The

black ants are very fierce, and will rush out and sting severely anyone

who happens to be unfortunate enough to disturb them. (Brassey

1885:132)

black-backed snake n arc Liophis melanotus nesos, a small snake, to

60 cm (2') long. Orange with black stripes on back and sides. =

beauty of the road, >bebel (chemin), belle chemin, doctor snake
2

,

Shaw's black-backed snake, squirrel snake

black bakra, blaak backra, black backra, black buckra n arc A
black person of power and importance. See also bakra. = bukra-

nigger 0 Ah haske who gie dis cancert, dem tell me is de big blaak

backra an ee chile, ee dartah. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 A well known
scholar here... is now learning to be a Carterman, and ... is to be mar-

ried to a ‘Dogla Lady’... What satisfaction, eh! The black backra is

sure to go mad. (PC 17 Mar 1906)

black bat n A CARNIVAL MASQUERADE of the AUTHENTIC BAT
type, in which the body, head and wings are black. 0 A group of black

bats (Mr. Caracciolo was not at hand to name the species) sauntered

aimlessly about, apparently with no more object in life than that of

getting hot and dusty. (Mirror 14 Feb 1899:8)

black bead tree n Pithecellobiwn unguis-cati, a native spiny shrub,

6-10 m (19-32'). The fruit is a reddish pod curling round almost in a

circle, containing black shiny seeds partly enclosed in a white aril,

(fr shiny black seeds resembling large glass beads) = black jessy,

>bread and cheese
1

, jessy plimpa, picka
1

0 (Williams & Williams

1949:259)

black bean n A term for grading imperfection in a batch of coffee

beans. 0 All imperfections in a batch of coffee beans are calculated in

terms of black bean: 5 broken beans = 1 black bean, 3 sheets =

1 black bean, 1 small stone = 1 black bean WI. (Moore 1980:18)

black bee n Any small black stingless bee. = >bee2

black benne, black bena n Sesamum orientale var., a cultivated dark-

seeded variety of the sesame seed. (< E black, fr colour of seed +

benne)
= >black til, black tillee 0 Black bena... The seeds are a com-

forting oil and ... used in all-round medicine as a laxative. It is also

used in cooking. The seed is used in all worship. It signifies prosper-

ity. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:54)

blackbird 1 n Quiscalus lugubris (E Carib grackle), a very common
bird in both islands, 26.2 cm (10.5") long. Black, glossed purple

and green; tail long, keel-shaped. = >boat-tail
1

, common blackbird,

merle a queue en bateau, Trinidad boat-tail 0 (Belcher & Smooker
1937b:530) 0 Tick birds and black-birds flew down upon the mown
spaces and upon the donkey, and hopped out of the path of the scythe
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blade, balancing themselves with their tails, (de Boissiere 1952:84) 0

( ffrench 1991:339-40)

2 n Crotophaga ani, a large black bird. = cow-bird, mel cobo, old

witch, savanna blackbird, >tickbird
1

0 Crotophaga ani... called

“Blackbird” or “Tickbird.” it is very tame and familiar. (Taylor

1864:92)

3 n obs Platycichla flavipes, a bird, 21.2 cm (8.5") long. Male all

black (Tob) or generally black with dark grey (Trin); narrow eye-ring,

bill and legs yellow. = grive a patte jaune, grive noire, >yellow-footed

thrush 0 (Chapman 1894:22)

black-bordered white n Melete lycimnia hard, a butterfly, wingspan

5 cm (2"). Male upperside white with black forewing tips and mid-

outer margins; under lower wing bright yellow. Females bright

greeny yellow above with wide black tip; broad black margin in

lower wing with row of greeny yellow smudges; underside overall

yellow. 0 (Barcant 1970:157)

black cake n A rich, dark cake usu. made at Christmas-time, contain-

ing candied fruit, sugar and rum. 0 “Don’t forget the black cake, de

sorrel, de pastels - de toys and de Christmas tree and Parang side

already there.” (£A-S Dec 1990:1) 0 And she only bawling out how
you should not pull the bag because the bottle with pepper sause will

break and get into the black cake. ( Doh Say Dat, TG 1 5 Sept 1 99 1 : 1 3)

0 Christmas time brings the opportunity for women in our country to

revel in the preparation of dainties like pastelles, storing of dried fruit

in rum - a prerequisite for rich black cake. (Maynard 1992:94) 0 “We
was making black cake for de Christmas.” (TTM 31 Dec 1995:30) 0

Whatever is eaten for Christmas lunch the two essentials for offering

friends and neighbours are a slice of Black Cake and a glass of

Punch-de-Creme. (Nelson & Puddy 2004:42)

blackcap n Tityra cavana , a bird. Male has whitish upperparts with

head, win^s and tail black; underparts white. = >benedictin, black

hard-beak", black thick-bill, frog-bird, magic bird 0 (Chapman

1894:46)0 (Roberts 1934:96)

black cascarob see BLACK COSCOROB

black cavalli n Caranx lugubris , a large marine fish. = >black jack,

carangue noir

black cedar 1 n Nectandra membranacea [= Laurus membranacea], a

medium-sized native evergreen tree, to 15 m (49'), girth to 1.2 m (4');

found mostly in Tobago. Bark greyish. Leaves alternate, 10-22 x

2.5-6 cm (3.9-8 x 1-2.3"), with long drip tip, undersurface nerves

woolly. Flowers small, 4-5 mm (.16-.2") diameter, white, in panicles.

Fruit a roundish green berry, 10 mm (.39") diameter; cupule saucer-

shaped, 6-7 mm (.24-.28") diameter, warty. = sweet myers 0 (FTT
1978-2-9:582)

2 n Tob Ocotea leucoxylon, a native tree. = dockwood, duckwood,

>laurier cacapoule

black cent/penny n A single cent or penny; said for emphasis, usu. in

negative. (< E red cent fr low value of reddish-brown copper cent +

black dog, a common low-value coin, tending to tarnish to a black

colour) 0 “I have never received one black cent from him,” the woman
complained. (Bomb 19 Sept 1986:32) 0 “It aint have no t’ief in my fam-

ily... We never rob nobody a black cent.” (Khan 1987:59) 0 A number

of other firearm users said that they didn't have ready cash and in any

event were not prepared to pay a black cent to the corporal for the

return of their guns. (Blast 15 Apr 1988: 11)0 “They say to bring back

Christ in Christmas and that don’t cost one black cent.” (EX 4 Dec

1994:11) 0 The crew... insisted that his electricity connection be sev-

ered despite his protests that he was not owing T&TEC one black cent.

(Bomb 2 Feb 1996:3) 0 “How much you give the priest this morning?”

“Exactly one black penny.” (Andersen 2004: 1 89)

black conch n Melongena melongena (E West Indian crown conch )

Pugilina morio or Thais haemastoma , edible marine molluscs found

on ocean mud bottoms. = sea conch2
;
conk, conks (M. melongena) 0

(Kenny & Bacon 1981:128)

black copper n Charis cleonus [~ Chalodetta chelonis], a small dark

butterfly, (fr colour + coppeP) 0 (Barcant 1970:219)

black corbeau n Coragyps atratus, a large black bird that often eats

dead animals. (< E black
, fr totally black colour + Fr corbeau ‘crow’

fr similarity in colour and habits) = >cobo, john(ny) crow, town
corbeau 0 (Williams 1922:177)

black cornbird n obs Scaphidura oryzivora, a bird, 35 cm (14") long,

black glossed with purple. = >jackdaw, merle cavalier, tairico 0 The
Merle Cavalier, or Black Corn-bird (Cassicus Ater), sometimes

makes great havoc in the corn-fields, by removing with its bill the

husk of the ear. (de Verteuil 1884:92) 0 Black Corn-bird. (Chapman
1894:37)

black coscorob, black cascarob n Polycentrus schomburgkii, a small

fresh or brackish water fish; body dark but tail colourless, giving fish

the appearance of a leaf floating in the water. (< dark colour +

coscorob )
= coscorob, >king coscorob, leaf fish 0 The ‘King or Black

Cascarob’ is a very peculiar little fish, which, when alarmed, changes

almost instantly from black to whitish or pinkish white, rapidly

vibrates the pectoral fins, and, instead of running away, turns on one

side and remains for a long time in a crouching position. They are

uncommon, and were caught by means of a circular hand-net in the

thick rank grass which grows at the sides of the ravines. (Regan

1906:391) 0 (Boeseman 1960:131)

black crab n obs Prob. Grapsus grapsus, a crab that lives on sea-

washed rocks. Also poss. an old and dark specimen of Pseudothel-

phusa garmani, a land crab. = >zagaya (G. grapsus); black crab, bush

crab, >manicou crab, mountain crab, red crab (P garmani) 0 The next

in order we call the black Crab, from which the blew Crab differs but

a little; they are both good food, yet their excess breeds Fluxes; the

one storms the Hills because high minded, but the other more

Submissive contents himself in Dales. (Poyntz 1683:23)

black cribo n Clelia clelia clelia, a thick-bodied, non-venomous

snake, to 2.5 m (8'), that kills by constricting. Adult is dark grey or

blue-black; belly pearl-white. Young are bright red, with dark head

and yellow collar. Uncommon, but found in Trinidad; mostly eats

other snakes. = buda, clibo\ cribo
2

,
cribo noir, moon snake

2
, mus-

surana, vidua 0 On his way to Blanchisseuse, through the high woods,

[he] met with a black Cribo, called by the peones, “Vidua,” and was

preparing to dispatch it, when he was entreated by a peon who
accompanied him, not to kill the innocuous beast, as it was a deadly

enemy of the venomous snakes, which it would fight and kill, (de

Verteuil 1884:98-9) 0 The Black Cribo... is seldom seen, but is known
to the more knowing hunters as their friend, for it eats other snakes

for food, and includes the poisonous kinds in its diet... When the

Cribo is about to change its skin it changes... to a light grey-blue...

These snakes are not generally dangerous to man, as they seldom bite

and their venom is not usually potent enough to cause any harm to

man... The Cribo is of a gentle disposition. It never bites, and should

be protected because it destroys more poisonous snakes. (Boos &
Quesnel 1969:7) 0 Black Cribo. Nocturnal. Terrestrial and aquatic.

(Greenhall 1976b: 15) 0 The black cribo scavenges carrion reptiles

and also occasionally takes small mammals, birds, and lizards. (Boos

2001a:86)

Black Devil n A type of Carnival mas devil. See also jab-jab 2
,

JAB MOLASSIE. (fr overall dark or black appearance) 0 “He was a

famous Black Devil ,
straight from hell... He gave himself that name,

Abysinnia... He was, well I have to say, he was a real Devil. Black!

Black! Just a piece of bag around the waist and a chain around the

waist too and another guy behind him who holding the chain and two

others beating the pitch-oil tins. ‘Pay the Devil/ Pay the Devil/ Wop
mi larchi/ Wop mi larchi’... [Other Devils] would run when they saw

him. Because he was very terrible you know... his whole mouth was

red... And he had one or two [teeth] missing you know. So he will

frighten Jesus if he see him. Some fellas playing the Red Devil, he

was there running them out of town.” (Hall 1998:47)

black doctor fish n Acanthurus chirurgus [~ Teuthis hepatus], a

marine fish of superior eating quality. (< E doctor ‘having a lancet-

like ray on tail’) 0 (Vincent 1910:50)

black dog n obs A low-value coin of French origin, made of copper

and silver and extensively used in the 17th and 18th centuries. (< obs
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E black dogg ‘a bad shilling or other base silver coin’ fr the tendency

of the silver to tarnish black with use) 0 “Lard, Mr. Arundell, I

knowed your father before you was bom; many a black dog (copper

coin) has he given me.” (Joseph 1838b-3:97) 0 [In 1691] this old

French billon coin was the only sol present in quantity in the West

Indies. The metal composition of the douzain was approximately 25

per cent, silver, 75 per cent, copper, and by 1691, after many years of

constant wear, the coins were greyish black in colour. Little or noth-

ing of their original design remained, but thefleur de lys countermark

being stamped below the surface survived as virtually the only visible

marking. From these two facts of colour and countermark are derived

the English and French names of black dogg and sol marque respec-

tively. The English term has reference to the colour and was a seven-

teenth century cant expression to denote debased silver coin... By the

edict of 1672 it was authorized to circulate in the French West Indian

and American colonies. (Pridmore 1965:10-1) 0 The countermarked

copper coinage of Tobago was sanctioned in November, 1798. Two
distinct values were approved: Stampee = 2 'Ad. and stamped TB o

[below]. Black Dog = 1 'Ad. and stamped TB. ...the import of forged

Stampees and Black Dogs became rife. Local tampering was also

common. The TB stamp was identical on both values, and by simply

punching a circle below the TB stamp on the Black Dog, it could be

turned into a Stampee. (Pridmore 1965:215)

black duck 1 n Anhinga anhinga [= P/otus anhinga]
(E anhinga), a

large water bird, 85 cm (34") long. Very long slender neck, small

head; long, pointed yellow bill used to spear fish; long tail. Male

black with white markings on wings, tail tipped buff. Female brown

head, neck, and upper breast. When perching, often stands with wings

and tail spread. Legally protected, but often shot by hunters who think

it is a kind of duck, (fr colour and being mistaken for a duck) = plon-

geon-soie, snake bird, water turkey 0 (ffrench 1 99 1 :50- 1

)

2 n Phalacrocorax olivaceus olivaceus \~ P. brasiliensis , Graculus

carbo

]

(E olivaceous cormorant), a water bird, 65 cm (26") long.

Black, glossier in breeding season, with white feathers on side of

head. Long neck; hooked bill; lower bill and throat-pouch dull

orange-yellow. After swimming or rain, frequently sits with wings

outstretched to dry. May be hunted during open season, but few are

shot. = muscovy, plongeon a bee crochu 0 (ffrench 1 991 :49-50)

black dynastor n Dynastor macrosiris, a butterfly. Wingspan 1 1 cm
(4.38") male, 11.9 cm (4.75") female. Black with a slightly bluish

tinge; light bluish at tips and margin of lower wings. Forewing has

white spot at tip and 3-4 indistinct, creamy splashes in the middle.

Underside yellowish brown, with black lines; forewing tips have

large eyes bordered yellow. Flies at dusk, powerful flight, easily mis-

taken for a moth because of colour and rounded wingtips. Very rare,

in northern valleys. 0 (Barcant 1970:175,178)

black egret n Egretta caerulea, a long-legged bird, 60 cm (24") long.

Generally slate blue; head and neck purplish-rufous; legs dark or

greenish, (fr dark colouration) = aigrette bleue, >blue gaulin; white

gaulin (immature) 0 (ffrench 1991:56-7)

black engine see BLACK INJIN

black-eyed susan n Thunbergia alata, a cultivated and naturalized

trailing or climbing plant up to lm (39”) long. Leaf blades opposite,

ovate to triangular, 2-8 cm (.8-3.1") long, some teeth on edges. Flow-

ers 2.5-4 cm (1-1.6") long, yellow or orange, usu. with a dark purple

eye. Seed capsule round with a beak, about 1 cm (.39") long. (< E
black-eyed susan, several flowers with yellow-orange petals and dark

brown or black centres, esp. Rudbeckia sp.) 0 (FTT 1954-2-5:360-1) 0

[The] Black-eyed Susan... orange with a black throat. (Alford

1960:74)

black fiddlewood n Vitex divaricata, lumber trade name taruma, a

medium-sized native tree to 20 m (65') high, girth to 3 m (10'); large

trunks often fluted or buttressed. Bark shallowly fissured, thin and

papery, buff-brown, separating in strips. Leaflets mostly in threes,

central one much larger, stems long, flattened and shallowly chan-

nelled above. Very ornamental in flower; small, bluish purple flowers

8-10 mm (.31 -.39") long, densely hairy, in loose clusters of 6-31

flowers. Fruit rounded, ovoid, fleshy, about 1 cm (.39") long.

purplish-black when ripe. Wood moderately hard, medium weight,

very durable, light to dark brown; sometimes used in house building.

(< FC bois fidele ‘faithful wood’) = bois lezard, timber fiddlewood 0

(Marshall 1934:77) 0 (FTT 1955-2-6:413) 0 Black fiddlewood is not

abundant anywhere, but it occurs both in the Northern Range and in

lowland forests in Trinidad and in the Main Ridge forest of Tobago...

It is useful in building and joinery but the tree is not exploited

because of its comparative rarity. The tree deserves to be planted as

an ornamental in public parks despite its short period of flowering for

it is elegant and attractive even when not in flower. (Quesnel & Far-

rell 2000:126-7)

black finch n arc Volatinia jacarina, a small black bird. = beezing

finch, black poochi, >cici zeb
1

,
grass bird

2
,
grassy, johnny jump-up,

petit cici-zebe noir, savanna bird, zwee 0 (Chapman 1894:33) 0

(Roberts 1934:99) 0 Though generally seed eaters, the Black Finch

Volatiniajacarina... also eats insects. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 17)

black fin shark n Carcharhinus limbatus [~ Eulamia limbatus

\

(E requiem shark), a shark with black tips on the fins. = black-tip

shark, shark 0 (Mendes 1940:8)

black French plantain n A cultivated plantain of the AAB group

“French plantain”. Sheaths blackish-brown in colour. 0 (Stover &
Simmonds 1987:122,164)

black Friday n A Friday that is the 13th day of the month, (fr wide-

spread superstition that 13 is unlucky; E Friday the 13
th

) 0 Magistrate

Lloyd Elcock [was] presiding in the fourth Court, Nipdec House, Cip-

riani Boulevard, Port of Spain, on October 13 (Black Friday). (Heat

18 Nov 1989:9) 0 “You see me, I eh going nowhere on a black Fri-

day.” (1990)

black gabilan, black gavilan n arc Buteogallus anthracinus, a hawk.

Black, tail crossed by one broad white band and white tip; bill black

but base and legs orange-yellow. Often seen perched on sea-side

rocks and trees. (< Sp gavilan ‘sparrow-hawk’) = >black hawk,

chicken hawk4
,
crabier

2
,
gabilan, gabilan noir 0 The Black Gavilan

lives principally on fish, (de Verteuil 1884:90)

black grape 1 n Coccolobafallax [= C. crescentifolia\, a rather strag-

gly native evergreen understory tree, girth to .9 m (3'), height to 15 m
(50'). Branches ridged. Bark dark, thin, slightly rough, with salmon-

coloured underbark. Leaves oblong-ovate, 14-36 x 5-13 cm (5.5-14 x

2-5.1"), thick, stiff, leathery. Small pinkish flowers borne in pendu-

lous racemes. Purplish-black fruit about 1.3 cm (.5") diameter; 1

seed. (< E black, fr colour of fruit + E grape, fr resemblance of fruit

in size and shape) 0 (National Herbarium specimen sheet, 1921) 0

(Marshall 1934:79) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:492-3)

2 n Coccoloba marginata [= C. guianensis, C. nitida, C. trinitatis], a

native plant, tree-like at the base with scrambling, vine-like branches,

smooth or ridged. Sometimes shrub-like. Leaves ovate, elliptic, 10-20

x 5-8 cm (3. 9-7. 8 x 2-3.1"), shining or dull, usu. drying darker above,

base rounded to heart-shaped, margin sometimes recurved, smaller

or occasionally much larger at ends of branches. Fruit ovoid, usu. 9 x

12 mm (.35 x .48"). (< E black, fr colour of fruit + E grape, fr resem-

blance of fruit in size and shape) 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:494-5)

black grouper n Mycteroperca bonaci , an edible marine grouper,

growing to 1 m (39") long, 65 kg (140 lbs). 0 (Vincent 1910:47) 0

(TG 21 Mar 1937:4) 0 In shape, as if in no other way, there are two

deep-water dwellers that reach gigantic size, one is called the Black

Grouper, the other the jew fish. The former is a heavy giant often

found in deep holes and crevices, the latter a species of Black Grou-

per that moves more in mid-water. (Mendes 1940:21) 0 (Kenny &
Bacon 1981:121)

black grunt 1 n Haemulon bonariense, an edible marine fish. =

>cro-cro 0 (LNP 1985)

2 n Haemulon boschmae, an edible marine fish. = >cro-cro 0

(LNP 1985)

3 n Haemulon carbonarium, an edible marine fish. = >cro-cro, cro-

cro jolle-rouge, jolle-rouge, red-mouth (grunt), rouge 0 (LNP 1985)

black hard-beak 1 n obs Pachyramphus polychopterus tristis, a bird,

15 cm (6") long. Male: head and upperparts black; two prominent
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wing-bars; underparts dark grey; tail tipped white. = becdu, >black-

and-white thick-bill 0 (Chapman 1894:47)

2 n arc Tityra cayana, a bird. Male upperparts whitish; head, wings,

and tail black; bill thick, black. = >benedictin, blackcap, black thick-

bill, frog-bird, magic bird 0 (Roberts 1934:95)

black hawk n Buteogallus anthracinus [~ Urubitinga anthracina,

Astur unicinctus

]

(E common black hawk), a hawk. Black, tail crossed

by one broad white band and white tip; bill black with orange-yellow

base. Often seen perched on sea-side rocks and trees. Feeds mostly on

zagaya crabs. = black gabilan, chicken hawk4
, crabier, gabilan, gabi-

lan noir 0 (Chapman 1894:70) 0 (Belcher & Smooker 1934:592)

black-head(ed) snake n Tantilla melanocephala. a small slim non-

venomous snake, to 50 cm (19.5"), found in Trinidad and Tobago.

Body light greenish-brown on back, with a thin darker mid-back

stripe, and two lateral light stripes near the belly; belly light greenish

white. Head pale brown on top, with cream markings on side of head

extending upwards from pale cream under chin; a pale dull white col-

lar separates the dark head and body; two pale spots on back of the

head. Mainly terrestrial, living under rotting debris and leaf litter. =

pink-head(ed) snake 0 Tantilla melanocephalum - Blackhead. Noc-

turnal. Semi-terrestrial, under dried leaves, burrows in loose soil.

(Greenhall 1976b:50) 0 (Boos 2001a:142)

black-headed green honeysucker n obs Chlorophanes spiza , a bird,

13.7 cm (5.5") long. Male green with black crown, nape and cheeks.

= >black-headed vert-vert, vert-vert a tete noire 0 [Bjlack-headed

green honey sucker. (Chapman 1894:26)

black-headed vert-vert n obs Chlorophanes spiza [= C. atricapilla,

Dacnis spiza, Certhia coeralea] (E green honeycreeper, black-crowned

honeycreeper), a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long. Male green with black

crown, nape and cheeks. Female grass green, yellowish throat. = black-

headed green honey sucker, vert-vert a tete noire 0 Vert-vert-a-

tete-noire, or black-headed vert-vert. Certhia Coemlea. (de Verteuil

1884:368)0 (Chapman 1894:26)

blackheart 1 n Clathrotropis brachypetala, a medium-sized native

evergreen leguminous tree, native to Trinidad; to 20 m (65'), with

smooth corky bark. Leaves compound, narrowed at base, short-

pointed tip. Flowers white tinged rose, on 30 cm (12") long panicles;

fruit pods brown, flat, leathery, 12.5 x 5 cm (5 x 2"), containing 3 flat

irregular seeds. Heartwood hard, heavy, black with pretty markings

but not very durable, sometimes used for derrick sills. (< E black,

fr colour of heartwood + E heart ‘interior, core’) = Mayaro poui 0

(Marshall 1934:34) 0 (Beard 1946:32) 0 Blackheart... The fruits are

flat pods about 17x7 cm which are quite conspicuous on the tree

because until they ripen they are paler green than the leaves. (Quesnel

& Farrell 2000:131)

2 n Coursetia ferruginea [= C. arborea\, a small native tree, to about

15 m (49'), common in the drier areas of Trinidad, not found in

Tobago. Resembles SALTFISHWOOD, but has a more open canopy,

leaflets are larger, no spines. Leaves compound, pale green. Flowers

light purple. Fruit pods narrow, compressed, about 14 cm (5.5") long.

= goatwood 2
0 (Marshall 1934:34)

black hen chicken n A black person; usu. affectionate, sometimes

used in anger or in a negative manner. (< black hen, referring to black

people + chicken
1

‘children’) 0 “Anytime you see a black hen or their

chicken. Look out the way; or they bosie you with licking.” (Com-

mander “Lizard and Crapaud” ca 1955, in Rohlehr 1990:485) 0 The

police shooting an killing. Only black hen chicken what dying. While

we ketch hell in the ghetto. Others dwell in big bungalow. (Maestro

“Portrait in Black” 1976 pr, Roberts 1976) 0 Dey say dey stopping

Common Entrance soon, just to put poor people in work room, black

hen chicken and their parents go have to groan. (Cro Cro “Corruption

in Common Entrance” 1988) 0 Black hen chicken in white fowl party.

(TTM 16 Jan 1994:6) 0 I must continue to do my part to ensure that

another generation of black, red and brown children are not brain-

washed into underachievement. This new breed of “black hen

chicken” can be anything we want to be! (Onika Nkrumah, TG 15

Dec 2005:13)

black hole n obs A small area of punishment and confinement on an

ESTATE. (< obs E black hole ‘punishment cell or lock-up in a military

barracks’; E black hole ‘a place of confinement for punishment’) =

cachot 0 [He] ordered her to be confined to the black hole. (Protector

of Slaves 1834:322b)

black ibis 1 n Plegadis falcinellus (E glossy ibis), a large bird, 52 cm
(21") tall. Long curved bill; head, neck, mantle and underparts dark

reddish-brown, appearing black at a distance; rest of upperparts

glossy dark green and purple. 0 (ffrench 1991:71)

2 n The immature Eudocimus ruber (E scarlet ibis), a large bird;

greyish brown above; with white rump and underparts; bill long and

down-curved. = grey ibis; flamant, flamingo 1

, red ibis, >scarlet ibis

(adult) 0 The immature bird is... locally known as Black Ibis or Gray

Ibis. Between 6-12 months the plumage gradually changes to pink

(locally “Tawode”) and then scarlet, (ffrench 1991:69-71)

Black Indian n obs A CARNIVAL MAS combining elements of the

Red Indian bands with African-derived features. 0 One of the early

bands of Indians, the Black Indians, was derived from African tribal-

ism. Their structure was more elaborate than the blue and red Indians.

Their speech contained African words, and the structure of the band

was hierarchical containing prince, princess, hunters, warriors and

other ranks. (TG-M 24 Jan 1993:2) 0 Black Indian. A traditional Car-

nival character inspired by African and indigenous peoples. Black

Indians paint their faces black. Costumes are predominantly black

with large, elaborate headdresses with feathers and beads in the form

of birds. Their pants are short breeches... with black and red strips of

fabric sewn in vertical stripes. The shirt, or jerkin, has puffy capped

sleeves, and the pants can have diagonally striped flanges. Individuals

interpret this basic costume pattern in unique ways... Although Black

Indian mas is fictional, its references, creativity, and structure are

African and Carib rather than North American. Black Indians say

they speak an unidentifiable but “original peoples” language. (Martin

1998:222)

black injin, black engine, black Indian n Tob Pachycondyla sp.,

poss. P. crassinodis, a large black ant, known for holding on when it

bites .= kakape

black is white 1 phr Freely; strongly; without restraint. = left is right,

upsided down4
0 Truly, might indeed is right, Advantage they takes

of us black is white. (Caresser “Ah, Gertie” 1937) 0 Spend me
money, black is white, But I do not want no quarrel nor fight. (Execu-

tor “Nellie Go Out Mi Door” 1938) 0 Then song singing black is

white. In between some children would recite. (King Iere “Auntie

Kay (Radio) Programme” 1951 pr) 0 He begin to realise that if he

going to get stick for the shoes, he might as well start t’iefing black is

white. (Selvon 1960b: 107) 0 He was sharin licks black is white.

(Ottley 1971) 0 Denise watched the little girl losing all her marbles;

she was getting good licks in the game, the little boys were beating

her black is white. (Jones 1973:128) 0 The popular movie house is

showing ‘blues’ black is white. (Bomb 21 Nov 1986:17) 0 “Ladies

and gentlemen, we will have to take an intermission because we want

to give the judges an opportunity to go outside and check on their

cars, as thieves are carrying away tyres black is white out there,”

declared the master of ceremonies. (Bomb 20 Feb 1987:25) 0 The

angry man charged that when he began giving his neighbour the cold

shoulder, she started cursing his wife “black is white” on a daily

basis. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:16) 0 “[T]he slightest movement I see near

dis door ah shooting black is white.” (Andersen 2004:422)

2 phr Whatever the circumstances; no matter what. = >jump high,

jump low 0 Black is white, ah goin to the fete. (Ottley 1971)

black jack n Caranx lugubris [?= C. nigrans], a large ovoid fish with

a high forehead and bony scales on the sides of the tail; darkly

coloured on the body; yellow tail. = black cavalli, carangue noir 0

The fishes mostly caught by this method [of seines] are bonito

(Thynnus alliteratus , syn. Sarda sarda), king fish (Cybium regale)

and mackerel (Scombridae)\ black jack, small jack, round robin,

horse cavalli, karang (Caranx spp:), sardines (Atherinidae spp:),

sprats and small fry (Clupeidae spp:). (Guppy 1922a:443) 0 Large

numbers of black jack (Caranx lugubris) are taken at the windward
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end of Tobago, and three other species of cavalli or karang, belong-

ing to the same family Carangidae, called in Tobago “greenbacks”;

in Trinidad “camard,” “cavalli,” “carangue.”... most of these give

good sport trolling. (Guppy 1922a:444) 0 [Sjalmon, blackjack and

plateau are excellent sources of Vitamin A. (EA-S 15 March 1987:5)

0 From his left shoulder hangs his weather-beaten sack, [w]ith

sweet-bread, joumey-bake and fried black-jack. (Phillips 1991:7)

black-jacket-white-jacket n A turncoat; hypocrite; someone who
supports two opposing sides. 0 [He] is being called a black-jacket-

white-jacket man... [he waved] flag for Carib Tokyo... But the

moment he got off the stage, [he showed] his true colours - a Catelli

All Stars jersey. (TTM 20 Feb 1987:6) 0 [He] must now be seen as a

black jacket-white jacket by the same masses who previously viewed

him as a true worker’s champion. (TTM 28 Nov 1993:7)

black jessy n Tob Pithecellobium unguis-cati, a native shrub or small

tree 6-10 m (19-32'), usu. with straight spines 5-15 mm (.2-. 6"). Fruit

pod red outside and inside, curling round almost in a circle, 5-10 cm x

7-10 mm (2-4 x .28-. 39"), somewhat constricted between seeds.

Seeds 5-7, black, shiny, 4-6 mm (.16-.24”) broad, partly enclosed in a

fleshy white cover, (poss < obs E jessamin; jessamy ‘jasmine; yellow

jasmine’) = black bead tree, >bread and cheese
1

,
jessy plirnpa, picka

(tree)
2
0 (FTT 1931-1-4:300) 9 (Williams & Williams 1949:259)

black kiskidee 1 n Vismia cavennensis , a small native evergreen tree,

height to 12 m (40'), girth to 61 cm (2'). Leaves ovate, smooth; under-

surface has minute black dots. Flowers 1.3 cm (.5"), pale greenish-

yellow, inside covered with white woolly down. Fruit an oblong

ovoid berry, greenish-purple, 1.3 cm (.5") long, with numerous small

seeds. Wood fairly hard. = kiskidee
1

, lacraie
1

2 n Vismia guianensis

,

a small native tree similar to V laxiflora,

LACRAIE2
;

leaves more ovate with more transparent dots. =

kiskidee
3

, lacraie
3

black-legged tern n obs Sterna sandvicensis [= S. eurygnatha, S. ele-

gans, Thalasseus sandvicensis
]
(E Sandwich tern, Cayenne tern), a

seabird, 42.5 cm (17") long. Black cap with crest at back of head;

upperparts pale grey; underparts white; forked tail; legs black. Rather

uncommon, found seasonally on the leeward coasts of Trinidad and

Tobago; breeds occasionally in Trinidad. Bill usu. all yellow - i.e.,

the southern form, or Cayenne tern - but some have varying amounts

of black. = grande mauve a pattes noires 0 (Chapman 1894:84)

black mahoe n Piscidia carthagenensis, [= Ichthvomethia acuminata],

a native tree to 15 m (49'). Leaflets in 4 pairs with terminal one; ellip-

tical, tip rounded, sometimes with a short sharp point, 4-15 x 7 cm
(1.6-5. 8 x 2.7"), smooth above; greyish and slightly hairy beneath.

Flowers pink, in panicles 10-30 cm (3.9-1 1 .7") long, blooming when
tree is leafless. Fruit pod 3-11 cm ( 1.2-4.3") long, yellow-green turning

reddish-brown; with 4 wings much wider than body, minutely hairy;

sometimes intermittently constricted, containing 1-8 seeds. (< maho )
=

fish poison plant 0 Black mahoe. (FTT 1931-1-4:257)

black mangril, black mangrille n A small black seed used in Indian

cooking, prob. Nigella sativa. /blak mandril/ (H-Bh) = mangril 0 The
spices used to make the massalla are Methi, Geera (Cumin), Black

Mangrille, Saunib, Coriander seed (massalla). (TTR Oct 1990:29)

black mangrove n Avicennia germinans [~ A. nitida], a native man-
grove tree, 16-25 m (53-80') tall, usu. found in shallow water on the

inland side of coastal swamps where soil is covered by water at high

tide but exposed at low tide. Bark dark grey, scaly, smooth, thin.

Leaves dark or grey-green, very shiny above, dull light greyish-green

below; leaf tip pointed. Flowers small, white with yellow centres, in

clusters. Fruit a compressed, grey-green, 1 -seeded capsule about 2 cm
(.8") long. Sometimes also used for A schaueriana, more commonly
known as WHITE MANGROVE". = limewood (A. germinans); white

mangrove" (A. schaueriana) 0 Here the wood which hid the margin

was altogether of mangrove; the common Rhizophoras, or black

mangroves, being, of course, the most abundant. (Kingsley 1 880:335-

6) 9 (Beard 1946:35) 9 (National Herbarium specimen sheet, 1961) 9

Laguncularia racemosa is called white mangrove and Avicennia

nitida is called black mangrove apparently... in reference to the colour

of the wood but A. schaueriana has been called both white mangrove

and black mangrove by different authors. (Quesnel 1985:35) 9 Black

mangrove is the most common member of the family in the country,

and second to the red mangrove in abundance in our mangrove

swamps... The hard, heavy wood is practically useless; it may be used

for fuel, but wood from the other mangroves is preferred. Its flowers

are the principal source of mangrove honey. (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:32-3)

Blackman mango n A variety of cultivated mango. = >ice cream

mango, mango ice cream 9 BLACKMAN. - Fruits small to medium;

skin thin and green in colour; creamy yellow flesh, very juicy, practi-

cally free from strings, very sweet, flavour superb. Fruits easily dam-

aged. The tree has large crops in mid season. (Bharath 1965:20) 9

Mango: damage to leaf, shoot and bud by swarms during the rainy

season has pruning effect. The Black-man [.sic] variety is more sensi-

tive to damage than Julie. (Popov et al 1994:56)

black Martinique plantain n arc A variety of cultivated plantain. 9

There are also a number of cooking types called Plantains, of which

the best known are the Horse Plantain, the Creole Plantain, the Navel-

less, the Giant and the Black Martinique. (Alford 1960:89)

black meat n A black woman as a sexual target. (< white meat, in

Sparrow’s ca 1965 “Congo Man” referring to white women in this

way) 9 The crowd (mostly white sailors)... behaved like sadistic,

warped young men who had never before seen a sexy black woman,
and were longing to eat a “Black meat.” (Bomb 27 July 1990:24)

black nose shark n Carcharhinus acronotus, a shark. 9 (Kenny &
Bacon 1981:121)

black page n Battus polvdamas polvdamas, a butterfly. (< E black, fr

dominant colour + page ') = >gold rim(med) page 9 (Kaye 1910) 9

(Barcant 1970:74)

black plum n Tob Andira inermis, a large native evergreen tree to

20 m (65'). Flowers pink to purplish, with pinkish wings and keel, in

showy many-flowered panicles. Fruit is green, hard, ovate and one-

seeded, about 3 cm ( 1 .2") long. = >angelin, bat tonca bean, laginette 9

(Quesnel & Farrell 2000:30-1)

black pod (disease) n Phytophthora palmivora, a fungus which

attacks cocoa pods; also known in the cocoa industry as pod rot, can-

ker, and chupon wilt. 9 The fungus Phytophthora palmivora causes

black pod disease... and occurs in every cocoa-growing country to a

greater or lesser degree. (Urquhart 1955:132) 9 The removal of subsi-

dies on inputs to agriculture will curtail production of cocoa, which

requires fungicides to control ‘black pod’, just as ‘froghoppers’ has to

be controlled in sugar cane. (Mirror 1985)

black pois doux n Inga sp., usu. Inga laurina, Inga heterophylla, I.

punctata and I. thibaudiana

,

native trees with wingless compound
leaves and long flat pod fruits. = >sackysac, wild pois doux

black poochi n Volatiniajacarina, a small black bird. = beezing finch,

black finch, >cici zeb
1

,
grassbird", grassy, johnny jump-up, petit cici-

zebe noir, savanna bird, zwee 9 (ffrench 1991:383-4)

black pot n A cast iron or heavy aluminum pot usu. used over a wood
fire, (fr black colour after long use) 9 Put all that in the big black pot.

black poui n Tabebuia chrysantha [~ T. rufescens, T. glomerata,

Tecoma spectabilis], a medium-sized deciduous native tree to 25 m
(80'). Bark greyish brown, lightly fissured, peeling off in long strips.

Branches rather irregular. Young branchlets and leaf stems rusty-

hairy. Leaves palmately compound, with 5 elliptical leaflets up to

20 cm (7.8") long, radiating from a single point; margins coarsely ser-

rate on young trees; papery, scaly, hairy. Flowers in clusters, bright

yellow, funnel-shaped, 4-7 cm (1.6-2. 7"), similar to the YELLOW
POUI but smaller, with shorter stalks, and radiating outward rather

than drooping. Fruit a pod-like capsule 30 x 1-3 cm ( 1 1.7 x .39-1.2"),

containing numerous winged seeds 5-7 x 2-2.5 mm (.2-.28 x .08-. 1").

Wood extremely hard, heavy, durable, almost black, (fr dark colour

of wood + poui 1

)
= cogwood2

,
greenheart", poui vert 9 (National

Herbarium specimen sheet, 1861) 9 Among those of our more useful

forest trees which peculiarly affect the mountains are... Poui (espe-

cially the Black Poui, Tecoma spectabilis - a golden glory when in

full burst). (Carr 1869:403-4) 9 (Marshall 1934:73) 9 Black poui

occurs in the seasonal evergreen forest of lowland Trinidad but is
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most common in the semi-evergreen forest of the foothills of the

Northern Range, South Trinidad and the southwestern third of

Tobago. Unlike the yellow poui it does best on well-drained clay

soils. It does not thrive on wet soils. Flowering occurs at intervals

during the dry season... Black poui is beautiful in flower and it has of

course been planted as an ornamental. The wood is very similar to

that of yellow poui... except that it is dark in colour. (Quesnell &
Farrell 2000:114-5)

black pudding n Seasoned cooked rice and blood, stuffed in pig intes-

tine casing and cooked; very dark in colour (E blood pudding, blood

sausage). (< E black pudding ‘a kind of sausage made of blood and

suet, sometimes with flour or meal’) 0 Las week Satiday ah ooman
way doz sell black pudden and sowse, was making de pudden. (PC 17

Sept 1904) 0 Well wen she tell me about blood, a gi a scream an wake
right up, because de only ting ... a does use wid blood, is black

puddon. (WG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 An appetising odour of black pudding

being fried came from his rented wooden house which sun and rain

had blackened, (de Boissiere 1952:163) 0 Dinner consisted of the

same food as breakfast with slight variations, for there was always a

choice of what could be eaten with the bake or bread. There was

smoked herring, tasso, chicharron, or black pudding... These foods

were always available at street comer stalls or at homes which had

a part-time selling arrangement as an extra source of income.

(Woodroffe 1974:16) 0 When someone sees pone or black pudding

being sold, he stops, not because he is hungry, but because it urges

him to reflect on the length of time that he has not seen these items on

the open market. ... attempts have been made by the Government to

have black pudding sold in the supermarkets but it is so expensive

that this has become uneconomical for the working class to buy.

(Woodroffe 1974:20) 0 By the time we got downtown someone in our

group got hold of a black pudding sandwich. (EX-2 21 Feb 1988:6) 0

In the evening he would come home with a few drinks of rum in his

head and in his hands a choice piece of pork and a coiled length of

black pudding. (Lovelace 1988:8) 0 James started making black pud-

ding in 1928 using his middle name, Charlie, as the brand name for

his product. (Millett 1993:257) 0 Vincey, who burnt coal pits on the

Toco Road stirrred a large enamel pot with souse, his wife turned

slices of black-pudding in a black iron pot. (Boodhoo 1994:205) 0

She grabbed up the long thin slicing knife she used for the black pud-

ding and before it was two inches off the table Randolph was away
and gone. (Andersen 2004:293-4)

black rat n Rattus rattus, a common domestic rat. 0 Rattus rattus L. is

the commonest domestic rat in Trinidad - the “Black Rat”... Only a

single example of the “Brown Rat” Rattus norvegicus Berkenhout

was collected. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1 936c: 1 62)

black-red n A variety of fighting cock, with very dark red and black

feathers. (< dial E black-red
, a colour of chickens) 0 Birds like the

black-reds, pint or don will fight until death. (Bomb 1982) 0 The two

Black-Red cocks, nicknamed Saddam and Bush by the roaring crowd,

crash against the wooden planks. (EX

3

Mar 1991:14)

black roseau n Bactris major, a slender native palm tree, usu. in dense

clumps, 5-10 m (16-32') tall; trunk and leaf margins have long black

spines, (fr dark colour of spines + Fr roseau ‘reed’ ff reed-like

appearance of stems) = pikmok, >roseau, Trinidad roseau 0 Through

a little copse, of which we had to beware, for it was all black Roseau

(Bactris) - a sort of dwarf palm some fifteen feet high, whose stems

are covered with black steel needles, which, on being touched, run

right through your finger, or your hand, if you press hard enough, and

then break off; on which you cut them out if you can. If you cannot,

they are apt, like needles, to make voyages about among the muscles,

and reappear at some unexpected spot, causing serious harm. (Kings-

ley 1880:142) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:78) 0 Soon they sat him

on a log of wood in the centre of a huge patch of black roseau palms.

(Ramsawack 1983:25) 0 Several of the more notable native species

include the... black roseau. (Meganck & Furlong-Kelly 1986:5) 9

(Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:46)

black sage 1 n Cordia curassavica [= C. macrostachya, Lithocardium

cylindrostachyum var. platyphyllum, C. curassavica var. platyphylla,

C. cylindrostachya], a small native shrub or tree, 1-4 m (3.2-13') tall,

usu. with an odour of sage. Twigs slender with tiny curved hairs.

Leaves usu. lanceolate, 5-25 x 1.5-10 cm (2-9.7 x .6-3.9"), margins

usu. toothed or scalloped, upper surface green, usu. roughened by

small warts or dots; lower surface pale, with tiny soft curved hairs.

Leafstalks 3-12 mm (.12-.47") long, partially winged. Flowers small,

white, funnel-shaped, often somewhat toothed, usu. recurving. Fruit

red, in a cup-like structure, containing an ovoid seed about 4 mm
(.16”) long. (< E sage, an aromatic herb, fr similar odour) = shining

bush 2
0 (Marshall 1934:70) 0 (FTT 1953-2-4:193) 0 (National Her-

barium specimen sheet, 1961) 0 Long ago if the cold giving you trou-

ble, bacanoe, black sage tea or some soft candle... bound to pass the

cold immediately. (Relator “Bush Medicine” 1971) 0 Some child in

the yard would be asked... to go and collect some branches of black

sage to sweep out the ashes [from the dirt oven]. The sweet smell of

black sage mingled with the other scents. (TG-S 23 Dec 1990:21) 0

The leaves of the black sage Cordia curassavica, the wild coraille

Momordica charantia and the gully root Petiveria alliacea have been

used to prepare the nests for hens to lay and incubate their eggs, being

useful in keeping lice and ticks away. (Morean 1991:42) 0 In some
places orange and grapefruit trees struggled fruitlessly for space with

black sage and wild heliconia. (Boodhoo 1994:140) 0 Blacksage.

Cordia curassavica. A decoction of the leaves in water is given to

treat colds and fever. (Seaforth et al 1998:525) 0 Once plucked and

gutted the bird should be rubbed in lime juice to remove the ‘fresh-

ness’, washed and then smoked over a fire using fresh bay leaves or

black sage leaves. (Nelson & Puddy 2004:39)

2 n Lantana camara , a branching loosely erect or scrambling shrub

with rough, angular, sometimes prickly, stems. Leaves ovate, aro-

matic. Flowers small, yellow turning orange or pinkish-red, in stalked

clusters. = grater wood, >kayakeet, ramongsi, rock sage, white sage
2

,

wild sage, zeb kayakeet 0 (FTT 1955-2-6:386) 0 On a black sage leaf

write the name of the client’s adversary. (Simpson 1970:72) 0 Black

sage. (Simpson 1970:57) 0 (Laurence 1976:6) 0 (Duncan 1993:38)

black scorpion n A number of dark brown or black scorpions. Almost

all are Tityus trinitatis, yellow-brown to dark brown or black, slender,

to about 12.5 cm (5") long; common in houses, under trees, in cane

fields; sting painful, about 4% mortality. T. discrepans is similar, but

much less common, found in bush. Ananteris cussinni is very small,

under 2.5 cm (1") long; slender; mottled dark brownish-black; rare;

found in bush. Broteochactas nitidus is very small; dark-brown to

black; chunky body with short rounded pincers; sting painful but not

deadly; usu. found under rocks; Trinidad and Tobago. Broteochactas

laui is similar but generally smaller than B. nitidus', Tobago only.

Chactus raymondhansi is a small brown-black species; found in bro-

meliads in mountains; female body chunky, male has long attenuated

pincers. = grey scorpion, scorpion 0 There are two species or varieties

of scorpions, known as the grey and the black', they are both venom-

ous, yet very seldom does death follow their sting, (de Verteuil

1884:102)

blacksmith n Procnias averano, a bird, found in Trinidad forests. The

male gives two distinct calls, which can be heard over long distances.

One call is a loud, explosive, single note bok, uttered at intervals of a

few seconds. The other call is a series of similarly pitched notes,

resembling the regular blows of a hammer on an anvil, (fr its call,

which sounds like a blacksmith striking metal on an anvil) = anvil-

bird, >bellbird, blacksmith, campanero, capuchin 0 The Averano, or

Campanero (Cotinga variegata), has a very remarkable cry, as being of

a purely metallic sound; hence its Spanish appellation of Campanero,

or Bell-ringer, and its equally common name, among the peasantry, of

the Blacksmith, (de Verteuil 1 884:9 1 ) 0 ( ffrench 1 99 1 :269-7 1

)

black snake n Tob Spilotes pullatus pullatus, a nonvenomous snake,

in its all-black or melanistic phase. = black and yellow rat snake,

clibo
2

, tiger snake, >tigre’, tigrel; black tigre, tigro, widow2
(black

form) 0 Tobago... [has] not a single dangerous snake or reptile...

Among these non-venomous snakes are the black snake, boa constric-

tor, which lives in the swamps, called by Tobagonians the macajuel,

garden snakes, parrot snake, and the doctor snake said by the natives
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to perform curative operations on those of its kind who fall ill. (Ottley

1969:66)

black spot n Pupil; visible round black central part of the eye. = baby,

>eye baby 0 She have big black spot from the doctor examination.

black stick n Pachystachys spicata, a small, well-branched, weak-

stemmed native shrub, usu. to 1.5 m (4.9') tall. Stems erect or scram-

bling. Leaves broadly elliptical to obovate, acuminate, short and often

unequally rounded at base, 25 x 13 cm (9.7 x 5"); bright green with

conspicuous veins, attached to stems by 1-1.5 cm (.4-. 6") long peti-

oles. Flower spikes 6-15 cm (2. 3-5. 8") long and produced at the end

of the branches, consist of a series of overlapping bracts and conspic-

uous red corollas; bracts ovate to elliptical up to 2.5 cm (1") long.

These leafy bracts give a cone-like appearance to flower head. Long

corolla tube from which bright yellow stamens protrude; liked by

hummingbirds. = cobo bone, zocobo 0 The Black Stick or zocobo... is

one of the most attractive wild shrubs in Trinidad and Tobago... the

plant can be found growing in great profusion along relatively shaded

roadsides in the Northern and Central ranges, especially on cocoa,

coffee and citrus estates. It can be easily recognised by the conspicu-

ous and abundant scarlet terminal flower-heads which bloom during

the dry season... Older stems of the Black Stick are dark greenish-

brown to black in colour to which the local name alludes. The stems

seldom get thicker than 2 cm. The young stems snap easily. The older

stems in contrast are very hard.... If unwanted the Black Stick can be

a troublesome weed... since cuttings of the stems take root rapidly

when left lying on moist earth. (Morean 1992c:30) 0 As we continued

to walk along the cocoa estate we saw large patches of flowering

Black Stick. (Johnson 2004:3)

black tetra n Gymnocorymbus thayeri, a small silvery freshwater fish.

= false black tetra, >silver tetra 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001 :27-8)

black thick-bill n Tityra cayana, a Trinidad forest bird. Male upper-

parts whitish; head, wings, and tail black; underparts white; bill thick,

black. = >benedictin, blackcap, black hard-beak", frog-bird, magic

bird 0 (Roberts 1934:95)

black-throated woodpecker n obs Dryocopus lineatus [= Ceophloeus

lineatus , D. erythrops] (E lineated woodpecker), a bird, 32.5 cm (13")

long. Male upperparts black, with white stripe down wing shoulders;

crown, crest and back of neck scarlet; cheeks blackish, bordered by

narrow white line; cheek streak crimson; throat heavily streaked

black; breast black; lower underparts barred blackish and buff; bill

whitish. Female similar, no cheek streak; forehead black. = carpenter

(bird), charpentier, cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao; charpentier a

gorge rayee 0 (Chapman 1894:61)

black tigre n Spilotes pullatus pullatus
, a non-venomous snake, in its

all-black or melanistic form, (fr overall black colour, compared to

usual black and yellow tigre) = black and yellow rat snake, clibo
2

,

tiger snake, >tigre
1

,
tigrel; black snake, tigro, widow2 (black form) 0

(Boos 2001a: 140)

black til, black teel n Sesamum orientate var., the black-seeded vari-

ety of the cultivated BENNE plant, used in Indian cooking and rituals.

(E black + til) = >black benne, black tillee 0 Generally, none of the

dishes of the Divali meal is tasted until after the family sits together at

6 p.m. for their Lakshmi Puja, ... The same would have held true for

the prasaad... from which a little is then burnt in a fire at the altar

along with a little ghee, sugar, gogul, rice and black teel. This offering

is known as the Hciwan. (TTR Oct 1990:28)

black tillee n Sesamum orientate var., the black-seeded variety of the

cultivated BENNE plant, used in Indian cooking and rituals. (< E
black, fr colour of seed + tillee) = black benne, black til 0 “There is

the black tillee used in puja... when people dead.”... The black seeds

are dropped behind the coffin on its way to the [cremation] site or

cemetery so that the spirit of the deceased would not return. (Mahabir

1991:145,152)

black-tipped white n Leucidia exigua, a small butterfly, wingspan

about 2.5 cm (1"). Lower wing completely white; upper wing white

with black just covering tip and margin. Very rare; more likely active

immediately after rain, in southern Trinidad. 0 (Barcant 1970:169)

black tip shark n Carcbarhinus limbatus
,
a shark with black tips on

the fins. = black-fin shark, shark

black tomato n Temenis laothoe [~ T.l. psuedoariadne], a very rare

butterfly, a darker variety of the common TOMATO, T. laothoe, wing-

span 4 cm (1.6"). Dark brown; upper wingtips iridescent purple;

centres of lower wings yellowish-brown. = boat-tail
2

, tomato
2
0 (Bar-

cant 1970:175)

bladam adv The sound of something hitting hard, esp. a door slam-

ming. /bladam/ (prob. < badam) 0 But all he do is walk outside and

slam the door, Bladam! (Alleyne-Forte 1994:16)

bladder 1 n arc Balloon. (< E bladder ‘anything inflated and hollow’)

0 It shall not be lawful for any person to carry any bladder (such for

example, as are used by Carnival “sailors”.) (WG 8 Feb 1930:5) 0

(Alleyne 1974-80)

2 n Blister; swelling of fluid under the skin caused by pressure or rub-

bing. (< water-bladder) = jhalkaa, >water-bladder 0 But a bladder in

the head from an iron comb. (Cristo “Short Hair Girls” 1960 pr)

blaf adv The sound of something soft falling onto earth or something

soft, /blaf/ 0 A ripe fruit falling to the ground, will fall “BLAF!”
whereas a ripe fruit, falling on a galvanised roof, will fall, “BLANG!”
A green fruit on the other hand, will fall to the ground, “BUDUFF!”
and that same fruit, falling on the same roof, will fall “BLAGA-
DANG!” (Alloy, in Smith 2000a: 17)

blag, blague 1 v Talk idly, in a nonserious manner; gossip. See also

LIME, OLD TALK, /blag/ (< Fr blaguer + E blague ‘pretentious false-

hood; humbug; lies’) = gaff, >old talk
4
0 Well, me and Sheppy was

blagging de odder night bout all de rounders we uses to get on wid

when we uses to bring out we mas. (Zingay Talala, Bomb 1977) 0

Their mothers-in-law found diversion and pleasure in “blaging”

(chatting) with visiting female patients. They now lived leisurely

lives because they had delegated all housework to their dulahins.

“Food and water (were) meeting them right there in the bench where

they sitting down whole day.” (Mahabir 2000:9)

2 n An informal, enjoyable, relaxed talk. = old blag 0 Once a month

or so, the ladies in their long, full dresses, journeyed in the clean-

scrubbed ox-carts to the neighbouring estates for a friendly party -

dancing, eating, singing, and a good ‘blague’, (de Verteuil 1981:27) 0

We shifted the conversation... It was my turn to do the reminding as

1 swung the “blag” to the long-time parang sessions. (TG-S 23 Dec

1990:27)

blagadang adv The sound of something hard falling onto something

hard, esp. if it rolls or hits more than once, /blagadafy 0 A ripe fruit

falling to the ground, will fall “BLAF!” whereas a ripe fruit, falling

on a galvanised roof, will fall, “BLANG!” A green fruit on the other

hand, will fall to the ground, “BUDUFF!” and that same fruit, falling

on the same roof, will fall “BLAGADANG!” (Alloy, in Smith

2000a: 17)

blanche n Gerres cinereus, a marine fish. (prob. < Fr blanche ‘white;

a small fish used as bait’) = >blinch’, branche, macabal 0 Xystoema

cinereum. (Vincent 1910:51) 0 (AACC 1945:108)

bianco n obs Racially classified as ‘white’, formerly used in record-

keeping. (< Sp) 0 In Trinidad, perhaps based on the Baptismal regis-

tration in the Roman Catholic Churches, with separate books or at

least separate listings for ‘negro’, ‘Pardo’ and ‘Blanco’, it seems that

Sambos [children of mulatto and negro] were classified as coloured,

(de Verteuil 1992:225)

blank v Ignore; pretend not to see; prevent; get in the way of. (< E
blank ‘without expression’) = pass like, pass straight 0 Blank s.o. - to

disappoint s.o. by not turning up for an appointment, to deliberately

ignore or snub a person with a view to breaking off any previous rela-

tionship. (John 1973) 0 Mr. Panday say he ent opening he mout in de

Parleement again till Kamal an he pardners stop blankin de opposi-

tion. (Mamits LPOS, TG 8 Apr 1979) 0 She say what really happen

was de town computer was vex wit’ de Piarco computer, an’ dey

wasn’t on speakin’ terms, so is she get blank. (Keens-Douglas

1984:74) 0 A further attempt... to get the Council to allow him the use

of an alternative venue... was also blanked. (TTA1 13 Oct 1989:11) 0

Even the water trucks are discriminating against us by giving water to
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whom they want and blanking the rest of us. (TTM 3 1 July 1990:22) 0

Gov't blanks Solo Hamionites. In a last-minute move the Ministry of

Culture, which had originally promised to finance a $59,000 trip for

20 Solo Harmonites players to Colombia, technically refused to grant

the steelband’s manager... the money to leave TnT on Thursday.

(TTM 28 Nov 1993:3) 0 South hospital blanks patients. (Newsday 3

Jan 2003:5)

blasted vex adj Seriously angry. (< E blasted 'cursed' + vex) 0 He ent

see wat ah workin up mihself so for and gettin blasted vex. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 5 Aug 1977) 0 Police are questioning how come [he] was

able to get a State military funeral... what has scores of lawmen
“blasted vex’’ is the fact that [he] was a suspended officer at the time

of his death. (Bomb 14 Sept 1990:7) 0 After all, if the PM can demand
the removal of a senior editor at a semi-private media house, what

happens when he gets “blasted vex” with someone where he has the

power to hire and fire? (TTM

4

Feb 1996:4)

blau, blou 1 n A woman’s blouse or bodice or man’s shirt. (< E blouse

‘woman’s loose-fitting bodice, usu. tucked inside the skirt at the

waist’) /blau/ (< E blouse, minus -5 interpreted as a plural) = blouse 0

Blouse (pronounced “blow” to rhyme with “how”) - Shirt (some-

times a coat). (Alford 1953:149)

2

arc A man’s jacket. (< E blouse ‘waist-length men’s military jacket

or shirt’) 0 Blouse (pronounced “blow” to rhyme with “how”) - Shirt

(sometimes a coat). (Alford 1953:149) 0 “Go an bring me blau.”

(1986) 0 “He was wearing shirt and blau.” (1990)

blaze v Beat; punish by hitting; usu. with tail, etc. (< dial E blaze

‘strike’) 9 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 “If you cry there, man, I go blaze yuh

tail.” (7TM31 July 1987:11)

bleach 1 n Rocks, shrubs, or a horizontal wire mesh rack on which wet

clothes are put to sun. 0 He suggested that defendant went into some

yard at Maraval and took up the merino from a bleach. (TG 22 Aug
1919:7) 0 She said officer don’t mine she old speech. She accustomed

thiefing clothes of[f] the bleach. (Small Island Pride “Bacchanal

Woman" 1959 pr) 0 Most of us had only two pairs of khaki pants and

two or at most three school shirts, and there was nearly always one

shirt on the bleach, while another was on your back. (Araujo 1984:86)

0 ‘I want the clothes put out on the bleach before twelve o’clock so

they will get good sun.’ (Persaud 1990:31) 0 The remainder of the

space in the barrack-yards was occupied by clotheslines, run wher-

ever convenient, and "bleaches” that were purpose-built stands

topped with wire netting. Rocks were also piled together on the

ground to form “bleaches”. In other cases small crates were placed at

distances of about four feet from each other to form a rectangle, then

they were linked by lengths of wood upon which corrugated galva-

nize or slate were placed to also form “bleaches”. Everyone used the

bleaches for laying out washing to the rays of the sun. The bleaches

were essential for the women who did “washing” as a paid occupa-

tion. (Cummings 2004: 1

)

2 v Expose to the sun, usu. clothes on a BLEACH, or of a person, esp.

when overexposed to sun. (< E bleach ‘whiten clothing etc. by wash-

ing and exposing to sunlight or by chemical processes’) 0 He butted,

cuffed and threw her on a set of bleaching stones outside. (POSG 4

June 1907:6) 0 From the street he could see a standpipe in the middle

of the yard beyond, numbers of boulders heaped up together with

clothes spread out on them to bleach in the sunlight. (Khan 1987:26)

0 On Thursday March 19 last, the BOMB saw the crowd of about

900 people... bleaching in the hot sun awaiting an audience with 'the

inquisitor’ magistrate for a liquor license. (Bomb 21 Mar 1987:26)

3 n Cheap exposed seats in an arena or stadium, (< E bleachers

‘uncovered spectator seating’). 0 “We does sit in the bleach at the

Oval.” (1978)

4 v Keep someone waiting. 0 (Mendes 1985:15)

bleed in calabash phr arc In STICKFIGHTING, when a STICKFIGHTER

is wounded, and goes to drip the blood into a BLOOD-HOLE in the

ground, or a CALABASH. 0 When the stick-fighter struck his opponent

with that poui, he was supposed to go down and “bleed in the cala-

bash” (LaFortune 1968:65) 0 At the side of “the pit” was a hole in the

ground or a large calabash. To “bleed in the calabash” was an honour.

The blood in the calabash was supposed to invoke the spirits of the

stick-man’s ancestors. “And ah bleed in the calabash already” was the

boast of a brave man. (LaFortune 1968:107)

bleeding mouth n Tob Nerita peloronta (E bleeding tooth), a shellfish,

(ff resemblance to small tooth with red blood spot) = baby tooth 0

The most plentiful up at Speyside were the strange univalves of the

Neretina family, known on Tobago as baby tooth, bleeding mouth.

Both Neretina species are now so scarce around Trinidad that they

have not even earned a local name. (Bryans 1967:266)

blench, belench n Diapterus olisthostomus, an edible marine fish. 9

Belench fish. (LNP 1985)

blend v Adjust the pitch on a STEEL PAN; put the notes back into tune.

See also TUNE. (< E blend 'mix to produce a certain quality’) 9 A
pan-stan’ is covered by a canopy... of fabric or... plastic or aluminum;

the aluminum is said to reflect the heat of the sun... thus preventing

the steeldrums from becoming too hot and consequently going out of

tune. Because of this tendency, it is common in Trinidad for a tuner

to accompany a steelband on the road during Carnival so that he

can immediately “blend” (tune) any drums that go out of tune.

(Haslebacher & Gallaugher 1987:59)

blending n The process of fine tuning a STEEL PAN. 9 Blending - a

term used by pan tuners to describe the fine tuning of a steel band’s

pans to one another. (Thomas 1985:378)

bless 1 n A wound or injury, usu. from a LASH or blow. (< FC < Fr

blesser ‘wound’) 9 Kids will climb and run... and of course they will

get a “bless” - a mysterious malady, unknown perhaps to the medical

faculty, but well known to creole nurses, which may have life-long

consequences, if the careful nurse does not at once administer to the

little sufferers, an ample cup of salt water. (Innis 1910) 9 Why you

don’t leave the boys alone? You go bless them bad one of these days.

(Naipaul 1959:115) 9 Because I was the best looking child among the

rest, me mama wanted to kill me with bless. (Brigo “Mama Popo”

1971 pr) 9 The slime from the stem of the aloe plant was whipped

together with the white of eggs and drunk to remove “bless” - the set-

tling of blood in bruised areas of the body particularly as a result of

domestic violence. (Cummings 2004:61)

2 n An internal LASH or wound, believed to be received from spirits.

9 He always knew that one day he Blim would
“
get bless” and by

now a lot of
“
bruise blood' must be in his back. Alligator offered to

give Blim a cent to buy some “bul de mas" which he was sure was

good for “bless”. (Bynoe 1985:17)

3 adj Blessed; cursed; under an evil spell. 9 A grieving mother... has.,

lost two [daughters] by the suicide route. Another has survived a sui-

cide attempt and a fourth is threatening to follow... she fears that they

are “blessed with a curse.” (Bomb 14 Sept 1990:12) 9 In local par-

lance it means a lash and has become adapted to mean a curse. “She

have so much bad luck, she must be bless.” (Baptiste 1992)

blessed string n The sacred thread of Hindu ritual, given at the initia-

tion of a young Brahman boy. = janeu, >janeo, yajnopavita 9 W’en de

chile geh big, It woud den behove, Mooma to change to ah guard. Ah
blessid string ‘rong de wais’, To weah de res’ o’ deir life, To put

ee-vul spuh-rits on de chase. (Haynes 1987:70)

bless eyes on phr Be glad to see someone, esp. after a long time. 9

“Boy you know how long I eh bless my eyes on you? Whe yuh been

doing?” (1990)

blight 1 n An infestation of insects on agricultural crops. Most com-

monly an infestation of sugarcane by froghoppers: Aeneolamia varia

saccharina in Trinidad, A.v. carmodyi in Tobago, green spittlebugs

that attack sugar cane by sucking out the juice, considered a serious

pest. (< E blight ‘a caterpillar or anything which destroys garden pro-

duce’) = cock and hen, >froghopper 9 Mr. Drysdale near the “Fort”

reported that his cassava was suffering from “blight,” so I visited his

plantation and found a very prevalent “mealy-bug” cultivated by ants,

had attacked the roots of the young plants and stopped their growth.

(Guppy 1910:6) 9 Froghoppers... have been known to cause ‘blight’

of sugar cane in Trinidad since 1863. (Fewkes 1 969b:3 1 0) 9 So

serious was the havoc wrought by pests, especially the blight caused

by the larvae of the froghopper, that the Estate supplied the farmers
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with a new breed of sturdy B.H. 10-12 cuttings to replace the weaker,

softer buck and bubbon. (Alladin 1970b: 12) 0 “Tack-tack ants, blight,

a tree stunt, or it ain’t growing properly... anything at all. And espe-

cially watch out for frog-hopper.” (Selvon 1 99 1 b:57) 0 So Khedan

stopped and started to work on the estate, digging paragrass, throwing

salt (fertilizer) in the cane and beating the blight. This job was done

with a wooden pallet after which the blight was put in a bottle. He
was paid ten cents a day for this, but soon proved smarter than the

other children and caught more and more blight for which he was

paid fifteen cents a day. (Deen 1994:239)

2 n Any of several fungal infections of agricultural products, most

commonly thread blight. 0 All here have blight.

3 n Continuous and severe bad luck; misfortune. (< E blight ‘any

malignant influence of mysterious origin’) 0 I thought to marry,

friends, it was right. But, from the time I did so, boys, I got blight.

(Lion “Love Has Done for Me” 1938) 0 By dis time now ah late...

Nex’ ting yu know ah lock me key in me car. Ah say to meself dis is

it, ah have ah blight. (Keens-Douglas 1984:96) 0 ‘It had a time when
a blight hit this Council, when everything we do, nothing coming out

right.’ (Lovelace 1988:76) 0 On whose [head]... a cobo peed loudly

some years ago... that is the worst form of blight that could take a

man. No ordinary obeahman can take that out. (TTM 31 Dec 1995:30)

0 Our batsmen buckle under the slightest pressure, and Brian Lara,

who now must be under some unshakable blight or the other, can’t

make a difference any more. (James 2001)

4 n A person who puts blight on others, who appears to bring

BLIGHT. (< E blight ‘exert a baleful influence on’) 0 “Even an obeah-

man ’ fraid to pass in front he house... fuss dat boy blight.” (Heat 14

Oct 1989:16) 0 But with the home side losing 0-1, [he] must now join

the list of blights who stopped the team on the road to Italy. (TTM 24

Nov 1989:3)

5 v Afflict with bad luck, make ill, destroy. (< E blight ‘exert a baleful

influence on’) 0 He say the people of County Caroni vote against us

at all, so he blight the place quite naturally. (Chalkdust “Goat Mouth
Doc” 1972)

6 adj Also blighted; afflicted with bad luck, victim of a series of mis-

fortunes. (< E blight ‘exert a baleful influence on’) 0 They did plan to

stay and they build them things to last for ever, but Trinidad blight.

(Khan 1964:66) 0 “When yuh blight, wet paper could cut yuh.” (TTM
21 July 1987:7) 0 Spiritual healers... vowed something evil was
placed inside her belly... [She] considers herself a blighted woman.
(Bomb 13 Oct 1989:15) 0 They kept an alert eye for any manicou or

iguana that might be sleeping in the trees around. But... the pair met
with no early luck. ‘What happen today, Bal? Like we blight or

what?’ Savitri said. (Gosine 1992:104) 0 Like [he] “blight” because

no sooner had the restaurant swung open its doors, the business buss

“like a ripe mango falling on concrete.” (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:25) 0 A
whole family, through past misdeeds or obeah, may be blighted, the

same term which is given to the victims of maljo, although here sug-

gested an inherited tendency to engage in obeah, thieving and other

filthiness, the whole complex inexorably moving to general incest

and insanity. If your father was mad, ran a drunk or had a reputation

for science, you are regarded as that much more vulnerable. (Little-

wood 1993:53) 0 But truly, you blight if you are a child with any sort

of brain damage. (TG 12 Mar 2002: 10)

blight marking n A black stripe found on sugar canes infested with

FROGHOPPERS. 0 If you see all the cane here have blight marking,

blinch, blinche, blvnch 1 n Gerres cinereus ( E yellow/in mojarra), an

edible marine fish, to 39 cm (15.2"). /blintf/ = blanche, branche,

macabal 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:122) 0 “That blinch was the first

one to be called butterfish. Now cro-cro they calling mangrove snap-

per.” (1990)

2 n Several edible marine fish: Diapterus rhombeus (E caitipa

mojarra ), to 40 cm (15.6"); Eucinostomus argenteus (E silver

mojarra ), to 20 cm (7.8"); and E. gula (E jenny mojarra), to 18 cm
(7"). = paille geule 0 (LNP 1985)

blind 1 n A blind person. (< E blind ‘those who cannot see’ almost

always in the plural, e.g. “the blind”) 0 We all love the taste of shrimp

you see... Any blind could see why we don’t lobby for a ban on

shrimp trawling. (EX 11 Oct 1987:10)

2 n A curtain or screen; something that blocks a window or part of a

room. (< E blind ‘screen for a window made of material mounted on a

roller’) 0 Always he had a cold beer to offer you on entering from an

old Westinghouse refrigerator ‘behind a blind’ at the back of the little

two by four office. (Punch 1979)

blind catfish n Caecorhamdia urichi, a freshwater catfish, without

eyes and having unpigmented skin, adapted to a cave existence;

found mostly in the Cumaca and Oropouche Cave areas. (< E blind

‘without the ability to see’) 0 (Boeseman 1960:103) 0 Mees suggests

subspecific status for the blind catfish of the Oropouche Cave. I ques-

tion this. I have maintained in captivity several specimens and not

only the degree of eye formation is variable, but barbel length and

colour. Some are pigment free and short barbelled, others range

through grey to a very dark grey with longer barbels, and some are

even spotted. Moreover, there is no doubt that the pigment free forms

do in fact develop pigmentation in prolonged exposure to illumina-

tion. (Kenny 1995:39-40)

blind fours n In ALL FOURS, a game played with three rather than

four people, with one set of cards kept face down. 0 Joe didn’t come
tonight, so we had to play blind fours.

blind worm n Any millipede, particularly a large black round-bodied

one which curls up into a spiral when disturbed. The body is made up

of segments having two pairs of short legs on each. = canouver,

>congoree, gwalin 0 (Day 1852)

blister bush n Cissus verticillata, a native climbing shrub, often with

long branches hanging from the high branches of trees. = fei mouche,

fly leaf, pudding vine, >snake bush, snake vine 0 The used ciliment

leaves (bay leaves) and leaves of blister bush are removed after the

infusion is strained. (Morean M-l)

blochay see BLOSHAY

block 1 v Accost; stand in front of someone; usu. in order to ask for or

demand something. (< E block ‘obstruct the way or course of’) 0 To

approach them don’t you bother, don’t you know they blocking some
Yankee soldier. (Invader “Yankee Dollar” 1945) 0 At night when me
daddy reach I’ll wake, I see me blocking for me piece of cake. (Lord

Wonder “I was Bom for Calypso” 1950 pr) 6 No respectable woman
would be seen in de vicinity of ah rumshop. Although it had some
brave women who didn’t care bout no respectability wen it come tuh

collectin de rent money or de money tuh buy food fuh de chirren. Dey
use tuh block de man by de door an demand de cash before he drink

out all wit de boys. (Foster 1990:43)

2 v Of a drum, hold steady and upright with the feet. 0 They fought

fiercely to the beat of kalenda chants; the men blocking the drum with

their feet to get a quality tone. (TG 15 Feb 2004:63)

3 n A sweet made of water with sugar and flavourings, e.g. coconut,

chocolate, frozen in an ice-cube tray. (< E block ‘square solid piece of

wood’) 0 We always use to make coconut block, chocolate blocks.

block and tackle 1 n arc A children’s game in which each person rid-

ing a bicycle attempts to block or unseat the others. (< E block

‘obstruct the way or course of’ + tackle ‘attack; grapple with’, poss.

influenced by phr block and tackle ‘a device made of a block ofwood
and a rope used to raise or lower an object’) 0 On the way from

school we used to play block and tackle.

2 phr Employ delaying tactics. (< E block 'obstruct the way or course

of’) 0 (Mendes 1985:15) 0 I trying to get this thing from him, and he

only playing block and tackle.

block ice n Ice in very large pieces of several cubic feet. usu. used for

refrigeration and for making SHAVE ICE. (< E block ‘square solid

piece of wood’) 0 Manufacturers and distributors of block and cube

ice. (adEA-S 18 Oct 1987:6)

blockman n An unemployed or little employed man who usu. is

found on a particular area of the city, usu. a specific block of a

street. (< E block ‘a compact area of buildings between four

streets’) 0 “Ah doh know why dem high men an dem feel all ah we
is asses out here,” say Ralphy, a blockman on Nelson Street in Port

of Spain. (Bomb 7 Sept 1990:5)
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blocko n A large loud party usu. held outdoors, often including a DJ

competition. (< blockorama )
= blockorama 0 Toto boy, it did have

Tapia, DLP, ULF, DAC, WINP, UFP, PNM, LAP and plenty odders.

De onliest party dat was missing was a souse party or a blocko party!

(Zingay Talala, Bomb 1977) 0 Fetes and “block-o’s” employing steel

bands occur during the carnival season, but with far less frequency or

financial gain than in the past. (Thomas 1986:102) 0 Kurt Flemming

was the highlight at last week Thursday night blocko at Woodford

Square, Port-of-Spain when he began to juggle flambeaus and cut-

lasses. (Blast 13 Oct 1989:14) 0 While audience members may move
or "dance" in a limited way in their chairs in a tent or competition

setting, street dances, blockos, fetes, and nightclubs offer opportuni-

ties for dancing to calypso in true “bacchanal" style. (Gallaugher

1 99 1 : 1 64) 0 BLOCKORAMA/ BLOCORAMA/ BLOCKO/ BLOCO,
a party usually held in the PANYARD by a steelband to raise funds

for the band; can also refer to any staged performance, but is usually

held outdoors. (Gallaugher 1991:290)

blockorama, block-o-rama n A FETE with music and dancing, often

for fund-raising purposes, held in a street that has been closed to vehi-

cles. (< E block ‘close off + block ‘a compact area of buildings

between four streets’ + E -orama, a suffix indicating considerable

size or expanse’) = blocko 0 It is a matter of record that [Scherzando]

“invented" the blockorama which was to become such a fund-raising

tool for steelbands and for Scherzando, in particular. (Trinidad Carni-

val No. 2, 1974:55) 0 Block-o-rama (block-o): a party or celebration

of some kind, held in a street which has been closed to automobile

traffic for one or more blocks for that purpose. (Thomas 1985:378) 0

“Those were the days of Blockorama, so we’d go out and play a lot of

Blockorama, let people know we were there.” (EX 12 Oct 1986:31)

blockshay n A game played by throwing small objects such as but-

tons, cashew nuts, or marbles into a hole. (< FC poss < French blo-

quer ‘fill holes in a wall’) = >bloshay, zip-zap-zabat 0 There is

another game... called “Blockshing”. This game which also does not

occupy a large area, is played with the use of one hole. This hole

however is made very near to a post or pillar. It is also about four

inches in depth and three to four inches in diameter. A line is drawn

about three or four feet away from the hole on which one has to

stand erect. Objects are held in the hand. It depends whether the

person is right-handed or left-handed. If right-handed, he holds the

objects in his right hand closed properly and tries to throw the

objects in the hole. The objects which are used in this game are

either buttons, marbles or cashew nuts. It is also played between

two or three boys. Bouncing on the line is also necessary. The boy

who bounces or drops his marble nearest the line is the first player.

The second player is also determined by the same means. When the

game is about to commence, the first player asks the rival players

how many objects are they going to begin with. If the number

decided on is six, he then holds six objects in his right hand, stands

erect and endeavours to throw the objects in the hole. If by chance

three objects enter the hole and three remain outside, the objects

which remain outside are seized by the rival Player. The first player

commences to throw again, and if he is unfortunate not to have any

objects thrown in the hole, they are again seized by the rival player

who now takes his turn at the hole. The objects which are mostly

used when playing this game are cashew nuts. Keen rivalry is wit-

nessed in this game, as the winner after having won this large quan-

tity of cashew nuts is able to have them roasted and enjoy a tasty

dessert. (Rampersad 1963:98-99)

blogo see BLUGGO

blongios n obs Agamia agami [= Ardea agami] (E chestnut-bellied

heron), a heron, 70 cm (28") tall. Mainly dark green above; shoulders,

sides of neck and lower underparts dark reddish-brown; crown and

sides of head black; long plumed crest bluish; breast greyish; bill very

long and narrow, mostly yellowish; legs greenish, rather short. A rare

visitor to Trinidad rivers or pools in or near lowland forest. 0 (Chap-

man 1894:81)

bloodberrv n Rivina humilis, a native plant 30-100 cm (11.7-39") tall,

finely or densely hairy, branched, stems ribbed. Leaves ovate,

rounded at base, to 10 x 6 cm (3.9 x 2.3"), the margins sometimes

slightly wavy. Flowers white or pinkish. Fruit round, bright scarlet,

4-5 mm (.16-2") diameter. (< E blood, fr red colour + berrv, fr size

and shape of fruit) 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:473)

blood clod phr Said when someone is very frightened. 0 Me blood

clahd/clotted (became congealed): I was very scayed/scared. (Haynes

1987:125)

blood close to skin phr Describing someone easily erotically aroused.

0 Me blood close to me skin. 0 She does take plenty man because she

blood close to she skin.

blood crawl phr Feel revulsion, horror, disgust, fear. (< E crawl ‘have

a sensation as of things crawling over the skin; feel creepy’ esp. in

skin crawl) 0 I sat horrified before my television set. My blood

crawled at everything I saw on the screen. (EX 18 July 1990:11)

blood fly phr A condition in which shock causes a reaction of sudden

fear, energy, strength, etc., believed to be the result of blood going

quickly to the head. 6 Studiation is not only an intense concentration

on books but preoccupation with anything, particularly worries or

slights which cannot be resolved. The breaking of bad news too

harshly or too suddenly may precipitate madness by causing over-

whelming pressure (sudden worry). It is sometimes likened to a blow

on the head... But such madness is usually short lived: ‘If you

frighten, blood fly to you head but you ai' mad all time.' (Littlewood

1993:45)

blood game n A game where considerable money or honour is at stake

or where one player wants to get even, having lost the previous time.

(< E blood ‘bloodshed; murder; death’) = blood match 0 (Haynes

1987:125)

blood hole n A hole or depression in the centre of the KALINDA
GAYAL for blood from wounded fighters to drain into. 0 Holes about

9 inches in diameter were dug all around the fighting arena; and lib-

eral supplies of ordinary table salt placed around each. These were

the blood holes. As soon as a combatant received a cut on the head or

face, he went to one of these holes, and let the blood flow into it. He
would then apply a handful of the salt in the wound, tie it up, and

return to the ring for revenge. (TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 In Port of Spain

and elsewhere it was usual to have a blood hole [or] “tou sang” into

which the wounded fighter would let his blood drop. One of the rea-

sons given for this is that if my blood falls on the ground and is dried

by the sun, then the blood in my veins will dry up, and 1 shall sicken.

(Pearse 1951:210) 0 Tell him wait for me at Besson Street, Because

ah don’t loose [s/c] control, So he must dig he blood hole. And let the

devil make peace with he soul. (Small Island Pride “Stickmen Bac-

chanal” 1959 pr) 0 Children were of course debarred from the tent,

and we wove lurid fantasies in our minds about the happenings inside

with terrible woundings and gallons of blood being poured into the

blood-hole daily. (Araujo 1984:15) 0 He was an old stick fighter...

many of his victims having had to go to the blood hole. (Bynoe

1985:30)

blood match n A game where considerable money or honour is at

stake or where one player wants to get even, having lost the previous

time. (< E blood ‘bloodshed; murder; death') = blood game 0

(Haynes 1987:125)

blood raise 1 phr Feel heat from excitement; get bumps on skin from

a thrill. = >pores raise 0 I went from panyard to panyard but most of

the arrangers were still to join their keys together. Even so, from some

runs which I heard... “meh blood start to raise.” I cannot wait for

Panorama to start. (EX-2 31 Jan 1988:17)

2 phr Become angry, experience a rush of blood from anger. 0 I see

him taking lam on that child and mi blood raise,

bloodroot n Machaerium isadelphum [= M. tobagense\, a prickly

native climbing plant, used medicinally. 0 (Morean 1993)

blood-sucking bat n Desmodus rotundus rotundus, a bat that feeds on

blood from other animals. = >Desmodus (rufus), poison bat, rabies

bat, surgeon
1

blood take phr Like someone or feel a strong positive connection

immediately, without any apparent reason. 0 Her breath caught in her
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throat. “Me blood take you.” (Hercules 1980:62) 0 “You’ve been

helping me all along, can I ask why?” “As the old people say “mih

blood take yuh" and you are a progressive young man and I like that

about you.” (Ali 1993:133)

blood to water phr Causing to suffer extreme physical or mental

anguish; usu. with run. (fr the idea of taking all the strength out of the

blood) 0 This child running me blood to water every day.

bloodtree n Croton gossypifolius, a small native evergreen tree, to

15m tall. Bark smoothish, thin, grey to greyish-brown; exudes a

blood-red latex from cuts. (< E blood, fr colour of sap) = >bloodwood',

bois sang, candle tree 0 The Blood Tree...grows in our mountains, and

is remarkable for yielding, when wounded, a thick juice resembling

blood in colour. (Joseph 1838a:79) 0 The blood-tree... when
wounded, sends forth what a juice like blood: - a sort of indiarubber-

like fluid, which is used as a kind of glue and varnish. (Brassey

1885:112)

bloodwood 1 n Croton gossypifolius, a small native evergreen tree,

height to 15 m (49'). Bark smoothish, thin, grey to greyish-brown; a

blood-red latex exudes from cuts in the bark. Leaves large, about 25 x

24 cm (9.7 x 9"), heart-shaped at base, 3- or 5-lobed; when young

have the appearance of being dusted with flour, turning yellow-

orange or red before falling. Flowers small, white, in erect spikes.

Fruit a small yellowish-green capsule about 1 cm (.39") in diameter

with three cells, each with a grey, furrowed seed; eaten by birds.

Wood whitish, soft, once used for making matches, (fr blood-like

colour of sap) = bloodtree, bois sang, candle tree 0 (Marshall

1934:88-9) 0 Bloodwood is a second-growth plant that invades

destroyed areas of forest... It is fairly common in the more westerly

parts of the Northern Range and seems to do well in the hills around

Port of Spain. It also flourishes in Tobago. (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:58-9)

2 n Pterocarpus rohrii, a fairly large native tree to 20 m (65'), girth of

3 m (10'); usu. has small buttresses at base of trunk. Bark exudes a red

sap when cut.. = >swamp bloodwood2
0 Bloodwood occurs occasion-

ally in the evergreen seasonal forests of lowland areas in Trinidad but

is most plentiful on limestone areas in the Northern Range. It does not

occur in Tobago. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:98-99)

3 n Pterocarpus officinalis, a native tree to 30 m (98'); with red-

coloured resin. = dragon’s blood2
,
>swamp bloodwood 1

0 (FTT
1931-1-4:256) 9 (Beard 1946:33) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:99)

bloomers n A loose style of women’s panties. (< E bloomers Tong
loose under-trousers gathered closely round the knees or the ankles’)

0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

bloshay, blochay n A game played with buttons, cashew nuts, or mar-

bles. A hole about four inches deep and 3-4" in diameter is made, usu.

off the ground in a tree-trunk, post, pillar or wall. Players must stand

on a line drawn 3-4' feet away. One player holds two pieces and

requests two more, then throws them in the hole. If all go in he wins;

if two go in and two out he also wins. If three go in and one doesn’t

he loses. With more than four, they must be all in, or even in and even

out, for a win; an odd number loses, /bloje/ (< FC prob. < Fr bloquer

‘fill holes in a wall’) = blockshay, zip-zap-zabat 0 Innis (1910:84) 0

We had another game which has disappeared also which had a spice

of gambling in it, although it required dexterity also and that was
played with cashew nuts, with a hole in the ground. You held two nuts

and requested your partner to give you two more then you threw them
in the hole if all went in you won but if three went in and one jumped
out you lost, but if two got in and two out you also won, if there were

more than four in the throw you won or lost in the same manner, they

must be all in or even in and even out for a win and odds lost. If you

won you had the next call if you lost he had the call.. (Inniss 1932

[1840s]) 0 Rampersad (ca 1963:98)

blou see BLAU

blouse n Man’s or woman’s shirt or blouse. (< E blouse ‘woman’s

loose-fitting bodice, usu. tucked inside the skirt at the waist’ + ‘waist-

length men’s military jacket or shirt’) = blau
1

0 [He] said... “I then ran

across the field to my house, got my blouse and came back to the

spot. “ (TG 1 Apr 1933:2) 0 [He] appeared in blouse and short pants

to answer to the crime. (TTM 13 Oct 1989:12)

blow 1 v Of clothes, put outside in the open so that breeze will air

them. (< E blow ‘driven or moved by the wind’) 0 (Mendes 1985:15)

2 v Pant; puff or breathe hard from exertion. (< arc E blow ‘breathe

hard; pant’) = blow short, blow up 0 ‘Phipps will come up the hill

with his big fat self, blowing, shouting loud loud, “Hold the dogs

before they bite me.”‘ (Lovelace 1988:100)

3 n Sound of a car horn. (< E blow the horn "make a noise on a car

horn’) 0 “When you go down you could give the wife a blow, she

home.” (1987)

blow away see BLOW WAY
blower n Stellifer griseus, S. microps and 5. rastrifer (E drum,

croaker), edible marine fish, (fr habit of making sounds as if blowing

air) 0(LNP 1985)

blow off v A gesture in which you place the tip of the thumb at the

comer of the mouth, palm extended, and turn the palm downward
and inward, up and down, while blowing air. It is used to get out of

CUTTING, and to indicate displeasure or contempt, as when falling

out with a friend. (< E blow ‘produce a current of air from the

mouth’ + blow off ‘dismiss; get rid off’) = blow way 0 The only

way you could get out of [cutting] was by “blowing off,” a cere-

mony carried out by facing the other participants in the cut, setting

the tip of your right thumb against your chin just below the lower

lip, and blowing as you waved your hand back and forth before

your mouth. (Araujo 1984:38-9) 0 “I going to blow off with you

from now on. We not friends again!” (Baptiste 1993:20) 0 Those

who agreed to become involved in any of those games pledged

themselves by gently entwining the little finger of one hand with

the little finger of every other participant.... one was committed

until one decided to “blow off’ (discontinue). The “blowing off’

was to place a thumb on the chin and wave the other fingers as in

saying goodbye while blowing through the mouth. (Cummings

2004:114)

blow out v Tire; wear out. (< E blow out ‘winded’) 0 Mopsy broke off,

puffing, and slapped Fred’s shoulder. “You blow me out, man,” she

laughed, (de Boissiere 1956:22)

blowout n An insufflation of the fallopian tubes in order to clear an

obstruction. (< E blow out ‘dislodge by eruptive force’) 0 She best

had get a good blowout or she wouldn’t make any chirren.

blows 1 n Physical violence, esp. beating or hitting with the hands or

an object. (< E blow ‘a violent stroke with the fist, etc.’) 0 “Every-

thing is nice to start but afterwards come blows, and all is yours and

nothing mine and you could t’row me in La Basse when you please. I

don’t want that.” (De Boissiere 1952:131

)

2 n Severe difficulties; economic, legal or social abuse or oppression.

= >licks 0 Yuh work hard, “Keep quiet, it’s blows; fight, it’s blows.

Better we fight.” (de Boissiere 1956) 0 I thought work in the oilfield

would be easy, but boy is endless blows. 0 No matter which side I go

on, I get blows.

blow short phr Be gasping for breath; have difficulty breathing; pant.

(< dial E blow short ‘of a horse, be broken-winded’) = blow", blow

up
1

0 When de night come, I does blow short,” she said on reaching

the top of the stairs to get her car, “look at me. I’m blowing like a por-

poise.” (Tothill 1939)

blow up 1 v Struggle for breath; pant from exertion. = blow", blow

short 0 “I does always blow up after that hill.” (1987)

2 v Abuse with words. 0 Whe you blow me up for? 0 I real blow she up.

blow way phr A gesture in which you place the tip of the thumb at the

comer of the mouth, palm extended, and turn the palm downward and

inward, up and down, while blowing air. It is used to get out of CUT-

TING, or to indicate displeasure or contempt. (< E blow away ‘get rid

of something by blowing air at it’) = >blow off 0 (Mendes 1985:16) 0

Another way to say “get lost, I never want to see you again.” - “Blow

’way from em. You treat me too bad when you blank mih birthday

party.” (Baptiste 1993:20)
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blucher(s) (boots), blooka, blooker n A strong leather half-boot or

high shoe. Also any big, heavy, ugly shoes, /bluka:/ (< E blucher, fr

the boot style of Prussian Field-Marshal von Blucher) 0 Fie had on a

pair of blucher boots. (POSG 1 Oct 1844:2) 0 Me dardy say he gwine

put an de biggest pare ah army bluka boots whay he ha for kick you

vvid. (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 Do you see him about the street, With the

blookers (bluchers) upon his feet? (Beginner [“Greasy Pole”] 1939,

in Rohlehr 1990:173) 0 “Ah hope Benjie and dem go know to leave

dey bluchers outside. Me ent want nobody to nasty me flow nah."

(Lewis 1972:78) 0 “Marcia, where you goin’ in dem blookas? Dey
looking jokey on you too bad!” (Baptiste 1993:20)

blue n A kind of laundry bleach, usu. in the form of a hard compressed

block of blue powder, used to whiten and brighten clothes. (< E bluing

‘a blue powder used in washing clothes’) 0 Soap and blue were given

her by the contractors to wash the clothes every week and some times

she would manage to save a bar or two of soap and a cake of blue.

(TG 24 Mar 1921:6) 0 [H]e told her to bring him some slabs of

Oxford blue, which she used for her washing. He mixed the blue in

some coconut oil in a calabash. (Naipaul 1976:69) 0 ‘Every Monday
when you start the week I will put out a package of cigarettes for you

with the soap, blue and starch.' (Persaud 1990:32) 0 To the starch for

white clothes was added a touch of “blue” which was a mixture of

ultramarine glucose and bicarbonate of soda sold in blocks... The

soaps graded from the more damaging to the least damaging were

brown soap, blue soap, family soap and sunlight soap. (Cummings
2004:72)

blue(s) 1 hA hundred-dollar bill, (fr colour of banknote) = blue note 0

And while blurting out the offer, the man moved forward and said the

three ‘bottles’ could be had for a ‘blues’ ($100). (Bomb 19 Dec

1986:14) 0 A Trini... [have] nutten smaller than a blues when dey in

de taxi next to you. {EX-S 3 1 Aug 1988:37) 0 The other day 1 bounce

up a piper... But she bawling Bomber just pass a blues... The woman
sprang. (Bomber "Misunderstanding” 1993) 0 “A man leapt from his

seat and shouted, “Dey c’yar beat yuh tonight. Ah bet ah two blues on

yuh!” (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:25) 0 “Only blues passin' over the counter.”

(EX

A

Dec 1994:11)

2 n An erotic or pornographic movie. (< E blue movie ‘obscene

movie’) 0 The popular movie house is showing ‘blues’ black is white.

(Bomb 21 Nov 1986:17) 0 Now them fellas, real young, going to

see ‘blues’... in San Fernando... Things changed plenty. (Sampath

1993:247)

blue adjective phr A negative term for an adjective considered to be

irrelevant or inapropriate for a particular noun. See also GREEN
VERB. 0 He always pretensive with he blue adjective, like saying how
he roti ‘too fallacious’!

blue and white pea n Clitoria ternatea var., a cultivated vine with

blue and white flowers. (< E blue and white, fr colours of flower +

pea, fr resemblance to pea flower) = blue pea, >blue vine (all-blue

cultivar) 0 In many areas along the windward road [Tobago] I passed

Clitoria ternatea, locally called blue vine or blue and white pea. It had

a scallop-shell petal with a yellow-white centre and gradated from a

pale blue to a saturated cobalt at the edge. (Bryans 1967:227)

blue angel(fish) n Holacanthus ciliaris [~ Angelichthys ciliaris]

(E queen angelfish ), to 45 cm (17.5") long, a marine fish of inferior

eating quality. 0 (Vincent 1910:50) 0 (Mendes 1940:17)

blue-arse fly n Calliphora vomitoria, large, shiny blue-black flies that

gather on rotten meat or carcases, (fr blue rear end; AmE blue-tailfly)

= blue fly 0 It was only by actions that his existence was acknowl-

edged, and he buzzed about the village like a blue-arse fly, cheerfully

working not only for his parents but cunning villagers who took

advantage of his handicap. (Selvon 1972:57)

blue-back crab 1 n Cardisoma guanhumi; back is medium to dark

blue; tips of legs often orange. Lives in swampy or wet areas; often

eaten. = >blue crab, bush crab, callaloo crab, ironback crab,

white crab

2 n Callinectes danae, or C. sapidus, edible marine crabs. = blue

swimmer, >cirique, swimming crab 9 (LNP 1985)

Blue Basin n A small waterfall and pool in the Diego Martin valley,

long famous as a natural attraction, (fr blue tint to water in the pool) 0

A picturesque ride of about a mile, along a very narrow slippery path,

by the side of a sparkling stream, through the tangle of an almost

impenetrable virgin forest of tropical trees and creepers, brought us at

last to the Blue Basin, where, on turning a comer in the wood, a fairy-

like scene suddenly met our view. In the centre of a thickly wooded
amphitheatre, profusely bedecked with ferns, was a very small blue

lake, of considerable depth... while in the centre from the top of an

abrupt precipice, some fifty or sixty feet in height, a cascade fell into

the basin beneath, which was full of fish. (Brassey 1885: 1 16-7) 0 The
cascade is one of the most picturesque waterfalls in the island... the

basin at the foot of the fall being known as the blue basin. The water

of the fall is highly translucent, and this may perhaps account for the

bluish tint it presents in the basin, especially on a bright and cloudless

day. (Clark 1893:40) 0 The famous Blue Basin as a tourist attraction

is a “laugh”. (TG 12 Aug 1993:8) 0 “All now Blue Basin is nothing

but litter and trash and all kinda rubbish.” (2006)

bluebird n Thraupis episcopus [~ Tanagra glauca, T. cana. T. cana

sclateri, T. sclateri
]
(E blue-grey tanager), a common bird in Trinidad

and Tobago; 17.5 cm (7") long. Generally greyish blue; brighter blue

on rump and upperparts; patch of bright violet blue on wings. The

Tobago variety, T.e. berlepschi, has brighter and darker blue on rump
and shoulder patch than the Trinidad variety, T.e. nesophila. (fr over-

all blue colour + E bluebird, Sialia sialis , a predominantly blue bird

of North America) = blue jay, blue jean(s), ladwez, oiseau bleu; Trin-

idad blue-grey tanager (T.e. nesophila ) 0 Very common both in Trini-

dad and on the main. It especially affects the tree called “Bois

immortel”... and seems to feed on the honey contained in its brilliant

scarlet blossoms. Local name, “Blue Bird.” (Taylor 1864:82) 0 The

blue bird... and the “Sucrier”... were flying from tree to tree. (JFNC
Feb 1894:304) 0 Blue-bird. Oiseau bleu. (Chapman 1894:29) 0

Among the palmfronds blue-birds gleamed. (Cobham 1907:67) 0

This is the common blue bird. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 17) 0 But my
apples must never fall, I don't care if the bluebirds and them eat all.

(Cristo “Apple Tree” ca 1957 pr) 0 Two blue birds hopped warily

around the fallen fruit. (Boodhoo 1994:168)

blue-black adj are Very dark blackish-brown or bluish-black skin. =

blue till black 0 He’s a real blue-black man from Mayaro. (1979).

blue blood phr Clotted blood in a bruise, (fr dark blue colour of skin

over a bruise) 0 A poultice made from grated [turmeric] rhizome and

a pinch of salt is applied to bruised or damaged areas where “blue

blood” (clotted blood) is present. (Morean 1991c:26)

blue bottle phr A blue glass bottle, or a clear glass bottle with blue

water in it, used to keep away evil spirits. 0 Here and there one cannot

fail to notice the conspicuous presence of upturned coloured bottles

sticking out among the crops. The bottles, blue in colour, are usually

affixed to the tops of thin bamboo stems which are stuck into the

ground and which rise vertically to a height of 1 or 2 meters. It is the

belief that evil would visit anyone who should steal from the “blue

bottle” garden. (Chauharjasingh 1982)

blue brushfoot n Anteros renaldus , a butterfly, wingspan 2.7 cm
(1.1"). Black, with blue in the lower wing and the lower and central

upper wings, two white dots on upper wingtips; males have short stiff

hairs on legs. 0 (Barcant 1970:200-1)

blue copper 1 n Charis avius, a small dark butterfly, (fr colour +

copper~) = >coppers 0 (Barcant 1970:219)

2 n Guettarda scabra, a medium-sized native evergreen tree found in

Tobago, girth to 1.8 m (6
r

). Bark smooth, light grey. Leaves obovate,

to 15 x 7.5 cm (6 x 3"), hairy on both sides and very rough. Flowers

small, borne in clusters at the end of 10 cm (4") stalks. Fruit a small

berry 6 mm (%") diameter. 0 (Marshall 1934:99)

blue coscorob n Aequidens puleher (E blue acara), a freshwater

cichlid fish, to 16 cm long. Body deep and laterally flattened; mouth

located at tip of snout; jaws with teeth. Fins with spines; tail fin

rounded. Body light brown, back dark green, belly dusky silver;

9 broad vertical dark brown bars along side of body from behind the

eye to the tail, plus vertical bar running from top of eye to bottom of
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cheeck, and a short narrow vertical black bar on base of tail; dark

horizontal stripe from behind eye to a large mid-lateral apot on body.

Iridescent blue-green markings on cheek and some fins; iridescent

blue-green scales on sides. Fins green-brown with faint bluish and

orange diagonal markings; back fin with orange edge. Bars become

darker when a fish’s territory is invaded. Lives near riverbed, shelter-

ing among rocks and debris, in a variety of sreams to the South of the

Northern Range and in the Curaguate River in Las Cuevas. Some-

times eaten; a commercial aquarium fish based on breeding as well as

capture from the wild, (fr blue-green markings) = coscie, coscorob,

green coscorob, small coscorob 0 (Kenny 1995:61) 0 (Phillip &
Ramnarine 2001 : 32)

blue crab n Cardisoma guanhumi (E blue crab), a crab, about 1 5 cm
(6") across the back; colour purple, dark or light blue, or brown; tips

of claws often orange. Nocturnal; burrows in dry ground near brack-

ish water such as coconut groves. Commonly eaten, esp. in callaloo.

(< E blue fr overall colour; AmE blue crab is Callinectes hastatus )
=

blue-back crab
1

,
bush crab, callaloo crab, ironback crab, white crab 0

The next in order we call the black Crab, from which the blew Crab

differs but a little; they are both good food, yet their excess breeds

Fluxes; the one storms the Hills because high minded, but the other

more Submissive contents himself in Dales. (Poyntz 1683:22-3) 0

Callaloo... 2 manicou crabs or blue crabs. (Hunt 1985:6-7) 0 Crab-

bing: Mangrove or Red Crabs, Blue Crabs & Sea Crabs Tides &
Moon Phases, (ad, Newsday 25 Apr 2006:B-46)

blue creeper n obs Cyanerpes cyaneus, a bird.= grampo 1

,
grimpeur

pattes rouges, pink-footed grimpereau, >red-legged grampo 0 A
large proportion of the hundred and fifty varieties listed by Ober -

blue creeper, crested cacique, tropical kingfisher - were sighted.

(Oakley 1941:421)

Blue Devil n A Carnival mas; a type of devil predominantly blue

in colour. 0 Interspersed amongst the “pretty mas,” however, were

blue devils and mud mas revellers who made their presence known as

they slowly chipped through the streets. (TG 12 Feb 1997:16) 0

Entirely covered in blue mud and spewing red drool in imitation of

blood. Blue Devils typically act berserk, sexual, and ravenous. To a

degree their costumes are open to personal preference and can include

pitchforks, various kinds of masks, wings, and horns. In Paramin, the

mountain village home to an important Blue Devil band, laundry

bluing is mixed with Vaseline to make the mud. Blue Devils rush at

the crowd with screeches and screams, threatening obscene interac-

tions with individual spectators who typically ward off the Devils by

feeding them dollar bills... Some Blue Devils are considered beasts

and are restrained on chains or ropes held by Imps. Their proximity

threatens to get indelible blue mud on spectators. Children are afraid

of the devils’ unpredictable and accosting behavior. Adults respond

with cautious pleasure. (Martin 1998:222) 0 The hordes of Bad
Behaved Black Devils, Blue Devils, and mud mas in Jouvay are now
largely of a middle class whose race is Trinidadian. (Lovelace

1998:59) 0 Blue Devil: A masquerade figure dressed in shorts and

painted blue. The blue devils travel in bands and make an eerie, high

pitched whooping noise. They often have one of their number in

chains who must be forcibly restrained. They gather money from

spectators in return for keeping the dangerous devil away. (Scher

2003:181)

blue dock, blue duck n A heavy blue fabric used for work clothes. (< E
blue duck ‘denim’) = blue dock dungaree 0 I was wearing my thick

blue-dock pants and khaki shirt and on my feet I had my father’s old

sandals, for the prickles. I felt like a real working man. Mr. Gidharee

looked at me approvingly. (Anthony 1967:20) 0 He had completed

tying his apron and was scratching his left leg through his blue duck

pants. (Narine 1977:36) 0 (Anthony 1981) 0 “Mammie say even in dem
days she used to wear blue duck skirt to go to work.” (Baptiste

1993:21)

blue dock dungaree n Blue jeans; heavy denim work-pants. (< blue

dock + E dungaree ‘trousers made of a type of heavy cloth’ < H
dungrii , a coarse Indian cloth) = blue dock 0 Blue duck dungaree.

(Mendes 1985:16)

blue doctor n Rhetus periander, a small butterfly, wingspan 3.1 cm
(1.25"). Male is royal blue; inner margins of lower wings red and

black; elongated lower wingtips. Female has no blue; white-banded

in double rows diagonally across wings. (< E doctor ‘having elon-

gated tail’) 0 (Barcant 1970:82-3)

blue doctor fish n Acanthurus coeruleus [= Teuthis caeruleus] (E blue

tang surgeonfish), an edible marine fish. (< E doctor ‘having elon-

gated fin’) = chirugeon, tang 0 (Vincent 1910:50)

blue-eared hummer n obs Colibri delphinae [= Petasophora del-

phinae, Polytmus delphinae
]
(E brown violetear), a hummingbird,

11.9 cm (4.75") long, resident in the Northern Range forests of

Trinidad. Dull brown above, grey below; broad violet patch across

cheeks and ears; white moustache streak; iridescent green throat; tail

with blackish band. Bill black and straight. When excited, may
briefly raise the bright feathers of the ear-patch at angle to the head. =

colibri a oreilles 0 (Chapman 1894:57)

blue-eye fink n Eleutherodactylus urichi, a very tiny, reddish-brown,

bony-looking frog. It has a relatively large head; the upper part of the

eye is bright blue. Its call is a single glass-like link sound; it usu. calls

at night for several hours after darkness falls. 0 “All in here is blue-

eye tink.” (1994)

blue fly n Calliphora vomitoria, large, shiny blue-black flies that

gather on rotten meat or carcases. = blue-arse fly 0 Two kinds of

flies... appear to be of the same genus, and even of the same species,

as those of Europe, viz., the blue flesh-fly (Musca vomitoria) and the

viviparous grey fly (Musca carnaria). The blue fly, it seems, more

especially haunts inhabited places. The grey fly is met with in the

high forest, and they must, indeed, be numerous there, for let any

putrid substance be exposed, and it is immediately covered with

swarms of those flies. These insects are a source of loss to the plant-

ers, and an incessant cause of annoyance even to individuals; for the

moment an animal presents a raw surface on its hide, however small

it may be, they are sure to deposit their larvae on the spot; they act

similarly on the wounds or sores of incautious persons, (de Verteuil

1884:106)

blue food n Root tubers that have a bluish white colour when cooked,

usu. DASHEEN. (fr bluish white colour of cooked tuber) 0 Blue food -

dasheen. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 The most important man from a

culinary point of view was Kumar Latchoo, who combined a curry

duck... with blue food for an unlikely but highly-workable dinner.

(Pires 1995b: 15) 0 We have even developed a victuals vernacular,

from formidable “cutters” to three-course “jhorts”, with sub-titles

along the “nyam” continuum including “blue-food”, “sancoche”...

and other delights of our diverse culinary heritage; which almost

invariably deliver rich and greasy food. (EX 9 Apr 2004)

blue gaulin, blue gaulding n Egretta caerulea [~ Florida caerulea,

Ardea caerulea
]
(E little blue heron), a large, long-legged bird, 60 cm

(24") tall. Generally slate blue; head and neck purplish-rufous; bill

greyish blue with dark tip; legs dark or greenish. Immature form

whitish. Legally protected but occasionally hunted. = aigrette bleue,

black egret; white gaulin (immature form) 0 Blue Gaulding. (Belcher

& Smooker 1934:580) 0 (ffrench 1991:56-7)

blue-headed parrot n Pionus menstruus menstruus [= Psittacus

menstruus], a bird, 25 cm (10”) long. Head, neck and upper breast

blue; upperparts and rest of underparts green; golden tinge to wings

and red undertail and base of tail. A common resident of forests and

semi-open cultivated areas in Trinidad. = perruche a tete bleue 0

(Chapman 1894:66) 0 (ffrench 1991:186)

blue-headed woodpecker n Piculus rubiginosus trinitatis (Trin) and

P.r. tobagensis (Tob), a bird, 18.8 cm (7.5") long. Upperparts golden

olive; under-tail and outer tail barred; fore-crown dark greyish blue. =

carpenter (bird), charpentier, charpentier a tete bleu, cocoa eater,

>green woodpecker, mangeur de cacao, Trinidad green woodpecker

(P.r. trinitatis) 0 (Chapman 1894:60) 0 (ffrench 1991:245-6)

blueie n Panthiades bitias [= Siderus bitias], a small butterfly, wing-

span 2.5 cm (1"). Deep iridescent blue; black upper wingtips, narrow

black wing margins; underside grey with whitish bands, /blui/ (< E
blue fr overall colour + E -ie, adjective ending) 0 (Barcant 1970: 111)
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Blue Indian n arc A Carnival mas similar to the Red Indian

MAS, but with elaborate costumes of predominantly blue colour. See

also Wild Indian 2
. 0 The first prize offered by the La India Estab-

lishment for the best dressed Indian band was won by the “Blue Indi-

ans’
7

of Belmont. The “Red Indians” gained the second prize, while

the South American “Man Eaters” captured the third prize. (POSG 24

Feb 1909:4) 0 There were the usual Indians, blue and red, yankees,

bats, devils, ghosts and the like. (Mirror 8 Feb 1910:7) 0 The Red and

Blue Indians were less formalistic. They merely wandered around

town in small groups painted red or blue and singing and challenging

any other bands they met. (7T7-M 24 Jan 1993:2) 0 In the yard of the

house near the bridge a small group of men and women were spread-

ing blue colouring over their faces and bodies. On a crude workbench

were several feathered headpieces. A tall man who was topped by a

mass of thick white hair in tight curls, his mouth a red cavern in the

blue, was rehearsing some members of the group. Fie made long,

slow, stylized movements and they followed. ‘Blue Indians... let’s go

closer.’... After a while the band of blue Indians passed making wild

war cries and brandishing spears. Their feathered head-dresses

bobbed gracefully. They walked to the Junction where they hoped to

get a ride on a truck since, with their bodies smeared with blue paint,

no taxi or bus would take them. (Boodhoo 1994:190,201)

blue jacquot n Scarus caeruleus (E blue parrotfish), a marine fish of

inferior eating quality. (< FC jako, Fr jacquot ‘parrot; parrotfish’) 0

(Vincent 1910:49) 0 (Mendes 1940:16)

blue jay n Thraupis episcopus berlepschi (Tob) and T.e. nesophila

(Trin), a common bird in both islands, 17.5 cm (7") long. Generally

greyish blue; brighter blue on rump and upperparts; patch of bright

violet blue on wings, (fr overall blue colour + < E blue jay,

Cyanocitta cristata , a predominantly blue bird also found around

houses in North America) = >bluebird, blue jean(s), ladwez, oiseau

bleu; Trinidad blue-grey tanager (T.e. nesophila) 0 In the grass a cou-

ple of bluejays shadow-boxed a lizard. (Ramkeesoon 1975:33) 0

(ffrench 1991:369-70)

blue jean(s) n Thraupis episcopus berlepschi (Tob) and T.e. nesophila

(Trin), a common bird in both islands, 17.5 cm (Tj long. Generally

greyish blue. (prob. fr similarity of bluejay to bluejean) = >bluebird,

blue jay, ladwez, oiseau bleu; Trinidad blue-grey tanager (T.e. neso-

phila) 0 Walking up Fort Street in the cool of late afternoon I used to

see a pair of blue tanagers. These were a Tobago variety, differing

from their Trinidadian brethren in being a bolder blue, a colour which

no doubt led to their local name of blue jean. (Bryans 1967:238) 0 Of
all the sights he had seen that morning - the sun, the blue sky, the

green hills, the flash of colour as bluejean and pickoplat flew high in

the immortelle - none was as Sarojini. (Selvon 1972:17) 0 A blue

jean flew past his head as Krishna climbed back up the bank to collect

his bucket. (Ramesar 1973) 0 He preferred to witness the quick blur

of bluejeans or listen to the raucous keskidees. (Selvon 1988:16) 0

They began just before the light, around five o’clock, with the “bawl-

ing” of the housebird, the bluejean, and the palmist, and, on some

mornings, the full-throated ramageing of the picoplat. (Myers

1998:51)

blue mantle 1 n Thraupis cyanocepha/a [= Tanagra cyanocephala

subcinerea , T. subcinerea

\

(E blue-capped tanager), a bird, 18.8 cm
(7.5") long. Crown and face bright dark blue; upperparts olive green,

underparts bluish grey; under-tail and wing yellowish; bill black.

(< E mantle ‘covering for head’) = grosbec a tete bleu 0 (Williams

1922:129)0 (Roberts 1934:99) 0 (ffrench 1991:371-2)

2 n obs Tersina viridis [~ Procnias viridis, Tersa ventralis] (E swal-

low tanager ), a bird; 15 cm (6") long. Male purplish blue with black

forehead, throat; wings and tail black edged blue; belly white; flanks

barred black. A rather rare and local breeding species in Trinidad's

Northern Range. 0 (Chapman 1894:28)

blue night n Euptychia cephus, a small butterfly, wingspan 3.1 cm
(1.25"). Male very bright blue with black margins and some black

veins in upper wings. Female drab brown, fine marginal blue line to

the lower wing. Undersides blue with varied brown bands. 0 (Barcant

1970:94-5)

blue note n A one hundred dollar bill, (fr blue colour of banknote) =

blue(s)
1

0 After all with today’s skyrocketing inflationary prices,

every blue note counts. (Punch 1979) 0 Their price was $100... “I am
telling you,” stated a driver who confessed that he had paid a “blue

note” to get off. (TTM 23 Oct 1990:14) 0 Out came the blue notes by

the hundreds, thousands. (EX 28 Nov 1993:18) 0 While it is not easy

for anyone to “hold strain” for a prolonged period, we have to

remember that when the blue notes were flowing freely, we did not

take the steps necessary to ensure our continued welfare as a nation.

(EX 28 Nov 1993:28) 0 “Jus’ now you go hear them on the television

again, on the news sayin’ how sales down by ten per cent this year

and is only blue notes they countin’.” (EX

4

Dec 1994:1 1)

blue nymph n Euptychia brixiola, a butterfly, wingspan 2.5 cm (1").

Male upperside purplish grey with four dark brown stripes; lower

wing has small black eye. Female similar but upperside light brown,

stripes smaller; underside light bluish grey with stripes; forewing tips

have very small yellow-ringed black eye; five eyes on lower wing. 0

(Barcant 1970:165-6)

blue ortolan n Claravis pretiosa , a bird, 20 cm (8") long. Male

bluish-grey, paler below; black spots on wings; outer tail black.

(< Fr ortolan, a small bird prized for eating) = blue partridge dove,

ortolan, >ortolan bleu 0 The Blue Ortolan (Peristera cinerea) is a

beautiful bird, of an ashy blue colour, spotted with black; it is not so

common as the other, and prefers the high wood, (de Verteuil

1884:93)

blue partridge dove n obs Claravis pretiosa

,

a bird, 20 cm (8") long.

Male bluish-grey, paler below; black spots on wings; outer tail black.

= blue ortolan, ortolan, >ortolan bleu 0 (Chapman 1894:74)

blue pea n Clitoria ternatea var., a cultivated vine with blue flowers.

(< E blue, fr colour of flower + pea, fr resemblance to pea flower) =

blue and white pea (bi-colour cultivar); blue vine (all-blue cultivar) 0

A double blue pea (Clitomia Ternatea; which should be in all our hot-

houses) and a purple Bignonia are scrambling over shrubs and walls.

(Kingsley 1880:91)

blue petrea n Petrea volubilis [= P. arborea, P. erecta. P. kohautiana.

P. vincentina, P. splendens], a small spreading native tree or climber,

found in the hills around Port of Spain and the northwestern penin-

sula; it does not occur in Tobago. Leaves opposite, elliptical, about

13 x 7 cm (5.1 x 2.7"), wavy along margins, heart-shaped at base, stiff,

rough on both surfaces. Flowers bluish-mauve, crowded together in

leaf axils. Cultivated varieties include broadwayi; and alba, known as

white petrea, with white flowers. (< E blue, fr colour of flower) =

petrea ; white petrea (broadwayi) 0 (Dean 1937:6) 0 (FTT 1955-2-

6:400) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:135)

blues see BLUE 2

blue-seal coot Porphyrula martinica, a bird, 32.5 cm (13") long.

Mostly brilliant dark blue, glossed with violet; mid-back greenish

blue; under-tail white; front pale blue; bill red, tipped yellow; legs

yellow, very long toes. = >blue waterfowl, poule d’eau a cachet bleu,

water hen 2
0 (Chapman 1894:79) 0 (Roberts 1934:90)

blue soap n An inexpensive cake of clothes-washing soap that con-

tains laundry BLUE as an ingredient. 0 Chittaranjan... pushed aside his

wife from the enamel sink where she was scouring pots and pans with

blue soap and ashes. (Naipaul 1958:95) 0 [Y]ou know you are a true

Trini if, among a long list of other things... You know that blue soap

makes white clothes whiter. (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17) 0 Blue

soap, the humblest of household items, became the subject of a high-

profile political squabble two weeks ago. Presenting what he called a

“poor man’s Budget”... Minister of Finance... removed the 1 5 per cent

VAT on blue soap. In response, [the] Opposition leader... poured cold

water on the move, saying poor people don’t use blue soap any more.

But an expedition in search of those who used that old-time product

found it was still a hot seller... blue soap is used by poor people...

“Plenty poor people use blue soap. People... does take a blue soap and

a torchon and scrub their skin. No other soap can do it. The sweet

soap does finish now for now.” (Loubon 2001) 0 [W]hen he was

showering with some blue soap he had begged in the storeroom he
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realized that the scratches all over his hands were tattooed with the

hot black grime. (Andersen 2004:3 1 1

)

blue-stone n Copper sulphate, used to treat TAYTAY WORM and

other sores. (< E blue-stone ‘copper sulphate,’ used medicinallly) 0

Bordeaux mixture being made in the following proportion: four

pounds blue stone, six pounds lime and fifty gallons water. (POSG 26

Oct 1907:4) 0 The husband was arrested for the crime too late, Blue

stone sent him through the golden gate. (Executor “The Seven Skele-

tons in the Back Yard” 1938, in Rohlehr 1990:168) 0 He picked up

the bunch of bananas to pluck off another one, and a spotted brown

scorpion crawled out and placed its venomed tail in his arm. In three

minutes he was stretched out on the floor... vomiting green. The old

obeah man took out a little draw-string purse he had tucked into his

waist and drew out a blue stone which he offered to the wound. (Khan

1964:16) 0 Iodine was used for cuts; iodoform and blue stone were

used on bad sores. (Alladin 1970b: 19) 0 To cure brown [a piece of]

bluestone until white. A small lump half inch in diameter. Mix thor-

oughly with flour paste and apply to affected spot, covering com-

pletely. (Pavy 1987:61) 0 These were the places where customers

could buy small portions of those items most frequently called for in

any good “doctor-shop" - tincture of iodine, vaseline, mustard, asa-

foetida, wintergreen, blue stone, camomile flowers, senna pods,

Glauber salts, castor oil - in fact anything that could be used as a

curative for minor ailments. (Maynard 1992:21)

blue swimmer n Callinectes sapidus, a marine swimming crab. Body

olive or blue, coloured with distinctive purple, scarlet or blue mark-

ings on the claws. = blue-back crab', >cirique, swimming crab

blue till black phr Very dark skin, bluish-black. 0 “He blue till he

black.” (1979) = >blue-black

blue top n Stachytarphetajamaicensis, a cultivated plant with ascend-

ing branches to about 1 m (3.2') high. Flowers small, deep violet-

blue, in erect spikes 15-30 cm (6-12") long, flowers partly embedded.

Used medicinally. (< E blue, fr colour of flower + E top, fr flowers

appearing first at the tip of a long stalk) = blue veven, gwan veven,

gwo veven, >veven 1

,
vori-vine 0 Vervain, Vervine, Blue top... some-

times woody at the base, is common in both cultivated and waste

lands. (Duncan 1993:28)

blue transparent n Ithomia pellucida pellucida [= 1. drymo pellu-

cida\, a butterfly, wingspan 4.4 cm (1.75"). Black wing margins;

veins stand out finely in black; wing membrane bluish transparent. 0

(Kaye 1921:17) 0 (Barcant 1970:99-100)

blue veven, blue vervein n Stachytarpheta jamaicensis, a cultivated

and naturalized plant with ascending branches to about lm (39")

high. Flowers small, deep violet-blue, in erect spikes 15-30 cm
(6-12") long. Used medicinally. (< E blue, fr colour of flower

+ < veven) = blue top, gwan veven, gwo veven, >veven*, vori-vine 0

BLUE VERVEIN (Stachytarpheta jamaicensis). A very common way-
side weed with coarsely notched rough leaves and long thin spikes of

a purple tinge which bear small dark or light blue flowers of which
there are never more than five, at the outside, out at the same time.

(Alford 1960:86)

blue vex ad) Extremely vexed, irritated, or annoyed. (< E blue in the

face ‘livid with effort, excitement’) 0 If my parent shewed less than

ordinary relish for his food, he (Scipio) used to become (to use his own
expression) blue bex. (Joseph 1838b-l:47) 0 Veda was complainin’

’bout de go-slow on de buses, an’ she was blue vex because it make
she reach to wuk late. (Keens-Douglas 1984:85) 0 ‘What kind of fowl

it was, boy?’ ‘A big white fowl... Me father blue vex, man.’ (Gosine

1992:74) 0 When I tell she the truth she was blue. Vex like hell,

blue vine n Clitoria ternatea, a cultivated vine with blue flowers. =

blue and white pea (bi-colour cultivar); blue pea (all-blue cultivar) 0

In many areas along the windward road [Tobago] I passed Clitoria

ternatea, locally called blue vine or blue and white pea. It had a scal-

lop-shell petal with a yellow-white centre and graduated from a pale

blue to a saturated cobalt at the edge. (Bryans 1967:227)

blue water n Water tinted blue in colour, usu. from the addition of

laundry BLUE. (< blue
x

) 0 On the subject of scorpion bites... when you
have been bitten, drink some ‘blue’ water. That will keep you from

dying and will enable you ever afterwards to see a scorpion before it

sees you. Then you can mash it. (TG 1 9 Mar 1 92 1 : 1 2)

blue waterfowl n Porphyrula martinica [= lonornis martinica

]

(E purple gallinule), a bird, 32.5 cm (13") long. Mostly brilliant dark

blue, glossed with violet; mid-back greenish blue; under-tail white;

front breast pale blue; bill red, tipped yellow; legs yellow, very long

toes. Walks on water plants. Hunted during open season, (fr overall

dark blue colour + habitat) = blue-seal coot, poule d’eau a cachet

bleu, water-hen
2
0 (ffrench 1991:122-3)

blue-wing n Anas discors [= Pterocyanea discors

]

(E blue-winged

teal), a small duck, 37.5 cm (15") long. Male grey-brown with white

crescent in front of eye; large pale blue patch on fore-wing; under-

parts dark. Female mottled brown with blue wing patch, (fr blue patch

on wing) = sarcelle, sarcelle a croissants 0 (ffrench 1991 :78)

bluffy adj Swollen, fat, or puffy, in an unhealthy or unattractive way.

/blufi/ (< dial E bluffy ‘puffed; swelled’) 0 He looking real bluffy

these days.

bluggo, blogo n Musa balbisiana AAB, a cultivated cooking banana.

Widely spaced hands of large, angular, spreading, nearly straight

fruits; starchy when ripe. Very susceptible to Moko disease. /blvgo/ =

buc-buc, mafube, >moko (fig) 0 (Morean 1993)

blynch see BUNCH
boa murina n obs Eunectes murinus gigas (E anaconda), a very large

aquatic non-venomous constricting snake. (< Boa murina, an earlier

scientific name) = >huille, huilla, water boa, water snake 1

, wheel

snake 0 (de Verteuil 1858:442)

boar, beau, bo adj Indicating a male animal; most commonly with rat

and hog. See also BOAR-RAT, SOW-PIG. /bo:, bo/ (< E boar ‘male

swine’; obs boar-cat ‘male cat’) = bull
1

, man
3

, ram 0 He may be

waiting with a cutlass to chop you down. After he chop you like a

boar hog in the slaughtery. (Mighty Killer “Habeas Corpus Law”
1950 pr) 0 “Too many boa rat can’t live in one hole, Too much big

gold fish can’t live in one bowl.” (Prospector, in TG 27 Jan 1973:5) 0

“You father musta bin a boar-hog, yuh mouth too long.” (1979)

board adj Wooden; made ofwood boards; usu. of a house. (< E board

‘a thin flat piece of timber’) 0 He would... talk to her about... the

board house he was building. (Lovelace 1988:62)

boat basket n Tob Large basket, transported by donkey, used to carry

fish for sale from village to village. 0 (Craig-James 2008:11-295)

boat-bill n Cochlearius cochlearius cochlearius, a bird, 52 cm (21")

long. Crown and upper back black, forehead, throat and breast white;

lower back and wings grey; lower underparts reddish, black flanks;

bill black, very broad. (< E boat-bill, herons with large boat-shaped

bills) = crabier, >crabier bee plat 0 Cancroma Cochlearia... Boat-bill,

(de Verteuil 1884:369) 0 (Chapman 1894:82)

boatswain n arc USINE foreman in charge of grinding sugar cane.

(< E boatswain ‘a ship’s officer who has charge of sails, rigging, etc.

and who summons the crew to duty with a whistle’) 0 Her accomplice

was the Captain of the Mill (or Boatswain as the man in charge of the

grinding of the cane was sometimes called), (de Verteuil 1992:98)

boat-tail 1 n Quiscalus lugubris [= Holoquiscalus lugubris] (E Carib

grackle), a common bird in both islands, to 26.2 cm (10.5") long.

Black, glossed purple and green; tail long, keel-shaped; long down-

curved bill. (< E boat-tail, any birds of family Quiscalinae, whose

tail-feathers are formed in the shape of a canoe) = blackbird
1

,

common blackbird, merle a queue en bateau, Trinidad boat-tail 0

(Williams 1922:139) 0 The “Common black-bird” or “boat tail”

appears to be confined to the western side of the island where it may
be seen about the artificial savannahs and throughout the cane land.

This bird is a ground feeder and is particularly fond of mole crickets

and earthworms. It is usually very tame and large parties follow

weeding gangs through the cane and catch the numerous insects dis-

turbed. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 18) 0 The kiskadee is not found

among the sensitive grass of the Savannah as frequently as the boat-

tail. This ten-inch-long bird is entirely a glossy black with pale

yellow iris. It also holds its long tail in a unique way, like the rudder

of a boat. (Bryans 1967:32) 0 (ffrench 1991:339-40)
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2 n Temenis laothoe pseudoariadne , a very rare butterfly, wingspan

4 cm (1.6"). Dark brown; upper wingtips iridescent purple; centres of

lower wings yellowish-brown. = black tomato, tomato*
-

0 (Barcant

1970:175)

bob 1 n arc A shilling coin; later a twenty-five cent coin. (< E bob

‘shilling coin') = shilling 0 And then I noticed he start to give the

child a bob. And he want her to bring his breakfast on the job.

(Mighty Dictator “Unreasonable Stepfathers” 1950 pr) 0 “Sometimes

you could make a couple bob singin’ calypsoes for Yankee tourists.”

(de Boissiere 1956:19) 0 In the wee hours of morning, when she came
in everyone crowded around the table to congratulate her on the

night's return, and to “squeeze a bob.” The younger ones would be

told: “go sleep.” (Bain 1974:3) 0 “And he would scrape up every-

thing. When you throwing a shilling at him (we use to call it a ‘bob’)

you had to pitch it at him and he would catch it in his mouth, you

know, yeah! He wasn’t easy. He was a terrible guy.” (Hall 1998:47)

2 n A living; money to live on. = shilling 0 “All that I did for a ‘bob’

- to make a living.” (EX-2 8 Nov 1987:13)

bobbots see BOBOTS

bobby see BUBBY

bobeen, bobbine, bobbin n A reel or spool of cotton or thread, empty

or full, /babin, bDbin/ (< Fr bobine ‘bobbin; a wooden or metal cylin-

der, perforated to revolve on a spindle, used to receive and give off

thread') 0 ‘One day... ah find ah big bobbin in the grass. Ah say in me
mind ah woulda make a nice tractor with it... Well, same time Mano
come and say the bobbin is he own. He take it away from me. And tap

me up and cuff me. Ah take me licks cool. An eh say nutten.’ (Narine

1977:28-9) 0 A lot of innovative little toys were made using bobbins
- “bobeen” - as wheels. For example, you could nail bobeens to the

ends of a piece of wood, then nail a stick to the centre of the piece of

wood, and put a steering string on the ends. This contraption was

pushed ahead of the boy by the stick, steering by the string very much
like the front axle of the home made box-carts made with ball bear-

ings. (1992)

bobeen top n A child’s toy top made from a wooden BOBEEN, cut in

half, with a pencil pushed through the hole. (< bobeen + top) 0 My
uncle made plenty bobeen top for me and mi brother,

bobeen tractor n A child’s toy made from a wooden bobbin, candle

bearings, and a COCOYEA axle, powered by a twisted rubber band.

(< bobeen + tractor, fr slow motion forward) = Johnny Walker, trac-

tor 0 “Now someone wants to make a “bobeen” tractor, but there are

only plastic spools.” ( 1978)

bobline n obs Gryllotalpa vulgaris, a large insect that lives under-

grounds >mole-cricket 0 The word bobline was the familiar name
given to the taupe-grillon (mole cricket). (Ryan 1985:2)

bobo n n A sore; slight injury. (< FC < Fr bobo ‘hurt; sore; injury’,

child use) 0 Anita have a big bobo on she foot.

bobodoops n A very fat woman. = >bobolups 9 Look dat boboodoops

going down de road. - Nickname for a very fat cumbersome young

woman, clumsy and ungainly in appearance. (ESTT 1956)

bobo-foot 1 n Sore foot, esp. one that doesn’t heal. (< bobo + foot) 0

1 take that child to the doctor three times about that bobo-foot.

2 n Leg having scars from sores. = currants roll skin 0 The term is

used to describe someone who has bad skin, with special reference to

marks on the legs usually as a result of exzemas during childhood.

“She stepping in style, but check out de bobo foot.” (Baptiste 1992)

bobol, bubol, boboll, bubbul n Graft; corruption; fraud; embezzle-

ment. /bAbol/ (< south central Zoombo Kikongo lu-bubulu ‘corrup-

tion’; Kikongo bubula ‘become corrupt; go rancid’) 0 “Oh, man, I

give Pierre 6s for you, I could not get more because the other men
made a “bobol” (laughter) and I had to threaten to lock them up, and

that is what I could get!” (POSG 5 Oct 1907:5) 0 [The defendant]...

tried to induce him to be a party to the theft of two motor-car tyres.

The watchman... told defendant that he would not join him in any

fraud or, to use his own word, “bobol.” (TG 11 Sept 1917:10) 0 I

wonder if it’s bobol. What they doing with taxpayers’ money at all.

(Atilla “Treasury Scandal” 1937) 0 “You hear me talking about this

new Dam they build. If you know how much grease-hand and boboll

pass there.” (Hill 1966:14) 0 Bubbul. (John 1973) 0 “Yeh, ah hear e

have ah big house wit’ swimmin’ pool an’ e have 4 big cars...” “So

wot business he in?” “Bobol!” (Sweetbread, EX 1 Oct 1980:23) 0

Controversy surrounds the landing of 3,000 pounds of rejected pota-

toes... But officials... [said] that there was no bobol and corruption

involved. They even denied that the potatoes were being off-loaded.

(TTM 6 Oct 1989: 1 ) 0 The Caura Dam project blew up under a with-

ering torrent of accusations of “bobol”. Nothing was proved, so no

one was punished. (ND 3 Jan 2003: 12)

boboli, bobolee, bouberly 1 n An effigy of Judas Iscariot, beaten up

on Good Friday, /boboli/ (< Kikongo bubulu ‘ignorant; stupid; mad'
+ Kikongo buubulu < buubula ~ biaiba ‘beaten; flogged’; poss. also

< Bambara boli ‘fetish’) 0 He beat him in his kitchen mercilessly.

And Schmeling tumble down like a Bouberly. (Beginner “Joe Louis

& Schmeling” 1939, in Rohlehr 1990:199) 0 We will beat you like a

snake and a boboli. And leave your face like Belmont donkey. (Lion

“Hitler’s Mistake” 1940) 0 And all she know she got as a guarantee.

Is more licks than a Carnival bobolee. (Pride “My Experience with

Elaine on a Train” 1951 pr) 0 Today is Good Friday and in times

gone by, one of our traditional practices in Trinidad was the making

and beating of the bobolee... people would grab whatever old cloth-

ing they could put their hands on, stuff it and make a bobolee figure

complete with head and hat. People could hardly wait for the later

afternoon, when they would gather around the bobolee and at a sig-

nal, everyone, all armed with sticks, would drop licks on the bobo-

lee. (Bomb 1983) 0 Sometimes we would wander up to the alley after

Meyler Street where they always had a Good Friday bobolie hanging

from a tree, and we too would pelt stones and sticks at it. (Araujo

1984:41) 0 Many children, and adults too, got vicarious pleasure

from the beating of an effigy of Judas Iscariot through the streets on

the Easter weekend, a custom reputedly introduced by Portuguese

immigrants. (Trotman 1986:181) 0 The customs of Good Friday...

have been slowly dying out. The bobolee, men’s clothes, stuffed with

rags and newspaper is rarely seen today. The bobolee, representing

Judas, would be beat until the stuffing came out. The beating of the

bobolee would usually begin at 3pm, the time Jesus was believed to

have died. (EX 12 Apr 1987:3) 0 [P]itch oil tins were traditionally

used in a Good Friday custom in which an effigy of Judas (called a

bobolee) was hung from a tree. Children circled around the tree,

struck both the effigy and the tins with sticks, and shouted: “Beat the

bobolee, beat the bobolee.” (Stuempfle 1995:27) 0 “Well, they had a

way of making a good Friday bobolee and putting it on a wooden
stretcher. They brought that into the Carnival as a funeral.” (Hall

1998:45)

2 n A person who allows another to beat him up, misuse him or make

a fool of him. 0 “Your wife does have you like a bobolee.” (1979) 0

But our Bishop Abdulah made it clear last Thursday that Archbishop

Tutu, having been informed by the Bishop about the election date,

and then having received a telex... spelling out his potential use as a

political bobolee, simply and honestly decided he could do without

that thunder. (EX 16 Nov 1986:27) 0 They are using this nation’s

women as bobolees, absolutely no respect for them. (Bomb 2 Feb

1996:18) 0 Mental bobolees to be beaten with bull, (trinicen-

ter.com/keithsmith 25 Jan 2001)

boboli band n A band or group of revelers organized on Good Friday

and during Carnival. 0 An effigy of Judas Iscariot, called a “bobo-

lee,” was beaten by the band members. (Thomas 1985:378)

bobolise n Engage in BOBOL, graft, corruption. (< bobol + E -ise, verb

suffix) 0 All of this evidence goes to show, they were bobolising long

time ago. (Atilla “Treasury Scandal” 1937)

bobolist n A person who practices BOBOL, corruption, graft. (< bobol

+ E -ist, suffix for ‘a person who does this’) 0 BOBOL, n. trickery,

corruption, underhandedness, graft, e.g., it have too much bobol in

government, man. Bobolist, n., one who practices bobol. (Rodman

1971:228) 0 Bobolis. (Alleyne 1974-80)

bobolups, boobooloops, boobaloops, bubulups n A fat woman, often

a term of appreciation. /buboUps/ (< Kikongo bubul ‘big; gross; big
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belly’; Yombe, western Kikongo bobolo ‘fat and lazy’) = bobodoops,

boobooloops 0 “This big boobaloops,” he said, using scornfully a

term applied to fat women, (de Boissiere 1956:253) 0 We’d be in the

heavenly pit, but there’d be the whole lot of us there, Elizabeth Wind-

sor and the governor and the big shots all mingling with me and the

rest, and Baboolal and Boboloops. (Jones 1973:82) 0 Jean remembers

that she met Yvonne Smith aka Bobolops around that time... She was

a huge woman, physically, and was treated with the same deference

as any man, good or bad (John). She was a fighter, and would take on

- and best - nine out of ten of them... Bobolops, who was buried in the

first few days of this year, was one of the first women to wave a flag

for a panside. All Stars. ( TG 30 Jan 1993:4) 0 (Wamer-Lewis 1994:4)

bobotay adj Someone who is stupid or incredibly naive, slow,

impaired, retarded, /bobote/ 0 “Shut up an doh talk no more stupid-

ness with yuh bobotay self!” (Baptiste 1993:21)

bobots, bobbots 1 n A woman’s breasts. /bobDts/ = bubbus, >bubby,

tototo, tot-tots 0 (Mendes 1985: 16)

2 n A nickname for a child who nursed at the breast late, e.g., up to

seven or eight years of age.

Boca n A sea channel between the island of Trinidad and the South

American mainland (Venezuela). The northern entrance to the Gulf of

Paria off the northwest peninsula of Trinidad is the Dragon’s Mouth,

or Boca del Drago, with four channels. The First Boca (also Monos
Boca or Boca Monos, or Apes’/Monkeys’ Passage), lies between the

island of Monos and the Trinidad mainland. The Second Boca

(or Boca Huevos) is between Monos and Huevos; the Third Boca

(also Boca de Navios or Ships’ Passage), is between Huevos and

Chacachacare. Beyond Chacachacare is the main passage, the Boca

Grande or Grand Boca. The channel between the southern shore of

Trinidad and the South American mainland (Venezuela) is the Boca

del Serpiente, or Serpent’s Mouth, /boka/ (< Sp boca ‘entrance; exit;

mouth; inlet’) 0 Two small sloops entered the first Boca, and passed

us as we were at anchor. (Joseph 1 835:65) 0 Although the current was

against us, we had a breeze which quickly carried us to the Bocas or

Dragon’s Mouths. This is a scene of peculiar grandeur, the two points

of land, one of Trinidad, the other of the Spanish Main, strongly

resembling each other, being lofty mountains of similar forms, cov-

ered with forests, and distant from each other about fourteen miles...

Between them are three small bold islands... Between them run the

long and narrow watery roads called Boca de Monos (monkey’s

mouth), Boca de Huevos (egg’s mouth), Boca de Navios (ship’s

mouth), from the name of the respective islets; and outside, between

the island Chacachacareo and the Main is the noble passage called the

Grand Boca (Boca Grande), beyond those singular passages the

ocean sullenly roars. (Joseph 1835:63) 0 We made several ineffectual

attempts to pass through the bocas, - passages formed by several

small but beautiful islands, which rise abruptly from the flood, and

stand, like bold sentinels, between Trinidad and the opposing point of

South America, breaking the turbulent force of the ocean, and guard-

ing the tranquillity of the noble gulf of Paria: without these isles roll

the billows of a roaring sea; but within them, seem to ripple the

waters of a lake of Paradise. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 1 40) 0 The north-coast

range corresponds with the chain of mountains extending along the

north coast of Venezuela, which terminates in the lofty point called

La Pena, exactly opposite the north-west Promontory of Trinidad, and
distant from it about fifteen miles. The channel between these points

is divided by three small rocky islands, called Monos, Huevos, and

Chacachaca[r]e, into four channels or bocas, which form the northern

entrance to the Gulf of Paria, and are collectively called the Boca del

Drago, or the Dragon’s Mouth. (Taylor 1864:74-5) 0 The Boca de

Monos, commonly called the “First Boca,” is about half a mile in

breadth, having at its entrance from the Caribbean Sea a large rock

connected with the Island of Monos by a line of reefs. The currents in

this passage are very strong, and it can only be used with safety by
steamers. The passage between Monos and Huevos is considerably

broader, but the currents render it extremely dangerous, and it is

rarely, if ever used. The Boca de Navios is nearly a mile in breadth, is

well adapted for the passage of vessels leaving the Gulf, but on
account of the currents is not so well suited for their entrance. The

Boca Grande is over five miles in breadth, with a minimum depth of

fifty fathoms, and is easily accessible for ships of any size. The south-

ern passages are extremely dangerous and are scarcely used except by

coasting vessels. (Fraser 1 891:203-4) 0 The coolies are landed first at

the Five Islands, about half-way down the coast from the Bocas to

Port of Spain, where they are kept for a certain time in quarantine,

and then drafted on to the various estates under the supervision of the

Protector. (Jay 1900:93) 0 Witness’s boatman told them it was dan-

gerous to cross the boca with the load they had... Witness had just

crossed the grand boca and the sea was very rough. (POSG 9 Oct

1907:5) 0 [In] the water around Tobago... Rough seas and strong tides

have to be encountered, and it must be borne in mind that the best

fishing is in the open waters of the Atlantic, not in placid pond-like

conditions that usually obtain inside the Bocas in the Gulf of Paria,

Trinidad. (Guppy 1922:443) 0 As soon as he cleared the Bocas,

everything commenced to “go wrong.” ( WG 3 May 1930:1) 0 All

hopes were given that they were lost. That time the Bocas they had

already crossed. (Black Prince “School Boys’ Adventure” 1938) 0

When the ship passed through the Bocas into the Gulf of Paria - (after

a shipwreck in the 1850’s, they were towed by a steam tug through

the third Boca) - she beat her way up against the strong easterlies

towards the harbour of Port of Spain, (de Verteuil 1989:14)

bocare (immortelle), bucare n Erythema fusca [~ E. glauca], a tree

cultivated and naturalized in both islands; to 20 m (65'). Trunk and

branches armed with stout prickles. Bark is thin, pale tan or greenish,

almost smooth; as the trunk expands the bark peels off in plaques or

strips, producing low ridges. Leaves are compound with three ovate

leaflets, green above and greyish and downy below; thicker and big-

ger than those of the MOUNTAIN IMMORTELLE. Flowers appear overall

orange, the upper part rhomboid-roundish, folded, narrowed into a

claw 5-6 x 3.5-4 cm (2-2.3 x 1.4- 1.6"); wings oblong, brown, with

crimson tips, about 2.5 cm (1") long, with a brown keel slightly lon-

ger than the wings. Fruit pod up to 30 x 1 .8 cm ( 1 1 .7 x .7"), flattened

and curved, constricted between the seeds; pods hang at the ends of

branches in clusters. Pod contains 6-18 seeds, brown with black mar-

gins, 1.6 x .8 cm (.62 x .3"), almost cylindrical. Used widely as a

shade tree for cocoa trees in lower moist lands; also contributes nitro-

gen-fixing nodules to soil, removes excess soil water, and improves

drainage. Wood coarse, grainy, soft, rots easily; not used for construc-

tion. /bokare/ (prob. fr similarity of colour of flowers to red bukara

clay) = immortelle
2

, swamp immortelle, water immortelle 0 This ant

was found principally upon a Bucare-Immortelle. (Mole 1894b:43) 0

The Imrnortel (more commonly shortened to ’Mortel) Tree. Two spe-

cies are used by the Trinidad planter, to shade the delicate cacao-tree:

the Anauco... and the low branching Bucare (Erythema umbrosa L.)

which shades the tender cacao much better in its early years, but gives

much trouble in trimming to reduce the shade when too umbra-

geous... Yet despite the increased labour and cost, many planters in

low grounds prefer the bucare to the anauco. (T.W. Carr 1894:274) 0

Out of scores of leguminous trees which are probably better than

either the Bocare (Erythina velutina) or the Ana[u]co (E. umbrosa) as

shade for young cocoa, the Trinidad planter employs one which

demands high wages but which refuses to work during the worst of

the dry season when most required. (POSG 23 Oct 1907:5) 0 The

bocare and Anauca Immortels are not satisfactory, because after a

certain time, it is impossible to control their growth, and when they

are uprooted they inflict extensive and serious injury on the cacao

trees. (Shephard 1932, in Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:32) 0 The Water

Immortelle or Bocare displayed its salmon coloured flowers. (Farrell

1984:21) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:62-3)

boc-boc see BUC-BUC

bocy back see bowseeback

bodder, bodderation see bother, botheration

bodi, bodee n Vigna sesqtripedalis [= V. unguiculata var. sesquipeda-

lis
]
(E yard bean), a cultivated climbing plant with very long, dark

green, edible pod beans, /bodi/ (< H-Bh) 0 “And diamond earrings

long as bodi beans!” (Klass 1964:140) 0 Mr Gidharee had planted

runner bodi peas and had made arbours for them and they had made
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one end of the plot a wilderness of curling, twisting vines. (Anthony

1967:115) 0 Bodi bean (CFNI 1971:29) 0 Many East Indians earn

their living by cultivating and selling vegetables such as gobi

(cabbage), damadhol (tomato), baigan (melongene), and beans like

bodi and saim. (Boodoosingh 1976:24) 0 Ratni was grinding massala

for the currying of bodee that she had already cleaned and picked.

(Naipaul 1 976:67) 0 They were building a trellis ofbamboo branches,

posts and rafters. “A machan,” Rampat said, “for the same and bodi

vines boss.” (Hosein 1980:35) 0 Buttered Yard-Long Bodi. (Hunt

1 985a:4 1 ) 0 Nannys Roti & Curry: shrimp and pigeon peas, chicken

and potatoes, beef and aubergine, goat and green fig. lamb and spin-

ach, duck, conch and bodi, fish and tomatoes... (restaurant food box,

1990) 0 “Bodi ... ha’ two types. When it green, they make talkari\

when it dry, they make dahl.” (Mahabir 1991 : 154) 0 Curry bodie and

beef and rice and a big glass with beastly cold orange juice that day.

(Alleyne-Forte 1994:75) 0 The railway also boosted Penal’s reputa-

tion as a market village, and scores of people came to it to buy water-

melons, cucumbers, bodi, chives, and other vegetables. (Anthony

1997:426)

bodice n arc The top part of a dress, or a separate blouse worn with a

skirt. (< E bodice ‘the upper part of a woman’s dress; usu. attached

rather than separate’) 0 Davis knocked a dish of pelau out of Carter’s

hands. Carter caught hold of her, she tore down her bodice and they

were separated. (POSG 18 Dec 1907:5) 0 [She] told him that defen-

dant gave her a few slaps in her face and tore her bodice. (EG 13

August 1919:7) 0 Their bodices either pink or blue. (Invader “Saga

Boy’s in Town” 1941 ) 0 Cassandra, the Osbornes’ maid, was wearing

high-heeled shoes with silk stockings and a blue skirt with a white

bodice tucked into it. (de Boissiere 1952:96) 0 She was wearing a

blue skirt and sailor bodice and she looked wonderful and new and

strange. (Anthony 1967:35) 0 She was neatly dressed in a flowery

bodice and dark-blue jeans. (James 1990:154)

bodow 1 adv The sound of something falling or hit suddenly, with a

sharp loud noise, such as made by a large flat plank, /bodau/ =

>badow 0 So me boy push ah chair over to de stove, an’ climb up to

see what cookin’ in de pot. Nex’ ting yu know he over balance an'

BODOW! he, chair, peas, pot, everyting come tumblin’ down.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:97)

2 adv The sound of a gunshot. 0 England must understand. We are the

champions. Sobers carray and hit them potow! potow! - two four,

Holford come back and hit them bodow! bodow! - two more.

(Kitchener “Cricket Champions” 1967)

bodow, in phr In negative, having nothing, making no progress,

/bodo/ 0 He think she love him but he ent in bodow.

body beat n The rhythm and motion of someone walking. = beat
s
0 If

you see Miss Simpson walk in the street. She could call an angel with

the body beat. (Caresser "Edward the VIII” 1937) 0 “We were talking

football and one of the guys was demonstrating some ‘beat’ (manoeu-

vre) he saw in a football match. He was describing how one guy used

his body to ‘beat’ another and then it clicked, why not the name
‘Body Beat’?” (EX 4 Oct 1990:5)

bodyline 1 n Whole body; figure. (< E body + line ‘shape’, influenced

by Fr ligne ‘body; figure’) 0 She jump off me bed... Lash me in me
face with her body line. (Lion "Netty, Netty” 1937) 0 Jumping... as if

she was going out she mind, with a big red flag on she bodyline.

(Dictator "Bad Invaders” 1951) 0 He say mammy the lady picky-

head, And mammy if you watch she from behind. Flat like a bake she

ain’t got no bodyline. (Cristo “Daddy Married” 1961 pr) 0 Go after

that Fine Bodyline. (Punch 26 Nov 1989:19) 0 You got to shake your

body line. (Kitchener “Twelve Bar Joan” pr, in Williams 1992)

2 n In cricket, a style of bowling in which the bowler aims at the bats-

man’s body rather than the wicket. 0 When she bowling she full of

sting. If she miss your wickets breaks for your chin. Oh Laws, she ter-

rible in bowling body line. (Radio “Unfortunate Bridegroom” 1936) 0

“Bodyline” comes from a style of bowling outlawed by the English in

the 50s... [West Indian] fast bowlers used to intimidate batsmen by

bowling slightly short, aiming at the batsman’s body rather than the

wicket behind him. The English decided that literally wasn’t cricket.

The Australians adopted bodyline bowling from the W Indies and

there was an England tour of Australia in the early 50s known as the

Bodyline Tour when the issue came to a head and the English had the

practice ruled illegal. (2007)

body music n Blows to the body, (slang AmE, esp. in boxing) 0

(Mendes 1985: 1 7) 0 The men were later locked in a room next to the

docks, where they reportedly received some “solid body music”.

(TTM 14 Jan 1994:18) 0 Police body music for keyboard player.

(TTM2 Dec 1994:11)

boil corn n Com on the cob boiled in water together with pickled meat

and spices. 0 Imagine, I paid five dollars for a boiled com after prac-

tice one night. (Mirror 1983) 0 Den she spot de lady sellin’ boil-com,

an’ she decide we mus’ buy ah boil-com. (Keens-Douglas 1984:92) 0

“I gave him a coal pot, a bag of coals and $500 to start a roast and boil

com business on the highway.” (Bomb 3 Oct 1986:15) 0 They are

able to sink their teeth into a freshly boiled or roasted com; or “dou-

bles” or enjoy some other tasty, appetising local delicacy. (Bacehus-

Xavier 1991:12)

boil down v Reduce liquid by cooking over medium to low heat. 0

Boil down - vegetables, green pawpaw, meat/fish cooked in coconut

milk till nearly all liquid disappears. (John 1973) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

boil down like bhaaji 1 phr Become calm quickly after being angry.

(< E boil down ‘reduce the bulk of anything by boiling’, fr bhaaji

shrinking by a large proportion when cooked) 0 (Mendes 1985:17) 0

If yuh see how she boil down like bhagi! (Baptiste 1992)

2 phr Go from high status to low status, or good feelings to bad feel-

ings. 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

3 phr Become thin, wasted from illness. 0 Some again they shrinking

like khaki. That is the sign when they getting T.B., When you see they

boiling down like bhagi, That’s a signal for the cemetery. (Dictator

“The Zephyr Zodiak” 1956 pr)

boilerman n The man in charge of overseeing the process of boiling

sugarcane juice into increasingly thicker and more solid material. =

>pan boiler 0 Of the ‘boilermen,’ some are Creoles and some coolies.

They are superintended by an experienced old negro, who directs the

whole process of clarifying and boiling the liquor. He works entirely

by rule of thumb. And although he makes a great parade of using a

saccharometer, a test-tube, or a thermometer, and insists on being

supplied with these articles, he does it merely to impress his subordi-

nates with the profundity of his knowledge, and to convey the idea

that ‘tempering’ liquor and making muscovado is a very recondite

business, and the post of ‘head-boilerman’ is a most important one.

Nevertheless, if left alone, or, in his own words, if ‘Massa no a bod-

der him too much,’ he will turn out a very fair quality of sugar by the

judicious use of his eyes, nose, and tongue, which perform for him

the duty that saccharometer, test-paper, &c., are required to do for

‘Massa’s’ less well-trained senses. (On a sugar estate 1882:256) 0

“All the boilermen here are still Guyanese” (1990)

boiling cassava n Manihot esculenta, any variety of SWEET CASSAVA
tuber which softens easily when boiled. (< E boiling , fr becoming soft

when boiled + cassava) = kamanioc, sweet cassava 0 [Cassava bread]

is usually made with bitter cassava which can be poisonous if the

“milk” is not carefully removed. Ordinary “boiling cassava” can also

be used in the same way. (Chauharjasingh 1982) 0 The “sweet” (boil-

ing) cassave which is also known as “kam-manioc” is also processed,

but the chemical properties contained in the “bitter” variety allows its

by-products to be longer lasting. The starch from the “sweet” variety

is, however, very useful as a food ingredient, and is in fact widely

used by the Chinese for both home and commercial cooking. (TG-M
17 Jan 1992)

boiling-house n The building housing the TACHES or COPPERS in

which the sugarcane juice is boiled down in successive stages into

thicker syrup. 0 St. Helena is a common-process estate; and the

works consist of a long building divided into three parts. At one end

is the engine-room, at the other the ‘curing-house,’ and between

these the ‘boiling-house’ - all connected with each other by doors.

(On a sugar estate 1882:254)
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bois, bwa 1 n A long supple wooden stick used in KALINDA or STICK-

FIGHTING. /bwa/ (< FC bwa < Fr bois ‘wood; tree; stick or piece of

wood’) = fighting stick, poui
2

,
>stick

!

, wood
1

0 “Carray boy! Look

the bois coming!” And Harold Brown strikes the classic pose of the

stickfighter in defence. (EX 31 Jan 1988:1) 0 “Ah returning with meh
bois for all yuh in the final.” (Punch 19 Nov 1989:15) 0 PM joins the

stick men. but does his new bois possess magic powers?... [People

say] if the Prime Minister has a walking stick, now that he is recuper-

ating... it can only mean that some degree of “obeah” had to be

invested in the staff... the leader explained that local stickfighters

“mount” their bois spiritually. In the gayelle (stick fighting ring) the

stickfighter ’s bois is his weapon, as well as his symbol of awesome

power. (EX 16 Sept 1990:21) 0 But Blacks cannot penetrate Lil

Indian’s tight defence. A vicious, cracking swipe to the finger now
sends his bois spinning into the crowd. (Baksh 1992:16) 0 Poui is

another name for bois, named for the poui tree whose wood is used to

make the sticks. But bois can also be cut from gasparee, balata, or

anare wood. (Martin 1998:222)

2 n A type of combat between two players armed with sticks. = batai

bois, bois-bataille, kalinda
3

, stick
2

, stickfight, >stickfighting’, stick-

playing 0 Some young and old men amuse themselves in a soldierly

manner by playing bois (stick playing) very often in a ferocious man-

ner with bloodshed. (Argos 15 Feb 1912:6) 0 I hear the stickmen

coming down; It’s Bois! (Fortune ca 1950-59:3) 0 Kalinda... is a

genre characterized by dance, singing, and stick-fighting... called

“creole wood,” “bois,” and “bataille bois.”... It is accompanied by

group singing and instruments. (Ahyoung 1977:50) 0 He also said the

new association would encourage the game of “bois” all year round.

(Heat 18 Nov 1989:7) 0 Friday night’s bois in San Juan was decid-

edly tame. After the first buss head... stickmen restricted themselves

to a dance-and-carray routine despite the efforts of a dozen drummers

from Talparo. (EX 6 Feb 1994:3) 0 Luis McWilliams has identified

five phases of stickfighting: the challenge; the lavway, or call-and-

response chants in either patois or English; the “karray,” or displays

of physical prowess in which stickfighters perform rapid dancelike

steps in a crouched position while circling around one another; the

bois , or attack in which opponents attempt to “bus head” (make blows

to the head) with the stick - also called bois or pour, the “pas,” during

which the defeated is taken for bloodletting to a blood hole inside the

gayelle, the circle formed by spectators. (Martin 1998:228)

4 n Blows, esp. from a stick.= stick
4
0 [He] stalks around menacingly,

throwing a bois here, a bois there to anyone who dares enter. (Baksh

1992:16) 0 “When you see dem youths getting on bad so, is to give

dem plenty bois in dey tail!” (Baptiste 1993:22)

3 intj A shout of encouragement or challenge by fighters or onlookers

at a STICKFIGHT. = pour 0 Apart from these chiefs we must not for-

get such barbarous chiefs as Myler, Fitzy and Muscovy with their

loyal Clan of hardy batoneers who armed with huge poui parade the

city in a body ready to greet each other with the well known cry of

‘Boi! Boi!’ and to extend the well known ‘One Boi facination’ if need

be. (PC 17 Feb 1906:3) 0 His footwork is quick. He flicks his wrist.

He is very fast and accurate. The crowd roar “Bois!” (LaFortunate

1968:108) 0 (Palladin 1970b)

5 n In plant names, indicating a kind of tree; see entries for bois ....

following. (< FC bwa < Fr bois ‘wood; tree’)

bois bande, bois bande n Any of several native trees having bark

reputed to be a nerve stimulant, specifically as an aphrodisiac for

penile erection. Includes Richeria olivieri , R. grandis , and Parinari

campestris. Usu. Roupala montana, a medium evergreen tree; bark

light-coloured, smooth, warty. Leaves medium-sized, simple or com-
pound, with long pointed tip and serrated margins. Flowers small,

creamy, fragrant, in 8 cm (3.1") racemes. Fruit egg-shaped, 2. 5-3.7 cm
(1-1.5") diameter, pale brown, containing one large seed in green

pulp. Wood prettily marked, hard, reddish-brown. Roupala tobagen-

sis , from Tobago, has simple entire leaves on shorter stalks, and more
open flower stalks, /bwa bande/ (< bois

5 + FC bande < Fr bander
‘stiffen; get an erection’) = cut-leaf bois bande (Roupala montana)',

>large-leaf bois bande (Richeria grandis) 0 (Marshall 1934:87) 0

(Beard 1946:29,32) 0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Roots ...

bois bande. (Simpson 1962:330) 0 It has long been known in Trinidad

that the bark of the bois bande tree (Roupala montana) contains sub-

stances which are aphrodisiac in nature ... An overdose of the extract

is reputed to result in a priapism but it would seem that in people with

sickle cell anaemia the prolonged erection that it causes predisposes

to sickling of the erythrocytes of the blood in the penis and thus leads

to a priapism following coagulation of blood in that organ. (Bush

Medicine 1976b: 18) 0 “Bois bande is a blood purifier and is good for

the nerves and for people ‘with the shakes’,” he claims. (EN 10 Sept

1989) 0 Cheryl, owner of The Herbarium, put together a concoction

of ginseng, “granny backbone” and bois bande and came up with

“Thunder” to help spruce up the love lives of our men. “Bois bande,

mystical for its aphrodisiac quality, is still popularly requested in

Trinidad.” (Punch 26 Nov 1989:5) 0 Several trees of Wild Guava
Eugenia sp. were observed with the distinct peeling off, orange red

bark, a Bois Bande tree Parinari campestris with leaves of a distinct

brown underside. (Johnson 2004:4)

bois bataille n obs A type of competitive combat between two players

armed with sticks, /bwa batai/ (< bois
1 + FC batai < Fr bataille ‘bat-

tie’) = batai bois, bois", kalinda
, sticks stickfight, >stickfighting ,

stick-playing 0 (Elder 1960) 0 In the early days, the chantwelle sang

his pugilistic kalinda songs in the city backyards (Lacou Harpe,

Lacou Pembwa, Corbeau Town) to accompany the Bois bataille or

stick-fight. (Elder 1964c:39)

bois biche n Marlierea guildingiana , a native tree, /bwa bij/ =

>debasse
2

, wild guava 1

0 (Beard 1946:29)

bois-bois see bwa-bwa
bois cacao n arc Isertia parviflora, a small native tree 6-8 m (19-26')

tall. Leaves oblong, 30 x 15 cm (11.7 x 5.8"). Flowers pink, hairy

within, petals shorter and paler in colour than the tube, with a red spot

on each, in panicles. Fruit a black berry, 3-5 mm (.12-.2") broad. =

bois fer
2

, wild ixora 0 (FTT 1928-2-1:14)

bois canari n obs Hirtella silicea, a native tree. (< bois
5 + canari ,

fr use of ashes from this wood in making them) = coco chaff 0 (Hart

1866:64) 0 Another tree of which I could only see the trunk was the

Bois Canari (Hirtella silicea) the ashes of which are used in making

the clay for the manufacture of the canaries (Canari - earthenware

pots used in lieu of saucepans in the West Indies pronounced Ca-

ner-ee) of our creole kitchens. (JFNCFeb 1895:148)

bois cano, bacanoe, bois cannon, bois canon, bois canot, bois canot

n Cecropia peltata [~ C. surinamensis, C. arachnoidea. C. asper-

rima\, a medium-sized native deciduous tree, height to 20 m (65'),

girth to 1.5 m (5'). Bark smooth, light brown with raised marks; often

covered with grey lichens. Tree often stilt-rooted; stem is hollow,

divided into chambers. Branches usu. hollow, long-spreading and

ascending, giving an uneven candelabra-like effect. Leaves large, to

55 x 55 cm (21.5 x 21 .5"); rounded, with 8-1 1 very deep-cut lobes, on

long stalks; curling up when dry. Flowers small and numerous, borne

in cylindrical spikes; male and female flowers on separate trees. Fruit

is compound; liked by bats. Wood soft, light, /bwa kano/ (< bois
5 +

prob. Fr canon ‘cannon’, fr the cannon-like hollow trunk) = trumpet

bush, trumpet tree, trumpet wood 0 This was done to remove mildew

and to polish the beans. Papa Goon said that for ‘dancing’ the cacao

people sometimes applied oil or coconut butter ... Others preferred to

use bois cano leaves ... or the juice of the bark of the bois lorme.

(Agric Record 1889, in Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:22) 0 (Marshall

1934:92) 0 She began to prepare a mixture of cough-medicine with

“jerry-toot”, Christmas-bush, z’herbes-a-femme, Boiscano, honey,

cerio-flower and soft-candle. (Baka 1968) 0 Bird-catching: Either

with slingshots made of guava stem or by catching with laglee (glue

made from milk of breadfruit tree) spread on thin branches placed

where birds sat. Cages made of cocoyea and bois-canoe leaf stalk

used for keeping birds (sikiyea, semp, housebird). (Alladin 1970b:66)

0 [For] the making of sugar for household uses ... the cane juice

called warrap is boiled so that it would not [ferment] and spoil. While

this is being boiled, a ‘bois canot’ leaf is put in. The leaf is removed

and the scum and froth with it. By then the juice has changed to

syrup. It is beaten until cold, the next morning it is crystallized into
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sugar. (Woodroffe 1974:11) 0 He was all in a recumbent heap on a

bed of stripped bois-canot overlaid with dry tapia grass and sugar-

bags and flour-sacks. (Naipaul 1976:39) 0 Dry leaves of Bois cano ...

are made into a tea or syrup and taken for colds and coughs. The dry

Bois Cano leaves are also made into a tea to treat hypertension. (Sea-

forth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:48) 0 Eventually he would fall asleep

clutching his bat which he himself had made out of bois canoe.

(Bynoe 1985:26) 0 The dried leaves of bois cannon, Cecropia peltata

,

are burnt as a fumigant in the eradication of bee louse, in the beekeep-

ing industry. It is also effective in controlling sand flies. (Morean

1991:43) 0 De curl-up curl-up bois canot , all on de forest floor, fuh

dem ooman just outa labour, it hab de correct flavour. (Macfarlane

1997:35) 0 Bois canot is found in nearly all types of forest both in

Trinidad and Tobago. It is a second-growth plant and consequently

appears in places where a tree has fallen or where the forest has previ-

ously been destroyed by fire, landslide or the hand of man... There is

a mutually beneficial relationship between bois canot and ants of the

genus Azteca that nest in its hollow trunk. At the top [of] each section

of the young trunk there is a pit directly above the leaf scar in the sec-

tion below. The wall here is very thin, and the ants cut through it to

gain access to the cavity within. The plant also provides food for the

ants in the form of globules of glycogen at the base of the leaf petiole.

These globules are also eaten by the Bananaquit. In return, the ants

keep the tree free from vines and epiphytes. (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:44-5) 0 Leaf decoctions of bois canot... and bamboo... are used

for labour pains or leaves are fed as a post partum cleanser. (Lans

2006:62)

bois cannon, canon, canot see BOIS CANO
bois cassave n Pisonia cuspidata, a large native evergreen tree to 25 m
(80') tall; twigs gnarled, youngest branches rusty-hairy. Leaves thin,

leathery, large, ovate, intensely rusty-hairy when young. Flowers:

male funnel-shaped with extruded anthers. Fruits long-ovoid, bluntly

ribbed. Wood has open porous appearance. Also P. salicifolia [= P.

inermis\, a small tree. Leaves ovate-lanceolate; leaf-stalk densely

rusty-hairy. Flowers: male 4 mm (.16") long, green then pinkish,

funnel-shaped with extruded anthers. Fruit red, then purple-black.

Wood has open porous appearance, /bwa kasav/ (< bois
5 + FC cas-

save, fr resemblance of wood to cassava flesh) = goodbread 1

,

jiggerwood
1

(P. cuspidata)', goodbread
1

.
jiggerwood

2
(P. salicifolia) 0

The timbers of the various species of Pisonia have a curious structure

giving an open, evenly porous appearance when viewed on a cross

section. This appearance has given rise to various names such as

Goodbread and Bois cassave. (Marshall 1934:77-8) 0 (Williams &
Williams 1951:446-9)

bois charbon n Diospyros ierensis, a medium-sized native evergreen

tree, 12 m (39') or more high, girth to 1.5 m (5'). Bark thin, black, has

the appearance and feel of having been charred by fire. Leaves

oblong to elliptical, shiny dark green above, prominently net-veined

beneath. Flowers about 1.5 cm (.6") across, in 2-3-flowered clusters.

Fruit a roundish berry about 4-5 cm (1.5-2") diameter, yellow when
ripe, containing about 7 brown seeds 1.5 cm (1") long embedded in a

pulpy substance. Wood fairly hard but not much used, /bwa Jabo/

(< bois
5 + Fr charbon ‘charcoal’, fr charred appearance of the bark) 0

(Hart 1866:64) 0 (Marshall 1934:69) 0 Bois charbon. (FTT 1947-2-

3:138-9) 0 Besides the palms the tree species found [here] are Galba

(Calophyllum antillanum), Crappo, Olivier (Terminalia obovata),

Bois Charbon (Diospyros ierensis). (Farrell 1 980b: 15)

bois chataigne n Pachira insignis, a naturalized tree and its fruit, with

edible seeds, /bwa Jaten/ (< bois
5 + chataigne ‘chestnut’, fr resem-

blance of seeds to European chestnut) = chataigne
2

, chataigne maron,

wild breadnut
1

, >wild chataigne
2

,
wild chestnut

2
0 It was just light

enough to see overhead the great flowers of the “Bois chataigne”

(Carolinea), among its horse-chestnut-like leaves; red flowers as big

as a child’s two hands, with petals as long as its fingers... they cannot

abide the day; and will fall, brown and shrivelled, before the sun

grows high, after one night of beauty and life, and probably of enjoy-

ment. (Kingsley 1880:147)

bois-coq n Formicarius analis, a bird, 20 cm (8") long. Upperparts

dark brown; face and throat black with whitish eye-ring; bill thick,

long, black; underparts grey; under-tail dark red-brown. Tail short,

held erect while bird walks about briskly, /bwa kok/ (< bois
5

,
fr

habitat + Fr coq ‘chicken; fowl’) = >cock-of-the-woods, coq-bois 0

Bois-coq stretched himself up to his full height, ruffled the hackles on
his neck, pointed his beak nearly straight up, and uttered a loud, clear

whistle followed by three more on a descending scale. The little cock

could crow! And he looked like a little rooster as he did so. (Shortt

1975:111) 0 (ffrench 1991:266)

bois cotelette n arc Citharexylum spinosum
, a native tree. (< bois

5 +
poss. Fr cotelette ‘cutlet; chop’ or poss. fr a Carib or Arawak word
meaning ‘a ribbed-stemmed tree’) = >cutlet, fiddle tree, fiddle wood2

0 (Marshall 1934:76) 0 Citharexylum broadwavi, C. spinosum, trees.

(Beard 1946:35)

bois cou-cou n arc Sacoglottis amazonica, a large native evergreen

tree, girth to 2.4 m (8'). Bark light-grey, smooth, thick. Fruit dark pur-

ple, 5 cm (2”) long; pit common on the seashore as a drift fruit,

noticeable for its resin-filled cavities. Wood hard, reddish-brown. =

cojon de burro, >red serrette, serrette
2
0 (Marshall 1934:24)

bois de fer see BOIS FER

bois den 1 n Pimenta racemosa, a cultivated tree, native to Tobago.

Leaves smooth, leathery, give off strong odour when crushed; used in

cooking, medicine, and to produce bay rum and oil. /bwa den/

(< bois
5 + FC den ‘Indian’ < Fr d’Inde ‘of India’) = bay berry, >bay

leaf, bay rum, ciliment leaf 0 The bay leaf, “ciliment leaf’ or “Bois

den” is a popular condiment in Trinidad and Tobago, being used in

cooking as well as in (folk) medicine. (Morean 1989a:29)

2 n Pimenta racemosa var. citrifolia, a cultivated tree. Leaves are

smaller than P. racemosa', when crushed, leaves smell lemony, (fr

similarity to bois den 1

) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:87)

bois d’encens n arc Protium guianense, a native tree; the bark exudes

a fragrant sap that bums freely. (< bois
5 + Fr de ‘of’ + Fr encens

‘incense’, fr burning dried sap as incense) = >incense (tree)
2

, kour-

ouky, loban
2

, white incense

bois d’olive n arc Capparis odoratissima, a native shrub or small tree.

Fruit cylindrical, swollen and constricted in parts, brownish or sil-

very, scaly and warty outside, scarlet inside; contains seeds in scarlet

pulp. (< bois
5 + Fr de ‘of’ + Fr olive ‘olive’, fr resemblance of fruits

to small olives) = olive, >olivewood 0 (Hart 1866:64) 0 (Beard

1946:28)

bois d’orange n arc Maclura tinctoria, a semi-deciduous thorny

native shrub or tree to 10 m (32') tall. Wood fairly heavy, hard, dura-

ble, yellow, formerly used for wheels; a khaki-coloured dye is made
from the heartwood. (< bois

5 + Fr de ‘of’ + Fr orange ‘orange

fruit/colour’, prob. fr yellowish colour of wood) = >fustic 0 (Joseph

1838a:80) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:87)

bois d’orme n Guazuma ulmifolia, a medium-sized deciduous native

tree, to 80' (24 m) tall; found in lowland and Northern Range forests

in Trinidad. Bark rough, strongly fissured, scaly; a preparation of the

bark was formerly used in polishing dry cocoa beans. Leaves alter-

nate, up to 20 x 7 cm (7.8 x 2.7") with a long drawn-out tip and

toothed margin, rough; sometimes used as sandpaper. Flowers small,

pale greenish-yellow, two downward-curving sepals and 5 incurving

petals arranged like a crown, scented, in clusters in leaf axils. Fruit a

blackish, warty, woody capsule about 1 cm (.4") in diameter, contain-

ing numerous seeds, smells faintly like molasses. Wood hard,

medium-weight; formerly used for barrel staves and carriages, /bwa

do:m/ (< bois
5 + Fr de ‘of’ + Fr orme ‘elm’, fr resemblance to this

European tree, Ulmus) = bastard cedar, bois Forme, kaka-jab
2

,
West

Indian elm 0 (Marshall 1934:20) 0 (Beard 1946:31) 0 (Quesnel &
Farrell 2000:133)

bois doux see POIS DOUX
bois fer, bois de fer 1 n Licania ternatensis, a native tree. (< FC
< bois

5 + Fr fer ‘iron’, fr heaviness of wood) = >bois gris, cass
2
0

Bois de fer. (Hart 1866:64)

2 n Isertia parx’iflora, a small native tree. = >bois cacao, wild ixora 0

(Marshall 1934:65) 0 (Beard 1946:35)
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bois fidele, bois fidele n Vitex compressa , a native tree with grey

wood. (< bois
5 + Frfidele ‘faithful’) = >fiddle wood 1

0 (Young 1809,

Stowe 922:14b) 0 The Bois Fidele , ridiculously called Fiddle Wood.

(Joseph 1838a:80)

bois tlot n Ochroma pyramidale [~ O. lagopus] (E balsa), a medium-

sized native evergreen tree, to 20 m (65'). Bark greenish-grey,

smooth, with numerous leaf scars in vertical rows. Leaves very large,

up to 45 cm (17.5") at the widest point, roughly heart-shaped with

five shallow pointed lobes, growing in spirals at the ends of the twigs.

Flowers solitary, large, with 5 yellowish white petals up to 18 cm
(5.8") long. Fruit pod cylindrical, 30 cm ( 1 1.7") long, splitting length-

wise into 5 sections containing many tiny black seeds in a soft brown-

ish fibre once used for stuffing cushions. Wood extremely light and

buoyant, used for boats, rafts, and fishing net floats, /bwa flo/ (< FC
< bois

5 + Fr flot ‘float’, fr its very light weight) = corkwood 1

, down
tree 0 On the right ... rose a young “Bois flot” (Ochroma), of which

boys make their fishing floats, with long, straight, upright shoots, and

huge crumpled, rounded leaves, pale rusty underneath - a noble

rastrajo plant, already, in its six months’ growth, some twenty feet

high. Its broad pale sulphur flowers were yet unopened. (Kingsley

1880:199) 0 (FTT 1929-1-2:95) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:88,235)

0 Bois Flot. (Simpson 1970:57) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:88)

bois gris n Licania ternatensis, a fairly large native tree, girth to 2.1 m
(7'). Bark smooth, with numerous greenish-white warty marks,

underbark mauve-red. Leaves large, ovate, densely hairy beneath.

Flowers yellow, small, in 10 cm (4") panicles. Fruit small and pear-

shaped. Wood reddish-brown, hard, heavy, /bwa gri/ (< bois
5 + Fr

gris ‘grey’) = bois fer
1

, cass“ 0 (Marshall 1934:48) 0 (Beard 1946:32)

bois immortelle, bois mortelle n Erythrina poeppigiana, a cultivated

and naturalized tree to 20 m (65'), branches and trunk armed with

stout prickles. Flowers top-shaped, in racemes, orange-scarlet. Used

as a shade tree for cocoa and coffee trees, esp. in higher areas, /bwa

imoitsl, bwa moitcl/ (< bois
5 + Fr immortelle ‘immortal; undying’) =

anauca (immortelle), cocoa mother, cocoa mama, coffee mama,
>immortelle 1

, madre de(l) cacao, mountain immortelle 0 It now
becomes a luxury ... to wander under the double shade of the cocoa

alleys and the Bois Immortel. (Joseph 1838a:29) 0 While below, rows

of majestic “bois-inmortels,” with their deep rose-coloured foliage,

glowed like fire, as the sun shone on them: these gave a grateful

shade to the pleasant alleys of cacoa. (Joseph 1 838b-l : 1 45) 0 The

bois-mortelle, with its dark green leaves and bright scarlet flowers.

(Day 1852-1:257) 0 You look up, and see that they are Bois immor-

telles, fifty or sixty feet high, one blaze of vermilion against the blue

sky ... the beauty of these “Madres de Cacao,” Cacao-mothers as they

call them here because their shade is supposed to shelter the Cacao-

trees, while the dew collected by their leaves keeps the ground below
always damp. (Kingsley 1880:154) 0 Five or six species of Hum-
mingbirds were generally numerous about the blossoming bois

immortels. (Brewster & Chapman 1895:203) 0 These young [cocoa]

trees are very tender, and have to be protected from the blazing sun

during the first two or three years. This is done by planting around

them temporary shade, consisting of ground provisions, until the

“Bois immortelle” (Erythrina umbrosa ), the permanent protector or

madre del cacao, which is planted about 25 to 30 ft. apart, is old

enough to perform its duty. (Caracciolo 1904:101-2) 0 A fully

matured cacao plantation is a restful spot. The sun is veiled and the

sod cooled by the shade trees; those most in use for this purpose are

the beautiful bois immortelles, called the cacao-mother, not only for

the shade they afford, but for the dampness they conserve. Should the

cacao-mothers be in bloom one may look up and see far above him a

blaze of vermilion against a background of blue sky. (Morton 1916) 0

(FTT 1931-1-4:224) 0 Steep sweeps of near-vertical forest ablaze

with the flames of bois immortelle. (Bryans 1967:65)

bois lagli 1 n Rvania speciosa, a small native evergreen shrub or tree,

growing mainly in Trinidad's Northern Range. Leaves oblong,

smooth. Flowers 2.5 cm (1") long, creamy-green, star-shaped, 5-

petaled, stamens numerous. Fruit a woody seed capsule with yellow-

ish or rust hairs, 2.5 cm (1") diameter, seeds 4 mm. The stems are

used for rods and fence posts, and sometimes as a substitute for

ROSEAU in the framework of TAPIA houses. Wood is used in house

building. Ryanodine, a compound made from the ground wood, is

used in commercial insecticides. Often associated with leks (display

grounds) of the white-bearded manakin, the CASSE-NOISETTE. /bwa

lagli/ (< bois
5 + lagli, fr the behaviour of birds appearing to be stuck

to the branches) = roucou jab 0 (FTT 1929-1-2:40) 0 (Marshall

1934: 14) 0 In some cases a near-sounding English word has been sub-

stituted. Examples are Wakamy (fr Guacamayo), L’epinet (L’epineux),

Cabrehash (Quebra-Hacho), Bois l’agli (B. la glu), and Cutlet (Bois

cotelette). (Beard 1946:27) 0 Ryania speciosa ... [i]n Trinidad it is best

known as bois l’agli ... The white-bearded manakin ... choose a perma-

nent spot in the forest for their periodic courtship rituals; and these

leks, as they are known, are characteristically covered with small

woody trees with thin lateral branches on which the courtship patterns

are displayed. After the “grunt-jump” phase of the male’s elaborate

display, the bird often appears as if it is stuck by l'aglee to the nearby

branches. Since the Ryania plant is most often used for these displays,

the tree has earned the local name of bois l’agli. The open flower of

this unusual plant is featured on the one dollar denomination of

stamps in Trinidad and Tobago. (Caribbean Week, 24-30 Nov 1990:5)

0 Another plant that can be considered as a key species is Bois lagli

Ryania speciosa, a small forest tree used in the production of organic

insecticides. (Morean 1990 M-24)

2

n Xylosma sanctae-annae [= X. seemanni], a small native endemic

tree with compound branched spines, found in dry areas. = wild cerise

0 (Marshall 1934: 14)

bois I’ail n Cassipourea guianensis, a small native evergreen tree,

height to 18 m (60'), girth to 90 cm (3'). Bark thin, dark, smooth, with

slight ring markings; underbark orange-brown, paler inside with a

faint smell of garlic. Leaves smooth, leathery. Small flowers resemble

tuffs of cotton. Fruit half-inch diameter, leathery, fleshy, egg-shaped,

/bwa lai/ (< bois
5 + Fr / 'ail ‘garlic’, fr garlic-like smell of underbark)

= >garlic wood 0 (Marshall 1934:49) 0 Cassipourea elliptica, C. gui-

anensis. C. latifolia, trees. (Beard 1946:30)

bois lait n Sapium glandulosum, a large native evergreen tree of the

lowland forests of both islands. Bark smooth with large scars; exudes

white latex when cut. /bwa 1e/ (< bois
5 + lait ‘milk’, fr abundant

white latex sap) = bird lime", gum tree, >milkwood 0 (Beard

1946:32) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:136)

(bois) laylay 1 n Several native species of Cordia , trees which branch

typically into three so that young twigs make useful swizzle-

STICKS. /bwa lele/ (< bois
5 + lehr, fr use of twigs for baton Iele

‘swizzle-stick’) = mapoo (laylay) 0 The Forest Department has

recently been trying some experiments with inferior native timber,

with a view to discovering whether these woods are of any good for

local use. The following have been taken as samples: “Hog Plum,”

“Mahoe,” “Jigger Wood,” “Bois Lais Lais,” “Silk Cotton,” and

“Wild Chataigne.” (WG 13 Sept 1919:6) 0 (Marshall 1934:71) 0

Laylay. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000: 13 1

)

2 n Cordia bicolor [= C. lockhartii, Lithocardium lockhartii], a fairly

large native evergreen tree to girth of 1.8 m (6'). Bark thin, papery,

slightly scaly; underbark brown. Leaves medium-sized, rough above.

Flowers small, white, in clusters. Fruit small, greenish-yellow, about

1.3 cm (.5") long, covered with minute hairs. Wood soft, medium
weight, light coloured, easily worked. = mapoo (lay-lay), soapseed* 0

(Marshall 1934:71)

3 n Cordia panamensis, a native tree, smaller than C. lockhartii.

Leaves very large and hairy. Flowers white in 15 cm (6") clusters.

Fruit small, round, whitish-translucent, containing a hard woody
stone. = >hairy (bois) lay-lay, mapoo (laylay), soapseed2

0 (Marshall

1934:71)

4 n Cordia sericicalyx , a native tree. = >mapoo (laylay), soapseed*

bois lezard, bois lezard n Vitex divaricata, a large native tree to 20 m
(65') high, trunk often fluted, with small buttresses. Bark shallowly

fissured, thin, papery, buff-brown, separating in strips. Leaflets

mostly in threes, central one much larger, stems long, flattened and

shallowly channelled above. Flowers small, 8-10 mm ( ,3-,4") long,

pale bluish purple, densely hairy, in loose clusters of 6-3 1 flowers on
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long branched stalks; tree very ornamental when in flower. Fruit

fleshy, ovoid, about 1.3 cm (.5") long, purplish-black when ripe,

containing one hard seed. Wood light to dark brown, moderately hard,

medium weight, very durable, lasts well in contact with the ground,

sometimes used in house building, /bwa leza:/ (< FC < bois
5 + Fr

lezard ‘lizard’) = >black fiddlewood, timber fiddlewood 0 (Hart

1866:64) 0 Others [of our good timber trees] affect the plain

exclusively, or nearly so ... these are the Mora, Galba ... Fiddlewood,

(Bois Lezar), Poirier ... and many others. (Carr 1869:404-5) 0

(Marshall 1934:77) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:88,309) 0 (FIT
1955-2-6:413)

bois lisette n Mouriri marshallii , a large native evergreen tree to 30 m
(98') tall. Bark greyish-white, thin and scaly. Leaves medium-sized,

lanceolate-ovate with a drip tip, papery, smooth. Flowers in umbrella-

shaped clusters, usu. 3-6 flowered on older branches, yellow when
dry. Fruit a round yellow 1 -seeded berry to 2 cm (.8") diameter. Wood
fairly hard, yellow with white markings, used for interior construction

work, /bwa lizet/ (< bois
5 + poss. < Fr lisse ‘smooth; glossy’) 0

(Marshall 1934:62) 0 Bois lisette ... The wood is yellowish, with a

curious white streak, almost as if it were attacked by fungus; there is

no doubt, however, that the streak is not due to fungus; it is typical of

the species. (FTT 1934-1-6:409) 0 (Beard 1946:30)

bois I’orme, balam n Guazuma ulmifolia , a medium-sized deciduous

native tree, to 24 m (80') tall; found in lowland and Northern Range

forests in Trinidad. Bark rough, strongly fissured, scaly; a preparation

of the bark was formerly used in polishing dry cocoa beans. Leaves

alternate, up to 20 x 7 cm (7.8 x 2.7") with a long drawn-out tip and

toothed margin, rough; sometimes used as sandpaper. Flowers small,

pale greenish-yellow, two downward-curving sepals and 5 incurving

petals arranged like a crown, scented, in clusters in leaf axils. Fruit a

blackish, warty, woody capsule about 1 cm (.4") in diameter, con-

taining numerous seeds, smells faintly like molasses. Wood hard,

medium-weight; formerly used for barrel staves and carriages, /bwa

b:m/ (< bois
5 + Fr de ‘of + Fr orme ‘elm’, fr resemblance to Euro-

pean elm tree) = bastard cedar, >bois d’orme, kaka-jab
2

,
West Indian

elm 0 (Beard 1946:31) 0 The cocoa beans were spread out and a mix-

ture of the bark of the balam tree which is very slippery and red ochre

were poured on the beans; the dancing made the beans shine and give

them a pleasant colour. (Doodnath 1989:29) 0 (Morean 1990) 0 This

was done to remove mildew and to polish the beans. Papa Goon said

that for ‘dancing’ the cacao people sometimes applied oil or coconut

butter ... Others preferred to use bois cano leaves ... or the juice of the

bark of the bois lorme ... Then the cacao was put out to dry, for about

seven hours of sunshine. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:22) 0 (Quesnel

& Farrell 2000:133)

bois man n A man who fights with a traditional stick; a STICK-

FIGHTER. (< bois
1 + man2

)
= >stickfighter, stickman 0 If you could

charge bois, you could brakes a bois, Santimanitay, Bois man’s

lavway for Max Awon. (Heat 18 Nov 1989:7) 0 Bubuloops and her

kind of women date back to the jamette and kalinda days of the nine-

teenth century when, according to R.C. Hamilton who investigated

the riots of 1881, “persons of the lowest character” roamed the streets

supporting the stickfighter and singing carisos while engaging in “the

vilest, filthy and disgusting scenes... beyond description”. These

female "matadors” not only supplied the male fighters with sticks,

food and musical chants, but donated their bodies as prizes to out-

standing boismen like Joe Talmana, Peter Agent, Joe Pringay and

Masifay. (EX 30 Jan 1994:24) 0 The skills he learned are unleashed

upon the bois men, lifting their spirits, kindling a desire for blood and

victory. (EG 15 Feb 2004:63)

bois mortelle see BOIS IMMORTELLE

bois mulatre, bois mulatre n Pentaclethra macroloba [= P. filamen-

tosa. Acacia macroloba], a medium-sized native evergreen tree to

15 m (50'); larger trees are usu. hollow. Bark thin, smooth, greyish;

underbark is deep red in mature trees but white in very young ones

and pink in stages in between. Leaves are alternate, 20-40 cm (8-15")

long, composed of 10-20 pairs of leaflets, somewhat sickle-shaped,

7-12 x 1-15 mm (.3-. 5 x .04-. 5"). Flowers small, green inside, purple

outside, on 2.5 cm (1") long upright spikes crowded together at the

ends of twigs; whitish thread-like filament stamens project further to

give the appearance of a brush. Fruit a flatfish brown woody pod,

about 30.5 x 5 cm (12 x 2"), containing 6 or more large brown seeds;

the pod twists up as it dries. Wood fairly hard, brownish; heartwood

durable but not used extensively, /bwa mulat/ (< bois
5 + Fr mulatre

‘mulatto; mixed race person’, fr light brownish colour of wood) =

fine leaf, wild tamarind
1

0 Look at the contrast between the Balisiers

and that branch which has thrust itself among them, which you take

for a dark copper-coloured fern, so finely divided are its glossy

leaves. It is really a Mimosa - Bois Mulatre (Pentaclethra filamen-

tosa) as they call it here. (Kingsley 1 880: 1 70) 0 We ... soon arrived at

a Bois Mulatre or wild Tamarind tree which had been half blown

down by the wind. (JFNC Feb 1895:154) 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:288) 0

(Williams & Williams 1949:250) 0 Besides the palms the tree species

found [here] are ... Bois Mulatre (Pentaclethra macroloba ) ... (Farrell

1980b: 15) 0 Bois mulatre is very common in the seasonal evergreen

forest between the Northern Range and the Central Range... and

entirely absent from Tobago. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:94-95)

bois negresse n Bravaisia integerrima, a large dense native evergreen

tree, to 10 m (32') tall: usu. has stilt roots. Bark thick, whitish-grey,

smooth. Leaves oblong, 8-28 x 2-10 cm (3.1-10.9 x .8-3.9"), acute,

narrow at base, hairy. Flowers in showy panicles about 12.5 cm (5")

long; individual flowers white, occasionally yellow, with purple spot

at the throat. Fruit a very small oblong capsule 1-1.2 cm (.4-.47")

long, containing numerous tiny seeds. Wood greyish, moderate

weight, /bwa negwes/ (< bois
5 + Fr negi-esse ‘negress; female Negro’,

poss. fr comparison of branches to a Negro woman’s uncombed hair)

= >jigger wood4
, white mangue 0 Carr called out that he could “see a

Mat in a Jigger Wood tree.” (Bravaisia floribunda). The jigger wood
is a tree which apparently grows up and down at the same time ... the

roots springing by hundreds some little way above the earth’s surface

and shooting down directly into it, raising the heavy trunk as they do

so a considerable distance, much in the fashion of the mangroves. The

tree is sometimes called Bois negresse and looks as if it was a vegeta-

ble stilt walker or a gigantic broom. (JFNC Feb 1895: 155)

bois noir n Sloanea trichosticha, a rather small native evergreen tree,

girth to 1.2 m (4'). Bark is smooth, darkish, thin, underbark is reddish

with yellow streaks. Leaves obovate, up to 22.5 x 10 cm (9 x 4"), with

short pointed drip tip, wedge-shaped at base, a few hairs on midrib,

dark green, rather crinkled, /bwa nwa:/ (< bois
5 + Fr noir ‘black’) 0

(Marshall 1934:99) 0 (Beard 1946:31) 0 (FTT 1947-1-8:493)

bois pois n Swartzia pinnata, a small native evergreen tree, found in

lowland forests in Trinidad. Bark smooth, brownish, exudes blood-

red latex when cut. Leaves somewhat leathery, compound, with five

oblong-elliptical leaflets and leaf stalk swollen at base. Flowers

bright yellow, 2.5-5 cm (1-2") diameter, with one large upright petal

and long abundant stamens, borne on arching racemes arising from

the trunk. Fruit a long, cylindrical, grey-green pod about 40 cm
(15.6") long, very constricted between the seeds. Wood yellow-buff,

hard, heavy, used for posts, /bwa pwa/ (< bois
5 + Fr pois ‘peas’,

fr resemblance of seed pod to that of peas) 0 (Marshall 1934:37) 0

(Williams & Williams 1949:290) 0 (T&T Postage Stamp 1983) 0

(Quesnel & Farrell 2000:137)

bois riviere n Chimarrhis cymosa, a medium-sized native evergreen

tree, 10-25 m (32-80') tall, girth to 2 m (6'). Bark light coloured,

papery. Leaves obovate-elliptical, long, veins hairy beneath. Flowers

white, 4-6 mm (.16-.24") long, densely hairy throat, in much-

branched rusty, hairy clusters. Fruit a small capsule 2-5 mm (.08-.2")

long, /bwa rivjs/ (< bois
5 + Fr riviere ‘river’, fr common habitat area)

= water-wood 0 (FTT 1928-2-1:9) 0 (Marshall 1934:64) 0 (Beard

1946:35)

bois rose n Brownea coccinea, a small native tree. Flowers in clusters;

individual flower orange-red, tubular, with luxuriant stamens. Fruit a

woody, pointed, 3-10 seeded pod, 15-25 x 5-7 cm (5. 8-9.7 x 2-2.7");

each seed almost cubical, /bwa roz/ (< bois
5 + rose ‘rose flower’, fir

resemblance of orange-red flowers to roses, Rosa) = >cooperhoop,

cooperwood, copperhoop, hunter’s tea, monta del rosa, mountain
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rose, palo rosa, rosa del monte, rose montagne, sweet waterwood,

Tobago beau 0 Cooperhoop, Palo Rosa, Bois Rose or Mountain Rose,

Brownea latifolia ... in bloom is an easily recognisable small tree. The

local name Bois Rose ... alludes to the conspicuous cluster of

attractive red flowers which are borne directly along the trunk of the

plant ... The fruits are dehiscent and the dried fruit walls and seeds are

used by local craftsmen in producing earrings and other handicraft

items ... The flowers of Bois Rose are mucilaginous and a tea is pre-

pared from them for treating coughs and colds ... The flowers can also

be used for preparing a lovely claret wine ... The bark ... like the flow-

ers ... [is] slightly astringent. The fresh bark is reputed to be most

effective. Hunters also use the tea while in the forest and the bark is

known as "hunters tea”. Some hunters call it sassafras bark. It must be

distinguished however from the bark of Sassafras officinale which is

also called sassafras but is imported from North America ... The fresh

bark is also used by woodsmen as a styptic. Hunters or farmers who
accidentally get cut while in the forest would strip a long section of the

bark from the stem and use it to tie the wound. (Morean 1 99 1 a:24-5)

bois rouge n Guarea guidonia, a native tree with reddish wood, /bwa

ruj, bwa WU3/ (< bois
5 + Fr rouge ‘red’, fr colour of the wood) =

>redwood 0 (Joseph 1838a:80) 0 Others [of our good timber trees]

affect the plain exclusively, or nearly so ... these are the Mora ... Red-

wood (Bois rouge, a wood of a deep crimson red, and said to be allied

to Mahogany and our Red or common Cedar), and many others. (Carr

1869:404-5)

bois sang n Croton gossypifolius , a small native evergreen tree. Bark

smoothish, thin, grey to greyish-brown; a blood-red latex exudes

from cuts in the bark, /bwa sap/ (< bois
5 + FC/Fr sang ‘blood’, fr

resemblance of red sap to blood) = bloodtree, >bloodwood*, candle

tree 0 (Marshall 1934:88-89) 0 (Beard 1946:31) 0 Bois sangue.

(Quesnel & Farrell 2000:58-59)

bois sec n arc In a telling or performance of traditional African-

Patois stories, a ritual reply by the audience of listeners to the story-

teller’s ritual opening of TIM-TIM. See also CRICK-CRACK, wire
BEND, /bwa sek/ (< FC bois

5 + Fr sec ‘dry’) 0 Before commencing

one of these contes, the raconteur always says “tim tim?” and the

audience reply “bois sec”. (Inniss 1910)

bois sendu n Aegiphila integrifolia, a shrub or small deciduous native

tree 3-9 m (10-29') tall, girth to 90 cm (3'), branches acutely squared,

flattened at nodes, deeply channelled along the sides. Leaves large,

opposite, oblong, obovate or elliptic, hairy above. Wood white, soft,

/bwa sendu/ (< bois
5 + Fr saindoux ‘lard’, fr resemblance of soft

white wood to lard) = >lardwood 0 (Marshall 1934:75) 0 (Beard

1946:35) 0 (FTT 1955-2-6:406-7)

bois tatou n Rudgea hostmanniana [= R. freemanii], a small native

evergreen tree, to 8 m (26') tall. Bark thin, smooth, grey; underbark

green. Leaves elliptical, opposite, thick, leathery, dark green on upper

surface and paler on lower. Flowers white, tubular, in 1 5 cm (49) pan-

icles at the tips of branches, conspicuous and ornamental. Fruit a

berry about 1 cm (.4") in diameter, first red and then deep purple,

containing 2 seeds, /bwa tatu/ = ashes wood, cacapoule
1

0 Bois tatou.

(Marshall 1934:65) 0 A great many different names may apply to one

botanical species: e.g. ... Rudgea freemani as Bois tatou, Cacapoule,

and Ashes wood. (Beard 1946:26) 0 Bois tatoo is one of the most
common of understorey trees in all forests from wet seasonal ever-

green to dry deciduous types and from lowland to upland on both

islands; it does not occur, however, in upper montane forest or palm-

marsh forest... The tree is too small to provide timber but it is

ornamental at all times and deserves a place in shady comers of large

gardens. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:104)

bois toucan n Laetia procera, a large native evergreen tree, girth to

2.4 m (8'), trade name warakarajo. Leaves large, oblong, with trans-

parent dots and lines; flowers in clusters. Fruit a round 3-valved berry

1.3 cm (.5") in diameter, yellow-green with reddish tinges, containing

a dozen small shiny brown seeds in a greenish mealy pulp. Wood
fairly soft, light, whitish, /bwa tuka/ (< bois

5 + toucan, fr this bird

eating and dispersing the seeds) = >sardine
14

, toucan sardine, wara-

karajo 0 {FTT 1929-1-2:39) 0 (Marshall 1934:14) 0 (Beard 1946:29)

bois viande n Pisonia sp., several species of trees whose wood has an

open, evenly porous appearance when viewed in cross-section. The

new wood is usu. very light-coloured, commonly called bois cassave,

goodbread or jiggerwood; old cut wood turns dark reddish, /bwa

vjand/ (< bois* + FC vian, Fr viande ‘meat’) 0 (Marshall 1934:77-8)

bois zaviron n Piptocoma acuminata , a tree, /bwa zavir5/ (< bois
5 +

FC zaviron ‘oar’, poss. fr resemblance of leaves to oars) = pepper-

wood, >poui madamejean 6 Bois ‘zaviron. (Beard 1946:35)

boj(i) n Tob A term of familiar endearment, intimacy, /boc^, bocfc;i/

bokey, bokie, boki, bokee, bogi 1 n A penalty in children’s games,

usu. marbles, in which the winner snaps a finger or pitches a marble

hard against the loser’s fingers or knuckles, /boki/ = marti, matacks,

noko, progo 0 Every game she win me. She only shouting come for

you bokey. (Bomber “The Marble Game” 1959 pr) 0 Yu see dese

knuckles? Is bokey I stan’ have dem look so. (Keens-Douglas

1975:43) 0 If marbles were scarce, you could play with buttons, and

your shooter of course, or play for “bokie” where you returned your

winnings, but the loser would submit to placing his closed fist on the

ground, knuckles down, and the winner would pitch his taw against

the joints of one’s fingers for five or ten or however many “bokies”

were bet or “cut for.” (1990) 0 In hole games, before the game players

may cut for hagarsee, making an agreement about the penalty to the

loser, for instance “ten bokee.” (1990) 0 “The Games We Used to

Play”... There will be skipping (boasting), “Bogi” in pitching mar-

bles, Rounders with stoking, rolling roller race, knock and span and

lots, lots more. (EX-2 15 July 1990:17) 0 Yuli remember wat takin

bokie was like? Yuh ever get yuh nocks swell up? (Foster 1990:27) 0

Other games included “winner take all,” which you never played with

your favourite “tor” and “cax for bokey” which almost always left the

knuckles sore. This can be played in several games with the losers

ending up getting “bokey” on the knuckles. (TG-M 4 Aug 1 99 1 :9) 0 I

was trying to hide my swollen knuckles which came about by receiv-

ing far too many knocks from marbles in “hundred hole for book-

ies”... 1 preferred to play for bookies rather than lose any of my
precious marbles. (Kissoon 2007:10)

2 n A minor dent, as in a car, caused by an accident. 0 (Mendes

1985:18)

bokhar n Fever, /bokhar/ (< H-Bh) 0 “He have bokhar.” (1990)

bokhay, bokhe v Prick; thrust, /bokhe/ (< H-Bh) = >juk 0 “You

bokhay the hog to kill it.” (1990) 0 “You have to bookhay the coco-

nut, you have to juk it hard.”

bokum n Larimus breviceps (E short-head drum), to 28 cm (11"), an

edible marine fish. = marciani 0 (LNP 1985)

bold ad] Impertinent; overly forward and presumptuous; taking liber-

ties; insulting; without control or modesty. (< arc E make bold with,

be bold with ‘take liberty to do something; presume’; compare E bold

‘courageous; daring; fearless’, usu. with admiration) 0 You can find

some around the calypso tent, They so brass face, shameless and

bold. (Invader “Aguiti” 1956 pr)

bold-face, boleface, boldfaced 1 adj Describing someone who is

overly forward; without shame, modesty or politeness. (< E bold-

faced ‘having a bold or confident face or look, usu. impudent’; < arc

E make bold with, be bold with ‘take liberty to do something; pre-

sume’; compare E bold ‘courageous; daring; fearless’, usu. with

admiration) 0 In oil my life I nevah meet wid sech ah bole face

craykah like dat Jan Joseefus Jarge. (PC 6 Aug 1904) 0 It’s about ten

months now she amt kiss me, And you know the bold face woman
does tell me. Any kind of child that bom in me house I’m the daddy.

(Terror “Chinese Children Calling Me Daddy” 1950 pr) 0 When I told

her plainly, Ah got land and money, I want to marry immediately, She

say boy yuh fast and yuh bold face too. Suppose people pass and see

me talking to you. (Composer “Supposing” 1964, in Graves 1965:26)

0 “Ay-ay, Aaron aint playin he bold face nah. De man come here wid

ah big grip to move way de dead man clothes.” (Lewis 1972:65) 0

“Over here, married men making the bachelors look small. The

bitches so boldface! Walk in to a night club with a date and they

swann around like sharks. ‘Hello, man. How’s it going? Eh, eh, Jason

1 ent see you for a long time. What you up to these days? Look! Is
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Ranjit, with a fresh craft!’ This time, all they want is to make a pass at

the girl an make you look stupid. Before you even order a drink they

asking her for a set!” (Ramkeesoon 1975:27-8) 0 The traffic cops of

the Chaguanas Police Station must be some of the most bold-faced

officers in the history of the Police Service in Trinidad and Tobago.

They appear to be a law unto themselves. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:5) 0

But it have some bof face Trini who would turn up at de lime wit dey

two long hand swingin. An is dem so who does eat an drink more dan

everybody else. (Foster 1990:13) 0 [He] fears for his life... at his age

he certainly could do without land worries from a person who in the

first place, is too damn farse and boldface to harass the man. (Bomb
27 July 1990:18) 0 “And I want him bom in full moon.”... “You also

saying when! But you boldface with yourself.” (Selvon 1 99 1 a: 1 5) 0

“Imagine this land was passed down to me from generation to genera-

tion, and now that boldface man come from where he come from to

take it from me and my family.” (TTM 10 Dec 1993:22) 0 The most

boldfaced man on this general election ’95 scene, I was telling a UNC
pardner... is King Gallery himself, Ramesh Lawrence Maharaj. (TTM
22 Oct 1995:30)

2 n Nerve; gall; presumption.0 Who had the bold face to invite this

man? (Selvon 1991c: 117)

boldfacedly ad\' In a BOLDFACE manner; presumptuously. (< boldface ;

E bold-faced ‘having a bold or confident face or look, usu. impudent’)

0 Boldfacedly coming out of their political graves some of these losers

are moving up and down the East-West Corridor attempting to sideline

the UNC party groups and replace them with NAR diehards. (Bomb

2 Feb 1996:3)

boleface see BOLDFACE

boli, boley, bolee, bowlie, bullie arc n A hollowed-out calabasfi,

fitted with a plug and handle, often with a string mesh carrier, used to

store or carry water, /boli/ (< Ewe boli, LAS bolo ‘tender calabash’) =

agba, >calabaslr
,
gubby, tutu 0 Bulli or tutu ‘a calabash bored at one

end’. (Uh 1883:247) 0 A bowlie - a gourd with the hole at the top and

scooped out for water carrying. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 The worker

left with his tool - a hoe or spade or fork and, always, a cutlass, a

bolee or calabash with water and his “breakfast” tied up in a piece of

cloth. (Alladin 1970b: 13) 0 Placed between the spaces of the boards

on the cart were two gilpins and a boley of rain water. The boley was

made of a big calabash. (Narine 1977:34) 0 Calabash containers were

used long ago in Trinidad for various purposes... The use of the

‘bowlie’ was then commonplace... They were commonly used for the

collection of eggs as well as kitchen utensils. It was a common belief

among rural folk that young children fed from ‘bowlies’ would

become brighter and learn faster. Bowlies were also used as water

bailers when the shells were cut across the top and a wooden handle

inserted. (Morean 1985a: 18) 0 At Charlotteville... the Congos were

known as great dancers of strange languages and living away in the

bush, coming down only on occasions to the village to sell bush-meat,

wicker baskets, fish-traps and calabash bowlies. (Elder 1988:19) 0

Yemanja... is strongly associated in Trinidad memory with the gbado

who used buttons and originally seashells on their calabash drums.

The latter were called in Trinidad by the Ewe term boli, cognate with

Fon govi. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:90)

bollo, boyo, boy n A steamed commeal dumpling, oval with pointed

ends, hollow inside, /boi, boijo/ (< LAS bollo ‘a roll of dough - com,

cassava, plantain, etc. - seasoned and baked, boiled, or fried’; FC boi

‘Indian com dumpling’; also poss. < Ptg bolo ‘cake; dumpling’,

Kikongo mbolo ‘cake’) = boy 1

0 (Laurence 1970) 0 Pastelles, Arepas,

Tortillas, Bollos, Empanadas - Panol Promasa commeal for Best

Results this Christmas. (TG 28 Nov 1990:8) 0 Coo coo, pasteles, pain

maize literally “com bread” and now mis-spelt paymee and paime),

cachap, bollo (pronounced “boy” locally) and the fried meat pie

called locally arapas all appear on tables throughout Trinidad quite

frequently. (TGM 17 Jan 1992) 0 ‘She... grate com and make bollo for

us to eat.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:176) 0 The roadside vending in

that area [George Street] was dominated by Venezuelans who from

early dawn sold cups of pure ground coffee, arepas and bollos, pro-

nounced bo-oi. (Cummings 2004:48)

bolo n Throw a stick or stone attached to a line to hook over a trapped

kite string, /bolo/ (< AmE bolo, bolo punch ‘an upper-cut in boxing;

an underhand punch’) 0 Other kite flying terms include “bolo” which

is the method of releasing a kite trapped in a tree or line, and “zathi,”

which means the kite’s string has been damaged and may burst easily.

(Rampersad 1993:10)

bolo de mel, bowldimel, buldimel n arc A small traditional Portu-

guese cake made with molasses and either almonds or walnuts,

/bolodimsl, buldimel/ (< Ptg bolo ‘ball’ + de ‘of’ + mel de cana or

melago ‘molasses’) 0 A small cake made with molasses and either

almonds or walnuts, known as
‘

bolo do mel'

,

was considered a great

treat by all ages. It is still commercially prepared in Madeira... and

was always brought back in quantities for families and friends after a

trip to Madeira. It was seldom made here although some families still

prepare it, usually as a Christmas delicacy. (Ferreira 1989:37) 0 Other

popular Portuguese foods included different light vegetable dishes

such as pumpkin fritters and different types of desserts. The latter

include bolo de mel, a small cake made with molasses or treacle,

almonds or walnuts and spices and broas, biscuits of various types,

some with a jam filling, some like ginger snaps. (Ferreira 1994:84-5)

bolokshus adj Describing a very fat or ungainly, awkward person.

/bobkJAs, bxUkjAs/ (poss. < Kikongo bolokoto ‘noise of snoring or

shoes’) = buluptious, guluptious 0 “Big an’ fat an’ bolockshous”.

(Mendes 1985:18) 0 “She bring she ole bolokshus self to de party an

say she get invite!” (Baptiste 1993:23) 0 [B]olokshus - bolokshus

‘huge, ungainly’. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:3)

bomb 1 n arc A drink made from stout, milk, bitters and nutmeg. 0

Remember the days when a “bomb” in the parlours on Abercromby
Street or Tragarete Road made you feel like a million dollars. (Punch

1 977) 0 Bitters is also used heavily in a mixture of Guinness stout,

milk and nutmeg called “the Bomb” and said to make one virile and

other macho things. (Moses 1988:255)

2 n A tune played by a STEELBAND on Jouvay morning that no one

expected them to play, or that was practiced secretly, usu. a non-

calypso “classic” piece or pop tune, to surprise competitors on Jou-

vay morning during unofficial competition. This practice developed

during the late 1950s and 1960s, when this song was played, usu. as a

band passed the junction of Park and Frederick Streets. (< E bomb
‘explosive projectile’, fr surprise + ‘explosive’ effect) 0 Later, the

idea of parody would recur in the steelband “Bomb” tunes, which

were light classical melodies played in up-tempo calypso time.

(Rohlehr 1986:21) 0 Tobago mas’ bands will take part in the Bomb
competition tomorrow, along Milford Road with judging points at

WASA and Tobago News buildings. (EX 1 Mar 1987:7) 0 Another

question came up “Who started bringing what was regarded [as] the

Bomb”? ... The Bomb, as the panmen use to regard it, was started by

All Stars somewhere around 1957 when they played Minuet in G. All

other bands started gunning for All Stars on a Jouvert Morning after

that. The Stars would practise their tunes with [lead] pencils, using

the erasers to play the notes, so that nobody would hear what their

rendition would be, before J’ouvert Morning. And when the time

finally came the streets would be filled with people, lining up Park,

Frederick and Charlotte Streets to hear which in their minds, was the

sweetest Bomb tune for J’ouvert Morning. (EX 11 Sept 1990:13) 0

The competition was organised last year in honour of Neville Jules,

the former leader of Trinidad All Stars steelband who made the

J’Ouvert morning bomb tune a Carnival institution in the fifties.

Steelband lovers are nostalgic for the return of the days when bands

like All Stars, Invaders, Ebonites, Tokyo, Starlift, Hi Landers, Silver

Stars and City Symphony shook Park St playing their bomb tunes.

(TG 21 Jan 1993:7)

3 n A CALYPSO sung unexpectedly to surprise competitors during

competition. 0 “Lord Brynner,” plans exploding three “bombs” in

Tobago on February 4, which he is sure, will bring him the “Calypso

King” crown... He feels that this year he has his greatest chance of

winning the coveted crown with two of the secret tunes he will

release nine days before Carnival. “Brynner” insists on calling

them bombs, “for they will cause a big explosion.” (TG 24 Jan

1961 : 1 1) 0 Certainly he is one of the few singers with the courage and
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confidence to drop bombs on Dimanche Gras night, singing songs in

the Calypso King finals that the judges had never heard before. (TG
3 Feb 1973:7)

bombay 1 n The female pubic mound. / bumbe, bombe/ (< Kimbundu

bombo ‘cavity’, mbumbu ‘vulva’; Temne a-bombo ‘female pudenda,

pubic region’; Mandinga bamba, bambali ‘elevated plane’, bombom,

pompom, bombo ‘woman’s sexual organ’) = bombo 0 (Wamer-Lewis

2003:236)

2 n A low mound of earth on which your marble is placed so that it

can be hit more easily. = plumbey 0 No Chinksing you two too far,

Ah it on a bombay Calenta, She said fen and no draws out pal. You go

mash up me new water crystal. (Bomber “The Marble Game” 1959

pr) 0 Bombay is the mound of dirt you can build under an opponent’s

marble to have a better shot at it and shakes mine gives the marble to

whoever fens shakes mine on a bombay. (Pires 1991:8)

Bombay n arc Indians, usu. merchants, from India, (fr Indian mer-

chants usu. thought of as being from the Bombay - now Mumbai -

area) 0 There are also a number of Indian merchants, who are Indian

nationals, in Port-of-Spain and San Fernando, mostly from the

Bombay region. The Indians of the lagoon area refer to these people

as “Bombays.” (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:112)

Bombay bazaar n arc A type of store carrying primarily Indian-

oriented stocks and general goods. One well-known one, called The

Bombay Bazaar, was located opposite Memorial Park at the top of

Frederick Street, until at least the late 1970s. = Bombay store 0 “The

Bombay Bazaar people used to import those flutes from India, and I

bought one a long time ago.” ( 1990)

Bombay mango n A variety of cultivated mango, small to medium
sized; skin thick, tough, yellow with reddish blush; flesh firm; little

juice. 0 BOMBAY. - The varieties called Bombay and Peter locally

are indistinguishable ... There is therefore some doubt as to whether

the local variety called Bombay is truly such. .. seeds easily

[removed]... tree large and cropping mid-season. (Bharath 1965:20)

Bombay store n arc A type of store carrying primarily Indian-oriented

stocks and general goods. = Bombay bazaar 0 Interspersed among the

European-style shops are a type of emporia that is typical of the

southern Caribbean. They are called, locally, “bombay stores”... run

by British Indians. (Vandercook 1938)

bombo n Vagina; pubic mound. (< Kimbundu bombo ‘cavity’,

mbumbu ‘vulva’; Temne a-bombo ‘female pudenda, pubic region’;

Mandinga bamba, bambali ‘elevated plane’, bombom, pompom,
bombo ‘woman’s sexual organ’) = bombay 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0

Bombo nyam all me money. Pull away me boy... ‘Well the fishermen

go and toil job hard, and when they come back they meet a lot a

woman on the beach. Y'understand? And they have a, as you call, a

sex. So we broke it up in that verse, we called it “bombo.” We came
on shore with the fish an’ we sell it an’ woman was on de beach and

we went an’ have sex wid dem an’ dey take all the cash becau’

they come work an’ get there no money. So we call that “bombo.”
1

(Abrahams 1974:38)

bomsee see BAMSEE

bomvier, bomvillier n Spigelia anthelmia, a native plant, allegedly

poisonous. (< brinvilliers) = brinvilliers, >worm bush
1

0 1 believe a

large number of people in the island have got the French name
cooked down into Bomvillier. (TG 1 Oct 1922:3) 0 Worm bush;

Bomvier; Brinvilliers ... The plant is reputed poisonous to livestock.

(FTT 1 947-2-3 : 1 76)

bona bean, bonna bean n Lablab purpureus, a cultivated vine with an

edible pea pod. (< bonavist, bonavista bean) = bonavis(t) bean/pea,

>seim, white bean 0 Boil bonna bean leaves (two green and one

yellow) with a green lime cut in halves. (Simpson 1970:61)

bonavis(t) bean/pea n Lablab purpureus, a cultivated vine with an

edible pod. (< bonavist, bonavista bean) = bona bean, >seim, white

bean 0 The Bonivis represents the shape of a Pea, save only its some
what longer; which if once put into the ground, the Art of Man can

hardly destroy it; for it seldom dies, but continually buds, and blos-

soms, accommodating the Planter with green, and ripe Pease all the

year about. Nor think I them inferiour to the best of French Beans, if

indifferently boiled, and eaten with sweet Butter; but then it must be

while they are green and tender; for when they are ripe, their Case or

Rind turns white; which if dried, and as other Pulse boiled, are eaten

with Pork, and are a Nourishing Food. (Poyntz 1683:10) 0 Divide the

list into things that can be grown together, e.g potatoes and ochroes,

cassava and bonavist beans. (TG 9 July 1919:7) 0 Bona vis pea. (CFN1

1971:28)

bon bagai n arc Good thing; good. /b5 bagai/ (< FC bon ‘good' +

bagai ‘thing’) 0 (Macaw 1960) 0 You get a work, bon bagai.

bonbon cane n Saccharum officinarum var., an older type of culti-

vated sugar cane having relatively soft, thick, yellow canes.

(< Bourbon cane + Fr bonbon ‘sweet, candy’) = Bourbon cane 0

‘Greedy? All you have so much ah nice bon-bon cane in the back and

you still want me to bring cane for you?’ ‘Well, ah mean long time ah

eh suck ah B.H., man. You coulda bring ah piece for me.’ (Narine

1977:44)

bon-bon mouchasse n arc A small, round, white, cake. (< FC bon-

bon ‘sweet’ + mouchasse ‘arrowroot; arrowroot starch’ Maranta

arundinacea) 0 “The only lady I knew who used to make bon-bon

mouchasse, she died years ago.” (1990)

bon camarade n arc Good friend; partner; ally. (FC < bon ‘good’ +

camarade ‘comrade; friend’) 0 The papa bois can be bon camarade [it]

well used, and, quaintly enough, likes rum, tobacco, and other very

human things. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F86-D46)

bond n obs Indentureship, almost always of East Indian labourers.

(< obs E bond ‘an agreement between coal-owners and miners by

which the men were obliged to work under stated conditions for a

year’) 0 ‘Jamini, you listen to Dada. You not come here like the rest

of these low-class coolies in bond, you hear!’ he said, referring to

Meena’s family who had come like thousands of other Indians to

Trinidad since 1 845 as indentured labourers on five and ten year con-

tracts to work on the fields of the sugar-cane plantations; and had

never made enough money to return to India. (Khan 1 96 1:3)

bonda poule adj Untidy; poorly done, e.g. a puckered hem. /bonda

pul/ (< FC bonda ‘backside; tail’ < Kikongo, Kimbundu mbunda
‘buttocks’ + poule ‘fowl’) 0 “Do de work neat - doh make no bonda

poule on the dress hem nuh!” (Baptiste 1992)

bondiay, bon dieu see BONJAY

bonduc n Caesalpinia bonduc [= C. bonducella, Guilandina bondu-

cella], a prickly climbing native shrub, stems with scattered prickles.

Leaves 30-60 cm (11.7-23.4") long with recurved prickles; 5-8 pairs

of leaflets with two recurved prickles at the base of each pair, ovate or

oblong-elliptical, tip usu. rounded, with bristle at the tip. Flowers

yellow, numerous, on slender densely-flowered racemes 10-15 cm
(4-5.8") or more long. Fruit pod bright orange-brown, 5-10 x 3-6 cm
(2-4 x 1.2-2. 3"); containing 1-2 seeds, pale greenish-grey, roundish,

2-2.5 cm (.8-1") long. A common drift seed, used in ornamental bead

work; children often play with the seed by rubbing it on the ground

until it is hot, and touching it to skin. Leaves used medicinally; shrub

sometimes used as a barrier hedge, /bonduk/ (< Fr bonduc ‘hazelnut’)

= grey nicker 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:263)

bone n Any part; at all; usu. with a negative to indicate dislike. See

also BEST BONE. 0 The Professor didn’t like a bone in her. (James

1990:19)

bone agate n arc An opaque coloured marble, sometimes variegated.

0 With the disappearance of such marbles as “kodens”, “kiaws”, and

“bone agates” these terms are known only by the older speakers and

are no longer used since their referents are not used (Ashby 1981:7).

bone reckless disease n arc A congenital skin illness in which there

are many large soft bumps on the skin. Usu. neurofibromatosis, a dis-

ease of the lymph spaces in connective tissue, a genetic condition

characterized superficially by the formation of multiple soft tumours

over the entire body. (< E von Recklinghausen s disease) 0 Old Joe,

tall, long stride, grew his hair long and some of the curly locks did

manage to hide some of the bumps on his scalp. Rumour had it that

doctors claimed it was a case of "Bone Reckless" disease. His scrag-

gly beard screened a few of the small bumps of the bearded area.

Shaving was evidently out of the question. (Bynoe 1985:4)
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bong see BOUND

bong eye n An eye that is swollen and bruised, usu. because of a blow

to the area. 0 One threatened a “bong eye” and the other a “buss

mouth” in retaliation. (Bynoe 1985:46)

bongo, bungo n A traditional dance of African origin with very strong

vigorous movements, usu. performed at wakes by men. Usu. one or

two men at a time dance inside a circle of people, trying to outdo each

other. Accompaniment usu. includes KWA-KWA, hand-clapping, sing-

ing and chanting, /baggo, bvggo/ (poss. < bongo, bongo-drum, a type

of African drum) 0 When... the devotees could no longer be held in

check and "Bongo” was the order of the wee hours of the mom! Then

nobody in the neighbourhood could sleep. (POSG 14 Aug 1915:3) 0

In some parts of the island a dance called the bungo is still popular.

(Aspinall 1928) 0 I met Aunt Betsy and Joe, And was in time to dance

the bongo. (Executor “Tobago’s Scandal” 1938) 0 Sambo, where you

a go?, Me go to make me name in the bongo. (Lord Executor “Sambo
Why You Are Go” 1940) 0 Banning of the bongo... is one of the most

disgraceful pieces of legislation ever inscribed into the statute books

and has resulted in a bongo song, ‘in me own native land, I cannot

dance as I want.’ (Espinet & Pitts 1944) 0 Every person or occupier

of any house, building, yard or other place who shall... permit any

persons to assemble and dance therein the dance known as “bongo”

or any similar dance, shall, on conviction before a Magistrate, be lia-

ble to a fine of forty-eight dollars. (T&T Revised Ordinances 1950-

1:536, in Simpson 1970:83) 0 This time and rhythm is used for the

Bongo dance, one of the most beautiful of folk dances. The two danc-

ers express the movements of birds in flight, each dancer trying to

become a mirrored reflection of the other’s intricacy of dance step.

(Connor 1958:55) 0 At a Nine Night, rum, tea, bread, etc. are served

shortly after midnight. Those who wish to continue hymn-singing do

so in the house. Outside, some dance the bongo to the accompaniment

of qua-quas (pieces of wood which are “beaten together”). The danc-

ers “hop and jump” but do not touch as they dance toward and away

from other participants. (Simpson 1970:51) 0 [In] Bongo...within a

circle of people, the dancers move in the center while five or six qua-

qua players are stationed at one side... A common thing is for one

dancer to make a particular step and then another, or others would fol-

low. The basic movement consists of dropping one foot behind the

other which is kicked, quickly, slightly forward, twice. The arms are

outstretched or held slightly forward and upward. (Alladin 1970a: 11,

in Ahyoung 1977:49) 0 In the street the bongo was being danced,

while in a thatched shed in Callender’s backyard, a group of men
were building a coffin. (Lewis 1972:60) 0 Beryl McBumie... also

demonstrated for Katherine Dunham such dances as the “Bongo”

which is done at wakes. (Ahye 1983:4) 0 ‘And what about the velo-

rio, they didn’t used to have a wake?’ ‘Yes,’ Sotero said. ‘They used

to have wake. And you didn’t have to business about anything for the

occasion. They had bongo and all kinda commess.’ (Moodie-Kublals-

ingh 1994:47) 0 Cocoa Dance Songs,... Wake Songs, Bongo Songs,

Bele Songs, Jig Songs, Reel Songs, Congo Songs, Kalinda Songs,

Brush Back Songs and other Wedding Songs, and “Magical” Chants.

(Alleyne-Pilgrim 1995:2)

bongo croisee n A variation of BONGO dancing in which the feet are

crossed on many steps. (< Fr croisee ‘crossed’) 0 Bongo Croisee or

the Crossed Bongo maintains a clipped crossing of the feet and legs

with variations. Movements of stamping, jumping and turning

encourage many variations and improvisations, but the emphasis is

on the constant crossing of the feet, whatever the design. (Ahye

1978:94)

bongo night n A night during a wake in which BONGO is danced. 0

To-night is “Bongo Night”. This is the usual name one hears in the

distance of the remote country districts, when someone has departed

for the Great Beyond. (Rampersad 1963:89) 0 “I remember Toco and

dem bongo nights wit’ flambeau an plenty moonshine.” (Baptiste

1993:70)

bonito, bonit, bonite n Auxis thazard (E frigate tuna), or Sarda sarda

(E Atlantic tuna, little tunny), edible marine fish. Latter is usu. larger,

with distinct lines rather than blotches on back, /bonit, bonito/ (< Sp

bonito, a marine fish) 6 The Boneto likewise he prays upon flying

Fish, and is taken with the Hook, though sometimes we stick them
with Fisgigs... Some of this kind are thirty inches long; which boyled

and eaten with fresh Butter, and the juyce of a Lemmon, maks a Food
most delicious. (Poyntz 1683:29) 0 The “Bonite,” [is] a chunky built

fish, little used for food, but greedily looked for as bait to catch other

fish. He is almost as gamey and strong as the carangue. (Vincent

1910:28) 0 One of the best spots around the island, for continuous

sport, is off La Pena where the variety and number of fish is almost

unbelievable - tarpon, cavali, king-fish, bonite and zapateros usually

all of good size. (Mendes 1937:22) 0 It is a wonderful sight to see the

seine hauled in with a big catch of bonito, for some time after they are

landed on the beach there is a scene like a shambles. Hundreds are to

be seen jumping about, beating themselves in the sand, and blood

pouring from their gills. This fish is very abundant, and is salted and

dried, and much used as food by the native. The roes are considered a

great delicacy by all classes. (Guppy 1922a:443-4) 0 Bonito. (Mendes

1940:13)

bonjay, bondiay, bon dieu 1 intj An expression of surprise or shock,

/bonc^e/ (< FC bonjay ‘God’ < Fr bon dieu ‘good God’) 0 They com-

mented too: “Bonje, she gonna kill ’im.” (Bain 1974:28) 0 ‘What

happen, you have caca-poule for brains? ... Bon Dieu, boy sit down,

you hear, and think out this thing.’ (Boodhoo 1994:302)

2 v Move in a carefree manner. 0 Don’t bonjey, you too dangerey.

bonna bean see BONA BEAN

bonnet n arc The top of the head; top of the skullbones. (< E bonnet, a

soft cap for the head) 0 Prisoner raised his arm with the cutlass and

said carajo and gave me a cut with the cutlass across my eye and

breast... It was a bad wound it cut in two the bone of my skull - I put

my hand into the wound and felt the division of the bonnet. (TS 7 July

1847:2)

bonnethead shark n Sphvrna tiburo, a shark to 1 .5 m (5') long. = pan-

toufflier, zigene 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

bont tick n Amblyomma variegatum, a blood-sucking tick that affects

livestock, originally from Africa. (< SAfr and now inti E < bont tick,

bonte-legged tick, a tick with multi-coloured or striped legs) = carap-

atte, >garrapat kilani 0 Caribbean veterinary officials have recom-

mended the establishment of a regional programme to supervise the

management of the tropical bont tick, a pest that can decimate the cat-

tle population in the region, and cause reduced productivity of milk

and meat. (EX-S 29 Mar 1987:7)

boo adj Describing a failure; useless; unimpressive, (poss. < E boo, a

cry expressing dissatisfaction or disapproval) 0 Note how the bro-

chure pictures the hotel nearer to Port-of-Spain than San Fernando...

Just imagine, a brochure produced to show off the hotel’s beauty and

class having such a ‘boo’ error. (Mirror 1983) 0 But Trinis... already

know that race is boo. [Rikki Jai], Drupatee, tassa and Chutney have

already seeped into the soul of the nation. However, despite its

attempt at presenting East Indian music last weekend, the PNM
remains a party with a racial “attitude”. (TTM 13 Oct 1989:26) 0

“What do you call the attempted coup? Abu [A boo].” “Why did it

fail? Not enough Bakrs.” [backers]. (1990) 0 Guardian staff boo at

second Xmas party try. The GUARDIAN is now faced with a whop-

ping $1,500 bill from the Mas Camp Pub, after setting up that organi-

sation to have a Christmas party one week after the official attempt by

the company flopped. (TTM 1 Jan 1 993 :24) 0 “Ah go buss yuh @#$%
head, allyuh police is boo.” (TTM 18 Dec 1994:9)

boo- see also BU-

boobaloops see BOBOLUPS

booboo see also BUBU

booboo, bubu 1 n Ghost, /bubu/ (< Kikongo mbuubu ‘ghost’. Ewe
bubu, bubui ‘a fright; hobgoblin; bogey man’; Bobangi Kikongo

ebubu ‘clown, dumb or ridiculous person’, Yor buburu ‘bad; evil’) =

>jumbie 0 (Ottley 1971

)

2 n A foolish, stupid, ugly, or timid person. (< Kikongo booboo, bubu

‘fool; simpleton; ugly person’; Bobangi-east Kikongo; ebubu ‘clown;

ridiculous person’) 0 Mama, look a booboo dey. (Melody “Mama
Look a BooBoo” 1956) 0 Boo boo - a stupid person. (John 1973) 0
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[He] made such a booboo of himself when he appeared on “Woman
Today” and vociferously exclaimed, “A woman’s place is in the

home.” (Bomb 24 July 1987:23) 0 bubu... a fool, simpleton; an ugly

person. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:4)

booboodoops adv The sound or manner of a rolling fall, a tumble,

/bobodups/ 0 She fall down the steps booboodoops.

boobool see bouboul

boobooloops, bobolups n see BUBULUPS

booboo man n A folklore character said to punish disobedient chil-

dren; usu. invoked by parents and older children as a threat to scare

the children into doing what they want, e.g. go to sleep, eat their food.

(< booboo *) 0 Whenever he gave trouble at bedtime, refusing to settle

down and go to sleep, she would threaten him with the “Boo-boo

man” who punished disobedient children by carrying them to some

awful place somewhere far away. (Gomes 1978:9)

booby 1 n Sternafuscata (E sooty tern), a seabird. (< E booby, several

species of large birds that do not flee from humans < booby ‘fool;

dullard’) = mache carabache, >pillikins
3

,
seagull

3
0 “Booby”; “Pil-

likins”... At breeding grounds, the entire colony performs a peculiar

group action (sometimes called a “dread”), in which normal activity

is suddently interrupted; following a particular harsh cry the birds all

leave their nest and fly out in silence over the sea, sweeping round,

gathering together and gradually returning to their places, where nor-

mal activity recommences, (ffrench 1991:163-5)

2 n Lams atricilla (E laughing gull), a seabird. = pigeon de mer,

>seagulfr 0 Frigate birds and booby gulls, also follow the schools of

fish in the hopes of picking up spare morsels. (Mendes 1937:24) 0

(ffrench 1991:155-6)

3 n Phaethon aethereus (E red-billed tropicbird), a seabird; overall

length 1 m (40"), including .5 m (20") tail-feathers. White with con-

spicuous black stripe through eye and fine black bars on upper parts;

wings white, with some black on outer primaries; two long central

white tail-feathers; bill scarlet. 0 (ffrench 1991:44-5)

4 n Often used by fishermen for any kind of seabird except the peli-

can or frigatebird. 0 On the seashore there are the pelican, the booby,

and in the Caroni Swamp which is a natural reserve, may be seen del-

icately poised on one leg the flaming scarlet ibis. (Ottley 1971-72:25)

0 Yuh pants w’ite like boubi/pelican two-two’s: white indeed.

(Haynes 1987:63) 0 Needless to say, the local names “Pillikins”,

“Booby”, “Sea-gull”, etc., refer to all terns indiscriminately, (ffrench

1991:161)

boocanay see BOUCANEY
boodhoo n A stupid person, /budhu/ (< H bhonduu ‘silly; quiet; art-

less; simple’) 0 He looking like a boodhoo.

boodoom adv A noise of something heavy, like a barrel, falling on the

ground, or an explosion. = boojoom /budum/ (prob. < Yor bo jum
‘drop splash’; Twi buriim ‘something heavy falling’; Ewe gbuduu
‘heavy fall, esp. into water’; also Fr budum ‘falling into water’) 0 “I

take my gun. I put eet over my knee an’ ben’ eet so. I put een my car-

tridge. I [aim], and 1 fire “boodoom!” De shot make a circle and knock
dong all de animals on dey face in de waterhole. Polika have animals

for so!” (The Nation, Christmas Annual 1959:25) 0 The man fall in the

water, boodoom. 0 He fall from the mango tree and hit boodoom. 0

The cannon during the Independence parade shooting boodoom.

boodoop adv Indicating the manner of one quick sharp heavy sound,

/bodup/ 0 Yuh ever notice dat it have some mango tree dat nobody
ever use tuh climb. Was only two ways tuh get dem mangoes. Wait

patiently fuh dem tuh fall: Boop! Boodoop! Or leggo big stone an big

stick in dey tail. Yes man, peltin mango was plenty fun. But lookout,

oui. If was ah tree wit spirit it would pelt back stone an bust yuh head.

(Foster 1990:115)

boof see BUFF

boojoom adv Indicating the sound of something heavy falling into the

water, /buc^um/ (< Yor bocfuml 0 The man fall in the water, boo-

joom. 0 It make one set of noise, boojoom. 0 He fall from the mango
tree and hit boojoom.

boojoonk adv In swimming, the sound made when diving into water.

/ buc^unk/ = boosonk, ploojunk 0 (Mendes 1985:18)

Bookman n A CARNIVAL character in a DEVIL MAS BAND, who
writes the fortunes of the wicked in a large book. (< E book, in which

he writes + man2
) = Beelzebub, Book of Law 0 [Devil mas] was a

mas’ played over a lifetime. The new player began playing imp, the

lowest in the hierarchy. “No matter how much money you had you

couldn’t just come in and play Lucifer. You had to start playing imp,

and work your way up.... after that there were the gown men, the min-

isters of Lucifer; the Grim Reaper, the Bookman, the Crown Prince,

Beelzebub, and so on, until you got to Satan himself... and he had a

wife of course.” (EX-2 13 Feb 1994:3) 0 A gowned Bookman entered

solemnly and silently, reading “The Book of Death”, followed by an

Imp reading “The Golden Rule”. (EX 1 Mar 2003:30)

Book of Law, Bookalaw n A CARNIVAL character in a devil MAS
BAND, who writes the fortunes of the wicked in a large book. (< Book

of Law, a large book in which he writes) = Beelzebub, Bookman 0

[T]he Carrier of the Book of Laws, the Tempter, the Reckoner with

long nails and a pair of dice in his right hand and in the midst of the

band the monster held by four Imps, while the Tempter does his best

to tease him and the King, fork in hand, waiting to defend himself

from the monster. (Jones 1947:45) 0 [Satan’s] fearsome colleague -

Beelzebub, who carries in one hand the great Book of Law and in the

other, a large pen, with which he records the names of the subjects]

of his fiery kingdom ... Satan and Beelzebub maintain a graceful

style, gliding and turning, and executing elegant walking movements
which show off their resplendent, flowing costumes. (Ahye 1978:35)

boola see boula

boom 1 n arc A large, usu. lowest-toned instrument in a TAMBOO-
BAMBOO band, about 4.5' long by 5.5" diameter. 0 The heavy bam-

boo boom measured 414 ft. long and 514" in diameter. This had three

joints, but the bottom joint remained intact. The music of the boom
was obtained by knocking it on the ground. (Gonzalez 1978:4) 6 The

boom was a piece of bamboo about five feet long and five inches in

diameter, which was stamped on the ground (either on a hard-

surfaced road or on a stone in a yard) to provide the bass line.

(Steumpfle 1995:24) 0 The instruments in a tamboo bamboo band

and their uses were by no means standardized. For example, Lennox

Pierre...describes a three foot boom; a buller and fuller (foule) which

consisted of pieces of the same length but with different numbers of

joints; and a cutter which was tapped with a stick and, when a band

was stationary, was also struck on the ground. In addition, Anthony

Prospect ... mentions a chandler which was a little longer than the

cutter and states that the boom was simultaneously struck with a stick

while being stamped on the ground in order to produce two different

rhythms. (Stuempfle 1995:24)

2 n The lowest-toned instrument in a TAMBRIN BAND. 0 “They call

the instruments: the cutter, the roller, the boom, and the steel. This

make up the tambourine band. They didn't know about this shac-shac

that the tamboo bamboo people bring in.” (Hall 1998:51) 0 There are

three tambrin drums in the tambrin instrument ensemble. These are:

the boom, which carries the lowest pitch, the roller, or fuller, which

carries a higher pitch and the cutter which carries the highest pitch.

The fiddle (violin)... and the triangle are the other instruments. The

tambrin drum in this ensemble is prepared for performance by warm-

ing the membrane. (Moore 2004:35) 0 Boom and roller musicians

stand, and both drums are held about waist height, with the holding

arm bent at the elbow and parallel to the floor. The membrane of the

boom is struck with the thumb using a downward flick of the wrist for

the down or accented resonation. This resonation is muted by the

other four fingers coming to rest on the membrane in an upward flick

of the wrist on the unaccented beat. (Moore 2004:38)

3 n obs In a STEELBAND, a large metal drum struck with two sticks,

or a stick and hand, producing one low note. See also TUNE BOOM,
TENOR BOOM. = bass boom, boom pan, cuff boom 0 Well the boom
was beaten by Ossey, A foeman boomer from Bar-twenty, The vibra-

tion near break down a wall. (Kitchener “The Steel Band” 1948 pr) 0

“And what bout Midge?” “What bout he? Anybody could beat boom.
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Dey have any fame in dat nuh?” (Hill 1966:18) 0 ‘Burning’ of the

boom is done next by turning the [steel] drum face down over an open

wood fire for about four minutes. As the drum is taken from the fire, a

bucket of water is thrown into the hot drum. This is called ‘temper-

ing’ and is done to further insulate the notes and prevent overtones.

(Gonzalez 1978:16-8) 0 Steel Drum, Tassa, a Boom and a Chac Chac.

(Rudder “The Department of Percussive Energy” 1992 pr) 0 Music

accompaniment is by guitars, cuatros, chac-chacs, booms and melody

pans. (Hill 1995:7)

boom pan n obs In a STEELBAND, a large metal drum struck with two

sticks, or a stick and hand, producing one low note. See also TUNE
BOOM, TENOR BOOM. = bass boom, boom 3

,
cuff boom 0 “We have

we right too to play mass, in fact we have a better right to play mass

than John John seeing as is we boom pan John John steal.” (Jones

1973:125)

boop, bup adv The sound of something small but heavy hitting some-

thing, usu. the ground, /bup/ (< Bh bup ) 0 Yuh ever notice dat it have

some mango tree dat nobody ever use tuh climb. Was only two ways

tuh get dem mangoes. Wait patiently fuh dem tuh fall: Boop!

Boodoop! Or leggo big stone an big stick in dey tail. Yes man, peltin

mango was plenty fun. But lookout, oui. If was ah tree wit spirit it

would pelt back stone an bust yuh head. (Foster 1990:115) 0 It hit me
head boop.

boosoonk adv The sound of something falling into water, /busunk/ =

boojoonk, ploojunk

boost v In hunting, make a bugle-like sound with the mouth to encour-

age a dog to continue a chase. (< E boost ‘assist over obstacles to

advance the progress of; support; encourage’) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

bootoo see BOUTOU

bootoonks 1 adv The noise of a slap or hit. /butunks/ 0 He lash me
one, bootoonks.

2 adj Hung over; tired and hungry; out of sorts. 0 (Mendes 1985:19)

boots n One boot or a pair of boots. 0 That boots muddy, don’t bring it

in the house.

borache n Tabernaemontana cymosa [= T. psychotrifolia], a

medium-sized native deciduous tree, girth to 1.5 m (5'). Bark rough,

light grey, thin; underbark cream coloured, containing a milky latex.

Leaves large, 8-16 x 4-7 cm (3. 1-6.2 x 1.6-2. 7"), elliptical, the two of

a pair sometimes unequal, margins wavy. Flowers small but numer-

ous, first pale yellow, soon darkening to orange, petals resemble

propeller blades, borne when the tree is out of leaf; tree ornamental

when in flower. Fruit crescent-shaped, woody, leathery capsule about

5 x 2.5 cm (2 x 1"), corrugated, with numerous orange-brown seeds,

/borajy (poss. < Fr borache ‘borage’, an herb) = coco cochon, wild

jasmine' 0 (Marshall 1934:69-70) 0 (Beard 1946:34) 0 (FTT 1947-2-

3:148-89)

borahee, borahi see BARAHI

bo rat, beau-rat, boar rat 1 n Male rat. (< TEC boar ‘male animal’)

= man-rat 0 Two boar rat cyan live in one hole, (proverb)

2/iA selfish man; one who cannot share power or responsibility. =

man-rat 0 This Sunday every man rat and beau rat will be making a

play for leadership in the party. (Bomb 24 July 1987:7) 0 Three bo-

rats can’t live in one hole. (Cro Cro “Three Bo-rats Can’t Live in One
Hole” 1988) 0 The youths were frustrated because of a decision taken

by the Starlift committee in 1971, restricting Boogsie from arranging

tunes for the band. Ray was the official arranger and “two bo rat

couldn’t live in one hole.” (EX 7 Feb 1988:13)

boray v Dip a piece of ROTI several times into pepper to get the fla-

vour for the food; soak up food with a piece of roti. /bore/ (< Bh bor

‘deep’) 0 “I like to boray tomatoes choka and eat it.” (1990)

bordage n The cleared area which divides one property from another,

/boiday (<Fr bordage ‘side; border; that which makes a border’) 0

(Mendes 1985:19)

bore v Pierce ears for earrings, /bo:/ (< arc AmE bore ears ‘pierce ears

for an earring’ < E bore ‘drill a hole’) 0 “From baby we done bore she

ears already.” (1986)

bore-pan n A steel pan with rows of small drilled holes in addition to

grooves for tuning. (< E bore ‘drill a hole’ + pan ) 0 “We have seen a

vast improvement in terms of the instrument; we have seen the

invention of the twelve-bass, nine-bass, quadrophonic, chrome-pan,

bore-pan, etc., where our genius has gone to work and carried the

instrument to greater heights, but as far as the panman is concerned,

1 still think he’s looked upon in some quarters as an outcast after

25 years of independence. (EX-2 3 Aug 1987:8) 0 Called the ‘bore-

pan’ it is made up not of grooves but with small neatly bored holes

where the normal grooves would have been. (Mirror 1985) 0 1980-

1983: The Bore pan emerges (a steelpan in which the note boundaries

are bored/drilled at intervals), giving a generally “brighter” tone to

the played notes. (Derek 1998:65)

born 1 v Be bom; be given birth. (< E be born ‘brought forth as off-

spring; come into the world’) 0 “All you modderass, wen all you dead

all you goin to bom back as worms!” (Ladoo 1974:99) 0 How fuh

vari yuhself pan stage, meh cyar show yuh dat, but with meh boy, yuh

have fuh bom with dat deh suh... Remember, yuh ah Sir Oliver grand-

picnii. Weh een ah de goat must come out een ah de kiddy. (Rollocks

1975:5)

2 adj Native to; bom in a place. (< E born ‘of qualities, tastes, apti-

tudes, innate, inherited, bom in or with a person’) 0 One must be an

East Indian, one a Syrian, And a bom American. (Growler “Only For-

eigners” 1938) 0 I’m a bom San Femandian, And a master stickman.

(Invader “Ten Thousand to Bar Me One” 1939) 0 A “Bom-Trinida-

dian” living in Washington D.C. [she] left hurriedly for TnT last

Tuesday when she heard that her father was ill. (TTM22 May 1987:9)

0 In Brooklyn... since at least four-fifths of them would not have been

bom Trinbagonians, the perception might well have been taken that

this was a Black Brooklyn happening. (TTM 6 Oct 1989:26) 0 “I am
extremely proud to be a bom Trini. Probably, I would never have

achieved this much in my life had I not been bom in Trinidad.” (EX-S

3 Jan 1993:13) 0 Active support for Carnival and participation in the

parades was said to be the mark of “a bom Creole”. (Cummings

2004:94)

bornin days n Life; days since one is bom. (< E born days ‘lifetime’)

0 In all me bomin days, ah neva see man cuff down ooman so, nuh.

(Ottley 1971)

born long 1 adj Old. (prob. < E born long ago ) 0 (Haynes 1987: 1 16)

2 n Of someone mature for their age, who has the habits of an older

person. 0 That boy bom long. From small he is very responsible.

borrow(s) 1 n A loan; money received from someone temporarily.

(< obs E borrow ‘thing taken on credit or pledge, on the understand-

ing of returning it’) 0 Not only he can’t get a work nowhere, but he

can’t even pick up a little thing to keep company with, nor bounce a

borrow from any of the boys, nor even get a pleasant good morning

from the landlady. (Selvon 1957) 0 “I eh make a borrow, I eh make a

steal. (1979)” 0 I coolly made a borrow from my daughter to pay the

$60 fine. (TTM 26 Aug 1986:7) 0 If I was to ask me pardners and

them for ah little borrow, I wonder if they go lend me? Na na na. They

is drunkard just like me. (Gosine 1992:137)

2 v Lend; receive money from or give money to someone temporar-

ily. (< obs E borrow ‘take on credit or pledge, on the understanding

of return; obtain or take temporary use of’) 0 Borrow me some

money, nah.

borrow pit, burrow pit n A ditch or drain at the side of a road or rail-

way line which drops off sharply, (fr taking or borrowing earth from

this area to build up a roadbed) 0 We tried to make a trace to stop the

fire [in the cane]... Besides making traces the labourers beat the fire

with cane tops and guava bush. In the burrow pit [of the Railway],

long before the fire, there was dried cutlassed grass. (TG 2 Feb

1933:2) 0 The road through the swamp appears to have been built on

an embankment created from excavations of two borrow pits on

either side of it, borrow pits which make ready seining. (Kenny

1995:6)

boscoe n obs A thick drink made of chocolate milk, crushed ice, sugar

and nutmeg, (prob. < AmE Bosco ,
a brand of chocolate syrup) 0 In

British Guiana, we had... bub-shops, or cake-shops, in which you
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could drink “bub” - a sort of milk flip, containing the minimum of

milk and the maximum of crushed ice, with sugar added, and perhaps

a dusting of nutmeg. In Port of Spain, bub-shops were called cafes or

parlours, and the drink that corresponded to bub was boscoe... It had a

yeasty taste which bub did not have. (Mittelholzer 1958:42)

bosi, boassy, bosie, bossy, bowsee, bocy, v Cripple with blows, /bosi/

(< FC bosi < Fr bossu ‘hunchbacked; deformed; crooked’) 0 “Any-

time you see a black hen or their chicken, Look out the way; or they

bosie you with licking. Man, ah widdn’t even trust one o’ dem just

bom.” (Commander “Lizard and Crapaud” ca. 1955, in Rohlehr

1990:485)

bosi-back n A deformed, high, hunched back, /bosi/ (< FC bosi < Fr

bossu ‘hunchbacked; deformed; crooked’) 9 Tell you dee truth, I had

a bowsie back (hump back) and she hit me one lash with de pistle and

get it straight and send me here to tell you. (Parsons 1933:38) 0

Assuring themselves he was normal, young, did not have a lick foot

or a bosie back. (De Boissiere 1956) 0 “Yuh know, today ah buy ah

roti from dat ‘bossey-back’ woman an’ ah get ah cockroach leg in it!”

(Sweetbread, EX 31 Mar 1977:21) 0 Why was a heavy financial bur-

den unleashed on the already “boassy” backs of the selectors by the

adoption without consultation of the sou sou brainchild? Who is

really collecting the “hand”, the contributors or those holding the

“box” money? (EX-2 9 Aug 1987:6) 0 “You want to give me ah bosee

back with this load?” (Baptiste 1993:24)

bosi-foot n A FOOT, in any way crooked, including knock-knees, club

foot; bowed from rickets. (< Fr bossu ‘hunchbacked; deformed;

crooked’ +foot
1

) 0 He can’t play football, he have real bosi-foot.

bosoloto adj Awkward-looking; clumsy, /bosoloto, bosvloto/ 0

Bosoloto: Awkward looking, sloth-like person or object. (Mendes

1985:19)

bosoo n Zanthoxylum trinitense [= Fagara trinitensis], a large native

tree sometimes covered with prickles, /busu/ = l’epinet sans piquant 0

(Beard 1946:33)

boss 1 n Term of address to a man, usu. one whose name is not known,

usu. used by men to men, esp. to a person of lower status when a ser-

vice is being asked, or to anyone in a position of higher authority.

(< AmE boss ‘a labour manager or employer with the right to give

orders’) 0 Arima, boss, first if you please, so I rode those buses for

comfort and ease. (Lion, “Out the Fire” 1937) 0 [He] allegedly told

the policeman: “Boss, ah have dat to take a little smoke.” (Heat 18

Nov 1989:9) 0 [He] told the Magistrate, “Boss, ah on cocaine and

when you take it, it does get you hungry.” (TTM 27 Aug 1993:23) 0

The cop testified that [he] replied: “Boss, ah does sell a little ‘babash’

to make a Til change, as things hard.” (TTM 21 Aug 1993:28) 0 Take
the local form of address from one man to another. There’s bas,

brother, brethren, homeboy, soldier, nigger, Indian, father, fella and,

of course, horse. The degeneration of certain addresses into the

offensive and aggressive, however, is riding a wave of popularity,

particularly those that stretch from Jamaican to Trinidadian shores.

(D. Mohammed, TG 1 Nov 2003:35)

2 adj Of work, superior, outstanding, of exceptionally high quality.

(< AmE boss ‘of persons, master; arc of things, most esteemed;

excellent, wonderful, great') 0 [This] coffin is lined with “plenty flan-

nel,” and trimmed with “’boss work” - carvings - and “nice hard-

ware.” (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:136) 0 BOSS, adj., superb,

outstanding, e.g„ that pig is boss. (Rodman 1971:228) 0 ‘They show-
ing ah boss double for matinee today,’ said Bobo. Sunday was the

only day of the week when there was a matinee show at the Crown
Cinema. (Narine 1977:7) 0 “Boysie, you is a boss mechanic.” (radio

ad 1990) 0 That is a real boss car.

bossman 1 n Boss; supervisor; work foreman. (< boss
1 + mart) 0 One

bossman wanted to fire him immediately. (TTM 2 Oct 1990:10) 0 He
didn’t have to use any tactics at all, for as soon as he spoke to the

bossman of the firm he was hired instantly. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:5) 0
The Police might also be surprised to learn that the bossman also

wants to have sex with the “girls” and spares no efforts to give a

thorough cutarse when they don’t comply. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:22) 0

“One of the bossman’s sons approached.” (TTM 18 Dec 1994:21) 0

A predominant grouse appeared to be the favouring by the bossman

of a particular female employee. (TG 26 Nov 1995:7)

2 n Respectful term of address, usu. male to male, esp. when the per-

son’s name is not known. = boss
1

bossyback see BOSI-BACK

botay n A type of dancing, a two-step swing from side to side, one

step emphasized and one step dipping, /bote/ (prob. < Fr beaute

‘beauty; elegance; fineness’) 0 Girls never learned to dance “botay”,

But braiding “maypoles” was their play. (Fortune ca 1950-59:12) 0

“He used to be king of de botay long time, but look at he now!”

(Baptiste 1993:24) 0 He dancin botay.

botella compuesta, botaya de compue[s]ta, botuella de compuesta

n A liquid made of the roots of SHADO BENI and other herbs, soaked in

alcohol; in folk medicine, believed to be an antidote to snakebites and

scorpion stings when swallowed, /botela kDmpwesta/ (< Sp botella

‘bottle’ + de ‘of’ + compuesta ‘compound; mixture’) 0 Mat root can

be used in three ways in treating snakebites and scorpion stings... It is

one of several ingredients of a herbal antidote mixture of “botuella de

compuesta” which is popular among hunters and farmers in the

Northern Range. This mixture... is prepared mainly by people of

Spanish ancestry... The root may be boiled with the young root of

bois canot... and this mixture carried by hunters is also reputed to be

an effective antidote. (Morean 1990c:30-l) 0 ‘It eh have no taste you

know. It a little bitter. But it doh taste so bad.’ I bravely tasted the

‘concoction’, the ‘botella compuesta’, and boldly stated that it was

good. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:141)

botheration, bodderation 1 n Bother; trouble; constant annoyance;

exasperation. (< E botheration/bodderation ‘the act of bothering;

petty vexation or annoyance; often used as an exclamation’) 0

Darling is a long time ah notice. Some botheration in me business,

’Cause when ah knock off from duty. Ah always meet you rample and

sleepy. (Kitchener “Mary, I Disgust” 1944, in Rodman 1971:215-6) 0

Why you don’t carry ’im home, boy? You can’t see ’e only making

botheration?” (Anthony 1960:197) 0 “I stoppin’ fixin’ dis cyar yes. It

givin’ me too much boderation.” (Baptiste 1993:22)

2 adj Bothersome; troublesome; constantly annoying; exasperating. 0

Oh, the outside nation too botheration. It’s them that bringing this

place starvation. (Growler “Too Botheration” 1938) 0 Badderayshan
- troublesome, bothersome. (Daniel ms ca 1960) 0 I put my hand out

towards the bowl, thinking to take another dip with the finger at the

tempting yellow mixture. But Jaillin slapped my hand sharply down.

‘Don’ be so boderation at all!’ (McDonald 1969:39-40)

both-sided adj Of kites, able to DUCK to the left or right. 0 All serious

kite-fliers know that a kite must be able to duck on both sides and if it

can't then it is deemed “half-sided” and its maker becomes the object

of much derision. To make a “both-sided” kite, one has to take espe-

cial care with the “bow”, matching one thick end with one thin end of

the “cocoyea”. Put two thick ends together on one side of the bow and

the kite favours that side, refusing to duck on the other. (TTY 1995:7)

both-sides adv In sports, usu cricket, playing on both teams or SIDES,

usu. due to shortage of players. 0 There was a man called "Bothsides”

who acted as wicket-keeper all through and got innings with each

team. (Inniss 1932) 0 Occasionally he would gain selection... Even on

such occasions John would get a pick to play both sides, never con-

sidered a position of distinction. He would then bat for each side and

more often than not he made duck, or one, or two. (Bynoe 1985:25) 0

“I say, we got a lot to learn from these white people who from a dif-

ferent country.”... “It look to me like you playing both-sides.” (Selvon

1991a:34) 0 Gabi, being the biggest, was asked to play ‘both sides’.

He was to bat, field and bowl for both teams. (Boodhoo 1994:65)

bo tick see BEAU-STICK

bottle 1 n A measure, usu. liquid, about a quart. (< E bottle / Sp

botella ‘bottle; liquid measure about a quart’) 0 Get a bottle of coco-

nut oil.

2 n A musical instrument made of a bottle, empty or partly filled with

water, struck with a metal spoon to provide rhythm, esp. in street

dancing during CARNIVAL. = >bottle and spoon 0 For at six in the

morning. To hear the bamboo and the bottle. (Growler “Trinidad
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Loves to Play Carnival’' 1939) 0 Every note from the bottle. Makes
everybody like they got stinging nettle, what it is at all (Growler

“Trinidad Loves to Play Carnival” 1939)

bottle and spoon n A musical instrument made of a glass bottle,

empty or partly fdled with water, struck with a metal spoon to provide

rhythm, such as in the street during Carnival. = bottle
-
0 A pleas-

ant feature was the increase of string bands and the decrease of tin-

pans, bamboo, graters, and bottle and spoon bands. (Mirror 28 Feb

1911:7) 0 Procession of disguised bands, clowns, pierrots, nurses and

what not headed by a proper band of music if possible, and not the

disagreeable sounds which emanate from a gin bottle and spoon. (TG
16 Jan 1919:6) 0 [W]hat they lacked in members they made up for by

their spirited approval of the tunes which were being rehearsed. Here

the musical paraphernalia were confined to the popular "instruments”

of the proletariat, which consisted of lengths of hollow reeds of bam-

boo, a small grater operated on by a musician with a stick, a “schack

schack" and the inevitable empty gin flask with a tin spoon as a

beater. (TG 23 Feb 1919:5) 0 Calypsoes floated from the strings of

guitars, from flutes, drums, bottle and spoons, graters, saxophones

and every kind of improvised musical instrument which could be

found. (TG 1 Mar 1933:1) 0 We going to start the amusement in the

tent. Oh, with me bottle and spoon when I play the tune, doodoo.

(Caresser “Carnival Is We Bachanal" 1937) 0 The LEGGO or

BREAK AWAY was the dance which gave the physical interpretation

of our early Calypso or Kaiso as it was then called... simple, lilting,

yet with an underlying strength, supported by the vibrant percussion

of the tambour bamboo, iron triangle, tin drums and even bottle and

spoon. (Ahye 1978:22) 0 [He introduced] more than any other

arranger, perhaps, had done a “Caribbean feel” in his music so that

there clear as ever is the sound of a bottle and spoon - a real bottle

and spoon rhythm. (EX 22 Feb 1987:25) 0 Up to around midday yes-

terday, thousands of children... were shuffling through the mile-plus

route from the city to the Queen’s Park Savannah to little more than

the sound of their parents chanting... and bottle-and-spoon rhythm.

(EX 1 May 1987:1) 0 The triumph of Easter is often forgotten amidst

the frolic of bottle and spoon beach parties. (EX 22 Dec 1990:9) 0

No group in search of fun or enjoyment of any kind has been with-

out this instrument; no “down the islands” party is complete without

a “bottle and spoon” orchestra. It is not necessarily the music of

wine drinkers, it is the pure enchantment of Rhythm. (Maynard

1992:92) 0 Is his tune that spark off the five-hour, two-guitar, multi-

bottle-and-spoon jam that Keith miss. (Pires 1 995e : 1 5) 0 Reports on

the Carnival of 1938 suggest even greater geographic distribution of

metallic percussion. Along with mention of “instruments of all

description” in Port of Spain, there are references to people danc-

ing... to “improvised musical instruments... [bjottle and spoon and

bamboo” in Arima and to “bottles and spoons, pans and bamboo” in

Princes Town. (Steumpfle 1995:34) 0 Along with these various

bamboo instruments, every tamboo bamboo band had bottles that

were struck with spoons to keep time. The sturdy Dutch gin flask

was the preferred type, and these bottles were sometimes filled to

different levels so that they would emit different tones. (Stuempfle

1995:24) 0 Another off-shoot of soca parang is lavway parang... It

is the lavway element that is superimposed above that of the parang,

and that which lends the tardy infectiousness of the calypso beat to

these songs. The introduction of the ‘pan around the neck’ steelband

music and the ‘bottle and spoon’, intensify the lavway in “Back

Yard Jam”. (Allard 2004:3)

bottle-and-spoon frog n Leptodactylus validus
, a small brown frog,

with a dark gold-brown patch between the eyes, usu. found in

drains, along roadsides, and caves. Tends to call from watery

roadside ditches on patchy cloudy days. One of the few frogs that

can be heard calling during daylight hours; its call is a plinking

sound, (fr resemblance of its call to bottle-and-spoon instrument) 0

(Murphy 1997)

bottle dance n obs A traditional dance performed on broken bottles,

probably of East Indian origin. 0 Mi aja used to do bottle dance,

bottle dancer n arc Performer who performs BOTTLE DANCING,
dancing and rolling on broken bottles. 0 Bottle dancer... The bottles

are broken in the presence of the audience to eliminate fraud. (Mendes

1985:19) 0 “He grandfadder used to make a livin’ as a bottle dancer

yes!” (Baptiste 1993:25)

bottle dancing n arc An exhibition in which the performer dances and

rolls on broken bottles. 0 “Bottle dancing used to be a thing at the old

Miramar, along with coconut husking with your teeth.” (1987)

bottleneck yam n Dioscorea sp., a coarse-fleshed wild yam, found

mostly in LASTRO areas in southern Trinidad; about 30.5 cm (12")

long, 7.5 cm (3") diameter, flask-shaped, with a bulbous end and a

bottle-neck shaped growing end. (< E bottle-neck
,
fr narrowed shape

of neck) = bottle yam 0 Bottleneck yam. (Morean 1993)

bottlesman n A person who collects empty bottles for resale. (< E bot-

tles + -man") 0 Yuh have de hard-wukin bottlesman. Pushin he cart in

de hot sun, buyin people empty bottle an sellin dem tuh Fernandes

Distillery. (Foster 1990:80)

bottle-torch n A light made by putting a cloth wick in a bottle filled

with PITCH OIL. = boobool, bull-difay 0 Light is a serious ting yu

know. Whether is flambeau, bottle-torch, candle, kerosene lamp, gas

lamp, fluorescent bulb, deyah, or plain ole ordinary matches. (Keens-

Douglas 1984: 11)

bottle trumpet n arc A glass bottle, empty or partly filled with water,

used as a musical instrument by blowing into the top. 0 The bottle

trumpet is a step, no doubt a very short one indeed, in advance of the

conch, the fiddle is played by dozens, scores, of black and colored

youths this year. (TC 4 Mar 1882:3)

bottle yam n Dioscorea sp., a coarse-fleshed wild yam, found mostly in

LASTRO areas in southern Trinidad; about 30.5 cm (12") long, 7.5 cm
(3") diameter, flask-shaped, with a bulbous end and a bottle-neck

shaped growing end. (< E bottle-neck , fr narrowed shape of neck) =

bottleneck yam 0 [They] asked if we in Trinidad had the smallish wild

yams we called ‘bottle yams’ that are collected at the start of the dry

season in the Palo Seco areas when the vines begin to yellow from lack

of rain. (2006)

bottom-foot, battam-foot n arc The underside of the foot, that

touches the ground when walking (E sole), (prob. fr similar forms in

WAfr languages, compare JamE foot-bottom) 0 People used to get

plenty bad sore on dey battam-foot.

bottom house n The space underneath a house on pillars. 0 Battam

house - underneath the house. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

bouboul, boobool, buboul n A torch made by filling a bottle with

PITCH OIL and lighting a rag stuck in its mouth, /bubul/ = bottle-

torch, >bull-difay 0 “She take a bouboul to find trouble.” (1994)

boucan 1 n A stick frame for smoking meat or fish, /buka/ (< Sp/Fr

boucan < Amer poss. Tupi buka) 0 The bones of the animal are dis-

jointed, the flesh is next laid on a boucan, a sort of stage made of

green sticks, resting on four posts about three feet above the ground; a

slow fire is then kindled beneath, and the carcase thoroughly smoked,

(de Verteuil 1858) 0 They had a peculiar way of preserving the flesh

of the animals they killed, placing it upon a framework of sticks over

a slow fire of aromatic plants kept burning until the flesh was cured.

This contrivance was called a "boucan. ” and is still used in exactly

the same way both in Trinidad and on the Mainland. (Fraser 1891:24)

0 A boucan is now prepared. This consists of a platform of green

sticks which rests of four posts raised from three to four feet above a

slow fire, which is kindled underneath. The meat is now thoroughly

smoked, being moved at intervals to allow of thorough permeation of

the entire carcass. (Gordon 193 1 : 725)

2 n A stone or cement floor used for drying cocoa, coffee and other

produce. = barbacue 0 Behind it is a trim yard with cacao-curing

houses and raised floors or boucans, each with a sliding roof that can

be hurriedly pulled over it when it rains, on which the cacao beans

and kernels of coco-nuts are dried in the sun. (Aspinall 1928) 0 As the

cane grew up the grass among the plants was weeded out with a hoe

and boucans made. (Alladin 1970b: 10)

3 n Pile of cut weeds removed from an area of ground. 0 The weeds

when cut down are piled in heaps called ‘boocans’ between the rows

of cane. In this hot and moist climate, decomposition rapidly takes
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place; and the next time the cane-piece is weeded, the boocans will be

found to consist of little else than earthy matter. (On a sugar estate

1 882:223) 0 The grass was then bundled and taken for cattle feed the

shrubs and branches raked together with the crook and burnt in bou-

cans (heaps of bushes, shrubs and branches). (Chandool 2003)

boucanay, boocanay, boucaneer, boucane, bucanay v Smoke or

cook meat or fish on a BOUCAN, stick framework, over a fire. Some-

times includes the initial preparation of cutting deep gashes in the

meat into which seasonings are rubbed, /bukane/ (< FC bukane

< boucan) 0 In one house we saw five quanks, or wild hogs, buccan-

need, i.e. salted and smoked. (Day 1852-1:319) 0 That the “Diablo-

tins” are getting every year scarcer, is proved by the very limited

number of them to be, now, seen offered for sale in the markets,

where they are always much “recherches” as tit bits to be only pro-

cured once a year, and where, some fifteen or twenty years ago, they

were in their season, abundantly found either fresh and alive, or “bou-

canes.” (Devenish 1894:22-3) 0 The meat of these wild animals, more

especially that of the peccary, the deer, and the lapa, is still preserved

by the professional Creole hunters by the time-honoured method of

‘boucanning,’... The process of ‘boucanning’ is as follows. The ani-

mal is skinned and all the bones are then disjointed. The flesh is

deeply cut into with a sharp knife, and into these cuts powdered rock

salt is well rubbed. ... The meat is now thoroughly smoked, being

moved at intervals to allow of thorough permeation of the entire car-

cass.... The meat is unpalatable, tough, and extremely dry, although...

it is a useful article of food in localities where the traveller finds fresh

meat unobtainable. (Gordon 1931:725-6) 0 Lappe Bouncanee [sic].

Cut the lappe in large joints and season well after washing it with

lime. Cook on gridiron over an open fireplace or very large coalpot

with a brisk fire. To make the smoke continuously feed the fire with

wet leaves. (De Boissiere ca 1945:27) 0 On Christmas Eve the men
go out to make that final hunt perhaps to catch that last tatoo or mani-

cou to be used on Christmas day or boucanned for Boxing Day. ( The

Nation, Christmas Annual 1959:44) 0 They corned their fish and

salted and smoked their meat by a process called ‘boucanne’ but now
they cannot even obtain these things in sufficient quantities to carry

out this process... In order to smoke the meat, she salted it and hung it

on a grill above a fire stoked with green wood. This method also

helped to dry it and she left it there for 3 days. (Woodroffe 1974:8-9)

0 In farming those species named... the people of the nation [will] be

able to enjoy at reasonable cost any time they so desire such delica-

cies as “boucaneered” wild meat and curried ‘cascadoo’. (EX 25 July

1987:17) 0 Many people would acquire “wild meat” which was
smoke dried by “boucaneering” and cooked in different ways
throughout the season. ( TG 11 Dec 1995)

boucaud n obs A unit of liquid measure. 0 This was followed in 1788

by another tax bill to raise 240,000 livres. This was organised as

follows: 12 livres per Quintal of cotton... 2 livres 10 sols per Quintal

of clayed sugar... 1 livre 13 sols per Quintal of muscovado sugar...

15 livres per Boucaud of rum... 10 sols per Pound of indigo... 6% on
the profits from jobbing Negroes. (Williams 1962:26-7)

bouchet, boochet, bouchette, bushette n The cartilaginous end of the

sternum or breastbone. In folk medicine, it is believed that when this

falls, it causes illness characterized by severe continuous vomiting. It

is usu. treated by rubbing with SOFT CANDLE, and with vacuum
glasses, /bujet, butfet/ (< Fr brechet ‘breastbone, usu. of a bird’) 0

She was so sick that when she come out the hospital she
“
butchet”

fall. (Bynoe 1985:2) 0 Country people in particular, often refer to the

‘falling of the butchet.’ They then indicate that the butchet is sited in

the ‘pit’ of the stomach... The ‘falling of the butchet’ is usually said in

such a manner as to leave the listener in no doubt whatsoever that the

subject is in a grave condition... inspite of its gravity all cases of

fallen butchets seem to recover, and the mortality rate is zero. (Bynoe
1985:58) 0 W’en de bouchette fall, Create vac-yum wid flamin’ can-

dle. Unduh upsided-dong glass on belly. An’ muntain ah upwerd gen-

tle pull. (Haynes 1987:67) 0 NKM You know about boochet? SN In

the middle of the chest have a little bone. When that move, you can’t

eat, you does have to throw it up. We does have to cure that by getting

a piece of cloth, tying some rice in it and lighting it like a wick. You

have to put it on you’ belly. Then you go put a glass over it and that

go pull it up. (OPNL Mar 1989:5) 0 “Now your bouchette is your

stomach peak here. Ah does push mih hand and put it up back. It is

between your breast... Many things can cause it to move. Sometimes

you get a slip, you fall, or you lift something heavy. It will make you

vomit when this happen.” (Rollocks 1991:108) 0 From family mod-

els, masseuses learnt how to recognize and treat many women and

childhood complaints including culture-specific bodily dislocations

like hassuli, nara, and boochet. (Mahabir 2000:6) 0 Bush doctors in

Tobago usually use massages for sprains, strains, open back and

chest, dislocated joints, bushette and belly mattress problems and

arthritis. (Wallace 2002:19)

boudow see BODOW
bouf see BOOF

boufou see BUFU

bouge, bourge 1 n A term of respectful address to a boss or foreman,

or any person in position of authority. (< FC < Fr bourgeois

‘middle class, non-manual worker’) = bougois 0 Planter. ‘Ah! I have

a man working for me of that name, Samuel Jones; is he any relation

to you?’ Fowl Vendor (shaking his head with no sign of intelligence):

‘No, “Bouge.”’ Planter. ‘His nickname is Manicou; is he anything

to you?’ Fowl Vendor (beaming): ‘Eh! eh! He me brudder’s son!’

(Collens 1888:43) 0 ‘I am a lonely man, Dardain.’ ‘You must get a

woman, bouge.’’ ‘Yes. I drink my loneliness, and it remains in me. If 1

am to stay here, I need a wife.’ (Lovelace 1968:160) 0 ‘Ah, bouge,’’

Dardain said. ‘Like you going to hunt.’ Although Francis Assivero

was far from the man that he used to be there was about him some-

thing which still commanded respect, a sort of uneasy dignity. ‘Why
for you call me bouge, bouge? Look at me. Nothing I have, but you

calling me bouge. You make a joke of me.’ (Lovelace 1968:168) 0

(Ottley 1971)

2 adj Snobby, pretentious. 0 [Black Americans] look upon us in much
the same way “bourge” Trims look down their noses on “small island-

ers” who came here and work hard for next-to-nothing. (Mirror July

1982) 0 Apple juice? That is a bouge drink!

bougois n arc A term of respectful address to a boss or foreman, or

any person in position of authority. /bu3wa/ (< FC < Fr bourgeois

‘middle class, non-manual worker’) = >bouge* 0 “Now, bougois,

tell me da who dis yer for,” and he placed the note in the hand of

Adolphus. (A term applied by negroes to their superiors.) (TON 12

Feb 1853:3) 0 Bougois - a boss. (ESTT 1956)

bouhoutou n Momotus momota, a bird, 45 cm (18") long. Its most

striking feature is the long tail, blue with long central feathers bare of

feather-barbs for most of their length, leaving short round circles of

feathers at tips. Voice a soft, deep, hooting note, sometimes double,

whoop or whoo-hoop\ often longer notes are uttered, with a roll or

ripple in the tone, /buhutu/ (fr its soft, hooting call) = houtou(tou),

king of the forest, >king of the wood(s), voutou, wutetetoo 0 (Belcher

& Smooker 1936b:795) 0 It is a common bird in Tobago and may be

found in any shady spot sitting motionless on a branch, or from time

to time flirting its long tail and uttering a soft “Hoo”... The food

consists of insects and berries... Other names for the King of the

Woods are mot-mot and boutoutoo. (Mirror 6 Oct 1991) 0 (ffrench

1991:240-1)

boula, boola, buller 1 n A middle-range, ‘male’, African drum with

skin on both sides, played with one stick and one hand, /bula/

(< Kikongo bula ‘hammer’) = bey, congo 3
,
papa

8
0 The drums are

headed on both sides... the boula, the seconde, and the maman; all

three are played with sticks, the seconde being played either with one

stick and one hand (as is the boula) or two sticks. (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F86-D106) 0 But when they sit down on

those kegs, one of them rolled the buller and the cutter picked up the

beat. You could feel heart-break and sorrow creep out everywhere in

that hall, because you’re hearing the drums call for blood. And when
that goatskin cry thirst, man have to listen and somebody answer.

(Stewart 1989:142) 0 (Wamer-Lewis 2003:244)

2 n One of the middle-range instruments in a TAMBOO bamboo
band. 0 The instruments in the tamboo bamboo band and their uses
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were by no means standardized. For example, Lennox Pierre...

describes a three-foot boom; a buller and fuller (foule) which con-

sisted of pieces of the same length but with different numbers of

joints; and a cutter that was tapped with a stick and, when a band was

stationary, was also struck on the ground. In addition, Anthony Pros-

pect... mentions a chandler, which was a little longer than the cutter,

and states that the boom was simultaneously struck with a stick while

being stamped on the ground in order to produce two different

rhythms. (Stuempfle 1995:24)

boulder, bolder n Small dumpling made from CHANNA DAL, used in

soup. (< E boulder 'a water-worn rounded stone, larger than a pebble;

a cobble’) 0 Bolders. (Dwarika 1984:29)

boulders n Large quantities of spittle, usu. when someone spits while

speaking. (< E boulder ‘a water-worn rounded stone, larger than a

pebble; a cobble') 0 He talk to me and he was spitting boulders. 9

He talking to me and if you see boulders. 0 "You pelting boulders,

boy.” ( 1990)

boule-dife, boule de fe, bullifay, bull-difay, bull de fay, bulifey n A
torch made by filling a bottle with kerosene and lighting a rag stuck in

the mouth, /buldife, buldife/ (< FC boul ‘container; bowl’ + dife

‘fire’) = >flambeau, molotov cocktail
1

0 They used to walk bout with

boule de fe, I mean in the days of the Canboulay. (Atilla “History of

Carnival” 1935) 0 Bulifey. (Alleyne 1974-80)

boun see BOUND

bounce 1 v Hit by meeting forcefully, as in an automobile accident or

bumping into someone, /boqks/ (< E bounce ‘throw onself with

excess of physical momentum; rebound like a ball’) 0 She noticed the

East Indian coming up and accused going down George Street. They

bounced each other. The Indian asked pardon and accused said: “To

hell with you and your pardon.” (TG 6 Mar 1919:7) 0 Bounce - 1) a

hard blow, 2) to strike or hurt s.o., to come in contact with a hard

object, e.g., bounce one's ankle against a chair, to run into. (John

1973) 0 Citizens deliberately break lights, crossing as slowly as pos-

sible, as if daring the motorcars to bounce them. (Keens-Douglas

1984:12) 0 You see somebody crossing the road and halfway across,

he stops and tells the driver of the vehicle coming towards him,

“Bounce me nah!” That is a Trini. (EX-S 31 Aug 1988:36) 0 Two ah

dem bounce Bajnath front wheel an he catspraddle. (Foster 1990:81)

0 Dusty barefoot pickneys, jigger foot, bounce toe, cut toe, nail jook,

bottle cut, so’ foot. (Macfarlane 1997:20)

2 v Toss or drop a marble or top onto the BOUNCE or starting line in

order to determine the order of players. The closest to the line goes

first; others follow in order of distance. If a marble is on the line, you

can drop your marble on top of it to knock it off, hoping your own
will be closer. In hole games the line is drawn through the diameter of

one end-hole. = beads, pique 0 This game is called “Three Holes”.

These holes are made three feet from one another, about three or four

inches in depth and about three inches in diameter. They must be

made in a straight line. A line is drawn about four inches from the

first hole for the purpose of “bouncing” as it is called. The person

who bounces or drops his marble nearest the line is the first to play.

(Rampersad 1963:98) 0 O.K. bounce if yu bouncing. Nearest to de

line first. (Keens-Douglas 1975:43) 0 No one could remember the

special expression for the dropping of the tors onto a line to determine

who went first. I had to ring Keith Ghent, one of the hottest pitchers

in St Ann’s... “Oh, yeah,” he said at once. “You had to bounce to see

who went first." (Pires 1991:8)

3 v Steal; take by snatching. 0 By the time he make two three rounds

he bounce something somewhere, an orange from a tray, or he snatch

a bread in a parlour, or something. (Selvon 1960b: 107)

4 v Walk in a swinging way, with one shoulder held lower than the

other. 0 Look he bouncin down the road.

5 v Leave. (< E bounce ‘burst unceremoniously into/out of’) 9 Ah
bouncin’: I’m leaving. (Haynes 1987:127)

6 v In cards, esp. RUMMEY, take up a card that someone has just dis-

carded, to use to your own advantage. (< E bounce ‘rebound; reflect’)

9 Terry took up the four of spades and put down the eight. John

looked at him surprised. “What you bounced dat for? You bouncing

to jam eh.” He immediately slapped down five, six, seven and eight

of spades. He put down the other three fours and the three of spades.

“Buh, wha’ you bounce dat for in trute man?” Brother asked. “Low
count man, low count. Ah couldn’t win again. Look,” and Terry

showed them his cards. “Anyway you musn’t bounce cards to jam
when you playin wid big people,” Brother countered. (Bain

1974:57-8)

7«A hard sudden blow; a forceful contact. (< E bounce ‘beat; thump;

slam; bang’) 9 [He] had a gun... [and] said that if her parents attacked

him he would fire a “bounce.” (TG 25 Mar 1933:2) 9 Bounce - 1) a

hard blow, 2) to strike or hurt s.o., to come in contact with a hard

object, e.g., bounce one's ankle against a chair, to run into. (John

1973) 9 A vehicular accident. To get bounce - to get hit. Gun shot -

to pelt ah bounce. (Mendes 1985:19)

8 n Pressure, strain. 9 Ah could stand di bunks. (Alleyne 1974-80)

9 n The starting line, the line from behind which the marble is pitched

to start; the line that marks the border of the area of the game in which

rules apply. (< E bounds ‘borders; edges’) = bouncing line, boundary,

lines 9 The ability to play within and abide by the rales was of para-

mount importance. If for instance the game was “pitching” or mar-

bles, over stepping the “bounce” or “bringsing” were not allowed.

(EX 9 Aug 1987:6) 9 The pitch would get soft in the hot sun, and a

hole could be made by spinning on a heel to make a depression for

each hole, and rings or bounce could easily be scribed in the soft

pitch. (1990)

bounce and draw phr Bump into someone and at the same time steal

the person’s wallet. (< bounce 1 + E draw ‘pull’) 9 (Haynes 1987:127)

bounce and ex n A marbles game in which you have to pitch your

marble against a wall and bounce it back to fall within an EX (the

width of a hand) of the opponent’s marble. /boqsAnsks/ 9 Fortunately

for our friendship we found a game of “bounce and ex” going on near

home, and in the excitement of it we forgot the near rift. (Araujo

1984:17)

bounce card phr Keep track of when workers arrive and leave, e.g.

with a time clock. 9 “If there was a system for workers to bounce

their cards when they come in and do the same when dey leaving, a

lot of cheating and bobol would not have happened.” (Bomb 6 Oct

1989:23)

bounce down 1 v Knock down; ran into or meet forcefully and push

over, esp. with a car. 9 Bounce down - knock down. (John 1973) 9

“He has threatened to bounce down my wife... with his motor car,

knowing full well that I can’t go to her help or defence.” (Blast 15

Apr 1988:8)

2 v With road
,
go away quickly, usu. preceding an angry action. 9 De

woman bounce down de road and buss a lash in de man head. (Ottley

1971:10)

bounce head 1 phr Hit someone on the head with your knuckles. 9 He
bounce the boy head one time.

2 phr Be frustrated in trying to do something. 9 “All I trying to do

here, I only bouncing me head.” (1990)

3 phr Make a BAD OUT, mistake, unwise decision or comment;

behave in a stupid fashion; be mad, not thinking straight. 9 (Mendes

1985:19) 9 “Take him back? You bounce yuh head or what?” (1994) 9

“Now you trying to take we fish and even believe that you all could

lie better than we. Well this time you bounce you head. Mark my
words.” (ND 20 Feb 2004:C-10)

bounce up v Meet; bump into; confront; esp. unexpectedly; also with

on, pon and with. 9 When you bounce them up tracking. Don’t

think they’re in for skylarking. (Lion “Bad Woman Oh” 1939) 9 You

better come straight. Else we bounce up the magistrate. (Lion “Buddy

Abraham” 1939) 9 Eve got so lonesome and was searching wild. You

know she bounced up with the serpent and got beguiled. (Dictator

“Men Are Too Advantageous” 1948, pr) 9 A few weeks after this

incident Nen-nen had to put a licking on Melda because the washer

told Nen-nen that she bounced up Melda in a compromising position

with the yard boy. (Lewis 1972:41) 9 Ah sorry for paymasters.

Bouncing up with so much disasters. (Terror “Pay Masters Disasters"

1975 pr) 9 De nex time I turn om mih tap an it ent have no water, I
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puttin om my bikini, cool breeze, and takin de wares to wash by de

fus swimmin pool I bounce up. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 Apr 1977) 0

“You only playin’ priest till you bounce up with a real priest!”

another voice called out. (Khan 1987:22) 0 Most of the stars had to

migrate in order to pursue this capacity to make music. Travellers

often bounce up on real veterans like Ziggily, Belgrave Bonaparte...

plying their trade and making a living in much the same way as they

did 40 years ago. (TG 13 Oct 1989:13) 0 Yuh ever bounce up ah

schoolmate an all yuh could remember is dey nickname? (Foster

1990:38) 0 So with heart thumping and palms sweating profusely,

you make your way to seat 10B and bounce up Cyril, an old friend, in

10A. (Gallaugher 1991:270) 0 0 The other day I bounce up a piper...

but she bawling Bomber just pass a blues... The woman sprang.

(Bomber “Misunderstanding” 1993) 0 The Flagsman bounced up a

police pardner in the Croisee in San Juan on Friday morning. (TTM
31 Dec 1995:30)

bounce up on a big stone phr Get into unexpected difficulty. 0 Bounce

up on a big stone - to get into unexpected difficulty. (John 1973)

bouncing line n In marbles, the starting line, the line from behind

which the marble is pitched; the line that marks the border of the area

of the game in which rules apply. = >bounce6
, boundary, bounds,

lines

bound, boun, bong 1 v With to or fo(r), compelled, must, have to.

/bong/ (< E ‘under obligations; under compulsion’) 0 Well as man, ah

determine that ah bound to eat the roti. So that insult was nothing to

me. (Killer "Indian Dinner” [late 1940s], in Rohlehr 1990:499) 0 You

didn’t bound to do schoolchildren nutten. But they will watch you

straight so and buss you head in four. For is so all o’ dem does play

with Crapaud. (Commander “Lizard and Crapaud” ca 1955, in

Rohlehr 1990:484-5) 0 If Tanty Merle was alive, she woulda bong to

say is obeah somebody workin how dese reports jes disappear.

(Mamits LPOS, TG 19 June 1977) 0 You didn’t bound to write, you

coulda type. (1979) 0 We in(t) boun’ fuh dat: we can manage without

that. (Haynes 1987:206) 0 “It bong to mus work.” (1990) 0 Wat,

wit some ah dem calls de referee make, it did bong tuh have cussin.

(Foster 1990:97) 0 You take that cutlass and show the police. They

will bound to believe you. (Selvon 1 99 1 d: 1 78) 0 TRINIDADIAN
did/was /bongtu/ STANDARD ENGLISH must (past): would cer-

tainly have (Solomon 1993:115) 0 “’oman, just hush yuh mout’ and

stay out ah dis business. You just superstitious. You eh bong to come
if yuh feeling so.” (Ramlakhan 1994:33)

2 adj Necessarily so; always true. 0 Dat ain boun. (Ottley 1971)

3 adj Quick to; habitual. 0 Bound fo drunk - Rum jumbie, bound fo

drunk - a compulsive drinker, an alcoholic. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0

Bong to drunk - a person who gets drunk quickly and often. (Mendes
1985:18)

4 adj obs Under an indentured contract, usu. referring to labourers

from India, but also to free labourers from Africa during the 1 9th cen-

tury. 0 Part IX of the Ordinance [of July 17, 1899] deals with leave

and desertion. Every indentured immigrant was bound to reside on
the plantation to which he was indentured. (Williams 1962:104) 9

The only time he had ever worked with his hands was when he was
bound for five years on the sugar plantation to which he had come
from India five-and-twenty years ago. (Naipaul 1976:144) 0 Wages
were too low, and many “bound” coolies were too ashamed to return

to India. (Pundit Ragbir 1982, in La Guerre 1985:188) 0 The [Indian

indentured] immigrant on arrival was assigned to a plantation where he

was bound to work for 3 years. After that, he had 2 years to go to com-
plete his ‘industrial residence’ during which he could re-indenture

himself to any plantation, or pursue another occupation - provided he

paid a special tax. Only after the five years was completed did he

receive his ‘free paper’. However, he was not yet entitled to his free

return passage: he first had to remain in the colony for an additional

five years. And after 1895 indentureds were forced to pay a propor-

tion of the cost of returning to India. (Johnson 1988b:32) 0 The
phrase ‘come bound’ was used by my African-descended informants.

Initially I misunderstood ‘bound’ to mean ‘chained’, but it turned out

to be a distinrction being made to imply ‘a contracted labourer’ rather

than a slave. (M. Wamer-Lewis, pers comm, 2007)

5 n obs A contract of indentured labour, used with workers from India

from 1845-1917. 0 He finished serving his bound in 1850, but he

remained on the estate and continued to work with the whiteman.

(Ladoo 1972:81-2) 0 They came in slavery days to cut cane. After they

finished their bound, he started to do this [pottery], (Gayelle,l,12,

24 July 1986)

6 n Cordyline fruticosa , a tall cultivated shrub with large red and

green leaves. (< boundary,
fr use to mark land boundaries) = bound-

ary (mark), bounday bush, dragon’s blood
2

, ravenda, rayo 0 Known
as bong, this plant is widely used to mark land boundaries. Among
the panyols it is also referred to as rayo. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:115)

bound and blige, bong an blige phr Having to; under constraints to.

(< E bound and obliged) 0 Bong an blige - to be obliged. (Daniel msl

ca 1960) 0 ‘The next one is ah western with Jeff Chandler and ah hear

it have gunfight for so! Ah bong and blice [sic] to see them picture

tomorrow! If ah eh see them, well, ah eh know what to say.’ (Narine

1977:70)

boundary 1 n In marbles, the starting line, the line from behind which

the marble is pitched; the line that marks the border of the area of the

game in which rules apply. = bounce6 , bounds, bouncing line, lines

2 v Protect the area of a yard by ritual means. Some SHANGO leaders

“boundary” their yards (keep bad spirits out) by burying bottles with

the mouths up and open in front of the stools in the shrine area and,

also, just inside the gate. (Simpson 1970:76)

boundary (mark) n Cordyline fruticosa [= C. terminalis] , a tall culti-

vated shrub with large red and green leaves, often used to mark prop-

erty lines, (fr use of its highly visible leaves to mark property

boundaries) = bound6
, bounday bush, dragon’s blood2

,
ravenda, rayo

0 “Look the place just over there,” he said. “You see those boundary

flowers? From there back.” (Anthony 1967:22) 0 Near Beausejour ...

where the plantations stop, there are maize fields and citrus groves,

many of them hedged with Cordyline terminalis
,
called boundary

marks or garden vars. Some grow to twelve feet high on slender

stems. These are all dark green, so unlike the brilliant red variety,

dragon’s blood, which are still used as boundary markers elsewhere

in Trinidad. (Bryans 1967: 100) 0 Through bush, bamboo, pigeon peas

and “bound” rio, as well as stands of the ubiquitous bois canot, to San

Rafael, where support is divided. (EX 26 Oct 1 986:3 1

)

bounday bush n Cordylinefruticosa , a tall cultivated shrub with large

red and green leaves. (< boundary, fr use to mark land boundaries) =

bound6 , >boundary (mark), dragon’s blood2
, ravenda, rayo 0 “Bonde

bush,” he explained, pointing with his cutlass at the deep-red leaves

on the hillside. “For de boundaries - to mark de limits.” It was a good

idea: the scarlet stood out distinctly from the greenness. (Bowman &
Bowman 1939:86)

bound coolie, bong coolie n obs An indentured labourer from India,

under contract to provide a specified numbers of years of labour for

estates in exchange for passage, board, and some wages. This con-

tract system was in effect in Trinidad from 1845 until 1917. (< E
bound ‘entered into a contract binding to service’) 0 She screamed,

“Bound coolie!” (Hosein 1980:79) 0 “I just go to a village and ask:

‘All you have any old people here - people from the bound coolie

time?”’ (Espinet 1984:9) 0 There were 1100 bound coolies on the

Estates. On Saturday, they went to Waterloo to visit Jehajis (ship-

mates). This was almost like blood relationship. (Dharanpal Mohan-

dall 1982, in La Guerre 1985:191) 0 Education was instinctive to

jahajee families as a way out of the ‘girmif or ‘bong coolie’. (Holass-

Beepath 2002:iii) 0 ‘The day for the slave and the bound-coolie

done.’ (Boodhoo 1994:38) 0 “In the rainy season I pick up my crook

and swiper and went Sangre Grande in the estate — is there my father

came as a bound coolie.” (Johnson 2003b:23) 0 “What is a bong coo-

lie?” “Bonded man, bonded. You mustn’t say bong. Very insulting,

offensive.” “You were the one to say it...” “When you say bong coo-

lie, you insulting my grandfather. He came from Madras, bonded.

Bonded to a piece of paper and an acre of land.” (Andersen 2004:77)
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bound for adj Usu. in negative, (not) required to have; (not) to need. 0

“Where is you jack Johnny?” Brother Thomas said, while he searched

the trunk tossing spanners... “I have enough man power man. Ah ain'

bound for no jack," Johnny said. (Bain 1974:68)

bounds n In pitching marble, the starting line, the line from behind

which the marble is pitched to start; the line that marks the border of

the area of the game in which rules apply, /boqz/ (< E bounds ‘limit,

boundary’) = bounce6
,
bouncing line, boundary, lines 0 No ups, no

downs, no chinksin in holes, no fens, and you’re allowed the normal

game, you can fats, you go back to bounds, if you get dab you go

back to bounds and you remain in the game. Your share in the ring is

three, and if you dab or shut a man, you would entitle to take out three

marbles out of the ring (Banyan 1985).

bounty n An incentive payment given to indentured labourers who
had completed their indentureship and who re-indentured themselves

for another term. 0 Luck came to me on the very first page of a book

called “Bounty Certificates” 1882-1907. (Bounty was a term given to

Indians who re-indentured themselves to the same or another estate,

after their five years contract was completed.) (Deen 1994:144)

bouquet ball n obs A kind of formal ball. 0 In a general way they

dress in their best clothes, dance both Creole and African dances,

drink lemonade and rum and water; but on particular occasions they

have subscription balls, or what they call bouquet balls, so named

from the king and queen of the night wearing a nosegay, which they

present, when leaving the table, to two others, who preside at the next

entertainment in the same capacity: on which occasion every person

pays on entering two or four bits each ( lOd. to 20d. sterling) for the

general expenses. (Antoine V. St. Bresson 1824, in de Verteuil

1981:220)

bouquet d’Afrique, bookay d’Afreek n arc A very negative term for

perceived bad odour of people of African descent, or of poor people

in general, /buke dafrik/ (Fr bouquet d’Afrique ‘aroma of Africa’, par-

allel to names for perfumes) 0 ‘Down, I tell you! ... Of course these

dogs never can abide the scent of you black fellows. The bookay

d'Afi-eek always drives a bloodhound frantic.’ (Allen 1886,1:115) 0

The virtue I found in that acrid smell was the virtue of the protecting,

the massed and heedless. It was Browne’s privilege to be less

sentimental. ‘The old bouquet d’Afrique, ’ he would mutter. And
sometimes, when we were on the platform: ‘Did you get the old

booky?’ (Naipaul 1967:194) 0 He talks about going into the old 1:30

shows in the locked-up-for darkness theatres and where the “Bouquet

d'Afrique” perfume filled your nostrils. There used to be a catch all

name for cheap perfumes used by blacks and it was called “Evening

in Paris”. Of course this couldn’t cover the true “Bouquet” of the

“Affique”. (1988) 0 John definitely did not like to bathe. Frequently

the ‘bouquet Afrique’ penetrated every room in the house, and Mary
then would wake him up after he had gone to bed, in order to get him

to wash himself, (de Verteuil 1992:210)

Bourbon cane n Saccharum officinarum var„ an older type of culti-

vated sugar cane having relatively soft, thick, yellow canes. /burbDn/

(< Bourbon , former name of the island of Reunion, where this variety

was developed) = bonbon cane 0 There is an imposing stool of

Bourbon canes of unusual length and apparently very juicy. (Mirror

22 Jan 1909:12) 0 The factories [in Tobago] are archaic, manufactur-

ing for local use a crude sugar by the open pan method ... Only the old

soft varieties of cane are therefore suitable, and “Bourbon” cane and

another kind known locally as “Transparent” cane are the chief vari-

eties cultivated. (Vesey-Fitzgerald 1936d:200) 0 He sent cartloads of

the largest and sweetest types of sugar-cane - Bourbon, Creole, or

Ceiba brand. (LaFortune 1968:56) 0 So serious was the havoc

wrought by pests, especially the blight caused by the larvae of the

froghopper, that the Estate supplied the farmers with a new breed of

sturdy B.H. 10-12 cuttings to replace the weaker, softer buck and

bubbon. (Alladin 1970b: 12) 0 The cane itself seemed to be suffering

from the backward methods of cultivation. By the end of the [19th]

century the Otaheite or Bourbon cane was deteriorating, and it was

attacked by cane diseases in Trinidad in 1891. It was gradually

replaced by other varieties. (Brereton 1979: 1 8)

bourge see BOUGE

boushay n A small pastry filled with fish or meat, /bufe/ (< Fr bou-

chee ‘mouthful’) 0 (Ryan 1985:2)

boushet see BOUCHET

boutou, bootoo, butu 1 n A short stout stick used as a weapon, to

push aside grass, etc. /butu/ (< LAS butu < Carib ‘stout stick used as

weapon’) 0 The Dahlias were throwing stones and using their bout-

ons... it was a dark night, the Mousselline had flambeaux... Juliana

Gomes had a boutou and her frock tied up. Mary Charlotte Goring

had a boutou and a basket of stones. (TC 19 June 1868:3) 0 Who
should beat him with ah bootoo. (Panther “Reply to Lee Quan Yew”
1973, pr.)

2 n A small heavy club used to kill fish. = priest 0 If you are a fisher-

man, see your boat is all right and ship-shape Bristol fashion, looking

carefully into all the details of tackle, bait, harpoons, knives, and

“bootoo” (a small heavy club for killing sharks and other sea terror).

(Vincent 1910:89) 0 He held a “bootoo” or short baton in his hand.

Presently, a large red-fish came up to the surface after the wad of

tobacco. “Look Polika, look ah feesh, hit eem, hit eem!” exclaimed

his companion with excitement. “Take eet easy. Dis is not de time. All

you have no experience,” said Polida. “When he come back op to

spit, is den ah gon gee eem de lash.” (The Nation, Christmas Annual

1959:25)

3 n A police baton or truncheon. 0 They burst his head with the police

butoo. (Tiger “What Is the Shouter” 1939, in Rohlehr 1990:158) 0

BOOTOO, n. stick, baton, police truncheon. (Rodman 1971:228) 0

Bootoo, butu - policeman’s baton or club. (John 1973) 0 That was

what policemen were armed with in my childhood. Boutous... boutou

conveys much more than baton or even truncheon. It calls up both

violence and what we refer to as “ignorance”, a combination seen as

necessary for efficient police work. (Johnson 2002) 0 “I often wonder

how some ex-policemen feel when they see their grandchildren and

great-grandchildren beating pan... All that time, the only thing the

police could do was to run us down and beat us with bull-pistle and

‘bootoo’ (truncheon). There were times when the police told us to call

at the station for our pans and when we did we were arrested on all

sorts of made-up charges.” (Cummings 2004:183)

4 n Penis, (fr comparison of shape and hardness) = big bamboo, iron,

lolo, totee, toto, wood 0 Their collective gaze focused in enraptured

concert on the African’s “boutou”. (Hercules 1980:94)

bouyo, bouyou n The soft inner pitch of a TERITE stem, usu. dis-

carded. (< Fr boyau ‘bowel; guts’) 0 The next stage [in processing

terite] called the peeling process involves the removal of the soft,

inner portion... called the “bouyo”... This portion is usually dis-

carded... There are sometimes, thin strips of the outer layer of the

stem, attached to the “bouyou” and these are sometimes removed for

use in doing “fine work”. (Morean 1991:11)

bow n A curved piece of COCOYEA making a horizontal arc across a

kite to stiffen it. It is crossed by the vertical ARROW. The COMPASS is

tied at the intersection of the bow and arrow, and also at the lower end

of the arrow. (< E bow ‘a thing bent into a curve’) 0 The tongue, so-

called because when the wind passes through the bow, it causes the

tongue to vibrate creating a sort of snorting sound. The tongue is

made by folding a piece of brown paper and cutting a semi-circle cut.

It is glued in place on the bow’s thread... and slits are then cut into the

two halves of the semi-circle. (Greenhall 1976:21) 0 The frame of the

kite is composed of a “bow” and a "backbone”, their size and length

depending upon the size of the square piece of paper. The “bow” is

made up of two narrow cocoyea sticks, cut to equal length. As each

stick is wide at one end and narrow at the other, simply alternate the

ends. This should ensure the kite’s balance. To keep these two sticks

together, simply wind some thread around them, tying it at one end.

The “bow effect” is created by stabilising one end of the two sticks

and pulling on the loose thread. The sticks should begin to bend form-

ing a “bow” or semi-circle. The bow must fit the paper, so that

approximately 1/4 to 1/2 inch... space is left near either comer. The

loose thread is securely fastened, thus holding the exact shape of the

bow... Do not glue the bow in place... Simply glue a triangular piece
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of tissue paper over the ends of the bow, as well as the backbone.

(Greenhall 1976-2:27) 0 The sport had its own techniques - the con-

struction of a good mounting bow; the balance of a used typewriter

ribbon as against stripped old shirts... (Araujo 1984:20) 0 All serious

kite-fliers know that a kite must be able to duck on both sides and if it

.can’t then it is deemed “half-sided” and its maker becomes the object

of much derision. To make a “both-sided” kite, one has to take espe-

cial care with the “bow”, matching one thick end with one thin end of

the “cocoyea”. Put two thick ends together on one side of the bow and

the kite favours that side, refusing to duck on the other. (TTY 1995:7)

0 I gave up on madbulls and plumped for those ordinary little square

kites, made with a “bow and straight-piece” and which don’t look like

much but are the most marvellously acrobatic kites in the world.

(TTY 1995:7)

bowels loose see LOOSE

Bowl n A large arena in Paradise Pasture, San Fernando. = Naparima

Bowl 0 The long awaited Naparima Bowl will be formally opened by

Prime Minister ANR Robinson on October 20 1990. The original

Bowl was gutted by fire in 1977. (EX 4 Oct 1990: 3) 0 Scores of the

nation’s top dramatists are eagerly awaiting October 20, when the

doors of the new Naparima Bowl will be thrown open after 13 years.

(TG 14 Oct 1990:3)

bowldimel see BOLO DE MEL

bowl dish n arc Tob Ficus yoponensis [~ F. tobagensis], a native tree

with soft white wood, scooped out for platters and bowls. Note: This

name is not usu. applied to other species of Ficus, (fr use of wood to

carve bowls) = devilwood
2

(F. yoponensis)', agali, arali, figuier
1

,

ingratos, >matapal, matapalo, Scotch attorney, Scotchman, Scotch-

man hugging creole, Scottish attorney (Ficus) 0 (Young 1 809, Stowe

922:14b)

bowraie adj Worried, disturbed, mad. /baure/ (< Bh bowra Tost’) 0

“How yuh looking so bowraie.” (1990) 0 “He bowraie, he out of he

senses self.” (1990)

bowseeback see BOSI-BACK

bowtie n A Chinese sweet, shaped like a bow tie, consisting of a thin

dough deep fried and dipped in syrup. 0 (Mendes 1985:19)

box n Coffin. 0 Very often when the company assembled... for the last

rites, the box was not in evidence and a couple of the company had to

be despatched post haste to ascertain the cause of the delay, when to

their dismay, they would find it only half done. (Inniss 1932) 0 [He]

had a hammer in his hand; he had been working on “the box” which

he and three others took to the man’s house, put him in it, nailed him
down and took the thing to the cemetery. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:Box 1 5-F85-D5
1 ) 0 The coffin or “box” as they called it, had

gone floating down the river with the man who when alive had been a

part of it and who had defied it in all its moods. (Ottley 1962:41) 0

Without even worrying about Pulbassia he walked up to the village

carpenter. “Sitaram Baba,” the village carpenter said. “Sitaram. How
de box comin?” (Ladoo 1972:99) 0 ‘And if the man dead, you didn’t

have to worry ’bout a thing neither. ... You had to make your own
box. Well, madama, everybody bringing nail, wood. They bringing,

they bringing. They make coffin and bury your husband for you with-

out a fuss, cool, cool.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:46-7) 0 They told

her that the burning incence was to keep her sleeping mother warm,
and the box (coffin) that was being built was to put grass to feed the

horses. (Deen 1994:136)

box and board n arc A cheap makeshift bed made from boards laid

on top of wooden boxes or crates. 0 “Bench and Board” was a step-up

from “Box and Board” the organizing of which was to use small

boxes (crates) that were often free of charge from ships in place of

benches that had to be bought. Movements upon such a structure

had to be done with caution lest it collapse with noisy and embarrass-

ing consequences, especially if children were sleeping underneath.

(Cummings 2004:18)

box and spice mango n A variety of cultivated mango; small and

round, tough green skin, flesh red, sweet, non-juicy; late cropping.

(< Buxton Spice mango , fr being introduced to Trinidad from Buxton,

Guyana) 0 BUXTON SPICE. - Originally from British Guiana.

(Bharath 1966:22) 0 I ... had just peeled off with my teeth a portion of

the skin from a box and spice mango. I had taken one bite into that

yellow sweetness - sheer nectar, the thick yellow juice spilling over

my hands onto my wrist. (Persaud 1990:70) 0 (Morean 1993)

box bass n Either of two musical instruments. One consists of a small

box with metal strips of varying lengths fastened in a row along one

side which are pressed to make sound; the other is a box to which an

upright stick is attached on one side, with one string fastened between

the top of the stick and the box, providing a thumping rhythm. It is

not always possible to determine which one is being referred to, but

the former is both considerably older and rarely found today. 0 Music

accompaniment [to the castillian] is provided at a parang by a cuatro,

guitar, mandolin, violin, or flute, string or box-bass and shac-shac or

maracas. (Ahyoung 1977:31) 0 Compere Anansi led with his violin.

Compere Lion played the box-bass, Tiger strummed on the quatro,

goat played the shak-shak and Compere Morocoy played the

scratcher as they sang into the nights. (Ramsawack 1983:42) 0

Tonight at 7:45 the Marian Hall at Holy Name Convent will come
alive to the sound of steelpan, voices, mandolin, cuatros, guitars and

box bass in a presentation entitled “Anniversary Aguinaldo ’88.” (TG
27 Nov 1988:14) 0 The thump thump thump of the box bass.

(Lovelace 1988:81) 0 Christmas is also ah riddum section: ah group

ah fellas wit ah tenor pan, ah doo-dup or ah box-base, some guitar an

two-three quatro, ah chac-chac an, of course, some iron. (Foster

1990:52) 0 Mr Agard explained about the box bass, an instrument

seen in all parang bands nowadays. He said that it was a late introduc-

tion to parang. In fact, none of the old parranderos had ever men-

tioned that instrument to me. They always said that in a parang band a

cuatro and a marac were essential and that other instruments such as

violin and mandolin or bandol were adornments, while the box bass

was not part of the old tradition. It seems that the box bass appeared

on the scene in the 1940s. Mr Agard said that some people were of

the opinion that a certain Domingo from St Vincent introduced it into

Trinidad. ‘I not too sure if Stoute from D’Abadie was the one respon-

sible for bringing in the box bass to Trinidad,' Mr Agard said, ‘but

Stoute at least made the box bass.’ The first box basses consisted of a

wooden chamber with metal gramophone strings attached to it. It was

a timing device that was considered particularly useful at Carnival

time. Mr Agard also corroborated what many ‘Spanish’ people had

told me about the absence of the dmm in the music of the parang...

Among Afro-Venezuelans, however, the drum is ubiquitous. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:44) 0 From there he graduated to other, stronger

instruments like the box bass and cuatro, without being taught for-

mally by anyone. (Pires 1 994f: 1 5)

boxboard n Pieces of plywood from large packing boxes used for

shipping car parts, often recycled for form-casting concrete or to

build houses. = >boxwood, crate board, Datsun boxwood 0 Many of

them, e.g. Mr. Dan, built a sort of shack made of box-board and tins.

(Alladin 1970b:8)

box-cart, boxcart n A wooden open-top box, mounted on a central

piece of wood with a “tongue” extending forward and fastened to a

wooden crosspiece with a nail or bolt so as to pivot. Four wheels are

attached to an axle under the back of the box and each end of the

cross-piece. Sometimes a handle or cord is added to steer with. It may
be used for carrying water and items, e.g. for sale, or pushed or ridden

in by children for fun. = trolley 0 A boxcart went rumbling by on its

two little squeaking iron wheels. A paunchy Indian of about fifty was

pushing it, saying something consolingly to the person in the cart -

Sammy’s mother. How she had been squeezed into the soap-box on

wheels was a mystery, (de Boissiere 1956:71) 0 Rolling Rollers and

Box Carts - Used for racing: 1. The metal rim of a wheel or a barrel-

hoop struck with a stick to roll it onwards. 2. A bobbin cut in two and

re-attached with a six-inch wooden “axle” and pushed with a seven-

foot bamboo rod resting on the shoulder. 3. Carts made of wooden

boxes with one or two tiny wheels and pushed with two handles.

(Alladin 1970b:66) 0 “Box” carts on the other hand were made from

boxes — wooden crates, or boards nailed together to form a box, and

were similar in construction to the canal carts in terms of axle fixa-

tion, steering, etc. but had an extended front yoke and used pram or
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old tricycle wheels (back) and were faster, more dangerous, and even

at times had brakes fitted - a simple lever nailed to the side of the box

which when pressed or pulled either rubbed against one back wheel

tyre, or jammed into the ground to try to slow the whole contraption

down. There was also a social division too. Boxcarts were usually

made and ridden or raced by middle class whites in San Fernando

(there were good hills to race down there - none in POS) and canal

carts were made and ridden by lower class blacks whose fathers could

bring home discarded ball-bearings from the machine shops in which

they worked as mechanics. These ball bearing wheels were used to

make different working or recreational carts depending on the num-

ber available. One - a barrow-like cart to carry water tins from the

standpipe to home. Two would make a better barrow for similar work

and to give “push” rides to smaller brothers and sisters. Three wheels

would give an acceptable 3-wheeler canal-cart (two wheels of course

made a good scooter, especially if the wheels were of disparate size),

or a pull wagon for water, with a single wheel steering mechanism in

the front. I’m told that box carts were in fashion in POS but only in

upper class hilly Cascade and St. Anns. (1988) 0 She would get

Balwant to help her to carry the clothes and the buckets on the three-

wheeled box cart he had made. (Gosine 1992:96) 0 A box cart [was]

used for riding and for pulling to carry “pitch-oil pans” full of water

from the village standpipe. They were extremely noisy and had a

habit of breaking down due to the bearings, usually discarded from a

mechanic’s shop, “shelling” - this was when the two rings enclosing

the balls came about or shelled out - like “shelling peas”. Then the

bearings - the balls - if big enough were used as “slugs” or “doodles”

for pitching marbles. (1992) 0 I have been using my car to bring

water to my home, but everyone in the area is not that fortunate.

Everyday you can see children and adults pulling box carts from very

far away, from wherever they can find water in the lines, to their

homes in the vicinity. (Letter, TG 23 Aug 1993:8) 0 The ladies came

for the big occasions to have their baking done. Their husbands

would have earlier dropped off as much firewood as required, on don-

key carts or box carts. (Deen 1994:65)

boxing n A method of constructing walls by using planks as a mould

or box into which concrete is poured. 0 The workers’ homes con-

sisted of two-bedroom units and a living area. The kitchen and toilets

were attached... the walls of the homes were built on the old "boxing”

method, not with blocks. That process was to make wooden planks

into a box and to pour the concrete into it. When the concrete

hardened, the planks were disengaged and set aside for further use.

Making boxing was considered a special skill in building construc-

tion. (Cummings 2004:69)

box just so n Have unprotected sexual intercourse, for example, with-

out a condom; usu. used by men. = bare back, box without gloves 0

She expect me to use a condom, but I decide to box just so.

box kite n A flat square kite strengthened by two straight crossed

sticks. 0 There is the “box” kite which is built in the form of a square

while the “diamond” is shaped as its name implies, with two straight

sticks instead of a bow. (Rampersad 1993:10)

box man n The person who collects and holds the HANDS in a SUSU.

0 Bobby does always be the box man for them,

box money n Money paid as a levy or fee to the person running or

keeping a SUSU. 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 Why was a heavy financial

burden unleashed on the already “boassy" backs of the selectors by

the adoption without consultation of the sou sou brainchild? Who is

really collecting the “hand," the contributors or those holding the

“box” money? (EX-2 9 Aug 1987:6) 0 Sou-Sou keepers protected

themselves to some extent in the event of default. Some made it a

condition that participants gave them a small sum from their “hands”

as "box money”. Other sou-sou keepers treated the “box money” as

an acknowledgment of their responsibility in carrying on the sou-sou.

There were also sou-sou keepers who regarded the “running” of the

sou-sou as a service to their community and did not accept “box

money”. The participants of their sou-sou presented them with gifts

on appropriate occasions. (Cummings 2004:64)

box tree n obs Hura crepitans , a native tree. (< box
1

, fr use of its

wood for making coffins) = >sandbox 0 The Box-tree here is a solid,

and firm wood; but seldom or rarely grows to that degree of Timber.

(Poyntz 1683:40)

box without gloves phr Have unprotected sexual intercourse,

for example, without a condom; usu. used by men. = bareback, box
just so 0 But how you could box without gloves, man, yuh ent hear

about AIDS?

boxwood n Pieces of plywood from large packing boxes used for ship-

ping car parts, often recycled for form-casting concrete or to build

houses, (fr this wood coming from large packing boxes) = box-board,

crate board, Datsun boxwood 0 She hailed them from the doorstep of

her shack, a ramshackle affair of flaking box-wood and tin from old

containers set in fragile assemblage. (Gomes 1978:66) 0 De little

shack I man livin’ in only have cardboard, Datsun boxwood, an’ gal-

vanise to fall on I man, an’ I man not diggin’ no horrors. Is Babylon

in dey concrete house dat have to dig ah dread scene. (Keens-Douglas

1984:51) 0 The subdivisions were made by the use of “crocus bags”

(jute sacks) strung on cord or with boxwood from crates. (Cummings
2004:3)

boy 1 n A steamed commeal dumpling, oval with pointed ends,

hollow inside, /boi/ (< Sp bollo ‘spongy dough dumpling’, FC boi

‘Indian com dumpling’ poss. < Ptg bolo ‘cake’, Kikongo mbolo

‘cake’) = >boyo

2 n A term of address to a male, usu. indicating familiarity or friend-

ship. Note: This usage is in general contrast to AmE usage as intensi-

fier, e.g. “Boy, that’s expemsive!” or as a term of contempr or

superiority. 0 When they were on the road ready to start accused

called out to her husband saying, “Eh boy,” where are you going? My
husband said we are going to our Contract. (Alexander 1909:188) 0 I

told him you have done a bad thing boy. (TG 31 Jan 1936:3) 0 I feel a

junrbie shove me head, He said, "Boy, no money inside the bed.”

(Radio "Matilda” 1939) 0 It mus be having bout one hunred tousen

chirren in school and you know how much [book] money dat is

Boysie? A cool million yes boy! (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 July 1977) 0

“Well boy. Ram and Doolahin, we have to go now.” (Ramsawack

1983:40) 0 “Yuh t’ink so boy Ragh?” she asked. “Yes man gyul.

Gawd go provide.” (Ramsawack 1983:51) 0 Q: Terror, what would

you say have been the most successful recordings in your career? A:

Boy, I would say “Pan Talent” and “Chinee Children" - they were

very successful. (EX-2 8 Nov 1987:13) 0 “What boy! Dat is brakes!”

When the driver was given a bad drive and had to mash brakes sud-

denly. (“What a Life” TG 20 Nov 1991:7) 0 There I was, hustling

down Frederick Street, when a pardner from school days, who is a

high man in the government service, waylaid me. “Ay, ay, Flagsman,

I ent see you long time, boy!” (TTM 5 Dec 1993:30) 0 “Sparrow boy,

I doh want you to make no kaiso on me!” (EX 27 Nov 1994:11)

boyapar n Hymenocallis tubiflora, a cultivated and naturalized bulbi-

ferous herb with soft fleshy lanceolate leaves. Flowers white, fra-

grant, in umbrella-shaped clusters at tops of leafless unbranched

stalks, /bojapar/ = cibouyet, cocoa onion, fountain lily, loyon dil,

>spider lily, wild onion 0 “Cebooyeat or boyapar is the wild onion.

Only one kind 1 know. Makes white flowers. Good for piles. They say

it good too for asthma but I never use it for that.” (Morean M-79)

boy-belly n A pregnant belly that appears more round than long, said

to indicate a male baby. 0 That is a boy-belly she have,

boy-child n A male child. (< E boy ‘young male person’ + E child

‘offspring, either female or male’; also Bambara den-ce ‘son-child;

son’ or Twi be-ma ‘son-child; son’) = boy pickney 0 ‘Why you have

to cut the boy hair like a Nazi for?... Tell me, what reason it have for

you to brutalise your boychild head so?’ (Lovelace 1988:2)

boy days n A boy’s childhood days, traditionally a time of games and

adventures as well as school. See also GIRL DAYS. (< E boy ‘young

male person’ + days ‘time of life’; also Scots laddie-days ‘boyhood’)

= child days 0 It was a place where “Boy Days” meant the capacity to

enjoy life, where “Boy Days” were given the credit for almost all

skills acquired in later life. (Bynoe 1985:vi) 0 “Fellows from my boy

days. Harold, Johnny - were my two brothers. Everyone of them dead
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now. (Stewart 1989:172) 0 Boydays was plenty fun. (Foster 1990:80)

0 Pitch. Kamla Rampersad remembers her “boy” days. (777-191 4 Aug

1991:9) 0 The trouble with you is dat you never had boy days. You

bom big. (Hill 1995:9)

boyeau diable n Smilax spp., a climbing native plant with a very

prickly stem that can be stripped of spines and plaited to make bas-

kets. /bpjo cbjab/ (< FC < Fr boyau ‘hose-pipe; gut’ or poss. < Arawak

boyari, a poisonous vine Aristolochia daemonioxia + diable ‘devil’,

fr spines) = >devil vine 0 “If boyeau diable picka chook you, it give

you blood poison ... is a vine on the ground. Picka up to ah inch long.

Plenty picka like a cactus tree. Blookah is the only thing it doh bore.”

(Morean M-74)

boyo see bollo

boy pickney n A male child. (< E boy ‘young male person’ + pickney)

= boychild 0 Bway picknie - boy child. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

boy tube n According to folk medical belief, the Fallopian tube in

which only male children are formed. 0 (Haynes 1987:79) 0 “She

only making girl children, she boy tube must be block.” (1990)

brabadap adj Describing a person who is rough or coarse in appear-

ance or personality. 0 (Mendes 1985:20)

brace v Challenge; confront, (prob. < E brace ‘summon up strength or

resolution for a task’) 0 “Dey go brace yuh for that hat by de door.”

(www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001) 0 A “brace” is neither the quantity

nor form of support it once described, but a state of being confronted

by authority (as in “He geh brace by the door trying to storm de

fete”). (Joseph 2003)

brackish 1 adj Unsweetened or slightly sweetened, e.g. of tea, water.

(< E brackish ‘slightly salty’) 0 He does like he tea brackish. 0 She

only giving the baby brackish water.

2

adj Of certain fruits when not really ripe, having a sharp astringent

juice. = kacha, kasa, rack
1

, stainy, tie mouth" 0 Doh eat those man-

gos, boy, they too brackish.

brackish water guppy n Poecilia picta, a small brackish water fish.

(< E brackish ‘slightly salty’, fr habitat + guppy) = Mayaro millions,

millions
3

, swamp guppy 0 The swamp or brackish water guppy was

well known. (Kenny 1995:41)

brackish water millions n Poecilia vivipara , a small brackish-water

fish. Female 3-5 cm (1-2"), light olive-brown to pearly grey; body

often has dark cross-bars and blackish spot in front of dorsal fin; fins

with or without spots and black margins. Males smaller; may have

lateral cross-bars, or iridescent blue patches; back and tail fins have

black and red margins with some yellow. Found in coastal regions or

streams in Trinidad, usu. in mildly brackish water, including canals,

and drainage ditches at edges of swamps. (< E brackish ‘slightly

salty’, fr habitat + millions
2
)
= millions

2
0 The other species, Poecilia

vivipara, is common to both Islands, and found in brackish water

only. The first-named, like its Trinidad congener, is not affected by
the quality of the water it sometimes has to live in; this may be soapy,

stagnant, or very evil-smelling or brackish; “Millions,” however, can-

not live in rain-water for long. They require water with lime in it, and

seem to thrive best in dirty water - the “dry” river in Port of Spain,

for example. Poecilia vivipara is a brackish-water swamp fish, and is

at home where sea and river meet, and where the mud is thickest and
smells the rankest. Superficially, the female of Poecilia vivipara, the

brackish-water “Millions,” resembles closely the female of Lebistes

reticulatus, the common fresh-water “Millions”... there is a black

humeral spot... on the former... The males of the two species are read-

ily recognised. In Poecilia vivipara the body is marked with two or

three transverse blackish bars... on the caudal (tail)... is an elongate

black spot with vermilion streak... the humeral spot... is also present.

(Guppy 1922:493) 0 (Guppy 1934:1 18) 0 (Boeseman 1960:120-1)

brag n A card game, usu. played very quickly, with gambling, so play-

ers can lose or win a lot rapidly. (< E brag ‘a popular card game of the

18th century, in which bluff is important to the play') 0 Another

hobby is the game of cards; bridge, brag, all fours, wappee to name a

few. (EX 11 Oct 1987:10)

bragadap adv The sound or manner of a fall, particularly a heavy roll-

ing one which occurs in stages.= brigidip, brigidim 0 He fall down
and sprawl off bragadaps.

brags v In PITCH, hit a marble at the end of a curved trajectory without

the TAW touching the ground. = plumb dab, zop
1

0 He brags that one

easy easy.

brahman n A high-caste Hindu, often a teacher or PANDIT, /braman/

(< H brahman ‘Hindu priest; one of the sacred/highest caste’) 0 Grad-

ually with the village settlements coming up, the professional distri-

bution and specialization was done. Thus the... brahman [took to] to

teaching and priesthood. (Jha 1973:36) 0 “Nowadays dem brahman

even wus than dem chamar.” (1990) 0 Representative of what hap-

pened to many caste categories in Trinidad, both of these major cate-

gories, ‘Brahman’ and ‘Chamar’, each became a sole identity in

itself, while all subdivisions - representing levels on which caste

relations were actually practised in India - were wholly subsumed.

(Vertovec 1992:98)

brain like a fizz phr Unable to think properly; pre-occupied; dis-

tracted. (< E fizz ‘sound of escaping bubbles in a liquid’) 0 Sorry,

sorry, mi brain like a fizz. What you was saying?

brainser n A tricky, untrustworthy person, /brenza:/ (< E brain ‘clever

person’; the brains ‘master-mind’) 0 Brainser - cunning fellow.

(Alladin 1970b:68) 0 That boy is a real brainser, I doh take he on at all.

brake, brakes see BREAK, BREAKS

bram 1 n A party or FETE, particularly a public dance or overcrowded

party at which there is much drunkenness or misbehaviour, /bram/

(poss. < arc E branle ‘a kind of dance, and the music suitable for it’)

9 At Greenidge’s Hall at Mucurapo Street, on Saturday evening there

was the usual week end dance known as a “bram.” As is customary,

the hall was crowded and dancing was vigorously indulged in. (TG 18

Feb 1919: 12) 0 He had gone to dances before, but they had been more

in the nature of what his friends called “brams,” for most of the

women present were of easy virtue. (Mendes 1934:112) 0 Bram - A
public dance charaterized by wild unsophisticated behaviour, social

and moral improprieties of every description; among them drunken

revelry. The word is used to describe a function with this atmosphere.

(Bynoe 1985:69) 0 “If you eh look sharp dis fete go turn into one

bram!” (Baptiste 1993:25) 0 “Talk true, it had fete?” “We had a lil

bram. Nothing big.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:69)

2 v Make a door close hard. 0 Bram de door man. (Ottley 1971)

3 v Cut tall grass in cocoa field and leave it to provide mulch; cut

down bush around trees, esp. coffee or cocoa, removing the tops but

not clearing thoroughly. 0 Bram. To cut tall grass in cocoa field, let-

ting it fall on shorter grass or weeds to keep the latter down; a type of

mulch for the cocoa plants is also provided in the process. (Moore

1980:12) 0 “Gi me a quick bram all here.” (1986)

4 v Iron clothes in a quick and poor manner; ironed in a quick and

poor manner. = crab-mash 0 Bram - iron hurriedly. (ESTT 1956) 0

Me na want me shirt bram.

5 adv The sound of a door closing, esp. hard. 0 Ah hear the bedroom

door shut bram. (Sparrow “Charlie” ca 1960)

brambadilla n obs Tob Dasypus novemcinctus novemcinctus, an

armored mammal. = cachicam(a), hag-nama, kirtchecom
1

, kochikong
3

,

>tatu 0 Hag-nama or tattoo or brambadilla, “armadillo”... “an animal

not often seen here.” (Uh 1883:247)

brambashoe, bambashoe n arc Usu., heavy shoes. 0 bambrashoe or

*cabusa. ‘sandals’ Sch. coticht. (Uh 1883:247) 0 With he big bram-

bashoes. And he lili taba foot. And he cap with the ears turn down.

(“You Know One Joseph Keeba”, Herskovits & Herskovits 1939b)

bramble v Deliberately confuse or deceive someone with smart talk or

a well-orchestrated plot or scheme; succeed through trickery. (< E

bramble ‘a rough prickly shrub that forms large tangled patches’) 0

“Look pardner. 1 does make my own rules. If you don’t like how I

running the game, you could go over to Chinee Alec.”... “If you say

so. But the punters go make rab if you bramble them.” (Hill 1966c:9)

0 (Mendes 1985:20) 0 “He tink he smart when he bramble you about

how much business he have.” (Baptiste 1993:25)
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bramble to timber phr Of all sizes, ages, types; often used in refer-

ence to a sexually voracious man. (fr contrasting sizes of E bramble

‘small tangled prickly shrub’ + E timber ‘large trees suitable for com-

mercial use’) 0 A lady have a sawmill cutting wood. Cutting from

brambles to timber she cutting good. (Terror “The Female Sawmill

Owner” 1950 pr)

bramps see BRAPS

branche n Gerres cinereus, a marine fish. (< blanch.
1
or poss. < Sp) =

blanche, >blinch
!

, macabal 0 They there sold King-fish, mullets,

sprats, And our Cabildo paid; El branche, and oyster branches too.

Were branches of their trade. (POSG Nov 1836, in Fraser 1896:341)

branka n arc A simple wooden couch or bed, used with a PAILLASSE,

(straw mattress). /brankA/ 0 Branka. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

bran up v Used to describe neatening up the lawn and plants in a

quick efficient manner. (< E brand < brand new ‘in new condition’ +

up1
) 0 “Ah go bran it up for you.” (1990)

brap(s) 1 adv The sound of something happening suddenly, such as

falling down, moving, or stopping; esp. when containing more ele-

ments than one sound, e.g. a large fruit or bundle of groceries that

falls and bursts open. Generally indicates a sense of finality or end-

ing. 0 Braps - suddenness or abrupt cessation of movement, speech,

noise. (John 1973) 0 Pele dribble, he dribble, brap, he fall. (Cypher

“Pele and the Two Balls” 1973) 0 An’ is like de roundabout so big dat

it does get some ah dem bazody, because man does be drivin’ cool,

cool so on de left, like dey goin' Maraval. den braps, dey cut across

an’ head for de Zoo, no signal, no horn, no nutten, who vex, vex.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:23) 0 Bramps. (Mendes 1985:21) 0 [Police]

“Why allyuh so harden for? Allyuh hear not to break de curfew. But

allyuh takin’ everyt’ing for joke!!” “Oh God, e-e-ease mih up nuh, ah

livin’ j-jus’ over dey. Ah go jus’ dash t’rough Lai fig patch, jump over

Robbot fence an’ braaaps, ah home!” (Sweetbread, EX 5 Sept 1990) 0

He put the suitcase on the floor braps.

2 v Make a direct hit in marbles. = >cax2
,
plumb dab, zop 0 (Mendes

1985:21)

brass band n A musical group, usu. including bass, drums/percussion,

guitar, keyboards and a horn section of one or two each of trumpet,

saxophone, and trombone. In the context of CARNIVAL, often refers

to any band that is not a STEELBAND, and may not include any brass

instruments at all. (< E brass band ‘a band of musicians playing brass

wind instruments’) 0 I don’t want no brass band to play for me, Look
I want me bamboo, with the melody, doodoo. (Caresser “Clear the

Way When the Bamboo Play” 1938) 0 In contemporary calypso

performance, the calypsonian is typically accompanied by a “brass

band” consisting of electric bass, drum set, congas and percussion

(and possibly timbales), electric guitar, electric keyboards and synthe-

sizer, and a horn section of one or two each of trumpet, alto sax, and

trombone. Three to five back-up singers may also be included.

(Gallaugher 1991:154) 0 BRASSBAND... provides accompaniment

for calypsonians, or may play “cover” versions of calypsos as well as

original material. (Gallaugher 1991:290) 0 Brass Band: Term used to

described musical band at Carnival and to distinguish it from a Carni-

val band. There need not be any brass instruments in the band, but

there are frequently horns. (Scher 2003:181) 0 “[Y]ou come round

the comer limping like a beggar, and now you jigging like if you in

front a brass band!” (Andersen 2004:235)

brass-face adj Bold, without reservation or shame, with nothing

behind it. (< E brass-face ‘impudence; with impudence; impudently’;

E brass ‘insensibility to shame; effrontery; impudence; unblushing-

ness’) 0 You bright, you smart and you brass face. Especially your

actions, they are base. (Lion “Tina” 1938) 0 You can find some
around the calypso tent, They so brass face, shameless and bold.

(Invader “Aguiti” 1956 pr) 0 The best way is to play brassface, do as

if you own the damn restaurant, and walk out cool. (Selvon

1960b: 110) 0 “What happen to you, gul?” Joey asked... She was

enraged. “You mean you have the brass face to ask me what happen?

As soon as all you men see a new face all you gone nuts.” (LaFortune

1968:121) 0 brass-face, adj., brazen, bold, e.g., she too brass-face.

(Rodman 1971:228) 0 The State was brass-faced to bring the witness

who had clearly mistaken the accused for other men, [the attorney]

submitted. (EX 15 Apr 1988:2) 0 I really have to laugh when 1 hear

PNM candidates accusing the Government today of corruption. Talk

about brass-faced people! Whatever happened to the billions of dol-

lars this country had during the boom years. (Letter, TG 27 Nov
1988:12) 0 What beats me is how your mother does it... gets on the

phone, I suppose, and calls some friend who knows somebody who
knows the eligible bachelor of the moment... She really brass face,

yes! (Selvon 1 99 1 c: 1 04)

Brasso Clay n A type of heavy clay soil, considered not very produc-

tive for growing cocoa. (< Brasso Village, a type location in Trinidad)

0 The most striking feature of this diagram, and one which cannot fail

to impress you, is the marked difference in the yields of the good and

bad soils during the entire period. The Brasso Clay estate at its very

best never gave a yield in excess of 8 bags per 1 ,000 pickets. The
Chocolate and the Brasso Sand and Alluvial estates at their very

worst have never given a yield as low as 8 bags per 1 ,000 pickets. The

Chocolate estate gave over 13 bags per 1,000 at its best, and the

Brasso Sand and Alluvium 11 bags per 1,000... I would not accept,

even as a gift, a cacao estate on Brasso Clay soil. These estates to-day

represent a liability rather than an asset. I should be willing to pay a

large sum for an estate on Chocolate soil, and an appreciable amount

for an estate on Brasso Sand, or on Alluvium of the type described,

even if I was certain that cacao prices would never rise above their

present level. ( TA 1936,13,4:89)

brassorama n A brass band competition usu. held during the Carni-
val season. (< brassband + E -orama, suffix suggestive of consider-

able size or expanse) 0 Brassorama - brass band competition.

(Thomas 1985:333) 0 BRASSORAMA, brassband competition.

(Gallaugher 1991:291)

Brasso Sand n A type of sandy soil, considered very productive for

growing cocoa. (< Brasso Village, a type location in Trinidad) 0 The

most striking feature of this diagram, and one which cannot fail to

impress you, is the marked difference in the yields of the good and

bad soils during the entire period. The Brasso Clay estate at its very

best never gave a yield in excess of 8 bags per 1 ,000 pickets. The

Chocolate and the Brasso Sand and Alluvial estates at their very

worst have never given a yield as low as 8 bags per 1,000 pickets. The

Chocolate estate gave over 13 bags per 1,000 at its best, and the

Brasso Sand and Alluvium 11 bags per 1,000... I would not accept,

even as a gift, a cacao estate on Brasso Clay soil. These estates to-day

represent a liability rather than an asset. I should be willing to pay a

large sum for an estate on Chocolate soil, and an appreciable amount

for an estate on Brasso Sand, or on Alluvium of the type described,

even if I was certain that cacao prices would never rise above their

present level. (TA 1936, 13,4:89)

brata, brotha n arc The little extra added by a vendor to a purchase.

(< dial E brotta ‘a few drops; a small quantity; a little in addition’) =

>laniappe, lomoe

brath n A Hindu period of fasting, not eating or drinking certain

things because of a religious vow or holy time, /brat/ (< H brat, Bh
barat ‘fast; vow; meritorious act; penance’) 0 “Yuh keeping brath?”

(1990)

bravay danjay, brave danger, brave danje, bavay danjay, bravay

dangeray 1 adj Appearing brave and dangerous, or acting in this

fashion, ultra-confident, without inhibitions or fear, even foolhardy,

/brave d§3e, bave d§3e, brave da3ere/ (< FC < F braver ‘be brave;

show courage’ + FC danjay < danjere ‘dangerous; bold and scandal-

ous’) = bavay danjay, bavay dangerey 1

0 (Mendes 1985:20) 0 “‘Pass

de change’ they demanded and I stood back behind the counter and

made a kind of brave danger move by asking them what change.”

“Chop de man nah! Chop him!”, the one by the door shouted to the

others. (EX 17 July 1987:5) 0 “He going there brave danje, he doesn’t

know what is in there.” (1990) 0 “Doh play no braver danger an stay

by yuhself in dis lonely place.” (Baptiste 1993:26)

2 n An act or attitude characteristic of this manner, or acting in this

fashion, ultra-confident, without inhibitions or fear, even foolhardy. 0

To deliberately choose [Guy Fawkes Day] for the reopening of
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Parliament is either a rather bemusing gesture of “bravay danger,” a

grisly joke, or one of these sad efforts to pretend that history does not

exist. (EX-2 4 Nov 1990:5) 0 Compai recalled a kind of opaqueness

in Manu’s eyes; an invitation-to-death quality in his recklessness; a

‘brave danger’ in the ease in which he was ready to resort to violence;

-and the unprotected way in which he faced the most violent of the

‘diable-diable’ men. (Boodhoo 1994:262) 0 All it needed was a letter

from Warner to the Prime Minister... But, no, we had some bravay

danjay talk from the Warner side suggesting they were unwilling to

play ball with the government to the satisfaction of both parties. (John

2007:206)

brave adj Acting against the odds or apparently superior force, with

the force of conviction. (< E brave ‘act the brave toward; treat with

bravado, challenge’ < E brave ‘courageous; showing bravery’) =

bravay danjay
1

0 “The police... raid me house three time but they

couldn’t find no evidence. We too smart for them. So I say, all right,

they playing brave? They don’t want we hold session no place at all?

Well, I go out-brave them. I went right in the lion mouth... I burst

mark in the Public Library, in the Council Chamber and I even went

inside the court house while murder case in session and burst mark. Is

so to brass-face them”. (Hill 1 966c:2 1 ) 0 He added that only recently

the woman did one of the bravest things by walking semi-nude from

her home to the village shop in order to purchase some alcohol, that

left everyone totally shocked. (Bomb 4 Mar 1988:24) 0 “Go brave,

girl!” (1993)

brave up v Gather courage; get up the nerve or strength to do some-

thing. (< E brave ‘act the brave toward; treat with bravado, chal-

lenge’) 0 Papa-Bois brave up hisself, stand up and start to climb up El

Tucuche. (Quesnel 1987)

brazilian n Sporophila schistacea (E slate-colored seedeater), a whis-

tling finch, 11.2 cm (4.5") long. Popular in Trinidad as a cage bird,

now very rare in the wild. Locally, this and the PICOPLAT or RING-

NECK (S. intermedia

,

E grey seedfinch) are often considered to be the

same species. Male: dark grey head, upper breast and upperparts;

white streaks bordering throat; white patch on wing; lower underparts

white; bill orange-yellow; legs greenish grey. Song a monotonous,

high-pitched, metallic trill, usu. preceded by a louder single note, far

less variable than the PICOPLAT. = brazo 0 (JFNC 1984) 0 (ffrench

1991:386)

Brazil(ian) nut n Lecythis zabucajo, a tall native tree bearing large

round “monkey-pot” type fruits; nut-fruits edible, oily, oblong, 5 cm
(2") long, enclosed in a large brown woody shell. (< E Brazil nut, the

tree Bertholletia excelsa, fr resemblance of nuts) = >sapucai nut 0

“There are plenty Brazilian nuts - we called them ‘zabocaio nuts.’”

(TG 14 Dec 2003:65)

brazo n Sporophila schistacea, a small bird, /brazo/ = >brazilian 0

(ffrench 1991:386)

bread 1 n obs Edible tubers, e.g. tannia, eddoes, dasheen, cassava.

(< E breadkind ‘starchy, bread-like foods’) = provisions 0 “You hab
some breads?” I was asked. “If you please; but where is it? I don’t see

any!” “De breads is close to you - dere yams, tanniers, cous-cous,

plantain, plenty.” These were the “breads” of our worthy host; our

wheaten bread is not cared for by creoles. (Day 1852-2:38)

2 n A loaf of bread. (< arc E bread, as count noun ‘a loaf; a roll’) 0

Sumtimes a fellah doz gi me ah bread, but fuh sleepin, ah doz have to

look out fuh de poleece, and sleep wey ah cud. (PC 2 1 May 1 904) 0

The evening news nearly kill me dead, A Fella found a nail inside of a

bread. (Relator “Insanitary Foods” 1973 pr) 0 The workers are still

being ‘forced’ to deny themselves a daily bread. (TTM 3 Oct

1989:29) 0 It is our chance to extend a helping hand. If they ask for

money do not give it - let them earn it, but do not ever refuse some-
body a bread. (Blast 28 Sept 1990:7) 0 “This work will always put a

bread in you' hand.” (Mahabir 2000:9)

bread and cheese 1 n Pithecellobium unguis-cati [= Mimosa unguis-

cati, M. rosewn, P. oblongum ], a native shrub or small tree to 6 m
(19'), usu. armed with straight spines .5-1.5 cm (.2-.6") long. Leaves
compound, leaflets obovate-lanceolate, short spine at leaf base. Flow-
ers scented, pale greenish-yellow, rosy or purplish, 1.5-1. 8 cm (.6-. 7")

long, in round stalked heads. Fruit pod red outside and inside, curling

round almost in a circle, 5-10 x .7-1 cm (2-4 x .3-. 4"), somewhat con-

stricted between seeds. Seeds 5-7, black, shining, 4-6 mm (.16-.24")

broad, partly enclosed with a white fleshy aril, eaten by children;

seeds used in ornaments, (fr resemblance to white bread and yellow

cheese) = black bead tree, black jessy, jessy plimpa, picka
1

0 (FTT
193 1-1-4:300) 0 (Beard 1946:32) 0 Bread and cheese ... is of value as

a hedge plant as stock do not eat it. (Williams & Williams 1949:259)

0 Came Discovery Day and Mrs. Glen Byam ... climbed into her

national costume once more and went down to Columbus Square to

fling a wreath of bread and cheese, Barbados pride, and ti marie at the

defenceless statue. (Macaw 1960:93) 0 It took us some time to get

home ... pausing ... there to pick some pods that we called “bread and

cheese”. (Araujo 1984:86)

2 n Begonia semperflorens, an introduced ornamental plant; fibrous-

rooted herbaceous semi-succulent dark green or red leaves; flowers

yellow, red, white or pink, sometimes eaten by children. 0 (Williams

& Williams 195 1

)

3 n Zygia latifolia, a small native tree to 12 m (40'). 0 (Marshall

1934:46)

bread and shark n A sandwich made from HOPS BREAD and fried

seasoned shark, a popular snack, esp. at the beach. = > shark and hops

0 Then comes a veritable St. James landmark... “One Stop Tea Shop,”

which has served bread and shark and coffee to many a weary travel-

ler in the wee hours of the morning. (Sandpiper 1990:18) 0 “Hey
Mabel! Reach me a bread an shark dey!” (Baptiste 1993:26)

breadfruit n Artocarpus altilis, a cultivated tree to 25-35 m (80-112')

tall, with large edible starchy fruit. Leaves deeply and sharply lobed

around margins, 50-100 x 20-65 cm (19.5-39 x 7.8-25"). Solitary

flowers in leaf axils. Fruit 15-30 cm (5.8-11.7") diameter, seedless

form. A variety ofA. communis with edible seeds is known as BREAD-

NUT or chataigne 1

. (< E breadfruit, the starchy fruit of several trees,

esp. Artocarpus sp.) = bread yam, pembwa 0 Steam the breadfruit by

cutting it in quarters and putting it in a canaree complete with heart

and skin. Cover with banana leaves and boil in salted water for half

an hour. Cut off the skin and remove the heart. Cooked in this way the

breadfruit does not become soggy and is rich and mealy, (de Boissiere

ca 1945a:34) 0 (FTT 1982-2-11:725-6) 0 Breadfruit Soup... 1 large

breadfruit (yellow variety). (Hunt 1985a:26)

breadnut n Artocarpus communis var., a cultivated tree to 15 m (50')

or more, with large starchy edible fruit. Leaves very large, deeply cut,

thick, dark green, glossy. Male flowers in spikes, female flowers in

spherical heads on same plant. Fruits large, spherical; green skin with

low superficial bumps; edible flesh and seeds. (< E breadfruit, fr

resemblance of edible starchy fruit + nut, fr large edible seeds) =

>chataigne*, katahar 0 Market, scarce: breadnut, poisdoux. (TG 24

Feb 1933:2) 0 Crushed Breadnuts. Boil ripe breadnuts in salted water,

peel, mash with milk and butter, (de Boissiere ca 1 945a:3 1 ) 0 The

prickly pears and breadnuts. (Bryans 1967:85) 0 (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:20)

bread pit, pith, pet n The soft inner part of a bread loaf. (< E bread

+ pit < E pith ‘centre part’) = pit
1

0 Black pudding - blood sausage

- a savoury delicacy made of a mixture of seasoned animal’s

(cow/pig) blood reinforced with bread pith/crumbs. (Woodroffe

1974:29)0 He used to take the bread pit and roll it into little balls

and eat them.” (2004)

bread yam n arc Tob Artocarpus altilis, a cultivated tree and its large

fruit. (< E bread, breadfruit, fr starchy fruit + yam, fr resemblance to

starchy yam tubers) = >breadfruit, pembwa 0 The bread fruit (called

here the bread Yam) is boiled with Salt fish and pepper, one fruit will

serve a Man for his breakfast. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843)

break see also brake, BRAKES, breaks

break, brake 1 v Make a sudden turn or move towards; usu. with

fo(r). 0 Den ah hear somebody say, “Poleece comin!” So me way me
foot aint lazy alreddy, ah trow way tru de big soovanah an ah come
out by Oil Saints Chuch an ah brake fo New Tong. (PC 20 Aug 1904)

0 “I see him coming on mi left, so I break for mi right.” (1995)
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2 v Change money into smaller amounts. = break down 0 (Alleyne

1974-80) 0 You could break this blue?

3 v Have an orgasm; usu. in reference to men. = break water 0 Now
she in for scandal. Put back the agit and take out the crystal... Imagine

the terrific lash ah make, She [bawl] it break, it break, it break.

(Bomber “The Marble Game” 1959 pr) 0 “I get so hot I break quick.”

(1995) 0 The man so hot he breaking heself.

4 v Break into; enter illegally to steal. 0 Collegiates are walking to

Toco Bay, Wearing their suits, can't get work today. With all their

education, some bite their nails. Play whe-whe, break shop or live in

jail. (Tiger “Try a Screw to Get Through" 1936) 0 His place was bro-

ken into and, according to him, “from pot to pan dem tief take.” He
said, “ah sure ah know who break meh place and I ain’t goin to de

Police. Dem go have tuh come for me instead.” (Bomb 24 Nov
1989:3) 0 He claims to have the “direct address of the man who
breaking my place and although I tell the police, nothing is being

done... I does still see de man wearing my clothes and shoes. (Bomb

14 Sept 1990:11)

break ass 1 phr Fall in an undignified, sprawling, heavy manner. 0

The pavement was wet and she break she ass. 0 She pick up a skid

and break she ass one time.

2 adj Back-breaking; physically demanding. 0 This is real breakass

work.

break away 1 v Dance to music having heavy rhythm and brass; usu.

free, excited, individual extemporaneous improvisation with individ-

ual expression and fancy steps. 0 She took a drink and she break

away, and shake that thing for a half a day. (Houdini “Uncle Jo’

Gimme Mo’!” 1928) 0 She said that "The music sweet”, And when
the rhumba play, She hold on to she waist and she break-away.

(Beginner & Atilla “Young Girl's Touch” 1935) 0 Clear the way,

when the bamboo play, I say to clear the way, let the Caresser break

away. (Caresser “Clear the Way When the Bamboo Play” 1938) 0

Well for me I waiting on Jour Ouvert, Just to jump me jum[p] and

break away. (Kitchener “Jump in the Line” 1948 pr) 0 Because Labor

Day in the USA, Is to see how West Indians break away, Americans

too, join the bacchanal. Jumping up and playing Carnival. (Invader

“Labor Day Carnival” ca 1956 pr) 6 “It ent fair, man. Why dey cyar

leh de girl breakaway, eh?” (Macaw 1960:21) 0 You chucking, you

chucking, you chucking, and you come back fighting. Jump if you

jumping, wine if you wining. Then you turn and say “Let we break

away”. All you do, give me room let me pass. (Kitchener “Play Mas”

1971 pr) 0 Before the 1920s... Merrick as a popular bandleader must

have observed the relatively low status of calypsoes, few of which

were played by local bands, whose custom was to promote dances

such as the paseo, fox-trot, waltz and castilliane, reserving the

“leggo” for the end of the dance when people wanted to ‘break away’.

( Rohlehr 1986:20)

2 n A lively dance, usu. a CALYPSO; a fast type of dancing done to

this music. 0 A breakaway was started by guana. (Killer “Animal

Concert in the Cemetery" 1948 pr) 6 BREAK away, v., dance, JUMP-

UP. (Rodman 1971:228) 0 The LEGGO or BREAK AWAY was the

dance which gave the physical interpretation of our early Calypso or

Kaiso as it was then called... simple, lilting, yet with an underlying

strength, supported by the vibrant percussion of the tambour bamboo,

iron triangle, tin drums and even bottle and spoon. Spontaneity was

the order of the day and improvisations were the norm... In fetes they

really did a breakaway and their swinging and swaying with accom-

panying sensual gestures and postures, went to the extreme in projec-

tion. (Ahye 1978:22) 0 BREAK A WAY, movement in calypso

dancing where partners break apart from each other to do a jump up

in response to a musical riff or refrain. (Gallaugher 1991:291) 0 This

does not capture the real flavour of what a ‘break away’ really is. The

band is playing, sweet-sweet. Everybody dancing, jumping up, and

suddenly the band - usually a steel band - gives a really swirling rev

changes key, lots of introductory drums, and then absolute bacchanal

with everyone leaping and jumping, hands in the air, not caring where

you come down - mash foot for so - dancing beyond exhaustion.

That is a break away. ( 1 996)

3 v Get out of hand, out of control. 0 I see the girl break away aready.

(1990)

break biche phr Miss attendance at school, deliberately and without

legitimate excuse. (< FCfey lekol biche < Frfaire I 'ecole buissoniere,

‘make school in the bush’) = make biche 0 The now populous

Sorzanoville "gros rouge” was the happy hunting ground of school-

boys who were making “biche” in search of mangoes and guavas.

(Inniss 1932 ) 0 John reaches to school late most of the time. You see

our little John has to foot it to school, and in his youth he is entrusted

to the care of the elder ones. These break biche at every opportunity.

When they do not, it is a cruise to school.” (Bain 1974:12) 0 “I

remember going to school as a young fella, Woodbrook Presbyterian

School, and I used to break a lot of biche and go and play pan, and

when I come home I’d get licks.” (EX 12 Oct 1986:30) 0 I had fairly

normal primary school days. I broke biche a couple of times, went

down into Yankee land, which is down Wrightson Rd. (EX 4 Jan

1987:25) 0 He concluded by saying jerseys that are worn under the

school shirt and the jeans encourage the students to lime and break

‘biche’. (Bomb 8 May 1987:23) 0 Even when they were sent to school

by their parents, this was done in a halfhearted manner. Children

often ‘broke biche’ or parents kept them away to work on the family’s

conuco to ‘help earn a shilling’. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:168) 0

Children who did not live in Corbeaux Town used to ‘break beesh’

(truant from school) to lime on the seafront. (Cummings 2004:181)

break cocoa phr Open cocoa pods with a CUTLASS or other knife to

remove the seeds. 0 She "broke” them in half with a long broad knife

called a cutlass, then with her hand, she scooped out the whitish

gummy insides that held the many little cocoa beans. She spread the

whole gummy mass over some long, wide banana leaves, on the

ground. (Pollack 1943:12,14) 0 Break cocoa... Each pod is given a

sharp slash with a cutlass, sufficient to cut through the tough shell,

then with a thrusting jerk, it is broken in two. (Moore 1980:12) 0 You

see he dey? He sitting by the tree breaking cocoa,

break dew phr Remain outside for a long time at night; stay outside

all night until the morning DEW comes. (< E break ‘come upon sud-

denly’ + dew ‘night-time moisture’) = break night dew, take dew 0 He
was a gambler, a hard worker and a dew breaker too bad. But Basil

bowl him at twenty-three. (Caresser "Time For Man Go Home” 1939)

0 You break so much dew you catch cold. (Ottley 1971 : 10)

break down v Change money into smaller amounts. = break
2

0

(Alleyne 1974-80) 0 “Break down this twenty for me, please... You
could break it down finer?” (1995)

breakdown n A big FETE or party, sometimes requiring paid admis-

sion. 0 They having a big breakdown next door, and people coming to

pee in mi yard. 0 Boyo was having a breakdown on the block and we
all went.

breaker down n arc A type of song, usu. improvised, in call and

response form, sung by oilfield workers when breaking and fitting

pipe by hand, or pulling block and tackle, to enable coordination of

effort. (< E break her down , describing action of handling sections of

pipe) 0 (Hewitt 1980) 0 The breaker down is one of the ‘chants’ used

by crews in the oil field to screw and unscrew large pipes, etc. - three

or more (sometimes up to 8) men, all holding on to the handle of a

HUGE pipe wrench or chain ton (called a ‘monday’ or ‘monday

morning’, as one was said to only have the strength to work one of

these heavy tools on a Monday) made long by the addition of a length

of pipe as a ‘cheater bar’, called a ‘snipe’ in Trinidad. It goes like this,

one man chanting the Tavway’, all others grunting on time, bodies

‘rocking’ in time to the chant - ‘Break, breaker dong’ (loud grunt of

‘ugh’ as everyone gives a strong pull at the ‘ugh’), ‘coming, she bong

to come’, ‘ugh’, ‘suck she, ah suck she tongue’, ‘ugh’, ‘ah break she,

ah break she dong,’ ‘ugh’, ‘she breaking, she breaking dong’, ‘ugh’,

etc. I have heard this done when the men are excited, where one or

more add to it by putting in sounds... and it is wonderful to hear it

done this way - wailing chant by one man with a VERY musical

voice - ‘Break she' (one person, NOT the chantee — ‘dong’), ‘ah

break she dong' (another man - ‘dong’), ‘coming’ (‘bang’), ‘she

breaking dong' (‘wong’), all pulling on the sounds ‘wang’ or ‘bang’,
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etc. This is used for quick, relatively Tight’ work. Another chant,

‘Mary Nagee’, is used for heavier, more difficult, slower work - one

man, very musical, slow chant, all bodies ‘rocking’ in time to the

rhythm — ‘Mary Nagee’, (all men - ‘ah HA’, all pull on ‘HA’), ‘she

gone to pee’, ah HA, 'she make a baby’, ah HA, ‘for she daddy’, ah

- HA, ‘Mary Joshua’, ah HA, ‘she from Grenada’, ah HA, etc. (Julius

Boos pers comm 23 Aug 2000)

break eye phr Come out even, neither winning nor losing, esp. in

gambling. 0 I eh win, I eh lose, I break mi eye, so doh vex.

break fall phr Fall; receive a fall. = bus fall 0 He broke a fall from that

high wall. (ESTT 1956) 0 A fella break a fall in that drain yesterday,

breakfast n Traditionally, the large midday meal; the first meal of the

day is lighter and called TEA. (< E breakfast ‘the first meal of the

day’) 0 Men go to their offices at eight and stay there till noon, when

they return home to “breakfast”, which is the West Indian luncheon,

or the tiffin of the east. (Rutter 1933) 0 The worker left with his tool -

a hoe or spade or fork and, always, a cutlass, a bolee or calabash with

water and his “breakfast” tied up in a piece of cloth. (Alladin

1970b: 13) 0 The first meal of the day, around 6-7 a.m. is called “tea”,

the meal around midday is called “breakfast” and the meal around

5-7 p.m. is called "dinner”. In some homes the midday meal or

“breakfast” is the heaviest meal while in others “dinner” or the eve-

ning meal is the heaviest. (Pariag 1975:15) 0 Father and son break-

fasted at approximately nine o’clock on roti and bhul-jol. The roti

was in a brown paper bag, and the bhul-jol in a dented enamel bowl.

(Narine 1977:43) 0 In rural areas, many people called the mid-day

meal ‘breakfast,’ so that the three meals of the day were tea, breakfast

and dinner, so it was not uncommon to see children striking others, as

a farewell, saying ‘Tea, breakfast, dinner,’ a stroke for each meal.

(Narine 1977:68) 0 Tiger: “Yes, Chief... I just want a minute to get

my breakfast from the workshed?” John: “Ain’t you had it yet?”

Larry: “He means lunch.” (Selvon 1 99 1 a:37) 0 ‘It ain’t have a man
anywhere could pull a swiper with me. I could cutlass a hundred and

fifty cocoa trees before breakfast. Before twelve.’ (Boodhoo 1994:2)

0 “Carrying Breakfast” was a part-time job for women. Breakfast was
the main meal of the day and in better circumstances consisted of

meat or fish, rice, vegetables, salad and fruit. “Carrying Breakfast”

was therefore providing a service to people considered to be in better

circumstances who did not want to spend their lunchtime travelling in

the midday sun. (Cummings 2004:75)

breakfast shed 1 n A building in which schools or charitable organi-

sations supply meals at very low cost, usu. for children. (< breakfast

+ E shed ‘a slight structure for shelter, often with open front or sides’)

0 Part of the proceeds of this competition... will be devoted to... the

Children’s Breakfast Shed. (WG 15 Feb 1930:13) 0 Breakfast Shed
Club in Arima. (TG 14 Jan 1936:12) 0 Mayor McCarthy opens new
children’s Breakfast Shed at 52, Edward Street. (Franklin’s TT Year-

book 1939:A,IV,vi) 0 Audrey Jeffers... A founder of the Coterie

Breakfast-Shed, where hot meals could be purchased for a penny.

(Bacchus-Xavier 1991:25)

2«A restaurant that serves CREOLE and LOCAL food, where a num-
ber of cooks share a common sheltered area with free seating and cus-

tomers choose which cook they want to eat from. The most well

known and commonly referred to is the Breakfast Shed near the Port

of Spain docks. 0 The other day I went back to the Breakfast Shed for

lunch, and people say, “You going to the breakfast shed? I’m a

different type of politician... I’m a people’s person.” (EX 11 Jan

1987:21) 0 Patrons eat at rough wooden tables on wooden benches

that would have been rough once, though are now polished smooth by
the posteriors of many thousands of Port of Spain City Corporation

workers, for whose benefit the original Breakfast Shed was conceived

50 years ago. (Pires 2002:18)

break game phr In a card game, leave after winning so much money
that no one else can continue to play. 0 “I did just pick Midge two
shilling when you break game. Pay me my money. Midge!” (Hill

1966:17) 0 “Yuh bus everyone, win all, take the money and break

the game.” (1990)

break-hand n A broken arm or hand. = >broko-hand 0 ‘You see what

happen to we village, girl? You know your father in hospital with a

break-hand?’ (Selvon 1972)

break jail phr Go to jail; receive a jail sentence. = get jail, make4 ,

make bubble, >make jail
1

, make prison 0 The old man’s eyes were

red and misty with tears, but he looked bravely and proudly at

Gurudeva and said: ‘Orright, Guru, break you’ jail as a man, boy, an’

show dem.’ (Naipaul 1976:51) 0 “He lef school and he break jail one

time.” (1993) 0 After he tief de money, he break a jail.

break lash in phr Beat, assault. 0 ‘Mano go fraid you now,’ Sona said

to Tiger. ‘He get ah good licking. He eh name man to touch one ah

we. All ah we go break lash in he tail again.’ (Narine 1977:28)

break light phr Go through a red traffic light instead of waiting until it

turns green. 0 Citizens deliberately break lights, crossing as slowly as

possible, as if daring the motorcars to bounce them. (Keens-Douglas

1984:12) 0 “ft was around 2 a.m., when a van broke the red light, ran

off the road and hit the pavement before plunging into a drain.” ( TTM
10 Dec 1993:22) 0 [She] died after a driver broke a red light on the

bus route. (TG 29 Dec 2003:7)

break night dew phr Stay outside late at night. (< break ‘come upon

suddenly’ + night-time dew) = break dew, take dew

break on selfphr Have an orgasm, usu. without intercourse. See also

BRING OFF2 . 0 I make he so hot, I make he break on heself one time. 0

1 make she break on sheself.

breaks, breaks, brake, brakes 1 v Shield or protect yourself; parry a

blow; make a sharp movement to escape danger, (prob. < E brake

‘slow or stop the action of a wheel by pressure', but also poss. < E
break ‘stop action by sudden application of physical or other force’) 0

In practising, one of the best methods for quickening the eye, steady-

ing the nerves and improving one’s judgment was “Breaking.” ft con-

sisted in having one or two fellows stand 1 5 or 20 yards off and hurl

stones at you in rapid succession, and it was your business - and, of

course, to your interest - to “break” these stones successfully. A very

proficient “breaker” would often have three men hurling stones at

him, and it was seldom, indeed, that he got hit. (WG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0

So break for yourself, boys, you’re losing fame. You don’t know that

the old men come back again. (Radio “Old Men Come Back Again”

1939) 0 Ah too lazy to brakes from blows. (Dougla “World’s Laziest

Man” 1961) 0 The poui stick is about 4 feet long. A fighter is allowed

to strike his opponent as hard as he likes anywhere above the waist.

Defence (“breaks-ing”) is done with the stick. (Alladin 1969:38) 0 ft

was planned that they must each be proficient to 'breaks’ for himself

on Hosey Day, when opposing gatka-men would meet in combat

before Lee Tung’s rumshop at the three-roads junction. (Naipaul

1976:42-3) 0 “I was asleep in my bed with my four children, while

another baby (her sister's) was sleeping in a crib, when the man came
in and started to ‘planass’ me. When I started to ‘breaks’ the man
began chopping me about [my] body. I screamed for help.” (Bomb 1

Aug 1986:18) 0 “The blade caught me on my hand as I tried to

brakes... and I began backing back.” (TTM 26 Aug 1986:11) 0

“Instead, the teacher just cuffed me in my head. And as she attempted

to do so again, I raised both my hands to brakes, and held on to her

hand.” (TTM 22 May 1987:32) 0 Tobago cops 'brakesing’ mainte-

nance warrant. Wife alleges husband using ‘police contacts’ to duck

child support. (TTM 24 Jan 1993:27) 0 “A police officer jumped out,

with a piece of wood in his hand... He launched an attack on us, beat-

ing us about the body... I tried to ‘brakes' the lashes with my hand,

but this only resulted in a sharp pain.” (TTM 2 Dec 1994:11) 0 “He

played stick but never charged, he always breaks.” (TG 31 May
2003:30)

2 v Dodge or avoid something unwanted; evade the truth. 0 BRAKES,

v., to shield, make excuses, beat around the bush, e.g., I find he

brakesing a lot. (Rodman 1971:228) 0 “She braksing from the opera-

tion, but she have to go.” ( 1988)

breaks bois phr Block a blow from a BOIS (stick) in stick-fighting.

(< brakes + bois
1

) 0 If you could charge bois, you could brakes a

bois, Santimanitay. Bois man’s lavway for Max Awon. (Heat 18 Nov
1989:7)
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breaks for v Shield or protect yourself; parry a blow; make a sharp

movement to escape danger; be careful; be on guard. Often used with

self or tail. 0 When she bowling she full of sting. If she miss your

wickets breaks for your chin, Oh Laws, she terrible in bowling body

line. (Radio “Unfortunate Bridegroom” 1936) 0 Dat gyurl fadda doan

play nuh boy, you betta breaks fuh youself. (Ottley 1971) 0 We now
has to brakes for weself dis week in case dis Skylab it have up in the

air, decide to fall dong over Trinidad or Tobago. (Mamits LPOS, TG 8

July 1979) 0 Manning, who is now having the post of Leader of the

Opposition snatched from him by Panday, had better make sure that

he has a firmer hold on the leadership of the PNM. He’s better forget

Robinson and elections and “brakes” for himself] Padmore will never

give up. (EX 5 Sept 1990:8) 0 “They cannot do anything for us here.

We have to brakes for ourselves.” (1995)

breaks wood, brakes wood phr Parry a blow in KALINDA. = brakes

bois 0 (Palladin 1970) 0 He could well brakes a wood,

break tail phr Beat up; assault; punish. (< E break ‘sever into parts by

sudden application of force’ + tail) 0 Ha! 1 mad to break old George

tail up, you hear.’ (Naipaul 1959:23) 0 A cut-tail or “buss” skin or

“buss” tail - corporal punishment or physical molestation (note also -

“to break his tail”). (Alladin 1970b:69) 0 ‘Bal is a one-foot thief...

When I catch him, I will break his tail for him.’ (Gosine 1992:77) 0

‘Leave the boy alone,' Compai said. ‘You always provokin’ him. One
of these days he will break your tail.’ (Boodhoo 1994:37)

break water phr Of a man, have an orgasm, releasing sperm fluid.

(< breath + watei 0 “Oh laws, di man bus a noise when he break

water!” (1995)

break-water n Sperm and fluid, esp. when emitted during intercourse.

0 If you see the sheet all wet with break-water. 0 The doctor say he

ent have enough break-water to make chirren.

breast n Udder; milk-giving organ of a cow or other mammal. (< E
breast ‘milk-organ of women; sometimes of other animals') 0 About

a year ago she started observing that the milch cows with milk-laden

breasts usually ended up with ‘dry breasts’, even though the young

ones never drank off the milk. (Bomb 27 Mar 1987:7) 0 The use of...

tete ‘breast’ for the udder of a cow or goat ceases to seem strange or

naive once one has understood that the same semantic transfers take

place in languages which have every likelihood of having been spo-

ken by numbers of slaves. (Homburger 1929 in Aub-Buscher 1989:5)

bredda n Brother; partner; friend; fellow-man. (< E brother ‘a famil-

iar mode of address to a man; said affectionately of one regarded or

treated as a brother’) 0 Tell me, Dadaa! How you had fire in your

blood. How you and your breda. Travelled from gial to gial. With

solid poui. And red cloth banned around your head! (Mohamed
1988:138) 0 bredda (bre-dah)... Abbreviation of “brother”, used to

refer to and/or greet a close friend, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001

)

breds n A term, usu. friendly and respectful, for a fellow man or close

friend. ( < E brethren
,
plural of brother

,
mostly Biblical + -s

)

= broth-

erman 0 (Mendes 1985:21 ) 0 “I wearing de darkers long time an nut-

ten eh happen tuh de breds den - dem only want tuh dredden de breds

den - but man stay firm behind darkers an witness dey mistakes den -

see dem right and dah is whah dey cyar take breds - dey cyar take

dat.” (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:20) 0 “I just miss everything about Trinidad

breds.” (TG 15 Nov 1991:9) 0 This pardner... I have known as a most

intriguing, fascinating, intelligent and articulate “breds", since his

early pre-Rasta days as a dapper, collar and tie young salesman, who
always sported a neat haircut. (TTM 23 Jan 1993:30) 0 “No, breds,”

the fellow say with a kind of uncertain laugh, “I don’t be on that

scene.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:72) 0 Well breds, is now they could talk:

Hear Weaver, a nashy, weasel-like one. (TTM 17 Nov 1996:27) 0

“Sorry breds, I never learn to read.” (IND 20 Sept 1997) 0 [Y]ou

know you are a true Trini if, among a long list of other things...

You’ve called someone (or been called) chunkalunks, thick ting, fam-

ily (even if she’s not remotely related to you!), doo-doo, dahlin’, reds,

breds, horse or partner. (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17)

breed 1 v Impregnate. (< E breed ‘of animal species, produce brood or

young’) 0 “Is you who breed the girl?” (Lovelace 1968:178) 0 "Police

don’t lock-up police for maintenance, because all of them have the

same bad habit - to breed women and don’t mind their children.”

(Heat 18 Nov 1989:5) 0 “So you ent have no regular work and you

gom an’ breed the people daughter?” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:72)

2 v Be pregnant. (< dial E breed ‘be pregnant’) 0 She breedin.

3 n Of a person, type, appearance, e.g., short, tall. Usu. there is no

negative implication. (< E breed ‘race, lineage, stock, family, strain;

distinguished by particular hereditary quality; of people, now often

contemptuous’) 0 “Them is a short-breed family.” (1990)

breego see BRIGO

breeze 1 n obs A type of fly. (< arc E breeze ‘gadfly; various dipterous

insects which annoy horses and cattle) 0 Breeze - gad-fly. (de Verteuil

1858:184) 0 Three kinds of breezes, or gad-flies, are found in the

islands, and commonly known as horse-flies. One is somewhat

smaller than the common fly, and of a grey colour; it bites severely,

and is exceedingly numerous during the summer months; it is met

with everywhere, especially in towns, and on estates. The second spe-

cies is of the size of a bee, and of greenish-yellow colour; it is found

in the country and on the skirts of the high woods, and comes out gen-

erally between four o’clock and sunset; its bite is severe, and some-

times blood trickles in drops from the wound. The third species is

larger, of a light brown colour, with large green eyes; its habits are

very much like those of the green breeze, or gad-fly. (de Verteuil

1884:106)

2 n arc Any brand of laundry detergent. (< Breeze, a popular brand

name) 0 “Put more breeze.” (1978) 0 (Mendes 1985:21)

breeze off v Sit in the shade and relax; specifically, cool down physi-

cally, e.g. before bathing. (< E breeze Tight wind’) 0 (Alleyne 1974-

80) 0 “Leh me breeze off now, I sweatin.” (1986) 0 “If you take off

yuh tall tops, yuh mustn’t go in the bath. Yuh must breeze off first.”

(1990)

breeze (out) v Relax; take it easy. (< E breeze Tight wind’; also see

monkey say cool breeze) = chill (out) 0 “I going Tobago and just

breeze out.” (1996) 0 He said John just got a URP “10 days” and had

come down on the block early to breeze. (TG 29 June 2002:4) 0 There

seemed to have been more elderly women than elderly men about.

Men were more likely to be “breezing out” - found on the street cor-

ners and squares and in the rumshops. (Cummings 2004: 163)

brega n arc Braggart; a person who brags a lot. (prob. < E brag ‘defy

proudly; challenge; threaten’) 0 Brega is a very good dog but hold

fast is the best. Brega = ‘to bark’. A barking dog is good, but one that

grabs hold is the best. (Uh 1883:255) 0 “Brega is a good dog but hold

fast is the best.” (1990)

breggeday, bregaday 1 n arc Rough crude bread, specifically a thick

sweet heavy 8" round hard dry biscuit containing molasses; in the

past this was common prison food. (poss. < E break-of-day ‘dawn’, fr

use as the morning meal) 0 In de morning at de break o’day, Patini

take ’way you’ breggeday, they will put you on top de hill, in you’

han’ is de double drill. (Elder, kalinda) 0 [Bjregedeh. A flat round

bread about one inch thick, made with leaven... included butter and

coconut milk. (Craig-James 2008:11-295)

2 adv The sound of someone falling down, esp. with a short rolling or

series of thumps. = brigidip, bragadap 0 He fall down the last step

breggeday.

brendel, bwendel n Chiococca alba , a native climbing shrub, 1 m
(3.2') or more. Stem slender, cylindrical; leaves elliptical with blunt-

ish point, leathery, shiny. Flowers scented, yellowish, numerous; in

panicles which may be longer or shorter than the leaves. Fruit white,

small, roundish, 4-5 mm (.16-.2") in diameter, /brsndsl, bwendel/ =

American mint2
,
dandy root, David(‘s) root, mapepire root

2
,
snow-

berry, vagan 0 (Morean M-70)

bride’s tears n Antigonon leptopus, a cultivated perennial vine usu.

grown as an ornamental on wire fences. Pink or white flowers in pro-

fusion most of the year. = >coralita, coral vine 0 (Laurence 1976:1-2)

bridge v Start a car without a key, by connecting a wire from the bat-

tery to the starter. (< E bridge ‘span or connect as by a bridge’) 0 The

man bridge the car right in front the house.
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bridle 1 n Dried saliva around the mouth and chin, often found on

awakening. (< E bridle ‘head harness for a horse, etc. including

straps that hang from the bit at the comers of the mouth’) 0 They so

blooming idle, cobweb in their house and their face with a bridle,

(unknown calypso) 0 “The devil ride that child last night, look he

have a bridle.” (1988)

2

n In kite-making, a piece of thread tied at the cross-point of the BOW
and the BACKBONE and at the base of the kite, used to attach the tail.

(< E bridle ‘head harness for a horse’) 0 The compass or bridle... Its

length and position will, in part, determine whether the kite will fly or

not. If the kite spins, dives to the ground, or jerks to the right or left,

simply readjust the compass. If it persists a tail adjustment might be

needed. (Greenhall 1976:21) 0 The compass or bridle... is comprised

of a piece of thread, one end securely attached at the intersecting bow
and backbone. Its length is determined by forming a triangle with the

thread by using the end comer of the bow... as the top or summit, and

the base being the backbone. The loose end of the thread is then

attached about 1/2 to 1 inch... from the base of the kite, leaving enough

thread for attaching a cloth tail. (Greenhall 1976-2:27)

brigade n The Fire Brigade; the fire station and fire-fighters. (< E fire

brigade ‘uniformed band of firefighters’) 0 Anyhow wen dey reech,

dey fine dat de Bregade kwite from New Tong wos day before dem.

(PC 29 Oct 1904) 0 If you see flames - brigade for so!

bright adj Of a woman, flirtatious, promiscuous. (< E bright Tit up

with happiness, gladness or hope; lively; cheerful; animated’ ) 0 The

women of today too bright for me, To be with them is jail and misery.

Everything they see, they want to crave. (Growler “Women Diplo-

macy” 1940) 0 “She working for us and she giving us endless prob-

lems, because she is so bright.” (1993)

bright blue n Callipsyche dindymus, a small butterfly, wingspan 2.7

cm (1.1"). Iridescent bright blue with black wing tips, narrow black

margins and thread-like elongations on lower wings. Underside sil-

very white; small yellow spot with black centre near tails. 0 (Barcant

1970:110)

bright eye 1 n Heliotropium indicwn, an erect annual native herb to

60 cm (23.4"). Flowers small, mauve, in a coiled spike, (fr use in

soothing eye irritations) = >eye-bright, fedogoso, scorpion bush,

scorpion weed, veven lache-eskupyon 0 (Morean 1993)

2 n Priacanthus arenatus (E Atlantic big-eye) or P cruentatus (E

glass-eye), marine fish, considered good eating. Body dark bright red;

eyes very large, bright and glassy, (fr large bright eyes) = >catalufa

Brighton bucket n At the Pitch Lake refinery, a system of trans-

porting drums full of refined pitch to and from the loading and ship-

ping dock. Drums pass each other, going in opposite directions. This

process has been containerized since 1988, but survives in the expres-

sion pass like A Brighton bucket, pass someone without

acknowledgement or stopping.

brigidip adv The noise of a fall, particularly a heavy rolling one which

occurs in stages, or hits, usu. more than once, /brigidip/ (prob.

< Edo/Bini gbigbidi ‘big and heavy object falling’) = bragadap, brigi-

dim 0 Brigidip, brigidip, the mule running, As if he blind with the

corbeau lock behind. (Killer “The Corbeau and the Mule” 1948 pr)

brigo, breego n A friend, partner, pal; usu. used by men. /brigo/ 0

Breego: ‘brigo;’ ‘bree,’ brigadier, riding partner, Tike fam'ly.’

(Haynes 1987:128)

brimstone n Anteos maerula [~ Gonopteryx maerula], a butterfly.

Male bright yellow with two black spots on upper wings, two salmon

spots on bottom wings. Female dull greyish white with two black

spots on the upper wings and two salmon spots on bottom wings.

Feeds on hibiscus, (fr similarity of appearance to smaller European

brimstone butterfly, Gonopteryx rhamni) 0 Brimstone... Last year

during the months of July and August hundreds of thousands of them
flew over from the mainland of Venezuela and became residents of

the Island. Many drowned during this mass migration, and many also

were eaten by birds. They were not considered to be common before

this migration, and I have only seen single specimens at long intervals

this year. (Ambard 1959:13)

brimstone bush n Tob Ocimum tenuiflorum , an aromatic shrubby

cultivated plant, used medicinally and in Hindu rituals; leaves used to

bathe children. = >tulsi 0 Take a branch of brimstone bush for

the child.

brin-blanc n are Phaethornis guy [= P. guyi guyi] (E green hermit

hummingbird), a hummingbird, 16.2 cm (6.5") long. Green above and

grey below; long white-tipped central tail-feathers; head dark in most

males, with a rufous stripe above eye. Females have pale buff stripes

above and below eye; longer white tail-tips. Bill long and down-

curved, bright red below. Though usually solitary when feeding,

groups of males are found at traditional assembly grounds, where

they sing and perform aerial displays throughout the day most of the

year. (< FC < Fr brin, ‘sprig; morsel; small quantity’ + blanc

,

‘white’,

fr two longer central tail-feathers tipped white) = doctor
2

,
fork-tailed

hummingbird, green-throated hummingbird, mango hummingbird 0

Supercilious hummingbird, or brin-blanc. (de Verteuil 1884:368) 0 A
Hummingbird locally called ‘Brin-blanc’ (Phaethornis guyi). (JFNC
Oct 1895:266) 0 (Williams 1922:155) 0 Brun-blanc. (Brown

1947:90) 0 (ffrench 1991:221-2)

brine n Sea; ocean. (< E brine ‘very salty water; the sea; usu. poetic’)

0 Goin’ in de brine - going for a swim in the sea. (Mendes 1985:21)

bring 1 v Raise a child; nurture to maturity. (< obs E bring ‘bring up,

rear; usu. of animals’) 0 “It hard to bring a chile so big and den see it

dead.” (Ladoo 1972:94) 0 “De modderass, you mind de chile from

small and bring him big, now he talkin Latin.” (Ladoo 1974:34)

2 v Introduce into consideration; bring in. (< E bring in ‘introduce;

enter’) 0 Now they want to bring a literacy test if you want a

job there.

3 v Organise, design and lead a Carnival band. (< bring out

‘produce before the public; place upon the stage’) = bring out 0 This

year he say he go bring me, A bouncing Calypso Queen. (Francine

“Mr. Carnival” 1973 pr) 0 “In 1959 I started bending wire in the yard

of Cito Valesquez, one of the great wire benders, ten years my senior.

We brought Fruits and Flowers." (Vieira 1998:195) 0 Millington said

he brought his own team of robbers for Carnival. (EX 4 Feb 2004)

4 v Produce, bear; usu. of plants or animals. (< E bring forth ‘give

birth to; bear’) = make6
0 ‘The land in Kumaca is rich and would

bring good yams.’ (Lovelace 1968:224) 0 If you plant a julie mango
seed, it wouldn’t bring a julie mango. 0 Guinea hen cyan bring

ram-goat.

5 v Make something into or like something else. 0 Then I’ll change up

Spain entirely, And bring it as the land of La Trinity. (Tiger “Civil

War in Spain” 1938)

bring-back-carry-come n A gossip; a person who brings and carries

information often of a private nature. See also BRING COME CARRY
GO. 0 (Mendes 1985:21) 0 If you doh want people to know yuh busi-

ness, doh tell that one. She is a real bring-back-carry-come.

bring belly phr Become pregnant while living in the parental home.

(< belly
2
) 0 You playing big woman, knocking all about at night,

don’t bring any belly here.

bring come carry go phr Tell tales, secrets, gossip. See also BRING-

BACK-CARRY-COME. 0 “Mr. Wiseman O, who you tink ah-ah be?

Man don’ listen and d-den b-bring come and carry go. Me is Trin-

Trin-Trinidadian oui. Ah-ah-tell you d-de man live in de place like fly

’pon molasses. Wha’ mo' you want.” (Cobham 1907:141)

bring down v Take or do something to bring on a woman’s menstrual

period, or even a miscarriage. 0 [The pregnant woman] did not lift heay

loads... This, it was said would “bring down” the child or cause the

navel string to encircle the baby’s head. (Thompson 1983:7) 0 (Haynes

1987:79) 0 “Too much jamming would bring down the womb.” ( 1993)

bring off 1 v Behave in an outrageous, aggressive manner; express

annoyance or anger loudly and forcefully; be verbally abusive. =

bring off rope 0 (Mendes 1985:21 ) 0 “What yuh come bringing off on

me for? Isyoi/ gi me a bad drive!” (1990)

2 v Make someone have an orgasm, usu. used by men about women.
See also BREAK ON SELF. 0 “I bring she off good. She ent have nutten

to complain about.” (1995)
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bring off rope phr Behave in an outrageous, aggressive manner;

express annoyance or anger loudly and forcefully; be verbally abu-

sive. = bring off 0 If you see how he was bringing off - giving us

plenty rope. (1995)

bring out v Organise, design, compose and perform, usu. in regard to

a Carnival band or CALYPSO. (< bring out ‘produce before the

public; place upon the stage’) = bring
3
0 Reflecting on the “Paradise

Lost” which he brought out a couple years ago and masqueraders

claim was haunted, he said: “It was only jokey old talk at the time.”

(Punch 1979) 0 “1 have to complete the designs on the new band

which I’ve decided to bring out since I had to put the original band

Sans Humanite on hold.” (EX 1 Feb 1987:1) 0 Still, he has a “mas to

bring out” and the fact that the fabrics are not easily available in Trin-

idad or hopelessly expensive will not deter him from his task. (EX 7

Feb 1988:23) 0 He brought out his first band in 1949. (TG-M 17 Jan

1993:3) 0 Jefferson... had brought out his own sailor band. (EX 21

Mar 1994:21) 0 “That was the first time Tobago got a representative.

So he got the first prize for bringing out that calypso." (Hall 1998:50)

bring out mourners phr In Spiritual Baptist practice, a service

marking the end of the MOURNING period in which the participants are

dressed in special robes and testify about their spiritual experiences.

(< bring out 'produce before the public; place upon the stage’ +

mourn) 0 At the end of the mourning period, there is a special service

called “the bringing out of mourners ceremony." This is a great occa-

sion because the candidates are dressed in the robes and colors they

were spiritually given on the mourning ground... the mourners give

out tracts, i.e., testify of the spiritual experiences they have had...

their spiritual vibrations are very high and powerful. (Ahyoung
1977:55-6)

brings v In PITCH, cheat by moving the shooting marble slightly

forward before shooting, /brujz/ (< E bring forward "move up’) =

bringzay 0 Brings - move marble to move forward, cheat. (John

1973) 0 Partner yu bringsing. Like yu hand have foot. How it moving

up so? (Keens-Douglas 1975:44) 0 The ability to play within and

abide by the rules was of paramount importance. If for instance the

game was “pitching” or marbles, over stepping the “bounce” or

“bringsing” were not allowed. (EX 9 Aug 1987:6) 0 Pooksaying was

very close to both chinksing and bringsing but the nuance [has] been

lost, certainly in the Coffee Shop, over the years. (Pires 1991:8)

bring shame to eyes phr Cause shame, usu. to a parent. 0 Of her three

children... she never believed that her youngest son would bring

shame to her eyes. (Bomb 13 July 1990:14)

bring up 1 v Put before the court; bring up on a personal, not police,

charge; sue. (< E bring up ‘bring into the presence of authority; bring

before a tribunal’) = >action, have up 0 He tell me if ah doan want de

7/6 ah cud left' it an bring he up fuh rit. (PC 4 June 1904) 0 He ax me
why I aint bring him up and ah tell him dat ah don’t like to go befo de

magistrait. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 His Worship: That is the assault you

complain of? Witness: Yes sir, 1 brought him up through the respect I

have for the church. (TG 8 Nov 1919:7) 0 To bring-up someone was

to have him charged in the magistrate’s court. (Alladin 1970b:68) 0

Suppose I informed the “tradesman” that I was going to the Police,

because I was determined not to be ripped off by any “tradesman”

any more - would you believe he would rush to “take front” and

“bring me up” for cussing? (7TA/27 Nov 1994:30)

2 v Vomit; throw up food. 0 To bring up - To throw-up or vomit.

(Alladin 1970b:68) 0 The baby bringin up.

bringzay v In PITCH, cheat by inching the marble forward before

shooting, /briqze/ = >brings 0 My cousin would always get boki

because he bringzay all the time.

brinjal n Solanum melongena (E eggplant, aubergine), a cultivated

plant with large ovoid dark purple-skinned fruits cooked as a vege-

table. /brindjal/ (< Anglo-Indian brinjal, < Ptg brinjela) = baigan,

balangen, >melongene 0 Bringals. (Williams & Williams 1949:93) 0

Brinjal. (Jha 1973:40)

brinvilliers n arc Spigelia anthelmia, a native plant, allegedly poison-

ous. Stem usu. has a pair of branches, then is simple and leafless to

10-20 cm (3. 9-7. 8"), bearing one large and one small pair of leaves at

the top, with another pair of branches in the axils of the smaller

leaves. Leaves lanceolate, readily blackening on injury or drying.

Flowers 1 cm (.4") long, pink or lilac, funnel-shaped. Fruit a warty

capsule 4x6 mm (. 16 x .24"), deeply lobed, seeds rough. (< Marie de

Brinvilliers, a notorious 17th century French poisoner) = bomvier,

>worm bush
1

0 One of my kind companions pointed out a little plant,

which bears in the island the ominous name of the Brinvilliers (Spige-

lia anthelmia). It is one of those deadly poisons too common in the

bush, and too well known to the Negro Obi-men and Obi-women.
And as I looked at the insignificant weed I wondered how the name of

that wretched woman should have spread to this remote island, and

have become famous enough to be applied to a plant. French Negroes

may have brought the name with them: but then arose another won-
der. How were the terrible properties of the plant discovered? How
eager and ingenious must the human mind be about the devil’s work.

(Kingsley 1880:156) 0 Worm bush; Bomvier; Brinvilliers ... The
plant is reputed poisonous to livestock. (FTT 1947-2-3:176)

brip-brap adv Describing two quick actions coming to a stop,

/brip brap/ 0 The first time I saw her I nearly dead, I had to stop brip

brap at a major road ahead. (Pride “My Experience with Elaine on a

Train” 1951 pr)

bris-bris, briss-briss adv Briskly; quickly; fast, /bris bris/ (< E brisk

‘active; lively’) 0 “Dat man... leave ’e ’ouse today mawnin’ briss-

briss to go see after ’e bizniss - an she, de Madam, head-an’-head wid

’im goin’ to de market.” (Hercules 1961:166) 0 Let me start me pot

‘bris-bris’. (LaFortune 1979:37)

bristle rat n Proechimys guyannensis, one of the larger local native

rats; dark brown with light-coloured belly hairs, and long bristly

guard hairs; short tail.

Britain n arc Someone who can withstand hardship and attack.

(< Britain can take it, a World War II slogan) 0 “She was one of those

tough take-nothing girls, a real little Britain.” (Jones 1973:72)

British West Indies dollar n obs A unit of currency established by the

British Caribbean Currency Board and in use throughout the Eastern

Caribbean from 1951-1964. = BeeWee dollar 0 The monetary unit is

the British West Indies Dollar (B.W.I.S) which comprises 100 cents.

The exchange rate is B.W.I.$4.80 to the £ sterling; B.W.I.$1.70 to the

U.S. Dollar. Trinidad and Tobago is the only independent member of

the British Caribbean Currency Board (Eastern Group) among the

seven Windward and Leeward Islands as well as Barbados and British

Guiana... The Trinidad and Tobago Government has, however,

announced its decision to terminate the existing arrangements and to

set up a Central Bank as the successor institution to the Currency

Board. (WICYB 1963:341) 0 BRITISH WEST INDIAN DOLLAR
($BWI). The “Beewee” dollar worth 4s.2d. Sterling (i.e. 4.80 to the

English pound) circulated by the British Caribbean Currency Board

in Trinidad (and other countries of the Eastern Caribbean), 1951-

1964. (Anthony 1997:74)

broa n arc Traditional Portuguese cookies or sweet biscuits. 0 Some
biscuits, ‘broas’, were made in two or more different ways. One infor-

mant recalls one that resembled a ginger snap and another type that

was filled with jam. (Ferreira 1989:38) 0 Other popular Portuguese

foods included... broas, biscuits of various types, some with a jam

filling, some like ginger snaps. (Ferreira 1994:84-5)

broad adj Describing a nose which is wide at the end, and relatively

flat; an African nose; often meant or considered negatively. (< E
broad ‘extended side to side; wide’) 0 Some broad faced one’s name
is Eleanor... She name Shirley and she nose broader than she mouth.

(Spoiler “Ugly Girls with Lovely Names” 1951)

broad-bill 1 n obs Platyrinchus mystaceus, a bird, 10 cm (4") long.

Crown dark brown with a hidden yellow patch, long yellowish eye-

brow streak, eye-ring yellow; upperparts olive brown; throat white,

underparts buff; tail very short; bill very broad and flat, (fr relatively

large flat bill) = gobe-mouche a bee plat, >Tobago flatbill 0 (Chap-

man 1894:37)

2 n obs Tolmomyias flaviventris collingwoodi [= Rhynchocvclus fla-

viventris
]
(E yellow-breasted flycatcher), a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long.

Head and upperparts yellowish olive green; wings and tail darker
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edged yellow or yellowish green; eye-ring, throat and breast golden

yellow; lower underparts duller yellow; bill flat, black above and

whitish below. A common resident of Trinidad and Tobago, in for-

ests and edges of mangrove swamps. = gobe mouche a dos vert 0

(Chapman 1894:39)

3 n obs Tolmomyias sulphurescens berlepschi [~ Rhynchocyclus

sulphurescens ,
Platyrhynchus aequinoctialis

]
(E yellow-olive fly-

catcher), a bird, 15 cm (6") long. Crown grey, tinged olive, upper-

parts olive green; wings and tail darker, edged greenish yellow;

white around eyes; throat, breast and flanks greyish green; belly

pale yellow; bill black above, pinkish white below. This subspecies

is confined to Trinidad, where it is resident in forests, usu. high in

the trees. = tillon a large bee 0 (Chapman 1894:39)

broad-billed kiskadee n Megarhynchus pitangua [= M. clvysogaster]

(E boat-billedflycatcher), a bird, 22.5 cm (9") long; very similar to

the common kiskadee but with a much broader and heavier bill; call is

a harsh, rolling trill. = qu’est-ce-qu'il-dit a bee large 0 The common
Kiskadee is probably the most familiar Trinidad bird, though it may
not be so generally known that there is another species, the “broad

billed Kiskadee” Megarynchus pitangua, almost identical in plumage

and also very abundant. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 15) 0 (ffrench

1991:284-5)

broad-leaf thyme n Plectranthus amboinicits [= Coleus aromaticus
,

C. amboinicus ], an erect-sprawling cultivated plant with thick, brittle,

hairy, highly aromatic leaves used in cooking, (fr large size of leaf +

resemblance of odour to E thyme. Thymus sp.) = big-leaf thyme,

French thyme 1

,
podina, Spanish thyme-

0 (Morean 1993) 0 Podina or

Broad-Leaved Thyme growing near wall in St. Croix. (HERBS STAR
4 June 2000:8)

broad-leaf wild caimet n Chrysophyllum argenteum

,

a native tree,

smaller than the wild KAIMIT. Leaves broadly oval, dark green

above, pale beneath. Flowers small, greenish-yellow, single or in

clusters, (fr broader leaves and similarity to wild caimet) = >wild

caimet
1

0 Broad-leaf wild kaimite. (Marshall 1934:66)

broad-open v Open wide, e.g. legs, mouth, often considered vulgar.

(< E broad ‘extended side to side; wide’) 0 “Don’t broad-open your

legs so.” (1986)

broad-wing flambeau n obs Drvas iulia, a butterfly. = >flambeair 0

(Kaye 1921:26)

brochet 1 n Centropomus sp., edible marine or brackish water fishes,

including C. parallelus (E fat snook), C. undecimalis (E snook,

robalo), C. ensiferus (E swordspine snook). C. undecimalis : body

slender; mouth large; lower jaw projecting beyond upper jaw; snout

profile slightly concave; fins spiny. Back yellowish brown to greenish

brown; sides and belly silvery. A food fish, but not very common,
/broje/ (< Fr brochet ‘pike’, an edible freshwater fish with long slen-

der jaws) = brochet de mer, chinee fish
2

,
one-striped brochet,

salmon2
, saumon (C. parallelus) 0 (de Verteuil 1884:388) 0 Broche,

Robalo, Snook. (Regan 1906:391) 0 (Vincent 1910:46) 0 Scarce: bro-

chet, king fish (TG 12 July 1919:9) 0 (Boeseman 1960:128-9) 0

(Kenny & Bacon 1981:121) 0 Fortunately for us, the coasts of Trini-

dad and Tobago abound with high protein fish, which have tradition-

ally been very popular such as King Fish, Cavalli, Red Fish, Ancho,

and others like Brochet and Pampano, which are also rich in protein

but less popular. {EX-S 15 March 1987:68)

2 n Crenicichla alta , a freshwater fish. = >matawal', millet, watamal 2

0 The species known to the inhabitants of the island as the “brochet,”

and referred to [as] Gerres by Dr. Leotaud, belongs to the genus

Crenicichla of Heckel, of the family of Chromidoids. (Gill 1858:367)

0 Crenicichla frenata. Vernacular: Brochet. (Gill 1858:386) 0 Creni-

cichla alta... pike, fresh-water pike, brochet, mulet (prounce “mil-

lay”, matawal, mullet, pike cichlid. (Boeseman 1960:131-3)

brochet de mer n arc Centropomus sp., including C. ensiferus , C.

parallelus , C. undecimalis, an edible marine fish. (< brochet + Fr de

mer ‘of the sea’) = >brochet, one-striped brochet 0 (AACC 1945: 108)

broke 1 v Break; damage by splitting into pieces. = bruk 0 For you me
broke stone, sell me tannia. (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 Me reason foo calling

you pan des pints is becarse pan Tuesday evening me see wan band ar

mass ar play some ting dem call Clowns; Sar, ar been crazy wid laff

till I early brok me side. (PC 3 Mar 1906)

2 adj Broken; split into pieces. 0 Broke drum better an clap hands = ‘a

broken drum is better than to clap hands’. For dancing, a bad tambou-

rine is better than clapping the hands. A miserable tool is better than

none at all. (Uh 1883:254)

broken 1 adj Having no money; without funds. (< E broken ‘finan-

cially ruined; bankrupt’ )
= brakes 0 If I tell her that I broken, and

things ent nice. She would cook up ochro and rice. (Invader “Ochro

and Rice” 1940) 0 “I have a friend who does pay it for me every

month. He’s a po-leece, but he broken bad dis month.” (de Boissiere

1952:118) 0 “Boy, I ain’t have a cent. I broken. I bawling.” (Selvon

1960b: 1 12) 0 He had paid for a roti, only to have some enterprising

individual collect it for him while his back was turned. The vendors

washed their hands of the matter and he was there hungry, probably

broken and without even the comfort of a sympathetic ear. (EX 17

Apr 1988:8) 0 This has cost him dearly in terms of cash. “Today, I

broken, I can’t depend on the receipts from the sales of my songs.”

(Bomb 13 July 1990:20) 0 Jumping up in steelband on Sunday... and

making real mas’ on Monday and Tuesday, National Treasury broken

on Ash Wednesday. (TG 10 Nov 1990:9)

2 adj Of a language, particularly Hindi (BHOJPURI), French (PATOIS,

FRENCH CREOLE), a variant considered corrupt, incorrect. (< E broken

‘of language, imperfectly spoken, with the syntax incomplete’) 9 Sita

rome, a broken form of Sita Ram, an Indian salutation. (Narine

1977:98)

broken bottle n Sharp pieces of glass from a broken bottle, usu. when
used as a weapon or as a defence along the top of a fence wall. =

>glass bottle, grass bottle 0 (TRD 14 Sept 1850:2)

broken English n Any local non-standard English, usu. the English

Creole language. See also DIALECT, ENGLISH CREOLE, NEGRO
ENGLISH, TOBAGONESE, TRINGLISH, TRINIDADIANESE, TRINI

TALK, VERNACULAR. (< broken
2

) 0 With the old people, to speak

good French or good English is time lost — you must speak a broken

French or a very broken English, half French; that is to say, the only

way to get on freely with them is to speak Patois. (Commission on

Franchise 1888-2:42) 0 The policeman [testified that he also]...

“speaks broken English.” (POSG 25/28 Dec 1849) 0 “They does do it

in the harder English, I does do it in the broken way.” (1990) 0 “Oh
they eh know that you is mih husband,” she said easing into the

broken English that was so natural to all Trinidadians. (Ali 1993:41 ) 0

To this [he] replied: “Look buoy, like yuh want me to speak broken

English to you or what.” (TTM2 Feb 1996:22)

broken French n The French Creole4 language. (<E broken2 )
=

Negro French, >Patois 0 With the old people, to speak good French or

good English is time lost - you must speak a broken French or a very

broken English, half French; that is to say, the only way to get on

freely with them is to speak Patois. (Commission on Franchise 1 888-

2:42) 0 Replying in broken French... the “Bishop” remarked “what it

is, it is.” (WG 8 Dec 1930:5) 0 There is quite a lot of contradiction in

the naming of the Calypso for it has been given many different titles.

Originally it was never sung in English - most of the slaves singing in

broken French or Patois. (Jones 1947: 13) 0 The orthography used for

Creole patois in this paper... stresses the fact that Creole is a language

in its own right, and no more “broken French” than French is “broken

Latin”. (Crowley 1956a: 194) 0 Mayaro... has always been a bastion

of Creole French (called “Patois”) as a language as well as Creole

French customs... some of the old French-influenced cuisine lingers

on in some families, and the idiom “Patois,” which used to be spoken

by everyone, is still present, although dying a rapid death. (Anthony

1997:375)

broken Spanish n The local variety of Spanish, derived from the

Spanish dialect of Venezuela. (< broken
-

) 0 For many years as cus-

tom demanded, parang with its broken Spanish and monotonous

clang has had its part in the celebration, but certainly not the indecent

calypsoes that are now "passing” as parang. (EX 22 Dec 1990:9) 0

She didn’t know a word of Spanish, though her parents used to speak

it. “My mother’s family is from Venezuela. She and my stepfather
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used to speak in broken Spanish so the children could not understand.

They didn't want us to speak Spanish before we knew English very

well,” Voisin recalled. (EX 23 Dec 1990:15)

broken to tief phr Penniless; without money; having a difficult time;

stronger than BROKEN. 0 “Tell him I say send the raise he have for me.

1 broken to thief.” (Hill 1 966c; 1 0) 0 (Mendes 1985:22)

brokes adj Having no money. (< AmE broke ‘penniless; without

funds’) = broken 1
0 When accused told him he was “brokes” he never

asked him his object in buying a car. (TG 18 Oct 1919:3) 0 Judging

from the tone of their wailing, they are counting on the government,

brokes as they claim they are, to save them from certain ruin. ( TTM
18 Aug 1987) 0 “Look how ah find mihself brokes dis month end!”

(Baptiste 1993:26)

broko adj Broken; crippled; deformed; usu of a person. 0 “Broko!” the

man shouted. The cripple was standing an arm's length away, but the

word seemed to jolt him like a small slap. (Khan 1964:42) 0 BROCKO,

adj., lame, e.g.. He have a brocko leg. (Rodman 1971:228) 0 He real

old and broko now. 0 It was exciting to see “Broko” the fair skinned

zoo attendant whose left leg was shorter than the right limping around

teasing the live animals when tourists visited. (Sudan 2007:40)

brokodown adj Broken-down; shabby; dilapidated. /brokodAt)/ 0

(Alleyne 1974-80) 0 They living in a real brokodown place,

broko foot n Having one leg shorter than the other; limping. 0 Broko

foot... Walking with a dipping gait due to a short leg. (Haynes

1987:13) 0 In a small society, to be different is to be a freak. People

stare at spina bifida cases, call them “broko foot” and other unkind

names or simply cross the street when they approach. (TG 1 Aug
1993:5)

brokoji n A lame person. 0 BROCKOGEE, n., a person who is lame.

(Rodman 1971:228) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

brokoto adj Broken down; shabby; worn out; dilapidated; twisted;

deformed, /brokoto/ 0 He should get rid of that brokoto car.

bronze copper n Caleplieles Ioverrun a small dark butterfly, (fr colour

+ copper~) 0 (Barcant 1970:219)

bronze skink n Mabuya bistriata [= Scincus bistriata. Eumeces spixii,

Mabuya aenea, M. agilis, M. mabouia mabouia, Mabuia aurata], a

lizard, to 28 cm (10.9") including tail. Head depressed and short,

rounded snout; body and tail covered with smooth scales that overlap.

Limbs relatively short. Back brown, speckled with darker pigment,

red-brown stripe on sides from eyes to tail, bordered by lighter

stripes; belly yellow-orange. = shine lizard 0 (Boos 1979:54-5)

broom 1 n Sida acuta , a coarse weedy native undershrub with yellow

or white and yellow short-lived flowers. (< E broom , several legumi-

nous shrubs, often having yellow flowers) = balie, >balie savan 0

Broom Weed. (National Herbarium specimen sheet, 1922)

2 n A deformed branch on a cocoa tree resulting from witchbroom
disease. (< E broom ‘a bushy tuft on tree branches caused by a fun-

gus’) 0 An outbreak of witchbroom disease... some of the trees had

brooms about 2 weeks, 3 weeks and 2 months old... there were about

500 brooms on one tree. (TG 9 Feb 1933:5)

broom dance n A traditional Indian dance in which men carry

brooms, knocking them rhythmically together and against the ground.

= jharoo dance 0 The Broom or Jharoo Dance... is reminiscent of bat-

tle of the clashing of swords. It is done by about a dozen participants

who form a ring, each with two brooms in hand. The broom is tied

with a red band to symbolise the blood of the brothers. They keep a

steady rhythm, knocking their brooms against each other and then on

the ground at intervals. (Ramlakhan 1990b:35)

broom palm n Coccothrinax barbadensis, a native palm tree whose

leaves are used for brooms, fibres for hats, baskets and other craft-

work. (fr being used to make brooms) = >big thatch, fan palm,

latanier, silver thatch palm 0 (Bowman & Bowman 1939:103) 0

(Comeau, Comeau & Johnson, 2003:12)

broomstick n COCOYEA flex; a piece of cocoyea from a COCOYEA
BROOM. (< E broomstick ‘staff or handle of a broom’ + stick ‘short

thin piece of wood’) 0 Who take all the broomstick? This broom
kyaan sweep at all!

broomstick handle n The long wooden pole attached to a broom. (< E
broomstick ‘staff or handle of a broom', to avoid confusion with

broomstick
J

) 0 (Mendes 1985:22)

brotha see BRATA

brother n A low rank of SPIRITUAL BAPTISTS. (< E brother ‘one

regarded or treated as a brother’) 0 Brothers are the lowest-ranking

male members of the faith. They... are expected to obey commands,
attend worship, and give generously of their time and resources.

(Glazier 1983:54) 0 The unemployed youths were actually begging

the Ministers for jobs... “All we are asking for is one ten-days before

Christmas for the brothers.” (EX 21 Nov 1990:3)

brother-daughter, bredda-daughter n Tob Niece; the daughter of

one’s brother. 0 She is Joseph brother-daughter,

brother in mango tree see HAVE BROTHER IN MANGO tree

brotherman, breddaman, bredderman, broddaman n A term of

respectful address for a man, or mankind in general. (< E brother-

man ‘a man recognized as a brother’; prob. < extensive Rastafarian

use of this term) 0 Well if is so people does win, bredderman, ah pre-

fers to lose every dam day. (Zingay Talala, Bomb 1977)

brother-son n Tob Nephew; brother’s son. 0 He have four brother-son.

broughtupcy, broughtupsy n Good manners; having a good upbring-

ing; having a sense of proper, respectful and thoughtful attitudes and

behaviour. (< E well brought up ‘having a good upbringing’ + -cy

‘having the quality of’) = training 0 “Ooh the younger generation doh

have any brought-up-sy about dem nuh. Jus’ de odder day this little

boy use to pee down he bed oui... ’E weying lang pants now, so he

figure ’e big. So ’e figure he could join big people conversation.”

(Bain 1974:11) 0 “Chile! Is de broughtupsy dat does count! Watch

she say good momin’.” (Baptiste 1993:27) 0 She was a Nowherian,

born in London with a Guyanese dad and a Trini mummy who’d been

shuttled across the Atlantic for Caribbean “broughtupcy”: all tama-

rind rod, ribbons and convent chat.JLee 2000:112)

brown 1 adj Describing a person’s complexion, of mixed African and

white European descent, a colour darker and browner than RED, and

not as dark as BLACK, (fr generalized skin colour) = brown-skin(ned)

0 The well-dressed brown man with the cigar, who was now an aider-

man and always followed him like a shadow, was shaking hands lib-

erally. (de Boissiere 1952:255) 0 But at the very next committee

meeting he attacked the brown man with the cigar and hotly sup-

ported the scavengers, (de Boissiere 1952:289) 0 There was a wining

competition outside Smokey and Bunty’s Sports Bar. Black woman,

red woman, white woman, brown woman. (Jacob et al 1992:36) 0 By
contrast, all ‘mixing’ between ‘whites’ and ‘blacks’ was recorded

within the category ‘coloured’, a term that motivated detailed specifi-

cation through the use of particular ‘colours’ (e.g., ‘fair’, ‘red’, and

‘brown’). (Segal 1993:100)

2 adj Bad; not going well; usu. with things/tings referring to a general

situation. (< dial E brown ‘gloomy; dull’; also poss. fr racial discrim-

ination against brown 1

) 0 Tings brown. (Calder-Marshall 1939) 0 No
tea by Tanty tonight, Saga boys things brown. (Dictator “The George

Street Fire” 1950 pr) 0 It had a time when things was really brown in

Trinidad. (Selvon 1960b: 106) 0 “Jeezu-web! I down twenty-five dol-

lars yesterday, thirty today.” “Things really brown.” (Hill 1966c:6) 0

“With this budget, we in more trouble than brown.” (1982) 0 Things

get brown overseas and... he return home. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:79)

brown-banded water snake n Helicops angulatus, a thick-bodied,

water-dwelling, non-venomous snake. Body has cross-bands of vary-

ing shades of dull brown or light and dark green with dark margins,

(fr colouration and habitat) = angulated snake, >water mapepire,

water snake
4
0 (Boos 2001a:96)

brown bat n A kind of BAT MAS. 0 The prize for the Best Bat Bands

went to the Brown Bats. (TG 1 Mar 1933: 1 ) 0 There are brown bats,

black bats, white bats and even yellow bats, with wing spread from

five feet for a baby bat to adults with a spread of 15 feet or more.

(Ahye 1978:36-7)

brown bee n Oncidium luridum [= O. altissimum], a native orchid;

1.2- 1.8 m (4-6') spreading panicle with 50-100 flowers, very fragrant.
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large and showy yellow-green, densely spotted with purple-brown

flecks, a pink or purple lip. (fr resemblance to a brown, bee-like

insect) = common bee, mule ear 0 The well known, and much

admired O. luridum [is] better known to residents as the “Common or

brown bee.” ... The flowers borne in clusters ... are small, perhaps

about an inch in diameter, sepals, petals and lip of an olive green,

sometimes of a brownish green colour, mottled with a darker shade of

brown, the column and tubercular process being of a pink white

colour with a slight touch of yellow. There are very many varieties of

this great old orchid and in the more desirable ones the spikes are

about five to six feet in length, proportionately broad, and bearing

hundreds of the small but curious flowers in clusters on the several

branches of the spike. (JFNC Oct 1895:248) 0 (Moll 1982:58-62) 0

Overhead Carlisle pointed out there was a long spray from a flower-

ing Brown Bee orchid (Oncidium luridium — Lophiaris lurida) grow-

ing on a Bayleaf Tree Pimenta racemosa. (Johnson 2004:3)

brown biscuit n Euptoieta hegesia, a butterfly, wingspan 4.4 cm
(1.75"). Yellow-brown speckled with black spots and bars over the

upper wing and margins of lower wing, (fr similarity to biscuit
1

) 0

(Barcant 1970: 167)

brown-breast n Glands hirsuta, a hummingbird, 12.5 cm (5") long.

Head dark brown with buff streaks; upperparts bronze-green; under-

parts |>ale reddish-brown; long down-curved bill. = >balisier
7

,

doctor
-

, hairy hermit, Trinidad hermit 0 Brownbreast. (Chapman

1894:54) 0 (Roberts 1934:94)

brown cascarob see BROWN COSCOROB

brown copper n Carmona cleonus, a small dark butterfly. < (copper
2
)

0 (Barcant 1970:219)

brown coscorob n Cichlasoma taenia [= C. bimaculatum , Acara

minuta, A. portalgrensis
,
Aequidens portalgrensis], a freshwater fish,

to 22 cm. Body deep and laterally flattened; mouth located at tip of

snout; jaw toothed; fins with spines. Body olive to brown with a num-
ber of dark vertical bars, and two black spots on the sides of the body.

Found in streams draining to the south of the Northern Range as well

as streams near Blanchisseuse on the north coast; lives on or near

river beds of clear or dark water in swamps, free-flowing and slow-

flowing streams and canals with beds ranging from mud to gravel.

Frequently caught and eaten; a commercial aquarium fish based on

breeding as well as capture from the wild. = large coscorob, red-eye
1

0 [For sale] may also occasionally be seen the brown coscorob,

Cichlosoma bimaculatum. (Kenny & Bacon 1981:141) 0 (Phillip &
Ramnarine 2001:34)

brown dove n Columbina talpacoti (E ruddy ground-dove) or C. pas-

serina, small brownish-red birds often seen looking for food on the

ground. = >ground dove 1

, ortolan, ortolan rouge, red ground dove 1

,

red ortolan 0 On the ground below the window two brown doves set-

tled down from a loblolly tree. They were flirting with each other,

chirruping noisily, scattering their wings. Continually the male was
picking up and putting down a jumby bead shining like a little garnet.

(McDonald 1969:143)

brown down v Fry meat in hot oil and sugar to seal in juices as the

first step in cooking. Both the technique and the name are prob. local

inventions, (fr intense caramel-brown colour) 0 The air was full of the

smells of West Indian cooking - from the right the rancid coconut oil

with which an Indian family was frying, from the left the enticing

aroma of meat “browning-down” in the pot. (de Boissiere 1956:88) 0

She still had to cook the ham, scrub the floors, brown down the beef

and hang the curtains. (Hosein 1980:74) 0 Like some Indian dishes,

many Chinese foods have been “creolized.”... Many Chinese meat
and poultry dishes look suspiciously as if they’ve been “browned
down,” the Creole process of cooking in caramelized sugar. (Moses
1988:251) 0 The family meat would be bought, seasoned and
“browned down” (partly cooked in caramelized sugar or molasses) on
the Saturday. (Cummings 2004:99)

brown hawk n Gampsonyx swainsoni leonae [= Gampsonix swain-
sonii\ (E pearl kite), a bird, 22.5 cm (9") long. Crown, upperparts,

wings and tail generally black; collar white edged reddish; forehead

and sides of head orange-buff; flight feathers, wings and tail edged

and tipped white; underparts white with short black bar at sides of

breast; flanks and thighs dark reddish brown; bill black; legs bright

yellow. A rare resident in Trinidad, favouring savanna edges, near

coconut palms. = gabilan, gri-gn
3
0 (Chapman 1894:71)

brown-headed vert-vert n arc Tangara gyrola, a bird. = cocoa-

headed tanager, police bird, tet-cacao, tet-mazet, vert-vert a tete-

cacao, >worthless 0 The brown-headed Vert-Vert ( Tanagra gyrola)

[is] met in the fruit and berry trees which grow near our clearings, (de

Verteuil 1884:374)

brown morbleu, brown mortbleu n Catoblepia berecynthia, a large

butterfly, wingspan to 7.5 cm (3"). Brown with a curved broken

yellow band inside wingtips; some red near lower wing margins,

(fr dominant colour + morbleu) 0 (Barcant 1970:195-6)

brown mortbleu see BROWN MORBLEU
brown mosquito n Culex sp., a species of mosquito. 0 The culex is

brown with a white band on each segment of the abdomen, the legs

are deep brown with pale yellow in the upper parts; it is commonly
called the brown mosquito (De Suze 1941, Rev. Hart 1960)

brown pod fungus n Botyodiplodia theobromae or Diplodia theobro-

mae, a fungus affecting cocoa trees in which the pod gets brown spots

and then turns entirely black; also leads to die-back on weak trees.

Term used in international cocoa industry, (fr appearance of pod) 0

(Urquhart 1955:138)

brown rat n Rattus non’egicus, a brownish-grey domestic rat. 0 Rat-

tus rattus L. is the commonest domestic rat in Trinidad - the “Black

Rat”... Only a single example of the “Brown Rat” Rattus norvegicus

Berkenhout was collected. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 162)

brown snake n Tob Pseudoboa neuweidii, a fairly common non-

venomous snake, to 1.5 m (5') long; rich brown colour. = mapepire

velour
2

,
moon snake 1

, >ratonel, ratonero
1

,
smooth glossy snake, vel-

vet mapepire 0 (Alford 1960:103)

brown-skin(ned) 1 adj Describing a person’s complexion, of mixed

African and European descent, a colour darker and browner than RED
and not as dark as BLACK, (fr generalized skin colour) 0 She was a

brown-skinned girl with a full squat figure and a pretty face. (Mendes

1934:15) 0 “It is no use to hope for favours as a brown-skinned clerk.

You realise that?” (de Boissiere 1952: 111)0 Anyway, buxom, brown-

skinned Cecilia and her red-skinned daughter, Barbara, were in trou-

ble today. (EN 13 Sept 1954:16) 0 Somebody call Mavis red, an’ she

take violent objection to it. She say she brown-skin, she not red.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:110) 0 Jean, the brownskin girl turned street

and club pro. (EX 1 1 Dec 1994:20)

2 n A brown-skinned person, usu. female. 0 “Man we playing for

chicken feed. It ent nuff take me and de brown skin theatre.” (Hill

1966:14)

bruca, bruka n Senna occidentalis, an erect shrubby native plant 1-2

m (3-6') tall. Leaves compound, often with a narrow red margin.

Flowers yellow; fruit pod oblong with abruptly pointed tip, com-
pressed or somewhat swollen when ripe; seeds in one row, broadly

ovoid, dark brown, 4 mm (.16") long. Parched seeds are used for

making a bitter coffee-like beverage, /bruka/ = cafe boucat, cafe zeb

payi, granny coffee, jumbie coffee, mayomal (coffee), negro coffee,

stinking weed, >wild coffee
1

, zeba coffee, zebian coffee 0 If she

experienced after-birth pains, “bruca” or wild coffee was boiled to

make a drink and her abdomen was covered with a warm cloth. As
part of the recovery treatment and before she even began nursing the

child, she was given a dose of castor oil or the boiled ground root of

“bruca” to drink. This was to “clean her out”, to encourage the expul-

sion of the after birth and to get rid of any “clat-blood”. (Thompson
1983:10) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:44)

bruise n Any scrape, abrasion, or graze of the skin. (< E bruise ‘a hurt

or injury to the body by a blunt or heavy instrument, causing discolor-

ation but not laceration of the skin’) 0 (Haynes 1987:71)

bruise blood n The dark blood or tissue visible underneath the skin as

a result of an injury. 0 Remove all the bruise blood you get from

blows, with a good dose of egg, nutmeg and aloes. (Relator “Bush

Medicine” 1971 ) 0 Yuh have to get rid of all that bruise blood inside

you. ( 1990)
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bruk v Break; damage by splitting into pieces. /brAk/ = broke
1

0 Ah
say to meself, “We, pa pa!” Nat me po crahny bone bwaye go brack

me skin pon dem wood. (PC 30 July 1904) 0 A police should be glad

when someone twist a jaw, Bruk you neck, break a window, break

open a store. (Commander “No Crime, No Law” 1959, in Rohlehr

1990:482)

bruk up adj Broken down; bone-weary; very tired. 0 Man ah feel

brack up too bard. De hole motocar brack up man. (Ottley 1971)

brun-blanc see BRIN-BLANC

brush 1 v Clear away weeds, grass, bush; usu. with a CUTLASS. (< E

brush ‘cut and clear area of brushwood, twigs, small shrubs, etc.’) 0

The planter occasionally forked, occasionally brushed, and rarely

applied an extra nourishment. (POSG 18 Sept 1907) 0 The defendant

said that the wire was given to him by a Vincelonian man who was

brushing near the Railway line... Defendant [later] stated that the wire

was given to him about 15 years ago by a man who told him that he

found it whilst brushing in Belgrave’s cocoa near the Railway line.

(TG 20 Sept 1919:8) 0 He threatened [him] that if he got up he would

“brash his head off.” (POSG 17 Jan 1946:1) 0 We brushed the yard.

(Stewart 1989:137) 0 You frighten that the way you living all this

time change suddenly and... you can't get a coolie man to brash your

yard because he working on the American road! (Selvon 1 99 1 a:36)

2 v In PITCH, smooth or level off ground, remove obstacles from the

area where the closed hand is resting to pitch marbles or from the

shooting path, esp. on rough dirt or sharp gravel. (< E brush ‘pass

something briskly across a surface to sweep off dirt, dust, etc.’) = dust

0 Yu self ehn hear me say fen-hikes an no everys? An wha yu brush-

ing dat dust for, Yu ehn hear me say fen-brash? (Keens-Douglas

1975:44).

3 v Have sexual intercourse. (< E brush ‘a tool, usu. a piece of wood
set with small bunches of bristles or hairs’ + ‘rub softly; graze lightly

or quickly’) 0 Supposing, just supposing, dodo. Suppose I was a shoe

brash. And you was ah dirty shoe. (Composer “Supposing” 1964, in

Graves 1965:27) 0 Brash - engage in sex act. (John 1973) 0 “I brash

she yes, ah beat she to a frazzle.” (1975) 0 “I bet you any money dis

boy fandangle (another synonym for “sanga-wanga”) mo’ gee-uls (he

meant girls) dan monkey in cage brash one anudder.” (The verb “to

brash,” in its depraved transference to local idiomatic usage, is

employed to mean sexual intercourse.) (Hercules 1980:175)

brush and cut phr The action used in cutting grass with a long-

handled BRUSHING CUTLASS = brush-cut. 0 (Haynes 1987:128)

brush-back n A dance step, common in the Tobago JIG, in which one

foot is in front and slightly to the side of the other, and in stepping

onto alternate feet, a slight backward motion is made with the front

foot. 0 Cocoa Dance Songs,... Wake Songs, Bongo Songs, Bele

Songs, Jig Songs, Reel Songs, Congo Songs, Kalinda Songs, Brash

Back Songs and other Wedding Songs, and “Magical” Chants.

(Alleyne-Pilgrim 1995:2)

brush-cut v Of grass or bush, cut with a long-handled BRUSHING
CUTLASS = brush and cut. 0 Additionally, the Backal Recreation

Ground has not been brash-cut for the longest while and scores of res-

idents who usually “take the evening jog” can no longer do so. (Bomb
14 Jan 1994:21)

brushing 1 n The act of cutting vegetation, clearing away weeds; now
usu. avoided because of taboo association with BRUSH 3

, or used in

jokes. (< E brushing ‘cutting and clearing area of brushwood, twigs,

small shrubs, etc.’) 0 The first gang brushing land for cane holes and

digging and [cutting] cane for to make sugar. (PRO C/104/178 Dec

1829) 0 Brushing about the trees, to keep the vegetation down so as

not to choke the growth, brings about thirty or forty cents for the

same area. (Bowman & Bowman 1939:235)

2 n The act of sexual intercourse. (< brush
3
) 0 This senior teacher

from a Junior Secondary School in Central... enjoys brushing sessions

with his art teacher. (TTM

6

Mar 1987:6)

brushing cutlass n A CUTLASS attached to a long wooden handle and

the blade bent like a scythe, used to cut grass, etc. Sometimes avoided

because of taboo meaning of BRUSH 3
.
= swiper 0 A cutlass, when

first bought, was a straight cutter; after continued sharpening, it was

worn off and then used as a brushing cutlass with curved end and long

handle for cutting grass. (Alladin 1970b:60) 0 He took a brashing-

cutlass and started trimming the grass on the narrow meri. (Ladoo

1972:61) 0 But Ma was determined. She tied up her head with an old

floursack, took the brushing cutlass and the crookstick and started to

cut the grass. (Ladoo 1972:1 15) 0 Some of the men wearing leggings

too, and everybody carrying either a brushing cutlass and crook stick,

a rake, or poonyah or something. (Stewart 1989:198) 0 The woman...

ran to the back of her house and came back with a cutlass. On seeing

this, Williams grabbed a brushing cutlass and they both advanced men-

acingly to each other. (Bomb 7 Sept 1990:6) 0 He jumped up, grabbed

his brushing cutlass and headed straight for the pen. (Ramlakhan

1994:33)

brutalise, brutalize v Behave in a brutish, cruel, abusive manner

towards someone, using language or actions beyond what punishment

is deserved. Note: Current SE brutalize is to make brutal or inhuman;

make someone become like a brute. (< obs E brutalize ‘treat as a

brute or brutally’) 0 Ogun does not wait for a follower to ask forgive-

ness. He is said to manifest on a transgressor and to “brutalize” him

for what he has done. (Simpson 1970:26) 0 ‘Why you have to cut the

boy hair like a Nazi for?... Tell me, what reason it have for you to bru-

talise your boychild head so?’ (Lovelace 1988:2) 0 A member of [the]

City Police [allegedly] brutalised a High Street vendor in full view of

the public... kicked, cuffed and otherwise beat the vendor. (TTM 21

Nov 1989:32) 0 ‘I don’t know what money could pay for all this cuts

and braise and all this brutalising.’ (Boodhoo 1994:224) 0 “[M]e old

man was falling down drank... and this animal and nine others brutal-

ized the old fella.” (Andersen 2004:360)

bu n Eye or nasal secretion. (< kiKongo bu, bubu, bo ‘eye or nasal

secretion; viscous fluid’) = >bubu

bub n obs A frothy, malty, yeasty, mildly sweet, milk-based drink.

(< E bub ‘a mixture of meal and yeast with warm water, used to pro-

mote fermentation’) = milk bub

bubbuliptruhps n A jokey term for an advanced stage of TABANCA.

/bAbAUptrips/ 0 Tabanka... may reach full blown irreversible stage -

through taranji to zup / foofooroo / bubbuliptruhps. (Haynes 1987: 194)

bubbus n A woman’s breast or breasts, usu. a polite term. /bAbiz,

bubiz (< E hubby ‘teat of an animal, formerly also of a woman’) =

bobots, >bubby, tototo, tot-tots 0 Bubbus - breast, bubby. (John 1973)

bubby, bobby n A woman’s breast or breasts. /bAbi/ (< E bubby ‘teat

of an animal, formerly also of a woman’) = bobots, bubbus, tototo,

tot-tots 0 She so young she now makin bubby. (1995)

bubby neck break phr Said of an older woman’s breasts, as hanging

or drooping. 0 Pendulous breasts; ‘bubby neck breck.’ (Haynes

1987:63)

bubol, bubolis see BOBOL

bubon adj Of com on the cob or STICK, missing grains, /bubo/ 0

“That corn bubon. Take a next one.” (1990)

buboul see BOUBOUL

bubu, booboo n Nasal mucous, /bubu/ (< Kikongo bu, bubu, bo

‘secretion; viscous fluid') = bu, snat 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 Wash all

that bubu off the baby face. 0 “He looking eyes front, and he digging

booboos out’ a he nose.” (Andersen 2004:287)

bubulups, bobolups, boobooloops, boobaloops n A fat woman, often

a term of appreciation. /bubulAps, bAbAUps/ (< Kikongo bubulu ‘big,

gross; a big belly’, Yombe, western Kikongo bobolo ‘fat and lazy’) =

bobodoops, bobolups 0 Now everybody in dat, including schoolboy

and schoolgirl, ole man and boobooloops. (Mamits, LPOS, TG 20

Nov 1977) 0 [Bjubulups - fat, ungainly. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:4) 0

She gained the sobriquet “Bubuloops,” however, not on account of

her fighting qualities, but because she was a “big, fat, red woman”,

according to pannist Hugh Borde, and because of her buxom physical

outlines, particularly her rear end. (EX 30 Jan 1994:24) 0 (Wamer-

Lewis 1994:4)

bucanee see BOUCANAY
bucare see BOCARE
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buc-buc, boc-boc, bokbok, buc-buc n Musa balbisiana , a cultivated

banana of the ABB bluggoe group. Fruits large, starchy, thick and tri-

angular in cross-section. Not eaten raw; cooked when skin is yellow.

/bAkbAk/ = bluggo, mafubay, >moko (fig) 0 Oftentimes the only

thing we had to eat was... a roasted plantain or buc-buc. (Valerio

1909:11-9) 0 A close ally is the well known Plantain, one of the most

nutritious of all tropical fruits, but used more as a vegetable than a

fruit. It is never eaten in the raw state, but always in some cooked

form. The Moko or Buck-Buck Fig is in the same category as the

Plantain. (Rampersad 1963) 0 Bucbuc. (John 1973) 0 Buc-buc - a

vigorous clone easily distinguished by the widely spaced hands of

large, angular, spreading, nearly straight fruits, starchy at ripeness;

the peduncle is conspicuously long and the bunch is pendulous... very

susceptible to Moko disease. (Stover & Simmonds 1987:130,164-5) 0

‘The BucBuc (Fig Tree)’ by Jacqueline Anderson, Hope Village,

Tobago. Original in design, this new 100% excellent quality Cotton,

heavier weight T shirt was made in Trinidad and hand painted in

Tobago. (eBay 583182000, 25 Apr 2001)

bucha sangray n In cockfighting, a wound in the bird's neck, with

bleeding inside, resulting in swelling, choking and sometimes

death, /butfa saqgre/ (< Sp bitche (d)e sangre < buche ‘crop; mouth-

ful’ + de ‘of’ + sangre ‘blood’) 0 That cock gone through - he get

bucha sangray.

buchet see boushet

buck 1 n obs A native Indian, Amerindian of South America; locally

generally refers to the Guarahoon tribe, living in Venezuela, sometimes

Guyana. (< E buck ‘a man, applied to native Indians of South America’

prob. < Dutch bok ‘he-goat’) = >Warahoon 0 Some of the most power-

ful people in magic are the “Bucks” who live on the Venezuelan

shore... they are called Warahun... [they wear] loin clothes... [have]

harpoons... [characterized by] smallness. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:Box 1 5-F85-D3 1 ) 0 Buck... diviner. (Alleyne 1974-80)

2 n arc Father, usu. affectionate, respectful; see QUEEN for mother. =

daddy, old man 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

buck-buck see BUC-BUC

buck cane n Saccharum officinarum var., an older, relatively soft,

variety of cultivated sugar cane. 0 So serious was the havoc wrought

by pests, especially the blight caused by the larvae of the froghopper,

that the Estate supplied the farmers with a new breed of sturdy B.H.

10-12 cuttings to replace the weaker, softer buck and bubbon.

(Alladin 1970b: 12)

bucket a drop phr Desribing a very heavy rainfall or flow of water. 0

Foh troo plentee peepel bin dey, but Mistah Edditter you no Chawan,
no like rane watah fal pan de lan, but plentee rane fal dat day, sah,

buckit fool nah ah drap. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 Rain failin’ bucket-ah-

drop. (Mendes 1985:22) 0 This was last Friday, and it was pouring

“bucket-a-drop,” as the saying goes. (Bomb 10 July 1987:6) 0 The

project was finally completed early last week and water flowed

‘bucket a drop’ in households from October 11. (Bomb 9 Nov
1990:23) 0 Well, on dis particular day it was pourin rain. Bucket ah

drop. (Foster 1990:52) 0 The sound of rain falling bucket-a-drop on

galvanise, roaring like the Niagara, lingers in the memory of all Trinis

living in exile. To those at home it evokes a mood of tenderness, vul-

nerability, safety, as the cosiness of being indoors and in love is

heightened. (£Y-S 27 June 1992:2)

bucket and stone phr Describing things being thrown or PELTED
heavily, in great amounts. 0 “They start to pelt the man, bucket and

stone.” (1993)

buckle up shoes phr Put yourself in order, behave properly. 0 “You
clean here? Na, man, do it properly. You have to buckle up your

shoes.” (1993)

buck like roast duck phr Tob Said of a man dressed in a very flashy

or elaborate fashion. 0 “Buck lakka roast duck, the man dress to kill.”

(2001 )

buckshee adv Free; without payment or fare. /bAkJi/ (< Anglo-Indian

buckshee, bakshish < U baksees < Farsi baksheesh ‘alms’) 0 Buck-
shee - for free. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 Ah get in de dance buckshee.

(Ottley 1971)

bucutu n obs Piaya cayana insulana , a bird. = >coucou manioc 1

,

grand coucou manioc, Trinidad squirrel cuckoo 0 Boocootoo.

(Chapman 1 894:65) 0 (Williams 1922:175)

bud, bird n Penis, usu. a child word. /bAd. b3:d/ (poss. < Bantu -bod

‘penis’; also dial E bird < LAS pajaro ‘bird; penis’ and FC zozo

‘bird; penis’) 0 He went to pee and he catch he bud in the zip.

buda, byuda n Clelia clelia clelia, non-venomous snake, in its black

phase, /budu, bjuda/ (< Sp viuda ‘widow’ fr overall black colour) =

>black cribo, clibo
3

, cribo
2

, cribo noir, moon snake
2

, mussurana,

vidua 0 (Boos 2001a:86)

bud-bud n Desmodium affine or D. adscendens , native plants with

small, flat, half-circle shaped pod segments which stick to clothing or

fur. /bAdbAd/ = caddy, kuzen, pistache marron, Sweetheart 1

, wild

groundnut 0 Sweetbroom and bud-bud roots boiled with young guava

leaves for drinking. (Pavy 1987:14) 0 Budbud, Desmodium affine.

Leaf tea is drunk as a purge. (Seaforth et al 1998:525)

buddy, Buddy n obs A term of address for a male friend or acquain-

tance; sometimes used before a personal name. 0 “And wha’ for you

look for so black? you heart bum, no so bex. Buddy Quaco?” (TG 2

Oct 1827) 0 A short conversation which took place in my hearing

between two of “our sable brethren,” or rather a sable “buddy” and a

sable “sissee,” on the subject of the new government Buildings in

course of erection. (POSG 8 Nov 1844:3) 0 Quashie began to illus-

trate his explanation by practicable demonstration. “Now, you da see,

buddy, all you have for do is to get in here as me does, and sit down.

(TSp 26 Aug 1846:3) 0 “Buddy Nelson, me hear ’y buckra say that

Massa Parson Charlie gone to Goldafomia to dig for gold, to make
him fat like picaninny chicken com big fowl, and that he leave Massa

Chase and Massa Crawford Parson for we - who saber only for say

the Amen!! (TRD 23 June 1849:2) 0 Bellyfull man tell hungy belly

man, “Keep heart buddy!” (One can always make light of the other’s

problem if he enjoys an advantage.) (Daniel msl ca 1960)

buduf adv The sound of something relatively small and hard hitting

the ground or something similarly soft, /buduf/ (prob. < Kikongo

budungu ‘large size’; budungu-budungu ‘sound of heavy plodding of

someone big and fat’; bufa ‘strike with a stick or whip’) 0 (Wamer-

Lewis 1994:4) 0 A ripe fruit falling to the ground, will fall “BLAF!”
whereas a ripe fruit, falling on a galvanised roof, will fall, "BLANG!”
A green fruit on the other hand, will fall to the ground, “BUDUFF!”
and that same fruit, falling on the same roof, will fall “BLAGA-
DANG!” (Alloy, in Smith 2000a: 17)

budung-bung adv Describing the sound of a barrel rolling, someone

or something falling and rolling, /boduq bup/ (< Kikongo budungu

Targe size’; budungu-budungu ‘sound of heavy plodding of someone

big and fat’; bufa ‘strike with a stick or whip’) 0 (Wamer-Lewis

1994:4) 0 He rolling the drum out of the garage budung-bung.

buff, boof, bouf, bouffe 1 n A scolding; criticism, esp. of a belittling

type, particularly one given by someone in authority, /buf/ (< E rebuff

‘a blunt or ungracious refusal of a request or offer’) = buffing 0 Buff,

n., chiding, reprimand, scolding, e.g., he gettin' buff for so! (source:

contraction of rebuff). (Rodman 1971:228) 0 Unless you are truly

‘buff-proof’, it is unlikely that you will ever attempt to compliment

him on any of his choices in the expectable future. (TG 18 Nov
1990: 10) 0 Export requires “a tough enthusiastic approach... you have

to be totally ‘buff proof, more like an insurance salesman’.” (EX 23

Dec 1990:23) 0 You ent see me on the TV news the other night? I put

one set of boof on them human rights organisation about how dem
abusing the constitution. (Pires 2000b:9) 0 Bouffe for UNC in Senate

(Newsday’ 30 Apr 2003:5)

2 v Scold; criticize; esp. in a belittling way. (< E rebuff ‘bluntly or

ungraciously refuse a request or offer') 0 BUFF, v., censure, reprove,

scold, e.g., they buff her all the time, (source: contraction of rebuff).

(Rodman 1971:228) 0 Never will I dare mention it to him for fear of

being "buffed.” According to the psychiatrists, hurt, pained people

who pretend to be in control, do not want anybody to see anything but

what they carry on the surface. (77V 30 Apr 1993:5) 0 People boofed

me good last year when I criticised the quality of mas and calypso.

They openly bad-talked me for saying that Trinidadians live from one
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Carnival to the next, merely tolerating the period in between. (EX 6

Feb 1994:28) 0 EBC Inquiry - Justice Deyalsingh Boufs PNM. (ND 4

Apr 2002:5)

3h A serious mistake; fail; gain nothing; usu. with make or pelt. 0 It’s

“boof’, and “touch-ling” with the top. Then “mook” and “makfan”

till you stop. (Fortune ca 1950-59:11) 0 “To pelt ah boof’ to make a

bad mistake, fauxpas. To make someone “look small". To put them in

their place. (Mendes 1985: 1 8) 0 “You put the top in hole and give you

chance until your opponent make a boof. The game ends with the nail

by itself and two halves open.” (1990) 0 All he try in training for the

race, and he make a boof. 0 I make a tack by she and I pelt a buff. 0

“La-vau-leve” was a simpler form played with one line... If a top

landed on the nail but did not spin it was said to “dechirure”. If it

landed with a thud and did not spin that was a "bouffe” and the

player’s top then replaced the one on the line. (Cummings 2004: 109)

buffalo n Bos bubalis (E water buffalo), a large bovine animal, origi-

nally imported from India about 1906; used for pulling carts, and for

milk and meat. = animal, bhaisa, >bison, buffalypso, hog cattle, mud
cow 0 The cane trucks which weighed ten tons were hauled by buffa-

loes. (Pundit Ragbir 1982, in La Guerre 1985:188)

buffalypso n A variety of water buffalo. Bos bubalis, specifically

selected and bred for superior meat qualities in Trinidad by Stephen

Bennett and others, in the early to mid-1960s from Indian water buf-

falos, first introduced in 1906. /bAfalipso/ (< buffa- < water buffalo +

-lypso < calypso as indication of local origin) = animal, bhaisa, bison,

buffalo, hog cattle, mud cow 0 A buffalypso went on a rampage kill-

ing a 71 -year-old man after it escaped from under the knife of slaugh-

ter men at Princes Town abbattoir (slaughter house). (Bomb 1983) 0

Caroni Ltd. had 1200 Buffalypso animals at the company’s... farms,

and will sell 65,227 kilograms of beef by the end of the year. (TTM 6

Oct 1989:14) 0 Through a process of selective breeding he developed

the animals which he called the buffalypso. The animal is not, as is

often assumed, a cross between a buffalo and another species of cat-

tle, but rather a buffalo with certain characteristics - a beefy type buf-

falo which produces lean meat - low in [cholesterol] and with good

flavour. (EX-4 5 Aug 1990:28) 0 In 1949, the only known pure bred

buffalo that existed in Trinidad were the six Murrah bulls imported

from India, the previous year, however there were animals in the

herds that showed typical features of four other breeds along with the

Murrah. They were the Neli, Jaffrabadi, Surti, and the Bhadawaxi... It

was from a selection of these five types that the buffalypso evolved,

by a discreet selection and carefully documented breeding of the

young over the years, (de Verteuil 1993:96) 0 The preferred color for

the Buffalypso is brown or copper brown... The animal should have a

refined head, prominent eyes, and characteristically placed horns that

are flat, compact, growing backward and upward and inward, with

slightly pointed tips. The neck should be thicker and heavier than that

of the Murrah breed and should blend smoothly into the shoulders,

highest at the withers, sloping gently backward over broad strong

loins and terminating with a straight top line blending into a smooth

tail setting, over well turned rumps, (de Verteuil 1993:97)

buff-bellied petchary n obs Contopus cinereus bogotensis [= C.

brachytarsus, C. bogotensis, Myiobius virens] (E tropical pewee),

a bird, 13.8 cm (5.5") long. Crown blackish; upperparts dark brown;

2 whitish wing-bars; throat and mid-breast whitish; sides of breast

and flanks greyish brown; belly pale yellow; bill short, black above,

orange below. A common resident in Trinidad, in forest edges, clear-

ings, and cultivated areas with tall trees. (< E petchaty, the earliest

English name for the West Indian flycatchers Tyrannus dominicensis

or T. griseus

)

= gobe-mouche a ventre jauntre 0 (Chapman 1894:43)

buff-calaylay-buff, boof kalavlay boof, buf kelele phr A jeer or

taunt following being BOOFED or insulted, or when someone falls

down in an embarrassing way; used by children, /buf kalele buf/

(< buff+ poss. < Kikongo kelele ‘clamour; disorder; scandal’) 0 Boof

calaylay boof (Mendes 1985:18) 0 Buf kelele - a taunt by schoolchil-

dren towards one who receives a rebuff (buf) from a teacher, or even

another child. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:4)

buffing, boofing, booffing, bouffing n A scolding, criticism, esp. of a

belittling type, particularly one given by someone in authority. =

buff
1

0 The People’s National Movement (PNM) came in for a heavy

dose of bouffing at the 13th day of hearing of the EBC Commission
of Inquiry yesterday. (Newsdav 4 Apr 2002:3)

buffro-buffro adj obs Tob Clumsy; stout. (< Twi o-bo-furo ‘lazy,

good-for-nothing person’) = bufu, >bufutu 0 (Uh 1883:247)

buff teeth n Upper teeth which are angled outward and push out the

upper lip. (< E buck teeth + poss. obs E buff"puff out’) That boy real

ugly wid he buff teet.

buff up, boof up v insult or belittle someone; give someone a big

BUFF; BUFF completely. (< boof' + up3
) 0 Buff up - scold. (Daniel

msl ca 1960) 0 Ah eh arskin’ she nutten, nuh. She does like to buffup

people. (Flaynes 1987:21) 0 ‘I sorry, Bal. I sorry that Ma have to buff

you up because the room still dirty.’ (Gosine 1992:132) 0 “They sat

me down, they hugged me up, they boofed me up. but they never shut

me out.” (TG 9 Jan 1994: 17)

bufootoo see BUFUTU

bufu, boufou adj Fat; bloated; big and ungainly, /bufu/ (< Kikongo

buufu ‘big size’, Guang gbjfoo ‘fat, obese’; poss. also < Fr bouffle

‘swollen’) = buffro-buffro, >bufutu 0 (Ryan 1985:3)

bufutu, buffooto, bufootoo, buffuto adj Clumsy; bloated; fat; big

and ungainly, /bufutu/ (< Kikongo buufu ‘big size’; Mende bpfubqfu

‘soft to the touch’; Wolof buduf
1

fat, flabby person’, Twi bbfoo ‘swol-

len’ )
= bufu, buffro-buffro 0 Buffooto, bungo tuffy, choof choof- fat

and ungainly. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 Dat shoe mek you walk bufoo-

too. (Ottley 1971:3) 0 (Wamer-Lewis 1994:4)

bug 1 n Cimex lectularius (E bedbug), a blood-sucking insect often

found in bedding and mattresses. (< arc E bug ‘bed-bug’) 0 “It have

bugs all there.” (1979)

2 v Sodomize; commit buggery; have anal intercourse. (< E bugger

‘sodomize’) 0 He was charged... for raping and bugging a 26-year-old

girl. (TTM22 Aug 1986:4)

bugaboo n A stupid or silly person. (< E bugaboo ‘object of terror;

something supposed to devour naughty children’) 0 Buggaboo - silly

person. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

buh see BUT

buhdoom adv The noise of a heavy blow, or an explosion. /bAdum/ =

badam 0 E hit ’im buhdoom. (Haynes 1987:27)

build In Spiritual Baptist worship, a process of increasing spiri-

tual experience and knowledge. (< E build ‘construct; raise by grad-

ual means’) 0 One may return to the “mourning” house several times

to “build” and may thus receive new spiritual gifts... During “mourn-

ing” or “building” one receives a Psalm or a “chapter” (from the

Bible) and a hymn. (Simpson 1970:45) 0 Spiritual death and rebirth

occur only during a mourner’s first experience; during the second and

subsequent mourning experiences - sometimes referred to as “build-

ing” - the worshiper simply continues her or his travels in a quest for

additional spiritual knowledge. (Houk 1995:78-9)

build head phr Get in a FETE mood quickly by taking a few drinks,

etc. (< E build ‘raise; construct’ + head3 ) 0 “Let me build mi head,

boy, fire some grog.” (1990)

Building n obs The Prince’s Building, a large building in Port of

Spain, erected in 1862, whose spacious hall was often used for danc-

ing. It was later used as a community centre and town hall, before

being demolished in 1982. (< The Prince’s Building, being erected in

honour of a planned visit of Prince Alfred) 0 One night ah went up in

de Buildin’, to hear de Blue Rydym play de new swing. (Growler

“Ole Lady yuh Mashin’ Me Toe” 1941 pr, in Espinet & Pitts 1944: 14)

0 The Prince’s Building was built in 1861 in anticipation of a visit of

Prince Alfred... due to the death of his father, the Prince Consort, the

Prince never came to Trinidad. Nevertheless, the erection of the

building continued... The “Building,” as it became known to all, has

been used for many purposes over the years. Many concerts, dances,

theatrical performances, agricultural and other exhibitions have been

there... In the old days the Building, whose ballroom floor polished

by dancing feet for over half a century and second to none, was the
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focus of Carnival, when dances in aid of various charities were held

on Shrove Monday and Tuesday... With the erection of Queen’s Hall

in June 1959, concerts and heatricals are held there and no longer at

the Building. (Mavrogordato 1977:95-7)

build tent phr Said when a wedding appears likely soon, (fr the cus-

tom of constructing temporary bamboo-supported tents for weddings)

9 (Haynes 1987:82)

build-up n A liquid or food taken to give someone strength, particu-

larly after illness or stress, or when NASHY. 0 Low pressure is experi-

enced as weakness and thus Guiness stout, used as a build up, may

cause high pressure. (Littlewood 1993:46)

buiskankwen see biskankwen

bujhawal n Deception; excuse. /buj
h
awal/ (< Bh bhujbhujhcrwcrwal

‘riddle; guess again’) 0 “You feel you could gee me bujhawal to cut

out from wuk.” (1990)

buka, bukaa, bookaa n A heap; mound; pile; a mould of earth around

a plant; a mound made of mud and grass in a rice field, /buka/ (< H
buuk ‘land reclaimed from a river’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:29) 9 “Sweep

the place and put all the rubbish in a booka.” (1990) 0 “Make a booka

for the trees.” (1990)

bukara see also BOCARE

bukara n A red clay used for pottery, /bukara/ (< Sp bucaro ‘clay’) 0

All the diya make from bukara.

bukhaar adj Feverish, /bukhatr/ (< H bukhaar ‘glowing heat, such as

felt in a fever’) 0 The boy feeling bookhaar.

bukra see BAKRA

buku coconut n A coconut in which the water has dried up, and the

flesh is very oily and has started to separate from the shell, /buku/ 0

Doh use that, that is buku coconut.

bulah n obs A traditional Indian woman’s nose-ring, larger than a

NATHUNI, covering the upper lip and part of the mouth. (< H bula) 0

“This one wearing a bulah. You have to hold that up to eat.” (2002)

bulay, bule v Beat a drum; in Yoruba-derived tradition with sticks, in

Congo-derived tradition with the hands, /bule/ (< Kikongo bula

‘hammer’, western Congo bula, bule ‘beat a drum’) 0 ‘He was bou-

layin good.’ ‘That drum is to boulay.’ 0 (Wamer-Lewis 1994:5)

buldimel see BOLO DE MEL

buljol, bhuljol, bull-jowl, brulejol, bulljol, buljug n A dish made
from salt cod, oil, onions, tomatoes and PEPPER, usu. eaten for break-

fast. /bul3Dl/ (< FC buljol < Fr brule ‘bum’ + geule ‘throat’) 0 The

lavish feast of bread and “Buille-joul” (a dish of dried cod, onion,

olive oil and pepper). (Greenidge 1938:61) 0 A good brulejol must

never boil. Once it’s well mixed, is matter fixed. (Fortune ca 1950-

59:7) 0 Miss Ivy’s pig-foot souse, not to mention her bull-jowl, was to

him a good part heaven. She seasoned it to [a] miraculous bum of

peppers, all man-hot. (Holder 1959:175) 0 There I found Mahammed
Cafetta, and for 30 cents had a generous bull-jowl sandwich and a

bottle of sea-moss to drink. (Bryans 1967:128) 0 Now and again his

eyes would stray over to the table where lay the three massive coco-

nut bakes, the bowl of saltfish buljol with tomatoes and a bit of green

pepper, and the large pot of chocolate and goat’s milk. (Lovelace

1968:45) 0 Buljug, buljol. (John 1973) 0 Boy yuh know how long ah

ent eat a good bulljol wid zaboca and olive oil! (Zingay Talala, Bomb
1977) 0 Father and son breakfasted at approximately nine o’clock on

roti and bhul-jol. The roti was in a brown paper bag, and the bhul-jol

in a dented enamel bowl. (Narine 1977:43) 0 But while menus can

tell you what goes well with what - like ham and hops, or bake and

buljol, the only way to appreciate creole cooking is to try it yourself.

(Hunt 1985a: 1 ) 0 While at the beach do sample some of the local cre-

ole dishes such as ‘bake and shark’, bake and buljol (salted cod-fish).

(Bacchus-Xavier 1991:21) 0 Buljol with tomatoes and onions and a

hot pepper with johnny bakes. {EX 17 Feb 1993:35) 0 Except perhaps

for garlic pork (and possibly even the buljol style preparation of

salted cod...), Portuguese dishes have not become part of the national

cuisine. (Ferreira 1994:85) 0 Saltfish was also eaten fried or in its raw
state by garnishing it with onion, chive, pepper and sweet oil, cooking

oil or olive oil. This was known as ‘saltfish buljol”. (Cummings

2004:55)

bull 1 n A male animal, usu. as a prefix with the animal, e.g. bull-cow.

(< E bull ‘the male of any bovine animal, most commonly domestic

cattle; the male of certain other large animals, e.g. elephant, alliga-

tor’) = boar, man 3
. ram 9 “Here we are breeding the blue crab as part

of our aquaculture development programme”... “He eh know what he

talking, is two bull crab”. (Kenny 1995:13)

2 n arc Father or older man, a respectful or subordinate term of refer-

ence. (< E bull ‘mature strong male') 0 A slap from a young man will

make you sad. But a slap from a old bull will drive you mad. (Radio

“Old Men Come Back Again” 1939) 0 My bull doesn’t like that kind

of talk. (ESTT 1956).

3 n A whip made from a bull’s penis. (< E bull's pizzle ‘whip made
from bull’s penis’) = bullboy, >bullpistle

1

9 He got a good, good lick-

ing with a bullpistle at the hands of a relative... Following the encoun-

ter with the ‘bull’ he made a report to the Cedros Police who
accompanied him to the home of the relative. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:13)

0 Then there is the whip with which all jab-jabs are armed. That

“lethal” piece of weaponry once commanded respect and instilled

fear among members of the jab-jab fraternity. The jab-jab’s whip is

akin to the “bullpistle” that tamed many “badjohns” of long ago.

(Sookram 2000:24) 0 Mental bobolees to be beaten with bull.

(trinicenter.com/keithsmith 25 Jan 2001

)

4 n Blows, esp. with a BULL 3
. 0 What bothers me is how come the

husband didn't drop a couple of bulls on his wife too? (Bomb 1978) 0

Ghost... get one bull in de Croisee; Run down tuh Jogie Road. (Foster

1990:14) 0 Yes man, ah good bull could make dumb man talk an

blind man see. It could even make people recite de alphabet back-

wards. Doh ever pray tuh get ah bull. (Foster 1990:15)

5 n An additional flap of paper attached to a kite bowstring, on the

support strings, to make noise while the kite is Hying. = tongue
1

0 He
put plenty extra bulls on that madbull kite.

6 v Of a man, to engage in anal intercourse with another man. (< E
bull ‘of a bull, mate with a cow; of a cow, take or desire the bull’) 9

“Look woman watch you mout! 1 never bull Sook you hear. You tink

1 is Choonilal to bull man, nuh. Oho.” (Ladoo 1974:21) 9 "He then

informed me that he was involved with some homos... To put it in raw

words, [he] told me he was ‘bulling’ for a living, and wanted desper-

ately to get out of it.” (Bomb 4 Mar 1988:2)

bull around v Of a man, produce many children, esp. with different

women, (fr similarity to behaviour of bulls with cows) 9 He’s bulling

around plenty.

bullatree see BULLET TREE

bullboy n arc A long whip made from a bull’s penis. = bull
3

,

>bullpistle
1

bull-cattle n A bull; male cow. (< E bull ‘the male of any bovine ani-

mal, most commonly domestic cattle; the male of certain other large

animals, e.g. elephant, alligator’) = bull-cow

bull-cow 1 n A bull; male cow. (< E bull ‘the male of any bovine ani-

mal, most commonly domestic cattle; the male of certain other large

animals, e.g. elephant, alligator’) = bull-cattle

2 ti obs A Carnival mas in which players dress up with horns etc.

to resemble a bull; see COW BAND, BAD CATTLE. 9 They say they

going to bar me up in Maraval, But do you wear Bull Cow epi Carni-

val, mama. (Caresser “Clear the Way When the Bamboo Play” 1938)

bull de fay, bull-difay see BOULE-DIFE

bull de mas n Concoction soaked overnight in water drunk for the

treatment of BRUISE BLOOD or clots, /buldimas/ 9 He always knew
that one day he Blim would “get bless” and by now a lot of “bruise

blood ’ must be in his back. Alligator offered to give Blim a cent to

buy some “
bul de mas" which he was sure was good for “bless”...

once he fell one night... and his mother gave him some bul de mas
and aloes and he was alright the next day. (Bynoe 1985:17) 9

(Mendes 1985:22) 9 Bul de mas - A gelatinous organic substance

which one could buy in a drug store. It was soaked in water and the

water was drunk. A very popular remedy among the poorer classes

reputed to be good for internal injuries. (Bynoe 1985:60) 9 Despite
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the presence of a sizeable Chinese population here, few medicinal

plants have been introduced from China. However, their activity in

the area of commerce has led to the popularity of many Chinese

herbal products both from the mainland and from Taiwan... Earlier in

this century one such product known locally as bull-de-mass was

poplarly used in the treatment of internal injuries and muscle damage.

(Morean 1991 :36)

bull-drag n arc A work chant sung to a slow constant pull, sung by

oil-field workers. (< bull-work + E drag ‘pull something heavy along

the ground’) 0 (Hewitt 1980)

Bull Eid n A Muslim ceremony which includes sacrificing a bull; see

also ElD, BAKRA Eid. 0 "Ramzan an dem kill one hellawa bull fuh

bull eid, meat too bad, man.” (1990)

buller 1 n One of the instruments in a TAMBOO-BAMBOO BAND.

(< Kikongo bula , western Congo bula/bule ‘beat a drum’) = >bula 9

The instruments in a tainboo bamboo band and their uses were by no

means standardized. For example, Lennox Pierre (1962:107-108)

describes a three foot boom; a buller and fuller (foule) which con-

sisted of pieces of the same length but with different numbers of

joints; and a cutter which was tapped with a stick and, when a band

was stationary, was also struck on the ground. (Steumpfle 1990:37-8)

2 n A type of African drum, probably the middle range drum. See

MAMA DRUM. (< Kikongo bula, western Congo bula/bule ‘beat a

drum') 0 But when they sit down on those kegs, one of them rolled

the buller and the cutter picked up the beat. You could feel heart-

break and sorrow creep out everywhere in that hall, because you’re

hearing the drums call for blood. And when that goatskin cry thirst,

man have to listen and somebody answer. (Stewart 1989: 142)

3 n A negative term for a homosexual man. (< bull
5
) = bullerman 0

He’s a real little buller. Taking man all over town.

bullerman n Homosexual man, usu. a negative term. (< buller
3 +

-man2
)
= >buller

3
0 She own son is a bullerman, so who is she one to

talk? 0 bullerman... A male homosexual (www.skettel.com 25 Apr

2001 )

bullet tree, bullatree n Manilkara bidentata

,

a native tree; durable

dark red wood takes a high polish, used in building. (< E bully-tree

,

West Indian names for certain trees of the Sapotaceae; poss. < Fr bou-

let ‘ball’; also poss. < bullace-tree, a tree bearing damson plums,

Arawak bunie) = >balata, beny, bullet wood 0 Bully-Tree is a ponder-

ous, durable and compact Wood; that sinks if put into the Water.

(Poyntz 1683:40) 0 (Explication 1769) 0 (Young 1809, Stowe

922:14b) 0 Our way was up a hill, through thick woods of the bullet-

tree (Achras batata ), which bears a very sweet kind of fruit; a good

idea may be formed of the value of timber here, when I say that we
saw two or three peons felling some of these trees, merely for the

sake of getting their fruit. (Joseph 1835:69) 0 The Bullet Tree (Acras

Ballata), or Nesbury Tree, produces a sweet and luscious fruit resem-

bling the Sapodilla. It is, like the Pouie, a most useful wood for build-

ing. When its fruit is in season, it is quite common for Peons and

Indians to cut down this tree for the sake of getting its fruit. (Joseph

1838a:79) 0 The bullet tree, the wood of which is dense and hard, has

an edible fruit, and from it exudes a milky juice which possesses the

properties of gutta-percha. (Ober 1898:135)

bullet wood n Manilkara bidentata

,

a native tree with durable dark

red wood which takes a high polish, used in building. (< E bullv-tree ,

West Indian names for certain trees of the Sapotaceae; poss. < Fr bou-

let ‘ball’; also poss. < bullace-tree , a tree bearing damson plums) =

>balata, berry, bullet tree 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:218) 0

(Meganck & Furlong-Kelly 1986:5)

bullfinch n Oryzoborus angolensis [= O. torridus, Pitylus torridus
]
(E

lesser seed-finch), a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Popular as a cage bird;

formerly widespread but numbers much lower now from trapping.

Male: head, upperparts, breast black; belly and under-tail feathers

dark red-brown; thick black bill. Female: upperparts dull brown;

underparts cinnamon brown. The male’s song is a fairly long, musical

series of clear whistled notes, tending to drop in pitch and often

repeated immediately, sometimes interspersed with a few chattering

notes; call-note is a single, liquid whistle. (< E bullfinch, a small

songbird, Pyrrhula, fr resemblance of plumage, beak, and aptness for

training as a singing bird) = bullflinch, chickichong
1

, cici-zebe a dos

noir, large red-bellied finch 0 (JFNC 1884) 0 Although we acknow-

ledge the hunter’s devotion to his sport, we are asking them also to

acknowledge the disappearance of the blue and yellow macaw of the

Nariva Swamp and of song birds like the... picoplat... twatwa, bull-

finch, chickichong, silver beak, senrp, chat and cravat. (Letter, EX-S
26 July 1987:18) 0 (ffrench 1991:391-2)

bullflinch n Oryzoborus angolensis
,
popular as a cage bird. (< E bull-

finch + E finch poss. reinforced by bird’s easily startled nature) =

>bullfinch, chickichong
1

, cici-zebe a dos noir, large red-bellied finch

bull grass n Paspalum fasciculatum , a native grass which can grow to

several metres (yards) tall. (< E bull-, of a plant, large and/or coarse;

fr large size + grass) = bamboo grass
-

bulling n A songbird competition in which the bird who completes the

most ROLLS in a specified time wins. = bird-race, cut-bulling 0 Bullin’

Session: bird singing competition where number of rolls, lengths of

notes or whistles [are] recorded... accompanied by betting. (Haynes

1987:31) 0 “When yuh bullin, is which bird make the most rolls

against the next one.” ( 1 990)

bulljog, bulljol, bull jowl see BULJOL

bullock’s heart n Annona reticulata, a cultivated tree and its fruit.

Also the cultivated A. purpurea and the native A. sericea [= A. trin-

itensis], (fr shape of fruit resembling a cow’s heart) = cashima, coeur

de boeuf, >custard apple

bullpistle, bullpizzle 1 n A long whip made from a dried bull’s penis.

(< E bullpizzle ‘whip made from bull’s penis’) = bulk', bullboy 0 But

when she reach back in the house to take off she clothes. He up with a

bull pestle showering blows. (Explainer “Too Much Movies” 1971

pr) 0 Mighty Contender, decked off in a karate outfit to sing the

“Karate Expert”, showed that the “bull-pistle” triumphed over the

Chinese art of self-defence. (TG 11 Jan 1973:9) 0 “The sweet man
walking with knife and bull pistle, you could see he out for trouble.”

(Power “One Time So” pr, TG 19 Feb 1973:7) 0 A man I know last

week armed himself with a bull-pistle and dropped some hot ones on

his wife’s lover. (Bomb 1978) 0 A man who is playing around with

another man's wife is just looking for trouble, and if it comes in the

form of a bull-pistle then he will have to take his medicine like a man.

After all, what is a bull compared to the years of heartache they have

given the poor husband. (Bomb 1978) 0 Long-time days dem pirates

would ah get so much bullpistle in dey tail dey would ah spin roun’

like ah disco 45. (Keens-Douglas 1984:40) 0 He use to go aroun’ Port

of Spain on he bike with a bull pistle bout a yard long. The old C.K.

wasn’t satisfy with buying a bull pistle from a store, no. He go to a

special butcher in the Eastern Market and get anywhere from half

dozen to a dozen privates from the bull, and he carry them home and

in the back of he yard he put up a old signboard against the high wall

that separate it from the nex’ yard, and he use to drive a nail in the tip

of the bull pistle and at the other end he run a piece a wire, and then

he tie on a stone to stretch the pistle and them them dry out in the sun.

And when he see they get hard and dry, the old C.K. didn’t take them

to a shoemaker to sheath and cover them, no, he learn how to braid

thin strips of leather and make he own bull pistle, and it have a lotta

people in Port of Spain who know the taste of that special bull pistle.

(Khan 1987:95) 0 [He] is threatening to administer some serious

bullpistle on the back of a notorious daylight thief, if the... police do

not make an arrest soon... [He] has already soaked his bullpistle and

since time is running out, he is sure he would have cause to use it.

(Bomb 6 Oct 1989:16) 0 Several women said they had alerted their

husbands to the situation and a serious bullpistle gang is waiting for

the next time he strikes. (Heat 1 Oct 1989:16) 0 “He took out a

‘bullpistle’ and started beating me all over.” (Punch 19 Nov 1989:4) 0

“He said he felt like beating us up with a bull pistle, and he also said

something about a gun.” (TTM 24 Nov 1989:17) 0 And then behind

him he heard “Don't move”. Big police, big bull-pistle, big fine. (EX-

2 22 July 1990:44) 0 A friend of mine was on the whe whe turf when
the police raided. He got hit with a bull-pistle wielded by a massive

policeman and (lew straight up a “banga” tree, later, when the police
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had left his friends called to him “Come down. Dey gone, come

down.” To which he asked, “What? For picka to jook meh?” (EX-2 22

July 1990:44) 0 Angry cops moved in on the group with bullpistles

one afternoon, soundly beating them on their rear ends. Roving Eye

says this is certainly a case of who don’t hear will feel. (Punch 19

Aug 1990:29) 0 Is to leggo a good bull pistle on dem criminal an

dem. (Baptiste 1992) 0 A sjambolc, which is the South African ver-

sion of a bull pistle, or bull’s pizzle, as the English say. (EX 16 Jan

1993:9) 0 Isn't that exactly what Jesus Christ did when He toured

places like Jerusalem and Jericho, planting loud bullpistles on junk-

ies, gamblers and tax-collectors? (TTM 10 Dec 1993:4) 0 He got a

good, good licking with a bullpistle at the hands of a relative... Fol-

lowing the encounter with the ‘bull’ he made a report to the Cedros

Police who accompanied him to the home of the relative. (Bomb 14

Jan 1994: 13) 0 “I don’t want to run amok in this town with a bull pis-

tle, so all yuh try and organise these people.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:81)

0 ‘You ever heard about Madinga Village? You ever hear about them

Madinga Tigers? Eh? Well you have to pass through that village and

them fellers bad like hell. They will beat you up and kill you for noth-

ing. Them fellers does make their own guns and they does walk wit’

bull-pistle round their waist for belt. They don’t make joke, eh. You

only trouble them and you gone. I hear if you only look at them hard

you in trouble.’ (Boodhoo 1994:269) 0 Wha! doh mek joke, ah pull

one bull pistle 'pon he, what allyuh tek mih fuh, ah cool, but ah ent

nomamapoule. (Macfarlane 1997:62) 0 “I often wonder how some

ex-policemen feel when they see their grandchildren and great-

grandchildren beating pan... All that time, the only thing the police

could do was to run us down and beat us with bull-pistle and ‘bootoo’

(truncheon). There were times when the police told us to call at the

station for our pans and when we did we were arrested on all sorts of

made-up charges.” (Cummings 2004: 1 83)

2 n Non-physical assault. 0 If the deadlines are not met, the PM
should take a hint from Rowley and let there be bullpistle for all of

them. (EY28 Nov 1993:28)

bull pitch n obs Pitch that is only semi-refined, almost raw. (< E bull

‘bull-like; large; coarse’) 0 Between 1940 and 1945 [the road to Lopi-

not] was again paved, but this time informants claimed, with “bull

pitch”... the raw asphalt extracted from the lake at La Brea. (Chauhar-

jasingh 1982)

bullpizzle see BULLPISTLE

bullplug adj Really stupid; without intelligence. (< E plug ‘a piece of

solid material used to stop up a hole’) 0 “We call him Bullplug

because he really stupid.” (1993)

bull puller n The driver of a private car who takes on passengers ille-

gally as a taxi; a PH driver. (< pull bull) 0 Taxidrivers... claim they’re

being robbed by pirates. Not real pirates, but “bull pullers” who they

claim are denying them their bread. (Bomb 1983)

bull rag v Verbally or physically abuse; intimidate. (< E bullyrag

‘intimidate; scold; harass; verbally abuse’) 0 Bull rag. To exasperate or

harangue someone. To rough up someone, physically or verbally. To

shake someone like a rag doll. To browbeat or bully. (Mendes 1985:23)

bull shark n Carcharhinus leucas, a shark. 0 (Kenny & Bacon

1981:121)

bullstones n Of men, strength, virility. (< bull^ + stones ) 0 He have

real bull-stones.

bullstones mango n A large variety of grafted cultivated mango, usu.

used for preserves. (< bull^ + stones, fr similarity of size and shape) =

donkey-stones mango, mango bullstones, ten-pound mango 0 It have

no bullstones mango here.

bull-work n Very hard physical labour. (< dial AmE bull work, esp. oil-

field use; ff similarity to a bull’s strength needed for the work) 0 The
future lies ahead “on a high peak, cragged and steep” and it will require

a lot of “bull work” to reach it. (Pelican 197 1 :9) 0 It so happened that

the Indians have been doing the organising and ‘bullwuk’, there. (Bomb
12 June 1987:13) 0 “But that is bull-work, that grass.” (1990)

bulves v Overwhelm. (< Fr bouleverser ‘overturn; overwhelm’) 0

(Alleyne 1974-80)

bumble-bee n Pepsis sp., a large greenish-black stinging wasp; makes

a loud humming noise. Also Xylocopa spp., a large stout bee (E car-

penter bee), that lives in rotting wood or nests in the ground. (< E

bumble-bee, Bombus, a lar^e bee, fr similarity in size and humming
sound made in flight) = bee“, bhowraa

bumboat n Tob A Tobago fishing boat, traditionally made of wood,

about 21 feet long, wider and with a bow not as high as a PIROG. (< E
bumboat ‘a small boat employed to carry provisions, vegetables and

small items for sale to ships in or near port’) = >fishing boat 0 The

typical Tobago [fishing] craft, however, is the bumboat, derived from

the ship’s boat of sailing craft of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries. While sea worthy, they tend to be rather heavy and signifi-

cantly smaller than the Trinidad pirogue. 0 (Kenny & Bacon

1981:123)

bumbo toe, bumbu toe n An injured toe, tied with a strip of cloth. =

jing toe 0 (Ottley 1971:37)

bumbum, boomboom, boum-boum n Buttocks; backside, /bumbum,
bumbum/ (Kikongo biimba ‘ball; sphere; round object’, Kikongo

biimba Tittle ball; small elevation’; also Yor bamba ‘vulva’) = bam-

bam, bamsie 0 The buttocks was referred to variously as “bam-bam”,

“bum-bum,” “bumsie” and “bamsie”, each word suggesting shades of

meaning ranging from innocence to borderline eroticism. (Bynoe

1985:64) 0 After all, there is nothing a red-blooded Trini man like

better than a close-up look at a sexy bum bum. (Heat 18 Nov 1989:4)

0 bum-bum - buttocks. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:5) 0 They used to get

their bladders from the abattoir and dry it and inflate it so it would

come as a balloon. And they would take that and strike the bottom of

[the women]... And when they strike them, they would sing... “Hey

Joe. Have you seen that big boom-boom? What a big backside. That’s

a lovely boom-boom. Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha.” (Prince Batson, in

Stuempfle 1995:28-9)

bum-chik-chik v Of a SOUCOUYANT, shed its skin, /bumtfiktfik/ 0

The soucouyant bum-chik-chik she skin and fly away,

bump 1 v Walk in a stylish, bouncing, macho way. (< E bump ‘make a

shock of contact on the part of a heavy moving body’) = coast body,

hop and drop 0 (Mendes 1985:23) 0 I see him bumping down the road

today.

2 v In financial dealings, allow a debtor/customer to make a late or

delayed payment of an installment on a loan. (< E bump ‘displace’) 0

[The bank] Manager had been trying to “help out” some of his cus-

tomers who were having difficulty meeting their loan payments...

whenever some of his smaller customers could not meet their

monthly loan instalments on the scheduled dates he would “bump”
the payments by NOT recording their failure to meet the instalments

on schedule. He would record the payments when they were made -

at a later date. Apparently the manager had been engaging in this

practice of bumping loan payments for many months and the auditors

had discovered it recently. He was fired because systematic, continu-

ous and long term bumping of loan payments resulted in the Senior

Management of the Bank being provided with misleading informa-

tion on the loan portfolio of the Branch; and there was the risk that the

Bank would lose when the delinquent customers defaulted on their

loan payments - as was likely. (A. Brereton, pers comm 2001

)

bumper 1 n A light for one cigarette from the end of another, (poss.

< AusE bumper ‘cigarette end'; also bump ‘push against; knock

against; run into’) 0 Papa ground out the cigarette and light another.

Then he remember he shoulda take a bumper. (Alleyne-Forte

1994:51) 0 Gi me a bumper.

2 v Light a cigarette from the lit end of another cigarette 0 He just

bumper one after a next.

bumsee, bomsee n Buttocks, backside; usu. used of or by children,

/bumsi, bxmsi, bumsi/ (< bam-bam

)

= >bambam. bamsee, bumbum 0

“Too besides, if I does take man, I does take man in me own bumsee.”

(Ladoo 1974:10) 0 Bumsee’s set to roll in poom poom shorts; Men all

set to wine on ah woman and the much anticipated “Backward Don-

key” waiting to be experienced at this fete. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:21) 0 I

was appalled when I read in one of the daily newspapers last week
that a woman in the so-called “Triniposse stand”, to the plaudits of
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her associates heckled Wavell Hinds, the Jamaican-West Indian field-

ing in the deep: “Wavell, oh gosh, Wavell, we love your bumsee.”

(John 2007:60)

bun-bun n The semi-burnt food that sticks to the bottom of a cooking

pot. /bAnbAn/ (< E burn ‘consume by fire’) 0 “Say what you like, I

going to eat me bun-bun, that’s all.” (Radio “Story of Mr. Paul” 1940)

0 Man, you gi my mudder some bhaji or dasheen bush, ah dry coco-

nut, some rice, quarter pound ah pigtail an quarter pound ah saltfish

an two head ah garlic. An yuh could end up scrapin de pot, eatin de

bu’n bu’n an beggin fuh more. (Foster 1990:47) 0 “De sweetest part

of de pelau is de bun bun.” (Baptiste 1993:28)

bunch v Be friendly with; associate with; often in a negative sense. (< E
bunch ‘crowd together in a body’) = band

7
0 [T]he small, thin man

muttered enviously to a friend, “Well, Jairam is sure bunching with the

white man!” (Klass 1964:15) 0 She like to bunch with Rastas,

bun clay, burn clay n obs A material for paving roads, made of fired

clay or residue from pottery and brick-making. 0 Gasparillo’s roads

were made of burnt clay (bun clay) and gravel, but from Marabella to

San Fernando it was pitch at the turn of the century (1900). (Deen

1994:68)

bundle 1 n A unit of about 50 to 75 pounds, of grass or fodder. (< dial

E bundle ‘a unit of straw, barley 35 lbs., oat 40 lbs., etc.’) 0 A fast

man can cut a “bundle” (fifty to seventy-five pounds) of grass in

about an hour. One animal requires four such “bundles” per day, so

often every member of the family must spend a part of every day cut-

ting grass. (Klass 1961:87)

2 n An assigned amount of sugar-cane. 0 On the Brechin Castle

estate, work starts around 5 am. Each worker aims to cut a “bundle”

(two and a half tonnes) on his shift, which lasts until 1 1 am. Strong,

fast workers reap their bundles in three to four hours; others take five

hours. (TG 7 Jan 1994: 1)

3 n Belongings, esp. all or most of one’s property, wrapped up in a

parcel. = georgie bundle 0 [He] was evicted by a relative on Sunday

last, causing him to take his bundle to the street comer and face the

sarcasm of passers-by. (TTM 10 Dec 1993:33)

4 n Baby, esp. an illegitimate one. = georgie bundle 0 May put a hand

on her shoulder, “For all you know it might even look like Leon,” she

said, and laughed. This is not Leon bundle,” Sylvia said. “I know. But

funny things does happen. You know how many people minding chil-

dren that ain’t theirs?” (Anthony 1963:92) 0 “If it was I, I would have

been thrown out with my bundle. But Althea is being coddled like if

her child is going to be the Prince of Wales.” (Clarke 1979:155)

bung eye n A swollen, bruised eye. /bAp ai/ 0 He give she a bung eye.

bung navel n An enlarged navel. (< E bound ‘tightly tied’, fr the prac-

tice of binding it tightly with a cloth band) 0 Bung nabel - a protrud-

ing navel. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

bungo see BONGO
bungo-tuffee adj Fat and clumsy. /bAqgo tAfi/ (also Guyanese bungo-

toughy ‘a very young child who behaves, eats and/or plays like a little

ruffian’) = bufutu 0 Bungotuffee. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Buffooto,

buffooto, bungo tuffy, choof choof - fat and ungainly. (Daniel ms2
ca 1960)

bunkarilla, bunkarille see BHANKARAILE

buoy pot n A type of fishtrap, a box-shaped structure of wood with

sides of bamboo strips or chicken wire, with broken white dishes used

to attract fish. When marked by a floating buoy marker, it is known as

BUOY-POT; but usu. it is unmarked and set in a line in a known location

in clear water. = >fishpot 0 Look they pulling up buoy pot all there,

burglar-bars n Heavy steel bars protecting windows and doors

against break-ins. = >burglar-proof(ing) 0 There is a noticeable lack

of burglar-bars on upper-floor windows. (Pires 1 994e: 15)

burglar-proof(ing) n Wrought-iron grills or bars, often decoratively

styled, protecting windows and doors against break-ins. (< E burglar-

proofing) 0 Most of the occupants of the houses were working people

whose homes were left unguarded for most of the day. Burglar-proof

at homes had not been any deterrent to the thieves. (EX 31 May
1987:3) 0 The [thieves] ripped out the burglar proofing of the building

with a chain and a truck. (EX 19 Aug 1990:24) 0 I met her only a few

years ago, through Mark - through his burglar-proofing, in fact, when
she first thrust her hand forward to shake mine. (Pires 1992b:5) 0

When they left their homes for work, he would gain entry forcibly, by

cutting through burglar proofing or by prying open sliding doors.

(TTM

2

Feb 1996:14)

burhaa, boorhaa n Old, elderly man. /burha/ (< H buurhaa ‘aged; old

man’) 0 “He is a boorhaa, but he strong.” (1990)

burhiya, boorhiya n An old, elderly woman, /burhija/ (< H burhi;

burhiyaa ‘aged; old woman’) 0 “A ole boorhiya ooman hard to deal

with, yes.” (1990)

burial ground n Cemetery; a place where dead people are buried.

(< arc E burial-ground ‘a piece of ground set apart as devoted to the

regular interment of the dead’) = burying ground 0 Nothing would

induce them to pass through a burial ground at midnight for fear of

meeting with ‘jumbies,’ the ghosts of the departed. (Collens 1888:43)

0 The intruder fled though the back door of the school, made their

way across the savannah and went into the burial ground. (WG 15

Sept 1930:2) 0 I mean the bad scorpions around the town, When they

sting you, you prefer the burial ground. (Tiger “The Rats” 1936) 0

Shouters from all around, That day invade the burial ground. (Cristo

“Barman Henry” 1956 pr) 0 There were few burial grounds around

the estate. People were buried on the grounds. (Pundit Ragbir 1982,

in La Guerre 1985:188) 0 She knows people who did not listen to her

and if you looking for these people today, she says you have to look

in the burial ground. (Persaud 1993:31)

burn 1 v Fire a field; bum a sugarcane field before cutting to clear

away TRASH and get rid of snakes. This makes the cane easier and

safer to harvest, but leads to a rapid deterioration of the juice. 0 Prior

to 1939, all canes [on this estate] were cut without burning, except

“Uba” and “P.O.J. 2 1 3”. After the outbreak of World War II, the acute

labour shortage suffered by the Sugar Industry, combined with the

planting of canes of heavier yielding varieties, made it necessary to

bum before harvesting. The burning of the cane takes place usually

after six o’clock in the evening, and is controlled, just sufficient being

burnt for the following day’s reaping requirement. Fire breaks are

cut during the day and precautions are taken to ensure that the fire

does not spread into the surrounding fields. (Hutchinson & Taylor

1953:30) 0 The estate also requires that farmers’ cane not be

“burned.” This means that the farmer is not permitted to fire his field

before cutting the cane to clear away the sharp and unpleasant tangle

of “trash” (cane leaves). Many farmers bum their fields anyway,

blaming arsonists or an “accident,” and accept the estate’s penaliza-

tion of sixty cents a ton for burned cane. There is much resentment

over this estate policy, since the estates bum their own cane, making

it much easier to cut. (Klass 1961:74-5)

2 v Cremate a dead person, usu. according to Hindu rites. 0 ‘Dey bun-

nin' e by de creek.’ (Haynes 1987:129) 0 A devout Hindu, [his] last

and final wishes to be burnt on the banks of the Caroni river was not

carried out, as his family opted to have him buried under Catholic

rites. (Bomb 28 Sept 1990:3) 0 “They going and bum by Caroni

bank.” (2001)

3 v Heat a STEEL DRUM in the process of tuning and preparation. 0

‘Burning’ of the boom is done next by turning the [steel] drum face

down over an open wood fire for about four minutes. As the drum is

taken from the fire, a bucket of water is thrown into the hot drum.

This is called ‘tempering’ and is done to further insulate the notes and

prevent overtones. (Gonzalez 1978: 16-18)

burn-bread water n An infusion of burnt bread in hot water, believed

to be good for COOLING. 0 Bum bread water was a cooling of class.

(Relator “Bush Medicine” 1971)

burn candle phr An OBEAH practice designed to cause misfortune to

someone by burning a special candle or lamp; as it bums, the life,

luck, health, etc. of the person it is directed against decreases. = bum
light, >put a light 0 Doc bum 10c. candle on he, now he in the mad-

house, quite in Hawaii. (Chalkdust, “Goat Mouth Doc” 1972)

burn clay see BUN CLAY
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burn coals n Prepare charcoal by partially burning wood in a covered

pit. (< coals
1

) 0 ‘Some went to Valencia to the forest to cut down the

mora and bum coals.’ (Boodhoo 1994:104) 0 Vincey, who burnt coal

pits on the Toco Road stirrred a large enamel pot with souse. (Bood-

hoo 1994:205) 0 ‘Where Pa gone?’ ... ‘Your father gone in the high-

wood to bum coals.’ (Boodhoo 1994:140)

burn dust phr Leave in a hurry; move away quickly. = bum road, dust

it 0 The boys see the fellow coming with a bullpizzle and bum dust,

burn eye phr Make someone envious, covetous; having as an aim to

cause someone else to desire to have the same thing. 0 Her decor for

Christmas was top secret and she boasted, “wen ah poot up me cortin,

ah go bun dey eye!” (Lewis 1972:76)

burn light phr arc An obeah practice designed to cause misfortune to

someone by burning a special candle or lamp; as it bums, the life,

luck, health, etc. of the person it is directed against decreases. = bum
candle, >put a light 0 He would have to be advanced a sufficient sum

of money for the purpose of “burning lights”. (POSG 3 May 1907:5)

0 [T]hey drove him to a woman’s house where there were many

lighted candles, and Belberda said: - “Lights, do for me!” Bernard

wanted him to bum some lights, but he told him that he had no

money. (POSG 3 Sept 1907:5)

burn road phr Move at full speed; take off speedily. = bum dust, dust

it 0(Mendes 1985:23)

burn sugar phr Start to brown down meat by melting and caramel-

izing sugar in hot oil to darken the meat and its gravy. 0 You call that

burning sugar? Make it dark dark.

burroquite, burrokeet, burriquita 1/iA Carnival mas represent-

ing a donkey and rider. A papier mache burro is made over a bamboo
frame; into a back opening fits a decorated rider wearing a satin shirt

and velveteen bolero and matador hat, and imitating movements of a

donkey and rider. /bArokit/ (< Sp burriquito ‘little donkey’) 0 Two
dances (with song) by Belle Rosette, of an Obeah Woman and a Trin-

idad Bourroquite Dance. (American Dancer Jan. 1942:15 in Ahye

1983:14) 0 The Burriquita (little donkey) was a familiar figure in our

Carnival Celebration. The masquerader built of basketwork the form

of a donkey minus the head, which he skillfully attached to his

body... Man and donkey were gaily dressed, and the burriquita went

cavorting around begging for oats. (Kassiram ca 1970:12) 0 Burro-

quite... a donkey with papier mache head and body, a frame of bam-

boo, is draped with satin and bedecked with finery. Sometimes this

satin is delicately embroidered or embellished with sequins and

swansdown or [tassels]. A tail of sisal is sometimes decorated with

flowers; his bit and bridle are made of coloured cord... the rider who
fits into an opening in the back, is dressed in a bright satin shirt and a

bolero of velveteen decorated with braids and sequins. He wears an

ornately decorated matador hat or a fancy one of straw, and on his

feet, alpagatas with pom poms or swansdown... the dance is another

inheritance from our Venezuelan neighbours... In Trinidad this dance

is featured mainly at Carnival where pantomime can become very

hilarious ... Apart from donkey-like movements, he also performs

human-like ones such as shaking the hips. This is when the crowd

roars with laughter; to see a “wining” donkey. (Ahye 1978:35-6) 0 In

the 1920s the leader of La Burriquita masquerade got cheap cloth,

pulsiana, at four and five cents a yard. He chose yellow, red, or black

and white, for example. The colour worn by the masqueraders

matched the dress of La Burriquita , the nice female donkey, whose
head was tastefully painted and decorated with ribbons and tassels.

The masquerader... actually wore the animal figure which was pro-

vided with a wheel within the body and a brake for turning and stop-

ping ... It sported a fine tail as well. La Burriquita performed dances;

she twirled and capered, frisked and skipped backwards and for-

wards... The musicians played the usual string instruments and the

paltia sang encouragingly, inciting the donkey to dance back and

forth.... ‘Then somebody give the burriquita mal de ojo (maljo), so

the burriquita fall down and they have to go and get the doctor... He
would get the burra to stand up again, but they have to pay, they

have to pay for that.... When the time reach for the burra to get up,

the owner say:
“
Levanta , levanta, burra, get up, get up.” When the

burriquita get up, everybody gone down the road dancing again.'

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:93-94)

2 n A figure representing a highly decorated donkey and rider in the

Somari dance of the Indian tradition. = >sumari 0 Seen very rarely in

the rural areas today, Sumari - Soomaree, usually takes the form of a

dance drama. Normally there are a king and queen in their splendid

dresses complete with crowns. In the entourage are a few princes and

other members of a royal court. Mounted on their papier mache

steeds with rich brocade skirts over bamboo frames, complete with

reins in the style of the Burroquite, they make similar movements to

that masquerade accompanied by singing and drumming. Make-up is

distinctive, consisting of whitened faces with blobs of rouge and red

dots. (Ahye 1978:72) 0 There is a distinct Indian version of Burro-

quite taken from the leela of the Hindu goddess Durga and played in

the villages, referred to as the harichand dance. The mas is called

Sumari : “The costume consists of an ornately decorated bamboo
frame in the shape of a horse with a hole in the ‘horse’s’ back. The

masquerader enters this hole and is attached to the frame by a series

of straps. He hold the reins of the ‘horse’ and dances. He moves the

‘horse’ forward and backward to give the illusion of riding on horse-

back. Drums and singing in Hindi usually accompany the dancing.

(J.F. Singh 1997, in Sankeralli 1998:205-6) 0 Soumarie, Sou-marie,

Sumari. A traditional Carnival character, once common in Carapi-

chaima, now found in Penal, consisting of an Indian horse and rider.

Danced only by Hindus singing Indian songs, the East Indian version

of this costume is smaller than the Burokeet. (Martin 1998:233)

3 n Anyone dressed or behaving in an extravagant, fanciful or even

ridiculous manner. 0 I often wonder why people... when they don’t

know what they are talking or writing about, can’t let common sense

prevail, hold their peace and refrain from making public “burrokeets”

of themselves by talking or writing. (Bomb 1985) 0 “Girl all dem
clothes yuh wearing have yuh looking like a burrokeet.” (Baptiste

1993:28)

burrowing false coral (snake) n Anilius scytale scytale [~ Tortrix

scytale], a nonvenomous burrowing snake, to 70 cm (27.3"); rare, in

Trinidad. Body cylindrical with no distinct neck, flattened head, short

stubby tail. Body bright red, scales tipped with black with numerous

irregular black bars crossing back and belly, (fr burrowing habit +

colours similar to coral snake) = rouleau 0 (Boos 2001a:46)

burrowing snake 1 n Typhlops brongersmianus, a small snake, to

32 cm (12.5”) long; inhabits Trinidad in loose leaf litter and soil.

Body cylindrical; brown with yellow or reddish tints; belly light

cream, (fr burrowing habit) = >ground puppy2 0 (Boos 2001a:44)

2 n Leptotyphlops albifrons, a small, thin, worm-like burrowing snake

in Trinidad; 15-20 cm 5. 8-7. 8") long; inhabits loose leaf-litter and

soil, and tree-termite nests. Body cylindrical; head slightly flattened;

shiny black or dark brown with series of lighter longitudinal lines;

belly lighter brown. = >ground puppy 1

, white-faced worm snake,

worm snake, yellow-headed worm snake 0 (Boos 2001a:40)

burrow pit see BORROW pit

burst see BUS

bury v Bury; be buried. (< E bury ‘place a corpse in the ground') 0

The man all that big crowd see bury at Lapeyrouse. (Bomb Sept 1970)

0 “Shame on you! The mistress only bury yesterday and you want to

work today! you have to show respect for the dead, else they come
back and haunt you, and pull your toe in the night when you sleep-

ing!” (Selvon 1972:19)

burying ground n Cemetery; a place where dead people are buried.

(< arc E burying-ground ‘a place for burial; graveyard’) = burial

ground 0 The Witness’s father... is buried in Carenage, in the same

burying ground he speaks of. (POSG 16 Dec 1845:1) 0 (Alleyne

1974-80) 0 From the police station to the undertaker to the burying

ground. (Stewart 1989:129)

bus, buss, burst, bust 1 v Break; break open; fall apart; split into

pieces; bleed; leak. Also cause to do so. This can be the result of

internal or external pressure, pulling, throwing, or hitting, /bxs/

(< obs E burst ‘break, snap, shatter suddenly’; in current E burst is

almost always the result of too much internal pressure) 0 Dem big
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roarin waves bin bussin all a de time. (WG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 His

mouth was burst, a tooth knocked out, and his nose was cut. (WG 1

1

Jan 1930:1 1) 0 The bursting of the bottle and the pelting of the stone,

George Street was a battle zone. (Tiger “Hell Yard and George Street

Conflict” 1936) 0 You hit her couple cuffs and you burst she mouth.

(Lion "Suzi-Qu” 1940) 0 Then Mamagouche, with his strength of a

giant, swung his red poui for a thousandth time and Placide had only

bitter weakness: the blow swung from his shining arms, big as samaan

boughs, burst six of Placide ’s white ribs. (McDonald 1969:166) 0

They burst the woman’s chain, snatched her money, cuffed her in the

face and ran. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:20) 0 There was an envelope

among the others that he knew at once... He wanted to burst it open

but decided not to. (Ali 1993:207) 0 They bust a flask of rum and they

wet the ground, And cock their bottoms in the direction to town.

(Rudder "De Long Time Band” pr, in Williams 1992) 0 [He] burst a

man’s face in Caroni with a flambeau. (£117 Jan 1993:2) 0 To spend

an hour with her is to bus' your belly with laugh. (TG 18 Dec 1995) 0

Robbers and Kalenda men were on the road, ramajaying and bussing

head. (Narine 1996:29)

2 v Hit; beat, esp. quickly and unexpectedly; often in a phrase with

lash, cuff, etc., e.g. buss a cuff on he, buss lash in he tail. 0 You no

memba da day da katchman buss you yey, because you hallar atter am
when you bin drunk? (TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0 She said that sentimental

sandwich you’re talking 'bout. Keep on asking I would burst a lash

on your mouth. (Panther “Sentimental Sandwich” 1956 pr) 0 “You

playin’ bad-john! Take care I bust a lash in your ass and make you

coil up like a old snake here tonight,” Massahood wanted. (Khan

1964:131) 0 He buss lash in he skin. (Ottley 1971:10) 0 BUS’ ONE’S

SKIN, BUS’ ONE’S TAIL, to beat, to hurt, e.g., come here now or I

bus’ you' skin. (Rodman 1971:228) 0 “I tell you the only way to deal

with those John John boys is to buss their skin.” (Jones 1973:125) 0

BUSS AH LAU-0 IN SOMEONE’S TAIL, TO: to give person ah

good beatin’: blows. (Haynes 1985:25) 0 And when they didn't play

good, they would bus’ a lash in dey ass. (Khan 1987:14) 0 Maybe one

of the headmasters in the orphanage bus’ a lash in he head one day

and it affec’ he senses. Maybe the boy was just a chupid boy. (Khan

1987:15) 0 Dat was one ting wit dem longtime teachers an parents.

Dey love tuh speechify like ah Midnight Robber before dey bus lash

in yuh tail. (Foster 1990:62) 0 “The boy was quiet, but if you cross he

path, he lick you down. Me and he wasn't talking too much because

he fight with my son and bus he mouth and we had it out for that, but

he ent kill nobody.” (TG 3 July 1993:1)

3 adj With a part of the body, a wound, injury. 0 A cut-tail or “buss”

skin or "buss” tail - corporal punishment or physical molestation

(note also - “to break his tail”). (Alladin 1970b:69) 0 “If yo’ doh shet

up, yo’ go get ah bus’ head,” she blurted out angrily. (Bowyer

1974:28) 0 The old man got six stitches on the ‘buss head’. (TTM 20

Jan 1987:25) 0 BURSE ULSUH/ULCER: burst ulcer. Perforated pep-

tic ulcer. BURSE TUBE: ruptured [Fallopian] tube (ectopic preg-

nancy). BURSE VEIN: ruptured varicose vein in leg. (Haynes

1987:25)

4 v Of seeds, grain, legumes, pepper; rupture or break the skin from

internal swelling or pressure such as cooking. 0 Stew for ten minutes

and then fill the pot with water and add the beans or peas. When
they are about to burst add the yams and dasheen. (de Boissiere ca

1945a:8) 0 Imported dried peas and beans were also used but some-

times they were old and took considerable fuel and time to “burst”

(cook). (Cummings 2004:54)

5 v Of a seed, sprout, begin to grow. (< bus
1 + E burst ‘break forth

into sudden activity’) = >catclr 0 Dem seed wouldn't bus.

6 v Of milk, curdle, e.g. while making yoghurt or dahi. 0 “Some peo-

ple make dahi, they use lime juice to bus the milk.”

7 v n In singing, suffer an unintended break or failure of voice when
singing high notes. (< obs E burst ‘break; snap; shatter suddenly’)

8 v In singing, acting, etc. forget the words. 0 The audience was

tolerant of any child who “burst” his lines or of the sticking curtain.

(Alladin 1970b:54)

9 v Fail or perform poorly; esp. of a fete or dance that did not make
money or even cover expenses. (< E bust ‘finish; destroy; bankrupt’;

E go bust ‘fail. esp. of a business or bank’) 0 The fete bus. (Alleyne

1974-80) 0 They did everything except admit that the fete buss “like a

ripe mango falling on concrete.” (Heat 7 Oct 1989:6) 0 [H]e had

burnt charcoal pits and had tasted both the success of pulling a full pit

of coals, and the disappointment of having a pit ‘burst’ and see the

black smoke rushing through the thick clay covering, signifying the

reduction of the wood to ashes, and the loss of his labour. (Boodhoo
1994:36)

10 v Lose all your marbles to a more successful player; win all some-

one's marbles. (< bus
9

)
= croak(s), strakes 0 Because ah lae lae up close

yuh grinding? Is not tips we playing yu know, De way all yu grow yu
finger nail Tank god is not up an x, or ah bus’. (Keens-Douglas

1975:44).

11 v In a phrase, do something with speed or intensity, e.g. bus dirt,

bus a kiss, bus a laugh. (< E burst ‘break forth into sudden activity’)

0 Down to the street girls, you should make them bawl. Check every

Yankee man that they call. And buss tax on them and all. (Superior

“Income Tax” 1957, in Rodman 1971 :209) 0 “Take care he bust a bad

obeah in you tail, boy! Don’t argue with him.” (Khan 1964:43) 0 ‘He

have to be the las’ to (leave the ship). So then I believe in those days,

’e bus’ (burst) that song on 'e crews to give them fait’.’ (Abrahams

1974:36) 0 “She uses to walk down the road shakin she tail but now
he bus two chile on she and she only walkin quiet quiet.” (1979) 0

Buss cuss: to curse good an’ propuh/proper. (Haynes 1987:25) 0

Every Saturday we use tuh dress tuh impress; Bus ah lime on de

Drag, in front ah Stephens; Check out de chicks. (Foster 1990:17) 0

Our Santa goes a little further. He goes to staff parties, he dances, he

does “buss a lime” with the boys, he could play the cuatro and sing

aguinaldos, he visits sick children all over Trinidad and Tobago. (EX
25 Dec 1994:13)

12 adj Damaged, injured from a blow. 0 Patrons were paying as much
as $500 to the fighter who dished out the first buss head. (Bomb 14

Jan 1994:5) 0 [He] is now nursing a “buss head”, a cuff to his face,

and a blow to his back. (TTM 18 Dec 1994:21 ) 0 “A lot of people may
feel soldiers will now get more consideration with Joe in charge, but

the opposite is what we expect - more buss throat for us.” (TTM 26

Nov 1995:13)

busai n A pile of wood and debris into which an animal retreats,

/busai/ 0 He gone in the busai there.

bus ass 1 phr Beat; hit; punish; cause to lose. Note: This and the fol-

lowing are also used with backside, skin, tail, etc. (< buss
2
) = bus

tail
1

,
open up behind 0 “Come down off that truck and we’ll bus’

you’ arse for you, all-you bastards!” (de Boissiere 1956:253) 0 “What
1 say is, let we cut them up first, they so bold face they giving we ulti-

matum, well le’ we buss they backsides fuss.” (Jones 1973:126)

2 phr Beating; punishment; severe loss. Note: This and the following

are also used with backside, skin , tail, etc. (< bus
2
) 0 “Come down off

that truck and we’ll bus’ you’ arse for you, all-you bastards!” (de

Boissiere 1956:253) 0 “What I say is, let we cut them up first, they so

bold face they giving we ultimatum, well le’ we buss they backsides

fuss.” (Jones 1973:126) 0 “Is real buss ass for dem cricketers when
West Indies catch up with dem!” (Baptiste 1993:29)

2 phr Fall; take a fall; fall suddenly; slip and fall down. (< bus
8
)
= bus

a hice 0 They had observed his fall. It gave them a certain thrill. “Woy
Tom... John bus’ ’e arse." (Bain 1974:20) 0 “Ah bus me ass, yes.”

(1990)

bus backside see BUSS ASS

bus bamboo, burst bamboo phr An activity, usu. of boys, tradition-

ally done from Divali through Christmas. A small amount of PITCH

OIL is poured into a section of cut bamboo, then the fumes are

ignited. The resulting explosion sounds like a small cannon. The

same piece of bamboo can be used repeatedly. 0 For two or three

weeks before the 25th of December, at nights, boys would be bursting

bamboos. The explosion came from a pitch-oil heated piece of thick

bamboo which had a little hole at one side of the bottom and, though

the hole, a lighted stick was applied so that the heated pitch-oil air

“burst” through the opened channel up the length of the bamboo. All

day on Christmas Day bamboos were burst. (Alladin 1970b:55) 0 The
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explosions were harmless, we found out later. Some young boys were

simply bursting bamboo to commemorate the Divali festival. (TN 30

Nov 1990:5) 0 Within recent years some nationals have queried the

custom of children and youths in rural and semi-urban districts of this

nation, to “Burst bamboo” and “Carbide” at Christmas time. (EX 23

Dec 1990:33) 0 Bursting bamboo in the neighbour yard... Well we
happy bursting carbide in tins while the bamboo heating up, when all

of a suddden he come up to say we making too much noise. (TG 18

Dec 1995)

bus book phr Study hard, esp. for exams. (< bus*) 0 The boy bussing

book til midnight.

bus brain 1 phr Think hard about something. (< bus ') 0 Ah had was

to buss mih brain (to solve the problem). (Haynes 1987:26)

2

n A difficult problem; something that is very hard to figure out.

(< bus *) 0 Busbrain. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 How to move all that

down here, that is a real bus brain.

bus bush phr Take to the bush; run away in a panic. (< bus* + bush
3
) 0

When he get the first lash, he bus bush.

bus carbide phr A way of making loud explosive noises, usu. to cele-

brate the coming of Divali and Christmas, with calcium carbide. A
piece of carbide is placed inside a tin with a replaceable lid, and a

hole made in the bottom, or inside a length of bamboo with joints at

ends. The carbide piece is spat on to produce fumes, the container

sealed tightly, and then a flame put to the hole. The bamboo or tin can

be reused repeatedly. (< bus
1

) 0 It is difficult for the law to come
down on those who indiscriminately burst carbide and bamboo. It

would be impossible to ban the implements used for these activities.

{TN 30 Nov 1990:5) 0 Bursting bamboo in the neighbour yard... Well

we happy bursting carbide in tins while the bamboo heating up, when
all of a suddden he come up to say we making too much noise. {TG
18 Dec 1995) 0 Within recent years some nationals have queried the

custom of children and youths in rural and semi-urban districts of this

nation, to “Burst bamboo” and “Carbide” at Christmas time. {EX 23

Dec 1990:33)

bus child see BUSS 8

bus cook phr Cooking for an informal gathering, usu. men; often

impromptu with ingredients on hand or easily obtainable. = >make
cook 0 Come by any time and we go bus a cook,

bus cuss see BUSS 8

bus dirt phr Run away quickly; leave in a hurry. (< bus*) = bum road,

bus foot, dust it 0 He tief de fish and he buss dirt. (Ottley 1971:10) 0

BUS’ DUT, v., ran away, run like hell. (Rodman 1971:228) 0 As soon

as he closed the shop for the night, he would “bu’st dirt” (that is, go

quickly) to his room. (Hercules 1980:59) 0 They start shooting and

everybody bust dirt and scatter. (Khan 1987:91)

buse v Give someone verbal cursing, criticism, usu. loudly, /bjuz/ (< E
abuse ‘ill-treat; do wrong to; malign; revile’) 0 He buse me two

much... he buse me - me buse em back. {TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 But I

say Quacco, what he buse em for? {TRD 7 May 1851:3) 0 When ah

tark to him bout it, he ah start to buse me, he gen’rally say “he

moonee is his, is he does work for it.” {PC 22 Oct 1904) 0 “But why
de ooman ent tell me so sheself?” “Because you too damn louse, you
bad talk she all over town, you say you done wid she. you buse every-

body who bring message from she.” (Hill 1966:29)

buse up, abuse up v Scold or curse someone in anger. (< buse + up

‘completely’) 0 “Ah ’buse he up good an proper for cheatin’ on me in

front mih eyes." (Baptiste 1993:28)

bus fatigue phr Get off a good hit in giving fatigue to someone.

(< bus
8 +fatigue) 0 (Mendes 1985:24)

bus foot phr Run away quickly, leave in a hurry. (< bus*) = bum road,

bus dirt, dust it 0 He tief de fish and he buss dirt. (Ottley 1971:10) 0

BUS’ DUT, v., run away, run like hell. (Rodman 1971:228) 0 As soon
as he closed the shop for the night, he would “bu’st dirt” (that is, go
quickly) to his room. (Hercules 1980:59) 0 They start shooting and

everybody bust dirt and scatter. (Khan 1987:91)

bush 1 n Natural wild areas of vegetation; forest, jungle; uninhabited

areas. (< E bush ‘an area of shrubs'; AmE ‘wilderness; wild areas’) 0

The bush as the native forest is called. (Coleridge 1826) 0 All of us

was pulling very well & now you come you want to make people run

in the bush. (Letter, POSG 26 Nov 1888) 0 New Town, now the most

fashionable suburb of Port-of-Spain, was then a piece of uncultivated

land, covered with what is known in the West Indies as “bush,”

(Sp. Rastrajo) that is a thick undergrowth of bmshwood interspersed

here and there with a few large trees, and was a favourite resort for

sportsmen. (Fraser 1896:56) 0 The present populous suburbs of Bel-

mont, Sorzanoville, Escallier Land and Rose Hill, were all in bush

and a few hundred dollars would have bought either of them. (Inniss

1910:82) 0 “And sometimes in the night scorpions on the floor, yes?”

she said with gloomy restraint. “It’s the bush... the bush. You too

close to the bush, you must get out of here.” (de Boissiere 1952:304)

0 How these lower class East Indian families faced the food shortage,

that is, the shortage of rice, flour, potatoes, oil, milk, etc. from March
to October of 1974 is worth mentioning. The reaction [of] most fami-

lies in Moruga was “it is a good thing the bush had yam”... yams
grow wild in the uncultivated areas of Moruga and this provided the

main alternative, yam was so important that people from out of the

area came looking for “wild yam”. (Pariag 1975:6-7) 0 “The bush

have real fun. When you go in the bush you could hunt for ’gouti,

lappe, deer, anything.” {EX 10 Aug 1993:28) 0 Hamilton said he

began going in the bush, “from small,” with his stepfather. “Every-

body does go in the bush. Is a way of life.” {EX 10 Aug 1993:28) 0

Susan was a reluctant arrivant in Blue Basin Gardens 13 years ago,

when there was “only bush” on both sides of Blue Basin Road. (Pires

1 995h: 13)

2 /; In a place previously cleared, small trees and shrubs. 0 The
metayer in Tobago exercises no rights of ownership over his lot

beyond using it for the planting of canes and the growing of some
vegetables on the cane banks... When one bit of land is exhausted he

moves on to a new one though he may go back to an old lot when it

has been again in bush and lain, so to speak, fallow for some time. He
moves from one Estate to another. (Tobago Metairie Commission

1890, in Williams 1962:129) 0 After a search in bush for about two

hours they came across the body about 500 yards from the spot where

she had been seen. {TG 5 June 1919:10) 0 “I am asking the State to

give me the use of a piece of unoccupied land that is presently cov-

ered in bush, which only hard work can bring to something.” {Bomb
15 Aug 1986:20) 0 Up to this date nothing has been done and the tem-

ple site is surrounded by bush and trees. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:19)

3 n A remote or isolated rural area. 0 “People making bacchanal all

over town... who want to go to the bush?” (Khan 1964:24) 0 Now it

have some fellas in Point-a-Pierre who come from some of them far

far bush village, and they could swing a stick from a hundred yards

away. (Khan 1987:93) 0 Probe into bush suicide. Death by suicide is

suspected in the badly decomposed body of a man which was found

hanging from a tree in the Mahaica Forest, off Las Lomas. (EX 3 Jan

1993:1) 6 ‘Every now and then one will leave the bush and come to

live in the village with a woman.’ (Boodhoo 1994:104)

4 n Garden or ESTATE grounds, esp. when at some distance from your

house; may contrast with woods or HIGH WOODS for forest areas. 0

“I going and do some work in the bush today.” (1990)

5 adj Amateur, with aspirations or claims to professional knowledge,

(fr lack of access to up-to-date information; compare AmE bush

league 'minor team; rural or low-status situation’; AusE bush lawyer)

0 The crowd was small, time had lessened the pull on the case and, in

any case, the “bush" lawyers whose years around the court had made
them not so “bush”, after all, had long since decided the outcome.

(EX 18 Jan 1987:6)

6 n The leaves and small branches of any plant, esp. one eaten or used

medicinally. 0 “I was just passing there to get some bush for my hus-

band.” ( WG 6 Sept 1930:5) 0 We tried to make a trace to stop the fire

[in the cane]... Besides making traces the labourers beat the fire with

cane tops and guava bush. (TG 2 Feb 1933:2) 0 He told me when
[I’m] bathing bathe without clothes. And rub stinging nettle bush all

inside me nose. (Viper “The See-er Man at La Brea” 1956 pr) 0 In the

wet season when the mosquitoes were most vicious, it was necessary

to make a fire, then pack green bush atop it so that there would be lots
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of smoke. This drove the mosquitoes away. (Lovelace 1968:46) 0

Remove fibres from veins and stems of callaloo bush. (Hunt 1985a:7)

0 ‘Come quick, your mother teeth lock. She faint away, Savi! Bring a

spoon, girl! And some caralie bush.’ (Gosine 1992:135) 0 It is some-

times said that ‘every sickness have it own bush' although in practice

the same bush may be used for different conditions, and any sickness

has a variety of plant remedies. (Littlewood 1993:33) 0 ‘Since the

tablets come into being I ai’ take them on. My tablets is bush. Bush is

more effective. Every bush has its work. Every bush suppose to be a

medicine but I don’ know them all. Long time people know all. Now
the older heads know a little but the younger none.’ (Littlewood

1993:34) 0 ‘Everything have he bush, you know. A hunter have

he bush for all the animals he does hunt.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:59)

7 n Cannabis; marijuana. = >ganja 0 “Cigarette!!? Bush man, bush,

de weed.” (Bain 1974:31) 0 (Mendes 1985:23)

8 n Playing cards of no value; e.g. valueless trump cards in ALL-

FOURS. 0 (Mendes 1985:23)

bush bath n A ritual or magical bath containing herbs, taken to rid a

person of evil influences, after illness, after childbirth, when under a

spell, etc. (< bush6) = bath 0 Nor has he to take her to “Ma Tambie”

for “ah bush-bath.” (EN 29 Sept 1954:12) 0 “You want to make here

an obeah shop - all sort-a people cornin’ here for her to read cards.

And I suppose she gives bush baths too. (de Boissiere 1956:66) 0 And
what about Robert who was sick with this sickness that the bushbaths

of mama Cici could not cure, nor the rubbings of Rudolpho and Papa

Marcelle? (Lovelace 1968:179) 0 No one can deny the value of the

bush bath, but the fantastic beliefs associated with the bath place it

among those customs which came under the head of folklore. Fre-

quently the bath must be made of a certain number of herbs, amounts

greater or lesser tending to lessen its efficacy. On no account must the

herbs be plucked after sunset, unless one - the spirit’s share - be

thrown behind - back of the picker. Sometimes, after the bath, the

leaves are thrown on to the open road, so that some innocent passerby

may pick up the disease. (Comma 1970:301) 0 Although in these

modem times, the mother remaining in bed for nine days after [giv-

ing] birth, is fast dying out, it still retains its hold. During this period

the mother is waited on hand and foot... on the ninth day the mother is

given a bush bath, dressed in her finest robe, and once more takes her

place as the household drudge. (Ottley 1979) 0 And Chambers too,

was told by a Shango lady to take a bush bath to wash off the blight

on him and the PNM. (Bomb 19 Dec 1986:5) 0 A religious person,

[she] has been advised by a Baptist leader to take a bushbath, by a

Hindu priest to hold a puja, and not to do anything by a nun. (Bomb 4

Mar 1988:26) 0 Many of these sweet smelling herbs were incorpo-

rated into rituals of the African obeahman, especially in the prepara-

tion of herbal or “bush baths”, as they are popularly called. The

intrinsic... qualities of these herbs are imparted to the water in which

they are rubbed or macerated and the person utilising these baths

would obviously be temporarily reinvigorated, the more able to face

up to the task at hand. These bush baths are often suggested in jest

and often in earnestness of anyone experiencing misfortune of any

kind or desirous of any material, romantic or spiritual accomplish-

ments. Journalists in particular often recommend such treatments for

leading public figures when “things are not right”. (Morean 1991:25)

0 The bush bath... is regarded as a cure not only for bodily ailments,

but also for social, financial, even political ills. (Maynard 1992:83-4)

0 Explosion in Chaguaramas, five people dead (Chaguaramas again!

The place need a bush bath?) (EX 2 Nov 1993:7) 0 The plants used

for protection from evil were often the basic ingredients in herbal

baths, known locally as ‘bush baths’. Some were used in bathing

hunting dogs. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:123) 0 The women trou-

bled by bad luck in whatever they undertook also turned to bush sell-

ers for a combination of bushes to be boiled for a bath. After the bath

which was usually taken late at nights, the boiled bushes were taken

to a cross-road (where four roads met) and dumped there with a silver

coin in the middle. By early morning the lot would have been swept

away by road sweepers and the bad luck paid to go away. (Cummings

2004:61)

bush broom n A broom made by tying palm leaves or similar material

to a long stick. (< bush
6
) 0 Use the bush broom all here, that cocoyea

broom too small.

bush-bug 1 n Any insect such as a stinkbug, which has a bad smell

when crushed. (< bush 1 ’2 ' 3, + E bug ‘generally, any small insect’) 0

Bearing an enormous basket of floral tributes, which included much
hibiscus, bush bugs, ixoras, ... and bachelor’s buttons. (Macaw
1960: 11)0 Tomato tree have plenty bush-bug.

2 n A person from a rural area, usu. implying that the person is stupid,

naive, simple, unsophisticated. = >country bookie 0 It’s proud to be

branded a bush bug or country bookie, because you’ll find in the his-

tory of this nation, that the country always makes its contribution.

(Contributer “No Town Without a Country” 1972)

Bushbush virus n An arbovirus of the Capim Group, TRVL 26668,

carried by the Culex amazonensis mosquito, (fr first identification in

the Bush Bush area, 1959) 0 During arbovirus studies carried out in

the forests of eastern Trinidad from 1954 to 1964 a number of new
agents were encountered, 10 of which have now been formally

described... The present paper describes a further 3 new virus agents,

antigenically unrelated, which are represented by 7 strains isolated

exclusively from Trinidadian forest mosquitoes. It is proposed to call

these 3 viruses Bushbush, Ieri and Lukuni. The name Bushbush is

derived from Bush Bush forest, a swamp island in the Nariva swamp,

eastern Trinidad... They are thought to be arboviruses because of

their sensitivity to DCA and their isolation from forest mosquitoes.

(Spence et al 1967:45,49)

bush crab n Probably Cardisoma guanhumi, blue crap poss..

Pseudothelphusa garmani, the MANICOU CRAB or MOUNTAIN CRAB.

(< bush 1-2,
, from habitat) = black crab, blue-back crab

1

,
>blue crab,

callaloo crab, iron-back crab (C. guanhumi); black crab, bush crab,

>manicou crab, mountain crab, red crab (P garmani) 6 I said I feel

to drink some callaloo, so I bought me bush crabs and ochro too

(Wonder “My Troubles in the Eastern Market” 1972)

bush doctor n A healer who uses traditional folk medicine, esp. herbal

remedies. (< bush
6

) 0 There was no doctor in Kumaca, and the warm
baths ordered by papa Marcelle, the bush doctor, had caused no

improvement in his condition. (Lovelace 1968) 0 Most of these “bush

doctors” recommended a tonic “to build back up the body” after

herbal treatment and especially after the use of purgatives. (Bush

Medicine 1976a: 13)

bus head phr Punishment; suffering; defeat; trouble; difficulty.

(< bus
1

) 0 That was real bus head to work on mi Income Tax. 0 That

woman give me real bus head.

bush-fish n Hoplosternum thoracatum, a freshwater armoured catfish;

body colour light to dark grey with dark spots. (< bush \ fr habitat) =

>cascadu , cascadura
1

,
cascaladoo, cascaradura, common cascadura,

spotted cascadura 0 (Boeseman 1960:107-8)

bush guinea bird n arc Thamnophilus doliatus, T.d. fraterculus (Trin)

T.d. tobagensis (Tob), a bird. Male is black, barred all over with

white; crest white tipped with black. (< bush
1

fr habitat + black and

white plumage resembling that of a guinea fowl) = cocoa bird",

>Dominica bird, guinea bird
1

,
pintade, qua-qua 0 (Roberts 1934:95) 0

The disappearance of these alleged introduced froghoppers and sub-

sequent freedom from attack are attributed locally to the abundance

of frogs... and also to birds such as the boat-tail... bush guinea bird...

and swifts... all of which are extremely abundant. (Vesey-FitzGerald

1936d:200)

bush honey n Wild honey, produced by several species of stingless

bees, collected in forests for domestic consumption. (< bush') =

forest honey 0 In Trinidad the domestication of stingless bees is com-

mon especially in the central range. Nearly all domesticated colonies

are M. trinitatis and M. favosa is only rarely domesticated, due to its

smaller colony size. The honey, which is sold at a high price, is called

bush honey or forest honey. It is use for regular consumption, for var-

ious medical treatments and in religious prayers. The domesticated

nests are generally located in wooden boxes of about 75 x 30 x

30 cm... The extraction of the honey is performed only once a year.

The amount harvested does not [exceed] the contents of a few bottles,
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which is considerably less than the harvest of a honeybee hive... the

regular extraction of honey from a nest at its natural forest site is not

uncommon. (Sommeijer & De Bruijn 1988:81)

bushi obs Overseer. (< abowshee

)

= abowshee 0 (Uh 1883:247)

bus hice phr Fall; take a fall; fall suddenly; slip and fall down. (< bus
8

+ hice
2
)
= >buss ass

-
0 I reach for the thing and the ground all mud,

and I bus a hice.

bush lady n A woman who sells medicinal herbs. (< bush
6

) 0 Some

Spiritual Baptist women who make their living raising and selling

herbal medicines are known as “bush ladies.”... this is their profession

only and has little bearing on their life in the faith. (Glazier

1983:60-61)

bush laws n Living without civilised rules; following a code of self-

interest and lawlessness. (< bush ! '3,5
; also E law of the jungle ‘code

of survival, with superiority of force or self-interest’) 0 These people

worthless, they only following bush laws,

bush, like see LIKE

bushmaster n Lachesis muta muta, a large venomous snake; the

Trinidad species, as well as several others, are all known in English as

bushmaster. Body light- to yellow-brown, with darker brown dia-

mond-shaped saddles or markings along the back, these markings

having irregular triangular centers. Scales on back surface rounded

and raised. Belly pale yellowish cream. (< E bush-master, this and

related snakes, fr being master of or dominating all other animals in

the bush) = cascabela muda, mapepire
1

,
mapepire galle, >mapepire

zanana, mute crotal, pineapple mapepire, pineapple snake, Trinidad

tiger, true mapepire
-
0 [A] big female Bushmaster in Mr. Mole’s

possession had produced a number of eggs, and brooded them in ordi-

nary snake fashion. (Roosevelt 1917:59) 0 If it can be definitely

stated that the creature which caused the trouble was a Mapepire

(L. mutus) or Fer de Lance (L. atrox) a cause of confusion will be

removed. (Mole 1924:273) 0 Obviously this was no country for

mapipire z’anana. It was too low and damp for the bushmaster’s com-

fort, but it was certainly the sort of place that ought to attract the

fer-de-lance, mapipire balcin. (Ditmars & Bridges 1935:110) 0 A
bushmaster measuring six feet was discovered in the roof of a thatch

covered house [in Tableland], (TG 28 Jan 1936:3) 0 Of the poisonous

snakes, bushmaster, Lachesis m. muta, are commonly more numerous

than ferdelance, Bothrops a. atrox. (Beebe 1952:175) 0 The rough

scales of the Bushmaster show clearly in this photograph, taken in the

Trinidad forest this winter by Dr. Dowling. The local name of the

snake, mapipire z’anana, refers to the pineapple-like scalation.

(Dowling 1960:110 photo caption) 0 Of the two mapepire the bush-

master, Lachesis muta, is the larger, reaching a length of about twelve

feet. It has a blunt wide face, very rough scales (a local name ‘Mapep-

ire z’anannas’ means “pineapple skin”), and a pattern of dark dia-

monds on a pink-and-tan background. (Price 1963:20) 0 I am face to

face with Brother Death himself. You hear what I’m telling you?

Brother Death, otherwise known as the Mapepire Zanana, Mister

Bushmaster himself, the Most High Lord of all. (Hercules 1980:73) 0

(Boos 2001a: 166)

bush meat n Tob Hunted game animals; in Tobago, including GOUTI,

QUENK, DEER, MANICOU, now relatively scarce. (< bush
1

)
= >wild

meat 0 At Charlotteville... the Congos were known as great dancers

of strange languages and living away in the bush, coming down only

on occasions to the village to sell bush-meat, wicker baskets,

fish-traps and calabash bowlies. (Elder 1988:19) 0 I would definitely

help myself to some of that bush meat, a few drinks of rum or beer, or

play card games in Roxborough’s open air.” (James 1990:255) 0 “But

de bes’ ting was wen time come fu eat; deh make a quick wood fire

an’ cook up some bush meat.” (Phillips 1991:36)

bush medicine n A system of folk medicine based on herbs and other

substances, including a hot-cold classification of diseases. (< bush6 ) 0

Mr. Johnston: Have you ever taken bush medicines? Complainant:

Never. Mr. J: Have you ever had a cold? C: Oh several times. Mr. J:

Never taken any serio blossoms drawn in tea. C: No. I suppose
Mr. Johnston means bush medicine made by this class of people.

(POSG 14 Nov 1907:5) 0 When he was satisfied, he threw the leaves

into a lota, then he poured some water into the brassware and stirred

the water with his fingers. He tasted the mixture. It was bitterish, but

good. He walked out of the kitchen with the bush medicine. (Ladoo

1972:53) 0 NKM Do you make bush medicine? SN Only for little

cold and thing. (OPNL Mar 1989:5) 0 These very folk would not trust

to use some of the locally availale herbs which may be just as effica-

cious... This may also be due to the stigma of bush medicine being

drunk by the poor, in the days when families would have bush teas

six days a week and milk or chocolate on Sundays. (Morean 1991 :62)

0 Ha, don’t bother with bush medicine, I know a woman what dead

trying out them thing. (Selvon 1 991a: 11) 0 She... prescribes bush

medicine for many ailments. (Pires 1 994d: 15)

bush number nine n Ageratum conyzoides, a native plant, used

medicinally. = cocolicka, porter bush 1

,
>zebafam !

0 (Morean 1993)

bush rum n Homemade rum from an illegal still. (< bush2
;
also poss.

influenced by mountain dew) = babash, darn, mountain dew, twist 0

Room here for “Bush Rum”. This huge still for manufacturing illicit

liquor, recently discovered in Montreal. (TG 19 Feb 1933:17) 0 Bush-

rum raid in Sangre Grande. (TG 10 Jan 1936:3) 0 Gomez was a vil-

lager who was an expert bush rum manufacturer. (Lewis 1972:54) 0

[He] was tending to a fire at a still in the forest under which bush rum
was steaming. (EX 6 Oct 1989:7) 0 While [he] was “tickling” the fire

in the production of “bush rum”, another friend... came. (EX 13 Oct

1989:3) 0 Beer, and rum chased with cola and soda water flow freely;

sometimes bush rum is available, and what they smoke isn’t always

legal either. (EX 3 Mar 1991 : 14) 0 This district is famous for its bush

rum distilleries hidden in the forest. (EX 13 June 1993:1 1) 0 The fam-

ily, who deals with “bush rum” and cocaine, is related to a top officer

at the station. (TTM21 Aug 1993:12)

bush tea n A medicinal drink made of a hot infusion of plant leaves.

See also DRINK BUSH TEA FOR, TAKE BUSH TEA FOR. (< bush6 )
=

hot tea, tea
3

,
>tisan 0 Hear the meals me trainer is giving me, Every

morning roast breadfruit and bush tea. (Terror “My Plan to Beat Joe

Louis” 1950 pr) 0 A pilgrim is not allowed to eat salted food and dur-

ing her first visit to the mourning room she is given nothing but a

“bush” tea (olive-leaf tea) for three days. (Simpson 1970: 149) 0 “You

remember the other day when that baby was sick in the village, and

the doctor couldn’t do nothing? Ain’t it was Manko who give she

bush-tea to drink and make she better?” (Selvon 1972:19) 0 Kwame...

would not be allowed to continue on without something to eat and

drink, this in the nature of roast-bake, fry-fish and hot chocolate or

bush tea. (Phillips 1991 :27) 0 All of this would be washed down by a

hearty gulp of hot bush tea. A breakfast luxury would be a fried egg,

properly beaten and frizzed in hot oil. (TTY 1995:3)

bush weed n Any piece of bush, leaves or small branch. (< bush
6
) 0

He pelt me with a piece of bush-weed.

bush wren n Thryothorus rutilus [= Troglodytes rutilus] (E rufous-

breasted wren), a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Upperparts greyish brown;

tail barred blackish; throat and sides of face conspicuously speckled

black on white; breast reddish orange; belly brownish white; flanks

brown. Frequents undergrowth and dense thickets. (< bush^ + E wren,

a group of birds) = jungle wren, rossignol des halliers 0 (Chapman

1894:23)

busi n The brown husk or covering of rice grains, /busi/ (< Bh bhusi,

H bhus, bhuus, bhuusaa ‘bran; chaff’) 0 Busi: rice husk. (Dukhedin-

Lalla 1974:16)

business v Usu. in negative, have dealings with; be involved in; have

contact with; consider; be interested in; take seriously; care about.

(< E do business with ‘engage in dealings, etc.’) 0 Let them have they

scrimmage and the bachanal, I aint business with that once I get my
Carnival. (Pretender “The Strike Situation” 1947 pr) 0 “De Doctah

ent business wid what yer goin’ for, he say before anybody set dey

foot on any kina boat or plane dey bong to have dey certificate to

show dat yer done pay what yer earn.” (Macaw 1960:87) 0 “Well so

longst I is cap’n of Canary Band we ent business wid no noise. We
out to beat pan and we know we good. Let who want to fight fight.

We keeping to weself.” (Hill 1966:9) 0 You could be young and you

could be fat. Behind could be round, me aint business with that. But
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from the time you hitting you fifty. Oh Darling, ah want you badly.

(Organizer “Old Woman Champ” 1971 pr) 0 People who does hole

people chirren an kill dem ent bizness wid no law. (Mamits LPOS,
TG 27 May 1979) 0 “O Pat, what you think of this news? More kill-

ing in Kenya...” “I don't business too much with Africa,” Pat replied.

(Hosein 1980:117) 0 One teen said, “Some of the parents don’t want

to listen to some of [the] children’s views. They tell themselves that

they say this and so this is right and they don’t business with what the

children say.” (EX 26 July 1987:6) 0 'And what about the velorio,

they didn’t used to have a wake?’ 'Yes,’ Sotero said. 'They used to

have wake. And you didn’t have to business about anything for the

occasion.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:47)

busing n Verbal cursing, criticism, usu. loud. (< buse + -ing) = cussing

0 The practice of “cussing” or '“buseing” was a demonstration of the

participants’ ability to use words effectively. In this case a stream of

invective was used to describe the opponent’s ancestry and the defi-

ciencies of his moral behavior and to reveal to the audience the extent

of poverty and deprivation experienced by the opponent. It also had

its own form (without deliberate rhyme but not without rhythm) and

its own rules of conduct. It was often the prelude to physical conflict

for men, but for women it was more often the substitute for physical

violence. (Trotman 1986:257)

bus itphr Leave in a hurry, suddenly, including to leave a relationship.

(< bus
8

)
= digs out, dust it 0 “Me, if he was my mam I dun leave he

and buss it. Is either de snake or me. He done have ah snake wey God
gee he, wha’ he want wit more?” (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:1 1) 0 “Driver,

forget de radio and jus bus it down de road!” (What a Life, TG 20

Nov 1991:7) 0 When he saw the wad, [he shouted] to his partners in

crime it was time to “buss it”. Off they scampered into a waiting

black vehicle. (EX 28 Nov 1993:18)

bus kiss phr Hold and kiss someone unexpectedly; sometimes implies

that the action is unwanted. (< bus
8
) 0 As she turn she head, he buss a

kiss on she mouth,

bus lime see BUSS 4

bus mark 1 phr Reveal the winning number in a WHE-WHE game.

(< bus^ + mark 1

) 0 [He] was on his way to a “turf’ on Co-operative

Street, Sangre Grande to “bus the mark.” (Blast 19 Jan 1990:9) 0 He
is also known to be the sponsor of a whe-whe bank in the Moruga dis-

trict, and the same white Sunny motor car usually provides the trans-

port, with a former recreation club owner “bussin mark.” (Bomb 7

Sept 1990:5) 0 When it is time to "buss” the mark the Banker, in front

of everyone, opens up the paper to reveal the number he had written

down. (EX-2 22 July 1990:44)

2

phr Expose secrets; esp. wrongdoing; report illegal activity. 0 The

system, however, appears to work reasonably well. If it did not, the

society would long have known about it. One would not have had to

wait for the calypsonian to “buss the mark.” (EX-2 21 Feb 1988:5) 0

Blasting Mayor Williams is nothing new in the city as far as vendors

are concerned. But when one woman “buss de mark” that His Wor-

ship is being groomed for parliamentary honours and that he might

“fight on a PNM ticket,” all hell broke loose. "Eef we have tuh rent

we own microphone, we in de mayor arse, we een he sauce. We don’t

want dat man, he worse dan Bakr and Robinson put together.” (Bomb

14 Sept 1990:6)

bus obeah see BUSS4

bus ole talk see BUSS4

bus on average phr Miscalculate; make a mistake in prediction.

(< bus
9 + average) 0 I thought I would get a new stereo, but I bust on

my average because I forget to put in the VAT.

bus out 1 v Break completely; come apart. (< bus
1 + out

5
) 0 De shoe

strap buss: the shoe strap burst; also, “De whole shoe buss out.”

(Haynes 1987:25)

2 i’ Bus completely, thoroughly, suddenly. Note: SE uses, e.g. burst

out laughing. (< bus
8 + out

5
) 0 You could imagine, I watch the

woman cuteye. She look up in me face and bust out a laugh. (Tiger

“Gertrude” 1938) 0 Wen yuh give Mrs. David de note, she bus out

one laugh. (Foster 1990:7)

bus out in rash phr Develop a skin rash. (< bus
8 + E break out in a

rash) 0 (Haynes 1987:25)

bus peta, bust petard 1 phr Set off firecrackers. (< bus
] + peta) 0

Every Christmas Eve, the boys in the village does bus peta.

2 phr Go off with a lot of attention and promise, then result in noth-

ing. (< bus
9

) 0 The scheme bus like a peta.

bus route n A separate road or section of a road reserved for the use of

transport vehicles, esp. public buses and taxis, government vehicles,

and police; esp. a long section of road parallel to the Eastern Main
Road between Port of Spain and Arima known as the (Priority) Bus

Route. Generally equivalent to E bus lane\ as E bus route is the regu-

lar pathway of stops taken by a bus. 0 Yuh see dis new bus root?...

aldough de Government say nobody buh ’bus an fire brigade and

ambulance an poleece could travel on it, plenty ah de udder people

who ketchin dey nennen bong to try something if dey feel nobody ent

watchin. (Mamits, LPOS, TG 18 Dec 1977) 0 “A plainclothes police-

man asked the driver for his bus route pass, while giving a lot of old

talk.” (Punch 1 9 Nov 1989:4) 0 When it was time for Cinderella to go

to the royal ball and no maxi-taxis, or bus route taxis, or PTSC buses

were available, her transportation problem was solved for her in an

instant. (John 2007:3)

bus skin see BUSS 5

bus tail 1 phr Beat; hurt; give LICKS. (< bus
2 + tail) = buss ass

1

,
open

up behind 0 bus’ one’s skin, bus’ one’s tail, to beat, to hurt,

e.g., come here now or I bus’ you’ skin. (Rodman 1971:228) 0 “If we
find them in we area is to buss their tails.” (Jones 1973:125) 0 (Men-

des 1985:25)

2 n Physical punishment, abuse or attack. (< buss
5 + tail) = buss ass

2

0 A cut-tail or “buss” skin or “buss” tail - corporal punishment or

physical molestation (note also - “to break his tail”). (Alladin

1970b:69)

3/iA failure, describing something that has involved effort and come
to nothing. 0 He only get a bus-tail on the exam,

bus talk(s) phr Out-talk; confuse. (< bus
2,s

) 0 I buss talks in he ass, he

couldn’t say nutten!

buster n A person who cuts open coconuts, particularly dry ones.

(<bus^) 0 The principal classes of workers on coconut estates are

pickers... gatherers... “busters,” who cut them open... In 1939... bust-

ers... [received] twenty-five cents [a thousand nuts]. (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1947:56) 0 I was often joined by Mr. Ram and his

19-year-old brother-in-law, who was also employed on the estate as a

‘buster’, which meant he split the external shell and got the nut out.

(Bryans 1967:183)

busunk see BOOSOONK

bus up 1 v Eat hungrily; devour. 0 (Mendes 1985:24) 0 Man, put food

on the table and he buss up the food one time.

2 v Tear; break; damage; hurt; batter. (< bus + up- ) 0 “O Gord,

O Gord, he cuff me up. He burst-up me mouth.” (1990)

3 adj Injured from blows; swollen, cut. (< bus
5 + up5 ) 0 The girl was

always pregnant, and then that bitch of a man went out in the car and

left her at home with a black eye and a buss up mouth to fend for

herself. (Jones 1973:97)

4 n Argument; altercation; falling-out. (< E bust-up < burst-up

'explosion; flare-up; altercation’) 0 Very often there is a “buss-up”

between the boss and the girls. If the girls leave (fire the wuk), they

must pay $40 to return. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:22)

bus-up-shut, buss-up-shot n A paratha ROTI, tom or beaten into

pieces. (< bus up
x + shirt, fr resemblance to tom up shirt rags) 0 The

House of Bussupshot and Indian Cuisine, Take Away and Dining

Service, All Meats Halal. (restaurant sign. Port of Spain 1986) 0 Lord

Kitchener is caught in action, turning a giant “buss up shut” at the

cook-up. (EX 18 Oct 1987:2) 0 Dat is buss-up shut an some dalphour-

rie tuh eat wit de curry mango. (Foster 1990:104) 0 It eh have nothing

like a good Trini buss up shut and curry anything. (Baptiste 1992) 0

The men who had done the cooking had not finished until about

2.00 a.m. What with having to roll them out and spread them on the

tawa at least 50 inches in diameter, oiling one side and turning over to
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oil the other side while allowing it to cook throughout. When they

knew it was cooked, it was beaten to produce what Trinidadians gen-

erally called “buss up shut”. (Ali 1993:56)

bus vein ser BUS 1

butards see BUTTARDS

but hi phr Tob An expression of surprise, /bxt hai/ = hi
2

, it
4
0 But hi!

(Daniel msl ca 1960)

buthi, bathi n A cotton wick for a candle or DIYA. (< H-Bh) 0 “Soak

the buthi in the oil.” (1990)

but how intj Said in spirited admiration or agreement. 0 (Mendes

1985:25) 0 “How that ants get in my bed to bite me so?” "But how!

They could get in through that net easy.” (1990)

but look crosses see look crosses

butor n obs Botaurus pinnatus (E pinnated bittern ), a waterbird,

62 cm (25") long. Generally dark brown, finely barred with buff and

black; crown black; upper back mottled black, buff and reddish-

brown; underparts pale with reddish-brown streaks; bill thick,

yellowish. Makes a deep croak of alarm, and a “boom” during the

nesting season. An uncommon resident of Trinidad reed-beds and

freshwater marshes. Although protected by law, sometimes hunted.

(< obs E butor ‘bittern’) 0 (Chapman 1894:81)

butt 1 v Attack by running into someone head-first; hit with the top of

the head, /but/ (< E butt /bAt/ ‘strike with the head or horns’) = let go

head 0 Him no tink me butt him. When me hold him, me top for him

jaw - Catch him hold him two ear so, an butt him. (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0

Eben dem lilly pickny self da go na rum shap - dem da look pon dem
dady an mamy da fite lika game-cock, da bite lika pupy dag, da crach

lika pussy cat, da butt lik a ram goat, an da cus an maka nise lika so

much deble. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 Her husband dealt her a cuff, and

butt her down three times, bit her and choked her. (POSG 30 May
1907:3) 0 I never saw a woman more determine, She held me in the

collar and started butting. (Tiger “Gertrude” 1938) 0 “Who's a stupid

Venezuelan?” he roared and butted him twice, with lightning speed,

in the best Creole style, (de Boissiere 1952:8) 0 After a while Boysie

couldn’t stand it no more. He run out in the road and he slapped her.

But Thelma was good for herself. She took hold of his collar and she

butt him so fast he sprawl on the ground. (Stewart 1989:127) 0 The
fighters continued to bite, cuff, and butt at each other for more than

two minutes. (James 1990:98)

2 n A hit or blow with the top of the head. (< E butt ‘a push or thrust

with the head or horns’) = coco
2

, coconut
2

,
head coco 0 None of our

slaves would ever hear us talked slightingly of while they had the

power of firing a lick (making a blow), or hitting a butt,* at the

calumniator. He who dared say aught against Massa Arundell in the

presence of any of his negroes^ generally suffered assault and battery.

(* Negroes and creoles generally fight more with their heads than

hands.) (Joseph 1 838b- 1:51) 0 Two or three blows were given on both

sides - or rather “butts” on the part of the deceased and blows by
Zenon. (POSG 16 Apr 1847:2) 0 “Look here, Mr. Man... I ain’t no
stupid Panol man, selling me cacao to you, now... If you tell me any-

thing again I’ll hit you ONE butt, eh?!!” (Hummingbird 24 May
1904:4) 0 He dragged her outside and gave her a butt. (POSG 13 Sept

1907:4) 0 Hilda collared Avis Applewhaite and gave her a butt. (TG 8

Mar 1919:10) 0 He received a butt and not a cuff. (WG 28 June

1919:7) 0 He then followed up with a severe butt which put [the

police officer] “to rest”. (7YA/26 Oct 1990:3)

3 v Horn; cuckold. (< E horn, give horns to ‘cuckold; dishonour a

spouse by adultery’, fr a European metaphor by which cuckolds were
said to wear “horns on the brow”) 0 But when I came back I bawl for

murder, She had a reindeer to butt the Growler. (Growler “Don’t Hide
Him Behind the Door” 1941) 0 Since 1 married Dorothy, She have me
going crazy. Well is butt like fire, I can’t take it no longer. (Sparrow
“A Sailor Man” 1957, in Rodman 1971:217) 0 She is putting endless

butts on she husband. He getting butts like peas.

buttards, butard(s), butters, buttereds v Pay a small fee, lose a turn,

or lose a marble, in order to enter or re-enter a game, usu. having to

add something to the ring if the marble FATS, or stays in the ring, in

order to be able to continue playing. /bAtaidz, bAtaiz, bAta:d/ (poss.

< F boutarde ‘outburst’) 0 No “chinx”, no “buttards” is the rule.

(Fortune ca 1950-9:1 1 ) 0 The taw slip and went in a hole, She snatch

at the taw like she going mad. And shout butad, butad, butad.

(Bomber “The Marble Game” 1959 pr) 0 Dont hustle, yu cant butards

yet. My play still, an he befor yu tink country people stupid? (Keens-

Douglas 1975:44)

butterbread arc A loaf bread that contains a relatively large amount

of butter (fr butter as an ingredient) 0 Try Chee Mooke’s SPECIAL

BUTTER BREAD, (ad, Dictator 1956) 0 Instead of accra and float he

was tearing a loaf of butterbread and eating roast pork. (Lewis 1972:

77) 0 Eventually the oven was opened and rack upon rack of butter

bread and sweetbread were put in quickly and the oven re-sealed.

(Araujo 1984:25) 0 “[Bjutter bread”, a loaf leavened by yeast with a

balanced content of salt and sugar and a high content of lard or mar-

garine. (Cummings 2004:99)

butter ears phr Flatter; talk nicely or give compliments in order to get

something from someone. (< dial E butler ‘flatter lavishly’) = butter

mouth 0 “You trying to butter my ears?”

butterfish 1 n Peprilus pant, a marine fish of good eating quality.

(< E butter-fish, ‘any of several fishes having a slippery coating of

mucus’) = >palomette 1

, tabac 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

2 n Lutjanus griseus (E grey snapper), an edible marine fish.= green

pargue, mangrove pargue, mangrove snapper, pargue, pargue mang 0

(Vincent 1910:47) 0 “That is butterfish. In Hi-Lo they cal! it man-
grove snapper, and it costs eight dollars a pound.” (1990)

3 n Cephalopholis cruentata, an edible marine fish. = >ouitallibe 0

(LNP 1985)

butterflap n A soft small oval flatfish buttery bread, light brown out-

side. (fr the process of preparation, folding flaps of the dough over

buttered sections) = six cents loaf 0 (Mendes 1985:25)

butterfly 1 n Any day-flying or night-flying butterfly or moth. (< E
butterfly ‘a day-flying insect with scaly wings and knobbed antenna’)

0 These days it have plenty butterfly around these lights.

2 n Vagina, esp. for young girls. = nani
2

,
punki, pokee 0 Go tidy yuh

butterfly.

butterfly orchid n Oncidium papilio, a native orchid that grows on

trees. Flowers pale yellow-brown, sparsely veined deep yellow; frilly

lip and petals bright yellow, shaded and spotted with orange; three

upright sepals a ruddy brown. Borne on few-flowered, unbranched

raceme, 60-120 cm (23.4-46.8") long. The flower is the official

emblem of the Orchid Society of Trinidad and Tobago, (fr resem-

blance of flower movement to that of a butterfly) = butterfly plant,

Trinidad butterfly plant 0 Oncidium papilio, “The butterfly.” This old

and exquisite orchid is almost world-renowned ... the leaves ... are of

a green colour prettily marked with marbling of reddish brown ... The
flower spike ... is about 30 inches in length ... from its apex the single

flower is produced, to be succeeded by another as soon as it fades, the

plant continuing to flower in this manner for as many years as it is

kept in health ... the three sepals are narrow, erect, and reddish brown
... the petals are broader, dropping, tapered, wavy, and barred with

yellow and cinnamon brown, the large, spreading, almost circular lip

is yellow with a border of cinnamon brown. (JFNC Oct 1895:250) 0

Among orchids the chief species from a garden or horticultural view-

point are: Butterfly, Cedros Bee, Yellow Bee and the Lady’s Slipper.

(Rampersad ca 1962:13) 0 The butterfly orchid is one of Trinidad’s

loveliest species with a very large and unusual yellow, orange and

brown flower...the flower does not actually resemble a butterfly, but

when the breeze sets the bloom dipping and swaying at the end of its

exceptionally long flower spike it is easy to see how the orchid got its

name. (Moll 1982:58).

butterfly plant n Oncidium papilio, a native orchid of yellow, orange,

ruddy brown. The flower is the official emblem of the Orchid Society

of Trinidad and Tobago. = >butterfly orchid. Trinidad butterfly plant

0 The ... Butterfly Plant ... has so much the appearance of a large and

splendid butterfly, that a few feet from it, it might be mistaken for

one. (Joseph 1 838a:8 1

)

butterfly shell n Tob Donax denticulatus , a small edible bivalve shell-

fish. (fr resemblance of opened shells to a butterfly’s open wings) =
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beach clam, >chip-chip 0 “Butterfly Shell'’ (Donax variabilis), called

“Chip-chips” in Trinidad. These come up with the tide on some

beaches. Small; about three-quarters of an inch long; some have radi-

ating bands, in different colours. (Alford 1960:57) 0 The sandy

strands are very much alive with chip-chip, which have the local

name of ‘butterfly shells.’ (Bryans 1967:265)

butter mouth phr Flatter, give nice things to someone in order to get

something. (< dial E butter ‘flatter lavishly’) = butter ears 0 You try

your best and butter me mouth. And now you hold me, you making

row. (Harmony Kings’ Orchestra “O Lil’ Lil’ Gal” 1938)

butternut n Originally a flaky, flat sweet, made from ground peanuts,

sugar and butter; sold wrapped in 2. 5-3. 8 cm (1-1.5") squares. Now a

crunchy, semi-hard candy, with layers of peanut butter and peanuts in

a buttery syrup; usu. sold in a flat bar about 6.3 cm (2.5") long,

(fr butter and nuts as main ingredients) 0 It is with a certain degree of

authority and, I must confess, arrogance that I can choose to keep my
radio dial permanently on an easy listening station (where there’s real

music) and dismiss the rest as rubbish, and tell that the butternut they

sell is not real butternut. (T&T Yesteryear 1995:8)

butter-nut n arc Caryocar nuciferum , a native tree; nut yields edible

oil. (fr butter-like oil obtained from nut; E butter-nut, also a large oily

nut, is Juglans cinerea ‘white walnut-tree’) = souari 0 The souari or

butter-nuts... contains even more oleaginous matter [than the sapucaia

nut]. The natives crush them and make from the oil or milk a stuff

called ‘ghee,’ which they sell in the market, and which is almost

undistinguishable from bad butter. (Brassey 1885:112)

butterwood n Diospyros inconstans [= Maba inconstans], a small cul-

tivated evergreen tree, 3-7 m (10-23') tall, with smooth bark, brown

underbark. Young branchlets ashen grey. Leaves oblong-lanceolate.

Small greenish flowers single or in clusters. Fruit a brownish-green

berry 1.5-2 cm (.6-. 8") diameter with turned-back sepals, containing

up to 6 brown seeds about 1 cm (.4") long. Wood fairly hard, white or

yellowish marked with black lines; turns yellow on exposure to air.

(fr butter-yellow colour of wood) 0 (National Herbarium specimen

sheet, 1921) 0 (Marshall 1934:69) 0 (Beard 1946:34) 0 (FTT 1947-2-

3:139)

butting n Hitting with the head. (< butt
1

)
= coconut 0 “He said he was

a villain; and, being a good hand at butting
, he fired his head into old

Leech’s stomach, that upset him. for which he was sent to gaol for

two months.” (Joseph 1838b-3:96)

button n Pimple; swelling on the face. (< arc E button ‘swelling; pim-

ple’) 0 “Them children does use [blue soap]. My daughter does use it

to clear up the ‘buttons’. The face get clean, clean.” (Loubon 2001

)

button mangrove n Conocarpus erectus, a shrubby native evergreen

tree, to 20 m (65') tall. Twigs angled or winged; bark greyish,

shallowly fissured. Leaves lanceolate. Flowers tiny, in clusters; fruit

4-7 mm (.16-.28") long, made up of small overlapping 2-winged,

scale-like, one-seeded fruits, forming a cone-like head. Wood used

for fuel, (fr resemblance of small fruits to buttons) 0 (National

Herbarium specimen sheet, 1864) 0 (FTT 1932-1-5:329) 0 (Marshall

1934:59) 0 (Beard 1946:30) 0 (Farrell 1980a:20)

button weed n Spermacoce assurgens, a native plant, prostrate to

erect; stem to 50 cm (19.5"). Leaves elliptical-lanceolate, blades

spread horizontally; each pair appears flattened. Flowers in clusters at

leaf bases or ends of branch, short white tube, light purplish-white

petals. Used medicinally, (fr resemblance of the flower heads to but-

tons) = balie jab, iron grass
2

,
man-to-man root, nigger-head

2
, white

broom 1

, >white-head broonr 0 (Laurence 1976:3) 0 Button weed.

Iron grass. White broom ... a common weed in grass, along roadsides

and in waste places in general ... The flowers in a given cluster open

over a period of time, 4 to 6 opening per day. They fade shortly after

midday. (Duncan 1993:76)

button win n A variant of PITCH in which buttons rather than marbles

are targets and are thereby won or lost, (fr use of buttons for stakes) 0

1 eh ha no marble today, so we go play button win.

butt up v Meet. (< butt', also dial E buck up ‘encounter’) = >bounce

up, butt up on 0 “I don’t know nothing about Sally O’Reilly. Except

that she used to butt up David Chow around the savannah some-

times.” (Jones 1973:47)

butt up on v Meet unexpectedly. = bounce up, butt up 0 (Haynes

1987:129)

butu see BOUTOU

but wait nuh see wait nuh

but what jail is this see what jail is this

buy cat in bag phr Get something without really knowing what it is

like. (< E buy a pig in a poke ‘buy something sight unseen and there-

fore liable to being cheated’) 0 (Haynes 1987:130) 0 A smart man
doh buy no cat in bag.

buy cedar wood phr Said when death appears possible or likely, as

before an operation with a very bad prognosis, implying that you

should make arrangements for your funeral, (fr use of cedar wood for

coffins) 0 Yuh bettuh buy yuh ceduh wood. (Haynes 1987:78)

buy foreign phr Buy imported goods, as opposed to locally produced

goods. (<foreign) 0 So let’s buy the things we making, and don’t buy

foreign... always buy local. (Terror “Buy Local” 1975)

buy local phr Buy locally produced goods, as opposed to imported

goods. (< local) 0 So let’s buy the things we making, and don’t buy

foreign... always buy local. (Terror “Buy Local” 1975)

buy off v obs Make a payment in order to shorten length of time of

indentureship. (< E buy out ‘pay the remainder of a contract’ + E pay

off ‘pay money owed’) 0 The first to come were Chinese, who
decided that it was worthwhile to “buy off’ their time. They later

opened shops, became butchers or green farmers. (EX 26 June

1988:51)

buy place phr Used in negative when a price is considered too high

for the service or item for sale. 0 Ah eh come to buy de place: I

haven’t come to buy this place, I only came to pay the bill. (Haynes

1987:19)

bwa intj Used to tell someone to stop, /bwa/ (prob. fr the use of bois
4

as a threat) 0 “Bwa! Done with that!” (1989)

bwa-bwa, bois-bois n Ridiculous or strange in appearance, /bwabwa/

(< FC < bois-bois ‘stick-stick’, a scarecrow stick figure) 0 Dem had

some other ladies an gentlemans from San Fernando, but as foo dem
some de look like ah bwa-bwa wen am dress, and some agen like tuff

rat. (PC 27 Aug 1904) 0 Bois-bois. (Mendes 1985:17)

BWee see BeeWee

by 1 prep At or in someone’s house. = at
1

(< obs E by ‘at the house

of’) 0 No tea by Tanty tonight, Saga boys things brown. (Dictator

“The George Street Fire” 1950 pr) 0 “Eh, Mr Greenidge! What you

want? Don’t come by me, nuh? If is money you lookin’ for don’

come by me at all.” (de Boissiere 1956:36) 0 Come go home by we,

You see 1 am the star boy in my family. (Brigo “Mama Popo” 1971

pr) 0 “I thought you wanted to go for a drink!” “By you, ner. I don’t

want to go out and meet a lot of dreary people.” “Neither me. We’ll

go by me, then.” (Ramkeesoon 1975:31) 0 This is the third time he

has broken glasses by me. (EX

5

Oct 1986:21) 0 “No one came by me
anymore,” Joe, originally of South, said. (Punch 8 Oct 1989:31) 0

She had sent him by his uncle since she could no longer handle him.

(TG 15 Nov 1991:9) 0 If you owned an oven, you were suddenly

famous because all the bread on the street baking by you. (TG 18 Dec

1995)

2 prep Related by blood, of the same parent, (also E, < E by, indicat-

ing the immediate agent, e.g. have children by) 0 “I have some broth-

ers by my father.” (EX 12 Oct 1986:30)

by birth phr Native to; bom in a place. = bom 0 I am a Trinidadian by

birth with a well-paying position in a company. (EX 10 July 1990:10)

bygan see BAIGAN
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by guess phr By chance, going along with whatever happens. (< E by

guess ‘at haphazard; without a set course’) 0 Take my warning, don t

live by guess, For even the bees have their time to rest (Caresser

“Time For Man Go Home” 1939) 0 “Me - ah live by guess. When I

have ah live good and when 1 eh have I live by guess.” (Punch

1967:13)

byuda see BUDA
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C & B there see C AND B THERE

caban 1 n obs A very simple bed, having a frame and mattress or

straw pallet. (< FC cabane ‘bed’ < Fr cabane ‘cabin; hut’) 0 There

shall be cabanes or bed-places in those apartments, raised at least

eighteen inches, to preserve them from the [dangerous] effects of

sleeping on the moist ground. (Ord Gov Picton, June 30, 1800, UWI-
HT) 0 The deceased was ill, and was laying on a “caban” where he

was killed... deceased was laying on the bed. (POSG 20 Dec 1854:2)

0 Whilst on his way home... [he] stopped at a house on the way, left

his gun on his countryman’s “caban". (POSG 5 June 1907:5)

2 n obs A temporary shelter, esp. in the woods. (< Fr cabane ‘cabin;

hut’) 0 (Gamble 1866:87)

caban de jesu n Selaginella sp., a trailing or erect non-flowering

native plant with very small leaves arranged in the same plane along

the branches, /kaban do c^esu/ (< FC caban ‘bed’ + Fr de Jesu ‘of

Jesus') 0 [And] the rock fern old timers call Caban Jesi (bed of Jesus).

(EX\6 Mar 1985)

cabbage n arc The tender unexpanded centre or terminal leaf bud of

palm trees, globular or spherical in shape; in most species, including

Mauritia, Euterpe sp., Oenocarpus, Roysteonea and Acrocomia this is

edible. It is often eaten, though its removal kills the entire tree, (fr

resemblance of unexpanded leaves to a cabbage) 0 The Cabbage
Tree

,
grows to a prodigious heighth, some to one hundred foot in

length, yet has but a fibrous root and the Cabbage you shall observe

at the extreamest part; save onely a lovely Plume of green leaves over

shade it. But it’s no Timber tree, by reason it contains so very much
Pith; however it’s useful for Palasades, and to make Pumps, Gutters,

Troughs, and Pailing with: but of the hard, and outmost Rind, the

Indians by the use of fire make Piles for their Arrows; and with the

leaves they cover the tops of their Houses, or Wiggwams; but the

Cabbage it self is a most delicious food. (Poyntz 1683:41-2)

cabbage hawk n Buteo platypterus , a bird. = >chicken hawk2
,
gabilan

0 (ffrench 1991:96-7)

cabbage palm n Roystonea oleracea, a very tall straight-growing

native palm to 40 m (130'); usu. solitary; grey trunk slightly swollen

at base. Crown large and spreading. Leaves 3-6 m (10-19') long, up to

2 m (6') wide, drooping at tip; about 100 pairs of leaflets 1 m x 5 cm
(39" x 2"); with a feathery appearance. Inner leaf bud is edible. Tree

used for ornamental avenue planting; wood used in building. (< E
cabbage-tree

,
several palm trees whose central unexpanded mass of

leaves or terminal bud is eaten like the head of a cabbage) =

>palmiste’, royal palm2
0 The people cut cabbage palm posts and

planted them in the ground and got out light poles of native wood and

carrat palm leaves ... for plates and roof. (Morton 1916) 0 (Beard

1946:36) 0 The transition from swamp-forest to herbaceous swamp
dotted with stands of Cabbage Palms was abrupt. (Shortt 1975:1 17) 0

Palmiste (Trinidad), Royal (Trinidad), Cabbage (Trinidad, Tobago)...

Lowlands, swamps and hills near the coast sometimes forming pure

stands... Threatened in its natural range due to habitat destruction.

The only remaining natural stands are at Nariva Swamp; scattered

elsewhere. Widespread as an ornamental. (Comeau, Comeau & John-

son 2003:32-3)

cabecera n arc Headland, vantage point, high point of land, /kabesera/

(< LAS cabecera ‘headland’ < Sp cabecera ‘head of table or bed;

chief city of a district’) 0 I have myself... taken with my own hands,

in the caves at the top of the cabeceras of Oropouche, no less than 175

Guacharos [to save them]. (Devenish 1894:22-3)

cabez n Brains, intelligence, cleverness, smartness, /kabez/ (< Sp

cabeza ‘head; brains; judgement’) = head 1

, headpiece 0 “He’s a good

comrade. But his job requires a man with a good cabez’." (de Boissiere

1952:99) 0 “Dem Englishman an’ dem - dey’s king in dis world,

pardner. Dem people brave too bad, man. An’ plenty headpiece -

cabez’.” He touched his forehead significantly. (Hercules 1965:165)

cabilan see GAVILAN

Cabildo n obs A body of magistrates, responsible for management of

public funds; this term usu. refers historically to the ILLUSTRIOUS
Board of Cabildo of the Town of Port of Spain which was in

office from about 1802-1840. A small building still standing on Sack-

ville Street in Port of Spain is supposed to have been the office of the

Cabildo at one point, and has been restored; the nearby Attorney Gen-
eral’s new office was thus named Cabildo Chambers, /kabildo/

(< LAS cabildo ‘ecclesiastic body; town council’ < Latin capit-

alism]) 0 In the Spanish dominions, the Cabildo was made up of per-

sons appointed to conduct the police and government of the chief

cities and towns.... On formation of a Cabildo, two magistrates, the

Alcalde of the First Election and the Alcalde of the Second Election

were chosen to preside over the courts of justice.... Two Alcaldes del

Monte, country members, were also elected to the Cabildo each year

and though they had seats on the Board of Cabildo, they had no vote.

Other members were the Regidors appointed by the Crown or its rep-

resentative. They were life members... By law, all Alcaldes and Regi-

dors were obliged to be of the white race, of good character, upright,

honest, and able to read and write... Other members were the Alcaldes

de Barrio, appointed to assist in the administration of justice and in

the preservation of peace.... Members of the Cabildo elected the

Alcaldes in Ordinary, the Alcaldes Provincial, and the Syndic, or

Attorney-General, whose duty it was to see that all the proposals of

the Cabildo were for the benefit of the public... The Cabildo was not a

law making body. It could only recommend to the Governor regula-

tions for the police and laws for its own procedure. These had to have

Crown approval... They also inspected and gave approval to qualifi-

cations of physicians, surgeons and apothecaries, and to guard against

contagious and epidemic diseases. They were responsible for all

expenses of the administration of justice, the salaries of its officers,

the salary of a physician and surgeon for the poor, and that of a

school-master for poor children. In times of public calamities their

duty was to assist the distressed from their funds... After the capitula-

tion certain changes were made in the function of the Cabildo and its

formation... The income of the Cabildo in 1804 was derived from:

licenses... rents... import and export dues... payment for... the conve-

nience of shipping... fines... tax on carts... duty... The Expenditure of

the Cabildo covered: repairs to public mole and wharf... maintenance

of slaves employed upon works of public utility, maintenance of pris-

oners... rents and expenses of Town Hall... repairs to street... rent of a

public gaol... the expenses of the police and the overseers of public

works. The expenses of the festival of St. Joseph... and of Corpus

Christi. (CO 295/8 Hislop to Camden 9/7/1804; in UWI-HT) 0 I have

to suggest, for the consideration of the Board, the present state of the

Cabildo Road from St. Ann’s bridge... I think the Chain Negros, with

the assistance perhaps of those of the Colony, will, under a proper

driver, answer at present the purpose. (Ralph Woodford, 1813 in

Fraser 1896:9) 0 His Excellency Sir H. MacLeod next proceeded to

the Cabildo Hall and was sworn in as Corregidor or the Illustrious

Board. (TS 14 Apr 1 840:3) 0 In 1733 they had to call a meeting at San

Josef, in order to tax the inhabitants, according to their means, toward

thatching the Cabildo hall with palm-leaves. (Kingsley 1880:76) 0 On
the night of the 24th March, 1808, the town [of Port-of-Spain] was

aroused from its slumbers by the alarm of fire... The Cabildo House,

the Gaol and the Protestant Church... were burned to the ground,

together with no less than four hundred and twelve houses and three

hundred and thirty-seven out-buildings. (Fraser 1891:316-7) 0 A
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glance at the magnitude and thoroughness of these up-to-date stores

reveals the rapid progress Trinidad has made, and is making, since the

wresting of the Colony from out of the hands of the illustrious

“Cabildo”. (Burkett 1914:5) 0 The core of this legal legacy of 1834

was Spanish law and the institution called the Cabildo of Port of

Spain. But the English had made many conscious reforms of both the

Cabildo and Spanish law... [and] had changed Spanish laws and the

Cabildo out of sheer ignorance. (Campbell 1975:27) 0 Speaking at

the site of the old Cabildo on Sackville Street, Port of Spain, yester-

day evening, Prime Minister A.N.R. Robinson said also the NAR
maintained faith in the people. (EX 13 Sept 1987:3) 0 [Although

Abercromby had agreed to allow Spanish institutions to continue, the

Cabildo lost some of its authority, because of the influence of Picton’s

Council of Advice. But the Cabildo continued side by side with the

government of Picton and his successors, although its powers were

gradually reduced. It lost its judicial function in the 1820s, and its

administrative authority was soon after restricted to just the city of

Port-of-Spain. During the 1840-1846 governorship of Sir Henry

MacLeod, however, it was replaced by a Town Council. In 1792 San

Fernando was made a town and it was granted its own Cabildo.

(Anthony 1997:84-5)

cable brakes n arc Something that was once modem and innovative,

but is now outdated and old-fashioned, or at least not unusual, (ft bicy-

cle brakes operated by cables ff handlebars viewed as a modem innova-

tion over brakes using rods; compare E best thing since sliced bread) 0

Best thing since cable brakes - up to date. That went out with cable

brakes. (Mendes 1985:27)

caboose n arc Shack; hut; very small and simple house. (< arc E cam-

boose, caboose 'fireplace erected on land’) 0 Caboose, coubousse, a

very small congested room. - “This place like a caboose.” (ESTT

1956) 0 A little hole-in-the-wall; cramped living quarters; a deroga-

tory way to describe a home. “If you see de little cooboose all ah dem
come out from!” (Baptiste 1993:44)

cabosay adj Of a person, crippled, hunched, crooked, /kabose/ (< Fr

cabosse ‘dented; battered’) 0 Cabosay, crooked. (ESTT 1956) 0 Cabocey,

to be badly battered or dent in. (ESTT 1956)

cabrahaj see CABREHASH

cabre n obs A person of mixed European and African or Amerindian

ancestry, with medium or dark brown complexion. See also

CAPRESSE. (< LAS cabres, caberres 'Indians from Colombia and

Venezuela’; FC cabouesse 'female offspring of black and mulatto

parents’ < Fr capresse ‘mixture of black and mulatto’; E cabre ‘mix-

ture of black and white’) 0 Runaway. The Cabre Slave named Grace

Manwaring, Creole of the Island, about 21 years of age, speaks

French and English. (POSG 10 Sept 1833) 0 The main evidence for a

detailed colour scale in Trinidad comes from the classification of

slaves in the Slave Registry. Our assumption is that the colour scale

used for slaves was not peculiar to them, but applied to the free non-

white population generally. The colour rating in descending order was

something like this: whites, quadroon, mestee, costee, mulatto, cabre,

mongrel, sambo, blacks. As usual the sexual union of a white man
and a black woman, African or creole, produced the best type of

coloured person, the mulatto. ...It seems that a cabre woman and a

white man could have a mulatto child A mulatto and a black per-

son would usually have a cabre child, occasionally a black child,

rarely a mongrel or a sambo child. A cabre and a black person would
usually produce a black child. .. no law has been found in Trinidad

regulating the colour scale or assimilating grades to the white popula-

tion... the detailed colour scale does not seem to have been employed
in everyday life, but chiefly when it was necessary to describe some-
one with particular accuracy. Thus wills, for instance, might specifi-

cally name a cabre or mestee inheritor. (Campbell 1992:60-1)

cabrehash, cabrahaj n Sloanea laurifolia [= S. trinitensis], a large

native evergreen tree, girth to 2.4 m (8'); small buttresses. Bark
smoothish, nearly an inch thick on big trees, brittle, hard. Leaves

broadly ovate, up to 10 x 5 cm (4" x 2"), on slender leaf stalk. Fruit a

woody capsule splitting into 4-5 sharp-pointed valves, light brown
outside, crimson inside. Wood streaked black and brown; very hard.

difficult to work, /kabrehaj/ (poss. < Sp quebra ‘breaker’ + Sp hacho

‘axe’, fr hardness of wood, also poss. < Amer) = candero, naked boy 1

0 (Marshall 1934:100) 0 In some cases a near-sounding English word

has been substituted. Examples are... Cabrehash (Quebra-Hacho)

(Beard 1946:27) 0 Cabrahaj ... “a fruit like a cork-ball size. Has a

gum inside it.” (Morean M-73)

cabresse, cabwess, cobress n A person of mixed-race ancestry, usu.

Indian and Spanish, with or without some African, /kabwes, kabres/

(< cabre + Fr -esse, feminine ending) 0 “Cabress.” Half Carib, half

Spanish (with or without the prevalent African admixture.) (Russell

1922:121 ) 0 One day in question he saw a fine looking Cobress woman
passin’ with an Injun basket on her head. (Parsons 1933:34) 0 Her

mother was ...of East Indian descent. Her father was a dougla

,

Indian

and African, creole. Juanita said that all the children were of a pretty

colour. ‘A sorta cabwess, but not cabwess, because their hair not so

straight. Cabwess is more mestisse (Spanish) and indio (Amerindian).

These children more mix up.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:182)

cabusa n Tob obs Sandals. 0 (Uh 1883:247)

cabwess see CABRESSE

caca see also KAKA
cacadah, can-can-dah, cacadab, cacadam n A small amount, usu. of

money, /kakada/ (poss. < kaka ‘feces, waste’ + FC dan < Fr dent

‘tooth; teeth’) 0 Tourist come click click in photograph. All we mas

pictures in America, And Saldenah getting can-can-dah. (Chalkdust

“Brain Drain”, pr Roberts 1968) 0 It would be no big thing for the rest

of the business community to each contribute a little cacadah to meet

such a small project. (Bomb 1981) 0 “Now, long ago, they used to have

about six contracted singers and the other men were helpers - they got

a l’il ‘cacadah’, but the contracted men and the manager got an equal

share - not a salary, a share in the tent!” (Terror, EX 8 Nov 1 989: 13)

cacalaw n Usu. Rhamdia quelen, a smooth-skinned fresh or brackish

water catfish, to more than 27 cm long. Lives on river beds in clear fast-

flowing to slow turbid streams; in Trinidad found south of the Northern

Range. = bagre, barbe, barbel, >catfish, common catfish, machoiran,

silver catfish; river catfish (R. quelen) 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 200 1:55)

cacao see COCOA

cacapoule, cacapool, kakapol, kakapool 1 n Rudgea hostmanniana,

a small native evergreen tree, girth to 61 cm (2'). Leaves medium-

sized, elliptical, smooth. Flowers white, conspicuous, in panicles 15

cm (5.8") long. Fruit small, scarlet, about 1 cm in diameter, /kakapul/

(< kaka + < FC/Fr poule ‘fowl, chicken’, prob. fr stark white colour

of the flowers, similar to fowl droppings) = ashes wood, >bois tatou 0

Kaka-pol. (Marshall 1934:65) 0 A great many different names may
apply to one botanical species: e.g .... Rudgea freemani as Bois tatou,

Cacapoule, and Ashes wood. (Beard 1946:26) 0 (Beard 1946:35) 0

Kakapol. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:104)

2 n Catharanthus roseus, a cultivated plant. = >old maid, periwinkle;

white maid (var. alba) 0 Cacapoule. (Hart 1866:64)

3 n Worthless; made of waste. (< kaka + FC poule ‘chicken; fowl’) 0

‘What happen, you have caca-poule for brains? You ever sit down to

imagine how this thing could end? Wit’ you damn caca-poule brains

makin’ ants nest on the ground? Bon Dieu, boy sit down, you hear,

and think out this thing.’ (Boodhoo 1994:302)

4 n Rum of a cheap, raw, inferior kind, /kakapul/ (< FC kaka pul

‘chicken droppings’) 0 The grand tambour, undoubtedly of African

origin, and when manipulated by a skilful beater made rude music,

but when the tambourer became elevated by [frequent] draughts of

“cacapoule”, the local stimulant, it produced ear-splitting noises from

which Morpheus flew in terror. (Inniss 1932 [1858]) 0 Keep your

whisky, don’t play the fool. Give me my naked Kakapool. (Ziegfield

“Carnival" 1938, in Rohlehr 1990:178) 0 She said “I drink me caca-

pool, now I am cooler than the fool.” (Beginner “Christmas Morning

the Rum had me Yawning” 1939) 0 The drinking men would also

visit each other in the barrack-yards and in the neighbourhood, some-

times strumming a guitar or a cuatro but invariably boasting of their

“rum blends”. The practice was to buy the cheapest rums which were

the poorest quality, in affordable quantities months before Christmas

and store them in jars. The poorest quality was known as “ca-ca
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poule” (fowl excreta). Over the period they added to the rums tonca

beans, raisins, prunes, dried orange peel and honey that mellowed the

flavour to a “better drinking” taste. In some cases methylated spirit

was added to give the “blend a kick”. (Cummings 2004:91)

5 adj Of rum, cheap, raw, inferior. 0 Kakapool rum - rum of the poor-

est blend. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 He reached up for the fierce liquor

and downed it without a quiver, “Ah!” he exclaimed, smacking his

tongue. “Tonnere! It smooth, eh!” Clarice looked up from her mid-

evening snack. "Miz Walker don’ buy no cacapoule rum!” (Hercules

1961 : 1 10) 0 ‘He used to bring some caca-poule white rum by the gal-

lon from Venezuela and on Saturdays he used to take out his cuatro

and with some of his 'pagniol friends from Arima he used to sing and

drink-up all night.' (Boodhoo 1994:67)

cachap, cachapa. cachop n A type of commeal dumpling baked in a

pot. /katfap, katfapa/ (< LAS cachapa ‘com muffin', FC cachape ‘bis-

cuit made of ground com’ < Amer) 0 (Laurence 1970) 0 Along with

their ‘tea’ they ate roasted bake/cassava bread or cachap which is also

something like a bake. It is made by squeezing the milk from grated

coconut into grated com. The mixture is spread on some leaves, placed

upon a ‘platen’... then leaves are placed on top of it and it is cooked

over a wood fire. (Woodroffe 1974:17) 0 Coo coo, pasteles...cachap...

all appear on tables throughout Trinidad quite frequently. (TG-M 1 7 Jan

1992) 0 Instead of cachapa , a nice sweet-com pudding, they were eat-

ing com curls. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:171)

cachibou, cashibou n Calathea lutea, a native plant usu. found on riv-

erbanks. Leaves large, waxy, banana-like, pale green above, white

below, used to line baskets, and as disposable plates for food, esp. at

Indian weddings. Flower stalks 3 m (10') long, bearing branched

inflorescences and a number of irregular cone-like bodies about 91

cm (3') long with red-brown bracts and yellow flowers, /kajibu/

(prob. < Amer) = duckna, >sohari 0 Cachibou leaves ... [have] a wax
coating, are very tough and durable when dry, and are used to line,

and so make waterproof, baskets often known as Arima baskets, used

for carrying clothes, &c. (Williams & Williams 1949:99-100) 0 By
the river side we saw ... cachibou or duckna ... [the] leaves are three

feet long by one and a half feet broad and have a waxy coating on

their underside. For this reason they are used to make a waterproof

lining for baskets. (Farrell 1984) 0 The cachibou leaves are also used

to waterproof the [terite] suitcases. The leaves of the cachibou...

[yield] a commercial wax that ... imparts its waterproofing quality to

the finished products. (Morean 1991:12)

cachicam(a), cachicame n arc Dasypus novemcinctus novemcinctus,

a species of armadillo, /katfikam, katfikama/ (< Carib) = brambadilla,

hag-nama, kirtchecom 1

, kochikong3
, >tatu 0 Armadillo or Tatou,

Dasypus', Cachicame, Cachicamns novemcinctus. (de Verteuil

1 858:418) 0 But the hunters had had no luck. They had brought in... a

great Cachicame, or nine-banded Armadillo. (Kingsley 1880:341) 0

Cachicame, Armadillo, or Tatou... Though not very fleet, the cachi-

came is not easily caught by dogs on account of its hard shell. When
tastily prepared, it forms a very delicate dish, (de Verteuil 1884:87) 0

The deer, lapa, cachicame, tiger-cat, and great ant-eater, roam about

during the night, leaving their recesses or the woods about one or two

hours after sunset, (de Verteuil 1884:362) 0 He knew the habits of the

forest animals, the best place to find lappe and cachicam, the foods

that they ate, how the mataperro came out at night and ate bachacos.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:207)

cachipe n arc A drink made from CASSAVA and CANE juices, slightly

sweetened and fermented. 0 Mi granny in Arima used to make a good

cachipe.

cachop see cachap

cachot, cacho 1 n obs Jail; punishment room on an ESTATE. (< Fr

cachot ‘cell; dungeon’) = battery, dark hole
1

0 She told [him] she

could not stand up to work in the cane field whereupon [he] put her

into the cachot four days and nights... the dark hole of mason work.

(Protector of Slaves 1834:305a) 0 Saw the prisoner after the money
was discovered, at the cachot. (POSG 22 Dec 1848:2)

2

obs A small room, esp. for sleeping. 0 Quakoo was working hard all

day in the cane fields. When he got to his “cachot” he found his master

stretched out flat on his sleeping-bags. (Baka 1968) 0 Well sleeping in

me Casho, In my dreams I hearing an echo. (Kitchener “Chinese

Memorial” 1948, pr)

cachourie see KACHOURI

cacique, cassique 1 n Cacicus cela [= C. cristatus , Cassicus pensions]

(E yellow-rumped cacique), a bird. Male 28.8 cm (1 1 .5") long; mostly

black with yellow patch on wings; rump, under-tail and base of tail

yellow; short black crest; bill whitish. Female 25 cm (10") long;

duller and no crest. Male’s song is “a brilliant and extraordinary per-

formance, consisting of a great variety of liquid, fluting notes inter-

spersed with harsh cackles, clucks and wheezes... often vocalisations

of other species are imitated. The noise from an active colony is inde-

scribable... Nesting is colonial, often in an isolated tree next to a

house... [The] nest... is a bag, wider at the bottom, 12-18 in. long and

constructed of tough plant-fibres and vines, with the entrance hole at

one side near the roofed top” (ffrench 1991:338). Nests are highly

visible, and there may be over a hundred in one tree, /kasik/ (< TainoJ D . T.

cacique ‘leader; sub-chief’) = arendau, carougefi combird , merle,

merle a croupion jaune, merle moqueur, mockingbird
1

,
mocking

merle, small cacique, yellow-backed cacique, yellow-backed com-

bird, yellow plantain 0 There are, however, a few species, such as the

carouge and the cassique, which... append their nests to the extremity

of branches, and in the full glitter of the sunbeams. Many pairs of the

above congregate at the season of laying, and make choice of the

same tree. They give to their nests the shape of an elongated pear, or

rather of a long pouch, the smaller end hanging from the branch by

means of a few threads from the tissue of the nest itself. The entrance

is lateral, and a little beneath the point of attachment; the whole being

light and graceful, (de Verteuil 1884:375) 0 (ffrench 1991:338)

2 n Icterus nigrogularis, a bird, (fr similarity of colours to cacique ') =

carouge
1

, common combird, >combird“, golden oriole, Trinidad ori-

ole 9 Cassique... Oriolus Xanthornus. (de Verteuil 1884:368)

3 n obs Psarocolius decumanus insularis, a large bird, 42.5 cm (17")

long. Mostly black, with a reddish brown rump and long yellow tail;

narrow black crest long but not often visible, (fr similarity of colours to

cacique ') = cacique huppe, carouge
3

, combird
4

, crested cacique, great

crested cacique, great crested combird, large combird, merle laque

jaune, pogga, yellow combird, >yellow-tail' 0 (Chapman 1894:35)

4 n obs Amerindian village headman under Spanish rule. Note: This

term is used in historical reference, e.g. the National Drama Associa-

tion gives Cacique Awards for excellence, /kasik/ (< LAS cacique

< Taino casik, casique ‘provincial or Indian chieftain’) 0 I have

decided that the Cacique (head man) should be removed and another

named in his place. (Ralph Woodford 1819, in Fraser 1896:99) 9

(Coleridge 1826) 9 (Newman 1976)

cacique huppe n obs Psarocolius decumanus insularis, a large bird,

42.5 cm (17") long. Mostly black, with a reddish brown rump and

long yellow tail; narrow black crest long but not often visible.

(< cacique* + Fr huppe ‘crested’) = cacique
3

, carouge3
, combird4 ,

crested cacique, great crested cacique, great crested combird, large

combird, merle laque jaune, pogga, yellow combird, >yellow-tail
1

9

(Chapman 1894:35)

cacoya n obs A cocoa estate. (< Fr cacaoier < cacao ‘cocoa’ + Fr -ier

‘bearing’)

cactus hedge n Euphorbia neriifolia, an introduced and cultivated

cactus-like shrub, with thick green branches containing a milky sap,

used medicinally. Leaves small, wider at rounded tip end, with spines

at base. Flowers small, greenish-yellow. Often planted as a thick pro-

tective hedge on boundary lines. (< E cactus ‘spiny succulent plant’ +

E hedge, fr being used as a property hedge) = sehur

caddy n Desmodium affine or D. adscendens, native plants with small

flat brown half-circle shaped pod-segments that stick easily, e.g. to

clothing or fur. /kadi/ = budbud, kuzen, pistache marron,

>sweetheart
!

,
wild groundnut

cado freco n A soup made from DASHEEN BUSH, coconut, fresh meat,

SHADO BENI and other herbs, and PROVISIONS, /kado freko/ (< Sp caldo

‘broth, gravy’ + fresco ‘fresh’) 9 “To make the cado freco, you put in

everything and when it is melted up, put all kinda provisions.” (1990)
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caesar n Caesarian section; removing a baby from the mother’s uterus

by surgery through the abdomen. (< E Caesarian section) 0 Deh had

was to tek de baby by a caesar oui. (Ottley 1971:37) 0 (Haynes

1987:79)

cafe boucat n Senna occidentalism an erect shrubby native plant 1-2 m
(3-6') tall. Leaves compound, often with a narrow red margin. Flow-

ers yellow, 10-14 mm (.4-. 54") long, obovate-elliptical. Fruit pod

oblong with abruptly pointed tip, compressed or somewhat swollen

when ripe; seeds in one row, broadly ovoid, dark brown, 4 mm (.16")

long. Parched seeds are used for making a bitter coffee-like beverage,

/kafe bukat/ (< Fr cafe ‘coffee’) = bruca, cafe zeb payi, granny coffee,

jumbie coffee, mayomal (coffee), negro coffee, stinking weed, >wild

coffee
1

, zeba coffee, zebian coffee 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:44)

cafe zeb payi, cafe zeb payee Senna occidentalism an erect shrubby

native plant 1-2 m (3.2-6') tall. Flowers yellow. Pod linear, com-

pressed, seeds in one row, broadly ovoid, dark olive-coloured, 4 mm
(.16") long, /kafe zeb pei/ (< FC, Fr cafe ‘coffee’ + FC zeb ‘plant’ +

FC payi < Fr pays ‘country’) = bruca, cafe boucat, granny coffee,

jumbie coffee, mayomal (coffee), Negro coffee, stinking weed, >wild

coffee
1

, zeba coffee, zebian coffee 0 Materials used in healing and

conjuring. Roots ... wild coffee (Cafe zeb peean). Cassia occidentalis.

Also called: Stinking Weed; Jumbie Coffee; Negro Coffee. (Simpson

1962:330)

cagoo, cargoo, cagu adj Unwell; sickly; pale; tired; without energy or

spirit. /ka:gu/ = cagoosay 0 Cagoo, dispirited, down in the dumps.

(ESTT 1956) 0 Them other English fellars gather around enjoying the

slackness, because you know how they themselves cargoo, they don’t

know how to shake a leg or how to get hep. (Selvon 1957:135) 0 “I

feeling cagoo today.” (1990) 0 “Cheer up an stop looking so cargoo

nuh.” (Baptiste 1993:32)

cagoosay Unwell; sickly; pale; tired; without energy or spirit, /kaguse/

0 Cagoosay - pale and listless appearance. (John 1973) = >cagoo

cahuama n obs Caretta caretta (E loggerhead), a large marine turtle.

(< Island Carib caoiiane, a freshwater turtle) = cahuano, caouane
1

,

logrit 0 (de Verteuil 1858:440)

cahuano n obs Caretta caretta, a large marine turtle. (< Island Carib

caouane, a freshwater turtle) = cahuama, caouane
1

, logrit 0 (de Verteuil

1858:440)

caille 1 n Ciypturellus sold [~ Crypturus pileatus, Tinamus jov/] (E

little tinamou), a ground-dwelling bird; 21.2 cm (8.5") long. Gener-

ally dark red-brown with dark grey crown and pale throat; short-

tailed. Legally protected but commonly hunted in Trinidad, /kai/ (< Fr

caille ‘quail’) = countryman's clock 0 The Tinamoo is known here by

the appellation of caille, or quail. It is a very difficult shot, unless

seen feeding on the ground, as it starts up in flight quite suddenly, and

alights at a very short distance; it also runs very rapidly through the

underwood. The Tinamoo lays two eggs, of a most beautiful violet

colour, and sits with such fondness on them as, in that state, to be eas-

ily caught with the hand. This bird has a peculiar tremulous and pro-

longed whistle, the note of the male being different from that of the

female; they are heard early in the morning, at sunset, and also at

mid-day, and midnight; and so regularly are their notes timed in gen-

eral, that they serve as the peasant’s chronometer, (de Verteuil

1884:94) 0 Cail. Inhabits “high woods” (virgin forest) and “lastro”

(second growth). The trilled, far-carrying note, sometimes in a rising

series, is heard at dawn and dusk, and on cloudy days and moonlit

nights. (Belcher & Smooker 1934:576) 0 (ffrench 1991:37-8)

2 n Any of several small marine fish chiefly used for bait, including

Sardinella aurita [= S. anchoria]; Pellona harroweri [~ llisha har-

roweri\, and Harengula clupeola [= Clupanodon psuedohispanieus
]

(E common sardine). = herring
,

sardine
3

; herring
2

(Pellona

)

0

Caille... Clupanodon pseudohispanieus, a herring. (Vincent 1910:50)

0 (Mendes 1940:17) 0 Caille... llisha harroweri, E. sardine. (AACC
1945:108)

cailleu-tassart n obs Clupea sp; a small herring-type fish. 0 Cailleu-

tassart, Clupea. (de Verteuil 1884:390)

caimet, caimit, caimite, kaimit, kaimite, kymeat 1 n Chrysophyllum

cainito, a cultivated tree, with sticky, milky latex. Branchlets, stems,

and backs of leaves covered with rusty-red, felty hairs. Leaves oblong

to elliptic, rounded to tapering at base, papery, dark green and polished

above, rusty-red hairy below. Flowers in dense clusters. Fruit edible,

rounded, 5-8 cm (2-3.") long, purple- or green-skinned, with slippery

whitish pulp, astringent until very ripe, /kaimet, kaimit/ (< LAS < Taino

caimito) = star apple 0 Yesterday’s Market Prices ... pomme malacca,

sea moss, spice, soursop, carnets. (TG 8 Sept 1917:10) 0 A small cane

basket filled with brown and green fruit ... “Dey is kimeetes ... you

never see dem yet?” ... “They're two colours” ... “Yes but dey does

taste the same.” (Gale, WG 12 July 1919) 0 Kaimet. (Marshall 1934:66)

0 With “chataine”, “gree-gree”, “pihiwah”. And “tambran”, “zeekak”,

“balata”. The “Topee-tambou”, “chau”, “kaimit”, Pomdilian”, “halay”,

“tuloom” sweet. (Fortune ca 1950-59:11) 0 I began looking around at

the leaves, and started sniffing, because I was sure there was also star-

apple - which we called kymeat. (Anthony 1967:24) 0 The piece de

resistance was the picking of the ripe fruit from his green-skinned cai-

mite tree, which was just outside his kitchen window (Araujo 1984:15)

0 There is a caimite tree that is infested with termites. (EX 18 July

1990:21) 0 Two years ago, he became paralysed when he fell from a

caimite tree at the back of his home in Woodland. (EX 25 Mar 2002:38)

2 n Micropholis guyanensis, a cultivated tree. Fruit ovoid, 2 cm (.8")

long, (fr resemblance to caimet J

)
= >wild caimefr 0 Kaimet. (FTP

1947-2-3:129)

cajou, kajou n Cedrela odorata, a native tree, /kaju/ (< FC cajou

‘cedar’ < Fr acajou ‘mahogany’ < Tupi via Ptg acaju) = acajou
2

,

>cedar, coparo, copayre, red cedar, Trinidad cedar, West Indian cedar

cajuca Virola surinamensis, a very large native evergreen tree, to 45 m
(144') tall, girth 4 m (13'); trunk buttressed with roots spreading out

from the buttresses, sometimes has stilt roots. Bark thick, brown, soft,

lightly fissured; underbark pale, becoming brown on exposure, and

exudes a thin red latex when cut. Main branches occur in whorls and

are almost horizontal. Leaves alternate, oblong, about 20 x 5 cm (7.8"

x 2") and come out regularly along the branch in the same plane, so

that branches seem to be huge compound leaves. Young leaves and

branches covered with brown hairs. Flowers small, yellow-brown, in

clusters; male and female flowers on separate trees. Fruits and seeds

resemble nutmeg but without the fragrance. Wood soft, light and easy

to work, /kacfcjuka/ (< Amer, see cajou) = toucan tree, wild nutmeg 0

Cajuca ... is used for interior purposes and has also been found to be a

suitable wood for battery separators. (Marshall 1934:80) 0 The
Department disposes of sawn lumber, cordage and charcoal. Among
the timbers so used are ... Mora, Sandbox, Mahoe, Cajuca and Topo-

rite. (WICYB 1963:333) 0 Cajuca is widespread in both lowland and

upland forests in both islands but does not occur in dry areas and is

only locally common. It grows well in water-logged soil... The wood
is soft and light and is used for interior construction... The wax of the

seed is edible and can be used for making candles... Cajuca is an eas-

ily recognizable tree becuase of the distinctive habit, the leaves, the

red latex and the nutmeg-like fruit. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:122-3)

cake n A sweet made from grated dry coconut and sugar syrup. (< E
cake ‘food made in a rounded flattened mass’) = coconut cake,

>sugar cake 0 A well known cake vendor... was boiling sugar cakes in

a canaree [on] the coal pot being mounted upon a table. (TG 8 Aug
1919:10)

cake away v Loosen and fall away in pieces. (< E cake ‘harden into a

flatfish compact mass; encrust or cover thickly with’) = cake off 0

After the heavy rain, a large part of the roadway caked away.

cake bush n Piper marginatum var. catalpifolium, a native shrub. =

anise
1

, >lanie bois
1

cake off v Loosen and fall away in pieces. (< E cake ‘harden into a

flatfish compact mass; encrust or cover thickly with’) = cake away 0

After the earth tremor, pieces of the plastering on the columns caked

off and fell to the ground.

calabash, calabas, calbas, calbash 1 n Crescentia cujete, a low-growing

cultivated tree, girth to 1.8 m (6j, height to 10 m (32'), numerous low

spreading branches. Leaves oblong, 20 x 6 cm (7.8" x 2.3"), in
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clusters of up to 10, on reduced shoots along the older branches.

Flowers bell-shaped, greenish-white to greenish-yellow with brown-

ish purple markings, foul-scented, borne directly on the old wood of

main branches. Fruits spherical or ovoid, to about 25 cm (9.7")

diameter, with hard green shell and soft white pulp, generally inedible

but sometimes cooked as medicine. The shells, cleaned of pulp and

dried, are used as containers. Wood hard, medium weight and very

tough./kalabaj, kalabas/ (< E calabash , Fr calebasse < Sp calabaqa ,

calabaza ‘gourd; pumpkin’ fr resemblance of fruits; and to gourds

having a shell that can be dried and used as a container) 0 The

Callabash Tree, is a kind of tough Timber, which we shape into

Pumps. Pump-boxes, Knees, and Timber for small Vessels; and with

the shell of the fruit, some folks make drinking Cups, which are

called Calabashes. (Poyntz 1683:40-1) 0 Calabas (Joseph 1838a:80)

0 Wish, by Got, de rain come down! make hole in de roof, with stone

like calbash. (TSt 1 Feb 1839:3) 0 Then there was a calabash-tree ...

with enormous gourds growing at the top and down to the extremities

of very slender branches, which looked as if they must break beneath

their weight. The hard wood-like shells of these gourds, which,

fortunately are lighter than they look, are used by the inhabitants of

these parts for almost every conceivable purpose of domestic

economy. To a great extent they take the place of ordinary crockery;

and in many cases they are tastefully carved, stained and polished.

(Brassey 1885:109) 0 The fruit is the well known calabash; in the

course of time varieties have been more or less consciously selected

which bear larger fruits than the usual forest calabash. (Marshall

1934:72) 0 Pumpkin nevah bear calabash. The reference is to like-

ness between a woman and her children; the saying implies some-

thing bad about another’s child. (Herskovits 1945:197) 0 Round
Calabash leaves (three leaves) in a decoction of water (one cup) is

taken for the "nerves” and for palpitation. The inner bark of the Cala-

bash tree is squeezed, and the juice is used to treat bruises in the eye.

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:60) 0 Superstitious people used

to believe that by keeping a calabash shell in one’s house one was

protected from the bites of the soucouyant ... Horticulturalists use

blocks of the calabash wood as supports for the cultivation of orchids.

The wood is soft but tough and was used by local boat builders for the

construction of ‘ribs' of boats. It is also used by gardeners in rural

areas to make handles for agricultural implements. (Morean

1985a: 18-9)

2 n Amphitecna latifolia, a cultivated tree similar to C. cujete,

CALABASH 1

. Leaves more ovate; fruit smaller, (fr similarity to

calabash ') = >talparo, taparo 0 (Marshall 1934:73)

3 n A hollowed out and dried calabash fruit, with a hole or cut in half,

used as a bowl or storage container, esp. for liquids. (< E calabash, Fr

calebasse < Sp calabaza, calabaza ‘gourd; pumpkin’) = agba, boli,

gubby, tutu 0 The Callabash Tree... with the shell of the fruit, some
folks make drinking Cups, which are called Calabashes. (Poyntz

1683:40) 0 A calabash containing 3/4 gal. rum. (Protector of Slaves

1825:143) 0 Often have I seen sailors who had lost their way up a

West India colony, or who had been turned adrift for misconduct -

often have I seen such feeding out of the calabash of the poor

negroes. (Joseph 1 838b-2: 18) 0 Did steal, take, and carry away a

fowling piece, a razor, one gallon of molasses, and one calebasse...

with syrup. (TRD 14 Dec 1850:2) 0 As each one received his share,

either in a soup plate or calabash, he would simply sit down on a

bench or on the bare ground, with the dish beside him, and eat his

meal. (Valerio 1909:11) 0 1 saw Papa Cunu soon make a dash. Hit

Mama Soukoun with a calabash. (Lord Executor “Sambo Why You
Are Go” 1940) 0 She handed him a calabash with water, (de Boissiere

1952:198) 0 Pa Pa Jof offered him some of the porridge in a tin cup.

He also handed him two hot bakes in a calabash. (Ottley 1962:21) 0

‘Come, kip, k-i-p! ' Eloisa scattered com in the yard from the cala-

bash, and counted the fowls as they came scurrying for their morning

feed. (Selvon 1972:180) 0 [H]e told her to bring him some slabs of

Oxford blue, which she used for her washing. He mixed the blue in

some coconut oil in a calabash, stirring the mixture with his long fin-

ger. (Naipaul 1976:69) 0 “Evening time so, if we had a good catch,

we put on a big pot over there under the almond tree and men eating

from calabash. We make fish brof, fish oil-down, and lick we lips.”

(TG 22 Dec 1995:32)

calabash cut n A style of boy’s haircut in which the hair is cut by
placing a round half-calabash on the head and trimming around it;

compare E pudding-basin cut, bowl cut), (fr use of calabash as guide)

0 “As a little boy we all used to get calabash cut.” (1990)

calabash goblet n A drinking cup made from a small CALABASH
shell. (< calabash

3 + arc E goblet ‘bowl-shaped drinking cup without

handles’) 0 Opening a han-sack he takes out a bottle and opens it.

‘Yuh smell am?... Boy bring me cutlass deh fuh meh, and two cups,

and de calabash goblet.’ (Rollocks 1975:16)

calabash mango n A variety of cultivated mango, Mangifera indica.

Very large; green with reddish blush when ripe; almost no threads;

large seed, (fr resemblance in size and shape to calabash
!

)
= mango

calabash 0 Mangoes: Could be classified as the King of all tropical

fruits. A very tasty fruit. They can be divided into three classes. ...The

second type comprises the Calabash, Zabricot, Doudouce, Starch and

many others with distinctive names. (Rampersad 1963) 0 A woman
with a breast hanging out of her bodice, feeding a baby, call me and

give me a nice calabash mango. (Hosein 1980:58) 0 There are plenty

of mangoes up there: calabash , rond, teen, zabrico. (Bynoe 1985:26)

0 [She was] living near the calabash mango tree. (Bomb 14 Jan

1994:9) 0 Calabash mango: Round, this mango looks green even

when ripe and it can grow to a large size. (EX 1 1 Aug 2000:29)

calaboose n arc Jail. (< Sp calabozo ‘dungeon’; Fr calabouse

‘prison’) 0 Calaboos - jail. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

calalu see CALLALOO

calanday n obs A starched and pressed HEAD-TIE, often of MADRAS
cloth. (< FC < Fr calandrer ‘press; smooth’) 0 A woman dressed a la

martiniquen with chemise, jupe and foulard, a pair of zanno cylindre

in her ears and a string of grains d’or round her neck and a stiff calan-

day handkerchief tied turban-wise on her head. (Inniss 1932 [1840s])

calcanapire see CANCANPIRAY

calceolaria cassia n Senna spectabilis
,
a large cultivated tree with

spreading branches, height to 20 m (65'). Leaves 25-40 cm (9.7-

15.6") long, with 5-18 pairs of leaflets, paler beneath. Flowers bright

yellow, in large pyramidal panicles up to 60 cm (23") long. Fruit pod

cylindrical or somewhat quadrangular, irregularly constricted

between seeds, 25 x 1 cm (9.7" x .4"), many partitions. (< E calceo-

laria ‘slipper-shaped flower’, esp. Scrophulariaceae + cassia fr

resemblance to cassia *) = >Archibald’s cassia 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:270)

caldon, caldong n Dermochelys coriacea (E leatherback turtle), the

largest marine turtle, growing to 1 .8 m (6') long and weight to 450 kg

(1000 lbs.). Trinidad is a major nesting area, Tobago a minor one. Cara-

pace of nesting females 1.5-2 m (5-6.4'). Barrel-shaped body; flexible,

leather-like shell raised in three ridges that run the length of the shell.

Back mostly black with white-yellow spots; females often have a pink

blotch on top of head. Head triangular with blunt snout; short, thick

neck; head cannot withdraw into shell, /koldoi]/ (< LAS caldon

< Amer) = coffinback turtle, Orinoco turtle 0 [The] caldon... is in dan-

ger of becoming extinct because of the practice of slaughtering it indis-

criminately over the past years. This turtle chooses a few select beaches

of the world to lay its eggs and this habit makes it easy for hunters to

trap and kill it... [It] should be strictly protected. (Boos & Quesnel

1969:28) 0 On another occasion the community debated whether it was

Natural to dig up and eat the caldong eggs which had just been buried

on the beach by a female turtle. (Littlewood 1993:198)

calenda see also KALINDA

calenda, kalenda 1 n Eleutherine bulbosa, an introduced and culti-

vated plant. Leaves grass-like, 25-30 x 2-4 cm (9.7-11.7" x .8-1.6")

wide with distinctive longitudinal veins. Leaves terminate in swollen

underground bases of bright red or crimson shiny scales which form a

red onion-type bulb. Flowers delicate, white, 6-petaled, 2 cm (.8")

wide; up to 5 on a long slender erect stalk to 60 cm (23.4") long;

flowers open late in the afternoon, /kalenda/ = >dragon’s blood 1

, red

onion, turial 0 A very good example is the herb Eleutherine bulbosa

known locally as dragon’s blood, red onion, turial and calenda ... The

plant is mainly found in the yards of people of Spanish ancestry who
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consider it to have magico-spiritual properties ... Its strong, fibrous

leaves are used by some local herb vendors to tie small bundles of

herbs ... On account of its reported effectiveness in providing relief

for women during what is sometimes termed the “monthlies”,

dragon’s blood is also known as “kalenda”, a name which is prob.

derived from the French “calendes” or the Spanish “calendas” which

mean the first day of the month. (Morean 1990d:26)

2

n Trimezia martinicensis, a cormous native herb with linear leaves

and yellow flowers. = walking iris, wild iris

cali n A measure, one dip of a calabash full, of small fish used for

bait, /kali/ (< calabash
3
)
= charge, dip

2
0 “Zanchois” are used in “a la

vive” fishing and are sold commercially to fishermen by the “dip” or

calabash full a “calli” from a storage area an anchored purse net

called a “guard”. (1992)

calinda see kalinda

caliso see CARISO, CALYPSO

call 1 v Enumerate; list. (< E call ‘read over a list of names in a loud

voice; proclaim; announce’) 0 Then he start to call mango. “You ever

hear bout Mango Bullstones?” Well, the fellas laugh for so. Bullstones

is a mango bigger than a graham, we heard; it’s a full meal for La Brea

people. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25) 0 “Some of the calypsos really have good

meaning and some again, they call bad words and make up a song so.”

(Myers 1998:97)

2 v Say; pronounce. (< E call ‘shout; utter loudly’) 0 “She does call

the word good. Real Madras twang.” (1990)

3 r’ Used to indicate the name commonly used by family and friends.

(< E call ‘style; designate; term; address as’) 0 Doctor (rather impa-

tiently...): ‘Yes, I asked you what is your name?’ Woman (hesitatingly):

‘Dey does caal me Sal.’ (Collens 1888:42) 0 Fowl Vendor. ‘Bully, dey

does caal me, but I is name Ralph Woodford Jones.’ (Collens 1888:43)

4 v Usu. with have to or must, indicating a relationship name, usu.

based on close relationships, not necessarily blood kinship. (< E call

‘style; designate; term; address as’) 0 [A] remark is made, such as

“she is family to me - I must call she ‘Aunt.’” (Abrahams 1974:25) 0

5 v Of female livestock, esp. cattle, moan or cry when on heat. (< E
call ‘the cry of an animal, esp. a bird’) 0 “When a cow eh calling,

they used to cut the young bamboo leaf and boil it down.” (Mahabir

1991:154) 0 ‘The cow look like it callin’.’ ‘How you know?’ ‘It bawl

whole day. And it pullin’ at the rope and runnin’ round the tree....

Now look at trouble... where the hell you think I will get a bull?’

(Boodhoo 1994:90-1)

6 v For school, to begin. (< E call ‘summon with a shout or call;

request someone to come’) 0 On this last day when school “called” at

one o’clock the almost 400 children assembled in the main room.

(Alladin 1970:52) 0 “The school calls at 8 a.m., which is far too early

in the first place,” parents told [the] Mirror. “Most other schools call

at 8:30.” (TTM 31 Mar 1987:28) 0 When school call, Rampey call de

boy up on de stage. (Foster 1990:61)

7 v For SPIRITUAL Baptists, have a spiritual calling or indication

to associate with a particular congregation. (< E call ‘nominate to

special service or office, esp. by divine authority; summon into the

church’) 0 Baptists make a distinction between paramount leaders

who are “called” to a church and paramount leaders who are “sent” to

a church. If one is sent to a church, he is directed to that church on the

recommendation of his bishop; whereas, if he is called to a church, he

goes to that church on his own initiative. In most cases, there is no

advantage in being sent by a bishop. Many churches do not recognize

an individual bishop’s authority. (Glazier 1983:81)

8 n A short “cheep” sound made by a songbird, not counting as a full

ROLL. (< E call ‘the cry of an animal, esp. a bird’) 0 In the centre two

poles stand a yard apart. At one end of the ring is a bench and in front

of it another pole with a clock on top. The two birds, Johnny’s and

Assam’s, are waiting in their cages while a scorer is chosen and a

score sheet located. And when this is done the timer is set and the

race begins. Immediately Assam’s caller states firmly “One call!”

Then he says it again, and again, and again, every time Assam’s bird

rolls... In cut berlin the cages are hung at specific distances apart...

and the question on which hundreds of dollars have been staked is,

whose bird will whistle most in half an hour? The winner has to lead

by at least three calls. (EX 21 Mar 1993:3)

callaloo, calaloo, callaloo, calalue, calilue, calilou, colaloo, kalalu 1

n A thick soup, made with green leaves, usu. DASHEEN leaves, and

OCHRO, seasoned with salted meat or crab. Occasionally may refer to

stewed dasheen leaves, /kalalu/ (< LAS calalu < Ptg caruru ‘a rich

soup or stew in which one or more kinds of calalu leaves are the chief

ingredients’ < Tupi-Guarani caaruru ‘a fat or thick leaf’; African

words such as Ge kalalu ‘broth; soup’ are prob. a loan from Amer via

Ptg) 0 Ocres and Tannia Sprouts, Guma and some other Bush herbs

mixed with Pork, Salt fish. Land Crabs, and Peppers make a favourite

Soup called Calliloe. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 She was wiping down
the table at the time to prepare some calilou. (POSG 20 Dec 1844:2) 0

The dinner... consisted, in the first place, like that of most planters, of

a soup made from the Arum maculatum , and called calaloo; there was

also wild venison, stewed turtle, fricasseed iguana, and, to crown all,

a dish of the famous grugru worm. (Wilkins 1854:142) 0 An old

French lady... had occasion to find fault with her female cook (a

slave) who in spite of repeated warnings allowed the Calalou for the

Sunday breakfast to bum in the cooking. (Fraser 1896:173) 0 Beef

steak, Colaloo and pung plantain followed next. (PC 30 July 1904:13)

0 Menu To-day... Callaloo Crab.... Salt Fish and Ochroes... (ad for

The Standard Hotel, POSG 6 Sept 1907:3) 0 Kallaloo. A Creole soup.

A vegetable called ochro is the main ingredient; another is sea crabs;

small; you crunch them up with your teeth, suck the bones - and get

into a deplorable mess. (Russell 1922:85) 0 From the day you give

me the callaloo, You had me just like your kunumunu. (Growler “1

Don’t Want No Calaloo” 1939) 0 Callaloo. This is best done in an

earthenware canaree. Put everything in at one time, (de Boissiere ca

1945a: 10) 0 Trinidadians like a manicou. They like their crab also

their calaloo. (Spoiler “Dominica’s Favourite Menu” 1950 pr) 0

Ooooooooo that Callaloo! It was a wonderful mixture, bubbling with

dasheen leaves, hot pepper, long green fingers of okra, and fresh

swamp crabs. (Anderson 1956:3) 0 Callalloo every Sunday, Callalloo

every Monday, All your fowl and turkey stew. Can’t compare with

my Callalloo. (Anderson 1956:3) 0 Ingredients for the “Callaloo” -

Coconut, pepper, chive, ochroes, pumpkin, onion, crab, and dasheen

leaves. (Ottley 1971-72:23) 0 [T]he slimy oyoyo leaf was used to

make kalalu. (Woodroffe 1974:16) 0 Creole cooks still serve chicken

on Sunday... and accompanying callaloo swizzled to superfine

smoothness with ochroes and flaked crab meat, served with steaming

fluffy white rice. (Hunt 1985a: 1) 0 Coconut milk and crab always

enhance the true flavour of “callaloo" - a popular vegetable dish

made with the leaves of the dasheen or spinach plant and ochroes.

(Bacchus-Xavier 1991:9) 0 Callaloo, according to Fr Raymond
Breton, the French priest who lived with Carib tribes in Dominica and

Guadeloupe during the early part of the 17th Century, was one of the

many “calu” or vegetable soups made by these people. (TGM 17 Jan

1992) 0 Carnival will draw hundreds of tourists to Trinidad and

Tobago over the next few weeks, but it may just be the callaloo and

the chicken roti that will bring them back another time with their

friends. (EX 23 Jan 1994:8)

2 n The leaves of Colocasia esculenta, dasheen, a cultivated plant

with edible tubers. Leaves large, dark-green, rounded arrowhead-

shaped, edible when cooked to remove oxalic acid. = >dasheen bush

0 She sat before heaps of cucumbers, cabbages, christophene, carrots,

celery, calalloo, carili - all for under two dollars. (Pierre 2001)

3 n Solanum americanum, a cultivated [Nant; dark green leaves edible

when cooked, (fr similarity to callaloo
2

)
= >agouma (bhaaji), bhaaji,

Chinese spinach, gouma (bhaaji), makci 0 (FTP 1953-2-4:257)

4 n Something mixed, with great variety together, often said of a per-

son’s heritage. 0 “My father is a mix of Chinese and Negro... my
mother’s mother was Venezuelan and her father was English. So I am a

real callaloo.” (EX 19 Oct 1986:26) 0 In that callaloo of views, only the

government... was absent. (TTM 31 Mar 1987:20) 0 St. James offers a

rich variety of eating places... a unique cuisine drawn from the callaloo

of cultures of cosmopolitan Trinidad and Tobago. (Sandpiper 1990:17)

0 By embracing a ‘callaloo’ identity, Trinidadians modify and broaden

any implicit suggestion of ‘illegitimacy’ within the category ‘mixed’.
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Although not necessarily overtly denigrated, all types of ‘mixed’ are

not deemed, vis-a-vis each other, equally desirable or distasteful. (Khan

1993:190) 0 Because callaloo is a mixture of various ingredients, the

term is sometimes popularly used to refer to the cultural mix that is

found in Trinidad. (Martin 1998:223) 0 Connor presented a callaloo of

cultures that provides the background to the development of our annual

Carnival celebrations, so different from those of our international

[rivals], Rio and New Orleans. (John 2007:157)

5 n A complicated or mixed-up situation, difficulties, trouble, usu.

with in. 0 The young lady did not know what to do. She was in a cal-

laloo. (PC 7 May 1904:15) 0 Through taking bribe, friends, they tie

him up... Until the Chinee man form a screw. And tie up the scamp in

a callaloo (Young Pretender "Policeman” 1940) 0 You mauvais

langue but you greedy too. Ah go ketch you in callaloo. (Kitchener

“Don't Come Back Again” pr, in Clarke 1967) 0 Calaloo, in - in diffi-

cult situation. (John 1973) 6 “We in a real callaloo, boy.” (1978)

callaloo and crab n A CALLALOO soup made with crab, rather than

salt meat. 0 Among the most popular [dishes] are the East Indian roti

and dhalpourri; the centuries old and traditional Sunday dish of Calla-

loo and crab; rice and peas; the pelau which is a mixture of rice and

meat. (Ottley 1971-72:22) 0 Sunday was good food day. Good food

mean meat, callaloo an crab, macaroni pie, red beans, rice, plantain,

watercress an lettuce, beets an juice. (Foster 1990:88) 0 The table

already contained baked beef, macaroni pie, potato salad, calalloo

with crab and a tossed salad. (Ali 1993:183)

callaloo bush n Dasheen leaves, used for soup or other dishes.

(< callaloo
1 + bush

6
) 0 Market - Plentiful:... callaloo bush. (TG 22

Jan 1933:9) 0 1 large bunch callaloo bush (about 25 dasheen leaves)

(Hunt 1985:7)

callaloo crab n Cardisoma guanhumi , a crab, commonly eaten, esp. in

CALLALOO. = blue-back crab, >blue crab, bush crab, ironback crab,

white crab 0 (Innes 1986)

caller n In BIRD-RACING or CUT-BULLING, a person who judges the

number and type of CALL made by a particular bird. 0 The two birds,

Johnny’s and Assam's, are waiting in their cages while a scorer is

chosen and a score sheet located. And when this is done the timer is

set and the race begins. Immediately Assam’s caller states firmly

“One call!” Then he says it again, and again, and again, every time

Assam’s bird rolls. (EX 21 Mar 1993:3) 0 Each roll must be com-

pleted, of at leat three syllables and must come to a stop for it to

count, however, and the caller is monitored by a confirmer chosen by

the other side. (EX 21 Mar 1993:3)

call for v Have a desire for, esp. pregnant woman. (< E call for ‘ask

loudly or authoritatively for; demand') 0 “All the time so I making

baby, I only calling for flour.” (1990)

call George phr Declare something finished; finish with. Usu. as call

that George , sometimes call it George, (poss. E call quits ‘declare

finished; give up or call off a venture’) = call Lai 0 ‘Ah tired tell all

you fellas to stop drinking rum... Rum didn’t make to drink like that.

Rum is ah medicine. Look at me! I always have rum home. When
friends come, ah take ah drink or two with them and call that George.

I doh drink in ah rumshop, ah eh going there at all.’ (Narine 1977:36)

6 Some time ago, [he] told the Sunday Guardian he was calling it

“George” when his term expired next January. He would settle in

England somewhere. (Bomb 5 Sept 1986) 0 Wen yuh really come out

tuh suck mango, Yuh doh jus suck one or two mango an call dat

George. Yuh must suck mango until yuh belly full; Until yuh jaws

tired; Juice must run down thru yuh fingers an reach yuh elbow. An
yuh must lick it orf. Yuh remember suckin ah mango seed until it

white? (Foster 1990:113) 0 She suggested that after Christmas you

cover your tree, decorations and all, with a large garbage bag and

fling it into the broom cupboard until next year, when you simply

whip off the bag and call that George. (EX 28 Nov 1993:23)

calling crab n Several small crabs, Uca sp., usu. U. vocator (Efiddler-

crab ), found commonly on the mudflats of mangrove swamps; male

has one claw larger than the other, (fr apparent beckoning or calling

motion) 0 My eye fell... on a party of Calling Crabs, who had been

down to the water to fish, and were now scuttling up to their burrows

among the mangrove-roots; and at the sight of the pairs of long-

stalked eyes, standing upright like a pair of opera-glasses, and the

long single arms which each brandished, with frightful menaces... one

of his claw arms, generally the left, has dwindled to a mere nothing,

and is not seen; while along the whole front of his shell lies folded

one mighty right arm, on which he trusts; and with that arm, when
danger appears, he beckons the enemy to come on. (Kingsley

1880:257-8) 0 On one extent of stinking black mud there was a col-

ony of fiddler crabs. ... The huge claw, as great in bulk and nearly

twice as long as the body, was waved and brandished in what I sup-

pose the little crustaceans felt was a threatening gesture. It was really

more as if they were beckoning, and this behaviour has given them

the alternate name of “calling crabs”. (Shortt 1975:105)

calling name n Traditionally, for Indo-Trinidadians, the public name
used for normal daily and official purposes, as opposed to the private

RASI name. (< E call ‘style; designate; term; address as’) 0 Twelve

days after birth the baraha ceremony takes place. At this time the

mother and child are considered fully clean and men can attend. Also,

during this ceremony the secret rassi name is given to the child. This

name is used only for ceremonial purposes and is not supposed to be

told to others. Each Hindu also has a “calling” name and his surname,

derived from his father. The “calling” name is the one used for every-

day and official purposes. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:129) 0 A villager

usually considers that he has only one name, his “calling name,” and

he carries his father’s “calling name” as his own “title” or surname. A
woman uses her father’s name as a “title” until she marries, after

which she is called by her husband’s “calling name.”. Thus, Bhola,

the son of Sookdeo Gopal, would call himself Bhola Sookdeo. If he

marries Soolin Baljit, she would become “Mistress Bhola.” (Klass

1961:119) 0 But right now (1966) what I observe is that the Hindoos

(some of them) have lost their real surnames and are using as such the

caste to which they think they belong. They use the surname Maharaj.

Maharaj is a calling name. You call a man Maharaj because he

belongs to the Brahmin caste and his wife is called Maharajin. If one

calls himself Maharaj as his surname, his wife is Mrs. Maharaj, how
ridiculous, and the surname Maharaj more ridiculous still. These peo-

ple do not know and no one tells them. (Mahase 1992:60)

call Lai phr Declare something finished; finish with. Usu. as CALL
THAT Lal. (< call George, with replacement by common Indian

name) = >call George 0 “Leh we call that Lal.” (1990)

call name phr Identify by name out loud; identify someone publicly,

esp. for wrongdoing. Note: In SE this phrase means to apply abusive

names to. (< E call ‘utter in a loud voice; read over a list of names in

a loud voice; proclaim; announce’) 0 He could call the merchant’s

name if necessary. (POSG 10 May 1907:4) 0 The fish’s back came
above water and I shouted that it was a “grouper”, and the hunter

promptly shouted back “don’t call its name”. (Rust 1927:10) 0 Never

call centipede name. “If you call he name, you wouldn't get it to kill.

... if a person has quarrelled with another, he should not mention his

name in discussing the trouble, or it will make matters worse. (Hersk-

ovits 1945:206) 0 They got some girls in Port of Spain, some of them

ent got no shame, yes, I know a lot but I wouldn’t call name. (Invader

“Yankee Dollar” 1946) 0 Although some of the most well-known

drug dealers’ names have been called in the infamous Drug report, no

arrests have yet been made. (Bomb 27 Mar 1987:13) 0 “I was living

with this policeman’s (name called) sister... and I had a child with

her.” (7TA/23 Oct 1990:11) 0 I know he serious about you, because

the moment I call your name he stop talking. (Selvon 1 99 1 d: 1 5 1 ) 0

Gypsy sang about a man who had committed an offence, and whose

name he’s eagerly waiting to be called in the news; the minute the

name is called, he says he plans to put him in a calypso. (EX 1 1 Dec

1994:7) 0 ‘We think is Gomez,’ Samdaye said. ‘Hush,’ Prince

advised. ‘Don’t call name.’ But he nodded in agreement. (Boodhoo

1994:258) 0 “They had a little dispute. I went to part the matter.

Within a few seconds, the man (name called) took out a carving knife

and before anybody could hold him back, he just put it to the throat.”

(TG 29 June 2002: 1 ) 0 If Pulitzer Prizes were awarded for this sort of

thing I know who would win it and lose it almost immediately. But
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being a kind and considerate and ever-loving journalist, as well as a

cautious one, 1 shall call no names. (John 2007:8)

call name go whistle phr Usu. as you call name 1 go whistle
;
a way of

identifying a particular person, without actually saying a name aloud;

as one person suggests names, the other person whistles or nods at the

appropriate time to indicate the correct choice. (< call name ‘identify

publicly’ + action of whistling) 0 (Mendes 1985:28) 0 One fella get so

tight he even take ah shower an resume de attack. I eh callin no name.

But if you call name ah go whistle. (Foster 1990:53) 0 “Someone is

unfaithful, you want to know who it is, you ask me, I say I wouldn't

call name, but you call name I go whistle. So you call names and then I

whistle at the right one, but you can’t say I call the name.” (1990)

call on v Wish something bad on someone. (< E call down on ‘invoke

from above; cause to descend upon’) 0 Tikka he call taba foot on you.

call out 1 v Cry out to; hail; greet. (< E call ‘shout; cry out; summon’;

note E call out ‘summon forth; ask to come out’) 0 “Every now and

again he would pass by me and smoke and drink some puncheon

(rum). And anytime I pass by the gas station where he used to sell his

coconut, I would call him out.” (TTM 19 Sept 1993:3)

2 v Abuse verbally; curse at. = buse 0 She started cursing. She call out

Boysie. She tell all who had ears to hear what he had in certain places,

and what he couldn’t do with it. She call out Soonia too, and tell her

to stop sending her lice home. (Stewart 1989:127)

call to sit phr Of a fowl-hen, making noise indicating she is about to

lay an egg. (< E call ‘the cry of an animal, esp. a bird’) 0 To call to sit

(of a fowl)... To be broody. (Alford 1953:149) 0 “It calling to sit, it

want to lay.” (1984)

calpet n A hard tap or glancing blow to the back of the head, often

given to boys on the occasion of a new haircut or the first day wearing

long pants, (prob. < Fr calotte ‘cuff; box or hit on the ear’) 0 Calpet, a

clout. (ESTT 1956) 0 Time half-pass seven all man in bed, or you get

so much old calpet in your head. (Pretender “Don't Blame the Young
People” 1973) 9 He gave no sign, and we thought we had escaped,

but after we had processed back into the sacristy we each received a

good “calpet” from him. (Araujo 1984:84) 0 Had the Venezuelans

dropped some ‘calpet’ on the wealthy who cruise the Gulf in their

speedboats, all hell would have broken loose - at least at the level of

the mouth. (TTM 13 Oct 1989:4) 9 “Man behave yuhself before ah hit

yuh two calpet.” (Baptiste 1993:31) 0 His habit was to sneak up

behind a chattering youngster and deliver a slap or two, hard, to the

back of the neck; we called it a “calpet”. It hurt. (John 2007:170)

calvinadage, calvanadage, cavindajh n A Portuguese dish made of

pork cubes soaked in vinegar and garlic, then fried until crisp and

served on toast; traditionally eaten at Christmastime. /kalvinada3 ,

kavinada3/ (< Ptg came de vinho e alhos ‘meat marinated in wine

and garlic’) = came de vinho e alhos, >garlic pork 0 [T]he Christmas

dish of garlic pork (known to some as ‘calvinadage’, [is] based on the

Portuguese name ‘came de vinho e alhos'). This dish is known and

loved by a small percentage of Trinidadians & Tobagonians and a cre-

ole version of it has been immortalized in a local cookbook. (Ferreira

1989:2) 0 Neither a Portuguese subculture nor ‘Trinidad Portuguese’

ever took root and MP [Madeiran] has certainly never donated any

lasting lexical items to TEC. (‘Calvinadage’, the local term for ‘came
de vinho e alhos’ or garlic pork, is fast disappearing from TEC.) (Fer-

reira 1989:43-4) 0 Trini mouth does water for crab and callaloo. doh
talk ’bout cavindajh. pelau, pastelle and cascadoux. ( TG 29 Dec
2005:34)

calypso 1 n A type of song, originating in Trinidad. The music has a 2/2,

4/4, or combination rhythm, usu. with the second beat emphasized, with

syncopation or off-beat phrasing. A song usu. has a chorus or refrain

(see SANDIMANITAY) between verses, formerly more often and now
occasionally in call-and-response format. At the end of the 19th century,

the customary language of calypso began shifting from Patois (French
Creole) to English Creole and English. Until the 1 940s, almost all

calypsos were in minor keys (see Ml MINOR); after World War II, there

was an increasing change to major key songs. Most traditional calypso

lyrics comment on topics of current political or social interest, relate sto-

ries of people’s behaviour, engage in competitive insults (war, war
CALYPSO), or celebrate Carnival. The older style of BIG ENGLISh and

classical rhetoric is now termed ORATORICAL STYLE. Some calypsos -

more in the past - are improvised (EXTEMPO), and some occasions can

be very competitive (see CALYPSO WAR). Some calypsos, and virtually

all of the SOCA genre which has partially evolved from calypso, are ori-

ented toward encouraging people to dance and JUMP UP (see JAM AND
wine). The musical roots of calypso certainly include traditional West

African elements, as seen in early KALINDA or STICK-FIGHTING music,

and are also influenced by various types of European music. Calypso

originated as a musical genre in Trinidad, from where it has spread

throughout the Caribbean to varying extents, and at times has enjoyed

popularity outside the region. The CALYPSO SEASON generally is consid-

ered to begin after Christmas and the beginning of the new year, and

ends with the end ofCarnival on Ash Wednesday. The plural is spelled

both calypsos and calypsoes. /kalipso/ (The origin of this word has been

the subject of great debate, and is by no means clearly settled. Suggested

origins include: the Greek muse Calypso - highly unlikely, except in

perhaps influencing spelling in English; Carib cariso, carieto ‘joyous

song’ - possible, but with no evidence of extensive Amerindian-African

contact nor Amerindian musical influence in Trinidad; Hausa, Efik,

Ibibio kaiso ‘bravo! well-done! ’While the style of music and lyrics

almost certainly were present in various forms earlier, it is likely that the

word calypso itself developed towards the end of the 19th century.) 0 A
Toccasion du camaval, je signale une danse abominable appelee

calypso, qui, suivant les vieux negres eux-memes, est la cause de la per-

version des jeunes gens et des jeunes filles. [On the occasion of carnival

I got the description of an abominable dance called calypso, which,

according to the old negroes themselves, is the cause of the perversion

of young men and girls.] (Massee Diary 21 Feb. 1882, Rezeau &
Rezeau 1995:125) 0 The following has been sent us with a request for

publication as being one of the Carnival songs to be sung next month.

For ourselves we fail to see either rhyme or reason in it; but doubtless its

composer and his party appreciate it. 1900 MASQUERADE CALIPSO.

(POSG 20 Jan 1900:5) 0 Climbing up, climbing up, climbing up

Majouba Hill, We are all a contingent and foremen Calipso. (POSG 20

Jan 1900:5) 0 The CARNIVAL - The Masquerade passed off with great

eclat, the rival “bands” “for the mere love of the thing" striving hard for

the empty glory of being considered the premier band of Arouca, - “the

marksmen in Calypso.” (Mirror 1 Mar 1900:7) 0 It would have been far

more respectful to have foregone the “Calipsos” and the Carnival songs

upon the reign and death of Her Majesty. (POSG 19 Feb 1901:4) 0 On
Tuesday... the various bands parading the streets in the gayest of silk and

satin costumes, slashed here and there with bright coloured ribbons and

singing their strange monotonous calypsos to the clash of cymbals and

the picking of guitars and cuatros. (POSG 13 Feb 1902:4) 0 Despite the

labour of months devoted to the various bands to the practicing of what

is known in the masquerade world as “calypsos,” the entire carnival

muse seemed to have degenerated in to meaningless fragments of voice,

occasionally broken by the refrain of “one bois.” (POSG 8 Mar 1905:5)

9 Only one short week again and the city of Port-of-Spain, together with

the other out districts of the island, will hum with the tones of King

Calip; accompanied by the gestures and gyrations of masqueraders. (PC
17 Feb 1906:3) 9 The newly-evolving Cariso/Calypso [singers] - (both

terms were in use in the decade before World War I) - needed quieter

accompanying instruments, since each word that they sang was an

important part of the performance. They engaged in “careso combat" in

which the singers “try to outclass each other by exhibiting the amount of

scholastic training they possess” (Argos 15 Feb 1912, in Rohlehr

1990:50) 9 They call me the bold King Radio, Don't ask I could sing

calypso. (Radio “Texilia” 1931) 9 I have often thought, as 1 listened to

them, that Trinidadians must be bom poets, and that if instead of looking

down on these boys for singing calypsos, as the local ballads are called

some sort of dignity were attached to those with ability to compose
verses some of them might some day develop into poets of distinction.

(TG 19 Feb 1933) 9 A prophet has no honour in his own land. The truth

of that proverb I now understand. When you sing calypso in Trinidad,

You are a vagabond and everything that's bad... But today you can hear
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our calypso. On the American radio. (Atilla “History of Carnival” 1935)

0 Just Arrived! Big Shipment ofXmas Records... Rhumbas - Calypsoes

and - Waltzes. (People 22 Jan 1938:11) 0 Calypso is a strong, rhythmic,

soul-searing melody, with a definite tinge of the weird, throbbing, pulsa-

tion of the African Jungle... It is beyond doubt one of the outspoken ele-

ments of a “Culture” (primitive, if you like) indigenous to the West

Indies and of Trinidad in particular, symbolizing and expressing as it

does, the soul of the people. (Quevedo 1939:2) 0 I have frequented the

tents on and off since 1932, and never have I known the calypso at such

a pitch of excellence as it is today. (TG 3 Feb 1944:4) 0 The same half-

dozen or so melodies, with but slight variations from time to time, have

for generations been sung as calypsoes. (TG 13 Feb 1944:4) 0 The

rhythm of the calypso is 2/4 and 4/4 and never, as far as we have discov-

ered in our study of innumerable examples, 3/4 or 6/4. It is strictly

monotonous and charged with the emotional appeal always evident in

African-inspired rhythm. (Espinet & Pitts 1944: 13) 0 Edric Connor con-

tends that the word "calypso” comes from the African “Kai so” (a word

used by the Hausas in West Africa). (Bailey 1945:135) 0 Norman Le

Blanc, another great exponent in the Calypso world was responsible for

its translation from Patois to English. (Jones 1947:17) 0 Yes ah fuss 1

love to hear those monsters croon. They really got some sweet calypso

tune. (Wonder “Follow Me Children” 1950 pr) 0 Calypsoes For So

Tonight and Every Night at the New Brigade Tent T’Dad Caypso Club...

Music by Steelband and Orchestra. (TG 12 Feb 1955:2) 0 "Sometimes

you could make a couple bob singin’ calypsoes for Yankee tourists.” (de

Boissiere 1956: 19) 0 And this is the land of Calypso. Trinidad has pro-

duced many masters of calypso. But none holds the place of honour

more than “Lord Kitchener," who had done much to make calypso pop-

ular in England. (EN 11 Feb 1956:10) 0 Sold Everywhere, VITADISC
CALYPSOSES [sz'c], STEEL BANDS, JUMP UPS, RHUMBAS, MAMBOS, TAN-

GOS. (ad. Dictator 1956) 0 Calypso! The 1961 calypso season was

declared open at the Young Brigade Tent. (TG 4 Jan 1961:2) 0 The

crowd for the first night was small and some customers felt that the

calypsoes with very few exceptions still need ironing out. (TG 4 Jan

1961 :2) 0 It is a well-known fact among those close to the Calypso, that

many of the risque, suggestive and downright bawdy songs which have

been aired in public were “steals” from the Spoiler’s jam-session

parades. ( TG 8 Jan 1 96 1 : 10) 0 Calypso? The word has always grated the

ears of good Creoles, and many, including far more scholarly people

than me have tried to trace the origin of the word. That, I must confess, I

have not been able to do with certainty, but certainly the word Calypso is

a modem corruption. Sometimes before the year 1900 there was a well

known Patois “Calypso” which went as follows: “C 'est Caliso qui naren

en meh (repeat 3 times), Qui fait setrer mouler moen" (“It is the Caliso

that bring me. That make the dew wet me”). This is the word our song

was known by in the “good old days” - “CALISO”. Is it too late to

revert to this? (Pitts 1962:41) 0 Remember that, so far, calypso singing

was a strictly amateur art, and by no means restricted to the Carnival

season. All through the year the various cliques gathered - usually on

Saturday nights — in their own, or friends’, private homes and sang on

topics of the moment. Also, for special public events such as the Siparia

Fete and Race days, many of the bands would gather at the particular

venue and compete with each other for public acclaim and, perhaps, a

few free “grogs”. These special public performances did much to pro-

mote the spirit of competition and led to the most famous and skilled

form of the calypso - “War!” - which is, alas, now virtually dead. (Pitts

1962:41) 0 In many islands of the Caribbean, there are calypso-like

songs... but the calypso of Trinidad and Tobago, called cariso by Atilla

(Raymond Quevedo), stands apart on its own because of characteristics

peculiar to itself. Among these traits are: the “half-tone” (strong synco-

pation) in its rhythmic system, the topicality, its tendency to satirize

upon every conceivable subject, its allusion and open picong, and its

double entendre. (Elder 1964c:38) 0 Trinidad is famous, For its calypso.

People also know us. For we sweet limbo. (Penguin “Sugar” 1971 pr) 0

Before the 1920s vaudeville shows enjoyed a higher status than the

calypso, and were staged in cinemas that would require a decade or

more before they'd stage calypso shows. Merrick as a popular band-

leader must have observed the relatively low status of calypsoes, few of

which were played by local bands, whose custom was to promote

dances such as the paseo, fox-trot, waltz and castilliane, reserving the

“leggo” for the end of the dance when people wanted to ‘break away’.

(Rohlehr 1986:20) 0 Between 1912 and 1934, American recording com-

panies fostered the emergence of Trinidad’s music primarily as an aspect

of Latin American music. This is why Belasco almost indiscriminately

recorded calypsoes and folksongs as paseos and Bill Rogers termed his

Ugly or Pretty Woman a paseo. (Rohlehr 1990:147) 0 I have chosen to

use the term [“the real calypso”], following Charters, in order to distin-

guish between Andrews Sisters and Harry Belafonte-type presentations

of calypso, and the Trinidadian calypso tradition... Trinidadians also at

times make a distinction between the two by using the terms “calypso

song” for Harry Belafonte style calypso. (A third distinction, “kaiso”, is

also sometimes used to connote the best calypsos.) (Gallaugher

1991 :42) 0 Commonly described as “infectious,” the calypso beat is cre-

ated by a layering of rhythms - vocal and instrumental, melodic and per-

cussive - within a duple metre framework that is strictly metronomic

and, in contemporary performance, often dictated by an electronic drum
machine. This framework is usually indicated in an arranger’s written

charts as a 2/2 or C time signature.* [*While the standard notation used

to indicate the metre is 2/2, it is my contention, based on the lengths of

certain instrumental and vocal phrases, and on the body movements exe-

cuted by dancers, that some calypsos might more appropriately be

notated in 4/4 or in a combination of 2/2 and 4/4. Crowley’s [1957:120]

“definition of calypso” seems to support this argument; “They are

played in 2/4 or 4/4 time with off-beat phrasing”] The basic half note

pulse is usually subdivided no further than eighth notes; however, suc-

cessive eighth notes played on a high-pitched percussion instrument

(usually cow bell or brake drum/”iron”) typically set up a consistent

density referent throughout the duration of a calypso... Different rhyth-

mic “feels” or “grooves” are created by dotted rhythms and triplets, and

by variable (and often unexpected) placement of accents and rests by

instrumentalists and singers. It is typically the second beat of the 2/2

measure which receives rhythmic prominence in calypso. (Gallaugher

1991:147-9) 0 The “jump up” or street calypsos, for example, tend to

have melodies comprised of short phrases or motives, often successively

repeated to create symmetrical pairings... the tempos of the “jump up”

calypso tend to be relatively fast... In contrast to the street calypsos, the

calypsos heard in the tents tend to use longer melodic phrases, less sym-

metrical pairing of phrases, a wider melodic range and variety of inter-

vals and harmonic progressions, and slower... tempos. All of these

features assist in conveying the message of the text. (Gallaugher

1991:149-50) 0 Our world of calypso has been so drenched with filth,

idiotic vulgarity and inane lyrics that many people in Trinidad and

Tobago, including the judges of the National Calypso Monarch prelimi-

naries, seem no longer to understand what it takes to make a good

calypso. (EX 26 Feb 1995:15) 0 The criteria forjudging calypso [for

Dimanche Gras] are: Lyrics (the development and depth of idea, struc-

ture, narrative and coherence and organisation of thoughts) could earn

the performer 30 points. Melody, which is good for another 30 points,

deals with the basic melodic structure, compatibility with the chosen

theme and the use of rhythm. Rendition (20 points) examines articula-

tion, clarity, voice quality and tonal pitch. Ten points are awarded for

presentation, which is defined as stage presence and use of the space and

another ten points for originality which is self-descriptive. (EX 26 Feb

1995:17) 0 Wilson Minshall, Peter Minshall’s father - who was respon-

sible for the public relations of Trinidad All Stars Percussion Orchestra

(TASPO, which traveled to the Festival of Britain in 1951 as the first

official steelband to leave the island - was instrumental in having the

term calypso become the official name of this music, from among the

many terms which had been used to describe it. (Martin 1998:223)

2 n obs A liquid used to destroy BACHAC ant nests, (fr a local brand

name) = rough on ants 0 The Coroner said, he found that the fire

which destroyed “The Bonanza” and the adjoining buildings on Oct

25th this year to have been caused by an accidental explosion of a

bottle of “calypso” or “rough on ants” which was kept by certainly

most of the leading stores in the town. (POSG 2 Nov 1907:5) 0 Alger-

non credits the late Mr. Sa Gomes, prominent Port-of-Spain record

dealer, with the borrowing of the spelling “Calypso” from “an insecti-

cide famous for putting bachacs (parasol ants, Eciton) to flight”...
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because... “shrewd businessman that he was, he decided that the

songs to be recorded should be hot, exciting, full of fire... songs that

could do things to people.” (Algernon, Trinidad Sunday Mirror, 9 Feb

1964:6, in Crowley 1966:81) 0 They had no expensive insecticides in

those days, but used the simplest of methods which proved to be suc-

cessful. In... the event of bachacs, water and mud was used to make a

thick paste to clog the holes. The poor used fermented urine which

had been stored in a bottle for twenty-one days and the rich poured a

combustible substance (carbon disulphide) into the hole and blew it

up. This was known as the calypso method... He now used Aldrin

which was a more effective measure of pest control. (Woodroffe

1974:10)

3 n obs A partner card game, invented by R.B. Willis, played with four

packs of cards, somewhat similar to canasta. It was produced by

Waddington Ltd. in London in 1954, and by J. Goldsmith & Sons Co.,

Memphis, U.S. in 1955. 0 “Calypso" is a brand new game from Trinidad,

the land of the Calypso, embodying many of the basic characteristics of

“Bridge" with those of “Canasta”... The object of the game is to win

tricks, and at the same time make up one or more Calypsoes. A Calypso

is a complete set of a player’s personal Trump suit, Ace down to two...

The game is played with four ordinary packs of 52 Cards each, shuffled

together as one pack. (Kenneth Konstam, instruction booklet with

game box, 1954) 0 Calypso Card Game... was invented by R.B. Willis of

Trinidad and promoted by [Thomas de la Rue & Co. Ltd.] and [John]

Waddington Ltd. It is a partnership game using four packs of cards. A
‘calypso’ is a full 13 card sequence in any suit won by trumps and tricks.

It is apparently a long winded game, although interesting, but must have

suffered in popularity being launched in the middle of the canasta boom.

(Kenneth Konstam was a bridge champion between 1949-1955 who pro-

duced a few game leaflets for DLR.) (Peter Way, Collectors Playing

Cards UK, pers comm 200 1

)

4 adj Of food, describing a CREOLE 3
style of cooking. This term is

usu. used in the restaurant and resort trade, or in cookbooks. It usu.

involves the inclusion of hot or red peppers. 0 Calypso Beef...

Calypso Marmalade. (Hunt 1985a:33, 50)

5 adj Particularly in cricket commentary, involving a West Indian

sports SIDE or style of play. 0 Calypso Cricket... a documentary [that]

examines the roots and origins of West Indies cricket in the Caribbean,

(zip.ca, 2007)

calypso carol n A CALYPSO, usu. having a Christmas theme, that

becomes a favourite played during the pre-Christmas season. 0 Being

Trinidad we have had many Christmas calypso carols, among them

“Drink a Rum” (Kitchener), “Something Salt” (Chalkdust), “Hooray,

Hurrah” (Singing Francine), “Take a Drink Ah This” (Poser),

“Bouncing Christmas” (Penguin). {EX 22 Dec 1995:7)

calypso chutney n A CHUTNEY type of music with CALYPSO influ-

ence in the rhythm. 0 This will be evident in “Indian Dance”, which is

a calypso chutney about the way (you guessed it!) Indians dance. (EX
27 Nov 1994:13)

calypso crown n The prize given to the best CALYPSONIAN at Carni-

val. 0 Ever since you see Shadow come quite from Tobago an win

Road March an den Rose follow soot and win calypso crown and road

march too besides, dem Tobago people like dey decide dat dem ent stop-

ping quiet again at all. (Mamits LPOS, TG 19 Feb 1978)

calypso drama n obs A dramatic performance with a continuous

story-line, including relevant CALYPSOS, performed in a CALYPSO
TENT. 0 Dramatising a barrack-room levy for unpaid rent, calypso-

nians of the Victory Tent displayed a flair for histrionics before a

large audience a few nights ago. Above Lord Invader (centre), who
appears as bailiff, is under a broomstick attack from Tiger, as the dis-

tressed tenant, with King Radio, the landlord, looking on. (TG 12 Feb

1944:3) 0 [There] was a “House of Lords” calypso drama last night

dealing with the Wrightson Road scandal, with Caresser taking the

part of the Police Inspector, Lord and Lady Iere as defendants, King
Radio as the Judge and the Lord Invader as the tout. (TG 14 Jan

1945:2) 0 There was no doubt that he meant Calypso dramas, whose
potential for exposing the great to the ridicule of the proles had been
improved by their creation of this form... The first Calypso Drama for

1934 was about “a Shouters’ meeting in which the Shouter ‘Leader’

of Port of Spain [met] the ‘Leader’ of the South in a battle for

supremacy.” (Rohlehr 1990:137-8)

calypso hand n The typical rhythm of CALYPSO when played on the

TASSA drum. (< calypso + bant/’) 0 The tassa has adapted many of

the African beats, such as the dingolay and the calypso hand. They

refer to each cycle here in Trinidad as a hand of music. Play the din-

golay hand; play the calypso hand and so on, nagara. What is called

soca today is played on the dholak and tabla as we call it kahywatal.

(EX 30 Oct 1994:34)

calypsoic adj obs In regard to CALYPSO or CALYPSONIANS.

(< calypso + E -ic, forming an adjective) 0 To listen to the extempora-

neous compositions of such well known Calipsoic Bards and Com-
posers as Iron Duke, Marlborough, Lord Executor, Prince Henry of

Artillery and Plummer Duke of Iere. These great freshwater Nobles

were engaged thrice weekly in treating their patrons, well wishers,

and partisans with their so called compositions. (PC 17 Feb 1906:3)

Calypso King n arc The person judged best calypsonian at Carni-

val; now replaced by CALYPSO MONARCH. This award was officially

instituted in 1939, when it was won by Growling Tiger. The Mighty

Sparrow is often described as Calypso King ofthe World. 0 $50 And A
Cup For Calypso King In South. (TG 12 Feb 1955:2) 0 “Brynner,” who
was crowned “Calypso King” of St. George West three years ago. (TG
24 Jan 1961:11) 0 King Duke, last year’s south calypso king, also got

tumultuous rounds of applause. (TG 22 Jan 1961:5) 0 This year for the

first time, Mayaro will crown both a Calypso King and a Carnival

Queen. (TG 28 Jan 1962:3) 0 So that the Calypso trial-by-combat would

determine “de boss” beyond all doubt, Popo has invited the “Mighty

Dougla,” 1961 Calypso King, to stake his crown by making it “a three-

cornered comess.” (TG 9 Feb 1962:10) 0 The calypsonians will be try-

ing to attract calypso lovers to their tents, and also to gain selection to

compete for the Calypso King crown, now held by the Mighty Sparrow.

(TG 3 Jan 1973:2) 0 The Globe show questioned the legitimacy of

the Calypso King competition at the Savannah. (Rohlehr 1990:454) 0

Jefferson said 1939 was a most memorable year for Carnival. “Apart

from the change from tamboo-bamboo to the steelband... it was the first

time that a calypso king was officially crowned. The winner was Growl-

ing Tiger... The Road March was King Radio’s ever-popular ‘Matilda’,

which is played more often on the US radio networks than in Trinidad.”

(EX 21 Mar 1994:21) 0 The traditional calypso title of “calypso king”

was changed to “calypso monarch” in the 1970s [1978] when Calypso

Rose was the first women to win this title. (Martin 1998:223)

Calypso Monarch n The person judged best CALYPSONIAN at

Carnival, (changed from Calypso King in 1978 when Calypso

Rose won the title) 0 The National Carnival Commission and steel-

band association Pan Trinbago use the Grand Stand and the addi-

tional make-shift “north stand” to stage numerous Carnival shows
and competitions including Ole Mas, Dimanche Gras, Panorama,

Calypso Monarch and Parade of the Bands held on Carnival Mon-
day and Tuesday. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:12) 0 Our world of

calypso has been so drenched with filth, idiotic vulgarity and inane

lyrics that many people in Trinidad and Tobago, including the

judges of the National Calypso Monarch preliminaries, seem no

longer to understand what it takes to make a good calypso. (EX 26

Feb 1995:15) 0 Calypso Monarch: Awarded at a competition held

at the Savannah, the calypso monarch (formerly calypso king) is

the performer judged to have the best new calypsos of the year.

(Scher 2003:181)

calypsonian n A person who sings CALYPSO 1

songs; some people con-

sider that the best calypsonians usu. write their own lyrics and music.

= chantwel4 , songster 0 There is no person or persons in the com-
munity more loyal than calypsonians... records of the Great War can

easily prove such calypsonians as Douglas, Hero, Albany, Miller,

Wellington, Kandahar (all chantrels) volunteered their lives and sacri-

ficed their homes in defence of King and country and saw active ser-

vice. (TG 30 Jan 1936:3) 0 He has got the wrong conception, he’s no

calypsonian. (Radio, Tiger & Lion “War” 1936) 0 Calypso tent sing-

ing season gets a bold send-off tonight as a number of the island’s
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leading calypsonians open camp at the “House of Lords” tent at 95,

Edward Street at 8.30 o’clock. A series of new ballads composed

during the past few weeks will be presented. (TG 4 Jan 1945:1) 0 The

ban on certain calypsoes (on the part of the police, I hope), which, in

my humble opinion, is long overdue, might tend to make the calypso-

nians turn their attention to better songs. (TG 20 Feb 1945:4) 0 So

much is dependent on calypsoes for the success of Carnival, yet so lit-

tle prominence is given the calypsonians during the Carnival celebra-

tions. (TG 19 Feb 1955:6) 0 In November the same year he became
the first Trinidad calypsonian to be given a contract to sing in Cara-

cas. (EN 11 Feb 1956:10) 0 When a calypsonian sing smutty. Is a

crime to every body. (Striker “Ban the Hula Hoop” 1959 pr) 0 Calyp-

sonians making debuts predicted to be popular include King Solo-

mon... Lord Nelson... and the Mighty Dougla. (TG 15 Jan 1961:1 1) 0

The "Big Bamboo” Calypso Tent... is the first calypso tent to be

owned and operated by a calypsonian. (TG 27 Jan 1961:9) 0 This will

be Sparrow's fifth road march in the six years he has been ruling the

roost as top calypsonian of Trinidad, which naturally makes it the

world title. (TG 5 Feb 1961:23) 0 With the opening of the season on

Friday night... the need for at least a second tent became all the more
obvious. Calypsonians thrive on competition and in any case Trinidad

cannot afford to play fast and loose with its name, the Land of

Calypso. (TG 7 Jan 1962:3) 0 The calypsonians in Trinidad are, with

some exceptions, lower-class Negro men who write their own words

and music and sing and play their own songs. The calypsos are a

commentary on many aspects of life in Trinidad. They are usu. topi-

cal and humorous, with a great many sexual double entendres. For the

most part, they present a lower-class viewpoint, or a Negro view-

point, or a male viewpoint. (Rodman 1971:203) 0 Hotel and stores

make big profit, Even steelbands and calypsonians. (Kitchener “Let

Them Crow” 1971 pr) 0 By 1920, it was established that only at Car-

nival time a Calypsonian in Trinidad was considered in the commu-
nity. The reason was that these men were selling their songs for petty

cash at Calypso tents and other places of entertainment. They were

looked upon as “hustlers” and after Carnival, no one wanted to be

bothered with Calypsoes, far more their creators... Today, the Calyp-

sonian is a respected professional whose talent comes with hard cash.

(Harragin 1971) 0 Duke appealed to panmen to “listen to tunes and

chord structure and not to the popular big boy calypsonians.” (TG 5

Jan 1973:5) 0 The Christmas has gone. The parang serenaders have

put away their instruments to give way to the Carnival songmakers, the

nation’s calypsonians. (7G-M 7 Jan 1973:2) 0 [After World War 1] the

role of the calypsonian underwent significant and irreversible change.

Up to this time his function was to lead the masquerade band by sing-

ing his songs on parade and at competition centers. He would orga-

nize song rehearsals in backyard tents and when members of the

public began to attend these practices, it was a small step for him to

arrange for groups of singers to present calypso concerts in the weeks

preceding carnival, and to charge an entrance fee to the public. This

development, which took place in the 1920s, led to the professional-

ization of the calypsonian. He divorced himself from the masquerade

band and became a fulltime singer. (Hill 1984:28) 0 Censorship or

not, the calypso would focus increasingly on topical issues, and by

the mid-thirties some calypsonians would develop an acute political

consciousness which would lead to direct censorship of the form.

(Rohlehr 1986:24) 0 Their almost nomadic existence during the

Carnival season, gained calypsonians the reputation of shiftlessness.

The fact that their work in the off-season included singing at festivals

such as the “Siparia Fete” of La Divina Pastora or the Santa Rosa

races, made it difficult for people to view them as men seriously

engaged in the pursuit of work. (Rohlehr 1990:119) 0 In order to

reflect the perceived qualitative differences of “serious” and “party”

in calypso, the calypsonians calling for seriousness often labelled

other performers and categorized them along a continuum of authen-

ticity - calypso singer, calypsonian, and kaisonian. Harry Belafonte,

for example, was placed on the low end of the continuum and derided

as a mere “calypso singer.” Black Stalin and Chalkdust, both Trini-

dadian calypsonians with reputations for delivering some of the

nation’s most incisive social commentary in their calypsos, began to

refer to themselves, and to others whose “authenticity” they revered,

as “kaisonians,” borrowing from an alleged older (and perhaps thus

more authentic) term for calypso, “kaiso.” (Gallaugher 1991:105) 0

Although Baron is said to have “the sweetest voice in calypso” and

although Sparrow’s sobriquet (and its alias "The Birdie”) suggests he

can sing like a bird, having a “good voice” is not a prerequisite for a

calypsonian. (Gallaugher 1991:158) 0 [He argues] that in order to

truthfully call oneself a calypsonian and not just a calypso-singer, one

has to pen the work as well as perform it. (EX 27 Nov 1994: 13) 0 He
took the opportunity to forcefully remind me that the calypsonian still

continues to fulfil his role as “visionary, and mouthpiece of the peo-

ple.” (TG 26 Nov 1995:21) 0 “But on a personal basis, I can tell you

that many of these bam bam’ tunes are really very distasteful... When
a calypsonian is telling people ‘jump on a bam bam’ or ‘wine on a

bam bam’, what kind of message is he conveying to the society?”

questioned Chalkie. (Punch 4 Feb 1996: 1 ) 0 And is no one even a lit-

tle bit alarmed that calypso music now played at Panorama by steel-

bands is less capable of moving people to dance than the deejayed

rendition of the same calypso sung by the calypsonian? (Lovelace

1998:58) 0 When exactly did “wining” start? Perhaps it took hold seri-

ously in the seventies - the decade of liberation - around the time when
the late Rafael de Leon, The Roaring Lion, speaking out against the

looseness of the calypso, foretold not only the fate of calypso, but of the

dance in Carnival: “Today’s calypsonian is no longer a person who goes

on stage to report on the goings-on of the country, or the world. On the

contrary, a calypsonian in these days is anything and everything except

a calypsonian. He is an acrobat, a clown. He might even be Tarzan on

stage. And all of this is called showmanship. Does this have a place in a

calypso show? A calypso stage now has to be built large enough to pre-

vent the singer from falling off when he starts flipping and shouting.”

(Ganase 2000:69-70)

Calypso Queen n obs A parallel title to Calypso King awarded to

the best female calypsonian. Now replaced by Calypso Monarch.
0 It’s a safe bet that sooner or later we will have a bouncing Calypso

Queen in the effervescent and talented shape of Singing Francine.

(TG 22 Jan 1973:5) 0 The national Calypso Queen contest which

takes place on Sunday night at Skinner Park will offer a $1,000 first

prize, in addition to a return trip to Miami. (TG 16 Feb 1973:12) 0

Calypso Queen. The title given to the winner of an annual calypso

competition run by the National Joint Action Committee (NJAC) for

female calypsonians. (Martin 1998:223)

calypso season n The period of time between Christmas or New
Year’s and the end of Carnival, when calypsos are publicly per-

formed and played widely, and CALYPSONIANS contend for popular-

ity of their new songs. 0 Trinidad’s 1945 calypso season got under

way last Thursday evening when Councillor Albert Gomes, the Dep-

uty-Mayor, officially opened the “House of Lords” tent on Edward

Street in the presence of a very large audience. (TG 6 Jan 1945:2) 0

“The Body in the Bag”, already regarded as one of the hit tunes of

this year’s calypso season, was featured on the opening night of the

Young Brigade, at Dirty Jim's, South Port-of-Spain, on Friday night.

(TG 9 Jan 1955:3) 0 For the Calypso Season We have the Goods...

Hot Shirts, Shorts, Jeans, Jerseys, (ad, TG 13 Feb 1955:6) 0 If “Rich

Man, Poor Man” had been released, say, in the middle of the calypso

season, it would have had a much wider public appeal as a road

march last year. (TG 28 Jan 1961:8) 0 Calypso! The 1961 calypso

season was declared open at the Young Brigade Tent... Calypsonians

of the Young Brigade were in no mood for improvising on Monday
night, when the 1961 season started at their tent Abercromby Street,

Port-of-Spain. (TG 4 Jan 1961:2) 0 For the first time in years the

Calypso season opened in Port-of-Spain with only one tent in opera-

tion. (TG 7 Jan 1962:3) 0 Trinidad is noted for its gay Carnival cele-

brations which take place on the Monday and Tuesday and Ash

Wednesday [sic]. Associated with it are such features as selections of

the Band of the Year, Queen of the Bands, King of the Bands,

Calypso King, and Carnival Queen. Nearly the whole population

takes part in the celebrations. The Calypso “season” begins early in

the New Year and ends [s/c] with the Calypso King contest on Cami-
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val Sunday night. Trinidad is also known as the home of the Steel

Bands. (WICYB 1963:353)

calypso show n An entertainment featuring several well-known top

stars, other singers, with an emcee and back-up band and singers,

dancers, etc. 0 In effect, “A Toast to Calypso” is the last of the big

calypso shows for 1986, and the first for 1987 and since the official

tent season is not likely to open before mid-January, these shows will

be the only first opportunity for calypso fans to see these top calypso-

nians perform their ’87 hits. {EX 30 Nov 1986:45) 0 The Roaring

Lion, speaking out against the looseness of the calypso, foretold not

only the fate of calypso, but of the dance in Carnival: “Today’s calyp-

sonian ... is an acrobat, a clown. He might even be Tarzan on stage.

And all of this is called showmanship. Does this have a place in a

calypso show?” (Ganase 2000:69-70)

calypso singer n arc A professional singer of calypsos; often used for

a CALYPSONIAN who sings songs written by others. = calypsonian,

kaisonian 0 Calypso singers are working hard these days, not only

with the calypsos that everyone has heard, but in bringing out new
ones. Each night at the tents the confirmed calypso attendant hears

new airs and words and some of the newer songs are much better than

those heard some weeks ago. The singers are the same, but the topics

have changed. (TG 11 Feb 1934:15) 0 Three new calypso singers

have established their reputation this year. {TG 14 Jan 1945:2) 0

“Calypsonian” is the term commonly used to refer to a professional

singer of calypso songs. There are some people who contend that the

epithet should be reserved only for those who both compose and per-

form their calypsos however, calling those who perform other peo-

ple’s compositions “calypso singers”. The Trinidadian performer

Chalkdust has made a further distinction, using the word “calypso-

nian” for those who sing lighter, party material and the word “kaiso-

nian” to refer to the serious performer who composes “authentic” and

“classic” calypsos. (Haslebacher & Gallaugher 1987:9) 0 In order to

reflect the perceived qualitative differences of “serious” and “party”

in calypso, the calypsonians calling for seriousness often labelled

other performers and categorized them along a continuum of authen-

ticity - calypso singer, calypsonian, and kaisonian. Harry Belafonte,

for example, was placed on the low end of the continuum and derided

as a mere “calypso singer.” Black Stalin and Chalkdust, both Trinida-

dian calypsonians with reputations for delivering some of the nation’s

most incisive social commentary in their calypsos, began to refer to

themselves, and to others whose “authenticity” they revered, as “kai-

sonians,” borrowing from an alleged older (and perhaps thus more
authentic) term for calypso, “kaiso.” (Gallaugher 1991:105)

calypso song n arc A CALYPSO, or calypso-based, song; usu. a song

in a style not considered to be truly authentic. 0 I have chosen to use

the term [“the real calypso”], following Charters, in order to distin-

guish between Andrews Sisters and Harry Belafonte-type presenta-

tions of calypso, and the Trinidadian calypso tradition... Trinidadians

also at times make a distinction between the two by using the terms

“calypso song” for Harry Belafonte style calypso. (A third distinc-

tion, “kaiso”, is also sometimes used to connote the best calypsos.)

(Gallaugher 1991:42)

calypso tent n A place where CALYPSOS are sung, usu. run by a man-
ager who hires a number of performers for the season. = tent

2
0

Calypso tent singing season gets a bold send-off tonight as a number
of the island’s leading calypsonians open camp at the “House of

Lords” tent at 95, Edward Street at 8.30 o’clock. (TG 4 Jan 1945:1) 0

Tobagonians do not have to face the 20-mile journey to Trinidad to

hear calypso anymore. Because, for the first time this year, this oft-

forgotten island ward has its own CALYPSO TENT! (TG 11 Jan

1961:7) 0 The “Big Bamboo” Calypso Tent... is the first calypso tent

to be owned and operated by a calypsonian. (TG 27 Jan 1961:9) 0

Carnival 1973 gets underway on Friday night when at least five

Calypso tents open in Port-of-Spain. (TG 3 Jan 1973:2) 0 “I am not

on a ‘Jesus Scene’, I am a good Christian as anyone else, but I will

still be singing out and jumping at the calypso tent”. (TG 8 Feb

1973:9) 0 He admitted that he has not been approached to sing at any

of the calypso tents but he intends to continue singing and improve on
his performance. (TG 10 Jan 1994:12)

calypso tetra n Hyphessobrycon axelrodi , a small freshwater fish; a

commercial acquarium fish, (fr origin in the Land of Calypso + E

tetra) = pristella, >riddlei 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001 :30)

camarade n obs Friend; acquaintance. (< FC kamarad ‘friend’ < Fr

camarade ‘fellow, chum, playmate’) 0 See Lil-Lil on the esplanade.

Only talking me name with she camarade. (Harmony Kings’ Orches-

tra “O Lil’ Lil’ Gal” 1938)

camard(e) (cavalli) n arc Caranx hippos , an edible marine fish. (< Fr

camard ‘pug-nosed’ + cavalli) = carangue (camard), >cavalli, green-

back, gros-yeux
2

,
yellow cavalli 0 In taking the bait, the “camard” or

“gros-yeux” does not finick about but hits it “one time,” and for this

the fisher must be prepared, as he will in all probability take out

twenty to thirty fathoms of the slack line at his first rush when he

charges for the bottom... He is now preparing for a second rush, butt-

ing with his head, or “baie tete” as the Creoles call it... stand by for

fresh rushes, of which there will probably be five or six. (Vincent

1910:24) 0 Trolling or surface fish of all kinds, especially the large

“camarde cavalli,” are underneath and feeding merrily on [the sar-

dines], while sharks and barracouta are after the cavalli and mackerel.

(Vincent 1910:22) 0 The “remous” has begun, and here comes what is

locally called the first thread. A school of “camard cavalli” rise near

Baleine and perform one of their characteristic dances with great

enthusiasm for a few seconds, just as a four-oared pirogue with a

large seine in the stem shoots round the comer. (Vincent 1910:87-8) 0

Large numbers of black jack (Caranx lugubris) are taken at the wind-

ward end of Tobago, and three other species of cavalli or karang,

belonging to the same family Carangidae, called in Tobago “green-

backs”; in Trinidad “camard,” “cavalli,” “carangue.”... most of these

give good sport trolling. (Guppy 1922a:444)

camayung 1 n Amaioua corymbosa , a small native evergreen tree,

girth to 91 cm (3'), height to 12 m (40'). Bark reddish brown, fairly

rough. Hairy-veined leaves, usu. in rosettes. Small white flowers

borne in clusters. Fruit an egg-shaped berry about 1.3 cm (.5") long.

Wood hard, heavy, durable, /kamajur)/ (prob. < Amer) = candlewood

0 (Marshall 1934:64) 0 (Beard 1946:35)

2 n Randia nitida [~ Basanacantha phyllosepala], a small spiny

native tree; conspicuous white flowers. = wild tamarind" 0 (Marshall

1934:64)

camboulay see CANBOULAY

camioc n arc Any delicate area of the FOOT, esp. the shin, the lower

part of the leg near the bone, or the ankle, (poss. < cassava manioc,

FC cassava ‘ankle’) 0 (Mendes 1985:28) 0 “If yuh get a lash in yuh

camioc it weaken yuh.” (1990)

camp 1 n The place where people make CARNIVAL costumes. = >mas
camp 0 Playing mas... 20 years ago... “We had people sleeping in the

camp... it was different... it was more family-like. You had a lot of

sh-t-talkers in dem days... laughing whole day while they making

costumes and so on.” (TG 9 Jan 1994:2)

2 n The place where participants build TADJAHS for HOSAY. =

>imambarah 0 Each imambarah/camp has headmen who are respon-

sible for arrangements, permits from the police, and the orderly

behavior of the crowd during the processional rituals and drumming.

There are also the master builder, the builders themselves, and the

men in charge of building drums. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994: 160-2)

0 The imambarah... is a roofed shack with three permanent walls and

a collapsible one that is easily removed so that tadjah segments can be

brought out and assembled in the adjacent yard... in St. James, use of

the word “camp” is discouraged, but used nonetheless... The fact that

the term “camp” is used to refer to the imambarah (place of the imam,

the sacred space in which tadjahs are built) demonstrates not only a

common vocabulary that is shared with Carnival (e.g., mas camp),

but also mutual influence in terms of the social organization of artistic

activities. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:171)

campanero n Procnias averano, a bird frequenting forests in Trini-

dad. The male gives two distinct calls, heard over long distances,

/kampaniero/ (< Sp campanero ‘bell-ringer’) = anvil-bird, >bellbird,

blacksmith, capuchin 0 No sounds broke these solitudes but the cam-

panero ringing his silver axe, and our own voices. (Day 1852-1:317)
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0 Chasmorhynchus niveus ... Creole name, “Campanero. ”
I have

occasionally heard the note of this bird, which certainly has an

impressive effect on account of the stillness of the forest; but I must

say that to my ear it is more like the croak of a frog than the sound of

a bell. (Taylor 1864:88) 0 Often in the depth of our woods our atten-

tion is awakened by sounds which remind us of those of a bell. Hark!

those two or three notes, loudly and several times repeated... The

metallic tone, and the fulness of the bird’s call, produce a complete

illusion; it resembles the toll of a far-ringing bell; wherefore, the

Spaniards have given it the name of campanero, or bell-ringer... the

sounds of its voice, re-echoed by the adjoining mountains, so inter-

mingle, that it becomes difficult to find out precisely the spot occu-

pied by the bird itself, (de Verteuil 1884:379) 0 The Bell-bird or

Campanero... while its notes bear no resemblance to the “deep tolling

of a bell” they proved none the less singular. (JFNC Oct 1895:266) 0

The Bell-bird or Campanero... To hear a Campanero is one thing, to

see it quite another... The greenish plumage of the female Bell-bird

renders it... difficult of observation. (Brewster & Chapman
1895:203-6) 0 The campanero, also known as the anvil bird. (De Suze

1941, rev. Hunt 1960) 0 The campanero generally perches on the

highest branch of a tall tree, where it hides itself among the leaves.

With violent forward and downward motions of the head, it gives its

loud notes, boc-boc-boc-boc-tui-tang several times in succession. (De

Suze, rev. Hunt 1960) 0 There was the steely ringing bonck of the

Anvil Bird, the Campanero, or "bell-ringer”. .. Sometimes one would

presage the sonorous bell-note with a series of lesser utterances: tonk,

a-tonk. a-tonk, a-tonk - Bonck ! I heard one deliver fifteen tonks

before the final crashing clang. (Shortt 1975:114) 9 (ffrench

1991:269-71)

campeche n Haematoxylum campechianum, a small cultivated and

naturalized tree, to about 8 m (26') tall, /kampeJV = >logwood 0

Campeche (or Logwood). (Joseph 1838a:80) 0 Logwood. Campeche
... The tree favours dry places and is valued for its hard and heavy

heart-wood from which is extracted a deep red dye (haematoxylin).

(FTT 1931-1-4:264)

camwell, camwall, kamwal n Desmoncus orthacanthos [~ D. major,

D. brittonii, D. hartii, D. tobagonis], a vigorous spiny native climbing

palm with a flexible stem. Leaves have 30-40 lanceolate leaflets, the

last dozen modified into straight spines up to 6.2 cm (2.5") long,

which anchor the vine as it climbs. Leaf stalk 61-91 cm (2-3') long,

with spines to 3.7 cm (1.5") long. Fruit small, round, bright red.

Stems used for baskets, whips. Also Desmoncus polyacanthos [~ D.

peraltus, D. prestoei], a slender spiny native climbing palm, similar

to D. orthacanthos, but with recurved hooks to 1.5 cm (.6") long on

the leaf stalk instead of straight spines; ovate leaflets, /kamwel, kam-

wal/ = climbing palm, croc-chien
1

,
gri-gri vine, lattan, pessy

3
,
police-

man, wait-a-minute 0 (Marshall 1934:96) 0 Camwall is another vine

that looks very much like some special variety of bamboo. It is cut

and stripped for use. In its natural state it is used by rural folks for the

making of clothes lines. When stripped, it is used in the making of

cocoa baskets and mats, and the wrapping of articles made of tirite.

(Green & Maunday 1968:3) 0 “Camwell ... beat the vine to take out

the picker (piquant). Make basket.” (Morean M-79) 0 Climbing on

the trees also was that anomalous palm, camwell ... Departing from

the usual habit of the palm, it has a thin flexible stem and climbs with

the help of recurved hooks. Numerous spines grow out of the stems

making it a very unpleasant plant to get tangled up with in the forest.

(Farrell 1984:19)

Canaan board n Tob A notice board in Canaan, Tobago, where cur-

rent events are summarized and posted. 0 (Haynes 1987:21

)

canaguay, camaguey, canabuy n A fighting cock with some white or

pale feathers, esp. one with a white tail and neck, brown chest, and

white half-wing, /kanawai, kamawai, kanabai/ (< Sp canaguay ‘white

colour on the wing of any fowl’) 0 “They call this one a canaway, and

this one a jenga.” ( 1990) 0 He pointed out the different colours and

told me their names. .. hens and cocks were grouped according to

their colouring... giro (yellow and black), camaguey (pale yellow and

black), zambo (red)... (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)

canal n An open drain, usu. by the side of a road, sometimes lined

with concrete. Note: SE canal generally now refers to an artificial

waterway constructed to unite rivers, lakes or seas for purposes of

inland navigation. (< obs E canal ‘water-course; channel’) 0 [He was]

taking up cocoanuts from under the trees and throwing them in the

street canal. (POSG 24 May 1907:5) 0 Contrast, also, the smoothly

paved concrete drains of the City with the old cobble stone “canals,”

more usually than not in bad repair, out of grade, holding stagnant

water and breeding mosquitoes. (Masson 1927:40) 0 Canal - gutter

(in road or street). (Alford 1953:148) 0 Las week cool cool so one

lunch time one setta rain and a lil boy who was playin in a canal near

he school get sweep out to sea. (Mamits LPOS, TG 27 Nov 1977) 9

These bands featured imps and devils compete with wire tails and

wings, horns and pitchforks. Water in the “canal” (roadside drains)

presented an obstacle for the dragons. These creatures teetered side to

side as they raised their legs high to “cross water”. (Ganase 2000:69)

9 In some barrack-yards shallow open drains (called canals) or six to

nine inches wide ran alongside the rows of rooms and out to the

streets. The canals were meant to take the rain dropping from the slate

or galvanized iron roofs but dwellers also emptied their wastewater

(from washing) into them and at nights stealthily emptied their urine

into them as well. The latter took place mainly in the rainy season

when trips across the stony, muddy barrack-yards to the toilets were

most discouraging. (Cummings 2004:1-2)

canal-eart n A child’s toy, consisting of a centre-piece, four wheels

on two axles, and a flat board, bolted to the axles, as a seat. A steer-

ing harness is attached to the front axles near the wheels. The cart

coasts or is pushed; because of the small size of ball-bearing wheels,

it only runs smoothly on concrete such as that in CANALS. See also

BOX-CART. 9 “Canal-cart was really a stripped down to essentials

[construction] consisting of really a maximum of about four pieces

of wood: a centre piece, two axles and a flat board as a seat. The seat

is bolted to the axles. A steering harness is attached to the front axles

near the wheels, the ball bearing wheels are on tapered 2x2 wood.

They made a distinctive and loud whirring noise as they coasted or

were pushed down the road or the canal.” ( 1988) 9 “Talking about

canals! There is a species of box-cart which is referred to as a

‘canal-cart’. Why a ‘canal cart’ is a bit of a mystery, as one rode it in

the road not the canal. But as a boy-hood pastime canal-cart racing

was much fun, and gave us many a skinned knee - a bruise that is

called a ‘white-man’.” (1991

)

canal-conk n A woman of very loose morals. (< canal + conk, fr

something that lives in dirty water) 9 (Mendes 1985:28) 9 A canal-

conk is a notch down from a wabeen.

canal frog n Physalaemus pustulosus, a very small, brown, warty

frog. Makes foamy bubble nests in small puddles, (fr common habitat

of canals)
= crapaud 1,3

,
pungdala, >punglala, pungmanak, pungnanak

9 [The] Canal frog [or] Pung-la-la... is common all over Trinidad. It

lives in pools of water where it attracts attention by its peculiar call,

often rendered as ‘pung-la-la.’ To produce the call it pumps air back

and forth from the lungs to the vocal sacs which swell to an enormous

size in front of and at the sides of the mouth. (Boos & Quesnel

1969:39)

canal jockey n A child’s game in which sticks are raced in a CANAL
with moving water, (fr being played in canals + behaving like a

jockey on a horse) = jockey 9 “‘Canal Jockeys’ I guess can be played

with anything that floats down a canal and is open to any sort of

‘make-do’ on the spot. Bits of sticks, matchsticks and I suppose, if

one has enough paper and ability to make paper boats and race them.

But the classic ‘Jockey’ is carved from a pallet stick and made water

proof and more buoyant by rubbing candle-wax on the surface. Of
course one has to urge on one’s jockey by imitating the crouched

stance of the jockey in the saddle - a real jockey that is - and flailing

away with the right hand making real ‘licks’ sounds with your fingers

to imitate an invisible whip against the flanks of a horse, and your left

hand had to hold imaginary reins and you urged your ‘horse’ over

stones and tangled moss, glass bottle and varied species of spyrogyra

growing at the bottom of the canal.” (1991)
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canal lily n Heliconia psittacorum, a native plant with a creeping rhi-

zome; earliest leaves scale-like, later ones stalked, acutely pointed.

Flower on a long stalk, bracts long and pointed, slightly sheathed at

the base, pinkish-orange, becoming yellow with age, greenish-black

tips; fruits small dark blue berries, (fr common habitat alongside

canals + lily-shaped flower) = balisier
4

, Mayaro lily, wild ginger 0

Canal lily ... common in grassy areas, on savannahs and among coco-

nut plants. (Duncan 1993:45)

canard france n obs Aythya affinis [= Fuligala marila
]
(E lesser

scaup), a diving duck, 40 cm (16") long. Male: head, neck and breast

blackish glossed green or purple; back and sides grey; tail black; belly

white wings black with broad white wing-stripe; bill dark blue. Female

brown with pale underparts and white wing-stripe; white patch at base

of bill. An occasional winter visitor to both Trinidad and Tobago

swamps and reservoirs. (< Fr canard 'duck’ + france ‘France’ poss. fr

association with similar European scaups) 0 (Chapman 1894:82)

canard-pays n obs Cairina moschata (E muscovy duck), a waterbird,

male 82.5 cm (33") long, female 65 cm (26"). All black, glossed

green, with prominent white wing patches; bare face black with red

bumps; bill black with 2 bluish-white bands. A rare visitor to swamps
and marshes in Trinidad. (< Fr canard ‘duck’ + pays ‘countryside’) 0

(Chapman 1894:82)

canard spatule n obs Anas clypeata, a duck, 47.5 cm (19") long. Male

head dark green; middle of back dark; breast and sides of back white;

flanks and belly dark red-brown; large pale bluish patch on upper

wing. Bill long and shovel-shaped. (< Fr canard ‘duck’ + spatule

‘spoon-shaped; slightly curved’) = >spoonbill duck 0 (Chapman
1894:83)

canari, canaree, canaris, canary n obs A large earthemware jar, usu.

made of red clay, used for storing food or as a pot for cooking,

/kanari/ (< LAS canari ‘earthenware jar’/ FC canari ‘earthen pot'

< Carib) 0 Another tree of which I could only see the trunk was the

Bois Canari (Hirtella silicea) the ashes of which are used in making

the clay for the manufacture of the canaries (Canari - earthenware

pots used in lieu of saucepans in the West Indies pronounced Can-er-

ee) of our creole kitchens. (JFNC Feb 1895:148) 0 He did not know
what leaves were in the canary. Defendant here drank some liquid

from the canary in court. (POSG 14 Nov 1907:6) 0 A well known
cake vendor... was boiling sugar cakes in a canaree [on] the coal pot

being mounted upon a table... A sudden exertion of [hers] shook the

table overturning it and capsized the canaree and its contents. ( TG 8

Aug 1919:10) 0 Poopa already had a charcoal fire burning under the

canaris, the red clay pot, that sat on three big stones in the yard. (Pol-

lack 1943:26) 0 Callaloo. This is best done in an earthenware canaree.

(de Boissiere ca 1945a: 10)

canary n obs Dendroica petechia, a bird, 11.3 cm (4.5"). Male head

yellow; upperparts yellowish green; wings darker edged yellow; tail

brown edged yellowish; underparts bright yellow; some dark red-

brown streaks. (< E canary, Fringilla canaria, a small yellow song-

bird) = >figuien, Trinidad canary
4
0 (Chapman 1894:24)

canatil, canitil n A short period of hot dry weather during the RAINY
SEASON. The hottest part of the year, in August, esp. one day which is

supposed to be the hottest single day of the year; since this particular

day is unpredictable, the season refers to the whole time period. =

careme. >petit careme 0 There is a short dry season, called the canitil,

that lasts from about the middle of July to the middle of August,

though another person present who called it ’ti careme (“little Lent”)

said this dry period only lasted two weeks, the first half of August.

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:63-4)

canaway n A fighting cock coloured white and brown, black mottle in

tail and neck back, and often a white belly, /kanawai/ (< Sp canaguay
‘white colour on the wing of any fowl’) 0 “They call this one a can-

away, and this one a jenga.” (1990)

Canboulay, Camboulay, Cannes Brulees n obs A celebration of the

emancipation from slavery, on August 1st, 1838, involving bands

with torches and drums; later these celebrations were incorporated

into those of Carnival. It is currently re-enacted in part at dawn on

Carnival Friday morning in Port of Spain, /kanbule/ (widely assumed

FC < Fr Cannes brulees ‘burnt canes’, as sugar canes were burnt in

slave revolts; but prob. < Kikongo kambula ‘procession; parade’) 0

Brave Baker of the bobbies. By the carnal Gods he swore, That the

people of Port of Spain, Should masquerade no more, By the carnal

Gods he swore it, Then thought of Canboulay; And bade his trusty

followers, Be ready come what may. (1861, in Ottley 1964:82) 0 This

has been the week of the Carnival. It has been the week of revelry and

dissipation, - of license and of disorder. It is the great annual festival

of most of the various nationalities of this polyglot community, and

each has observed in its own way. There were the costume-dances of

the European and Europeanized section, where additional charms

were lent to natural beauty by artistic adornment; there were the bur-

lesques and mummeries of serious things by another section; and

there was the barbarous Cane-bouler of the lower orders, by which

Sunday-night was made so hideous. At 12 o’clock on that peaceful

night people were startled out of their slumbers by brutish cries and

shouts, to see horrid forms running to and fro about the town with

flaming torches in their hands, like so many demons... The unmean-

ing and noisy demonstrations went on till the small hours of the night.

{Echo 25 Feb 1871:3) 0 The Canboulay (cannes brulees) has ended in

a most disastrous way both for the Police and the populace engaged in

it. (TC 2 Mar 1881:3) 0 The old Canboulay - players, mind, not fight-

ers, didn't come from the country in swarms or from the purlieus of

the Town armed with sticks and inflamed with grog, accompanied by

loose women swearing and yelling in all keys, armed with bricks,

half-bottles &c. No, they came from the principal houses of the Town
in an orderly way, bent on amusing themselves in a harmless manner

and at the same time amusing others; in fact the whole thing was done

as a lark to laugh over afterwards... It appears that the Canboulay

owes its present state of lawlessness to the fact that after slavery and

there being of course no longer slaves to mimic, the respectable peo-

ple dropped its observance, and the newly emancipated people took

up the old custom, that is, the observance of the Canboulay, without

knowing or perhaps caring to remember its origin. (Letter, TC 16 Mar
1 88 1 :3) 0 It is very suggestive that, in New Town where there was no

attempt by the police to interfere with the Cannes Brulees maskers,

not a lamp has been destroyed; nor was the order of this part of the

city at all disturbed. {New Era 7 Mar 1881:3) 0 He observed that,

instead of Canboulay being played as formerly, it is fought now-
adays, an important difference truly, well worth noting as a sign of the

times. {TC 16 Mar 1881:3) 0 Thoroughly defeated, dispersed and

crest-fallen - their friends and admirers declared masquerade was
“done (put down) now, for ever” (meaning permission to carry the

garish, hazardous flambeaux of the midnight canboulay - the pride

and glory of carnival in the eyes of a Trinidad mob.) {TC 4 Mar
1882:3) 0 Among the cases which came before the Police Court on

Monday was a charge against four men who were members of a band

that assembled on the LaBasse on Sunday night with the intention of

starting the Canboulay procession. (POSG 15 Feb 1888:3) 0 Please

stop the vulgarity, I say. For these are not the days of the Canboulay,

Women and men they should all agree. Immediately to stop the

obscenity. (Lion “Ancient Carnival” 1938) 0 Stickfighting was also a

part of the gang warfare which has played so significant a role in local

life. The festival of Canboule (Cannes Brulees), which used to take

place at 12 o’clock midnight before the first day of Carnival, con-

sisted of open warfare between the warriors of adjacent regions.

Canboule was outlawed in the ’80s of the last century, but the bands

have remained, and the basic formation of the steel bands of today,

and their form of warfare, has carried on the same tradition. (Pearse

1951:210) 0 The members of the Little Carib gave another show -

Cannes Brullees in February 1958... the featured dance... symbolised

the ritual burning of canes during slavery and the riots which marked

an ex-slaves’ revolt in 1881. (Ahye 1983:48) 0 No one... has yet

established conclusively that the canboulay re-enactment took place

annually on August 1 , in the city or elsewhere; what it was like if it

did occur, or when it was shifted to Shrovetide... A masquerade

approximating the canboulay appeared at the carnival of 1848, so that
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if the emancipation ceremony was in fact shifted, the move must have

taken place on or before that date, leaving a decade or less for the

August 1 celebration. (Hill 1984:13) 0 There have been two main

tributaries to the river of Carnival. There was the pre-Lenten Mardi

Gras festival which the French Creoles brought here... Then there was
the Canboulay - a celebration by blacks of the “burning canes” and

later on, of Emancipation. The former festival began in the courtyards

and balls of the Great Houses. The latter in the streets at night with

lighted torches, stickmen, calinda and the drum. Ordinance No. 1 of

1884, three years after the Canboulay Riots... put the Canboulay on

the morning of the Monday before Ash Wednesday... this law was the

first of many attempts to bring the two festivals together... The Can-

boulay developed more masquerade and the Mardi Gras moved from

the courtyard into the streets. But they remained qualitatively differ-

ent. (EX1 Feb 1988:17) 0 (Wamer-Lewis 1994:7)

can-can 1 n A crinoline; a stiff full petticoat, /kankan/ (< Fr can-can , a

French dance for which women wear very full stiff petticoats) 0 She

an all had on a blue can can. (Cristo “Can Can Girls” ca 1956 pr) 0

Now they want to boast of modem dressing. But they putting on can-

can to thief ice chicken. (Small Island Pride “Bacchanal Woman”
1959 pr) 0 “An’ on top a dat now, ah get to fine out dat dey spen’ up

all mill money buyin’ new dress an' can-can petticoat, jes’ to go an’

watch at de princess.” (Macaw 1960:25) 0 Her grandmother left her

this beautiful striped dress which comes with a can-can and all. (EX
19 June 1988:40) 0 The girls sit stewing in the perfumed heat of long-

sleeved dresses and can-cans. (Lovelace 1988:33) 0 Kick up the can-

can and get sexy as you sit... The exciting, young model donned these

can-can dresses to show you how. (Punch 19 Nov 1989:19)

2 n Gossip; rumour causing confusion, (prob. < Fr cancan ‘scandal;

tattle; back-biting’ and/or conconsa) 0 The prize can-can of the

month is the story of the lost horse. (J. de Boissiere 1945c: 17) 0 Can-

can - a sort of confusion derived through newscarrying. (ESTT 1956)

0 CYAN CYAN: (Fr.) can can; quarreling, confusion. (Haynes

1987:135)

cancanpiray, calcanapire, cancanapire n Croton conduplicatus, a

native bush or shrub with slender branches, up to 3 m (10') high; dis-

tinctive pale green to silvery appearance from the abundance of min-

ute woolly yellowish-white hairs covering the younger parts of the

plant. Spur-like twigs often set in whorls on main branches. Leaves

ovate, dark-green above, lighter below, tapering to point at tip, obtuse

at base, distinctive veins; old leaves usu. conspicuously rich-yellow,

orange or ochre-coloured. Flowers fragrant and attractive, borne con-

tinuously in erect, compact terminal spikes, 9-15 cm (3. 5-5. 8") long,

white with yellow centres; longer-stalked male flowers nearer tip in

clusters, shorter-stalked female flowers towards base. Fruit capsules

oval, about 5 mm (.2") long, each with 3 buff or black shiny seeds,

/kankapire/ (< Sp cancapire, prob. < Amer) 0 Cancanapirary ... [is

known on] Patos and the Bocas Islands of Trinidad ... Probably

known on the main island of Trinidad only in cultivation as a medici-

nal plant. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:62) 0 In Trinidad, Can-

canpiray is considered a warm herb and is sometimes used in treating

fevers. A brew is made from the leaves and twigs of the plant together

with the leaves and sometimes also roots of fever grass... and the

leaves and twigs of Santa Maria. (Morean 1992m:31) 0 Calcanapire

was an excellent cure for earache and a must for making baths.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:146)

cancel name phr A game, mainly played by girls, in which you write

two people’s names and cross out letters that are the same; the letters

remaining become counters for a recitation of the ritual words love,

friendship, marriage, adore

,

or love, friendship, hatred, adore. It can

be done mutually or each line of names separately. (< E cancel ‘strike

out by drawing a line through; removing a common factor’) 0 “Don’t

tell me you’ve forgotten the name... the number of times you used to

cancel Louis’ name with yours.” (Jones 1973:108) 0 Cancel name -

putting the name of a boy and a girl one above the other and crossing

out the common letters. The letters not crossed out become counters

for a recitation of the words love, friendship , marriage , adore (or

other possibilities), can be done line by line. For example Michael

George and Jennifer John, the first line is friendship, the second love.

hence Michael appreciates friendship with Jennifer, but Jennifer loves

Michael. Mainly a girls’ game. (1994)

c and b there, C & B there phr arc See and be there; sometimes used

on invitations to a FETE. 0 (Haynes 1987:41) 0 “Sugar Aloes in con-

cert - c and b there early!” (ad. Sept 1 990)

candero n Sloanea laurifolia, a large native evergreen tree, girth to 2.4

m (8'); small buttresses. Wood streaked black and brown; very hard,

difficult to work, /kandero/ (< LAS candelon ‘mangrove tree’

< Amer) = >cabrehash, naked boy 1

candle bush 1 n Piper tuberculatum, a native shrub to 3 m (10'), or

more rarely a tree to 7 m (23'), with stems conspicuously swollen at

nodes. Leaves elliptical, unequal at base, dark green, thick, smooth,

shiny. Flowers in erect spikes 10-12 cm (3. 9-4. 7") long, to 34 mm
( 1 .3") thick, (fr resemblance of thin white vertical spikes of flowers to

small candles) = candlestick bush, chandelle, cigarette plant, female

candle bush 0 Candle-bush ... [is] very common in Trinidad where it

is a regular component of secondary thickets, hedgerows and fence-

lines ... Used for bathing hunting dogs to stimulate their senses. Tea

used for high blood pressure. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:162) 0 Three species of Piper are referred to by this name in

Tobago ... one with thick smooth leaves is called Female Candle Bush

(Piper tuberculatum). (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1 983 :iv) 0 The
ubiquitous candle bush, a common weed often found along fences.

(Morean 1992a:30) 0 Providing candles for sale in our shop were the

slender white flowers of the candlebush which, like numerous little

white birthday candles seemed to decorate the dark sheen of the bush.

(Maynard 1992:14)

2 n Tob Piper hispidum , a native shrub resembling P. tuberculatum,

but with thin rough leaves. = male candle bush 0 Three species of

Piper are referred to by this name in Tobago. A species with thin

rough leaves is called Male Candle Bush (Piper hispidum). (Seaforth,

Adams & Sylvester 1 983 :iv)

3 n Tob Piper guayranum

,

a native shrub resembling P. hispidum, but

with smoother leaves. 0 Three species of Piper are referred to by this

name in Tobago... The third species which resembles Piper hispidum

very closely, except it has nearly smooth leaves, is Piper guayranum',

the two are equally common. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1 983 :iv)

candlefly 1 n Lampyridae sp., a brown insect, about 1 cm (.4") long,

with a luminous yellowish or greenish spot on the tip of the belly

which blinks on and off as it flies at night. Often seen in gardens and

around houses just after sunset. (< E candle from glowing, flickering

light + E fly, the ‘candlefly’ is considered softer in colour than a red

‘firefly’) = cicindela, clar-clar, firefly
1

, kukui, lampfly 0 What makes

the fire-fly (called the candle-fly in parts of Trinidad) glow? (EN 20

Sept 1954:22) 0 A candle-fly - firefly or glow worm. (Daniel msl ca

1960) 0 Candlefly and Nancy went-and-fish. (Baka 1968) 0 She was

by then no larger than a candle-fly and actually as bright as one. (Ott-

ley 1962:27) 0 Dey had deyah like candle-fly all over de place. On
people step, on dey roof, in de yard, below de house, on de window,

on bamboo frame - was deyah like mas’. (Keens-Douglas 1984:105)

0 When de night dark de tree does fill up all over like magic wid a

tousan candlefly goin on an off. (Minshall 1984:8)

2 n Pyrophorus pellucens [poss. = P noctilucus], an elaterid click

beetle, about 5 cm (2") long. It has two permanent greenish lights on

the side of the head which can be dimmed; a third red light under

belly lights up on take-off and in flight. When turned onto its back, it

shoots up straight into the air with a loud click to turn itself over. =

>fire beetle, firefly
2

,
great firefly, labelle 0 In Trinidad many species

of
[
Elateridae

]

occurred and were known as candleflies from the light

they emit at night. (JFNC Feb 1894:293)

candlestick bush n Piper tuberculatum, a native shrub to 3 m (10'), or

more rarely a tree to 7 m (23'), with stems conspicuously swollen at

nodes. Leaves elliptical, unequal at base, dark green, thick, smooth,

shiny. Flowers in erect spikes 10-12 cm (3. 9-4. 7") long, to 34 mm
(1.3) thick, (fr resemblance of thin white vertical spikes of flowers to

small candles) = >candle bush
1

, chandelle, cigarette plant, female

candle bush 0 Candlestick bush. Piper tuberculatum. Leaf is rubbed

under the anns to treat body odour. (Seaforth et al 1998:526)
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candle tree n Croton gossypifolius, a native shrub or tree to 15 m (49')

tall; young branches have dense hairs in star-clusters, exude red or

yellow latex. Flowers small, white, in erect spikes, (fr resemblance of

thin white vertical spikes of flowers to small candles) = bloodtree,

>bloodwood*, bois sang 0 (FTT 1979-2-10:651) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:58)

candlewood n Amaioua corymbosa , a small native evergreen tree,

height to 12 m (40'), girth to 91 cm (3'). Hairy-veined leaves, usu. in

rosettes. Small white flowers borne in clusters. Wood hard, heavy,

durable. = >camayung* 0 (Beard 1946:35)

cane 1 n Saccharum ojficinarum (E sugar-cane), a tall cultivated grass

with a thick hard stalk and sweet juice from which commercial sugar

is made. (< E sugar-cane) = ketari 0 Awee free man lek a wee so no

blige fou work two bit a day when no hab sweet patata, no hab yam,

no hab cushcush, no hab caan ... me go wak garden fou meself fou

plant ebry ting. ( TSn 8 Apr 1 858) 0 A well-known Cane Farmer of the

district was, along with many others, looking on at an exhibition of

stick playing. (POSG 13 Feb 1907:4) 0 [A] young woman, is sitting

on the wooden step of her room, peeling a length of cane. (Archibald

1937:52) 0 In the year 1888, Woodbrook land was a cane estate ...

you could have seen the cow carts on the road, Taking the canes up to

Orange Grove. (Growler “History of Woodbrook Vicinity” 1938) 0

The cane itself seemed to be suffering from the backward methods of

cultivation. By the end of the [19th] century the Otaheite or Bourbon

cane was deteriorating, and it was attacked by cane diseases in Trini-

dad in 1891. It was gradually replaced by other varieties. (Brereton

1979:18) 0 “They burning the cane just now.” (1990)

2 n One or more stalks of sugarcane. 0 [A] young man in Caroni...

was caught stealing canes in a field near the Caroni river. (The

Nation, Christmas Annual 1959:17) 0 For carting canes a man earned

fifty-five cents a day, the highest wage, (de Boissiere 1952:308)

3nA canefield. = cane piece 0 “He then took Terrence into the cane

and dropped blows on him,” Jones added. (Heat 15 Aug 1987)

cane arrow n The stiff plumy flower stalk of the cane plant, (fr the

arrow-head shape of the flower on long stiff arrow-like stem) 0 To

make the bat wing stay up, you must put cane arrow,

cane carriage n arc A railway car with high barred sides, used to haul

sugarcane from near the fields where it is cut, to the USINE for pro-

cessing. 0 You face hours of waiting at Pointe-a-Pierre and at the rail-

way crossings. Long line of cane carriages that never want to end.

(Pelican 1971 :44) 0 It took a lot of bravado to climb aboard the cane

carriages before Red Bridge in Marabella.

cane cart n A very large wheeled cart or wagon with very high sides,

pulled by BISON and then tractors, to haul sugarcane from the fields

where it is cut, to the USINE for processing. 0 In the dry season they

emerge from their obscurity to take part in some well-paid work which

they like, such as driving cane-carts, etc. (Collens 1888:37-8) 0 It was

evening time, when the last cane carts were rumbling home and the

cane cutters walked behind, swinging their empty calabashes and

crooksticks, their clothes blackened from the burnt cane ash. (Chen

1988:20)

cane cutlass n A CUTLASS modified for CANE cutting by cutting off

the recurved tip, and often by narrowing the blade below the end part

in order to concentrate force at the end of the blade. 0 There were no

fewer than fifty fist fights and apart from cuffs and kicks, a few cane-

cutlasses showed up and a few chaps got some good planasse for their

dotish behaviour. (Bomb 8 May 1987:28)

cane farmer n Any CANE grower who does not have his own mill. 0

The term “cane-farmer” means any cultivator who grows cane but

does not own factory... The cane-farmers and the factories are inter-

dependent; the latter cannot work to capacity without the cane

supplied by the cane-farmers, and the cane grown by the farmers has

little or no value unless it is accepted by the factories for grinding.

(Hutchison & Taylor 1953:38)

cane field n Any size CANE field, averaging 8-10 acres. = >cane piece

0 One cane field was sixty rods which equalled six hundred feet.

(Pundit Ragbir 1982, in La Guerre 1985:188) 0 At the time Boodlal

had been to his canefield and just returned home. He was greeted with

gunfire as he was downstairs of his home. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994: 1)

cane fire n Burning of CANE fields to remove leaves and underbrush,

usu. in referring to unauthorized fires. 0 An unusual number of cane

fires broke out recently among estates in the Ste. Madeleine group.

(TG 20 Feb 1944:2) 0 The unplanned cane fires coupled with the

breakdown at the centrifugal plant at the Usine Ste. Madeleine sugar

factory has caused a setback in the company’s targets. (EX 8 Feb

1987:35) 0 Unplanned cane fires continue to cause major problems

for Caroni ( 1975) Limited. (TG 21 Jan 1993:7)

cane-hole 1 n A small hole where young sugar-cane joints are planted

to grow. 0 “Joe Rogers wont be sold again to dig cane-holes after hav-

ing served the majesty ten years.” (Joseph 1 838b- 1:218)

2 n Tob An area planted by a METAYER in CANE. 0 [C]ane ’ole; cane

hole. The term used by metayers for the estate plots on which they

planted canes. (Craig-James 2008:11-295)

cane juice press n arc Raw juice pressed from sugar-cane; also the

machinery used to produce this. = >cane press 6 During crop season

we used to live on cane juice press.

cane killer n Alectrafluminensis [= Melasma melampyroides], a native

plant that is a root parasite of grasses, including sugar-cane. Small yel-

low flowers, (fr parasitic attack on sugarcane) = mata cana, mundungo

0 Cane Killer - Mata Cana - Mundungo ... a weed that destroys cane.

(POSG 19 Feb 1847) 0 [C]ane killer ... a plant, 30-80cm high, semi-

parasitic on roots of the sugar cane. Leaves and stems rough-hairy,

leaves triangular-lance-shaped, toothed edges, 2-5cm long. Flowers

yellow, solitary, in the leaf axis, forming a leafy-bracted terminal spike.

(FTT 1954-2-5:285)

cane morbleu, cane mort bleu n Caligo illioneus saltus, a large but-

terfly, smallest of the morbleu butterflies, wingspan to 10 cm (4").

Overall dark dull blue, intense blue on interior of lower wing; yellow

serrated bands in double row down forewings, (fr larva feeding on

sugar-cane; adult usu. found near sugar-cane + morbleu) = morbleu 1

,

owl, six o’clock 0 (Kaye 1921 :52) 0 (Barcant 1970:165)

cane peeling n The hard outer peel of a sugar-cane stalk, removed

before eating. 0 Cane peeling does stick between yuh teeth,

cane piece n Any size sugar-cane field, averaging 8-10 acres. (< cane

+ piece
J

)
= cane field 0 French brigands, murdered Sayeb’s wife and

children, together with the family of his kind master, save one child,

who concealed himself in a cane-piece. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 :80) 0 Out in

the fields, the first gang we come to is that of the ‘plant-cutters,’ who
are engaged in a field that is ‘abandoned;’ that is, one of those that

will be replanted this year. The canes from the old ‘stools’ (roots)

have grown up weakly and scatteredly, for no care has been taken of

them; and the ‘cane-piece’ (field) is choked with weeds, and there are

only three or four canes in each stool, instead of some dozen or more.

(On a sugar estate 1882:222) 0 My Honor you si dis head? He tun

crook fe carry cane plant from provision ground to cane piece. (77V 25

Oct 1884) 0 Lizzy say ah is ah country bookie, an ah grow up in a

cane piece... She mus be foget how she an Joe use to live in de cane

piece, in the contry. (PC 24 Sept 1904) 0 They bring their goat and

cow to graze, and don’t tie them good, and they break away and come
in the canepiece. (Selvon 1991b:82)

cane press n Freshly squeezed sugar-cane juice. = cane juice press 0 It

have a fella at the bottom of the road does sell cane press on afternoons,

cane rat n Zygodontomys brevicauda brevicauda, a small rat. (fr com-

mon habitat in cane fields)

cane reed n Tob Costus speciosus, a native plant with stems to 2.4 m
(8') tall. Stem brownish-red. Leaves arranged spirally, about 30.5 cm
(1') long, drooping. (< E cane ‘hollow jointed plant stem of reeds,

canes and some palms’ + reed ‘tall grass-like plant, usu. growing in

or near water’) = >cane riviere
1

,
jumbie ginger, wild cane" 0 CANE

REED (Costus speciosus) ... Now to be found growing wild in many
localities. Stems are cane-like, browny-red, and up to eight feet in

height. Leaves oblong, about one foot in length, and are inclined to

droop. The flowers are very handsome and showy, pure white and

delicately creased. They are formed of one petal only, which is

shaped in the form of a shallow cup. The lower end of this petal is
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tinged lemon-yellow. They arise from a terminal cone of brown-red

bracts, occasionally two out at once, more usually only one. A fine

plant found under cocoa. (Alford 1960:86) 0 (FTT 1967-3-2:13)

cane riviere, cane riviere, canne de rivie 1 n Costus speciosus [~ C.

sericeus], a native plant with stems to 2.4 m (8') tall. Stem brownish-

red. Leaves arranged spirally, about 30.5 cm ( 1') long, drooping.

Flower head a terminal cone of crimson, boat-shaped bracts; flower

with a single large petal, white tinged yellow at bottom, cup-shaped,

1-2 open at a time, /kan rivje/ (<FC < canne ‘cane; thick reed’ +
< riviere ‘river’, fr habitat) = cane reed, jumbie ginger, wild cane2

0

A Canne de Riviere (Costus), with a stem eight feet high, wreathed

round with pale green leaves in spiral twists, unfolded hooded flow-

ers of thinnest transparent white wax, with each a blush of pink

inside. (Kingsley 1880:195-6) 0 Tisane Preparation ... Canrivere or

Wild Cane Root, Cass Root or Bark ... wash roots, boil, settle over-

night, strain, bottle. (Pavy 1987:67)

2 n Gyneriwn sagittatum , a tall, cane-like native grass; leaf-margins

spiny at base. Grows near rivers. (< FC < canne ‘cane; thick reed’ +
< riviere ‘river’, from habitat) = river cane, uva grass, >white roseau,

wild cane

cane row 1 n Hair plaited close to the scalp, in lines, (prob. influenced

by AmE corn row) 0 “Let them see them big strong men with they

canerow hair and they beard, holding they child in they arms in the

street and kissing they child. (Pantin 1979:131 ) 0 “She have she hair

plait in some nice cane row.” (Baptiste 1993:31)

2 v Plait or braid the hair very close to the head, leaving rows of hair

alternating with rows of bare skin. 0 “I eh have time to cane row yuh

hair this morning.” (1990)

cane squeezer n arc A small manual sugar-cane mill used to press

juice from canes. A narrow sheet of GALVANIZE or something simi-

lar is placed into a hole in a tree trunk, and a narrow flat board or pole

placed on top of it. The canes are put in between and squeezed by the

action of the top board pressing down on them. The top board is

moved down by repeatedly pushing or sitting down hard on the far

end. = batty-mill, kholu, mulaa, >trapiche 0 My grandfather still uses

a cane squeezer.

cane sucker n Castnia liens , a moth whose larval caterpillar eats CANE,

bananas and heliconias. 0 Mr. Potter exhibited... a specimen of the

Castnia liens - local name: Cane sucker - a moth, bred by him from the

larva which he said lives in the trunk of the banana plant and com-
pletely destroys it. (JFNC Dec 1892:105) 0 The permission of the

Inspector of Schools [having] been obtained, school teachers are

invited to assist in the destruction of injurious insects by encouraging

school children to transmit through them specimens of a moth (Castnia

licus) which in the caterpillar stage is known as the large cane borer.

The moth is also called locally “The Cane Sucker.” [Mirror 1 Jan 1909)

cane top n Sugar-cane leaves, sometimes used for animal feed. 0

[T]he canes have already been cut and carted, leaving behind only a

mixture of cane-tops, leaves, and arrows, which soon withers in the

sun, and is then called ‘trash,’ covering the ground about a foot in

depth. (On a sugar estate 1882:254) 0 Seizing with one hand a cane

by the middle, with one swift stroke of his cutlass he severs it, close

to the ground, from the stool; then bringing the top within reach of his

weapon, with another blow he cuts it off just where the hard cane

ends, and the soft stem - from which the leaves and arrow spring -

begins. This ‘cane-top,’ as it is called, contains no saccharine juice,

and forms with its leaves about one-fourth of the total length of the

cane. (On a sugar estate 1882:254) 0 We tried to make a trace to stop

the fire [in the cane]... Besides making traces the labourers beat the

fire with cane tops and guava bush. (TG 2 Feb 1933:2) 0 They were

jumping up wildly and waving cane-tops and coconut branches and

bushes above their heads. (Giuseppi 1975:19)

cane trash n Waste from cutting sugar-cane, esp. leaves. (< cane +

trash
1

) 0 [T]he Negro preferred, as heretofore, his house roofed with

Cane trash, and the sides made with White Pine, or the bark of a Prickly

Palm called the Grew-grew, the latter materials causing the habitation

to be cooler by day & warmer by night, and about the 4th part the

expense of a Shingled house. (Dowland 1843, in Archibald 2003 99) 0

“Not only he sufferin bhai. All ah we get jigger. Look at mih foot...

look how it swell up and bleeding. It en easy to walk on dat cane trash

you know.” (Ramlakhan 1994:30)

cane truck n A very large wheeled cart or wagon with very high sides,

formerly pulled by water buffalos and now by tractors, used to haul

sugar-cane from the fields where it is cut to the USINE for weighing

and processing. = tasker 0 The cane trucks which weighed ten tons

were hauled by buffaloes. (Pundit Ragbir 1982, in La Guerre

1985:188)

cangrejal n A piece of land that has many crabs and crabholes. /kaq-

grehal/ (< Sp cangrejo ‘crab’ + Sp -al ‘a place that has a lot of’) 0 All

here is cangrejal. Be careful how you walkin.

canitil see CANATIL

canjay see KANJAY

cankee see CONKEE

Cannes brulees see Canboulay
cannonball tree n Conronpita gnianensis [= C. antiliana], a large

native tree to 50 m (160') tall, and 3 m (10') in girth; native to and

found in Trinidad. Bark brownish and lightly fissured in young trees,

deeply fissured and peeling off in rectangles in older trees. Leaves

large, dark green, oblong, somewhat unequal sided, 25 x 15 cm (10" x

6"), in spirals at the ends of twigs. Flowers 12.5 cm (5") diameter, red-

dish-pink and white at the base inside, yellow outside, with a flap-like

structure in centre; strongly scented; abundant on pendant, woody
branches that surround the lower part of the trunk. Fruit heavy, globu-

lar, dull brown, to 20 cm (8") in diameter, containing a large number of

broad flat seeds embedded in an strong-smelling pulp. Wood soft, light;

has a strong odour when freshly cut. (< E cannon ball Targe metal ball

used as ammunition for large guns’, fr resemblance of fruit in size and

shape) = jumbie calabash, moke, taparon 0 The cannonball tree is well

worth seeing ... The seed looks exactly like a rusty 32 pounder. (Jardine

Diary 3 Mar 1 86 1:31) 0 (Lady Stanmore Diary 4 Nov 1866:47) 0 Here

and there, too a Cannon-ball tree rose, grand and strange, among the

Balatas ... The stem rises, without a fork, for sixty feet or more, and

rolls out at the top into a head ...For the whole of the stem,... are feath-

ered all over with numberless short prickly pendent branchlets, which

roll outward, and then down, and then up again in graceful curves, and

carry large pale crimson flowers, each with a pink hood in the middle,

looking like a new-bom baby’s fist. Those flowers, when tom, turn blue

on exposure to the light; and when they fall, leaves behind them the

cannon-ball, a rough brown globe, as big as a thirty-two-pound shot,

which you must get down with a certain caution ... The pulp of this

Cannon-ball is, they say, “vinous and pleasant” when fresh; but ....

Whatever virtue it may have when fresh, it begins, as soon as stale, to

give out an odour too abominable to be even recollected with comfort.

(Kingsley 1880:274-5) 0 The Canonball ... has the singular habit of

producing the fragrant large fleshy flowers upon specialized branches

that come out from the bottom parts of the trunk followed by large

round ballshaped fruits, while aloft are the boughs and branches

clothed in foliage, although each year it sheds its leaves and for two or

three days stands in a naked condition. ( Trinidad Riviera 1924:53) 0 I

strolled along the edge of the Savannah ... and came to a sudden pocket

of oversickly sweetness ... The cannonballs themselves hung on long

strings from the tree, the largest about eight inches in diameter. (Bryans

1967:28) 0 Because of its showy flowers, curious flowering habit and

large cannonball fruit, this tree has been planted as an ornamental in

some public parks. The wood is soft and light and is used in construc-

tion; it has an unpleasant odour when freshly cut. (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:56-7)

cannon shot n In marble PITCH, a shot in which you hit two oppo-

nents’ marbles due to the TAW rebounding off the first to hit the sec-

ond. (< E cannon ‘in billiards, a stroke in which the player’s ball is

made to hit one of the other balls so as to glance from it and strike the

second’) 0 I lick out two marble from the ring with a cannon shot,

canoe n A fighting cock or hen with white feathers above, brown or

black on the mid-body, and white underneath, /kanoe/ (< Sp cano

‘white-haired; white’ < Sp canoco ‘pale’)

canook see CONUCO
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canopy n A covering for several STEEL PANS on a wheeled platform, to

protect the RACK ofPANS and the players from direct sunlight. (< E can-

opy ‘covering or hangings held over a person walking in procession’) 0

That year [1965] saw the introduction of canopies by Highlanders and

a few other steelbands. This afforded freedom of movement to the

pannists and also served as protection from the elements. (Maxime

1 99 1 : 1 0) 0 Because of the sun’s heat which put the steelpans out of tune

when steelbands paraded on the streets, in 1 964 Bertie Marshall intro-

duced the canopy, which, by the next year was adopted by most steel-

bands, and is used by all steelbands today. (Anthony 1997:372)

cant, kiant, kyant 1 v Tilt; tip something over slightly; usu. requiring

effort. (< E cant ‘bring or put into an oblique position; slope, slant;

tilt up’) 0 Cant the cupboard a little more.

2 v Upset or push someone physically. (< E cant ‘turn over com-

pletely; turn upside down’) 0 I go cant yuh ass in the sea, yes.

3 v Get rid of forcefully. 0 Man, whe you nuh kiant de woman tail out

a de house. (Ottley 1971)

canta 1 n obs Tob Amyris ignea , a native tree with resinous wood.

(< Twi o-kanto ‘candlewood; any of several trees whose resinous

wood bums easily and is used for torches’) = >torchwood2

2 n A torch made from resinous wood. 0 Canta, “Yes; if made from

resinous wood, it is called flambeau. This designation came over

from Trinidad [to Tobago].” (Uh 1883:248)

cantar, canter n An expression of encouragement of appreciation dur-

ing PARANG singing, /kantar/ (< Sp cantar ‘sing’) 0 There is singing

in the air. Strains of parang could be heard, and loud laughter meshed
with shouts of “Aye”, and “Canter.” (TG-S 23 Dec 1990:21)

cantaway n arc A strong drink of mm given to guests, /kantawe/

(prob. < cant
5 + away, fr strength of drink causing loss of balance) 0

Mammy will you sing, “Let’s give him a cantaway,” on Christmas

day? (Executor “Christmas is a Joyful Day” 1937) 0 Cantaway... A
‘knock-out’ mm drink, served to house callers who were unwelcome

scroungers - to give them ‘a happy time’ or, rather, get rid of them

quickly. (Cowley & Spottswood, History’ of Carnival 1993)

cantique de noel n A traditional Christmas song of French origin,

/kantik do nosl/ (< Fr cantique ‘canticle; song; hymn' + de ‘of’ +

Noel ‘Christmas’) = French parang 0 The ancestors of our Creche

singers went from house to house and sang their Cantiques de Noel

(Christmas carols). From saying they were going to a creche, there

was a shift to saying they were coming or going in a creche or ‘crech-

ing’. Then the songs themselves came to be called Creche songs and

ultimately, simply creche. Today there are many who still make a dis-

tinction between ‘Cantiques’ and ‘Creche’. They say they sing Can-

tiques but ‘go in a Creche’ or ‘to a Creche’. (Mohammed 1975:1) 0

The words of the Creche songs are to be found in a booklet called

Cantiques de Noel
,
printed in Martinique [ca 1948?]. Most are now

old, battered and yellow from age and handling. Since there are not

too many and they are hard to come by, they are prized. (Mohammed
1975:3) 0 To the Woodbrook settlers, such activities as the Christmas

serenading of the Hispanic Parang groups or the Cantiques de Noel
of the Creole inhabitants were virtually unknown. (Ahye 1983:2 )

cantoneer n A minor overseer or foreman, esp. on road work, who
does the same work as those he supervises; a regular not casual

worker, /kantone:/ 0 “Head cantoneers” - assistant foremen, as they

might be termed - covered the total range of laborers and “can-

toneers.” (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:60) 0 He is a cantoneer in

Works Department. (1990)

cantope see KANTOAP

cant out v Tilt a container and pour out the liquid in it. (< cant
1 + E

out
5
) 0 (Haynes 1987:160) 0 Cant out the bucket for me.

canuca, canuco see CONUCO

canvasback n Anas americana (E baldpate or American wigeori), a

duck, 50 cm (20") long. Male generally brown; white crown; green

patch on sides of head; large white patch on fore part of wing; breast

dark; belly white, (fr resemblance to E canvasback duck, Aythya val-

isineria) = jensen, vingeon2
,
white-belly 0 (ffrench 1991:77-8)

caouane 1 n obs Caretta caretta (E loggerhead turtle), a large marine

turtle, shell length usu. 70-115 cm (27-45"). Head and eyes large.

Shell red-brown, heart-shaped, elongate, with back margins bluntly

serrated. Skin of legs red-brown, with darker or lighter edges, (prob.

Amer, see Island Carib caouane, a freshwater turtle) = cahuama,

cahuano, logrit 0 (de Verteuil 1858:440) 0 (Murphy 1997:104)

2 n obs Chelonia mydas, a large marine turtle. = common turtle,

>green turtle, greenback (turtle) 0 (de Verteuil 1858:440)

cap 1 v Of a kite, move out of control because the COMPASS is out of

place; turning on its back, on top of the thread, therefore uncontrolla-

ble, and beginning to fall. (< capsize
J

) 0 The kite cap, no matter how
much he pukn it, it stick in the trees.

2 v Fall unconscious. (< capsize^) = loss away 0 Wha happen boy?

Last night you going strong and baps yuh cap just so.

capitan n Lachnolaimus maximus [= L. falcatus
]
(E hogfish ), an edi-

ble marine fish, to .7 m (2.2') long, /kapitan/ (< Fr capitan ‘leader;

captain’) = captain
5

, hog-mouth snapper 0 (Vincent 1910:49) 0 Per-

haps even more beautiful are some of the Labridae. Among these is

the capitan (Lachnolaimus falcatus), which grows to a good size and

looks like a red-fish, but its peculiar mouth has earned for it the name
of “hog-mouth snapper” in Tobago. (Guppy 1922a:444) 0 El capitan.

(Mendes 1940:16)

capitulant n A person living in Trinidad in 1797 when the island was

captured by the British. (< Capitulation) 0 Capitulant: an individual liv-

ing in Trinidad in 1797 when the British captured the island. (Brereton

1979:ix) 0 By clutching to the 12th clause the free coloureds turned the

Capitulation into a sort of victory for themselves, and the term “capitu-

lant” used to describe those who were present when the English took

over the island, instead of a badge of shame, became a mark of pride

and privilege. The Cedula of 1 783 gave them equal civil rights, and the

Capitulation of 1797 confirmed it. Yet the English authorities... placed

a wholly different interpretation on these clauses. (Campbell 1992:54)

0 It is a matter of surprise that so little evidence about the social policy

of Chacon could be mustered among a population which comprised

more than two thousand adult capitulants. (Campbell 1992:273)

Capitulation n The treaty between the previous Spanish colonial gov-

ernor and the conquering British general in 1797 that ceded the island

to Britain, but included a number of provisions such as the retention

of Spanish civil law. (< E capitulation ‘making terms for surrender;

surrendering to an enemy upon terms’) 0 Even long after the Capitu-

lation when English should have supplanted French history, you find

that Patois or Creole-French was the prevailing language. (Encinas

1927:77) 0 Another document which was vital to the free coloureds’

case, and indeed to all the Roman Catholics of the island, was the

Capitulation of 1797. This treaty between a defeated Spanish gover-

nor and a victorious British general was often regarded as an irrevo-

cable part of the constitution of the island, and even as late as the

early 20th century a few persons sought to protect their rights by

appealing to it. (Campbell 1992:53-4)

capiva, capivi n obs Copaifera officinalis, a native tree. (< E copaiba,

copaiva / Sp-Port copaiba ‘an aromatic, acrid balsam or resinous

juice obtained from various plants of the genus Copaifera) = >bal-

sam, balsam capivi, copaiba balsam 0 Medicinal woods are Simimba,

Balsan, Capivi, Cassia. (Explication 1769) 0 Capiva (this produces

the gum called Balsam Capive). (Joseph 1 83 8a: 80)

capping n The action of a kite when it turns on its back, is uncontrol-

lable, and begins to fall, usu. caused by a slipped COMPASS.
(< capsize *) 0 Cappin. (Mendes 1985:29)

capra see KAPRA

capreech see CAPRICHE

capresse n obs Describing a person of mixed European and African or

Amerindian ancestry, with medium or dark brown complexion; see

also CABRE, CABRESSE. (< FC cabouesse ‘female offspring of black

and mulatto parents’ < Fr capresse ‘mixture of black and mulatto’; E
cabre ‘mixture of black and white’) 0 Owing to these laws, the

French women of colour invented the dress which, in their colonies,

is called a la Capresse. This consists of a rich and valuable Madras
kerchief, tastefully tied round their heads, in lieu of the forbidden cap
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or bonnet. The strongly contrasted colours of the Madras well har-

monise with their dark complexion and brilliant eyes. Instead of the

forbidden gown, they wear a jupe , of a colour to match with their

Madras; over this they wear an apron of [linen], furnished with little

pockets, embroidered and fringed. An elegantly plaited and fringed

chemisette, with sleeves reaching but half way to the elbow, confined

with massive gold buttons; a heavy necklace, and ear-rings of the

same metal, complete their costume; while the bosom is covered with

an Indian kerchief. I have often seen beautiful European women dress

a la Capresse at a masked ball; the costume sets off their persons to

admiration. (Joseph 1 838b-3 : 1 0

)

caprich, caprice, carpreach n An omen or superstitious act which

brings good luck, esp. in gambling, e.g. changing your seat at the table,

/kapritf/ (< Sp capricho ‘whim; by good luck') 0 Capriche— charm or

talisman, lucky omen. (ESTT 1956) 0 Some said it’s a kind of great

negromancy. With some family. So they brought those skeletons from

Lapeyrouse, That’s a carpreach they introduce. (Beginner “Skeletons in

the Yard" 1938, in Rohlehr 1990:168) 0 People play all kinds of dreams

and caprices, and it is the smart banker who survives. (EX-2 22 July

1990:44) 0 “He catching fish, no one else catching fish, he fishing with

capreech.” (2000) 0 Caprice: A personal hunch that something you’ve

seen or heard could be the mark that will buss. (Besson 1999: 1 74)

capsize 1 v Turn over; push over; fall over; fall down. (< E capsize

‘upset; overturn, esp. on the water’) 0 Now, in removing the safe, was
it capsized? - It was lifted carefully. (TG 29 July 1919:3) 0 “When
they find they coudn’t get her, they began chopping up her windows,

emptying her groceries on the floor and capsizing her furniture.”

(TTM 19 Aug 1986:15) 0 A big wind just come and capsize the kite.

0 “Careful, madam; I wouldn't think twice of capsizing you arse in

the gutter.” (Andersen 2004:41

)

2

v' Come to a stop: be disturbed. 0 Little crab hole spile big boss

race. A comment used when, for example, “one man talk, capsize de

odder out of a job, clean.” Also a warning in a quarrel. (Herskovits

1945:200) 0 The whole scene capsize.

captain 1 n obs The highest ranking slave under the overseer of a

sugar mill. (< E captain ‘one who leads or exercises authority over

others; chief; leader’) 0 [He] was given some position of authority,

possibly that of driver, and eventually obtained the highest possible

position a slave on a sugar estate could hold, that of Captain of the

Mill... There was a great deal of activity around the mill and the Cap-

tain of the mill had to keep operations going either by words of

encouragement or abuse or possibly even with the crack of a whip,

for he worked hand in hand with a driver. The Captain was directly

responsible to the overseer or manager who was often around to make
sure things went smoothly, (de Verteuil 1992:102-3)

2 n An overseer or DRIVER in agricultural work. (< E captain ‘one

who leads or exercises authority over others; chief; leader’) 0 She

began calling, ‘Captain! Ca-a-p-t-ain!’ Since he had been a young

man, her husband, Raj in, had been made a driver in the cocoa and

coffee estates. Everyone in the fields addressed him as Captain, and

his wife had followed suite. (Gosine 1992:72)

3 n The leader of a STEELBAND. Note: This term may have been used

in BELE dances and similar cultural groups, then continued and

expanded. (< E captain ‘chief; leader’) 0 Since its West Indian debut,

steelband captains and arrangers galore have been beating a path to

6 1 0’s library door to take a long and careful listen. (TG 5 Feb

1961:23) 0 These ‘maestros’ often advise on the musical direction of

a band, while the group leader, or ‘captain’, is to the steel band what

the producer is to a film. (Bryans 1967:92) 0 Alan was the captain of

the band; they made him captain because he was tall enough to take

their quarrel anywhere... and beating pan could well be synonymous
with fighting their own battle against older, tougher contenders for

street mass on carnival day. (Jones 1973:3) 0 At the Finals [in 1966],

Desperadoes had approximately 130 pans and, its relatively new
(1964) leader in the person of Rudolph Charles, chalked up his first

victory as Captain of the band. (Maxime 1991 : 11)

4 n A rank of SPIRITUAL BAPTISTS. (< E captain ‘one who leads or

exercises authority over others; chief; leader') 0 Captains care for the

church building. They are responsible for all maintenance and sug-

gest possible church improvements... A major responsibility is mak-
ing certain services begin and end on time. (Glazier 1983:52)

5

n Lachnolaimus maximus, an edible marine fish. (< E captain , the grey

gurnard fish) = >capitan, hog-mouth snapper 0 (de Verteuil 1884:389)

Captain General n obs A Spanish colonial officer primarily responsible

for military affairs. 0 CAPTAINCY GENERAL (Capitani'a General). A
Spanish colonial jurisdiction which was primarily military as opposed to

the primarily financial intendancy, as well as the primarily judicial audi-

encia. The captaincy general of Venezuela, created September 8, 1 111 ,

included the province of Trinidad. Eighteenth-century British colonial

governors also bore the title of Captain General. (Anthony 1997:99)

capuchin see also WEEPING CAPUCHIN

capuchin n obs Procnias averano, a bird frequenting forests in Trinidad.

Male is generally whitish with coffee-brown head and black wings; bare

throat with numerous black, string-like wattles hanging down. (< Fr

Capuchin , an order of friars who wear a hooded robe) = anvil-bird,

>bellbird, blacksmith, campanero 0 The French call it Capucin, from a

number of dark capillary appendages which hang from the throat of the

male, and bear some resemblance to a beard, (de Verteuil 1 884:91

)

Caracas band n Tob A group of workers. 0 Caracas band. A group of

workers working as pardners , who drank chocolate tea... made from

a variety of cocoa that came from Caracas, Venezuela. (Craig-James

2008:11-295)

Caracas cocoa n arc A local variety of cultivated cocoa, prob. Theo-

broma pentagona , with a pale bean, (fr presumed origin in Caracas,

Venezuela) = alligator cocoa 0 Local cormoisseurs claim that coffee

and cocoa have been debased by “clonal” varieties, bred for reasons

other than their excellent taste. The original strain of cocoa on Tobago

was called Alligator or Caracas, and it is a lucky and rare person who
can find the few women who still preserve that strain. (Saft 1988:205)

caradol n A lower quality fighting cock used as a sparring partner for

training or practice. /karadDl/ (< cariadoT

)

= cariadol 0 “Yuh doh use

one of yuh top bird to be a caradol, but he have to be good.” (1990) 0

“I does keep my caradol for three years.” (1990)

caraili see KARAILEE

carajo n Albula vulpes (E boneftsh ), a marine fish seldom eaten.

/karaho/ = banane2
, macabe 0 (Vincent 1910:48)

carangue (camard), carang (camarde), karang, carrangue n Car-

an.x hippos
,
a large oval-shaped marine fish with a high forehead, and

bony scales on the sides of the tail, silvery with yellow tail, /karaq

kama:d/ (< Fr carangue < Latin caranx , a kind of fish) = camard

(cavalli), >cavalli, greenback, gros-yeux
2

,
yellow cavalli 0 Car-

angues: the common carangue (Scomber Carangus), is the largest and

most abundant, (de Verteuil 1858) 0 Of our salt-water fish, the fol-

lowing are the most common: - The carangue, the Spanish mackerel

or carite... (de Verteuil 1884:101) 0 The Cavalli or Carangue. To this

fish I honestly think must be given the pride of place, as being the

pluckiest and most straightforward fighter to be found in these seas.

There are five well-known varieties here, called locally the “carangue

camard,” “carangue gros-yeux,” “carangue a plumes,” “carangue

grasse,” and “carangue France,”... the two first varieties... are the

largest and strongest. The “camard” may bite at any time of the day,

but as a rule the “gros-yeux” is only taken in the early morning or just

about sundown and about an hour or two after. (Vincent 1910:23-4) 0

Yesterday’s Market Prices... Fish: carangue, siane, pawa, king fish,

bechine. (TG 7 Sept 1917:11) 0 Large numbers of black jack... are

taken at the windward end of Tobago, and three other species of cav-

alli or karang, belonging to the same family Carangidae, called in

Tobago “greenbacks”; in Trinidad “camard,” “cavalli,” “carangue.”...

most of these give good sport trolling. (Guppy 1922a:444) 0 The cav-

alli or carrangue-gros-yeux must be trolled for with hand lines for he

is one of the most resourceful and dogged fighters, his pulling weight

being equal to any fish three times his size. (Mendes 1937:22) 0 Most

of the edible varieties may be taken all the year round but there are

seasons for such surface fish as the king-fish, carrangue and mack-

erel. (Mendes 1950:7) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:120)
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carangue a plume n Trachinotus goodei [= Nematristrus pectoralis
]

(E cock-fish) a silvery coloured fish with long trailing thread-like fin

rays extending from the dorsal and anal fins, /karap a plum/

(< carangue + Fr a plume ‘with a plume or feather’, fr long fins) 0

The Cavalli or Carangue. To this fish I honestly think must be given

the pride of place, as being the pluckiest and most straightforward

fighter to be found in these seas. There are five well-known varieties

here, called locally the “carangue camard,’ “carangue gros-yeux,”

“carangue a plumes,” “carangue grasse,” and “carangue France”.

(Vincent 1910:23-4,48) 0 (Mendes 1940:14)

carangue france 1 n Trachinotus goodei [?~ T. carolinus, Nematris-

trus pectoralis

]

(E common pampano ), an edible marine fish. Deep-

bodied, almost rhomboidal in shape, with a high forehead, silvery

colour, /karat] ffans/ (< carangue + Fr france ‘France’, poss. fr simi-

larity to a European fish) = pamp 1

,
pompano 1

, zelon, zelwan 0 The

Cavalli or Carangue. To this fish I honestly think must be given the

pride of place, as being the pluckiest and most straightforward fighter

to be found in these seas. There are five well-known varieties here,

called locally the “carangue camard,’ “carangue gros-yeux,” “car-

angue a plumes,” “carangue grasse,” and “carangue France”. (Vincent

1910:23-4:48)0 (Mendes 1940:14)

2 n Trachinotus falcatus, an edible marine fish. Deep-bodied, high

forehead, silvery colour. = pamp2
,
pompano2

, zelwan

carangue grasse n Caranx chrysos (E runner), an edible marine fish.

Large, oval-shaped, with moderately high forehead, bony scales on the

sides of the tail. Olive to dark blue-green above, grey-gold below and

sides, /karat) gras/ (< carangue + Fr grasse ‘fat; plump') 0 The car-

angue grasse is not so large [as the common carangue], but more deli-

cate. (de Verteuil 1858:448) 0 Of these [salt-water fish] the king-fish

and “carangue grasse" are the best, (de Verteuil 1884:101) 0 There are

five well-known varieties here, called locally the “carangue camard,’

“carangue gros-yeux,” “carangue a plumes,” “carangue grasse,” and

“carangue France”. (Vincent 1910:23-4) 0 The cavalli or carrangue-

gros-yeux must be trolled with hand lines for he is one of the most

resourceful and dogged fighters, his pulling weight being equal to any

fish three times his size. As soon as the beggar takes the hook, your line

whistles with the strain and often swimming abreast of your boat he

will keep the line taut almost to breaking point. (Mendes 1950:8)

carangue gros-yeux n Caranx latus, a large oval-shaped fish with a

high forehead, relatively large eyes, and bony scales on the sides of

the tail; silvery with yellow tail. (< carang + Fr gros-yeux ‘big eyes’)

= >big-eye cavalli, gros-yeux
3

, horse-eye cavalli, horse cavalli 0

There are five well-known varieties here, called locally the “carangue

camard,’ “carangue gros-yeux,” “carangue a plumes,” “carangue

grasse,” and “carangue France,”... the two first varieties... are the

largest and strongest. The “camard" may bite at any time of the day,

but as a rule the “gros-yeux” is only taken in the early morning or just

about sundown and about an hour or two after. (Vincent 1910:23-4) 0

I have previously referred to the presence of the small bird called

“mauve” being a sure sign of cavalli. This refers to the “camard."

There is its counterpart, a bird of similar size, but darker, which

comes at dusk, called in Creole “mache carabache,” and betokens the

presence of the carangue “gros-yeux” seen in large shoals all round

the Bocas from April to October. (Vincent 1910:24-5) 0 Carangue

gros-yeux, horse-eye jack. (AA.CC 1945:107)

carangue noir n Caranx lugubris, an edible marine fish. Large, oval-

shaped, with high forehead; darkly coloured on the body, yellow tail.

(< carang + Fr noir ‘black’) = black cavalli, >black jack

carap n Carapa guianensis , a native tree, to 30 m (98'). Wood reddish,

durable, easily worked, suitable for furniture and house construction,

/karap/ (< Arawak carapa. kalaba) = carapa, crabwood, >crappo 0 Five

or six years ago it was almost an impossible task to get anything like an

artistic bedroom suite, or even something of more modest pretentions,

made in Trinidad. That class of cabinet manufacture had to be imported

from Europe at great cost. To-day, however, the gap has been filled by
the enterprising firm of Davidson and Todd, who are turning out really

splendid work in native woods. The woods largely used are cyp, carap,

cedar... and it is obvious that being indigenous they last longer than the

imported article and stand the test of climate to better advantage. (Hum-

mingbird 25 June 1904:3) 0 (JFNC 1929-1-2:164)

carapa, carapo n Carapa guianensis, a native tree, to 30 m (98').

Wood reddish, durable, easily worked, suitable for furniture and

house construction, /karapa, karapo/ (< Arawak carapa. kalaba) =

carap, crabwood, >crappo 0 (Joseph 1838a:80) 0 Others [of our good

timber trees] affect the plain exclusively, or nearly so ... these are the

Mora, Galba, Carapa or Carapo (vulgarised into Crapeau in creole,

and in other English Colonies into Crabwood) ... and many others.

(Carr 1869:404-5) 0 We arrived after a while at Valencia... with a

good shop or “store” ... under the verandah whereof lay ... bags of

Carapo (Carapa Guianensis) nuts; trapezoidal brown nuts - enclosed

originally in a round fruit - which ought some day to form a valuable

article of export. Their bitter anthelminthic oil is said to have medici-

nal uses; but it will be still more useful for machinery, as it has... the

property of keeping iron from rust. The tree itself, common here and

in Guiana, is one of the true Forest Giants; we saw many a noble

specimen of it in our rides. Its timber is tough, not over heavy, and

extensively used already in the island; while its bark is a febrifuge

and tonic. (Kingsley 1880:321) 0 Carapa, or Crapaud, besides the oil

which its seeds yield, is very useful for buildings in the shape of

[scantling], boards, planks, and shingles. (Williams 1882) 0 Flere and

there the eye of the woodman might discern a solitary balata ...carapa

or Crapeaud, ... or laurier cyp. (Vincent 1910:67)

carapatte n Ambylomma mixtum, a species of parasitic blood-sucking

tick, /karapat/ (< Sp garrapato ‘tick’) = bont tick, kilani, >garrapat,

garrapat(o) 0 The Mayaro specimens were taken from horses, cows

and dogs and are great pests in that district.... if they are not noticed at

once and the clothes not changed they attach themselves to the skin

and are very irritating. The best way to get rid of them is to rub the

body with coconut oil. They are commonly called “carapattes” in the

country. (JFNC Dec 1893:269)

carapillae n Murraya koenigii, a small cultivated tree to 3.5 m ( 1 1.2').

Leaves small, lanceolate to ovate, very shiny; keep flavour well when
dried. Usu. fried in oil until crisp at the start of preparing a curry, or

powdered and used dry. /karipile/ (< Tamil karuvepila, Anglo-Indian

corropali < Malayalam koduka puli ‘acid tree’ Garcinia indica) =

>karapul, karivepila, kharrie phoola 0 (Indar & Ramesar 1988:71)

carapo see carapa

carat (palm), carrat, caratte, carrate 1 n Saba! mauritiiformis [= S.

glaucescens], a fairly tall native palm in Trinidad, 15-25 m (49-80')

tall, crown open and spreading; trunk rough-textured. Leaves large,

drooping, fan-shaped, deeply cut, 1.5-1. 8 m (5-6') in diameter, shiny

green above with a waxy bluish bloom beneath. Fruit a small blackish

berry, 1.2 cm (.47") diameter, containing a single seed. Leaves were

once used extensively for thatching, /karat/ (< LAS carato a tree

< Amer) 0 The dwelling houses sided with bamboo and thatched with

Carat. (Cochrane 1821, 2267:51) 0 [They killed] a hog in the pen, and

[carried] it off, which was concealed under some carrate. (Protector

of Slaves 1 824: 1 50) 0 The picturesque shape of the carattes palms is a

real relief to one’s eyes. (Urich Diary 7 Dec 1 83 1 ) 0 He then came out

and put the lighted [piece of] carrat under the comer of the roof of her

father’s house. (POSG 19 June 1849:2) 0 Rain ... drove us to find ref-

uge in a half mined hut of which only the carat thatch, the comer
posts and southern wall (also of palm leaves) were standing. (Mole

1894b:44) 0 The small hut in which we lived ... was a small, 4-sided,

shifty concern, built of wood and palm leaves. The roof was thatched

with the leaves of a variety of palm, known in the island as the carrat

palm. About three quarters of the interior was converted into a sleep-

ing room, by hanging carrat leaves loosely around on cross pieces of

wood nailed to the posts. (Valerio 1909:11) 0 The people ... got out

carrat palm leaves (fan-shaped and serviceable for roofing) for plates

and roof. (Morton 1916) 0 The temple had a roof of carat leaves, a

large fan-shaped palm leaf. (Selvon 1972:54) 0 The barahar tree was

tall. Taller than a grass house but not taller than a mango or a carat

tree. (Ladoo 1972:109) 0 The Chancery Lane Venders Mall will be

covered with a “carrat” roof. Approval for the use of carrat leaves

in the constmction of a roof was made by the San Fernando City
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Council. (TG 20 Aug 1990:6) 0 They built a lean-to for the calf and

covered it with the very large leaves of the 'carat' palm. (Boodhoo

1994:31) 0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:14)

2 n The large compound leaves or fronds of the carat palm, used

for thatching or covering roofs. 0 1 asked him where it was and he

pushed his hand in the carat and took the barrel first, then the butt and

then the empty cartridge. (TG 19 Jan 1936:7) 0 There they picked up

pieces of earth and, from the cover of some black sage shrubs, show-

ered missiles on the cottage. The sounds were muffled as the missiles

fell upon the rotting carat leaves. (Narine 1977:56-7)

3 n Thatched or covered with palm leaves, usu. from the CARAT palm. 0

Manko lit the kerosene lamp and his shadow leapt like a giant geni from

the ground to the carat roof of his hut. (Selvon 1972:87) 0 In those days

Siparia could not afford any imposing structure for a Church, and the

statue was accommodated in a carat chapel. (Tribune 17 Apr 1988:5) 0

As the years rolled by, the carat roofs gave way to galvanise roofs and

earthen and wooden structures have long been taken over by concrete

and steel. (Bomb 2 Nov 1990: 10) 0 If wasn’t for me and Joe - and we is

Creoles, mind you - they see hell to settle down in that old carat hut.

(Selvon 1 99 1 a:5 ) 0 Abdool was taken to a stage which was specially

built in one comer of the huge bamboo tent with its 'carat' roof, and

walls of coconut branches to keep away the rain. (Deen 1994:24)

carat house n A house thatched or covered with palm leaves, usu. from

the CARAT palm. (< carat") = trash house 0 The landlord and the owner

of the dilapidated carat-house - both very poor men - were compelled to

bury the man. (Hummingbird 21 Jan 1905:6) 0 Ti-Marie’s carat house

leaned precariously against a bois-canoe tree. (LaFortune 1968:4) 0

When yuh in galvanise house carat house does call yuh. (Julien ca 1970s)

carau see CRAO

caray see CARRAY

carbide, carbuy n Calcium carbide, a solid material which gives off

oxygen under water. Children put a piece in an Andrew’s Liver Salts

or similar tin with lid, add water or saliva, and touch a lit match to the

hole; then the lid flies out. (< E carbide 'a compound of carbon with

an element’) 0 'Bring two box of matches. Ah, and I know I forget

something. I want some batteries and a quarter pound of carbide for

this headlight.’ (Lovelace 1968) 0 Mother Augustus, who had a tem-

per like carbide, shouted... and had drawn a blue pencil in an angry

cross over the paper. (Jones 1973:66)

carbuncle n A small bump appearing on the body, esp. on the knuck-

les, elbow, or toes. (< E carbuncle 'an inflammatory, circumscribed,

malignant tumour') 0 (Mendes 1985:29)

card v Schedule; set a date for. (?< E on the cards 'probable, liable to

happen’) 0 Most of the entertaining stage shows and competitions

carded to take place on weekends were cancelled. (EX-2 28 Oct 1990:9)

cardinal 1 n Prob. Spinus cucullatus, a bird, 1 1.2 cm (4.5") long; for-

merly rare in Trinidad, now undoubtedly extinct locally. Male red

with black head, wings and tail; two red wing-bars. (< E cardinal

,

several birds with all or partly bright red feathers < cardinal 'an

ecclesiastical officer of the Catholic Church', fr red hat) = >colorado

0 The best of our song-birds are the simple (semp), spotted (tarode),

ringed-neck (acravat), grass-bird (sisizeb), Colorado or the cardinal

bird and picoplat or silver beak. (De Suze 1941 rev. Hart 1960)

2 n obs Habia rubica rubra [= Phoenicothraupis rubra , Tachyphonus

ruber\ , a bird, 17.5 cm (1") long. Male generally dull brownish red,

brighter red below; brilliant red stripe through crown, bordered black,

forming a crest that is raised in excitement. Female yellowish olive

brown, throat yellowish; crown-stripe yellowish buff. 0 Phoenico-

thraupis rubra. I never saw this bird near the towns or in cultivated

spots, but only in deep shady woods; there, however, it is not rare.

Local name, "Le Cardinal. ” (Taylor 1864:82) 0 (Chapman 1894:31)

cardinal a gros-bec n obs Piranga flava faceta [~ P. haemalea,

Pyranga hepatica

\

(E hepatic tanager, Caribbean red tanager) a bird,

uncommon resident in the NORTHERN RANGE of Trinidad. Male all

brick red, paler below, bill blackish only at base, rest pale beige-yellow-

ish. Female greenish olive above, wings and tail dark, upper beak dark

horn, lower pale grey. (< cardinal + a gros-bec ‘with a large beak’, fr

overall reddish colour and relatively large beak) 0 (Chapman 1894:30)

cardo benito n Eryngium foetidum, a native herb. Leaves strong-

smelling, spiny, wide, long, serrated edges, in rosette pattern at base,

/kardo benito/ (< Sp cardo 'thistle’ + Sp benito ‘blessed’) = bhanda-

nia, cardo santo, cilantro, culantro, fit weed', pull and throw, >shado

beni, spiny coriander 0 In isolated rural communities in Trinidad with

populations mainly of Spanish descent, one occasionally encounters

the name “cardo santo” and “cardo bendito” being used by the older

people. (Morean 1992h:28)

cardo santo n Eryngium foetidum , a native herb. Leaves strong-smell-

ing, spiny, wide, long, serrated edges, in rosette pattern at base, /kardo

santo/ (< Sp cardo ‘thistle’ + Sp santo ‘saintly’) = bhandania, cardo

benito, cilantro, culantro, fit weed 1

,
pull and throw, >shado beni,

spiny coriander 0 In isolated rural communities in Trinidad with pop-

ulations mainly of Spanish descent, one occasionally encounters the

name “cardo santo” and “cardo bendito” being used by the older peo-

ple. (Morean 1 992h:28)

care v Take care of; care for. (< dial E care ‘take care of; care for’) 0

Benjamin has cared Smith from boyhood to manhood. (POSG 13 Sept

1907:4) 0 Macree was simply caring the animal for one half of its next

litter, as was the custom in the valley at that time. (Ottley 1962:32) 0

CARE, v., to raise, bring up, GROW. (Rodman 1971:228) 0 Macree was

simply caring the animal for one half of its next litter, as was the cus-

tom in the valley at that time. (Ottley 1979) 0 “Yes! care yourself too!

See how the police killing innocent young people.” (Clarke 1979:1 19)

0 When the doctors see you really care your body, they would try

harder. 0 “Caring houseplants while you are away.” (TG 17 Aug
1990:17) 0 She would have helped in fine garden around the house,

perhaps flowers, and with caring the white children. (Deen 1994:167)

careme, careme n The dry season, usu. from January to May. See also

PETIT CAREME. /karem, karim/ (< FC 'dry season; little Lent’ < Fr

careme ‘Lent’) = canatil, >petit careme 0 The watering carts lazily

plied up and down, but with the fierce heat of the sun, especially en

Careme, the water evaporated before the cart reached the further end

of the street. (Masson 1927:40)

caret n obs Eretmochelys imbricata imbricata, a large marine turtle,

(poss. < Fr caret 'a turtle fr Pacific sought after for its shell’) = exbill,

>oxbill 0 Caret, or tortoise, (de Verteuil 1884:381)

caretaker n arc A person to whom a girl is sent to work for her keep in

return for learning better ways of living. (< E caretaker 'one who takes

care of a thing, place or person’) 0 Quasi-adoption... the person taking

care of the child being called a “caretaker”. Parents supervise pretty care-

fully, and in the case of an orphan, the institution from which he is taken

will withdraw him if he shows discontent. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:B15-F85-D83) 0 A mother will herself weed, but however great

the need, she will see to it that her daughter will not “go to the field.” As
was explained, “She will rather have them with some lady or gentleman,

who will keep the girl for the work she does” - without paying her a

wage - so the daughter may leam “better ways of living.” This is called

sending them to a “caretaker,” and if the child is mistreated, she is taken

back. “But some treats them good, like a child in your eyes.” (Herskovits

& Herskovits 1947:52)

cargoo see CAGOO
cariadol n A lower quality fighting cock used as a sparring partner for

training or practice. /kariadDl/ (< LAS careador < carear 'meet face

to face; confront’) = caradol 0 'They say that your cocks are like

fowls for the table. They say they are not even good cariadols for the

real fighters to spar with.’ (Lovelace 1968: 12)

cariakeet see kayakeet

Carib n Of (partial) Carib Amerindian descent. In Trinidad, people iden-

tified in this way are usu. a mix of Amerindian, Spanish and African

descent. Note: Archaeological research suggests that while Caribs may
have visited the island of Trinidad, most resident people were more

likely to be Arawaks (sometimes considered Tainos). (< Carib, indige-

nous people of the southern islands of the West Indies) 0 She was

‘Carib’, Amerindian, with some sprinkling of creole African blood: a

true, truepanyol. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:33)

Carib emerald n obs Chlorostilbon mellisugus, a hummingbird, 7.5

cm (3") long. Male generally brilliant golden green, with white thighs
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and steel-blue forked tail; bill straight, short, black. (< Carib, from

association with location + emerald ‘bright green gem’) = >saphir-

savanne, savannah sapphire 0 (Williams 1922:163) 0 (Belcher &
Smooker 1936a:32) 0 (Roberts 1934:93)

carilla see KARILE

carima bianco n Guarea glabra, a small native evergreen tree up to

91 cm (3') in girth. Flowers small, white, in 15 cm (6") racemes. Fruit

a 4-celled capsule, 2.5 cm ('') diameter, containing 1.3 cm (.5") long

seeds in scarlet covering. Wood hard, medium-weight, durable, /kar-

ima blanko/ (? < Amer carimo + Sp bianco ‘white’) = carimbo,

>redwood2
0 (Hart 1866:64) 0 (Marshall 1934:28)

carimbo, karimbo n Guarea glabra, a small native evergreen tree,

/karimbo/ (? < Amer carimo )
= carima bianco, >redwood“ 0 (Beard

1946:33)

carinated snake n obs Chironius carinatus carinatus, a non-venom-

ous snake with a sharply ridged back. (< E carinated ‘ridged; keeled’)

= golden tree snake, machet2
,
>machet savan

1

,
yellow machet 0

(Sclater 1892)

carioca biscuit n obs A round, thick, flat biscuit, about 4" in diameter,

somewhat soft, light-brown, and very sweet, /karioka/ (< Ptg carioca

‘a native of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil’; fr movie “Down Argentina Way”,

popular in the 1930s) 0 We decided to walk home instead via Victoria

Avenue and the Savannah, and use the money to buy some carioca

biscuits and sugar cakes. (Araujo 1984:62)

carioca shoe obs A type of flat-heeled, plaited-leather shoe (Sp hua-

raches). /karioka/ (< Sp carioca ‘a native of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil’;

fr movie “Down Argentina Way”, popular in the 1930s) 0 She used to

have carioca shoe.

cariso, careso, caliso n obs Erotic banter-songs sung by women at

KALINDA fights, or songs sung by CARNIVAL masqueraders; gener-

ally considered a fore-runner and source of modem CALYPSO, /kar-

iso/ (origin unknown; although widely supposed to be of Carib

derivation, there is no evidence for this, and it may well be African) 0

For the past month persons were seen in gorgeous costumes wending

their way through the City, some bound for the spacious and commo-
dious ballrooms that the city boasts of, some for the decorated tents

(made of bamboo) where they assemble to practice carisoes (mas-

querade songs) and regulate other transactions. (Argos 15 Feb

1912:6) 0 The four-line Cariso, Elder believes, developed in the late

nineteenth century, as singers doubled the couplets of Calinda songs;

while the new eight-line “double tones” of Norman Le Blanc, Lord

Executor and other singers of the 1890’s and 1900’s developed out of

a deliberate attempt to improve Calypso by expanding the stanza in

the direction of European (English?) strophic structures. (Rohlehr

1990:18) 0 The newly-evolving Cariso/Calypso [singers] - (both

terms were in use in the decade before World War I) - needed quieter

accompanying instruments, since each word that they sang was an

important part of the performance. They engaged in “careso combat”

in which the singers “try to outclass each other by exhibiting the

amount of scholastic training they possess” [Argos 15 Feb 1912].

(Rohlehr 1990:50) 0 In the 1860 to the 1900 era, female “matadors”

and “jamettes” were responsible for the “dirty” carisos that recalled

“erotic, amorous adventures”, according to Dr J. D. Elder, and which

caused the authorities to start legal manoeuvres aimed at the banning

of Carnival and calypso altogether. (EX 30 Jan 1994:24) 0 [Accord-
ing to R.C. Hamilton who investigated the riots of 1881, “persons of

the lowest character” roamed the streets supporting the stickfighter

and singing carisos while engaging in “the vilest, filthy and disgust-

ing scenes... beyond description”. (EX 30 Jan 1994:24)

carite, carit n Scomberomorus brasiliensis, [= S. maculatus\ (E Span-

ish mackerel), a medium-sized edible game fish to .75 m (2.4'). Iri-

descent blue-green on back, silvery sides with dark bluish spots;

lateral line dips gradually at mid-body. Very small individuals are

sometimes called SEEZO. /karit/ (< LAS carite, a fish, prob. < Carib)
= seezo 0 Of our salt-water fish, the following are the most common:
- The carangue, the Spanish mackerel or carite... (de Verteuil

1884:101) 0 (Vincent 1910:48) 0 Yesterday’s Market Prices... Fish,

Ordinary: sprats, carite. Scarce: salmon, pawa. (TG 5 Sept 1917:11) 0

There is a characteristic absence of the large catches of anchoes and

cavalli. Although there is a normal supply of carite, king fish and red

fish, there is hardly any of the other kinds. (TG 4 Jan 1936:12) 0

Carite... Scomberomorus maculatus
,
E. Spanish mackerel. (AACC

1945:109) 0 Venders had carite, red fish, king fish, powah, shark,

salmon, mullet and some of the smaller types of fish. (EN 2 Sept

1954:3) 0 There are two species of mackerel or carite, one of them the

painted mackerel, being found only in Tobago, and the Spanish mack-

erel, only in Trinidad. (Kenny & Bacon 1981:1 19) 0 The carite is by

far the most important commercial species in Trinidad. (Sturm 1984)

0 ‘Carite too fresh.’ ‘I washed it twice with lime.’ (Persaud 1990:28)

carite bird n Fregata magnficens [= F. aquila, Atagen aquila
]
(E

magnificent frigatebird), a large seabird, 1 m (40") long. Wings nar-

row, pointed; tail long, forked. Male all black; inflatable dull orange

throat pouch, scarlet in breeding season, (fr eating carite fish) = fre-

gate, man-o’-war bird 0 (ffrench 1991 :5 1-2)

cark Win all the opponent’s marbles in a marble game. /ka:k/ (prob.

< E caulk ‘stop; shut up’ or < E cork ‘stop up as with a cork; shut up

the contents of a bottle’; see also cog) 0 I cark him, man!

carmina de sierra n Xiphidium caeruleum, a native plant with red

berries; spreads quickly. / (< Sp carmina ‘red’ + de ‘of’ + sierra

‘mountain’) = corrimiento, >walk-fast 6 “Carmina de sierra ... leave

it in the dew. In the morning rub the leaves and rub it in on de foot.

Three to four weeks they walking.” (Morean M-70)

carmine (hummingbird) n arc Heliomaster longirostris [~ Floricola

longirostris, Anthoscenus longirostris, Trochilus longirostris, Mel-

lisuga longirostris] (E long-billed starthroat hummingbird), a hum-
mingbird, 1 1.3 cm (4.5") long. Male upperparts bronze-green, crown

blue; outer tail black tipped white; throat reddish purple; underparts

grey with mid-belly and flanks white; under-tail feathers black tipped

white; bill long, black. Female similar but crown greenish; throat

black, edged purple. (< Fr carmine ‘bright red colour’) = carmine

throat, gorge carmin, star-throat 0 Heliomaster longirostris... called

“Carmine Humming-bird.” (Taylor 1864:92) 0 Carmine. Gorge carmin.

(Chapman 1894:57) 0 Carmine, (de Verteuil 1884:368) 0 Carmine.

(Roberts 1934:94)

carmine throat n arc Heliomaster longirostris, a hummingbird); male

throat reddish purple. = >carmine (hummingbird), gorge carmin, star-

throat 0 (Williams 1922:159)

carne de vinho e alhos n arc A Portuguese dish made of pork cubes

soaked in vinegar and garlic, then fried until crisp and served on

toast; traditionally eaten at Christmastime. (< Ptg carne ‘meat’ + de

‘with’ + vinho ‘wine’ + e ‘and’ + alhos ‘garlic’) = calvinadage, >gar-

lic pork 0 Came Vinho E Alhos [s/c] ... is a delicious dish that is tradi-

tionally eaten by the Portuguese in Trinidad on Christmas morning,

(de Boissiere ca 1945a: 17) 0 Almost nothing is left or known of their

cultural heritage, except perhaps... [a] building, Madeiran-style dry

stone walls,... and the Christmas dish of garlic pork (known to some
as ‘calvinadage’, based on the Portuguese name ‘

carne de vinho e

alhos'). (Ferreira 1989:2)

Carnival n The season immediately before Lent, devoted in many
Roman Catholic countries such as France, Spain and Italy to revelry

and riotous amusement, including street parades, masquerades, and

semi-controlled licentiousness. In Europe, Carnival was originally the

day preceding the first day of Lent and then was commonly extended to

the entire preceding week, thus in France comprising Jeudi gras,

Dimanche gras, Lundi gras and Mardi gras (E Shrove Tuesday or Pan-

cake Day), ending on Ash Wednesday, the first day of Lent, a period of

40 weekdays until Easter, observed as a time of fasting and penitence.

The observance of Carnival in Trinidad and Tobago, traditionally stron-

ger in the more Catholic population of Trinidad, has drawn on and

incorporated numerous cultural traditions including CALYPSO, MAS-
QUERADE, street parades, MOKO JUMBIE and STICK-FIGHTING. The big-

gest official days of Carnival are Dimanche Gras (Sunday),

Carnival Monday, including Jouvay, and Carnival Tuesday,
the latter two days generally referred to simply as Carnival, but the

Carnival season of fetes, competitions and songs begins after

Christmas. Carnival MAS typically includes individual, small bands and
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large bands, traditional and innovative mas characters, as well as both

PRETTY and dirty bands, with a large element of satire and role

reversal, esp. in the OLD MAS ofJOUVAY morning. It is generally con-

sidered the most important CREOLE festival of the year. A long history

of controversy continues over the acceptability of people’s behaviour

and the quality of song lyrics during the CARNIVAL SEASON,
/kainival/ (< E carnival/Fr camacval < Italian carnevale < Latin car-

new levare ‘putting away of meat’; ‘the season immediately preceding

Lent, devoted in Roman Catholic countries to revelry and riotous

amusement’) 0 The custom of commencing the Carnival several weeks

before Ash Wednesday, is contrary to Spanish custom as well as law. In

Spain, and in all Spanish Colonies... the Carnival is kept up but three

days. (POSG 22 Jan 1833:2) 0 The Carnival. Since midnight of Sunday,

this festival has broken the slumbers of our peaceable citizens with its

usual noisy revelry and uproarious hilarity. (POSG 20 feb 1849:2) 0

The “Notice” issued by the Inspector of Police a short time since rela-

tive to "Masking" met with, I believe, the full consent of, at least, [the]

sober and quietly disposed portion of the community, and who firmly

believed that not only would the “Mask" disappear from amongst us

but all that accompanies the season called Carnival would also receive

their death-blow. (Letter, POSG 3 Leb 1858:2) 0 This has been the

week of the Carnival. It has been the week of revelry and dissipation, -

of license and of disorder. It is the great annual festival of most of the

various nationalities of this polyglot community, and each has observed

in its own way. There were the costume-dances of the European and

Europeanized section, where additional charms were lent to natural

beauty by artistic adornment: there were the burlesques and mum-
meries of serious things by another section; and there was the barbarous

Cane-bouler of the lower orders, by which Sunday-night was made so

hideous... The unmeaning and noisy demonstrations went on till the

small hours of the night, and was resumed in another shape with the

earliest dawn ... Dressed in fdthy garments, with their features con-

cealed by dirty masks, men and women walked the streets, singly or in

couples, in solemn and measured tread, as if performing some religious

duty. Later, however, in the day, the costumes became decenter, and

toward the evening, in many instances, elegant and picturesque. A bet-

ter class seemed to have begun to take part in the frolic, and many of

the disguised parties were on horseback or in carriages. (Echo 25 Leb

1 87 1:3)0 We are glad to see the unanimity of opinion that now prevails

with regard to the necessity of putting down the brutal rowdyism and

gross indecence which for a long time past have made an abomination

of our annual Carnival. (FPTN 6 Mar 1879:2) 0 After emancipation,

the emancipated slaves entered heart and soul into the enjoyment of the

Carnival, which as a necessary consequence, became more boisterous

and less distingue. But that which mostly contributed to give it the bois-

terous character which it still preserves, is the retrenchment of the Sun-

day as a masquerading day. The people having only two, instead of

three days to amuse themselves, did not wish to lose a minute of the

forty-eight hours allowed to them. Hence their coming out exactly as

the hour strikes twelve. They naturally adopted the Cannes brulees as

the starting point of the Carnival, as it chimed with their humour and

former habits. If in their hands it has become more boisterous and noisy

than heretofore, if it has degenerated and become the occasion of hos-

tile collisions between the different bandes, we are indebted for all this

to the Administrative measure which curtailed one out of the three days

fonnerly allowed for the Carnival. (POSG-S 26 Mar 1881:1) 0 The

Carnival has become a fruitful source of demoralization throughout

the whole country, and should be abolished. (POSG 1 Mar 1884:3) 0

The Carnival here may be considered now as having been successfully

divested of its coarser, more revolting and dangerous features, but sad

to say, it is still characterised by a continuance if not an increase of

filthy and open obscenity that is disgraceful in a modem civilised com-

munity, and most menacing to morals of the young, the weak and the

incautious. If one feature of the two days’ proceedings was more strik-

ing than another, it was the undoubted increase in the exchange of the

dresses of the two sexes, and the fact that shame seemed to be more

than ever cast away, as the cases ofmen dressed as women and women
dressed as men, without masks

,
were far more numerous than we have

ever seen before. (POSG 15 feb 1888:3) 0 There was another turnout

of masquers in carriage yesterday and they were the great attraction of

the carnival. (POSG 19 feb 1896:5) 0 There can be no doubt if left

alone the Carnival in time will die a natural death. (POSG 2 feb

1898:4) 0 It is a well known fact that you may deprive a Creole of

everything else, but give him his Carnival. (PC 17 feb 1906:3) 0 With

cries of “jou ouvert” yesterday morning the Carnival opened. There

were the usual hideous and dirty looking maskers, making the greatest

noise on old tins, graters and other discordant instruments. (Mirror 23

Feb 1909:6) 0 With the exception of a few neat disguises in carriages

yesterday afternoon, the first day’s Carnival was not worth looking at...

The disguises were poor, the singing wretched and the weather bad...

That the Carnival is dying gradually there can be no dispute whatever;

but its death is being hastened by the strictures that are being placed

upon it by the authorities. (Mirror 24 Feb 1914:6) 0 Carnival is the

national holiday of Trinidad and Trinidadians. It is, as far as we are

concerned, an institution; and one which cannot be separated from our

lives. We Trinidadians would rather be extinct, than have our Carnival

taken away from us. Trinidad Carnival is different from Carnival cele-

brated in any other part of the world. It is something peculiar to Trini-

dad and its people; and only the people of this island know how to

celebrate, and let themselves go thoroughly in it. All sorrows, pain, and

other undesirable things are forgotten on the two days of Carnival; and

Trinidad gives itself entirely to unrestricted pleasure... Trinidad, the

land of plenty, and ofjoy and happiness, what does your annual Carni-

val teach? All social differences are cast aside for two days. One spirit

only prevails, the spirit of merriment and goodwill... On Ash Wednes-

day, the fun is over. Lent commences, and with it, mankind automati-

cally falls back into its thousand and one social, religious, and other

divisions. Then all of us again take on our bagful of worries and miser-

ies. (TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 Carnival is a bacchanal. It’s a creole fete that

we can’t forget, doodoo. (Caresser “Carnival Is We Bachanal" 1937) 0

Let them have they scrimmage and the bachanal, I aint business with

that once I get my Carnival. (Pretender “The Strike Situation” 1947 pr)

0 His latest composition here is “Going Well,” now being broadcast

with Desperadoes Steelband accompaniment. This is expected to be a

Carnival hit tune. (TG 4 Jan 1955:7) 0 So much is dependent on calyp-

soes for the success of Carnival, yet so little prominence is given the

calypsonians during the Carnival celebrations. (TG 19 Feb 1955:6) 0

Stop the Carnival! Well they looking for bachanal, They couldn’t be so

fast to say we cannot play mas’. (Kitchener “Let Them Crow” 1971 pr)

0 Why we Carnival have to be so hyprocritcal [.v/c]. Like it lose its

bachanal, everybody jumping in social. It’s rather unusual, I think it’s

too much commercial. (Kitchener “Play Mas” 1971 pr) 0 Carnival is art,

even if its brilliant creations live only a few glorious hours. (Eigeland

1980:32) 0 Trinidad and Tobago has also “exported” its Carnival to

many areas of the world including: New York, Toronto and London.

(Ahye 1983:1) 0 In the decades immediately following emancipation,

carnival was significantly altered from its earlier state. Where it had

previously been an upperclass frivolity, it now became a people’s fete.

Where in the past it reflected a nostalgia for Europe, now it began to

focus on Trinidad life. (Hill 1984:13) 0 Eid-ul-Fitr will be celebrated

during that week, so that Carnival revellers will not only enjoy the

Carnival days away from work, but get an official public holiday later

in the week. Eid-ul-Fitr comes at the end of the month of Ramadan, a

period of fasting and heightened spirituality for Muslims. Carnival rep-

resents quite the opposite for Christians. (EX 25 Dec 1994:21)

Carnival baby n A child bom about nine months after CARNIVAL,
usu. in November, (fr being conceived during Carnival fever) 0 The

acceptance of normally disapproved social practices such as the pub-

lic consumption of alcohol and forms of sexual interaction also relate

to this phenomenon, as gang warfare, no less than male/female rela-

tionships and the Camival-baby syndrome, contributed to a societal

detumescence even if for certain portions of the society more than

others. (Bacchus 1984:137) 0 Carnival is a ‘hot’ time and Trinida-

dians respond good-humouredly, in picong and calypso, to the

Ministry of Health posters which appear each year after Christmas

advising prophylaxis against venereal disease and ‘carnival babies.’

(Littlewood 1993:46)
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Carnival fever n Excitement and anticipation leading to CARNIVAL,

beginning just after Christmas and the New Year, lasting until the

end of Carnival on Ash Wednesday. 0 (Haynes 1987:37) 0 The Car-

nival fever seems to have also belatedly struck patrons based on the

crowds which converge nightly at the mas camp. (TG 16 Jan

1993:13) 0 Carnival fever strikes late: While some masmen com-

plain of slow sales, others note people still pay large sums for medi-

ocre designs. (TG 16 Jan 1994:13)

Carnival Friday n The Friday before Ash Wednesday; the date of the

Canboulay re-enactment, and the SOCA Monarch competition. 0

Plans, according to the release, include a stickfighting and midnight rob-

bers competition on Carnival Friday and a free-for-all jab session. (EX

15 Jan 1994:5) 0 Night cricket at Guaracara Park is like Carnival Friday

- the vibes are so intense you can feel them from the Pointe-a-Pierre off-

ramp of the Solomon Hochoy Highway - where you realise that every

car is in the same race to the same place, and the community of spirit,

bubbling since Chaguanas, begins to boil. (Pires 1995b: 15)

Carnival King n The winner of a competition among all the individ-

ual kings of Carnival BANDS. = king of Carnival, >king of the

bands
2 0 Carnival King: The largest and fanciest male costume of any

band. The winner of a competition of such costumes held during

Dimanche Gras is crowned carnival king for that year. (Scher

2003:181)

Carnival mentality n An attitude towards work which makes a person

very energetic about CARNIVAL costumes and FETES, and very lazy

the rest of the year about anything else. (< Carnival + mentality'*) =

fete mentality 0 The African lived for today. The Indian lived for

tomorrow. This ethnic character still permeates our society today.

Whether it is a good thing, or a bad thing, the “carnival mentality” has

never truly developed among Trinidadians of East Indian descent.

(Ottley 1978:9) 0 This conception of carnival as a great unproductive

fete has not been completely accepted, and often letters published in

the press seek to redefine the carnival mentality: “If all workers in the

community, up to, including, and especially the governing body, were

to adopt the ‘carnival mentality’, the level of production in both the

public and private sectors would surpass even Mr. Chambers’s wild-

est fantasies”. (EX2>\ Mar 1982, in Johnson 1984:202) 0 The “carni-

val mentality” describes a personality which is undisciplined and

fond of parties, unwilling to face problems yet boastful and self-

aggrandizing and in general disinclined towards serious and purpose-

ful activity. Needless to say this “carnival mentality” is a pejorative

term and as such is used to exhort workers to greater effort. (Johnson

1984:201) 0 Calypsonian Mighty Duke once sang that “We’re not a

serious people at all,” and a certain Prime Minister [Eric Williams]

caricatured us as having “a Carnival mentality.” Now, whereas we
may have given the impression that we tend to skylark about serious

things, there is little doubt (as evidenced in our Carnival and Calypso

and other areas we need not mention) that when it comes to skylark-

ing we are dead serious. (777 10 Feb 1991 :7, in Gallaugher 1991 : 128)

0 “Anyhow is a how’ - my ethics, A kinda Carnival mentality. But

anytime you see vaps ketch me. I’m a model of efficiency. Like when
planning a party. Or preparing for a fete, Nobody could hustle like

me, For the things I have to get. (Wilkes 1994)

Carnival Monday n The first day of Carnival, the Monday pre-

ceding Ash Wednesday; Carnival begins at Jouvay on Carnival

Monday. 0 Carnival Monday duly came around, with the bands of

morning masqueraders dressed up in all sorts of funny old rags, and

up to all sorts of amusing antics. (TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 The pageantry

and spectacle that goes to make Carnival Monday and Tuesday

famous the wide world over. (TG 5 Feb 1961 :23) 0 At around 4:30 a.m.

on carnival Monday steel bands take to the streets as revelers emerge
from their homes or from all-night Dimanche Gras (Sunday evening)

fetes which have just concluded. (Thomas 1986:103) 0 In Carnival

Monday’s Band of the Day competition, Titanic placed first in the

large band category. (Jacob et al. 1992:27) 0 Carnival Monday. The
Monday before Ash Wednesday. The early morning hours of Monday
are given to Jouvay. Carnival Monday afternoon is when any band
(fancy or traditional) or individual may play mas with all or part of

their costumes, or even in alternative attire. Large devil bands often

come out on Monday both in Port of Spain and in regional Carnivals,

which are held throughout the island on Monday... There are also a

variety of Monday night fetes and steelband competitions in various

locations. (Martin 1998:224)

Carnival Queen n obs A beauty competition, no longer held, begun in

the late 1940s by the Chamber of Commerce Jaycees, supported by

business establishments, held during the Carnival season. 0 Can

it be said that the practice which has sprung up in recent years of

crowning Carnival “queens” in town and country detracts from the

essential nature or enjoyment of the festival? It certainly does not.

(TG 20 Feb 1955:6) 0 The Carnival Development Committee’s ...

Dimanche Gras presentation at the Queen’s Park Savannah, and the

similarly spectacular Jaycee’s Carnival Queen Contest at the Oval.

(TG 5 Feb 1961:23) 0 When the [Carnival] festival was allowed to

resume in 1 946, a local entrepreneur organized a carnival queen com-

petition. This was the crowning event of the Dimanche Gras spectacle

that was held, under private auspices, at the Grand Stand on the

savannah. Contestants for this honor were sponsored by the mer-

chants and chosen almost exclusively from among the white, near

white and would be white sections of the population. (Hill 1984:32) 0

Carnival Queen: The largest and fanciest female costume of any band

(see Carnival King). Not to be confused with the Queen of Carnival,

who was the winner of the prestigious beauty pageant (now defunct)

of the same name. (Scher 2003:181) 0 As late as the 1960s, our inter-

national beauty queens, Penny Commissiong and Wendy Fitzwilliam

(Misses Universe) and Giselle La Ronde (Miss World), would have

been too dark-skinned to win the pathetic Carnival Queen shows run

by our euro-centric Jaycees. (John 2007:213).

Carnival season n The period of activity leading to Carnival, usu.

beginning after Christmas and the New Year, ending on Ash Wednes-

day. 0 The carnival season is now over and has proved to be by far the

brightest that the people of the Naparimas have known for many
years past. It has also been the first occasion on which banners have

been borne by the various bands. (POSG 13 Feb 1902:4) 0 The Carni-

val season for the current year opened yesterday... The few drizzles

which fell in no way damped the spirits of the masqueraders. (Mirror

7 Mar 1905:13) 0 The Calypso “season” begins early in the New Year

and ends with the Calypso King contest on Carnival Sunday night.

(WICYB 1963:353) 0 Going to the tents is a Trinidad creole pastime

in Carnival season, but tradition does not give poor singers licence to

bore the aficionados with sub-standard performances. (TG 22 Feb

1973:4) 0 She longed for the day when the Carnival season would be

over and she’d have [him] back in her loving arms again. (Bomb 14

Jan 1994:9) 0 Real Trini blood flows in your veins. Prime Minister

Basdeo Pandy you seem to be enjoying yourself to the hilt for the cur-

rent 1996 Carnival season. (Bomb 2 Feb 1996:3)

Carnival Sunday n The day before Carnival officially begins; the

Sunday preceding Ash Wednesday. = >Dimanche Gras 0 The Calypso

“season” begins early in the New Year and ends with the Calypso

King contest on Carnival Sunday night. Trinidad is also known as the

home of the Steel Bands. (WICYB 1963:353)

Carnival Tuesday n The second day of Carnival, the Tuesday pre-

ceding Ash Wednesday (known in Louisiana, etc. as Mardi Gras.) 0

The pageantry and spectacle that goes to make Carnival Monday and

Tuesday famous the wide world over. (TG 5 Feb 1 96 1 :23 ) 0 These pan

men din approve. Big fight Carnival Tuesday night. (“Pan on the Run”

TG 17 Feb 1973:7) 0 Carnival Tuesday on the road. Party episode.

(Super Blue “Wine on Something” pr, in Williams 1992) 0 Possibly

the biggest fight took place in 1959 on Carnival Tuesday after lunch.

San Juan All Stars had come into town looking for trouble, running

through bands. (EX-S 17 Jan 1993:3) 0 Carnival Tuesday. This is the

last day of Carnival before Ash Wednesday. It is the day all the pretty

mas , the pageantry, the big mas bands come out into the streets... The

day ends with las lap. (Martin 1998:224) 0 Carnival Tuesday -

“Before Carnival Tuesday they use to have a crowning of the King

and Queen of the Speech Band in every estate.” (Hall 1998:46)

carnkee see CONKEE
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Caroni (flambeau) n Diyadula phaetusa [~ Polaenis phaetusa, Pap-

ilio phaetusa], a butterfly, wingspan 7.5 cm (3"). Bright light red with

black cross bands; yellow dots along lower wing margins, /karoni

flambo/ (< Caroni
, from common habitat area + similarity to

flambeau
2
) 0 Caroni. (Kaye 1904) 0 Caroni flambeau. (Kaye

1921:25) 0 The Caroni Flambeau... This beautiful slow flier and fre-

quent flower sucker derives its local name from its regular appear-

ance in the Caroni Savannah in years gone by. Today, this habitat is

virtually abandoned. (Barcant 1970:77-78)

carouge 1 n arc Icterus nigrogularis , a yellow and black bird. (< Fr

carouge ‘blackbird') = cacique", common combird, >combird“,

golden oriole, Trinidad oriole 0 Carouges (Icterus) three species, (de

Verteuil 1884:368) 0 There are, however, a few species, such as the

carouge and the cassique, which... append their nests to the extremity

of branches, and in the full glitter of the sunbeams. Many pairs of the

above congregate at the season of laying, and make choice of the

same tree. They give to their nests the shape of an elongated pear, or

rather of a long pouch, the smaller end hanging from the branch by

means of a few threads from the tissue of the nest itself. The entrance

is lateral, and a little beneath the point of attachment; the whole being

light and graceful, (de Verteuil 1884:375) 0 (Chapman 1894:36)

2 n Cacicus cela, a yellow and black bird. = arendau, >cacique\

combird', merle, merle a croupion jaune, merle moqueur,

mockingbird
1

, mocking merle, small cacique, yellow-backed cacique,

yellow-backed cornbird, yellow plantain 0 I listened with delight to

the sweet song of the “Carouge” Cacicus cristatus
,
one of our loveli-

est birds. (JFNC Feb 1894:304)

3 n Rarely, Psarocolius decumanus insularis, a large yellow and

black bird. = cacique
1

, cacique huppe, combird'', crested cacique,

great crested combird, great crested cacique, large combird, merle

laque jaune, pogga, yellow combird, >yellow-tail*

carpenter (bird) 1 n Any woodpecker of the family Picidae, as well as

similar birds such as woodcreepers. (< E carpenter ‘wood-worker’,

from its drilling holes in wood, looking for insects) = charpentier,

cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao; Also see specific birds, e.g. BIG RED-

HEADED WOODPECKER, BLACK-THROATED WOODPECKER, CHARPEN-

TIER DES MANGLES, COCOA INSECT PECKER, GREEN WOODPECKER, LIT-

TLE COCOA INSECT-PECKER, LITTLE RED-HEADED WOODPECKER,

yellow-headed WOODPECKER 0 The sounds that did meet the ear

only reminded us that man was far distant, being the occasional

screaming of birds, the shrill notes of the cicada tribes, and now and

then the sharp ringing clang of the carpenter bird, which sounds as if he

were cutting down the trees with a silver axe. (Day 1852-1:193) 0 A
curious object, some distance off, mounting the trunk of a tree by a

series ofjerks... turned out to be that most useful bird the charpentier or

carpenter... whose searching eye and powerful bill never fails to

destroy the guilty insect which, perhaps, is sapping the life of the tree.

This bird was at one time shot down wherever found, by the cocoa

planter, from whom it received the wrong name of Mangeur de cacao ,

for it was believed that it destroyed the ripe pods and ate the sweet

mucilage around the beans... though it may attack pods into which

insects have already effected an entrance, it does not eat the bean. (Pot-

ter 1 894: 1 9-20) 0 One cocoa pod shows the attack of the carpenter bird.

(Mirror 22 Jan 1909:12) 0 The Carpenter Bird seems to have become

too numerous and is adopting a vegetarian diet, which includes cacao

pods, to supplement the insect diet; I should say a little thinning out of

this species would do no harm. (Guppy 1910:7) 0 From far away came

the tock-tock of a wood-pecker. They called them ‘carpenter birds’, and

no name could be more apt. It was odd, though, I had only rarely seen

wood-peckers. (Anthony 1967:117-8) 0 Woodpeckers. This well-

known family, locally called carpenter birds, is represented in our area

by birds ranging in size from quite small to large, (ffrench 1991:245)

carpenter bush n Justicia pectoralis, a low-growing native plant.

Leaves pleasantly aromatic when crushed. Flowers small, pink, with

white lines on lower lip. Leaves used medicinally in dressing wounds, (fr

common use by carpenters, who are frequently cut) = >carpenter grass,

fresh cut, garden balsam 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:102)

carpenter grass n Justicia pectoralis [= Dianthera pectoralis], a

native plant to 60 cm (23.4") high; stems erect or lying along the

ground; branches slender, often rooting at the lower nodes. Leaves

lanceolate to ovate, 2-10 cm (.8-3.9") long, to 4 cm (1.6") wide;

pleasantly aromatic when crushed. Flowers small, 8-15 mm (.3-.6")

long, in few- to several-flowered panicles; bright pink with white

lines on lower lip. Leaves used medicinally, esp. in dressing wounds,

(fr common use by carpenters, who are frequently cut) = carpenter

bush, fresh cut, garden balsam 0 (FTT 1954-2-5:378) 0 Treatment ...

carpenter grass - a handful, lemon grass - a handful. (Bush Medicine

1976b:24) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:102)

carpet daisy n Sphagneticola trilobata [~ Wedelia trilobata], a creep-

ing native plant, stem succulent, ends erect to 50 cm (19.5'). Leaves

opposite, thick, 3-lobed on lower stems, toothed margins, slightly

hairy. Flower-heads with yellow rays, three small indentations on

tips; solitary on long stalks. (< E carpet ‘forming a low spreading

cover’ + E daisy ‘plants with flat flower-heads having a yellow disk

and white rayed petals’) = jampana playera, Spanish vervein, veven

kwayib, wild daisy, wild verveine, zebafanrr 0 Carpet daisy ... grows

along roadsides and on beaches. (Duncan 1993:58)

carpet snake n obs Tob Prob. Boa constrictor constrictor, a non-

venomous snake. (< Anglo-Indian carpet snake ‘any kind of snake

found in a dwelling house, other than a cobra or a rat-snake’) =

>macajuel 0 The snakes are some of them large, but none, as I have

heard, venomous, - a Carpet snake of which I have preserved

the skin, was killd near my mango orchard, and measured about

12 Inches the girth, and in length 11 feet. (Young 1809, in Stowe

922:15b)

carrat see carat

carray, care, caray, carre, karay, quarez v Prepare to fight; make a

display of readiness to fight. Specifically, make threatening or defen-

sive forward and backward steps, with upraised arms, during a STICK-

FIGHT, or any contest. Also the posture and defensive movements of a

crab with claws uplifted, or a dog’s threatening movements and bark-

ing. /kare/ (< Fr earner ‘square up; strut; pose’) 0 Four boys of which

McFie was one were careing with each other hardby. He ordered them

to leave, the others left, but McFie alone remained, and cared before

him. He took away his stick and arrested him. (POSG 16 Nov 1907:2)

0 I am a master stick fighter. If they want to see me carray, Just stop me
on my way, That would be blood in the gutter. (Invader “Ten Thousand

to Bar Me One” 1939) 0 For when he carray at the parrot the parrot

bawl, Be careful, be careful. (Killer “Green Fowl” 1948 pr) 0 “Listen

nah pardner, like yuh karay fuh meh. But if yuh aint want meh to have

yuh rollin on de ground till daybreak, yuh will keep yuh tail quiet.”

(Lewis 1972:63) 0 England must understand. We are the champions,

Sobers carray and hit them potow! potow! - two four, Holford come

back and hit them bodow! bodow! - two more. (Kitchener “Cricket

Champions” 1967) 0 I remember how he used to show us how to carry

and use the uppercut, and how he always had his feet shuffling to the

rhythm of the kalinda drumming but his stance always balanced while

his upper body weaved and twisted, keeping his eyes always on his

opponent’s eyes and feet because, according to him, they showed a

certain tension when one was about to strike a blow. (Araujo 1984:16)

0 I take off the string and the crab karay all over the counter. 0 Friday

night’s bois in San Juan was decidedly tame. After the first buss head...

stickmen restricted themselves to a dance-and-carray routine despite

the efforts of a dozen drummers from Talparo. (EX 6 Feb 1994:3) 0

Luis McWilliams has identified five phases of stickfighting: the chal-

lenge; the lavway, or call-and-response chants in either patois or Eng-

lish; the “karray,” or displays of physical prowess in which

stickfighters perform rapid dancelike steps in a crouched position

while circling around one another; the bois, or attack in which oppo-

nents attempt to “bus head” (make blows to the head) with the stick -

also called bois or pour, the “pas,” during which the defeated is taken

for bloodletting to a blood hole inside the gayelle, the circle formed by

spectators. (Martin 1998:228) 0 Every time I walk down the road by

there that dog caray fuh me.
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carrier n A set of small round metal containers which fit on top of

each other in a stack, with a metal hook to keep them all together;

different dishes are placed in separate containers. = >food carrier 0

‘Madam, it ent have good food in town. If de boss hungry, take a

carrier wid some greasy rice gi’ he.’ (Macaw 1960:3) 0 The food

was packed up in the carriers, still hot. 0 Women were engaged to

take breakfast in enamel food carriers of two to four tiers to the

places of work.

carry 1 v Bring; take; accompany; conduct; go with. (< dial or arc E

‘take; convey; conduct along with you’) 0 An wen nite com ah beg

fuh lorgin oil bowt an dey refuse me, so ah went to sleep undar

ah house, an ah poleeceman hole me an cary me to de station. (PC
21 May 1904) 0 Defendant said that it would take a regiment of

policemen to carry him to Headquarters. (TG 7 August 1919:6) 0

‘You so will enjoy it better with the dogs. Tonight I do not carry the

dogs. But when you ready, tell me, and we will go with the dogs for a

’gouti hunt.’ (Lovelace 1968:168) 0 You must carry the receipt

between the hours of 8 am to 4 pm (1978) 0 He carry the blue car in

the savannah. (1982) 0 “I loved my wife. I used to carry her out for a

drive in the taxi. I used to carry her to restaurants sometimes - with-

out the children, of course.” (EX 14 Sept 1986:6) 0 Licensing officers

will no longer be going to police stations to visit vehicles involved in

serious and fatal accidents. The cops will have to carry the vehicles to

the licensing departments. (TTM 19 Apr 1988:32) 0 When you travel-

ling abroad, ah Trini always want you to carry a sweetbread and

pepper sauce for they tanty, and bring back a shoe and dress for she.

(EX-S 31 Aug 1988:36) 0 ‘[S]he went crazy again after she bury the

one daughter she had. She remain in the mad house for 25 years!

When I was a little boy my uncle carry me to see she once or twice.’

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:173)

2 v Of a name, use or bear; be called. (< E carry ‘bear; wear, e.g.

ornament, ensign, name or other distinction’) 0 ‘My grandfather by

father was Jose Antonio Jimenez. My title is Jimenez but my mother

was Tomas. Sometimes I carry Juan Tomas Jimenez. My father was
Juan Jimenez.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:190)

carry about selfphr Comport yourself; behave, e.g., walk, dress. (< E
carry’ oneself ‘comport; demean; behave or conduct oneself’) 0 He eh

carrying about heself in the right way. 0 “Look how old Knolly carry

about heself - black hat, gold teeth and all.” (2001)

carry baby in ... back phr Said of a pregnant woman with a relatively

flat belly. 0 Mi daughter does always carry she baby in she back,

carry baby in ... breast(s) phr Said of a pregnant woman with a rela-

tively larger swollen bust. 0 I did always carry mi baby in mi breasts,

carry breakfast phr arc Bring the breakfast (mid-day) meal to peo-

ple at work, in a CARRIER. 0 “Carrying Breakfast” was a part-time job

for women. Breakfast was the main meal of the day and in better cir-

cumstances consisted of meat or fish, rice, vegetables, salad and fruit.

“Carrying Breakfast” was therefore providing a service to people con-

sidered to be in better circumstances who did not want to spend their

lunchtime travelling in the midday sun. (Cummings 2004:75)

carry down 1 v Arrest; take into custody. (< E carry ‘take by force,

e.g. prisoner or captive’ + down, prob. < down to the police station ) 0

(Ottley 1971:11)

2 v Eat; swallow. (< E carry ‘convey; lead’ + down, from downward
direction to stomach) 0 “He carried down a good bit of food.” (1990)

carry-go-bring-come n A gossip; tale-bearer; news carrier. 0 Carry go

bring come - gossip. (Daniel ms2 ca. 1960)

carry news phr Gossip; tell tales about people, usu. in a negative sense.

0 To carry news on someone - to tell tales on someone. (Alladin

1970:68) 0 This [low] attendance tells us that the Council representa-

tive for the Constituency who believes in carrying news is fooling you.

(ELY 10 July 1990:10)

carry up v Raise; increase. 0 The shops only carrying up the prices,

but my pay eh carry up same time.

carter(man) n Anyone who transports material or items by cart; most
often the worker who picks up canes and loads them onto the cart to

carry to the crane to be weighed. (< E carter ‘driver of a cart’+ -

man1
)
= loader 0 The carting of the canes is superintended by the

head-overseer, and a driver who is designated the ‘ head-carterman;'

both being mounted. The mule-carts weigh when empty about nine,

and when loaded about eighteen, hundredweight, and unless when
going up-hill, are driven at a brisk trot, the carterman sitting on the

front rail with his feet on the shafts. These carters are generally the

smartest men on the estate, and are well paid, for it requires some

skill to handle a team of mules quickly and properly. They are each

assisted in loading their carts by a lad called a ‘loader,’ who remains

in the cane-piece while the cart is away, and collects a heap of canes;

so that when the cart returns, no time is lost in again loading and

despatching it. (On a sugar estate 1882:254) 0 Corporal Holder v.

Manuel de Frietas, a carter who in his time has contributed largely to

the revenue in the shape of fines, was charged with putting his mule

beyond a walk. (POSG 23 Feb 1898:5) 0 The masqueraders from

every nook and comer of the city and its surroundings, seemed to vie

with one another in repeating ad nauseam the meaningless refrain of:

Oh, poh me one, too much uh dem pun Sailor boy” the solitary varia-

tion being the chorus of: - Too much Babajan in de land de most uh

dem is cartah man”. (POSG 28 Feb 1911:9)0 Some other man you ’ll

have to find. Chauffeur, porter or carter man. But don’t link up with

no policeman. (Atilla “Dem Policeman" 1939) 0 Two men are hired

to work each [cane] cart, one being called the “loader” and the other

the “carter.” Both actually do the same work; loading the cart with

cane and conveying the load to the crane where it is weighed and

transferred to railroad cars for delivery to the distant factory (Klass

1961:70) 0 His father was a “carterman" from Barbados who worked

on one of the leading sugar estates around San Fernando. (EG 10 Jan

1994:11) 0 The canes had to be transported to the sugar cane factory,

and in crop time that meant several days of steady work. A “carter-

man” could earn as much as five shillings a day, hiring his services to

the estates or to the small farmers. By eating less and saving every

pence earned, the enterprising businessman soon had enough money
to invest in a mule or an ox cart, and soon, a whole fleet of mule carts

with hired cartermen. (T&T Yesteryear 1995:19)

carterman sponge n A very heavy, inexpensive cake including coco-

nut, usu. with a thin icing. (< carterman + E sponge ‘a very light

sweet cake’, a humorous reference to the cake’s actual heaviness) 0

Immediately his face swelled up and set like a carterman’s sponge.

(Araujo 1984:17) 0 “When you eat a carterman sponge, yuh belly full

for days." (1987) 0 [He] astonished the gathering by explaining that

he was delayed rehearsing at home on “carter-man sponges” and a

couple of “chest-provokers”, particularly heavy cakes, either of

which could singularly sink a battleship. (EX 9 Apr 2004)

cartoon n Carton, usu. made of corrugated cardboard; box for holding

goods, /kattun/ (< E carton ‘a box or case made of light pasteboard,

cardboard, etc. for holding goods’) 0 Buy a cartoon of bad mm. Sugar in

the case, Soon as a wahbeen drink some. Sugar in she waist. (Penguin

“Sugar” 1971 pr) 0 I capsize a whole cartoon of Breeze.

cartwheel n arc A very large ring marked on the ground, for playing

marbles. See also RINGS, (fr being the approximate size of a cart-

wheel) 0 Some barrack-yards had particular features such as areas

where windball cricket could be played or customary practices where

playing marbles was done in large rings called “cartwheels.” (Cum-
mings 2004:117)

Cartwright bump n Leonotis nepetifolia, an erect cultivated annual

plant. Flowers orange, in spherical clusters; prickly. = ball bush, ball-

head bush, Christmas candlestick, honeysuckle, man piaba, >shandi-

lay, wild hops
2
0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:110)

Carypton n arc A local yellow-green citrus-based liqueur made by the

Angostura Company from the early 1950s to 1983. /kartptDn/ 0 The

action... is for an injunction restraining them from... any... combination

of words to represent the label marks or brands of the plaintiff and

induce the belief that such liquor or cordial was the plaintiff’s “Caryp-

ton.” (EG 10 Mar 1921:6) 0 In addition to the preparation of ANGOS-
TURA BITTERS, the Company manufactures two other products, which

while not so generally known have a very considerable local popularity.

The first of these is called “carypton” and consists of Rum, Lime
Juice, Sugar and other ingredients combined to produce what is locally
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known as the Green Swizzle of the West Indies, a most delicious drink

with very definite thirst-quenching properties. ( Trinidad Riviera

1924:44) 0 They invited from the east, the west and the north, a long

table with whisky and carypton. (Viking “The Soldier and the Doctor”

1951 pr) 0 A Trinidad speciality is the green swizzle made from an

Angostura product called Carypton. (Martin & Martin 1954:650) 0 We
started drinking ginger-beer and then he brought out a crystal rum
called ‘Captain’s Choice’, and a bottle of carypton, and a bottle of sor-

rel wine which he had made himself. (Anthony 1967:132) 0 Blend

syrup with carypton and lemon juice. Pour over [watermelon balls].

(Hunt 1985a:52) 0 “Carypton” which was regarded as a lady’s drink

consisted of an alcohol base (16% alcohol by volume) with added fla-

vours mainly from citrus and spices. It has a yellow-green colour. ... It

was first bottled in the early 1950’s by Angostura and its production

was discontinued in 1983. “Green Swizzle” was the predecessor to

“Carypton”. It had a similar flavour but with an all green colour. Both

“Green Swizzle” and “Carypton” were products unique to Angostura.

(E D. Francois, Angostura Ltd. 21 Sept 1987) 0 As we get ah lil older,

dey started tuh gi we Carypton, Kola Tonic an Cider. (Foster 1990:50)

cas see CASS 3

casa, cassa 1 n arc Jail, /kasa/ (< Sp casa ‘house’) 0 Morton was

enraged. He slashed the door with his cutlass. The poinard stuck in

the wood and quivered. But for the timely arrival of Golden Fish,

Morton would have been taken to the “cassa” by Sergeant Joseph.

(LaFortune 1968:92)

2 n Owner or manager of a gambling game. (< Sp casa ‘owner of

gambling house’ < Sp casa ‘house’; also E house ‘gambling estab-

lishment’) 0 “I say game break, unless you pay de cassa six cent.”

(Hill 1966a: 16) 0 I used to observe with awe, Gaston, the Recreation

Club Casa on Espinet Street, making his Blackfoot Tribe Chief head-

piece. (EX1 Feb 1988:17) 0 Ram was waiting, ‘Count it, Casa,’ Ram
say. (Lovelace 1988:113) 0 He is one of the few men in the country

with the ability to take the role as “casa” around a Mah Jong table.

(EX 12 May 1991:24) 0 Drama started just as the “casa” was chalking

off his bets. (EX 28 Nov 1993:18) 0 At the local gambling den... an

impartial blackboard advises: “No obscene language. No heckling of

players. Watch and answer your bets. Casa can’t always see every-

thing, help him to help you. Casa decision is final. Thank you.” (Pires

1995c: 15)0 “Long before she see me Ah see she coming so Ah duck

below the wappie table with the casa and mih pardners hiding me.”

(EX 1 1 Dec 2003)

casa real n obs Under Spanish colonial rule in Trinidad, the residence

of the CORREGIDOR. (< Sp casa real ‘royal palace’)

casada see cassada

cascabel, cascabele, cascabelle, castabel 1 n Corallus ruschen-

bergerii [= C. enydris cookii], a mainly nocturnal and arboreal snake, a

tree boa, body laterally compressed when young; to 2 m (6.4') long.

Found in Trinidad and Tobago. The head is large and blunt, with the

neck comparatively thin. Young are mainly bright orange, pinkish or

pale grey/green with darker blotches on the sides. Adults are

khaki/green or brown, yellow beneath chin, neck and fore-body, with

black scattered or checkered pattern on tail. During the day it is usu.

seen coiled in a tight ball in a tree, often over water. Though not ven-

omous, it is very aggressive and defensive when disturbed. /kaskAbeF

(< Sp cascabel ‘rattlesnake’ ff its colour and agressiveness; in Venezu-

ela, cascabel refers to Crotalus durissus, a true rattlesnake, venomous

and with warning rattles on tail) = cascabel dormillon, common tree

boa. Cook’s (tree) boa, doghead, dormillon, mango snake, mangrove

cascabel, mapanare, sleeping rattlesnake, tet-chien, tree boa (constric-

tor), yellow-marbled tree boa, yellow tree boa 0 “I ketch all kind of

snake already,” he went on, "mapipire bite me, cascabel bite me, map-

anare bite me,” he said, showing me some small black scars. (TG 10

May 1933) 0 Along the forest trail I chanced to look aloft whereupon I

saw a strange sight. There about 12 feet up in a slender sapling was

tightly coiled a good-sized Cook’s Tree Boa or Cascabel. He was fast

asleep, oblivious to the passing parade below. (777 12 Nov 1966) 0 The

Cascabel lives in trees and can be seen in the daytime, coiled up in a

tight brown ball on a branch of a tree that hangs over the water. It sleeps

in this way throughout the day and wakes up during the late afternoon

to feed on the birds that come to roost, or the rats that are beginning to

come out for the night. It will also eat many of the squirrels that so

plague estate owners... The identifying feature of the Cascabel is the

“S” coil that it forms when it is ready to strike... It is often thought to be

a poisonous snake because of its fierceness and willingness to bite...

The Cascabel is not a poisonous snake however, and should not be

killed in spite of its bad temper. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:5) 0 Cascabel.

Nocturnal. Arboreal. (Greenhall 1976b: 15) 0 (Boos 2001a:59)

2 n obs Bothrops atrox, a venomous snake. (< Sp cascabel ‘rattle-

snake’ from its colour and venom) = barba amarilla, basin snake,

cascabel
2

, fer-de-lance, >mapepire balsain, rabo frito, true cascabel,

true mapepire
1

,
valsin 0 We have four kinds of poisonous snakes

here... the second is called the Cascabelle - it is about three feet in

length. (Joseph 1838a:65) 0 Although venomous serpents are numer-

ous and common in Trinidad, accidents arising from their bite are of

rare occurrence, either because the Mapepire and Cascabel (Crotalus

mutus , and Trigonocephalus jararaca ), being very sluggish, are eas-

ily avoided, or even do not attack or inflict wounds, except on their

being disturbed in the enjoyment of repose; or again, because those

who are more exposed to their encounter, such as sportsmen, are in

the possession of good antidotes, (de Verteuil 1884:97-8) 0 The

ground-colour of the cascabel is brown, with deep transversal stripes;

the belly has a tesselated appearance, black squares symmetrically

alternating with others of a lighter colour, (de Verteuil 1884:386) 0

The deadly cascabel snake and the venomous mapepire wind their

sinuous length across the deer trails and have been the death of more

than one Creole hunting dog. (Gordon 1931:723) 0 (Boos 200 la: 156)

cascabela muda n obs Lachesis muta muta , a venomous snake.

(< cascabel + Sp mudo ‘silent; mute’ fr lack of warning rattle) =

bushmaster, mapepire2
, mapepire galle, >mapepire zanana, mute cro-

tal, pineapple mapepire, pineapple snake, Trinidad tiger, true

mapepire-
0 (Ditmars 1930)

cascabel dormillon n Corallus ruschenbergerii, a mainly nocturnal

and tree-dwelling snake. /kaskAbel domilnn, kaskxbel donujon/

(< cascabel + Fr dormillant ‘sleeping’ fr its habit of sleeping in the

daytime) = >cascabel*, common tree boa. Cook’s (tree) boa, dormil-

lon, mango snake, mangrove cascabel, mapanare, sleeping rattle-

snake, tet-chien, tree boa (constrictor), yellow-marbled tree boa,

yellow tree boa 0 (Mole & Urich 1891) 0 The Tree-boa. This snake is

comparatively common in Trinidad, principally in the locality of

streams. Locally it is known as the “Cascabel Dormillon,” which

means "sleeping Rattlesnake.” It is invariably found in the daytime

rolled up in loose folds among the twigs of a tree, the branches of

which overhang a stream. When disturbed it does not, as a rule, try to

escape, but launches out at the aggressor with widely distended jaws.

At night these snakes are lively and glide from bough to bough in

search of small birds, squirrels, and porcupine-rats, which constitute

their principal food. (Mole and Urich 1892b: 19) 0 There, sure

enough, are the loose coils of a yellowish brown snake. “Garramigh-

tee Mr. Urich, he Cascabel Dormillon, yo’ nebah hold him.” (JFNC
Oct 1892:100) 0 The Cascabel Dormillon or Tree Boa, is one of the

most useful [snakes] in that he kills rats and squirrels on cocoa

estates... [it is] called by the Venezuelans mapanare. (Urich 1 894: 134)

0 (Boos 2001a:59-60)

cascabele, cascabelle see CASCABEL

cascabel plant n Dracontium foecundum, a native plant to about 61

cm (2') tall. Tuberous roots, formerly eaten. Thick single stalk is mot-

tled brown and grey; leaves deeply lobed. (fr similarity of mottled

stem to colouring of cascabel snake) = snake plant, >snake tannia,

suran 0 “Cascabel plant ... It makes a seed below. Grow like a little

pawpaw tree. It bears a coco below. Below the coco have lil seeds.

The big coco is the mother of the tree. The little topee tamboo is poi-

son. The whole tree is very very toxy. Toxy like hell.” (Morean M-74)

Cascade, cascade n arc A waterfall in the Northern Range of

Trinidad, emptying into the Blue Basin in the Diego Martin valley,

formerly a very picturesque location. Also the Maracas waterfall

in the Maracas-St Joseph valley. Note: Also the name of the valley in
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northern Port of Spain between St. Ann’s and the Lady Young Road

and Belmont, /kasked/ (< E cascade ‘a waterfall, usu. one of a series

of small falls formed by water in its descent over rocks’; also Fr cas-

cade , but modem pronunciation reflects the E derivation) 0 To reach

the ChoiTO, or Cascade, you strike to the right into a ‘path’ that brings

you first to a cacao plantation, through a few rice or maize fields, and

then you enter the shade of the virgin forest... The cascade, when I

saw it, was somewhat disfigured above and below. Above, the forest-

fires of last year had swept the edge of the cliff, and had even crawled

half-way down, leaving blackened rocks and grey stems; and below,

loyal zeal had cut away only too much of the rich vegetation, to make

a shed, or stable, in anticipation of a visit from the duke of Edinburgh,

who did not come. (Kingsley 1880:308-9) 0 [In] the Maracas val-

leys... is situated the Cascade and Blue Basin. The cascade is one of

the most picturesque waterfalls in the island. It is formed by the junc-

tion, high up in the mountains, of several small streamlets whose

united waters, after several intermediate descents, here fall into the

valley below, the basin at the foot of the fall being known as the blue

basin. The water of the fall is highly translucent, and this may perhaps

account for the bluish tint it presents in the basin, especially on a

bright and cloudless day. (Clark 1893:40)

cascadu, cascadoo, cascadoux 1 n Hoplosternum littorale [= Cal-

lichthys littoralis, C. laevigatas, C. subulatus, H. thoracatum, H.

laevigatum, H. stevardii], an armoured catfish, to 23 cm long. Sides

of body are covered by two rows of bony plates; snout and tail taper;

belly flat. Mouth small, on underside of head and surrounded by two

pairs of long fleshy whiskers on the upper jaw. Fins spiny; tail fin

forked. Body colour light to dark grey, sometimes with dark spots;

larger wild-caught individuals are often very dark. Lives in muddy
free-flowing streams, canals, drainage ditches and swamps. It is an

important food fish, both wild-caught and farm-raised. According to

legend, those who eat this fish are bound either to return to or to die

in Trinidad, /kaskadu/ (< cascadin'a) = bush-fish, cascadura
1

, casca-

ladoo, cascaradura, common cascadura, spotted cascadura 0 Among
the less usual or more curious Fish recently exposed for sale in the

market, were... the deep brown but elegantly-marked ‘Cascadu’ (cas-

caradura) or mailed-fish of the marshes, which had been ‘in' for a

month and more. (TC 9 Feb 1877:3) 0 Now a thing that the tourist

board ought to do. Is to warn visitors about cascadu. For, if a taste of

this fish you have had. You’re bound to end your days in La Belle

Trinidad. (Atilla “La Belle Trinidad” 1939) 0 All through the week is

stew pork and cascadu. All this menu is really nice, But still I rather

ochro and rice. (Invader “Ochro and Rice” 1940) 0 Cascadoux. - A
type of armored catfish... Eagerly sought by peasants in Trinidad.

(Worth 1967:284) 0 “We tellin all yuh one time, put de pot on de

stove an’ have de massala ready because we bringin back ah whole

string ah cascadoo!” (Sweetbread, EX ca 1980) 0 The cascadu is the

most important freshwater food-fish in Trinidad. It is a local delicacy

and is part of our folklore... The fish is heavily exploited especially

during the dry season when water levels are low making it... easier to

catch. Fishing gear includes cast nets, hook and line and bamboo
traps called garapachas... The male cascadu builds a dome-shape

nest in fairly shallow water using available material such as dead

grass, dead leaves, twigs, paper and even green vegetable matter...

supported by a thick layer of froth which is produced by the male...

The male grows forwardly-pointing [pectoral] spines during the

spawning season... and these help it in protecting the nest from pred-

ators... Biologically, the fish has several features which favour inten-

sive culture. Its air-breathing habits and schooling behavior enable it

to tolerate high stocking densities... The bony armour makes it easy

to package, reducing possible damage by crushing. Its ability to sur-

vive out of water for 10 to 14 hours is another favourable feature

which makes live marketing possible... in culture marketable size

can be achieved in 6 months. (Ramnarine 1989-90:46) 0 Frogs which
may have hibernated, cascadu which may have buried themselves in

mud to withstand a drought... emerge once again. (EX-S 27 June

1992:2) 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:24)

2 n Callichthys callichthys
, a small armoured catfish with a flattened

head. = cascadura”, char, chato, >flat-head(ed) cascadu(ra)

3 n Corydoras aeneus , a small grey-gold freshwater armoured catfish.

= cascadura
3

,
goldfish, >pui-pui, river goldfish, small cascadura, souci

cascadura 1 n Hoplosternum littorale], an important food fish, to 23

cm long. Sides of body are covered by two rows of bony plates; snout

and tail taper; belly flat. Mouth small, on underside of head and sur-

rounded by two pairs of long fleshy whiskers on the upper jaw. Body
colour light to dark grey, sometimes with dark spots. Lives in muddy
free-flowing streams, canals, drainage ditches and swamps. Accord-

ing to legend, those who eat the cascadura are bound either to return

to or to die in Trinidad, /kaskadura/ (< cascaradura) = bush fish,

>cascadu
,
cascaladoo, common cascadura, cascaradura, spotted cas-

cadura 0 The Casca Dura, or Mailed Fish... inhabits shallow and

muddy waters. It is about seven or eight inches long, and clad from

head to tail in a more complete and beautiful suit of scale-armour than

human art could make. Its flesh is firm, rich, and so delicious, that

there is a proverb or superstition here, which says, that he who eats of

the Casca Dura, will either never leave the island, or if he should, will

return to die in it. (Joseph 1838a:70) 0 He did not offer cascaduras for

sale; his wife might have done so. (POSG 22 Mar 1844:1) 0 That

wonderful armoured fish made famous by its culinary reputation in

Trinidad, the “Cascadura” (Callichthys littoralis ) has a peculiarly del-

icate flavour quite distinct from any other fish. This is brought out

when the fish is cooked by an expert Creole. This flavour might be

associated with mud - but it is delicious mud!... The time for getting

Cascadura is in the middle of the dry season, when numbers are

brought on strings to market, where they may still be seen wriggling.

They are tenacious of life, living for some times out of their natural

element. (Guppy 1922:468) 0 They must be among those Indians who
have returned to this island, after going home upon the close of their

indentures. They were apparently dissatisfied with conditions out in

the East, and have come back finally to make their homes in Trinidad.

Doubtless they have all eaten of the “cascadura.” ( WG 1 1 Jan 1930:2)

0 Market - Scarce: ... cascadura. (TG 22 Jan 1933:9) 0 Cascadura

Matete... is the dish which has the legend about once having eaten it

the person would always have to return to the island. While we don't

know if this is true, we certainly know that once having eaten it the

person must return to the pot. (de Boissiere ca 1945a: 15) 0 Ramlal

was Raghoo the grass-cutter’s son, the best cascadura-catcher in the

swamps or in old wells and water-catchments. (Naipaul 1976:62) 0

Cascadura Stuffed and Curried... Mince herbs, chive and medium-
size onions and mix with some curry powder. Make into a thick paste

using some of the coconut milk. Mix thoroughly. Pack into cavity of

cascaduras and close opening. (Hunt 1985a:2) 0 It was the second

time in seven years they were meeting here. Commonwealth Secre-

tary General Chief Emeka Anyaoku said, and no wonder, since he

admitted that he had eaten the Cascadura on his last visit. (TG 23 Sept

1990:15) 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:24)

2 n Callichthys callichthys, a small armoured catfish with a flattened

head. = cascadu
2

, chat
2

, chato, >flat-head(ed) cascadu(ra) 0 “Cascadura”

(Callichthys-Corydoras) were plentiful in the rice fields where they are

much sought after during the dry spells when they are easier to catch.

(Guppy 1934:1 17) 0 (Boeseman 1960: 105-6)

3 n Corydoras aeneus, a small grey-gold freshwater armoured catfish.

= cascadu3
,
goldfish, >pui-pui, river goldfish, small cascadura, souci

0 (Boeseman 1960:108-9)

cascadura weave n In TIRITE weaving, a plain and a patterned type of

weave that makes a design of colours in the finished projects, such as

tablemats. (fr resemblance to scale pattern of cascadura fish + < E
weave ‘a particular method or pattern of weaving') 0 There are several

techniques used in the weaving of tirite, the actual choice is usually

dependent upon the item being [produced]... The cascadura weave

(plain)... is more durable than the “random weave”, but... can be used

for almost everything... The cascadura weave (patterned)... is also used

in making table mats, trays, etc. This weave is more durable than the

“random-weave” and the “cokeye-weave”. (Morean 1 99 1 i: 12-3

)

cascaladoo, cascaradoo n arc Hoplosternum littorale], an edible

armoured catfish, /kaskaladu, kaskaradu/ (< cascaradura) = bush-

fish, >cascadu’, cascadura
1

,
cascaradura, common cascadura, spotted

cascadura 0 (Phillpotts 1894:123) 0 “Here boats capture “cascaladoo”
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at the estuaries, and what is called deep sea fish within bail of the

sewage. (Cobham 1907:113)

cascaradura, casscaradura n arc Hoplosternum littorale], an edible

armoured catfish, /kaskaradura/ (< Sp cascara ‘shell’ + dura ‘hard’)

= bush-fish, >cascadu’. cascadura
1

, cascaladoo, common cascadura,

spotted cascadura 0 Cascaradura (de Verteuil 1858:129) 0 Out of

about fifteen different species of fresh-water fish, only a few

are eaten.... None, however, is so much prized as the casscaradura

( Callicthys ), and it really is delicate eating. Cascaraduras are offered

for sale in country and town during the dry season, at which time an

enormous quantity is procured from the ponds in the Grand Savannah,

(de Verteuil 1884:100-1 ) 0 Of all our fresh-water fish, the cascaradura

is, by far, the most noted. Its length is from six to ten inches; the body

nearly prismatic, and covered with very hard homy scales - whence its

name. The flesh is of an orange colour, and very delicate... [they] are

found in immense numbers in nearly all our large ponds, but particu-

larly those in the Caroni savannah, and the marshy parts of Nariva. (de

Verteuil 1884:392)

cascarob, cascarub see COSCOROB

case intj Everything is ok, finalized; the end of the matter. Usu. a

response agreeing that a matter has turned out well. (< E case ‘the

state of facts juridically considered’) = matter fix 0 “Just wait till de

judge and dem hear de cap'n wid “Sweet-and-Low on he ping-pong.

Case!” (Hill “The Ping-Pong” 1966:10) 0 “Well, we go beat him up

then.” “Chinee Alec?” "What happen, I ain’t talking English? He
self.” “Okay by me.” “And thief him out beside.” “Case!” (Hill

1966c:7) 0 When the girls reached near, Freddie called them over.

They were all Freddie’s friends, and there was this one called Theresa

and she was keen on the pelau idea. They were going for a walk down
the beach but they would come back. Only they must go down to the

beach to see what it looked like today. But they’d come back, sure —

okay? - Okay, matter fix, Freddie said. - Case? Case in bag, Freddie

said - Okay, case, then, Theresa said. (Anthony 1967:135) 0 “Case!

Ah tell you ah was goin’ to win de game!” (Baptiste 1993:33)

cash crop n A food crop raised for sale in a local, small-scale market.

Note: In AmE this is usu. truckfarming', AmE cash crop usu. refers to

large-scale agriculture, equivalent to TT ECONOMY CROP. (< cash

crop ‘a crop cultivated primarily for its commercial value as opposed

to subsistence’) 0 Cash produces imply here those sold locally or in

minor trade between island and island to distinguish them from

organised oversea exports. (POSG 26 Mar 1946:6)

cashew, caju, cashu n Anacardium occidentale (E cashew), a culti-

vated and naturalized tree to 12 m (38.4') tall, with rather gnarled

spreading branches. Leaves obovate, leathery, smooth, arranged spi-

rally on branches, obovate-elliptical. Flowers small, yellow turning

pink, fragrant, in terminal panicles. Fruit (CASHEW APPLE, cashew
PEAR) in two distinct parts: first a soft, somewhat pear-shaped fruit,

yellow or red skinned when ripe, with edible juicy pulp very astrin-

gent when not fully ripe, eaten raw or in preserves or wine; one edible

kidney-shaped nut is attached at the bottom of the fruit. This

is roasted (giving off a blistering oil) and shelled, /kaju/ (< Amer,

[Brazil] acajoba, Carib iacaicachi) - acajou
1

, cushu, wutless tree 0

Everywhere along the road grew, seemingly wild here, that pretty low

tree, the Cashew, with rounded yellow-veined leaves and little green

flowers, followed by a quaint pink and red-striped pear, from which

hangs, at the larger and lower end, a kidney-shaped bean, which bold

folk eat when roasted: but woe to those who try it when raw; for the

acrid oil blisters the lips, and even while the beans are roasting

the fumes of the oil will blister the cook’s face if she holds it too near

the fire. (Kingsley 1880:180) 0 Cashew ... The so-called "fruit” is the

fleshy flower stalk 2 to 4 inches in length in different varieties and

1 1/2 to 3 inches in diameter. It is juicy, somewhat astringent, but can

be eaten either raw or cooked; also useful for preserves. Four variet-

ies have been noticed - a large and small yellow and a large and small

red. At the end of the edible flower stalk is seated the curiously

shaped true fruit, the kernels of which are known as Cashew Nuts

which when roasted are excellent, and are largely eaten. During the

roasting process an oil is given off which will blister the skin if

allowed to drop on it. There are also considerable differences in size

of the nuts. ( Williams & Williams 1 94 1 : 59) 0 The ground was littered

with rotting cashews. Sometimes when one of the boys pelted and

picked a cashew and the cashew fell and burst, the boy would just

pick it up and dust it and eat it. (Anthony 1967:12) 0 I stooped over

the fruit and wrung off the nut on top, and at once the idea came to me
- why not wring off all the nuts of the fallen cashews and take them

home and roast them and make cashew-nuts? ... As I gathered up the

nuts he had made me spill, I noticed him glancing to the house across

the road. Then he said, “You does eat cashew or cashew-nuts?” “I like

roast cashew-nuts. You?” “I don’t like cashew anyhow,” he said.

(Anthony 1967:17) 0 Cashew Prunes. 12 cashews, 1!4 cups thick

molasses... cut cashews in half lengthwise. Squeeze and remove

juice. (Hunt 1 985a: 12) 0 (Morean 1990)

cashew apple n The round juicy fruit of the native tree Anacardium

occidental. Somewhat pear-shaped, yellow or red skinned when ripe,

with edible juicy pulp very astringent when not fully ripe, eaten raw

or in preserves or made into wine. = cashew pear 0 You could take all

the cashew apple from this tree.

cashew drink n arc A drink made from the sweetened juice of the

CASHEW APPLE or CASHEW PEAR fruit. 0 We secured a large quan-

tity of this [acajou] fruit, and... at night he brewed another beverage,

which he called “cashew drink”. (Ober 1898:185)

cashew pear n arc The round juicy fruit of the native tree Anacardium

occidentale. Somewhat pear-shaped, yellow or red skinned when
ripe; edible juicy pulp is very astringent when not fully ripe, eaten

raw or in preserves or wine. = > cashew apple 0 (Cumberland

1802:101b)

cashew prune n Cashew fruits soaked in molasses and dried.

(< cashew + E prune ‘dried plum fruit’) 0 Cashew Prunes. 12 cashews,

l Vi cups thick molasses... cut cashews in half lengthwise. Squeeze and

remove juice... Put cashews on tray in sun to dry for a few hours. Put

cashews into molasses. Cover and leave to soak for 14 days. Remove
and place on rack. (Hunt 1985a: 12)

cashew stew A dish made of CASHEW fruits, boiled down with water

and sugar. (< E stew ‘boil closely in a closed vessel’) 0 “You make
cashew stew, boil with water and sugar ... Take the nut, picka dey to

roast it, huks it out, bottle it off.” (1990)

cashibou see CACHIBOU

cashima, cashimar, cashemar, cashuma, kashima n Usu. Annona
reticulata , a small cultivated tree, 2-6 m (6-19') tall. Fruit large,

rounded, with brownish-red skin and sweet edible granular yellowish

pulp; contains a number of dark shiny seeds. Also applied to other

species of Annona, e.g. the cultivated A. purpurea and the native A.

sericea [= A. trinitensis). /kajima/ (< Carib kasima, Arawak kashima

‘sugar-apple’, for the related Annona squamosa fruit) = bullock’s

heart, coeur de boeuf, >custard apple 0 There is another fruit here, the

exterior of which is like a pomegranate; it is of the sour-sop tribe, and

is called cashemar. (Day 1852-2:40) 0 Annona purpurea, or A. trin-

itensis, a tree. (Beard 1946:28) 0 Apply on area pound cashima bark

with pickle or salt and bandage ... Crushed Cashima Seed and boiled

relieves stoppage of water. (Pavy 1987:17,35) 0 Kashima... a bumpy-

skinned fruit known as sugar apple. (Bennett 1989:23)

cash-pan n A small metal box with a lock, used to keep money in (E

cash-box). (< E cash ‘coin; ready money’ + pan3
) 0 A thief entered a

refreshment bar... and escaped with a cash-pan containing about $8.

(TG 3 Mar 1933:2)

cashra n arc Manihot esculenta, a cultivated edible tuber. (< cassava)

= cassada, >cassava, coosada, kamanioc, manioc (cassave) 0 Cashra,

cassada - cassava. (John 1973)

cashra bread see cassava bread

cashu see CASHEW

cashuma see CASHIMA

cass, cas, casse, kas, kass 1 n Cassia fistula , an introduced and culti-

vated medium-sized tree to 20 m (65'). Bark smooth, pale brown.

Leaves pinnately compound, with 5-7 pairs of elliptical to ovate leaf-

lets, from 11-16 x 5-7 cm (4. 3-6.2" x 2-2.7"). Flowers golden, borne
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on hanging stalks 30-40 cm (11.7-15.6") long. Fruits are cylindrical

pods 45-50 cm (17.5-19.5") long. Introduced as an ornamental from

India, and widely planted along streets and in parks and gardens. Also

sometimes C. siamea
,
planted for fuel-wood and lumber, /kas/ (< E

Cassia, a genus of plants, often cultivated medicinally) 0 Comelios

Eccles charged James Bramble with stealing his kas tree. ( TG 20 Aug
1919:12) Then there is the pure joy and nourishment of dongs ...

press, alloo pies ... fat pork, five fingers, and cass, sweetened to taste.

(Macaw 1960:32) 0 Tisane Preparation ... Cass Root or Bark ... Wash

roots, boil, settle overnight, strain, bottle. (Pavy 1987:67) 0 (Quesnel

& Farrell 2000:141)

2 n Licania ternatensis, a native tree. = bois fer
1

,
>bois gris

3 n The fruit of Cassia fistula ,
cylindrical pods 45-50 cm (18-20”)

long, from which a laxative is extracted. 0 Then there is the pure joy

and nourishment of... fat pork, five fingers, and cass, sweetened to

taste. (Macaw 1960:35) 0 One tree, introduced from India by the Brit-

ish as an ornamental... at one time found popular usage in local herb

lore. This is the spectacular “Shower of Gold” or Purging cassia. Cas-

sia fistula, the pod of which is known locally as “Cas” and which

contains a sticky pulp that is an effective laxative. Many old house-

holders around Port of Spain and its suburbs may remember collect-

ing these pods from the grounds of the Port of Spain General Hospital

where an old tree still stands. (Morean 1991:33)

cassa see KASA

cassada, cassado n obs Manihot esculenta, a cultivated shrub with

thick edible tuberous roots, /kasada/ (variant of cassava)
= cashra,

>cassava, coosada, kamanioc, manioc (cassava) 0 The Cassado Root

ranges it self in another order, whose Liquor intoxicates, and is as

truculent as Death. But the Bread thereof, if by a diligent hand well

ordered, is as pleasant, and wholsome as our English Flower; and the

Drink which afterwards is made of the bread; is a Liquor steddy (and

heady enough) known by the name of Pereno. (Poyntz 1683:18) 0

Great Hog Bay ... Found here but one hut with about 10 Indians who
have sugar cane, plantains, cassada, etc. (Patrick Drummond, 23 Sept

1751, in Archibald 1987:94) 0 They give casada (which is similar to

our bread). (Cumberland 1802:100b) 0 They dined on the rations

which they got from the estate, consisting of salt fish, cassada, and

plantains. (Protector of Slaves 1824:62) 0 Cassada bread, flour,

starch. (Joseph 1838b-l:203)

cassada meal n obs Cassava flour; a coarse meal made from cassava.

= >farine 0 (de Verteuil 1858:142)

cassada water see CASSAVA WATER

cassava n Manihot esculenta (E cassava), a cultivated perennial shrub

to about 3 m (10') high. Stems slender with thickened nodes; thick

edible tuberous roots, with hard white flesh and thick brown skin.

Leaves spirally arranged, long-stalked, blade deeply divided into 3-7

linear to elliptic lobes, exuding a milky sap when broken. Flowers in

loose panicles; fruit a small capsule containing mottled seeds about

1.2 cm (.47") long. Toxic cyanogenetic glycosides are found through-

out the plant, but concentrations vary greatly; toxins are removed by

grating tubers and squeezing out the juice. Both BITTER (toxic) and

sweet (non-toxic) varieties are still found, but nowadays usu. only

sweet cassava is grown and marketed in Trinidad and Tobago. (< E
cassava < Sp casabe < Taino casavi, cazabi) = cashra, cassada, coo-

sada,, kamanioc, manioc (cassava) 0 The tall plant with stem

unbranched, but knotty and zigzag, and leaves atop like hemp, but of

a cold purplish tinge, is the famous Cassava (Janipha Manihot), or

Manioc, the old food of the Indians, poisonous till its juice is

squeezed out in a curious spiral grass basket. (Kingsley 1880:376) 0

Mr. Drysdale near the “Fort” reported that his cassava was suffering

from “blight,” so I visited his plantation and found a very prevalent

“mealy-bug” cultivated by ants, had attacked the roots of the young
plants and stopped their growth. (Guppy 1910:6) 0 [He] bounded
through the garden in between the cassava plants, (de Boissiere

1937:20) 0 Sweet potatoes, cassava, yams, tannias, dasheen, bananas,

peas, plantains, form the base of the crops grown in the “gardens” as

the provision grounds of the peasants are called. (Ottley 1969:56) 0

Apart from sweet potatoes in the provision section, tannias, cassava

and English potatoes were reasonably priced. (TTM 1983) 0 On a

small plot of land adjacent to his room, he planted cassava, ochroes,

cucumber, bodi and peppers. (EX 26 Nov 1995:5)

cassava bread, cassada bread n arc A bread made from grated

cooked CASSAVA. The hard type is round, about .25-. 5" thick, crispy,

usu. very large. Soft cassava bread is round, very thin, soft, flexible,

and smaller than hard cassava bread. 0 Cassada bread, flour, starch;

inferior kinds of sugar-loaves, called papilones; plantains, pompions,

Indian com, turkeys, fowls... (Joseph 1 83 8b- 1 :203 ) 0 We had, how-

ever, excellent eggs, plenty of goafs milk, and good cassava bread:

flour being too dear for these people to purchase. (Day 1852-1 :302) 0

The making of cassava bread is a somewhat complicated process,

accompanied by much hard work; and one which necessitates an

unusual amount of patience... when the scraping was finished... we
would start with the grating of the roots... from which all the moisture

must be strained, as the cassava juice is poisonous,... under pressure

in the strainer... [then it is] broken up into fine particles, and passed

through a sieve of very small meshes. The flour thus formed is nice,

white and coarsely granular, and ready to be spread on a hot circular

piece of iron and baked into bread... These discs of cassva bread...

must be put out in the sun and dried... The large, flat, circular loaves

are laid on carrat leaves in the sun, and the child is entrusted with the

care of them... [to] keep the chickens away... and at the same time

watch and give notice of any change in the clouds, which might

threaten the drying of the precious loaves. Should the weather be

stormy the bread must be returned to the hot baking iron, and kept

there for at least ten minutes, to make it dry and crispy... if the bread

is allowed to remain moist over night, it becomes so tough and diffi-

cult to swallow, that it is almost impossible to eat it. (Valerio 1909: 12-

3) 0 They presented us with a tin of cassava bread to take home (made

in thin round slices, larger than a cookie). (Knap 1918) 0 [She]

describes her method of making cassava bread in this manner: She

grates, squeezes, sifts and eventually bakes the casssava through a

‘coulebre’ until it becomes dry like flour which is then added to the

other ingredients to make the bread. The grated cassava replaces the

flour. This ‘flour’ can also be used for dumplings, porridge, coocoo

and farine. (Woodroffe 1974:11) 0 Cassava Bread... Peel cassavas,

wash and grate. Squeeze the grated cassavas very dry... Put a plateen

on heat until it becomes very hot. Place 1 or 2 tin rings onto plateen.

Put a tablespoon of cassava inside each ring and flatten with back of

spoon to make an even circle. Press down when underside is deli-

cately browned. Turn once and brown the other side. (Hunt 1985a:38)

0 Santiago would buy from the vendors touloom, cassava bread, pee-

wah, mamesepote, chenette, topitambo and sometimes shark and

bread and pack them in her bag. (Doodnath 1989:11)

cassava cake n A fried flat bread made from cassava FARINE, a coarse

flour or meal. 0 List of Prizes Offered [for]... Sweet Cassava, cassava

cakes, farine manioc, tanias. (POSG 7 Oct 1854:2) 0 Getting little or no

food but cassava cakes and “guango” of maize, and now and then a lit-

tle coffee and salt fish, without time to hunt the game which passed

him, and continually wet through. (Kingsley 1880:249) 0 Annual

School Shows for 1907. Peasant Proprietors and others interested in the

cultivation of Vegetables, Fruits &c., are invited to send exhibits of:

yams, cush-cush, sweet potatoes... cassava cakes. (POSG 15 Oct

1907:2) 0 ‘Come go fo’ sweet coconut water by oF boss, eh?’ Kaiser

said. ‘An’ plenty roas’ cassava cake, Jaillin. Come go, eh?’ (McDonald

1969:75) 0 The grated cassava ran down into the collection basin, the

shell of a water tortoise. The bitter juice in this pulpy flour was then

squeezed and pounded out in a long wicker-work cylinder, leaving the

cassava dry and fine to make into the brown-crusted purple-grey cakes,

the aroma of which now hung in the hot, smoky kitchen. (McDonald

1969:81 ) 0 And the slaves prepared the food to suit their taste, boiled

plantain eaten with salt, or dried and pounded and made into a pudding

called tum-tum; bananas eaten raw or fried with sugar; cassava cake,

akra (salt-fish fritters)... (de Verteuil 1992:36)

cassava coocoo n A thick paste-like meal made from cassava, either

grated fresh with a little water, or by adding water to dry grated cas-

sava; now found mostly in Tobago. (< cassava + coocoo)
= >concon-

tay 0 The [saraka]... is said to have... given [way] to the greater
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popularity of shango feast wherein the food consisted of goat meat,

sweet bread... commeal and cassava and cassava kuku, breadfruit and

banana fufu. (Woodroffe 1974:15) 0 Cassava Coo-coo. (Hunt

1 985a:7) 0 Cassava-meal is used in this country to prepare cassava-

coocoo, a stiff paste... only the lower economic class ever eats cas-

sava-coo-coo. (Elder 1988:103)

cassava dumpling n Dumplings for soup made from grated CAS-
SAVA. 0 Cassava dumpling with crab and callaloo. Creole rice with

pound plantain and yard fowl. Paime and local wine. Sample it all at

today’s Folk Fair. (EX

4

Oct 1987:2)

cassava gin n obs A home-made alcoholic liquor made from CAS-

SAVA. 0 The only other liquor he served was cassava gin; the spe-

cialty of his wife. She had originally come from Venezuela... first she

put some large green banana leaves on the ground... on [them] she

then spread cassava, grated and mixed with water, and on the top of

this a fine sage-green coloured powder prepared from the leaves of a

plant which she called yaraquero. The whole she then covered with

more green banana leaves and left to ferment for four or five days...

the powerful liquor resulting from the fermentation could be mixed

with water and canejuice, to tone it down. (McDonald 1969:63-4)

cassava milk n The poisonous juice of the BITTER CASSAVA; it must be

squeezed out of the grated cassava before that can be eaten, (ff its milky

appearance) = cassada water, cassava water, manioc water 0 Cassava

bread... is usually made with bitter cassava which can be poisonous if

the “milk” is not carefully removed... The cassava is grated and then

strained through a “couleve”... used for squeezing out the poisonous

cassava “milk” from the pulped cassava (Chauharjasingh 1982)

cassava pap n A dish made from FARINE and water, very thin and

slightly gelatinous; usu. fed to infants and sick people. (< cassava + E
pap ‘soft or semi-liquid food for infants or invalids, usu. of bread or

meal moistened with water or milk’) 0 I would always give cassava

pap to the babies,

cassava pone see PONE

cassava porridge n A dish made from FARINE and water, boiled until

very thick. (< E porridge ‘a soft food made by stirring oatmeal or

other cereal or meal into boiling water or milk’) 0 On mornings, when
it making cold, I does make cassava porridge.

cassava squeezer n A long cylindrical tube-like woven basket of

Amerindian design, with a large hanging loop at the top and a round

loop at the bottom to which a weight is tied. Grated BITTER CASSAVA
is placed in the basket; the woven strips contract and squeeze out the

poisonous juice. Usu. made from TERITE, sometimes with intricate pat-

terns. = coulev, >sebucan 0 It doh have cassava squeezer in the market

again. This one come from Suriname.

cassava starch n arc A starch made from CASSAVA tubers, ground or

crushed and mixed with water; when the water settles, the starch is

dried into a ball. It is boiled to use as a kind of glue, for stiffening

clothing, and in cooking. 0 She looked at the spaces between the

boards in the partition and walls where the paper was tom. She would

have to make some cassava starch and get some new paper. (Boodhoo

1994:25) 0 Newspapers were pasted on the inside with glue made
from cassava starch. (Boodhoo 1994:31)

cassava water, cassada water n arc The poisonous liquid remaining

from the processing of BITTER CASSAVA.= cassava milk, manioc

water 0 Witness... asked prisoner where she had got the cassada water

to give the child... prisoner [was charged] with administering two

table-spoonsfull of bitter cassava water to a male child, with intent to

kill and murder the said child... also asked who gave the child manioc

water. (POSG 8 Oct 1844:2) 0 They had was to use a cassava

squeezer to get out all the cassava water,

casse see CASS

casse noisette n Manacus manacus [~ Chiromachaeris manacus, Pipra

guttularis] (E white-bearded manakin), a bird; 11.3 cm (4.5") long.

Male: crown, upper back, wings and tail black; lower back grey; rest of

head, neck and underparts white; legs orange. Female generally olive

green. In flight the wings whirr audibly. The males spend much of their

time in elaborate displays at communal grounds, /kas nwazet/

(< Fr casse-noisette ‘nut-cracker’ fr short sharp sound made by

wings) = soupap 1

, stickman
2

, Trinidad manakin, washerwoman2
0 In

the woods... a singular noise... can be ascribed to a bird only on sight; it

is made by the casse-noisette... These small manikins, crowded on a

shrub, are continually on leap from the branches to the ground, and

from the ground to the branches. During these short passages of a few

feet they emit the noise, which is a short and sharp rolling... when joy

alone seems to move them, they remove from the ground everything

which lies on it, so as to make a perfect clearance of a small spot, (de

Verteuil 1 884:380) 0 Near by the “Casse noisette” Pipra guttularis was
feeding voluptuously on some berries. (JFNC Feb 1894:304) 0 The
male bird is a remarkable little creature, black and white, and able to

make a noise like the cracking of a whip - casse-noisette is his Trinidad

name. (Brown 1947:92) 0 A Black and White Manakin, holding court

in its display grounds, snaps its wings which make a popping sound -

thus its popular name “Casse-noisette” or nutcracker. (TG 2 Oct 1966)

0 We watched the strange performance of the Black and White

Manakin, the Casse-noisette , the “nutcracker” to the Trinidadian. The

dance, engaged in by two or more males, and always close to the

ground, consists of the birds leaping back and forth between two

branches, each invariably landing in such a manner that he faces the

spot he has just come from. As he lands he snaps his wings, producing

a sharp crack resembling the breaking of a hard-shelled nut or the

explosion of a small firecracker. (Shortt 1975:98-99) 0 (ffrench

1991:274-6)

cassie assay n Tanacetum vulgare, a cultivated plant. = >laman gacia,

lucky bush, money bush /kasi ase/ 0 (Morean 1993) 0 The herb tansy

Tanacetum vulgare is known locally as la manne garcia or cassie

assay. It is popularly used in bush baths. It is commonly kept in the

trays of market vendors - some of whom call it money bush - in the

belief that it would bring them bountiful sales. (Morean 1991:24)

cassique see CACIQUE

cast away v Pour off excess water after cooking, usu. from rice. (< E
cast away ‘throw aside from use; discard’) 0 To cassaway rice: to

throw out the water. (Haynes 1987:48)

castillan, castilliane, castiyane n A type of folk dance, esp. per-

formed during parang festivities at Christmas. The rhythm is that of

a quick waltz, fluid and graceful, with the first step usu. made with a

slight dip and the other two on the balls of the feet, /kastija, kastijan/

(< Sp castellano ‘from Castile’ or castellana , a kind of verse) 0 De
ban’ strike up a nice Castilian. (Growler “Ole Lady Yuh Mashin’ Me
Toe” 1941, in Espinet & Pitts 1944:14)0 The parang band played gay

joropos and castillans and paseos. There was a lot of pelau and rum to

buy and eveyone was having a good time. (Alladin 1968) 0 Among
the Spanish dances the most popular here is the “Castillian”. How-
ever, this dance is very often distorted by means of the dancers stamp-

ing a rapid one-two-three at the end of each verse of the song. On the

contrary it should be a smooth waltz but very fast. ... The “Joropo”

is another dance in three-four time, but slower than the Castillian.

(Kassiram ca 1970:5) 0 A favourite of the ballroom set up to about

twenty years ago, the Castillian is still enjoyed by our senior citizens

who are nostalgic about its charming and graceful sweeping style,

and youngsters who are general dance enthusiasts. Known also as the

Spanish Waltz, the Castillian in comparison to other versions of the

waltz has a stronger, more vibrant and earthy quality which varies

from country to town, between rustic and refined. A slight dipping

step punctuates the first beat of the bar and lifts on the second and

third with a light stamping movement. There are long running steps

and turns with the body leaning towards the direction of the turn. A
variation in movement would be a sort of backward and forward step

with each partner holding one hand in opposition while facing each

other, similar to a balance movement of the Contradanse. (Ahye

1978:55) 0 Before the 1920s vaudeville shows enjoyed a higher status

than the calypso, and were staged in cinemas that would require a

decade or more before they’d stage calypso shows. ... local bands...

custom was to promote dances such as the paseo, fox-trot, waltz and

castilliane, reserving the “leggo” for the end of the dance when peo-

ple wanted to ‘break away’. (Rohlehr 1986:20) 0 But the government

have this one, paying him to tell people about village dance. You

think the likes of he could’ve been anywhere in the same circle with
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Tan Rosa? Bele, bongo, Shango, Castillian, pasillo, she was the queen

of all. (Stewart 1989:138-9) 0 Jose Gomez and his string band played

castellano waltzes on the stage. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:42)

castor oil tree see PALMA CHRISTI

cast up v Vomit; throw up. (< dial or obs E cast up ‘vomit’) 0 The

.baby not eating, only casting up.

catahar see KATAHAR

catakin n A person of whom his/her family is ashamed, /katakin/

(poss. < arc E scatterling ‘vagabond; vagrant’) 0 Catakin - black

sheep of the family. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

catalufa n arc Priacanthus arenatus (E Atlantic big-eye ) or P. cruen-

tatus (E glass-eye), marine fish, considered good eating. Body dark

bright red; eyes very large, bright and glassy. Lives in deep water,

active at night, /katalufa/ (< Sp cataluja, a fish) = bright eye
2

, tete

ronde 0 (Vincent 1910:47)

cataplam 1 n A poultice, e.g. for a carbuncle, /kataplam/ (< E cata-

plasm / Fr cataplasme ‘a poultice or plaster’) 0 Cataplam - a plaster

(ESTT 1956) 0 Cataplom - a plaster. (ESTT 1956) 0 [C]ataplam -

cataplasma - poultice. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:240)

2

n An ineffective, stupid person, /kataplam/ (< Sp cataplum ‘explo-

sion; fart’) = bobolee, stupidee 0 That fellow is a real cataplam.

(1990) 0 “I really can’t pass a judgement on his enthusiasm or ability.

He is such a kataplam of a fellow and says so little.” (1992)

cataplume n arc Archosargus probatophalus (E sheepshead porgy),

an edible marine fish. 0 (Mendes 1940:16)

catapulse n A small forked stick with a rubber strip between the tips,

used to propel small rocks, etc., e.g. to shoot at birds. (< E catapult ‘a

forked stick with an elastic band fastened to the two prongs, used to

shoot small stones, etc.’ + E pulse ‘drive, impel’) = catapalt, catapul,

>slinging shot 0 I used to hunt birds with a catapulse.

catara, catar, katara n arc A thick, dark-brown liquid made by boiling

the juice squeezed from grated BITTER CASSAVA, used in cooking and

preserving meat, /katara/ (< Amer) 0 A unique condiment-meat preser-

vative known to Arima’s Carib community as catara. In Guyana it is

usually called by the Arawak name cassareep. ( 7'G'M 17 Jan 1992)

cat-boil n A sty; a reddish painful swelling on the eyelid, believed to

be caused when one takes back a gift, (fr British folk belief that it

may be cured by rubbing with a tomcat’s tail) = bilni
4

,
cattle boil 0 If

the youngster in growing up, evinces a covetous disposition, by want-

ing back anything which he has given away, he must be warned that

such behaviour will be punished by his getting a cat-boil on his eye.

(Inniss 1897:38)

catbush n Urena lobata, a native shrub or small tree. = aramina,

datwan
2

, dog pika, >kuzen maho, pat chien, rigman tea 0 (Morean 1993)

catch, ketch, keach 1 v Be left with the responsibity for; get the blame

for something going wrong. 0 Uncle Charlie say... females gettin om
as if it ent have nobody like dem. Buh... he only fas an if de men an

dem ent open up dey eyes an see wat it is going om in de place is dem
to ketch yes. (Mamits, LPOS, TG 5 May 1979) 0 But now, all ah we
done catch. Recession or no recession, poor people like myself only

know about “hard times”. (Lange 1986:8) 0 “But this time, I think she

has gone for good, and is me to ketch with these three little children.”

(Bomb 10 Oct 1986:24) 0 “The quacks are willing to comply and

there are people out there who were pulling teeth before the Dental

Council was bom. What do you tell people? You can’t say ‘you to

ketch’ if you are in Mayaro and can’t reach the Dental Council.” (TG
10 Apr 1988:9) 0 “Pray hard and doh get sick because it go be your

arse fuh ketch instead.” (Bomb 27 July 1990:7) 0 “I goin’ to see 'bout

mihself. From now on is you to ketch.” (Baptiste 1993:90)

2 v Of stomach or belly, feel hungry. 0 When ah tell you me stomach

keach. - 1 am feeling hungry. (ESTT 1956)

3 v Of a seed, to sprout. (< E catch ‘of a crop, germinate and grow’) =

bus
5
0 Not one a dem bird pepper seed catch.

4 phr With ass, france, hell, nenen, royal, skin, tail, etc., have trouble

with; experience difficulties; suffer hardships. (< E catch ‘seize;

affect violently’) 0 He is catching his tail. - having a hard time (ESTT
1956) 0 Now that he catching his royal, everytime he only making

comparison with last year, thinking in his mind how them was

the good old days, and wondering if they go ever come back again.

(Selvon 1960b: 107) 0 He catchin he skin to make a livin. (Ottley

1971:11) 0 “Ah sorry for me pardner, Amos, ah sorry like hell, But

the way the tings going you could see that the man catching hell.

Never see a man in so much misery and loss.” (Power “One Time

So”, TG 19 Feb 1973:7) 0 It have people ketchen dey royal to get

even a buckit of water. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 Apr 1977) 0 It have

plenty people here ketchin dey nennen to buy books fus dey expen-

sive. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 July 1977) 0 De true actors in de theatre

catchin’ dey tail, an' de phony actors wukkin’ as advisers to govern-

ment! (Keens-Douglas 1984:5) 0 “I really catching france with my
schoolwork.” (1984) 0 Morally, he argued that the [Regularisation of

Squatters Act] benefitted and legalised a wrongful act... He cited all

those people who caught “their nen-nen,” respected the law, stood

their group and sought occupation in the homes of their Mothers and

Fathers, Uncles and Aunts, contending that they were being disadvan-

taged. (TG 31 July 1986:5) 0 The investigations also revealed that

depositors, who are foolish enough not to pull out their hard-earned

dollars from this doomed bank, will end up ‘catching’ their tails when
the inevitable crash of this false-fronted institution comes. (Bomb 1

Aug 1986:3) 0 “I have no family, you know that, only [my brother]

and he already catching his tail in Georgia, he can’t make; far less

help me out. Had a time 1 was helping him out, in a modest little way,

you understand; but of course that time is long gone. (TG-2 3 Apr

1988:8) 0 One third of thirty-six thousand go pass; De remainder go

be repeatin or scruntin. Either in a Post Primary class, A mediocre

private secondary school. Or limin on de block ketchin dey tail. (Fos-

ter 1990:31) 0 “The three bands was catching they tail,” recalls

Saigon man Ernest Greaves. “So we decided to come together.” And
on October 22, 1956 was created Starlift. (TG 24 Jan 1993:33) 0

“Flags, hush you mouth nah. You only studying about politics, while I

thinking about how people would ketch their nennen to afford doc-

tors’ fees.” (7TM26 Sept 1993:30)

catch ass, ketch arse, catch-arse 1 phr Have severe difficulties, hard-

ships. = catch, catch france, catch nenen, catch royal, catch skin,

catch tail 0 Ketch one’s ass, ole hell, nenen, royal, tail. (John 1973) 0

ME: So, Mr Man, all the arse we ketch to mind you... yuh mean this is

me and yuh mother thanks, this is yuh ambition! (EX 30 Apr 1997)

2 adj Suffering severe difficulties, hardships; make-shift; inadequate;

of poor quality. = catch-tail 0 Never mind the hell through which

already ketch-arse people will have to go, because it won’t be long

before blackmarketing of petrol and other essentials will hit the pock-

ets of consumers, and chaos will reign supreme. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:2)

0 [An] investigative team looking into some of the problems facing

“ketch-arse” small-scale poultry farmers in East Trinidad was met

with numerous obstacles. (Bomb 19 Oct 1990:15) 0 What you doing

in this kiss-meh-tail catch-arse country, boy? (Alleyne-Forte 1994:54)

0 ‘He is happy, yes. Drivin’ big Yankee car and wearin’ jacket and tie

every day. Livin’ in New York is not like livin’ in this ketch-ass

place.’ (Boodhoo 1994:54)

catch back v Regain former strength, rhythm, position. 0 He studying

that these days Marva really have a handle on him. Long time he used

to exercise his authority in a kind of way; but these days like some-

thing softening him up. Anyhow, he going to catch back his stride

again. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:8)

catch crop n A temporary CASH CROP grown for quick local sale,

while an ECONOMY CROP is established. Note: AmE uses catch crop

for a sowing of seeds that catches or germinates well, needing no fur-

ther sowing. (< E cash crop ‘a crop grown for sale’ + catch, ‘take

hold quickly’) 0 Cacao contractors can net fully $200 per acre per

year for the first two years from the provisions grown among the

cacao seedlings as catch crops... Tannias, banana, plaintain and sweet

cassava were excellent catch crops for cacao. (TG 9 July 1919:7) 0

The cane plants were really the tops of the stems of the sugar cane

and were planted by the peasant-fanner about five feet apart in fur-

rows between two-foot high banks on which slips of sweet-potato

vine were “sown”. After this catch crop was reaped three months

later, the banks were broken down to fill the furrow in which rough
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manure from the farmer’s cow-pen was strewn around the cane

shoots... As the cane grew up the grass among the plants was weeded
out with a hoe and boucans made. Among the canes were planted

com, pumpkin, watermelon, cucumber and cassava, both to keep

down the weeds and as a food supply. (Alladin 1970:10)

catcher n The person who is the seeker, E It , in children’s games such

as HOOP, hide-and-chase, kick-the-pan. 0 Yuh see me - always the

catcher!

catch falling self see CATCH SELF; FALLING SELF

catch fits 1 phr Suffer from a convulsion, fever, epilepsy, etc. (< E fit

‘a sudden seizure of any illness with loss of consciousness and power

of motion, or with convulsions’) 0 To ketch fits (to have an epileptic

seizure). (Daniel, msl ca 1960) 0 Some catching fits and malkadie,

but they support the man. ( Amuser “Sugar Workers March” 1993)

2 phr Be anxious, worried. (< E have a fit ‘be agitated from worry’) 0

If the daughter not home by six, the mother does catch fits,

catch france see CATCH 5

catch glad phr Act in a sudden and strange but happy way; act sud-

denly in a spontaneous overflowing of good feeling, e.g., a dog franti-

cally chasing its tail. (< E catch ‘capture; lay hold of’) = catch

malkadee 0 “Like that fowl catch a glad - she just “stop so” and begin

to run around in a crazy fashion." (1984) 0 “Stop jumping up so nuh -

like you ketch a glad?” (Baptiste 1993:97)

catch hell see CATCH 5

catch knock phr In cricket, join a group to practise batting. (< E catch

‘capture; lay hold of’ + block) 0 Leh we catch a knock na.

catch malkadie phr Suddenly act strangely. (< malkadie ) 0 But when
ah went to draw ah near catch malkaddy. Two thousand dollars to

divide in 333. (Pride “Government Should Schedule New Rule for

the Football Pool” 1951 pr) 0 Some catching fits and malkadie, but

they support the man. (Amuser “Sugar Workers March 1993)

catch nenen see CATCH 5

catch offside 1 v Find someone in a bad mood. (< E offside ‘away

from your own side; on the wrong side’, in some sports) 0 I catch the

boss offside, boof for so.

2 v Discover someone doing something unexpected, bad, not neces-

sarily criminal, but something secret. 0 I catch the man offside in de

neighbour house.

catch out v Caught; stopped and penalized. (< E catch ‘come upon

suddenly or unexpectedly; surprise a person doing something' +

catch out ‘in sports, put a person out by catching the ball’) 0 “Missa

Mark,” said Lena, “you are Satan child, like Robinson was Pharaoh

wicked child, but you will see. You will get catch out because God
say he not saying when he coming. He coming like a thief in the

night.” (Pires 1992b:5)

catch power phr Be possessed or ridden by a spirit, esp. in SPIRITUAL

BAPTIST or ORISHA rites, characterized by, for example, writhing move-

ments and obliviousness. (< power1 )
= catch spirit, get spirit 0 Many of

the “power catchers” were seen in a ring throwing themselves wildly

about in an amazing dance, each trying to excel the other. (WG 27 Oct

1930:3) 0 When the spirit strikes, or the mourner “catches” power, he

may shake, shriek, dance, groan, talk in tongues, tremble, cry, spin, or

fall. Usually mourners are taught during the mourning period how to

control the spirit so that they would not fall. (Ahyoung 1977:54) 0

“She’s caught the power. Please, leave her alone.” (James 1990:253) 0

The National Congress of Incorporated Baptists of Trinidad and

Tobago informs its membership and the people of Trinidad and Tobago

that the term "spiritual baptists” refers to that grouping of Christians in

Trinidad and Tobago whose worship is characterised by “shouting”,

“catching the power” and “mourning”. (TG 23 Jan 1993:9) 0 De
power! de power! Ah ketching de power from mih head to mih naked

toes, mih dada hair doh comb. (Macfarlane 1997:60)

catch royal see CATCH 5

catch self 1 phr Be careful; watch your behaviour, usu. said to another

person critically. (< E catch ‘seize and keep hold of, to keep from

moving’) = catch falling self 0 Boy catch yuhself.

2 phr Return to normal; catch your breath; come to; recover; get back

on your feet. 0 “Doan say nuttin about mih mudder... After mih fadder

dead, she never ketch sheself again.” (Macaw 1960: 12) 0 De man ain

even catch heself after de operation, when a motorcar knock him
down. (Ottley 1971) 0 After I drank two glasses, I became very dizzy

and I dozed off. When I catch myself, it was 5 p.m. (TTM 19 Apr
1985:28) 0 The Sergeant... immediately took the young man into

another room to sit and ‘catch himself.’ (TTM3 Apr 1987:24) 0 They
try to poison her. She come back to Cunaripo to try to catch herself.

They drag her down. (Lovelace 1988:24) 0 When ah catch meself, ah

was quite down de road sleeping in de drain. 0 “Yes, let the man catch

heself and remember good what he dream.” (Maharaj 1994a:24) 0 He
couldn’t pay $400 a month, he said, because he was “just beginning

to ketch mihself again.” (TG 8 Jan 1995:11) 0 He said when he

returned, he saw [the man] had been shot and was lying in the front

seat of a car, bleeding profusely and “fighting to catch himself’. (TG
29 June 2002:4)

catch skin see CATCH 5

catch spirit phr Be possessed or ridden by a spirit, esp. in Spiritual
Baptist or ORISHA rites, characterized by writhing movements and

obliviousness. (< spirit) = >catch power, get spirit 0 Their Sunday

meetings are always largely attended as they are full of laughter,

shouting, and “spirit” catching. (WG 1 Dec 1930:5) 0 The fat woman
caught the spirit. She was first. She threw her large black body into

the air with her clothes clinging wet to her skin, and falling on that

part of her anatomy best upholstered to receive the shock, sat on the

floor, rolling her head and eyes, beating the floor with her hands, and

making certain unintelligible sounds... At last the drums were stilled

and the spirit which had taken hold of the woman of great propor-

tions, spoke. (Ottley 1969:77) 0 The [wedding reel] dancers “catch

the spirit”, become hysterical, fall to the ground, and there act as

media for the return of long departed ancestors. These, speaking

through them, not only give advice on the desirability of the marriage

taking place, but also mouth warnings to both parties of future mis-

haps which they may expect along the way. (Ottley 1979)

catch stand phr Of a man, get a penile erection. (< stancf) 0 ‘I keep-

ing an eye on it,’ Kamalla said, ‘and as soon as he could catch a stand,

I will teach him what to do with it!’ (Selvon 1972:58) 0 Oh God, man,

1 see the woman and I catch a stand one time!

catch tail see CATCH4

catch-tail 1 adj Suffering; inadequate; make-shift. 0 In Westmoorings,

Victoria Gardens, Valsayn and in the districts of rich Trinidadians

huge tv antennas shaped like giant saucers are replacing the ‘catch

tail’ antennas that dot the roofs of most of us. (Bomb 1983)

2 n Suffering; hardship. 0 ‘Is really ketch tail, you know, man. That

damn whiteman think he own we. He think we like picking ten crates

of orange and grapefruit for only 75c a crate?’ Santo complained.

(Gosine 1992:64)

catchu see KATCHU

catch up self phr Make progress; get up to the required level. (< E

catch up ‘come up even with’) 0 A very wild boy said to me of

another, “Madame, he is not a good boy, and he drinks on paydays,

but if he keeps coming to night school he might ketch up hisself.”

(Morton 1916)

catch vap(s) phr Suddenly change mood; get a sudden urge to have or

do something. (< vap) 0 Me craft catch a vap and she start to dance.

(Lion “Netty, Netty” 1937) 0 My mother caught a “vaps” the other

day (dialect and proper English just don’t mix well) - she wanted to

paint the house. (TG-S 14 Oct 1990:18) 0 If ever you catch a “vaps”

to enter the Prime Minister Stakes, just take a trip to Tobago, seek out

Robbie, observe his behaviour for a day or so, and then make up your

mind. (TTM 1 Jan 1992:4) 0 I just ketch ah vaps and felt like digress-

ing, because I ain’t do so for a long time, with all them serious thing I

was writing about. (TTM 31 Dec 1995:30)

cat-ears bush n Cissampelos pareira, a climbing native shrub. =

graveyard bush, >patacon, velvet leaf 0 (MNP 2007)

cat-eyed (night) snake n Leptodeira amnilata ashmeadi , a small non-

venonrous snake; to 90 cm (3') long; very thin. Light brown with
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darker spots on the back. (< cat-eyed, fr resemblance of eyes to a cat’s

+ night

,

from time of usual activity) = annulated night snake, banded

night snake, chunk-head(ed) (snake)
1

, >false mapepire
1

,
garden

snake, mapepire
3

,
mapipire balsain

2
, night snake, Trinidad garden

snake 0 (Boos & Quesnel 1969:13) 0 (Boos 200 la: 11 5)

cat-faced owl n Rhinoptynx clamator (E striped owl), a night bird, 35

cm (14") long. Upperparts rufous brown, boldly streaked with dark

brown; facial disc white outlined with black; prominent ear-tufts;

underparts pale buff streaked with dark brown, (fr long ear-tufts, large

eyes and round face resembling a cat’s face) 0 (ffrench 1991:201-2)

catfish n Any smooth-skinned catfish, whether freshwater or marine,

including Rhamdia quelen [= R. sebae], a scaleless freshwater catfish

with long fleshy barbels, like whiskers, for sensing in murky water,

and the marine Bagre bagre and Arius spixii. Note: Although some

people use different names for different species, these names gener-

ally overlap.(< E catfish, any fish having long fleshy whisker-like

barbels around the mouth) = bagre, barbe, barbel, common catfish,

machoiran; cacalaw, river catfish, silver catfish (R. quelen ) 0 The

common cat-fish, or machoiran. (de Verteuil 1884:389) 0 I had heard

great tales of giant tarpon, grouper and cat-fish, the latter equal in size

to those of the Mississippi 80 lbs. in weight, but fisherman,

beware!!!! the poison barb, a wound from it can hardly be healed.

(Vincent 1910:76) 0 Rhamdia sebae or R. quelen... barbe(l), (com-

mon) catfish, machoiran, river catfish. (Boeseman 1960:101-2) 0 Cat-

fish... Notagrius spp. E tampoco. (AACC 1945:107) 0 Rhamdia

quelen... the “Catfish” or “Silver Catfish” is widespread and com-

mon, mainly in flowing water in all drainages to the south of the

Northern Range... Barbel length is extremely variable. In some speci-

mens the tips may extend beyond the caudal fin while in the blind

form found in the Oropouche Cave they may be shortest. Although

generally grey and without markings[, small] specimens may have a

prominent black stripe in the lateral line... It is largely nocturnal and it

may be locally abundant... Bridge abutments are a favoured refuge.

(Kenny 1995:55) 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:55)

cat gathar see GATKA

catholic, Catholic 1adj Good; proper; well-mannered; friendly;

responsible; honest; healthy; having good attitudes; up to standard. In

negative, e.g. that ent catholic, indicating dishonest, not feeling well,

etc. (< E Catholic ‘a rightly believing person of the Catholic Church’)

0 Catholic - Not feeling 100%, unwell, or not completely honest, not

on the up and up. (ESTT 1956) 0 Get on catholic - Behave good.

(1984) 0 Look nah woman whuh happen? Get on catholic nuh. 0 Doh
mind with he, he eh catholic.

2 adj Affected; pretentious; feeling superior; snobbish. = >social 0

That whole family catholic too bad.

cat in bag, cat-in-bag 1 phr Something you take or buy without

examining the item, or its contents. A situation, e.g. marriage, rushed

into without really knowing the person. (< E buy a cat in a bag or buy

a pig in a poke) 0 Is to hear them planning to buy cat in bag, But,

when the fete done, hear the afterblow, A police with a warrant before

their door. (Destroyer “Matrimony Becomes a Papyshow” 1940) 0 He
said it was becoming a problem for people to buy goods like

“BREEZE” without finding out what the boxes contained. “It is like

buying cat in bag.” ( Tribune 17 Apr 1988:3) 0 On his multi-million

dollar buyout of Cannings hatchery and processing plant, however,

[he] said: “I am not buying cat in bag”. (TTM 13 Oct 1989:1) 0 It is

downright dishonest to lure them only for the money which they

spend, and not offer a safe enough destination. In other words, he is

asking [tourists] to “buy cat in bag”. (TTM 5 Oct 1990:23) 0 The
Opposition will not buy “cat-in-bag” where the proposed legislation

to undo the controversial HMB share issue is concerned. Opposition

leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar said yesterday. (TG 30 Aug 2007)

2 phr Describing something taken or bought without proper examina-
tion. 0 Buyer of cat-in-bag BMX bike cries “Robbery with V”... why
[are] BMX bicyles... being imported into the country without serial

numbers on them. (Bomb 8 Jan 1993: 17)

cat pan n A shallow bowl used as a woman's bidet, to wash the geni-

tals. (< E cat < pussy 'female genitals’ + pan 3
) 0 Take yuh cat pan

from in here and wash it good.

cat’s claw (creeper) n Macfadyena unguis-cati [= Doxantha unguis-

cati, Bignonia unguis-cati], a native climbing plant that often covers

posts and branches of trees. Each leaf has a trifid tendril arising just

behind the bifurcation of the pair of leaflets, bearing hooked tips. In

many cases an additional tendril with “cats claws” tips also arise at

the node instead of another leaf. As the vine continues to grow and

begins branching, leaves become smaller. This juvenile form may
persist for many years, gradually hardening at its base. Later, the vine

becomes thick and woody up to 5 cm (2") in diameter. Branches tend

to droop downwards from the branches of the trees. Flowers yellow,

bell-shaped, in long cascades, appear almost overnight towards the

end of the dry season. The flowering period lasts a few days only and

almost all the plants, in any given area, flower at about the same time,

(fr resemblance to cat’s claws of the small curved hooked leaflets by

which the plant clings to supports) = claw vine, griffe chat, shower of

gold
1

0 (Williams & Williams 1949:85) 0 The Cat’s Claw Creeper

(Bignonia Unguis-Cati). A truly magnificent vine which covers the

whole of large trees and hangs down outside them in dense festoons.

During March and April it is really a breath-taking sight, for the

whole of the tree becomes one mass of glowing richest gold. The pity

is that the flowering period is so very short, lasting for each vine only

some three days or so. The new leaves appear after the flowering is

over. (Alford 1960:76) 0 Cats’ claws (TT Postage Stamp 1985) 0 The

Shower of Gold or Cat's Claw creeper, Macfadyena unguis-cati, is by

far one of the most spectacular wild flowers in Trinidad and Tobago

... The plant produces long cascades of yellow, bell-shaped flowers

which appear almost overnight towards the end of the dry season. The

flowering period lasts a few days only and almost all the plants, in

any given area, flower at about the same time ... As the vine continues

to grow and begins branching, the leaves become smaller. This juve-

nile form may persist for many years, gradually hardening at its base.

Children would often pull this juvenile form off forest trees and play-

fully stick them on to each other’s skin or clothing. (Morean

1991d:25)

catspraddle v Fall in an awkward, undignified way; sprawl, (prob.

< dial E spraddle 'sprawl’) 0 (Mendes 1985:30) 0 Some other young-

ster stuck out a foot. He felt the bag leave his hand as he went

catspraddling. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:11) 0 Two ah dem bounce Bajnath

front wheel an he catspraddle. (Foster 1990:81) 0 I go catspraddle

your ass with one cuff.

catta see KATA

catthi see CHATHI

cattle n One or more cows or bulls, sometimes also buffalo (BISON).

(< E cattle 'livestock; cows’) 0 Several days before, an advertisement

informed the good people of Kingston, that on the Saturday, here

would be slaughtered a cattle. (In the West Indies the word cattle is

not applied to all tame animals of pasture, but only to the neat kind.

The word is here used in the singular number: a cattle, although not

good English, is good creole.) (Joseph 1838b- 1:108) 0 The woman
[threw] something in front of a cow... [and] was charged... with being

found in Paradise Savannah for an unlawful purpose, to wit molesting

a cattle. (TG 30 Oct 1919:10) 0 You looking so miserable. And you

have a foot like a cattle. (Growler “No, No, Marie” 1940) 0 “I favour

a cattle?” (Hill 1 966c: 11) 0 “Fust you have to get some good cattle

butter. Den you have to get one yard of cotton. Den you have to get

lohoban, gogool, camphor, and some white rice. And white merino to

bury Rama wid.” (Ladoo 1972:92) 0 “Boy ah dream ah gone to thief

ah cattle, ah pass through this lagoon.” (Maharaj 1994:4) 0 He also

looked after cattle, mostly bison. (Deen 1994:225) 0 “We used to

import cattle from Venezuela... Every now and then a cattle would get

away and you would be chasing it up and down the street.” (TG 15

Feb 2004:62)

cattle boil n A stye, a painful reddish swelling on the eye believed

caused when one takes back a gift already given. (< cat boil) = bilni
4

,

>cat boil 0 If you would give a gift to some one and take it back later
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then you will certainly end up with a “cattle boil" over your eye.

Once presented gifts are never to be taken back. (Ottley 1979) 0 TTT
done buy it already, so is how dey could come now an' say dey

change dey mind?... De whole board ah directors at TTT go get one

set ah cattle-boil over dey eye if dey ever give back dat paintin’.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:3) 0 Children who give and don’t-take-back so

as not to get a cattle boil, and who wouldn't play under the silk cotton

tree. (Macfarlane 1997:17)

cattle butter n Butter made from cow’s milk, as opposed to water buf-

falo or goat milk. 0 Some of the important milk products are ghee or

“cattle butter”, “dahi” and “martar”. (Pariag 1975:29)

cattle foot n The hoof of a cow, usu. used to make COW-HEEL SOUP.

(< cattle + foot
1

)
= >cow heel 0 But po dem, mo dem do ar mo dem

come po; - betar dem do [?] ar hid em money fu by - Catle-fut, Tripe,

Haslet and Beef fu nurish dem sef and dem pickney. (PC 3 Feb 1906)

cattle heart n Parides anchises cymocles, a large butterfly, wingspan

6.3 cm (2.5"). Male black with grey and white markings on top

wings; dark red spots on mid-lower wings; white lower inside wing

edges. Female black; white on top wings; brick red spots on bottom

wings. 0 (Ambard 1959: 16) 0 (Barcant 1970: 100-101) = chair beff

cattle tongue n Tournefortia hirsutissima , an erect native shrub to 2 m
(6') tall, or a robust climber with stems to 6 m (19') or longer. Stem

and leaves with coarse brownish hairs. Leaves broadly elliptical to

ovate, long pointed tip, 15 x 8 cm (5.8" x 3.1"). Flowers along one

side of a branch, about 4 cm (1.6") long, uncoiling in development,

7 mm (.28") long, white, fragrant. Fruit a soft white berry drying to

two nutlets. Leaf juice lathers, and is used as a shampoo, (fr resem-

blance of long wide leaves to a cow tongue) = greasy bush, jigger

bush, rough bush 0 Cattle tongue. Tournefortia hirsutissima. Leaf and

stem decoctions are used mixed with other plants like Cordia curas-

savica to treat colds and fever. (Seaforth et al. 1998:527)

cattya see katia

catty-catty adj Said of a man who likes sex with many women. (< cat

< pussy ‘vagina’+ y > adj + repetition for emphasis) 0 She lend one

brush to Lord Shorty, the catty catty one from South. (Cristo “China

Man” 1971)

cauldron 1 n The central part of the PITCH LAKE. (< E cauldron ’large

pot’ fr constant bubbling mud, like a cooking pot) = chaudiere,

pitch-pot 0 In the central part of the lake there are half a dozen,

slowly migrating, areas where streams of soft and liquid asphalt con-

tinually ooze towards the surface of the lake and flow into the crev-

ices separating the various pitch mounds. This section of the lake is

known as the “pitch-pot” or “cauldron” and the various openings are

locally called the “mothers of the lake.” Some of these “mothers”

seem to exert a strong downward pull. (Boomert 1984a: 17)

2 n arc A large bowl-shaped pot, holding about 400 gallons, used to

boil cane juice in sugar refining, originally made from copper, later

from iron. = >copper , tache

caura see KAURA

cause bad-living phr Make trouble, e.g. between two people. 0 “He

only causing bad-living in that house.” (1984)

caustic soda drum n A cylindrical steel container used in early pan

bands, used to tune some inner voice and bass pans, until the mid-

1950s. (fr original use to hold caustic soda) 0 Cylindrical steel con-

tainer used in various ways in early pan bands. It predated the use of

the oil drum. After oildrums were introduced, caustic soda drums

were still used to tune some inner voice and bass pans, until they were

finally discarded during the early-to-middle 1950s. Dimensions:

diameter - 56 cm, length 93.5 cm, diameter of lid opening 20 cm.

(Thomas 1985:379)

cavalli, cavali, couvelli n Caranx sp., several prized edible marine

fishes. Usu. C. hippos , a large oval-shaped marine fish with a high

forehead, and bony scales on the sides of the tail, silvery with yellow

tail, /kavali/ (< Sp/Ptg cavalla ’mackerel’) = camard (cavalli), carangue

(camard), carangue gros-yeux, greenback, gros-yeux
3

,
yellow cavalli

0 There are two sorts of Cavallas , the Green and the Grey; the last we
call Horse-eye , of the size of a Salmon , and scaled much alike. But

the Green Cavalla is less than a Grooper, and is infinitely prefer’d

before the Grey for delicacy of taste; more excellent food, and much
more Nutritious. (Poyntz 1683:24) 0 In most of the West India islands

certain fish, such as the dolphin, grouper, cavally, &c., are sometimes

poisonous, owing, as some say, to the copper-banks, or, as others

affirm, to the mamanilla-apples on which they feed; and hence there

is a custom of boiling a silver spoon, or other piece of plate, with fish.

If the silver turns black, the fish is thrown away, as unfit for food.

(Joseph 1 838b- 1 :58) 0 Tropical fish, as a general rule, are very infe-

rior to European. The king-fish, cavalli, flying-fish, groper (the best),

will not compare with the turbot, the sole, the salmon, smelt, or had-

dock, of our seas. (Day 1852-2:60) 0 Fishing at Brighton is in full

swing, Salmon, Spanish mackerel, powa (spade fish) and “cavallee”

being readily taken with hand lines on Brighton pier. (Mirror 1 Nov
1907:7) 0 The Cavalli or Carangue. To this fish I honestly think must

be given the pride of place, as being the pluckiest and most straight-

forward fighter to be found in these seas. (Vincent 1910:23-4) 0 Large

numbers of black jack (Caranx lugubris) are taken at the windward

end of Tobago, and three other species of cavalli or karang, belonging

to the same family Carangidae, called in Tobago “greenbacks”; in

Trinidad “camard,” “cavalli,” “carangue.”... most of these give good

sport trolling. (Guppy 1922a:444) 0 There is a characteristic absence

of the large catches of anchoes and cavalli. (TG 4 Jan 1936:12) 0 The

cavalli or carrangue-gros-yeux must be trolled for with hand lines for

he is one of the most resourceful and dogged fighters, his pulling

weight being equal to any fish three times his size. (Mendes 1937:22)

0 Cavalli had also been caught in great numbers, a fish identified by

its fat saffron-coloured tail and a weight anything between six and

twelve pounds. (Bryans 1967: 169) 0 Fortunately for us, the coasts of

Trinidad and Tobago abound with high protein fish, which have tradi-

tionally been very popular such as King Fish, Cavalli, Red Fish,

Ancho. (TG-S 15 Mar 1987:68) 0 “Two shillings for the cavalee,

thirty-six cents for the moonshine.” “You must be mad. You think I

married a Yankee?” (Selvon 1 99 1 a:49) 0 One hour after the competi-

tion officially began, Hassan caught a 15 pound Cavali which mea-

sured 26 and a half inches. (TG 21 July 1993:13)

cax, kaks, caks, cax, kacks, kax 1 adv The sound of a solid hit in

marbles, /kaks/ (fr sound) = braps" 0 “1 hit him kaks!”

2 v Make a solid hit on an opponent’s marble See also PLUMB DAB,

ZOP. = braps
2
0 “I kaks him!” 0 The finest pitch word and probably

the most onomatopoeic word ever coined is undoubtedly cax, the

term used when you strike another marble with your tor. (Pires

1991:8)

3 intj An expression indicating any kind of overwhelming, quick vic-

tory. 0 I get him, cax!

cax for bokee, cax for bokey phr In marble pitch, a game in which

players place their marbles at random, each player then tries to hit

another’s marble, and the player whose marble is hit gets a BOKEE
penalty, /kaks fi = f,\ boki/ 0 Cax for Bokey was played, not for mar-

bles, but for the privilege of coxing your opponent on the knuckles.

(Pires 1991:8) 0 Other games included ... “cax for bokey” which

almost always left the knuckles sore. This can be played in several

games with the losers ending up getting “bokey” on the knuckles.

(TG-M 4 Aug 1991:9) 0 “Cax for bokey,” a brutal game requiring

absolutely no skill, only brute force, almost always left the loser’s

knuckles sore. (TG 25 Mar 1993)

Cayacou n A person who does or says foolish things. See also SMALL
ISLAND, /kajaku/ (< Carriacou, a small island in the Grenadines) 0

Ah rather live with a Cayaco, Than to take back a man like you.

(Kitchener “Don’t Come Back Again” pr, Clarke 1967) 0 (Mendes

1985:30)

cebolas de cabeixe, cebolas de escabeche n arc A Portuguese style

pickled onion. (< Ptg cebolas ‘onions’ + de ‘of’ + escabeche ‘pick-

led’) 0 Pickled onions, ‘cebolas de cabeixe’, were favoured especially

by men when drinking. They were heavily seasoned with pepper and

prepared to last some length of time. (Ferreira 1989:38) 0 The pep-

pery cebolas de escabeche, that is, pickled onions, were a favourite
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among the men, especially during bouts of alcoholic consumption.

(Ferreira 1994:85)

cebooyeat see CIBOOYET

cedar n Cedrela odorata [= C. mexicana], a large native deciduous

tree, with buttresses. Bark brown, shallow fissures. Leaves very large,

have a strong smell when crushed. Flowers small, yellow, in 2.5 cm
(1") clusters, have an unpleasant odor. Fruit a brown woody 5-celled

capsule, 2.5-4.5 cm (1-1.8") long, containing winged seeds. Wood
aromatic, valuable; used for cigar boxes, houses, and furniture, (fr

resemblance of reddish colour and odour of wood to species of

Cedrus, the Old World cedars) = acajou
2

, cajou, coparo, copayre, red

cedar, Trinidad cedar. West Indian cedar 0 I begin with the Cedar

first, because its a Tree of [eminency] (and stature) that naturally

grows in the Island of Tobago , and affords excellent Timber from two

foot, to five foot diameter; with this sort of Wood they generally build

their houses, and shipping; except what’s transported to Barbados

and other Parts. (Poyntz 1683:38) 0 The natural produce of this Island

are several kinds of durable wood, fit for Buildings, such as

Bullettree, Mastick .... cedar. (Explication 1769) 0 Here the magis-

trate was seated at a large cedar table, dressed in his robe de chambre.

(Joseph 1838b-3:66) 0 One of the most valuable trees in Trinidad is

the Cedrela odorata , the wood of which is much used for building

houses. This tree is rather like the common ash-tree in appearance

and foliage, but is universally called cedar from the smell of the

wood, which resembles that of the true cedar. (Taylor 1864:75) 0

Some of our good timber trees are found equally on hill and plain, as

the Balata, Cedar, Balsam tree (Capivi), but are more abundant in the

latter. (Carr 1869:404) 0 Cedar. By this word is meant in Trinidad,

Eastern Venezuela, Central America, Cuba and Jamaica, a tall light-

wooded tree of the Mahogany order... It is the Cedrela odorata L. or

Red Cedar of the West Indies. The “Cedar” of the Caribbean chain

belongs to Bignoniaceae and is a harder though pale colored wood, a

favourite of ship-wrights and lighter-builders... The name cedar

seems to have been applied by the older planters and seamen to any

strange forest tree whose wood by its odor, colour or grain, reminded

them of the ancient cedar of the Levant. Our common or red Cedar

Ced. odor., grows in rich deep soil to great bulk and height; the wood,

as is well known, is easy to work and employed in numerous ways.

The close-grained harder wood of a well-matured tree grown on the

hills in a poorer soil and wind-buffetted, yields in the horquet or fork,

furniture slabs of great beauty, quite equal to mahogany. (T.W. Carr

1894:275) 0 One will also see... pretty Chinese cabinets made out of

cedar, mahogany and the pretty purple heart. (Hummingbird 25 June

1904:3) 0 She did not know in what category to place this woman
who was broad and shortish with a skin ruddy brown like cedar, large

dark sad eyes and close-waved black hair. She did not look Negro yet

was so dark, (de Boissiere 1952:12) 0 Put Yon tasso root, sarsaparilla

root, young calabash ... cedar bark ... and lemon grass in a large jar.

(Simpson 1970:64) 0 There was only a small rude shack under a tall

cedar tree, open on all sides, a public spot for idling, drinking, and

gambling. (Selvon 1972:53) 0 Gradually this was completed, entirely

of estate cedar with the floor of local crapaud. (de Verteuil 1989:173)

0 Trees have been planted, including large forest trees such as mahog-
any and cedar, interspersed with cassia and poui, which are faster-

growing.
( TG 5 Dec 1993:19) 0 The bush sellers supplied the bar-

rack-yard families with leaves of the cedar tree which they used as an

insect repellant, particularly against bed bugs. The leaves, which had

a musty, suffocating smell, were placed on mattresses and bedboards.

(Cummings 2004:61)

Cedros bee n Oncidium lanceanum, a native orchid that grows on

trees. Flowers heavily fragrant, large and showy, ten or more on stiff

upright spikes. Petals and sepals are yellow or yellowish green,

densely spotted with purple-brown flecks; lip is light pink or purplish,

/sidros bi/ (fr original habitat limited to Cedros and nearby areas in

southwest Trinidad + bee fr resemblance of flower to this insect) =

mule ear 0 Their botanical names are ... Oncidium lanceanum ... but

to the unscientific horticulturist they are known as ... “The Cedros
Bee” ... these names being given on account of a fancied resemblance
in the shape of the flowers to the insects whose name they bear.

(JFNC Oct 1895:244) 0 The “Cedros Bee” ... Many reasons have

been given for its increasing scarcity, but there is good ground to

believe that the alienation of Crown Lands and their cultivation is the

chief, and perhaps the only cause of the rapid disappearance. (JFNC
Oct 1895:245-7) 0 Among orchids the chief species from a garden or

horticultural viewpoint are: Butterfly, Cedros Bee, Yellow Bee and

the Lady’s Slipper. (Rampersad 1962:13) 0 [The] Cedros Bee ...

grows high up in trees where huge colonies are clearly very vulnera-

ble to the axe, or chain saw. (Moll 1982:58)

Cedros cobo n Cathartes aura ruficollis , a bird; a large black vulture,

with reddish skin on the head, /sidros kobo/ (fr being somewhat more

common in the southern Trinidad Cedros area + cobo )
= corbeau a tete

rouge, governor of the cobo, king cobo 1

, >red-head(ed) cobo 0 Cedros

Corbeau. (Chapman 1894:69) 0 Cedros corbeau. (Roberts 1934:89)

Cedula n A measure enacted by the Spanish colonial government in

Trinidad to encourage development and settlement by Roman Catho-

lics, mostly French. The first was in 1776, and a wider one in 1783.

/sedula/ (< Sp cedula ‘certificate’ + de ‘of’ + poblacion ‘population;

settlement’) 0 The Cedula of 1783 laid the foundations for a planta-

tion society in the colony, and this development was the most impor-

tant thing to have happened in Trinidad since the Spaniards came

ashore in 1498. ... The most important document governing the distri-

bution of land between 1783 and 1797 was the famous Cedula of

1783... it is easy to forget that it was as much a Cedula to organise

trade as to encourage colonization. (Campbell 1992:87-8) 0

CEDULA DE POBLACION, 1 776. A measure by the Spanish gov-

ernment to encourage settlement in Trinidad... replaced by the much
more generous (and successful) one of 1783. (Anthony 1997:11 1-2)

cedulant n A person who came to Trinidad under the terms of the

Spanish Cedulas, particularly that of 1 783. (< Sp cedula de poblacion

‘certificate of settlement’) 0 (Campbell 1992:273)

ceiba n Ceiba pentandra , a very large native tree. (prob. < Arawak
shiba) = fromagier, kapok, >silk cotton, soucouyant wood 0 Four

years ago stately balatas and majestic ceibas reared their haughty

heads [here]. (Mole 1894b:39) 0 There were trees there whose names

I had not yet learned: olivier, sapatel, aguatapana, ceiba. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:79)

cela see CHELA

celery n Apium graveolens, a small variety of cultivated celery, usu.

about 15-20 cm (6-8") long. Thin crisp stalks, with leafy tips, used in

seasoning food. (< E celery

,

a larger variety of Apium) 0 (Williams &
Williams 1949:71) 0 1 spray local celery. (Hunt 1 985a:2 1 ) 0 She sat

before heaps of cucumbers, cabbages, christophene, carrots, celery,

calalloo, carili - all for under two dollars. (Pierre 2001)

cello n A set of PANS, originally double and later usu. triple, in a STEEL-

BAND; lower in range than DOUBLE SECONDS and GUITAR PANS. (< E
cello, a large stringed instrument, fr similar range) 0 (Bryans 1967:37) 0

In a steelband orchestra, the cello pan plays counter melodic lines which

goes contrary to the melody and provides strumming where necessary.

(TG-S 17 Jan 1993:11) 0 “And I sang the lead vocals, and played the

synthesizer, and alto, bass and cello pans,” Rodney said. (TTM 23 Jan

1993:10) 0 So young Tony Williams went from Sun Valley. Already, to

balance TASPO’s sound, he had invented, with Lieutenant Griffiths, the

cello pan. (TG 24 Jan 1993:33)

cenchoa snake n obs Imantodes cenchoa cenchoa

,

a snake. = chunk-

head(ed) (snake)
2

, fiddle-string mapepire 1

, fiddle-string snake,

>mapepire corde violon
1

, night climber, slender tree snake, thread

snake, vine snake
1

, violin-string snake 0 (Sclater 1894)

cent 1 n A coin unit of currency of one hundred to a dollar. Note: Prior

to independence in 1962, T&T used British coinage, called by both

the British terms (and local ones), as follows: farthing', hapenny

(CENT 1

,
HAPNY, SMALL CENT); penny (PENNY 1

, TWO-CENTS); thrup-

pence (SIX-CENTS); sixpence (TWELVE-CENTS); bob, shilling (BOB 1

,

SHILLING
2

, TWENTY-FOUR CENTS); florin, two shillings (TWO-

SHILLING, forty-eight cents); half-crown, two-and-six (SIXTY-CENTS);

and five shillings, crown (FIVE-SHILLING, DOLLAR2
). (< E cent ‘in

monetary systems the hundredth part of a standard unit’) 0 So ah tell

he dat if he wate on me ah will pay he de sixtee sents fo eech ah de
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too monts wey ah o he - (becos ah did don pay he ait shillins areddy

fuh de too monts, so ah did only o he now, five shilling fuh de Red
House Rait). (PC 21 May 1904) 0 The day passes pleasantly... for he

arrives back home with cents and pennies tightly held in his hand. (K.

Archibald 1937:51) 0 And then you hear what the coolie say: “One
cent, ah, honeycomb”. (Lion “Carnival Revue” 1940) 0 They looked

contemptuously at the vegetables, squeezed them and turned away
with sneers and sighs when told: “Twelve cents, dearie,” or: “Shillin’

a pound, dearie.” (de Boissiere 1956:141 ) 0 Lord lere, who was bom
in 1910 and started singing in 1928, recalls days: “when people paid a

penny and four-cents to sit in the cocoyea tents in George, Charlotte

and St. Vincent Streets, and in Belmont and St. James. (Lord lere

1964, in Rohlehr 1990:1 14-5) 0 I picked up a cent piece on the beach.

A boy about 10 years old watched me and said, ‘Oh no. You mustn’t

pick up cents. They are left on the ground by people who want to sell

sickness.” (Bryans 1967) 0 A sheet of gazette-paper was placed con-

spicuously in front of the crowd for collecting the cents and pennies

which the audience were supposed to give as offering. (Alladin

1970:43) 0 There was a preacher in a white robe with a banana leaf in

front of him where his listeners placed cents and pennies as the

preacher swept his arm about and shot out his accusing finger at one

person or another. (Khan 1987:9) 0 “Two shillings for the cavalee,

thirty-six cents for the moonshine.” “You must be mad. You think 1

married a Yankee?” (Selvon 1991a:49) 0 Always dressed in spotless

white and a phagree (turban) wrapped around his head, Babu Narine-

singh Dass transported his merchandise in a boxcart. He left home
early on mornings, walking all day pushing his boxcart, selling, talk-

ing to customers and collecting cents and pennies for his enterprise.

(TG 8 Sept 2003:27) 0 Lynchy’s teashop had a reputation for attrac-

tive servings, the most attractive being hops bread with pieces of ham
for a penny (two cents). (Cummings 2004:48)

2 n arc A cent’s worth of an item. 0 When he died Sophia ran over to

the drug-store, telephoned the undertaker and bought a cent candle.

(J. Archibald 1937:13)

3 n A humorous way of referring to a dollar, esp. from vendors and in

markets. 0 “Mangos, one cent a heap, one cent.” (1990) 0 “Gi me five

cents.” (1990)

cent marble n A type of imported CRYSTAL marble, becoming popu-

lar during the post-World War II period, somewhat larger than a regu-

lar crystal, in different colors but usu. clear and transparent with a

green tinge, (fr price of one cent apiece) = penny marble, water crys-

tal 0 At that time, I only had two-three cent marble.

Central 1 adj Located in the area of the western middle part of Trini-

dad, including Caroni and Chaguanas. This term is sometimes used to

refer to areas with a high proportion of Indo-Trinidadians. 0 [She]

instead went to her parents with the news of her pregnancy. Being the

typical Central family, her father, her mother and her grandmother

went to the posh, ostentatious home down in the west and demanded
that [he] marry [her] and make her an hnourable woman in society.

(Bomb 24 Nov 1989:9) 0 He... further stated that in Central Trinidad,

in contrast to the international indicators, there was no correlation

between education, income level and drinking patterns. Or in com-

mon parlance, down in Central Trinidad, high, low, rich and poor,

dunce and bright, every manjack drinking grog and drinking hard to

boot. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:14) 0 The fear of banditry, which has seized

Central Trinidad over the last three months, has swept some five

miles across the Caroni plains, south of the East West Corridor to

little Bamboo Settlement, inciting even grandfathers to arm them-

selves with cutlasses. (777 13 June 1993:3) 0 Two Central parliamen-

tarians are concerned about the possible outbreak of diseases in

Central Trinidad in light of recent flooding. (TG 12 Aug 1993:16)

2 n The area of the western middle part of Trinidad, including Caroni

and Chaguanas. 0 Papa Bois walk through all his forest and he only

seeing destruction. He walk through south and he walk through cen-

tral and he reach the bottom of El Tucuche with a heavy heart.

(Quesnel 1987) 0 Taxi fares falling in Central. (TG 29 Mar 1987) 0

As is well known, one of the things about Miracle Ministries that

amazes everyone, is how we get so much done with finances (debt

free and all) operating a million-dollar ministry in this economically

depressed area in Central. (TG 6 Aug 1993:4) 0 MPs concerned about

diseases in Central. (TG 12 Aug 1993:16) 0 “But anytime Central

floods, they don't give a damn. It’s as if the people there are living in

another country.” (TTM 28 Nov 1993:5) 0 They went to check out

their Indian chicks in Central. (TG 8 Jan 1995:4)

Central Range n A range of hills across the central plains of Trinidad.

See also Northern Range, Southern Range. 0 The Central

Range, its highest point being Mount Tamana (367 m), runs diago-

nally across the central plains from southwest to northeast. (Boos

2001a:4)

cents n Coins dividing a dollar system; usu. modified by a number,

e.g. a five-cents, a ten-cents. See also CENT. (< E cent ‘the hundredth

part of a standard unit such as a dollar’) 0 [She] said the teenager had

a quarrel with her sister over a fifty-cents piece, and this is what

caused her to set herself ablaze. (Bomb 1983) 0 Matthew and I nearly

ruined our friendship over that six-cents that we found. (Araujo

1984:17)

cent (shave) ice, like a phr Worthless; belittled, (fr cent being the

smallest coin, buying only half a PRESS or just some ice) 0 Her joy

had melted away “like cent ice in the sun”, as people say. (de Bois-

siere 1956:213) 0 “After he buff me up, ah remain feelin’ like ah cent

shave ice.” (Baptiste 1993:144) 0 When he tell me that, I feeling like

a cent shave ice in the hot sun.

century plant n Agave evadens
, a succulent native plant with short

thick stems in a rosette, leaves 1 m (3.2') long or more, 6 cm (2.3")

wide, narrow, with a spiny tip and short prickles along leaf edges.

Flowers up to 4.5 cm ( 1 .8") long, yellowish, on a stalk up to 6 m (19')

tall, with few-flowered branches. Seed capsule contains flattened

black seeds. (< E century plant, a group of plants whose tall flower-

stem is produced only when the plant reaches maturity, at from 10-70

years) 0 (FIT 1983-3-3:220-1)

cereal bush n Pluchea carolinensis, a native shrub, 1-2 m tall (3.2-6').

Plant faintly aromatic. = cure-all, >geritout, sucrie tout 0 Materials

used in healing and conjuring. Flowers ... cereal bush blossoms.

(Simpson 1962:330)

ceres see CERISE

ceret see SERRETTE

ceriman n obs Monstera adansonii [= M. pertusa], a robust climbing

native plant. 0 Up the next [stem] the Ceriman (Monstera pertusa)

spreads its huge leaves, latticed and forked again and again. So fast

do they grow, that they have not time to fill up the spaces between

their nerves, and are consequently full of oval holes. (Kingsley

1880:162)

cerio see SERio

cerise, ceres, series n Flacourtia indica, a cultivated tree and its edi-

ble fruit; about 2.5 cm (1") diameter, reddish-purple skin and yellow-

ish flesh when ripe, containing numerous tiny flat light brown seeds.

The fruit is rolled before eating, to soften it and help it burst more

easily, /siriz/ (< Fr cerise ‘cherry’, fr resemblance of size, shape and

colour of fruit to Primus sp.) = governor plum 1

0 Stone and boil the

cerise for half an hour in plain water to remove acid from fruit, (de

Boissiere ca 1945a:40) 0 Ceres. (CFNI 1971:6) 0 Cerise or white sour

cherries. (Hunt 1985b:28) 0 Among their products are kuchela and

amchar ... mixed essence, vinegar, preserved series, pommecythere,

and their latest product, candied pawpaw, which they promote as a

replacement for mixed peel. (TG 20 Sept 1987:18) 0 “Like ah doh see

no more cerise growin’ ’round de place like long time.” (Baptiste

1993:34)

certain sure phr Positive; very certain. (< obs or dial E certain sure,

emphasizing true, sure) = cocksure 0 Ah certain sure he comin. (Ott-

ley 1971:11)

certificate of character, certificate of good character n Form pro-

vided by a police station testifying to a person’s (lack of) criminal

record. (< E character ‘moral and mental qualities’) 0 Since the burn-

ing of the Police Headquarters, the Government of Trinidad and

Tobago has made no alternative plans for citizens requiring certifi-

cates of character. (TTM22 Oct 1990:5)
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certificate of house room n obs A paper given by the Inspector of

Immigrants stating that enough space was available in a building for

accommodating an immigrant worker. 0 My impression... is, that on

many estates house accommodation is extremely scanty: this I judge

from the number at times inhabiting a single room... [the] inspector of

-immigrants... has often had to exert great firmness in refusing certificates

of house room for applied for immigrants in such cases. I have under-

stood it to be a matter of course that free coolies and creoles had to give

way to make room for newcomers. (Gordon 13 Mar 1870:274b)

certificate of industrial residence n obs During the indentureship

period, a paper stating that a person had finished the period of inden-

tureship, and could work anywhere. 0 The essential element of the

indentureship system was a long contract with a single employer,

maintained by the sanctions of the criminal law. From 1862, immi-

grants signed up for a five-year indenture, during which they could

not leave their employer, demand higher wages, live off the estate

they were assigned to, or refuse the work given them to do... Once the

indenture had expired, however, they became free, although even

time-expired Indians continued to be subjected to certain restrictions

which did not apply to the rest of the population. After the indenture-

ship was over, the Indian was granted a ‘certificate of industrial resi-

dence’, a sort of ‘free paper’ certifying that the person’s indenture had

expired and that he was a ‘free’ Indian. Even then, he was not entitled

to a free return passage until a total of ten year’s residence in the col-

ony had been completed. After 1895, immigrants had to pay a propor-

tion of the cost of their repatriation. (Brereton 1979: 1 78)

Ceylon mango n A variety of cultivated mango; fruits round, small to

medium in size; skin tough, yellow with red sides; flesh firm with lit-

tle juice, no strings. Tree medium size; late season crop. 0 (Bharath

1966:22)

chaabhaa n A growth in a cow’s mouth, on the gums, /tfaibha:/

(< Bh chaabhaa , H chabana ‘chew’) 0 “You eating like if you

mouth ha’ chaabhaa.” (1990) 0 “The cow cyan eat because e mouth

ha chaabhaa.” (1990)

chaanga, chha-angura n A child bom with six fingers on a hand;

considered either very lucky or very unlucky, /tfaipga/ (< H changaa

‘a person having six toes or six fingers’ < H cha ‘six’) 0 ‘Alas! It is

true. The child is chha-angura - six-fingered: an incarnation of evil, a

most ill-starred child, if ever there was one. Bom in the wrong way
too!’ (Naipaul 1976:122) 0 NKM And what about a child who bom
with six fingers? SN That is good luck. They call that chaanga.

(OPNL Mar 1989:5)

chaanhi n Underneath the roof; eave; shady place. (< Bh) 0 Put it in

the chaanhi.

chaatay v Lick with the tongue, esp. to remove the last bits of food,

/tfate/ (< H-Bh chataanaa Tick up’) 0 “Chaatay yuh fingers.” (1990)

0 “Tings so hard to get, I make all a dem chaate the food.” (1990)

chaati see CHATHI

chabeen see SHABEEN

chabuk n A whip made from a rope fastened to a stick. /tfabuk/(< H
chaabuk ‘horsewhip’) = lachay 0 “When yuh pulling cane with cart

yuh mus ha yuh chabuk.” (1990)

chacal see shakal

chac-chac see SHAC-SHAC

chacha n Uncle, esp. the father’s brother; usu. used by Muslims, /tfatfa

tfaitfa:, / (< H chacha, chacha, chachchci ‘father’s brother; paternal

uncle’) Muslims call [father’s mother] and [father’s father] dadi and

dada respectively (instead of aja and aji) and all [father’s brothers]

caca, and their wives cacT (instead of dada, dadi, kaka and kakT.

Some non-Muslim East Indians (that is, Hindu or Christian-formerly-

Hindu) use caca and cacT instead of kaka and kakl as a conscious

attempt to avoid the use of kaka
,
which means feces in the Trinidad

French-Creole patois. (Klass 1961:98) 0 (Dwarika 1984:29) 0 He
treated Abdool and Willee as his own brothers and insisted that his

children call them “Cha Cha”. (Deen 1994:29) 0 Munnay found that

the children and younger folks on the estates showed great respect to

their elders and called them Jahaji or Mamoo, Chacha, Mousee Khala

etc - never by their names. (Deen 1994:239)

cha-cha 1 n Decapterus punctatus (E smalljack, round robin), a small

marine fish used as bait, /tfatfa/ 0 (Vincent 1910:48) 0 Far and away

the best bait, especially for trolling, are what are commonly called

“sardines” of which there are several varieties. Their local names in

order of merit as fish killers, are: - 1. Sardines rouges. 2. Anchois. 3.

Sardines Dorees. 4. Cha-Cha. 5. Small Coulihou. 6. Sardines cailleux.

(Vincent 1910:21) 0 (Mendes 1940:14)

2 adj arc Having a local accent (considered bad); unmannered, unso-

phisticated, vulgar, common; provincial, colonial; chattering cease-

lessly. /tfatfa/ (prob. < Anglo-Indian chi-chii ‘a term of disparagement

applied to half-castes or Eurasians in India, and to their alleged minc-

ing manner of speaking English’; also poss. F chichi ‘fussy; exces-

sively refinement; affected’) 0 Mr de Coudray had sent all his

children to England to be “finished”, to mix with men and women
who knew what was “the thing” and when to do this thing, and who
spoke with English accents - above all, the correct accent. It was as if

a stamp “Made In England” had to be acquired before this class of

West Indian could be certain he was not “cha-cha” - a Creole expres-

sion meaning “of no account”, (de Boissiere 1952:35) 0 “That man is

a real cha-cha creole.” (1990)

chachamunchin n Justicia secunda, a small native shrub with oppo-

site leaves and dusky purple flowers, /tfatfamuntfin, tfantfamutfin/

(< LAS chinchamuchina < Amer) = >St. John bush

chachi, chachee 1 n Aunt; father’s sister or father’s brother’s wife;

usu. used by Muslims, /tfatfi/ (< H chachi ‘father’s sister; father’s

brother’s wife; aunt’) Muslims call [father’s mother] and [father’s

father] dadi and dada respectively (instead of aja and aji) and all

[father’s brothers] ccica, and their wives cacT (instead of dada, dadi,

kaka and kakl. Some non-Muslim East Indians (that is, Hindu or

Christian-formerly-Hindu) use caca and cacT instead of kaka and kdki

as a conscious attempt to avoid the use of kaka, which means feces in

the Trinidad French-Creole patois. (Klass 1961:98) 0 (Dwarika

1984:29)

2 A term of respectful address for any older Indian woman. 0 Chachi!

Yuh drop yuh bag.

chachundar n A person who wanders about, is wayward; usu. said of

women, a loose, undisciplined woman, /tfatfundar/ (< H chachuum-

dar ‘musk rat’) 0 “She looking like a good chachundar.” (1990) 0

“Look at the time she come. She knocking all about like a chachun-

dar.” (1990)

chack, chuck 1 n A bad chest cold, with a persistent hoarse cough,

caused by a number of upper respiratory infections, /tfak, tfAk/ (fr

sound of cough) 0 (Haynes 1987:71 ) 0 She have the chuck.

2 n Catarrh, a disease of fowls characterized by a coughing sound. =

chuck2 0 (de Verteuil 1858:258).

chaconia, chaconier n Warszewiczia coccinea, a small native ever-

green tree to 6 m (20'), native to Trinidad; the national flower of Trin-

idad and Tobago. An understorey tree of the lowland and lower

montane forests. Bark smooth, brown, fibrous, lightly fissured.

Leaves opposite, obovate-oblong, 45-60 x 15-20 cm (17.5-23.4" x

5. 8-7. 8"); hairy veins beneath. Flowers small, yellow, some with one

scarlet sepal enlarged. Flowers arranged in groups of 30-60 along the

elongated axis about 40-60 cm (15.6-23.4") long, with over 1,000

flowers in each inflorescence. Highly ornamental in flower. Fruit

small 5 mm (.2") capsules containing numerous tiny seeds. Common
cultivars are ‘Trinidad Pride’ and the DOUBLE CHACONIA, TV. coccinea

var. David Auyong. /tfakonia/ (< Fr chaconier, i.e. a plant bearing

chacons, prob. < Sp chaconadas ‘decorative red ribbons’ fr appear-

ance of the red bracts at a distance; the popular derivation seen below

for 1 894 is unsupportable) = double chaconia, single chaconia, Trini-

dad pride, wakamy, wild poinsettia 0 Next to the lemon tree was the

memorable Warscewiczia coccinea also called “Chaconia” in honour

of the Spanish governor who had the good sense to surrender to Sir

Ralph Abercrombie. (JFNC Feb 1894:302) 0 Chaconier. (FTT 1928-

2-1:10) 0 On both sides climbed steep slopes that were solid masses

of dark green except where Chaconia red-starred them, or a balata’s
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silver trunk forced its way above lesser trees. (Ditmars & Bridges

1935:158) 0 In Trinidad, where [W. coccinea\ has been chosen as the

national flower, it is better known as Chaconia. This name is com-

monly understood to commemmorate the name of the last Spanish

governor, Don Jose Maria Chacon, but there is a possible alternative

origin. The wild Chaconia has numerous small flowers in clusters.

Some of these develop an enlarged bright red sepal making the whole

inflorescence appear as if decorated with small red ribbons or tags. In

France and Spain in the eighteenth century, dancers had small

brightly coloured silk or cotton ribbons sewn to their shirts, and in the

nineteenth century similar flashes were used to decorate ladies’

dresses. In Spain these were called “chaconadas". Perhaps French-

speaking Trinidadians picked up the likeness and used this to refer to

the plant which bore these ribbons. In this way they would have

called it Chaconier in the same construction that the French use to

refer to other important product-bearing plants as Cocotier, Bananier,

Tamarinier or Callebassier. (Adams 1976:41) 0 The chaconia plant,

known to botanists as Warszewiczia coccinea , became this country's

national flower with the declaration of Independence in 1962. It was

an apt choice. The rainy season bloom period during which the Cha-

conia unveils its glory in long sprays of scarlet blossoms lasts for sev-

eral months, but it peaks just around the August 3 1 Independence

celebrations. (Morean 1992j:42) 0 It is a popularly accepted notion

that the name Chaconia is in commemoration of Trinidad’s last, and

perhaps most progressive, Spanish Governor, Don Jose Maria Chacon

(1784-1797). ... it is quite unlikely that the local Frenchmen of the

time would have named a local plant in honour of a Spanish Governor

who conceded the colony to the British invading forces without fight.

(Morean 1992j:42) 0 Chaconia Trinidad pride, wild poinsettia ... com-

mon on moist, semi-shaded flat land and the lower wooded hillsides

... The single (wild type) is the national flower of Trinidad and

Tobago. (Duncan 1993:34-5) OThe name is derived from chaconne,

the dance, for which the dancers decorated themselves with little

flags, just as the tree seems to be decorated with little flags, and

should be spelt chaconier. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:128-9)

chadar n Bed cover; blanket, /tfadar/ (< H-U chaadar 'sheet; veil;

wide cloth’) 6 Chaddar: blanket or coverlet. (Dukhedin-Lalla

1974:16) 0 “We use to only ha flour bag chadar long time and that use

to las long.’’ (1990)

chadon beni see SHADO BENI

chagrin n arc Midwife; woman who helps in the birth process,

/tfagrin/ (< Bh) = >chamain, maidy 0 NKM How long you doing

midwife work? SN Since I was 20 years old I putting women to bed.

Thousands of them. NKM Who teach you about that? SN That time it

had India people. Them was [cjhagrin (midwife). I learn from them.

(OPNL Mar 1989:4)

chaila n Burning wood, /tfaila/ (< Bh chailaa ‘a piece of wood for

burning’) 0 “Push the chaila under the pot.” (1990)

chaille aux pieds n A brisk walking step on the ball of the foot then a

delayed open groin turn which stops abruptly, followed by a sharp

crack of the whip. (poss. < Fr chaleur ‘heat’ + Fr aux ‘in the' + Fr

pieds ‘feet’) 0 To complete this outfit the Jab Jabs carry long whips,

which form the main prop for their pantomimic dance... [A] sequence

of movements... consists of a brisk on the ball walk, called Chaleur au

pieds or creole “chaille aux pieds”, meaning hot feet... Combined

with this is a delayed open groin turn which stops abruptly, followed

by a sharp crack of the whip. On the demi plie the dancer makes a

jerky movement with the hips from side to side, and like the Jab

Molasi he springs suddenly in front of a group of bystanders, threat-

ening with his whip, demanding money with the words, “Pay the

devil, Jab Jab”. (Ahye 1978:32)

chain v arc Wind up a toy car; wind a clock. (< E chain ‘a series of

connected links’, fr key and chain wind-up mechanisms) 0 “We used

to have a little toy car, you would chain it and put it on the floor, and

it would go across.” (1992)

chain gang n obs A work gang of slaves, given sentences of hard

labour, controlled by the Cabildo of Port of Spain. (< E chain ‘fas-

tened by a chain’ + gang ‘working group of slaves’; AmE chain gang

generally refers to a chained work gang of convicted prisoners) 0 The
Cabildo of Port of Spain... had control of two sets of slaves, firstly,

the Chain Gang and secondly, the slaves actually owned by the

Board. Slaves who were condemned to hard labour, worked a number
of days a week in the Chain Gang. The gang in their ‘party coloured

dresses’ was linked together by shackles and chains and worked
together as a group, under the direction of a slave or of a prison offi-

cer. At one time they were responsible for the cleaning of the streets

of the city, but by 1827 they were employed also in jobs such as cut-

lassing. Their number varied considerably, but their presence in the

streets of the capital acted as a deterrent to crime. In 1827, the

Cabildo owned 23 slaves, most based in town but one or two resident

at the Coconut Walk (Mayaro) which was owned by the Cabildo. At

one time they were assigned regular work but by the 1820’s they did

mainly odd jobs and were notoriously lazy... the Secretary of the

Cabildo was to give a return of employment of the Cabildo negroes

each month. This return made it clear that to employ slaves was
uneconomical, and it was decided to sell them, (de Verteuil 1992:210)

chain negro n obs A member of the CHAIN GANG of slaves working

for the Cabildo of Port of Spain. (< E chain ‘fastened by a chain’) 0

I have to suggest, for the consideration of the Board, the present state

of the Cabildo Road from St. Ann’s bridge... I think the Chain

Negros, with the assistance perhaps of those of the Colony, will,

under a proper driver, answer at present the purpose. (Ralph Wood-
ford, 1813 in Fraser 1896:9)

chair beff n Parides anchises cymocles, a butterfly, wingspan 6.3 cm
(2.5"). Male is black with grey and white markings on top wings;

dark red spots on mid-lower wings; white lower inside wing edges. It

feeds on Aristolochia, not, as commonly believed, on watermelon.

/Je: bef/ (< FC < Fr chair ‘flesh’ + de ‘of’ + boeuf

'

ox’, prob. fr

resemblance of dark red spots to beef) = cattle heart 0 Chair beff...

The caterpillar of which feeds on the [watermelon] vine and destroys

it. (Inniss 1910)

chair lady n During a funeral procession, a woman who carries a chair

to put the coffin on to rest when a change of carriers is needed. 0 (Ottley

1979) 0 Accompanying every coffin too are the chair-ladies, ladies who
bear two chairs to be placed under the coffin whenever a change ofbear-

ers becomes necessary on the long journey. (Ottley 1979)

chair-leg n arc Cynoscion nebulosus (E spotted weakfish , smaller

weakfish), an edible marine fish. 0 (Mendes 1940:15)

chaiteyi n arc A traditional East Indian mutual savings community

group. (< Anglo-Indian chaiteyi < Sanskrit chaitya ‘meeting or

assembly hall’) 0 The susu was a device by which people regularly

contributed small sums to a common pool; each contributor in turn

took the total sum collected, at stated intervals. African in origin, it

was practised everywhere in the rural districts. A very similar tradi-

tion of cooperative borrowing, known as the chaiteyi and brought

from north-east India, was practised by Indians in Trinidad. (Brereton

1979:18)

chaiya n Illegitimate child; child bom outside marriage, /tfaija/ (< Bh)
= outside child 0 “Ramdaye have ah chaiya chile and she does tell

everybody she eh know how i hair get so.” (1990)

chaka-chaka adj Tob Disorderly; untidy; messy; in a disorderly man-

ner. /tfaka tfaka/ (< Ge tyaka , Ewe tsaka ‘mix; be mixed’; Bobangi,

eastern Kikongo siiaka ~ tsiiaka ‘separate; scatter in disorder’,

chakakala ‘be disarranged’; Hausa chuku-chuku ‘tangled; ragged’) =

kabba-kabba, seke-seke 0 (Uh 1883:248) 0 Shaka-shaka, chaka-chaka

‘unevenly cut, untidy’. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:5) 0 The house looking

chaka-chaka.

chaka pahi n A traditional Indian woman’s necklace made with 6-cent

pieces or shillings, /tfaka pahi/ (< Bh chaka ‘like a wheel’ + pahi

‘wear’) 0 “The richer ones would have a haikal, the poorer ones

would have a chaka pahi.” (2002)

chaklata n Tob obs A light meal or snack before work or school. (< E

chocolate , Sp chocolate ‘chocolate; cocoa’; also poss. < Kiswahili

ca-kula ‘meal, food’) = jack-ratta, rashin 0 (Uh 1883:248)

chalani, chalnee n Sieve, sifter; a kitchen tool for sifting flour etc. to

remove lumps, /tfalani, tfalni/ (< H-Bh chaalnii ‘sieve’) 0 Chalanee.
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(Dwarika 1984:29) 0 “Bring the chalni leh me chale de flour, ah feel

it ha ghoon.” (1990)

chalay, chale v Sift to remove lumps, e.g. flour, /tfale/ (< H-Bh chaal-

naa ‘sift’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:29) 9 “Bring the chalni leh me chale de

flour, ah feel it ha ghoon.” (1990)

chalay rakhi n A traditional Madrassi ritual performed on the night of

the third day after a death to find out what new body the soul has

entered through reincarnation, /tfale rakhi/ (< H-Bh) 0 Another...

[Madrassie] practice on the night of the third day is what is known as

''Chalay Rakhee'

.

This is done in order to find out what new body the

soul has entered. (Ali 1975:27) 0 “Boy! when ah tell yuh, ah was rest-

less when dey was chalaying Papoi rakhi.” (1990)

chalchattaa n Cockroach, /tfaltfata/ (< ? H-Bh) 0 “It have ah chalchat-

taa in the crease.” (1990) 0 “When you see chalchattaa flying is good

rain.” (1990)

chalice flower n Solandra grandiflora ,
a woody climbing native plant.

Deep yellow scoop-shaped flowers have recurved petal margins. (< E
chalice ‘drinking cup; goblet') 0 (TT Postage Stamp 1983)

chalk n In card games, esp. ALL-FOURS, a point in a score or tally.

(< E chalk ‘a mark, line or score made with chalk, specifically in

various games’) = sticks 0 “I have four chalks.” (1990)

chalo, challo intj An exclamation or invitation to leave, let’s go. /tfalo/

(< H-Bh chalo ‘away; come away’) 9 “Chalo, the curfew!” (1990) 9

“Challo to the store.” (1990)

chaloo n A humorous term for a ROTI containing CHANA and potato,

/tfalu/ (<chana + aloo) 9 Chaloo... A channa (chickpea) and aloo

(potato) roti. (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

chalopy see SHALOPAY

chalowna n A flat wooden stick used to turn ROTI when cooking,

/tfalauna/ (< H-Bh chalowna ‘flat wooden stick used to turn food

when cooking’) = dabla 9 “I get cutarse wid chalowna arready, da hut

fuh days.” (1990)

chalta n Dillenia indica, a cultivated tree introduced from India. Fruit

large, round, resembling a folded bud; used green for CHUTNEY and

KUCHELA. /tfalta/ (< U chalta ‘a tree, D. indica, producing an acid

fruit’) 9 Anchar is usually made from green mangoes, green pomme-
cythere, sour cherry, “chalta” and tamarind. (Pariag 1975:26) 9

(Mahabir 1991:33)

chalta mahatam n A TASSA HAND played during Hosay. /tfalta

mahatam/ 9 The march is accompanied by gatak stick fighting, jump-
ing-up, rum drinking, all to the rhythm of tassa drummers, the same
groups who perform at Hindu weddings. The rhythmic patterns of

“hands” for Hosay, however, are unique including sada mahatam,
signifying preparation for the battle of Karbela, tin chopa, indicating

the beginning of the battle, chalta mahatam, suggesting the full rage

of the battle of Karbela, and nabbie sarrwar, the solemn pattern that

marked the burial procession of Imam Hussein. (Myers 1998:65)

chamain, chamaain, chamine n Midwife; woman who helps in the

birth process, /tfamain/ (< Bh chamain)
= chagrin, maidy 9 The prac-

tice of midwifery by village women - untrained in Western medicine
- was very widespread up to 20 years ago and many of the well

known practitioners were of East Indian descent. In the absence of

nurse or doctors, these “middies” or “chamines” as the Hindus called

them, were a very important part of the village health care system in

rural areas. Today, much of this tradition is disappearing. (Morean
1991:30) 9 From the time of a child’s birth until six to twelve days

afterwards, a mother would be under the care of a Chamain (Chamar
midwife) as well as of her own mother. (Vertovec 1992:113) 9 One
[masseuse] attempted to assert pride in her identity as a woman, and
as a former chamine (midwife). “1 is the real chamar, the person who
does do maidy work. This is the only nation (caste) that does cut

navel string. The people of the chamar caste is great; without them no
one could be born.” (Mahabir 2000:7) 9 If she were an ahir she was a

skilled milkmaid; [if] she were a chamine she was a skilled midwife.

(Singh-Ramjattan 2003)

chamar n Any low-caste Hindu; originally members of the leather-

worker caste. /tfamar/(< H chamar ‘leatherworker; shoemaker; tan-

ner’) 9 Hindus who wish to insult each other will often use the term

“Chamar” (the leather working caste). (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:91 ) 9

“He is a modderass chamar and he playin Brahmin. Bisnath Saddhu is

not a priest. He ladder used to mind pigs in Jangli Tola.” (Ladoo

1972:98-9) 9 “Chamar people mus do dey three years Parmesri pooja

else is real harbat fuh dem.” (1990) 9 Representative of what hap-

pened to many caste categories in Trinidad, both of these major cate-

gories, ‘Brahman’ and ‘Chamar’, each became a sole identity in

itself, while all subdivisions - representing levels on which caste rela-

tions were actually practised in India - were wholly subsumed.

(Vertovec 1992:98) 9 One [masseuse] attempted to assert pride in her

identity as a woman, and as a former chamine (midwife). “I is the real

chamar, the person who does do maidy work. This is the only nation

(caste) that does cut navel string. The people of the chamar caste is

great; without them no one could be bom.” (Mahabir 2000:7) 9 Wash-

ing blood-stained clothes of non-family members is considered

“nasty work” by the society in general, and it is this task which signi-

fies that the profession is characteristic of the low chamar caste.

(Mahabir 2000:22)

chamar pandit n A member of the traditional lower castes who offici-

ates at a PUJA involving animal sacrifice. 9 The purpose of the “Com-
munity” KalT-puja is to propitiate Kali and to protect the village

against disease... Sometime in March or April... each group performs

its piijd. It is usually done at the home of the panceyt “captain," who
is also the officiant. This official is almost invariably of the Camar
caste. He is called the “Camar priest” by some and by others the DThT

Banhwar, or the “Masa.”... [There is] the killing of an animal... the

officiant... must undergo possession by the goddesfs] Kali before the

sacrifice can take place. (Klass 1 961 : 1 73-4)

chamber utensil n arc Chamberpot; a container used in a bedroom at

night for urine, etc. (< E chamber utensil ‘chamber-pot; a stool for

evacuation’) = >po, po-chamb, posee, utensil, tensil 9 It shall not be

lawful for any person to carry any bladder or chamber utensil... It

must be clearly understood that improper conduct of those disguised

persons locally known as “Drunken Sailors” who usually carry these

articles will not be permitted and that any person acting in disobedi-

ence of this Regulation will be immediately arrested. (POSG 1 1 Feb

1930:4, in Stuempfle 1995:29) 9 “No Missiles or Night Noises in

1933 Carnival”. It shall not be lawful for any person to carry any

bladder or chamber utensil or to use any tightly packed bag contain-

ing confetti or other matter which may cause injury or damage. ( TG
27 Jan 1933:1)

chameleon, chamaeleon n Polychrus marmoratus, a lizard; body 20

cm (8") long + thin 25 cm (10") tail. Usu. green, sometimes with yel-

lowish or purple markings on the body. Slow moving, often found on

garden bushes, (ff its limited ability to change colours like chame-

leons, genus Chamaeleo) = slow lizard, >twenty-four hours
1

9 Poly-

chrus Marmoratus, Generally considered here as chameleons, (de

Verteuil 1884:381) 9 The “Chamaeleon”... is slaughtered without

mercy. With the Gecko, they also rejoice in the appellation of

“twenty-four hours” and they are supposed to be fearfully poisonous.

This lizard possesses the power, together with the gecko and anole, of

changing its colour. (Urich 1894:131-2)

chameli n Tabernaemontana divaricata [= Ervatamia divaricata] (E

crape jasmine), a small dense cultivated evergreen shrub with silvery

grey bark. Leaves shiny green, thin, tough, pointed. Flowers waxy,

white, with a tubular centre and recurved petals, fragrant at night. Also

Tabernaemontana coronaria var. floreplena, a shrub with milky latex.

Leaves dark-green, shining, pointed; flowers double, white, highly fra-

grant. Flowers of both are used to make Hindu religious garlands,

/tfameli/ (< H chambeli 'Jasminum grandiflorum, a white flower’) 9

The chameli flowers are used in all worship. The flowers represent

beauty and taste. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:10) 9 (Mahabir 1991:36)

chamkay, champkay, chumkay v Move and shake waist while walk-

ing; be flashy. Of a woman, behave in an unacceptable or flirtatious

way. /tfamke, tj'ampke tj,\mke/ (< H-Bh chamkaanaa ‘shine; cause to

glitter; display’) = gallery, make style 9 Chamkay: to jump and

prance about. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:16) 9 In the next breath, you
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hear [him] “champkaying” (Indian word for “gallerying”) all over the

place, politically. (Blast 13 Oct 1989:11) 0 “Some people naturally

have a chumkay when they walk.” (1990)

chamoti, shamotee n Belt, waistband; esp. a sturdy leather strap over

shoulders and around the waist used to support the MOON during

Hosay processions. /Jamoti/ (< U chamoti 'leather razor-strop’) 0

The moon-men with their chamotees (leather strapping) over the

shoulders and around the waist, took turns at dancing the moon while

youngsters eagerly awaited any little chance to dance the very formal

steps with the heavy weight on their shoulders. (Alladin 1970:33-4) 9

“The ole man use to tell me doh leh mi take mi chamoti, else ah go

make it talk on allyuh.” (1990)

champa(ca) n Michelia champaca, a tall cultivated evergreen tree, 36

m (115') tall, girth to 4 m (13'). Bark light grey; long clean cylindrical

trunk. Flowers very fragrant, /tfampak, tfampaka/ (< H champak , a

tree and its fragrant yellow flower) 0 Champaca ... The tree is culti-

vated in various parts of India and Burma, especially around temples

for the sake of its fragrant flowers ... The flowers can be used primar-

ily in Lakshmi worship, but are normally used in all worship. The

flowers are also used to make malas (garlands). (Lackhan ca 1983-

86: 1 1) 0 The aroma of flowers filled the room; it came from the gar-

land ofjasmine and champa around his neck. (Doodnath 1989:74)

champion n Tob A role in the traditional SPEECH BAND. (< E cham-

pion 'a fighting-man, esp. who fights on behalf of another or of a

cause') 0 The Robins have a special music. They are to do their

speeches according to the Robin. They are not to compete against one

another. Champions compete against one another. ...Showboy would

be ahead of the band and make the people aware of the speech band’s

coming. Followed by the Robins, next by the Champions, then by

King George himself. The speech band is not mainly going on stage

and saying a speech, but [it’s] a dialogue which consists of many
parts. (OPNL Sept 1988:3)

champkay see CHAMKAY

chana (dal), channa, chaanaa 1 n Cicer arietinum (E chickpea, gar-

banzo), a cultivated edible pea, yellow, pointed at one end, creased

along the side; usu. dried and then cooked, /tfana/ (< FI chana ‘chick

pea, kind of legume’) 0 Though depression is in Trinidad, Maintain-

ing a wife isn’t very hard. Well, you need no ham nor biscuit nor

bread. But there are ways that they can be easily fed. Like the coolies,

on bhajee pelauri, dhalpat and dalpouri, Channa, parata and the aloo

ke talkaree. (Lion “Bargee Pelauri" 1936) 0 When did we get from

India, But foods that now make creole spree, Tarkaree, Bhajee, Cur-

ried meat. With Roti, Chana, Dalpuree! (Fortune ca 1950-59:7) 0 In

1958, the use of biscuit in place of chura (flake rice) and chana

(gram) was said to be the cause of bowel trouble among Indians on

the ships. Things have changed a good deal since then and Chura is

now available only in some villages in South Trinidad, but chana con-

tinues to hold its own. (Jha 1973:42) 9 Rice, roti, curry, dahl, channa

and spinach (bhaji), all widely prepared staples in rural areas, are a

regular part of East Indian diet in San Fernando. (Clarke 1986:78) 0

The more substantial [Divali] dishes would consist of a number of

curries such as chataigne. pommecythere, mango, pumpkin, channa

and alloo (potato), karhee... and kalownjee. (TTR Oct 1990:29) 0

Deen's doubles were known throughout Trinidad... The bara which

formed the outside of the doubles was made of flour but it only served

to enhance the flavour of the highly seasoned channa (chick peas)

which was boiled with curry and which formed the filling between

the two bara. (Ali 1993:63) 0 'You must tell me what you like. Don’t

be shy. We have channa and aloo, pumpkin, karhee, paratha, bhajee;

you will have a little of everything?’ (Persaud 1993:74-5) 0 Gub-gub

is a relative to blackeye and other dried legumes like black bean, len-

tils, channa, red peas and pigeon peas. This group is noted for their

high energy and protein content. (EX 10 Jan 1994:3) 9 Doubles,

which is a spicy East-Indian originated food, consists of two baras

forming a sandwich with a filling of hot spicy curried “channa/chick

peas”. (Singh & Mustapha 1997:43)

2 n Roasted spiced and salted CHANA, usu. eaten as a snack. = >roast

chana 9 How about those sweet toothed kids, always begging a

penny to buy channa, sweetie, tamarind. (EN 2 Sept 1954:8) 9 She
had gone to sell channa, mango amchar and pickled pommes
cytheres under the almond tree in the schoolyard. (Hosein 1980: 116)

9 The people from the marquee spilled over onto the car bonnets and

milled among the vendors of sweets and snacks - koormah, jilabi,

channa, doubles, choc-ice. (Espinet 1984:6) 9 A cold nourishing

Supligen with a pack of channa - just what I need to keep me going.”

(ad, TTM 24 Nov 1989:16) 9 At foot-ball and cricket matches at the

Savannah, The side-walk vendor is there with peanuts and chana.

(Phillips 1991:22)

chana burger n A humorous term for a popular snack food of two

BARRAHS with curried CHANA filling. (< chana 1 + E burger, a popu-

lar American snack food) = channa pizza, >doubles 9 “My brother

just gone down the road to get a chana burger.” (1999)

chanan see chandan

chana pizza n A humorous term for a popular snack food of two BAR-
RAHS with curried CHANA filling. (< chana 1 + E pizza, a popular

American snack food) = chana burger, doubles 9 “I feel I could eat a

chana pizza.” (2000)

chanar amrit n An Indian drink of milk sweetened with honey, used

in ritual offerings and given to women during pregnancy, /tfanar

amrit/ (< H chanar 'feet’ + amrit 'nectar’, i.e. nectar fr feet of God,

considered a blessing)

chanarhar see CHANDA HAR

chance, give phr Ask not to be punished, bothered or rushed; indicates

that someone is being very annoying, obstructive, etc. (< AmE give a

break ‘give a fair opportunity’, with taboo avoidance of breaP + E
give a chance ‘in cricket, give an opportunity of dismissing a batsman

to a fieldsman by the batsman’s faulty play’) 9 Chance, give s.o. -

cease molesting. (John 1973) 9 “When I asked him for a chance

because I had two kids, he asked if I prefer to spend six months in jail

or to pay $6,000. (TTM 19 Aug 1986:10) 9 ‘Lady, gi’me a chance,’

the Sergeant said. 'Nobody ain’t decide nothing yet.’ (Boodhoo

1994:258)

chanchamunchin see CHACHAMUNCHIN

chanda-har, chandan-har, channahar n arc A piece of traditional

Indian jewelry; a necklace with several chains from which hang a

moon-shaped ornament and coloured stones, /tfandahar/ (< Bh chan-

dar, H chand ‘moon’ + har ‘necklace’ 9 The Har or moon necklace

and Haikal were two types of neck ornaments which were elaborately

decorated and were much larger than the Hasoolie, reaching lower

down the chest. (Raghoo 1984:10) 9 Channahar: This piece of jew-

elry was worn mostly by brides. It was a richly decorated necklace,

usually larger than the ones worn everyday. There was also fine, intri-

cate workmanship on them. It consisted of six to seven chains. Below

both shoulders a slab of silver was attached and intricate patterns

were worked on it, using rhinestones. The chains (three centimetres

thick) were attached to the silver piece by small rings. (Ramlakhan

1990a:5)

chandan, chanan, chandhan n A white paste made by mixing pow-

dered sandalwood with water for use in Hindu ceremonies, usu. TIKA as

a dot or V on the forehead or temples, /tfandan, tfanan/ (< H chandan

‘sandalwood’) 9 [During] the Tilak... the bride’s father and his delega-

tion... travel to the bridegroom’s residence with gifts... Then there is a

chanting of prayers after which the bride’s brother places a white chan-

nan (sandal wood paste) or tika on the groom’s forehead, and presents

him with [gifts]... [including a large] dried coconut narivar or nariyal.

(Sankar 1972:2) 9 His eyebrows arched and his forehead creased. The

chandan or caste-mark, having dried, broke into microscopic flakes on

his forehead. (Naipaul 1976:88) 9 The cow is offered garlands, chand-

han and other pooja ingredients. (Bomb-S 19 Oct 1990:3) 9 Chandan

:

A white powder (with a cooling effect) which is worn in the centre of

the fore-head just after completing prayers. This served to remind the

devotee of the importance of the task he just performed. (Ramlakhan

1990a: 15)9 “If yuh go pooja and yuh eh get chandan, well, something

wrong." (1990) 9 Hardi Ceremony. Some hardi mixed with oil is sprin-

kled on the bedi with doob grass. Then some of the mixture of the hardi
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with oil (coconut) is put as chandan on the forehead of the dulaha or

dulahin by the pundit. (Holass-Beepath 2002:43)

chandan (bead), channan n Adenanthera pavonina (E Circassian

bead/seed,
red sandalwood], a spreading naturalized tree, height to

18-24 m (55-75')- Bark dark brown or greyish brown; leaves papery.

•Flowers small, fragrant, with both white and yellow flowers in the

same cluster. Seed pods 15-20 cm (5. 8-7. 8") long, twisting and

exposing the seeds while opening, containing shiny scarlet seeds.

Seeds can be roasted and eaten, but are mostly used for necklaces,

/tfandan, tfanan/ (< H chandan ‘sandal wood’) = jumbie bead
14

,

jumbie seed 0 A keen eye and strong steady hand needed. Games

played for buttons, marbles and channans (jumbie beads). Types of

marbles were crystal, agate, koden. (Alladin 1970:64) 0 The chandan

bead ... was the only plant that drew me into the forest-area in Solo-

mon Knox Road, Penal. (Mahabir 1991 :vi, 39)

chandan-har see CHANDA-HAR

chandelier see shandilay

chandelle n Piper tuberculatum
,
a native plant with white spikes of

minute flowers, /jandsl/ (< Fr chandelle ‘candle’ fr resemblance of

flower spikes to small candles) = >candle bush
1

,
candlestick bush,

cigarette plant, female candle bush 0 (Kaye 1921:37)

chandi n Silver, /tfandi/ (< H chaandii ) 0 “Your sonaa and chandi doh

fool me nah, you ha to come better than that.” (1990)

chandler n One of the higher-pitched instruments in a TAMBOO BAM-
BOO band. (poss. < obs E chandler ‘candlestick’; but also poss. fr

African source) 0 Chandler - some tamboo bamboo bands [use] to

describe one of the high-pitched bamboo instruments. (Thomas

1985:380)

change 1 v Exchange; barter; trade goods without money. (< obs E
change ‘substitution of one thing for another; act of giving and

receiving reciprocally’) 0 We would change eggs for milk.

2 n Money; an amount of money. (< E change ‘money of a lower

denomination given in exchange for a larger coin or banknote; coins

of low denomination’) 0 Papa Eric’s heart wasn’t hard like stone. He
softened up and lent Eugenia a change. She was so happy like pappy,

she pledged her love to Papa Eric, who didn’t care about love, but the

Caribbean. (Kickspecial Aug 1986: 10) 0 “Yuh fuh de smoke, yuh get-

ting dat and plenty, yuh wha somethin tuh eat, yuh gettin’ dat too, but

NO change.” (Bomb 19 Oct 1990:24) 0 The cop testified that [he]

replied: “Boss, ah does sell a little ‘babash’ to make a Til change, as

things hard.” (TTM 27 Aug 1993:28) 0 “Gi me a change.” (1999) 0

“These days I eh have no change.” (2000)

change address 1 phr Said to someone who is harassing or nagging

you, in order to make that person leave you alone. 0 Oh gosh, man,

change yuh address, na!

2 phr Harrass someone constantly; nag; be always underfoot. 0 (Men-

des 1985:31) 0 A go change me address. From now on ah living in

yuh arse.

change back v Take back to original form; bring to your senses. (< E
change back into/to ‘return to previous form’) 0 He playing big man,

that’s all. But he got to creep before he walk... When the baby bom it

go change him back. (Selvon 1 99 1 a: 1 1

)

change head phr A difference in behaviour, often believed due to

OBEAH. (< head2 ) 0 I doh know who change he head,

change mouth phr Change your meaning; change what you said

before (E change your tune, change your story). 0 “You tell the

teacher one thing, and now you come here you change your mouth.”

(1996)

change off v Change clothing, usu. after having bathed. 0 (Haynes

1987:102)

change price of cocoa/coffee phr In negative, indicate that something
will not make any difference. 0 Dat doh change de price of cocoa.

Nothing makes a difference to the state of affairs as it is. (Baptiste

1993:180) 0 All you do now, that wouldn’t change the price of coffee,

change up v Modify; change; esp. to alter greatly; make unrecogniz-

able. (< E change ‘make different; alter’ + up
1

’) 0 Now I’ve change up
my whole life plan. I’m living the life of a sadhu man. (Tiger “Sadu

Man” 1935 pr) 0 Then I’ll change up Spain entirely. And bring it as

the land of La Trinity. (Tiger “Civil War in Spain” 1938) 0 But Small

Island Pride I will throw him down. He is one of the biggest eaters in

town. He can’t change up he twang at all, I licking him until he back-

bone get gall. (Mighty Killer “I Was an Immigration Officer” 1950

pr) 0 As soon as the body was brought in the wailing began. The ser-

vants came to look. Afterwards they whispered: “You saw him?

Death really change him up!” (de Boissiere 1952:288) 0 “They don’t

speak normal English, they change it up.” (1974) 0 Ah jest cyar

understan how tings could change up so wrong side! (Zingay Talala,

Bomb 1977) 0 Tings really changing up yes, even de wedder and dese

days nobody ent sure wen is dry season or wet season. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 27 Nov 1977) 0 ‘Yes. The land and thing change up. Sugar

worker doing a little better now union come, better than cocoa

worker, eh?’ (Gosine 1992:166) 0 “Unless I change up the structure

and break down my costume, I won’t be able to parade my costume,”

he said. (EX 17 Jan 1993:1)

chanhe n A freckle; dark spot on skin, /tfanhe/ (< Bh) 0 That girl get

plenty chanhe.

chanki, chhanki n Thatch for a house roof, /tfanki/ (< Bh chaanii

‘thatch roofing’) 0 “Anything you want to keep it safe, juk it in the

chanki - grass knife, anything.” (1990) 0 “We does tie all we orange

peel and comseed in the chhanki.” (1990)

channa see CHANA

channahar see CHANDA-HAR

channel n The groove on a cutlass blade. (< E channel ‘a lengthened

groove or furrow on any surface’) 0 “Yuh get a three-channel, four-

channel gilpin.” (1984)

chansay, chance 1 v Of fish, take the bait but not the hook; in bird

trapping, for a bird to pass near the trap but not go in. /Janse/ (< FC
< Fr chance Tuck; fortune’) 0 The pague was chansaying the bait but

he wouldn’t bite it. 0 Picoplat chansaying all around the trap.

In A chance; a try to make a gain by risking something. 0 I does take

a little chansay now and again at the pools.

chantelle man n In DANCING COCOA, the man whose responsibility

is to move the beans toward a central heap. (poss. < chantwel}) 0 The

chantelle men shuffled the stray beans towards the central heap so

that they may be massaged by the heavy rhythmic feet of the male

dancers. (LaFortune 1979:26)

chantwel, chantelle, chantrel, chantuel, chantwell 1 n obs The

leader of a work-song, usu. of a call-and-response type, who sings the

verses while others sing the refrain. /Jantwel/ (prob. < Fr; popularly

supposed fr forms such as chantuelle ‘lead singer ’[sic], or chanterelle

‘bird-call’ [j/c], but no written Fr source found to support this) 0

Then slavery dies but the Negroes’ songs live on in freedom. When
they labour in groups on the docks, hauling loads or turning wind-

lasses, there is always a “chantwelle” to sing a refrain with a steady

rhythm that keeps them moving in unison. The “chantwells” are

admired men and among them there is rivalry. Meanwhile the custom

of Carnival has been introduced and it provides an excellent occasion

for the chantwelles who continue to sing reminiscences and quips

which delight the free Negroes to such an extent that benches are

soon put in city backyards and here crowds gather to listen... Singing

as an aid to work is still practised by the Negroes of Trinidad. Even

within the last decade overseers of labour gangs were accustomed to

employ “chantwelles” whose sole duty was to keep the men working

together by singing short, measured songs. The labourers would

answer these soloists’ high-pitched chants with deep-sounding

drawn-out grunts of “heaves” as they executed their movements.

(Espinet & Pitts 1944:35-36) 0 Chanties... are songs of British,

French and African influence. Chantuelle and chorus sing chanties (at

the Wake of a skipper, and also at the launching of a schooner, to syn-

chronize effort in hauling it. Ahyoung 1977:49-50)

2 n A singer at a KALINDA battle, who encourages the fighters. 0 In

the early days, the chantwelle sang his pugilistic kalinda songs in the

city backyards (Lacou Harpe, Lacou Pembwa, Corbeau Town) to

accompany the Bois bataille or stick-fight. (Elder 1964c:39) 0 Songs

boast of the strength and invincibility of the fighters. Words are a
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mixture of English and patois. Commonly, a nasal elongated sound is

sung by the chantouelle in place of words. (Alladin 1969:38) 0

Women... were the chantwells, who sang the fighting songs that served

to intoxicate the male stick fighters as they prepared to do battle on car-

nival and other days. (Trotman 1986:181) 0 Rosa give the signal right

away, and the drummers start. The chantrelle call out her song, and

when we answered the whole hall could hear we. (Stewart 1989: 141) 0

Verbal aggression and encounter, very much part of the Calinda tradi-

tion, remained as a central feature of the Sans Humanite songs, whose

refrain sans humanite , is considered to have been a retention from the

violent stickfighting songs. It is as if the 1884 Peace Preservation Ordi-

nance by which the [p]laying of drums and assembly of stickfighting

bands were prohibited, forced chantwels to find a purely verbal channel

for their aggressions; or to emphasise the verbal violence which had

always been there in Calinda. (Rohlehr 1990:57)

3 n The musical or singing leader of a Carnival band; competitive

with other bands. These singers later began to sing in TENTS, see

CHANTWELL4
.
= >captain 0 The general evidence showed that defen-

dant is king of a certain carnival band, while complainant filled the

office of “chantwell.” (POSG 24 Feb 1909:5) 0 There are first of all,

the recognized bands, or “Social Unions” as they are called. Each of

these bands have a king and queen, and a chantrelle or songster. (TG

19 Feb 1933) 0 It is stated that several cases have occurred in the past

in which chantrels were bribed to sing vulgar songs injurious to peo-

ple who had offended the individual offering the bribe. (Mirror 15

Dec 1933:1 in Rohlehr 1986:31 ) 0 Gorilla... says he has abdicated the

throne of song, but is composing a number of calypsoes for rendition

by other “chantrels.” (EN 13 Jan 1937:3) 0 The laughter-raising Span-

ish-worded “pekongs” of contending chantrels. (Greenidge 1938:61)

0 The band or group knows and executes its theme chorus, but it is

the business of the chantwel to improvise verse on the spur of the

moment to meet every vicissitude in the pulsewave of the critical

spectators. (Maloney 1946, in Rohlehr 1990:71 ) 0 When the Tent was

all set up, and the leaders in the Carnival spirit, there came on the

scene, Chantrels as they were then called, the words meaning Singer,

as we have today. Every band had their Chantrel who would take up

any topic, make out his song and at the night’s practice, the women
members of the band would be the choristers, when the chantrel sang

out his refrain, they in turn would take it up, and gave a wonderful

display of real good singing. (Jones 1947:13) 0 And yet another band

of distinction was the one called Calvary, who had as their Chantrel,

Moro the Rebeller, a singer of clean songs, keeping always in the

manner of the other singers of his day, he also carried on with this

band for many years. (Jones 1947:41) 0 Every band reveled in its

king and queen who were the most resplendently costumed figures,

the king being usually the band captain and organizer., the character

next in importance to him was the shantwell (French chanterelle
,

“soloist”), who during the masquerade walked at the head of the band

and led the carnival songs. (Hill 1972:34-5) 6 Campaigning for a

Down Town Carnival Argos rallied nearly sixty small businessmen

whose donations enabled them to reward the best-dressed bands and

leading chantwels. (Rohlehr 1986:10) 0 It was at that time perfectly

acceptable to be the “Chantuelle” of a Carnival band but to engage

oneself in some respectable work when the season ended. What was

not socially acceptable was the desire to sing calypso as a year round

activity for this was identified with idlers, rogues and vagabonds. (EX
26 Jan 1988:53) 0 Verbal aggression and encounter, very much part of

the Calinda tradition, remained as a central feature of the Sans

Humanite songs, whose refrain sans humanite , is considered to have

been a retention from the violent stickfighting songs. It is as if the

1884 Peace Preservation Ordinance by which the [pjlaying of drums

and assembly of stickfighting bands were prohibited, forced

chantwels to find a purely verbal channel for their aggressions; or to

emphasise the verbal violence which had always been there in Cal-

inda. (Rohlehr 1990:57) 0 On parade the canboulay band comprised

several categories or ranks of roles - musicians (drummers), warriors,

shantwells, and ammunition-bearers. (Elder 1998:42)

4 n A person who sings songs, usu. CALYPSO 1

, on the street, with a

band, or in a TENT. Note: In several citations, it is not clear where the

singing is taking place. = >calypsonian, songster 0 The Chantrels

(leading) songsters assume the highest titles possible, such as “King

Pharaoh,” “Prince Bismark,” “Duke of Wellington,” “Lord Ironside,”

etc. Some of them are very amusing, for while singing a competition

(careso combat) they try to outclass each other by exhibiting the

amount of scholastic training they posses. By far the best of our City

chantrells is “Executor,” at whose command others surrender ver-

bally. (Argos 15 Feb 1912:6) 0 “Mr. English’s” reference to such

words as “bazodee,” “picong,” “chantwell,” etc. as “other silly

words” is rather unfortunate... The pregnant vocable “chantrel,” in

approved English “chantrel,” with its specific limitation to Trinidad

calypso nomenclature, with its word picture of the calypsonian chant-

ing his latest composition from the tent forum, or leading the street

band on Carnival days, rendering solo the stanzas of the season’s hits,

the followers joining in the refrain. (TG 6 Feb 1945:4) 0 Calypso was

then on a higher scale than at present, for there being many tents

around the city, the chantrels had to give of their best and in the event

of anyone hearing of another with much fame, he in turn would go to

that tent and do his best to give out a better song in order to prove he

could sing. (Jones 1947:17)

chap v Tob, arc Tr Taste, usu. good, /tfap, tjbp/ (< WAfr E chop ‘eat;

food’) 0 Man, that does chap nice. (Narine 1979:76)

chaparro n Curatella americana , a small crooked-growing native

tree, usu. found on savannas and dry hillsides in Trinidad; twisted

spreading branches, scaly bark. Leaves elliptical, about 12 x 9 cm
(4.7" x 3.5"), with main side-veins forming small teeth at the wavy
margins, usu. notched at the tip, and so rough that they can be used as

sandpaper or to polish metal. Flowers fragrant, small, greenish-white.

Fruit globose, 4-5 mm (.16-.2") in diameter, containing shiny brown

oblong seeds, /tfaparo/ (< Sp chaparro ‘evergreen oak tree’) = rough

leaf 0 The low bushes, I found, were that curious tree the Chaparros

(Curatella Americana), but not the Chaparro (Rhopala) so often men-

tioned by Humboldt as abounding on the Llanos. This Chaparro is

remarkable ... for its tanning properties ... for the very nasty smell of

its flowers, [and] for the roughness of its leaves, which make one’s

flesh creep, and are used, I believe, for polishing steel. (Kingsley

1880:312)0 (Marshall 1934:1 1) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000: 132)

chapay, chape v Eat greedily; eat a lot of food quickly. See also CHA-

PAY. /tfape/ (< Bh chapaka ‘fill to the top’) 0 “When them fellas go

wedding an thing they does chapay food.” (1990) 0 “They chapay

down the achar.” (1990)

chap-chap 1 adv Eating in a greedy manner. /tfap tfap/ 0 “They eating

chap-chap.” (1990)

2 n Old leaves of BALISIER, etc. that are used during COALS burning. (< E

chop ‘material that has been chopped up’) 0 Chap-chap. (Morean M-81)

chape see CHAPAY

chapelay see CHAPLET

chapelle n A place of worship for Orisha ceremonies. /JapsE (< Fr

chapelle ‘shrine; chapel’) 0 The huge chapelle with its profusion of

flowers and burning candles. (Greenidge 1938:61) 0 The basic estab-

lishment of a Shango (also called orisha, Yoruba, or African) cult

consists of (a) a shrine area where five to ten “stools” for the most

important “powers” of the center are located; (b) a “chapelle” or

small cult house; and (c) the “palais” or “tent” where ceremonies are

held and some healing is done... The chapelle houses statues and lith-

ographs of the saints, [crucifixes], rosaries, candles, “thunder stones,”

vases of flowers, pots of water, bottles of olive oil, and such “tools”

of the powers as swords, double-bladed wooden axes, cutlasses,

hatchets, daggers, wooden guns, wooden spears, bows and arrows,

anchors, boat paddles, drums, keys, banners, wooden crosses,

brooms, and shepherd’s crooks. (Simpson 1961:1) 0 The chapelle
,
a

small building about twelve by twelve feet, contains an altar on which

one finds statues and lithographs of the saints, crucifixes, candela-

bras, candles, vases of artificial and cut flowers... jars of leaves... and

a bowl of “thunder stones.” Depending on the taste of the amombah...

other objects... may be found on the altar... it is proper to have shrines

inside the chapelle only for Shango and Oshun, but... the implements

for all of the gods except Ogun are kept there. (Simpson 1970:35) 0
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Christian ritual and African cult combine easily in the chapelles

where thunder-stone (neolithic celt) and crucifix stand prominently

side by side. (Elder 1969:15) 0 A “chapelle” is the storage area where

ritual items (candles, cutlasses, daggers, hammers, olive oil, flower

vases, etc.) are kept. (Glazier 1983:131) 0 The chapelle is a small

structure that serves as a sanctuary and a place for storing implements

for various orisha. There is usually a small altar on one wall holding

Christian (primarily Catholic) paraphernalia. Stools for various

orisha are arranged along the aremaining walls. Worshipers generally

build the structure ofwood or concrete blocks and cover it with wood
or tin. . . The floor is virtually always earthen. (Houk 1 995 : 1 50- 1 ) 0 At

the famous Cyrus shrine, one of the best known in the island, ele-

ments of Baptism are extremely pronounced. The compound itself is

very large and contains two houses, a palais, a chapelle, a shrine ded-

icated to the Cyrus ancestors and many stools to the Orisha deities. It

also has a mourning ground or house directly adjacent to the palais.

(Henry 2002:2)

chaplet, chapelet, chapelay, shaplay n A Catholic rosary; string of

prayer beads. Also sometimes a similar string of beads for other reli-

gions. /Japle/ (< Fr chapelet ‘rosary’) 0 He also saw defendant wear-

ing the chaplet (produced) round his neck. (Alexander 1909:124) 0

Lost. Last evening, somewhere between Sacred Heart Church, up

Richmond Street and Kew Place, a Gold Chaplet (rosary beads). (TG
4 Oct 1919:4) 0 I... decided to be an obeahman, around my neck I had

a chaplet. (Executor “Three Friends’ Advice” 1937) 0 The “wake” at

which half the settlement has assembled is regarded as a social func-

tion. A batch of cronies begin the show by “passing the chaplet” and

stringing tedious litanies. (Greenidge 1938:61) 0 ‘Nonsense, Alice,

God means you to live for years and years. We all say our chaplet for

you.’ (McDonald 1969:34) 0 She couldn’t resist making it a pretty

chaplet, with white beads on a silver chain with a mother of pearl

cross. (Jones 1973:63) 0 “Like they turning Catholic?... I see a chap-

let on the new chest of drawers.” (Hosein 1980:78) 0 Scared resi-

dents... are warning all visitors in the area to walk with their chaplets

and any other form of protection they could [find], (TTM 5 May
1987: 1 8) 0 “Make sure you have your chaplet before we leave for the

novena,” my mother would say to my brother and me. He would then

turn to me and whisper, “Make sure you have your marbles.”

(Kissoon 2007:10)

Chapman’s warbler n Basileuterus culicivonis olivascens, a bird, 12.5

cm (5") long, (fr early description by Chapman for Trinidad) = fauvette

des halliers, >golden-crowned warbler 0 (ffrench 1991 :355-6)

chapote see SHAPOT

chapoul n Small raised bumps on the skin due to cold or fear (E

goosebumps, goose pimples). /Japul/ (< FC < Fr chair ‘flesh’ + de

poule ‘of a chicken’, fr resemblance to a plucked chicken)

chappal n Traditional Indian flat leather sandals with a thong passing

between the first two toes, or sandals held to the foot with a toe-ring,

/tfapal/ (< H chappal ‘slipper’) = push-toe sandal 0 Men’s Chappals

$2.40. (People 21 Nov 1953:3) 0 ‘I shall turn her into a Hindu. She
will wear chappals instead of shoes; she will let her hair grow long

once more.’ (Naipaul 1976:121) 0 ‘Me wear ghungri and orhani and

chappals and long hair? Me give up rouge and lipstick?’ (Naipaul

1976:122) 0 When we had a good downpour the open drains gave up
and the road became a stream... Then well dressed women had to

remove their chappals, lift their skirts, though no higher than a tolera-

ble mid-calf, and wade through. (Persaud 1990:87) 0 Chappals'.

Highly decorated leather sandals. (Ramlakhan 1990a:6) 0 “I never

see Saroop with ah shoes on, he always with a chapaal.” (1990)

chapraha adj Blighted; unproductive; wicked, /tfapraha/ (< Bh
chapraa ‘flat-faced’) 0 “He have chapraha mouth.” (1990)

chara 1 n A traditional Indian clay pipe, /tfara/ (< Bh) 0 Use of Bhang
(hemp) as a drink, Aphim or Haphim (opium) and Ganja (cannabis)

and Charas for smoking could be seen among some frustrated Indi-

ans. (Jha 1973:37-8)

2 n Earthworm, /tfara/ (< H-Bh) 0 “This is a chara, boy, not dog
doodoo!” (1990)

charan n A respectful term for foot, /tfaran/ (< H charan ‘foot’) 0 “I

will fall on he charan.” (1990)

charbonnier n obs Sakesphorus canadensis trinitatis , a bird, 16.3 cm
(6.5"). Male head and crest black; back brown with rufous mantle;

wings black with white bars; short black tail; throat and breast black;

rest of underparts grey; bill short, stout, hooked. (< Fr charbonnier

‘charcoal-burner’) = >Trinidad black-crested ant shrike 0 (Chapman

1894:50)

charcharaawe adv The sound of tearing cloth, breaking dry sticks,

etc. /tfartfaraiwe/ (< Bh charcharaanaa ‘crackle; sputter’) 0 “When
we break bamboo it does make charcharaawe.” (1990)

charge n A measure, one dip of a CALABASH 3
,
used for small fish

used as fishing bait. (< E charge ‘the quantity which a receptable in

fitted to take in, e.g. quantity of fuel put into a furnace at one time; the

quantity of powder and shot that a gun is loaded for one discharge’) =

cali, dip
3
0 We was going fishing alavive and we pass by Tetron and

buy two charge of zanshwa.

charge behind v arc Give a blow with the head. (< E charge ‘rush

against in a powerful, impetuous, hostile way’ + behind*) = >butt 0

Pat, ah charge it behine he so hot, dat if it did ketch he it must ah did

lick he dung stif. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 “Den ah look fo me chance an

ah charge me hed behine she. (PC 20 Aug 1904)

charge bois phr Attack with a stick. (< E charge ‘rush against in a

powerful, impetuous, hostile way’ + bois *) 0 If you could charge

bois, you could brakes a bois, Santimanitay, Bois man’s lavway for

Max Awon. (Heat 18 Nov 1989:7)

charge up adj Excited; wild; drunk; out of control. 0 The one thing he

did not mix was drumming and drinking, especially as he was always

charged up before he took over. (Selvon 1972:108) 0 ‘Ah had some
drinks Sunday and ah get real charge up. Man, yesterday ah was feel-

ing sick for so! One big, big headache eh, man. Ah take four whizz

and ah strong dose ah Andrews.’ (Narine 1977:36) 0 (Haynes

1987:35) 0 “Doh trouble he at all. Where you see he dey, he well

charge up.” (Baptiste 1993:35) 0 He fire a few and his head get

charge up.

charhaawe v Make an offering to a deity in a Hindu PUJA. /tfarhaiwe/

(< H-Bh charhaanaa ‘make ascend; offer up’) 0 The Mahant... [gives

the spouse] white cotton material in which, wrapped up, are a dry

coconut... some pan leaves and flowers... [The wife] touches the cot-

ton to her forehead, then to the left side of her face, then the right

side. She next touches the coffin at the head, middle and feet with the

cotton cloth and its ingredients and go back to the Mahant... This is

repeated by each child or close relative... This part of the cermony is

known as
“Charhawe Nariar" (the offering of a coconut). (Ali

1975:19) 0 “Yuh charhaawe totka for the nine sisters.” (1990) 0

“When my children get that, I chaarhawe the nine sisters.” (1990) 0

Her mission... was to collect pure water for charhaawaying at various

mandirs. (TG 26 Nov 1995:1 1)

charhay, charhe 1 n The harmful physical effects caused by insect

stings or bites, /tfarhe/ (< H-Bh charhaa ‘rise; climb’) 0 “The sting

charhe mi hand.” (1990)

2 adj Exciting the emotions. 0 “The wedding charhe!” (1990)

chariot n A decorated cart or wagon used for Hindu weddings. (< E
chariot ‘a stately vehicle for the conveyance of persons’, usu. poeti-

cal) 0 The cart, or rather the chariot, arrived at 10.30 a.m.... It was
tugged along by a pick-up, decorated with flowers... The chariot

looked like a little tadjah... It had a seat within and a seat belt to boot.

(EX 13 Aug 2002:23)

chariot pan n arc A type of PAN invented by Rudolph Charles of

Desperadoes. 0 (Mendes 1985:31)

chariot wheel n An wheel-shaped object used in Spiritual Bap-
tist ritual. 0 The “center” of the [Shouters] church may or may not

include a post decked with flags for the “spirits” and used as a support

for a “chariot wheel”, a ritual object which is spun from time to time

during a service. (Simpson 1961:3)

charkay v When fishing with a seine, usu. with a small 1-2 person

hand-held net, with poles at ends, poke the net under reeds, scooping
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up fish, while walking, /tfarke/ (< H chaatar ‘large net’) 0 The village

fishermen would first use jute bags to charrkay (net) the shrimps

which fed along the banks; some they cooked, and some they kept to

bait hooks for bigger fish. (Deen 1994:31) 0 “We going and charkay

in the river.” (1990) 0 “Charkay the seine.” (1990)

char ke lakri phr In GHADKA, Indian stick-fighting, a series of four

strokes to the ankle, crotch, head, temple, /tfar ke lakri/ (< H-Bh
chaar ‘four’ + ke ‘of’ + lakri ‘wooden stick; cudgel')

charm 1 n An item giving magical powers to someone or something,

esp. by using poison or plant material. (< E charm ‘action, process,

verse or thing supposed to possess magic power or influence’) =

>mount 0 He had promised the burly stick-fighter to place a charm on

his stick for this Carnival Tuesday. (Khan 1964:31) 0 Putting the

charm under the twef is mounting it. ( 1996)

2 v Put a spell on something to give it magical power. 0 The more sus-

picious fighter charmed his stick by boring a small hole at each end.

In the hole he inserted the tooth of a poisonous snake like the coral

and greased his stick with macaquel oil. (LaFortune 1968:85)

charpentier n arc Any woodpecker or woodcreeper bird. (< Fr char-

pentier ‘carpenter’; also insects and birds which make holes in wood)
= >carpenter (bird), cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao 0 A curious

object, some distance off, mounting the trunk of a tree by a series of

jerks... turned out to be that most useful bird the charpentier or car-

penter... whose searching eye and powerful bill never fails to destroy

the guilty insect which, perhaps, is sapping the life of the tree. This

bird was at one time shot down wherever found, by the cocoa planter,

from whom it received the wrong name of Mangeur de cacao , for it

was believed that it destroyed the ripe pods and ate the sweet muci-

lage around the beans... though it may attack pods into which insects

have already effected an entrance, it does not eat the bean. (Potter

1894:19-20)

charpentier a gorge rayee n obs Dtyocopus lineatus
, a bird, 32.5 cm

(13") long. Male upperparts black, with white stripe down wing
shoulders; crown, crest and back of neck scarlet; cheek streak crim-

son; throat heavily streaked black; breast black; lower underparts

barred blackish and buff; bill whitish. (< Fr a gorge rayee ‘with

striped throat’) = carpenter (bird), charpentier, cocoa eater, mangeur
de cacao; >black-throated woodpecker 0 (Chapman 1894:61

)

charpentier a tete bleu n obs Piculus rubiginosus trinitatis (Trin) and

P.r. tobagensis (Tob), a bird, 18.8 cm (7.5”) long. Upperparts golden

olive; under and outer tail barred; fore-crown dark grey-blue; hind-

crown red; red moustache streak on male; broad yellowish-white

stripe across face; underparts barred blackish and yellow; bill black.

(< Fr a tete bleu ‘with blue head’) = blue-headed woodpecker, car-

penter (bird), charpentier, cocoa eater, >green woodpecker, mangeur
de cacao, Trinidad green woodpecker (P.r trinitatis) 0 (Chapman
1894:60)

charpentier a tete jaune n obs Celeus elegans leotaudi, a forest bird,

27.5 cm (11") long. Rich dark reddish brown with yellow rump and

crest; crest tawny with yellow tip; tail black; cheek stripe red; bill yel-

lowish white. Female has no cheek stripe. (< Fr a tetejaune ‘with yel-

low head’) = carpenter (bird), charpentier, cocoa eater, mangeur de

cacao; >yellow-headed woodpecker 0 (Chapman 1894:61)

charpentier a tete rouge n obs Phloeoceastes melanoleucos, a bird,

35 cm (14") long. Male upperparts black, with white stripe down
wing shoulders; crown, crest and cheek patch red; cheeks white;

throat and breast black; lower underparts barred blackish and buff.

(< Fr a tete rouge ‘with red head’) = carpenter (bird), charpentier,

cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao; >big red-headed woodpecker 0

(Chapman 1894:61)

charpentier des mangles n obs Xiphorhynchus picus altirostris [~

Dendroplex picus, Dendrocolates picus), a bird, 22.5 cm (9") long.

Head and neck dark brown, spotted and streaked with pale buff; belly

reddish-brown streaked with buff; back, ramp and tail reddish brown.

Bill straight; tail used to brace bird as it searches for insects on tree

trunks. An uncommon resident in Trinidad, found in mangrove

swamps. (< Fr des mangles ‘of the mangroves’) = carpenter (bird),

charpentier, mangeur de cacao 0 (Chapman 1894:49)

charpentier raye n obs Lepidocolaptes souleyetti littoralis [== Pico-

laptes albolineatus
]
(E streak-headed woodcreeper), a woodpecker-like

bird, 17.4 cm (7.75") long. Head and neck dark brown, streaked with

buff; upper back olive brown; wings, rump and tail bright dark reddish-

brown; underparts olive brown streaked with buff; bill long, down-
curved, whitish. An uncommon resident in Trinidad. (< Fr raye

‘striped; streaked’) = carpenter (bird), cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao 0

(Chapman 1894:49)

chase n In marble PITCH, a game usu. played on the way home from

school. Each pitch is aimed at the direction of home, thus allowing

slow progress home as players follow the marbles, stopping to pitch

from the end of each roll. (< E chase ‘pursue or run after in play’) 0

“In chase, there is generally no penalty, the game’s purpose being to

sharpen your skills, to show off, and to go home slowly.” (1990)

chase out v Order to leave. (< E chase ‘drive forcibly and suddenly’) 0

The teacher chased him out of class.

chasseur n obs A hunter of wild animals in the forest or bush. (< Fr

chasseur ‘hunter’) = >hunter-man 0 [T]he amateur chasseur’s indis-

pensable recuperative, a flask of whisky, an item which our old pro-

fessional “hunters” have learnt to do without. These people, one of

whom made the fifth of our party, are in some cases, small peasant

proprietors, generally descendants of that valuable pioneer class of

the early part of the century, the Venezuelan peons. Their habit of life

is to work one half of the week, and hunt and rest the remainder.

(A.B. Carr 1894:269) 0 Hunt. Sporting - by gun or otherwise - in the

woods, hills, plains or marshes of Trinidad, necessarily undertaken

afoot in the Island always - among high and low alike - goes by this

term; fr. Creole la chasse, and the hunter chasseur. (T.W. Carr

1894:273)

chasseur ant n arc Eciton sp., esp. E. burchelli, nomadic ants which

periodically move in vast numbers from place to place. They are

highly aggressive, preying on much larger animals. (< Fr chasseur

‘hunter’) = army ant, >hunter ant, hunting ant, visiting ant 0 Before

almost I was conscious of touching an orange, I was covered from

head to foot with chasseur ants... I was obliged to submit to rather a

rough scourging. 1 was shockingly stung, and moreover, many of the

insects continued their assaults all the way home. The ant is black,

and about the fourth of an inch long. (Carmichael 1833) 0 The chas-

seur ants appear at particular seasons; they boldly assail the largest

animals, who fear their combined attacks. (Joseph 1838a:72)

chat 1 n Sporophila bouvronides [= S. lineola, S.l. trinitatis, Spermo-

phila bouvronoides] (E Lesson s seedeater, lined seedeater, black-

and-white moustache finch, white-cheeked seedeater), popular as a

cage bird; 11.3 cm (4.5") long. Male: head and upperparts black;

rump and small wing-patch white; cheeks white; throat and line

alongside neck black; rest of underparts white. Female: upperparts

olive brown; yellowish buff below; lower underparts paler; bill black-

ish above, yellowish below. Formerly common in both islands; popu-

lation now severely reduced by trapping. Song a long rolling trill,

followed by “formless chattering”; also utters “a warbler-like chip"

(ffrench 1991:388-9). /Jat/ (< E chat, several small birds with ‘chat-

tering’ voices) = cici-zebe a cravatte noire, grass-bird
4

, moustache

finch 0 (JFNC 1884) 0 Although we acknowledge the hunter’s devo-

tion to his sport, we are asking them to also acknowledge the disap-

pearance of the blue and yellow macaw of the Nariva Swamp and of

song birds like the... picoplat... bull-finch, chickichong, silver beak,

semp, chat and cravat. (EX-2 26 July 1987:18) 0 (ffrench 1991:388-9)

2 n obs Callichtys callichtys, a small flat-headed freshwater armoured

catfish. /Jat/ (< Sp chato ‘flat’) = cascadu2
, cascadura

2
,
chato, >flat-

head(ed) cascadu(ra) 0 (de Verteuil 1858:129) 0 The cascaradura...

ought not to be confounded with the chat or cat-fish (Callichthys),

which is not commonly eaten, (de Verteuil 1884:101) 0 (Phillip &
Ramnarine 2001 :22)

3 n Talk that vexes or provokes, esp. when said by a child to an adult;

often used with give, /tfat/ (< dial E chat ‘impudent talk’) = back

answer2 0 Doh give me no chat at all.

chataigne, chatine, shataigne 1 n Artocarpus communis var., a culti-

vated tree to 15 m (50') or more. Leaves thick, dark green, glossy,
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very large, 50-100 x 20-65 cm (19.5-39" x 7.8-25"), with deeply cut

lobes. Male flowers in spikes, female flowers in spherical heads on

same plant, on trunk and thick branches. Fruit ellipsoid to spherical,

20-25 cm (7. 8-9. 7") green skin, with low superficial bumps, edible

white flesh and large brown-skinned, white-fleshed seeds, edible

when cooked, but sometimes causing intestinal gas. See also FART-

ING PILL. /Jatain/ (< Fr chataigne ‘chestnut' fr resemblance of seeds

to European chestnuts) = breadnut, katahar
-
0 Boil the chataigne and

peel them and rub them through a sieve, (de Boissiere ca 1945a: 11)0

With “chataine”, “gree-gree”, “pihiwah”, And “tambran”, “zeekak”,

“balata”. (Fortune ca 1950-59:11) 0 The old man ... called the bread-

fruit tree chataigne. (Bryans 1967:68) 0 She feeling for guava. She

feeling for pine. Green plums and pomme cythere, A bowl of chatine.

(Young Killer “Pregnant Women” pr, in Clarke 1967) 0 For a Hindu

Dinner, the food served was sohari (a thin roti about twelve inches in

diameter, cooked with oil), rice, pumpkin, chataigne and green mango
talcaree (curried), and karhee (ground peas thickly cooked). (Alladin

1970:26-7) 0 Our special from Miss Blanche was chataigne. They

carried an unfortunate reputation and alias among youngsters, but

when freshly boiled they were ideal for eating in class ... They were

kept out of sight below the desk and squeezed out of their hard shell,

and the soft inner skins rubbed off by touch alone. Then a kernel was

broken into small bits which could be [unobtrusively] popped into the

mouth with the left hand when the teacher’s attention was elsewhere.

(Araujo 1984:53-54) 0 For me a Sunday is not well spent if I don't

attend an Indian wedding and have channa and aloo, paratha, curry

chataigne, curhee, and anchar. (EX-S 31 Aug 1988:24) 0 Inside the

kitchen, her family prepares the Divali meal. Sahina is frying in a

pan. Chataigne is peeled and plunked into a large bowl. (EX 21 Oct

1990:19) 0 In larger yards there would be a ... shataigne or bread nut

tree. (The latter, when ripe, provides an edible sweet nut that is first

boiled in salted water. When still green the meat of this large hanging

fruit is a tasty vegetable.) (Persaud 1990:85) 0 “Where is the survey

that lists the racial element in the enjoyment of roti, or curry

chataigne or callaloo?” (TTM 10 Dec 1993:14) 0 The feasting or

Walleema followed as roti, rice, curried goat, chicken, pumpkin,

chataigne etc. flowed freely. (Deen 1994:25)

2 n Pachira insignis , a large naturalized evergreen tree, girth to 3 m
(10'), sometimes with buttresses and stilt roots. Flowers large, pink-

ish. Fruit pods velvety brown, rounded, 25 cm (10"), with several

large edible seeds. = bois chataigne, chataigne maron, wild breadnut
1

,

>wild chataigne'', wild chestnut
-
0 The boulders and the little pools

between them swarmed with things like scarlet and orange fingers, or

sticks of sealing-wax, which we recognized, and, looking up saw a

magnificent Bois Chataigne (Carolinea insignis), - Pachira, as the

Indians call it, - like a great horse-chestnut, spreading its heavy

boughs overhead. And these were the fallen petals of its last-night’s

crop of flowers. (Kingsley 1880:302-3) 0 (Marshall 1934:20)

chataigne maron n Pachira insignis
, a large naturalized evergreen

tree, girth to 3 m (10'), sometimes with buttresses and stilt roots.

Flowers large, pinkish. Fruit pods velvety brown, rounded, 25 cm
(10"), with several large edible seeds. (< Fr maron ‘wild’) = bois

chataigne, chataigne
-

, wild breadnut
1

,
>wild chataigne

-
, wild

chestnut
2
0 (Marshall 1934:20) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:90-91)

chatak 1 adj Of food, savoury, tasty, /tfatak/ (< Bh ‘spicy’) 0 (Mendes
1985:30) 0 “The food tasting chatak.” (1990)

2 adj Of music, good, lively, having feeling. (< H-Bh) 0 It was appar-

ent that [he] had a special love for the chatak rhythm of the dholak,

manjeera, chac chac, harmonium and the dhantal blended together.

(EX-2 28 Oct 1990:9) 0 “The tassa not chatak.” (1990)

chatak-matak adj Very tasty; peppery; spicy, /tfatak matak/ (< Bh) 0

“Mai food always chatak-matak.” ( 1 990)

chatakness n The quality of tastiness, spicyness. 0 The word ‘peesay’

was retained instead of the English equivalent, ‘grinding,’ not only

because it belongs [to the] Bhojpuri vocabulary that has not died out

but nothing can evoke the sounds, smells, movements and [rhythm]

and the overall ‘chatackness’ of the Indo-Trinidadian woman creating

her magical potion of spices at the ‘seal and lorha,’ as the word ‘pee-

say’. (TG 11 Nov 1990:35)

chat down v Give someone heavy flattery; try to SWEET talk into

submission. (< E chat ‘flirt with’) = chat up 0 He chatted she dong

and coming on strong. (Bomber “Misunderstanding” 1993)0 I was

real chatting down she friend, gi she plenty basket,

chathi, chaati, chatee, chatti, chhathi, chhatthi, chuttee n A Hindu

ceremony, held on the evening of the sixth day after a birth, in which

the mother and baby are bathed and purified, and a feast is held.

/tfat'V (< H-Bh chhatthi ‘the sixth day after the birth of a child, when
ceremonial observances are performed’) 0 The sixth-day ceremony,

called chatti, is for women only. The mother and baby are present,

food is cooked and there is singing and dancing by the women all

night. No pundit is present. After this ceremony the father is allowed

to see his baby for the first time. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:129) 0

Female relatives and neighbors attend, and there is a long night of rib-

ald rejoicing. No men are permitted in the house during a catthi, but

the father, who will soon see his child for the first time, usually buys

drinks for his friends at the rum shop... The baby’s head is usually

shaved at the time of the catthi. (Klass 1961:1 19) 0 Poor people usu-

ally chose the sixth day, for then they could have a chuttee, a very

small party. Richer families waited until the twelfth day to have a

borahee. These women’s parties officially terminate the midwife’s

services. (Klass 1964:108) 0 Traditionally, chutney songs were sung

at weddings, especially cooking night and at Barahi and Chathi, etc.

In this environment the performers and audience observed all the

morals and decorum that go with the Hindu faith. (TG 28 Nov
1990:8) 0 At the chathi rite, a Naonia (female member of the Nao or

barber caste) was required to trim (often only symbolically) and paint

the toe and fingernails of both mother and child. The child’s hair

would be cut first by a Nao, and for weddings, a Nao was always

sought to extend invitations and build the wedding altar. (Vertovec

1992:113) 0 In Felicity, kajari can be sung at weddings and at the cel-

ebrations following the birth of a child - chad (six days after the

birth) or barahi (twelve days after the birth)., these parties are also

held to celebrate the birth of daughters.(Myers 1998:83,85) 0 “Today

by Sahadeo is chhathi, de barahi behind as yet.” (1990) 0 Moreover,

low-income families cannot always afford to secure [masseuses'] ser-

vices for all of the six days postpartum. Sometimes, they are called

only on the sixth day to perform the ritual bath and to officiate at the

chatti (sixth-day) ceremony. (Mahabir 2000:13)

chat-huant n obs Ciccaba virgata
, a bird, 35 cm (14") long. Upper-

parts dark brown, mottled with buff; underparts buffy brown boldly

streaked with dark brown; tail dark brown with several white bars.

(< Fr chat-huant ‘tawny owl’) = >tawny owl 0 (Chapman 1894:67)

chad see CHATTI

chadne see CHATAIGNE

chatkay v Splatter; spill; splash, /tfatke/ (< H-Bh chitkaanaa ‘scatter;

sprinkle; spray; spatter; splash’) = chitkay 0 “Chandaye over full de

cup with milk and watch how it chhatke on mi.” (1990)

chatni see CHUTNEY

chato n Callichthys callichthys, a small freshwater catfish with a flat-

tened head, /tfato/ (< Sp chato ‘flat’) = cascadu
2

, cascadura
2

, chat
2

,

>flat-head(ed) cascadu(ra) 0 Callichthys callichthys... cascadura, flat-

head(ed) cascadu(ra), chato. (Boeseman 1960:105-6) 0 The...

“Chato” or “Flat Head Cascadu”... is widespread but nowhere com-

mon. (Kenny 1995:54)

chat tig, chat dgre n arc Felis pardalis , a small wild cat. (FC < Fr

chat ‘cat’ + tigre ‘tiger’, used for several species of wild cat) = >tiger

cat, tigre
2

, tigrito 0 Ocelot, Tiger-Cat, Chat-tigre. (JFNC Apr

1893:167) 0 Leopardus pardalis L. “Tiger Cat”, “Chat Tigre”. Skins

are frequently brought in by hunters from the forest belt between

Mayaro and Moruga... and from the forests of the Northern Range.

(Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 163) 0 (Alkins 1979:43-4)

chat up v Give someone heavy flattery; try to sweet talk into sub-

mission. (< E chat up ‘flirt with; talk to someone in an amorous way’)
= chat down 0 ‘It have a new typist-girl working there. Job always

chatting her up.’ (Lovelace 1988:104)
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chaudiere n arc The centre of the Pitch Lake. (< Fr chaudiere ‘caul-

dron, large pot' because of its constant bubbling and puffing and

emissions of gas and mud, resembling a cooking pot.) = cauldron
1

,

pitch-pot 0 (de Verteuil 1858:325)

chauk see CHOWK
chauki see CHOWKI

chaupai n A traditional Indian four-line verse, usu. found in dramas

such as Ramlila. /tfaupai/ (< H-Bh) 0 The popular dramas Rama
Lila and Krishna Lila became not only an annual affair but also a

social institution. Like Dhanuk Jug, they involved much [pantomime]

which was subordinated to textual recitation by the pundit (priest),

who also sang the dohas (couplets) and chaupais (narratives). (OPNL
Mar 1989:2) 0 “And they have a cassette based on a chaupai [four-

line verse] in the Ramayan... This chaupai, it starts from where Ram
went to ban [the forest] with SIta. (Myers 1998:57-8) 0 During this

time the Ramayan wedding chaupais are chanted. (Holass-Beepath

2002:103)

chaur, chaoor, chawaur, caura n Milled rice, /tfaur/ (< Bh chura

‘bitten rice’) 0 (Jha 1973:39) 0 “Yuh go pass an collect de chawar

from de mill.” (1990)

chaura n Peeling skin on newborn baby’s body, /tfaora/ (< H-Bh) 0

That is only chaura. Put oil on the baby.

chauraa, chaura, chhowraa n Boy; village boy. /tfaura/ (< Bh chau-

raa, H choraa ‘boy, lad’, sometimes vulgar slang) = chhokraa, sonaa

0 The chauraa and dem pelt all the mango.

chauri, chhowri n Girl; village girl, /tfauri / (< H-Bh chori ‘girl’,

sometimes vulgar slang) = chhokri 0 “Look the nice chauri.” (1990)

chauriya n Girls, /tfaurija/ (< Bh chori ‘girl’, sometimes vulgar

slang) 0 “The chauriya looking so sweet.” (1990)

chautal see CHOWTAL

chawal, chhaw, chhawal n Raw husked rice ready to cook, /tfawal/

(< H chaval ‘husked rice’) 0 "Binay the chhawal before yuh put it to

cook.” (1990) 0 Now all de bird an' dem pick it an’ dey bussin’ de

rice wit' dey beak, an’ dey put it in de spoon goin'. All de rice come
chawal (husked) now. (Mahabir 2005:79)

cheche n Loligo plei [= L. vulgaris ], a small marine squid; used as bait

for fishing. = pen and ink 0 (Vincent 1910:52) 0 The “cheche” or

small squid, which is occasionally taken in the seine, when hauling

for bait, is also very telling, especially for sorb and grouper. (Vincent

1910:23)

check v Consider; notice. (< E check ‘examine carefully or in detail’)

0 “But the scene down South - I not that kind of fella, you know? I

not a racial fella, 1 not interested in that... And that hurt me so much,

to say look how we people mind small. Because to think about race in

this part of the world, that is stupidness. We supposed to live in love

and harmony. This is a cosmopolitan country, right? So I don’t check

for race at all. I like my people and 1 does say so.” (EX 12 Oct

1986:31)

check-a-check, shekeshek n Hemidactylus mabouia , a common gecko

house lizard; pasty yellow with darker cross bands of brown on the

back and tail. Skin soft, almost transparent, /tfskotfsk/ (fr sound of its

call) = house lizard, >mabouia\ mabouia des murailles, vingt-quatre

heures
1

, wall mabouia 0 Immediate cure for Asthma. A house lizard,

creole name check-a-check, put in boiling water, one dose cures the

disease. (Pavy 1987:42)

checker n Worker who weighs CANE or other agricultural produce.

(< E checker ‘one employed to check or control calculations,

accounts, time, or work of others') 0 At each loading station, the

weight of each bundle of cane is recorded on a dial scale as the bun-

dles are being loaded into the trucks. A “checker” notes the weight of

each bundle. (Hutchison & Taylor 1953:31) 0 “So how I go be a

checker on the road? An how me brother and them go get work in the

steel plant?” (Gosine 1988:53)

checkerbelly, chequerbellv n Siphlophis cervinus, a non-venomous
snake, rare in Trinidad, to .75 m (2.4') long. Head blunt, distinct from

neck; red patch on nape of neck. There is a pink or red back stripe;

sides are barred irregularly with yellow and black. Belly is yellow,

sometimes with irregular dark spots and bars. (< checkered ‘marked
like a chess-board or game of chequers/draughts; having a pattern of

different colours in squares’, fr chequered appearance of cross-bars

on some individuals) = variegated snake 0 Checkerbelly. Nocturnal.

Semi-arboreal. (Greenhall 1976b: 1 7) 0 Greenhall... seems to have

coined the name “checkerbelly.” However, the snake seems to have

great variation as to the presence or absence of dark spots or cross-

bars on the belly which would warrant this common name. (Boos

2001a: 106)

checker kite n A kite made from squares of two colours of kite paper.

(< checkered ‘marked like a chess-board or game of chequers/draughts;

having a pattern of different colours in squares’) 0 I make a real good
black and red checker kite.

check out v Become interested, pursue, or become actively involved

with someone romantically, usu. used by men about women. (< E
check ‘examine carefully or in detail’) 0 Checkin’ out ah female.

(Haynes 1987:130)

cheep-cheep see chip-chip

cheer up see CHIRRUP

cheese and ages see JEEZANAGES

cheese and rice, jeezanrice intj An expletive of surprise, irritation,

etc. /tfizanrais, djizanrais/ (< E Jesus Christ, as an expletive) = >jee-

zanages 0 Cheese and Rice! (Fortune ca 1950-59:8)

cheesy-foot n Feet that give off an unpleasant odour when shoes are

removed, (fr resemblance of smell to bad cheese) 6 Go away with yuh
cheesy-foot self. 0 He have real cheesy foot.

cheetah dirt n A type of very sticky clay used for making pottery.

/tfita dAt/ = sapatay clay 0 “Cheetah dirt... to get that clay you have to

dig about the second layer down, because it’s a clay you really have

to choose, it don’t have to have any roots, stone or anything. It has to

be smooth... It’s sticky, real sticky, so when yuh moulding anything, it

stay ups. And it can take the sun, the weather.” (Gayelle, “East Indian

Pottery”, 1:12, 24 July 1986)

chekay, chakai, cheke, chckhai, chheka, chhekay 1 n Hindu engage-

ment ceremony, /tfeke, tfcke/ (< Bh cheke "bind; confine’) 0 There are

several times when the boy receives money but the two main ones

are the chekhai, the engagement, and the tilluk, the dowry proper.

(Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:103) 0 Assuming that all goes well, the boy

continues to visit the girl for a number of months and slowly they

become acquainted. Eventually, both sides satisfied, the cheke

(engagement) of the boy takes place in his home, with the men of

both sides present. The engagement of the girl, with a similar cere-

mony in her father’s house, was once considered a custom of only

Sudra people, but today it is practiced by many members of the

higher castes as well. (Klass 1961:123) 0 Chheka or Chhekay or

Engagement... On this engagement day the prospective bride’s father

and eldest brother together with elder male relatives and a pandit,

would go to engage the prospective bridegroom. He takes with him
[gifts]... The pandit then showers his blessing and a date is fixed for

the wedding and Tilak. (Sankar 1972:2) 0 The chekee (engagement)

takes place in the respective homes; the bride’s father and the pundit

go to the boy’s home and offer the dowry... called the tilak which for-

merly consisted of offering livestock - goats, sheep etc. to the groom

but now the bride’s male relatives offer him shirts, pants, tharias,

lotas. (Boodoosingh 1976:23) 0 It is normal to engage the boy. The

engagement is called Chenkai. On this day the parents, family and

friends, together with the pundit from the girl’s side visit the boy’s

home... The younger brother of the girl bestows gifts, including a

ring, on the young man who is to marry his sister. The boy now wears

the ring on his right hand’s ring finger and is hereafter referred to as

“intended dulaha.” (Holass-Beepath 2002:13)

2 v Become engaged. 0 “You cheke aready?” (1990) 0 “We going to

cheke Rajaram daughter.” (1990)

cheke-chek see CHECK-A-CHECK

chela, chela n Disciple; follower of a GURU; an initiate of a spiritual

leader; godson, /tfela/ (< H-Bh chelaa ‘follower; pupil; disciple;

attendant’) 0 Ramessar Pundit... said Sookoo was my “Chela”
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(disciple). (WG 24 Nov 1919:5) 0 A cela (initiate) of the Swami says

proudly that he had a “real” gurumukh, involving proper instruction

and the learning of a personal, secret mantra (formal prayer). The

celas of the village “godfathers” are told only to “repeat the name of

God,” and are advised, vaguely, to “be good.” (Klass 1961:149) 0

Within a month some of those who had attended his first lecture

became his chelas or disciples. (Naipaul 1976:102) 0 Out of a life-

time of practicing Hinduism, he treats all men as equals and... would

do no wrong. But we must warn him that a “chela” of his will quickly

let him down the well than let him succeed. (Bomb 31 Oct 1986:7) 0

“Each pundit have endless chela when they do a yug. They does get

plenty dachna.” (1990) 0 Pandits generally receive annual Siddha or

gifts form their chela or wards. (Maharaj 1991:34) 0 Pundits per-

formed the role of guru (spiritual teacher) to individual chelas (disci-

ples), as well as purohit (ritual specialist) for various families.

(Vertovec 1992:79)

chelin n Female disciple; follower of a guru; god-daughter, /tfslin/

(< H-Bh cheli ‘female pupil, attendant’)

chenet, chenette, chinette 1 n Melicoccus bijugatus [= Melicocca

bijuga], lumber trade name maman, a large native evergreen tree,

girth to 3.6 m (12'). Smooth grey bark; compound leaves. Bisexual

and unisexual flowers occur. Fruits 3 cm (1.2") round, with a green

shell-like cover and slightly astringent edible yellowish pulp, cover-

ing a large round seed, /tfenst/ (prob. < genip

)

= genip~, mapo, Span-

ish lime 0 Yesterday’s Market Prices ... Plentiful ... Chinette. (TG 5

Sept 1917:11) 0 Plentiful: chinette. (TG 12 July 1919:9) 0 The fruit

section boasted avocado, bananas, oranges, sour sops, sugar apples,

mangoes, chinettes, plums and sapodillas. (EN 2 Sept 1954:3) 0 “Den

ah get four chenette seed ah have dryin’ home. Den ah would grate a

little bitter aloes, mix it wid some rose water and ah have dem.”

(Macaw 1960:32) 0 My girl friend like she ain’t have reason, She

want green mango out of season, Chennette and all, But she don’t

want me at all. (Young Killer “Pregnant Women” pr, in Clarke 1967)

0 Past the now grave-quiet schoolyard, to the chenette tree standing in

the little clearing. (Lovelace 1968:27) 0 Fruits grown on the island [of

Tobago] include oranges, ... marnee apple and the cherry, and chi-

nettes. (Ottley 1969:56) 0 Chennette (CFN1 1971 :16) 0 Mr Lalla took

his class outside, under the chenette tree, for History. (Narine

1977:22) 0 The gloom of the entire village seemed to gather in a con-

centrate of demon darkness, making one crouching mass with the

huge spreading chenette tree and the road junction. (Ramsawack

1983:3) 0 Chinettes were a sort of semi-forbidden fruit, since our par-

ents were never at ease about them, there being many stories ... of

children who had choked and died because a chinette seed slipped

down in their throats. The seed was really very slippery when you put

it in your mouth - in fact a popular character reference of the day was:

“You see that fellow? He is a real smart man. He like a chinette seed,

you can’t keep your fingers on him at all. He just keeps slipping out

sideways!” They had an extra to them, because after we had sucked off

all the flesh, we would put them into the arch of the coalpot and roast

them, and the kernel had an interesting flavour. (Araujo 1984:53-4) 0

And these days I’m remembering them more than ever. What was the

name of the funny little fruit with the hard green skin and the slippery

pink seed? I must have eaten chennette once. The seed was so slippery,

it seem to have a mind of [its] own. I felt as though I had to risk put-

ting it near the end of my throat. (TG 23 Aug 1993:16) 0 And then at

Carnival time when the pigeon peas was swollen like chennit seeds,

he would pick and shell peas, kill a fowl, and make chicken pelau

forBoysie and Boysie wife to take to Port-of-Spain to see mas’.

(Narine 1996:29)

2 n Talisia olivaeformis, a tree. = mapoo2
, >mapoo chenet, yellow

genip 0 (Beard 1946:34)

3 adj Describing something of very low value, (fr commonness and
low cost of chenet seeds) 0 Yet the real twist in the story is the “chen-

ette” value TnT dollars have in Caribbean countries like Barbados.

(TTM26 Aug 1986:8)

chenille see SHINNY

chennette see CHENET

cheori see CHURIA

chequerbelly see CHECKERBELLY

cherelle, cherral, chirelle n A very young immature cocoa pod fruit;

only about 20-40% of flowers on a tree may eventually ripen, (inti

agricultural term) /Jerel/ 0 ‘Whenever the weather is not nice, the

crop is not good. Sometimes the sun too hot, and chirelle fall off the

trees. Sometimes the rain is too much, and the chirelle are water

soaked, and rot very easy.’ (Lovelace 1968:122) 0 Cherral. (Moore

1980:12)

cherelle wilt, cherral wilt n A condition of cocoa trees, in which a

high proportion of CHERELLES die over an unusually long period of

time. (< E, agricultural term) 0 (Moore 1980:12)

cherry 1 n Malpighia emarginata [= M. glabra , M. punicifolia], a culti-

vated shrub or small tree to 6 m ( 1 9') tall, numerous, often ascending,

branches. Flowers pink-rose. Fruit 1 cm (.4") diameter, singly or in

small clusters, red, thin-skinned, juicy, pulp dull-orange; seeds have

rigid “wings”. (< E cherry, Prunus cerasns, ft similarity of fruit) =

Barbados cherry. West Indian cherry 0 There are Cherry-trees also,

(which bear the year about) whose fruit is somewhat of a sharpish taste;

then there’s the Cherry which the Spaniard calls Purgas , which, when
thoroughly ripe, are mellifluous and sweet, of a cooling and opening

Nature. (Poyntz 1683:15) 0 (Williams & Williams 1951:214)

2 n A ripe coffee fruit, (fr resemblance of fruit to E cherry) 0 (Moore

1980:18)

cherry guava n Myrciariafloribunda [~ Eugenia floribunda], a small

native evergreen tree, 15-18 m (50-60') tall, girth to 1.2 m (4').

Smooth smoky grey bark. Small leaf with long drip-tip. Flowers in

small clusters. Fruit a rounded red berry about 1 .3 cm (.5") diameter,

resembling a cherry, containing usu. one fairly large seed, (fr resem-

blance of fruit to E cherry) = guava berry, small-leafed wild guava 0

Cherry guava ... the fruit is reported to be useful for making jam, &c.

The wood is hard, heavy, greyish, and is used for round wood poles

and cart shafts. (Marshall 1934:55)

cherry pepper n Capsicum annuum var., a cultivated plant bearing a

small red globular hot pepper fruit, varying in size to about 1 .3 cm
(.5"); used in cooking, (fr resemblance of fruit to E cherry) 0 The

cherry pepper becomes covered with fruits about the size of peas, at

first yellowish and changing to red. (Williams & Williams 1949:104)

0 (Andrews 1984:97)

cherry-seed crystal n A common modem marble (E cat s eye), made
of clear glass with color blades inside, (fr resemblance to the flanged

seed of the WEST INDIAN CHERRY, Malpighia punicifolia) 0 They sell-

ing cherry-seed crystal twenty-five for a dollar,

chest 1 n Stomach. (< E chest ‘upper part of the body, enclosed by the

ribs and breast-bone’) 0 (Haynes 1987:9)

2 n An iron safe. (< E chest ‘a strong-box for keeping things safe’) 0

(Haynes 1987:82)

chest provoker n A heavy meal; food likely to produce heartburn.

(< chest
1 + E provoker ‘inciter; irritator’) 0 (Mendes 1985:31) 6 [He]

astonished the gathering by explaining that he was delayed rehearsing

at home on “carter-man sponges” and a couple of “chest-provokers”,

particularly heavy cakes, either of which could singularly sink a bat-

tleship. (EX 9 Apr 2004)

cheups, steups, choops, cheop, tchps, stcheups, stupes 1 v Make a

noise, usu. of annoyance or derision, by sucking air and saliva

through the teeth, /tfups/ (fr sound) = suck teeth 0 As they went

along, the old women of the village “cheouped” their teeth at Mary
Plaquett. (Ottley 1962:8) 0 He cheupsed loudly. (Ramkeesoon

1975:56) 0 The lady in the head-tie steupsed. (EX 1 May 1988:7) 0

When I go to see [my mechanic] and explain desperately that

something is going “chugga, chugga, set” underneath the car some-

where, he doesn’t laugh. He doesn’t curse. He doesn’t stcheups. He
doesn’t even smile. He just looks me straight in the eye, puts out his

hand and says “Leave the keys, please.” (EX-2 14 Oct 1990:28) 0

“Why ANR Robinson take away the schoolchildren food? Why he

was so wicked when God feed the multitudes with six barley loaf and

three fish - why Robinson couldn't even give the chirren a shark and

bake?” Mark steupsed. But Lena was just warming up. (Pires
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1992b:5) 0 And Boris steups and say he find them fellas playing the

real backside now. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:92)

2 n The sound made by sucking air and saliva through the teeth, indi-

cating annoyance or derision. 0 She made a "tchps”, sucking air with a

discontented sound through lips and teeth, (de Boissiere 1952:126) 0

And yet some of the silly athletes tried to avoid the parade. They made
him furious, being so stupid. He let out a pronounced, “Stupes!”

(Anthony 1963:22) 0 STCHOOPS, STUPES, expression of disdain, mild

disgust, e.g., when I suggested that she visit them, she said “stchoops.”

The sound is much more frequently used than the word (source: proba-

bly West African [onomatopoeic] from the sound made sucking one’s

teeth). (Rodman 1971 :235) 0 And Sanyasi, without a look at her, would

emit a sonorous choops and say: ‘To hell wid you. Tom drunk, but Tom
ain' no fool!' (Naipaul 1976:189) 0 “Like they paranoid or sump’m,”

he said, adding for closing effect a protracted version of a cheups. (Taxi

EX 27 Aug 1995) 0 Maybe once or twice when personal remarks were

made to Manning about being a hypocrite or bazodee or even being

empty headed, caused him to wince, and a loud steups could be heard

following the remarks from the Government’s side. (Bomb 14 Aug
1987) 0 As Gray’s name was omitted, the crowd seemed to emit an

inaudible collective steups but were ready to rally around the West

Indies anyway. (EX 1 7 Apr 1988:8) 0 He sucked air through his teeth in

a long ‘steu-u-ps’, rose and went outside and sat on the root of the

almond tree. (Boodhoo 1994:27) 0 [Y]ou know you are a true Trini if,

among a long list of other things... You can hold a steups for more than

six seconds. (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17)

3 intj Written or even spoken, as /tfups/ to indicate derision or annoy-

ance instead of making the actual sound. 0 “Cheu-u-u-u-u-ups,” she

said, which gives you some idea of the mood she was in. (Macaw
1960:65) 0 People ent yet learn how to drive and not to lick dong lil

chirren on de road. Cheups man. (Mamits LPOS, TG 27 Nov 1977) 0

Why is parade so dey like an wid one setta cameraman to take out de

picktures. Cheups man. (Mamits LPOS, TG 29 July 1979) 0 But you

know, dem so and so en beg dey boldface an underhand, you hear. De
fellas an dem aint get dey severance money yet; dey ain’t know when
dey gettin it; but dem PNM fellas in govament callin dem to atten

trainin session on how to use money dey ent have an money dey aint

sure wen dey gettin it. Steups. (TN 30 Apr 1993:5)

cheval bon dieu n obs Mantis oratorio, a long, slender, light-green

insect. It habitually holds up its two front legs in an attitude resem-

bling prayer. (< FC cheval bonje < Fr cheval de Bon Dieu ‘God’s

horse’ < Hausa dokin Allah ‘Allah's horse’) = >god-horse’ 0 It was

one of those curious “stick insects” - Cheval Bon Dieu, as they are

called by the country people here. (Mole 1 894-2- 1:11)

chevalier n Calidris himantopus [= Micropalama himantopus, Hemi-

palama multistriata

\

(E stilt sandpiper ), a shorebird, 21.2 cm (8.5").

Winter: dark upperparts and wings; white rump and underparts; legs

greenish yellow; bill somewhat long, tapering and slightly downward
at tip. Summer: white eyebrow stripe above red-brown cheek-patch;

underparts buffy, barred blackish. A regular visitor to costal mudflats,

lagoons and swamps in Trinidad; migrant through Tobago. /Jevalje/

(< Fr chevalier ‘sandpiper’) 0 The golden... and ring plovers... visit

the island during September, together with hosts of chevaliers, sand-

pipers, curlews, and even snipes, (de Verteui! 1884:94) 0 Micro-

palama himantopus... Stilt Sandpiper. Leotaud describes the

“chevalier” as a regular annual visitor from August to October.

(Belcher & Smooker 1935:287)

chevalier crab n Ocypode quadrata , a marine beach crab, capable of

running at very high speed. (< Fr chevalier ‘knight; horse rider’) =

>ghost crab, jamette crab, sand crab, white crab 0 (Innes 1985b:20)

chevav tac-tac, cheveux tac-tac, shay-way tac-tac, sheveh tac-tac

n Tightly curled African hair. See also BAD 5
, GREN-GREN. /Jeve

taktak/ (< FC cheve < Fr cheveux ‘hair’ + tac-tac) 0 Or in the end

when you do tack back. You bound to climax with sheveh tac-tac.

(King Iere “The Ass in the Lion Skin” 1 95 1
,
pr) 0 Mother: And what

about his hair? You haven’t noticed he has cheveux tac-tac\ Susan:

Yes, I know he has Bad Hair - but hair isn't everything. (Mittelholzer

1958:59) 0 Chevay tack-tack - negro hair. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0

“Dis little boy bom with stright hair. Now it gom cheveux tac tac.”

(Baptiste 1993:35) 0 “I expected to see African hair on you. Now I

take off your kimar and what do I find?” “You’d prefer if it was shay-

way-tac-tac?” “At least it would be you.” (Ali 1993:174)

chewie-chewie n Engraulis mordax [~ E. eurystole], a small marine

fish used for bait; sometimes any small silvery marine fish. = anchois,

fry-dry, fryer, >zanchois 0 (LNP 1985)

chew pool see CHOO POOL

chh- see also CH-

chhaane v Cook by deep frying in oil and dipping out from the pot.

/tfa:ne/ (< Bh-H chdnnd ‘deep fry’) 0 “On Divali day when I come
out to chaane is whole day taking mi.” (1990)

chha-angura see CHAANGA

chhaapaa n Movie. /tfaipa:/ (< Bh < H chap ‘impression; print’) 0

“We going chhaapaa.” (1990)

chhaapar n House roof, /tfaipar/ (< H-Bh) 0 “Tomorrow Suresh an

dem go chhaawe de timit on de chhaapar.” (1990)

chhaataa n Umbrella, /tfaita:/ (< H) 0 “Ah tief de ole lady chhaataa

an run away wid it.” (1990)

chhaiya n Shadow, /tfaija/ (< H) 0 “He does over fraid, i chhaiya over

light.” (1990)

chhatthi see chathi

chhaw, chhawal see CHAWAL

chhaaway, chawe v Cover a roof with GALVANIZE or CARAT leaves,

/tjawe/ (< Bh) 0 “Sookram yuh get the timit to chhawe the roof?”

(1990)

chhinar n Prostitute; sexually loose or promiscuous woman, /tfinar/

(< Bh chhinar, H chinaal ‘insane; of loose character; adulterous’) 0

“That gyul like ah real chhinar, watch she behaviour alone.” (1990)

chholan n A woman who is improper in manner and appearance.

/tfolan/(< Bh chholan ‘loose; ill-behaved’) 0 “She looking like a

chholan. She action not good.” (1990)

chhopay see CHOPAY

chhowraa see CHAURAA

chicharron, chicharone n Pieces of crisp fried pork skin, eaten as a

snack or used in the preparation of other dishes of Spanish origin,

/tfitfaron/ (< Sp chicharron) 0 Dinner consisted of the same food as

breakfast with slight variations, for there was always a choice of what

could be eaten with the bake or bread. There was smoked herring, tasso,

chicharron, or black pudding... These foods were always available at

street comer stalls or at homes which had a part-time selling arrange-

ment as an extra source of income. (Woodroffe 1974:16) 0 Felix remi-

nisced on the preparation of the adobo which was the filling made with

minced meat or with finely chopped crisp pork known as chichatron -

seasoned with culantro or shadon beni. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1 994: 118)

0 Scraps of [pork] fat were highly seasoned, and on Christmas Eve, put

into a heavy pot or frying pan, to slowly express its oil. This would be

drained into a container, and the strips continued to cook until they

became crisp bits ofwhat was called “chicharone”. These were savoured

by children, and also by elders whose palates demanded “something

salt” while they consumed “something strong.” (TG 11 Dec 1995)

chi-chi, chee-chee n A cooperative effort in which several people put

money together to buy something. Also, making a small gathering of

coconuts to sell, sometimes illegally, /tfitfi/ (poss. < Kikongo ti-ti

‘straw; empty bed; something of no value’) 0 They make a chi-chi to

buy a bottle of mm. 0 Meek ah chee chee: to put up small amounts to

defray cost, collectively. (Haynes 1987:168)

chichinda n Trichosanthes cucumerina [= T. anguina
]

(E snake

gourd), a cultivated climbing plant. Leaves broad, 5-7 pointed lobes.

Flowers small, white, highly scented; male flowers in racemes,

female flowers single. Gourd fruit edible, 50-100 cm (19.5-39") long,

slender, tapering, greenish-white, /tfitfinda/ (< H chichindaa, the

name of a vegetable) = coolie kitchender, kichinda 0 Chichinda ... the

immature fruit is used as talkari or in soups. The young leaves and

shoots are cooked as bhaaji. (Mahabir 1991:41)
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chichoray 1 v Suck dry, e.g. fruit seeds, /tfitfore/ (< Bh chichure 'suck

thoroughly, until dry’) = choosay 0 “Ah well chichore that mango

seed.” (1990)

2

v Wilfully damage something, e.g. plants. (< H) 0 “Dem set ah

chiren well chichore the peas tree in de gyaaden.” (1990)

chick-chick see CHIK-CHIK

chicken 1 n Chick; baby chicken; young FOWL. (< E chick ‘the young

of the domestic fowl’) 0 “Buddy Nelson, me hear ’y buckra say that

Massa Parson Charlie gone to Goldafomia to dig for gold, to make

him fat like picaninny chicken com big fowl. (TRD 23 June 1849:2) 0

“Anytime you see a black hen or their chicken. Look out the way; or

they bosie you with licking.” (Commander “Lizard and Crapaud” ca

1955 pr, in Rohlehr 1990:485) 0 ‘Come, kip, k-i-p! ’ Eloisa scattered

com in the yard form the calabash, and counted the fowls as they

came scurrying for their morning feed. Two leghorns were still miss-

ing, but there was a brood of chickens with one of the hens. (Selvon

1972:180) 0 “When fowl get chicken they na cross river.” (proverb) 0

There, the common fowls lay eggs in a quiet environment of the coop

and hatch their chickens. (EX 5 Mar 2005-2:

1

)

2 n Halieutichthys aculeatus, or Ogocephahts sp., marine fish; edible,

but rarely eaten because it is considered ugly. 0 (LNP 1985)

chicken and chips, chic’n chips n A fast-food item of fried chicken

and french-fried potatoes. (< BrE fish and chips ‘a fast-food item of

batter-fried fish and french-fried potatoes’) 0 Excitement over, the

people settled again, the saloon passengers to Dixie plates of ‘Chic ’n

chips’ from the ship’s galley which they washed down with bottles of

iced lager. (Bryans 1967:214) 0 Earline ate a plate of chicken and

chips and drank three glasses of mm. (Jones 1973:42) 0 Chicken an’

chips... Local name for a take out meal of fried chicken and french

fries... typically KFC. (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

chicken chest n A small chest; usu. referring to an undeveloped male

with a narrow chest frame, (fr the sharp bony keel of a chicken) 0

“Move yuh chicken chest from by mih nuh boy an let mih pass!”

(Baptiste 1993:36)

chicken hawk 1 n Any hawk, esp. a dark one. (< E chicken hawk fr

supposed appetite for domestic fowl) = gabilan. Also see specific

birds: BLACK GABILAN, BLACK HAWK, BROWN HAWK, CABBAGE
HAWK, COPETONG, CRABIER", CRESTED GABILAN, GRI-GRI,

HARRIER, WHITE GABILAN 0 I bought a couple eggs to eat with me
bread, chicken hawk flying all over me head. (Wonder “My Troubles

in the Eastern Market” 1972)

2 n Buteo platypterus (E broad-winged hawk), 37.5 cm (15") long.

Dark brown above; paler below, barred brown; broad tail with black

and white bands; legs and base of bill yellow. = cabbage hawk, gabi-

lan 0 Like many other hawks... this species has a largely undeserved

reputation for preying on chickens... The benefit done to farmers by

these hawks in their removal of rats, snakes, insects and other vermin

far outweighs the damage they do by taking the odd pullet. But the

bad tradition dies hard, and most famiers in the West Indies still

instinctively reach for their guns when they see the “Chicken Hawk”.
All these hawks are legally protected, (ffrench 1991:97)

3 n Spizaetus ornatus
, a bird; 60 cm (24") long. Upperparts and

crown blackish, with long pointed crest; throat white, bordered by

black band; underparts barred black and white; tail long, rounded,

barred brown and black. = copetong, >crested gabilan, gabilan, gabi-

lan a huppe 0 (ffrench 1991 : 102-3)

4 n Buteogallus anthracinus, a bird; 55 cm (22") long, wingspan 1.2

m (4'). Black; tail crossed by one broad white band and white tip; bill

black with orange base; legs orange or yellow. Mostly eats crabs,

snakes, frogs and insects. = black gabilan, >black hawk, crabier",

gabilan, gabilan noir 0 (Chapman 1894:70) 0 Though I have seen it

amidst a Scarlet Ibis nesting colony, I am sure it does not prey on
eggs or young ibis. I very much doubt whether its appellation of

“Chicken Hawk” is justified, (ffrench 1991:100-101)

chickenweed 1 n Portulaca quadrifida , a fleshy creeping native plant

of cultivated ground. Joints of stem and single terminal flower encir-

cled by long white hairs and a whorl of leaves. Bright yellow flowers

open at mid-day. 0 (FTT 1929-1-2:50)

2 n Euphorbia thymifolia [= E. maculata var. thymifolia, Chamaesyce

thymifolia], a native plant, growing along the ground, much branched,

often reddish-brown. Leaves 2-9 x 1-35 mm (.08-.35" x .04-1.4”)
,

elliptic to oblong, bluntly pointed or rounded tip, rounded to heart-

shaped and unequal at base, toothed margin toward tip, sometimes

with short hairs beneath. Fruit capsule 1 mm (.04") long and broad,

erect, shortly stalked, haiiy, containing 1 mm long pink seeds. =

female malomay, malomay, milkweed' 0 (FTT 1979-2-10:700-1)

chickichong, chickeechong 1 n Oryzoborus angolensis , a small song-

bird. /tfikitfor)/ = >bullfinch, bullflinch, cici-zebe a dos noir, large

red-bellied finch 0 Evenly spaced like the waves falling and spilling

at Balandra bay were the clear, loud notes of the thick-billed finch

called chicki-chong. (Bryans 1967:155) 0 We were entertained on the

way by... Lesser Seedfinches (Chickichongs)... and many other spe-

cies. (Shortt 1975:116) 0 Although we acknowledge the hunter’s

devotion to his sport, we are asking them to also acknowledge the dis-

appearance of ... song birds like the ... robin, twatwa, bull-finch,

chickichong, silver beak, semp, chat and cravat. (EX-2 26 July

1987:18) 0 (ffrench 1991:391)

2 n A small round or rectangular kite, usu. made from paper, with a

paper tail, /tfikitfoq/ 0 In addition to the paper and wood kites, there

are the all-paper kites, known as the chicki-chong and the corbeau

kites. They are made and flown mostly by elementary school age

children, since all you need to make them is a piece of paper (usually

the size of a school exercise-copy book) and thread. The most popular

all-paper kite is the chicki-chong,
perhaps obtaining its name from the

small wild Trinidad bird chicki-chong... The kite, like the bird’s

flight, tends to be swift and jerky, and seldom exceeds 88.9 millime-

tres in size. Its lead-line is never more than 1.5 metres in length...

These all-paper kites seldom contain zwill in their paper tails,

although they might contain mange on their short lead-line. (Green-

hall 1976:20) 0 We had seasons for everything, including kite-flying

- not chicky-chongs, of course, which were made from shop paper

and were always a standby, but the big kites and mad bulls. (Araujo

1984:20) 0 Remember, oil stoves making coffee in the mornings?

Waking up to sounds of waves crashing on the beach? And kerosene

lamps flickering at night? Flying chick-ee-chong on the beach? The

great windball cricket matches? (EX-2 23 Sept 1990:6) 0 If you can’t

fly a good kite, well, make a “chikichong.” But if you’re a good kite

flyer and looking for great excitement, look for nothing less than a

“mad bull.” These two types of kites are the most popular flown here

during “kite season.” (Rampersad 1993:10) 0 There are many different

types of kites of which the “chicki-chong” is the most basic. It is usu-

ally made for kids out of a small piece of paper. It is rectangular in

shape, with holes at the two shorter ends and tied with a piece of

string. Also known as a “dinkie” in the Southland, this simple kite can

keep children occupied for hours at the cost of a few minutes task.

(Rampersad 1993: 10) 0 However, it’s the Mad Bull and Chicki-Chong

that seem to be a favourite among these Maraval residents. (TG 27

Mar 1998:41) 0 Very young children flew small paper kites that were

widely known as “Chicky Chong”... made of paper. They only

ascended a few feet when the wind was strong or when the flyers ran

while holding high the thread connected to it. (Cummings 2004:107)

chickweed n Diymaria cordata, a low native plant, stems creeping

and erect, leaves opposite, flat and roundish, found in lawns and

moist shady places. (< E chickweed ‘a small weedy plant, Stellaria

media , and others having a similar habit of growth’) 0 (Wallace

2002:31)

chidoray 1 v Peel off TRASH from a tree, esp. a FIG. /tfidare/ (< H-Bh
chilna ‘husk; peel’) 0 “Maa, go in de back an see dem chirren well

chidore the moko tree.” ( 1990)

2 v Laugh in a vulgar or scandalous manner, /tfidore/ (< Bh chichora

‘shallow; superficial; frivolous’) 0 “Devika and Leela pass just now
and if yuh see dem chidoreing going dong de road.” (1990)

chief n A term of address, usu. male to male, esp. to make a request.

(< E chief ‘head of a body of men, organization; authority; leader’) 0

“Lift it up, man, don’t drag it!” the black repossessor was saying in a

bullying tone... “All right, chief, don’t quarrel, we goin’ to lif ’ it
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good,” replied the barefooted Indian cart driver, (de Boissiere

1952:118-9) 0 “How many children have you?” “Six, chief.” (de

Boissiere 1956:263) 0 “You boys working hard?” a man, whom
Manko assumed was their foreman, asked as he came onto the ter-

race, and they all answered, “Yes, chief,” “Sure, chief,” “Look at how
much we have finished, chief!” (Khan 1987:37) 0 A fellar came and

plunked himself down next to him... ‘I say, Chief, gimme one of your

cigarettes, please.’ (Lovelace 1988:93) 0 “Did anybody see any-

thing?” ask the cops. “Chief, I now come here,” was the normal reply.

(Bomb 21 Sept 1990:18) 0 Mr. Larry, chief? You could excuse me?
(Selvon 1 99 1 a:30)

chien bois n Eira barbara trinitatis, a long slender mammal, /fe bwa/

(< FC < Fr chien 'dog’ + de bois ‘of the woods’) = faica, gato-melao,

high woods dog, >tayra, water weasel, wood dog 0 Tayra, Wood dog,

Chien bois. (JFNC Apr 1893: 167) 0 (Alkins 1979:40-1)

chien glo, chien de l’eau, chien dlo n Lutra longicandis

,

a mammal.

Head flattened and rounded; ears small; neck short; tail thick at base

tapering to end; legs short; toes webbed. Fur short and dense. Excellent

swimmer and diver. /Je glo/ (< FC chien dlo , chien glo < Fr chien de l 'eau

‘dog of the water’) = otter, river dog, >water dog 0 Otter, Chien d’leau.

Water dog. (JFNC Apr 1893:167) 0 Chien dlo. (Alkins 1979:39-40)

chien mangue n arc Procyon cancrivorus cancrivorns, a mammal. /Jig

map/ (< FC < Fr chien ‘dog’ + de mangue ‘of the mangrove’ fr com-

mon habitat) = alco, mangrove dog, >raccoon 0 Racoon, Mangrove

dog, Chien mangue. (JFNC Apr 1893:167) 0 (Alkins 1 979:38-9)

chiffonay v Of a kite or a woman’s walk, moving gracefully from side

to side. /Jifone/ (poss. < FC chifone < Fr chiffoner ‘crumple; crease’) 0

The kite flyer could make the kite “chiffonere” by firmly holding the

thread with one hand making rapid but gentle tugs that made the kite

and its cloth tail move gracefully from side to side in opposite direction

to each other. “Chiffonere” was attributed to women who purposely

swayed their bodies as they walked. (Cummings 2004:106-7)

chigger n Titnga penetrans, a blood-sucking flea, red or reddish

brown, about 1 mm (.4") long, with a relatively large head and deep

belly, /djiga/ Note: The local pronunciation is usu .jigger, chigger is

socially “higher”, or considered more “English”, poss. fr influence of

AmE chigger, Trombiculid mites known in T&T as BETE ROUGE.

(< poss. < Wolofjiga ‘insect’, Yor jiga, Ewe jiga ‘sand flea', Mende
jike ‘jigger’; also poss. < Carib sigo , Island Carib shicke, Cumanag-

oto chiqui ‘chigger’) = chigo, >jigger 0 He saucy for true like one

Chigger. ( TG 2 Oct 1 827) 0 As foo you toe dem, chigah nyam dem so

tay dem tan likka wen ginga meet good dutty. (EC LI 3, 9 July 1904)

chigger foot, chiga foot, chigoe foot, jigger foot 1 n arc A foot. usu.

bottom or toes, infested with chiggers, burrowing insects. = jigger

foot 0 The Pills should be used conjointly with the Ointment in most

of the following cass... Coco-bay, Chiego-foot, Elephantiasis, Yaws.

(TRD 1 1 Mar 1852:2)

2 adj arc A generally abusive description for anyone who is poor,

badly dressed. 0 Dat distress letta you sen gie me week befo las wid

uncle Cudjo chigga foot bwoy. (PC 9 July 1904) 0 Let me tell you

pleeze dat ah wud’nt do like dat moolatta chiga fot gal way doz noch

all about wid you in de nite. (PC L4 1 19 Nov 1 904)

chigger toe, chiga toe, chigo toe, jigger toe n arc Toes infested with

CHIGGERS, burrowing insects. 0 Dat cent you tek buy papah fe rite

you chupit chupit letta - ef you bin buy grease fe grese dem chiga toe,

it wooda bin betta. (PC 9 July 1904)

chigo, chigoe n Tunga penetrans, a blood-sucking flea, /target, tfiga/

Note; Jigger is the usual local pronunciation; chigger is socially

“higher”, poss. fr influence ofAmE chigger, Trombiculid mites known

in T&T as BETE ROUGE. (< CarE chigoe, poss. < Sp chico ‘small’) =

chigger, >jigger 0 The chigoe is a very small insect similar to a small

flea. [They] bury [s/c] in the feet particularly of negroes and increase so

rapidly that many have lost their toes[. It] the Foot is wash’d every day

a person would not get them once a year[. They] are not discovered by

sight but by a tickling sensation[;] at this period a point of a knife will

remove them without any pain[. Some] people have suffer them to be

put on their feet for the sensation and after remove them but I must own
that this is a pleasure I could easily dispense with. (Cumberland

1 802 : 1 0 1 b) 0 Ulcers, particularly of the legs and feet, are a disgustingly

common sight. They attack almost exclusively those who travel or

labour, as many of the poorer classes do, with bare feet or legs; but they

may also generally and justly be considered as the consequence of

neglect and filthiness. They are also frequently caused by certain

insects, viz., chigoes and betes-rouges. (de Verteuil 1884:136) 0 Chig-

oes (Pulex penetrans) are very common; however, they prefer dry,

dusty localities, and multiply particularly where animals herd together

for rest... The chigo is not only troublesome on account of the itching

and pain it occasions, but may become, from neglect and uncleanly

habits, the cause of dangerous sores, particularly on the toes and soles

of the feet, (de Verteuil 1884: 104) 0 (Kirkpatrick 1957)

chigoe foot see CHIGGER FOOT

chikal n Taste; flavour, /tfikal/ (< Bh chiko ) 0 “This have a nice

chikal.” (1990)

chikan adj Clean; straight; nice; in good order, /tfikan/ (< Bh chikan

‘clean’) 0 “The house, the yard, all chikan.” (1990)

chik-chik chic-chic, chick-chick n A small bubble of balloon rubber,

rubbed against the palm of the hand to make a noise, /tfiktfik/ (fr the

sound) 0 A balloon had a tiny reed-like stick for inflating it and made
a terrific noise on deflation. A burst balloon was never wasted. The

pieces were sucked in between the teeth and the ends wrapped tight

thereby forming a “chick-chick”, a tiny balloon which made a

“chick” sound when rubbed on the hand, face or bottom. (Alladin

1970:57) 0 (Mendes 1985:32) 0 “Careful you doh swallow dat piece

of chic chic.” (Baptiste 1993:36)

chikeepek adj Affectionate term for a small person or child, /tfikipek/

0 “What a cute little chikeepek daughter you have there!” (Baptiste

1993:36)

chikhay v Sneeze, /tjihe/ (< H chimknaa ‘sneeze’) 0 “This dust mak-

ing me chikhe.” (1990)

chilay v Peel, usu. a fruit or vegetable, /tfile/ (< H chiilna ‘peel; skin’)

0 “Chile the aloo.” (1990)

chilaway v Bawl, make loud noises, e.g. from vexation, /tfilawe/ (< H
chillaanaa ‘scream; shriek') 0 “They stand up in the front and chi-

lawe.” (1990)

child, chile 1 n Term of address used in familiar speech, usu. referring

to a girl or woman, usu. used by women. 0 “Yes me chile ah was telling

you.” [two women talking] (TG 16 Feb 1919:2) 0 “When I last saw her

she was a big girl, Aurelia, but now, my dear - eh-eh! You have a beau-

tiful woman for a daughter, yes, chile?” (de Boissiere 1952:272) 0 Kai-

ser began to wheedle; his voice got as sweet as syrup. ‘Ey, ey, chile.

What, you vex wid you’ brother? Don’t vex so. You know I love you

too bad, Jaillin, chile, gi’ you’ brother a penny for sweety in the parlour,

a penny out o’ all the big shilling.” (McDonald 1969:23) 0 “All you do,

chile, don’t tell anybody this about Mr Watts. Let this matter done

here.” (Lewis 1972:42) 0 If ah fix dem shoes, ah eh go need to buy

shoes till all round 1989. But is to find ah shoemaker, child. Dey scarce

like gold dese days. (Keens-Douglas 1984:6)

2 n In Orisha worship, a participant who is possessed by a deity,

(fr being considered a product or offspring of the deity) = >horse’ 0

Sometimes a power manifests on a “child” (“horse”) whose personal-

ity is the exact opposite of the god’s. (Simpson 1970:21)

3 n In Spiritual Baptist worship, a participant who goes through the

MOURNING rituals, (fr the spiritually young level of development of the

participant) 0 In the “mourning’ rituals sponsored by Shouters groups

but participated in by some shangoists, mango leaves are used to sprin-

kle water on the “bands” which are placed over the “child’s” eyes.

(Simpson 1970:34) 0 The Child is taken first to the tabernacle, where

the officers and some of the members of the church pray and exhort her

by reading and interpreting Romans 6. (Simpson 1970:148)

child days n Childhood days; the time of life until approximately ado-

lescence. = boy days, girl days 0 It is really sad to tell you bout the

child days that Brigo had. (Brigo “Mama Popo” 1971)

child father n A term of address or reference to the father of a child,

usu. outside of marriage; can be teasing, esp. of a young man. 0 Child

father, well they mamaguy me. Child father well ah go half kill
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somebody. Them wahbeen women in true they making me hop. But

unless you lick them down this nonsense won’t stop. (Sparrow “Child

Father” 1963, in Rodman 1971:220) 0 Then Doolarie said, “Buh yuh

does mine de chile yuh have wid Melda?” At this remark Onion went

pale and he said, “I not chilefarder! I not chilefarder! Why you not

- look for chilefarder!” (Lewis 1972:44-5) 0 Then two more children

came across the waters [to their mother]. In their wake, naturally was

the chile father. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:25)

child for see FOR 5

child money, chile money n Support or maintenance payments estab-

lished by court order. = child tax 0 (Ottley 1971) 0 She had gone to

his house breathing fire and brimstone in a do-or-die effort to collect

her “chile money,” one way or another. (Bomb 9 Nov 1990:25)

child mother n A term of address or reference to the mother of a

child, usu. outside of marriage. 0 [T]he man not making a jail only

because he has spent the last few years running from his vengeful

(rightly so) “chile mother” and the ready-to-pounce police. (EX 1

1

Dec 2003)

Children’s Carnival n A Carnival celebration held during the

weeks leading up to Carnival, usu. on weekends, organized by social

groups and clubs, for children to PLAY MAS, often used as a fund-

raiser. = >Kiddies’ Carnival 0 It is a wonder that The Gazette has

never protested against the Children’s Carnival on the Sunday. Does

not such an institution tend to give to the lower classes from baby-

hood a taste for what should be to them forbidden fruit? (Mirror

4 Feb 1913:7) 0 Children’s Carnival, presently called "Kiddies’ Car-

nival” was held on the Sunday. (Cummings 2004:93)

child tax n Support or maintenance payments established by court

order. = child money 0 Too much ‘chile tax’... He appeared in court

on the maintenance charges. (Bomb 19 Oct 1990: 12)

chile see CHILD

chilibibi, chilibeebee, chili bebe, chiribiri n arc A snack food made
from parched dried com, ground with sugar into a sweet powder,

/tfilibibi/ (< FC chiribibi, FC kilibibi ‘sweetened meal of grilled and

ground cashews or peanuts’) = chiribibi 0 Chilibibi - powdered com
mixed with sugar (ESTT 1956) 0 “Miss, he blow chilibibi in de bear

face an’ de bear get vex’.” (Macaw 1960:78) 0 Bread, coocoo, rice,

black-eyed peas, fowl meat, goat meat, parched com, milk, honey,

chili bebe, cakes, candies, wine, and lighted candles are placed in a

tray or vessel and taken to the seaside. (Simpson 1970:33) 0 De
whole ting remind him of All Saints when dem Catholics does light

up dem graves wit’ all kind ah candle an’ ting, an’ school children

does eat chilibibi up in de cemetery. (Keens-Douglas 1984:105) 0

Good “Boy Days”, when any boy who was lucky to have six cents or

twelve cents, would with his gang feast on pay-me, chilly-bee-bee,

pistache, pone
,
sugarcake, tooloom , tamerind-deuxans, and convert

de pot chambre. (Bynoe 1985:vi) 0 ‘You know chilibili? I sure you

know chilibili, well it taste just like that. People doh make them

things now.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:185) 0 Besides the animals

listed, it should be noted that the orisha receive “dry food,” the term

used for any food offerings not obtained from blood sacrifice: com
meal, parched com, chilibibi (made from ground com and sugar),

slush (made with okra), acra (made with flour and fish), rice, black-

eyed peas, olive oil, honey, and coocoo (made with com meal and

okra). (Houk 1995:145)

chili plum, chilli plum, chilly plum n Spondias purpurea var. lutea, a

native tree. Fruits small, oval, yellow. Commonly eaten green with

salt, or pickled in brine, as well as when ripe and sweet. = common
plum, plum 1

, >yellow plum 0 (Joseph 1838a:81) 0 Yesterday’s Mar-
ket Prices ... chili plums, zicaque, carangue. (TG 7 Sept 1917:10) 0

Miss Blanche could never sell us chilli plums, however, because Miss
Augustine had a tree in her yard, and would usually let us come in

and swarm about under the tree, using her long bamboo rod to pick

green, half-ripe and ripe plums which we stuffed into our pockets ...

What we used to call Michael’s chilli plum pants ... had enormous
pockets that looked the size of cocoa bags. (Araujo 1984:53-54) 0

How could anyone dream of encouraging the arrest of children for

stealing chilly plums and golden apples on an island where they are

so plentiful? (James 1990:165)

chilla see JILLA

chilled adj Of food, refrigerated; not fresh. (< E chilled ‘injuriously or

unpleasantly affected with cold’) = ice(d) 0 Contract farming is the

technique by which Canning’s supplies its processing plant which in

turn supplies 50 per cent of the national market for chilled and frozen

chicken. (EX-S 29 Mar 1987:23) 0 Patricia insists on buying fresh

chilled - not frozen meat from her suppliers every day. “I do not like

the taste of meat when it has been frozen and then thawed out. It

tastes different.” (EX-2 20 Oct 1991 : 38)

chillibibi see CHILIBIBI

chillum, chilam, cheelum n arc A traditional Indian clay pipe, used to

smoke a mixture of GANJA and sugar, or tobacco, /tfilam, tfiUm/

(< H chilam ‘part of the hookah containing the tobacco and charcoal’

)

0 He was trying to coax a smoke from a sweaty cheelum, an Indian

smoking-pipe, which would not respond. (Naipaul 1976:34) 0

“Mi fadder could still make chillum.” (1990)

chilran n Children, /tfilran/ = >chirren 0 All de chilran an dem axing

fo you. (PC 30 Apr 1904)

chimi n Dried peas, esp. BODI or SEIM pods used for seed, /tfimi/

(< H chhiimii ‘pod; legume; husk’) 0 “Keep one or two chimi ah yuh

one yard bodi fuh meh.” (1990)

chimmar adj Stiff; hard; tough, /tfimiar/ (< Bh chimar ‘tough; inflexi-

ble’) 0 The roti get chimmar. 0 “He looking old and chimmar." (1990)

chimta n Fire tongs, usu. made of one strip of metal bent back in half,

/tfimta/ (< H-Bh chimtaa, chumtaa ‘tongs; forceps’) = simta 0 A pair

of large metal forceps (chewta) gripped wood and roasted stuff and a

joint of bamboo or iron about one inch in diameter served as a bel-

lows (phooknee), being blown by the mouth. (Alladin 1970:57) 0

When we hold an exhibition, our children are amazed at the existence

of chulha, pukni, chimta etc. In Guyana they hold no attraction for the

children since they are in everyday use. (EX-S 14 Oct 1990:35)

chimut n A kind of traditional Indian spoon, /tfimut/ (< Bh chimutch )

0 Chimut. a spoon made of copper. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 12)

Chin n A general name given to any Chinese man; not generally con-

sidered negative by users, but often objected to by recipients, /tfin/ (fr

being a common Chinese family name) 0 “She ask the Chiney for

bread and fry salt fish... She staff up right dere an' eat she sal' fish,

when she finish... she declare ‘Ching! the cat eat the penny’”. (Bain

1974:30) 0 People who didn’t know Tail-Boy just call him Chin, like

they call all Chinee people. (Khan 1987:124) 0 As a member of this

endangered species I have never found the term “Chinee” to be offen-

sive, nor have I found the further abbreviation “Chin" to be so. (Letter

to the Editor, EX 3 May 1987: 10) 0 “Does it bother you when people

call you ‘Chin’?” “I say,
‘

Doctor Chin’ to vow!” (1990) 0 “Mary and

Chin or John were the names always given to Chinese people.” (2002)

chinaman 1 n In cricket, a left-handed bowler’s googly (a leg break

delivered with the action of an off break); it looks like leg break (a

ball that turns from on to off when it hits the ground) but is off break

(turns from off to on when it hits on the ground, (fr being developed

by Trinidadian Ellis Achong, of Chinese descent) 0 (Haynes

1987:100) 0 His mastery of the game was exhibited in the 1930s...

The main achievement of Ellis “Puss” Achong was his distinctive

style of bowling which inspired the term “Chinaman” in Trinidad and

elsewhere in the cricketing world. (Millett 1993:285) 0 They don’t

know, five out of ten of them, the difference between a googlie and a

Chinaman; they might believe, as some of their equally ignorant

Bajan brothers do, that “the 3Ws” (Worrell, Walcott and Weekes)

means world wide web. (John 2007:60)

2 n A desensitizing liquid put on the penis, supposed to prolong male

erection; a kind of mild anesthetic, (fr a brand name and apparent

Chinese manufacture) = >Chinee brush 0 (Mendes 1985:32)

Chinapoo n A diagram of a human body, both male and female, divided

into sections marked with WHE-WHE numbers; used in the interpretation

of dreams, for betting on MARKS, /tfinopu/ 0 0 The symbol of Play Whe
is a drawing of the Chinaman jumbie, or Chinapoo. His anatomy is
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divided into some 36 segments, each marked with either mark partner

or spirit numbers, depending on the chart. (Besson 1999:3) 0 There are

several body charts, showing you which marks are connected to which

body parts. The Chinapoo is the original jumbie chart back from the

days of Whe Whe. He reveals to you at a glance which marks corre-

spond with which body part. The Creole Jumbie, on the other hand, is a

more recent body chart. This jumbie incorporates the experiences of the

Play Whe players over the years, giving you more corresponding marks

for each body part. (Besson 1999:137)

chinchinely adj obs Tob Small, (prob. < chinchy) = chinchy, >chinky

0 (LJh 1883:248)

chinchora, chinchoro n obs Hammock: a woven string net used for

sleeping or resting. (< LAS chinchorro ‘hammock’ < Amer) 0 Often

have I slept in a “chinchora,” (that is, a net-work hammock, sus-

pended from the branches of a tree), with no other covering than the

foliage afforded. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 1 92) 0 I have frequently met in dis-

tant parts of the Island [of Trinidad], even in wild uninhabited forest,

full grown [able] men, eminently fit for more manly work, mostly

Spaniards or of Spanish origin, at midday lazily lounging in their

“chinchorros,” smoking their pipes or long toms, and often singing

and playing guitar, after having in the morning, shot and skinned their

ten or twelve dozens birds. (Devenish 1894:21) 0 While I was lying

in my hammock in the Siparia district... a man came up to my house

and informed me that "Felipe”... had been bitten by a mapipire... and

carried home in a “chinchora”. (Hummingbird 3 Dec 1904: 1 1)

chinchy adj Small, /tfintfi/ (< E chinch, chinche 'parsimonious, spar-

ing, miserly’; Fr chinche 'small, of insignificant value’) =

chinchinely, >chinky 0 “He have a chinchy nose.” (1990) 0 What a

chinchy piece!

Chinee, Chiney InA Chinese person; a person from China or of Chi-

nese descent. Note; This word is usu. capitalized, esp. when referring

to people, but is often lower-case in compounds, see below, /tfaini/

(< E Chinese 'of or from China’) 0 So diffuse are the philanthropic

sentiments wasted on coolie immigration, to the exclusion of equally

important questions which affect other races, that we cannot but note

the disquisitions which take place from time to time on the coolie and

heathen Chinee. (New Era 12 June 1876 in Singh 1988:50) 0 I know
that in religious matters we cannot count much on [the coolies]. It is

the contrary with the Chinese. The Chinee is firmer in what he under-

takes. ... The Chinee has an opinion of his own. (Comm. Franchise

1888-2:41-2) 0 Anodder set go Todd’s Rode in a raffelin, foo meke
dem monie com plentee, ah fore wan does call dat gamblin, dem lose

all dem monie dem Chinee win dem, dem com backe sorroin. (PC 1

Oct 1904) 0 Eh! eh! 'Bajan an' de bakra, ’Mongst de Creole an’

Chinee, An' see de ole yaraba. Wide de rhematism knee. (POSG 15

Dec 1907:6) 0 With their skirts held high above their knees the

women tramped before their men-folk to the tune of "Everybody!

Eveiybody 'pon Kaiser William! Coolie, Creole, Chinee, Potagee,

Everybody 'pon Kaiser William! " (TG 24 Nov 1918:3) 0 Some said is

for a Portugee, Others said a Chinee, Some said it’s for some crude

old fella. Others said a soldier. (Invader “Dock Site Baby” 1945) 0

“You remember wha’ she do de chiney?... She ask the Chiney for

bread and fry salt fish... She stan’ up right dere an’ eat she sal’ fish,

when she finish... she declare 'Ching! the cat eat the penny’”. (Bain

1974:30) 0 Well look at my crosses, an unimpeachable source phoned

me bright and early Monday morning to exclaim, now Chinee voting

PNM. (EX-2 Nov 1986:25) 0 I do not know how old Mr. Lee is, but

“Chinee” when used was never meant to be insulting in the manner of

“coolie” and “nigger”. It is a localised colloquialism for Chinese and

was used with no malice aforethought. (Letter, EX 12 Apr 1987:10) 0

Then one of the boys who standin’ up on the pavement outside sing

out, “Chinee, Chinee never die... flat nose and chinky eye,” and now
all the other boys join in the song, over and over, over and over, until

Tail-boy make a quick dash, but the boys quick like lightnin’. (Khan

1987:126) 0 Chinese is abbreviated, almost affectionately, to

“Chinee.” (Hodge 1988:76) 0 Yes, man in dem days yuh had tuh have

ah Chiney fren or two. Dey use tuh bring tuh school money every day

an treat dey frens. (Foster 1990:28) 0 “The Chinee they were talking

about is an ex-soldier.” (TTM 26 Sept 1993:3) 0 We need a Chinee

who could be elected at the polls but not even these stupid Trinis

would vote for either of the Chinee I find so far. That one does talk

like he is a panman but he ever send a bucket of chicken for Rene-

gades? And the other one can't even fake a rootsy accent. What we
need is a rich Chinee who look poor! (Pires 2000a:9)

2 adj Of Chinese origin or descent. 0 Chinee chirren. (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1939a:D98) 0 Through taking bribe, friends, they tie him
up... Until the Chinee man form a screw, And tie up the scamp in a

callaloo. (Young Pretender “Policeman” 1940) 0 I nearly dead with

laugh. Find myself in the arms of a Chiney craft. (Kitchener “Chinese

Memorial” 1948, pr) 0 I black like jet and she dark like tarbaby, but

Chinee chirren callin me Daddy. (Terror “Chinee Children” 1950) 0

“Chow, you’ll be old with six little Chinee children and a whole pile

of grandchildren.” (Jones 1973:104) 0 ‘The comae say: “Look, you

know how these Chinee people stop. You look out for yourself. If

anything happen to him, the family will come and take everything

and throw you out.’” (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:173)

3 adj Owned or run by Chinese people. 0 When you try to caress her,

she will tell you stop, I can’t carry love in the Chinee shop. (Tiger

“Money is King” 1935) 0 He begin to think again about the last

calypso season, when he was holding big, and uses to go up by the

high-class chinee restaurant in St. Vincent Street. (Selvon 1960b: 108)

0 Long ago Trinis used to shop in New York, London and Miami,

now they owe the Chinee shopkeeper. (Kickspecial Aug 1986:15)

4 adj In a Chinese style, usu. of food. 0 Chinee food. Any oriental

type cuisine with Ve-Tsin powder and soy sauce. “Trini Chinee food

doh taste de same nowhere else but home.” (Baptiste 1993:36)

5 adj Of plants, varieties which are small and/or yellowish, e.g.

Chinee coconut, CHINEE TAMBRAN. Poss. also varieties believed to

originate in China. 0 With a long pole Frank brought down half a

dozen coconuts from what he called a Chinese palm. (Bryans

1967:197) 0 Gi me two a dem Chinee coconut.

chinee agate n A clear marble with two or three stripes in the centre,

/tfaini agit/ = >crystal agate

chinee brush, china brush n A liquid desensitizing preparation used

by men to numb the penis and maintain a longer erection, (fr a brand

name and apparent Chinese manufacture + being applied with a small

brush fastened to the inside of the bottlecap + bruslr’) = chinaman2
0

With the chinee brush you could really give her pressure, boy. 0 #1

Adult... spanish-fly, chinabrush, breasts enlargement pill... (EX 1 Jan

2003:35)

chinee chopper, Chinese chopper n A Chinese cleaver; a kitchen

knife with a large, broad, rectangular blade. 0 Check out if Prime

Minister George Chambers is even aware that Minister Ronnie

“Chiney Chopper” Williams has been giving arbitrary instructions

to wipe out the faces of Caricom leaders on the Panorama individu-

als. (TTM 1983) 0 But before he could have made good his inten-

tions, a group moved in his direction with Chinese Choppers, issued

threats to the members of [the band], (Punch 26 Nov 1989:1) 0

Everywhere, there are cigarette butts, used tea bags, soiled clothing,

bits of paper, guns, ammunition, knives, dirty glasses and jugs, Chi-

nese chopper, walkie talkie sets, headphones, radios, even a bottle

of savlon and olive oil. (EX 5 Aug 1990:3) 0 Once upon a time a

party was pleasure, Now man walk with guns and Chinese chopper.

If you blow too hard in their direction, Man licking down and caus-

ing rucksion. (Zessman “Put dem out of the Party” pr ND 8 Jan

1994:7) 0 [He] appeared before Magistrate Thomas-Felix in con-

nection with the larceny of two Chinese choppers from a store in

Port-of-Spain. (Newsdav 7 Aug 2002:27)

Chinee cook-up, Chinese cook-up n Usu. a combination of fried

chicken, rice and chow mein in a box lunch sold as a fund-raiser. 0

[They] will be holding a fund-raising Chinese cook-up on Friday. (EX
26 July 1990:8)

Chinee-creole, Chinese creole 1 n A person of pure Chinese descent,

bom or raised from a child in Trinidad and Tobago. = creole chinee 0

Chinee creole women you know. (Houdini “Way down Sobo” 1935) 0

Chin had been residing in the district for a number of years. He had

come to Trinidad as a boy of nine years. He was bom in Canton,
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China, and had emigrated with his parents to Trinidad... he was what

Trinidadians call a ‘Chinese creole’. (LaFortune 1968:7)

2 n A person of mixed Chinese and local African creole descent. =

hakwai 0 He walked to the neighbouring shop owned by a set of Chi-

nese and Chinee-Creoles. (Bynoe 1985:27) 9 Berta is real Chinese-

creole. And she went to Government School. (Selvon 199 1 b:7 1 ) 0 A
person with a mixture of Chinese and African bloods. The person

may also be referred to as a creole chinee or a har-quai. “Is de Chinese

creole girl who win de beauty queen show.” (Baptiste 1992) 0 A Chi-

nese-Creole sitting next to Bertie called out to Loolsie. (Andersen

2004:233) 0 Of all the black, brown. East Indian, yellow chinee, red-

nigger, brown chinee-creole, sailor-chile with black skin and blue

eyes, po’ white and fine-featured black East Indian doeglahs, well...

of all these coloured people, when playtime came around, you didn’t

see one of these fellas up on the stage, not one. (Andersen 2004:20-1

)

chinee-eye adj Having almond-shaped eyes characteristically Chi-

nese. 0 That is she daughter, the chinee-eye one in the yellow dress.

chinee fish I n Any flat edible marine fish, particularly Achirus linea-

tus; Bothus lunatus, Cyclopsetta chittendeni, Paralichthys tropicus,

Symphurus plagusia\ Trinectes inscriptus, T. maculatus and T. paulis-

tamus. = aileronde, flounder; small sole (Symphurus plagusia ); sole

(Trinectes inscriptus, T. maculatus, T. paidistamus); platefish, small

sole, saucer fish (C. chittendeni)

2 n Centropomus sp., including C. parallelus, C. undecimalis, C.

ensiferus, and Censifems entropomus , edible marine or brackish water

fishes. = >brochet*. brochet de mer, one-striped brochet (C. undecima-

lis, C. ensiferus )

Chinee man 1 n A man of Chinese origin or descent. 0 Newswatch
has been reliably informed that not a single “Chinee” man whether

his name is Poon Tip, Lok Jack, Young Sing, Ronnie Williams or

Chin Fatt for that matter, will get a foothold or toe-hold in the McAl
grouping. (TTM 26 Aug 1986:5) 0 “You mean you mother didn’t tell

you about the Chinee man who is your father?!” ( TG 5 Jan 1992:3) 0

[Y]ou know you are a true Trini if, among a long list of other things...

You can call your fellow country man by an ethnic name fondly and it

would be okay. For example, darkie, reds, dougs, chinee-man, creole,

red-man, white-boy, beti... (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17)

2 n A Chinese shopkeeper. 0 A man with a collar and tie and waist-

coat, Ask the Chinee man to trust him accra and float. (Tiger “Money
is King” 1935) 0 “So - so long I send you in the shop and dat - dat -

dat” she was emphasising her words with blows - “is what you let the

Chinee man give you for six cents?” (de Boissiere 1952: 111) 0 “You
mention two of them [politicians] with enough sense to run the

Chinee man grocery, not one, not a single one.” (Jones 1973:117) 0

‘Is a good Chinee man,’ he said. ‘He gave me two dollars trust till pay

day.’ (Boodhoo 1994:20)

chinee ochro n Luffa acutangula, a naturalized climbing plant; youn^
fruits are edible, larger ones very fibrous. = >jhingi, satputia, torchon"

0 All there climbing on the trees and thing, that is chinee ochro.

chinee plum, Chinese plum n A soft preserved plum, tasting tart and

slightly sweet. 9 Dat is fry channa,... An dat is mauby bark, bay leaf,

sea moss, dinner mints, Golden Ray butter, kuchela, ah homemade
sweetbread, pastelles, currants rolls, salt prunes, Chinese plums an

frozen coconut water. (Foster 1990:104)

chinee salt n arc Monosodium glutamate, a white powder used as a

flavour enhancer. = >vetsin

chinee sive, Chinese chive n Allium tuberosum , an aromatic bulbous

herb used in cooking.

Chinee shop, Chinese shop n A shop usu. owned and staffed by
Chinese people, selling basic foods, such as rice and flour, and
items such as SALT prunes and COCKSET; may serve some prepared

food items from a glass case. 0 Two Chinese shops had celestials

with pig-tails and thick-soled shoes grinning behind cedar counters,

among stores of Bryant’s safety matches, Huntley and Palmer’s bis-

cuits, and Allsopp’s pale ale. (Kingsley 1880:250) 0 From the mar-
ket we went to one or two shops, none of which were particularly

interesting, except a Chinese shop, the interior of which at once
transported us back to Canton or Hong Kong. Every article was of

Chinese manufacture; and the traders could speak but few words of

English. (Brassey 1885:121) 0 Constable Ford went to Chaguanas

and on the way in a Chinese shop over a pint of grog, biscuits and

sardines was found the enterprising thief enjoying himself and chat-

ting with the shopkeeper. (TG 11 Mar 1921:6) 0 When you try to

caress her, she will tell you stop, I can’t carry love in the Chinee

shop. (Tiger “Money is King” 1935) 0 “Now run and bring me some
hot coffee from the Chinee shop... and come back quick-sharp ’fore

I give you a good cut-ass!” (Khan 1964:82) 9 The Chinese are scat-

tered all over the country: the “Chinee shop” is an institution in

rural communities. (Hodge 1988:74) 0 From Port of Spain, Sujatali

brought goods for the Chinese shops in the village. (Deen

1994:178) 0 He took three quick steps up the concrete ramp of a

Chinese shop they were about to pass. (Andersen 2004:294)

chinee sugar cake n arc A sweet made with puffed rice and a caramel

syrup, made into flat squares. 0 Mi granny used to make the best

chinee sugar cake.

chinee tambran n Vangueria madagascariensis, a cultivated tree.

Fruit small, spherical or oval; edible dark-brown pasty pulp.

(< chinee
5 + tambran fr resemblance in taste and texture to tamarind

pulp) = >tambran desin
1

0 Chinee tamarind (chin-nee tam-bran). This

is the same as “tambran dasan,” a small brown fruit with acid seeds.

You have to roll and soften it before eating ... “Ah see dey sellin’

Chinee tamarind on Frederick Street.” (Baptiste 1993:36)

chinee whe-whe n obs The original game of WHE-WHE, using Chi-

nese words for the MARKS, (fr its Chinese origin) 0 In chinee whe-

whe, “hoptonn” is pigeon.

chinee yam n Dioscorea esculenta var., a cultivated plant with small

edible tubers. 9 Nothing could beat back a nice chinee yam with salt

butter and garlic.

Chinese adj Usu. a person bom in Trinidad and Tobago of whole or

partial Chinese descent. Usu. pronounced Chinee, often written Chi-

nese', esp. for compounds. = >Chinee 9 Almost every race, class,

colour, age and physical description showed up in the forest last Sun-

day morning: a short, squat Chinese man with snake tattoos on his

arms; a barebacked youth laden in gold chains; a French creole with

grey-blue eyes; a middle-aged man, blind in one eye; an Indian boy

with a gold cross dangling from his left ear; a plump African woman
carrying a chic handbag. (EX 3 Mar 1991 : 14)

Chinese cabbage see PAKCHOI

Chinese chive see Chinee sive

Chinese eddo n arc Colocasia esculenta var., a cultivated plant with

dark green arrow-head shaped leaves and edible tubers. = >dasheen,

malanga, white dasheen 9 Yesterday’s Market Prices ... Ordinary:

Chinese eddoes, cassava, tannias. (TG 5 Sept 1917:11) 9 Mar-

ket-Scarce ... Chinese eddos. (TG 22 Jan 1933:9) 9 Chinese eddo

(CFNI 1971:19)

Chinese eyes n arc Eiyphanis polyxena polyxena [= Eryphanis amphis-

medon\, a butterfly. = >purple morbleu 9 About this spot I captured

several butterflies viz: the Erxphanis Amphismedon or Chinese eyes.

(JFNC Feb 1894:303)

Chinese lantern n Symmachia technema, a small butterfly, wingspan 2

cm (.8"). Upper wings mostly black with broken white markings;

lower wings reddish with black margins. 9 (Barcant 1970: 108-9)

Chinese peas n Flemingia strobilifera , a naturalized leguminous plant

whose light brown bracts enclose flowers like hops. = hops, kidney

bush
2

, mang bush, money bush3
, money plant, tan-tan fowl-back',

>wild hops ^9 (Morean M-82)

Chinese plum n Bunchosia glandulifera, a native tree and its fruit. =

Dominica plum 9 Chinese plum. (Morean 1990)

Chinese spinach n Solanum americanum, a cultivated plant; dark

green leaves edible when cooked. = >agouma (bhaaji), bhaaji,

callaloo
3

,
gouma (bhaaji), makci 9 Spinach can be made with many

different kinds of green. The best is the one known as Chinese spin-

ach. This is best steamed in very little salted water, (de Boissiere ca

1945a:32)
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Chinese wappie n A kind of Chinese gambling game, using domino-

like pieces. = >paikow 0 The “association” is their favourite spot to

relax, enjoy a game of table tennis, exercise and to indulge in gam-

bling games, “Pai Kow” and “Mah Jong.” Actually, the knobs used

are almost identical to those used in dominoes. But far from being

just a pastime, Pai Kow and Mah Jong are serious business... Locals

refer to Pai Kow as “Chinese wappie.” (EX 12 May 1991 :24)

chinette see CHENET

chiney see CHINEE

Chin Fat, Chin Fatt n A generic name given to any Chinese person;

not generally considered negative by users, but often objected to by

recipients, /tfin fat/ (fr a common Chinese name) = >Chin 0 News-

watch has been reliably informed that not a single “Chinee” man
whether his name is Poon Tip, Lok Jack, Young Sing, Ronnie Wil-

liams or Chin Fatt for that matter, will get a foothold or toe-hold in

the McAl grouping. (TTM 26 Aug 1986:5)

chingara n Sparks; embers, /tfiqgara/ (< H chigari ‘spark of fire’) 0

“When the cane burning, you does get plenty chingara.” (1990)

chinhaa n Heirloom; preservation of something as a memento or sou-

venir from past generations, /tfinha:/ (< Angika chinha ‘mark’) 0 “I

will keep this as a chinhaa.” (1990)

chini see SHINNEY

Chinidat, Chinitat n Trinidad; a name for the island originally

designed to attract sugar workers, now sometimes used ironically to

emphasize that life was or is more difficult than people promise,

/tfinidat, tfinitat/ (< H-Bh chini ‘coarse sugar’ + -dad < Trinidad) 0 I

have heard many an episode describing the trickery and cruelty of

recruiting agents and their jackals in India who circulated stories

about the glorious life in distant countries awaiting the labourers pre-

pared to emigrate. “Trinidad" was transformed into “Chinidat.” Chini

in Hindi means “sugar,” and the name was purported to derive from

the island’s capacity for producing an abundance of sugar with a min-

imum of physical effort. (Ramsaran 1988:93-4) 0 And what of their

overland journeys to the sub-depots and to Calcutta, the depot, the

voyage over, the perils, the fears, the sighting of this tropical ever-

green island “Chinitat”, the years of estate life, then freedom? (Deen

1994:223)

chinks 1 v Give sparingly, grudgingly, /tfiqks/ (< E chink ‘small

piece’) 0 “Listen nuh, you come here to drink or to skylark? What

you chinksing so for. It have plenty more in the back.” (Hart 1966:23)

0 Man, you chinksin wid de rum. (Ottley 1971) 0 Please also let me
know exactly how much [brandy] 1 should pour. I thought I should

only pour a small amount, but my husband says it looks like I am
“chinksing”! (EX-2 13 Sept 1987:29) 0 That band chinksin, they sit-

ting more than they playing.

2 v In marbles PITCH, move closer to the ring in exchange for losing a

shot; if not explicitly allowed, this is considered delaying or cheating.

= match 0 Five “kodens” make one “kakapoule”, No “chinx”, no

“buttards” is the rule. (Fortune ca 1 950-59: 1 1 ) 0 He chinksing taw all

behind stone. Yu self ehn hear me say fen-hikes an no everys?

(Keens-Douglas “Marble Talk” 1975:44) 0 Whenever we got our

hands on a sweet drink bottle... we would break it... and extract the

glass ball, which then became your crystal taw. The only problem

with them was that when your opponent was using an iron taw, you

had to “chinks” a lot out of his way, since a fiercely pitched iron taw

could shatter a “crystal”. (Araujo 1984:18)

chinksing n In marbles PITCH, moving closer to the ring in exchange

for losing a shot; if not explicitly allowed, this is considered delaying

or cheating, /tfiqksin/ 0 No Chinksing you two too far. Ah it on a

bombay Calenta, She said fen and no draws out pal. You go mash up

me new water crystal. (Bomber “The Marble Game” 1959 pr) 0 No
ups, no downs, no chinksin in holes, no fens, and you’re allowed the

normal game, you can fats, you go back to bounds, if you get dab you

go back to bounds and you remain in the game. Your share in the ring

is three, and if you dab or shut a man, you would entitle to take out

three marbles out of the ring (Banyan 1985). 0 The ability to play

within and abide by the rules was of paramount importance. If for

instance the game was “pitching” or marbles, over stepping the

“bounce” of “bringsing” were not allowed. The practice of “chink-

sing” was considered cowardice and no account were “raffing” and

“paid” permitted. (EX-2 9 Aug 1987:6) 0 The most serious offence of

course was to be caught “chinksing” or cheating by trying to move
your marble forward while the opponent is not looking. If caught, you
are liable to be thrown out of the game. (TG-M 4 Aug 1991 :9)

chinky adj Small; sometimes negative or disparaging. Note: This mean-
ing may overlap with the taboo SE chink ‘Chinese’ and chinky ‘resem-

bling a Chinese person or thing’; but even when chinky is applied to a

Chinese person, it tends to emphasize the idea of small size, rather than

chinee-eye, which refers more to shape, /tfirjki/ (< E chinch, chink

‘sparing; miserly; parsimonious’) = chinchinely, chinchy 0 Because I

am too black and ugly, To have children with flat nose and their dam
eye so chinky. (Terror “Chinese Children Calling Me Daddy” 1950, pr.)

0 A jap has chinky eyes. (ESTT 1956) 0 A chinky little bit of thing

stick up in a man head, and all the big professors and inventors in the

world couldn’t do nothing!... Any kiss-me-arse bush doctor could do

that! (Selvon 1972:93) 0 Then one of the boys who standin’ up on the

pavement outside sing out, “Chinee, Chinee never die... flat nose and

chinky eye,” and now all the other boys join in the song, over and over,

over and over, until Tail-boy make a quick dash, but the boys quick like

lightnin’. (Khan 1987: 126) 0 Only butter, bread and a “chinky” piece of

cheese are served to patients. (EX 15 July 1990:23) 0 “Gi me a chinky

piece.” (1990) 0 Argyle was astounded, chinky eyes wide. (Andersen

2004:442)

chip 1 v Cut into small pieces by continually cutting off small bits, as

from a vegetable, etc. (< E chip ‘a thin fragment chopped or broken

off; a thin irregular slice’) 0 The fowls throwing themselves forward

after the chipped coconut which cook threw for them while she

wailed: “Tee-te-te.” (de Boissiere 1937:24) 0 Chip some bacon very

finely and add some chopped pieces of ham. (de Boissiere ca

1945a:29) 0 [H]is wife... was now steadily chipping pumpkin in a cal-

abash. (Naipaul 1976:83)

2 v Move rhythmically taking very small shuffling steps in which the

feet rarely leave the ground completely; used esp. for moving through

the streets to music during CARNIVAL. 0 “De nex’ momin' she put

om calypso record an’ she make mih show she how to chip.” (Macaw
1960:65) 0 A capacity crowd came away chipping to one of Calypso

Rose’s big tunes this year. (TG 7 Jan 1973:11) 0 The steel music

demanded a new style of dancing which we call “the chip”. Where

one pranced to the thumping of tamboo-bamboo, or jumped and

rocked to the jazz band, steel music produced a more subtle sway and

shuffle. One has to listen to the tones of the various pans, it’s quieter,

the rhythm steals over the body and causes you to sway gently as you

chip down the street, the soles of your feet hardly leaving the ground.

(Hill 1984:31) 0 The steelband organisation said the children “were

experiencing difficulty” in chipping to the steelband rhythm, so

accustomed were they to disc jockey music. (EX 1 May 1987:1) 0

Now dressed again, the woman and Pierrot held hands and went

down the road chipping away in a stylish manner only known in Trin-

idad. (EX 14 Feb 1988:15) 0 On Monday and Tuesday with steel-

bands jamming. Colourful mas-bands hit the streets chipping And
jumping. (Phillips 1991 :20) 6 When Tokyo was joined by Savoy from

Laventille and Crusaders, St. Paul’s Street, the bands chipped along to

separate songs. (EX-S 17 Jan 1993:2) 0 Interspersed amongst the

“pretty mas,” however, were blue devils and mud mas revellers who
made their presence known as they slowly chipped through the

streets. (TG 12 Feb 1997:16)

3 n A small shuffling step; used esp. for moving through the streets to

music during Carnival. 0 Coming down the street, some of them

could hardly move they feet. It’s hard to believe it, like they tie up in

ah straight jacket, They giving you ah chip, Without ah movement of

the hip. (Kitchener “Play Mas” 1971 pr) 0 The basic calypso dance

step is referred to as a “chip.” It is essentially a repetitive left-right

flatfooted walking step in which the feet hardly leave the ground. The

feet are kept about a foot apart and twist in at the heel marking the

basic 2/2 rhythmic metre. A performer may execute this step “on-the-

spot” in a sort of “marking-time” manner, or may move forward or

backward with it. Most of the walking action is in the knees (which
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are bent) and thighs which then set the hips in motion. (Gallaugher

1991:165) 0 “The chip was slow. They were not beating a song, just

hitting three or four notes..” (EX 27 Mar 1994:21) 0 Chipping, Chip:

A light, easy, shuffling dance used as both rhythmic locomotion and a

way to rest while marching in a band or following a steelband. (Scher

2003:181)

chip-chip, cheep-cheep 1 n Donax denticulatus, or D. striatus, a small

triangular bivalve mollusc, usu. about 2.3 x 1.5 cm ( 1 x A"); shell usu.

white with pale coloured bands, usu. light purple, blue or grey. Found

in the sand esp. on the eastern beaches of Trinidad. Often eaten; folk

belief holds that it is an aphrodisiac, particularly for men. /tfiptfip/ =

beach clam, butterfly shell 0 Several militiamen, who, in disobedience

of orders, left the fort to pick up conchs and chip-chips for their break-

fast, now returned with alarm, and stated they had discovered on the

beach a part of the body of Conway. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 :23 ) 0 Cheep-

cheep, a species of mussel found here in such abundance on the sea-

shore, that in half an hour the merest child can gather enough for a

hearty meal, is a most excellent dish. The gathering of cheep-cheep is

indeed one of the daily occupations of young negro girls when living

near the beach. (Day 1852-2:38) 0 Those which are used as food...

[include] two small bivalves called here Palourdes , or cockles, and

Chip-chips, (de Verteuil 1 884: 1 1 5) 0 In places, tom up and spread out

by the tide were heaps of chip-chip, a small shell-fish with which the

East coast cooks concoct a most delicious and nutritious soup, pretty,

rose-tinted shells. (Vincent 1910:76) 0 Mayaro... On the sands are

found beautiful pink-tinted shells and also a small shell fish bearing

the name of Chip Chip, which produces when cooked the most tasty

of soups. (Trinidad Riviera 1924:67) 0 Coquina or “Butterfly Shell”

(Donax variabilis), called “Chip-chips” in Trindiad. These come up

with the tide on some beaches. Small; about three-quarters of an inch

long; some have radiating bands, in different colours. In Trinidad

(Manzanilla Beach) they come out of the sand at mid-water line by

thousands; they are often made into a chowder or curried, and are

delicious. (Alford 1960:57) 0 “Now chip-chip is a thing inside a

shell... in talkaree it’s wonderful, but the water that it spring is power-

ful”. (calypso quoted in Bryans 1 967: 1 89) 0 With the recent decline of

oyster stocks in Trinidad, chip-chips are assuming greater importance

in the hotel and restaurant trades. (Kenny & Bacon 1981:128) 0 Sam-
ples of dead chip-chip and sea water at Mayaro Beach were collected

by the Institute of Marine Affairs on Friday for testing to determine

the cause of the widespread death of chip-chip. (EX 22 March 1987:5)

0 For the eyes he uses ‘chip-chip’ shells. (Blast 13 Oct 1989:8) 0

Emphasis was laid on the more popular edible shellfish - oysters,

mussels and chip-chip - which were eaten raw or in an insufficiently-

cooked state. (TG 6 Aug 1993:9)

2 n A sweet made from chipped coconut and sugar. (< chip ‘cut into

tiny pieces’) = cake, >sugar cake 0 The African slaves had [a great

fancy] for sweets... Those who worked on the sugar estates were

given part of their wages in sugar and molasses. They then used these

to make any number of delicious sweetmeats... [such as] “chip-chip”

sugar cakes... (Hunt 1 985a: i-ii) 0 Coconut Candy (Chip-Chip). (Hunt

1 985a: 1 2)

chip-chip acra n A snack food made of seasoned CHIP-CHIP 1

, flour

and water, deep-fried. (< chip-chip
1 + acra) 0 I feel to eat some

chip-chip acra.

chip-chip cocktail n Chip-chips served with pepper sauce in a

small glass; usu. sold by road-side vendors. 0 If you kyan get oyster

cocktail, you could get chip-chip cocktail.

chipping 1 n Moving rhythmically taking very small shuffling steps in

which the feet rarely leave the ground completely; used esp. for mov-
ing through the streets to music during Carnival. (< chip

1
) 0 Jay-

son, on the other hand, singing to a slow tempo, maintained an erect

posture in his printed dashiki and turban and moved very little except

for the left-right “chipping” movement of the feet that is a basic step

of calypso dance. (Gallaugher 1991:9)

2 n A path or track through bush or forest, including some cutting

away of vegetation. (< E chip ‘cut with an axe or other cutting tool’;

‘reduce or shape by removing small portions at a time’) 0 Ascent at

this point was somewhat steep and a clear “chipping” or hunter’s

track guided us for part of the way. (TG 16 Aug 1 993 : 1 3)

chips 1 n arc Money. (< E chip ‘a counter used in games of chance’;

AmE ‘a piece of money; money’) 0 Chips. We ent ha no chips na. - I

have no money, chips = money. (ESTT 1956)

2 n arc Thin slices ofGREEN FIG or PLANTAIN deep-fried until crisp.

Compare AmE potato chip , BrE crisps, which are thinner and crisper.

(< E chip ‘thin irregular slice of a fruit, potato etc.’) 0 1 kyan make
chips like mi tanty.

3 n Potatoes cut into long thin pieces square in cross-section and

deep-fried. Commonly served as fast food, esp. with fried chicken.

(AmE french fries, fries). See CHICKEN AND CHIPS. (< BrE chips) 0

You could have my chips here.

chiquito banana/fig n Musa sp., a small cultivated banana, /tfikito fig/

(< Sp chiquito ‘small’) = secra banana, >sikie fig, sucre, sucrier 0 It

contained delicious fruits - pineapples ... bananas, gros-michele and

chiquito figs. (LaFortune 1968:25) 0 Half of a ripe ‘chiquito’ banana

still in the skin. (Boodhoo 1994:56) 0 Lying next to the scale were

bananas - gros michel, silk and chiquito. (Narine 1 977:3 1

)

chirag n arc Any lamp, including a DIYA. /tfirag / (< H chiragh

‘flame’) 0 On Tuesday night, the Hindu fest of Dewari, or the “Fete

of Lights,” many of the houses of East Indians in San Juan and else-

where were, in some cases, effectively decorated and illuminated

with chiraghs (tiny earthem ware or dough lamps with cotton wicks)

which were kept burning till a late hour. (POSG 7 Nov 1907:4) 0 A
Hindu ‘feast’ when all the houses and places of business were illumi-

nated with tiny tapers and Chirag (little earthenware bowls filled with

coconut oil and having cotton wicks lighted). (POSG 27 Oct 1897, in

Jha 1973:33) 0 The Port of Spain Gazette reported in [27 October]

1897 that ‘in many parts of the island, at Tunapuna especially’, the

Hindus celebrated their ‘Feast’ of Divali, and ‘all the houses and

places of business of prominent Hindoos were illuminated with tiny

tapers and chirag (little earthenware bowls filled with coconut oil and

having cotton wicks lighted), plantain and banana trees were used in

the decorations, lights being suspended from the leaves’. Arches were

also erected to which lights were fixed. (Jha 1976:58)

chirain adj Having a burnt taste, /tfirain/ (< Bh chirand ‘smell of

burning’) 0 “This fry caraille seed over tasting chihrain.” (1990)

chiraiyaa n Any bird, /tfiraia:/ (< H chiriyaa ‘bird; sparrow’) 0 All

dem chiraiyaa in the yard sounding sweet,

chirelle see CHERELLE

chiribibi see CHILIBIBI

chirip n arc A drop; a very small amount. 0 Chirip - a wee drop.

(ESTT 1956)

chirip-chirip, chirrip-chirrip adv A little at a time; in small bits and

pieces, /tfirip tfirip/ = deeray-deeray, petipak 0 “They only sendin the

money chirrip-chirrip.” (1979) 0 “The government promise us the

money, but they only sending it chirip-chirip.” (1986) 0 A dripping

water tap will drip, “PLUNKS, PLUNKS!” but when WASA reduces

the water pressure, the water will drip, “CHIRRIP, CH1RR1P!”
(Alloy, in Smith 2000a: 17)

chirp n arc Calidris melanotos, a shorebird, 22.5 cm (9") long. Upper-

parts streaked brown; dark line along rump and tail, bordered by

white; breast streaked brown, with white lower underparts. Voice is

“a sharp, single chirping note, lower-pitched than most sandpiper

calls; mostly given in alarm.” (ffrench 1991:142) A fairly common
visitor to Trinidad and Tobago flooded savannas, ricefields, coasts,

and marshes, (fr its call) = >couchante 0 (Williams 1922: 1 80)

chirren, chirrun n Children, /tfirin, tfiren/ = chilran 0 Chinee chirren.

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:D98) 0 “Ten cents? Lose ten

cents?”, she asked furiously. “If you knew how hard I have to work
for my living you wouldn’t ask me dat. I have free chirren to mine.”

(Bowyer 1974:2) 0 I well see wid de Doc dere. If we has money to

bum is to spen it on de chirren an dem and buy books. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 10 July 1977) 0 Private lessons? Dat was fnh de shop-

keeper an bizness people chirren. (Foster 1990:8) 0 “Find jobs for we
chirren and stop playing de common arse wid big people is de
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message ah have fuh dem... people.” (Bomb 14 Sept 1990:18) 0 “He
din bong tuh wear it. He coulda take it an ress it dong in de house or

gi'e de chirrun to play dolly-house wid it. He wasn’t bong to refuse

an make a commesse,” said the driver. (EX 9 Mar 1 995) 0 De cheeren

an' dem, when dey hear dat, dey glad too bad. (Mahabir 2005:85)

chirrip see chirip

chirrup, cheer-up n arc A type of dance similar to the PIQUE. 0 The

Chirrup and Shove Along are almost identical and employ the same

dram rhythm as the Pique. Variations are however noted in the drag-

ging foot movement with an accentuated dip on the second beat

which gently tilts the pelvis forward. The skirt is gathered with both

hands at waist level, back of the dancer, and the turns resemble the

mating dance of a bird. (Ahye 1978:46)

chirugeon n Acanthurus coentleus , an edible marine fish. High-bodied,

laterally compressed, with a sharp pointed bone on each side of the tail.

(< Fr chirugeon ’surgeon’ fr knife-like extensions on tail) = blue doctor

fish, >tang 0 (Mendes 1940:17)

chisel v Break up large clumps of earth left by a plough. (< E chisel

‘cut with a chisel, a tool with the cutting face transverse to the axis,

abruptly bevelled on one or both sides, used for cutting wood, metal

or stone’) 0 When ploughing is completed the field is left to weather

until the hard lumps of baked soil have attained a semi-friable condi-

tion. As originally turned up by the plough, especially in the clay soils

of the south, they are quite impervious to any of the common types of

tillage implement. After weathering, the land is quite often subsoiled,

or, as it is termed in Trinidad, ‘chiselled’. Though this operation is not

always deemed necessary, some authorities consider it to be quite as

important as good ploughing for the production of a heavy crop and

even suggest that, when the soil is in suitable condition, ploughing

may be omitted on areas that are to be ‘chiselled’. Chiselling is partic-

ularly effective, on land free of bush, during the dry season when the

ground is hard and brittle and breaks up easily under the action of the

tines. (Massy & Paterson 1933:282)

chitkaabar adj Having a mixture of colours; spotted; speckled, /tfit-

ka:bar/ (< Bh-Angika chitkabar ‘multicolored’) = kabraha 0 Because

the cow was red-and-white he called it Chitkabari. (Naipaul 1976:76)

0 “All the fowls here chitkaabar.” (1990)

chitkay v Splatter; spill; splash, /tjitke/ (< H-Bh chitkana ‘scatter;

sprinkle; spray; spatter; splash') = chatkay 0 “The oil fall on the

ground and it chitkay. That how 1 get bum.” (1990) 0 chitkai (disper-

sal of seeds) (Joshi 2003)

chitra n Small rag; piece of cloth, /tfitra/ (< H chithra ‘rag’) 0 “Bring

me a chitra.” (1990)

chitta n arc Funeral pyre, /tjita/ (< H chita ‘heap of wood on which

bodies are cremated’) 0 They carrying plenty wood for the chitta.

chitty n A cooperative savings plan, /tfiti/ (< Anglo-Indian chitty < H
chitthl ‘letter; note; pass; promissory-note’) 0 “There was a chitty

among the labourers on the estate. I was in it too.” (WG 29 Dec

1930:8) 0 The chitty ran at $1 a week, and was made up of eight

hands. When the time for the receipt of his hand came, the defendant

told him that she was in financial difficulties and therefore was not in

possession of the money. She paid him $1 and promised to pay him

the balance in the near future. (TG 1 5 Jan 1936:11)

chiukay, chihuke v Jump; start; be startled, /tfiuke/ (< H-Bh chihuke

‘startle’) 0 The baby sleeping and she chiukaying. 0 What you come
here and chiukay me for?

chiuta see CHIMTA

chive see SIVE

cho intj obs An exclamation of disgust, annoyance, /tfo/ (prob. < Ewe
tsod ‘interjection of astonishment, anger, impatience, disappoint-

ment’) 0 Cho! da massa da command Port a Spain Gazette, he no hab

sabby nuf fou massa Hinde. Oui foutre! massa Hinde chap he up lek

me bin nuise fou chap beef fo! ( TSn 8 Apr 1858)

choach n A bird’s beak./tfotf/ (< H chonch ‘beak; bill’) 0 “Dem gaalin

choach long fuh spite.” (1990)

cho-cho see CHRISTOPHENE

chock see JOOK

chocolate pepper n Capsicum chinense var. habanero , a very hot

cultivated pepper used in cooking. About 2.5 cm (1") diameter,

round with bulges and creases. Usu. green, red or yellow, but this

name is applied to brown ones, (fr chocolate-brown colour) = Congo

pepper, nigger pepper, >pepper, seven-pot pepper; coffee pepper

(brown variety)

chocolate soil n A type of dark-coloured, mineral-rich soil suitable for

growing cocoa, (fr chocolate-brown colour; also fr suitability for grow-

ing cocoa) 0 The cacao soils of the Montserrat District of Trinidad are

derived from sedimentary rocks of Pliocene and Miocene age, and

from their alluvial derivatives... The better soils are derived from sedi-

mentary rocks which appear to have been formed under shallow water

conditions favourable to the fixation of potash and phosphate in sec-

ondary minerals, such as glauconite... Such are the rocks from which

the famous Chocolate Soil and the better sorts of Brasso Sand, Brasso

Clay and Talparo Clay Soils have originated. (TA 1934, 11-1:7) 0 The

most striking feature of this diagram, and one which cannot fail to

impress you, is the marked difference in the yields of the good and bad

soils during the entire period. The Brasso Clay estate at its very best

never gave a yield in excess of 8 bags per 1 ,000 pickets. The Chocolate

and the Brasso Sand and Alluvial estates at their very worst have never

given a yield as low as 8 bags per 1,000 pickets.... I would not accept,

even as a gift, a cacao estate on Brasso Clay soil. These estates to-day

represent a liability rather than an asset. I should be willing to pay a

large sum for an estate on Chocolate soil, and an appreciable amount

for an estate on Brasso Sand, or on Alluvium of the type described,

even if I was certain that cacao prices would never rise above their

present level. (TA 1936, 13-4:89)

chocolate stick n Ground cocoa mixed with spices, formed into small

cylinders, and dried; used to make CHOCOLATE TEA. (< chocolate

‘prepared cocoa’ + stick , fr shape) = cocoa stick 0 We appreciated the

samples of candy, chocolate sticks, beans, and cocoa butter, etc.,

besides eating all we cared for. (Knapp 1918) 0 You could get choco-

late stick from Grenada at the Beetham market.

chocolate tea n A drink made from grated COCOA STICKS or crushed

cocoa beans and milk. (< tea^) = cocoa
3

,
>cocoa tea, creole choco-

late, creole cocoa~, swag-
0 In the mornings. May Belle would pre-

pare for me. My ... bacon and chocolate tea. (Invader “Ochro and

Rice” 1940) 0 ‘What sort of tea you want, eh, Mr Harbans? Choco-

late, coffee or green tea?’ (Naipaul 1958:45) 0 Pa Pa Jof, the village

obeahman was seated on his soap box making his evening meal -

“chocolate” tea and johnny bakes. (Ottley 1962:9) 0 Meanwhile,

Sona’s mother had served his food - half of a roti with baigan choka

and a cup of home-made chocolate tea. (Narine 1977:18) 0 Whilst she

is pregnant, and after the child is bom, the mother usually drinks gal-

lons of chocolate (cocoa) “tea” and eats other nutritious foods in

order to provide a [rich] supply of milk for the infant. (Ottley 1979) 0

[He] decided to obtain medication from a Sangree Grande pharmacy

in tablets and liquid which he drank with some chocolate tea. (Bomb
24 Apr 1987:26) 0 Villagers in Charlotteville are appealing to WASA
to rectify the situation where brown water or “chocolate tea” as one

villager chuckled, is the order of the day when they visit the taps dur-

ing the rainy season. (77V 30 Nov 1990:3) 0 Your cocoa is used as a

base in Ovaltine, Milo, etc. I know you love it! It’s palatable. How-
ever, you will scorn a good cup of real chocolate tea - the real

“macoy” with fat floating. (EX 10 Jan 1992:32)

choir girl n Tob Smoked herring. 0 (Craig-James 2008:11-295)

choka, chokha n Mashed vegetables, esp. BAIGAN, usu. roasted or

boiled, flavoured with at least salt and pepper. Also a dish made of

shredded SALTFISH or smoked herring, /tfoka, tfokha/ /(< Bh-

Angika chokha ‘boiled potato or vegetable, cooked and crushed into

small pieces’) 0 In the majority of cases the “chokha” is made from

roasted vegetables. The commonest “chokha” found in the three areas

were made from tomatoes, melongene, salt fish and smoke herring. A
“chokah” was also made from boiled potatoes, or eddoes or yams...

from Calcutta pepper and from ochroes... roasted in the fireside or

chulha. The burnt outer layers are removed and the remaining part

mashed with the fingers. To this salt, pepper, onion, garlic and hot oil
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are added and then mixed thoroughly. (Pariag 1975:25) 0 Saltfish or

Smoked Herring Choka (Beharry 1983:85) 0 How good are you at

making Bhaigan choka, tomato choka or mango talkarie? Perhaps

you have always prided yourself on the excellent fingerlicking good

‘Sada’ roti and Channa and Alloo with some coconut chutney or

Tcuchela on the side. (TTM 8 May 1987:14) 0 What most Hindus

would consider everyday cooking such as tomato and baigan (melon-

gene) chokas and bhaji are not popular items of the Divali menu.

(777? Oct 1990:28-29) 0 ‘I will cook. I will make roti, fry plantain,

and make some tomato chokha.' (Gosine 1992:115) 0 At the same

time, they are afraid to admit to the contribution that other cultures

made in their lives. Drinking their coffee and eating tomato chokha.

(TTM 25 July 1993:28) 0 He had come home to the roti and aloo-

choka that Mala had made this morning before she left for work. (Ali

1993:1) 0 He really should consider coming to town and opening a

restaurant, or at least a breakfast shed: his tomato choka and sada roti

would finance a maxi, if he had bulk trade. (Pires 1 994f: 15) 0 Imag-

ine pound yam/plantain or sada roti or roast bake for breakfast, with

every combination of saltfish and/or vegetable: tomato or baigan

choka... washed down by a hearty gulp of hot bush tea. (T&T Yester-

year 1995:3) 0 The dinner course consists of... tomato chokha , a dish

of roasted tomatoes sauteed with onion, garlic, cumin and pepper....

(Walsh 2003: 18)

choke and rob 1 phr A criminal technique in which the victim is

approached from behind, the robber puts one arm around the throat of

the victim while checking the victim’s pockets with the other hand.

(Generally considered a practice and phrase from Guyana.) 0 He was

choked and robbed. (TG 15 Feb 1944:2)

2 adj A negative term for a sudden increase in taxes, or similar event.

0 Out of George Chambers’ choke-and-rob budget cometh good.

(Bomb 1985)

choker n arc A sweet bread dotted with aniseed. (< E choker ‘some-

thing which sticks in the throat and blocks the windpipe’, fr its heavy

texture making it difficult to swallow in big pieces) 0 My mother used

to make a beautiful choker.

choke up adj Overcrowded. (< E choke ‘suffocate; smother; stifle’) 0

Choke up - cramped, confined in a small area. (John 1973) 0 I find

this street too choke up.

choke vein n Varicose vein; a common popular explanation of many
superficial pains. (< E choke ‘suffocate; block by internal obstruc-

tion’ + E varicose vein ‘an unnaturally swollen vein, visibly knotty

and irregular’) = bellicose vein, varico vein, various vein 0 CHOKE
VEIN, vague term used to “explain” a pain, e.g., look me foot, it have

a choke vein. (Rodman 1971:229) 0 (Jfaynes 1987:72)

chokey adj Small, tight-fitting, too small, usu. of a room or building,

/tfoki/ (< E choke ‘suffocate; block by internal obstruction’) 0 Chokey
- small and crowded (of rooms and buildings). (John 1973) 0 “He
rent mih one chokey little house an expect mih to pay him up front!”

(Baptiste 1993:37)

chokha see CHOKA

chokoline n Coix lacryma-jobi, a naturalized grass; seed-pod is hard,

shiny, bluish-white, used for necklaces and ornaments. = adlay,

>Job’s tears 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:60)

chokoluks n A term used mostly by men to adress or call to women,
meaning they are attractive, sweet, THICK and nice, /tfokoluks/ =

chookoloonks, choonks 0 Good morning, darling, chokoluks.

chokra n Boy; village boy. /tfokra/ (< H-Marathi chokra ‘boy; lad’) =

chauraa, sonaa 0 “Dem two chokra and chokri over make ah good
pair.” (1990)

chokri n Girl; village girl, /tj'okri/ (< H-Marathi chokri ‘girl’) = chauri

0 “Dem two chokra and chokri over make ah good pair.” (1990)

choli n A traditional Indian woman’s sleeveless or short-sleeved bod-
ice, usu. tight-fitting, leaving the midriff bare, worn with a sari, /tfoli/

(< H-Bh choli ‘short bodice’) 0 Unlike dhoti, sari was not popular
among Indians in Trinidad even in the nineteenth century. But some
other traditional North Indian dresses - the... sari, choli, ghanghri,
orhni (head-scarf) for females, are even now used on ceremonial

occasions. (Jha 1973:39) 0 The orhni was... pinned into the blouse

(choli) which covered the upper part of the body.(Raghoo 1984:2-3) 0

“Better she din put on no choli, watch how short and tight it dey, she

over doing it.” (1990) 0 That’s the choli, to go with the sari. (Selvon

1 99 1 d: 1 50)

cholopataha n A destructive person. (< Bh) = chowpataha 0 I never

see such a cholopatah yet!

chongo adj Ragged; mashed-up; out-of-sorts, /tfopgo/ 0 Old junk. No
good. In racing circles, a horse in a race without a chance. (Mendes

1985:32)

chonkay see CHUNKAY
chonthay v Damage plants by picking fruit or leaves carelessly, grab-

bing at, or plucking the plant, /tfonte/ (< H-Bh) 0 “Doh chonthe the

tree!” (1990)

choo intj Expression of disgust, dismissal, /tfu/ (< FC choo pool < Fr

cul de poule ‘fowl bottom') 0 Choo dat - away with that! Forget that.

An expression of dismissal. (Mendes 1985:32) 0 Well choo me if you

don’t want to talk. (Selvon 199 la: 19) 0 “Who tell you I goin’ any-

where with dat old car? Choo dat!” (Baptiste 1993:38)

chooboom adv The sound of something heavy hitting water, /tfubum/

(< Kikongo, Lingala tchubum ‘sound of falling into water’, Ewe
tchubum ‘heavy object falling into water’) 0 “When de starter buss de

paper bag to start de hundred yards race, ah duck in de water, ‘choo-

boom!’” (The Nation, Christmas Annual 1959:25)

choof-choof see CHOUF-CHOUF

choohaa n A mouse or rat. /tfuha:/ (< H chuuhaa ‘mouse; rat’) 0 “If

you leave the poyraa dey, choohaa go live in it.” (1990)

chooi-mooi n Mimosa pitdica, a small native plant; leaves respond to

touch or heat by collapsing shut, /tfuimui/ (< H chuT-mui, this plant) =

lajoutrioghas, mary-shut-your-door, mary-shut-your-gate, mazay
marie, old lady

1

, sensible plant, shame bush, shame Charlotte, shame

plant, >ti-marie 0 Some of our local medicinal plants are pantropical

weeds found in India and these are still called by their Hindi names

by old East Indians, e.g.... the timarie or sensitive plant. Mimosa
pudica, is called chooi-mooi or Lajoutrioghas. (Morean 1991:29)

chook see JOOK

chooka n Sphyraena gauchancho, an edible marine fish. = barracouta,

>bechine, secoye, sennet 0 (LNP 1985)

chookoo fleet adj Small; insignificant, /tfukuflit/ 0 “Is dat chookoo

fleet piece of land he want to sell fuh so much?” (Baptiste 1993:38)

choolbool adj Hardened; mischievous; wicked; restless, /tfulbul/

(< Bh chulchul ‘restless’, can be affectionate) = chool-chool 0 “He is

a wicked choolbool boy.” (1990)

choolchool see CHULCHUL

choolha see chulha

choonay v Search; search for. /tjune/ (< Bh chime ‘pick’) 0 “You
choone up the whole house.” (1990)

choonidar n arc A Muslim man’s traditional tight-fitting trousers,

/tfunidar/ (< H-U) 0 Male Muslim[s]... favoured a white kurtah with

white Choonidar which was tight fitting trousers. (Ramlakhan

1990a:6)

choonkalunks n A term of affection or endearment, usu. used to

describe a chubby person, /tforjkaluqks/ = choonks, chunkants 0 His

chunkalunks came on stage... a towering, quivering mountain of jello
— to do the butterfly and demonstrate the Trini ability to carry taste-

lessness and vulgarity to a surrealistic dimension. (EX

9

Jan 1993:8) 0

[Y]ou know you are a true Trini if, among a long list of other things...

You’ve called someone (or been called) chunkalunks, thick ting, fam-

ily (even if she’s not remotely related to you! ), doo-doo, dahlin’, reds,

breds, horse or partner. (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 1 7)

choonkants n A term of affection or endearment, usu. used to describe

a chubby person, /tfunkants/ = chunkalunks, choonks 0 Call she

‘chunkants’ is bachanal whole day. (Power “My Wife” 1972, pr)

choonks, chunks n A term of affection or endearment, usu. used to

describe a chubby person, /tfuqks, tfuqksi/ = chunkalunks, chunkants

0 To hear them make they old talk, “Chunks, Mama Toy”, That is when
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they bad-talking the young boys. (Growler “Old Man” 1938) 0 That

Sunday, when you come to take you lunch, Doudou, toy, choonks, love,

and honey, but. When you unable to meet with those demand. You just

like Moses watching at the promised land. (Growler “Women Diplo-

macy” 1940) 0 “Ah say, ‘Rosie doodoo, what happen to you? Wey de

pain?’ “De woman watch mih in mih face, an' calm so she tellin' mih,

‘Nuttin ent happen’, choonks. Ah only practising mih hula hoop.’”

(Macaw 1960:49) 0 Choonks - baby, girl, woman. (John 1973) 0 A
term of endearment used to describe a chubby person. “Come choonks,

let me give yuh a tight hug up.” (Baptiste 1992) 0 Roaring Lion...

revived his career in the 1990’s through the efforts of Eddy Grant who
updated his songs, and had a hit in 1995 with a revamped version of his

"Papa Chunks" in the latest soca style with rap introduction by Nigel

Lewis, (www.cott.org 1999)

choopidness see STUPIDNESS

choo pool, chew pool, choopool, choo poule, chu pool intj An
expression of disgust, anger, or resignation and dismissal, /tfupul/

(< FC chu < Fr cul ‘buttocks’ + Fr de poule, ‘of a chicken’) 0 “Choo
poule, let he stay there an wait for me." (Baptiste 1993:38) 0 They tell

me come back tomorrow. Chew pool!

choora see CHURA

chooria see CHURIA

choorki see CHURKI

choorwaa adv Of drinking water, from the cupped hand, /tfurwa/

(< Bh) 0 “He drinking water choorwa.” (1990)

choosay, choose, chusay v Suck; nurse, /(fuse/ (< H-Bh chusaanaa

‘give or cause to suck’) 0 “The bacha choosaying the cow.” (1990) 0

“Chusay the mango.” (1990) 0 “Overwork. They choosaying me for

true.” (1990)

choota v Beg for help or favours; sweet talk someone into getting a

favour done, /tfuta/ (< H-Bh chotaa ‘small, junior; belittle’) 0 (Men-

des 1985:33) 0 “Yuh want me to choota yuh?” (1990) 0 “Yuh have to

choota him to get through, yes.” (1990)

chooti n Any ants, /tfuti/ (< H chiti ‘a large ant’) 0 “The chooiti string

on to mi toe, ah see stars before ah could get them out.” (1990)

chootihar, chhootihar adj Ritually impure according to Hindu

beliefs, usu. said of a house, /tfutihar/ (< Bh chutahraa ‘ritually

impure’) 0 “She make a baby, so the house chootihar.” (1990)

chop 1 v Cut or wound with a cutlass. (< E chop ‘cut with an axe,

cleaver, etc. into pieces, usu. for a purpose’) 0 Leacock, a well-known

character of Alexander village, was chopped on his hand with a cut-

lass by the prince of the village roughs. (Mirror 1 Mar 1900: 11)0 The

story was that prisoner met Sookyeah and chopped her to death and

also chopped several other people on the estate. (Hummingbird 18

Feb 1905:3) 0 Accused had a cutlass in his hand and he chopped a

woman named Ramaroo, who was bathing in the river. (TG 27 Aug
1919:3) 0 He may be waiting with a cutlass to chop you down, After

he chop you like a boar hog in the slaughtery. They send a police to

caretake your dead body. (Mighty Killer “Habeas Corpus Law” 1950

pr) 0 “Nine time de man chop Jadoo in he hand.” (Ladoo 1972:77) 0

Before I knew a thing he had already chopped me on my head. (Bomb

1982) 0 “Pass de change” they demanded and 1 stood back behind the

counter and made a kind of brave danger move by asking them what

change. “Chop de man nah! Chop him!”, the one by the door shouted

to the others. (EX 17 July 1987:5) 0 [Then he] went over to Lucky

tending to the fire, drew a cutlass and began chopping him. (EX 6 Oct

1989:7) 0 A 19-year-old youth who chopped another young man on

the head during a dispute has been jailed for 12 months with hard

labour. (Heat 14 Oct 1989:5) 0 I take up mi cutlass and I go down by

the barrel. I stand up there and I have mi poonyah ready. And so help

me, 1 was ready to chop them. (Stewart 1989:123) 0 People... under-

stand that they must stay a distance from [him] because he ain’t easy.

“[He] was inside dey (jail) ahredee and evrybody know he ain’t fraid

tuh go back. In fact, now dat he have some bread he go chop yuh and

pay fuh yuh.” (Bomb 19 Oct 1990:24) 0 ‘Look, old man, from the

time this fellah come here you could see he got bad mind. From the

first day he want to chop me up. It didn't have a good week he want

to lead strike.’ (Boodhoo 1994:241 ) 0 "If a man thief your thing and

the police cant find it in his house, they tell you they have no evi-

dence - but if a man come in your house and you take your cutlass

and chap him, they could damn well find evidence against you.”

(Pires 1995i: 1 3)

2 v Play a CUATRO or guitar by strumming strongly with the finger-

tips. 0 “He could real chop a cuatro.” ( 1 998)

3 v Taste; have a flavour. (< W. African E chop ‘food’) 0 ‘Like we go

have to make ah cook with these birds yes,’ said Latchman. ‘Good
thing ah bring ah box ah match.’ ‘But we eh have no pot,’ commented
Tiger, ‘and no rice.’ ‘That eh nothing,’ scoffed Sona. ‘What we could

do is to skin these birds and roast them and eat them just so. All you

never eat roast bird yet? Man, that does chop nice.’ (Narine 1977:87)

4 n A cut or blow with the sharp edge of a cutlass. 0 Bajou then

threatened that he would kill her like her husband, if she did not cease

her shouts and so saying gave her a chop with the cutlass. (TG 1 Apr
1919:10) 0 [He started] inflicting chops on the victim while they were

drinking “mountain dew” in the bushes. (TG 13 Oct 1989:3) 0 [He] is

expected to testify about the eight chop wounds the deceased

received. (EX 6 Oct 1989:7) 0 [She] died of multiple chop wounds.

(EX 14 Nov 1990:6) 0 But the man allegedly whipped out a short cut-

lass and fired several chop wounds to [his] head, arms and body, and

several blows to his face. (TTM25 July 1993:5) 0 Deyal fired a chop

which almost severed Paul’s wrist, and according to Paul, continued

chopping him on his left leg. (TG 16 Jan 1994:8) 0 An autopsy...

revealed that he sustained 1 1 chop wounds to his chest, back and legs.

(Newsday 19 Aug 2002:3)

chopay, chhopay, chhope v Make firm, level, /tfope/ (< H-Bh chopna

‘plaster; apply a coating’) = paatay 0 “If you making meri or dirt wall,

you chhope it.” (1990)

chop-chop n arc Fodder, usu. long grass or sugarcane tops, cut into

pieces for feeding animals. (< E chop ‘material, esp. fodder, which

has been chopped up’) 0 At the moment he was sitting on a short log

on which he had just finished chopping chop-chop, or cane-tops, for

the donkey. (Naipaul 1976:76)

chope, chop n A traditional long, thin wooden stick, the end covered

with leather, used to play TASSA drums, /tfop/ (< H-Bh) 0 The shell of

the tassa is ceramic and kettle-shaped. It is covered with a cured goat

skin and is beaten with two wooden sticks known as “chops.” (Korom
& Chelkowski 1994:171) 0 These drums are played with a pair of

chope - thin, long sticks with leather head. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 10)

chop off v Cut through with a chopping motion. Note: SE usage

implies that the thing cut falls away, e.g. chop offhis head. = cut off 0

“I never said to [him] I would chop off his neck.” (TG 15 Mar 1933)

chopper 1 n A Chinese cleaver; a kitchen knife with a large, broad,

rectangular blade. = >Chinee chopper 0 When the crowd rushed into

the shop Yankee pulled out the cash drawer, quickly buried it in a bin

of rice and sat on the lid, a chopper in his hand, (de Boissiere

1952:321)

2 n A person who wounds another by CHOPPING with a CUTLASS. 0

Serial Chopper: Suspect Held... A 27-year-old suspect in the serial

choppings in Laventille is this weekend in police custody. (EX 30 Jan

1994:5)

chopping n The act of wounding by cutting with a CUTLASS. 0 Serial

Chopper: Suspect Held... A 27-year-old suspect in the serial chop-

pings in Laventille is this weekend in police custody. (EX 30 Jan

1994:5) 0 The hunt is still on for a 14-year-old boy who is wanted in

connection with the fatal chopping. (Newsday 19 Aug 2002:3)

choray, chore v Thief; steal, /tjbre/ (< H chor ‘thief; robber’) 0 “They

chore all the mango.” (1990)

chorhawe see CHURAWAY

chota, chhote adj Short; small. Sometimes used according to original

linguistic forms, chhota masculine singular, chhote masculine plural,

chhotee feminine, /tfota/ (< H chhotaa ‘little; small; less; younger’) =

chunkay, majhilaa 0 “Look he chota.” (1990) 0 “Gi mi a chota piece a

roti.” (1990)

choti bahin see CHOTKI BAHIN
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chotka n Smaller (person), esp.: husband’s younger brother; younger

sister’s husband; or any small child, /tfotka/ (< Bh ‘husband’s

younger brother’; H ehota ‘small’) 0 0 [The husband’s younger

brother] she should “properly” call chotka. (Klass 1961:95) 0

(Dwarika 1984:30) 0 “Sunita is Ramphal chotka beti.” (1990)

chotki n A husband’s younger brother’s wife; the wife of any male

cousin younger than the speaker, /tfotki/ (< Bh chotki, H ehota

‘small’, i.e. ‘younger’) 0 [Younger brother’s wife] and [wife] of any

male cousin junior in age. (Klass 1961:94) 0 A barka must never be

alone in the same room with his chotki, he must never speak to her,

and it is considered advisable that he not look directly at her. Some
people feel that he should avoid her very shadow. If he should touch

her even accidentally, both experience a feeling of tremendous shame

and embarrassment. (Klass 1961:103) 0 (Dwarika 1984: 30) 0 I told

him my bhowgie came from there. “Bhowgie?”... “Yes,” I said... “my
elder brother’s wife.” (As distinct from my chotki, or younger

brother’s wife.) (Pires 1 994e: 15)

chotki bahin n Younger sister, /tfotki bahin/ (< H chotki ‘younger’ +

bahin ‘sister’) 0 “Mi chotki bahin bigger than me in size.” (1990) 0

Dear Bahin, Ram Ram Sita Ram. Forgive me for not coming to see

you when I was at Surinder... I trust you will forgive me and give me
your blessings, your choti Bahin. (Persaud 1993:165-8)

chou n obs Xanthosoma sagittifolium, a cultivated plant with long thin

white-fleshed tubers and dark green arrowhead-shaped leaves; both

tubers and leaves edible, though some people find the leaves irritat-

ing. (< FC < Fr chou ‘cabbage; edible leaf head’) = >tannia 0 Chou:

The patois name for tannia... Chou. This is made with tannias that are

grated raw. (de Boissiere ca 1945a:28,44)

chouette a oreilles n obs Otus choliba crucigerus, a bird, 22.5 cm (9")

long. Short ear-tufts; upperparts greyish brown, streaked black and

white; underparts pale grey with fine dark brown zigzag pattern. (< Fr

chouette ‘owl’ + a oreilles ‘with ears’, fr short but prominent ear-

tufts) = >eared owl 0 (Chapman 1894:68)

chouette blanche n obs Tyto alba hellmayri, a bird, 37.5 cm (15")

long. Upperparts buff, mottled with white and blackish; pale, heart-

shaped facial disc; underparts whitish, finely spotted brown. Some-

times seen at dusk and dawn, when it appears all white. (< Fr chouette

‘owl’ + blanche ‘white’) = >bam owl 0 (Chapman 1894:67)

chouf-chouf, choof-choof, chuff-chuff 1 n Any of a number of

marine fish which will inflate their bodies with air or water if dis-

turbed. Not eaten because they are poisonous unless very carefully

prepared. Colomesus psittacus, a dark- and light-barred species;

Spaeroides nephelus (E southern puffer), spotted dorsal area, to 25

cm (9.7"); S. spengleri (E band-tail puffer), spotted on sides, to 15 cm
(5.8"); and S. testudinus (E checkered puffer), brown or black dorsal

area with white markings, /tfuftfuf/ (< E chuff" swollen or puffed out

with fat’) 0 (de Verteuil 1858) 0 The Chouf-chouf (Tetraodon), a

prickly fish which blows itself out like a bladder... is as evil disposed

in Trinidad as elsewhere. (Kingsley 1880:127) 0 Tetrodon. Several

species. Chouf-chouf, poisonous, (de Verteuil 1884:390) 0 The tet-

raodon, or “Chouf-chouf’... the flesh itself is poisonous, as proved by
the following facts: a large tetraodon having been boiled, in order to

get the skeleton, the flesh was thrown away in the courtyard, and two

cats, as many duck and pigs, on accidentally eating of the same, died

from its effects. Again, sometime in the year 1 854, two young chil-

dren died, within a few hours, after having partaken of the liver of a

tetraodon. (de Verteuil 1884:394-5) 0 (Vincent 1910:53) 0 Among
these dangerous fishes are the chouf-chouf and the barracouta. (TG 3

Oct 1922:8) 0 Chouf-chouf... Sphoeroides spengleri, Eng. puffer.

(AACC 1945:108) 0 I asked what they called the little silver fish, and

they said ‘chuff-chuff’, adding that the harmless-looking creatures

were poisonous besides keen-sighted. When the next crowd surfaced

like submarines from the surf the boys raced after them to demon-
strate how the chuff-chuffs’ bellies distended when rubbed. (Bryans

1967:169) 0 (LNP 1985) 0 Apparently the big boys: sharks, tappons,

cro cro and salmons knew what was going on that day. The sea only

gave zilwans, catfish, cavali, chuff-chuff, melwish and stingrays. (TG
21 July 1993:13)

2 n A fat, clumsy, ungainly, awkward person. 0 Ah heare dem go

hav plenty peeple, one me no dem call Doodoonea, dem say she ah

one brukback grecian, another choof-choof one dem cal Dorana, an

plenty ah dem, believe me, ah cann member dem name, dem so

much. (PC 1 3 Aug 1904) 0 Lizzy say ah is ah country bookie, an ah

grow up in a cane piece, I mus excuse she because if she see de

ooman wey name Janie Zingah, she mouth mus run water, for ah ent

no black chuf-chuf like she an ah ent no common ooman like she.

(PC 24 Sept 1 904) 0 Buffooto, buffooto, bungo tuffy, choof choof-

fat and ungainly. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

chou palmiste n The edible heart of the PALMISTE palm, Roystonea

oleracea, and a dish made from this. /fu pamist/ (< FC < Fr chou

‘cabbage; edible leaf head’) = mountain cabbage 0 Chou Palmiste.

This great delicacy of the tropics is made with the heart of the tall

stately royal palm. It is chipped finely and allowed to soak for a few

hours, at least, in a mixture of oil, vinegar, pepper, and salt, (de Bois-

siere ca 1945a:36)

chow n Fruit, usu. POMSITAY or green mango, prepared with PEPPER,

salt, lime juice or vinegar; usu. eaten as a snack or accompaniment to

a meal, /fan/ (prob. < Anglo-Chinese chow ‘food of any kind’

< Anglo-Indian, poss. Anglo-Chinese chow-chow ‘a mixture or med-

ley, e.g. mixed pickles or preserves’) 0 The “Topee-tambou”, “chau”,

“kaimit”, Pomdilian”, “halay”, “tuloom” sweet. (Fortune ca 1950-

59:11)01 could not be bothered to eat mango rose on such a day, rose

is only good for “chow”. (Bynoe 1985:26) 0 In making mango chow,

a mature fruit, not yet ripe, is cut into bits and allowed to soak in a

mixture of salt, lime and pepper. Children prided themselves on a

high tolerance for pepper. (Bynoe 1985:61) 0 “Dat mango tree jes

waitin' to get pick fuh we to make a nice mango chow.” (Baptiste

1 993 :38) 0 His teeth would get on edge whenever he saw her with her

bowl of green mango ‘chow.’ (Boodhoo 1994: 169) 0 She tell him she

leave some mango chow for him. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:90)

chow-chow n Mimus gilvus, a bird, 25 cm (10") long. Head and upper-

parts grey; tail long, blackish, tipped white; underparts white with

grey on throat and breast. Song is very varied and musical, including

imitations. = day-clean
2

, >mockingbird“, paraulata, teeming day-

clean, yard-boy 0
“Chow-chow,” alias “day-clean” (because he her-

alds the dawn), or “Mocking Thrush,”... A remarkable variety of

notes and would-be dignified way of strutting about, with funny little

half-flights. Chow-chow is a phonetic rendering of his call to his

mate. (Russell 1922:46) 0 There are birds of every kind in the island -

the chow chow, the humming bird, parrots... and many others. (Ottley

1971-72:25)

chowk, chauk 1 n Earthen altar used in Hindu and Muslim rituals,

/tfaok/ (< H-U) = bedi 0 At Hosay time while the drums beat at the

front of the tadjah (Hosay) on the chowk, neighbourhood women who
have brought maleeda (sweet-meat) to be blessed are joined by a few

men in singing the wailing maseeha. (Alladin 1969:30) 0 The naaw
(barber - but in Trinidad the term means any one who helps to

arrange the chowk), who is in charge of arranging the chowk, where

the hardee ceremony takes place, asks for [a] hareesaa [haris]... and

peerha. (Sankar 1972:5) 0 Facing toward Mecca, before an altar

crowned by a jar of flowers, the participants gathered on the chauk,

grieving for the martyred brothers. (Nunley & Bettelheim 1988:128)

0 A ground altar in a protected comer of the yard of the participant

where the tazia is built... a hole is left in the centre into which sweet-

meats, flowers and coins are... [offered] to the earth. (Ramlakhan

1990b:34) 0 “Shama waiting by de chowk arready.” (1990) 0 An
imam, or spiritual leader, begins a journey at 7:00 P.M. to each active

yard to pray, reciting verses from the Quran in front of the chowk,

thereby, sanctifying it as a sacred space for the duration of the ten

days... Each yard has its own chowk which is usually a square large

enough for the tadjah to be placed on. (Korom & Chelkowski

1994:162) 0 On the day of Big Hosay Night, the large tadjahs are

brought out of the imambarahs and “crowned” with the domes that

complete the structures... The completed tadjahs are then placed on

the chowks and prayers are once again recited prior to their leaving

the yards. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:165) 0 The chowk is freshly

painted... each year a few days before the beginning of Muharram. It
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is then demarcated by a fence and decorated with plants and a glass of

water to represent the Euphrates River environment near the histori-

cal stage of events at Karbala... In Cedros, the sacred areas are liter-

ally more “earthy,” being made out of clay and turf. (Korom &
Chelkowski 1994:172)

2 n Earthen bank on the side of a drain. (< H-Bh) 0 He find it by the

chowk in front the house.

chowka, chowkaa, chowkah n A Hindu memorial service; it includes

GHANDI, offerings of food, and charhawe nariar. /tfaoka, tfauka:/

(< H-Bh) 0 The Kabir Panthis observe a ceremony
“chowkah” either

one month or one year after the death of a relative. (Ali 1975:32)

chowkay see CHUNKAY
chowki, chauki, chowkie n A board used to roll out dough, esp. a tra-

ditional 10-inch round board with three short legs, /tfauki/ (< Bh) 0

“You make the flour as a ball, and you stretch it little bit in your hand

and then you take the dry flour and put it in the chowkee... and then

you take it and baylay it.” (Gayelle 17 July 1986) 0 Lay out dough on

“Chowki” (bread board) and using the rolling pin or "Balana,” roll

out same. (Bomb-S 19 Oct 1990:5) 0 Chowki : Round flat and wooden
[object] of varying sizes ranging from thirty centimetres to almost

one metre. The dough (loyah) was rolled on the chowki (belay-ing)
before it was cooked on the tawa. (Ramlakhan 1 990a: 11) 0 “Pass me
de chowkie quick nah betee.” (Baptiste 1993:38)

chow mein n A popular Chinese dish of stir-fried vegetables - cab-

bage, bean sprouts, green peppers, carrots - and fried noodles. Note:

This term elsewhere in SE describes various local styles, /tfau men/
(< E chow mein < Ch Tried flour’) 0 “I doh eat so much ground pro-

vision over there. Is only rice an’ chow mein an' fried chicken in Port

of Spain.” (Bowyer ca 1974:29) 0 The Chinese, who also came under

indentureship, brought a crisper, fresher version of their cuisine than

that usually found in the Chinatowns of the world. Chow mein in

Trinidad, for instance, is quickly stir fried, without the cornstarch that

gives it the gooey consistency familiar to North Americans and oth-

ers. (Moses 1988:251

)

chowne n A strong thread used to cut or divide pieces of clay, /tfaune/

(< Bh) 0 [For pottery] the machinery consists of a wheel which spins

just a few centimeters off the ground, a handle for the turning of the

wheel, a large earthen oven, Awa, sharp thread, chowne and lumps of

clay -goonda. (Ramlakhan 1990a:4)

chowpataha n Destructive person, /tfaopataha/ (< Bh) = cholopataha

0 That man is a real chowpataha.

chowrhy, chowrai n Amaranthus dubius [= A. tristis], a native plant

to 60 cm (23.4"); stem green or purple, many branches. Leaves ovate;

green, sometimes with purplish centre; edible when cooked. Numerous
spikes of greenish-white flowers at top of stem, /tfauri, tfaurai

/

(< Bh) = >bhaaji, marsa bhaaji, marwa (bhaaji), spinach 0 A very

common dish eaten with rice and dhal ... was “bhagi”. The “bhagi”

may be made up of a number of different plants which include pak-

choi, “chowrhy”, mustard, poi leaves ... (Pariag 1975:24) 0 (Mahabir

1991:95)

chowtal, chautal n A type of classical Indian song, often improvised

to a set form, typically sung during PHAGWA. /tfautal/ (< Bh) 0

Shiva-Ratri, the Sacred Annual Festival of the Hindoos, will be cele-

brated at the Tunapuna Shivalia... with a view of improving the tone

and rendition of the Chowtal (Sacred hymns and compositions)

recited and sung at this festival, this year’s rendition will be in the

form of a competition. ( TG 5 Feb 1933:7) 0 Chowtal songs are sung

by groups of men or women... during the festival of Phagwa... The
themes used - colors, youth, and love - bear reference to Krishna and

Radha. The musical instruments used are the dholak, jhal and kartal.

(Ahyoung 1977:71) 0 Before the actual day of Phagwa, there are

Chowtal singing competitions. Chowtal is a mixture of the religious

and the secular, and the competitions display the skills of singers who
perform both devotional songs and local compositions.... Special

instruments such as the Dholak (a small skin drum), Kartals, Mag-
eeras and Jals (cymbals) accompany the Hindi singing and dancing.

(Ahye 1988b: 106) 0 ‘What about chowtal singing and music at phag-

wah and the stick dance at Hosay time. Thinking of pulsating beats?

Nothing to compare with the tabla and tassa drumming at its best.’

(Persaud 1993:80) 0 Chautal is a seasonal Hindu genre, and the bands

rehearse only once a year, beginning several weeks before the Phagua
celebrations. Groups usually consist of eight or more male singers, all

of whom play jhal (brass cymbals), and one dholak player. Until

recent decades, the chautal bands used to proceed through the village

on Phagua day, pausing to play at houses along the way. As they per-

formed, the women of the house came out and sprinkled the musi-

cians with abir.... The term chautal refers to the entire repertory of

Phagua songs, and also to one of the three main subtypes of this

genre, that also includes jhumar and ulara. Most songs... relate epi-

sodes from the Ramayan , the Mahabharata, and the Puranas (all

Hindu epic texts)... Chautal singing is responsorial. A song may have

as many as 20 verses, each of which is repeated some 10 or more
times. The distinguishing features of this style is accelerando, gradual

accelerando during the first four to eight repetitions of the verse; then

a sudden burst of speed called dugun , “double,” is cued by the drum-

mer and characterized by increased density and volume of the drum
part. The verse is repeated again six to eight times at this fast tempo.

(Myers 1998:74) 0 Songs and music filled the air and the challenge of

matching skills in singing and drumming in chowtal competitions

make the celebration another event of national cultural significance.

(EX-2 21 Mar 1999:3)

christen 1 v Of a fishing net, a traditional ceremony or blessing of the

new seine. (< E christen ‘name or dedicate bells, ships, etc. by a cere-

mony similar to baptism; use something for the first time’) 0 Because

of the size of the seine parts are made by different persons. Hanging

the seine refers to the process of joining together the various parts.

These are spread on the beach to be joined. This is followed by the

‘Christening’ of the seine when the spirits of the ancestors are invited

to bless the seine. There is a large feast at this time. (Clarke 1990:54)

2 v In a Hindu ceremony, give a person a spiritual guide, usu. a PAN-

DIT, and an individual GURU-MANTRA. (< E christen ‘admit or initiate

into the Christian Church by baptism’) 0 Both Hindu men and women
are expected to be “christened” by the time they are married. The pur-

pose of this ceremony, gurmuu , is to assign a particular pundit to each

person, who will act as his spiritual godfather. To this pundit the dis-

ciple, chela , is supposed to go when he is in need of spiritual advice.

Although there is no specific age when this ceremony must take

place, it should occur by the time of marriage. Most christenings take

place on the night before marriage, and in this way both bride and

groom get the same pundit... Both the “christening” and the “confir-

mation” ceremonies are traditionally Hindu, and the nearest English

names have been adopted by Trinidad Hindus to signify them.

(Niehoff&Niehoff 1960:131)

christening n A Hindu ceremony in which a person is given a spiritual

guide, usu. a PANDIT, and an individual GURU-MANTRA. = gurudik-

sha, gurumukh 0 In many settlements a single Brahman served as...

‘god-father’ (guru) to virtually all individuals, especially males... he

imparted to individuals in their teens a special prayer, chant, or sound

(mantra) in a ceremony (gurudiksha) which Hindus came to call

‘christening.’ (Vertovec 1992:114)

Christie Minstrel see Christy Minstrel

Christmas beetle n Cyclocephala sp., a scarab beetle. Small, brown,

with legs that easily cling or tangle in cloth, etc.; often found in

houses, (fr usual appearance around Christmas-time) = cockle

Christmas bush 1 n Chromolaena odorata [~ Eupatorium odoratum,

Osmia odorata ], a straggling or climbing native shrub, 1-3 m (10'),

with many spreading branches. Leaves in pairs, rhombic-ovate to lan-

ceolate, abruptly wedge-shaped at base, coarsely toothed above the

widest part, moderately hairy or velvety, odorous. Flowers conspicu-

ous, pale lavender or whitish, in broad flat clusters of about 30, 5-10

cm (2-4") across, blooming around Christmastime. Sometimes also

another species, Austroeupatorium inulifolium [= E. cinereum], a less

branched shrub, flower-heads white, about 1 cm (.4") long, many, in

panicles to 20 cm (7.8") across, (fr usual flowering time around

Christmas) = baby bush, bitter bush, female Christmas bush, fleur Noel

(C. odorata)-, male Christmas bush, San Miguel bush (A. inulifolium) 0
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A small area of the Christmas bush had been removed. (WG 1 Dec

1930:5) 0 Christmas Bush ... a common, widespread and variable spe-

cies. Flowers in the Colony about Christmas, and is for a few weeks

one of the most conspicuous features in the vegetation. (FTT 1940-2-

2:66) 0 (National Herbarium specimen sheet, 1959) 0 She began to

prepare a mixture of cough-medicine with “jerry-toot”, Christmas-

bush, z’herbes-a-femme, Boiscano, honey, cerio-flower and soft-can-

dle. (Baka 1968) 0 Christmas bush. Eupatorium odoratum. (Simpson

1970:57) 0 Christmas-bush juice with salt was a most effective cure

for cough. (Alladin 1970:18) 0 Long ago if the cold giving you trou-

ble, bacanoe, black sage tea ... Christmas bush or shaddow benny

bound to pass the cold immediately. (Relator “Bush Medicine” 1971)

0 Christmas bush. Eupatorium odoratum. (Bush Medicine 1976b: 18)

0 (Laurence 1976:6) 0 Oral: Gully root - two or three pieces about

finger length, [lignum vitae] - a few leaves, a small piece of Christ-

mas bush, black sage leaves (about two or three). Wonder of the

World (one or two leaves), codjoe mahoe - a few chips of the bark,

senna leaves. (Bush Medicine 1976a: 13) 0 The treatment: Wild cof-

fee, St. John bush, cerio, vervine, Christmas bush, gully root ... to be

boiled together and bottled. (Bush Medicine 1976a: 14) 0 (Seaforth,

Adams & Sylvester 1983:80) 0 Eupatorium odoratum and Eupato-

rium inulifolium are both known as Christmas bush. The latter is

called the male since its leaves are bigger; it also blooms in Septem-

ber/October, while the former blooms around Christmas-time. The

latter is less useful in cough preparations than the former. (Morean

1991:48) 0 Christmas bush. Chromolaena odorata. A cup of the

decoction made from the aerial parts is taken twice daily for colds and

fever. (Seaforth et al 1998:524)

2 n Senna bacillaris, a small native tree, growing mainly in disturbed

areas in both islands. Flowers at ends of branches, pale yellow, petals

uneven in size. Fruit pod about 20 cm (7.8") long, cylindrical, pulpy.

= >cocrico bush 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000: 137)

Christmas candlestick n Leonotis nepetifolia , a naturalized erect

annual plant to 1 m (3.2') tall. Flowers orange, in spherical clusters at

the upper nodes; very prickly. (< Christmas , fr bright flowers bloom-

ing around Christmas-time + candlestick

,

fr tall stems) = ball bush,

ball-head bush, Cartwright bump, honeysuckle, man piaba, >shandi-

lay, wild hops
2 0 (Laurence 1976:7)

Christmas flower n Malvaviscus arboreus var. penduliflorus, a culti-

vated shrub with hanging red flowers that never fully open. = datwan,

>sleeping hibiscus 0 What particularly attracted me was a flood of red

showing under her hedge, a lavish display of fallen Turk’s cap flow-

ers, the Malvaviscus arboreus ... ‘Oh, that’s only Christmas flower,’

[she] explained, though Joseph Benoit had earlier called it the more

usual ‘sleeping hibiscus’. (Bryans 1967:75)

Christmas hope n Tecoma stans [~ Bignonia starts, Stenolobium

stans], a cultivated shrub or small tree which usu. grows in dry areas.

Leaves pinnate with toothed leaflets. Flowers yellow, bell- or funnel-

shaped up to 5 cm long. Seed capsule 10-22 x .7 cm (3. 9-8.6" x .28"),

drying brownish, seeds to .7 x 3 cm (.28" x 1.2") broad. Also Tecoma

incisa, a similar cultivated form with deeply incised leaflets. = flow-

ering poui 0 {FTT 1954-2-5:328-9) 0 (Farrell 1981:22) 0 Several of

the more notable native species include ... Christmas hope. (Meganck
& Furlong-Kelly 1986:5)

Christmas road march n A humorous tenn for the most popular of

the SOCA parang tunes released around Christmas-time.

(< Christmas, fr theme and timing + road march
,
fr popular appeal)

0 Once called the “Christmas calypso,” the fusion of Latin music and

calypso has evolved into what is widely accepted today as “soca

parang.” Each year the public eagerly looks forward to these new
releases, one of which is usually dubbed the “Christmas Road
March.” This year has seen a flood of these songs, in addition to the

traditional music. {EX 2 Dec 1990:51 ) 0 The race for the 1991 Christ-

mas Road March swings into full gear. {Heat 1 0 Oct 1991:15)

Christmas worm n A small polydesmid millipede, often seen in and

around houses, frequently in great numbers, (fr usual appearance

around Christmas-time) 0 Sweep out all the Christmas wonn from
here.

christophene, christophine n Sechium editle (E chayote, cho-cho ), a

cultivated climbing plant and its edible non-sweet fruit. Fruit 10-15

cm (4-6") long, pear-shaped, slightly furrowed; skin pale to medium
green, slightly prickly; with a single large seed; flesh white, smooth;

cooked as a vegetable. /kristAfin/ (commonly spelled christophine in

French territories, but origin prob. based on Amer source) 0 (Joseph

1 838a:8 1 ) 0 Christophines. (TA 1933-10-5: 125) 0 Christophenes 3 for

2 cts. (TG 4 Jan 1936:13) 0 Stuffed christophenes ... done exactly as

with melongenes. (de Boissiere ca 1945a:25) 0 Christophine (CFN1

1971 :24) 0 Pour grated christophene into heavy bottomed pan. (Hunt

1985a:50) 0 Christophene Mannalade. (Hunt 1985a:50) 0 Wild

tobacco ... branches leaning over the streams tend to root spontane-

ously and rooted cuttings can be removed from the plants ... In fact,

farmers on the Northern Range who cultivate christophenes often use

this plant as a trellis. (Morean 1990b:28) 0 Like many villagers he’s a

gardener growing christophene, fig and cocoa to sell in the Port of

Spain market. (TG-M 17 Jan 1993:2) 0 On either side of the road

from Lopinot to La Pastora, those [cocoa] trees were often swathed in

christophene vines heralding a new source of income for the people

of the district. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:30) 0 She sat before heaps

of cucumbers, cabbages, christophene, carrots, celery, calalloo, carili

- all for under two dollars. (Pierre 2001)

Christy Minstrel n obs An entertainment or Carnival group of

singers, based on the black-face minstrels of the American South;

their repertoire comprised “plantation” and “Negro” songs. (< Christy

Minstrels

,

a famous old-time American black-faced minstrel group) 6

A lively troupe of “Christy Minstrels” flitted from door to door and

their costume was certainly as original as it was quaint. It consisted of

tight fitting trousers with the Yankee red and white stripes and tail

coats to match. {POSG 12 Feb 1902:5) 0 A band of Christie Minstrels

attracted some attention by going from door to door singing their

quaint songs. (POSG 26 Feb 1903:5) 0 The success in New York in

1846 of the Christy Minstrels was still significant in San Fernando in

1884. A ‘Grand Christy Minstrel Performance’ was staged there on

16 February. The local inhabitants who blacked-up on such occasions

were almost certainly amateurs who had learnt the repertoire from

printed sheet music and songsters produced in the United States. The

compositions of Stephen C. Foster were mainstays of the original

Christy organisation. ...The Port of Spain Gazette (14 February)

shows the troupe comprised two ‘comer’ men, two ‘bones’ men. two

‘tambos’ and an ‘interlocutor’ in regular US minstrel-show forma-

tion. (Cowley 1996:128)

chrome-pan n A chrome-covered steel PAN, appearing very shiny and

bright, developed during the 1970s. Some consider that this makes

the sound more refined; others say that chroming has minimal or no

effect on sound but protects the instmment. (< E chrome ‘plate with a

chromium compound’) 0 “We have seen a vast improvement in terms

of the instrument; we have seen the invention of the twelve-bass,

nine-bass, quadrophonic, chrome-pan, bore-pan, etc., where our

genius has gone to work and carried the instmment to greater

heights.” (EX-2 3 Aug 1987:8)

chub n Tob Any of the edible marine parrot fishes, family Scaridae.

/tfAb/ (< E chub, several fresh-water fish) 0 Many fishes that could

not be caught otherwise enter these traps, such as the beautiful

“parrot” fishes (Scaridae), called “chubs” in Tobago, of every imag-

inable colour. (Guppy 1922a:444)

chuchkal, chuchke 1 v Shrink; get small; wither; become flabby, soft.

/tfAtfkal, tfAtfke/ (< Bh) 0 “When you make paratha roti, it does

chuchkal after you bele it.” (1990) 0 “The flowers chuchkal.” (1990)

2 adj Shrunken; withered; shrivelled; flabby. = quaily, quelbe“ 0 “She

looking real chuchkal now she turn forty.” (2007)

chuck see also CHACK, JOOK

chuck, quioc, tchoque n Butorides striatus [= Ardea cyanura, A. gri-

sea] or B. virescens (E green-backed heron), a wading bird, 42.5 cm
(17") long. Crown blackish; sides of head, neck and breast grey (A.

striatus) or dark red-brown (A. virescens ); white stripe from chin to

breast; mid-breast spotted with black; back and wings greenish slate;

belly greyish brown; legs orange or yellow. Voice is an explosive
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kyow. (fr sound of call) /tfAk/ = gaulin 0 Tchoque. (Devenish

1893:144) 0 Tchogue. Quioc. (Chapman 1894:80) 0 Butorides stria-

tits. This is a small black crowned heron, often called "Chuck", fre-

quently seen in rice fields, and about the larger drains throughout

cane fields. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1 936a: 13) 0 (ffrench 1991:59-60)

chuck and jam phr Crowded; packed with people, as at a FETE, Car-
nival, sports match. (<jook

3 + Ejam 'overly crowd, pack with peo-

ple’) = ram-cram 0 The place was a real chook and jam. 0 The bram

chook and jam.

chuck down v Shove down; push away; make someone fall. (< chuck
6

+ E down ‘towards the ground’) 0 But when a hungry man goes out to

beg, they will set a bulldog behind his leg, for the policeman may
chuck him down too, you see where a dog is better than you. (Tiger

“Money is King” 1935) 0 [He] was not one of those who was pre-

pared to chuk down God with a cobweb broom. (EX

7

Sept 1990:9)

chuck up v Abort or miscarry. (< E chuck up ‘give up; give in; yield;

vomit’) = throw up 0 "Green mangoes make you chuck up baby.”

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1939:Box 15, Book 1:1)

chuff-chuff see chouf-chouf

chuk see JOOK

chulchul, choolchool adj Hardened; mischievous; wicked; restless;

medddling. /tfultful/ (< Bh-Angika chulchul ‘restless; inconsistent’,

usu. complaining) = choolbool 0 Chulchul. (Dwarika 1984:30) 0

“This child too choolchool.” (1990) 0 “I can’t take on this choolchool

behaviour.” (1990)

chulha, chula n A traditional Indian earthen fireplace or cooking-

place, usu. a circular wall, about a foot high, open on one side. Wood
or coal is placed inside the wall. A pot or TAWA can be placed to rest

on the wall. See also FIRESIDE, /tfolha/ (< H chuulaa ‘fire-place’) 0

Fires were lighted in the chulhas. (Bowyer 1974:13) 0 In the majority

of homes in Moruga and San Francique the chulha or fireside is

used... However in about 40 percent of the homes there are both the

chulha and kerosene stove. The majority of meals are cooked on the

fireside, however. (Pariag 1975:10) 0 The chulha was made with a

special type of white mud and was of different shapes and sizes.

Some chulha could accommodate two pots at a time while others sup-

port only one. In all homes the chulha was cleaned at least once a day

by “leepaying it”. In a special container the white mud and water was
mixed to a paste and this was spread on the chulha with a piece of old

cloth. In some Hindu homes it was cleaned before every meal. (Pariag

1975:10) 0 He saw again in his mind’s eye all the empty pots lined up

outside, the sad and sickening emptiness of the chula, the open hearth

for cooking, with yesterday’s ashes, grey, burnt out, used up, lifeless,

cold, its very aromas stilled. (Khan 1988:68) 0 “There were days

when all we ate was baigan and rice, cooked from a chulha (fireside)

which crumbled to the ground each time rain fell and had to be lee-

payed (pasted with cow dung).” (Bomb 19 Oct 1990:15) 0 Each

chulha had characteristics that were tailored to the individual home.

We had two: one just outside the kitchen steps in the yard, used in the

dry season, and the other inside. My mother first constructed a raised

platform in the kitchen and then built on it her chulha [strengthened]

with bricks and stones before it was plastered over with a mix of

earth, cow manure and lime. Because it had been built in this way,

she did not have to stoop or bend when cooking. The fireside had

openings for four pots at any one time. The circumference of the

openings varied to accommodate pots with large, small and medium
bottoms. (Persaud 1990:85) 0 Chulha: An earthen fire-side made
from red clay... The simplest type was basic “U” shaped structure

although there were complex shapes with inner cavities with some-

times two or three openings at the top on which to rest the pots. A
wire frame was made before the clay was applied. Heat was obtained

from wood. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 11) 0 Knowsilliah Mahabal has been

making chulhas (firesides) free of charge for the past 40 years.

(Mahabir 1992a: 121) 0 The Laawa bhoojana ceremony usually takes

place on the Saturday night before the wedding ceremony. At about

eleven o’clock in the night, the dulaha’s (dulahin’s) mother, accompa-

nied by the other female relatives ... bring the chulha, firewood, pot

and rice paddy near to the maaroh. They sit and parch the rice a little

at a time. During this time special songs are sung relating to the occa-

sion. (Holass-Beepath 2002:55) 0 “They had a fireside (chula) about

six feet long. And they used only bandara (big) pots,” said Ramesar.

(EX 8 Sept 2003:28)

chumak intj Expression indicating a lack of caring, /tfumak/ (< FC
chu makak < Fr cul ‘ass’ + Fr macaque ‘monkey’ < Kikongo makakii

‘monkey’) 0 And if that cyan work, chumak. 0 And 1 don’t get the

job, chumak.

chumay, chume v Adore a Hindu bride, at one point by five young
girls, later by her married sisters, while she sits before the wedding
tent during duwar PUJA. /tfumai, tfume/ (< Bh chumay) 0 “Bring the

five gyul leh dey chume de dulahin.” (1990) 0 After the hardi is

applied, the same five girls, then chumay the dulaha/dulahin. They
take doob grass in both hands and touch it to the rice in the thaali and

again touch the feet, knees, shoulders, heart and head of the

dulaha/dulahin. (Holass-Beepath 2002:44) 0 After the blessing of the

couple, five married women, whose husbands are alive will take rice

and doob grass and each will chumay the dulaha and dulahin while

this song is sung. (Holass-Beepath 2002:1 16)

chumkay see chamkay
chun-chun n A term of endearment, usu. used by men towards

women, /tfuntfun/ 0 Now ah meet she wid ah big snowcone in she

hand, and all ah said to her was give me a suck chun chun. (Psycho

“Misinterpretation” 1973, pr)

chunga n A joint length of bamboo with a hole for hanging up, used to

store salt, //tfuqga/ (< H-Bh) 0 “A chunga is good to hold salt

because it doh rust.” (1990)

chunkay, chonkay v Throw seasoning into hot oil, or throw hot oil

with fried seasonings into DAL. /tfuqke/ (< H chaumk ‘add seasoning,

usu. by deep frying seasoning in oil to put in curry or dal’) 0

(Dwarika 1984:30) 0 (Mendes 1985:33) 0 Trinidadians know that roti

is baked on a tawa. and more and more people are becoming familiar

with the cooking process known as chungkay. (Hodge 1988:78) 0

“You put the oil in the kalchul, throw garlic and jira, you chunkay this

into the dal.” (1990) 0 Anyway, I finish boiling the split-peas. You
coming to chunkay the dhall (Selvon 1991c: 102) 0 Dhal chaunkayed

with jeera, garlic, onions, sweet and hot peppers. (Persaud 1993:144)

chunk-head(ed) (snake) 1 n arc Leptodeira annulata ashmeadi, a

snake, (fr relatively large head) = annulated night snake, banded night

snake, cat-eyed (night) snake, >false mapepire
1

,
garden snake,

mapepire
3

, mapipire balsam
2

, night snake, Trinidad garden snake 0

(Emsley 1977)

2 n Imantodes cenchoa cenchoa , a non-venomous snake, .9-1.2 m (3-

4') long, thin body, blunt-headed, with dark brown saddle-spots on

light brown background colour. = cenchoa snake, fiddle-string

mapepire 1

,
fiddle-string snake, >mapepire corde violon

1

,
night

climber, slender tree snake, thread snake, vine snake
1

,
violin-string

snake 0 ( Boos 200 1 a: 1 1 4

)

chunki adj Small; tiny, /tfunki/ (< Bh chunki ‘very small’; see also

chinky) = chhote, majhilaa 0 “Gi me a chunki piece.” (1990)

chunks see CHOONKS

chup intj Be quiet! /tfup/ (< H-Bh chup ‘be silent’) 0 “Chup! Allyuh

keeping too much noise.” ( 1990)

chup-chaap adj Quiet; silent, /tfuptfap/ (< H-Bh chup-chaap

‘silently; furtively’) 0 Old Jagdeo Maharaj once put it this way: Ee

hav’ time to see. Ee hav’ time na to see. Ee hav’ time to make jhanjat.

Ee have time to remain chup chaap. (TG 9 Sept 1990:9)

chupid, chupit 1 adj Stupid, unintelligent, /tjopid/ (< E stupid ‘unintel-

ligent; without sense’) 0 (Uh 1883:248) 0 Dat cent you tek buy papah

fe rite you chupit chupit letta - ef you bin buy grase fe grease dem
chiga toe, it wooda bin betta. (PC 9 July 1904) 0 “Dream is for them

chuppit nigger.” (Hill 1966c:9) 0 “One time Indian woman uses to have

respect for they husband. But now, they more jamet than creole. Shut

up in me house. Is a long time now I ain’t put me hand on you.” “Hit

me nuh! Hit me, if you name man! You think 1 still young and chuppit

that you can advantage me nuh! Just hit me and you see something.”

(Hill 1966c; 18) 0 Maybe one of the headmasters in the orphanage bus’
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a lash in he head one day and it affec’ he senses. Maybe the boy was

just a chupid boy. (Khan 1987:15)

2 adv Very; really. 0 ‘Boy, he was real flashy, chupid flashy... He
really dress to kill.’ (McDonald 1969:74)

chupidee n A stupid person, /tfupidi/ 0 The PNM got full mileage out

of Prime Minister A.N.R. Robinson’s remark that come September

14, he would know how many “chupidees” there were in the country

because only “chupidees” would vote PNM. (EX-2 13 Sept 1987:3) 0

Look dat boy so chupidee - he let he cousin take way he marbles.

(Baptiste 1992)

chupidness, stupidness 1 n Stupidity; bad behaviour; wrong-headed-

ness; unworthiness, /tfupidnss/ 0 Trini is so good at any aspect of the

national festival, that all he has to do is travel past the panyard in a

taxi, in order to conclude that “they beatin’ chupidness.” (TTM 24 Jan

1993:30) 0 “Furthermore, they say old Mr. Neeranjan feels that if

Hulsie gets a husband, she will done all this chuppidness about lying

down and blocking the highway and making jail. (TTM 5 Dec

1993:30) 0 “Is a setta damn chupidness. They doh want to realise that

culture an' politics doh mix.” (Taxi EX 27 Aug 1995) 0 Allyuh take

yuh fight outside. Doh bring this stupidness to me.

2 n With like, an intensifier or emphatic. 0 ‘Look these people eating

out all my cassava,’ she said. ‘Boss say they going want free hundred

cake mo’! They eating like chupidness.’ (McDonald 1969:81)

chupit see CHUPID

chupon, chipon 1 n A sucker or side shoot on a tree, usu. removed.

Type of branch which grows at side of cocoa plant, or a branch which

grows below the HORQUET; unlike the other branches which grow

outwards, this type grows straight up. /tfupDn/ (< Sp chupon ‘a sec-

ondary shoot or sucker on a tree’) 0 “Now look here, Buchanan! Lis-

ten to me... You're on a Jury... And you can’t go hanging people in

that off-hands way, as if you were cutting off CHUPONS!” (Hum-
mingbird 7 May 1904:6) 0 As soon as the [cocoa] tree had been shot

and more or less diseased as was very common in the ordinary planta-

tion, when it had been stripped of most of its normal branches as was

commonly the case, it tried to remedy that by producing water sprouts

or “chupons”. These were almost always assiduously removed by the

planter. (POSG 18 Sept 1907) 0 He took Mr. Marks cutlass (machete)

and cut a chipon (a long new branch) from the cocoa tree. (Ali

1993:128)

2 v Remove CHUPONS from trees. 0 They have to chupon all here,

chuponeer v arc Prune; specifically, remove excess shoots and growth

from a tree. /tjupDne:/ (< Sp chupon ‘sucker of a tree’ + -ir —> verb) =

chupon 0 You kyaan just cut all about, you must chuponeer properly,

ehupri alu n Dioscorea alata, a variety of cultivated edible yam.

/tfupri alu/ (< H-Bh ehupri ‘oiled; greasy; smooth’ + alii ‘edible

tuber; potato’) = coconut yam, greater Asiatic yam, >Lisbon yam, ori-

ental yam, St. Vincent red yam, >water yam 0 Get me a head of chu-

pri aloo from Prakash.

chuprow, chup intj A command to be quiet; silence! /tfupro, tfup/

(< H-Bh chup ‘quiet; silent’ + rah ‘manner; road’) 0 “Yuh mus chu-

prow sometimes!” (1990)

chura, choora n Pounded flaked rice, /tfura/ (< Bh-Angika churra

‘grain reduced to coarse particles for eating’) 0 In 1958, the use of

biscuit in place of chura (flake rice) and chana (gram) was said to be

the cause of bowel trouble among Indians on the ships. Things have

changed a good deal since then and Chura is now available only in

some villages in South Trinidad, but chana continues to hold its own.
(Jha 1973:42) 0 Chura... [was] made from half-riped rice. The half-

riped rice is parched in an iron pot and pounded in a mortar. It is then

fanned out and stored. Some of this “chura” is used together with

milk or mixed with dahi. (Pariag 1975:30) 0 (Dwarika 1984:30) 0

“First thing we go do when we beat dis rice is make chura.” (1990)

churail n The ghost of a woman who died in childbirth, believed to

steal or trouble infants, /tfurail/ (< H-Bh churail ‘the ghost of a

woman who has died while pregnant or in childbirth’) 0 The few
Indian spirits, such as the churail, which are believed in, have defi-

nitely taken a second place to the Negro-derived spirits. fNiehoff &
Niehoft 1960:75) 0 The churail is one of the few Indian spirits which

has persisted in the supernatural beliefs of Trinidad Indians. It is the

spirit of a woman who has died in childbirth or while pregnant, and it

has malicious designs towards the next wife of its former husband

and their children. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:160) 0 Words like...

churail and bhut (ghost and spirit)... can be heard in the rural areas.

(Jha 1973:42-3) 0 “She die and turn a churail. She come to hold little

babies and humbug them.” (1990)

churan n Milk solids, separating when whole milk is gently sim-

mered; sometimes mixed with sugar and eaten as a sweet, /tfuran/

(< H chura ‘grain reduced to coarse particles for eating’, fr similarity

of appearance) 0 Ghee. Boil milk and remove cream. Leave for a

week, removing cream each day from the milk. Chum cream for

15-20 minutes and leave overnight. Pour water (about 2-3 cups

depending on the amount of cream). Churn again slowly for about

2-4 minutes and remove cream which settles at the top, leaving the

“martar”. Put cream in pan and place on slow heat allowing all mois-

ture to evaporate leaving ghee and sediments (“churan”). Separate

ghee by straining. (N.B. Sugar is added to the churan and eaten. A
delicacy well-loved by children.) (Pariag 1975:35)

churaway kangan, chorhawe kangan n A ritual held three days after

a Hindu wedding, in which the KANGAN, yellow wrist bands, are

removed from the bride and groom and thrown into a river, /tfurawe

kaqgan/ (< H-Bh) 0 “Boy! was endless ah we went to churaawe

Kishore and Asha kangan.” (1990) 0 “We going to churawe Asha and

Prakash kangan, all yuh going?” (1990)

church v Arrange a church service for a funeral. (< E church ‘bring,

take, or conduct to church, in order to receive its rites or ministra-

tions’; in E commonly in the passive) 0 E din have nuhbody to church

e: he didn’t have anybody to arrange the church service for the burial.

(Haynes 1987:66)

church-man n Christian. (< E church ‘Christian place of worship’ +

man2
) 0 (Dwarika 1984:10)

church-rat 1 n Poor; without money. (< rat ‘mouse’ + E poor as a

church mouse) 0 His father... was a jackass, a long, stuck-up Coolie-

Creole, as poor as a church rat. (Hercules 1961:10)

2 n A negative term for someone considered to use the church for per-

sonal motives, to get attention. 0 I occasionally go to visit my parish

priest in an official capacity according to the official timetable, only

on many occasions to see some “church rat” hugging the priest’s lim-

ited time with some personal trivia. (TG 15 Aug 1993:9)

churi n A thin metal bangle, about !4" wide; it can be stamped,

engraved or facetted, and the edge may be filigreed. /tjuri/ (< Bh-H
chuuri ‘thin metal or glass bangle’) 0 During the indentureship period

and up to around the middle of the present century, they wore finger

rings (angothi ), armbands (chooris) and anklets (kara). (Raghoo

1984:10) 0 She wore orhni, gangree, jhula (bodice) and a foot brace-

let as well as churrie. (Deen 1994:218)

churia, cheori, chooria, churiya n A very long flat heavy bracelet,

usu. worn from the wrist to the elbow. It may consist of several sepa-

rate pieces or two curved pieces fastened with a series of hinges, or

little rings through which a wire or pin is put to fasten the pieces

tightly around the arm. It is always decorated, often with a raised dia-

mond-cut pattern, sometimes with jewel or stone insets. It is worn in

the middle of a series of bracelets, /tfuria/ (< H-Bh) 0 Gold cheoris

studded with precious stones worn on forearm. (The Nation, Christ-

mas Annual 1959:55) 0 Some women may still be seen wearing the

Kara in an adapted lighter form, while the wearing of the heavy

Chooria or the Nathooni seemed non-existent. (Raghoo 1984:12) 0

Specialist in bangles, churias, jingles, rings. (Sign 1 990) 0 “Most chu-

rias would be cut into diamaids.” (1990) 0 A very long bracelet worn

from the elbow to the wrist. Sometimes several bracelets were worn

and so formed the churia. The women took a number of years to

acquire a complete churia, collecting the bracelets one at a time.

(Ramlakhan 1990a:5) 0 “You could put one to four small churiya

together to make one long churiya... you had to be careful, it could

lead to scarring, or rashes from soap and thing underneath.” (2002)

churki, choorkee n For traditional Hindus, a tuft of long hair left on a

boy’s or man’s head, esp. after a SHAVING, /tfurki/ (< H choti ‘lock of
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hair left on top of the head; plait or tie of hair’) 0 The period of mourn-

ing is nine days for a woman and ten days for a man, during which time

the men may not shave and no one may cut his or her nails. At the end

of this time the “shaving” takes place on the bank of the river... A mem-
ber of the No (barber) caste comes to the house of mourning and cuts

the nails of the women. He then walks to the riverbank with the men of

the family, accompanied by the male friends of the family, and particu-

larly of the deceased. Donning a dhoti, one male member of the family

(the son of the deceased, if there is one, or a brother) is shaved - head,

face, and armpits. One tiny lock of hair - the curia- is left on the back

of his head. Other male members of the family have their faces shaved,

as do all men who wish to pay their respects to the dead. (Klass

1961:130) 0 ‘Lots of Hindu boys are going to school these days. Noth-

ing wrong in that. They are all going to Schoolmaster’s school; but

what I am against is that none of them is keeping the churki - the long

tuft of hair back of the skull.’ (Naipaul 1976:100) 0 Many Trinidadi-

ans... remember him with his shaven head and choorkee which some

friends had tried to cut off years ago during a camp at the mandir... He
was proud to walk anywhere in his Indian clothes and wear his choor-

kee like a crown on his head. (TG 23 Jan 1994:8)

chut(s) intj An exclamation of annoyance, impatience, irritation.

/tfAts/ (prob. < Ewe tsod , E tcha ‘an exclamation expressive of impa-

tience’) 0 1 spoke to him and told him he was aged and should not be

encouraging the others. He told me "chut.” (TRD 23/27 Mar 1850:2)

0 And what was Stella to him? Chut! His feeling for her hadn’t gone

as far as that, not by a long chalk. (Mendes 1934:94) 0 CHUT, interj .,

expression of annoyance or disgust, e.g.. Chut! What you beat he for?

(Rodman 1971:229) 0 ‘You can’t have two wives in this country,’

Daisy said. ‘Jail for that.’ She laughed out again. He asked: ‘You

mean Ratni?’ She said: ‘And who else?’ ‘Chut!’ said Gurudeva. ‘You

shouldn’t mind she. She is not me legal wife. Bamboo wedding.’

(Naipaul 1976:107) 0 Chut... is that what she came to tell you? (Sel-

von 1 99 1 d: 1 57) 0 “Chuts man! Like ah can’t get to learn dis tune in

time for de Pan Ramajay competition.” (Baptiste 1993:40)

chute n An illegal route to and entry into Venezuela across the Gulf of

Paria. /Jut/ (< E chute ‘a sloping channel or passage for conveying

water or floating things to a lower level; a steep slope down which rub-

bish is shot') 0 He used to take people through the chute in that pirogue,

chutkaipang n A kind of popular fusion dance music combining ele-

ments of CHUTNEY, KAISO (CALPYSO), and PARANG, /tj Atkaipar]/

(< chutney? + kaiso~ + parang) 0 Over the years we have seen the

emergence of parang soca: “Paratha for Santa” (Charlene Boodram),

“Piece Ah Pork” (Scrunter), and among many others, “Chut-Kai-Pang”

in which Scrunter, in what must be the ultimate fusion, melds chutney,

kaiso and parang and ends up with a song whose title sounds Chinese.

Jesus! Only in Trinidad, yes, only in Trinidad. (EX 22 Dec 1995:7)

chutkaway v Become excited; mouth run water. /tfAtkawe/ (< Bh
‘tease; flirt; adore’) 0 “When the women dancing, the men and dem
chutkaweing.” (1990)

chutney, chatni, chutni 1 n A kind of thick sauce, made from fruit -

often green or unripe, coconut, PEPPERS, garlic etc., ground or

pounded into very small bits; it can be mild, hot., sour, acidic, salty or

sweet. /tfAtni/ (< H-Bh chatni ‘a relish made of condiments, fruits,

etc. ground into a paste') 0 When it comes to my kachauri. My ghose

and me alu ke talkari. Me dal bhaat and me chutney. (Lion “Ara Da
Da” 1939) 0 Nanny dished out some food: dal, rice and coconut chut-

nee on sohari leaves. (Ladoo 1972:36) 0 There is a basic difference

between anchar and chutney. In the case of anchar the fruit used is

sliced while in making chutney the fruit is either pounded or ground.

(Pariag 1975:26) 0 Chatnee (Chutney) has now become a household

word. It spices up the daily meal and the daal and bhaat, doubles and

catchourie and is now teasing the tastebuds in the cocktail circuit.

( TG 1 1 Nov 1990:35) 0 A mound of rice covered with ‘dal’ and with

the coconut chutney to one side. (Boodhoo 1994:7)

2 n An Indian style of song with a quick rhythmic beat. Modem chut-

ney music and dancing is often strongly influenced by CALYPSO. =

khimta 0 She is also very popular for her ability to sing chutney

songs. (EX 14 Dec 1986:41 ) 0 “[He] keeps too much of the profits for

himself when he puts on shows,” charged one angry chutney singer...

Massive crowds turned out to dance and gyrate to the spicy chutney

music at both shows. (Heat 18 Nov 1989:10) 0 [He] has always

vowed to right the wrong of ... chutney being accepted only south of

Caroni Bridge. (Punch 15 July 1990:1) 0 Chutney songs are based on

the Hindu religious songs - Bhajans. Traditionally, chutney songs

were sung at weddings, especially cooking night and at Barahi and

Chathi, etc. In this environment the performers and audience

observed all the morals and decorum that go with the Hindu faith.

Lately, chutney has been taken out of its traditional environment and

placed in an environment which has given licence to behaviour which

is not in consonance with the teachings of god who is being sung

about in these chutney songs. As a Hindu, singing about God in an

environment of alcohol and lewd and suggestive “wining”, I feel this

consists of a desecration ofmy religion. (Letter, TG 28 Nov 1990:8) 0

My view is that chutney is a very positive development. I think that it

points to the growing emancipation of Indian women in this country

which is linked partly to their advancement through education and the

inroads they have made in the workplace, both of which have led to

their economic independence. It is also related to the strength of the

women’s movement in this country. An additional factor is the exis-

tence of Carnival, in which increasing numbers of Indian men and

women participate annually. (EX-2 16 Dec 1990:25) 0 Such is the

popularity of chutney music and song that it is now even having an

impact outside the confines of the Indian community. For example,

African calypsonians are experimenting with the musical form and, in

recent times, no Carnival fete is complete without its chutney singer.

(EX-S 16 Dec 1990:43) 0 To call for police control over the dancing

of Indian women at the chutney festivals, represents in my view the

most hysterical response yet to the growing independence of Hindu

women. Yes, to the independence (both as individuals and a group),

which Hindu women have achieved, and which in their dancing in

public at Chutney festivals, states emphatically that ‘my body and

sexuality belong to me, and nobody (not my man, father, brother, son

or the larger community) has the power to prevent my expression

through dance.’ (Baksh-Soodeen 1991:7) 0 About half a century ago,

after the birth of a child the women celebrated at the chhatti and sang

sohar, songs which were like lullabies, delivered in a slow tempo with

measured beats and rhythms. After the sohars, the women generally

diverted into songs that were spicy with faster beats. They were

called chutney because of the hot, spicy tempo. Chutney songs were

sung only by women. Men dared not sing them. It was demeaning for

a man to sing a chutney, considered then an effeminate “woman
song”. Today chutney has gained new dimensions... Male singers not

only sing them but have added rhythms and a torrid tempo that has

crashed onto the music scene in tidal wave proportions. (Ramaya

1992:22-3) 0 What’s good about chutney, says Peru, is that its singers

are not straying away from traditional Indian rhythms. You can still

hear the dhantal, organ (harmonium) and the sitar - all the major

Indian instruments - plus the horns for the calypso flavour. (EX 8 Jan

1995:17) 0 The flagship of this Indocentric presence and contestation

for space is chutney, which originated as a distinct form in the 1970s

and bloomed in the 1980s. Chutney is the confluence of the folk

songs of women (particularly those associated with the matikhor and

cooking nights of the Hindu wedding), the raw celebratory music of

the menfolk, Hindu religious music, and Indian film songs. The piv-

otal erotic energy is that of the female matikhor where for women,

dancing onstage, both planned and spontaneous, is essential. In chut-

ney, “grassroots women” (a term which in local parlance refers to the

poorer classes) claim their space, even as men and women spectators

dance and wine. (Sankeralli 1998:207)

chutney dance n An Indian dance, mostly done by women, with pel-

vic WINING but usu. without thrusting front-back-sides; hands make

gestures similar to Indian traditional dancing. 0 Doing the “chutney

dance,” which is nothing new really, but which has been given a new
name, the dancers were all stereotyped winers. This dance consisted

of girls and some boys attempting to see who could roll, swing, and

push the hips with most rhythm. Apparently the days for the facial
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expression, eye movement, head movement, maatras and intricate

footworks are gone. (EX-2 16 Dec 1990:34)

chutney monarch n A prize given to the best chutney singer in

national competition. 0 2006 National Chutney Monarch Finals.

Skinner Park. (Newsday-B 25 Apr 2006:29)

chutney soca n A kind of SOCA music blended with CHUTNEY music.

0 More recently, the emergence of tassa drumming, “chutney” soca*

and Chinese-influenced calypsos suggest a broadening of interest in

calypso among Trinidad’s various “ethnic” groups. *Soca with East

Indian musical influences observable in melodic lines, in instrumen-

tation (the use of tassa drumming), and in text (the use of the Hindi

language). (Gallaugher 1991:71) 0 Skinner Park in San Fernando,

overflowing with more than 20,000 chutney soca fete-lovers, was

beginning to resemble Eastern Parkway at the peak of Labour Day in

Brooklyn. {Heat 3 Feb 1996:24) 0 The designations “chutney soca”

and “soca chutney” are employed to denote a fusion of the artforms,

though such fusion has essentially taken place. It may be said that

“chutney soca” refers to soca which has assimilated patterns from

chutney. “Soca chutney” refers to chutney which has done likewise in

regard to soca. Judging from the 1997 season and the general trend in

the society, the Afrocentric soca space is not particularly open to such

experimentation. While in the chutney space, it is the “Indian” soca

chutney that will predominate; it is this which has more of a future, at

least in the short run. In Afrocentric soca there was no chutney or

Indian-oriented song in 1997. (Sankeralb 1998:210)

chutpatay v Of water, sizzle in a pot of hot oil. /tjAtpatai/ (< Bh) 0

(Singh 1988:19)

chuts see CHUT(S)

chuttee see CHATHI

ciao SEE SHEE YOW
cibouyet n Hymenocallis tubiflora , a cultivated and naturalized bul-

biferous herb with soft fleshy lanceolate leaves. Flowers white, fra-

grant, in umbrella-shaped clusters at tops of leafless unbranched

stalks, /sibujet/ (< FC < Fr ciboulette ’chives’, a kind of onion used

for its long slender leaves) = boyapar, cocoa onion, fountain lily,

loyon dil, >spider lily, wild onion 0 “Cebooyeat or boyapar is the wild

onion. Only one kind I know. Makes white flowers. Good for piles.”

(Morean M-79)

cicindela n obs Lampyridae sp., a brown beetle, about 1.9 cm (.75")

long, with a luminous yellowish or greenish spot on the tip of the belly

that blinks on and off as the beetle flies at night. = >candlefly
1

, clar-

clar, firefly
1

, kukui, lampfly 0 “Do you know what this is?” said Rat-

toon, addressing Aikin, and presenting him with an insect of about an

inch in length. Placing the insect in his hat, and covering [it] so as to

exclude the light, only leaving room for Aikin to look in, the artist at

once perceived it to be a fulgora phosphorea, or great fire-fly; as the

beautiful creature displayed in the dark his two green lamps, which are

placed above the eyes, and as he attempted to fly, a large lambent spar-

kle of a deep ruby colour was visible in its abdomen. “Some years

since... a Spanish lady had a masquerade dress trimmed and orna-

mented with these splendid insects, and cicindelas , smaller, though not

less brilliant, fire-flies, which emit scintillations while in the act of

respiring. The effect of this costume was magnificent beyond descrip-

tion.” (Joseph 1835:69) 0 The first [firefly] is the Cicindela, which dis-

plays luminous matter in the abdomen as it respires. After rain in the

evenings, our savannahs seem covered with transitory scintillations as

far as the eye can reach. (Joseph 1 838a:7 1

)

cici zeb, ci-ci zeb, sesi zebe 1 n Volatinia jacarina [= V.j. splendens,

Tiaris jacarini

\

(E blue-black grassquit), a bird, 10 cm (4") long.

Male glossy blue-black. Female upperparts dull brown; underparts

yellowish-brown; breast and flanks streaked with black. In display,

the male perches on an exposed branch or post and jumps up about a

foot with spread tail held high, returning to the same perch; as he

jumps he utters a wheezing note. Such jumps may be made every few
seconds over long periods, /sisi zeb/ (poss. < Carib cece , a kind of

bird; or FC < Fr petit petit ‘very little + FC zeb < Fr des herbes ‘of the

grasses’) = beezing finch, black finch, black poochi, grass bird,

grassy, johnny jump-up, petit cici-zebe noir, savannah bird, zwee 0

Sesi zebe, alias Savannah or Grass Bird. (TSp 11 Nov 1846:2) 0

(Thomas 1869:18) 0 A ci-ci zeb fly up and come back down on the

wall, whistling and whistling for a girlfriend. (Hosein 1980:55) 0

(ffrench 1991:383-4)

2 n An affectionate term for a little child. 0 Cicizeb - “teensy little

being”. “He was a little zi zi zeb the other day - now he’s a big

pappy.” (Baptiste 1992)

cici-zebe a cravatte noire n obs Sporophila bouvronides , a bird, 1 1.3

cm (4.5") long; popular as a cage bird. Male head and upperparts

black; rump and small wing-patch white; cheeks white; throat and

line alongside neck black; rest of underparts white. (< Fr a cravatte

noire ‘with a black throat’) = ^hat 1

,
grass-bird

4
, moustache finch 0

(Chapman 1894:34)

cici-zebe a dos noir n obs Oryzoborus angolensis , a small songbird.

Male: head, upperparts, breast black; belly and under-tail feathers

dark red-brown. (< Fr a dos noir ‘with a black back’) = >bullfinch,

bullflinch, chickichong 1

,
large red-bellied finch 0 (Chapman

1894:34)

cici-zebe a ventre jaune n obs Sporophila nigricollis , a bird, 11.3 cm
(4.5") long. Male: head, neck and upper breast blackish; upperparts

dull olive; rest of underparts pale yellow; bill pale blue-grey, appear-

ing whitish at a distance. (< Fr a ventreJaune ‘with a yellow belly’) =

bee d’argent
-

,
grass-bird

5
, >ring-neck

_
,
silver beak-

,
yellow-bellied

finch 0 (Chapman 1894:34)

cici-zebe a ventre roux n obs Sporophila minuta minuta , a small

songbird, 10 cm (4") long. Male head and upper back bluish grey;

wings and tail dark brown edged grey, small white patch on wing;

lower back and underparts dark red-brown. (< Fr a ventre roux ‘with

a reddish belly’) = grass-bird
6

, >robin', small red-bellied finch 0

(Chapman 1894:34)

cici-zebe gris n obs Sporophila intermedia , a songbird, 1 1.3 cm (4.5")

long. Male head and upperparts dark grey; lower underparts white;

bill pink or pinkish yellow; legs blackish. (< Fr gris ‘grey’) =

grass-bird
3

,
grey grass-bird, >picoplat

1

,
ring-neck

1

, Venezuelan
2

,

venezuelian“, veni 0 (Chapman 1894:33)

cigale, cigal, seagull n Several species of cicada, brown insects with

transparent lacy wings, size ranging from about 1.5-6.4 cm (3.75-

1 6”). The young nymphs live under ground for extended periods, then

climb onto tree trunks where winged adults emerge leaving empty

cast skin attached to bark. Calls of adult, heard esp. during the dry

season in early morning and late evening, are loud, high-pitched,

droning, sawing, /sigal/ (< Fr cigale ‘cicada’) = cigar 0 We have a

remarkably fine and large species of the Cicada, called by the French

creoles CIGALE, and by the English the RAZOR GRINDER - from the

sound of his note. His amorous serenade, when he sings to call his

mate, is rather more piercing than agreeable. (Joseph 1 838a:7 1 ) 0 The

“cigale’s” endless monotone, silvern or graterlike, aided a variety of

tenor. (Cobham 1907:67) 0 Silviculturists may rant and fume about

the damage our cigales do to forest trees, but what should we do with-

out the music which these merry creatures make when the dry season

comes round and the pitiless sun restricts the birds to brief matins and

late evensong! Revelling in the sweltering heat, the little greenish

cigale and his big brown brother take the lead. (TG 3 May 1933:4) 0

The long shrill, piercing screams of the cigales. (Lovelace 1968:193)

0 The cigals were shrieking in the poui tree. Basdeo crept silently

between the other trees, his eyes searching for the noisy insects.

“Basdeo, what you doing, walking like a thief so for?” his mother

shouted from a window in the barrack. Basdeo turned around. “Mama
1 only tryin to ketch a cigal for Rookmin,” he said. “Leave de poor

cigal alone,” she said. “The cigal calling rain.”. (Ramsawack 1973) 0

From across the dusty gravel road the cigals were shrieking from the

huge Samaan tree near the mule pen. (Ramsawack 1983:27)

cigar n arc Several species of cicada. Calls of adults are loud, high-

pitched, droning, sawing, /siga:/ (< Sp cigarra ‘cicada’ from its

resemblance to a cigar) = >cigale 0 Nothing used to annoy us more of

an evening at Belmont, than an insect known in Trinidad by the name
of the cigar... it is excessively ridiculous to see all at a stand during
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the time this deafening noise continued, which is generally about two

or three minutes. (Carmichael 1833)

cigarette plant n Piper tuberculatum , a native shrub 2-3 m (6-10') tall.

Bracts triangular, marginally fringed; flowers tiny in cylindrical

spikes. Children play at smoking the cigarette-like infloresences. (fr

resemblance of small slender white flower spikes to cigarettes) =

>candle bush 1

, candlestick bush, chandelle, female candle bush 0

(FTT 1977-2-8:530-1)

cilantro n Eryngiumfoetidum, a native herb with serrate, spiny-margined,

elongated leaves, arising from a basal rosette, having a strong odour.

Note: This term is usu. given incorrectly as an equivalent term for for-

eigners. /silantro/ (fr resemblance to E cilantro or culantro
, Coriandrum

sativum ‘coriander’) = bhandania, cardo benito, cardo santo, culantro, fit

weed 1

,
pull and throw, >shado beni, spiny coriander 0 (Morean 1990)

ciliment leaf n Pimento racemosa , a cultivated tree, native to Tobago.

Leaves smooth, leathery, oblong, pointed, 7x3 cm (2.7 x 1.2"), give

off a strong odour when crushed; used in cooking and medicine, and

to produce bay rum and bay oil. /siliment/ = bay berry, bay leaf, >bay

rum, bois den
1

0 (Marshall 1934:52-4) 0 (Wong 1976) 0 (Seaforth,

Adams & Sylvester 1983:160) 0 The bay leaf, “ciliment leaf’ or

“Bois den’’ is a popular condiment in Trinidad and Tobago, being

used in cooking as well as in (folk) medicine ... most householders

simply hang a bundle of twigs close to their stoves or firesides and

then remove the dry leaves whenever they require them... bay leaves

do not fall off the twigs on being dried. (Morean 1989a:29)

cinerary n The municipal crematorium in Port-of-Spain, where corpses

are burned; built ca. 1986. Note: Originally called the creamatorium

(this spelling presumably by mistake), /sinarsri/ (< E cinerary ’of or

pertaining to ashes’) 0 Residents living near to the Port-of-Spain City

Council’s Cinerary in St. James swear that of late they’ve been suffer-

ing. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:23) 0 Her funeral and subsequent cremation at

the St James Cinerary were perfonned according to Presyterian rites.

(Heat 10 Oct 1991:1) 0 On Wednesday evening, the family collected

Rawle’s ashes from the St James cinerary and scattered [them] over the

Caroni River. (EX26 Nov 1995:5)

cinnement n Cinnamomum verum , a cultivated tree; the aromatic

inner bark is used as a seasoning and medicine, /sinimsnt/ (< E cin-

namon) = dalchini, >spice 0 Cinnement (CFNI 1971:6)

cirage n obs Bad luck; something that bothers or interferes with luck

or success; a person who brings bad luck. (< FC poss. < Fr cirage

‘waxing’) = fiacre 0 It is said that if your first child is a boy you will

have luck with males, and vice versa, that is to say, if you are a seller

and the first person who buys from you, and pays you money in the

morning is a male, you will have good sales for the day, but if on the

contrary it is a female, look out for crosses and bad sales. It is a com-

mon thing to see the Marchands or Hucksters, calling some one pass-

ing by and requesting them to take the money for a sale from a

customer and hand it to them, as it is their first sale and the cus-

tomer’s sex does not correspond with their luck. I have been assured

by Dry-goods clerks, that if the first person they attend to in the

morning, proves to be a “fiacre,” or “cirage,” which are the local syn-

onyms for “Humbug” his luck is spoilt for the day, and certain per-

sons who have acquired that unenviable reputation, are scrupulously

shunned in the morning. (Inniss 1897:27) 0 Cirage - seerage... a

filthy, vile person. (ESTT 1956)

Circle n A religion in some respects similar to SPIRITUAL Baptist
and Orisha; spirits called Astrals are asked for help in spiritual and

material matters. 0 Conjurers, or “circle people,” are said to produce

“madness” by putting the evil spirit of a dead person on an enemy of

one of their clients. (Simpson 1962:327) 0 Baptist, Circle, and Shango

share much in common. Some Baptists don’t like Shango, others are

Shango-baptists. A few villagers are Shango devotees completely, oth-

ers follow Circle exclusively. The Astral Spirits who are the powers in

Circle are very busy. They keep constant tabs on their time. The Prince

of Zenda with his mark, the skull and crossbones, is a leading Astral

spirit. All Astrals dress in evening clothes, and when they come
together for some Circle business they conduct their meeting in a busi-

nesslike fashion. They don’t stand stupidness. The Astral meeting is a

banquet. The Astrals travel back and forth through the universe. They
are busy and usually manifest for a short time only. Astrals are like

saints: they must do good work in order to reach the top -just as with

Catholics. Therefore they give many benefits - in medicines, with

financial problems, and general help. (Stewart 1989:155)

circular weave n In making items from TIRITE, a technique for weav-
ing something round or cylindrical, (fr shape of the weaving + E
weave ‘a particular method or pattern of weaving’) 0 There are sev-

eral techniques used in the weaving of tirite, the actual choice is usu-

ally dependent upon the item being [produced]... Circular weave... is

used in the manufacture of plant-hangers, cylindrical handbags,

coasters or any other cylindrical shape. (Morean 1991 : 12-3)

cirique, sirique n Several species of marine swimming crab, usu. Call-

inectes\ C. sapidus, C. ornatus, C. danae, C.exasperatus, C. bourcourti ,

and C. marginatus. Most frequently the largest species, C. sapidus , fre-

quently caught and eaten: body olive or blue, coloured with distinctive

purple, scarlet or blue markings on the claws. Back about 8.7 cm (3.5")

wide, but overall width 21 cm (8.2") including the sharp, pointed,

craggy, lateral spines on the shell back; hindmost legs flattened for

swimming. Several other species of marine swimming crabs in the gen-

era Portunus, Araeneus
,
Cronins and Lupella, due to their shape, dis-

tinctive lateral spines, and flattened, swimming, fourth leg, are prob.

also referred to as cirique. /sirik/ (prob. < Carib; apparently in earlier

times referred to a land crab) = blue-back crab", blue swimmer, swim-

ming crab 0 MENU... Boiled grouper, Cirique sauce (Blue Rock crab).

(Vincent 1910:78) 0 In Trinidad today, “cirique” no longer refers to a

land-dwelling crab, but specifically to the species of Callinectes... six

are found in the waters around Trinidad and Tobago, all distinguished

from one another by various details of carapace, claw and thoracic

shape. (Boos 2001a:37)

ciseaux n arc Elanoides forficatus , a bird, 60 cm (24") long, wing-

spread 1.2 m (4'). Head, neck and underparts white; upperparts black-

ish green; flight feathers and long forked tail black. Note: This may
also refer to Tyrannus savana (scissors-tail

1

). /sizo/ (< Fr ciseaux

‘scissors’, from long forked tail) = queue-en-ciseaux, >scissors-tail“ 0

The Fork-tailed Kite, or Ciseaux (Fa/co furcatus), may be said to be

gregarious, as from five to twelve and fifteen are commonly seen

together; they are also migratory, being never seen except during a

short interval in the rainy season, (de Verteuil 1884:90)

cissy-oh see SISSIE-O

cite and relate phr Give a well-prepared, complete statement of an

event, as in a legal setting. (< E cite ‘bring forward an instance;

adduce or allege by way of example’ + relate ‘recount; narrative; give

an account of’) 0 I did not come here to cite and relate. (Houdini

“Song No. 99” 1928) 0 “Cite and relate me.” ‘Summon and tell me
what to say that I saw.” (Ottley 1971 : 11)0 Cite and relate - said of a

witness who has been told what to say. (Haynes 1987:60)

citronelle, sitwonel 1 n Cymbopogon nardus (E citronella), an

introduced and cultivated, densely tufted perennial grass, blades to

1 nr (3.2') long; the lemon-scented leaves and rhizomes used medici-

nally. /sitwonel/ (< Fr citronelle ‘lemon-scented herb’)

2 n Cymbopogon citratus, an introduced and cultivated perennial

grass, blades lemon-scented; used medicinally. = >fever grass, lemon

grass 0 Citronella good for fever; especially with big thyme. (Morean

M-79)

city n For Trinidad, Port-of-Spain; sometimes San Fernando; for

Tobago, Scarborough. = >town 0 [His] successes have led to large

$15 colour posters of himself being printed and sold at stores in San

Fernando and in the city. (Punch 15 July 1990:8)

CKD n A foreign used car taken apart and imported, then reassembled

locally, /sikedi/ (< completely knocked down vehicle) 0 Japanese used

car officials and insurance companies... had been quietly probing a

massive stolen vehicle racket involving CKDs (completely knocked-

down vehicles) between Japan and Trinidad... Police said they have

identified five local CKD dealers involved in the racket... Detectives...

said bandits were also robbing owners of new cars to get parts for

CKDs. The CKDs are then re-assembled with new parts and taken to

the Licensing Office with fake documents as roll-on/roll-off vehicles...
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effective May 1, 2003, registration of CKDs will be discontinued by

the Licensing Authority, as Government moves to phase out the

locally-assembled, foreign used car market. (TG 31 Dec 2002:1)

clabba-yaws n obs Yaws is an endemic tropical infectious disease

caused by Treponema pertenue, spread by direct contact with skin

lesions or with contaminated objects and producing aggregations of

inflammatory cells, sometimes forming destructive and deforming

lesions of the skin, bones and joints. Clabba-ycrws is a variety charac-

terised by thickening of the tissue, fissuring and ulceration of the

soles of the feet, and, less commonly, the palms of the hands. (< crab

yaws, fr crabshell-like hardening of the skin) 0 “His cargo was all

made up of niggers with clabba-yaws, and their legs had guinea

worms peeping out through the skin, you could see them moving.”

(Wilkins 1854:98) 0 Among the sore cripples gathered gibbering on

the floor, was one with hideous sores all over his body... “The clabba-

yaws are in there!” This disease is an aggravated species of small-

pox, which occasionally rages within the tropics in Africa, and for

which a species of inoculation is sometimes practised on children.

(Wilkins 1854:215) 9 Da gal Talima, wha’ dem call ‘em, must come

for watch ’em daddy: me must tand in da hospital for watch dem
clabba-yaws. (Wilkins 1854:219)

clam n Phacoides pectinatus, a brackish water clam. (< E clam, vari-

ous bivalve shellfish) = >palourde 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:139)

clammy cherry n Cordia collococca, a native tree 5-10 m (16-32')

tall. Leaves broadly oblong-elliptic, smooth and shiny above. Male

and female flowers on separate trees. Fruit 1 cm (.4") diameter, red,

stone very rough, broader than long, with sticky glutinous pulp. (< E
clammy ‘soft, moist and sticky’, fr condition of fruit pulp) = bird

lime
1

, >manjack 0 (FTT 1953-2-4:198-9) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:131)

clar-clar n arc Lampyridae sp., a small brown insect, with a luminous

yellowish or greenish spot on the tip of the belly which blinks on and

off as it flies at night. = >candlefly\ cicindela, firefly
1

, kukui, lamp-

fly 0 Clar-clar - Candle fly. (John 1973)

clariform n Chloroform, or any general anesthetic, /klarifoun/ 0

(Haynes 1987:72)

clash 1 n arc A confrontation, often accompanied by physical fight-

ing, usu. associated with traditional STEELBANDS on the road.

(< steelband + E clash ‘loud but broken sound of the collision of

weapons’) = >steelband clash 0 There was always a clash by that

junction when the bands came down from Belmont.

2 n A controlled musical competition, usu. on stage. Usu. a show held

jointly by two or more calypso TENTS and presented, though not very

seriously, as a contest between singers from different tents.

(< steelband clash) 0 In the tradition of convention Calypso tents, the

organisers of these private shows have gone one step further and now
hold Calypso clashes as well. (EX 22 Feb 1987:27) 0 The “competi-

tion” among the various camps as to who built the finest tadjah is

openly discussed by the crowd. There is competition among the

drummers as well in the fonn of a clash, when two yards face off to

beat the “war hand.” But for all of this, there are no judges and no

awarding of prizes for the “best.” (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:165-7)

classical adj Older traditional musical styles and genres of Indian ori-

gin. (< E classical ‘of language, art or culture, of a period held to repre-

sent the most perfect examples’) 0 Classical music in Trinidad was
brought here (like other forms) by the Indian immigrants at the turn of

the century. It evolved into a style that was peculiar to Trinidad. The
term “classical” is used loosely to define the kind of singing that

embraced many disparate elements in which folk songs, bhajans and

even some of the chutney songs we hear today have all blended into a

mixture which also includes dhrupad, tilana, thumri, gazal, hori, marfa

and bhairavi. These last forms are classical as their names imply, but in

the context of the Trinidad setting, far from conforming to the charac-

teristics of the classical modes, they have instead developed a style of

their own... Classical singing entered a period of obscurity around the

1940s and 1950s, but made a remarkable revival in the 1960s... Indian

music continued its precarious existence without much contact from its

source. (Ramaya 1992:22)

classic calypso n A CALYPSO 1

considered to be a model of excel-

lence of the traditional style; usu. refers to songs from 1930s-early

1950s. (< E classic ‘of the first class, highest rank or importance;

approved as a model, standard’) 0 CLASSIC CALYPSO, a calypso con-

sidered able to “stand the test of time”, one that is exemplary of the

art form. (Gallaugher 1991:292)

clat-blood see CLOT-BLOOD

clavija n arc Clavija longifolia. an ornamental tree, introduced from

Venezuela; not widely cultivated. 0 Next to it is that strange tree the

Clavija, of which the Creoles are justly fond. A single straight stem,

fifteen feet high, carries huge oblong leaves atop, and beneath them,

growing out of the stem itself, delicate panicles of little white flowers,

fragrant exceedingly. (Kingsley 1880:91) 0 (FTT 1940-2-2:121)

claw vine n obs Macfadyena unguis-cati, a native climbing plant with

showy yellow flowers, (fr resemblance to cat’s claws of the small

curved hooked leaflets by which the plant clings to supports) = >cat’s

claw (creeper), griffe chat, shower of gold
1

9 The second native liane

is the Bignonia unguis, appropriately called Claw vine, as its fine,

recurved hooks enable it freely to hold to and climb any trunk. It

sends out a wealth of clustered golden poui-flowers, hard to tell from

the rich flowers of the Black Poui. The once tiny stems gain a thick-

ness of 2 or 2/2 inches. The pod is thin, narrow, ribandy, running to 3

and even 3V2 feet long. (Carr 1894:314)

clay 1 n obs Fine dry red clay used in the drying of cocoa beans. 9

Cocoa fermented from 6 to 8 days, according to weather conditions will

keep as long or longer than cocoa treated with clay and will meet with a

better market. (TG 15 Oct 1919:7)

2 v obs Sprinkle clay, usu. on cocoa beans while dancing on them to

help in polishing. The clay is used to protect the shell and assist in

drying. It is now banned in most countries because of the added

weight of the clay. 9 There is also a Clay that serves to clay Sugar

with, or you may if you please make Earthen ware thereof. (Poyntz

1683:48) 9 The Best Red Clay for claying cocoa, direct from Santa

Cruz. Pulverized and ready for use. (POSG 1 May 1907:2) 9 They

said that the slightly clayed cocoa kept better than the unclayed

cocoa. (TG 17 Oct 1919:7) 9 Some cacao proprietors advocated the

claying of the beans just before the gum of the cacao beans was com-

pletely dry. Fine-sifted red earth was sprinkled and hand-rubbed on the

pods in order to complete drying. This was said to help in producing a

sweet chocolate taste, a nice aroma, and the pretty cinnamon colour of

the bean when it was broken. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:22)

clean 1 v Weed an established garden; remove unwanted plants. (< E
clean ‘of arable land, free from weeds, creeping roots, etc.’) 9 In Sep-

tember they begin to “clean,” that is, to weed; “brushin”’ is done in any

second field a man might have, and this would be planted during the

same month. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:64) 9 The women cleaned

the garden, put manure in the cane root, dug roots of para grass, cutting

plants and carrying baskets. (Dharanpal Mohandall 1982, in La Guerre

1985:191)

2 adj Spiritually purified, e.g. a place of worship. (< E clean ‘free from

any defiling ingredient’) 9 Between the start of worship and the com-

pletion of purification rites, the congregation sings slow, unemotional

hymns said to keep the Holy Ghost from manifesting Himself before

the building is “clean.” (Glazier 1983:42)

3 adj Without impurities, illness, etc. (< E clean ‘free from any defil-

ing ingredient’) 9 [The pregnant woman] immediately started to be

careful about her diet.. She ate a lot of green vegetables and oranges

and drank plenty of milk. She avoided highly spiced foods... She

drank cooling, e.g.. Jigger-bush tea, vervine or mini-root, that the

child might be bom “clean”. From time to time she took a purgative.

(Thompson 1983:7)

clean-bowl v Completely and quickly overpower; win. (< BrE clean

bowl ‘in cricket, bowl out a batsman or bowl down a wicket with a

ball that hits the wicket without having touched the bat or body of the

batsman’ ) 9 He try for the girl but he get clean-bowl by a fella from

South.

clean from phr Free of; without. (< E clean of ‘without; having no

trace of’) 9 They face the task of... getting Government agencies to
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keep the roads clean from dead dogs and other animals. (Bomb 24

Nov 1989:7)

clean ground ...phr Work at something for someone else’s benefit, (fr

proverb monkey doh clean roadfor gouti to run)
= clean road 0 When

he notice that I aint making fun. He said he aint cleaning ground for

monkey [s/c] run on. (Dictator “Unreasonable Stepfathers” 1950 pr)

clean-head fowl n A type of domestic chicken with no feathers on the

neck, (fr bare neck, clean of feathers) = bare-neck fowl, >clean-neck

fowl, gallipavo, gargatiyaa 0 She matador basket full with tomato, And
she clean head cock crowing coceoco. (Small Island Pride “Bacchanal

Woman” 1959 pr)

clean-neck fowl n A type of domestic FOWL (E naked-neck chicken),

with no feathers on the neck. These prob. originated in Hungary and

Germany, (fr bare neck, clean of feathers) = bare-neck fowl, clean-head

fowl, gallipavo, gargatiyaa 0 It was one of Mrs Chittaranjan's clean-

necked chickens, white and grey, an insistent, impertinent thing that,

despite repeated shooings and occasional lucky hits with stones and bits

of wood and empty Canadian healing oil bottles, continued to come
into his yard. (Naipaul 1958:107) 0 Paul Valton’s best and most

[cherished] white clean-neck cock, which he had raised from a chicken,

kicked its legs in its impatience to return to its nocturnal quarters.

(Ottley 1962:38) 0 She was asked to bring along a large white cock,

two clean-neck hens, a bottle of sweet oil, a pack of red candles and a

bottle of rum. (Doodnath 1989:73-4) 0 A clean-neck hen moved around

with her ungainly, scantily-feathered chickens. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:61) 0 “You have dominica hen, frizzle fowl and clean-neck here

in the yard,” she says, as the fowls walk about, picking at little objects

and plucking grass. (EX-S 25 Dec 2002: 1

)

clean off v Wash parts of the body, esp. the genitals. (< E clean off

‘remove dirt’) 0 “Go and clean off yuh skin.” (1978)

clean out n A purgation of the bowels. (< E clean out ‘clean by emp-

tying’) 0 The oil expressed from the seed [of the castor oil plant] is

widely used as a purgative among Africans, who regularly subject

themselves to this treatment. This... may have influenced the ten-

dency of Afro-Caribbean parents to regularly “give their children a

purge” or “clean out”, on such occasions as after they have been

weaned, on weekends, during school holidays and after treatment

with herbs or medicines for any disease. (Morean 1991:15)

clean road... phr Work at something for someone else’s benefit, (fr

proverb monkey doh clean roadfor gouti to run) = clean ground 0 So

I must clean road for gouti to run on?

clean-skin(ned) adj Of skin, usu. on the face, smooth, without blem-

ishes, scars, bumps, etc. See also CLEAR-SKIN. 0 The sister is the

clean-skin one.

clean teeth n Casearia guianensis [~ C. ramiflora , Iroucana guianen-

sis\, a native shrub or small tree to 10 m (32') tall. Young stems brown,

hairy; twigs used to clean the teeth. Leaves oblong-elliptical, more or

less toothed, hairy on both sides when young, with transparent dots and

lines. Flowers greenish white, fragrant, clustered in leaf axils or at leaf-

less nodes. Fruit white, one side often brownish violet or reddish

brown; ellipsoidal or round, 6-12 mm (.24-.47") long; seeds in fleshy

orange coverings. (< E clean ‘remove dirt’, prob. avoiding taboo asso-

ciations of E brush teeth with brush
3

) = pipewood2
, wild coffee

2
0 She

showed us... another which they called “clean teeth.” The blacks use

twigs from that for toothbrushes, and the cook came out, with many
giggles, to show how she broke off a piece, stamped the end upon a

stone, and thereby had a quite usable brush. (Bowman & Bowman
1939:218) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1 983 :iv)

clear adj Light-complexioned; of skin having a light colour, /kle:/

(< Sp claro ‘light complexion’ + E clear ‘of skin, bright, fresh, pure

colour, without spots, etc.’) 0 “I ent sure ah know yuh mudder. What
quality she is?” “Well she not as clear as you.” “I ent know she den,”

Mama decided. (Macaw 1960:79) 0 CLEAR, adj., fair, light, e.g., his

skin clear, clear. (Rodman 1971:229) 0 [He] speaks about the horrors

he had to ensure “at the hands of those who had clearer skin than me.”

(Bomb 19 Oct 1990:21) 0 They mightn’t be clear, clear... the colour

have nothing much to do with it.’ (Khan 1993: 197-8)

clear-skin adj Light complexion; skin having a light colour. See also

CLEAN-SKIN. (< Sp claro ‘light complexion’ + E clear ‘of skin, bright,

fresh, pure colour, without spots, etc.’) 0 He told Barton that a clear skin

man was trying to get his job. (TG 11 Mar 1919:3) 0 ‘Is a nice fellow,

you know. He clearskin. He living in Caracas.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:178)

clibo 1 n Any of several dark grey or black snakes, often with yellow

markings, /klibo/ 0 The clibo... [is] very common... there are three

species or varieties - the black or speckled, the yellow-bellied, and

the yellow-tailed; the first is of a glossy lead colour, and the under

parts of a light yellow, with dark stripes; the second, of a deep lead

colour above, and a fine yellow beneath; the body of the third is also

of a lead colour, and the belly, together with the tail, of an orange

tinge; they generally attain the same dimensions, though the last may
be found of a somewhat larger size, (de Verteuil 1884:386)

2 n Spilotes pullatus, a non-venomous snake, 2.4-2. 7 m (8-9') long.

Black with pale yellow stripes on the first third of its length. = black

and yellow rat snake, clibo
-

, tiger snake, >tigre
1

, tigrel; black snake,

black tigre, tigro, widow-
(black form) 0 The Clibo or Cribo (Coluber

variabilis) haunts inhabited places, and is occasionally seen in

houses, where, however, is ought to be welcome as a destroyer of

rats. It is asserted that this Cribo is the enemy of the poisonous ser-

pents, which it would fight successfully, (de Verteuil 1884:98) 0 The
clibo... [is] very common... there are three species or varieties - the

black or speckled, the yellow-bellied, and the yellow-tailed; the first

is of a glossy lead colour, and the under parts of a light yellow, with

dark stripes; the second, of a deep lead colour above, and a fine yel-

low beneath; the body of the third is also of a lead colour, and the

belly, together with the tail, of an orange tinge; they generally attain

the same dimensions, though the last may be found of a somewhat
larger size, (de Verteuil 1884:386) 0 (Boos 2001a:140)

3 n Clelia clelia delta, a non-venomous snake. = >black cribo, black

widow, buda, cribo
2

,
cribo noir, massarana, moon snake2

,
vidua 0

(Roosevelt 1917)0(Orde 1926)0 (Boos 2001a:86)

4 n obs Pseustes sulphureus sulphureus, a non-venomous snake. =

liana snake, puffing snake
-

,
yellow-bellied clibo, yellow-bellied

puffer, >yellow-bellied puffing snake, yellow belly, yellow cribo 0

The clibo... [is] very common... there are three species or varieties...

the yellow-bellied... of a deep lead colour above, and a fine yellow

beneath, (de Verteuil 1884:386)

5 n Drymarchon corais corais, a non-venomous snake. = corais

snake, cribo
1

, >yellow-tail(ed) cribo, yellow tail(ed) (rat) snake, yel-

low-tail(ed) snake 0 The clibo... [is] very common... there are three

species or varieties... the yellow-tailed... is also of a lead colour, and

the belly, together with the tail, of an orange tinge; they generally

attain the same dimensions, though the last may be found of a some-

what larger size. (de Verteuil 1884:386) 0 (Boos 2001a:123)

client n arc A date; a person taken out for romantic intentions, usu.

said by a man about a woman. (< E client ‘a customer; person helped

by a professional’) 0 She wanted me to go to De Luxe but I had

already dated another client for the same picture. (ESTT 1956)

climbing lily n Bomarea edulis, a native vine; stems elongated and

slender; oblong leaves; root producing inedible tubers. Flowers

funnel-shaped, 2.5 cm (

1

") long, in heads of 4-80; pink with green tips,

inside greenish with purple-brown markings, filaments reddish, (fr

climbing habit + lily-like flowers) = salsilla 0 (FTT 1983-3-3:215)

climbing palm n Desmoncus orthacanthos, a vigorous native spiny

climbing palm with a flexible stem, used for baskets, whips. Also the

similar D. polyacanthos, a slender spiny climbing palm, with

recurved hooks to 1.5 cm (.6") long on the leaf stalk instead of

straight spines. = >camwell, croc-chien
1

,
gri-gri vine, lattan, pessy

3
,

policeman, wait-a-minute 0 The huge central group of trees - Saman
(Inga Saman), Sandbox (Hura crepitans), and Fig, with the bright

ostrich plumes of a climbing palm towering through the mimosa-like

foliage of the Saman. (Kingsley 1880:101)

climbing vine n Psychotria perpapillifera [= P. pendula\ , a trailing or

climbing native shrub, often epiphytic and not rooted in the ground.
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Leaves leathery, elliptical-oblong. Flowers stalked, numerous in axils

or terminal clusters. 0 (FTT 1928-2-1:31)

clin-clin n obs Tringa melanoleuca, a shorebird, 32.5 cm (13") long.

Upperparts dark brown spotted with white; rump white; tail white

barred brown; wings dark; underparts white; bill long, black, slightly

upturned; legs bright yellow, (prob. fr usual 2- or 3-note call) = >pika

0 (Chapman 1894:77)

clit-ticks adv A soft clicking sound, e.g. of a door closing gently,

/klitiks/ (fr sound) 0 A door will open, “KREEKES” and will close,

“BADAM!” or “CLIT-TICKS!” depending on the force used to close

it. (Alloy, in Smith 2000a: 17)

cloak bed phr Tob Said of someone who likes to sleep. (< E cloak

‘cover over; conceal’) 0 Yuh cloaking yuh bed in the morning and

you have the wares to wash,

clod blood see CLOT BLOOD

closet n arc An outdoor pit latrine. (< E water closet ‘a closet or small

room fitted up to serve as a privy, and furnished with water supply to

flush the pan and discharge its contents into a wastepipe below’) 0 Is

only becos I is a fellar way too proud to axe or else Janie cud help me
out but ah wud ladder cleen Janie clozzit, dan even to come in con-

tack wid Lizzie and she Joe. (EC 19 Nov 1904) 0 (Ottley 1971:64)

clot-blood, clod-blood, clat-blood n In the folk medicine system,

blood believed to be congealed, often inside the body. (< obs E clot

blood ‘a mass formed by coagulation’) 0 As part of the recovery treat-

ment and before she even began nursing the child, she was given a

dose of castor oil or the boiled ground root of “bruca” to drink. This

was to “clean her out”, to encourage the expulsion of the after birth

and to get rid of any “clat-blood”. (Thompson 1983:10) 9 Clod blood.

(Haynes 1987:72) 0 She would then massage the woman’s “belly” to

ensure that all the clot blood and the remains of the afterbirth is

removed from the womb. (Rollocks 1991:99)

cloth ears n Protruding ears; ears that stick out from the head. = bat

ears, flyaway ears 0 (Haynes 1987:13)

cloud(ed) snake n Sibon nebulata nebulata , a non-venomous snake,

(ft overall cloudy iridescence of scales) = >cloudy snake, fiddle-

string mapepire", mapepire corde violon
-

, slug-eating snake 0 Cloud

Snake. Nocturnal. Semi-arboreal, prefers compost heaps, wild pines

(bromeliads), bushes, fallen trees, etc. Food: Slugs. (Greenhall

1976b:50) 0 (Boos 2001a: 1 17-9)

cloudy snake n Sibon nebulata nebulata [~ Leptognathus nebulatus\,

a small slender snake, to 81.5 cm (31.7") long. Mottled grey and pur-

plish-brown banding and spotting over the entire back surface, with

some dull white areas. Scales have a bluish iridescence that gives the

effect of an overlying cloudy sheen. The belly has a pattern of dark

blue-black half-bands alternating with dull white. Head large; eyes

prominent. The snake habitually coils and makes mock strikes, mim-
icking the coiling and striking posture of Bothrops, the MAPEPIRE
BALSAIN, which it superficially resembles; however, the strike is

with the mouth shut, and it has never been recorded to bite. Found in

Trinidad and Tobago. Slugs are its main food source, and it may be

found in gardens, (ft overall clouded iridescence of scales) =

cloud(ed) snake, fiddle-string mapepire', mapepire corde violon',

slug-eating snake 0 (Alford 1960:103) 9 (Boos 200 1 a: 1 1 8)

clown (band) n A traditional Carnival mas depicting clowns, usu.

wearing very elaborate, glittering, mirrored costumes, and having a

specific set of movements. (< E clown , a specific character in a panto-

mime or circus) 9 There was a noticeable increase in the clown and

wild Indian bands, the latter of which afforded much amusement by
their queer antics. (POSG 17 Feb 1904:4) 9 Carnival Competition:

[Winners] Best Wild Indian. Best Disciplined Sailor Band, Best Yan-

kee Band, Best Dragon Band, Best Historical Band, Best Clown
Band, Best Indian Band, Best Advertisement Band, Best Sailor Band,

Best Millionaire Band, Best Individual Band. (WG 8 Mar 1930:8-9) 9

There used also to be bands upon bands of clowns, devils, bats, etc.,

besides thousands of individual masqueraders, in original costumes;

representing everything, from the Pharoahs of Egypt, to the Flapper

of the day. (TG 19 Feb 1933) 9 Old masqueraders still went into rap-

tures when they recalled the splendour of his costumes, with their

high, wide beaded collars, beaded chest and back, yards of swans-

down and ballooning silk pants. His shoes were decorated with hun-

dreds of beads matched according to size and colour, and small

mirrors of varying shapes. So ornate were his shoes that when he

walked the streets, it was a special walk, unlike any other clown, and

crowds would rush to see him... the collar of his costume was so wide

that he was forced to pass through his front door sideways... he had

danced with most exquisite and polished steps and timing... the way
he adapted his choreography to suit his costume brought a new refine-

ment to Carnival. (Bynoe 1985:34-5) 9 “Mas has always been a street

theatre. Look at the Bats, the Clowns, the Jab-Jabs who all had their

specific dance moves, doing the same steps as they went along from

Queen to Park Street... Carnival has moved away from the real street

theatre to a masquerade party on the move.” (TG 9 Jan 1994:2)

club-mas n A CARNIVAL masquerade band organized from a private

club or social association, usu. on ethnic or class criteria. 9 My father

made mas for the bands of those days, the truck-mas, he used to make

mas for people from the Country Club and that class of people. We
had Queen’s Park Hotel, we generally called it disguise-mas or club-

mas. (Morris 1984:164)

C.M. school n A school established by the Presbyterian Canadian

Mission to Indians, (ff the initials of Canadian Mssion to Indians) 9

Education for the Indians began with the establishment of the Cana-

dian Presbyterian Mission to the Indians in 1868. From the start the

Missionaries stressed education... It was difficult at first to attract

Indian children - child labour at home and in the fields was valuable

to parents, and there was the old fear of conversion - but there were

no Moslem or Hindu schools... So the number of Indian children at

the C.M. schools grew slowly. (Brereton 1985:28-9) 9 He began to

attend the Ferozbad C.M. School, a small flat building made out of

board supplied by the villagers. (Gosine 1992:50)

coal see COALS

coal-burner n A person who prepares COALS. 9 ‘Maybe she can’t

keep up with how we movin’ about like coal-burners.’ (Boodhoo

1994:4)

coal pit n A large hole in the ground into which wood is placed and

burned while covered in order to make COALS. 9 He was accused of

larceny of 5s. 6d. at a coal pit. (WG 7 June 1930:5) 9 ‘Every fortnight

from Friday to Sunday he and his other Vincentian pardner does be in

the rumshop. They live in a ranch miles in the forest makin’ coal-pit.’

(Boodhoo 1994:104)

coal-pot n A small iron pot having a circular base holding COALS to

cook with; ashes are pulled out from an opening, the ARCH, under-

neath. Originally made of pottery, later of cast metal. (< coal + pot

‘container’) 9 Some workmen... very imprudently placed a coal pot

with some fire under it, within 3 or 4 feet of a large quantity of straw.

(TRD 1 Nov 1851:3) 9 The blaze... was caused by the ignition of a...

spark from a coal-pot. (POSG 15 Sept 1907:4) 9 The next doorstep

had also a coalpot, but on these coals were two or three irons, and at a

table a trifle within the open door-way a woman was busy ironing.

(TG 23 Feb 1919:4) 9 While boiling tea in a coalpot, her dress caught

fire. (TG 28 May 1933:3)9 To be purchasing vasaline [s/c] by the

pound, Mildred you know you are wrong. Riot with coal pot and your

hot comb. (King Iere “The Ass in the Lion Skin” 1951 pr) 9 In the

kitchen Mrs Henriques was lighting two coalpots to boil more water,

(de Boissiere 1956:110) 9 Looking out I could see green breadfruit

roasting over a coal-pot. (Bryans 1967:86) 9 The stalls housed coal-

pots on which were placed kerosene tins used for boiling com or

black pudding; and racks for roasting com. (Woodroffe 1974:16) 9

[The report] said smoke from a coal pot put in the bedroom to warm
it, poisoned the man. (Bomb 7 Nov 1986:1) 9 Everyone was certain

now that what they suspected was correct, and immediately a coal pot

was brought, and they began to bum hot peppers in that, and believe it

or not, spirit and people themselves had to run, because no one can

remain around when that happens. (Mahase 1992:14-5) 9 Gas done,

so man start digging fire-hole; who have coalpots bring them out bold

and looking for coal. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:40) 9 The oven was out of

galvanise with two coal pots underneath to give the heat. She say it
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had shelves and door and everything, it used to look like a little cup-

board sitting there, plenty room inside to bake bread for three fami-

lies. (TG 18 Dec 1995) 0 0 Ah miss lighting the coal pot, an playing

wid de charcoal, if dey too light me mooma go fight, if they wet me
mooma go fret. (Macfarlane 1997:57)

coal-pot dougla n The description given to curly hair straightened

with pomade and a hot iron comb. (< coal-pot

,

fr use for heating

metal comb + dougla

,

fr combination of African features and Indian-

like straight hair) 0 I don’t know what’s wrong with these coal-pot

dogla. They like to disown their mother an father. Some of them think

they looking perrog. But the hair on their head like ah old wild hog.

(Spitfire “The Hot Comb East Indians” 1956 pr) 0 “You call it gerri

curl - I call it coal pot dougla since dat is how you lookin'.” (Baptiste

1993:40)

coal-pot fan n A fan, often woven from grass, usu. somewhat triangu-

lar in shape, used to encourage the fire in a COAL-POT. 0 On the walls

of the kitchen were cup-hooks on one of which hung a coal-pot fan.

(Maynard 1992:93)

coal-pot iron n arc A small heavy metal iron for pressing clothes,

heated on a COAL- POT. 9 An dem coal-pot iron; We use tuh borrow

dem from ah cousin on Eleven Street. Ah use tuh go fuh dem in de

inornin before ah went tuh school an return dem well-greased in de

evening. (Foster 1990:8)

coal powder n Fine black powder residue from charcoal. (< coals )
=

coals-dust 0 Take a minor course of coal powder, aloes, and molasses.

(Pavy 1987:12)

coals, coal 1 n Charcoal; fuel made from wood by a process of smoth-

ered combustion, so that is is burnt, but still retains sufficient carbon to

be able to bum further without flame. Note: SE coal refers only to a solid

hard opaque black mineral, made of carbonized vegetable matter, found

in the earth; SE coals usu. refers to smouldering remnants of any solid

carbon or wood fuel. (<obs E coal 'fuel prepared from burned wood
reduced to pure carbon; charcoal’) 0 A fairly large quantity of coal had

been drawn from the pit. (WG 21 June 1930:1) 0 But search the bread

and coals line, you’ll never see. Any member of our local aristocracy.

(Atilla "Food Distribution” 1947, in Rohlehr 1990:377) 0 Coal — char-

coal (Alford 1953:149) 0 The coalman came next. He was an Indian

whom we addressed as “Babu": Always dressed in his dhoti, he stood

proud on his mule-cart... The rich, black stuff was contained in crocus

bags (which held about thirty pounds of the precious coal) their tops

secured with a rough, stout vine from the forest. This served as twine. A
“bag o' coals” sold at that time for thirty cents. (Maynard 1992:5) 0

‘Where Pa gone?’ 'To bum coals,’ she replied. ‘Your father gone in the

high-wood to bum coals.' (Boodhoo 1994: 140) 0 Vincey, who burnt coal

pits on the Toco Road stirrred a large enamel pot with souse, his wife

turned slices ofblack-pudding in a black iron pot. (Boodhoo 1994:205) 0

De Valencia man in de donkey cart, wid de coals, ah waiting: Coals!

Coals! get yuh nice Valencia coals. (Macfarlane 1997:57)

2 n Dried tears, esp. those around the eyes upon awakening. =

khichar, >yampi 0 Clean out all the coals from the baby face.

coals-dust n Fine black powder from charcoal. (< coals) = coal pow-

der 0 He say she used to clean she teeth wit’ ah piece ah Hibiscus

Fencin' an' some coals-dust. (Keens-Douglas 1984:59)

coarse frock n A dress made of cheap material, worn mainly at home.

(< E coarse 'rough; not smooth or delicate’) 0 (Ottley 1971 :64)

coast v Saunter; walk in a casual, relaxed manner. Also do things like

drink or talk in a relaxed manner. (< E coast 'not to exert oneself;

make progress without much effort’) = course, cruise 0 He coasting

(or cruising) down the road. (ESTT 1956) 0 Almost every evening he

would meet the boys and they would lime by the Arch, or the Gate,

and have a cup of coffee... and coast a talk and keep a weather eye

open for whatever might appear on the horizon. (Selvon 1957:139) 0

The “lime” was undecided. It was Friday night and much too early to

go home after the show. Not having much in the way of choice, it was

narrowed down to “let’s go and coast a drink.” (EX-2 12 July

1987:15) 0 Sure, they know how to fool people and coast rootsy

scenes when it is time to canvass for votes in the ghetto and in

Smokey and Bunty, or when they’re ready to “play themselves” as

playboys and Casanovas. (TTM 26 Nov 1995:7) 0 “Why you don’t

leave me in peace, woman? You see me here coasting in a comer by
myself on a club soda and bitters and you leave quite where you come
from to come and give me words.” (EX 18 Jan 1996)

coast role phr Play a part; model behaviour on a particular status. 0

These days when you bounce up on them girls in a party, is like hell to

get to talk to any of them by themselves. They only coasting role as if

they ain't bound for no man at all. (TTM 1985) 0 That sort of link

would be highly embarrassing... to have themselves associated with

this type of business at a time when Archbishop Desmond Tutu is in the

country and everyone is coasting a role. (TTM 22 May 1987:5) 0 “I

know a lot of young girls are impressed when he comes on to them,

coasting this ‘Father’ role he plays so well.” (TTM 5 Oct 1990:15) 0 I

had an uncle John, who used to coast a John Wayne role. He had the

height and size, two guns and everything for it. (EX 1 8 Dec 1994:6-24)

coat n arc Petticoat; half-slip. (< dial E coat 'petticoat; skirt') 0 Coat -

petticoat. (Alford 1953:149)

coatee n obs A close-fitting coat with short tails, resembling a jacket.

(< E coatee ‘a close-fitting coat with short tails, chiefly military’) 0

Prisoner had on a white shirt and trowsers, and a coatee like the one

he had on now. (POSG 1 Oct 1 844:2) 0 And who are these three boys

in dark blue coatees and trousers, one of whom carries, hanging at

one end of a long bamboo, a couple of sweet potatoes; at the other,

possibly, a pebble to balance them? As they approach, their doleful

visage betrays them. Chinese they are, without a doubt. (Kingsley

1880:89-90)

cob v Tob Hit; make a physical assault. (< nautical E cob 'strike on the

buttocks with a flat instrument’ < obs E cob 'fight; give blows’) 0 If

you play in the living room, knock down mi vase, I go kaab allyuh ears.

cobo, cobeau, corbeau n Coragyps atratus [= C. foetens, Catharista

atrata, Cathartes atratus, C. foetens
] ( E black vulture), a large bird,

62.5 cm (25") long, wingspread 1.37 m (4.5'). A very common resi-

dent in Trinidad, not found in Tobago. Black; pale patches under

wings; square short tail; head and upper neck bare, blackish. Eats

mostly carrion and refuse from poultry or fish, also remains of coco-

nuts, and occasional fruits. Often seen in large numbers circling in a

hot air current, or feeding. Plural sometimes spelled corbeaux. See

also CORBEAU A TETE ROUGE. (< FC < Fr corbeau ‘crow’ fr resem-

blance to black European crow in colour, habit of eating carrion, and

relative tameness around people; European vultures are light brown,

more hawk-like, and found in wilder areas) = black corbeau, john(ny)

crow, town corbeau 0 When cobo wing break he does band with fowl,

(proverb) 0 The infantry barracks... a dead, dull, insipid spot, the ren-

dezvous of carrion corbeaux. (POSG 2 Jan 1844:3) 0 The streets are

kept very clean, and a species of buzzard, or carrion vulture, errone-

ously called Corbo, or crow, are the authorised scavengers. These

birds, which are black, and as large as young turkeys, have long

gawky legs, keen eyes, and an iron-grey cowl covering their necks,

which gives them a ludicrous resemblance to barristers in costume.

They are knowing fellows too, and fight as keenly for their offal as

any gentleman of the bar can do for his fee. (Day 1852-1:173) 0 So

very tame and familiar are they, that I have often poked them with

my stick or umbrella as I walked along the streets. In Trinidad all

Vultures are indiscriminately called Corbeaux, and the quartier of

Port of Spain where the slaughter-houses are situated is distinguished

by the name of Corbeau Town. (Taylor 1864:78) 0 Carrion-crow, Cor-

beau.. have been found so useful in cleansing the towns from filth and

putridity as to be considered in the light of gratuitous scavengers, and

hence are tacitly exempted from being killed... It is really wonderful

how these birds become aware of the presence of carrion... no sooner

is an animal dead, even a cat or rat, than some corbeau is seen wheel-

ing in the air above; all on a sudden it sweeps down with a peculiar

hissing sound, and, after describing a rapid circle, promptly alights on

its prey; others follow, and in a few hours a host of them are collected

on the spot, (de Verteuil 1884:89-90) 0 His neighbour’s attention was

attracted to a number of corbeaux and flies hovering around the place.

(POSG 29 May 1907:4) 0 One or two of the men seek among the

heaps... and now and then a corbeau dips in its flight to have a feed.
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(K. Archibald 1937:54) 0 And even undertakers too when you dead.

Without money girl is corbeau to take your head. (King Iere “The Ass

in the Lion Skin” 1951 pr) 0 One medicine man rode in a hut with

several live cobos, a snake, a dog, and hundreds of bones and skulls.

(Crowley 1956a:72) 0 His jumpy step and his stooped shoulders gave

him the appearance of a corbeau hop-stepping over a carcass. His

enemies referred to him as “King Co’beau”. (de Boissiere 1956:153)

0 Ah tired with the wrecker. And they childish behaviour, as soon as

you stop, They coming like ah corbeau to pick you up. (Kitchener

“PP 99” 1971 pr) 0 'They say if you get a corbeau egg... good luck

and wealth will be yours. It got people in Trinidad still searching for

corbeau nest!’ (Selvon 1972:89) 0 In the 1900’s... the shore line,

approximately the centre of the present highway (Wrightson Road),

was a dumping ground of rubbish and dead animals, known as the La

Basse, which had replaced the original La Basse situated to the east of

Port of Spain, next to the present Abattoir. This became the feeding

place of the corbeaux which flocked there in great numbers. With the

reclamation of the waterfront for the Deep Water Harbour, all these

old landmarks disappeared, and the corbeaux moved to the dumping

ground on the Beetham Highway. (Mavrogordato 1977:81-2) 0 Dose

people did push an quarrel an fight for colour like kobo scramblin for

rotten meat. (Minshall 1984:12) 0 The poultry and livestock farming

east of the runway and the uncontrolled dumping of garbage along

most of the connector routes in the area attract a variety of birds, one

of which is the corbeau. Corbeaux also use the tarmac and its envi-

rons for loafing and social gathering. The tarmac or “hot pad” is often

the source of thermal updrafts which corbeaux find very convenient

for soaring. (EX 19 Oct 1986:10) 0 This practice, apart from creating

a terrible stench is attracting flies and even corbeaux. (Bomb 12 Oct

1990:13) 0 “Corbeau”... Attracting, as it does, mixed feelings of

respect and disgust in the Trinidadian, it is rather surprising that this

species may be hunted during the open season according to law. This

appears to be a safety valve for occasions when it becomes a nuisance

at poultry runs and on rooftops. Generally, it is regarded as an invalu-

able scavenger of road-killed carcases and left strictly alone, (ffrench

1991:86) 0 The beaches are always littered with the carcasses of fish

and other sea creatures, and corbeaux reign supreme. (TTM 27 Aug
1993:10)

cobo bone n Pachystachys spicata , a weak-stemmed native plant with

red flowers, /kobo bon/ = >black stick, zocobo 0 Look all that cobo

bone under the trees by the benching.

cobo eat shame phr An expression of total disgust, sometimes resig-

nation. = dog eat shame 0 “Yuh wouldn’t listen, cobo eat yuh shame.”

(1990)

cobo eat spongecake phr Said in negative, to indicate that someone is

too poor to have a particular item, (fr normal diet of scavenging) 0

Allyuh want fancy shoe? Cobo doh eat spongecake. 0 Corbeaux cyar

eat sponge cake. A low-class person has difficulty adjusting to a high-

class situation. (Baptiste 1993:178)

cobo jawbone, corbeau jawbone n Nothing; the least amount. 0 De
woman ain have cobeau jawbone in de big ten-foot fridge. (Ottley

1971:39)

cobo kite n A very large kite, about four feet square, made from heavy

brown paper. It is awkward to fly, and not used for fighting, but is

strong and flies steadily. (< cobo , fr similar gliding flight) 0 In addi-

tion to the paper and wood kites, there are the all-paper kites, known
as the chicki-chong and the corbeau kites. They are made and flown

mostly by elementary school age children, since all you need to make
them is a piece of paper (usually the size of a school exercise-copy

book) and thread. The most popular all-paper kite is the chicki-

chong... The other all-paper kite is the corbeau kite ... perhaps so

called as it glides and soars like the black vulture... or corbeau... It is

usually bigger than the chicki-chong, so the size might be roughly

equivalent to that of a regular piece of typing paper (8" x 11") [sic].

The lead-line, too, tends to be longer, around 3.0 metres (203.2 x

279.4 millimetres). These all-paper kites seldom contain zwill in their

paper tails, although they might contain mange on their short lead-

line. (Greenhall 1976:20) 0 There will be several categories in the

Kite Fest with many prizes to be won; the biggest mad bull, cobo kite,

best ducking kite, the kite with the longest tail, the youngest kite flyer

as well as the oldest, to mention a few. (TG 15 Apr 1988)

cobo levay n Sunrise, dawn; the time in the very early morning when
the sky first becomes fully light, /kobo lcve/ (< cobo + FC leve 'rise

up’, fr cobos taking first flight at this time of day) = day clean 0 Cobo
levay and we eh gone yet! 0 Day done clean and cobo levay.

cobo liane, corbeau liane n arc An unidentified vine, with reddish

bark, yellow flowers. 0 He saw the body hanging from a guava tree

by a “corbeau liane”. (TG 24 Jan 1936: 11)

cobo luck n Bad luck; all going wrong. 0 Corbeaux luck. Bad luck.

Everything going wrong. (Mendes 1985:37)

cobo pee on phr Have bad luck; be subject to BLIGHT. Note: May
become cobo shit on in extreme cases. 0 A bat bite me, A rat bite me,

Under coconut tree, Cobeau pee on me. (Sparrow, “Obeah Man”
1979) 0 “Cobo must be shit on me, fus ah blight.” (1986) 0 The recent

flurry of libel lawsuits, humiliating apologies forced into their front

pages, discredited stories... must have the senior editors and managers

at the Express wondering whether... a “cobo pee” on Ken Gordon’s

empire. (TTM 16 Jan 1994:4) 0 On whose [head]... a cobo peed

loudly some years ago... that is the worst form of blight that could

take a man. No ordinary obeahman can take that out. (TTM 31 Dec

1995:30)

cobweb v Remove spider cobwebs, esp. in the comers of ceilings,

with a COBWEB BROOM. (< E cobweb 'web spun by a spider’; also E
cobweb ‘cover or hang with cobwebs’) 0 Ah tell she, 'Madam, de day

when you see servant use to cobweb every day gom long time.

(Macaw 1960:33) 0 Pundit Lall had even entered the house and with a

few other men had cobwebbed the roof and walls and mopped the

floor. (Gosine 1992:162) 0 “I have to cobweb this room.” (2001)

cobweb broom n A very long-handled broom with a small coconut

fibre head used to remove cobwebs, esp. from ceilings and wall cor-

ners. 0 For Kitchener ah big pot spoon. And for Spider ah bringin me
cobweb broom. (Prowler “A Gift for Calypsonians” 1968 pr, in Roberts

1968) 0 “Ah goin’ Chaguanas to pick up a real cobweb broom to tackle

dem Jack Spaniards an dem on top mih roof.” (Baptiste 1993:40) 0 De
pickney dem trembling, shaking up de room, wid fever dem lips crack-

ing, dem looking like cobweb broom. (Macfarlane 1997:51) 0 “You

will use a cobweb broom on the hanging lamps and chandeliers.”

(Andersen 2004:58)

cocaine plant n Erythroxylum novogranatense, a native shrub about

1-3 m (3.2-10') tall, from which coca can be obtained, used for

medicine and bush baths. Leaves have two distinct parallel lines

beneath, less noticeable on var. tobagense. Fmit red, obovate, 6-10 mm
(.24-. 39") long, (fr use as a weak source for making cocaine) =

ironwood\ wild cocaine

Cocal n A stretch of about 19 km (12 miles) along the east coast of

Trinidad, between Manzanilla and Point Radix; it is notable for the

large number of coconut palms growing in a band between the sea-

shore and the Nariva swamp, /kokal/ (< LAS cocal < cocotal 'place

planted with coconut trees’ < coco ‘coconut’ + Sp -al 'place full of a

plant’) 0 The next valley to the eastward, Maraval, was in the old

Spanish time Mararaval, having been so called after a Palm tree, the

Mararaves (as cocal from Coco, the Coconut palm. (Carr 1869:396-7)

0 We rode out upon the shore, and saw before us a right noble sight; a

flat, sandy, surf-beaten shore, along which stretched, in one grand

curve, lost at last in the haze of spray, fourteen miles of Coco palms.

This was the Cocal; and it was worth coming all the way from Eng-

land to see it alone. (Kingsley 1880:327) 0 Then we got on to the

Nariva beach, and we came to the Cocal where we spent a very nice

evening, and slept the night. (Rust 1927:15) 0 The cocal is a ... coco-

nut grove that grew up by chance a hundred and fifty years ago when
a ship loaded with coconuts was wrecked offshore. (Carr 1957) 0 The

Cocal is a wide strip along the shore salty with stiff Atlantic breezes...

Graceful, slender trunks swoop upwards to form a fantastic roof

swimming with aqueous light slanting in bars through the palms’ stiff

leaves. The road is narrow and littered with fallen, dead leaves and

withered coconuts lying about like cannonballs, gone astray in a
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battle. (Bryans 1967:163-4) 0 [0]ut in the rice-lands the water in the

cocal was hot and rancid under the broiling sun. (Naipaul 1976:144)

0 COCAL. The name given to the southern part of the eastern sea-

board, which is a region of coconut trees. (Anthony 1997: 139)

Cocal virus n An arbovirus of the VSV group, TRVL 40233, carried

by rodent mites, identified in 1961
.
(< Cocal , the area where this was

first found) 0 Cocal virus (TRVL 40233) was first isolated from

249 mites of the genus Gigantalaelaps combed off 1 1 Terrestrial Rice

Rats, Oryzomys laticeps velutinus Allen and Chapman, which were

trapped in September, 1961, in Bush Bush island, Trinidad... The

present findings do not support the hypothesis that these rodent spe-

cies serve frequently as a Cocal virus source for hematophagous

arthropods in the field. (Jonkers, Spence et al 1964:613) 0 Cocal virus

(TRVL 40233), an agent serologically related to vesicular stomatitis

virus, type Indiana, was first isolated in September, 1961, from mites

of the genus Gigantolaclaps that had been removed from terrestrial

rice rats, Oryzomys laticeps velutinus... trapped in Bush Bush forest,

Trinidad... the weight of the evidence still favors the view that a mos-

quito-rodent association is not important in the life cycle of Cocal

virus in Bush Bush. (Jonkers et al 1965:758,762)

coccoloba n Coccoloba latifolia , a native tree with large leaves and

purplish grape-like fruits, /kokoloba/ = big leaf, >cuchape*, grape
1

,

stave-wood, wild grape 0 Cocolaba. (Hart 1866:64)

cochineal see COJONEEL

cochini n arc Cheating; trickery; deception. (< Sp cochini ‘filthy,

stingy person; player of dirty tricks’) 0 He always making cochini.

(ESTT 1 956) 0 Chochini - cheating (ESTT 1956)

cock and hen 1 n A children’s game played with two FLAMBOYANT
blossoms, each player poking their blossom at the other’s in order to

break off pieces, (prob. fr action similar to fowls pecking at each

other) 01... stand again, as I used to, under the flowering flamboyante

to pick up some of the fallen blossoms. With these blossoms we chil-

dren used to play a game called “Cock and Hen”. (Maynard 1992:35)

2 n Aeneolamia varia saccharina or A.v. carmodyi , small yellowish-

brown insects, roughly triangular, found esp. on sugar cane. = blight,

>froghopper

cock bottom phr Stand with the buttocks pointing outwards or

upwards; often together with one hand or fist resting on the waist and

weight mostly on one foot. (< E cock ‘bend a limb or joint at an

angle; stand or stick conspicuously up’) 0 Cock yuh bottom and take

a drink. 0 Sweet Ken reach with the two red women from south. All

you know the two that I talkin’ about. They bust a flask of mm and

they wet the ground. And cock their bottoms in the direction to town.

(David Rudder "De Long Time Band” 1992)

cock ears phr Pay special attention; listen secretly; eavesdrop. (< E
cock ‘stick or turn up’) 0 But look at my contention here today! We
just talking among ourselves here. We can’t help it if people cock

their ears to listen. (Selvon 1 99 Id: 141

)

cockett see COCOTTE

cock eye n A wink; a quick and meaningful closing of one eyelid. (< E
cock ‘stick or turn up') 0 Yes, girl, I got to bid you goodbye. Because

1 mean you giving me a cock-eye. (Growler “Demi Gal” 1940) 0 She

give he a cock eye.

cock-fight, beat all see BEAT ALL COCKFIGHT

cock for dolly phr Perfect; suitable; exactly the right choice; a good

fit; match. = like yam in naygur mouth 0 “When you rachifee some-

thing and it fits perfectly, you say ‘that is the cock for dolly!”’ (1990)

cock get teeth see when COCK GET TEETH

cock hat n A kind of large hat, with a raised brim, used in Speech

Band costumes. (< E cocked hat ‘a hat with the brim permanently

turned up, esp. a three-cornered style’) 0 “This Speech Band came as

an ‘After the Crop 'fete... And they had a special, call it a cock hat, in

the shape of a schooner sail... A boat on their head. That cock hat rep-

resented the boat that come down for sugar.” (Hall 1998:46)

cocking n Breeding or raising fighting cocks. (< E cocking ‘cock-

fighting; the sport of making cocks fight each other’) 0 Not many

women seem to be interested in “cocking” which actually is a form of

breeding or rearing cocks. (Bomb 1982)

cockle n Cvclocephala sp., a type of scarab beetle. Small, brown, with

legs that easily cling or tangle in cloth, etc.; often found in houses.

(< E cockle , Cardium sp., a mollusc, prob. fr resemblance to shape of

shell) = Christmas beetle 0 An onslaught of “cockles” - beetles

whose backs are spotted with two uncanny “wywa”. (Oakley

1941:415)

cock no crow phr Said to indicate that one cannot really change

things; life goes on in any case (proverbial). 0 Cock no crow but day-

clean still come.

cock-of-the-woods n Formicarius analis [~ F.a. saturatus, F. satura-

tus , F. hoffmatmi ]
(E black-faced ant-thrush), a bird, 20 cm (8") long.

Upperparts dark brown with rump rufous; face and throat black with

whitish eye-ring; sides of neck rufous; breast grey; belly paler; under-

tail reddish-brown. Bill stout, fairly long, black; legs long, dark grey.

Tail short, held erect while bird walks about briskly, looking for

insects on the forest floor; if disturbed, it flies rapidly for a short dis-

tance. Typical call a high, sharp whistle followed by 2-5 more notes

descending in pitch; alarm call 2-3 ringing explosive notes. (< Fr coq,

E cock ‘chicken; fowl’, fr similar habits and voice to fowl cock +

woods from forest habitat) = bois-coq, coq-bois 0 Cock-of-the-

Woods. (Roberts 1934:95) 0 (Belcher & Smooker 1936b:809) 0 The
cock-of-the-woods is common in the forest country where... it is sel-

dom seen but often heard. (Street 1946:374) 0 (ffrench 1991:266-7)

cockrico see COCRICO

cockrisha n Agave sisalana , a cultivated plant with long thick succu-

lent leaves. = >lang bef, mother-in-law tongue
-
0 Cockrisha is lang

bef ... Boil the root if you blood dirty. It passing in you blood and

make it come nice. (Morean M-79)

cockroach 1 n An insignificant person. 0 “I’m only a little cockroach,

but she should have [noticed me and] said I was there.” (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1939a:D92)

2

n A negative term for a white person, (fr nymph form of the cock-

roach when changing skin, when it is pale, soft and vulnerable for a

period of time) = >white cockroach, whitey cockroach, whitey pokey

0 I went to school with him, the little cockroach.

cockroach before fowl phr Temptation; something impossible to

resist, (fr the liking of fowls for eating cockroaches) 0 Me bin tell am
some baddy bin go match he’ all way he been ar say, ‘awee na gat

laming enoff fo go wid he. Awee bin same like Cackroach befo fowl’

accarding to dem old people, wen King na day Morocoy ar mle. (PC
24 Feb 1906) 0 Doh put that cake out—you put cockroach before fowl.

cockroach bite n A sore on the lips, believed to be caused by a cock-

roach bite. = cockroach kiss you 0 “The sores on my mouth started

with a cockroach bite, which caused a ‘water bump’ that erupted two

months ago when I got into a fight with another man and he cuffed

me in the face. Since then it started to spread.” (TTM2 Feb 1996:36)

cockroach grass n Tradescantia pendula [~ Zebrina pendula], a culti-

vated creeping plant with ovate leaves, slightly fleshy, bluish green,

often silvery-striped above, usu. purplish beneath, very variable.

Flowers blue-violet, purple, pink or white; seeds in fruit capsule. =

zeb wavet 0 Cockroach grass ... [is often] used as an ornamental plant

in baskets, it becomes quite weedy in cocoa estates where the shade

and humidity favour its spread. (Laurence 1976:14) 0 (FTT 1983-3-

3:257) 0 Cock Roach Grass. .. A few leaves [s]teeped in boiling water

can [quicken] the rate of contraction in a delivering mother. (Rollocks

1991:137)

cockroach kiss you phr Said of a sore on the lips. = cockroach bite

you 0 Yuh lookin like cockroach kiss yuh.

cockset, coxette n Thin flat coils of compressed material, prob.

including pyrethrum and/or wormwood, about 4" across, usu. dark

green, and held up by a small metal clip. It bums slowly, to discour-

age mosquitoes. Originally manufactured in China, /koksst/ (poss.

related to a fowl-cock symbol on the wrapping of some brands) =

mosquito coil 0 In the evening she lit green coils of slow-burning

incense which the local people called ‘cock-set’. It came from China
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and was sold in the shops in little boxes with stands to rest them on.

But in spite of these measures the mosquitoes were a constant nui-

sance. (Selvon 1972:15) 0 They sold all the things that the shop had

sold... butter, kerosene oil, hops bread, colgates toothpaste, ‘coxette’

for the mosquitoes, potatoes, salami, ham, salt fish, flour. (Jones

1973:124) 0 “Ah hear how de Mighty Mosquito braggin’, he say he
" eh fraid me at all. He say is onefella he fraid, dat is de Mighty Cock-

set.” (Sweetbread, EX 1979) 0 The place that sold the ice seemed to

sell everything else, tomatoes, cockset, rice, corned beef - every-

thing. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:15) 0 Watch that imported cockset!... Cer-

tain brands of mosquito coils - “cockset” to Trinbagonians - being

imported into the country contained DDT as an active ingredient.

(TTM 28 Nov 1993:28) 0 “Ah hope you bring enough cockset for de

weekend camp in Toco!” (Baptiste 1993:40)

cockshum root n Renealmia alpinia , a native ginger-like plant with

ovoid fruits, scarlet turning blackish crimson when ripe. Flesh aro-

matic when crushed, yielding a blackish-crimson dye. (< E cocks-

comb 'the comb or crest of a cock’, fr some resemblance of colour or

shape) = dye plant, Indian ink, ink plant, >mardi-gras 0 In Trinidad

the rhizome is sometimes known as Cockshum Root and it is used for

making Mardi Gras Incense. The latter is considered wonderful for

“uncrossing” court matters and other matters of difficulty. (Morean

19921:35)

cockspur (acoma) n Sideroxylon persimile, a medium-sized native-

tree, girth to 2.4 m (8'); trunk usu. covered with thorny branches.

Flowers in small clusters; buds often attacked by small insects result-

ing in the formation of cone-shaped galls about 1.3 cm (.5") long.

Wood hard, heavy, pinkish-yellow, (fr resemblance of thorns to fowl-

cock’s footspur) = >acoma piquant 0 Cockspur, Cockspur acoma.

(Marshall 1934:66) 0 Cockspur acoma. (FTT 1947-2-3:134)

cockstand n An erection of the penis. (< slang E cockstand ‘erection’)

= stand 0 On he wedding night, he couldn't catch a cockstand! 0

Cockstan... Male penile erection, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

cocksure adj Positive; certain. Note: This does not have the usual SE
implication of over-sureness or presumption. (< obs E cocksure 'feel-

ing perfectly certain’) = certain sure 0 (Mendes 1985:34) 0 So some-

times wen yuh see people pass yuh straight in tong, An yuh cocksure

dey see yuh because you an dem eye make four, Doh dig nutten. Is

not because dey eh recognize yuh or dey playin ting wit deyself. Is

simply because dey cyar remember yuh real name. An dey too embar-

rass tuh admit it. (Foster 1990:38)

cocktail see OYSTER COCKTAIL

cocktax n Court-ordered child support payments. (< khaki tax + cock

‘penis’ for fathering a child) = >khaki tax, tax 0 “Oh, he! He in jail!”

“Jail - fuh what?” “They finally ketch up with he for some mainte-

nance money.” “Maintenance money?”... “C...tax, nuh”, he went on

to explain somewhat needlessly, not that it didn’t give me a chance to,

well, snigger at the Trinidadian term that tells the whole story by,

well, conjoining two words. (EX 1 1 Dec 2003)

cock up 1 v Put one’s foot up on something, or put it underneath the

other leg while sitting on a chair; sit badly and expose underwear; lie

with legs raised; sit casually with legs crossed; sit and pull up both

legs; lift one leg high in the air. All these gestures or positions are

generally disapproved of, considered vulgar or impolite. (< E cock

‘bend a limb or joint at an angle; stand or stick conspicuously up’) 0

Boy stop cocking up you foot in the drawing room. (Ottley 1971:64)

0 “This village was a decent place till he bring she. You could send

children to the shop, or go yourself, and know you didn’t have to fight

up with all the riff-raff men this village have barring the counter to

see she cock up.”... She propped her feet on a high stool when she

took a rest, so that her skirt fell away. (Stewart 1989:29,31) 0 “Cock
up yuh foot dey an let me pass.” (Baptiste 1993:41)

2 v Set something up in full view, in a prominent position. (< E cock
‘stand or stick conspicuously up’) = posay 0 De fus ting he notice was
he expensive T.V. cock-up on ah table like ah Christmas ham, an’ he
wife an’ one set ah people watchin’ de Miss World Contest. (Keens-
Douglas 1984:27)

cock up tail phr Heavy flirting in a vulgar way. (< E cock 'bend at an

angle; stick up conspicuously’ + tail
1

) 0 The love affair was the talk

of the country for weeks afterwards, the round woman reported that

Earline had been wearing white shorts “cocking up her tail all over

the place,” and “the things that went on between those two”. (Jones

1973:85)

coco see also COCOA
coco 1 n Cocos nucifera , the cultivated coconut tree and fruit. (< Sp,

Fr, obs E coco ‘coconut’) = nariyar 0 Coco: The patois for coconut,

(de Boissiere 1945b:44)

2 n Head. (< LAS coco ‘head’) = coconut 0 That boy have one hard

coco.

3 n A butt; a hard shove at someone with the head, /koko/ (< Sp coco

‘head; skull’; also poss. < Yor koko ‘lump, protuberance’) = butt
-

,

coconut2
, head coco 0 Coco... A butt to the head area. (Mendes

1985:34)

cocoa 1 n An area planted with cocoa trees. 0 In the cocoa we met a

trace, and Chaila told me ‘Let us pass through this cocoa and we will

reach home quickly.’ (TG 12 Jan 1936:2) 0 He worked in the cocoa.

(EG 31 Jan 1936:3) 0 “You would find beetles like that in the cocoa.”

(1990)

2 n The cocoa industry, esp. the agricultural processes. 9 He uses to

work cocoa up Sangre Grande.

3 n A hot beverage made from ground cocoa, milk, sugar and spices.

= chocolate tea, cocoa
3

,
>cocoa tea, creole chocolate, creole cocoa,

swag 0 When he returned they ate a simple meal such as Marie had

scarcely eaten since parting with Miss Henny - saltfish, baked bread-

fruit and zaboca, and mugs of sweet and fatty cocoa home grown and

home made, (de Boissiere 1956:212)

cocoa ants, cacao ants n An unidentified species of ant. (fr associa-

tion with cocoa pods) 0 On some of the [cacao pods] I observed clus-

ters of black ants of considerable size, and unpleasant smell when
crushed. The labourers call them “cacao ants,” and don’t attempt to

remove them from the pods. (Potter 1894:18)

cocoa bag n A heavy, loosely woven bag, made out of brown jute

fibre, made to hold dry cocoa beans for shipping. A bag weighs about

1 4kg (3 lbs) and can contain up to about 90kg (200 lbs), but more

usu. about 75 kg ( 165 lbs.), (fr typical use for holding cocoa beans) 0

One of the cocoa bags was found to have been cut. (POSG 10 May
1907:2) 0 Cocoa bags, double sewn bags of strong textile and to hold

180 lbs., can be bought at the Bonanza at $4 per dozen. (POSG 26

Nov 1907:6) 0 The whole of that day Willy spends with the remains

of a cocoa bag hanging round his waist. (Archibald 1937:50) 0 Nora
Kissoon covered May-May’s body with a white sheet. Macqueen
placed a cocoa-bag under her head. (LaFortune 1968:87) 0 When the

rice was put to dry on cocoa-bags in the sun, Jerry would stay close

by to frighten away the neighbour’s poultry which would come to

pick up the attractive grain. (Woolward 1976:7)

cocoa bag devil n A kind of Carnival mas devil dressed in old

cut-apart COCOA BAGS. 0 From F Hospice bridge up to Belmont the

“Maibomes” held sway. This band consisted of the worst and toughest

elements anywhere; the men and even their boys and women always

dressed in burlap. They were considered the most dangerous of all the

fighting bands... The alarm “Maibones coming down,” would fill

everyone with terror... they would utter a genuine sigh of relief when
the dreaded “cocoa-bagged devils” had gone by. (EG 8 Mar 1919:5)

cocoa basket, cacao basket n A large round basket, about 60-75 cm
(2' to 2.5') across, with two upright handles along the top; made from

thick round Hanes, usu. MAMOO; traditionally used to gather cocoa,

holding about 22-27 kg (50-60 lbs.), (fr typical use for holding cocoa

pods) 0 The Mamuse bane ( Carludovica plumierii)... the thrifty

planter splits into three and then weaves into cacao baskets. (JFNC
Feb 1895:155) 0 When all was ready, he turned the cocoa basket

upside down on his head, so that it looked like a gigantic hat.

(Lovelace 1968: 13) 0 (Moore 1980:13)

cocoa bay see COCOBAY
cocoa beetle, cacao beetle 1 n Steirastoma breve [= S. depression ], a

beetle whose larva is very destructive to cocoa tree bark. Adults
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black, 2.5 cm (1") long, with 2 long antennae pointed backward

towards the tail end. Eggs are held in the back; larvae make tunnels in

wood, eventually ring-barking the tree and causing damage. Adult

beetles gnaw bark, usu. not causing serious damage, (fr feeding on

cocoa trees) = congoroche 0 The Secretary read a communication...

upon the cocoa beetle (Steirostoma depression) which contained

much original, interesting and useful information, on the habits of this

cocoa pest, with some practical suggestions as to methods of dealing

with the same. (JFNC Aug 1894:51) 0 Notes on the Cacao Beetle

(Steirostoma depression)... This beetle... is known to the Spanish

peons as Congoroche... While the grub carries on its work of

[destruction] under the bark of the tree, the [adult female] eats round

the bark... depriving the plant of a good deal of its vitality... The bee-

tle seems to have but few natural enemies: I have noticed only the

Cacao-pickers, very wrongly called Mangeur de Cacao, the Tick-bird

or Merle Corbeau and the big-billed Qu'est-ce-qu’il-dit. (JFNC Oct

1894:1 10) 0 Cocoa Beetle... is very plentiful in parts of Trinidad, and

is rather a troublesome pest and difficult to get rid of. (Guppy 1910:7)

0 Some years past the peasantry and even some of the larger propri-

etors woefully neglected their cultivations, and much of the cocoa

was destroyed by the die back and the cocoa beetle. (TG 4 Oct

1919:7) 0 The [wild chataigne] has an attraction for cacao beetles

which lay their eggs on the trunk and branches, and fresh pieces of

the wood are made use of to trap them. (FTT 1929-1-2:94) 0 [The]

Cacao Beetle, Steirastoma breve, is one of the most serious pests the

Cacao planter has to deal with. The adult beetle feeds on the bark

which it gnaws off... the larva... tunnels in the bark and not only

diminishes considerably the productive quality of the tree, but even

destroys it. (Graf 1955: 16) 9 Cocoa Beetle. This fairly large longicom

beetle... causes considerable damage to the plantations in Trinidad,

Grenada and some South American [countries]. (Urquhart 1955:129).

2 n Acrocinus longimanus (E harlequin beetle), a very large beetle

with bright red and black diagonal designs on the back, (fr association

with cocoa habitat)

cocoa bird 1 n Tachyphonus rufus , a bird, 18.7 cm (7.5") long. Male

glossy black; white under-wing; bill black with base of lower bill blu-

ish white. = >parson, pere noir 0 (ffrench 1 99 1 :3 76-7)

2 n arc Thamnophilus doliatus, T. d. fraterculus (Trin.), T.d. tobagen-

sis (Tob), a bird. Male black, barred all over with white; crest white

tipped with black. = bush guinea bird, >Dominica bird, guinea bird
1

,

pintade, qua-qua 0 The name qua-qua which must be derived from its

cry, is confined to Tobago, and even there it is dropping out of use,

the bird being more generally known as the cocoa or Dominica bird.

The plumage of the male and female are so dissimilar that the casual

observer would not think of associating the two. (Mirror 6 Oct 1911)

cocoa bois see COQ-BOIS

cocoa bracelet n A type of metal bracelet, gold or more often silver,

consisting of a smooth or patterned bangle with an opening topped on

each end by a small cocoa pod-shaped ornament. 0 Golden adorn-

ment was the status - neck chains, earrings, finger rings and “cocoa”

bracelets, so called because the two ends were pear-shaped like the

pods in which cocoa beans grow. (Cummings 2004:43)

cocoa-brown n A skin tone darker than HIGH BROWN; the skin is usu.

smooth and shiny. (< E cocoa-brown 'a shade of brown resembling

powdered cocoa’) 0 This young woman... is well-proportioned, tall

and had very good looks. Her walk is provocative and her complex-

ion is cocoa-brown in color. (Blast 13 Oct 1989:16)

cocoa dance n The process of DANCING COCOA, to the accompani-

ment of singing. (< dance cocoa) 0 Cocoa Dance Songs,... Wake
Songs, Bongo Songs, Bele Songs, Jig Songs, Reel Songs, Congo
Songs, Kalinda Songs, Brush Back Songs and other Wedding Songs,

and “Magical” Chants. (Alleyne-Pilgrim 1995:2)

cocoa drying house n A building with a flat tray on the roof used for

drying cocoa; a sliding peaked roof can be moved over it to protect

the cocoa beans from rain or excessive sunlight. = >cocoa house 0

Cangrejal Estate, situate at Santa Cruz... with a cocoa drying house.

(POSG 12 May 1907:2) 0 The cocoa store, and the cocoa drying

house also caught fire. (POSG 2 Nov 1907:4) 0 Another building

completed within the past two months is the new cocoa drying house.

(TG 6 July 1921:7)

cocoa drying mat n A mat on which wet cocoa beans are set out to

dry; formerly woven from plant material, but now usu. commercial

jute bags opened and sewn together. 0 Trinidad Black craftsmen

[make] mats from the mid-rib of the balisier (wild plantain) for

drying of cocoa beans in Trinidad. The Trinidad cocoa drying mat is

however not decorated or dyed. (Elder 1988:50)

cocoa eater n obs Any woodpecker or woodcreeper, birds that peck

holes in tree trunks while looking for insects. This name would be

applied to such birds seen in cocoa trees, (fr mistaken belief that these

birds eat cocoa pods; in fact they are eating insects from pods) =

>carpenter (bird), charpentier, mangeur de cacao 0 Amongst several

species of Picucules (Dendrocolaptes), one is known by the name of

Cacao-eater. With its long and strong bill, it pierces a hole in the ripe

pod, apparently to suck the sweet mucilage that covers the beans

within; and each pod thus attacked, together with its contents, rots on

the tree, so that these not uncommonly wholesale depredations often

occasion great loss to the cacao planter, (de Verteuil 1884:91-2)

cocoa foam n Ocean foam which is light brown in colour from sand

and mud, usu. when the sea is very rough and churning up the seabed.

(< cocoa ‘a shade of brown resembling powdered cocoa’) 0 “Cocoa
foam bring storm and mudfish.” (1986)

cocoa grunt n Tob Several marine fish that make a croaking sound

when caught, esp. Haemulon album. = >cro-cro, cro-cro blanc

cocoa-headed tanager n arc Tangara gyrola, a bird; greenish with

brown head, (fr colour of head) = brown-headed vert-vert, police

bird, tet kako, tet mazet, vert-vert a tete cacao, >worthless 0 Calliste

desmarestii. Very abundant in shady valleys and moist woods. Local

name, “Cacao-headed Tanager.” (Taylor 1864:82)

cocoa house n A building with a flat tray on the roof used for drying

cocoa; a sliding peaked roof can be moved over it to protect the cocoa

beans from rain or excessive sunlight. (< E cocoa + house
;
also Sp

casa de cacao ‘house of cocoa’) = cocoa drying house 0 ‘Juancito has

secrets in the preparation of Cocoa of which he is very proud; they

mostly consist of three days in the sweating house (as on the Main)

six hours’ sun only for the three following days (the Cocoa being

heaped up or sweated in sacks when the Cocoa house is closed up)

and full exposure for the number of days required afterwards and

which would depend of course on the weather.’ (Agricultural Record

1889, in Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:20) 0 He was caught red-handed

with about 30 lbs. of cured cocoa which he had stolen from a cocoa

house. (POSG 5 June 1907:5) 0 Jacob lives in a cocoa house and what

used to be the drying room is now his bedroom. (WG 1 Dec 1930:5) 0

When Foam was a child he had played in the cocoa-house, but it was

too dangerous now and no one went near it. (Naipaul 1958:115)0 The

house used to sweat and dry the cocoa... was long and low with a

shelf inside. It was known as the cocoa house, when being used for

cocoa and the coffee house when being used for coffee. Those who
did not possess cocoa houses used the balisier mat on which they

dried the cocoa. (Woodroffe 1974:22-3) 0 Since their original school

building was condemned in 19854, their children have been having

classes in a cocoa house. (EX 15 Oct 1989:3) 0 Those fortunate

enough to have come from an agricultural tradition would remember

the cocoa houses in which tons of cocoa were dried. This was a great

expanse of floor covered by a roof divided in two which could be

pushed apart down a rail of iron tracks so that the beans could

be exposed to the sun. At sundown or the first hint of rain, they would

be pulled together to protect the beans... Coffee, picked when they

were ripe, rich red beans, would also be dried in the cocoa houses.

( T&T Yesteryear 1 995 : 1 8

)

cocoa insect pecker, cacao insect pecker n Xiphorhynchus susurrans

[= X. guttatus, Dendrornis susurrans, Nasica sussurans

]

(E buff-

throated woodcreeper, cocoa woodhewer), a woodcreeper, a wood-

pecker-like bird, 25 cm (10") long. Head and neck dark brown,

spotted and streaked pale buff; upper back dark brown; lower back,

wings and tail rufous; underparts olive brown, streaked buff; bill

black, long, slightly decurved. Also used for several other similar
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birds, (fr behaviour of taking insects from cocoa pods) = carpenter

(bird), charpentier, cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao 0 (Cacao insect-

pecker, mangeur de cacao. (Chapman 1894:48) 0 Cocoa Insect-

Pecker. (Roberts 1934:95)

cocoa in the sun see HAVE COCOA IN THE SUN

cocoa knife n A sharply crescent-shaped knife blade attached to a pole

and used to cut down ripe cocoa pods, (fr specialized use in harvest-

ing cocoa) = goleta, gullet, gutahel 0 He offered him work as a

labourer to pick cocoa. Defendant said he would require a cutlass and

a cocoa knife. (TG 12 Mar 1921:12) 0 The beach was covered with

men who carried stout lines and huge hooks, and long rods with

cocoa-knives attached. (WG 3 Nov 1930:5) 0 We had long bamboo

rods with cocoa-knives at the ends of them and all day long we went

from tree to tree reaching for the cocoa-pod stems and stabbing at

them or twisting them, letting the pods fall beneath the tree. (Anthony

1967:104) 0 The cocoa was picked either by hand or by cocoa-knife

(gullet) depending on the height of the tree. (Woodroffe 1974:22) 0

The men stood like lancers of old with their long bamboo rods topped

by cocoa-knives, triangular-shaped with sharp, pointed, curving

‘ears’ for hooking the pods. (Boodhoo 1994:100)

cocoa lily, cacao lily n Tob Hippeastrum puniceum [= H. equestre], a

cultivated bulbous herb; flowers trumpet-shaped; scarlet shading

through pale green to yellow and white. = Easter lily 0 (Dean 1937:24)

0 Cocoa Lily ... Flowers in the dry season, the leaves not appearing

till later. A very handsome lily, the flowers are of the open trumpet

shape on a long tube, scarlet shading down the tube through pale

green to yellow and white. Usu. two flowers per stalk. A double form

is sometimes found. Not uncommon under coconut trees but much
more plentiful in the north-western and more undisturbed parts of the

Island [of Tobago], (Alford 1960:75) 0 [Rjivulets ran beside the road

among dark cocoa plantations where the air was moist and sweet,

heavy with the fragrance of cocoa-lilies. (Bridges 1980:128)

cocoa mama, cacao mama n Erythrina poeppigiana , a cultivated and

naturalized tree to 20 m (65'), branches and trunk armed with stout

prickles. Flowers orange-scarlet, top-shaped, in racemes. Used as a

shade tree for cocoa and coffee trees, esp. in higher areas. (< cocoa

mother) = anauca (immortelle), bois immortelle, cocoa mother, coffee

mother, >immortelle , madre de(l) cacao, mountain immortelle

cocoa mangue see COCO MANGUE
cocoa mint n Peperomia rotundifolia, a small creeping native plant,

rooting frequently at the nodes. Leaves rounded, nearly flat on one

side, convex on the other, alternate, to 1.8 cm (.7") long and broad,

usu. slightly hairy. Flowers in solitary spikes, rod-like, 2 cm (.8")

long. Found in damp shady places on tree trunks and branches; esp.

common on the branches of cocoa trees, (fr common habitat of cocoa

trees + resemblance to mint leaves) = >moreau, mowan, mowor 0

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:150) 0 (MNP 2007)

cocoa morbleu, cacao morbleu, cocoa mort bleu 1 n Caligo teucer

insulanus
,
a large butterfly, wingspan to 11.2 cm (4.5"). Dark grey

and black; very dark metallic blue on central lower wing; yellowish

vertical band on the upper wing, double-rowed in female; large owl
eye-like spots on the underside, (cocoa fr common habitat + morbleu)
= morbleu2 0 (Barcant 1970:117)

2 n Caligo eurolichus minor, a butterfly. = >forest morbleu 0 (Kaye
1921:51)

cocoa moss n A type of fdamentous native algae which grows on
trees, (fr common habitat of cocoa trees + E moss ‘very low-growing

velvety plant’, ff similarity of appearance) 0 The Bois Rose plants in

this area are covered with luxuriant growths of epiphytes, especially

“cocoa moss”. (Morean 1991a:24)

cocoa mother, cacao mother n Erythrina poeppigiana , a cultivated

and naturalized tree to 20 m (65'), branches and trunk armed with

stout prickles. Flowers orange-scarlet, top-shaped, in racemes. Used
as a shade tree for cocoa and coffee trees, esp. in higher areas, (ff

mother-like protection of young plants) = anauca (immortelle), bois

immortelle, bois mortelle, cocoa mama, coffee mama, immortelle 1

,

madre de(l) cacao, mountain immortelle 0 A fully matured cacao

plantation is a restful spot. The sun is veiled and the sod cooled by the

shade trees; those most in use for this purpose are the beautiful bois

immortelles, called the cacao-mother, not only for the shade they

afford, but for the dampness they conserve. Should the cacao-mothers

be in bloom one may look up and see far above him a blaze of vermil-

ion against a background of blue sky. (Morton 1916)

cocoa onion n Hymenocallis tubiflora, a cultivated and naturalized

bulbiferous herb with soft fleshy lanceolate leaves, to 30 x 10 cm
(11.7 x 3.9"), in two rows. Flowers in umbrella-shaped clusters at

tops of leafless unbranched stalks, white, fragrant; long thin stamens

ascend, while narrow petals droop. = boyapar, cibouyet, fountain lily,

loyon dil, >spider lily, wild onion 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:96) 0 The lovely white, flowering Cocoa Onion/Amarila lily

Hvmenocallis tubiflora was seen along the river bank. (Johnson

2004:3)

cocoa orange n Citrus sinensis, a cultivated sweet-fleshed, acidic

orange. = sweet orange 0 Cocoa oranges 5c-6c per doz. (TG 4 Jan

1936:13) 0 Cocoa Oranges. - This variety requires careful handling,

a minimum quailing period and storage at 45°F. In spite of its some-

what unattractive appearance when untreated, ethylene colouring is

inadvisable owing to the increased loss of moisture and fungal wast-

age consequent on prolongation of the exposure at high temperatures.

(Leonard 1936:83) 0 The Cocoa Orange, as it is termed, has become
naturalized. Where conditions are suitable, the tree grows to a rather

large size with many branches, bearing thousands of sweet juicy fruit.

(Rampersad 1963) 0 When I finished I fetched a bowl of fruit and

chose a banana, a cocoa orange, sweet as sugar, and a pomerack.

(McDonald 1969:35) 0 Gonurray/gonorrhoea is caused by cocoa

orinj/orange failin’ an hittin’ one on top of one’s head (T’bgo)!

(Haynes 1987:10) 0 They used to make an orange drink with juicy

‘cacao’ oranges, but now it was ‘agua dulce’ (sweet drink) that chil-

dren were being brought up on. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:171) 0

“He pointed you out as the man who had grafted king-orange with

cocoa-orange and produced the sweetest and juiciest orange on the

market.” (Andersen 2004:485)

cocoa panyol, cocoa payol, cocoa paignol n A person of Spanish

Venezuelan descent living or working in the cocoa-producing areas of

Trinidad. Sometimes, esp. in the past, used in a negative sense. See

also PANYOL, PEON, /koko pajoE (< cocoa, fr many working in

cocoa + < panyol 1,2
) = cocoa Spanish 0 Cocoa payol - contemptuous

term used to refer to labourers on cocoa and coffee estates... mixed

blood. (Moore 1980:21-22) 0 Coco Panyol Delicatessen. A deli with

a true Trini flavour. Keeping alive that Great Tradition of fine Trini-

dadian cooking with a Latin American flavour. Panyol specialities

available daily: Hallcas, enchiladas, cachapas and burritos. (EX-2 30

Aug 1987:14) 0 The use of herbs by the Spanish in Trinidad was
influenced by the herbal traditions of [nearby] Venezuela, brought

here by the so called cocoa (panyols), peons who arrived predomi-

nantly in the first half of the 19th [century]. These peons were mix-

tures of Spanish, African and Amerindian blood. (Morean 1991:10) 0

One such cluster, which emerged in nineteenth-century Trinidad, con-

sists of individuals referred to as peons and conuqueros, i.e. Spanish

labourers and peasants. More recently they have been known as

‘cocoa panyols’. The ‘cocoa panyol’ was easily identified because his

language and customs were Spanish and he was an agricultural

worker who lived in the valleys and foothills of the cacao-producing

areas of the island. Language, customs, occupation and even place of

residence distinguished him from the rest of the society. He often

looked different, too: mostly of mixed race - Amerindian, African

and European (Spanish)... They were rural, uneducated Spanish

speakers distinct from the mostly upper class, professional, wealthy

Venezuelan exiles residing in Port of Spain. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:xi-xii) 0 This composer was... a respectable interpreter and

singer at May Cross or Cross Wakes, a cultural expression introduced

by the coco panyol to the island. (TG 27 Nov 1994:19) 0 ‘Cocoa pany-

ols’ generally had a pejorative connotation in much the same way as

‘nigger’ or ‘coolie’... The rural Hispanic usually referred to himself in

English as ‘Spanish’, and in Spanish as Xenezolano', 'venenzolano' or

more rarely ‘espahoT

.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:225)
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cocoa picker 1 n A long pole attached to a COCOA KNIFE or GULLET,

used to harvest cocoa pods. Sometimes refers to any long stick used

by someone standing on the ground to detach fruits from high up in a

tree, (fr use in picking ripe cocoa pods) = cocoa rod, picking rod 0

The tiger-cat in the cacao tree, on finding itself surrounded by the

men, immediately showed fight, clawing and snarling viciously at the

long cacao-pickers and pruning hooks with which the negroes com-

menced to stab it. (Gordon 1931:722) 0 Cocoa pickers, cutlasses...

(POSG 15 Jan 1935)

2 n A labourer who harvests cocoa pods. 0 (Moore 1980:13)

cocoa piece see PIECE
1

cocoa plum see COCO PLUM

cocoa rake n A wooden tool with a long handle at right angles to a

short small wide blade; used to move cocoa or coffee beans during

drying and processing. = rabu 0 This old cocoa rake have a big crack

in it.

cocoa rod n A long pole attached to a COCOA KNIFE or GULLET, used

to harvest cocoa pods. (< E rod ‘a straight slender stick’) = cocoa

picker, picking rod 0 He was having difficulty in pulling the dogs

along, for the cutlass-case at his side kept getting in the way. Then,

too, he had a sack strung across his shoulder, and he was also carrying

a cocoa-rod. (Anthony 1967:7) 0 T only come back for me cocoa-

rod.’ (Anthony 1967:105) 0 (Moore 1980:13) 0 He could manipulate

the cocoa rods deftly pushing the blade end or pulling with the

hooked portion the richly-coloured ripe pods or the spoilt black pods

or the twigs and branches to be trimmed or removed. (Boodhoo

1994:36)

cocoa shovel n A wooden shovel, with a round-ended, broad, shallow

blade about 25 x 25 cm (10 x 10"), and a short handle about 60-90 cm
(2-3') in length; used to spread cocoa beans during drying. 0 (Moore

1980:13)

cocoa soil n A type of soil considered esp. good for growing cocoa

trees. 0 The cacao soils of the Montserrat District of Trinidad are

derived from sedimentary rocks of Pliocene and Miocene age, and

from their alluvial derivatives... The better soils are derived from sed-

imentary rocks which appear to have been formed under shallow

water conditions favourable to the fixation of potash and phosphate in

secondary minerals, such as glauconite... Such are the rocks from

which the famous Chocolate Soil and the better sorts of Brasso Sand,

Brasso Clay and Talparo Clay Soils have originated. Certain of the

poorer types of soil have been formed from sedimentary rocks that

contain abundant gypsum... The prospects of ameliorating such

gypseous soils (for example, certain of the Brasso Clay, Talparo Clay

and Charuma Clay Soils) are extremely doubtful, and it is evident that

considerable areas of cacao land occupied by them will prove unprof-

itable when prices are low. (TA 1 934, 11/1:7)

cocoa Spanish n A person of Spanish Venezuelan descent living or

working in the cocoa-producing areas of Trinidad. = >cocoa panyol,

peon 0 It’s a mainly Indian town, but in between that community are

small pockets of "peons” - cocoa Spanish or bush people. (EX 13

June 1993:13)

cocoa stick n Ground cocoa mixed with spices, formed into small cyl-

inders, and dried; used to make COCOA TEA. 0 Grinding of the cocoa

called for adult skill and with practice the manufacturer was able to

produce little balls or cylindrical sticks with which, with a certain

amount of pride, she prepared her family breakfast. (Maynard

1992:93)

cocoa sway n A strong sweaty body odour, /koko swe/ (< Fr sueur

‘sweat’
;
prob. fr similarity to odour of fermenting cocoa) 0 Cocoa suer

- (co-co sway) Originates from the French patois meaning “sweat of

the cocoa” and used to describe someone with a strong body odour.

“He just done work so you could imagine how he smelling like cocoa

suer!” (Baptiste 1992)

cocoa tea n A hot beverage made from commercial powdered cocoa

or from ground COCOA STICK, with sugar, milk, and spices. (< E
cocoa ‘a beverage made by boiling ground cocoa beans in water’ +

tea
x

)
= chocolare tea, cocoa

3
, creole chocolate, creole cocoa2

,
swag 0

Whether it’s breakfast, lunch or tea. She must give me cocoa tea.

(Beginner “Cocoa Tea Puzzle to Me” 1940) 0 Shortly, they were sit-

ting down to breakfast, eating from chipped enamel plates, drinking

coco-tea from chipped enamel mugs. (Selvon 1972:60) 0 His “cocoa-

tea” was made most times from chocolate he himself had prepared...

The cocoa was parched in a pot or dirt oven, and when it was cold it

was husked and pounded in a mortar to be later made into balls.

When it is being pounded, spice, nutmeg, bay leaves and chapote

(which resembles mammy se pote) is put in. It is left to dry for use the

next morning. (Woodroffe 1974:22) 0 Arable land in the island, how-
ever, used to be worked once upon a time and provided “cocoa tea” (a

local drink served hot or cold) for everyone, poor and not so poor.

(Lange 1986:3) 0 Papa Goon also said that the best drinking choco-

late or cocoa ‘tea’ was home-made. The beans were parched and

cleaned, then ground in a mortar - a pildn. Little balls, or piletas,

were made of this cacao and dried in the sun; the drier they were, the

finer the chocolate would become. Then, for making the beverage,

these chocolate balls were grated with cinnamon, nutmeg and ginger.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:23) 0 ‘Mausi, you want some cocoa tea?’

(Boodhoo 1994:252) 0 To [the ground cocoa beans] would be added

some spices, such as [bay] leaves from any backyard tree and nutmeg.

Next, the mixture would be pounded together into rolls and be put out

in the sun to dry. Every cocoa harvest, most families would make
enough of this to guarantee them enough “cocoa tea” for months to

come. You simply grated as much as was required for the given pot of

chocolate drink. (T&T Yesteiyear 1995:18)

cocoa thrips, cacao thrips n Selenothrips rubrocinctus (E), an insect

which attacks a number of plants, including cocoa and cashew. Adults

black, 1-1.5 mm (.04-.06") long, nymphs yellow with red band across

base of belly. On cocoa, found on the undersides of leaves, where it

pierces leaf-cells and sucks the sap; leaf becomes silvered, with small

brownish spots. This may defoliate or kill the tree, and discolour the

pods. 0 Cacao thrips... damage is done both by the larvae and the

adults, which puncture the underside of the Cacao leaves and, to a

less degree, the pods, and drain the cells thereof of their sap... the

leaves even dry up and fall off... the young pods... deprived of the

shading leaves, also shrivel up and fall off. (Graf 1955: 12)

cocoa thrush, cacao thrush n Turdus fumigatus [= Merida fumigata ,

Turdusfumigatus, T. casius] (E Sabian thrush or pale-vented robin), a

large bird, 22.5 cm (9") long. Upperparts rich reddish-brown, paler

brown below; bill brown. A common resident in Trinidad, frequent-

ing forest and cultivated areas with large trees, (fr overall brownish

colour + commonly seen in cultivated areas such as cocoa) = grive

des cacaos 0 Cacao thrush (Chapman 1894:22) 0 (ffrench 1991:324)

cocoa walk see WALK
cocoa waste n Very bad, defective cocoa. 0 (Moore 1980:13)

cocobay, cocobeh, cocobey, cocoa bay 1 n obs A disease character-

ized by sores on the skin, usu. leprosy, /kokobe/ (< Twi kokobe ‘lep-

rosy; leper’) 0 The Pills should be used conjointly with the Ointment

in most of the following cases... Coco-Bay, Chiego-foot, Elephantia-

sis, Yaws. (TRD 1 1 Mar 1852:2) 0 If a man have money today, people

do not care if he have cocobay. (Tiger, “Money is King” 1935) 0

Cocobay - exzema, leprosy, cracked scaly skin. (John 1973) 0 That

girl have cocobay on top of yaws - how one person could get so much
trouble! 0 “What happen to your hand? How you holding the cup so -

like if you have cocobay? Let me see your hand,” - that was my
mother who noticed that something was not quite right. (Kissoon

2007:10)

2 n Negative term to describe a scarred body. 0 “Stay far from he an

he old cocobay self!” (Baptiste 1993:40)

coco bourrique n arc Duguetia Iucida, a medium-sized native ever-

green tree. Fruit reddish, 7 x 5 cm (3 x 2"), edible. Wood heavy and

yellowish. = >balbac, wild apple 0 (British Museum, W.E. Broadway

6428 10 Dec 1926)

coco-chat 1 n Solanum stramoniifolium , a native shrub 50 cm- 1.5 nr

( 1 9.5"-5') high. Young branches, stems and leaf ribs purplish;

strongly armed on the branches, stems and leaf ribs with 18 mm
spines, straight or recurved. Leaves broadly ovate, with deep angular

lobes, unequal-sided at base, to 30 cm (11.7") long, spiny on both
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sides, hairs above scattered, below densely and finely woolly. Flow-

ers densely hairy outside, in many-flowered clusters. Fruit a red berry

about 1 cm (.4" diameter, with short forked hairs which are easily

rubbed off. /koko Jat/ (< Fr chat ‘cat’) = dog-teeth, prick-a-plant, wild

tomato
2
0 Coco chat. (FTT 1953-2-4:257)

2 n Several native species of Hirtella. H. racemosa, a tree, similar to

H. triandra\ flowers mauve-blue, ornamental; leaves smooth with a

few bristles underneath. H. silicea has leaves with bristles on midrib

and veins beneath; white flowers. H. paniculata smaller; more oval

leaves with long hairs on veins beneath; white flowers. = >fruta

paloma (H. triandra)\ bois canari (H. silicea) 0 (Beard 1946:32)

coco cochon n Tabernaemoritana cymosa, a native tree, /koko kojDn/

= >borache, wild jasmine
1

0 (Beard 1946:34)

cocoi heron n Ardea cocoi [= A. major

]

(E white-necked heron),

I. 12 m (45”) long. Crown black; wing feathers whitish grey with

blackish quills; neck, breast, and thighs white; sides of breast and

belly black; bill black with yellow tip. = aileronne, crane
1

, heron 0

Cocoi Heron. (Belcher & Smooker 1934:579) 0 A big grey and white

heron was seen at this stage... I hesitate to identify the heron as many
herons are found in this country, but it may have been a white-necked

or cocoi heron. (Farrell 1984:19)

cocolicka n Ageratum conyzoides, a hairy native plant. = bush number

nine, porter bush 1

, >zebafam l

0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:6) 0 The plant known in Trinidad as zeb-a-fem, Ageratum

conyzoides, is known in Tobago as Porter-bush or cooko-licka. The

latter name is derived from the fact that, in the past, a drink made
from this plant was taken in a calabash to the estates where people

worked. The “cooko” - or calabash - containing the drink or “licka”.

(Morean 1991:23) 0 “[There] were specific herbs that we drank like

vervain, man-better-man... cocolika and even pine leaves.” (Rollocks

1991:95)

cocolo n Penis, usu. child use. 0 Mind yuh wash that cocolo!

coco macaque, cocoa macaque 1 n Garcinia humilis, a native tree.

(< FC, Fr macaque ‘monkey’ < Kikongo makakit ‘monkey’) = >hat-

stand tree, Napoleon’s button 0 (Marshall 1934: 18) 0 (Beard 1946:31)

2 n Talisia hexaphylla, a small native tree. Leaves compound, oblong,

papery. Flowers in panicles. = marc 0 Cacao macaque. (FTT 1930-

1-3:190)

3 n Pouteria coriacea, a native tree to 15 m (49') high. Fruit ovoid

with conical tip, 3.8 x 2.3 cm (1.5 x .9"), with one seed, ovoid,

slightly compressed, shiny, wrinkled. = mal balata
2

,
>monkey balata

0 (FTT 1947-2-3:127-8)

coco mangue 1 n Tovomita eggersii, a native tree. (< Fr mangue ‘man-

grove’) = >red mangue“

2 n Marila grandiflora, a medium-sized native evergreen tree; girth to

1.5 m (5'); occasional aerial roots. Large ovate leaves, many transpar-

ent dots and conspicuous veins. Flowers white, in clusters; fruit

capsule 4-valved, tiny seeds. Wood hard, heavy, reddish. = >red

mangue 1

, wild cocoa
2
0 (Marshall 1934:16)

coconut 1 n Head, (fr similarity of size and shape) = coco
2
0 “Nello,

move yuh coconut so ah could see where ah drivin’.” (Baptiste

1993:41)

2 n A butt with the head. = butt, coco
3

, head coco 0 After a while

Boysie couldn’t stand it no more. He run out in the road and he

slapped her. But Thelma was good for herself. She took hold of his

collar and she butt him so fast he sprawl on the ground. When she put

the coconut on him so, somebody say. Oh God! She break he nose.

(Stewart 1989:127)

3 n A negative term for a black person who is considered to be inap-

propriately trying to behave like a white person, (fr parallel to AmE
oreo, a cookie that has white cream in between two chocolate bis-

cuits, used in this way as indicating “black on the outside, white on
the inside”) 0 The term beke negre, which serves widely in the eastern

Caribbean to characterise a poor White, is in Trinidad, like coconut or

play-in-White, a term for a Black who inappropriately imitates a

White middle-class life-style (Littlewood 1993:92)

coconut back n The hard brown rind on hard coconut meat. 0 Yuh
taking plenty good coconut with that coconut back.

coconut bake n A thick round bread made with grated coconut or

coconut milk. (< coconut + bake
1

) 0 Now and again his eyes would

stray over to the table where lay the three massive coconut bakes, the

bowl of saltfish buljol with tomatoes and a bit of green pepper, and

the large pot of chocolate and goafs milk. (Lovelace 1968:45) 0

Patchoy, dumplins, vegetables, ground provisions, coconut bake, bag-

gie, callaloo bush, macaroni pie, mauby fizz. Walk wid your own
fruits if desired, (ad, Quamina 1982:3) 0 Fish cakes sizzling in a pan

of oil for breakfast and then slapped between two slabs of coconut

bake with a fat slice of zaboca. (EX 17 Feb 1993:35) 0 Umar chose to

have coconut bake and buljol. (Ali 1993:168) 0 Thick, white dump-
lings with anything are also a favourite, as is coconut bake. (EX 23

Jan 1994:8)

coconut ball n A round sweet made from sugar and coconut, often

coloured pink, softer than SUGAR CAKE. 0 Gi me two coconut ball,

coconut bark n Brassolis sophorae, a brown butterfly, wingspan to

7.5 cm (3"). Dull brown with a yellow central band on the upper

wings; reddish areas near lower wing margins. The larva feeds on the

leaves of coconut palms, and can do considerable damage, (fr feeding

on coconut palms) = coconut butterfly 0 (Barcant 1970:194)

coconut bird n Thraupis palmarum, a bird, (fr preference for nesting

in palm trees, often coconuts) = >palmiste“

coconut bone n The hard, thin, spherical, wood-like shell of the coco-

nut seed. (< E bone ‘hard framework or skeleton’) 0 The hard crust

(colloquially: coconut bone) which protects the kernel, has always

been popular in handicraft work, mainly in the making of ornaments.

(Anthony 1997:142)

coconut bread 1 n A heavy, coarse-textured, sweet bread including

grated coconut or COCONUT MILK, SPICE and raisins. = >sweet bread 0

(American Women’s Club 1981:16)

2 n The solidified inside of a germinating coconut, spongy in texture,

slightly soapy in taste; edible but not often eaten, (fr similarity of tex-

ture to soft bread) 0 You pick one, split it open, and get the bread,

coconut butter n A mixture of thick COCONUT CREAM and butter or

margarine. 0 There seemed to have been no lack of food between the

years 1777 and 1787 when the first French planters established

estates here... At this period the art of making coconut butter was a

household one. (Hunt 1985a:i, 11-12)

coconut butterfly n Brassolis sophorae, a brown butterfly, wingspan

to 7.5 cm (3"). Dull brown with a yellow central band on the upper

wings; reddish areas near lower wing margins. The larva feeds on the

leaves of coconut palms, and can do considerable damage, (fr feeding

on coconut palms) = >coconut bark 0 (Kaye 1904) 0 [The] Coconut

Butterfly... resembles to a large extent the “Bark” butterfly, Opsi-

phones, whose larvae feed on palm leaves... The caterpillars attack

the pinnae of the fronds of the coconut palm and may reduce the

fronds to mere skeletons. They are gregarious and live in “nests.”

(Graf 1955:9) 0 (Barcant 1970:194)

coconut cake n A sweet made from grated coconut and sugar, usu. in

the shape of a flattened oval, sometimes made in different pastel

colours. = cake, >sugar cake 0 Dufault sold the best coconut cakes in

the whole of Trinidad, pink and frothy white, seasoned oddly with

valemum and nutmeg. (McDonald 1969:163)

coconut cart n A vehicle - cart, or truck - with an open tray in back

holding coconuts for sale. 0 “We goin’ joggin’ and den stoppin’ by

Singh coconut cart on de way home.” (Baptiste 1993:41

)

coconut cream n A very thick white liquid obtained by squeezing

grated coconut meat, sometimes by running hot water through it. (fr

thick cream-like texture) 0 [Rjemember that coconut cream imparts a

unique and creamy flavour to stewed chicken or callaloo. (Hunt

1 985a: 1

)

coconut digger n A short knife or cut-offCUTLASS with a sharp point;

used to dig and pry dry coconut meat out of the shell. = coconut knife,

digging knife 0 Get the coconut digger and fix up a coconut for me.

coconut drop (cake) n Small sweet cakes, like a heavy sweet-
bread, made with grated coconut. 0 Cocoanut Drop Cakes - Take

1/2 lb. desiccated cocoanut, put in basin with 1/4 lb castor sugar.
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pinch salt, cream 2 oz butter, beat 3 eggs into it gradually. Stir into the

cocoanut, make little mounds on paper, bake moderate oven 20 min.

(The Hummingbird 9 July 1904:11) 0 (Hunt 1 985a: 1 1 ) 0 Those

crunchy, peaked, coconut drops. (Persaud 1993:20)

coconut farine n A coarse meal made by drying the grated coconut

left after making coconut milk. (< coconut + farine) 0 The grated

remains of the coconuts may be placed on baking trays and put into a

very slow oven for making coconut farine. This may be used as an

accompaniment to curries and stews. (Hunt 1985a: 12)

coconut fudge n A crumbly candy made from finely grated coconut

and sugar. (< E fudge ‘a soft-grained sweetmeat made by boiling

together milk, sugar, butter and flavouring’) 0 She and she mother

does make the best coconut fudge.

coconut head n The section of the coconut frond nearest the tree.

Often, a cricket bat made from coconut head. 0 If you are in the mood
to join the young boys on the beach then all that is needed is a bat

made of a piece of the coconut palm leaf, called a “coconut head.”

Any Tobagonian will show you how to fashion it. It costs nothing.

(Ottley 1969:58)

coconut kaka n Chips or remains of coconut meat from which the oil

has been removed. (< coconut + kaka ‘feces; waste’) = huks^ 0 We
children always used to get the coconut kaka.

coconut knife n A short knife or cut-off cutlass with a sharp point;

used to dig and pry dry coconut meat out of the shell. = coconut dig-

ger, digging knife

coconut man n A coconut VENDOR; often the same person who cuts

and gathers coconuts for sale. (< coconut + man2
) 0 At the Savannah

the night before, my coconut man.... told me the ... bridge was unsafe

to cross. (Pires 1 994d: 15)

coconut milk n Tiquid obtained by squeezing grated coconut meat,

sometimes by running hot water through it. It is white, not clear, and

very flavourful. (fr resemblance to milk) = milk
-
0 Put coconut milk

into saucepan and cook until almost reduced to oil with a thick sedi-

ment. (Hunt 1985a:4)

coconut palm weevil n Rhynchophorus palmarum, a black hard-

shelled beetle about 5 cm (2") long; oblong; long thin “nose” with

two antennae, (fr feeding on coconut palms)

coconut rice n A dish of rice cooked with coconut milk. 0 Old Year’s

Night Dinner & Dance on Friday 31st December, 1993. Come Ring

in the New Year and savour our Wild Meat specials. Menu: Coconut

Rice. Stew Peas. Common Fowl. Duck. Fappe. Wild Hog. Deer. Tattoo.

Agouti. Shrimp. Salad. ( TG 29 Dec 1993:3)

coconut roll n A flaky pastry filled with sweetened shredded coconut.

0 All he ask for is a coconut roll and a juice. (Fovelace 1988:115) 0

Fast week she purchased a dozen hot and tasty-looking coconut rolls

from a well-known van that frequents the area to sell. (Bomb 1 Jan

1993:18)

coconut scale n Aspidiotus destructor
,
a small insect which attacks

coconut palms, (fr feeding on coconut palms) 0 (Graf 1955:11)

coconut wagon n A cart-like wagon with very wide mesh sides,

pulled by a tractor in a coconut estate to collect dry coconuts from the

ground. 0 He driving coconut wagon.

coconut water n The clear watery juice inside a green coconut, often

sold by roadside vendors. In addition to a beverage by itself or as a

mixer with alcohol, it is commonly used for stomach disorders and

other medicinal purposes. See also COCONUT MILK, (fr water-like

clarity and fluidity) 0 Mamma herself brought them coconut water,

(de Boissiere 1952:40) 0 ‘Come go fo’ sweet coconut water by of

boss, eh?’ Kaiser said. (McDonald 1969:75) 0 There are many local

soft drinks including the mauby, grapefruit juice, ginger beer, coconut

water, as well as many others. These may be bought in the local shops

called “Parlours”. (Ottley 1971-72:22) 0 “Wash it now and again with

a little rainwater, coconut water, or milk.” (Ramkeesoon 1975:41 ) 0 I

ordered a coconut: “Medium, please.” Medium means that the nut has

some soft jelly - it is not all coconut water... According to Trinidadi-

ans, coconut water will cure anything that may be wrong with you.

(Eigeland 1980:13) 0 “At present I am using young coconut water

and carille with the hope of getting some relief.” (Blast 15 Apr
1988:24) 0 It had been a while since he and Mala had doubles and

coconut water on a Saturday morning. (Ali 1993:63-4) 0 ‘The police

could never hold him. He does make them believe anything he tell

them especially after he offer them a little scotch and coconut water.’

(Boodhoo 1994:277) 0 You wash everything down with ice-cold,

delightfully sweet coconut water. (Pires 1 995f: 15)

coconut yam n Dioscorea alata , a variety of cultivated yam. Usu.

long, oval in shape, pointed at both ends, smooth-skinned, with fine-

grained white, yellowish or reddish flesh; cooks quickly. = chupri

aloo, greater Asiatic yam, >Fisbon yam, oriental yam, St. Vincent red

yam, water yam, white yam

coco plum, cocoa plum n Cbysobalanus icaco, a native tree to 10 m
(32') tall. Fruit pink or purplish, round or ellipsoid, 2-4 cm (.8-1.6")

long, with thick white edible pulp, containing seeds about 2.5 cm (1")

long, ridged longitudinally. = >fat pork
1

, icacos, icaque, zeekak 0 We
arrived at last at the little islands, and found them covered with a

thick low scrub ... a true Holly, with box-like leaves; and a rare

Cocoa-plum... very like the holly in habit, which seems to be all but

confined to these little patches of red earth, afloat on the pitch. (King-

sley 1880:184) 0 (FTT 1932-1-5:311) 0 Cacao plum (CFNI 1971:13)

0 The most common trees and shrubs growing on these pitch islands

were Cocoa-plums (Cbysobalanus icacos), which previously formed

almost pure stands, and Matapals. (Boomert 1984a: 17) 0 (Quesnel &
Farrell 2000:130)

cocorico see COCRICO

cocorisha see COCKRISHA

cocorite, cucurite 1 n Attalea maripa [= A. regia, Maximiliana

maripa, M. caribaea, M. regia], a large solitary native palm to 25 m
(80'), often smaller. Trunks usu. covered with remains of old leaf

sheaths. Crown tall, with erect arching foliage. Feaves plume-like,

very large, 6-10 m (19-32') long, leaflets to 1 m x 6 cm (3.2' x 2.3"),

arranged in alternate groups on either side of the stalk, giving a feath-

ery appearance; groups in the centre of the leaf have 7-3 leaflets,

decreasing to single leaflets at the top. Feaves once used widely for

thatching. Fruit borne in large clusters of as many as 6,000 fruits,

light-brown, ovoid, 6 cm (2.3") long. Seed kernel edible; fruit

contains a fair quantity of edible oil. Commonly grows on poor or

burnt-over soils; along with ROSEAU, the most abundant native palm,

/kokorit/ (< Arawak kuruliti, kokoriti, kokoliti) 0 Some privates

removed him off the road, and placed him under the shade of one of

that species of palm called cocorite. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 1 57) 0 Palms ...

some, again, like the Cocorite (Maximiliana), almost stemless, rising

in a huge ostrich plume which tosses in the land breeze, till the long

stiff leaflets seem to whirl like the spokes of a green glass wheel.

(Kingsley 1880:101) 0 A perfectly vile type of palm ... called locally

a cocorite ... the whole of its stem is covered with a three- to six-inch

fuzz of needle-fine spikes, black in colour, as hard and resilient as

metal, and possessed of a point that, once introduced under the skin,

has a wonderful capacity for staying there so that its extraction is

even more painful than its introduction. (Sanderson 1939:25-6) 0

Cocorite Palms ... [are] extremely resistent to fire damage, and often

after a bum or exhausting cultivation the Cocorites will spring up in

the manner of fireweed ... It is a most attractive plant. The stem is rel-

atively short, but the many feathery leaves, of upright growth, are ten

to twelve feet long. The trees grow in closed ranks so that a stand is

dense and lush. (Shortt 1975:107) 0 Cocorite is a large palm reaching

a height of up to 30 ft. The stem is usu. covered with the remains of

the old leaf sheaths except in the very old trees which display the

characteristic palm stem at the bottom. The leaves are extraordinarily

large being sometimes over 30 ft. long. The leaf stalks are green [and]

sharp at the edges. The leaflets are arranged in alternate groups on

either side of the stalk and are set at different angles. The groups in

the lower parts of the leaf have seven to three leaflets but these

decrease to single leaflets at the top. From the stem the leaf inclines

slowly outwards and upwards eventually bending right over at the top

to point downwards. This gives the tree its characteristic shape by

which it can be recognized ... The brown pointed fruit are borne in
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large dense clusters containing as many as 6,000 fruits. A large, stiff,

woody spathe with a long point protects the fruit cluster. The tree

grows rapidly and thrives on sandy soils. In abundance, it is indica-

tive of poor soil. It seems to have a rather remarkable resistance to

fire for even when badly charred by a fire in the dry season it revives

-in the wet season apparently unharmed. The leaves are useful for

thatching and the seed is edible and contains oil. (Farrell 1980b: 15) 0

“We used to use [the car] to go to Cumuto to cut cocorite to make

brooms and sell." (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:2) 0 ‘In those days they used to

cover the house with cocorite palm. You had 12, 15, 20 men going

and cutting 800, 1000 palms to cover that house. You know the

cocorite palm is like a coconut palm. Well, you had up to about 25 to

30 palms on one tree. They would cut all the palms and take them for

your house.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:46)

2 n Tob Attalea butyracea, a native palm tree, stout and solitary to

16 m (5T) tall. Leaves erect when young, forming large spreading

crown when older, (fr resemblance, esp. of young plant, to cocorite
J

)

= rough palm, >trash palm 0 (Beard 1946:36) 0 (Comeau, Comeau &
Johnson 2003:36-7)

cocoro see CRO-CRO

cocots n A knuckle push to the head. = wring head 0 (Rampersad

1974)

cocotte, coquette, cockett 1 n A female FOWL of any age. /kDkDt/

(< Fr cocotte ‘hen’) 0 Nice cocotte!

2 n Amazona amazonica and A. a. tobagensis (E orange-winged par-

rot) , 32.5 cm (13") long. Generally green, with blue forehead and eye

area; yellow on crown and cheeks; orange wing-patch; some orange

in tail. Also any of the larger parrots, esp. when kept as a pet. (< Fr

cocotte ‘hen’) = green parrot, gros jacquot, >orange-winged parrot,

parrot, Tobago orange-winged parrot 0 Cocotte: parrot; noisy, green

with yellow cheeks and reddish wing patches. (Haynes 1987:31)

3 n A term of endearment to females. 0 Honey choonks, my sweet

love cockett. (Spoiler “We Need Female Police in Town” 1951) 0 I

started out just like Romeo, With my sweet creole talk for so...

cocotte and love divine. (King Iere “Romance” 1956 pr) 0 Cocotte -

sweetheart (ESTT 1956) 0 It was rumoured that Doris cried when the

priest told her to repeat the words “I will”, and Nico said, “Don’t cry,

ah go dry de tears in you eye, Cocquot.” (LaFortune 1968:90) 0 “You
looking like a nice little coquotte in that Sunday dress.” (Baptiste

1993:45)

cocoye see also KUKUI

cocoyea, cocoyay, cookea n The tough, flexible spine/mid-rib of

the leaflets of a coconut frond, split and used for brooms, kites, etc.

/kokije/ (prob. < Carib, cocoye , a palm tree) = flex 0 To hunt for

“semp” and “acravat”. And “tete-blue”, “towday”, “picoplat”, With

“cocoyay” and yellow fig. And Breadfruit “laglee” on a twig. (Fortune

ca 1950-59:11) 0 Cages made of cocoyea and bois-canoe leaf stalk

used for keeping birds (sikiyea, semp, housebird). (Alladin 1970b:66)

0 Ma... handed him a cocoyea broom, saying, “You sweep out de

kitchen Panday.” (Ladoo 1972:39) 0 Cocoyea sticks are ideal, though

any thin, narrow, and pliable stick may work. For example, split bam-
boo... cocoyea sticks... may be selected from any cocoyea broom, or

you may obtain them from any coconut tree, simply by stripping the

leaf’s single rib. (Greenhall 1976-2:25) 0 ‘I wonder,’ he said. He was
speaking to Jhulani, who sat on the doorstep mending a cocoye

broom. (Naipaul 1976:67) 0 Then into the backyard to find the coco-

yea broom and get enough material for bows and straight pieces -

after a good kite season the poor cocoyea broom would have

dwindled to a point of emaciated inefficiency. (Araujo 1984:20) 0

The tents, constructed of bamboo with cocoyea branches for the roof,

would be gaily decorated with Christmas streamers and other decora-

tions donated by businessmen. (Rohlehr 1990:120)

cocoyea broom n A broom made of a bundle of split COCOYEA,
about 70cm (28") long. = flex broom 0 Miss Henny straightened up
with difficulty, supporting her back with the hand that held the coki-

yay broom, (de Boissiere 1952) 0 COCOYEA, n„ the central strip of a

coconut leaf. Cocoyea broom , the broom made from these strips.

(Rodman 1971:229) 0 Cocoyea sticks are ideal, though any thin.

narrow, and pliable stick may work. For example, split bamboo...

cocoyea sticks... may be selected from any cocoyea broom, or you

may obtain them from any coconut tree, simply by stripping the leaf’s

single rib. (Greenhall 1976-2:25) 0 She then produced some flexes

from a cocoyea broom and touched the boy with them, whispering a

prayer at the same time. (Narine 1977:91) 0 He was just preparing to

make a cocoyea broom for his mother. (Bomb 13 Oct 1989:8) 0

“When the kids returned home in the evening, they each got a sound

beating with a cocoyea broom for disturbing them.” ( TTM 3 Jan

1993:24) 0 Other family members are chipping in by making cocoyea

brooms and mango anchar, and selling them. (TTM 26 Sept 1993:27)

0 Once they are in the house, turn a cocoyea broom upside down. The
soucouyan then cannot leave the house till the broom is turned

upright, and so may be identified, (de Verteuil 1993:59)

cocoyea kite n A kite made from a single square of paper, usu. a copy-

book page or kite paper about 20 cm (8") square, and a BOW of COCO-

YEA; traditionally used typewriter ribbon for a tail. = >common kite 0

The cocoyea or square kite (so called because its frame is made from

the sticks of the cocoyea broom: the sticks are stripped from coconut

tree leaves) is the one commonly flown in Trinidad and Tobago, and

is the one that competes in the “kite-fights”. They are usually flown

by individuals of secondary school ages. (Greenhall 1976-1 :20)

cocoyea weave n A style of weaving strips of TERITE. (< E weave ‘a

particular method or pattern of weaving’) 0 There are several tech-

niques used in the weaving of tirite, the actual choice is usually

dependent upon the item being [produced]... Cokeye weave... origi-

nated from the Amerindians and used in the manufacture of hats,

coasters for drinking glasses. It can also be used to make decorated

partitions. (Morean 1991:12-13)

cocrico, cockrico, cocorico, kaquereka n Ortalis ruficauda (E

rufous-vented chachalaca), resident in Tobago. A large, turkey-like

bird, 55 cm (22") long. Upperparts generally olive brown with grey

head and neck; long broad bronze tail with outer feathers tipped

rufous; underparts grey; flanks and under-tail rufous; legs and eye-

ring dark blue, bare throat red. /kokriko/ (< Amer, fr sound of call) =

katraka, pheasant, Tobago pheasant 0 The Cockerrico is the Indian

name for the Tobago Phesants, which are as large, and as fair as our

English Phesants; and those that have fed upon them, say, they are

better food. (Poyntz 1683:37) 0 The Birds peculiar to Tabago are few

or none, if we except a Kind of Pheasants, which are called, or rather

call themselves, Kaquereka, pronouncing the four Notes that com-
pose this Word very distinctly, but with a harsh and screaming Sound,

very disagreeable to Ears that are unaccustomed to it; the best of it is,

that they are only noisy about Daybreak, and thereby afford a fair

Opportunity of shooting them, when their Flesh, which is very deli-

cate, fully repays the Taste for any Injury done to the Hearing.

(Tabago 1750:15) 0 The island affords a choice variety of native fish,

flesh, and fowl; particularly the turtle, the wild hog and the picary, the

plover and cocrico. (Fowler 1774:27) 0 The Cocorico or Pheasant of

Tobago, and its Partridge of the woods, are most delicious at table.

(Young 1809, Stowe 922:15b) 0 A very handsome bird exposed for

sale attracted my attention, and I found that it was the cock-rico, the

best of all the game-birds of the island of Tobago. (Layard 1887) 0

Cocrico. This is still a fairly common resident in the forest of Tobago,

despite constant shooting for food (they sell at 9d. each); their loud

calls can be heard at evening within a few miles of Scarborough.

(Belcher & Smooker 1935:279) 0 Cocrico foot brack ’e keep comp’ny
wid fowl. (When one loses a superior position he is prepared to mix
with “lesser mortals”.) (Daniel, msl ca 1960) 0 I never even caught a

glimpse of, though I several times heard, the cocrico... the cocrico is a

big game bird which I enjoyed eating in Venezuela at one time. But

its popularity on Tobago’s tables, where it was referred to as

pheasant, had so seriously reduced the number that the birds had to be

protected by law. (Bryans 1967:264) 0 Voice is a loud, grating, 4-syl-

labled phrase, ka-ka-ra-ka, with stress on the first and last syllables.

Often the birds duet, and if several pairs are together the din is inde-

scribable. Softer calls include a high-pitched phrase, ka-ka-ka-creeoo,

and a variety of clucks... [The] Cocrico... has been chosen as

Tobago’s national bird, adorning the country's coat of arms along
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with Trinidad’s Scarlet Ibis. Although the bird has been protected for

many years, it is considered a delicacy and is often shot for food,

some fanners claiming (on conflicting and confused evidence) that it

attacks certain crops. After a recent increase in its numbers the

Cocrico was proclaimed an agricultural pest, although the only

authentic study... found that it was unlikely to affect agricultural lands

that were adequately tended. Without doubt those who wish to eat the

bird have found it convenient to label it a pest. As its habitat comes

under increasing pressure from development, it is likely that this

rather unwary species may soon become threatened on Tobago unless

greater efforts are made to protect it. (ffrench 199 1:11 1-3)

cocrico bush, cockrico bush n Tob Senna bacillaris [~ Cassia bacil-

laris, C. fruticosa, Chamaefistula bacillaris], a small native tree with

arching greyish branches, growing mainly in disturbed areas in both

islands. Bark smooth, grey or tan. Leaves compound, two pairs of

ovate leaflets, each about 12x7 cm (4.7 x 2.7") with a conspicuously

off-centre mid-rib. Flowers most of the year; flowers yellow, in

broad, terminal, nodding panicles 20-25 cm (7. 8-9. 1 ") long. Fruit pod

almost cylindrical, to 25 x 1-1.5 cm (9.7 x .4-. 6"), tip pointed, split-

ting longitudinally. Seeds very numerous, embedded in pulp, semi-

circular in cross-section, to 5 x 3 mm (.3 x .12"), shining black or

dark brown, (poss. fr fruit being eaten by cocrico birds, or shrub used

as a roost) = Christmas bush
2
0 (FTT 1931-1-4:267) 0 (Williams &

Williams 1949: 107) 9 (Morean 1993) 0 (Duncan 1993:49) 0 (Quesnel

& Farrell 2000:137)

Code Noir n obs A collection of rules and regulations dealing with the

status and treatment of slaves. (< Fr/E code ‘a systematic collection

of laws relating to a particular subject’ + Fr noir ‘black; black per-

son’) 0 The Order in Council (carrying the date of November 2nd

[1832]), which was to be known in Trinidad as the Code Noir, con-

tained 121 Clauses, dealing with the relations between the slaves,

their masters and the Protectors of slaves. The planters considered

that its enforcement would mean utter ruin to them and claimed that it

would be calculated to bring about an insurrection of the slaves, (de

Verteuil 1981:162)

codfish 1 n Several marine fish, including Urophycis floridanus or U.

regius , only rarely caught locally, (fr resemblance to E codfish , Gadus

morrhua)
= morue 0 Cod-fish, or morue. Elacale sp. (de Verteuil

1884:389) 0 Cod-fish or morue , Gadus morrhua. (Vincent 1910:48)

2 n Rachycentron canadum (E North Atlantic codfish ), imported as

dried and salted SALTFISH. = morue 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

codinne-bois n obs Anhima cornuta, a heavy turkey-like bird; 65 cm
(26") long. A horn-like quill 5-7.5 cm (2-3") long projects from

forehead. (< Fr dinde ‘turkey’ + bois ‘woods’) = kamichi, >wild

turkey
1

0 (Chapman 1894:82)

coendu n Coendu prehensilis longicaudatus, a spiny mammal,
/kwendu/ (< Amer) = picka rata, porcepic, >porcupine 0 The Tree

Porcupine, (Synetheres), or Coendou, who (in strange contrast to the

well-known classic Porcupine of the rocks of Southern Europe)

climbs trees after leaves, and swings about like the monkeys. (Kings-

ley 1880:112-3) 0 Couendou or Porcupine, Pore e pic. (JFNC Apr

1893:167) 0 (Alkins 1979:34-5)

coeur de boeuf n Annona reticulata , a cultivated tree and its edible

fruit. Also the cultivated A. purpurea and native A.sericea. (< Fr

coeur ‘heart’ + de ‘of’ + boeufNow', fr similar shape of fruit) = bull-

ock's heart, cashima, >custard apple

coffee 1 n The first meal, early in the morning, usu. of bread or BAKE
and a hot beverage, (fr typical drinking of coffee with this meal) =

>tea 0 At five o’clock A.M. we sit down to ‘coffee,’ which is the

name by which the first meal of the day here is called. It is a simple

meal, consisting solely of bread-and-butter and coffee, and is soon

despatched. (On a sugar estate 1882:222)

2 n Heliconius erato hydara, a butterfly, wingspan 6.2 cm (2.5").

Velvety brownish black, with a large red patch centrally across the

upper wing. = >small postman 0 (Kaye 1921:24) 0 I had left my large

poison bottle under the leaves of a tough mountain lily growing

higher up the rock where it held a little earth, and now I fetched it

down... It contained a coffee, a lady slipper and two donkey eyes...

and flung it into the water. (McDonald 1969:3)

Coffee n The south-eastern part of San Fernando, from Library Comer
to Lord Street, (ff Coffee Street in this area) 0 Went to prisoner’s

house in the Coffee. (POSG 3 Oct 1845:2) 0 The eastern part of the

town [of San Fernando] is known as “The Coffee” and the southern

part “Bushy Park.” (De Suze 1941) 0 [He] grew up in “de Coffee” in

San Fernando. (Bomb 9 Nov 1990:18) 0 Follow Coffee Street also

called “the Coffee” as it winds its way around the base of San Fer-

nando Hill. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:46-7) 0 Coffee Street. Popularly

called “the Coffee”, was once a thriving coffee plantation. The street

now forms part of the commercial centre of San Fernando. (Bacchus-

Xavier 1 99 1 : 5 1 ) 0 Was a time like that when Papa pick up a fat birdie . .

.

in a spree on the Coffee one Saturday night. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:49)

coffee digger n A long-handled tool with a relatively long narrow

shovel-like blade, used to dig deep and narrow holes. = >luchette 0

(JTFNC 1893) 0 The next day was fixed upon; when preparatory to

starting we set about to see that our hunting implements, to wit: guns,

hunting knives, cutlasses, lances, a coffee-digger, and an axe, were

ready. (A.B. Carr 1894:269) 0 Coffee-Digger. This straight, narrow,

strong, flat-bladed implement (luchette in patois, chicuara of the

‘panyoles) made originally perhaps in England for drain-cutting, is

employed here for digging coffee-holes and for transplanting young

coffee, loosening and lifting the plant with a ball of earth attached as

much as possible with unexposed or unbroken roots. This grabbing

spade is always taken by the hunter who hopes to meet a lapp or tatou

(armadillo or hog-in-armour of the 17-18 century planters). With it he

digs down to the game in the tunnel he has burrowed and retreated

into. When the back of this animal is exposed to view, the digger is

thrown aside to give the coup de grace to the poor beast by the lance

(the old bayonet); then the hole is widened to draw it to grass. (T.W.

Carr 1894:274) 0 Agricultural Forks, trenching spades... cutlasses,

cocoa pruners, coffee diggers. F.A. Skeete & Co. (POSG 26 May
1907:1)0 (Moore 1980:22)

coffee guava n Eugenia confusa, a native evergreen tree, girth to 1 .8

m (6'), height to 1 8 m (60'), often smaller. Bark greyish, outer layer

soft, inner layer hard and pinkish-brown. Leaves medium, smooth,

leathery, drip tip. Fruit a one-seeded rounded berry nearly 1.3 cm
(.5") diameter, (fr resemblance of fruit to coffee berry) = wild coffee

4

0 Coffee Guava, Wild Coffee ... is mainly found in the vicinity of the

Long Stretch in the north of the Island. The wood is a distinctive

orange-brown colour; it is heavy, hard, and durable and lasts well

in contact with the ground. It is traditionally used in bridge work.

(Marshall 1934:55)

coffee head n obs A rubber band used as a SLINGING SHOT to propel

pieces of wire, paper pellets, paper clips, nails, etc. (< Coffee Head, a

“Dick Tracey” comic-strip character, who used one) 0 “We used to

take a coffee head and shoot little pieces of re-diffusion wire - that

could sting!” (1990)

coffee house n A building with a flat tray on the roof used for drying

coffee; a sliding peaked roof can be moved over it to protect the cof-

fee beans from rain or excessive sunlight. See also COCOA HOUSE. 0

The house used to sweat and dry the cocoa... was long and low with a

shelf inside. It was known as the cocoa house, when being used for

cocoa and the coffee house when being used for coffee. Those who
did not possess cocoa houses used the balisier mat on which they

dried the cocoa. (Woodroffe 1974:22-3)

coffee mama n Erythrina poeppigiana, a cultivated and naturalized

tree to 20 m (65'), branches and trunk armed with stout prickles.

Flowers top-shaped, in racemes, orange-scarlet. Used as a shade tree

for cocoa and coffee trees, esp. in higher areas. (< mama ‘mother’ fr

mother-like protection of young plants) = anauca (immortelle), bois

immortelle, cocoa mama, cocoa mother, immortelle 1

,
madre de(l)

cacao, mountain immortelle

coffee pepper n Capsicum chinense var. habanero, a cultivated hot

pepper, dark brown in colour, sometimes occurring on same plant

with red and yellow fruits, (fr similarity of colour and shape to coffee

berry) = congo pepper, nigger pepper, >pepper, seven-pot pepper;
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chocolate pepper (brown variety) 0 Soon I collect a heap of coffee

pepper, some okra, a small moonshine fish. I wrap them in a piece of

Evening News. (Hosein 1980:58)

coffee snake n Ninia atrata, a non-venomous snake, (ff common hab-

itat of ground litter under coffee trees) = collared snake, red-nape

snake, ring-necked coffee snake, >ring-neck snake 0 Coffee Snake.

Nocturnal. Terrestrial, decaying matter, under rocks, etc., common in

gardens. (Greenhall 1976b:50) 0 (Boos 200 la: 11 7)

coffee tea n A hot beverage made from finely crushed coffee beans

and milk. (< coffee + tea *) = creole coffee 0 (Moore 1980:18)

coffinback turtle n Dermochelys coriacea
,
a marine turtle, (fr overall

shape of shell back) = >caldon, Orinoco turtle 0 (Kenny & Bacon

1981:129)

coffin kite n A type of kite, somewhat diamond-shaped, with the top

part smaller than the bottom, (fr similarity to old-fashioned coffin

shape) 0 The “coffin” kite, however, is not shaped like a coffin but

resembles a diamond except that the top is smaller than the lower

part. (Rampersad 1993:10)

cog 1 v Cheat by copying another pupil’s work. /kDg/ (BrE cog ‘cheat;

deceive’) 0 There are all sorts of things that can be learnt at school.

Cogging, for instance, carried on in all schools, is a highly developed

art involving various items including cokey-eye. (Macaw 1960:35) 0

To cog or forge - to copy another pupil’s work in school. (Alladin

1970b:68) 0 Cog - a cheat, to cheat especially copy. (John 1973) 0

“Ah tell you not to cog from my book, or else ah go tell Teach.” (Bap-

tiste 1993:42)

2 v Hit a marble with a TAW. See also CAX2
. (< BrE cog ‘beat; strike’)

3 n arc The cork liner from sweet drink bottles, etc.; once commonly
used as a gambling chip in games of PITCH. = >crown cork

cogwood 1 n Tob Tabebuia serratifolia, a tall deciduous native tree,

30-40 m (98-130'). Flowers are produced in showy masses at inter-

vals during the dry season, usu. on leafless branchlets. Individual

flowers are yellow, trumpet-shaped, 9 cm (3.5") long; clusters consist

of 6-7 flowers hanging downward. Wood very hard, heavy, brownish-

green, strong, very durable; used for posts, house pillars, chopping

blocks, walking sticks; hard flexible sticks are used for STICK-FIGHTING.

(< E cogwood, a timber-tree used for making industrial cogs, Laurus

or Ceanothus) = greenheart
1

, >poui', yellow poui 0 (Quesnell &
Farrell 2000:116)

2 n Tob Tabebuia chrysantha, a small or medium-sized deciduous

native tree. Flowers in clusters, bright yellow, funnel-shaped, 4-7 cm
(1.6-2. 7"), similar to the YELLOW POUI but smaller, with shorter

stalks, and radiating outward rather than drooping. Wood extremely

hard, heavy, durable, almost black. = >black poui, greenheart^, poui

vert 0 (Young 1809, Stowe 922:14b) 0 The cog-wood ... gives a most

valuable timber. (Ober 1898:135) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:114)

cogzik bone n The small triangular bone forming the termination of

the spinal column. /kDgzik/ (< E coccyx) = >coupion 0 The Last

Vertebrae of the spine. (Mendes 1985:35)

cohune nut palm n Attalea butyracea, a native palm tree. Leaves

erect when young, forming spreading crown when old. Fruits brown,

large egg-sized, in clusters. Note: The usual application of this name
is to A. cohune, which is confined to Mexico, Central America and

possibly Colombia, not occurring in Trinidad, except perhaps as a

cultivated plant. = rough palm, >trash palm 0 Several of the more
notable native species include the Cohune nut. (Meganck & Furlong-

Kelly 1986:5)

cohung see KOHUNG

cojoe root see CUDJOE ROOT

cojon de burro n arc Sacoglottis amazonica, a large native evergreen

tree, girth to 2.4 m (8'). Bark light-grey, smooth, thick. Fruit is dark

purple 5 cm (2") long; the pit is common on the seashore as a drift

fruit, noticeable for its resin-filled cavities. Wood is hard and reddish-

brown. (< Sp cojon ‘testicle’ + de ‘of’ + burro ‘donkey’, fr resem-

blance of shape of fruit) = bois cou-cou, >red serrette, serrette
2
0

(Marshall 1934:24)

cojoneel, cochineal n Nopalea cochenillifera, a cultivated shrubby

cactus, with flat, oblong, segments. Flowers, reddish, growing on

edge of segments; fruits red, 5 cm (2") long. The mucilaginous juice

is used medicinally. An insect which feeds on the segments in colo-

nies is the original source of the red cochineal pigment. /kojAnil/ (< E
cochineal, Sp cochinilla, this plant) = prickly pear, >rachet* 0 The

Cochineal Cactus ... This species forms a rough bush of flat, oblong,

spineless segments, from the edges of which arise young shoots

which carry spines in their early stages and the small reddish flowers.

The flowers are later succeeded by red fruits about two inches long.

Usually to be found around villages, and the mucilaginous juice is

used locally medicinally. (Alford 1960:79) 0 For walls, red clay

mixed with straw is plastered wet onto screens of plaited bamboo
nailed onto the frame of the wooden structure and left to dry. The

mud is often puddled and mixed with the slimy juice of a large cactus

called cojoneel or cochineal. The outer surface of the wall is then

plastered over with white lime cement. (Elder 1988:48-9)

cokee eye see COKEY EYE

cokeeyoko n A ride on the back or shoulders, usu. given to children,

/kokioko/ (< Kikongo kokila ‘hold the arms around the neck of

another’) 0 Cokiyoko - a ride on a person’s back (ESTT 1956) 0 The

father was giving his son a cokeeoko in the yard. (Baptiste 1992)

coke jumbie n A cocaine user; a person addicted to cocaine. (< E coke

< cocaine + jumbie *, fr ghost-like appearance) 0 I was caught, I was

hooked, and I was broke - all because I had this sexy “coke jumbie”

take over my life. (Punch 8 Oct 1989:21) 0 Don’t say ‘No’ to [Help

for] Coke Jumbies. (Heat 25 Nov 1989:8)

cokes n Any cola drink, but usually a Coca-Cola SWEET DRINK. (< E
coke < Coca-Cola, a popular brand) /koks/ 0 I’ll have a cokes with

you. (Selvon 1991a:50) 0 Gi me a rum and cokes,

cokey (eye), cokee eye n An eye with a cast or strabismus; cross eye,

wall-eye, or squint, /kokiai/ (< FC zieux-coqui ‘cock-eyed’ + E cock-

eyed) 0 I had to kiss her on her cheeks and bid her goodbye. Behind

her glasses she was carrying a cokey eye. (Growling Tiger “Glasses

Women” 1959 pr) 0 A cokey-eye - a crossed eye. (Daniel msl ca

1960) 0 Millie start watching me coki eye, bend down she head and

start to cry. (Young Killer “Millie vs. Killer” 1965 pr, Roberts 1965) 0

1 won’t tell no lie. Anybody who say Brigo ugly, they cokey eye.

(Brigo “Mama Popo” 1 97
1
pr) 0 The fellow only parrying questions

and start looking at Sebastien with a kind of cokev eye. (Alleyne-

Forte 1994:72)

cokeye, cokiyay see COCOYEA

cokey-o-ko see KOKIYOKO

cola see also KOLA

cola 1 n Ocyurus chrysurus (E yellow-tailed snapper), an edible

marine fish. Body pink-red with yellow length-wise stripes; tail yel-

low, deeply forked. 0 (Vincent 1910:47) 0 All of the Snapper family

are beautiful from the artist’s view, the purity and richness of its

colouring make it the most prominent of food fishes. The only excep-

tions are the Grey Snapper and the Yellow-tailed Snapper or Cola, the

latter a rare fish to hook in these waters. In colouring these two snap-

pers appear grey when compared to their twenty or more generic

cousins. (Mendes 1940:19) 0 (LNP 1985)

2 n Lutjanus vivanus, an edible marine fish. = >vivanot 0 (Vincent

1910:47)0 (LNP 1985)

3 n Rhomboplites aurorubens, an edible marine fish. = >tet ronde 0

(LNP 1985)

cola drops n arc A marble-sized, round, red, hard, sugar-coated candy.

0 Cola drops. A sweet of the 50’s. (Mendes 1985:36)

colas n A mixture of bitumen, pitch, and gravel, used to repair small

holes in pavement or as a foundation base for HOT MIX or COLD MIX
paving. It is whitish when new, and later turns black, /kolas/ (fr Colas,

a French company that developed a number of asphalt processes) 0

All here fix up with colas.

cold 1 v Cool; become cold in temperature. (< obs E cold ‘become

cold’) 6 Put the swiit-dringk to cole. ‘Put the soda (in the refrigerator)

to cool.’ (Dwarika 1984:10)
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2 n Foreign, temperate-climate countries, esp. England, Canada and

the United States. 0 She was spending she holidays up in de cold with

she chirren and grand chirren. (Punch 1981) 0 What the customers

fail to realise is that often the clothes from "de cold” were only in

transit from Hong Kong, Taiwan, India and Pakistan. (TN 23 Nov
1990:5) 0 There are hundreds of citizens who have been “ripped off’

by the postal agencies of cash and kind coming in from the “cold” but

the loopholes are not being seriously addressed. (Bomb 15 Jan

1993:10)

3 n An illness characterized by sneezing, coughing, red and watery

eyes, sometimes lower back pain. 0 She take a cold. (Inniss 1910) 0

“Everybody well, man, everybody well, only the colds have them.” (de

Boissiere 1952:77) 0 Cold, flu... sneezing, severe cough, eyes red and

watery, pain in lower back. (Wong 1967:35) 0 [Y]ou know you are a

true Trini if, among a long list of other things... On at least one occa-

sion you have been told that you have a cold in some part of your anat-

omy other than your head or chest. (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17)

4 n Wet ground. 0 How yuh walkin barefoot in the cold?

5 adj Part of a folk classification system based on temperature or

qualities considered to reflect or indicate temperature or amount of

“heat”. It is most commonly found in the characterisation of both dis-

eases and treatments as “hot” or “cold” as an essential part of deter-

mining appropriate treatment. Many plants are also variously

classified in this system, both for medicinal use and as indicating soil

conditions. 0 In Blanchisseuse, disease entities are classified as either

“hot” or “cold”. From the explanations of information and from anal-

ysis of the classification of particular illnesses, “hot” and “cold” are

qualities which have two aspects. One has a direct reference to tem-

perature... as in the case of fever when the “body feel hot”. The

other... is an abstract quality... evident from the classifications of ail-

ments manifested by skin changes, such as measles and jaundice,

which are considered to be “hot”. Very often, the differences between

these two aspects are obscure, such that expressions as “heat in

belly”, “throat hot”, and “too much heat in body”, may refer to either

the abstract aspect or to the actual temperature, or often to both simul-

taneously. ... The classification is not an arbitrary one, and there are

criteria for classifying certain diseases as “hot” or “cold”. The classi-

fication is by no means consistent, for one disease may have either

quality assigned to it, according to which informant does the assign-

ing. The data account for only a few diseases whose classification can

be explained with any consistency... The medicaments that are used

in the remedies are also classified as “hot” or “cold”; and the

remedies themselves are likewise classified, according to the quality

of the predominating medicament...The classification of plants differs

from that of diseases for which they are used in terms of two features:

1) parts of the plant may have different qualities, and 2) there are

degrees or differing intensities of quality... there is a general agree-

ment among informants that certain herbs are more “hot” than others.

(Wong 1967:26-8) 0 Both plants and diseases are classified as being

either “hot” or “cold” and they are used to complement each other,

“hot” herbs being administered in “cold” diseases and vice-versa...

Some herbs which are considered cold include water grass...

verveine... shining bush, zeb-a-femme... ditay payee... St. John bush...

and minnie root. (Morean 1988:9)

cold fever n An illness characterized by a cold plus fever, often

including burning throat, hoarseness, fever, and peeling skin on palms

and soles of feet. 0 The data account for only a few diseases whose

classification can be explained with any consistency. These diseases

are fresh cold, flu and cold fever - which are three stages in a disease

process... cold fever, the distinguishing sign of which is a fever... not

only a personal feeling of an elevation of body temperature - a feel-

ing of abnormal warmth - but also, according to one informant, the

peeling of skin over the soles and palms. (Wong 1967:27)

cold like dog nose phr Unpleasantly cold. 0 “You come so late, now
de food cold like dog nose.” (Baptiste 1993:42)

cold liquor see LIQUOR

cold mix n A mixture of oil products, stones, and asphalt, used for

paving; applied cold and then rolled or tamped; less expensive but not

as durable as HOT Mix. 0 Contractors, business hoteliers and the gen-

eral public can now afford to purchase asphaltic concrete or hot mix
as it is commonly known at a price [tailored] to suit their budget.

Sunco Construction recently commissioned an asphalt plant in

Tobago producing both hot and cold mix bringing to an end the

monopoly previously held by Seereeram Brothers the only other sup-

plier of hot mix to the public. (77V 30 Apr 1993:12)

coldy nose 1 n A runny nose, (fr typical cold symptom) 0 That child

always have a coldy nose.

2 adj Behaving childishly, crying heavily, (fr tendency of a crying

person’s nose to run mucous) 0 Move yuh coldy-nose self from here.

Colgate n arc A generic name for any toothpaste, (fr brand name Col-

gate ,
at one time almost the only kind available) 0 They sold all the

things that the shop had sold... butter, kerosene oil, hops bread, col-

gates toothpaste, ‘coxette’ for the mosquitoes, potatoes, salami, ham,

salt fish, flour. (Jones 1973:124) 0 “Go and get the Colgate marked

Crest.” (1982)

colibri n arc Any hummingbird, /kolibri, kolibri/ (LAS/FC colibri

‘hummingbird’ < Amer) = >kwillabee 0 I have watched the male

Colibri for hours together as he remained in this state of suspense,

apparently guarding his female who was sitting on her beautiful nest.

(Joseph 1838a:48) 0 In spite of the stringent ordinance against killing

colibris , I fear many skins are taken away every year by the tourist,

especially by the scientific tourist. (Broome 1904:167)

colibri a gorge blanche n obs Amazilia chionopectus, a hummingbird,

9.4 cm (3.75") long. Upperparts brilliant golden green, glossed

bronze; underparts white with sides green or white spotted with

green. (< Fr d gorge blanche ‘with a white throat, bosom’) = >white-

breast, white-throated hummingbird 0 (Chapman 1894:57)

colibri a oreilles n obs Colibri delphinae, a hummingbird, 11.8 cm
(4.75") long. Brown above, grey below; violet patches on cheeks and

ears; iridescent green throat. When excited, may briefly raise the

bright feathers of the ear-patch at an angle to the head. (< Fr a oreilles

‘with ears’, ff bright ear-patch feathers) = >blue-eared hummer 0

(Chapman 1894:57)

colibri vert-perle n obs Polytmus guainumbi, a hummingbird, 10 cm
(4") long. Male upperparts pale bronze-green; head brownish with

white streaks above and below eye; underparts leaf green with whit-

ish belly; throat glittering green; outer tail tipped and edged white.

(< Fr vert-perle ‘pearly green’) = pearl, >vert-perle 0 Chrysobronchus

virescens... Creole name, “Colobri vert-perle.” (Taylor 1864:92)

collar n In Carnival MAS, a part of the costume worn around the

neck which partially or completely covers the front and sometimes

back of the player’s body above the waist. (< E ‘something worn

around the neck’) 0 The collar too big nah.

collared snake n Ninia atrata , a snake; black with red or yellow ring

around neck, (fr lighter collar-like ring around neck) = coffee snake,

red-nape snake, ring-necked coffee snake, >ring-neck snake 0 (Boos

200 la: 11 7)

collective adj In one’s right mind; thinking straight. (< E collected

‘having thoughts, feelings, mental faculties at command; composed;

self-possessed’ + collective ‘formed by individual persons or things

gathered into one’) 0 But I thought that without really believing it.

Mrs Chandles was perhaps more collective of mind than I was.

(Anthony 1965:128) 0 Wait til he get collective. 0 Madness is... also

variously known as crazy, offkey, off the head, going off, loco, kinky,

head ai ' right, ai ’ right day, ai ’ collective. It is recognised through

continued unintelligible behaviour which is quite meaningless.

(Littlewood 1993:36)

college n A traditionally prestigious, sometimes denominational, sec-

ondary school for boys where examinations include A levels; it has

socially high prestige. Originally this category included Queen’s

Royal College, St. Mary’s College (College of the Immaculate Con-

ception), St. Benedict’s College, Naparima College, and Presentation

College in San Fernando. Newer ones include Hillview College and

Trinity College. Girls’ schools, even the oldest, have generally been

referred to as HIGH SCHOOLS. (< E college ‘some large public

schools for secondary education’) = prestige school 0 “You mean
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where you and Marge used to wait to see the college boys pass by?”

(Jones 1973:47) 0 Among those youths were the sons of the French

Creole ruling class, the same people who were most vocal in their

condemnation of the Steelband Movement and college Students, the

children of the bourgeois middle class. The French Creoles have a tra-

dition in this country for carnival activity, so it was no surprise when

their children established two Steelbands: Dixieland of Belmont led

by Curtis Pierre and Silver Stars of Newtown led by Junior Pouchet,

both students of St. Mary’s College that bastion of French Cre-

ole/Catholic learning. (Tarradath 1991:380) 0 Many of these were

“college boy” bands, students of QRC and CIC, youths less combat-

ive than the east Port of Spain panmen. (EX 24 Jan 1993:33)

college exhibition n obs A scholarship given for attending secondary

school, based on a competitive examination. (< E exhibition ‘money

given for a term of years for attendance at a school, college, or

university, generally on the result of a competitive examination’) 0

COLLEGE EXHIBITION. An island-wide examination for children

seeking admission to secondary schools. This was established by

Ordinance 6 of 1870... At the time this pertained to Queen’s Royal

College alone, which was opened that year as a government second-

ary school. But later, other secondary schools were affdiated to it...

These exhibitions, for children attaining 1 1 years of age, lasted until

1960, when Trinidad was about to gain independence. The premier at

the time. Dr. Eric Williams, decided to end the old system and intro-

duce a wider system of common entrance to all. (Anthony 1997: 147)

collegiate n arc A student at a COLLEGE, traditionally one of several

private secondary schools. (< E collegiate ‘of or belonging to a col-

lege’) 0 Collegiates are walking to Toco Bay, Wearing their suits,

can’t get work today, With all their education, some bite their nails.

Play whe-whe, break shop or live in jail. (Tiger “Try a Screw to Get

Through” 1936) 0 You should sit down and contemplate, and remem-
ber that you are an ex-collegiate. (Radio, Tiger & Lion “War” 1936)

Colonial Negro n obs A slave owned by the government. 0 At the time

of Jonas’ arrival in Trinidad [1905], England was at war with France...

The decision was taken to build defences at the site of the present Fort

George... In this connection, a large gang of slaves was acquired by

the Government. Jonas was one of them, and thus found himself part

of the group known as ‘Colonial negroes’. These were the slaves

bought with public funds to work for the Government. They were

never very numerous and the maximum number they attained was just

over one hundred. The Colonial Negroes spent most of their working

lives in Port of Spain, the capital city, where most of the Government

projects were located. Government Negroes were known as “Kingsmen”

since they were legally owned by King George of England. They were

reputedly better clothed, fed and taken care of in sickness and in

health, than any other slaves in the colony. They had their slave huts

and some provision grounds in St. Anns and Belmont... in 1832 all

those slaves still remaining in Government service were manumitted.

(deVerteuil 1992:251-253)

Colorado, colorau n Spinits cucullatus [= S. cucullata] (E red siskin),

a bird, 11.2 cm (4.5") long. Rare in Trinidad, poss. formerly a resi-

dent. Male red with black head, wings and tail; two red wing-bars.

Female brownish red with dark grey head, wings and tail; wing-bars

orange; breast reddish-orange, lower underparts and flanks whitish.

Cage birds now in Trinidad usu. imported from Venezuela, /kobrado,

kolorau/ (< Sp Colorado ‘reddened’) = cardinal
1

0 (Chapman 1894:33)

0 The best of our song-birds are the simple (semp), spotted (tarode),

ringed-neck (acravat), grass-bird (sisizeb), Colorado or the cardinal

bird and picoplat or silver beak. (De Suze 1941 rev Hart 1960) 0

(ffrench 1991:394)

coloured 1 adj arc Of a person, having a mixture of African and
European descent; anyone not entirely “white” in descent, usu.

brown or light-brown in complexion. (< E coloured ‘having a skin

color other than white; esp. someone wholly or partly of the Negro
race’) 0 The bottle trumpet is a step, no doubt a very short one
indeed, in advance of the conch, the fiddle is played by dozens,

scores, of black and colored youths this year. (TC 4 Mar 1882:3) 0
Mr. Felix Hercules, President of the Port-of-Spain Coloured

Association read a paper on “Negro Slavery.’ (POSG 17 May
1907:7) 0 The children were all black and coloured, called creoles -

“coloured” being used to denote a mixture of white blood. (Morton

1916) 0 The word ‘coloured’ will be used to describe an individual

of mixed European and African descent, probably light-complex-

ioned. (Brereton 1979:2) 0 The purge of calypso and Carnival in the

late nineteenth century cleared the way for the “coloured” middle

class and the white ruling class to participate in the festival. (Brown

1990:87) 0 By contrast, all ‘mixing’ between ‘whites’ and ‘blacks’

was recorded within the category ‘coloured’, a term that motivated

detailed specification through the use of particular ‘colours’ (e.g.,

‘fair’, ‘red’, and ‘brown’). (Segal 1993:100) 0 All persons with a

‘mixture’ of European and African ancestors could be designated

‘coloured’. (Segal 1993:86)

2 n A person having a mixture of African and European descent. 0

During the Late 1930s and Early 1940s... The French Creoles and

other White upper and middle class inhabitants and the upper and

middle class Coloureds, organised their plays and musical recitals

which were held in their privately owned clubs. (Ahye 1983:8)

combosse, come-buss n A woman in a sexual relationship with a man
at the same time as he is living with or involved with another woman.
/L\mbAs/ (n poss. < come + bus, as someone who interferes with a

relationship) 0 ‘Whenever I find a man with two wives, I endeavour

to persuade him to give up one; but their general customs admit it; the

women themselves do not object to it; and it is so well understood

that they have a particular appellation for two women living with the

same man; they call each other “combosse”.’ (1824 Comm. Negro

Character, in de Verteuil 1992:346) 0 “Yes, she come-bus living right

dey.” (1990)

come 1 v Become; turn out to be. (< obs E come ‘become’) 0 Even
dem lilly pickny self da go na rum shap... dem go cume raskel teef,

liar, cut trote: no so? dem go cum sick, no eable fu get out a dem one

way, an who da go help am? (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 She wash de hog

belly and put it dong till she was reddy to full it out wid de tings wot

doz make it come black pudden. (PC 1 7 Sept 1 904) 0 But po dem, mo
dem do ar mo dem come po. (PC 3 Feb 1906) 0 With motocars run-

ning up and down, Trinidad coming like a New York town. (Atilla &
Beginner “Iere Now and Long Ago” 1935) 0 “I bet when he come
doctor and thing he go forget the rest of we.” (Naipaul 1959:32) 0

“You mean you come so big and you still does believe anything you

read in the papers?” (Naipaul 1959:129) 0 ‘Dey why me eh like no

boy children, nor! Dey too harden and dey like to fight too much. Dey
so hard to mind and when dey come big, dey want to kick you.’

(Narine 1977:28) 0 “That [mortar-pestle] is to pong the dhan - the

paddy rice.... When you pong it you take out the shell from the dhan

and the dhan come pure rice.” (Gayelle 17 July 1986) 0 NKM They
say when a lady have big belly, it good for she to plant things. SN
Yes, it good for them to plant grain. Anything they plant it must come
good. Long time people use to plant potato and it used to come big,

big so. (OPNL Mar 1989:6) 0 ‘Bal, you think my mother will dead?...

1 have a feeling that my mother will never come well.' (Gosine

1992:142)

2 v In negative, describing a joke that falls flat, fails to amuse. See

also COME GOOD. 0 Dat ent come - something was not so funny to

cause laughter. (ESTT 1 956)

come along v Be pregnant. “When I was coming along, the river took

the bridge.” (N. Daniel 1990)

come as phr Become like; resemble. 0 They used to get their bladders

from the abattoir and dry it and inflate it so it would come as a bal-

loon. And they would take that and strike the bottom of [the women].

(Prince Batson, in Stuempfle 1995:28)

come-back, come back 1 n A powder put in food to gain control, usu.

by a woman over a man. = commanding powder, compelling powder,

man-you-must 0 (Haynes 1987:11)

2 phr Indicating higher to lower status, or larger to smaller size, or a

range, e.g. of dates. = go down 0 “All kinda provisions, from sweet

potatoes come back.” (1990) 0 “I would go from January to March
come back.” (2002)
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come behind v Pursue someone without that person knowing; come
up behind someone’s back. 0 His wife came behind him and with a

knife was about to stab him. (POSG 30 May 1907:3) 0 He was one ah

de most feared characters because he coulda pelt big stone good an

would even come in school behine yuh. (Foster 1990:122)

come-bus see COMBOSSE

come-by-me n A drink given a lover to make him or her faithful. =

follow-me 0 Not me an all that come-by-me simidimi.

come case phr Turn out; come to the point that. 0 When it come a case

that she get licks, she shoulda left' the house one time,

come down 1 v Be crowded, overflowing, esp. of a river flooding.

(< dial E come down ‘of a river, flow in flood’) 0 The rivers this

month [July] begin to “come down,” i.e. to be flooded. (Joseph

1838a:29) 0 Two nights later he was recalling a serious flood that had

occurred in 1933, when the Dry River "came down.” (Rohlehr

1990:138) 0 Papa-Bois cry all the way up; he cry so much that river

come down. (Quesnel 1987) 0 The Englishman’s Bay river had come
down, (overflowed its banks). (Phillips 1991:31)

2 v Of a CARNIVAL BAND or later a STEELBAND, in the manner of a

military invasion, usu. said of the bands moving down from Belmont,

Laventille, or the Morvant hills into Port of Spain and the Savan-
nah. (< E come down upon 'descend with authority, severity, hostil-

ity, or suddenness upon') 0 From l’Hospice bridge up to Belmont the

“Maibomes” held sway. This band consisted of the worst and tough-

est elements anywhere; the men and even their boys and women
always dressed in burlap. They were considered the most dangerous

of all the fighting bands... The alarm “Maibones coming down,”

would fill everyone with terror... they would utter a genuine sigh of

relief when the dreaded “cocoa-bagged devils” had gone by. (WG 8

Mar 1919:5) 0 Destination Tokyo, coming down with a sweet leggo.

(Lord Wonder “Chinese on Carnival Day” 1948 pr) 0 When the band

was coming down Laventille, We start jumping up more joyfully.

(King Radio “Whole Day Whole Night Marieanne” 1959 pr) 0 This

year they go have a lot of commess in town. Beware when you see

them steel band boys coming down. (Kitchener “Hold on to Your

Man" 1965 pr, in Roberts 1965)

3 v Move towards. (< E come down ‘descend; come to a lower place’)

0 “Dis time de car coming down, and he eh see the car.” (1990)

come for bokey/jigs phr Said for someone to come get punishment;

after losing a match or game, submit to paying an agreed-on penalty.

0 Now ah start to study, What to do to win the young lady. Every

game she win me. She only shouting come for you bokey. (Bomber

“The Marble Game” 1959 pr)

come for coals/fire phr Indicating an extremely short time, usu. a

passing visit or stop. 0 Come for fire/coals. Just passing through.

Short visit. (Mendes 1985:36) 0 Like yuh just come for coals - yuh

kyan stop and take a drink?

come go phr Let’s go; an invitation to accompany someone. 0 Come
go teatre tonight. (Ottley 1971:38)

come good phr Do or say the right thing; perform well; prove oneself.

(< obs E come ‘become’) 0 "Those days we had ‘Bawl down’. They

had no mercy in bawling down people if you ain’t come good. ...You

can't come with stupidness and waste their time; especially [when]

good men standing there, see.” ( Beginner 1 97 1 , in Rohlehr 1 990: 121)

0 It fills you with such immense pride in Trinidad - to say nothing of

the Trinidadians who so lovingly and expertly filmed it. When Trini-

dad comes good, it really comes good. (EX 16 Nov 1986:9) 0 “Now
someone is being accused of delaying the project... and we are kicked

out with no bonus to come! This is unfair, as most of the work is com-

pleted, and if [he] does not come good with us, he could expect some

backlash.” (Bomb 4 Mar 1988:11) 0 “But I sure Manning go come
back on TV and reorganise the whole thing and everything go be

smooth again. But he better come good this time, because like people

out fuh 'im this rounds, boy.” (£2621 May 1995:1 1)

come high or (come) low phr No matter what happens; no matter

what anyone does. = jump high, jump low 0 But come high or low,

the only remaining option for resolving the OWTU/oil strike is politi-

cal action. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:2)

come in 1 v Participate; contribute; intervene; usu. in an argument.

(< E come in ‘enter into a narrative; be relevant’) 0 “Rudevin, you
cyar come in this talk at all. This is a racial talk about Sat, and you is

a Black African man. If you only open your mouth and say how Sat is

a racial Indian, all dem Indians and them go want to kill you.” (TTM
1 June 1997:27)

2 v Of fruit, be getting FULL or ripe. (< arc E come in ‘of natural

products, begin to be in season’) 0 “The fruits on this tree would
come in just now.” (1994)

come in town last phr Describing a stupid or foolish person. 0

(Mendes 1985:36)

come like phr Become like; behave like; turn into. (< E become like

‘change towards; become similar to’) 0 “You no see that man come
like me.” (POSG 27 June 1845:2) 0 Dem no mo want fu see de Penny
Cuts peple [dem] go crazy an come like dags in the rode. (PC 3 Feb

1906) 0 They were fixing the rolls of fibre glass in diagonal lines

across the cotton. “It has to be done with precision... because one slip

and the entire costume is spoilt. You have to be intent on what you are

doing, but after a while, it comes like a therapy.” (EX 24 Jan 1988:15)

come like salt/sand/peas phr Plentiful; be everywhere. = come like

sand 0 John Babb even wrote a big article about some Mr. X who
come like salt because he in all PNM corruption and the Sunday

Guardian use a picture of Boysie even though his name wasn’t men-
tioned once in the incomplete story. (TTM 1983)

come long phr With face, look sour, sad, filled with disapproval. 0 If

yuh does see dey face. Wen we music fill de place. Dey face does

come long, long, long. Like tuh Trinidad dey ain’t belong. (Foster

1990:124)

come out 1 v Come out of; get out of. (< E come out of ‘issue or

emerge from something’) 0 “He will come out his taxi in front of my
businessplace, as if he coming to buy something here, look around

and then walk up to the block.” (Pires 1 995i: 1 3)

2 v Become; turn out; grow into; result in. (< E come out ‘emerge in a

specified manner from a contest, competition’) 0 ‘You kyah come and

go as you well want in this house!... You too own way!’ she contin-

ued. ‘Like you go come out jest like you fadder!’ (Narine 1977:67) 0

Soon they were expressing their approval by announcing to others,

“She come out just like Ramkaliya. She rubbing just like Ramkaliya.”

(Mahabir 2000: 11)

3 v Present, sponsor, produce; usu. of a Carnival band. (< E come
out ‘offered to the public; be published’) = bring 0 [T]here was the

player Nolte, who, year after year dressed to represent something that

was altogether the very best we ever saw... in a later year he came out

as half-bride and half-bridegroom. (Jones 1947:57) 0 Lee Heung,

who came out last year with the band, Columbus , said he usually

insures his costumes with an insurance broker in case they are dam-

aged. (EX 17 Jan 1993:1) 0 Jefferson said in his opinion the beating of

dustbin covers and pitch-oil tins had nothing to do with the emer-

gence of pan as a musical instrument. “Devils were coming out with

pitch-oil tins from way, way back.” (EX 21 Mar 1994:21)

4 v About an attempt you are not sure about, turn out to be successful.

0 “I set up in my own business and it come out.” (1990)

5 v Put on a good job, a masterful performance. 0 Whenever I cook on

ah Sunday, ah does come out in ah big way. Hear meh menu: Fried

rice, callaloo, stew chicken, chow mein, steak, tossed salad an Tropi-

cana orange juice. (Foster 1990:60)

6 v Gather together and move off. (< E come out ‘emerge’) 0 Bands

came out on many occasions. Carnival, Christmas, Discovery Day,

and were liable to riot whenever they met... It was the thing to over-

take another band by passing straight through. This was always

resisted by the big bands with bottles and stones, and iron bolts,

knives and cutlasses but the small bands had to eat humble pie. (EX-S

17 Jan 1993:2-3)

7 v In Spiritual Baptist practice, when mourners describe their

spiritual travels, usu. during a Sunday service. 0 Some “come out” as

Trumpet Blowers, that is, as singers or song leaders. Such a person

sings the song she heard herself singing during her “vision.” (Simpson

1970:150) 0 Mourning actually has four parts: the “pointing,” the
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spiritual travels, the “rising,” and, finally, the “coming out.” During

“coming out,” nurses and other assistants bring the pilgrims into the

church, generally during a Sunday service, to describe their spiritual

travels. (Houk 1992:79)

come round v Go around; make the most of; make enough to share. 0

Ah mek de food come roun. (Ottley 1971:39)

comess, commess n A situation of confusion, commotion, /komes/

(< FC ‘mess, confusion’ < Fr commerce ‘commerce; traffic’) = gar-

bar, harbar, harbat, hassikara, janjhat, khuchur 0 Commess, bacchanal

- scandal. “Don’t put me in yuh comess nah.” (ESTT 1956) 0 This

year they go have a lot of commess in town, Beware when you see

them steel band boys coming down. (Kitchener “Hold on to Your

Man” pr, in Roberts 1965) 0 “I don’t know nothing about who the

chile farder is nuh. So don’t rope me in any commess.” (Lewis

1972:25) 0 These two women... talk about new politics and indulge in

party comess at every level. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:3) 0 The informa-

tion that a hurricane has taken a zig-zag course... and news of an oil-

money windfall every time the treasury is getting empty... convince

us that the ultimate commesse will never really befall this blessed

country. ( TG 7 Oct 1990:10) 0 But Rudevin is one man can’t stay out

of bacchanal and commess talk. (TTM 1 June 1997:27)

come to come phr Slowly get better, progress, improve. 0 How it

going? Ah comin to come. (Ottley 1971:39) 0 “Like these days the

economy slow, but it coming to come.” (1996)

come under v In whe-whe, of the list of past winning MARKS, write

the winning numbers by day underneath those of the previous week.

This list is used to help choose new numbers to bet on. 0 Coming
Under: The marks that buss last week which are used as a guide to

help determine which marks should be played next. (Besson

1999:174)

come up 1 v Improve; attain higher status; grow up. (< E come up

‘rise in amount or value; amount to; attain some standard or require-

ment’) 0 There are a number of shops in Casecu, plus a few “good”

homes, but none of the “best” type. The district had a bad reputation

in the past for drinking, fighting, and pigkeeping. Pigs are still kept

and the name Casecu remains, but it is felt by those who live in the

district, as well as those outside, that Casecu is “coming up.” (Klass

1961:43)

2 v Of a skin drum, become warm and ready for playing. 0 “When a

drum is ready for a performance, we say they come up. A [tambrin]

drum will play and hold the pitch for approximately nine to twelve

minutes and then yuh change that for a warmer drum.” (Moore

2004:37)

come with 1 v Of a Carnival mas, present, produce. 0 “Those days

we had ‘Bawl down’. They had no mercy in bawling down people if

you ain’t come good. When you see they pay that six cents and eight

cents to go in, they want to hear Calypso. You can’t come with stupid-

ness and waste their time; especially [when] good men standing there,

see.” (Beginner 1971, in Rohlehr 1990:121) 0 “I am coming with a

local presentation; without feathers and glitter and still maintain what

we know as Trinidad Carnival.” (EX 8 Mar 1987:20)

2 v Give, say, try; usu. in negative. 0 “Don’t come with that.” (1990)

comfetti, comfeti, comfity n Sweet candied fruit peel; a sweet pre-

serve made with fruit. (< Fr confit ‘candied fruit’/ Sp confite ‘round

sweets’) 0 Comfity. (de Boissiere ca 1945a:44) 0 Hog plum and

cashew “confeti”, Sweet “paimi”, "pone”, and “papellon”. (Fortune

ca 1950-59:18) 0 Sugar apple comfetti. (Macaw 1960:58)

coming adj Next, esp. for days of the week. (< E coming ‘drawing

near; approaching’) 0 But ah rase ah little job an ah trying to finish it

fuh Satiday comin pleze God. (PC 28 May 1904) 0 “Bring it Monday
coming.” (1990)

coming to come see COME TO COME
commander n A rank of SPIRITUAL Baptists. (< E commander
‘one who commands, orders, has control of’) 0 Warriors, Command-
ers, Inspectors, and Judges are the highest-ranking church members.
They settle disputes among other high-ranking church members,
oversee mission programs, and serve as a court of appeal on matters

of church policy. (Glazier 1983:54)

commanding powder n A powder put in food to gain control, usu. by

a woman over a man. = come-back, compelling powder, man-you-

must 0 I don’t know why he stays with her; she must be give the man
commanding powder.

commere n obs A term of affectionate respect to any woman, particu-

larly one the same age as or older than the speaker. (< macome) =
>macome 0 The prisoner’s commere ,

Madame Jeanne, said, what are

you going to do. (POSG 6 July 1847:2)

commess see COMESS

common bee n Oncidium luridum, a native orchid bearing spreading

panicle with 50-100 flowers, very fragrant, large and showy yellow-

green, densely spotted with purple-brown Hecks, pink or purple lip.

(fr resemblance of flower shape to a bee) = >brown bee, mule ear 0

The common or brown bee ... There are very many varieties of this

great old orchid and in the more desirable ones the spikes are about

five to six feet in length, proportionately broad, and bearing hundreds

of the small but curious (lowers in clusters on the several branches of

the spike. (JFNC Oct 1895:248)

common blackbird n Quiscalus lugubris, a bird, 26.2 cm (10.5")

long. Black, glossed purple and green; tail long, keel-shaped. Very

common in both Trinidad and Tobago, (fr being often seen near culti-

vated areas) = blackbird
1

. >boat-tail
1

, merle a queue en bateau, Trini-

dad boat-tail 0 The “Common black-bird” or “boat tail” appears to be

confined to the western side of the island where it may be seen about

the artificial savannahs and throughout the cane land. This bird is a

ground feeder and is particularly fond of mole crickets and earth-

worms. It is usually very tame and large parties follow weeding gangs

through the cane and catch the numerous insects disturbed. (Vesey-

FitzGerald 1936a: 18)

common blue n Hemiargus hanno, a very small butterfly, wingspan to

1.4 cm (.75"). Male slate blue, somewhat iridescent. Female grey-

ish-brown; narrow black wing margins; undersides mottled with

black dots. 0 (Barcant 1970:84)

common cascadura n Hoplosternum littorale, a fish with heavily

plated, ridged, overlapping, armour-like scales on the body. = >cas-

cadu, cascadura
1

, cascaladoo, cascaradura; bush-fish, spotted casca-

dura 0 Common cascadura... Very plentiful in muddy swamps and

also found in rivers and in ravines with muddy bottoms. In the dry

season they are caught and sold in thousands, being much appreciated

as food. When the water has subsided in the swamp, they are easily

captured by [bailing] out the muddy pools. They can move along the

ground rapidly and can live a long time out of water; when handled

they make a grunting noise. This species constructs a floating nest on

the top of the water, and... they breed in the wet season in drains

which dry up in the dry season; they are very savage at this period and

will make an offensive display when the water is disturbed near their

nests. (Regan 1906:388) 0 [C]ascadura, common cascadura, cascara-

dura, cascadu. (Boeseman 1960:106-7)

common catfish n Any smooth-skinned catfish, freshwater or marine,

including the fresh or brackish water Rhamdia quelen , and the marine

Bagre bagre, Arius spixii and Mystus sp. = bagre, barbe, barbel,

catfish, machoiran, silver catfish; cacalaw, river catfish (R. quelen) 0

The common cat-fish, or machoiran, and the barbe, an inhabitant of

our rivers. Mystus. (de Verteuil 1884:389) 0 Mystus sp. (Vincent

1910:52) 0 Rhamdia sebae or R. quelen... barbe(l), (common) catfish,

machoiran, river catfish. (Boeseman 1960:101-2)

common copper n Calospila lucianus [= Lemonias luciana]. a small

butterfly; red with brown spots and brown upper wing-tips; under-

sides silver with black spots. (< copper ) 0 (Barcant 1970:219)

common coral (snake) n Micrurus circinalis, the smaller of the two

coral snake species in Trinidad, about 50-53 cm ( 19.5-20.7"). Bright

bands consist of single black bands, outlined in white, and separated

by broad red bands; red and white scales tipped with black. The tail

has alternate black and white bands. = corail
1

, >coral (snake)
1 male

coral (snake), serpent, small coral (snake), Trinidad northern coral

(snake) 0 The Common Coral snake... The coloured bands are

arranged in the same sequence as the colours of the flag of Trinidad:

red, white, black, white, red. Towards the tail the red bands disappear
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and the black bands are speckled with white. This snake is often

found in gardens in the middle of towns and it possibly gets there in

the loads of manure and compost that are brought in from the country

for use as fertilizer. Corals spend most of their lives burrowing

through the loose earth, searching for small worms and other burrow-

ing snakes for food... Its poison is very potent, but as the jaws and

fangs of this snake are very small, it is unlikely that a man would be

bitten by it except between the toes or fingers. The Common Coral

snake is quite docile during the daytime, but during the night it

becomes very active ... These deadly little snakes should be left alone.

(Boos & Quesnel 1969:10) 0 (Small) Common Coral. Nocturnal.

Terrestrial, burrows in loose soil. Food: Most snakes. (Greenhall

1976b:50) 0 (Boos 2001a: 143)

common cornbird n Icterus nigrogularis, a yellow and black bird. =

cacique
2

, carouge
1

, >combird 2
,
golden oriole, Trinidad oriole 0

(Williams 1922:136)

common cowitch n Mucuna pruriens, a woody native vine. Leaflets

rhomboid or triangular, to 15x9 cm (5.8 x 3.5"); long silvery hairs lie

flat along stem beneath. Flowers numerous, on long racemes. Pods

narrowly oblong, 4-8 x 1.5 cm (1.6-3.1 x .6"), ribbed along each

margin; densely covered with brownish-yellow irritating hairs; con-

tain 2-6 seeds 1 cm (.4") long. (< cowitch )
= >cowitch* 0 (FTT 1931-

1-4:226)

common dayflower n Commelina erecta , a native plant; very short-

lived flowers are open only during daylight, (fr flower being open

only during daylight) = dayflower, frenchweed, pond grass, >water

grass, zeb gwa 0 (Laurence 1976:4)

Common Entrance n arc A standardized examination used in

Trinidad and Tobago to determine standing for acceptance into sec-

ondary school. Now replaced by the SEA (Secondary Entrance

Assessment) examination, but the term is still often used for this

newer exam. = eleven-plus 0 She informed me that she did not pass

her common entrance and was therefore denied the benefit of a high

school education. (77V 21 Dec 1990:4) 0 [He] didn't have no C.E.

exam. So he schooldays did bong tuh be happy. (Foster 1990:31) 0

The Common Entrance examination is a culture of mental torture bor-

dering on child abuse. (TG 3 Aug 1993:6)

common fowl n A FOWL kept around the house yard, not fed artifi-

cially, and generally considered better or “sweeter” than commer-

cially raised fowl. = yard fowl 0 (Haynes 1987:133) 0 Many local

dishes would be on sale from midday; curry crab and dumplins or

provisions, common fowl, callaloo and provisions, together with

home-made mauby and lime juice. (TG 18 Apr 1988) 0 Christmas

lunch was something the family looked forward to. It was ‘common’

fowl in curry and stew with macaroni, rice and sweet potato and

plaintain. (EX 21 Dec 1990:32) 0 Common fowl has always been a

favourite dish on Christmas Day. In many villages people take pride

in looking after their stock of common fowl. {EX-S 25 Dec 2002:1) 0

“If you want to live long, then you must eat common fowl meat.

Common fowl meat sweet.” (EX-

2

5 Mar 2005: 1

)

common grunt n Haemulon plumieri, an edible marine fish.=

>cro-cro, white grunt 0 (Vincent 1910:46)

common kiskadee n arc Pitangus sulphuratus trinitatis, a bird,

(fr being most numerous of the local flycatchers, formerly all called

kiskadee , e.g. Qu ’est-ce 'qu ’il dit bee etroit, Q. bee large, Q. tete

grise, Q. ventre blanc) = >kiskadee, qu’est-ce-qu’il-dit a bee etroit,

Trinidad kiskadee flycatcher 0 Common keskedee. (Williams

1922:145) 0 The common Kiskadee is probably the most familiar

Trinidad bird. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 15)

common kite n A kite made from a single square of paper, usu. a

copybook page or kite paper about 8" square, and a bow and arrow of

COCOYEA, traditionally used typewriter ribbon for a tail. Used for

fighting with zwill and mange, (fr being most widespread and sim-

plest kite) 0 The more common kites were made with two cocoyea

sticks, one tied with a string (known as the compass) to form a bow,

and the other placed exactly across the centre like an arrow. These

were stuck on a rectangular piece of paper, with a reel of string tied to

the centre of the compass and a “tail” at the other end of the arrow.

Deciding on the length of tail requires great care. Too much will

make the kite too heavy, unable to gain much height; too little will

result in the kite spinning madly in the air. Ordinary sewing thread

has also been replaced by a special kind of “kite thread” and video

tape very often replaces the cloth tail nowadays. However, the basic

structures of the various kites have remained the same. (Rampersad

1993:10)

common mullet n Agonostomus monticola, an edible freshwater

fish.= freshwater mullet, >mountain mullet, mullet- 0 [MJountain

mullet, lebranche, large and common mullet. (Boeseman 1960:124)

common plantain n A cultivated plantain of the AAB group Green

French plantain. Upper sheaths lightly marked with brown, no pink

colorations, more evenly rounded foil fruits and coming to a sharper

point than horn plantains, pointing up more vertically on stalk. =

creole plantain, green French plantain 0 (Stover & Simmonds
1987:122,164)

common plum n Spondias purpurea var. lutea, a native tree with

small oblong yellow fruit, usu. just over 2.5 cm (1") long. Often eaten

green with salt, or pickled in brine, as well as eaten ripe. = chili plum,

plum 1

,
>yellow plum

common potoo n Nyctibius griseus, a night-flying bird; in daytime it

remains perched in an upright position on a post or tree stump. (< Twi

patu ‘owl’) = grey potoo, gros engoulevent, >poor-me-one 1

0

(ffrench 1991:204)

common tree boa n Corallus ruschenbergerii, a nonvenomous

snake.= >cascabel', cascabel dormillon. Cook’s (tree) boa, doghead,

dormillon, mango snake, mangrove cascabel, mapanare, sleeping

rattlesnake, tet-chien, tree boa (constrictor), yellow-marbled tree boa,

yellow tree boa 0 (Boos 2001a:60)

common turtle n Chelonia mydas, a large marine turtle. = caouane
2

,

>green turtle, green-back (turtle) 0 (DeVerteuil 1858:440)

common yellow n Phoebis sennae [~ Callidoyas sennae, Catopsilia

eubule], a butterfly, wingspan 5.6 cm (2.25"). Male light yel-

low-green with faint black upper wing-tips. Female bright yellow;

broken black wing margins; one hollow brown spot on each upper

wing. (< E common, fr being widespread) 0 (Kaye 1910) 0 (Barcant

1970:156) 0 Common yellow ... A world famous wanderer. Male is

bright yellow, female yellow with a thin black band on extremities of

wings. Can fly 10 miles without stopping. Migrate from Venezuela.

(Ambard 1959:13)

compai n A term of address or reference used between the father and

god-father of a child, or between close friends; also sometimes used

as a respectful term of address for an unknown adult man. /kDmpai/

(< Sp compadre / Fr compere ‘godfather to one’s child’) = >compere

0 Very often we hear an old man being called “Compai” as a term of

endearment. This word is a sort of abbreviation for the Spanish “com-

padre” meaning “godfather.” (Kassiram ca 1970:13) 0 Andres had

gone there with his compae

,

Pablo Mora, who used to play the cuatro

for him. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:79)

company n A pamership for boat ownership. (< E company ‘an asso-

ciation formed to carry out a commercial purpose’) 0 In the great

majority of cases boats are privately owned. But apparently two men
can cooperate in building a boat and can own it together - “Oh yes,

dat’s what dey calls comp'ny.” In such a case, the two men share the

part of the catch that “belongs to the boat.” The division of the catch

itself, or the proceeds from its sale, is customarily by fourths, one

fourth to each of the three men who form the fishing team, and one

fourth for the use of the boat. Where one of the men of the fishing team

is owner of the boat, he receives one half of the catch, the other two

men, therefore, sharing the other half; but where the boat is jointly

owned the co-owners share the catch belonging to it. (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1947:69)

company village n One of seven villages settled by black Americans

who had fought for the British during the 1812-14 war in North

America. (< E company ‘a sub-division of an infantry regiment’) 0 A
group of demobilised black soldiers of the West India Regiment had

been settled after 1815 in villages at Manzanilla on the east coast and

in other settlements nearby. At about the same time, former members
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of the Corps of Colonial Marines, who were escaped slaves in the

United States who had fought for Britain in the 1812-14 war, were

settled in seven ‘company villages’ in southern Trinidad. These were

the ‘Americans’. (Brereton 1979:9)

compartner n Tob arc A person who exchanges labour services with

another, specifically used in agriculture. (< obs E compartner ‘a part-

ner along others; co-partner’) 0 It is expected that Parlatuvier and

Bloody Bay will flood the market with potatoes and other ground pro-

visions in the next few months. Since January, planters have been

extra busy, cleaning, digging and so on. Everywhere there is a spirit

of unity. Often a dozen planters are seen working on terms known

colloquially as “corn-partner.” (WG 22 Feb 1930:15)

compass n In kites, a string tied at the intersection of the vertical BOW
and horizontal ARROW lines, fastening them together, and then tied at

the lower end of the arrow. The lead- string is attached to the com-

pass with a sliding knot, its length and position largely determining

how well the kite will fly, or how well the flyer can control its move-

ments. (< E compass ‘an instrument for determining the magnetic

meridian, or one’s direction or position with respect to it, employed in

the guidance of a ship’s course at sea’; also obs E compass ‘in a circu-

lar arc or curve’) 0 I loosened the compass, pulled it down a little and

drew it tight, then I gave the kite back to them. (Anthony 1965: 155) 0

The compass or bridle... Its length and position will, in part, deter-

mine whether the kite will fly or not. If the kite spins, dives to the

ground, or jerks to the right or left, simply readjust the compass. If it

persists a tail adjustment might be needed. (Greenhall 1976:21 )
0 The

compass or bridle... is comprised of a piece of thread, one end

securely attached at the intersecting bow and backbone. Its length is

determined by forming a triangle with the thread by using the end

comer of the bow... as the top or summit, and the base being the

backbone. The loose end of the thread is then attached about 1/2 to

1 inch... from the base of the kite, leaving enough thread for attaching a

cloth tail. (Greenhall 1976-2:27) 0 By then the flour paste had dried and

the kites were firm. It was time to fix the compasses to them. Using a

piece of rusty razor blade, Latchman sharpened a piece of flex. This

was used to punch holes in the kite so as to thread on the compasses.

They took great care in fixing the compasses as these affected the per-

formance of the kites. (Narine 1977:93) 0 The sport had its own tech-

niques... how best to set the compass so that you could duck the kite on

either side, walk it or make it climb quickly. (Araujo 1984:20) 0 Come
Monday when the competition was over we gather to fly the kite again.

I arrive late and see my kite being eaten by the tallest poui tree in the

savanna. It had ayoed. With lots of pelting of a chubby bottle filled with

water tied to a string, (the tried and true method of getting kites out of

trees) we got it down none the worse for wear, repaired the compass

and it flew like a dream. (2001)

compass bearing phr A surveying measurement taken with a mag-
netic compass but adjusted to conform to standard referring marks,

one on the Queen’s Park Savannah and one in Scarborough.

Originally, magnetic bearings were taken with a compass, but as mag-
netic north constantly changes, bearings were adjusted to correct

these bearings with standard referring marks to arrive at true north.

However, since the direction of the magnetic north changed as one

moved away from the marks, the bearings are further corrected. (< E
compass bearing ‘a surveying of location taken according to a mag-
netic compass’) 0 On petition surveys in forested country in Trinidad

the bearings of the lines may be obtained by means of a magnetic

compass attached to the horizontal circle of the theodolite reading to

1 minute of arc or less... provided that at least once a month the Sur-

veyor determines the correction, if any, to be applied to the readings

obtained with the compass at the Savannah Referring Mark, in order

to obtain true bearings at that point, due allowance being made for the

diurnal variation of the compass at the moment of observation. For

surveys in Tobago, similar monthly determinations of the correction

to be made to the compass readings in order to obtain true bearings

are to be made at the Standard Referring Mark in Scarborough. Bear-

ings obtained at other points in Trinidad and Tobago with the com-
pass by applying to its reading the corrections determined at the

Referring Marks in Port-of-Spain and Scarborough... shall be termed

compass bearings. Compass bearings are to be converted to grid bear-

ings by applying the corrections shown on the charts prepared for that

purpose by the Surveyor-General. (Land Surveyors Rules, Land Sur-

veyors Ordinance, Cap. 170, Sec. 7, 1935:5-6)

compe, compeh see COMPERE

compelling powder n A powder put in food to gain control, usu. by a

woman over a man. = commanding powder, come-back, man-you-

must 0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Other Drugs... com-

pelling powder. (Simpson 1962:330)

compere, compe, compeh n A term of address or reference used

between the father and god-father of a child, or between close friends;

also sometimes used as a respectful term of address for an unknown
adult man. /kDmps:/ = compai (< Fr compere ‘godfather’) 0 “Compee
Cudjoe, me meet, coming back.” {TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 Las week i see

one a you nusepapa wat you send to one a me compa fu he reed. {TSp

31 Mar 1847:2) 0 He Sambo, hou you da do, Comperl ( TRD 7 May
1851:3) 0 Compe... ‘colleague, friend’. (Uh 1883:248) 0 Mr. Huggins

who was her compere, had given her child $1.20 to buy a doll. {TG 9

May 1919:4) 0 Compe’re Lion went cryin’ to Ber Rabbit. (Parsons

1933:20) 0 She tie me up in her sweet old talk. And say, “Compere,

let’s dance the Lambeth Walk.” (Pretender “Adeline” 1939) 0 Comp-
ere, look yuh God-child. - The Godfather. (ESTT 1956) 0 The

Tobago village is one large extended family group, with innumerable

aunts, uncles, first, second, and third cousins, comperes, macomeres

and every conceivable family connection. The appropriate titles are

used so that cousin Jack, Macomere Martha, Uncle John, and other

such symbols of relationship are in constant use. (Ottley 1969:67) 0

Generally my parents went daily to mass and communion, took some
time over their thanksgiving prayers, came out and met some comp-
eres and macommeres in the churchyard and chatted awhile, and then

strolled home in leisurely fashion. (Araujo 1984:72) 0 Galan refers to

his Venezuelan “compere,” Rosario Chiquito who also was a singer.

{TG 27 Nov 1994:19)

complexion n Colour of skin, often used for lighter colour. (< E com-

plexion ‘the natural colour, texture, and appearance of the skin, esp.

of the face’) 0 “She didn’t have as much complexion as you.” ‘She

wasn’t as light-skinned as you.’ (1978) 0 But after she was voted by

the judges as the girl with “The Best Complexion” - a roar of disap-

proval was heard. For a brief moment there, citizens were once again

reminded that skin colour plays a big part in our lives. The lighter the

skin, the greater the appeal - or so they say... It also awoke ugly mem-
ories of the days when people were awarded jobs merely by having

the right complexion... If [they] want to give a prize for the girl with

the best skin tone, by all means go for it. Who would dare have a

quarrel with that? {TTM 14 Aug 1987:28) 0 What complexion was
the bandit?

complo n A plot; a secret meeting to plan a scheme, /komplo/ (< FC
complo < Fr complot ‘plot; conspiracy’) 0 She said to him, “You in

the complo (creole for plot) too, you white son of a B .” She had

to be hurried down to the cells, still continuing her abuse. (Fraser ca

1942:308) 0 They make a complo to get him out.

compo 1 n A hard cricket ball made of synthetic composition materi-

als rather than the leather and cork of a cork ball, used for practice.

/kDmpo/ (< BrE compo < composition ‘made of several different

things’) = practice ball

2 n In school usage, written composition. (< E composition ‘piece of

written work’) 0 I finish mi compo.

compose v Prepare a COMPOSITE or contraveneno against ven-

omous bites. 0 Hunters “compose” a snake bottle, often on Good Fri-

day with plants collected on any Friday in Lent. The tincture in the

snake bottle is made from various plant parts and other ingredients,

carried in a flask on hunting trips, and drunk when required. (Lans

2006:167)

composed song n A song that is Indian in music and lyrics, but

invented locally rather than imported from India. 0 Composed songs

are “local,” they are homemade, “ordinary.” Anybody can compose a

song. They should not be taken too seriously. Songs from books are

almost invariably religious, while composed songs are entertaining.
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People hear composed songs all the time on radio and television and

they can buy them on records. Many local songs... mix Hindi words

with English words. They have simple catchy tunes and usually

include the accompaniment of the “drum” or “hand-drum” (dholak ,

double-headed barrel drum) and “organ” (harmonium, a portable reed

organ). Some local songs are accompanied by a whole “orchestra”

(combo). (Myers 1998:98) 0 “What’s the opposite of a composed

song?” “Well, classic music,” Tara answered. “These is not from

books. They take their own words and they make that.” “They make
that in they own head,” Jagdai added, “they own brain they compose

that. That is ordinary, they compose that they own self.” (Myers

1998:98)

composite n An herbal medicinal mixture used as a purgative. /kDm-

pozit1 (< Fr composite 'composite; mixture’) 0 In this still place she

would mix her magic healing brews. Her sugar and honey-laden

“lochs”; her blood-purifying “tisanes”; her terrible-tasting “lep-

osems” and “composites” that would purge any stomach. (Morean

1990e:40)

composite school n A type of secondary school comprising Forms I

through V, that students may go to after passing the COMMON
Entrance, now SEA, examination. Following this they may take O
Level/CXC exams, after which they may go to Form 6 and A Level

exams in a senior secondary or COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL, or a tradi-

tional government secondary school. 0 Since they build the new
composite school down the road, the children don’t have to travel far

on mornings.

compound n Premises or grounds of a building, usu. a school or fac-

tory, usu. enclosed by a fence. A REVERSING COMPOUND is an area

used to practise driving. (< E compound 'the enclosure within which

a residence or factory of Europeans stands in India, China, and the

East’) 0 In recent times, weed-pushers have taken to liming in school

compounds in search of buyers for their wares. (Bomb 1977)

compounder n obs During Indian indentureship, a person who trans-

lated and mediated between the Indian immigrants and the ship’s

crew. (< obs E compounder 'one who settles or composes strife or

quarrels’) 0 Other crewmen in charge of the coolies were the third

mate (in charge of stores and rations) and certain Indian employees:

compounders (translators and intermediaries), sardars (to maintain

discipline and distribute rations), and topazes (sweepers). (Vertovec

1992:68)

comprehensive school n A secondary school with both academic and

technical courses. 0 The UNESCO Mission proposed a new type of

school encompassing both academic and technical courses in the

same establishment. This we call the Comprehensive School with the

qualification Senior where the Age-group to be [accommodated] is

1 5+. It must be explained that the term as used here is not borrowed

from the U.K. It is a name tied to this particular type of school which

encompassees two traditionally separate types of courses. (GTT
1974:33)

compuesto n A traditional medicinal mixture. See also COMPOSITE,

CONTRAVENENO, COMPOSE. (< Sp compuesto 'compound; mix-

ture’) 0 [C]ompuesto (m) - medicinal mixture prepared with various

ingredients. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:240)

conch see CONK(S)

conch-shell n Large shell of the marine conch, Strombus gigas, used

as a trumpet. (< E conch ‘several types of shellfish, now usu. Strom-

bus '
;
conch-shell 'such a shell used as an instrument of call, as in

Hindu temples and West Indian plantations’) 0 The manipulation of

the Conch Shell is but one example of the interweaving of the Amer-

indian influence within the cultural melange that is Tobago. As a

musical instrument, the “Conch Shell” (Sea Conch) is a relic of the

Amerindian heritage of Tobago. An aperture, cut at the closed end,

serves as a mouth-piece into which air is blown in a spitting action

through terse lips, to create sound. A single shell can sound only one

tone; therefore, in order to create that exciting, “hocketing” pattern

called “double-shell”, (which signals the sale of “jacks” as opposed to

the “single-shell” which signals the sale of big fish), two shells of

different pitch must be sounded alternately in quick succession...

Annually, much discussion arises over the interplay of the staccato

deliveries of the players of the “Double-shell”. Tobago has its ranking

of Conch Shell Players and the daily routine of “blowing” to signal

the arrival ofjacks is, among other thing, a form of practice, in prepa-

ration for the Festival... Within the routine of the Festival a new boat

or a new seine is “christened” (blessed) every year. This blowing of

the Conch Shell heralds the dawn of any “Seine Hanging" or “Boat

Christening” day, summons villagers to dance with the drums through

every trace in the village before sun-up, in reverence of the ancestors,

and awakens and placates familiar spirits. In yet another setting,

whenever fishermen are late in returning to shore and presumed lost

at sea, an all-night vigil is set up by the villagers and the Conch Shell

is sounded (blown) to guide the hapless seamen ashore. (Alleyne-

Pilgrim 1995:2)

conconsa, congosa, congosah, congosar, coancosah, konkonsa,

koangosah adj Hypocritical; deceiving; patronising; naive; showing

off. /koqkonsa, kopkosa, kopgosa/ (< FC congosal 'litigious; quarrel-

some’ < Twi pkapkansa ‘falsehood; deceit; hypocrisy’) 0 Conconsa

better than obea. “I come here to flatter.” “Conconsa” is a term for

flattery. (Herskovits 1945:198) 0 Koangosah or coancosah. You too

coancosah. - Name usually applies to one who 'runs [with] the hares

and chases with the hounds’. To be smugly deceitful. (ESTT 1956) 0

Cong cong sah - hypocritical. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Well I find dis

fella. For a dollar was real congosa. (Cristo “Yankee Man” 1970 pr) 0

“Doan put me in you conconsa.” (Ottley 1971:39) 0 Parmasar they

say you too concosar. You swear on oath to talk the truth. You cut

their throat, You talk, you talk, and they believe you. (Kitchener

“Christina Garden Murder” 1973 pr) 0 Red House politicians sick,

Deceitful to each other. And all of them congosah. (Chalkdust “The

Tent is the Thing” 2001 pr)

concontay, conconte, conconte, cong-cong-te, congotay, conquin-

tay n A thick paste-like meal made from CASSAVA, either grated

fresh with a little water, or by adding water to dry grated cassava;

now found mostly in Tobago. /kDnkDnte/ (< Ga kookobte 'manioc

flour, Akan pkopkonte, Twi kokdnte 'dried pieces of cassava,

plantain’) = cassava coocoo 0 Here, this [thick cassava paste] is

called concontay. Fortunate is the man who does not have to eat it.

Also part of concontay is bene (sesame) [which is] ground into the

cassava flour. (Uh 1883:248) 0 Buccoo Bay gals dey cyan boil con-

contay, I wonder who man a go married to you. (“Buccoo Bay Young
Girl” Herskovits & Herskovits 1939b) 0 Con-Con The... is a cuckoo

made with cassava farine... made by grating three or four sweet

cassava, squeezing out the water and adding the result to a quart of

boiling water in which there is salt, pepper and butter, (de Boissiere

1945a:8) 0 Cong-cong teh coocoo - cassava coo-coo. (Daniel msl ca

1960) 0 Congotay... was traditionally used as ritual food at ceremo-

nial dances where it is served with a cooked goafs head sacrificed for

the ancestors. This meal is greatly loved by the Congo people who
still live in Tobago... and... Trinidad. (Elder 1973) 0 Concote - A
meal made from cassava. The head of the cassava is dried in the sun,

pounded and sifted. It is then boiled in water with ochroes and sea-

sonings. The result is similar to coo-coo. (Woodroffe 1974:28)

concurso n obs Official assembly under Spanish and early British

colonial rule. (< Sp concurso 'assembly; gathering’) 0 “The Insolvent

Debtor is at liberty to make a cession of his property which is termed,

Concorso voluntario y preventivo... But when the cession takes place

at the instance of the creditors, it is termed, Concorso necessario. In

both cases the property is distributed, and the creditors ranked under a

judicial proceeding, which is termed a Concursus creditorum.”

(Comm. Legal Inquiry 1824, in Campbell 1975:52) 0 Taxador’s

Office 11th February 1830. In the matter of Philip Dottin Souper,

Executor of Philip Reinagle, deceased, praying for the formation of a

Concurso of the Creditors of the said Philip Reinagle, deceased.

(POSG 12 Feb 1830)

Condes crystals n Crystals of potassium permanganate or permangan-

ate of potash, deep shiny purple-black; used as a cleansing agent for

wounds, /kondiz/ (< Condes Fluid, brand name for liquid potassium

permanganate) 0 The Ulcer has to be washed with boiled Physic-nut
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leaves added to dust of Alam [s/c] or soak in Condes Crystal fluid

mixed with warm water. (Pavy 1987:20)

condision n Averrhoa bilimbi , a cultivated shrub or small tree. Fruits

finger-shaped, acidic, greenish-yellow; watery flesh, white seeds;

used in pickles and curries. /kDndisjDn/ (< Fr cornichon ‘gherkin;

very small pickled green cucumber’) = amrak, >bilimbi, cornichon,

cucumber tree 0 (Morean 1993)

coney island n Any travelling amusement park or fun fair, with rides,

games, gambling, sideshows, food, etc. (< Coney Island, a famous

large amusement park in New York City) 0 On Tuesday I went to

Coney Island which means a fair, “old English”, conducted by an

American business corporation. The shows contains [Vc] everything...

which could possibly make one ill and [lose] money. (Sheffield

1927:30 Oct.) 0 High Street merchants petitioned the Board to take

steps to stop the Coney Island shows on the wharf in view of the pres-

ent depression and unemployment. (WG 1 Dec 1930:7) 0 Cotton

Candy from the Diane Booth located opposite the coney island on the

Fair Ground. (EN 1 Oct 1954:7) 0 Not far away the Empire Theatre

was having its “Night of a Thousand Stars”, which was to mark the

climax of carnival season. Just across the road was the teeming

Coney Island, and down in the hollow, in the place called ‘The Bowl’,

there was stick-playing. (Anthony 1963:77) 0 Our little savannah

occasionally became a focal point for Belmont activities. There were

sometimes coney islands, sometimes Easter fairs, and once there was

a stickfighting tent... The coney island... was an American thing, so

you had to buy your happiness; everything [merry-go-round, ferris

wheel] cost money. (Araujo 1984:10) 0 But the excavation [in San

Fernando] has continued. Mayor after Mayor, protest after protest,

and plan after announced plan to convert the hill - well, what’s left of

it anyway - into a public park, a playground or Coney Island or what-

ever. (EX26 Oct 1986:27)

confession game n A children’s kissing game imitating the act of

Catholic confession. 0 The younger folk gamble, play cards or [typi-

cal] wake games that reflect their religious practices. One of these is

the Confession Game. In this game, boys and girls make a large circle

with two persons in it. Everybody [sings] the following song... Dur-

ing the song the two persons walk about inside the ring, one carrying

a towel and the other, looking for someone to name. When the latter

calls that person, during the song, he and the towel bearer stop in

front of her. The towel bearer covers the head of the girl and of the

boy who named her. He pretends to be a priest listening to her confes-

sion in private. However, the privacy really gives the couple a chance

to enjoy a quick kiss. After the couple has parted, the girl goes on to

play the confessor in the ring. (Thompson 1983:27)

confetti n Candied fruit peel; a sweet preserve made with fruit.

(< confetti + confetti ‘originally bon-bons or small balls, now little

discs of coloured paper, thrown during celebrations such as wed-
dings’) = >comfetti 0 On the other high shelf were placed a wide

open clay tureen in which cakes were mixed and a medium sized clay

pot with handles on either side. This latter was convenient for making
jam or confetti. (Maynard 1992:93)

confirmation n A traditional Hindu ceremony between a person and a

particular pandit. See also CHRISTENING, GURUDIKSHA, GURU-
MUKH (< E confirmation ‘a Christian ceremony of affirmation by
baptized persons’) 0 Both Hindu men and women are expected to be

“christened” by the time they are married. The purpose of this cer-

mony, gurmuu, is to assign a particular pundit to each person, who
will act as his spiritual godfather. To this pundit the disciple, chela, is

supposed to go when he is in need of spiritual advice. Although there

is no specific age when this ceremony must take place, it should

occur by the time of marriage. Most christenings take place on the

night before marriage, and in this way both bride and groom get the

same pundit... Both the “christening” and the “confirmation” ceremo-
nies are traditionally Hindu, and the nearest English names have been
adopted by Trinidad Hindus to signify them. (Niehoff & Niehoff

1960:131)

confirmation bow tie n Dried saliva around the mouth, particularly

when found upon awakening. = >devil bridle 0 “All-you see how de

ole lady treat dat w’ite man?” observed a thin-faced fellow in the

crowd. “Dat is respec’. Buh dese force’-ripe li’l piss-tail does call

dey-self people nowadays, dey got no behavior. S’elp me Gawd, de

yampee still in dey eye an’ de confirmation bow tie still roun’ dey

mout’, buh dey want to carry their fastness to w’ite people.” (Hercules

1961:165)

confuffle v Introduce a state of confusion. See also KUFAFU. /konfAfl/

(< E kerfuffle ‘flap; uproar; confusion’) 0 Everybody say: “But what

wrong with this man, Huggins? He trying to confuffle people, or

what?” (TTM 24 Jan 1993:30)

confuse head/mind phr Make or become confused. 0 He confuse me
head. 0 Doan confuse me mind. (Ottley 1971:12)

confusion n A quarrel; a street fight; a scandal. (< obs E confusion

‘overthrow or discomfiture in argument’; also E confusion ‘action of

confounding or throwing into disorder’) 0 Confusion - awful quarrel

(ESTT 1956) 0 “We had we chance. We coulda use the one in ’92 as a

practice, doh mind everybody was gettin’ om about how dis and how
dat, but we coulda say we din know and was only tryin’ someting,

buh now we come again with the same confusion.” (Taxi EX 27

Aug 1995)

cong see CONK

conger eel, congaree n Any of the conger or moray eels, Lycodontis

sp., particularly L. moringa (E spotted moray). (< E conger eel, a

large marine eel) = anguille tet chien , congoree
-

, congre 0 Conger

eel... brown congor in rocky bottoms. Will take hook. Useless. (Vin-

cent 1910:53)

congo, congoe lnA person of African Congo origin; sometimes any-

one having very dark brown, glossy skin. (< E Congo ‘a negro fr

Congo area of Africa’) 0 The south-west comer of Montserrat is

almost entirely settled by Africans of various tribes - Mandingos,

Foulahs, Homas, Yarribas, Ashantees, and Congos. The last occupy

the lowest position in the social scale, they lead, for the most part, a

semi-barbarous life, dwelling in miserable huts, and subsisting on the

produce of an acre or two of badly cultivated land, eked out with the

pay of an occasional day’s labour on some neighbouring estate.

(Kingsley 1880:248-9) 0 “Why I measure dat horse of dat Congo,

Burkett, fo’teen one, an’ de d— nigger gie me a lot o’ sass.” (Hum-

mingbird 24 May 1904:3) 0 “[Congotay] is greatly loved by the

Congo people who still live in Tobago at Congo Hill (Moriah), and in

Trinidad at Mayo (Princess Town). (Elder 1973) 0 Along the Belmont

Valley Road, in about 1890, could be found the African settlements of

Rada, Mandingo, Ibo and Congo families. (Mavrogordato 1977:113-4)

0 As late as 1940 on the hills in Charlotteville at nights one could hear

the music of Congo women playing what the villagers called Congo-

drum (marli doun-doun) and tambour-bamboo... and dancing quelbe

reputed to be a very wild erotic dance for females only... Congo peo-

ple were believed to be able to make rain fall on their own farms

without touching those of their non-Congo neighbours. Yoruba folk...

described the Congoes as a-moral, wicked and godless, given to

music and feasting... [they] were very strict in the upbringing of chil-

dren... They were greatly feared... on account of their skill as sci-

ence-men... They were great herbalists. (Elder 1988:19-20)

2 n A traditional African type of music and dance associated with

African CONGO people. 0 Another performance which I can recall...

was called the “Congo” or “Yaraba” dance... It was an African dance,

and took place also at New Town. The performers were the old

Congo and Yaraba African race... It was a wild dance, but very inter-

esting to look on at. (Fraser ca 1942:273) 0 Congo: A type of music in

which patois songs and dances are performed by Congo groups. Call-

response occurs when the soloist, called the Chantuelle, is answered

by chorus. Three drums provide accompaniment. The music is used

for weddings and christenings held by persons of Congo descent.

(Ahyoung 1977:41-2) 0 The Dance Congo is done with a right and

left side shuffle with alternating hands punctuating the beats, describ-

ing inner circles, travelling diagonally to the sides, repeating right and

left, on phrases of 4 counts. With bent over torso, the dancer moves
forward and backward in communication with the drummers, and

makes low turns right and left. (Ahye 1978:106) 0 Cocoa Dance
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Songs,... Wake Songs, Bongo Songs, Bele Songs, Jig Songs, Reel

Songs, Congo Songs, Kalinda Songs, Brush Back Songs and other

Wedding Songs, and “Magical” Chants. (Alleyne-Pilgrim 1995:2)

3nA medium-sized two-headed African drum, played with the hands

or one hand and one stick, used in SHANGO; the middle-sized drum
in a traditional set of three Orisha drums. Usu. made of hollowed

wood with goatskin heads, wrapped with cord or vines to control the

tension. (< Yor kdngo ‘type of drum’) = bey, >boula\ papa s
0 The

usual sets of three drums, here called the bembo (mama), congo

(papa), and amalie (baby). (Leaf 1948:178) 0 The musical instru-

ments used in a Shango ceremony consist mainly of a set of three

drums and from three to a dozen or more pairs of chac-chacs (rattles).

The drums are made from the trunks of the breadfruit, avocado, or

cedar trees. The largest drum (Bemba) is played with one stick, the

second and third drums (Congo and Oumalay) with two sticks. In

length the drums range from ten to twenty inches, and in diameter

from six to twelve inches. The drums are covered with goatskin held

in place by twine rather than by pegs... These instruments are double-

rather than single-headed. (Simpson 1961:1) 0 [CJongo: One of the

three drums beaten at Orisha ceremonies, the low-range drum. (Houk

1995:219) 0 On this particular night, Michael Corridan, a young mon-
gba, directed the feast and played the bemba , the lead or middle-

range drum; and a male member of the shrine played the congo, the

lower-range or “bass” drum. But no one could be found to play the

upper-range drum, the oumalay (three drummers are not absolutely

necessary, but such an arrangement is deeply traditional and custom-

ary). (Houk 1995:9) 0 (Wamer-Lewis 1996:156)

congo cane n Saccharum officinarum var., a variety of cultivated sugar-

cane; skin slightly red. 0 (Elder 1988:41)

congo fly n A very small black fly that bites, prob. a type of sandfly,

family Ceratopogonidae. (prob. congo fr ferocity and black colour,

associated with Congo 1

)

congolala, kongolala, congolila n Eclipta prostrata [= E. alba, Verbe-

sina alba

]

a native plant, either trailing on ground, or erect and bushy.

Stems rough, usu. freely branched, 20-90 cm (7.8-35") tall. Leaves

opposite in pairs, lanceolate, to 12 x 2.5 cm (4.7 x 1"), narrowed

to both ends, sometimes shallowly toothed, rough on both sides.

Flowers white, in heads about 1 cm (.4") across, solitary but some-

times 3-4 together. Leaves used extensively for BUSH TEAS and

BATHS, /koqgolala/ (poss. fr use by Congo people group + lalct) =
bhangra 0 (FTT 1940-2-2:86) 0 Materials used in healing and conjur-

ing. Leaves ... congolila. (Simpson 1962:328) 0 Treatment: Yellow

and white congo lala ... (Bush Medicine, 1976b:22) 0 Congolala ... is

used in shradh (post death) ceremonies. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:15) 0

To treat marasma, a woman of sixty-nine said that a tea from the

“Congo la-la” bush should be given and also that this same bush

should be ground and the child bathed with it. (Thompson 1983:14) 0

Mango Vere bark and Congo Lala leaves boiled are good for Diabe-

tes. (Pavy 1987:7) 0 Many herbs used for medicine in one instance

are used for rituals in another, e.g., tref Aristolochia trilobata, congo

lala Eclipta alba and ruction bush Vermonia scorpioides. (Morean

1991:21)0 (Wallace 2002:31)

congo pepper n A cultivated variety of Capsicum chinense, the com-

mon hot pepper used in cooking. About 2.5 cm (1") diameter, round

with creases and bulges. Usu. green, yellow or red, but occasionally

dark brown. (< congo 1

because of its strength and ferocity + pepper 1

)

= nigger pepper, >pepper', seven-pot pepper; chocolate pepper,

coffee pepper (brown variety) 0 Eloisa had made a sancoch for lunch

- a kind of soup with a variety of heavy, starchy vegetables and

ochroes and salted pigs’ tails, allowed to simmer until the liquid was
thick and slimy, with a congo pepper dropped in whole and unbroken

to impart its unequalled flavour. (Selvon 1972:129) 0 (The Spanish

word habanero isn’t used in Trinidad, but it’s so well known in the

United States that many pepper sauce producers use it as a generic

name for Scotch bonnets, congo peppers, and all the other cultivars of

the Capsicum chinense family.)... every month the orders increase for

Trinidad Habanero Pepper Sauce, a hot green condiment made with

congo peppers and pungent herbs unique to Trinidad. (Walsh 2003:9)

congoree, congaree, congori 1 n Any millipede, a worm-like inverte-

brate animal with consecutive scaly ring-like segments having two
pairs of short legs on each; winds itself into a concentric circle when
touched; usu. dark brown or black. /kDqgari/ (< eastern Kikongo-
Bobangi ngongoli ‘millipede, Bambala annulata ’; Kikongo ngongolo

‘millipede’, Kimbundu ngongolo, Duala ngokolo Targe millipede’) =

blind worm, canouver, gwalin 0 Lying down, I heard something move
under my pillow, and instantly struck a light, when I found a con-

goree, or blind worm, having a number of small legs like a caterpillar.

It is harmless, but was very disagreeable, and I threw it out of [the]

window... One centipede, an excruciating bite; Three congorees,

harmless. (Day 1852-2:49-50) 0 The congori (lulus) is perfectly

innocuous to man, but injures fruits and flowers, (de Verteuil

1884:103) 0 [This animal was] very much like a millipede, or, as it is

popularly known here “conger-ee,” but it is destitute of the ring-like

armour which is so striking a characteristic of the “conger-ee.” (Mole

1894b:45) 0 ‘Have you ever watched ants? And scorpions, and centi-

pedes, and congorees - have you watched those?’ (Naipaul 1959:40)

0 (Wamer-Lewis 1994:8)

2 n Any of the conger or moray eels, Lycodontis sp., particularly L.

moringa (E spotted moray). (< E conger eel) = anguille tet chien
2

,

conger eel, congre

congoroche n Steinastroma breve, a beetle whose grub is very destruc-

tive to cocoa tree bark, /koqgorotfe/ (< LAS congorocho ‘centipede’)

= >cocoa beetle
1

0 Notes on the Cacao Beetle (Steirostoma depres-

sum)... This beetle... is known to the Spanish peons as Congoroche...

While the grub carries on its work of [destruction] under the bark of

the tree, the [adult female] eats round the bark... depriving the plant of

a good deal of its vitality. (JFNC Oct 1 894: 1 1 0)

congosa see CONCONSA

congotay see alse CONCONTAY

congotay 1 n Usu. in the expression, One day, one day, congotay, indi-

cating that the oppressed will one day be freed, that one day justice

will prevail, (prob. < one day will be Congo 's day) 0 One day, one

day, congotay. ‘Evil will eventually be discovered.’ (Elder 1965) 0

But she had pissed on him from a height, and that was the mb... Yet,

as the old calypso used to say, one day one day congotayl meaning to

say that every dog shall have his day. (Selvon 1972:94) 0 Ma, yuh

tink dem criminals go destroy dat goose? Never happen in congotay.

(Bomb 1973) 0 And, let me add, that history has shown that black

people are loving, caring people. We only resort to violence when
“we cyah take no more.” A word to the wise is sufficient, or to put it

another way “one day, one day, congo tay.” (Letter, Sun 17 Aug 1987)

0 One day, one day, congotay. Sooner or later, the day of reckoning

will arrive and then you’ll know! (Baptiste 1993:176)

2 n A children’s song game. 0 Congo-te: A long line of “chicken[s]"

protected by a “mother” from an individual saying “I must have a

chick”. (Alladin 1970b:67) 0 One day, one day congotay! ah meet ah

ole’ lady, congotay, with a box o’ chicken’, congotay, ah ask her fo’

one, congotay, she did not give me, congotay, she’s a greedy mama,
congotay. (Elder 1973)

Congo yard n obs A shared yard on Charlotte Street, used for dances,

wakes, etc. (< Congo 1 + yard1 ) 0 The defendant, Allen, is trustee of

certain persons, Africans of the Congo section, who have associated

themselves together as “the Congo Society,” and who have purchased

certain premises in Charlotte street, known as the Congo yard, where

three or four nights every week they hold public dances, to the music

of the banjee drum and shack-shack until the hour of 10 p.m. - and

often much later - that when any of the society die, whether in the

town or environs, the dead body is brought to this yard to be “waked,”

as it is termed; on which occasions the whole neighbourhood are

obliged to pass a sleepless night. (POSG 12 Nov 1853:2)

congri, congre n Any of the conger or moray eels, Lycodontis sp., par-

ticularly L. moringa (E spotted moray). /koqgri/ (< Sp congrio ‘con-

gor eel’) = anguille tet chien
2

, conger eel, congoree
2
0 Muroena...

Conger-eel, or congre. (de Verteuil 1884:390)

congs see CONKS
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conjuror n In KABBALAH ritual, the person who invokes a sacred

being. (< E conjuror, conjurer ‘one who invokes by supernatural

power, calls upon a spirit to appear’) 0 Conjuror. The individual who
invokes a Kabbalah entity at a banquet. (Houk 1995:219) 0 The three

most important people present during a [Kabbalah] banquet are the

medium, the operator, and the conjurer... The conjurer will invoke the

entities verbally, often by reading from Waite’s Pacts... or some other

work, or sometimes by reciting a liturgy from memory. (Houk

1995:94-5)

conk(s), conch, cong(s), konks n Several large edible molluscs,

including the freshwater Pomacea sp. with a large round black shell;

the freshwater Ampularris urceus’, the brackish water Melongena mel-

ongena, with a somewhat elongated brown shell with white stripe; the

marine Pugilina morio or Thais haemastoma: and the marine conch,

Strombus gigas , having a large light-coloured shell with pink inside.

/kr)k, koqks/ (< Fr conque, E conch ‘originally a number of shellfish;

now usu. a large marine gastropod, Stombus gigas') = black conch,

sea conch" (Melongena melongena)’, >lambi, queen conch, sea

conch , sea snail (Strombus gigas) 0 The poison [in the stream] had

no visible effects on a large species of water snail (Ampularria

urceus) many of which were larger than a man’s fist. Of these we
gathered a dozen or so and Mr. Carr informed us that country folk call

these huge freshwater molusks “congs,” and cook and eat them.

(Mole 1894b:43-44) 0 They all told the magistrate they were hunting

conches and did not know that they had really reached a prohibited

area [on American lease-land]. (TG 19 Feb 1944:2) 0 “Conk - I got it

myself in the swamp.”.. It was... a variety of huge snail... Mrs. Kumar
had prepared it in a thick, rich, curry sauce.... Conk has the flavor, the

appearance and the texture of diced automobile tire... the conk

remained to be chewed. And chewed and chewed and chewed! (Klass

1964:95) 0 A species of huge fresh-water snail, up to four inches or

more in height, is very common in many parts of the island lowlands.

Local people - especially East Indians - make soups or stews out of

them, though this creature is only distantly related to the edible Euro-

pean escargot. Trinidadians call them “konks.” (Worth 1967:172) 0

Where the water crossed over the rneri, hundreds of black conches

clung to the bamboo grass; clung like beads around a Pandit’s neck.

(Ladoo 1972:120) 0 There before us were bucketsful of fish - casca-

dura, sardines, guabin, river shrimp and conch. (Samaroo 1973) 0

“[D]ey have a panyol rice with shrimps and chip-chips and konks and

grouper. Lord! dat ting nice.” (Andersen 2004:496)

conkee, cankee, carnkee, konkee n A type of com pudding, made
from fresh ground com or dry meal, mixed with coconut milk, sugar

and spices, then wrapped in leaves and steamed. /kDpki/ (< eastern

Kikongo konki ‘small edible ball of cassava flour’, Twi kenki ‘small

edible ball of steamed commeaf; Fon kaki ‘com porridge’; Yor karjgi

‘com cake’) = >paimee 0 A calabash served as a plate. Coocoo, can-

kee, callaloo, ochro, chicken, unprocessed cocoa, orange juice, pine

apples, ice cream, home made mango wine, cashew wine, rice wine,

golden apple wine, even com porridge were served. (Bain 1974:106)

0 Konkee, konki - commeal pap steamed in leaves. (Wamer-Lewis
1994:8)

conore, conore n Lonchocarpus domingensis [= L. sericeus

]

a large

deciduous native tree to 20 m (65'), girth of 3 m (10'). Bark light-grey

with small warts. Leaves alternate, compound, with 2-4 pairs and one

terminal ovoid leaflets 11 x 7 cm (4.3 x 2.7"); reddish and densely

hairy when young, becoming green and smooth later. Flowers

mauvish-purple, borne in upright racemes 10-24 cm (3. 9-9.4"). Fruit

a flat, leathery pod, constricted between the 1-5 dark brown seeds.

Wood hard but not very durable. A fish poison is sometimes made
from the roots, /konore/ (prob. < Amer) = >savonette

2
,
wild yoke 0

(Marshall 1934:34) 0 Conore occurs only in wet lowland forests and
in our experience only near water... It is now rare in Tobago because

cultivation has largely eliminated its habitat. It flowers mainly during

July and August... when few other trees do. (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:82)

conquintay see CONCONTAY

consequential adj Tob Fussy; putting on airs. (< obs E consequential

‘self-important’) 0 You too consequential, way you ain put on de

dress and go you way. (Ottley 1971)

constacle v Make arrangements to get something, or get something

done, by having a personal contact; make a contact or get something

carried out in a slightly illicit way; pull strings or use personal con-

tacts. Also try to seduce someone, /konstakl/ (poss. < E conspire

‘agree together to do something wrong’ + tackle ‘enter into discus-

sion or argument with; approach or question on some subject; attack’)

0 He constacle the old man for the car. 0 He was wasting time all day

behind that hamper on the greasy pole and he decided that it was time

to ‘get high’ and then ‘constacle a craft’. (Lewis 1972:87) 0 “1 will

make a little veej and constackle it for you.” (1990)

constitute v Be important; matter; be relevant. (< E constitute ‘make

up; form; compose’) 0 Dat doan constitute. ‘That doesn’t matter.’

(Ottley 1971:12)

conte n obs Any folklore narrative, including Ananse STORY. (< Fr

conte ‘tale; fable’) 0 Before commencing one of these contes, the

raconteur always says “Tim Tim?” and the audience reply “Bois Sec.”

(Inniss 1910)

contract 1«A system regularised by ordinance in 1889, in which a

landowner hands over land to persons who undertake to plant and

maintain an agreed number of cocoa trees on it. They have the free

use of the land for raising provision crops until the fifth or sixth year,

when they hand it back to the owner, who pays them an agreed sum
for each cocoa tree. (< E contract ‘a business agreement for the

supply of certain articles or the performance of specified work at a

certain price, rate, or commission’) 0 Ah went day to take a kako con-

track from ah man way got a big estate. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 Com-
plainant had a contract for the supply of nuts. (POSG 3 Oct 1907:2) 0

With prices rising on the world market, 1870-1920 were the golden

decades of cocoa... large estates were worked either by East Indian

indentured labor or by the use of contract labor. Under the “contract”

system a proprietor employed a laborer, or contractor, to cultivate six

to ten acres of forest with cocoa seedlings. The contractor lived on the

land rent free and during the gestation period of the cocoa grew

provisions both for his subsistence and for the market. [After] this

five-year period, the proprietor resumed occupation of the land and

paid the contractor roughly one shilling for each thriving tree on the

land. (Trotman 1986: 198) 0 Many of the Spanish peasants, reputed to

be excellent detectors of good cacao soil, became contract workers

for the French and (later) British planters. These contract workers

were instrumental in establishing cacao estates in former virgin for-

est. The contract period was five years. The owner was responsible

for felling the trees: a job actually undertaken by peons. The contract

worker cleared the forest, and provided the immortelle trees for

shade... The contract worker had to plant out cacao and bring it into

bearing within the five years. During that period, he was allowed to

live on the land and use the timber and plant provisions there for his

own benefit. He was paid at the end of the contract for each tree (usu-

ally between 15 and 25 cents for each bearing tree, and half of that

amount for each ‘supply’ - that is, a non-bearing tree more than two

years old). No payment was made for ‘supplies’ less than two years

old, and the owner deducted the value of a bearing tree for each

unplanted space. The contract worker, therefore, operated within a

very stringent system. However, this stringency was counterbalanced

by the flexibility of a contract which permitted him to cultivate the

land for his personal use. After establishing the estate for the planter

(producer of ‘estate’ cacao), the contract worker moved on to a new
estate to perform a similar role or directed his attention to his own plan-

tation. He sometimes remained on the estate as an agricultural worker

of some sort. During the apogee of the expansion of the cacao industry,

conuqeros continually bought virgin land and established plantations

which they then sold to cacao planters. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:5-7)

0 [He] was teaching when he heard about the ADB offer to start con-

tract poultry farms. (TTM 2 Feb 1996:23) 0 “He working contract for

the big company.” (2001

)
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2 n A piece of land under contract. 0 De nex ting was dat he tell de

ovarseer to carry me way de contrack lan be. (PC 30 July 1904) 0

Defendant swore that the cocoa came from the lastro which formed

part of his contract. (POSG 12 June 1907:5) 0 When they were on the

road ready to start accused called out to her husband saying, “Eh
boy,” where are you going? My husband said we are going to our

Contract. (Alexander 1909:188)

contractor 1 n A person who clears and plants land for someone,

planting crops for his own use or sale, and fruit trees for the owner.

The land is returned after five years. (< contract + E -or ‘person who
does’) 0 When a peasant contractor, stepping out of his hut one morn-

ing, finds a sealed bottle lying at the entrance... his heart sinks within

him... Somebody - one of his enemies - is working ‘obeah’ on him.

His children will get ‘yaws,’ his cow dry up, his crops will fail... all

will go wrong with him unless he can counteract or overcome the

evil. (Collens 1888:41) 0 Are the Barbadians becoming cocoa plant-

ers? - Yes, a good many of them are going in for it, and a good many
as contractors on cocoa estates. (Comm. Franchise 1888-2:14) 0

Intending settlers can become cocoa proprietors... by the purchase of

Crown land and the employment of “Contractors,” who clear the land

and plant it up with cocoa, receiving as payment all the wood cut

down, and the free use of the land to plant provisions for their own
use and benefit for a fixed term - generally five years - at the end of

which time they give up the land, receiving one shilling for each bear-

ing cocoa tree. (Clark 1893:80) 0 An ordinary axeman alone could

clear a quarree within the sixty days, in fact considers it easier to clear

forest growth over that area than to scythe-cut the same area. In a few

days with the assistance of his fellow contractors in the neighbour-

hood the quarree to be operated on becomes available for planting.

(POSG 6 Feb 1899:4) 0 Ah fine dat de peeple way mek de contrack

papahs, mek dem to soot de proprietah an not de contractah. (PC 6

Aug 1904) 0 The contractor lived on the land rent free and during the

gestation period of the cocoa grew provisions both for his subsistence

and for the market. (Trotman 1986: 198)

2 n A person who raises FOWLS for a large company to sell. 0

Arawak & Co. Contract Farmer, (sign 1990)

contraveneno 1»A drink considered to be an antidote to snakebite, to

counteract venom. (< Sp contraveneno ‘anti-venom; antidote for

snakebite’) 0 “The snake measured 8 Vi feet. I sat down, took out my
phial of “contraveneno”, which a “compadre” had given me, drank

about two ounces of its contents, whooped for my sons, squeezed the

wounds to make them bleed, and poured the balance on them. Though
1 had not quite enough of the antidote, I knew that with what I took I

would be alright, as I had tried it on my dogs with great success.”

(Hummingbird 3 Dec 1904:11) 0 The hunter and woodsman made
his antidote or contraveneno to combat venomous snakes and scorpi-

ons. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:115)

2 n Fevillea cordifolia, a native vine used as remedy for snakebite;

large seeds. (< Sp contra ‘antidote’ + veneno ‘venom’, fr folk belief

that it is effective against snakebite) = hunter nut, >secua 0 (Morean

1993) 0 (Morean M-30)

contravent, contrevent, contrevint n Pouteria guianensis [= P.

hartii, Lucuma hartii\ , a large native evergreen tree, girth to 2.7 m
(9'), small buttresses. Bark thin, brownish. Tree contains milky latex.

Leaves very large, lanceolate, hairy below. Flowers few, in leaf axils.

Fruit an orange or yellowish-brown berry 5-8 cm (2-3.1") diameter,

edible, rough skin somewhat hard; contains 3-4 large shiny brown

seeds. Wood hard, heavy. = wild sapote, yellow star-apple 0 Cout-

revent [s/c]. (Hart 1866:64) 0 In many places considerable numbers

of an orange-colored fruit were met with beneath tall erect trees; they

were of the size and shape of a Portugal orange, invariably hard, and

one 1 brought home showed no disposition to soften by keeping,

though I kept it for weeks, and till it turned very dark, and had lost all

vitality; these proved to be the fruit of the Contrevint, a pretty large

tree, some 60 feet high, erect, with dark shining leaves. (Carr

1869:402) 0 Contrevent. (Beard 1946:34) 0 Contravent. (FTT 1947-

2-3:127)

contrayerba, contrayerva n Dorstenia contrajerva, a native plant;

leaves papery-thin, deeply lobed. /kDntrajerba/ (< Sp contra ‘anti-

dote’ + yerba < hierba ‘grass’, fr folk belief that it is effective against

snakebite) = >mapepire root
1

, refriyau 0 “Contrayerva Root.” (JFNC
Dec 1892:108) 0 Contrayerba. (Morean 1990)

contrepoise, do phr Balance the heelover of a pirogue by standing

on the gunwale, holding windward shroud, and leaning far out back-

wards over the sea. (< Fr contrepoids , E counterpoise ‘counterbal-

ance; balance by a weight on the opposite side’) 0 (Bickerton 1969)

conucero, canucero, conuquero 1 n obs A small-holding fanner;

owner of a CONUCO, a small amount of agricultural land. Usu. used

in reference to the Spanish 1

populations of the Northern Range
area. (< LASp conuquero ‘conuco worker or owner’ < Amer conuco
+ Sp -ero ‘person who does’) 0 I... [am] one of those small propri-

etors without capital... I own a few quarrees of land... A Canucero.

(POSG 1 1 May 1847:2) 0 Less ambitious artists than our Juancito are

the conuceros or small proprietors, with them, you will find the

Cocoa not even provided with a fennenting chest. (Agricultural

Record 1889, in Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:21) 0 During the apogee

of the expansion of the cacao industry, conuqeros continually bought

virgin land and established plantations which they then sold to cacao

planters. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:5-7)

2 n obs A hunter. 0 (Hart 1 866)

conuco, canook, canuca, canuco 1 n obs An allotment of private land

made by the Spanish to Amerindians. See also CONUCERO. (< Taino

conuco, Lokono kunnuku ‘cultivated plot of land; provision ground’;

also poss. < Sp cono ‘mound; cone’ + -uco ‘pejorative suffix’; also

poss. < Mandingo konko ‘mountain’; Mande kunku ‘farm’; Kikongo

kunuka ‘likely to be planted’) 0 The village itself and its inhabitants

being thus brought into proper order, you will next proceed to inspect

with the greatest attention and care the Conucos or provision grounds

of the Indians situated within the limits of the Mission. (1818, in

Fraser 1896:103) 0 Spanish settlers... comprised white planters and

subsistence farmers (conuqueros), mestizo labourers (peones), and a

few African slaves. The Amerindians included a controlled group

who worked as peons on encomiendas and missions (and also on their

own plots of land - conucos ), and free, unsubdued indigenous tribes

who lived in the forest and in independent settlements (with their cor-

responding conucos). (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:2)

2 n arc An earth mound used to plant GROUND PROVISIONS; a culti-

vated plot of land, esp. around a house. 0 [A book] primarily com-

prised from mss. Found in a Canuca at Maraval. (POSG 9 Aug 1833)

0 To the right is an elevation on which are many conucos (this is the

South American term for a house and small cultivation); the soil of

these conucos is... remarkably fertile; dark red and yellow pine apples

are here produced, of matchless quality. (Joseph 1838a: 13) 0 They

went towards his brother’s canuca. (POSG 3 Oct 1845:2) 0 Point

Galeotta is uninhabited; but almost concealed amongst groves of

cocoa-palms and plantains, are several huts, each in its own snug

“canook,” and containing altogether, as far as 1 could understand,

about fifty adults. (Day 1852-2:25) 0 Squatting in the wild and

neglected backlands, they carved out conucoes in the woods, growing

roots, com and plantains for daily provision, and cacao for a perma-

nent crop. (T.W. Carr 1894:274) 0 As the days passed in frustration,

more and more he dreamed of living in a tiny ‘conuco’ (provision

ground) in the virgin forest of Caroni or Oropouche renouncing

for ever the things of this world and laying aside all ambition, (de

Verteuil 1974:59) 0 ‘When you outside in the conuco in the rainy

season, is good to put a nutmeg in your mouth and keep it there until

you reach home. That does stop you from catching cold.’ (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:119)

conuco cocoa n obs Raw cocoa provided from small individual land-

holdings, usu. not fermented in a SWEAT-BOX, and considered of lower

quality than ESTATE COCOA. 0 Planters and merchants relied on

the conuqueros to supplement ‘estate’ cacao with ‘'conuco'’ cacao...
‘

conuco ’ cacao was generally classified as ‘ordinary’ or ‘unfermented’,

inferior to ‘estate’ or ‘fermented’ cacao. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:7-8)
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conventional steelband n A term used since the early 1970s to distin-

guish STEEL BANDS from PAN-AROUND-THE NECK ensembles. 0

[The] full extent to which pan brings people together is manifest in

the large “conventional” steelbands for which there is an upper limit

of 120 players in the Panorama competition. (Johnson 1998:66)

convoi n obs A social BAND" organised for dances, fighting, etc. (< Fr

convoi ‘convoy, train, escort; an armed protective force’) 0 The

jamets of the towns were organised into bands for the purpose of

dancing and fighting. These were territorial and semi-secret organisa-

tions: each sector of each region might have its gang. Such gangs may
have derived from West African secret societies, and their existence

in Trinidad was noted as early as 1808. L.M. Fraser described the

‘Convois’ and ‘Regiments’ formed by the slaves, with names like

Convoi de Sans Peur, Convoi de St Georges, Regiment Danois. Each

gang had its Roi, Reine, Dauphin, Grand Judge, soldiers, and

alguazils. The ‘avowed object’ of these slave bands was to hold Afri-

can dances. Membership in these bands was a test of manhood; initia-

tion sometimes involved the shedding of blood in a street ritual...

Crossing the boundaries of any band’s territory was the signal for rit-

ualised conflict, which was usually arranged for the Carnival days.

(Brereton 1979:167)

coob n Fowl coop; small cage for holding fowls, /kub/ (< E coop ‘a

cage or pen for confining fowls’) 0 He did see you wen you teef de

chickens out ar de fowl coob. (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 If you did’nt [s/c]

teef me daddy chickens owt ah de foul coob, ah kwite sho dat me and

you wud did don marrid arreddy. (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 Coob - coop

viz fowl “coob” (ESTT 1956) 0 Coob - coop (ESTT 1956)

coocoo, cookoo, coucou, ku-ku, cucu n A dish usu. made with grated

com or commeal, sometimes grated CASSAVA, boiled with OCHROES
and butter. Sometimes a small amount of SALTMEAT and seasonings

are added. It is usu. molded in a bowl and turned out to be sliced,

/kuku/ (< several WAfr languages, e.g. Twi kuku, Yor kuuku ‘com

dumpling’) 0 In Indian Com Season, they roast the Com before it is

ripe they grind it and make what they call Coocoo (or flour) which is

boiled with Salt Fish and Peppers. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 Here,

cucu, which is prepared from locally grown com flour - similar to

Italian polenta. (Uh 1883:249) 0 Ahwe har for stur up tree pongs an a

half a cam flower in a big pat ar ku-ku wid ar haapnee herrin. (PC 30

Apr 1904) 0 Some were eating goat and coocoo. (Lord Executor

“Sambo Why You Are Go” 1940) 0 Then slowly add cassava farine,

turning it vigorously all the time until it assumes the consistency of a

cuckoo, (de Boissiere ca 1945:7) 0 I never see a greedy woman like

that. She eat over ten pounds of coo-coo flat. (Caresser “Shango”

1938) 0 Com coocoo was brought in, and a salad, (de Boissiere

1952:73) 9 Coucou - commeal cooked with ochro. (ESTT 1956) 0

Fetch me dat cookoo, soldier a’ready dey yah. (Connor 1958:59) 0

Like the worthless chicken-vendors in the Eastern Market who forced

‘com coo-coo’ into the guts of birds to add to their weight. (Khan

1964:96) 0 Chataigne was made into kuku, the slimy oyoyo leaf was
used to make kalalu. (Woodroffe 1974:15-16) 0 Anne went to the

kitchen and returned with two plates heaped with stewed carete, cal-

laloo and com coocoo. (Hosein 1980:68) 0 Fish on Friday is another

tradition - steamed or stewed with coo-coo or rice, fried fish and

hops, or curried shrimps. (Hunt 1 985a: 1 ) 0 Cassava Coo-coo. (Hunt

1985:7) 0 Preparation of Poultice: To 1 lb com meal add 1/2 lb of sul-

phate of zinc. Boil like com coocoo. (Pavy 1987:61) 0 Food carriers

with fish and coo-coo or a dumpling or two. (Macfarlane 1997:14)

coocoo burn phr Be in trouble, (fr coocoo easily burning if cooked
too long) 0 “Boy, you coucou bum.” (Hill “The Ping-Pong” 1966

[1952]:29)

coocoo cook phr Be finished, mined, overcome; having to face judge-

ment. (fr coocoo easily burning if cooked too long + poss. E goose is

cooked ‘be done for’) 0 From that day I like a zangee marking the

crook, For if he catch she I know she coo coo cook. (Dictator “Unrea-
sonable Stepfathers” 1950 pr) 0 Your coo-coo cook this time. - Your
time of reckoning has come. (ESTT 1956) 0 Yuh coo-coo cook. Boy!
Are you in trouble! (Mendes 1985:167)

coocoo soak phr In negative, to indicate that two people do not get

along well. = saddle horse 0 Me and he coocoo doan soak. ‘We do not

generally see eye to eye.’ (Ottley 1971:64)

cook v Stew or boil food, not fry. 0 “Ay, Munti Mai! Wey de man
beatin de gul so for?” “De food did’n cook in time,” said Munti Mai.

(Lewis 1972:23) 0 “You can’t cook that, that is too small. You must

fry it.” (1990)

cookeen n Margarine; vegetable shortening, (fr brand name) 0 (Shorty

“Index of a Nation” 1969) 0 Annoint with Red Lavender and lard or

cookeen affected area. (Pavy 1987:38) 0 For 21bs cookeen, use 9 cam-

phor balls, 1 oz. of spirit of ammonia, 1 oz. spirit of turpentine, 1 oz.

menthol crystals, 1 oz. mm and 4 nutmegs. (Rollocks 1991:177)

cooking night n The night, usu. Saturday, before a Hindu wedding,

during which vast quantities of food are prepared; characterized by

specific songs and dancing, esp. by women. 0 As a daaheja member
he could not fail to be present at the wedding preparations of other

members. These “cookings” invariably took place on the Saturday

nights before weddings and this meant that he would appear on the

cricket ground without an adequate night’s sleep. (Klass 1961:188) 0

Traditionally, chutney songs were sung at weddings, especially cook-

ing night and at Barahi and Chathi, etc. In this environment the per-

formers and audience observed all the morals and decomm that go

with the Hindu faith. (TG 28 Nov 1 990:8) 0 The flagship of this Indo-

centric presence and contestation for space is chutney,
which origi-

nated as a distinct form in the 1970s and bloomed in the 1980s.

Chutney is the confluence of the folk songs of women (particularly

those associated with the matikhor and cooking nights of the Hindu

wedding), the raw celebratory music of the menfolk, Hindu religious

music, and Indian film songs. (Sankeralli 1998:207) 0 The Laawa
bhoojana ceremony usually takes place on the Saturday night before

the wedding ceremony. At about eleven o’clock in the night, the

dulaha’s (dulahin's) mother, accompanied by the other female rela-

tives such as phoowa, mousi, maami, nani and bahen, bring the

chulha, firewood, pot and rice paddy near to the maaroh. They sit and

parch the rice a little at a time. During this time special songs are sung

relating to the occasion... The parched rice is now known as laawa, or

laja and is used in the main wedding rites known as laja homa on the

wedding day... This night is also referred to as the Cooking Night.

Farewell Night or The Bhatwaan. (Holass-Beepath 2002:55)

cookoo see COOCOO

cookshop n arc A small simple establishment selling prepared food to

be taken away or eaten on site. (< arc/dial E cook-shop ‘a shop where

cooked food is sold; an eating-house’) 0 What is described in the

advertisement as a grog-shop, would be a saloon or sample-room

with us, while the cook-shop, with our [American] fondness for high-

sounding words, would be a restaurant. (McQuade 1885:216) 0 Dick-

son ordered dinner at a cookshop where Gordon is employed. (POSG
24 Oct 1907:3) 0 Insanitary Cook Shops a Disgrace... Stepping into

one of these cook shops or eating rooms he is first attracted by a few

roughly built tables, some covered with worn oiled cloth and others

uncovered, with roughly built benches around them... he gets to the

cooking apartment or kitchen where the food is prepared... exposed to

the easy access of flies... Away from this cooking apartment, just ten

feet, is a closet or W.C... the floor... wet and covered with filth. (Peo-

ple 25 May 1935) 0 With rationing... why should restaurants and

cookshops continue? (TG 13 Feb 1944:4) 0 Mrs Elfrida Burnett, a

Negro woman who owned a little cook-shop, (de Boissiere 1952:261

)

0 The town’s prosperity also brought big and small merchants and

operators of services which ranged from hired cabs to “cookshops”

the forerunners of today’s “fast food” restaurants. (EX 14 Aug
1988:32) 0 “But I don’t trust those cook shops in town.” (Selvon

1 99 1 a:37) 0 Several one-door trading premises were located in that

block - “cook-shops” from which cheap cooked meals were sold; all-

night tea-shops that sold tea, coffee and crisp round rolls called “hops

bread”. (Cummings 2004:48)

Cook’s (tree) boa n Corallus ruschenbergerii, a non-venomous snake.

= >cascabel , cascabel dormillon, common tree boa, doghead, dormil-

lon, mango snake, mangrove cascabel, mapanare, sleeping rattlesnake.
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tet-chien, tree boa (constrictor), yellow-marbled tree boa, yellow tree

boa 0 (Boos 2001a:60)

cook-up, cookup 1 n An impromtu or improvised meal, esp. at a river

or beach LIME. 0 Freddie had got a few more of the boys to come to

the party, and with everybody bringing along something we had more

to eat and drink than we could manage. Theresa had taken charge of

the cook-up. (Anthony 1967:137) 0 Workers told the Bomb there are

two ‘cook-ups' a week down at the ... office and those who contribute

have no difficulty in getting easy ‘tasks’ for their day’s work. (Bomb
12 June 1987:21 ) 0 Lord Kitchener is caught in action, turning a giant

“buss up shut’’ at the cook-up. (EX 18 Oct 1987:2)

2 n An improvised dish, often made of rice and peas, with bits of

meat. 0 If you want to eat, we have some leftovers, is only cook-up.

3 adj Of food, prepared in an improvised manner. 0 I saw a girl with a

dish. With some cook-up rice and piece of salt-fish. (Pretender “Why
the Salt Fish Smelling So” 1947 pr) 0 Sam Ghany and Frank Pardo

were eating cook up rice. Lettuce and tomato. (Invader “High Cost of

Living” 1952 pr) 0 And if it is dinner-time, the meal prepared will be

a pilau and “cook-up rice and peas”. (Mittelholzer 1958:68)

cool 1 v Cool off; calm down. (< E cool ‘of persons and actions, not

heated by passion or emotion; unexcited’) 0 “Cool yuhself nuh boy or

you go dead from heart attack!” (Baptiste 1993:45) 0 I tired talk to

you, go and cool yuhself.

2 adj Of Spiritual Baptist ceremonies, characterized by quiet

prayer and contemplation. 0 Baptist ceremonies tend to shift from

quiet contemplation to frenzy and back again. The Baptists them-

selves refer to these as “cool” and “hot” periods. Specific types of

behavior, such as glossolalia, are considered appropriate only during

certain parts of the service. (Glazier 1983:43)

cool brain(s) 1 phr Calm yourself; relax. (< E cool ‘of persons and

actions, not heated by passion or emotion; unexcited’) 0 Then I’ll

take my plane, and fly to the Main, That is to cool the Growler brain.

(Growler “Only Foreigners” 1938) 0 The Mauvais Temps or “Bad

Time” rumshop stood adjacent on the comer of Abercromby and

Oxford Streets, where one could “cool your brains” after a fight.

(Crowley 1 956a: 1 95 ) 0 “When the money began flowing, [their] rela-

tionship became sour, causing [him] to turn to gambling to cool his

brains and take care of any money worries.” (Bomb 28 Sept 1990:3)

2 adj Calm; relaxed. 0 A former city resident, [he] has gone back to the

land to do his garden, relax, “rest a cool-brain life.” (Pires 1994d: 15)

cool breeze phr Indicating that things are easy, that you do not TAKE
ON anything. Sometimes humorously as cool-o breeze-o. 0 Monkey
seh “Cool breeze”. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 De nex time I turn om mih

tap an it ent have no water, I puttin om my bikini, cool breeze, and

takin de wares to wash by de fus swimmin pool I bounce up. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 10 Apr 1977)

cool-cool adv Without any fuss; as if normal. 0 Just a month aback this

vagrant fella slip in me maxi and piss down all over me back seat and

then step out back again. Cool-cool. Like if is he own personal urinal

or something. (Maharaj 1992:28) 0 Government feeling the squeeze.

Oil and sugar export drop. So cool cool workers on top and holding

the rein. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:41)

cool cool so phr Without any fuss or attention; as if normal. See also

COOL SO. 0 When he reach he tell de waita he ecspeckin a chick, but

after bout half hour, he an de waita get away and cool cool so Uncle

Charlie had to ride back dong widout even buyin a sweet drink in de

people place. (Mamits LPOS, TG I May 1977) 0 Yuh know is

Deewali weeken again. Cool cool so it reach. (Mamits LPOS, TG 21

Oct 1979)

cool down v Usu. of the sea or weather, weaken; become calm. 0

George explained, ‘The men can’t fish until the sea cool down.’... The

foam I enjoyed so much certainly looked as if it was boiling. (Bryans

1967:294) 0 Wait til the rain cool down. All yuh doh go now.

cool herbs phr Behave yourself; be quiet; slow down. 0 Cool yuh

herbs. (Mendes 1985:37)

coolie 1 n Originally, from the mid- 19th century on, a person from

India, generally an immigrant indentured labourer. See also BOUND4
,

BOUND COOLIE, INDENTURE, INDENTURED. (< E coolie ‘the name

given by Europeans in India and China to a native hired labourer or

burden-carrier; also used in other countries where these men are

employed as cheap labourers’ < H kuli, kuli ‘hired labourer; burden-

carrier’) 0 We have much pleasure in announcing the arrival this

afternoon of the long-looked-for Coolie vessel, the Fatel Rozack,

96 days from Calcutta, and 41 days from the Cape of Good Hope,

with 217 Coolies on board - all in “good order and condition”.

(POSG 30 May 1845:3) 0 Now there is the Coolies... Trinidad can’t

boast of a better satisfied and more industrious set of Immigrants.

(TSp 28 Mar 1846:3) 0 Chinamen, Coolies, all were well imitated and

cleverly represented by players who took off their peculiar traits to a

T. (TC 2 Mar 1881:3) 0 Nearly all the Coolies in Trinidad speak

Hindostani, as they mostly come from the North-West Provinces...

Most of the old Coolies can talk pigeon English. (McHugh, C.4366

1885 in Singh 1988:121-2) 0 Most of the cows [on the Savannah]

belong to coolies, who are the milkmen of Port of Spain. (Brassey

1885:99) 0 On the whole, the castles and other decorations bore some
marks of novelty, style, and, as usual, they exhibited the remarkable

taste of the coolies in these matters. (TSn 6 Aug 1857 in Singh

1988:42) 0 He is a coolie, he writes his name in English and is worth

from some twenty to thirty thousand dollars; he is very intelligent,

speaks English well, speaks Patois, and he cannot read or write, and

certainly that man ought to have a vote. (Comm. Franchise 1888-

2:34) 0 The word “coolie” has been used, but you don’t mean Indian

descendants, you mean the coolies who are being imported? (Comm.
Franchise 1888-2:46) 0 He saw a coolie stung by a scorpion show the

first symptoms of epilepsy eighteen hours after the sting. (JFNC Oct

1892:77) 0 In the City Police Court yesterday. Sergeant Eversley...

charged Alphonse... (creoles), Sahadat... (coolies) and one Miguel, a

Venezuelan. (Mirror 23 Feb 1898:3) 0 I have already been much
struck by the difference in appearance and demeanour between the

coolie just landed and one who has been a year or more in the colony.

The downcast, depressed look of the new-comer is succeeded by a

free and independent bearing which by no means betokens servitude

or oppression. (Des Voeux 1903:304-5) 0 [He was] accompanied by a

coolie who was carrying a bag on his head. (POSG 23 May 1907:5) 0

Our coolies mostly smoke the Ganjah in a pipe. (POSG 4 Sept 1907)

0 Hoosanie and Assin (two coolies) were charged with assaulting and

beating Joseph Toussaint. (POSG 2 Nov 1907:5) Coolies staggered in

under heavy burdens which they deposited with a gesture of relief.

(Cobham 1907:9) 0 [He] gave up the Secretaryship [of the Wing Sang

Club] because he was not pleased to see a set of coolies and creoles in

the place and they did not belong to the club. (TG 3 July 1919:7) 0 By
the end of the

[
1 9th] century Trinidad Indians began to resent the use

of ‘coolie’ and ‘immigrant’ to describe them. Early in 1888 an Indian

wrote to the San Fernando Gazette criticising the use of ‘Coolie’

when applied to Indian cultivators, merchants, clerks and others; and

in the following year its editor decided that Indians found the word

offensive and suggested the use of ‘Indian’ instead. (Brereton

1979:191) 0 Bearing the stigma of semi-servile labourers of heathen

religion, the Indians were referred to officially and unofficially as

‘coolies’ even when they were no longer serving their indenture-

ships... The Chinese, also referred to as ‘coolies' in other parts of the

globe where they worked as indentured labourers, became in Trinidad

simply ‘the heathen chinee’ to distinguish them from the ‘heathen

coolies’, who were Indians. (Singh 1988:3-4)

2 n A person of East Indian descent, usu. of the working class. Nowa-

days this term is generally considered very negative and insulting. 0

The word “Coolie” means a porter, and to have it misapplied is cer-

tainly very insulting... Representations were made by the E.N. Con-

gress protesting against the use of the word “coolie” in reference to

East Indian subjects of His Majesty, with the result that all the Govern-

ment offices were circularised forbidding the use of the term. (East

Indian Herald [Trinidad] Nov 1919, in TG 14 Dec 1919:18) 0 A coolie

man was selling ripe fig, he said, oh me God, no more me go live.

(Tiger “Hell Yard and George Street Conflict” 1936) 0 Though depres-

sion is in Trinidad, Maintaining a wife isn’t very hard. Well, you need

no ham nor biscuit nor bread. But there are ways that they can be easily

fed, Like the coolies, on bhajee pelauri, dhalpat and dalpouri, Channa,
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parata and the aloo ke talkaree. (Lion “Bargee Pelauri” 1936) 0 And
then you hear what the coolie say: “One cent ah honeycomb.” (Lion

“Carnival Revue” 1940) 0 “Damn coolie! He forget they bring his

father here from India as an indentured estate labourer?” (de Boissiere

1956:64) 0 We went along with an Indian wedding procession... and

from Siparia on there were bands of Negro children on the side of the

road, yelling “coolie fellas, coolie fellas” in a singsong voice. The Indi-

ans greatly resent the term “coolie.” (Niehoff& Niehoff 1960:65) 0 Let

the coolies sweat with hoe and cutlass in the hot-sun for Massa, we
done with that. (Selvon 1988:18) 0 Hear [him]... “All them coolies

working overtime and ain’t saying nothing, it is only them creole who
making noise about money. (Bomb 13 July 1990:19) 0 While uncom-

plimentary terms that signified extreme identities - i.e. coolie, nigger,

creolenie, baboo - have been dropped from everyday usage, in popular

discourse a distinction is to be found between being “real Indian,” and

being “an Indian.” The first indicates an instance that conforms to the

culturally conservative (and economically aggressive) stereotype held

about Indians. The second marks a potential for flexibility. (Stewart

1 99 1 : 1 54) 0 “People might not be aware of the situation, but when they

call a person a Nigger or Coolie, it affects the human body, psychologi-

cally and otherwise. For instance... when someone calls me a Coolie in

public, it hurts me more than licks and obscene words... Likewise, if I

hear an Indian using the word Nigger, I feel very embarrassed and

angry... When a White man is called a Honkey or a Chinese is referred

to as a Chinee, it doesn’t affect them so much as the Black man.” (TTM
26 Nov 1995:25)

3 adj arc Regarding immigrant indentured labourers from India. 0 We
have much pleasure in announcing the arrival this afternoon of the

long-looked-for Coolie vessel, the Fatel Rozack, 96 days from

Calcutta, and 41 days from the Cape of Good Hope, with 217 Coolies

on board - all in “good order and condition”. (POSG 30 May 1 845:3)

0 Master Harry, however, has, as a domestic servant, a coolie woman,
who is civil and intelligent; though understanding but a few words of

creole French. “I like she better dan dem niggars,” he said to me;

“dem tief every ting.” (Day 1852,2:36) 0 So diffuse are the philan-

thropic sentiments wasted on coolie immigration, to the exclusion of

equally important questions which affect other races, that we cannot

but note the disquisitions which take place from time to time on the

coolie and heathen Chinee. {New Era 12 June 1876 in Singh 1988:50)

0 Our readers will remember how, some six months ago, the Coolie

immigrant BASEER... was arrested for murder. (POSG 11 Feb 1880)

0 One tall Coolie-ship at anchor, seen above green cane-fields and

Coolie gardens. (Kingsley 1880:101) 0 The coolie men spend all their

money in jewellery for their women, which thus becomes their sole

fortune; and if they become poor, the ornaments are at once sold,

though this rarely happens. (Brassey 1885:114) 0 There are a good

many schools for the children of Indian immigrants only... Partly sup-

ported by estates and partly by the Government, and some of them

have coolie teachers. (Comm Franchise 1888-2:6) 0 The two lady

occupants were splendidly dressed as coolie women. (POSG 27 Feb

1906:5) 0 He was trimming coals on board the coolie steamer

“Mutiah.” (POSG 18 Sept 1907:2) 0 A coolie witness stated that he

saw the prisoner late about sunset that evening, going along the road,

with a gun and a cutlass. (POSG 9 Oct 1907:6) 0 ’M, ’m! de coolie

man befo’ me, Smell too strang a’ ile. (POSG 15 Dec 1907:6) 0 [The

police officer] cautioned [the man] and asked him if he knew what he

was locked up for and he replied “killing”. He said to him “Killing

what, an agouti?” and [the man] said: “No, killing a coolie girl." (TG
10 Jan 1919:11)

4 adj Of East Indian descent, usu. of the working class. Nowadays
this term is generally considered very negative and insulting. 0 It was
a great sensation. To hear the freshup coolie man singing ’bout ram
goat baptism. (Terror “Changing of the Indian Songs” 1950 pr) 0 We
went along with an Indian wedding procession... and from Siparia on
there were bands of Negro children on the side of the road, yelling

“coolie fellas, coolie fellas” in a singsong voice. The Indians greatly

resent the term “coolie.” (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:65) 0 “Wen we
reach de haspital de creole wardman say, ‘Me God! Look at de state

of dese coolie chirens!’” (Ladoo 1972:110) 0 “How is your coolie

girlfriend, she smells of coconut oil?” (Jones 1973:10) 0 “Aye, you,

coolie man! Come over here!” (Selvon 1988:19) 0 Because you ain’t

going to be no country-bookie coolie boy! That’s why you went to

University! (Selvon 199 Id: 137)

5 adj Something of East Indian culture or style, such as food or

music; today generally negative and insulting. See also entries COO-
LIE ... below. 0 Parasols... all going at 4 shillings each, also Coolie

umbrellas at 48 and 50 cents. (POSG 25 Sept 1907:6) 0 In that town,

it is thought that if the Coolie Hosein which was an infinitely more

“touchy” affair for the Government to put a stop to, has become a

thing of the past, though unfortunately, not without the loss of life -

there should be nothing standing in the way of stamping out the Car-

nival. (POSG 9 Feb 1910:5) 0 Soodoo, proprietor of a coolie hotel at

Prince Street [was charged with] ... keeping a common gaming house.

(TG 11 Dec 1919:12)

6 n Anartia amathea, a common small butterfly, wingspan 3.7 cm
(1.5"). Red central parts; wide black margins with a sprinkling of

white spots on the upper wing; wing margins toothed. Male's red is

vivid and deep; female’s brownish, (poss. fr idea that it is “common
as coolie”) = tomato

1

0 (Barcant 1970:79) 0 Several butterflies such

as the “Coolie”... feed on the nectar of the tiny flowers [of the rock

sage], (Morean 1987:10) 0 There are over 20 species of local butter-

flies which feed on the nectar of Wedelia flowers. The most com-
monly seen are the ubiquitous sun-loving butterflies known locally as

the “Coolie”, Anartia amathea and the handkerchief, Phvciodes leu-

codesma. (Morean 1990g:30)

coolie chataigne n Artocarpus heterophyllus, a cultivated tree and its

large, breadfruit-like fruit. (< coolie^ + chataigne
1

fr resemblance of

fruit) = cowa, jackfruit, >katahar
1

,
kocar 0 (Morean 1990)

Coolie Creole n A derogatory, negative term for a person of mixed

Indian and African descent. = >dougla 0 Lance Corporal Bullen

charged a large band of persons hailing from St James answering to

the names of... Coolie Creole. (POSG 7 Feb 1899:6) 0 His father ...

was a jackass, a long, stuck-up Coolie-Creole, as poor as a church rat.

(Hercules 1961:10) 0 [He] was an ethnic mixture of East Indian and

African. In the local jargon, he was a “Dooglah,” or more vulgarly, a

“Coolie-Creole.” It was from him that Mary, his only daughter, had

inherited his copper dark skin and massive corona of fine-drawn hair.

(Hercules 1961:62)

coolie English n obs English as spoken by recent Indian immigrants

and indentured labourers, characterized by patterns and errors influ-

enced by the speaker’s first language, as well as elements of older

forms of English Creole. 0 Coolie English, too, is in itself a sort of

patois of another kind, and it needs a little apprenticeship for you to

understand that when your newly-engaged Oriental servant tells you,

‘Gi um pitty mangy, massa, me sabby do um all someting dis side,’ he

intends to convey to you that if you give him his food he can under-

take any work you may require. (Collens 1888:48)

coolie food n A negative and derogatory term for Indian food items.

(< coolie 0 Whenever one mentioned dual, rice and bhaji (spinach),

one of the staple meals, the reaction is usually a derogatory term like

“coolie food.” (Boodoosingh 1976:25)

coolie hotel n obs An establishment catering to Indian INDENTURED
labourers and immigrants. 0 The necessity therefore arises of paying

greater attention to the several dens in the city known as the “coolie

hotels” and “opium dens”. (POSG 1 1 June 1907:5) 0 He saw defen-

dant when he asked to take him to a coolie hotel. (POSG 13 June

1907:6)

coolie jam n Ziziphus mauritiana, a cultivated small tree and its fruit.

= coolie plum, >dunks

coolie kitchender n Trichosanthes cucumerina, a cultivated vine bear-

ing a long, pale-green edible fruit cooked as a vegetable. (< coolie
5 +

< H-Bh kichinda, this plant) = >chichinda, kichinda 0 A snake-like

gourd called locally ‘coolie kitchender'. (Bryans 1967: 166)

coolie mortar n arc A large double grinding stone, used to grind flour,

coffee, etc. (< coolie
5 + mortar ‘a tool for grinding or pounding food

items’) = >jata 0 (Moore 1980:18)
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coolie pink n A negative or derogatory term for a very bright saturated

pink colour, (fr association with coolie
5
) 9 Another typical example

of the deprecation of alleged Indian taste is that a presumed favourite

colour among Indo-Trinidadian housebuilders is jokingly known as

coolie pinlc. it is an extremely bright pink. (Eriksen 1990:34)

coolie pistache n Sterculia apetala, a large cultivated and naturalized

tree. 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:288) 0 (Morean 1993) 0 (Morean

M-23)

coolie plum n Ziziphus mauritiana, a small cultivated tree and its fruit.

= coolie jam, >dunks

Coolie school n obs A school whose students are of Indian descent,

usu. Hindus, sometimes Muslim, and sometimes Christian. 0 From its

founding through the 1950s, thatched houses and tethered cows dot-

ted the bushy landscape, a kuti or small temple was serviced by a

Brahman pundit, a panchayat or selected council gathered to settle

local affairs and the advice of a mokva or headman was held in

esteem, village-exogamous marriages were arranged by a regional

aguwah or marriage-maker, and a Presbyterian ‘Coolie School’ held

classes mainly attended by boys. (Vertovec 1992:143)

coolie tambran, coolie tamarind n Averrhoa carambola, a cultivated

small tree. Leaves smooth, leathery, pinnate, with patches of mealy

wool. Fruit very acidic, pale to medium yellow, about 12.5 cm (5”)

long, highly flanged so that it looks star-shaped in cross section; crisp

and juicy, it is mostly used as sweetened juice, in jellies, for stewing,

and for cleaning brassware. = >five-finger 0 (Williams & Williams

1949:77) 0 Coofie tamarind. (CFNI 1971:10)

coolie tonic n A bitterly ironic term for liquid poison, usu. pesticide or

herbicide, taken to commit suicide, (ff primary use of this by young

persons of Indian descent) = Indian champagne, Indian cocktail,

>Indian tonic, tonic

coolihou, coulihoo n Caranx bartholomaei [= Carangue bartholom-

eii] (E yellowjack), a small marine fish, /kulihu/ = coulirou, jack-fish,

small coulihou, yellow jack 0 Coolihoo. (Vincent 1910:48) 0 Couli-

hoo. (Mendes 1940:14)

cooling n Any folk medicinal remedy for excessive HEAT in the body,

or to clean DIRTY BLOOD. 0 Mr J.: You know [water cresses] are

healthy and cooling, and good for the kidneys too? C: That is so.

Mr. J: If a man were to advise someone to take water cresses, that it

was cooling medicine, you would not say that he was working obeah.

C: No. (POSG 14 Nov 1907:5) 9 “He ups an’ tell mih, ‘Madam, ah

would advise you to go home an’ drink some coolin'. Doan stop here

at all.’” (Macaw 1960:51) 0 [They discussed] the remedies against

the fever which debilitated so many of the planters, the various types

of bush tea, cucumber flowers, buds of bois canot, young sprouts of

fowl foot all as cooling drinks, (de Verteuil 1974:58) 0 The condition

regarded as “too much heat in the body" requires “cooling” for its

treatment. (Bush Medicine 1976a: 1 1 ) 0 As a cooling and to purify the

blood, use a handful of leaves to make an infusion with one litre of

water and drink as required. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:42)

9 She have to drink plenty cooling. Carrot and ochro. (OPNL
Mar 1989:6) 9 Mayok Shapelle is traded mainly as a cooling in this

country. Its advocates hail the herb for its ability to “get rid of heat”.

As a “cooling” its preparation entails boiling or drawing. (Morean

1992n:30) 9 To say that disputes, sex, music and Carnival are ‘hot’ is

not just to speak in conscious analogy: when engaged in them, one’s

body is physically heated, with possible risks to health. In view of this

tendency to catch a fire in the course of daily work, it is advisable to

take a periodic cooling tea - an infusion of a variety of cooling

bushes. By promoting diuresis or sweating, cooling returns the body

to a less heated state. It is a prophylactic rather than a treatment, and

the bushes chosen may be those used generally to make the morning

tea. However, if one is feeling vaguely sluggish or unwell, or other-

wise feeling a heat, a cooling is recommended. Cooling may be

backed up with a purge on the third day... cooling and purges extract

heat rather than going in to counteract it by opposite properties. They

‘clean the blood’. (Littlewood 1993:34-5) 9 Watergrass. Commelina
elegans. An infusion in water of the aerial parts is taken as a cooling.

(Seaforth et al 1998:525)

cool like Gokool phr Doing something successfully; succeeding in

business; well off; not having anything to worry about; often used

with go or be. (< Gokool Singh Meah. 1848-1940, who developed in

1930 the first cinema in Trinidad, became wealthy, and left the Haji

Gokool Meah Trust for charity) 9 Sambo - Wah yo say Gals? Suzie -

Goin cool la-ka Go-cool. ( The People 16 July 1938) 9 As a business-

man, Gokool’s empire included, the cinema, real estates... as also

investments. Though in general he continued to grow in wealth, he

had a number of serious business and family setbacks... These and

other difficulties and trials he accepted in a spirit of calm and pro-

ceeded about his business unruffled... so much so, that a saying...

became current even among the urchins of Port of Spain, “As cool as

Gokool”. (de Verteuil 1989:52) 9 The name Gokool is synonymous
with the landmark Globe Cinema in Port of Spain. Gokool... once

owned the 500-acre plot which now forms the Diamond Vale Housing

Estate... there was no stopping the Gokool [brothers’] race to fame

and fortune. Valuable and choice property was bought up right, left

and centre. These included the famous Green Comer and others on

Park, Sackville and St Vincent Streets. As a matter of fact in those

days affluent people were being referred to as being “cool like Gok-
ool’’, an expression still sometimes uttered by older folk, no doubt to

the bafflement of the younger generation. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:28)

cool out v Relax; calm down. (< E cool ‘of persons and actions, not

heated by passion or emotion; unexcited’) = cool self 9 The prime

need, however, is a proper staircase. The existing ladder is a danger to

life. The Magnate stuck half-way when coming up... He took it very

coolly, I will say. But the Child, safe in the Cave, must needs get hys-

terical about him, be carried up another ladder by Scribbler, and laid

to “cool out” in the breeze. (Russell 1922:30) 9 Cool out - make,

cause, become cool. Rest under shelter but in fresh air. Relax and

renew energy. (John 1973) 9 “All right, all right, cool out yuhself and

tell me wha happen.” (1990)

cool selfphr Relax, calm down. = cool out 9 Cool yuhself nuh boy or

you go dead from heart attack! (Baptiste 1992)

cool so phr Without any reason or warning. See also COOL COOL SO.

= dry so 9 An dese people have tousan an tousan of gole for de people

shop an cool so it jes grow legs and walk out de airport? (Mamits

LPOS, TG 9 Oct 1977) 9 Hear de latest. Cool so ah get up one morn-

ing las week and read in de Guardian how if ah wants to call Noo
York de onliest ting to do is dial strait an one time ah hearing ah

Yankee voice. (Mamits LPOS, TG 19 Aug 1979) 9 “Cool so de man
come an take away mih chile for de weekend.” (Baptiste 1993:45)

cooncheewoonch, coon-chee-woonch n Very small amount; teeny

weeny bit; smallest possible part, /kuntfiwuntf/ (poss. < dial E kinch

‘a very small amount’) 9 Coon-chee-woonch. The tiniest part possi-

ble. Halfofa“KHUGN”. (Mendes 1985:37) 9 (Haynes 1987:133)

coonoomoonoo see KUNUMUNU

cooperhoop n Brownea coccinea [= B. latifolia , B. speciosa. Herme-

sias latifolia], a small native evergreen tree, to about 8 m (26'). Bark

is finely fissured and brown; underbark reddish. Leaves compound,

with 2-7 pairs of leaflets, to 30 cm (1 1.7") long. Flowers bright scar-

let, in clusters on stems and branches. Fruit is a woody pod 12-24 cm
(4. 7-9.4") long, with 4-10 large seeds. Wood hard, heavy, buff with

brownish-black streaks in centre. (< Amer cupajupa) = bois rose,

cooperwood, copperhoop, hunter’s tea, monta del rose, mountain

rose, palo rosa, rosa del monte, rose montagne, sweet waterwood,

Tobago beau 9 A huge Mountain Rose, or Cooperhoop... covered

with parasites and lianes overhung the Mamural river. (JFNC Feb

1895:157) 9 A great many different names may apply to one botani-

cal species: e.g. Brownea latifolia may be known as Mountain Rose,

Rosa del monte, Rose-montagne, and Cooperhoop. (Beard 1946:26) 9

Cooperhoop is common in all types of moist forest in Trinidad and

Tobago, especially in the Central Range of Trinidad. It flowers

mainly in the dry season from January to May, but flowers have been

observed in several other months as well... Cooperhoop is too small a

plant to yield useful timber though the wood is fairly hard and heavy.

However, it deserves more attention as an ornamental in public parks

and gardens. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:34-5)
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cooperwood n Brownea coccinea, a small native evergreen tree; com-

pound leaves. Flowers bright scarlet, in clusters on stems and

branches. Wood hard, heavy, buff with brownish-black streaks in cen-

tre. (< cooperhoop) = bois rose, >cooperhoop, copperhoop, hunter’s

tea, monta del rose, mountain rose, palo rosa, rosa del monte, rose

montagne, sweet waterwood, Tobago beau 0 Cooper wood. (FTT
193 1-1 -4:280-

1

)

coopey n Sapotaceae sp., poss. Pradosia caracasana
,
a large native

evergreen tree, girth to 2.4 m (8'), trunk buttressed. Bark greyish,

smooth to scaly, fairly thick; underbark salmon coloured, contains a

milky latex. Leaves large. Wood fairly hard, heavy, cream coloured. =

acoma topee, >topee 0 (Marshall 1934:68)

coormah see KOORMAH
coosada, cooshada n arc Manihot esculenta, a cultivated edible tuber.

(< cassava)
= cashra, cassada, >cassava, kamanioc, manioc (cassava)

0 He tell me to cut dong de trees, bun dem, clear up de lan, put pickets

in de groun foteen feet apart but in strate lines, and den plant figs

between each picket, den plant coosahda rang de pickets, and den ah

cud plant in me kako like ah mad. (PC 30 July 1904) 0 Breadfruit

gone out entirely, Coosada we does see now and again. (Tiger “Try a

Screw to Get Through” 1936)

cooyah mouth see COUPIYA MOUTH
cooyenard see COUYENARD

copaiba balsam n obs Copaifera officinalis

,

a native tree. (< E
copaiba, copaiva / Sp and Port copaiba ‘an aromatic, acrid balsam or

resinous juice obtained from various plants of the genus Copaifera )
=

>balsam, balsam capivi, capiva 0 There was the tree, they said, which

yielded the copaiba
[Copaifera officinalis ]

balsam of our drug stores,

and then they showed me how it was collected - by cutting a huge

notch in the bole, and hollowing out the lower part of the incision so

as to form a basin. A collector had been here before us and had fas-

tened strips of bark and leaves over the notch to shield it from the air.

(JFNC Feb 1895:148)

coparo n arc Cedrela odorata, a native tree. (< Amer) = acajou
2

,

cajou, >cedar, copayre, red cedar, Trinidad cedar. West Indian cedar 0

Other trees are to be found useful in ship building, such as the acajou,

a coarse kind of cedar, and copayre (or coparo). (Columbine 1803, in

POSG 10 Aug 1849)

copayre n arc Cedrela odorata, a native tree. (< Amer) = acajou
2

,

cajou, >cedar, coparo, red cedar, Trinidad cedar, West Indian cedar 0

Other trees are to be found useful in ship building, such as the acajou,

a coarse kind of cedar, and copayre (or coparo). (Columbine 1803, in

POSG 1 0 Aug 1 849)

copetong n arc Spizaetus ornatus, a bird, 60 cm (24") long. Upper-

parts and crown blackish, with long pointed crest; throat white, bor-

dered by black band; rest of underparts barred black and white; tail

long, rounded, barred brown and black. = chicken hawk3
, >crested

gabilan, gabilan, gavilan a huppe

copocheepocham see COVETIE POCHAM
copper 1 n arc A large bowl-like metal pot, holding about 400-500 gal-

lons, usu. used to boil cane juice in sugar refining, originally made
from copper, later from iron. (< E copper ‘a vessel, particularly a large

boiler for cooking, laundry, etc., originally made of copper, now more
often of iron) = cauldron

-
, tache 0 [He] worked... for extra labor as a

fireman at the Coppers. (Dowland 1845) 0 He found the shed over the

copper completely wrecked. (TG 8 Oct 1919:7) 0 We indulged in suck-

ing canes, and drinking what was called “Cold Liquor”, which was
really the juice of the canes before it was boiled, then the “Hot Liquor”,

which was the juice when it became warm in the “Coppers” or Taches,

then when it turned into Syrup, and last when it became “Sling”, the

last stage of boiling, when it was turned on to the “Coolers” to harden

into sugar. (Fraser ca 1942:275) 0 Then came what is called in the West
Indies parlance the “feed.” Two pigs had been slaughtered, and plan-

tains, bananas, casavas and other fruits of the soil had been boiled in a

huge copper lent for the occasion by Uncle Henry. (Ottley 1962:64) 0
There were iron coppers and pots boiling all over the place, and in them
were heaped ground provisions of all varieties, fowls, and huge quanti-

ties of mutton and pork. (Ottley 1969:71) 0 In the yard, Manko rested

against a ‘copper’ - a huge rusty iron basin which was used in the old

days to catch water. It was upside-down now, the rim embedded in the

earth, forming a dome.... It was smooth and shiny in such places, but

otherwise pockmarked like a piece of moon. (Selvon 1972:15) 0 At

7:30 a.m. they had nearly finished “juicing” the cane in a little shack

with a tiny electric mill. Propped up by rocks outside it was a huge

“copper,” a boiler with a fire roaring under it. The four men at work

were feeding the fire with dry logs or coconut husks, stirring or skim-

ming the boiling cane juice. (Eigeland 1980:33) 0 The workers used

rain water collected in large iron basins called “coppers.” (EX 19 Oct

1986:4) 0 The kind of crowd Sadoo have by him these days cause his

wife to stop cooking in those small iron pots and start cooking in a large

copper that was there for donkey years beneath the house. (Alleyne-

Forte 1994:36) 0 Last year, he deemed the museum's copper a wishing

well and collected $2,000 in coins thrown in over the last four days.

(Pires 1994c: 15) 0 Copper Hole [is] a former whaling station on Monos
Island and now a Bay house on the south east point of Grand Fond Bay.

The coppers are still to be seen in the shallow water. (2006)

2 n Any of several small dark brown butterflies, speckled with black

dots or with splashes of lighter red. All have the habit of congregating

in chosen clearings and frolicking with jumpy flight. Calospila

lucianus [~ Lemonias luciana], the common copper, is red with

brown spots and brown upper wing-tips; undersides silver with black

spots. Others are: Calephelis laverna, the bronze copper; Caria domi-

tianus , the green copper; Charis cn’ius [= Carmona anius ], the blue

copper; Carmona cleonus , the brown copper; Charis cleonus [= Cha-

Iodetta chelonis], the black copper; Charis chaonitis [= Chalodetta

chaonitis], the large blue copper; Mesene icterias [= M. sHaris], the

black and yellow copper; Symmachia probetor, the red-banded cop-

per; Calospila amylius \~ Lemonias emylius], the red copper; and

Adelotypa trinitatis [= Elaphrotis telephus], the little yellow copper.

(< E copper, a number of mostly copper-coloured butterflies) 0

(Barcant 1970:219)

copper coin n obs A low-value coin made mostly of copper. (< E cop-

per ‘a copper coin’) 0 The Coin, called the Copper Coin of Tobago, is

of the basest metal, and worst description possible. (Young 1809,

Stowe 922:74b)

copper-hole n In sugar manufacturing, the area where the COPPERS
are heated. 0 The first place I saw Kantoo was in a “copper-hole,”

throwing dry megass into the furnace to make the coppers of

cane-juice boil. (Morton 1916 [1873]) 0 The fuel to feed the fire in

the copper hole, was the bagasse or megasse, which once it was no

longer green, was pulled out to dry more fully in the sun and then

used to stoke the fire, (de Verteuil 1992:103-4)

copperhoop n Brownea coccinea, a small evergreen tree. = bois rose,

>cooperhoop, hunter’s tea, monta del rose, mountain rose, palo rosa,

rosa del monte, rose montagne, sweet waterwood, Tobago beau 0

(Johnson 2004:3)

copper pox n In folk belief, a disease given to a lover by one person,

usu. a woman, holding a copper coin under the tongue during sexual

intercourse; if her lover is unfaithful he will break out in a pox. (< E
copper ‘a copper coin’) 0 “If you think he homing you, you could

give the man copper pox.” (1979)

coq-bois n Formicarius analis, a bird, 20 cm (8") long. (< FC < Fr coq

des bois ‘cock-of-the-woods’, fr habitat) = bois-coq, >cock-of-the-

woods 0 The Coq-bois is preeminently a ground bird. It is difficult to

make it fly, and it takes wing only as a last resort. (Chapman 1894:53)

0(ffrench 1991:266)

coq-lagon n obs Gallinula ehloropus, a bird, 32.5 cm (13") long. Slate

grey; white on flanks and sides; bill and frontal shield bright red; very

long toes. (< Fr coq ‘cock’ + logon ‘lagoon’, fr habitat) = red-seal

coot, poule d’eau a cachet rouge, >water-hen ]

0 (Chapman 1894:78)

coquette see also COCOTTE

coquette n obs Lophornis ornata, 6.9 cm (2.75") long. Male: upper-

parts bronze-green with pale buff bar across mmp; tail dark reddish

brown; dark reddish brown crest; rest of head green, with long rufous

tufts, tipped green, at the sides. (< Fr coquette ‘flirt; dandy’; E tufted
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coquette hummingbird) = >huppe-col, king
4

,
whiskerando 0 (Chapman

1894:56)

corail, coraille, coreuil 1 n arc Micrurus circinalis, a venomous

snake, the smaller of the two coral snakes in Trinidad, /korai/ (FC
< Fr corail ‘coral’) = common coral (snake), >coral (snake)

1

, male

coral (snake), serpent, small coral (snake), Trinidad northern coral

(snake) 0 (Boos 2001a: 144)

2 n arc Micrurus lenmiscatus diutius, a venomous snake, the larger of

the two coral snakes in Trinidad. = >coral (snake)
1

, female coral

(snake), large coral (snake), serpent corail, Trinidad ribbon coral

(snake) 0 Coreuil. (Douglas-Cameron 1905) 0 (Boos 2001a: 146)

coraili, coraillie see karailee

coraille see CORAIL

corais snake n obs Drymarchon corais corais, a snake. = cliboT

cribo
1

,
>yellow-tail(ed) cribo, yellow-tail(ed) rat snake, yellow-

tail(ed) snake 0 (Zoological Society of London 1898)

coral see also CORAL SNAKE

coral bean n Erythrina pallida , a cultivated and naturalized tree, often

planted as a hedge. Flowers narrow, pink to light red. Fruit pod very

constricted between seeds; contains 5-10 scarlet seeds with a black

spot, (fr coral-red colour of seeds) = beau mortel, imotel bod lame,

jumbie beadA sword flower, >wild immortelle 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:223)

coralita, corallita n Antigonon leptopus (E Mexican creeper), a natu-

ralized climbing plant, often grown ornamentally on wire fences.

Leaves heart-shaped, wavy margins. Most common variety has pink

flowers, produced in abundant sprays for most of the year; there is

also a white-flowered variety. (< LAS coralita < Sp coral, fr flower

colour + -ita Tittle’) = bride’s tears, coral vine 0 There are flowers

everywhere ... tangles of pink Honolulu creeper (here called coralita).

(Rutter 1933:45) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:70) 0 Corallita

(Laurence 1976:1-2) 0 Corallita ... a native of Central America, once

grown in Trinidad as a screening plant or as an ornamental vine, is

now a weed found growing on fences, over hedges and on other vege-

tation in general. (Duncan 1993:37)

coralito n Rodriguezia lanceolata , a densely multi-flowered native

orchid. Flowers fragrant, pink, rose-purple or occasionally white,

with a deep purple spur. (< Sp coral , fr flower colour + -ito Tittle’) =

>coral orchid 0 (Schultes 1960:220) 0 (FTT 1967-3-1:166)

coral orchid n Rodriguezia lanceolata [~ R. secunda], a densely

multi-flowered native orchid. Flowers fragrant, pink, rose-purple or

occasionally white, with a deep purple spur. (< E coral ‘pink- or

orange-red') = coralito 0 (Schultes 1960:220) 0 (FTT 1967-3-1:166)

coral plant n Jatropha multifida , a cultivated shrub with bright red

flowers cultivated as an ornamental garden plant. (< E coral ‘pink- or

orange-red’) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:199)

coral snake 1 n Either of two species of venomous snakes, both found

in Trinidad, with an overall appearance of having bands of white, red

and black around the body. Micrurus circinalis [~ M. psyches circinalis ,

Elaps riisii, E. corallinus], is the smaller of the two species, about 50-

53 cm (19.5-20.7"); also found on Gaspar Grande Island. Banded

with red, black, and white, the single black bands are outlined in

white and separated by broad red bands. The red and white scales are

tipped with black. Tail has alternate black and white bands. There is

little narrowing of the neck; top of head is black. Mainly nocturnal,

burrowing, and terrestrial, it feeds on other small snakes and snake-

like lizards that share its habitat. Micrurus lemniscatus diutius

[~ Elaps lenmiscatus, E. corralinus, E. marcgravii], is slightly larger,

to 1 m (39") long. Body brightly banded with triads of black bands

alternating with red bands, with white or dull yellow in between

groups (fr 9-13 on body, 1-2 on tail). Bands go completely around the

body; dense black spotting on the white rings, less on red rings. Little

narrowing of neck behind head. Terrestrial, nocturnal, sometimes bur-

rowing and aquatic. Its neurotoxic venom is extremely potent. This

larger of the two coral snake species in Trinidad is often believed to

be the ‘female’, the smaller one, M. circinalis
,
the ‘male’. M. lemnis-

catus diutius was featured in September 1994, on a $3.00 postage

stamp. Although it is not possible to differentiate species referred to

in all the citations, M. circinalis is generally more common. (< E
coral snake, a number of snakes with red bands < E coral ‘pink- or

orange-red’) = >common coral (snake), corail
1

, male coral (snake),

serpent, small coral (snake), Trinidad northern coral (snake) (M. circi-

nalis]); corail
2

, female coral (snake), Marge coral (snake), serpent

corail, Trinidad ribbon coral (snake) (M lemniscatus) 0 Halliday

(1837) described one snake, “very beautiful, called the coral snake,

because the scales form beautiful circles of bright scarlet alternately

with black.” (Halliday 1837:333, in Boos 2001a:147) 0 Death from

the Bite of a Coral Snake... two laborers... whilst playing with a Coral

Snake, were each of them bitten. (POSG 4 May 1849:2) 0 Coral-

snake, or serpent-corail, (de Verteuil 1884:382) 0 Casualties from the

bite of the Coral snake ... must be very rare, since many persons even

regard it as perfectly innocuous... The coral snake.... can be taken and

handled without any danger, children very often playing with this

viper... The apparent innocuity of the coral arises from the peculiar

conformation of its head and mouth; the head is of the same growth

with the body, and not separated by a distinct neck; nor can it... open

its jaws sufficiently to seize and bite any bulky body. It is neverthe-

less highly poisonous, (de Verteuil 1884:98,386) 0 Otherwise, the

room was almost bare, except for the three canvas stools and a lop-

sided, unpolished chest of drawers on top of which were an old bible

with a gold crest on its faded black cover, a mirror and a dried and

stuffed coral snake skin, to keep away evil spirits. (McDonald

1969:51) 0 The coloured bands are arranged in the same sequence as

the colours of the flag of Trinidad: red, white, black, white, red... This

snake is often found in gardens in the middle of towns and it possibly

gets there in the loads of manure and compost that are brought in

from the country for use as fertilizer. Corals spend most of their lives

burrowing through the loose earth, searching for small worms and

other burrowing snakes for food... Its poison is very potent, but as the

jaws and fangs of this snake are very small, it is unlikely that a man
would be bitten by it except between the toes or fingers. The Com-
mon Coral snake is quite docile during the daytime, but during the

night it becomes very active and it whips its head from side to side

with a swift biting action. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:10) 0 Cross (1975)

tells of a snake-man named Johan whose specialty was dancing a

“coral-bongo” on the Saturday preceding Carnival in the early part of

the twentieth century. Whether Cross is relating an actual happening,

or dramatizing some arcane snake-dance ritual, which may or may
not have been part of the pre-Carnival entertainment of the time, is

unclear. Johan, putting the snake into his mouth... was bitten, and

according to the story, died within the hour... Earlier... Cross... stated

that “in South Trinidad there have been occasional shows in which

the exhibitioner dances with a coral snake in his mouth” and that “in

some instances death has resulted.”... In 1974, the Express printed a

photograph of a coral snake, reported to be 36 inches long, which was

responsible for the death of [a woman] after being bitten on the toe

while she was reaping “dasheen bush” ... Swampy ground, in which

dasheen grows most favourably, also is the natural habitat of the eels

and snakes on which Micrurus lemniscatus feeds; it will likely bite if

stepped on by bare, unwary feet. This bite on the toe, to which the

snake was still clinging when it was reportedly killed by the victim’s

husband, should help dispel the belief perpetuated by writers... who
comment on the inability of coral snakes to bite into large or firm

body areas of the human body. (Boos 2001a: 147-9)

2 n Eiythrolamprus ocellatus , a small snake, to 54.4 cm (21.2") long.

Reddish, with round black markings along the back; tail ringed black

and white. Confined to high forested country in Tobago. = >doctor

snake 1

,
false coral (snake)

,
Med snake, Tobago false coral (snake) 0

(RED SNAKE or FALSE CORAL snake). A small reddish snake up to

two feet in length, with round black markings along the back. The tail

is ringed black and white. Confined to high forested country. This is

the only snake found in Tobago not recorded from Trinidad. The local

name of coral is not to be confused with the true coral snake, which is

venomous and does not occur in Tobago, (de Verteuil, in Alford

1960:101)
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coral vine n Antigonon leptopus , a naturalized perennial vine, often

grown as an ornamental on wire fences. Most common variety has

pink flowers, produced in profusion for most of the year; there is also

a white-flowered variety. (< E coral ‘pink- or orange-red’) = bride’s

tears, >coralita 0 (Laurence 1976:1-2)

cora mango n A variety of cultivated mango. 0 He had ah wide vari-

ety of mango: vere, cora, zabico, starch, calabash, doo-douce, turpen-

tine, sousay-matin, julie an rose. (Foster 1990:113)

corazon de Jesu n Caladium bicolor var., a variety of cultivated cala-

dium, a cormous plant. Leaves arrowhead-shaped, dark green with

blood-red centre, /korazo da 3ezu/ (< Sp corazon ‘heart’ + de ‘of’ +

FC/Fr Jesu 'Jesus’ = katchu 0 The cocoa panyols ... engaged too in

the planting of herbs in their yards which they used as “guards” or

protectors of their place of abode from the evil eye. These plants

include the dragon blood Eleutherine bulbosa, the tref Aristolochia

trilobata and coracon de Jesus Caladium bicolor. These plants they

called turials. (Morean 1 99 1 : 1 1

)

corbeau see also COBO

corbeau a tete rouge n obs Cathartes aura ruficollis, a large black

vulture with reddish skin on the head. See also COBO. (< corbeau +

Fr a tete rouge ‘with red head’) = Cedros cobo, governor of the cobo,

king cobo 1

,
>red-head(ed) cobo 0 (Chapman 1894:69)

corbeau liane see COBO LIANE

cord n Umbilical cord. = >navel string 0 “Oh yes. I’ll come back...

Don’t forget, my cord’s buried here.” (Stewart 1989:56)

corde violon, corde violin, cord violan n Lygodium venustum, a

climbing native fern with a very thin wiry stem. /ko:d violo/ (< Fr

corde de violon ‘violin string’) = >fiddle bush“ 0 Corde violin.

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:114)

coreuil see CORAIL

cor-eye-lee see KARAILE

corial, coryal n obs A dug-out canoe, fashioned by hollowing out a

single log. (< LAS corial < Arawak kuljara) 0 [He] was sitting at the

fore part of the corial. (TRD 23/17 Mar 1850:2) 0 In the late 1860s

[Gaston de Gannes] married Miss Sophie Cipriani and took his young

bride up the Caroni by corial (dug-out canoe) where on the banks of

the river just south of the village of Arima he built his cocoa empire.

(O’Connor 1978:65)

cork 1 n A bottled sweet drink cap, metal with a serrated edge, the

inside centre covered with a round of cork, or more recently, plastic.

(< E cork ‘a piece of cork, cut into a cylindical or tapering form, used

as a stopper for a bottle, cask, etc.’) = >crown cork

2 adj Constipated. (< E cork ‘stop up as with a cork; confine or shut

up contents of a bottle, etc.’) 0 “The baby well cork.” (1982) 0 And
on top of that you still getting talk. Before the doctor come out plain

and tell you you cork. (Relator “Medical Doctors” 1973, in Rohlehr

1990:84 pr) 0 “Since I was a small boy, green guava cork me up and

hurt mih belly.” (Narine 1996:29)

3 adj In have it cork, good, of high quality, (prob. < arc AmE corking

‘unusually fine or excellent’) = harm, tizik 0 “The more we practise

it, the more we will have it cork.” (tent manager, 1993)

cork foot n An artificial, wooden leg. 0 (Haynes 1987:72)

cork hat n A helmet-shaped sun-hat made of the dried pith of several

Indian trees; (E pith helmet or Anglo-Indian sola topee). Used esp. by
the British in India, and associated with police officers and planters,

(ff the similarity of dried pitch to cork) 0 With the cork hat and the

leggings to lace up tight. (Executor “Three Friends Advice” 1937) 0

Oh, for the love of a tunic and a white cork hat. They will stand up
anywhere, friends, with them to chat. (Growler “Police Diplomacy”
1939) 0 The policeman on duty cocks his white cork hat and looks me
up and down. (Hosein 1980: 111)0 Those days the Sunday afternoon

“ikilim” sellers, were Chinese. They wore white cork hats, aprons and
wachekongs, and their ice-cream carts were canopied. (Johnson

2003b:23)

corkscrew(-tail page) n Sematura lunus [= Nothus limits], a large day-

flying moth. Brown with orange spots; lower wings have two long

twisted tails, with “eyespots” and flat round ends, (ft corkscrew-like

twisted tails + page x

)
= corkscrew-tail page 0 Corkscrew. (Kaye &

Lamont 1927)

corkwood 1 n Ochroma pyramida/e, a native tree, height to 20 nr

(65'). Fruit capsule contains small seeds embedded in a brownish

wool used for stuffing cushions. Wood extremely light, used for floats

and insulation. (< E cork ‘light, tough, elastic bark’) = >bois flot,

down tree

2 n Annona glabra , a native tree with very light, cork-like wood. =

alligator apple, >pond apple 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 The most common
trees and shrubs growing on these pitch islands were Cocoa-plums ...

Corkwood trees (Annona glabra ), and Figuiers (Ficus guianensis)

were less common. (Boomert 1984a: 17)

corlinda see kalinda

corn 1 n Zea mays var., a tall cultivated grass, height to 12', leaves

coarse, yielding grain kernels attached to a hard woody inner core.

Fresh com can be prepared as ROAST CORN or BOIL CORN, or the

kernels cut off and cooked in various ways. Note: The local varieties

are relatively hard, and low in sugar, in contrast to Z. mays var.

rugosa, the North American sweet corn, which is softer and sweeter.

(< AmE corn ‘maize or Indian com’) 0 She would say to her two

eldest sons, “Ma Cuffie have some juicy green com. We could make a

soup tonight.” (Lewis 1972:45)

2 n An ear of com. 0 She would say to her two eldest sons, “Ma
Cuffie have some juicy green com. We could make a soup tonight.”

Later that same day the boys would come home struggling under the

weight of a bag of corns. (Lewis 1972:45) 0 Den she spot de lady

sellin’ boil-com, an’ she decide we mils’ buy ah boil-com. De woman
take out ah com for Doris dat look as if it was sufferin’ from ah bad

case of malnutrition. Instead of Doris tellin’ de lady dat she don’t

want dat com she want ah nex’ one, she ups an’ tell de lady, “Yu

should be ashamed of yuself sellin’ people dem kind ah maga com.

Dis kind ah com allyu sellin’ here is uncomstitutional!” Well is what

de lady eh tell Doris. (Keens-Douglas 1984:92) 0 They are able to

sink their teeth into a freshly boiled or roasted com; or “doubles” or

enjoy some other tasty, appetising local delicacy. (Bacchus-Xavier

1991:12)

3 n A grain or kernel (seed) of com. 0 4 cups dried com of the season.

(Hunt 1985b:2) 0 The holidays had come, but his layers downstairs in

the coop did not know this. They expected their cracked corns early.

(Gosine 1992:53)

4 n Alcoholic beverage. 0 If you prefer com (alcohol) [to weed], you

may care to have your beer rack close to the steering wheel for that

can’t-be-missed moment to “fire one” (have a sip) as you overtake on

the bend. (Lange 1986:26)

corn(ed) 1 v Preserve, usu. fish, by drying and salting. (< E corn ‘sea-

son, pickle, or preserve with salt; salt to preserve’, e.g. corn(ed) beef)

0 The term “corned” is in great use throughout the West Indies; and if

you are not very careful to superintend purchases yourself, you are

likely, instead of the dish of fresh fish that you anticipated, to get

some that has been caught over-night and corned, the explanation

being: “Me cam um to make urn keep.” (Day 1852-1:301) 0 A child

who has prepared a meal may be told by the mother, "May, you have

corned the rice today.” This means that salt in excess of the correct

amount was added. (John 1973) 0 They corned their fish and salted

and smoked their meat by a process called ‘boucanne” but now they

cannot even obtain these things in sufficient quantities to carry out

this process... The actual coming method was described... in this way.

She gets a container with salt and leaves the fish or meat in it

overnight. As time draws on more and more water is given off and

she just drains off the water and puts more salt, until all the water

is eventually drawn off. (Woodroffe 1974:8-9) 0 “I does com fish

here.” (1982)

2 v Shot or wounded by gunfire. 0 One hour later. Junior said he

heard two gun shots and then heard his brother say, “I get com.”

“Com” is slang for shot. (TG 4 Jan 2004)

3 adj Preserved by drying and salting, usu. of fish. See SALTFISH 1

. 0

[He] was charged... with unlawfully and knowingly obtaining... a box

containing a bodice and flannel, a dozen dry coconuts and some com
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fish the property of... his neighbour. (TG 4 Apr 1919:5) 0 People

knew very little about his eating habits save for some fish scales

which appeared occasionally on his fore-arms or the sight of corned

fish or corned pork hanging on the clothes line at the back of the

shop. (Lewis 1972:27)

corn ball n arc A round ball of freshly grated com, with some juice

squeezed out, used to make PAYMi and other dishes. Also grated

fresh com, mixed with flour, boiled like dumplings. 0 Yesterday’s

Market Prices:... Scarce: ochroes, com balls and pumpkin, redfish.

{TG 8 Sept 1917:10) 0 To prepare the com [for pastels] is quite a pro-

cess. It must be boiled the night before using and allowed to soak in

the water overnight. Then it must be shaken until the skins over the

grains [become] loose and can be removed. The grains are then

pounded or ground until they become a smooth pate. But this is usu-

ally unnecessary as there are Venezuelan women who process the

com and [sell] it in balls in the Port-of-Spain market, (de Boissiere ca

1945:18) 0 Those who grew com and had knowledge of preparing it

into “masa” did so, but others without the knowhow or the time, pur-

chased “com balls” from women who earned their livelihood from

such skills. (TG 11 Dec 1995)

cornbird 1 n Any medium- to large-sized black and yellow bird.O The

gaily dressed combirds. (Mole 1 894b:4 1 ) (poss. fr corn-Wke bright

yellow colour, or fr some species eating com and other grain)

2 n Icterus nigrogularis [~ I. xanthomas] (E yellow oriole), a bird,

20 cm (8") long. Adult mostly yellow; head golden; throat, eye area,

upper breast and tail black; wings black edged white. = cacique
2

,

carouge
1

, common cornbird, golden oriole, Trinidad oriole 0 Very

abundant both in Trinidad and on the main: in the former place it goes

by the name of “Corn-bird,” probably from its bright-yellow colour.

The nest is similar in shape to that of Cassicus persicus , but smaller;

it is usually suspended from the end of the long slender fronds of the

Groo-groo Palm... This bird does not breed in colonies, but singly.

(Taylor 1864:84) 0 The “Com bird” or as it is sometimes called the

“Golden oriole” is a striking black and yellow bird common in savan-

nah, mangrove swamp, and throughout the settled districts. The pen-

dant nests are commonly seen in trees. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 17)

0 We saw the golden poui at the top of a hill with cornbird nests dan-

gling over the river. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:33)

3 n Cacicus cela, a bird. Male: 28.7 cm (1 1.5") long, generally black

with yellow patch on wings; rump, under-tail and base of tail yellow;

short black crest. = arendau, >cacique’, carouge- , merle, merle a

croupion jaune, merle moqueur, mockingbird 1

, mocking merle, small

cacique, yellow-backed cacique, yellow-backed cornbird, yellow

plantain 0 (de Verteuil 1884:91) 0 (Roberts 1934:98) 0 Combirds,

brilliant in black and yellow, became gregarious as they flew among
the palms. But soon these Cacicus cela celas were joined by other

black fliers. (Bryans 1967:39) 0 [The] poui... was festooned with the

marvellous hanging nests of the yellow-backed combirds. Scores of

the handsome birds flew to and fro, their bright custard patches made
snappier by the jet-black plumage and by contrast with the blue radi-

ance of the sky. To find this big, extremely noisy colony in the centre

of the busy market town [of Sangre Grande] was unexpected. The

policemen took pride in their tree of gregarious combirds. One officer

on duty I spoke to thought that at the moment the poui probably held

nests for at least one hundred and fifty birds, though many of the old

nests had only just been cut down. He also called the birds yellow

plantains. (Bryans 1967:153) 0 The sun was setting, the com birds

were entering their nests on the tall trees. (Doodnath 1989:52)

4 n Psarocolius decumanus insularis, a large bird. Male 42.5 cm
(17") long; black with dark red-brown rump and under-tail coverts;

long tail mostly yellow; narrow black crest long but often not visible;

bill long and whitish. = cacique
3

, cacique huppe, carouge3
, crested

cacique, great-crested cacique, great-crested cornbird, large cornbird,

merle laque jaune, pogga, yellow cornbird, >yellow-tail 0 (ffrench

1991:336-7)

corn coocoo n A dish usu. made with grated com or commeal, or

grated CASSAVA, boiled with OCHROES and butter. Sometimes bits

of SALT-MEAT and seasonings are added. It is usu. molded in a bowl

and turned out to be sliced. = >coocoo 0 The food given to the Lepers

was such that they very seldom could eat the same, being generally

com-cocou , a little rice, and a few plantains occasionally. (POSG 23

Nov 1847:3) 0 Preparation of Poultice: To 1 lb com meal add 1/2 lb

of sulphate of zinc. Boil like com coocoo. (Pavy 1987:61)

corn-ear worm n Caterpillars that eat com, locally usu. the moths
Spodopterafrugiperda or Heliconopa zea. (< corn-ear worm ‘a larva,

Heliothis armigera or H. zea, that feeds on com and other plants’ < E
com ear 'a spike or cob of grains’) 0 Caterpillars were found in two

[birds], many being “com ear worms”, Laphygma frugiperda. (Vesey-

FitzGerald 1936a: 16)

corne couvert n obs Mazama americana, a small deer. Although this

was thought to be a separate species, it simply refers to this animal

during the stage when it is growing new hom-like antlers, which are

at first covered with a velvety blood-rich substance. It is distin-

guished from the HARD-HORN DEER, formerly thought to be a differ-

ent species, but actually the same animal when the velvet has worn
off. (< FC < Fr come ‘horn’ + couvert ‘covered’) = biche, biche a

come couvert, >deer, guazupita, mangrove deer, red deer, soft-horn

deer 0 Deer. The deer meant here was either the common Red deer of

the Island, one of the greatest pests in a young cacao piece... Biche of

the French Creoles, Guazupita of the Spaniards, provisionally classed

as Cariacus nemorivagus, F. Cuvier; - or that in which the male has

covered horns - ‘biche a comes couverts, - an equally mischievous

animal, very similar in habit, general build and proportion to the first-

named, but a distinct kind, as the females of both have been met by

my sons and in both cases are entirely without horns. The horn of the

‘come couvert’ is clothed with skin on which the short hair grows,

very little at the point and little differing in color from the deep red of

this deer on other parts of its body, a darker red than that of the Red

Deer of the Northern Range where the Come Couvert is little seen if

at all. Both kinds are met with on the Caparo plain, but the ‘Come
Couvert’ less frequently than the Common ‘Biche.’ (T.W. Carr

1894:277)

corn grass n Rottboellia cochinensis [= R. exaltata

]

(E short-day

grass), a 2 m (78") tall cultivated grass, introduced from southern

Asia, (fr similarity to E com grass, Agrostis spicaventi) = kelly grass

cornichon, cornishaw n Averrhoa bilimbi, a cultivated plant bearing

finger-shaped, sour green fruits with watery flesh and white seeds,

used in preserves. (<Fr cornichon ‘gherkin’, a slightly sweet small

green cucumber pickle) = amrak, >bilimbi, condision, cucumber tree

0 Mango Chow. 6 half-ripe mangoes (mango Rose), 1/2 cup lime or

lemon juice, strained, 2 tbsp salt, 1 cup cornishaw, 1 hot pepper or

pepper to taste, 3 red and green sweet chilli peppers, seeded and cut

into rings. (Hunt 1985a: 18)

corn-man 1 n A dupe; a man who is foolish and easily deceived about

women, or taken advantage of in love, esp. a man who is sexually

inexperienced or does not realize that his woman is having affairs

with other men. (prob. < E conman ‘a swindler who cheats people of

money handed over as a token of confidence’ or conned man)

2 n Show-off; a person who makes a lot of style, noise or threat with

no real substance. = gallery man 0 I doh take on that corn-man at all.

corn money n Coins; coin money. 0 (Ottley 1971:64)

corn pone n A sweet baked dish made from fresh com or commeal,

and PUMPKIN, coconut, sugar, etc. Note: Unlike AmE corn-pone, this

has a somewhat glutinous rather than crumbly texture. (< AmE corn-

pone ‘a kind of Indian com bread made with milk and eggs’) = >pone

0 Consequently the children who grew up in the Caribbean during

World War II catered to their sweet tooth with iron-rich toolum, and

such “solid” fare as paymee, cassava, sweet potato and com pones.

(EX 22 Aug 1988:17)

corn porridge n A dish made by cooking com meal with water or

milk. (< E porridge ‘a soft food made by stirring oatmeal or other

meal into boiling water or milk’) 9 Pa Pa Jof, one time player of devil

mask on carnival day, and now champion obeahman, was making his

evening meal of com porridge over the wood fire. (Ottley 1962:21) 0

A calabash served as a plate. Coocoo, cankee, callaloo, ochro,

chicken, unprocessed cocoa, orange juice, pine apples, ice cream,

home made mango wine, cashew wine, rice wine, golden apple wine,
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even com porridge were served. (Bain 1974:106) 0 And yes, com
porridge. It is chilly. November’s rain is falling... a bowl of hot,

steaming com porridge to which she has added small amounts of bay

leaves and “spice” (cinnamon) bark during its boiling at the fireside.

(Morean 1989:29)

corn soup n A hot soup made with pieces of com, usu. still on the

CORNSTICK, along with meat, usu. chicken, vegetables, and provi-

sions. Often bought from street vendors rather than made at home. 0

They were going down low, back, forward and all around, with the

guy in the red Speedo getting in his share of waist as Trotter stirred

his hot com soup in the background. (Jacob et al 1992:36) 9 Woman
goes off in a huff. Approaches “Sweet Bone”. “Sweet Bone, sweets,

so long I ent see yuh. Yuh gyul hungry and thirsty. Buy me a com
soup, nuh.” (EX 18 Jan 1996) 0 [E]very damn com-soup vendor and

windball-cricketer in town would vote for him. (Pires 2000a:9)

cornstick n The central core of a piece of com to which the grains are

attached. = huks
4
0 Com (maize) - both white and red varieties is an

important staple food in Trinidad and Tobago. As in Africa, it is eaten

in the form of boiled com - the young com pod is boiled on the cob

or the grains are removed from the cobs (corn-stick) and milled into

flour to be used in making pudding, com coo-coo (foo-foo) or corn-

bread - sweet or salted. (Elder 1988:47)

Coromantin see Koromantyn
corosil, corosillo n Cyperus laxus [= C. diffusus ], a native sedge;

small, slightly spreading, grass-like. (< LASp) 0 “Two of the best

herbs for anything that hurt you. Poison from fruits and food ... refri-

yau de corosil.” (Morean M-70) 0 'They used to take the seed from

the corosillo and grate it and make a drink. That haul out the poison,

yes!’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:118)

Corregidor n obs An officer appointed by the Spanish colonial

government to govern the Amerindians. (< Sp corregidor ‘colonial

governor of Indians’) 0 The Resolutions of His Excellency the Cor-

regidor and the Illustrious Board of Cabildo. (Ordinance 4, 7 Sept

1835) 9 The Governor and Captain General being desirous of re-

establishing the Mission of Arima in the rights and privileges which

the Laws accord to the Indians... has decided to name as its Corregi-

dor an Officer of His Majesty’s Forces who possesses all the qualities

needed for such an important post. (Ralph Woodford 1818, in Fraser

1896:102) 9 His Excellency Sir H. MacLeod next proceeded to the

Cabildo Hall and was sworn in as Corregidor of the Illustrious Board.

(TSt 14 April 1840:3) 9 The Crown... limited the number of Regidors

(Aldermen) in each Cabildo, and enacted that in future the govern-

ment of the Municipality should be carried on under the direction of a

Corregidor or President. Before long a further innovation was made,

salaried officers being sent to the cities and towns as Corregidors or

Alcaldes Mayor to administer justice in the Royal name. (Fraser

1891:4-7) 9 In 1687 the King of Spain confided to the Capuchins of

the Province of Catalonia the spiritual charge of the Indians of the

Island of Trinidad and of the Province of Guayana, and between that

date and 1702, 5,000 of both sexes were baptized and eight “Mis-

sions”* were formed, five in Trinidad and three in Guayana. *Indian

Settlements under the joint charge of a Priest and of a Corregidor or

Civil Magistrate. It does not seem that the Indians in Trinidad submit-

ted very willingly to either the spiritual or temporal government of
their new rulers. (Fraser 1891:2-3)

corrimiento n Xiphidium caeruleum, a native plant with red berries;

spreads quickly along river banks, /korimisnto/ (< Sp correr ‘ran’, fr

its fast-spreading habit) = carmina de sierra, >walkfast 9 Guaco and
corrimiento were useful to the hunter too. He bathed his dogs with

them ... [it] helped the dogs to ran fast ... ‘And it make children walk.’

The English name, ‘walkfast’
,
suggested that too. (Moodie-Kublals-

ingh 1994:124)

cortadero n Paspalum virgatum , a large sharp-edged native grass,

/kortadsro/ (< Sp cortadero ‘one that cuts’) = >razor grass
1

coscie n Aequidens pulcher, a freshwater cichlid fish. Medium-sized,
with iridescent blue markings. Sometimes eaten; a commercial aquar-
ium fish, /koski/ (< coscorob )

= >blue coscorob, coscorob, green
coscorob, small coscorob 9 The most diverse fish communities occur

in streams draining the lowland areas of Trinidad. Common to these

areas are the many species of freshwater sardines, the guabine, the

pui pui ..., teta..., the coscie... and the river catfish ... to name a few.

(Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:5)

coscorob, cascarob, cascarub, coscorub A number of edible fresh-

water cichlid fish, including Aequidens pulcher
,
Cichlasoma taenia

,

and Polycentrus schomburgkii. /kDskDrnb/ (prob. < Amer) = black

coscorob, >king coscorob (P. schomburgkii)-, >brown coscorob, large

coscorob (C. taenia)-, >blue coscorob, coscie, green coscorob, small

coscorob (A. pulcher) 9 Cascarob - Head dark olive green, tinged yel-

low. Body olive green, crossed by seven to nine dusky bands, several

black spots. - Cycholasoma taenia. Vernacular - cascarub. (Gill

1858:383) 9 The “cascarab," a pretty little fellow rather deep in the

body with a dark spot on either side near the tail. (Mole 1894b:44) 9

In such surroundings large numbers of fish may be caught with a

muslin bag net, mostly “Millions” ... and “Small Coscorob” (Acara

pulchar), also the larger “Coscorob” (Cichlosoma bimaculatum).

(Guppy 1934:117) 9 Aequidens pulcher... cascarub, small cascarob,

small coscorob, blue acara. ..Cichlasoma bimaculatum... cascarub,

large cascarob, large coscorob. (Boeseman 1960:133-5) 9 With the

other hand he picked up his string of fishes, cascrob, cascadura and

guabin and slowly and sadly they returned home. (Doodnath 1989:52)

9 ‘A cascarob was bitin’ the bait and you come and drive it away.

Look how it eat out the worm.’ (Boodhoo 1994:153-4)

cosquel, cosquelle, koskell adj In loud, garish or mismatched colours,

or in garish bad taste, /koskel/ (< Sp cosquillas ‘tickling’) 9 Coskelle

- out of place, queer, ridiculous (ESTT 1956) 9 Then one day in early

January, they empty their savings in the hands of a man who gives

them a magically cosquelle outfit... in exchange for their hard-earned

cash. (EX 16 Sept 1990:29) 9 “De woman feel she dress up nice but

she looking too cosquelle.” (Baptiste 1993:46)

cosquellity n The quality of being COSQUEL, the guiding principle of

loud garish colours. 9 It would be inaccurate to say the building shone

from newness under the afternoon sun. It merely glittered from

cosquellity. And so, people watched it, smiled or smirked, and then

went off to their less ostentatious, less intimidating, more familiar

gambling casinos. (EX-2 28 Oct 1990:6)

cossick n Good friend, esp. when gambling. /kDSik/ 9 Cossick - an

intimate friend. When gambling, I have no cossick. (ESTT 1956)

costee n obs A person of three parts black African descent and five

parts white European descent. 9 The main evidence for a detailed

colour scale in Trinidad comes from the classification of slaves in the

Slave Registry. Our assumption is that the colour scale used for slaves

was not peculiar to them, but applied to the free non-white population

generally. The colour rating in descending order was something like

this: whites, quadroon, mestee, costee, mulatto, cabre, mongrel,

sambo, blacks. As usual the sexual union of a white man and a black

woman, African or creole, produced the best type of coloured person,

the mulatto... It seems that a cabre woman and a white man could

have a mulatto child. A mulatto woman and a white man produced a

mestee offspring; and a mestee and a mulatto produced a costee.

(Campbell 1992:60-1)

coteci-cotela n This and that; nothing in particular; unimportant talk; a

long-winded, irrelevant explanation or story, /kotesi kotela/ (< Fr

comme-ci comme-ga, couci-couqa ‘so-so’; poss. also < Fr cote-ci

cote-la ‘this side that side’) = coupeci-coupela~ 9 “Yuh always wid

some cotaysi-cotayla!” (Ryan 1985:3) 9 “She fill me up with ah setta

cote ci cote la all evening.” (Baptiste 1993:46)

Cotorras n A series of small islands south of the northwest peninsula of

Trinidad, off Point Gourde; most formerly inhabited or used for holiday

homes: Nelson (used as a quarantine and detention centre). Pelican,

Lenigan, Caledonia and Craig (connected), and Rock. /kDtDras/ =

>Five Islands 9 “We used to fish all around the Cotorras.” (1990)

coubary see COURBARIL

eouchante, couchant n obs Calidris melanotus [~ Tringa maculata

\

(E pectoral sandpiper), a shorebird. 22.5 cm (9") long. Upperparts

streaked brown; dark line along rump and tail, bordered by white;

breast streaked brown; white lower underparts; legs greenish yellow.
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A fairly common visitor to Trinidad and Tobago flooded savannas,

ricefields, coasts, and marshes, (prob. < Fr couchant ‘lying down’) =

chirp 0 (Chapman 1894:78) 0 Couchant. (Williams 1922:180)

couche 1 v Put aside. /kuJV (< Fr coucher ‘lay down; put to bed’) 0

“I have some food couche there, you could take it.” (1982)

2 v Slide the peaked metal roof of a cocoa house over the drying

cocoa beans spread on the flat roof. 0 When rain fallin, you couche

the cocoa.

couchument n Tob Various belongings; odds and ends; assortment of

things, /kujument/ (< E accoutrements ‘equipment of a soldier other

than arms and dress; clothes; equipment’) 0 Take up all yuh couchu-

ment out of here,

cou-cou see also COOCOO

coucou, cou-cou n Taraba major [~ Thamnophilus major, T. stagurus)

(E great antshrike ), a bird, 20 cm (8") long. Male: upperparts black,

with 2 white wing-bars and white patch on back; underparts white;

bill black, heavy, strongly hooked; prominent red eye. Female: simi-

lar but rich reddish brown above instead of black. Usual call is a

series of 30-40 quite musical notes, /kuku/ (fr resemblance of call to

European cuckoo < Sp cucu/E cuckoofFx coucou, a bird) 0 (Chapman

1894:49)0 (Williams 1922:153) 0 (ffrench 1991:259-60)

coucou manioc, cuckoo manioc, kukumayoc 1 n Piava cayana insu-

lana (E squirrel cuckoo), a large bird, 42.5 cm (17") long. Head and

upperparts rufous; very long tail with black bar, tipped white; throat

and breast pale rufous; lower underparts pale grey; bill and eye-ring

greenish yellow. While feeding, hops and darts about, using its wings

sparingly; on landing, raises its tail suddenly to balance itself.

(< coucou + manioc ‘cassava’) = bucutu, grand coucou manioc, Trini-

dad squirrel cuckoo 0 Coucou manioc. (Chapman 1894:65) 0 Coucou

manioc. (Belcher & Smooker 1936a: 10) 0 (ffrench 1991:190-1)

2 n Coccyzus minor (E mangrove cuckoo ), a large bird, 30 cm (12”)

long. Upperparts brownish grey, throat whitish, buff underparts;

broad blackish ear-patch, long tail black, broadly tipped white; upper

bill blackish, lower orange. = coucou manioc gris 0 Coucou manioc -

Coccyzus minor minor. (Belcher & Smooker 1936a:9)

coucou manioc a bee noir n obs Coccyzus erythrophthalmus (E

black-billed cuckoo), a bird, 30 cm (12") long. Generally brown

above; outer tail tipped white; underparts white; bill black; narrow

red eye-ring. Note: Doubtful record. 0 (Leotaud 1866). (< Fr a bee

noir ‘with black beak’) 0 (Chapman 1894:65)

coucou manioc aux ailes rousses n obs Coccyzus americanus (E

yellow-billed cuckoo), a bird, 30 cm (12") long. Generally brown

above with reddish-brown on inner webs of wing feathers visible in

flight; prominent white tips to outer tail-feathers; underparts white;

upper bill dark, lower orange-yellow, slightly down-curved. A regular

passage migrant through Trinidad and Tobago. (< Fr aux ailes rousses

‘with reddish wings’) 0 (Chapman 1894:65)

coucou manioc a ventre roussatre n obs Coccyzus melacoryphus

[= Piaya melacorypha

]

(E dark-billed cuckoo, red-bellied piava), a

bird, 25 cm (10") long. Upperparts grey-brown; throat greyish,

becoming reddish-buff on lower underparts; crown and back of neck

dark grey; tail long, black, tipped white; bill black, slightly down-

curved. A rare resident in Trinidad mangrove swamps. (< Fr a ventre

roussatre ‘with reddish belly’) 0 (Chapman 1894:65)

coucou manioc gris n obs Coccyzus minor, a bird, 30 cm (12") long.

Upperparts brownish grey; throat whitish to buff on underparts; broad

blackish ear-patch; tail long, black, broadly tipped white. (< Fr gris

‘grey’) = >coucou manioc 2
0 (Chapman 1894:65)

couesse n Mastigodryas boddaertii boddaertii (Trin) or M. b. dunni

(Tob), a non-venomous snake, /kuss/ (< FC < Fr coureuse ‘runner;

racer’) = grass machet, grass snake, machet 3
,
>machete couesse

2
0

(Emsley 1977)

cough 1 n With the, any persistent cough. (< E cough ‘a diseased con-

dition of the respiratory organs manifesting itself in fits of coughing’)

0 I have the cough. 0 Two weeks now she have the cough.

2 n arc Tuberculosis. 0 (Ottley 1971:64) 0 Mi granny take een with

the cough and she dead one time.

cough like a dog phr Make a deep hoarse cough, (ff similarity to

cough of a dog with worms) 0 Rama was coughing like a dog and

getting on. (Ladoo 1972:51)

could v Be able to; be good at; generally equivalent to E can. 0 If you
see him - the man could well swim. 0 TRINIDADIAN could STAN-
DARD ENGLISH can... The negative of “could” in Trinidadian is not

“couldn’t” but /kya/ (“can’t”). The negative of “could have” is

“couldn’t have”. (Solomon 1993:114)

coulda 1 v Was able to; was good at; generally equivalent to E could.

(< could + a < have) 0 ‘I remember him like today, and is how long

ago I see him play?... Is true. The man coulda bat.’ (Lovelace

1988:84) 0 Ah remember once Zip Mouth gimme bout four hurry cal-

pet. Ah didn’t know he coulda run so fast. (Foster 1990:36) 0 He was
one ah de most feared characters because he coulda pelt big stone

good an would even come in school behine yuh. (Foster 1990:122) 0

The Catholic church it was nice too but then I go tell you in those

days the Catholic people they used to pray in Latin and then I find

with the Presbyterian church everything in English so you could’a

understand. (Mohammed 1993:227)

2 i’ Have been able to; had been able to; might have; would have been

able to; a conditional generally equivalent to E could have. 0 Ah cud

ah did kiss de wite man foot wen he gie me de money an ah beg he

parden fo how ah charg de brick behine he, but he tell me doan mine

dat an ah tell he good-by. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 “The next thing I know
is they released me while one of them kept saying, ‘you lucky, you

coulda get more licks’.” (Bomb 31 July 1987:25) 0 “Well, we can’t

read. And if we coulda read, that woulda make no difference,”

another volunteered. (Gosine 1988:44) 0 ‘This not bad, you know, it

not bad, eh ?... Is just that I, I coulda eat those heavy cakes.’ (Lovelace

1988:84) 0 “Or they coulda charge she with Public Mischief because

she create some good kangkatang in we quiet and peaceful [Tobago].”

(£X21 May 1995:11)

could have v Was able to; generally equivalent to E could, whereas E
could have generally indicates something possible but not actually

done. 0 Near to the edge of the water, there was a vine hanging from a

tree. With the vine the courageous youth believed that it could have

carried him safely to the other bank... Not one protested when Sona

said he would perform the dangerous act. (Narine 1979:57) 0 The

tearful woman added that as she was beginning to feel comfortable,

she felt a baton on her back, and as she turned around, all she could

have seen was a huge security officer looking at her, then he roughly

yelled out to her to move. (Bomb 4 Mar 1988:12) 0 “When I arrived

home and saw the state ofmy place, all I could have done was cry my
heart out and hope that I would be compensated for all the damages

done to my home.” (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:12) 0 “His sisters made a

cake and took it down to the National Stadium all the way from Sobo

Village, La Brea,” she said. “It was the most we could have done.”

(Punch 19 Nov 1989:8) 0 Only last Monday... I got stuck behind a line

of maxi taxis on Charlotte Street. So close to work yet so far. It was so

infuriating. I had to wait a good 15 minutes before I could have moved
a few centimetres. (EX 3 Jan 1993:23) 0 TRINIDADIAN could have

STANDARD ENGLISH could; could have (Solomon 1993:1 14)

coulev, coulebre n A long cylindrical basket used to drain grated bitter

CASSAVA, /kulev, kulsb/ (< FC ‘snake’ < Fr coulevre, type of long

cylindrical snake) = matepi, >sebucan, cassava squeezer 0 Another

very essential piece of kitchen equipment was the “couleve”, a long

tube-like basket into which grated cassava was pressed in order to

extract the juice. (Kassiram ca. 1970:8) 0 [She] describes her method

of making cassava bread in this manner: She grates, squeezes, sifts

and eventually bakes the casssava through a ‘coulebre’ until it becomes

dry like flour which is then added to the other ingredients to make the

bread. The grated cassava replaces the flour. This ‘flour’ can also be

used for dumplings, porridge, coocoo and farine... The ‘coulebre’ is

made with ... terite... which is well woven into a long hollow basket.

(Woodroffe 1974: 11)0 After removing the skin by peeling, the cassava

is grated and then strained through a “couleve”... a tube-like article,

woven out of “terite” [which] is used for squeezing out the poisonous

cassava milk from the pulped cassava. (Chauharjarsingh 1982)
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coulirou n Prob. Caranx bartholomaei (E yellowjack), a small edible

marine fish. = coolihoo, jack-fish, small coulihou 0 (de Verteuil

1858:453) 0 The barracuta and a small fish called coulirou are occa-

sionally poisonous; but the only evil effects brought on are vomiting

and purging, accompanied with urticaria, and which easily yield to

proper treatment, (de Verteuil 1884:394)

country bookie n An unsophisticated rural person. (< E country

‘rural; unsophisticated’ + Wolof bouki ‘hyena’; the hyena is widely

used in folktales as a duped trickster who is unreliable, often taken in,

almost never successful; he often attempts to imitate the successful

trickster Anansi but ends up getting caught; see Gaudet 1992:66-72) 0

Lizzy say ah is ah country bookie, an ah grow up in a cane piece. (PC

24 Sept 1904) 0 Myra had told Cora that he was a country-bookie-, she

had said that in jest, but really, what else was he to have forgotten to

buy a tie? (Mendes 1934:114) 0 Countree-bookie - a yokel, country

bumpkin (ESTT 1956) 0 [T]he idle youths who have nothing better to

do than stand around Marine Square waylaying foreigners and coun-

try bookies. (Macaw 1960:82) 0 Many of the village lads thirsted for

her attention, but she would have none of them. Her father was no

“hand to mouth nigger” and she would not settle for any “country

bookie.” (Lewis 1972:7) 0 Yer car beat a Country Bookie fer smart-

ness although dey look simple, dey quick, but I do' know wat dey

want. (Matura 1982:57) 0 The town boys who don’t have anything to

do but idle beside the road calling out as we pass, ‘Aie country!

Country booky!’ They want to know what part of The Main we’re

from. If we could talk language. (Stewart 1989:140) 0 “The new
shoes pinching.” “Keep them on, you got to get accustom. You don’t

want people to laugh and call you country-bookie?” (Selvon

1 99 1 a:40) 0 Because you ain’t going to be no country-bookie coolie

boy! That’s why you went to University! (Selvon 1 99 1 d: 1 37) 0

Another name I had in mind was “Country Bookie”. This name I

thought would juxtapose the concept of education (bookie) and of

indigenous products from the “country”. However, I decided against

this name because of the negative connotations associated with the

term. (HERBS STAR 4 June 2000:13)

countryman 1 n obs A respectful tenn for a fellow passenger from

Africa, esp. someone from the same country, region, ethnic or lan-

guage group; also slaves of the same owner. = massa nigger 0 “How
d’ye, countryman?” said the boatman as he rowed his skiff to land;

for Belfond’s mother having been a Koromantyn, he was often

claimed as kin by the Negroes of that nation. (Wilkins 1854:72) 0 The

real Africans among us call themselves countiyman or massa niger,

that is, negroes who belonged to the same master. (Uh 1883:248)

2 n arc A person you know well. 0 Countryman! How yuh going?

countryman’s clock n arc Crypturellus soui, a ground-dwelling bird,

21.2 cm (8.5") long, (fr folk belief that the bird calls at regular inter-

vals throughout the day) = >caille
1

0 The quail whistles a sharp, trem-

ulous note in the early morning, at noon, at sunset and at midnight.

On that account, it is called the “countryman’s clock.” (De Suze 1941

rev. Hart 1960)

country mark n obs In many traditional African societies, one or

more physical scars, most often on the face, made to indicate a

person’s tribal affiliation. = mark3
0 Whether the Slave has any, and

what seams and marks on the face, or other parts of the body, such as

African Slaves commonly have, and which are usually called country

marks. (CO/295/28 1812:252a)

country-side n Tob In Tobago, the windward side of the island, the

areas around Roxborough, Charlotteville, Bayside; across from the

LOW-SIDE. = >top-side 0 You have to go country-side for that,

country wormwood n Parthenium hysterophorus, an aromatic weedy
native herb with divided leaves and small white flower-heads. Used
medicinally. (< E country ‘rural’ + wormwood, Artemisia absinthium,

a plant with bitter-tasting leaves) = bitterweed, >whitehead (broom) 1

,

white-top, wormwood3
0 In look and smell it so recalls Wormwood

(Artemisia) that I call it in my M.S. flora “Country Wormwood,” or

“Bitterweed.” (JFNC Aug 1893:213)

coupeah n Portulaca oleracea, a creeping native plant with succulent

leaves, edible when cooked, /kupex/ = bhaaji
2

, nona bhaaji, nuniya

bhaaji, pashley, pasley, >pussley 0 Diarrhoea: Coupeah or Pasley ...

Guava leaves. (Bush Medicine, 1976b: 19)

coupeci coupela 1 adj Two-faced; hypocritical; untrustworthy, /kupesi

kupela/ (< Fr comme-ci comme-qa, couci-couqa ‘so-so’; poss. also

< Fr cote-ci cote-la ‘this side that side’) 0 (Ottley 1971:39) 0 Coupeci

coupela / doctor-shop knife — two-sided. (Daniel msl ca. 1960)

2 adj So-so, neither really good nor really bad. (< Fr comme-ci

comme-qa, couci-couqa ‘so-so’; poss. also < Fr cote-ci cote-la ‘this

side that side’) = coteci-cotela 0 “How yuh going?” “Coupeci

coupela.” (1996)

3 adv Report of a conversation without specifying the words. 0 He
talkin, coupeci-coupela. (poss. influenced by Fr patati-patata, indi-

cating someone talking)

coupion n The small triangular bone forming the termination of the

spinal column, usu. in referring to people and fowls. /kupi5/(< Fr

croupion ‘rump’) = cogzik bone; fowl-bottom 0 (Ryan 1985:3) 0

Coupiyont bone. “Cogzik” bone. The last vertebrae of the spine.

(Mendes 1985:39)

coupiya mouth n A disrespectful or impolite gesture made by pushing

out the lower lip, sometimes both lips. Also to turn mouth to one side

and partially open the mouth as if to speak, but hold that position

without speaking. /kupiyA, kuja / (poss. < coupion or couyori) =
>couyah mouth 0 Doh make coupiya mouth!

couple-few adj Two or more; several. = two-three 0 “Oh come nuh

man, lemme take way couple-few shilling before you go.” (Hill “The

Ping-Pong” 1966:10) 0 What I watching is them couple-few carat

huts. I could see only two house what have galvanise roof. (Selvon

1 99 1 b:56)

courba n Cucurbita pepo, a type of cultivated pumpkin, a ground vine

bearing large round fruits cooked as a vegetable, /kurba/ (?< LAS
curbana a shrub <? Amer) = giraumon, >pumpkin 0 Courba ...

Cucurbita maxima (CFNI 1971:23)

courbaril, coubary, courbary n Hymenaea courbaril, a large native

evergreen tree, to 35 m (112') or more high, girth to 6 m (19'). Bark

hard, smooth, grey, thick; underbark wine-red with light mottlings.

Bark exudes gum. Wood hard, heavy, tough, close-grained, yellow-

ish-brown when cut, darkening to reddish-brown with age; used for

furniture, /kurbaril, kurbari, kubari/ (< Amer) = >locust, stinking toe

0 Coubary or Locust. (Joseph 1838a:80) 0 Courbaril. Locust. Stinking

Toe ... The wood is used for wheelwrights work and formerly for fur-

niture making. It does not last well in the ground. (FTT 1931-1-4:283)

courier n In WHE-WHE, a person who collects and records bets, brings

them in to the BANKER, and helps distribute the winnings. (< E courier

‘a running messenger; a messenger for an underground or espionage

organization’) = >marker, runner, tout, travelling agent 0 A very impor-

tant aspect of the early game was the role played by individuals vari-

ously called “touts”, “travelling agents”, “markers”, and “couriers”...

they helped punters to choose “marks” by interpreting dreams and

events, and even the Chinese nomenclature. (McCree 1996:5-6)

couroucay see KOUROUKY

couroucou n obs Trogon viridis [= T. strigilatus] (E white-tailed

trogon), a bird, 27.5 cm (11") long. Male: head and breast dark blue;

upperparts green; rump bluish; wings black; lower underparts golden

yellow; outer tail black at base broadly tipped and edged white.

Female head, breast and upperparts dull brownish grey. Common res-

ident of forests at all levels in Trinidad. = grand couroucou a ventre

jaune 0 (Chapman 1894:62)

couroucou a ventre rouge n obs Trogon collaris exoptatus (E col-

lared trogon), a bird, 25 cm (10") long. Male upperparts and breast

dark green, glossed bronze; face blackish; wings black and white;

white breast-band; white line above lower underparts scarlet; outer

tail-feathers barred black and white, tipped white; eyering orange; bill

yellow. Female brown instead of green; whitish eye-ring; lower

underparts paler red. (< Fr d ventre rouge ‘with red belly’) 0 (Chap-

man 1894:62)

course v Saunter; walk in a casual, relaxed manner. (< E course ‘run

or move swiftly over a place or along a path’) = coast, cruise 0 Not
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having anything of interest to do he was coursing his body around the

Savannah when he was attacked from behind. (ESTT 1956)

courten v Court; woo; traditionally the stage at which the man is

allowed inside the house under parental supervision. (< E court ‘pay

amorous attention to; woo; make love to with a view to marriage; +
-e/7, parallel to fisheri, glideir, prob. fr consideration of common -ing

forms, e.g. fishing, courting
,
gliding, as base fonns of the verb) 0 You

com hoam da sayin you want fo coatin wid me honarebble, but ah no

way kine ah honarebble coat you cud coatin, wid you trowsis whay
gat patch pan patch, an you close way stan pan you jes like wen you

stuff petatar in a bag fo sell pan de warf. (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 “Is

Henry’s own fault,” said a third, “he shouldn’t courten more than one

woman.” (Ottley 1962:63) 0 Is today dat man courtening to dat girl.

(Ottley 1971) 0 Courten sweeter than hog pork Saturday morning.

(Daniel 1990)

Court of Consulado n obs A court comprised of merchants and a

judge, hearing certain types of commercial cases. (< Sp consulado

‘consulate’) 0 Previous to the Capitulation there had also been a

Court of Consulado, or Chamber of Commerce, composed of mer-

chants, having jurisdiction in all commercial cases and presided over

by a Judge appointed by the Governor. Upon the appointment of

Mr. Nihell as Chief Judge [in 1 797], this Court ceased to exist, but

was revived in 1801, at the request of the merchants. (Fraser

1891:111)

Court of Residencia n obs A set of hearings on the performance of an

out-going colonial Governor. (< Sp residencia ‘post of a resident for-

eign minister’) 0 Whenever the term of office of a Governor expired,

another officer of rank equal to his own was sent to the seat of his

Government to hold for a certain fixed period what was called a Court

of Residencia, during which time all persons having cause of com-
plaint against the outgoing Governor or those who had acted under

his orders had an ample opportunity of stating their grievances.

(Fraser 1891 :4-7)

cousin maho see KUZEN MAHO
coutelas 1 n Gymnotus carapo (E banded knifefish ), an eel-like fresh-

water fish, /kutsla, kutla/ (< Fr coutelas ‘cutlass’ fr shape + colour)

= >cutlass fish
1

,
knife-fish, tiger knife-fish 0 The “coutelas,” or “cut-

lass fish," belongs to the genus Carapus Cuv., of the family of Gym-
notidae, and has no other relation to the Scombroid genus Trichiurus

than as a member of the same class, and its only resemblance consists

in the elongation of the tail into a filament. (Gill 1858:368) 0 A fish

found in ponds and ravines, resembling the lamprey; hence its name
of cutlass-fish, or coutelas. (de Verteuil 1884:389) 0 Gymnotus
carapo... cutlass fish, coutelas. (Boeseman 1960:98-9)

2 n Trichiurus lepturns (E snake mackerel), a long, narrow, silver

marine fish; slightly curved in shape, tail tapering to a sharp point;

only the dorsal fin noticeable; long mouth with long sharp teeth.

Considered good eating when large size. = cutlass
4

, cutlass-fish
2
0

(Vincent 1910:52) 0 Coutelas... Trichiuirus lepturus , Eng. cutlassfish.

(AACC 1945:107)

couvalli see CAVALLI

couyah mouth, cooyah, cuyah, couyon n A disrespectful or impolite

gesture, usu. indicating derision or scorn, made by pushing out the

lower lip, sometimes both lips, to the front or one side. Also to turn

mouth to one side and partially open the mouth as if to speak, but

hold that position without speaking. Sometimes accompanied by a

rocking motion of a bent-back thumb, /kuya maut/ (< coupiya mouth
< coupion) = coupiya mouth 0 You give me cooyah mouth and mad-

talking [Vc] me. (Chalkdust “Ash Wednesday Jail”, pr Williams

1983) 0 Cuyah mouth. (Haynes 1987: 17) 0 The Queen and she whole

family I sure she making couyah mouth on we... they want to colo-

nialize we again. (Brother Marvin “Ah Wonder" 1993) 0 Does no one

else make couyon mouth when a fellow Trini asks them to explain

what toopi [s/c] tambu is? (ND 15 May 2007:10)

couyenard, cooyenard n arc Nonsense, stupidity. (< FC < Fr couil-

lonnade ‘nonsense, insanity’) = >kwionad 0 “Can you recollect any

remarkable cures effected by the Saint through her intercession?” we
asked Mr. Pamphile. “That is all ‘Cooyenard’,” (patois for nonsense)

he replied. “I am here 1
1
years and I have never heard of any.” (TG

2 May 1933:1) 0 Foolishness, couyonad!, That’s what you’ll hear

from the Pierrot Grenade, They’ll fill your head with old talk. (Lion

“I Send My Wife to the Market” 1940)

couyon, cullion n A stupid person, someone who is easily fooled or

taken advantage of. (< Fr couillon ‘imbecile’) 0 Who run, capong: -

who stay, cuyong! (Fortune ca 1950-59:3) 0 ‘But how can you know
is not the boy who do the job?... But you make all this talk.' Dardain

said: ‘If I was cullion, fool, Assivero, you feel I make this talk with

you? I know what 1 say.’ (Lovelace 1968:176) 0 “Gyul behave yuh-

self an stop acting so cuyoh over de small island man!” (Baptiste

1993:51)

cover v Have sex with, said of a man with a woman. (< E cover ‘of a

stallion, copulate with a mare’) = ride
2

, throw
8
0 So there he was,

with his flannel shirt off on a chilly night... And I said to him... ‘Let

me put something over you.' And he made a naughty joke when I said

that... ‘/will cover you,' he told me. (Hercules 1980:172-3)

covetie pocham, copocheepocham, couvetie pocham, covetti

pocham, covity pocham n A type of large round flat ginger biscuit,

sometimes with scalloped edges, /kovetipotfam/ (< FC < Fr couver-

ture de pot de chambre ‘chamber pot cover’ fr large round flat shape)

= penny piece 0 Couverti-pot-chambre - A large, round, ginger bis-

cuit with scalloped edges (also called - Pain-de-Pis) (ESTT 1956) 0

Couveti pocham - a sweet resembling the cover of a chamber pot.

(Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 ‘The parlour... by New Town where we used

to buy salt prune and iron man and covetti pocham, you remember
now?’ (Jones 1973:47) 0 Couveti pocham was one for a cent just

down the road by the comer of Pelham Street, and Jakey’s shop on

the way down had sweets at eight for one cent. (Araujo 1984:17) 0

Good “Boy Days”, when any boy who was lucky to have six cents or

twelve cents, would with his gang feast on pay-me, chilly-bee-bee,

pistache, pone, sugarcake, tooloom, tamerind-deuxans, and couvert

de pot chambre. (Bynoe 1 985 :vi) 0 Copocheepocham [sic]: A flat

crispy bake, brown in colour with a spice flavour. Break it up, keep in

your pocket to eat at school. Many a child was flogged for eating in

class. (Pantino 1999:32)

cowa n Artocarpus heterophyllus, a BREADFRUIT-like tree and its

fruit, /kowa/ (H-Bh kowa ‘ripe, juicy, edible seed coating’) = coolie

chataigne, jackfruit, >katahar, kocar 0 Bandool also involved herself

in agriculture and had Coowa (Jackfruit) trees planted at the back of

her house. (Deen 1994:27) 0 Another fruit that is slowly becoming

extinct is the Cowa (Hindi word) the English name of which is Jack

Fruit. It was brought to TT by indentured Indian labourers more than

150 years ago. Hindus consider this plant sacred. Its leaves are used

for the performance of the sacred puja (rituals) after the death of a

Hindu. The ceremony is called “Dhoona Mohi.”... “The leaves from

the Cowa are used for holding of the milk that is offered to the gods

and goddess for the Hindu cremation”... The Cowa is similar to

the Chataigne in many ways although a single Cowa can weigh up to

30 lbs! The seeds are also boiled and eaten as a delicacy. The pulp of

the Cowa is bright yellow in colour and it is sweet in taste. The trunks

of the Cowa trees are also used for making drums called the Dholak.

(Newsday 17 Aug 2003:A-23)

cowage see COWITCH

coward adj Cowardly; timid; afraid. (< E coward ‘a timid or uncoura-

geous person’) 0 She said, “You too coward!” I say, “You really talk

nice!” (Tiger “Miss Marie’s Advice” 1938) 0 Coward man keep

whole bones. There are times when it is better to give way than to per-

sist in a course of action. (Herskovits 1945:198) 0 Yes I have all right

to coward look how I small. And them people ain’t making joke at all.

(Lord Pretender “The Strike Situation” 1947 pr) 0 “Boy, you so cow-

ard - look how frighten he was!” Lennard said, laughing. (Anthony

1967:41) 0 But Sook knew that Choonilal and Tailor were not going

to fight; they were too coward to have a scuffle. (Ladoo 1974:6) 0

Him! He so coward and weak that he must dear off out of the village,

afraid to face the men! (Selvon 199 Id: 180)

cow band, cow mas n obs A traditional CARNIVAL MAS BAND in

which the participants dress and act like cattle and bull-fighters. See
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also BAD-CATTLE, JANELLE. 0 The Cow Band... [dates] back... from

the days of Canboulay, which went out of existence in 1880-1881...

The Cow Band of those days consisted of a small band of about a

dozen men dressed in full length gowns of sacking made from rice

bags or... light-weight sacking... completely covered with dried plan-

tain... leaves. Each masquerader wore a home-made papier-mache

mask representing the head of a cow surmounted by a pair of horns.

The band had no music but they had a great deal of fun charging

among spectators with make-believe ferocity... the “Janelle,” a mata-

dor-like character, uncostumed in short trousers and sporting a red

flag, rushed among the cows pretending to infuriate them. Another,

manipulating a lasso, made playful attempts at capturing them. After

an absence of some years this type of masquerade was taken up by

men of the city abbatoir [sic] and this early form of the Cow Band

became part of the “old mask” features of the Monday carnival’s

“Jour Ouvert.” On the second and final day of Carnival (Tuesday),

the Cow Band of the later period came out in brightly coloured cos-

tumes, with picadors and a matador with cape challenging the cows...

in a band of about 40 to 50 persons, the majority comprising singers,

both male and female led by a “chantuelle,” and musicians... The cow
character wore tight-fitting breeches of yellow velvet or satin with

gold braid and spangles along the sides and around the bottom end at

the knees. His tight-fitting maroon satin long-sleeved blouse was

completely covered with a “sutash” decoration of gold braid. He wore

gloves, cream stockings and alpagats. A well secured cap-like con-

traption on the head supported a pair of highly polished cow horns. A
short section of the hairy part of the cow’s tail was attached to the seat

of the breeches. An imported wire gauze mask replaced the cow mask

of the previous day... Male singers and the musicians wore yellow

breeches, maroon shirts with billowing sleeves... a sash around the

waist and red beret. The women wore yellow shirts, red or maroon

bodices and headties... “They were very wild; people used to be

afraid of them, and would get out of their way.” (Carr 1959:22) 0 “I

am longing to see a modem bandleader bringing back a good, old

fashion cow band... Cow mas is a mas people haven’t seen for years.

It die away. I am trying to bring it back.” (TG 15 Feb 2004:61)

cow-bird n Tob Crotophaga ani , a bird, 32.5 cm (13") long. Black

glossed with purple; tail long; bill black with upper part arched. Very

sociable; often found on grass near grazing cattle, feeding on insects

stirred ujr by the larger animals, (fr associating with cows) =

blackbird
-

, mel cobo, old witch, savannah blackbird, >tick bird
1

cowboy n A quick wash or bathe with little water; usu. with take. =

(prob. fr image of cowboy as having little time or water to bathe) 0 A
Trini... does have a cowboy when water gone. {EX-S 31 Aug
1988:37)

cow-cattle n A cow; female cow. (< E cow- ‘the female of any bovine

animal’ + cattle) 0 He buy a next cow-cattle from Ramdeen.

cow coon n obs An original Chinese WHEWHE MARK, meaning

COBO. (< Ch) 0 (Alexander 1909)

cowfish n Acanthostracion quadricornis, a marine fish with a box-like

body and two little horns on the top of the head, (fr resemblance of

face and horns to cow) = sea cow 1

0 (LNP 1 985)

cowfoot n Pothomorphe peltata [~ Piper peltatum, P. pruinosum, P
speciosum, Peperomia peltata], a large native plant or small shrub

.5-2 m ( 1 9.5"-6') tall. Leaves broadly rounded and cordate at base,

18-42 x 15-40 cm (7-16.4 x 5.8-15.6"), smooth except for minute

hairs on nerves. Similar to Piper marginatum , but among other differ-

ences, main stems thicker, entire shrub is velvety, leaves much larger,

reaching 20-40 cm (7.8-15.6”) long; 4-8 flower spikes borne together

in the leaf axil, (fr resemblance of leaf to cow hoofprint) = cowheel
bush, fei solei, jumbie candle

2
, lani bois

2
, sun hat 0 (FTT 1977-2-

8:537-8) 0 In Trinidad, the name l’ani bwa is sometimes attributed to

the entirely different plant, Pothomorphe peltata , which is also

known here as fei solei, and sun hat ... This plant is also called “cow
foot” a reference to the obvious resemblance of its leaves. (Morean
1992a:30)

cow gri-gri n Bactris setulosa, a densely spiny native palm; flowers

yellow; edible red fruit, /kau grigri/ = cuesa, >gri-gri
2

, mararave,

sampson palm, wild grigri
1

cowhage see COWITCH

cow-heel n Hoof or foot of a cow, used in making soup. (< arc E cow-

heel ‘a dish made by stewing the foot of a cow or ox so as to form a

jelly’) = cattle foot 0 He was eatin’ cow heel soup by Newtown Inn

when de quake pass. (Keens-Douglas 1984:51) 0 Wash and scrape

cowheel. Clean and rinse in lime juice and water. Cut into pieces and

put into cold deep water to cook. (Hunt 1985a:27) 0 He talked with

Lydia and her father for a while, drank the rest of his cow-heel soup

and rejoined the merrymaking in the yard. (James 1990:285) 9 The

barrack-yard dwellers in the slaughtery district of St Joseph Road and

John John could no longer obtain “patchay”, various bits of off-cuts

and intestines that were very cheap and freely available in times of

glut. The hooves of the cattle from which the supposedly nourishing,

glutinous cow heel soup was made also became unobtainable.

(Cummings 2004: 1 65)

cow-heel bush n Pothomorphe peltata , a native large plant or small

shrub .5-2 m (1.6-6') tall. Leaves broadly rounded and cordate at

base, 18-42 x 15-40 cm (7-16.4 x 5.8-15.6"). (fr resemblance of leaf

to cow hoofprint) = >cowfoot, fei solei, jumbie candle , lani bois
,

sun hat 0 Cowheel bush. Pothomorphe peltata. Leaf decoctions are

taken to treat belly pain. (Seaforth et al. 1998:526) 0 (Wallace

2002:29)

cowhorn n A cultivated plantain of the AAB group horn plantain,

more angular than French plantains, less strongly vertical on

stalk. Probably introduced to tropical America from West Africa, but

origin is prob. South India, (fr resemblance of shape to a cow horn) =

>hom plantain, horse plantain 0 (Stover & Simmonds 1987:163)

cowitch, cowage, cowhage 1 n Any of several plants, usu. vines,

bearing pods with highly irritant hairs. Most commonly, Mucima
pruriens, a woody native vine. Leaflets rhomboid or triangular, to

15 x 9 cm (5.8 x 3.5"); long silvery hairs lie flat along stem beneath.

Flowers numerous, on long racemes. Pods narrowly oblong, 4-8 x

1.5 cm (1.6-3.1 x .6"), ribbed along each margin; densely covered

with brownish-yellow irritating hairs; contain 2-6 seeds 1 cm (A")

long. (< E cowage < H kewnch ‘ Mucima prurita
,
a vine with stinging

hairs on the pods’, reanalyzed as cow fr association with pastures +

itch, fr symptom) = common cowitch 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:226) 0 “Keep

quiet nuh! Like yuh have cow itch or what?” (Baptiste 1993:47) 0

The fruit which develop in the dry season are in the form of pods

bunched together and are up to 8 centimeters long and covered when
mature with copious brown pungent hairs, which if examined under a

powerful lens will be seen to have a small hook at the end. Cow Itch

is frequently found in cultivations and woodland margins. The stem,

leaves and flowers of the plant are harmless but the pods or fruit are

to be carefully avoided and the vine should be cut down before the

fruit are produced. If one’s clothes have come into contact with cow
itch it is wise to destroy them, as no amount of washing seems to suc-

ceed in removing the tenacious hairs and once these get in contact

with the skin they may cause swelling, pain and itching which can

last up to two weeks before it eventually disappears, (de Verteuil

1993:86) 9 [Horses’] hind quarters are occasionally rubbed with cow
itch (Mucuna pruriens), this is said to help them come out of the

boxes faster, since the plant acts as an irritant... The use of cow itch

on race day is considered an offence by the Trinidad and Tobago rac-

ing authority. (Lans 2006:73,75)

2 n Dalechampia tiliifolia [~ D. pruriens], a native plant that climbs

by means of a twining stem. Young branches yellow woolly, with

marked fine ridges. Leaves to 14 x 15 cm (5.5 x 5.8"), very deeply 3-

lobed, base heart-shaped, lobes ovate to ovate-lanceolate, tip pointed

or rounded; margins sometimes slightly serrated; shortly hairy above,

densely below. Flowers at ends of short branches, with 3-5 cm
(1-2.2") long bracts; densely yellow-woolly; enclosing 3 female and

more numerous male flowers. Fruit a 3-lobed capsule, .6 x 1.2 cm
(.24 x .5"). = vine nettle, zooti

1

9 (FTT 1979-2-10:684)
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3 n Mucuna sloanei [= M. urens], a strong woody native vine, often

found climbing over tall trees. Leaflets elliptical-ovate, to 18 x 10 cm
(7 x 3.9"), thinly hairy or smooth above; densely covered with silky

silvery hairs lying flat along the stem beneath. Flowers yellow, upper

part 3-3.5 cm (1.2-1.4") long; mid-part bell-shaped with unequal pet-

als broader at top and longer at bottom; in long-stalked clusters. Pod
woody, winged crosswise and along margin, to 10 x 5 cm (3.9 x 2"),

with stiff bristly irritating hairs; 2-4 round compressed seeds 2-3 cm
(.8-1.2") diameter. = donkey-eye

2
0 (FTT 1931-1-4:225-6)

4 n Tragia volubilis, a slender, twisting native plant, all above-ground

parts covered with stiff stinging hairs. = female stinging nettle, nettle

vine, stinging nettle
3

,
>twining cowitch, zooti

3

cow mas see COW BAND

cow-milk n Milk from a cow, as opposed to, e.g. a goat or BISON.

(< obs dial E cow-milk ‘milk of the cow’) 0 I buy me cow-milk, flour

inside it. (Wonder “My Troubles in the Eastern Market” 1951) 0 I

went into the pantry and took two sucrier figs and some cow’s milk.

(Araujo 1984:86)

cowpea n Vigna unguiculata , a cultivated vine bearing an edible pea,

whitish with a black spot. = >gub-gub 0 Shade the ground round your

young tree from the very first with some nodule-bearing leguminous

cover crop such as the native carpet-like begger weeds... and some
erect herbaceous species like the cow pea, or black eye pea (vigna

catjang). (POSG 23 Oct 1907:5) 0 Cowpea black eye Vigna sinensis,

also Cowpea, gub-gub. (Pariag 1975:39)

cow shoemaker n Siderone marthesia [~ Anaea marthesia], a butter-

fly, wingspan to 5.7 cm (2.3"). Dark brown to black; pointed upper

wings with two red bands; lower wings slightly elongated, small red

dots; mottled underwings. Female brown or pink centrally, no black

band on top wing. Resembles dried leaf when at rest. (prob. fr early

specimens being caught on cow droppings) 0 (Barcant 1970:107-8)

cowskin n arc A long whip made of plaited leather strips, (fr being

made ofcow leather) 0 A typical overseer’s lash in Jamaica was made
of plaited cowhide. This was sometimes used in Trinidad, where it

was called a “cowskin”. In the hands of a stem overseer it drew blood

through the breeches of a slave. Often in Trinidad the whip was made
of twine, even the so called cat-o’-nine-tails sometimes having only

three tails, (de Verteuil 1992:58)

cow-tongue n Gossip; news-carrier, (fr cow having a large tongue) =

long tongue 0 She is a real cow-tongue.

cow-tongue dumpling n A flat flour dumpling boiled in water or

soup, (fr being large and flat, like a cow’s tongue) 0 ‘Cow tongue’

Dumplings... The mixture must be very, very stiff, so add water cau-

tiously whilst mixing the ingredients... Knead again and cut into

pieces that fit into the palm of the hand. Roll this into a ball, and then

flatten them in your palm. (Nelson & Puddy 2004: 14)

coxette see COCKSET

crab n Cramp; metal piece used to hold something steady. (< E crab

‘an apparatus for hoisting or hauling weights, originally a machine

with claw-like pieces’; also poss. influenced by E cramp ‘a small bar

of metal with bent ends used for holding together two pieces of tim-

ber, etc.’) 0 “Put crabs on the post to set it in the concrete.” (2001

)

crab and callaloo phr Callaloo made with crab, rather than SALT
MEAT. 0 Though your wife may need your crab and the callaloo.

Stew beef or pork and pound plantain too. But the time is too hard to

get that today. (Lion “Bargee Pelauri” 1936) 0 If you decide to live on

provision. For, we got cush cush and eddo, Dasheen, yam, tannia and

potato. We got we crab and calaloo. And you’ll get your fresh fish

and coo-coo. (Dictator “Farewell to British Guiana” 1950 pr) 0

Cassava dumpling with crab and callaloo. Creole rice with pound

plantain and yard fowl. Paime and local wine. Sample it all at today’s

Folk Fair. (EX 4 Oct 1987:2) 0 “Trinidad and Tobago will always be

home to me. It’s the only place I can eat crab and callaloo that tastes

like food.” (Bomb 2 Feb 1996:28)

crab-back, crab back, crabback 1 n A dish of seasoned crabmeat

and breadcrumbs, cooked in the empty crab shell, (fr use of empty

back shell to hold mixture) 0 The little chap is not quite sure what to

do with his collection of crabs! Perhaps he has not heard of callaloo

or crabback. (TG 15 Jan 1933: 12)0 The day before at the Union Club

we had enjoyed a lunch that consisted chiefly of a West Indian deli-

cacy known as crab-backs... Country people bring in big baskets of

[crabs] and sell them to Port of Spain cooks for crab-backs at the rate

of about two cents apiece. (Ditmars & Bridges 1935:180) 0 Crab

Backs. Take the meat from a dozen blue crabs. Add it to half cup of

butter in which chipped seasoning... has been simmering. Add some
bread crumbs... and put in the shells, (de Boissiere ca 1945:19) 0

Long lines of booths had been built supplying every kind of Trini-

dadian sweetmeat and snack-roti and dal puri.... tree-oysters and

crab-backs... lagers and rums. (Bryans 1967:201) 0 The crab backs

and soft beds at the Hilton preyed on Tuffnell’s mind. (Hosein

1980:93) 0 “It have a little shop in St Ann’s that used to sell real good

crab backs.” (Baptiste 1993:47) 0 By the time he got up the stairs the

girl had been served a crab-back and coffee. (Andersen 2004: 165)

2 n Discarded crab shell backs. 0 It has not yet been ascertained just

who is responsible for dumping the garbage, which has been found to

contain crab-backs and fish guts. (EX 18 Jan 1993)

crab eye, crab’s eye n Abrus precatorius
,
a slender, somewhat woody

native vine, common on hedges and poles. Leaves 5-13 cm (2-5.1")

long with 10-20 pairs of small leaflets, oblong or broadened in upper

part, rounded at both ends, to 2 cm x 6 mm (.8 x .24"), hairy beneath.

Flowers pea-like, light pink, 8-12 mm (.3-.47") long, in numerous

crowded racemes 3.8 cm (1.5") long. Fruit pod oblong, beaked, to

3.5 x 1.5 cm (1.4 x .6"), curls back on opening. Small bright scarlet

seeds with a black base, ovoid or ellipsoid, 5-7 mm (.2-.28") long,

very poisonous if eaten; sometimes boiled slightly to soften and

strung to make necklaces or used for ornament, (fr resemblance to

small, round, black-tipped eyes of a crab) = devil eye, >jumbie bead2
,

licorice, rosary bead, string vine 0 The creeping Crab’s-eye Vine

(Abrus precatorius), will scramble over the fence. (Kingsley 1880:377)

0 Abrus precatorius... Crabs’ Eyes. Jumbie Seeds. A native climbing

plant, with slender stems, locally common on hedges, &c... The ripe

pods, l'/4 by 3/8 inch, burst displaying the four or five small, hard

seeds, brilliant red with a dark spot, used in rosaries, ornamental bead

work... The raw seeds ground up with water are intensely poisonous:

boiled however, they are harmless. (Williams & Williams 1941:52) 0

The string vine should be cultivated extensively throughout the col-

ony, now that there is an acutely felt shortage of twine and rope here...

It also produces the decorative and attractive “crab eyes” or “the

devil's eyes beads,” which are used for various ornamental and

household as well as personal purposes such as necklaces, fancy mats

and vanity cases. (TG 8 Feb 1944:4) 0 crab’s EYES; JUMBIE

BEADS (Abrus precatorius). A slender vine climbing among bushes

and common along roadsides. It is not conspicuous except for its

bunches of dark brown seed pods, which when open expose a number

of small, bright, scarlet seeds, each of which is tipped at one end with

shining black. (Alford 1960:83) 0 Crab eye. Abrus precatorius. A
glass of the tea made from the aerial parts boiled in water is given

daily for diabetes and hypertension, and also for cramps and colds.

(Seaforth et al 1998:523)

crabier, crabiay 1 n arc Any of the relatively short, thick-bodied,

thick-billed herons: the night-herons or boat-billed herons. Nyctico-

rax nycticorax hoactli [~ N.n. naevius, N. naevius\ (E black-crowned

night-heron), 6.25 cm (25") long; a chunky heron; mainly black

crown and back; grey wings, lower back and tail; white forehead,

head plumes, and underparts; bill short and black. Nyctanassa

violacea cayennensis (Trin) or N.v. bancrofti (Tob) [= Nycticorax

violaceus, N. violacea
]
(E yellow-crowned night-heron), 6.25 cm

(25") long; pale grey; head black with pale crown, plumes and cheek

patch; bill black, relatively short and thick. Cochlearius cochlearius

cochlearius [= Cancroma cochlearia] (E boat-billed heron), 52.5 cm
(21") long; black crown, long crest, and upper back; white forehead,

throat and breast; pale grey lower back and wings; lower underparts

rufous with black flanks; bill black and very broad, /krabie/ (< Fr

crabier ‘crab-eater’) = crabier a croissant, crescent crab-eater (Nycta-

nassa violacea)', crabier batali (Nycticorax nycticorax hoactli)', boat-

bill, >crabier bee plat (C. cochlearius) 0 Nyctocorax violacea. The
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crack

Creole name for this bird is “Crabier.” (Taylor 1864:95) Crabier

,

heron. (Thomas 1869:25) 0 Herons, known here by the name of

Crabiers, or Crab-Eaters, (de Verteuil 1884:94)

2 n Buteogallus anthracinus, a bird, 55 cm (22") long, wingspan

1.2 m (4'). Black; tail crossed by one broad white band and white tip;

bill black with orange base; legs orange or yellow. Mostly eats crabs,

snakes, frogs and insects. = black gabilan, >black hawk, chicken

hawk4
,
gabilan, gabilan noir

3 n A fenced-in pen in which freshly caught crabs are kept to be fed

com and pepper leaves to fatten and purge them, /krabie/ (< Fr cra-

bier ‘crab maker; crab place’) = crab run
1

, >crawl

crabier a croissant n arc Nyctanassa violacea, N.v. cayennensis

(Trin) or N.v. bancrofti (Tob) [= Nycticorax violaceus, N. violacea]

(E yellow-crowned night-heron), a wading bird, 62.5 cm (25") long.

Generally pale grey; head black with pale crown, plumes and cheek

patch. Bill black, relatively short and thick. (< crabier
1 + Fr a crois-

sant ‘with a crescent’, fr cheek-patch) = crabier
1

, crescent crab-eater

0 (Chapman 1894:80) 0 (ffrench 1991:63-4)

crabier batali n Nycticorax nycticorax hoactli [~ N. nyctirorax

naevius , N. naevius] (E black-crowned night-heron), a wading bird,

62.5 cm (25") long. Mainly black crown and back; grey wings, lower

back and tail; white forehead, head plumes, and underparts; bill short

and black, /krabie batali/ = crabier
1

9 (Chapman 1894:80) 0 (ffrench

1991:62-3)

crabier bee plat n arc Cochlearius cochlearius cochlearius \= Can-

croma cochlearia] (E boat-billed heron), a wading bird, 5.2 cm (21"

long. Crown, long crest, and upper back black; forehead, throat and

breast white; lower back and wings pale grey; lower underparts red-

dish brown with black flanks. Bill black, very broad. (< crabier
1 + Fr

bee plat ‘flat beak’) = boat-bill, crabier
1

0 (Chapman 1894:82) 0

(ffrench 1991:67-8)

crabier de montagne n obs An unidentified species of heron.

(< crabier + Fr de montagne ‘of the mountain’, presumably fr habi-

tat) = mountain crab-eater 0 Ardea Lineata... Crabier de montagne, or

mountain crab-eater, (de Verteuil 1884:370)

crabier jonc n obs Tigrisoma lineatum lineatum, a heron, 67.5 cm
(27") tall. Head, neck and sides of breast dark red-brown barred

black; upperparts blackish with small buff markings; underparts

white with broad brown streaks. (< crabier
1 + Fr jonc ‘[buljrush’ fr

habitat) = >rush crabier 0 (Chapman 1 894:82)

crab in barrel phr Said to indicate inability for people to work
together towards improvement, with each person trying to get ahead

at the expense of others, (fr behaviour of crabs in a container,

climbing onto each other’s backs to try to escape, thereby pushing the

others down) 0 Is ah rat race we come like crab in barrel. (Prince

Valiant “Don’t Dig Nothing” pr, Williams 1975) 0 The conflict which
is now gnawing at the entrails of the body politic is not merely the

question of Indian Ministerial Appointments... For we are ethnicity

gone mad. Cultural crabs in a barren barrel. {EX-2 31 Jan 1988:15) 0

Trinidad and Tobago cannot nurse its economy back to health if

everyone is in a “crab in a barrel” situation, scrambling for whatever

resources there are. {EX 25 Jan 1993:3) 0 It is a pity that some sec-

tions of the media, rather than lending a helping hand, should seek to

invent mischief and heap mauvais langue on some, while displaying

such obvious journalistic favouritism on others who by now should

know better. Sir Ellis Clarke once compared this habit to “crabs in a

barrel”. {TTM2 Feb 1996:10)

crabit adj Crude; rough; uncouth, /krabit/ (< E crabbed ‘rough, rug-

ged, and inelegant in language’; also see Anglo-Indian crab-bat ‘bad

language’ < H-Bh kharb ‘bad; worthless’ + E habit ‘behaviour,

speech’) 0 De man talk to me so crabit. 0 Crabit - crude, rough,

crudely, roughly, greedily. (John 1973)

crab-land n An area of ground having a lot of crab holes. = cangrejal,

crab soil 0 The soil of Chaguanas, especially in the vicinity of the sea,

is of the description commonly known as “crab-land,” from the innu-

merable holes in the surface made by the land-crabs. (Collens 1888,
in Klass 1961:29)

crabmash, crab-march v Iron clothes hurriedly and badly. 0 Crab-

marche - to iron hurriedly and without care. (ESTT 1956) 0 Iron de

clothes good, doan crabmash it. (Ottley 1971:65)

crab nuh walk see CRAB WALK

crab race n Tob A popular sport at Easter time in which crabs run

across a specific area. 0 “Is since when you so taken up with crab race

in Tobago?” (Baptiste 1993:47) 0 [He hinted] that [the man] consid-

ered attending the traditional goat and crab races in Cambee in his

native Tobago more important [than] dealing with the Senate’s busi-

ness. {TG 23 April 2006:26)

crab run 1 n A pen in which freshly caught crabs are kept to be fed

com and pepper leaves to fatten and purge them. (< E run ‘an enclo-

sure for domestic animals’) = crabier, >crawl 0 It have a big crab run

here behind the house.

2 n A mass migration of crabs. = crab walk 0 For the duration of all

three full autumn moons Mayaro beach becomes famous for its ‘crab

run’, when mothering crabs crowd the sand. (Bryans 1967:188-9)

crab soil n An area of earth full of crab holes. = cangrejal, crab-land 0

I bus one heist in the crab soil by the canal.

crab spider n Avicularia avicularia, a large spider. (< E crab-spider,

several species of large spiders) = >tarantula 0 Spiders are numer-

ous... Two species are venomous, and one particularly so, viz., the

crab-spider {Aranea avicularia)', it bites most severely - swelling of

the part and fever for about twenty-four hours being the result, (de

Verteuil 1884:102)

crab trap n A trap for catching crabs, usu. made of a joint of bamboo
open at one end, with a small piece of bamboo as a trigger with bait,

usu. coconut meat; when the crab takes the bait, the trigger drops to

seal off the end of the tube trap. 0 As soon as supper was over

Hippolyte got his crab-catching equipment ready. First he cut one end

of a coconut to make a flap. To this flap he fastened a long string.

There was his crab trap... With the string in his hand he sat down
beside a tree. Would his crab trap work? He sat still as stone, watch-

ing the water. There! Something was moving in the muddy water.

Hippolyte could see legs and a blue shining back. A crab! Slowly,

Slowly, the crab came toward the trap. He was coming to eat the

coconut meat. Hippolyte held the string very still. The crab was

crawling into the coconut. Snap went the flap! The crab trap was a

success. (Anderson 1956:14 19-20)

crab walk n A mass migration of crabs, when they go in large num-
bers to mate and lay eggs in the sea. = crab run

2
0 Later in the season

you would see crab walk all here.

crab ... walk phr A proverbial warning to make an effort but not to try

to reach too far. (fr proverb Crab nuh walk ’e nuh getfat, 'e walk too

much ’e go a pot ‘if a crab doesn’t walk it doesn’t get fat, but if it

walks too much, it ends up in a pot’) 0 Crab nuh walk ’e nuh get fat,

’e walk too much ’e go a pat. (An effort is good but reaching out too

far could be dangerous.) (Daniel msl ca 1960)

crabwood n Tob Carapa guianensis, a large native evergreen tree,

height to 50 m (162'), girth to 3 m (10'), buttressed. Bitter brown oil

of seeds useful for soap, candles, medicine, and treating wood to

repel insects. Wood reddish, strong, durable, resembles mahogany,

easily worked; used for furniture and house building. (< E crab-wood
< Arawak carapa, kalaba) = carap, carapa, >crappo 0 The natural

produce of this Island are several kinds of durable wood, fit for Build-

ings, such as Bullettree, Mastick, Crabwood... (Explication 1769) 0

The [principal] labouring men are procuring bedsteads, made of Crab

Wood, Pitch Pine etc. by the Estates Carpenters on the spot. (Dow-
land 1 Sept 1843) 0 Others [of our good timber trees] affect the plain

exclusively, or nearly so... these are the Mora, Galba, Carapa or Car-

apo (vulgarised into Crapeau in creole, and in other English Colonies

into Crabwood)... (Carr 1869:404-5) 0 The crabwood is another great

tree, with dark-brown wood, its name, it is said, being a corruption of

the Carib
“
carap”. (Ober 1898:135)

crab-yaws see clabba-yaws

crack v In drumming, play really well, quickly, sharply. = crack hand,

cut"
1

0 “He cracking the dholak, getting a good soor.” (1990)
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crackadol n A type of CUTLASS, usu. a GILPIN with the curved end

cut off, used for cracking open coconuts, /krakadol/ (< crack + -dol

< Sp -dor 'doer, maker’) = cracking cutlass 0 You would cut yuhself

bad if you use that cutlass for the coconuts - take the crackadol there,

crackatan see crapatani

crack cocoa phr Open cocoa pods to remove the seeds. (< E crack

‘break anything hard with a sudden sharp movement and accompany-

ing sound’) 0 Yuh samblay all the cocoa and then yuh sit and crack

cocoa one time.

cracker n Hamadryas feronia [~ Ageronia ferentina , Peridromia fero-

nia], a butterfly, wingspan to 6.2 cm (2.5"). Mottled bluish grey, with a

band of eye-like spots close to margins. (< E cracker, Hamadryas

butterflies; males’ forewings make loud cracking noises when moved
vigorously) = guinea bird" 0 (Kaye 1904) 0 Cracker... when two [indi-

viduals] fight in the air the peculiar crackling sound made by those but-

terflies is very audible. (Kaye 1921 :30) 0 (Barcant 1970:127-8)

crack grain phr A popular explanation for feeling pain in the testi-

cles. (< TEC grains ‘semen’) 0 (Haynes 1987:1 15) 0 Yuh must be

crack a grain.

crack hand phr In drumming, play really well, quickly, sharply. =

crack 0 "He could really crack a good hand on the dholak.” (1990)

cracking n In folk medical practice, a resetting or aligning of bones

and joints by pressure and massage. (< E cracking ‘breaking with a

sharp sound’) 0 The use of herbs by Indian immigrants was super-

seded by other more popular healing practices. These include the

practice of "jharaying”, the use of Copper wrist bands or "kangans”

and the practice of “cracking” or bone-setting... “cracking” (often

accompanied by massaging) [is] popular in the treating of bone and

muscular disorders. (Morean 1991:27)

cracking cutlass n A type of CUTLASS used to open coconuts. = crack-

adol 0 Gi me that cracking cutlass there.

cracking whip n A long whip used by JAB-JABS in playing Carni-
val MAS. (< E cracking ‘making a sharp breaking sound’) “It takes

weeks before a player can really master cracking of the whip...” Two
types of whips are used in this mas - the eight-foot cracking whip and

the five-foot fighting whip. “We only use the cracking whip for

friendly fights to ensure there are no injuries. The fighting whip was

used long ago with devastating results. But those days are over.”

(Sookram 2000:24)

crack laugh phr Burst out laughing. (< arc E crack ‘utter, pronounce

or tell aloud, briskly, with spirit’, still in SE crack a joke) 0 Crack a

laugh-to laugh heartily. (John 1973)

crack on v Improve; make progress, (prob. < E crack ‘surpass; break

a record’; ‘travel with speed; whip along’; get cracking ‘get started;

move on’) 0 Like the child cracking on. He got 17 out of 20 for

an essay here. ( 1 990)

craft n arc A girl; young woman. (< E craft ‘ship’, fr ships being

considered female, that men try to control) 0 We better buy two pho-

nographs, If not we will lose the crafts. (Beginner & Atilla “Young

Girl’s Touch” 1935) 0 Christmas night I almost died with laugh, Lyin

in me bed with a high brown craft. (Lion “Netty, Netty” 19370 1 held

onto me craft in the dancing hall. She said, “Invader, what you doing

at all?” (Invader “Demasbar” 1939) 0 A craft held my hand. And say

let’s jump in the other band. (Wonder “Chinese on Carnival Day”

1948 pr) 0 I was living with a Chinese girl in the country, that was

misery, I married the craft in 1940. (Melody “Mamma Has a Chinese

Man” 1951) 0 “You mean when we leggo “Moonlight Magic” in

rhumba time. I beating semi-tone. De crafts go fall like ripe mango in

rain.” (Hill “The Ping-Pong” 1966 [1952]; 10) 0 “I meet a nice craft

by de chenet tree in the trace an I start to chat she dong.” (Lewis

1972:89) 0 “You'd drive it with one hand on the wheel and the other

round some craft or other.” (Jones 1973:48) 0 “When ah tell you, she

used to be one nice craf when she was young!” (Baptiste 1993:47)

crane 1 n Ardea cocoi, a large, long-legged bird, 112.5 cm (45") tall.

Crown black; wing feathers whitish grey; underparts white; sides of

breast and belly black; bill black with yellow tip. (< E crane, a large

bird with very long legs, neck and bill, usu. Grus cinerea, but applied

to similar species) = aileronne, >cocoi heron, heron 0 (ffrench

1991:53-54)

2 n Ardea herodias (E great blue heron), a large, long-legged bird, 1 .2 m
(48") long, wingspan 2 m (6.5'). Head pale, with black sides of crown
and plumes; upperparts greyish blue; wings slate; neck and under-

parts pale, streaked with black; thighs rufous; bill yellowish; legs

dark olive. Occasionally hunted in Trinidad. = aileronne, aileronne a

calotte blanche, heron 0 (ffrench 1991:53)

crank (tail) phr Beat; give blows to; hit repeatedly. (< E crank ‘turn in

a circular motion to start a machine’ + tail) 0 The man crank he tail.

Man, de woman crank in he skin. (Ottley 1971:12) 0 ‘One of these

days you will hit me and I will crank your old tail, you know. Prince.’

‘Well, you shouldn’t talk foolishness.’ (Boodhoo 1994:27)

crao, carau, crau n Aranms guarauna [~ A. scolopaceus, A. gua-

rauna] (E limpkin), a marsh bird, 65 cm (26") tall, wingspan 1.1m
(3.5'). Dark bronze brown, with white streaks all over; long yellowish

bill; legs dark. Legally protected, but still hunted, /krau, karau

/

(fr call) 0 [A list of pets]: lauretta, agoutis, gato melaos (2), crao,

scarlet ibis, paui, Louis d’Or, ramoo, laps. (Gordon 1870:302) 0 Crao.

(Chapman 1894:80) 0 Carau... They fly high... uttering a shrill note

which gives rise to a local name, “Crying-bird.” (Belcher & Smooker

1935:280) 0 Intermittently one may hear the eerie screech of the Crau

or Limpkin - a solitary heron-like bird of the marshes. (TG 2 Oct

1966) 0 “Crao” or “carau”. (ffrench 1991 : 1 15)

crapatani, crockadanny, crocker danny, crackatan n Tob, arc A
bed consisting of a wooden bed-frame and a grass-stuffed mattress. 0

Crockadanny. (Ottley 1971 :39) 0 Crocker danny - wooden bed, with

a mattress stuffed with straw or dried grass. (John 1973) 0 He use to

lie down on he crackatan, he say how the soft bed not good fu he

back. 0 He well off now, but he still sleeping on that old crapatani.

crapaud, crapeau, crapo 1 n Any frog or toad, /krapo/ (< FC < Fr

crapaud ‘toad’) 0 (For true, he bin dam ug’y feller)... He Crapeau yie

shine like two dollar. (TG 2 Oct 1 827) 0 As foo de dancing, you no

how crapo ah jump; well so som ah dem bin ah dance. (PC 27 Aug
1904) 0 [He] said he thought it was a crapaud. (People 22 June

1935:12) 0 Seven skellington with a face of gloom, A little parrot

painted in red. With a jumping crapaud without a head. (Atilla &
Executor “Jim Congo Meyer” 1938) 0 Like they must be crazy. They

rather crapaud meat down there more than turkey. (Spoiler “Domi-

nica’s Favourite Menu” 1950 pr) 0 [He was glad] to lay his aching

body down on the bed he shared with his three brothers and listen to

the crapauds and crickets serenading the night. (Ramesar 1973)

2 n Bufo marinus [= B. stmmosus], a large toad, native to Trinidad; to

23 cm (9") long, but specimens this size are rare. Females and young

males mottled brown; adult males red-brown. The call is a loud

booming roll. The large parotoid glands near the shoulders secrete a

substance which may irritate or injure a dog that bites it. Often found

around houses in early night-time, catching insects around lights, and

eating garbage or dog food; also found flattened on roads after being

hit by cars. Also sometimes B. beebei, similar but smaller, with a

more angular head than B. marinus, and a slightly different call. 0 A
little Scotch terrier, a capital rat-hunter, gave chase to a huge crapeau,

as the enormous frogs are called here. “Ah!” remarked Mr. — , “if

that’s a crapeau, the dog will be blinded.”... a fearful squeal in the

guinea-grass attracted their attention; and on going to the spot, they

found the poor dog apparently in the last agonies, or, as they

described it, in a fit. (Day 1852-1:248-9) 9 Bufo Stmmosus... Our

common crapaud. (de Verteuil 1884:382) 0 Mopsy went in with some

trepidation, fearing to step on a crapaud or a centipede, (de Boissiere

1956:39) 0 Bufo marinus... is the creature referred to when the aver-

age Trinidadian says the word “frog”. It is extremely common all

over Trinidad wherever there is a pond or river with enough water in

which it can lay its eggs. In the rainy season crapauds are killed by

the thousands on the roads as they wander about in search of food or a

better place to breed. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:37) 0 [He] has found out

that crapaud is 13, hog is 7, cattle is 9, dead man is 4, and 16 is

“jamette woman”. (TTM 31 July 1987:11) 0 “Long time, parents

didn’t bother about husbands having jobs If crapaud put on pants,
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they send you. My parents just wanted to marry off the girl children.”

(Diptee 1992:244) 0 What is joke for schoolboy is death for crapaud.

What may seem funny to you may be quite serious for the other.

(Baptiste 1993:185) 0 'But I will mash them up just like how motor-

car mash up crapaud on the road.’ (Boodhoo 1994:294)

3 n Physalaemus pustu/osus, a small frog. = canal frog, pungdala,

>punglala, pungmanak, pungnanak 0 Crappo mout full ’e seh 'poong

dallah!’ (Shock and surprise make some people unable to speak.)

(Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 By ten or eleven o’clock, the “whistle” of

the local crapaud frog - “punganak, punganak” - subsided. (Myers

1998:51)

4 n Hyla sp. a small flying frog. 0 Suddenly he held a flying crapaud

(frog) and “down the tree! !” he yelled and fell over Nazru on the way

down. (Deen 1994:108)

5 n Halientichthys aculeatus

,

or Ogocephalus sp., a marine fish, edi-

ble but not often eaten because its appearance is considered too ugly.

= batfish
1

,
chicken

2
,
crapaud-fish

3
0 (LNP 1985)

6 n Batrachoides surinamensis

,

a bottom-dwelling marine fish with

broad flattened head, eyes towards the top, and large mouth, generally

drab brownish colour, without scales, sometimes eaten. = >crapaud-

fish
1

0 Crapaud, or toad-fish, (de Verteuil 1884:389) 0 The crapaud

(Batrachus) - a very ugly-looking fish, particularly about the head,

whence its name - is found imbedded in the mud-flats, or under large

stones, where it is taken at low water, (de Verteuil 1884:393) 0

(Vincent 1910:52) 0 (LNP 1985)

crapaud chant n obs A chant sung to children while swinging them

between an adult’s legs. 0 Crapaud Chant. This chant was sung by a

frog (crapaud) in a story. However, it was also used while playing

with toddlers who were held under the arms from behind and lifted

and lowered rhythmically from side to side between the outspread

legs of the adult. Toddlers enjoyed this tremendously. It is not heard

nowadays. (Alladin 1969:8)

crapaud-fish, crapeaud-fish 1 n Batrachoides surinamensis

[~ Batrachus surinamensis

]

(E toadfish or sea-toad), a bottom-

dwelling marine fish with broad flattened head, eyes towards the

top, and large mouth, generally drab brownish colour, without

scales, sometimes eaten, (fr resemblance to crapaud~) 0 The fish

mainly caught by banking are small red fish, grouper, different spe-

cies of grunt, crapeau fish, etc. ( Trinidad Riviera 1924:122)

2 n Porichthys plectrodon (E gobv), a marine toad-fish. = goby 0

(LNP 1985)

3 n Halieutichthys aculeatus, or Ogocephalus sp., a marine fish, edi-

ble but not often eaten because of its "ugly” appearance. = batfish
1

,

chicken, crapaud'
5

crapaud-foot writing n Very poor, illegible handwriting, (resembling

the tracks of a crapaud) = ABC-catch a crab, crapaud hand, crapaud

handwriting 0 The thing is, what you goin’ to do with it? All that cra-

paud-foot writing in them exercise books... For what? You can’t eat it,

and it ain’t going to give you no bricks for your house? (Selvon

1 99 1 a:50- 1 ) 0 “Nobody could make out yuh crapaud foot writing.

Like you is a doctor or what?” (Baptiste 1993:48)

crapaud hand n Very poor, illegible handwriting, (as if written by a

crapaud) = ABC catch a crab, crapaud-foot writing, crapaud hand-

writing 0 What kind of crapaud hand is that? 0 He writes with a cra-

paud hand.

crapaudise v Flatten(ed) like a CRAPAUD run over by a car. 0 Cra-

paudlise [s/c] - to paralyse, to flatten out like a crapaud. (ESTT 1956)

crapaud mouth full phr Shock and surprise make someone unable to

speak. 0 Crapaud mouth full he say pundala. (N. Daniel 1990)

crapaud smoke pipe phr The situation is bad; things are not going

well at all; usu. used to indicate a possible future condition. 0 If he is

not lucky enough to afford that type of bread, or is covered by a well-

paid up insurance, crapaud smoke his pipe. (Bomb 1982) 0 If you can-

not afford your own means of transport, crapaud smoke your pipe!

(Lange 1986:39) 0 Who can forget the chilling condemnation of

Tobago and Tobagonians by the late Prime Minister Dr Eric Williams

when, for the first time in 1976, his PNM was rejected by the island

voters. “Crapaud smoke dey pipe.” swore the big man, and from all

accounts, he meant it. (EX 25 Jan 1987:8) 0 You can pass so many
good bills, appropriate and “vote” so much good money - but if you

don’t organise a structure or set an example which invites and secures

the cooperation of your citizens - then that government’s “goose is

cooked.” Crapaud smoke your pipe! I see this happening soon. I don’t

give the government another 18 months at this rate. (EX 13 Jan

1993:9) 0 These imps have a big seta hype. But crapaud coming to

smoke dey pipe. (TTM21 Apr 1997:27)

crappo, crapaud n Carapa guianensis, a large native evergreen tree,

height to 50 m (162'), girth to 3 m (10'), buttressed. Bark light brown,

often with greyish lichens, lightly fissured. Leaves borne in spirals

at the ends of the twigs; very large, leathery, shiny, compound, with

4-7 pairs of leaflets and one at tip. Flowers small, white, in clusters.

Fruit fleshy, leathery, 7-10 cm (2. 7-3.9") broad, containing up to

12 large brown angular seeds; bitter brown oil of seeds useful for

soap, candles, medicine, and treating wood to repel insects. Wood
reddish, strong, durable, resembles mahogany, easily worked; used

for furniture and house building, /krapo/ (< Arawak carapa, kalaba)

= carap, carapa, crabwood 0 (Joseph 1838a:80) 0 Others [of our good

timber trees] affect the plain exclusively, or nearly so... these are the

Mora, Galba, Carapa or Carapo (vulgarised into Crapeau in creole,

and in other English Colonies into Crabwood)... (Carr 1869:404-5) 0

Carapa, or Crapaud, besides the oil which its seeds yield, is very use-

ful for buildings in the shape of [scantling], boards, planks, and shin-

gles. (Williams 1882) 0 He went to a portion of the lands where he

had eleven blocks of crapaud wood and discovered that five of the

blocks were missing. (TG 14 Sept 1919:6) 0 Crappo trees (Carapa)

whose seeds furnish an oil used in the case of dogs, for cuts and sores.

(Trinidad Riviera 1924:53-54) 0 Rocking chairs in crappo or cyp. (ad,

TG 22 June 1933:3) 0 If you see how this log glossy and long and

heavy. It aint crapaud, it aint cyp, neither it aint poui. (Terror “The

Female Sawmill Owner” 1950 pr) 0 The Department disposes of

sawn lumber, cordage and charcoal. Among the timbers so used are

[Balata], Cypre, Cedar, Crappo... (W1CYB 1963:333) 0 He had

already that day built his scaffold in the crook of a young crappo tree,

where he would sit and wait for the animal. (Lovelace 1968:168) 0

There were logs of all qualities - crappo, tapana, fiddlewood, cedar

ogany and apamate. (Narine 1977:3) 0 Gradually this was completed,

entirely of estate cedar with the floor of local crapaud. (de Verteuil

1989:173) 0 Crappo can tolerate a wide variety of environmental

conditions and is widespread in the forests of both Trinidad and

Tobago. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:42-43)

craps intj An expression of disgust or annoyance. (< E crap ‘rubbish;

nonsense; something worthless or disgusting’ ‘+ -s) 0 Doh gi me
that craps!

crate board n Boards from packing crates for machinery or automo-

biles or liquor, rough plywood or white pine. = boxboard, boxwood,

Datsun boxwood 0 When one sat there the bed could be seen through

the splits in the partition. It was made of “crate board.”... where a split

was large it was patched from the outside; a piece of tin from the

Labasse did the job. (Bain 1974:7)

crau see CARAU

cravat 1 n Euphonia trinitatis [= E. chlorotica, Tanagra trinitatis\ (E

Trinidad euphonia), a popular cage bird, 11.3 cm (4.5") long. Male

head, throat and upperparts black glossed blue; forehead and under-

parts bright yellow (resembles the semp, but has black throat).

Female: olive green above; yellowish olive below with centre of

breast and belly pale grey; under-tail bright yellow. Male's voice a

high-pitched, plaintive and penetrating whistle, usu. double, some-

times 3-5, or more in a series; also a rapid, double note, the second

higher than the first, /kravat/ (< Fr Ionis d'or a cravat < louis d’or, a

gold coin + a cravat ‘with a necktie’ or Fr cravate ‘bird whose neck

has coloured plumage’ fr bright yellow colour and black throat of

male) = acravat, louis d'or", louis d’or a cravat, Trinidad euphonia 0

(Chapman 1894:29) 0 Cravat. Not uncommon in the mountains, but

not observed in the lowlands. (JFNC Dec 1895:273) 0 The local

name of T[anagra] trinitatis is Cravat, an evident corruption of the

French name Louis d’or a cravatte. (Junge & Mees 1958:135) 0
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Although we acknowledge the hunter’s devotion to his sport, we are

asking them to also acknowledge the disappearance of the blue and

yellow macaw of the Nariva Swamp and of songbirds like the... silver

beak, semp, chat and cravat. (EX 26 July 1987, 11:18) 0 (ffrench

1991:364-5)

2 n Pierella hyalinus fusimaculata, a butterfly, wingspan to 62.5 cm
(2.5"). Upper wings brown, somewhat narrow; lower wings rounder

with pointed tips; lower half with pattern of blue patches and small

white spots on a black ground, (fr shape resembling an old-fashioned

bow-tie or cravat) = lady slipper 0 (Kaye 1910) 0 (Kaye 1921:54)

craven n Greedy; covetous, /kreven/ (prob. < E craving ‘urgent desire,

longing’) = >cravetious 0 (Haynes 1987:134) 0 “How yuh craven

so?” (1990)

cravetious, cravatious, cravegeous, cravitious adj Greedy; covet-

ous; wanting more. /kravejAs/ (< craven + E -ions ‘full of’) = craven

0 Cravitious - envious, craving all, grasping (ESTT 1956) 0 “Well

you see,” said Mr Ford, “Some people are very cravegeous. They
want to have the moon and the stars. The moon and the stars aint

belong to man. They belong to God. So if yuh feel yuh must have it,

ent yuh will have to bar the devil by the crossroad?” (Lewis 1972:94)

0 Those with a little money and influence are getting richer, and the

man on the last [rung] of the ladder is sliding to rock bottom. Where it

will all end is anybody’s guess. For we are all getting greedy and

cravetious. (Punch 1979)

crawl n A pen in which freshly caught crabs are kept and fed com,

pepper leaves, etc. to fatten and purge them. (< E crawl ‘a pen or

enclosure of stakes and hurdles in shallow water on the sea-coast, to

contain fish, turtles, etc.’) = crabier
3

, crab ran
1
0 Ten days, our Amer-

ican hostess told us, must land crabs be kept in their “crawl,” subsist-

ing on greens, to prevent the possibility of their feeding upon the

poisonous manchineel. (Oakley 1941:413)

crayfish n Several species of freshwater crayfish, usu. Macro-

brachium sp., largest to 15 cm (6"), all with freshwater adult and

marine or brackish water larval stage. Colour and size are variable;

generally thinner shelled and more slender than the lobster; colour

ranges from translucent to opaque marked with yellow, brown or

blue. Claws may be quite long but slender, depending on species and

sex. (< E crayfish , a number of lobster-like fresh-water crustaceans

other than crabs) 0 (Froude 1888) 0 The members soon arrived at the

end of the trail and enjoyed lunch while observing the river life which

included Crayfish and the Mountain Mullet which is spotted with a

distinct stripe along the side. (N. Johnson 2004:4)

crazau, crazow, crayzau 1 adj Scatterbrained; irresponsible; crazed,

/krezau/ (< E crazy + -au < Sp -ado, past participial marker) 0 “Is

mill same crazow nephew who come an brek mih vase an den say he

go fix it back.” (Baptiste 1993:48)

2 n A scatterbrained, irresponsible person, sometimes said affection-

ately. 0 Crayzau - a disorganized person. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0

(Laurence 1970) 0 (Ottley 1971:65) 0 That one is a real crazow.

crazy ant n Paratrechina spp., esp. P. longicornis, a pan-tropical ant

that spreads rapidly via shipping; very small, slim, long-legged black

ant which moves quickly and erratically as if mad or crazy. (< E crazy

‘insane; mindless; unpredictable’ fr its pattern of movement) = run-

ning ants 9 The only ants who come into the house are the minute,

harmless, and most useful “crazy ants,” who run up and down wildly

all day, till they find some eatable thing, an atom of bread or a

disabled cockroach, of which last, by the bye, we have seen hardly

any here. They then prove themselves in their sound senses by uniting

to carry off their prey, some pulling, some pushing, with a steady

combination of effort. (Kingsley 1880:106-7) 9 The “crazy ant” is

black, and is about one-eighth of an inch in length; it always seems to

be in a hurry, moving very rapidly backwards, forwards, and side-

ways, as if it were mad; hence its sobriquet, (de Verteuil 1884:109) 9

The women in the kitchen were having a good time. They were

excited; getting on like crazy ants; talking hard and running all over

the place. (Ladoo 1972:79) 9 He crouched down and darted off, dodg-

ing and doubling like a crazy ant. (Araujo 1984:66)

cream n arc Ice cream, a dessert made of frozen milk or cream, sugar

and flavouring. (< E ice cream , or < E cream ‘a fancy dish or sweet of

which cream is an ingredient’) 9 “So ah han’ she de cream. She say,

‘What is dis?’ “Ah say ‘Is cream. But all yoh ent tell meh what fla-

vour you want so ah take a chance an’ ah buy a vanilla and a

chawklit.’”... ‘I ent send you for no ice cream, I sen’ you for cream to

put in the cawfee.’ “Ah say, ‘Madam, is milk you want?’”(Macaw

1960:6)

crebeau see CRIBO

creche, kwesh, quesh n Choral singing of traditional French-origin

Christmas carols, usu. carried out by groups visiting from house to

house during the Christmas season, /krej, kwsJV (< Fr creche ‘crib;

manger; nursery’) 9 Kwesh. (Elder 1966) 9 The ancestors of our

Creche singers went from house to house and sang their Cantiques de

Noel (Christmas carols). From saying they were going to a creche,

there was a shift to saying they were coming or going in a creche or

‘creching’. Then the songs themselves came to be called Creche

songs and ultimately, simply creche. Today there are many who still

make a distinction between ‘Cantiques’ and ‘Creche’. They say they

sing Cantiques but ‘go in a Creche’ or ‘to a Creche’. Many, however,

use the terms interchangeably. Similarly, there are those who say they

go ‘paranging’. What is called ‘parang’ in Trinidad, they say, is Span-

ish parang. Theirs is French parang. The word you hear again and

again, however, is Creche. (Mohammed 1975:1) 9 The songs are sung

during the Christmas season. They generally start early in Advent,

which is the four week long Church season leading up to the birth of

Christ, and end of January 6th, the Epiphany. (Mohammed 1975:1) 9

“You really feel like Christmas when you hear the Creche. You don’t

feel like you spent a good Christmas unless you hear it.” (Mohammed
1975: 12) 9 Even if your worst enemy comes to your house you enter-

tain him. In mm, whereas you would not set foot inside his house

throughout the year, at Christmas time you may find yourself there,

singing Creche. (Mohammed 1975:12) 9 Quesh: Choral singing with

harmony of French and traditional Cantiques de Noel... The music is

used for house-to-house visiting at Christmas time... The words are

printed texts still obtainable from Martinique and other French

islands. (Ahyoung 1977:44) 9 His early memories of Christmas cele-

brations, Holly Betaudier claims, consisted of both “Parang” and

“Creche.”... The tradition of the “Creche” was maintained at his home
by his grandmother. (EX 23 December 1990:12)

credit v Obtain goods on credit, by promising to pay in the future.

(< obs E credit ‘trust a person with goods or money on the faith of

future payment; supply with goods on credit’) 9 Wen yo wuk in de

estate yo cud credit owt de shop jes as much as wot money yuh wuk
foh an noting mo, but to tell de troot, de goods so dear dat oil yo wuk
foh to-day you cud eat, and dont leve none fo to-morrow. (PC 6 Aug
1904) 9 [They] have to credit from a shop when their food runs out.

(Bomb 27 Mar 1987:18) 9 She used to credit at Romeo’s but never

treated friends
.

( TG 2 Apr 1 92 1 : 5

)

creep n A small anchor, used to snag the master rope of a string of fish

pots. (< E creeper ‘a kind of grapnel for dragging the bottom of the

sea or other body of water’) 9 To recover [the pots] they would lower

a small anchor known as a “creep” and drag to and fro with it until it

fouled the master rope. (Bickerton 1969:73)

crenneh adj Withered; thin. 9 De gal get so crenneh ah hardly could

ah mek she out. (Ottley 1971:65)

creole 1 adj Of livestock, trees and other living things, bom or

nativized in the Caribbean, but of foreign parentage, /kriol/ (< Sp

criollo ‘bom in the Americas’) 9 Trinidad Pioneer Rice Mills offer for

immediate delivery creole rice meal. The ideal stock food for horses,

cattle and live stock of every description best adapted to our climate

at an ideal price. (TTM 4 Jan 1909) 9 Ortoire Mills Company of Rio

Claro is now in a position to accept orders for all kinds and classes of

creole lumber. (TG 22 Mar 1919: 10) 9 [T]he term creole is applied to

every living thing bom in the colony, and does not necessarily imply

a person of coloured descent. Thus there are creole cows and creole

chicks, while a creole may also be a man of pure white origin bom in

the colony. (Aspinall 1928:71) 9 The deadly [j/c] cascabel snake and
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the venomous mapepire wind their sinuous length across the deer

trails and have been the death of more than one Creole hunting dog.

(Gordon 1931:723)

2

adj Of a person, bom in the Caribbean, but of foreign descent - i.e.

not Amerindian, originally referring to Europe and Africa, and usu.

used in contrast to someone bom in Africa or Europe. Note: Creole is

both capitalized and not; in compounds it may come before or after

the modifier, e.g. Creole Spanish , Spanish creole ,
Chinese creole,

creole Chinese , creole white, white Creole. When used alone, creole

usu. referred to someone of African descent bom locally - or else-

where in the Caribbean (see American creole below 1 888, referring to

the U.S.). Later this was extended to persons of Indian descent, bom
locally, e.g. creole Indian. In many cases, however, it is not possible

to establish the referent group clearly; this is particularly true of ear-

lier quotations. See also CREOLE9
. 0 Lie had a partner in his planta-

tion, named Senor Thomaso, a worthy creole Spaniard. (Joseph

1 838b- 1 : 136) 0 Some twelve years after this... he retire[d] to live on a

fine plantation he had in Grenada. Here... he married a young lady of

the old creole house of Warner. (Joseph 1 838b- 1:11) 0 The Creole

Indian has no inclination to go back, and the young Creole Indians

frequently keep their parents from going back. (Comm. Franchise

1888-2:4) 0 It was the sight of our deep black (the almost universal

garb at that time [1854], when there was not a family which had not

lost a member in the epidemics) which called forth the kindly sympa-

thy of the good old creole dames. (Inniss 1910:75) 0 Chinese and cre-

oles frequented the Club, also creole Chinese. (TG 27 July 1919:6) 0

One informant recalls that her mother, a Creole Portuguese “used to

look out the window. [The men] had to change their ideas in Trini-

dad”. (Ferreira 1989:25) 0 She was ‘Carib’, Amerindian, with some
sprinkling of creole African blood: a true, true panyol. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:33)

3 adj Of non-animate things, made in the Caribbean with local materi-

als, by local people, and/or in a local style. 0 We Stock Creole Furni-

ture. None Better, (ad, POSG 26 Oct 1907:2) 0 As Marlay & Co. have

not extended their trade to d’Abadie, no bread can be found there

except local creole bread, which is not generally sold. (TTM 14 Jan

1909:11) 0 In former times Creole Furniture, in spite of being stron-

ger and more durable, did not acquire extensive popularity on account

of the finish which was not quite so good as the imported kind. (TG 1

June 1919:2) 0 Then we had home-brewed coffee, creole coffee.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:53)

4 adj obs Characteristic of locally developed European-based or

oriented culture. 0 In a Creole waltz, one must take small steps and

on no account must one hop! (Urich 9 Sept 1832, in de Verteuil

1995:170) 0 The creole blood of the Arundells revolted at this insult.

(Joseph 1 838b- 1:8) 0 The dialects of the people of Port of Spain were

as mixed as their complexions and dresses... English, with its proper

accent, and then with its creole drawl; Spanish, with its true Castilian

pronunciation, as well as with the slight corruption with which the

South Americans speak it; creole French, European French, Corsican,

various kinds of patois, German, and Italian, were all spoken in this

town. (Joseph 1838b- 1:147-8)

5 adj Of people, of primarily African descent and cultural-ethnic iden-

tification, esp. in contrast to European, Indian and Amerindian. 0 It

has been for many years a custom with some of the inhabitants to give

their Negroes Saturday in place of allowance, and with gangs of labo-

rious active Creole slaves, it was found to answer the purpose; but in

gangs composed of new Africans, those who adopt it have had reason

to repent of the experiment, a new Negro being naturally so lazy and
inactive, that he would rather suffer hunger and enjoy his repose than

procure himself his subsistence by industry. (Ord Gov Picton, June

30, 1800, UWI-HT) 0 The killed and wounded were all women, who
had been employed in a pious purpose; they had been singing a kind

of creole requiem over the corpse of a white lady. (Joseph 1838b-

1:25) 0 It is well known that there is a vast number of East Indian

labourers unattached to the estates of this colony who make their liv-

ing by plying in towns and elsewhere as porters, and a most obliging,

civil and honest class of men they are... these people are treated very
badly by the creole labourers of this town (Port of Spain) in many

instances. (Palladium 15 May 1880, in Singh 1988:57-8) 0 A Hindu

wedding took place at St. Margaret’s village, Williamsville, on Fri-

day... There was a large number of creole guests, who had a special

feast provided for them. (The Hummingbird 1 May 1904:4) 0 I pro-

ceded [s/c] to Point Cumana Village, and then viewed the body of a

light brown creole man who was lying in a boat shed near the beach.

(POSG 4 May 1907:4) 0 Chumar, a coolie was sent to prison for one

month for the larceny of a tray and sweets... His excuse was that cre-

ole men had made off with the cakes and not paid him. (POSG 20

Sept 1907:2) 0 A creole man brought the cutlass back to witness. (TG
11 Jan 1936:2) 0 “Wen we reach de haspital de creole wardman say,

‘Me God! Look at de state of dese coolie chirens!”’ (Ladoo

1972:1 10) 0 Going to the tents is a Trinidad creole pastime in Carni-

val season, but tradition does not give poor singers licence to bore the

aficionados with sub-standard performances. (TG 22 Feb 1973:4) 6

“The man come quite in the office telling the negro girls in there, how
they is African and mustn’t let nobody call them creole or negroes.”

(Alleyne-Forte 1994:82) 0 [Whe-whe] was first restricted to the Chi-

nese community and played in their “social clubs”, “quarters” and

business places... In the early 1880s, however, it is suggested that the

game started to spread among the “creole” population through the

curiosity and interest of “creole youth” who got to know the game,

became involved in its organization and encouraged the Chinese to

involve the community. (McCree 1996:6)

6 adj In an Afro-Creole style, characteristic of locally developed Afri-

can-influenced or oriented culture. 0 A few of the ‘Canelles’ and

other stick-players... no doubt inflamed by liquor, attempted to pass

and were met by the Police, when the Queen’s staff was opposed to

the Creole baton, with the result of a full crop of broken heads. (TC 2

Mar 1 88 1 :3) 0 Everyone will endeavour in taking the last opportunity

afforded him to indulge in that betise which is so dear to the creole

heart. (Mirror 23 Feb 1909:6) 0 Carnival is a bacchanal, It’s a creole

fete that we can’t forget, doodoo. (Caresser “Carnival Is We Bacha-

nal” 1937) 0 We beg them not to stop the Carnival, You could believe

me, this is creole bacchanal. (Invader “Don’t Stop the Carnival”

1939) 0 All creole food is, to say the least, well seasoned, (de Bois-

siere ca 1945:4) 0 Calypso and Carnival are the traditional fete of La

Belle Trinidad. It is the time when almost the entire population turns

out to greet King Carnival with his rhythm, and carefree they go on

for two days, some nicely dressed, others in any old pants or robe,

keeping to the real Creole spirit, making Trinidad famous as the Land
of the Calypso. (Jones 1 947 : ii) 0 But ah notice there is no more
Indian again. Since the woman and dem take way the creole name.

(Killer “Ramjatia” 1948 pr) 0 “Who’s a stupid Venezuelan?” he

roared and butted him twice, with lightning speed, in the best Creole

style, (de Boissiere 1952:8) 0 I started out just like Romeo, With my
sweet creole talk for so. (King Iere “Romance” 1956 pr) 0 Materials

used in healing and conjuring. Other Drugs... Creole incense. (Simpson

1962:330) 0 Come out early Sunday morning for a lavish Creole

Breakfast and swing in with the Merrymakers Steelband to our beach

party every Sunday afternoon, (ad, Chagacabana Hotel, in Anna-
munthodo 1971) 0 St. David’s Parish. Toco harvest at the church,

Mome Cabrite Road, Toco, September 9 from 10 a.m. Creole lunch is

just $10. (EX 30 Aug 1990:32) 0 And then his nen-nen died and he

cried for many days as he felt he had lost a very dear friend. She was
a confidante. And quite frankly, he smiled, all jokes aside, his nen-

nen was the source of a regular plate of hard style ‘creole’ food.

(Alleyne-Forte 1994:75) 0 Pastelles, which came to us from the orig-

inal Spanish recipe for commeal and minced meat steamed in banana

leaves, are now creole Christmas classics, as much a part of that

season as is parang. (Hunt 1 985a: 1 ) 0 When she heard Anita for the

first time she said, ‘Oh God, that is a parang. A real creole parang.’

(EX 23 Dec 1990:13) 0 That recognition on the national stage was
also an attempt at legitimising the place of Indian cultural forms in

mainstream Creole culture. (TTM

4

Feb 1996:27)

7 adj Of culture and society, having resulted from dynamic interaction

among, primarily, European and African cultures. This is generally

applied to the entire Caribbean region, but developed differently in

each area. 0 Creole society in the West Indies, therefore, involved two
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cultural traditions, the African and the European. It presupposed a

colonial situation, a multi-racial society, and cultural pluralism to a

greater or lesser degree. Because the European segment was the dom-
inant one, the forms of institutional life were based on European

models, however much they may have diverged from those models,

and African traditions were given low prestige in comparison with

those derived from Europe. (Brereton 1979:2)

8 n An animate being, esp. domestic animal, bom and raised in the

Caribbean, but of foreign descent. 0 “A fine horse that, doctor,” said

Brumlow; “a North American, I presume?” “No, sir; he is a creole, of

part English blood,” answered I. (Joseph 1 838b-3 : 8 1 ) 0 Twenty-four

horses have been entered, among which is a creole from Trinidad.

(TG 14 Jan 1919:2) 0 In reality they were hard-pressed to beat runner-

up, gallant creole Have a Heart with Brian Harding up and riding like

a demon. (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:21)

9 n A person bom in the Caribbean, but of foreign descent. 0 The
planters in this island. Many of them, especially the owners and man-

agers of cocoa estates, are foreigners, entirely ignorant of the English

language, and consequently [incapable] of comprehending the Order

in Council. Many are coloured creoles, generally of little, at best of

very limited education, speaking no one language perfectly, but using

what may be termed the patois, or negro French; or Spanish. (Trini-

dad CO 295/65, Protector of Slaves to Gov. Woodford, Jan. 31, 1817,

in UWI-HT) 0 A conceited little white Creole of about 12 years old.

(Urich 18 Mar 1832, in de Verteuil 1995:117) 0 Ah me! the Creole,

Gay, light-hearted, and frivolous, Who, always without concern. Says

thanks to God for everything. (Elisa Le Cadre, ca 1840, in de Verteuil

1981:291 ) 0 The late Mr. R— ,
stipendiary magistrate; himself a Cre-

ole and a man of colour. (Kingsley 1880:292) 0 It is notorious how
quick is the Creole child to seize the meaning of any thing it sees or

hears and we know of instances... in which the words of some of the

grossest of the songs sung on Monday and Tuesday were picked up

and glibly repeated by little innocents of six years old. (POSG 1 7 Feb

1899:7) 0 [He] gave up the Secretaryship [of the Wing Sang Club]

because he was not pleased to see a set of coolies and creoles in the

place and they did not belong to the club. (TG 3 July 1919:7) 0 “Who
is this [Constable] Guada?, is he a Yaraba? (laughter) “No, he is a

Creole.” (TG 11 July 1919:7) 0 Most of the [Dominican] Fathers con-

verse in English with the little children, who flock to the numerous

schools established by them and the classes are universally held in

English. The mistresses, however, are creoles who can make them-

selves understood by beginners who know no other language but

French patois. (POSG 8 Dec 1883:4) 0 I am a creole from the old

American. / You are from the old Americans? - Yes; they arrived in

1816, and I bom in 1824, and 1 grow up here. Sixty-four years of age.

(Comm Franchise 1888:3) 0 Third Company, sir; Indian Walk. / Was
that settled from America originally? - Yes, sir, creoles of America. /

And you are the son of an American settler? - I am an American cre-

ole, sir, my parents are from America. (Comm Franchise 1888:32) 0

An East Indian creole... a young man of about 20 years old, had for

some time past held an affection for the woman. (POSG 30 June

1907:5) 0 All her friends forsook her - all the gay company of Cre-

oles. (Cobham 1907:102) 0 The leading feature of the carnival of

1913 is the obvious penury of the maskers. Something of the kind has

been visible more or less for some years, but the general effect had

been retarded by the incurable optimism of the creole in money mat-

ters: The creole, whatever his colour, spends every penny he makes

and in addition every penny he can borrow. (Mirror 4 Feb 1913:7) 0

Chinese and creoles frequented the Club, also creole Chinese. (TG
27 July 1919:6) 0 The faulty idea that the lapa is amphibious is

widespread amongst the negroes and peones. In this connection it is

interesting to note that the Roman Catholic Creoles of Trinidad are

permitted to eat the flesh of lapa on their fast days, when otherwise

they would be restricted to fish. (Gordon 1931:723) 0 I have just had

a long chat with a rugged, matter-of-fact creole... he carries an intelli-

gent mien, with a fair skin, and deep-set, blue eyes. (TG 10 May
1933) 0 The Portuguese creole, Staban Gomes, put in the lowest ten-

der and won the contract. (Salt 1957:13) 6 ‘Creole’ is a word which

has accumulated many meanings. In the later nineteenth century, it

meant a person bom in Trinidad of European and/or African

descent... A ‘white Creole’ was a person bom in the island of Euro-

pean descent; a ‘Creole Indian’ was bom in Trinidad of East Indian

descent; a ‘Creole Spaniard’ was an individual of Spanish (and often

African and Amerindian) descent bom in the island. The phrase ‘for-

eign Creole’ was often applied to coloured and black persons bom in

one of the other West Indian islands and settled in Trinidad. And
‘Afro-Creole’ is used to describe cultural practices which fused Afri-

can and European elements, and were kept up by black Creoles in

Trinidad. (Brereton 1979:2-3) 0 Many of the Creoles (and Africans)

preferred to save communally by using “the box” or sou-sou system,

a system of rotating savings that was very popular in West Africa.

(Trotman 1986:90)

10 n arc A person or practice characteristic of locally developed Euro-

pean-based or oriented culture. 0 I went to the Darmanies’ with

Adolf. The only way to enjoy the company of this type of Creole, or

indeed any Creole, is when you know them really well. (Urich 4 Nov
1831, in de Verteuil 1995:93-94) 0 The daughters of Faltini are real

Creoles, ignorant and very frivolous. (Urich 2 Apr 1832, in de

Verteuil 1995: 123) 0 Also, a good society of the whites, and fair dis-

play of beauty in the ball room. All creoles love dress, but I think the

creoles of Trinidad are more tasty than others. French fashions are

more in vogue here than our English ones, and I always give the pref-

erence to Parisian costumes. (Bayley 1833:211)0 There were many
conflicts of interest and outlook within the white upper class. The

chief division was that between Creoles and expatriates. ‘Creoles’

might be used in a broad sense, as the whole respectable part of the

community bom in the island, whether white or coloured, but exclud-

ing expatriates, Venezuelans, Portugese, and Asiatics. Often it was
used to mean white people bom in the island. (Brereton 1979:43)

11 n A person of primarily African descent and cultural-ethnic identi-

fication. 0 Cuffy was a creole of Herculean stature and strength; and,

withal, as brave as he was powerful. (Joseph 1838b- 1:51) 0 Harry

Lumez is the most popular creole in Trinidad, not a black, but pretty

dark... He owns a fine estate, and a capital schooner of sixty tons. He
is a magistrate, and is allowed to treat his people in his own way;

besides which, he is founding a village close by with the praisewor-

thy intention of concentrating the scattered population. (Day 1852-

2:33) 0 The Hosein was neither so numerously attended this year as

it had hitherto been, nor was there by any means the same interest

taken therein as in other years.... there were neither as many coolies

taking part in the procession, nor creoles joining as they had hitherto

done, following or participating as witnesses thereto. (SFG 25 Nov
1882 in Singh 1988:65) 0 But by far the most universal failing of the

Creole lower class is the absence of thrift.... The Creoles are bom
with a love of music. They have a marvellously correct ear, and pick

up a tune in no time. (Collens 1888:49) 0 [A]s we advance further

there are large numbers of Indians becoming educated, who, after

they become educated, seem to mix more with the Creoles than per-

haps the originals do. (Comm Franchise 1888-2:22) 0 They have an

objection, I believe; they do not like to mix much with the majority

of Creole children, and in your school they are nearly all coolies, I

believe? - Our work is principally amongst them. Occasionally there

are Creoles in attendance. (Comm Franchise 1888-2:45) 0 We saw

an interesting wasp’s nest... with due precautions against "bites” (as

the country Creoles call the sting) we got hold of the nest. (Mole

1894a:7) 0 Two witnesses, a Creole named Romeo Lindor and a Pri-

vate of the 1st West, swore to having seen [him] deliberately shoot

Private Dixon. (Fraser 1896:351) 0 In the City Police Court yester-

day, Sergeant Eversley... charged Alphonse... (creoles), Sahadat...

(coolies) and one Miguel, a Venezuelan. (Mirror 23 Feb 1898:3) 0

“Creole Should Help Creole,” P. Strasser is the right Funeral Under-

taker. Everything undertaken and carried out satisfactorily. No Trou-

ble whatever. (CB 19 Oct 1901:11) 0 It is a well known fact that you

may deprive a Creole of everything else, but give him his Carnival.

(PC 17 Feb 1906:3) 0 The Registrar General... [has given] instruc-

tions that unless, in the case of coolies, a certificate of marriage was

brought by the person coming to register a birth, such birth was to be

registered illegitimate !... The creoles are asked for no marriage
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certificate. (.POSG 15 May 1907:4) 0 SUPPORT THE CREOLE...

The excellence of Creole Skill must always command the apprecia-

tion of every right thinking person in the community. Speaking for

ourselves we may say (and that, too, with some degree of pride), that

our management is composed entirely of Creole Labour, and the

healthy and flourishing condition of our business to-day is convinc-

ing evidence of Creole acumen and efficiency. PATRONISE MAIL-
LARD’S. THE creole store! (ad, POSG 2 Nov 1907:5) 0 The

Bonanza Support CREOLE Labour. We do - we employ the

CREOLE - HE makes our Clothes and makes them well, Six Dollars

a Suit. We Stock Creole Furniture. None Better. Creoles Trim our

Hats when necessary and ALL are Satisfied, (ad, POSG 26 Oct

1907:2) 0 Chinese and creoles frequented the Club, also creole Chi-

nese. (TG 27 July 1919:6) 0 Caresser ent no millionaire, but. We
don’t care, I’m a young creole, so brave and bold. (Caresser “Carni-

val Is We Bachanal” 1937) 0 Almost every work to which the

authors referred contained altogether too many selfish opinions and

all too few facts. They were either written by Europeans who had no

“use” for the Creole, or by Creoles who had no “use” for the Euro-

pean. (Espinet & Pitts 1944:12) 0 [T]he villagers of Amity consider

themselves and their ethnic group distinct from the “Creole” society

and its culture, and are referred to as “East Indians.” Again, while

the rural Trinidad “Negro” of relatively unmixed African descent

may well consider himself a “Creole,” or “West Indian,” the Amity

villager makes a sharp distinction between the rural “Negro” and the

city “Creole.” (Klass 1961 :xxi) 0 ‘You mean the Indian man - Gid-

haree?’ ‘Yes. Her mother is creole .’ ‘Oh, I see.’ He laughed when I

called her dougla. ‘Why? What else you could call her if she’s

Indian-Creole? It ain’t no insult.’ ‘You don’t mean Indian-Creole

you mean Indian-Negro.’... We had argued on this word creole.

‘Okay, Indian-Negro, then,' he said. ‘Because creole is - Okay,

creole is the foreign settlers, as those silly teachers tell you in school.

Anyway that girl is a dougla.' (Anthony 1967:10) 0 The creoles,

who clearly despised most business methods and businessmen, lost

everything to strangers, who quickly took over their estates, (de Ver-

teuil 1981:291) 0 The back of Boissiere No 1. was Indian. The cre-

oles were Barbadians about one to every ten Indians. (Anthony

Thomas 1982, in La Guerre 1985:187) 0 There were creoles on the

estate from St. Vincent, Grenada, Carriacou and Barbados. (Pundit

Ragbir 1982, in La Guerre 1985:188) 0 Today no right thinking creole

will turn up his nose at a hot roti, dhal or no dhal. (Lange 1986:9) 0

John, a creole who had grown up in a Hindu community, spoke the lan-

guage fluently. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:5) 0 If wasn't for me and Joe - and

we is Creoles, mind you - they see hell to settle down in that old carat

hut. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:5 ) 0 Although there is some acknowledgement that

there are ‘good Creoles’ in Trinidad, many descriptions are

summarised by the local adage: ‘You know how Negro people is’.

(Sampath 1993:238)

12 n The French Creole4 language; a creole language with mostly

French-derived vocabulary, but with grammar and phonology also

derived partly from African and other languages. This was the most
widely used language in Trinidad from the late 1 8th to early 20th cen-

turies. = broken French, Negro French, >Patois 0 Others [of our good
timber trees] affect the plain exclusively, or nearly so... these are the

Mora, Galba, Carapa or Carapo (vulgarised into Crapeau in creole,

and in other English Colonies into Crabwood)... and many others.

(Carr 1869:404-5) 0 His Excellency and his Lady, Capt. Ogilvy and

other gentlemen and ladies who were present, came out on the bal-

cony as soon as the bandes came up, and before them stick-exercises

were gone through, the men’s drums beating as they never were
before, extempore songs sung (in Creole, of course), in praise of his

Excellency, composed on the spur of the moment by the improvisa-

tors of the party. (TC 2 Mar 1 88 1 :3) 0 Hunt. Sporting - by gun or oth-

erwise - in the woods, hills, plains or marshes of Trinidad,

necessarily undertaken afoot in the Island always - among high and
low alike - goes by this term; fr. Creole la chasse, and the hunter

chasseur. (T.W. Carr 1894:273) 0 We are aware that several songs of
a grossly indecent nature are being practised with the view of their

being sung during the Carnival, and we urge on the Police to be on

the alert to put a stop to them. They are all in patois and, therefore,

members of the Force who understand the Creole dialect should be

specially told off to detect and prevent this most objectionable prac-

tice. (POSG 17 Feb 1898:3) 0 Another purely speculative game was
played with roasted com, the creole formula being “Zuazo nan bois?

Tirez! - Combien coups? And the English one “Ship sails? Sails fast?

- How many men on deck?” (Inniss 1910:84-5) 0 One could not

expect an English Magistrate to understand what is meant by the cre-

ole word “Fionee”. What is a “Fionee”? We old creoles know, but

how many of the younger generation know? Few of them can speak

or understand Patois - more the pity. (Fraser ca 1930s:86) 0 [Unfor-

tunately, he printed English words, which are far from representative

of the beautiful touch of the original Creole. (Letter, POSG 19 Feb

1950:4) 0 Much evidence on the widespread incidence of Creole was
given to the Royal Franchise Commission of 1888. ...Emmanuel

Lazare said that the country people generally spoke Creole. Most of

them understood English; if a question was put to a ‘countryman’ in

English, he would understand it, but he would answer in Creole.

(Brereton 1 979: 164) 0 Creole remained the linguafranca of Trinidad

all through the nineteenth century, despite the official attitude that it

was a barbarous gibberish and an obstacle to progress. Not until the

early-twentieth century did creole give way to English and English

creole. (Brereton 1993:50)

13 n The English Creole language of Trinidad and Tobago. = broken

English, creole English, dialect, >English Creole, Negro English 0

There is no Hindoo Hosay. Hosay is not a synonym for Krishna. He is

not a god at all. ‘Hosay’ is a creolism. The proper name of the fete is

the Muharram... The Muharram (creole ‘Hosay’) is in honour of the

two supposed martyrs. (Letter from Rev. John Morton, TC 1 1 Apr 1871

in Singh 1988:45) 0 When Mr. English rejects it on the ground that it

means “weariness” with the Popular Webster Dictionary as his author-

ity, he completely misses the point and reveals himself as being utterly

unfamiliar with a well-known Creole expression. After all, “to bust a

fatigue on a fella" has no weary implications. (TG 6 Feb 1945:4) 0 In

Trinidad and Tobago large numbers of people use one language at one

moment and another some time later. For example, there are people

who speak Bhojpuri in one situation, English in another and English

Creole in a third. Sometimes, too, in one conversation speakers may
switch from English to Creole on several occasions. (Carrington &
Borely 1977:42) 0 “Yu helpin all a we” is not “wrong English”, for

god’s sake, because it does not pretend to be English. It is Creole. The

NP jingle is in Trinidadian Creole and why not? (TG 24 Apr 1994:8)

One minute the man talking fluent Harrovian limey, and the next min-

ute wrango creole. (Andersen 2004:58)

creole bread see CREOLE 3

creole cane n arc Saccharum officinarum , an early local variety of

cultivated sugarcane. 0 The Creole cane is very delicate and does not

grow to any great height, its rind is thin, and the cane itself soft and

rich: the Javanese or Guinea cane is easily distinguished by its violet

colour, it thrives best in light soils, and though watery and conse-

quently yielding but a small proportion of sugar, it is preferred in the

distillation of rum. (de Verteuil 1848:12)

creole chicken n Domestic FOWL, chickens, kept at home for family

use of meat and eggs. = home fowl, >yard fowl, yardy 0 “Home fowl”

(creole chicken) reared around the yard was her favourite, because it

tasted sweeter than the white fowl which is commonly served in

everyday, local dishes, the old woman pointed out. (Bomb 14 Nov
1986:1)

creole chocolate n A hot beverage made of locally produced spiced

grated COCOA STICK, sugar and milk. = chocolate tea, cocoa3
, >cocoa

tea, creole cocoa“, swag 0 They sat to eat; fried accras and zabocas and

bakes and quantities of creole chocolate. (Jones 1973:92) 0 I used to

see chocolate balls and sticks in the Port of Spain market when I was a

child. My mother sometimes bought this ‘creole' chocolate from her

Maraval patois-speaking practique. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:25)

creole cocoa, cacao creole 1 n Theobroma cacao , several local variet-

ies of cultivated cocoa, esp. CRIOLLO, a high quality, low-yield type

whose pod is yellow or red when ripe, with a furrowed, warty surface;
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seeds pale whitish, (fr being common local variety) = >criollo 0 From
Mexico, the variety called Creole Cacoa, it is supposed, was trans-

planted to these colonies... [it] gives the better fruit... [it was known]

as Cacoa Creole. (Joseph 1838a:84) 0 There are two distinct kinds of

cacao, known respectively as creole andforeign ; the former being the

most delicate and yielding the best pods. (Brassey 1885:140)

2 n A hot beverage made of locally produced spiced grated COCOA
STICK, sugar and milk. = chocolate tea, cocoa7 , >cocoa tea, creole

cocoa~, swag 0 In Mexico, the sauce is called “Mole” and its main

ingredient is the equivalent of what Trinbagonians call “Creole

cocoa” or “Chocolate tea!” (EX 23 December 1990:33) 0 (Moore

1980:14)

creole coffee see CREOLE 7

creole fig n Musa paradisiaca var. sapientum, a type of cultivated

banana. = balisier fig

creole French n obs The French Creole language. = broken French,

creole
6

, Negro French, >Patois 0 Standing at my window one Sunday

morning, I overheard a conversation between two of my Negroes,

which was so interesting - larded with their quaint idioms and humor-

ous proverbs, expressed in those most ludicrous dialects, negro Eng-

lish and creole French, that I with difficulty refrained from laughter.

(TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 These misguided men returned to their work, sing-

ing in creole French, with melancholy voice, “C’est mulatte qui

manier nous qa.” (‘Tis the mulattoes who brought us to this.’)

(Joseph 1838b-l:28) 0 The dialects of the people of Port of Spain

were as mixed as their complexions and dresses... English, with its

proper accent, and then with its creole drawl; Spanish, with its true

Castilian pronunciation, as well as with the slight corruption with

which the South Americans speak it; creole French, European French,

Corsican, various kinds of patois , German, and Italian, were all spo-

ken in this town. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 147-8) 0 No one answered, until I

stepped up and said, I could speak French. The fact is, I spoke the jar-

gon called in these islands, “creole French,” a lingo principally made

up of corrupt French, but mixed with African, Spanish, and English

words. Flowever, this patois is the mother tongue of about a million

and a half of people in this part of the world. Fortunately for my
credit as a linguist, most of the privateer’s men had been long enough

amongst the islands to leam the lingo alluded to, so that I did duty as

a good interpreter. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 :75-6) 0 Seeing a white man pad-

dling a canoe excited their astonishment, until one called out, in the

general language of the humble order, - I mean Creole French, -

“Poor devil! let him pass; he is obliged to work for his living like one

of us. (Joseph 1 838b-3 : 1 66) 0 Fie turned round every moment to

jabber something, usually in Creole French, which of course I could

not understand. (Kingsley 1880:236) 0 Those drives up the valleys

were always delightful, and we found that different patois seemed to

be spoken in places half a mile apart and with only a low ridge

between. Up one valley a sort of spurious Spanish would be heard, up

another Creole French, whilst a hybrid Hindustani was the language

of a third cleft in the hills. (Broome 1904:172) 0 The plaintiff... said

that his eyes were very bad, and... gave his evidence in the Creole-

French language. (TG 24 Apr 1919:10) 0 Even long after the Capitu-

lation when English should have supplanted French history, you find

that Patois or Creole-French was the prevailing language. (Encinas

1927:77) 0 Rio Claro is mainly inhabited by people of Spanish

descent. A Spanish-patois is spoken and many of the people are also

versed in Creole-French. (WG 5 Apr 1930:4) 0 Until the spread of

general education in the last generation with English school-taught,

creole-French was the principal language. (Beard 1946:21)

Creole-Indian n arc A person bom in Trinidad of East Indian descent.

0 On Monday evening it was reported to the Police that a young

Creole-Indian woman named Supot got drowned in the afternoon at

Lengua Settlement. (POSG 8 Feb 1899:4) 0 ‘Creole’ is a word which

has accumulated many meanings. In the later nineteenth century, it

meant a person bom in Trinidad of European and/or African descent...

A ‘white Creole’ was a person bom in the island of European descent; a

‘Creole Indian’ was bom in Trinidad of East Indian descent; a ‘Creole

Spaniard' was an individual of Spanish (and often African and Amerin-

dian) descent bom in the island. (Brereton 1979:2)

creole jumbie n In whe-whe, a drawing of a man’s body divided into

segments given numbers; used in choosing numbers to bet on. See

also CHINAPOO. 0 Creole Jumbie: Drawing of a man whose anatomy

is divided into 52 segments. This figure was used when playing the

creolised numbers game called Whe Whe. (Besson 1999:174) 0

There are several body charts, showing you which marks are con-

nected to which body parts. The Chinapoo is the original jumbie chart

back from the days of Whe Whe. He reveals to you at a glance which

marks correspond with which body part. The Creole Jumbie, on the

other hand, is a more recent body chart. This jumbie incorporates the

experiences of the Play Whe players over the years, giving you more

corresponding marks for each body part. (Besson 1999:137)

Creole patois n obs The French Creole language. = broken French,

Negro French, patois 0 That it is a desirable thing and a thing to

which we should all tend to encourage English education, English

manners and habits of thoughts among us no one will deny. But we
are bound to take things as we find them, and there is no doubt that

the French language, and its derivative the creole patois, and French

manners and customs have ever predominated and do now pre-

dominate among the bulk of the population of Trinidad. (POSG 8

Dec 1883:4) 0 It was argued that since these policemen did not

understand the Creole patois, they unknowingly allowed obscene

language to be used on the streets and by vendors in the market.

(Trotman 1986:254)

creole plantain n A cultivated plantain of the AAB group Green

French plantain. Upper sheaths lightly marked with brown, no pink

colorations, more evenly rounded full fruits and coming to a sharper

point than HORN PLANTAINS, pointing up more vertically on stalk. =

common plantain, green French plantain 0 There are also a number of

cooking types called Plantains, of which the best known are the Horse

Plantain, the Creole Plantain, the Navelless, the Giant and the Black

Martinique. (Alford 1960:89) 0 (Stover & Simmonds 1987:122,164)

creole plum n Spondias mombin, a large deciduous native tree. Fruit

oblong 3-4 cm (1.2- 1.6"), yellow, aromatic, juicy, with a small

amount of highly acidic translucent yellow pulp and a large hard

fibrous pit containing several seeds. = >hog plum, mombin, plum

bush, wild plum

creole rice n A variety of locally grown dry-land rice, with reddish

grains. (< creole
!

) 0 Trinidad Pioneer Rice Mills offer for immediate

delivery creole rice meal. The ideal stock food for horses, cattle and

live stock of every description best adapted to our climate at an ideal

price. (TTM

4

Jan 1909) 0 [I] took breakfast at an Indian’s cottage -

creole rice and milk provided by the Indian’s wife, and salt beef and

bread and coffee from my own lunch box. (Morton 1916) Creole rice

with pound plantain and yard fowl. Paime and local wine. Sample it

all at today’s Folk Fair. (EX 4 Oct 1987:2) 0 Vendors from far and

wide also sell at Penal on Saturdays, and every conceivable item from

rice cake and creole rice to wildmeat, clothing and agricultural pro-

duce as well as small kitchen items are on sale. (Bomb 22 Jan

1993:26) 0 The variety of rice cultivated in the swamps, and there-

fore, in water, used to be known by the general name of “water rice.”

This was to differentiate it from the red-husked or “hill” variety

called “creole rice,” and which was apparently brought here by the

Africans. This variety is extremely delicious and much sought after.

When husked it is reddish-brown in colour, and generally prepared in

a special way, usually with banana-leaf covering to “steam” it,

enhancing an already aromatic flavour. It is a variety of rice that has

become almost non-existent in the Trinidad of today. (Anthony

1997:478-9)

creole sive n Allium schoenoprasum var., a dark variety of SIVE, a cul-

tivated onion-like plant, having many slender bulbs with long green

leaves; used in SEASONING. 0 See if you could get some real creole

sive at the market.

creole Spaniard n arc A person of Spanish, usu. Venezuelan Spanish,

descent, bom in the Caribbean, esp. in Trinidad. = creole Spanish,

panyol
2

, Spanish creole 0 ‘Creole’ is a word which has accumulated

many meanings. In the later nineteenth century, it meant a person

bom in Trinidad of European and/or African descent... A ‘white
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Creole’ was a person bom in the island of European descent; a ‘Cre-

ole Indian’ was bom in Trinidad of East Indian descent; a ‘Creole

Spaniard’ was an individual of Spanish (and often African and Amer-

indian) descent bom in the island. (Brereton 1979:2)

creole Spanish n arc A person of Spanish, usu. Venezuelan Spanish,

descent, bom in the Caribbean, esp. in Trinidad. = creole Spaniard,

panyol*\ Spanish creole 0 A creole-spanish young man... armed with

a poui stick, beat... him mercilessly. (Alexander 1909:187)

creole stick n A traditional type of competition between men fighting

with long sticks. = bataille bois, kalinda, >stick-fight 0 And when

Gurudeva sought out an oustard or veteran stickman and at his guid-

ance began practising on evenings at gatka, which they play at Hosey

time; and at creole stick, which they play at Carnival time and in

fighting melees generally, old Jaimungal positively began to boast.

(Naipaul 1976:41)

creole tea n Sauvagesia erecta, a native plant; leaves elliptical with

pointed tips, 4 x 1 cm (1.6 x .4"), margin toothed. Flowers 1-2 in leaf

axils, 5 petals, pinkish-purple, wider in middle, pointed tips.

Creole white n Of white European descent, but bom in the Caribbean.

= white Creole (< creole
10

) 0 The Creole Whites are generally less

robust than Europeans. (CO/295/81 1829:325) 0 “Ah dream,” she

said, “dis po’ chile was in trouble for a white boy - buh he wasn’

white - ’e was ‘Creole white’ - an’ you?” - she glared accusingly at

her employer - “you was go’ put she out.” (Hercules 1961:65) 0 In

Trinidad ‘local whites’ were identified not only as ‘Creole whites’,

but more specifically, as ‘French Creoles’. While the term encoded

the distinction between ‘French’ plantation owners and ‘British’ gov-

ernmental administrators, its referential use was not confined to per-

sons of ‘French’ descent. Rather, the term was applicable to any

‘white’ who was truly ‘local’, regardless of ‘nationality’... Yet despite

its broad referential use, the term ‘French Creole’ retained the conno-

tations suggested by a ‘French’/’British’ distinction: ‘French Creoles’

were regarded as ‘warmer’ than the ‘cold British’. (Segal 1993:88)

creole wood n A stick used for fighting. = >bois, kalinda, poui,

bataille bois 0 (Palladin 1970) 0 Kalinda... is a genre characterized by

dance, singing, and stick-fighting... called “creole wood,” “bois,” and

“bataille bois.”... It is accompanied by group singing and instruments.

A small group of men consisting of chantuelle and chorus sing stick-

fight or Kalinda songs called “lam-wehs,” in English and/or patois.

They are accompanied by bamboo-stick instruments... and/or dmms.
The music is used to accompany duelling between stick-fighters.

Kalinda occurs mainly around Carnival time. The words of the songs

pertain to boasts, insults, derision, and challenge. (Ahyoung 1977:50)

creolisation, creolization v The process of becoming acculturated to

local Afro-Creole culture. 0 This perceived “creolisation” of Indian

women, and the consequent conflict in the family over this trend was
the topic of a number of calypsoes in which African men pursue

Indian women either as sex partners or for their hand in marriage.

(Tarradath 1991:390) 0 For years, social scientists predicted that a

distinct Indian culture in Trinidad would decline or even dissipate in

the face of economic development and accompanying westernization.

Most of these studies described the impending absorption or assimila-

tion of Indians into a single, national cultural and social system (a

process often deemed ‘creolization’). (Vertovec 1992:158) 0 This

involvement in Carnival tends to draw [young Chinese] closer to the

rest of the national community in spite of the rejection by many older

Chinese of the “Trinidad Carnival image.” The older heads are more
concerned about the unsavoury effects of Carnival on the discipline

of the entire community. King Carnival, rambunctious, bawdy and

indisciplined, is regarded as a persona non grata by the older, home-
bom Chinese who cherish decorum and spurn ostentation. They view
Carnival as an intoxicant and would prefer that their offspring avoid it

because the more they become involved with it the more likely they

are to be co-opted by creolisation. (Millett 1993:142) 0 [He] inter-

prets non-traditional actions as: ‘not how my father or his pard’ners

would have behaved, but kind’a like how them Creole does get on’;

an affective process [he] and his ‘pard’ners’ actually call ‘creolisa-

tion'. Similarly, the way his ‘father or his pard’ners’ behaved is

known locally as ‘traditional’. (Sampath 1993:237-8) 0 Other oddi-

ties are also regarded as potential problems allocated to Creoles and

‘creolised’ behaviour. These include having ‘too much vice’, ‘going

off’ (forms of mental illness), living a life of near vagrancy, spending

too much time in ‘Town’ (Port of Spain), or consistently eating creole

food, e.g. pumpkin pie [s/c], red beans, or too much meat of any kind,

but especially beef and pork. (Sampath 1993:239)

creolise, creolize v Become acculturated to the local Afro-Creole cul-

ture. (< creole
1 + E -ize ‘become; undergo a process of change’, i.e.

‘render creole; naturalize in the West Indies or adjacent regions’) 0 Fa

Vaca Bay takes its name from a rock of that name off its windward

point. It is now creolised generally into Fa Vache. (Carr 1869:398) 0

On a Sunday afternoon when the Youth parade the Governor’s

Gardens to listen to the Band you see children dressed in miniature

copies of their mothers’ creolized Hollywood gown. (J. de Boissiere

1945c:37) 0 Negroes in Trinidad are known as “creoles” on all polite

or formal occasions, so all the tenn “creolization” implies is that Indi-

ans have learned and adopted practices and beliefs from these people,

who had already become acculturated to island life when the Indians

arrived. (Niehoff& Niehoff 1960: 146) 0 “They used to bum the cord

when my mother-in-law was alive, but now - Indian people are Cre-

olized - they don’t want smoke so they bury the cord,” she said.

(Klass 1964:109) 0 Mr Gidharee was what they called ‘perfectly cre-

olised’. He was not merely pretending he knew patois. I could sense

that he knew it well, from the way he pronounced jeune male.

(Anthony 1967:120) 0 To be creolized, to become like a Creole in

behavior or values. (Rodman 1971:229) 0 Tike some Indian dishes,

many Chinese foods have been “creolized.”... Many Chinese meat

and poultry dishes look suspiciously as if they’ve been “browned

down,” the Creole process of cooking in caramelized sugar. (Moses

1988:251) 0 If the original percussive impulse was African, it became

highly creolised - that is, combined with the cultural traditions and

aspirations of Europe. So the development of pan is largely a story of

the young men of Trinidad in the 1940s, ’50s, and '60s straining to

create a melodic instrument out of a drum, labouring to acquire virtu-

osity of performance and composition with it. (Johnson 1998:63) 0

How, come Divali time, the people at the centre in the Centre in

Faventille, for example, could use that space to have the Hindus

living there engage the rest of the community in talk not only about

that religion but about “Indian music” with the Faventille Rhythm
Section beating out (as they do) tassa rhythms with nary a tassa drum
in sight, all this, assuming of course, that the Faventille Hindus have

not all become so ultra-creolised that for them, not even the basic

puja has any meaning. (K. Smith, 8 Feb 2001, Trinicenter.com)

creolism n arc A word or phrase used in local English, including stan-

dard or formal varieties, that is not regarded as part of international

standard English. 0 Amongst the many errors in this Work, I throw

myself on the mercy of the reader for one class in particular.

Mr. Arundell’s papers are full of those peculiarities of language

which may not improperly be called ‘creolisms.’ My wish has been to

expunge these, and substitute English words; or, if the story required

the creole words to be retained, I have endeavoured to explain them,

either in the text or by notes. But, having myself resided for nearly

twenty years in the colonies, it is very probable that I have unwit-

tingly copied into these volumes many expressions which will be

scarcely understood on the other side of the Atlantic, without having

given the necessary information. For this I entreat the indulgence of

the liberal. It is difficult to live many years in a country without con-

tracting some of the peculiarities of its dialect or idiom. (Joseph

1 838b- 1 :xvii-xviii) 0 There is no Hindoo Hosay. Hosay is not a syn-

onym for Krishna. He is not a god at all. ‘Hosay’ is a creolism. The

proper name of the fete is the Muharram... The Muharram (creole

‘Hosay’) is in honour of the two supposed martyrs. (Fetter, TC 1 1 Apr

1871, in Singh 1988:45)

creolnee, creolenie n arc A vulgar expression of contempt for an

Afro-creole person. (< creole
5 + kilwanee) = kilwanee, kirwal 0

[Uncomplimentary terms that signified extreme identities - i.e. coo-

lie, nigger, creolenie, baboo - have been dropped from everyday

usage. (Stewart 1991:154)
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crepe coq n Centropogon cornutus , a soft-stemmed native shrub, 1 m
(39") high; milky sap; stems round, slightly hairy in the younger

parts. = deer bush, deer meat 0 (FTT 1940-2-2:108) 0 Crep coq. Deer

meat... grows along moist shady banks and in cocoa fields. (Duncan

1993:30)

crepesole, crepsole n A shoe with a rubber sole, usu. with canvas

uppers. (< E crepe-soled ‘having a sole made from crepe rubber.

India-rubber rolled into thin sheets with a corrugated surface’) =

washekong 0 (Ottley 1971:65) 0 Crepesole. (John 1973) 0 “The first

shoe I put on was a crepesole.” (Diptee 1992:247) 0 He was so happy

that he went and buy a pair of white crepsoles for Rosa. (Narine

1996:29)

crescent crab-eater n obs Nyctanassa violacea cayennensis (Trin) or

N.v. bancrofti (Tob), 62.5 cm (25") long. Pale grey; head black with

pale crown, plumes and cheek patch. Bill black, relatively short and

thick. (< crabier + Fr a croissant ‘crescent-moon’) = >crabier*, crabier

a croissant 0 Ardea Sexcetacea... Crescent crab-eater, (de Verteuil

1884:370)

cressles, cressels, crestles n Nasturtium officinale, a cultivated large-

leafed, dark green plant; often eaten raw as a side salad. (< E cress,

water-cress ‘several plants with pungent edible leaves that grow near

running water, esp. N. officinale ’) = water-cressles 0 Crestles. (CFNI
1971:22) 0 He loved the taste of cressels and had gone only the night

before hunting from place to place for a bunch. (EX 10 Jan 1994:3) 0

Morass insisted that mango when half ripe does go well with cucum-

ber, tomato and cressels all covered with salad cream. (EX 14 Aug
1994:25)

crested cacique n Psarocolius decumanus insularis , a large black and

yellow bird; male has narrow long black crest. = cacique
3

, cacique

huppe, carouge3
, combird4

,
great-crested cacique, great-crested

combird, large combird, merle laque jaune, pogga, yellow combird,

>yellow-tail 0 [A] large proportion of the hundred and fifty varieties

listed by Ober - blue creeper, crested cacique, tropical kingfisher -

were sighted. (Oakley 1941:421)

crested gabilan, crested gavilan n Spizaetus ornatus [~ S. mauduyti
]

(E ornate hawk-eagle ), a large bird, 60 cm (24") long. Upperparts and

crown blackish, with long pointed crest; hindneck, sides of head and

sides of breast rufous; throat white, bordered by black band; rest of

underparts barred black and white; tail long, rounded, barred brown

and black; bill black. Broad wings; legs feathered to the base of the

toes. Eats mainly birds, known to prey on chickens. = chicken hawk 3
,

copetong, gabilan, gabilan a huppe 0 The Crested Gavilan... is most

ferocious, and will pick up a fowl in the poultry-yard and carry it off,

even within sight and cry of persons in the neighbourhood, (de Verteuil

1884:90)

crestles see CRESSLES

cribo, crebeau 1 n Drymarchon corais corais , a non-venomous snake,

1.2-2.4 m (4-8') long, active in the daytime. Black forebody, orange-

yellow rear half, yellowish-brown tail. = clibo
3

,
corais snake,

>yellow-tail(ed) cribo, yellow-tail(ed) (rat) snake, yellow-tail(ed)

snake 0 (de Verteuil 1858) 0 The Clibo or Cribo (Coluber variabilis)

haunts inhabited places, and is occasionally seen in houses, where,

however, is ought to be welcome as a destroyer of rats. It is asserted

that this Cribo is the enemy of the poisonous serpents, which it would

fight successfully, (de Verteuil 1884:98) 0 [It] used to hiss and swell

out the neck much as the cribo does when excited. (Mole 1892d:9) 0

Cribo. One of the commonest in Trinidad of the numerous and harm-

less family of the Colubridae. Criboes are useful about the house in

being ‘dead on rats’ and good mousers, but the housewife must keep

an eye on her chicks. (T.W. Carr 1894:277) 0 These cribos, though

one of the principal snakes of Trinidad, are in reality harmless, and

are enemies of the poisonous species. My guide, however, declared

that this was a poisonous one, though he called it a cribo. (Jay

1900:88) 0 One evening while at prayers the dog barked and a large

but harmless snake called a crebo, that comes about where there are

chickens, was seen crossing the room, evidently in search of a meal.

(Morton 1916) 0 It could, I suppose, just as easily have turned out to

be a Cribo or a Tigre (large nonvenomous snakes), but... instinctively

1 knew I had come upon a Bushmaster. (Shortt 1975:100)

2 n Clelia clelia clelia , a non-venomous snake. = >black cribo, black

widow, buda, clibo
3

, moon snake
2

, mussurana, vidua 0 (Boos

2001a:86)

cribo noir n Clelia clelia clelia , a non-venomous snake, in its black or

melanistic phase. (< cribo + Fr noir ‘black’) = >black cribo, black

widow, buda, clibo
3

, cribo
2

, moon snake
2

, mussurana, vidua 0 Clibo,

or cribo noir. (de Verteuil 1884:382)

crick-crack intj Part of story telling formulas for closing traditional

folk stories; usu. the story-teller says “crick” and the audience

responds “crack”. Sometimes in full: Crick-crack, monkey break he

back on a rotten pomerac. See also BOIS SEC, TIM-TIM, WIRE
BEND. 0 Crick-crack, monkey break his back in the hamsack... crick-

crack the wire bend, and so the nancy story end. (Alladin 1968) 0

‘Now girl. I just give Manko a piece ofmy mind. Now for your share.

What happen done and finish with. Mr Johnson is a big white man
what living in England, and he was only here on holiday, and the two

of you like one another, and now he gone back to England. Crick

crack, monkey break my back, wire bend and the story end.’ (Selvon

1972:182) 0 “The other day you cuss-up you old friend Ramcharitar

because he was telling you about karma, and you tell me to cut out

that shit about karma, so crick-crack the wire bend, the story end.”

(Andersen 2004: 104)

cricket orchid n Brassia caudata, a native ground orchid, to about

50 cm (19.5") tall. Flowers large, showy, three elongated outer petals

of greenish-yellow to bright orange-yellow with red-brown spots;

borne on arching stalks, to 12-flowered, 15-30 cm (5.8-1 1.7") long. 0

(Schultes 1960:232) 0 (FTT 1967-3-1:173)

crier l’enterrement, crier l’interment n obs A traditional means of

publicly announcing a death in the community by having people go

about and shout this information to residents. See also DEAD MES-
SAGE, INTIMATIONS. (< Fr crier ‘cry; call out’ + Fenterrement ‘the

interment; burial’) = give orders 0 As the newspapers only appeared

bi-weekly, it was customary to send round three or four persons with

circulars, some of whom would also act as criers, who would crier

F internment [.sic] i.e. announce the funeral. Creole patois was very

prevalent and most people spoke it so the crier, [was] generally a

woman dressed a la martiniquen... and the possessor of a good sound-

ing voice. (Inniss 1932 [1840s])

criollo (cocoa) n Theobroma cacao var., a high quality, low-yield

variety of cultivated cocoa; pod is yellow or red when ripe, with a

furrowed, warty surface; seeds white. Now sometimes used for a mix-

ture of FORASTERO and AMAZONA varieties of cocoa; an interna-

tional E term, esp. used in Trinidad, where it is the main export

variety. (< Sp criollo ‘creole; native to the Americas’) = creole

cocoa
1

0 The best quality cocoas in the world are the pure Criollos...

Grown in Trinidad prior to the disaster of 1727, Criollo has never

found favour since, in spite of attempts to re-introduce it. In its own
home, Western Venezuela, it has gradually been supplanted by Foras-

tero... We hear a lot about the malignant influence of cross-fertiliza-

tion whenever Criollo and Forastero meet. Cross-fertilization has

undoubtedly speeded the disappearance of the white-seeded type. But

the real reason is the world-wide preference of planters themselves

for the hardier Forastero hybrids wherever they have proved their

merits in direct competition with the pure Criollo stocks... The Achil-

les heel, the fatally vulnerable point, of Criollo is its susceptibility to

the Phytophthora diseases, Black Pod and Canker... The undisputed

possibility of growing Criollo cocoa successfully under certain agri-

cultural conditions, which include factors permitting the use of a very

light shade, must not be allowed to confuse the point at issue... I

should be very sorry to be interpreted as ignoring the present very

high prices of Criollo cocoa, which obviously allow a margin for

yields even below the Forastero average to be profitable, or alterna-

tively allow intensive cultivation and higher costs. I am fairly sure

that there are estates in Trinidad as well as Tobago on which Criollo

cocoa could be steered safely between the rocks of Phytophthora and

the whirlpool of thrips. (Cheesman 1936:126) 0 The use of the term
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“Forastero” to cover Brazilian and West African cocoas on the one

hand, and Trinidad, Ceylon, most Venezuelan and a good deal of

Ecuador cocoa on the other, sometimes leads to confusion... In Trini-

dad... we have to regard all the existing types as a series of hybrids

between Amelonado (or possibly Calabacillo) and Criollo... Plump-

ness, even in the Trinidad mixture, serves as some index of quality,

because it indicates Criollo genes in the constitution... It is these

Criollo genes, even diluted as they now are, that are responsible for

Trinidad cocoa remaining in the “fine” class. (Cheesman 1936:126) 0

Creollo cocoa had originally been the only cocoa planted in Trinidad

(and this excellent quality was still the only one planted on the Main-

land), but the many new estates established in Trinidad had planted

the Guatemala (or the Forestero as it was known locally). This grew

rapidly and yielded good returns but of poor quality having an infe-

rior flavour, with less fat and smaller beans, (de Verteuil 1981:54) 0

Papa Goon said that the best cacao was the criollo , but that it was

very delicate and susceptible to disease. The other was the forastero

which was strong and hardy. He explained that the ripe seeds of the

criollo pods were either red or yellow, but the forastero seeds varied

from pale to deep purple. He remarked that the beans looked beautiful

if they were well-cured and dried. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:20)

cripsy adj Crispy; easily breakable. 0 Bermudez does mek some real

cripsy Crix.

crispay 1 adj Brittle; fragile. (< Fr crispe ‘shrivelled; dried up’) 0 All

this bush crispay.

2 adj In a bad mood; on edge. 0 The baby crispay, always crying.

croaker n Micropogonfurnieri, a marine fish. (< E croaker, a number
of fishes that make a croaking sound) = >rocando, roncador 0 (Kenny

& Bacon 1981:122)

croaks v Lose all your marbles to a more successful player; win all

someone’s marbles. (< colloq E croak ‘die’) = bus, croack, strakes 0

“Could you arrange a modestly priced hotel for me - something that

won’t croaks me.” (1984) 0 “She’s the girl who stop me from pitching

marble... She croax me, down to mih tor.” (Pires 1 99 1:8)

croc-chien 1 n Desmoncus orthacanthos, a vigorous spiny climbing

native palm with a flexible stem, used for baskets, whips. Also the

similar D. polyacanthos, a slender spiny climbing native palm, with

recurved hooks to 1.5 cm (.6") long on the leaf stalk instead of

straight spines. (< Fr croc ‘fang, tooth’ + Fr chien ‘dog’, fr resem-

blance of shape of spines to dog teeth) = >camwell, climbing palm,

gri-gri vine, lattan, pessy
3

,
policeman, wait-a-minute 0 (de Verteuil

1858:124) 0 “Take care of the Croc-chien!” shouts your companion;

and you are aware of, not a foot from your face, a long, green, curved

whip, armed with pairs of barbs some four inches apart; and are

aware also, at the same moment, that another has seized you by the

arm, another by the knees, and that you must back out, unless you are

willing to part with your clothes first, and your flesh afterwards.

(Kingsley 1880:168) 0 Among the Palms a native genus is found

which condescends to play the climber, armed with fierce, metal-like

hooks. It is called ‘wait-a-minute’ by the English, and croc-chien or

dog tusk by the creole woodmen. (T.W. Carr 1894:314)

2 n Uncaria tomentosa [= Ourouparia tomentosa], a woody native

vine with young stem tetragonal, climbing by stout hooked spines

formed by branchlets. Leaves ovate to elliptical-oblong, to 12 x 7 cm
(4.7 x 2.7"), obtuse or shortly acuminate at apex, rounded base,

smooth above, hairy on veins beneath. Flower yellowish green, in

heads 1.5 cm (.6") broad, in panicles of 3-5. Fruit 1.5-2 cm (.6-. 8")

diameter; containing very tiny winged seeds. (< Fr croc ‘fang; tooth'

+ Fr chien ‘dog’, fr resemblance of spines to dog teeth) = liane d’eau

0 A huge piece of croc-chien (Dilleniaceae) was cut down, from
which dripped the clearest and most palatable of water. (Mole
1894b:48) 0 Hunters and woodsmen in Trinidad, utilise several forest

plants as sources of water when in the forest... One such plant is

Uncaria tomentosa a forest vine, popularly known as Croc-Chien by
hunters and woodsmen. The name liane d’eau has also been attributed

to it... The French (patois) name croc-chien alludes to pairs of con-

spicuous persistent woody stipules which occur along the stems and
appear like dogs’ fangs... Croc-chien is most abundant in the valleys

of the eastern Northern Range... The lianes often grow across rivers

here and the tangle of vines with their hooked stipules are notorious

for sticking onto the clothes of passers-by... The mature stems are

slashed and the water which spurts out under high pressure is drunk

by woodsmen, hunters and hikers. The taste is brackish but sweet...

The collection of the water for use as medicine requires considerable

effort since the water squirts “up in the air” when the vine is cut.

(Morean 1992e:29)

crockadanny, crocker danny see CRAPATANI

cro-cro 1 n Several species of marine fish, mostly of the family Hae-

mulidae (E grunts), that make a croaking or grunting sound when
caught or disturbed. Esp. Haemulon album (E white margate, mar-

gate fish)', H. bonariense (E black grunt), H. boschmae (E black

grunt)', H. carbonarium (E black grunt)', H. flavolineatum (E French

grunt)', H. macrostomum (E grey grunt)', H. parrai (E sailor ’s choice,

sailor ’s grunt)', H. plumieri (E common grunt), white grunt', H. sciu-

rus (E blue-striped grunt)', H. steindachneri (E chere-chere grunt).

(fr croaking sound they make) = cro-cro blanc (H . album)', cro-cro

jolle rouge, redmouth (grunt), rouge (H. carbonarium, H. plumeri)',

cro-cro tte feuilles, grey grunt (H. macrostomum)', black grunt (H.

bonariense, H. boschmae, H. carbonarium)', french grunt (H. flavo-

lineatum)', speckled gmnt (H. parrai)', common grunt, white grunt (H.

plumieri) 0 The redmouths or crocros (Haemulon ) are caught in weirs

all along the coast, (de Verteuil 1884:393) 0 Whoever has bottom-

fished the banks of the Bocas is certain at one time or another to have

pulled up a six-inch “cro-cro,” and to have heard the grunts they emit

when the hook is being disgorged. This little fellow has a persistent

way of taking the bait off your hook. (Mendes 1940:21) 0 [C]ro-cro -

Conodon nobilis, E burro. (AACC 1945:107) 0 The fish-vendors said

the rains were hampering the fishing. But the cocro [sic] fish was
plentiful and cheap. The cocro came out to feed after the rains and

they caught nets-full of them. (Anthony 1965:140-1 ) 0 Indiscriminate

trawling was raking the sea bed clean and destroying the breeding

ground of the salmon, cro cro and rocando. (EX 19 Oct 1986:21) 0

Cro-cro: Ophioscion sp., Plagioscion sp., Sciaena sp., marine fishes.

(LNP 1985) 0 Apparently the big boys: sharks, tappons [sic], cro cro

and salmons knew what was going on that day. The sea only gave zil-

wans, catfish, cavali, chuff-chuff, melwish and stingrays. (TG 21 July

1993:13)

2 n A thin, L-shaped stick used to beat certain drums. = >cutting stick

cro-cro blanc n Haemulon album (E white margate, margate fish),

an edible marine fish. (< cro-cro
1 + Fr blanc ‘white’) = cro-cro

1

0

(Mendes 1940:15)

crocrodile n Crocodile, (poss. influenced by cro-cro
1

) 0 He have a

way he wink his eyes, Make him resemble a crocrodile. (Executor

“Christmas is a Joyful Day” 1937) 0 Lilly gathered water in me eye,

Look, you got to come like a crocrodile (Harmony Kings’ Orchestra

“OLiF Lil’ Gal” 1938)

cro-cro jolle-rouge, cro-cro geule rouge n Haemulon carbonarium

(E red-mouth grunt) or H. plumieri, edible marine fish. (< cro-cro
1 +

FC jolle rouge < Fr geule-rouge ‘red jaw’) = black grunt
3

,
cro-cro

1

,

jolle rouge, red-mouth grunt, rouge 0 (Vincent 1910:46) 0 Cro-cro

jolle-rouge. (Mendes 1940:15)

cro-cro tete feuilles n Haemulon macrostomum (E small grey grunt,

Spanish grunt), a fish; 28 cm (10.9") long; sides are white with longi-

tudinal black stripes. (< cro-cro
1 + Fr tete feuilles ‘leaf-head’) = cro-

cro
1

,
grey grunt 0 (Vincent 1910) 0 Cro-cro tete feuilles. (Mendes

1940:15)

crocus n Zephyranthes citrina, a cultivated and naturalized bulbous

plant, 3-5 narrow leaves 10-35 cm (3.9-13.6") long, flowers erect on

2-3.5 cm (.8-1.4" stems, yellow, fragrant. Also Z. rosea, with shorter

leaves; flowers rose-pink, (fr resemblance to E crocus , a flowering

bulb. Crocus sp.) = wild crocus, >wind flower, wish flower 0 Clumps
of the lovely Zephyranthes rosea, locally called crocus or wind flow-

ers, were to be seen along the sun- and shade-dappled lane... it

appears after the first heavy rains. These small, pink lilies each have a

flower like a crocus, borne singly on 8-inch stalks. (Bryans 1967:176)

0(FTT 1983-3-3:213)
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crocus bag n A loosely woven, brown jute fibre sack. (< Corchorus sp.,

plants fr whose bark jute fibre is made) = bag 0 Here there was a bench,

a hammock made of crocus bag and a dhenky for pounding rice. (Lewis

1972:15) 0 Mavis bring ah big crocus bag to put vegetables. (Keens-

Douglas 1984:88) 0 Remember, oil stoves making coffee in the morn-

ings? Waking up to sounds of waves crashing on the beach?... Digging

chip chip and catching crab with a stick and a crocus bag? (EX-2 23

Sept 1990:6) 0 Armed with a crocus bag, a trusty cutlass and a stick to

ward off snakes, Charles ventured into the Cushe Forest. (Bomb 23

Nov 1990:17) 0 The coalman came next. He was an Indian whom we
addressed as “Babu”: Always dressed in his dhoti, he stood proud on

his mule-cart... The rich, black stuff was contained in crocus bags

(which held about thirty pounds of the precious coal) their tops secured

with a rough, stout vine from the forest. This served as twine. A “bag o’

coals” sold at that time for thirty cents. (Maynard 1992:5) 0 A dozen or

so Dragons and Devils from Maraval come next, dressed in crocus-bag

costumes and accompanied by biscuit-tin percussion. (Jacob et al.

1992:31) 0 They sold heaps of the fat, juicy, green and mottled pea-

pods on crocus bags on the concrete pavement. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:143) 0 The donkey cart selling ice was a common sight in

[bygone] days when the “ice man” could be relied upon to make his

round right on time. You bought your block, salted it to slow down the

melting process and wrapped it in a crocus bag and then stored it in a

barrel. (T&T Yesteryear 1995:12) 0 The subdivisions were made by the

use of “crocus bags” (jute sacks) strung on cord or with boxwood from

crates. (Cummings 2004:3)

crocus mat n An empty CROCUS BAG used as a mat in front of a door-

way. 0 We cleaned our shoes on the crocus mat. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:50)

Croisee, croisee, kwayzay, Quaysay, quaisay, quizay, kayzay,

keezay n A large intersection next to a commercial square area on the

Eastern Main Road in San Juan, /kweze/ (< Fr croisee /kwaze/ 'cross-

ing point'; the derivation proposed < Fr Quay d'Orsay is erroneous) 0

Mastifay, Mastifay, meet me down by the Quaysay, Cut-outter, Cut-

outter, meet me down by Green Comer. (Small Island Pride “Carnival

Celebration” 1955) 0 [T]hat part of San Juan on the Eastern Main
Road known as Kwaysay, or, according to the caption of the Press -

Kayzay’ or Keezay. The Press discussion seems to have established the

fact (a) that the present pronunciation of the word is Kwaysay... from

croisee meaning a cross-road, and referring to the meeting of the

Saddle Road, and the El Socorro Road with the Eastern Main Road.

(Pierre 1950:46) 0 Last Carnival Tuesday, She sit down by the

Quizay, San Juan All Stars coming, Sibil started jumping. (Kitchener

“Walk a Hundred Miles” 1973 pr) 0 “Roti,” she laughed; “strictly San

Juan roti, made in San Juan, sold in San Juan, cows slaughtered in

San Juan, curry ground in San Juan, only flour from abroad. Strictly

San Juan quaysay roti.” (Jones 1973:80) 0 Kind folks drop food for

them, and sometimes they line up on the Croissee’s bus route for

meals. (Punch 8 Oct 1989:31) 0 Five electricity poles came tumbling

down in the Croisee on Friday night, disrupting power in the entire

area. (EX 14 Oct 1990:1) 0 At the Croisee a boy flags down the car

and gets in. (Strasser 1990:125) 0 “The Croisee” - situated at the cor-

ner of Eastern Main Road and Saddle Road, is a lively, colourful,

commercial junction. A transfer point for commuters using the

Priority Bus Route and route-taxis plying the “East-West Corridor”.

(Bacchus-Xavier 1991 :20) 0 “Where are you now?” “In the Croisee,”

replied Umar. (Ali 1993:108) 0 Yesterday, demolition teams tore

down numerous structures in the vicinity of the Croissie [s/c]. (EX 6

Mar 2002:5)

croja n obs An unidentified species of heron. 0 Ardea Scolopacea...

Croja. (de Verteuil 1884:369)

crook 1 n arc A wooden saddle for a donkey, with crossed pieces front

and back to hang things from. (< dial E crook ‘a support or frame of

bent wood, slung in pairs across the saddle of a pack-horse for carry-

ing loads’) = donkey crook, donkey cmtch 6 Canes are conveyed to

the mill, either by carts or mules with crooks, (de Verteuil 1848: 19) 0

Ah! little Blackamoor, Oh! quit your crook and mule. (TRD 6 Jan

1849:2) 0 When the sale was effected, Harriet was a little girl, suffer-

ing from yaws, and had to be taken to her new home and master on a

mule crook. (Hummingbird 1 Oct 1904:10) 0 Best Donkey (3 years

and upwards) with crook. (Mirror 17 Oct 1907:15) 0 A twelve-year-

old Negro boy led a donkey into the yard. Hung over the crook were
two big baskets of ripe oranges, (de Boissiere 1956:89-90)

2 n A stick with a right-angle protrusion at the end, used to hold up
grass or CANE to be cut. (< E crook ‘an instrument or tool of hooked
form; a hook for grappling or catching’) = >crookstick 0 “In the rainy

season I pick up my crook and swiper and went Sangre Grande in the

estate - is there my father came as a bound coolie.” (Johnson

2003b:23) 0 The land for the cultivation of sugar cane was cleared

with a swiper and a wooden or bamboo crook was used to remove the

weeds and shrubs after they were cut. (Chandool 2003)

3 v Carry on a mule or donkey CROOK, usu. CANE or cocoa, but also

bags, etc. 0 (Cochrane 2303 1825:42b) 0 He was crooking canes at

the time. (TSt 19 Mar 1839:3) 0 We found that our luggage had

arrived before us; it had been “crooked” - that is, carried by mules,

from whose backs, on each side, hang stakes so crooked or shaped as

to hold conveniently any load the animal may have to carry. (Under-

hill 1862:45)

crook-bill n Numenius phaeopus hudsonicus [= Numenius hudsoni-

cz«] (E Hudsonian curlew or whimbrel), a large bird, 42.5 cm (17")

tall. Upperparts generally greyish brown, mottled with whitish buff;

pale buff crown-stripe and above-eye stripe; rest of crown and eye-

stripe dark brown; underparts white, streaked and barred with brown;

whitish underbelly; legs bluish grey. Very noticeable long down-
curved bill about 7.5-10 cm (3-4"), used to search for molluscs, crabs

and insects in swamps and mud flats. (< E crook 'hooked or curved’)

= bee crochu 0 Scolopax Armata... Crooked-bill, (de Verteuil

1884:370) 0 (ffrench 1991:147-8)

crook boy n arc Worker who loads CANE or cocoa onto a donkey

bearing a CROOK. 0 (Hart 1866:28)

crookstick n A stick with a right-angle protrusion at the end, used to

hold up grass or CANE to be cut. (< E crook 'an instrument or tool of

hooked form; a hook for grappling or catching’) = crook 0 But Ma
was determined. She tied up her head with an old floursack, took the

brushing cutlass and the crookstick and started to cut the grass.

(Ladoo 1972: 1 15) 0 'I is ah man kyah hit the Red House with ah ham-

mer. People say me hand like a crook stick. Shooting eh make for me
at all.’ (Narine 1977:87) 0 It was evening time, when the last cane

carts were rumbling home and the cane cutters walked behind, swing-

ing their empty calabashes and crooksticks, their clothes blackened

from the burnt cane ash. (Chen 1988:20) 0 Some of the men wearing

leggings too, and everybody carrying either a brushing cutlass and

crook stick, a rake, or poonyah or something. (Stewart 1989:198) 0

[He] was called to his father’s room and viciously beaten with a

crookstick. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:14) 0 They each took a width of four

cocoa trees and began swinging their curved 'swipers’ hooking the

grass with their crooksticks in their left hands and with the same

motion, pulled the cut grass away. (Boodhoo 1994:23)

crop 1 n The annual sugar-cane harvest. (< E crop 'the annual or sea-

son’s yield of any natural product’) [I]n crop, out of crop: ‘in crop’

means during harvest (January to May); ‘out of crop’ describes the

slack or dead season (June to December) when the main agricultural

tasks are planting and weeding. (Brereton 1979:ix)

2 n A year. 0 “I eh see me moon for two crops.” (Tothill 1939:2)

crop-over n The end of the sugar cane harvest, now officially the end

of May. 0 When people in Port-of-Spain see the night sky reddened

by unnaturally delayed sunsets, or find black ash descending on their

gardens, they know the first of the sugar harvest has begun. This is

called ‘crop-over burning’, when the sugar fields are burnt to get rid

of unwanted trash... This burning is a signal for frantic activity. The

burnt stems have to be cut and rushed to the mills to be crushed and

boiled within thirty-six hours of being set on fire. (Bryans 1967:116)

0 Everyone was watching because cropover was less than a month

and a half away, and he was still ahead of Boodram in the tally.

(Stewart 1989:82) 0 The Crop Over Festival, held for the first time [in

Couva] was scheduled to get going at 10 a.m. (TTM 10 July 1990:14)
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crop season n The time for harvesting sugar cane, in the past usu.

from about December through February. In the mid-1970s, this period

was fixed from the beginning of January to the end of May. = crop-

time 0 The heat of the Crop Season took such a toll on the flower-

plants that I had to water them every day. (Anthony 1965:54) 0 “It

was crop season, and the rain made mud everywhere in the road.”

(Stewart 1989: 119)0 “You get a regular work yet?” Sebastien did ask

him. “I know what you coming wid,” Boris did take in front. “Since I

only get six months crop-season work in the sugar factory, I should

save my money and do something constructive. Ent is that you going

to say?” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:58)

crop-time n The time for harvesting sugar cane, in the past usu. from

about December through February. In the mid-1970s, this period was

fixed from the beginning of January to the end of May. = crop season

0 “This is crop time, don’t you know? and I have no spare hands to

catch all the necessary [firejflies.” (Wilkins 1854:22) 0 In most years,

the dry season begins sometime in January and lasts until mid-June.

The older generation calls this “crop time” or “in the crop,” the period

of intensive labor in the cane fields. (Myers 1998:61)

cross 1 adj Of a dog, fierce, bad-tempered, unfriendly. (< E cross ’ill-

tempered; peevish; petulant; vexed') 0 When the new creole neigh-

bours had moved in next door, and had felt that she would have bitten

them, as she was such a cross dog with a terrific bark which could be

heard form a very far distance, they then started to throw her bits of

food which she would gulp down in sheer delight! (Woolward

1976:7) 0 “If you want to make a dog cross, give him plenty guinea

pepper.” (1988)

2 n Burden; trouble; misfortune. (< E cross ‘trouble; vexation; annoy-

ance; misfortune, adversity’) = crosses 0 But look at my cross! (ESTT

1956) 0 “Dat cross is what I have to suffer every evenin’ when he

come home from work.” (Baptiste 1993:49)

3h A condition of hunting dogs in which they are not correctly fol-

lowing a scent. 0 Trinidad hunters bathe dogs for “cross” using the

crushed leaves of sun bush... Plant tops of seed under leaf... are also

used to bathe dogs for “cross.” (Lans 2006: 169)

4 v Use OBEAH or prayers to prevent someone from succeeding. (< E
cross ‘oppose; go counter to’) 9 Some people try to “cross” you, i.e.,

try to spoil the ceremonies in a palais or in a (Spiritual Baptist)

church. (Simpson 1970:75)

cross box phr A custom of adults passing a child back and forth over a

coffin, so that the JUMBIE 1

of the dead would not follow the child.

(< E cross ‘go from one side to the other’ + box 1

) 0 Put the child to

cross the box.

crossed adj Of hunting dogs, unable to properly follow a scent,

believed to be affected by CROSS. 0 Plants are also used for dogs that

are “crossed.” In this situation the hunters complain that the dog goes

in the opposite diredtion from the game. The dog is faced upstream

and bathed in a river with the water running west and rubbed with the

crushed leaves of seven different plants found on the riverbed... The
dog is then turned to face downstream... One repondent claimed that

crossed dogs are really “running spirits, evil things in the forest are

humbugging them.” (Lans 2006:169)

crossed energies phr In folk belief, a negative influence placed on

someone. 0 Some Trinidadian householders place a lime in each cor-

ner of their bedrooms to keep the room free from any “crossed ener-

gies” or “negative vibrations”. Many shopkeepers often keep one in

their cash pans in the belief that it would bring them luck. (Morean

1991:15)

crosses n Burden; trouble; misfortune. (< E cross ‘trouble; vexation;

annoyance; misfortune, adversity’) = cross 0 CROSSES, n., troubles,

e.g., look at me crosses, na. (Rodman 1971:229)

cross foot phr Go beyond a boundary, particularly on a challenge or

dare; usu. negative, visit, come onto someone’s property. (< E cross

‘pass over a line, boundary, etc.’) 0 If you name man, cross you foot

in me yard a nex time. (Ottley 1971) 0 After she bad-talk me so, she

cyar cross foot by me.

crossing of the waters see CROSS water

cross thread 1 phr Rub the wrong way; irritate; be at cross-purposes.

(< E cross ‘oppose; go counter to’ + thread ‘ridge on a screw’, as

when a screw thread is not lined up straight, the screw will not go in

properly’) 0 Cross-tread - to be at cross purposes. (Daniel ms2 ca

1960) 0 “Don’t cross me thread this morning.” = “Don't screw me the

wrong way, the cork will stick.” (1994) 0 Mine me and you cross

thread. 0 He cross thread with me too much.

2 adj Uncooperative; contrary. 0 Just because the tree dropping leaves

in the neighbour yard, they call the police. Dem is real cross-thread

people.

cross-wake n A Catholic feast of saints, celebration of a family anni-

versary, or other occasions, associated with DECIMAS, ballads, folk

hymns, quizzes from the Bible and school books, and PICONG. (< Sp

velorio de cruz ‘vow of the cross’) = Veille Croix 0 Here orthodox

old-timers revolt against the inroads of tap-dancing and the jazz by

persistently indulging in their old “harrop” dance in the same old

way, the same modest, animated step, to the music of guitar, quarto

[sic], mandolin and shackshack, and vivacious chanting of lively

Spanish choruses; here the “Veille Croix” (Cross Wake) is as live an

institution as ever. (Greenidge 1938:61) 0 A more spirited gathering

is seen at a cross wake also called (Vieille Croix); the cross plays an

important part in this type of wake. A beautiful and well arranged

altar is made by those concerned. On this altar the cross is placed. The

ceremony begins precisely at six o’clock in the evening, with an air of

sanctity and solemnity pervading the atmosphere. Prayers are said

and hymns are also sung especially in Spanish during the night. A
feature type of chant called the “Galleron” is rendered with much zeal

and enthusiasm... Before the hour of 4.00 a.m. another type of pro-

vocative singing, called "Picong Time” is sung by the attendants of

the wake... As the clock strikes four in the morning, the very impor-

tant ceremony which entails the removing of the cross commences.

The cross is taken and placed on the second tier of the altar during

which time the most pious and solemn hymns are sung. This causes

some people to shed tears. Some altars are made up of about three or

four tiers, thus the formality of hymn singing and the rendition of

prayers coincide with the descending movement of the cross. It is

placed from tier to tier until it is completely removed from the altar

by the head of the house, who is usually the promoter of the cross

wake. He then takes the cross and walks around the house. The

attendants of the wake also take the flowers which were formerly

used for decorating the altar and join in the procession. After the pro-

cession, the altar is dismantled and the ceremony must be completed

precisely at six a.m.... The atmosphere of solemnity and sadness sud-

denly undergoes a great change after six. The whole scene is now
transformed to one of gaiety and merriment. It is said to be fete

time. Music and dancing are now the order of the day. (Rampersad

1963:89,91) 0 This composer was... a respectable interpreter and

singer at May Cross or Cross Wakes, a cultural expression introduced

by the coco panyol to the island. (TG 27 Nov 1994:19) 0 Not every-

one sang decimas nowadays. Decimas were sung for ‘Cross Wake’,

known in patois as Vied Croix, or in Spanish as Velorio de Cruz. The

style or genre was called galeron. It was really a recitative in coun-

terpoint to the accompaniment provided mostly by the cuatro with a

3/4 tempo. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:107) 0 She outlined the finer

details of the Vieil Croix or Cross Wake. For years Juanita had been

an ama of the cross. This meant that she was responsible for organiz-

ing a velorio at her residence. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994: 1 13)

cross water, crossing of the waters phr An action of IMPS during

Carnival, miming fear when any water is to be walked over or passed.

(< E cross ‘pass over a line, boundary, etc.’) 0 The Imps, led by a Head

Imp, are the provocateurs who goad the beast and add contrast in move-

ment by their mincing, darting, prancing, wheeling, elf-like jumps, cart

wheels, and pelvic gyrations... Adding to the dance content of this por-

trayal at Carnival is the symbolic ceremony of the “Crossing of the

Waters”... when any expanse of water such as a drain in the street has to

be crossed. The Head Imp goes to the edge of the water, lifts his foot in

an attempt to cross, and with great apprehension he keeps his foot sus-

pended in mid air while he shuffles on the other, waving the foot in the

air then making a sort of transfer with a hop as the waving foot becomes
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the support and vice versa. He shuffles away and leaps, returns to the

edge and lifts one foot in an effort to touch the water and withdraws

quickly, making tiny shuffling movements with a quick shifting of his

torso, counter-balanced by half outstretched moving arms... At the

moment he decides to leap across, there is great mime action as he goes

with a light skimming jump. The other Imps then take the cue and here

we see variations of approach and movement designs... At last they are

over the other side and they may blow cow horns and whistles in tri-

umph; not forgetting the incessant clanging of bells. Now their devilish

qualities are unleashed as they once more become tormentors of the

Beast straining on his chains. (Ahye 1978:33) 0 But most fascinating of

all were the motions of the “hierarchies of hell." These bands featured

imps and devils compete with wire tails and wings, horns and pitch-

forks. Water in the “canal" (roadside drains) presented an obstacle for

the dragons. These creatures teetered side to side as they raised their

legs high to “cross water”. (Ganase 2000:69)

crowbar n A metal tool, straight, about 6' (1.8 m) long, with one end a

chisel and the other a point; used mostly to drill holes or pry things

apart. See also PIGFOOT. (< E crow-bar ‘an iron bar, 1-3' long, with a

wedge-shaped end, usu. slightly bent and sometimes forked, used as a

lever or prise’) 0 Use that crowbar to pry open that crate.

crown n In Carnival MAS, the base support for the headpiece, con-

sisting of two cross-pieces over the head, fastened to a headband

piece. (< E crown ‘something having the circular form of a crown or

encircling wreath’)

Crown colony n obs A system of government in Trinidad from 1831

to 1924, in which the governing councils are not elected, but

appointed by the Crown. (< E crown ‘the sovereignty, authority or

dominion of which a crown is the symbol’) 0 “Whatever people feel

about crown colony rule, my friends, if we were under dictatorship

that same king would by his own devotion remedy all the wrongs

from which we are suffering.’’ (de Boissiere 1952:86) 0 Indeed, the

central fact about politics in Trinidad in the later nineteenth century is

that the planter-merchant community was able to exercise a very con-

siderable influence on policy making, despite the formally autocratic

Crown Colony constitution. For Trinidad was a ‘pure’ Crown Colony

between 1831 and 1924, governed by an entirely official Executive

Council and a Legislative Council composed of officials and nomi-

nated Unofficials. The authorised justification for Crown Colony

government, first formulated early in the century, remained in

constant use towards its end: the Crown was the guardian and repre-

sentative of the masses, the protector of popular interests against the

oppression of the landowners. Such a theory was, of course, based on

the conviction that the coloured races were unfit for self-government,

and it came under increasingly severe attacks from liberals in the col-

onies. (Brereton 1979:24)

crown cork n A metal bottle cap, e.g. for a sweet drink; edges ser-

rated, the inside centre area covered by a round piece of cork or more
recently plastic; often used as markers or chips in children’s games,

/krnq ko:k/ (< Crown Cork and Seal , name of manufacturer) = cog,

cogs, cork 0 Sweet drink bottles in those days [1930s] did not have

crown corks... to open [them] there was a small wooden plunger with

which you pressed down the glass ball back into the neck. (Araujo

1984:17-8) 0 He said Trinidad-made bottles and crown corks were

two of the products involved. (EX 3 May 1987:1) 0 Viet Nam is the

name fondly given to a bar on Independence Square South by regular

patrons who insist that fights can break out at the drop of a crown

cork, that bottles fly regularly, barely missing an innocent passerby

on the sidewalk. (EX 25 Nov 1990:2) 0 As soon as the train passed by

we scrambled down to examine whether our crown corks, roughly

flattened by hand, had now attained that final stage of perfection: flat-

ness, smoothness, thinness and sharpness. For when a perfect spinner

spins, harnessed by two holes and thin strong marlin, it sings and

dances fast; loses its tin quality and in its whirling motion meshes into

the blue sky, becoming one with it, a delight to the possessor and a

source of envy to onlookers. (Persaud 1990:87-8)

crown trace n Tob arc A TRACE, unpaved path, crossing state-owned

land, maintained by the government, in contrast to an ESTATE

TRACE, for which the estate is responsible. (< E crown ‘belonging to

the state’ + trace ) 0 The country lanes and forest tracks were not

called ‘traces’ as in Trinidad, but ‘crown traces’, as I saw when we
passed such places as Long Bed Crown Trace and Cambridge Crown
Trace on the road to Roxborough. (Bryans 1967:249)

crox-crox adv Describing a crunching sound. 0 He walking on the

gravel crox-crox.

cruise v Saunter; walk in a casual, relaxed manner. (< E cruise ‘sail to

and fro without making for a particular port of landing-place; now
usu. for pleasure’) = coast, course 0 He coasting (or cruising) down
the road. (ESTT 1956)

crush v Make a soft food into a shapeless mass, equivalent to E mash.

(< E crush ‘compress with violence to break, bruise, destroy, squeeze

out of natural shape’ + avoidance of mash ‘step on; destroy’) 0 Before

the war, I was living nice. Crush potato with me bacon, stew pork and

rice (Tiger “Let Them Fight For Ten Thousand Years” 1940) 0 Cover
with crushed hard boiled eggs, (de Boissiere ca 1945:32) 0 Cook and

crush dasheen. (Indar & Ramessar 1988:124) 0 John crush the potato

“John mashed the potatoe(es)” (Solomon 1993:153)

cry 1 v arc Announce a death by calling aloud through villages. (< E
cry ‘call out a public announcement’) = crier l’enterrement 0 Although

in certain cases, obituary notices do appear in the local newspapers,

the old African custom of crying the death aloud through all the sur-

rounding villages, remainfs] firmly entrenched. A “cryer” goes from

village to village, shouting out the sad tidings at the top of his voice.

“Wake up people wake up. Johnny Quaccoo from Moriah dead oh”,

the oh ending the lament in a long crescendo wail. (Ottley 1979: 12)

2 v Usu. of dogs, a kind of distressed, worried howling; querulous

whining; in E cry is usu. used for people only. (< E cry ‘utter inarticu-

late exclamations of grief or suffering, usu. accompanied with tears’;

also note E cry ‘of an animal, give forth its characteristic call’) 0 The
dogs cried all night. (ESTT 1956)

cry-cry adj Constantly complaining, grizzling, crying; also refers to

an adult’s childish complaining manner. (< E cry ‘utter inarticulate

exclamations of grief or suffering, usu. accompanied by tears’; also E
cry-baby ‘childish crying fr an older child or adult’) 0 8 years -

pusher turns ‘cry-cry’ (headline)... He should have turned ‘cry-cry

baby’ before, while he was wrecking hundreds of young lives. (Bomb
27 July 1990:20) 0 “Stop getting on like a cry cry baby an grow up

nuh, young man!" (Baptiste 1993:49) 0 We heard about... the ‘cry

cry’ boy who complained about not getting enough to eat. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:203)

cry down v Criticize; be negative about; belittle; disparage. (< E cry

down ‘forbid; suppress; condemn; decry; publicly disclaim responsibil-

ity for’) 0 And is she to be cried down for doing what Indians are

always calling for - Indian culture to be part of our national culture, and

introducing tassa in calypso? (EX1 Feb 1988:10) 0 “One day just like

another. Is only in England and America big things does happen.” “You

shouldn’t cry down you own country like that.” (Selvon 1991a:8-9) 0

So when Pastor Cuffie and other religious fanatics start crying down
Carnival and all that it entails, you see we really deserve it. (7YM24 Jan

1993:27) 0 Compared to earlier albums, it is not as musical. Mind you, I

am not crying down the album. Each arranger has his own style. (TG 9

Jan 1994:19)

cryer arc A person who announces a death by calling aloud through

villages. See also CRY 1

, CRIER L ’INTER REMENT. (< E crier ‘a per-

son appointed in a community to make public announcements’) 0

Although in certain cases, obituary notices do appear in the local

newspapers, the old African custom of crying the death aloud through

all the surrounding villages, remainfs] firmly entrenched, a “cryer”

goes from village to village, shouting out the sad tidings at the top of

his voice. (Ottley 1979:12)

crystal n A clear glass marble. (< E crystal ‘a quality of glass having a

high degree of transparency, usu. containing lead’) 0 She put away

the crystal and hall out an agit. (Bomber “The Marble Game” 1959

pr) 0 He was using a keow. One of his opponents was using a shiny

steel ball-bearing and the other a white crystal taken from an old

soda-water bottle (McDonald 1969:71). 0 Whenever we got our
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hands on a sweet drink bottle... we would break it in some isolated

place, and extract the glass ball, which then became your crystal taw.

The only problem with them was that when your opponent was using

an iron taw, you had to “chinks” a lot out of his way, since a fiercely

pitched iron taw could shatter a crystal. (Araujo 1984:18) 0 The

“crystals” were smaller than the other marbles and usually were very

pretty either in plain crystal or with pretty patterns formed by bubbles

of air. (TG-M 4 Aug 1991:9) 0 The crystal... [was] easy prey for the

‘iron googles’ (or wheel bearing slugs) that were used by the more

aggressive players who often time broke up (smashed) your gentler

marbles. 0 Somewhere under that old wooden house now lies a trea-

sure with kodens, crystals, kyows, heavy steel dougles (ball bearings)

used as pitching tours, donkey eyes also buttons and soap seeds.

(Kissoon 2007: 10)

crystal agate n A clear marble with two or three stripes in the centre.

(< E crystal ‘high quality of clear glass’ + agate
1

)
= Chinee agate

crystals n Any dish or ware made from clear cut glass. (< E crystal

‘a quality of glass having a high degree of transparency, usu. con-

taining lead; any fine cut-glass vessel’) 0 “I get she a crystals for

the Christmas.” (1990)

cuatrero n A person who plays the CUATRO. (< cuatro + Sp -ero ‘per-

son who does; worker’) = cuatrista, cuatroist 0 ‘When is two of you

singing guarapo
,
you have to sing in consonante. Is like a match to

see who know more palabras, more verses, then. You sing until the

cuatrero get tired and you have to stop.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:102-3)

cuatrista n A person who plays the CUATRO. (< cuatro + Sp -ista

‘[female] person who does; artist’) = cuatrero, cuatroist 0 The concert

will also feature... for that yuletide flavour, Los Vaqueros with cua-

trista Robert Munro. (EX24 Dec 1989:28) 0 Robert Munro - cuatrista

to the world... has been charming international audiences with his

dexterity on the cuatro. (EX 21 Nov 1994:13)

cuatro, quatro n A small 4-stringed guitar, of Venezuelan origin,

/kwatro/ (< LAS cuatro ‘small, 4-stringed guitar) 0 The last shack-

shack has been shaken, the last calenda sung, the last quatro

strummed, the last clarionet squeaked and quiet reigns once more.

(POSG 26 Feb 1898:5) 0 On Tuesday... the various bands parading

the streets in the gayest of silk and satin costumes, slashed here and

there with bright coloured ribbons and singing their strange monoto-

nous calypsos to the clash of cymbals and the picking of guitars and

cuatros. (POSG 13 Feb 1902:4) 0 Me fuget fuh tell you dat dem gen-

tlemans are practise every nite, dem music ah one comb an ah ole

quatro, ah sah, ah one joke fuh see dem. (PC 13 Aug 1904) 0 Music is

not a strong point with these Carnival bands, albeit, they all try their

best to evolve something tuneful out of their guitars, banjos and

quatros. (Mirror 3 Mar 1908:15) 0 Rattle and beat me a sweet cuatro.

(Houdini “Good-Night Ladies and Gents” 1927) 0 Then I heard the

bamboo band in the street, And then I heard the saxophone playing

sweet, I heard the cuatro and the clarinet. (Lord Executor “How I

Spent My Time At the Hospital” 1938) 0 For music, the Clarionet,

Flute, Bass, Quatro, Guitar, and Violin. In those days Calypso held

more meaning than today, and one of the best features was the giving

of Picongs. (Jones 1947:13) 0 The goat-skin drums and “shac-shacs”

gave way to the more modem cuatro, violin etc. (Pitts 1962:41) 0 He
would take up his cuatro and his two shac shacs... ‘I going down the

road to see what the boys doing.’ (Lovelace 1988:8) 0 Our Santa goes

a little further. He goes to staff parties, he dances, he does “buss a

lime” with the boys, he could play the cuatro and sing aguinaldos, he

visits sick children all over Trinidad and Tobago. (EX 25 Dec
1994:13) 0 They always said that in a parang band a cuatro and a

marac were essential and that other instruments such as violin and
mandolin or bandol were adornments, while the box bass was not part

of the old tradition. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:44) 0 ‘Boy, that

’pagniol was a terror! Talk ’bout drink! He used to bring some caca-

poule white mm by the gallon from Venezuela and on Saturdays he

used to take out his cuatro and with some of his ’pagniol friends from
Arima he used to sing and drink-up all night.’ (Boodhoo 1994:67)

cuatroist n A person who plays the CUATRO. (< cuatro + E -ist

‘agent; practitioner of an art’) = cuatrero, cuatrista 0 Alcazar... was

educated in Venezuela... she was a fine cuatroist. (EX 23 Dec

1990:15) 0 The cuatroist, the life blood of parang, was paid four shil-

lings a night for playing in the dance halls. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:44)

cub see COOB

cubbitch adj Greedy and selfish, (prob. < E covetous ‘having an

excessive desire for something’) 0 (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Cubbitch

man bex two time. (Greedy people are unhappy to share but are

unhappy if others do not share with them.)

cubrada, quebrada n A gully; small sharp ravine, /kubrada/ (< Sp

quebrada ‘ravine; gorge’) 0 Cuhbrada. (Haynes 1987:93)

cuchape 1 n Coccoloba latifolia, a small native tree, often with sev-

eral slender main trunks, to 15 m (49') tall, with distinctive horizontal

leaf scars. Bark thin, lightly fissued, light brown in colour but often

covered with grey lichens. Branches thick, fragile, angular, vertically

ridged when dry, hollow between nodes. Leaves rounded, to 28 x

28 cm (10.9 x 10.9"); crinkly or bumpy surface, prominent veins,

sometimes with scattered hairs; tip rounded, indented or pointed; base

rounded to deeply heart-shaped, margin often wavy. Flowers small,

whitish, in large spreading panicles. Individual fruits brownish-pur-

ple, spherical, to 10x6 mm (.4 x .24"), borne in clusters like grapes,

containing one seed with three prominent ridges. Wood tends to be

soft. A favourite habitat for ants. = big leaf, coccoloba, grape
1

,
stave-

wood, wild grape 0 Cuchape is of interest in that it occurs in clumps

in the manner of bamboo, there being up to 30 to 40 stems in an old

clump. (Marshall 1934:79) 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:492-4) 0 As the area

became less swampy we began to see... Cuchape. (Farrell 1984:19) 0

(Quesnel & Farrell 2000:52-53)

2 n Coccoloba ascendens \~ C. urbaniana , Coccolobis quadrifida], a

much-branched climbing native shrub or vine, branches to 16 m (51')

long, occasionally hollow. Leaves elliptic. Flowers small, in solitary

axillary or terminal spike-like racemes 13-17 cm (5-6.6") long. Fruit

slightly woody, 1.8-2.4 cm (.7-. 9") diameter, smooth dark reddish-

brown. 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:489)

cucheelah see KUCHILLA

cuckoo see COUCOU

cucu see coocoo

cucumber tree r Averrhoa bilirnbi, a cultivated tree bearing finger-

shaped, sour green fruits with watery flesh and white seeds, used in

preserves. (< E cucumber, fr resemblance of colour and shape and use

for pickling) = amrak, >bilimbi, condision, comichon 0 The fruit of

the cucumber tree for curries. (Bryans 1967:85)

cucum sauvage n Melothria pendula , a creeping native plant with

cucumber-like fruits. (< Fr concombre ‘cucumber’ + Fr sauvage

‘wild’) = >wild cucumber 0 (Laurence 1976:9)

cucurachelle see KUKURACHEL

Cudjo(e) n arc A generic term for any black man; an ordinary work-

ing class black man. This term sometimes has a negative connotation

of an unsophisticated, unintelligent person. (< Fante Kodwo, Kodzo
‘name of a male bom on a Monday’) = Quaco, Quashie 0 I wondered

I was not discovered from the fort; but, as Cudjoe* says, ‘night has no

eyes.’ (*A general name for a negro, as Paddy is for an Irishman.)

(Joseph 1838b-l: 131)

cudjoe root, cudgoe root, kojo root n Petiveria alliacea
,
a deeply

rooted native plant, with tough stems to over 1 m (3.2') high, the

whole plant emitting a garlic odour when broken. Used medicinally.

/kAcbjo rat/ (< FC kudjuruk, poss. < Cudjo ) = garlic weed, >gully root,

mapurit, ram-goat bush 0 High blood pressure: Root of the gully root

(cudgoe root) plant two inches to a cup of boiling water. (Daniel msl

ca 1960) 0 Around the village could be found several other useful

shrubs and herbs whose leaves or flowers or roots were used as medi-

cines, e.g. Zeb-a-pique, cojo root, karaila and chandelier. (Alladin

1970b: 18) 0 Gully Root, Kojo Root, Mapiurite. (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:154) 0 One local herb, Petiveria alliacea is called

Cudjoe root, being named after a Ghanaian surname. However this
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plant has not been listed as being found in Africa and would not have

been known by the slaves. The fact that many Caribbean medicinal

plants are called by African names (especially in Jamaica) suggests

their early uses by the slaves in the Caribbean. (Morean 1991:17) 0

[For shingles,] ... The cure for females consisted of a tea made from

the root of the cojoe plant (mapurite) to which three or four capsful of

rum were added. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:1 12)

-cue see curry-cue, wild meat-cue

cuenco, quanco, quenco n obs Tayassu tajacu , a wild pig. /kweqko/

(< LAS cuenco < cuanco < Amer) = musk hog, >quenk, wild hog 0

There are here two species of quanco or musk hog; one called the

picary, and the other the wild hog - both however are known by their

Indian appellation of quanco. Externally they resemble the hog, save

that they have a gland on the dorsal spine, which should be removed

the moment the animal is slain, or its carcass will become tainted with

a musky smell. (Joseph 1838a:41) 0 Several quarters of smoked

lappes and quencos adorned the sides. (TDN 8 Jan 1853:3) 0 Wild

Hog, Cuenco, or Pecari ... They range in small bands of five or eight,

or in larger, of fifty and above; they haunt the high woods... it makes a

formidable and often a successful defence with its tusks... when
young, and in good season and condition, the cuenco is most delicate

eating, (de Verteuil 1884:88) 0 By far the most valiant quarry of the

Creole hunters is the fierce little peccary or cuenco.... The cuenco... is

one of the animals regularly hunted for ‘boucanning.’... One cuenco

at bay... puts up a very gallant fight, backing against a thick tree and

keeping both dogs and men at a distance with its sharp tusks, all the

time maintaining a savage gnashing noise by clacking these ivory

weapons against its other teeth. (Gordon 1931:721-5) 0 [He]...

scarcely ever failed to bring in a lapo or quenco. (de Verteuil

1981:31)

cuesa n Bactris setulosa [= B. cuesa], a spiny native palm tree.

(< Amer) = cow gri-gri, >gri-gri~, mararave, sampson palm, wild

grigri
1

0 It may be noted here that Carenage is only a modem misno-

mer as applied to the large valley now know by this name... The old

and proper name of the valley is Cuesa, after the palm of that name,

described as a species of Bactris (having long black spines and a

comparatively thin stem.) (Carr 1869:396) 0 (Beard 1946:36)

cufaf see KUFAFU

cuff v Take a lot to drink; drink heavily; usu. with GROG. (prob. < E cuff

‘a blow with the fist, or with the open hand; a blow or stroke of any

kind', ff comparison to hitting face/mouth with drink) = bat 0 He did

not forget to cuff liquor during the function. (ESTT 1956) 0 He could

well cuff grog. 0 We cuffin grog and the man just start to get on bad.

cuff boom n obs A large metal drum struck with the hand, with two

sticks, or with one stick and one hand, producing one low note. 0 The

large biscuit drum was used as a cuffboom or slap bass, which pro-

duced one low sound of indefinite pitch when struck with a hand

wrapped in cloth, a tennis ball, or a stick wrapped with rubber. Some-

times a player tapped the side of the drum with his other hand or

another individual tapped it with two sticks... The cuff boom resem-

bled the military bass drum in appearance and was suspended and

struck in a similar manner... Big Mack Sandiford notes that each of

the basic steelband instruments was a substitute for a tamboo bamboo

instrument: the cuffboom for the boom, the kittle for the foule, the dud-

up for the cutter, and the iron for the bottle and spoon. (Stuempfle

1995:38-40)

cuff down 1 v Knock down; hit someone until the person falls. (< E

cuff" a blow with the fist, or with the open hand; a blow or stroke of

any kind’) 0 [He] cuffed down ropeman [CB] last week. (TTM 28

Nov 1993:7) 0 “If you see how he try to cuff down he own pardner!”

(Baptiste 1993:49)

2 v Drink or eat, esp. with enthusiasm or greedily, (prob. < E cuff "a

blow with the fist, or with the open hand; a blow or stroke of any

kind’, ff idea of hitting the face/mouth with drink or food) = eat down
0 Right in front his place, he has the big lawn tennis court where pro-

spective clients or investors could talk it over... cuffing down their

liquor and small jorts. (TTM 31 July 1987:11) 0 “Watch yourself,

nah, ah find you cuffin' down some fat pants drink. Like you want the

rum to done fast or what? Just now, you go get tight and start to get

on.” (TTM 17 Nov 1996:27)

cuff up v Hit; beat; usu. seriously. (< E cuff" a blow with the fist, or

with the open hand; a blow or stroke of any kind’ + up3
) 0 “O Gord,

O Gord, he cuff me up. He burst-up me mouth.” “Me don’t business

in husband and wife quarrel.” (Hill 1966c: 19)

cuhun see KOHUNG

cuiejo n arc Nyctidromus albicollis , a large night-bird. Voice is a far-

carrying whistle based on a loud, high note followed by a shorter, low

one. = engoulevent des chemins, >huyu, watchman of the road, who-
are-you 0 (Street 1946:372)

culantro n Etyngium foetidum, a native herb with serrate, spiny-

margined elongated basal leaves in a rosette; leaves have a strong

odour, (fr resemblance to cilantro!culantro, Coriandrum sativum

‘coriander’) = bhandania, cardo benito, cardo santo, cilantro, fit

weed 1

,
pull and throw, >shado beni, spiny coriander 0 In Venezuela

and much of Latin America, where coriander Coriandrum sativum

was introduced by the Spaniards, the term “culantro” may be used to

refer to either true coriander or “shado beni”, with which it has a sim-

ilar bouquet and flavour. The most common name attributed to the

“shado beni” plant by people of Spanish descent in Trinidad and

Tobago, is “culantro”. Local “cocoa panyols” may have apparently

transferred the name of a plant which they knew to that of another

plant which resembles it... “Shado beni” is also known both in Vene-

zuela and Trinidad by “cocoa panyols” as “cilantro” though this is

less used here than “culantro”... The name “pull-and-throw” has been

recorded on a few instances by the author and is a mispronunciation

of “culantro”. (Morean 1992h:28) 0 Culantro... popularly known as

shado beni and bandanya, used by panyols for curing colds and

abdominal pains as well as in the preparation of meats and pastelles.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994: 114 photo caption)

culce n An object with three rounded projections, placed on top of the

MOONS carried during Hosay processions. 0 [F]rom the crescent

portion of the Hasan [moon] construction protrude twenty-three

knives, the two hands and the culce, the green shamrock-shaped

objects at the top of the crescent. (Nunley & Bettelheim 1988:132)

cullion see COUYON

cun v Deceive; outsmart; cheat. (< E con ‘deceive; cheat’ + cunning

‘cleverness; sly intelligence’) 0 He does live by cunning people,

cunumunu see KUNUMUNU
cunure n Calliandra guildingii , a small native evergreen tree. =

>niaure 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:100)

cup on knucks adv In pitching marble, formation of the non-playing

hand into a fist from which the player shoots. = hike, >up on knucks 0

He was always shooting cup on knucks.

cure-all, cereal, cureal n Pluchea carolinensis, a native shrub 1-2 m
(3.2-6'), branches downy, ribbed. Plant faintly aromatic, (ff use in

treating a wide variety of ailments) = cereal bush, >geritout, sucrie

tout 0 Cough syrup with boiled Hog plum leaf, Marigushar, Alan-

tokai, Licorish, Jarethout or Cureal... lime juice, strain, add sugar and

boil to syrup. (Pavy 1987:47) 0 (Morean 1990)

curfew fete n During periods of emergency curfew (1970, 1990), a

FETE that starts before the curfew starts, and finishes the next morn-

ing when the curfew ends. 0 [In 1970] when the authorities imposed a

dusk-to-dawn curfew for a period of time, Trinidadians gathered

indoors before the mandatory hour and held all-night “Curfew fetes.”

(Hodge 1988:81)

curing-house n In making sugar, the place where newly processed

sugar is left to let the remaining molasses drain out. 0 St. Helena is a

common-process estate; and the works consist of a long building

divided into three parts. At one end is the engine-room, at the other

the ‘curing-house,’ and between these the ‘boiling-house’ - all con-

nected with each other by doors. (On a sugar estate 1882:254) 0

When a cooler is full, the contents are left for a day or two, and it then

looks something like a mass of toffee, and is hard enough to bear a

man's weight. This stuff is then dug out, chopped into small pieces,

carried into the curing-house, and put into hogsheads. (On a sugar
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estate 1882:255) 0 Time come fo cat um a bay you mus leave one bar-

rel sugar in curin house, no so you no go get cat, same time you want

cat estate cat fo’e own all day. (77V 25 Oct 1884) 0 Estate tek for dem
half. (77V 25 Oct 1884)

currants roll 1 « A flaky pastry, rolled and cut diagonally, containing a

filling of currants and sugar. 0 An dat is mauby bark, bay leaf, sea

moss, dinner mints. Golden Ray butter, kuchela, ah homemade sweet-

bread, pastelles, currants rolls, salt prunes, Chinese plums an frozen

coconut water. (Foster 1990: 104) 0 In boxes with wire mesh sides were

heaped currant rolls, sugar cakes and home-baked bread. (Boodhoo

1994:207)

2 adj Of brown skin, having small round black scars, usu. from long-

ago infected mosquito bites or sores. 0 He sister have real currants

roll face.

current n A show of interest or positive response to or from someone,

esp. a romantic or sexual response. 0 (Haynes 1987:135) 0 “Look

dem na. Current passin.” (1990) 0 “Give him some current, girl!”

(1990) 0 “I getting current, boy!” (1990)

curry n An Indian method of cooking meat, vegetables, etc. with

spices, predominantly HARDI (turmeric). Note: This is now a more or

less international SE term, though there tend to be local styles of spic-

ing and cooking. (< Anglo-Indian curry ‘a preparation of meat, fish,

fruit or vegetables, cooked with spices, esp turmeric’) 0 The families

interviewed made a distinction between curry and massala. Curry

they claim has a different taste and lacks some of the important ingre-

dients which give the food that extra Indian flavour. They argue that

curry is mainly “saffron” or “haldi” (tumeric) and most of the other

tasty ingredients are missing in curry. Also, so much “saffron” or

“haldi” is used because it is a cheap local input. (Pariag 1975:13)

curry-cue, curry-Q, curry-que n Selling plates of curried food, as a

fundraiser. (< curry + barbecue, fr selling barbecued food) 0 Las

Lomas Number 1 Jamaat wishes to advise the public that all tickets

for Curry-Q will be valid for 17th November 1990. (EX 29 Aug
1990:4) 0 Not long ago, we had a “curry-cue” and some of us were

forced to buy tickets. (TG 3 July 1993:8) 0 Yesterday, the family held

a curry-que at Pinto Road in Arima in an attempt to raise funds. (EX
27 Nov 1994:6)

curry leaf (E) Murraya koenigii, a plant whose small shiny leaves

keep flavour well when dried. Usu. fried in oil until crisp at the start

of preparing a CURRY, or powdered and used dry. = karivepila 0 In

each yard tenanted by a South Indian family could be found a curry

leaf tree (Kari Vepila). (de Verteuil 1989:218)

curry mango n A condiment or snack food made from spiced cooked

green mango. 0 Sunday school also meant witholding some of yuh

money fuh collection. Ah mean who go miss yuh penny. Tuh besides

de lady in Fly Parlor use tuh have fresh curry mango and pepper tarn-

bran on Sundays. (Foster 1990:87)

curry mouth adj Liking Indian food; can be a negative comment
about Indian food and culture. 0 The alloo-eating community fears

that [he] would want to ban channa, dhal and curry to bring greater

hardship on the curry-mouth nation. (Bomb 15 Mar 1987:11) 0 I can-

not live without dhal, rice and bhagee... A close friend calls me a

“curry mouth”. (£X-S 31 Aug 1988:24) 0 “She was 16 years old and

had developed a deep hatred for the root culture of her father whom
she described as a ‘curry-mouth stinking coolie.’ Her real resent-

ments combined with the stereotype.” (EX 8 Aug 1993: 1 1

)

curse see CUSS

cuscuma adj Not looking nice; unattractive, /kuskuma/ (poss. < LASp
cusma ‘Indian garment’ < Amer) 0 De dress she had om at de wed-
ding make she look so cuscuma. (Ottley 1971:39)

cus-cus grass see KHUS-KHUS GRASS

cuscutu adj Looking unfashionable, unwell, unstylish. 0 She have a

cuscutu husband.

cush-cush, koosh-koosh n Dioscorea trifida, a cultivated vine, stems 4-

angled or shallowly winged. Leaves alternate, wide, deeply 3-5-lobed.

broadly ovate. Male flowers in long slender spikes, greenish-yellow,

with hairs outside; female flowers in racemes. Tubers pointed at top

where stem attaches, edible flesh white or light purple, very smooth,

crisp, and slippery, cooks very quickly. Native to South America.

(< Amer) = yam-seed 0 “No for you me sell fowl, goat and hog;

My plantain, pease, cush-cush, bannana?” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 Coush-

coush, a small species of yam, very white inside, with a tinge of pur-

ple externally, is by far the best vegetable, peculiar to the Tropics, that

I have seen, and better, I think than any potato... Coushcoush is

known here by the very droll negro name of yam-seeds. There is also

a variety of a dark purple throughout, but not so good. (Day 1852-

1 :297) 0 Awee free man lek a wee so no blige fou work two bit a day

when no hab sweet patata, no hab yam, no hab cushcush, no hab caan,

no hab punkin, no hab dry pease, no hab nuttin da grung, me donkey,

me go wak garden fou meself fou plant ebry ting. (TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0

Annual School Shows for 1907. Peasant Proprietors and others inter-

ested in the cultivation of Vegetables, Fruits &c., are invited to send

exhibits of: yams, cush-cush, sweet potatoes... (POSG 15 Oct 1907:2)

0 But remember, we have got our yam and cush-cush, Don’t talk

about a ton-load of other bush. You boil them together, and make
your melee. And then you have a champion feed every day. (Lion

“Bargee Pelauri” 1936) 0 Cush Cush. The small yams known by this

name are very mealy and soft. They are delicious served with fricas-

see chicken if they are grated after having been boiled, (de Boissiere

ca 1945a:28) 0 The Cush Cush, a high quality Yam, the tubers being

white or purple inside when cooked, are of a crisp pleasant taste.

(Rampersad 1963) 0 There are villagers who will swear that [she]

was caught stealing cush-cush (a type of yam) from a villager. (Bomb
20 July T 990: 1 9)

cushion n On a cocoa tree, the small bump where the flower stalk

comes out from the stem or trunk; if the stem only is cut, the spot will

produce more flowers, but if the cushion is cut, it will not flower

again in that spot. (< E cushion ‘the enlargement at, or just below, the

point of attachment of some leaves’) 0 Natives wielded gallettes, the

instruments by which cacao pods are shorn from branch and trunk

without injury to the “cushions”. (Oakley 1941:419)

cushu n arc Anacardium occidentale, a cultivated and naturalized tree

and its fruit, with edible nut. = acajou
1

,
>cashew, wutless tree 0 The

Cushen Apple, which is meat and drink; only made distinguishable by

the Art of boyling, whose Nuts if preserv’d you may eat, and of the

Rind whiles green make an excellent Lamp Oyl, which by small

Artifice is easily obtainable. (Poyntz 1683:12-13) 0 Cushu, kushu -

cashew. (John 1973)

cuss v Swear; curse; deliver verbal abuse. (< colloq AmE cuss ‘curse;

swear profanely’) 0 Cuss no ha owner - anyone could cuss,

cuss belly full phr Give verbal abuse or curse until the speaker is worn

out or satisfied. 0 Vendors expressed their “total disgust” over arrange-

ments... some sat with canvas cots loaded with clothing and other stuff

right under the gapping planks of heavy steel... and “cussed dey belly

full.” (Bomb 14 Sept 1990:6)

cussbud n A person known for cursing or swearing a lot, frequently,

or strongly. (< AmE cussbud < cuss-bird 'a person who frequently

swears’) 0 In fact, people say Donald is a champion cussbud in addi-

tion to being a badjohn. Is like the man swallow a whole dictionary of

blue words on one of his travels overseas. (Bomb 1977) 0 Underneath

she’s a wajang, a cussbud to say the least. (Bomb 24 Oct 1986:9) 0

They also complained bitterly about a vendor who is “violent, hot

tempered and a cussbud.” (TG 4 Aug 2002:5)

cussing n Swearing; cursing; delivering verbal abuse. (< colloq AmE
cussing ‘cursing; swearing profanely in anger or irritation’) = busing

0 The practice of “cussing” or ‘“buseing” was a demonstration of the

participants’ ability to use words effectively. In this case a stream of

invective was used to describe the opponent's ancestry and the defi-

ciencies of his moral behavior and to reveal to the audience the extent

of poverty and deprivation experienced by the opponent. It also had

its own form (without deliberate rhyme but not without rhythm) and

its own rules of conduct. It was often the prelude to physical conflict

for men, but for women it was more often the substitute for physical

violence. (Trotman 1986:257) 0 Would you believe chief cussbud

[H.] was up to his mauvais langue attitude when he bounced up
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NAR’s General Secretary... two weeks ago and gave him a “good”

cussing. (Bomb 24 July 1987:6)

cuss stink phr Use obscenities while cursing; use language not usu.

considered acceptable. (< cuss + stinkr ) 0 You could imagine how he

curse stink; everybody only standing up and laughin like hell. (Selvon

1960b: 1 11)0 [She] acted the perfect jamette, by going to [his] office

and cussing him stink, for all his patients to hear. (Bomb 8 May
1987:9)

cuss up v Use abusive language, curses, etc. to someone in a

prolonged or thorough fashion. (< cuss + up
1
’) 0 What is the San

Fernando Hospital authorities doing about the doctor who publicly

‘cuss-up’ a clerk and had to be restrained by fellow workers from

physically abusing him? (Bomb 1985) 0 “Boy, show some respect an

doh cuss she up so nuh!” (Baptiste 1993:50)

cuss upside down see UPSIDE down
custard apple n Annona reticulata

,

a small cultivated tree; leaves

lanceolate. Flowers greenish-yellow; brownish-red, rounded or heart-

shaped fruits with sweet, custard-like granular pulp. Now uncommon.

Also the similar cultivated A. purpurea, and the native A. sericea

[~ A. trinitensis]. (ff custard-like consistency and colour of edible

pulp) = bullock’s heart, cashima, coeur de boeuf 0 The Custard

Apple , to my state I must confess is very delightful. (Poyntz 1683:15)

0 Custard or ‘sugar apples,’ as they call them here. (Brassey

1885:158) 0 Fruits which the housewives of Woodbrook and a dozen

other suburbs came out to cut and cook, or serve as dessert.... along

with the loquats or mammee apples... soursop and sweetsop, custard

apples. (Bryans 1967:85) 0 In the east, the Sugar Apple is known as

the Custard Apple. But in the West Indies, the Custard Apple is

Anona reticulata. (TN May/June 1981:37)

cut 1 v Cut; be cut. (< E cut ‘sever; separate into pieces; take off a

length by severing with something sharp’ 0 “Cut he hair Nussie?”

replied the woman, “my husband say that hair aint cuttin till Carl

could talk good.” (Lewis 1972:48)

2 v Of a kite, sever the string of an opponent’s kite string. 0 It was a

splendid sight, however, to see a good kite battle up there between

expert kite-flyers ... and when in the end you were cut, it was a loss to

the better kite, with the cost counted in labour rather than capital.

(Araujo 1984:21) 0 Children lost kites as a result of theft, capture by a

bully or because they were lost during kite flying games. During

these games an opponent might put “zuille” in the tails of kites and by

clever manoeuvres one was able to cut the thread of someone else's

kite... The victor was entitled to take the ‘cut’ kite for himself, as his

own. Invariably the victor was happy to show his magnanimity and

let the loser keep his kite. (Bynoe 1985:54)

3 v Prepare land for planting; clearing, sometimes leaving larger

trees. 0 He cutting land to plant com.

4 v Interrupt someone who is speaking; intervene; esp. when not

welcome to do so. = cut-cross 0 I not cutting you, man, but I must say

one thing.

5 v Of a drum, play with a good sharp sound, each beat separate. (< E
cut ‘a sharp stroke or blow with a whip, cane, etc.') = crack 0 The

“cutting” (beating) of the finer reeds in rhythmic punctuation between

the boom of the bass bamboo was really surprising. (WG 7 Feb 1920,

in Rohlehr 1990:70) 0 [For bele] two drums... “one to roll and one to

cut, more doesn’t sound nice”. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:D66)

6 v With tail, skin, etc., hit or beat. (< E cut ‘a sharp stroke or blow

with a whip, cane, etc.’) 0 ‘I tellin’ you. Guru, Kalpoo really want he

tail cut.’ (Naipaul 1976:88)

7 v Counteract a bad influence; render it harmless; esp. BLIGHT,

GOAT MOUTH, MALJO or OBEAH. = cut out
3
0 To “cut” maljo, put a

piece of indigo blue in a saucer and pour holy water on it... (Simpson

1962:334) 0 The only thing to be done now is to organise some

proper bush baths for coach Everald “Gaily” Cummings and the rest

of the T&T football team. That is the only thing to cut the World Cup
blight and goat mouth that must still have our footballers reeling.

(Heat 25 Nov 1989:1)

8 v In a game, make an agreement, i.e. cut for, about what the prizes

and penalties will be. At the end, the loser must come for the penalty

and submit to it, or win by successfully potting the hole, at which
point the penalty is said to be cut. (< E cut ‘sever; separate into

pieces’ ff action of the hands, see cutting
J

) 0 If you had cut “Fen

Half’ for example, that gave your co-cutters the right to claim half of

anything nice you had to eat simply by their calling “Fen Half.” So

you had to be always on the alert, because the only way to avoid hav-

ing to share your spoils was to beat them to the punch by shouting

“Fen-no-half!” first. (Araujo 1984:39) 0 [T]he loser would submit to

placing his closed fist on the ground, knuckles down, and the winner

would pitch his taw against the joints of one’s fingers for five or ten

or however many “bokies” were bet or “cut for.” (1986) 0 In hole

games, before the game players may cut for hagarsee, making an

agreement about the penalty to the loser, for instance “ten bokee.”..

Having endured this penalty from all the winners, the loser then can

cut hagarsee, i.e., indicating that the penalty has been paid and the

contract is now finished, by linking little fingers with an opponent

and “cutting” them apart with the downward slash of an open palm

(a gesture also used in adult betting). (1993)

9 v obs Terminate an indentureship contract. (< E cut ‘sever; separate

into pieces; end’) Thereupon, Gobinda paid back the passage money
of ten pounds 5 shillings to the Government, plus the annual tax due

on the immigrants for the five years of indenture, for which the

estates were liable. Capil’s indenture was terminated or ‘cut’ as the

saying went, and he was a free man. Without this ‘cut’ he would

probably have joined the faceless multitude who died on the estates,

pushed to perform work of which they were incapable, (de Verteuil

1989:125) 0 [A] little less than eighteen months after signing his con-

tract, he ‘cut’ his indenture, paying the fees for the remaining three

and a half years, (de Verteuil 1989: 188)

10 v Look good, esp. to look better or perform better than anyone

else, e.g., in dancing or fashion. 0 So me beg you sah no fuget fuh tell

Lizzy an Joe fuh come to cut all ah dem, an show dem dance. (PC 13

Aug 1904) 0 Man, she cuttin. (Ottley 1971)

11 phr With belly or guts, have a gripe, crarmp, intestinal pain. (< E
cutting ‘of pain, sharp, acute’) 0 “Me belly cut me, ah feel as though

me belly leave here and go up in me throat.” (1990)

12 n Release of fingers to indicate agreement. (< cufi
)
0 Apart from

the games they inherited, children devised several of their own. There

were: “Lent”, “Green Bush”, “Han(d) on Board”, “Half’ and many
others often done on the spur of the moment. Participation was condi-

tioned upon “cutting”. Those who agreed to become involved in any

of those games pledged themselves by gently entwining the little

finger of one hand with the little finger of every other participant. The

“Cut” was the releasing of the entwined fingers by a similarly gentle

stroke with the side of the palm. Therefore one was committed until

one decided to “blow off’ (discontinue). The “blowing off’ was to

place a thumb on the chin and wave the other fingers as in saying

goodbye while blowing through the mouth. (Cummings 2004: 1 14)

13 n obs Termination of an indentureship contract. (< cut
9
) 0 Capil’s

indenture was terminated or ‘cut’ as the saying went, and he was a

free man. Without this ‘cut’ he would probably have joined the face-

less multitude who died on the estates, pushed to perform work of

which they were incapable, (de Verteuil 1989:125)

cutadell, quatadell n Anthurium jenmanii [= A. huguelii], a large wild

anthurium that grows on forest trees and on the ground.

cut and burn phr In agriculture, clear land and then bum it over to

prepare for planting; (E slash and burn). 0 All here was cut and bum
to plant christophene.

cut and catch phr In kite fighting, getting someone else’s kite by

cutting its string. 0 “Cut and ketch” involves winning a kite by any

means while “dragging” occurs when two kites without “mange” are

entangled and the owners pull and tug against each other to determine

the winner. (Rampersad 1993:10)

cut ass, cut arse, cutarse 1 phr Beat; hit. (< cut
6 + ass, arse ‘but-

tocks’) = cut-skin
1

, cut-tail
1

0 “Yo’ fink me red cock go’ cut de black

cock arse?” (Hercules 1980:20) 0 You do that again, I go cut your ass.

2 n Beating. = cut-skin
2

, cut-tail
2
0 “You see the sort ofway Trinidad

children does behave? What else this boy want but a good cut-arse?”
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cutlass

(Naipaul 1959:151) 0 The old man was shaking him by the ear again.

“You want more cut-ass?” (Khan 1964:80) 0 That was the day he

received the soundest cutarse of his life, and the brutal beating was

inflicted by policemen. (Bomb 10 July 1987: 14) 0 He strongly recom-

mended cashew nuts for cataracts, guava to bind a loose belly, gully

root for abortions, mountain dew for a big head, a good cutarse for a

wayward wife, ganja for sinus. (Heat 10 Oct 1991:7) 0 Her brothers

had given him a good cut-arse which taught him a lesson he never

forgot. (Boodhoo 1994:177)

cut bullin, cutbuyon 1«A contest in which two songbirds are left

alone to sing at each other for 30-60 minutes; the one who whistles

the most during this time is the winner. 0 The competitors, however,

are already walking away from the park to a quieter verge where a

large gayelle is roped off. In the centre two poles stand a yard apart.

At one end of the ring is a bench and in front of it another pole with a

clock on top. The two birds, Johnny’s and Assam’s, are waiting in

their cages while a scorer is chosen and a score sheet located. And
when this is done the timer is set and the race begins. Immediately

Assam’s caller states firmly “One call!” Then he says it again, and

again, and again, every time Assam’s bird rolls... In cut berlin the

cages are hung at specific distances apart, 10 feet, five feet, three feet,

next to one another on a single pole. This is a three feet race and the

question on which hundreds of dollars have been staked is, whose

bird will whistle most in half an hour? The winner has to lead by at

least three calls. (EX 21 Mar 1993:3)

2

n A drumming competition. 0 Thousands of colourfully-dressed

people, five or six hosays and several sets of drummers. The cut-

bullins (drumming competitions) were of the highest standard and to

have heard all those drums rolling, booming and reverberating was an

experience never to be forgotten. (Alladin 1970:35)

cut card straight phr Behave with someone in a straightforward, hon-

est manner, without scheming, (fr cutting a deck of cards to ensure

fair dealing) 9 (Ottley 1971) 9 “You better cut yuh card straight.”

(1990) 0 “As long as we doing business together, just cut your cards

straight.” (1994)

cut cork n A child’s game in which you take a flattened CROWN
CORK or tin lid, punch two holes in it and put thread through them in

a large loop. The player then twists the loop and pulls so that the disk

spins and its sharp edges can cut an opponent’s string. = cut zeecak

cut-cross v Interrupt someone; stop someone from continuing to talk.

= cut
4
9 “Don’t cut-cross big people when they talking.” (1986)

cut dollar n obs A dollar coin with a central hole, thereby making its

value slightly less than a regular dollar coin. 9 Neither the proclama-

tion nor the Council Minutes have been traced which authorized the

introduction of the Tobago cut dollar and plug. The Tobago silver

coinage was introduced towards the end of the year 1798. In form,

denomination and value it is identical with the similar measures taken

by Dominica in September and was copied from the Dominica issue.

The dollar was pierced with a central circular hole with crenated

edges, the points of which are rather angular. It was not otherwise

stamped. (Pridmore 1965:214) 9 Cut Dollar: 9 shillings currency or

90 cents. Sometimes called Ring Dollar, since it had a circular piece

of metal punched out the middle, (de Verteuil 1992:380)

cutex 1 n arc Any nail polish, (fr brand name Cutex) 9 We could put

some cutex. (Selvon 1991a:40)

2 v arc Put nail polish on fingernails. 9 Listen, I handle dough now,

but why? What’s use! I spend in washing my face in soap, in cream in

rouge, in straightening my hair, in cutexing my nails and what! I ain’t

happier! (De Wilton Rogers 1942:66) 9 The nails cutexed and well-

manicured as always. (Anthony 1981)

cut eye, cut-eye 1 phr Give a disapproving or contemptuous sideways

stare, sometimes including a slow vertical sweep before turning the

head away, (fr various WAfr languages, e.g. Igbo a wa la anya ‘do not

cut your eyes’, Twi bu anikye ‘cut eye-close’) 9 “Sorry Father,” she

said, but it was at Denise she looked. “Cutting her blasted eyes at

me,” Denise muttered under her breath. (Jones 1973:70) 9 This teas-

ing challenging relationship of antagonism and desire, the girls them-
selves walking with greater flourish and style when they went past his

shoemaker shop, swinging their backsides and cutting their eyes, and

he, scowling, dissatisfied. (Lovelace 1988:126)

2 n A disapproving or contemptuous sideways stare, sometimes

including a slow vertical sweep before turning the head away. = bad-

eye" 9 Cut eye (coup d’oeil) - a dirty look. (Daniel msl ca. 1960) 9

Cut eye doesn’t kill. (Julien nd) 9 “Ah give she one cut eye when she

return mih book.” (Baptiste 1993:50)

3 adv With a disapproving manner; in a contemptuous way, usu. with

watch or look. = bad-eyed 9 You could imagine, 1 watch the woman
cuteye. She look up in me face and bust out a laugh. (Tiger “Gertrude”

1938) 9 When the church was opened, my father made sure that Sunday

mornings were as quiet as possible - no radio, no singing was to be

done while their service was in progress. He would look at us “cut

eye” if we even sneezed aloud. (Deen 1994:199) 9 The bandit who
was by the door watch back at the one by the counter cut-eye. He say,

“What the so-and-so yuh calling mih so-and-so name for? Ent I tell

you to call me by mih code name if you have to call me.” (IND 20

Sept 1997)

4 adj With a disapproving or contemptuous look. 9 In one public

function, Helen whizzed pass Patricia without the usual courtesy ‘hi’

and Patricia, when Helen wasn’t looking, gave a ‘cut-eye’ look in

Helen’s direction. (Bomb 4 Mar 1988:13)

cut fine phr Explain something with clarity and precision. Note: In SE
cutfine is to have a very slight margin, e.g. of time. (< E fine ‘subtle;

refined’) 9 Boss, ah understand, yuh cutting that fine. Boss,

cut for see CUT7

cut from timber to bramble phr Said of a very sexually active man, a

man who tracks all women indiscriminately, who sets himself up as a

macho man. 9 (Haynes 1987:49) 9 That fellow, he use to cut from

timber to bramble - you would find plenty chirren he have all about,

cut green leaf see GREEN LEAF

cut horse n An Indian dance which imitates a lame horse, done for

entertainment. = >ghora dance, kat ghorwah

cutiah see KUTIYA

cut in like Spanish radio station see like Spanish radio station

cut jail phr arc Receive a jail or prison sentence. = break a jail, get a

jail, make a bubble, >make a jail, make jail, make prison, make years

9 Cut Jail - went to prison. (Alladin 1970b:68) 9 He had already

“cut” jail and was said to be a police informer. (Alladin 1970b:32)

cutiah n Pseustes poecilonotus polylepis
,
a non-venomous snake.

(< cutlass
1

, fr similar shape) = bird-eating snake, cutlass
5

, >dos

cocorite, mahogany rat snake, olive-brown snake, puffing snake
1

,

shapely snake 9 (Emsley 1977)

cutlash, cutlach 1 n A long, wide-bladed cutting tool. = Cutlass 1

,

cutlish 9 “Me no allow dat sort of ting... me take away your cutlashes,

you savey dat?” (Ralph Woodford, in Coleridge 1825:84-5) 9 Call to

the baker for a cutlach. (Parsons 1933:69) 9 ‘When he feel the cutlash

well sharp he go down in the river, he going to kill the woman, the

wife, then.” (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:198) 9 [You know you are a

Trini if] You say cutlash instead of cutlass. (Net Talk, TG 9 Dec
2002:32)

2 v Cut grass, etc. with a CUTLASS. 9 It is customary in such cases for

the worker himself to “cutlash" around the trees - that is, to clear

away the undergrowth - or to bear the whole cost of having this done.

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:55)

cutlass 1 n A cutting tool with a relatively long metal blade and a

wooden handle, often bound with wire, usu. used by swinging it verti-

cally, horizontally, or at at angle to chop or swipe. See also BRUSHING

CUTLASS, CANE CUTLASS, CHANNEL, CUTLASH, GILPIN, PEN CUTLASS,

SWIPER, TARWAAR. (< E cutlass ‘a short sword with a flat wide

slightly curved blade, adapted more for cutting than for thrusting;

now esp the sword with which sailors are armed’) = cutlash, cutlish 9

They received hoes and cutlasses, which are the only agricultural

implements they required. (Character 1 825 CO 295-66: 1 5) 9 I would,

however, advise you to borrow or buy a cutlass, as you may meet

with snakes in the way... You can buy a cutlass of any of the free peo-

ple about here.”... I asked the soldier if he could sell me a cutlass: he
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offered me the one with which he was working for a dollar. I paid him

the money, took the tool, or weapon (for it is here used as both), and

asked him for a drink of water. (Joseph 1838b-3:83) 0 One of the

stock boys carried a cutlass for the purpose of cutting sticks to make
Dove traps when he ought to have been attending to his duty.

(Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 There is some talk of a more than usual sale

of cutlases at the hardware stores during the last few days, and

although it is the commencement of the crop-season when a large

amount of bill-work is at hand (done here by cutlas, instead of bill-

hook), suspicions are abroad that they are intended to be displayed to

intimidate opposition (and possibly do worse) in the barbarous threat-

ening rivalry of the miserable ‘bands’ that are allowed to rule and

misrule our streetways during the three nights and two days of our

vilely-degraded Carnival. (TC 9 Feb 1877:3) 0 The cutlass is here

made to do the work that a scythe or sickle would do at home. (On a

sugar estate 1882:222) 0 All the men at the time of the riots carried

large sticks, some six or seven feet long; they always carry these in

the Hosea processions. Some are reported to have had cutlasses, but I

saw none. (Baker, Testimony, from C.4366, 1885 in Singh 1988:116)

0 The Trinidad hunting knife is ordinarily an old cutlass, worn or bro-

ken down to a total length of a couple of feet, seven inches being

taken up by the corded handle. The blade has been narrowed and

ground down to a long point, both edges sharpened; in fact it has been

converted into a great dagger or poniard. (T.W. Carr 1894:273) 0 Cut-

lass. The common field implement of the Trinidad and Spanish Main
labourer, whether for chopping Canes, trimming Cacao trees, cutting

grass for stock, slicing one’s way in the forest through bush-ropes or

the small vines, cutting rastro ([rastrajo

]

or ruinate), brushing

beneath grown Cacao, chopping branchwood for faggots or fuel, &c.,

without which light and handy implement no one here would think of

entering the forest or any bush land. It is in the form of a broad bladed

sword without guard, plain wooden handle rivetted with a slightly

recurved acuminate point, scabbardless and is sold by the importing

ironmongers at from 18c. to 40c. each. (T.W. Carr 1894:273) 0 A cut-

lass and a heavy stick were the implements produced in this case.

(POSG 21 Sept 1907:2) 0 A sharp cutlass would not even nick such a

well seasoned stick. (WG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 It appears that the unfortu-

nate man was brushing his garden with a cutlass when the instrument

slipped during the operation on the wet grass, and inflicted an incised

wound on the lower part of the left leg. (TG 28 Nov 1919:6) 0 But I

got an old cutlass below me bed. And ah waiting to take out one of

them head. (Zebra “Quay Brand Beer” 1950 pr) 0 I went for the bag

and folded it and I took a cutlass. This cutlass was not like Mr. Gidharee’s,

but an ordinary house cutlass. It had no long, curving handle, and nar-

row, sword-like blade. I would have given a great deal to hold one

like that this morning, and to have had a case, like Mr. Gidharee’s,

hanging from my belt. (Anthony 1967:19) 0 No one stepped over a

cutlass lying on the ground because he would sooner or later certainly

receive a cut from it. To break this “spell'' he could close his eyes and

step backward over the cutlass. (Alladin 1970b: 17) 0 A deft swipe of

a cutlass (as West Indians call a machete) sent the top of the green nut

flying. (Eigeland 1980:13) 0 Cutlass doh leave no mark in water,

(proverb) 0 [Y]ou know you are a true Trini if, among a long list of

other things... Your father has a cutlass under his bed, or you have one

under your car seat. (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17)

3 n In playing tops, a method of picking the top up from the ground

onto the hand. The player holds his hand at a 45 degree angle to the

right of the top, makes a sweeping left-hand moation like cutlassing

grass, and flicks the top into the palm of the right hand upwards. 0 The

force of the spin allowed several “pick ups” using not the sissy “needle

and threat” or “cutlass” but the “scissors” where one finger deftly

flicked the top, using the direction of the spin, into the palm of the

same hand. (1986) 0 The “cutlass” was executed by scooping the top

into your palm by a curved scooping flick of all the fingers of the hand,

initially held vertical to the ground and on the right side of the top. The

spin direction of the top made it literally jump onto your palm. This

was considered a clumsy and amateur way of picking up a top. (2005)

4 n Trichiurns lepturus (E snake mackerel), a long, narrow, silver

marine fish; slightly curved in shape; only the dorsal fin noticeable; tail

tapers to a sharp point; long mouth with long sharp teeth. Considered

good eating when large. (< cutlass-fish )
= coutelas-, cutlass-fish"

5

n Pseustes poecilonotus polylepis , a non-venomous snake. Dull

leaf-green with yellow throat. Juvenile is light tan with dark bars on

body. = bird-eating snake, cutlah, >dos cocorite, mahogany rat snake,

olive-brown snake, puffing snake 1

, shapely snake 0 Cutlass. Diurnal.

Semi-arboreal. (Greenhall 1976b: 15)

2 v Cut with a CUTLASS, esp. grass or bush. (< E cutlass ‘hew or cut

with a cutlass’) 0 He shall be bound to cutlass and keep clean the

entire cemetery. (TRD 15 Sept 1849:2) 0 Some estates in the quarter

of Maraccas, not having labourers located on the property, are in the

habit of cutlassing their estates by “gallapa,” a system much preferred

by small proprietors, though it raises the expense. (Hart 1866:21) 0

For the paths become impassable from brush and weeds every six

months, and have to be cutlassed out afresh. (Kingsley 1880:309) 0 In

the burrow pit [of the Railway], long before the fire, there was dried

cutlassed grass. (TG 2 Feb 1933:2) 0 If this occurred to a third grade

teacher. All now he would be cutlassing cane in Couva. (Tiger “Dan-

iel Must Go” 1950 pr, in Rohlehr 1986:63) 0 Land previously planted

is “cutlassed” and when dry it is burned over to be fertilised and per-

mit “hoeing”. (Woodroffe 1974:3) 0 During the rainy season they did

weeding and cutlassing. (Pundit Ragbir 1982, in La Guerre 1985:188)

0 “I was cutlassing peas in my garden and decided to collect the bush

and place it under a mango tree in my land." (TTM 17 Feb 1987:28) 0

‘I wonder what vaps hit your father that make him decide to choose

today to cutlass the grass?’ (Lovelace 1988:97) 0 Crop time is the

time they dread. Bent double, the women must cutlass the stalks as

close to the earth as possible. (Diptee 1992:243) 0 ‘It ain’t have a man
anywhere could pull a swiper with me. I could cutlass a hundred and

fifty cocoa trees before breakfast. Before twelve. And I still fresh.

And don’t talk about trimmin’ cocoa tree. 1 does make that cocoa-

knife sing.’ (Boodhoo 1994:2)

cutlass carpenter n An unskilled or incompetent carpenter, (fr using

an all-purpose cutlass rather than professional specialized tools) =

storm carpenter 0 Unfortunately, the growth of all middle classes dis-

credits the achievements of vernacular architecture, but unpainted

wood is not a disgrace as some people think. Thatched roofs provide

excellent insulation, its appearance is a delight and today vermin can

be excluded and the fire hazard solved. The master builders were

called “cutlass carpenters” - now a term of abuse. (Lewis 1983:85)

cutlasser n arc A person using a CUTLASS to cut grass, clear bush,

etc. 0 In another part of the same field there is a gang of ‘cutlassers,’

who are cutting down all the weeds, and also the canes which the

plant-cutters have left. (On a sugar estate 1882:222) 0 Above all, the

young cacao supplies must be protected from injury. Careless cutlass-

ers cause untold damage in their anxiety to complete their tasks. (TA

1936,13,4:89)

cutlass-fish 1 n Gymnotus carapo , a freshwater fish, to 60 cm. Body
deep, laterally flattened, eel-like. Mouth small to medium, on top of

snout; jaws toothed. Tail and anal fins fused to form a continuous

dark fin; no back or pelvic fins. Body has alternating diagonal narrow

cream bands with broad dark brown bands. Usu. found on or near the

bottom of sluggish streams, rivers, canals and ditches, in areas drain-

ing the Central Range in Trinidad. Active at night; locates prey by

generating an electrical discharge. Commercial aquarium fish based

mainly on capture in the wild. (< Fr coutelas ‘cutlass’ fr long shape +

grey colour) = coutelas
1

, knife-fish, tiger knife-fish 0 The “coutelas,”

or “cutlass fish” ... has no other relation to the Scombroid genus

Trichiurus than as a member of the same class, and its only resem-

blance consists in the elongation of the tail into a filament. (Gill

1858:368) 0 A fish found in ponds and ravines, resembling the

lamprey; hence its name of cutlass-fish, or coutelas. (de Verteuil

1884:389) 0 The cutlass fish - about twelve inches in length - inhab-

its muddy ravines, and is caught in nets, or, during the dry seasons, in

isolated pools formed by the partial drying up of ravines; it is indiffer-

ent eating, (de Verteuil 1884:391) [Cjutlass fish, coutelas. (Boeseman

1960:98-9) 6 The “Cutlass Fish”... is a common but relatively rarely

seined, widely distributed species found in all major drainages, south

of the Northern Range. It is particularly common in the Nariva
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Swamp, where it is incidentally angled or netted and discarded by

fishermen during the dry season when water levels recede. Although

it will occasionally enter clear water streams, it is essentially a crea-

ture of turbid slow moving or standing waters. When ditches, canals

and small ponds dry out it may be the last of the survivors. (Kenny

1995:53) 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:48)

2 n Trichiurus lepturus (E snake mackerel), a long, narrow, silver

marine fish; slightly curved in shape; only the dorsal fin noticeable;

tail tapers to a sharp point; long mouth with long sharp teeth. Consid-

ered good eating when large size. = coutelas
2

, cutlass
4
0 Among the

less usual or more curious Fish recently exposed for sale in the mar-

ket, were the Cutlas-fish, long, thin and narrow like a sword-blade,

the latter half furnished with long lines of dorsal and ventral fin. (TC

9 Feb 1877:3) 0(LNP 1985)

cutlass mango n A variety of cultivated mango; green-skinned, rela-

tively flat; shape has a strong curve resembling a cutlass, (fr resem-

blance of curved shape to cutlass blade) = mango cutlass 0 Tom...

swing the talk to the different kinds of mangoes Trinidad have: vert or

long mango (hog mango to Tobagonians), cutlass, starch, doudouce,

teen, sugar, graham, rose, calabash, julie and zabico. {EX 14 Aug
1994:25) 0 Cutlass mango: A very rare mango, shaped like a small

curved cutlass, it is yellow and has a distinctive sweet/sour taste. {EX
1 1 Aug 2000:29)

cut laugh phr Laugh suddenly; burst out laughing. = bus a laugh 0 As
she walk in with she new shoe, every man cut laugh.

cut-leaf bois bande n Roupala montana, a medium-sized native ever-

green tree. Bark reputed to possess aphrodisiacal properties. Leaves

medium-sized and variable from simple to compound. Small cream

flowers borne in long racemes. Pod-like fruit pale brown, 3.8 cm
(1.5"). Wood prettily marked, hard and reddish-brown. (< E cut ‘of

leaves and other natural objects, having the margins deeply indented

and divided’) = >bois bande 0 Cut leaf bois bande. (Marshall

1934:87)

cut Lent phr Make an agreement to abstain from something during

Lent. (< cut
8
) 0 This is the act of bending the little finger with a

friend’s in an attempt to keep the promise to abstain from something

like candy during the period of Lent. “Come leh we cut Lent not to

smoke nuh boy!” (Baptiste 1993:51) 0 “Lent” was that swear words

and blasphemous words were not to be used during the Lenten

season. The unfortunate who broke the rule was thumped by all with

whom he had “cut” until he cried out “Lent”. (Cummings 2004: 1 14)

cutlet n Citharexylum spinosum , a native tree to 12 m (4.7') tall. Simi-

lar to C. broadwayi {hairy cutlet), but leaves are smooth beneath.

Branches usu. acutely squarish, grey, twigs brown. Leaves thin, ellip-

tic, sometimes with a few bristles. Flowers white, tube hairy within,

in many-flowered racemes. Fruit broadly cup-like, about 3 x 5-6 mm
(.12 x .2-.24"), rim shallowly and irregularly lobed. (poss. < Carib or

Arawak word meaning ‘ribbed-stemmed tree’) = bois cotelette, fiddle

tree, fiddle wood2
0 (Marshall 1934:76) 0 In some cases a near-

sounding English word has been substituted. Examples are Wakamy
(from Guacamayo)... Cutlet (Bois cotelette). (Beard 1946:27) 0

(Beard 1946:35) 0 {FTT 1955-2-6:402-3) 0 Tisane Preparation: Sisal

or Langbeff root... Cutlet Root... Wash roots, boil, settle overnight,

strain, bottle, add Epson [szc] Salts to preserve. (Pavy 1987:67)

cut lime phr Leave a LIME 3
,

esp. suddenly. = squeeze lime 0

[Sjqueeze lime, cut the lime - To leave a lime. (ESTT 1956)

cutlish n A long, wide-bladed cutting tool. = cutlash, >cutlass 0 Sugar

was sharpening the
“
cutlish” for months, before “he chop she up”.

(Bynoe 1985:1) 0 “Mistah Bartley’s boatman does use this cutlish

when they go fishing.” (Andersen 2004:75)

cut nail phr With ass or tail, describing someone who is extremely

frightened, afraid. ( fr fear contracting the anus so much that it seems
able to cut a metal nail in half) 0 A whiteman walk inside de house.

Now Hoodlee ass was cuttin nail. In dem days white people de bad
like hell. (Ladoo 1972:91) 0 In dem days police tail cutting nail.

(Alleyne-Forte 1994:51) 0 He walked across the yard a bit stiff

legged, because his sphincter was so up-tight it could cut a nail. Some
of the boys saw where he was heading and moved out of his way.

(Andersen 2004:29) 0 “Did you have fun?” “Yeah Ram, but most of

the time ah was cutting a nail.” “Anybody would be afraid of six to

one.” (Andersen 2004:31)

cut name phr Discharge from hospital. 0 Dey cut mih/muh name, I

was discharged from hospital. (Haynes 1987:135)

cut nature phr Lower the sexual drive, usu. of men, usu. said of par-

ticular foods that are salty or acidic, like limes. Generally used as a

warning. (< E cut ‘decrease in amount’ + nature) 0 “Watch all dat

sour cherry yuh eatin’ doh go an cut yuh nature!” (Baptiste 1993:51)

0 ‘It’s Good for the Back’. This phrase is used to describe any food

considered to be a male aphrodisiac. In Tobago there is an apparent

need on the part of some men to ensure that they are sexually able at

all times. So important is this that there are foods known as ‘Man-

foods’... there are foods that are said to ‘cut your nature’, in other

words reverse the process. (Nelson & Puddy 2004:50)

cut nose to spoil face phr Do something out of spite which turns out

to hurt yourself. (< E proverb cut offyour nose to spite your face) 0

One mistake and he put she out the house. He cut he nose to spoil

he face.

cut off v Cut into; cut through. Note: SE cut off implies that the thing

cut falls away, e.g. cut off his head. = chop off 0 The warrant stated

that [he] had alleged that I said “I would take a cutlass and cut off his

neck.” {TG 15 Mar 1933) 0 I heard him say he will cut of[f] my neck.

(ESTT 1956)

cut old style phr Fool; deceive; give someone a run-around; make
promises that are not kept. = cut style

2
,
give rounders 0 Yu know why

1 love my kinda people? Is because nobody could cut no ole style on

dem. Dey could rise to any occasion, any time, any place. (Keens-

Douglas 1984:7)

cut out 1 v Leave in a hurry; depart suddenly. 0 Cut out - leave hur-

riedly. (John 1973) 0 (Haynes 1987:135) 0 As long as yuh in de lime,

one day yuh turn go come wen dey go pong yuh tail. Ah see big man
cry an cut out de lime wen dey couldn’t stan de jammin. (Foster

1990:15)

2 v Cut off; remove. Note: SE cut out implies excising, extracting,

cutting something away from a surrounding material. 0 “Bhola foot

get cut bad and he lorse plenty blood. De doctor say dey might have

to cut out de whole foot.” (Ramlakhan 1994:30)

3 v Counteract a bad influence; render it harmless. = cut
7
0 By some

similar means evil spells could be cast on someone. But a good obeah

man could “cut-out” any spell. (Alladin 1970b: 17)

cut road phr Speed away; take off. 0 He see the man coming and he

cut road.

cut skin 1 phr Beat; hit. (< cut
6 + skin

1

)
= cut ass

1

, cut tail
1

0 “And I

hope them children all you have there ain’t miserable. Anyway they

better don’t skylark when they with me, or else I go cut they skin.”

(Hart 1966:8) 0 Is hours I om de bus an yuh could imagine how de

chiren getting om. Ah nearly had to cut dey skin rite dere in publick.

(Mamits LPOS, TG 30 Sept 1979)

2 n Beating. = cut ass
1

, cut tail
2
0 “You making joke. I won’t take a

cut-skin for no woman. Not worth it.” (Jones 1973:47)

cut speech phr Stop talking to someone. (< E cut ‘sever; stop sud-

denly’) 0 Me na do she nothing and she cut she speech from me.

cut style 1 phr Dress in a very fashionable and stylish manner; show
off; boast; act in a manner designed to impress others. 0 Cut style -

make big display, show off boast, cut style on x. (John 1973) 0 [She]

cuts style. Her hair coloured blonde with blue streaks, hangs from the

tiger mangled mane. Her casual, old jeans and midrif jersey [add]

effect. {TG 14 Oct 1990:1)

2 phr Fool; deceive; give someone a run-around; make promises not

kept. = cut old style, give rounders 0 Dem artists only mimin’ by de

government an’ beggin’ for help, an’ government only cuttin’ style

wit’ one set ah procedure, an’ committee, an’ parliamentary commess,

an’ de teafin’ still goin’ on in broad daylight. (Keens-Douglas 1984:40)

0 Now nobody could cut style on me no more. Ah eh go hae to beg no

man to drop me in no airport, an’ den have me sit down waitin' like ah

real cunumunu, wonderin’ if he go turn up. (Keens-Douglas 1984:118)
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0 In reply. Sparrow suggested yesterday that there were two kinds of

calypso fans - “those who want to see me get my tail cut and those

who want to see me successfully defend the crown.” (EX 10 Jan

1993:10)

cut tail 1 v Beat; hit. (< cut
6 + tail) = cut ass

1

,
cut skin

1

0 Boyee, I

going to cut your tail this minute. Errol, go break a good whip for me.

(Naipaul 1959:155) 0 “If ever I find you at that spoat Amy Russel’s

house, I go cut your tail good and proper.” (Jones 1973:60) 0 He had

said that he felt like a big bad and like cutting somebody’s tail, so he

had beaten up Doreen. (Jones 1973:96) 0 State enterprises owe more

than we, WASA if yuh cut we water we cut yuh tail. (Kickspecial Aug
1986:4) 0 Any ah dose people coulda teach yuh de straight an narrow

path. Which sometimes meant cuttin yuh tail. (Foster 1990:61

)

2

n Beating. = cut ass', cut skin' 0 The relatives of the infuriated girl

wanted to give him a good cuttail. (Alladin 1970b:42) 0 A cut-tail or

“buss” skin or "buss” tail - corporal punishment or physical molesta-

tion. (Alladin 1970b:69) 0 “Where have you been? It’s real cut tail

sharing here,” he said, as the agent sat down in front of the TV. (EX-

S

25 Jan 1987:29) 0 Police are investigating the death of an 18-year-old

man who committed suicide after an apparently severe cut-tail at the

hands of a close relative. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:7) 0 I am told that

Canadian laws governing family relations are stringent to the point

where Trinis who like to put a good cuttail on their children find

police interference a hindrance to the “good development” of the said

children. (TTM 1 9 Sept 1 993 :4)

cutter 1 n In a TAMBOO-BAMBOO BAND, one of the bamboo tubes hit

with a stick or struck on the ground. Usu. refers to the highest tone

stick, or the lead stick. (< Kikongo kaata ‘hit forcefully; hit with

something’; Fon kata, type of drum) 0 The bamboo Cutter was about

25" and 3Vi" in diameter with two joints. A hole was made through

the second joint but the bottom joint remained intact. This was usu-

ally beaten with a piece of stick. (Gonzalez 1978:4) 0 Some people

even gave the different types of bamboo the same name (“Buller,”

“Foule” and “Cutter”) which were the names of the corresponding

Shango drums. (Rohlehr 1990:71) 0 The instruments in a tamboo

bamboo band and their uses were by no means standardized... Lennox

Pierre ... describes a three-foot boom; a buller and fuller (foule)

which consisted of pieces of the same length but with different num-

bers of joints; and a cutter, that was tapped with a stick and, when a

band was stationary, was also struck on the ground. In addition,

Anthony Prospect ... mentions a chandler which was a little longer

than the cutter, and states that the boom was simultaneously struck

with a stick while being stamped on the ground in order to produce

two different rhythms. (Stuempfle 1995:24)

2 n The highest-toned small keg drum, one of the three usual Orisha
drum set. 0 But when they sit down on those kegs, one of them rolled

the buller and the cutter picked up the beat. You could feel heart-

break and sorrow creep out everywhere in that hall, because you’re

hearing the drums call for blood. And when that goatskin cry thirst,

man have to listen and somebody answer. (Stewart 1989:142) 0 “The

‘cutter’ drum does carry ah little more uptempo beat. The older heads

say we straying. That is not so. We is the same kalenda, but it changes

with the times.” (TG 15 Feb 2004:63) 0 The cutter requires a very

skilled drummer. The musician usually plays the drum from a sitting

position. The frame of the drum is placed on the knee area of the lap

and held in an upright position by the thumb and index finger of the

holding arm. The player uses mainly the four fingers of the playing

arm in as versatile a way as possible, to play contrasting rhythms to

the boom and roller. Occasionally the cutter man... uses the thumb

and palm of [the] playing hand for playing and muting. (Moore

2004:40)

3 n In a TASSA drum band, a small high-pitched drum, beaten with

hand and stick. See also BASS, FOULE (FULLER) 3
. 0 The tassas hung

from the neck in front of the waist. The bass was beaten with one hand

and with the curve of a short, thick stick held in the other. The drum-

mers stood in an almost circular formation in front of the hosay. The

cutter (lead tassa) started off: the “foolayers” beat one characteristic

rhythm; and the bass-man struck out the deep, basic rhythm while the

jhanj clashed its own peculiar sound and rhythm in between. (Alladin

1970a:32) 9 Cutter - a high-pitched instrument (Thomas 1985:381) 0

A tassa drumming group consists of at least four pieces: 1) the sharp-

toned “cutter;” 2) the lower-toned “fuller”; 3) the bass drum or “dhol”;

and 4) the jhanj - a pair of large brass cymbals. The drums may be

made of metal, earthen or plastic cylinders and have goat skin heads.

The cutter and fuller are played with two flexible sticks; the bass drum
is struck on one end with the hand and with a wood stick on the other.

(Ramaya & Mahabir 1989, in Gallaugher 1991:71)

4 n In a TAMBRIN BAND, the highest-pitched drum. 0 There are three

tambrin drums in the tambrin instrument ensemble. These are: the

boom, which carries the lowest pitch, the roller, or fuller, which car-

ries a higher pitch and the cutter which carries the highest pitch. The
fiddle (violin)... and the triangle are the other instruments. The tam-

brin drum in this ensemble is prepared for performance by warming
the membrane. (Moore 2004:35)

5 n A drummer, particularly on traditional African or Indian drums.

(< cu/*) 0 Ramnath, Chicklan, Bholai and Bejai were among the

champion cutters on the tassa. (Alladin 1970:34-5)

6 n A person working on the PITCH Lake, who cuts and digs out,

then breaks up, pieces of asphalt with a pickaxe. This job became

obsolete in the late 1950s with the introduction of tractors to cut

PITCH. = digger, pitch cutter, pitch digger 0 Up to 1957, the mining

and loading aspects of production employed some 85 men: The team

of workers included 10 Cutters... In 1957 the services of most of these

men were made obsolete by the introduction of a Barber-Green

ditcher on the Lake; and around 1967-1968, Caterpillars were intro-

duced... Cutters were involved in breaking up the crude pitch on the

Lake. (James 1976:20-8)

7 n An unauthorized or unregistered taxi driver. 0 It was also stressed

that if a “cutter” was found on the stand, that person would be

charged by the Airport’s Authority for unlawful soliciting of passen-

gers. (TTM 1985)

cutterhead n Elaenia flavogaster, a bird, 16.2 cm (6.5") long. Head

and upperparts greyish olive brown; prominent crest, often seeming

2-homed, with white crown-patch only seen when crest is raised. =

jay, johnny head-in-air, tillon, >top-knot 0 (ffrench 1991:299-300)

cutters n Appetizers or small snacks, esp. salty ones, taken while

drinking or awaiting a bigger meal, during card-playing or as appetiz-

ers; also used to whet your appetite, or to blunt it so you won’t eat too

much of the main meal which is in short supply. (< E cut ‘make

smaller’, of appetite) 0 (Haynes 1987:53) 0 CK and Wally were the

men who cooked the best duck curry I’ve had in the Nineties, and

they deserve special mention, even without CK's lemon chicken cut-

ters. (Pires 1 994e: 15) 0 We have even developed a victuals vernacu-

lar, from formidable “cutters” to three-course “jhorts”, with sub-titles

[s/c] along the “nyam” continuum... (EX 9 Apr 2004) 0 During the

evening period “limers” can also get mouth-watering “cutters” while

they enjoy the ambiance at the bar. (Newsday 23 Dec 2005:B-36)

cut throat 1 phr In cockfighting, a wound under the beak. 0 “He get a

cut-throat... it pitching blood from the mouth.” (1990)

2 phr In sports, beat badly, win by a large margin. 0 We cut they

throat!

3 phr Of a man, have sexual relations with a woman, esp. take a

woman’s virginity, sometimes accompanied by a gesture of drawing

the index finger across the throat and immediately followed by the

gesture of flapping/snapping the fingers that is used to imitate the

whipping a jockey makes to urge on a horse. 0 I cut she throat!

cut-throat man n Bodyguard; someone who protects, by physical

force if necessary. (< E cut-throat ‘a murderer or assassin by profes-

sion’ + man") 0 She son is a big cut-throat man.

cutting IhA child’s ritual of sealing an agreement by two participants

linking the little fingers of their left hands and making a slicing-apart

motion with the edge of the right hand. (< cuft) 0 Cutting was a form

of agreement, the adherents setting the pact in motion by linking the

litle fingers of their left hands and then slicing them apart with the

edge of a right hand. This cutting was a serious business, a code you

could not violate without severe loss of face among your peers.

(Araujo 1984:38)
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cypress

2 adj Fashionable; stylish; striking. (<cn/ 10
) 0 In his day Sampson

was a cutting figure on his Norton motorbike, decked in his khaki suit

with scarf flying. (Stewart 1989:115)

cutting guts phr Intestinal pain; stomach cramps. 0 Yuh kin choose to

fix bellyhurt, By rabbin’ on bum pi’ch-oil an’ salt; Or wid sof’ candle

an’ peppah leaf. Bring de cuttin’ o’ de guts to ah halt. (Haynes

1987:68)

cutting stick n A thin, L-shaped stick used to beat certain drams.

(< cur) = cro-cro

cutu, kutu n arc Knife. (< FC < Fr couteau ‘knife’) 0 Throw the cutu

for me please,

cutucutu see kutukutu

cuyah mouth see COUYAH MOUTH

cuyenade see COUYENARD

cuyonad see COUYENARD

cyaan, cyan, cyaant, cyant, cyaar, cyar, keant, kyaan, kyar v Not

able to. /kja:/ (< E can 't ‘cannot; not able to’) 0 “They kean’t do you

nutten, man.” (de Boissiere 1952:262) 0 “What I goin' do wid you?”

she granted. “But if God send you I kean’t put you out. You could

sleep in here ’pon Flora. Get a next place tomorrow night.” (de

Boissiere 1956:10) 0 Kill mooma gie picknie, picknie go nyam am.

Kill picknie gie mooma, mooma cyan nyam am. (Daniel msl ca

I960) 0 “An’ yuh see, when you escape you making me lose my wuk.

When I lose my wuk you cyar feed my children.” (Bomb 6 Oct

1989:11) 0 “Sahina does cyaan stay overnight.” (1990)

cyan-cyan see KANKAN

cyan done see DONE 3

cycle v Climb up a tree trank by using a BICYCLE, a rope passed

around the trank of the tree and the person’s waist. (< bicycle) =
>bicycle 0 Opposite St. David’s church stands the [Toco] village

garage, with a large, modem Shell notice proclaiming the jet age to

the cycling foresters and coconut-gathers who ‘cycle’ up the palm

tranks by means of a piece of rope like a figure-of-eight on their bare

feet. (Bryans 1967:157)

cyp, cypr, cypre, sip n Cordia alliodora [= Cerdana alliodora], trade

name satinwood, a large native tree to 30 m (98') tall, girth to 3 m (10').

Bark greenish-grey when young, greenish black and narrowly fissured

when older; underbark thick, tough, pale, darkening rapidly on expo-

sure. Leaves long and pointed, 10-18x3-5 cm (3.9-7 x 1.2-2"), slightly

to woolly hairy. Flowers tubular, white turning brown when dry, in

dense large many-flowered panicles. Fruit cylindrical, 6 mm (.25")

long, thin-walled; when mature it falls from the tree still surrounded by

the other flower parts functioning as a parachute. Wood strong, dura-

ble, medium weight; aromatic when freshly cut. Cyp is considered one

of the best general utility native woods, /sip/ (< E cypress /saipros/

‘ Cupressus sempervirens , a tree with aromatic wood’) = cypress, white

cypress 0 (Joseph 1838a:80) 0 Among those of our more useful forest

trees which peculiarly affect the mountains are... Cyp (i.e., Cypre,

Cypress - from a fancied resemblance to the scent of that wood when
freshly cut). (Carr 1 869:403-4) 0 Rocking chairs in crappo or cyp. (ad,

TG 22 June 1933:3) 0 The cypr of estate-house floors. (Bowman &
Bowman 1939:91) 0 Ifyou see how this log glossy and long and heavy,

It aint crapaud, it aint cyp, neither it aint poui. (Terror “The Female

Sawmill Owner” 1950 pr) 0 Cypre (pronounced “Sip”) is one of the

leading furniture woods of the colony. (FTT 1953-2-4:196-7) 0 They

made a new fishing-boat every two weeks... They used cedar only in

the stem. All else was fashioned from the native cyp wood. (Bryans

1967:67) 0 She took off her wedding ring and rested it on the low cyp

table. (Jones 1973:55) 0 The cypre bureau and the mahogany wardrobe

sagged under the weight of boxes. (Hosein 1980:22) 0 Cypre is among
the best woods in use in the country. It is light and easily worked yet

tough and strong. It is light coloured, almost white, but becomes yel-

lowish with age. It is resistant to some marine borers and durable to

some extent even when in contact with the ground. It is used in build-

ings for floors, doors and windows, for furniture, and in boats for

frames and oars. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:54-5)

cypress n Tob Cordia alliodora , a large native tree. Wood strong,

durable, medium weight. (< E cypress ‘ Cupressus sempen’irens, a

tree with aromatic wood’) = >cyp, white cypress 0 (Young 1809,

Stowe 922:14b)



da 1 v obs Copula or equating be verb; usu. equivalent to English

is/are. (origin obscure, but almost certainly influenced by similar pat-

terns in various WAfr languages) 0 "Buddy Quaco,” she say, "keep

dis bodder, All dis time you no sabby me no! Don’t you know Tailor

John da my brodder?” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 Oh me Gaad! de laa da fine

ting, far true. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 Me Gaad, dis da really big

building far true. (POSG 8 Nov 1 844:3 ) 0 Dis ya da de behind fou da

house. (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 One a dem da da Backra wey da lib close

na Arima de? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Dem say he da one cleber man,

him saby nuse big word. (TRD 7 May 1851:3) 0 “You sartain sure,

massa, da paper da fou you? You know paper saby talk, may be dis

one tell lie." (TRD 12 Feb 1853:3) 0 Trouble da ar bush, but annancy

bring am ar house... Tone da ar water, [no know] sun hot. (Uh

1883:257) 0 Monkey say: Wha da ar you belly ar fu you, but wha da

ar you jawbone, no fu you. ‘What is in your belly is really yours, but

that which is only in your mouth, it is not sure to be yours. (Uh

1883:257)

2 v A topical existential be verb, used at the beginning of a sentence

or clause. Generally equivalent to English be + it, there or that ; also

used to indicate a question. = a
4

, is 0 "Da no you property. - da moob-

able property, Saar.” (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 Da you Candice, and

you Louisa. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 Da good buckra for true - he

and Judge Scatl — d. (POSG 10 Oct 1 843:2) 0 Da so de Judge say de

laa be - and so me and Louisa get out of de Gaol. (POSG 10 Oct

1843:2) 0 Da dem way been da make da nise? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0

Ye-e-s, da he self. (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Da me Kit no, come ya a tel

you sumtin? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Da you Kit way maga so? you ben

sick no? (TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0 Better lay me lone wee — da wid fu you

money me da drink rum? (TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0 Mista Spectater, i want

trouble you fu one ting agen, da fu you peak to awee gobena bout

dem rum shap pan de estate, fu he shut dem up, an make dem rum

sella go-way. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 Nex time peple buse me sar, I go

fite ’em, an if Missa hask me wha make me do dat, I go tell em da

he wha mak me do em sar, case he not gie me satisfaction las time.

(TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 Da he. Sambo, den dat cleber man write letter

gie newspaper. (TRD 7 May 1 85 1:3)0 “Now, bougois, tell me da who
dis yer for,” and he placed the note in the hand of Adolphus. (TRD 12

Feb 1853:3) 0 Cudjoe held his hand and cried. “Tay dey, mass; heigh!

da wha you da do? - do, fou Gar-a-mighty sake, gie me my paper and

lay me go.” (TRD 12 Feb 1853:3) 0 “Da who say you no buckra... In

dis country ya once you lily bit white, you gat money, you gie grog to

drink, you is buckra.” (TRD 12 Feb 1853:3)

3 v Non-completive verbal marker indicating continuing/progressive

action; usually equivalent to E be + -ing. = a
6

, >-in 0 “He mout tan

like Hog da yam fowl.” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 One a dem da da Backra

wey da lib close na Arima de? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Da dem way
been da make da nise? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 “Now you da see, buddy,

all you have for do is to get in here as me does, and sit down.” (TSp

26 Aug 1846:3) 0 “All over wid poor Quashie - fire - murder - ebery

body - no body - me da trimble all over.” (TSp 26 Aug 1846:3) 0 He
Sambo, hou you da do, Comper? (TRD 7 May 1851:3) 0 “Sence las

night she da cry, she da cry so.” (TRD 12 Feb 1853:3) 0 Cudjoe held

his hand and cried. “Tay dey, mass; heigh! da wha you da do? - do,

fou Gar-a-mighty sake, gie me my paper and lay me go.” (TRD 12

Feb 1853:3)

4 v Non-completive verbal marker indicating habitual action. = a
7

,

>does 0 Charles: 'Nega woman! Dem worse na nega man - dem no

da do noting - dem no want work.’ His Excellency: ‘When they do

not complete their tasks, what do you do then?’ Charles: ‘me da lick

de man and me put nega woman na tock (in the stocks). But dem no

care for tock - da dem massa time what da loss, dem sleep, dem belly

full na tock.’ (EG 13 June 1826, in de Verteuil 1992:243) 0 You no no

da lang Backra wey hab red wiska - wen he da talk like a ya so na

road, eh? you sabbie yerry am clay na Backra house yandar? (TSp 30
Aug 1845) 0 Better lay me lone wee - da wid fu you money me da

drink rum? (TSp 8 Nov 1 845) 0 Ebery maning - ebery nite, dem shap

full peple; hafe da quarrel, hafe da fite, an terra hafe da tan up an lafe.

(TSp 3 1 Mar 1847:2) 0 Even dem lilly pickny self da go na rum shap

- dem da look pon dem dady an mamy da fite lika game-cock, da bite

lika pupy dag, da crach lika pussy cat, da butt lik a ram goat, an da

cus an maka nise lika so much deble... Dem go cume raskel teef, liar,

cut trote: no so? dem go cum sick... an who da go help am? (TSp 31

Mar 1847:2)

5

v Definite article, generally equivalent to English the. (< E the, def-

inite article) = >de
4
0 One a dem da da Backra wey da lib close na

Arima de? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Da dem way been da make da nise?

(TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Da one wa lib na Arima de, he ax de tarra one

wid de trash hat wa kine a house dis ya? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Dis ya

da de behind fou da house. (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 You no no da lang

Backra wey hab red wiska - wen he da talk like a ya so na road, eh?

you sabbie yerry am clay na Backra house yandar? (TSp 30 Aug
1 845) 0 One a dem da da Backra wey da lib close na Arima de? (TSp

30 Aug 1845) 0 Fu wa fa da gobena let dem managa suck awee poor

people blood so? (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 “You sartain sure, massa, da

paper da fou you? You know paper saby talk, may be dis one tell lie.”

(TRD 12 Feb 1 853:3)

daadaa, dada n Term of address or reference for uncle, specifically

father’s elder brother. /da:d :/ (< H-Bh dada ‘paternal grandfather;

older brother, uncle’; Bengali dada ‘elder brother’) = >bhai, bhaiya,

bhayi, dada 1

0 dada [father’s elder brother], and any male cousin of

[father] senior in age to him. Considerable variation: some use dada

for [father’s] eldest [brother] only, classing all [other father’s broth-

ers] together as [father’s younger brothers]; some call [father’s] eldest

[brother] barka dada to distinguish him from other [father’s elder

brothers]. (Klass 1961:95-6) 0 “Dada told me to say that an Indian

house always keeps plenty of extra food for when family comes to

visit.” (Klass 1964:24) 0 Bhai, bhaiya, bhaiwa and bhayi are the vari-

ations in North India for the Sanskrit word bhratri (brother) and these

are found in Trinidad along with the word (daadaa) used among the

Bengalis. (Jha 1973:40) 0 Dandaa. (Dwarika 1984:30)

daadi, daadi, dadi n A term of address or reference for an aunt

(father’s elder brother’s wife) or grandmother (father’s mother). See

also AJI. /daidi/ (< H-Bh dadi ‘grandmother; father’s mother; aunt’) 0

[Father’s elder brother’s wife], or any equivalent. (Klass 1961:96) 0

(Dwarika 1984:30) 0 “Daadaa and Daadi done reach arready with the

drum.” (1990)

daaheja see DAHEJA

daairi n A female demon; see also DAIT. /da:in/ (< H-Bh danav ‘evil-

spirited woman; demon, evil spirit’) 0 “It eh good to see she face at

all, she like ah real daain.” (1990)

daan n Gift; donation; e.g. clothes, food, cow. /darn/ (< H-Bh-Angika

daan ‘charity, alms, gift; act of giving or bestowing a gift’) 0 “Some

people like to give big big daan.” (1990)

daankare v Give a gift, esp. to the needy or to a pundit for ritual ser-

vices. /damkare/ (< H-Bh-Angika dan ‘gift’ + H karna ‘make’) 0

“They did daankare a cow for the pundit.” (1990)

daarhi n Long beard, /dairhi/ (< H-U) 0“Darhi baba passing.” (1990)

0 “Yuh mus know de man, he have a long daarhi.” (1990)

daat n Tooth; teeth. /da:t/ (< H-U dat ‘tooth’) 0 “She daat hurting

she.” (1990)
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daati n Handle of spoon, broom, etc. /da:ti/ (< H dandi 'handle’) 0

“The daati broke yes!”

dab n A sharp sudden strike, usu. in reference to marbles. (< arc E dab

‘a blow of somewhat sharp and abrupt character; a thrust as if aiming

to strike or stab’) 0 Partner when I pitch, Ah hit is ah hit, marti is

marti, Yu ’fraid ah dab yu? (Keens-Douglas 1975:43)

dabla, jabla, dabbler n A long flattened wooden stick used to carry

and turn over ROTI or other items while they are cooking, /dabla,

c^abla/ (< Bh; H dabna ‘press down; squeeze’) = chalowna 0 Dabla'.

A long wooden spoon, varying in length and flattened at one end.

This was used to stir huge [amounts] of vegetables or to turn large

roti. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 12) 0 There was no push button cooker or

microwave, and the timely probings from a wooden pallette or jabla

was needed to attend to the baking loaves. (TG-S 23 Dec 1990:21) 0

Cake and bread pans were placed on “Dabblers” bats ten inches wide

and long enough to take five to six pans and easily carry them through

the front door. The doors were then closed tightly with an iron bar

once the quota was put. Obviously such an operation called for pre-

cise supervision and overall cooperation. (Deen 1994:64-65)

dabu n A water dipper, usu. a coconut shell or small tin pan/bowl, with

a handle, /dabu/ (< Bh-Angika dabbu ‘small container with relatively

long handle’ 0 “We barrel always have daboo to dip out water.” (1990)

dachna n A gift, usu. of cash, given during or after a PUJA to the PAN-

DIT; also a gift for special occasions such as birthdays, /datfna/ (< H-

Bh dakshina ‘a fee/gift to a Brahmin for performing religious cere-

monies’) = >dakshina 0 The pundits will miss alloo because it makes

up part of the dachna, a gift. (Bomb 15 May 1987:11) 0 Dachna.

(Haynes 1987:49) 0 “Dem pundit eh lookin fuh nothing else but

dachna, how much you gi dem.” (1990)

dada 1 n Elder brother; father’s elder brother; any male cousin of the

father older than him. /dada, da:da:/ (< dada) = >bhai, bhaiya, bhayi,

daadaa 0 [Father’s elder brother], and any male cousin of [father]

senior in age to him. Considerable variation: some use dada for

[father’s eldest brother] only... some call [father’s eldest brother]

barka dada to distinguish him from other [father’s elder brothers]...

Occasionally younger siblings begin to call their eldest [brother] dada

while they are all still children. (Klass 1961:95-6) 0 Worse yet, you

should hear Dada, arguing with my Dip and the bison next door. (TG
23 Dec 1990:14)

2 adj Of hair, thick and matted, /dada/ (< Yor Dada ‘deity, patron of

children, who has matted hair’) = God's hair 0 The Shango have a

special name - dada children - for those whose hair is too tightly

curled to be combed. (Chandos 1955) 0 Da-da hair... dada hair - mat-

ted negroid hair (ESTT 1956) 0 They were douens. They were naked

and wore large straw hats to cover their dada hair which was never

combed. (Alladin 1968) 0 When [the] reporter asked [him] bluntly

about his dreadlocks, he said it had never hampered him... A top

national sprinter [said]... if he wants maximum speed and agility he is

bound to be impeded by this amount of ‘dada’ hair on his head. (Blast

6 Oct 1989:2) 0 De power! de power! Ah ketching de power from

mih head to mih naked toes, mih dada hair doh comb. (Macfarlane

1997:60) 0 No wonder many young black children have been brought

up on statements like “yuh black and yuh ugly, yuh black children no

good, dada hair” etc. This has had a negative effect on the psyche of

many young blacks, creating a sense of inferiority. (Letter, ND 23

Dec 2005:A-11)

dada head n Thick, matted hair. (< dada2) 0 A Negro specializing in

sun-glasses had, no doubt as part of his sales gimmick, dressed his

hair in a manner known locally as ‘dada head’: long ringlets like

knotted cords sprouted all over his cranium. (Bryans 1967:44) 0

Dadda head - matted ‘locks’. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 Dada head -

unkempt hair, simple person. (John 1973) 0 Dat eh no Afro, dat look

more like ah da da head! (Baptiste 1992) 0 Dada head - ‘matted hair’

(Wamer-Lewis 1996:156)

dadi see daadi

dagabaaj n A cheat; a deceitful, wicked person, /dagabaidj/ (< H
dagha-baz ‘cheat; impostor; traitor’) 0 “Ai if yuh know she eh, she is

ah real dagaabaaj.” (1990)

dagmagaawe v Of a pot, be unsettled on the CHULHA. /dagmagawe/

(< H dagmagana ‘tremble; shiver; totter; stagger’) 0 “Ege! The pot

dagmagaawe, dhaske it.” (1990) 0 “Hold the pot, look it dagmagaawe.”

(1990)

daheja n A village organization of household heads who pledge to

assist one another at weddings, /dahec^a/ (< Bh daheja ‘dowry’) 0

The family may save for years to prepare for the wedding, or it may
take out a loan when the time comes. A favored way of meeting the

expenses is by membership in a daheja - a village organization of

household heads pledged to assist one another at weddings.... a

daheja member can expect to be called upon to contribute to about

fifteen weddings during the “wedding season” which lasts from

March through July. (Klass 1961:125) 0 As a daaheja member he

could not fail to be present at the wedding preparations of other mem-
bers. (Klass 1961:188)

dahi, dahee, dahie n Yoghurt; sometimes curdled milk, /dahi/ (< Bh-

Angika daahi, H dahi ‘curds; thick sour milk’) 0 (Jha 1973:42) 0

Dahi-boil milk, remove cream, add a few drops of lime juice, leave to

stand overnight. The resulting curdled milk is called dahi. (Pariag

1975:35) 0 The dahi (curdled milk)... was a very nutritious drink and

was relished by both Hindus and Muslims. Dahi has now become

non-existent, although recently it has re-emerged into the society in a

new form, Yopiait Yogurt, (Raghoo 1984:20) 0 “When some people

make dahi, they use lime juice to bus the milk.”(1990) 0 Sterilised

packaged milk, so convenient at other times, must give way to fresh

cow’s milk for such purposes as... ghee (clarified butter) and dahie

(yoghurt) are made... Dahie , the traditional yoghurt is also made from

fresh milk and set overnight for use in such dishes as sara barn, (urdi-

based bara soaked in dahie), a delicious savoury dish. (TTR Oct

1990:28) 0 Then he takes a mixture of dahee, ghee and rice, on the

base of his right thumb and gently puts it between the two brows of

the dulaha. (Holass-Beepath 2002:82)

dahi see DAL

dahoe n Rallus longirostris (E clapper rail), a bird, /daho/ = long-

beak, >mangrove hen, poule d’eau ginga, poule de bois, Trinidad

clapper rail, wood hen 0 (ffrench 1991 : 1 16)

daidat intj Tob An expression of surprise, disbelief, /daidat/ 0 “Daidat!

Is so? I never hear that!” (1990)

daikh intj In GHADKA, a signal to change the type of stroke. /daik
h
/

(< Bh daikh ‘see; look’ < daikhna Took’)

dai rice see DYE RICE

dait n Demon. See also DAIIN. /dait/ (< H-Bh daiyat ‘demon; evil

spirit’) 0 “Yuh getting on like a dait.” (1990)

dakshina n Gifts given to the pundit for performing a PUJA, wedding

or other religious ceremony; also gifts to the poor given at such cere-

monies. /dakjina/ (< H-Bh dakshina ‘a fee/gift to a Brahmin for per-

forming religious ceremonies’) = dachna 0 When the [puja] ceremony

is over, gifts (dakshina) are given to the poor or to pundits. The gifts

that we saw consisted of a piece of cloth and a few coins given to

each person who would be waiting at one end of the ceremonial area.

(Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:117) 0 The offering of... dakshina (in cash)

and sidha (in kind, usually rice and dal)... in the beginning of a puja -

[is] the same in Trinidad Hindu puja and have havan as have been

done in North India for ages. (Jha 1973:35) 0 Jaimungal never lacked

dhotis, although he seldom wore one. Every religious ceremony he

attended - and he was invited to all - he would receive a five-yard-

long cotton dhoti, with a florin or a shilling or a sixpence piece tied in

it at one comer, as dakshina, a Brahminic present, in addition to the

cotton cloth. (Naipaul 1976:64) 0 Whether full-time, part-time or

casual, pandits receive an income for their services. The amount

depends solely on the yajman or client. For a puja this sum could

range from ten to one hundred dollars plus dakshina or alms which

would consist of rice or flour, potatoes, dhal or split peas and cloth.

(Maharaj 1991:33)

dal, dahi, dhal, dholl n Any dried legume, particularly when split,

/dal, da:l/ (< H-Bh dal ‘any pulse prepared for use by being broken'

< Sanskrit dala ‘split’) 0 A pound of rice, 4 oz. of dholl, a kind of pea.

(Kingsley 1880:118) 0 For Sale... Yellow Dholl. (Mirror 11 Nov
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1907:7) 0 Sale of dhol and split peas at the American Steamers’

Warehouse. (TG 3 Jan 1919:8) 0 Lily, I mean, look, we can be pal. If

you feed me like an Indian gal, On roti, curry, baigan and dal

(Growler “Demi Gal” 1940) 0 Preparing the evening meal of darl,

bhat (rice) and bhajee (spinach). (Alladin 1970:14) 0 Now the rice

was too soft-boiled; now the dahl had too much salt; now the roti was

burnt; now she had stood before old Jaimungal with her orhani, veil,

off her head. (Naipaul 1976:29) 0 Cowsil was swizzling the dhal in

the blue enamel pot on the choolha... She turned to him, abandoning

the pot; the dhall dripping from the ghotney (swizzle). (Ramsawack

1983:62) 0 She went home, cleaned the fish, cut it, cooked it nice.

Bath, dahl, roti and fish. (OPNL Dec 1988:7) 0 Anyway, I finish boil-

ing the split-peas. You coming to chunkay the dhall (Selvon

1991c: 102) 0 “We done start picking rice and daal already but we go

have to see ’bout the tomato, the chataigne and mango and thing.”

(Ali 1993:53) 0 She boiled rice, made a ‘dal’ of split peas and roasted

the kernel of a nut which she ground with salt and a few bird peppers.

(Boodhoo 1994:6-7)

dal bhaat, dhal pat n A dish of cooked rice and DAL. (< dal + bhaat)

0 Though depression is in Trinidad, Maintaining a wife isn’t very

hard. Well, you need no ham nor biscuit nor bread. But there are ways

that they can be easily fed. Like the coolies, on bhajee pelauri,

dhalpat and dalpouri, Channa, parata and the aloo ke talkaree. (Lion

“Bargee Pelauri" 1936) 0 When it comes to my kachauri. My ghose

and me alu ke talkari. Me dal bhaat and me chutney. (Lion “Ara Da
Da” 1939) 0 Things now getting sweet. They bring a set of dhal bhaat

for me to eat. (Killer “Grinding Massala” 1947, in Rohlehr 1990:493)

0 In the mid 1920s four cents could have given an East Indian porter

and his wife a plate each of dhal bat and rice or two roti with aloo

(curried potato). (Cummings 2004:72)

dalchini n An aromatic brown bark used in cooking, /daltjini/ (< Bh-

Angika darchini, H dalchini ‘cinnamon’) = cinnement, >spice 0

Mashalas (spices) like... daalchini... are also sold in some markets.

(Jha 1973:42) 0 “Daalchini ke tea good to drink, it does bus wind.”

(1990) 0 ‘She was a master cook and behaved like one. I think having

come all the way here with her spices - adrak, ilaychi, laung, dal-

chini, jaiphal, jeera, methi, javitri, saunf, kesar... she decided to go

through with it.’ (Persaud 1993:98)

daldal n A marshy, muddy or swampy place. /daldaL (< H-Bh-Angika

daldal ‘quagmire; slough; bog') 0 “We does catch fish in the daldal."

(1990)

dal-ghotni, dhal ghotnee, dhal gutney n An Indian cooking imple-

ment; the most common traditional form is made of wood, having a

long handle ending in a flat, star-shaped piece of wood, used to

SWIZZLE cooked DAL to break up the individual grains. See also

BATI LELE, BATON LELE, SWIZZLE 3
, SWIZZLE STICK, /dal gotni/ (< H-

Bh dal + ghotni ‘grinder’) = ghotni 0 Dari ghotnee for stirring liq-

uid foods. (Alladin 1970:60) 0 Dhal-ghotnee: A long cylindrical

handle (approximately forty-five centimetres) to which was attached

a flat, heavily indented wooden structure. This was used to swizzle

the already boiled dhal, thus crushing the grains to make a delicious

thick gravy. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 12) 0 (Haynes 1987:48)

dalidar adj Greedy, /dalidar/ (< H-Bh) 0 “Yuh belly full and yuh eye

full. That is dalidar. Lakshmi have a brother likrish, he dalidar. She

give and he take.” (1990)

dal pithi, dal pihthi, daal pithowri n A thin watery soup of split peas

and dumplings, /dal pit
h
i, dal pithauri/ (< H-Bh dal + H pitha ‘a pas-

try made of rice and flour which has been soaked and ground’) 0

“Every Wednesday Indira menu was dal pihthi.” (1990)

dal puja n arc In a Hindu wedding, the presentation of a basket of

food and gifts by the bridegroom’s elder brother to the bride, after

which he avoids direct contact with her. (< dal + puja) (< H-Bh) 0

The groom and his party enters the tent after the parchhan ceremony

and is prepared for what is called the dal pooja ceremony. In this, the

bride is brought in and seats herself and she is presented with going

away Bidai clothes and [jewelry] by the groom’s brother. (Sankar

1972:25) 0 The bride is now seated for the
“
dal puja” or presentation

of gifts by the bridegroom’s elder brother. These include jewellery

and “going away clothes”. The bridegroom’s brother garlands the

bride with a coloured [woollen] thread. After this he must avoid all

contact with his brother’s wife. (Balkissoon ca 1975:9) 0 The groom’s

elder brother garlanded the bride (dal puja) and presented her with

‘going-away clothes’. (Clarke 1986:122)

dalpuri, dhalpourri n A flat Indian bread, like a ROTI, made of flour

with a DAL filling, /dalpuri/ (< dal + H-Bh-Angika puri < puri ‘a kind

of flat round fried bread’) 0 Though depression is in Trinidad, Main-
taining a wife isn’t very hard. Well, you need no ham nor biscuit nor

bread, But there are ways that they can be easily fed. Like the coolies,

on bhajee pelauri, dhalpat and dalpouri, Channa, paratha and the aloo

ke talkaree. (Lion “Bargee Pelauri” 1936) 0 When did we get from

India, But foods that now make creole spree, Tarkaree, Bhajee, Cur-

ried meat. With Roti, Chana, Dalpuree! (Fortune ca 1950-59:7) 0

When he came into the hut again he took out a big thermos flask from

his knapsack and there was a big folded cloth and when he unfolded

the cloth there was a lot of roti and dhalpourri for us to eat. (Anthony

1967:67) 0 It was only two and already the day lay long behind her

littered with the things she had forced into existence: bread, cakes,

ginger beer, pone, payme, a huge pot of curried chicken and a basin of

dhal puri. (Hosein 1980:74) 0 He say I have to cook like I never cook

in my life before. Grind the massala myself. Get achar, get dhal and

make dhal pourri. Make meetai. Fry channa. Buy two fowl. Buy a

new wick for the lamp... girl, my head hot. I been on the go since I get

up. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:38) 0 Puri means “filled,” she says, dahl means
“yellow split peas,” so dahl puri roti is “filled with yellow split peas.

The expalantion makes sense as I recall the kitchen of the famous

Patraj Roti shop. I had watched the women there making roti by stuff-

ing a handful of yellow paste into the center of the dough ball and

then rolling the whole thing out, painting it with clarified butter and

cooking it on a griddle. The result is a flatbread with the wonderful

texture of mashed yellow peas running through it. (Walsh 2003:17)

damad n A term of address or reference for a son-in-law; daughter’s

husband, or the husband of anyone the speaker calls BETI. /damad/

(< H-Bh-Ang damad ‘son-in-law’) 0 (0 damad [daughter’s husband],

or [husband
]
of anyone [the speaker] calls beti. (Klass 1961:97)

damadhol n Solanum esculentum [~ Lycopersicon esculentum (E

tomato), the cultivated tomato; the local varieties are fairly small, and

red when ripe. /damadh
ol/ (< Bh < E tomato) = tamado 0 Many East

Indians earn their living by cultivating and selling vegetables such as

gobi (cabbage), damadhol (tomato), baigan (melongene), and beans

like bodi and saim. (Boodoosingh 1976:24) 0 “Mi favourite is dama-

dhol ke chokha.” (1990) 0 The earliest composition I can recall how-

ever is: “Rosey gal, Rose gal, wha’ yuh cooking foh dinner, Daal an’

bhaat an’ damadolwa ke chokha. (chorus) Anytime ah passin’ gal yuh

peesayin’ masaala”. (TG 11 Nov 1990:35)

damage 1 v Injure or harm something or someone, purposefully. Note:

SE usage usu. implies a lessening of value. (< E damage ‘injury or

harm, esp. to a thing, that impairs its value or usefulness’) 0 “But you

must try to damage the man top!” (1986) 0 Do that and I go damage
you one time!

2 n An act of injury or harm to something, including a person; used

with a , unlike E, in which damage is always a general, non-count

(mass) noun. 0 The car get a damage. 0 Mi hand get a damage.

damblay, damme bleu 1 v Take a chance but only after careful plan-

ning. /damble/ 0 He is a man would damblay at all-fours.

2 n In WHE-WHE, the repetition by the BANKER of a play or the

choice of a SPIRIT NUMBER on the same day. This is considered

cheating, unless the banker has previously declared that a particular

game will allow this. = side-to-side 0 (Hill 1966c:4) 0 “Yesterday

evening I play number one: ‘santapee’. This morning was the system-

atical damblay. Tonight I better hit them the spirit number.” “They

ain’t go like that.” (Hill 1966c:9) 0 The banker could not play the

partner of a mark in the round immediately after that particular mark.

All its partners were considered “dead”. However if he followed the

rules and played another mark or one of the spirits of the original

dead mark in the second round, he could subsequently in the third
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round repeat the same mark that he played in the first round. That

move was said to be a “damme bleu”. (Cummings 2004:123-4)

damdosar adj Slobby; clumsy; fat. /damdosar/ (< H-Bh) 0 “See how
she damdosar.” (1990)

Dame Lorraine 1 n obs A dramatic entertainment played during

Carnival, in which various characters, usu. costumed with gross

disfigurements, act out various skits mocking schools and the tradi-

tional French elite. 0 In the old days, on the last night’s show “Shrove

Sunday” called Dimanche Gras” there was the Dame Lorraine, this

was really the beginning of Carnival, from midnight till morning the

playing would go on, men dressed in some of the gaudiest costumes

imaginable, there was the Master of Ceremonies or rather “Teacher”

with his long switch also very much dressed up, and to the playing of

a violin or two, flute, quatro and guitar, he would call on the players

to form up, each individual answering to his name, the Master reading

them from a large book, among many others these are some of the

names: Madam Chien meaning “Mrs. Dog”, Compere Tigre meaning

“Mister Tiger,” Musieur Bull, meaning “Mr. Bull”, Gros Boudin,

meaning “Big Belly”, and at the sound of each name, the character

would dance his way into the Ring, while his brother and sister

player, anxious not to annoy the Master, tried to do the same. When
they were all around him he commanded them to dance calling in a

loud voice the various movements they were expected to make, all

the while dancing with his troupe and at the least wrong move would

inflict a beating on the culprit with his switch, the music playing, they

go on dancing all around the Ring to these words of instruction from

the Master, “Asou Couta” meaning “at the side”, “Dos pas Dos”

meaning “back to back”, “Pas a Pas” meaning “step by step” to the

amusement of the audience, the play go on for the entire programme,

the Master himself usually being the best dancer among the lot.

(Jones 1947:21) 0 Based on the mode of life of the French Elite of the

1 8th century, the Dame Lorraine parodies especially, the Grand Balls

of that period. Very popular up to about twenty years ago, this mock
ball took place on the occasion of Dimanche Gras... At midnight, a

master of ceremonies appears, dressed in ties and tails or some other

odd get-up... In mock seriousness he announces in a loud voice, some
ridiculous names in patois, which are very descriptive of the charac-

terisation, pin-pointing certain bodily defects... the Dame Lorraine

figures... wear masks and the ladies carry fans. The dance mimicking

the elites... As the rhythm waxes warmer, they shake and turn in the

peasant style and without inhibitions... During the wee hours of the

morning the scene changes to a school room and the Maitre Caile

becomes a schoolmaster. (Ahye 1978:120)

2

n A Carnival character dressed like a woman with grossly exager-

ated features. 0 Dame Lorraine. A traditional Carnival character who
originally mocked French plantation wives. Formerly this character

was played by cross-dressing men as well as women, but it is now
primarily a female masquerade. The all-over floral print dress of this

mas is augmented with a padded posterior and breasts, and sometimes

a pregnant belly. (Martin 1998:225) 0 A high-bottomed Dame
Lorraine wearing a silver mask came on the scene. Another strutted by

wearing an orange dress, carrying a silver purse. (EX 1 Mar 2003:30)

damme bleu see damblay

damsel n Phyllanthus acidus (E Otaheite gooseberry), a small culti-

vated tree. Leaves ovate, acute, 5-7.5 x 3.1 cm (2-3" x 1.25''); deep

scars on stems where leafy branches were. Flowers small, inconspicu-

ous. Fruits 1.9-2. 5 cm (.75-1"), green-yellow, round with several ribs;

flesh acidic, used for preserves. (< E damson
, a dark purple plum,

Primus sp.) = serio
2

. sour cherry 0 There were damsel trees, too, with

their clusters of cherries yellow in the sun. (Anthony 1967:146) 0

(CFNI 1971:6)

dana n A grain of com. /dana/ (< Bh-H-Angika dana, dana ‘grain;

seed; com’)

dan-a-dan adv In quick succession, /danodan/ 0 “Look how dan-a-dan

he make dem windmill in no twos man!” (1986)

dance 1 v With the name of a particular dance style, perform or do that

dance. Note: SE requires a or the, e.g. dance the waltz. 0 “Lemme see

Miss Marie dance bongo,” someone said, (de Boissiere 1956:21) 0

Uncle Charlie... dress up for so... de minute he hear it havin fox trot

dancin up dere. (Mamits, LPOS, TG 10 July 1977)

2 v With a person, dance with, guide while dancing. (< arc E dance

‘lead in a dance; cause to dance’) 0 He was dancing his partner right

next to me, to talk to me. He said, “Well, I never! So you have to

know girls to dance with them and all?” (Anthony 1967:43)

3 v Dance with something, making it move; perform a particular

MAS. 0 “They would chop [off] the head of an actual cow and get dry

banana leaves and dance it like a mask.” (TG 1 5 Feb 2004:61

)

4 v Promise and then give excuses not to deliver; cause delays and

problems. (< E lead/give someone a dance ‘lead someone in a weary-

ing, perplexing or disappointing course; cause someone to undergo

exertion or worry with no adequate result’) = dance around, give

rounders 0 E dancin(g) meh/mih. (Haynes 1987:185)

dance around v Promise and then give excuses; fail to deliver; cause

endless delays and problems. (< E lead/give someone a dance ‘lead

someone in a wearying, perplexing or disappointing course; cause

someone to undergo exertion or worry with no adequate result’) =

dance4
,
give rounders 0 He only dancing me around. 1 don’t think he

would ever pay back the money.

dance ass phr Avoid responsibility; show a lack of concern for others;

not being helpful or effective. 0 A leak developed... and now it is seri-

ously affecting the foundation of nearby houses while WASA is

“dancing their asses and not doing anything to help.” (Bomb 7 Sept

1990:6)

dance clay phr In the process of preparing raw clay for making pot-

tery, stamp on the clay by walking and dancing on it to get out air

pockets, (fir similarity of action to dancing) 0 “We start it from the

dancing of the clay... to get it compress, all the air pockets to be off so

that you could have solid clay.” (Gayelle “East Indian Pottery”

1:12,24 July 1986)

dance cocoa phr As part of the processing of cocoa, move the bare feet

in a shuffling manner on the beans without breaking them, to remove

pulp after fermentation and partial drying; the process takes about 30-

60 minutes. In the past, fine CLAY was sprinkled on the beans to pro-

tect the shell and assist drying, but this is no longer done because of

the added weight; now aided by throwing on water and SOUR ORANGE
juice. Dancing is still considered the best way to polish the beans, (fr

similarity of action to dancing) 0 Mr. Hoadley’s great ambition is to

prepare cocoa for the market with a minimum of handling, and without

“dancing” by barefooted people. The cocoa on [this] estate when taken

from the pod is not put into ordinary sweat boxes, where it has to be

continuously turned by labourers, but is placed in huge cylinders,

each capable of containing 20 barrels. (Hummingbird,
June 1904:1) 0

(Vaquero 1914) 0 There are especial songs for dancing the cocoa,

some of them time-honored, and most of them thoroughly ribald.

(Bowman & Bowman 1939:237) 0 We were up early in the morning

when there was cocoa to be danced in the drying houses. Then we
joined the labourers and sang and danced with them to polish the

golden beans with our bare feet. (O’Connor 1978:50) 0 Dance
cocoa— to polish fermented and dried cocoa beans. Beans are spread

out and sprinkled with a little water or vaseline. A group of people

then trample on them, sometimes to the accompaniment of music.

(Moore 1980: 14) 0 On the cocoa estates we find the men picking pods

from the trees or “dancing” the beans dressed in dhoti-kurta or hurta -

trousers, wearing pugree or western felt hats against the sun and rain in

these forested areas. (Ramesar 1999/2000:123)

dance moon phr During the Hosay observances, carry a large MOON
structure while moving through the streets. (< arc E dance ‘lead in a

dance; cause to dance’) 0 A moon, half-disc shaped and about eight

feet in diameter had been built by a small group during the past week.

It was made of a bamboo and wood frame covered with rich-looking

cloth on one side and small tin discs and mirrors on the other. The edge

was covered with several thicknesses of cloth on edge. The moon-men
with their chamotees (leather strapping) over the shoulders and around

the waist, took turns at dancing the moon while youngsters eagerly

awaited any little chance to dance the very formal steps with the heavy

weight on their shoulders. (Alladin 1970:33-4) 0 The fact that other
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races are now conspicuously playing their tassa drums, pounding on

the bass, and “dancing the moon” is an expression of the racial and

cultural harmony that exists in the community... [in] “Dancing the

moon”... people wear representations of the new moon on their heads.

(Sandpiper 1990:5,8)

dance mud phr Make mud and grass mixture for TAPIA by stamping

on it with the feet, (fr similarity of action to dancing) 0 Mi grand-

father could real dance mud - he help make all the houses in

that village.

dance rum n obs Cheap but highly alcoholic rum. 0 For the consider-

ation of £ 1.1s. the Government issues an occasional liquor license to

grog shop which is supplying. It is an open secret that for these occa-

sions special “dance rum” is supplied, a potent liquor assisted by the

addition of several fiery fluids that have a very disconcerting effect.

As the human containers become charged with the spirit of the bottle,

demonstrations of lewdness ensue better imagined than said. (TG 6

Feb 1921:7)

dance Shango phr Perform the characteristic movements of worship

to drumming in a SHANGO/ORISHA service. (< dance 1 + Shango) 0

After he came out of jail he left off repairing motor-cars and danced

“Shango” for people. (TG 24 Feb 1933:2)

dance top phr Spin a top, esp. in fancy ways such as making the top

jump or roll down from the vertical without losing momentum or fall-

ing over. (< arc E dance ‘lead in a dance; cause to dance’ + dance ‘of

an object, bob up and down on the ground, surface of water, air, etc.

usu. indicating lively motion') 0 That boy could real dance top.

dance top in mud phr Try something without chance of success; be

frustrated by trying to do something in too difficult a situation, (fr

impossibility of making a top spin in mud) = >spin top in mud 0 ‘You

people want to build a little India of your own in Trinidad. You are

trying to dance top in mud. It cannot be done. The difficulty lies in the

fact that you are too much of a majority to assimilate, too much of a

minority to dominate.’ (Naipaul 1976:92)

danda n A walking stick, /danda/ (< H danda ‘stick; staff’) 0 “You see

the prime minister walking with a danda.” (1990) 0 “Long time

everyone wearing long hair and jhothaa. The man take off yuh neck

one time, or he put one danda in yuh head.” (1990)

dandaa see DAADAA

dandan 1 n Child’s dress. See also DAN UP. /dandan/ (< Yor dada

‘good; beautiful; baby’s dress’; + poss. < E dandy ‘one who most val-

ues dressing elegantly and fashionably’) 0 (Ottley 1971:40)

2 n A woman’s best or fanciest clothes. 0 “Dat is de spirit. Now go

home and dress. Every man in he best dan-dan, and make it quick!”

(Hill 1966
[

1 952] :27) 0 DANDAN, n., dress, e.g., I have a pretty

dandan. (Rodman 1971:229) 0 Dandan— a new attractive outfit,

esp. a dress; one’s Sunday best. (John 1973)

dand-tala see dhantal

dandy root n Chiococca alba, a climbing native plant; used medici-

nally. = American mint2
,
>brendel, David(’s) root, mapepire root

2
,

snowberry, vagan 0 (Morean 1993) 0 Dandy Root ... Roots are

ground, mixed with coconut water and taken for back pains. (Seaforth

et al 1998:524) 0 (Wallace 2002:31)

dangeray 1 adj Dangerous; frightening; unsafe, /danjere/ (< FC < Fr

dangereux ‘dangerous’) 0 That man too dangeray, you stay away
from him.

2 adj Behaving in a frightened manner; afraid. 0 You too dangerey,

you gettin on like yuh fraid people.

dangreen n Green oxidation on copper coins. = gangarene 0 You lef

all the cent pieces here an they get dangreen.

danky see DHENKY

dantal see DHANTAL

dan up v Make fancy, decorate, dress up. See also DAN-DAN.

(< dandan) 0 Ma like to dan up the house for the Christmas. 0 You
say you doh like the boy, so why you does dan up for he so?

dap n A type of drum made from a shallow open wooden cylinder,

two feet in diameter and five inches deep, covered with skin, strung

from the shoulder and beaten with a stick, /dap/ (< H daph ‘a kind of

small drum’) = daphra drum

daphra drum n A type of drum made from a shallow open wooden
cylinder, two feet in diameter and five inches deep, covered with skin,

strung from the shoulder and beaten with a stick. /dapN-a/ (< Bh daph
‘a kind of small drum’) = dap 0 (Palladin 1970)

dark adj Impaired, of eyesight; not able to see well. (< obs E dark ‘not

able to see; partially or totally blind’) 0 “Me eye little dark, read it fuh

me.” (Ottley 1971:66) 0 Dark eyes: seeing dark, e.g., when patient

has suffered a significant loss of blood. (Haynes 1987:144)

darkachaai 1 v Squeeze or crush, e.g. stub your heel, /darkatfai/

(< Bh darkachai ‘slice’) 0 “He darkachaai he toe under the rocking

chair.”

2 v Have or get a wale, welt, blister, bruise, usu. from a LASH. (< Bh)

0 Look how yuh hand darkachaai. 0 “It darkachaai from the lash.”

(1990)

dark brilliant n Parhassius orgia melissa , a small butterfly, wingspan

to 3.1 cm (1.25"). Male dark iridescent royal blue; wide black wing-

tips and upper wing margins; black spots on upper wings. Female
light iridescent blue in basal and central areas, extending to near mar-

gin in lower section of underwing; all other areas black. Underside of

both sexes chocolate brown with fine darker brown band; red spots on

lower wing margins. 0 (Barcant 1970:264)

darkers n Sunglasses; darkly tinted glasses, (fr making things look

darker) 0 (Haynes 1987:102) 0 “I wearing de darkers long time an

nutten eh happen tuh de breds den - dem only want tuh dredden de

breds den - but man stay firm behind darkers an witness dey mistakes

den - see dem right and dah is whah dey cyar take breds - dey cyar

take dat.” (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:20)

dark eyes see DARK

dark hole 1 n obs A punishment room on a slave ESTATE.= battery,

>cachot 0 She told [him] she could not stand up to work in the cane

field whereupon [he] put her into the cachot four days and nights...

the dark hole of mason work. (Protector of Slaves 1834:305a) 0 [He]

went into the darkhole of his own accord. (Protector of Slaves

1834:338)

2 n In the Belmont area of Port of Spain, a tunnel that flows into the

Dry River. 0 “De Dark Hole”... is an underground ravine that starts

at Belmont Valley road and flows into de dry river. This tunnel that

cases the ravine is about eight feet tall and twelve feet wide with a

canal in the centre. The only light there is comes from the iron grids

on Belmont Circular Road and the only sound is when a car passes

over the iron grids. When playing hoop , we used to hide in the dark

hole up to the first bend, so you could see the Catcher, as the opening

is at his back, we could see him, he couldn’t see us, so we could move
away when he came looking for us. (Pantino 1999:38)

darkie n A term of description or address to a dark-skinned Afro-

Creole woman; usu. used as a term of address to a passing woman
considered pretty. 0 “Darkie! doodoos darling!” (1990) 0 [Y]ou know
you are a true Trini if, among a long list of other things... You can call

your fellow country man by an ethnic name fondly and it would be

okay. For example, darkie, reds, dougs, chinee-man, creole, red-man,

white-boy, beti... (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17)

darkness n Trouble; difficulty; hard times. 0 This is real darkness,

dark up v Become dark; lose light. 0 Hurry nah man, it darking up.

daroo see DARU

darpukna n Coward, /darpukna/ (< Bh-Angika darpokna, H darpok

‘coward; timid person’) 0 "He is a real darpukna.” (1990)

darshan n Seeing or meeting a holy person, considered a blessing.

Marfan/ (< H-Bh darshan ‘sight; interview’) 0 The last night now the

baba done say he final prayers and give he final darshan (blessing) so

he gone by Sookdaya and he say, “Sitaram, sitaram bahen (greetings,

sister).” (Maharaj 1990:14) 0 She left Chaguanas at 7 am that morn-

ing on teerath aiming to have darshan at nine selected mandirs across

the nation. (TG 26 Nov 1 995 : 1 1

)

daru n Rum, esp. home-made, /daru/ (< H-Bh-Angika daru ‘country

liquor made at home by villagers’; H daru ‘spirituous liquors’) =
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babash, bush rum, mountain dew, twist 0 At a Indian fiesta, drink up

me darn. (Sparrow “Marajhin Sister” 1983) 0 [Darn] in its original

sense... refers to any intoxicant. In Trinidad, it has come to mean spe-

cifically “rum”. (Singh 1988:23) 0 Ai man yuh cyaan fete without

drinking daroo. 0 A young Indian man, all the worse for darn (rum)

was running up and down the street in the nude. (Maynard 1992:3)

dasheen n Colocasia esculenta var., a cultivated plant with edible tubers.

Leaves large, dark-green, rounded arrowhead-shaped; edible when
cooked to remove oxalic acid, used in CALLALOO. Tubers, irregularly

ovoid, covered with dark brown scales, edible flesh grey-whitish; one

cultivated variety is light bluish colour when cooked. Native to

tropical Asia, /dajin/ (< FC < Fr chon de chine ‘cabbage of China’) =

Chinese eddo, malanga, white dasheen 0 Market - Ordinary ...

dasheen. (TG 22 Jan 1933:9) 0 She bought plantain, she bought

tomato. She bought dasheen, she bought okro. (Lion “I Send My Wife

to the Market” 1 940) 0 In the market can be seen. Hundreds waiting

for green fig and dasheen. (Atilla “Food Distribution” 1947, in

Rohlehr 1990:377) 0 If you decide to live on provision, For, we got

cush cush and eddo, Dasheen, yam, tannia and potato. (Dictator

“Farewell to British Guiana” 1950 pr) 0 There were clumps of

dasheen, a few ochro trees, some eddoes ... and com. (Selvon

1957:95) 0 Ingredients for the “Callaloo” - Coconut, pepper, chive,

ochroes, pumpkin, onion, crab, and dasheen leaves. (Ottley 1971-

72:23) 0 An informant recalled the menu at such feasts as consisting

of... kalalu made out of dasheen leaves and ochroes. (Woodroffe

1974:16) 0 1 large bunch callaloo bush (about 25 dasheen leaves)

(Hunt 1985a:7) 0 Some people say ... [the statue] was found by a

Spanish woman in her dasheen plots on the spot where the Church

now stands. (EX 17 Apr 1988:11) 0 “I’m a man who likes to eat beef

and pork and dasheen and dumpling. Now is only soup ah drinking.”

(Bomb 15 Jan 1993:5) 0 “Girl, you know how long I trying to sell

these dasheen here? But they ‘pass’. Somebody come back and tell

me they not cooking so good.” (Pierre 2001)

dasheen bush n The edible leaves of DASHEEN tubers. (< dasheen +

bush
6
) 0 ‘I was in the back cutting some dasheen bush to cook and I

didn’t hear when you come.’ (Gosine 1992:157)

dasheen-bush pants n obs A type of men’s trousers made from shiny

green cloth, popular in the 1960s. 0 I can’t believe now I used to have

a dasheen-bush pants!

dat side, da side adv There; over there; in that place. 0 So much a

cacao - as to de bananas - lovely bunches, den de sive - To much
money dat side. (PC L37 15 Oct 1904) 0 You say dem gal da side

want you but you no want dem. (PC-L13 9 July 1904)

Datsun boxwood n Pieces of plywood from large packing boxes used

for car parts, often re-used for form-casting concrete or to build

houses. (< Datsun , a car brand name) = boxboard, >boxwood, crate

board 0 De little shack I man livin’ in only have cardboard, Datsun

boxwood, an’ galvanise to fall on I man, an’ I man not diggin’ no hor-

rors. Is Babylon in dey concrete house dat have to dig ah dread scene.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:51)

Datsun flat n A shanty, shack, made from pieces of wooden packing

crates. (< Datsun boxwood) 0 They mash down all them Datsun flat

by the highway,

datur see DHATUR

datwan n Stems of plants which shred easily and often have a soapy

taste, used to clean the teeth. Usu. from coconut, guava, hibiscus,

SOAP LIANE, BLACK SAGE, NIGGERHEAD, CHRISTMAS FLOWER,
SLEEPING HIBISCUS, ARAMINA, CATBUSH, DOG PIKA, KUZEN
MAHO, PAT CHIEN, RIGMAN TEA, and Miconia spp. /datwan/ (< Bh
datwan, dantwan , H datwoon ‘toothbrush; twig for cleansing the

teeth’) 0 Sona went into the kitchen and unhooked a coil of soap vine.

He took his father’s sharp cutlass from its leather case and cut off

about seven inches of the vine. This was Sona’s toothbrush, called a

datwan. As he chewed one end into fine bristles, it became frothy and

had a bitter taste... Sona continued brushing his teeth, spitting fre-

quently... Having cleaned his teeth, he bit the datwan in half and

scraped his tongue with the sharp edges. This done, he rinsed his

mouth with a cup of water from the water barrel. (Narine 1977:14-15)

0 “Why yuh buy ah toot’brush foh boy? Yuh doe use datwan

(chewstick) again to brush yuh teeth’?” (Ramsawack 1983:30) 0 The

stalk attached to the Coconut fruit is used as a chewstick and tooth

brush, usu. described as DATWAN. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:54) 0 [T]he twigs of the plant provide a “datwan” or substitute

for a toothbrush among Trinidadians. (Morean 1 99 1 e:25) 0 (Morean

M-69)

daub v Coat a CHULHA with a cloth dipped in a thin mixture of mud,

cow dung and water. (< E daub ‘in building, coat or cover a wall or

building with a layer of plaster, mortar, clay, etc.) 0 (Dwarika

1984:34) 0 In the kitchen he saw that Savitri had tidied up before

retiring to bed... but the chulha was not daubed as yet, and still looked

ash-grey. (Gosine 1992:54)

daube, dauve, dove v arc Put seasoned meat in a pot with oil and half-

cook it, to keep it from spoiling without refrigeration, /dob, dov/ (< Fr

daube ‘braise meat in a stew with wine, spices, etc.’) /dov/ 0 Turtle

there was of course, in every form of soup, steak and joint, daube,

since Master Harry has a well-stocked turtle-pen, or preserve, close to

the house. (Day 1852-2:38) 0 Daube: - To brown with sugar, (de

Boissiere ca 1945a:48) 0 “We used to dauve the meat, before we get

the fridge.” (1990)

daub plantain n arc Ripe plantain fried in sugar and water. (< Fr

daube ‘braise meat in a stew with wine, spices, etc.’) 0 Mi tanty

coulda make a boss daub plantain.

dauphin n obs A character in a FRENCH CREOLE 1 pageant celebrat-

ing the French Revolution. (< Fr dauphin ‘formerly, the title of the

eldest son of the King of France’) 0 The descendants... preferred to

commemorate the first of August in the “Liberte” of the French Rev-

olution than in the “Emancipation of Slavery” of the English. “Fete

d'Aout” was celebrated in French, the stage was French, the costumes

French, the dancing French. They never used English Royalty names

in their pageant. When their society to promulgate the anniversary of

their liberation was formed they named their heads “Le Roi,” “La

Reine”, “Le Dauphin” “La Dauphine” etc. A centre for the obser-

vance of this grand occasion was Arima. (Encinas 1927:77)

dauphine n obs A character in a FRENCH CREOLE 1 pageant celebrat-

ing the French Revolution. (< Fr dauphine ‘formerly, the title of the

wife of the eldest son of the King of France’) 0 When their society to

promulgate the anniversary of their liberation was formed they named
their heads “Le Roi,” “La Reine”, “Le Dauphin” “La Dauphine” etc.

(Encinas 1927:77) 0 The King and Queen, Mr. and Mrs. Wattley, the

Dauphin Chas. Cadette and the Dauphine Leocadie Cadette followed.

(Encinas 1927:77)

dauve see daube

David root, David’s root n Chiococca alba , a climbing native shrub,

1 m (3.2') or more. Fruit white, small, roundish, 4-5 mm (.16-.2")

diameter. = American mint
,
>brendel, dandy root, mapepire root ,

snowberry, vagan 0 (FTT 1928-2-1 :29)

day, days 1 n A work-day contracted for a particular amount of work

to be done (TASK) or a period of time. 0 The labourers were on task

work and were earning 70 cents and 80 cents a day. By “a day” one

means a Tobago day from 7 a.m. to 12 noon or 1 p.m. (WG 1 Mar
1930:14)

2 n With a numerical quantity, usu. one, three, five or ten, a period of

employment for public works. 0 He was only able to land one “five

days” and one “three days” in September/October this year. (Bomb 2

Nov 1990:16) 0 County Council work provided considerable sums of

money for brief periods of work (up to TT$80 per task, which may
take from two to five hours to complete), and most job sites were rel-

atively near to individuals’ homes. The majority of projects took the

form of ‘five-day work’, in which crews of people were hired to work

on a job for five days at a time; another crew would then work for five

days on the same project, thus ideally ensuring that the lucrative

employment opportunities were spread around to as many as possi-

ble. County Council programmes contributed much employment and

large sums of money to the village as a whole, and few are the village

men who have never ‘worked a five-day’. (Vertovec 1992: 146)
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n In cards, esp. ALL-FOURS, a point in a score or tally, usu. when

used as an exclamation of how many points you have. 0 Six days!

dayan n The right-hand drum in a set of Indian TABLA drums, made

out of wood and covered with skin, /daijan/ (< Bh dayan , H daya

‘right side’) 0 Tabla

:

consists of a pair of drums - the bayan played

with the left hand and the dayan played with the right hand. The

bayan is made either of clay or copper whilst the dayan is hollowed

out of a block of wood. Both are covered with skin fastened to leather

hoops which are stretched over the body of the drum by means of

leather braces. Cylindrical blocks of wood are wedged between the

braces and the wall of the tabla. These can be pushed up or down to

raise or lower the pitch. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 10)

dayclean 1 n Dawn; daybreak; the moment when the light becomes

clear and full. See also fore-day morning, (translation fr several

WAfr languages, e.g. Wolof bar bu set ‘the day clean’, Malinke dugu

jera, Yor oju mo ‘day has become clean’, He mo ‘earth cleaned,

brightened’) = phajire 0 He left the body and returned on the last bus

instead of staying with it until "day-clean”. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:Box 15-F85-D83) 0 Day clean -dawn. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0

Me an Sample use tuh go by Pa George before day clean. Sometimes

yuh could bounce up odder fellas dey too. If yuh see we feelin in de

dark fuh mango. (Foster 1990:1 16)

2 n Mimus glivus, a bird, 25 cm ( 1 0") long. Head and upperparts grey;

wings darker edged with white, forming wing-bars; tail long, black-

ish, broadly and conspicuously tipped white; underparts mainly white

with grey throat and breast. Song extremely varied and mostly musi-

cal. (< dayclean^, fr starting to sing at this time) = chow-chow,

>mockingbird', paraulata, teeming day-clean, yard-boy 0 (Roberts

1934:97) 0 The mocking bird or dayclean as Tobagonians call it, the

first of all birds to start its daily chorus. (Ottley 1969:66) 0 (ffrench

1991:320-2)

3 phr Of dawn, first morning light becoming clear and full. 0 “When
day clean, they gone already.” (1990)

day-day n With make or say, guide a child to wish someone good-bye

by waving one or both of its hands up and down, /dede, dada/ 0

(Ottley 1971:40) 0 “Make day-day to your auntie now, she’s leaving.”

(1990) 0 Say day-day to Grandpa.

dayflower n Commelina elegans, a native plant with very short-lived

flowers open only during daylight, (fr flower being open only during

a short period of daylight) = common dayflower, frenchweed, pond

grass, >water grass, zeb gwa 0 (Laurence 1976:4)

daykhi see DANKY

Day King n The man chosen to lead, with the Day Queen, the pro-

cession to the church in observance of Santa Rosa Day. 0 The morn-

ing of Santa Rosa [Day] is introduced by the firing of the cannon...

Later., the Carib Queen... together with the other members of her

group... go [to] the Church in procession. Very prominent in this pro-

cession is a “Day Queen” and a “Day King”, usually a young couple

chosen by common consent of the Amerindian group. (Chaumette ca

1970:8)

daypi see DEPI

Day Queen n The woman chosen to lead, with the Day King, the

procession to the church in observance of Santa Rosa Day. 0 The

morning of Santa Rosa [Day] is introduced by the firing of the can-

non... Later., the Carib Queen... together with the other members of

her group... go [to] the Church in procession. Very prominent in this

procession is a “Day Queen” and a “Day King”, usually a young cou-

ple chosen by common consent of the Amerindian group. (Chaumette

ca 1970:8)

daysunu see DESUNU

daywar see DEWAR

de, dey, they, di 1 v The locative be, a verb used to indicate the exis-

tence of something or someone in a place. See also DE IN. /de, di/

(origin unclear, but prob. influenced by similar patterns in WAf lan-

guages) 0 You no see da kishen and da haste-table and all dem room
de dis way. (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Ah dey oui (we) - 1 am well. (ESTT
1956) 0 Wen niggah mout seh ’teamer dey ah harbah ’e ah come fo

true. (Rumours are often not without foundation.) (Daniel msl ca

1960) 0 Don’t cry Lucy the man dead already. Why all you can’t do

like me mae mae, Man gone man they. (Power “Miss Lucy” pr, in

Roberts 1965) 0 But Felix boy, yuh ah mek dam joke yes. Yuh mean
to seh, yuh deh down here ah sleep like ah top, and meh dey uppa de

house ah wait pan yuh like ah dam fool. (Rollocks 1975:15) 0 No gul-

ley no deh to throw bad family, (proverb) 0 ‘Wey the alligator dey,

boy?' asked one of the boys. It was Sampson who had supposedly

seen the alligator. (Narine 1977:5) 0 When he wukkin' she okay,

because she know where he dey, an’ she could do she own ting.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:56) 0 “Dat time the doctor didn dey. Then he

get bad and come out, and the doctor did dey.” (1990) 0 Existential

structures express the notion of existence, and are related to semantic

categories such as location and possession. The most common such

expression in English is “there is/are”... the equivalent expression is

“it have”: it have three cow in the yard “there are three cows in the

garden.” If the subject is a locative, the existential is “have” alone:

in the yard have three cow “there are three cows in the garden.” An
existential/locative form... is “de”: I /de/ in the yard “I’m in the gar-

den.” (Solomon 1993:72-3) 0 A comparable substitution of there for

[Yoruba] wa occurs in the TE noncommittal response to greetings

such as how you? or how you do? A de ~ A dia, I there. The Y equiv-

alent is: mo wa, I be]oc ~ exist’. [Trinidad Yoruba], however, supplied

a variant of this expression in mo mbe, I there. (Wamer-Lewis

1996:200) 9 The following sentences illustrate (with brackets around

de to indicate optionality): 73) SI: Whe shi (de)? ‘Where is she?’ S2:

(H)i (de) iina i room. Hi (de) a study. ‘He’s in his room. He’s study-

ing.’ (James & Youssef 2002:119)

2 v A particle used to indicate progressive or continual action of the

verb, /di/ = a
6

, da
3

,
>-in 0 When asked why he stole the man’s grape-

fruits, [the man] said; “I eh wokin’ and ah de trying a lil ting.” (Bomb
13 Oct 1989:20)

3 part A particle used to indicate a completed action of the verb, or

past tense of be; generally equivalent to E past tense, /di/ = >di
1

, did 0

“One night up in Sancho Estate, Ama de want a real good man.”

(Ladoo 1972:80) 0 “He eh tell de whiteman notten about dat money
he was gettin. De whiteman de vex like hell, but he eh beat up

Hoodlee.” (Ladoo 1972:91) 0 Ah done hear Sonny-boy an’ Son tor-

kin’ in de nex bedroom. De six ah dem in dat room mus’ de done get

up awready to see w’at Fadder Christmas bring foh dem.” (Ram-

sawack 1983:36) 0 “The truth baba is dat I de have a white ram goat

and the ram goat de have a beard like yours. The ram goat dead now
but everytime I see you ah does remember the ram goat ah does have

to cry. Ah de real like dat ramgoat.” (Maharaj 1990:17)

4 det Definite article, equivalent to E the. (< E the, definite article)

/di, di/ = da 5
,
di

3
0 “Selina now she gie me, and tell me bring em na

de sem place whey a-wee take de gal, and me ge em to one gemmen
dem call mass Dolphus.” (TRD 12 Feb 1853:3) 0 Tobago is really

wonderfull, even de sea got a good mind. (WG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 Any-

how dey walk along de road, and dey fin’ one grain o’ com. (Parsons

1933:61) 0 Boy bring me cutlass deh fuh meh, and two cups, and de

calabash goblet. (Rollocks 1975:16) 0 It had one big bakanal wid de

Bee Wee pilots and dem an... dey fire an all man Jack and well had to

rent plane. (Mamits LPOS, TG 21 May 1979) 0 So yesterday ah pick

up two pounds ah de good saltfish; Bacalao, four ninety-nine ah

pound. (Foster 1990:90)

5 adv There; in that place, /de/ (< E there ‘in that place’) 0 You know
dem two Backra wey pass de jis now? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 One a

dem da da Backra wey da lib close na Arima de? (TSp 30 Aug 1845)

0 “But the last time you were there you said your mother was in the

hospital.” “Yeah, she still dey, Yuh Honour." (Blast 15 Apr 1988:9) 0

To say something like ‘They are there', it is normal to say De de de,

in which the second de is the main verb and the last the adverb.

(James & Youssef 2002:120)

6 v Be in love. 0 As a main verb, de ... also has the idiomatic sense of

something like ‘be in love’, as in the following: 74) De de. ‘They are

lovers.’ 75) Shi de wid im. ‘She is in love with him’/ ‘She is his girl-

friend.’ (James & Youssef 2002:120)
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dead 1 v Die; lose life. (< obs E dead ‘become dead; die’; however,

this use is prob. an independent shift of dead fr adj to verb) 0 1 heard

a woman saying: “Mr. Hart must dead to-day.” (TG 31 Dec 1919:9) 0

You trying your best to use up your head, But I make up me mind to

dead. (Lion “Buddy Abraham” 1939) 0 I nearly dead with laugh, Find

- myself in the arms of a Chiney craft. (Kitchener “Chinese Memorial”

1948 pr) 0 ‘The old people was old-fashion, but they was right about

a lot of things. My father, when he was deading, tell me never to trust

a Muslim.’ (Naipaul 1958:142) 0 My love for my mammy will never

dead. (Lord Brigo “Mama Popo” 1971 pr) 0 “O God me chile dea-

din!” Ma screamed. (Ladoo 1972:54) 0 “De chile done dead. Tink

how to bury him.” (Ladoo 1972:71) 0 “We didn’t know dat Johnny

was goin’ to dead so quick.” (Ramsawack 1983:33) 0 Veda had read

in de paper how plenty people deadin’ up in America because some

madman put cyanide poison in Tylenol tablets. (Keens-Douglas

1984:17) 0 Victor... only curled up in a foetal position against the

cabin wall and moaned piteously: “Oh god! I want to dead!” (Araujo

1984:76) 0 “I did cry when my grandmother died. I did grow up with

she and then she come and dead,” he said. (EX 14 Oct 1990:17) 0 I

don’t care if you dying! Go and dead somewhere else! (Selvon

1 99 1 d: 1 76) 0 ‘Bal, you think my mother will dead?... I have a feeling

that my mother will never come well.’ (Gosine 1992: 142) 0 ‘Well she

didn’t dead,' he said. (Boodhoo 1994:86)

2 v Tire; suffer. (< obs E dead ‘deprive of force or vigour; die’; how-

ever, this use is prob. an independent shift of dead from adj to verb) 0

Ah deadin under de load (Ottley 1971:13)

3 n A dead person; the deceased one. (< obs E dead, with a, one who
is dead; a dead person; and E the dead ‘dead persons’; however, this

use is prob. an independent shift of dead fr adj to noun) = mami 0

[The mourning busses will be] convenient becos; look quite way we
will got to go wid we deads just now, quite St. James. (PC 8 Oct

1904) 0 Having a dead as the common people say was a serious affair

as there were no funeral agencies to take the trouble off your hands.

(Inniss 1932) 0 In bathing deads he was a diplomat. (Lion “Greasy

Pole” 1939, in Rohlehr 1990:173) 0 “If all you womens have to

laugh, den go in de road and laugh. Dis house have a dead in it.”

(Ladoo 1972:86-7) 0 The ring had been mounted. Imbued with incan-

tations and spells, a spiritual electrified fence against malju - the bad

eye of envy, spite, and all too human wickedness. “Don’t handle meat

with it, or bathe a dead,” the Pundit had cautioned. (Ramkeesoon

1975:69) 0 [As a member of a friendly society,] when a person died,

they could rest assured that their bodies will be buried in a manner

that was dignified. “Of course, then it was $300 to bury a dead,”

Rouse laughed. (TG 23 Sept 1990:17) 0 [She] is among the new breed

of female morticians/embalmers now on the scene in TnT... After five

years in the “dead business,” she has decided it’s the career she

intends to pursue. (Punch 15 July 1990:3)

4 adj Exact; right. (< E dead ‘absolute; complete; entire; exact’) 0

“That’s the dead thing for the po' tired servant girl.” (de Boissiere

1952:126)

dead-alive adv Very slow; very slowly. (< E dead ‘without vigour or

animation’) 0 Man you workin dead-alive dis morning. (Ottley

1971 :65) 0 Dead alive: as slow as if rigor mortis is setting in. (Haynes

1987:136)

dead and live phr Sickly; always in poor health; weak; weak-looking.

0 “That dead and live baby.” (1986)

dead bad phr Have a difficult death; suffer before dying. 0 Yuh go
dead bard/bad: you are going to be in a pitiful condition when you die

because you are a bad person. (Haynes 1987:67)

dead bed n Bed on which a person has (just) died. 0 Take all the

sheets from the dead-bed.

dead house In A house in which someone has died; traditionally where

the body is prepared for burial and the wake is held. = house of mourn-
ing, wake house 0 Relatives and friends from every part of the island...

come tramping to the “dead house” with bundles of high occasion garb,

and gifts of provision on their heads. (Greenidge 1938:63) 0 “[D]e las’

t’ ing she say was dat she want mih to decorate de dead house for she

funeral.” (Macaw 1960:46) 0 Dead house — house in which is corpse

for burial; also house where is wake held after. (John 1973) 0 If you are

ill you should not visit the “dead" house or look on the face of the

departed one, although surprisingly enough you may attend the funeral.

In like manner if you have a sore, a visit to the “dead” house will bring

the result of the sore never healing. (Ottley 1979)

2 n A funeral home or mortuary, where dead bodies are prepared for

burial. 0 From the ward to the “dead-house”. (POSG 26 Jan 1 849:2) 0

Deadhouse protest. El Socorro residents hold up placards during a

demo... yesterday. They were protesting the opening of a funeral

home in the area saying it could pose a threat to their health. (TG 6

Dec 2003:7)

dead like semp phr Suddenly and unquestionably dead; often used to

describe a project that has failed. (< E as dead as a nit ‘suddenly and

completely dead’ + the often sudden death of a cage-bird such as a

semp, found dead on its back) 0 Yuh go dead like ah semp wid yuh

two foot in de air. (Haynes 1987:62)

dead-man flesh n The layer of translucent skin on the seeds of

Barbados PRIDE, eaten by children, (fr resemblance to dead skin or

flesh) 0 As children, we would eat anything - zeekaks, dunks, dead-

man flesh.

dead-mark n In WHE-WHE, a winning MARK that cannot be chosen

again for a certain period of time. 0 One of the important rules in the

selection of “marks” was that a mark which was played or chosen at

the first draw, could not be replayed at the second draw. This was
called a “dead mark”, and was consistent with the non-random char-

acter of the game. ... In Play Whe, these do not exist... As a result, the

probability always exists that the same “mark” can be played twice in

one day, which has frequently occurred. (McCree 1996:5, 23) 0 Dead
Mark: The number that called in the last draw and cannot be called

again in the next draw since it is removed from play. (Besson

1999:174) 0 The marks were also related to each other in a system

referred to as “partners” and “spirits”. The banker could not play the

partner of a mark in the round immediately after that particular mark.

All its partners were considered "dead”. However if he followed the

rules and played another mark or one of the spirits of the original

dead mark in the second round, he could subsequently in the third

round repeat the same mark that he played in the first round. That

move was said to be a “damme bleu”. (Cummings 2004: 123-4)

dead message n Public announcement of a death and funeral. See also

CRIER L ’ INTERREMENT, intimations. 0 Funeral notices were

broadcast publicly in the village by criers sent to deliver the ‘dead

message’. Two or three men would go out walking together in the

night shouting as they went, ‘who hear tell other one, Simon Quarkoo

dead oh.’ (Clarke 1990:9)

dead out 1 v Exhaust; tire out completely. (< dead* + out
5

;
compare E

dead out ‘at full speed’) 0 Ah tried so hard to get ah good man in

Trinidad, but ah so unlucky, all who ah tried done dead out already.

(Calypso Princess “I Want a Good Husband” 1969 pr) 0 (Ottley

1971:12) 0 “So when they sent for ‘Kitch’ and ‘Kitch’ come down
here and ‘wrap up’ de t’ ing they say ‘yuh know wha' happening’, it

have a nex’ ole’ man there, we want him too, since allyuh feel ole

man ‘dead out.’” (EX 8 Nov 1987:13) 0 They does run about with

Tom, Dick and Harry, And when they dead out. Lord they looking for

me. (Sparrow “Child Father” 1963, in Rodman 1971:220)

2 adj Exhausted; completely tired out. 0 That old man, he dead out.

dead-room n Mortuary; room where dead bodies are stored until

released for burial. 0 [In the] “dead-room at the hospital. (POSG 26

Jan 1849:2)

dead-wake n A series of remembrances and activities for a just-

deceased person. 0 In the case of dead-wakes, i.e., games played at a

bongo-session after the death of a person, the players play by the light

of flambeaux... sometimes, a ... bull-de-fe... is used (Elder 1973)

dead-water 1 n Water that has been boiled and allowed to cool. 0

(Ottley 1971:65)

2 n Water used to wash a corpse, or that has come into contact with a

dead body. 0 He told me he had heard about market vendors going to

the Port-of-Spain Hospital mortuary to buy “dead water”... the dirty

water and parts were used in rituals in order for them to sell their
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market produce. (Bomb 1983) 0 In cases when the body was not sent

to the undertaker’s parlour, the undertaker supplied a coffin-shaped

box in which the body was first placed on boards, then the ice con-

tainer made of block tin or zinc was placed on a ledge above the

body... Some ice containers were drained through a device into recep-

tacles and in others that was done by dipping out the water. The “dead

water” often evoked unease in adults and terror in children... Some
adults feared that the water was contaminated by the illness from

which the person died, or that the spirit of the dead was released into

the “dead water”. (Cummings 2004: 146)

dead with laugh phr Laugh so hard that you hurt or cannot remain

standing. = fall down with laugh 0 I nearly dead with laugh. Find

myself in the arms of a Chiney craft. (Kitchener “Chinese Memorial”

1948 pr)

deafie n A deaf person. Most famously used for the late Prime Minis-

ter Dr. Eric Williams. 0 Lalsing Harribance called me, and said to me
look here young man, watch you tail with that man Deafy. (Chalkdust

“Goat Mouth Doc” 1972) 0 When I finish I know plenty people go

vex but, like the old deafie uses to say, ‘Who don’t like it, could go to

hell.’ (Maharaj 1992:29)

deal v Use OBEAH; put a spell on someone. (< E deal with the Devil

‘make use of evil means to accomplish something’) 0 Dealin’:

workin’ wid de devil; wuckin’/working Obeah. (Haynes 1987:11) 0

“What are they afraid of? Or is it that all of them dealing too?” (Bomb
24 Nov 1989:12) 0 It remained unsung for some seven years because

as Stalin pointed out... "Bun Dem” and “Money” “couldn’t deal,”

both songs having a biblical underpinning. (EX 15 Mar 1987:25)

death to crapaud phr Indicating that someone’s actions can have seri-

ous consequences, more than that person thinks or intends. In full, the

proverb “what is joke for boy is death to crapaud”; what you think is

playing can lead to the animal’s death. 0 So when you walking, to

meet the schoolchildren pray, never! For they could beat you like a

bobolee for pleasure. You playing you don’t know an’ ah telling you

so long ago. When is joke for schoolchildren is death to crapaud.

(Commander “Lizard and Crapaud” [ca 1955], in Rohlehr 1990:485)

debaray, debare v Prune or remove barriers or fan branches of cocoa

trees; remove the ends of the branches to obtain maximum light and

air. /debare/ (< debariar )
= debariar 0 (Moore 1980:14)

debariar n Pruning or removing barriers or fan branches of cocoa

trees, removing the ends of the branches to obtain maximum light and

air. (< Sp debariar) = debaray 0 This is done by what is called “light

trimming” or debariar
, which consists in removing the ends of

branches in order to obtain the maximum of light and air required.

(Caraciolo 1904:105)

debasse 1 n Calyptranthes sericea, a small shrubby native evergreen

tree, girth 30-50 cm (1-2'), height 6-9 m (20-30'). Bark fairly dark,

smooth, thin; underbark reddish. Leaves medium-sized, oblong-

lanceolate, leathery, shiny, usu. a long pointed tip, wedge-shaped

base; smooth above, rusty silky hairy beneath and on stems. Flowers

small, in clusters. Fruit a rounded berry about 7 mm (.28") diameter,

sometimes hairy, /debas/ 0 Debasse ... appears to be commoner in the

south of the Island. It is of but little economic importance although

the wood is occasionally used for making walking sticks. (Marshall

1934:54)0 (Beard 1946:29)

2 Marlierea guildingiana \~ Plinia guildingiana, Psidium guildingi-

ana] , a small native tree; young branches compressed-cylindrical.

Leaves ovate, elliptical, leathery, sometimes with transparent dots.

Flowers clustered or single. Fruit a red or blackish purple round berry,

to 12 mm (.47”) diameter, with 1-3 seeds. = bois biche, wild guava 1

0

(FTT 1934-1-6:335-6) 0 Debasse. (Beard 1946:29)

Debe goat n Potato or pumpkin, /debe got/ (fr people of Debe, in

southern Trinidad, being mainly Hindu vegetarians) = >lagoon goat 0

(Haynes 1987:55) 0 “Gi she one roti with Debe goat.” (2000)

decaltay adj Feeble; weak; run-down; on the edge of collapse, /dekalte/

0 On a small salary as a dollar weekly. They will pile up a heaping set

of money. Looking so feebly decaltay, As if they could hardly last out

the day. (Mighty Viper “Some Peculiar People” 1956 pr.) 0 [Djeekaltae

- looking the worse for wear, as if seeing hard time. He looking decal-

tae, eh?(ESTT 1956)

decarbonize v Abstrain from liquor, usu. said in refusing a drink, usu.

by a habitually heavy drinker, (fr parallel of cleaning alcohol fr body
and E decarbonize ‘clean carbon fr a car engine’) 0 “Na man, I eh

taking, I decarbonizing.” (1986)

dechirure v arc Of a spinning top, land on its point but not spin.

(< Fr dechirure ‘tear; split’ ) 0 “La-vau-leve” was a simpler form

played with one line. The player who lost the “pique” put the top on

the line and the others were expected to knock it with theirs or make
them spin. If a top landed on the nail but did not spin it was said to

“dechirure”. If it landed with a thud and did not spin that was a

“bouffe” and the player’s top then replaced the one on the line.

(Cummings 2004: 109)

decima n A verbal song duel on serious themes, frequently sung at

CROSS-WAKES, /desima/ (< Sp decima ‘stanza of ten octosyllabic

lines’) 0 Decimas: Recitative-style singing interspersed by competi-

tive style poetry and/or picong. They may be either religious or secu-

lar, and sometimes used in the veiquoix. (Ahyoung 1977:31) 0 He
was willing to sing decimas for me. Not everyone sang decimas now-

adays. Decimas were sung for ‘Cross Wake’, known in patois as Vieil

Croix , or in Spanish as Velorio de Cruz. The style or genre was called

galeron. It was really a recitative in counterpoint to the accompani-

ment provided mostly by the cuatro with a 3/4 tempo. I looked for-

ward to the rare treat. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:107)

deck off v Dress up; wear extremely fashionable or stylish clothing.

(< E deck ‘clothe in rich or ornamental garments’) 0 Mighty Con-

tender, decked off in a karate outfit to sing the “Karate Expert.” (TG
11 Jan 1973:9) 0 “I am getting to hell out of this place. Imagine I

coming from work and meet a Ras well deck off in my clothes - my
uniform to boot.” (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:19) 0 Decked off in the latest

threads, [he] looked youthful and stylish in a flowered shirt and

ebony slacks. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:25)

Deepavali n A Hindu festival of lights, /dipavali/ (< H deep ‘wick

dipped in oil’ + vali ‘ring or wreath’) = >Divali 0 The name of this

festival has two forms: Divali (the more common form) and Deep-

avali. It is a compound word meaning a ring of lights - diva or deep

means a wick dipped in oil or wax, and vali - a ring or wreath.

(Boodoosingh 1976:18)

deep south n The rural southern parts of Trinidad, including towns

like Penal and Debe. (< AmE Deep South ‘the southernmost part of

the United States, usu. the states of Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana,

Mississippi’ <deep ‘extending far back’) 0 Patrons in the deep

south... will know the answer when Bickram and his crew take to the

stage in Fyzabad. (Blast 13 Oct 1989:15) 0 The discovery of oil in the

“South” and “Deep South” and the establishing of an oil refinery at

Point-A-Pierre further contributed to San Fernando earning the title

of ‘Industrial Capital’. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:47) 0 Gulf City Mall

forms the gateway to the “Deep South”. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:55)

deep west n The highly populated area to the west of Port of Spain,

including Diego Martin and Petit Valley. 0 Nancy’s high-society

friends were eager to tell her about the big scandal which erupted in a

well-to-do family down in the deep west. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:9)

deer n Mazama americana [~ Cariacus nemorivagus, Coassus nemo-

magus'], (E red or small brocket deer), a small deer. Stout body,

about 125 cm (50") long and 67.5 cm (27") high at shoulder; slender

legs, arched back, short tail. Fur short, light reddish-brown. Small

single hom-like antlers, occasionally with a small branch or “double

horn”. Frequently hunted for meat. See also note at BICHE A CORNE

COUVERT. (< E deer ‘ruminant quadrupeds of the family Cervidae,

with deciduous branching horns or antlers’) = biche, biche a come
couvert, guazupita, red deer 0 These woods abound in game... The

lap, quank, and deer, commit great devastations amongst the sugar-

canes and com-pieces, for which, occasionally, their carcases, cuisine,

make some reparation. (Day 1852-1:252-3) 0 The deer is very com-

mon in all parts of the island, but particularly in the neighbourhood of

plantations... it is either shot from an ambuscade, or hunted down by

hounds, (de Verteuil 1884:88) 0 In the early morning, or on a bright
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moonlight night, they go out with an old fowling-piece, and a lean,

mangy, half-starved cur, to pick up a stray deer, quenck, or lap... If

they are lucky enough to get more than they can eat, they smoke the

remainder, and sell it to the nearest planter. (Collens 1888:37-38) 0

Gouazoupita, Deer, Biche. (JFNC Apr 1893:168) 0 Deer. The deer

meant here was either the common Red deer of the Island, one of the

greatest pests in a young cacao piece. Biche of the French Creoles,

Guazupita of the Spaniards, provisionally classed as Cariacus nemo-

rivagus, F. Cuvier; - or that in which the male has covered horns -

‘biche a comes couverts - an equally mischievous animal, very simi-

lar in habit, general build and proportion to the first-named, but a dis-

tinct kind, as the females of both have been met by my sons and in

both cases are entirely without horns. The hom of the ‘come couverf

is clothed with skin on which the short hair grows, very little at the

point and little differing in color from the deep red of this deer on

other parts of its body, a darker red than that of the Red Deer of the

Northern Range where the Come Couvert is little seen if at all. Both

kinds are met with on the Caparo plain, but the ‘Come Couvert’ less

frequently than the Common ‘Biche.’ (T.W. Carr 1894:277) 0

Mazamu rufa (F. Cuv.) “Deer”, “Biche”.... This deer is a ‘browser’

rather than a ‘grazer’, seeking out a variety of plants... Fallen fruit is

also eaten. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 164) 0 Roast Leg of Deer, (de

Boissiere ca 1945a:27) 0 Hunting the deer is the most tedious and

tiresome. This animal is said to develop more speed when its feet get

saturated with water. Should the deer be fortunate to cross a stream

while the hunting dogs are in close pursuit, the task for the dogs and

the hunters automatically becomes a difficult one. (Rampersad

1963:91) 0 ‘And since then, I bring for you a deer and two lappe.'

(Lovelace 1968:170) 0 1 leg of deer, about 10 lb (Hunt 1985a:4) 0 A
Checklist of animals which are usually hunted during the close sea-

son, such as agouti, deer, tattoo, lappe, manicou and iguana, is being

drawn up so that the authorities can closely monitor the situation and

enforce the ban. (EX 25 June 1987:3) 0 [He] was charged $700 for

having on his premises tattoo, wild hog and deer meat in his freezers.

(EX 18 Oct 1987:3) 0 ‘You remember the time when we hold a deer

right under that mango tree?’ (Boodhoo 1994:158)

deer bush n Centropogon cornutus, a sofl-stemmed native shrub, about

1 m (3.2') high; milky sap. = >crepe coq, deer meat 0 (MNP 2007)

deer meat, deer’s meat n Centropogon cornutus [= C. surinamensis],

a soft-stemmed native shrub, 1 m (39") high; milky sap; stems round,

slightly hairy in the younger parts. Leaves ovate-oblong, to 17 x 8 cm
(6.6" x 3.1"), minutely toothed. Flowers red, about 4 cm (1.6") long,

the upper lip 2-lobed, curved over in the bud, and larger than the

3-lobed lower lip, anthers bearded with spreading purple hairs. Fruit a

round berry, 1-1.5 cm (.4-.6") diameter. = deer bush, crepe coq 0

(FTT 1940-2-2:108) 0 The young leaves of the agouma Solanum
nigrum and the deer’s meat Centropogon surinamensis

,
pussley Por-

tulaca oleracea , and Talinum spp can also be used as pot herbs ...

Care must be taken in cooking these herbs by first briefly scalding

them in hot water which should be discarded. This reduces their

potential toxicity. (Morean 1991:43-44) 0 Crep coq. Deer meat ...

grows along moist shady banks and in cocoa fields ... a shrub with

milky sap. (Duncan 1993:30)

degonfle n Hyptis capitata , an erect annual native herb with opposite

leaves and stalked globose heads of small white flowers. Dried fruits

used in ornamental arrangements. Used medicinally for treating gas

in the stomach and intestines, /degonfle/ (< FC < Fr degonfler

‘deflate’) 0 The dried fruits of our shandilay Leonotis nepetifolia, the

degonfle Hyptis sp and the wild hops Flemingia strobilifera are use-

ful in the preparation of dried arrangements. (Morean 1991 :64)

deh see DEY

de in, deh-een, dey-een v Be in; be on form. 0 Deh-een includes

meanings such as ‘be in season’, ‘be in vogue/in... fashion’, ‘be in

good form’. You would have to pick the meaning that suits a particu-

lar context. So a sentence like ‘Mango deh-een’ would translate as

‘Mango is in season’; a sentence like “Bell-battam pants deh-een’

would translate as ‘Is it fashionable to wear bell-bottom pants?’; and
one like ‘Mi hand deh-een’ (as in a game of marbles) as ‘My hand is

in good form’. And you will now easily understand what I mean when I

say of our international cricket team ‘West Indies nuh deh-een’.

(www.triniview.com/winford 25 Apr 2001)

dekha v Watch; look, /dekha/ (< Bh dekha Took’, H dekhna ‘see;

look’) 0 “Dekha! Look what happened to my hand.” ( 1990)

delki n Forest; woods, /delki/ (H-Bh) 0 A clay chulha stood on an

overturned barrel. Here Gavin’s wife cooked, her eyes often smarting

from the wood fuel they brought from the delki. (Gosine 1992:41-2) 0

‘Ah was just telling meself that Ah was going by the delki to cut some

dry wood. Or maybe cut down some tree and leave the wood to dry.’

(Gosine 1992:18) 0 ‘I going out with me father and them. He going to

cut wood.’ ‘In the delki?’ ‘There self.’ ‘Ah could go with all you?’

(Gosine 1992:18)

dem, them l pi A particle indicating the plural of a noun, placed

directly after it. = an dem 1

0 De people dem dis side lib well for true.

(Uh 1883:253) 0 And you want we to come back in the morning, after

you talk with the spirits-them? (Selvon 1972:93) 0 “Whey yuh torkin’

’bout wakin’ de chilrun dem? Ah done hear Sonny-boy an’ Son

torkin’ in de nex bedroom. De six ah dem in dat room mus’ de done

get up awready to see w’at Fadder Christmas bring foh dem.”

(Ramsawack 1983:36) 0 De pickney dem trembling, shaking up de

room, wid fever dem lips cracking, dem looking like cobweb broom.

(Macfarlane 1997:51)

2 pron Third person plural subject pronoun, equivalent to E they. 0

Eben dem lilly pickny self da go na rum shap - dem da look pon dem
dady an mamy da fite lika game-cock, da bite lika pupy dag, da crach

lika pussy cat, da butt lik a ram goat, an da cus an maka nise lika so

much deble. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 Dem say he da one cleber man,

him saby nuse big word. (TDN 7 May 1851 :3) 0 Oh! yes, Quacco, me
member: one good lady wat been fine; me tink dem say he da buckra

too and parson no like it? (TRD 7 May 1851:3) 0 Yuh mean dem ent

fraid dat de Lord get blasted vex? (LPOS TG 22 Oct 1979) 0 Every

five years he does have strait elecktion an anybody who feel dem
could take over, could do jes dat if dem want. (Mamits, LPOS, TG 1

8

March 1979) 0 “I go sing calypso on dem. Ah go threaten dem
bitches because dem advantage meh people and dem advantage me.”

(Bomb 13 July 1990:23) 0 “Me a stop a Hubert Elder rum-shop a

Scarborough fu buy me rum an’ tell am seh Papa dead; dem a family

you know.” (Phillips 1991:40) 0 De pickney dem trembling, shaking

up de room, wid fever dem lips cracking, dem looking like cobweb

broom. (Macfarlane 1997:51)

3 pron Third person plural object pronoun, equivalent to E them. 0

My mind little uneasy. Sambo, caus me heary dem say one man wat

keep one leetle, leetle shap close de bay side down de bush dat awee

parson not go way from yah. (TDN 1 May 1851:3) 0 “Whey yuh tor-

kin’ ’bout wakin’ de chilrun dem? Ah done hear Sonny-boy an’ Son

torkin’ in de nex bedroom. De six ah dem in dat room mus’ de done

get up awready to see w’at Fadder Christmas bring foh dem.” (Ram-

sawack 1983:36) 0 “I go sing calypso on dem. Ah go threaten dem
bitches because dem advantage meh people and dem advantage me.”

(Bomb 13 July 1990:23)

4 pron Third person plural possessive pronoun, equivalent to E their.

0 Eben dem lilly pickny self da go na rum shap - dem da look pon

dem dady an mamy da fite lika game-cock. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 “I

telephone the police and not fuh hell dey would come. People could

get dey backside lick-up and de police an dem only checking fuh

woman in dem new car wey [the minister] gee dem.” (Bomb 20 July

1990:7) 0 So sometimes wen yuh see people pass yuh straight in tong,

An yuh cocksure dey see yuh because you an dem eye make four,

Doh dig nutten. (Foster 1990:38) 0 De pickney dem trembling, shak-

ing up de room, wid fever dem lips cracking. (Macfarlane 1997:51)

5 det Indicating particular items; a demonstrative adjective, equiva-

lent to E those. 0 I want trouble you fu one ting agen, da fu you peak

to awee gobena bout dem rum shap pan de estate, fu he shut dem up,

and make dem rum sella go-way. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 “You hear

dem parrots, Sar?” asked my guide. (Day 1852-2:3) 0 Buh hear nuh

Boysie like Robinson an dem Tobago people really mean bizness.

(LPOS TG 19 Aug 1979) 0 [S]he requested the release of $500 from
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the school’s account to buy books for the boys. Edwards allegedly

said, why bother, them boys can’t read anyway. (EX 15 Feb 1987:19)

9 And as yuh miss dem scamp and dem, Dey somewhere in Panama.

(David Rudder “Panama” 1988) 0 “Ah go threaten dem bitches

because dem advantage meh people and dem advantage me.” (Bomb
13 July 1990:23) 0 “Rudevin, you cyar come in this talk at all. This is

a racial talk about Sat, and you is a Black African man. If you only

open your mouth and say how Sat is a racial Indian, all dem Indians

and them go want to kill you.” (TTM 1 June 1997:27)

demerara chair n arc A wooden chair made with a reclining back and

with flat pieces that can be pushed down to the sides, or raised to sup-

port a person’s legs stretched out forward, (fr origin in Demarara,

Guyana) 0 [H]e passed on and went into the gallery where he threw

himself into a Demerara chair and forgot all about the new maid.

(Mendes 1934:77)

demerara window n A louvered window, hinged at the top and

pushed up and held with a stick, (fr origin in Demarara, Guyana) 0

He put his head out of the demerara window and cursed long and loud

(Naipaul 1958:96) 0 The gallery on the right has a scrollwork wooden
railing and Demerara windows on the end. (The Nation, Christmas

Annual 1959:45) 0 [M]y mudder family was sitting in dey rattan chair

lookin’ trough de Demerara window an’ fannin’. (Macaw 1960:40) 0

Buying, selling, haggling, observed by toothless old women peering

from the louvered shade of demarara windows and by the newspaper

girl eating curry from an enamel bowl. (Bryans 1967:22) 0 Other

dwelling houses give evidence of the Spanish influence with their

fine filigree woodwork which decorate eaves and verandahs, or with

the “Demerarra" windows, the type of window that is hinged at the

top instead of at the side, and is kept open by means of a stick.

(Kassiram ca 1970: 16) 0 The Demarara windows, the old planks from

some ship some 100 years ago still forms part of this historic land-

mark that many Tobagonians take for granted. (TN 21 Dec 1990:13)

demijohn n A large bottle containing about 4/2 gallons, often covered

with plaited straw, and having a handle. Usu. used for ginger beer or

storing acid; often cut in half for keeping aquarium fish. (< E demi-

john ‘a large bottle with bulging body and narrow neck, usu. holding

from 3 to 10 gallons, usu. cased in wicker- or rush-work, with one or

two handles’) 0 Demi-jean after demijean vanished before these

heroes. (Hodgson 1838:84) 0 (Ryan 1985:5)

demoiselle 1 n Any dragonfly or damselfly, long thin insects with

transparent narrow elongated wings, /demwazel/ (< Fr demoiselle

‘dragonfly’) = >batti-mamzel, gully watchman, mademamselle,

mademoiselle Marie, mamzel, zing 0 We saw... on the tall fern...

whose beautifully shaped leaves fanned the surface of the water, two

superbly elegant and graceful Libellulae also called “Demoiselles”.

(JFNC Feb 1894:304)

2 n Chaetodon striatus

,

a small marine butterfly fish, of inferior eat-

ing quality. (< Fr demoiselle ‘dragonfly’, fr long transparent wing-

like fins) = mariposa 0 Demoiselle or mariposa... Not much used for

food, too small. (Vincent 1910:50)

dent-chien (pargue) n Lutjanus jocu (E dog snapper), an edible

marine fish with a notably enlarged pair of teeth in the front of the

upper jaw. /do jje/ (< Fr dent-chien ‘dog tooth’ + pargue) = dogteeth

snapper, dog(’s)-tooth pargue, dog-tooth snapper, pargue, pargue

dent-chien 0 Dent-chien. (Mendes 1940:13) 0 Dent-chien pargue.

(Randall 1968)9 Dent-chien. (Kenny & Bacon 1981:122)

deota, deootaa n A Hindu deity, usu. a male god; also used to indicate

that someone is in a special emotional religious state, /deota, deuta/

(< H dewta ‘Hindu god; deity; divinity’) 9 One quite divergent type

of religious experience among Hindus is that of some of the low

castes in their worship of individual godlings (deota). Most such wor-

shippers are Chamars or men of other low castes. These are personal

deities not in the Sanscritic Hindu pantheon and which are largely

considered to be malevolent. Boy babies are considered to be particu-

larly vulnerable to these beings, to which sacrifices, usually hogs, are

offered. When a man is possessed by a deota he goes into a trance,

performs a frenzied dance, and beats on a special dram, made only for

this purpose. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:126) 9 “When they get

emotional, them have deootaa on them.” ( 1 990) 9 In her temples. Kali

is accompanied by statues and chromolithographic images of other

Hindu deotas (deities) of both orthodox and non-orthodox deriva-

tion... The general structure of the [Kali] puja consists of the pujaris

and an attending group of observers moving to each and every deota

“stand” (place where the deity’s murti or image is located) within the

temple in order to make offerings of fruit, flowers, green and dry

coconuts, incense, lit flame, etc. and to possibly put up a spiritual flag

(
jhandi

)

associated with the deota being offered to. (McNeal 2000:3-4)

depi, daypi, depuis conj From the time that; during the time that; as

soon as. /depi/ (< FC ‘since’ < Fr depuis ‘since; from the time that’) 9

De puis gandi-gandan - a very long time ago, since Adam was a boy.

(ESTT 1956) 9 “‘Depuis de man mek a capriche he win de election.’

A capriche... is something one does... in this case... to have hung the

Prime Minister’s picture in his bedroom. Or the gambler might have

changed his seat, or pur his coat befoe behine. (Ottley ca 1970) 9

“Daypee yuh say fete, ah dey!” (Ryan 1985:5)

depositario general n obs Under the Spanish colonial civil govern-

ment system, an official who administers bankrupt estates. (< Sp

depositario ‘receiver; trustee’ + general ‘concerned with or estab-

lished for, the whole of a certain territory’) 9 While the [bankrupt]

plantation was under the control of the Court, it was administered by

the Depositario General, a Court official, who by supplying it with his

own goods made money from the plantation. (Campbell 1975:52)

depuis see DEPI

depunta v Remove the tips of branches to balance young trees, esp.

cocoa; rarely to cut off the head of a tree; prune, /depunta/ (< Sp

despuntar ‘dull a tip or end’) 9 (Moore 1980:14)

deputy n The lover of a married person; usu. a man’s mistress; see

OUTSIDE2
. (< E deputy ‘a person appinted or nominated to act for

another; a substitute’) = patesri 9 And if you bound to have a deputy,

Just don’t let the lady see. (Pretender “Recipe for Harmonious Liv-

ing” 1975 pr) 9 A deputy essential, to keep you living vital. (Penguin

“Deputy” 1982) 9 It is understood that the wife parks her car every

morning at her in-laws’ home and waits to see her man and his deputy

strolling hand in hand into the car. (Blast 22 Aug 1986:9) 9 Maybe
there’s a lesson here in [his] misfortune for all male deputies! (Bomb

22 Aug 1986:32) 9 Sometimes in ah lime yuh does want tuh know:

“Who go be dey?” In Trinidad, dat is very important. Dat info could

tell yuh if tuh walk wit yuh first lady, yuh deputy or go scoutin fuh

talent. (Foster 1990:13) 9 Tom between two lovers, a mother of

six drank a mixture of kerosene and Clorox, hoping to put an end to

the love triangle... And it has been hard luck for the deputy, as he

experiences great difficulties to visit his lover in the hospital. (TTM

2

Feb 1996:22) 9 Deputy... An outside man or woman, usually acti-

vated during carnival... This term was immortalized by the calypso-

nian Penguin... in his 1982 calypso
“
Deputy”, (www.skettel.com 25

Apr 2001)

desalma n A Spanish prayer recited to protect against any bad effects

of an ORACION. (< Sp ensalmo ‘type of prayer combined with heal-

ing’) 9 In Trinidad the word ensalmo itself is not used, but had proba-

bly survived in the form desalma or desalme which is the prayer

recited to neutralize any evil effect that the oracion might have had.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:124)

descent n Almost always used to describe a person’s ethnic back-

ground, usu. in speaking of African descent or East Indian descent.

Sometimes used to avoid physical or racially based descriptions. (< E

descent ‘ancestral stock or lineage’) 9 The van, occupied by the five

men (four of African descent sporting Rasta hairstyles and one of

East Indian descent) swung into the compound. (7TA/3 1 July 1987:8)

9 Her ideal person should be of African descent and 55 to 80 years

old. (Heat 18 Nov 1989:9) 9 [He] wants his dream lady to be of East

Indian descent and 40 to 50 years old. She should be fair or light

brown in complexion, a non-smoker and non-drinker and willing to

consider a serious relationship in the near future. (Heat 18 Nov
1989:9) 9 A very senior policeman of East Indian descent. (Bomb 22

Jan 1993:9)

desieni see DESUNU
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designer n In Carnival MAS, the person responsible for creating

and designing the costumes for a band. 0 Her husband is the designer

for the band.

Desmodus (rufus) n arc Desmodus rotundas rotundus [~ D. rufus

]

(E

South American vampire bat), a bat. It often attacks cattle and horses,

and sometimes humans, by making a small bite, and lapping up the

blood that flows; its saliva delays coagulation of the blood. This can

transmit diseases such as rabies and secondary infection of the wound

can occur. Major epidemics of rabies in Trinidad in 1925, again in

1931-34, led to research on rabies cause and control. /dszmodAs/ (fr

scientific genus name) = blood-sucking bat, poison bat, rabies bat,

surgeon
1

0 A man named Gregoire [was] alleged to have been acci-

dentally shot in a cave in Maraval by members of the Health Depart-

ment while pointing out to them the habitat of the dreaded Desmodus

Rufus. (TG 4 Jan 1936:2) 0 It was Desmodus , the blood-lapping bat,

Trinidad’s bogy-in-chief, the local "terror”. (Sanderson 1939:49) 0

Another type of individual player was the Bat. These players dressed

in the colour of costume to look like the real thing. There were the

Monster Bat, the Vampire Bat, ordinary fancy Bat, and in the later

years, the Desmodus Rufus. (Jones 1947:54-5) 0 Colin C. Sanborn...,

visited Trinidad in 1954 to study the local bats and remarked that

Trinidad was the only country in he had collected bats where the local

people did not think his interest strange and where so many people

referred to bats by their scientific names. It is not at all unusual to

hear ‘"'Desmodus rufus, Hemiderma, and Artibeus” mentioned in

everyday conversations and... the speakers point out that they are

talking about a "rabies or poison bat.” (Goodwin & Greenhall

1961:196)

despalmar v Cut off dead branches, usu. from cocoa or coffee trees.

(< Sp des- ‘remove, dis-, un-’ + palma ‘palm leaf') 0 (Moore 1980:22)

despatch v Attend to; serve; take care of. (< E dispatch, despatch ‘dis-

pose or rid oneself promptly of a piece of business; get done quickly’;

obs E dispatch ‘dismiss a person after attending to him or his busi-

ness’; compare usual E dispatch aperson ‘send someone with an offi-

cial message’) 0 Come ah ain have no time to waste, Chu Wing
despatch me quick. (Ottley 1971 :65)

despidida n In parang, a farewell song sung by PARANDEROS on

leaving a house, /despidida/ (< Sp despedida ‘departure’) 0 “You had

to start with a levanta, so they would open the door. When you get

inside you had to sing the Annunciation (announce the birth) and the

nacimiento (birth and story of Christmas) and the despedido (when

you are leaving).” (TG 18 Dec 2005:11)

desunu, desieni, daysunu n In the Shango or Orisha religion, a rit-

ual of washing the worshipper’s head after the person is first “pos-

sessed” by a deity. (< Fon desu ‘atonement or purification ceremony’

+ -nu ‘matters concerning’) 0 Initial possession is nearly always vio-

lent in the sense that the new devotee usually falls to the ground and

rolls. When, for the first time, a person "falls,” as it is called, a special

ceremony, the Desunu, has to be performed about three months after,

followed by a thanksgiving one year hence... The ceremony is held in

secret in the vodunkwe, and ends with the washing of the head in a

special ablution with water in which a variety of leaves have been

crushed. She must be in a state of possession when this is going to be

done, and a saint performs the rites. (Carr 1953:50-1) 0 When a

power strikes a person for the first time he falls on the ground. The

leader pours “sweet” (olive) oil on the person’s head to “seal” the

power temporarily and advises him to have his head washed (the day-

sunu ritual) as soon as possible. One who has had his head washed is

“rocked” when he hears the drummers play the rhythms of the god

who manifested on him, but he will not fall to the ground. (Simpson

1970:21) 0 At the time of his first possession, a person is advised to

have his head washed. Otherwise, he is told, whenever he hears the

drums beat for the power that has manifested on him, he will fall to

the ground. Ordinarily the daysunu (head washing rite) occurs from

three weeks to three months after one’s first possession. The novice

gives a small feast to get the power to “speak” in his head and to

dance. The leader dips a finger in fowl’s blood and “signs” the nov-

ice’s head. He then washes the person’s head. After the head washing,

the person’s head is dried with a towel and tied with a cloth of the

proper color (the saint’s color). The power has now been set free, and

every year the god will dance and speak through this person. (Simp-

son 1970:44) 0 The desieni or head washing ritual formally desig-

nates one’s membership in the Orisha religion. (Houk 1995:138)

devil n A CARNIVAL MAS depicting devils, with horns and a tail, car-

rying a long fork. (< E devil ‘an evil being of superhuman nature and

powers; one of the host of Satan’) = devil mas 0 There were Christy-

Minstrels, Police, Chinamen, Venezuelans, Cavaliers, Devils, Mon-
keys, Clowns, Ghosts and a veritable hotch-potch of masqueraders.

(POSG 2 Feb 1898:4) 0 The maskers came out soon after six in the

morning and were fairly numerous by 8 o’clock. There was nothing

very remarkable about them. The devils appeared to have abnormally

long forks and thicker tails than usual. Their horns were more

branched and more fearfully constructed - in one case terminating in

a hideous presentiment of a pair of hands. ( Mirror 14 Feb 1899:8) 0 A
labourer... is alleged to have been assaulted by a band of “devils” with

sticks and stones in Abercromby Street. (POSG 8 Mar 1905:3) 0 The

devil also has his share of the all absorbing pageant, for he is the

heroic copy for numberless boys who are never more pleased and

happy than when rigged out in a closely-fitting, to their mind, infernal

garb, wildly running through the streets, long-pronged wooden forks

in hand and lustily whacking their vertebral appendages, to the huge

delight of themselves and their admirers. (POSG 25 Feb 1908:7) 0

There used also to be bands upon bands of clowns, devils, bats, etc.,

besides thousands of individual masqueraders, in original costumes.

(TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 Indians were attracted to the Devils because they

evoke images from Indian mythology. Indians also played Red or Wild

Indian (Amerindian), with a creative “confusion” both by Indian and

Creole of the very word “Indian.” (Sankeralli 1998:205) 0 But most

fascinating of all were the motions of the “hierarchies of hell.” These

bands featured imps and devils compete with wire tails and wings,

horns and pitchforks. (Ganase 2000:69)

devil and wife phr Said when the weather is both sunny and rainy at

the same time, (fr saying that this happens when the Devil is beating

his wife) 0 You could see the sun getting up, glinting on the panes of

the windows. You could tell the Dry Season was here because the sun

was not usually so bright so early in the morning. I watched this and I

watched the rains drizzling down and I thought, here was the Devil

and his Wife again, fighting on Christimas Eve. (Anthony 1965:179)

devil band n A Carnival mas including devils, imps, and some-

times a dragon or beast. See also dragon band. 0 Prizewinners...

Ship’s Crew (sailors)... Special-Bad Behaviour... Bat Bands... Robber

Band... Yankee Bands... Devil Bands... Millionaire Bands... Historical

Bands... Local Advertising Band. (TG 1 Mar 1933:1) 0 The most elab-

orate use of the devil masquerade occurred in the devil or dragon

band... Diligent research into holy scripture and books of demonology

by band captains produced a hierarchy of devils that made the dragon

band one of the most structured, colorful, and intriguing spectacles of

the carnival parade. There were imps, several ranks of demonic princes

or gownmen, many-headed beasts, and a ghost figure representing

death. What is remarkable for a masquerade band is that each character

had a predetermined role to play in the pageant and the behaviour of

the band from the way its members assembled to its appearance on the

public streets was conducted according to strict protocol... Band mem-
bers kept their characters for generations and were expected to be as

skilled in mas-making as in performance. The band even developed a

ballet that was danced at the crossing of a gutter of water. (Hill

1984:18)

devil bridle n Dried saliva around the mouth, particularly when found

upon awakening, (fr belief that the Devil uses it when riding the

sleeping victim) = confirmation bowtie 0 They so blooming idle, cob-

web in their house and their face with a bridle (Dictator, “Gossipmon-

gers of Trinidad” 1951)

devil broom n Pseudelephantopus spicatus, a native plant with a tan-

gled appearance of stems and branches; spike of small flower-heads.

(< FC balye diab ‘devil’s broom', fr folk belief that nothing will grow
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where it has been used to sweep the ground) = better man2
,
>man-

better-man"

devil dancing hour n Very late; in the small hours of the morning, (fr

being a time when only the Devil is out dancing) 0 Is dis devil danc-

ing hour you comin home man. (Ottley 1971 :40)

devil eye n Abrus precatorius, a slender, somewhat woody native vine.

Seeds small, bright scarlet with black base, ovoid or ellipsoid, 5-7 mm
(,2-.28") long, very poisonous if eaten; sometimes boiled slightly to

soften and stmng to make necklaces or used for ornament, (fr red and

black ‘devil' colours + resemblance to eye) = crab(‘s) eye, >jumbie

bead
-

, licorice, rosary bead, string vine 0 The string vine should be

cultivated extensively throughout the colony, now that there is an

acutely felt shortage of twine and rope here ... It also produces the

decorative and attractive “crab eyes” or “the devil’s eyes beads,”

which are used for various ornamental and household as well as per-

sonal purposes such as necklaces, fancy mats and vanity cases. (TG 8

Feb 1944:4)

devil fish 1 n arc Octopus vulgaris, the common marine octopus. (< E

devil fish, a number of formidable sea creatures) = sea cat 0 I was

suddenly seized by a clammy tentacle, and I knew then that we were

in the grasp of a devilfish! Thomas was unconscious and could render

me no assistance; his body and limbs were inclosed within the tight-

ening grip of the devilfish... quick as I could turn, I severed the tenta-

cle that had clutched me, and one by one the slimy arms that

surrounded my friend’s lifeless form. (Ober 1898:238)

2 n Manta birostris (E manta ray), a large marine ray; flattened body

with wing-like sides, and a long tail. = devil ray, diable de la mer,

giant ray, sea devil 0 If the angler is keen on shark-fishing, there is no

bait more sure than a piece of ray, wackawa, or devil-fish...to entrap

the tiger of the sea. (Vincent 1910:23) 0 He hooked a devil fish which

dragged the boat to the Second Boca, where it become necessary to

cut the line. (TG 18 May 1933:2) 0 They are going to try their luck at

harpooning Devil Fish and Shark, although it is believed their catch

will consist mostly of King Fish. (TG 2 Feb 1936: 19) 0 Without doubt

the large Manta or Devil Fish, (Manta birostris) and their tribe are

fishes of extraordinary strength and have other qualities which go to

make up what is known as a game fish. (Mendes 1940: 1
1

)

3 n Scopaena plumieri, a marine fish. = landfislr 0 (LNP 1985)

devil grass, devil’s grass n Cynodon dactylon, a very fine-leaved

10-30 cm (3.9-11.7") naturalized grass which survives well in dry

conditions, (poss. fr a devilish ability to survive harsh conditions) =

Bahama grass, dew grass, >dube (grass) 0 Materials used in healing

and conjuring. Grasses ... Bahama (devil). (Simpson 1962:329) 0 He
was able to cure a disease of the eye by placing his left hand on the

head of the patient while praying and stirring mustard oil in a brass

plate resting before him with a tiny bunch of dooby grass (devil’s

grass). (Alladin 1970:17) 0 [To] the left of the bamboo patch, devil

grass and tee-marie bush, there is a large camp fire. (Hill 1995:7)

devil mas n A Carnival mas depicting a devil, usu. in a DEVIL or

DRAGON BAND. = >devil 0 ‘We goin' to save. Work and save. Rum-
drinkin’ and playin’ devil mas’ will send us down the drain.’ (Bood-

hoo 1994:51)

devil pepper n Rauvolfia tetraphylla [~ R. hirsuta, R. canescens ], a

native shrub 1-2.5 m (3.2-8') tall; softly hairy or smooth throughout.

Leaves usu. in whorls of 3-5, very unequal, oblong-elliptical, wedge-

shaped base, usu. hairy beneath. Fruits round, slightly lobed, and

somewhat flattened laterally. = matte root", piment diable 0 (FTT
1947-2-3:153)

devil ray n Manta birostris (E manta ray), a large marine ray, with

flattened body with wing-like sides, and a long tail, (fr horn-like pro-

trusions in front of mouth) = >devil fish
2

,
diable de la mer, giant ray,

sea devil

devil’s ear n Enterolobium cyclocarpum, a large cultivated tree.

Leaves feathery. Flowers small, greenish; fruit pods large, brown, ear-

shaped. (fr resemblance of fruit pods to a distorted human or devil’s

ear) = mulatto ear 0 (Marshall 1934:42)

devil’s guts n Cuscuta americana , a parasitic creeping native plant.

(< E guts ‘intestines’ + devil fr thin form and parasitic habit) = love

vine, love weed, wild vermicelli 0 (de Verteuil 1858:124)

Devil’s Woodyard n An area of MUD VOLCANOS in south Trinidad. 0

The Devil’s Wood-yard is a favourite spot for marooning, and

something has been even said about the volcano ejecting broken

pottery. (Day 1852-2:46) 0 “Dere de debbil’s woodyard,” said he,

with somewhat bated breath. And no wonder; for a more doleful,

uncanny, half-made spot I never saw. The sad forest ringed it round

with a green wall, feathered down to the ugly mud, on which, partly

perhaps from its saltness, partly from the changeableness of the sur-

face, no plant would grow, save a few herbs and creepers which

love the brackish water. (Kingsley 1880:236) 0 That weird spot

‘The Devil’s woodyard’ where are to be seen... the Mud Volcanoes.

(Clark 1893:44) 0 [In] Devil’s Woodyard... peculiar mud volca-

noes... are flung haphazardly over the baked surface of a mudflat.

(Martin and Martin 1954:655) 0 The weird mud volcanoes called

the devil’s woodyard... it was easy to imagine how tales of evil

omen developed from the place, especially when the volcanoes

rumbled and spat out columns of mud... the main slough gently bub-

bled as though some of the mud-encased buffalos we had just

passed were submerged and breathing under the surface. (Bryans

1967:171-2)

devil vine n Smilax solanifolia, a native plant; stem very prickly, (fr

prickly spines making it devilishly difficult to touch or hold) 0 Don’t

touch that! You don’t see is devil vine?!

devilwood 1 n Tob Eschweilera decolorans
,
[= Eugenia decolorans], a

large native evergreen tree with an irregularly swollen trunk. Leaves

elliptical-oblong, to 24 x 10 cm (9.4" x 3.9"), smooth, leathery. Fruit

capsule um-shaped, woody, about 3 cm (1.2") diameter. Leaves,

flowers and fruits all somewhat similar to GUATECARE. Wood very

hard and difficult to work. (prob. fr wood being very hard to work) =

Tobago watercare 0 (Marshall 1934:61) 0 (FTT 1 934- 1 -6:354)

2 n Tob Ficus sp., several species of introduced parasitic climbing

trees. In Tobago, often refers to F. yoponensis. (fr its develish,

strangling killer habit) = agali, arali, figuier
1

,
ingratos, >matapal,

matapalo, Scotch attorney, Scotchman, Scotchman hugging creole,

Scottish attorney (Ficus)', bowl dish (F. yoponensis) 0 It germinates

and throws out roots which slowly grow downwards outside of its

host. These roots eventually reach the ground, when they take root

there and develop as any other tree. They gradually grow thicker,

finally coalescing with each other and surround their host entirely,

finally strangling it to death ... It is found at all but the lowest levels

and is only too common. Another local name is DEVIL WOOD.
(Alford 1960:83)

devil yam n Dioscorea cayenensis, a large cultivated yam. (fr its dev-

ilishly irregular and rough shape) = afou, Ibo yam, matuta yam, negro

yam2
, >yam atouta, yam jab, yellow Guinea yam, yellow yam 0

Prince and Martina lived off wild ‘devil’ yams and whatever they

could get from the estate. (Boodhoo 1994:154)

devine mango n A variety of cultivated mango; small to medium, skin

tough, green; flesh reddish yellow, many threads. 0 DEVINE ...

stringy and not juicy; tree tall but not spreading. (Bharath 1966:22)

deviray v Turn aside from a purpose or task; leave for a short absence,

/dsvire/ (< FC < Fr devirer ‘turn aside; veer’) 0 L’hommes-camisoles

join in the fray, Poui talking now; no deviray. (Fortune ca 1950-59:3)

dew 1 n Light fog or mist, usu. at night, believed to cause colds and sim-

ilar illnesses. (< dew ‘moisture deposited in tiny drops on any cool sur-

face by the condensation of the vapour in the atmosphere’) 0 He... said

let us go home. She made answer no, I cannot, there is too much dew;

she does not recollect the hours of the night. (TRD 19/22 June 1851:2)

0 You can see them sitting down in the dew, I don’t know how the

France they don’t get the flu. (Growler “In the Dew and the Rain”

1939) 0 We had a light fall of dew at noon. (ESTT 1956) 0 “I don’t

know who ask him to walk about Elvira with all this dew falling.”

(Naipaul 1958:57) 0 They had brought a bottle of rum along to dispel

the effects of the dew, they said. (Niehoff& NiehofT 1960:55) 0 Herself

too old to do anything but advise... and order them to carry the baby
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back inside so his tiny head would not get the dew. (TG-S 23 Dec

1990:21) 0 ‘Wha’ happen, Compai, like you been sittin’ here all this

time! You shouldn’t be out here in the dew, you know.’ (Boodhoo

1994:76)

2 n Illegal, privately distilled rum. (< mountain dew)
= babash, bush

' rum, mountain dew, twist 0 Same time handing me the enamel cup with

the “dew” in it. (Fy 1972) 0 That lady could make some dew! She had

the best hand in this whole part of Trinidad. (Stewart 1989:125)

dewar, daywar n A term of address or reference to brother-in-law,

specifically the husband’s younger brother, /dewar/ (< H-Bh-Angika

dewar ‘husband’s younger brother’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:31)

dew grass n Cynodon dactylon , a very fine-leaved naturalized grass

which survives dryness well. (< H dub + E dew ‘condensed moisture

from the air’, fr surviving on this rather than needing rain) = Bahama
grass, devil grass, >dube (grass) 0 I don’t use anything to drink or rub

on them, just special Hindu prayers, mustard oil and dube grass, also

called dew grass, which is used in Hindu prayers.” (TTM 10 Apr

1987:11)

dey see also DE

dey I pron Third person plural subject pronoun, equivalent to E they.

/de/ 0 If dey know wha dey know, dey had best bring back me money.

(Ottley 1971:45)

2 pron Third person plural possessive pronoun, equivalent to E their.

0 “Leh dem do dey ting.” 0 “The real problem is that them same

beach boys who doing it for money, go carry it home by they real

gyul and then go bring it down here on the fast boat and is we to

ketch.” (EX 21 May 1995:11)

deya, deeya, dia, diya n A small red clay lamp with an open round

bowl about 2.5" (6cm) in diameter and 1.25" (3cm) high, filled with

oil and lit from a cotton wick; often arranged in large numbers on

bamboo strips for the Hindu festival of Divali. /dija/ (< Bh diva

‘lamp’) 0 As soon as death comes, pottery lamps (dia) are lit and a

wake is held all night, with the people singing the Ramayan, playing

cards, and drinking coffee. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:132) 0 The

wonder of houses and gardens, roadsides and temples radiant with

thousands of tiny votive oil lamps called deyas. (Bryans 1967:103) 0

Rama was lying on a white flourbag sheet. A deeya was burning by

his feet, another was lighting by his head. (Ladoo 1972: 101) 0 He had

been... watching the neighbours and their children light the numerous

deyas to finish decorating their homes. (Giuseppi 1975:6) 0 Also in

the early days properly baked deeyas were not available in Trinidad,

for Kumhars (potters) had not started working ... on a big scale. ...

some Indians used coconut kernels, others ordinary or white clay,

some baking the clay deeyas in the sun! Eventually one Lutchman of

Chase Village in Central Trinidad is said to have begun producing

properly baked deeyas on a large commercial scale, and today hun-

dreds of thousands of such deyas are produced and sold in different

parts of Trinidad. (Jha 1976:58-59) 0 He pictured the deyahs, the

small earthem crucibles, their wicks flaming in oil, standing on the

steps and around Morris’ house to light the way of God as He came
out of banishment from the forest. (Hosein 1980:125) 0 Dey had

deyah like candle-fly all over de place. On people step, on dey roof,

in de yard, below de house, on de window, on bamboo frame - was
deyah like mas’. (Keens-Douglas 1984:105) 0 Introducing new
waxed deyas, clean, no messing of hands, clothes, floors etc. Bums
for up to five hours, contains no animal fat! Less labour involved

no soaking of deyas nor cutting of wicks necessary just light it. (ad,

EX-S 18 Oct 1987:18) 0 In Lange Park however, I found that the

deyas, in some cases, had been replaced by blinking electric bulbs

with an almost Christmasy glow. (TG 15 Nov 1991:9) 0 Each family

displays as many diya as it can afford, sometimes several hundred.

They are arranged in rows and in ornate patterns around the house, in

the yard, along with windowsills, doorsills, roof, fences, and gate.

There is a friendly competition to see which home can produce the

most effective display. By nightfall on DiwalT eve, the contours of

Felicity village are outlined by thousands of tiny flickering points of

light... After supper, while the small children and old people stay at

home to replenish the lamps, the teenagers and married couples stroll

up and down Cacandee Road to admire the magic effect of “lighting

up.” (Myers 1998:62) 0 Before the dulaha leaves, five ladies includ-

ing the mother, will parchay the dulaha. To do this she has made a

deeya out of kneaded flour and thirty small flour balls. Prior to

performing aarti, each lady takes the lota with water and parchays

(waves it in a clockwise direction) the dulaha three times, each time

dropping some water on the ground. (Holass-Beepath 2002:73) 0

During the month of Kartik, early rising, ritual bath, japan (mantra)

and eating once a day are observed. Giving of charity is also a

significant act during the holy month. On the final day a deya is lit at

sacred trees like the pipal and tulsi. (EX 12 Nov 2003:7)

dhaan see DHAN

dhaar n A mixture including water, SAFFRON, NEEM leaves, rice,

sugar, cloves, SINDUR, milk and certain flowers used in Hindu reli-

gious offering. /d
h
a:r/ (< Bh dhar, H dhara 'flow; offering of flowing

water or milk’) 0 “Every Friday we does throw dhaar yes.” (1990)

dhaaraa n A strong flow of water, e.g. waterfall, or from a spouting.

/d
h
a:ra:/ (< H dhara ‘flow’) 0 “Dey making ah hole because ah big

dhaaraa ah water falling.” (1990)

dhabha v Shove; push. /d
h
abha/ (< Bh) = dhakelna 0 Doh dhabha

the baby!

dhagri(n) n A midwife’s helper, or person who does dirty work, often

seen as dirty, untidy. /d
h
agrin/ (< Bh) 0 “Yuh looking like a dhagri!”

(1990) 0 Almost all the 34 masseuses I interviewed acquired their

knowledge and skill from a close family member who was usually an

elder dhagrin (midwife) herself. (Mahabir 2000:6)

dhak(a) adv Of the heart, thumping. /d
h
ak, d

h
aka/ (< H dhakdhak ‘pal-

pitation; pertubation’) 0 ‘Put you’ han’ on me heart here, Gobin boy,

an’ hear how it goin’ dhaka-dhak, dhaka-dhak - like Mr Mohun's rice-

mill when de engine playin’ de fool.’ And sure enough, Dinnoo’s heart

is beating fast. (Naipaul 1976:164) 0 (Dwarika 1984:31) 0 “Mi heart

beating dhak-dhak.” (1990)

dhakelna v Push; shove. /d
h
akelna/ (< H dhakelna ‘push; shove;

thrust’) = dhabha 0 “Look how he dhakelna the other one.” (1990)

dhakelo v Throw away; push aside. /d
h
akelo/ (< Bh) 0 “Yuh just

dhakelo the child one side!” (1990)

dhakolay, dhakole v Gulp; gulp down; swallow quickly. /d
h
akole/

(< H) 0 (Dwarika 1984:31) 0 “He like to dhakole rum.” (1990)

dhal see DAL

dhamadol see DAMADHOL
dhan, dhaan n Unmilled rice; paddy rice. /d

h
an, d

h
a:n/ (< H dhan

‘rice plant; rice before it is separated from the husk’) 0 Two or three

such strokes, and all the rice grains are dislodged and fall through the

spaces of the macan top to the heap of dhan on the sacking below...

The dhan is [put] into sacks which are carried to the road, piled onto a

cart and transported to the farmer’s home. (Klass 1961:85) 0 Dhaan.

(Jha 1973:39) 0 “The mortar-pestle... that is to pong the dhan - the

paddy rice. We dry it and we pong it. And then we take the soo and

fan it... when you pong it you take out the shell from the dhan and the

dhan come pure rice.” (Gayelle “Indian Cooking Utensils” 17 July

1986) 0 She picked the edible rice grains from the dhaan which was

the only meal of the day. (EX 16 Sept 1990:16) 0 “All about full up

with dhaan, doh talk bout de dhaan box.” (1990) 0 A machan is a

table usually of mangrove wood with a top constructed of a number

of parallel strips of wood with narrow spaces between them. The

paddy is piled near the machan while four or five other men... each

grasp a bundle of rice at the stalk end. The ear of rice is brought down
on top of the machan. Two or three such strokes and ... all the rice

grains are dislodged and fall through the spaces of the machan to the

heap of dhan on the sacking below. ... After the beating is completed,

the rice is fanned and sifted. The dhan is put into sacks and trans-

ported to the home of the owners. At home the rice is spread out on

the floor to dry. (Joshi 2003) 0 Dey goin’ gya’den, dey planting dey

dhaan (rice), an’ dey carryin’ dey harr (plough), an’ so on. (Mahabir

2005:57)

dhan box, dhaan box n A large wooden box used to store DHAN, rice.

0 “Put the fig in the dhaan box. It go ripe one time. Put it down inside
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the dhaan box.” (1990) 0 “We used to play in the dhaan box, then we
scratching whole night.” (1990)

dhania n Coriander, Coriandrum sativum

,

esp. the dried seeds.

/d
h
anja/ (< H dhanya ‘coriander’) 9 “Maa, ah buy de dhania fuh yuh.”

(1990)

dhan ke bal n A bunch, pod of rice./d
h
an ke bal/ (< dhan + H-Bh ke

‘of’ + bal ‘ear of com’)

dhankey see DHENKI

dhan kutay n During a Hindu wedding, a ceremony of pounding rice.

0 After [the kangan is tied] there is a tradition of “dhaan kutey”,

where the mother of the dulaha or dulahin, accompanied by four other

ladies who have been taking part in the ceremonial duties cover them-

selves with a bedsheet, and together holding the moosar, they pound

some (rice) paddy in an okhri, moving in a clockwise direction. This

rice is also to be used in the wedding ceremony. (Holass-Beepath

2002:42)

dhansirya n A woman who wastes money. /d
h
ansirja/ (< Bh) 0 “I

sorry fuh he, that wife ah he one is ah good dhansirya.” (1990)

dhantal, dand-tala, dantal, dhantaal, dhan-tala 1 n The U-shaped

metal rod which forms part of a plough yoke. /d
h
antal, dantal/ (< Bh

dhantal) 0 Around me neck nana go break he dantal. (Sparrow

“Marajhin Sister" 1983)

2 /? A percussion instmment, a metal rod with a loop end which rests

on the ground, struck with a metal loop. Originally made from

dhantal 1

. 0 So big belly Ramlal, Come wid a coolie dram an’ a

dhantal. (Killer “Grinding Massala” 1947, in Rohlehr 1990:493) 0 It

is the beat of the Tablah, the Dholak, the big bass drum, the Dhantal,

and the Mangeera, accentuated with a melodious voice and the timely

dancing of an individual. (Rampersad 1963) 0 Among the musical

instruments, sarangi , sitar, dholak (‘a small barrel-shaped drum

which is struck sharply and rhythmically with the fingers at one end

and the palm of the hand at the other’), tabla, harmonium, dhan-tala,

Kartal, etc. are still popular. (Jha 1973:35) 0 Dhantal. is made from a

long iron rod about one metre in length. One end is curved. A smaller

“U” shaped iron instrument is used to strike gently on the rod to

produce sounds... The dhantal, harmonium and dholak are used for

classical singing like thumri, gazals, tarana and by women for sing-

ing at weddings and chhati or barahi... also in the dance dramas.

(Ramlakhan 1990a: 10-1) 0 Bus excursions to the beaches were popu-

lar. The men travelled in one bus and the women in another. They car-

ried their dholaks, their majeeras, their dhantals and sang songs all the

way. (Ramaya 1992:22) 0 A bamboo, a Log Drum, a Du Dup and a

Tabla, A Kaiso, a Shango, a Chutney and a Soca, Speech Band,

Parang, a Dhantal in a Limbo, A whistle, a scratcher, a Bele and a

Bongo. (Rudder "The Department of Percussive Energy” 1992 pr) 0

Calypso fans would remember that Lord Shorty (now Ras Shorty I)

first fused the tabla and the dhantal in his early songs. The fusion of

soca and chutney is a good commercial strategy, says Patasar. (EX 8

Jan 1995:17) 0 “Often, two dhantals supplied brisk syncopations -

like the brake drums used in Trinidadian steel bands - while the dho-

lak improvised, responding to the voice and the beat as in Indian

music.” (EX 1 1 Aug 2000:27) 0 The dhantaal... comprises a steel rod,

struck by a horseshoe (or similarly shaped metal ring). It plays only

one note, a tinkle, whose resonance can be affected by intermittently

grasping and releasing the rod. The dhantaal is used in the rhythm

section of bands playing Indian music, although not exclusive to such

groups. (Letter, EX 29 Mar 2000)

Dhanuk Jug n arc A traditional Indian drama. (< H) 0 The popular

dramas Rama Lila and Krishna Lila became not only an annual affair

but also a social institution. Like Dhanuk Jug, they involved much
[pantomime] which was subordinated to textual recitation by the pun-

dit (priest), who also sang the dohas (couplets) and chaupais (narra-

tives). (OPNL Mar 1989:2)

dhap n A kind of traditional Indian drum. /d
h
ap/ (< H dhap ‘noise,

sound’; dhap-dhapana ‘thump a drum’) 0 Among the musical instru-

ments, sarangi, sitar, dholak (‘a small barrel-shaped drum which is

struck sharply and rhythmically with the fingers at one end and the

palm of the hand at the other’), tabla, harmonium, dhan-tala, Kartal,

etc. are still popular. But the tassa and dhap and other drums are used

on special occasions only. (Jha 1973:35)

dharmacharya n A leader of Hindu PANDITS. /d
h
armatfarja/ (< H

dharma ‘virtue; righteousness’) 0 “And at the head of the parade will

be the Dharmacharya - or archbishop, ifyou will - of the Hindu faith,

the venerable Pundit Krishna Maharaj.” (TTM 1 June 1997:27)

dhatur, datur n Datura stramonium, a cultivated plant to about

1.5 m (5') high. Leaves large, ovate, pointed. Flowers large, erect,

trumpet-shaped; petals yellow, white, or light purple. Fruit round,

thorny; inside are several seeds containing a poisonous alkaloid.

Flower used as a Hindu ritual offering to Shiva; seeds sometimes

used in rituals. /d
h
atur/ (< H dhatura ‘Datura

,
thorn-apple plant’) 9

The Dhatur flower is used only in Siva worship. (Lackhan ca 1983-

86:17) 9 Also introduced from India are the dhatur or thorn apple

Datura stramonium and the ganga or hemp Cannabis sativa both of

which may have had other independent lines of entry into the island.

The cultivation of these two plants is illegal, however, there is little

persecution for the cultivation of the former and it can be commonly
found growing near habitations as an ornamental and for use in

Hindu prayers ... The seeds ofthe dhatur are used to make the drink

called “joyjuice” which is a potent and dangerous hallucinogen ...

The sensationalism associated with the use of these two herbs has

however negated against their usefulness as medicines. The juice of

the dhatur leaves for instance is very useful in the treatment of rheu-

matism, arthritis and other diseases. (Morean 1991:29-30)

dhenki, daykhi, danky, dheka, dhaikee, dainki n A traditional

Indian threshing tool, made of wood and shaped like a large hammer,

controlled with the foot to go up and down, used to pound rice in a

hole in the ground in order to separate the husk from the grain.

/d
h
snki, deki, denki/ (< Bh dhenky) 9 Dhaikee, a ten-foot, narrow log,

with a strong wooden “proboscis” which was swung on a pivot by

foot pressure to husk rice, pound com, etc. (Alladin 1970:60) 9 Dul-

cie who was pounding rice in the dhenky replied, “Ah tell yuh dey

gettin on funny funny since dey build big house.” (Lewis 1972:91) 9

Sitting on the dainki - the eight-foot long wooden machine for

pounding paddy. (Naipaul 1976: 143) 9 Dhenki. or rice-mill. This was

used... to separate husks from rice paddy... A long wooden lever

(about three metres) was held in place by two wooden staples

attached to the ground and acted as the fulcrum. One side was longer.

At the end of the longer side, there was a projection pointing down-

wards with a round iron head attached. This was poised over a [hole]

dug in the ground and which was cemented. The shorter end was

positioned near the tree over which a strong rope was tied to the over-

hanging branch. After placing the paddy in the hole, the operator

hung onto the rope and with one foot placed on lever, he moved it up

and down in a see-saw movement. This caused the iron head to pound

on the paddy (dhan), thus, removing the husks. (Ramlakhan

1990a: 13) 9 The music of the early settlers consisted of work songs:

songs of the rice planting and harvesting seasons, songs of women
grinding grains in the jata or pounding rice paddy in the dheka.

(Ramaya 1992:22)

dhobi n A laundry-man who washes clothing etc. for a living. /d
h
obi/

(< H dhobi ‘a low-caste Hindu man employed as a washerman’) 9

“Look - dhobi and dhobin going dong by the river to wash ahready.”

(1990) 9 The [masseuse] profession came to Trinidad with the immi-

gration of indentured laborers from India. It was passed down to suc-

cessive generations of women running from grandmothers to mothers

to daughters, but tied to the low class and baniya / chamar / dhobi

caste of the Hindu community. (Mahabir 2000:7)

dhobin n A laundry-woman who washes clothing etc. for a living.

/d
h
obin/ (< H dhobin ‘washerwoman’) 9 “You know you looking like

ah real dhobin today!” (1990)

dhobi song n Traditional Indian songs sung by people while washing

clothes. 9 Dhobi Songs: This is a type of song sung by individuals or

groups of men and women, dhobis (washermen) and dhobins (wash-

erwomen), washing their clothes near the river or pond. (Ahyoung

1977:71)
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dhol n A large container, usu. a large metal tin, used to hold water.

/d
h
ol/ (< Bh) 0 “Long time we always had a dhol in we ole dirt

kitchen.” (1990)

dhola n A traditional Indian song, usu. sung by men. /d
h
ola/ 0 Dhola:

This is a type of song sung by individual men on themes of music

"especially about the dhol (drum). (Ahyoung 1977:71)

dholak n A large, cylindrical Indian skin drum, played with the hands

on both ends. /drnlak/ (< H dholak Targe cylindrical two-sided skin

drum’) 0 It is the beat of the Tablah, the Dholak, the big bass drum,

the Dhantal, and the Mangeera, accentuated with a melodious voice

and the timely dancing of an individual. (Rampersad 1963) 0 The

small dholak (hand-drum) of hollowed-out wood. Instruments were

often painted and decorated. (Alladin 1970:63) 0 Among the musical

instruments, sarangi, sitar, dholak (‘a small barrel-shaped drum

which is struck sharply and rhythmically with the fingers at one end

and the palm of the hand at the other’), tabla, harmonium, dhan-tala,

Kartal, etc. are still popular. (Jha 1973:35) 0 The man whose fingers

have long worked magic on a dholak will be honoured at a clash of

Indian classical singers in Rio Claro later this month. (EX 5 Oct

1986:44) 0 Dholak'. is very much like the tassa in appearance but

about half its size. The player sits and places the drum in front, on the

ground, and holds it in place with his right knee. To vary the pitch the

brass strings are manipulated... The dhantal, harmonium and dholak

are used for classical singing like thumri, gazals, tarana and by

women for singing at weddings and chhati or barahi... also in the

dance dramas. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 10-1 1) 0 “He have a good hand on

the dholak.” (1990) 0 She had stayed past the twelfth-day ceremony

when there was the ritual bathing and the making of ‘halwah’, when
relatives were invited - especially the woman and they had sung and

danced keeping rhythm with the ‘dholak’ and the lotah beating it with

two spoons. (Boodhoo 1994:76) 0 From the music of Sundar Popo in

the early 1970’s, we moved to the dholak-intense music of Anand
Yankaran and Boodram Holass. (TTM 4 Feb 1996:27) 0 [To] the

dhantal and dholak-driven rhythms of Brother Marvin and Ras

Shorty I. (Rohlehr 1998:85) 0 “Often, two dhantals supplied brisk

syncopations - like the brake drums used in Trinidadian steel bands -

while the dholak improvised, responding to the voice and the beat as

in Indian music.” {EX 1 1 Aug 2000:27)

dhoom-dhaam adj Grand; happy; magnificent; happy; expensive.

/d
hum d

ham/ (< H dhum-dham ‘pomp and noise’) 0 “Them had

dhoom-dhaam wedding for dey fus chile.” (1990)

dhoondh lei intj An exclamation indicating something has been

found. /d
hundh lei/ (< H dundh ‘seeking; search’)

dhoorhay v Look for; search. /d
h
urhe/ (< H-Bh dhundhna ‘seek;

search for’) = choonay 0 “He nasty habit is to dhoorhe the whole

place when nobody eh dey.” (1990)

dhoti, dhooty, dhotee n A Hindu Indian man’s white wrapped pants.

/d
h
oti/ (< H-Bh dhoti ‘a cloth worn by men round the waist, passing

between the legs and fastened in back’) 0 Many of the coolies, also,

are by choice all but naked, having only the dhooty
,
or waist-cloth

round their loins. (Day 1852-2:69) 0 Dookhan’s house was next

searched when sugar bags, a skirt, a dhotee and a lota were found, all

of which Ragoobar claimed to be his property. ( TG 25 Jan 1919:11)0

Hindu pundits (priests) and saddhu (religious ascetics) wear the dhoti

(loin cloth) and karta (loose flowing shirt) though many pundits wear

the traditional garment only when presiding at a religious ceremony.

(Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:73) 0 Turbans and fezzes, dhotis and shal-

wars once worn by the men had given way to American hats and caps

and the universal jeans. (Bryans 1967:34) 0 Jaimungal never lacked

dhotis, although he seldom wore one. Every religious ceremony he

attended - and he was invited to all - he would receive a five-yard-

long cotton dhoti... Jhulani would make bedspreads of them, and pil-

lowcases; or koortahs for Jaimungal, and underskirts for herself and

for Dhira and Mira. But even after all these uses Jaimungal’s trunk

would still have anything from half a dozen to two dozen dhotis.

(Naipaul 1976:64) 0 Dhoti : Approximately three metres of white cot-

ton which is tied around the [man’s] waist, leaving a short side and a

long side. The short side is passed between the legs and tucked in at

the waist at the back. The longer side is then passed between the legs

the same way, and wound round the waist once before being tucked in

at the back. (Ramlakhan 1990a:6) 0 The U.R laboring man wears Ian-

got (loincloth or shortened dhoti) suitable for heavy physical activity

or manual work. (Wrestlers such as Bhadase Sagan Maraj in Trinidad

were to be pictured in this style of dhoti during the 1940s.) (Ramesar

1999/2000:119)

dhowan n Water used for washing rice before cooking it, usu. given to

livestock. /d
howan/ (< Bh, H dhowa ‘washed; cleaned') 0 (Dwarika

1984:31) 0 “Save the dhowan in that bucket eh! We go gi de animal

when dey come home.” (1990)

dhrupad, dhrupat n A type of classical Indian vocal music sung at

Phagwa, consisting of a prelude and four sections, usu. in slow

tempo, developing various parts of the theme. /d
h
rupad, d

h
rupat/ (< H

< Sanskrit dhraupada

)

0 Hori, Jhumar, Dhrupad and basant forms are

sung at the time of phagawa (Holi). (Jha 1973:35)

dhulai n obs A traditional Indian woman’s bracelet, a narrow band

worn on the upper arm, higher than a BAJU(BAND). = baota

dhun n A type of Hindu devotional song. /d
h
un/ (< H-U) 0 I recorded

the music of the Hindu temples: bhajan, dhun , and kirtan (devotional

songs) as well as mantras and prayers and the recitation form known
as jap. (Myers 1998:90)

dhur-dhuri n A path or trace in the bush that has been made through

continuous walking. /d
h
ur d

h
uri/ (< H) 0 “Follow this dhur-dhuri it go

take yuh straight by the river.” (1990)

dhuwan n Smoke, e.g., from fireside, cigarette. /d
huwan/ (< H dhu-

wan ‘mass of smoke; smoky’) 0 “Early every morning yuh seeing big

big dhuwan ah smoke by everybody, coming from dey choolha." 0

“I cyan take the dhuwan, it well humbugging me.” (1990)

di see also DE, DIH

di, de 1 v A particle placed before a main verb indicating that the

action of the verb is completed, finished, in the past. Generally equiv-

alent to E was/were, or the marked past form, e.g. worked, /di/ (< E
did, a marker of past action completed, usu. in interrogative or

emphatic forms) = did 0 “If you de give dat boy de money, he wouda
live. You is a nasty man.” (Ladoo 1974:51) 0 I di brig di kek dem. He
brought the cakes. (Webster 1979) 0 She di get the habit when she

studying. 0 “If i di rest that truck on she, all now so she over by the

drive-in.” (1990) 0 “They had a lady di doing it dey.” (1990) 0 It di’

have a king, but de king dead an’ de madam rulin’ de kingdom.

(Mahabir 2005:98)

2 v A particle placed before a main verb, either unmarked or with -

ing, indicating that the action of the verb is habitual, as well as com-

pleted, finished, in the past. Generally equivalent to E was/were +

verb-ing, e.g. was working, /di/ = did” 0 “Last night whole night I

hear Choon tumin in he bed. He and Basdai de quarrellin now and

den... One time in de night Choon de bawling hard hard.” (Ladoo

1974:72)

3 det The definite article, equivalent to E the. /di/ 0 di maqgo bin raip.

di marjgo di raip. The mango was ripe. (Webster 1979)

diable n A CARNIVAL MAS depicting a devil, /c^ab/ (< FC jab < Fr

diable ‘devil’) = >jab-jab 0 Other ‘diable’ players often tied leather or

layers of cardboard around their backs and chests to absorb the effect

of the whips. (Boodhoo 1994:215)

diable de la mer n obs Manta birostris, a large marine ray, with flat-

tened body with wing-like sides, and a long tail. (< Fr diable ‘devil’ +

de la mer ‘of the sea’) = >devil fish
2

,
devil ray, giant ray, sea devil 0

(Vincent 1910:62)

diable enrhume n obs Tangara mexicana vieilloti, a bird, 13.7 cm
(5.5") long. Mainly dark blue with turqoise shoulder; sides spotted

black; lower underparts yellow. (< Fr diable ‘devil’ + enrhume ‘hav-

ing a cold’ fr the hoarse sound of the voice) = Mexican tanager,

>sucrier martinique 0 Calliste vieillotii... This bird is known in

Trinidad by the very grotesque name of
“
Diable enrhume. ” The only

suggestion that I can offer as to the origin of this remarkable sobri-

quet is that,... its note resembles the sound which his Satanic majesty

might be supposed to emit in the very improbable contingency of his
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having a cold in his head. (Taylor 1864:82) 0 The Diable enrhume

(Tanagra Mexicana), the brown-headed Vert-Vert (Tanagra gyrola)

are met in the fruit and berry trees which grow near our clearings,

(de Verteuil 1 884:374) 0 (Chapman 1894:29)

Diabless, jablesse n A traditional folklore character of a beautiful

woman, with one human foot and one cow foot, who leads men astray

at night, /dgablss/ (< FC < Fr diablesse ‘female devil’) = >Lajablesse

0 The Diabless is... supposed to be a human being, who by dealing

with the evil one. has acquired the power of changing itself into the

form of any animal that it wishes to simulate and in that form... fright-

ening people into fits, by walking on their heads on the house top,

growing larger and larger as you approach them, turning suddenly

from one animal to another, uttering loud, strident, blood-curdling

laughs and such proceedings. (Innis 1897:25-6)

diablotin, diablotine 1 n arc Steatornis caripensis, a bird, 45 cm (18")

long, wingspan 1.1 m (3.5'). Rich brown with white spots; large hooked

bill; short legs. Nests in colonies in caves; flies out at night, finding

edible fruits by making clicks for echo-location. Makes a variety of

screams, snarls and clucks. Young birds were formerly cooked down
and used for oil, or eaten. (< Fr diablotin Tittle devil’ If its screeching

voice) = guacharo, >oilbird 0 The Diablotin is nearly as weak-sighted

in the day-time as the owl... when the palms are in fruit, the Diablotin is

one lump of fat. (Joseph 1838a:58) 0 All about the cliffs there is a bird

called the diablotine it builds... and frequents the caves but is not a sea

bird[,] very fat and... good to eat. (Jardine 3 March 1861:29) 0

Guacharo or Diablotin... the young only are acceptable, and they are

caught in the nest during February and March: the fledged bird is not

eatable, (de Verteuil 1884:92) 0 That the “Diablotins” are getting every

year scarcer, is proved by the very limited number of them to be, now,

seen offered for sale in the markets, where they are always much
“recherches” as tit bits to be only procured once a year, and where,

some fifteen or twenty years ago, they were in their season, abundantly

found either fresh and alive, or “boucanes.” (Devenish 1894:22-23) 0

On the north side of [Huevos] island is a cave of the “guachero” birds

or “diablotins.” (Vincent: 1910:14) 0 The... “diablotins” as they are

known in Trinidad, the utterers of all those horrible screeches... also

known as the oil-bird or guacharo, which sounds like “woteroh” in the

local tongue. (Sanderson 1939:68-70) 0 (fffench 1991:202-4)

2 n Tob Puffinus Iherminieri (E Audubon’s shearwater), a seabird,

30 cm (12") long. Upperparts blackish brown; cheeks and underparts

white; bill black. Voice is “weird caterwauling, heard at the breeding

grounds at night” (ffrench 1973:45) (fr its voice) 0 (ffrench 1991:42)

Dial n A landmark tower clock in the centre of the town of Arima in

Trinidad, (fr large clock dial) 0 It is a cool early Sunday morning in

January, one of those days which feels like a Sunday, clean and fresh as

a newly washed sheet. I get to the Dial in Arima. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:99) 0 Stand up by the Dial in Arima and you get an idea of one

Arima, the Arima that is the bustling town. (EX 26 Jan 1988:35) 0

WALLEN TOWER CLOCK. A tower clock that has become a central

landmark of Arima. It is in the centre of the town at the intersection of

Broadway and Queen Street, and is know by all as the Arima dial. The

clock was presented to the town by Francis Wallen, who was Mayor of

Arima... on November 5, 1908. (Anthony 1997:600)

dialect n The local variety of English, but esp. the local creole language;

vernacular language; usu. considered a more acceptable, higher-status

term. See also BROKEN ENGLISH, CREOLE ENGLISH CREOLE,
NEGRO ENGLISH, TOBAGONESE, TRINGLISH, TRINIDADIANESE,
TRINI TALK, VERNACULAR. (< E dialect ‘a regional or social variety

of language differing in vocabulary, pronunciation or grammar from

the standard or literary language’) 0 Who cared that she used dialect, at

which middle-class Trinidadians shuddered squeamishly? There was

something cute about it, it had a music. They tried imitation. In vain.

She was far more skilled in the apt use of their slang, (de Boissiere

1956:231) 0 “Who you? Whey you’ name?” he asked nervously,

slipping into dialect, (de Boissiere 1956:261) 0 They said it every-

where until now they were tired. They said it in parliamentary lan-

guage. They said it in French patois; they said it in the most vigorous

and conventional Trinidadian dialect, liberally sprinkled with Ameri-

can... Each time they sounded “help” it was the same as long ago.

(Bain 1974:66) 0 One of the aspects of the young man’s personality

that fascinated the professor was the Trinidadian dialect that he habitu-

ally employed in contrast to his father’s extremely correct, upper-class

British speech. (Hercules 1980:19) 0 [He] summarily invited him in

the broadest Trinidadian dialect to “kiss me arse, man.” (Hercules

1980:21) 0 My mother caught a “vaps” the other day (dialect and

proper English just don’t mix well) - she wanted to paint the house.

(EX-S 14 Oct 1990:18) 0 Now the children growin up now, most of

them you would find speak dialect. (James & Youssef 2002:29)

diamaid n Diamond, as a suit in cards or a pattern, /daimed/ 0 How
yuh could have ten diamaid and I have none!

diametre see jammet

dibbi n A small wooden box usu. used for keeping SINDUR. /dibi/

(< Bh) 0 She reached up to the small shelf in old Bikram’s room and

took from it the tiny wooden cabinet in which, four decades or so ago,

Bikram had brought her the vermilion powder for their nuptial

ceremony; and from this dibbi she took out the stub of pencil that

Bikram had kept therein for years, for he could read and write a little.

(Naipaul 1976:129)

did 1 v A particle placed before a main verb indicating that the action

of the verb is completed, finished, in the past. Generally equivalent to

E was/were, or the marked past form, e.g. worked. (< E did, a marker

of past action completed, usu. in interrogative or emphatic forms) =

di
1

0 “He drop me, but I did done have my own clients already.” (Hill

1 966c:2 1 ) 0 “Flood? It eh have no flood. Only some water did come
by Phoolbasia house, but the water went down fast.” (Punch

1967:117) 0 “Eef de fellas did do what ah tell dem, ah wouldn’ have

cause to run from police.” (Heat 18 Nov 1989:17) 0 “I did cry when
my grandmother died. I did grow up with she and then she come and

dead,” he said. (EX 14 Oct 1990:17) 0 “Me hear Ti Nanku did sick, so

mus’ be she weh dead.” (Phillips 1991:38) 0 “I did try to tempt God
by offering the whole city and God did run Satan. He say, get thee

behind me, and he refuse the whole city.” (Pires 1992b:5)

2 v A particle placed before a main verb, either unmarked or with -ing,

indicating that the action of the verb was habitual, as well as com-
pleted, finished, in the past. Generally equivalent to E was/were +

verb-/>7g, e.g. was working. 0 “When 1 did working sideman for

Chinee Alec I had ideas. This wey-wey racket could mount a million

if you precautionary and work you brains good.” (Hill 1966c:21) 0 At

the basilectal level... in the past, “did” is habitual and progressive is

marked by both “did” and -ing: in them days I did eat plenty/sick

plenty; I did eating the rice “I was eating the rice”. (Solomon

1993:122-3) 0 “I collect rent fram di teacha gyol whe did \ivin de.”...

“A did sleep/w when di fire happen.” ... “Well you see, long ago peo-

ple was livin very lovin. More cooperation dan dese generation

today.” (James & Youssef 2002:113)

didi n All female siblings and cousins senior in age to speaker, esp.

used for the oldest sister, /didi/ (< H-Bh) = bahin, barka bahin 0 (Klass

1961) 0 An East Indian [Hindu] may not marry anyone he calls “Didi”

(Sister or First Cousin) and who calls him Bhe (Brother or First

Cousin). (Meosa 1971:2) 0 Bahin or didi for sister and not bahan... [is

a] linguistic [legacy] from U.P. and Bihar. (Jha 1973:40) 0 When my
father’s eldest sister, his didi, told me, ‘You must come and buy some-

thing in my shop one of these days.’ (Persaud 1990:11) 0 You don’t

know brother-in-law, how we peep at you when Papa say how you

come to see “didi”. (Boodhoo 1994:61 ) 0 He pleaded to the masseuse:

“See what you could do for me, didi (elder sister).” (Mahabir 2000: 16)

die-back n A fungus, Marasmius perniciosus, or Botryodiploidia

theobromoe, which attacks cocoa trees, distorting them by encour-

aging a proliferation of branches and shoots. (< E die-back ‘the

progressive dying of a shrub or tree shoot from the tip backwards’) =

>witch-broom 0 Some years past the peasantry and even some of the

larger proprietors woefully neglected their cultivations, and much of

the cocoa was destroyed by the die back and the cocoa beetle. (TG 4

Oct 1919:7)

die before me phr Said to someone who has just by chance said

exactly the same thing at the same moment as you. 0 Yuh gun/goin’

dead befo’e me: said when somebody says the same thing as you at
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the precise time. (Haynes 1987:24) 0 Yuh go die befo’e me: said

while knocking on wood after someone says the identical thing as you

at the same time. (Haynes 1987:66)

dig 1 v Dig up; unearth; uncover something from the earth. (< arc E
dig ‘obtain by excavation; unearth’) 0 “Why are you digging my tan-

nia?” (TG 30 Mar 1933:2)

2 v Have difficulty finding money. (< E dig deep , dig into pocket

‘struggle to find money for something’) 0 Parents really have to dig to

buy schoolbooks.

3 v Worry; get upset. (< slang AmE dig the blues ‘feel depressed,

low’) = dig a blue, dig blues 0 Don’t dig nothing. There must be

obstacles to overcome. (Prince Valiant, “Don’t Dig Nothing” pr, in

Williams 1975) 0 Several examples of how we came back from some

cliff-hanging experience would surface during the most introspective

discussion of our present circumstance. “Doh dig nutten, pardnah,”

they would add (with reassuring smiles) “something bong tuh hap-

pen.” Something invariably does, but more often than not, it makes an

already bad situation worse. (TGI Oct 1990:10)

4 Dent; missing piece. 0 “The kerekel with the digs, that is the dry

one.” (1990) 0 "All the digs would be in line.” (1990)

dig-away n A sore, esp. on the ankle, that does not heal and is usu.

bad-smelling. = ming-pow 0 Doh touch that dig-away!

dig blue, dig blues phr Worried; depressed; out of sorts. (< slang

AmE dig the blues ‘feel depressed, low’) 0 Don’t dig ah blue - don’t

worry about a thing. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 In all my dreams, he

always appears annoyed with me as if he is digging real blues. (Blast

24 Nov 1989:14)

digger n obs A worker at the PITCH Lake whose job is to break the

raw PITCH into chunks. = pitch-cutter 0 Each gang consists of a dig-

ger or pitch-cutter and five “headers.” (Oakley 1941) 0 Digging

asphalt is a simple operation. A mattock is the only tool required, and

under its blows the asphalt breaks readily... Mainly negroes are

employed in the operation. They are organized into gangs consisting

of one digger or pitch cutter, and five helpers, whose job it is to pick

up pieces of asphalt that have been cut and place them in the cars

which are standing close by. These men are skilled in the work and

carry lumps of asphalt weighing from forty to one hundred pounds on

their heads, which would be far too heavy for an untrained laborer to

carry. These carriers are called “headers” because of the method of

carrying the large chunks of asphalt. (CWTM Sept 1933:317) 0 Each

gang consisted of one digger or pitch cutter, who gave the asphalt a

blow with a mattock, when it broke readily into large lumps; five

helpers, whose job it was to pick up the cut pieces of asphalt and

place them in the carts or later cars standing by. (de Verteuil 1993:44)

digging knife n A short knife or cut-off CUTLASS with a sharp point;

used to dig and pry dry coconut meat out of the shell. = coconut dig-

ger, coconut knife 0 Gi me the digging knife and I go take it out.

dig horrors phr Suffer; have difficulties. (< dig
i

) 0 De little shack I

man livin’ in only have cardboard, Datsun boxwood, an’ galvanise to

fall on I man, an’ I man not diggin’ no horrors. Is Babylon in dey con-

crete house dat have to dig ah dread scene. (Keens-Douglas 1984:51)

0 Louis Lee Sing is not the only media boss digging serious horrors

nowadays. (7TM4 Feb 1996:11)

dig nose phr Put a finger in the nose to remove nasal mucus. 0 Stop

digging yuh nose!

dig out eye phr Take serious advantage of someone; fool; deceive. 0 To
give her everything you may try. And still she’ll want to dig out your

eye. (Atilla “Vagaries of Women” 1935) 0 He said what [the company]
is really doing is trying to dig out poor people’s eyes by only selling

them 25-lb. sacks at the increased price and holding back the 100-lb.

flour for their ‘special’ customers. (Bomb 15 May 1987:1 1)

digs out v Leave in a hurry, suddenly. = bus it, dust it

dih, di n A traditional Hindu guardian spirit that protects a particular

place, /di/ (< H-Bh dih ‘haunt; site of a deserted village’) 0 Rice fields

have guardian spirits to which most Hindus make offerings at the

time of harvest. The di looks after the field when the owner is not

there. Just before cutting the ripe grain, an offering of rum, cigarettes.

candles, and biscuits (cookies) is made. Some persons behead a cock

and let the blood run into a hole in the rice field... the rice field is

treated ceremonially in contrast to the other crops grown. (Niehoff &
Niehoff 1960:35) 0 There is, also, a yard di to whom an offering is

made at Christmas or on the last night of the old year... This sacrifice

is believed to bring good luck to the house and its residents. (Niehoff

& Niehoff 1960: 167) 0 The DT is usually described as the spirit of the

“first owner” of any property. No one can now know who that “first

owner” was, of course, but it is assumed that there must have been a

first owner. The DI is believed to have the power to affect the well-

being of the present occupants, and must be propitiated. (Klass

1961:176) 0 The offering is of cigarettes, biscuits, and either ghl or

rum. It is made by a member of the family, usually the male head, in a

comer of the ricefield owned or rented by his family. (The DT-puja is

associated primarily with the crop, rather than the land. In the case of

rented land, it is the tenant - whose crop it is - who makes the offer-

ing, and not the owner.) The ceremony occurs after the rice has been

cut and before it is beaten. The offering is accompanied by a whis-

pered prayer for the continued benevolence of the DT. All members of

the community who grow rice perform this puja. (Klass 1961:176-7)

0 Another DT-puja... [is] the customary yearly offering to the DT of the

property on which one’s house rests. A cock is sacrificed to propitiate

the DT, who has the power to affect the health and happiness of the

occupants of the house. The male head of the household usually

makes the offering, at what is a regular time of the year for his partic-

ular family.... Some people... perform such a DT-puja before occupy-

ing a new house. (Klass 1961:177) A DT-puja, involving the sacrifice

of a cock, is always made at any KalT-puja, before the main part of the

ceremony begins. At one... it was claimed that the “Camar priest,”

who cut off the head of the cock himself, was possessed by the DT for

that moment. (Klass 1961:178) 0 Many families, regardless of caste

or place of origin in the subcontinent, came to perform an annual Dih

puja... Dih was a general name of category for a protective village

godling (gramdevata) throughout Bihar and eastern Uttar Pradesh...

in Indian ‘there is supposed to be a separate one for each village’, but

as new, isolated homesteads were founded in Trinidad following resi-

dence on estates, the propitiation of Dih came to be undertaken sepa-

rately by individuals on their own plots of land... Hindu heads of

household came to sacrifice annually a cock, rum, cigarettes, biscuits

and butter to this tutelary being in order to protect their land, crops,

and the general wellbeing of their families. Eventually, instead of a

collective village godling, Dih (or Dih baba) was associated with

individuals' landholdings. (Thus there remains today some confusion,

among older informants, as to whether Dih - ‘de Master a’ de land’ -

is one being looking after all fields or whether each field had its own
Dih.) (Vertovec 1992:114)

dilbahar n A highly scented Indian perfume, /dilbahar/ (< H-U ‘fra-

grant, appealing to the heart’ < dil ‘heart’ + bahdr ‘beauty; elegance’)

0 ‘Is material Ah have to buy. De essence of dilbahar, which de giol

will have to smell on you’ handkerchief in de name of me devi, will

alone cos’ five dollars.’ (Naipaul 1976:168) 0 The aroma of dilbahar,

a highly scented perfume filled the atmosphere of the house; the old

lady used it extensively. (Doodnath 1989:51) 0 “Rama always had

dilbahar oil on im.” ( 1 990)

Dimanche Gras n The Carnival Sunday preceding Ash Wednes-

day; a day for organized displays and parades of costumes, /dimaj gra/

(< Fr dimanche ‘Sunday’ + gras ‘fat’) 0 Dimanche Gras - Fat Sunday

also called Shrove Sunday (ESTT 1956) 0 The Carnival Development

Committee’s comprehensible Dimanche Gras presentation at the

Queen’s Park Savannah, and the similarly spectacular Jaycee’s Carni-

val Queen Contest at the Oval. (TG 5 Feb 1961:23) 0 Moreover, the

judges will have a tough time choosing the six or seven to appear at

the Savannah on Dimanche Gras. (TG 28 Jan 1962:3) 0 Biggest Cast

Recruited For Dimanche Gras. (TG 17 Feb 1962:5) 0 Diab-Malassi,

Burriquit and Ju-Ju warriors all joined in the riotous Dimanche Gras.

(LaFortune 1968:103) 0 It’s an easy forecast that Brigo will be con-

testing calypso honours right into the Dimanche Gras finals. (TG 8 Jan

1973:5) 0 Certainly he is one of the few singers with the courage and

confidecne to drop bombs on Dimanche Gras night, singing songs in
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the Calypso King finals that the judges had never heard before. (TG 3

Feb 1973:7) 0 At around 4:30 a.m. on carnival Monday steel bands

take to the streets as revelers emerge from their homes or from all-

night Dimanche Gras (Sunday evening) fetes which have just con-

cluded. (Thomas 1986:103) 0 The National Carnival Commission and

steelband association - Pan Trinbago use the Grand Stand and the

additional make-shift “north stand” to stage numerous Carnival shows

and competitions including Ole Mas, Dimanche Gras, Panorama,

Calypso Monarch and Parade of the Bands held on Carnival Monday
and Tuesday. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:12) 0 I especially tip my hat to

Brother Marvin, whose “Jahaji Bhai” is one of my favourites, and

according to some buffs, is likely to propel him to the Dimanche Gras

Big Yard. (TTM 2 Feb 1996:9) 0 Because of dissatisfaction with the

people who organised the Dimanche Gras show. Sparrow, already a

star in 1957, boycotted the show. (Anthony 1997:378) 0 Dimanche

Gras... this is the Sunday before Ash Wednesday and the beginning of

Lent. In Trinidad, Dimanche Gras is marked by Carnival competitions

including the calypso monarch competition and the king and queen of

Carnival costume contest. (Scher 2003:182)

din bhar n The whole day. /din b
h
ar/ (< H din ‘day’ + bhar ‘full; all')

0 “He in de gyaaden deen bhar.” (1990)

dinge v Wash poorly, esp. white clothes, so that they do not come
out clean. (< dial E dinge ‘make dingy, dull, dirty’) 0 Doh dinge

the clothes.

dingolay 1 v Twist; turn; gyrate, /diqgole/ (< Kongo dyengula ‘agitate

the waist in dancing’ + poss. < Fr degringoler ‘tumble; fall down’, 0

Well look, I dingolay meself, monkey dingolay too, I don’t know
what to say me monkey won't do. (Radio, Lion & Tiger “Monkey”

1936) 0 If you want to learn Grenadians [to] prance. To dingolay

yourself and jump out your pants. (Lion “Sa Gomes’ Emporiums”

1938) 0 “He shoot a guana with a slingin shot - if you see how that

guana dingolay before he fall.” (1978) 0 To collapse, fall or tumble

down - usually in dance. "De sweet music make everybody want to

dingolay.” (Baptiste 1992)

2 v Dance with fancy elaborate movements. 0 If you want to learn,

Grenadians, and prance. To dingolay yourself and jump out your pants,

To be feeling merry and gay as a lord. You better buy and play a Decca

record. (Lion “Sa Gomes’ Emporiums" 1938) 0 Then she start to watch

me in a way, like she vex because ah dingolay. (Kitchener “Mrs. Harri-

man” 1972) 0 You go make them tumble down, in the heart of town,

you go make them dingolay, let them rock and sway. (Scrunter "The

Will” 1982) 0 And you can ramajay. You can bese down. You can din-

golay, Come on come on, won’t you join along. (Rudder "The Ministry

of Rhythm” 1992, pr)

3 v Display yourself in a boastful or pompous manner. 0 She like to

dingolay sheself.

dingolay hand n An African-based musical rhythm played in Indian

music. (< dingolay
1 + hami6) 0 The tassa has adapted many of the

African beats, such as the dingolay and the calypso hand. They refer

to each cycle here in Trinidad as a hand of music. Play the dingolay

hand; play the calypso hand and so on, nagara. What is called soca

today is played on the dholak and tabla as we call it kahywatal. (EX
30 Oct 1994:34)

dinky 1 n A small simple kite made from a rectangular piece of paper

with holes at the two shorter ends, tied with a short piece of string,

with a long string to fly it. /diqki/ (< AmE dinkey ‘a small object or

gadget') = >chicky-chong 0 Chicky-chung - small kite with paper tail

usually made from a copy book page also called “dinky” in urban

areas, (ca 1970) 0 There are many different types of kites of which the

“chicki-chong” is the most basic. It is usually made for kids out of a

small piece of paper. It is rectangular in shape, with holes at the two

shorter ends and tied with a piece of string. Also known as a “dinkie”

in the Southland, this simple kite can keep children occupied for

hours at the cost of a few minutes task. (Rampersad 1993: 10)

2 n An old beat up car. 0 “You see he going down the road in he

dinky?” (1986)

dinner n For many families, the evening meal, usu. around the time

that darkness comes. (< E dinner ‘the chief meal of the day, eaten

originally about mid-day, but now by higher social classes, usu. in the

evening’) 0 The first meal of the day, around 6-7 a.m. is called “tea”,

the meal around midday is called “breakfast” and the meal around

5-7 p.m. is called “dinner”. In some homes the midday meal or

“breakfast” is the heaviest meal while in others “dinner” or the eve-

ning meal is the heaviest. (Pariag 1975:15)

dinner mint n A small white peppermint candy, locally produced by
KC Confectionary; rectangular with rounded edges, about 1" long,
5/8

" wide and V2
"
thick. It is esp. known for the cellophane wrapper,

red and white, that includes “I Love You” and other romantic sayings

such as “Waiting for You” and “One More Kiss.” 0 Dat is fry

channa,... An dat is mauby bark, bay leaf, sea moss, dinner mints,

Golden Ray butter, kuchela, ah homemade sweetbread, pastelles,

currants rolls, salt prunes, Chinese plums an frozen coconut water.

(Foster 1990: 104)

dip 1 v Of a kite, to suddenly go lower by itself; in contrast to DUCK,
which is generally done intentionally. (< E dip Tower or let down for

an instant’) 0 “Let it run. When it wants to dip, let it run, and when it

gets a high altitude, it’s more stable.” (Gayelle “Kite Flying” 1-1

1986)

2 n A calabash^ full of small fish bait. (< E dip ‘obtain or take up by
lifting out of a body of liquid’) = cali, charge 0 “Zanchois” are used in

“a la vive” fishing and are sold commercially to fishermen by the

“dip” or calabash full, a “calli,” from a storage area an anchored purse

net called a “guard”. (1992)

3hA pigeonhole, slot-like mailbox; also the trays on an office desk

in which files are placed; most common in university use. 0 “I left it

in your dip.” (1990)

dip finger phr Vote; specifically to have the voter’s finger dipped in

ink to indicate having already voted. = >stain finger 0 (Haynes

1987:138)

diplomacy n Trickery; deception; esp. by twisting use of words. Note:

This generally does not have any positive meaning as it may in SE.

(< E diplomacy ‘skill or address in the management of relations of

any kind; artful management in dealing with others’) 0 But all these

things just appear to me, an example of English diplomacy. (Atilla

“Commission’s Report” 1938) 0 Now they got some women in this

colony. Oh lord, ah fiis they got diplomacy. (Growler “Women Diplo-

macy” 1940)

diray-diray adv Taking life as it comes; without anxiety or worrying

about the future, /dire dire/ (< Bh-Angika dhirav-dhiray ‘patiently;

slowly’ 0 I moving diraydiray.

diri jal see diwijal

dirt house n A traditional house construction with walls made of

TAPIA, clay mud mixed with long grass, (fr use of wet dirt/mud as

building material) = mud house, >tapia house 0 The church was a dirt

house. (Anthony Thomas 1982, in La Guerre 1985:187) 0 Ignoring

Humphrey’s January 8 appeal, they built the shack and moved in.

They had been living just across the road in a dirt house. (EX 25 Jan

1987:18) 0 Speaking to the BOMB at her humble dirt-house... she

said... she feared that her sons may go astray. (Bomb 13 July 1990:14)

dirtman n A house-builder’s assistant who helps with preparing the

TAPIA walls. (< dirt + man") = >mudman

dirt oven n arc A traditional oven made from clay mud, usu. in a large

dome shape, with a door at each end; the oven is heated by burning

wood, the ashes raked out, and bread or other items placed in to cook

slowly. (< use of wet dirt/mud as building material) = foo, mud oven

0 Bread was baked in a dirt oven with a removable door in front and

one behind. It is made with “lipe”, which is smoothed out to form the

body of the oven. Wood is put into the oven and when this is burnt

down to ashes the oven is ready; the ash was swept out and the bread

is put in. Within fifteen minutes the heat centralised within the oven

[cooks] the bread which is taken out through the back of the oven....

Today electric and gas stoves are used by the more successful villag-

ers although the majority of homes in the village had a dirt oven in the

backyard. (Woodroffe 1974: 23) 0 What looked like a hump backed

monster with smoking head from its reflection on the grassy expanse,

was in fact the dirt oven. Carved out of a wooden drum or simply
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mud layed in dome shape to concentrate the heat, a dirt oven was an

asset to the housewife who prided herself on tasty golden brown

home-made loaves. (TG-S 23 Dec 1990:21) 0 Long before stoves

were invented, our ancestors used "dirt-ovens” made of mud, sticks

and bed-grass for baking. These ovens were oval shaped with a hole

to the front and back and were kept outdoors. Bamboo was used to

fuel the fire within, while the bread was placed on the “pill”[peel] (a

long piece of wood shaped like a shovel and spread with banana

leaves) and then put in the oven to bake. Today dirt-ovens still exist

throughout Trinidad and Tobago, not only to preserve tradition, but

because most say that nothing can compare to the taste of bread baked

in a dirt-oven. (EX 12 Aug 2003:25)

dirty adj Impure, either from eating improper foods or dealing with

bad magic and obeah. (< E dirty ‘morally unclean or impure’) =

dutty
3
0 “The child must get some baths. You need a guard too,

because that woman hand very dirty.” (Lewis 1972:53) 9 Marajh and

Cattri men are particularly strict about marriage within their own
castes. Even a "low” Ves man will hesitate about allowing his son to

marry a Sudra girl, because he feels the latter is accustomed to “dirty”

cooking and to eating “dirty food” (specifically pork). (Klass 1961)

dirty blood n Impurity of the blood manifested by skin changes; a

skin rash. = >bad blood 0 He get dirty blood last year, and he still

not good.

dirty-hand(ed) adj Describing someone who has bad intentions

toward you, who uses OBEAH or other methods to do harm. 0 Dirty-

handed - to dabble in obeah or black magic. (ESTT 1956) 0 This

“bath” she explained, would have the effect of washing away the

“dirty-hand business” the nasty little nigger gal had done to him.

(Hercules 1961:90)

dirty mas n Any Carnival mas in which the player is covered with

mud, oil or other dirty substances. (< E dirty ‘soiled with dirt; foul’) 0

He now sells life insurance most of the time, but he puts aside his

expensive suits every year to play dirty mas’ and have a good time.

(7TM1983)

dirty sailor n A Carnival MAS character, dressed in a sailor outfit,

covered in dirt or COALS dust, etc., who appears drunk and disor-

derly, and tries to embrace people. = all-about sailor, bad behaviour

sailor, knock-about sailor 0 The King Sailor then is a real lovable ras-

cal whose main function is to jeer and jibe at society. His characteris-

tics offer wide variations from the impeccable dandy to his lowest

portrayal - The Dirty Sailor, whose main effort is to appear as drank

and disorderly as he pleases; taking great joy in rolling in the filthy

water drains in the streets. Pretending innocence he may be bold

enough to embrace an unsuspecting individual, usually female, thus

transferring all his muck to her clothes. No wonder then that he has

gained the name. Bad Behaviour Sailor. (Ahye 1978:25)

dis see also THIS

Discovery (Day) n arc A national holiday celebrated on the first Mon-
day in August as the anniversary of Christopher Columbus’s sighting

of Trinidad on July 31st, 1498. This holiday was replaced in 1985 by

Emancipation Day, celebrated on August 1st, commemorating the

emancipation of slaves on August 1st, 1834. 0 A Discovery Day
dance is to take place at the Mutual Hall. (Hummingbird 9 July

1904:7) 0 The prisoner was playing a quatro - it was Discovery Day.

(POSG 9 Oct 1907:6) 0 A meeting of the Discovery Day committee

was held. (WG 10 May 1930:4) 0 Bigger and better celebrations will

mark the observance of Discovery Day this year. (TG 13 May 1933:3)

0 Then all of a sudden that big poster on the shop down the hill came
to mind and it was about the Discovery Day fair. (Anthony 1967:37)

0 Port of Spain was at its gayest for “Discovery” as the inhabitants

proudly called the occasion. Flags and buntings were hung across [the

streets]... They advertised Public Dances and the Fireworks Display

in the Grand Savannah. (LaFortune 1968:47) 0 I too glad because it

mean I could enjoy mih Discovery weekend an I plannin as usual to

go for mih sea bat. (Mamits LPOS, TG 3 1 July 1977)

disc-winged bat n Thyroptera tricolor tricolor, a bat with circular suc-

tion discs on wrists and ankles; long slender muzzle. Unlike other

bats, hangs with head upwards, clinging to smooth surfaces with suc-

tion discs. = sucker-foot bat 0 (Alkins 1979:61

)

disguise 1 n obs A costume or particular clothing worn by a MAS
player, often representing a specific type or character. Note: Unlike

modem SE disguise as, this did not usu. have the idea of altering

appearance to conceal identity, although facial masks were sometimes

worn in early CARNIVAL. (< obs E disguise ‘masquerade; acting by

people dressed in costumes’) 0 Carriages of respectable families were

frequently seen, some of the occupants of which were dressed in dis-

guise, and during the afternoon, when the “French streets” were very

crowded, there was the accustomed procession of carriages of the

respectable people witnessing the fun. (Mirror 22 Feb 1898:5) 0 The

disguises were not up to the usual standard, by no means a high one,

but the behaviour of the people in general was good. (Miiror 16 Feb

1904:9) 0 There were very few original disguises such as animals,

bears, monkeys and even clowns... Of sailors, bats, devils and

Yankees there were large numbers. (Mirror 9 Feb 1910:3) 0 With the

exception of a few neat disguises in carriages yesterday afternoon, the

first day’s Carnival was not worth looking at... The disguises were

poor, the singing wretched and the weather bad. (Mirror 24 Feb

1914:6) 0 Complainant stated that he met the defendants disguised in

ranch boys and girls... Defendants said they did not know that the

proclamation forbade disguises where masks were not worn. ( TG 1

3

Feb 1918:6) 0 [She] won the best lady disguise prize. (TG 28 Feb

1933:1) 0 I met Adeline in a disguise dance, I only saw her face at a

glance (Pretender “Adeline” 1939) 9 “I did attend the children’s dis-

guise in the Savannah in Trinidad.” (Hall 1998:44)

2 v Dress in a costume or particular clothing in order to play mas dur-

ing Carnival. Note: Unlike modem SE, this disguise did not usu-

ally have the idea of altering appearance to conceal identity, although

facial masks were sometimes worn in early Carnival (see quotation

1902). = dress in, dress up in 0 During the Masquerade season many
persons of the poorer class were brought before the City Magistrate

by the Police for being disguised contrary to the carnival proclama-

tion. (Mirror 13 Feb 1902:8) 0 He wore no mask, but his features

were completely disguised by a deep covering of powder. (POSG 31

Jan 1902:4) 0 There were a number of private carriages with dis-

guised occupants throwing confetti etc. (POSG 21 Feb 1912:4) 0 On
Saturday night there were many disguised persons about the town,

and among the number were some who were dressed as policemen.

(Mirror 15 Feb 1904:9) 0 Complainant stated that he met the defen-

dants disguised in ranch boys and girls... Defendants said they did not

know that the proclamation forbade disguises where masks were not

worn. (TG 13 Feb 1918:6) 0 Just a few lines to thank the Constabu-

lary on its prompt attitude in preventing “bladders” from being used

in the forthcoming Carnival, especially by that class of hooligans who
disguise as “sailors.” (Letter POSG 9 Feb 1930:13, in Stuempfle

1990:45) 0 [He] pleaded guilty of disguising as a woman... [and] was

fined 10s or, in default, 7 days’ imprisonment... [He] told the court

that there was a carnival tent in which he disguised as a female to sing

calypso. He had just gone into a refreshment bar to purchase ciga-

rettes when the Lance-Corporal saw him. (TG 7 Feb 1933:4) 0

“Madam disguisin’ for Carnival Tuesday.” (Macaw 1960:17)

disguise band n obs A Carnival band in which players wear a cos-

tume or particular clothing, often representing a specific type or char-

acter. (< disguise
2
) 0 In the years just mentioned [1929-1930], for

weeks before, people would gather at the comers to see the disguised

bands on their way to dances or just out for the walk, then someone

thought it would be a good idea to sing, the bands then took up the

swinging causing much noise so the authorities put an end to that and

it is no longer allowed to walk the streets in bands before the days

fixed for Carnival. (Jones 1947:57)

disguise fete n obs A Carnival fete, usu. private, in which partici-

pants wear a costume. (< disguise
2
) 0 Prior to carnival days, there

were disguise fetes about a month before, and he used to leave with

probably some commerband [sic) around his waist with a banjo, and

he had to be playing music from house to house. (Morris 1984:165)

disguise-mas n obs A Carnival MAS band organized from a pri-

vate club or social association. = club-mas 0 My father made mas for
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the bands of those days, the truck-mas, he used to make mas for peo-

ple from the Country Club and that class of people. We had Queen’s

Park Hotel, we generally called it disguise-mas or club-mas. (Morris

1984:164)

disinfect n Disinfectant; a liquid substance used to kill disease germs.

(< E disinfect ‘cleanse fr infection’ + disinfectant ‘an agent used for

disinfecting’) 0 He bought some disinfect for his latrine. (ESTT
1956) 0 Put more disinfect all here.

distress v Cause to become pregnant without marriage. (< E distress

‘subject to severe strain or pressure; cause pain or suffering; harass’)

0 He distress she and leff she in the bamboo.

ditay 1 n Any hot medicinal tea or tisane, made from soaking herbs,

usu. leaves, in hot water, /dite/ (< FC dite < Fr du the) = tea
3
9 ‘You

mustn't boil it you know. You have to steep it in hot water and drink it

like a dite, like a tea, for nine days, morning and evening.’ (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:142)

2 n The first meal early in the morning, often consisting of some kind

of tea and BAKE. = tea" 0 Early in the morning before going out to

work, it was customary to have cafe... Later on, this would be fol-

lowed by the dite... Dite was equivalent to ‘breakfast’. Juanita

explained that any beverage except coffee could also be called el dite.

One could have chocolate, tea, ovaltine, orange peel tea. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:180)

ditay betelmi, diten bethelmy n Pilea microphylla, a small branched

prostrate, hanging, or erect native plant, with soft stems, /dite

bEtelmi/ (< ditay' + poss. E star of Bethlehem, a number of plants

with small white flowers) = artillery plant, >smoke plant 0 Dite

betelmi, Diten bethelmy. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:158)

ditay payi, dite payee n Capraria biflora, an erect bushy native plant

to about 1.5 m high (5'), very variable in hairiness. Leaves spirally

arranged, to 9 cm (3.5") long, toothed margin mostly on half towards

tip. Flowers on slender stalks with white bell-shaped petals about 1 cm
(.4") long. Fruit capsule ovoid, 4-6 mm (.16-.24") long, with numerous

small seeds, /dite peji/ (< ditay'
1 + Fr pays ‘country’) = fregosa, friosa,

goatweed, titipay 0 (Thomas 1869:18) 0 Dysentery: Tee Marie ...

Cashew Bark ... De-Ta-Patee. (Bush Medicine 1976b: 19) 0 Ditay

Payee, Fregosa, Friosa, Titi Pay. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:36) 0 Every child then was familiar with shadow beni, orange

peel, lime bud. herbes a pique, dite payee ... and any number of other

natural remedies. (Maynard 1992:83) 0 Ditay payee ... Leaf decoction

is filtered and used as an eyewash; it may also be swallowed to treat

infections like colds. (Seaforth et al 1998:524)

ditay yaraba, dite yaraba, diten jaraba n Ocimum gratissimum, a

cultivated shrub to 2 m (6.4') tall, with square-sectioned, thinly hairy

branches. Flowers greenish, in terminal panicles usu. with 3 branches

to 15 cm (5.8") long. Fruits rounded, dark brown, lightly pitted, about

1 mm (.04") diameter, /dite jaraba/ Note: Although this plant prob.

originated in tropical Asia, it may have been brought to the Caribbean

from Africa; or it may have been associated with use by African

Yoruba people. (< dite + yaraba ‘Yoruba’ or < aroubaba) = >arou-

baba, mosquito bush, oocoolala, orobumba (bush)

dite see DITAY

Dit qui ligne n obs A gambling game, adapted from PAIKOW, and

similar to WHE-WHE. (>FC dit qui ligne ‘say which line’) 0 [T]he

game was played in the hotels and restaurants on lower Charlotte

Street. The promoters gave sheets of paper with Chinese characters

and their equivalent in English to the players. They were expected to

make their choices and hand in the sheets by an agreed time. They
then assembled for the declaration of the winning characters. “Peaka

Peow” was attractive as a collective form of daily gambling... Creole-

patois-speaking interlopers around the Nelson/Duncan Streets area

locally known as “the French Shores” adapted Peaka Peow to their

own notion and named it “Dit qui Ligne” (Say which Line). The par-

ticipation base was therefore extended from the hotels and restaurants

to the barrack-yards and the streets. The adaptation readily identified

Peaka Peow as a game based on lines and clarified its particular char-

acteristics. Thus the “Dit qui Ligne” lines were Dead Line 1-4, Parson

Line 5-8, Cattle Line 9-13, Minachy or House Line 14-23, Cocobey

Line 24-28, Opium Line 29-36... “Dit qui ligne” could not meet the

urge of the Downtown population for the daily gambling initiated by
the Peaka Peow promoters. The number of characters within each line

was insufficient for mass participation in “Dit qui Ligne”, therefore

over a period the promoters increased the choice of winning charac-

ters by removing the Lines as a necessary condition. The thirty-six

characters later called marks were then open to punting. Under “Dit

qui ligne”, the promoter was committed to paying out on the marks

within the line he declared. In that case he was firstly restricted to the

option of only playing one of the five lines. Secondly, he had to con-

sider the number of marks within each line because upon those

depended the number of winning marks he would have to pay. The
marks within the lines were four in the Dead Line, four in the Parson

Line, five in the Cattle Line, ten in the Minachy or House Line, five

in the Cocobey Line and eight in the Opium Line, the promoter was
therefore better off declaring and paying out on one mark among
thirty-six. At what time and how Whe Whe superseded “Dit qui

ligne” is not clear. (Cummings 2004:121-3)

Divali, Diwali n A Hindu festival celebrating the return of Lord Rama
and his wife Sita, observed by the lighting of many DIYAS, often

includes shows and pageants choosing Divali Queens, dancing, and

special song competitions, /diwali, divali/ (< H-Bh-Angika diwli, ‘a

row of lights’ < diya, or deep, ‘wick dipped in oil’ + vali, ‘ring or

wreath’) = Deepavali 0 The most popular festival of the Hindus in

Trinidad is Diwali (festival of lights) to commemorate the home-
coming of Rama... a... newspaper called it the ‘Dehwarri-Ahama-

was)... a Hindu ‘feast’ when all the houses and places of business

were illuminated with tiny tapers and Chirag (little earthenware

bowls filled with coconut oil and having cotton wicks lighted) and

plantain and banana trees ... [had] lights... suspended from the leaves.

Arches were also erected and lights were fixed on them. (POSG 27

Oct 1897, in Jha 1973:33) 0 On Tuesday night, the Hindu fest of

Dewari, or the “Fete of Lights,” many of the houses of East Indians in

San Juan and elsewhere were, in some cases, effectively decorated

and illuminated with chiraghs (tiny earthem ware or dough lamps

with cotton wicks) which were kept burning till a late hour. (POSG 7

Nov 1907:4) 0 Diwali... is a “festival of lights” said to be in honor

both of the goddess Lakshmi and of Lord Rama’s “return from the

forest.” It falls on the thirteenth day of the first half of the month of

Kartik, or around November, and is one of the most happily and

eagerly anticipated of holidays. Every house is cleaned, fresh curtains

are hung, and special delicacies are prepared. Around each house a

display of diyas is set out. (Klass 1961) 0 The non-Christian sects

have contributed to the cultural pattern, notably through the Hindu

festivals of Divali and Ramlilla and the Islamic ceremony of Hosein.

(WICYB 1963:353) 0 Another feast associated with light is the Hindu

commemoration of Shri Lashmi, Goddess of Well-being. This is

called Dwali, the Festival of Lights. (Bryans 1967: 103) 0 Divali - On
Divali night - the festival of lights - he lit, like any good Hindu, at

least a dozen little earthen lamps to Lakshmi, the goddess of luck and

prosperity. (Naipaul 1976:74) 0 The name of this festival has two

forms: Divali (the more common form) and Deepavali. It is a com-

pound word meaning a ring of lights - diya or deep means a wick

dipped in oil or wax, and vali - a ring or wreath. (Boodoosingh

1976:18) 0 The two pronunciations of the word “Diwali” - [diwali],

[divali] and of the word “parsad” - [parsad] and [prasad] - which

coexist here are the result of the dialect mixtures. (Singh 1988:29) 0

The Port ofSpain Gazette reported in [27 October] 1897 that ‘in many
parts of the island, at Tunapuna especially’, the Hindus celebrated

their ‘Feast’ of Divali, and ‘all the houses and places of business of

prominent Hindoos were illuminated with tiny tapers and chirag (lit-

tle earthenware bowls filled with coconut oil and having cotton wicks

lighted), plantain and banana trees were used in the decorations,

lights being suspended from the leaves’. Arches were also erected to

which lights were fixed. (Jha 1976:58) 0 The festival of Deepa

Divali... is a national religious holiday celebrated by the hundreds of

thousands of Hindus. This they do to honor Lakshmi, goddess of light,

beauty, riches and love... On the evening of Divali the deyas are lit and

tended during the night. They illuminate the way for the visitation of
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Lakshmi and must not be allowed to go out before the appointed hour...

more and more, electricity is used to augment the lights of the deyas...

this phenomenon brings thousands of non-Hindus out to visit the vari-

ous well-illuminated public places. (Ahye 1988b: 107) 0 “Long time,

people were so poor they couldn’t buy deyas. They made deyas out of

earth. They made their own coconut oil. They fasted for Divali, not eat-

ing meat or salt.” (EX 21 Oct 1990:19) 0 On Divali night 1 drove

around looking at the lights. The Nagar site, packed the previous nights

with a long line of cars... was desolate. The gate locked, the moortis

stood alone, guarding the vacant lot. (TG 15 Nov 1991:9) 0 The fire-

pass ceremony and Muharrum, or Hosay, were the two most important

festivals celebrated by East Indians in the 19th century - even more

important than the Hindu festival of Divali which is so prominent

today. (McNeal 2000:9)

Divali Nagar n A temporary “village”, consisting of cultural and reli-

gious booths, performance stage, and food stalls, used to celebrate

DIVALI. (< Divali + nagar1 ) 0 A punditji told the BOMB Divali

Nagar must not be a commercial showcase or a political platform it

must be a bedi [altar] for Hinduism. (Bomb 7 Nov 1986:7) 0 Divali

Nagar-Plans at the Divali Nagar site include an auditorium for the

performing arts, and a replica of the Fatel Razak , the first ship that

brought Indians from India to Trinidad on May 30, 1 845. (TG 2 May
1993:16) 0 Since the 1980s there has been a Hindu renaissance, a

resurgence of Hinduism, marked also by some Hindu fundamental-

ism. Take, for example, the Divali celebration in the Hindu month of

Kartik (October or November...) which has taken on truly national

proportions. “Divali Nagar” is an open “village,” running for a week

before Divali, full of religious and commercial booths and cultural

presentations - storytelling, skits, bhajans (Hindu hymns), devotions.

From the large stage come musical shows that are broadcast over the

radio. Food and drink are in abundance, but no alcohol or meat.

(Sankeralli 1998:210-1)

dive v arc Not understand what someone is saying. 0 Yuh diving

(don’t understand) Wha happen man ah talking to yuh, yuh diving.

(ESTT 1956)

diver 1 n Tachybaptus dominions [= Podiceps dominicus, Colymbus

dominions] (E least grebe), a small water-bird, 22.5 cm (9") long;

dives frequently for food and protection. Dusky greyish brown; paler

below; with white wing-patch visible in flight; head and neck grey;

black crown; throat white, but black during breeding; eye orange-

yellow; bill thin, blackish, sharply pointed, (fr habit of frequent

diving) = petit plongeon 0 (ffrench 1991:38-9)

2 n Podilymbus podiceps [= P. carolinensis] (E pied-billed grebe), a

small water-bird, 30 cm (12") long, dives frequently for food and

protection. Dark greyish brown above; whitish below; throat black

when breeding; bill short, stout and pale, crossed by blank band

during breeding, (fr habit of frequent diving) = plongeon 0 (ffrench

1991:39-40)

3 n A rank of Spiritual Baptists, specifically concerned with retention

of members. 0 Divers keep members from straying from the church.

If a soul is lost the diver must try to recover it. Their major responsi-

bility is to visit former members of the church and to try to win them
back. (Glazier 1983:53)

divi-divi n Caesalpinia coriaria [~ Poinciana coriaria, Libidibia cori-

aria], a small tree, naturalized on Chacachacare; 5-10 m (16-32'),

often very twisted or flattened by wind. Leaves to 14 cm (5.5") long,

with 4-7 pairs of leaflets and an odd terminal one. Flowers yellow,

fragrant, crowded on panicles about half as long as the leaves. Fruit

pod oblong, curled, to 6 x 2 cm (2.3" x .8"), with 6-10 astringent

seeds used in tanning, /divi divi/ (< CarE divi-divi < Galibi/Carib) 0

(National Herbarium specimen sheet, 1921) 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:263)

divine blows phr Give blows, hits; beat in a forceful manner. Some-
times indicates vigorous sexual intercourse, /divain/ 0 1 will divine

some blows on you if you can’t behave yourself,

diwali see DIVALI

diwan, diwana adj Mad, crazed, often from TABANCA. /diwan/

(< H-U diwana ‘mad; insane; inspired; crazy lover’) 0 “He getting

on diwan.” (1990)

diwi jal, diri jal n A dish made from rice and coconut oil, without

meat, /diwi c^al/ (< FC diwi ‘rice’ + jol ‘mouth, jaw’) = >greasy rice

0 But Lord, I doesn’t want no more diri-jal (Growler “Demi Gal”

1940) 0 That is why I love my Grenadian gal. Because she could cook

a nice diri jal. (Invader “Okro and Rice” 1940) 0 The first show

[in 1957] Diwi-Jhal was... a dance which highlighted the charms of

Trinidad and Tobago. (Ahye 1983:47)

diya see DEYA

do 1 v An emphatic addition to an action, usu. urging or encouraging

someone to do something. (< E do, imperative, or intensifies e.g. Do
stop!) 0 Doo go to chop - buy some, lubby! (TSt 1 Feb 1839:3) 0 Do
Mr. Spectata, tell awee gobenna fu he tell dem backra no fu make no

more rum fu poor nagar na dis countree. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 “Tay

dey, mass; heigh! da wha you da do? - do, fou Gar-a-mighty sake, gie

me my paper and lay me go.” (TDN 12 Feb 1853:3) 0 “Mas’r... me no

know wh’ for do: so many niggers sick, dere no bed for dis here; do

go beg Missis come here, please mas’r, do, for God’s sake!” (Wilkins

1854:208) 0 “Do, Joe,” the letter continued, “I goin fo good and I

never go see you again, so come and tell me goodby.” (Mendes 1934)

2 v Do something bad to; harm, hurt, either physically or spiritually.

Note: Unlike similar constructions, e.g. with give, with do SE
requires the explicit use of to, and thus usu. results in different word

order, e.g. TTEC Dob do him anything! vs E Don 't do anything to

him! (< E do something to someone ‘harm someone’) 0 Sergeant

Cudjoe called out to him “Come, I am not going to do you anything,”

but he ran faster. (TG 12 Jan 1919:2) 0 “Let us murder them, they

can’t do us anything.” (TG 24 Jan 1920:9) 0 “They kean’t do you nut-

ten, man.” (de Boissiere 1952:262) 0 ‘What I do the Spanish people

for them to turn their back on me?’ (Naipaul 1958:45) 0 “People can

do him anything, and he always takes it with a smile.” (Woolward

1976:32) 0 “In January this year he left me to suffer without money
and food, saying it is time he look after his three sons and wife, for

they have not done him what I’ve done him.” (Bomb 1977) 0 Even so,

when he discovered that [his betrayer] was his trusted bartender, he

was merely reproachful. “But eh-eh... how you could do me a t’ing

like dat, man?” (Hercules 1980:66) 0 The Mapepire snake want to kill

me (what the hell I ever do that damn snake, I don’ know). (Hercules

1980:77) 0 “Who would want to do you something as nasty as that?”

1 asked. (Bomb 1983) 0 The watchman is ah terrible man, yes. But he

ent do Anthony nothing. It have to be because Anthony father is ah

overseer in the company. But then is only people like them is overseer

in the company. It go be a good idea to be ah overseer, then people go

’fraid you, and you could have as much sugar as you want. (Gosine

1992:16) 0 ‘Why so much hate eh? Why us? Why pick on us? What
have we done them?’ (Persaud 1993:74) 0 I don’t know what he did

my friend. (EX 7 Aug 2002:1 1) 0 “He used to use my computer and

we used to lime together,” the inspector said. “I never would have

thought he would do me this.” (TG 31 May 2003: 10) 0 “I never in my
whole life hear anybody say they don’t like high divers or cricketers...

What the poor cricketers do you, boy?” (Andersen 2004:86-7)

3 v Put OBEAH on someone; harm someone by magic. 0 “Is do they

do that boy something.” (1990) 0 Caroline, you shouldn’t do me that,

Caroline, Give me your word and take it back, Caroline. (Houdini,

“Caroline” 1927 in Cowley 1993:4)

4 v Happen to; be wrong with. 0 “What does do allyuh?” (1990)

doan see DOH

do back phr Carry out an action in revenge or retribution, to “even” a

wrong. 0 The argument for retribution “if they do you, do dem back”,

has a lot of support from certain hard line advocates of the death pen-

alty - often on religious grounds. (EX 1 Mar 1987)

do bad phr Act in a harmful way towards someone; put obstacles in

someone’s way. 0 Well, the more they try to do me bad. Is the better I

live in Trinidad. (Caresser “The More They Try To Do Me Bad”

1938) 0 Dougla say he was sorry too bad for Pappa Bois. He believed

somebody was doing him bad and he tell him so. (Narine 1996:29)

doblan, do blan, dos blanc n Chaptalia nutans, or Rolandra

fruticosa, native plants used medicinally. Leaf underside is white,

/dobla/ (< FC < Fr dos blanc ‘white back’) = wild gerbera (C.
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nutans

)

0 Two local plants, Rolandra fruticosa and Chaptalia

nutans , are both called “dos blanc” on account of the powdery white

nature of the under-surface of their leaves. However, while the latter

is used in the treating of cuts and bruises, the former is not as effec-

tive. (Morean 1991:48)

dockwood n Tob Ocotea leucoxylon, a native tree. = black cedar
2

,

duckwood, >laurier cacapoule 0 (Young 1809, Stowe 922: 14b)

doctor 1 n Several of the SKIPPERS, dark brown hesperiid butterflies

with long tails on the hindwing, esp. Chioides catillus [~ Eudamas

cat!Hits], Urbanus proteus [~ Eudamas proteus], Urbanus Simplicius

[= Eudamas simplicius]. Some similar species with tails, as well as

species without tails, are usu. called skippers, (prob. < E doctor 'of an

animal, having a lancet-like spine on a fin, beak, etc.’) 0 (Kaye

1921:122)

2 n Any of the three species of hermit hummingbirds, all having long

down-curved bills: Phaethornis guy (E green hermit)', Glaucis hirsuta

(E rufous-breasted hermit); and Phaethornis longuemareus (E little

hermit).
= >balisier

7
. brown-breast, hairy hermit, Trinidad hermit

(G. hirsuta)', >brin-blanc, fork-tailed hummingbird, green-throated

hummingbird, mango hummingbird (P. guv)', >rachette
-

(P. longue-

mareus) 0 This was the nest of the sicklebill hummer, sometimes

called the “Doctor,” which often affixes its nest to the under side of a

“balisier” leaf, where it has complete shelter from the sun and rain.

(Ober 1898:110) 0 Doctor. Commonly used throughout the West

Indies for hummingbirds. Because it comes to "visit” you like a doc-

tor, to inspect you at close quarters, (ffrench p.c. Apr 2001

)

3 n arc A pharmacist; person who dispenses medicines. 0 His father

was a doctor in South, had a little doctor-shop.

doctor fish 1 n Any of the Teuthididae marine fishes (E surgeon-fish ),

that have a needle-like projection from the tail. (< E doctorfish 'fish

having a lancet-like spine’) 0 The “butterfly” fishes (Chaetodonti-

dae), “angels,” and “rock beauty” are plentiful, also Teuthididae, or

“Doctor” fishes, with lance in socket at base of tail. (Guppy

1922a:444)

2 n Ancistrus cirrhosus, a freshwater armored catfish with many
fleshy barbels around the mouth. Fins are spiny. = bearded teta, doc-

tor teta, >jumbie teta, peignelle, teta"

doctor galap n Chelvsfimbriatus (E mata-mata ), a freshwater aquatic

turtle that looks overall like a large brown leaf. Carapace length usu.

31-40.4 cm (12-15.8"), can reach 44 cm (17"). Shell depressed and

broad with three knobby keels; back part has serrated margin. Head
flat and wide; nostrils at end of a narrow, fleshy, tube-like snout. Neck
very long and muscular. Overall red-brown with dark brown lines on

head and shell, (poss. fr folk belief that it acts as a doctor to help other

turtles + galap) 0 (Pritchard & Trebbau 1984) 0 (Murphy 1997:101)

doctor politics phr A critical term for political appointments made on

the basis of academic degrees rather than other qualifications, (phrase

coined by Lloyd Best) 0 That is the psychology behind what we have

called ‘Doctor Politics’ - the politics of the lame and the dispos-

sessed, of those who have been intimidated and discouraged into the

conviction that they could never hope to help themselves and must

depend on the Ministry of an omnipotent Redeemer. (Tapia 16 Nov
1969, in Ryan 2003b: 186) 0 Doctor politics is still alive and kicking

in TnT. (TTM 12 June 1987:5) 0 Lloyd Best... first coined the phrase

“doctor politics” to describe academics who sought political office.

Best later broadened the concept to include maximum leaders gener-

ally. Best likened the people of the Caribbean to the Israelite tribe

who in their despair and “epistemic dispossession,” turned to the

magical hope of the Messiah for delivery. (Ryan 2003b: 186) 0 To

what extent are Westminster Prime Ministers and their West Indian

counterparts comparable? Is “doctor politics” a uniquely or peculiarly

Caribbean phenomenon which is a by-product of slavery, colonialism

and Christianity, and the absence of representation and politics as

Best argues? (Ryan 2003b: 195)

doctor-shop n Pharmacy; drug-store. (< doctor
3

, or from selling med-

icines prescribed by a medical doctor) 0 “When I go to the doctor-

shop I have to pay, ouiT' (de Boissiere 1956a: 13) 0 To prevent a spell

being cast on a baby a string of black, many-faceted, shiny beds (jets)

bought in a doctor-shop (drug store) was tied around the baby’s neck

or its wrist. (Alladin 1970:15) 0 As soon as the game began going

well, and she heard us too often saying “Pass the ball, Hubert.” she

would call him to clean his shoes, or to make message in the drug

store (which she always called the “doctor shop”), or to feed the

fowls or something. (Araujo 1984:8) 0 You want me to get some
medicine from the doctor-shop for your cough? (Selvon 199 Id: 156) 0

These were the places where customers could buy small portions of

those items most frequently called for in any good “doctor-shop” -

tincture of iodine, vaseline, mustard, asafoetida, wintergreen, blue

stone, camomile flowers, senna pods, Glauber salts, castor oil - in

fact anything that could be used as a curative for minor ailments.

(Maynard 1992:21) 0 Dat is only some ah de tings from we own doc-

tor shop, some ah de odders woulda mek yuh hop. (Macfarlane

1997:37)

doctorshop knife n A two-faced, hypocritical person. (< FC kuto

famacien 'apothecary’s knife; two-faced’ < Fr couteau de pharma-

cien 'a small double-bladed knife’) 0 De woman wuss dan a

doctashop knife. (Ottley 1971:40) 0 Doctor shop knife - a deceitful

person, capable of double-talk. (Daniel ms2 ca. 1960)

doctor snake 1 n Tob Erythrolamprus ocellatus, a cylindrical,

smooth-scaled red snake; to 54.5 cm (21.3"); found in Tobago. Head
black; there is a series of 26-28 black circles, some with white or yel-

low centres, on the back. Scales in the red area are tipped with black;

belly white; under-tail white with 2-3 black cross bars. In folk culture,

this snake is believed to heal other snakes that are sick or injured. =
? r J

coral (snake)
,
false coral (snake) , >red snake, Tobago false coral

(snake) 0 Doctor Snake (Taylor 1893) 0 [T]he doctor snake said by

the natives to perform curative operations on those of its kind who
fall ill. (Ottley 1969:66) 0 (Hardy & Boos 1995) 0 Some Tobagonians

believe that this snake, called the “doctor snake,” administers to other

snakes that fall ill. (Boos 2001a:94)

2 n Tob Liophis melanotus nesos, a small nonvenomous snake. =

beauty of the road, >bebel (chemin), belle chemin, black-backed

snake, Shaw’s black-backed snake, squirrel snake 0 Leimadophis

melanotus (BEH-BELLE CHEMIN, or DOCTOR SNAKE). A small snake

up to eighteen inches long, distinguished by black and orange stripes

along its length. Often found near bush paths and roads. Known as

doctor snake in Tobago only. (Alford 1960:101)

doctor teta n Ancistrus cirrhosus, a freshwater armored catfish with

many fleshy barbels around the mouth. Fins are spiny. (< E doctor

fish 'a fish having a lancet-like spine’ + teta) = bearded teta, doctor

fish, >jumbie teta, peignelle, teta"

dodo, doh-doh 1 v Go to sleep, used in talking to children, /dodo/

(< FC < Fr fais do-do, 'go to sleep’, used for children) 0 Doh doh

(corrup. “Aller dodo”) - sleep (to a child), go to sleep. (Daniel msl

ca. 1960) 0 Doe doe - To lie down, fall asleep. (John 1973) 0 She held

him in her arms in the rocking-chair and sang “Doh-doh, petite

Popo”. (Gomes 1978:9)

2 i’ Of a top, spin straight and quiet. 0 ‘And it will stay in one place

spinnin’ and swayin’. And it will “doh-doh” - sleep - like a baby.’

(Boodhoo 1994:106)

doe n Ewe; female sheep. (< E doe 'female deer, sometimes rabbit or

other animal’) 0 The ram-sheep dead and all now he only have doe.

doemout see DOORMOUTH

does 1 v A verbal marker of habitual action. /dAz/ (< E does in form,

but based on several WAfr languages which mark the habitual and

continuous with the same marker - see A 6 and DA 2
) 0 We does get

com out of the land sometimes, and we get such a low price, shilling-

and-a-half a barrel, it rots. (Comm Franchise 1888:37) 0 Them San

Juan women does leave an’ go. Way down Sobo. (Houdini “Way
down Sobo” 1935) 0 I does do that sometime. (ESTT 1956) 0 “It does

get quiet here on the Diego Martin road at this hour... A man does be

glad to have nice people like you to keep a Til company with.” (Khan

1964:106-7) 0 “But you could call me Dorothy. Everybody does call

me that.” (Hart 1966:5) 0 They say they doesn’t eat pork but then,

How come them and black pudding is such good friend? (Maestro

1974 in Tarradath 1991:396) 0 “He wanted to marry me, but no job,
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no house; so he went to the States and he does still send me money.”

(Pantin 1979:131) 0 “De heart beat doesn’t be able to get thru’ an’ it

does set up a vibration in yu heart.” (Keens-Douglas 1984:87) 0

“When you see the night comes... that does be a different story. Ah
does can’t sleep in peace.” (TTM 5 June 1987:1) 0 “I does be by Zed

road and not a damn ting does be goin’ on dey more dan de boys

havin a little time among deyself.” (Bomb 20 July 1990:7) 0 “Sahina

does cyan stay overnight.” (1990) 0 “Right now, I willing to change,

but the drugs does be hard on me.” (TTM 13 July 1990:27) 0 Den
some days ah does want tuh beat ah six-bass. So dat ah could real gal-

lery mehself. (Foster 1990:85) 0 Whenever Pa say something, he does

mean it. (Gosine 1992:43) 0 One time he did say he going to slow

down on he drinking. And he really slow down. Now he does only

drink one or two drink on ah Friday. (Gosine 1992:43) 0 “You see,

Missa Mark Friend, how things does be? The Lord God send the

PNM to save this country.” (Pires 1992b:5) 0 “Pick pocketing is on

the rise. They holding you up in broad daylight... It have a vagrant

who does just spit on people.” (TG 4 Aug 2002:5) 0 “I does be

biockin up benches and stool an ting to jus relax in the evening.”

(James & Youssef 2002:32)

2 v Second person singular form of the verb do. Usu. considered a

GREEN VERB, or hypercorrection. 0 After she spoke of her singularity,

I said, “Does you go in for bigamy?” (Beginner “After the Bacchanal”

1939)

does be v Used with a verb ending in -in(g) to indicate a common,
habitual action. 0 ‘That noise.’ ‘What noise man?’ ‘Like somebody
sneeze down the corridor.’ ‘You is the only man does sneeze down
the corridor. In fact you is the only man who does be sneezing all over

this building.’ (Maraj 1982:2) 0 An’ is like de roundabout so big dat it

does get some ah dem bazody, because man does be drivin’ cool, cool

so on de left, like dey goin' Maraval, den braps, dey cut across an’

head for de Zoo, no signal, no horn, no nutten, who vex, vex. (Keens-

Douglas 1984:23) 0 The watchman there says, “I does be seeing

things and hearing things right here among the dead. (Bomb 2 1 Sept

1990:18)

do fuh, do for v Get back at; take revenge on; beat up. (< E do for

‘ruin; damage; injure fatally’) 0 Engaging a cab, they drove him to a

woman’s house where there were many lighted candles, and Belberda

said: - “Lights, do for me!” Bernard wanted him to bum some lights,

but he told him that he had no money. (POSG 3 Sept 1907:5) 0 I tried

to tell him, "Boy, is woman you like, is woman who go do for you”...

but he have hard ears... he ain’t listen to me. Fie park the white people

bus on the side of the road and he in some orange grove lovin’ up

with one of those Diego Martin girls.” (Khan 1964:25) 0 “You ain’t

playing you like saga thing nuh! Somebody go do for you. Listen nuh,

the madam having a spree here tomorrow night - some kind o’ sur-

prise party. I ain't know why they ain't tell the man one time.” (Hart

1966:14) 0 “I going do for you. Come bet you live to regret the day

you put hand on me.” (Hill 1966c: 19) 0 “Ah go do fuh she.” (Ottley

1971) 0 ‘But it is a wrong thing you doing all the same. The girl got

she husband already, and if you look to take she away from she man,

it will mean trouble. Them fellows up in Golconda don’ make fun.

You trouble one man and you trouble the whole bunch. They will

sharpen up their cutlasses and do for you.' (Naipaul 1976:165) 0 “Ah
tell yuh, any time ah ketch yuh wit Verro ah go do for yuh!” (Giroux

1982) 0 Yuh cuss mi mother, I go do for you. 0 “All you Belmont

people too miserable but I will do for you - walk on!” (Bynoe

1985:54) 0 “The devil gon do for she in that blasted motor-car.”

(Stewart 1989:32) 9 Dis Romeo was givin he common-law wife some
horrors wit ah young chick. So she decide tuh do fuh him. She come
down by de rumshop dress tuh kill. If yuh see mini. In ah loud voice,

she shout out: “Aye Harry, yuh know yuh shouldn’t be drinkin all dat

set ah rum. Yuh know wey does happen wen nite come. All yuh does

want tuh do is sleep. Ah cyar take dis frustration no more. Ah gom.”
Ah hear everybody stop drinkin an turn up dey macometer. In

two-twos Harry disappear... De talk is dat de Village Ram plantin gar-

den in Toco. (Foster 1990:44) 0 “Ah not coming back and if you
touch the door, Bogo go do for you.” (Chen 1988:20) 0 A man stand-

ing up at the side tell her to shut her mouth, how nobody will hear

anything with all that noise on the runway. Well Hyacinth do for he.

She tell him he can’t tell her when to talk, and if he want to open his

mouth in a public place to brush he teeth first. (Doh Say Dat, TG 15

Sept 1991:13) 0 ‘Somebody will do for his ass one day,’ Manu said.

(Boodhoo 1994:41) 0 ‘We could do for him,’ Compai said quietly.

‘How?’ ‘We could put a light on his head.’ ‘You mean work obeah?’

‘Obeah voodoo j ingay... those things ain’t so foolish as people think.’

(Boodhoo 1994:266)

do fuh do phr Acting in revenge or retribution to even a wrong. 0 Do
fo' do me no harm. Bambai (by and by) you papa gone tell you. Used

by a third party to rebuke a quarrelsome person. (Herskovits

1945:199) 0 Do fo’ do Gard fo’ give. (Getting even is fair enough.) 0

(Daniel msl ca. 1960)

do fuh day phr Tob Vulgar; common; unmannerly, /du fo de/ 0 Do fo’

day (to treat with little respect). (Daniel msl ca. 1960) 0 De ooman
too do fuh day. (Ottley 1971:40)

dog n A paper currency bill, usu. for twenty dollars. 0 Then two weeks

ago, someone, a vendor presumably managed to skip a fake dog ($20)

into the newspaper cash on payment for his/her quota. (TTM 19 Aug
1986:5)

dog-and-bone n A traditional East Indian game, with players in lines

on two sides; one person runs and snatches a kerchief from the other

side and runs home, (fr similarity of action of a dog running and

snatching a bone from another dog) = >kabadi 0 We used to play dog-

and-bone there,

dog bark see NO DOG BARK

dog behind v Beg for a favour. 0 He always dogging behind me to

cook for him, but I tell him he eh live here again,

dog better than you phr Indicating a situation in which you are poor,

without respect, resources, etc. (< proverb When yuh poor, dog better

than you) 0 If [she], his hot-tempered, tiger-cat deputy, finds out he is

making out with her cousin, dog better than them! (Bomb 24 Oct

1986:9) 0 Back in de late sixties, if yuh frens an dem didn't see yuh

sippin ah Carib by Humming Bird on ah Saturday momin. Dog was
better dan you. (Foster 1990:17) 0 Who could forget de yar wen Ed
Watson and Kitch drop “Sugar Bum-Bum” on we. Man, if yuh didn’t

have dat record in yuh house, dog was better dan you. (Foster

1990:51)

dogbush n Melanthera nivea [= M. aspera, M. deltoidea], a strag-

gling soft-wooded native shrub, to 2 m (6.4') or more. Branches

bluntly 4-angled, rough with flat hairs or almost smooth, purple-

tinged or spotted. Leaves opposite in pairs, on long stalks, blades

rounded-triangular, toothed, roughish hairy. Flowers white, minute

in heads, single or 2-3 together, 5-6 mm (,2-.24") long. 0 (FTT 1940-

2-2:93) 0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Leaves ... dog-

bush. (Simpson 1962:329) 0 Dogbush (Da chien). (Simpson 1970:57) 0

Thrush (sore mouth). Put ground dogbush leaves in a plain piece of

cloth and squeeze some lime juice on cloth ... (Simpson 1970:61) 0

Dog bush. (Laurence 1976:8)

dog cheap adj Extremely low prices, (poss. related to E dirt cheap and

TEC knocking dog) 0 “They buying, but slow, slow... Everybody buy-

ing less, but everything to buy dog cheap.” (Pierre 2001

)

dog cough n A hoarse, dry, unproductive cough, (fr resemblance to

sound of dog coughing, usu. fr worms) 0 I tired listening to you and

that dog cough. Go to the doctor, nah.

dog dead phr Indicating that something will ruin you, finish you. 0

‘Well, today he dogs ded!’ shouted Tiger. ‘Lay we break he tail!’

They jumped from the guava tree and confronted the foe. (Narine

1977:28) 0 Once somebody steals your car, your dogs dead. (TTM 22

Aug 1986:20) 0 “If yuh marry that woman yuh dogs dead.” (1996)

dog eat shame phr An expression of total disgust, sometimes resigna-

tion. = cobo eat shame 0 Her annoyance subsided. ‘All right, come up

and take out something. If you ain’t careful you go get fat and

blow-up like me. But I done see that is what you want. Dog eat your

shame. Go ahead.’ (Naipaul 1958:58) 0 ‘I asking you a question, boy,

and you only bending you head?’ Rajo did not wait. She belted him
twice. ‘Yes, Ma. Yes, Ma!’ Moro shouted. ‘That is true, Batawa?’
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Dulahin probed. ‘Yes, Ma.’ ‘You shameless, boy! And you telling me
is true? You not shame? Dog eat your shame!’ (Gosine 1992:147)

dog eat supper phr Indicating that you are lost, doomed, finished. =

crapaud smoke your pipe 0 But if that man put his mouth on you, well

boy, dog eat your supper. (Chalkdust “Goat Mouth Doc” 1972) 0 Has-

san’s shoulders sagged; he walked back to the lab in the pelting rain.

“Reggie, boy, dog eat your supper, crapaud smoke your pipe and dust

take your ashes.” (Hosein 1980:48)

dogfish n Probably Squalus cubensis (E Cuban dogfish ), to 1.1 m
(3.5') long; poss. Mustelus canis (E smooth dogfish ), to 1.5 m (5')

long. Both are edible marine fish. (< E dogfish , several small sharks)

= puppy shark, shark
5
0 Acanthias vulgaris [obs.] (Vincent 1910:53)

doghead n obs Corallus ruschenbergerii, a nonvenomous snake, (fr

resemblance of snake’s head to a pug-dog head) = >cascabel*, casca-

bel dormillon, common tree boa. Cook’s (tree) boa, dormillon, mango
snake, mangrove cascabel, mapanare, sleeping rattlesnake, tet chien,

tree boa (constrictor), yellow-marbled tree boa, yellow tree boa 0

(Emsley 1977)

dog-head(ed) eel n Synbranchus marmoratus , a fresh-water eel. Often

found in rivers and rice paddies. = anguille tet chien
1

,
eel

1

,
swamp

eel, >zanji 0 The dog-headed eel
[
Synbranchus], though, in my

opinion, delicate eating, is rejected from the table on account of its

resemblance to a snake, (de Verteuil 1884:101) 0 Dog-headed eel, or

anguille-tete-chien, abundant in ponds and ravines, (de Verteuil

1884:390) 0 (Boeseman 1960:117)

dog pika n Urena lobata, a native shrub with hairy stems and leaves;

fruit spiny, (fr similarity of leaf shape to dog footprint + pika fr spines)

= aramina, catbush, datwan
2

,
>kuzen maho, pat chien, rigman tea

dog rice n A grade of rice considered unfit for human consumption,

often used as dog food. 0 Last week he is reported as threatening jour-

nalists that he would feed them “dog rice”. (John 2007:101

)

dogs n obs Gonatodes ceciliae [~ G. ocellatus ], a lizard, a reddish-

brown gecko with yellow stripes on the head, spots bordered by

black, with black limbs and gold eyes. = reticulated gecko 0 On the

floor was a small lizard, a species (Gonatodes ocellatus ) that the

natives call "dogs." It was reddish-brown in colour with vivid yellow

stripes and spots bordered by black, and had jet-black limbs and large

golden eyes. (Sanderson 1939:20)

dog shark n Tob A shark, prob. Mustelus sp. 0 “Daddy eat dog shark,

malingay, tek dem one by one, malingay, pic’ney couldn’t walk, mal-

ingay”. (Harvey 1973)

dog’s tooth pargue n Lutjanus jocu, an edible marine fish.= >dent-

chien (pargue), dogteeth snapper, dog-tooth snapper, pargue, pargue

dent chien 0 Dog’s tooth pargue. (Vincent 1910:47)

dog-teeth n Solatium stramoniifolium, a native shrub .5-1.5 m ( 1 9.5"-

5') high; strongly armed on the branches, stems and leaf ribs with

spines 18 mm (.7") long, straight or recurved. Leaves broadly ovate,

with deep angular lobes, unequal sided at the base, 30 cm ( 1 1.7") long

or less, spiny on both sides, hairs above scattered, below densely and

finely woolly, (fr resemblance of leaf spines to dog teeth) = >coco-

chat
1

,
prick-a-plant, wild tomato2

0 (FTT 1953-2-4:257)

dogteeth snapper n Lutjanus jocu , an edible marine fish. = >dent-

chien (pargue), dog’s tooth pargue, dog-tooth snapper, pargue, pargue

dent-chien

dog-tooth snapper n Lutjanus jocu, an edible marine fish. = >dent-

chien (pargue), dog’s tooth pargue, dogteeth snapper, pargue, pargue

dent-chien

doh see also DON’T

doh part A negative verb or verbal particle, generally equivalent to E
don 't or not. /do/ 0 “Doh cry ma, doh cry nah, ma,” pleaded the little

girl. (Bowyer 1974:28) 0 You’re lost so you ask for directions, the reply

is: “All doh really know nah, but ah think if you go left, right, then turn

left, right, is somewhere up dey right.” {EX-S 31 Aug 1988:34) 0

“Police don’t lock-up police for maintenance, because all of them have

the same bad habit - to breed women and don’t mind their children.”

(Heat 18 Nov 1989:5) 0 “How could I doh want yuh to go in back the

house?” (1990) 0 “They used to pelt mango and don’t miss at all.”

( 1 990) 0 You better doh encourage the child in no greediness you know.

(Doh Say Dat, TG 6 Oct 1991 :26) 0 Negative imperative sentences /do/

eat that “do not eat that” A form of second person imperative now
hardly ever heard is: not to eat that “do not eat that”. This is a direct

translation of the French Creole /pa mazhe sal. (Solomon 1993:71)

doha n A traditional Indian song rhyming couplet, /doha/ (< H) 0

Biraha: This song type was brought to Trinidad by the Ahirs

(cowherd caste). The Biraha is an introductory song sung to each suc-

ceeding round of the Ahir Dance... it is composed and sung extempo-

raneously by the singer on any subject, but more often its theme is

some current topic in the form of “Dohas” (rhyming couplets). After

this comes the “Alcari,” the main composition, then the “Bisarjan”

rounds off the whole piece. It is sung mostly at weddings and special

occasions by two or three persons competing against one another...

The instruments used are Nagra drums and jhals. (Ahyoung 1977:70)

0 The popular dramas Rama Lila and Krishna Lila became not only

an annual affair but also a social institution. Like Dhanuk Jug, they

involved much [pantomime] which was subordinated to textual reci-

tation by the pundit (priest), who also sang the dohas (couplets) and

chaupais (narratives). (OPNL Mar 1989:2)

dolaha see DULAHA

dollar 1 n obs A coin worth 1 1 BITS, later 12 BITS. See also CUT DOL-

LAR. 0 For rent - Cottage... Rent $9 per month. (POSG 27 Sept

1907:1) 0 Tobago Local Coinages, Silver. Dollar = 11 Bitts. Intro-

duced towards the close of the year 1798 and copied from the similar

measures adopted by Dominica... At the date of issue it was valued at

1 1 Bitts or 8/3 currency. In 1811 the value was increased to 12 Bitts.

The circulation of this local coin continued into the second half of the

1 9th century and in 1 860 it was rated at 3/9 or at approximately its

intrinsic value in sterling. Particular note should be taken of the cut-

ting style. This form is peculiar to the Tobago cut dollar and is quite

distinctive from the neat rounded style of the Dominica pierced dol-

lar. The intended official weight was 368 grains. (Pridmore 1965:216)

0 In 1811 the increased price of the dollar in England drained the

island of its silver specie. To prevent the export of the dollar, the mea-

sure was adopted of piercing it with a central hole and authorizing the

circulation of the ring and the piece cut out as separate coins... Except

for the shape of the central hole, the dollar was not otherwise marked,

but the octagonal centre pieces were stamped incuse with a letter T -

the initial letter of the colony. Their declared values were - for the

dollar ring, 9s. or 9 Bitts currency, and for the plug. Is. or 1 Bitt cur-

rency... some few cut dollars were still in circulation as late as 1860,

rated at 3s. 9d. sterling or 90 cents. (Pridmore 1965:220-1)

2 n In the mixed currency system of dollars and pence prior to 1956,

one dollar = 100 British halfpennies, called CENT or SMALL CENT;

or 50 British pennies, each called TWO CENTS; or four SHILLINGS

(also called a TWENTY-FOUR CENTS) plus four cents. A British

three-penny piece was called a SIX-CENTS. See also CENT 1

. 0 Jeff...

could not understand why the paper notes were Trinidad dollars, but

the silver English. A dollar was worth four bob and twopence; a shil-

ling was twelvepence but twenty-four cents. Now really! And she

was rather ashamed by the lightning way the most ignorant villager

could turn from one sort of counting to the other. Eggs, they would

tell her, were a penny. Well, Heath had told her pence are cents, mul-

tiplied by two. Pence are cents — then a ha’penny. And she would

extend that small copper to be greeted with giggles from our domes-

tics and the sellers alike. “Two cents, madam - one whole penny,”

they explained, and she would be lost again. (Bowman & Bowman
1939:41) 0 “Man, I talking to you about solid Trinidad money, where

every dollar is four shillings an four cents, and you talking to me
about green-bucks. Talk straight nah, man!” (Andersen 2004:354)

dolls up v Make efforts to look particularly pretty or attractive; dress

up, use makeup, etc. (< E doll up ‘dress up finely or elaborately’) 0

‘Well, comb it backwards, just as you does comb it when you dolls-

ing up.’ (Lovelace 1988:138) 0 Women use to dolls up their hair to

go out on a jig. Now is short cut hairdressing. They just dash on a

wig. (Chalkdust “Short Cut Society” 2001 pr)
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dolly foot n Elephantiasis, usu. lymphoedema, a disease caused by

accumulation of fluid in the lymphatics in one or both legs. = big foot,

yam foot 0 Dolly foot: carryin’ messij; resembles ‘message’/load being

borne. (Haynes 1987:73)

dolly-house n A small toy model house used by children, usu. girls, to

play with dolls and imitate real life. (< BrE dolly ‘doll; toy human

figure’ + E doll-house ‘miniature toy house made for dolls’) 0 World

Bank people say, how we in Trinidad like children playin’ dolly

house an’ shop-keeper. (Keens-Douglas 1984:5)

domingo filay n An unidentified plant in the family Bignoniaceae. 0

Domingo fillay ... used to bath dogs on Sundays to improve their

prowess. Broad almost leathery leaves. Grows in Caura forests.

(Morean M-82)

Dominica bird n arc Thamnophilus doliatus (T.d. fraterculus Trin.,

T.d. tobagensis Tob.) (E barred antshrike), a bird. Male: black, barred

all over with white; crest white tipped with black. Female upperparts

and crest dark red-brown; sides of head and neck buff streaked with

black; underparts brownish buff. Voice is a “chuckling series of rather

unmusical clucks, ka-ka-ka, etc., accelerating rapidly at the end”

(ffrench 1991:261-2). (prob. < Dominica fowl, ff similar black and

white plumage) = bush guinea bird, cocoa bird
2

,
guinea bird

1

,
pin-

tade, qua-qua 0 The name qua-qua which must be derived from its

cry, is confined to Tobago, and even there it is dropping out of use,

the bird being more generally known as the cocoa or Dominica bird.

The plumage of the male and female are so dissimilar that the casual

observer would not think of associating the two. (Mirror 6 Oct 1911)

Dominica fowl n arc A domestic fowl with black and white feathers

in a pattern resembling small checks. (< E Dominique fowl ‘a large

domestic chicken whose feathers are crossed by irregular dark and

light bars, originating in the New England area of the United States’ +

Dominica , a Caribbean island) 0 One Dominica hen. ( TSt 17 Dec

1839:3) 0 “That one is not a Dominica hen.” (1990) 0 “You have

dominica hen, frizzle fowl and clean-neck here in the yard,” she says,

as the fowls walk about, picking at little objects and plucking grass.

(EX-S 25 Dec 2002:1)

Dominica plum n Bunchosia glandulifera, a native tree and its fruit. =

>Chinese plum 0 (Morean 1990)

don n A fighting cock with greyish-red feathers. (Sp) = maranon 0

Birds like the black-reds, pint or don will fight until death. (Bomb
1982)

dona n A water dipper made from a folded leaf, usu. a mango, /dona/

(< H-Bh) 0 “When you doing the shraad you does use the dona for

hawan to dip, or to sprinkle water for a shaving.” (1990)

doncellas n Halichoeres bivittatus [~ Iridio bivittatus], a small

parrot-fish frequently found around wharves and jetties, used as bait,

/donsslas/ (< Sp doncella ‘maid; housemaid’) 0 (Vincent 1910:54)

done, don 1 part An aspectual particle used before a verb to indicate

the full completion of an action. Note: In SE, the use of done as the

past tense of do, e.g. He done it again is considered non-standard

AmE; the use of done as a completive in AmE, e.g. I know he done

did it. is considered emphatic or non-standard. (< E done

,

past partici-

ple of do) 0 “De brack folks. ..say dat Jimcrack hab done put jumbie

spell on him.” (Ober 1898:172) 0 “De cage don get open.” (Gale WG
16 Aug 1919) 0 “I done tell you 1 don’t live here any more. I only

come to get my clothes and thing.” (Selvon 1960a:97) 0 You don

make the pickney, now you beating it like you crazy. (Brigo “Mama
Popo” 1971) 0 Ah want them know. Ah done buy me costume long

ago. (Kitchener “Let Them Crow” 1971 pr) 0 “He cant feel notten. He
done dead.” (Ladoo 1972:75) 0 “Dont run you modderass! I done see

you.” (Ladoo 1974:58) 0 mi dvn msk di brsd. I have already made the

bread. (Webster 1979) 0 “Whey yuh torkin’ ’bout wakin’ de chilrun

dem? Ah done hear Sonny-boy an’ Son torkin’ in de nex bedroom.

De six ah dem in dat room mus’ de done get up awready to see w’at

Fadder Christmas bring foh dem.” (Ramsawack 1983:36) 0 Bobots

say he thought was ah teaf, so he decide to investigate, because it eh

make no sense callin’ de police, because time dey reach teaf done

gone wit’ all he tings. (Keens-Douglas 1984:73) 0 “From baby we
done bore she ears already.” (1984) 0 The Mirror done put that one in

the papers last Tuesday. {TTM 1 Feb 1985) 0 We put the split peas

inside there and we grind. After we done grind it, we take it and make
pulhori. (Gayelle 1-11 17 July 1986) 0 “If I only see him... the Lord

would have mercy on that man, because I done kill a man and right

now I could kill again.” (Bomb 15 Aug 1986:13) 0 “Better give back

the man his money... He done gone and work hard like hell for it.”

(Khan 1987:109) 0 Ey, before I forget, you know Liza big daughter

getting married. The same one who done make three children. (Doh

Say Dat, TG 6 Oct 1991:26) 0 “We done start picking rice and daal

already but we go have to see ’bout the tomato, the chataigne and

mango and thing.” (Ali 1993:53) 0 ‘The puja finish long time. The

pundit done gone already.’ (Boodhoo 1994:58) 0 An’ when dey done

cook an’ eat, dey start to cry. (Mahabir 2005:49)

2 part An aspectual particle used before a verb in hypothetical (possi-

ble) or counterfactual (impossible) conditional sentences to indicate

that an action will or would be completed before another action. 0

“Me, if he was my mam I dun leave he and buss it. Is either de snake

or me.” (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:11) 0 The poor little snail had crawled

all night to get over the old wooden bridge over the Nariva River in

East Trinidad. As soon as he reached the other end. the bridge col-

lapsed. Hear him: “Is Gord dat save me oui. Suppose ah didn’t walk

fast. All now so ah done dead.” (Ottley 1972:22) 0 “If we get the rain

when we done cut it, it would grow up plenty.” (1990)

3 part An aspectual particle used before a verb of perception or state

such as be, know, think, have, indicating completely, fully, prior, really,

already, etc. 0 “Da dawg done know dat me hab no right to dress like

buckra man.” (Ober 1898:182) 0 ‘If you ain’t careful you go get fat and

blow-up like me. But I done see that is what you want.' (Naipaul

1958:58) 0 All the “NARite” gets is a hoot of derision and a PNM leaf-

let thrown defiantly through the window: “Read it. Read it!” “Ah done

have one already...” (EX 14 Dec 1986:6) 0 “Me, if he was my mam I

dun leave he and buss it. Is either de snake or me. He done have ah

snake wey God gee he, wha’ he want wit more?” (Bomb 24 Nov
1989:11) 0 “Ah done like him aready.” (1984) 0 “Yuh can’t beat drum

again, yuh done old aready.” (1990) 0 “So you a bury am tomorrow?”

“Yes, me done ’ave de lumber a’ready an’ Jim an’ Peter a go dig de

grave fu me.” (Phillips 1991 :40) 0 Yuh eh need no ladder to reach dem
mango. Yuh done so lingay. (Baptiste 1992) 0 I done know that as how
I black and not so educated I will have one or two ups and downs in the

beginning but over here not much better, don't mind what all of them

big boys does be talking about rainbow country. (Maharaj 1992:28)

4 v Finish (with); complete; end; run out; stop. = finish
2
0 Now Joe

woking in de red house... but de red house go don soon. (PC 24 Sept

1904) 0 Church skool managers go protes, dem powar go don, cant

dismis poo teacheers again, witout grund. (PC 1 Oct 1904) 0 “Why
you don’t kill me and done\" (de Boissiere 1956:222) 0 Sir, 1 done the

work. (ESTT 1956) 0 “Done, man, if not ah goin buss you tail!”

(Ottley 1971) 0 “All right, I say, done the fighting now, man... All yuh

done the quarelling now, nuh.” (Hill 1966c: 19) 0 Licks cyar done.

(Ottley 1971:37) 0 “But ah fin’ Albot an’ Sonny takin’ long to come
back.” “Yeh, dey all-fours match shoulda done arredy!” (Sweetbread,

EX ca. 1 979) 0 Perhaps the answer might be to go buy the damn dress

in a store somewhere in town and “dun wid dat.” (Bomb 24 Nov
1989:10) 0 Cyar done... like de pi’ch lake. (Haynes 1987:135) 0 A
man don’t done with books. Tiger. (Selvon 1 99 1 b:92) 0 Mark it on

mine. Tall Boy, and done the talk. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:8) 0 ‘I done with

that, man. No step-mother for my children. I go see about them. I

waste enough years playing the fool. No more.’ (Gosine 1992: 165-6)

0 “Watch yourself, nah, ah find you cuffin' down some fat pants

drink. Like you want the rum to done fast or what?” (TTM 17 Nov
1996:27)

done bathe phr Dead; finished; done for; doomed. 0 He done bathe,

boy. He will get what he deserves.

done with that see DONE 2

dongoroso adj Down-spirited; depressed. /doqgDroso/ 0 “No boy dis

Christmas looking dongoroso (depressed). Up to now meh cacao

can’t start to dry. Is only rain, rain, rain.” (Homer 1995)

dongs see DUNKS
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donkey n The swell of biceps muscle in the upper arm. 0 “My donkey

bigger than your own.” (1989)

donkey back n A ride on someone’s back; usu. for a child. = >koki-

yoko 0 No, you too big to give a donkey back.

donkey-eye 1 n Several kinds of large, round, black-banded dark

brown seeds. The seed is used as a good luck charm. Children some-

times rub one on concrete and use the friction-heated seed to “bum”
people, (fr resemblance of seed to a large dark brown donkey’s eye) 0

‘Here. A donkey-eye, for luck.’ It was a hard, brown seed, shaped

like a miniature jewel-case, with a black band running around the

side. ‘Keep it safe,’ he said. ‘Wear it all the time, and it will protect

you.’ (Selvon 1972:92) 0 She then distributed beans — large donkey-

eyes. (Boodhoo 1994:147) 0 Donkeys’ eyes rubbed ’til warm. (Mac-

farlane 1997:23) 0 Somewhere under that old wooden house now lies

a treasure with kodens, crystals, kyows, heavy steel dougles (ball

bearings) used as pitching tours, donkey eyes also buttons and soap

seeds. (Kissoon 2007:10)

2 n Mucuna sloanei , a strong woody native vine, climbing over tall

trees. Leaflets elliptical-ovate, to 18 x 10 cm (7" x 3.9"), thinly hairy

or smooth above, densely covered with flat, silky, silver-coloured

hairs beneath. Flowers yellow, mid-part bell-shaped with unequal

petals broader at top and longer at bottom; wings to 6 cm (2.3") long,

shortly clawed, keel slightly longer than wings; in long-stalked

clusters. Fruit pod woody, with stiff bristly irritating hairs; winged

crosswise and along margin; with 2-4 round, compressed seeds 2-3 cm
(.8-1.2") diameter, (fr resemblance of seed to a large dark brown don-

key’s eye) = >cowitch3
0 (FTT 1931-1-4:225-6)

3 r Dioclea hexandra [= D. reflexa] , a stout native vine, all stems

covered with long brownish, spreading hairs. Leaflets elliptical,

shortly pointed at tip, rounded at base, somewhat hairy beneath.

Flowers yellowish in the centre, petals mauve, in many-flowered

racemes 30-60 cm (12-24") long. Fruit pod to 15 x 6 cm (5.8" x 2.3"),

containing several roundish seeds, to 3 cm (1.2") diameter. The scar

of attachment extends two-thirds around the seed, making a darker

brown line, (fr resemblance of seed to a large dark brown donkey’s

eye) 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:237)

4 n Dioclea megacavpa, a stout native vine. Branches hairy. Leaflets

broadly elliptical, tip shortly pointed, base somewhat heart-shaped,

shortly hairy on both sides. Flowers velvety, violet with a yellow

centre, incurved keel. Fruit pod to 18 x 6 cm (7" x 2.3"), rusty-hairy,

containing 3-4 shining, roundish seeds, about 3 cm (1.2") diameter,

the attachment scar extending two-thirds around the margin, making a

darker brown line, (fr resemblance of seed to a large dark brown don-

key’s eye) 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:238)

5 n Jimonia genoveva [~ Precis lavinia zonatis] , a butterfly, wingspan

3.8 cm (1.5"). Dark brown with lighter brown shadings; large wing
spots of yellow surrounding dark brown with violet centres, (fr large

dark brown wing spots resembling donkey’s eyes) 0 (Kaye 1904) 0

(Kaye 1921:30) 0 I had left my large poison bottle under the leaves of

a tough mountain lily growing higher up the rock... (it contained a

coffee, a lady slipper and two donkey eyes). (McDonald 1969:3) 0

(Barcant 1970:79)

donkey song n A type of SOCA song popular in the early 1990s, in

which a female dancer is called on to ride her male partner like a don-

key. 0 One of the numbers is a spicy chutney/soca called “Doolarie”,

and another is a donkey song based on the donkey songs of Ronnie

Macintosh and the United Sisters. “I am still not the party-calypso

type,” Dr. Zhivago explained. (7TM24 Jan 1993:5)

donkey-stones mango n A large variety of grafted cultivated mango,

usu. used for preserves, (fr resemblance in size and shape to donkey’s

stones ‘testicles’) = bullstones mango, mango bullstones, ten-pound

mango 0 “In Penal, we does call bullstones mango as donkey-stones

mango, or ten-pound mango.” (2000)

donkey years, donkeys years phr A very long time. (< E donkey’s

years ‘a very long time') 0 ‘Remember Mon Repos?’ ‘Oh, girl! You
talking about donkeys years now. He was only about nine then.’

(Anthony 1965:66) 0 “Les, when last...” “Years man.” “Is a long time,

oui.” “A long, long time, donkey years.” (Jones 1973:86) 0 As far as

all of them are concerned, TT “gone through” with the recession and

if we can’t help them, then to hell with us. What a bloody shame from

people who have been living off our backs for donkey years! (Blast

17 Nov 1989: 11)0 Most of the stewards are men who are in the game
for donkey years and still cannot make correct decisions. (Bomb 26
Oct 1990:27) 0 “TIWU has been suffering for donkey years now.”

(EX 20 Oct 1991:10) 0 Hemenez is originally from Rio Claro and at

79, he has played parang as long as he has known himself. “I in

parang donkey years,” he said. (TG 15 Dec 2005:43)

donpure grey n Of fighting cocks, having a coloration of red feathers

on the back. 0 I betting on that donpure grey.

don’t-care (a damn), doan kay, doan care, doh-care adj Careless;

indifferent, unsympathetic or uncompassionate; not serious or respon-

sible. (< E not care a damn, said by or of someone to indicate a

disrespectful, indifferent attitude) = don’t-carish 0 The old Canboulay

- players, mind, notfighters, didn't come from the country in swarms

or from the purlieus of the Town armed with sticks and inflamed with

grog, accompanied by loose women swearing and yelling in all keys,

armed with bricks, half-bottles &c. No, they came from the principal

houses of the Town in an orderly way, bent on amusing themselves

in a harmless manner and at the same time amusing others... the

performers [were] respectable people, not the set of reckless dont-

care-a-dee law-defying desperadoes rendered furious for the time

being by the mischievous effects of liquor, and intent on the maiming
and it may be killing of other players who happen to come from a dif-

ferent quarter. (Letter, TC 16 Mar 1881:3) 0 De man so doan care, he

wouldn’t even put he shirttail in he trousers. (Ottley 1971:40) 0 [H]e

went to the bamboo patch from which he had obtained his bamboo for

his stick-receptacle in the days when he was eager to be an able stick-

man and a don't-care-a-damn bad-John. (Naipaul 1976:68) 0 Jolly’s

play [Speak Well of the Dead] is a comedy whose central character is

... the “don’t care husband” who hangs about the rum shop waiting for

a free drink and loafing about hoping for a “10-days” job. (EX 16 Nov
1986:43) 0 There is a universal condemnation of laissez faire,

don-k-dam, or the DEWD syndrome. This has crippled our nation.

(EX-S 22 Feb 1987:2) 0 [The government’s] utter cowardice, their

‘don’t care’ attitude towards the common man. (TTM 13 Oct 1989:4)

0 But residents say that their greatest concern over the whole situa-

tion, is the don’t care attitude of the Police. (TTM 10 Oct 1989:22) 0

Check them out... and you will see why Police have such a ‘doh care’

attitude. (TTM 18 Sept 1990:6)

don’t-carish, doh-carish adj Careless; indifferent, unsympathetic or

uncompassionate; not serious or responsible. (< don 't-care + E -ish

‘of the nature of; somewhat’) = don’t-care 0 De man too darm doan-

carish. (Ottley 1971:65) 0 Who would have guessed that beneath the

skin of the most don’t-carish character in the school... beat the heart

of a black nationalist. (EX-2 17 May 1987:3)

don’t fool fat phr Make no mistake about it; don’t think I'm not seri-

ous. 0 “Doh fool yuh fat, I would kill it one time.” (ca. 1970)

don’t mind, doan mind phr Pay no attention to; regardless of or in

spite of. 0 So when you see some young girls gossiping, [It’s] a next

woman they are bad talking. Men nowadays join the ole talk too. But I

still love them doh mind what they do. (Tiny Terror “Leave the Young

Girls Alone” 1959 pr) 0 Doan mine me, he go catch a jail. (Ottley

1971 :40) 0 I think I will try to get that doctor to come for dinner soon.

Don’t mind he white. (Selvon 1991c: 102) 0 Stay friends with she,

Romsesh! White people still have influence, don’t mind all the talk

about independence! (Selvon 1 99 1 d: 1 40) 0 Subordinate clauses of

concession... are introduced by the conjunction /domayn/... from Eng-

lish “don’t mind” (i.e. never mind that) or “even self’: /domayn/ I /£/

have money, I go still enjoy meself “although I have no money. I’ll still

enjoy myself.” (Solomon 1993:83) 0 “We had we chance. We coulda

use the one in ’92 as a practice, doh mind everybody was gettin’ om
about how dis and how dat, but we coulda say we din know and was

only tryin’ someting, buh now we come again with the same confu-

sion.” (Taxi EX 21 Aug 1995)

don’t talk about phr Not to mention; even more by comparison; fur-

thermore, moreover, even more. (< E talk about, used to contrast
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something already mentioned with something even more surprising

or outstanding; + E don ’t talk to me about, used to express bitterness

or outrage about something, usu. based on personal experience) 0 So,

you see, my name figures everywhere, I mean in England, New York,

don’t talk about here (Caresser “The More They Try to Do Me Bad”

1938) 0 Then came the fight, don’t talk how they beat me cruelly,

And gi me three months in custody (Tiger “Miss Marie’s Advice”

1938) 0 Now, the women today don’t make no joke. Every Sunday,

they must have they fowl and pork. Don’t talk about the crab and cal-

laloo (Growler “Women Diplomacy” 1940) 0 An’ crashing wedding

- don’t talk ‘bout theatre. (Keens-Douglas 1975:45) 0 I had to jump

on it for it to fit under the seat. I sure the pudding squash. And doh

talk about the black cake. (Doh Say Dat, TG 1 Sept 1991)

do numbers phr Urinate (number one) or defecate (number two); usu.

used of or by children, but also as a polite euphemism by adults.

(< numbers) 0 [He] is always escorted to the toilet with the barrel of a

gun to his head. “And when he is not doing his numbers,” the source

added, “he is made to lie on the ground under armed guard.” (TTM 1

Aug 1990:1) 0 “I have no privacy in my toilet at all... Sometimes I

can’t even do my numbers in comfort knowing that the entire door is

missing and my kids are close by in the house.” (TTM 3 Jan 1993:27)

doo... see also DOU..., DU...

doob grass see DUBE GRASS

dood(s) n A term of affection, used by and to either sex, often to a

child, /dudz/ (< doudou + -s) = >doudou 0 Doods, yuh musn’t behave

bad again eh.

doodhmulie n A Sieunarine and Madrassie Hindu ritual food offering

on the third day after a burial, /dudmuli/ (< H diidh ‘milk’) 0 Only the

Sieunarines and Madrassies observe a ritual on the third day after the

burial... A few special vessels are made out of chataigne leaves; (The

fingers are wrapped in such a way that they form vessels). This is

called a 'doodhmulie'

.

Some food, and milk is poured into each one

of the container^]. (Ali 1975:26)

Doo-Di-Doo n obs A procedure, apparently of African origin, used to

determine the guilt of a possible criminal. 0 Various ordeals, in the

African tradition, were used for detecting criminals... In Trinidad one

of these ordeals was the Doo Di Doo, (described by Bridgens). ‘There

is a kind of ordeal at use among the Negroes for extorting a confes-

sion of guilt from persons suspected of thefts or other crimes. The

officiating person is generally some Negro whose success on previ-

ous occasions have procured him the superstitious veneration of his

tribe. The ceremony is conducted with much solemnity. The injured

party communicates his suspicions to the Dadie (as the reputed sor-

cerer is called) who appoints a time for the trial. A refusal of the sus-

pected person to accept the challenge is considered an admission of

guilt. If he abide the trial it is conducted as follows. The Dadie twists

a band out of the bunches of a common shrub, at intervals sprinkling

salt on it; and accompanying the operation with some rude form of

incantation in his own language. Thus formed, it is passed round the

neck of the supposed culprit, who is then called upon the clear him-

self by oath of the imputed crime. The Negroes are led to believe that

if they perjure themselves on this occasion, the band would remain

immovably twisted round the neck, and by gradually tightening itself,

wring from the party an acknowledgement of his guilt. This effect is

produced by a dexterous turn of the hand by the operator, when from

circumstances he has reason to suspect that the accusation is true. The

numerous confessions obtained by the mere anticipation of what is so

much dreaded added to those extorted by this last stroke of art, confer

on the Dadie all the dignity of magic powers.’ (Bridgens 1824, in

deVerteuil 1992:120)

doodle, doogle, dougle, google n A steel ball bearing about 1.5cm in

diameter, used as a TAW in pitching marble, /dudl, dugl, gugl/

(< doodle or E doogs ‘number of marbles risked in a game’) = balls

bearing, iron doodle, iron tetay, ironise, slug(s) 0 O.K. one round, but

ah using me ironise. Partner, we dont play with no doogle, Dat is not

real marble, Dat is balls-bearing. If is ah big-goonks is alright, Yu
want to mash up people taw? (Keens-Douglas 1975:44) 0 Somewhere
under that old wooden house now lies a treasure with kodens.

crystals, kyows, heavy steel dougles (ball bearings) used as pitching

tours, donkey eyes also buttons and soap seeds. (Kissoon 2007:10)

dood pithi n Sweet spiced flour dumplings boiled in milk. 0 (Indar &
Ramesar 1988:87) 0 “Ah making a bit pot ah dood pihthi, that do

nuff hyah.” (< H diidh ‘milk’ + pitha ‘a kind of food made of rice

and flour’)

doogle, dougle see DOODLE

dooh n A Muslim service, held three days after a death, which

includes prayers and food offerings. (< U dii ‘benediction, prayer’) 0

Under the earth, the body will suffer for its sins, the soul will be puri-

fied and sent to
“
Barzalc” a waiting place to go into heaven. Thus a

“dooh” prayer is held on the third day to intercede on behalf of the

deceased. (Ali 1975:39)

dookaan n Shop; grocery store. (< H dukan ‘shop’) 0 "I going to the

dookaan before the curfew.” (1990)

dookh n Misfortune; trouble. 0 “They have plenty dookh.” (1990) 0

“Like we house over have dookh.” (1990) (< H dukh ‘pain; distress’)

door-mouth, doemout n The doorway or open area of the door,

threshhold. (ff direct translation of several WAfr languages, e.g.

Mende la, nda ‘mouth; doorway; opening’, Yor iloro enu ‘porch

mouth’, i.e. threshold) 0 (Uh 1883:249) 0 Doemout - doorway.

(Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 When Nancy realise it was Tiger in the door

mouth, he bawl out: “Ay, ay! Compere Tiger. I bring some fish gie

you.” (Baka 1968) 0 “Look he right dey in the door-mouth.” (1986) 0

Jack dead bush grow a e door mout! (Julien nd)

doption n A type of forceful, quick breathing that sometimes brings

about an altered physical or emotional state; rhythm associated with

Spiritual Baptist (Shouter) worship. = >adoption 0 Mourning

is preceded by prayer and singing called “doption" in local dialect.

(Ahyoung 1977:53-4) 0 The rhythm men start up with a doption,

Then the black Indian chant out in a rage. Next thing, they’re on the

Savannah stage. (Rudder “De Long Time Band” 1992)

dora n Thread. (< H dora ‘thread; line’) 0 "Bring a piece ah dora fuh

me to finish sewing the pants.” (1990)

dora mango n A variety of cultivated mango, small, round; skin

tough, green with red cheeks; not juicy, medium threads. 0 DORA. -

Small, round fruits ... flesh meaty and non-juicy, slightly stringy,

sweet; tree large; fruiting mid-season. (Bharath 1966:22)

doray n arc A special outfit; fancy dress, /dore/ (prob. < FC doray ‘a

type of woman’s wide-skirted dress, gathered in back, usu. long in

back, sometimes trailing’) 0 “She wearing she doray.” (1990)

doris n Heliconius doris, a large butterfly, wingspan 6.9 cm (2.75").

Black; elongated upper wings with a patch of small yellow or green

blotches; lower wing has a patch of red, light green or blue radiating

from centre. 0 (Barcant 1970:104-5)

dorji, durgie n Second bearing of rice plants, /dorcfji/ (< H dor ‘land

ploughed twice’) 0 Durgie. (Dwarika 1984:31) 0 Paa, yuh know we
get good dhaan from de dorji, lucky we din cut it dong. (1990)

dormeuse 1 n arc Hoplias malbaricus, a predaceous freshwater fish.

Sometimes confused with the YARROW, Hoplerythrinus. (< Fr dor-

meuse ‘sleeper’) = >guabine
1

0 “Guabin.” Much appreciated as an

article of food, although rather bony; they are purchased readily by

the labouring classes... A very small specimen (30mm.) was caught at

Cumuto; it was skimming along the top of the water when captured.

Examples of this size can vibrate the pectoral fins with extreme rapid-

ity; they often rest as if asleep, hence the name ‘Dormeuse.’ (Regan

1906:382) 0 Guabin(e), dormeuse. (Boeseman 1960:96-7)

2 n Dormitator maculatus, a fish. = >sleeper

dormillon n Corallus ruschenbergerii, a non-venomous snake.

/do:mij5(<Fr dormillant ‘sleeping’ fr its habit of sleeping in the

daytime) = >cascabel’, cascabel dormillon, common tree boa. Cook’s

(tree) boa, doghead, mango snake, mangrove cascabel, mapanare,

sleeping rattlesnake, tet chien, tree boa (constrictor), yellow-marbled

tree boa, yellow tree boa 0 Just after passing this gang we found,

lying by the road, two large snakes, just killed, which I would gladly

have preserved had it been possible. They were, the Negros told us,

“Dormillons,” or “Mangrove Cascabel”... here considered as very
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poisonous, owing to their likeness to the true Cascabel (Trigonocephalus

Jararaca), whose deadly fangs are justly dreaded by the Lapo hunter.

For the Cascabel has a fancy for living in the Lapo’s burrow... and is

apt, when dug out, to avenge himself and his host by a bite which is

fatal in a few hours. But these did not seem to me to have the heads of

poisonous snakes; and, in spite of the entreaties of the terrified

Negros, I opened their mouths to judge for myself, and found them,

as I expected, utterly fangless and harmless... snakes, even poisonous

ones, should be killed as seldom as possible. They feed on rats and

vermin, and are the farmer's good friend. (Kingsley 1880:324)

do rudeness see RUDENESS

dos blanc see DOBLAN

dos eocorite n Pseustes poecilonotus polylepis, a non-venomous

snake, adults to 2.5 m (8') long. Light to dark matte leaf-green with

yellow underside of head and first third of body, fading to light leaf

green on hind body and tail. Keeled scales form distinct ridges run-

ning along the body. Young have a series of light brown, green and

dull yellow blotches and bands; the eye very prominent and propor-

tionally larger than adult. Both terrestrial and arboreal in habit, they

are found throughout the forested areas of Trinidad, esp. the dense

jungles of the Northern Range. It is sometimes found lying on the

earth, perfectly still and stiffly straight with regular ripples along the

entire length of the body, as if imitating a length of the MONKEY LADDER
vine, Bauhinia scala-simiae. When annoyed, it inflates neck region to

expose white and yellow skin between the scales in a striped pattern.

Though aggressive, striking and biting at every opportunity, all the

while rattling its tail furiously, its small teeth make only small punc-

ture wounds, /do kokorit/ (< FC dos ‘back’ + eocorite ‘the cocorite

palm, Mccdmilliana maripa' fr resemblance of the leaf-green, high-

ridged back of the snake to the palm leaflet) = bird-eating snake, cut-

lah, cutlass
5

, mahogany rat snake, olive-brown snake, puffing snake
1

,

shapely snake 0 (Boos 200 1 a: 1 35-6)

dose n Punishment, a beating designed to correct behaviour. 0 Licks -

well, there was no formality about that either. “Is time you get a good

cut-tail. Yuh need a dose. What yuh need is a good bailana to set yuh

straight.” (TG 23 Dec 1990:14)

do so phr Referring to an imitation of someone’s action. 0 But before

she open the door, If you see she doing the fellah so (HUSH). (Duke

“Big Shot Neighbour” 1973 pr)

do so ent like so phr Said to indicate that someone would do some-

thing to others but not like it done to him/herself. 0 “All you cyan le’

ah man sleep!” he complained... “Ah you cyan keep quiet! Ah want to

sleep.”... “Do so eh like do so eh,” the girl said... “Last night you

wake up the whole village.” (Bain 1974:55) 0 Before they were

elected, they critized WASA plenty, but now the party in power, and

do so ent like so.

dost, dosti n Friend, term of address between male friends, /dost/ (< H
dost ‘friend’) 0 Them two is dost from small.

dosti roti, dhosti roti n Type of ROTI made by putting together two

LOYAS, rolling them out into circles of dough and sticking them
together with butter before rolling them into a circle; after cooking

they can be split into two thin halves, /dosti roti/ (< H dost ‘friend’, fr

the closeness of two separate pieces put together) 0 (Dwarika

1984:31) 0 (Indar & Ramesar 1988:85) 0 The more substantial

[Divali] dishes would consist of a number of curries such as

chataigne, pommecythere, mango, pumpkin, channa and alloo

(potato)... These would be served with rice, dhalpourie, considered

the luxury roti, or dhosti roti. (TTR Oct 1990:29)

dotish adj Stupid; slow-thinking; incompetent, /dotij/ (< are E dotish

‘silly; imbecile; stupid; childish’, also poss. doltish ‘dull; stupid’) 0

“Listen to the dotish old men,” said he. (de Boissiere 1952:147)

0 Calypsonians have me confuse. With these set of dotish names they

does use. (Prowler “A Gift for Calypsonians” 1968 pr, Roberts 1968)

0 But there are the unwitting, dotish few who would go to visit the

Buccoo Reef and in avaricious fashion chop off a junk of living coral

to carry home as a trophy. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:22) 0 But you can

always rely on [him] to come up with some dotish scheme to cover

his incompetence. (TTM 24 Nov 1989:4) 0 “Yuh see dat, I ent lucky

with dem kinda dotish lyrics.” (Heat 14 Oct 1989:16) 0 “How can I

get [my wife] to help with the work around the house, Nancy? I feel

like a mammapoule doing all this hard work by myself.” “Dotish men
like you deserve what you get. If you can’t work things out with your

own woman, then stop complaining. Sorfmen like you should simply

do as you are told.” (Bomb 13 July 1990:9) 0 “Yuh mean I mis-

interpret a kiss right, well tell yuh dotish wife how she mis-interpret a

kiss.” (Ali 1993:61) 0 Bas, you just has is to remember how dotish

people in Trinidad is. (Pires 2000b:9)

dotishness n Stupidity; bad judgement. (< arc E dotishness ‘silliness;

childishness’) 0 I would respectfully like to suggest... that the entire

joint High Command responsible for this jungle episode [in which

two unfortunate soldiers succeeded in shooting themselves in the legs

while tracking down the marijuana plantations] be put on a charge of

“dotishness”. (TTM 19 Apr 1988:20) 0 Look at how much women
take all kind of dotishness from all kind ah man, and never say a

word. (“Doh Say Dat” TG 27 Oct 1991:16) 0 What manner of leader

would allow such dotishness to take place without taking a stand on

behalf of his personal constituency? (TTM 26 Nov 1995:7) 0 In the

highest of heights for sheer bungling, idiocy and behbehness, unpar-

alleled in the history of TnT politics. Overwhelmed by dotishness,

impelled by arrogance and advised by a clique of besotted claquers,

Pato called a snap general election in November - and buss like a

peytar. He lost. (TTM 31 Dec 1995:30)

double chaconia n Warszewiczia coccinea var. “David Auyong”, a

very ornamental form of the wild CHACONIA. Flowers in dense pani-

cles of about 600 small flowers having three to five bright scarlet

sepals greatly enlarged, to 8 cm (3.1") long. Note: This plant was
native and endemic but is now considered extinct in the wild, though

widely cultivated. (< E double , fr more than usual number of scarlet

sepals + chaconia
!

) 0 The wild type Warszewiczia coccinea is thus

commonly referred to as the single and the more showy as the double

Chaconia. (£,¥-S 20 Sept 1987:20) 0 The beauty of the Chaconia and

its usefulness to wildlife would make the National Flower a worthy

asset in any garden. However, local horticultural ists tend to prefer the

more showy mutant form known as the “Double Chaconia”. This

variety of Chaconia was discovered in 1957 by local horticulturalist

Mrs Grace Mulloon (or Miss Grace Atteck as she was then known)

and Mr David Ayoung in the Blanchisseuse Valley. Thereafter, it was

propagated from cuttings by Mr R.V. Nicols using techniques which

were then being developed in the cocoa research programme .... This

mutant form is called the “Double Chaconia’ due to its large mass of

sepals. More than half the sepals of all the flowers are well developed

in contrast to the wild or single Chaconia in which a few sepals of

only one or two flowers are enlarged. This mass of sepals in the

Double Chaconia tends to mask the yellow petals and adds to the

plant’s attractiveness. (Morean 1992k:26) 0 A mutant form of the

[chaconia] exists and differs from the wild type in that all the calyx

lobes of all the flowers of each inflorescence are transformed into red,

petaloid structures. The multiplicity of these transformed sepals

obscures the presence of the yellow corollas and makes the panicle

even more showy than that of the wild type. The mutant has been

brought into cultivation and is commonly known as the “Double

Chaconia”. (Duncan 1993:35) 0 By mid-1962 ... it flowered in all its

glory ... it was only by November that Simmonds at Kew Gardens

established four more cuttings and decided that the Double Chaconia

was indeed a new species that could be named Warszewiczia coccinea

cu/tivar David Auyong. (EX 13 May 1997:15) 0 That is another inex-

plicable difference between the ordinary and the Double Chaconia:

the former flowers in July to September, whereas the latter blossoms

from April to June. (EX 13 May 1997:15) 0 [A] lobby was begun

which is now gathering momentum to change the national flower and

substitute the Double Chaconia for the ordinary Chaconia. “The

ordinary Chaconia is a species of extremely wide distribution in

Central America and northern South America,” argued biologist

Julian Kenny ... “The Double Chaconia, on the other hand, is unique

to Trinidad.” (EX 13 May 1997:15)

double-head(ed) serpent, double-headed snake 1 n Amphisbaena

alba , a snake-like legless lizard. Colour ranges from a deep yellowish
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red-brown on the back to a pale cream colour all over. It often lives

deep in the underground chambers of bachac ant nests. (If similarity of

head and tail ends) = bachac snake
1

,
mother of the ants

1

, two-head(ed)

serpent, serpent a deux tetes, >two-head(ed) snake 0 His verses used to

remind me of a certain reptile, which, from the obtusity of its extremi-

ties, is called the double-headed snake. Look at it as you will, you

never know its head from its tail. (Joseph 1 838b-3: 105-6) 0 (de Verteuil

1858) 0 Double-headed serpent, or serpent-a-deux-tetes. (de Verteuil

1884:382) 0 “He done have ah snake wey God gee he, wha’ he want

wit more?” I ain’t care who hear meh. Ah not sleeping with no dou-

ble-head snake in meh bed.” (Bomb 24 Nov 1989: 11)

2 n Amphisbaenafuliginosa, a snake-like legless lizard, mottled black

and white, slow-moving, non-venomous. = bachac snake2 , black and

white coral, black and white two-head(ed) snake, mother of the ants,

serpent a deux tetes, spotted worm snake, two-headed snake

double hibiscus n Hibiscus rosa-sinensis var., a variety of cultivated

hibiscus with large showy double flowers, usu. red; often used as a

hedge, (fr having more than the usual number of petals) = arahu, fenc-

ing flower, gulhar

double leaf wild guava n Eugenia sp., a small native evergreen tree,

girth to 91 cm (3'), height to 15 m (50'). Bark orange, smooth, flaking

off in papery pieces. Leaves large, ovate; veins arch and join 6 mm
(.25") and more from the margin, giving the impression of one leaf

being superimposed on the other. Wood hard, heavy, (fr leaf veining

giving appearance of two leaves together) 0 (Marshall 1934:57)

double lining cold n An upper respiratory illness with a cough pro-

ducing sputum. 0 (Haynes 1987:72)

doubles n Two BARA breads with wet curried CHANNA filling; a com-

mon street food. (< E double ‘twice as much or many’, fr use of two

bara instead of just one) 0 They later walked out to the estate at the

edge of the festival grounds to the itinerant barrahman... “Gee we two

doubles dey, Barrahman!” (Ramsawack 1983:68) 0 People who used

to get their daily doubles from the several doubles vendors selling

outside the gas station on the Southern Main Road, Curepe, are now
wondering why the vendors seem to have deserted them. (Bomb 12

Dec 1986:26) 0 The vendor, unperturbed, slapped two bara on

grease-proof paper, added a bit of watery looking channa to one of

them, dashed in a bit of pepper and with a deft twist of the hand,

encased the doubles in the paper. ( TG 18 Apr 1988:17) 0 Outside the

market, Mucurapo Street in San Fernando would not be the same

without the doubles vendors whose presence over the decades has

made them a part of the scenery and a necessity to the overall atmo-

sphere of the marketplace. Providing breakfast for the early risers

who go to the market to buy or sell goods. (TG 18 Apr 1988:17) 0

This chap... was selling hot doubles with plenty pepper and chutney

on Labour Day in New York... This chap is not only making a hustle

on Labour Day, it looks as if he is pioneering the doubles in New
York... In the next few years, every street comer, like in Trinidad,

could have doubles vendors. (TTM 3 Oct 1989:3) 0 They are able to

sink their teeth into a freshly boiled or roasted com; or “doubles” or

enjoy some other tasty, appetising local delicacy. (Bacchus-Xavier

1991:12) 0 A Penal doubles vendor, whose application for refugee

status in Canada was turned down, has vowed never to go that route

again. (EX 3 Jan 1993:7) 0 Deen’s doubles were known throughout

Trinidad... The bara which formed the outside of the doubles was
made of flour but it only served to enhance the flavour of the highly

seasoned channa (chick peas) which was boiled with curry and which

formed the filling between the two bara. (Ali 1993:63) 0 “I have no

AIDS; what I have is piles (haemorroids), brought on by constipation

and diarrhoea, caused by eating too much doubles with pepper and

chewing too much aloes.” (TTM 2 Feb 1996:36) 0 Most startlingly, he

suggests that Agent Dhalpuri may be working for both sides of the

political divide; yes: Agent Dhalpuri may be a doubles agent. (Pires

2000c:9) 0 Doubles is the number one fast food in Trinidad and

Tobago, with thousands of these delicious delicacies being sold and

consumed every day around the country. It has now become a main-

stay of our national diet. (EX 14 Aug 2000:19)

double second n Steel PAN used for harmonic accompaniment or

melody; formerly one pan, now two pans with a combined range of

almost three octaves. 0 Double second pan-a supporting pan (Thomas

1985:381) 0 Who was the first band to come out with double seconds

on the road? (EX 24 Jan 1988: 13) 0 To call [her] a pannist or violinist

would be too simplistic. Yes, she can play the piano, violin, pan,

viola, guitar, cuatro and tenor, double seconds, seven bass and nine

bass pans. Chances are if another 10 instruments come to mind, she

can play those as well. (EX 3 Jan 1993:11) 0 Plastic Case PC-2 for

leads, double tenors and double seconds is an excellent case. (Pan-

yard Inc. 1997:17) 0 The Double Second is the instrument of choice

for many of the great pan soloists. The two and one half octave range

provides plenty of register to play chords, counter melodies and

melodies. (Panyard Inc. 1997:10)

double shell n The use of two LAMBI shells, adapted to use as horns or

trumpets, to signal the arrival of a specific kind of fishing catch. 0 As
a musical instrument, the “Conch Shell” (Sea Conch) is a relic of the

Amerindian heritage of Tobago. An aperture, cut at the closed end,

serves as a mouth-piece into which air is blown in a spitting action

through terse lips, to create sound. A single shell can sound only one

tone; therefore, in order to create that exciting, “hocketing” pattern

called “double-shell”, (which signals the sale of “jacks” as opposed to

the “single-shell” which signals the sale of big fish), two shells of dif-

ferent pitch must be sounded alternately in quick succession... Annu-

ally, much discussion arises over the interplay of the staccato

deliveries of the players of the “Double-shell”. Tobago has its ranking

of Conch Shell Players and the daily routine of “blowing” to signal

the arrival ofjacks is, among other thing, a form of practice, in prepa-

ration for the Festival. (Alleyne-Pilgrim 1995:2)

double ten n October 10th, the date of Taiwan’s independence, cele-

brated esp. by the Chinese community and by having store sales,

(commemorates the Wu-Chang uprising on Oct 10, 1911, which led

to the overthrow of the Quing dynasty and the founding of the Repub-

lic of China) 0 This Chinese dance was revived by members of the

Madame Chiang Kai-hek Club, on American Independence Day at

U.S. Army Bases, and on “Double Ten” at the Prince’s Building.

(Chien Chiao, Dec 1949:71) 0 There is a movement afoot for the

granting of a public holiday in commemoration of Double Ten, a Chi-

nese observance. (Hodge 1988:81) 0 She said her company was in the

midst of a “double- 10" sale and while purchases were not “explo-

sive”, they were good. (TG 14 Oct 1990:5) 0 In the absence of any

other significant religious or traditional Chinese festival. Double Ten

has been observed primarily to focus and pay tribute to the small Chi-

nese community that has contributed to the melange of cultures that is

Trinidad & Tobago. In the “boom” years it attracted an enormous

amount of civic and commercial activities. Today, it is being used by

the Chinese associations not to express any political solidarity with

any other “mother country” but mainly to celebrate their own special

belonging to Trinidad & Tobago. Originally, this day was observed in

commemoration of the Wuchang Uprising which took place on Octo-

ber 10, 1911, and led to the establishment of Nationalist China on the

island of Taiwan on January 1, 1912, under the leadership of Dr. Sun

Yat Sen as president... In Trinidad & Tobago, citizens with Chinese

ancestry remember their ethnic roots and celebrate in the way that has

become a cliche, with a Chinese banquet! (EX-S 9 Oct 1994:2)

double tenor n A steel PAN made of two STEEL DRUMS that together

have a slightly lower range than the TENOR PAN and a different tone. 0

Subsequently, [Bertie Marshall] was responsible for several innova-

tions... He invented the double tenor and the soprano pans, and a pan of

his own design that he called the Bertfone. (Brown 1990:81) 0 As
Panorama developed, new pans were also introduced, such as Bertie

Marshall’s double tenor with a range slightly below that of the lead

tenor. This was a versatile pair of pans that could be used for doubling

the melody, for counter-melodies, or for strumming chords. (Steumpfle

1995:161) 0 Bertie Marshall also introduced a system of two pans,

instead of one, for playing the melody, because he felt that too large a

drum might be needed to hold the number of notes required on the

“keyboard” face. He is therefore the father ofwhat is called the “double
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tenor pans." (Anthony 1997:372) 0 Plastic Case PC-2 for leads, double

tenors and double seconds is an excellent case. (Panyard Inc. 1997:17)

double ten sale n A sale of goods held around October 10th, in which

prices are reduced by 20 percent. (< double ten

)

0 I get that in a good

lil double ten sale in Curepe.

double tone n A style of CALYPSO with two melodies, a verse with

eight lines and a chorus with four; the second line of the verse is often

a repeat of the first line. 0 Climbing up. climbing up, climbing up

Majouba Hill, We are all a contingent and foremen Calipso. Tell the

people for me we coming up San Humanite, We coming up, we make
up we mind to sing the double tone, faire yo devirai. (POSG 20 Jan

1900:5) 0 Your mother will moan, sister groan, when I reverse in dou-

ble tone. (Radio, Tiger & Lion “War” 1936) 0 The four-line Cariso,

Elder believes, developed in the late nineteenth century, as singers

doubled the couplets of Calinda songs; while the new eight-line

“double tones” of Norman Le Blanc, Lord Executor and other singers

of the 1890’s and 1900's developed out of a deliberate attempt to

improve Calypso by expanding the stanza in the direction of Euro-

pean (English?) strophic structures. (Rohlehr 1990:18) 0 So the old

battle between the “low" picong with which the single-tone singers of

the 1900’s had confronted the Oratorical double-tone singers and the

grand style rhetoric of Executor, Marlborough and le Blanc, was still

being fought. (Rohlehr 1990:77) 0 Initially, it seems, calypsos sung in

French Creole became known as ‘Single Tone Calipsos’... This has

four stanzas to each verse. Two strophes might be identical or two

might be alternate, one solo and one chorus. Songs in English were

called ‘Double Tone Calipsos’. They had eight stanzas to the verse

and first line repetition in the first verse. This was known as the ora-

torical pattern, or ‘oration’ style. The first evidence for the terms

‘calipso’ and ‘double tone’ appears in the Port of Spain Gazette in

1900. (Cowley 1996:138)

douceur n obs An item of food or other supplies given by a planter to

a slave as a privilege or reward. (< Fr douceur ‘kindness’) 0 The

essence of this paternalism was the freedom of the planter from law:

he treated his slaves like children - like children they sometimes

needed to be punished... they above all needed to be rewarded if they

deserved it. And so in practice it led to the slaves acquiring a number
of customary privileges which the owner would be slow to abrogate.

These were the so-called "douceurs”, described by one estate owner...

as follows: “Occasionally I give mine half a pound of salt pork in

addition to their fish: they regularly receive tobacco, pipes, salt, rum,

molasses and sugar and they frequently ask for soap, and a variety of

little articles in the store, which are rarely refused, if they behave

themselves properly. None of these douceurs are secured to them by

law.” (de Verteuil 1992:41)

doudou, doodoo, doux-doux n Sweetness; sweetie; a term of affec-

tionate endearment, usu. used to females. (< Fr doux ‘sweet’; such

repetition is common in FC, but some reduplicated forms of doux
,

including as a term of affection, are historically found in the east and

north-east of France, Aub-Buscher 1989:13; also poss. < Yor dun ‘is

sweet’) = dood(s) 0 Tell me family, don’t cry for me, mama. I’ll be

like a santapee, doodoo. (Caresser “Clear the Way When the Bamboo
Play” 1938) 0 I don't want no brass band to play for me, Look I want

me bamboo, with the melody, doodoo. (Caresser “Clear the Way
When the Bamboo Play” 1938) 0 Buy me a Zeppelin, dou-dou

darling. (Caresser “Exploiting” 1938) 0 “Jus’ one pound, only one

pound, dou-douV ’ (de Boissiere 1956: 143)0 Doux-doux - a loved one

(ESTT 1956) 0 Supposing, just supposing, dodo, Suppose I was a

shoe brush. And you was ah dirty shoe. (Composer “Supposing”

1964, in Graves 1965:27) 0 “Doodoo,” he said. “I know you ain’t had

a man for a long, long time.” (Khan 1964:56) 0 “Who knows, you

might meet up with your doux-doux at Kora Adventist Church!”

(Hosein 1980:1 15) 0 “Ah ... done tell mih wifey wot to do when I die.

Ah tell she, ‘Doo-Doo gyul, when I die, please bury mih wit’ ah bot-

tle in each hand’.” (Sweetbread, EX 21 July 1982:42) 0 “Oh gawd
gul, you is me wife, me do do”, is What [he] was reported to have

said, as he hugged the woman to his chest. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:32) 0

“Come... doux-doux,” She crooked an index finger and, slowly

retreating backward to the bed, beckoned him to her. “Come,
dahlin’.” (Hercules 1980:63) 0 Berta, doo-doo, bring a drink for me.

(Selvon 1 99 lb: 84) 0 [Y]ou know you are a true Trini if, among a long

list of other things... You’ve called someone (or been called) chunka-

lunks, thick ting, family (even if she’s not remotely related to you!),

doo-doo, dahlin’, reds, breds, horse or partner. (Sylvester, in Smith

2000c: 17)

dou-dous (mango), doo-doos, doo-doose, doo-doots, doux-douce,

douce-douce, dudus n A common popular variety of cultivated

mango; small, sweet, yellow when ripe, often with black spots; seed

and flesh have many fine threads. (< FC < Fr doux-doux ‘sweet

sweet’) = mango dou-dous 0 She bent and looked at the leaves

closely. It didn’t look like a long-mango tree, or a dou-dous, or a rose,

or a mango-teen. (Selvon 1957:96) 0 Some of the best mangoes in the

world are grown in Tobago. The favourite varieties are Julie, Graham,

and Peters; these three can be divided in half and eaten with a spoon,

whereas the common mango can only be eaten in a bath. Other named
varieties are Ceylon, which can be stewed, Gordon, Number 11 and

Dudus, which is the smallest of all. (Alford 1960:89) 0 Three popular

mangoes in Trinidad are Julie, Starch and Doux-douce. At present

they are the most important commercial varieties and fetch premium
prices at the roadside stalls ... The crops of Starch and Doux-douce

come from back-yard and other scattered trees which might have

been planted but most probably arose from discarded seeds. The Julie

must be propagated vegetatively but the other two varieties come
fairly true from seeds. (Bharath 1965:19) 0 DOUX-DOUCE. - Fruits

are small to medium and bright yellow in colour with a bright red

blush on the cheeks. The skin is usually tough. The flesh is stringy,

juicy and sweet. The tree is medium sized and tends to grow erect.

(Bharath 1965:20) 0 The smell of the dou-douce mango rise from the

basket on my arm and mix with the cool smell of the morning.

(Hosein 1980:55) 0 A douce-douce mango tree towering over all.

(Persaud 1993:38) 0 He had ah wide variety of mango: vere, cora,

zabico, starch, calabash, doo-douce, turpentine, sousay-matin, julie

an rose. Spanishman had mango like peas. (Foster 1990:113) 0 Andy
looked down, then raised his head, looking fixedly at the ripe doo-

douce mangoes hanging from the branches of the tree they stood

under. (Gosine 1992:18) 0 Do-dous mango: The smallest mango one

can find, it is usually yellowish-orange when ripe with dark brown or

black spots. It can be small enough to completely fit in even a child’s

mouth. (EX 1 1 Aug 2000:29)

douen, duende, douaine, doune, dwen, duegne n A folklore charac-

ter, the spirit of a child who died before baptism. Douens wear large

hats, have backward-pointing feet, utter a soft hooting cry, and often

lead children to wander off. /dwen/ (< Sp duende ‘goblin’; < Efik

dwen ‘spirit of the dead’) 0 Besides the usual Jumbie or Ghost, there

is said to be a dwarf specimen, called “Douaines” which are affirmed

to be the spirits of little children who have died before they were

christened. These Douaines haunt lonely country places in the night,

uttering plaintive cries like those of a lost child. Should some com-

passionate traveller seek to ascertain the source of these cries, sup-

posing them to proceed from some wandering infant, the Douaine

leads him farther and farther into the woods, until he tumbles into

some stagnant pool, and just before he disappears under its dismal

waves for the last time, he hears the mocking laugh of the Douaine, as

it flies to seek another victim. (Innis 1897:24) 0 “Feet bent back.”

Twisted round it should rather be. You can always tell a duende by

this peculiarity. Avoid it when possible, but if it actually bars your

way, walk back upon it, turning your head left and right on your

shoulders. In this way its feelings will be hurt, probably through

a suggested resemblance to its malformation, and it will vanish.

(Russell 1922:71) 0 They were douens. They were naked and wore

large straw hats to cover their dada hair which was never combed.

Their feet were turned backwards. (Alladin 1968) 0 A dwine is a child

who died unchristened before reaching the age of about nine months.

Such a spirit roams around after death, coming especially to the house

of its parents to moan and groan. It does no harm. (Simpson 1970:23)

0 Corbeaux Foot was a tall, black man with his feet hung on so

loosely to the rest of his body that they seemed to flap when he
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walked. He was very proud of these feet since he could turn them at

all strange angles that normal feet found impossible. The people

around were convinced that Corbeaux Foot was supernatural, that,

for example his mother had seen a dwen when she was having him.

Corbeaux Foot looked like a giant dwen, with his foot forever threat-

ening to turn before behind. (Jones 1973:121) 0 Tuffnell turned and

shouted to Pedro, “Compere, look, Mr. De Silva say he hear duegne

last night.”... “What kind of noise does a duegne make, Ossie?” “Hoo,

hoo hoo!” “That is an owl you hear, man,” Tuffnell said. “Is so they

sound, Mr. Tuffnell,” Pedro said. "The pwiere against duegnes,

Pedro, it really works, eh? St. Jerome halez corde main pou teeni due-

gne-a.” (Hosein 1980:63) 0 At that moment he saw that their feet

were turned backwards unlike ordinary human beings. “Oh Gawd!”

he whispered. “Is douens Ah playin’ wid!” Boboy recalled his Grand

Ma warning him several times, “Yuh mustn’t go in de cocoa yuh

know Boboy, it have plenty Douens dere. Dey does carry yuh far in

de bush an’ mek yuh [choopid] choopid.” (Ramsawack 1983:24) 0

Those bushy little trees behind the house, where the douens met at

night to consume the bits of food left out for them, are now garishly

naked under the bright lights from the kitchen. (Araujo 1984:43) 0

Nex’ ting yu know douens hauntin’ TTT, an’ we seein’ all dem pro-

grammes runnin’ backwards instead of upside-down as dey does run

sometimes. (Keens-Douglas 1984:3) 0 Colourful soucouyants, la dia-

blesses and dwens were featured in the 300-strong adult band, to be

made up by regular masqueraders who will play Tuesday mas in POS.

(TG-M 17 Jan 1993:4) 0 Annie said that the douens took away little

babies when their parents were not around. They came into the house,

turned everything topsyturvy, put the sugar where the salt should be

and vice versa. They left little babies in remote places, but they did no

physical harm. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:110)

dougla, dogla, doogla, douglah n A person of mixed Indian and Afri-

can descent. This term sometimes has a very negative association,

esp. in implying that “good” Indian features are being "brought

down” by combination with Negro features, /dugla, dogla, dugla/

(< H dogala ‘hybrid; mixture; mongrel animal; person of mixed

descent’) = coolie-creole 0 A well known Scholar here... after so

many years training... is to be married to a ‘Dogla Lady’... what satis-

faction, eh! The black backra is sure to go mad. (PC 17 Mar 1906:13)

0 I don’t know what’s wrong with these coal-pot dogla. They like to

disown their mother and father. (Dictator “The Zephyr Zodiak” 1956

pr) 0 Dougla or doaglah. A nice dougla girl. - a lass of mixed

Afro-Indian descent. (ESTT 1956) 0 Another term of significance

among Indians is dogla, which in Trinidad means a Negro-Indian

mixture, and which in Hindi means “bastard.” Used by Indians this

term, too, has unpleasant connotations... intermarriage between

Negroes and Indians is strictly frowned upon by Indians, and a dogla

is a visible example of such a relationship. (Niehoff & Niehoff

1960:66) 0 [He] was an ethnic mixture of East Indian and African. In

the local jargon, he was a “Dooglah,” or more vulgarly, a “Coolie-

Creole.” It was from him that Mary, his only daughter, had inherited

her copperdark skin and massive corona of fine-drawn hair. (Hercules

1961:43) 0 Calypsonians making debuts predicted to be popular

include King Solomon... Lord Nelson... and the Mighty Dougla. (TG
15 Jan 1961:11) 0 ‘You mean the Indian man - Gidharee?’ ‘Yes. Her
mother is creole.' ‘Oh, I see.’ He laughed when I called her dougla.

‘Why? What else you could call her if she’s Indian-Creole? It ain’t no

insult.’ ‘You don’t mean Indian-Creole you mean Indian-Negro.’ I

was baiting him now. We had argued on this word creole. ‘Okay,

Indian-Negro, then,’ he said. ‘Because creole is - ‘

‘Okay, creole is

the foreign settlers, as those silly teachers tell you in school. Anyway
that girl is a dougla.' (Anthony 1967:10) 0 “My father was a coolie

and my mother was a nigger... So I am a Dooglah... Coolie-creole!”

(Hercules 1980:44) 0 On behalf of all people of mixed race, I now ask

Dr. Majaraj to explain what is inferior about a dougla? (EA' 26 Oct

1986:10) 0 [She] is interested in meeting a dougla man. He should be

19 to 23 years old, gainfully employed and willing to go steady. (Heat

18 Nov 1989:9) 0 The pleasant, Dougla-looking Gomez was just

about to wind up his day’s sales of Dollar Rotis, doubles and home-
made fruit juices. (TTM 19 Oct 1990:12) 0 Indian... conservative only

talking race. Yet so much dougla all over the place. (Maestro 1974 in

Tarradath 1991 :396) 0 “Now [it’s] you and me and pretty soon, Allah

willing, we’ll have our own little dougs.” “Oh you’d love to have a

dougla son, wouldn't you?” she questioned. “No a dougla daughter, I

find dougla girls beautiful.” (Ali 1993:177) 0
‘

Dougla did not, how-

ever, operate fully in the same way as the term ‘coloured’ did. To

begin with, though
‘

dougla ’ was employed as a descriptive term

identifying individuals, it was rarely used to designate a collective

grouping. Moreover, there seems to have been little inheritance of

the
‘

dougla ’ identity. If a
‘

dougla
'

had a child with an ‘East Indian’,

the child could, on a pragmatic and contingent basis, be assimilated to

the category ‘East Indian’, though at various times and places it might

be relevant that the person ‘have a bit a Negro blood in she’. Simi-

larly, a child produced by a union of a
‘

dougla ’ and a ‘black’ or

‘coloured’ could, on a pragmatic and contingent basis, be placed

along the Creole scale of colour, though again, in various contexts his

‘Indian’ ancestry might be relevant. (Segal 1993:96-7) 0 ‘My boy-

friend is a Spanish - Indian and Negro’.... ‘Isn’t that a dougla?'...

‘Well, I doesn’t use that word, I calls it Spanish. He have grey eyes,

like, and soft hair. I doesn’t say dougla' ... ‘How about if he had dark

eyes and hard hair?’... ‘Oh! Then he’d be dougla, not Spanish.’ (Khan

1993:198)

2 n A mixture or hybrid, particularly of Indian and African elements.

0 The rhythm is the land, the rhythm is a dougla. (Rudder “The

Department of Percussive Energy” 1992, pr)

3 adj Mixed or hybrid, particularly of Indian and African elements. 0

My dog belly heavy she making kiddy. When it should be puppy, oh

me. Come see for yourself if you think a mad. Is a whole heap of

dougla pups in my yard. (Terror “16 Goats and a Dog” 1977 pr,

Williams 1977) 0 Take a little chutney, add a touch of kaiso and you

get Dougla Music. (EX 8 Jan 1995: 1 7)

douglarisation n A term indicating the process of influence of

Negro/Creole features on traditional Indian culture or population.

Can be negative, depending on the attitude of the speaker or listener.

(< douglarise + E -tion ‘process of’) 0 If [he] can’t live with the real-

ity of Indian women “cohabiting” (to put it nicely for the alleged

Brahmin) with African men in this multi-racial society, then the

Flagsman has this advice for him: Pack your bag and baggage and

apply for Refugee Status in Canada... Let the chips fall where they

may, and let douglarisation run its natural course! (TTM 24 Jan

1993:30) 0 Since the 1980s when “douglarisation” - derivative of the

much older and more expansive “dougla - emerged in the Trinidad

vocabulary, there has not been another word or term in Indian/African

relations that is as wildly provocative... Does the noun “douglarisa-

tion” not relate to Indian/African mixing?... On one end of the contin-

uum of meaning is the definitive disavowal of Indian/African sex. On
the other end of the continuum is the cultural connotation where all

things constitutive of Indian/African interaction - all aspects of cul-

ture - are regarded as dougla expressions. (Rampersad 2006)

douglarise v Of Negro/Creole features, influence traditional Indian

culture or population. Can be negative, depending on the attitude of

the speaker or listener.. (< dougla + E -ise ‘make’) 0 The Maha Sabha

spokesman saw as a sinister attempt to douglarise the population, the

mixing up of kids in secondary schools, to be specific, Indian girls

from Felicity and Chaguanas being sent to secondary schools in

South East Port of Spain. (TTM 26 Nov 1995:30)

dougla tonic n A bitterly ironic term for liquid poison, usu. pesticide

or herbicide, taken to commit suicide. = coolie tonic, Indian cham-

pagne, Indian tea, >Indian tonic, Indian cocktail, tonic 0 The ‘Dougla

Tonic’! That’s the new name for gramoxone, nicknamed ‘Indian

Tonic’, which appears to be the most popular way for people intent on

ending their lives. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:19)

dougs n A usu. affectionate shortening of DOUGLA. 0 [Y]ou know you

are a true Trini if, among a long list of other things... You can call

your fellow country man by an ethnic name fondly and it would be

okay. For example, darkie, reds, dougs, chinee-man, creole, red-man,

white-boy, beti... (Sylvester, in SmitiT2000c:17)
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douiette, driette, drouette, dooyet n A long dress with a wide skirt

and tight bodice with puffed sleeves, usu. worn with matching HEAD-

TIE and a shawl, now worn by women making SHANGO sacrifices, or

in BELE dancing. The costume was typical of women of colour from

the French Caribbean, such as Martinique. = martiniquan 0 All the

women wore pompadour dresses “aux grandes fleurs” “en drouette”

except Felecite who wore a “jupe au bretelle” with “festoneed che-

mise". (Encinas 1927:77) 0 Authentic Martiniquan costume designed

by Beryl McBumie. Used by bele dancers in Trinidad. The “douil-

lette” is made of figured cotton draped over a skirt of double-tiered

yellow material. The bodice is long-sleeved. The fouland [sic] - extra

piece over the front - is made of green satin. (The Nation, Christmas

Annual 1959:55) 0 The Bele became widely known in other islands,

with each island adding its own peculiarities... Costumes consist of a

bright plaid or flowered material which is made into a long dress with

fully gathered skirt, attached to a bodice with long sleeves. This is

tucked up over a long, white stiffly starched cotton petticoat, richly

embellished with lace and edgings. The dress which dates back to the

1 8th century is called a Douiette. A Foulard or neckscarf of contrast-

ing colour is used, and in typical West African style a brilliant plaid or

flowered headtie called a Madras is tied attractively in a high fashion

with ends either standing out in peaks or tucked in.... On the feet are

worn backless slippers, and a delicate handkerchief called a
“mou

-

choir” or a fan is carried to accentuate flirtatiousness in the dance.

Large hoop earrings - pends oreilles and several strings of beads of

chains of costume jewelry complete the ensemble. Long ago, heavy

pendants were to be seen suspended on long chains, all of solid gold.

The men on the other hand, wear simple trousers and long sleeved

shirts, white or coloured, with brilliantly coloured scarves around

their necks and waists. In times past however, it was not uncommon
to see tailcoats or waistcoats on special occasions. (Ahye 1978:44-6)

0 Elderly women who seemed to hail from the northern islands, espe-

cially St. Lucia, Martinique and Guadeloupe, delighted the eye with

their long, chequered dresses and colourful head-ties of the same

material. The top part of the costume, which featured flounces from

waist to hip, was called a douillette. (Maynard 1992:32)

doun-doun, doon doon n An hourglass-shaped, skin-covered, wooden
drum with very deep tone; of African origin, /dun dun/ (< Yor

dunduun ‘hourglass-shaped, skin-covered, wooden drum, held under

the arm to produce gliding pitches’)

dove see DAUVE

do well phr Said with a particular, rising intonation, indicating that

you are not paying attention, that someone else’s business or life may
be going well, but your own is not. See also ALL RIGHT. 0 You do

well! (Daniel ms ca 1960) 0 “Leh we go to the fete.” “You do well,

yes.” (1990)

do white-people work see WHITE-PEOPLE WORK
dowlat n Wealth, /daolat/ (< H daulat 'riches, wealth, fortune’) 0

“They have plenty dowlat.”

down, dong, dung prep At; in; in the area of. (< E down 'at a place

considered lower, farther fr capital, in the country’) 0 My mind little

uneasy, Sambo, caus me heary dem say one man wat keep one leetle,

leetle shap close de bay side down de bush dat awee parson not go

way from yah. (TDN 7 May 1851:3) 0 “All right, well don’t stop

whole day down Plaisance.” (Anthony 1967:11) 0 Such things were

getting very prevalent, especially down Woodbrook. (POSG 10 Sept

1907:4)

down beach phr On the east coast of Trinidad, the area between

Plaisance and Gran Lagoon, including Radix and Mayaro. 0 “Pa

said you from Down-the-beach.” “Aha.” “Radix?” “Yes.” (Anthony

1967:32)

down courage(d) adj Discouraged; disheartened. 0 Dung courage -

despondent. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 I was just getting a little down-
couraged, that is all. (Naipaul 1958:35)

down hand 1 phr Beat. 0 If I wasn’t in a restaurant, I wouda down
hand in yuh ass long time.

2 phr Get to work; start serious activity. Leh we down hand and clean

all here.

down islands phr The small islands in the BOCAS off the north-west

coast of Trinidad, including Gasparee and Monos, particularly known
as vacation spots. 0 Down the Islands the rule “no eating between

meals” seems to be entirely forgotten and it is pick, pick all the time,

and yet each meal is thoroughly enjoyed. (TG 9 Jan 1921:3) 0 He
encouraged her to go down the islands for a month with the children,

(de Boissiere 1952:294) 0 “I won’t be going down the islands with

you.” (de Boissiere 1956:168) 0 How John’s mother and father came to

accompany them on their honeymoon down the islands is not [known],

(Ottley 1972:5) 0 With thousands of people going to beaches, down-
the-islands, fishing and boating generally, and swimming in rivers of

the Northern Range, it is astonishing that no local weather reports are

included in TTT’s weekend schedules. (Letter, EX-2 4 Oct 1987:19) 0

[He] had set out alone on some pre-determined trip down the islands

and back. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:7) 0 No group in search of fun or enjoy-

ment of any kind has been without this instrument; no “down the

islands” party is complete without a “bottle and spoon” orchestra. It is

not necessarily the music of wine drinkers, it is the pure enchantment

of Rhythm. (Maynard 1992:92)

down main phr The northeastern coastal countries of South America,

particularly the part of Venezuela nearest to Trinidad. (< E down 'in a

descending direction along, through, or into’ + Main

)

0 Trinidadians

looked “down the main” and towards Central America and the His-

panic Caribbean and saw instability. (EX-S 20 Sept 1987:5) 0 We
must now admit that we are not superior as we once thought we were

to the republics “down the main”. (EX-2 19 Aug 1990:3) 0 He never

went back to Venezuela. Yet he was still known as the panyol from

down the Main, a speaker of Spanish and great cuatro player.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:152) 0 “[T]his girl is from down the

main, a Venezuelan, her name is Sofia.” (Andersen 2004: 191)

down on v After someone to do something; nagging. 0 He down on

me to get this car for him.

down road phr A short distance, usu. said upon leaving with the

intention of returning soon; see also UP THE ROAD. (< E down 'in a

descending direction along, through, or into’) 0 Down the road,

mama, down the road, tie up yuh dress and run down the road (Tiger

“Down the Road” 1937) 0 I arrived at the shrine compound to find

that the man in charge was still “down the road.” (Houk 1995:4) 0 Ah
goin down the road.

down south n The southern area of Trinidad, particularly the south-

western region around San Fernando. (< E down ‘southward on a

map; away from the capital’ + south) 0 The boy’s father could not be

found in Princestown or anywhere else. The boy said he had parents

“down South”. (POSG 18 Sept 1907:2)

downstairs prep In the lower area of a two-storey building. (< E

downstairs 'the lower storey of a building’) 0 Meetings of the council

are now ringing out with loud cries, echoes of which sometimes

disturb the council’s employees downstairs its building at Siparia.

(Mirror 1983) 0 Mighty High began about 15 years ago, downstairs

of the family’s house. (EX 20 Sept 1987:18) 0 An aunt lives down-

stairs the incestuous house but doesn’t want to cross her brother as

she is lodging there freely. (EX 8 Mar 1987:2) 0 On September 30

they will celebrate this togetherness at the Red Rooster, downstairs

Mangals, Queen’s Park East from 1 p.m. (Blast 28 Sept 1990:16)

down taw phr A command in pitch to stop play and hold your TAW
rather than shoot. (< E down 'put down; stop using’) 0 When ah did

say down taw just now. Like all you ears did stop with wax. (Keens-

Douglas 1975:44)

down tree n Ochroma pyramidale
, a native tree, (fr downy appearance

of fibres attached to seeds) = >bois flot, corkwood 1

draft v Among students, esp. at university, study hard and intensely

for examinations, (poss. < E draft 'haul heavy load’ + E draft

‘preliminary version’) 0 Draf... 1. A term commonly used by UW1
students to refer to engaging in cerebral activity for the purpose of

passing exams, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

draft beast n Among students, esp. at university, a student who stud-

ies hard and intensely for examinations. 0 Draf... 2. To cram e.g. “He

is a real draf beast!” (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)
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drag 1 n Two long pieces fastened down the sides of a draft animal,

joined at the bottom by a crosspiece, to which can be attached logs, or

a flat sled on which items can be loaded and pulled. (< E drag ‘some-

thing used to draw or pull something heavy along the ground’) 0 A
bull with a drag was going up the hill. (TG 12 Jan 1936:2)

2 n Usu. as The Drag, formerly “Bankers Row” in Port of Spain, a

section of Independence Square between Frederick and Chacon

Streets; by the early 1970s, it was occupied by vendors, especially

shoemakers, known as the Drag Brothers. Many of these vendors

were moved to new premises near Charlotte Street during the 1 990s.

(< E drag ‘street’ esp. AmE main drag ‘an important or main com-

munity street’) 0 The chairman of Woolworth... did not come out

right and put a blame for this, but he said how business was not going

well. But I feel for sure the Drag business must have effect on this.

(Mirror 1983) 0 With his hair brushed and parted. Blues stood on The

Drag with his tie and his neatness and his new platform shoes and

watched, transfixed, the cavalcade. (Lovelace 1988:45) 0 With a cen-

tralisation of manpower, acting Commissioner Bernard could tackle

areas like the Drag, the Frederick Street Mall and other trouble spots

in Port of Spain. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:18)

3 v In KITE-FIGHTING, a technique of pulling the opponent’s kite

towards you when the two kite strings are tangled together. (< E drag

‘draw or pull that which is heavy or resists motion; draw slowly and

with resistance’) 0 “Cut and ketch” involves winning a kite by any

means while “dragging” occurs when two kites without “mange” are

entangled and the owners pull and tug against each other to determine

the winner. (Rampersad 1993:10)

drag bow phr Tob Instruction to fiddler in a SPEECH BAND, delivered

at the end of a satirical verse. (< E drag ‘pull heavily over a surface,

i.e. string’) = draw bow 0 “Drag yuh bow. Mister Fiddler!’ (Job-

Caesar 1987)

Drag Brothers n A group of craftsmen and vendors established after

1970 on the Drag2
,
originally on Independence Square, Port of

Spain. Later they were moved to nearby streets. 0 The trouble] began

shortly after midnight Thursday while [he was] walking along inde-

pendence square near the “Drag Brothers” strip. (EX 1977) 0 “Having

everything local will kill us and the industry. The big man has money,

but the drag brothers will feel it most.” (Punch 5 July 1987:32)

dragon 1 n A Carnival mas character in a dragon or devil

band; a large beast, usu. with three heads, a long tail, and scales. =

Beast 0 The most popular form of disguise seemed to have been the

Tupjabees’ [s/'c] ..., and the Demons or Dragons. (POSG 17 Feb

1915:3) 0 There were some very good disguises but there was still a

preponderance of ‘devils’ and dragon’s bands. (Mirror 8 Mar 1916:2)

0 The costume of Dragon or Beast is ingeniously constructed... From

neck to mobile tail he is covered with scales of varying sizes, made of

cardboard and painted red or green. The head mask is designed to

resemble the mythological dragon with projecting fire tongue. The

nails of his fingers are clawlike ... Around the waist is placed a very

heavy chain joined by a large padlock; the end is held by a special

handler, but sometimes more than one, including the Head Imp are

necessary to control his wild threshing about. The Beast performs his

awe inspiring dance which consists of a lumbering walk, with tail

wagging, sudden lunges with snatching antics. He strains on his

chains then turns to attack his handlers. In frustration he falls to the

ground, dragging and pulling, rolling his head as if in agony, rolling

over unto his back then springing up suddenly and attempting to run.

These and a host of similar movements are provoked by the Imps that

surround him, prodding with pitch forks, ringing bells and performing

taunting antics... years ago when rival bands met on the street. One
beast would challenge the rival and they would compete with each

other in dance. (Ahye 1978:33)

2 n Tob A dragon character in the Tobago SPEECH BAND. 0 Then you

have Valentine who was very rude to King George himself and

usually he got slained. When he was slain, you had Bushy Dragon,

you have Fire Dragon, you have the Druggists - Punch and Judy, then

you have Dr. Lima, he pronounced the death of Valentine who was
slain by King George after he was dead. Then you have the burial; the

burial ceremony and the crossing and cutting of swords. (OPNL Sept

1988:3)

dragon band n A traditional Carnival mas band that includes a

large Dragon or Beast on a chain, tormented by DEVILS and IMPS and

accompanied by other characters as found in the DEVIL BANDS. 0

Carnival Competition: [Winners] Best Wild Indian, Best Disciplined

Sailor Band, Best Yankee Band, Best Dragon Band. (WG 8 Mar
1930:8-9) 0 Among others there were the Dragon bands dressed to

represent the Dragon, the band missing out nothing even to the beast

he held by a stout chain, with the costume and appliance of a great

monster, there were the Imps or other devils, and all together they

made a beautiful sight. One of the main features of this band, was the

dancing and movements they made. (Jones 1947:43-5) 0 The most

elaborate use of the devil masquerade occurred in the devil or dragon

band... Diligent research into holy scripture and books of demonol-

ogy by band captains produced a hierarchy of devils that made the

dragon band one of the most structured, colorful, and intriguing

spectacles of the carnival parade. There were imps, several ranks of

demonic princes or gownmen, many-headed beasts, and a ghost fig-

ure representing death. What is remarkable for a masquerade band is

that each character had a predetermined role to play in the pageant

and the behaviour of the band from the way its members assembled to

its appearance on the public streets was conducted according to strict

protocol... Band members kept their characters for generations and

were expected to be as skilled in mas-making as in performance. (Hill

1984:18) 0 The beast was introduced by Jones in 1911, inspired from

a picture of St George and the dragon. Hence the name dragon band.

“Then... after that there were the gown men, the ministers of Lucifer;

the Grim Reaper, the Bookman, the Crown Prince, Beelzebub, and so

on, until you got to Satan himself... “ The band would proceed

through the streets of Port of Spain slowly and solemnly, enacting an

elaborate pantomime, with each order of demons performing a differ-

ent step, called the pas. The pantomime consisted of the imps tempt-

ing and teasing the beast, which wore a costume of scales and a

headmask with a moveable tongue. There were chains around its

waist which would be pulled by imps. The beast’s dance was a quick

lunging forward step to strike at the energetic imps who surrounded

and goaded him. The gownmen, removed from that, favoured a

waltzing chip... “ft had plenty drain in town them days... so when you

reach them, is there the mas’ start.” Devils, as creatures of fire, hate

water. Thus when a drain was broached, there was an elaborate bal-

let... to cross it, and to get the beast across, in which the face card car-

ried by the King Imp played a large part. (EX-2 13 Feb 1994:3)

dragon blood, dragon’s blood 1 n Eleutherine bulbosa , a cultivated

plant with grass-like leaves to 30 x 4 cm (11.7" x 1.6") with distinc-

tive longitudinal veins. Leaves terminate in swollen underground

bases of bright red or crimson shiny scale-leaves which form a red

onion-type bulb. Flowers white, delicate; up to 5 flowers on the long,

slender, erect, slightly curved stalk to 60 cm (23.4") long. Each

flower has six petals and is about 2 cm (.8") wide; flowers open in

late afternoon, (fr bright red colour obtained fr bulb) = calenda
1

, red

onion, turial 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:72) 0 There

remain occasions where there are very close correlations between the

physical attributes of an herb and its medicinal value. A very good

example is the herb Eleutherine bulbosa known locally as dragon’s

blood, red onion, turial and calenda ... The swollen underground bulb

is crimson or red in colour and on boiling or soaking in alcohol yields

a bright red mixture ... The plant is mainly found in the yards of peo-

ple of Spanish ancestry who consider it to have magico-spiritual

properties.... Its strong, fibrous leaves are used by some local herb

vendors to tie small bundles of herbs. (Morean 1990d:26) 0 The

cocoa panyols ... engaged too in the planting of herbs in their yards

which they used as “guards” or protectors of their place of abode

from the evil eye. These plants include the dragon blood Eleutherine

bulbosa , the tref Aristolochia trilobata and coracon de Jesus Cala-

dium bicolor. These plants they called turials. (Morean 1991 : 1 1

)

2 n Cordyline fruticosa , a tall cultivated shrub with large red and

green leaves, (fr red colour of leaves) = bound, >boundary, boundary

mark, bounday bush, ravenda, rayo 0 As a finish to his little Paradise,
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he will have planted at each of its four comers an upright Dragon’s-

blood (Dracaena terminalis) bush, which violet and red leaves bedeck

our dinner-tables in winter; and are here used, from their unlikeness to

any other plant in the island, to mark boundaries. (Kingsley 1880:377)

0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Leaves ... dragon’s blood

.... Dragon’s blood bush grows everywhere. (Simpson 1962:328-329)

0 Where the plantations stop, there are maize fields and citrus groves,

many of them hedged with Cordyline terminalis, called boundary

marks or garden vars [s/c]. Some grow to twelve feet high on slender

stems. These are all dark green, so unlike the brilliant red variety,

dragon’s blood, which are still used as boundary markers elsewhere

in Trinidad. (Bryans 1967: 106) 0 The sacred stones ofshango have to

be purified by washing them with certain leaves which are crushed

and mixed with water. In Trinidad this is done just before the annual

ceremony and the leaves include three or more of the following: rock-

shen, dragon bush. Wonder of the World, lanebwah, sweet broom,

and etherie. (Simpson 1970:32) 0 A cool wind rustle the dragon's

bush. (Hosein 1980:53)

3 n Pterocarpus officinalis, a native tree to 30 m (98'), with red sap.

(fr blood-coloured sap) = bloodwood’, >swamp bloodwood 1

0 (FTT
1931-1-4:256)

4 n A compressed powder cake in a paper packet, given to dogs to

make them fierce or cross (like dragons). 0 4 small parcels of

dragon’s blood. (Mirror 31 Jan 1933, in Rohlehr 1990:164) 0 I had

not seen the dogs for a little while. They looked more powerful and

restless than I had known them, and they seemed so much on the edge

that 1 had to be a bit careful of them. “Giving them dragon blood

now,” Mr Gidharee said to me. “What’s dragon blood?” “Oh that’s

something from the drug-store. It make them fierce. They too dam’

lazy.”... “That dragon blood will make them hunt like a bitch,”

Mr. Gidharee said gloatingly... Just as I stood up I saw Mr. Gidharee

was sprinkling some red powder from a packet into the dogs’ pans.

He turned his back to me. on the packet I had glimpsed the picture of

two red fangs, and the words, “Dragon’s blood”... [later] I heard a

plaintive yelping and I looked round. Hitler, the black one, was

against a banana tree, with a hind leg propped against it, and he was

apparently trying to pass water and finding much pain. (Anthony

1967:170-1,176-7)

dragon drawers n Very pretty, colourful men’s drawers; any boxer

shorts, (fr pun on dragging drawers) = gangah drawers 0 (Haynes

1987:103)

Dragon’s Mouth n A wide sea channel between the island of Trinidad

and the South American mainland (Venezuela). The northern

entrance to the Gulf of Paria off the northwest peninsula of Trinidad

is the Dragon’s Mouth, or Boca del Drago, with four channels: the

First, Second, Third and Grand Bocas. (< Sp Boca del Dragon
‘Dragon’s Mouth’ < boca ‘mouth’ + del Dragon ‘of the dragon’, fr its

danger to ships) 0 Although the current was against us, we had a

breeze which quickly carried us to the Bocas or Dragon’s Mouths.

This is a scene of peculiar grandeur, the two points of land, one of

Trinidad, the other of the Spanish Main, strongly resembling each

other, being lofty mountains of similar forms, covered with forests,

and distant from each other about fourteen miles. (Joseph 1835:63) 0

The north-coast range corresponds with the chain of mountains

extending along the north coast of Venezuela, which terminates in the

lofty point called La Pena, exactly opposite the north-west Promon-

tory of Trinidad, and distant from it about fifteen miles. The channel

between these points is divided by three small rocky islands, called

Monos, Huevos, and Chacachaca[r]e, into four channels or bocas,

which form the northern entrance to the Gulf of Paria, and are collec-

tively called the Boca del Drago, or the Dragon’s Mouth. (Taylor

1 864:74-5) 0 The Gulf of Paria with its two entrances - the Serpent’s

Mouth in the south and the Dragon’s Mouth in the north - separates

the island from the continent. (Ottley 1971-72:5)

drag pot n A fish trap in a series connected to a master rope and thus

not visible from the surface. (< E drag ‘something that resists when
pulled’ +fish-pot) 0 (Bickerton 1969)

drape n obs A very fashionable style of men’s suit, comprising trou-

sers with a very high waist, and very full legs tapering to tight ankles

(SAGA PANTS); and a wide-shouldered, narrow-waisted, long jacket

(SAGA COAT) (AmE zoot suit). (< AmE drape, drape suit ‘a man’s
suit of a long jacket and narrow trousers’) 0 [The magistrate informed

the defendant] that he could not be allowed to kill a man because he

was called “drapes” for wearing a style of pants. (TG 22 Feb 1944:2)

0 Mabel, why you act so bad, Tell me why you pelt me drape in the

yard. (Radio “My Girl Mabel 1941) 0 When we last saw him he was
wearing an electric blue, nearly triple-breasted, drape-shape suit, and

a silver slave bracelet inscribed ‘Lion, From Your Seven Lionesses’.

(John 2007:149)

draw 1 v Take a photograph. (< E draw ‘trace the lines of a figure;

represent something in lines’) = >take out
3
0 Chittaranjan went to

him. ‘You drawing photo?... If is photo you drawing, well, draw out a

photo of we candidate.’ (Naipaul 1958:180)

2 v Strike or light a match. (< E draw ‘cause to come, move; pull

towards’) = scratch, strike 0 That whole box a match wouldn’t draw.

0 Ah kyan even see to draw a match.

3 v Steep or ferment liquid. (< E draw ‘extract a liquor, juice, etc. by

suction, pressure, infusion, or distillation; specifically of preparing

tea’) 0 “Draw” one ounce of mat root... in an enamel pot. (Morean

1 990c:3 1 ) 0 Pouring a given quantity of boiling water over a given

weight of herbal material nad infusing creates a tisane or infusion.

This is called ‘drawing’ in local parlance. (Lans 2006:60)

4 v Let ripen and burst a boil. (< E draw ‘cause blood to come flow-

ing through a wound; extract by suction, pressure, etc.’) 0 Tomorrow
1 will draw that for you.

draw bow phr Tob Instruction to fiddler in a SPEECH BAND, delivered

at the end of a satirical verse. (< E draw ‘pull, move along by traction’)

= drag bow 0 “Draw yuh bow. Mister Fiddler!” (Job-Caesar 1987)

drawn adj 111; sick. (< E drawn ‘marked by tension or pain’) 0 You
lookin drawn, man. (Ottley 1971:13)

draws n Drawers; the pull-out, box-like parts of a bureau or chest of

drawers. (< E drawer) 0 “She took all her clothes and stuffed the

draws with all my old clothes, for me to think she wasn’t gone.”

(Heat 7 Oct 1989:15)

dread 1 /; A short flight of seabirds going out and circling to come
back. 0 Sooty tern Sterna fuscata, the booby or pillikins. At breeding

grounds, the entire colony performs a peculiar group action (some-

times called a “dread”), in which normal activity is suddenly inter-

rupted; following a particular harsh cry the birds all leave their nest

and fly out in silence over the sea, sweeping round, gathering together

and gradually returning to their places, where normal activity recom-

mences. (fffench 1992:164)

2 n A Rastafarian, a person with dreadlocked hair. (< Jamaican E
dread ‘Rastafarian believer’ < E dread ‘great awe or fear of God’) 0

At the twilight hour, I refused to pick up a “dread” who begged “Oh,

gawd, give meh a drop by dey, breds” simply because I feared he may
stick a knife in my ribs. (Lange 1986:25) 0 A ‘Dread’ finally came to

his assistance as he ventured forth with a prerecorded tape. (What a

Life, TG 20 Nov 1991:7)

3 adj Terrible; difficult; excruciating; extremely unpleasant. (< E
dread ‘great fear; deep awe or reverence; apprehension or anxiety’) 0

De little shack I man livin’ in only have cardboard, Datsun boxwood,

an’ galvanise to fall on I man, an’ I man not diggin’ no horrors. Is

Babylon in dey concrete house dat have to dig ah dread scene.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:51) 0 They complain of being bored and tell

her frankly that math is “dread” and grammar is “real tears.” (EX-2 3

Apr 1988:6)

4 adj Of a person or animal, difficult, aggressive, mean, frightening.

0 Ah hear the trade unionists who now acting up know the kind of

dread man he is. (Blast 15 Apr 1988:4) 0 He was meh real pardner

although ah never went home by him. He father was real dread.

(Foster 1990:28) 0 Killer bees bite me. Them killer bees sting me,

Them killer bees dread. (Kitchener “The Bee’s Melody” pr, in

Williams 1992)
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dream 1 v Dream about; have a dream including someone. 0 (Haynes

1987: 140) 0 About a week ago, I dreamt my dead brother. (Blast 13

Oct 1989: 14) 0 This morning I dreamt a woman I had broken off with

for a number of years now. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:14)

2 v Appear to someone in a dream; cause someone to dream about

them. 0 She aunt dream she last night,

dreevay see DRIVAY

dress down 1 v Beat; punish with blows. (< E dress down ‘treat

severely, punish, beat’, now in SE usu. only in form give/get a dress-

ing down) 0 (Haynes 1987:163)

2 v Move over, esp. to make room for someone else to sit, e.g. on a

bench, (poss. < obs E dress ‘place or set in position; adjust’) = >dress

round, ghaskay

dresser n Tob A small stand or table, without a drawer, put in the

kitchen for resting or holding wares. (< E dresser ‘a sideboard or

table in a kitchen on which food is prepared’) 0 Take up the big bowl

on the dresser.

dress in v Dress as; wear clothes that have a particular style; wear a

costume. = disguise in, dress up in 0 “You could still come any time

but when you coming dress yourself in a young lady.” (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:196)

dress round v Move over, esp. to make room for someone else to sit,

e.g. on a bench, (poss. < obs E dress ‘place or set in position; adjust’)

= dress down, ghaskay 0 (Ottley 1971) 6 Dress round. (John 1973)

dress-tail n Woman, usu. in a sexual sense. 0 [He] was a womanizer.

Man, no dress-tail could pass the man, and the millions just made
things a lot easier for him. (Blast 6 Oct 1989:16) 0 [They] have one

thing in common, and that is women. They like plenty dresstail and

would try anything to get at what is inside the dresses. (Blast 13 Oct

1989:16)

dress up in v Masquerade as; dress in a particular style; wear a cos-

tume. = disguise in, dress in 0 Summon dem does dress up in doctor,

some in policeman, some in bishop, all kina t’ing. (de Boissiere

1937b) 0 Last carnival he was dress up in a robber. (ESTT 1956)

driette see DOUIETTE

drink v In regard to soup, swallow down, eat. (< E drink ‘take liquid

into the stomach; swallow down’) 0 I said 1 feel to drink some calla-

loo, so I bought me bush crabs and ochro too. (Wonder ‘‘My Troubles

in the Eastern Market” 1951) 0 He talked with Lydia and her father

for a while, drank the rest of his cow-heel soup and rejoined the

merrymaking in the yard. (James 1990:285)

drink bush (tea) for phr With bellyache, other people’s fever, friend

fever, etc., take on someone else’s responsibilities or problems. = take

bush tea for 0 “You see me? I’m not drinking bush for anybody’s bel-

lyache.” (1990) 0 The impact of bushes upon the general way of life

was such that anyone taking a side in a dispute was said to be ‘drink-

ing bush water for other people’s fever.” (Cummings 2004:61

)

drink eight cents 1 phr Drunk, esp. more drunk than expected after

the amount of liquor taken. 0 Yuh drink eight cents rum an playing

ten cents drunk (playing de fool). (ESTT 1956)

2 phr Said to ridicule someone for unjustified, often PRETENSIVE,

behaviour. 0 Yuh get a lil end and now yuh getting on, yuh drink eight

cents rum an playing ten cents drunk.

drink out 1 v Drink up; finish. 0 Ah good eat and drink she out black

is white, As ah finish ah get up and say good night. (Eisenhower

“Seven Day Mopsy” 1956, in Rodman 1971:213) 0 Drink out your

mm and whiskey. (Chalkie “Life under Curfew” 1971)

2 v Spend or waste money on alcohol. 0 They then drank “out” the

money. (POSG 5 Nov 1907:5) 0 But when he come home, the wife

drink it out. 0 No respectable woman would be seen in de vicinity of

ah rumshop. Although it had some brave women who didn’t care bout

no respectability wen it come tuh collectin de rent money or de

money tuh buy food fuh de chirren. Dey use tuh block de man by de

door an demand de cash before he drink out all wit de boys. (Foster

1990:43) 0 If I didn’t drink the money out in mm and fatten Chung
bank book, look how things would ah be different today. (Gosine

1992:137)

drip-jug n arc A limestone water filter. = >drip-stone 0 They still have

a old drip-jug in the kitchen.

drip-stone n arc A limestone water filter. = drip-jug 0 There was

always a supply of cool drinking water from the “drip-stone” or fil-

ter... It consisted of two vessels of porous coral set one above the

other on a small derrick. The upper vessel was carved out to hold a

few buckets of water. The water dripped through the coral vessels,

thus becoming filtered, and at the same time cooled by evaporation,

into a large earthenware jar at the bottom. On the derrick hung a calla-

bash with a stick through it to serve as a dipper and how cool and

fresh that water was. (O’Connor 1978:49) 0 [There] was no frige-

daire, but she kept the drip-stone container which cooled the water,

always full, (de Verteuil 1992:223)

drivay, dreevay v Waste time; wander aimlessly; stray. (< FC < Fr

deriver ‘divert; drift’) = knock about 0 Dreevay. (John 1973) 0 It was

half past nine and Emelda had not come home yet. “She learning to

dreeveway.” Miss Millie said to herself. “I have to talk to she. When
she was a little girl she uses to fan de coalpot for me when ah was
ironing, but now she only want to gallivant all about.” (Bowyer

1974:24) 0 He’s a real dreevway artist. 0 He always dreevwayin. 0

Drevait (dree-vay). Wayward person who likes to “knock about.”

(Alloy, in Smith 2000b: 17)

drive n Way or act of driving; esp. used in BAD DRIVE. 0 “What kinda

drive is that?” (1990)

drive out v Go out for a drive in a car. 0 “I like to drive out on week-

ends.” (1990)

driver 1 n obs During the period of slavery, the overseer of a GANG of

slaves. (< E driver ‘overseer of a gang of slaves’) 0 “The whip in the

hands of the Driver is itself found sufficient to prevent the necessity

of using it.” (CO 295/60 1823, in de Verteuil 1992:386) 0 In the

appointment of a Driver on an estate he is generally chosen from

among the Gang, as a man who has been marked for his humanity to

slaves, at any time committed to his care, rather from any ferocious

disposition which he may have been observed to possess (CO 295/60

1823, in de Verteuil 1992:386) 0 Their Serjeants and corporals are

better than the Drivers or Headmen? (Character 1825, CO 295-66:21)

0 The Minister in this Despatch [of 1820] particularly recommended
the abolition of flogging in the case of female slaves as well as the

practice of the drivers of the slave gangs carrying whips in the fields

“as emblems of their authority,” or to be employed “as the ready

instrument of their displeasure.” (Fraser 1896:150) 0 Among the

mass of field slaves, the highest post was that of driver. Their worth

was estimated ‘by the strength of their bodies and their disposition to

do their master’s work’. They carried the whip, (up to 1824) and if

they bore a grudge against any of the slaves they could easily take it

out of them in the field under pretence of urging them on to work.

They had their own favourites especially among the women, and

could easily order other slaves to work their provision grounds for

them. The manager usually issued extra clothes and provision to the

driver. The Head Driver, in charge of the first or main gang of work-

ers, received from the overseer at the end of the day the orders for the

quota of work for the following day and communicated them to the

different classes of negroes, (de Verteuil 1992:152)

2 n After emancipation, the overseer or foreman of a gang of workers.

= overlooker 0 A difference had sprung up between a brutal negro-

driver named Sam, and an assistant cooly. (Day 1852-1:189) 0 I am
the driver on the Dinsley Estate. (POSG 20 Sept 1854:2) 0 Harrack-

singh, a well-to-do and influential coolie driver of the Palmyra Estate.

(SFG 10 Dec 1881 in Singh 1988:45) 0 Then come the overseers and

drivers for ‘orders.’ The latter are of the labouring class, but act as fore-

men to the various ‘gangs.’ (On a sugar estate 1882:222) 0 They have

“drivers” who count the amounts cut and broken open. (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D19) 0 But Mahadeo could be useful;

he worked... as a sub-overseer, a ‘driver’ (not of vehicles or slaves,

but of free labourers) and as a driver he could always put pressure on

his labourers. (Naipaul 1958:42) 0 [A] Creole driver of La Fortunee

estate murdered an Indian labourer in 1878 after a dispute over tasks.

(Brereton 1979:189) 0 She began calling, ‘Captain! Ca-a-p-t-ain!’
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Since he had been a young man, her husband, Rajin, had been made a

driver in the cocoa and coffee estates. Everyone in the fields

addressed him as Captain, and his wife had followed suite. (Gosine

1992:72)

3

n Term of address to a taxi-driver. 0 Driver, gi me over dey. (Mer-

chant “Taxi-driver” 1979) 0 The driver is the Negro whose task is to

flog the other Negroes: he is always chosen for this honourable post

on account of his steadiness and obedience. (Wilkins 1854:160)

drogher n Coaster; a type of slow, clumsy vessel usu. used for trans-

porting cargo along coastal ports. (< CarE drogher < ohs Fr drogueur

‘a ship which fishes and dries herring and mackerel’) 0 (de Verteuil

1858:328)

drogue v Carry items or burdens in several trips, /drog/ (< ScE drogue

‘dragg’ and/or < drogher) 0 They had was to drogue all that timber

up here.

drop 1 v Get out of a car. (< E drop ‘let out of a ship or vehicle') 0 In a

short while they reached the ‘bachy’. The three fellows dropped.

Johny thanked them and moved on. (Bain 1974:70) 0 “Where yuh

droppin?” “I droppin here.” (1979)

2 v Have a baby, give birth; of humans or animals. (< E drop ‘let fall

in birth; give birth to young; usu. of sheep’) 0 She drop the baby yes-

terday. (Naipaul 1959:98)

3 v With blows, bullpistle, hand, etc., beat, strike. (< E drop ‘fall ver-

tically; descend’) 0 Ah go drop two in he tail. 0 “The policeman

broke a piece of cane and continued beating me all over my body.

Fearing he was going to kill me, I held on to him and dragged him out

of one field,” continued the frightened man. “He then took Terrence

into the cane and dropped blows on him,” Jones added. (Heat 15 Aug
1987) 0 I daresay they will find that the same people who hugged and

kissed them in 1986 will want to drop some bullpistles on their backs

this time. (Blast 24 Nov 1989:11) 0 ‘Give me the money, girl. And
give it to me right now, before I drop some blows on you.’ (Gosine

1992:59) 0 ‘Boy, if you don’t want me to drop my hand on you and

break out your next foot, just go and clean the room. Just get out from

here.’ (Gosine 1992:131)

4 v Bring forth something, e.g. a song or budget plan, that is some-

what unexpected. 0 Who could forget de yar wen Ed Watson and

Kitch drop “Sugar Bum-Bum” on we. Man, if yuh didn’t have dat

record in yuh house, dog was better dan you. (Foster 1990:51)

5 n A ride in a car, E lift. 0 In those days taxi was paying, You
couldn’t count the drops they making... Now things change their

engines all gone. They can’t even make a six cent short drop in town.

(Mighty Dictator “The Zephyr Zodiak” 1 956 pr) 0 DROP, n.. lift, ride,

e.g., will you give me a drop to Sangre Grande? (Rodman 1971:230)

0 At one time “you had to be a Admiral, to get a drop at the hospital.”

(POSG 24 Feb 1946:2) 0 Drop. (John 1973) 0 Her neighbour... has

four children who have to “hustle a drop” every day to go to primary

school in Blanchisseuse. (EX 26 Oct 1986:30)

6 n A kind of sweet coconut biscuit. (< E drop ‘a cake made by drop-

ping a mixture on to paper, etc.’) = coconut drop 0 He went on and

collected a cake, i.e. a “drop” or a bun. (Alladin 1970:53) 0 It was a

pleasant-looking little cafe, well stocked with rock-cakes and drops

and buns in the glass cases, and with sweets and soft-drinks on the

shelves, and there was a huge ice-box with an ice shaver on top of it,

where Freddie probably made press, and snowballs, and maybe even

ice-cream. (Anthony 1967:70) 0 [Bjeing a night when few were

going to sleep, the pudding sellers, the pea-nut vendors, and the

[vendors] of pone, rock and drops, mauby and ginger beer, were out

in force. (Anthony 1989:35) 0 Next thing you know the whole

thing done. She used to eat sweetbread like if is drops. Anything with

coconut in it. See how she lick down the pone you carry up there

for them. (Doh Say Dat, TG 6 Oct 1991:26)

drop blows see DROP 3

drop down like Sunday bundlewood phr Drop quickly with relief;

let go a heavy burden; may be literal or figurative. 0 Once he do me
that, I drop him down like Sunday bundlewood.

drop-lining n A method of fishing. 0 Drop-lining is done by those in

the community who like to work individually, commonly ones who

wish to marry early and escape the domination of their familial

home... This kind of fishing is done in one- or two-man boats on the

reef and involves catching the large fish that are very popular in the

markets. Drop-lining is often done at night with the aid of large lan-

terns, orflambeaus. (Abrahams 1974:26)

drop mango n A mango that has fallen on the ground when ripe or

bird-pecked, considered by some people to be inedible. 0 That drop

mango too soffy-soffy.

drop mark phr Leave a WHE-WHE bet with the BANKER. = pull mark
0 He describe himself at varying times as an odd-job man, a man,

who... would be called upon to provide security, gun stuck in his

waist, when they went to drop the mark on the whe-whe-turf or to

pick up some illegal shipment. (EX 11 Jan 1987:5)

drop out v Get out of a car. 0 “The cop then hired a car but we
dropped out before we reached the station.” (TTM 19 Aug 1986:10)

drop to sleep phr Fall asleep, esp. quickly. (< E drop off' fall asleep’)

0 I reach home and drop to sleep one time.

drop words phr Say something to people aimed as criticism at one

person, who realizes it, although no one else might recognize it. (< E
drop ‘let something fall’) = throw words 0 I saw this little girl with a

crown on her head gesticulating and getting on as though she was
“dropping words” for me. (Mirror 1983)

drum dance n arc Any of several types of traditional African dances

done to the accompaniment of a variety of drums. 0 A drum dance in

a barrack yard meant a high old time for [the hoi polloi] though it

annoyed a whole street (Inniss 1932 [1858]) 0 A grave disturbance of

the peace had occurred; a number of the two notorious “bands” had

broken the law as regards drum dances, had overpowered the few

policemen stationed in the Village, and for hours had held undisputed

possession of it. (POSG 7 Apr 1891 :4) 0 There had been a bamboula

or drum dance, contrary to law, all Monday in the Village. (POSG 1

Apr 1891:6) 0 We believe further that DRUM DANCES are one of

[West Indian negroes] social customs which most help to foster this

licentious characteristic of their normal condition... Although drum
dances have always been a sign of a low state of civilization yet in

some Islands, especially the French, they have not been and are not

now as bestial and obscene as what they are mostly reduced to here...

These entertainments were held in neatly built edifices, thatched and

enclosed with coconut branches and ornamented with festoons of

fruits and flowers. There was an elevated platform at one end where

the King with his gorgeously apparelled Queen sat surrounded by her

almost equally highly dressed attendants. The drum players, some-

times many in number, who sat in front of them, were well dressed

and wore white kid gloves. Whilst the Chorus and Dancers, all gaily

dressed females... sang in cadence or danced in a way which, if

designed by their dangerous gracefulness to excite the lascivious pas-

sions of adults, were at all events free from that bestial obscenity

which now prevails at ordinary drum dances... Shorn, however, of the

brilliantly illuminated and festooned “palace” the gaudy dresses and

glittering ornaments of the beauties... the effect of these dances was. .

.

immoral and pernicious. Their meretricious attractions have little by

little disappeared and have been replaced by a [coarse], shameless

and unblushing obscenity... of the present day. An open yard in some

suburb of the town... a man in a dirty shirt and trousers, a bench and a

drum; a few dirtily dressed women who serve as Chorus, a mixed

crowd of dirtily dressed men and women who dance to the sound of

the drum independently of each other, and a gaping crowd who are

attracted to the spot by the noise; if it is not moonlight, a flickering

flambeau to enlighten the scene... the songs [are] generally a few

foolish sentences composed by the leader of the Chorus to provoke

some obnoxious person or band and the sickening repetition of a

refrain... As for the dancing it is nothing, but the most disgusting

obscenity... copious draughts of rum warm their blood; quarrels

ensure, sticks are freely used and the entertainment is ordinarily wound

up by a fight... The regulations in force at the present time restrict

drum-dances within the hours of 6 in the morning and 10 o’clock in the

evening... bad as drum dances are in town they are far worse in the

country on account of their unrestrained and open drunkenness.
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disorder and the disgusting promiscuousness of sexual intercourse.

(FPTN 1 Mar 1883:2) 0 The 'drum dances’, dances like the Calenda,

Belaire, and Bongo, performed to the accompaniment of drums, were

viewed with special horror. According to one authority, African social

dances such as the three just named, even when the sexual motif was

central, did not permit bodily contact between the sexes. The Calenda

and Bongo were danced only by men, the Belaire only by women.

But commentators in Trinidad at the end of the century stressed the

immorality and obscenity of the drum dances. (Brereton 1979: 160)

drummer n Blaberus giganteus, a large dark brown cockroach, (ff

folk belief that they make a loud drumming noise, prob. made by

other beetles or geckos)

drunk and disorderly phr Being intoxicated or inebriated, and

behaving in an unacceptable manner. (< legal E drunk and disorderly,

the official form of a charge in police-court) 0 In the first half of the

1930’s... a grassroots man named “Sagiator” became Leader of the

bad behaviour sailor band... This reckless band of happy drinkers

could never qualify for a prestigious prize on stage at any of the com-

petition venues in the city owing to its annual tradition: playing drunk

and disorderly and permitting its members to roll in the gutters of Port

of Spain. (Lange 1989:3)

drunkard adj Habitually drunk, overindulging in alcohol. (< E drunk-

ard ‘a person who is habitually drunk’) 9 I got a soft spot for you,

girl, being as your father so drunkard. (Selvon 1972) 0 I not as drunk-

ard and stupid as people think, you know. (Selvon 1991c: 123)

drunken v Make someone drunk. (< E drunken ‘drunk; in a state of

inebriation’; < E drunk ‘inebriated’ + -en, suffix indicating to make in

that condition, e.g. strengthen , darken ’) 0 It would drunken him. 0

Yuh might drinken mih: i.e., if I accept this additional drink that you

are now offering me. (Haynes 1987: )

drunken sailor n A Carnival sailor mas in which players imitate

the behaviour of drunken sailors on shore leave. 0 With regard to the

costume there were very few of any merit - devils, clowns, drunken

sailors and Indians seem to be the favourite dresses. (Mirror 21 Feb

1912:3) 0 It shall not be lawful for any person to carry any bladder or

chamber utensil... It must be clearly understood that improper con-

duct of those disguised persons locally known as “Drunken Sailors”

who usually carry these articles will not be permitted and that any

person acting in disobedience of this Regulation will be immediately

arrested. (POSG 11 Feb 1930:4, in Stuempfle 1995:29)

dry 1 adj Without expression. (< arc E dry’ ‘feeling or showing no

emotion’) 0 He listen to the charges and he face dry dry.

2 adj Of a person, very thin and wrinkled. = dry-bone, dry-up, maga,

maga-bone 0 Dry for water, hungry for supper. (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0

Look - i have my medicine here in a bottle. Snake bite you, and you

drink some of this, and in no time you will puke up all the poison. But

I know you like the dry of the shop (Lovelace 1968) 0 That dry

woman is the cause of everything.

3 adj In reference to illness and parasites, a condition in which the

victim is considered to no longer have enough blood remaining. 0

Cases of hookworm, leukemia, and anemia are often attributed to

sukoiyaas, who are said to develop a taste for an individual’s blood

and return nightly until the victim is “dry.” (Glazier 1983:26)

dry bath n A BUSH BATH in which the ingredients are placed in a cal-

abash, and mixed with water; the person bathing undresses and is

rubbed with a cloth dampened in this. 0 If the special feast is given to

bring about a legal marriage with a certain person, a “dry” bath may
be given. (Simpson 1970:73)

dry-bone adj Small, thin. (< E dry-bones ‘a contemptuous term for a

thin or withered person’) = dry
-

, dry-up, maga, maga-bone 0 Look
that dry-bone woman there, that is the one I’m talking about,

dry clean n Clean the body off with a wet cloth, rather than bathing

with a larger amount of water. 0 “I just gi she a dry clean.” (1990)

dry coconut n A coconut in which the inner jelly has become white

and hard, usu. used for copra and cooking. Generally sold without the

very large husk of the green coconut. 9 An East Indian man... pleaded

not guilty to the charge... of conveying a dry coconut suspected to be
stolen. (TG 24 June 1919) 0 Panday shook the bag vat vat vat in the

darkness. It sounded as if he was opening a dry coconut with a dull

cutlass. (Ladoo 1972:49) 0 Man, you gi my mudder some bhaji or

dasheen bush, ah dry coconut, some rice, quarter pound ah pigtail an

quarter pound ah saltfish an two head ah garlic, An yuh could end up

scrapin de pot, eatin de bu’n bu'n an beggin fuh more. (Foster

1990:47)

dry dry so, dry so, dry dry sub phr Without saying anything, without

warning, context or reason. 0 Dry dry suh you come and buss me
mouth. (Ottley 1971:66) 0 I eh provoke the man at all and he come
dry dry so and start to get on ignorant. 0 “She just come up and tell

me some stupidness.” “Dry so?” (1990) 0 “I eh provoke he, he start

sharing blows dry so.” (1998)

dry food InA dish made without meat or sauce. (< E diy ‘without

moisture; meagre, plain, bare; of bread or toast, without butter; of

food, deficient in interest, lacking flavour’) = naked 0 If he one is

cooking, is only dry food they eating.

2 n In Orisha worship, sacrificial food not containing meat or blood.

9 Besides the animals listed, it should be noted that the orisha receive

“dry food,” the term used for any food offerings not obtained from

blood sacrifice: com meal, parched com, chilibibi (made from ground

com and sugar), slush (made with okra), acra (made with flour and

fish), rice, black-eyed peas, olive oil, honey, and coocoo (made with

com meal and okra). (Houk 1995:145)

dry leper, dry leprosy n A skin disease, likely scrofula or vitiligo,

resulting in light-coloured sometimes rashy patches, (fr resemblance

of affected areas to the dead-white appearance of leprous skin) = dry

leprosy 9 Dry leprosy, (de Verteuil 1858:162) 9 Her mother has dry

leper on her hand.

dry river, Dry River n Any concrete paved river-bed; esp. the East

Dry River in east Port of Spain, where the St. Anns River flows under

the Park Street Bridge at Picadilly. 9 “Me bin walk so, one hell-ob-a-

way. All a’ way till me meet up Dry Ribber.” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 9 “Me
bin feel glad till me sorry, for though me happy too much my yie ran

over like dry ribber in a rainy season.” (TG 1 June 1 83 1:2)91 have so

often heard of large quantities of Quicksilver being picked up in what

is called the “Dry River," and from so many persons unconnected

with each other, that I fully believe there are extensive veins of this

valuable metal here. The children of this town frequently pick up

globules of quicksilver when at play at the “Dry River.” (Joseph

1838a:9-10) 9 [In 1787] His Excellency the Governor, seeing the

necessity of not allowing the waters of the St. Ann’s and Tragarete

rivers to pass through the town, which they rendered unwholesome...

caused the Cabildo to meet on the subject.. An engineer... was
employed to divert the streams. He projected a deep channel for the

waters, which channel, as he rightly judged, would be rendered

deeper by the passage of the torrents during the wet season: this chan-

nel became what is called "the Dry River.” (Joseph 1 838a: 173) 9 The
Dry River Bridge, or rather pass has been again and again swept

away. (TDN 18 Aug 1849:2) 9 She lives over the dry river. (TON
19/22 June 1851:2) 9 The La India competition was won by the Dry
River band of “Wild Indians.” whilst the second prize was captured

by the Belmont band. (POSG 21 Feb 1912:4) 9 Of late there have

been no fewer than about four drowning fatalities occuring to little

boys whilst bathing in or curiously watching the torrents of the Dry

River which is occasionally [flooded] by the heavy rains. (TG 8 Nov
1919:6) 9 As a result of the heavy torrents of rain which fell in the

city to-day between the hours of one and two, the Dry River soon

overflowed its banks and gutted a house which stood on its banks.

(ES 26 Oct 1926:4) 9 Belmont was still a young suburb and many
were the glorious hours spent by truant boys pitching marbles and fly-

ing kites in the Dry River undisturbed by officious constables. (WG
8 Feb 1930:3) 9 Hundreds of people in the City yesterday saw the

amazing spectacle of a young boy’s body being carried down to sea by

the swirling torrent of the “Dry River" in flood, and were powerless to

go to his assistance. (TG 5 Jan 1933:1) 9 The street-drains in the

eighties and nineties were often crowded with “Belly-fish.” In these

days of perfectly graded concrete drains the “guppy is no longer seen

in the streets of the City, nor in the so-called “Dry-river,” Belmont.

(Guppy 1936:49) 9 The Dry River is so called because during the dry
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season no water runs through it. But when, in the rainy season, clouds

burst upon the hills that ring the town, swirling, thick brown water

rises to the top of the river bank. Then everything that has grown

accustomed to the river’s long inactivity is swept away by it. Trees,

boxes, bridges, fowls, goats, spin helplessly in its grip, (de Boissiere

1952:78) 0 He preferred to... walk along the banks of the Dry River

and throw stones into the stink water and collect the guppies into bot-

tles of fresh water. (Gomes 1978:7) 0 DRY RIVER. The lower part of

the St. Ann’s River which skirts the eastern side of Port-of-Spain and

flows to the sea. The nature of the terrain makes the water flow so

rapidly into the sea that there is seldom any water in this river, hence

the term “dry.” The St. Ann’s River used to ran through the centre of

the town, flowing through what is now called Woodford Square, but

in 1785 Governor... Chacon had it diverted... In the rainy season the

mud of this river along with the rubbish thrown into it always made it

a great attraction for mosquitoes and other vermin. In 1934 mayor of

Port-of-Spain Captain Arthur Andrew Cipriani got rid of the health

nuisance by having the Dry River paved. (Anthony 1997:195) 0 The

Dry River was the one place that children of the barrack-yards could

play with the certainty of not being hounded. It was easily accessible

through the barrack-yards that led down to its bank, particularly from

the Hell Yard in Charlotte Street to the River Yard in Duncan Street.

The River flowed from St Ann’s, which is north of Port of Spain,

through Belmont to Downtown and emptied into the sea front that

was called "the La Basse". At its deepest through the Downtown
barrack-yards there was hardly ever more than twelve inches of water

except when it rained heavily. Before 1930, when its paving began,

the Dry River could better be compared with a sewer... In the early

post-war years, the Dry River was also sanctuary to the youths of the

early steelbands as they used their knowledge of the place to escape

pursuit by the police who pursued them for “disturbing the peace”.

(Cummings 2004:109-110)

dry season n The period of the year when no or little rain falls in most

parts of the two islands, usu. January to April. See also RAINY SEA-

SON, PETIT CAREME. (< E dry 'free from or deficient in rain; not

rainy’) 0 In the dry season they emerge from their obscurity to take

part in some well-paid work which they like, such as driving cane-

carts, etc. (Collens 1888:37-8) 0 If the streets in town were bad, what

can I say of the country roads? Those were simply natural soil

(excepting along the Eastern Main road, which was gravelled in a

way,) which were round ridged in the dry season, and the holes and

ruts filled up with Megass over which the carts ran merrily carting

canes to the mill, amid clouds of dust, but in the rainy season they

were all but impassable for wheel traffic and even very difficult to

pass over on horse-back. (Inniss 1910:77) 0 It seems that of late

years, the wet and dry seasons, which were so marked in those days,

have become so mixed up, that one can never say definitely which is

which. (Inniss 1910:83-4) 0 In the dry season, the trees, the hedges

and every leaf in sight were covered with a grey layer of gritty dust...

In former years the water was regularly cut off for several hours dur-

ing the day in the dry season, and, not infrequently also, in the wet

season, when the Maraval and St. Ann’s rivers, the only sources of

supply, were in spate, and the muddy waters shut off from the reser-

voirs and allowed to run to waste. (Masson 1927:40-1) 0 Thanks to

February’s intennittent showers, the effect of the dry season here was

hitherto less... felt. ( TG 12 Mar 1933:8) 0 It is the common practice to

speak of a 'dry season’ from January to April and a 'rainy season’

from May to December, interrupted by the petite careme, a short dry

period, in September-October. The petite careme is much shorter and

less intense than the dry season proper, and, as far as the vegetation is

concerned, there is only one effective dry season. (Beard 1946:12-3)

0 The year is divided into a Dry season lasting from January to May,

and a Wet Season of considerably greater rainfall, from June to

December. The harvesting and grinding [of sugar cane] operations

take place during the dry season, as do all mechanical field opera-

tions. Planting starts as soon as possible after the first rains of the Wet

Season. (Hutchison & Taylor 1 953 :xi) 0 The “dry" season lasts from

January to May, and the “wet" season from June to December. Rain-

fall in the wettest month is usually heavy but of short duration and

quickly followed by brilliant sunshine. ( WICYB 1963:297) 0 There is

need for the early completion of this concrete shed since as it is it can

only serve for the dry season because whenever rain falls it gets into

the shed from all sides. (EX 14 Oct 1990:10) 0 Like any other civi-

lized country, Trinidad had four seasons: Wet Season, Dry Season,

Football Season and Mango Season. (Andersen 2004:1 19)

dry so see dry dry so

dry up adj Of a person, very thin and wrinkled. = dry
2
0 Dry up - very

thin person. (John 1973)

dry weather adj Thin; scrawny; weather-beaten; shrivelled. 0 (Ottley

1971) 0 Mammee sapote, mammee sapote. Went up the fort, Tie up

her coat, Like a dry-weather goat. (trad, song)

dry weather friend n A person who appears to be a friend, but who
would not help you with a real problem. (< E fair-weather friend) 0

(Haynes 1987:89)

dube (grass), doob, dooby n Cynodon dactylon (E Bermuda grass,

dog’s tooth grass), a low, fine-leaved naturalized grass with slender

wiry creeping stems, rooting at the joints. It survives dryness well;

often used in Hindu rituals, /dub/ (< H dub) = Bahama grass, devil

grass, dew grass 0 He was able to cure a disease of the eye by placing

his left hand on the head of the patient while praying and stirring

mustard oil in a brass plate resting before him with a tiny bunch of

dooby grass (devil’s grass). (Alladin 1970:17) 0 The dube is used in

all worship. If there are no flowers available for worship, then the tips

of the dube, can be offered. The dube grass does not change with

time. It is also immortally green. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:18) 0 (Haynes

1987:49) 0 You have to cure that with mustard oil, dub grass and

jharay with a mantra. (OPNL Mar 1989:5) 0 The dube is doused in

mustard oil in a thariya (brass plate) and passed over patients suffer-

ing with jaundice. (Mahabir 1991:55) 0 The taria with the mustard oil

and water is placed on the jaundice sufferer’s head and stirred with

the Doob grass broom. (EX-Today 23 Sept 2002:29) Hardi Ceremony.

Some hardi mixed with oil is sprinkled on the bedi with doob grass...

After the hardi is applied, the same five girls, then chumay the

dulaha/dulahin. They take doob grass in both hands and touch it to the

rice in the thaali and again touch the feet, knees, shoulders, heart and

head of the dulaha/dulahin. (Holass-Beepath 2002:43-4)

duck v Of a kite, dip suddenly towards the ground. When caught by

the wind, this happens when the tail is too light or too short; it may
also be done as a technique to direct the kite’s movements in the air.

(< E duck 'make a sudden downward move, usu. to avoid some-

thing’) 0 The sport had its own techniques... how best to set the com-

pass so that you could duck the kite on either side, walk it or make it

climb quickly. (Araujo 1984:20) 0 “If the wind is strong, and the kite

is strong, it will duck. You have to control by puknin or lengthening

the tail.” (1990) 0 The kite is ducked by jerking on the string and

forcing it to pass under the attacker’s. (Rampersad 1993: 10)

duck bread n arc Stale bread that is days old or more, usu. hard and

dry, sold at very low prices, (fr being used to feed ducks) 0 “Duck”

bread was a more intensive strategy in the use of bread. It was the

unsold breads of all kind that were kept in bags in the bakeries for

many days and became very hard and dusty. “Duck" bread was usu-

ally in demand by black-pudding vendors for thickening the mixture

that went into the sleeve. Other people sought “duck” bread for

making-up livestock feed. In those difficult times however, families

made as though buying bread to feed their ducks but used it to feed

themselves. The dry “duck" bread was also used as a fuel substitute

for charcoal. (Cummings 2004: 166)

ducking n Of a kite, the action of dipping suddenly towards the

ground. (< duck) 0 “Ducking” is a most important technique, espe-

cially in kite wars. The kite is ducked by jerking on the string and

forcing it to pass under the attacker’s. Almost immediately, enough

“slack" has to be released to allow the kite freedom to regain its

height so as to be able to launch its own attack. (Rampersad 1993:10)

0[T]he kite flyer demonstrated the skill of “mounting” the kite so it

ascended; ducking it so it made a sharp downward turn and taking it

back up. (Cummings 2004:107)
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duckna n Calathea lutea ,
a native plant with large waxy leaves,

/dvkna/ = >cachibou, sohari 0 By the river side we saw ... cachibou or

duckna. (Farrell 1984:21)

duck story n An unbelievable story or explanation. = >half-pick duck

<> Duck story. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

duckweed 1 n Lemna aequinoctialis, a freshwater floating native

aquatic plant. Leaves very small, rounded, to 4 x 5 mm (.16" x .02")

wide, asymmetrical. (< E duckweed
,
plants of the genus Lemna )

=

lentille d’eau
1

0 (FTT 1986-3-4:369)

2

n Lemna valdiviana, a freshwater floating native aquatic plant.

Leaves very small, rounded, asymmetrical, to 5 x 1.5 mm (.2" x .06").

(< E duckweed
,
plants of the genus Lemna) = lentille d’eau

-
0 (FTT

1986-3-4:370)

duckwood n Ocotea leucoxvlon, a large native evergreen tree. (prob.

< dockwood) = black cedar, dockwood, >laurier cacapoule 0 (Marshall

1934:86) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:572-3)

dudh n Milk. /dud
h
/ (< H-Bh dudh ‘milk’) 6 “Gi the child some

dudh.” (1990)

dudh-bhai, dudhawat bhe n The brotherly relationship between two

boys nursed by the same woman. /dud
h
b
h
ai/ (< Bh dudh ‘milk’ +

bhai ‘brother’) 0 Dudhawat bhe: brother of the same milk, if two chil-

dren are suckled by the same woman... they become “true” siblings

for all practical purposes (Klass 1961) 0 Dudh-bhai (brother because

of sucking the same milk)... [is a legacy] from the Gangetic plain of

North India. (Jha 1973:43)

du-dup, doo-doop, dud-up, du-dups n An early small two-note

STEEL DRUM, with the top divided into two sections, used in early

steelbands. Today sometimes used in PAN-AROUND-THE-NECK
bands and other CARNIVAL ensembles, /dudup, dudups, dodup,

dudups/ = bass kittle 0 Big Mack Sandiford... states that each of the

basic steelband instruments was a substitute for a tamboo bamboo
instrument: the cuff boom for the boom, the kittle for the foule, the

dud-up for the cutter and the iron for the bottle and spoon. (Stuempfle

1990:55) 0 Pans in those days were simply for a one-handed rhythm,

with men cuffing the du-dups, pounding the baylays and the ping

pongs, every man playing his own melody and singing. (EX 17 Jan

1993:2) 0 On the other side, over in the North Stands,... the activities

on the stage are the background to their own celebrations, which they

carry on most wonderfully during the intervals when the bands are

setting up onstage, beating dudups and iron and wailing down the

place. (Lovelace 1998:58)

dulaha, doolaha n Bridegroom; the man getting married in a Hindu

wedding, /dulaha/ (< H-Bh dulha ‘bridegroom’) 0 The bridegroom

(doolaha) was beautifully dressed in a jora-jama, full-length, long-

sleeved, pink gown tied at the waist, and with pugree on his head

securing a beautiful mowr or bead crown from which hung, all

around, long strands of frangipani or tissue-paper flowers. (Alladin

1970:22) 0 And then, too, a doolaha or bridegroom looked so much
the more picturesque in his flowing wedding gown and tall scintillat-

ing crown if his face behind the low-hanging tassels of the crown -

colloquially called a wedding hat - was a boyish face. (Naipaul

1976:25) 0 There followed the challenge of the beating of the tassa

from both the dulaha and dulahin sides, which created a deafening

noise that silenced everything else. (Doodnath 1989:47) OThe Jama-

jora was sometimes heavily decorated with sequins and tiny mirrors.

This garment gave the dulaha and sybala a very regal appearance.

(Ramlakhan 1990a:7) 0 ‘Now Parvatee, we have to get a nice dulaha

for Sastra.’ (Persaud 1993:198) 0 The dulahin Radha, dressed in red

and escorted by her mother, then entered the Maro for the first time to

[exchange] marriage vows with the dulaha, Vinoo. (EAAug 2002:23)

dulahin, doolahin 1 n Bride; the woman getting married in a Hindu
wedding, /dulahin, dulahin/ (< H-Bh dulhin ‘bride’) 0 By 10.00 or

1 1 .00 a.m. the wedding party left to return home - the veiled bride

(doolahin) dressed usually in long, white clothes of shiny material -

was [accompanied] by an old lady who never left her side for the

following three days. (Alladin 1970:23) 0 There followed the chal-

lenge of the beating of the tassa from both the dulaha and dulahin

sides, which created a deafening noise that silenced everything else.

(Doodnath 1989:47) 0 ‘Tell me about the dulahin na - how Devi

looked?’ (Persaud 1993:39) 0 The dulahin Radha, dressed in red and

escorted by her mother, then entered the Maro for the first time to

[exchange] marriage vows with the dulaha, Vinoo. (EA'Aug 2002:23)

2 n A term of address or reference for the speaker’s son's wife, esp. of

a recent marriage; or the wife of anyone the speaker calls BETA. (< H
dulhin ‘bride’) = bahu 0 ‘We want some light. Doolahin, bring the

petromax,’ Dhaniram called. Baksh noted that though she had been

deserted for so long, Dhaniram still called his daughter-in-law doola-

hin, bride. (Naipaul 1958:44) 0 When she first came everybody liked

her - very much... She was decidedly the pet of the house. They

called her doolahin , bride, which was in itself a pet name. (Naipaul

1976:28) 0 He nudged his sleeping wife, “Aye Doolahin! Doolahin?

Doolahin Oye!” (Ramsawack 1983:36) 0 The compound of the

Boodoo family is a hive of activity ...The brothers have from three to

nine children each, and three of their married sons have houses and

families on the compound also. Two households have doolahins

(son’s wives) living there. (Vertovec 1992:151) 0 Their mothers-in-

law ...now lived leisurely lives because they had delegated all house-

work to their dulahins. (Mahabir 2000:9)

3 n A term of address or reference for any young Indian woman;
depending on the speaker, addressee and situation, this may be con-

sidered positively or negatively. 0 Thirty to forty years ago many of

us young African men teased beautiful young girls by referring to

them as “doolahins.” (Letter, Mirror 1985)

4 n Mistress; woman lover of Indian descent. 0 She believes [his]

doolahin is behind it all, for she is also known in her home district as

a person who believes in obeah. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:13)

dular, doolar 1 n Affection; snuggling; cuddling, /dular/ (< H-Bh dular

‘love; affection’) 0 Doolar: the desire to be coddled or treated like a pet;

the excessive display of affection. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:16) 0 “My old

lady have plenty doolar.” ( 1 990)

2 adj Loving affection; snuggling. = pet up 0 “You like to love up too

much, you too doolar!” (1990)

dulha, doolha n A small cylindrical stone used with a SIL to grind

spices and seasonings, /dulha, dulha/ (< H-Bh) 0 “The seal and the

doolha - when we have to grind masala, we put the masala in that -

onion, garlic, pepper, everything we have, we grind the massala fine...

When it done grind it... we take it up.” (“Indian Cooking Utensils”

Gayelle 17 July 1986)

dumplin n A food made by boiling a small mass of dough made from

flour, CASSAVA meal, etc., with PROVISIONS or in a stew or other dish;

usu. globular, sometimes cylindrical with pointed ends from squeez-

ing the dough in the hand. (< E dumpling ‘a globular mass of dough)

0 Patchoy, dumplins, vegetables, ground provisions... (ad, Quamina

1982:3) 0 Many local dishes would be on sale from midday; curry

crab and dumplins or provisions, common fowl, callaloo and provi-

sions. (TG 18 Apr 1988) 0 “Out here in the country it have no special

way to cook, one pot boiling with dumpling and banana, another one

have stew with curry.” (TG 22 Dec 1995:32)

dunce adj Stupid; unintelligent; incapable of learning. = >duncey,

duncey-head ( >E dunce ‘a dull-witted stupid person’) 0 The kind of

dunce answers which flow from beauty queen contestants are now
becoming a most embarrassing thing (Mirror 1983) 0 Bright. Dunce.

Are these words still used in the school system?.. Apparently they

are. (EX 9 Sept 1990:30) 0 [D]own in Central Trinidad, high, low,

rich and poor, dunce and bright, every manjack drinking grog and

drinking hard to boot. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:14) 0 Celebrated artist and

actor Geoffrey Holder said in an interview yesterday he was success-

ful in spite of being dyslexic and considered “dunce” in school. (TG
29 June 2002:5)

duncey, duncy adj Stupid; unintelligent; incapable of learning.

/dAnsi/= dunce, duncey head 0 You see meh head was duncy, and up

to now I can't read. (Sparrow “Dan is the Man in the Van” 1963) 0 I

was an average student at primary school. I wasn't brilliant. I wasn’t

duncey. (EX 4 Jan 1987:25) 0 All because Joycee call Indra duncy,

but Indra say she was bright in school. (Sweetbread, EX 28 Sept.
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1990) 0 ‘Some people like to remain duncey. Eh, boy, you like to

remain duncey all your life?’ (Boodhoo 1994:148)

duncey cap n A conical hat made of paper, formerly worn by children

considered DUNCEY at school. (< E dunce's cap ) 0 “The children like

to use the Angel News to make duncey caps.” (EX-2 8 May 1988:6) 0

Must be de licks an duncey cap ah did fraid dat make meh learn.

(Foster 1990:30)

duncey-head adj Stupid; unintelligent; incapable of learning. = dunce,

>duncey 0 Too many duncey-head children are escaping from the pri-

mary schools and entering secondary schools where they are unable

to cope with the higher education. (Bomb 3 Apr 1987:13)

dun-dun see DOUN-DOUN

dungrow adj Very short and small for its age. (< doh grow ‘not grow-

ing’ or done grow ‘finished growing’) 0 That is a dungrow child,

dungs see DUNKS

dungut n Big or swollen belly. /dAngAt/ 0 Dungut. (Daniel msl ca

1960) 0 Look at that dungut sheep. Is a short breed. 0 That kiddy

ha dungut.

dunkin n A term of affection, usu. for children, /durjkin/ 0 “Mammy
little nice chile, dunkin!?” (1986)

dunks, doncs, dongs, downes, dungs n Ziziphus mauritiana , a small,

spreading, prickly cultivated evergreen tree to 12 m (3.8'). Leaves

tough, dark green, dense greyish hairs beneath, to 6 cm (2.3") long,

roundish, notched tip and three distinct parallel veins; tiny sharp

thorn at the base of each leaf. Flowers tiny, creamy green, in clusters

mainly at base of leaves; with a distinct feces-like odour. Fruits ovoid,

orange to brown when ripe, 2-3 cm (.8-1.2") in diameter with hard

stone and edible acidic greenish or mealy yellowish pulp frequently

eaten by children. /dAqks, dDrjks/ (poss. < E dung ‘feces’, ff odour of

flowers) = coolie jam, coolie plum 0 Then there is the pure joy and

nourishment of dongs steeped in an inkwell for three hot days.

(Macaw 1960:32) 0 It seemed that some members of the Art Society

also went in for fancy West Indian recipes, including how to brew
wine from sour cherries and doncs. (Jones 1973:86) 0 There were two

trees in the schoolyard, a downes tree and a tamarind tree. The
downes tree provided fruit for the children. (Lovelace 1979:227) 0

Dongs (Dunks or Chilli Plum) Liqueur. 3 lb dongs (dunks) or just

under-ripe plums). (Hunt 1985a:61) 0 The dongs/dunks ... for example,

are to be found in abundance along parts of the densely-populated East-

West Corridor of Trinidad. (Mahabir 1 99 1 : vi,53 ) 0 Yes, gossip does

change a story from a dongs to a grapefruit just so. (TG 29 Dec
2006:34)

dupdup see DUDUP(s)

Durga puja n A Hindu worship service dedicated to the goddess

Durga. /durga puc^a/ (< H Durga , an important Hindu goddess +
puja) 0 Hindu pundits can offer a Durga puja to counteract the evil

influence of obeah. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960: 1 70)

durgie see DORJI

dusku v In marbles, stay in place with no option to move out of an

unfavourable location, /dusku/ 0 Yuh mus dusku, yuh have no choice,

dust 1 v In PITCH, touch another marble very slightly, usu. not moving
it. 0 Is not your taw ah dusting, is mine. (Keens-Douglas 1975:44)

2

n A small amount of something, such as flour, sugar, or money. 0

Poor people who live in the country cannot learn ballet like rich peo-

ple in town, but Best Village, Scouting for Talent and Mastana Bahar
are our thing. These have kept us learning our own talents, and have

even helped in us getting a little “dust” for performing. (Sun 1 7 Aug
1987) 0 If you ask any Shopkeeper for a dust of sugar, he would give

you enough sugar to sweeten a big mug of lime squash as limes were

plentiful in that part of Belmont and our main drink. (Pantino

1999:32)

dustbin orchestra n obs A musical percussion ensemble associated with

the 1930s and 1940s, consisting of miscellaneous metal containers,

including dustbins. 0 [The] music in the majority of cases was fur-

nished by the biscuit drums and dustbin orchestras; the performers on

which instruments (?) exhibited a degree of skill and brought forth the

rhythm which particularly suited the maskers. (POSG 25 Feb 1941:2,

in Stuempfle 1995:35)

dust cap n Round metal cover over the centre of a car wheel; E hub
cap. (< E dust-cap ‘a cap to protect something from dust, most com-
monly clothing’) 0 A young man... was caught red-handed stealing a

dust cap from a parked car. (Heat 18 Nov 1989:5) 0 A young man of

Southern Main Road, Curepe, was caught red-handed stealing a dust

cap from a parked car. (Heat 18 Nov 1989:5)

dust it phr Leave in a hurry, unexpectedly; escape; take off. (< AmE
dust off, dust out, dust it ‘ride or go quickly’) 0 His wife has since

‘duss it’ with their three children. (Bomb 19 Oct 1990:14) 0 “You
start to feel like if you are going to suffocate. You don’t see that is

why people always trying to escape and dus it from the yard? Is

because they just can’t take the horrors of waiting day after day, in dis

hell hole for their case to be heard, and they never know when dey go

come out. (TTM 10 July 1990:20) 0 In two-two’s [he] spin around and
“duss it” back among the shadows. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:25) 0 I done
tell Sybil that one day I will just ups and sell the maxi and pay off the

bank and dust it to the cold. (Maharaj 1992:28)

dust out v Clean out, e.g. a cupboard, often implying more complete

cleaning than E dust out or dust off. (< E dust out ‘remove or wipe off

dust from an enclosed space’) 0 You want me to dust out all here?

dutch grass n Eleusine indica , a tufted native grass, erect and spread-

ing, leaves to 30 cm (11.7") or more long in flower. Leaves strongly

keeled, (poss. < duck grass, fr leaf resembling a duck’s foot) = >fowl-

foot grass, goose grass, iron grass
1

,
payapul, pied poule, yard grass 0

Materials used in healing and conjuring. Grasses ... Dutch. (Simpson

1962:329) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:70) 0 Steep Dutch

grass in water and drink as tea. Say Psalm 43 over the boiled water

before drinking. (Rollocks 1991:167) 0 The poorer barrack-yard

dwellers who could not afford to have their dead refrigerated had a

most unusual way of preventing the corpse from becoming bloated.

They placed a large plate or similar container filled with Dutch grass

and a lump of charcoal on the belly of the corpse. They then continu-

ally heaped bits of ice as large as cubes upon the Dutch grass. The
procedure was said to be good for about forty-eight hours at most.

Dutch grass was a wild plant that grew in the barrack-yards and open

spaces. (Cummings 2004:146)

dutty 1 n arc Dirt; earth; soil. /dAti/ (prob. < WAfr forms such as Twi

dots ‘soil, earth, clay, mud’ + E dirt ‘earth, soil; made of earth’) 0 As
foo you toe dem, chigah nyam dem so tay dem tan likka wen ginga

meet good dutty. (PC 9 July 1904) 0 Dutty tell am Tory. (He’s got a

hint.) (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 While people in town are more familiar

with the “dutty” mud and grease-covered jab-jabs with long tails and

whips, in the country districts they were a more familiar sight dressed

as “pretty devils”. (Sookram 2000:24)

2 n Tob Excrement; feces. 0 (Ottley ca 1970)

3 adj Impure, either from eating improper foods or from dealing with

bad magic and OBEAH. (< E dirty ‘morally unclean or impure’) 0

Han’some gyal ha dutty trick. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 The villagers

didn’t like Daisy. They all admitted that she was pretty, but by the

same token they all said she was bad. ‘Good looks and dotty tricks’

was how some of them put it. (Naipaul 1976:104)

4 adj Describing tongue, having a sharp, nasty, abusive and poss.

obscene habit of speaking. See also DUTTY-TONG. 0 “She tongue

dutty.” (1990)

dutty-bottom n Ground; surface of the earth. 0 “You short, man, you

de a dutty bottom.” (1990)

dutty-tong adj Having a sharp, nasty, abusive and poss. obscene habit

or way of speaking. /dAti tAq/ = tongue dutty 0 “She too dutty-tong.”

(1990)

dwali see Divali

dwar n Gate; door; opening, /dwar/ (< H dwar ‘door; gate; gateway’)

0 “Some people have the habit to sweep the rubbish and leave it by

the dwar.” (1990)

dwar puja n A welcome ritual, esp. the welcome given to a Hindu wed-

ding couple by the PANDIT at the entrance to the MARO. /dwar pudja/
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(< H dwar ‘door; gate; gateway’ + puja) 0 At a short distance away

from the bride’s home, the groom’s party stops and the fathers and pun-

dits of both parties go out and meet each other. After this the dwaar

puja (welcome at the door) takes place; the pundit recites some prayers

at the entrance to the manro and they all enter. (Boodoosingh 1976:24)

O.At the entry to the bride’s yard the officiating priest performed the

dwarpuja or ceremony of the gateway. This act of welcome involved a

gift of money to the groom and the washing of the big toe of his right

foot by the bride’s father and her eldest brother. (Clarke 1986:122) 0

The Dwaar puja is paying obeisance to Lord Ganesh at the entrance of

the bride’s home. This is done for safe arrival and to ensure that the

ceremony is free from any difficulty. (EX Aug 2002:23)

dwen see DOUEN

dye plant n Renealmia alpinia, a ginger-like native plant. Fruits

ovoid, first scarlet turning blackish crimson when ripe; flesh aromatic

when crushed, yielding a blackish-crimson dye. (fr use ofjuice as ink

or dye) = cockshum root, Indian ink, ink plant, >mardi gras 0 (FTT

1967-3-2:17) 0 The Ginger Family’s most spectacular and distinctive

member is the Renealmia exaltata, known locally as Mardi Gras, Ink

Plant or Dye Plant ... The dye is used for ink by rural children and

accounts for the names Ink Plant or Dye Plant. (Morean 19921:34)

dye rice, dai rice n Rice dyed yellow with SAFFRON, used by a NAO
when inviting people. (< E dyed ‘coloured, tinted’) 0 About four

weeks before the date set for the wedding printed invitations are usu-

ally sent out. Alternatively or in addition, a man may be asked to go

around inviting people. He gives a few grains of “dai rice” (rice dyed

with saffron) to the invitees who in return give him a handful or cup-

ful of rice for his services. (Meosa 1971:10)

dynastor n Dynastor darius darius, a large butterfly, wingspan 9.4 cm
(3.75") male, 12.5 cm (5") female. Dull black with large creamy

white spot on forewing and tip of lower wing, where a pale blue ques-

tion-mark shape trickles downwards. Underside of lower wing mot-

tled yellowish brown. Very rare; has a habit of flying up and down
selected river beds at dusk. 0 ( Barcant 1 970: 1 1 8-9)



Ee

e, ey, hey intj A traditional Indian tenn of address to a male speaker's

wife, /e, he/ (< H-Bh) 0 [Wife], Considerable variation: some use a

“pet” name; some men call their wives, “E!” which is equivalent to

“Hey!”’ teknonomy is still another variation; etc. The important thing

is the avoidance of the [Wife’s] name itself. Many men say proudly

they have never spoken their [Wife’s] names aloud. (Klass 1961:94)

each in the ring n A game of marbles in which players put one marble

each into a ring drawn on the ground, and try to knock them out of the

ring with the TAW; very similar to RINGS. 0 The basic marble game...

was “each in the ring.” In it, each player (the number varied between

four and ten) put one marble each into a ring drawn specifically for that

purpose. The objective was to win as many marbles from the ring as

one could by knocking them out with your “tor.” (TG 25 Mar 1993)

earbell, ears bell n Eardrum; ears; sense of hearing, (poss. <E ring

‘of the ears, be affected by a sensation similar to that produced by the

sound of bells’) 0 Ma got up slowly. She held on to her right ear.

“Like me ears bell bust!” she screamed. (Ladoo 1972:68) 0 But the

residents who say they cherished the peace and quiet during the day,

complained “on evenings we cannot speak to each other in our own
galleries. We have to shout and sometimes lock ourselves inside to

try and avoid the blaring music,” said another concerned resident,

who told The BOMB she is desperately trying to save her earbells.

(Bomb 14 Jan 1994:19)

eared owl n arc Otus choliba cnicigerus [= Megascops brasilianus,

Ephialtes portoricensis

]

(E tropical screech-owl), a bird, 22.5 cm (9")

long. Short ear-tufts; upperparts greyish brown, streaked and speck-

led with black and white; white spots on shoulders; facial disc brown,

outlined in white; underparts pale grey with fine dark brown zigzag

pattern. There is also a reddish phase. A common resident in Trinidad

forests, orchards and semi-open areas. Only active at night. Voice is a

short quick series of soft, purring hoots, ending with a louder single

or double note; also a variety of loud screams, wails and snarls, often

given in reaction or alarm, (fr visible ear-tufts) = chouette a oreilles 0

(Chapman 1894:68)

early n Usu. with from, indicating soon after something started. Note:

In SE early is not used alone with from, thus SE from early on, from
early life, etc. (< early o 'clock) = early o’clock 0 Eric Williams had

recognised the disaster from early and he undertook a brave and steady

programme of re-education in the country. (Bomb 4 Mar 1988:5)

early o’clock n Early times; soon after something started, usu. used

alone or with/row. (< E early 'near the beginning of a period of time’

+ o 'clock ‘after a cardinal numeral, indicating the hour of the day’) =

early 0 Unlike the previous Friday when he ran out early o’clock dur-

ing the contribution of opposition leader Basdeo Panday, Karl looked

more relaxed in the house last week. (Mirror 1983) 0 From early

o’clock that wedding in trouble. (1984) 0 Caroni County Councillors,

more than anyone else, were objecting early o’clock to the granting of

licenses to quite a few places. (TTM 3 Apr 1987:25) 0 [The trucks]

have no special time of the day and as a result we are forced to put out

our garbage from early o’clock. (TTMil July 1990:21)

ears ring phr Said to happen when someone elsewhere is talking

about you. 0 Were yoah/your aise/ears ringin' las' Tuesd’y: in other

words, we were “talkin’ yuh name”, about you, on that day. (Haynes

1987:21)

ease n A chance; mercy; relief; a lessening of pain or illness. (< E ease

‘relief; alleviation, esp. fr pain or labour’) = ease up 0 She ask me to

give her an ease. (Executor “Nellie Go Out Mi Door” 1938) 0 Believe

me, friends, I am begging “please, Peter Agent, please give me
an ease”. (Growler “In the Morning” 1939) 0 I am tired with the

non-sense: give me an ease. (Tiger “What Is the Shouter” 1939, in

Rohlehr 1990:157) 0 ”[A]h always keep it in check wid Canadian

Healin’ Oil an’ ginger tea an’ ah did get ah ease.” (Macaw 1960:38) 0

De medsin/medicine gimme ah lil ease: I had some relief from taking

the medicine, usu. with reference to diarrhoea. (Haynes 1987:72) 0

“I’m in my period and women in their period have an ease from the

fasting during that time.” (Ali 1993:141 ) 0

ease-pain tablet n An analgesic, a tablet taken to lessen pain. 0

(Haynes 1987:70)

ease up 1 v Give a chance, relief, opportunity to someone; do some-

thing to make things easier for someone. Note: SE ease (up) is fol-

lowed by the bad or painful situation, rather than the person, e.g. The

medicine eased his coughing. (< arc E ease ‘give relief to’ + up

‘fully’) 0 “All I looking for is a little job to ease-up the position. You
don’t know anything going eh? I could do anything.” (Hill 1966:14) 0

EASE ONE UP, to let one off easily, e.g., she ask her teacher to ease

she up. (Rodman 1971:230) 0 South postmen are asking the prank-

sters to ease them up. “Stick to letters” said a spokesman. (Bomb 14

Aug 1987:16) 0 The popular producer, who was involved in a serious

accident in the U.S.A., was “eased up” by doctors to come home for

the World Cup qualifier. (Punch 26 Nov 1989:32) 0 I don’t mind...

just to have you around will ease me up with the problems I have.

(Selvon 1 99 1 d: 1 47) 0 “Oh God Ma’am. I does have to stand up and

sleep in the prison because of my skin condition. No doctor treating

me yet. Ease me up nah.” (EX 1 1 Dec 1994: 1 1

)

2 n Relief; chance; opportunity; something to make things easier. (< E
ease ‘relief; alleviation’ + up ‘fully’) 0 Everybody hard-up, and you

can’t get a ease-up from your best friend. (Selvon 1957:156) 0 These

pharmacists, as individuals, and as corporate entities, have been given

a tax ease-up in the same, general context. (EX 1 Oct 1990:10) 0

Except for giving the 10 per cent back to the public servants, which

most people expected anyway, the “ease up” we’re accustomed to in

an election year just did not come.” (EX-2 16 Dec 1990:13) 0 Next

are the downtown vendors who were told by the City Police last week

that the “party over” and to get to hell off the streets of the city, so as

to give the wealthy Syrian businessman “ah ease up.” (Bomb 1 5 Jan

1993:28)

east 1 n Yeast, a yellowish substance produced during fermentation,

used in cooking to make baked goods rise. (< E yeast ‘leavening

agent’) 0 [It] will be politically correct, that Mahabir drop the “East”

in the title [
Caribbean East Indian Recipes], as we are so far removed

from that location, unless, of course, in keeping with his subject, it is

meant to be a pun on “yeast”. (TG 11 Nov 2001) 0 That east too

old— it wouldn’t make.

2 n The area of Trinidad around and to the east of Arima. (< E east, fr

direction relative to Port of Spain) 0 Focus on Arima and Environs...

Up in the east, the hours are long and the money small. (Bomb 13 July

1990:19)

East Dry River see Dry River

Easter flower n Securidaca diversifolia [= Elsota diversifolia], a climb-

ing native shrub. Young stems minutely hairy, leaves variable. Flowers

reddish-purple, yellow spot at centre. Fruit 7-9 mm (.28-.35") long,

shortly winged on upper margin, with terminal wing, (fr flowering

time, mostly in dry season, including Easter) = Easter vine 0 (FTT

1929-1-2:46)

Easter lily n Hippeastrum puniceum, a cultivated lily-like plant; flow-

ers trumpet-shaped, scarlet shading down tube through pale green to

yellow and white. (< E Easter lily, Lilium, fr similarity of flower

shape) = >cocoa lily
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Easter vine n Securidaca diversifolia, a climbing native shrub, (fr

flowering time, mostly in dry season, including Easter) = >Easter

flower 9 (Johnson 2004:3)

East Indian n A person from India, or descended from Indian immi-

grants. (< arc E East Indies ‘geographical area including current

India, Pakistan and nearby islands’) = coolie, >Indian 0 The night

watchman, an East Indian named Mahomed Bine, went round the hut

to bathe his face. (POSG 5 June 1907:5) 0 I had been told of ‘East

Indian Hotels,’ where Indians slept on spaces marked on the floor.

(Calder-Marshall 1939:100) 0 Prominent steelband personalities

include East Indians, Syrians, Chinese, French-Creoles and women.

(Tarradath 1991:379) 0 [In] pre-independence Trinidad the history of

conquest and colonisation was understood to have virtually elimi-

nated the indigenous population, and to have populated the island

with three distinct, immigrant ‘races’ - ‘Europeans’, ‘Africans’ and

‘East Indians’. (Segal 1993:82-3) 0 [It] will be politically correct, that

Mahabir drop the “East” in the title [Caribbean East Indian Recipes],

as we are so far removed from that location. (TG 1 1 Nov 2001)

East-West corridor, east-west corridor n The built-up residential

and business area from the west of Port of Spain in the Diego Martin

and Petit Valley areas, through Port of Spain, and along the Eastern

Main Road, eastwards to Arima. (< E corridor ‘a strip of territory

running through another territory, e.g. to give access’) 0 “While the

highest number of suicide comes from St George, there is a different

desperation in the deep south as opposed to the east/west corridor.”

(EX 23 Sept 1990:10) 0 The fear of banditry, which has seized Cen-

tral Trinidad over the last three months, has swept some five miles

across the Caroni plains, south of the East West Corridor to little

Bamboo Settlement, inciting even grandfathers to arm themselves

with cutlasses. (EX 13 June 1993:3) 0 Boldfacedly coming out of

their political graves some of these losers are moving up and down
the East-West Corridor attempting to sideline the UNC party groups

and replace them with NAR diehards. (Bomb 2 Feb 1996:3)

easy 1 adj Of a person, easily beaten or taken advantage of; soft-

natured, easy-going, not strict. Almost always used in the negative to

indicate someone of the opposite temperament, who cannot be easily

fooled or coaxed. (< E easy ‘not difficult; accomplished with little

effort’) 9 “They feel I easy.” (1979) 0 “The black man not easy you

know, they can’t beat him at all, they have to come real good.” (EX
14 Feb 1988:4) 0 “I had to face three men by myself - take blows,

chest-trap big stone and palm off cutlass. Yuh tink dem fellas easy. I

nearly dead!” (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:13) 0 That lady ain’t easy at all,

that’s why dem children can't live with she at all. They can't even go

and watch a little TV by the neighbour.” (Bomb 14 Sept 1990:13) 0

Spree himself wasn’t easy. He was known to slap up men whose

playing wasn’t up to mark. (EX-S 17 Jan 1993:2) 0 “And he would

scrape up everything. When you throwing a shilling at him... you had

to pitch it at him and he would catch it in his mouth, you know, yeah!

He wasn’t easy. He was a terrible guy.” (Hall 1998:47)

2 adj Of a situation, difficult; usu. as yuh think it easy, implying that it

is in fact not easy at all. 0 “Listen, nuh, she husband in jail and she

fightin’, fightin’. You t’ink it easy?” (de Boissiere 1956:68) 0 An on

top of all dat Boysie de strike wid de pilot an dem which start up

since before mas, still going om an Lent nearly done. Yuh tink it easy

Boysie? (Mamits LPOS, TG 12 Mar 1978) 0 Ah remember de year

like town did say “Banlon Jersey fuh yuh man”. Man, Habib’s an

Manshop make ah jail fuh dem. Ah smile like ah king wen meh gyul

from Couva bestowed ah beige Banlon on meh. Yuh tink it easy.

(Foster 1990:51)

easy as paps and water phr Easy to do; no problem to take care of;

easily; without difficulty. (< E pap ‘thin gruel; mixture of meal or flour

and water’, a very simple food to prepare) = easy-kai, easy like kissing

hand, easy so, suckeye 0 He find doing that easy as paps and water!

easy kai phr Easy; easiliy; without difficulty. = easy as paps and

water, easy like kiss-me-hand, easy so, suckeye 0 (Haynes 1987:65)

easy like kissing hand phr Easy to do; no problem to take care of. =

easy as paps and water, easy kai, easy so, suckeye 0 “Fixin’ dis ole

washing machine come easy like kissin’ han’.” (Baptiste 1993:63)

easy so phr Just like that; without any particular effort. = easy as paps

and water, easy kai, easy like kissing hand, suckeye 0 Easy so, de

man get he death. (Ottley 1971:41)

eat I v Of food, taste good, be good to eat. (< E eat ‘consume food’) 9

The Lisbon yams, too, were at their best, and Mrs Chandles... would

say, ‘Tell him the yam eating good.' (Anthony 1965:140) 0 The food

eatin nice.

2 v Take an opponent’s piece in chess or draughts. (< E eat ‘devour;

devastate’) = huff
1

0 Look, I eat two!

eat after v Eat leftover food from someone else’s plate. 0 He always

eating after he brother.

eat and wipe mouth like fowl phr Do something wrong, but quickly

cover up the evidence, (fr a fowl’s habit of wiping food off its beak) 0

Eat and wipe yuh mouth like fowl: do all your naughty things, but

cover up your tracks. (Haynes 1987:64)

eat bad food phr Get pregnant, (fr the swelling of the belly) 0 “Like

she eat bad food.” (1974) 0 “She looking like she eat bad food.”

(1990)

eat down v Eat a lot or all of the available food, quickly. = cuff down
0 How you eating down the food so! 9 Like that fellow eh eat in a

week, look he eat down de food.

eat like curry barb wire phr In a very bad temper; very angry; danger-

ous. (< eat nice + barbed wire for negative emphasis) 9 Ah eating like

curry barbed wire (one being in an awful temper). Look let meh tell

you this. Ah aint eating nice. Ah eating like curry barbed wire. (ESTT

1956) 9 He so bite up he eating like peewah skin and curry barb-wire,

eat nice phr Usu. in negative: bad-tempered; difficult; not fooling

around; tough. 9 While "ah dough eat nice” means “I am tough”

(though look not like a knave). (Henry 1970:17) 9 An Ocho Rios

source said that “Seaga was not eating nice” and he “might damn well

pull Jamaica out of U.W.I. if the Jamaican demand for restructuring is

not met.” (Bomb 1982) 9 He doh eat nice (crabbiness is permanent

nature) vs. He does doh eat nice (intermittent moodiness?), NEVER
in positive. (1990) 9 “Me eh eating nice at all today, so yuh better

watch yuhself!” (Baptiste 1993:63) 9 ‘You see me quiet quiet I don’t

eat nice, nah... I could use cutlass just like anybody else.’ (Boodhoo

1994:266)

eat out v Eat up; finish; eat all. (< eat + out
5
) 9 ‘Look these people

eating out all my cassava,’ she said. ‘Boss say they going want free

hundred cake mo'! They eating like chupidness.’ (McDonald

1969:81) 9 They ate out all the food and drank up all the drinks.

(Bomb Oct 1970) 9 “One of my toenails was completely eaten out,

and the other toes were full of rat bites.” (TTM 13 Oct 1989:9) 9 “We
did wash in the river. Plenty of clothes used to loss that way. Fish

used to eat out the soap.” (1990) 9 I coulda never be a successful chef

because I woulda eat out all de food ah cook! (Sweetbread, EX 16

Aug 1990) 9 “Come and finish eat out this quickly.” ( 1990) 9 “Army
worm bad. Time I went back the next morning, the whole field eat

out.” (1990)

eat parrot bam-bam/bottom phr Said of a person who talks too

much, (fr comparison to a talking parrot) = eat parrot head/tongue 9

They running their mouth, they aint care a damn. Some of them like

they eat parrot bam bam. (Kitchener “Let Them Crow” 1971 pr) 9 He
say de way Trinidadians like to talk is like dey eat parrot ‘bam bam’.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:33) 9 Eat parrot bottom. (Haynes 1987:22) 9

“Dat woman eh play she could talk nuh! Like she cyar done eat parrot

bottom!” (Baptiste 1993:64) 9 ‘I don’t know how she shy this momin’.

And she is a real parrot. You can’t stop her talkin'. Whole day she

chatterin’ with me like she eat parrot bottom.’ (Boodhoo 1994:57)

eat parrot head/tongue phr Said of a person who talks too much, (fr

comparison to a talking parrot) = eat parrot bam-bam/bottom 9 Dat

ooman mus be eat parrot head.9 Eat parrot tongue. (Haynes 1987:22)

eat raw phr Destroy without mercy. 9 "Oh Lord, Manzanilla bachacs

will eat them raw!” “Bachac” bellowed. (Punch 19 Nov 1989:15)

eat raw without salt phr Destroy without mercy; an emphatic form.

(< eat raw + without salt for emphasis) 9 Ah gun/goin’ eat e raw wid-

out salt: threat of severe violence to a person. (Haynes 1987:183)
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eat up (self) phr Stay angry; work yourself into a bad mood. (< E eat

at, eat out ‘have a corrosive effect; bite at; worry’) 0 Doh eat up yuh-

self, you will give yuhself ulcers.

eat white fowl phr Do something terrible and unforgivable to some-

one. (fr the importance of white fowls for Orisha rituals) = tief white

fowl 0 “Why you talking to me so? I eat your white fowl?” (1990)

ebba adj Mentally handicapped; retarded; foolish; stupid, /eba/

(< ebete )
= ebete, >embetay 0 Ebba... Someone who is very stupid.

(www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001

)

ebete adj Mentally handicapped; retarded; foolish; stupid, /ebete/

(< Fr embeter ‘bore; annoy; worry’) = ebba, embetay 0 Tebehqueh -

not quite normal. (ESTT 1956) 0 Both she children ebete — that is

real tears.

ebo, aybon n In the ORISHA religion, a feast of offering and celebra-

tion. /ibo/ (< Yor ebo ‘sacrifice’) n A small ORISHA feast, usu. given

to ask or thank for favours, /aibon/ (< Yor) = >ebo 0 A small feast

(one to three days), called an aybon ,
may be given by a person seek-

ing employment or by one who is trying to win a case in court, as well

as by those are ill or who are attempting to marry a certain person.

(Simpson 1970:76) 0 ebo (sing, and pi.): The feast(s) of offering and

celebration in the Orisha religion. (Houk 1995:219) 0 At one particu-

lar ebo in west-central Trinidad in July 1989, for example, there were

four mongba in the palais at the same time, all attempting to deal with

the powers that were present. (Houk 1995: 13 1) 0 The ebo is, after all.

that special time of the year when the orisha visit a particular shrine.

(Houk 1995:141) 0 It was probably not coincidental that a group of

the innovators who do away with Christian prayers were not present

during the flag ceremony but they led the Yoruban prayers on the first

evening of the Ebo. (Henry 2002:3)

eboe see Ibo

E.C. adj English Catholic, sometimes Anglican, usu. used when refer-

ring to a school. 0 These words, these precepts, always bring back a

picture of Escallier Land E.C. School. (Maynard 1992:8)

echelette n obs Rampliocaenus melanurus trinitatis, a bird, 12.5 cm
(5"). Upperparts greyish brown; tail blackish; throat whitish; under-

parts pale; bill long and slender. Often wags tail. (< Fr echelette ‘little

ladder’, poss. fr being confused with the similar bush wren, which has

a barred ladder-like tail) = >Trinidad ant-wren 0 (Chapman 1894:52)

economy crop n A crop raised for central processing and export, now-

adays mostly sugar and cocoa. See also CASH CROP, CATCH CROP.

(< E economy ‘the organization of material production’) 0 You would

hardly see bananas and coffee as a big economy crop these days,

ecuirel n arc Sciurus granatensis chapmani, a small mammal. (< Fr

ecureuil ‘squirrel’) = >squirrel. Trinidad squirrel 0 (Alkins 1979:22)

eddo, eddoe n Colocasia esculenta antiquorum or C. e. globilifera, a

cultivated plant with large dark green rounded arrowhead-shaped

leaves. Edible tubers widely eaten, smaller and more elongated than

dasheen, covered with small brown scales. Dry leaves and roots used

to make hot poultice for splinters, bruises. Native to tropical Asia but

cultivated widely. Note: Sometimes eddos, eddoes, as singular or

plural, /edo/ (< WAfr origin, e.g. Fante edwo ‘yam’, Nupe edu ‘wild

yam’, Igbo ede ‘Xanthosoma sagittifolium, Yor ifu edo ‘Edo yam’) =

ami 0 There are Eddies also, a most incomparable Root. (Poyntz

1683:17) 0 There is a well-known root in Trinidad, common all over

the West Indies I believe, known by the name of the eddoe. It

abounds upon every estate. The roots are not unlike a rough irregular

potatoe: — the leaves make excellent wholesome greens; and the

negro, with the addition of a bit of salt fish, or salt pork - sometimes

indeed both, has an excellent pot of soup. (Carmichael 1833:165) 0

Placed on board, by way of sea stores, such a collection of sheep,

goats, turtle, poultry, plantains, yams, sweet potatoes, edoes ... and so

many kinds of fruits, both fresh and preserved, that I was well provi-

sioned to go round the world on a voyage of discovery. (Joseph

1 838b- 1 :239) 0 In addition to a few northern vegetables, the [school]

gardens as a rule grow yams, tannias, ochroes, eddoes, egg plant, cas-

sava. and a long list of smaller products. (Morton 1916) 0 Eddoes.

These are good plain boiled but are really at their best when crushed

with milk and butter, (de Boissiere ca 1945a:28) 0 If you decide to

live on provision, For, we got cush cush and eddo, Dasheen, yam,

tannia and potato. (Dictator “Farewell to British Guiana” 1950 pr) 0

For Saturday’s lunch, what about sancoche, rich with dasheen, tannia,

cassava, eddoes, chicken, beef and salted meats and, of course, coconut

dumplings. (Hunt 1 985a: 1 ) 0 “All a dem in it [planting marijuana] ...

How you think they have so many big houses in this part of the coun-

try? From planting eddoes?” (EX 13 Mar 1987:18) 0 In the early

days, Emamally and his sons carried their garden produce to the

Waterloo and Chaguanas markets. This included eddoes, dasheen,

tannia, and cassava. (Deen 1994:178)

edge 1 v Create a tingling sensation in the teeth and mouth. (< E set

teeth on edge ‘cause an unpleasant tingling in the teeth’) 0 I had to

bawl, “Gwen, you’re edging me teeth, Rolling that thing all over the

street.” (Beginner “Christmas Morning the Rum had me Yawning”

1939) 0 First was mango chow. We use tuh make dat wit full or half-

ripe mango. In somebody big enamel bowl or plastic bowl, We use

tuh cut up mango an add salt, pepper an water. Sometimes after ah

game of cricket or pitchin marbles. We use tuh have ah feast. We
would eat chow till we teeth edge. (Foster 1990: 1 12) 0 “Mi teet edg-

ing, that fruit not ripe.” (1990)

2 n With on, having a tingling sensation in the teeth and mouth. 0 His

teeth would get on edge whenever he saw her with her bowl of green

mango ‘chow.’ (Boodhoo 1994:169)

Edward mango n A variety of cultivated mango, medium to large,

oblong with a rounded base; skin orange-yellow; flesh golden yellow,

almost no threads, mild flavour. 0 EDWARD. - Fruit size medium to

large, oblong in shape with a rounded base, fairly plump, ventral

shoulder higher and fuller than the dorsal and apex rounded. Surface

smooth, orange yellow coloured skin with a light pink blush on the

exposed side, pulp firm, golden yellow and meaty, juice moderate,

fibre practically absent, flavour mild and pleasant. (Bharath 1966:24)

-ee suf obs An ending placed on verbs, normally those with a stem

ending in a consonant other than 1, m or n. to indicate a “broken” or

imperfect command of English. (< E -ee, a widespread suffix for

depicting English as spoken by or to foreigners) 0 If anything is

missed and ask a Negro if he took it he answer “no Massa me no

steal, but me takee Massa”. (Cumberland 23 May 1802, in Broughton

Add. 36499:103b) 0 “You no hearee massa call you?” “Sleep no hab

massa.” (TG 9 Oct 1827) 0 Tankee Quacco, good bye, awee see one

aneder agin. ( TRD 7 May 1851:3) 0 “No, massa; Mass DeGerinon

love flagy he poor niggus too much, and me tink whilst me out o' de

way me go take de bush at once.” (TRD 12 Feb 1 853:3)

ee see I

eef see IF

eel 1 n Svnbranchus marmoratus, a freshwater eel; poss. also Anguilla

rostrata. (< E eel ‘soft-finned, snake-like fish’) = anguille tet chien
1

,

dog-head(ed) eel, >zanji 0 [E]el, zangie. (Regan 1906:389) 0 Dog-

headed eel, anguille-tete-chien, eel, zangie, zange. (Boeseman

1960:1 17) 0 Anguilla rostrata... eel. (Boeseman 1960:1 17)

2 n Ophichthus parilus, or O. gomesi , marine eels. 0 (LNP 1985)

een prep In; into, /in/ (< E in ‘in; into’) 0 Yoo mus bin dey foh see de

plase, pahtiklar de trace to pas to see de race, watah an mud meke ah

oshan, eff yoo bin fly mud bin go get pan yoo, ah luke nah de trace an

ah look pan me boot foh meke ah mine, but ah fellah say teke ah cab

so ah teke wan an ah pay wan chiling, but de man wey kip gate sa paa

1/2 chiling an go een, ah paa an we staht to go. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0

“Aye, all yuh open dem gate let we go een nuh,” shouted a young

man to a phalanx of police officers. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:28) 0 “Mih
shoe heel come off and ah have tuh go een town and if ah go back

home now it go be too late.” (Ali 1993:58) 0 I have plenty black

paint. I does buy it een bulk. (Pires 2000b:9)

eeneema n Enema; cleansing of the bowels. /inimA/ (< E enema ‘a

liquid substance introduced into the rectum to aid evacuation of the

bowel’) 0 (Haynes 1987:73)

ege intj Expression used to get someone’s attention, /sgs/ (< H-Bh) 0

“Ege! see wha chuk me ta, gyal!” (1990)

egg have no right at rockstone dance phr A traditional proverb, used

to warn that someone is out of place and may get hurt. 0 (Haynes
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1987: 142) 0 You think you could go an lime with who yuh want, but

dem boys is too rich for you - egg have no right at rockstone dance.

eh, ey (1,2); ain, aint, ehn, en, ent(3) 1 intj Exclamation of surprise,

pleasure, displeasure, calling to attention. = ay
1 0 “Kitty! this won’t

do, I want more wine, Kitty!” “Eh! my mother! me no got wine. You
go drink all up - eh, Pompey!” (TSt 1 Feb 1839:3) 0 Eh! looko dey -

da jackpaniar da come no he gig. (TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0 “He Sambo,

how you da do, comperT
’

“Eh! berry well tank you, Quacco, and me
hope you be de same.” (TRD 1 May 1851:3) 0 “Look, massa - Eh!

him big one.” (POSG 23 Dec 1854:3) 0 When they were on the road

ready to start accused called out to her husband saying, “Eh boy,”

where are you going? (Alexander 1909:188) 0 “Eh, Mr Greenidge!

What you want? Don’t come by me, nuh? If is money you lookin’ for

don’ come by me at all.” (de Boissiere 1956:36) 0 Ey, before I forget,

you know Liza big daughter getting married. The same one who done

make three children. (Doh Say Dat, TG 6 Oct 1991 :26)

2 intj An expression, usu. used at the end of a sentence, to invite

agreement, emphasize, or affirm. (< E eh, Fr hein ‘an interjectional

interrogative particle, often inviting assent to the sentiment

expressed’) 0 you stupid, /E/ “what a fool you are” (derisory)... the

car nice, /E/ “isn’t the car nice” (seeking agreement)... don’t do that,

/E/ “you’d better not do that” (threat or warning)... give me me book

/E/ “you’d better give me my book” (threat). (Solomon 1993:64)

3 part A negator used with most verbs. (< ent < dial E ain 't, negative)

0 Yes, cent-and-a-haff, but you en got de farding. (PC 17 Sept 1904)

0 “B-b-boss, O!... when d-d-de m-man sh-shoot you, why you en

s-s-sen fo’ me?” (Cobham 1907:104) 0 They ... eh making fun. If you

cyah come up with the money you got to run. (Growler “Calypso

Behind the Wall” 1938) 0 The male en passing the female at all.

(Kitchener “Donkey Race” 1947 pr) 0 “What happened last night?”

“Nothing eh happened by we.” (Punch 1967:117) 0 Yu self ehn hear

me say fen-hikes an no everys? An wha yu brushing dat dust for, Yu
ehn hear me say fen-brush? (Keens-Douglas 1975:44) 0 A family

come up here and ting... they might have one kite. An a fellow might

stick quite in the back there, right, and cut that one kite. The man eh

have no money to buy a next kite. (Gayelle 1/1 1986) 0 ‘Ah could go

with all you?’ ‘Me eh know, boy... Ah go have to ask me father.’

(Gosine 1992:18) 0 ‘They eh saying nothing. She is the mama. They
eh going to say nothing.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:40) 0 “Is only in

URP you could ain’ go to the wuk an’ still get pay.” (EX 21 May
1995:11)

ehbaisyudee see BASODEE

eh bien (oui) phr An expression indicating recognition of a situation

and readiness to move on. Best known for its frequent use by Jose

Ramon Fortune, a well known story-teller in the 1950s. /ebjswi/

(< Fr eh bien oui ‘well, yes’) 0 “Eh bien! All your life you have

wanted to go around with your shirt tail hanging out. At last you can

express yourself freely!” (J. de Boissiere 1945c:35) 9 En bein [s/'c]

oui. Well yes! What’s next? (ESTT 1956)

eh-eh, eh-heh, eh-hey, enh-enh, ey-ey, he-he intj An exclamation

used variously to indicate surprise, indignation, warning or disap-

proval; to let people know you are noticing; to get someone’s atten-

tion; as a sentence opener; to indicate a pause while remembering

something. Often said very quickly or very slowly, for effect. Varia-

tions in pitch, with the two parts high-low, low-high, low-low, or

high-high, also indicate differences in meaning. The origins of the

various meanings are not clear, but doubtless reflect considerable

African influence. See also AH-AH. /e 8, e e/ 9 Eh, eh, how me go do
yerry, me da clay yandar - what dem been da say? (TSp 30 Aug 1 845)

0 Eh-eh, eh-eh, d-o buddy, d-o - no begin cack up you calla bone giv

me so, you no want yerry no-body talk bout you an da rum. (TSp 8

Nov 1845) 0 Me say, warra disha? Da true wha French nagar say,

‘baton changez boutle’ - eh, eh, did time na lek Merriky war. (TSn 8

Apr 1858) 0 “Eh, eh!! Whey sort a husban you got.” (PC 16 July

1904) 0 “Kola” sent for a hatchet to open the box, but on helping

down the porter, so pronounced was its weight, that he laughingly

exclaimed: “Eh, eh, tonnere, these tomatoes heavy, too.” (Alexander

1909:222) 0 A worthy old woman seeing the airplane turning several

times above her cried out, “Enh, enh. No want to leave de Humming
Bird, na.” (WG 15 Sept 1930:7) 0 “Eh, eh, all you practicing tonight

and all? I thought is work we did come to work.” (Hill 1966 [
1 952] : 8)

0 “Well, go to the devil and leave me in peace!”... “Eh-eh! A body

could never make fun with you.” (de Boissiere 1952:254) 0 “When I

last saw her she was a big girl, Aurelia, but now, my dear - eh-eh!

You have a beautiful woman for a daughter, yes, chile?” (de Boissiere

1952:272) 0 Down came the stick with a crack on the other side of

Emelda. “Eh-eh! T’ings gettin’ hot, t’ings gettin’ hot!” (de Boissiere

1956:21) 0 “Eh-eh, a few minutes again ah hear she pick up de tele-

phone.” (Macaw 1960:3) 9 Kaiser began to wheedle; his voice got as

sweet as syrup. ‘Ey, ey, chile. What, you vex wid you' brother? Don’t

vex so.' (McDonald 1 969:23) 0 She held a bottle up for inspection:

“Eh, eh. You have Ambassador 25.” (Ramkeesoon 1975:21) 0 “Walk
in to a night club with a date and they swarm around like sharks.

‘Hello, man. How’s it going? Eh, eh, Jason I ent see you for a long

time. What you up to these days?’” (Ramkeesoon 1975:27-28) 0 Dont

tink is [only] one copybook for sums and one for composition. Ehn

ehn. Is bout 20 books for all kinda subject I never ever hear about

before. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 July 1977) 0 “So Joe’s yo’ sweetman,

too? Eh-eh! Yo’ ever see t’ing so?” (Hercules 1980:65) 0 “But eh-

eh,” he said to Caldeira, “how you could do me a t’ing like dat, man?”
(Hercules 1980:66) 0 Eh, Eh! Pete! Suddenly ah hear kaiso strum-

ming, and ah know dat strum anywhere. It was Caressor and he two

pardners providing music for de party, and dey singing extempo to

boot. (Forum 17-24 Apr 1988:5) 0 ‘You have a fever?’ I nodded.

‘Well then. You want to get rid of it?’ ‘No!’ ‘But eh! eh! look at my
crosses here. I don't believe I hearing right.’ ‘I don’t like school.’

(Persaud 1990:30) 9 “He got a garden.” “Eh-eh? I had a garden where

1 come from, in Barataria.” (Selvon 1 99 1 b: 58)

eh-heh, eh-eh 1 intj An exclamation used variously, usu. to indicate

surprise, or sudden realization or understanding, /e hs, 8 e/ 0 “I shall

be off to Guiria this evening and for ever: I shan’t come back again.”

“Eh hey!” exclaimed Quaco in great surprise. (Wilkins 1854:72) 0

“He! he!” again exclaimed Quaco, staring with surprise. (Wilkins

1854:77) 9 Planter. ‘Ah! I have a man working for me of that name,

Samuel Jones; is he any relation to you?’ Fowl Vendor (shaking his

head with no sign of intelligence): ‘No, “Bouge.”‘ Planter. ‘His nick-

name is Manicou; is he anything to you?’ Fowl Vendor (beaming):

‘Eh! eh! He me brudder’s son!’ (Collens 1888:43) 9 De Doc... say he

has ah place for all who does drop out, an yuh know way dat is

Boysie? Eh hehn. In Chackashakaree where dey has or uses to have

lepers... Yu ent tink de Doc makin joke for trute? (Mamits LPOS, TG
5 Aug 1977) 9 “Eh heh! Ah ketch you eatin’ mih mango!” (Baptiste

1993:64) 9 Eh-eh - when in fact he want to say, No, no way, oh no.

Eh-heh - when in fact he want to say, Oh really? I understand. Yes.

(Net Talk, TG 9 Dec 2002:32)

2 intj An exclamation, usu. unemphasized, indicating agreement or

validation of a previous statement. 9 ‘You want to see him?’ ‘Eh heh,’

was the answer. (Narine 1977:31)

Eid n A Muslim holy festival, either Eid-al-adha (also known as

BAKRA-ElD and ElD-BUKRI), commemorating Abraham’s sacri-

fice of Isaac, or ElD-AL-FlTR, the feast on breaking the fast of

Ramadan and beginning the new year. /i:d/ (< Arabic Eid ‘festival’)

= Bakra-Eid, Eid, >Eid-al-Adha, Eid-Bukri; Eid, >Eid-al-Fitr 9

“You must come an eat by we for Eid.” (Baptiste 1993:64) 9 People

are thrilled on Eid morning. Many people... told me that they

wished Ramadan was two months long instead of one. The high of

piety they reach, they say, [makes] it almost a disappointment for

them to break the fast. (Pires 1 995f: 15) 9 Eid Day is the most

important family day of the year for Muslim families. It is a time for

touching base and catching up, for finding out how the young

cousin is faring in medical school and how the plans for the new
business venture are going - but, more than that, it is a time for cel-

ebration and happiness. And food. (Pires 1 995f: 15)

Eid-al-Adha, Eid-ul-adhaa, Id-al-adha n A Muslim holy day com-

memorating the sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham. Usu. a goat is sacri-

ficed, and meat and money are given to the poor. /i:d al adha/ (< U-Ar
id al-adhaa ‘Feast of Immolation’, commencing on the 19th of the
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month of Dhu '1-Hijjah, celebrated by rituals marking the end of the

pilgrimage to Mecca) = Bakra Eid, Eid, Eid-Bukri 0 The reaction in

the newspaper to Hosse was quite unlike the reaction to other Moslem
religious festivals such as Id-al-Adha or Bakri-ld. (Niehoff& Niehoff

1960:72) 0 Id-al-adha... commemorates the sacrifice of Abraham,

when a sheep was substituted miraculously for his son Ishmael...

Today, animals are slaughtered by Moslems allover the world in

honor of this event. In Trinidad the usual animal sacrifice is a goat

and for this reason the day is popularly known as Id-bukri (ceremony

of the goat)... Animals that are ritually slaughtered are cut up and dis-

tributed to the poor. Also, Moslems give small amounts of money...

[or] flour and... rice. (Niehoff& Niehoff 1960:141 ) 0 Eid-ul-Adhaa is

a festive occasion which commemorates the attempted sacrifice of

[Isaac] by his father, Abraham... This religious festival coincides with

the... annual pilgrimage to Mecca... Those who cannot afford to make
the journey to Mecca, celebrate Eid-ul-Adhaa at home. After prayers

at their mosque, they slaughter an animal... in the name of Allah.

(Raghoo 1984:19)

Eid-al-Fitr, Id-al-Fitr, Eid-ul-Fitr u The first day of the Muslim New
Year, marked by feasting to end the fast of Ramadan. /i:d al fitr, i:d ul

fitr / (< Ar id al-fitr ‘Feast of Breaking the Ramadan Fast’, celebrated

on the first day of the month of Shawwaal) = Eid 0 Eid-ul-Fithr

Namaz. Muslim Festival at San Juan. At Aranguez Savannah, San

Juan, on Monday 7th inst. at 10 a.m., sharp, all Muslims are requested

to join in open air service and offer their Eid Namaz with Twelve Tak-

hirs and help to revive this sunnat of Rasul Allah, Sul Allaha alia hi wa
Sal’am. There will be Seven Takbirs in the first rak-kaat and Five in

the Second. (POSG 3 Jan 1935:9) 0 Id-al-fitr is the festival signifying

the end of the fasting period [of]... Ramadan. (Niehoff & Niehoff

1960: 141 ) 0 The new moon of Ramadan marks the observance of Eid-

ul-Fitr, the Muslim New Year, occurring around the month of June...

the actual day depends on the sighting of the new moon by a holy

Imam... what follows is an obligatory day of feasting to break the

month-long daylight fast. (Ahye 1988b: 108) 0 “Right now you have

no family and Eid is only about a week away. Eid-ul-Fitr is a family

and community affair, why don’t you spend the day with us.” (Ah

1993:121) 0 Eid-ul-Fitr will be celebrated during that week, so that

Carnival revellers will not only enjoy the Carnival days away from

work, but get an official public holiday later in the week. Eid-ul-Fitr

comes at the end of the month of Ramadan, a period of fasting and

heightened spirituality for Muslims. (EX 25 Dec 1994:21)

Eid-bukri n A Muslim holy day commemorating the sacrifice of Isaac

by Abraham. Usu. a goat is sacrificed, and meat and money are given

to the poor. /i:d bAkri/ (< Ar Eid ‘festival’ + H-U bukri ‘goat’) =

Bakra-Eid, Eid, >Eid-al-Adha 0 Id-al-adha... commemorates the sac-

rifice of Abraham, when a sheep was substituted miraculously for his

son Ishmael... Today, animals are slaughtered by Moslems all over

the world in honor of this event. In Trinidad the usual animal sacrifice

is a goat and for this reason the day is popularly known as Id-bukri

(ceremony of the goat)... Animals that are ritually slaughtered are cut

up and distributed to the poor. Also, Moslems give small amounts of

money... [or] Hour and... rice. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960: 141

)

Eid-ul-Adhaa see Eid-al-Adha

Eid-ul-Fitr see Eid-al-Fitr

eighty-eight n Callicore maimuna kayei [= Catagramma maimuna
kayei], a butterfly, wingspan to 1 1 cm (2.1"). Black with red in the

inner part of the upper wings; pale red band on upper wingtip; under-

side has markings in shape of the number 88 in black and blue, (fr

resemblance of pattern on under hindwing to “88") 0 (Barcant

1970:191,194)

eighty-nine n Diaethria aurelia [= Callicore aurelia, Nymphalis clyme-

neus\, a small butterfly, wingspan 3.8 cm ( 1 .5"). Black with light green

central marking on upper wings; row of tiny greenish dots along lower

wing margins; underside has markings in shape of the number 89. (fr

resemblance of pattern on underwing to “89") 0 I observed... the

Nymphalis clymeneus commonly known as “Eighty nine”. (JFNC Feb

1894:302)0 (Kaye 1921:34) 0 (Barcant 1970:130-1)

either see OR EITHER

ekdaasi n A Hindu ceremony held 1 1 days after a new moon, in which

a hawan for the new moon is sometimes performed, /ekdaisi/ (H-Bh
ekadasi) 0 “Tomorrow is ekdaasi, we ha tuh fast.” (1990)

ektal n A traditional Indian one-stringed musical instrument with a

gourd resonator, /ektal/ (< Bh ek ‘one’ + taal ‘note’) = ektara 0 Ektal:

one-string instrument, used to accompany songs of Bauls. (Ramaya
1992:22)

ektara n A traditional Indian one-stringed musical instrument with a

gourd resonator, /ektara/ (< H ektara )
= ektal 0 Ektara : one-string

instrument made from one piece of bamboo with a large gourd

attached to the bottom. One end of the stick is inserted into the hollow

of the gourd resonator, the top of which is covered with parchment.

The single string is fastened to a nail fixed to the protruding part of

the bamboo. It passes over a crude bridge placed on the skin table and

fastened to a peg near the neck. (Ramlakhan 1990a:9)

elaychi, elayachi, ilaychi n Cardamon; a seed used in Indian cooking,

esp. in sweets. (< H ) 0 Mashalas (spices) like... elayachi (carda-

mom)... are also sold in some markets. (Jha 1973:42) 0 (Indar &
Ramesar 1988:87) 0 ‘She was a master cook and behaved like one. I

think having come all the way here with her spices - adrak, ilaychi...

she decided to go through with it.’ (Persaud 1993:98)

elder bush n Piper aduncum

,

a shrub or small native tree similar to

CANDLEBUSH. Leaves rough; flowers white in a 6-16 cm (2-6") arch-

ing or sickle-shaped spike. (< E elder, elder-bush ‘Sambucus sp., a

shrub or small tree’, fr superficial resemblance’) 0 (FTT 1977-2-

8:515-6)

elder head n In a traditional Indian joint family, the oldest male mem-
ber, who represents the family to the outside world and who controls

the behaviour of the family members. (< E elder ‘wise old person’ +

head ofthefamily < head ‘chief; ruler; leader; principal person’) 0 In

theory, at least, every joint family has an “elder head” (the oldest

male) who represents the family to the outside world, and who con-

trols the behavior of the members of the family. Under his authority is

the oldest female, who controls the behavior of the female members

of the composite household... As long as the “elder heads” are alive

and maintain their authority, the family may remain together. If the

“elder heads” lose control, or if they die, the family usually splits up

unless there is someone - most often the oldest son - with the ability

to hold the family together. (Klass 1 96 1 : 1 3 1

)

electric ray n Torpedo andersoni or T. nobiliana, edible marine fish,

having an almost circular body with tapering tail; with the capacity to

give mild electric shocks. (< E electric ray, any of the family Torped-

inidae) = banjo
3
0 (LNP 1985)

eleven-plus n General term in the Caribbean region for the examina-

tion which determines placement, and therefore entrance order, into

secondary school, (fr usual age of pupil being eleven or slightly

older) = >common entrance 0 He took the eleven-plus but didn’t pass

for the school he wanted.

Ellie styling n arc An early innovative and popular style of pan tuning

in which a large F-sharp is in the centre. (< Ellie Mannette, a well-

known early panman) 0 Ellie Mannette... sank the pan, pounding it

inwards, as opposed to outwards like all other pans of the time. He
made a full chromatic scale, creating the universally popular “Ellie

styling” with its large F-sharp in the centre... “It was a very mellow

tone. Nobody else had pans with such a rich sound,” says former

Invaders double seconds player Ray Holman. (EX 24 Jan 1993:33)

elopement n In a traditional Indian community, a marriage or com-

mon-law living relationship not approved by the bride’s or the

groom’s parents. (< E elopement ‘a woman running away with a lover

to get married’) 0 An elopement is any union made without the

approval of the parents. Even if only one side objects, and refuses to

countenance the union, it causes a scandal in the village. (Klass

1961:115)

el tigre see TIGRE

El Tucuche golden frog n Phyllodytes auratus, a small frog, 2.9-3.

5

cm ( 1 . 1 - 1 .4"). Head and body depressed; back brown with two irides-

cent yellow-green and blotchy stripes; limbs light brown-cream.

Lives in mountain rainforest in Northern Range on tops of El
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Tucuche and Cierro del Aripo. (fr habitat and colour) 0 (Murphy

1997:74)

em see AM, DEM

Emancipation Day n A national holiday celebrated on August 1st,

established in 1985, commemorating the abolition of slavery and

emancipation of the slaves on August 1st, 1834. It replaced DISCOV-

ERY Day. (< E emancipation ‘action of setting free from slavery’) 0

For those of African descent... Emancipation Day on August 1 is of

special significance. Started in 1985, it replaces Columbus' Discov-

ery Day, coming one year after the 150th anniversary of the abolition

of slavery. The day commences with an all-night vigil and includes

church services, street processions past historic landmarks, addresses

by dignitaries and an evening of shows with a torchlight procession to

the National Stadium. (Ahye 1988b: 108) 0 Dey have bands an ting

paradin’ on Emancipation Day. (Baptiste 1993:65)

embarcadere, embarcadaire n arc A shipping point along a river.

(< Fr embarcadere ‘loading and unloading point’) = >bacaday 0

From the said embarcadaire or shipping place... on the said Beause-

jour estate at the embarcadaire or usual shipping place. (POSG 12 Oct

1849:3) 0 (de Verteuil 1858:316) 0 About 80 to 100 lbs. of sugar of

different grades and a car of crude oil, which is also stored at

the [Usine Ste. Madeleine] Embarcadere, were found. (TG 8 June

1919:12)

embetay, embehtay adj Mentally handicapped; foolish; stupid,

/abate/ (prob. < Fr embeter ‘bore; annoy; worry’) = ebba, ebete 0

Well, the power of the song had me embete, And, very easily, I was

made a prey (Lion “Ting A Ling Mi Bangola” 1938 pr) 0 Perhaps

when I fell I must have hit my head and got embete or malkadie or

something. (Bynoe 1985:45) 0 Embehtay: dotish, foolish. (Haynes

1987:142)

emerald (hummingbird) n Amazilia tobaci [= A. erythronota, Eiyth-

ronota antiqua , Polytmus erythronotus
]
(E copper-nnnped or common

emerald hummingbird), 9.4 cm (3.75") long. Upperparts bronze-green

with coppery bronze rump; head and underparts bright green; thighs

white; tail black; bill straight, black with base of lower part pinkish.

(< E emerald, a bright green precious stone, fr colour of upperparts) =

raimonde 0 Erythronota antiqua... in Trinidad... it is called “Emerald

Humming-bird.” (Taylor 1864:92) 0 (Chapman 1894:57) 0 (Roberts

1934:93)

emperor n Morpho peleides insularis, a very large butterfly, wing-

span to 11.9 cm (4.75"). Spectacular bright iridescent blue; wide

black wing margins and white spots on upper wing-tips. (< E emperor

‘sovereign of empire’ fr impressively large size and brilliant colour) =

lady of the valley, morpho 9 (Kaye 1904) 0 (Barcant 1970:90-1)

empty bag phr In the proverb “an empty bag cannot/kyan stand”,

indicating serious hunger, leading to weakness and inability to work,

(fr the proverb an empty bag cannot stand) 0 “Is time to break for

lunch. Remember, an empty bag cyar stan’!” (Baptiste 1993:65) 0

Empty bag cyar stand. Without a full stomach, how can one be

expected to work? You must feed me! (Baptiste 1993:180)

en see EH, ENT

enchant v In Spiritual Baptist practice, sing and pray to encour-

age manifestation of the spirit on PILGRIMS. (< obs E enchant ‘influ-

ence irresistibly or powerfully, as if by a charm') 0 This person may
start to cry, but if he doesn’t the Leader or the Mother has to

“enchant” the pilgrims by singing and praying so that the Holy Spirit

will “manifest” on one of the candidates. (Simpson 1970:143)

encomendero n obs A person given a land grant by the Spanish colo-

nial government. (< arc Sp encomienda ‘royal land grant’ + -ero ‘per-

son who does’) 0 Encomiendas were land grants given by the Spanish

authorities to Spanish settlers in the colonies. It was expected that the

encomenderos would control the labour of the Indians living on the

land, thus exacting tribute from them. Tribute was paid in the form of

cacao. The encomenderos were also supposed to indoctrinate the

Indians in the Christian faith. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:226)

encomienda n obs A land grant given to settlers under Spanish colo-

nial control; the ESTATE on this land. (< arc Sp encomienda ‘royal

land grant’) 0 Spanish settlers... comprised white planters and subsis-

tence farmers (conuqueros), mestizo labourers (peones ), and a few

African slaves. The Amerindians included a controlled group who
worked as peons on encomiendas and missions (and also on their own
plots of land - conucos), and free, unsubdued indigenous tribes who
lived in the forest and in independent settlements. (Moodie-Kublals-

ingh 1994:2) 0 Encomiendas were land grants given by the Spanish

authorities to Spanish settlers in the colonies. ... Four such encomien-

dos in Trinidad were: San Juan de Aricagua, San Pablo de Tacarigua,

San Agustin de Arauca and Caura or Cuara. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:226)

end 1 v Finish a bottle of rum; “kill” the bottle. (< E end ‘finish; com-

plete, e.g. an action, speech, period of time’, also obs E end ‘end

someone’s life; kill’) 0 Leh we end the rum, na.

2 n A small quantity of rum left in the bottle. (< E end ‘a piece bro-

ken, cut off or left; fragment; remnant, e.g. candle-end’) 0 Sebastien

had a end of Trinidad rum in the batchy. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:80)

3 n A small, often temporary, job. (prob. < E end ‘fragment; rem-

nant’) 0 “You think man-work sweet nuh. I pick up a end there as a

labourer with some people, but they want me to work overtime every

evening, and on Sundays too.” (Hart 1966:13) 0 [He] has slipped his

tail between his legs and is back at UWI where he gets “a little end”

lecturing. (Bomb 6 Feb 1987:7) 0 He'd had to leave school because of

low funds... he’s found an end sweeping a city mall on mornings and

evenings. (EX-2 30 Sept 1990:5) 0 The worker, a mason, said he had

not received work for most of the year but since he got “an end” on

one of the programme’s “cottage projects”, he decided to help. (EX 2 1

Nov 1990:1)

endless adj Many; much; a great deal. (< E endless ‘without end; infi-

nite’ in regard to a period of time) = for days 0 He say if dey close

down some ah dem dey would save endless money. (Keens-Douglas

1984:35) 0 “He would buy her anything - endless clothes, food,

books, anything she wanted.” (Punch 8 Oct 1 989:7) 0 If is in yuh own
village an yuh walkin in wit yuh gyulfren is en’less heckle. (Foster

1990:15) 0 Some ah dem chirren was real wild, boy. Licks an deten-

tion was like water on duck back. Was en’less horrors. (Foster

1990:22) 0 “Doh mind what she sayin’. She family have endless

bread!” (Baptiste 1993:65)

engine basket see Indian basket

engineer n In a SAILOR BAND, a player who dresses and acts like the

sailors who fix machinery on ships. (< BrE engineer ‘one who has

charge of a marine steam-engine’) 0 Griffith’s Fancy Sailor bands

have generally had an ostensibly historical theme. Staple characters

in traditional sections include sailors who represent Fire-men (these

dance with rod-like “stokers” to stoke the engine room fires); Engi-

neers (these carry large wrenches) and others who represent playing

cards (eg. King and Queen of Hearts). (TG-M 6 Feb 1993:3)

engine-room n The rhythm section of a STEEL BAND, including

various drums, IRON, and other percussion instruments, (fr the com-
parison of an engine, which powers a vehicle, to this band section,

which provides the basic rhythmic power for the band) 0 He made the

stride to iron man in one easy lesson from well-known veteran of the

“engine-room”. (EX 21 Nov 1990:35) 0 [Ejngine room. The percus-

sion section of a steelband consisting of drums, tambourines, bells,

brake drums, scrapers, and rattles. The engine room, like that of a

ship, drives the band. It is the heart of the band. (Martin 1998:225) 0

Pan is de body. But the rhythm is heart of de ting. The engine room.

Is de soul of carnival... If you iron good you is king. (Rudder “Engine

Room” 1988) 0 Most obviously it is the rhythm that comes from the

continuous, bright metronomic clanging of the brake-hub iron section

that can be heard above all the other instruments of the largest con-

ventional steelband. This part of the band is the most primitive. It has

undergone almost no change since metal was introduced into the

bamboo stamping tubes in the 1930s and still, to many Trinidadians,

is the heart of the steelband. That is why that section of the band is

raised on a ramp and is popularly known as the "engine room.”

(Johnson 1998:66)
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England (can take it) phr obs Indicating strength, ability to withstand

punishment or abuse. = Britain can take it, London can take it 0 She

had a very hard life, but she was England. England can take it.

English n A kind of English designed to impress listeners with the

speaker's education and erudition. This kind of speech is sometimes

spoken seriously, and sometimes in a somewhat ironic or humorous

way. (< E English ‘written or spoken in the English language’) = big

English 0 The ability to use high-sounding English words and phrases

was much admired by audiences and a particularly impressive display

was rewarded by cries of “Hear English, man! Hear English!” (Pitts

1962:41)

English apple n Mains sp., the imported North American or European

apple , esp. the ‘Red Delicious’ variety, (fr being originally imported

fr England) 0 English apple: foreign apples, popular at Xmas time.

(Haynes 1987:58)

English creole n arc A person bom in the Caribbean of English/British

descent. 0 The term ‘English Creole’ means a person bom in Trinidad

of English descent, with no acknowledged non-white ancestors.

(Brereton 1979:3) 0 The English creoles consorted with the English

officials since they were even at this time cut off from the French cre-

oles by language as well as religion. Their society was less stratified

than the French, but they too had their strict social conventions, based

partly on wealth and partly on whom one knew, (de Verteuil 1984: 18)

English Creole n The vernacular language spoken in Trinidad and

Tobago, a variety of the popular language of the anglophone Carib-

bean, which has significant historical and current influences from both

standard English and other European, West African, Asian and Amer-

indian languages. Note: This term is used primarily by linguists and in

formal or academic situations, as is English-Iexicon creole. See also

BROKEN ENGLISH, CREOLE 13
, DIALECT, NEGRO ENGLISH, TOBAGONESE,

TRINGLISH, TRINIDADIANESE, TRINI TALK, VERNACULAR. 0 In

Trinidad and Tobago large numbers of people use one language at one

moment and another some time later. For example, there are people

who speak Bhojpuri in one situation, English in another and English

Creole in a third. Sometimes, too, in one conversation speakers may
switch from English to Creole on several occasions. (Carrington &
Borely 1977:42) 0 Now between five and twelve years of age, such a

child was coming into contact with French Creole and English Creole

language environments through play, social relations and employer-

employee, buyer-seller interaction. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:58) 0 Creole

remained the lingua franca of Trinidad all through the nineteenth cen-

tury, despite the official attitude that it was a barbarous gibberish and

an obstacle to progress. Not until the early-twentieth century did creole

give way to English and English creole. (Brereton 1993:50)

English plantain n Plantago major , a low-growing native plant with a

rosette of leaves close to the ground. Leaves broadly ovate-elliptical,

blunt tip, narrowing to a stalk at base, used medicinally. Flower

spikes 20 cm (7.8") or longer, of inconspicuous green grain-like Bow-
ers. (< E English, differentiating this fr plantain

1 + E plantain , Plan-

tago major, < pianta ‘sole of the foot’ in reference to its broad flat

leaves) = plantain
-
0 (Bush Medicine 1976b: 18) 0 English plantain.

Leaf decoction is cooled, strained and flushed through the eyes to

relieve symptoms due to colds. (Seaforth et al 1998:526)

English potato n Solanum tuberosum, the imported cultivated

American-European white potato. (< E English, indicating importa-

tion of this variety, esp fr England) = alu, Irish potato 0 English and

sweet potatoes. (EN 2 Sept 1954:3) 0 (CFNI 1971:31) 0 All that the

old man had to do was to call Pundit Shivlochan, the priest, provide

some well-cooked mohan-bhog... fry soharis and prepare tarkaris of

pumpkin and of English potatoes. (Naipaul 1976:55) 0 Apart from

sweet potatoes in the provision section, tannias, cassava and English

potatoes were reasonably priced. (TTM 1983) 0 To those dishes

would sometimes be added potatoes to increase the bulk. The pota-

toes generally known as “English” or “Irish” potatoes were also

imported from Holland. (Cummings 2004:55)

engoulevent a collier blanc n obs Podager nacunda [= P. nacauda

]

(E Nacunda nighthawk), a bird, 30.5 cm (12") long. Upperparts

brown, speckled with white; some black spots on crown and

wing-shoulders; white band across wing; throat white; upper breast

barred brown; lower underparts white. Mainly nocturnal, often seen

flying just before dark. (< Fr engoulevent ‘nighthawk; nightjar’ + a

collier blanc ‘with a white collar’) 0 (Chapman 1894:59)

engoulevent a queue fourchue n obs Chordeiles minor [= C. acuti-

pennis] (E common nighthawk), a bird, 23.8 cm (9.5"). Upperparts

dark brown with some buff; white wing-bar. Usu. seen flying at dusk;

probably a transient migrant. (< Fr a queuefouchue ‘with forked tail’)

0 (Chapman 1894:59)

engoulevent a taches rousses n obs Lurocalis semitorquatus [~ L.

gouldii] (E short-tailed nighthawk), a bird, 21.2 cm (8.5") long. Gen-

erally dark with no wingband, but whitish markings appear as whitish

crescents on inner wing; whitish spots on tail; inconspicuous white

throat-band; underparts barred reddish-brown and blackish. At rest,

long wings extend well beyond short, square tail. Seen flying at dusk

and dawn; flight appears very erratic. (< Fr a taches rousses ‘with

reddish marks’) 0 (Chapman 1894:59)

engoulevent des chemins n obs Nyctidromus albicollis (E common
pauraque), a large night-bird. Voice is a far-carrying whistle based on

a loud, high note followed by a shorter, low one. (< Fr des chemins

‘of the roads’, fr being commonly seen on roads) = cuiejo, >huyu,

watchman of the road, who-are-you 0 (Chapman 1894:60)

enh enh see EH-EH

en-none see N-NONE

enough see NUFF

ensaladilla n arc A kind of Spanish folk song. (< Sp ensaladilla

<ensalada ‘salad; mixture’) 0 In addition older Trinidadian peons

interpreted estribillos and ensaladillas which were also secular folk

songs of Venezuelan provenance. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:67) 0

Ensaladillas always contained disparate elements, either in form or

content... the ensaladilla was a genre of songs consisting of different

metres or a composition made up of scraps from various authors. He
compared the ensaladilla to the ensalada - the salad, in which differ-

ent vegetables and meats were combined... Ensaladillas originated in

medieval Spain. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:90)

ent, ehn, ehn’t, aint, ain’t, ant 1 part A negator usu. placed before a

verb. Generally equivalent to E not. don’t, doesn't, didn’t, is/are

not ...ing, etc. Note: In many contexts, this is not equivalent either lin-

guistically or socially to SE ain ’t, and therefore should not be spelled

this way. (< E ain 't ‘are not, am not, is not’ as used first in popular

dialect in London, and then widely in general informal use + prob.

translations of WAfr features) 0 She mus e tink dat no body ent like

she. (PC 30 July 1904) 0 As foo jale ah no Mistah Edditer ent go let

me go, but ah ent mind he as me is ah ooman wey got money, so ah

ent fraide one ting, ah cud stan wat come. (PC 13 Aug 1904) 0 “De
rain aint fall for two days.” (Gale, WG 16 Aug 1919) 0 Caresser ent

no millionaire, but. We don’t care. I’m a young creole, so brave and

bold. (Caresser “Carnival Is We Bachanal” 1937) 0 “You ain’t seen

the people inside it? Look the child.” (de Boissiere 1937:28) 0 Oh,

but to live with a police, it ent no sense. Because they got too much
screws and old defense. (Growler “Police Diplomacy” 1939) 0 She

know I ent working noway. (Radio “Emily” 1940) 0 “She say she

ehn’t ’custom to pick up money easy like you.” (de Boissiere

1952:18) 0 But when Elude asked a woman for six cents, and she told

him that “I ’ent have no six cents to give to a strong man like you,”

Elude cursed her, so he was arrested. (EN 13 Sept 1954:16) 0 “But

why de ooman ent tell me so sheself?” (Hill 1966 [
1 952] :29) 0 People

in this country, Why they so lazy... When they go out shopping, You
sure they ent walking. But on carnival day just so. They walk 100

miles and dont know. (Kitchener “Walk a Hundred Miles” 1973 pr) 0

It had a time he was only saying he ent want to go anyway... Buh I

know is only grine he was grindin dat he ent get de chance to go.

(Mamits LPOS, TG 10 July 1977) 0 De pilot an dem getting back pay

an all who dey fire who ent was to fire gettin dey money too besides.

(Mamits LPOS, TG 27 May 1979) 0 “What savings, you ent see they

taxing that now?” (EX-2 16 Aug 1987:6) 0 The race for that $25,000

first prize is going to be a fierce one and, at the end of it all, I antici-

pate that “who ent dead, go be badly wounded.” (EX 1 6 Aug 1987:18)
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0 “Water coming soon. Tomorrow self they going to run the lines...

You ent have to wait long again.” (Gosine 1988:44) 0 “Me and he

wasn’t talking too much because he fight with my son and bus he

mouth and we had it out for that, but he ent kill nobody... to say kill

somebody, me ent believe that.” (TG 3 July 1993:1) 0 “Nobody ent

know, they make this look like the boy didn’t have friends, but he

had.” {TG 22 Aug 1993:9) 0 “He said he would be back in 20 min-

utes. The man returned two hours later when all the ruction finish.

Yuh ent see he was part of the whole thing. Any way thank God they

ent hurt or kill nobody.” {EX 28 Nov 1993:18) 0 “Today is one day I

going to get real ignorant if I go home and ent meet my food, yuh

hear.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:8) 0 “If you varnish late, an the varnish

ent dry properly for Christmas day, is trouble. When you sit down

fine, but when you get up, you and the chair getting up.” {TG 18 Dec

1995) 0 ‘All-you come for breakfast. All-you ain’t hungry?’ (Boodhoo

1994:58) 0 He say, “I ent hear nowhere dis t’ ing. I ent hear an’ I ent

see, so I cyah belive.” (Mahabir 2005:48)

2 part A word used before a phrase or sentence, usu. indicating that the

speaker is expecting a positive response or agreement, (prob. < E ain 't

as initial question ‘aren’t, isn’t’ + prob. influence ff WAfr languages

with similar initial question particles) 0 “Hey, you dam fool. Move na.

Ain’t A axe you twice to lemme pass?” (K. Archibald 1937:54) 0 Ent

yuh love yuh mother. Ent ah do it already. (ESTT 1956) 0 ‘Is not Mr
Harbans whisky. Is Mr Ramlogan whisky.’ ... ‘Ain’t is your whisky, Mr
Ramlogan?’ (Naipaul 1958:199) 0 Ent last year he los’ and yuh find

’im at de Police Station Ash Wednesday morning?’ (Giuseppi 1975:42)

0 ‘Look at Mungroo. Ain’t Mungroo was a Christian too? But ain't he

come back a Hindu so as to teach in the Mahasabha school?’ (Naipaul

1976:121) 0 “Ent he was wokin’ as ah salesman?” “Yeh, but yuh eh

hear wot he was sellin? Marijuana!” (Sweetbread, EX 6 Jan 1977: 17) 0

You have money to bet?” “Four dollar.” “Ent that your last?” (Stewart

1989:103) 0 Ain’t you does pass by the bamboo patch to get to

Mr. Robinson house? You could cut some for me when you coming

back tomorrow, please God. (Selvon 1991b:85) 0 “But ent these things

could fit under somebody house?” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:38) 0 ‘But it

should be smilin’ by now.’ He turned to the baby, ‘Eh? Aint you should

be smilin’?’ (Boodhoo 1994:90)

3 part A sentence-final question word indicating an expectation of a

positive answer or agreement. 0 Dat is what de Police dere for. Ent?’

(Giuseppi 1975:43) 0 The car nice, /e/ “isn’t the car nice” (seeking

agreement) (Solomon 1993:64) 0 But then, under the current admin-

istration, anything, except said current administration, goes, ent?

(Letter, TG 29 July 2007:41)

enter in v Enter; go in/into. (< E enter ‘go into’ + in\ also enter into

‘join; agree to; be relevant’) 0 Everybody shud stan up when di Head-

master enter in di classroom. ‘Everyone should stand when the direc-

tor enters the classroom.’ (Dwarika 1984: 1 1)

epure n Refined asphalt; PITCH which has been steamed, screened to

remove debris and sand, and dried; it is jet black, shiny and hard.

(< Fr epure purified; refined’) 0 Near by [the Pitch Lake] are several

Epure works, Epure being the natural asphalt from which all the

water, of which it contains about 25 percent, has been eliminated by

heat. (Collens 1912:81)

equipments n Equipment; machinery. Note: In SE equipment is a sin-

gular, collective noun, not taking -5 plural. (< E equipment + -s

as plural marker) 0 Make sure you bring all the equipments next

week Saturday.

escalin clou n obs A coin consisting of a piece stamped out of a larger

coin, valued at one-tenth of a dollar. (< Fr escalin + clou ‘nail’) 0

When the island passed to British hands... There was a complicated

system of currency, both gold and silver... There being at one time an

insufficiency of change, pieces were stamped out of the dollars and

circulated, at the value of 10c/ each, under the name of “escalin clou.”

Even these were not sufficient, however, so shop-keepers began to

issue their own tokens, called “marks” locally, of very small value.

(Pitt 1948:13)

eschalot n Allium cepum var. aggregation group, a cultivated variety

of small thin onion. (< Fr eschalotte ‘scallion; shallot’) = >garden

onion 0 Market-Scarce ... eschalots. {TG 22 Jan 1933:9)

escheator general n obs A superintendent or chief of escheators, offi-

cers appointed by the Lord Treasurer of England to take notice of

properties confiscated by or forfeited to the Crown in the country to

which they are appointed, and to certify them into the Exchequer.

(< E escheator < escheat ‘lapsing of land to the Crown or lord of the

manor, when an owner or tenant dies without leaving a qualified suc-

cessor’) 0 [In 1831 he] then questioned the right of Joseph Peschierto

sit on the Council since he was Escheator General, (de Verteuil

1981:187)

escobilla n Scoparia dulcis, a native plant. (< Sp escobilla Tittle

broom’) = balie doux, >sweet broom 0 To know whether a child had

maljo, you put a twig of the escobilla plant in his or her hand. (‘Esco-

billa ’ means Tittle broom’, and in patois the plant is known as balier

doux with its English equivalent ‘sweet broom’.) If the child is

afflicted the plant wilts. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:120)

escribano n obs Various types of court clerk or registrar, under the

colonial system established by the Spanish, /eskribano/ (< Sp escrib-

ano ‘court clerk; notary’) 0 There were three keys to the “Public

Chest”, one kept by the Alcalde of the First Election, another by the

Escribano or Secretary, and the third by the Depositor-General. (CO
295/8 Hislop to Camden 9/7/1804; in UWI-HT) 0 Taxador’s Office...

the taxation of costs in this matter have been returned into the office

of the Escribano. {TG 31 Mar 1826:31) 0 The worthy Spaniard

informed us, that he suspected an infamous conspiracy to have been

entered into between Fanchinette, an escribano
,
or notary, named

Gregorio Nunez, and four others, to deprive me of my uncle’s prop-

erty. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 148) 0 [The assessors]... return to their homes

without [having] performed any other service... than may have con-

sisted in answering their names every morning when called over by

the Escribano. {POSG 2 Apr 1844:3) 0 He had therefore, after leaving

the Council, applied for these documents to De Castro the Escribano.

(Fraser 1891:168) 0 [T]he Chief Justice stated that in the absence of

the Alcalde the trial could not proceed, and suggested that Mr. Bushe

the other Alcalde should be sent for, in order to constitute a Court for

the hearing of the other cases on the List. The Escribano* went in per-

son to search for that gentleman, but shortly returned and stated that

pressing business prevented him from attending. *Registrar. (Fraser

1896:277) 0 Escribano de camera - judge’s clerk (Fraser 1896:3) 0

The Governor... then had published a list of the persons to whom the

money in the hands of the Escribano was due. (de Verteuil 1981:106)

espadon n Pristis pectinatus (E smalltooth sawfish), a large edible

marine fish with a long double-edged saw-like toothed beak,

/espadon/ (< Sp espadon ‘saw-fish’) 0 Xiphias Gladius... Espadon, or

saw-fish, (de Verteuil 1884:389) 0 Espadon, or Saw-fish... Rarely

takes hook. Harpooned generally. (Vincent 1910:52) 0 (Mendes

1940:8) 0 Espadon. (AACC 1945:108)

essence n A distilled flavouring extract such as vanilla; MIXED ESSENCE

contains pear, almond and raspberry. (< arc BrE essence ‘an extract

obtained by distillation or otherwise ff a plant, or fr a medicinal odorif-

erous or alimentary substance, and containing its characteristic proper-

ties in a concentrated form’; now more commonly extract) 0 Another

popular sweet was the “Kaiser Ball” which was an imitation lollipop of

plain sugar, colouring, and essence. It was introduced after the First

World War hence the name. (Hunt 1985b:v)

estabal n obs A measure of land area, ten by ten VARAS. (< Sp esta-

bal) 0 The weights and measures were... “Varas,” 33 inches; “Esta-

bal,” 10 x 10 “Varas;” “Solar,” 5x5 “Estabals.” Fifteen “Fanegas” of

land was equal to 1 12 acres and one “Suerte” was 2x2 “Fanegas.”

(Pitt 1948:13)

estabone n obs A traditional Spanish linear measure of about

1 10 inches, just over 9 feet. (< Sp estabone)

estadal 1 n obs A traditional Spanish linear measure, equal to

329.0948 inches (27.4246 feet) or 8.3590m. /estadal/ (< Sp estadal)

2 n obs A traditional Spanish land measure, equal to 100 varas

quadradas, 752.11 square feet or 69.87 square metres.
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estate 1 n A relatively large landholding, usu. with hired workers for

commercial agricultural production. Note: This term is generally used

in T&T rather than plantation

,

which is used commonly throughout

most of the English Caribbean. (< E estate ‘a landed property; usu.

one of considerable extent’) 0 With the work of an estate well regu-

lated, the negro houses well placed, the land affording good garden

grounds, the proprietor at his ease, and the negroes established for a

number of years, discontent seldom prevails. (Trinidad CO 295/44,

Woodford to Goulbum 3 Aug 1817, in UWI-HT) 0 “We declare

unanimously that none of us has a whip carried in the garden (cocoa

plantation), and very few estates own any.” (CO 295/60 1823, in de

Verteuil 1992:385) 0 They dined on the rations which they got from

the estate, consisting of salt fish, cassada, and plantains. (Protector of

Slaves 1825:42) 0 “I have been a resident in this Colony since April,

1784. On my first arrival there were but two estates which could be

called “sugar estates;” there were some small establishments called

“trapiches” which manufactured a low description of sugar called

“papelon.” (Begorrat 1825, in Fraser 1896:79) 0 “On the estate I only

drink a glass of water and eat my salt fish at 9 o’clock, and after that I

don’t eat anything until dinner at 6 or 7.” (Urich Diary 14 Nov 1 830)

0 Tie added, by way of postscript, “that he should dispense with my
future attendance as medical man on his estate.” (Joseph 1838b-

3:132) 0 Mista Spectater, i want trouble you fu one ting agen, da fu

you peak to awee gobena bout dem rum shap pan de estate, fu he shut

dem up, an make dem rum sella go-way. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 The

immigrant, nevertheless, must ask for leave to quit the estate even for

the one day which he is, by law entitled to, otherwise by Clause 17 he

is apprehended as a vagrant. (TC 12 Jan 1877 in Singh 1988:54) 0 [It]

is a large estate, and can turn out a gang of two hundred ‘hoes,’

besides ‘tradesmen,’ such as coopers, carpenters, blacksmiths, engi-

neers, assistants, &c., some of whom, however, are ‘outsiders’ - that

is, not living on the estate, but in some adjacent village. (On a sugar

estate 1882:221) 0 There are a good many schools for the children of

Indian immigrants only... Partly supported by estates and partly by

the Government, and some of them have coolie teachers. (Comm
Franchise 1888-2:6) 0 The treatment on most estates is such that no

man of any spirit will submit to it unless pressed by more dire neces-

sity. (H. Alcazar 1897, in Williams 1962:1 12-1 13) 0 Ah went day to

take a kako contrack from ah man way got a big estate. (PC 23 July

1904) 0 It was proposed that the Agricultural Inspector should go

round visiting the estates and should he find any part affected by the

disease commonly known as “black rot” he would advise the planter

to bury the pods. (POSG 26 Oct 1907:4) 0 The manager of the defen-

dant’s estate at Chaguaramas, said that he received a complaint... that

the estate’s cows had done damage to [the plaintiff s] garden pro-

duce. (TG 9 Jan 1919:3) 0 In the year eighteen-eighty-eight, Wood-
brook land was a cane estate. (Growler “History of Woodbrook
Vicinity” 1938) 0 To the men dem I must relate. Long time all they

was in cane estate. (Killer “Ramjatia” 1948 pr) 0 He owned a coconut

estate in Manzanilla on the east coast, (de Boissiere 1952:34) 0 Pedro

took the track through the estate of Mr Paulaine, cut through the

estate of Carrera, which is the largest estate in Kumaca. (Lovelace

1968:14) 0 To work in the Estate, a person left home around 5.30 a.m.

in order to reach early. (Alladin 1970b: 12) 0 Barracks and cocoa

sheds at Non Pareil estate near Sangre Grande. (Espinet 1984:1 1) 0

Some of them couldn't stand the grind and absconded; others drifted

away and ventured into town, or looked for another estate where con-

ditions were not so hard. (Selvon 1988:180 The work on a cocoa

estate was more regular and far less seasonal than on a sugar estate.

The trees bore ripe fruit from November to July, though most of the

crop was taken off around June, known as the crop of St. John the

Baptist since his feast was celebrated on the 24th of June, and crop-

over was celebrated then; and December, known as the Christmas

crop, (de Verteuil 1992:166) 0 ‘He can tell them that this blasted

absenteeism has got to stop or Mr. Dhiraj and Mr. Santo can haul

their backsides off my estate and out of my cottages.’ (Gosine

1992:64) 0 Visitors normally use a short track through abandoned

cocoa estate off the Lalaja benching to reach it. (TG 17 Jan 1994:13)

0 ‘I have the estate for sale, you know. I really can’t manage it again.’

(Boodhoo 1994:64) 0 “I am looking at legislation to prevent farmers

from letting their animals go astray into the estates”. (TG 5 Feb

1996:6) 0 As we continued to walk along the cocoa estate we saw
large patches of flowering Black Stick. (N. Johnson 2004:3)

2 adj Working for or on an ESTATE, with policeman, constable, etc.,

usu. referring to members of a private uniformed security force, with

power to carry guns and make arrests on the property. 0 Tabanca from

his wife drove him to hit the rum bottle so hard, that he neglected his

job as an Estate Constable and as a result of this he was fired. (Bomb
27 Mar 1987:16) 0 Maharaj, an estate policeman... successfully chal-

lenged five armed men. (EX 12 Dec 1993: 13) 0 I am an estate consta-

ble attached to one of the government ministries for many years.

(Letter, Newsdav 28 Sept 2003:A-16) 0 “[I]f he don’t pay the estate

store what he owing for food, we go pelt you and you whole family

out of the barracks.” (Andersen 2004:416)

estate cocoa 1 n obs Cultivars of cocoa grown and harvested on large

estates, rather than by individual small owners; considered high

quality. 0 Estate cocoa fetched $9 per fanega and ordinary, $8.25

for the same quantity. (TG 12 Jan 1921:6) = plantation cocoa,

>plantation grade

2 n Usu. of cocoa, produced commercially on an ESTATE, rather than

a small private individual holding; not considered as high quality as

PLANTATION GRADE. 0 After establishing the estate for the planter

(producer of ‘estate’ cacao), the contract worker moved on to a new
estate to perform a similar role or directed his attention to his own
plantation. He sometimes remained on the estate as an agricultural

worker of some sort. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:5-7)

estate trace n arc An unpaved path, crossing an ESTATE, maintained

by the estate; in contrast to an CROWN TRACE, for which the govern-

ment is responsible. (< estate
1 + trace) 0 The country lanes and forest

tracks were not called ‘traces’ as in Trinidad, but ‘crown traces’, as

I saw when we passed such places as Long Bed Crown Trace and

Cambridge Crown Trace on the road to Roxborough. (Bryans

1967:249)

estralog n Gurania spinulosa, a climbing native plant. (< Sp estroloja /

< LAS estragon ‘tarragon’) 0 (Wong 1976:140)

estribillo n A type of PARANG song in which stanzas of verse are fol-

lowed by the same refrain. (< Sp estribillo ‘refrain; chorus; theme’) 0

(Silva 1989:26) 0 The following types of music are played during the

celebration: Galerons, Malaguenas, Jotas and Estribillos which are

accompanied by lyrics... The instruments that generally accompany

the music are the cuatro, bandola, bandolin and maracas. (TG 27 Nov
1994:19) 0 Mr Agard remembered that calypsoes by ‘The Growling

Tiger’... were a perennial favourite when he was young. So too were

Spanish paseos and estribillos whose pronounced syncopated beat

was closest to the calypso. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:45) 0 In addi-

tion older Trinidadian peons interpreted estribillos and ensaladillas

which were also secular folk songs of Venezuelan provenance.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:67) 0 ‘This is what happening right now,’

Felix said glumly, ‘they crucifying poor people with so much tax; is a

good estribillo.' He recited it. ‘We used to sing estribillo in parang.

You put a topic, an asunto, and you sing on it.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:88)

even adv An emphatic quite, fully, a word attached to a hypothetical

clause to emphasize the full extent of the statement, either positive or

negative. Note: In SE, the meaning is the same, but the placement is

different, e.g., usu. even ifrather than ifeven. (< E even ‘quite; fully’)

0 Day mus be teef de money or else day mus be fine de money way de

Potigee man loose in Belmont becos ah kwite shore dat if day did

even starv dayself, day cundnt save anything owt ah wot Joe wukin

for. (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 In fact, de whole of de Penny Cut paper doz

have de jokes fixed up so fine, dat if even is yourself wot dey write

bout, you blige to laff. (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 “If even my daughter is

here I wouldn’t call you, you isn’t my daughter too?” (Letter, EX 1

Feb 1988:19) 0 He knew, if even he did not like to admit, his mood
swings and the incessant hunger that drove him. (1990)

evening n The time of the day after noon, or after about 4 p.m., usu.

before dark at about 6pm. (< E evening ‘time of day between sunset
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and bedtime; the early part of the night’, also dial E ‘afternoon’) 0

There were people in the pay-yard at about 3 o’clock that evening.

(TG 31 Jan 1936:3) 0 Evening - evening, p.m., 1 shall come at 4 p.m.

this evening. (ESTT 1956) 0 In the Botanic Gardens one evening

four-thirty, I met a lovely little lady. (Panther “Sentimental Sand-

wich” 1956 pr) 0 Walking by the seashore, I talked to a youth who
said ‘Good Evening’ though it was not yet one o’clock. (Bryans

1967:271) 0 Work in this garden was done mostly on evenings, i.e.,

late afternoons. (Alladin 1970b: 10) 0 Evening - before sunset from

when, was “night”. (Alladin 1970b:69) 9 Evening— mid-day and

sunset. (John 1973) 0 “Yuh have no evening in yuh mouth?” (1993)

even self conj Elsed to introduce and emphasize a subordinate conces-

sive clause, indicating that something is not sufficient; similar to E
even though, although , despite the fact that, etc. (< even + self) 0 If

you're sick, they doh care how you feel. You have to bring the money
even self you have to steal. (Growler “Women Diplomacy” 1940) 0

“Because even self they get a little bit you could still help them out a

little more, even self we have little and we does still help.” (1980) 0

Subordinate clauses of concession... are introduced by the conjunc-

tion /domayn/ (fr English "don't mind” (i.e. never mind that) or “even

self’... even self he did reach in time, he wasn’t go see me “even if he

had arrived in time, he wouldn’t have seen me”. (Solomon 1993:83) 0

‘He ask if he could get a shelter there even self in the gallery so he

could pass the night until the next day.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:51)

ever hear more phr An expression of disbelief, surprise, etc., usu.

used as a question soliciting agreement or surprise from the listener. 0

An’ now me blasted car scrape, an’ de woman tell me how everybody

know she does turn dey everyday, so she don’t see why she have to

give no signal. Yu ever hear more? (Keens-Douglas 1984:55) = ever

see more

everlastingly adv Always; constantly. (< E everlastingly ‘with perpet-

ual recurrence; continually; excessively; incessantly’) 0 You everlast-

ingly provoking me. (Ottley 1971:66)

ever see more phr An expression of disbelief, surprise, etc., usu. used

as a question soliciting agreement or surprise from the listener. = ever

hear more 0 She... come up to me and arkse me to leave dis place,

cause de white people does complain bout how people does interfere

wid dem. Pete, yuh ever see more? Ah tell she, ah ent moving, cause

ah ent interfering wid nobody. She make a rounds and come back

[again] and arkse meh to leave. (Forum 17-24 Apr 1988:5) 0 ‘Me and

my wife never ever had a falling out. Never! Now this place come
between the two of we. Imagine! Eh! Eh! You ever see more, lady?’

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:17) 0 “Imagine, they (police) charge a

friend of mine last Carnival for using his knife to cut pumpkin, you
ever see more?” (Pierre 2001)

every(s) n In pitching marbles, an agreement reached before the start

of a game establishing right of players to ask for any advantage they

want; or a phrase shouted by a player before his turn to allow himself

to take any move or advantage which may be of benefit to him. (< E
every ‘each one; all’) 0 Yu self ehn hear me say fen-hikes and no

everys? (Keens-Douglas 1975:44) 0 The air rang with shouts of

‘every’ when the ground was smoothed so that there was no imped-

iment to prevent one’s marble being hit by the person pitching.

(Boodhoo 1994:60)

every (barrow) hog phr In full, the proverb “Every barrow hog have

he Saturday morning”, that is, one day, the hog will be slaughtered.

Usu. said to someone who laughs at troubles, to remind them that a

day of reckoning will come; sometimes to someone who is suffering,

to expect eventual justice, (fr the life of a barrow hog, a castrated

male pig, which has a fine life getting fat until the day it is slaugh-

tered) 0 Let the oppressors have they own way, You can bet every

hog have its Saturday. (Caresser “Ah, Gertie” 1937) 0 Ebry barra’

hag ha’ ’e Sattideh mamin'. (Anyone can come to grief.) (Daniel msl
ca 1960) 0 Every burrow hog has his morning. (Haynes 1987:143)

every bread phr From the proverb Every bread have its cheese
; usu.

used to note that for every person - no matter how peculiar - there is

a suitable mate. 0 Ebry hard bread gat ’e stinkin' cheese. (To each his

own.) (Daniel msl ca 1960)

every day see also as God send

every day phr From the proverb “Every day is fishing day, but not

every day is ketching day”, that is, not all attempts are successful. 0

Everyday is fishing day but not everyday is catching day. So Mulla

Beard say, and he should know because like he living on the ocean.

(TG 22 Dec 1995:32)

every man-jack see MAN JACK

every rope phr From the proverb “Every rope have an end”, that is, no

matter how lucky or successful someone is, eventually they will get

what they deserve. 0 ‘That man smart, yes,’ Samdaye said. ‘Too

smart,’ the man said. ‘But every rope got a end.’ (Boodhoo 1994:277)

everything like phr Exactly like; just like; closely resembling. 0

Exactly like. He is everything like a circus. (ESTT 1956) 0 He is

everything like his father,

everys see EVERY(s)

ex, x, eks 1 n Car accelerator pedal. (< E accelerator ‘pedal used to

speed up’) 0 There was the ignition, and the “X” below the steering

wheel manipulated by two levers. (Ottley 1969:89) 0 (Ottley 1971:66)

0 Ex— accelerator, mash the ex. (John 1973) 0 X to floor board.

(Haynes 1987:210) 0 And the cab drivers, driving as if you were cargo,

jolting you forward and back in your seat as they alternately hit the

brakes and the ex. (EX 7 Feb 1988:13) 0 Mash the ex, man!

2 v Press on the accelerator. (< E accelerator or accelerate ‘speed

up’) 0 “Doh x (or ex) de ting so nah man. De car done ole already!”

(Baptiste 1993:168)

3 n In pitching marble, the distance from thumb to last (little) finger,

sometimes to second (forefinger). The TAW can be advanced this dis-

tance to improve the shooting position. The thumb is used as a pivot

for a circle, drawing the resulting circumference as the boundary of

the EX; pitching is permitted from any point on this line, /eks/ (< E
extend, extension )

= ex-span, gab(s), gambi, span 0 In another com-

mon hagarsee penalty, possibly more common in South, each winning

player can take an ex from the rim of the hole nearest to the point

where the loser’s marble has stopped and try to hit it away from the

hole, from which point the loser once more has to attempt to pot the

hole. (1984) 0 You take an ex aready, doh brings any more,

examine the horns phr Be careful to make sure that someone or

something is really what it appears to be. (fr traditional anansi story

in which Dog tries to disguise himself as a homed animal in order to

be included in their group) 0 Examine the “horns” of those local

government election candidates... Word is that a homosexual is vying

for candidacy in the September 14 local election. (7TA/ 18 Aug 1987)

0 Seeing how easily Dog had succeeded. Agouti became jealous and

as the boat pushed off from the wharf he shouted “there’s a traitor on

board, examine the horns.” (Inniss 1897:30) 0 But if they preaching

conspiracy, examine the horns in their own party. (Watchman “Attack

with Full Force” 1990 pr) 0 Today, however, there is as much baccha-

nal stalking the Catholics as the Anglicans... [The] Bishop... should

examine the horns. (TTM 5 Oct 1990:15)

exantay v Show off; be flamboyant, (poss. < Fr exalter ‘become pas-

sionate’) 0 Exantay yuh body: show off. (Haynes 1987:143)

exbill see OXBILL

except conj Introducing a concessive clause, that is, if one thing does

not happen first, the second thing cannot happen, similar to E unless.

(< arc E except ‘unless; if not’) 0 A juce [deuce] of a tree fall across

de road so now donkeys can't pass at oil except de driver and dem lift

it over. (PC 15 Oct 1904) 0 Except the housewife has been hoarding,

little Lucy cannot have some rice to put in her plastic saucepan. 0

Except you come in here you wouldna get no food. 0 He wouldna

break he foot except he try to jump across the drain. 0 Boys could

go barrack-yard to barrack-yard and nobody ran you except you fight

or you cuss. (Cummings 2004: 1 80)

excepting prep All but; everything or everybody except that. (< E
excepting ‘with the exception of; save; but’) 0 Everybody like it

excepting he. Everybody happy excepting he.
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excess n On an insurance policy, the deductible; the amount that a

claimant must pay towards the cost of any claim made. 0 “I asked my
insurer about the replacement procedure for a car radio that had been

stolen from the car... only to be told that the ‘excess on the policy’

was more than the cost of the radio - therefore they would not be able

to pay for a new radio.” (2002)

exhibition n A scholarship to secondary school. (< E exhibition ‘a

fixed sum given for a term of years from the funds of a school, col-

lege, or university, generally upon the result of a competitive exami-

nation’) 0 “Then I ended up going to Egypt Government [School]...

that’s where I won an “Exhibition” (the precursor to Common
Entrance) to St James Secondary.” (EX 14 Apr 1988:15) 0 We was

in Exhibition class; Nowadays dey does call it Common Entrance.

(Foster 1990:28)

expect flood phr Said to someone whose trousers are considered to be

too short, (fr rolling up pant legs to avoid getting them wet) 0 “How
yuh pants turn up so? Like you expectin’ a flood?” (Baptiste 1993:66)

explashiate v Talk a great deal while actually meaning little, esp. in

order to impress others with how much you know. (< E explain ‘give

details of; make understandable’ + expatiate ‘speak at some length,

enlarge; be copious in description or discussion’) 0 (Haynes 1987:143)

0 Mavis was listenin’ as Blackie explatiate on he plans to beat de bud-

get. (Keens-Douglas 1984:6) 0 Before she could done talk Bertram

jump up from where he been sittin’ down playin' he eh hearin’ wha’

she sayin’ an’ he start to explatiate, if yu hear him. (Keens-Douglas

1984:63) 0 “Don’t you come here an explashiate about yuh big job,

yuh hear!” (Baptiste 1993:66)

expression n An obscenity; bad language. (< dial E expressions

‘coarse language’) 0 De expressions she use was so nasty, de police

shame to tell de magistrate. (Ottley 1971:66)

ex-span n In marbles, the distance from thumb to last (little) finger -

sometimes to second (forefinger). The TAW can be advanced this

distance to improve the shooting position. The thumb is used as a

pivot for a circle, drawing the resulting circumference as the bound-

ary of the EX; pitching is permitting from any point on this line. (< ex

< E extension + E span ‘hand width’) = ex, gab(s), gambi, span

extempo, ex-tempo, extempore 1 n A CALYPSO made up on the spot,

in response to a particular stimulus or challenge; usu. in WAR
between two or more CALYPSONIANS. (< E extemporaneous ‘made for

the occasion; not previously prepared’) 0 Lord Pretender, the whole

world knows. Is the master of them all in extempo. (Kitchener “Pro-

fessor Kitch” 1954, in Rohlehr 1990:462) 0 Eh, Eh! Pete! Suddenly

ah hear kaiso strumming, and ah know dat strum anywhere. It was

Caresser and he two pardners providing music for de party, and dey

singing extempo to boot. (Forum 17-24 Apr 1988:5) 0 An ex-tempo

competition between calypsonian Willard “Relator” Harris and come-

dian Tommy Joseph. (EX 10 April 1991) 0 What does it take to be a

rapper'? Donna says: “You must be able to rhyme, have words flow-

ing. Never stopping to think. It’s like extempo in calypso.” (Punch 4

Feb 1996:20) 0 0 [J]ab-jabs keep up a lavway to accompany their

march on the streets on both Carnival days. With the chorus “Jab-

Jab”, Rodney adds a few more lines to one of their lavways... “We
sometimes make up some words, like extempore, to keep the lavway

going... In one instance, one of our players sang out some lines in

Hindi. That went down well because everybody kept on singing the

chorus.” (Sookram 2000:24)

2 adj Of a CALYPSO, made up on the spot, in response to a particular

stimulus or challenge; usu. in a WAR between two or more calypso-

nians. = extemporaneous 0 I noticed that during “War” the champion

of San Fernando, who had been at Henry Street the night before, used

several of his old gags (which are supposed to be ex tempore ), but the

crowd must have been a fresh one, for he got away with them without

any expostulation from the audience. (Rutter 1933: 106) 0 All aspir-

ing calypsonians at the time, they were making up “extempo” songs

out on the sidewalk, and decided to acquire "kaiso names” for

themselves. (EX

6

Sept 1987:13) 0 Calypsonian Big B was present to

greet the multi-award-winning singer with a few extempo verses. (TG

9 Mar 2002:3)

3 v Sing EXTEMPO CALYPSOS; engage in making up calypsos apparently

without previous preparation. 0 Tommy and Relator ex-tempoing live

to the world on Australia’s Channel Nine Network to the accompani-

ment of Tommy’s windball cricket bat, being used as a guitar. (EX
10 April 1991) 0 Big B extempoes for American entertainer Kenny
Rogers. (TG 9 Mar 2002:3)

extemporaneous adj Of a calypso, made up on the spot, in response to

a particular stimulus or challenge; usu. in WAR between two or more
calypsonians. (< E extemporaneous ‘made for the occasion; not pre-

viously prepared’) = >extempo" 0 The Lord Executor was the master

of what is usually known as the “extemporaneous” calypso. (Pitts

1962:41)

extramotion n arc In traditional Roman Catholic ritual, the last rites,

the sacrament administered to those in danger of dying. (< E extreme

unction

)

0 They give he extramotion before he gone through,

extra-strong n An imported flat white hard peppermint candy, about

2 cm (.75") in diameter, with a distinct rim, having an extremely con-

centrated peppermint flavour, (fr the words extra-strong printed on

each candy) 0 “Inese, Inese gimme a cent extra strong, two sugar-

cakes and some pistachio.” (Andersen 2004:291)

ey see EH

eye baby n The dark round pupil of the eye. (< obs E baby ‘a small

image of oneself reflected in the pupil of another’s eye’) = baby 0 If

you see how big she eye baby come when the doctor put in the drops,

eyeball 1 v arc Fool; deceive. 0 “He eyeball she.” (ca 1978) =

>mamaguy
2 n Favourite child; pet. (< E eyeball ‘the apple or pupil of the eye’ +

apple ofthe eye ‘something cherished with the greatest regard’) 0 [She]

was a very sweet girl who was the eyeball of her 39-year-old mother.

(TTM 26 Aug 1 986: 1 8) 0 Boboy, her only grandson was her ‘eye ball’.

(Ramsawack 1983:22) 0 “She is she mother’s eyeball.” (1990)

eyeball game n Head-on game; one pitted against one. (< AmE eye-

ball to eye-ball ‘confronting closely, with neither side giving in’) =

manos (a) manos 0 (Haynes 1987: 144)

eye big see BIG EYE 3

eye-bright n Heliotropium indicum, an erect annual native herb to

60 cm (23.4"). Leaves ovate, hairy. Flowers small, mauve, in a coiled

spike. Fruit in small dry nutlets, (fr use in soothing eye irritations) =

bright eye
1

,
fedogoso, scorpion bush, scorpion weed, veven lache-

eskupyon 0 (Morean 1990)

eye catch fire for phr Be attracted to, usu. romantically or sexually.

(< E catch fire ‘start aflame’; also < Yor oju e gbana ‘his eye catches

fire’, i.e. ‘he became jealous’) 0 One look, and she eye catch fire for

that boy.

eye dark phr Dizzy; become dizzy, unbalanced. = eye mm 0 Mi eye

dark one time.

eye game n Exchanging romantic looks. 0 There was her favourite

bassist again, playing with his eyes closed. However, as he opened

his eyes, they became locked with Janice's. After some “eye-

gaming,” Lance walked up to his smitten admirer and persuaded

her to join him outside... “He asked me why I was staring at him...

[I responded] For you to have seen me looking at you means that you

were also looking at me.” (EX 16 Sept 1990:31)

eye gone phr Blind. = andhar 0 He eye gone.

eye jump phr A tic; a sudden quick contraction of the eye area. (< E

jump ‘move with a sudden involuntary jerk’) = pharkay 0 All morn-

ing mi eye jumping.

eye long phr Be greedy; covetous; want what is not yours. See also

LONG EYE, EYE LONGER THAN BELLY. (< long
1
) 0 “Husband, hon-

our your wife and cleave to her. Yuh know policeman eye long? Well

let yours be single.” (Lewis 1972:84)

eye longer than belly phr Said when someone takes more food than

they can eat. (< eye long) 0 Look all this macafouchette! The child

eye always longer than he belly.

eye make four phr Meet someone’s eyes; look at someone directly,

face to face. (< Yor oju wa di merin ‘our eyes make four’, i.e. ‘our eyes

meet’) 0 ‘Sometimes in the school when she is teaching a class, her
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eyes and mine make four together, and it is like our hearts are meeting.’

(Lovelace 1968:109) 0 So sometimes wen yuh see people pass yuh

straight in tong, An yuh cocksure dey see yuh because you an dem eye

make four, Doh dig nutten. Is not because dey eh recognize yuh or dey

playin ting wit deyself. Is simply because dey cyar remember yuh real

name, An dey too embarrass tuh admit it. (Foster 1990:38)

eye turn 1 n Dizziness, (fr the turning sensation felt in the eyes and

vision) = eye dark 0 I stand up too fast and get a eye-turn.

2 phr Become dizzy. 0 The hot sun make me eye turn.

eye up v Look with favour on or to covet something or someone;

check out; look at lasciviously. (< E eye 'fix eyes upon; look at;

observe’ + up ‘completely’) 0 “He come an want to eye up mih

daughter. As if he could mind she with he old self!” (Baptiste

1993:66)

eye water n Tears; usu. used with cry long to indicate copious weep-

ing. (< translation fr several WAf languages, e.g. Yor omi I'oju

‘water fr eye’, Mandinka nygaja, Twi ani suo. Ewe athatsi, Igbo anya

mmili ‘eye-water’; also poss. < Island Carib aku-ira, Lokono ikira

‘eye-juice’ i.e. tears) = water
1

0 So God sends him to go and get some
of Tiger’s eye-water. (Parsons 1933:2) 0 She crying long eye-water at

the funeral.



Ff

face 1 n The side of a ROTI which is up and on which the filling is

placed. (< E face ‘of anything having two sides, the side usu. pre-

sented outwards or upwards; the front’) 0 Put the dough to lie flat and

cover its face with ghee. (Ramrattan 1982)

2 n Either flat side of a mango, easily cut off in a large slice. 0 Blim

and Alligator were to get a face each and John was to get the seed and

two sides. (Bynoe 1985:5)

3 n The open part in the wall of a CHULHA. 0 “[To bake bread, you]

cover the face... and push in the bread in a pan... and the bread bake.”

(Gayelle “Indian Cooking Utensils" 17 July 1986)

face look knowing phr Of a person, familiar, known. 0 He face look

knowing, but 1 kyaan remember he name.

facemask n obs A metal apparatus put on the head to prevent someone

from eating; used during slavery, usu. to prevent or punish the eating

of earth. (< E mask ‘covering for the face’) 0 The Facemask was

designed primarily to prevent slaves eating dirt, for this geophagy

sometimes resulted in their death. But the mask was used sometimes

also as a form of punishment for this ‘offence’. In Trinidad, a tin col-

lar, with or without prongs was traditionally used as a punishment for

drunkenness in females, (de Verteuil 1992:57)

facen v Face; be face to face with, /fesn, feson/ (< E face Took in the

face of; stand front to front’; see also GLIDEN, etc.) 0 “If I was

facenin him it would be different, but the position he was in, I

couldn’t do nothin.” ( 1990)

fada see FATHER

faica n obs Eira barbara trinitatis
,
a small slender mammal, (prob.

Amer) = chien bois, gato-melao, highwoods dog, >tayra, water wea-

sel, wood dog 0 (de Verteuil 1858)

fain see FEN

fainee n Of a FOOT or HAND, thin, withered, crippled, /faini/ (prob.

< E fine ‘extremely thin or slender’) 0 Is a good couple they make -

he have faini foot, and she have faini hand.

faint away v Faint; lose consciousness. = loss away 0 Hear what hap-

pened on that wedding day, And she faint away. (Joe Coggins “Give

Me Back My Ring” 1938) 0 We jump with Mano until the break of

day, I recall saying before ah faint away. (Superior “Is Mass” 1975 pr)

0 ‘Come quick, your mother teeth lock. She faint away, Savi! Bring a

spoon, girl! And some caralie bush.’ (Gosine 1992:135) 0 And after

Nobby faint away, in the distance... he could only hear voices whis-

pering. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:12)

fair adj In describing a person’s skin colour, lighter than RED or

BROWN. (< E fair ‘of complexion and hair, light as opposed to dark’)

0 By contrast, all ‘mixing’ between ‘whites’ and ‘blacks’ was

recorded within the category ‘coloured’, a term that motivated

detailed specification through the use of particular ‘colours’ (e.g.,

‘fair’, ‘red’, and ‘brown’). (Segal 1993:100)

fairity n Justice; fairness. (< E fair ‘just; equitable’ + -ity, to make a

noun) 0 (ESTT 1956)

fairymaid n Tob A folklore character of a woman with a fish tail

instead of legs, who lives in a river or in the sea near the coast. She is

not dangerous or evil, but can pull people under the water, take them

travelling, and then return them to shore. (< E fairy ‘a class of small

supernatural beings supposed to have magical powers’ + maid ‘young

unmarried woman’; also fair maid ‘an attractive young woman’) =

mermaid 0 (Ottley 1971) 0 “A fairy maid can take you underwater for

twenty days or fifteen days.” (2006)

fal see FOL

falaise n arc Cliff; steep hillside. (< Fr falaise ‘cliff’) 0 “You fall in the

falaise?” (1990)

fall 1 v Cut or pick ripe cocoa. (< E fall ‘cause to fall; cut down’) 0

(Moore 1980:14)

2 v For land, cut down big trees before planting cocoa or coffee.

(< dial Efall ‘cut down trees’) 0 (Moore 1980:22)

3 v In Shango worship, enter a state prior to spirit possession in which

a person may become unconscious, roll around, make wild gestures,

etc. (< E fall ‘bring or come suddenly to the ground’) 0 “Before we
wash the head,” said the priestess, “they must fall.” This act of “fall-

ing” is construed as the culminating gesture of the god in demanding

worship. When this occurs, the individual lies unconscious, or later,

regaining partial consciousnesss, mutters unintelligible syllables while

rolling on the ground or foaming at the mouth or wishing to do vio-

lence to himself or others. “A person can fall anywhere, but it mostly

happen in she own house”... If the “fall” occurs to a person who has

not frequented any special group, the choice of the house with which

to be affiliated is determined by the family; but if the “fall” takes

places at a cult-center, then it is recognized as the god’s own choice of

place of worship... “If you fall under St. Anne’s picture, we know is

St. Anne who ride you.” (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:323) 0 The

stones seem to be used principally in (1) “signing” (calming) a person

when he “falls” (is possessed) the first time, and (2) in healing.

(Simpson 1970:33) 0 [A] shrine head and elder... “fell” (became pos-

sessed) during an elefa offering when he was seven years old, and the

elders in attendance promptly washed his head... because of his young

age he could not deal with and relate to such a strong orisha
,
so he sub-

sequently “washed” under Emenje. (Houk 1995:138-9)

fall down on food phr Eat a great deal; eat voraciously. (< obs E fall

tofood ‘begin eating’) 0 (Ottley 1 97 1:41)

fall down with laugh phr Laugh so hard that you hurt or cannot

remain standing. = dead with laugh 6 God, I does want to fall dong

with laugh in this place. Eef Trinidadian had sense I would still be

lock up in jail. (Pires 2000b:9)

fall in ... garden phr Be that person’s concern or business. (< E fall

‘come as a burden or duty’) 0 Fall in yuh garden. (Haynes 1987:145)

0 That child fall in she garden.

falling self n Warning to someone who is making or going to make a

mistake, to stop before the situation becomes more serious. (< E fall

‘descend from moral elevation’) 0 “Yu better ketch yu failin’ self; is

who yu callin’ red? Yu find ah look like de Red House?” (Keens-

Douglas 1984:110)

fall off a (mango) tree phr Said of a person considered stupid, naive.

0 I didn’t fall off no tree, you know Miss Seeta. I know you don’t

want your name mix up in all this business. (Selvon 1 99 1 d: 1 78) 0 He
fall off a mango tree or what.

false black tetra n Gynmocorymbus thayeri
,
a small silvery fresh-

water fish, (fr resemblance to black tetra) = black tetra, >silver tetra 0

(Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:27-28)

false coral (snake) 1 n Oxyrhopus petola petola, a slender, dark pur-

plish-black non-venomous snake with distinct neck and pearl white

belly, to 1 m (39") long. In the adult there are faint red bands, which

can be seen only when the snake is turned to catch the light. The

young are brightly banded with irregular red stripes or cross-bands,

the first 5 or 6 in the neck region being bright yellow, fading to pink,

and then to red. Inhabits both Trinidad and Tobago. The bright-

banded young are usu. confused with the venomous coral snakes, and

often killed, (fr resemblance of red bands to venomous coral snake) =

red chain snake, sombre false coral (snake) 0 (Boos 200 1 aa: 101-1 02)

2 n Tripanurgos compressus, a nonvenomous snake. Dark pink with

pale grey irregular bands; red eye, sometimes a yellow collar. = false
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false coral (snake), fire mapepire, >mapepire dife, pseudofalse coral

(snake), red-headed water snake, whipsnake3
0 (Boos 2001a: 109)

3 n Erythrolamprus aesculapii, an extremely rare Trinidad snake.

Body cylindrical, smooth-scaled, to 1.5 m (5’); red bands with irregu-

lar pairs of black rings enclosing single dull white or yellowish white

rings. 0 False coral snake. (Abuys 1983) 0 (Boos 2001a:88)

4 n Hydrops triangularis neglectus, a snake. = >water coral (snake),

water false coral (snake), water snake
2
0 (Boos 2001a:97)

5 n Erythrolamprus ocellatus, a small Tobago snake to 30.5 cm (T)

long. Reddish, with round black markings along the back; tail ringed

black and white. = coral (snake)
2

,
doctor snake

1
,
>red snake, Tobago

false coral 0 Red snake or false coral snake... Confined to high for-

ested country.... The local name of coral is not to be confused with the

true coral snake, which is venomous and does not occur in Tobago.

(Alford 1960:101) 0 False Coral. Nocturnal. Terrestrial. (Greenhall

1 976b: 1 7) 0 False Coral (Emsley 1977) 0 (Boos 2001a:93)

6 n Erythrolamprus bizona , an extremely rare snake in Trinidad, to

1.5 m (5’). Body cylindrical, smooth-scaled; starting at the neck are

wide red bands, scales tipped black, and pairs of black bands sepa-

rated by a white band (scales tipped black). Some pairs of black

bands touch to form white-centered black “eyes”. 0 (Hardy & Boos

1995)0 (Boos 2001a:89)

false false coral (snake) n Tripanurgos compressus, a fairly rare

snake. Dark pink with pale grey irregular bands; red eye, sometimes a

yellow collar. = false coral (snake)
2

, fire mapepire, >mapepire dife,

pseudofalse coral (snake), red-headed water snake, whipsnake3 0

False False Coral. Nocturnal. Terrestrial, under dried leaves. (Green-

hall 1976b: 17)0 (Emsley 1977)0 (Boos 2001a: 109)

false grain n A very long crystal of sugar, causing problems to cure

and process. (< E false ‘defective; wrong’) 0 This mass here have too

much a false grain.

false mapepire, false mapipee 1 n Leptodeira annulata ashmeadi, a

small nonvenomous snake, to 80 cm (31.2") long; light brown with a

series of 29-51 darker spots and blotches on the dorsal surface; often

has a ‘Y’-shaped spot on the nape; belly cream colour. Found in

Trinidad, Tobago, and on Gaspar Grande Island. One of the common-
est snakes in Trinidad, often found in houses, and under piles of dis-

carded wood or rubble. When trapped or injured, it reacts by coiling

defensively and striking, but seldom bites, (fir resemblance of mark-

ings and defensive coiling to mapepire zanana) = annulated night

snake, banded night snake, cat-eyed (night) snake, chunk-head 1

,

garden snake, mapepire 3
, mapipire balsain

2
, night snake, Trinidad

garden snake 0 False Mapepire. Nocturnal. Semi-terrestrial. (Greenhall

1976b: 17) 0 (Boos 2001a:115)

2 n Dipsas variegata trinitatis, a snake with a large blunt head and

yellow markings, (fr resemblance to mapepire balsain in coloration

and coiling habit) = >snail-eating snake, thirst snake 0 False Mapep-
ire (Greenhall 1976)

false sago palm n arc Cycas sp., primitive non-flowering plants with

thick stems and palm-like leaves in massive rosettes; introduced and

cultivated. 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:143) = funeral palm

false vampire bat n Vampyrum spectrum spectrum
,
a large bat. = giant

spear-nosed bat 0 False Vampire Bat... largest New World [bat] and

[roosts] in hollow trees such as silk cotton tree, this fact plus the blood

and drippings of prey give it the name ofVampire bat. (Alkins 1979:55)

falsies, falses intj Shouted to claim any extra marbles another player

might have inadvertently placed in the ring, /falziz/ (< E false ‘erro-

neous; wrong’) 0 I call falses so you must give me that one.

falsy n A chipped marble, /falzi/ (< E false ‘defective’) 0 He only

playing with falsies, it doh pay to win.

family 1 n Of a person, a relative of; related to. (< E family ‘people

connected by blood or marriage') 0 Family, n., relative(s), e.g., he is

family to me. (Rodman 1971:230) 0 [A] remark is made, such as “she

is family to me - 1 must call she ‘Aunt.’” (Abrahams 1974:25) 0 ‘You

any family to Manu, Uncle?’ (Boodhoo 1994:17)

2 n A relative of, something similar to, as a plant. (< E family ‘a

group of objects distinguished by shared characteristics) 0 “That’s the

flame rose - it’s family to ginger lily.” (1984)

3 n A friendly term of address for an unknown person. 0 Family -

manner of addressing a female. (EX 12 Apr 1993:9) 0 I’m definitely

still at the Family stage. That’s what all the maxi-taxi touts call me.

You know what comes after Tantie? Mammy, that’s what. (EX 29 Jan

1997:31) 0 [Y]ou know you are a true Trini if, among a long list of

other things... You’ve called someone (or been called) chunkalunks,

thick ting, family (even if she’s not remotely related to you!), doo-

doo, dahlin’, reds, breds, horse or partner. (Sylvester, in Smith

2000c: 17) 0 “A dollar for one, dear. Yuh want?... Family, 20 pimento

for a dollar.” (Pierre 2001 ) 0 [His] co-worker... said: “Family, he does

change his clothes next to me. I work with him and it hurt me very

much to see a brother get hurt.” (TG 29 June 2002: 1

)

fan v Give up; forget about; abandon, (poss. < Frfaner ‘fade; wither’;

also AmE fan ‘in baseball, strike out’) 0 Fan - to give up - “Ah hear

yuh girl fan yuh.” (ESTT 1956) 0 “Ah fan dat long time.” I gave up

that a long time ago. (Haynes 1987: 145)

fancy n Of a CARNIVAL MAS or BAND, done in a very ornamental and

pretty style; often used to describe a particular MAS, e.g. FANCY
SAILOR, FANCY BAT, FANCY Indian. A fancy costume includes

materials such as satin and sequins, being decorative and elaborate

rather than authentic. (< E fancy ‘highly ornamented') 0 And all the

“fancy” dresses were generally more of a mixture, but gay colours

always predominated. There were Christy-Minstrels, Police, China-

men, Venezuelans, Cavaliers, Devils, Monkeys, Clowns, Ghosts and

a veritable hotch-potch of masqueraders. (POSG 2 Feb 1898:4) 0

These were called fancy bands, and unlike the players of today, they

represented a particular incident in history, some great personality or

event. They earned a uniform colour for their band and there were no

confusion or mixing up as we now see. Their leader or King choose a

colour to dress in and the entire band used it giving a beautiful effect.

(Jones 1947:27) 0 Another type of individual player was the Bat.

These players dressed in the colour of costume to look like the real

thing. There were the Monster Bat, the Vampire Bat, ordinary fancy

Bat, and in the later years, the Desmodus Rufus. (Jones 1947:54-5) 0

And Senor Gomez who made fancy sailor headpieces and floats for

Johannesburg Facinators. He did his masterpieces in the “Planning”

on Nelson Street. (EX 1 Feb 1988:17) 0 By 1968... Fascinators and

Desperadoes were playing with the large unwieldy Fancy Sailor

headpieces which did not allow for free movement... Fancy Sailor

headpieces had developed from the nose bands and by 1956 were rep-

resenting such diverse and surreal themes as gun turrets, cash regis-

ters, clocks, the spider and the fly, the cobra and ultimately an aircraft

carrier! (TG-M 17 Jan 1993:3) 0 Fancy Indians base their mas on

their knowledge of North American tribes (U.S. and Canadian).

Fancy Indians pride themselves on how closely their representations

reproduce North American models. To Fancy Indians, “authenticity”

means a mas based on empirical research. (Martin 1998:220) 0 There

were Fancy Sailors and Stokers, running their long iron rods along the

ground, shuffling to the music. (EX 1 Mar 2003:30)

fancy bat n A MAS depicting a bat, with highly coloured and decora-

tive design. See also authentic BAT. 0 Another type of individual

player was the Bat. These players dressed in the colour of costume to

look like the real thing. There were the Monster Bat, the Vampire Bat,

ordinary fancy Bat, and in the later years, the Desmodus Rufus... The

fancy Bat usually played with a Clown band, they, like the other Bats

wore skin-fit suits, but instead of having swansdown, they had a bat

or basket of flowers or some other lovely design painted on the front

and back of their costumes. (Jones 1947:54-5) 0 In the early 1920’s

bat bands become prominent. There were bats of many colours with

wings that flapped. Authentic bats often showed sufficient detail to be

identifiable as to species. If the bat rolled on skates it was called a

fancy bat. One researcher of Carnival had this to say for 3-4 March

1930: “Melba’s bats were voted the best bats of the day. With them

were two “vampires” in cages, guarded by a huntsman dressed in the

same colours as the vampires - deep pink and black. This created a

sensation among the crowd, for in 1930 vampire bats were wrecking

havoc in Trinidad.” (Greenhall, Artois & Fekadu 1993:48)

fancy Indian n A MAS depicting native Americans, based mostly on

depictions of Plains Indians in American movies. See also Wild
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Indian 2
, Red Indian, Blue Indian. 0 The Red and Blue Indians

were less formalistic. They merely wandered around town in small

groups painted red or blue and singing and challenging any other

bands they met. From the competition between the more pacifist Indi-

ans, who were more concerned with aesthetics than violence, the

tradition of the elaborate Fancy Indians evolved. It was from this

development, says [Albert] Bailey, that the arts of (especially) wire

bending, beadwork, and other aspects of design really became disci-

plines... In the Wild Indian repertoire were also stylised skits, per-

formed by the small groups on Carnival Sunday night... the final

development in the Wild Indian mas was inevitably the emergence of

large scale presentations involving hundreds of masqueraders and the

few elaborate “Fancy” individual characters. In this period, in the six-

ties, bandleaders and players began studying history books and send-

ing to the American Film Studios for pictures of the characters of the

then popular Westerns and copying them in detail. It was then into the

late sixties that the bands began taking names like Sioux, Seminole

and Hopi as representative of American Indians as opposed to depic-

tions of the indigenous aboriginal Indians. [Their] language also

began to atrophy. (TG-M 24 Jan 1993:2)

fancy mango n A variety of cultivated mango. 0 Barry went on to talk

about shilling mango, fancy mango, mango camel, mango ice cream

and La Brea girl. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25)

fancy sailor n A SAILOR MAS with very decorative costumes, typi-

cally including satins, sequins, and swansdown, and enormous elabo-

rate headpieces. 0 By 1968... Fascinators and Desperadoes were

playing with the large unwieldy Fancy Sailor headpieces which did

not allow for free movement... Fancy Sailor headpieces had devel-

oped from the nose bands and by 1956 were representing such diverse

and surreal themes as gun turrets, cash registers, clocks, the spider

and the fly, the cobra and ultimately an aircraft carrier! (TG-M 17 Jan

1993:3) 0 Griffith’s Fancy Sailor bands have generally had an osten-

sibly historical theme. Staple characters in traditional sections include

sailors who represent Fire-men (these dance with rod-like “stokers”

to stoke the engine room fires); Engineers (these carry large

wrenches) and others who represent playing cards (eg. King and

Queen of Hearts). Almost all Fancy Sailors have enormously flared,

decorated bell-bottomed trousers, and headgear which can be simple

(a trooper’s cap) or elaborate (eg. huge hats which combine animals,

birds, or figures culled from myth.) Sailors usually carry around

objects like: long canes; umbrellas; dice; baskets; pipes; even ripe

cocoa pods. Griffith speculates these objects were based on items the

American sailors would buy as souvenirs from peddlars on Marine

Square or Charlotte Street during shore leave. (TG-M 6 Feb 1993:3) 0

We see the soft delicate shift and shuffle of the fancy sailor dance,

and the absurd caricature of baby doll. (EX 1 1 Dec 1994:19) 0 There

were Fancy Sailors and Stokers, running their long iron rods along the

ground, shuffling to the music. (EX 1 Mar 2003:30)

fancy yam n arc Dioscorea esculenta var., a variety of cultivated yam
with edible small, roundish, potato-like tubers,

fandang, fandango n A pleasure dance accompanied by instrumental

music made up of song-dances such as the JOROPO, the GALLERON
and the MANZANARE, at the end of a VEIQUOIX. Instruments usually

are the TIPLE, CUATRO, BANDOL, guitar, SHAK-SHAK and bass, /fan-

dap, fandaqgo/ (< Spfandango a type of dance) 0 (Laurence 1970) 0

(Ahyoung 1977:31-32)

fandangle 1 n Inappropriately fancy clothing. (< Efandangle ‘fantas-

tic ornament; nonsense’) 0 “She come in a set of fandangle. Is a little

ting but she dress up like a wedding.” (2001)

2 n Fussiness; pretentiousness. 0 She full of fandangle,

fandango see FANDANG

fanega, faneg, faneja 1 n arc A measuring and marketing unit of

1 10 pounds (sometimes 120 lbs.), used esp. for coffee and cocoa; the

standard measure until the 1960s. /fansg, fanega/ (< Spfanega, a unit

of volume of 1.58 bushels) 0 The cocoa has not properly come to

perfection as yet, it is only lately, but a few years to come no doubt I

may able to sell one or two fanegas and so forth. (Comm Franchise

1888:1) 0 Yesterday afternoon the local cocoa market closed as

follows: Good estates, $13.25 per fanega. (TG 11 Sept 1917:7) 0 The
imports and exports for the week included 2,289 bags of cocoa,

3 puncheons rum... 203 fanega cocoa... (TG 28 Nov 1919:6) 0 Estate

cocoa fetched $9 per fanega and ordinary, $8.25 for the same quan-

tity. (TG 12 Jan 1921:6) 0 When Mr. Anderson, the then inspector of

schools, came to examine us, he was fond of giving us sums to do in

this style. “Find out what is the value of twenty fanegas of cocoa at

fifteen cents a pound, two arobas of tasso at ten cents a pound.”

(Inniss 1932) 0 The weights and measures were the Spanish Pound of

16 ounces; “Arrobas,” 25 lbs.; “Quintal,” 100 lbs.; “Fanega,” 110 lbs.

(Pitt 1948: 13) 0 When the price fell to $214 a fanega it became uneco-

nomical to reap the crop, (de Verteuil 1981:28) 0 “If you don’t hurry,

he will not be able to accept your fanega of cacao, until after Christ-

mas.” (Homer 1995)

2 n obs A traditional unit of land measure equal to four SUERTES,

300,842.76 square feet, 27,949.21 square metres, or about 6.9 to

7.5 acres; 15 fanegas equals about 112 English acres. (< Sp fanega
‘measure of area, about 6.5 acres, the area needed to sow afanega of

seed’ < Arabic) 0 The proprietor or attorney of every plantation shall

have one quarree, or three acres, 1 1/12 of a fanega of land for every

ten working Negroes, planted and cultivated in provisions for the

maintenance of his gang. (Ord. Gov. Picton, June 30, 1800, UWI-HT)
0 M. St. Ferrier has seventy fanegas (four hundred and eighty-three

acres) (A “fanega" of land is two quarrees and fifteen hundredths.) of

very fine land, two thousand cocoa-palms already planted and

bearing. (Day 1852-2:27) 0 “Varas,” 33 inches; “Estabal,” 10 x 10

“Varas;” "Solar,” 5x5 “Estabals.” Fifteen “Fanegas” of land was
equal to 112 acres and one “Suerte” was 2x2 “Fanegas.” (Pitt

1948:13)

3 obs n A unit of liquid measure equal to 8 ALMIDES (gallons) or

32 MILLARES. 0 Faneja. (Pitts 1948:13)

fangs n The forked tongue of a snake. (< Efang ‘the venom-teeth of a

serpent’, fr mistaken belief that the tongue is the source of venom) 0

“Look he fangs!” (1986)

fanny n Female genitals. (< BrE fanny ‘vagina’, AmE fanny ‘but-

tocks’ + Kikongo funi ‘anus; behind’, western Kikongo fml ‘genital

organ, usu. of women’) 0 Fanny - female sex organ (not vulgar or

indecent). (John 1973)

fan palm n Tob Coccothrinax barbadensis , a native palm tree, usu.

solitary, 15-20 m (49-65’); trunk slender, grey, ringed. Leaves pal-

mate, leaf blade 1-2 m (3.2-6.4) long; tips segmented. Leaves and

fibres used for brooms, hats, baskets, etc. (fr fan-like shape of leaf

blade) = >big thatch, broom palm, latanier, silver thatch palm 0

(Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:12)

fantong n obs (Efantan) A Chinese gambling game, in which a hand-

ful of coins are placed under a bowl, and players then bet on the num-
ber of coins that will remain when the pile has been divided by four.

(< Chfan t 'an ‘repeated divisions’) = sanchee 0 The every day game
was known as “Sanchee” or “Fantong”... When a player won, 8 per

cent was taken from his profit and deposited in the long tin produced,

which was always locked. (TG 3 July 1919:7)

faramaye(l) v Show off; make style. (< Sp faramallero) 0 He was a

faramallero. He liked tofaramaye, to make style, ‘grand charge’. He
boasted about himself, about his travels to Venezuela, and moved
from prose to verse without a word of warning. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:77)

farder see father

farder priest see father PRIEST

fare n arc A doctor’s fee. (< E fare ‘cost of conveyance; passage

money’) 0 (Tothill 1939:3)

fares see make fares, run fares

Farewell Night n The night, usu. Saturday, before a Hindu wedding,

during which vast quantities of food are prepared; characterized by

specific songs and dancing, esp. by women. = Bhatwan, >Cooking

Night 0 The Laawa bhoojana ceremony usually takes place on the

Saturday night before the wedding ceremony. At about eleven o’clock

in the night, the dulaha’s (dulahin’s) mother, accompanied by the

other female relatives such as phoowa, mousi, maami, nani and
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bahen, bring the chulha, firewood, pot and rice paddy near to the

maaroh. They sit and parch the rice a little at a time. During this time

special songs are sung relating to the occasion... The parched rice is

now known as laawa, or laja and is used in the main wedding rites

known as laja homa on the wedding day... This night is also referred

to as the Cooking Night, Farewell Night or The Bhatwaan. (Holass-

Beepath 2002:55)

far family n Relatives who live at some distance and are not seen fre-

quently. (< E far ‘at a distance’ + family ‘relatives’) 0 0 [A]n East

Indian in Trinidad has no “distant” relatives; he has only relatives

who live closer to, or further from his own home. There are those rel-

atives with whom he associates more, and those he sees only on rare

occasions. The latter are sometimes referred to as “far family.” (Klass

1961:101)

farine n A crumbly grainy flour or meal made from CASSAVA. The

tubers are peeled, and the flesh grated, pressed to remove juice, and

toasted. (< Frfarine ‘flour; meal’ + manioc ‘cassava’) 0 1/2 lb. boeuf

and un bbl farine-4 or 5 pounds not sent. (Urich Diary 9 Mar 1831) 0

Farine (made of bitter Casava) soaked in Warm Water with fresh pep-

pers and Salt fish is a Supper dish. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 In the

preparation of the farine we observed great care, for upon it we
depended mainly for our farinaceous food in the future. The roots

were first scraped carefully and washed, then grated on a wheel ... and

heated over a wood fire, in order to carry away the slightest trace of

the poisonous juice. (Ober 1898:223-4) 0 Annual School Shows for

1907. Peasant Proprietors and others interested in the cultivation of

Vegetables, Fruits &c., are invited to send exhibits of: yams, cush-

cush, sweet potatoes... citrons, bananas, ground nuts, farine, baskets,

chocolate, tanias, eddoes... (POSG 15 Oct 1907:2) 0 She was very

well known in Scarborough where she did a brisk house-to-house

trade in farine, the quality of which was second to none in the island.

(WG 1 Mar 1930:14) 0 Cassava Farine. This native vegetable is at its

best when served with stewed fish. The method of using it is to place

a heap of it in your plate. Make a hollow in the centre of the heap into

which you pour hot water. Then pour some of the fish sauce over it.

(de Boissiere ca 1945a:32) 0 Who hab mo' moat ’-water, soak mo'

farine. Said when two women quarrel over a man. (Herskovits

1945:202) 0 An informant recalled the menu at such feasts as consist-

ing of farine made into large dumplings called kanu... (Woodroffe

1974:16) 0 Add cassava farine slowly, stirring briskly until firm.

(Hunt 1985a:4) 0 One bottle of coconut-oil for so many cups of

farine. (Maynard 1992:99)

farine manioc n obs A crumbly grainy flour made from CASSAVA.
(FC < Fr farine ‘flour; meal’ + manioc) = >farine 0 List of Prizes

Offered [for]... Sweet Cassava, cassava cakes, farine manioc, tanias.

(POSG 7 Oct 1854:2)

far more phr Even more unlikely. (< Efar less ‘even more unlikely’ +

more ‘additional’) 0 “From inside the womb children getting vibes,

far more when they bom and come out.” (TG 15 Aug 1993:19)

farseness see FASTNESS

farting pill n The cooked nuts of the chataigne 1
tree, eaten as a

snack. (< E fart ‘break wind’, fr tendency to cause intestinal gas). 0

[Tjhere was a small mound of black longish chestnuts, or first cousin

to chestnuts. Inese gave them each a tin cup measure nicely wrapped

in brown pepper. Randolph said, “Are these what you call farting

pills?”... Bobes with his mouth full of chataigne nodded his head and

continued chewing. (Andersen 2004:295)

farts see FATS

fast, farse, fas, farce 1 adj Nosy; overly inquisitive; gossipy; taking

liberties; presumptuous; acting in an unacceptably familiar manner;

saying something without the right to do so. (< Efast ‘immoral; unre-

fined; ill-mannered’) 0 She is a fast mash mout broot woman. (PC 25

June 1904) 0 My life, of course, I am going to shield. They wouldn’t

be so fast to carry me on the battlefield. (Invader “Hitler Demanded
Trinidad” 1940) 0 Town people only fast, they fast. With a heap ah

old pan they spoiling people mask. (Killer “Trinidad Carnival of

Long Ago” 1948 pr) 0 “Miss Marie, wey yer was when de crime

commit?” “In mih bed sleepin’.” “You have witness for dat?” Marie

shot him a dangerous look. “Mr. Ashley, if you wasn’t de law ah

wudda say yer farse.” (Macaw 1960:76) 0 Stop the Carnival! Well

they looking for bachanal. They couldn’t be so fast to say we cannot

play mas'. (Kitchener “Let Them Crow” 1971 pr) 0 "We have to go in

de night so nobody could see we. Yuh know how people farse an' like

to open dey big mout’.” (Ramsawack 1983:11) 0 She was joined in

her protest by other nurses who found the guard to be “blasted well

farce and stepping out ah he bounds.” (Bomb 13 July 1990:2) 0

Another related how she would fool a “farse” neighbour when, after

making “bake” in a pot for the children, she would pour water in so it

would make a loud and “deceptive” noise. “I could not let that

woman know my children was eating “bake and butter” and no

meat!” she said. (EX 8 Oct 1990:25) 0 Taj: You mightn’t of even had

to pay... [Suggestive]... in money, I mean. Jean: [Giggling

\

You too

fast, Taj! (Selvon 1991c: 100) 0 “They does want to come in you

house an’ give long speech. They goin’ all inside you fridge playin’

they lookin’ for sodas. Is farse they farse. They jus’ want to mind you

business. Setta maccoes!” (EX 18 Dec 1994:11) 0 As ah walking

down de road, he start to whistle mih, ah mm mih head away, ah fine

he dam’ farse. (Macfarlane 1997:76)

2 adj Having a tendency to steal. 0 That boy too fast, doh leave any-

thing out near him at all. = fast-hand

fast and out of place phr An emphatic form of FAST; indicating seri-

ous disapproval of someone’s nosiness or interference. (<fast + E out

ofplace ‘not in a natural or appropriate position; unsuitable') 0 I get

brave and I grab the girl ’round she belly, she tell me I farse and 1 out

of place. (Colin Lucas “Doh Wine” pr, in Williams 1992) 0 Doh ask

me mih business - you too farse and out of place. (Baptiste 1992) 0

Normally, I steer clear of writing on matters pertaining to religion.

One reason is that, being an agnostic, I can be considered damn "fas’

and outa place” to meddle in the affairs of institutions to which I do

not belong, which I do not believe in. (TTM 10 Dec 1993:4) 0 An
irate Paul Harrison charged McLeod with being “fast and out of

place” in commenting on the issues without first consulting with

ACAWU. (EX 25 Dec 1994:4)

fasten-pan-coat n Priva lappulacea, a native plant with small fruits

that stick easily to clothing or fur. (< E fasten ‘hold to’ + pan ‘upon,

on’ + E coat ‘coat; clothing) 0 (Laurence 1976:11)

fast-hand n Having a tendency to touch things, esp. to steal. (< E fast

‘immoral; unrefined; ill-mannered’) = fast“ 0 That child fast-hand.

You have to watch him.

fast-mouth adj Liking to talk, usu. with a MACOCIOUS or interfering

intention. (< E fast ‘immoral; unrefined; ill-mannered’ + mouth) 0

She too fast-mouth. I doh like her around here at all.

fastness, farseness n Rudeness; impoliteness; harassment; presump-

tion; meddling in other people’s business. (<fast
1 + E -ness, quality

of) 0 Jemingham the Governor, I say is fastness in you. To break the

laws of Borough Council. (Norman le Blanc 1898-9, in Brereton

1979:163) 0 Wot you meen by olways comin rang outside me husban

howse to wissle? Ah tink is ah big peece ah fassniss in you. Wot you

fancy at oil? (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 "He turn rong an tell mih... at two

o’clock in de momin’ is time for mih to go home. Dat is a piece a far-

seness!” (Macaw 1960:51) 0 “If you only bring yuh farseness to me,

ah go land up one calpet on yuh fat head!” (Baptiste 1993:67)

fast with self 1 phr Of a person, overly inquisitive, nosy, impolite. =

fast
1

0 That boy too fast wit heself.

2 phr Of a person, an overall condition of being conceited, with an

exaggerated and unrealistic idea of one’s own worth. 0 He say he is a

calypsonian? He too fast with heself!

fat, fart, fats v In marbles, of a TAW, remain in the ring after knocking

out one of the target marbles. When this happens, the player is out of

the game entirely, can miss a turn, can lose the taw, or can BUTTARDS
without missing a turn. /fa:t, fa:ts/ (< Efat ‘of a marble, remaining in

the ring’) 0 Never mind dat, yu ‘fat’. How yu mean [ah] ‘fat,’ yu

blind or wha’? De marble naturally outside de ring. (Keens-Douglas

1975:44) 0 No ups, no downs, no chinksin in holes, no fens, and

you’re allowed the normal game, you can fats, you go back to

bounds, if you get dab you go back to bounds and you remain in the
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game. (Banyan 1985). 0 The main game played was rings or leerkey,

the aim of which was to cax marbles out of the ring, being careful not

to remain in the ring orfarts in so doing. (Pires 1991:8) 0 The air rang

with shouts of ‘every’ when the ground was smoothed so that there

was no impediment to prevent one’s marble being hit by the person

pitching, and... ‘farts’ if one’s marble came to rest in the ring. (Bood-

hoo 1994:60)

Fat Arse Brigade n A vulgar negative term for older women support-

ers of the PNM party, (fr a negative characterisation of these women
as fat and middle-aged) 0 Well, PNM is de section wid de biggest

baccanal, is only balisier yuh go be seeing. And guess who makin up

most ah de band? De fat-arse brigade of course! (Zingay Talala, Bomb
1977) 0 The fat-arse brigade are saying “Manning can't lead and we
want back George!” (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:3) 0 With the latest news of

Prime Minister Basdeo Panday’s illness and his flight to London for

treatment of a heart ailment, if you hear how a lot of PNM and NAR
snakes start to ramajay. All ah them, to a man - and a Fat Arse

Brigade woman - start to wish The Bas would dead one time. (TTM
31 Dec 1995:30) 0 The school and the community stand to gain

enhanced benefits from any ‘Bobo’ ah mean scheme, which brings

the people together - village councils, youth groups, Fatass brigade,

and the do-gooders, Kiwani, Lions and the lot. (Hill 1995:96)

fata you intj Expression indicating disgust, disagreement or anger,

meaning “it’s up to you” or “it’s your decision”, implying disap-

proval. = zaphay-ou

fat cap n A large cap, often knitted, leaving room for hair, esp. styled

in a FAT HEAD. (< E fat ‘of larger size than usual’) 0 The driver is a

huge, hunched-over figure, great round back with a fat cap reaching

almost to his collar. (Strasser 1990:126) 0 A tall dark fellow in a fat

cap came knocking on Papa door. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:70)

fat chance n A possibility, opportunity, or chance, (fr a literal interpre-

tation of E fat chance ‘almost no chance at all’, without its ironic use)

0 When they use to wear their gun mouth pants, The girls use to give

them a fat chance. They never use to tell them biddim bow. (Mighty

Viper “Leave the Sack Dress Alone” 1959 pr) 0 “Gimme a fat chance

nuh, gimme a chance! What you hustling for?” (Hill 1966c: 12) 0

“Give me a fat chance... What I would be doing living until I’m sev-

enty, eh?” (Jones 1973:104) 0 “The whole blasted council should

resign an give [the town] ah fat chance.” (Bomb 20 July 1990:19) 0

Yea boy. Give the man a fat chance. He eh the first, and he eh go be

the last man to get toe-toll bay. (Hill 1995:13)

fat head n arc An Afro hairstyle, in which long hair stands out in a

round shape from the head. (< E fat ‘of larger size than usual; sub-

stantial') 0 The young people colour crazy, in fat head and dashiki.

(Chalkie “We is We” 1972) 0 (Haynes 1987:13)

father, fada, farder n An intensifier, usu. positive, emphasizing the

large, grand, superlative, impressive, or exaggerated quality of some-

thing. Usu. placed after the word it modifies. (< E the father (and

mother) of ‘extreme severity; exceptionally large size' + FC papa
‘father’ used in the same way; also poss. Twi papa ‘very good; very

much’) = papa
6

,
poopa 2

0 ‘Boy, he was real flashy, chupid flashy. Hat

stick up on he head wit’ ribbon tie all over, two-tone shoe, sharkskin

pants father, hot tie.’ (McDonald 1969:74) 0 She hadn’t seen him
since his mother had thrown a fete the night before he left for Dublin.

“Fete father” - Leslie Oliver had grinned, “tonight, tonight, is drunk I

getting drunk.” (Jones 1973:67-8) 0 “Man, that was a hell of a

calypso. Calypso father, boy.” (Hercules 1980:4) 0 Dat year was fete

fadder. An wat about de year dat Crazy “Nani Wine” an Baron

“Somebody” had people dancin. Dem tunes mash up de place, boy.

(Foster 1990:51) 0 ‘Tasting good, man,’ Balwant said. ‘Boy, this tam-

arind is tamarind father, yes.’ (Gosine 1992:21) 0 "And Blanchis-

seuse have one call mango round — that is mango fadder." (EX 14 Aug
1994:25) 0 ‘John Wayne, Robert Taylor, Anthony Quinn.’ Gabi

shouted. ‘Them is toughmen. Toughmen father.’ (Boodhoo 1994:29)

father-giver n The person who gives away the bride in marriage, usu.

the father of the bride. (< Igbo inna najen ‘father giver’ + < E father

ofthe bride,father-in-church ‘the relative or friend who gives away a

bride’ + giver) 0 Gumbo Lai Lai, the father giver. (Caresser “My

Wedding Celebration” 1938) 0 And remember, old Hitler, the dicta-

tor, Will be the Growler father giver. (Growler “The Diamond Ring

for Emmaline” 1939) 0 Apart from the partners at the church, the

other main actors on stage are the mother-giver (the groom’s mother)

and the father giver (the bride’s father). (Ottley 1979) 0 The marriage

would take place in the Roman Catholic church, to and from which
the bride and groom would travel by donkey-cart... The girl was
given away by a Father-giver who was not necessarily her own father.

He would also act as a witness. (Thompson 1983:21) 0 At some point

during the celebration the Father-giver would make a speech in hon-

our of the families and the young couple. Later, a young boy and girl

would stick the cake and afterwards, the bride and ’groom would
repeat this. (Thompson 1983:21) 0 Managing Director of Valpark

Plaza Ltd. and “father-giver” said that he was “happy about the union

of the two supermarkets.” (EX 18 Nov 1990:3)

father is a glass maker phr Asked as a question, “Yuh father is a glass

maker?”, to someone blocking your view, meaning that that person is

not, in fact, transparent. The usual answer is “Yes, how much yuh

want?” It is also said to someone who is pelting stones and who could

hurt your eye because you'll have to wear glasses, implying that a

profit will be made. 0 “Move yuhself from in front de TV, nah. Yuh
fadder is a glassmaker?” (Baptiste 1993:78)

father priest, farder priest n A Catholic priest. (< E father ‘a priest

belonging to a religious order or congregation; a prefix to the per-

sonal name of a priest’ + priest ‘Roman Catholic minister’) 0 ‘We
would like very much for a school to be built in Kumaca, father-

priest.’ (Lovelace 1968:29) 0 ‘You worrying yourself for what, Paul-

aine? If the rain to stop, is the father-priest to stop it.’ (Lovelace

1968:57) 0 Well at last we do and do until now they have a man going

to listen to we complaints. They calling him ah ombudsman... Me ent

know why they didn’t use a local title like fadder priest, or comme
pere, or even head macco. (Sundries, Sun 1977) 0 ‘The father priest

was lying down inside.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:53)

fatigue n Teasing; making fun of someone, esp. over an extended

series of interchanges. Note: You give fatigue to someone, and take

fatigue from others. Extended and somewhat ritualized fatigue

becomes picong. (< E fatigue!Fr fatiguer ‘wear out by persistent

stress’; E/Fr fatigue ‘the state of being worn out’) 0 Somebody told

me ah feller from town gie she ah new name “The Bird Face,”... but

tombo de name sute she, she juss as ah bird wey dres in clothes, ah

black bird with wite fedders. I cant see she to gie she de fatige yet, but

she go get it in de [newspaper]. (PC 22 Oct 1904) 0 Me friends and

me family form a league, Only to give me ... fatigue. (Pretender

“Adeline” 1939) 0 The former rightly directs attention to the fact that

“fatigue” is a good and proper word from the English dictionary and

could not have been patterned by French influence in Trinidad, but

the “fatigue” of the dictionary has nothing in common, save the spell-

ing, with the Trinidad “give fatigue,” which is used in the sense “to

banter,” a usage essentially Trinidadian. ... When Mr. English rejects

it... he completely misses the point and reveals himself as being

utterly unfamiliar with a well-known Creole expression. After all, “to

bust a fatigue on a fella” has no weary implications. (TG 6 Feb

1945:4) 0 Long after the tents are officially closed they stay on and

“give the boys fatigue” - which is making up witty quips about one

another. (Brown 1947:260) 0 “I got a lot of fatigue from friends and

family. They used to say I looked like a lizard.” (EX 20 Oct 1991 : 17)

fat pants 1 n arc Trousers with very wide legs, popular in the late

1940s and early 1950s; see also GUN-MOUTH PANTS, SLIM PANTS,

SMALL-BOTTOM PANTS. (< E fat ‘of larger size than usual’) 0 (Ottley

1971:51) 0 Samlal studied the old man sitting there in his fat khaki

pants and vest. (Ramsawack 1983:28) 0 “Don’t throw away mih fat

pants nuh! It go come back in style jes now!” (Baptiste 1993:68)

2 adj Of a drink, sizable, large, generous. (< E fat ‘thick; full-bodied;

substantial’) 0 “Watch yourself, nah, ah find you cuffin’ down some

fat pants drink. Like you want the mm to done fast or what? Just now,

you go get tight and start to get on.” (TTM 17 Nov 1996:27)

fat pork 1 n Chrysobalanus icaco, a small shmbby native evergreen

tree, to 10 m (32'). Grows in coastal areas of both islands and in the
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savannas of Trinidad. Very few strong branches develop, and those

are usu. low-lying. Leaves 3-11 cm x 2.5-7 cm (1.2-4.3" x 1-2.7")

glossy, leathery, elliptical roundish or obovate, rounded or notched at

tip, rounded at base. Flowers white, bell-shaped, about 5 mm (.2")

long with numerous stamens. Fruits cluster at or close to end of

-branches. Fruit skin is thin, smooth, rose, pink or purplish; round-

ellipsoid, 2-4 cm (.8-1.6") long, with thick white edible pulp containing

relatively large seeds about 2.5 cm (1") long, ridged longitudinally.

The seeds often occur in the floating and beach drift material on

beaches. Steady production of flowers and small amount of fruit

throughout the year, with a minor peak around August. Fruits take

8-10 weeks to mature, with fruits hollow for about 4 weeks, during

which stage children "pop” them for fun. Fruits, dried and polished,

are used in necklaces and ornaments. Ripe fruits are very astringent,

but are eaten raw, esp. by children; pulp is stewed with sugar or used

in preparing cordials. Decoction of roots, sometimes bark and leaves,

used as astringent and medicinally, (fr resemblance of white pulpy

flesh to salt pork fat) = coco plum, icacos, icaque, zeekak 0 Icacos

(elegantly called Fat Pork). (Joseph 1838a:82) 0 (FTT 1932-1-5:3 1 1

)

0 Fat pork... Chrysobalanus icaco, C. pellocarpus. (Beard 1946:32) 0

Zeecack, fat-pork - a small, fleshy fruit with red skin and white pulp

(ESTT 1956) 0 Then there is the pure joy and nourishment of dongs...

press, alloo pies... fat pork, five fingers, and cass. (Macaw 1960:32) 0

Boiled fat pork root and leaves with cotton leaves relieves dysentery.

(Pavy 1987:14) 0 The fruits are eaten raw by those rural children

lucky enough to find them. The local name “fat pork” alludes to this

white pulp which looks like the fat associated with pork. The pulp of

the mature fruits can also be stewed with sugar or can be used in pre-

paring cordials and [liqueurs], (Morean 1 990f:4 1 ) 0 The root - and to

a lesser extent the bark and leaves - of the fat pork plant are very

effective astringents due to their high tannin content.... Children

would playfully pick... the hollow immature fruits and “pop” them as

though they were [gangsters] with guns. These hollow fruits can be

picked, dried and polished and used in producing necklaces, earrings

and other ornaments. (Morean 1 99 1 k:705-6) 0 “Granpa had one setta

fat pork trees and plenty other fruit trees up on de estate.” (Baptiste

1993:68) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:130)

2 n A swelling resulting from receiving the penalty of BOKEY, usu. in

a marbles game, (fr resemblance of this swelling to fat pork fruit) 0

1 have this fat pork two days now.

fats see FAT

fat talk n Foolish, aimless, pointless talk; boasting, excessive boast-

ing, possibly threatening, usu. with a lot of grand-charge, smoke
and evasive answers. 0 That is a whole set of fat talk. = gun talk,

rope
1

, >rope talk

fat tenor n A TENOR PAN in which the skirting is longer than about 9"

(23 cm), (fr the sides being larger than usual) 0 I was concerned about

our tenors, which are fat tenors.

fauvette des halliers n obs Basileuterus culicivorus olivascens, a bird,

12.5 cm (5") long, a resident of forest understory and dense thickets

in Trinidad and the Bocas islands. (< Fr fauvette ‘warbler’ + des hall-

iers ‘of the thickets’, fr usual habitat) = >golden-crowned warbler.

Chapman’s warbler 0 (Chapman 1894:24)

favour v Look like; resemble. (< colloq BrE favour ‘resemble in face

or features’) = have same face like 0 “Is potato roti you make again.

What happen, they don’t sell beef no more in the market?” “You ain't

hear the cattle sick. You want to pick up something?”... “I favour a

cattle?” (Hill 1966c: 11) 0 The baby favour he father.

fay n An attack on an opponent’s top on the ground, thus vulnerable to

JIGS, /fe/ (< FC fe ‘make, do’) 0 [Take the top], fay, we call that fay.

(Gayelle 13 “Top-making” 19 Dec 1985) 0 He make a fay and jigs

me top.

FBI n Stereotypical vulgar and negative term used variously to indi-

cate physical appearance of Indian people, often explained as “Fine

Bone Indian”, “Fat Bottom Indian”, etc. (fr the well-known initials of

the U.S. FBI ‘Federal Bureau of Investigation') 0 Just the other day

two people board me maxi. One was a fat belly Indian, the kind they

does call F.B.I. and the other one was a ole creole with he hair like a

flannel ball and looking like if he pass through a good few world

wars. (Maharaj 1992:28) 0 One Indian stereotype is Rumsingh in the

Sweetbread cartoon, over-protective, cheap, drunk yet unable to

enjoy himself- a Fat Belly Indian (FBI). (EX 8 Aug 1993:10)

fe see FI

feast n A Shango ceremony involving ritual food, offering to the

ORISHA, for solving problems, helping in crises, or healing the

sick. (< E feast ‘a religious anniversary observed with rejoicing’) 0

Experts from the various “nations” co-operate to prepare the food

at all feasts and sacrifices thus pooling expertise and skill in an

effort to please the ancestors. (Elder 1969:14) 0 If one dreams that

he is “keeping a feast” or that he has been sent to the river to per-

form a ritual, he is supposed to carry out such acts later. (Simpson

1970:25) 0 During the summer months in Trinidad those people

who are committed practitioners of what is called Shango have the

opportunity to attend a dozen or so major cult festivals throughout

the island... At such feasts a number of things go on. They are con-

ducted for the manifest purpose of sacrificing animals to a variety

of “powers” or gods. (Lieber 1981b: 126) 0 One [Shango] leader

would select a given date for a feast, another would hold a feast

one week later and so on and since the island is small, members
could travel from one to the other with ease. (Henry 1983:69) 0

Another term borrowed from Catholic culture is feast, which trans-

lates or is used appositively with the synonyms tbo and shango.

(Warner-Lewis 1996:95)

featherfin sardine n Hemigrammus unilineatus (E featherfin tetra), a

small freshwater fish, 3.2-3. 6 cm (1.2- 1.4") long. Silvery body; red

fins with black bars or spots, (fr long feathery fins) = sardine d’or,

sardine doree 0 [The] “Featherfin Sardine” is also of wide distribution

but... does not extend to localities on the north coast... [it appears] to

be able to tolerate weak brackish conditions... It is common in ponds,

ditches, slow flowing streams, both clear and turbid, in both open and

shaded areas, but does not penetrate far upstream in Northern Range

valleys. (Kenny 1995:50)

feathers n Fine body hair, esp. pubic hair or a boy’s first moustache. 0

Me son gettin big, he gettin feathers.

features n Parts of a hog head used for food. (< E feature ‘any part of

the face, eye, nose, etc.’) = hog features 0 Between us and them there

was a very healthy symbiosis that stretched even to gifts of a spare

soursop or so, or some luscious boiled com with features. (Araujo

1984:15)

fedogoso n Heliotropium indicum, a native plant. = bright eye
1

,

>eye-bright, scorpion bush, scorpion weed, veven lache-eskupyon 0

(Morean 1990)

fed up 1 adj Fed up with; disgusted or annoyed with; have enough of.

(< E fed up ‘disgusted; bored’ + with) 0 “Ah fedup sell press an’

snowball.” (Ramsawack 1983:10)

2

v Become fed up (with). 0 I does fed up when I come here.

feech r’ Of a songbird, make a low soft short whistling call; made by

the male when looking for a mate, (fr the sound) 0 All now he starting

to feech.

feed 1 n Milk or other liquid food for a baby, esp. in a bottle. (< Efeed
‘food, fodder for cattle’; dial AmE ‘food for humans') 0 Give the

baby his feed now.

2 n Food or a meal, esp. a large quantity of food provided for a special

occasion or FETE. (< arc Efeed ‘a sumptuous meal; a feast’, but now
E feed is usu. used for animals) 0 Life began when a lover sought to

possess her, when she prepared a good feed with pepper and mm,
when she danced in the streets on carnival days, (de Boissiere

1956:20) 0 Then came what is called in the West Indies parlance the

“feed.” Two pigs had been slaughtered, and plantains, bananas, cassa-

vas and other fruits of the soil and been boiled in a huge copper lent

for the occasion by Uncle Henry. There were several chefs and very

soon the whole company became merry as the home-brewed “moun-

tain dew” flowed freely at the festive board. (Ottley 1962:64)
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3 v Eat; dine. 0 Presently we are conscious of Martin standing in the

archway... Then comes the inevitable, nightly question, “Are you

ready to feed now, madam?” (Bowman & Bowman 1939:59)

Feeding the Children n In Spiritual Baptist services, a ceremony

of distributing food to children. 0 The person who holds afreeness (a

fete with free food and drink) is valued as open-hearted and generous.

Respectable people who deride this as mere drunkenness and feckless

extravagance are accused of being mingy’ (mean), and we have seen

that a major shango rite, associated with both physical and spiritual

healing, was the Feeding of the Children - providing a meal for the

children of the neighbourhood. (Littlewood 1993:170) 0 The first part

of the session involved the “feeding of the children,” a standard cere-

mony at many spiritual Baptist gatherings, in which worshipers recite

and sing Christian prayers and hymns. Near its conclusion the shrine

head and his assistants distributed food among the children and sent

them on their way. (Houk 1995:61)

feed with a long spoon phr Be very cautious with someone, (fr the E

proverb If you feed the devil, do it with a long spoon) 0 (Haynes

1987:165)’

feel 1 v Think; suppose; consider. (< E feel ‘have a certain sentiment;

be in a particular frame of mind; believe; hold an opinion’) 0 “I can-

not understand how it happened. I never felt that I could lost my
seat.” (EX 21 Dec 1986:5) 0 So fedup is David that he sometimes

feels to walk up a “gru gru beuf’ tree backwards. (Blast 15 Apr

1988:7) 0 ‘You have a pan of marbles. Give them to him.’ ‘You feel

he will take it?’ (Lovelace 1988:22) 0 She say, “I feel I have

boochet.” (OPNL Mar 1989:5) 0 The airhostess want to see meh
boarding pass. You feel I know where 1 put that? (Doh Say Dat, TG 1

Sept 1991) 0 And Sybil ent thinking straight, she feel if a big earth-

quake hit Trinidad people in Matelot wouldn’t feel it? I never see

thing so. (Tante Tante, TG 25 Sept 1993:17)

2 v Touch a hen to see if it is about to lay an egg. (< E feel ‘know or

determine by touch’) 0 [Just before Christmas] the inimitable bake

and salt fish reluctantly bow to home-made bread and ham, and the

fowl too is given freedom of the home... She can now roam unmo-
lested... provided she has been “felt” at feeding time and has given

Mrs. Countryfolk the assurance... that she wanted to deposit her now
golden egg without which there could be no cake. (The Nation

,

Christmas Annual 1959:44) 0 (Haynes 1987:34)

feel for/fuh v Want; desire to have. (< E feel like ‘desire to have’, not

Efeelfox ‘have pity on, feel sorry for someone’) = >feel to 0 She feel-

ing for guava. She feeling for pine. Green plums and pommecythere,

A bowl of chatine. My girl friend like she ain’t have reason. She want

green mango out of season, Chennette and all. But she don’t want me
at all. (Young Killer, “Pregnant Women” 1967 pr, in Clarke 1967) 0

“And even if someone feels for an apple no one will leave the heart of

town here, to walk up to NIPDEC car park just to buy an apple.” (EX
2 1 Dec 1 993 : 23 ) 0 I feel for a beer.

feel how phr Feel peculiar, not normal, esp. uncomfortable, ill at ease,

upset over something. = feel way 0 “Ah feelin a how.” (1984) 0 “I

hope you don’t feel no how about this when I say it: number one, I

contracted Herpes, and number two I tested positive for AIDS.” (TTM
13 July 1990:26) 0 “Doh feel no how, ah go fix up yuh bicycle for

you.” (Baptiste 1993:57) 0 “I feeling kindahow.” (1990)

feel like Christmas Eve 1 phr Happily excited; full of pleasant

anticipation. 0 Full of excitement and pleasurable anticipation.

(ESTT 1956)

2 phr Exhausted, esp. from house-cleaning. 0 Ah feelin like Christ-

mas Eve. Before Christmas housewives do their spring cleaning up to

Christmas eve, on that day they are usually exhausted hence the

feeling. (1990)

feel marblish phr The resentful or sullen emotion of someone who is

upset at losing. 0 A poor loser in pitch would pick up all his marbles

and leave, from which we have the term “feeling marblish.” (TG 25

Mar 1993)

feel old phr Feel embarrassed, humiliated. 0 “He shit me up, boy. I

feel old.” (2001

)

feel shame phr Feel ashamed of; feel ashamed about. = >shame for 0

Ah reech day olrite an ah stan up outsite, as how ah did feel shame to

go in. (PC-L23 20 Aug 1904) 0 I was laughing. “Look Pa, I only see

the girl once or twice, yes.” “Once or twice?” he said, looking puz-

zled.” “I mean if you like a girl, don’t feel shame for that.” (Anthony

1967:82)

feel to phr Be inclined to; want to; feel like. = feel for 0 During this

time the two creole men were still engaged pointing and aiming at

witness and her husband saying “We feel to shoot now.” (POSG 1

1

Jan 1935:9) 0 “Gramah, Ah hungry. Ah feel to eat food an’ toolum.”

(Ramsawack 1983:26) 0 CARIRI has found a cure for [toothache],

that malady which makes sufferers feel to stand on their heads. (Blast

22 Aug 1986:10) 0 “I feel to stab my dirty stepfather!” (Punch 26

Nov 1989:22) 0 “I feelin’ to eat, I ent feelin’ to eat.” (Alleyne-Forte

1994:77) 0 Around 6 a.m. [he] is said to have taken the car and said

he was feeling to take a “sea bath”. (EX 15 Dec 2003:5)

feel to the best of health phr In the best of health; usu. in negative,

not feeling well. (< E feel in the best of health ) 0 These days I not

feeling to the best of health.

feel way phr Feeling peculiar, not normal, depressed. = >feel how 0

1 feelin a way.

fei froid n Morinda citrifolia, a cultivated plant; used medicinally, /fe

fwa/ (< FC fe < Fr feuille ‘leaf’ + froid ‘cold’) = >pain bush, pain

killer, spirit fruit

fei mouche, feuille mouche n Cissus verticillata, a very tenacious

native vine which may become quite troublesome in hedges and small

trees in which it firmly entangles itself by means of tough tendrils.

The stem produces aerial roots which re-establish the plant; small

fragments of the stem also easily take root and establish new plants,

/fe muf/ (<fei + FC/Fr mouche ‘fly’) = blister bush, fly leaf, pudding

vine, >snake bush, snake vine 0 Feuille mouche. (Laurence 1976:3-4)

fei pisa, fe pissat n Euphorbia oerstediana, a native plant, used

medicinally, esp. to increase urination, /fe pisa/ (<fei + pissant ‘uri-

nating’) = >urine bush 0 “Fei pisa... That good for men when they

have prostate problems.” (Morean M-82).

fei shac-shac, fe ehac-chac 1 n Crotalaria incana or C. retusa, native

plants whose dry seed pods rattle when shaken, /fe JakJak / (<fei +

shac-shac, fr rattle of dry seed pods) = maraki, platamisia, >shac-

shac
1

, wild sweet pea, yellow flowers, yellow shac-shac

2 n Leucaena leucocephala, a naturalized shrub or small tree. =

>shac-shac2
,
wild tamarind

3

fei solei n Pothomorphe peltata , a native large plant or small shrub

.5-2 m (19.5"-6.4) tall. Leaves broadly rounded and cordate at base,

to 42 x 40 cm (16.4" x 15.6"), smooth except for tiny hairs on nerve

lines, /fe sole/ (<fei + FC soleil, ‘sun’ fr resemblance^ of leaf shape to

rayed sun) = >cowfoot, cowheel bush, jumbie candle", lani bois , sun

hat 0 Fei solei. (Morean 1990) 0 (Morean 1992a:30) 0 The plants

used for protection from evil were often the basic ingredients in

herbal baths, known locally as ‘bush baths’. Some were used in bath-

ing hunting dogs. Anisillo or [feuille] soleil, a broad-leafed shrub,

was used for both purposes. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:123)

fei vian, fe vien n Solanum erianthum or S. bicolor, native plants, /fe

vja! (<fei + FC vian ‘meat’ < Fr viande ‘meat’) 0 The plant Solanum

erianthum... is called fa (feis) vien in French patois, and... is used by

hunters to bathe their pack in the belief that the dogs would better be

able to capture game such as the agouti and the deer. The patois name,

when translated into English means “meat leaf’ or “meat bush” and

alludes to the use of this plant. (Morean 1990b:26) 0 Many herbs,

such as the mardi gras Renealmia exaltata... fei vein Solanum bicolor,

are used to bathe hunting dogs in the belief that they would capture

more game. (Morean 1991:42)

female candle bush n Piper tuberculatum

,

a native shrub. (< E

female, fr smooth rather than rough leaves + candle, fr thin white

flower spikes resembling candles) = >candle bush 1

, candlestick bush,

chandelle, cigarette plant 0 Candle Bush: Three species of Piper are

referred to by this name in Tobago. A species with thin rough leaves

is called Male Candle Bush (Piper hispidum) and one with thick
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smooth leaves is called Female Candle Bush (Piper tuberculatum).

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:iv)

female Christmas bush n Chromolaena odorata, a native shrub.

(
female , fr smaller leaves than the male Christmas bush )

= baby bush,

bitter bush, >Christmas bush 1

, fleur Noel 0 Eupatorium odoratum and

Eupatorium inulifolium are both known as Christmas bush. The latter

is called the male since its leaves are bigger; it also blooms in

September/October, while the former blooms around Christmas-time.

The latter is less useful in cough preparations than the former.

(Morean 1991:48)

female coral (snake) n Micrurus lemniscatus diutius , a venomous

snake, with triads of black bands separated by two white, between red

bands. Often confused with the smaller M. circinalis. (female fr larger

size than the male coral) = corail
2

, >coral (snake)
1

, large coral

(snake), serpent corail, Trinidad ribbon coral (snake) 0 (Emsley 1977)

female malomay n Euphorbia thymifolia, a low-growing native herb

with milky sap. (< FC fimel malome , ft smaller size than male malo-

may) = >chickenweed‘, malomay2 , milkweed
2

female man-better-man n Pfaffia iresinoides, a cultivated sprawling

plant, usu. found in shady places; somewhat spindly. Older stems

greyish-green and warty, younger ones green or reddish. Leaves

opposite, fuzzy underneath. Flower is a diffuse leafy panicle of small

whitish flower clusters. A favourite forage for goats, (female fr being

smaller and smoother than man-better-man) = tantan fowl-back2 0

(Lawrence 1976:1 1)

female stinging nettle n Tragia volubilis, a slender, twisting native

plant, all above-ground parts covered with stiff stinging hairs.

(
female ,

fr being a vine, tending to lie on the ground, rather than

standing upright) = cowitch
4

,
nettle vine, stinging nettle

2
,
>twining

cowitch, zooti
2
0 Female stinging nettle... A decoction is made from

the aerial parts and one cupful of it is taken to treat hypertension. A
strong warning is given that this treatment can induce delivery if

taken during pregnancy. (Seaforth et al 1998:527) 0 Painful menstrua-

tion: Hibiscus Flowers, Vervain, Christmas bush, shame charlotte and

female stinging nettle (runs along the ground). (Wallace 2002:36)

fe manima see MANIMA

fen(s), fain(s) intj In pitching marble, used in a phrase to claim the

right to carry out a particular tactic or invoke the right to a rule, e.g.

FENS-UP, used to ask permission to use an UPS. Also a game in

which you can FEN whatever is appropriate. With no, e.g. no fens-

up , it prevents a claim for that rule or maneuver. The concept of fen

is also known otherwise in the common childhood cry of FEN-HALF
(or H-HALF), to reserve the right to a half share, usu. of food, /fen,

fen, fenz, fenz/ (< E, used in the expression fains, fain(s I), fain-it,

forbid, a prohibitory exclamation used chiefly by boys at marbles,

etc. in order to bar or prevent some action on the part of another;

poss. < defend) = fenzen 0 She said fen and no draws out pal.

(Bomber “The Marble Game” 1959 pr) 0 Yu self ehn hear me say

fen-hikes an no everys? An wha yu brushing dat dust for, Yu ehn

hear me say fen-brush? (Keens-Douglas 1975:44) 0 Fen. This parti-

cle when followed by a concession indicates that the player is asking

permission to use or obtain a certain concession. It is my belief that

it stems directly from the French verb “defense de” with a change in

meaning. (Ashby 1981:17) 0 No ups, no downs, no chinksin in

holes, no fens, and you’re allowed the normal game. (Banyan 1985).

0 Fen Everys reserved all rights to the person saying it before some-
one else prohibited same by declaring Fen Nothings. (The term

“fen” appears to have been used in exactly the opposite manner,

however, in Fyzabad.) (Pires 1991:8) 0 No one could ever, though,

fen the right to pooksay, or over-reach the position from which he

picked up his tor. (Pires 1991:8) 0 ‘Ups,’ cried Stalin as Tommy’s
marble struck Mangal’s foot. ‘Fen’ taw ped,’ Tommy cried. ‘I said

“fen’ taw-ped” before you said “ups”.’ ‘You lie! screamed Stalin.

‘Go back to the line!” ‘No,’ Tommy insisted. ‘Eh, Poland?’ he

appealed to the others, ‘ain’t I say “fen taw-ped” before he said

“ups”? (Boodhoo 1994:60)

fen-brush phr In pitch, to reserve the right to clear away any obsta-

cles, e.g. pebbles, in front of a marble to ensure a better chance of a

hit. 0 Yu self ehn hear me say fen-hikes and no everys? An wha yu

brushing dat dust for, Yu ehn hear me say fen-brush? (Keens-Douglas

1975:44)

fence v obs Take care ; defend; manage. (< E fence ‘fight with swords’

+fendfor self ‘ protect self; manage for oneself’) 0 Fence (verb). Tout

le monde go fence fuh deyself today. - Everybody or everyone will

take care of himself today. (ESTT 1956)

fencing n Fence; a row of wire mesh, boards, sticks or bush used as a

barrier. (< E fencing ‘an enclosure or railing; materials for fences) 0

“She bounced my head against the fencing and I holla.” (POSG 20

June 1907:7) 0 He say she used to clean she teeth wit’ ah piece ah

Hibiscus Fencin’ an’ some coals-dust. (Keens-Douglas 1984:59) 0

Businessmen in St James have had to resort to building barbed wire

fencing topped with a broken bottle lining at heights that measure up

to the roof of their premises. (TG 13 Oct 1989:3) 0 In fact I did gone

to cut some bamboo to make a fencing. (Selvon 1 99 1 b:65 ) 0 Den I

jam she on a bois canot fencing. (Zandoli “Stickfighter”)

fencing flower n Hibiscus rosa-sinensis var., a variety of cultivated

hibiscus with multi-petaled flowers, usu. red. (fr common planting

along the fencing) = arahu, >double hibiscus, gulhar 0 When those

pink mealybug come from Grenada, they eat out all the fencing

flower here.

fencing post n A wooden or metal post on which is fastened FENCING
material. 0 “He even came across to my home and uprooted all my
fencing posts.” (TTM 21 July 1987:13)

fendigo bush n Indigofera suffruticosa, a leguminous native shrub. =

>wild indigo

fen dooskoo, fen dusku intj In PITCH, a phrase used to claim the

option to move a marble from an unfavourable position, /fen dusku/

fen downs phr In PITCH, opt to pitch from a DOWN or DOWNS posi-

tion at a point where it is usual to pitch from an UPS position. For

example, when you have inadvertently gone across the BOUNCE in

the game of THREE-HOLE, you usu. have to pitch from an ups, but if

you have a better chance to hit an opponent from a downs, you can

say “fen downs” or “fen draws” to get as near as possible to the posi-

tion of the opponent’s marble, /fsn dopz

/

fen draws phr In marble PITCH, ask to move laterally, usu. along the

BOUNCE line, to take a draws or downs.

fen everys phr In marble PITCH, a phrase used to reserve all rights to

the person saying it before someone else prohibits these rights by

declaring FEN NOTHINGS. = fen no fens, fen everys 0 Fen Everys

reserved all rights to the person saying it before someone else prohib-

ited same by declaring Fen Nothings. (The term “fen” appears to have

been used in exactly the opposite manner, however, in Fyzabad.)

(Pires 1991:8)

fen half phr A phrase used to claim half of someone else’s posses-

sions, e.g. food or marbles. = h-half 0 If you had cut “fen half’ for

example, that gave your co-cutters the right to claim half of anything

nice you had to eat simply by their calling “fen half.” So you had to

be always on the alert, because the only way to avoid having to share

your spoils was to beat them to the punch by shouting “fen-no-half!”

(Araujo 1984:39) 0 The concept of fen is also known otherwise in the

common childhood cry of fen-half (or h-half), to reserve the right to a

half share, usually of food.

fen-hike phr In marble PITCH, a phrase used to claim the right to pitch

by resting the marble on top of your other hand, in a fist, placed on

the ground, to provide a higher place to pitch from, that is, HIKES,

CUPS ON KNUCKS, UP ON KNUCKS. 0 Yu self ehn hear me say fen-

hikes and no everys? An wha yu brushing dat dust for, Yu ehn hear

me say fen-brush? (Keens-Douglas 1975:44)

fenner n In GHADKA, a round 10-inch leather shield. 0 (Palladin

1970) 0 The gatka players (stick fighters) made their salaamis with

stick and fenner, performed their graceful pintras (steps) towards each

other, performed their formal, previously announced strokes and

ended with a surprise blow which was likely to knock out or cut an

unwary opponent. (Alladin 1970:34) 0 Combatants fought with a
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shield (fenner) and a stick (lathi) in postures varying from standing to

bending on one knee to rolling on the ground. (Mahabir 2003)

fen no phr Used in a phrase before any advantage claimed, this has

the effect of disallowing it. If a player can anticipate or predict a

move that his opponent may wish to make he can either shout “fen

no + (specific advantage)" or “nothing" before the turn, thus not

allowing the opponent to take that advantage. This can be estab-

lished before the start of the game, or told to a player about to play. 0

At the beginning of the game, before even you start to think about

playing, he always shout “fen no everys”. 0 If you had cut “fen half’

for example, that gave your co-cutters the right to claim half of any-

thing nice you had to eat simply by their calling “fen half." So you

had to be always on the alert, because the only way to avoid having

to share your spoils was to beat them to the punch by shouting

“fen-no-half!” (Araujo 1984)

fen no fens phr In marble PITCH, a phrase used to reserve all rights to

the person saying it, before someone else prohibits these rights by

declaring FEN NOTHINGS. = fen everys

fen nothings phr In marble pitching, said to reserve all rights to the

person saying it before someone else prohibits these rights by declar-

ing fen nothings. = fen no fens, fen everys 0 Fen Everys reserved all

rights to the person saying it before someone else prohibited same by

declaring Fen Nothings. (The term “fen” appears to have been used in

exactly the opposite manner, however, in Fyzabad.) (Pires 1 99 1:8)

fens see FEN(S)

fen slips phr In marble PITCH, a phrase shouted by a player whose

TAW has slipped from his hand in order to prevent someone from

claiming DOWN TAW.

fen ups, fens up phr In marble PITCH, a phrase used to ask for or

claim the right to take an UPS. to pitch from an ups position, when the

usual position to pitch is from a DOWNS, or crouching.

fenzen intj In PITCH, used in a phrase to claim the right to carry out a

particular tactic or invoke the right to a rule, e.g. FENS-UP, used to

ask permission to use an UPS. Also, a game in which you can FEN

whatever is appropriate. With no , e.g. no fens-up, it prevents a claim

for that rule or maneuver, /fenzin/ = >fen(s)

fer-de-lance n Bothrops atrox [= Lachesis atrox], a fairly large,

mainly terrestrial venomous snake, to 2.5 m (8') long. Back pattern of

dark triangles, outlined in dull yellow or white. Head broad, distinct

from neck, coming to a sharp point, (fr related species in South Amer-

ica and Caribbean commonly known in E as fer-de-lance < Frfer-de-

lance ‘iron lance-head', fr shape of head) = balsain, barba amarilla,

basin snake, cascabeL, mapepireft >mapepire balsain, rabo frito, true

cascabel, true mapepire 1
0 Mr. Mole... placed two snake skins on the

table one of which was of the Mapipere Zanana, Lachesis mutus, and

the other of the Fer-de-Lance, or as it is called here Mapepire Balsain,

Bothrops lanceolatus. (JFNC Feb 1893:132) 0 If it can be definitely

stated that the creature which caused the trouble was a Mapepire

(L . mutus) or Fer de Lance (L . atrox) a cause of confusion will be

removed. For these reasons Lachesis atrox is called Fer de Lance

throughout this reference. (Mole 1924:273) 0 Of the poisonous snakes,

bushmaster, Lachesis m. muta, are commonly more numerous than

ferdelance, Bothrops a. atrox. (Beebe 1952: 175) 0 Of the two mapep-

ire. ..The fer-de-lance, Bothrops atrox. is a slightly smaller species,

growing to a length of about eight feet, and has a pointed, javelin

shaped head and a pattern of light-bordered diamonds on a brown or

sometimes greenish background. (Price 1963:20) 0 Lacepede (1789)

describes the Martinique serpent and concocted the name “Fer-de-

lance” himself, statedly (pp. 121-122) because he did not particularly

like the vernacular name “Vipere Jaune.” It is interesting to note that

many authors (e.g. Ditmars 1954) have attributed the use of the term

“Fer-de-lance” to the natives of Martinique, Saint Lucia, or both; the

term “Fer-de-lance” is not the vernacular name of any reptile occur-

ring in any French or Creole-speaking country in the new world, and

Bothrops. on both Martinique and Saint Lucia, is known as “Serpent.”

(Lazell 1964:247)

festa n arc Any Catholic religious feast held by the Portuguese in

Trinidad. (< Ptg festa ‘fete; saint’s day’) 0 Among the Portuguese

Catholics, religion was very important and was a cohesive force in

the connnunity as a whole. Members of the community would come
together to celebrate religious feasts or festas ’ as they were com-
monly known. These feast days were often dedicated to a particular

saint... Vows or ‘promessas’ were made to saints for a particular

favour requested and if the favour was granted, the vow (usually in

the nature of a novena) would be kept. (Ferreira 1989:3 1-2)

Festival of the Caribs n The festival of Santa Rosa, the patron saint of

Arima and of the Roman Catholic Church of St. Rose of Lima, in

Arima, Trinidad, sponsored by the church since 1820. = Santa Rosa

Festival 0 The Santa Rosa festival, sometimes called “Festival of the

Caribs”, is mainly a religious, but to a lesser extent, a social festival

of the Catholic Church in Arima. It is usu. celebrated on the Sunday

nearest to the 30th August every year, in commemoration of the feast

day of the patron saint of the town - Santa Rosa (St. Rose). The high-

light of the religious aspect of the festival is the celebration of High

Mass at the Santa Rosa Church followed by a procession of Roman
Catholics through the streets of Arima. The procession is led by the

“Carib Queen” and her retinue, some ofwhom carry an ancient statue

of the patron saint. (Chaumette ca 1970:1)

fete, fete 1 n A major festival, most often Carnival, usu. observed

with music, food, dancing. Note: In BrE fete /fet/ is usu. ‘a festival

entertainment on a large scale’; ‘a bazaar-like function designed to

raise money for charity’; or ‘the festival of the saint after whom a per-

son is named’, /fet/ (< Fr fete ‘holiday, celebration’) 0 The Hindoos

seem to join in [Hosay] here simply in remembrance of their country,

or they have fallen in with it that they may have one fete day in the

year during their expatriation. (John Morton, TC 11 Apr 1871, in

Singh 1988:46) 0 [The two men] were charged with fighting in a

gateway in Duke Street on Monday afternoon. The second man said

he was “just a bit tessicated” in honour of the “fete,” and both being

friends and meeting each other, they “got away with each other.”

(POSG 15 Feb 1899:5) 0 The Masquerade of 1899 passed off most

successfully ...The Masqueraders all tried to be orderly and the police

had not the necessity, save in two simple cases, to interfere. That this

annual “fete” is dying out no one can deny, but if the same order pres-

ents as was witnessed this year, there is no cause to hasten its death.

(POSG 16 Feb 1899:7) 0 The Carnival of 1902 came to a close yes-

terday evening, and cannot on the whole be said to have fallen very

far short of expectations... there were one or two entirely new features

in this popularfete. (POSG 12 Feb 1902:5) 0 Carnival is a bacchanal,

It’s a creole fete that we can’t forget, doodoo. (Caresser “Carnival Is

We Bachanal” 1937) 0 Always parade. And play mas, this promise he

made. It’s a fete of this colony. And must be kept up continually (Lion

“I Send My Wife to the Market” 1940)

2 n Any social event or party, usu. with music and dancing and food,

with or without an entrance fee, sometimes for a celebration, special

occasion or CARNIVAL, sometimes as a fund-raiser. (< FC < Fr fete

‘party; festival’) 0 “Everybody eat up, eat up. Fete like bush.” (Hart

1966:23) 0 Beginning in the 1950s stageside steel bands began to

share the numerous pre-carnival fetes with conventional dance bands

playing the standard European, African-American and Latin-American

influenced repertoire of popular music. In the mid-1950s and early

1960s fetes were smaller than they are today (five hundred to one

thousand people, as opposed to two thousand or more today) and little

in the way of electronic amplification was available to the conven-

tional bands. Fetes were frequently held indoors, and it was an easy

matter for steel bands to overshadow the conventional bands when

vying for the attention and support of revelers. (Thomas 1986:99) 0

How can the Police and magistrates approve bar licences for fetes in

residential areas? We are not referring to private birthday and anni-

versary gatherings. These are money making fetes at which entrance

fees are charged. (TTM 30 Oct 1990:22) 0 Such is the popularity of

chutney music and song that it is now even having an impact outside

the confines of the Indian community. For example, African calypso-

nians are experimenting with the musical form and, in recent times,

no Carnival fete is complete without its chutney singer. (EX-S 16 Dec

1990:43) 0 He said this would squeeze out small-time fete promoters,

like village groups, sports clubs and trade unions, who throw parties
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to raise funds for domestic needs. (TTM 10 Dec 1993:32) 0 Party-lov-

ers say they are becoming increasingly concerned with regard to the

number of fights which keep breaking out almost each weekend at the

many soca fetes all over the country. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:26) 0 “I...

decided to go WASA fete to meet the love of my life.” (TTM 4 Feb

1996:5) 0 Fete... Party, celebration, revelry... Real fetes are found

only in Trinidad and at certain times of the year in Tobago. Spec-

imens found overseas are watered down or mutated variants.

(www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

2 v Have a good time at a FETE; celebrate. 0 Only 7 feting days left to

Carnival. (TG 5 Feb 1961:23) 0 He had been feteing in Rio Claro

since the early morning and did not know how he managed to be in

St. James. (TTM 6 Mar 1987:2) 0 And in regional jokes, where Guya-

nese are usually depicted as inherently dishonest, Bajans (Barbadi-

ans) as stupid and Jamaicans as violent, there will normally appear a

Trinidadian taking every conceivable opportunity to fete and enjoy

himself. (Eriksen 1990:34) 0 We have the recipe for fetting. Is total

bacchanal no stopping. (Crazy “The Party Now Start” pr, in Williams

1992) 0 It was time to fete. The wedding was now over. (EX Aug
2002:27)

3 n A period of irresponsibility and enjoyment. 0 In his first budget

speech since the decline in oil revenues accruing to the government,

the Prime Minister made a call for greater austerity in terms of “fete

over, now back to work”. The slogan was enthusiastically taken up by

employers throughout the nation and the push for increased produc-

tivity is now propagandized in terms of “fete over, back to work”.

(Johnson 1984:202)

fete buss see BUS 9

fete match n A sports match, usu. soccer or cricket, between amateur

groups or friends, the occasion for drink, food and festivities. 0 “I

goin’ Caroni by Kamla family dis Sunday since de fete match playin'

close by dem.” (Baptiste 1993:69)

fete mentality n An attitude towards work which makes a person very

energetic about Carnival costumes and fetes, and very lazy the

rest of the year about anything else. (<fete
1 + mentality

1

)
= >Camival

mentality 0 Whatever is our historical background, we are a fun lov-

ing people, but over-indulgence can make us become addicted to a

fete mentality that make our lives less productive and immoral.

Empowerment also means building self-esteem, changing negative

attitudes and lifestyles that must start from the ground and not in

ivory towers. (Wycliffe Morris, trinidadandtobago.com/foram 1 8 Dec

2003) 0 Hottie, I agree is that same idiocy and fete mentality that

have us so that have us so. (themanicoureport.com 1 Nov 2006) 0 I

guess in Trinidad, rum and roti does pay dividends, and the fete

mentality takes precedence over intellect and ambition, (jumbie-

watch.blogspot.com 14 Oct 2007)

feuille see FEI

fever grass n Cymbopogon citratus, a cultivated densely tufted peren-

nial grass, with blades to 1 m (3.2'). Lemon-scented leaves and rhi-

zomes used medicinally, (fr medicinal use against fevers) =

citronelle
2

, lemon grass 0 Fever grass (lemon grass) was prepared as

a tea and used for fever and headache. (Alladin 1970b: 18) 0 Fever

grass or lemon grass. Cymbopogon citratus. (Bush Medicine

1976b: 18) 0 ‘I will send you some fever-grass. Boil it strong with two

cups of water. Then go and lie down. Wrap up well, you know, and in

no time you will sweat that fever out.’ (Persaud 1990:29) 0 Fever

grass... A decoction of the rhizome is taken for colds and fevers.

(Seaforth et al 1998:525)

fe vien see FEI VIAN

fex n The tough, flexible spine/mid-rib of the leaflets of a coconut

frond, split and used for brooms, kites, etc. (<flex) = >cocoyea, flex 0

Fex - hard rib of coconut leaves. (John 1973) 0 You use “cocoye-fex”
- the midribs of the coconut palm fronds - for the kite ribs. (Elder

1997:184)

fex-broom n A broom made of a bundle of split COCOYEA, about

70 cm (28") long, tied together. (<fex) = >cocoyea broom 0 A fex-

broom, cocoyea broom - a bundle of hard veins from the cocoanut

leaf bound together and used for sweeping. (Daniel ms ca 1960)

feyuneh see FIONAY

fey waff Sweep up winnings, make a clean sweep, as in gambling,

/fe waf/ (< FC < raff) 0 He fay waf, and we done with that.

fi see FO

fiacre n obs Bad luck; jinx; someone or something that brings or fore-

tells bad fortune. = cirage 0 I have been assured by Dry-goods clerks,

that if the first person they attend to in the morning, proves to be a

“fiacre,” or “cirage,” which are the local synonyms for “Humbug” his

luck is spoilt for the day, and certain persons who have acquired that

unenviable reputation, are scrupulously shunned in the morning.

(Innis 1897:27)

fibre tassa see TASSA

fi chee n obs In the Chinese gambling game of SANCHEE, a pointer

tool. (< Ch) 0 He searched the place and in a room where they were

gambling he found some sanchee tickets called funchee, several brass

metal discs with which they played a game known as Sanchee. The
funchee were scattered about a large table... There was also a piece of

iron stick used as the pointer or fi chee. (TG 3 July 1919:7)

fiddle bush 1 n Lygodium volubile , a native climbing fern with a very

slender tough stem. (< E fiddle-string, fr string-like stem) 0 A tea

made from kooze mahoe combined with other diuretic herbs such as

fiddle bush Lygodium volubilie... results in the smooth and relatively

pain free expulsion of “stones”. (Morean 1991e:25)

2 n Lygodium venustum , a climbing fern; whole plant more or less

softly hairy, branches into 5-20+ secondary leaflets, also sometimes

lobed or branched. = corde violin 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:114)

fiddle tree n Citharexylum spinosum, a native tree. = bois cotelette,

>cutlet, fiddle wood“ 0 The Fiddle-tree, so called, has a sweet

Flower, and grows up to Timber also, and is useful in building, &c.

(Poyntz 1683:40) 0 Fiddlewood, Citharexylum spinosum. The stem

juice is swallowed to treat chest colds. (Seaforth et al. 1998:525)

fiddle-string mapepire 1 n Imantodes cenchoa cenchoa, a non-

venomous snake, .9-1.2 m (3-4) long; very thin body. (< E fiddle-

string, fr very thin body) = cenchoa snake, chunk-head(ed) (snake)
2

,

fiddle-string snake, >mapepire corde violon
1

, night climber, slender

tree snake, thread snake, vine snake
1

, violin-string snake 0 Similarly,

the fiddle-string mapepire Imantodes cenchoa cenchoa... [is] in fact

harmless. (Morean 1990a:24)

2 n Sibon nebulata nebulata, a slender snake. = cloud(ed) snake,

>cloudy snake, mapepire corde violon
2

,
slug-eating snake

fiddle-string snake n Imantodes cenchoa cenchoa , a non-venomous

snake, .9-1.2 m (3-4) long; very thin body. (< E fiddle-string, fr very

thin body) = cenchoa snake, chunk-head(ed) (snakef, fiddle-string

mapepire 1

,
>mapepire corde violon

1

, night climber, slender tree

snake, thread snake, vine snake, violin-string snake 0 Imantodes c.

cenchoa (FIDDLE-STRING SNAKE). A harmless thin tree snake up to

3 1/2 feet long, buff-coloured, with brown markings along the back.

Not common in Tobago. (Alford 1960: 103)

fiddle wood 1 n Vitex compressa, a native tree with grey wood. (< bois

fidele ‘faithful/trusty wood’ + E fiddle, fr similarity of sound and

poss. fr belief that the wood was used to make fiddles/violins) = bois

fidele 0 The Bois Fidele, ridiculously called Fiddle Wood. (Joseph

1838a:80) 0 Others [of our good timber trees] affect the plain exclu-

sively, or nearly so... these are the... Roble, Fiddlewood ... and many
others. (Carr 1869:404-5) 0 That, he will say, is Fiddlewood; that a

Carapo, that a Cedar ... woods which, he will tell you, are all but

incorruptible, defying weather and insects. (Kingsley 1880:162) 0

Our attention was also directed to another tree, a fiddlewood, in the

northwestern comer of the pasture, which is both unsightly and a

possible cause of a similar nuisance. (WG 3 Nov 1930:2) 0 On the

Pitchwalk, beneath the lean fiddlewood trees with their stringy cream

bark and delicate leaves, Indra was waiting for him. (de Boissiere

1956a:95) 0 There were logs of all qualities - crappo, tapana, fiddle-

wood, cedar, mahogany and apamate. (Narine 1977:3) 0 Pound leaves

of fiddlewood tree and extract the juice. (Morean M-l)
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2 n Citharexylum spinosum, a native tree. = bois cotelette, >cutlet,

fiddle tree 0 Fiddlewood, Citharexylum spinosum. The stem juice is

swallowed to treat chest colds. (Seaforth et al. 1998:525)

fiel executor n obs An official under Spanish colonial civil law,

responsible for standards of weights and measures. (< Sp fiel ‘faith-

ful. true; public inspector’ + executor ‘person who carries out a task’)

0 The Regidors included as officials... The Fiel Executor, who was in

charge of the standards of weights and measures. (Note on the

Cabildo, Enclosed in CO 295/8 Hislop to Camden 9/7/1804; in UWI
H-T)

fifi d’ange n A very fine light rain, /fifi day (< Fr pipi d'ange ‘angel

pee’, poss. <Yor finifimi ‘neatly; finely’ see Guayanese fifine ‘rain

very softly’) 0 “We could go now - is only a little fifi d’ange and it go

stop just now.” (1990)

fig n Musa sapientum (E banana ), any of many varieties of this fruit.

Fruits are long, cylindrical with narrower ends, and have a thick peel;

the inner flesh is usu. edible, e.g. GOVERNOR, SILK, SIKIYE, MOKO;
usu. not applied to export varieties such as GROS MICHEL and

LACATAN, and to the FIRE and BUCK BANANAS. Most varieties have

yellow skin when ripe, when they are sweet and can be eaten without

cooking. Unripe fruits, GREEN FIG, are usu. cooked before eating.

Some varieties that have yellow (MOKO FIG) or red (FIRE BANANA,
BUCK banana) skin when ripe are also usu. cooked before eating,

(poss. < obs Fr, Sp, Ptgfigue,figo) 0 Fie tell me to cut dong de trees,

bun dem, clear up de lan, put pickets in de groun foteen feet apart but

in strate lines, and den plant figs between each picket. (PC 30 July

1904) 0 239 bunches of figs. (POSG 17 Dec 1907:2) 0 [Hjaving lost

many bunches of figs, he had taken the precaution of marking this

one in two places. (TTM 5 Jan 1909:5) 0 An Indian named Ramjee

called with some figs (i.e. bananas) for Agnes, and asked if I would

take care of money for him while he was trying to save enough to

return to India. (Morton 1916) 0 A coolie man was selling ripe fig.

(Tiger “Hell Yard and George Street Conflict” 1936) 0 Then we had

the "Bad-Cattle”. These men were clothed in dry plantain or fig

leaves, with a large pair of Bulls' horns on their forehead. (Fraser ca

1930s:302) 0 Mary I tired and disgust. Don't boil no more fig for me
breakfast. (Kitchener “Mary, I Disgust” 1944, in Rodman 1971:215)

0 “A hundred dollars, a hundred and eighty-five dollars - that’s not

something you throw to one side like fig skin.” (de Boissiere

1952:136) 0 The Banana, which is locally known as the “Fig” is of

many Varieties: The Gros Michel of a fair size, delicious and satisfy-

ing; the Lacatan, smaller in size and the sort now being grown for

export. The Lady’s Fingers or Sucres, very small in size but very

sweet. It is an excellent dessert fruit. (Rampersad 1962:15) 0 Nearly

everyone possessed a garden which had some type of fig - banana,

mokko or mataburro, tannia, cassava, dasheen and other ground pro-

visions. (Woodroffe 1974:7) 0 I leave it and run and hide behind the

big fig patch. (Gosine 1992:127) 0 Like many villagers he’s a gar-

dener growing christophene, fig and cocoa to sell in the Port of Spain

market. (TG-M 17 Jan 1993:2) 0 He gave me a hand of figs, insisting

1 was not to come to the country, and to his house, and leave empty-

handed, so to speak. (Pires 1 994d: 15) 0 Across the way, a truck filled

with an assortment of green fig, ripe fig, pommecythere, com,

oranges and pimentos was surrounded with people. (Pierre 2001)

fighting stick n arc A hardwood stick, about 4-6' long, slightly flexi-

ble, used in STICKFIGHTING. = bois
1

,
poui

2
, >stick

1

,
wood 1 0 They

were armed with sticks of a description commonly known as fighting

sticks. (POSG 9 Mar 1905:4)

fighting whip n arc A whip, usu. leather, about 1.5 m (5’) long, used

by DEVIL BANDS during Carnival. 0 “It takes weeks before a

player can really master cracking of the whip...” Two types of whips

are used in this mas - the eight-foot cracking whip and the five-foot

fighting whip. “We only use the cracking whip for friendly fights to

ensure there are no injuries. The fighting whip was used long ago

with devastating results. But those days are over.” (Sookram 2000:24)

fight stick phr Fight with sticks; engage in STICKFIGHTING. = >play

stick 0 When emancipation came, these gangs surfaced in the Carni-

val to sing and dance, play mas and fight stick. They fought the police

to preserve their canboulay procession, their drums and the African

art of bois. (£117 Jan 1993:3)

fight up v Struggle with; try hard to overcome problems; usu. fol-

lowed by with. 0 “We fighting up with the heat.” (POSG 30 Sept

1829:2) 0 ‘All you go ahead cutting. Ah going for de bull cart. Ah go

work him damn hard today. He playing bad. Lay he fight up wid
heavy load.’ (Narine 1977:39) 0 Dottin said this was the general atti-

tude among students he interviewed. “There is no need to fight up

with exams when we can get money easily. And even if we did pass

exams we still can’t get jobs” (EX 20 June 1993:3) 0 “Leave me let

mih fight up with dis homework.” (Baptiste 1993:69)

fig leaf n The broad flat smooth leaves of FIG (banana) trees, Musa
sp., used when green or dry for wrapping and steaming food such as

PASTELLES, or as a baking sheet. 0 The aroma of boiling ham in a

pitchoil tin, and bread on fig leaf being baked in the dirt oven, and

black cake and sweet bread. (TG-S 23 Dec 1990:21) 0 She saw
Philmore, her nearest neighbour, coming towards her house with a

large fig leaf covering his head to protect it from the rain. (Homer
1995)

fig-leaf trumpet n A child’s toy trumpet made from a rolled up FIG

LEAF and blown through. 0 A musically-inclined child cannot under-

stand what fun his father derived from fig-leaf trumpets,

fig skin InA type of thin, smooth-soled slippery shoes, (fr being as

slippery as stepping on afig or banana skin) 0 (Macaw 1960)

2

n A tricky situation, (fr easily causing someone to fall, like E
banana peel) 0 That is a real political fig-skin.

fig-skin family n Distant relatives; family that you are indirectly con-

nected with and have little contact with. (poss. fr comparison to fig

skin being the part you throw away) 0 “Are you related to the M— s

in Port of Spain?” “Yeah, kinda fig-skin family.” (1999)

figuier 1 n Any of several species of introduced strangling trees,

including Ficus amazonica [= F. angustifolia], F. maxima [= F. rad-

ula\, F. yoponensis [= F. tobagensis] and F. guianensis [= F. umbonig-

era]. These begin their lives as epiphytes, and may end by killing the

tree on which they began growing. They usu. have thick, simple alter-

nate leaves and a milky latex. F. guianensis is a medium-sized tree

with large surface roots spreading out from the trunk, and is found in

both islands. Leaves about 1 5 x 8 cm (5.8" x 3.
1

"), oblong to elliptical

with rounded or slightly pointed tips, shiny on both surfaces. Fruit

compound, globular, 9 mm (.35") in diameter, red when ripe. Another

common figuier is Ficus yoponensis [= F. tobagensis], a large ever-

green tree, girth to 3.6 m (12'). Bark smooth; underbark buff, contain-

ing a copious milky latex. Tree usu. has a long clean trunk with fairly

large buttresses. Leaves lanceolate, pointed at both ends. Flowers

small, borne on the inside of a green, hollow, fleshy fig-like globose

receptacle about 1 .8 cm (.75") diameter, containing tiny seeds. Wood
soft, light and not very durable. Note: Some authors also identify spe-

cies of Clusia by this name, including the native C. palmacida and C.

rosea. /fi3ie/ (< Frfiguier ‘fig-tree’ fr resemblance of fruits to that of

the E fig, Ficus sp.) = agali, arali, devilwood
,
ingratos, >matapal,

matapalo, Scotch attorney, Scotchman, Scotchman hugging creole,

Scottish attorney (Ficus sp.); bowl dish (F. yoponensis) 0 Here and

there huge Silk-cottons, Cedars, Figuiers and Balatas were seen.

(A.B. Carr 1894:270) 0 Figuiers or Wild Ficus trees, in creole generi-

cally termed also bois lait from the milky sap, are Ficus or Urostigma

sp.... Some grow to a large size, and one species at least, the U.

nymphaefolia L., is a matapal (mata palo or tree killer from it winding

and climbing round the trunk of another tree to its top, as a liane,

crushing it, and overshading it with its large leathery leaves till it sup-

plant the erst supporter as a large tree self-dependent. The wood of all

the species I have seen cut is white, light and of no special value; nor

is the puny insipid fruit sought but by bats, and perhaps some birds.

(T.W. Carr 1894:275) 0 (Marshall 1934:93) 0 The most common trees

and shrubs growing on these pitch islands were Cocoa-plums... and

Matapals... Figuiers (Ficus guianensis ) were less common. (Boomert

1984a: 17)

2 n Dendroica petechia [= D. aestiva, Mniotilta petechia
]
(E yellow

warbler), a bird, 11.2 cm (4.5") long. Male head yellow; upperparts
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yellowish green; wings darker edged yellow; tail brown edged

yellowish; underparts bright yellow; some dark red-brown streaks.

Female greener and without streaks. (< Fr figuier ‘fig tree; thus ani-

mals which frequent fig trees or eat figs’) = canary, Trinidad canary
1

0 (Chapman 1894:24) 0 (Williams 1922:127) 0 (ffrench 1991:348)

-3 n A type of black soil, (fr characteristic presence offiguier trees) 0

(de Verteuil 1858:315) 0 North and South Naparima, and Savanna

Grande. The inhabitants of these fertile quarters distinguish two kinds

of soil, one they denominate Sepetarre, from trees so called found

growing on it; the other they call Figuer, from the variety of wild fig

trees which it produces. Both these are luxuriant, the latter remark-

ably so; the former has a dark reddish appearance, the latter is a mix-

ture of deep chocolate colour and black; both are very deep. During

the dry season this soil crumbles into powder on being touched, and

in wet weather it turns to heavy, deep and adhesive mud, hence there

is great difficulty in making good roads in these quarters. The mud of

Naparima stains the skin with a dye that is too permanent to be easily

removed. (Joseph 1838a:26)

filet, fillet InA type of large fishing net. /filet/ (< E filet ‘a net having

a square mesh’) 0 He brought his filet and worked on his casting net

for bait. (Herskovits 1939:Box 15-F86-D34) 0 The fillet net is also an

artisan-operated type of gear used in gill netting pelagic fish, particu-

larly carite. The net, which is operated by two men from an outboard

motor-powerful pirogue, consists of a wall of netting measuring up to

700 metres long by 10 metres deep. The net is shot from the boat in a

straight line and is allowed to drift at night for periods of from six to

eight hours. The fillet is widely used in the artisanal fishery in inshore

waters, and in the Gulf of Paria. 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:123) 0 “We
catch this fish in fillet.” (1990) 0 The method of fishing at Erin, as it

is all over Trinidad and Tobago today is by fish-pots, fillet, and trap-

fishing. (Anthony 1997:228)

2 adj Fish caught by FILET, considered not as good as fresh as that

caught in seine. Also any shallow-water dwelling fish, the type usu.

caught by filet. 0 “That is filet fish. Not me and that.” (1978)

fill-basket n A cultivated banana of the group AAB Mysore
;
plant

large and vigorous, with pinkish-purple midribs. Large cylindrical

bunches of tightly packed, short, plump, bottle-necked fruits, ripening

to bright yellow, flesh sweet-acid. Used as a shade plant for young

cocoa trees, (fr a few fruits being large enough to fill a basket) =

Mysore (fig) 0 Fillbasket. (Stover & Simmonds 1987:163)

fillet see filet

filthy ways phr The habits of someone considered unclean, undesir-

able, perhaps dishonest, bad company; sometimes extended to prac-

ticing bad OBEAH. (< E filth ‘loathsome dirt; unclean matter’) 0

While the terms wickedness, nastiness, niggerways and filthyways

usu. refer to worthless people ‘without behaviour’, they may also

imply the practice of sorcery. (Littlewood 1993:40) 0 I wouldn’t

speak with that man - too much a filthy ways, and I hear he does

work science too besides.

financial adj In good standing; paid-up; having paid dues up-to-date

in a society or club. (< arc E financial ‘of a member in a society, pay-

ing a subscription and not in arrears’) 0 “Before the reading of any

minutes a roll-call must be taken.... I insist on it - a roll-call of mem-
bers present m-must be taken, comrade chairman, as a full, fi-nancial

member of this party I insist...!” (de Boissiere 1952:229) 0 FINAN-
CIAL, adj., paid up, e.g., the society does give you sick benefits if you
financial. (Rodman 1971:230) 0 A young unfinancial... member of

Curepe is going around boasting he would be a candidate for local

government elections. (EX 10 July 1990:10) 0 TTUCO president...

announced that only financial members ofTTUCO would be allowed

to participate in the competition. (EX 6 Aug 1993:2)

find, fine 1 v Think; feel; with a person as subject, used as an expres-

sion of emphatic agreement or approval. It may be used alone, with

so, or with an object. (< E find ‘express an opinion’) 0 “Buh da man
bard eh?” “Ah fine!” (Ottley 1971:61) 0 FIND, v., think, e.g., Is too

warm, you don’ find so? (Rodman 1971:230) 0 Ah fine - used in

reply to a statement of which one approves. (John 1973) 0 “Teach, ah
hear vandals break into yuh school again.” “Yes.” “But, Teach, I find

dat is damn stupidness!!” (Sweetbread, EX 18 Jan 1977:17) 0 Ah
fine/find so: I couldn’t agree with you more. (Haynes 1987:118) 0 “I

find he shoulda tell she sometin’ before he go off wit dat hot up

young gyul.” (Baptiste 1993:69)

2 v With tail, self, used in telling someone to be present, usu. in anger.

0 Find your tail in here one time! 0 You make sure you find yuhself

there at 9 in the morning.

finder n A diviner; dream interpreter; maker of amulets. = lookman,

seer 0 A “Lookman” or “Lookwoman,” “finder” (more polite) terms

than obeahman or obeahwoman, is one who can predict future events.

Any healer or leader in orisha or Spiritual Baptist “work” may be

called by one of these titles. (Simpson 1970:77)

findigo n Mimosa pigra [= M. exasperata, M. pellita], a native shrub

to 2 m (6.4'). Stems hairy and armed with recurved prickles. Leaf-

lets 8-15 pairs, 2-8 cm (.8-3.1") long, the midrib bristly-hairy,

armed with stout prickles. Flower heads white or pinkish, round,

about 1 cm (.4") diameter, 1-3 in upper leaf joints, often crowded

above to form a terminal cluster. Fruit pods often crowded on the

head, linear-oblong, to 9 x 1.2 cm (3.5" x .47"), flat, densely bristly-

hairy, joints 10-20; seeds linear-oblong, about 6x2 mm (.24" x

.08"). 0 (FTT 193 1-1-4:292)

find jack n A game in which one person shows three cards, then turns

them face down and moves them around quickly; the players bet on

which one is the jack. A kind of three-card. 0 He preferred to

spend his money on snow cones and games such as “Over and Under

the Lucky Seven,” “Ring round the Book,” “Finding the Jack” and so

on. (Warner 1974:46)

find so see FIND 1

find way phr Used in telling someone to leave, usu. in anger. 0 I doh

want to hear anything else. Find your way out a here,

fine see FIND

fine bone adj Too thin; underweight; skinny; half-starved. = maga
bone 0 “This girl only lookin’ fine bone because she doh like to eat.”

(Baptiste 1993:69)

fine leaf n Pentaclethra macroloba, a medium-sized native evergreen

tree to 15 m (49'). Leaves are alternate, 20-40 cm (7.8-15.6") long,

composed of 10-20 pairs of somewhat sickle-shaped leaflets, to 12 x

1.5 mm (.47" x .06). (ff small thin leaflets) = >bois mulatre, wild

tamarind
1

0 (Beard 1946:32) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:94)

fine-leaf laurier n Ocotea oblonga [= Mespilodaphne oblonga, O.

hartiana], a native tree to 20 m (65') tall; large trees have small but-

tresses. Bark moderately dark, fairly smooth. Leaves to 15 x 5.5 cm
(5.8" x 2.1"), elliptic to lanceolate; base of midrib frequently woolly,

rusty hairy beneath. Flowers small, creamy yellow. Fruit ellipsoid,

12x8 mm (.47" x .31"), cupule top-shaped. Wood fairly light-weight,

yellowish-grey, useful timber. = laurier cypre
2
0 (Marshall 1934:86) 0

(FTT 1978-2-9:578-9)

fine-leaf thyme 1 n Thymus vulgaris, a highly aromatic cultivated

herb with very small leaves, used in seasoning, (fr small delicate

leaves) 0 Green Seasonings: shadon bene, french thyme, fine leaf

thyme, garlic, pimento (flavour) pepper. (Nelson & Puddy 2004:33) =

French thyme-
, small-leaf thyme

2 n Occasionally, Lippia micromera, a plant with aromatic leaves, (fr

resemblance to Thymus vulgaris) = piti deten, >Spanish thyme 1

0

(Morean M-82)

fine play n A kind of traditional ring play, traditionally performed at a

NINE-NIGHT observance. 0 At a Nine Night... a second activity in the

yard after midnight is “fine play” (ring play)... Bongo has its own
songs, fine play has another set of songs. Four examples of “fine

play” follow... 2. “Pass In and Pass Out." Players stand in a circle but

do not hold hands. Each person in turn moves in and out around the

circle, singing in unison with the other players until he gets back to

his starting point. Those who make mistakes must stay out of the

circle. 3. “Lay-Lay-Bessie-Down.” The players form a big circle,

handclapping and singing the... song. If a girl is in the ring, she steps

in front of a man, puts her hands on her hips, sways from side to side

and “goes right down on her knees.” The man raises her to a standing
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position and leads her to the place in the circle where he was

standing. All join him in singing and clapping as he moves around the

ring and steps in front of a girl. He goes through the same act, and

others follow suit until everyone in the game “gets a Bessiedown.” 4.

“Half a Dollar Cannot Buy My Calico.” (Simpson 1970:51)

finesse n In STICK-FIGHTING, an attempt to hit the opponent with a

good move. (< Fr finesse ‘delicacy or subtlety of manipulation’) 0

(Elder 1964) 0 “He make a finesse and he catch the man head and the

head bus.” (1990)

finey-finey adj Picky, delicate, work, e.g. on carnival MAS cos-

tumes. (< E fine ‘delicate’) 0 “She’s just doing the finey-finey stuff,

you see her there with a delicate paint brush and glitter.” (“Tour of

Minshall's Mas Camp” Gayelle 21 Feb 1985)

finger and ring phr Close; intimate; always associated or together,

very friendly; can be positive or negative. = batty and bench, Bim and

Bam 0 ‘I think we have to find out if the two ah them was home that

night. One thing for sure,’ Savitri said, ‘I know they is finger and

ring.’ (Gosine 1992:99)

finger grass n Digitaria horizontalis, a native grass, 25-75 cm (9.7-

29”) tall.

finger-nail clap n Weak applause, made by knocking the two thumb-

nails together when a performance is not considered good. 0 (Haynes

1987:131)

finish 1 v All gone; sold out; no longer bearing fruit. 0 The mango tree

finished for this season. (ESTT 1956) 0 “Di yam finish.” (1979)

2 i' A command to stop, not to continue. = done4 0 He saw the Augus-

tine brothers fighting with Joseph Charles in the yard next to where

the wake was held. He separated them and said: “Finish with that,

boys.” When they stopped he returned to the wake house. (TG 6 Feb

1919:2)

3 Said to indicate that no more is possible; that one could not continue

doing so. Note: In contrast to done , e.g. I done eat ‘I have eaten

already but could eat more’. 0 “I finish eat.” (1990)

Unity (soup) see FUNITY

finny hand n A deformed, webbed, withered or twisted hand; rarely,

the stump where a hand was cut off. /fini/ (prob. < Fante mfina

‘stunted’ + E fin fr shape) 0 Ethel Cattleskin and Finny-Hand Bee,

Eddie Blue Jacket, Jamie Brass Face, Day after day their actions were

base. (Fion “Ancient Carnival" 1938) 0 A finny han’ (or foot) - a par-

tially paralysed limb. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Finny - deformed of

limb. (John 1973) 0 Two aging women, one blind and sick, the other

with a finny-hand from a chop administered by one of her lovers. (EX
11 Dec 1994:19)

fionay, feyuneh, fionee, fionee, fioneh, fooeenay, fuinay v arc Show
off; boast after winning a fight; CUT STYLE on someone; insult some-

one by taunting or mauvay long. (< FC) 0 One could not expect an

English Magistrate to understand what is meant by the creole word

“Fionee”. What is a “Fionee”? We old creoles know, but how many of

the younger generation know? Few of them can speak or understand

Patois - more the pity. Well here is an example of what “Fionee”

means. Two parties are at daggers drawn. One appears with a new
dress or hat, her enemy calls out to another person nearby something

like this. “Eh, Eh, all you hear the news, Smith and Co have a cheap

sale on, and I hear dat dress and hats are selling off dirt cheap, I must

go and see if I can pick up a old dress or hat”. Or it may go like this,

“Smith & Co selling off old rubbish, every body can buy a old dress

or hat”. To an English Magistrate, these remarks would appear to be

harmless, and no just cause for provocation, but to a creole bom Mag-
istrate, their full meaning are known, and would be taken into account

in the determination of the case. (Fraser ca 1930s:86) 0 Fionneh - to

provoke with words (ESTT 1956) 0 To feyuneh, fierty - to “cut

style”, show off. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 Fionay (fee-oh-nay

)

In a

patois household, it means to throw unkind words tauntingly at

another. “All she good to do is to fionay’ de neighbours whole day. ”

(Baptiste 1993:69)

fips n Fits; convulsions. = fits, malkadi 0 Malcuddy is ah condition. In

w’ich yuh geh fips. (Haynes 1987:69)

fire 1 v Strike a quick blow, aim a blow at, with hands alone or with a

weapon; used with an object such as chop, kick, lick. = pelt
5
0 None

of our slaves would ever hear us talked slightingly of while they had

the power of firing a lick (making a blow), or hitting a butt (Negroes

and creoles generally fight more with their heads than hands) at

the calumniator. (Joseph 1 838b- 1:51) 0 The man “fired the lick” at

Ben behind his back with a cutlass. (POSG 1 Oct 1 847) 0 Accused
chucked him and commenced to “fire” the cutlass widely. (TG 2 Jan

1920:6) 0 I picked up a handful of dust to throw at Tiger to keep him
away, but as I rose Rover was rushing in and I side-stepped and fired

a kick at him and missed but he went sprawling into the bushes.

(Anthony 1967:178) 0 “He had two other men with him, ... they also

had cutlasses and also began firing chops at me and my friend.”

(Blast 22 Aug 1986:9) 0 He said he saw the accused whip out a cut-

lass and fire a chop which caught the victim in the back. (EX 13 Oct

1989:3) 0 “Put the top in the ground and bury the nail and fire licks on

the top head, it stand a bad chance, but if is guava root all it would get

is mook.” (1990) 0 A crane operator who fired cuffs at a senior fore-

man, cussed and threatened fellow workers with violence has lost out

in the Industrial Court. (TTM2 Feb 1996:10)

2 v Use a particular stroke in GHATKA. 0 (Palladin 1970)

3 i’ Drink; have a drink; toss back a drink. 0 They ‘fired’ many grogs.

(Alexander 1 909) 0 The old creole habit of firing your rum at any

hour and at any place has grown apace with the population. (J. de

Boissiere 1 945c: 1 8) 0 Fet’s fire a rum. (ESTT 1956) 0 “Ah-ah, man...

you standing up by the counter with a look on you face like if you

moomah dead... “How about firin’ one with me?” (Khan 1964:95-6)

0 Whenever anyone cared to, he “fired” a drink from the bottle and

tiny glass always at hand. (Alladin 1970b:59) 0 I fired a couple of

moderately-priced scotches with coconut water at the bar. (Fange

1986:38) 0 We sat down to fire one. (EX-2 3 Apr 1988:1) 0 ‘Miss

Martina,’ Manu called, ‘you not cornin’ out and fire one? You well

help me out today.’ (Boodhoo 1994:34)

4 v With wuk, quit or leave a job. = leggo work 0 Feggo/fire de wuck:

gave up de job; usually unceremoniously. (Haynes 1987:164) 0 “Fis-

ten, is time you fire de wuk or else you go get a nervous breakdown!”

(Baptiste 1993:70) 0 Very often there is a “buss-up” between the boss

and the girls. If the girls leave (fire the wuk), they must pay $40 to

return. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:22)

5 Set fires to clear land before planting. 0 Fire the land - bum
underbrush. (Moore 1980:22)

6 n A lot of threatening talk but no action. = gun talk, ole talk 0 “He
only full a fire.” (ESTT 1956)

fireball n Fibroid; a cyst in the uterus. = >fryball 0 Yam-like fireballs

‘in utero’. (Haynes 1987:69)

fire banana n arc A relatively thick, red-skinned cultivated banana,

(fr red, fire-like, skin) 0 The red type is known here as the Fire

Banana, and its heavy, white counterpart as the Mataburro. (Alford

1960:89)

fire beetle n arc Pyrophorus pellucens [= ? P. noctilucus, Fulgora

phosphorea], or Elateridae sp., particularly the luminous elaterid bee-

tle or click beetle. Black with luminous spots which glow continu-

ously: two green spots on the upper side of thorax, one orange spot on

the underside of the belly, seen only when the beetle is about to take

flight or is flying. When touched or upside down it clicks the joints of

the thorax and jumps straight up (to turn over), (fr bright red fire-like

light) = candlefly, firefly
2

,
great firefly, labelle 0 When night fell...

the great fire beetles (Elateridae) flitted through the trees. (Mole

1894b:40) 0 My meadow was always alive with fire beetles, glorious

great insects... In size they were superior to our northern fireflies,

some of them being nearly two inches in length. Their luminous spots

were on their shoulders, one on each side of the head... and from these

they flashed a mild though steady radiance; quite unlike our firefly,

which gives out only a feeble, intermittent light.... 1 caught and bot-

tled a lot of those fire beetles, and used them as substitutes for can-

dles... I released them every morning, and at night imprisoned a fresh

supply, feeding them on sweets. (Ober 1898:48-9) 0 An especial

beauty of those valleys were the fire-flies and what are locally called
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the fire-beetles - large hard-backed creatures with eyes like gig lamps

and a third light beneath, which only shows when they fly...The fire-

beetles chiefly haunt the lower branches of the cocoa groves, where

they look like small lamps swinging among the trees. (Broome

1904:172-4)

firebright adj Spotless; spick and span; clean. (< E fire-bright ‘as

bright and shiny as a fame’) 0 I want to see this place firebright when

1 come back.

fire chop/cuff/kick see FIRE
1

firefly 1 n Lampyridae sp., a brown insect with two small yellowish or

green spots on the thorax, and a large luminous green spot on the

belly which ‘blinks’ as it flies at night. Often seen in gardens and

around houses just after sunset. (< E firefly, a similar insect) =

>candlefly’, cicindela, clar-clar, kukui, lampfly 0 By the first week in

January the fire-flies disappear, and are not to be seen again before

the heavy May rains have fallen. (Broome 1899) 0 The small fire-

flies display a brilliant speck of phosphorescent light on the abdomen

when they breathe. (Aspinall 1928)

2 n Pyrophorus peUucens [= ? P. noctilucus, an elaterid beetle. It has

two permanent lights on the side of the head which can be dimmed; a

third light under the belly which lights up on take-off and in flight.. =

candlefly, >fire beetle, great firefly, labelle 0 The small fire-flies dis-

play a brilliant speck of phosphorescent light on the abdomen when
they breathe, but the larger have a more complicated system of illumi-

nation. It consists of two round azure lights above the eyes when they

walk, and a ruby-coloured light on their abdomen when they fly. So

bright are these lights that ladies have been known to put fire-flies

under muslin on their dresses with singularly beautiful effect, when
they walk in the dark gardens. (Aspinall 1928)

fire hydrogen n Fire hydrant. 9 By de next fire hydrogen, beside the

next fire-hydrant. (Haynes 1987:112)

fire in land phr Big serious trouble; unrest; turmoil. 0 1970, that was a

time, fire in the land.

fire in tail phr Restless; unable to stay calm, in one place. 0 That boy

have fire in he tail, every week is a different job.

fire leak i' Urinate, esp urgently. = buss leak 0 (Haynes 1987:164)

fireman 1 n A Carnival sailor mas depicting the coal stokers on

board ships. Firemen hold long-handled shovel-like implements in

front of them, and do a characteristic dance, with small graceful

winding movements. (< E fireman ‘one who attends to a furnace or

the fire of a steam-engine’) 0 You remember in ah sailor band, every-

body dancing fireman. (Kitchener “Play Mas” 1971 pr) 0 The Fire-

man... represents the stokers on board ship. His costuming is simpler;

black bell-bottomed trousers, sleeveless vest and cap, with a long

pipe dangling from his mouth over which is stuck a false moustache,

and sometimes he wears a long, scraggly beard of sisal hemp dyed

black. To add a touch of colour, swansdown is used for decoration on

a high standing collar which frames the head. One type carried a long

iron poker and another a small shovel attached to a long handle, and

tools with varying functions which double as props for their fancy

footwork. His movements are mimetic and sensual, and give rise to

the opinion that he inspired the development of the Limbo as an exhi-

bitionistic cabaret dance... A favourite [movement] is the “Juk Wais”

which is a rigid hip shift from left to right. When well done it has a

beautiful rhythmic continuity which places focus on one area of the

body as if in isolation. (Ahye 1978:27) 0 Griffith’s Fancy Sailor

bands have generally had an ostensibly historical theme. Staple char-

acters in traditional sections include sailors who represent Fire-men

(these dance with rod-like “stokers” to stoke the engine room fires).

(TG-M 6 Feb 1993:3) 0 Knock-about sailor bands had other features

as well. Additional personnel included “stokers” or firemen who
wore goggles and gloves and carried long stoking rods... these fire-

men created their own dance that incorporated mimes of various

boiler room activities. (Stuempfle 1995:29) 0 Fireman... A type of

Fancy Sailor, Firemen don pipes, black beards, goggles, hats that

look like crowns, and long stokers with animal decorations such as

dragons at the tip. ...They wear exaggerated epaulets with long tinsel

fringe, baldrics, crowns, and large back pieces on harnesses trimmed

with brightly colored marabou feathers. The Firemen’s dance is a dis-

tinctive sliding step that accompanies stoking the engine. (Martin

1998:226)

2 n The fireman dance itself, done by KING SAILOR MAS players. 0

“Ah did have it hot all week. I ent do no wuk; whole day we dance

fireman.” (Macaw 1960:65) 0 Astor Johnson danced merrily through

his welcoming steps. It was a King Sailor mixed with a heel and toe

and the fireman. (Blast 24 July 1987:6) 0 The head mask sailor was

another spectacle to behold. Between the 1940’s and 1950’s every

young boy could dance the fireman and the king sailor. Now the king

sailor dance is done, and what is now shown at Best Village competi-

tions is a sorry substitute. (EX-2 14 Feb 1988:13) 0 He could real

dance fireman.

fire mapepire n Tripanurgos compressus, a snake, a fairly rare snake.

Dark pink with pale grey irregular bands; red eye, sometimes a yel-

low collar, (fr dark pink colour + mapepire )
= false coral (snakeft,

false false coral (snake), >mapepire dife, pseudofalse coral (snake),

red-headed water snake, whipsnake 3

fire pandit n A lower level of Hindu PANDIT who performs some ritu-

als. = ground pandit 0 The typical pandit in Trinidad begins his voca-

tion as a “ground or fire” pandit and aspires to become a singhasan

pandit. The “ground or fire” pandit is one who merely performs the

sacrificial rites. The singhasan pandit is one who performs the

function of expounding the scriptures from the “throne”... They are

the chosen few, who... tends to monopolise the yagnas. (Maharaj

1991:21)

fire-pass, firepass n obs An Indian ritual dance in which dancers walk

forward, while chanting prayers, over hot coals in a pit. = fire walk-

ing, pass-fire, temitema 0 The Magistrate said that if such conduct

[noise] went on, it was likely that an application to hold the fire-pass,

would be refused. (POSG 3 Sept 1907:6) 0 The Hindu Fire Pass was

observed on Sunday by the Indians at St. James... attracting large

numbers of folk from the city... At Madras Street... a preliminary

dance was [performed] during which the fire-walkers stamped around

working themselves into a sort of frenzy... Massed at one end of the

pit which was about twenty feet by ten feet and filled level with live

coal the old leader of the fire-walkers stepped down on the fire with

astonishing coolness and passed over throwing in an offering of flow-

ers... one by one the others followed across in file, cooling their feet

in a trough of water at the other end; and the miracle was done. This

was repeated about four times, one person trampled out the live coal

and scooped up handfulls of it to the amazement of the spectators. A
black creole was among the fire-walkers and passed at a funeral pace

outdoing the Hindus at their secret. (TG 16 Dec 1919:4) 0 The Tamil

Fire Pass festival was held here on Sunday afternoon. (WG 21 June

1930:2) 0 Ahe said that he could teach me to eat raw glass, and the

magic and technique of fire pass. (Cristo “Indian Fiance” 1954 pr) 0

Fire-Pass: Drum-beating and singing are used to accompany this

dance. The dancers move through a pit of live coals to the rhythm of

the music. (Alladin 1970, in Ahyoung 1977:80) 0 Firepass was a

South Indian festival, celebrated by ‘Madrasi’ Indians since 1868 at

Peru Village near Port of Spain, and elsewhere. It attracted consider-

able publicity because of its sensational nature, but the actual walking

over hot coals was only the climax of an elaborate religious festival.

From the early 1870s the press criticised this festival as a ‘degrading

practice’... In the early 1880s restrictions were imposed on the cele-

bration of Firepass in order to discourage it. (Brereton 1979:183) 0 To

climb the pole for the Fire Pass Ceremony, one had to be able to read

Tamil. ... One had to fast and stay away from one’s wife for two days

before Fire Pass. One had to bathe every day and cook food in the

church. They threw wood into the pit which was 10' x 20' and burnt it

into coal. The tallest pole was cut from the forest (50'), twenty one

steps were cut in the pole. A tray was built at the top. In the tray they

put fig, sindhoor and limes. At every step one had to pray. ... At the

end of the pit was water. Only the faithful walked over the pit. On
Saturday night (Indar Sabha) there was a dance. The Pole stayed up

for three days. At the end of this period a goat was killed to break the

fast. The role of the Tamil priest was to keep prayers in the church.

The Fire Pass Ceremony stopped in 1930. It used to be held in
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Boissiere Village... St. James and El Dorado. (Anthony Thomas 1982,

in La Guerre 1985:187) 0 Fire Pass was celebrated quite early. The

diary of Catholic Priest, Fr. Pierre Cothoney carries detailed accounts

of the life of the East Indians in Peru village [now St. James] and of

the Timeditel festival, once the name of the Fire Pass ceremony.

(Ramaya 1992:22) 0 The firepass performance is reported as having

been celebrated since 1867 at Cedar Grove, Naparima and since 1868

at Peru Village, Mucurapo in what is now St. James. Scattered written

and oral references indicate that the firepass was also undertaken

in varying forms at El Dorado, Tacarigua, Chaguanas, Curepe,

Waterloo, and Boissiere Village, among others. Both firepass and

Hosay came under direct government control in 1882 with the pass-

ing of Legislative Ordinance No. 9. (McNeal 2000:8)

fire rage n Very strong anger. 0 “A mamapool man is a man who,

when he has a quarrel with a woman, brings another woman to take

the fire rage.” (TTM 12 June 1987:12) 0 “I refuse to get in a fire rage

because de damn stupid traffic makin' me late.” (Baptiste 1993:70) 0

She take up he fire rage. ‘She jumped in to defend him.’

fire-rod dance n A dance performed by men on HOSAY night with

FIRE-STICKS 3
.
= banaithi 0 [In] the Tazia procession (Husain or

Hose)... in the past fire rod dancing was also done, twirling a twelve

foot pole with flaming rags secured to either end. (Jha 1973:31) 0 The

banaithi or Fire-rod dance is performed by a man dressed in plain

white costume, twirling a ten foot long bamboo pole with balls of fire

at the ends. This symbolises the lighting of the way for the spirits of

Husain and Hassan. It is also interpreted as a form of purification.

(Ramlakhan 1990b:35)

fire rum see FIRE
3

fireside n A support for cooking pots over a wood fire made from a set

of small rocks, or a low clay wall. See also CHULHA. (< E fireside

‘the area next to a fire or fire-place’) 0 She brought with her a fire-

stick and placed it by the fireside. (TRD 19/22 June 1851:2) 0 [She]

prepared the morning tea and put the kettle with it by the fireside on

the gallery floor. (WG 26 Apr 1930:5) 0 Even to a people whose

needs are simple, desires few, whose women bum dried wood in fire-

sides made of clay, money is a great something. (Lovelace 1968:7) 0

Nanny kept pushing logs inside the fireside. She had to keep the cof-

fee boiling all the time. (Ladoo 1972:78) 0 In the majority of homes
in Moruga and San Francique the chulha or fireside is used... How-
ever in about 40 percent of the homes there are both the chulha and

kerosene stove. The majority of meals are cooked on the fireside,

however. (Pariag 1975:10) 0 ‘Somebody come and mess in the girl

pot and put it back just so on the fireside. (Boodhoo 1994:266) 0

“They had a fireside (chula) about six feet long. And they used only

bandara (big) pots,” said Ramesar. (EX 8 Sept 2003:28)

fireside broom n Andropogon sp., a grass. Small brooms made from

seed heads are used for sweeping CFIULHA or FIRESIDE, (fr use as

broom forfireside)

fire-stick 1 n obs A stick or piece of wood, sometimes partly wrapped

in oil-soaked cloth, set alight, and burning slowly, normally used to

transport fire from one place or household to another, sometimes for

light. (< E firestick ‘burning brand’) 6 Prisoner came to witness’s

house, tipsy, and asked for a fire-stick. Witness asked prisoner what

he wanted with the fire; prisoner replied it is to bum Marcelina’s

house. (TSt 20 Mar 1 840:2) 0 [A fire] caused by a drunken apothecary

using (in the West Indian phrase) a firestick instead of a lantern.

(POSG 8 May 1 840:3) 0 She brought with her a firestick and placed it

by the fireside. (TRD 19/22 June 1851:2) 0 “A man is just like a old

stick. Even if you trow one million firestick in a fire it never enuff.”

(Ladoo 1972:73)

2 n Usu. with old, a former relationship, usu. lover or spouse, an “old

flame”, someone with whom it would be easy to resume a romantic or

sexual relationship. 0 OT fire-stick no hardfo’ catch. It is easier to

recover an old friend, or rekindle an old enmity, than to create a new
situation. (Herskovits 1945:201) 0 “What I want to know is what she

was doing at the Yellow Bird Restaurant holding hands with my hus-

band.” “Old friends.” “Old firestick you mean.” (Jones 1973:54) 0

“Contrary to suggestions by the Press that ‘old firesticks may soon

bum again,’ it was merely a spontaneous response to the demands of

the hundreds of patrons at the show, that’s all!” (Bomb 12 Sept

1986:7) 0 Old firestick easy to catch. 0 (Haynes 1987:176)

3 n A stick burning with flame at the tip, used in the Hosay proces-

sion. 0 He carried the hosein, beat the drum and twirled the fire sticks

in magnificent style. (WG 11 Oct 1919:8)

fire walking n arc An Indian ritual dance in which dancers walk for-

ward, while chanting prayers, over hot coals in a pit. = > fire pass,

pass-fire, temitema 0 In the early years of immigration some of the

migrants came from Madras and brought with them the fire walking

or “fire pass” custom of that part of India. (Ottley 1978:23)

fire work see FIRE4

first hair n The new, soft, yellow hair on com. 0 “The com coming
now. They have first hair.” (1980)

first-hear n Someone who is always first with the news. 0 Aks
Theresa, she the real first-hear.

first thread n The first appearance of fish, beating at the surface of the

water. 0 The “remous” has begun, and here comes what is locally

called the first thread. A school of “camard cavalli” rise near Baleine

and perform one of their characteristic dances with great enthusiasm

for a few seconds, just as a four-oared pirogue with a large seine in

the stem shoots round the comer, having their work cut out to get

round with the cross currents that are now coming into play. (Vincent

1910:85-8)

first to begin phr First; to begin; first of all; to start off with. 0 First to

begin, I don’t even like she at all.

fish 1 n A weak batsman, a tail-ender with limited skills; someone

who is easily conquered or beaten. = rabbit 0 He is the number eleven

batsman so I figure he is a “fish”. But even “fish” could surprise you

under these conditions. (Foster 1990:71) 0 That one is easy pickings,

a real fish.

2 v Catch larvae of tiger beetles (cicindelids), which live in small

drinking-straw sized holes in the ground. The larvae have pinkish

bodies and flat brown heads with large jaws. To catch them, a grass

stem is pushed into the hole so that the larva holds on and can be

pulled out. = poke 0 We was fishing for dem worms in the holes on

the golf course.

fish broth n A fish soup, including pieces of fish, vegetables, and

PROVISIONS; thick in comparison to FISH TEA. (< E broth ‘liquid in

which meat, etc. is boiled’) 0 Eloisa made her a fish broth from the

head of a grouper, simmering it with butter and a sprinkling of herbs

and the juice of fresh limes. (Selvon 1972:155) 0 “Johnny, boy, when
we get headache down ’ere is fish broth we does drink... Hot fish

broth.” (Bain 1974:56) 0 The staple diet in the village is fish broth,

provisions and sea conchs together with vegetarian dishes. (Bomb 26

Oct 1990:15) 0 The way I thinking already about that fish broff with

the season fish and the cooking fig and yam, and dumpling thicker

than Sybil tongue, steaming below the 'mortelle tree by the river

bank, me mouth watering already. (Maharaj 1992:29) 0 Christmas

Eve is no surprise to see fishermen making a cook on the beach.

“Evening time so, if we had a good catch, we put on a big pot over

there under the almond tree and men eating from calabash. We make
fish brof, fish oil-down, and lick we lips.” (TG 22 Dec 1995:32) 0 [He

cooked] an entirely presentable fish broth. (Pires 1995a: 15) 0

Because Tobagonians love all parts of the fish including the head

(actually very often used alone to make fish broth) we cannot use

these parts to make a stock and instead use a packet fish soup. (Nel-

son & Puddy 2004:22)

fish-eating bat n Noctilio leporinus leporinus, a small to medium-

sized bat with large claws on feet. Catches fish from surface of water;

chirps while in zig-zag flight. Fish are eaten in flight or carried in

cheek pouches to the roost and eaten at rest, (ff usual diet) = fisher-

man bat 0 (Alkins 1979:52)

fishen v Fish; try to catch fish. (< Efish ‘try to catch fish’ + -en
,
paral-

lel to gliden, courten, prob. parallel to common -ing forms, e.g. fish-

ing, courting, gliding, as base forms of the verb) 0 Fishing or

“fishening” as the sport is called, can be both lucrative and a source
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of great enjoyment for all. (Ottley 1969:61) 0 ‘We could go and

fishen.’ (Boodhoo 1994:190)

fishener n Fisherman; person who fishes. (<fishen + -er ‘one who
does’) 0 The ends of the seine are then taken by two of the fisheners

who then jump into the water, carrying them to the shore at points

about fifty to seventy-five feet apart. At this point, others join them,

and everyone on the beach helps to pull the seines in. (Abrahams

1974:26) 0 The fisheners as they called themselves in Plymouth...

were happy with their life, which permitted them a good income, and

few of them were tempted to leave for greener pastures. (Abrahams

1974:23)

fishenin n Act of fishing, catching fish. (<fishen + -in ‘act of’) 0

“Fishenin”’ is important along the northern coast, and many men
engage in this occupation to supplement income from other sources.

(Flerskovits & Herskovits 1947:68) 0 Fishing or “fishening” as the

sport is called, can be both lucrative and a source of great enjoyment

for all. (Ottley 1969:61) 0 In fact, those who went fishenin' on the

reefs in their small boats had found such a market for their catch that

they were able... to get an outboard motor. (Abrahams 1974:23)

fisherman 1 n Any kingfisher bird, esp. the most common one, Chlo-

roceryle americana croteta [= Ceryle americana\ (E green king-

fisher), 18.8 cm (7.5") long. Male head and upperparts glossy dark

green with a few white spots and a white collar; breast dark red-

brown; lower underparts white; conspicuous white spots on wings

and tail. Female similar, but underparts buffish white with two green

bands across breast. Usu. seen on low perches besides rivers, diving

in for fish, (fr catching fish to eat) = red-bellied kingfisher, martin-

pecheur a poitrine rouge 0 (ffrench 1991:239)

2 n obs A Carnival mas in which players dress and act like fisher-

men, and catch people in nets. 0 Another feature of the old days were

the Fishermen. These players were dressed like the fishermen of

those days when we had lots of foreigners in the fishing trade. With

their big boots, pants turned up, and with a hat or cap on, they had

their nets all ready and waiting for their first catch. Quite uncon-

cerned one would be on their way to work, when without any notice

whatever that individual would be wrapped up in a fishing net and

would only be able to continue on his way after paying the fee

charged for being set free - that was usually “£2” meaning 2 pennies.

With this refrain they played on for the morning: “Siene siene, por

siene yoa”[sic] meaning net, net to catch them; that manner of play-

ing Old Mask was in a high class, many prominent persons taking

part, and as they all wore mask even their best friends were not

allowed to know who the player was. (Jones 1947:25)

fisherman bat n Noctilio leporinus leporinus, a small to medium-
sized bat with large claws on feet. Catches fish from surface of water;

chirps while in zig-zag flight. Fish are eaten in flight or carried in

cheek pouches to the roost and eaten at rest, (fr usual diet) = fish eat-

ing bat 0 (Alkins 1979:52)

Fishermen’s Fete n A celebration in honour of St Peter and St Paul,

patron saints of fishermen, held on Sunday, June 29th or the first Sun-

day afterwards. = >St. Peter’s Day 0 Its most common form is the

chanter-response pattern... It is also true of the songs sung on the

beach on Fishermen s Fete, St. Peter’s Day, June 29. At that time,

each of the beach singers feels that he must make up a song for the

visiting fishermen who come from all over the island. (Abrahams

1974:28)

fish eye 1 n Bulging or protruding eyeballs. (< Efish-eye, usu of a lens

or gemstone, with a protruding curved front resembling a fish’s eye) 0

The leader, or captain, was a Negro in his early twenties called Fish

Eyes Rudolf Olivier. His face, of which the most notable feature were

two great bulging eyes, was full of humour and sensibility and

remarkably attractive. (Fermor 1950:170) 0 He never liked the name
Fisheye... But when he came to Port of Spain they didn’t ask him his

name; they gave him one. (Lovelace 1979:48)

In A sometimes painful thickening of the skin in the sole of the foot,

usu. from an ingrown wart or bunion, hard and white, (fr resemblance

to the white rounded eye of a dead fish) = stone bruise, taba foot 6

(Haynes 1987:76) 0 Manac... When you cut the tree and let it bleed

like when you cutting the incense tree... leave it for about 4 to 5 days

and then collect the gum. Place it on fish eye, growing flesh, warts,

etc. (Morean M-72)

fish for self phr Fend for yourself; depend on your own resources. 0

He leff home and now she and the children fishing for theyself.

fish-horn n A conch-shell used as a horn, blown to notify people that

the fishing nets are in. See also DOUBLE SHELL, SINGLE SHELL. 0

The beach was crowded with people when the fish-horns were blown.

(WG 11 Jan 1930:13)

fishing vine n Serjania paucidentata , a native vine with angled stems,

notched leaves, white flowers tipped yellow and pouched, seeds

winged and woolly. Sometimes also the vine Paullinia pinnata. = bal-

bac vine, liane balbac, >supple-jack’ 0 I have used... on one occasion

the local vine, “balbac”, or “fishing vine”. The vine, which was sim-

ply pulled out of a sack by the fisherman, was beaten to a pulp on a

stone and then placed upstream, and I was told that no metal was to

come into contact with the vine as it would “spoil”. (Kenny 1995:44)

fish-poison plant n Fob Piscidia carthagenensis , a native tree to 1 5 m
(49') tall. Leaflets in 4 pairs and terminal one; varying in shape,

ovate-elliptic with rounded base, slightly hairy below. Flower pink,

blooming when leaves have fallen. Fruit pod 3-11 cm ( 1.2-4.3") long,

yellow-green turning reddish-brown, winged, sometimes intermit-

tently constricted; containing 1-8 seeds. The roots and bark are used

in making a poison for killing and catching fish, (fr use as fish poi-

son) = >black maho

fish-pot n A kind of fish-trap, a box-shaped structure of wood with

sides of bamboo strips or chicken wire, usu. with broken white dishes

inside used to attract fish. Sometimes marked by a buoy, then known
as BUOY-POT, but usu. unmarked and set in a line in a known location

in clear water. (< E fish-pot ‘a wicker basket for catching fish, esp.

eels, crabs, lobsters’) = fish trap 0 In King’s Bay... there are turtles

and lobsters (in reality sea cray-fish which sometimes grow to

extraordinary size and are caught in fish pots or by the [light] of flam-

beaux or torches at night. (Mendes 1937:21) 0 Every morning he

passed Sebastian’s hut and saw him... making fish-pots from strips of

bamboo, an inexplicable and futile occupation because Sebastian had

no connexion whatever with the sea and the fish-pots only remained

and rotted in his yard. (Naipaul 1958:123) 0 He made his own fish-

pots from bamboo joints. (LaFortune 1968:82) 0 Fish pots continue to

be used in Trinidad and Tobago, but the level of activity has fallen off

during the past few years with the rise of trawling, which is extremely

destructive of fish pots. The pots are made of mangrove staves and

chicken wire and the West Indian arrowhead design is still employed.

Many artisan fishermen continue to set fish pots close inshore away
from the influence of trawlers. (Kenny & Bacon 1981:124) 0 Fisher-

men with their nets and fish pots complain that the bottom trawlers

rip apart their costly gear. A net could cost as much as $5,000. The

trawlers often drag close to shore where artisanal fishermen (whose

pirogues can take them only so far out to sea) try to make their catch.

(EX 19 Oct 1986:21) 0 The method of fishing at Erin, as it is all over

Trinidad and Tobago today is by fish-pots, fillet, and trap-fishing.

(Anthony 1997:228)

fish tea n A kind of fish soup, including pieces of fish. usu. some veg-

etables cut up into small pieces, and sometimes macaroni; light in

comparison with FISH BROTH. 0 Fish Tea. This is the Creole Bouilla-

baisse. (de Boissiere ca 1945a:7) 0 Fish tea. (John 1973) 0 “De man
say bank-boat ah come in jus’ now wid redfish an’ snapper, come leh

we go an’ make some fish-tea an’ green banana.” (Phillips 1991 :36) 0

Oh! a splash, a struggling mullet black and slimy, that’s what we’d have

for dinner, the tastiest fish tea, rnafube figs included. (Macfarlane

1997:33)

fish-trap n A traditional type of trap for fish, used in both river and

marine areas; usu. made of woven materials such as strips of bamboo
tied with vines, with a funnel-like opening at one end. 0 The Use OF
Fish-traps. These are set amongst reefs or rocky bottoms in shal-

low water, buoyed with pieces of wood (bamboo), to mark locality in

which they are set. They vary in size somewhat, are rather cleverly

made by the fishermen of wild cane, bamboo and mangrove wood
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woven strongly together, tied with ropes made of creepers (lianes)

nearly square in shape, mesh about 1 V2 in., with a funnel-like opening

at one side, which the fishes are easily enabled to find and go into, but

are unable to make their way out again. These traps may be baited or

not; the fishes will find their way in from mere curiosity, anyhow.

Traps are lifted three or four times weekly. Many kinds of fishes are

caught in these traps. (Guppy 1922:444)

fit like yam in naygur mouth see LIKE YAM
fits n Epilepsy; any illness characterized by convulsions or fits. = fips,

>malkadi 0 Both madness and malkadi (fits ) are usually regarded as

the immediate consequence of obeah and they are manifest by inap-

propriate actions. (Littlewood 1993:36)

fit weed 1 n Eryngium foetidum, a native herb. Leaves wide, long,

spiny-serrated edges, with a strong odour, forming rosette against the

ground, (fr medicinal use for fits and convulsions) = bhandania, cardo

benito, cardo santo, cilantro, culantro, pull and throw, >shado beni,

spiny coriander 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:76) 0 Fit weed
or Shandelia tea is good for a serious cough. (Pavy 1987:48) 0 In

Guyana and Tobago it is known as Fit Weed. (Morean 1992h:28) 0 Fit

weed, Shado beni (Shadon beny), Spiny coriander... commonly found

in waste or cultivated ground. (Duncan 1993:61)

2

n Chenopodium ambrosioides, a bushy native plant to 1 m (3.2')

high, usu. smaller; plant has a strong distinctive unpleasant smell,

esp. the roots. Flowers very small, greenish or yellowish, in clusters

on long terminal stalks, (fr medicinal use for fits and convulsions) =

>semen-contra, worm bush", worm grass 0 Materials used in healing

and conjuring. Grasses... worm (“fit” weed). Chenopodium ambro-

siodes. Known also as Mexican Tea and as Semen-Contra. (Simpson

1962:329) 0 Crush some worm grass (fit weed) in a pan of warm
water. (Simpson 1970:61)

five cents n A coin worth five cents. 0 Gi me a five cents.

five continent n Adelpha cytherea insularis, a small butterfly, wing-

span to 4 cm (1.6"). Brown wing margins; wide vertical orange band

on upper wings; white vertical band on lower wings. 0 (Barcant

1970:154)

five-days n A short period of employment, five days a week, usu. in

reference to government-sponsored work. See also TEN-DAYS.
(< day1

) 0 Villagers were also asserting that once you gave a certain

member of the Caroni County Council, a $100, you could get a five

days no matter what party you from. (EX 10 May 1987: 17)

five-finger n Averrhoa carambola
, (E carambola, star-fruit), a culti-

vated tree. Fruit 7.5 cm (4") long, translucent, yellow, five-flanged,

star-shaped in cross-section; acidic, used in preserves, beverages and

cooking, and cleaning brassware. (fr long five-flanged shape) = coo-

lie tambran 0 Market-Ordinary... five-fingers. (TG 22 Jan 1933:9) 0

Then there is the pure joy and nourishment of dongs ... fat pork, five

fingers, and cass, sweetened to taste. (Macaw 1960:32) 0 Salted car-

ambola or five fingers (Hunt 1985b:28) 0 Well you have a choice of

[banana], orange, sorrel, carambola (five fingers), gulap jarmoon
(java plum), pomerac and passion fruit. (EX 21 Nov 1990:27) 0 “As a

child, I used to love dat fruit dey call five fingers.” (Baptiste 1993:70)

five hundred n A card game, a variant of ROMEY (rummy), in which

points are given for particular cards, or sets of cards in sequence. 0

Once ah week we use tuh meet by Solo an Carol tuh play Five Hun-
dred. (Foster 1990:18-19)

Five Islands n A series of small islands south of the northwest penin-

sula of Trinidad, off Pt. Gourde; most formerly inhabited or used for

holiday homes: Nelson (used as a quarantine and detention centre).

Pelican , Lenigan, Caledonia and Craig (connected), and Rock. =
Cotorras 0 The light morning-breeze springing up, we got under sail,

and gently glided towards “the Five Islands.” These are situated some
two miles from the shore, and about eight from the Port of Spain.

(Joseph 1835:57) 0 The first islands which we made - The Five

Islands, as they are called - are curious enough. Isolated remnants of

limestone, the biggest perhaps one hundred yards long by one hun-

dred feet high, channelled and honeycombed into strange shapes by

rain and waves. (Kingsley 1880:1 17) 0 The coolies are landed first at

the Five Islands, about half-way down the coast from the Bocas to

Port of Spain, where they are kept for a certain time in quarantine,

and then drafted on to the various estates under the supervision of the

Protector. (Jay 1900:93)

five-leaf fiddlewood n Vitex capitata , a small native tree up to 10 m
(32') tall, branchlets and twigs densely hairy when young. Leaves

have 3- or 5-leaflets. Flowers blue, hairy, densely many-flowered

clusters. Fruit oblong, to 14 x 9 mm (.5" x .35"), black. Wood pale

brown, not very durable. Similar to the BLACK FIDDLEWOOD but

with compound leaves in five leaflets, flowers more contracted into

head, fruit larger, (fr usual groups of 5 leaflets) = >white fiddlewood2

0 (Marshall 1934:77) 0 (FTT 1955-2-6:412-3)

five shilling n A British crown coin, worth a dollar and twenty cents in

the Trinidad & Tobago currency system. Certain fines and taxes were

often in this amount, which could be paid with this coin, or a combi-

nation of smaller denomination coins. During the period of World
War II and some years subsequently, this coin was also sometimes

known as a dollar, because it was equal in value to the U.S. dollar. 0

The judge fined him five shillings.

five-year school n A traditional secondary school comprising all five

years from Secondary I through V, as opposed to a combination of

junior and senior secondary schools. Generally considered “better”

than the latter system. 0 Such is the fear of the shift system that many
parents, on learning that their children have passed for a junior sec-

ondary, send them back to primary school, hoping for success in

another attempt at getting into a “five-year school.” (EX-S 26 Apr
1987:8)

fix 1 v Repair; be repaired; arrange; arranged; put in order. Note: In SE

fix is a transitive verb requiring an object. (< AmE /ix ‘repair; mend’)

0 Yuh know all de rivers dat was to fix since las year to stop flooding?

Well dem ent even begin dat yet much less finish. (Mamits, LPOS,
TG 18 June 1979) 0 “The car fixin since last week Thursday.” (1990)

0 Get yuh business fix, nah. 0 Is only the visa to fix.

2 Be or become mentally collected; have or get your act together. 0

He had a bad time, but now he fix.

3 v Get high on marijuana or alcohol. 9 Although the competition was
not slated to begin until 2 p.m. he was there from 1 1 a.m. “fixing his

head.” (1983) 0 Me head well fix.

4 v Put magic or OBEAH on something. (< AmE fix ‘deal with, settle,

do for or kill someone’) 0 Hotel Haunted: Workers say possessed

worker confessed to ‘fixing’ saltfish. (7YM4Feb 1996:1)

fix up 1 v Arrange; be arranged; manage, be managed; put in order;

make an agreement. (<fix ') 0 He get a lot of money after the case did

fix up in New York. (Selvon 1960b: 109) 0 “We go get de grave dig-

gers dong Navet an’ fix up!” (Ramsawack 1983:34) 0 Seeta: You
could get us a table next to them? Or near up? Waiter: Well... it might

be hard... Lunchtime crowd coming in... Seeta: I’ll fix you up, don’t

worry. Waiter: In that case, I might be able... You better give me the

fix-up right now. (Selvon 199 Id: 137)

2 v Serve yourself; help yourself to what you want. 0 You fix up - all

the food across there.

3 v Hurt someone, usu. deliberately; punish. (< AmE fix ‘deal with,

settle, do for, or kill someone’) 0 ‘I will make water more than flour

for you... I going fix you up.’ (Naipaul 1976:85) 0 To see about or fix-

up someone - to punish him severely. (Alladin 1970b:70) 0 To fix up

someone: to do them damage. (Haynes 1987:111)

4 n Arrangement; terms of agreement. 0 Waiter: In that case, I might

be able... You better give me the fix-up right now. (Selvon

1 99 1 d: 1 37)

5 n A make-shift arrangement; a half-way measure. 0 “During the

strike period there could never be a complete revision of the pension

plans. We will get a fix up or make-shift (Half Pick Duck) and all the

relevant issues will remain unsolved.” (Blast 13 Oct 1989:12)

6 n An arranged marriage according to Hindu traditions. 0 [In] South

Trinidad... arranged marriages (known as “fix-ups”) still occur under

certain circumstances, and the rules of dating for Indo-Trinidadians

are not exactly the same as those for Afro-Trinidadians. (Klass

1991:172) 0 ‘What about getting a little fix up yourself?’ ‘You mean
get married again?’ ‘That self,’ Alie acknowledged. (Gosine 1992:165)
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0 Asked if they met in the fields, Chano replied: “Met? It didn’t have

anything like ‘met’ a long time ago. It was fix-up. It is after marriage

you leam to love.” (Diptee 1992:246)

fix-up man n A ^o-between; someone who helps arrange a marriage.

(<fix up6 + man2
) = agwa 1

0 The girl’s father... may locate a boy with

the help of a matchmaker, locally termed a “fix-up-man” or an agwa.

(Balkissoon ca 1975:7)

flag 1 n A dried leaf of a banana/fig tree still hanging on the tree. (< E

flag ‘a blade or long slender leaf of a plant’) = flag-flag, fleg-fleg 0 A
banana (or plantain) flag - a dried leaf of the banana (plantain) tree

hanging limp. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

2 n A small piece of cloth attached to a pole put near an ORISHA

STOOL 2
to signify the deity or power to which it is consecrated. (< E

flag ‘a piece of cloth attached by one edge to a staff’) 0 A “flag”

(piece of colored cloth) designating the “power” flies from a tall pole

near each stool. During the big annual ceremony, other objects,

including offerings of food, bottles of olive oil, and the heads of sacri-

ficed animals may be placed on a stool. (Simpson 1970:35)

3//A small piece of cloth, usu. triangular, attached to a pole put out-

side a house to signify that a PUJA or other ceremony has been done

in honour of the Hindu deity represented by the flag’s colour. =

>jhandi

flagman n A man who carries and waves a flag carrying the name of a

CARNIVAL band. See also FLAGWOMAN. (<arc E flagman ‘one

who has charge of or carries a flag’) 0 Bobolops, who was buried in

the first few days of this year, was one of the first women to wave a

flag for a panside. All Stars. Previously that activity had been per-

formed by men: All Stars had a flagman called Jitterbug. (TG 30 Jan

1993:4)

Flag Night n The third night prior to Hosay, during which religious

flags are paraded, accompanied by TASSA drumming. 0 Three nights

before hosay day was “Flag Night". Plain red and white flags on long

bamboo poles atop of each of which was a flat metal hand, were

paraded along the main Dinsley gravelled road to the accompaniment

of drumming and were later on returned to the chowk. (Alladin

1970:33) 0 After forty days of fasting, abstinence and prayers, devo-

tees begin the festival [of Hosay] with Flag Night. Flags of various

colors are taken through the streets as a symbolic beginning of the

battle of Kerbela, and are then placed on a mud and wattle dais amidst

burning incense. (Ahye 1988b: 105) 0 On the evening of the seventh

of Muharram, called Flag Night, the rituals become public when each

yard brings out a wheeled platform covered with flags... [that] not

only represent the standard of Imam Husayn’s party, but also visually

signify “promises” (vows) made by individual... A few of the stan-

dards... are topped with panjahs made of pounded metal... The flags

of each yard are brought out to the sound of drumming at approxi-

mately the same time... the flag platforms begin moving along the

main road. For the community of believers, this portion is a reenact-

ment of the Husayn party’s “peace” march, but the bystanders who
surround the platforms use this occasion as an opportunity for a fete...

The procession lasts until the early hours of the morning and Flag

Night ends when each group returns their flags to their own respec-

tive yards. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:163)

flag of truce n arc An easy adversary, someone easy to overcome.

(< E flag of truce ‘a white flag carried by a messenger to ensure safe

dealing with an enemy’; perhaps here associated with the idea of sur-

render) 0 Flag ah truce - an easy adversary. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

flagwoman n A woman who carries and waves a flag carrying the

name of a Carnival band. (<flagman) 0 A woman really have the

tactics to send you bumping; Try to get the rhythm when she start

wailing. When you see the get that fever is plenty trouble; Whether
you are spectator or masquerader, you bound to say this: Flagwoman,
wave it, baby, Flagwoman, get them groovy! (Kitch “Flagwoman”
1976) 0 Nex’ ting she pull out ah copy of de Express an’ start to wave
it in de air like she is a flagwoman wit’ ah centipede in she shoe.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:63) 0 And Dinah, daughter of Shiffer Brath-

waite, butter and famous batonnier, matador woman, flag woman, she

herself playing stick and contending with man. (EX 11 Dec 1994:19)

0 As Kitchener sang in his praise song to the steelband movement’s

most motile muse: “A flagless band is like a ship without a compass.”

Even to this day, every steel orchestra is led on to the Panorama stage

by its flagwoman (orflagwomen), who, as her name suggests, waves

a large flag and wines non-stop for the duration of the performance.

To wave a flag takes a certain stamina and strength of shoulder, and

flagwomen have traditionally been women of ample proportions.

(Ganase 2000:69)

fiamant n arc Eudocimus ruber, a large red bird. (< Fr flamant ‘fla-

mingo’) = flamingo
,
red ibis, >scarlet ibis (adult); black ibis

,
grey

ibis (juvenile) 0 Flamant, or flamingo, (de Verteuil 1884:370) 0

(Chapman 1894:82) 0 To quote from Hernandez (1953): “For ten

years the mangrove of Caroni Swamp had remained drab-green in

June, July and August, unrelieved as in former days by the wonderful

brilliance of a colony of nesting flamants. But today it is different.”

(Junge&Mees 1958:13) 0 (Herklots 1961 :40) 0 (ffrench 1991:69-71)

flambeau 1 n A torch, originally a flare made of reeds; then a torch

made of wood wrapped in PITCH OlL-soaked cloth; later a wick in a

bottle of PITCH OIL. Note: Usu. flambeaux in plural. (< Fr flambeau

‘torch’, plural flambeaux) = boule-dife, molotov cocktail
1

0 I now
heard and saw a crowd of soldiers, with flambeaux. (Joseph 1838b-

1:131)0 The Dahlias were throwing stones and using their boutous...

it was a dark night, the Mousselline had flambeaux. The Dahlias

“outed” their flambeaux when they were about attacking the Mousse-

line. (TC 19 June 1868:3) 0 In 1880 Captain Baker went a step further

and insisted on the maskers giving up their sticks, drums and flam-

beaux. (POSG 26 Mar 1881 in Singh 1988:70) 0 The child... was in

the kitchen making bakes... when her clothes were set alight by a

Flambeau she had been carrying. (WG 15 Dec 1930:7) 0 One of the

black boys asserted that he knew where the cave lay and could lead us

directly to it. He disappeared for half an hour to find a beer bottle, oil,

and a palm wick to make a flambeau to light us through the caves.

(Ditmars & Bridges 1935:88) 0 There were no electric lights. In place

of that lamps made of tin or large bottles called Flambeaux were

placed all around the tent, giving a lovely soft glow to the surround-

ings. (Jones 1947:13) 0 In order to show the crowd that the long

mounted gun of bamboo was no mere ornament the boy touched it

with a flambeau and from the cannon’s mouth came a flash of

gunpowder and a column of smoke in a most convincing explosion.

(Bryans 1967:209) 0 Schoolchildren are made to conduct their studies

under the flame of the flambeau as candles are not long lasting and

are very expensive. (TTM 10 Oct 1989:16) 0 He has also forwarded

requests to the Parish Priest of Santa Rosa RC Church and to the

Arima Police to have a Parang Mass followed by a flambeaux proces-

sion celebrated from 6 p.m. on Saturday December 29. (EX 23 Dec

1990:12) 0 The mother raised an alarm and Abdul Kareem, Sadeek

and other relatives organized a search party using flambeaux and lan-

terns. (Deen 1994:190)

2 n Dryas iulia [= Colaenis julia], a butterfly, wingspan to 7.5 cm
(3"). Wide-winged, narrow and brilliant red with narrow but varying

black margins and a black band across the middle of the upper wing.

The red of the female is dull with black edges slightly wider.

(<flambeau ,
fr bright red fire-like colour) = broad-wing flambeau 0

(Kaye 1904) 0 (Barcant 1970:73)

flambotay v Use a FLAMBEAU to shine, while hunting or walking in

darkness, directing the light to see where you are going. 0 He heard a

noise, he turn around and flambotay to see what was following him.

flamboyant n Delonix regia, a cultivated deciduous tree with feathery

compound leaves. When not in leaf, it bears bright scarlet flowers and

long flat brown woody seed pods. (< E flamboyant, several plants

with flame-like flowers, including Poinciana) = flame tree 0 The

richly-coloured orange and yellow flowers of the flamboyante (Poin-

ciana). (Brassey 1885:140) 0 The Flamboyant... with its masses of

scarlet flowers coming into bloom before the new leaves appear.

(Alford 1960:73) 0 I... stand again, as I used to, under the flowering

flamboyante to pick up some of the fallen blossoms. With these

blossoms we children used to play a game called “Cock and Hen”.

(Maynard 1992:35)
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flame tree n Delonix regia, a cultivated deciduous tree with feathery

compound leaves. When not in leaf, it bears bright scarlet flowers

and long flat brown woody seed pods. (< E flame-tree, several trees

with bright red flowers) = >flamboyant

flam-flam n Anartiajatrophe, a butterfly. = >biscuit 0 (Kaye 1904)

flamingo 1 n Eudocimus ruber [= Guara rubra, Ibis rubra], a bird,

57.5 cm (23") long. Adult brilliant scarlet all over, the four longest

wing feathers tipped black; legs, bill and bare face pink; bill long and

down-curved, usu. blackish in breeding season. (< E flamingo, Phoe-

nicopterus, fr somewhat similar size, shape and colour) = black ibis
2

,

grey ibis (juvenile); flamant, red ibis, >scarlet ibis (adult) 0 But the

Flamingo of all fowls is the fairest; and as they generally fly in Cov-

ees together, so they frequently feed in flocks together... Some call

them good food, but I assert they have curious Feathers, and of vari-

ous colours.... whose wings are skin'd with a glorious Pin-colour,

inclinable to Scarlet: and because, fringed and tipt with sables: make

them show rich, as to the Majesty of birds. (Poyntz 1683:35-36) 0 We
hoped to get some flammingoes and other birds. (Urich Diary 1 Sept

1 830) 0 As the sun arose, I saw a flight of more than ten thousand fla-

mingoes winging their way from Trinidad to the Spanish main, hav-

ing the appearance of a triangular body of fire, as they majestically

flew over our vessel. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 1 43) 0 We procured a boat.,

and set off, with a double-barrelled gun, to kill the myriads of wild

fowl, parrots, flamingoes, and caymen that we were to see. (Day

1852-1:325) 0 [In the Oropouche lagoon] white and grey herons,

crimson spatulas, red flamingos. (Williams 1881:35) 0 On weekend

am hunting down flamingoes. (King Iere “Life in Shanty Town” 1951

pr) 0 ‘Look! Look!’ I cried in excitement... ‘Flamingoes!’ I pointed

up to where six red birds were flying, like barbs of blood in the sky.

(McDonald 1969:77) 0 Nearer, the swamp lay drowned in the blood

red of flamingoes. (Hosein 1980:123) 0 They rowed stealthily in the

rivers in the mangrove and shot wild ducks, crows, egrets and flamin-

goes. (Doodnath 1989:28) 0 While the term flamingo was used uni-

versally for the Scarlet Ibis, even as late as 1960, it should be

mentioned that true flamingos Pheonicopterus do occasionally visit

Trinidad too. (ffrench pc Apr 2001

)

2 n Anaea ryphea rhyphea, a butterfly, wingspan to 4.4 cm (1.75").

Upper wings brownish red upper wings with large black pointed tips;

lower wings brown. Underside is mottled brown, resembling a dry leaf

when at rest. (prob. fr reddish colour resembling that of flamingo
1

,

‘scarlet ibis’) 0 (Barcant 1970: 107-8)

flannel n obs A heavy cloth sack with holes for neck and arms, reach-

ing just below the waist, worn under a vest. (< E flannel, a type of

thick soft cloth) 0 [He] was charged... with unlawfully and knowingly

obtaining... a box containing a bodice and flannel, a dozen dry coco-

nuts and some com fish the property of... his neighbour. (TG 4 Apr

1919:5) 0 (Tothill 1939:140)

flannel ball n A tennis ball, (fr resemblance of fuzzy outer covering to

flannel cloth) 0 At that very moment the five ferocious pothounds

were fighting among themselves. They wanted to devour our only

flannel ball. (Foster 1990:69) 0 “Toss de flannel ball here for me to

show you some real fast bowl.” (Baptiste 1993:70)

flannel-ball pelau n Pelau that is wet and sticky, and served with a

scoop, so that it looks like a FLANNEL-BALL. 0 Dey had half-cook

pelau, burn-up pelau, chicken pelau, an’ goat pelau. Dey had conch

pelau, lamb pelau, an' flannel-ball pelau. (Keens-Douglas 1984:45)

flashband n A metal-covered tarpaper used to repair holes in galva-
nize roofing. (< E Flashband, a trade name) 0 [It] would have sent

off its humble carpenter to stick a piece of flashband across the nail

hole in the roof. (Bomb 29 May 1987:3) 0 Stop that leak in a flash!

With Evo-Stik flashband. Evo-Stik Flashband is an aluminium-faced,

self adhesive sealing strip which provides instant waterproof repairs

to roofs, cracked brickwork and concrete. Flashband repairs and

waterproofs: flashings, felt and other bitumen based roofing materi-

als, corrugated roofing sheets, shingles, valley gutters, cracked slates,

and can even be used for auto repairs, (ad, TTR Aug 1992:42)

flask n Half a quart bottle of mm. (< obs Eflask ‘a definite quantity of

liquid’) 0 Throw a flask ofmm in that black cake.

flat-back adj Having relatively flat, non-protruding buttocks. = flat-

bottom 0 But in the backyard hear a judge remark. She’s really lovely

but she too dark. And it is with chagrin despair and pain, You see

another flat back white woman get it again. (Atilla “Guardian Beauty

Contest” 1955, in Rodman 1971:207)

flat-bottom adj Having relatively flat, non-protruding buttocks. = flat-

back 0 “All of allyou flat-bottom coolie always taking up for one

another!” “I prefer my bottom to the rainwater barrel you sitting on!”

(Ramkeesoon 1975:23)

flatform n Platform; stage; drilling rig floor. 0 (Haynes 1987:94) 0

Mount up on the flatform.

flat grass n Axonopus compressus, a low-growing or creeping native

grass with rather broad leaves, (fr shape of leaves) = savannah grass

flat-head(ed) cascadura) n Callichthys callichthys, an armoured

freshwater catfish with a flattened head. Fins with spines. Body
muddy grey to li^ht brown, (fr shape of head + cascadu) = cascadu',

cascadura
2

, chat , chato 0 “Flat-headed cascadura.” This fish can

shuffle along the ground rapidly and grunts faintly when handled.

(Regan 1906:388) 0 Cascadura, flat-head(ed) cascadura, chato.

(Boeseman 1960:105-6) 0 The... “Chato” or “Flat Head Cascadu”... is

widespread but nowhere common. (Kenny 1995:54) 0 (Phillip &
Ramnarine 2001 :22)

flat tree oyster see TREE OYSTER 2

flavouring pepper, flavour pepper n Capsicum sp., a short broad

cultivated pepper, pointed at the tip; more sweet than hot, about

1.5-2" long, green or red. (fr use in cooking for flavour rather than

heat) = >pimento2
0 3 flavouring peppers, finely cut and seeded

(Hunt 1 985a:2 1 ) 0 Green seasonings, celery, parsley, chive, flavour

pepper. (Nelson & Puddy 2004:15)

fleabane n Conyza canadensis [== Erigeron canadensis], an erect

native plant to 1.2 m (3.8') or more, leafy, hairy or smooth. Leaves

linear-lanceolate, lower coarsely few-toothed. Flower-heads numer-

ous, in terminal panicles. (< E fleabane, various plants, esp. Inula sp.,

used to keep away fleas) 0 (FTT 1940-2-2:79-80)

fleet n Describing a great number of blows or LICKS. 0 Can’t give you

food and furnish the clothes. All they got to give you is a fleet of

blows. (Lion “Sweet Emily” 1939) 0 “Ah go administer ah fleet ah

licks if you doh make haste an come back soon.” (Baptiste 1993:71)

flesh 1 n An abnormal skin tag or fleshy growth. (< E flesh, cfproud

flesh ‘overgrowth of granulations on a wound’) 0 “He have a lil flesh

there.” (1982)

2 n Tender, healing flesh on a wound. 0 It still have flesh there where

1 get cut.

fleur noel n Chromolaena odorata, a native shrub. (< Frfleur ‘flower’

+ Noel ‘Christmas’, fr usual time of flowering) = baby bush, bitter

bush, >Christmas bush
1

, female Christmas bush 0 (Laurence 1976:6)

fleur soleil n Tithonia diversifolia (E Mexican sunflower), a flowering

plant naturalized in Trinidad. Resembles the cultivated sunflower,

having yellow petals and brown centre, but much smaller. (< Frfleur

‘flower’ + soleil ‘sun’, fr resemblance to rayed sun) 0 (Laurence

1976:13-14)

flex n The tough, flexible spine/mid-rib of the leaflets of a coconut

frond, split and used for brooms, kites, etc. (prob. < E flexible ‘easily

bending; supple’) = >cocoyea, fex 0 So versatile were these people,

that even the coconut oil was used for the purpose of providing light.

It is mixed with water, the coconut flax [s/c] is tied with a piece of

thread to float it; cotton is used as a wick and this bums for quite a

while depending on the quantity of oil used. (Woodroffe 1974:23) 0

She then produced some flexes from a cocoyea broom and touched

the boy with them, whispering a prayer at the same time. (Narine

1977:91)

fliers see FLYERS

flim 1 n Camera film; a roll of photographic film. (< E film ‘roll of

film’) 0 “Ah tired telling you not to interfere wit mih flim in de cam-

era.” (Baptiste 1993:71)

2 n A movie. (< E film ‘movie’) 0 First, I’m taking the shortest route.

To Hollywood, to see the flim stars I’ve read about. (Caresser “Fare
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Thee Well” 1939) 0 She is a student of flim, or so I gather, and here for

some seminar on the art of movie-making. (EX 3 Jan 1987:14) 0 “The

mother could real sing. She does sing flim song and things.” (1990)

fling baby phr Have an abortion. = throw baby, throw way baby, pelt

baby 0 (Haynes 1987:79)

flit, flit gun 1 n Any spray insecticide. (< Flit, a trade name for a spe-

cific insecticide, designed to be used with a spray syringe or Flit-gun)

0 Every day Eloisa went about the house with a flit-can spraying the

rooms. (Selvon 1972:15) 0 “Bring de flit here so ah could send dis fly

crazy.” (Baptiste 1993:71) 9 “The first insecticide aerosol-containers

1 saw were during WWII brought from ‘the base’ - Chaguaramas,

that were about the size of a 1 6 oz soft drink bottle, black, and looked

like a large rough hand-grenade, so much so they were referred to as

‘flit-bombs.’ They were quite an innovation at that time 1946-47,

much like bubble-gum with the movie-star cards in every pack, espe-

cially a brand known as ‘ML’ - for Maple Leaf - which also became

a generic term for bubble gum here. Flitgun became such a term used

for any spray-gun that when Shell made one for its liquid ‘Shelltox’

they were referred to as ‘Shelltox flit-guns'“ (1995) 0 [T]he deodor-

ant from the Flit gun was disgusting. (Andersen 2004:309)

2 v Kill or try to kill insects by spraying with insecticide, esp. in or

around the house. 0 He was flitting flies.

flo adj Loose; spongy; lightly packed; airy; slack, without shape or firm-

ness. (< Ewe floflo,foflo ‘spongy; loose’) 0 (Westermann 1927:274 in

Aub-Buscher 1989:4) 9 “Is so dem manufacturers packin’ de ting

nowadays! De ice cream real flo!” (Baptiste 1993:71) 0 That woman
too flo.

float n A fried yeast biscuit, often served with ACRA. (fr the way the

biscuit floats in the deep oil during frying) 0 The plaintiff testified...

to the effect that she keeps a “fry” shop in the vicinity of the market...

she paid a person ten shillings a week to continue her work, but not

being an expert in “float” frying she lost many paying customers. (TG
28 May 1919:7) 0 A man with a collar and tie and waistcoat ask the

Chineeman to trust him accra and float. (Tiger “Money is King”

1935) 0 A well-balanced and well-prepared meal is offered in the

snackette, so there is not the urgent need, when hungry to buy a float

and black pudding. (Woodroffe 1974:20) 0 Floats... Shape into small

balls and leave to rise again. Roll out into thin rounds and fry in hot

oil until brown. Drain and serve hot with accras. (Hunt 1985a: 13) 0

Nearer the dawn, in gateways and the doorways of apartments, enter-

prising barrack-yard dwellers set-up their short-term “frying stands”

to catch the custom of workers going early to their respective duties.

They fried and sold a variety of quick eatables... “Floats” were made
from a much thicker all-flour mixture that was leavened but not sea-

soned and then fried. ... Accras and floats were usually leavened with

baking powder or “pot soda” (bicarbonate of soda). (Cummings
2004:145)

flock v Come or gather in large numbers; E flock to. (< Eflock ‘crowd

upon; throng’) 0 People are not afraid to come, in fact, everybody is

flocking the place since all the bacchanal took place. (Mirror 1982) 0

Word is that a large number of Guyanese vendors are flocking Queen
and Charlotte Streets. (TTM 10 July 1990:13) 0 Thousands flock the

bandstand. (Crazy “Parang Soca” 1978)

flonay v arc Pelt or sling a stone at a flying kite. (< FC flone ‘sling’) 0

Someone who tied a stone to a length of thread and catapulted it at a

kite in the air, usually with the intention of bringing it down, was said

to “floner” the kite. (Cummings 2004:107).

flood v Of trousers, said to indicate the speaker thinks they are too

short, (fr being short enough not to get wet in a flood) 0 “He pants

floodin. Like he expectin rain.” (1988)

flood pants n Trousers considered too short, esp. ones with wide legs,

(fr being short enough not to get wet in a flood) 9 ‘You expectin rain

- you wearin flood pants!’

floor cloth, flow cloth n A rag or old piece of clothing used as a mop
for wet-cleaning floors. 0 Floor clort - old garment used for mopping.
(Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 (Ottley 1971:42) 0 Not quite as essential as

the ubiquitous table but certainly as necessary to the economic
circumstances was the “floor cloth” usually kept on one side of the

doorway to the barrack-yard. Any old discarded garment or material

capable of absorbing water or any other fluid was very useful as a

convenient means of wiping the floor especially when young children

were around. (Cummings 2004:22)

flora, floora n arc Floor, esp. when used to sleep upon. (<floor + -a,

poss. similar to woman’s name Flora ) 0 They have made their names,

and it is no more bench and board, no more flora again. (Houdini “No
Mo’ Bench and Board” 1931) 0 She laid sugar bags on the floor and

spread the old dresses on top of them. “God bless you. Miss Aurelia,”

Cassie said. “Like you know how hard Flora bones could be.” (de

Boissiere 1952:119) 0 “What 1 goin’ do wid you?” she grunted. “But

if God send you I kean’t put you out. You could sleep in here 'pon

Flora. Get a next place tomorrow night.” (de Boissiere 1956:10) 0 An
yuh fren put you up fuh de nite. An gi yuh someting tuh eat. Ah place

tuh rest yuh head till foreday momin. Most time is on floora yuh
sleep. (Foster 1990:6-7) 9 “Well boy, it look like is floora tonight

since Ma cousins come to town!” (Baptiste 1993:71 ) 0 In the case of

large families, some slept on mattresses or old clothing on the floor.

That arrangement was termed “sleeping at Miss Floor-a” (Flora).

Those who slept on the floor had to be up early to rearrange the living

area before opening the door. (Cummings 2004:23)

flounder n Any of several small flat marine fishes, including: Achirus

lineatus (25 cm); Botlms lunatus (45 cm); Cyclopsetta chittendeni

(32 cm); Paralichthys tropicus (50 cm); Symphurus plagusia (23 cm).

(< E flounder, a number of similar marine flat-fish, esp. Pluronectes

flesus) = aileronde (A. lineatus)-, small sole 0 (Vincent 1910:51) 9

[/) tropicus
] (Kenny & Bacon 1981:122)

flour-bag n Heavy cotton fabric from bags used to hold flour; usu.

white with one or more colours of printing. Used to make clothing

and linens in the past by the very poor. (< Eflour-bag, cloth bag hold-

ing flour) 9 Rama was lying on a white flourbag sheet. A deeya was
burning by his feet, another was lighting by his head. (Ladoo

1972:101) 9 She would... embroider bleached flourbag table cloths,

sheets and [pillow] cases. (EX 8 Oct 1990:25) 9 “Flour-bag" material

was produced by manually processing the coarse cotton sacks in

which white wheat flour was imported. They arrived in capacities of

98 lbs and 196 lbs and when emptied were sold by bakers and shop-

keepers to whom the flour was consigned. In the 1920s they were

sold at eight cents for the “big bag” and four cents for the “half bag”.

The seams of the emptied bags were undone and they were then

immersed in cold water to which washing soda was added for twenty

or more hours and rinsed to remove the trade marks and whatever

residue of flour and dirt that remained. An alternative method was to

immerse the unstitched bags in a container of water over a fire and

boil them for an hour or two... Pieces of “flour bag” were edged

around with crochet to make covers for occasional tables; plainly

edged for kitchen cloths; embroidered for pillowcases; joined together

as bed-size sheets; and even used as children’s bath towels. Women
made blouses, skirts and underwear as well as children’s clothing.

Tailors also used flour bags for trouser lining and pockets. Men’s
underpants (drawers) and working shirts for unskilled labouring jobs

were also made from flour bag material and sold in small stores, the

inimitable flour bag material was the object of children's banter:

“they have no mercy, they ain’t satisfied to eat the flour, they turn

around and wear the bag”. (Cummings 2004:102)

flour-bag sailor n arc A kind of SAILOR MAS in which costumes are

made mostly from FLOUR-BAG. 9 “Doh mind he! De onliest big mas
he ever play was longtime flour bag sailor!” (Baptiste 1993:71)

flour porridge n A mixture of flour and boiling water, either thick and

eaten like cereal, or thin and drunk like milk. (< E porridge ‘a soft

thick food made by stirring meal into boiling water') 9 “Chile, is flour

porridge. Ah cyar afford baby milk.” (Kickspecial, Aug 1986:14)

flow cloth see FLOOR CLOTH

flower fence n obs Caesalpinia pulcherrima, a small cultivated tree

with bright red, yellow or crimson flowers, (fr use as a fence or

hedge) = >Barbados pride 9 The Physic Nut and Flowerfence... are

planted in rows (or lines) as our Hedges are, to divide and distinguish

Plantations. (Poyntz 1683:42) 9 Beyond it, again, blaze great orange
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and yellow flowers, with long stamens, and pistil curving upwards

out of them. They belong to a twining, scrambling bush, with finely-

pinnated mimosa leaves. That is the “Flower-fence”. (Kingsley

1880:96)

flower, in phr Have flower buds or not fully open blossoms (E in bud).

See also FLOWERS. (< E inflower ‘having at least some open blooms’)

0 “Yes, the Christmas bush in flower now, but it wouldn flowers for a

week again.” (1974)

flowering poui n Tob Tecoma stans [~ Bignonia stans, Stenolobium

stans], a cultivated shrub with bright yellow flowers; thin pod fruits,

(ff resemblance of flowers to those of yellow poui) = >Christmas

hope

flowers v Bloom; have open flowers. See also IN FLOWER (< E flower
‘bloom’ + -s) 0 “Get the one that is flowersin.” (1986) 0 “Yes, the

Christmas bush in flower now, but it wouldn flowers for a week

again.” (1974)

Flower Seller n obs An individual CARNIVAL MAS, similar to the

Baby Doll. The player accosted men and women to give them

flowers and then demanded payment. 0 The Flower Seller... carried

hanging on one arm, a decorated box or basket with tiny corsages of

crepe paper flowers with a bit of green fern. She was the coquette par

excellence, with shrill voice and exaggerated swagger as she

walked... With mock gentility she would approach every male as a

paramour, cajolling and flirting while pinning on the corsage for

which he dared not refuse to pay. At the same time, she would move
constantly on spot with delicate fancy steps... the scope of her cha-

rade [included] women as well, and [she] would approach them in a

most familiar manner, addressing them as “macommere”. (Ahye

1978:121)

fly 1 adj Underhanded; slippery; untrustworthy. (< dial E fly ‘sly;

cunning’) 0 Yuh t’ink yuh fly but I’se flypape-uh/paper. (Haynes

1987:103)

2 v Suddenly affect, hit; start to behave without restraint. = fly up 0

Either the liquor fly in she head or as a stranger she is misled. (Dicta-

tor “Strange Christmas Present” 1951)

3 v Tie an insect to a piece of thread and let it fly about; usu./7y cigale

and fly zing. (< E fly ‘cause to rise and maintain position in the air,

e.g. a kite’) 0 We used to fly zing in the yard.

fly ash n A black dusty soot from burning CANE that is carried by

wind over a large area. (< E fly ash ‘a lightweight ash resulting from

the burning of pulverised coal’) 0 Caroni Ltd estimated it would cost

$8 million to install equipment to control the “fly ash” problem. (Its

Brechin Castle and Usine Ste Madeleine factories emit a black dust

that defaces homes and promotes corrosion on roofs by reacting with

water to form acid. Residents complain of throat and eye irritations.)

0 (£*29 Mar 1987:6)

fly-away (powder) n A magic powder believed to make an unwanted

spouse or lover depart quickly; sometimes a powder to make some-

one leave the spouse and fly to the lover. 0 She give the man fly-away

powder and in two-twos he gone.

flyers, fliers n arc 0 FLIERS: A man’s trousers with legs so wide that

they flap while the wearer is walking; usu. made of cheap light-

weight cloth. 0 (Haynes 1987:103)

flying fish n Hirundichthys affinis (E four-wingflying fish), an edible

marine fish, to 25 cm (9.7") long; also some related species. All are

able to rise above the surface of the water by extending their wing-

like pectoral fins and obtaining lift. (< E flying fish, several marine

fish that are able to rise above the water by wing-like pectoral

fins, e.g. Dactyloptenis, Exocoetus sp.) 0 Flying-fish, (de Verteuil

1884:388) 0 It is unusual for flying-fish to go as far south as Trinidad,

though they occasionally get near the Toco coast... Two species were

sent to the British Museum from Tobago - Exocoetus nigripinnis and

E. hillianus. The latter is the commonest species. (Guppy 1922:467) 0

(Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

flying frog 1 n Any of the more common members of the frog family

Hylidae, all of which have long hind legs, and all but one of which

can jump distances that are long in proportion to their body length,

(fr similarity ofjumps to flight) 0 (Boos & Quesnel 1969:32)

2 n Hyla crepitans, 6. 1-7.3 cm (2.4-2. 8") long, a large flying frog. Skin

changes colour, usu. tan or red-brown, may turn white, grey-brown, or

light metallic green. Back usu. has large dark central blotch, often X-
shaped, limbs have crossbars. Sides have crossbars with yellow-orange

between them, chin white, underside orange. Call is a loud low-pitched

croaking rattle. 0 This is one of the larger flying frogs... This frog can

sometimes be seen asleep on a wall or leaf exposed to the noonday sun.

At such times it is almost white... Its song is a loud low-pitched rattle.

It inhabits forest, secondary growth and cultivated areas and some-

times enters houses. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:35)

3 n Ololygon rubra [= Hyla rubra], a small frog, 4.4 cm ( 1 .75") long.

The back is yellowish-brown or brown with two darker stripes run-

ning backwards from the eyes; belly is white or yellowish. 0 This is a

small flying frog... The call is a muffled ‘Eh Eh’ repeated at intervals

of a few seconds and interspersed with a ‘chunk, chunk, chunk.’ It is

common in open swampy areas and at the edges of forest clearings.

(Boos & Quesnel 1969:36)

flying gurnard see POULE DE LA MER
fly kite 1 phr Have your own way; do what you want. (poss. < E gofly
a kite, a rude way of telling someone to go away) 0 “Go fly yuh kite,

then.” (1974)

2 phr For men, masturbate by hand, (fr the similarity of motion to

letting out kite string) 0 He catch the boy in he room, flying kite.

fly leaf n Cissus verticillata, a climbing native shrub, often with long

branches pendulous from the high branches of trees. (< FCfei ‘leaf’ +
mouche ‘fly’) = blister bush, fei mouche, pudding vine, >snake bush,

snake vine

fly light phr In negative, said to indicate that you do not want the

slightest harm or annoyance to come to something or someone. 0

“You na wan fo one fly fo light pon that pickny, yes. Yuh doh want

one fly to light on that child.” (1990)

fly low phr Speed excessively in a car. (by comparison with the speed

of an airplane) 0 “He come down the highway, flying low.” (1990)

fly out v Move, esp. hit someone, without thinking. 0 Me hand fly out.

fly up 1 a A snare or loop trap, usu. for catching doves. Made of

horsehair or similar material bending down a springy stick, and pegs

across the hair making a loop in which grain is put to attract birds;

when the bird disturbs the loop, it springs up and closes, (fr the action

of the trap) 0 We used to put fly up for doves.

2 v Suddenly affect, hit; start to behave without restraint. = fly 0 The

power fly up in the old man head, raff a belt and nearly killed the poor

children dead. (Melody “Who Stole the Bake?” 1951) 0 “What really

happened was that he had a couple drinks, and the liquor sort of flew

up in his head.” (TTM 6 Mar 1987:20) 0 To grow quiet with the

routine of his woodcutting... until Carnival came and, as my mother

would say, ‘the blood fly up in his head,’ and he leave again. (Love-

lace 1988:9) = fly
2

fo see also FOR

fo, fe, fi, foo, for, fou, fu, fuh 1 prep A particle before a verb, indicat-

ing the object of an action, equivalent to E infinitive form with to. (a

widespread creole language feature; poss. influenced by arc Efor to +

verb ‘in order to’, but this is not used without to. 0 “Somebody who
no hab com, no business for keep fowl!” (TG 9 Oct 1827) 0 Wha’ go

lib dere me want for know. (POSG 8 Nov 1 844:3) 0 Ayou da go walk

foot fou go na church? (TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0 Now, Mista Spectater, i

want rite you dis letta fu beg you no fu fuget wat you pramis. (TSp 3

1

Mar 1 847:2) 0 Masa, - You rite sich one good paper, I no you no go

refuse publish wha poor African Nega hab foo sai. (TSp 8 Jan 1848:2)

0 “Last night, mass DeGerinon he tell Dingberry and mysel and two

oder niggas fou come wid he, a wee fallou him.” (TRD 12 Feb

1853:3) 0 Awee free man lek a wee so no blige fou work two bit a

day. (TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0 When managa please to gie you orda fe cut

cane, you cane tan a ground fa tree week sometimes, fo he go cat um.

(77V 25 Oct 1884) 0 “Wait a minute, Adolphus,” old Da Costa said.

“You got foo wait you’ turn.” (Mendes 1934:9) 0 All food goodfo
'

nyam, all story no goodfo' talk. One mustn’t discuss other people’s

business freely. This saying rebukes a gossip. (Herskovits 1945:199)

0 Monkey know weh tree fo’ clime. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 My
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mami sey she want fo see you. (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 You tink me fader

cud put boots pan he foot far kick a man like you way he dun know
gat me hart[7] (PC 7 May 1904) 0 “Old fahdah sen way Gray. Serve

he right. Have fo’ haul molasses fo’ a livin’ now.” (Cobham 1907:16)

0 An ’fore I have time to put on me coat fo’ go an’ wurk, in hops

Potogee Puddin. (TG 25 June 1918) 0 How fuh vari yuhself pan stage,

meh cyar show yuh dat, but with meh boy, yuh have fuh bom with dat

deh suh. (Rollocks 1975:5) 0 “Me want you an’ Slate fu come.” (Phil-

lips 1991:48) 0 “Kwame, me so glad fu see you” the lady said. (Phil-

lips 1991:33)

2 prep For; in order to; for the purpose of. (< E for, introducing the

intended recipient, or the thing in connection with which it is to be

used) 0 Da bargin Missa Bunley been make wid Govenar when he

been sel da lan ge am fou make Parson house, da been fou turn da

house fou look inside. (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Me yearry you say you

go put dem name an dem plantashun name pan de nusepapa fu ebery

body see. ( TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 Las week i see one a you nusepapa

wat you send to one a me compa fu he reed. ( TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0

Venus bin here so muche talk wen she bin go by Ammon Wak bout

dem baccra massa wha gwine cum fo trie Papa Gorrie and she fren

Missa Cook dat she go warf side dis maming fo see dem. (TT 13 Apr

1 892) 0 Watah an mud meke ah oshan, eff yoo bin fly mud bin go get

pan yoo, ah luke nah de trace an ah look pan me boot foh meke ah

mine, but ah fellah say teke ah cab. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 “Hello

Odefo, Me hear Mr. Bola dead, me sorry.” “Thank you, ’e get up dis

momin’ fu go down a river an’ jus’ fall down dead. A low-side me a

go now fu get de death certificate.” (Phillips 1991:40) 0 Well, Melika

say me mus’ come a fu-dem yard, Fu eat an’ drink an’ play some

card. (Phillips 1991:58)

3 conj' For; on account of; because; because of. (< Efor ‘because of’)

= for" 0 [T]ell awl ah dem foo keep out me wey foo de dey ah meet

any ah dem, is hospitale foo dem. (PC 13 Aug 1904) 0 I go kill yuh

fo ugly!

4 part A particle indicating possession. = fo
3
0 Ah, so so ... me hab

far me trouble too - me tree time before C z for cursing and swear-

ing, and once before Cac—rt n far me house rent. (POSG 10 Oct

1843:2) 0 Dis ya da de behind fou da house. ( TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0

One o foo me witness den go up to Missa an tel em say, he been

presant wen de man buse me. ( TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 If you no want

put dis ya in foo you paper sar, send em to awe paper sar, de Pectator.

(TSCG 8 Jan 1 848:2) 0 When yu wash fu yu pickny, wash e kin clean,

but wen yu wash nedda baddy pickny, lef be bit dutti a e aze cama.

‘When you wash your own pickny, you wash his skin clean; but when
you wash another body’s pickny, you leave a little bit of dirt in the

comer of his eye. (Uh 1883:257) 9 Me like am too bad, he is the jalli-

est man in de world... Foo he band been too puty. (PC 3 Mar 1906) 0

Fo’ you, ah fo’ you, Fo’ ahwee nuh fo’ you. (Having your own is bet-

ter than sharing some one else’s.) (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 ‘I going cut

out you’ heart fo’ you, Kaiser, boy.’ (McDonald 1969:26) 0 “Boy,

yuh think een ah fuh meh ole age meh go lie to yuh?” (Rollocks

1975:3) 0 The book is mine, di buk a mi on. di buk a fu mi. fu di man
buk The man’s book, fu anet dag. Anette’s dog... dis a fu mi. This is

for me. (Webster 1979) 0 “Dat a ft mi own.” (1990) 0 Well, Melika

say me mus’ come a fu-dem yard, Fu eat an’ drink an’ play some
card. (Phillips 1991:58)

5 prep For, indicating duration of a period of time. (< E for

)

= for
4
0

When managa please to gie you orda fe cut cane, you cane tan a

ground fa tree week sometimes, fo he go cat um. (77V 25 Oct 1884)

6 conj Before; prior to. (< E before) 0 When managa please to gie you
orda fe cut cane, you cane tan a ground fa tree week sometimes, fo he

go cat um. (77V 25 Oct 1884)

fobs n A small pocket in men’s trousers designed to hold a watch or

valuables. (< E fob) 0 “Take yuh hands out of mih fobs right now!”
(Baptiste 1993:72) 0 “Hand me my khaki pants there... My ticket in

my fobs.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:12)

fo day morning see FORE-DAY MORNING

foforite n Hernandia gnianensis , a native tree to 30 m (98') tall. = fro-

fro, toforite, >toporite 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:587-8) 0

(Quesnel & Farrell 2000:72-3)

fol, fal n A type of jewelled breastplate worn by a jab-jab or STICK-

FIGHTER. The origin of this piece of costume is probably a combina-

tion of traditional African and Indian traditions, (poss. < Kikongo

mfulu ‘magical substance placed in abdomen of Congo religious

statue’) 0 On Tuesdays neg jad wore "kandal”, tight-fitting satin or

velvet short trousers, which in this costume extend to just above the

knee, and with it an embroidered shirt or short-sleeved jacket with a

“fol”, or heart-shaped panel of cloth of contrasting colour sewn

loosely or fastened with hooks-and-eyes over the chest. The fol was

decorated with swansdown, rhinestones, and mirrors, and each stick-

man aimed to “lick off’ his opponent’s fol and thus win the match.

(Crowley 1956a: 195) 9 The Jab Jab’s colourful costume [includes]...

Knee or thigh length breeches... On the chest is worn a small deco-

rated breastplate or Fol. (Ahye 1978:29,32) 0 (Wamer-Lewis

2003:215)

fold hand 1 phr Stop working. 0 When the foreman buse she, she fold

she hand one time.

2 phr Cross the anns with hands at elbows. 0 Teacher tell all the chil-

dren to fold they hand.

Folk Fair n An event featuring traditional foods and items for sale,

and traditional activities, games, and music. 0 During the first week
of September, the annual Folk Fair brings a big taste of rural life and

customs to Port of Spain... booths... display and sell hand-crafted

items, locally made works of art and clothing, and traditional cui-

sine... Traditional music and dance performances encourage the air of

festivity. (Ahye 1988b: 109)

folks n Someone worthy of consideration, equally deserving, impor-

tant, esp. someone or a group being left out or discriminated against.

(< E folk, folks ‘person; ordinary person’) 0 Why is de Savannah

alone mus’ get light-up? So we is not folks too? (Keens-Douglas

1984:10) 0 “An’ to make it worse, woman who don’t have children

does feel left out on Mother’s Day. So wha’ happen to dem, dem
not folks too?” (Keens-Douglas 1984:67) 0 All other highways in

Trinidad and Tobago have street lights. What happened to Mosquito

Creek?... I am not asking for much, only a lighted highway like the

others in Trinbago. We are folks too. (Letter, EX 10 July 1988:37) 0

Allyuh eh invite me to the wedding - I eh folks too?

follow 1 v Imitate; copy, usu. in a negative sense. (< obs Efollow ‘imi-

tate; mimic’) 9 She always follow me, if I put my hair so, she must do

it too. 9 “He follow friends and get into this drug scene.” (1990)

2 v Accompany. (< E follow ‘go along with; go after a person as an

attendant or companion; serve’) 9 Come follow me.

follow-cat n Copycat; imitator. 9 It seems to be the newest fad which

probably went out in America three years go, only to pop up in fol-

low-cat Trinidad. (Bomb 1982)

follow fashion 1 v Imitate others without considering suitability for

oneself. 9 “Her people an dem sick, dey coughin.” “Right, yer see

what a tell yer, everybody catching it now, yer know how Trinidadi-

ans follow fashion one person do someting all a dem want ter do it.”

(Matura 1982:57)

2 phr The practice of imitating others without considering suitability

for oneself. 9 Followfashion kill Ca'dogan. “Candogan” is the name
of a man. The saying is an admonition not to follow others blindly.

(Herskovits 1945:199) 9 Follow fashion? Not when it means vio-

lence... anarchy which has become fashionable in the American

ghetto is now the lifestyle of far too many Trinidadians... Follow

fashion is fine, except when it escalates into dangerous violent games.

(TG 25 Nov 1990:10)

3 adj Imitating others without considering suitability for oneself. 9

De onliest ting dat worrying mih now Boysie is how people so follow

fashion, and ah only hoping dat nobody ent try dat one in no udder

island. (Mamits LPOS, TG 18 Mar 1979) 9 How hypocritical and fol-

low-fashion Trinidadians are. (EX 14 Aug 1988:20) 9 “Come up with

yuh own idea for once nah, yuh follow fashion gyul.” (Baptiste

1993:72)
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follow fashion kill monkey/kill Betsy dog phr Said about someone

who follows the fashion whether or not it is suitable. 0 Fallah fashan

kill Betsy darg. (Competition can result in misfortune.) (Daniel msl

ca 1960) 0 [F]ollow fashion kill monkey dorg. (Ottley 1971:67)

follow-me n A drink or item given in food given a lover to make him

or her faithful. = come-by-me 0 She give the man so much a follow-

me, but he still go behind every woman he see.

follow-me boy n A person good at mimicry or imitation. 0 Fallah me
bway (a mimic). (Daniel msl ca 1960)

Folly n A small gazebo-like eight-sided structure on top of the hill in

the Botanical Gardens in Port of Spain, behind Government House in

the St. Ann’s Hills. (< E folly ‘any structure considered foolish’) =

Look-Out 1

0 The octagon-shaped building known as the “Folly” is

soon reached and a glorious panorama is exposed to view, rarely

equalled in the West Indies. (Dean 1937:31) 0 Leaving the savan-

nah... you can take a walk into the Botanical Gardens to the north, and

climb the sloping swards to a spot known as the Look Out. It is a

mere shelter with a flag-pole - sometimes referred to as The Folly -

where you can sit and command a sensational view of not only the

Savannah but the whole city right down to the harbour front, and then

beyond to the Gulf... only remotely can you hear the rumble of the

traffic going round the Savannah. (Mittelholzer 1958:50-1)

foo, fu n arc Oven, esp. a MUD OVEN. (< FC < Frfour ‘oven’) = >dirt

oven, mud oven 0 My mother had a foo in the yard, and everyone

used to come and bake in it.

fooben see FOUBEN

food n Cooked food, i.e. not fruit or sandwiches. 0 “Gramah, Ah hun-

gry. Ah feel to eat food an’ toolum.” (Ramsawack 1983:26) 0 All he

ask for is a coconut roll and a juice. And then he call her again, this

time he want a napkin and a toothpick. Napkins and toothpicks is for

people who eating food; but she give them to him. (Lovelace

1988:115)

food carrier n A traditional Indian set of small round metal containers

which fit on top of each other in a stack, with a metal hook to keep

them all together; different dishes are placed in separate containers. =

carrier 0 “Now is fast food - long time was food carriers!” (Baptiste

1993:72) 0 Food carriers with fish and coo-coo or a dumpling or two.

(Macfarlane 1997:14) 0 [T]he fella had a buttered bake in one hand

and a piece of fried salt-fish in the other, which he had just taken out

of the hot food carrier. (Andersen 2004:444)

foofoo see FUFU

foo-foo fly n Any small black fruit fly. Drosophila sp.; feeds mainly

on rotting fruit, (poss. fr being attracted tofufu) = bhungaa, sour fly
1

,

sugar fly*

foo-foo knucks, fufu knucks n Poor aim in playing marbles, /fufu

m\ks/ = fowl knucks 0 The main game played was rings or leerkey,

the aim of which was to cax marbles out of the ring, being careful not

to remain in the ring orfarts in so doing. This you could do if you had

your knocks in. Some people were hopeless and had only foo-foo or

fowl blocks. (Pires 1991:8)

foofooroo n An advanced stage of tabanca. 0 Tabanka... may reach

full blown irreversible stage - through taranji to zup / foofooroo /

bubbuliptruhps. (Haynes 1987:194)

foolay see FOULE

fool fat phr Used in the negative, do not fool yourself; you can be cer-

tain. = fret fat 0 An if you tink dat is only de courts dat have trouble,

don’t fool yuh fat boy. (Mamits LPOS, TG 5 June 1977) 0 “Doh fool

yuh fat, she have every intention to marry de man.” (Baptiste 1993:57)

foolishness n Bad nonsense; something totally unreasonable. (< E
foolishness ‘a foolish practice, act or thing; an absurdity’) 0 “You are

knocking people down and you asking them damn foolishness.” (TG
4 Apr 1933:2) 0 She only putting a set of foolishness in your head.

(Selvon 1 99 1 b:79)

foolish petchary n obs Myiarchus tuberculifer [= M. tricolor, M.

gracilorostris, M. coalei, M. nigriceps, Tyranmis tuberculifer, Myio-

bius stolidus] (E dusky-cappedflycatcher), a bird, 17.5 cm (7") long.

Head blackish; throat grey; underparts brighter yellow; wings and tail

edged paler; bill black. A fairly common resident in Trinidad. = gobe-

mouche brun 0 (Chapman 1894:43)

fool up v Make a fool of someone. 0 “He real fool dem up.” (1990)

foops n Fart; break wind. = >poops 0 You ent worth a foops.

foot 1 n Part of the body below the torso, including leg and foot, (ff

widespread use of one word in many WAfr languages to refer to the

entire limb, or the foot and leg to the knee, e.g. Twi gjaw, gjawa,

Nupe bici, Igbo ukwu, Yor ess, Kikongo kulu, Kimbundu kinama,

Wolof tapka', also E obsfoot ‘used by some anatomists for the whole

limb from the hip-joint to the toes’) 0 Ah wos’n near enuff to ketch

she but some odder fellars save she from brakin she foot; or she han,

and perhaps she neck. (PC 29 Oct 1904) 0 (ESTT 1956) 0 “Yes

mammy! His foot really dirty... All up by he knee.” (Alleyne-Forte

1994:13) 0 “I had to mb me father-in-law, me mother-in-law, and me
husband three time a day. I had to mb me father-in-law back, he two

foot.” (Mahabir 2000:8)

2 n Low pillar for house, usu. less than four feet tall. ( E ‘the lowest

part or bottom of an eminence’) = foot for foot 0 He have to replace

the foot there.

foot a foot phr Walking together, matching step for step. 0 (Haynes

1987:147)

foot-eye n The inner bump of the ankle bone. 0 Mi foot-eye sick and I

put plaster.

foot for foot phr Walking together, matching step for step. = foot a

foot 0 Look he walking foot for foot with he father,

foot hot phr Usu. of a child, into everything, likely to mn off. 0 “Keep

the gate closed. You see this child, she foot hot.” (1990)

foot rope n A rope, traditionally made of MAMOO vine and wrapped

with cord, used to climb coconut tree. = >bicycle 0 My little cousin

could climb up a coconut tree with a foot rope in two twos,

footsole n Sole of the foot; bottom or underside of the foot. (< obs E
foot-sole ‘sole of the foot’) 0 Footsole. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

foot tie phr Describing a constraining situation in which several things

are happening at once so that you cannot deal with the situation, or a

circumstance prevents you from acting freely. 0 A man alone with a

child is not burdened. Female members of his family rally round. But

a woman alone with a child is a woman alone with feet tied. (Persaud

1993:219) 0 Since I married, me foot tie. 0 Til next week, pray that I

really don’t get my foot tie-up in this marriage business. (TTM 5 Dec
1993:30)

footy see also FOUTIE

footy n arc An irregularly shaped yam, difficult to prepare, (prob. fr

resemblance to a bare foot deformed by jiggers, etc.) /futi/ 0 The

waste occasioned when preparing these irregularly shaped yams
known in the vernacular as “Footy” for the table is the main objection

to them, if therefore the ratio can be reversed and the general crop

made to yield a larger percentage of well shaped yams, than of

“Footy” ones, a useful object will have been attained by placing on

the market a yam whose economic value every housewife will appre-

ciate. (TG \ \ Mar 1921:12)

foppish adj High-handed; arrogant. (< obs E foppish ‘foolish; con-

ceited’ modem E foppish ‘vain; dandified’); 0 How he gettin on

so foppish,

for see also FO

for 1 prep A particle before a verb, indicating the object of an action,

equivalent to E infinitive form with to. = fo
1

0 “Damn Yoyo,” mut-

tered the negro, lowering his arm; “me want for pay him, because he

curse my mama in Guinea, and call me black nigger-dog” (Joseph

1 838b-l : 19-20) 0 How dey come for let you aff! (POSG 10 Oct

1843:2) 0 Wha’ go lib dere me want for know. (POSG 8 Nov 1844:3)

2 prep Because of; on account of. = fo
3
0 Some Renegades thieves

took a bolt cutter from some Tokyo thieves - remember pans had to

be stolen from various companies - and the two bands rioted for that.

(EX-S 17 Jan 1993:2) 0 Strikers start bawling for hungry! (Alleyne-

Forte 1994:40)

3 prep During a period of time; usu. used with this/that, the, or a

year date. = fo
5
0 This band was evidently the best seen for the day.
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foreign used

(Mirror 24 Feb 1909:2) 0 Arima Borough Council, First Meeting for

the Year. (POSG 10 Jan 1935:9) 0 Men who lived alone in tiny houses

and whose voices were never heard for the week were heard singing

and getting-on. (Alladin 1970:41) 0 We were never very well serviced

as a community, by our parliamentary representative. Some areas

would see him about twice for the five years. (EX 1 1 Jan 1987:20-1) 0

“For the last few weeks they thiefing sweet potatoes and anything

else the gardeners around here plant. For this year I have already lost

about $3,000 in sweet potatoes alone.” (Blast 15 Apr 1988:13) 0 ‘I

play the arse a lot too, you know,’ Blues said, with his first smile for

the evening. (Lovelace 1988:54) 0 This, according to the Chaguanas

police, is the second court fire for this year. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:5) 0 A
Diego Martin man became the nation’s 33rd murder victim for the

year, when he was shot and killed... yesterday morning. (Newsday 6

Mar 2002:3)

4 prep Become pregnant by; have a child fathered by. 0 “A girl in

Tunapuna had a child for me and it died.” (WG 25 Jan 1919:3) 0 “He

is my husband. Sir; I have two children for him.” (TG 16 Feb

1921:10) 0 Some said is for a Portugee, Others said a Chinee, Some
said it’s for some crude old fella. Others said a soldier. (Invader

“Dock Site Baby” 1945) 0 “Ah dream,” she said, “dis po’ chile was in

trouble for a white boy. (Hercules 1961:65) 0 ‘You say that Christiana

was with child. Not for Pedro.’ (Lovelace 1968:205) 0 I am a married

man and right now I am living with another woman who has three

children for me. (Heat 18 Nov 1989:12) 0 [He was] the son of a “Chi-

nese from China” and a lady who was the daughter for full-blooded

Africans. (EX 23 Dec 1 990: 1 5 ) 0 “I had three girls pregnant for me at

one time, and now I have three children.” (TTM 13 July 1990:26) 9

While he was going around with this girl, she got pregnant for him.

“The woman eventually made the child, but it wasn’t long after that

both of them died of AIDS.” (TTM 12 Oct 1990:22) 0 “The doctor

says she has about seven weeks again before the baby is due,” Amina
explained. “Then she can only be pregnant for me.” (Ali 1993:198) 0

Mother Earth sold pies under a Charlotte Street, Port of Spain cinema

and tried to send her children, (for three different fathers) to school.

(7TM30 Jan 1994:11)

5 prep Used in comparison, like E than. (prob. < obs E for < before

‘in preference to; more than’) 9 Who is the bigger one, he is bigger

for you, or you is bigger for him?

6 part A particle indicating possession. = >fo4 0 Estate tek for dem
half. (TN 25 Oct 1884)

forastero (cocoa) n Theobroma cacao var., a variety of cultivated

cocoa; it grows quickly and gives high yields, but has relatively small

purple beans, with relatively low cocoa fat and less flavour, compared

to CRIOLLA COCOA. = foreign cocoa 0 That variety called Foras-

tero... [which] came from the Brazils is the most productive... [it

was known as] Cacoa Souvage. (Joseph 1838a:84) 0 The use of the

term “Forastero” to cover Brazilian and West African cocoas on the

one hand, and Trinidad, Ceylon, most Venezuelan and a good deal

of Ecuador cocoa on the other, sometimes leads to confusion.

(Cheesman 1936:126) 9 Creollo cocoa had originally been the only

cocoa planted in Trinidad (and this excellent quality was still the only

one planted on the Mainland), but the many new estates established in

Trinidad had planted the Guatemala (or the Forestero as it was known
locally). This grew rapidly and yielded good returns but of poor

quality having an inferior flavour, with less fat and smaller beans, (de

Verteuil 1981:54) 9 Santa Isabel was an old estate and so was planted

completely in Criollo cocoa, which had more fat and larger beans

than the more recently introduced Forastero or Guatemala cocoa, and

fetched higher prices, (de Verteuil 1992:166) 9 Papa Goon said that

the best cacao was the criollo

,

but that it was very delicate and sus-

ceptible to disease. The other was theforastero which was strong and

hardy. He explained that the ... forastero seeds varied from pale to

deep purple. He remarked that the beans looked beautiful if they were

well-cured and dried. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:20)

forbidden fruit n arc Citrus maxima [= C. grandis], (E pomelo), a

large, somewhat bitter, grapefruit-like cultivated tree and fruit. More
commonly called shaddock (E). (< E forbidden fruit, several citrus

fruits, esp C. decumana, believed to be the Biblical fruitforbidden to

Adam) 9 Forbidden Fruit, Grape Fruit. These are varieties of the

Shaddoc. (Joseph 1838a:82) 9 (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 9 Forbidden

fruit... Citrus maxima (CFNI 1971:14)

force-ripe, forced-ripe adj Ripe, adult or mature in one respect too

soon or without full development, most commonly applied to children

or young people acting in a way appropriate only for adults, (ft a fruit

which has been somewhat artificially ripened without being fully

developed and is thus less sweet and juicy) 9 And hear the force ripe

saga boys, With these girls they making noise. (Terror “Hello Joe”

1951 pr) 9 forceripe - undersized adult (ESTT 1956) 9 “All-you see

how de ole lady treat dat w’ite man?” observed a thin-faced fellow in

the crowd. “Dat is respec’. Buh dese force’ripe li’l piss-tail does call

dey-self people nowadays, dey eh got no behavior. S’elp me Gawd, de

yampee still in dey eye an’ de confirmation bow tie still roun’ dey

mout’, buh dey want to carry their fastness to w’ite people.” (Hercules

1961:165) 9 Dat boy is a real force ripe man. (Ottley 1971:67) 9 We
don’t want to hear you, Tiger! You just a force-ripe man! (Selvon

1991a: 12) 9 Force-ripe young girls stand in groups, older jamettes ban-

ter and curse in loud voices, middle-aged men look on with sad, nostal-

gic eyes. (EX 30 Jan 1994:3) 9 Forced ripe little boys taunting beh beh

and betty goatee, making monkey faces. (Macfarlane 1997: 16)

for days phr To a great extent, degree, (poss. < E for days ‘during a

period of time over several days’) 9 Sweet for Days... The ravishing

beauty from Rousillac, is just the girl to take out on a fine October

day. (Punch 15 Oct 1989:1) 9 She was bad fuh days; an she know it.

(Foster 1990:37)

fore-day morning n The period just before sunrise. See also DAY-
CLEAN. (< E fore ‘early part of’, cf Scottish fore-day ‘morning’) 9

To anyone attending Tomlinson’s very public school it is essential

they attend these “fo-day” morning classes, (de Boissiere 1945c: 12) 9

Fo’ day mamin’ - before the dawn. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 9 “Dat man
- leave ’e 'ouse foday mawnin’ briss-briss to go see after ’e bizniss -

an’ she, de Madam, head-an’-head wid ’im, goin’ to de market.”

(Hercules 1961:166) 9 Four-day or fore-day morning - about four

o’clock in the morning when the sky showed first signs of lightening.

(Alladin 1970:69) 9 “Is too many nights me an' me wife can't sleep

with all you boys beating pan in we ears all ‘fore day momin’.”

(Jones 1973:126) 9 “I tie dem the same place, by the coconut tree way
off the highway. Dey come at night - foreday morning and take de

sheep. (EX 12 June 1988:2) 9 Foreday morning, in the hint of pearly

light preceding dawn, Changoo opened his eyes but did not stir from

the floor. (Selvon 1988: 1 5) 9 Was when Marva throw her hand 'round

him fore-day morning, that he wake up. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:9)

foreign n Abroad; in a foreign country, usu. referring to the U.K., U.S.

and Canada, particularly in relation to education and hiring. (< E
foreign ‘from outside the country, society’) 9 “Soon somebody jump
in my car an I hear like they have a slight accent from foreign, I does

apologise one time.” (Taxi, EX 21 Aug 1995) 9 Where, pray, were all

those who today run the affairs of the country (public service,

judiciary, business, etc) educated? In foreign? (R. Shah, 777V

www.trinicenter.com, 29 Mar 2001) 9 These gifts... are also meant, I

guess, to be an indication of how well said returnee is doing in for-

eign. (Atillah Springer, 10 Dec 2005:36)

foreign cocoa n obs The cultivated FORASTERO varieties of cacao, as

opposed to the CRIOLLO or local CREOLE varieties. = >forastero

cocoa 9 (de Verteuil 1858:262) 9 There are two distinct kinds of

cacao, known respectively as creole andforeign', the former being the

most delicate and yielding the best pods. (Brassey 1885:140)

foreign creole n arc A person of African or mixed African-European

descent bom in the Caribbean and living in Trinidad & Tobago.

(< creole
1 '2

) 9 The phrase ‘foreign Creole' was often applied to

coloured and black persons bom in one of the other West Indian

islands and settled in Trinidad. And ‘Afro-Creole’ is used to describe

cultural practices which fused African and European elements, and

were kept up by black Creoles in Trinidad. (Brereton 1979:3)

foreign used 1 adj Of cars, imported used vehicles or parts. 9 “He
have foreign used tires on the car.” (2000) 9 Foreign Used parts
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and service, (sign, 2000) 0 Cops seize seven foreign-used cars.

(TO 10 Dec 2003:5)

2 n An imported used vehicle. 0 “Like everybody driving a foreign

used today.” (2000) 0 “You could tell that is a foreign used because of

the paint job.” (2000)

forest blue n Mithras Hsus, a butterfly, wingspan 3.8 cm (1.5"), elon-

gated upper wings. Male dark iridescent blue. Female pale blue

basally to central sections in both wings; very wide marginal brown

areas. Underside: greyish black upper wing with darker bands near

top; black lower wing with three greenish irregular lines near inner

margin, (fr typical forest habitat + blue colour) 0 (Barcant 1970: 115)

forest honey n Wild honey, produced by several species of stingless

bees, collected in forests for domestic consumption. = bush honey 0

In Trinidad the domestication of stingless bees is common especially

in the central range. Nearly all domesticated colonies are M. trinitatis

and M. favosa is only rarely domesticated, due to its smaller colony

size. The honey, which is sold at a high price, is called bush honey or

forest honey. It is use for regular consumption, for various medical

treatments and in religious prayers. The domesticated nests are gener-

ally located in wooden boxes of about 75 x 30 x 30 cm... The extrac-

tion of the honey is performed only once a year. The amount

harvested does not [exceed] the contents of a few bottles, which is

considerably less than the harvest of a honeybee hive... the regular

extraction of honey from a nest at its natural forest site is not uncom-

mon. (Sommeijer & De Bruijn 1988:81)

forest morbleu, forest mort blue n Caligo eurilochus minor, a very

large butterfly, wingspan to 12.5 cm (5"). Overall colour dark blue

with slight purplish iridescence in central lower wing; faint yellow

vertical bands on top of upper wings. Underside slightly mottled

brown with large “eye-spot” on mid-lower wings, (fr typical forest

habitat + morbleu) = cocoa morbleu2
0 (Kaye 1921:52) 0 (Barcant

1970:183)

for hell phr Usu. with negative, or implied negative, not for any rea-

son, under no circumstances, no matter what. 0 [The calypsonian’s]

information came from our daily and weekly papers, plus interviews

that were shown on TTT. Yet for hell this minister is still willing to

say that the calypsonian was uninformed. (Letter, EX-2 27 Mar
1988:18) 0 “I telephone the police and not fuh hell dey would come.

People could get dey backside lick-up and de police an dem only

checking fuh woman in dem new car wey [the minister] gee dem.”

(Bomb 20 July 1990:7)

fork-tailed hummingbird n obs Phaethornis guy, a hummingbird,

16.2 cm (6.5") long. Green above and grey below; long white-tipped

central tail-feathers. Bill long and down-curved, bright red below, (fr

two long central tail-feathers) = >brin blanc, doctor, green-throated

hummingbird, mango hummingbird 0 Phaethornis guyi. This species

seems solitary in its habits... Local name, “Fork-tailed Humming-
bird.” (Taylor 1864:90-1)

for longest while phr For a very long time; for so long it seems for-

ever (< E for the longest time + for a long while) 0 For the Venezue-

lans have, for the longest while, been “doing their thing” with a

frequency that gives the impression that the entire Gulf is owned by

them. (TTM 13 Oct 1989:4)

form ass/fool phr Behave in a stupid, foolish, bothersome manner.

Can be seriously negative, or somewhat affectionate. = play in ass,

>play ass, play fool, play skin 0 Don’t you form the ass with me, man,

I go knock yuh dong! 0 He forming the fool, I ent have time for that,

for self 1 phr Alone; without help. (< E by self ‘without help’ + for
self ‘for own benefit’) 0 He was “a selfish boy, all for himself’

which doesn't mean that he was selfish, but that he kept to himself.

(Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D83) 0 “Dat man... leave ’e ’ouse

today mawnin’ briss-briss to go see after ’e bizniss - an she, de

Madam, head-an’-head wid’ im, goin’ to de market. She eh' pendin’

on no cook to go fo’ she - she goin’ fo’ she-self.” (Hercules

1961:166) 0 “Don’t be silly. Joan is my friend. She’ll dance with

you.” The girl looked at him rather sternly and said, “The boy wants

to get partners for his own self. You can’t tell him who to dance

with.” (Anthony 1967:44) 0 ‘Ah eh drunk at all. Ah could get up for

myself.’ (Narine 1977:12) 0 “We put the split peas inside there and

we grind...” “But it not too hard to turn, Naanee? That is two heavy

stones.” “No, when you have the thing grinding, the thing roll for

itself.” (“Indian Cooking Utensils”, Gayelle 17 July 1986) 0 “We
absolutely must not do anything with Carnival,” she said, firmly. “It

must be allowed to grow for itself.” (EX 3 Jan 1987:8) 0 “He just

start to walk for himself.” (1990)

2 phr Of a marbles game, in which all the marbles knocked out of the

ring belong to the successful player; Efor keeps. 0 He always wanted

to play for heself, not me and that.

for so, fo so 1 phr Intensifier, e.g. a lot, very, greatly, abundantly. 0

This will be a GRAND SHOW - Don’t Miss It - “Calypso Fo So.”

(TO 28 Jan 1945:3) 0 Because is old talk for so how much thing I

would do. (Pretender “If I were a Councillor” 1947 pr) 0 Calypsoes

For So Tonight and Every Night at the New Brigade Tent T’Dad
Calypso Club. (TO 12 Feb 1955:2) 0 “I take my gun. I put eet over

my knee an’ ben’ eet so. I put een my cartridge. 1 [aim], and I fire

“boodoom!” De shot make a circle and knock dong all de animals

on dey face in de waterhole. Polika have animals for so!” (The

Nation, Christmas Annual 1959:25) 0 The table cut up for so, as if

the shoemaker blind and cutting the wood instead of the leather.

(Selvon 1960b: 107) 0 Was fet fuh so at the Country Club that night.

(Ottley 1972:23) 0 Uncle Charlie... dress up for so in two tone shoe

an ting. (Mamits LPOS, TO 10 July 1977) 0 Miss Jenny said,

“Hello, hello Neighbour. Sun hot for so, eh?” (Hosein 1980:118) 0

De mother was small an skinny but she use tuh wuk hard fuh so.

She use tuh wuk from sun-up tuh sundown. (Foster 1990:36) 0

“Normally around Christmas is like blessing, fish for so, money for

so. Not so today.” (TO 22 Dec 1995:32) 0 Despite the ole talk, leaks

for so. As the dry season approaches and WASA tightens its stop-

corks in its distribution system to conserve water, there are more
than 75 leaks along the streets of San Fernando. (Bomb 2 Feb

1996:17)

2 phr For no particular reason; for nothing. 0 FOR SO, ( 1) for no spe-

cial reason, just like that, e.g., he was doin’ it for so. (Rodman
1971:230) 0 People could really be unreasonable, they tut-tutted,

moving in just so and taking over land for so. (EX 25 Jan 1987:18) 0

Papa-bois didn’t mind because animal will always hunt animal for

food. But one or two of them used to kill jes’ for so. (Quesnel

1987:27)

for spite phr Acting from a strong feeling of contempt, hatred, or ill-

will, because of bearing a grudge or desire to injure, angry or envi-

ous malice. Note: SE usage also, but used more widely, and in pref-

erence to out ofspite. See also ACCIDENTALLY FOR SPITE. = on spite

0 And the people want to beat me for spite. (Tiger “In My Own
Native Land” 1940) 0 “You still think he really did that for spite?”

“I don’t know what to think.” (Anthony 1967:184) 0 Then chaxl

Panday walked on a fat crab. Sunaree looked over her shoulder and

said, “God goin to give you sin Panday!” “But me eh do it for

spite.” “You still goin to get sin.” (Ladoo 1972:60) 0 “While [she]

was on her last days she kept saying that she knew she had spread

the disease to more than a hundred persons. She said she couldn’t

recall all of them, but she did it ‘for spite’ since she knew she was

dying.” (Blast 15 Apr 1988:2) 0 With a promise to “do worse dan

Bakr,” [he] paraded himself for spite up and down the narrow strip

of road, daring anyone to “try ah ting.” (Bomb 21 Sept 1990:18) 0

He really looking savage for spite, Like he only come out to bite,

Outside woman to his delight, He just biting them left and right.

(TTM 21 Apr 1997:27)

fortify v In Spiritual BAPTIST practice, prepare a church for ser-

vices. (< E fortify ‘make strong’) 0 As these slow hymns are being

sung, a “surveyor”... performs rituals to “fortify the church.”... curt-

seying at the center pole, picking up one of the bells and ringing it

repeatedly... a container of flowers and water is picked up, and the

surveyor goes in turn to the east, west, north, and south comers of

the church... faces the wall, pours water on the floor, and curtsies.

(Glazier 1983:42)
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for true, fu troo, fu true phr Really; truly. = for truth 0 And now
when me go walk (for true), Da dam long John de Tailor come see

you. (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 He face tan like Jumbee-bird Owl, (For true,

he bin dam ug’y feller). (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 Ah, me dear heart, Gaad

good for true. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 Da good buckra for true - he

arid Judge Scatl—d. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 Swallowing a tumbler

of stiff gin twist, he started off, saying all the way, “buckra da debil,

for true.” (TSp 26 Aug 1846:3) 0 “Well! well! country buckra good

for true.” (TRD 12 Feb 1853:3) 0 Me say, Bajian nagar de debble fou

true! (TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0 De people dem dis side lib well for true. (Uh

1883:253) 0 Foh troo plentee peepel bin dey. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 A
thing, that you shouldn’t do, Caroline, For you know I love you for

true, Caroline. (Houdini, “Caroline” 1927) 9 “You ain’t playing. You

looking nice for true, nuh girl.” (Hart 1 966: 14) 0 TRUE, FOR TRUE, is

that the truth? that is the truth, e.g., I must be getting old for true, or,

“I say he dead, man.” “True?” (Rodman 1971:236) 0 This one really

happen fuh true. (Ottley 1972:5) 0 “Deh fas’ fu true, because we start

long before dem an’; look dem right ya a mash yu foot.” (Phillips

1991:49)

for truth phr Really; truly. (< E in truth; for real) = >for true 0 De
Doc... say he has ah place for all who does drop out, an yuh know way
dat is Boysie? Eh hehn. In Chackashakaree where dey has or uses to

have lepers... Yu ent tink de Doc makin joke for trute? (Mamits LPOS,

TG 5 Aug 1977) 0 “Yuh eye lookin’ good Mr. Johnny, buh how yuh

cyah see? Yuh cyah see for trute Mr. Johnny?” (Ramsawack 1983:28) 0

He really try to cool she down for truth. She fling him off, not for hell

she wouldn’t listen. (David Rudder “De Long Time Band” 1992)

forty days (night) 1 n A ceremony held forty days after a person’s

death. 0 Outstanding among the rituals of death are the wakes. The

first of these... is on the night of death... The second in this series is...

the end of a week’s vigils following death, the “nine days night.”

Finally, the most important, is the “forty days night,” which ends the

cycle. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:147) 0 Members of some fami-

lies hold a wake and one or more of the following: Third Night; Nine

Night; Forty Day; Annual Memorial. (Simpson 1970:50) 0 Less than

two months after we bury Vinnie, the day for his forty days, in fact,

they find Boysie in the woods. (Stewart 1989:129) 0 “Wakes” were a

phased manner of mourning that consisted of three particular stages.

Firstly, the few nights between the death and the burial, secondly the

“Nine Nights” after death and finally the “Forty Nights” after death.

(Cummings 2004:145)

2 n A Muslim ceremony held forty days after a person’s death. 0 They
all acted on her advice and held a belated Janaza here for Emamally.

They also observed Muslim tradition by having a special prayers for

his “Three days and Forty days”. All the Trinidad relatives and

friends met and offered their special “duahs”. (Deen 1994:180)

forty-day(s) Hosay n A ceremony observed approximately a month
after the main HOSAY festival. = forty-day tadjah 0 “Forty-days

Hosein” festival was observed among Indians... over the last week-

end... it does [not] always fall 40 days after the original celebration.

The condition of the moon determines what day it should be held.

(TG 22 Feb 1944:2) 0 But in the next few weeks the “Forty-Days

Hosay” was “celebrated” again. The next “Big Hosay” was eleven-

and-a-half lunar months away in Moharram. (Alladin 1970b:36)

forty-day(s) tadjah n A ceremony observed approximately a month
after the main HOSAY festival. = forty-days Hosay 0 40-day periods

in Islam... play very important roles as symbols of completion or per-

fection, especially among the Shi’i Muslims observing the death of

Husayn on the 20th of the month of Safar (i.e., 40 days after the

martyr’s death). Even in Trinidad, in places like Tunapuna, a smaller

tadjah is built for that occasion and is called a 40-day tadjah. (Korom
& Chelkowski 1994:171)

fos see AFOS

fou see FO

fouben, fooben, fuben 1 adj Foolish; reckless; not recognizing risk.

(< FC fouben, foubien ‘reckless’) 0 Foubin - reckless (ESTT 1956)
0 Derek you must be fuben dengy or mad, To stand up on river

stone and talk river bad. (Unknown “Derek Walcott Ah Vex” 1977

pr, in Williams 1977)

2 adv In a wild, reckless manner. 0 Mama she wining on the street, I

myself catch shalley, ah start moving fooben. (Kitchener, “Mrs.

Harriman” 1972)

fou commun n obs Sula leucogaster leucogaster [= S. leucogastra , S.

parva\ (E brown booby), a large seabird, 72.5 cm (29") long. Head,

neck, upperparts, tail and upper breast blackish brown; lower breast

and rest of underparts white; broad white stripe on underwings; legs

yellow; bill yellow; dark spot in front of eye (female). (< Fr fou

‘madman’ + commun ‘common’, fr its strange lack of fear of humans)

0 (Chapman 1894:82)

foula n A type of HEADTIE usu. worn by STICKFIGHTERS. (< Frfou-

lard ‘scarf’) 0 In Trinidad, there still exist some of these gaily

coloured costumes and head-ties or “foulards” reflected by G.W.

Keiller’s watercolour, “Wedding Procession-Maraval.” (TG 20 Feb

1944:2) 0 They wore bright shirts and headties holding pads to pro-

tect their heads from blows of the “poui” or stick. These headties

were called “Tula” from Frenchfoulard. (Crowley 1956a: 195)

foule, foolay, fuller 1 n A middle- to high-range instrument in a

tamboo-bamboo band, made from a piece of bamboo about 12" long,

(prob. <fida ~ ful ‘beat the pulse rhythm on a high-pitched drum’

< Kikongo fida ‘hammer; forge; sharpen’; also poss. Manding fitlee

‘flute’; Bamanafida ‘two,fulana ‘second’) 0 Within this the stick fight-

ers fought their tournaments to the accompaniment of bamboo orches-

tras. A bamboo orchestra is a marvel. There is science and technique in

it. Bamboos are cut of various lengths and diameters, each producing a

different note. There is first of all the bass; which is the largest, and is

generally long enough for the operator to stand while beating it on the

ground. There are the “fullers,” and then the small treble bamboos. The

whole orchestra, when beaten by experts, gives an harmonious effect;

and is the natural accompaniment for the “Kallendar” or war song, to

which the stick fighters dance and play. (TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 The Foule

was a piece of bamboo about 12" long and 3” in diameter with one of

the joints intact. (Gonzalez 1978:4) 0 Foule - middle voiced bamboo
instrument. (Thomas 1985:382) 0 Some people even gave the different

types of bamboo the same name (“Buller,” “Foule” and “Cutter”)

which were the names of the corresponding Shango drums. (Rohlehr

1990:71) 0 The instruments in a tamboo bamboo band and their uses

were by no means standardized. For example, Lennox Pierre...

describes a three foot boom; a buller andfuller (foule) which consisted

of pieces of the same length but with different numbers of joints; and a

cutter that was tapped with a stick and, when a band was stationary, was

also struck on the ground. (Stuempfle 1995:24)

2 n A small African keg drum made from a section of tree trunk and

skin, beaten with hand and stick. 0 Some people even gave the differ-

ent types of bamboo the same name (“Buller,” “Foule” and “Cutter”)

which were the names of the corresponding Shango drums. (Rohlehr

1990:71)

in A TASSA drum, of middle size between the BASS and the CUT-

TER. 0 (Palladin 1970) 0 The tassas hung from the neck in front of the

waist. The bass was beaten with one hand and with the curve of a

short, thick stick held in the other. The drummers stood in an almost

circular formation in front of the hosay. The cutter (lead tassa) started

off; the “foolayers” beat one characteristic rhythm; and the bass-man

struck out the deep, basic rhythm while the jhanj clashed its own
peculiar sound and rhythm in between. (Alladin 1970b:32) 0 A tassa

drumming group consists of at least four pieces: 1 ) the sharp-toned

“cutter;” 2) the lower-toned “fuller,”; 3) the bass drum or “dhol”;

and 4) the jhanj - a pair of large brass cymbals. ...The cutter and

fuller are played with two flexible sticks. (Ramaya & Mahabir 1989,

in Gallaugher 1991:71)

fountain lily n Hymenocallis tubiflora, a cultivated and naturalized

bulbiferous herb with soft fleshy lanceolate leaves, to 30 x 10 cm (
11.7"

x 3.9"), in two rows. Flowers in umbrella-shaped clusters at tops of

leafless unbranched stalks, white, fragrant; long thin stamens ascend,

while narrow petals droop, (fr fountain-like drooping of flowers) =
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boyapar, cibouyet, cocoa onion, loyon dil, >spider lily, wild onion 0

(FTT 1983-3-3:209) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:96)

four and a halfphr Tob Thoroughly; completely, usu. in reference to

cleaning or searching. (< E fore and aft 'in a ship, at both bow and

stem, hence along the length of or all over the ship’) 0 You must

sweep the room four and a half. (ESTT 1956) 0 He ordered the men
to start their work. They searched the place four and a half. (Bain

1974:41) 0 They searched the car 'four and a half’. (Bain 1974:94) 0

“Clean this place four and a half.” (1990)

four continent 1 n Adelpha iphicla , a butterfly, wingspan to 4.7 cm
(1.9"). Dark brown; central vertical marking in white; red blotch on

upper wing-tips, (fr the number of white areas on wings) 0 (Barcant

1970:80)

2 n arc Hypolinmas misippus , a butterfly, wingspan to 6.5 cm (2.6").

Male black with large white areas on both wings; small white oblong

patch, encircled by iridescent purple, at tip of forewing, (fr the four

white areas on wings) = >six continent 0 The male is black with a

large round white patch in the middle of each of the wings and two

smaller white marks at apex of the forewings. Hence it is popularly

called the Four continents in Trinidad, where it is not uncommon.

(Wright 1894:49-50) 0 (Kaye 1921:33)

four-eye(d) fish n Anableps microlepis, a fish with very large eyes;

swims near the water surface with upper part of the eye above the

surface. Found near brackish estuaries and along coastal beaches of

Trinidad. A. anableps [= A. tetropthalmos
]
has been found in Trinidad

only in the Caroni swamp, (fr appearing to have two eyes looking up

into the air and two looking down into the water) = >big eye
2

,
four

eyes, gozier
1

,
gros-yeux

1

,
large-eye(d) fish, star-gazer 0 The oars

touched the bank on each side, and drove out of the water shoals of

four-eyed fish, ridiculous little things about as long as your hand,

who, instead of diving to the bottom like reasonable fish, seemed pos-

sessed with the fancy that they could succeed better in the air, or on

land; and accordingly jumped over each other’s backs, scrambled out

upon the mud, swam about with their goggle-eyes projecting above

the surface of the water, and, in fact, did anything but behave like

fish. This little creature (Star-gazer, Anableps tetropthalmus, as some

call him)... looks, on the whole, like a grey mullet, with a large blunt

head, out of which stand, almost like horns, the eyes, from which he

takes his name. (Kingsley 1880:149-50) 0 Four-eyed fish or Star-

gazer... Small fish found in the surf near shore. Useless save for bait.

(Vincent 1910:54)

four-eyes n Anableps microlepis , a fish with very large eyes; swims

near the water surface with upper part of the eye above the surface.

Found near brackish estuaries and along coastal beaches of Trinidad,

(fr appearing to have two eyes looking up and two down) = >big eye
2

,

four-eye(d) fish, gozier
1

,
gros-yeux

1

, large-eye(d) fish, star-gazer 0

The “Four-eyes”... which may be seen on the sandy beaches scurrying

up and down with the incoming and receding waves often attracts

attention by its erratic movements, its prominent eyes appearing

above the water. (Guppy 1922b:467) 0 But of all the instances of this

kind, I [think] the “Four-eyes” or “Star-gazer” is the most remarkable.

Usually about the [rainy] season these small fish ([averaging] 8 inches)

are seen in tens of thousands along the Erin and Manzanilla beaches,

and at other periods of the year they seem to disappear entirely.

(Mendes 1940:26) 0 Each time a wave spent itself... scores of tiny

fish broke the surface. These were a cartoonist’s fish with enormous

cartoon-like eyes protruding from the top of their heads, which has

given them the name four-eyes. They seemed to enjoy the partial

exposure to sun and air which the incoming waves afforded them. But

if they saw anybody walking through the water, they fled suddenly

in a cartoon-like panic, flashing on top of the water at great speed.

(Bryans 1967:168)

fourmi chasseur see HUNTER ANT

fourteen-plus n arc A standardized school exam taken by students

graduating from junior secondary in order to determine rank for

places in senior secondary school. This exam was phased out during

the 1990s.

four-wing(ed) n obs Tapera naevia, a bird, 26.2 cm (10.5") long.

Upperparts greyish brown streaked black and buff; crest-like crown
dark red-brown and black; long black feathers at wing-shoulder;

underparts whitish, long graduated tail, (fr prominent feathers at wing

shoulders in display appearing to be additional wings) = trinite, trinite

quatre ailes, >wife-sick 0 It is the size and colour of a Thrush, but is

remarkable for having an extraordinary large spurious wing in the

metacarpus composed of five feathers darker than its general plum-

age. This remarkable ala spuria has gained for this bird the name of

“Four-winged.” (Joseph 1838a:58)

foutay, foutay-you intj An expression of disgust, contempt, anger,

/fute/ (< Frfoutre ‘clear off; leave alone’) 0 “Man say do-so; but God
say foutez-you.” (Hercules 1980:288)

foute, foot intj An expression of disgust, contempt, anger. See also

OUI FOUTE. /fut/ (< Frfoutre 'clear off; leave alone’) 0 “Ah, you curse

me foute\" ( TSt 3 July 1840:3) 0 “Tonnerre! Foute!” Le Maitre swore

softly, slapping his knee, (de Boissiere 1952:244)

fouti, footee, footy, fouti, futty 1 adv Doing something because of

strong desire or necessity; strongly tempted even though partially

unwilling. Also used to warn someone to do something, or not to do

something, /futi, futi, fute/ (< Frfaut-il 'must’; also poss. < Y fute 'be

inclined to’) 0 And when they start to sway, man they futty jumpin to

Ash Wednesday. (Kitchener “Carnival ’73” 1973) 0 “You will footy

well collect the dirty dishes and wash them immediately, or else.”

(John 1973) 0 “I footy feel to hit yuh a slap.” (1990) 0 If I could just

get to talk to the president I sure I could convince him the job is mine.

But them fellahs don’t take no chances, he foot-ee give it to some

judge or the other. (Sundries, Sun 1977) 0 /futi/ he /futi/ curse you

“he’s very likely to abuse you.” (Solomon 1993:109) 6 Futi - be

likely to (emph.), implying an understood reluctance. (Wamer-Lewis

1996:197) 0 You fouti do that and you go see which part bhaaji

does grow.

2 adj Lost; beaten; ruined; finished badly, /futi/ (< FC fouti ‘ruined;

done for’ < Frfoutu 'done for; ruined’) 0 “Don’t let them down, com-

rades. If they win, you win. If they lose, you foutiel ” (de Boissiere

1956:252)

fowl n A domestic bird, Gallus gallinus, chicken; CHICKEN is gener-

ally used only for baby fowl (E chicks). See also YARD fowl (< BrE

fowl 'domestic cock or hen of the genus GaUus\ winged game’; AmE
also includes ducks, turkeys, geese, etc.) 0 Cockroach never cross

yard fuh fowl see he. (proverb) 0 Cockroach have no right in fowl

fete, (proverb) 0 “Somebody who no hab com, no business for keep

fowl!” (TG 9 Oct 1827) 0 [W]hen cockroach go ball him no invite

fowl. (Joseph 1833a:28) 0 Stating she had not broken fast to-day. -

that she wished to sell the fowl, in order to buy food. (TSt 1 Feb

1839:3) 0 The goats and the Fowls surround the abode, and altho the

Negro houses are closely packed, I have seldom had complaints of

misunderstanding concerning their poultry or other Stock. (Dowland

1 Sept 1843) 0 [She] has fowls, keeps them under her house in a cel-

lar... heard the chickens making a noise. (POSG 27 June 1855:2) 0

“Well, John, so they gave a dignity ball on the estate last night?”

“Yes, massa, very nice ball. Plenty of pretty ladies, massa.” “Why
did you not ask me, John? I like to look at pretty ladies as well as

you.” “Ah, massa: when cockroach give a ball, him no ask da fowls.”

(Kingsley 1880:370) 0 Having received a fowl and a land turtle the

boy was wending his way home when the fowl got away. (POSG 24

Oct 1907:3) 0 The prosecutor’s case was that defendant knocked

down the child with a stone, because he drove away from his father’s

garden a fowl belonging to the Sargeant family as it was damaging

the growing corns. (POSG 4 Dec 1907:6) 0 Then they sat to partake

of dinner, fowl and rice. (TG \ \ Mar 1919:3) 0 A dog can walk about

and take a bone, fowl head, stale bread, fish tail and pone. (Tiger

“Money is King” 1935) 0 Ducks, turkeys, fowls. (TG 4 Jan 1936:13)

0 The fowls throwing themselves forward after the chipped coconut

which cook threw for them while she wailed: “Tee-te-te.” (de Bois-

siere 1937:24) 0 Yet I never know me neighbor was stealing fowls, I

well see the feathers flying about. (Tiger “Ah Neighbours Neigh-

bours” 1940) 0 Cockroach have no right before fowl “If you and
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anybody have any saying (dispute), you bigger than me, you swallow

me up.” (Herskovits 1945:198) 0 You worse dan a fowl, da when it

eat finish, wipe he mout’ on de grass. The fact that fowls use the

grass they eat to clean their mouths is used allegorically as a reproach

for ingratitude. (Herskovits 1945:204) 0 We ate stew fowl today.

(ESTT 1956) 0 “Where you livin’ now?” “Under a house.”... “Under

a house? You and the fowls keepin’ company?” (de Boissiere

1956: 116-7) 0 Bread, coocoo, rice, black-eyed peas, fowl meat, goat

meat, parched com, milk, honey, chili bebe, cakes, candies, wine,

and lighted candles are placed in a tray or vessel and taken to the sea-

side. (Simpson 1970:33) 0 Anyway, bredderman, dey dohn call fowl

“fowl” again dese days; dey does call it “chicken”. (Zingay Talala,

Bomb 1977) 0 As soon as the game began going well, and she heard

us too often saying “Pass the ball, Hubert,” she would call him to

clean his shoes, or to make message in the drug store... or to feed the

fowls or something. (Araujo 1984:8) 0 The two of them kept running

all over the place like fowls with their heads cut off. (Heat 7 Oct

1989:6) 0 This morning ah let go the broom behind one of them. You

ever see a fowl fly over a house? (Doh Say Dat, TG 15 Sept 1991:13)

0 As attached as gamefowl owners say they are to their birds, they

would shrug off the loss of a prize fighter in the gayelle. “Is just

fowl,” the retired oil worker said. “We eat them too, you know.” (EX
3 Mar 1991:16) 0 They found pumpkin, tomatoes, fowls and two

birds. (TTM 3 Jan 1993:36) 0 ‘We didn’t used to bother with beef.

We used to eat fowl! Not chicken, but fowl! You see them, they used

to taste sweet too bad.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:207)

fowl bottom n The small triangular bone forming the termination of the

spinal column in FOWL. = cogzik bone, >coupion 0 (Ryan 1985:3)

fowl brains adj Stupid; unable to remember things, (fr notorious stu-

pidity of domestic fowl) 0 “He real fowl brains - he doesn’t remem-

ber anything you tell him.” ( 1 990)

fowl cock n Rooster; cock; male chicken. 0 (Haynes 1987:34) 0 “He

asked for two fowl-cocks (chickens), so I get that too.” (EX 23 Dec

2006:5)

fowl fish n Prionotus punctuatus, P. roseus
,
an edible marine fish, (fr

resemblance of large pectoral fins to wings) = robim\ >sea robin” 0

(LNP 1985)

fowl foot n Bad handwriting; writing that is illegible, scrawling; E
chicken-scratches, (fr resemblance to a fowl’s footprints) = abc-

ketch-a-crab, crapaud hand 0 Oh gosh, man, I kyaan read this fowl

foot at all!

fowl-foot bhaaji n Xanthosoma helleborifolium [= Arum hellebori-

folium, Acontias helleborifolius ], a native plant with underground

tubers bearing fleshy, white roots, leaves divided into 5-9 spreading

leaflets, dying back in the dry season. Plant appears stemless, with

rosettes of leaves, (fr resemblance of leaf shape to a fowl’s foot) =

bhaaji 0 Fowl-foot bhaj. (FTT 1986-3-4:362-3)

fowl-foot grass n Eleusine indica, a tufted native grass, erect and

spreading, leaves to 30 cm (11.7") or more long in flower. Leaves

strongly keeled. Flowers with small seeds along spikelets at top. =

dutch grass, goose grass, iron grass
1

,
payapul, pied poule, yard grass

0 [They discussed] the remedies against the fever which debilitated so

many of the planters, the various types of bush tea, ... young sprouts

of fowl foot all as cooling drinks, or for the kidneys or colds, (de

Verteuil 1974:58) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:70) 0 Sea-

soning makers in Paramin spoke of a religious-based belief that on

Good Friday if someone dug up a clump of fowl foot grass... they

would get a piece of coal below the roots. (Lans 2006:154-5)

fowl gizzard n obs A kind of sweet. 0 Children bought sweet drinks,

sweeties (caesar ball, fowl gizzard and harlay), balloons, flutes and

tiny cap-guns. (Alladin 1970b:55)

fowl knucks n In pitching marbles, describing a person who holds the

hand in an incorrect or awkward position while pitching, /faul nAks/
= fufu knucks 0 The main game played was rings or leerkey, the aim
of which was to cax marbles out of the ring, being careful not to

remain in the ring or farts in so doing. This you could do if you had
your knocks in. Some people were hopeless and had only foo-foo or

fowl knocks. (Pires 1991:8)

fowl lice n One or more than one Mallophaga sp., a small blood-suck-

ing tick found on fowls. = nimble, poupoule 0 If you see fowl lice on

that one!

fox-tail grass n obs Prob. Andropogon bicornis, a tall grass, (prob. fr

resemblance of seed-head to full bushy tail of Efox) 0 You will have

to force your way through the fox-tail grass and the tusk-rushes,

which will cover yourself and horse. (Joseph 1838b-3:82) 0 Besides

Cane trash for roofs, two grasses called Razor and Fox tailed, are

used. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843)

fowl tongue n Enicostema verticillatum , a short annual plant, 30-60 cm
(11.7-23.4") high, branching from close to base. Stems are sharply

angled, rough on the ridges. Leaves lanceolate, pointed at both

ends, to 10x2 cm (3.9" x .8"). Flowers 5-lobed, 7 mm (.28") long,

white, in axillary clusters. Seed pod oblong, 5 mm (.2") long,

finely pitted seeds. Used medicinally and in dried flower arrange-

ments. Fowl tongue... An infusion of the aerial parts is taken to

treat menstrual cramps. (Seaforth et al 1998:525) = quinine bush,

zeb kinin

fraid, afraid, frade, fraide, ’fraid 1 adj Afraid of; frightened of.

(< arc E frayed ‘afraid; frightened’) 0 Ah frade foo dem because de

ole house might fal pon dem. (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 He sent a cable

stating he cant make the grade. But I know is fraid Joe Louis fraid.

(Terror “My Plan to Beat Joe Louis” 1950 pr) 0 “She ain’t ’fraid

nobody,” Emelda remarked with an admiring chuckle, (de Boissiere

1956:68) 0 “I fraid I fall!” (Ladoo 1972:122) 9 “Oh gawd girl eef

you see how de man face looking savage! His eyes wild, wild! Girl

ah ’fraid, fraid, fraid!” (Bain 1974:65) 0 “The lawyers coming for

eight. I ent ’fraid them, but better not let them find me here. (Hosein

1980:55) 0 “Yuh know me, I ent ’fraid nobody, and it will be my
pleasure to put a proper licking on dem fellas from up the islands.

Me ent ’fraid em at all.” (EX 20 Sept 1987,2:15) 0 “Even an obeah-

man ’fraid to pass in front he house... fuss dat boy blight.” (Heat 14

Oct 1989:16) 0 Wen ah set dat up, ah start in de kitchen. Well yuh

know yuh boy very good in de cookin section. I eh fraid dat at all.

(Foster 1990:59) 0 Dat nearly cause riot in the airport. And you

known Hyacinth, she ent fraid fight. She start to size up for the man,

and telling him all kind ah thing. (Doh Say Dat, TG 15 Sept

1991:13) 0 “You have to tame it so it not fraid you, then get it to

whistle in your hand, then walking, sitting in the car. You have to

keep it with you all the time.” (EX 21 Mar 1993:3) 0 “Snake does

run from you in the bush... Snake ’fraid people.” (EX 10 Aug
1993:28) 0 ‘You only licensed for five passengers. Chicken,’

Gopaul said. ‘You ain’t ’fraid the police hold you.’ (Boodhoo

1994:203) 0 And you could tell the mook is pitbull this week. I

know he ’fraid bad dog. (Pires 2000b:9)

2 v Be afraid of; fear. 0 Prehaps Janie Zingah might fraid jale, but she

can’t go to jale so long as Mistah Edditer dey; he is man to stand she

bale an pay fo she too. (PC 3 Sept 1904) 0 Tell Sammy gie me no foo

fraide, ah is he “partisan”. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 They then went on to

tell me how the heathen trouble them, laughing and talking against

the religion of Christ. “I don’t ’fraid them,” said one, “I tell them

plenty of things, and then they can’t say any more.” (Morton 1916)

0 Hat had said to me then, “Never fraid dog. Go brave. Don’t run.”

(Naipaul 1959:23) 0 “Wot you doin in dis yard?” “I was fraidin in dat

house.” (Ladoo 1972:33) 0 Nobody didn’t ’fraid no police here.

(Stewart 1989:126)

fraid powder phr Afraid of or worried about the consequences of

participating in an activity in which such consequences can be

expected. In full, “yuh cyaan play mas and fraid powder”, referring

to the custom of Carnival sailors throwing powder on bystand-

ers; in this negative sense, commonly used to remind someone to be

ready to bear expected consequences. See also PLAY MAS AND
FRAID POWDER. 0 [Pelting talcum powder] was really the fun in the

mas, especially when you saw nice girls. From the time girls saw a

sailor band coming, they turn in the opposite direction, and is gone

they gone. They fraid powder!” (TG-M 6 Feb 1993:3)

fraise n Rubus rosifolius \~ R. rosaefolius], a cultivated shrub, about

1 m (3.2') high. Stems erect or recurved, sometimes hairy, armed with
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small recurved prickles. Leaves with 5-7 leaflets, longest at end,

sometimes slightly hairy, toothed margins. Flowers white, solitary or

in few-flowered clusters. Fruit thimble-shaped, 2-3.5 cm (.8-1.4")

long, bright red. (< Fr/raise ‘strawberry’, fr resemblance of red fruit)

= mountain raspberry 0 (FTT 1932-1-5:319)

frame n In Carnival mas, a metal rod support for a large costume,

with or without wheels. 0 All of that goes on top the frame, and then

we fix up the trim. (1990)

France 1 intj Expletive of anger, usu. in a phrase such as go to France
,

what the France , and not for France. (< E go to Jericho ,
Bath. Put-

ney, etc. ‘used imperatively to imply that one desires to see no more

of a person, or does not care what happens to him’). 0 Only calling

the neighbors, naming their stupidness, Not for France they wouldn’t

mind their own business. (Lion “Malicious Neighbors” 1939) 0 You

can see them sitting down in the dew, I don't know how the France

they don’t get the flu. (Growler “In the Dew and the Rain” 1939) 0 I

asked her what’s the meaning of this. Why the France you don’t eat

your pudding in peace. (Dictator “The Peppery Pudding” 1948 pr) 0

This made the preacher man bawl, sister what the france you doing at

all. (Cristo “Barman Henry” 1956 pr) 0 When you have a headache,

would you be without pepper-leaf tea? Like France you would!

(Macaw 1960:54) 0 They could bring their gun, they could bring tear

gas, Who the France could stop me from playing me mas’. (Kitchener

“Let Them Crow” 1971 pr) 0 If you feel you grand and no body

should touch you hand, why the france you come in the band? (Kitch-

ener “Mrs. Harriman” 1972) 0 He can say what the france he likes

about a zoo. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:14)

2 n Dread; suffering; difficult situation; problem. = >horrors 0 “Boy,

woman is France, yes! Dey tell you dey love you, but dey doesn’t

mean it, nuh, true.’ (Macaw 1960:7)

franchise n arc A lending system in which workers obtain goods

whose cost is deducted from their weekly wage. = goods 0 The Penny

Bank came into being at a time and place that gave Downtown people

their first thought of economic dignity and financial freedom. Their

situation was such that moneylenders charged borrowers ten per cent

a month on every dollar advanced. Some firms also introduced

weekly loan systems that were known as “Goods,” “Franchise”

and by other names. On Wednesday afternoons “Goods” would be

announced and workers then handed in request slips which could not

exceed the wages for the three working days (Mon-Wed) of that

week. On the Friday or Saturday pay day the “Goods” was deducted

leaving the worker with a three-day take home pay, till next “Goods”

day. They were not allowed any carry-over from one week to another

but they were saved from paying interest to the moneylenders. (Cum-
mings 2004:67-8)

franeomen, frankomen adv Frankly; honestly, /frankomcn/ (< Sp

francamente ‘frankly; honestly') 0 “God make me have me ole felt

hat holing tight from the inside wid me left hand I gie him dis wid all

me strenk right down inside he throat. Same time I leggo de rod, an

take im by de neck wid me right han as much as I could hole, and I

kneel down frank omen on he body.” (TG 10 May 1933) 0 Donkey
say he eh cares what they talk about. He know frankomen that he

really out. (Bomber “Animals Cricket Match”, Clarke 1967 pr) 0 1

doing that because I realise a man ain’t a man unless he could come
out frankoment and admit when he make a mistake. (Selvon

1 99 1 a:5 1 ) 0 I tell she franeomen I eh like it.

frazzle fowl n A type of FOWL whose feathers grow upright and stick

out from the body. (< E frazzle ‘fray; tear to rags’) >frizzle fowl
1

,

sensa fowl

frecken v Tob Frighten; make afraid. (< Irish E frecken ‘frighten;

frightened') 0 Weh mek you frecken awe. (ESTT 1956) 0 “That man
freken me.” (2000)

free 1 adv Freely; without restraint. (< Efree ‘of actions, unrestrained,

unhampered’) 0 She queer up befo me an begin to use she hands pon

me free. (PC 20 Aug 1904)

2 adj During the period of slavery, a person of full or partial African

descent who had been bought out of slavery, manumitted by the

owner, or born to a free mother. Legally, the child of a free mother

and a slave father would have been free. (< E free ‘not in bondage

to another’, ‘released from ties, obligations, or restraints’) 0 He was
a free man of Port of Spain.

3 adj During the period of INDENTURESHIP, having finished or

bought out the indentureship contract. (< E free ‘not in bondage to

another’, ‘released from ties, obligations, or restraints’) 0 Ragnauth, a

free Indian at San Fernando, has been remanded for medical exami-

nation on a charge of loitering. (Hummingbird 18 Feb 1905:9) 0 Two
of the [East Indian] immigrants were free men. (POSG 9 Oct 1907:5)

0 The essential element of the indentureship system was a long con-

tract with a single employer, maintained by the sanctions of the crim-

inal law. From 1862, immigrants signed up for a five-year indenture,

during which they could not leave their employer, demand higher

wages, live off the estate they were assigned to, or refuse the work
given them to do... Once the indenture had expired, however, they

became free, although even time-expired Indians continued to be sub-

jected to certain restrictions which did not apply to the rest of the pop-

ulation. After the indentureship was over, the Indian was granted a

‘certificate of industrial residence’, a sort of ‘free paper’ certifying

that the person’s indenture had expired and that he was a ‘free’

Indian. Even then, he was not entitled to a free return passage until a

total of ten year’s residence in the colony had been completed. After

1 895, immigrants had to pay a proportion of the cost of their repatria-

tion. (Brereton 1979:178)

free black n obs During the period of slavery, a person of full or par-

tial African descent, of dark complexion, who had been bought out

of slavery, manumitted by the owner, or bom to a free mother.

(<free
2 + black ‘person of dark complexion, usu. of African

descent’) 0 Visitors might confuse free blacks and free coloureds;

and colonial government fused them together sometimes for admin-

istrative purposes. But this does not mean that free coloureds

regarded free blacks as part of their communities. The absence of

any specific laws for free blacks does not create social equality

between free coloureds and free blacks. (Campbell 1992:37) 0

Among the free blacks there is evidence of Mandingos who
organised themselves to purchase the freedom of fellow tribesmen,

and to continue their religious life. But the free Mandingo commu-
nity was thinking of returning to Africa rather than of winning civil

rights in the colony. (Campbell 1992:76)

free certificate n obs In regard to INDENTURED labourers, an official

document certifying that a person is not under restrictions of inden-

tureship. = free paper 0 They were bound to be armed with a pass-

port, or a free certificate, and the only way he could allow them to go

was if they produced either. (POSG 9 Oct 1907:5) 0 Twelve immi-

grants indentured to Caroni Estate, struck work yesterday... [They

went] to the Immigration Office where they said they were going to

get free certificates. (POSG 16 Nov 1907:4) 0 On 15th December,

1874, Emamally received his free certificate as listed in both Estate

and General Registers. (Deen 1994:167)

freeco 1 n Something given for no money, esp. while other people

have to pay. (< Efree ‘without cost’ + Frico, fr radio competition run

by the Frico powdered milk company during the 1950s in which peo-

ple phoned in, recorded “Frico for me” and later had to identify their

voice when replayed, for a prize) 0 [This] looks a lot like the usual

PNM ploy of arranging gifts and “freeco” for the boys. (Mirror 1985)

2 adj Free, given for no money. 0 [The policemen] depend on the

‘freeco’ money to keep their mouths shut. (Bomb 20 July 1990:17) 0

“De only way I could afford dat outfit is if dey gimme a freeco pass to

de concert.” (Baptiste 1993:73)

3 adv Freely, without paying. 0 None of the endless policemen and

soldiers, who have been drinking freeco every day at the club, came

to his rescue. (TTM

9

Oct 1990:9)

free coloured n obs During the period of slavery, a person of partial

African descent, of medium to light-brown complexion, who had

been bought out of slavery, manumitted by the owner, or bom to a

free mother. 0 Domingo Orellano and Jose Maria Martinez, free-

coloured Spaniards. (Protector of Slaves 1825:42) 0 Visitors might

confuse free blacks and free coloureds; and colonial government
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fused them together sometimes for administrative purposes. But this

does not mean that free coloureds regarded free blacks as part of their

communities. The absence of any specific laws for free blacks does

not create social equality between free coloureds and free blacks.

(Campbell 1992:37) 0 Free coloureds in Trinidad did not confine

themselves to urban occupations... a class of free coloured small

farmers and peasants existed in the countryside. (Campbell 1992:68)

free creole n obs A FREE2
person, of wholly or partial African

descent, bom in the Caribbean. 0 The FREE CREOLE advanced. She

was dressed after her own fashion... A madrass kerchief covered her

neck. (TSp 15 Apr 1848:2)

free Indian n obs An East Indian labourer who had finished the period

of INDENTURESHIP and was allowed to work as a hired labourer or to

cultivate land. 0 Ragnauth. a free Indian at San Fernando, has been

remanded for medical examination on a charge of loitering. (Hum-
mingbird 18 Feb 1905:9) 0 There were 16 cases of murder, two less

than last year. Twenty-one persons were charged and seventeen were

convicted. Eight of these were Free East Indians, eight Trinidadians

and one Vincelonian. (TG 23 Aug 1919:10)

freeing-up 1 adj Unrestrained, relaxed, lively. 0 [The cafe], Port-of-

Spain’s wildest booze and girlie show joint on Broadway... is now
reeling under heavy manners from cops and soldiers. Members of the

security services, who have made [the cafe] their favourite freeing up

pre-curfew hours spot are now said to be watching the place under

four eyes. (TTM 9 Oct 1990:9)

2 n Acting in an unrestrained, relaxed, lively manner. 0 [They] are

now on their own, living away from home either on the campus or in

nearby apartments. This has resulted in them “freeing up" themselves

on weekends in a disco on the campus. (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:6) 0 From
where did we inherit this tradition of graduation nights? Is it a time to

“free-up” after the many years spent in school? And if so, who deter-

mines how this “freeing-up” should take place? (TG 25 Jan 1994:8)

freeness 1 n obs Freedom; liberty; release from enslavement. (< Efree
adj + -ness noun, ‘the quality or state’) 0 “You will find every estate

sending down a band to compete and all the speeches a message to

Queen Victoria... Thanking her. She was so great and so good. She

abolish slavery. They get freeness and they enjoying themselves.

Massa use to teach them speeches to thank Queen Victoria.” (Hall

1998:46)

2 n Something received without payment; a hand-out of money or

items, esp. food and drink. 0 Lord and Lady Iere dealt with the days

of long ago and the picnics they had at the beaches and of the love

young men now display for the “freeness” while Lord Invader com-

mented on the activities of certain young ladies. (TG 6 Jan 1945:2) 0

Every night is a freeness party, You eating in the Hotels round the

savannah. Goat, Roti, and Parata. (Tiger “Let the Man Go” pr, Jones

1947) 0 That specific social group [has been] so long the dependency-

programmed recipient of State freeness. (EX 16 Sept 1990:29)

3 n A private party open to all friends, and their friends, without spe-

cific invitation. 0 I said I thought you say it was a freeness. (Wonder

“Ice Cream Party” 1948 pr) 0 About a week before Carnival the fes-

tive air in Trinidad is augmented by social events, public and private

- dances and “freenesses”. A freeness is a party at a private home,

and for the evening open house is declared, and any friend of the

home may drop in for drinks and to dance, whether invited or not.

(Mittelholzer 1958:63) 0 [T]hey have a freeness up the road.

(Rodman 1971:230) 0 I say fete finish! You know how much that free-

ness cost me, inviting everybody in the village? (Selvon 1 99 lb:80) 0

The person who holds a freeness (a fete with free food and drink) is

valued as open-hearted and generous. Respectable people who deride

this as mere drunkenness and feckless extravagance are accused of

being mingy’ (mean). (Littlewood 1993:170)

free paper 1 n obs An official document certifying that a person is a

manumitted or self-purchased slave. 0 However, Joe, for a very little

sum, obtained his “free paper,” and his old master employed him, giv-

ing him the charge of the Sea Fairy. (Joseph 1 838b-l :2 1 7)

2 n obs In regard to Indian labourers, an official document certifying

that a person is not under restrictions of INDENTURESHIP. = free

certificate
2 0 Many a coolie has lost his free paper, as it is called, from

having to wade through water with it on him. (Gordon 14 Mar
1870:273b) 0 So long as indentureship lasted, it was only too easy for

Africans to despise Indians. Only Indians were contracted to an

estate, only Indians had to carry passes when off the plantations.

“Slave, where is your free paper?” was reported to be a common taunt

in 1873. To the African, indentureship was no different from slavery,

and he was proud that he was free to do what he liked and go where

he wanted. (Brereton 1985:29) 0 “What you doing in town, coolie?

You run away from the estate?... Where your free paper? You got a

free paper?” (Selvon 1988:19) 0 The [Indian indentured] immigrant

on arrival was assigned to a plantation where he was bound to work

for 3 years. After that, he had 2 years to go to complete his ‘industrial

residence’ during which he could re-indenture himself to any planta-

tion, or pursue another occupation - provided he paid a special tax.

Only after the five years was completed did he receive his ‘free

paper’. However, he was not yet entitled to his free return passage: he

first had to remain in the colony for an additional five years. And
after 1 895 indentureds were forced to pay a proportion of the cost of

returning to India. (Johnson 1988b:32)

free paper burn phr Indicating that the period of freedom or holiday

is over. 0 “My wife coming back from holiday today.” - “Oh boy!

Yuh free pape-uh bun.” (Haynes 1987: 129) 0 I have a little free paper

here, so I don’t want to wait til it bum. 0 As my ever-loving parents

used to say every September eve of my childhood: Free. Paper. Bun.

Long before addled adolescence, I discerned their hint of glee. (TG
3 Sept 2003:25)

free sheet adv Freely; without restraint. 0 And all dem people renting

free sheet and not paying a penny in tax, bold face, bold face. (Jones

1976:29) 0 An on top of dat is because water and mud pourin in free

sheet in people house. (Mamits LPOS, TG 18 June 1979) 0 Too much
freeness for big boys. Petrotrin employees are calling on their manag-

ers to relinquish some of their excessive perks as a way of cutting costs

at the company. (TTM 27 Aug 1993:17) 0 Some of my informants

repot that while cocaine is coming in “free sheet” as usual. (TTM 16

Jan 1994:7) 0 He come in de house eating up we food free-sheet.

free up 1 v Act in an unrestrained, relaxed, lively manner. 0 One can

only hope that some official review of these unpopular regulations is

urgently effected to “free up” this vital aspect of T&T’s suffering

record industry. (EX-2 23 Aug 1987:19) 0 Calypsonian David Rudder

is working overtime, so his pal Tambu can free-up for his honey-

moon. (Punch 15 Oct 1989:31 ) 0 “I feel people need ‘to free up’ after

the tension brought on by the events of July 17.” (TG 16 Dec
1990:25) 0 From where did we inherit this tradition of graduation

nights? Is it a time to “free-up” after the many years spent in school?

And if so, who determines how this “freeing-up” should take place?

(TG 25 Jan 1994:8) 0 Enjoy Carnival. Free up! Be confident with

Tampax tampons, (ad, TTM

2

Feb 1996:23)

2 adj Unrestrained; relaxed; lively. 0 “I tended to be the “free-up” one

in the family. I always liked a little party. Well now I’ve gotten older

I’ve grown out of that.” (EX 4 Jan 1987:25) 0 “[African music] is

“free-up” music. It’s about the glories of life... Singing songs of joy,

even though things ‘dread.’“ (EX-2 6 Mar 1988:15) 0 “Right

now.. .it’s a free-up situation, nobody seems to know what [is] hap-

pening.” (Punch 15 Oct 1989:30) 0 It is clear that you... both cherish

the idea that moral thinking institutions and persons have no value or

contribution into the “free up, free up” society that you think that this

dark aged, Victorian country should be. (EX 2 Jan 1993:9)

freeze v Of GHEE or oil, harden into solid form, (ff similarity of

process to freezing) 0 “If the coconut oil freeze, put it in the sun to

melt.” (1990)

fregate n obs Fregata magnificens , a large predatory seabird. (< Fr

fregate ‘frigate-bird’) = >carite bird, man-o’-war bird 0 (Chapman
1894:83)

fregosa n Capraria biflora , an erect bushy native plant to about 1.5 m
(5') high. (poss. < Sp fregar ‘scrub; scour’) = >ditay payi, friosa,

goatweed, titipay 0 Ditay Payee, Fregosa, Friosa, Titi Pay. (Seaforth.

Adams & Sylvester 1983:36)
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freken see FRECKEN

fren see FRIEND

French adj obs People bom in France or of French descent (French
Creole 1

), or people of African descent, slave or free (French
nagar), who speak Patois (French Creole41

. 0 They said, “they

were come to leam the French people manners... We will beat all the

French negroes we can lay hold of.” (POSG 22 Mar 1844:1) 0 There

were some creole men standing there - the men they call French here

[Tacarigua], (POSG 22 Mar 1 844:2)

French creole 1«A colonial white French settler, often a planter, or a

person of this descent. 0 During the year 1 829, 1 was neighbour of

Martin Durity, Esquire, a worthy French Creole gentleman, who at

that time was proprietor of the Petit Mome Estate. (Joseph 1838: 93)

0 [T]hey had been singing a kind of creole requiem over the corpse of

a white lady, decently decked in grave gear, and laid out, according to

the custom of French creoles, with a crucifix, and a plate containing a

fowl’s foot with some salt in its breast. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 :25) 0 The

daughter is married to a French Creole, who does not appear to do

much more than lounge about and smoke all day, while the wife looks

after a sweet little white-faced baby, that looks as delicate and fragile

as a lily. (Brassey 1885:113) 0 The deer meant here was either the

common Red deer of the Island, one of the greatest pests in a young

cacao piece. Biche of the French Creoles, Guazupita of the Spaniards.

(T.W. Carr 1894:277) 0 As the representative of the French creole

element in the colony, he (the speaker) said, without hesitation, that

[Mr. Rene de Verteuil] was the best spokesman that could be found.

(Hummingbird

4

Feb 1905:1) 0 Boisson, a white French creole from a

highly esteemed family, was indeed a power among the workers, (de

Boissiere 1952:29) 0 Mr. Ganteaume, a French Creole official,

supported [him] in the Council. (Campbell 1975:42) 0 The French

Creoles dominated the white Creole elite. These were mainly whites

of French descent, but the term was generally understood to include

people of English, Irish, Spanish, Corsican, and even German descent,

bom in the island, and almost invariably Roman Catholic. People

bom in Europe, but resident in Trinidad for many years, and linked by

marriage to this group, were also by courtesy considered to be French

Creoles... The French Creoles... formed a closely united elite, racially

exclusive, and imbued with aristocratic traditions. (Brereton 1979:35)

0 It was these family groupings which had carried the French Creoles

though bad times, but in the 1830s the situation was so grim that

most of them were to be forced into bankruptcy or to sell out. (de

Verteuil 1981:124) 0 The French Creole planters needed the land for

expansion, since many of them had been mined or prevented from

expanding by a new class of aggressive English planters and their

London-based allies, who were supported by an equally aggressive

program of anglicization. Since the Creole elite had been ousted from

sugar, they were concentrating on cocoa production as the new
money-spinner and replacement for sugar. (Trotman 1986: 198) 0 Mil-

lions are at stake and the French Creoles are not going to see that for-

tune slip away just so and watch their empires and way of life

destroyed. (Bomb 8 May 1987:4) 0 Now in his mid-50s, the youthful-

looking dramatist was bom on Mucurapo Road, St. James, the sev-

enth child of seven children bom to his “French-creole” mother and

East Indian father. (EX-2 13 Sept 1987:15) 0 Since they lacked ready

cash to purchase the land, they raised loans for that purpose from the

Port of Spain merchants (mostly French Creoles) with whom they

conducted business. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:6) 0 Among those

youths were the sons of the French Creole ruling class, the same peo-

ple who were most vocal in their condemnation of the Steelband

Movement and college Students, the children of the bourgeois middle

class. The French Creoles have a tradition in this country for carnival

activity, so it was no surprise when their children established two

Steelbands: Dixieland of Belmont led by Curtis Pierre and Silver

Stars of Newtown led by Junior Pouchet, both students of St. Mary’s

College that bastion of French Creole/Catholic learning. (Tarradath

1991:380) 0 Yet despite its broad referential use, the term ‘French

Creole’ retained the connotations suggested by a ‘French’/’British’

distinction: ‘French Creoles’ were regarded as ‘warmer’ than the

‘cold British'. (Segal 1993:88)

2 n Any light-skinned person, of mostly European background, usu.

seen as a member of the economic or social elite. 0 My uncle, who
was a widower, had residing with him what is here called a house-

keeper, a French creole female, of mixed blood, although of a very

fair complexion, called Fanchinette. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 1 36-7) 0 Last

Thursday, Senator George Bovell, one of the plantocracy in this coun-

try, a member of the powerful French-creole elite, a man with money
and all that goes with that, lost round two in his battle with the press.

(Bomb 1979) 0 The Port of Spain Gazette owned by a conservative

(Irish) French creole, Laughlin, could be quite liberal on occasion

depending on whether the editor Rostant had his way. (de Verteuil

1984:6) 0 They also feel that [this decision] is part of the struggle

being waged to reverse the gains made by the working class over the

last 25 years - part of the ... effort on the part of the “French creoles”

to recapture what they had lost under the PNM. (EX-2 16 Aug
1987:2) 0 On de left hand side of de balcony, in a spot a little higher

dan we some white white people from England... was having a party...

Now nobody aint interfere wid de white white people. I sit down at de

odder extreme end wid meh people plus 1 or 3 more local French cre-

oles sipping meh punch. (Forum 17-24 Apr 1988:5) 0 Today ‘French

Creole’ refers to any white person whose family has been resident in

Trinidad for some generations. In the 19th Century it was a different

matter. The French Creoles then were Roman Catholic, French speak-

ing and descended mainly from Royalist French settlers. (Johnson

1988b:34) 0 In the popular mind, whites and upper-class mulattoes

are lumped together under the loose label of “French Creoles,”

although many families in this class bear Spanish, Portuguese, Scot-

tish, or English names. (Hodge 1988:72) 0 Prominent steelband per-

sonalities include East Indians, Syrians, Chinese, French-Creoles and

women. (Tarradath 1991:379)

3 n A person of any racial descent who is seen as a member of the

economic elite. 0 “Everytime they open their mouths, the words ‘par-

asitic oligarchy’ and ‘French Creole’ fly out.” (EX 29 Aug 1994:4)

4 n The French CREOLE4
language. = French Patois, >Patois 0 On

January 6, which the mostly “French-creole”-speaking public had

changed from “Los Reyes” to “Les Rois”, pronounced incidentally

“Lee Wah”, it was accepted that all of the seasonal goodies had to be

used up, even as the new curtains, cushion covers and seasonal deco-

rations - usually a Nativity Scene (Creche) - were taken down. (TG
11 Dec 1995)

french grunt n Haemulon flavioleneatum, a light-brown edible

marine fish; makes a croaking sound when caught or disturbed. =

^ro-cro 1

0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:122)

French guava n Senna alata , a small native tree to 5 m (16') high.

Leaves compound, 6- 1 2 pairs of broadly oblong leaflets, blunt at tip,

unequal at base. Flowers roundish in compact racemes; golden-yellow,

very showy. Pods 4-winged, 10-15 cm (3. 9-5. 8") long, black when ripe,

containing angular seeds, (prob. fr association with a Frenchman, see

1983 quote) = >ringworm bush, tarantan, wild senna 0 French guava,

Tarantan, Wild Senna... Rub leaves on the skin to treat “lohtah”. As a

cooling and to purify the blood, use a handful of leaves to make an

infusion with one litre of water and drink as required. The tea is also

used for intestinal worms. The older people of San Rafael village in

Trinidad well remember the case of a Frenchman who had been a dis-

graced magistrate and banished from his homeland to live in French

Guyana. He migrated to East Trinidad in the early 1940’s. This French-

man cultivated Tarantan and harvested and sold it to the various house-

holders in Tunapuna, San Rafael and their environs. He left Trinidad to

return to join the French armies serving in Europe in World War II.

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:42)

Frenchman po n A brown glazed earthenware bucket-shaped chamber-

pot, about two feet high, with no handle, (fr typical use by more well-

to-do and/or French families, or fr manufacture in France or the French

Caribbean) 0 Clay chamber pots that were glazed and shaped as upside

down top hats were used by some dwellers and having been produced

in Martinique, were known as “French man”. (Cummings 2004:25)

French nagar n obs A person of African descent who speaks French
CREOLE4

.
= French 0 Me say, warra disha? Da true wha French nagar
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say, ‘baton changez boutle’ — eh, eh, did time na lek Merriky war.

(TSn 8 Apr 1858)

French Patois n The French Creole language. = French Creole
4

,

>Patois 0 Most of the [Dominican] Fathers converse in English with

the little children, who flock to the numerous schools established by

them and the classes are universally held in English. The mistresses,

however, are creoles who can make themselves understood by begin-

ners who know no other language but French patois. (POSG 8 Dec

1883:4) 0 By 9.30 p.m. the Pierrot Grenades had arrived, dancing to

“Trini to the Bone”... They were covered with multi-coloured rags,

Felix Edinborough as “King Pierrot”, giving a short speech in a

French patois accent and addictively going into the details of spelling.

(EX l Mar 2003:30)

French plantain n Tob A large, hard variety of plantain, one of the

first clones established in the New World. 0 He used to grow French

plantain behind there.

French shores n arc An area of east Port of Spain, between George

and Duncan Streets, once known for its dance halls, gambling, and

other such activities. = French streets 0 The “French Shores” were

supposed to be homes of both good and evil. But there was, I am
afraid, more that was shady than otherwise. (WG 8 Feb 1930:3) 0 The

“French Shores,” the district on the east of the city, formerly noted for

riotous behaviour during Carnival, was as orderly as any other part of

the city. (WG 8 Mar 1930:5) 0 The heart of the Whe-Whe is

implanted in the district over and beyond what years ago and still to

this day is called the “French Shores” - immediately east of the City

proper. (WG 6 Oct 1930:3) 0 Despite the efforts of Douglas and the

jacket men, the tents of the “French Shores” - East Port of Spain

between George and Duncan Streets - continued to have a dubious

reputation. (Rohlehr 1990:115)

French streets n obs An area of east Port of Spain, between George

and Duncan Streets, once known for its dance halls, gambling, and

other such activities. = French shores 0 We... put the matter to the

honor of every man who traversed what are called “the French

Streets” on Shrove Tuesday, whether more than one case did not

come under his cognizance, of people merely “dressed up” and not

masked who were dragged to the Station House. (TSn 4 Mar 1858:2-

3) 0 Carriages of respectable families were frequently seen, some of

the occupants of which were dressed in disguise, and during the after-

noon, when the “French streets” were very crowded, there was the

accustomed procession of carriages of the respectable people witness-

ing the fun. (Mirror 22 Feb 1898:5)

French thyme 1 n Plectranthus amboinicus
, an erect-sprawling culti-

vated plant with thick, brittle, hairy, strongly scented leaves. = big-

leaf thyme, >broad-leaf thyme, podina, Spanish thyme" 0 All creole

food is, to say the least, well seasoned. In order to prepare it properly

you must have the following ingredients on hand in the kitchen at all

times, Spanish and French thyme, roocoo, sweet peppers and hot

peppers... (de Boissiere ca 1945a:4) 0 Green Seasonings: shadon

bene, french thyme, fine leaf thyme, garlic, pimento (flavour) pepper.

(Nelson & Puddy 2004:33)

2 n Thymus vulgaris, a highly aromatic cultivated herb with very

small leaves, used in seasoning. = >fme-leaf thyme 1

, small-leaf

thyme 0 1 bunch pastelle herbs (French and Spanish thyme and basil

with stems removed). (Hunt 1985a:5)

frenchweed n Commelina elegans, a native plant. = common day-

flower, dayflower, pond grass, >watergrass, zeb gwa 0 (Laurence

1976:4)

frennin see friending

fresh 1 adj Smelling slightly rotten, off, or high, esp. of fish or meat,

(poss. < obs E fresh ‘unpleasant in smell or taste’; compare SE
‘new; fit for eating or drinking’) 0 ‘Sarojini reproved, ‘these is fresh

fish we just catch.’... The fish jumped and [Eloisa] put her hand to

her nose and made a sound of disgust. ‘Fumm!’ she exclaimed.

‘They smell fresh!’ (Selvon 1972:165) 0 Betty said she was awak-
ened at 2.30 on Sunday morning to the sound of water “coming up
the road.” By the time she got out of bed, the street in front of their

home had disappeared. “God help us,” she remembers saying. “This

place was like a sea and it smelled fresh like hell. All here was cov-

ered in a foot of water”. (EX 28 Nov 1993:11)

2 adj Smelling like a snake. 0 “All in here smelling fresh. Big huille

does walk out here on evenings.” (1986)

3 adj Rude or precocious. (< AmEfresh ‘impudent; forward; imperti-

nent’) = fresh up 0 He tell Crapaud to move: fresh ’e fresh, ’e stop.

(Commander “Lizard and Crapaud” ca 1955, in Rohlehr 1990:484)

fresh cold n The common cold, characterized by a runny nose, sneez-

ing and feeling feverish. = influenza 0 He have the fresh cold.

fresh cut n Justicia pectoralis, a low-growing native plant. Leaves

pleasantly aromatic when crushed. Flowers small, pink, with white

lines on lower lip. Leaves used medicinally in dressing wounds, (fr

use in healing cuts) = carpenter bush, >carpenter grass, garden balsam

freshness 1 n An unpleasant, overly strong smell. (< AmE fresh

‘impudent; forward; impertinent’) 0 Do not forget to add the lime

peel to cut the “freshness” of the eggs. ( Pollard 1981)0 Once plucked

and gutted the bird should be rubbed in lime juice to remove the

‘freshness’, washed and then smoked over a fire using fresh bay

leaves or black sage leaves. (Nelson & Puddy 2004:39)

2 n Rudeness, often of a kind considered cute, such as a little boy’s

erection, or a small girl behaving like a flirtatious woman. 0 Every-

body in San Fernando know Old Papa, and it scarce have a young girl

in town Papa ent put his freshness to. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:49)

fresh no bit a pung butter phr Upstart; someone who thinks himself

or herself better than he or she really is. (fr red salt butter, which was
sold for a bit (8 cents) in a wooden firkin keg and went rancid easily;

fresh butter in a tin cost 12-15 cents but was much nicer) 0 Fresh no

bit a pung butter - upstart. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

fresh nuts n Unsalted nuts, usu. groundnuts (peanuts), usu. sold by

street vendors. (< nuts
1

) 0 “Nuts! Fresh nuts! Salt nuts! Nuts nuts nuts!”

fresh-up 1 adj Rude; bad mannered; aggressive, esp. making

unwanted sexual advances. (< AmEfresh ‘impudent; forward; imper-

tinent’ + E up ‘completely’) = fresh
3
9 It was a great sensation. To

hear the freshup coolie man singing ’bout ram goat baptism. (Mighty

Terror “Changing of the Indian Songs” 1950 pr) 0 Them police

woman go be working wrecker too. Well you know how they fresh

up. And they like to interrupt. (Kitchener “PP 99" 1971 pr) 0 Jean:

H’mm. What happen when rain fall? Taj: When rain fall? You and me
will be inside cuddling up and sheltering, Jeanie. Jean: [Giggling]

You not only a joker, Taj, but you too fresh-up with yourself! (Selvon

1991c: 120) 0 He is neither “fresh-up” nor wifish; but would really

like to have what he describes as a good-natured, well respected

woman to live with him. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:23)

2 adj Too inquisitive, too grown-up for the child’s age. 0 Fresh up -

precocious. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 “Yuh too fresh up with yuhself.”

freshwater adj Speaking with an American accent, or adopting other

American characteristics, esp. without ever having been to the United

States. Also in earlier days applied to the same phenomenon in regard

to England. 0 To listen to the extemporaneous compositions of such

well known Calipsoic Bards and Composers as Iron Duke, Marlbor-

ough, Lord Executor, Prince Henry of Artillery and Plummer Duke of

Iere. These great freshwater Nobles were engaged thrice weekly in

treating their patrons, well wishers, and partisans with their so called

compositions. (PC 17 Feb 1906:3)

fresh-water American n Someone who speaks with an American
accent, or adopts other American characteristics, esp. without ever

having been to the U.S. = >fresh-water Yankee 0 We understand that

there was a problem getting these youngsters to ‘party’ to calypso. If

[he] is serious, he would kick these ‘fresh-water’ Americans off our

television, and get young nationals who are proud of our music and

culture to replace them. (TTM 31 July 1987:32)

fresh-water mullet n Agonostomus monticola, an edible freshwater

fish. = common mullet, mountain mullet, mullet
2
0 The Freshwater

Mullet (Agonostomus monticola ) is very plentiful in all the Tobago
streams, and some sport is afforded by this active little fish when the

proper tackle is used. (Guppy 1922:467)
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fresh-water tortoise n Rhinoclemmys punctularia punctularia , a

freshwater turtle. = >galap 0 (de Verteuil 1 858)

fresh-water Yankee n Someone who speaks with an American accent,

or adopts other American characteristics, esp. without ever having

been to the U.S. = fresh-water American 0 A presumptious [s/'c] Gre-

nadian the other day. Went to work tomatoes in the USA, This fresh

water Yankee from Grenada, Went to reap tomatoes in Florida, Two
months he spend in the people place. And that was the case. (Cristo

“Yankee Grenadian” 1961 pr) 0 He only see de Statue of Liberty and

he turn fresh water yankee one time! (Baptiste 1992) 0 For all its flair,

Rome in its heart was Spartan; and no Trinidadian except a freshwa-

ter Yankee can possibly know the meaning of that word. (TG 27 Feb

1994:7)

fret fat phr In negative, do not worry, be anxious, be concerned about.

= fool fat 0 "Wherever she is she must be having a good time... Don’t

fret your fat: she enjoy herself when she was young.” (Gomes

1978:34)

friction n arc A match. 0 A friction - a match. (Alford 1953: 149)

fried see FRY

friend, fren v Engage in a sexual relationship, but not living together.

0 Ah teenager from Britain name Emerly, Offer me quarter million

just to friend with she. (Organizer "Old Woman Champ” 1971 pr) 0

FRIEND, v., to be involved in a relationship entailing sexual inter-

course and other mutual obligations, but not living together. (Rodman

1971:230) 0 “Mabel go fren wid all dem man who come in de rum
shop. Wait an see.” (Lewis 1972:34) 0 Of course a long time before

the letter is written, the boy would have been given permission to

“visit" the girl in her home. This is requested orally. In some cases he

might not only have been visiting or “frenning”, but he might also

have produced during this period an offspring or two, as a result of

his prenuptial attention. (Ottley 1979) 0 “Sir the woman got married

and you still used to friend with she?” (Maraj 1982:73) 0 “She is

taunting me with the news that she and the policeman are ‘frenning’

and that is his reason for dragging the case.” (TTM 14 Nov 1989:19)

friendlies n In pitching marbles, a game in which players return to the

original owner(s) all the marbles they have hit out of the ring. (< E
friendly ‘of a sports match, played for honour rather than competition

for a prize’) = not for self 0 I had to ring Keith Ghent, one of the hot-

test pitchers in St Ann’s. You could only ever play “friendlies” with

him, never for “keeps.” (Pires 1991:8)

friendly rice n Soft, sticky rice. (< E friendly ‘close; wanting to be

together’) 0 (Haynes 1987:53) 0 “I can’t stand it, it not grainy,

friendly rice, the rice grain stick up to each other.” (1990)

Friendly Society n A type of mutual aid society, to which members
contribute, and in return receive benefits such as support during ill-

ness, and burial expenses. (< arc E Friendly Society ‘an association

whose members pay contributions to ensure financial help in sickness

or old age, and death benefits for their families’) 0 At Montgomery
under the Management of the Minister of the Moravian Establishment

there is one “Friendly” or “Benefit Society" established in 1839. The
Number of Members enrolled last year was 140. (Dowland 1845) 0

The Fancy dress Dance of the Trinidad Mutual Friendly Society took

place as announced at the Society’s Ball on the first night of the Car-

nival and was a great successful entertainment. (POSG 9 Feb 1910:5)

0 Friendly Society Installation. At a special meeting of Thistle Lodge

No. 5 IUOSM Friendly Society... on Saturday last the following offi-

cers were installed. (POSG 11 Jan 1935:5) 0 Boodhoo registered the

burial ground in the name of a Friendly Society. (Pundit Ragbir 1982,

in La Guerre 1985:188) 0 It was one of those friendly society dances,

with men in jackets and ties and women in long dresses. (Lovelace

1988:69) 0 Friendly societies are a type of mutual aid organization for

providing assistance to members in times of need occasioned by

sickness or death in the family. They were transplanted from Great

Britain to its Caribbean colonies by missionaries of the church during

the 19th century... in exchange for modest periodic contributions and

occasional levies, societies provided financial benefits to help defray

the expenses resulting from sickness or death in members' families.

In addition, much of the annual operating surplus was distributed in a

lump sum by means of a Christmas bonus, and these initial benefits

were later broadened to cover optical and dental expenses. (Fletcher

1990:95-6) 0 0 ‘I have a little insurance. I in a friendly society and

now I doh have to pay anything. I have 480 dollars in it for them to

bury me when my time come, when I dead. I get me sick relief to take

care of me when I sick, but is not much, is not much.’ (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:174)

frighten n Fright; scare. 0 ‘I get one frighten and I run upstairs.’ (Nai-

paul 1958:73)

frighten for v Frightened by; scared by. 0 It was Tiger who had sprung

from the bushes. Mr Gidharee turned round and laughed. “What hap-

pen?” “Tiger make me jump.” Mr Gidharee held his waist and

laughed. “Well, a big man like you get frighten for a little dog! Jesu

Christ!” (Anthony 1967:172)

frighten friday n Tob Of appearance, looking strange, timid, scared. 0

“He looking like a real frighten friday.” (1990) 0 Don’t be a frighten

friday, the dog eh go bite you.

fringe-lipped bat n Trachops cirrhosus
, a bat that feeds on lizards. =

lizard-eating bat 0 (Alkins 1979:54)

friosa n Capraria biflora, an erect bushy native plant. (<fregosa) =

>ditay payi, fregosa, goatweed, titipay 0 Ditay Payee, Fregosa,

Friosa, Titi Pay. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:36)

frizzle fowl InA breed of domestic FOWL whose feathers are curled

back outwards, away from the body, except for the tail, due to domi-

nance of the gene for twisted hackles. It may or may not have a bare

neck. (< E frizzled fowl < E frizzle, ‘of hair in crisp tight curls’) =

frazzle fowl, sensa fowl 0 A particular kind of chicken is kept in the

yards of many families which is believed to have the power of discov-

ering any obeah charm which may have been buried... the bird is

referred to as a “frizzle fowl” because of its curly feathers. (Niehoff&
Niehoff 1960:173) 0 A garden’s livestock would frequently include a

frizzle fowl, its bare neck and erect feathers making it look ridicu-

lously like a feather duster. (Bryans 1967:136) 0 On the periphery of

this, the main action, the macho behaviour of Cock ... and the hens,

Frizzle and Brown Fowl, fighting over him. (Lovelace 9 Nov
1986:27) 0 “You have dominica hen, frizzle fowl and clean-neck here

in the yard,” she says, as the fowls walk about, picking at little objects

and plucking grass. (EX-S 25 Dec 2002:1)

2 n A person who is untidy, e.g. with uncombed hair. 0 Frizzle-fowl -

usually woman, with untidy hair. (John 1973) 0 Oh gosh, man, I look-

ing like a frizzle-fowl!

frock n arc A dress, usu. for a young girl, or a nice going-out dress,

rather than a dress for home wear. (< E frock ‘gown; dress’, now
generally only for formal dress) 0 She thought of the frailty of man.

They are polygamous by nature; they follow every frock tail, they

cannot be trusted. (Doodnath 1989:54)

fro-fro n Hernandia guianensis, a native tree. = foforite, toforite,

>toporite

frog-bird n Tityra cayana, a bird, 22.5 cm (9") long. Male upperparts

whitish; head, wings and tail black; underparts white; bare red skin

around eye and base of bill. = >benedictin, blackcap, black hard-

beak", black thick-bill, magic bird 0 (ffrench 1991:309-10)

froghopper n Aeneolamia varia saccharina [~ Tomaspis saccharina,

? Delassor tristis guppyi

]

(Trin) or Aeneolamia varia carmodyi

[~ Tomaspis carmodyi

]

(Tob), a light green, somewhat triangular,

jumping spittlebug which attacks sugar cane by sucking out the juice;

a serious agricultural pest. (< E froghopper, a number of insects, fr

colour and jumping power like a frog) = blight, cock-and-hen 0 If the

Mongoose is even in a small degree responsible for the increase of the

frog-hopper nuisance in the country, (by the destruction of lizards,

frogs, and ground-birds, etc.) this alone would be a sufficient reason

for a concerted effort in dealing with him as a nuisance and a danger-

ous pest. (TG 12 Sept 1917:6) 0 The Tobago froghopper, Tomaspis

carmodyi Kershaw, is very similar to, though considered specifically

distinct from, the destructive Trinidad froghopper Tomaspis saccha-

rina Dist. This species was described by Kershaw in 1913, and was

then considered to be confined to Tobago. It has however been

recently suggested that this species may also occur on the North
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Coast of Trinidad. (Vesey-Fitzgerald 1936d:200) 0 The serious

effects of frog-hopper infestation may be judged from the fact that in

some years it was responsible for an annual loss of cane over parts of

the cropped area amounting to no less than 10 tons per acre. (Barnes

1953:25) 0 With the exceptions of Trinidad, Tobago and Grenada to

the south, and Jamaica and Cuba to the north, froghoppers are

not recorded on sugar cane in the West Indian islands (Fewkes

1969a:283) 0 From the Gandhi incident he went on to the whys and

wherefores of the froghopper pest that was ruining the sugar-fields.

(Naipaul 1976:182) 0 (Blackburn 1984:192)

froghopper blight n Damage done by FROGHOPPERS to sugarcane.

(<froghopper + blight 0 It has long been recognized that the feeding

of adult froghoppers is the main cause of froghopper ‘blight’

(Williams, 1921; Withycombe, 1926). (Fewkes 1969a:297)

from 1 prep As of a certain time; from that time. 0 “All you know how
we start out in this game. You, Heads, was in from morning.” (Hill

1966c:20) 0 Be very careful from today with your donkey friends.

(Woolward 1977:20) 0 From last week Holly make one master move
an now Scoutin for Talent coming from de Hilton ballroom. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 10 July 1977) 0 “From today, they will be stopped. If they

don’t, we will institute a blockade with our boats to force them to

return home.” (EX 13 Oct 1989:3)

2 prep With small
,
young, a child, starting at a young age. 0 [I] have

known him from a child. (TRD 20 Sept 1852:2) 0 [He] said he was

[her] uncle. She lived with him from a child. (TG 12 Jan 1919:2) 0

“You see, I was taken to an orphanage from small, and during that

time, I was never visited by any of my relatives except an aunt who
used to come and visit me off and on.” (Bomb 15 Aug 1986:9) 0

“From baby we done bore she ears already.” (1986) 0 “From small

my son has been very determined.” (Bomb 31 July 1987:16) 0 “We’re

trying to encourage good habits from young.” (1987) 0 He told the

magistrate that he brought [the girl] up from a baby and he could no

longer control her. (Blast 6 Oct 1989:9) 0 I knew big words from

small. (EX 8 Oct 1990:8) 0 “We’re seeing a lot of people with

Rottweiler dogs who are afraid of their own dogs. They don’t disci-

pline them properly from small and then can’t manage them when
they grow up.” (EX 18 Nov 1990: 14) 0 Hamilton said he began going

in the bush, “from small,” with his stepfather. (EX 10 Aug 1993:28)

fromagier n obs Ceiba pentandra , a very large native tree. (< Fr

fromagier ‘cheese tree’, fr somewhat cheese-like texture of wood) =

ceiba, kapok. >silk cotton, soucouyant wood 0 Had he only gone to

Trinidad and seen the silk-cotton trees which I saw there, he must, I

am sure, have been satisfied. In Venezuela this tree is called Ceiba. In

Martinique it goes by the name of Fromagier. (Taylor 1864:76)

front barracks n arc A type of BARRACK-ROOM near the street, and

somewhat higher quality than those in back. = apartment 0 Few bar-

rack-yards could have been seen from the streets. They were usually

fronted by small business premises and barrack-type accommoda-
tions known as “apartments”, officially termed “front barracks”.

Access was through passages known as “gateways” that varied in

length and width according to the structure by which the barrack-

yards were fronted. (Cummings 2004:34)

fronting adj Forward; pushy; overaggressive. (< E front ‘stand or

meet face to face; confront’) = frontish 0 “We go get jail anyhow, that

frontin’ policeman wha’ on George Street beat, he tell me he only

waiting for carnival to shove all o’ we in jail.” (Jones 1973:126) 0

“My wife and my secretary could not get along. My wife claimed she

was too fronting.” (Bomb 1979) 0 Little boy, know yuh place and stop

being so frontin! (Baptiste 1992)

frontish adj Forward; pushy; overaggressive. (< Efront ‘stand or meet
face to face; confront’) = fronting 0 FRONTISH, adj., pushy, forward,

e.g., he always frontish when people visit. (Rodman 1971:230) 0

Frontish. (John 1973) 0 You cannot help but find his actions a little

too “frontish” and it just might be a bit worrying to his leader George
Chambers. (Target 1982) 0 [The minister] made a grand entrance [at

the funeral] attracting more attention than the parents. Even [the

mayor] and his deputy were there, even though they were not as

frontish as the others. ( TTM 19 Apr 1988:19)

froudacity n A combination of audacity in telling bold-face lies, and

fraudulence in not knowing anything about the subject. Note: The first

pronunciation given here is somewhat more common, though both

are used and the name Froude was apparently pronounced /frud/.

/fraudasiti, frudasiti/ (< James Anthony Froude, who knew little of the

West Indies and misrepresented them in his 1888 book The Bow of
Ulysses or The English in the West Indies, which greatly disparaged the

African population of the West Indies + audacity ‘disregarding deco-

rum or morality; shamelessness; impudence’) 0 Described as the ‘most

prominent English historian of his day’, this man earned at least some

fame because West Indians, with their sharp wit, incorporated him into

their vocabulary where his genius for euphemism and missing the

essential point of any situation became known as ‘froudacity’. (Bryans

1967:118) 0 “Froudacity” provided a castigation of no mean weight, to

the Englishman Anthony Froude who had dared to publish a scathing

attack on Negroes in the West Indies, suggesting... that they were infe-

rior in every way to other human beings. Thomas’s book “Froudacity”

was a literary gem, a constructive answer to the ill-formed and mis-

chievous (“macocious”) Englishman. (Ottley 1978:38)

froupsy see FRUPSY

frown face phr Scowl; frown; make an expression of disapproval, dis-

like, worry. 0 “What you frowning your face for so?” (1979) 0 Doh
frown yuh face so.

frowsy adj Old; ragged; sloppy; smelling bad. (< E frowsty ‘having an

unpleasant smell’) 0 I see this frowsy old man walking down the street,

frups 1 n Fart; breaking wind; worthless activity, /frups/ = fups
1

0 E
eh wot/wurt ’/worth ah frups: he is not worth anything. (Haynes

1987:148)

2 v Make a fart; break wind; engage in worthless activity. = fups
3
0

Frupsin’ arong/around: playing the fool. (Haynes 1987:148)

frupshish adj Feisty; pushy; MAKING STYLE. = uppish 0 Frupshish

(uppish). (Daniel msl ca 1960)

frupsy adj Carelessly dressed; sad and tired; worn-out; frowsy. 0 “But

look how she change an get so froupsy-lookin!” (Baptiste 1993:75)

fruta paloma n Hirtella triandra, a small native evergreen tree, girth

to 91 cm (3')- Leaves smooth above and rough below, drip tip. Flow-

ers white with purple stamens, in compound racemes; small oblong

fruit. Wood hard, heavy. (< Sp fruta ‘fruit’ + paloma ‘dove; pigeon’)

= coco-chat
2
0 (Marshall 1934) 0 (Beard 1946:32)

fry 1 adj Fried; cooked by frying. 0 His father in heaven felt that bread

alone was no good, so fry fish was added to the menu. (Ladoo 1974:39)

2 n obs A kind of fried biscuit. = >float 0 [Witness] saw the defendant

taking a quantity of fries from a man’s tray at George Street... [plain-

tiff] said that he was in a doze and when he awoke he saw missed

some accra, float and fish valued at 18 cents. (TG 18 Sept 1919:5)

fry bake, fried bake n A small round bread, made with flour, water,

salt and yeast or baking soda, that is cooked by frying. 0 At any time

of the day, I could walk right in. Straight through and out into the yard

behind, To see if there was any fried-bake in the kitchen. (Phillips

1991:5)

fryball n Fibroid; a fibrous tumour most commonly found in the

womb. = fireball 0 She have fryballs, and kyaan make more children.

0 Too much cooking oil gi she fryballs. 0 Arthritis, Infection, Meno-
pause... Fry Ball, Colon Cleansing... (ad, EX 1 Dec 2003) 0 Fibroid

(fryball) hernia and [stone] in bladder. (Wallace 2002:37)

fry channa n A snack food made from deep-fried, salted CHANNA. 0

He also use tuh appear at all major sportin events sellin de best fry

channa ah ever taste. (Foster 1990:37) 0 Dat is fry channa... An dat is

mauby bark, bay leaf, sea moss, dinner mints. Golden Ray butter,

kuchela, ah homemade sweetbread... (Foster 1990:104)

fry-dry n Any of several species of very small marine anchovy fish,

including Cetengraulis sp.; Anchovia brownii ; Anchovia delicatis-

sima\ Anchoa repsetuus ; or Anchoa parva\ Engraulis sp., E. mordax.

(fr usual method of cooking) = anchois, chewie-chewie, fryer,

jashwa, large zanchois, >zanchois 0 The smaller trawlers... bring in

all of their catch, even the juvenile fish which, mixed with tiny sar-

dines, are sold as ‘fry-dry’. (Ramsumair 1986:34) 0 “Well is today we
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making some fry dry with tomato choka for lunch!” (Baptiste

1993:75)

fryer n Tob Any of several species of very small marine anchovy fish,

(fr usual method of cooking) = anchois, chewie-chewie, fry-dry,

jashwa. large zanchois, >zanchois

fry in fat phr Be angry, fume, usu. said of leaving someone to be that

way. 0 I eh taking she on. She vex, she could fry in she fat.

fry shop n obs A small shop in which fried foods such as ACRA AND
FLOAT are prepared and sold. 0 The plaintiff testified... to the effect

that she keeps a “fry” shop in the vicinity of the market... she paid a

person ten shillings a week to continue her work, but not being an

expert in “float” frying she lost many paying customers. (TG 28 May
1919:7) 0 Accra used to be the thing self in the fry shops. (EX 17 Feb

1993:35)

fu see FO

fuben see FOUBEN

fufu, foofoo n arc A dish made with pounded cooked PROVISIONS

such as YAMS, DASHEEN, and TANNIA. (fr widespread W. Afr.

forms for dishes made from MANIOC flour or cooked pounded

sweet POTATO, manioc, PLANTAIN etc., e.g. Kikongo fufu, fufu

‘manioc flour', Ga fufu, Fon, Ewe, Twi, Yor, Wolof fufu , Mende

fufu , Hausa fufu) 0 The [saraka]... is said to have... given [way] to

the greater popularity of shango feast wherein the food consisted of

goat meat, sweet bread, chilibibi, ground black-eye peas boiled soft

with oil and pepper, commeal and cassava and cassava kuku, bread-

fruit and banana fufu. (Woodroffe 1974:15) 0 An informant recalled

the menu at such feasts as consisting of... fufu made out of pounded
yam and pounded plantain eaten with gravy seasoned and coloured

red by roucou. (Woodroffe 1974:16)

fufu knucks see foofoo knucks

fuh see FO, FOR

fuh dat intj Indicating complete agreement; that is so. 0 Fuh dat! : how
true! (Haynes 1987:27) 0 "My mother could cook.” “Fuh dat! Dat is

sweet food.” (1990)

fuh so, just see JUST FOR SO

full 1 v Fill; supply a container with as much as it can hold. (< obs E

full ‘make full; fill a container with all it will hold') 0 Ah no go
wase time fo full papah wid pen, but ahl ah gat to say is dis, dat de

day ah hole him darg will mo bettah den he. {PC 6 Aug 1904) 0 I

must full my bucket with water. (ESTT 1956) 0 They full up their

bags with fish and make for home. (Baka 1968) 0 ‘Hurry up and full

the barrel,’ she urged him. (Narine 1977:29) 0 Bobots say dat he

was in ah gas station fullin’ up when he hear de Prime Minister on

de radio sayin’ how gas gone up. (Keens-Douglas 1984:35) 0 Maha-
raj had invented a “fulling” milky concoction which his customers

from out of Arima promptly named “Traveller”. {EX 26 Jan

1988:53) 0 One night around seven o’clock, there was no water in

the taps upstairs, so I decided to go down stairs by the water tank to

full two buckets of water. (Blast 28 Sept 1990:19) 0 We done full

we belly with the Shango food and thing man. (Andrew [Beddoe],

OPNL June 1994:6)

2 v Make pregnant. 0 ‘And tell me who full the belly of the girl my
son was to married!' (Lovelace 1968:206)

3 adj The stage at which fruit is still too unripe to eat but can be

picked and left to ripen, (prob. < E full ‘having a rounded outline;

plump') 0 The pears were picked “full,” but not ripe, and especial

care was taken to avoid bruising. (Mirror 17 Oct 1907:7) 0 The
writer in 1910 took to England a small crate of “Julie” Mangoes in

August, which arrived in very fair condition and were greatly appre-

ciated by friends. If picked without bruising at the right stage, full

but not ripe, packed carefully and conveyed across the ocean in a

uniform cool temperature... they should arrive in fit condition. (Col-

lens 1912:64) 0 Spots may also appear after bunches are “three-

quarters full” (i.e . English grade of fruit). (Wardlaw 1934:13) 0

Wash, peel and grate green but full pawpaw. (Hunt 1985a: 12) 0 ‘If

you get bring a breadfruit for me too,’ Samdaye said. ‘But make
sure that they full.’ (Boodhoo 1994:143)

3 adj Pregnant; be pregnant. (< E full ‘of an animal, pregnant’) 0

‘Look at this cow... T’ink she full?’ (Naipaul 1976:78) 0 ‘I save the

owner three full cow from drowning in the Navet Dam.’ (Gosine

1992:94) 0 ‘If the cow get full we will pay you the two dollars.’

(Boodhoo 1994:98)

4 adj Adult; grown-up. (< E full age ‘adult or mature age’) 0 Full

woman. (Haynes 1987:148)

full charge 1 n In fishing A-LA-VIVE, an amount of live bait that fills

the storage well in the boat. (< E charge ‘the quantity of anything

which a receptacle is constructed to bear or receive’) 0 On a daily

basis, fishermen claim to spend at least $200 in gas money, $40 for a

“full charge” of bait, $ 1 5 for ice storage and provide food for the

entire day. (EX 19 Sept 1990:6)

2 n Heavy bore ammunition, e.g. 1 2 gauge hunting gun, a gun with

two barrels. (< E charge ‘the quantity of powder and shot with which

a gun is loaded for one discharge’) 0 I shoot the deer full charge.

3 adv Intensely; with power. 0 I gi she full charge,

fuller see FOULE

full eye n A large, protruding eye. = fish-eye 0 “The short-crutch, full-

eye fellow from Moruga.” (1986)

full-hand churia n A traditional Indian woman’s solid metal bracelet

covering the entire forearm from elbow to wrist, usu. locking with a

key. (< E full ‘having no empty space’ + hand 1 + churia) 0 “Women
didn’t like to wear full-hand churia, because it’s hard to clean under-

neath and they would get a rash.” (2002)

full of mouth 1 phr Be insolent; talk in a provocative way. 0 Full a

mouth - be insolent, give back chat (N. Daniel 1990) 0 Full o’ mout:

very good at using ‘de red rag in e mout’. (Haynes 1987: 148)

2 phr Talking a lot, boasting, or threatening, without following it up

by action. 0 If it is dey proving to be only full of mouth. When you

voting - vote dem out, vote dem out. (Deple “Vote Dem Out” 1986) 0

“Dem only full ah mout about how dem could win de match.”

(Baptiste 1993:75)

full out 1 v Fill out; complete. 0 Full out the application form.

2 v Stuff; pack in. 0 She wash de hog belly and put it dong till she was
reddy to full it out wid de tings wot doz make it come black pudden.

(PC 17 Sept 1904)

full jrelt phr At top speed, quickly. (< E full ‘with the greatest force’ +
pelr) 0 If you see the man going down de road full pelt.

full up v Fill up; become full of, filled up. 0 She bound to say, “Nigger

man, you drunk. One suit of clothes can’t full up me trunk!” (Begin-

ner “Second Hand Girls” 1940) 0 They full up their bags with fish

and make for home. (Baka 1968) 0 “Nobby treatin’ the boys.” And in

two-twos the rum shop full up with people, and a big big fete start up

-one time! (Alleyne-Forte 1994:10)

full up eyes phr Become suddenly interested in someone, usu. roman-

tically; think of nothing or no one else. 0 “Joan is a nice girl - but,

you know.” "But this Gidharee girl fulling up your eyes now.”

(Anthony 1967:186)

full with water phr Of the eyes, tear up, have tears well up in the eyes,

usu. from emotion; just before crying. 0 “Big man like you. Every

two, three minutes you eyes full with water... You is a man or woman,
for God’s sake!” (Anthony 1967:93)

fuma n obs An explosive substance producing smoke, used to destroy

ant-nests. (< Sp fuma ‘smoke’) 0 Ants exterminated by Hoadley’s

Fuma, Shipment just to hand. (POSG 26 May 1907:1) 0 The “fuma”

was one of those mild explosives used in small portions to blast out

anthills. (Bowman & Bowman 1939:66)

fumity see FUNITY

fun v Tease; make fun of. (< dial E fun ‘make fun of; joke; jest’) 0

‘Lord, I done sweet-talking you. You a dam' foolish little girl. You

can’t tease or what? You think you is a big madam we can’t fun you

or what?’ (McDonald 1969:76)
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fun chee n obs Coins or metal discs used in the Chinese gambling

game of SANCHEE. (< Ch) 0 He searched the place and in a room
where they were gambling he found some sanchee tickets called

funchee, several brass metal discs with which they played a game
known as Sanchee. The funchee were scattered about a large table.

(TG 3 July 1919:7)

funeral palm n arc Cycas sp., cultivated, primitive non-flowering

plants with thick stems and palm-like leaves in massive rosettes, (fr

resemblance of leaves to Englishfuneral plumes) = false sago palm 0

[The] funeral palm, which grows [in Tobago] on the steepest declivi-

ties of the hills... The short trunk is surmounted by a large bunch of

very long leaves, the upper ones standing straight and up, and those

facing the outer circle bending over all round just like the plumes on a

hearse. (Layard 1887)

funge n arc A dish made from a mixture of cooked rice and cornflour,

/func^i/ (< Kongo funji < mfundi ‘steamed cassava flour pudding’) 0

The preparation of these food-stuffs along with others such as conco-

te and cachap, chocolate and funge will have to be put aside. Family

numbers have increased and the number of helpers in these prepara-

tions have decreased. (Woodroffe 1974:12) 0 Grated cornflour is

added to boiling rice. This causes a hardening of the mixture to the

extent that it can be sliced. Funge, as it is then called, is highly sea-

soned. (Woodroffe 1974:28)

funity, finity, fumity n arc A bunch of herbs and small seasoning veg-

etables used in making soup, /fumti, fjumti/ = mele", >seasoning“ 0

Funity: - The bundles of turnips, carrots, celery and thyme sold for

making soup, (de Boissiere ca 1945a:48) 0 Cut fowl in two and boil

in two quarts of water in which you have placed fumity and season-

ings, for a full hour, (de Boissiere ca 1945a:9) 0 Sancoche... 1 bunch

finity soup, cleaned (Hunt 1985a:25) 0 [F]unity is a bunch of regular

Paramin seasoning herbs, as in “I just going in the garden for funity.”

The garden had drainage ditches around it - around individual garden

beds, that is - and the rather scrawny carrot which Elma Reyes

remembers would be planted round the edges of the ditches - also a

type of round turnip... the carrot came out bitter sometimes and some-

times sweet... funity was the same mix as today - chive, parsley,

thyme, celery. (1993)

fups, foops 1 n Fart; breaking wind; worthless activity. = frups
1 0 All-

yuh ent worth a fups!

2 n A slip, miss. 0 1 make a fups and fall down.

3 v Make a fart, break wind; engage in worthless activity. = frups
2
0

That boy always foopsin.

furnitures n Furniture; pieces of furniture. Note: In SE furniture is a

singular collective noun, without -s. 0 He went to the woman’s house

and demanded the return of his furnitures. (TG 14 May 1921:3) 0 I

hear she groaning, I hear she yawning. Was the furnitures they were
repossessing. (Tiger “Next Door Neighbour” 1938) 0 I am sorry I

broke up the furnitures, But we'll get new tables and chairs. (Execu-

tor “Nellie Go Out Mi Door” 1938) 0 “If again I used to pay irregular

for me furnitures I would say they have cause to take them; but I does

pay every month.” (de Boissiere 1952: 118)0 “Ent 1 have a house, an

I have fumichairs and I ent han to mout?” (Lewis 1972: 1 1

)

fus, fuss intj An exclamation of great emphasis. (< Fr a force, placed

before an adjective to form a superlative) = ah fuss 0 Fuss mami go

glad fo see you. (PC 7 May 1904) 0 Fuss ah shame I dont tell nobody,

Chinese children calling me daddy. (Terror “Chinese Children Calling

Me Daddy” 1950 pr) 0 FUSS, AH FUSS, interj., e.g., Fuss, I tired, or,

Ah fuss, I hungry! (Rodman 1971:230) 0 De udder day de chirren and

dem went to fly kite and all man jack nearly get lick dong by de kan-

non ball tree, fus cars was in de place. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 Apr

1977) 0 “Even an obeahman ’fraid to pass in front he house... fuss dat

boy blight.” (Heat 14 Oct 1989:16) 0 “It have a mango that does only

grow in Chaguaramas call mango joe. When yuh eat it yuh must close

your eye, fuss it sweet.” (EX 14 Aug 1994:25) 0 “Fus ah was tired -

ah nearly fall asleep at the wheel.” (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

fustic n Maclura tinctoria [= Broussonetia tinctoria, B. plumieri,

Chlorophora tinctoria. Morns tinctoria, M. zanthoxylon, M. affinis,

M. subintegerrima, M. velutina, M. sieberi], a medium-sized semi-

deciduous thorny native shrub or tree to 10 m (32') tall. Bark greyish-

khaki colour, smooth, thin; underbark buff with brownish streaks,

contains a creamy buff latex. Trunks of small and medium trees and

young twigs have numerous stout spines, solitary or paired straight up

to 3 cm (1.2") long. Leaves to 12 x 6 cm (4.7" x 2.3"), ovate to ellip-

tic, papery, margin sometimes toothed, pointed tips, young leaves

often lobed. Male and female flowers on separate trees; male flower a

thin pendant catkin up to 10 cm (4") long, greyish-yellow, female in

rounded heads about 6 mm (.25") diameter. Fruit rounded, 1.3 cm
(.5") diameter, grey-green, containing tiny brown nuts. Wood fairly

heavy, hard, durable, yellow, formerly used for wheels; a khaki-

coloured dye is made from the heartwood. (< E fustic, usu. Rhus sp.,

several trees whose wood produces a yellow dye) = bois d’orange 0

Green Fustick is a sort of Timber fitted for Instruments, or the art of

inlaying; but the Yellow Fustick is more proper for Diers, as it may be

directed. (Poyntz 1683:41) 0 The Dyewood called Fustick. (Explica-

tion 1769, Young 1809, Stowe 922:14b) 0 Fustic is a dye wood, and

also valuable to the wheelwright for naves and felloes. It does not

attain large dimensions. (Williams 1882) 0 Further on... the Fustic

(Maclura tinctoria) [was among] the most remarkable. (JFNC Feb

1894-1-12:305) 0 The fustic, besides giving us the well-known dye,

has qualities which render it valuable as a timber tree, being large and

durable. (Ober 1898:135) 0 (FTT 1982-2-11 : 724)

futty see FOOTY

fwefen n Vagina; woman’s genitals; generally considered taboo or

joking usage. = >kweffem

fwey n A very bad smell. 0 Fuh-oun-knee: funky; with Ah Fwey, vile

smell; lightin’ up de place. Pick up ah slight fwey: to be aware of a

slightly unpleasant smell. (Haynes 1987:148)

fyunity see FUNITY
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gaabhin, garbhin adj Of a cow, pregnant, in calf. /ga:bin/ (< Bh-

Angika gabhin 'pregnant; with young') 0 [A]s before, [Jagoo] shook

his head to say that the cow was not garbhin - was not in calf, never

was and never would be. (Naipaul 1976:79) 0 (Dwarika 1984:32) 0

“Mahabir beter careful, i have ah gaabhin cow, i ha to watch out with

thief.” (1990)

gaaiya see GAYAA

gaam n A psychological trap, scheme, ruse. /ga:m/ (< H-U gam ‘mis-

ery’) 0 “He keep all you late in gyaaden today because e ketch allyou

in e gaam.” (1990)

gaar, gaari n Buttocks; backside; ass; considered vulgar, and often

used in curses. /ga:r, ga:ri/ (< Bh) = >tail 0 While the crowd laughed

he added “Ah bong tuh get yuh “gaar” someday!” (TTM 23 June

1987:18) 0 “I fall on mi gaar” (1990) 0 “Shut yuh gaar!” (1990)

gab(s), garb n The distance from thumb to last (little) finger, some-

times to second (forefinger). The TOR can be advanced this distance

to improve the shooting position. The thumb is used as a pivot for

drawing a circle, with the resulting circumference as the boundary of

this area; pitching is permitting from any point on this line, /gab,

gabz/ (poss. < E ambit ‘circuit; compass; circumference’ + gambit

‘attacking tactic, strategy’) = ex, ex-span, gambi, span 0 There is

complete agreement, though, that the garb ox gambi is one hand span,

a measurement used for a multitude of purposes in all pitch games.

(Pires 1991:8) 0 A steady hand and a good “garbie” (palm length) are

the hallmarks of a good marble pitcher... My fingers have always

been long, so, naturally, my “garbie” was good enough to eliminate

the need to “pooksay.” Others with the disadvantage of shorter hand-

spans tried to cheat by throwing their hands forward as they played.

(TG 25 Mar 1993)

gabba-gabba see KABBA-KABBA

gabins n Tob Money, /gabins/ (< obs E gob, gubbe ‘large sum of

money’; obs gobbon
,
gubbon ‘portion; slice’) 0 He always have

plenty gabins.

gabilan, gavilan, cabilan n Any hawk, or bird of prey, which hunts

during the daytime, esp. Bnteo platypterus, Buteogallus anthracinus,

and Spizaetus ornatus. /gavila, gabila, gabilan/ (< Sp gavilan ‘hawk’)

= chicken hawk" Also see specific birds, e.g. BLACK gabilan,
BLACK HAWK, BROWN HAWK, CABBAGE HAWK, COPETONG,
CRABIER 2

, CRESTED GABILAN, GRI-GRI, HARRIER, WHITE GABI-

LAN 0 The flamingo were shy and we only got one bec-a-ciseaux, a

cabilan and a seagull, all on the wing. (Urich Diary, 22 May 1831) 0

Buteo albicollis... The Creole name for this and other large birds of

prey in Trinidad is “Gavilan.” (Taylor 1864:79-80) 0 There are sev-

eral species of the Falcon family in Trinidad; they are called here

Gavilans. (de Verteuil 1884:90) 0 Once on a time, the birds were all

invited to a spree in Cloudland. at the house of Mr Gabilan (Chicken

Hawk). (Inniss 1897:31) 0 Gabilan, the chicken hawk, also a little

brigand. (ESTT 1956) 0 ‘Come and shake the man hand and tell him
your name - Gabi, short for gabilan or chicken-hawk.’ (Boodhoo

1994:27)

gabilan a bee crochu n obs Chondrohierax uncinatus (E hook-billed

kite), a hawk, 40 cm (16") long. Male: upperparts dark grey to brown;

tail barred white; underparts grey, banded finely with white, buff or

cinnamon; underwings barred black and white. Female blackish

above with reddish or white collar; underparts broadly banded brown
and white. In different phases, bird is entirely dark grey with unbarred

underparts; or all blackish, sometimes with white on back of neck

with a broad white tail-bar. Bill large and strongly hooked. (< Fr a

bee crochu ‘with a hooked beak’) 0 Gabilan a bee crochu. (Chapman
1894:70)

gabilan a deux dents n Harpagus bidentatus bidentatus (E double-

toothed kite), a bird, 30 cm (12") long. Upperparts and head dark

grey, browner on back; tail banded white; underparts mainly dark

reddish brown, barred on belly with grey and white; throat white with

narrow black central stripe; underwings barred black and white;

bill black, upper part appearing “toothed”; legs orange yellow. An
uncommon resident of forested areas in Trinidad. (< Fr a deux dents

‘with two teeth’) 0 Gabilan a deux dents. (Chapman 1894:71)

gabilan a dos noir n arc Leucopternis albicollis albicollis
, a large

hawk, 45 cm (18") long. White with black wings and black spots on

upper back; tail black with broad white band. (< Fr a dos noir ‘with a

black back’) = >white gabilan 0 Gabilan a dos noir. (Chapman
1894:70)

gabilan a huppe n obs Spizaetus ornatus , a bird, 60 cm (24") long.

Upperparts and crown blackish, with long pointed crest; hindneck,

sides of head and sides of breast rufous; throat white, bordered by

black band; underparts barred black and white; tail long, rounded,

barred brown and black; bill black. Legs feathered to base of toes.

(< Fr a huppe ‘with a crest’) = chicken hawk 2
, copetong, >crested

gabilan, gabilan 0 Gabilan a huppe. (Chapman 1894:71

)

gabilan a longue queue n obs Circus buffoni ,
a long-tailed, long-

winged hawk, 50 cm (20") long. Male: upperparts generally blackish

brown, with white rump and some white on head; below whitish with

a broad dark band across upper breast; tail greyish with several dark

bands. (< Fr a longue queue ‘with a long tail’) = gabilan, >harrier 0

(Chapman 1894:70)

gabilan a pattes ginga n Spizaetus tyrannus [= S. braccata] (E black

hawk-eagle), a bird, 67.5 cm (27") long. Generally black with a

prominent dark crest; white barring on underwings, thighs and under-

tail; tail black with 4 broad greyish-white bars; bill black. A rare visi-

tor to Trinidad. (< Fr a pattes ginga ‘with speckled legs’) 0 Gabilan a

pattes ginga. (Chapman 1894:71)

gabilan a poitrine noire n Falco femoralis [= F. fusco-caerulescens,

Hvpotriorchis femoralis

]

(E Aplomado falcon), a bird, 40 cm (16")

long. Generally dark grey above; tail has several white bands; black

“moustache” and ear-feathers, pale buff “eyebrow” stripe; throat and

breast whitish to buff; sides and band across belly black; lower under-

parts light reddish brown. A rare visitor to Trinidad savannas. (< Fr a

poitrine noire ‘with a black breast’) 0 Gabilan a poitrine noire.

(Chapman 1894:71)

gabilan a tete bleue n Leptodon cavenensis [~ Cymindis cayanensis
]

(E grey-headed kite), a bird, 47.5 cm (19") long. Head grey; upper-

parts black; tail with 2-3 whitish bands; underparts white, sometimes

tinged grey; underwings barred black and white; bill black; legs pale

grey. Uncommon but prob. resident in Trinidad woodland and swamp
forest. (< a tete bleue ‘with a blue head’) 0 Gabilan a tete bleue.

(Chapman 1894:71

)

gabilan a tete noire n Falco deiroleucus (E orange-breastedfalcon),

a bird, 35 cm (14") long. Head and upperparts black; tail with 3 white

bars; throat white; breast, under-tail and thighs reddish-brown; belly

black spotted with reddish-brown; bill yellow tipped black; legs

orange. A very rare visitor to Trinidad forests. (< Fr a tete noire ‘with

a black head’) 0 Gabilan a tete noire. (Chapman 1894:72)

gabilan bleu n obs Ictinia plumbea (E plumbeous kite), a bird, 35 cm
(14") long. Pale grey head, back of neck and underparts; wings and

tail dark grey; inner webs of long wing feathers reddish; tail square-

ended; eye red. (< Fr bleu ‘blue’) 0 Gabilan bleu. (Chapman 1894:69)

gabilan ginga n Buteo nitidus nitidus [~ Asturina nitida, Astur nitidus

\

(E grey hawk), a hawk 40 cm ( 1 6") long. Generally pale grey, under-

parts finely barred with white; tail black with 3 white bands; bill black;
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legs orange. A fairly common resident in Trinidad in open country and

forest edges, in all Bocas Islands, and a few sightings in Tobago. (< Fr

ginga ‘speckled’) 0 Gabilan ginga. (Chapman 1894:71)

gabilan noir n obs Buteogallus anthracinus, 55 cm (22") long, wing-

span 1.2 m (4'). Black; tail crossed by one broad white band and

white tip; bill black with orange base; legs orange or yellow. Mostly

eats crabs, snakes, frogs and insects. (< Fr noir ‘black’) = chicken

hawk4
, black gabilan, >black hawk, crabier

2
,
gabilan 0 Gabilan noir.

(Chapman 1894:70)

gabilan noir a dos bleuatre n Falco columbarius columbarius

[= Hypotriorchis columbarius
]
(E merlin, pigeon hawk), a bird, 30 cm

(12") long. Generally dark grey-blue above, with several paler bars on

tail; underparts buffy white streaked dark brown; bill bluish grey. A
regular winter visitor to both Trinidad and Tobago. (< Fr noir ‘black’ +

a dos bleuatre ‘with a bluish back’) 0 Gabilan noir a dos bleuatre.

(Chapman 1894:72)

gabilan noir a gorge rousse n Falco rufigularis [~ F. albigularis, F.

aurantius

\

(E bat falcon), a bird, 27.5 cm (H") long. Generally dark

greyish-black above; throat and upper breast buffy white to light reddish

brown; lower breast and belly black, narrowly barred with white to light

reddish-brown; under-tail and thighs dark reddish brown. An uncom-

mon resident in Trinidad. (< Fr noir ‘black’ + a gorge rousse ‘with a

reddish throat’) 0 Gabilan noir a gorge rousse. (Chapman 1894:72)

gabilan pecheur n obs Pandion haliaetus carolinensis [= P. haliaetus,

P. carolinensis

]

(E osprey, fish hawk), a fish-eating hawk, 23" long,

wingspread 6'. Head and neck buffy white; feathers tipped black;

black streak through eye; rest of upperparts dark brown; tail banded;

underparts white. (< Fr pecheur ‘fisher’) 0 Gabilan pecheur. (Chap-

man 1894:73)

gabilan raye n Falco peregrinus anatum or F. p. tundrius [= F. pere-

grinus , F. anatum

]

(E peregrine falcon), a bird, 37.5-50 cm (15-20")

long, wingspread 1.1m (3.5'). Head and upperparts dark grey-blue;

tail banded black with white tip; blackish “moustache”; throat, breast

and ear-feathers white; rest of underparts banded black and white;

legs yellow. A regular winter visitor to Trinidad and to Tobago. (< Fr

raye ‘striped’) 0 Gabilan raye. (Chapman 1894:71

)

gadabera n Time of sunset; considered an unlucky time to sleep, eat,

sweep, /gadabera/ (< H-Bh) 0 “Don’t sleep this hour, because is gad-

abera, it will blight you.” (1990)

gadaha, gadahar 1 n Donkey; ass. /gadaha/ (< H-Bh gadha Tike a

donkey; a fool’) 0 “Ah gadaha ha more sense than yuh.” (1990)

2 n Fool; a foolish or stupid person. 0 An angry parent would call his

or her child a gadahar or ghar. (Boodoosingh 1976:26) 0 ‘I over here,

Ram,’ Seema answered. ‘Right over here.’ ‘Which part?’ ‘Over here.

Right over here.’ ‘Where is over here? Which part you is, girl? Tell

me the place.’ ‘By the tomato tree and them, you monkey.’ ‘Why you
couldn’t say that at once you gadaha.' (Gosine 1992:17)

gaddi n A traditional prayer ritual of the Sufi-influenced Kabir Panthi

sect of Hinduism, /gadi/ (< H-U gaddi ‘throne; cushion’) 0 The Kabir

Panthis have prayer meetings for about the same reasons [as pujas],

though their ritual, called a gaddi, differs from that of the Sanatanists.

(Niehoff& Niehoff 1960:114)

gade, gardez n Look; look at; watch, /gade/ (< FC < Fr gardez Took;

watch’) 0 At this point Ma Griffith nudged Mrs Ford and said, “Gar-

dez! Oui papa! She getting on as if she get de last ring.” (Lewis

1972:61)

gadka see GATKA

gaff v Chat; talk informally. Note: This appears to be a relatively

recent import via Guyana, /gaf, gjaf/ (< ScE gaff ‘babble; chatter’) =

blag
1

, >old talk
4
0 But we still met to play cards and “gyaff’ a little.

(EX 14 Aug 1994:25)

gahana n Jewellry in general, esp. traditional Indian necklaces, brace-

lets, etc. /gahana/ (< H-Bh) 0 “She have lots of gahana.” (2002)

gahgaj n Money, esp. currency bills. /gaga3, gagad5/ (< Bh kagaj, H
kaghaz ‘paper’) 0 He get plenty gahgaj, but the brother ent get nutten.

gail adj Away; gone; not at home, /gail/ (< U gail ‘road; path’) 0

“They gail.” (1990)

gainder, genda n Tagetes patula (E French marigold), a cultivated

low-growing erect leafy plant to 40 cm (15.6") high. Leaves deeply

divided, with a very strong smell. Flower heads 4 cm ( 1.6") across on

erect stalks, with marginal petals and central small tubular disk-

florets, bright yellow, orange, and red. Especially prized for Hindu

PUJA offerings, /genda/ (< H-Bh genda ‘marigold’) = marigold, pot

marigold 1

, stinking suzy
1

,
susi 0 Gainda ... The flower is used in all

worship. It is also used to make “malas”. Flowers normally represent

beauty and fragrance. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:23) 0 “Yuh well get some

big genda fuh de pooja, man!” ( 1990) 0 (MNP 2007)

gajada n Junk; odds and ends; useless things, /gacbjada/ (poss. < E

gadget ‘small special-use tool’) 0 The mechanic shop was full up

with all kinda old gajada.

gal, gul n A generally friendly or affectionate term of address to a

woman; used by both men and women, /gal, gjal, gj a1/ (< dial E gal

‘girl; young female person’) = girl 0 Wen me Quashiba gal tek wan
man... he mus be sumting fe put yieye pon. (PC 9 July 1904) 0 “Gal

Bass, if I was in you position, I wouda give Choon pressure in he

ass.” (Ladoo 1974:25)

galap, galapa n Rhinoclemmys punctularia punctularia [= Geomyda
punctularia, Testudo punctularia], a fresh-water turtle or terrapin,

carapace usu. 18-19 cm (7-7.4") long, can be up to 26 cm (6.5"). Oval

shell, brown to black; head small with elongated, projecting snout;

sides of head with black and yellow mottling to neck; throat yellow,

/galap/ (< Sp galapago ‘fresh-water turtle’) = freshwater tortoise 0

(de Verteuil 1858) 0 Emys, 2 species... The... fresh-water tortoises

[are known here by the name of] galapa... The morocoy and galapa

live on soft plants, fruits, and insects... Being very slow in their

movements, [they] are easily caught; if near a pond or river, however,

the galapa at once dives and escapes under water, (de Verteuil

1884:381-3) 0 The Galap is one of the best known turtles in Trinidad.

It is often kept as a pet... It lives in fresh water swamps, rivers and

ponds and can sometimes be seen crossing the more unused roads in

the Southern parts of Trinidad. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:27) 0 Small

numbers of the freshwater turtle or galap, Geomyda punctularia, are

collected for the aquarium and pet trades. (Kenny & Bacon 1981:142)

galapa see GALAP

galay v In PITCH, “loiter” around the ring, moving to get into better

position to aim at a particular target, /gale/ (poss. < obs E galay ‘reel;

stagger’; poss. < Fr galeux ‘itchy’)

galba 1 n Calophyllum brasiliense [= C. antillanum, C. lucidum, C.

calaba], a large native evergreen tree, girth to 3 m (10'). Leaves oval,

15 x 7.5 cm (6 x 3"), dark green, glossy. Flowers small, white, fra-

grant, 2.5 cm (1"); fruit round green 1 -seeded. Wood yellow to pale

reddish-brown, medium weight, hard, strong, durable; valuable for

ship building, furniture and cabinet work, /galba, galbV (< Amer) 0

(Young 1809, Stowe 922:14b) 0 Galba-fenced plantations. (Joseph

1 838b- 1 :220) 0 Others [of our good timber trees] affect the plain

exclusively, or nearly so ... these are the Mora, Galba ... and many
others. (Carr 1869:404-5) 0 Near[by]... a Galba tree... an evergreen

native tree, yielding a strong and durable timber. (Dean 1937:14) 0

Sunlight blazes the hills; and scattered between the hills’ valuable

timber trees - the cedar, angelin, laurier-matack. galba and mahoe.

(Lovelace 1968:7) 0 Trees of which logs have been recovered from

the lake include ... Galbas... and Matapals. (Boomert 1984a: 19)

2 n Penis, esp. when indicating virility. {< galba
1

, fr wood being very

hard + wooer) = big bamboo, iron, lolo, totee, toto, >wood

galere, galere, gallay, gallerte n Any relatively large marine jellyfish,

usu. Stomolophus sp. or Physalia (E Portuguese man-of-war), from

the underside of which hang filamentous tentacles, some of which are

long and retractile and contain numerous stinging capsules; these

produce severe irritation of the skin. Somewhat smaller ones, Stro-

molophus sp., include a bluish variety; and one circular in shape with

saucer-like edge (E tennis-ball jellyfish), /gals:, gale/ (< galere < Fr

galerei ‘Portuguese man of war; jellyfish’) = gallay; sea balloon

(Physalia

)

0 We are informed that during the months of July, August,

and September no oysters should be eaten as in these months their

food consists of “Gallerte” which is very unhealthy and just then is
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found in great quantities in the sea. (Urich 27 Mar 1832, in de

Verteuil 1995:1 19) 0 In the months of February and March the Gulf

of Paria is invaded by a huge army, millions in fact, of jelly-fish of

the genus “Physalia,” locally called “galere,” and these are the favou-

rite food of the spade-fish, known in Trinidad as the “paoua”... Galere

for bait are caught when floating on the sea with a small hand-net, a

pointed stick, or even with the hand. They are circular in shape and

have a saucer-like edge, so the hooks are passed through the jelly-like

flesh almost equidistantly, and the bait is then lowered into the sea.

(Vincent 1910:30) 0 A very common fish at certain seasons in the

Gulf of Paria is the “Paoua” or "Spade” fish..., which is caught in the

early part of the year by baiting hooks with “Jelly-fish” (called “gal-

ere” by the natives). The writer has only inspected immature speci-

mens of the “Paoua" in Tobago waters and has never seen any of the

jelly-fish in Tobago, which is used as bait in the sister island. (Guppy

1922b:467) 0 These fish locally called ‘galere’ are the favorite food

of a large species of spade fish known as ‘pauoa’... the local manner

of catching ‘pawa’ is unique. ( TG 13 Apr 1937:2)

galeron see GALLERON

gali song, gari song n Songs of verbal abuse which evoke laughter as

the women on the side of the Hindu bride ridicule, rebuke and taunt

visiting members of the bridegroom’s party, /gali, gari/(< Bh gali

‘abuse’) 0 Gali songs are “cuss” songs. These evoke much fun and

laughter as the women on the side of the bride ridicule, vilify, rebuke

and taunt visiting members of the bridegroom’s party in fun and joke.

(Ramaya, in Ahyoung 1977:74) 0 “Dem oman eh make joke to sing

gari song in Leela wedding, dey good.” (1990)

galla n Plankton; very small marine organisms, /gala/ 0 Food.

Includes plankton, hence the local name (in Trinidad, plankton is

called “Galla”). (ffrench 1991:43)

galla bird n Oceariodroma leucorhoa (E Leach 's storm-petrel), a sea-

bird, 20 cm (8") long. Blackish brown, with pale bar on wings; upper-

tail coverts white, usu. divided by dusky central stripe; tail forked;

bill and legs black. Flight erratic, rather fast, (fr inclusion of galla in

its diet) 0 “Galla Bird”... Food. Includes plankton, hence the local

name (in Trinidad, plankton is called "Galla”). (ffrench 1991:43)

gallapa see gayap

gallay see GALERE

galleron, galeron n A type of song-dance played by a string orchestra

in a fandang or following a VEIQUOIX. The melody used contains

Hispanic influences, but a call-response technique is used. Very little

percussion is used; accompaniment is provided by guitar, CUATRO,
string-bass, flute, SHAC-SHAC and sometimes trumpet and saxo-

phone. /galeron/ (< LAS galleron ‘type of popular song’) 0 There

were the "pirouette,” the quadrille, the “galleron,” the snake dance,

the pure unadulterated french curtsey, the advance and retire of the

French salons; the liberated slaves imitated what they received from

their environments. (Encinas 1927:77) 0 Among the Spanish dances

the most popular here is the “Castillian”. However, this dance is very

often distorted by means of the dancers stamping a rapid one-two-

three at the end of each verse of the song.... The “stamping” belongs

to the “galleron”, which is somewhat like a fast waltz also, but the

dancers imitate the gyrations of the cock, “el gallo”, from whence

comes the name of the dance. (Kassiram ca 1970:5) 0 The Galeron

which is known in Venezuela as a Cancion Popular or popular song is

the music used for the Dance Galeron in Trinidad, which was created

in an early work by Beryl McBumie in 1955. The dance... imitates in

vivid detail, the movements and attitude of a bird which is sometimes

a Rooster and Hen interplay. Jumps and low turns, flapping of wings

(arms), typical stalking walk and shaking of the head with pecking

actions from the basic choreography, with the highlight being the

mating chase between “rooster and hen”. (Ahye 1978:55) 0 The fol-

lowing types of music are played during the celebration: Galerons,

Malaguenas, Jotas and Estribillos which are accompanied by lyrics...

The instruments that generally accompany the music are the cuatro,

bandola, bandolin and maracas... The Galeron is a ten-verse composi-

tion. (TG 27 Nov 1994:19)

gallery 1 n An area of a house along one or more walls, usu. at the top

of the front steps, enclosed with a low railing, usu. not extending

beyond the lower walls. (< BrE gallery ‘a long, narrow platform or bal-

cony, constructed on the outside of a building, at some elevation from

the ground, and open in front except as having a balustrade or railing’)

0 The houses are from 40 to 50 feet long and from 35 to 45 wide out of

which is taken from 12 to 20 feet for a gallery on each side... these gal-

leries are the whole length ofthe house... to breakfast in as also a retreat

from the sun. (Cumberland 1802:96b) 0 [One] day he was sitting in a

gallery, in company with Admiral Apodaca. (Joseph 1835:57) 0 [My
room] was in a gallery so constructed, from the jalousies, as to be com-

pletely overlooked from the yard. (Day 1852-2:91) 0 The large building

somewhat apart from the others... is the hospital. It has a gallery ten feet

wide running right round it, where the convalescent patients can find

cool breezes and fresh air. (On a sugar estate 1882:221) 0 For Sale -

Fine two-storied Residence... large and airy galleries. (POSG 1 Sept

1907:1) 0 An old lady was under a gallery. It seems as though the

rhythm touch her body. (Invader “Demasbar” 1939) 0 La Brea’s outer

fringe of houses began and I saw that people here were industrious and

used their verandas, or ‘galleries’, as workshops where cobblers bent

over their lasts, nails in mouth, and where sewing-machines buzzed

like cicadas outside my room in San Fernando. (Bryans 1967:135-6) 0

In no time at all, the two mothers were standing on their gallery steps,

hands on hips, glaring at each other across their common fence, and

words began to fly. (Araujo 1984:22) 0 “About six of us were liming in

the gallery, and playing cards.” (TTM 5 Oct 1990:27) 0 But the resi-

dents who say they cherished the peace and quiet during the day, com-

plained “on evenings we cannot speak to each other in our own
galleries. We have to shout and sometimes lock ourselves inside to try

and avoid the blaring music.” (Bomb 14 Jan 1994: 19)

2 v Show off; boast; make a big display. ETsu. with self, make a big

display with much noise and threat, but not be serious or dangerous.

See also MAKE STYLE, MAKE ZEEF. 0 Then his side-kick... galleries

over the place, driving a fancy jeep. (Bomb 1982) 0 They haven’t

even received their first pay cheques as C.C. chairmen, and they gal-

lerying themselves already... Is to see them in their three-piece suit

and thing. (TTM 1983) 0 Den some days ah does want tuh beat ah six-

bass. So dat ah could real gallery mehself. Yuh know how dem bass-

men does show orf. (Foster 1990:85)

3 n Showing off; boasting; making a big display. = gallerying
1

0 Not

only did he hand in his papers, but he asked to be relieved of his port-

folios... As far as we can see, this is not a “gallery” type resignation

which will be withdrawn when he is begged to reconsider. It looks

like a permanent quit notice. (EN 2 Oct 1989:4) 0 But it is Sports

Minister Jennifer “JJ” Johnson, with all her gallery and offside pre-

dictions, who put the final nail in the coffin of the T&T football team.

(Heat 25 Nov 1989: 1 ) 0 The most boldfaced man on this general elec-

tion ’95 scene, I was telling a UNC pardner... is King Gallery himself,

Ramesh Lawrence Maharaj. (TTM 22 Oct 1995:30)

gallerying 1 n Showing off; boasting; making a big display. (< gallery)

= gallery
3
0 “The tragedy was that Best Village had very little to do

with art. It was so highly politically motivated. It was a gallerying of

which village was better than which.” (EX-2 16 Aug 1987:15) 0 Ah
hear [the] Foreign Minister... also vex with CNN because after all his

gallerying about the impact we have made on the world stage CNN was

still referring to us as an obscure, tiny island off the coast of Venezuela.

(Blast 24 Nov 1989:4) 0 The responsibilities of Ministerial office call

for more than gallerying and posturing. It calls for sincerity of purpose

and the determination to serve. (EX26 July 1990:9)

2 adj Showing off, boasting, making a big display. 0 Eventually, the

gallerying promoter had to be calmed down by Miss Alvarados who
had been his constant companion since the staging of the beauty

show. (Heat 15 Aug 1987) 0 Sat, gallerying himself as the “Head

Indian in Town”, last year went down in infamy for objecting to pan

as the National Instrument of TnT. (TTM24 Jan 1993:30)

galleryman n A man who shows off, makes a big fuss, but does not

really live up to the threat. (< gallery
2’ + man2

) 0 The police... were

obviously disgusted with galleryman Ramischand. (Bomb 14 Sept

1990:3)
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galley n arc Kitchen. (< E galley ‘the cooking-room or kitchen on a

ship’) 0 Galley - kitchen. (John 1973)

gallina r A traditional kind of Spanish folk melody, /gajinaa/ (< Sp

gallina) 0 [T]he difference between the sabana blanca and the man-

zanares , for example, was the tona... Little by little I became aware

that manzanares, guarapo, sabana blanca, and even the less popular

guacharaca or the paloma and gallina were traditional joropo melo-

dies that had also been played in Venezuela. They derived their

names from the central subject matter of the song. In each case the

stanzas followed no specific order, and were measured in eight syl-

labic quatrains with a strict rhyming pattern. One always expected the

assonance of second and fourth lines, and one was seldom disap-

pointed. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:69-70)

galling see GAULIN

gallino see GAYIN

gallipavo n A variety of fighting cock naturally without feathers on

the neck. (< Sp gallino ‘fowl; chicken’ + Sp pavo ‘turkey’, fr similar-

ity to turkey’s mostly featherless neck) 0 In addition [to colour],

game cocks were classified according to their physical appearance:

grifo (curly feathers), piroco (neck naturally bare), poncho (with a

small tail), gallino (with short feathers like a hen), zamuro (like a

crow), palomo (like a dove), gallipavo (clean neck,
‘

con piche'),

pinto (mottled). (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58) = bare-neck fowl,

clean-head fowl, >clean-neck fowl, gargatiyaa

gall root n Aristolochia rugosa, a slender climbing native plant.

(< obs E gall ‘poison; venom’, prob. fr bitter taste) = >mat root
1

,

reidemat 0 (Morean M-82)

galvanise(d), galvanize(d) 1 n A sheet of corrugated iron, steel or alu-

minium, with a zinc coating for protection from rust; primarily used

for roofing or fencing. (< E galvanized iron ‘iron coated with zinc to

protect from rust’) = tin 0 She jump dong on de galvanize omin’ way
wos onder de winder and she slide dong in de strete. (PC 29 Oct

1904) 0 The woman was hit by a flying galvanise. (Houdini “Trinidad

Hurricane” 1933) 0 There was a kind of “tent” - tonnelle, but a swell

one, roofed with “galvanized” at the side of the house. (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D67) 0 The costume was trimmed

with “willows”... which are small imported bells or home-made rat-

tles of “galvanize” loosely bent around a pebble. (Crowley 1956a: 195

0 There is a small primary school here housed in a Catholic Church

with cracked walls and a roof open to the sky in places where the gal-

vanise was blown off in a storm about two years ago. (EX 26 Oct

1986:30) 0 Galvanise from the Co-op’s roof is now being sold at $40

a sheet, regardless of the length. (TTM 10 Oct 1989:22) 0 The walls

were constructed out of tapia; the floor and partitions ofwood and the

roof of galvanise. (Riley 1992:26) 0 So far, they have raised a few

hundred dollars, barely enough to purchase a few pieces of lumber

and galvanise. (TTM 26 Sept 1993:27) 0 The oven was out of galvan-

ise with two coal pots underneath to give the heat. (TG 18 Dec 1995)

2 adj Made of GALVANISE, as a roof or fence. 0 We drove on to a big

galvanized house. (TG 4 May 1933:2) ) 0 The thunderstorm...

drummed on the galvanised and greyslate roof like a steel orchestra

beating a road-march on the ceiling. (Ramkeesoon 1975:23) 0 ‘I eh

able with the heat!’ she moaned. The air was still under the galvanize

sheets. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:41) 0 Probers also said they sus-

pected suicide because a galvanise gate leading to about five houses...

was bolted. (Newsday 19 Aug 2002:3)

gamalot, gamalote n Setaria sp., esp. S. poiretiana, a naturalized

grass whose leaves repel water; also Chaetochloa sulcata or C. palm-

ifolia, a naturalized saw-edged grass. /gamalDt/ (< Sp camalote < Fr

camelot ‘water repellent fabric’ cf LAS camalote ‘water lily’, prob.

< Amer) 0 During the months of June, July, August and September,

1934, it was abundant on both Chaetochloa palmifolia ... and

Chaetochloa sulcata ... These two grasses closely resemble each

other, but the former is larger, has a lax drooping panicle, and hispid

leaf-sheaths; while the latter is smaller, has a stiff upright panicle and

practically glabrous leaf-sheaths. Both are commonly called Gamalote
or Gamelot grass and are found on cacao estates where they are

troublesome weeds; Chaetochloa sulcata is in addition a common
roadside weed. (Baker 1934:293)

gambage n A pretentious style; showing off without substance,

/gambaj/ (< Fr gambade ‘skip; frolic; romp; frisk about’) 0 Woman
using tact and brain. Just to drive me insane. Preparing nicely her

gambage. To hit me a spirit lash. (Lion “I Send My Wife to the

Market” 1940) 0 Since 1976 it has become an exercise in with to see

the multifarious methods used to bring in the legislation without actu-

ally bringing it in. But this is not about “gambage”. (EX-S 21 Sept

1986:5) 0 He made a grandcharge here and a gambage there, took one

step forward here and three backwards there, and when it was time to

face the music he found himself surrounded on all sides by enemies.

Inside the party and out. (EX-S 25 Jan 1987:31) 0 But TnT is pure

theatre. None of it is really meant (or taken) seriously. It is all gam-

barge and self-aggrandisement, so there is no need to revere the per-

son speaking for any longer than the conversation lasts. (TTM 24 Jan

1993:30)

gambi, garbi n The distance from thumb to last (little) finger - some-

times to second (forefinger). The TAW can be advanced this distance

to improve the shooting position. The thumb is used as a pivot for a

circle, drawing the resulting circumference as the boundary of this

area; pitching is permitting from any point on this line, /gambi,

ga:bi/ (poss. < E ambit ‘circuit; compass; circumference' + gambit

‘attacking tactic; strategy’) = ex, ex-span, gab(s), span 0 There is

complete agreement, though, that the garb ox gambi is one hand span,

a measurement used for a multitude of purposes in all pitch games.

(Pires 1991:8)

game v Imitate or copy to make fun of someone. (< E game ‘amuse;

play; sport’ + obs game ‘make fun of) 0 Stop gaming after me.

gan n A traditional Indian musical percussion instrument made from a

round steel bar flattened at both ends, /gan/ (< H-Bh) 0 In addition to

the drums are the chac-chacs or maracas... and the gan, which is a

round bar of steel about 1 3 inches long, a shallow arc in shape, and

beaten out flat at the ends to resemble a double hoe. It is beaten with a

round thin rod of the same material and of nearly the same length.

(Carr 1953:49-50) 0 These [Rada] ceremonies take place on Thurs-

days, which is a sacred day, and may last for one or two days. The

end of the feast is accompanied by the chac-chac and a gan (a round

steel bar flattened at both ends to resemble a double hoe), but not by

drums, and all members kneel for it. (Mavrogordato 1977: 1 13-4)

ganancial adj obs In Spanish civil law, pertaining to the property

rights of a married woman. (< Sp ganancias) 0 Although their ganan-

cial rights were not taken away, the property of married women
became more liable to seizure for debts, if these debts were con-

tracted by a married woman carrying on business separate from her

husband. (Campbell 1975:30) 0 In the case of ganancial rights of

married women, the important point is that marriage being regarded

as a partnership, the widow had the right of recovering the property

she brought into the marriage and whatever profits her husband had

made through the use of her property. (Campbell 1975:133)

ganancias n obs In Spanish civil law, the continued rights to prop-

erty of a married woman, including both property she owned
before marriage, and part of the gains of the joint household after

marriage. (Similar provisions applied under French civil law.) The
British were against this, as many investors did not want to deal

with multiple owners, preferring a single-owner British model

based on primogeniture. (< Sp ganancias ‘property rights of a mar-

ried woman’) 0 The Spanish Law on ganancial rights of married

women was explained thus: “The right to Ganancias is founded on

the partnership or society supposed to exist between the husband

and the wife; because she, bringing her dote, gift and paraphernalia

into co-partnership, and he, his in the estate and property which he

possesses, it is directed that the gains (ganancias) which result

from the joint employment of this mass of property or capital, be

equally divided between both partners... Gains and losses being

common, the debts contracted during marriage are to be paid out of

the common property. But if the wife renounces the ganancias, she

does not pay half the debts.”. (Warner 1824 in Campbell 1975:51)
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0 The essential point about the Spanish law of inheritance... is that

it denied a man the power of leaving his property after death to

whomsoever he liked. In the case of ganancial rights of married

women, the important point is that marriage being regarded as a

partnership, the widow had the right of recovering the property she

brought into the marriage and whatever profits her husband had

made through the use of her property. All Spanish subjects, not

simply merchants, could declare themselves bankrupt... creditors

might discover that the legal restrictions against the alienation of

certain types of property prevented the recovery of their debts.

(Campbell 1975:133)

gancia n obs A brand of inexpensive vermouth, popular in the 1950s

and 1960s. /gansio/ (< Sp Gancia , a brand of vermouth) 0 Who ain’t

drinking whiskey and gancia, is wine. (Calypso Prince “Come As
You Are Party” 1972)

ganda adj Rotten; spoilt; stinking, /ganda/ (< H-Bh ganda ‘fetid;

stinking; filthy’) 0 “That is a ganda egg.” (1990) 0 “Here smelling

ganda, na.” (1990)

ganda andaa n Rotten egg. /ganda anda:/ (< H-Bh ganda + and ‘egg’)

0 “That is a ganda andaa.” (1990)

gandhak n Sulphur. /gand
h
ak/ (< Bh gandhak ‘sulphur’) 0 “If you

have heat, take gandhak for cooling. If you have lota, mix gandhak

with the coconut oil and put.” (1990)

gandhoo n A foolish person, /gandhu/ (< Bh) = ghachoo 0 “A bhai!

We is not some gandhoo one time.” (1990)

gang n A group of workers - slave, indentured or free, usu. having a

specific task, e.g. vine gang. (< dial E gang ‘a set of labourers or

workmen’) 0 Half of the gang was confined on the estate. (PRO
C/104/178 20 Nov 1803) 0 His gang consisted of sixty negroes -

deducting his domestics, the children, the aged and infirm, he had on

an average about thirty-two slaves who were employed in the cultiva-

tion and manufactory of sugar. (Joseph 1838a:93) 0 The miscarriage

of justice in the case of the assault made on Mr. Lermont, the Head
Overseer of the Cedar Hill estate, by the forking gang of coolies of

that estate... is an event to be deeply deplored. (POSG 16 Dec 1882 in

Singh 1988:66) 0 The ‘mill-gang’ are all coolies. They throw them-

selves with much energy into their work, because, before the day is

done, they have to supply sufficient cane to the mill to fill twenty-five

clarifiers - equivalent to twenty thousand gallons - with juice; and it

has been calculated that in doing this, they each lift to their heads and

carry a distance of twelve yards, twenty-five tons of cane. (On a sugar

estate 1882:255) 0 The nine prisoners... were indentured immigrants

upon that estate, and he believed that six of them had formed part of

a forking gang, and three of them belonged to a weeding or trashing

gang. (POSG 1 1 June 1907:4) 0 One gang composed entirely of

Welfare men downed their tools and went in a body to other gangs,

(de Boissiere 1952:242) 9 One of the senior drivers... is in charge

of weeding, handling a small “cutting gang” in crop-time. (Klass

1961:70) 0 The foreman was saying: ‘We really have some crazy

bitches working on this gang.’ (Lovelace 1968:193) “De gang sen we
to ask you for help and advice, Ramu bhai. Tonight we meeting right

here to decide this thing.” (Ramlakhan 1994:31)

ganga see GANJA

ganga channa n A magical practice to make a lover remain faithful; a

woman squats over a bowl of hot CHANA, lets her sweat drip into it,

and gives it to the man to eat. See also SWEAT RICE, /gagga tfana

/

(< H ganga ‘Ganges river; water’ + chana) 0 Ganga channa... The
correct term [is] sweat rice, but channa (chick peas, [garbanzo] beans)

are substituted for rice and the Ganga refers to water, of whatever

dubious origin. This meal is served by a woman to the man that she

wishes to cast a spell over, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

gangah drawers n Men's boxer short underwear, esp. very loose

ones, /ganga dro:z/ = dragon drawers 0 (Haynes 1987:103)

gangan, gang gang n Grandmother; the mother of your father or

mother, /ga ga, gag gan, gga ga/ (< FC gangan ‘grandmother’ < dial

arc Fr gangan ‘grandmother’ but also influenced by WAfr languages,

e.g. Kikongo rjkaka ‘grandmother; grandfather’, Efik, Ibibio rjkam

‘grandmother; old woman’; as shown in older forms that are

pronounced with initial /g/) 0 Oh laws, gangan, Gangan you too old,

Gangan walkin with razor, Gangan walkin with Bible. (“Bongo”

Herskovits & Herskovits 1939b) 0 Now Henry’s Gang Gang had

been dead for over twenty years... It did not strike them as unnatural

that she should ask for a drink, for they all knew that Gang Gang was
a worshipper at the shrine. (Ottley 1962:63) 0 When the girl reach' the

grand-mother’s house, she started to call out: “Momin’, Gan-Gan.”

“Mih picnie! I so glad you come to ‘see’ Gan-Gan!” (Baka 1968) 0

“Henry oh, you know who talking to you? Is your Gang Gang. Henry

boy fetch some rum for your gang gang.” (Ottley 1969:77)

gangarene n arc Green oxidation on copper coins. (< E gangrene

‘necrosis of part of the body, usu. visibly discoloured’ + green , fr this

colour on copper) = dangreen 0 All them penny have gangarene.

gangree see GHANGRi

ganja, ganjah n Cannabis sativa (E marijuana ), a cultivated plant to

1-2 m (3. 2-6.4’). Leaves digitally compound, the 3-7 long narrow

leaflets toothed. Male flowers greenish-yellow, with yellow stamens,

in panicles; female flowers green in short spikes. Leaves are intoxi-

cant; cultivation is officially prohibited, /gancia/ (< H ganja ‘hemp.

Cannabis sativa var. indica, a strongly intoxicating plant’) = tampi 0

“These cases of violence here have for the most part occurred among
coolies in the earlier stages of the indenture, when their habits and

prejudices have been but little modified by a [sojourn] among strang-

ers; they enjoy ...a freer indulgence in rum, bhang (ganja) and other

stimulants than was their [wont] in India.” (Agent General of Immi-

gration 1872, in Trotman 1986:170) 0 The duty which is to be paid

upon every pound of Ganjah after it has been made up into legal

packets and before it is allowed to leave the Customs, is fifteen shil-

lings. (POSG 4 Sept 1907) 0 Besides rum, however, we have to con-

tend with opium, and ganja or Indian hemp. .. ganja grows here freely

and is more commonly used by Hindoos of caste than either rum or

opium ... Sunday after pay-day rum sellers contribute tenfold more to

the degradation of our rural population than the use ofganja. (Morton

1916:231-2) 0 Ganja found in Customs raid. (WG 17 Nov 1930:3) 0

Materials used in healing and conjuring. Flowers ... ganjah. (Simpson

1962:330) 0 “MASSIVE GANJA HAUL!” the ^headline would

scream. (Bain 1974:103) 0 Woman fined $500 for ganja in ceiling.

(TTM 17 Aug 1990:12) 0 Laws regulating the use of this narcotic

were introduced in 1885. However, partly as a result of the communal
aspect of its use, this law was not initially stringently enforced. It is

reported for instance that rural shops engaged in trade of the product,

earlier in this century, some shopkeepers even putting signs of “Ganja

for sale” outside their doors. (Morean 1991:29-30) 0 [He] was still

fined $800 for a ganja cigarette. (TTM 26 Nov 1995:14)

ganta n A traditional Indian musical instrument consisting of a small

wooden hammer used to strike a GHANTI or brass disc, /ganta/ (< Bh)

0 Ghanti and Ganta : a thick brass disc which is knocked with a small

wooden hammer. Ghadi : a brass bell. These objects are used at vari-

ous intervals during the ceremony. The sounds acknowledge and her-

ald the presence of God in the home. They also serve to let the

neighbourhood know that the devotee was a Hindu and participating

in Prayers. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 15)

ganth bandhan n The tying together of the bride and groom with

yellow cloth to do SAPTAPDI around the AGNI in a Hindu wedding.

/gant
h bandh

an/ (< Bh ganth ‘knot; joining’ + bhandan ‘fastening’) 0

“When dey tie that ganth bandhan that is fuh life.” (1990)

gao v Sing; used esp. to encourage or praise a singer, /gau/ (< H-Bh) 0

“Gao, na, girl!” (1990)

gap 1 n An entrance to a yard, sometimes at the end of a short path-

way. (< E gap ‘opening or breach in a wall or hedge’) 0 Did you

know at all that anybody was struck down until you returned from

Johnson’s gap? (TG 5 Apr 1933: 1 ) 0 Once more at Onamon's gap, he

swung into the driveway. (Bain 1974:73) 0 She called out to several

neighbors who hailed back, and as one or the other came to their gaps

with refreshed consolations. (Stewart 1989:35) 0 I say before she pass

out and froth up before my gap, let me give her the little water. (Tante

Tante, TG 3 Sept 1991)
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2 v Gasp; struggle to catch your breath; breathe quickly and deeply.

(< E gasp ‘catch the breath with open mouth, as from exhaustion’) 0

He kyaan go up one set of stairs without gapping,

gapke v Swallow greedily, /gapke/ (< Bh gapakna ‘swallow; gulp’) 0

“Look how the child gapkeing down the tea.” (1990)

gar... see also GA...

garadhani n obs In traditional Indian woman’s clothing, a long thin

piece of cloth or cord tied around the waist to fasten an ORHNI.

(< Bh-Angika) 0 When yuh belly big, yuh just loose out yuh garad-

hani.

garaha 1 n Ground-well used for drawing water, /garaha/ (< H-Bh) 0

“Go in the garaha and bring some water.” (1990) 0 “We have garaha

by us.” (1990)

2 n Gutter; drain; roadside canal. (< H-Bh) 0 “Long time the best

place we use to tie cow was in the garaha.” (1990)

garahan n Eclipse of the sun or moon; in some traditional Indian

communities believed to affect pregnant women by causing congen-

ital abnormalities such as cleft palate or harelip in babies, /garahan/

(< H-Bh) 0 “Gyul yuh better be careful fuh dis garahan coming up.”

(1990)

garam adj Hot; in regard to either seasoning or temperature, /garam/

(< H garam ‘hot; burning’) 0 “The sun shining garam today.” (1990)

0 “This pepper garam.” (1990) 0 “This tea garam.” (1990)

garam masala n A mixture of spices ground into a powder or paste

for use in Indian cooking, /garam masala/ (< garam + H masaleh

‘ingredients; materials; compound’) = >masala 0 “Some people cyah

eat too much ah garam masala.” (1990) 0 ‘Soon, I suspect, some

bright fool will suggest we have goat in garam massala at a Hindu

wedding!’ (Persaud 1993:41)

garapacha n A type of fish trap; used mainly to catch CASCADU, esp.

during the rainy season, when they migrate upstream to spawn in

flooded areas of savannahs. Bamboo stakes are used to block a

stream; an opening is left in the middle of this fence which leads,

through a funnel-shaped opening, into a box, usu. about two foot

square, made of bamboo slats or BLACK ROSEAU fastened with vines

or wire, from which the fish cannot escape, /garapatfa/ (< LAS
< Amer) 0 The cascadu is the most important freshwater food-fish in

Trinidad.... The fish is heavily exploited especially during the dry

season when water levels are low making it... easier to catch. Pishing

gear includes cast nets, hook and line and bamboo traps called gara-

pachas. (Ramnarine 1989-90:46) 0 (Indar 1990)

garapat see GARRAPAT

garara, garaara n A traditional Indian woman’s long skirt with pleats

at waist, usu. with a string waist tie; worn with a long top, about hip

length, loose or tight-fitting, /garara, garaira/ (< H ghagra ‘long skirt

gathered with a drawstring; petticoat’) = ghangra, lahanga 0 The
Garaara was a well known Muslim female wear in the early decades

of the present century. It was a loose frilled pyjama with a skirt that

was sewn down the middle and similar to a [culotte]. Today it has lost

its prominence. (Raghoo 1984:8) 0 Gara-ra: A long, full, flowing

skirt worn below a kurtah, with a dupatta to be worn over the shoul-

ders... The gara-ra is favoured by Muslim women for weddings and

the sari by Hindu women. These garments are then richly embroi-

dered with gold thread, with sequins and mirror worked into the fab-

ric. (Ramlakhan 1990a:6-7) 0 “She never wear no sari or wedding
dress fuh she wedding, she only wear garara." (1990)

garb see GAB(s)

gar bachai bay phr Watch out; be careful, /gar batfai be/ (< Bh ‘be

careful with your buttocks’) 0 Gar bachai bay: be careful with your

bottom! Watch your backside! (Haynes 1987:28)

garba griha n In a Hindu MANDIR, the inside shrine dedicated to the

main deity of the temple, /garba griha/ (< H-Sanskrit) 0 The first

large temples (mandirs ) built in Trinidad after the turn of the century

had followed the model of those in India (basically, a building with a

separate, inner shrine [garba griha

]

to house the main deity, with an

adjoining room or building for other shrines and a linga. (Vertovec

1992:121)

garbar n Confusion, /garbar/ (< Bh garbar ‘higgledy-piggledy; con-

fusing’) = >comess, harbar, harbat, hassikara, jhanjat, khuchur 0

“Look here too much garbar.” (1990) 0 “Allyuh making too much
garbar.” (1990)

garbie see GAMBI

garden n A plot of land, often large, either in a house yard or in a sep-

arate location, used for raising edible crops for private use or local

market sale. Not usu. used for sugar, cocoa, etc., or for cultivation of

flowers for pleasure. See also MAKE GARDEN, CLEAN 1

. (< E garden

‘an enclosed piece of ground for cultivation of flowers, fruit or

vegetables’; often preceded by a description such as flower-, vegeta-

ble-, market-) 0 “We declare unanimously that none of us has a whip

carried in the garden (cocoa plantation), and very few estates own
any.” (CO 295/60 1823, in de Verteuil 1992:385) 0 De owner of de

lan don’t pertickular to len no contrackter money so day have to wuk
in de estate by de day an plant day garden in de nite. (PC 6 Aug 1904)

0 “When I come to live with you, you give me to understand you had

interest in garden... Godpa dead and he left me twenty acres of land

and the land rattening there in Arouca.” (Hill 1966c: 13-4) 0 Sweet

potatoes, cassava, yams, tannias, dasheen, bananas, peas, plantains,

form the base of the crops grown in the “gardens” as the provision

grounds of the peasants are called. (Ottley 1969:56) 0 ‘Sona, we go

go in the garden tomorrow, eh,’ said his father in a mild tone. ‘You

woulden go to school tomorrow.’ (Narine 1977:31) 0 “I went back to

planting the garden when I was 16 and had finished school and found

1 could not get a job... I still keep a garden... I have two and three

quarter acres of land on which I grow vegetables to sell.” (EX 15 Oct

1989:18) 0 ‘Garden work too too hard.’ (Persaud 1993:74)

garden balsam n Justicia pectoralis, a low-growing native plant.

Leaves pleasantly aromatic when crushed. Flowers small, pink, with

white lines on lower lip. Leaves used medicinally in dressing wounds.

= carpenter bush, >carpenter grass, fresh cut 0 (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983: 102)

gardener n A person who cultivates edible crops, for private use or

local market sale. 0 “My mother was a market vendor. She sold vege-

tables and provisions. She got the goods from my father, who was a

gardener.” (EX 15 Oct 1989:18)

garden fig n Any cultivated FIG used green for cooking, usu. a

medium-sized variety. 0 The soups consist of yam, cassava, dasheen,

eddoes, sweet potatoes, breadfruit, garden fig (cooking banana),

ochroes, split-peas or green or dry pigeon peas and dumplings or a

combination. (Pariag 1975:25)

gardening n Agricultural work of raising edible crops for private use

or local market sale. Not used for sugar, cocoa, etc. 0 The major occu-

pation of the inhabitants of Dinsley Village was agriculture or “gar-

dening work” as they termed it. (Alladin 1970:10) 0 As a result, [she]

was forced to raise her daughter on her own, and because of this she

went into fulltime gardening. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:6)

garden lizard 1 n Anolis sp., three varieties of slim, small lizard, to

17.5 cm (7") long, including a tail that is easily broken off but which

soon grows back. Males have an extendable throat fan, called a GILL.

Varieties are grey-green (A. aeneus)\ green with a light blue head (A.

trinitatis); and brown with a gold stripe down its back and bright red

throat fan (A. chrysolepis planiceps). With the exception of the native

A. chrysolepis planiceps , other anoles in Trinidad are relatively recent

immigrants, (fr commonly being seen in gardens) = grey-speckled

anole, tree lizard (A. aeneus); jungle anole (A.c. planiceps) 0 The gar-

den lizard... should be welcomed in and around the house for [it eats]

insects. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:22)

2 n Ameiva ameiva atrigularis
,
a large ground lizard, (fr being com-

monly seen in gardens) = ground anolis, ground lizard, >zandolee 0

(Boos 1977c)

garden onion n Allium cepum var. aggregation group, a small variety

of cultivated onion. = eschalot

garden pea n Piston sativum , a cultivated climbing leguminous plant

with long pods each containing a row of round edible seeds. (< E
common garden pea ‘Piston sativum') = green pea 1

, pois salad 0

(CFNI 1971:29)
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garden snake n Leptodeira annulata ashmeadi, a slender snake, 90 cm
(3') long; light brown with dark brown blotches, (fr being commonly
seen in gardens) = annulated night snake, banded night snake, cat-eyed

(night) snake, chunkhead 1

, >false mapepire 1

,
mapepire

3
,
mapipire

balsain", night snake, Trinidad garden snake 0 The garden snake... is

found most often under flower pots and discarded wood, where it hides

curled up in a tight ball. It moves swiftly and can slither out of sight

with remarkable rapidity. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:13) 0 Tobago... [has]

not a single dangerous snake or reptile... Among these non-venomous

snakes are the black snake, boa constrictor, which lives in the swamps,

called by Tobagonians the macajuel, garden snakes, parrot snake, and

the doctor snake said by the natives to perform curative operations on

those of its kind who fall ill. (Ottley 1969:66) 0 (Boos 200 1 a: 1 15)

gardez see GADE

gargatiyaa n A FOWL with no feathers on most of the neck,

/gargatija:/ (< Bh) = bare-neck fowl, clean-head fowl, >clean-neck

fowl, gallipavo 0 “It good to have ah gargatiyaa fowl in you yard.”

(1990)

gari n Bullcart; a cart or open wagon pulled by bullocks, /gari/ (< H
gari ‘cart’) 0 “We cane come out with gari, no tractor an thing man.”

(1990)

gari song see GALi

garlic pork n A traditional Portuguese dish made of pork cubes soaked

in vinegar and garlic, then fried until crisp and served on toast; tradi-

tionally eaten at Christmastime. (< fr use of much garlic) = calvinad-

age, came de vinho e alhos 0 Garlic Pork. (Hunt 1985a:35) 0 Garlic

pork (came de vinho e alhos) was and is still eaten at Christmas. It is

said that this was the peasants’ way of preserving pork for the winter

and this winter practice became a Christmas tradition. Stone jars were

commonly used to store pork... for months. This practice became

impossible to upkeep under tropical conditions... However, the concept

of preserving pork in vinegar (formerly wine) and garlic continued to

be employed in the preparation of this dish. Bread dipped in the vinegar

and garlic mixture was fried and eaten with the garlic pork. The dish

has almost become a symbol of Portuguese ethnicity in Trinidad &
Tobago and many possess a strong allegiance to this favourite dish pre-

pared every Christmas. (Ferreira 1989:36) 0 Will my kind of Christmas

ever come back? 1 have my doubts. But I love those trips down mem-
ory lane - the real ginger beer and sorrel, black cake and pastelle, garlic

pork and pepperpot. (TG-S 23 Dec 1990:27) 0 One large southern fam-

ily continues to make up to one hundred and fifty pounds or more of

garlic pork. They still use special large clay jars or demijohns for stor-

age, laying particular emphasis on the notion that glass containers spoil

the taste of the pork. (Ferreira 1994:82-4)

garlic vine n Mansoa alliacea
,

[= Adenocalvmma alliacea, Pac-

hyptera alliacea], a cultivated vine. Flowers ornamental, trumpet-

shaped, 6.25 x 5 cm (2.5 x 2"), mauve-purple with white throats,

fading with age. All parts give off a garlic-like odour when crushed.

Used as a vermifuge, (fr garlic-like smell) = liane d’ail 0 (Seaforth,

Adams & Sylvester 1983:8)

garlic weed n Petiveria alliacea, a native plant with tough stems to

over 1 m (3.2') high. The whole plant emits a garlic odour when bro-

ken. Used medicinally, (fr garlic-like smell) = cudjoe root, >gully

root, mapurit, ram-goat bush 0 (Laurence 1976:10)

garlic wood n Cassipourea guianensis [= C. latifolia], a native ever-

green tree, height to 9 m (30'), girth to 91 cm (3'). Bark thin, dark,

smooth, with slight ring markings; underbark orange-brown, paler

inside with a faint smell of garlic. Leaves smooth, leathery. Small

flowers resemble tufts of cotton. Fruit 1.3 cm (.5"), leathery, fleshy,

egg-shaped, (fr garlic-like smell) = bois Fail 0 (Marshall 1934:49) 0

(FTT 1947-1-8:535)

garmot n Mugil liza , a marine fish, considered very good to eat. =

large mullet, lebranche, >mullet
1

, white mullet 0 (Vincent 1910:49)

garrapat, garapat, garrapato n Ambvlomma mixtum, a kind of tick

that sucks blood, esp. from livestock animals, /garapat, garapato/

(< Sp garrapata ‘tick’) = carapatte 0 Ticks... These are very trouble-

some insects: there are two distinct species - the tick and the garra-

pato... The garrapato is smaller, flat, and of a brown colour; it is

particularly common in underbrush and the high woods. It sticks to

animals exactly like the tick, but its hold is firmer, and when efforts

are made to tear it away, it breaks, and its sucker, remaining fixed in

the skin, causes an intolerable itching for weeks and months... The
best remedy against these insect-pests is the carapa-oil: they die

within one or two days after its having been applied, (de Verteuil

1884: 103) 0 E foot lakka garabat. (People 27 Aug 1938) 0 Garrapato.

(Laurence 1970:338)

garry v Jack up; raise; e.g. a car. /gari/ (< Fr garer ‘garage; park’) 0

Garry the car and I will look at it.

gas 1 v Accelerate; give a car engine more fuel. See also MASH 3
. 0

Gas the car. (John 1973)

2 n In folk medicine, a substance that usu. is produced in the stomach

after eating, but which travels throughout the body, causing pain in

various locations. 0 A similar idiom is that of gas which is produced

in the stomach when eating too late (or too soon) where it can be felt

after a heavy meal. Gas is dangerous for it can travel about the body,

causing pain, disability and paralysis or, if it rises to the head, death.

It must be released by belching or breaking wind, a process which is

aided by peppermint water or various aromatic local bushes which

‘go about to find the gas’. (Littlewood 1993:35)

gas brain(s) n Stupidity; carelessness; empty-headedness. (< E gas

‘vapour; empty or boastful talk’) 0 Gas brain: lack of intelligence;

without ‘grey matter’. (Haynes 1987:31) 0 “She only like the man for

he car. Real gas brains.” (1990)

gasparee, gasparie, gasparil, gasparillo n Esenbeckia attenuata, a

small native evergreen tree, girth to 90 cm (3'). Bark thin, smooth,

dark; leathery dotted leaves. Fruit a rounded 40 mm (1.6"), 5-lobed

capsule covered with short woody prickles; seeds ovoid, 9 mm (.35"),

with shiny black spot at base. The type called YELLOW GASPAREE
has heavy clear yellow wood, the WHITE GASPAREE has olive-brown

wood; colour may vary with age. Also E. pilocarpoides (usu. called

RED GASPAREE), 5-20 m (16-65') tall; leaves with 1-3 leaflets; yel-

low flowers in terminal panicles; warty fruit capsules 5-lobed, burst-

ing near top. Wood is light and resistant to sea water. Young twigs are

used for swizzle sticks; larger sticks are used as walking or fighting

sticks, /gaspari, gaspawi/ (< LASp gasparillo
,
prob. < Amer) = white

gasparee, yellow gasparee (E. attenuata); red gasparee (E. pilocar-

poides) 0 The accused struck him with a stick of gasparie wood over

the ear. (Protector of Slaves 1824:42) 0 A small Gasparil stick. (TDN
26 Apr 1 85 1 :2) 0 Our sticks, of course, were our principal weapons

and were chosen and treated with the greatest care. The principal

woods from which the best fighting sticks are made are Arare [sic),

Gasparee, Poui, ’Tifeuille - usually about 3!4 to 4 feet in length, and

measured from the ground to a little above the waste [s/c] line; that is

the correct length in proportion to the length of a man’s arms. (TG 8

Mar 1919:5) 0 Gasparee — Esenbeckia attenuata, E. pilocarpoides ,

trees. (Beard 1946:33) 0 Gasparee ... is used by Carenage fishermen

in making fish-pots. (Morean M-82)

gasparee stick n A fighting stick made from GASPAREE wood. = gas-

parillo stick 0 The prisoner struck [him] with a gasparee stick... the

stick was about two inches round; a yellow gasparee stick. (POSG 29

Mar 1844:2) 0 Joseph dealt Maxime a severe blow on the left hand

with a gasparee stick. (POSG 10 Sept 1907:6) 0 Others, less disposed

to run, jump and skip about in grotesque forms and habiliments, may
be seen in bands dressed ‘a la negre-jardin ’ parading the streets with

fearful-looking gasparee sticks in hand. (POSG 25 Feb 1908:7) 0 The

society of the [1840s] was a violent one. Everyman carried around for

his protection a miscellany of weapons including swords, pistols,

knives and that ubiquitous weapon of both attack and defence, the

‘gasparee’ stick. (Ottley 1964:31)

gasparillo stick n obs A fighting stick made from GASPARILLO

(GASPAREE) wood. = >gasparee stick 0 And in the small hours the

Cannes Boulay bands with their flaming torches and deafening

drums, augmented by the yelling of thousands of dusky throats, the

cracking of cart whips and the cracking of gasparillo sticks as

the expert fencers played sticks
;
gave the decent folk trying to sleep
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in their beds the impression that Pandemonium had surely broken

loose. (Argos 17 Feb 1918:7)

gastro n A number of illnesses affecting the stomach and bowels, esp.

common in young children, usu. resulting from contaminated water

and improper sewage control. (< E gastroenteritis ‘inflammation of

the stomach and intestines’) 0 In a while, gastro will burst out in the

tiny village because of the dirty water that these people consume.

(TTM 1983) 0 I remember a three-week Cascade horror story I lived

through many years ago with four children under five years old with

gastro, and no water in the mains. (EX-2 15 Nov 1987:5) 9 Diseases

like gastro, hepatitis and typhoid can also be transferred through

improperly handled food. (EX 25 Nov 1990:15) 0 The students were

rushed to the Mayaro District Hospital and treated for “mild” gastro

problems. (EX 10 Jan 1993:3)

gata n Ging\’lmostoma cirratum (E nurse shark), a shark, /qata/ 0

(AAC 1945:108)

gatak see gatka

gatchees n arc Rubber-soled canvas shoes; high-sided sneakers; plim-

solls; running shoes, /gatfiz/ = gym boots, high-siders, jigger boots,

jim boots, >watchekong 0 Put mi gatchees by the door,

gateway n arc The entryway passage to a BARRACK-YARD. (< obs E
gateway ‘a passage closed by a gate’) 0 Few barrack-yards could

have been seen from the streets. They were usually fronted by small

business premises and barrack-type accommodations known as

“apartments”, officially termed “front barracks”. Access was through

passages known as “gateways” that varied in length and width

according to the structure by which the barrack-yards were fronted.

Some gateways actually had gates but they were never used because

of the volume of use, particularly in large barrack-yards. Gateways

were never provided with lighting facilities, therefore, apart from

whatever daylight reflected through, they were shadowy, inhibiting

places. (Cummings 2004:34)

gathari, gatharia n A bundle, e.g. of clothes. /gat
h
ari/ (< H-Bh gathar

‘large bundle; bale’) 0 “On Sunday we tie up we gathari and gone

dong by de river to wash.” (1990)

gatia n Brosimum guianense [= B. aubletii, B. rotundatum, Piratinera

guianensis, P. scabridula , P. velutina], a native tree, /gatja/ (< Sp

gateado ‘cat-like’ i.e. striped) = >leopard wood, letter wood 0 (Beard

1946:33) 0 (FTT 1982-2-1 1 :729-30)

gatka, gadka, ghadka, gatak, gatcar, gutkar, cat gatar n A tradi-

tional Indian type of stickfighting, usu. performed during the HOSAY
festival, /gatka, gadka/ (< H-U gadka ‘foil for fencing with; mace;

club’) 0 [The] Port of Spain Hosein festival took place at Peru

Village... Creoles spent a good time in witnessing the display and

various performances of the Indians, especially that called “Cat

Gatar” similar to European sword sticks. (POSG 25 July 1896, in

Ottley 1978:86) 0 Trinidad East Indians play “gutkar,” a stick-fight-

ing dance. (Crowley 1956a: 194) 0 The gatka players (stick fighters)

made their salaamis with stick and fenner, performed their graceful

pintras (steps) towards each other, performed their formal, previously

announced strokes and ended with a surprise blow which was likely

to knock out or cut an unwary opponent. (Alladin 1970:34) 0 And
when Gurudeva sought out an oustard or veteran stickman and at his

guidance began practising on evenings at gatka , which they play at

Hosey time; and at creole stick, which they play at Carnival time and

in fighting melees generally, old Jaimungal positively began to boast.

(Naipaul 1976:41) 0 The singing of the East Indian women served a

similar function for the gatka-wallahs, the East Indian stick fighters,

as they re-created the battle of Kerbala at the annual Hosein celebra-

tions. (Trotman 1986:181) 0 The march is accompanied by gatak

stick fighting, jumping-up, rum drinking, all to the rhythm of tassa

drummers, the same groups who perform at Hindu weddings. (Myers

1998:65)

gato-melao n arc Eira barbara trinitatis, a small slender mammal,
with short legs, broad head, long neck. Fur coarse and short, rich

brown with yellowish head and cream star-shaped patch under neck,

/gato melau/ (< Sp gato ‘cat’ + melao < Sp melado ‘honey-coloured’)
= chien bois, faica, high woods dog, >tayra, water weasel, wood dog

0 (de Verteuil 1858:84) 0 [A list of pets]: lauretta, agoutis, gato

melaos (2), crao, scarlet ibis, paui, Louis d’Or, ramoo, laps. (Gordon

1870:302) 0 Most tropic birds hide their nests carefully in the bush:

the Merles hang theirs fearlessly in the most exposed situations. They

find, I presume, that they are protected enough from monkeys, wild

cats, and gato-melaos (a sort of ferret), by being hung at the extremity

of the bough. (Kingsley 1880:254) 0 Gato-Melao, or Wood-dog ... It

can ascend the loftiest trees, invariably descending head downwards,

(de Verteuil 1884:86)0 He had once seen a gato melao and knew
of someone who said he had shot a tigre. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:207)

gatotan, gatatan, gratotan, gateau tan n arc A sweet, somewhat

heavy, cake made primarily from com meal and coconut, but which

may include leftover cake or bread. (< FC gato < Fr gateau ‘cake’ +

poss. FC tan ‘so much’) 0 Begging The Governor to order the Food

Controller to permit for sale Sweetbread, Pone, Muffins, Belly Full,

Gratotan, Rock-Cake, the Quick Chief Food of the Poor Working

man. (POSG 16 Jan 1944, in Rohlehr 1990:376) 0 The main dish was

either a pelau or sancoche... and a dessert called “Gateau Tan”

(brown cake), which was made from all the leftover cake, bread,

sweet bread and even biscuits, all mashed into an egg and yeast batter

with flavourings of vanilla essence and some “strong liquor,” then

baked. (TG \\ Dec 1995)

gat-toofed adj Having a noticeable space between the two upper front

teeth. (< E gap-toothed ‘having the teeth set wide apart’) = open-

toothed 0 Gat-toof d... said that the female possessor of [this] is more

libidinous and hot blooded. (Haynes 1987:14)

gau n Cow; female cattle, /gao/ (< Sanskrit gau ‘cow; any animal of

the cow kind’) = gayaa

gaulin, galling n Any heron or large wading bird, esp. Butorides vire-

scens (E green-backed heron), /golin/ (= gaulding, origin unknown
but prob. Caribbean) = >chuck (Butorides)', aileronne, cocoi heron,

crane
1

, heron (Ardea, Egretta) 0 All Herons are called “Gaulins” in

the West Indies. (Taylor 1864:95) 0 By killing a blind galling (egret)

which had been roaming about from yard to yard, [he] stopped a sud-

den fear which had gripped the village for nearly two weeks. (WG 27

Oct 1930:5) 0(ffrench 1991:59)

gauzoupita see GUAZOUPITA

gavilan see gabilan

gawar n Vagabond; beggar, /gawar/ (< H-Bh gada ‘shameless’) 0

“You fadder may be a gaawar on the street but he is still you t'adder.”

(1990)

gayaa, gaai, gaaiya n Cow; female cattle, /gaja:, gauja/ (< Bh gaya,

H gay ‘cow’) = gau 0 “This gaaiya give plenty milk.” (1990)

gayal see GAYELLE

gayap, gallapa n A work group which cooperates to work for every

member of the group, in an exchange of labour without pay. /gajap/

(< FC gaiape ‘food given to unpaid helpers in field work', LAS
cayapa, gayapa ‘work cooperative’ < Amer, Cumanagotan) = lend

hand, pardner 0 Some estates in the quarter of Maraccas, not having

labourers located on the property, are in the habit of cutlassing their

estates by “gallapa,” a system much preferred by small proprietors,

though it raises the expense. (Hart 1866) 0 [I]n bands of sometimes

more than a dozen, called gayapes, African contractors help one

another in clearing contract lands. An ordinary axeman alone could

clear a quarree within the sixty days... In a few days with the assis-

tance of his fellow contractors in the neighbourhood the quarree to be

operated on becomes available for planting. (POSG 6 Feb 1899:4) 0

The varied programme will include calypsoes of all the various peri-

ods of Trinidad’s history, the calenda... the gayap and work songs,

and a few pure African chants. (TG 26 Feb 1943, in Ahye 1983:12) 0

Gayap is dead. Without cash now, nothing gets done. (Stewart

1989: 133) 0 Traditions of mutual help like the gayap, and an informal

co-operative borrowing institution like the sou sou, and the chaitevi

from northeast India, did develop in these Indo-Trinidadian peasant

villages. (Brereton 1993:53) 0 ‘People used to live nice long time.

When you see you wanted to build a house, in two days you could

move in. We used to have a gayapa. You know gayapl... You only
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had to tell your neighbours when you want to start... Your neighbours

would go to the forest and cut down all the trees that you need to

build a house... Fifty of we get together and build he house in two

days. You know, longtime you used to enjoy yourself in gayap\ peo-

ple teasing one another, fighting, pinching, cracking joke; in two twos

you done, and is parang when the night come!’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:45-6)

gayelle, gayal 1 n An arena or ring for cock-fighting, /gajel, gajal

/

(< Sp gallera ‘fighting cock pit') = pit
1

0 Now at the cockfights, he

would squat at the very edge of the gayelle, and look at his birds

being raked with spurs, and tears would come into his eyes. (Lovelace

1968:10) 0 They had to go through a track. To meet the gayelle quite

in the back. (Cypher “Cock Fight” 1976 pr, Robert 1976) 0 Five

gamecocks impounded by the police in a raid on a “gayelle” were

released yesterday, after their owners signed a surety of $400 that the

birds must reappear June 23 in court. (EX 20 May 1976) 0 Reports

state that cocaine thugs who are said to be known to the police are

operating at full throttle at Altagarcia Trace at the “gayelle” near the

San Francique Cemetery. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:22) 0 In the unnatural

environment of a gayelle (a sawdust pit about 10 feet across and

fenced around) the cock cannot escape. (EX 3 Mar 1991:15)

2 n An arena or ring for STICKFIGHTING. = pit
2
0 Once the contest is

on in the gayal (“circle”) either fighter may attack at any time.

Jigging, karaying and finesse precede the firing of a blow. (Alladin

1969:38) 0 It was in the gayelle where he circled like a hawk on the

hot sand, head tied, and the red end cloth of his stick fluttering in the

breeze like a signal of death, that I saw in him special quality which

made him a champion. (Chen 1988:16) 0 Inside the gayelle the men
are circling each other, eyes taut on the target, feinting and thrusting.

(Baksh 1992:16) 0 Noel added: “You sprinkle a little puncheon and

keep the gayelle heated. Long ago, they had a little hole in the middle

of the gayelle that whenever ah man get his head burst he drain the

blood in the middle.” (TG 15 Feb 2004:63)

3 n An arena for BIRD-RACE competitions. 0 The competitors, how-

ever, are already walking away from the park to a quieter verge where

a large gayelle is roped off. In the centre two poles stand a yard apart.

At one end of the ring is a bench and in front of it another pole with a

clock on top. The two birds, Johnny’s and Assam's, are waiting in

their cages while a scorer is chosen and a score sheet located. And
when this is done the timer is set and the race begins. (EX 2 1 Mar
1993:3)

4 n Arena of contest, confrontation, conflict. 0 “You see dat, I not in

dat all, because there are some old frustrated fowls in that grouping

who would pick me to death like cockroach if I jump into their

gayelle.” (TTM 5 Dec 1993:30)

gayin(o), gallino, gayen n A fighting cock of any colour, having all the

tail feathers short and the same length, the cock thus resembling a hen.

/gajin, gajen/ (< Sp gayia <gal\ina ‘hen’; gallino ‘fowl; chicken’) 0

“All gayin cock tails even, don’t carry the plumes, look like hen.”

(1990) 0 In addition [to colour], game cocks were classified according

to their physical appearance; grifo (curly feathers), piroco (neck natu-

rally bare), poncho (with a small tail), gallino (with short feathers like

a hen) ... (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)

gazal see GHAZAL

Gaza Strip n obs Part of the north side of Wrightson Road, between

about French and Coleville Streets, in Port of Spain. During the 1940s

and 50s, the area was known for its many nightclubs and brothels.

(< Gaza Strip , an area of conflict between Egypt and Israel) 0 Wright-

son Road, a section of which was known during World War II as the

infamous “Gaza Strip.” Numerous and notorious nightclubs were

located on Wrightson Road, frequented by U.S. servicemen stationed

at various naval and other bases in Trinidad at the time. Part of the eve-

ning’s entertainment usu. included a raid by the vice squads and the

arrest of striptease dancers. Now the nightclubs are gone and the Gaza

Strip is a respectable part of Wrightson road, scene of commercial and

other strictly business activities. (Mills 1988:130) 0 So, too, some of us

in Trinidad and Tobago, after being led out of the slavery of sin of the

70s and 80s when we filled the brothels, night clubs, the Gaza Strip

and the gambling houses, squandering the wealth given to us, now
long to get our hands on large sums of money to go back to the slavery

of sinful lives. (EX-2 20 Oct 1991:29) 0 When the War came and

brought along the Yankees... It transformed part of Wrightson Road
into the Gaza Strip, and it transformed a number of women into

ladies... of the evening. (TG 30 Jan 1993:4)

gazette paper n Newspaper used for wrapping things or as toilet

paper, (fr use of the Port-of-Spain Gazette ) 0 A sheet of gazette-paper

was placed conspicuously in front of the crowd for collecting the

cents and pennies which the audience were supposed to give as offer-

ing. (Alladin 1970:43) 0 I am now a sculptor; I am working heavily in

metal; but I never could forget when I had to use brown paper and

gazette paper to start a mould. (Morris 1984:169) 0 Den Mrs. Davis

gimme ah hand ah green fig wrap up in some gazette paper. (Foster

1990:7) 0 Brown paper tom from a sugar bag, gazette paper or a few

cents spent on some colourful kite paper, a reel of thread, a bit of flour

mixed with water to form a paste, two strong sticks of dried coconut

broom and a few scraps of old cloth for a tail - put it all together as skil-

fully as you could, and you had a good kite. (Rampersad 1993:10)

gee see Gl

geera see JEERA

geleby see JALEBI

gen-choix see JASHWA

genip, ginep 1 n Genipa americana, a deciduous native tree, 12-15 m
(38.4-49') tall. Fruit oblong, grey-green, 5-6 cm (2-2.3") long, some-

what rough-skinned, containing yellow-brown pulp yielding an inky

blue stain when immature; small irregular flatfish seeds to 1 cm
long. Fruit edible, used for drinks, jellies, preserves and syrups when
very soft, /gimp/ (< Arawak kenepa, Carib kynepa )

= >Ibo-ink, juni-

per, monkey apple 0 (FTT 1928-2-1:24) 0 The genip [is] a small

plant but one of the few members of this [coffee] family that grow to

tree size. The genip is found in most areas in Trinidad and Tobago
but this is the first time I have seen it growing under swampy condi-

tions. (Farrell 1985)

2 n Melicoccus bijugatus, a large tree, to 25 m (80'). Fruit is green,

roundish 2-4 cm (.8-1 .6") diameter, with edible, slightly acidic, salmon-

coloured, gelatinous pulp. Note: This name is used for this fruit more

commonly elsewhere in the Caribbean, /gimp/ (< LAS quenepo,

< Arawakan kenepa) = >chenet*, mapo, Spanish lime 0 (FTT 1930-1-

3:190)

genital violet n Gentian violet (Methyl Violet 10B, hexamethyl para-

rosaniline chloride), an antifungal agent usu. used in liquid solution,

(fr use in genital area) 0 They had was to paint all he privates with

genital violet.

gens arime n Residents of the area of Arima. /janarim/ (< FC gens

‘people’ + Arime ‘Arima') 0 She had settled among a community of

Gens Arime who accepted that house-to-house parang, even by hastily-

got-up groups, was one of the things one endured during the Christmas

season. (EX23 Dec 1 990: 15)0 [T]he royal charter became a great sym-

bolic asset in the construction of an Arima identity with a sense of its

uniqueness within Trinidad... the French phrase “gens d'Arime,” mean-

ing “Arima folk” - a phrase that is still in popular use among members

of the older generations in Arima - shifted from simply describing a

class of French planters that arrived in Trinidad from 1783 onward, to

“a representation of civic pride.” (Forte 2005: 108)

gentleman of the road n arc Very large earthworm, usu. seen only on

the trail to El Tucuche in the Northern Range of Trinidad. (< E gen-

tleman fr respect for large size + ofthe road fr seen on the roadway) 0

On one soggy stretch of trail lived giant earthworms - “gentlemen of

the road”, Serrano, our guide, called them. They reach a length of

over three feet and are as thick as a garden hose. Usually we didn’t

see them, we just heard them. Almost every footfall caused a big

worm, stretched out in the ooze beneath the surface, to retract its great

length with a sucking noise like the final rush of bath water gurgling

down the drain. (Shortt 1975:1 12)

georgie-bundle 1 n Possessions; belongings; a bundle or load carried

under the arm or on the head. AJ5a:<%i, c^otc^i bAndk (< Hjahdz ‘ship’,

Bh jahaji ‘shipmate’ + E bundle , fr carrying all your possessions in a
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bundle when immigrating) = >jahaji bundle 0 Ah guh tek me georgie

bundle and go. (Ottley 1971) 0 Caroline, I want you no more, Caroline,

Take your georgie bundle and go, Caroline. (Houdini “Caroline” 1927

in Cowley 1993:4)

2 n A child, esp. an unexpected or illegitimate child. 0 “She leave de

hospital with she little georgie bundle.” (Baptiste 1993:77)

geritout, guerit tout, jerry toot, jewi tu, jarethout n Pluchea caro-

linensis [~ P. svmphytifolia, P. odorata, Conyza odorata], a native

shrub 1-2 nr (3. 2-6.4'); branches downy, ribbed. Plant faintly aro-

matic. Leaves ovate-oblong to lanceolate, up to 17 x 6 cm (6.6 x 2.3")

wide, shallowly toothed, roughish above, downy-woolly beneath, spi-

rally arranged. Flowers 5-6 mm (.2-.24") broad, made up of many
light pink, whitish or dull lavender florets, in many-headed clusters,

/c^eritut/ (< FC < Fr guerir ‘cure' + tout ‘all’, fr wide range of healing

applications) = cereal bush, cure-all, sucrie tout 0 Guerit tout (JFNC
Aug 1893:213) 0 Gueri tout. (FTT 1940-2-2:81) 0 She was greatly

amused at the mention of gereytoute, shandella, gully root, cousin

mahaut, patte chien, and herb-a-femme, and she said, “You know a

lot about the old-time Creole remedies, don’t you?” (Simpson

1962:326) 0 The mere mention of “Jerry Toot” has been known to

effect instant cures! (Bush Medicine 1976b: 17) 9 Cough syrup with ...

Jarethout or Cureal ... strain, add sugar and boil to syrup. (Pavy

1987:47)

german salmon n Macrodon ancylodon, a marine fish. = pink salmon,

rock salmon, yellow-mouth salmon 0 (LNP 1985)

gesier poule see ZIZYE PUL

get 1 v Have; own; possess. Also GOT. (< E get ‘obtain possession of;

acquire; earn; receive’; have got ‘own; have; possess’) 0 “Yes, massa,

one purty lilly gal, what go[t] nice hair pan he head.” (TRD 12 Feb

1853:3) 0 I get plenty fowl. (1990)

2 v Become; turn into. (< E get ‘with adjective, make onself; become;

grow’) 0 ‘What’s the point of you breaking your back any more?’ she

said to him. ‘Wilbert is getting a big man now. He should be taking

over from where you leave off.’ (Naipaul 1973:201) 0 Immediately

he called Mala to sit beside him and explained to her that as he had

told her he was now a Muslim. Mala was furious and she let him

know just how she felt: “Yuh mean yuh gone and turn Madinga?” she

said with scorn. “Yuh was a Brahmin and now yuh get less than a

Chamar.” (Ali 1993:84) 0 ‘But look how they gettin’ big man.’

(Boodhoo 1994:58)

get away phr Get on bad terms; fall out; quarrel. (< E get away
‘escape; succeed in departing’) 0 [The two men] were charged with

fighting in a gateway in Duke Street on Monday afternoon. The sec-

ond man said he was “just a bit tessicated” in honour of the “fete,”

and both being friends and meeting each other, they “got away with

each other.” (POSG 15 Feb 1899:5) 0 When he reach he tell de waita

he ecspeckin a chick, but after bout half hour, he an de waita get away
and cool cool so Uncle Charlie had to ride back dong widout even

buyin a sweet drink in de people place. (Mamits LPOS, TG 1 May
1977) 0 Everybody talking race dese days since Cro Cro sing e

calypso bout common entrance, and since Basdeo and Robbie get

away in the NAR. (Forum 17-24 Apr 1988:5) 0 “If yuh doh want we
to ‘get-away’ with each other doh ever, ever do this tuh yuh hair

again.” (Ah 1993:174)

get blank phr Be ignored; left out of conversation or consideration;

unacknowledged. (< blank) 0 She say what really happen was de

town computer was vex wit’ de Piarco computer, an’ dey wasn’t on

speakin’ terms, so is she get blank. (Keens-Douglas 1984:74)

get death phr Meet one’s death; get killed; have a fatal accident. 0

Easy so, de car knock down de man, he nearly get he death. (Ottley

1971)

get hog 1 phr Denied an invitation; not be invited; opposite of GET
PICK. 0 “You get invite?” “No, boy, I get hog.” (2002)

2 phr Be thrown out of. 0 He get hog in de party. (Ottley 1971:44)

get in (friendly) phr Become friendly with, sometimes suggesting

intimacy. (< AmE get in good with ‘bring into favour’) 0 It wasn’t

quite two weeks since we got in friendly, She declared she was in

baby, But I hear the gossip and hear the rumour. It was for a Yankee

soldier. (Invader “No Darling, This Child Ain’t Mine” 1942, in

Rodman 1971:219) 0 ‘How a nice girl like you could get in with such

a vagabond fellar?’ (Lovelace 1988:1 15) 0 When I get in with some-

body we last until my belly is big... [Then they] leave me. (Littlewood

1993:67)

get in skin phr Encourage strongly; nag or go after someone to do

something. 0 GET IN ONE’S SKIN, to urge one on, e.g., she get in his

skin to marry she. (Rodman 1 97 1 :23 1

)

get jail phr Receive or serve a jail sentence. = break jail, make4
, make

bubble, >make jail
1

, make prison 0 “What 1 say is, let we cut them up

first, they so bold face they giving we ultimatum, well le’ we buss

they backsides fuss.” “An’ get a jail?” (Jones 1973:126) 0 He only

has to hear ar team arrivin an he gom by Piarco to get heself ah jail

takin pickture in Mr. Serrette and dem airport. (Mamits LPOS, TG
5 Aug 1977)

get off phr Be killed, esp. by deliberate violence, e.g. during a rob-

bery. = get out, get pass-out

get on, get orn 1 v Carry on loudly; talk in an angry or excited way;

misbehave; show off. = parade
1

0 ‘And doh discuss dis association

business with nobody. Some of dem fellas does get on so ignorant.’

(Hill 1966:14) 0 Men who lived alone in tiny houses and whose

voices were never heard for the week were heard singing and getting-

on. (Alladin 1970:41) 0 Any time you get a real American in an

aggravating situation, the first thing he do is let his voice be heard in

objection; in other words, he does get on. (Lovelace 1987:120) 0 ‘I

better go before that husband of mine start to get on.’ (Selvon

1 991a: 1 5) 0 ‘You can’t worry with those two,’ Compai advised.

‘Every day they get on so.’ ‘You ain’t see that I don’t take them on,’

Martina said. (Boodhoo 1994:38) 0 “Watch yourself, nah, ah find you

cuffin’ down some fat pants drink. Like you want the rum to done fast

or what? Just now, you go get tight and start to get on.” (TTM 17 Nov
1996:27)

2 phr With a descriptor, behave in a certain way. 0 Get on bite up - to

fuss, be fussy over small incidents, to be a spoil sport. (John 1973) 0

Look nah woman whuh happen? Get on Catholic nuh. 0 Don’t men-

tion nothing to your mother. You know how she get on ignorant

whenever Balgobin name mention. (Selvon 1 99 1 d: 1 34)

get on bad phr Carry on loudly; act in an angry or excited way; misbe-

have. 0 “He just feel he could get on bad because he ketching he tail.”

(Bomb 2 Nov 1990:28) 0 Unimpressed that this was Boysie Singh’s

club, they began to get on bad, until Boysie’s henchman... decided to

get rid of them. (EX-S 17 Jan 1993:2) 0 If you can’t do like the

Flagsman, and jump in the fray and “get on bad”, then don’t ride out

like a vengeful Rawan, full of venom in your heart, to mash up the

national fete with your repulsive racial “ratiray, ratiray”. (TTM 24 Jan

1993:30) 0 But the bachelor woman who is the present de facto leader

of the “getting on bad” posse, is easily [she], (TTM 28 Nov 1993:7)

get on like a quenk phr Behave in an irritated, BITE UP manner, (fr

grumbling like an annoyed quenk) 0 Any time I talk to him about

money he only get on like a quenk.

get on like a Yaraba phr arc Behave in a rowdy, noisy manner,

(fr reputation of Yaraba 1
people and Yaraba3 dance/music as noisy)

= get on like a Warahoon

get orn see GET ON

get out phr Meet a violent death. = get off, get pass-out 0 (Haynes

1987:1 10 0 From the time the police shout, he get out.

get pick phr Be invited, included. See also GET HOG. 0 Ah eh get pick

fuh de weddin’: I was not invited to the wedding. (Haynes 1987:179)

get rose phr Make a sudden startle, jump, or shiver, usu. in response to

a tickle or light touch. See also HAVE ROSE. (< rose
2
) 0 Oh gosh, yuh

make me get rose!

get spirit phr Be possessed or ridden by a spirit, esp. in BAPTIST rites,

characterized by writhing movements and obliviousness. = >catch

power, catch spirit 0 On that night they did not get the spirit because

the police was there. (TG 9 Oct 1919:7)

get through v Accomplish a particular task. Sometimes used by men in

reference to seducing women. 0 And if you still feel you cyar get
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through. Ask the All-Rounder what he does do. Is only so you go make

it in calypso. (Boyie Mitchell “The Way to Go” pr, in Williams 1992)

getting-in phr The process of becoming friendly with, sometimes sug-

gesting intimacy. (< get in) 0 GETTING-IN, n. the period between first

meeting a girl and starting to FRIEND with her; v., the process of

establishing a FRIENDING relationship, e.g.. He gettin-in with she.

(Rodman 1971:231)

get up v Tob Wake up, but not necessarily get out of bed. 0 I get up

early, but 1 soak in bed a little while.

get wrongside phr Put someone in a bad mood. (< wrongside
1
)
= turn

upside down, turn wrongside 0 “Boy, doh get me wrongside at all.”

(1990)

ghachoo n A stupid, foolish person. /g
h
atfu/ (< Bh ghochu ‘stupid’) =

ghandoo 0 “You looking like a good ghachoo!” 0 “You behaving like

a real ghachoo ke gaar!” (1990)

ghadi 1 n A Muslim memorial service, usu. held every year in mem-
ory of the deceased. /g

h
adi/ (< Urdu) 0 If so [desired] a Ghadi can be

kept after six [months], another one at the end of the year and then

one every year as a memorial of the deceased. (Ali 1975:32)

2 n A small brass bell, used in Hindu worship. /g
h
adi/ (< H ghantalT

‘small bell’) = >ghanti 0 Ghanti and Ganta : a thick brass disc which

is knocked with a small wooden hammer. Ghadi'. a brass bell.

These objects are used at various intervals during the ceremony.

(Ramlakhan 1990a: 15)

ghadka see GHATKA

ghamand n False pride; a mistaken or misapplied feeling of being

above doing something. /g
hamand/ (< H-Bh ghamand ‘pride; haugh-

tiness; arrogance’) = >abhimaan 0 “Rawan had plenty ghamand.”

(1990)

ghangri, ghangra, gangre, ghanghri, ghungri n obs A traditional

Indian woman’s long skirt with pleats at waist, usu. with a string

waist tie. / g
h
angra, g

h
angri/ (< H ghagra ‘long skirt gathered with a

drawstring’) = garara, lahanga 0 Long ago it was a pity to see an

Indian girl in the city, Don’t matter how the rain fall she wouldn’t

put on a hat at all. She dressed up with a slippers and orhini. And a

Jula and a gangre. But now they have Port-of-Spain confuse. With

they whole dress, they hat and Brazillian [sic] shoes. (Mighty Killer

“Ramjatia” 1948 pr) 0 Unlike dhoti, sari was not popular among
Indians in Trinidad even in the nineteenth century. But some other

traditional North Indian dresses - the dhoti , kurta and chadar or

jora-jama and pagari (turban) for males and sari, choli, ghanghri,

orhni (head-scarf) for females, are even now used on ceremonial

occasions. (Jha 1973:39) 0 ‘Me wear ghungri and orhani and chap-

pals and long hair? Me give up rouge and lipstick?’ (Naipaul

1976:122) 0 For many decades women retained the North Indian

blouse
(
jhula) and long skirt (ganghari), but they have been set aside

in favour of dresses with short sleeves, decorated with a long veil or

oronhi. (Clarke 1986:78) 0 From 1913 to 1928, Najeebun’s style of

clothing changed from gangree to long flowing kurta and orhnee,

which were usually sewn by her daughterl. (Deen 1994:184) 0 [T]he

kurta, ghagra/ghungaree (long skirt) and jhula... were generally

found in the north [of India], in Punjab and parts of the United Prov-

inces... The ghagra is described as a long skirt of some 6 yards, worn
for special occasions; the ghungaree was an informal, long skirt of

some 8 yards. (Ramesar 1999/2000:119,129) 0 She wore a flowing

gangree and the ubiquitous gauzy orhni if she were Hindu, or the

shalwar if she were Muslim. (Singh-Ramjattan 2003)

ghanta n A medium- to large-sized gong; a metal disk, hung from a

bamboo stick on a string, hit with a hammer. /g
h
anta/ (< Bh ghanta,

gunte, H ghanta ‘bell or gong’) 0 The Ramanandis have the Pundit in

front of the corpse, this is usually in a coffin. He chants prayers along

the way and beats small round instrument, somewhat like a baking-

stone but made of brass, called ghanta, at regular intervals. (Ali

1975:22) 0 Ganta: a thick brass disc which is knocked with a small

wooden hammer. .. used at various intervals during the ceremony.

The sounds acknowledge and herald the presence ofGod in the home.

(Ramlakhan 1990a: 15)

ghanti, ghadi n A small gong, made of a metal disc hit with a ham-
mer; used during Hindu PUJA. /g

h
anti, g

h
adi/ (< Bh-H ghanti ‘small

bell or gong’) = ghadi
2
0 ‘Look, Bap, the kuti finish. Only some

pictures I want on the walls. And a sanch ’ - a conch-shell - ‘and a

ghanti.' A tiny bell. (Naipaul 1976:71) 0 Ghanti and Ganta: a thick

brass disc which is knocked with a small wooden hammer.. ..used at

various intervals during the ceremony. The sounds acknowledge and

herald the presence of God in the home. They also serve to let the

neighbourhood know that the devotee was a Hindu and participating

in Prayers. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 15) 0 “Ring the ghanti when ah blow

the sankh.” (1990)

ghar 1 n House. /g
h
ar/ (< H-Bh ghar ‘house; dwelling’) 0 “This ghar

is my own.” “Your ghar is beautiful.” (1990)

2 n Buttocks; ass. /g
h
ar/ (< H-Bh gadaha ‘donkey; ass’) 0 An angry

parent would call his or her child a gadahar or ghar. (Boodoosingh

1976:26) 0 “Ah go catch meh ghar with this curfew.” (1990)

ghardamda n A term of address or reference for a young man living

with his wife’s parents, usu. mocking or abusive, /ghardamda/ (< Bh)

0 A young man living with his wife’s parents is mockingly called a

“ghardamda,” and must be prepared to take occasional ridicule from

other young men of the village... Is he a kind of male dolahin - as the

boys tell him mockingly - to be ordered and cuffed about? (Klass

1961:112-3) 0 “I cyah live no ghardamda, in that case ah prefer to

live without ah wife.” (1990)

ghari n arc Clock; watch. /g
h
ari/ (< H-Bh ghari ‘clock; watch’) 0

“See what is the time on the ghari.” (1990)

gharohi n A simple outdoor shelter, usu. thatched, and having no

walls or half-walls. /g
h
arohi/ (< Bh Tike a house’; H ghar ‘house’) =

>ajoupa, joupa 0 “When de sun get hot we go go in de gharohi and

rest till evening.” (1990)

ghaskay v Shift over; move along a bench, etc., while sitting. /g
h
aske/

(< Bh ghaske, H ghaskana ‘shift’) = dress down, >dress round 0

“Ghaske rong a little bit ta, we over getting squeeze.” (1990)

ghat n A place where a corpse is cremated according to Hindu rites.

/g
h
at/ (< H-Bh ghat ‘cremation platform at the top of a path or stairs

leading down to a river’) = marghat 0 The boy staying by the ghat and

wouldn’t go.

ghatam n A traditional Indian clay drum. /g
h
atam/ (< Tamil) 0

Ghatam: South Indian clay pot used as percussion instrument, played

with fingers. (Ramaya 1992:22)

ghatka, gadka n A traditional Indian type of stickfighting, usu. per-

formed during the HOSAY festival. /g
h
atka, gadka/ (< H-U gadka ‘foil

for fencing with; mace, club’) = stickfighting
2
0 “Gatka” or stick fight-

ing is also practised at these [Hosein] ceremonies... a cross between

fencing and single-stick. (Carmichael 1961:274) 0 Another attraction

[during Hosay] is the dancing of the Ghadka. A stick fight/dance done

by two men, each holds in one hand a stick about three feet long and a

small leather pouch as a shield in the other. They perform in a circle

drawn around them in the street, and go through their symbolic battle

with observers egging them on. (Ahye 1988b: 106) 0 Gadka one of the

martial arts. Two men faced each other in a ring to battle it out with a

lathi each (a long stick). This involves precise rules. This has com-

pletely died out. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 8)

ghazal, gazal n A traditional kind of Persian and Indian lyric poetry

with a limited number of verses and a recurrent rhyme scheme,

/ghazal/ (< U ghazal ‘ode; short poem’) 0 Thumri and Gazal are also

heard sometimes. (Jha 1973:35) 0 [They] pledge to stir every emo-

tional fibre of patrons with a mixture of Thumri, Ghazal, Khimta

(chutney) and a number of other classical songs. (EX-2 28 Oct

1990:9) 0 The Krishna Leela drama will be staged by India’s

Bharatiya Kala Kendra, with ghazal singer Mahima and a quwalli

troupe performing. (TG 2 May 1993:16) 0 She learnt many ghazals

and Indian songs but really passed on to us old English songs which

bring tears to her children today. (Deen 1994:195) 0 He had a good

voice. He sang at weddings and other functions... not the modem film

songs. “We didn’t consider theatre song, them is stage song. We sing

classical thumri, quawal, ghazal.” (Johnson 2003b:23)
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ghee, ghi, ghioo n Clarified butter; butter that has been melted and

strained to remove the milk solids, leaving a very smooth oil that

solidifies when cool. /g
h

i, g
h
iu/ (< H-Bh ghi ‘clarified butter’) 0 Ghi

(clarified butter), which is used in most ceremonies, can only be made

from cow’s milk. (Klass 1961:153) 0 Ghee. Boil milk and remove

cream. Leave for a week, removing cream each day from the milk.

Chum cream for 15-20 minutes and leave overnight. Pour [off]

water... Chum again slowly for about 2-4 minutes and remove cream

which settles at the top, leaving the “martar”. Put cream in pan

and place on slow heat allowing all moisture to evaporate leaving

ghee and sediments (“churan”). Separate ghee by straining. (Pariag

1975:35) 0 While commercial versions of ghee, imported mainly

from Australia, suffice for most recipes. Hindus still search out or

make their own small quantities of ghee for many purposes including

the making of khajal , the black eye-liner traditionally smeared on on

Divali night and other ceremonial occasions. (TTR Oct 1990:28) 0 “In

cold weather ghioo does jame.” (1990) 0 [C]ows, whose milk I kept

on a slow fire in an earthenware pot all day, so Mrs. T could scoop

out the cream, put it in a glass bottle and at the end of the week, chum
it to make ghee. (Mahase 1992:29)

gheel n Cooked rice with a dry crust. /g
h
il/ (< H-Bh ghil) 0 (Haynes

19897:46)

ghikwari n Aloe vera, a succulent cultivated plant, often used medici-

nally. /g
h
ikwari/ (< H ghukuwar ‘a medicinal plant, Aloe perfoliatcC) =

>aloes, Barbados aloes, bitter aloes, musabar 0 Some of our local

medicinal plants are pantropical weeds found in India and these are

still called by their Hindi names by old East Indians, e.g., ... Aloes,

Aloe vera , is called Musabar or Ghikwari; the timarie or sensitive

plant, Mimosa pudica , is called chooi-mooi or Lajoutrioghas. (Morean

1991:29)

ghilwa, ghilwa, ghirwa n arc A traditional type of narrow Indian

bracelet. /g
h
ilwa/ (< Bh) 0 An East Indian woman... stood charged...

with being in possession of seventeen pairs of silver bracelets and two

pairs of ghilwahs suspected to be stolen. (TG 30 June 1921:8)

ghooghooni see GHUGNI

ghoomay, ghoome v Take a leisurely walk. /g
hume/ (< H-Bh) 0

“Allyuh going to ghoome?” ( 1990)

ghoon 1 n A weevil or similar insect, e.g. in rice or DAL. /g
h
un/

(< H-Bh ghun ‘weevil; insect destructive of wood, meal, grain, flour’)

0 Yuh cook de dal with all de ghoon in it, yuh crazy man!

2 n Derogatory term for Negro person. 0 Look at dat ghoon, i feel i

over good lookin.

ghoorki n arc Drinking cup. /g
h
urki/ (< Bh) 0 "When she put ah

ghoorki in she mouth she eh taking it out till it empty.” (1990)

ghoormuk see GURUMUKH
ghora, ghorwa n Male horse. /g

h
ora, g

h
orwa/ (< H ghora ‘horse;

male horse’) 0 “Look how nice that ghori and ghorwa looking in de

shade under that tree.” (1990)

ghora dance n An Indian dance which imitates a lame horse, done for

entertainment. = kat ghorwa 0 “Indians in Jamaica really do good
ghora dance.” (1990)

ghoray v Stir liquid, to dissolve sugar in water; stir melting sugar; mix
or turn. /g

h
ore/ (< H-Bh gholna ‘mix by stirring; dissolve’) 0 “Ghoray

the juice.” (1990)

ghori n Female horse; mare. /g
h
ori/ (< H ghori ‘mare; female horse’)

0 He want to buy a next ghori.

ghorwa see GHORA

ghose see GOSE

ghost crab n Ocypode quadrata, a white crab, with prominent black

eyes. It is nocturnal, lives in sandy beach burrows, and is capable of

running at very high speed, (fr ghostlike white colour and activity at

night) = chevalier crab, jamette crab, sand crab, white crab 0 (Innes

1985b:20)

ghost pass phr Said when there is an sudden unusual quietness, as

when everyone suddenly stops talking at the same time. = jumbie
pass 0 Ah ghost is passin’. (Haynes 1987:98)

ghotay, ghote v Mix liquids thoroughly and break up into small

pieces, esp. in making soups by using a stick with some kind of

protrusions at the end. /a
h
ote/ (< H-Bh ghatna ‘grind; polish; shave

clean’) = lele, >swizzle 0 “Yuh eh ghote de dal, I sure bout dat.”

(1990)

ghotni, ghotney n A stick with protrusions, wire loops, or a wooden
disk at the end; used to mix liquids thoroughly and break up into

small pieces. See also BATI LELE, BATON LELE, SWIZZLE 3
, SWIZ-

ZLE STICK. /g
h
otni/ (< H-Bh) = >dal ghotni 0 Cowsil was swizzling

the dhal in the blue enamel pot on the choolha... She turned to him,

abandoning the pot; the dhall dripping from the ghotney (swizzle).

(Ramsawack 1983:62)

ghoul-eye bird see GOLD-EYE

ghugni, ghugnee, ghuganee, ghugani, ghooghooni n A dish of

black-eyed peas, sometimes with BODI or PEAS, boiled dry with sea-

sonings and then fried. /g
h
ugni, g

hug h
uni / (< Bh-Angika ghugni) 0

(Dwarika 1984:32) 0 “We shell blackeye to make ghooghooni.”

(1990)

ghulghula see GULGULA

ghunghutanay v Cover head with ORHNI, out of respect or if feeling

cold. /g
h
urjg”utane/ (< H ghunghut ‘part of the cloth covering the

head, dropping over the face’) 0 She ghunghutanay when she go out.

ghungri see GHANGRI

ghungru n A wide strap of small bells, worn on the ankles, in tradi-

tional Indian dance. /g
huqgru/ (< H ghunghru, ghunghru ‘bells worn

on the ankles by dancing girls’; ghungru ‘an ornament worn round

the ankles, with bells fastened to it’) = willows 0 Ghungroos (tiny sil-

ver bells) were hung in branches on three sides of the leaf [of the pan

ka hykhal]... The male dancers [in dance dramas] usually wore knee

length trousers, tying two or three rows of ghungroos just below the

knee. (Ramlakhan 1990a:5,7) 0 “She put on she gunghroo and wait-

ing to dance.” (1990)

ghur see GHAR

ghurmusae v Vex; irritate someone. /g
h
urmusai/ (< Bh ghurna

‘growl; rumble') 0 “Why yuh ghurmusae for, gal.” (1990) 9 “Doh
ghurmusae me.” (1990)

ghurmusaha adi Of a person, quiet but who can erupt in anger with-

out warning. /ghurmusaha/ (< Bh ghurna ‘growl; rumble’) 0 “She too

ghurmusaha.” (1990)

ghusa, ghoosa n Blow; cuff; hit with the fist. /g
h
usa/ (< H ghusa

‘thump; blow of the fist’) 0 He give him a ghoosa. 0 He wrap she

jhothaa round e han’ and hit she ah ghoosaa.

ghusli, ghooslee n Mango seeds, e.g. used in talkari. /g
h
usli/ (< H-

Bh ghutli) 0 I does like to suck the mango ghusli.

ghusray, ghoosre v Creep into; hide. /g
h
usre/ (< Bh) 0 The rabbit

ghoosre in the back.

gi, gee, ge, gie, gih 1 v Give; hand over; pass from one person to

another; make someone the recipient of something, /gi, gi/ (< E give

‘make someone the recipient of something') = give
1

0 Tree wife me
been hab; no for you. Me take myself from dem and gie you? ( TG 2

Oct 1827) 0 “Selina now she gie me, and tell me bring em na de sem
place whey a-wee take de gal, and me ge em to one gemmen dem call

mass Dolphus.” (TRD 12 Feb 1 853:3) 0 He no go gie you credit sak a

you no gie um sugar, betime man pay out all expenses wha lef fo feed

he fambaly?’ (77V 25 Oct 1884) 0 Ge me de tippet and de sharl in me
hand lay ar go show me mami an wait pan de bridge till ar come back.

(PC 7 May 1904) 0 They did not stop and he struck the accused with

a stick. Pointing to Howard Augustine, witness said: “I believe I gi

dis one mo’.” (TG 6 Feb 1919:2) 0 Condense milk selling fourteen

cents a tin, I going gi them a fall with me lime bush tea. (Tiger “Let

Them Fight For Ten Thousand Years” 1940) 0 He said, “On the base

them Yankees don’t eat so much flour. They eat more steak and

chicken.” Country retorted “Too much ah meat gee yuh worms in yuh

guts.” (Lewis 1972:8) 0 “Bwaye, yuh t'ink de bank go gee we ah loan

bwaye?” (Ramsawack 1983:60) 0 To gih someone ah ‘s’: to warn

someone very quietly. (Haynes 1987:192) 0 “Me, if he was my mam
[man] I dun leave he and buss it. Is either de snake or me. He done
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have ah snake wey God gee he, wha’ he want wit more?” (Bomb 24

Nov 1989:11) 0 “How yuh tink I gieing people de right numbers

every day?” (TG 29 Oct 1994)

2 v Used after verbs taking indirect objects, e.g. read, sell, send, tell,

write , to indicate the recipient of the thing given. = give" 0 Da bargin

Missa Bunley been make wid Govenar when he been sel da lan ge am
fou make Parson house, da been fou turn da house fou look inside.

(TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Da he. Sambo, den dat cleber man write letter

gie newspaper. (TRD 7 May 1851:3) 0 Da fella read letter, day da

massa Hinde write em na Market da time he watch butcher fou he no

sell rattin beef gie awee. (TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0 But dat is a shame an ah

egsvantage, an dat is why plenty ah poar class ah peple don’t like to

lem to plant an mek garden, becos, dem who can affode to buy de lan

dose rob doze dat wuk it up gie dem. (PC 4 June 1904) 0 Out ah de

10/- way he gie me, ah pay ah ooman fifty cents fo close wot she

wash gie me. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 Kill moorna gie picknie, picknie go

nyam am. Kill picknie gie mooma, mooma cyan nyam am. (Daniel

msl ca 1960)

giant fig 1 n Musa sp., a large cultivated banana of the AAA group

pisang masak hijau. 0 (Stover & Simmonds 1987:162)

2 n Musa sp., a large banana of the AAA group robusta. 0 (Stover &
Simmonds 1987:162)

giant goby see BAGRE-SAPO

giant governor n Musa sp., a cultivated banana in the AAA group

Giant Cavendish-Grand Nain. Plants in height about midway between

the tall LACATAN and the dwarf Cavendish. 0 So far, ripe fruits of the

Gros Michel, Giant Governor, and Trinidad Governor varieties have

seldom been sufficiently spotted as to be unsightly, while destruction

of the flesh by the inward extension of the spots has not been

observed. (Wardlaw 1934:13) 0 (Stover & Simmonds 1987:116,162)

giant plantain n A cultivated plantain in the AB group Giant Plantain.

Bunches are larger and growth slower than other French plantains. 0

There are also a number of cooking types called Plantains, of which

the best known are the Horse Plantain, the Creole Plantain, the Navel-

less, the Giant and the Black Martinique. (Alford 1960:89) 0 (Stover

& Simmonds 1987:123,164)

giant ray n Manta birostris, a large marine ray, with flattened body

with wing-like sides, and a long tail. = >devil fish", devil ray, diable

de la mer, sea devil 0 (Vincent 1910:53)

giant spear-nosed bat n Vampyrum spectrum spectrum , a large bat.

(fr relatively large size and shape of nose) = false vampire bat 0

(Alkins 1979:55)

gibbit 1 v Take revenge on someone for bad treatment. See also

JIBBIT. /cftibit/ ( E gibbet ‘put to death by hanging’) 0 “One day I go

gibbit he for that.” (1990)

2 v Take advantage of someone by working them too hard or unfairly.

0 “She working in the mall, but I doh like it. They too gibbiting she.”

(1990)

gib-gib intj A mockery of someone who is laughing out of turn; an

expression designating a chuckle implying mockery of someone else,

/gibgib/ (prob. imitative; poss. originated, or at least made popular,

by an advertisement for Gibbons Chicken Ration featuring a chicken

chuckling “Gib-gib-gib Gibbons!”) = gil-gil, gip-gip, kip-kip 0 Mean-

while, to my few fans and widespread detractors, especially the latter,

who must be laughing ha ha, hee, ho ho, kif kif, gil gil, and gib gib, I

say don’t have me to study, because I taking a proper “bath” before I

put on my courthouse clothes. (TTM21 Nov 1994:30)

Gibon’s jiggerwood n Pisonia eggersiana , a small native tree. Leaves

ovate-lanceolate, pointed tip. Twigs gnarled. Fniit scarlet. Wood has

open porous appearance. = goodbread2
,
>jiggerwood 2

0 (Marshall

1934:77-8) 0 (Williams & Williams 1951:444-5)

gibridge n A children’s invented language, usu. made by adding non-

sense syllables such as apa
,
gara

,
gari

,
garu, iggly-aggly, ow or oy to

words. For example: What are you doing? could become “Whagarat

agara yougaru dogaru-ingering?” or Wau hough a tot a rar ee yoy o u

dod o ai non gog?” or “Whapat apa yupu dupipping?” Note: Such

language in SE is commonly known by names such as Pig Latin.

/gibric^/ (< E gibberish ‘unintelligible speech belonging to no
known language and of arbitrary invention; blundering or ungram-
matical language’) 0 We does all speak gibridge.

gie see Gl

gift 1 n In the SPIRITUAL BAPTIST or SHANGO religions, an indica-

tion from the deity as to a special calling. 0 During “mourning” a dev-

otee of the shango cult or of the Shouters church... receives a “gift,”

that is, he discovers what his “work” (fate) in the cult is. One may
return to the “mourning” house several times to “build” and may thus

receive new spiritual gifts. (Simpson 1970:97)

2 v Of dough, let sit in order to rise or to improve the texture. = relax 0

Sift the flour and mix in all the dry ingredients and the margarine.

Then add enough water to make into a soft but not stiff, dough. Leave

to stand for half an hour to rise or, as we say here, to “gift”. (Nelson

& Puddy 2004:9)

gigeri, gigeree, gigiri n Sesamum orientale, a cultivated plant with

edible white seeds, /c^ic^iri/ (< Anglo-Indian gingeli
,
poss. of South

Indian origin) = >bene, til, tillee 0 (de Verteuil 1 858:273) 0 Gigiree -

a sugar cake made with tiny seeds resembling bird seeds. (ESTT
1956) 0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Roots ... Baynay

(jayjayree). Sesamum orientale. Also called: Benne, Gingelly, Gigiri.

(Simpson 1962:330) 0 A surprising find was a gigiri or benne shrub.

(Farrell 1985) 0 Gigere or bene balls... Add freshly parched bene or

gigere seeds and inch of salt, keep stirring to coat seeds well. (Hunt

1985b:3)

gigiree, gigiri, gigiree, jijiri, jijiree, jiggeree adj Confused and

upset from nervousness or fear; moving around; hard to pin down;

jittery or nervous, /c^ictjiri/ (prob. < E jittery ‘nervous; agitated’;

also poss. < Ewe gidigidi ‘of someone who is not calm, causing a

commotion’, Twi kitikiti ‘turbulent or violent commotion’) 0 All

my eyebrows was dropping free, I was getting so gigiri (Beginner

“Cocoa Tea Puzzle to Me” 1940) 0 Jijiree - frightened. (ESTT
1956) 0 Get jiggeree - get confused. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Boy
wen ah see she farda wid de cutlass, ah did well gigiree. (Ottley

1971 :42) 0 My father described himself as a “jijiri” (very nervous)

bridegroom. (Deen 1994:197) 0 “Some people does get jijiri before

an exam.” (1990)

gil-gil intj A mockery of someone who is laughing out of turn; an

expression designating a chuckle implying mockery of someone else,

/gilgil/ (prob. imitative) 0 “You only goin’ gil gil as if you doh know
de same ting could happen to you.” (Baptiste 1993:78) 0 Meanwhile,

to my few fans and widespread detractors, especially the latter, who
must be laughing ha ha, hee, ho ho, kif kif, gil gil, and gib gib, I say

don’t have me to study, because I taking a proper “bath” before I put

on my courthouse clothes. (TTM21 Nov 1994:30)

gill 1 n On a fowl-cock, the flap of skin under the head. (< obs E gill

‘wattles or dewlap of a fowl’) 0 “We eh cut the comb. You have to cut

below, the gill, and the comb on top.” (1990)

2 n On a lizard, the male’s throat fan, an expandable flap of skin under

the head. 0 That kind of tree lizard have a bright yellow gill.

gilla adj Wet; moist; soft; overcooked; almost always said of rice,

/gila/ (< H-Bh) 0 “This rice gilla.” (1990)

gilpin 1 n A long cutlass with a curved end. /gilpin/ (fr British manu-

facturer W. Gilpin & Co., Staffordshire, makers of edged tools,

widely sold in the Caribbean) 0 He left home that afternoon with a

stick and Lutchman with a “Gilpin" cutlass. (POSG 17 Jan 1935) 0

Placed between the spaces of the boards on the cart were two gilpins

and a boley of rain water. The boley was made of a big calabash.

(Narine 1977:34) 0 To the three men, their gilpins in scabbards, who
had come up behind, Ossie said, “Men, full speed ahead, clear up to

the river.” (Hosein 1980:85) 0 “An’ it ent have much bush to clean

eider. De two ah we could clear ah house spot in two hours wid we
gilpin cutlash an’ crook stick”. (Ramsawack 1983:48) 0 Sometimes I

does feel that I should take the gilpin I does keep below me seat in

case anybody give me a bad drive and planass each and every one.

(Maharaj 1992:28)
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2 adj Usu. in reference to a budget, with severe financial cuts. 0 It

could very well be the first major shutdown move by a company who
has been hit for six by Chambers’ gilpin budget. (TTM 1984)

gimauve, jimov n Malachra alceifolia , a robust native plant or shrub

to 3 m (10') high. Stem has large stiff pungent hairs, sometimes with

2-3 arms. Leaves ovate to roundish, lightly angled or lobed, serrated

margins, to 10 cm (3.9") long and broad. Flowers yellow, on very

short stalks in small clusters, used medicinally, /cfpmov/ (< FC < Fr

gimauve ‘mallow’) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:116) 0

Collect a handful of each of the following herbs: ditay payee, shandi-

lay ... santa maria ... gimauve etc. (Morean M-l)

ginep see GENIP

ginger beer n A fermented drink made from fresh ginger root, spices,

sugar and water. (< E ginger beer ‘an aerated drink flavoured with

ginger’ < E beer ‘fermented liquor of various kinds’) 0 Ginger Beer.

Scrape and slice a pound of green ginger. Pound it in a mortar

together with some spice. Add a pound of sugar and a gallon of water

and set for three days. Strain off and bottle, (de Boissiere ca

1945a:43) 0 Hear them: No more ginger beer and mauby, Could ever

satisfy we. (Wonder “Today’s Favourite Beverages JU-C” 1950 pr) 0

The large jar of ginger beer which has “set” a week ago has to be

sweetened and bottled... In every house in the village at Christmas the

familiar bottles greet the eye, filled with the ubiquitous ginger beer,

without which Christmas is not Christmas. (Ottley 1969:67) 0 In ele-

mentary school days, we use tuh drink plenty sorrel an ginger beer.

(Foster 1990:50)

gingerhead n Having red or reddish hair. (< E ginger ‘a light sandy or

reddish hair colour’) = shugs,>sugar head, sugars 0 (Ottley 1971

)

ginger lily n Any member of the ginger family, Zingiberaceae, with

showy flowers. Throughout the Caribbean, most commonly refers to

Hedychium coronarium, a naturalized rhizomatous herb with erect

leafy shoots. Leaves oblong, pointed, to 37.5 cm (15") long. Flowers

rise from among green bracts of a terminal cone; as many as 4-5 may
be out at the same time from the same cone; petals spread out to about

10 cm (4"), white, intensely fragrant. Fruit to 3.5 cm (1.4") long,

ovoid, fleshy, orange, containing many 3x5 mm (.12 x .2") black

seeds in red arils. Locally usu. refers to Guillainia purpurata

[~ Alpinia purpurata], a cultivated similar plant, (fr lily-like flowers

and ginger-like rhizomes) 0 H. coronarium (Alford 1960:86) 0 H.

coronarium (FTT 1967-3-2:14-15)

gingery adj Energetic; full of vigour. (< E ginger ‘mettle; spirit’) 0

‘You rest enough? You ready for a little sweating now?’ ‘Yes - if you

like.’ I got up. ‘You well gingery this morning.’ ‘Yes, I just feel like

it.’ ‘Oh, you feel like it? I’ll work you like a bitch today, boy - come
on!’ (Anthony 1967:1 18)

ginjay v Play with; fondle, e.g. a baby, /ginc^e/ (< H ginjna ‘crum-

ple’) 0 “Doh ginje up the baby, the child wouldn’t walk.” (1990) 0

“Doh ginjay up mi things.” (1990)

gin julep n arc An alcoholic beverage of gin and COCONUT WATER.
(< AmE julep ‘a mixture of brandy or other spirit with sugar and fla-

vouring, usu. mint’) 0 “I have to go back and drink some gin juleps.

That’s green-coconut water and gin. That build up me vitamin and

contributes to me inspiration.” (Summers 1985:20)

gip see SAY GIP

gip-gip intj A mockery of someone who is laughing out of turn; an

expression designating a chuckle implying mockery of someone else,

/gipgip/ (imitative) = gib-gib, gil-gil, kip-kip 0 With that, the whole
snackette start to laugh all manner of haar haar and hee hee and gip

gip. (TTM 1 June 1997:27)

giraumon, giramon n Cucurbita pepo, a ground-creeping cultivated

plant. Squash-type fruits large, round, hard rind, mottled green and

yellow, orange flesh; cooked as a vegetable, /jiroirmn/ (< FC prob. <
Amer) = courba, >pumpkin

girdle n In Carnival mas, a short part of the costume which drops

loosely from the belt in front and back. (< E girdle ‘a belt worn
around the waist to secure a garment’) 0 If you put sequins all on the

girdle here they would rub off one time.

gimauve
|

give Jack he jacket (and Jim he gym-boots)

giretong see JERETON

girl, gal, gul, gyal n Term of address, usu. friendly or affectionate, to a

woman 1 used by both males and females. /g3:l, gal, g a1/ (< E girl

‘female child or young person’) 0 He then came up [to the woman]
and said “Girl what is this?” (TG 16 Aug 1919:7) 0 “I want a work

bad, girl... I ain’t pick up nothing yet, girl, but I still trying.” (Hart

1966:13) 0 ‘Papa!’ she cried... He stood in the doorway. His face was

tired, but he was smiling. ‘Ah, girl, you still in the kitchen, eh,’ he

said. (Lovelace 1968:48) 0 “What happen to you, gul?” Joey asked

with concern. (LaFortune 1968:121) 0 “Rosie, if yuh see fight las’

night wit’ Doris an’ she husban’!” “True, gyul?” “Yeh, gyul. Ah see

tea-cup an’ saucer, an’ pot an’ spoon come flyin’ trough the win-

dow!!” (Sweetbread, EX 31 Dec 1976:17) 0 “Yuh t’ink so boy

Ragh?” she asked. “Yes man gyul. Gawd go provide.” (Ramsawack

1983:51) 0 “Vic, you forget you is a ’oman?... The one thing you

could do is to make chile. So go and get a man and settle down na,

girl.” (Gosine 1988:46) 0 Girl, I was shame too bad. She only calling

out your name in the place. (Doh Say Dat, TG 15 Sept 1991:13)

girl-belly n A pregnant belly appearing more long than round, said to

indicate a female baby. 0 That is a girl-belly she have,

girl child n Daughter; female child. (< E girl ‘a female child’ + E
child ‘daughter or son’) 0 “I have a wife and three girl children to

mind.” (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:1 1) 0 [He] decided that “no little girl child”

should be the subject of such a big bacchanal, and he cut off her hair.”

(TTM 25 July 1993:3)

girl days n Girlhood; a girl’s childhood days. See also BOY DAYS, (fr

parallel to boy days)
= child days 0 Girl days in Pointy Tip shoes and

Crimpelene dress. (T&T Yesteryear 1995:8) 0 That’s the other thing

about my “girl days”, everything was spelt correctly. Now you have

“cheez” this and “creemy” that, and “fruty” the other. I suppose the

misspelt names correspond with the authenticity of the ingredients.

(T&T Yesteryear 1995:8)

giro n In fighting cocks, a bird with yellow and black feathers. =

mele~ 0 He pointed out the different colours and told me their names.

.. hens and cocks were grouped according to their colouring... mara-

hon (greyish red), giro (yellow and black), camagiiey (pale yellow

and black)... (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)

give see also Gl

give beans phr Make difficulties for someone, esp. when it is unfair,

unexpected, long-lasting. = give horrors, make fart, make go round,

make grind, make grunt 0 He son real giving him beans these days,

give blow phr Sound a car’s horn to get somebody’s attention. (< E

blow the horn ‘sound a car horn by pressing something’) 0 “When
you go down you could give the wife a blow, she home.” (1982)

give calling phr Call out the name of ancestors before marriage to ask

their blessing. 0 (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:90)

give dance phr Keep promising but not delivering; keep you moving

without actually getting anywhere. = lend a dance 0 Len’in’/givin

someone ah dance: browbeating. (Haynes 1987:136)

give good phr Tell someone off; defend oneself by sustained and pow-

erful but generally not obscene verbal attack. 0 Thus to speak of

trouncing - of defeat good and sound - The victor says
“
ah good gee

’

im,” in boasting all around. (Henry 1970:17) 0 She gi he good, yes.

give horrors phr Make difficulties for someone, esp. when it is unfair,

unexpected, long-lasting. (< horrors) = give beans, make fart, make
go round, make grind, make grunt 0 I am appealing to medical doc-

tors; I want them to stop giving we horrors. (Relator “Medical Doc-

tors” 1973, in Rohlehr 1990:83 pr) 0 He told the magistrate that he

brought [the girl] up from a baby and he could no longer control her.

She is giving him real horrors and as such he wanted the court to send

her to a correctional home to see if she would change her ways. (Blast

6 Oct 1989:9) 0 Dis Romeo was givin he common-law wife some
horrors wit ah young chick. So she decide tuh do fuh him. (Foster

1990:44)

give Jack he jacket (and Jim he gym-boots) phr Give someone
credit for something the person deserves, even if the person is not

admirable in other ways. 0 Of course we must give Jack his jacket.
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The pretty mas nurtured the marvellous arts and crafts of many artists

as Carlisle Chang and Ken Morris. (Johnson 1984:195) 0 Already,

in those unstable times, I had come to the conclusion that the late

Dr. Williams only half understood the many peoples of T and T.

Nonetheless, give Jack his jacket, he managed to inspire many of

them, in spite of his many shortcomings, for which he [deserves]

much praise. (Lange 1986:1) 0 Regardless of whatever differences of

opinion we might have engendered in the past, The BOMB firmly

believes that we ought to come out in the open and provide jack with

his jacket, if and when he so deserves. So, hats off to young Machel

Montano, a qualified recording engineer. After annoying us over the

past three years with watered-down tunes, he’s finally come into his

own. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:14)

give joke see JOKE

give leather 1 phr Give blows with a leather strap or belt. (< leather)

= >give licks 0 The schoolmaster used to give real leather.

2 phr Of a man, make strong thrusting movements during sexual

intercourse. = pelt cock, pelt totee, pelt toto, pelt wood, throw leather

0 I gi she leather, she start to bawl, she tell me boss, gi am all.

give mind to do phr Make you feel like doing something. 0 The way
things going at work, it give me the mind to quit,

give mouth liberty phr Saying too much; saying things that should

not be said. = pay license on mouth 0 Buh, you shouldn't say dat. Ah
fine you gieing you mout too much liberty. (Ottley 1971)

give orders phr arc A traditional means of publicly announcing a

death in the community by having people go about and shout this

information to residents. = crier Tenterrement 0 The strange cry

reverberates down the road: “Wake up people all, wake up...!” “Giv-

ing orders,” as this primitive method of broadcasting obituary notices

is called in those parts [Tobago], the knot of stalwarts will carry the

cry to the next village, where volunteers will relay it in the same man-

ner to the next beyond. (Greenidge 1938:63)

give peanut phr Ensure a lover’s fidelity by having the person eat a

peanut which has previously been eaten and passed through one’s

own body, or placing the peanut in the person’s pillow. 0 The real

truth was that the boy’s mother had accused her of giving him a pea-

nut. To which she retorted that as the old woman had got her son back

it was she who’d probably given him the peanut. (When you give

your beloved grated nutmeg, he will fall in love with you. But if you

want to be really certain, you swallow a peanut whole, and when it

has passed through your body, you take and grate it and administer in

his food.) (Calder-Marshall 1939:54)

give right see RIGHT 1

give rounders see ROUNDERS

give s phr Hiss softly to get someone’s attention or as a warning. 0

To gih someone ah ‘s’: to warn someone very quietly. (Haynes

1987:192)

give story phr Tell stories, anecdotes; relate events or incidents. 0

Some “staunch" Catholic families observe a “silence” week during

which relatives and friends gather to “say rosary,” drink tea or rum
and eat bread or other food. They “make jokes” and “give stories,”

but there is no singing. (Simpson 1970:52)

give suck phr Nurse; breast feed. (< arc E give suck 'give milk from

breast or udder; suckle’) 0 The child have two years and she still giv-

ing he suck. 0 “You tell me not to go? You give me suck?” (i.e., you

are not my mother to tell me what to do). (2001)

give way self phr Be plentiful and easy to get. 0 “Fish giving way
theyself!” (1986)

give words phr Talk back inappropriately, abusively; curse; with a

parent and child, the fact of the child speaking at all may be suffi-

cient. 0 Look chile, mine you stops, doan gie me no words nuh. (Ott-

ley 1971:57) 0 She gi me words and I gi she back. (1990)

give wrong phr Judge that someone is wrong or guilty. 0 The court

could give him wrong, but I still wouldn’t believe it.

glad v Be glad, happy; rejoice. (< obs E glad 'become or be glad;

rejoice’) 0 [F]uss mami go glad fo see you. (PC 7 May 1904) 0 “You

should glad,” Pandit Puru said... “Ifyou de give dat boy de money, he

wouda live. You is a nasty man.” (Ladoo 1974:51)

glass n Ithomia phemonae [= Ithosnia phemonae], a butterfly, (fr

partly transparent wings) 0 I observed... the romantic little Ithosnia

Phemonae otherwise called glass that seemed always to select the

most delightful spots for its haunt. (JFNC Feb 1894:302)

glass bottle n Sharp pieces of broken glass from bottles, usu. when
used as a weapon or as a defence along the top of a fence wall. = bro-

ken bottle, grass bottle 0 At the [hospital] it was discovered that the

unfortunate seaman had sustained ... cuts on the back his right hand

and some from a quantity of splittered glass bottle on his head. (TG 4

Jan 1920:8) 0 “He offered me a cup of tea. It was hot, and while cool-

ing it, I noticed some glass bottle grounds in it.” (TG 26 May 1933:3)

0 Nowadays glass bottle eh nuff, you must put burglar proofing,

glass fish n Roeboides dayi, a small freshwater fish, to 9 cm long.

Body laterally flattened, deep, with a curved hump on back behind

head; body silvery with shoulder and tail spots; flesh almost transpar-

ent. (fr glass-like semi-transparent flesh) = >glass sardine, hunch-

back sardine 0 Hunchback sardine, glass-fish. Charax gibbosa. - The

nape is bent, producing the peculiar appearance from which its name
is derived, body and tail tilted upwards. This is its normal position...

Popularly known as “Glass-fish” owing to transparency of body.

(Guppy 1934: 121) 0 (Boeseman 1960:95-6)

glassmaker see FATHER WAS A GLASSMAKER

glass sardine n Roeboides dayi [~ Charax gibbosa
]
a small freshwater

fish, to 9 cm long. Body laterally flattened, deep, with a curved hump
on back behind head; body silvery with shoulder and tail spots; flesh

almost transparent. Found in slow moving streams south of the

Northern Range in Trinidad, (fr glass-like transparency of the flesh) =

glass fish, hunch-back sardine 0 [T]he “Glass Sardine” or the “Hunch

Back Sardine”... is abundant over its range but found mainly in east-

ern drainages. It may be found in slow moving streams but it clearly

prefers slightly turbid standing water... It is possible that it may have

entered the Caroni drainage, either naturally or, as an escape from the

Bamboo Grove Fish Farm, from which there have been some noted

escapes... I expect, however, that it will by now have spread through

much of the Caroni watershed and possibly into the south Oropouche.

(Kenny 1995:51) 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 200 1:31)

glassy n An opaque white glass or porcelain-like marble with patches or

streaks of color in it. (< E glassy 'glass marble’) 0 Boy, where yuh

learn to play marble? dis is town yu know, We play with no river stone,

No cudden neither. Is strictly glassy, agate, keeow. (Keens-Douglas

1975:43)

gliden v Glide; move in a smooth and continuous manner, as in danc-

ing. (< E glide ‘move smoothly’ + -en
,
parallel to fishen, courten ;

prob. by analogy to common -ing forms, e.g. fishing /fijin/ as base

forms of the verb) 0 When dancing you holding you partner near, and

you glidening like George Raft or Fred Astaire. (Composer “Soul

Dancers” 1972 pr)

glory cedar n Gliricidia sepium , a naturalized tree used for shading

cocoa, sometimes for fences. (< Gliricidia + E glory ‘wonder’ +

cedar, a kind of tree, fr similarity of sounds) = >nickaracka 0 Glory

cedar. (Rollocks 1991:178)

gluglu bef see GRU-GRU BEF

go, goh 1 part A verbal particle indicating future time. (< E going to,

indicating future, but undoubtedly influenced by WAf languages that

use similar constructions) 0 When asked if he wished to go to heaven;

he answered why for I go follow you, if I no wish for be happy.

(Richard Elliot 2 July 1809, LMS, Tobago, Journal) 0 The African

aimed at, and shot him through the head; and then fell himself; having

just time to say, “Ah, ah! Yoyo, no go curse me mother again; me
go.” (Joseph 1838b- 1:21) 0 All dis wery fine talk, Pompey! where me
get money, eh? me no go tief, eh? (TSt 1 Feb 1839:3) 0 Wha’ go lib

dere me want for know. (POSG 8 Nov 1844:3) 0 Wen crap ober i go

cum see you. ( TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 I no you no go refuse publish

wha poor African Nega hab foo sai. (TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 “Stop

minnit, massa, me go catch em,” cried the lad, as he jumped out.

(POSG 23 Dec 1854:3) 0 Me go sen narra letter next week. (TSn
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8 Apr 1858) 0 Moon run [day], but day go ketch am = ‘moon will run

yet day will catch him’. No matter how clever a man may be in hiding

his bad deeds, they will some day come to light. (Uh 1883:255) 0

Now Joe woking in de red house... but de red house go don soon. (PC
24 Sept 1904) 0 A say “Godmoda, is wa we go do wid all a dis

money.” She say dat de money is fo help out de colony in she

troubles. (fVG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 ‘Take that dog outa my house!’

Mrs Baksh screamed... ‘If that dog don’t go, I go go.’ (Naipaul

1958:65) 0 “I go hit you one kick and bust you kiss me ass chest!”

(Ladoo 1972:78) 0 “Dis cos’ ah livin’ killin’ people! Jus’ now people

like me go cyah eat!” (Sweetbread, EX 19 Jan 1977:23) 0 The man
held it and told his wife, “A a I get a fish. You go carry it and you go

cook it in the evening.” (OPNL Dec 1988:7) 0 ‘Is better you buy a

coffin for me, because I go dead now. I go dead just now.’ (Gosine

1992:135) 0 “The real problem is that them same beach boys who
doing it for money, go carry it home by they real gyul and then go

bring it down here on the fast boat and is we to ketch.” (EX 2 1 May
1995:11)

2 v Get along; do; manage. (< E go ‘proceed; progress; do’) 0 “How
you going, all right?” Mr Gidharee called, looking back for me.

(Anthony 1967:21)

3 v Go to; travel to. (< E go ‘move away fr speaker; walk, move or

travel’) 0 Matilda, she take me money and gone Venezuela. (Radio

“Matilda” 1939) 0 “I cryin because Tailor cussin me since you gone

Tolaville.” (Ladoo 1974:15) 0 “Well, if you want to see him ah will

send to a place where you will see him. Go Mayaro!” (Bomb 13 July

1990:19) 0 “I... decided to go WASA fete to meet the love of my
life.” (TTM 4 Feb 1996:5) 0 You went university and get big PhD.

(Chalkdust “The Tent is the Thing” 2001 pr)

go around v Move down, e.g. on a bench or car-seat. = dress down 0

Go around and let your sister sit down,

go at see AT 1

goatbush n Cestrum diurnum, a cultivated plant, used medicinally. 0

(Morean 1990)

goat-kiddy n A kid; young goat. (< E goat + E kiddy ‘a little kid’ < E
kid ‘young goat’) = kiddy

goat-mouth n With have or put... on, cause bad luck to befall someone
or something by predicting or expressing a good outcome, (fr belief

that where goats eat, nothing grows) 0 “Wen you say she go lobe man
too much, You bin put goat mout pon her for true oui!*” *As the

Negroes think there is an injurious charm in prognosticating evil, they

call it “putting Goat’s Mouth on one,” in allusion to the poisonous

effects of the Goat’s bite on vegetables.” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 To have

goat mout (to forecast unhappily). (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 The Doc
have goat mouth, the Doc have a light, Chalkie he does put on his

enemy. (Chalkdust “Goat Mouth Doc” 1972 pr) 0 His savings were

diminishing and employment was not in sight. It seemed as though

the Catholic priest had put a ‘goat mouth’ on him. (Lewis 1972:70) 0

“Ten minutes before the match, the seven-year-old told his father that

he felt Trinidad will lose. About five minutes before the match fin-

ished, I saw him chasing the boy out of the house for his ‘goat

mouth’. ‘Go and sleep by your mother tonight,’ he told the boy.”

(TTM 24 Nov 1989:17) 0 LENNY. He fall down dead, a few yards

from the barber-shop. You remember Pedro predict the man go dead.

You ’member he play the mark No. 4 dead man. MR. RAMATALI.
Yes, I remember saying that Pedro has goat mouth. (Hill 1995:79)

goat pill n Goat dung, (ff resemblance of droppings to small round

pills) 0 A man who was so fanatical in the pursuit of the destruction

of the nation... deserves every goat pill that is thrown in his direction

nowadays. (TTM 2 1 July 1987:4)

goat race n A competitive race run by goats, encouraged to go faster

by someone running behind them with a whip or stick. Now usu. in

Tobago. 0 The boys wanted the goat for racing at St. James. (POSG 2

Nov 1907:6) 0 Goat races seem to have come to stay... Today there

were goat races at Canaan. (IVG 3 May 1930:5) 0 At Buccoo every

year, a Tobagonian Ascot takes place - the goat races... although not

ridden, they are whipped along from behind by jockeys dressed in

their owner’s colours. (Townsend 1965:69) 0 [She] blamed goat

racing on the island for the large amount of patronage the airline was

experiencing that time of year. If she didn’t get a ticket for a flight

that night, she would sleep in the terminal until the next day. (James

1990:1 16) 0 Goat racing is a wild and haphazard sport with both goat

and ‘jockey’ racing down the track. Perhaps all over the track might

be a better description, as goats don’t seem to have the race sense that

horses have and are tempted to take any direction they choose!

(Nelson & Puddy 2004: 16)

goat seasoning n Tob Ocimum basilicum , a cultivated and naturalized

small-leaf sweet basil; leaves are added to goat milk in Tobago. =

sweet basil, vierres de ciel 0 (Morean 1990)

goat’s foot n Ipomoea pescaprae brasiliensis , a native plant; leaves

thick, shaped like a split hoof, (fr shape of leaf like a goafs split hoof)

0 (Williams & Williams 1949:194) 0 Early in the day the goat’s-foot

rose-purple flowers bearing a darker, five-pointed star in the trumpet,

can be found all along the beaches. (Bryans 1967:191)

goafs head orchid n Batemannia colleyi , a large native orchid. Stems

dark purple-green, bearing 1-2 leaves, 4-8 cm (1.6-3.1") long. Flow-

ers fleshy, drooping, greenish tinged with purple-red, unpleasant

odour. 0 (Schultes 1960:197) 0 (FTT 1967-3-1:147)

goatskin n Drum; drumming, (fr use of goatskin to cover drum top) 0

Goatskin an’ tengle mek niggah drunk. (An excess of feting can cause

an irresponsible attitude.) (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 The rain stated to

fall and continued to fall heavily. The tassa men warmed up their

drums and started to rattle the “goat skin”. (EX 13 Aug 2002:23)

goatskin drum n A drum with one or both ends covered with prepared

goatskin. 0 Prior to about 1 898 all calypsoes were sung in Patois with

an accompaniment of goat-skin drums and “shac-shacs” (maracas).

...The goat-skin drums and “shac-shacs” gave way to the more mod-
em cuatro, violin etc. (Pitts 1962:41) 0 “What will I play on Saturday!

Why me?” a middle-aged fellow asked as he bent over to gather the

pieces of a wooden, goatskin drum that had crashed to the floor.

(James 1990:296)

goatskin man n A drummer. (< goatskin
1 + man2

) 0 Around this fire

were gathered four “goat-skin” men, as the dmmmers are called. This

peculiar name comes from the fact that their musical instruments are

made of the skins of goats. There is belief, that in order to obtain the

best tone, the skin of a ewe [s/c] should be used. In this connection

there is a saying in the villages which runs: “Billy goat dead he has

left nothing, but mama goat dead she has left trouble for her skin.”

When the drummers had heated their instruments at the fire and given

them the correct pitch, they entered the small building. (Ottley

1969:76)

goafs mouth (orchid) n Xylobium colleyi [= Maxillaria colleyi], a

native epiphytic orchid. Flowers pale brownish pink with intense pur-

plish or crimson spots and crimson or dark purple lip, very fragrant,

borne on stalks much shorter than leaves; 3-6 flowered. 0 (Schultes

1 960: 186)0 (FTT 1 967-3- 1:140)

goatweed n Capraria biflora, an erect bushy native plant. = >ditay

payi, fregosa, friosa, titipay

goatwood 1 n Aegiphila obovata, a shrub or small native tree;

branches squarish. Leaves thin-membranous, elliptic to obovate, 5-15

x 2-6 cm (2-5.8 x .8-2.3"). Flowers pale yellow or white, very fra-

grant, in dense panicles. Fruit orange, cup-shaped, 4x6 mm (.16 x

.24"), warty surface, rim shallowly scalloped. 0 (FTT 1955-2-6:408)

2 n Coursetia ferruginea, a small native tree, to about 15 m (49').

Leaves compound, pale green. Flowers light purple. Fruit pods narrow,

compressed, about 14 cm (5.5") long. = >blackhearf 0 (Morean 1993)

go back v Indicating a sequence of sizes from small to large. = come
back 0 Dey have it in from sweet-drink bottle go back; the rum comes
in various size bottles from small to large. (Haynes 1987:35)

gobar, gobarr 1 n Cow dung, or a mixture of cow-dung and mud used

to plaster walls, floors, CHULHA. /gobar/ (< H-Bh gobar ‘cow-dung

dried for fuel’) 0 Mud mixed with gobar (cow dung) is used for

rituals and also to llpe (plaster) floors. Apart from any element of

sanctification or purification which it may have, such a mixture does

not crack upon drying as will ordinary mud. (Klass 1961:153) 0 The
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worship of Lakshmi, the Goddess of wealth, is done in many Hindu

homes... Floor-washing (lipe) with gobar (cow-dung) is still done in

some ordinary houses, but the special treatment of cows and bulls

with a herbal mixture (pakheba ) is almost forgotten. (Jha 1973:34) 0

Our uniforms had to be spic and span, even though you fully well

knew that as soon as we touched the Aranguez or Barataria Savannah,

well, that was it. It was either a heavy dash of gobar or yellow mud.

(TG 19 Nov 1989:7) 0 Fine gravel was then placed and mixed with

mud and fresh cow dung (gobarr) and “lepayed” or spread on this.

(Deen 1994:64) 0 Either the girl who carried the tray or the father’s

sister (phoowa) has to fill with water a specially prepared kalasha,

beautifully decorated with patterns on the outside, using gobar.

(Holass-Beepath 2002:30)

2 n Peas. (< H-Bh) 0 Licks like gobar.

gobbinaut n Lonchurus lanceolatus (E longtail croaker), a marine

fish, to 30 cm ( 1 1.7"). 0 (LNP 1985)

go behind v Chase; pursue. 0 “Promise me Kumar that you would not

go behind women in Port of Spain and that you would retain your

virginity.” (Doodnath 1989:63)

gobe-mouche a bandeau n obs Legatus leucophaius L. albicollis,

Myiobius leucophaius
]
(E piraticflycatcher, black-bandedpetchary),

a bird, 15 cm (6") long. Top and sides of head brown, white eyebrow

stripe; underparts whitish streaked brown. Moves into nests made by

other species. A fairly common breeding bird in Trinidad, visits

Tobago. (< Fr gobe-mouche ‘fly-catcher’ + a bandeau ‘with a head-

band’) 0 (Chapman 1894;39)

gobe-mouche a bee plat n obs Platyrinchus mystaceus, a bird, 10 cm
(4") long. Crown dark brown with a hidden yellow patch; long yel-

lowish eyebrow streak and eye-ring; upperparts olive brown; bill very

broad and flat. (< Fr a bee plat ‘with a flat beak’) = broad-bill,

>Tobago flatbill 0 (Chapman 1894:37)

gobe-mouche a dos vert n obs Tolmomyias flaviventris collingwoodi,

a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Head and upperparts yellowish olive green;

wings and tail darker; eye-ring, throat and breast golden yellow;

lower underparts dull yellow. (< Fr a dos vert ‘with a green back’) =

>broad-bill“ 9 (Chapman 1894:39)

gobe-mouche a huppe jaune n obs Myiophobus fasciatus, a bird,

12.5 cm (5") long. Head and upperparts warm brown, with a hidden

orange or yellow crown-patch. (< Fr a huppe jaune ‘with a yellow

crest’) = >yellow-crested petchary 0 (Chapman 1894:41)

gobe-mouche a poitrine verdatre n obs Lathrotriccus euleri lawren-

cei, a bird, 13.1 cm (5.25") long. Upperparts brown tinged olive;

throat pale grey; breast brownish olive; belly pale yellow. (< Fr a poi-

trine verdatre ‘with a greenish breast’) = >greenish-bellied petchary 9

(Chapman 1894:42)

gobe-mouche a ventre jaunatre n obs Contopus cinereus bogoten-

sis, a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long. Crown blackish; upperparts dark

brown; throat and mid-breast whitish; belly pale yellow. (< Fr a

ventre jaunatre ‘with a yellowish belly’) = >buff-bellied petchary 0

(Chapman 1894:43)

gobe-mouche brun n obs Myiarchus tuberculifer, a bird, 17.5 cm (7")

long. Head blackish; throat grey; underparts brighter yellow; wings

and tail edged paler; bill black. (< Fr brun ‘brown’) = >foolish

petchary 0 (Chapman 1894:43)

gobe-mouche roussatre n obs Mionectes oleagineus pallidiventris

[-Elania oleaginea, Pipromorpha o/eaginea], a bird, 12.5 cm (5")

long. Head and upperparts olive green; wings brown edged buff;

underparts mainly dull orange-buff; upper breast tinged green; bill

black with base yellowish. A common resident in both islands,

frequenting forests usu. in undergrowth near streams. (< Fr roussatre

‘reddish’) 0 (Chapman 1894:38)

gobe-mouche vert n obs Mionectes olivaceus [= Elania striaticollis]

(E olive-striped flycatcher), a bird. 12.5 cm (5") long. Head and body

dark olive green, with small whitish spot behind eye; yellow streaks

on upper breast and sides; bill blackish above and tip of lower beak

with conspicuous yellow base. Rare, poss. resident, in Trinidad’s

Northern Range. (< Fr vert ‘green’) 0 (Chapman 1894:38)

gobi n Brassica oleracea (E cabbage), a cultivated edible leafy vege-

table; light green leaves forming a tight head. (< H-Bh gobi) 0 Many
East Indians earn their living by cultivating and selling vegetables

such as gobi (cabbage), damadhol (tomato), baigan (melongene), and

beans like bodi and saim. (Boodoosingh 1976:24) 0 We bring back ah

whole basket ah gobhi from de market.

goblet, gogle, guglet 1 n arc A drinking cup made from a cut, dried

and hollowed calabash. (< arc E goblet ‘metal or glass drinking cup,

now used mostly for large wineglass’) 0 Opening a han-sack he takes

out a bottle and opens it. ‘Yuh smell am?... Boy bring me cutlass deh

fuh meh, and two cups, and de calabash goblet.’ (Rollocks 1975:16)

2 n arc An earthenware jug or pitcher with a small spout and an

arched handle, used to keep water cool. (< Ptg gorgoleta ‘a long-

necked, porous earthenware water-pot, out of which the water runs

and guggles’; Fr gobelet or gargouillette / Sp gubilete a metal water

carrier) = goglet, googlit 0 (Day 1852) 9 In Spanish times... the old

Spanish folks, I dare say, often consigned their goblets or jars of

money to mother earth for safe keeping. (Inniss 1897:28) 0 Fancy

£100 fine for a common garden home-made still, perhaps a goblet for

what you know. {PC 30 April 1904) 0 “Whenever you go to a pole to

do anything, you pour water from the goblet.” (Simpson 1970:49) 0

And “goblets”, too, were part of our lives - these supplied the cool

drinking water inside the house. They were placed on a cool window
sill in the pantry and the evaporation of the air on the porous earthen-

ware kept the water delightfully cool. (O’Connor 1978:50) 0 With a

copper dipper on a long handle a number of pitchers - or ‘guglets’ as

they were called - were filled and these were kept on a ledge outside

the dining-room. How cool and sweet that water was, for both the

wells at Piedmont were fed by an underground spring and the ‘gug-

lets’ too were porous. (Bridges 1980:87) 9 They would... leave for

home bringing buckets, cans, tin cups and calabash bowls filled with

pure spring water. This would be stored in clay goblets and barrels

which kept it cook for drinking. (Deen 1994:34) 9 What most people

used for keeping water cool, however, were goblets made of clay. In

tones of warm red-brown and outlined in gracious curves, these pots

dotted almost every room of the house. Goblets have been making a

comeback of sorts in recent years, though more for their decorative

beauty than for their function. (T&T Yesteryear 1995:12)

2 n The bump in a man’s throat caused by the vocal cords (E Adam s

apple). = >rum goblet 9 That man have real goblet,

goblet throat n arc Goitre; a morbid enlargement of the thyroid gland

of the neck. (< gobler) 0 Sunny grandfather had a big goblet throat,

go brave phr Take a chance; act with confidence. 9 When asked about

the timing of the opening of the restaurant, particularly in light of the

destruction in the downtown area and the restrictions imposed by the

curfew, [a director] said, “we are brave people” and “we are going in

there brave.” (EX 7 Sept 1990:13)

goby n Porichthys plectrodon, a marine toad-fish. (< E goby, a num-

ber of marine fish, Gobius sp.) = crapaud-fisfr 9 (LNP 1985)

go crazy clean phr Become unusually vexed; behave in an unusual

manner. (< E go clean crazy) 9 I just tell her no and she go crazy

clean.

godaawe v Tattoo; make a permanent design with needle and ink on

the skin, /godaiwe/ (< H godna ‘prick; puncture; tattoo’) 9 “He

godaawe this good for me.” (1990)

god-bird, god’s bird n Trogolodytes aedon, T.a. albicans (Trim), T.a.

tobagensis (Tob) [= T. rufulus] (E house wren), a bird, 12.5 cm (5")

long. Crown and upperparts brown; rump reddish brown; wings and

tail barred; sides of head, throat and belly whitish; breast, flanks and

under-tail coverts buff; bill light brown. Song is variable, a brilliant,

loud, warbling series, usu. with a trill in the middle and ending with a

rise in pitch; often prolonged by several more chattering notes, which,

along with scolding churrs, are also heard separately. A common resi-

dent, often found in gardens; one of the first species to sing at dawn.

(< Fr oiseau du bon-dieu ‘God’s bird’; see citation 200 1 )
= house bird,

housie, kakarachi, nightingale, rossignol; Tobago house wren (T.a.

tobagensis)', Trinidad house wren (T.a. albicans) 9 There is a bird, the

song of which announces man’s dwelling, viz., the Troglodytes eudon.
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which is a wren., it is respected much less for its melody than for its

habits, which attach it to our dwellings: a sort of veneration is even

felt for the little creature, which is shown by its very popular name,

for it is called “Oiseau du Bon-Dieu,” or God’s bird, (de Verteuil

1884:380) 0 An accession to my family at the coming of the rains

was the wren, the smallest of my tenants, yet the noisiest and most

sprightly. This little songster is known as the “God bird” by the

negroes, but is what we called the house wren. It builds in the

houses of man as well as in the deep woods. (Ober 1898:127) 0 The

house wren or god bird - it is the species usually chosen by the par-

asitic “lazy bird”... as a foster mother for its young. (Williams

1922:126) 0 The nice little rosignol or god’s-bird, in his comely

dress, hovers about our houses, warbling his sweet notes in payment

for our hospitality. (De Suze 1941, rev. Hart 1960) 0 The songster

of them all the God bird or wren. (Ottley 1969:66) 0 God-bird. One
probable explanation of the term is that this wren frequently occurs

in churches, often during a service, searching for small insects etc.

and often sings noisily, much to the amusement of the congregation,

(ffrench pers com Apr 2001)

God bless eye-sight phr Said to indicate pleasure at seeing someone

or something. 0 God bless mih eye-sight. It’s so good to see you. It’s

been so long. I'm so happy! (Baptiste 1993:176) 0 Rudolph get up

first and yawn, raise, open a window and push it out. “Well, well,

God bless my eyesight to see another day,” he say as a matter of

course. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:20)

godbrother, gordbrudder n The son of one’s godmother or god-

father. 0 He is mi own godbrother, but I ent see him for donkey years.

God face phr In full, that and Godface you wouldn ’t see/would never

see, indicating never; under no circumstances, (fr speaker judging

that the person is behaving so badly s/he will never meet God in

heaven) = when cock/fowl get/have teet 0 Get money from me? That

and God face you wouldn’t see.

godfather n A man's Hindu spiritual advisor, usu. chosen when he is

twelve or fourteen. 0 Hindus had no temples... worship was conducted

at a spot selected by Brahmins or priests, also called godfathers.

(Morton 1916:52) 0 Today, boys insist on choosing both their wives

and their own “godfathers,”... A man may choose a “godfather” only

once in his life, and once it is done it cannot be undone... One is per-

mitted to use the services of any other pandit in the event that one’s

“godfather” is dead or otherwise unavailable. (Klass 1961 148-9)

godghi see GOJIYA

god-horse, gordhorse 1 n Mantis oratorio (E praying mantis), a long,

slender, light-green stick insect. It habitually holds up its two front

legs in an attitude resembling prayer. Also used for any of the stick-

insects, a number of long, large insects resembling twigs or sticks.

(< Yor esin ‘horse’ drisa ‘deity’, the animal, usu. chameleon or pray-

ing mantis, that acted as the horse of the deity who first came from

heaven to earth) = cheval bon dieu 0 Here I caught the Mantis orato-

rio a curious orthopterous insect, which is bred in China, as Cocks

are, for the purpose of fighting and a species of phasnia known here

as God-horse and in Venezuela as Caballito del Diablo. (JFNC Feb

1894:303) 0 “Dat god horse come an rest on mih jacket an don’t want

to move.” (Baptiste 1993:78)

2 n A tall slender person. 0 He too lengay - he is a real god-horse.

godi, goadie 1 n Scrotal hernia, causing an enlarged testicle, /godi/

(poss. < gourd ‘large round fruit’) = >big stone, makuku, bambacou 0

Another one of his victims... received a slight blow on the neck, got

“goadie” and was dead within six months. (Bynoe 1985:32) 0 He
have godi and he wouldn’t let them cut. 0 I have grand intentions of

one day becoming a smug non-hoarder who will smile pitifully at

those hapless travellers with their “godi"-inducing suitcases. (Attillah

Springer, TG 10 Dec 2005:36)

2 v Take in arms and hold on the hip, usu. of a child, /godi/ (< H godi
Tap; embrace’) 0 “That child like godi.” (1990)

god make morning, gordmek morning phr The beginning of the

day. 0 You mean to say since gord mek morning, chile, you still

sweepin out de house. (Ottley 1971:43)

godna, godnaa, gondana, gudana n Tattoo; a permanent design

made on the skin with needle and ink. /godna/ (< H godna ‘prick;

puncture; tattoo’) 0 Betel (paan

)

and nut (supari ) chewing, gondana

(tattoo mark on hands and feet) of females, caste-marks ( tilak

)

and

other such things have almost disappeared. (Jha 1973:39) 0 Godna

(Tattoo) Songs: These are sung by women during tattooing. The

“Natua” is the itinerant tattoo pedlar who walks from village to vil-

lage, and house to house, offering his services to young brides who
are in need of tattoo on their arms and chest. (Ahyoung 1977:71) 0

“She have godnaa on she hand.” ( 1990)

godna song n Song sung by women during tattooing. 0 Godna (Tattoo)

Songs: These are sung by women during tattooing. The “Natua” is the

itinerant tattoo pedlar who walks from village to village, and house to

house, offering his services to young brides who are in need of tattoo

on their arms and chest. The making of tattoo designs by the “Natua” is

punctuated with songs and old tales. (Ahyoung 1977:71) 0 I recorded

the oldest songs of the East Indians, the Bhojpuri repertory, including ...

and gudana (for tattooing), all passed down in oral tradition since the

indenture years. (Myers 1998:90)

go down v In PITCH, for a hole game, the direction of play, from the

lowest (farthest) to the highest (nearest) hole. 0 Hole 3 is at the

BOUNCE, followed by hole 2 and hole 1. Holes must be potted in order:

1 -2-3-2- 1-2-3. The direction of play 1-2-3 is referred to as GOING
DOWN. 0 Three-hole and Seven-hole are variants of the same game.

Three holes are smoothed out in the ground, by turning on your heel,

about 1 8-24 inches apart. Hole 3 is at the bounce, followed at intervals -

usu. a pace - by hole 2 and hole 1 . The sequence must be completed by

potting holes in order: 1-2-3 for three-hole, and 1 -2-3-2- 1-2-3 for seven-

hole. The potting of the last hole makes a winner. If a player misses a

hole, he relinquishes his turn. If a marble goes into the wrong hole, out

of sequence, the player loses the game. In seven-hole, the direction of

play is referred to as going up (3-2-1) or going down (1-2-3).

God rest the dead phr Describing a person who is passive, noncom-

mittal, slow. 0 “When ah tell you she marry a man who lookin’ like

God rest de dead.” (Baptiste 1993:102)

God’s Acre n A small cemetery in the Botanic Gardens. 0 A stroll

around the Botanical Gardens is a custom not only for English resi-

dents exercising their dogs on leashes but also Trinidadian lovers and

children... Those in search of distractions stand and gaze at God’s

Acre, a tiny cemetery containing only a dozen or so marble crosses and

iron railings marking the graves of British Empire V.I.P.s. (Bryans

1967: 141 ) 0 The Botanic Gardens was laid out by Governor Woodford

and David Lockhart, the first curator, who is buried in the small ceme-

tery in the gardens. This cemetery, called “God's Acre,” is as old as the

Gardens and many former governors are buried there, including

the first Governor-General of an independent Trinidad and Tobago,

Sir Solomon Hochoy. (Mills 1988: 137-8)

god’s bird see GOD-BIRD

God’s hair n Thick, matted hair, esp. on an infant, (prob. < Yor Dada
‘deity, patron of children, who has matted hair’) = >dada hair 0

Mr. Harry S. Williams of Belmont Circular Road... stated that, among
African descendants in Trinidad, there is bom, occasionally, a child

with hair known as “God’s hair.” This hair is described by Mr. Williams

as resembling a matted mass of sheep’s wool and is said to be found on

the infant’s head at birth. “It hangs in locks almost to the child's shoul-

der and no comb or brush is ever allowed to pass thorugh it... It is

claimed that, upon the child reaching its seventh year, the ‘God’s hair’

falls out revealing a new growth of hair close to the scalp.” (TG 24 Jan

1934:2)

goes in v An informal type of cricket with no wicket; the batsman

takes strokes at the ball until he misses, when he is out. = next bat,

pass out 0 “Goes In” was a free fuh all version of cricket; It was every

man fuh heself. Although sometimes two or three fellas would form a

partnership tuh try an monopolize de batting an bowling. (Foster

1990:27) 0 Yuh playing goes-in?

goff n obs A sweet made from FAR1NE, coconut, sugar, and condensed

milk, with a thick texture like that of guava CHEESE. 0 “I used to

break biche and buy goff.” ( 1990)
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go for higher phr Do something to improve your social position, such

as getting more education or marrying someone of a lighter colour;

often used as a criticism of someone becoming too SOCIAL or PRE-

TENSIVE. 0 To get time off is difficult because your bosses figure you

want to go for higher, so you have to “stand your grind in the mill,”

and in some cases you are not entitled to any time off. (Pelican

1971 ;44) 0 You going to UW1, you gone for higher,

go-forwards v Rubber thong sandals. = >push-toe sandal, push-me-

toe 0 (Haynes 1987:104)

goglet, gurglet n An earthenware jug with a small spout and an arched

handle, used to keep water cool. /gDglst/ (< Fr gargoulette / Ptg gor-

goleta ‘an earthen and narrow-mouthed vessel; Anglo-Indian goglet,

gugglet ‘a long-necked vessel for holding water, usu. made of porous

earthware') = >goblet, googlit 0 Hech! Sirs, but that’s strong brandy!

De’il rin aff wi’ ye Hercules, gif ye’ve no putten' gin into the goglets

instead o’ water. (POSG 1 1 Apr 1843:2) 0 The Devil’s Wood-yard is

a favourite spot for marooning, and something has been even said

about the volcano ejecting broken pottery. Alas! I believe the pottery

that 1 saw to be only the fragments of gurglets broken in the careless-

ness of uproarious festivities. (Day 1852-2:46) 0 The “goglets” -jugs
- ranged on the four shelves [of the chapelle] were dedicated

[to gods]. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 1 5-F86-D 112) 0 0

Googlit (goblet): used for keeping drinking water cool and pure.

They were used in the home or taken to the field by the labourers.

(Ramlakhan 1990a:4)

gogul, gogool, googool n Small lumps of hard resin burned as incense.

/gogAl, gugul/ (< H gugal ‘aromatic gum resin of Balsamodendron

mukuV) 0 “Fust you have to get some good cattle butter. Den you

have to get one yard of cotton. Den you have to get lohoban, gogool,

camphor, and some white rice.” (Ladoo 1972:92) 0 A little sugar is

put in the tharia , some rice (white) grains, black til and another type

of grain called bini, spices, cloves, mustard seeds,
“
googool” (small

lumps of gum)... incense. (Ali 1975:6) 0 Generally, none of the dishes

of the Divali meal is tasted until after the family sits together at 6 p.m.

for their Lakshmi Puja... The same would have held true for the

prasaad, the holy sweet made for special offering, first to the God-
dess, and from which a little is then burnt in a fire at the altar along

with a little ghee, sugar, gogul. rice and black teel. This offering is

known as the Hawan. ( TTR Oct 1990:28) 0 “Throw some more goo-

gool in de fire.” (1990)

go in see IN
1

going-out adj Of clothes, nice, good, special. 0 She had put on a

going-out dress and had combed back her hair, the way she had it

sometimes when she went to church. (Lovelace 1988:64) 0 "[They

presented him with] school books, two pairs of shoes, a multicoloured

tee shirt and a pair of going out pants.” (TG 21 Aug 1994:5)

gojar n A centipede, esp. a large one. /goc^ar/ (< H gojar ‘centipede’)

= santopee 0 “Man, ah gojar jes bite meh in meh toe.” (1990)

gojiya, godghi, goja, gojhia n A pastry filled with coconut and sugar,

/godpja/ (< H-Bh gojiya) 0 “See if it ha more gojhia, bring one fuh

me.” (1990)

Gokool see COOL LIKE GOKOOL
gol, gole n A group, usu. of people, esp. a musical group or band, /gol/

(< H ghol ‘the main body of an army in array; a clustered body of

troops’) = band’ 0 Very soon the ‘goles’ (groups) pick their best sing-

ers and drummers and are ready for competitions with other districts.

Week-end chowtal competitions are organised. ( Annamunthodo
1 97 1 ) 0 No wonder the Phagwa is usually called the “Indian carnival”

because of the present emphasis on “secular fun,” the "goles” are now
called “bands” and tassa (Indian drum) playing is an important item.

(Phagwa 1983) 0 It have a gol of them going in the river,

gold v Gild; cover with gold paint. 0 “They have to be golded first and

then glittered.” (Tour of Minshall's Mas Camp, Gayelle, 21 Feb 1985)

gold-drop n Anteros fonnosus, a small butterfly, wingspan 2.25 cm
(.9"). Dark greenish brown with a yellow central spot on upper wings;

yellow line near margin of lower wings. Underside yellow with

maroon splashes studded with embossed droplets of gold; gold drop-

lets along margins. 0 (Kaye 1910) 0 (Barcant 1970:200)

golden apple 1 n Spondias dulcis [= S. cytherea], a medium-sized
native tree. Fruit rounded, 5-7.5 cm (2-3"), very fibrous edible yellow

flesh; often pickled when young or eaten raw when ripe, (fr yellow-

gold colour + apple-like shape) = >pomsitay 0 [The] boys ... were
charged with stealing golden apples from Government lands at

Belmont. (POSG 20 Nov 1907:3) 0 “All the time the tea was hot you
remained eating golden apples and now you are saying the tea is

cold.” (People 14 Mar 1936:13) 0 The GOLDEN APPLE ... a fragrant,

greenish-yellow fruit with an agreeable smell and a less agreeable

sub-acid taste. (Alford 1960:91) 0 A calabash served as a plate ...

home made mango wine, cashew wine, rice wine, golden apple wine,

even com porridge were served. (Bain 1974:106) 0 How could any-

one dream of encouraging the arrest of children for stealing chilly

plums and golden apples on an island where they are so plentiful?

(James 1990:165)

2 n Passiflora laurifolia, a climbing plant; small round yellow fruits

have edible pulp used for making juice, (fr resemblance of fruits to

small yellow apples) = belle apple, >pomme de liane, water lemon,

water melon

golden-crowned warbler n Basileuterus culicivorus olivascens [= B.

vermivorus olivascens
, Trichas bivittatus], a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long,

a resident of forest understory and dense thickets in Trinidad and the

Bocas islands. Head greyish with black eye-stripe, white eyebrow

stripe and golden-orange crown-stripe bordered black. Upperparts

grey-green; underparts bright yellow. 0 (ffrench 1991:355-6) =

Chapman's warbler, fauvette des halliers

golden head n arc Agelaius icterocephalus icterocephalus, a bird,

18.8 cm (7.5") long. Male black except for bright yellow head, throat

and upper breast.= merle a tete jaune, >yellow-head, yellow-headed

blackbird, yellow-headed merle 0 (Williams 1922:137)

golden oriole n Icterus nigrogu/aris, a bird, 20 cm (8") long. Mostly

yellow; head golden; throat, eye area, upper breast and tail black, (fr

bright yellow-gold colour + E oriole yellow-and-black birds, various

species of Oriolus
)
= cacique

-
, carouge

1

,
common combird, >combird~,

Trinidad oriole 0 The “Com bird” or as it is sometimes called the

“Golden oriole” is a striking black and yellow bird common in savan-

nah. mangrove swamp, and throughout the settled districts. The pen-

dant nests are commonly seen in trees. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 17)

0 (ffrench 1991:342)

golden sucrier n obs Parula pitiayumi elegans [== Compsothlypis piti-

ayumi elegans
]
(E tropical parula warbler), a bird, 1 0 cm (4") long.

Male head and upperparts blue-grey; mantle olive green; 2 white

wing-bars; eye-area black; throat and upper breast orange-yellow;

lower underparts yellow. Female similar, but all underparts yellow,

no black around eyes. (< fr overall more yellow appearance than the

sucrier) = sucrier dore 0 (Chapman 1894:24) 0 (Roberts 1934:98)

golden tree snake n Chironius carinatus carinatus , a nonvenomous
snake. Darkish blue-green-black with yellow chin; light stripe down
back ridge. = carinated snake, machet", >machet savan 1

,
yellow

machet 6 (Emsley 1977)

gold-eye (thrush), ghoul-eye n Turdus nudigenis , a bird, 23.8 cm
(9.5") long. Upperparts olive brown, paler below; throat white

streaked brown; lower underparts whitish; bill yellowish; large bare

golden-yellow ring around eye. (fr yellow skin around eye) = bare-

cheeked thrush, bare-eye thrush, big-eye , >big-eye grieve, big-eye

seri, yellow-eye(d) thrush 0 (ffrench 1991:326-7)

goldfish n Corydoras aeneus ,
a small grey-gold armoured freshwater

catfish, (fr golden sheen) = cascadura
3

, >pui-pui, river goldfish, small

cascadura, souci 0 Cascadura, small cascadura, pui-pui, goldfish.

(Boeseman 1960:108-9)

gold rim(med) (page) n Battus polydamas polydamas [= Papilio

polydamas ], a butterfly, wingspan to 8.1 cm (3.25"). Black, with a

narrow rim of yellow rectangular spots mostly on the upper wing,

(fr gold-spotted wing rim) = black page 0 Gold rim. (Kaye 1910) 0

Gold-rimmed page. (Ambard 1959:16) 0 Gold rim. (Barcant 1970:74)

gole see GOL

goleta n arc A crescent-shaped knife blade attached to a pole and used

to cut down ripe cocoa pods, /goleta/ (< Sp goleta) = >cocoa knife,
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gullet, gutahel 0 The pods when ripe are cut down by means of a

goleta, or pole with a knife. (Caraciolo 1904:102) 0 With a goleta, a

very long pole that had a knife on the top, Poopa was cutting away the

yellow and red-and-yellow pods from the green ones. (Pollack

1943:12)

goli see also GULLAA

goli n Medicinal pill; tablet, /goli/ (< H-Bh goli ‘pill’) 0 “Take a goli

for that.” (1990)

gol mircha n Black pepper, /gol mirtfa/ (< H gol-mirch ‘black

pepper') 0 (Indar & Ramesar 1988:71)

golpe n A type of music similar to the JOROPO and the ESTRIBILLO.

(< Sp) 0 In Venezuela the joropo oriental was the generic name cov-

ering the joropo itself, as well as the golpe and the estribillo. Each

joropo was independent in melody and harmony. What was common
to them were the rhythm and general musical pattern. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:70)

gomangala, gomongala, goumangala n Tob Anolis richardii, a liz-

ard native to Grenada and the Grenadines, introduced and nativized

in Tobago, where it is the only anole lizard. Male 7-14 cm (2.7-

5.5"), female 5. 6-7. 7 cm (2.2-3"), plus tail. Back dark green to

brown above and green-grey to yellow below. Some individuals

mottled grey-green; light spot often present below eye. Female and

young often have cream or yellow lateral stripe. Both sexes have a

yellow, orange and grey-green dewlap. Tail has serrated mid-back

ridge. Young more terrestrial; adults often seen head down on verti-

cal tree trunks. /gomaqgAla/ (prob. African origin) = Richard’s

anole 0 (Underwood 1962) 0 (Murphy 1997:143) 0 Goumangala in

the coffee, Goumangala in the mauby, Doh eat at dem people house.

(Shadow “Goumangala” 2002)

Gombo Glisse see Gumbo Glisse

Gombo Lailai see GUMBO Lailai

gommier 1 n Bursera simaruba, a native tree to 18 m (60'), bare in the

dry season. All parts of the tree yield a clear sap with a turpentine-like

odour; this is evaporated until dark, used as varnish, or until gummy,
used as incense. /gDmie/ (< Fr gommier ‘gum-tree; tree with sticky

resinous sap’) = incense (tree)
1

,
naked boy2 , >naked Indian

1

,
peeling

bark gommier, turpentine tree 0 (Joseph 1838a:80) 0 (Williams &
Williams 1949:95)

2

n Protium sagotianum [~ P. insigne], a tall native evergreen tree to

30 m (98') tall, girth to 3.6 m (12'), scaly bark. Leaves large, dotted,

9-11 leaflets. Fruits 10-16 mm (.4-. 54"), greenish-black, containing

three seeds; often eaten by RAMIERS. Wood strong, light, pinkish-

grey; heartwood reddish. Similar to P. guianense, INCENSE TREE, but

with larger and more numerous leaflets, no translucent dots, and yel-

lowish rather than white latex. 0 (FTT 1929-1-2:152-153) 0 (Beard

1946:33) 0 “Seeds like gommier ... he would feel them or smell them

and know what they were.” (Morean M-69) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:97)

gommier montagne n Protium sp., a native tree. /gDmie mDnten/

(< Fr montagne ‘mountain’ fr usual habitat) 0 (Beard 1946:33)

gommier viande biche n Tapirira guianensis , a large native ever-

green tree, girth to 2.7 m (9'). Bark shallowly fissured, 1.3 cm (.5")

thick, dark grey; underbark dark red, containing small gum ducts.

Leaves large; small yellow flowers in clusters. (< FC < Fr viande de

biche ‘deer meat’ fr resemblance of underbark colour to dark red

meat) = mountain grape
2
0 (Marshall 1934:32) 0 (Beard 1946:34)

gomongala see GOMANGALA
gona see GOWNA
gondah n arc A respectful term of address for a child’s nanny or

nursemaid. 0 Now these three women as I said were what was known
as nannies in the books but in those days we called them Ma this and

Ma that and Ma the other so it was ‘gondah’ so and so, and ‘gondah’

so and so. We had to call them ‘gondah’ as a mark of respect. (OPNL
Dec 1988:5)

gondana see GODNA
gondey see GUNDY
gone see also GO 3

.

gone, gorn 1 adv Of time, past; previous; last. 0 Ah aint got no money
becos Sondy gone ah starve de hole day. (PC 4 June 1904) 0 “You

did promise me six months gone we go go work we piece o’ land in

the country.” (Hill 1966c: 12) 0 He say is March gorn is de fus time he

read bout dat. (Mamits LPOS TG 1978)

2 adj Leaving; gone away; often said just before a person actually

leaves. 0 “I gone.” And he ran all the way to the College. (Warner

1974:43) 0 “Anyhow, I see the storm coming. Ah gone.” (TG 19 Aug
1990:7) 0 1 warn her the night before that Hortense does jus come and

before you realise she reach she gone, with half your house too.

(Xante Tante, TG 3 Sept 1991) 0 You are going to have to write a let-

ter to the Editor, asking him to make me continue this at some later

date or find out the rest from someone else. I gone! (TG 25 Mar 1993)

0 He did not kiss the children or say goodbye. He merely said, T
gone, eh.’ (Boodhoo 1994:138)

gone for higher see GO FOR HIGHER

gone through see GO THROUGH

goo- see also GU-

good 1 adv Well; carefully. 9 De magistrait listen good to what de

man say and instead of sending him to jale he send a poleeceman to

know if what de man say was true and when he find it was true he dis-

miss de man wid a caution. (PC 15 Oct 1904)

2 adj Remarkably good; very good; sometimes said with vocal

emphasis. (< E good ‘satisfactory; sound’) 0 How you do? Man ah

good. (Ottley 1971:43)

3 adj Said of someone’s behaviour, usu. in grudging admiration, indi-

cating that someone has not behaved well, but that they can defend

themselves and their actions. 0 “Girl I felt so sad I wanted to go back.

But ah study: What de hell ah go do if dis man grab on to me again.”

“You still good oui. You thinking of going back,” Gemma said flatly.

(Bain 1974:65) 0 He spen de whole two weeks gurl watchin an

aldough he cyar say which team beat who he is one expert on who
better lookin dan who an who legs lookin nicer. He good yes.

(Mamits LPOS, TG 26 Aug 1979) 0 Then suddenly Raghoo cleared

his throat, and, “poof!” he spat on the wall behind him. “Why de hell

yuh spit on de people wall foh man Raghoo?” “Well yuh ent see w’at

it mark dere so, ‘Don’ Spit On the Floor’.” Victor laughed, “Yuh good

boy Raghoo! Come ley we tek ah drink foh dat!” (Ramsawack

1983:46-7)

4 adj Of hair, soft, straight or wavy rather than kinky; i.e. more Euro-

pean than African. See also BAD 5
, (fr prejudice that European physi-

cal characteristics are better than African ones) 0 Child: Mother, I

saw Jamie to-day with her hair combed like Mary’s hair. Mother:

Nonsense, child. I couldn’t believe Jamie’s mother would do such a

ridiculous thing. Jamie has bad hair, [as] is well-known; her hair is

not half as good as Mary’s. (Carr 1931) 9 She had the only passport

that mattered - a white skin and good hair, (de Boissiere 1956:319) 9

John was no Indian; he’s visible negro with “good” hair. (Bain

1974:27) 9 People telling you of the young bandit: “And you know he

have good hair!” (EX 7 Aug 2002: 11)9 My teacher had lucked out by

marrying a red man with “good” - wavy - hair. (Onika Nkrumah, TG
15 Dec 2005:13)

goodbread 1 n Several native species of Pisonia, most commonly P.

cuspidata or P. salicifolia. Wood white, soft, has an open, evenly

porous appearance when viewed in cross section; occasionally sawn

into boards, (fr bread-like appearance of porous, white wood) = bois

cassave, ^iggerwood 1

(P. cuspidata)-, bois cassave, >jiggerwood3

(P. salicifolia) 9 (Marshall 1934:78) 9 (Beard 1946:29)

2 n Pisonia eggersiana, a native tree. = Gibon’s jiggerwood,

>jiggerwood2

good English n Standard English, esp. in terms of grammar, also of

pronunciation. This judgement is usu. made in contrast to BROKEN
English, vernacuar or dialect, often in fact good English
Creole 2

. (<E good ‘valid; without flaw; approved’) = proper

English 9 “But twice you searched my place within sixty hours?”

John complained. “Ah is a law abiding citizen you know!” John said

finally, letting go of his ‘good english’. It was always bothersome

to him anyway. Yet whenever he went on such missions as this one.
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he always endeavoured to speak ‘good english' only to revert to ’e

true, true t’ing. (Bain 1 974:83)

good evening intj A greeting of entrance, meeting, and departure;

used from approximately mid-afternoon until dark, around 6:00 p.m.

Note: In SE generally used after 6:00 p.m. and only when greeting,

not departing. (< E good evening ‘greeting used in the early part of

the night’) 0 “Good evening.” It was after three in the afternoon, and

this is the proper salutation. We introduced ourselves and explained

our mission. (Bowman & Bowman 1939:304) 0 Walking again by the

seashore, I talked to a youth who said ‘Good evening’, though it was

not yet one o’clock. (Bryans 1967:271 ) 0 One or two of my father’s

friends glance up at her... too embarrassed, as they tell her ‘good-

evening’, to look at her bare legs. (Lovelace 1988:4)

good for phr Said to indicate that someone deserves the action under

discussion, that it ‘serves them right’. Note: SE good for indicates

congratulations, admiration. 0 Dah good fuh yuh: serves you right.

(Haynes 1987:136) 0 “She leff him? Good for him!” (1990) 0 "Dat

good for yuh; You shouldn’t ah put yuh hand in de stinging nettle.”

(Baptiste 1993:53)

good for self phr Be able to take care of yourself verbally or phys-

ically; have a ready, sometimes aggressive response. (<good
i
) 0

Accused said he was going along the river bank with his wife for a

walk. As soon as the wife got to the river bank, she slipped and fell

into the water, and if he was not good for himself, he and all would

have drowned. (TG 5 Feb 1919:7) 0 Now Bobby wife good for she

self, nutten she eh like more dan ah good argument. (Keens-Douglas

1984:20) 0 After a while Boysie couldn't stand it no more. He run out

in the road and he slapped her. But Thelma was good for herself. She

took hold of his collar and she butt him so fast he sprawl on the

ground. (Stewart 1989:127)

Good Friday rara, rah-rah, rarra n A ratchet-type mechanical

wooden rattle used instead of bells for Catholic high mass during

Lent, particularly on Good Friday. Probably based on the Spanish

matraca, a similar device used in this way. /rara/ (< Good Friday,

main day of use + rara prob. < rattle ‘noisemaker’) 0 She mout run-

ning like a Good Friday rarra. (Ottley 1971:52)

good-good adj Perfectly all right; to all appearances no problem, but

as a prelude to a problem situation. 0 De man lef wey he deh good

good and come and put ah kick in the woman oui. (Ottley 1971:43)

good mind n A willingness to forgive, tolerate, think the best of a per-

son or a situation. See also bad mind. 0 Tobago is really wonderfull,

even de sea got a good mind. (WG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 Elias, the son,

grew more and more stem, but he never spoke a hard word to his

father. Hat said, “That boy Elias have too much good mind.” (Naipaul

1959:23)

good night intj A greeting upon meeting or seeing someone, or

entering or leaving a house, after dark. Note: In SE used as a depart-

ing expression only. (< E good night ‘greeting used in the later part

of the night’) 0 [He] was passing at near seven o’clock in the eve-

ning... the road passes by the fence of Mr. Hart... As he was passing

the children and servants of Mrs. Hart told him “good night.”

(POSG 17 Dec 1844:3) 0 [I]n the light of the moon he saw some
yards in front of him the figure of a girl swinging with a sensuous

gait. The girl was walking in the same direction as he. He hastened

his step and as he came up to her he greeted her with the usual

goodnight. (Mendes 1934:25) 0 The door was opened - held ajar by

the woman... “Good night!” she said... “Good night senhora!" he

said alighting from his car. (Bain 1974:73) 0 It is believed that herbs

should not be picked after sunset since the plant has gone to sleep. If

one has need to gather herbs at those times, one has to speak to the

plant, saying something like this: “Good night plant, sorry to disturb

you, but 1 have a sick”. One then breaks and throws away a piece of

the herb before gathering what one wishes to use. (Morean 1991 :56)

0 Not telling me goodnight eh, as though you slept with me last

night. (Hill 1995:77)

goods n arc A lending system in which workers obtain goods whose

cost is deducted from their weekly wage. = franchise 0 The Penny

Bank came into being at a time and place that gave Downtown people

their first thought of economic dignity and financial freedom. Their

situation was such that moneylenders charged borrowers ten per cent

a month on every dollar advanced. Some firms also introduced weekly

loan systems that were known as “Goods,” “Franchise” and by other

names. On Wednesday afternoons “Goods” would be announced and

workers then handed in request slips which could not exceed the

wages for the three working days (Mon-Wed) of that week. On the

Friday or Saturday pay day the “Goods” was deducted leaving the

worker with a three-day take home pay, till next “Goods” day. They

were not allowed any carry-over from one week to another but they

were saved from paying interest to the moneylenders. (Cummings
2004:67-68)

good to throw way phr Not good; not feeling well. 0 “This cassava

nice, it good.” “Na, it good to throw way.” (1984) 0 This flu have me
good to throw way.

good ways phr Pleasant behaviour; kindness; consideration; see also

BAD WAYS. = nice ways 0 She has good ways: said usually to show

the person has a quality that compensates for a lack of physical

beauty. (Haynes 1987:205)

go off 1 v Go mad, insane, (prob. < E go off ‘break into irrelevant,

extravagant or unintelligible language’) 0 Arguments in Trinidad...

are a rather inexpensive form of therapy for people who are afraid to

go to the psychiatrist because town might say they mad or ‘going off.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:13-4) 0 Nobody believed him. Not even his

wife or close relatives and friends. “They all thought I was going off.”

(Bomb 19 Oct 1990:14) 0 Other oddities are also regarded as potential

problems allocated to Creoles and ‘creolised’ behaviour. These

include having ‘too much vice’, ‘going off (forms of mental illness),

living a life of near vagrancy, spending too much time in ‘Town’

(Port of Spain), or consistently eating creole food, e.g. pumpkin pie

[jzc], red beans, or too much meat of any kind. (Sampath 1993:239) 0

Madness is... also variously known as crazy, offkey, off the head,

going off loco, kinky, head ai ’ right, ai ’ right day, ai ’ collective. It is

recognised through continued unintelligible behaviour which is quite

meaningless. (Littlewood 1993:36) 0 [He] explained that his relative

(the suspect) “went off’ after joining a religion. He said his relative

became “the silent mad” on the block. {TG 29 June 2002:4)

2 v Defecate, (prob. < E go off ‘start into sudden action’) 0 Go off- to

undergo effects of a purgative. (John 1973) 0 First the baby get

gastro, but now she wouldn’t go off at all.

google see DOODLE

googlit see GOGLET

googool see GOGUL

goo-goo-loo 1 n Acrocomia aculeata, a spiny native palm tree,

/gugulu/ = banga 1

,
>gru-gru

1

,
gra-gru bef, shac-shac tree, sticky

banga 0 Four frightened little boys came running into Country’s yard

shouting: “Something in the goo-goo-loo patch.” (Lewis 1972:88)

2 n Dypsis lutescens, the golden bamboo palm, an introduced garden

palm. 0 We called the yellow bamboo palm Goo-goo-loo as well, and

we ate the soft inner “jelly” as kids. (2006).

gooj n A marker, usu. a flattened CROWN CORK, used in the game of

hopscotch (morrell). /gudf 0 (Ryan 1985:7)

goolgoolaa see GULGULA

go on v Climb up. 0 Doh go on that tree at all, it too weak,

go on sentry phr In hunting, to wait in hiding for an animal to come

along; often from a platform in a tree overhanging an animal trail.

(< sentry) = >sentry 0 On account of its popularity as a food source

for the above wildlife, some hunters often set barrel traps with ripe

fruits, especially bananas for manicous whenever manicou figs are in

fruit. Others set up what they call “scaffolds” in the branches of adja-

cent trees and then they “go on Sentry” during the night. (Morean

1 989b:2 1

)

goose grass n Eleusine indica, a tufted native grass, erect and spread-

ing. = dutch grass, >fowl-foot grass, iron grass
1

,
pied poule, yard

grass 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:70)

gootee see GOUTI
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Gopaul luck not Seepaul luck phr Used in the construction A’s luck

(is) not B’s luck, to indicate that one person’s fortune is not like

another’s, even under similar circumstances. Usu. as “Gopaul luck not

Seepaul luck”, but other names may be used. 0 “But how come they

get it and I eh get?” “Gopaul luck is not Seepaul luck.” (1986) 0 The

widespread belief in this country that “Gopaul luck is not Seepaul

luck,” assumes that the listener understands which of the cousins

enjoys better fortunes. For the purpose of this article, the view is taken

that Seepaul regularly wins million-dollar lottery-draws, never gets

splashed by maxi-taxis dashing through muddy puddles... Gopaul, on

what is clearly “the other hand,” is not unlike the average Trini. He
keeps his fingers crossed, in continuous expectation of some won-

drous happening; something which will ameliorate all our troubles...

Just like Gopaul, we spend far too much time fantisising; waiting on

this continuous supply of luck to manifest itself. (TG 7 Oct 1990:10) 0

“But how you bet one time and win, and I does bet every week and

never win yet?” “Gopaul luck not Seepaul luck.” (1994)

gopher snake see YELLOW-TAIL CRIBO

Gopichand n arc A traditional Indian dance drama. (< H-Bh
Gopichand

,
a dramatic character) 0 Indrasabha, Raajaa Harishchan-

dra, Gopichand and Sarwameer were very popular dance dramas at

one time among Indians of Trinidad... Now Indian films and their

songs have almost killed these traditional shows. (Jha 1973:35-6) 0

There were also, the almost forgotten Hindico, and Rui ke Kora
which involved horse-dancing. Raja Nall... and Gopichand. (OPNL
Mar 1989:2) 0 There were dramas like the Sarwaneer, Bhakt

Prahalad, Gopichand and Raja Rasalu... All these folk dances were

accompanied by the flute, the dholak and nagara drums. (Ramaya

1992:22)

gor n Foot, /gor/ (< H-Bh) = paav, pau, pad, payr 0 “Mi gor over

hutting mi ah cyah walk on it.” (1990)

gorda n obs A Spanish silver coin worth one dollar. = gourde 0

Gourde: Spanish ‘Gorda’, A Spanish silver coin worth one dollar.

Half and quarter dollars were also in circulation. See PIASTRE,

(de Verteuil 1992:380) 0 Piastre: A Spanish silver piece. The large or

fat (Gorda) piastre, worth a dollar was called a Gourde (French). The
small (simple) silver piece or Sencillo was worth eight tenths of the

Gourde. It was divided into half and quarter pieces, (de Verteuil

1992:380-1)

gordbrudder see GODBROTHER

Gordon mango n A variety of cultivated mango; medium sized, long;

skin tough, yellow; few threads; flesh slightly acidic. 0 GORDON. -

Fruits medium sized, longish in shape; skin tough with a yellow

colour; flesh juicy, non-stringy, sub-acid and pleasant flavour.

(Bharath 1966:22)

gorge-carmin n arc Heliomaster longirostris, a hummingbird, 1 1.3 cm
(4.5") long. Male upperparts bronze-green; crown blue; throat reddish

purple. (< Fr gorge ‘throat’ + carmin ‘red, carmine’) = >carmine (hum-

mingbird), carmine throat, star-throat 0 Carmine. Gorge carmin.

(Chapman 1894:57) 0 Gorge-carmin, star-throat. (Belcher & Smooker
1936a:34)

gorge macaque n obs Catasetum macrocarpum , a native orchid.

Flowers fragrant; green or yellow-green, spotted with purple. (< Fr

gorge ‘throat’ + macaque ‘monkey’, fr resemblance of flower to

hyoid throat bone of red howler monkey) = >monkey goblet, monkey
throat orchid, monkshead

gorm intj With oh , a mild expression for “Oh God”, usu. used to

express exasperation, irritation, or disappointment. /go:m/ 0 HE: Tha’

is the Nike logo! ME: THE NIKE WHO? HE: Nike, nah... ME: Don’t

“nah,” mih. Who yuh think yuh talking to? One of yuh friends from
down the road! HE: O gorm, daddy, this is the sign the sneakers peo-

ple does use to promote dey shoes. {EX 30 Apr 1997)

gorn see GONE
gorrie n obs A man’s wide sash or cummerbund, worn around the

upper belly, /gori/ (fr habit of Sir John Gorrie, Chief Justice 1880s-

90s, of wearing a flannel cummerbund across his stomach) = belly

band2 0 The scarlet cummerbund or ‘belly band’ became an important

item in the Carnival costume of the jamets... and remained so, well

into the middle of the twentieth century. A cummerbund is still called

a ‘gorrie’ by older Trinidadians. (Brereton 1997:299)

gose, ghose n Cooked meat or flesh, including cow, goat, FOWL. (< U
gosht ‘cooked meat, flesh’) 0 When it comes to my kachauri. My
ghose and me alu ke talkari. Me dal bhaat and me chutney, Arey-da-da,

ham na jani re. (Lion “Ara Da Da” 1939) 0 At home, the mother and

perhaps, big sister had started preparing lunch at which “ghose”, i.e.,

meat, was the main item. (Alladin 1970:58) 0 Muslims, for their din-

ners, cooked paratha (large roti in numerous thin layers cooked with

ghee), rice darl and curried goatmeat (called “ghose”). (Alladin

1970:28) 0 Ghose - cooked meat of goat or cow or fowl. (Alladin

1970:69) 0 “We doesn’t eat gose.” (1990)

gospelypso n A musical genre that combines elements of traditional

gospel music and lyrics and CALYPSO rhythms. /gDspolipso/ 0

Calypso is calypso and gospel music is gospel music and never the

twain shall meet - unless of course you live in Trinidad where any-

thing is possible. Then, of course, you merge the two into an inven-

tion called gospelypso. The purpose, of course, is to blend gospel

themes with a calypso beat. (EX-3 5 Aug 1990:7)

gospo orange n Citrus aurantium , a variety of cultivated orange, with

acidic, somewhat bitter flavour, and a very rough skin, /gospo/ (< FC
< Fr grosse peau ‘coarse skin’) = >Seville orange, sour orange 0 The
inner white skin of the Sivil Sweet or Gospo orange, boil and add

molasses. (Pavy 1987:21)

got see GET

go that side phr A dismissive phrase, commanding someone to be

quiet. 0 “Bathing your child is the only activity you delight in on

mornings. Making breakfast is not as delightful.” “You go that side,

eh, boy.” (1998)

go through, gone through phr Finish; lose power; fail; go out of fash-

ion. As gone through, sometimes went through, finished, ruined,

over, failed. (< E go through ‘complete; come to the end of + gone

Tost; ruined’) = through the chute" 0 “Yuh ent see the PNM gone

through. Is only for dem to lie down.” (EX 14 Dec 1986:6) 0 “This

should be incentive enough, because if [British Airways] moves in

with its vast machinery, Beewee gone through,” added the executive.

(Mirror 18 Aug 1987) 0 Media exposure had simmered noticeably

and that damning pronouncement was finally uttered by John Public,

“Blue Boy gone through.” (EX-2 20 Sept 1987:1) 0 “You can starve

from other things besides lack of food. Your family, your children,

can go through (EX-2 3 Apr 1988:8) 0 The real estate agency subse-

quently “went through” and then he found out a family has been

residing on the property. (EX 8 Nov 1990:21) 0 “If you have an out-

side bathroom, and you forget it and rain fall, [blue soap] doesn’t go

through so easily. Dem other soap soft, soft.” (Loubon 2001) 0 There

are times when I think that this country really gone through. A prime

example of this is trying to call TSTT to find out why when you put

money in your card junks of it disappear without you doing a thing.

(Letter, Newsday 23 Dec 2005 :A- 12)

go to Buccoo school phr Tob arc An insult, said to mean that someone
is uneducated. (< Buccoo, a village in Tobago, which did not have its

own school for a long time) 0 “How yuh do that? Yuh go to Buccoo

School or what?” (1986)

go to come back phr Said to indicate that someone is gone for a short

period of time, and is planning to return soon. 0 Doh worry! He only

go to come back. He would reach in time.

go to England phr arc Of a girl, go away to have a baby in secret. 0

Went to England (had a baby). (Daniel msl ca 1960)

go to France see France

gotohell see GUTAHELL

go-to-meeting n Best clothes; respectable, church-going clothes.

(< AmE go-to-meeting clothes 'suitable for wearing to church ser-

vice’) = going out 0 “She dress in she best go-to-meeting.” (1986)

go-to-pack n A simple card game, usu. played by children, in which

the object is to match suits by taking cards from the pack and other

players. 0 All those who wanted rum went to the tent where the men
were playing all fours, go-to-pack and draughts. (Lewis 1972:59-60)
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go to the spirit phr In Spiritual Baptist worship, be possessed by

the spirit. 0 Some persons are known to have “gone to the spirit" four-

teen times. (Simpson 1970:150)

gouazoupita see GUAZUPITA

goubby, gubby n obs A hollow gourd or CALABASH, with lianes

plaited around it, used to carry liquids, (poss. < Sp gubilete, a metal

water carrier; poss. < Fon, Ewe govi ‘small bottle or calabash’) =

agba, boli, >calabash\ tutu 0 She was returning home tired, with a

goubby of molasses. (Innis 1897)

gouge n Lagenaria siceraria , a cultivated trailing or climbing plant,

stems ridged. Fruit an edible smooth-skinned squash, bottle or club-

shaped, sometimes crook-necked, to 1 m (3.2') long, with hard,

ridged, light green rind, containing white or light brown seeds in edi-

ble non-sweet white pulp; cooked as a vegetable, /guj/ (< gourd or

E/Fr courgette , a variety of small vegetable marrow) = gourd, >lauki

0 Gouge ... Lagenaria siceraria. (CFNI 1971 :23)

goulette see GULLET

gouma (bhaaji), guma n Solammi americanum a cultivated plant;

dark green leaves are edible when cooked. = >agouma (bhaaji),

bhaaji, callaloo
3

, Chinese spinach, mackci 0 Ocres and Tannia

Sprouts, Guma and some other Bush herbs mixed with Pork, Salt fish,

Land Crabs, and Peppers make a favourite Soup called Calliloe.

(Dowland 1843, in Archibald 2003:101) 0 (Morean 1990)

goumangala see gomangala

go up 1 v In marble pitching, the direction of play by potting holes

from the highest (nearest) to lowest (farthest). 0 In a hole game, hole

3 is at the bounce, followed by hole 2 and hole 1 . Holes must be pot-

ted in order: 1-2-3-2-1-2-3. The direction of play 1-2-3 is referred to

as going down... Hole 3 is at the bounce, followed at intervals - usu. a

pace - by hole 2 and hole 1. The sequence must be completed by pot-

ting holes in order: 1-2-3 for three-hole, and 1 -2-3-2- 1-2-3 for seven-

hole. The potting of the last hole makes a winner. ... In seven-hole,

the direction of play is referred to as going up (3-2-1) or going down
(1-2-3).

2 phr Indicating a base price with higher prices. “We sellin anchar

from a dollar go up.” (1993)

go up road phr Go a short distance, not necessarily uphill, but often in

places with hilly elevations, such as north of Port of Spain. See also

DOWN ROAD. 0 [He] told his father... that he was “going up the road"

with his nephew and will be back in a while. His father is still wait-

ing. (EX 30 Dec 1992:7)

gourd n Lagenaria siceraria, a cultivated vine with edible green fruit

cooked as a vegetable. (< E gourd ‘the large fleshy fruit of the climb-

ing plants of the family Cucurbitaceae, esp. Lagenaria vulgaris') =
gouge, >lauki

gourde n obs A Spanish silver coin worth one dollar. (< Sp gorda )
=

gorda 0 Gourde: Spanish ‘Gorda’, A Spanish silver coin worth one

dollar. Half and quarter dollars were also in circulation. See also

PIASTRE, (de Verteuil 1992:380) 0 Piastre: A Spanish silver piece.

The large or fat (Gorda) piastre, worth a dollar was called a Gourde

(French). The small (simple) silver piece or Sencillo was worth eight

tenths of the Gourde. It was divided into half and quarter pieces,

(de Verteuil 1992:380-1)

gouti, gootee n Dasyprocta leporina, a rodent about 60 cm (24") long,

weight to 6.8 kg ( 15 lbs). Slender body with very short tail, short ears,

and slender legs; dark reddish-brown hair longer on rump. Sits erect

on ground to eat, holding food with front feet, /guti/ (< agouti) =

>agouti 0 “At last him take road, run way - Da Gootee* self neber

run fasser.” *Agotee. ( TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 Pat, ah charge it behine he so

hot, dat if it did ketch he it must ah did lick he dung stif, but de feller

run lak ah gooty. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 Yes, gouti in the woods, gouti

in my yard. (Invader “Aguiti” 1956) 0 ‘But when you ready, tell me,

and we will go with the dogs for a ’gouti hunt. There is nothing with

more thrills than to hunt ’gouti, if you have the dogs that can run.’

(Lovelace 1968:168) 0 “I know I must get out from there fast as hell.

So I jump out from behind the bush like uh ’gouti and make down the

road.” (Gomes 1978:108) 0 “The bush have real fun. When you go in

the bush you could hunt for ’gouti, lappe, deer, anything.” (EX 10

Aug 1993:28) 0 ‘How you call this... this movin’ from place to place.

Even the ’gouti got a hole of his own. We must start to find a real

home.’ (Boodhoo 1994:51)

gouti bush, agouti bush n Ischnosiphon arouma, a tall native cane

with a small flat bunch of leaves at the top. The leaf is used to make a

whistle that is though to sound like, or is thought to attract, AGOUTI.
= arouma, >terite 0 (Morean 1990)

gouti face n An ugly face. 0 (Haynes 1987:14)

gouti fig n Bromelia plumieri, a native ground bromeliad plant with

long, spiny-margined leaves. Fruits like plums or very short FIGS, in

bunches on a short stem, (fr /ig-like shape of fruit + fr being liked by

agoutis and other wild animals) = agouti fig, karata, >manicou fig ,

pinguin, tatou fig, wild pine
1

gouti look back phr A position for sexual intercourse in which the

man is behind the woman, who is usu. on her hands and knees. 0

“What is your favourite position?” “Gouti look back and being on

top.” (EA-S 29 Dec 2002: 14)

gouverneur n The rudder on a PIROGUE, used to steer the boat. (< Fr

gouverneur ‘something used to steer, e.g. helm’) 0 A four-oared

pirogue with a large seine in the stem shoots round the comer, having

their work cut out to get round with the cross currents that are now
coming into play. Bow and No. 3 are pulling like demons, while No.

2 and stroke back water, the cox’n handling the “gouverneur” as the

bocas fishermen call the rudder, with an experience and dexterity

learned from many tight comers. (Vincent 1910:85-8)

government juice n Water, (fr governmental responsibility for water

supply) 0 (Haynes 1987:53)

government secondary n The official term for a traditional sector

five-year secondary school established first in the 1960s, with

entrance after the COMMON ENTRANCE or equivalent exam, com-
prising Forms I-V (after which are O Level or CXC exams), and

Form 6 (after which are A Level exams).

governor banana n A variety of cultivated banana, of the AAA group

dwarf Cavendish, which bears a medium-sized 6" long, thick banana

eaten raw when yellow. = >govemor fig 0 This new banana was

described ... as belonging to the “Governor” variety and of a size

almost as large as the “Gros Michel.” (TG 20 Apr 1933:1) 0 All the

pollinations reported [here], however, were made on a single type, the

Governor banana of the West Indies, here called Type 2 (Dwarf Chi-

nese). (Cheesman 1934:180)

governor fig n A variety of cultivated banana, of the AAA group

dwarf Cavendish, which bears a medium-sized 6" long, thick banana

eaten raw when yellow. = governor banana 0 The banana, it appears,

is becoming a favourite article of cultivation, for the number which

appear in San Fernando market is larger on each successive Monday
morning. There are two varieties: “Gros Michel” and “Governor

figs”. The bunches are heavy and the hands large. (Hummingbird

5 Nov 1904:7) 0 The Canary banana is familiarly known here as the

Governor fig or the dwarf and it thrives well on all the alluvial soils in

this island. (WG 1 Feb 1930:12) 0 The next commonest [export]

banana is the Canary (called Toco or Governor locally). (Alford

1960:89) 0 The Lady’s Finger or Sucres, very small in size but very

sweet. It is an excellent dessert fmit. Then there are the Silk Figs and

Red Figs, the Governor Fig and many others. (Rampersad 1963) 0

Governor ... the most widespread (though not the most abundantly

produced) clone in existence and the shortest in stature grown com-

mercially ... The fingers are short and tend to have a short shelf life

after ripening. (Stover & Simmonds 1987:115,162)

governor of the corbeaux n arc Cathartes aura, a bird; large and

black with reddish skin on the head, (fr distinctive reddish head and

relative rarity, perceived as a ‘leader’) = Cedros cobo, corbeau a tete

rouge, king cobo 1

,
>red-head(ed) cobo 0 The Turkey Buzzard...

called by the natives the “Governor” of the corbeaux, is black, with a

red head and a strong beak... It may be said to be always on the wing,

though seldom flying very high, (de Verteuil 1884:89) 0 There are

two species of vultures in Trinidad, the black-headed ( Vultur papa),

known as ‘the king of the corbeaux,’ and the red-headed (Vultur
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urubu), called ‘the governor of the corbeaux.’ The latter is never met

with in towns, while the former is, as a rule, only to be seen in the

streets; though, whenever, in the country, some particularly savoury

object attracts attention, both kinds assemble to enjoy it. (Brassey

1885:1 18) 0 (ffrench 1991:86)

governor plum 1 n Flacourtia indica [= F. ramontchi\, a cultivated tree

with an edible fruit about 2.5 cm (1") in diameter, reddish-purple skin

and yellowish flesh when ripe, containing numerous tiny flat light

brown seeds. Fruit rolled before eating, to soften it and help it "burst”

more easily. = >cerise 0 Therein were cultivated oranges, governor

plums (Flacourtia) and mangoes. (Trinidad Riviera 1924:56) 0 A short

row of Governor Plum trees... grow near the fence. The stems are very

prickly and the plums make an excellent jelly. (Dean 1937:32) 0 The

GOVERNOR PLUM (Flacourtia ramontchi), which is more valuable as

a hedge than as an orchard fruit. (Alford 1960:91) 0 We are trying to

support local industry, to promote local culture. That is the raison d’etre

of the Canned Topitamboo Committee and the Governor Plum Jam in

Gru-Gru Sauce Committee which are to look into the matter. (Macaw

1960:37) 0 All along the Windward Road gardens made a show ... and

here and there a hedge of governor plums. (Bryans 1967:227) 0 We
especially loved the governor plums, all purple and swollen and shiny,

which we would buy and stuff into our pockets ... Then we would

extract one at a time, soften it by rolling it gently between the palms

before squeezing it open and sucking out the juicy, succulent flesh

inside. (Araujo 1984:53) 0 Salted Governor Plums ... 4 cups governor

plums (ripe, sound, unblemished). (Hunt 1985b:27)

2 n Spondias purpurea , a cultivated tree 3-10 m (10-32') tall; rough

obovate leaves. Flowers red, in panicles. Fruit with reddish or red-

dish-purple skin; round, ovoid or oblong shape; edible yellow pulp;

one large seed. = >Jamaica plum

go with v Get along with; agree with, usu. used in the negative. (< E go

along with ‘agree with or approve of up to a point’) 0 Ah cam go wid de

gal, she too sometimish. (Ottley 1971:67) 0 I cannot go with him at all.

gowna, gona n arc A traditional Hindu ceremony in which two chil-

dren are pledged in marriage; the bride resides in her own family’s

home until joining her husband’s family later, /gauna/ (< H gaunhar

‘company who attend the bride when she is brought home’) 0 The
gona ceremony as practiced in India rarely takes place in Trinidad

any longer. This is a binding commitment to marry which can take

place with very young children... However, the couple does not live

together until much later. (Niehoff& Niehoff 1960:103) 0 [The] gona
ceremony as practised in India - that is, a binding commitment to

marry which can take place with very young children - did exist in

Trinidad, (de Verteuil 1989:156) 0 Abdool and his brother, Willie, as

young men from Gasparillo, had married two sisters from Princes

Town in a double wedding ceremony. Because both brides were very

young they went to their mother’s house and a few years later when
they were physically mature, they rejoined their husbands. This pro-

cess was called Gowna. (Deen 1994:23)

gownay v Elope; run away to get married, often without parental

approval, /gaune/ (poss. < H gum Tost; missing; wanting") 0 They
gone to gownay.

gown-man n In a Carnival devil mas band, a character, dressed

in a long garment like a judge’s gown, representing a minister of

Lucifer. (< E gown ‘outer robe indicating the wearer’s office, profes-

sion or status’) 0 [Devil mas] was a mas’ played over a lifetime. The
new player began playing imp, the lowest in the hierarchy. “No mat-

ter how much money you had you couldn’t just come in and play

Lucifer. You had to start playing imp, and work your way up. It had

the axe man, (who carried an axe). ..all the way up to King Imp... the

Beast of course... after that there were the gown men, the ministers of

Lucifer; the Grim Reaper, the Bookman, the Crown Prince, Beelze-

bub, and so on, until you got to Satan himself.” (EX-2 13 Feb 1994:3)

gowri mata n A Hindu deity prayed to by women for the welfare of

their husbands. (< H mata ‘mother’) 0 “She doing gowri mata pooja

fuh she husband.” (1990)

gozen n A ceremony in Rada ritual observance. 0 The Gozen is a

special and very infrequent ceremony which consists of a procession

of goblet-bearers. It takes its place as an additional feature to a sacri-

ficial ceremony and may also form part of the ceremony of initiation

of a neophyte... A group of girls is chosen who have not yet reached

the age of puberty, and they enter into retreat in the convent on the

day before the ceremony. In the procession they wear white clothes,

go barefoot and each carried a clay goblet on her head... The proces-

sion is led by the saint Agbe (a possessed devotee of the goddess) with

symbol in hand, and to the accompaniment of the drums it proceeds to

a nearby spring. The goblets are filled with water, coins are thrown into

the pool, and the procession returns to the compound for the morning

sacrifices... The water, considered blessed, is preserved in their goblets

in the vodunkwe. The last Gozen occurred in 1948, and that which pre-

ceded it was held some 60 years before. (Carr 1953:47-8)

gozie(r) see GOZIEY

goziey, gozier, goziey 1 n Anableps microlepis , a fish with very large

eyes; swims near the water surface with upper part of the eye above

the surface. Found near brackish estuaries and along coastal beaches

of Trinidad. A. anableps has been found in Trinidad only in the

Caroni swamp. (< FC gwo zie < Fr grosyeux ‘big eyes’) = >big eye
2

,

four-eye(d) fish, four eyes, gros-yeux
1

, large-eye(d) fish, star-gazer

2 n Caranx latus, a large edible marine fish. Oval-shaped with a high

forehead, large eyes. = >big-eye cavalli, carangue gros-yeux, gros-

yeux 2
, horse cavalli, horse-eye cavalli

3 n Caluromys philander trinitatis
, a marsupial (pouched mammal),

body 28.7 cm (11.5") long + tail 49 cm (19.5"), weight 3.1 kg (7 lbs).

Greyish, with dark stripes on face, and relatively large eyes. Hair is

long, fine and woolly; half of tail near body furred, the rest hairless

and prehensile. = big-eye goziey manicou, goziey
3

,
goziey manicou,

>manicou goziey

goziey manicou n Caluromys philander trinitatis , a marsupial mam-
mal, body 28.7 cm ( 1 1.5") long + tail 49 cm (19.5"), weight to 3.1 kg

(7 lbs). Greyish, with dark stripes on face, and relatively large eyes.

Hair is long, fine and woolly; half of tail near body furred, rest hair-

less and prehensile. (< goziey + manicou) = big-eye goziey manicou,

goziey
3

,
>manicou goziey

grab all lose all phr An expression of warning not to be greedy. 0

Grab all, lose all — it does not pay to be grasping or greedy - one may
eventually get nothing at all. (John 1973)

grabble 1 v Grapple with; struggle with. (< obs E grabble ‘handle

roughly’) 0 (Haynes 1987:153)

2 v Snatch; seize; hold onto violently. (< obs E grabble ‘get a tight

grip on someone in fighting’) 0 A young woman stormed in the place.

And grabbled the dead body by the waist. (Cristo “Barman Henry”

1956 pr) 0 “Oh gosh boy, doh grabble the sweeties!” (1985) 0 “This

cold grabble mi foot like a man.” (1987)

gracious adj Of a person, having pleasing qualities; usu. used sarcasti-

cally to indicate that the speaker does not in fact think much of the

person. (< arc E gracious ‘likely to find favour; having pleasing qual-

ities’) 0 “She bring she gracious daughter here to show off with.”

(Baptiste 1993:80)

grah(a) n A period of misfortune or blight in life; can be predicted by

a Hindu pandit after consulting the patra. /graha/ (< H grab

‘eclipse; a planet as influencing human destiny; come under the influ-

ence of an evil star’ 0 Graha. (Dwarika 1984:32) 0 “We doing puja to

ease up the grah.” (1990) 0 “Like she have grah.” (1990)

Graham mango n A cultivated grafted variety of mango. Fruit

medium to large size; skin tough, green or yellowish green with a

reddish tinge. Flesh firm, some strings, suitable for slicing. 0 Man-
goes... can be divided into three classes. Of the first type there is the

Julie, Peter, Gordon, Graham, D or [sic] and the Martin. (Rampersad

1963) 0 GRAHAM. - Fruits medium to large... The flesh is abun-

dant, firm, slightly stringy, with some juice, sweet and with a pleas-

ant flavour. The tree is large and cropping is during the main season.

It is a very suitable mango for slicing and canning. This variety

differs only in shape of fruit from the Florida varieties EDWARD
and CARRIE. (Bharath 1965:20) 0 Tom... swing the talk to the

different kinds of mangoes Trinidad have: vert or long mango (hog

mango to Tobagonians), cutlass, starch, doudouce, teen, sugar.
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graham, rose, calabash, julie and zabico. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25) =

big-meat mango, mango big, mango big-meat

grain InA counting word used for single units such as hair, matches,

tools, garlic, a single fruit that is part of a GRAPPE, e.g. FIG, GRI-GRI.

(< E grain ‘single seed of a plant’; a small, hard, usu. roundish parti-

cle; the smallest possible quantity) obs ‘one of the parts of a collec-

tive fruit’; obs ‘a bead or pearl’; 0 The inspector kept his eyes

fastened to the little sore on his arm, playing with the grain of hair.

(Khan 1964:189) 0 A small piece of gum of asefesita (asafoetida), a

piece of a fowl [gizzard], gum incense... a grain of clove, a small

piece of obi... (Simpson 1970:53) 0 “That is a big grain of fowl.”

(1987) 0 Sookram had picked a baigan (melongene) from the garden

which they proceeded to roast. First however one side was cut and a

peeled grain of garlic was inserted into it before it was placed on the

choolha. (Ali 1993:13) 0 No nutsman, though, had the profit margins

to sell the Brian Lara pack of nuts, which, after Australia, used to

contain 267 “grains of nuts”, but must now hold the minimum of 375

or come up to the full 501
.
(Pires 1995b: 15) 0 So he eat the food, and

in the morning, not a grain of hair on he head. 0 “Gi me one grain of

fig.” (2002)

2 n A type of simple harpoon made by sticking a sharpened piece of

wire into a short stick. 0 You can use a grain to fish while snorkeling

in shallow water. 0 Jook it with the grain,

graine amba feuille see GWEN amba FEUILLE

grain-grain see GRENG-GRENG

grains n Semen; sperm contained in the testicles. (< E grain ‘seed’;

also FC gren < Fr graine ‘grain; seed’) 0 He ent have the grains to

make a child.

grains d’or n obs A traditional French Creole woman’s necklace of

large gold metal balls. (< Fr graine ‘bead; pearl’ + d'or ‘of gold') 0 A
woman dressed a la Martiniquen with chemise, jupe and foulard, a

pair of zanno cylindre in her ears and a string of grains d’or round her

neck and a stiff calanday handkerchief tied turban-wise on her head.

(Inniss 1932)

grampo, grempo 1 n arc Cyanerpes cyaneus, a bird, 12.5 cm (5")

long. C.c. tobagensis (Tob) is slightly larger, /grampo, grempo/ (< Fr

grimpeur ‘climber’ fr habit of creeping along plant stems looking for

flowers) = blue creeper, grimpeur pattes rouges, pink-footed grimp-

ereau, >red-legged grampo 0 Several of our Creepers, or Grimp-

ereaux, are remarkable for their brilliant colours, (de Verteuil

1884:91) 0 It is worth noting that though most of Leotaud’s French-

patois names have disappeared from Trinidad with the people who
gave and used them, the name “Grimpeur” (in the form “Grampo”)

still survives for the birds of this genus. (Belcher & Smooker
1 937b:5 17) 0 (ffrench 1991:361-2)

2 n arc Cyanerpes caeruleus trinitatis, a bird, 11.2 cm (4.5") long.

Male: generally violet blue with black eyestripe, throat, wings and tail;

bill black, down-curved and fairly long; legs bright yellow. = green-

legged grampo, Trinidad honeycreeper, >yellow-legged grampo 0 Sev-

eral of our Creepers, or Grimpereaux, are remarkable for their brilliant

colours, (de Verteuil 1884:91 ) 0 (ffrench 1991:361-2)

gran n Grandchild; grandson or grand-daughter. (< E grand ‘second

degree removed in ascent or descent or relationship'; grandchild

‘son’s or daughter's child’; note E gran ‘grandmother’) 0 She will try

to teach something to a “gran” but can’t teach very much in the time

she has to live. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 1 5-F85-D 1 02) 0

I have twenty-seven grans!

granadilla, granadillo n Passiflora quadrangularis, a cultivated

climbing plant and its edible fruit. /granadilA/ (< Sp granadilla ‘pas-

sion-flower’) = >barbadeen, guavadilla 0 The Granadilla is a bastard

Cocus; much of its nature, and useful in the like cases. (Poyntz

1683:41 ) 0 Granadillo. (Joseph 1838a:82) 0 [T]he Barbadeen or Gra-

nadilla... is a larger fruit, almost as big as a melon, and both its thick,

white flesh and the greyish jelly surrounding the seeds are eaten. The

seed covering has a faint taste of muscat grapes, but the flesh is

insipid. It is used for making ices and fruit creams. (Alford 1960:91)

0 Granadilla or Barbadine Jam. (Hunt 1985a:49)

granadillo see granadilla

gran amba fei see GWEN amba FEI

grand becard n obs Limosafedoa (E marbled godwit), a large shore-

bird, 45 cm (18") long. Generally buff brown with a marbled pattern

on back and wings; underparts barred. Bill long, slightly upturned

bill, pinkish towards base. A migrant through Trinidad. (< Fr grand
‘large’ + becard ‘sandpiper’) 0 (Chapman 1894:77)

Grand Boca see Boca

grand charge, gran charge n A big show; showing off; esp. noisy but

empty threats. See also GALLERY, MAKE ZEEF. 0 Grand charge -

empty threat or boast. (John 1973) 0 He made a grandcharge here and

a gambage there, took one step forward here and three backwards

there, and when it was time to face the music he found himself sur-

rounded on all sides by enemies. Inside the party and out. (EX-S 25

Jan 1987:31) 0 After the dangerous overcrowding... last November...

there was much talk that engineering tests would be carried out on the

overtaxed facilities. In fact the Caribbean Research and Industrial

Institute (CARIRI) was called in as part of the big “gran charge.” And
that is just what it has remained to this day, a big set of “gran charge”.

No tests have been carried out. (Bomb 26 Oct 1990:7) 0 Pappyshow
and mamaguy, Are my stock-in-trade. Fatigue, picong and laughter,

All help me make the grade. Grandcharges is another trait. That helps

me to survive. (Wilkes 1994) 0 The two duellers would move towards

each other, touch hands ceremoniously, dance in circles, “gran-

charge,” and then charge. (Mahabir 2003)

grand coucou manioc n Piaya cayana insulana, a large bird. (< Fr

grand ‘large’ + coucou manioc)
= bucutu, >coucou manioc 1

,
Trini-

dad squirrel cuckoo 0 Cuculus Cayanus... Grand coucou manioc,

(de Verteuil 1884:369)

grand couroucou a ventre jaune n Trogon viridis, a bird, 27.5 cm
(11") long. Male: head and breast dark blue; upperparts green; rump
bluish; wings black; lower underparts golden yellow. (< Fr grand

‘large’ + couroucou
,
prob. fr sound of call + Fr a ventrejaune ‘with a

yellow belly’) = >couroucouai 0 (Chapman 1894:62)

grand dance n Tob A large-scale village dance on a particularly fes-

tive occasion. (< E grand ‘characterized by great splendour, display’)

0 At night [on Christmas] there is the “grand dance” at the village

school, where the young and the old dance to the strains of the village

band, and at which every man provides himself with the largest bath

towel with which he mops his sweating brow and that of his partner

from time to time. (Ottley 1969:69)

grande aigrette n obs Ardea alba , a large heron-like bird, 1 m (39")

tall. All white, with yellow bill and black legs. (< Fr grande ‘large’ +
aigrette ‘plume; egret’) = long gaulin, >white egret 0 (Chapman

1894:81)

grand ecaille, grantaki, gran t’ecaille, grantiki n Tarpon atlanticus

(E tarpon), a large marine fish (sometimes brackish to fresh-water)

prized as a game fish, but not considered very good for eating

because of plentiful bones. (< Fr grande ‘large’ + ecaille ‘scale’) =

big-scale, old wife 0 Among the less usual or more curious Fish

recently exposed for sale in the market, were. ..the Grand-ecaille or

Big scale, a large stout and handsome fish, covered with large,

prettily-starred, silvery scales. (TC 9 Feb 1877:3) 0 The Grande-

ecaille is common but neglected, (de Verteuil 1884:393) 0 The

sun’s... rays are reflected from the scaly sides of huge fish (Called by

the French Creoles Grand Ecaille) as they leap out of the water.

(JFNC Oct 1892:94) 0 The Tarpon or Grand-ecaille.... is far ahead of

the others in point of wiliness and general cunning... At one time he

will hit the bait with a rush, directly he feels the hook, executing a

tiger-like spring from the water into the air, in all probability ejecting

the hook at first jump, especially if it has taken him in the top jaw or

palate where it cannot possibly find secure hold on account of the

bony plates there... Even when gaffed and put in the boat he must be

speedily stunned with a club or he will jump out again. The local fish-

erman have a proverb to the effect that “the grand-ecaille is never

dead until he is in the pot.” (Vincent 1910:26) 0 The best sporting and

most difficult fish to be caught trolling is undoubtedly the tarpon or

grande ecaille as it is known locally... The whole upper palate is a

mass of bone as hard as steel, while in addition to great strength and
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indomitable courage, this fish is full of guile and will jump time after

time and endeavour to break the wire by every conceivable means.

{Trinidad Riviera 1924:123-124) 0 Tarpon, grande ecaille. (Boeseman

1960:86) 0 At one point we saw a number of small cat fish and at

another a fish, possibly a gran t’ecaille, kept showing a fin above

water. (Farrell 1984:21) 0 Others like grouper, mullet, grantiki, sar-

dines and lots of shrimps made their way to Gasparillo a mile or two

away by meanders... Some grantiki weighed up to seventy and eighty

pounds when caught. (Deen 1994:31)

grandee bakra clothes n obs A NEGRO’S holiday clothes. (< E grand

‘great or important above others of the same kind’ + bakra) 0 (Carmi-

chael 1833) 0 The vast majority of those going to market would be

women. They would be dressed in their best, their ‘grandee buckra

clothes’ as the English-speaking slaves put it, for market was not only

an economic opportunity but very much also a great social occasion,

(de Verteuil 1992:167)

grande mauve a pattes noires n obs Sterna sandvicensis, a seabird,

42.5 cm (17") long. Black cap with crest at back of head; upperparts

pale grey; underparts white; forked tail; legs black. Bill usu. all

yellow, but some individuals have varying amounts of black. (< Fr

grande ‘large’ + mauve ‘tern’ + a pattes noires ‘with black legs’) =

>black-legged tern 0 (Chapman 1894:84)

grandes ailes n obs Tringa solitaria solitaria [= Totanus solitarius, T.

chloropygius

]

(E solitary sandpiper ), a bird, 20 cm (8") long. Black-

ish brown above; spotted and streaked with white on head and neck;

prominent pale eye-ring; outer tail barred black and white; underparts

white; bill black; legs dark green. A fairly common visitor to both

Trinidad and Tobago, in freshwater areas. (< Fr grandes ‘large’ +

ailes ‘wings’) 0 Grandes ailes. (Chapman 1894:77)

grand gosier n Pelecanus occidentalis, a common coastal pelican

bird, 1.1-1.3 m (42-54") long, with a 2 m (6.5') wingspan. White

crown; back of head and neck dark red-brown; upperparts and wings

silvery grey edged with black. Large pouch under throat is used to

scoop up and store fish, /gran gozie/ (< Fr grand ‘big’ + FC gosier

< Fr gros yeux ‘big eye’) = bacula, ben, >big ben 0 Grand-gosier.

(Chapman 1894:83) 0 (ffrench 1991:45-6)

grandmaster n A title of respect for an outstanding older calypsonian;

usu. refers to the late (Lord) Kitchener. (< E grandmaster ‘the title

given a player, e.g. in chess, who wins first prize in a great interna-

tional tournament; an unusually skilled player’) 0 It may very well

have been the great Lord Kitchener himself, the calypso grandmaster,

who recently popularised this singing about Carnival. (TG 22 Feb

1973:4) 0 “I would be very happy if this happens. It will be a dream

come true,” confesses the grandmaster of calypso. {EX 17 Jan 1993:2)

0 Some five years ago. Grandmaster Kitchener stopped a budding

female artiste from rendering an anti-American ditty at his tent. Her

sin? She was offending Yankee tourists, Kitch reasoned. {TTM2 Feb

1996:9)

grand pan n In sugar processing, the first and largest container, about

600 gallons, into which the sugarcane juice is put to boil. (< E grand
‘very large’ + pan") 0 The liquor is now of a pale amber colour, and is

fit to undergo the process of boiling... The liquor runs first into the

‘grand,’ or pan farthest from the furnace, which holds about six hun-

dred gallons. As it evaporates, it is passed on, by means of ladles, to

the next pan, and from it to the next; and so on, getting thicker and

more sirupy, until it reaches the ‘tache,’ which is the smallest of the

pans, and holds one hundred and twenty gallons. (On a sugar estate

1882:255)

grand siffleur a fete grise n obs Vireo altiloquus [~ Vireo calidris]

(E black-whiskered vireo), a bird, 15 cm (6") long. Upperparts yel-

lowish green; underparts whitish; crown olive brown; black cheek

stripe. An uncommonly seen migrant through Trinidad, usu. in forests

or forest edges. (< Fr grand ‘large’ + siffleur ‘whistler’ + a tete grise

‘with a grey head’) 0 (Chapman 1894:26)

Grand Stand n A building and raised rows of seating on the south

side of the stage on the QUEEN’S Park Savannah used during

Panorama and Carnival. This was demolished in 2007. (<E
grandstand ‘principal raised seating at race course, etc.’) 0 Grand

Stand: Areas of seating on the south side of the Savannah stage where

the judges and the quieter audiences sit. One can generally hear better

in the grand stand and this is where pan aficionados sit during

Panorama. (Scher 2003: 182) 0 “They take down the Grand Stand and

putting up a cultural centre.” (2007)

granny n A term of respect for an old or older woman, not necessarily

a blood relative. Can be used playfully, or negatively if the person is

clearly too young for the label. (< E granny ‘a familiar, endearing, or

contemptuous synonym of grandmother ) 0 (Uh 1883:249) 0 When
the bells were rung rice was thrown about lavishly by four aged

women called the “grannies.” These “grannies” bathed the feet of

converts, passed them under a banner, banded their heads with white

cloths, and told the “converts” that their souls were now free. (WG 8

Dec 1930:5) 0 You know that women pass from being ‘Cousin’ to

‘Moms’ to ‘Auntie’ to ‘Grannie’ depending on their age and appeal to

the speaker. (2001

)

granny backbone n Bauhinia guianensis, a large, tough, woody,

twisting climbing native plant; paired leaflets fold onto each other;

stem flattened and pocketed, resembling a ladder. = >liane tasso 0 If

you had fever from head to feet... granny back bone, mini root or

zebba faru. (Relator “Bush Medicine” 1971) 0 Cheryl, owner of The

Herbarium, put together a concoction of ginseng, “granny backbone”

and bois bande and came up with “Thunder” to help spruce up the

love lives of our men. “Bois bande, mystical for its aphrodisiac qual-

ity, is still popularly requested in Trinidad.”... All [the guys] are inter-

ested in is getting, or maybe giving, “Thunder.” (Punch 26 Nov
1989:5) 0 Granny Backbone and Shado Beni, when mixed, boiled and

drunk, is good for bladder ailments. (EN 10 Sept 1989)

granny coffee n Senna occidentalis, an erect shrubby native plant

1-2 m (3-6') tall. Leaves compound, often with a narrow red margin.

Flowers yellow, 10-14 mm (.4-. 54") long, obovate-elliptical. Fruit

pod oblong with abruptly pointed tip, compressed or somewhat swol-

len when ripe; seeds in one row, broadly ovoid, dark brown, 4 mm
(.16") long. Parched seeds are used for making a bitter coffee-like

beverage. = bruca, cafe boucat, cafe zeb payi, jumbie coffee, mayo-

mal (coffee), negro coffee, stinking weed, >wild coffee
1

, zeba coffee,

zebian coffee 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:44)

granpupa n Grandfather; father’s father. (< E grand ‘the second

degree removed in ascent or descent or relationship’ + pupa) 0 ‘That

is so. I is a Brahmin, me poopa was a Brahmin, me gran’poopa was a

Brahmin What wrong with that?’ (Naipaul 1976:85)

grantaki, gran t’ecaille, grantiki see GRAND ECAILLE

granthi bandhan n A ceremony in a Hindu wedding. 0 Granthi Band-

han. One end of a yellow piece of cloth string is tied to the clothing of

the dulahin’s father and the other end tied or pinned to the dulahin’s

mother. The parents then perform puja to their daughter by washing

her feet, applying chandan to her forehead and doing aarti. Paan leaf

and flowers are then put on the heads of the dulaha and dulahin by her

father. The dulaha and dulahin look at each other and the flowers on

their heads are exchanged as this song is sung. (Holass-Beepath

2002:93)

gran-zafe n A big party, celebration. (< FC < Fr grand ‘big’ + affaire

‘affair; celebration’) 0 “When yuh story book comes out, we will

have a big granzafe in the village.” (1990) 0 My sister Sybil set the

traditional pace when with deft fingers she turned my wedding veil

into Barbara’s christening frock. Two other children have worn that

robe. So that while my own events could not be called grands zaf-

faires the sentimental content was certainly there. (Maynard 1992:88)

grap see also GRAPPE

grap n A large agricultural fork with bent-over tines used for cleaning

out drains, etc. (< Sp grapa ‘hook’) 0 Doh leave that grap in the road,

grape 1 n Coccoloba latifolia, a small native tree, often of several

trunks, to 15 m (49') tall. Leaves rounded, about 30 cm (98') in

diameter; crinkly or bumpy surface, sometimes with scattered hairs.

Flowers small, whitish, in large spreading panicles. Individual fruits

purplish, almost spherical, about 1 cm (.4") in diameter, borne in long

large clusters, containing one somewhat 3-angled ribbed seed, (fr
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resemblance of fruits to E grape)
= big leaf, coccoloba, >cuchape l

,

stave-wood, wild grape 0 (Marshall 1934:79) 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:492-3)

2 n Coccoloba cruegeri [~ C. ernstii], a native tree to 12 m (38') tall.

Young branches ash-coloured, finely ridged. Leaves ovate-elliptic to

rounded, to 22 x 16 cm (8.6 x 6.2"). 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:491)

grapefruit n Usu. cultivated Citiiis x paradisi, the Trinidad Marsh

grapefruit variety. = Trinidad Marsh (grapefruit) 0 Of the grape-

fruit cultivated here, the best market variety is known as the Marsh.

(Alford 1960:89)

grape shoemaker n Historis odius orion [= Aganisthus odius, Nymph-
alis orion], a large butterfly, wingspan to 10 cm (4"). Dark brown

with a large orange mark on inner upper wings; small white spot near

upper wing-tips; brown lower and under wings. = shoemaker4 0

(Kaye 1904) 0 (Kaye 1921:44) 0 (Barcant 1970:89)

graphophone n obs Gramophone; record player. 9 (Haynes 1987:41

)

grappe, grap 1 n A bunch of fruits growing together, such as bananas

or coconuts. See also GRAIN. (< Fr grappe ‘assemblage of flowers or

fruits’) 0 He bring me a big grappe of piwa.

2

n Anything that comes in groups, bunches, quick sequence. 0 “Yeh,

we had our chirren by the grappe.” (1979) 0 After a “grap” of bands

elected to perform Rudder’s Panama at the preliminaries of their

respective zones, most of them have been weeded out. (EX 7 Feb

1988:15) 0 After the death of the Jupiter children and now this

[explosion] you kinda annoyed with God, asking “Not by earthquake.

Not by hurricane. You just zapping we in grap.” (EX 1 May 1988:16)

0 The lady on the jump-seat near the door curled herself into a tight

ball, grabbing a grappe of parcels even closer to her bosom, as though

she expected open confrontation. (EX 25 Dec 1 994: 1 1

)

grassbird 1 n Any of several small songbirds which inhabit tall

grasses. (< E grass, fr usual habitat; E grass-bird usu. refers to species

of sandpipers) 0 A dozen little Grass-birds, Along my lattice came, all

with their proper pass-words. Each with his family name, Their chief,

the Pico-Plata, Of ancient Spanish fame. (Russell 1922:43)

2 n arc Volatinia jacarina, a small dark bird, 10 cm (4") long. =

beezing finch, black finch, black poochi, >cici zeb, grassy, johnny

jump-up, petit cici-zebe noir, savannah bird, zwee 0 Sesi zebe, alias

Savannah or Grass Bird. (TSp 11 Nov 1846:2)

3 n Sporophila intermedia, a bird, 11.2 cm (4.5") long. Male: head,

upper breast and upperparts dark grey; lower underparts white. =

cici-zebe gris, grey grass-bird, >picoplat', ring-neck
1

,
Venezuelan 2

,

venezuelian
2

, veni 0 (Chapman 1894:33)

4 n Sporophila bouvronides, a bird, 1 1.2 cm (4.5") long. Male: head

and upperparts black; rump and small wing-patch white; cheeks

white. = ^hat 1

,
cici-zebe a cravatte noire, moustache finch 0

(Chapman 1894:34)

5 n Sporophila nigricollis, a bird, 11.2 cm (4.5") long. Male: head,

neck and upper breast blackish; upperparts dull olive; rest of under-

parts pale yellow. = bee d’argenf, cici-zebe a ventre jaune, >ring-

neck2
,
silver beak", yellow-bellied finch 0 (Chapman 1894:34)

6 n Sporophila minuta minuta, a small songbird, 10 cm (4") long.

Male head and upper back bluish grey; wings and tail dark brown

edged grey, with small white patch on wing; lower back and under-

parts dark red-brown. = cici-zebe a ventre roux, ^obin 1

,
small red-

bellied finch

7 n Oryzoborus crassirostris , a bird, 15 cm (6") long. Male black,

with large white wing-patch; bill massive, whitish to bluish. = gros

cici-zebe noir, large black (finch), >twa-twa 0 (Chapman 1894:34)

grass bottle n Pieces of broken or splintered bottle glass. = >glass

bottle 0 Grass (glass) bottle cut my foot (ESTT 1956) 0 Grass bottle =

glass bottle. (John 1973)

grass cart n A cart used to haul cut grass for animal fodder, usu. hav-

ing upright extended poles to contain the grass, and pulled by a draft

animal. 0 A little boy... slipped and fell, coming in contact with a

passing grass cart. (POSG 19 Nov 1907:4) 0 The little girl in attempt-

ing to cross collided with a grass cart. (TG 8 Mar 1921:12)

Grass Depot see GRASS-MARKET

grassee see GRASSY

grass house n A small house with a roof thatched with long grass. 0

The barahar tree was tall. Taller than a grass house but not taller than

a mango or a carat tree. (Ladoo 1972: 109)

grass knife n A small, curved, sickle-shaped knife, with a toothed

inside edge, used to cut grass. = hassowar 0 [He] jumped down and

with a grass knife made two cuts at him. (POSG 12 Nov 1907:6) 0 He
also saw the hat and grassknife... He told me he was going to cut

grass. He took his grassknife. (TG 24 Jan 1936:1 1) 0 Yes that nigger

woman too dangerous, When she saw she couldn’t put an end to me
life. She even tackle me with the old grass knife. (Caresser “Madame
Khan” 1938) 9 Pointing his hand with the grass-knife in the direction

of the frail old lady in the distance. (Woolward ca 1976:2) 9 One day

he said to her, “Let us go for grass across the river.” Without a word

she picked up the grass-knife and stood waiting for him to lead the

way. (Bowyer 1974:16) 9 There was a figure on it that resembled

her grass-knife. Sanyasi had told her that that was a five. (Naipaul

1976:195) 9 Last of all came Jaggu, rake-thin but the most aggressive

of the three. He always gripped his grass knife, even now, as if he was

about to attack some enemy. (Ramlakhan 1994:30)

grass machet(e) n Mastigodryas boddaerti boddaerti (Trin), M. b.

dimni (Tob), a non-venomous snake, (prob. ff being most often seen

in grassy areas + machet1

) = couesse, grass snake, machet3
, >machet

couesse" 9 (Emsley 1977)

grass-market. Grass Depot n obs A specialized market place where

vendors sell cut grass for livestock fodder. One esp. large one in Port

of Spain was located at the comer of Duke and St. Vincent Streets. 9

“Dances held regularly... in the house adjoining the Grog Shop near

the Grass Market”. (POSG 15 Feb 1833, in de Verteuil 1992:206) 9

The Town Clerk read the report... complaining of the present filthy

state of the Grass Market. (TRD 15 Sept 1849:3) 9 The “Grass Mar-

ket” at the comer of St. Vincent and Duke Streets, which was not

originally built to be a market place, was pressed into service as such

by the authorities in order to accommodate the people of the west

side, for anyone from Corbeau Town or New Town daring to go to

the Eastern Market would be unmercifully beaten. (WG 8 Mar
1919:5) 9 The Cart or Grass Market, where people went to buy grass

or cane tops for their animals was on the site of Columbus Square...

In later years the north-western comer of Duke and St. Vincent

Streets was known as the Grass Market, where cut grass for animals

was sold. (Mavrogordato 1977:19-20) 9 Port of Spain 1768... the

grass market (the trading area) to the south-east was flourishing with

its traders from the mainland and the illegal European merchants and

Amerindians were coming and going and building temporary shelters

for their convenience. (Lewis 1983:57) 9 A bundle of grass was big

enough to feed one horse for one day and was sold for one cent...

Some of the grass was also taken to the Grass Depot in Duke Street,

(de Verteuil 1989:219)

grass mouse n Akondon urichi, a heavy-bodied mouse with short

limbs, short tail, long thick coarse fur. Dark chocolate brown with

slightly paler underparts; feet and tail blackish. 9 (Alkins 1979:26)

grass snake n Mastigodryas boddaerti boddaerti (Trin) or M.b. dunni

(Tob), a non-venomous snake. Tan with two light side stripes; yellow

or white under head. Juvenile is checkered brown and cream, (prob. fr

being more commonly seen in grassy areas than the machet savan) -

couesse, grass machet, machet3
,
>machet couesse

1,2
9 (Emsley 1977)

grassy, grassee n Volatinia jacarina , a small dark bird, (fr common
habitat of tall grass) = beezing finch, black finch, black poochi, >cici

zeb
1

,
grass bird, johnny jump-up, petit cici-zebe noir, savannah bird,

zwee 9 The grassee was and is considered real trash and not worthy of

keeping. (1988)

grater 1 n A metal food grater; used as a musical percussion instrument

by moving a metal rod over the protruding edges of the holes to make a

continuous rasping sound. (< E grater ‘a tool with a rasping surface

formed by punching holes with sharp edges, used for grating foods into

small particles’) 9 With cries of “jou ouvert” yesterday morning the

Carnival opened. There were the usual hideous and dirty looking mask-

ers, making the greatest noise on old tins, graters and other discordant
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instruments. (Mitror 23 Feb 1909:6) 0 [I]t is exceedingly disgusting to

see the masquers as they parade the streets, creating a din, with tin

pans, graters, bottles, spoons and bamboos with here and there the

tinkle of discordant cuatro, guitar, or flute &c. (Mirror 20 Feb 1912:6)

0 Here the musical paraphernalia were confined to the popular “instru-

ments” of the proletariat, which consisted of lengths of hollow reeds of

bamboo, a small grater operated on by a musician with a stick, a

“schack schack” and the inevitable empty gin flask with a tin spoon as

a beater. (TG 23 Feb 1919:5) 0 Calypsoes floated from the strings of

guitars, from flutes, drums, bottle and spoons, graters, saxophones and

every kind of improvised musical instrument which could be found.

(TG 1 Mar 1933:1)

2 v Grate; reduce to small particles by rasping or rubbing against a

rough surface. 0 I am going to grater the coconut. (ESTT 1956) 0

Boy dat concrete eh used to play hard. Pants bottom used to grate

way real bad. (Keens-Douglas 1975:45) 0 “The chocolate ones that

melt can’t class up to the ones you grater.” (1990) 0 “You can grater

the (blue) soap and throw it in the machine and it will wash clean

too.” (Loubon 2001)

grater corn 1 n Mature raw com, still on the STICK or cob. (< grater
2

,

ready to be gratered) 0 Bring me some grater com.

2 n Dry grated com, commeal; used to prepare COOCOO, PAYME, etc.

(< grater
2

,
having been gratered) 0 Put all the grater com in the pan.

grater wood n Lantana camara, a loosely erect or scrambling native

shrub with rough, angular, sometimes prickly, stems. Leaves ovate,

aromatic. Flowers small, yellow turning orange or pinkish-red, in

stalked clusters, (fr resemblance of small recurved triangular prickles

on the stem to metal grater points) = black sage
2

, >kayakeet, ramongsi,

rock sage, white sage
2

, wild sage, zeb kayakeet 0 (Laurence 1976:6) 0

Grater Wood, Kayakeet, Kayakit, Ramongsi. (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:106) 0 The stem is also covered with short prickles

which occur randomly along the stem. These are triangular in appear-

ance and also recurved; the name “Grater Wood” alludes to this fea-

ture. (Morean 1987:10) 0 Grater wood. Lantana camara. Infusions of

leaf and stem are taken as required for colds and fever. (Seaforth et al

1998:525) 0 Grater wood bush. (Wallace 2002:35)

gratotan see GATOTAN

graveyard bush n Cissampelos pareira , a climbing native shmb. =

cat-ears bush, >patacon, velvet leaf 0 Among other items they offer

are: rosemary bush, okra seeds, lanebwah. Wonder of the World...

graveyard bush, ayfayray, and man-better-man bush. (Simpson

1970:60) 0 Add one bundle of graveyard bush... and one unpeeled

garlic. (Morean M-l)

grease 1 n Cooking oil or fat. (< E grease ‘melted animal fat; any oily

or fatty matter’; dial E ‘inferior butter’) 0 Put more grease.

2 n A mixture, usu. of Vaseline and colouring, used by in Carnival
esp. by some JAB-JAB or DEVIL MAS players. (< E grease ‘any oily

or fatty matter, esp. as a lubricant’) 0 Johnnie and Carole Lee have

overseen the annual construction of several hundred of the most basic

of all Trinidad Carnival costumes - horns, tails, pitchforks, and a

choice of body coverings, mostly the compound of bentonite (powder

used in the drilling industry) mixed with water which is known as

“mud.” Also available is “grease” made from Vaseline and pigment

or colored body paint. (Chang 1998:216)

grease hand n Bribe; payment to have someone do something wrong or

illegal to the payer’s advantage. (< E grease a hand/palm ‘bribe’) 0 “You
hear me talking about this new dam they build. If you know how much
grease-hand and boboll pass there.” (Hill 1966b: 14) 0 But the police and

them only looking for a little grease-hand. (Stewart 1989:150) 0 At pay

times women and children could be seen outside the mm shops trying to

get money from their men-folk before much of it was used in “grease

hand” (goodwill gifts ofmoney) and liquor. (Cummings 2004:81)

grease heel phr Run away at great speed; take off quickly. (< E grease

‘make something ran easily, as by adding lubricant’) 0 I had no fear

but they shot me partner St. Clair, I grease me heel and disappear.

(Tiger “Miss Marie’s Advice” 1939)

grease money n Bribes; illegal payments made for gaining influence.

(< E grease ‘bribe; payment given to gain influence’) 0 [The company]

was said to have made about a million payments in grease payments in

grease money to all kinds of people. (Bomb 12 June 1987:8)

greasy burglar n obs A night-time thief who strips off his clothes and

puts grease or oil all over his body to prevent anyone from catching

and holding him. (< E grease ‘oily or fatty matter, esp used as a lubri-

cant’) = >Gumbo Glissay 0 He is known to be a greasy burglar... As
Jim was very slippery their hands could not get a proper hold... It was

an extraordinary sight to see “Jim” in his “naturals” greased with

coconut oil. (Alexander 1909:27)

greasy bush n Tournefortia hirsutissima
, a erect native shrub to 2 m

(6.4') tall, or a robust climber with stems to 6 m ( 19') or longer. Stem

and leaves with coarse brownish hairs. Leaves broadly elliptical to

ovate, long pointed tip, 15 x 8 cm (5.8 x 3.1") or larger. Leaf juice

lathers, and is used as a shampoo. = >cattle tongue, jigger bush, rough

bush 0 (Williams & Williams 1941:301) 0 (FTT 1953-2-4:203) 0

(Howard 1989-6:208)

greasy rice n A dish made with rice and coconut oil, without meat. =

diri jal 0 Well done, yes, it taste real nice. But not me with that greasy

rice. (Growler “Demi Gal” 1940) 0 [A]h cook up a big pot a greasy

rice wid plenty a pig tail, an’ as a side dish now, ah have zaboca an’

dumpling. (Macaw 1960:3)

great crested cacique n arc Psarocolius decumamis insularis, a large

bird, 42.5 cm (17") long. Mostly black, with a reddish brown rump and

long yellow tail; narrow black crest long but not often visible, (fr large

size and crest + cacique) = cacique
3

,
cacique huppe, carouge

3
,

combird4 , crested cacique, great crested combird, large combird, merle

laque jaune, pogga, yellow combird, >yellow-tail
!

0 (Roberts 1934:98)

great crested cornbird n arc Psarocolius decumamis insularis, a

bird, 42.5 cm (17") long. Mostly black, with a reddish brown ramp
and long yellow tail; narrow black crest, (fr large size and crest +

cornbird*) = cacique
3

, cacique huppe, carouge3
, combird4

,
crested

cacique, great crested cacique, large combird, merle laque jaune,

pogga, yellow combird, >yellow-tail*

greater Asiatic yam n Dioscorea alata , a cultivated vine, stems con-

spicuously 4-winged or 4-angled; leaves opposite, ovate to round,

often deeply heart-shaped at base. Male flowers in 20 cm (7.8") long

panicles of whorled spikes up to 3 cm (1.2") long; female flowers

in simple solitary spikes up to 25 cm (9.7") long, (fr being native to

South East Asia) = chupri aloo, coconut yam, >Lisbon yam, oriental

yam, St. Vincent red yam. water yam, white yam 0 (CFNI 1971:24) 0

(FTT 1983-3-3:225)

greater duckweed n Spirodela polyrhiza, a free-floating freshwater

native aquatic plant, 3-8 mm (. 12-.3
1

") long, almost as broad, some-

times tinged pink above, usu. purplish beneath. (< E duckweed
‘Lemna, a group of similar floating aquatic plants’) 0 (FTT 1986-3-

4:371)

greater round-eared bat n Tonatia bidens , a bat. 0 (Alkins 1979:54)

greater spear-nosed bat n Phvllostomus hastatus hastatus , a bat. 0

(Alkins 1979:54)

greater Trinidadian fruit bat n Artibeus lituratus pabnarum, a fruit-

eating bat. = Artibeus 0 These were two common species of Artibeus
- the greater and the lesser Trinidadian fruit bats, widely distributed

over the island. (Worth 1967:223) 0 (Alkins 1979:56)

greater Trinidadian spiny rat n Proechimys trinitatis, a rodent; fur

bristly and spiny, yellowish-brown; spines tipped with buffy-white;

undersides slightly paler. = peelwee, >piloree, porcupine rat, spiny rat

0 (Alkins 1979:32-3)

greater white-lined bat n Chiroderma villosum villosum, a fruit-eat-

ing bat. 0 (Alkins 1979:56Z)

great firefly n obs Pyrophorus pellucens, an elaterid beetle. It has two

steady lights on the side of the head which can be dimmed, and a third

light under belly which lights up on take-off and in flight, (fr larger size

than candlefly ox firefly) = candlefly', >fire beetle, firefly', labelle 0

The Great Fire Fly (Fulgora Phosphorea). This is beyond comparison

the most beautiful of the Phosphoric insects. It has two round azure

lights above his eyes when he walks; when he leaps or flies, he discov-

ers a large lambent ruby-coloured light in the abdomen; the contrast of
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his pair of blue lights in the thorax, and the more brilliant flame in his

abdomen, is most beautiful. (Joseph 1 838a:7 1

)

great house n The main house of the owners of an ESTATE. Note: This

use is uncommon in Trinidad and Tobago, but, like BIG HOUSE, is used

generally elsewhere in the Caribbean, and thus is often used in tourist-

oriented publications. 9 Like all plantation houses of the period, the

count's mansion was known as “the great house”. (Chauharjasingh

1982) 0 Stop along the way to look at the “great house” at Belle Garden

and Richmond. (Knox 1987:8) 0 At the end of a bumpy driveway is

the “Great House,” constructed in 1906-1908 as a Victorian estate

house and perched over a forest valley alive with birds and butterflies.

(Lambie 1988:218)

great kingfisher n Ceryle torquata (E ringed kingfisher), a bird,

40 cm (16") long. Male: crested head and upperparts blue-grey with

white collar; most of underparts dark reddish-brown; lower belly

whitish; bill very large, mostly black. Female has blue-grey band

across upper breast. A rare visitor to Trinidad. = gros martin-

pecheur 0 (Chapman 1 894:62)

great kiskadee see KISKADEE

great mind n A strong inclination, desire. (< arc E great mind ‘desire;

wish’) 0 I have a great mind to fire you. (ESTT 1956)

great tick-bird n Crotophaga major , a bird, 42.5 cm (17") long.

Glossy bluish black; long tail; massive bill with high ridge on lower

half of upper beak giving a broken-nosed effect. Excitable and usu.

found in groups. = >gros merle cobo, marsh tick-bird 0 Gros Merle

Corbeau. (Chapman 1894:64) 0 The great tick bird... is very similar

though larger... The variety of food taken is even greater... Jack Span-

iards, Polistes canadensis, added to this apparently unpleasant diet.

(Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 15)

green anole n Anolis trinitatus, a small lizard from the Lesser Antilles,

prob. introduced from St. Vincent. Female 5.7 cm (2.2”), male 7.4 cm
(2.9 cm), plus tail. Scales on upper surfaces of limbs and toes keeled.

Back bright green to green-blue, with yellow on jaws and belly;

female muted; either sex can turn dark brown. Skin around eye is

dark; head and forebody have some blue mottling... Urban garden

distribution, now probably reduced to small localized populations

around San Fernando. Hybridization and competition with A. aeneus,

the GREY-SPECKLED ANOLE, may have resulted in reduced numbers.

= tree lizard 0 (Boos 1977c) 0 (Murphy 1997: 145)

greenback n Tob Caranx hippos, an edible marine fish. = camard

(cavalli), carangue (camard), >cavalli, yellow cavalli 9 Three other

species of cavalli or karang, belonging to the same family Carangi-

dae, called in Tobago "greenbacks”; in Trinidad “camard,” “cavalli,”

“carangue”... give good sport trolling. (Guppy 1922:444) 9 The

greenbacks, or carangues, put up a good fight when hooked, and are

considered good game fish; they are often big and heavy, and know
how to put their weight on the line. (Guppy 1922:467)

greenback (turtle) n Chelonia mydas, a large marine turtle, (fr dark

greenish-black shell) = caouane", common turtle, >green turtle 9

(Kenny & Bacon 1981:129)

green-band see BAND*'

green bush n A children’s game in which players always have a green

leaf, (fr green colour + bush
6

)
= > green leaf 9 “Green Bush” - one

had to be continuously in possession of a green leaf to be shown when
called upon. (Cummings 2004:1 14)

green cattle heart n Parides sesostris sesostris Papilio sesostris

sesostris], a butterfly, the southern Trinidad version of the CATTLE
HEART, wingspan 6.9 cm (2.75"). Male black with iridescent green

markings on upper wings; inside margins of lower wings white.

Female black with white markings on the upper wings; brick red

markings on the under wings. = southern cattle heart 9 (Ambard

1959:16) 9 (Barcant 1970: 1 19)

green coconut n A young coconut, having a green outer HUKS, indi-

cating that the inside of the nut contains drinkable COCONUT WATER.
(< E green, fr colour + ‘unripe; immature; retaining natural moisture;

not dried’) 9 “He decided, when he was up in the tree, that he will

need something to drink with the crab and [dumplings], and so he

picked a couple of green coconuts as well,” the lawyer claimed, not

quite able to keep a straight face. (TN 13 Aug 1993:3)

green cong n Lycodontis funebris (E green moray eel), a marine eel,

to 1 .9 m (6') long, mostly dark green in colour. = anguille tete chien"

9 Green cong... Rocky bottom. Will take hook. Epicures eat it with

avidity. (Vincent 1910:53)

green copper n Caria domitianus, a small butterfly, wingspan to

2.5 cm (

1

"). Dark brown with a large splash of bright iridescent green

centrally on forewing. Underside: male, magenta brown with tiny

black spots; female, light brown with tiny black spots. (< colour +
copper“) 9 (Barcant 1970:220)

Green Corner n arc The junction of Tragarete Road, Park Street and

St. Vincent Street in the heart of downtown Port of Spain; in the past

esp., a major meeting place for lively night life, stick-fights, etc. (ft for-

merly green-painted buildings at intersection) 9 Mastifay, Mastifay,

meet me down by the Kwaizay, Cut-outter, Cut-outter, meet me down
by Green Comer. (Small Island Pride “Carnival Celebration” 1955) 9

Green Comer is for Port of Spain what Piccadilly Circus is for London
and Times Square, Broadway, for New York. (Mittelholzer 1958:41) 9

Me one - Me one. If they hotter than pepper they could wait by Green

Comer. (Small Island Pride “Stickmen Bacchanal” 1959 pr) 9 [On

March 20, 1955] Theodore Sealey of the Sunday Gleaner, Jamaica...

cited “Green Comer” - a modem piece based on a red light night life

zone which featured the dramas of the men and women - the saga boys

and Jamettes who frequented the area. (Ahye 1983:43) 9 While jump-

ing up in a band, I end up in confusion. The band was at Green Comer,

Ah jumping with Rebecca. (Blue Boy “Rebecca" 1983 pr, Williams

1983) 9 When they positioned themselves at “Green Comer” (comer of

St. Vincent and Park Streets), bands from the West had to turn down
Edward Street and missed the competition because Highlanders stood

there for hours and would not move. (EX 24 Jan 1988:13) 9 There used

to be a rumshop at the comer of Park and Tragarete Road, the walls of

which were painted green, so the comer became known as Green

Comer. It was a terminal for taxis commuting to and from the districts

on the western outskirts of the city known as Carenage and Point

Cumana, which were close to the U.S. Naval Bases at Chaguaramas,

during World War II. With servicemen patronizing the shop, Green

Comer grew notorious. (Moses 1988:253) 9 [T]here was no stopping

the Gokool [brothers’] race to fame and fortune. Valuable and choice

property was bought up right, left and centre. These included the

famous Green Comer and others on Park, Sackville and St Vincent

Streets. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:28)

green coscorob n Aequidens pulcher, a freshwater cichlid fish.

Medium-sized, with iridescent blue markings. Sometimes eaten; a

commercial aquarium fish, (fr blue-green markings) = >blue coscorob,

coscie, coscorob, small coscorob 9 (Kenny 1995:61) 9 (Phillip &
Ramnarine 2001 :32)

green donkey n A cultivated banana of the AAA group, (fr red and

green, or part red and part green skin) = green red, green mataburro,

white donkey, white mataburro 9 ‘Red’ and ‘Green red’ are backyard

clones which are nowhere grown on the plantation scale.... The plants

are tall and vigorous, the bunches rather small - smaller than one

would expect from the size of the plants. (Stover & Simmonds

1987:119,163)

green dragon n Alesa prema, a small butterfly, wingspan 4.2 cm
(1.7"). Male coloured in lines and spots of brilliant emerald green

interspersed with divisions of velvet black. Female similar pattern in

light and darker brown shadings. 9 (Barcant 1970:226-7)

green farmer n A farmer who grows vegetables of any or all kinds. 9

The first to come were Chinese, who ... later opened shops, became

butchers or green farmers and many married “creole” or Carib

women. (EX 26 June 1988:51)

green fig n Several varieties of cultivated banana, Musa sp. which are

cooked and eaten when green and not sweet, (fr green skin + E green

‘unripe; immature’ +fig) 9 In the market can be seen. Hundreds wait-

ing for green fig and dasheen. (Atilla “Food Distribution” 1947, in

Rohlehr 1990:377) 9 Papito who sold green figs, plantains, ochroes

and “tamadoes” from his push-cart. (Araujo 1984:27) 9 When called
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upon to show proof of buying the green fig, the young man could not

give proper account of the ownership. (Heat 25 July 1987:18) 0 If

you think green figs are only for soup or fish broth, you better think

again. Or better yet, you should learn to accept new ideas and acquire

new tastes for green figs in a variety of dishes. (TTM-S 17 Feb

1987:28) 0 Boil green figs until tender. (Indar & Ramesar 1988:45) 0

She made him chicken soup with young green ‘figs’ and pumpkin,

and fish broth served with homemade bread. (Persaud 1993:121) 0

He was coming from his eonuco with a supply of ground provisions,

green figs, bananas and com. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:36)

green French plantain n A cultivated plantain of the AAB group,

Green French plantain. Upper sheaths lightly marked with brown, no

pink colorations. More evenly rounded full fruits, coming to a sharper

point than horn plantains, pointing up more vertically on stalk. = com-

mon plantain, creole plantain 0 (Stover & Simmonds 1987:122,164)

greenheart 1 n Tob Tabebuia serratifolia , a tall deciduous native tree,

30-40 m (98-130'). Flowers yellow, in showy masses at intervals dur-

ing the dry season. Wood very hard, heavy, brownish-green, strong,

very durable; used for posts, house pillars, chopping blocks, walking

and fighting sticks. = cogwood 1

, >poui*, yellow poui 0 (FTT 1954-2-

5:327) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000: 1 16)

2 n Tob Tabebuia chrysantha, a deciduous native tree. Flowers in

clusters, bright yellow, funnel-shaped, 4-7 cm (1.6-2. 7"), similar to

YELLOW poui but smaller, with shorter stalks, and radiating outward

rather than drooping. Wood extremely hard, heavy, durable, almost

black. = >black poui, cogwood2
, poui vert 0 The Green Hart is next...

of this sort of Wood they make all manner of Instruments, either for

inlaying, or the use of Turnery. (Poyntz 1683:38) 0 The natural pro-

duce of this Island are several kinds of durable wood, fit for Build-

ings, such as... angeline, greenhart, cedar. (Explication 1769) 0

Among those of our more useful forest trees which peculiarly affect

the mountains are... some others, to which I have been recently

assured by a wood-cutter who works on the Diego Martin heights,

may be added Greenheart and Wallaba. (Carr 1869:403-4) 0 A tree of

gigantic size [in Tobago] is the green-heart, which derives its name
from the fine green dust in its pores, which, coming in contact with

the skin of the workman cutting it, turns it red. This tree gives a most

valuable timber. (Ober 1898:134-5) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:114)

green horsewhip n Leptophis ahaetulla coeraleodorsus
,
a slender non-

venomous snake, to 1.8 m (6') long. Green back with a gold lateral

line; body grey with greenish-brown head and white belly; when the

neck is inflated, shows green-gold sheen. = green machet, jgreen rigo-

ise, Mora, parrot snake, rigoise verte, whiplash, whip snake" 0 Another

was a horse-whip snake, green, and tapering finely off to the tail, not in

reality a dangerous kind, but feared by the Negroes from a supersti-

tious belief that it whips to death any stray Negro it can seize. (Wilkins

1 854: 1 80) 0 The Laura or Parrot snake is so called because of the simi-

larity in its colours to the Parrots that are kept by some people. The top

of the head and the entire length of its body are bright emerald or leaf

green. The under sides are dirty whitish grey and dividing these two

contrasting colours is a line of golden scales... If surprised on a branch

or bush with no means of retreat, the Laura will suddenly open its

mouth to an amazing size, displaying the bright shell pink insides... as

it makes mock strikes. However, as soon as it can it will steal swiftly

away... It is sometimes called the Green Horsewhip as its slim length,

6 feet of it, does look a little like a whip. It eats other reptiles almost

exclusively. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:14) 0 Green Horse Whip. Noc-
turnal and diurnal. Arboreal, small bushes and trees. (Greenhall

1976b: 15) 0 Green horse-whip. (Boos 2001a: 125)

green hummingbird n obs Anthracothorax viridigula , a humming-
bird. = >hausse-col, hausse-col vert 0 Trochilus Pectoralis... Hausse-

colvert, or green humming-bird, (de Verteuil 1884:368)

greenish-bellied petchary n obs Lathrotriccus euleri lawrencei

[= Empidonax lawrencei

]

(E Euler's flycatcher), a bird, 13.1 cm
(5.25") long. Upperparts brown tinged olive; wings darker with 2 dull

buff wing-bars; throat pale grey; breast brownish olive; belly pale

yellow; eye-ring whitish; bill short, broad-based, black above, below
whitish with pink streaks. Common resident in Trinidad, mostly in

forests and cocoa estates in hilly areas. = gobe-mouche a poitrine ver-

datre 0 (Chapman 1894:42)

green jacquot n Sparisoma chysopterum (E green parrotfish), a

marine fish, 45 cm (17.5") long; of inferior eating quality. (< E green

+ Fr jacquot ‘parrot; parrotfish’) 0 (Vincent 1910:49) 0 (Mendes

1940:16)

green leaf n A children’s game in which players agree to always have

a green leaf ready to show. = green bush 0 [MJiddle aged men in

school ties and khaki pants struggling with square root... breaking

biche... cutting green leaf... playing hoop... (Macaw 1960:30) 0 “Len-

nard coming,” I said. She dashed to a tree and picked a leaf. She

seemed suddenly full of play. She looked all around her and then she

saw him coming, and she stood looking towards him, gigglingly, with

both hands behind her back. As Lennard drew near I saw that he had a

whip in one hand and a leaf in the other. He, too, had the giggles. She

said to me, “We cut green-leaf.” ... As Lennard came up he scruti-

nized her with his eyes. They were both grinning and she was holding

up her green leaf in front of her, and as he had his own, neither of

them bothered to say, “Green-leaf!” Lennard raised his whip, jok-

ingly, as if to hit her, and she jumped away. (Anthony 1967:32)

green-legged grampo n obs Cyanerpes caeruleus trinitatis, a bird,

11.2 cm (4.5") long. Male: violet blue with black eyestripe, throat,

wings and tail; bill black, down-curved and fairly long; legs bright

yellow. (< Fr grimpeur ‘climber’ < a pattes soufre ‘with yellowish

legs’) = grampo 2
,
>yellow-legged grampo, Trinidad honeycreeper 0

(Chapman 1894:25) 0 (Roberts 1934:98)

green machet(e) n Leptophis ahaetulla coeruleodorsus, a snake. =

green horsewhip, green rigoise, Mora, parrot snake, rigoise verte,

whiplash, whip snake2
0 Green machete. (Boos 200 la: 125)

green machete see GREEN MACHET
green page n Urania leilus, a day-flying moth. The caterpillar is green

with a blue head, /grin pay (fr green colour of caterpillar + page 1

)
=

page
2

, whitetail (page) 0 The ... greenpage as it is locally called... are

very plentiful here at times: some years they actually swarm, and are to

be seen in flocks, but seldom single. When I have seen this insect sin-

gle, it was never at rest, never flitting about any particular tree, but

always flying in one direction as though on a journey... about the year

1868 they appeared in such large numbers that it was a regular rage

among the boys to collect and pin them all over the partitions of then-

houses, and sell them at 6d. each. (Caracciolo 1 892d: 16) 0 The White-

tailed Page or Green Page of Trinidad... lives not only in Trinidad but

also in Venezuela, the Guyanas and Brazil. (Quesnel 1980c:32)

green pargue n Lutjanus griseus (E grey snapper), an edible marine

fish. = butterfish
2

, mangrove pargue, mangrove snapper, pargue, par-

gue mang 0 (Vincent 1910:47) 0 (Mendes 1940:13)

green parrot n Amazona amazonica, A. a. tobagensis, a bird, 32.5 cm
(13") long. Generally green; blue forehead and eye area; yellow on

crown and cheeks; orange wing-patch; some orange in tail. = cocotte
2

,

gros jacquot. >orange-winged parrot, parrot, Tobago orange-winged

parrot 0 (Chapman 1894:187) 0 “Green Parrot”... [is] classified as a

pest... because of its reputation for attacking cocoa plantations. In fact

this tendency seems rather rare... More commonly, however, it is

hunted for its value as a cage-bird, (ffrench 1991:187-8)

green pea n Pisutn sativum, a cultivated climbing leguminous plant

with long pods each containing a row of round edible seeds. (< E
green, fr bright green colour of seeds + pea ‘Pisum sativum') =
>garden pea, pois salad

green red n A cultivated banana of the AAA group green red. (fr part

red and part green skin) = white donkey, white mataburro 0 ‘Red’ and

‘Green red’ are backyard clones which are nowhere grown on the

plantation scale.... The plants are tall and vigorous, the bunches rather

small - smaller than one would expect from the size of the plants.

(Stover & Simmonds 1987:119,163)

green rigoise n obs Leptophis ahaetulla coeruleodorsus, a slender

non-venomous snake, to 1.8 m (6') long. Green back with a gold lat-

eral line. (< E green + FC rigwaz < Fr rigoise ‘whip’ fr slender flexi-

ble form) = green horsewhip, green machet, Mora, parrot snake,

rigoise verte, whiplash, whip snake" 0 We waded stream after stream
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under the bamboo clumps, and in one of them we saw swimming a

green rigoise, or whip-snake, which must have been nearly ten feet

long. It swam with its head and the first two feet of its body curved

aloft like a swan, while the rest of the body lay along the surface of

the water in many curves - a most graceful object as it glided away

into dark shadow along an oily pool. (Kingsley 1880:325)

green sweet oil n Aeria eurimedia agna , a small butterfly, wingspan to

4.4 cm ( 1 .75"). Dark brown wing margins and bands interspersed with

greenish yellow; overall striped appearance. 0 (Barcant 1970:99)

green swizzle n obs A type of cocktail made with Carypton and BIT-

TERS. (fr colour + swizzle
2
) 0 We are introduced to the renowned

“green swizzle’’ - a liquid whose translucent tinge fills the bottom of

the glass, the green shading gradually into the dark red of bitters near

the surface. Gin, lime, and soda have entered into its making, and the

starshaped swizzle-stick has been twirled within it. Its taste is

unique... Green swizzles have a marked effect on people’s conversa-

tional ability. (Bates 1912:72) 0 In addition to the preparation of

ANGOSTURA BITTERS, the Company manufactures two other products,

which while not so generally known have a very considerable local

popularity. The first of these is called “carypton” and consists of

Rum, Lime Juice, Sugar and other ingredients combined to produce

what is locally known as the Green Swizzle of the West Indies, a most

delicious drink with very definite thirst-quenching properties. ( Trini-

dad Riviera 1924:44) 0 I have never been in the West Indies, but I am
in a position to state that in certain of the fundamentals of life they are

streets ahead of our European civilisation. The man behind the [Plant-

ers’ Bar] counter... seemed to guess our requirements the moment we
hove in view. Scarcely had our elbows touched the wood before he

was leaping to and fro, bringing down a new bottle with each new
leap. A planter, apparently, does not consider he has had a drink

unless it contains at least seven ingredients... The man behind the bar

told us the things were called Green Swizzles. (Wodehouse 1925) 0

The Trinidad green swizzle is also famous: fill the shaker half full of

crashed ice and add 1 teaspoonful of falemum, half a wine-glass of

carypton, 4 dashes of wormwood bitters. Shake well, strain, and serve

with 4 dashes of Angostura bitters on top. (Rutter 1933:48) 0 A
Trinidad speciality is the green swizzle made from an Angostura

product called Carypton. (Martin & Martin 1954:650)

green tar n obs A naturally occurring form of MANJAK; dark greenish

black in colour. 0 The Green Tarr issues out of the earth from the

Munjack Rocks , and is commonly gathered after a shower of Rain, by

skimming it off from the surface of the Water; and then put it into a

great Gourd, or such like Vessel, that has a hole at the bottom, they

separate the Oyl from the Water, by suffering the Water to slide gen-

tly out, but when the Oyl appears, they cautiously stop and preserve it

for several servile uses, as to bum in Lamps, cfee. and has a most

soveraign vertue to help against pains, and Aches in any part of the

Body. In the Island of Tobago great quantities of this Oyl is procur-

able. The Munjack is nothing else that an Confirmation or Coagula-

tion of the Tarr... into a more solid body, which Munjack were it in a

frigid... Zone, would be absolute Cole. (Poyntz 1683:49)

green tea n A hot drink made from imported leaves of the tea-plant.

Camellia sp. Note: In SE, this is black tea, slightly fermented before

roasting; green tea is roasted almost immediately after picking. (< E
tea ‘hot beverage made from the dried leaves of the tea-plant, Camel-

lia sp.’) 0 Tobago Court house does draw nice green tea and if you

want us to drink some wee will as soon as Judge Gurry come if so that

you is determine. (Letter, POSG 26 Nov 1888) 0 It was subsequently

discovered that the liquid which the defendant returned was green tea.

( TG 7 Nov 1919:12) 0 He said the whisky was supposed to be Johnny

Walker Black and “we purchased each bottle for $75 only to discover

that we were sold green tea.” (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:10) 0 Tea was not

necessarily tea, it was any boiled substance that could be drunk as a

beverage; consequently there was coffee tea, cocoa tea, chocolate tea,

lime-bud tea, orange peel tea, or bush (herb) tea made from the leaves

of several plants and trees. Green tea was the packaged variety,

imported from Ceylon, India and other places. (Cummings 2004:80)

green-throated hummingbird n obs Phaethornis guy, a large hum-
mingbird, 16.2 cm (6.5"). Green above and grey below; bill long and
down-curved. = >brin blanc, doctor

2
,

fork-tailed hummingbird,

mango hummingbird 0 Lampomis gramineus... This is the largest

Humming-bird in Trinidad; it is not very common, and is locally

known as the “Green-throated Humming-bird.” (Taylor 1864:91)

green-throated mango see HAUSSECOL

green turtle n Chelonia mydas [= Testudo mydas, T. marina], a large

marine turtle, to 1.5 m (5') long, weight to 454 kg (1000 lbs). Head
relatively small with well-developed beak; thick unretractable neck.

Carapace depressed and streamlined; back margins rounded; dark

brown, green or black; dorsal head black, brown or green; lower part

of head, throat and neck white. Upper surface limbs brown, lower

yellow-brown. Once a year during the breeding season, the female

turtle comes ashore to dig a hole where she lays up to 100 round eggs.

Despite legal protection during breeding season, often killed for meat

and shell. (< E green turtle ‘various species of Chelonia having green

shells’) = caouane
2

,
common turtle, greenback (turtle) 0 Green

turtle... valued for their meat and shell cartilage and this is responsi-

ble for the lessening of the numbers of these turtles in the seas of the

world... It is forbidden to hunt and kill these turtles in Trinidad at cer-

tain times of the year. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:29)

green verb n A verb not agreeing according to standard English gram-

mar with its subject, e.g., we likes people to vote. Generally considered

typical of people who wish to appear more educated, and often ridi-

culed. 0 Writers who once hoped to attain levels of excellence that

could someday usher them to the Nobel Prize for Literature, would

now be well-advised to split-up their infinitives and liberally utilise the

grammatical ploy of infusing green-verbs into the text, for the express

purpose of disqualifying themselves from winning the prize; except it

is declared exempt or zero-rated. (TG 9 Sept 1990: 10) 0 S/he continues

to speak of some schools not demanding a variety other than dialect

and not being fully cognisant of it, as a result of which children will

fall between the two varieties, trying to speak Standard on occasion but

not being sufficiently exposed to it to actually produce it. “You would

get an imitation that you would find ridiculous in some cases. Because

what we could call green verbs and yellow adjectives, that is what you

would get.” (James & Youssef 2002:29-30)

green woodpecker n Piculus rubiginosus, P.r. trinitatis (Trin) and

P.r. tobagensis (Tob) [= Chloronerpes rubiginosus

]

(E golden-olive

woodpecker), a bird, 18.8 cm (7.5") long. Male: upperparts golden

olive; under-tail and outer tail barred; fore-crown dark greyish blue;

hind-crown and moustache streak red; broad yellow stripe across face

yellowish white; underparts barred blackish and yellow; bill black.

Female without red moustache streak. P.r. trinitatis is smaller, with

less heavy bill; found in Trinidad. P.r. tobagensis is slightly larger,

with heavier bill; found only in Tobago. = blue-headed woodpecker,

carpenter (bird), charpentier, cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao, petit

charpentier a tete rouge 0 (ffrench 1991 :245)

greg see SAY GREG

grempo see GRAMPO

gren amba feuille see GWEN AMBA FEI

greng-greng, grain-grain n Short curly coarse-textured African type

hair tending to separate into small round bits. See also PEPPER-KNOT,

PICKY HEAD, /grengren/ (prob. FC < Fr grain ‘grain’ fr appearance

of separate grains', poss. < Twi, Fante krang ‘rough; ragged; coarse’)

0 “I doh know where the child get this grain-grain hair.” (1993) 0

Now, it was bad enough to be dark-skinned, but it was considered a

double whammy if your hair was “hard,” “greng-greng” or kinky.

(Onika Nkramah, TG 15 Dec 2005:13)

grenne (top) n Tob A wooden shelf fr which items are hung to dry.

(< Fr grenier ‘attic; loft’) = lafter 0 [Gjrenne; grenne top ... a wooden

shelf in Tobago kitchens above the fireside, from which salted fish

and other items would be hung to dry. (Craig-James 2008:11-296)

grew-grew see GRU-GRU

grey cracker n Hamadryas ferentina, a butterfly, wingspan to 5.6 cm
(2.25"). Mottled bluish grey; dark eye-spots encircled with fine line
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of maroon along wing margins; very well camouflaged against tree

trunks, (fr colour + cracker) 0 (Barcant 1970: 1 53-4)

grey crystals n A light brown crystalline sugar made from molasses

and sugar crystals; part of the molasses coating of the crystals has

been removed by spraying water into the centrifugals, (ff slightly sil-

very-grey colour) = >washed grey 0 Some years ago, the Planters

who sold yellow crystals and grocery molasses sugar locally realised

better results than those who turned out grey crystals and shipped

them abroad. (WG 1 Feb 1915:9) 0 Yellow crystals, not more than

6 cents per lb... grey crystals, not more than 5 cents per lb... musco-

vado not more than 5 cents per lb... molasses sugar made from yellow

crystals not more than 5 cents per lb. (TG 23 July 1919)

grey fly n An unidentified kind of carrion fly. 0 Two kinds of flies...

appear to be of the same genus, and even of the same species, as those

of Europe, viz., the blue flesh-fly (Musca vomitoria) and the vivipa-

rous grey fly (Musca carnaria). .. The grey fly is met with in the high

forest, and they must, indeed, be numerous there, for let any putrid

substance be exposed, and it is immediately covered with swarms of

those flies. These insects are a source of loss to the planters, and an

incessant cause of annoyance even to individuals; for the moment an

animal presents a raw surface on its hide, however small it may be,

they are sure to deposit their larvae on the spot; they act similarly on

the wounds or sores of incautious persons, (de Verteuil 1 884: 106)

grey grass-bird n Sporophila intermedia, a bird, 11.2 cm (4.5") long.

Male: head, upper breast and upperparts dark grey; lower underparts

white. = cici-zebe gris, grass-bird
,
>picoplat\ ring-neck

1

,
Venezuelan

2
,

venezuelian
2

, veni 0 The Picoplat or Grey Grass-Bird... is common dur-

ing July, August and September when it is frequently trapped by native

boys, as it makes a good cage bird and has a dainty song. (Williams

1922:133)

grey grunt n Haemulon macrostomum, an edible marine fish. =

>cro-cro, cro-cro tete-feuilles 0 (Vincent 1910:46)

grey handkerchief n Mestra cana [~ Mestra hypermestra cana\, a

small butterfly, wingspan 3.8 cm (1.5"). Males drab yellow grey,

sometimes with lighter grey patches; female drab yellow grey with

yellow, orange and white blotches. 0 (Barcant 1970: 152-3)

grey-headed keskidee n Tyrannus melancholicus 21.2 cm (8.5") long.

Head grey, with concealed orange crown-patch; upperparts grey;

wings and tail brown; throat whitish; breast greenish yellow; rest of

underparts lemon yellow. (< fr colour + keskidee) = qu’est-ce-qu’il-dit

a tete grise, >yellow-belly
1
0 (Williams 1922:145) 0 The ubiquitous

grey-headed kiskadee... was foremost among the enemies of the

Honey Bee. (WG 1 Feb 1930) 0 The disappearance of these alleged

introduced froghoppers and subsequent freedom from attack are

attributed locally to the abundance of frogs... and also to birds such as

the boat-tail... grey-headed kiskadee... it is... interesting to record that

the Tobago planters appreciate the usefulness of these natural control-

ling agents. (Vesey-Fitzgerald 1936d:200) 0 (Belcher & Smooker
1937a:228) 0 (ffrench 1991:280-1)

grey ibis n The immature form of Eudocimus ruber (E scarlet ibis), a

large bird. Greyish brown above; white rump and underparts; bill

long and down-curved, (fr colour of immature bird) = black ibis
2

; fla-

mant, flamingo 1

,
red ibis, >scarlet ibis (adult) 0 The immature bird

is... locally known as Black Ibis or Grey Ibis. Between 6-12 months

the plumage gradually changes to pink (locally “Tawode) and then

scarlet, (ffrench 1991:69-71)

grey lora n Leptophis stimsoni, a small snake, to 30 cm (1 1.7") long;

light silver-grey on upper body, with a light tan belly, and two lighter

lines along the body. A dark stripe separates the darker brown upper

head from the white underside of the head. Scales are keeled. It will

open its mouth in a defensive display to show the purple-black

insides. Little is known about this rare snake in Trinidad, (fr colour +
resemblance to lora) 0 Gray Lora. (Boos 1998) 0 (Boos 2001a: 126)

grey nicker n Caesalpinia bonduc, a climbing native shrub, stems with

scattered prickles. Fruit pod bright orange-brown, 5-10 x 3-6 cm (2-4 x

1.2-2. 3"), containing 1-2 seeds, pale greenish-grey, roundish, 2-2.5 cm
(.8-1") long. A common drift seed; used in ornamental bead work and

medicinally, (fr colour of seed + E nicker, nickar ‘marble or hard round

seed of this tree’) = >bonduc 0 Grey nickar. (FTT 1931-1-4:263)

grey potoo n Nyctibius griseus, a night-flying bird; spends daytime

perched upright on a post or tree stump. Generally brown, mottled

with grey, black and dark red-brown; this name refers to the grey

phase rather than the rufous. (< Twi patii ‘owl’) = common potoo,

gros engoulevent, >poor-me-one 1

0 (ffrench 1991:204)

grey sandfly n An unidentified small biting fly. 0 The grey sand-fly is

by far the most troublesome of all insects: when in swarms they

attack men or animals, and, small as they are, cause extreme irrita-

tion, whilst the spot bitten swells immediately into a bulla resembling

nettle-rash; they creep into the sleeves, penetrate even into the ears

and nostrils, animals becoming sometimes unmanageable under their

attacks, (de Verteuil 1884:106)

grey saumon n arc Cynoscion regalis (E weakfish, squeteague, sea-

trout), an edible marine fish. 0 (Mendes 1940:15)

grey scorpion n Probably a light-coloured variety of Tityus trinitatis,

yellow-brown to dark brown or black, slender, to about 12.5 cm (5")

long; common in houses, under trees, in cane fields; sting painful,

about 4% mortality for humans. = black sorpion, scorpion 0 There are

two species or varieties of scorpions, known as the grey and the

black
;
they are both venomous, yet very seldom does death follow

their sting, (de Verteuil 1884: 102)

grey snapper n Lutjanus griseus, an edible marine fish. = butterfislr,

green pargue, mangrove pargue, mangrove snapper, pargue 0 One can

accept species such as mountain mullet, sleepers and eels as freshwa-

ter fish for they in fact clearly have evolved life cycles in which a

significant part of their [lives] is spent in fresh water. But what of

grey mullet, particularly species such as Mugil liza or grey snapper,

Lutjanus griseus? (Kenny 1995:33)

grey-speckled anole n Anolis aeneus [= A. alligator, A. roquet

aeneus, Dactyloa aenea], a small lizard, body 5.4-8 cm (2. 1-3.1")

long + tail; slight mid-back ridge on body and beginning of tail. Male

larger; grey-green; yellow throat fan; back grey-brown with greenish

tint. Female may have mid-back stripe, bars or mottling. Both are

sprinkled with dark spots. Introduced from the Lesser Antilles, prob.

Grenada. A tree trunk dweller in urban areas and open woodlands. It

is now pushing A. trinitatis, the GREEN ANOLE, towards local extinc-

tion by competition and hybridization. = garden lizard
1

, tree lizard 0

(Boos 1977c) 0 (Murphy 1997:140)

griebe-shat see GRIFFE-CHAT

grieve see GRIVE

grieviance n Grievance; a wrong or hardship considered a legitimate

ground of complaint. (< E grievance) 0 Now I tell you what is caus-

ing that grievancy. (Radio “Story of Mr. Paul” 1940) 0 (Haynes

1987:1 15) 0 “Bossman, I have a grieviance.” (1990)

griffe chat, griebe shat, griffe-chatte, gwif shat n Macfadyena

unguis-cati, a climbing native plant with showy yellow flowers. (< FC
gwifchat < Fr gi'iffe ‘claw’ + chat ‘cat’) = >caf s claw (creeper), claw

vine, shower of gold
1

0 Up the next [stem] the prim little Griffe-chatte

plant has walked, by numberless clusters of small cats’-claws, which

lay hold of the bark. (Kingsley 1880:162) 0 “Griebe shat... the same

way you boiling the root with beet root and milk etc. It’s a part ah

cooling drink. Drink it for 9 days and stop.” (Morean M-70)

grifo n A variety of fighting cock whose feathers are curly, but not

curled overall as much as a FRIZZLE fowl. (< Sp grifo ‘curled;

kinked’) 0 In addition [to colour], game cocks were classified accord-

ing to their physical appearance: grifo (curly feathers), piroco (neck

naturally barq)... pinto (mottled). (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)

gri-gri 1 n Aiphanes aculeata [= A. caryotaefolia], a medium-sized

native tree, 4-6 m (15-20'), with small trunk, usu. singly but occasion-

ally in clumps of 2-3. Trunk spiny with irregularly spaced spines

pointing in various directions. Fruit about 1 cm (.4") diameter, glo-

bose, red skin, edible yellowish orange flesh, edible kernel by crack-

ing dark brown seed coat. Note: In some citations, it is not clear

whether gri-gri or gri-gri“ is the actual referent. 0 With “chataine”,

“gree-gree”, “pihiwah”. (Fortune ca 1950-59:11) 0 Gri-gri - a small
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red fruit with an edible nut. (ESTT 1956) 0 The term gri-gri is gener-

ally used in Trinidad and in Tobago to describe the small red or bright

crimson fruits of a variety of spiny palms found growing here. In

Trinidad, the most popular of these are the fruits of the palm Aipha-

nes carvotaefolia... The bunches of fruit of this palm are harvested by

the use of rods with sharp cocoa knives attached to their ends... The

impressive array of spines which cover the trunk of the Gri-gri ren-

ders impossible any attempt to climb the tree. (Morean 1 99
1 g:29) 0

On the beach lay the debris of gri-gri palm nuts and broken roots and

branches which had been brought down by the tide from the forested

land to the north. (Boodhoo 1994:10)

2 n Bactris sp., prickly native palm trees bearing edible fruits. Usu.

Baclris setulosa [~ B. cuesa, B. circularis], to 17 m (54') tall, usu.

1-5 trunks growing in a cluster. Trunk has continuous alternation

between naked whitish bands and ridged rings of black spines; each

ridged portion may have a set of upward pointing spines at the top,

downward pointing spines at the base and variable pointing spines

within. These rings are 2-3 cm (.8-1.2") apart; spines very black,

deflexed, to 3.5 cm (1.4"). Leaves 2 m (6.4') long; leaflets 60-80 x

3-6 cm (23.4-31.2 x 1.2-2. 3"). Fruits yellow-pink, globose, 1.5 cm
(.6") diameter, slightly smaller, less tasty, and lower yield than those

of Aiphanes aculeata
,
gri-gri^. = cow gri-gri, cuesa, mararave,

sampson palm, wild grigri 0 The Mararave is the Grigri palm,

whose large bunches of nuts looking like enormous clusters of

coral-red grapes, may be seen in the fruit-trays in town, usually

towards the end of the dry season. (Carr 1869:397) 0 Grigri... Bactris

cuesa. (Beard 1946:36) 0 The day was only saved by the gift to us

of a bunch of bright red gri-gri (not to be confused with gru-gru

beff). (Araujo 1984:65) 0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:36)

3 n Gampsonyx swainsoni leonae, a bird, 22.5 cm (9") long. Crown,

upperparts, wings and tail black; collar white edged reddish; forehead

and sides of head orange-buff; underparts white with short black bar

at sides of breast; flanks and thighs dark reddish brown. = >brown
hawk, gabilan 0 (Chapman 1894:71)

gri-gri vine n Desmoncus orthacanthos
,

a vigorous spiny native

climbing palm with a flexible stem, used for baskets, whips. Also the

similar Desmoncus polyacanthos , a slender spiny climbing palm,

with recurved hooks to 1.5 cm (.6") long on the leaf stalk instead of

straight spines; ovate leaflets. = climbing palm, croc-chien
1

, lattan,

pessy
3

,
policeman, wait-a-minute 0 (Morean M-23)

grimpereau see GRAMPO

grimpeur pattes rouges n arc Cyanerpes cyaneus, a bird, 12.5 cm
(5") long. C. c. tobagensis in Tobago is slightly larger. Male: gener-

ally dark violet blue with black eye-stripe, mantle, wings and tail;

crown turquoise; bill black, slightly down-curved; legs red. (< Fr

grimpeur ‘climber’ + pattes rouges ‘red legs’) = blue creeper,

grampo 1

,
pink-footed grimpereau, >red-legged grampo 0 (ffrench

1991:361-2)

grin and skin phr Smile while showing teeth and gums. Usu. done

when a person is trying to ingratiate or impress; when the occasion

does not call for it; or at a secret joke or knowledge; thus generally

considered insincere. (< E grin ‘draw back the lips and display the

teeth’ + skin teeth ’) 0 “You come in here grinning and skinning, you

really expect to fool me up.” (1990) 0 You tink is a joke. You only

grinning and skinning when tings really serious,

grind, grine 1 v Of sugarcane, crush the canes, usu. between large

metal rollers, to extract the juice. (< E grind ‘reduce to small particles

or powder by crushing between two hard surfaces, esp. make grain

into meal or flour in a mill’) 0 I have three acres of canes these

twenty-eight months now. I cannot get it ground to pay my assessment

because there is no road, and if 1 had a road I might get it off. (Comm
Franchise 1888:38) 0 The noise and bustle on an estate when cane

grinding and sugar boiling was in progress, was terrific. (Fraser ca

1942:274) 0 Woodford Lodge to Start Grinding. ( TG 2 1 Jan 1944:1)

2 i’ Seethe with anger or frustration; annoy; irritate; be annoyed, irri-

tated; seething with anger or frustration. (< AmE grind ‘annoy; vex’,

prob. fr grinding teeth when frustrated or angry) 0 Hitler, boy, change

your mind. Is you that cause the Czechs and Poland to grind.

(Growler “Nazi Spy Ring” 1940) 0 When ah see them ah dose start to

grine, meh head dose raise up like a porcupine. (Blakie “Fight Them”
1963) 0 Ah may be smiling but ah grinding. (Sparrow “Wine Back”

1975 pr, Williams 1975) 0 It had a time he was only saying he ent

want to go anyway... Buh I know is only grine he was grindin dat he

ent get de chance to go. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 July 1977) 0 Some
750 police officers... will also see the match free of charge while the

supporting public grinds and grovels in the dirt for a chance to see

their heroes. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:16) 0 He too worthless! He deserve

to be living in a mud hut in the bush, while I have a big house and car.

It must grind him to see the difference. (Selvon 199 Id: 153) 0

Madness in a friend or relative may be the consequence of studiation,

or receiving bad news, or pressure, grinding and tabanka, or of the

pursuit of vices. (Littlewood 1993:44) 0 Boris show off and turn and

kiss Beatrice and Beatrice hug him up and they laugh it off. Jeffery

grind. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:93) 0 “So help me God I don’t know, but

what grinds me arse...” “Yeah, what is it grinding you?” (Andersen

2004:87)

3 v Have sexual relations; copulate. (< E grind ‘copulate with’) 0 He
catch the wife grinding wid he good good pardner.

4 v Dance very close together without moving feet much, usu. in a sex-

ually suggestive manner. 0 You bounce in the party and when the DJ
spins that particular wax, you beckon to the sexiest chick in the pad,

throw both arms around her waist, and “grind”. Motive of course is to

cover the least amount of dancing space in the longest possible time.

(Punch 1977) 0 N.F.M. Sports Club say come grind down with the

nation’s top bands. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:4) 0 “Everytime you have a fete

at UWI and you see the fence rocking, you bound to see a l’il Indian girl

grinding under a Nigger man. You can’t stop it.” (TTM 30 Jan 1 994:3 1

)

5 n A state of anger, frustration, irritation. 0 Change your mind,

Harold, endure your grind. (Growler “Harold Change Your Mind”

1940) 0 You know that Daisy told me one night plain, “Don’t talk to

my sister at all again, Becau we leave she on a serious grind. And she

got the both of us now on her mind. (Radio “Two Sisters Scandal”

1940) 0 Chile wen a tell you he wife get one grine wen she see me
and he taking orf fuh de fete. (Ottley 1971)

6 adj Ground; pulverized to powder or flour. 0 Bring the grind rice for

me tomorrow.

grind seasoning n A combination of herbs and flavourings ground

together and used to marinate meats and poultry, usu. including

thyme, SIVE, garlic, onion, lime juice, CELERY and black pepper. See

also SEASONING 1
. 0 I just put the grind seasoning in the meat,

grip see IN GRIP

gripe(s) n Cramps in the belly, esp. from menstruation or constipation.

(< E gripe ‘an intermittent spasmodic pain in the bowels, usu. colic’)

0 Would you believe that cops with a gripe have to rush over to toilets

at Colonial Life Building next door. (Bomb 1977) 0 He and Wright

had gone to steal marijuana in the jungle when they suddenly took in

with gripe. The former prisoner said he went to ease his bowels and

when he returned he saw two men holding on to Wright. (Bomb 26

Oct 1990:28) 0 “I have gripe and me navel wringing me.” (2007)

grise a long bee n obs Limnodromus griseus griseus and L.g. hender-

soni [= Macrorhamphus griseus

]

(E short-billed dowitcher), a shore-

bird, 27.5 cm (11") long; bill long, straight, black; legs short,

greenish. Winter: generally grey-brown above, streaked and barred

with blackish and buff; rump and a narrow V up the lower back

white; tail barred black and white; prominent white eyebrow stripe;

underparts mainly white. Summer: generally reddish brown above,

paler below. A common visitor to Trinidad and Tobago, in mudflats,

freshwater swamps and flooded pastures. (< Fr grise ‘grey’ + a long

bee ‘with a long beak’) 0 (Chapman 1894:78)

grive, grieve n Any thrush, esp. the BARE-EYED or YELLOW-EYED
THRUSH. (< Fr grive ‘thrush’) 0 In one case I extracted four [mos-

quito] worms from the head of a young unfledged bird, known as

grieve. (Meaden 1892:92)

grive a cravatte n obs Turdus albicollis, a bird, about 20 cm (8") long.

Upperparts dark olive brown; upper throat white streaked with dark

brown; lower throat very white. (< Fr a cravatte ‘with a cravat.
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necktie’) = Tobago grey-rumped thrush, >white-necked thrush,

white-necked robin, white-throated thrush 0 (Chapman 1894:22)

grive a patte jaune n obs Platvcichla flavipes, a bird, 21 cm (8.5")

long. Male: mostly black to dark grey; narrow eye-ring, bill and legs

yellow. (< grive + a patte jaune ‘with yellow legs’) = black-bird'
5

,

grive noire, >yellow-footed thrush 0 (Chapman 1894:22)

grive a paupieres jaunes n obs Turdus nudigenis nudigenis, a bird,

23.8 cm (9.5") long. Upperparts olive brown; paler below; throat

white streaked brown; lower underparts whitish; bill yellowish; large

bare golden-yellow ring around eye. (< Fr a paupieres jaunes ‘with

yellow eyelids’) = bare-cheeked thrush, bare-eyed thrush, big eye
1

,

>big-eye grieve, big-eye seri, goldeye (thrush), yellow-eyed thrush 0

(Chapman 1894:22)

grive des cacaos n obs Turdus fumigatus , a large bird, 22.5 cm (9")

long. Upperparts rich reddish-brown; paler brown below; bill brown.

A common resident in Trinidad, frequenting forest and cultivated

areas with large trees. (< Fr des cacao ‘of the cocoa’) = >cocoa thrush

0 (Chapman 1894:22)

grive noire n obs Platycichlajiavipes, a bird, 21 cm (8.5") long. Male:

black to dark grey; narrow eye-ring; bill and legs yellow. (< grive +

noire ‘black’) = black-bird
5

,
grive a patte jaune, >yellow-footed

thrush 0 (Chapman 1894:22)

grog n Rum; occasionally liquor or alcoholic beverages in general.

(< E grog ‘a drink consisting of spirits, particularly rum, and water’)

= tar
1
0 When the British soldiers landed on the island, they broke

open the boiling-house and distillery, and made grog in a most origi-

nal manner, and on a very extensive scale. They rolled out three hogs-

heads of sugar, and seven puncheons of rum, which they emptied into

a well of water, drew up the mixture in buckets-full, and drank it.

This ingenious mode of making grog was introduced by the regiment

under the command of Colonel Picton. (Joseph 1835:57) 0 He at first

takes his grog weak; by continually repeating this draught, it becomes

tasteless; he augments the proportion of spirits to each dose; this soon

creates an artificial thirst, and, to use the negro’s significant expres-

sion, he “drinks for drink, not for dry.” (Joseph 1838a:36) 0 They

‘fired’ many grogs. (Alexander 1909) 0 Constable Ford went to Cha-

guanas and on the way in a Chinese shop over a pint of grog, biscuits

and sardines was found the enterprising thief enjoying himself. (TG
1 1 Mar 1921:6) 0 Grog - a drink of rum (unsweetened). (ESTT 1956)

0 Also, for special public events such as the Siparia Fete and Race

days, many of the bands would gather at the particular venue and

compete with each other for public acclaim and, perhaps, a few free

“grogs”. (Pitts 1962:41) 0 Leslie’s mother used to say: “All you take

a little whisky for the worms; take a grog for the headache; is nothing

like a good stout for fever.” (Jones 1973:68) 0 “Buh Errol you good,

yes. Grog like peas in Broadway yesterday! Wha’ happen to you?

Where you was all the time?” (Ramkeesoon 1975:39) 0 Deo looked

around, his head dizzy from grog. (Ramsawack 1983:2) 0 Yuh want a

little grog? Or you rather a beer?

grog shop n arc A small shop that sells rum, and sometimes other

liquor and small items. = >rumshop 0 “Dances held regularly from

November 1832 to February 1833, in a ballroom in Cambridge Street,

... held in the house adjoining the Grog Shop near the Grass Market”.

(POSG 15 Feb 1833, in de Verteuil 1992:206) 0 He kept a grog-shop

at Petit Bourg hill. ( TSt 19 Sept 1842:3) 0 What is described in the

advertisement as a grog-shop, would be a saloon or sample-room
with us. (McQuade 1885:216) 0 For the consideration of £ 1 . 1 s. the

Government issues an occasional liquor license to grog shop which is

supplying. It is an open secret that for these occasions special “dance

rum” is supplied, a potent liquor assisted by the addition of several

fiery fluids that have a very disconcerting effect. {TG 6 Feb 1921 :7) 0

Here was a grog shop where were also sold ‘salt kinds’ and bread,

soap, sugar and candles, (de Verteuil 1992:306)

groins n Testicles; usu. considered a more SOCIAL or polite word than

STONES. (< E groin ‘the area of the body between the abdomen and
the upper thigh’) = stones 0 “I think I hit the man in his groins

because he let out a loud yell and dropped the knife.” {Punch 1979)

groo-groo see GRU-GRU

groove v In making a PAN, mark off areas on the surface for different

notes. 0 If you groove too deep you would go through the top.

groover n A metal tool, like a pen-sized cold chisel, with a flat point.

0 When the steel oil drum has been sawn off to the required length it

is tempered over a fire, and while still malleable the end is beaten into

a concave surface. It is on this surface that the tuner marks out and, by

means of a chisel or ‘groover’, makes the segmental divisions, each

of which produces a different note. (Bryans 1967:92)

grooving n The process of defining different notes on a STEEL PAN,

outlining each area by indenting the metal with a small nail punch,

driven by a hammer. 0 ‘Grooving’ is also difficult, as care has to be

taken not to puncture the drum. (Gonzalez 1978:18) 0 Malomo’s spe-

cialties are shaping and grooving. (Panyard Inc. 1997:4)

grosbeak, gros beak n arc. Saltator coerulescens, a bird, 22.5 cm (9")

long. Upperparts dark grey; underparts paler grey; white eyebrow

streak; lower underparts buff; bill black, heavy. (< E grosbeak, a

number of small birds with a large beak) = gros-bec, >pitch-oiP 0 A
correspondent informs us that from June to October last year severe

damage was caused in his garden at St. Augustine by a bird subse-

quently identified as the “Gros Beak”... This bird, which has leaf eat-

ing habits, is well known in various localities in Trinidad where it

generally occurs in small numbers. In this case, however, as many as

fifteen to sixteen of them were seen together... it was ascertained that

the birds not only ate the buds and growing points of peas and beans

but also mature and young papaw leaves, papaw blossoms, very

young papaw fruits, pepper (bird peppers and bonny peppers) and

guava fruits. (TA 1933,10,5:125)

gros-bec n obs Saltator coerulescens , a bird, 22.5 cm (9") long.

Upperparts dark grey; underparts paler grey; white eyebrow streak;

lower underparts buff; bill black, heavy. (< Fr gros ‘large’ + bee

‘beak’) = grosbeak, >pitch-oiL 0 (Chapman 1894:32)

gros-bec a tete bleu n obs Thraupis cyanocephala (E blue-capped

tanager), a bird, 18.8 cm (7.5") long. Crown and face bright dark

blue; upperparts olive green; underparts bluish grey; under-tail and

wing yellowish. (< Fr gros-bec + a tete bleu ‘with a blue head’) =

>blue mantle
1

0 (Chapman 1894:30)

gros-bec tachete n obs Saltator albicolis perstriatus [= S. striatipec-

tus\ (E streaked saltator), a bird, 18.8 cm (7.5") long. Upperparts

olive green; rump greyer; short whitish eyebrow stripe; underparts

white streaked with olive green; bill black with orange-yellow tip.

Common resident of the Bocas Islands from Gasparee to Chacachac-

are, and the northwest peninsula of Trinidad. (< Fr gros-bec Targe-

beak’ + tachete ‘speckled, flecked’) 0 (Chapman 1894:32)

gros cici-zebe noir n obs Oryzoborus crassirostris, a bird, 15 cm (6")

long. Male black, with large white wing-patch; bill massive, whitish

to bluish. Popular as a cage songbird, now locally extinct. (< Fr gros

‘large’ + cici-zebe noir) = grassbird
7

,
large black (finch), >twa-twa 0

(Chapman 1894:34)

gros collier n obs Charadrius wilsonia cinnamominus [= C. wilso-

nius, Aegialitis wilsonia] (E Wilson’s plover), a shorebird, 18.8 cm
(7.5") long. Head and upperparts generally dark brown with black-

ish eye-streak, fore-crown and cheek-patch; crown and cheeks

reddish-brown with a white eye-stripe; forehead, wide collar; throat

and underparts white; broad breast-band blackish tinged reddish-

brown; tail dark, bordered with white; white wing-bar; bill thick,

black; legs greyish pink. An uncommon resident of mudflats,

swamps and beaches in Trinidad. (< Fr gros ‘large’ + collier ‘col-

lar’) 0 (Chapman 1894:75)

gros engoulevent n obs Nyctibius griseus, a bird, 37.5 cm (15") long.

During the daytime perches in an upright position on a post or tree

stump; at night hunts insects while flying. (< Fr grew ‘large’ + engou-

levent ‘nighthawk; nightjar’) = common potoo, grey potoo, >poor-

me-one 1

0 (Chapman 1894:59)

gros gabilan noir n Buteogallus urubitinga [= Urubitinga urubit-

inga , Morphnus urubitinga] (E great black hawk), a hawk, 65 cm
(26”) long, wingspread 1 .5 m (5'). All black, except for white upper

half of tail and tip; bill black; bare eye-ring area and legs yellow.

An uncommon resident in Trinidad and in Tobago. (< Fr gros
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‘large’ + gabilan + noir ‘black’, as larger than the gabilan noir) 0

Gros Gabilan noir. (Chapman 1894:70)

gros jacquot n Amazona amazonica, A. a. tobagensis, 32.5 cm (13")

long. Generally green; blue forehead and eye area; yellow on crown

and cheeks; orange wing-patch; some orange in tail. (< Fr gros ‘large’

+ jacquot ‘parrotfish’) = cocotte", green parrot, >orange-winged par-

rot, parrot, Tobago orange-winged parrot 0 (Chapman 1894:187)

gros jean n arc A variety of cultivated banana, Musa sp. Fruit thick,

short, yellow-brown when ripe; fed raw to animals, or cooked - usu.

in fritters - for people. = mankiller fig, >mataburro, red fig, red don-

key fig, red mataburro

gros martin-pecheur n Ceryle torquata, a bird, 40 cm (16") long.

Male: crested head and upperparts blue-grey with white collar; under-

parts dark reddish-brown; lower belly whitish; bill very large, mostly

black. (< Fr gros ‘large’ + martin-pecheur ‘kingfisher’) = >great

kingfisher 0 (Chapman 1894:62)

gros merle eobo, gros merle cobeau, gros mel cobo n Crotophaga

major (E greater ani), a bird, 42.5 cm (17") long. Glossy bluish

black; long tail; massive bill with high ridge on lower half of upper

beak giving a broken-nosed effect. Excitable; usu. found in groups.

(< Fr grew ‘large’ + merle corbeau) = great tick-bird, marsh tick-bird

0 (Belcher & Smooker 1936a: 11)0 (ffrench 1991 : 192)

gros michel n A variety of cultivated banana, Musa sp. of the AAA
group; widely cultivated and sold commercially, although in some

exporting countries has been replaced by other varieties. Fruit medium-

large; pointed protruding tip; in large clusters; eaten raw when yellow

and cooked when green. Susceptible to Panama wilt and leaf spot. 0

“Gros Michel” and “Governor figs.” The bunches are heavy and

the hands large. (Hummingbird 5 Nov 1904:7) 0 For Sale: Caledonia

Estate at Laventille... comprising 96 acres of land mostly planted in

Gros Michel (about 3,000 trees). (POSG 1 Sept 1907:1) 0 The whole

[Cavendish] group is highly resistant to Panama Disease and by other

characteristics commends itself to the breeder’s attention scarcely less

than Gros Michel. (Cheesman 1934:180) 0 So far, ripe fruits of the

Gros Michel, Giant Governor, and Trinidad Governor varieties have

seldom been sufficiently spotted as to be unsightly, while destruction

of the flesh by the inward extension of the spots has not been observed.

(Wardlaw 1934:13) 0 Treatment: Yellow and white congo lala, yellow

grosmichelle leaf (small piece), 9 grains of black pepper, Witch Hazel

and 3 teaspoons of ashes. (Bush Medicine 1976b:22) 0 A big and very

vigorous plant that bears heavy, symmetrical bunches of large fruit...

[the plant has] green or pinkish undersheaths... bottle-necked fruit con-

stantly yellow at full ripeness... ‘Gros Michel’ was the most abundantly

produced banana clone and was the basis of the great American trades

from Central America and north-eastern South America to temperate

North America and Europe until the 1950s. As a result of the ravages

of Panama disease, it was replaced by Cavendish varieties in the 1960s.

(Stover & Simmonds 1987:162)

gros pluvier dore n Pluvialis squatarola [= Charadrius squatarola,

Squatarola helvetica

]

(E black-bellied plover), 27.5 cm (11") long,

stocky. Winter: grey-brown with white forehead; white rump and

barred tail; indistinct white wing-bar. Summer: most of underparts

black; lower belly white; sides of head and neck bordered by white.

(< Fr gros ‘large’ + pluvier ‘plover’ + dore ‘golden’) = plover
1

,

ploward
2
0 (Chapman 1894:76)

grosse becasse n obs Calidris fuscicollis [= Tringa fuscicollis, T. mel-

anotus] (E white-rumped sandpiper), a shorebird, 18.8 cm (7.5") long.

Upperparts streaked greyish brown; rump white, conspicuous in flight;

white eyebrow stripe; legs dark. A regular visitor to Trinidad and

Tobago coastal mudflats, marshes, flooded savannas and reservoirs.

(< Fr grosse ‘large’ + becasse ‘sandpiper’) 0 (Chapman 1894:78)

grosse poule d’eau n Aramides cajanea, a bird, 35 cm (14") long.

Head and neck grey; most of upperparts olive; breast pale reddish;

flanks and lower underparts black; bill yellowish; legs red. (< Fr

grosse ‘large’ + poule d’eau ‘water-fowl’) = >killicow 0 (Chapman

1894:79)

grosse poule-savanne n obs Porzana albicollis [= Crax olivacea,

Corethura olivacea] (E ash-throated crake), a bird, 20 cm (8") long.

Greenish-brown above, broadly streaked with black; wings browner;

sides of head and underparts blue-grey; throat whitish; flanks barred

black and white; bill short, greenish; legs brown. A rare species, poss.

resident, in Trinidad freshwater marshes. (< Fr grosse ‘large’ +
poule-savanne ‘savanna fowl’, larger than PETIT POULE-SAVANNE)

0 (Chapman 1894:79)

gros-yeux, gozie, gozier 1 n Anableps microlepis, a fish with very

large eyes; swims near the water surface with upper part of the eye

above the surface. Found near brackish estuaries and along coastal

beaches of Trinidad. A. anableps [= A. tetropthalmos] has been found

in Trinidad only in the Caroni swamp. (< Fr gros yeux ‘big eyes’) =

>big eye
2

,
four-eye(d) fish, four eyes, gozier

1

, large-eye(d) fish, star-

gazer 0 The canal was very narrow, and the banks on either side were

lined with mangrove-trees. Shoals of gros yeux, a fish about six

inches in length, with enormously large eyes, darted from the banks

into the stream, and would seem to bask on the mud, with their noses

out of water. Indeed when they swim, three parts of the fish is seen,

so high do they raise themselves above the surface. (Day 1852-1 :325)

0 The gros-yeux... is a small fish, about eight inches; they may be

seen leaping in shoals above the surface of the water, in the shallows

quite close to the shore, with quick successive jerks; they are then

easily shot, and picked up when dead, (de Verteuil 1884:393) 0 He
would see too an agitation on the surface of the shallow water, as it

receded... and would find that this was due to the curious little fish

known as gros-yeux - and they look all eyes - that are as elusive as

the hideous land-crabs. (Aspinall 1928:91) 0 Large-eyed fish, gros-

yeux. (Boeseman 1960:1 18)

2 n Calamus calamus (E saucer-eye porgv), to 36 cm (14"), a marine

fish of good eating quality, (fr relatively large eyes) 0 (Vincent

1910:51)

3 n Caranx latus, an edible marine fish, to 80 cm (31.2"). (fr relatively

large eyes) = >big eye cavalli, carangue gros-yeux, goziey
2

, horse-eye

cavalli, horse cavalli 0 In taking the bait, the “camard” or “gros-yeux”

does not finick about but hits it “one time,” and for this the fisher must

be prepared, as he will in all probability take out twenty to thirty fath-

oms of the slack line at his first rush when he charges for the bottom...

He is now preparing for a second rush, butting with his head, or “baie

tete” as the Creoles call it... stand by for fresh rushes, of which there

will probably be five or six. (Vincent 1910:24)

ground see GROUNDS

ground anolis n obs Any of several teiid lizards, esp. Ameiva ameiva

atrigularis. (fr ground-dwelling habit) = garden lizard^, ground liz-

ard, >zandolee 0 Ameiva Vulgaris, Ameiva Major... Ground anolis, or

lizards, (de Verteuil 1884:382)

ground apple n Small to medium sized rock found on the ground and

used as a weapon, (poss. < slang AmE ‘brick; rock’) 0 It was his

stick, stones, just ground apples. (Bynoe 1985:38) 0 Ground apples -

Stones. Used only when referring to boys fighting with stones. It was

considered dishonourable, unfair and cowardly to stone an opponent

and boys were frequently ostracised for this. (Bynoe 1985:67)

ground dove 1 n Columbina talpacoti [= C. rufipennis, Chamoepelia

rufipennis, C. albivitta, Columbigallina rufipennis

]

(E ruddy ground-

dove) or Columbina passerina (E common ground-dove), small brown-

ish doves often seen looking for food on the ground. Former is more

common in both islands: 17.5 cm (7") long; head and neck pale grey;

upperparts reddish brown (less reddish in female), with black spots;

bill grey, tipped black. Latter is a common resident in Trinidad:

15.6 cm (6.25") long; upperparts generally grey-brown; underparts

suffused with pinkish in male; feathers on neck and breast with dark

centres, giving a scaly effect; wings bright red-brown; outer tail

mainly blackish; bill red or yellowish, tipped darker, (fr commonly
seen feeding on the ground) = brown dove, ortolan, ortolan rouge, red

ground dove 1

, red ortolan 0 The Red Ortolan, or Ground Dove

(Chamoepelia rufipennis), is of a reddish-brown colour, barred with

black, (de Verteuil 1884:93) 0 The very beautiful and also palatable

ground dove is seldom seen, where formerly very plentiful. (TG 12

Sept 1917:6) 0 That dry season no rain fell for weeks, and the earth

was parched. It was a time for ground-doves to mate and build their
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nests in the dry bush, and the boys from the valley to set traps for

them. (Selvon 1957:98) 0 Flocks of tiny ground doves, both rufous-

winged and scaly-breasted, would be seed-gleaning among the fallen

leaves, camouflaged by plumage remarkably like the leaves on the

grass. Several times I almost trod on the doves before I noticed them,

when with remarkable acceleration they shot up into the air like jet

aircraft. (Bryans 1967:141)

2 n Leptotila rufaxilla hellmayri, a bird, 27.5 cm ( 1
1

") long. Forehead

and crown pale bluish grey; bare skin around eye red; rest of head and

neck grey; upperparts and wings brown; tail broadly tipped white;

underparts whitish; breast tinged pink; bill black; legs red. Common
forest resident in Trinidad. = >mountain dove2

, tourtuelle, touterelle a

paupieres rouges 0 (Chapman 1894:73)

3 n Leptotila verreauxi verreaiai (Trin) and L.v. tobagensis (Tob), a

bird, 27.5 cm (11") long. Forehead pinkish grey; bare skin around eye

blue; head and neck grey; upperparts and wings brown; tail broadly

tipped white; underparts whitish; breast tinged pink; legs red. = foun-
tain dove 1

,
rusty dove, touterelle a paupieres bleues 0 (Chapman

1894:74)

ground itch n Sores and cracked skin on feet, usu. caused by fungus;

often believed caused by a ground-living insect or from walking or

playing in dirty, muddy water, or from contact with certain plants,

/groqitf/ 0 Half of a roasted green lime is applied with salt to the skin

for ground itch. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:52) 0 “I get

ground-itch between my toes and rash on my body when I fall in the

mess,” she said. (Bomb 19 Dec 1986:19) 0 The term “ground itch” is

broadly used to describe any disease characterised by scratching or

itching in the foot... In most instances, “ground itch” is caused by

fungus-induced athlete’s foot. (Morean 1992d:28)

ground itch bush n Irlbachia alata [= Irlbachia chelonoides, Lisian-

thus chelonoides ], a native plant, grows erect to 2.5 m (8') tall. Stem

is cylindrical to 4-angled on lower unbranched portion. Leaves

paired, ovate or elliptical, pointed at tip, thin, light green, papery,

with prominent veins. Flowers are pale yellow, bell shaped, 5-lobed,

to 3 cm (1.2") long, borne in loose, forked clusters or spreading termi-

nal branches. Seed capsule ovoid, 1.5 cm (.6") long containing many
powdery seeds. Plant used medicinally, (fr use as treatment for

ground itch)
= zeb leshofi 0 The herb [Irlbachia] chelonoides, synon-

ymous with Lisianthus chelonoides, is commonly known as Ground

Itch Bush in Trinidad and Tobago. Here, it has got its name because

of its widespread use in treating the disease known in Trinidad as

“ground itch”. The term “ground itch” is broadly used to describe any

disease characterised by scratching or itching in the foot. This herb is

also known as ‘zeb leshofi’... a French patois word derived from the

French word l’echauffure [.sic] which means a red rash, inflammation

or irritations. In most instances, “ground itch” is caused by fungus-

induced athlete’s foot. A bath from the leaves of this herb is used in

treating this ailment. (Morean 1992d:28)

ground lizard n Any of several teiid lizards, esp. Ameiva ameiva

atrigularis. (fr typical ground-dwelling habit) = garden lizard
2

,

ground anolis, >zandolee 0 The logwood trees on the Pitch Walk fac-

ing the Government gardens are the homes of the lizards... there were

many holes and from one peeped out the brownish-grey head of a

large ground lizard... a big fellow with emerald-green body shaded

with turquoise, and long brown tail. (TG 23 Nov 1919:4) 0 Urich

informs me that he has observed [common kiskadees] to eat small

ground lizards, Ameiva', and leaf lizards, Anolis, and upon several

occasions to splash into water after small fish. (Vesey-FitzGerald

1936a: 15) 0 A ground lizard was washing its face in the loose earth at

the side of the track. (Lovelace 1968:125) 0 There are all kinds of liz-

ards [in Tobago] from the small ground lizard to the large green long

tailed iguana a choice morsel on the table, a brother to the salipanter

which feeds on chickens. (Ottley 1969:66)

ground mint n Hyptis atrorubens, a native plant with aromatic leaves.

= mange lapin, wild mint
1

0 (Laurence 1976:6)

ground pandit n A lower level of Hindu PANDIT who performs

simple rituals. = fire pandit 0 The typical pandit in Trinidad begins

his vocation as a “ground or fire” pandit and aspires to become a

singhasan pandit. The “ground or fire” pandit is one who merely per-

forms the sacrificial rites. The singhasan pandit is one who performs

the function of expounding the scriptures from the “throne”... They

are the chosen few, who... tends to monopolise the yagnas. (Maharaj

1991:21)

ground provision(s) n Any edible tuber, including YAMS, SWEET
POTATOES, DASHEEN, TANNIA, EDDOES, CASSAVA and CUSH-
CUSH. More generally, see PROVISION(S), which also includes any

starchy fruit cooked as a vegetable, e.g. BREADFRUIT, FIG, PLAN-

TAIN. (< E ground ‘earth’ fr growing in rather than above the

ground + provision) 0 Every working Negro of fourteen years or

upwards, shall have a portion of land allotted to him, adequate to

produce, by cultivating it, a sufficiency of ground provisions for

himself and his family. (Ord. Gov. Picton, June 30. 1800, in UWI-
HT) 0 The poor Negroes. ..their ground provision on which they

entirely depend having failed last year they are very hard up. (Elliot

LMS Tob-l,F3,JA, 28 July 1810) 0 These young [cocoa] trees are

very tender, and have to be protected from the blazing sun during the

first two or three years. This is done by planting around them tempo-

rary shade, consisting of ground provisions, until the “Bois immor-

telle”... is old enough to perform its duty. (Caracciolo 1904:101-2) 0

Every estate owner can put a portion of his unused lands under culti-

vation in ground provisions. (TG 26 Jan 1919:6) 0 Ground Provision

and Fruit Depot, Chacon Street and South Quay. (TG 4 Jan 1936:13)

0 The “African” who ate lots of bake and ground provisions against

the “Indian” who ate dahl and vegetables. (TTM 14 Nov 1989:28) 0

He was so vexed, he didn’t even stop to pick up his pail, not because

he’d lost his lunch but because he was so ashamed that the whole

street knew he was having saltfish and ground provision for lunch.

(EX 17 Feb 1993:35) 0 Demas sells a variety of citrus and ground

provisions along the pavement outside the market. (TG 4 Dec
1994: 1 1 ) 0 He was coming from his conuco with a supply of ground

provisions, green figs, bananas and com. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:36) 0 The Nariva MP complained that [the] Agriculture Minis-

ter... had said that Trinidadians eat too much roti, and recommended

they eat more ground provisions. (EX 8 Jan 1995:5)

ground puppy 1 n Leptotyphlops albifrons, a small, thin, worm-like

burrowing snake in Trinidad; 15-20 cm (5. 8-7. 8") long; inhabits loose

leaf-litter and soil, and tree-termite nests. Body cylindrical; head

slightly flattened, wider than neck; shiny black or dark brown with

series of lighter longitudinal lines; belly lighter brown; white or yel-

lowish spot on nose area and tip of tail. Terminal spine on tail gives

rise to a false belief that it has a venomous sting. = burrowing snake
2

,

white-faced worm snake, worm snake, yellow-headed worm snake 0

(Boos & Quesnel 1969:15) 0 (Boos 2001a:39-40)

2 n Typhlops brongersmianus [= T. reticulatus], a burrowing snake, to

32 cm (12.5") long; found in Trinidad in loose leaf litter and soil.

Body cylindrical; brown with yellow or reddish tints; snout lighter;

scales streaked on edges with dark brown; belly light cream. Terminal

spine on tail (thus falsely believed to have a venomous sting). = bur-

rowing snake
1

0 (Boos 1998) 0 (Boos 2001a:44)

3 n Bachia flavicens (Tob), B. heteropa trinitatis, B. heteropa alleni

(Trin & Tob), burrowing lizards; 15-17.5 cm (6-7") long; tail longer

than body, with hook-like spine at tip. Dark reddish brown, in alter-

nating lengthwise darker and wider lighter stripes; belly yellow-

brown. Tobago population has stripes obscured by being broken into

spots and streaks. Very reduced legs, and slithering movement, often

leading to incorrect identification as a snake. = vipere 0 (Boos

1978:26)0 (Murphy 1997)

ground snake n Atractus trilineatus, a small snake, (fr common habitat

of loose soil and leaf litter) = short-tailed ground snake, stub-tailed

snake, >three-lined ground snake, three-lined worm snake 0 A small

serpent, from twelve to sixteen inches in length, is met with occasion-

ally in courtyards, and among mbbish, also in pasture-grounds; it is

called the ground-snake, (de Verteuil 1884:387) 0 Ground Snake. Noc-

turnal. Terrestrial, frequently found in gardens, compost heaps, decay-

ing matter, leaf litter, in loose soil. (Serves as the principal source of

food for the Corals). (Greenhall 1976b:50) 0 (Boos 200 1 a: 1 10)
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grounds, ground 1 n An area of earth used to cultivate edible crops,

esp. GROUND PROVISIONS such as YAMS, originally allotted to

slaves. (< obs E ground ‘piece or parcel of land’) = garden, provision

ground 0 Every working Negro of fourteen years or upwards, shall

have a portion of land allotted to him... he shall be allowed the Satur-

day from noon, to work his grounds, from the first day of July to the

first day of January, if he belongs to a sugar plantation; and from the

first day of January to the first day of July, if he belongs to a coffee,

cacao or manioc plantation; he will also have his Sundays, and the

four great annual holidays of Christmas Day, New Year’s Day, Good
Friday and Corpus Christi. (Ord. Gov. Picton, June 30, 1800,

UWI-HT) 0 He then told his master that he would take the following

Tuesday to work his Ground. (Protector of Slaves 1834:397b)

2nA section of a game field which has no seats, and where patrons

stand or sit on the ground. (< E ground 'surface of the earth’) 0 I

couldn't go down "grounds” or lime in Belmont with the boys; it was

back to Mt Lambert to beat the books. (EX 18 Jan 1987:20-1)

grouper catfish n Trachycorystes galeafus, a freshwater catfish to

21 cm (8.2"). Lower jaw somewhat projecting, has barbels. Pectoral

spine serrated on both edges, nearly as long as head. Long head shield

gives impression that dorsal fin starts at the head. Body colour vari-

able, yellowish, spotted and marbled with blackish; belly white, with

small greyish spots. Probably now extinct in the wild in Trinidad. 0

(Regan 1906:387) 0 (Boeseman 1960:103-4)

grow 1 v Raise, rear, bring up a child. (< dial E grow ‘rear’; E grow

‘raise, usu. plants’) = grow up 0 GROW, v. trans., to raise, bring up,

e.g., my aunt was the one that grow me. (Rodman 1971:231)

2 v Grow up; be raised by someone; grow up or be raised in a certain

manner or culture. (< E grow up ‘advance towards maturity’) 0

GROW... v. intrans., to be raised, e.g., I grow at my aunt. (Rodman

1971:231) 0 “I grow in my Indian culture, so that’s why I wouldn't

like these.” (Myers 1998:96)

3 v Grow up to be something; become something, (arc E grow

‘become or come to be by degrees’) 0 If they know a child won’t

grow a pretty girl, do not name her Ursilla or Pearl. (Spoiler “Ugly

Girls with Lovely Names” 1951 pr)

growing canerow n A hair style in which the CANEROW is plaited

from the top, so that it is small on top and wider underneath, permit-

ting the hair to grow while in the row. = rightside canerow 0 It takes

hours to put mi hair in growing canerow.

growing fever n Diffuse aches and pains, plus fever, in children still

developing their immune systems, (poss. < E growing pains ‘aches

due to rapid physical growth in children’) 0 ‘Growing fever’ was any

type of ailment which induced a temperature and which did not read-

ily lend itself to any other diagnosis after careful scrutiny by the med-

icine maker of the family. Remedies for that malady were limited

only by the imagination. (Lans 2006:158)

growing flesh n Overgrown flesh arising from excessive granulation

on, or around the edges of, a healing wound (E proud flesh), (fr

increasing of flesh) 0 Manac... When you cut the tree and let it

bleed... leave it for about 4 to 5 days and then collect the gum. Place it

on fish eye, growing tlesh, warts, etc. (Morean M-72)

growing salt n Chemical fertilizer. (< E growing ‘helping something

to grow’ + salt) = >salt 0 You must put some growing salt for

that tree.

grow in hand phr Raise, mind, bring up a child very closely, esp. said

of a person not the biological mother or father. 0 “Me granddaughter

grow in me hand.” (1990)

grow up v Raise, mind, bring up a child. = grow 1

0 Although [the boy]

was not her tlesh and blood, she grew him up like her own son.

(Punch 15 July 1990:6)

grub n A freshman student at the University of the West Indies. (< E
grub ‘immature, larval form of an insect’) 0 Some of the grubs find

the adjustment difficult. 0 “Grubs are freshmen - I don’t know if it

has anything to do with the fact that it was the ICTA [Imperial Col-

lege of Tropical Agriculture] and “grubs” are real agricultural low

life!” (2001)

gru-gru, grew-grew, groo-groo 1 n Acrocomia aculeata [= A. ieren-

sA], a native palm tree, usu. solitary; 10-20 m (30-65') tall. Trunk

often swollen at top, armed with rings of black spines but becoming

grey and smooth with age. Crown wide-spreading. Leaves 3 m (10')

long, composed of 50-60 pairs of leaflets 2-4 cm (1-1.5") wide,

attached in different planes along the midrib, giving the whole leaf a

feathery appearance. Flowers yellow; stalk shorter than the leaves,

first arching and then drooping. Fruits olive-green to yellow-brown,

smooth, globose, 4 cm (1.6") diameter, usu. 1 -seeded. The kernel

yields edible oil; the trunk is used in rough planks for building. Com-
mon in dry areas and scattered elsewhere on burnt-over or eroded

land. = banga 1

,
goo-goo-loo, gru-gru bef, shac-shac tree, sticky banga

0 Groogroo... pith within, the tube a hard and fine ebony. (Young

1809, Stowe 922:14b) 0 Scarcely less beautiful are the Pitch Lake

Palm, the Groo-groo... and the Cocorite. (Joseph 1838a:78) 0 After

trial it was found that the Negro preferred, as heretofore, his house

roofed with Cane trash, and the sides made of White Pine, or the Bark

of a Prickly Palm called the Grew-grew, the latter materials causing

the habitation to be cooler by day & warmer by night, and about the

4th part the expense of a Shingled house above described. (Dowland

1 Sept 1843) 0 The cabbage of the gru-gru palm is held to be supe-

rior... When down, it is a most disagreeable tree to approach, as even

its branches, to say nothing of the trunk, are stuck over with danger-

ous spines. (Day 1852-1:331) 0 They are palms, doubtless, some

thirty feet high each, with here and there a young one springing up

like a gigantic crown of male-fern. The old ones have straight grey

stems, often prickly enough, and thickened in the middle; grey last

year’s leaves hanging down; and feathering round the top, a circular

plume of pale green leaves... These are groo-groos. (Kingsley

1880:97) 9 He was forced to brave the thorns and swarm up the gru-

gru tree, poking his head into a nest of jackspaniards. (Inniss

1 897:35) 0 Of palms there is also a great variety - thatch palms, groo-

groos - whose heart harbours a maggot that is regarded as a gastro-

nomic delicacy. (Aspinall 1928:71) 0 Alston & Co., Ltd., are buyers

of gru-gru nuts. (TG 1 1 Jan 1933:4) 0 Gru-Gru Palm... Height 20 to

30 feet, trunk erect about 1 foot in diameter, often swollen near the

summit and armed with black spines. Leaves 12 to 14 feet with from

70 to 80 leaflets on either side of the main rib, which is covered with

strong black spines. Flowers yellow and fragrant, the yellowish-

brown round fruit, about the size of a billiard ball, are borne in great

abundance. Gru-Gru kernels yield a valuable oil... Rough planks cut

from the trunk are sometimes used for building huts. Handsomely

marked walking sticks are also made from the wood. The bud of

unopened leaves is eaten as a vegetable, and the sweet pulpy portion

of the fruit as well as the kernel is edible. (Williams & Williams

1941:53) 0 They were convinced that only a La Diablesse could put a

man on top a gru-gru tree. (Lewis 1972:89) 0 The eating of the gru-

gru, like the cocorite, is an art indulged in by children and available to

adults who one writer observes, must be “sophisticated enough to rea-

lise that dignity is best a servant to innocent pleasure”. The fleshy

part of the fruit is sticky and clings to the hand, lips and teeth before

being digested. (TTR Nov 1990:32) 0 “ft was very hilly, with mainly

blue stone and gru gru,” recalls Mohan. (TG 31 May 2003:30)

2 n Astrocaryum aculeatum [= A. aureum], a naturalized palm, height

to 15 m (50'). Leaves very spiny. Fruits edible, egg-shaped, greenish-

yellow with a hard, rough covering and a long narrow beak, in large

clusters. = banga2
0 (Morean 1990h:32)

gru-gru bef, glu-glu bef, groo-groo boeuf, gru-gru beff n Acroco-

mia aculeata, a native palm tree, 6-9 m (20-30'), usu. solitary. Trunk

about 30 cm (T) in diameter, often swollen at top, armed with black

spines. Leaves 3 m (10'), with 50-60 pairs of leaflets 2-4 cm (1-1.5")

wide, attached in different planes along the midrib, giving the whole

leaf a feathery appearance. Flowers yellow; fruit round, edible. The

kernel yields oil; the trunk is used in rough planks for building.

(< gru-gru + FC bef ‘cow, ox’ prob. refers to the trunk swollen at or

above the middle, but fruit may also be eaten by cows) = banga
1

,
goo-

goo-loo, >gru-gru*, shac-shac tree, sticky banga 0 Other popular

fruits, though, are jamun (pomerac), gluglu bef (gru-gru), and imri

(tamarind). (Boodoosingh 1976:26) 0 I used to suck a Gru-Gru-Bef
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all day. (Matura 1982:30) 0 So fedup is David that he sometimes feels

to walk up a “gru gru beuf’ tree backwards. (Blast 15 Apr 1988) 0

The fruit is well-loved by cattle and the name “gru-gru boeuf’ pos-

sibly alludes to that. (777? Nov 1990:32) 0 (Comeau, Comeau &
Johnson 2003:40)

gru-gru worm, groo-groo worm, grou-grou worm n The larva of

Rynchophora palmarum , a large palm weevil found in PALMISTE and

GRU-GRU palm trees. Thumb-thick; about 7.5 cm (3") long; white

with a black head; sometimes eaten (except head). = palmiste worm,

palm worm; vonvon beetle (adult) 0 Will descant by the hour on the

respective flavors of those Creole delicacies - stewed monkey, fric-

assed Iguana, and roasted gru-gru worms. (POSG 16 Jan 1844:2) 0 I

must not overlook the gru-gru worm, a grub, the larva of some insect

deposited in this curious tree. It is an inch long, of a white colour,

with a black head, and is considered by the French here, and by some
of the English, as an exquisite bonne bouche. Indeed, it is often

brought as such to the market of Port of Spain, where it is eagerly

purchased. (Day 1852-1:332) 0 Breakfasted a la fourchette at ten

A.M., on a variety of odd-looking dishes. “What are these?” I

inquired. “Dems very good; you try dem.” “What - why they’re gru-

gru-worms! a dish-full fried!" This is a white grub, an inch and a half

long, as fat as a bloated lap-dog, having a large black head. They
breed in the gru-gru palm. I had often heard of them; but never

thought that I could bring myself to eat a “roasted maggot,” and now
came the trial. I cut off the black head as large as a swan-shot, and

nearly as hard, and making a desperate effort, ate one, and felt very

qualmish. But divesting oneself of prejudice, it really was very good,

though a glass of claret was necessary to keep it down. (Day 1852-

2:38-39) 0 There was also wild venison, stewed turtle, fricasseed

iguana, and, to crown all, a dish of the famous grugru worm, for this

is the grand dainty with old West Indians. (Wilkins 1854:142) 0 The
Groo-groo Worm, of which the larvae are much esteemed by our

gourmets, (de Verteuil 1884:104) 0 Rynchophora palmarum... is

found at all times of the year in the decayed or decaying trunks of the

palm trees, but may be attracted by any incision made in a healthy

tree. As soon as a favourable condition of the tree is obtained the

weevil appears and deposits its eggs in the point of attraction. The

eggs develop and produce the much appreciated “gru-gru” worms, a

highly palatable and recherche morsel for the gourmet. In order to

procure a large supply of these worms, it is customary to fell the tree

and make several incisions in the trunk. Within a period of 15 days,

the larvae are hatched and fit for eating. The grub in its infancy is

quite white, but as it grows older... it assumes a somewhat faint yel-

lowish colour. The head is homy and the body rather inflated in the

centre. (JFNC Feb 1893:149-50) 0 One of the [coconut] trees that

was too far gone to treat by “firing” was cut down for my observation

and several “gru-gru” worms were found in all stages, and a few bee-

tles had got into the tunnels made by the worms. (Guppy 1910:4) 0

And the slaves prepared the food to suit their taste, boiled plantain

eaten with salt, or dried and pounded and made into a pudding called

tum-tum; bananas eaten raw or fried with sugar; cassava cake, akra

(salt-fish fritters); or such delicacies as grou-grou worms (found in

the grou-grou palm) generally broiled and eaten, several of them

attached to a skewer, roast iguana (lizard) and sweet meats of all

sorts, (de Verteuil 1992:36)

gru-gru worm beetle, groo-groo worm beetle n Pasalus sp. a large

beetle; 3.8 cm (1.5") long; oblong; black; similar to the coconut palm
weevil, (fr mistaken belief that this is the adult of R. palmarum, the

gru-gru or palmiste worm)

guabine, wabeen, wabine, waubeen, wahbean 1 n Hoplias mala-

baricus [= Erythrinus cinereus], a highly predaceous freshwater fish to

60 cm (2') long; body thick and stout; large-toothed jaw; rough scales.

Body dark greenish brown; belly whitish; blackish horizontal band
from behind gills to base of tail fin; irregular cross-bars. All fins have

dark brown spots. Found in streams to the south of the Northern Range
in Trinidad; lives on or near river beds, drainage ditches, streams, lakes

and ponds. Active at night, resting in vegetation during the day.

Commonly eaten; aquarium fish supplied mainly from capture in the

wild, /wabin/ (< LAS guabina, a fish) = dormeuse 1

0 Waubeen. (Gill

1858:413) 0 The largest [fresh-water fish] eaten is the guabine..., which

is regarded by some as a great treat; but, in reality, it is neither a

savoury nor a delicate fish, as it never loses a certain taste of mud, and

is besides difficult to eat, owing to its flesh being crowded with small

bones exactly resembling the letter y. (de Verteuil 1884:100) 0 The

guabine is the largest of our fresh-water fishes, measuring from twelve

to twenty inches in length; it is very voracious, and bites severely... [it]

is found in rivers and deep ponds... It seems that the spawning season is

about the month of July; they then creep into all the small rills of water

which have a communication with the ravines and rivers, and are easily

caught, (de Verteuil 1884:391) 0 “Guabin.” Much appreciated as an

article of food, although rather bony; they are purchased readily by the

labouring classes. (Regan 1906:382) 0 The large “Guabin” ... was

hooked several times. (Guppy 1934:117) 0 Guabin(e), dormeuse.

(Boeseman 1960:96-7) 0 The guabine,... is a climax predator found

throughout most fresh water in Trinidad... [it] may be seen offered for

sale on the roadside, particularly in county Caroni. (Kenny & Bacon

1981:141) 0 They were going to catch coscorub, sardines or guabins in

the small canals which ran from the banks of the Esperanza River.

(Gosine 1992:9) 0 ‘You remember the size of guabin we used to hold

right under that little bridge?’ ‘Big so!’ (Boodhoo 1994:158) 0 Rice

lagoons also offered a balanced diet for those who worked hard at it.

Fishes like cascadoo, coscorob and guabin were caught for protein.

(Deen 1994:178) 0 “Wabeen an dem does bite like hell.” (1995) 0

[The] “Guabine”... is the most widely distributed of the erythrinids,

being found in diverse habitats ranging from free flowing clear water

streams, well up in to the valleys, to slow turbid streams, water courses,

irrigation and drainage ditches, and ponds on the plains. Most large

impoundments, including reservoirs in the oil and sugar industries, as

well as Water and Sewerage Authority lakes, support populations...

They are frequently offered for sale along the roadside on the Butler

Highway, along with tilapia and cascadu, particularly in the dry season.

(Kenny 1995:44-5)

2 n Rivulus hartii, a very small freshwater fish, to 10 cm (4") long.

Usu. pale to silvery blue with darker shades on back; tail blue-black,

with white margin above and below; sides of body greenish with

lengthwise rows of reddish spots. = Hart's killifish, >jumping

guabine, leaping fish, leaping guabine, pitch fish, small guabine,

Trinidad killifish 0 This splendid stream abounds in wahbeans.

(POSG 28 Nov 1845:2) 0 Rivulus hard. Known as small “Guabin” or

“Leaping Fish” from its habit ofjumping out of vessels in which it is

placed... Will travel overland in wet weather by a series of rapid

leaps, reaching by this means otherwise inaccessible spots. Very

active and voracious. (Guppy 1934:121) 0 Wabine, small guabine,

guapin, leaping fish, leaping guabin, jumping guabine. (Boeseman

1960:119-20) 0 Tiny fresh-water fishes still inhabit these crevices [in

Pitch Lake], including guppies and their predators, the killifish Rivu-

lus, locally called “guabines.” (Boomert 1984: 17)

3 n Gobiomorus dormitor [~ Eleotris longiceps, E. dormitatrix,

Platycephalus dormitator
\ (E bigmouth sleeper, giant goby), a large

fresh or brackish water fish, to 60 cm long. Head and body strongly

flattened, body slender; very large mouth, lower jaw projecting

beyond upper jaw. Two back fins, first with spines; tail fin rounded.

Lives on river beds in fresh and brackish water, in streams draining

the north coast of Trinidad and throughout Tobago. = bagre-sapo,

sand guabine, toad-pagre 0 [S]ometimes called the “Guabine”, but

known elsewhere as the “Giant Goby” is a common inhabitant of the

lower courses and river mouths of north draining streams of the

Northern Range and some of the east draining streams of the north-

eastern peninsula... Its habitat is typically larger free flowing clear

water streams and like Hoplias it spends much of its time simply

lying on the bottom in slower moving part[s] of the streams, some-

times on logs or large stones and other times on leaf debris or gravel.

(Kenny 1995:62) 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 200 1:41)

guacamayo see wakamayo
guacharo, guachero n Steatornis caripensis (E oilbird), 45 cm (18")

long; wingspan 1.1m (3.5'). Rich brown with white spots on second-

aries and wing-coverts; long, graduated tail; large hooked bill; short

legs. Nests in colonies in caves; flies out at night, finding edible fruits
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by making clicks for echo-location. Makes a variety of screams,

snarls and clucks, /guatj'aro, watfaro/ (< LAS guacharo < Amer) =

diablotin
,
>oilbird 0 Near the cinchona-plantation there was a cave

inhabited by a colony of wonderful birds, called
"
Guacheros ", (Tay-

lor 1864:89) 0 There was another Guacharo cave in the Monos chan-

nel. (Kingsley 1880:132) 0 Guacharo or Diablotin... the young only

are acceptable, and they are caught in the nest during February and

March: the fledged bird is not eatable, (de Verteuil 1884:92) 0 1 ought

not to pass unnoticed the guacharo... The young ones, which are liter-

ally a mass of fat, are highly praised and relished by amateurs. I have

on several occasions partaken of them, but must candidly confess

that, in consequence of a certain cockroachy flavour, which is the

reverse of tempting, 1 have, for a long time, discarded that dish,

(de Verteuil 1884:378) 0 The Guacharo, or Diablotin... destruction

appears to me to be much more feared than he seems to believe. I

have myself... taken with my own hands, in the caves at the top of the

cabeceras of Oropouche, no less than 175 Guacharos [to save them],

(Devenish 1894:22-3) 0 On the north side of [Huevos] island is a cave

of the “guachero" birds or “diablotins.” (Vincent 1910:14) 0 Besides

the climb up the highest hill in Trinidad there are other attractions in

the Aripo district, notably the guacharo caves. (Trinidad Riviera

1924:90-1) 0 Guacharo... its food is palm-seeds, of which the ejected

stones lie in thousands on the nest-ledges. (Belcher & Smooker

1936a: 19) 0 The Guacharo Caves, home of the “devil birds,” are situ-

ated in Valencia ward. ( WICYB 1963:298) 0 Of sounds there were

only the whispering wings and chittering of the bats, the howls and

growls and chaffering of the Guacharos and the occasional trickle of

water seepage. (Shortt 1975:98) 0 My cousins visited the guacharo

cave and the museum house of the Compte de Lopinot. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:32)

guachawo n Scants guacamaia [= Iridis radiatus] (E giant parrot-

fish, pudding wife, rainbow parrotfish), a marine fish, to 1 m (39"); of

good eating quality. 0 (Vincent 1910:49) 0 (Mendes 1940:16)

guaco see WAKO
gualin see GWALIN

guana n Iguana iguana (E green iguana), a lizard often hunted and

eaten. Body to 50 cm (19.5") + tail up to almost 3 times the body

length. Snout blunt; dewlap large with triangular scales centrally.

Back of neck has rows of spiny scales, enlarged triangular scales

extend from neck onto tail, forming spiny crest along mid-back.

Green; white stripe on front leg. Head blue-green to green; tail with

large black rings. Dewlap may have black, brown or red stripes.

Females and medium-small males are bright to dull green; largest

males dull grey, gold or tan, sometimes bright gold to red-orange.

Often found near human habitations, and on trees near water, /gwanx,

gwoma/ (< LAS iguana < Taino iguana )
= alligator, iguana 0 In this

Island you will meet with two sorts of Guanos', the one of a green, but

the other of a grey colour, which is shaped like a Lizard, somewhat
resembling the Allegator. I have seen some of those Creatures four

and five foot in length: they live upon Herbs, Insects and Fruits; and

burrow like a Coney in the hollow Pits in sand. The Indians extol

them for Food, but the green Guano is a more delicate, and nutricious

meat; who lives only by eating of Fruits and Flies: nor is he all out so

bigg as the gray one (resembling the Creature we call the Camelion)

he lodgeth upon Trees, not in Cavities of Rocks, nor will he soil him-

self in marley Earth. (Poyntz 1683:21 ) 0 The head people, and active

young men on some Plantations keep hunting Mongreal bred dogs,

and a Gun... which inables them to hunt, during their own hours. The

Indian Rabbit (Agouti), The Manacou, the peccari, the Guana, Cock-

rico (a kind of Pheasant). (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 Our attention

being at the same time attracted to an extremely large Guana, which,

half extended from the grass into the road, lay apparently basking in

the sun. (POSG 23 Dec 1854:3) 0 A breakaway was started by guana.

(Killer “Animal Concert in the Cemetery” 1948 pr) 0 Just to see the

iguana in Lion’s mouth made me feel strange all over. I heard Mr
Gidharee saying, as if to himself, ‘It looks as if this boy don’t like

“guana”.’ (Anthony 1967:30) 0 ‘Guana does eat fowl, and manicou...

worse yet. When I give my fighting cock the juice from the plant, and

your cock seeing my own, he running, because what your cock seeing

is the manicou spirit or the guana spirit in front of he and he taking

off.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:59)

guapin see GUABINE

guarahoon, guaraoon see WARAHOON

guarap see warap

guarapo n A traditional Spanish-Venezuelan song in honour of sugar

cane juice, /warapo/ (< LAS guarapo ‘sugar-cane juice’; see also

WARAP) Many stanzas of guarapo were sung that afternoon. Almost

everyone came up with two or more different ones. Warap, the angli-

cized form ofguarapo , was a favourite. The guarapo remained popu-

lar among Trinidadians for a long time, but in Eastern Venezuela it

has long disappeared. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:74)

guard 1 n Protective magic; often a small blue bag containing protec-

tive items worn around neck, esp. by children, to ward off MALJO.

(< E guard ‘one who keeps, protects, or defends; a protector,

defender’) = jaantar, tabij 0 Constable Lambert then handed me a

small bag, sewn up, and told me that that was the guard defendant

gave him. (POSG 21 Feb 1917:5) 0 She asked defendant to give her a

guard and she said that she would do it for $22. (TG 18 May 1919:3)

0 “Men get guard, yes? Wear the guard around the waist. Some men
is skilful more than others. Mothers tell them as they come to man-

hood." When a man has a proper guard, “what girl trying to do, his

guard would know.” Then the man would jump up, say now, “You
playing me trick! Beat her plenty for it.” (Herskovits & Herskovits

1947:239) 0 Guard - protection against a “wanga” (ESTT 1956) 0

“The child must get some baths. You need a guard too, because that

woman hand very dirty.” (Lewis 1972:53) 0 The obeah woman tell

her to bring him quick so she could give him a bath and a guard to

keep off the evil spirit that somebody have lighting on him. (Lovelace

1988:1 14) 0 [He] said the sicko doctor came to him with the hope of

receiving something referred to as a "guard” to assist him in influenc-

ing the outcome of the rape case. (Bomb 16 Nov 1990:14) 0 The

cocoa panyols... engaged too in the planting of herbs in their yards

which they used as “guards” or protectors of their place of abode

from the evil eye. (Morean 1 99 1 : 1 1

)

2 n In fishing, a small anchored mesh seine/purse net that floats in the

sea, used to store live bait fish. (< E guard ‘a contrivance of metal,

wood etc. made for the protection of an object from injury’) = a-la-

vive
,
a-la-vive guard, a-la-vive well 0 “Zanchois” are used in “a la

vive” fishing and are sold commercially to fishermen by the “dip” or

calabash full — a “calli” — from a storage area, an anchored purse

net called a “guard”. (1992) 0 The guard empty already,

guatamare see WATAMAL
guatecare, guatacare, watake, watercare n Eschweilera subglandu-

losa [= Lecythis laevifolia], lumber trade name manbark lak, a large

native evergreen tree to 40 m (130'); girth to 2.4 m (8'); trunk usu.

long, straight, often irregularly swollen particularly near the base.

Bark fairly smooth, thin, darkish, flaky. Leaves are tough and

leathery. Flowers and yellow and white, sweet smelling, conspicuous

and the tree in full flower is ornamental. Fruit a woody capsule about

3.1 cm (1.2"”) diameter; top cap shrinks in drying and opens to reveal

1-3 ovoid, long, light brown 2.5 cm (1") seeds. Widely distributed in

Trinidad, not found in Tobago. Wood very hard and heavy, durable,

has a long fibre, very tough, used in construction; two varieties are

recognized, black and white, depending on the colour of the heart-

wood. /watake:, gwatake:/ (< LAS guatacare < Arawak waduduri, a

tree) = guatecare petite-feuille 0 Guatercare (Joseph 1838a:80) 0 Oth-

ers [of our good timber trees] affect the plain exclusively, or nearly

so... these are the Mora, Galba... Watercaire (fr Guataquero)... (Carr

1869:404-5) 0 The Guatacare is a tough wood used for ground-posts,

rafters, and cart-shafts. (Williams 1882) 0 Some fine cedars... were

pointed out to us; also a Guatecaire... from the cones of which the

Indians make their pipe-bowls - rather small and inconvenient ones to

the European smoker’s way of thinking. (JFNC Feb 1895:155) 0 Here

and there the eye of the woodman might discern a solitary balata ...

carapa or Crapeaud,..., guatacare ... or laurier cyp ... (Vincent

1910:67) 0 Immediately on leaving Rio Claro timber yards begin, and

stately boles of guatecare... lay waiting along the side of the road,
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destined no doubt eventually for marine buildings and piling in the

sea. (Bryans 1967:198) 0 Because of its ability to thrive under very

varied conditions, guatecare is widely distributed in most types of

forest. However, with crappo, it reaches its best development in the

evergreen seasonal forest of the lowlands so that this type of forest is

classified as crappo-guatecare forest. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:66-7) 0

Watake, guatecare. (MNP 2007)

guatecare petite-feuille n Eschweilera subglandulosa, a native tree.

(< guatecare + FC petite-feuille ‘small-leaf) = >guatecare 0 (Beard

1946:30)

guatepajaro n arc Any of several parasitic native climbing plants,

esp. Phthirusa adunca, Phoradendron piperoides, and Loranthus sp.,

parasitic plants that grow on trees. Seeds are carried by birds, stick to

branches and root there, (prob. < Amer + Sp pajaro ‘bird’) = >bird

vine, kaka zwazo, mistletoe
,
vage 0 In that sum is included the clear-

ing of trees from moss, parasites, ants, and guatepajaro. (Hart

1866:21)

guava berry n Myrciariafloribunda, a small native tree to 10 m (32').

Fruit round, red, yellow or white, 8-15 mm (.3-.6") diameter, contain-

ing 1-2 round seeds, edible flesh, used for jam. (ff smaller size but

resemblance to guava) = >cherry guava, small-leafed wild guava 0

(FTT 1934-1-6:346-7)

guava cheese n A sweet; sticky, solid but easily cut, made from guava

fruit pulp and sugar; widespread use in English Caribbean. (< E
cheese ‘a conserve of fruit having the consistency of cheese’) 0 “I’ve

promised all my friends guava cheese and now I can’t even afford it

for myself.” (Jones 1973:106) 0 Guava Cheese... Continue cooking

until some dropped in saucer forms a firm ball and when pushed aside

in pot, leaves the bottom clean, and leaves the sides of the pot when
pulled aside. (Hunt 1985a: 13)

guava days n A period of difficulty or doing without, (fr times when
there is nothing to eat but wild fruit such as guavas) = >guava season,

guava times, mango season 0 How Pa Elton an Mrs Davis raise nine

chirren in dem guava days is ah miracle. (Foster 1990:120) 0 [She

was] desperate for understanding. And I suppose, love. And making a

couple hundred dollars a night in these guava days. (Bomb 15 Jan

1993:13)

guavadilla n Passiflora quadrangularis, a cultivated vine; fruit ovoid,

12-20 x 15 cm (4. -7. 8 x 5.8"), white-skinned, with edible sweet white

flesh. = >barbadeen, granadilla

guava season n A period of difficulty or doing without, (fr times when
there is nothing to eat but wild fruit such as guavas) = guava days,

guava times, mango season 0 In the post-carnival guava season,

extended as it was by the Panorama boycott, these bands played. (EX
1979) 0 He intends to follow up a libel suit with a weekly paper and

hopes he could hit pay dirt to tide him over the long guava season

ahead. (Bomb 13 Mar 1987:5) 0 The nation feels that it is going to be

another grim six months ahead until the new budget... So it is a longer

guava season for those 130,000 or so jobless. (Bomb 31 July 1987:3)

0 Hand-me-down clothes are hardly innovative in guava seasons, but

old curtains bleached tie-[dyed], are making designer clothes. (EX-S

9 Aug 1987:5) 0 Guava Season Refinancing at the Royal [Bank], (ad.

Blast 17 Nov 1989:7) 0 “In this guava season time, what fete pro-

moter have half a million dollars to put out fuh party?” (Bomb 1 Jan

1993:14) 0 The life of a head of government, or even that of the

leader of a parliamentary opposition, is no bed of roses. Not in this

“guava season”, this time of economic woe and political uncertainty

in the Caribbean Community. (EX 19 Sept 1993:31)

guava times n A period of difficulty or doing without, (fr times when
there is nothing to eat but wild fruit such as guavas) = guava days,

>guava season, mango season 0 Some people would do just about the

lowest thing to get money, especially in these guava times. (Bomb
4 Mar 1988:12)

guayare, guaygaare, wayare, wyare, wyare, guayares, wyares,

guayas, wayahs, gyars, guaya, wiahs, wires n obs A type of wicker-

work knapsack, hung upon the back by straps around the arms and

shoulders, /waja, wajare, wajaz/ (< LAS < Amer, prob. Guarao,

guayare
,
guayaguayare, a backpack woven ff plant strips) = Indian

basket 0 Each little group was followed by negro women, carrying

knapsacks - gyars,* and ammunition; for, during this war, these

members of the fair sex were indispensable auxiliaries: no body of

rebels moved without this kind of baggage. *Gyars, a sort of rude

basket, attached to the shoulders, back, and forehead, to carry loads.

The name and invention are Indian. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 1 8-9) 0 Witness

felt himself hurt on the left side of his neck. He had his wyare on, and

inside of it a bag with meat and various other articles... [he] received

one shot in his left shoulder and a great many shots penetrated the

wyare. (POSG 17 Dec 1844:3) 0 He... took a stick to walk with - he

did not take his guyare. (POSG 3 Oct 1845:2) 0 I then had my gua-

yare on my back and my cutlass in my hand. (TSp 7 July 1847:2) 0 “I

went to look for my guayguaare.” (POSG 2 July 1847:3) 0 Gyars.

(Gamble 1866) 0 [Illustration] guayaguayare. (Kingsley 1880:328b) 0

The two sick patients, though conscious, were unable to walk and had

to be carried home in guayares, an extemporised basket-like Indian

palm-leaf and liane knapsack, which is suspended from the shoulders,

by means of two straps, lies flat to the back, can be made to receive

seventy to eighty pounds weight, and is by far the most convenient

contrivance for the carrying of a load through the woods, or up an

ascent, as it allows the free use of hands and arms, and is entirely

without pressure on the breast... When ready to start, we, one and all,

shouldered our guayares (or wayas), one carrying a dog, another a

quank, and so on, and made tracks for home. (Carr 1894:273) 0 [The

hunters] used to start out on Monday (generally three of them) with

their guns and dogs and returned on Friday laden with their catches

which they had boucaned (dried over a bush fire) packed in wiahs on

their backs (Inniss 1932) 0 Afrawak] waiari, n. basket, a rough con-

tainer quickly made from palm leaves, used for carrying fairly heavy

loads. (Bennett 1989:46)

guazoupita see GUAZUPITA

guazupita, gauzoupita, gouazoupita, guazoupita n obs Mazama
americana

,
a small deer. Small single hom-like antlers, occasionally

with a small branch or “double horn”. Frequently hunted for meat.

(< Amer gouazoubira; Guarani guazu-bira, gauzu-pyta) = biche,

biche a come couvert, >deer, red deer 0 (de Verteuil 1858:84) 0 A
beautiful little Guazupita, or native deer, a little larger than a roe, with

great black melting eyes, and a heart as soft as its eyes, who comes to

lick one’s hand. (Kingsley 1880:1 10) 0 Here... roamed by day bands

of fierce little quenks... ever and anon disturbing the gentle, great-

eyed Gouazoupita deer with its timid fawn. (Mole 1894b:39)

gubby see GOUBBY
gub-gub n Vigna unguiculata \~ V. sinensis

]

(E black-eye pea, cow-

pea), a cultivated edible legume, (poss < Kikongo ki-guba-guba

‘small peanut’ < nguba ‘kidney’ fr resemblance in shape, of related

peas) = cowpea 0 Gub-gub, red bean, cucumber and green. (Tiger

“All Neighbours Neighbours” 1940) 0 Cowpea, black eye... also

Cowpea, gub-gub. (Pariag 1975:39) 0 “Do you know gub gub?” “We
used to plant that with the com tree and it grow on top and we pick-

ing. It ha’ white seed. That and black-eye we used for making dahlP

(Mahabir 1991:152) 0 Gub-gub is a relative to blackeye and other

dried legumes like black bean, lentils, channa, red peas and pigeon

peas. This group is noted for their high energy and protein content.

(EX 10 Jan 1994:3)

gudana see GODNA
gudia n Doll; dolly. (< H-Bh guriya ‘doll; puppet’) 0 “She well crying

fuh she goodia, de dog kyerri it away.” (1990)

guerit tout see GERITOUT

guess throw n In fishing, throwing the seine into the water without

seeing fish or any other particular indications of a good spot. (< E
guess ‘rough estimate; supposition’) 0 Fishing is good when the boats

go out to sea and spot a big school of cavalli around which they can

drop the net to make a crescent, its two ends fastened by ropes to

palms along the beach about half a mile apart. When the school of

cavalli are ‘not running’ the crews have to make a ‘guess throw’

which frequently results in a pitifully small catch. (Bryans 1967:192)

gueule-bleu see VIVANOT JOLLE-BLEU

gueule-rouge see JOLLE-ROUGE
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guff (up) v Prepare to fight; huff up; fume; become enraged. (< dial Fr

go/e, goffe ‘thick; swollen’) 0 Flow you guff up so? 0 I tell him, and

he real guff up. 0 When I was growing up a “tess” was a “bad John”

or tough person, or sometimes any man with attitude. You didn’t pass

a “tess”, the “tess” or “tessie” passed you “guffmg up” or pushing out

his chest while “chipping” with a “hop and drop” walk. (EX 3 Sept

2003)

guff up face phr Swell the face from anger or pent-up rage. 0 “Doh

guff up yuh face so.” (1990)

gugri n A large earthenware covered jug with handle; used to store

water and keep it cool, /g Agri/ (< Bh gaugri ‘clay jug’ = > goblet 0 “It

have two kind of bilni. One is a yellow jep, makes a long nest, and the

little black one does make the one like a gugri.” (1990)

guile 1 v Deceive; beguile; mislead, (poss. < arc E guile ‘beguile;

deceive’; but prob. < mamaguile, as a “correction” of mamaguy) 0

“He only guiling she.”(1990)

2n A means of deceiving or misleading someone. 0 The Prime Min-

ister, no doubt, had to dig deep into his bag of tricks for a guile to

keep the women’s nod of approval. (TTM 17 Nov 1989:26) 0 “Like

ah find a good guile for fooling she.” (1990)

Guinea n obs Africa, esp. the West African coastal areas. (< E Guinea

‘European name for part of the west coast of Africa; hence, African’,

prob. < Djenne, an important trade-route town in Mali) 0 The dialects

of the people of Port of Spain were as mixed as their complexions and

dresses. Chinese, corrupt Arabic, spoken by the Mandingo negroes; a

hundred different vernaculars from Guinea. (Joseph 1 83 8b- 1 : 1 47-8) 0

1 had a husband in Guinea... his name is Abayome, Kami/Kammee or

Samba Bahkaree. (TRD 23 Nov 1850:3)

guinea bird 1 n arc Thamnophilus doliatus, T.d. fraterculus (Trin),

T.d. tobagensis (Tob), a bird. Male: black, barred all over with white;

crest white tipped with black. (< E guinea fowl , Numida sp., a com-

mon European domestic fowl originally from Guinea, having dark

grey plumage with white spots) = bush guinea bird, cocoa bird
2

,

>Dominica bird, pintade, qua-qua 0 The noisy and half-wild Pentard,

or Guinea Bird. (Joseph 1838a:56) 0 (ffrench 1991:261)

2 n Hamadryas feronia , a butterfly, wingspan to 6.3 cm (2.5").

Mottled bluish grey, with band of eye-like spots close to margins, (fr

resembling the spotted feather pattern of the guinea bird
1

)
= >cracker

0 (Kaye 1921:31)

Guinea drum n obs A traditional African drum. (< Guinea , fr origin

in Africa) 0 These [instruments] are an immense stride on the abomi-

nable Guinea drum, which is consequently, at last, much more rarely

heard these two years. (TC 4 Mar 1882:3)

guinea foot n obs The foot of a person who does not usu. wear shoes,

thus flat, spread-out, turning outwards, and having considerable space

between the first and other toes. (< Guinea , fr origin in Africa) 0 He
caused the whole regiment to screw their splay feet into shoes with

which he gratuitously supplied them. Most of these people having

Guinea feet (i.e. great toes which stood out at right angles from the

foot), felt pain at having them cramped with the work of the cord-

wainer. (Joseph 1838b- 1:5)

guinea grass n Panicum maximum [= P. jumentorum
]
(E), a coarse-

leaved cultivated forage grass to 1 m high, growing in large clumps;

introduced from tropical Africa, used to feed livestock. (< E guinea

grass < Guinea, fr origin in Africa) 0 There were no rocks [in

Tobago] to interfere with cultivation, and he himself saw that there

were large fields of guinea grass, even in the dry season, which would

“fatten cattle of the largest breed.” (William Young 1792, in Bowman
& Bowman 1939:169) 0 The ground on the opposite slope... is cov-

ered with a grass like tall rye-grass, but growing in tufts. That is the

famous Guinea-grass ... which, introduced from Africa, has spread

over the whole West Indies. (Kingsley 1880:97) 0 Long before we
left - in 1896 - [fields of sugar-cane] had been replaced by planta-

tions of Guinea grass, which appeared to thrive extremely well, and

for which there was an excellent market in and near Port of Spain.

The land... answered capitally for this tall grass, on which all four-

footed beasts seem to thrive. (Broome 1904:179) 0 [House] can be

rented with or without guinea grass piece at back. (POSG 2 May

1907:2) 0 He fed it on chop-chop, he fed it on para-grass, on giant

grass, on guinea-grass, corn-grass - and on quite a variety of other

grasses, besides. (Naipaul 1976:77) 0 Guinea grass. ...Decoctions of

the stem/leaf are [taken] by men for venereal diseases. (Seaforth et al

1998:526)

guinea pepper n Aframomum melegueta [~ Amomum melegueta
] (E

malegueta pepper, grains ofparadise), a cultivated plant with fleshy

rhizomes and erect, slender, yellowish stems 1.2-1.5 m (4-5') high.

Leaves long, lanceolate, to 22.5 x 3.8 cm (9 x 1.5"). Flowers mauve,

on branched stalks about 15 cm (6") high springing from the under-

ground stems. Fruit pods contain many pungent small rust-red seeds

used as seasoning. (< guinea , fr origin in Africa) 0 But tell them it

will be hotter than Guinea pepper. (Caresser “If They Follow Me
They Get Fever” 1939) 0 Amomum melegueta... GUINEA PEPPER.

Melegueta Pepper. Grains of Paradise.... The pungent seeds

are used chiefly in the preparation of cattle medicines, for flavouring

cordials, and for imparting an artificial strength to spirits, wine and

beer... An infusion of the crushed grain is used locally for the treat-

ment of colic and flatulence usually being crushed and taken with

rum. (Williams & Williams 1941:59) 0 Ordinarily the feeding con-

sists of pouring olive oil on [the pierres], but, in addition, a leader

may arrange such ingredients as the following around an important

stone: five slices of obi seed, five grains of Guinea pepper, and a

small quantity of cow’s milk. (Simpson 1970:32) 0 Boil 4 or 5

Guinea pepper seeds and drink a teacup full once per day. (Pavy

1987:19) 0 The Guinea pepper Amomum melegueta is used locally in

medicine and rituals. It is believed that the seeds should not be

crushed within the household since it leads to discord. (Morean

1991:16) 0 In Trinidad dry seeds of guinea pepper... are ground to a

powder, and sprinkled on the dog’s food. (Lans 2006:168)

guinea yam n Dioscorea rotundata, a cultivated yam with white,

mealy, often very hard, flesh. (< Guinea, fr origin in Africa) = negro

yam’ 0 (Joseph 1838a:82) 0 Best Guinea Yams, Water Yams, Cush

Cush... or other Provisions. (POSG 7 Oct 1854:2) 0 Planting is gov-

erned by the phases of the moon... it is held that tannia is best put in

three days after the first quarter, dasheen, white and otutu yams three

days after the full moon, guinea yams three days after the first quar-

ter, red yams “from new moon down, in between moon changes,”

while Ibo yams are planted “full moon today, tomorrow put them in

the hole, and they’ll come fine and nice.” (Herskovits & Herskovits

1947:67) 0 (CFNI 1971:24) 0 (Elder 1988:41)

guiouti 1 n obs Certhiaxis cinnamomea, a bird, 15 cm (6") long. Head

and upperparts reddish brown; throat pale yellow; rest of underparts

whitish; tail long, graduated, the bare shafts protruding. Voice a

shrill, rattling series of notes, (prob. < Amer) = kri-kri-kri, marsh

giouti, >rooti 0 Giouti. (Williams 1922:150)

2 n obs Syna/laxis albescens trinitatis [= S. ruficapilla

]

(E pale-

breasted spinetail), a bird, 16.2 cm (6.5") long. Generally dull brown

above; crown and wing-coverts reddish brown; paler below; tail fairly

long. A fairly common resident in Trinidad and the Bocas Islands. 0

Guiouti... A not uncommon species in the tall grasses of some uncul-

tivated cacao groves or clearings... Its song, which is uttered with

great persistency, consists of two wheezy notes twice repeated, thus:

wer-chee, wer-chee. On being alarmed it has a sharp rolling twitter.

(Chapman 1894:48)

guiouti a gorge ginga n obs Syna/laxis cinnamomea, a bird, 15 cm
(6") long. S.c. carri in Trinidad, darker with a few pale streaks on

upper breast. S.c. terrestris in Tobago, larger and paler, with more

pronounced pale streaks on breast. Head and upperparts dark reddish

brown; throat black streaked with white; rest of underparts brown,

streaked buff; tail fairly long and graduated. (< guiouti + Fr a gorge

ginga ‘with a streaked throat’) = guiouti des joncs, >Trinidad spine-

tail 0 (Chapman 1894:48)

guiouti des joncs n obs Synallaxis cinnamomea, a bird, 15 cm (6")

long. S.c. carri in Trinidad, darker with a few pale streaks on upper

breast. S.c. terrestris in Tobago, larger and paler, with more pro-

nounced pale streaks on breast. Head and upperparts dark reddish

brown; throat black streaked with white; rest of underparts brown;
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streaked buff; tail fairly long and graduated. (< guiouti + Fr desjoncs

‘of the rushes, canes’) = guiouti a gorge ginga, >Trinidad spinetail 0

(Chapman 1894:47)

guitar see GUITAR PAN

guitar pan n A type of STEEL PAN, usu. a double set of pans, with a

range between DOUBLE SECOND and CELLO, (fr similarity of tone,

range, and “strumming” sound to that of a stringed guitar) 0 The

music came loud and beautiful. It was more than beautiful. There

were no words in the boy’s head to describe it. The ringing clear

notes of the ping-pong came out above the deep notes on the boom-

kittle and the brass-drum, and the fine chipping sound of the guitar-

pan contrasted with these and seemed to cascade into the dawn.

(Anthony 1963:82) 0 The drums used primarily for harmonizing with

the melody or for producing sharp chords like the pizzicato of a string

orchestra have fewer notes. These have names like second pans, tenor

kittles or kettles, tune boom; as well as several kinds called gitter or

guitar pans. With these, the depth of the cylinder cut from the original

oil drum increases from the six inches of the melody-making ping

pongs to about fifteen inches. (Bryans 1967:93) 0 Single guitar pans

were used for inner voicing in early steel bands. Now a set of two

pans. (Thomas 1985:383)

guiyal see GUAYAL

gulab jamun, gulab jammun, gulab jamoon 1 n Any of several trees

bearing small round dark purple fruits which leave colour on the

hands easily, have a sharp taste, and are made into jam or wine.

Probably family Myrtaceae in the wild, Syzygium cumini in cultiva-

tion. /gulab c^amun/ (< H-Bh gulab ‘rose-water’ +jammun ‘various

small round sweet fruits’) = jambolan, >jamoon, java plum, prune

mariage 0 In some rural areas, one finds still some halwais (sweet-

makers) selling sweets like jilebi, laddu
,
parsad in the market, also

gulab-jamun. There seems to be some confusion as to what this last

one really is; some say it is a sweet, others say it is a fruit with which

one can make wine. (Boodoosingh 1976:26) 0 Gulab Jarmoon, the

wild “java plum” which grows in particularly inaccessible places, is

harvested by largely unemployed youth in the Wallerfield area, and

traded to farmers for resale to Wine makers. (TG 28 Oct 1990:9) 0

“The gulabjamoon tree well ladray up with jamoon.” (1990) 0 Well

you have a choice of [banana], orange, sorrel, carambola (five fin-

gers), gulap jarmoon (java plum), pomerac and passion fruit. (EX 21

Nov 1990:27)

2 An Indian sweet made from flour, butter, milk and sugar, shaped

into balls, fried and soaked in syrup. Originally flavoured with rose-

water. (< H gulab ‘rose-water’ +jammun, poss fr resemblance in size

and shape to fruit) 0 Old Indian sweets like laddu, jilebi (jalebi),

khurma, gaza and gulabjamun sell in some markets and there are a

few profession halwais (makers of Indian sweets) of the old type. (Jha

1973:42) 0 In some rural areas, one finds still some halwais (sweet-

makers) selling sweets like jilebi, laddu, parsad in the market, also

gulab-jamun. There seems to be some confusion as to what this last

one really is; some say it is a sweet, others say it is a fruit with which

one can make wine. (Boodoosingh 1976:26) 0 Sweetmeats like ladoo.

kurma, jilaybee, gulab jamoon, barfi andpayra are sometimes made
before Divali day because the preparation is time-consuming. If they

are made on Divali day then they may be part of the offering. (777?

Oct 1990:28-29) 0 The women and their families were treated to a

vegetarian tea of samosas, custard egg-less tarts, gulabjamon,

saheenas, potato balls and cheese sandwiches. (TG 14 June 1993:19)

0 ‘I remember my first gulab jamun, that offering of a lightly-burnt

brown, sapodilla-shaped, syrupy rich, moist cake. I had picked out the

almond nuts and sultanas from its centre. It was a mouthful of warm
delight. I can see her even now carefully removing one from its warm
cardamon syrup and offering it to me.’ (Persaud 1993:123-4) 0 His

silky-textured and delicious laddu, barfi, gulaab jamoon,. ..were

favourites with adults and children alike. (EX 8 Sept 2003:27)

gulay v In sewing, baste, make a temporary seam, /gule/ (< Bh gulna

‘stitch’) 0 Goolay the sheet for me.

gulgula, ghulghula, goolgoolaa n A sweet made of prunes enclosed

in a sweet dough, fried, and coated with sugar; also a similar sweet

made from cooked crushed ripe breadfruit mixed with flour, spice

and sugar and fried in small balls, /gulgula, gulgula/ (< Bh gulgula

‘sweet cakes; soft’) 0 “When you making ghulghula, you mix it up,

lapsi like akra.” (1990) 0 His silky-textured and delicious ... goolgoo-

laa, lapsee, halwaa and gurambha were favourites with adults and

children alike. (EX 8 Sept 2003:27)

gulhar n Hibiscus rosa-sinensis var., a variety of cultivated flowering

hibiscus shrub with multi-petaled flowers, usu. red. /gulhar, gulahar/

(< H gulmohar, ‘Delonix regia or Poinciana regia , flowering trees’)

= arahu, >double hibiscus, fencing flower 0 (Mahabir 1991:1 1

)

guli-danta, gull-danta, guli-ganta n A game played by placing a thin

stick or cocoyea across a circle drawn in the ground, flicked with a

second stick; the farthest distance wins, /guliganta/ (< H-Bh guli

danda ‘game played with different-sized sticks’) 0 Pachisi and wres-

tling among some grown-ups and patang (kite-flying), Kabaddi,

Gulli-danta, cock-fighting and other sports and amusements were

brought from North India. (Jha 1973:38) Dat was ah stiff game ah

guliganta. (1990)

gullaa, goli 1 n Pieces or sections of CANE left after cutting canes in

order to make pieces to plant. (< Bh-Ang gulka ‘small piece or

space’) 0 “Take ah bag to bring de gullaa fuh de chiren.” (1990)

2 n A hole dug in the ground that can be used as a place to make a

fire. 0 De gullaa full up ah water. (1990)

gullet, goulet, gaulet, gallette, goulette n A sharply crescent-shaped

knife usu. fastened to a long pole; used to cut down cocoa pods and

other fruit, /gxlet, golet/ (< FC golete < Fr goulette / Sp goleta, ‘nar-

row-necked, e.g. a bottle’ from shape) = >cocoa knife, goleta, gutahel

0 The other implement must be carried in both hands and used almost

exactly as the “goulette” was now used, but instead of making false

wounds as did the barbarous “goulette”, no wounds should be made if

the labourer carefully handled the implement - (which he had there

on exhibition) - a combination pod picker and branch cutter, one

would not make false cuts beyond the pod as the jab of the “goulette”

almost always did, but which would cut simply the stem of the pod,

and with the same motion apply the dressing. The sponge was
attached just below the knife which was so thin, that it could always

be introduced between the stem and the base of the pod. (POSG 18

Sept 1907) 0 Natives wielded gallettes, the instruments by which

cacao pods are shorn from branch and trunk without injury to the

“cushions”. (Oakley 1941:419) 0 The ripe cacao pods, red, yellow

and purple, hung among their leaves that turned aqua and chartreuse.

In padded hats long-polers, armed with a hooked knife called a gou-

let, plucked pods from high in the trees; cutlasses nipped off the

lower ones. (Holder 1959:151) 0 The cocoa was picked either by

hand or by cocoa-knife (gullet) depending on the height of the tree.

(Woodroffe 1974:22) 0 Negroes, equipped with cutlasses and gou-

lettes, blades on long poles, severed the stout stems of the pods while

others gathered them up. (Bridges 1980:183) 0 The work that Firmin

took part in during his early teens, was the clearing of the under-

growth from round the trees, the collecting in heaps of the cocoa pods

cut down by the pickers with their goulettes (long sticks with a mit-

ten-shaped knife at the end - ‘gutterhells’). (de Verteuil 1992:167)

gully monkey n A low class, stupid, foolish person, (prob. < H galli

‘lane; alley’, poss. < E gully ‘ravine; channel’) 0 She brother is a real

gully monkey.

gully palm n Tob Geonoma interrupta, a native palm tree. = >anare
!

0

(Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 1998:46)

gully root n Petiveria alliacea, a native deeply rooted plant, with

tough stems to over 1 m (3.2') high, the whole plant emitting a garlic

odour when broken. Stems finely hairy, esp. above, branched. Leaves

elliptical, to 15 x 6 cm (5.8 x 2.3"), wavy-margined, spirally

arranged. Flowers in long slender spikes to 40 cm (15.6") long, white,

turning greenish. Fruit 6-8 mm (.24-. 3") long, with two yellow bris-

tles. Used medicinally, and in treating strong perspiration odour. =

cudjoe root, garlic weed, mapurit, ram-goat bush 0 He had not heard

of “Maporit.” He knew the bush called gully root. (POSG 14 Nov
1907:6) 0 Then I will bathe you with some sweet broom. And some
gully root too. (Invader “Obeah Man” 1939 pr) 0 High blood
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pressure: Root of the gully root (cudgoe root) plant two inches to a

cup of boiling water. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 She was greatly amused

at the mention of... shandella, gully root... and herb-a-femme. (Simp-

son 1962:326) 0 Oral: Gully root - two or three pieces about finger

length. (Bush Medicine 1976a: 13) 6 Gully Root, Kojo Root, Mapiu-

rite. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:154) 0 He strongly recom-

mended cashew nuts for cataracts... gully root for abortions. (Heat 10

Oct 1991:7) 0 The leaves of the black sage... the wild coraille...and

the gully root... have been used to prepare the nests for hens to lay

and incubate their eggs, being useful in keeping lice and ticks away.

(Morean 1991:42) 0 Gully root... The root decoction is taken for gas

pain and to cleanse the bladder. Leaf and stem decoction is taken for

colds and fever. (Seaforth et al 1998:526)

gully watchman n Tob Any dragonfly or damselfly of the order Odo-

nata; insects with long thin body and long narrow transparent wings.

= >batti-mamzel, demoiselle
1

,
mademamselle, mademoiselle Marie,

mamzel, zing 0 Look all the gully watchman dey.

guluptious n arc Big and clumsy; ungainly. (< buluptious) = bulup-

tious, >bolokshus 0 (ESTT 1956)

guma (bhaji), gooma (bhajee) n Solarium americanum , a cultivated

plant, 30-80 cm (11.7-31.2") tall. Leaves thin, unequal-sided, ovate.

Flowers white; fruit small round black berries on short stalks. Shoots

and leaves are eaten as bhaaji. /guma b
h
a:c^i/ (< agouma + bhaji)

=

>agouma (bhaji), calalu, Chinese spinach, makci 0 Ocres and Tannia

Sprouts, Guma and some other Bush herbs mixed with Pork, Salt fish.

Land Crabs, and Peppers make a favourite Soup called Calliloe.

(Dowland 1 Sept 1 843) 0 (Mahabir 1991:62)

guma dragon n A dried plant resin, partially soluble in water; used

medicinally. (< E gum tragacanth 'a gummy substance obtained from

species of Astragalus bushes’) 0 While “Turtle Prick’’ has been his

big seller, he also markets other stimulants as “icing glass,” “wheat

germ” and “gum a dragon.” (Punch 7 June 1987:10)

gumaj, goomadge n A small crown or dome placed on top of the

HOSAY Tadjah. /gumac^/ (< Urdu gummaj ‘dome’) 0 The topmost

section [of the tadjah] had a goomadge (a large dome) atop of which

was installed a paper and tinsel peacock. Over this, supported by four

thin rods was a netted roof with decorations of stars and moons and

flowers. (Alladin 1970:32) 0 (Korom 2003:277)

gumba n arc A sweet rice porridge, (prob. African origin) 0 White

rice was soaked overnight. Half of this was pounded, water mixed

into it and sweetened with milk and sugar. This was called gumba.

The other half was used to make waina. This was made by mixing the

soaked rice with white sugar and keeping the mixture damp. It was

then served on top of the akara. (Woodroffe 1974:14-15)

Gumbo Glissay, Gombo Glisse, Gombot Glise 1 n obs A night-time

thief who strips off his clothes and puts grease or oil all over his body

in order to prevent anyone from catching and holding him. /gAmbo
glise/ (< gumbo ‘ochro’ ff its slipperiness when cooked + Fr glisser

‘slip; slide; insinuate’) = greasy burglar 0 Two men described as

mechanics, were arrested for going about exhibiting “Gombot Glise”

in a closed box and charging a few cents to anyone who looked into the

box. One of the men was in the box, and it was alleged that those who
looked in witnessed a very indecent spectacle. The case was dismissed

for want of evidence to identify the prisoners. (POSG 13 Mar 1886:4)

2 n Someone who is difficult to pin down, evasive, slippery. 0 You
have assumed the role of the artful dodger - or what we here call -

Gumbo Glissay - refusing to give direct answers to direct questions.

(Bomb 1977) 0 This assistant learned science to become a gomboglis-

say, a sort of dematerial ised Peeping Tom who, as his nickname Pick-

locket suggest, was able to squeeze through keyholes. (Littlewood

1993:43)

gum boil n An ulcer or sore in the mouth, esp. on the gums. (< E gum
boil ‘an inflammatory swelling or small abscess on the gum’) 0 Gar-

gling with salt water is good for gumboil. 0 He still wore his winter

wool soutane that stank, his teeth were rotting and jam packed with

gum boils, hence the cognomen Pukey. (Andersen 2004: 12)

Gumbo Lai-Lai n A CARNIVAL character who rattles off extravagant

verbal performances. (< Gumbo Lai-Lai ,
nickname for Jules Blades, a

Port of Spain man known for his extravagant English; poss.

< Kikongo ngungu ‘malicious gossip') 0 “You talkin' jes like Gumbo
Lai Lai since you mm lawyer.” (Baptiste 1993:82)

gumbo limbo see GOMMIER 1

gumbo mis, gumbo mus, gumbo maize n Abelmoschus moschatus

[= Hibiscus abelmoschus ], a cultivated plant similar to the edible

OCHRO (A. esculentus ), but with stiff reflexed bristly hairs on the

stem. Seed capsule shorter and wider than edible ochro , with thin

papery dark brown sections, and is not markedly ribbed; splits

lengthwise when ripe to release brown, curved, kidney-shaped

seeds. Seeds used medicinally. (< Kimbundu kingombo ‘ochro’) =

musk ochro, wild ochro 0 Materials used in healing and conjuring.

Roots... gumbo maize. (Simpson 1962:330) 0 Gumbo Mis, Gumbo
Mus, Wild Ochro. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:x) 0 The
mucilaginous leaves of the ochro, the hibiscus, the cousin mahoe
Urena sinuata and the gumbo mis... all members of the hibiscus

family, can be used as natural shampoos... In all instances, the

plant material is macerated in water and then strained. (Morean

1991:44)

gumsai, goomsain n Foul, suffocating scent, /gumsai/ (< Bh-Ang
gumas ‘suffocating; musty’) 0 “In the ole lady room smelling goom-
saain.” (1990) 0 “Ai if you smell under that ole man bed, it over

goomsaai.” (1990) 0 “Late on Sunday morning, the market smelling

real goomsai.” (1990)

gum tree n Sapium glandulosum , a native evergreen tree to 30 m (98')

tall. A sticky white latex is present in all parts. (< E gum-tree ‘any

tree that exudes gum, esp. Eucalyptusj = bird lime
2

, bois lait, ^ilk-
wood 0 (FTT 1979-2-10:680-1)

gunda 1 n Clay, used in making pottery, /gunda/ (< Bh giinda ‘rice

husk’) 0 [For pottery] the machinery consists of a wheel which spins

just a few centimeters off the ground, a handle for turning the wheel,

a large earthen oven, awa, sharp thread, chowne and lumps of clay -

goonda. (Ramlakhan 1990a:4)

2 n A vagabond; violent rogue, /gunda/ (< H gunda ‘rascal’; ‘a

hired rowdy; desperado; hooligan’) = badjohn 0 “He behaving like

ah great goonda.” (1990)

gundy, gundey, gondy n The front claws of a crab or lobster; some-

times refers to the larger of the two claws, /gxndi/ (poss. < Kikongo

ngiindit ~ ngimdi ‘a fish, Trematocara marginatum or a spiny, prickly

shrub, Ximenia gabonensis') 0 Gundy - larger fin of the crab. (Daniel

ms2 ca 1960) 0 They breaking off crab gundy, to sell it separately.

(Duke “Lock Them Up” 1970) 0 He had to be careful because the red

crabs had sharp gundies. (Ladoo 1972:63) 0 Break crabs into 2 pieces

each, remove gundies and crack. (Hunt 1985a:6-7) 0 “You must cut

off the toenails and cut the ‘gundy’, so that the seasonings will go up

inside, and when you suck it, you get the sweet juice.” (EX 5 Aug
1987:19) 0 Finest beach, grey powdery sand, ABC ketch-a-crabs, zig

zagging with huge gundies. (Macfarlane 1997:23) 0 Crack the big

claw (known as the ‘Gundi’) especially if it is large. (Nelson & Puddy

2004:15)

gunga, goongi n A person incapable of speaking, /guqga/ (< H gunga

‘dumb; speechless’) = >mumu 0 “He son is a goongaa.” (1990)

gunghroo, gungooroo n A wide leather or cloth ankle strap with

attached bells used by traditional Indian dancers. See also PAYAL.

/gungru, gunguru/ (< H ghunghrii, ghunghru ‘bells worn on the

ankles by dancing girls’) 0 The Jab Jabs , with their fancy clothes,

whips, and bells, had a particular Indian involvement - the Indians

would have understood the bells as gunghroos (shunghroos), bells

Indian dancers attach to their ankles. (Sankeralli 1998:205)

gunguna n A baby’s rattle, /gunguna/ (< H-Bh gungunana ‘hum’) 0

“Gi de baby de gunguna leh she stop crying.” (1990)

gun-mouth pants n arc Men’s trousers with very straight narrow

lower legs, in which the ankles are significantly narrower than the

knees, (fr resemblance of trouser leg to a straight-lined cannon or gun

barrel) 0 Some of them in they gun-mouth pants. Now they getting so

fresh that they want to tell you how you must dress. (Executor “I

Don’t Know How the Young Men Living” 1937) 0 Oh, they come in

here just like stinging ants, Some of them in they gun-mouth pants.
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(Growler “Too Botheration” 1938) 0 Savile [sz'c] Row can turn out

double breast, single breast, bell-bottom or gun-mouth, the creole

tailors turn out an exclusively Trinidad product. (J. de Boissiere

1945c:37) 0 When they use to wear their gun mouth pants, The girls

use to give them a fat chance, They never use to tell them biddim

bow. (Viper “Leave the Sack Dress Alone” 1959 pr) 0 You wash you

foot and jump in West Indian dance, With you gun mouth Singapore

pants. (Panther "Reply to Lee Quan Yew” 1973 pr)

gunsack 1 n A leather gun holder, fastened to a belt (E holster). (< E
sack ‘a bag, usu. made of cloth or paper’) 0 Kirk Douglas, in “Man
Without a Star”, was wearing two gunsack.

2 n Heavy thighs, usu. of a woman. 0 She went on a diet because she

gunsack was too big.

gun talk n Tough talk; bragging and intimidation; threats. Characteris-

tic of the speech of the MIDNIGHT ROBBER. (< rope talk, with addi-

tional danger of guns) = fat talk, rope
1

, >rope talk 0 Gun talk. Fighting

words, to threaten verbally. (Alloy, in Smith 2000b: 17) 0 This speech is

more than 60 years old and it’s just one of the many speeches in

Millington’s vast collection of “gun talk”. (EX 4 Feb 2004)

gun trap n An illegal hunting gun designed to be set off by an unsus-

pecting animal; also used to protect crops, esp. GANJA. (< E trap gun

‘an automatic firing device usu. set off by the tripping of a wire or

cord’) = spring gun, >trap gun 0 Gun traps everywhere now. You
can’t walk the woods in peace. (Stewart 1989:107)

guppy n Poecilia reticulata [~ Lebistes poecilioides, L. reticulatus,

Poecilioides reticulatus, Poecilia branneri, Acanthocephalus guppyi,

A. reticulatus, Haridichthys reticulatus, Heterandria guppyi, Girardi-

nus guppyi, G. reticulatus], a small fresh or brackish water fish; to

65 mm for females, 38 mm for males. Prized as an avid eater of mos-

quito larvae. Body-colour usu. very pale yellowish-brown; females usu.

plain; males have bright patches or spots of colour, esp. on tail. Bears

live young. Found in southwest Tobago, and in Trinidad widely distrib-

uted throughout streams south of the Northern Range and streams

draining the western side of the north coast; occurs in a wide range of

habitats from clear mountain streams to heavily polluted canals and

drainage ditches. A popular aquarium fish; widely known internation-

ally as guppy, with many highly ornamental hybrid strains. (< guppy-

fish) = belly fish, big belly fish, guppy-fish, millions
1

, mosquito fish,

rainbow fish, seven colours 0 The street-drains in the eighties and nine-

ties were often crowded with “Belly-fish.” In these days of perfectly

graded concrete drains the “guppy” is no longer seen in the streets of

the City, nor in the so-called “Dry-river,” Belmont. (Guppy 1936:49) 0

Belly-fish, millions, rainbow-fish, guppy-fish, guppy, mosquito fish.

(Boeseman 1960:121-2) 0 He preferred to... walk along the banks of

the Dry River and throw stones into the stink water and collect the gup-

pies into bottles of fresh water. (Gomes 1978:7) 0 Any fish of the

Guppy breed, internationally, has as its ancestors the fish bred in Trini-

dad and Tobago. (Bacchus 1984:150) 0 The fishes occur naturally in

communities of one to 17 species. The most impoverished communi-
ties are found in the nutrient poor waters at the very top of streams.

Communities here are composed of the guppy and/or jumping guabine.

These two are hardy fishes that can survive harsh conditions, which

will explain the fact that they are the most widespread of all freshwater

fishes on the two islands, occurring in polluted water where no other

fishes survive. (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:5)

guppy-fish n Poecilia reticulata, a small freshwater fish; bears live

young. (< R. J. Lechmere Guppy, 1836-1916, Inspector of Schools

and naturalist, who sent first Trinidad specimens to the British

Museum) = belly fish, big belly fish, >guppy, millions
1

, mosquito

fish, rainbow fish, seven colours 0 Rainbow-fish, guppy-fish, belly-

fish: Lebistes reticulatus and Girardinus guppyi. Metallic or irides-

cent rainbow hues, with two or more black spots. Back and tail fins

marked, coloured, or plainly translucent. (Guppy 1934:118) 0 In

Dr. Gunther’s Catalogue of Fishes 1859-1870 a little Cyrprinodont

was described from Trinidad under the name of Girardinum guppyi -

from this specific name the popular name “Guppy-fish” has arisen,

now universally used by aquarists in referring to Lebistes reticulatus

Peters. Specimens of this little fish were sent by the late R.J. Lechmere

Guppy, F.L.S.F.G.S.,&c: - to the British Museum together with two

other species, and in a communication from Dr. Gunther, F.R.S., to the

Scientific Association of Trinidad in October 1868, G. guppyi and

Rivulus hard are described. (Guppy 1936:c) 0 Belly-fish, millions, rain-

bow-fish, guppy-fish, guppy, mosquito fish. (Boeseman 1960:121-2)

Guppy’s emesis n Emesis guppyi, a medium-sized dark brown butter-

fly, with a faint short band across the forewing. Rare, and endemic to

Trinidad. (< P. L. Guppy, Trinidadian naturalist and first collector of

this species + genus name) 0 (Barcant 1970:214)

Guppy’s sardine n Hemibrycon taeniurus, a small freshwater fish;

silvery with a yellow tail having a black horizontal bar at its base.

(< R. L. Guppy, Trinidad naturalist + sardine~) = band-tail tetra,

>mountain stream sardine
1

,
sardine

6
0 “Guppy’s Sardine”... some-

times referred to as the “Mountain Stream Sardine” is widely distrib-

uted in the upper courses of streams draining the southern slopes of

the Northern Range, always in well shaded areas. Schools frequently

accumulate at the foot of rapids or falls. (Kenny 1995:47-8)

gupta dan n arc In a Hindu wedding, a ritual following KANYA-DAN
in which a ball of dough containing money is presented to the groom
by the bride and her parents. (< H-Bh gupt ‘hidden; secret’ + dan

‘gift’) 0 The ceremony of kanya-dan... is the “giving away” of the

bride by her father and is followed by the gupta dan (gift in secret). A
ball of dough containing money is presented to the groom by the

bride and her parents. (Balkissoon ca 1975:10) 0 This ‘giving away’

was followed by gupta dan, or gift in secret, of coins enclosed in a

ball of dough, the latter being shaped at the top like the lips of a

vagina. (Clarke 1986:122)

gurbha-griha n arc A small simple Hindu shrine. (< Sanskrit garbha

‘pregnant; sacred'+ grih ‘house; dwelling’) 0 The Hindu sanctuary will

consist of a small, unlit shrine called the ‘gurbha-griha’ crowned with

the spire-shaped sikhara roof and a porch-like hall or mandapa, which

will be used for religious dancing and music. (Bomb 14 Aug 1987: 13)

gurglet see GOGLET

gurlaage n Bowing to touch someone’s feet in respect. (< Bh gur ‘leg’

+ lage ‘touch’) 0 “Goorlaage paa foot before yuh go.” (1990)

gurmuu see GURUMUKH
guru n A Hindu godfather; leader; spiritual teacher. (< H guru ‘spiri-

tual teacher’) 0 “Wha yuh have ah guru fuh eh, yuh cyah even see

im.” (1990) 0 Pundits performed the role ofguru (spiritual teacher) to

individual chelas (disciples), as well as purohit (ritual specialist) for

various families. (Vertovec 1992:79) 0 In many settlements a single

Brahman served as purohit for all families, as well as ‘god-father’

[guru) to virtually all individuals, especially males... In the latter role,

he imparted to individuals in their teens a special prayer, chant, or

sound (mantra) in a ceremony (gurudiksha) which Hindus came to

call ‘christening.’ (Vertovec 1992:1 14)

gurudiksha n A Hindu ceremony in which a person is given a spiri-

tual guide, usu. a PANDIT, and an individual GURU-MANTRA. (< H
guru + dakshinai ‘gift in lieu of service’) = christening, gurumukh 0

In many settlements a single Brahman served as... ‘god-father’ (guru)

to virtually all individuals, especially males... he imparted to indi-

viduals in their teens a special prayer, chant, or sound (mantra) in a

ceremony (gurudiksha) which Hindus came to call ‘christening.’

(Vertovec 1992:1 14)

gurukula n The practice of a master imparting knowledge to a few

disciples. (< guru + kula ‘home; abode’) 0 In times gone by, the

Hindu faith was passed on by “gurukula,” the practice of a “master”

imparting knowledge to a few “disciples.” (EX 3 July 1988:47) 0 “Is

few guru could get ah gurukula award nowadays.” (1990)

guru-mantra n A personal MANTRA given to an individual by a GURU.
(< H guru + mantra ‘a sacred text, esp. one from the Vedas used as a

prayer or incantation’) 0 “Yuh know I forget mi guru mantra.” (1990)

gurumukh, ghoormuk, gurmuu n A traditional Hindu ceremony, in

which a spiritual guide, usu. a PANDIT, and an individual GURU-
MANTRA, is given to initiate religious studies. (< H guru-mukh

‘receive initiatory prayer from a guru’) = christening, gurudiksha 0

Both Hindu men and women are expected to be “christened" by the
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time they are married. The purpose of this ceremony, gurmuu, is to

assign a particular pundit to each person, who will act as his spiritual

godfather. To this pundit the disciple, chela , is supposed to go when

he is in need of spiritual advice. Although there is no specific age

when this ceremony must take place, it should occur by the time of

marriage. Most christenings take place on the night before marriage,

and in this way both bride and groom get the same pundit... Both the

“christening” and the “confirmation” ceremonies are traditionally

Hindu, and the nearest English names have been adopted by Trinidad

Hindus to signify them. (Niehoff& Niehoff 1960:131) 0 Years ago, it

is said, parents put their sons into the hands of the family guru at the

age of about twelve or fourteen, to receive gurumukh (initiation). A
cela (initiate) of the Swami says proudly that he had a “real"

gurumukh, involving proper instruction and the learning of a per-

sonal, secret mantra (formal prayer). The celas of the village “godfa-

thers” are told only to “repeat the name of God,” and are advised,

vaguely, to "be good.” (Klass 1961:147-8) 0 Even... guru-mukh (giv-

ing of the sacred mantra by the guru to the chela (disciple) [is] per-

formed. (Jha 1973:44) 0 She going to ghoormuk. (1990)

guru-puja n A respectful offering to a GURU at the beginning of a

PUJA. (< H guru + puja) 0 The offering of... guru-puja (respectful

offering to the priest-teacher)... in the beginning of a puja - [is] the

same in Trinidad Hindu puja and have havan as have been done in

North India for ages. (Jha 1973:35) 0 “Every Thursday we does do

guru pooja.” (1990)

gutahel, gotahel, gutterhell n A sharply crescent-shaped knife usu.

fastened to a long pole, used to cut down cocoa pods and other fruit.

/gAtahd/ = >cocoa knife, goleta, gullet 0 Gotahel - cocoa knife

(ESTT 1956) 0 The work that Firmin took part in during his early

teens, was the clearing of the undergrowth from round the trees, the

collecting in heaps of the cocoa pods cut down by the pickers with

their goulettes (long sticks with a mitten-shaped knife at the end -

‘gutterhells’). (de Verteuil 1992:167)

guts n The membranes and sometimes pulp inside a fruit. (< E gut,

guts ‘inside; contents of something’; in E not usu. applied to fruits) 0

Candied fruit is made by washing the fruit to remove small extrane-

ous material and dust. Citrus peel requires the removal of bitterness

and loosening of the “guts” by chemical treatment with a weak solu-

tion of sodium bicarbonate and separation of the guts from the skin.

(EX 22 July 1990: 18)

guts like calabash phr With have, be very brave, courageous. (< E
have gits ‘have courage’ + like calabash

,

fr large amount of inner flesh

compared to very thin shell of fruit) 0 The fruit is filled with a mass of

juicy spongy pulp in which is found a large number of flat dark-brown

seeds. The commonly used expression “You have more guts than a cal-

abash” is based upon this observation. (Morean 1985:18) 0 You have to

have guts like calabash to tell people some of the things man does put

you through. (Doh Say Dat, TG 27 Oct 1991 : 16)

guts like cobo phr With have, describing someone who can eat any-

thing; also someone who doesn't react badly to being insulted or get-

ting pressure, (fr ability of a cobo to eat rotting food) 0 “He doesn’t

get on, he have guts like cobo.” (1990)

gutter n Standing water; pool; or small pond. (< E gutter ‘a channel or

shallow trough to carry off rain-water’) 0 Mind you step in the gutter.

gutterhell see GUTAHEL

gwalin, guaalin n Any small millipede, /gwalin/ (poss H-Bh) = blind

worm, canouver, >congoree 0 “Look! ah gwalin by yuh foot.” (1990)

gwan veven n Stachytarpheta jamaicensis, a native plant with ascend-

ing branches to about 1 m (3.2') high. Flowers small, deep violet-blue,

in erect spikes. (< FC < Fr grande ven’eine Targe verveine’) = blue top,

blue veven, gwo veven, >veven*, vori-vine

gwen amba fei, graine amba feuille, gran amba fei, grain amber
feye, grenambafeu n Phyllanthus amarus, a native, short-lived, usu.

erect, little-branched plant, often completely green including flowers.

Branches resemble compound leaves, but true leaves are very small,

to 14x6 mm (.5 x .24"), bearing inconspicuous flowers in pairs -

usu. one male and one female - in leaf axils. Seed capsule flattened-

round, 2 mm (.08") long, containing light brown ridged seeds 1 mm
(.04") long; the tiny roundish seed capsules appear to be attached

under the “leaves”. (< FC < Fr graines en bas feuilles, ‘seed under

leaves’ fr apparent location of seed capsules) = >seed-under-leaf 0

Grain amber feye, physic nut bush, And nine leaves of cus cus.

(Ziegfeld “Cabula Bath” 1938, in Rohlehr 1990:164) 0 If you had

fever from head to feet, cosee mahoe, gran amba fei, or mapo weet.

(Relator “Bush Medicine” pr 1971) 0 Graine Amba Feuille, Granam-
bafeu, Seed-Under-Leaf. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:156)

gwif shat see GRIFFE-CHAT

gwo veven n Stachytarphetajamaicensis, a native plant with ascending

branches to about 1 m (3.2') high. Flowers small, deep violet-blue, in

erect spikes. (< FC < Fr gros verveine

,

Targe verveine’) = blue top,

blue veven, gwan veven, >veven’, vori-vine

gyaan n Knowledge, either book learning or common sense. (< H-Bh
gy'dn ‘knowledge; understanding; intelligence; knowledge of a spe-

cific and religious kind’) 0 “He have plenty gyaan.” (1990)

gyaani n A learned, erudite person. (< H-Bh gyani ‘one possessing

knowledge, religious wisdom’) 0 “My grandfather was ah good

gyaani person.” (1990)

gyal, gul, gyul n Term of address, usu. friendly or affectionate, to a

woman, used by males and females, /gjal, gj a1/ (< dial E gal ‘girl’

young female person’) = girl 0 Wen me Quashiba gal tek wan man...

he mus be sumting fe put yieye pon. (PC 9 July 1904) 0 “Gal Bass, if

I was in you position, I wouda give Choon pressure in he ass.” (Ladoo

1974:25) 0 “Gyul yuh better be careful fuh dis garahan coming up.”

(1990) 0 “Gyul, things going real slow now,” she said, clutching her

bundle closely. (Pierre 2001)

gyal pickney Tob n Girl; daughter. (< gyal + pickney) 0 Gyal picknie

- girl child. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

gym boots, jim boots n Rubber-soled canvas shoes; high-sided sneak-

ers; plimsolls; running shoes. (< E gym-shoes ‘shoes for use in sports,

gymnasium’ + boots) = gatchees, high-siders, jigger boots, watchek-

ong 0 He wore my gym boots as we played crane under the mango
behind the house. (Hosein 1980:103) 0 To really show up the excite-

ment behind those jammies, [she] has donned black beret and, good

old Jim boots. (Punch 24 Aug 1986) 0 We had to get blue jerseys and

shorts, and a long pair of striped blue socks with matching gym boots.

(TG 19 Nov 1989:7) 0 ME: This is yuh ambition! Tuh walk about

with yuh head like a billboard advertising gym-boots fuh people who
not only not paying you but who don’t even know that you or we even

exist! Is stupid yuh stupid! Advertising gym boots! HE: Not gym
boots, daddy, SNEAKERS! ME: SNEAKERS! SPEAKERS!
STREAKERS! I is any gym boots godfather[?] (EX 30 Apr 1997)

gym-toe n A stubbed toe tied with a cloth. 0 Look the boy have a

gym-toe.

gynese clinic n A gynecology clinic, specializing in female reproduc-

tive health. (< E gynecology, health care professionals’ slang gynee;

+ poss. influence from Guyanese) 0 (Haynes 1987:80)

gynese doctor n A gynecologist, doctor specializing in female repro-

ductive health. (< E gynecoloy; health care professionals’ slang

gynee; + poss. influence fr Guyanese) 0 (Haynes 1987:80)

gyul see GYAL



Hh

H n An initial letter on a car licence plate, designating a taxi or vehicle

for hire. (< E hire) 0 With capital acquired from other sources, they

bought cars or ‘maxis’ (vans seating from ten to forty passengers) to

shuttle between set locations. Cars and maxis with ‘H’ (Hire) plates

were licensed by the government to work as taxis; these were gener-

ally full-time drivers. Cars with ‘P’ (Private) plates were owned by

individuals working in other fields who occasionally used their cars

for part-time taxi work. The latter called this occasional occupation

‘P-H’ work, which for some years was not legal but tolerated. After a

few hours work on a County job or some other task in the morning, a

villager would often take his car to ‘go do a Til P-H’ on the main road

between the village and Penal, leaving the major routes between

Penal and Siparia or San Fernando to full-time taxi drivers. This

localized, part-time taxi work became quite lucrative as more

and more villagers came to work and shop outside the village itself.

(Vertovec 1992:147)

h- prefAn initial sound sometimes added before words beginning with

a vowel, esp. the sounds as in ail, ask, empty. It is often accompanied

by the dropping of h- in words beginning with this sound, e.g. am an

hegg ‘ham and egg’. This feature is now associated with Tobagonian

speech, but is found in older Trinidadian texts as well. 0 “Me Mimba
no sabby make fool. Me swear dat me no know wha hale her.” (TG 2

Oct 1 827) 0 Massa — tell em say one complain bring gains em foo

buse me and hask em if he gilty. (TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 [M]e no tell

em nutten - never open me mout foo hanswer one wud. (TSCG 8 Jan

1848:2)

ha 1 intj obs An expression of greeting, recognition, getting attention.

0 The first place I landed was on the Parade in Puerto d’Espana or

Porta Spain. I had a thousand salutations from the Negroes “how do

Massa, ha! young Massa, ha! Buccara”; (which is a term for white

man) with all the expression imaginable. (Cumberland 23 May 1802,

in Broughton Add 36499:95a)

2 v Have; possess; keep; put. (< E have) 0 If you owe one merchant in

town he no believe say you ha sugar. (77V 25 Oct 1884) 0 Me dardy

say he gwine put an de biggest pare ah army bluka boots whay he ha

for kick you wid. (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 “Allan...,” cried a young

woman, “whah he ha dem snake wid dem chirren so for?” she won-

dered. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:11)

3 v Have to, must; used with fo/fu/fi. 0 You mek me trus up all ar

Sofee black tooloom sugar cake; evry day you com hoam, ahwe har

for stur up tree pongs an a half a cam flower in a big pat ar ku-ku wid

ar haapnee herrin, an den ah we ha fo tek a quart ah surrop fo mix um
up in a lard pan full ah warawarap fo full de creases in ar you greedee

gut. (PC 30 Apr 1904)

haale dole adj Sluggish; clumsy. (< Bh hole dole ‘sluggish’) 0 “You
too haale dole.” (1990)

haalikar adv In a hurry; quickly. (< Bh < E hurry) 0 “Come haalikar.”

(1990)

haaphaa n Shortness of breath; wheezing; asthma. (< H hapsana ‘be

out of breath’) 0 “He running too much and look he have haaphaa.”

(1990)

hack v Remove an old cocoa tree to allow a young tree to establish

itself. (< E hack, applied to various agricultural operations involving

cutting or chopping; ‘cut up by the roots’ < hack ‘cut with heavy

blows; cut or chop up or into pieces’) 0 (Moore 1980:15)

had v A particle used with a verb to indicate that the action of the verb

was completed a long time ago. Note: E had indicates that the action

of the verb was completed prior to the action of another stated verb.

(< bin + E had) 0 [He] is literally a child of revolution, having been

bom just three days after the start of the June 1937 labour riots in

Fyzabad, which had been the fore-runner to political, social and eco-

nomic changes in colonial Trinidad and Tobago. (EX-2 29 Dec

1987:3) 0 There is need for the early completion of this concrete shed

since as it is it can only serve for the dry season because whenever

rain falls it gets into the shed from all sides. Work on this site had

started some 10 years ago and it still lacks water, electricity and toilet

facilities. There is need for the extension of the car park and the

development of the fire-bed for cremation by the pyre system. (EX 14

Oct 1990:10)

Haden mango n A variety of cultivated mango; large to very large,

oval, plump, base rounded, apex round to broadly pointed; light to

deep apricot yellow, with a red blush; skin thick and tough; flesh

yellow-orange; very firm, very juicy, flavour rich and sweet, threads

close to seeds only. 0 HADEN... Originated in Florida as a seedling

from Mulgoa. Regular fruiting but flavour is not as fine as the parent.

(Bharath 1966:22)

had time see IT HAD TIME

had was v A past form of have to, indicating the existence of an obli-

gation. Generally equivalent to E had to. 0 I could remember 1943,

When whe whe use to play by one eye ‘Benjy’, He had was to grease

the Policeman hands. (Pride “Government Should Schedule New
Rule for the Football Pool” 1951 pr) 0 “How much did Mrs. Smith

pay you?” “I uses to get twenty-five a month there, but I had was to

find me own place to sleep.” (Hart 1966:6) 0 “I had was to see you. I

too glad I meet you home.” (Hill 1966c: 15) 0 He was in such a rage,

ah hear, dat he had was to get Selwin to read he speech. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 19 June 1977) 0 All who livin nearby dis volkano had was

to ran from dey house an lef everyting dey own behine. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 22 Oct 1979) 0 “Don’t forget how much we had was to

borrow to move to Port of Spain.” (Khan 1987:58) 0 Ah hear dey had

was tuh run quick and trust ah ham by Mr Chen. (Foster 1990:53) 0

That time they used to make the seat out ofbamboo and they had was
to put a box below my feet to keep up the drum for I to beat. (Andrew

Beddeau, OPNL June 1994:6)

hafiz n A Muslim who officiates at a wedding ceremony. (< U hafiz

‘guardian; governor; one who knows the whole Koran by heart’) 0

The marriage ceremony itself was conducted in Urdu, usually by a

hafiz. (Clarke 1986:123)

hagarsi n In hole games with marbles, before the game, players

may CUT FOR hagarsee, making an agreement about the penalty to

the loser, e.g. ten BOKEE. In another common hagarsee penalty,

poss. more common in southern Trinidad, each winning player can

take an EX from the rim of the hole nearest to the point where the

loser’s marble has stopped and try to hit it away from the hole,

from which point the loser once more has to attempt to pot the

hole. The object is to hit the loser’s marble hard enough to break

it, or in the case of a HAND DAB to make it land in the PISS. Having

endured this penalty from all the winners, the loser then can cut

hagarsee, i.e. indicate that the penalty has been paid and the con-

tract is now finished, by linking little fingers with an opponent and

“cutting” them apart with the downward slash of an open palm (a

gesture also used in adult betting), /hagaisi/ (poss. < H-Bh hagana
‘cause to defecate’)

hagnob and bob tail n arc The common crowd /hagnab/ (< E hobnob

and bob-rail) 0 Hag nob & bob tail - the crowd or rabble. (Daniel

msl ca 1960)

hag-nama, hog in armour, hawg-in-amah n obs Tob Dasypus
novemcinctus novemcinctus, a mammal with a hard armoured shell.

(< hog-in-armour + poss. < E hog ‘pig’ + Eastern Ijo nama ‘meat’) =

brambadilla, cachicam(a), kirtchecom 1

, kochikong
3

,
>tatu 0 I may
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also add the Hog in Armour (Armadillo) but there is a prejudice

against its flesh which is said to create Leprosy. (Dowland 1843) 0

Hag-nama or tattoo or brambadilla, “armadillo”... “an animal not

often seen here.” (Uh 1883:249) 0 I told Thomas Ned about the great

armadillo that used to roam the forests of South America in the quat-

ernary period... the gigantic glyptodon, with... [a] body the size of an

ox... this rather staggered his credulity. “Dis a hawg-in-amah yo’

done spoke of mus’ a live long time ’fore slavery time, sah, fo’ um
don' heah nuffin’ ’bout um from ole massa nor nobuddy. Ki! what a

t’ing dat a be toe meet in de wood ob a da’k night!” (Ober 1898:217)

haikal, hykal n arc A traditional Indian woman’s necklace consisting

of a metal or thread neck-chain and one or more pendants, often gold

coins or metal leaf-shapes (pan ke haikal). With MOHUR (gold

coins), the coins are usu. the same size, but can be different denomi-

nations or values, /haikal/ (< H-Bh haikal ‘ornament worn around the

neck’) = pan ke haikal 0 Also, the sonar or goldsmith who sold jewel-

lery of silver and gold of all sorts - nakphul, kanphul, haikal, kara,

baerwah, chooriah, etc. (Alladin 1970:48) 0 The Chanda Har or

moon necklace and Haikal were two types of neck ornaments which

were elaborately decorated and were much larger than the Hasoolie,

reaching lower down the chest. (Raghoo 1984:10) 0 Pan Ka Hykhal.

Referred to as the hykhal. This necklace comprised a very thick chain

going around the neck. The chain joined a leaf-shaped pendant.

(Ramlakhan 1990a:5) 9 "Yuh cyah wear haikal and thing these days,

dey kill yuh fuh it.” (1990) 0 “When a woman has a haikal on, you

know she’s high class.” (2002)

haimaray v Cause harm to come to someone by conscious or uncon-

scious jealousy. /haimare/ (< H-Bh hay ‘sigh; sound of grief + mare

‘give; throw’) = >maljo, najar 0 East Indians do not take the idea of

“maljo” lightly. If something is wrong with a person, they say that

someone has put haimaray on him and the only way to get rid of this

is to jharay him. The pundit comes and prayers are offered until the

evil sprits leave the body of the affected person. (Boodoosingh

1976:19) 9 “Some people does eat private. They afraid people hai

mare the food. Get bad najar.” (1990)

hair cut n A sore on a man’s penis, believed to be caused by a cut

from a woman’s pubic hair; often caused by herpes or syphilis. = love

cut 0 Ah fraid that woman yes, I get a hair cut last time I brush she.

hair sheep n Any breed of sheep with thin short hair, rather than thick

wool, suited to tropical climates. 0 We have a pedigreed Sheep Herd-

ing Unit... which will soon be producing a new breed of Hair sheep

and the popular Barbados Black Belly sheep. (7TM5 May 1987:16)

hairy big-eared bat n Micronycteris hirsuta, a bat. 0 (Alkins 1979:53)

hairy (bois) laylay, hairy lele, hairy lay-lay n Cordia panamensis

[= C. sulcata\, a native tree to 1 5 m (49'), smaller than C. bicolor.

Trees functionally male or female, twigs bristly, sometimes turned

downwards. Leaves variable in shape, upper surface rough, with

minute short stiff hairs; lower surface with many slender soft flat

hairs, sometimes velvety. Flowers white, female ones smaller, in

loosely forking flat-topped clusters. Fruit greenish or whitish,

smooth, 8-10 mm (.31-. 39") long, round, flesh whitish-translucent,

containing a hard woody seed, rough, broader than long. = (bois) lay-

lay
3

, mapoo (laylay), soapseed" 0 Hairy lele. (Marshall 1934:71) 0

Hairy lele. (FTT 1 953-2-4: 1 99) 0 The scaled pigeon or ramier can

sometimes be seen taking berries where wild tobacco is found grow-

ing close to forest edges. This bird however, is usually a high-canopy

feeder and will resort to feeding on wild tobacco berries only when
other food sources such as the mapoo Cordia lockhartil and the hairy

lay-lay Cordia sulcata are not available. (Morean 1990b:26)

hairy crab n Ucides cordatusi, a popular crab for eating. Generally

purple, blue, or purple-brown in colour. It has long hairy legs and

swellings on the sides of the back, which is about 11.2 cm (4.5")

wide. Nocturnal, inhabiting burrows in swamps and mangroves.

Recently, mainly imported from Venezuela. 0 (Innes 1986) 0 [T]he

ladies who vend hairy crabs complained bitterly about the “sun

hitting them in the afternoon.” (TG 4 Aug 2002:5)

hairy cutlet n Citharexylum spinosum , a medium-sized native ever-

green tree, girth to 1.5 m (5'). Bark light, thin, papery, peeling;

underbark orange-buff. Leaves opposite, simple, entire, ovate, veins

hairy beneath. Formerly considered a separate species from WHITE
FIDDLEWOOD, in having leaves more densely hairy beneath, and

very thin, esp. at flowering time. = >white fiddlewood
1

0 (Marshall

1934:76) 9 (FTT 1955-2-6:402)

hairy hermit n Glaucis hirsuta (E rufous-breasted or hairy hermit

hummingbird), a hummingbird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Head dark brown

with buff streaks; upperparts bronze-green; underparts pale reddish-

brown; tail rounded, white-tipped, outer four tail-feathers bright

reddish brown; long down-curved bill. = >balisier
7

, brown-breast,

doctor
2

,
Trinidad hermit 9 (Roberts 1934:94) 9 (Williams 1922:157)

9 A Hairy Hermit that I observed as it made its hovering way up one

frond after another. (Worth 1967:264) 9 (ffrench 1991:219-21)

hairy pois doux n Several native species of Inga with hairy leaves,

stems, or pods, and winged seeds. Inga fastuosa [~ I. venosa], a

medium-sized evergreen tree, girth to 1.5 m (5'); leaves compound,

winged, densely hairy; twigs stout and rusty hairy; flowers in spikes,

fruit a rusty-hairy, flattened, 25 x 5 cm (10 x 2") pod. I. oerstediana

[~ I. edulis], a medium evergreen tree, girth to 1 .5 m (5'), 4 pairs leaf-

lets, flowers on spikes; fruit pod long and thin, rounded, woolly,

many-ribbed. I. hartii, 3-6 pairs of leaflets; flattened smooth pod. I.

ingoides, a medium evergreen tree, girth to 1.8 m (6'), 5 pairs leaflets,

flowers on short stalks; cylindrical 25 cm (10") pods, ribbed and

densely rusty woolly. = >pois doux 9 (Marshall 1934:44-5)

hakika n A celebration consecrating a child into Islam, sometimes

shortly after birth, but usu. before the child is six years old or so.

/hakika/ (< prob. H-U haqtqa ‘essential, genuine’ )

hakka stick n obs A traditional Indian fighting stick, about 7' long and

weighted with metal at one end. (< H hakka) 9 No hakka sticks or

other offensive weapons or torches or foresticks shall be carried by

any immigrants in any such procession on any high road or public

road. (Regulations, Ord 9, 1882 in Singh 1988:80-1) 9 He could see

the long hakka sticks they carried, six or seven feet long and heavily

weighted at one end with iron or brass rings and nails - a veritable sea

of sticks, (de Verteuil 1989:103)

haksi n In marbles, an overarm throw of a marble in order to knock an

opponent’s marble out of the ring, /haksi/

hakwai, hakwhy, hakway, hack wai, har quai n arc A person of

mixed Chinese ancestry, usu. Chinese and African, /hakwai/ (< Ch
hei gin ‘dark ghost’) 9 A person with a mixture of Chinese and Afri-

can bloods. The person may also be referred to as a creole chinee or a

har-quai. “Is de Chinese creole girl who win de beauty queen show.”

(Baptiste 1992) 9 “Dem little harquai bright too bad.” (Baptiste

1993:84) 9 Catholicity of desire breeds universalism in culture, and

accordingly the Chinese - or at least the “hack wai” Chinese-creole

hybrids - have comfortably lent their talents to the development of

T&T culture in a more all-embracing way than almost anyone else.

(Johnson 2003a)

halal 1 adj Of meat, from animals slaughtered and processed accord-

ing to Muslim ritual. (< U halal ‘legal; legitimate; lawful’) 9 High

Quality Grade A. Halal Chicken that’s specially selected for you. (ad,

TTM 24 Nov 1989:5) 9 The company is the largest supplier of Halal

chicken in TnT. (TTM 3 Jan 1993:3) 9 “Where can we go that we can

get halal food?” (Ali 1993:140)

2 v Slaughter an animal in accordance with Muslim ritual. 9 “In most

ah dem restaurant they does halal all dey meat.” (1990)

3 v Destroy; conquer; end someone’s career. 9 Butcher said he will

halal Kamal in the San Juan abbatoir - which he did with great

finesse. (Bomb 19 Dec 1986:19) 9 “My old man get dotish with the

blows. He say is the conceit of them ministers was their downfall.

Kamal get halal, boy. It was really time for a change, yes! “ (EX-S 25

Jan 1987:33)

halay, hallay, harlay n arc A sweet, usu. pink, soft and elastic; can be

pulled and stretched, /hale/ (< FC < Fr haler ‘pull; haul’ ff action of

pulling and stretching during preparation) = halay file 9 “Pomdilian”,

“halay”, “tuloom” sweet. (Fortune ca 1950-59:1 1) 9 You are my har-

ley sweetie. You so long and sticky. (Young Killer “Miller vs. Killer”

1965 pr, in Roberts 1965) 9 Children bought sweet drinks, sweeties
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(caesar ball, fowl gizzard and harlay), balloons, flutes and tiny cap-

guns. (Alladin 1970:55) 0 During all this time, we had been steadily

eating sweetbread and lime sweets, hallay and sugar cakes up in the

bow. (Araujo 1984:75) 0 The African slaves had [a great fancy] for

sweets. .. Those who worked on the sugar estates were given part of

their wages in sugar and molasses. They then used these to make any

number of delicious sweetmeats... [such as] “halay” a sweet made with

sugar and water which by its pulling quality is reminiscent [frc] of

today’s bubble gum. (Hunt 1985a:i-ii) 0 Confectionary [sic] manufac-

ture started some 60 years ago in Couva as a cottage industry by the

Khan family... Candies manufactured in those days included: “Halay”,

“Jub-Jub”, “Paradise Plum”, “Kaizer Ball”, Peppermint, Butternut,

Fudge and hand made Lollipops. (EX-S 15 Mar 1987:15) 0 Maza
Marie’s special commodity was “hallay”. This particular titbit (a fore-

runner to chewing gum) could be stretched and pulled to almost any

length before it was consumed. (Maynard 1992:26) 0 It is the same

look of awe and horror I used to give my grandmother whenever she

talked about cooking on a chulha and grinding split peas on a masala

stone, that I get from people under 20 years old when 1 talk about

halay, pointy-tip shoes and Donny Osmond. (T&T Yesteryear 1995:8)

halay baton, halle baton n Wielding or swinging fighting sticks at

opponents, /hale bato/ (< Fr haler ‘pull; haul’ + baton ‘stick’) 0 These

[bands] headed by the champions who could halle baton skillfully with

a grande tambour and a collection of shack-shacks to give the music,

torches made of resinous wood to give light, marched down the streets

yelling ribald songs. (Inniss 1932 [1858]) 0 Throughout the 1870s,

large bands of stickfighters marched against one another in Carnival....

While members of each band fought one another in consort (halle

baton) the crowd danced ‘Corlindas’ (old kalenda). (Cowley 1993:1 1)

halay corde n Throwing a top into the air and making it land on your

hand. (< Fr < haler ‘pull’ + corde ‘string’) 0 “Haler Corde”, mostly

played by little boys, had an underarm motion with the nail pointing

downward. The top was made to spin by simultaneously jerking the

arm and releasing the top. It did not have the force of the over-arm

action... “Haler corde” was to top-spinning what underhand bowling is

to cricket. The older boys began their top-spinning action as a bowler

with an overarm motion, the top being held with the nail pointing

upward. As the arm became level or slightly below the shoulder, a turn

of the wrist brought the nail pointing downward and with some force

into the earth. (Cummings 2004:103-4) 0 To move the “down” top

along the lines was where skill at “haley cord” came in. You spun the

top into the air, caught it in the palm of your hand and then with a slid-

ing forward movement of your hand you hit the down top and licked it

along the ground. The other way, if you were really skillful, and accu-

rate, was to spin your top in such a way as to make it curve through the

air in a perfect circle so that at the nadir it made contact with the

ground on its nail and at the same time gave the down top a hard glanc-

ing blow to make it progress up or down the lines in the required direc-

tion. But if you missed, and your top was still spinning, the owner of

the down top was allowed to pick up your top, by any method he

could, and make it spin in his palm and thus you were now defeated

and your top went to the down position. (2005)

halay filay n arc A soft sweet, usu. pink; can be pulled and stretched,

/hale file/ (< halay + Fr filet ‘thread’) = >halay 0 De best longtime

candy was halay filay. (Baptiste 1992)

haldi see HARDi

half, haff 1 n A piece; a part of something. (< dial E half" a portion;

division; piece’) = aadhaa 0 Haff da go - go na gig, haff da go ride

pan mule, and tarra haff da go walk foot - me go ride me jack a has

me. (TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0 Ebery maning - ebery nite, dem shap full

peple; hafe da quarrel, hafe da fite, an terra hafe da tan up an lafe.

(TSp 3 1 Mar 1847:2) 0 De rum up dey is very bad indid, ah say, if I

was dey I was going to bring ah half in de Poleece Station, an haske

ef dem link dis is rum to sell gie a feller dat comin far, I dont no bout

de price becaus ah fooget to haske. (PC 1 Oct 1904)

2 n A call by children to claim a portion of something held by
another child. Sometimes h-half. 0 “Half’ was that if called upon
one had to give a half of whatever one was seen eating or drinking.

To discourage demand, some children spat in whatever they were

drinking or put all of what they had to eat in their mouths then took

it out and continued eating. The acts of discouragement were not

always successful. (Cummings 2004:1 14)

half-a-bit, haf-a-bit n obs A coin of low value, worth three pence or

four cents. = >half-bit 0 Two cunnin man cyan change haf-a-bit.

(Daniel msl ca 1960)

half and half phr So-so; not good and not bad. (< E half-and-half

‘something that is half one thing and half another’) 0 Harbans looked

up. ‘Ah. Ooh. How you is, Mrs Baksh?’ ‘Half and half. How the cam-

paign.’ (Naipaul 1958:145) 0 “Man, today ah feelin’ half an half.

Like ah need ah vacation.” (Baptiste 1993:83)

half-belly n A morsel of food, not enough to satisfy hunger. 0 He
claimed that the food prepared was not of the acceptable nutritional

value and that “children were given half-belly” while “seniors”

enjoyed “the lion’s share.” (EX 21 Sept 1987:10)

half-bit n obs A coin of low value, worth three pence or four cents.

(< bit) = half-a-bit 0 In 1804, the Imperial Government sought to

rationalize the system of exchange by introducing one based on the

‘denominational currency’ system used in the Leeward Islands col-

onies, which provided a legal value for circulating coins in terms of

sterling. The Spanish silver dollar was replaced by the Mexican-

milled dollar, valued at nine shillings, as the basis of the currency

system. Some of the other coins were the Pistareen (valued at 2 shil-

lings), the Bitt (one shilling), the Half-Bitt (6 pence) and the Quar-

ter-Bitt (3 pence). In 1823, the Half-Bitt was demonetized and taken

out of circulation because a considerable amount of base coin, in

imitation of the Half-Bitt, had been imported and circulated illegally

in the colony by persons unknown. (Brown 1989:12-3) 0 Bit: Four-

pence sterling or 8 cents. Half-bit, two pence sterling or 4 cents,

(de Verteuil 1992:380)

half-cent n obs In the older mixed currency system, a Trinidad copper

CENT piece, worth a quarter of a PENNY or an English farthing. 0 My
father used to give the boy a half-cent for sweeping out the yard.

half-door n The bottom part of a two-part door; the bottom half is kept

closed when not in use, while the upper half remains open. 0 “Close

the half-door.” (1986)

half-moon n obs A large structure representing a crescent moon,

weighing up to 200 pounds, held at the side of the dancer during the

MOON DANCE performed during Hosay. = >moon“, separ 0 Another

form of the “coffin” is known as the half moon. It is also composed of

paper and bamboo but is richly decorated with more valuable materi-

als which are kept from year to year exclusively for this occasion. At

the end of the day it is stripped of these decorations and thrown into

the sea with the other. (WG 14 June 1930)

half-pick duck, harpic duck phr Not the whole story, explanation, (fr

taking only half the feathers off a duck) = duck story 0 “Ah. dat is

more like it. When yuh ah gimme ah drink, gimme ah man’s drink, no

damn half pick duck.” (Rollocks 1975:18) 0 “During the strike period

there could never be a complete revision of the pension plans. We
will get a fix up or make-shift (Half Pick Duck) and all the relevant

issues will remain unsolved.” (Blast 13 Oct 1989:12)

half-scald n Person with light, reddish skin, not really white. 0 She

feel she white, but she half-scald.

half-side(d) adj Of a kite, able to DUCK toward one side only, rather

than both sides. 0 All serious kite-fliers know that a kite must be able

to duck on both sides and if it can’t then it is deemed “half-sided" and

its maker becomes the object of much derision. To make a “both-

sided” kite, one has to take especial care with the “bow”, matching

one thick end with one thin end of the “cocoyea”. Put two thick ends

together on one side of the bow and the kite favours that side, refus-

ing to duck on the other. (TTY 1995:7)

half-tone n A term characterising some types of CALYPSO; although it

can indicate a syncopated rhythm, it is also used for old-style call-

and-response verses in which each verse is one line, followed by a

refrain. = semi-tone 0 In many islands of the Caribbean, there are

calypso-like songs... but the calypso of Trinidad and Tobago, called

cariso by Atilla (Raymond Quevedo), stands apart on its own because
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of characteristics peculiar to itself. Among these traits are: the “half-

tone” (strong syncopation) in its rhythmic system, the topicality, its

tendency to satirize upon every conceivable subject, its allusion and

open picong, and its double entendre. (Elder 1964c:38) 0 [Hjalf tone:

carnival songs two lines long with the first line sung by the lead

singer and the second line sung as a chorus; many calindas, road

marches, bongos, and other litanous songs that are half tone in form.

(Hill 1993:311)

half white n arc A mixed race mulatto or light-skinned person, with

wavy or straight hair. 0 She father a half white,

hall n In a house, the largest room, used for entertaining and receiving

guests. (< E hall ‘the large public room in a mansion, palace, etc.

used for receptions, banquets, etc.’) 0 Hall - living/drawing room.

(John 1973)

halla v Tob Shout; call loudly. (< E holler ‘cry out loud; shout; com-

plain’) 0 (Uh 1883:249)

hallicord n arc A dance, (poss. < Fr haler corde ‘haul rope’, fr main

action) The Hallicord which is also called Combus is a slower version

of the Koromantee with the use of arms reaching forward and back-

ward in opposition, as one foot is drawn back of the other. (Ahye

1978:109)

halwa, halva n A soft, sticky, pudding-like sweet made of flour,

sugar, ghee, and spices, sometimes carrots, /halwa, halva/ (< H-U
halwa ‘sweetmeat made of flour, ghee and sugar’) = lapsi 0 Nine days

after a baby was bom, the mother was bathed, to singing of particular

chhatti songs by her lady friends. A thin roti and halwa - a yellowed,

sweet, thick flour-pap - were prepared and distributed to neighbours.

(Alladin 1970:20) 0 “Who make de halwa, it make boss.” (1990) 0

She had stayed past the twelfth-day ceremony when there was the rit-

ual bathing and the making of ‘halwah’, when relatives were invited.

(Boodhoo 1994:76)

halwai n A maker of traditional Indian sweets, /halwai/ (< H halwa

i

‘confectioner; sweetmaker; maker of halwa’) 0 Old Indian sweets

like laddu, jilebi (jalebi), khurma, gaza and gulabjamun sell in some
markets and there are a few profession halwais (makers of Indian

sweets) of the old type. (Jha 1973:42) 0 In some rural areas, one finds

still some halwais (sweetmakers) selling sweets like jilebi , laddu ,

parsad in the market, also gulab-jamun. (Boodoosingh 1976:26) 0

“Today yuh is ah halwai fuh true, since morning yuh start and yuh eh

done yet.” (1990)

ham na jani, hum na janee phr arc An expression meaning “I do not

understand”, /hamnac^ani/ (< Bh hum ‘I’ + na ‘not’ + jani ‘know’) 0

[She] started to give her evidence in English and got on very well till

the acting Attorney General asked her what happened... Then it was a

case of "Hum na janee,” and she required the services of the inter-

preter. (Mirror 12 Oct 1907:8) 0 When it comes to my kachauri. My
ghose and me alu ke talkari, Me dal bhaat and me chutney, Arey-

da-da, ham na jani re. (Lion “Ara Da Da” 1939) 0 Since these Indians

get creole ambition. They wouldn’t even sing their own songs in

Indian... Because they going to tell you ham no janny, Fu sing am
coolie, me like am nigger, because the rhythm sweeter. (Terror

“Changing of the Indian Songs” 1950 pr)

ham-pole n arc A tall pole covered with grease, with a ham or other

prize at the top which people, usu. men, attempt to obtain by climbing

the pole to the top. A custom typical of English village fairs and

sports, where it is usu. called a GREASY POLE, the usual name in

T&T. (fr common prize of a ham) 0 People go surprise to hear the

kinda talk I does hear in this line o’ wo’k. Like for instance this lady,

black and greasy like if she just slip down from a ham-pole saying

that she want to move up to Valsayn because she can’t stand mingling

with too much black people all the time. (Maharaj 1992:28)

hamsack, hansack n A canvas backpack. (< E haversack ‘a strong

canvas backpack with a strap worn over the shoulder, used by sol-

diers, travellers, etc.’) 0 (Opening a han-sack he takes out a bottle and

opens it) Yuh smell am?... Boy bring me cutlass deh fuh meh, and

two cups, and de calabash goblet. (Rollocks 1975:16) 0 He took up

his hamsack. strapped his poniard to his waist, and departed from the

bar. (James 1990:170) 0 And remember is you who tell me to wear

the high heel shoes so I could look respectable in the people country.

Well you could imagine how my toes squeezing up like sardine,

because the shoe done too tight. And the dotish pilot park the plane a

million miles from the building, and I have to pull this hamsack

across the runway. (Doh Say Dat, TG 1 Sept 1991)

hamskin n arc An old, battered, greasy felt hat. (ft similarity to the

thick, greasy, flexible skin of a boiled ham) 0 He wore an old felt hat

black with dirt and grease. It lacked a band both on the inside and the

outside. The hats of many of the gentlemen of the district would be

sodden with rain if caught in a downpour, but not Pantop’s. The
grease was thick enough to make the hat water-proof and to double its

weight. Rain would simply roll off as if by manufacturer’s design.

Such hats were appropriately called by the children, "hamskins”.

(Bynoe 1985:29-30)

hand 1 n That part of the body from the shoulder to the fingertips (E

arm + hand ‘arm beyond wrist’). (< several WAfr languages that do

not distinguish hand and arm
, e.g. Igbo aka, Twi aronu, nsa, Ewe ah,

Kikongo koko, Kimbundu lukuakw, also poss. obs E hand, greater

hand ‘the whole arm’) 0 Ah wos’n near enuff to ketch she but some
odder fellars save she from brakin she foot; or she han, and perhaps

she neck. (PC 29 Oct 1904) 0 He get chop in he hand, just below the

shoulder.

2 n Talent, skill, esp. in cooking. (< E hand ‘with an adjective, refer-

ring to a person’s ability or skill in doing something’) 0 ‘Ganesh Pun-

dit was really the man for this sort of mystic thing,’ Baksh said. ‘Pity

he had to take up politics. Still that show how good he was. The

moment he feel he was losing his hand for that sort of thing, he give

up the business.’ (Naipaul 1958:80) 0 Ah want to tas’e yuh han’./

Now, yuh talkin’ sweet han’. i.e. that ingredient will enhance the taste

of the food. (Haynes 1987:54) 0 That lady could make some dew!

She had the best hand in this whole part of Trinidad. (Stewart

1989:125) 0 Patchouli can also be grown from fresh pieces of cuttings

“if one has a good hand”. (Morean 1989c:27) 0 Nicolasa had a sweet

hand. She cooked very well. I asked her to share her culinary secrets

with me. Her reply was direct: ‘I can’t tell you my secret.’ (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:42)

3 n A cluster of BANANAS, FIGS or PLANTAINS, each containing

about 10-20 individual fruits, placed along the fruiting stalk. (< E
hand ‘as a measure of various commodities, the single articles or

parts being compared to fingers; e.g. tobacco, ginger, bananas’) 0

Hand - cluster of fruits, v[erb] to cut fruit in hands. (John 1973) 0

Den Mrs. Davis gimme ah hand ah green fig wrap up in some gazette

paper. (Foster 1990:7) 0 He told of times, as recent as five years ago,

when “a man could come into The Hole, catch a fish, cut a hand of

green fig, just enough to fill his belly and pick coconut to cook it in,

and have a meal to eat.” (EX 20 June 1993: 13) 0 He gave me a hand

of figs, insisting I was not to come to the country, and to his house,

and leave empty-handed, so to speak. (Pires 1 994d: 15)

4 n The total amount drawn from each round of a SUSU. (< E hand ‘in

games of cards, the cards dealt to each player at the start of the

game’) 0 “If I could sell everything and raise a couple hundred and

get just one more sou-sou hand - my God, life would change for me, I

feel sure!” (de Boissiere 1952:361) 0 This month, say, Juana would

get her “hand”, fifty dollars, a purse made up by ten sou-sou members

at five dollars a head. Next month it would be Popito’s mm, and the

next Aurelia’s, (de Boissiere 1952:10) 0 HAND, n., a share or part of a

susu, e.g., he have two hand in that susu. (Rodman 1971:231) 0 [He]

has been ‘ripped off’ the sum of $1,500 in a ‘sou-sou.’ He has been

paying his ‘hand’ but still cannot collect. (Bomb 12 Dec 1986:12) 0

Why was a heavy financial burden unleashed on the already “boassy”

backs of the selectors by the adoption without consultation of the sou

sou brainchild? Who is really collecting the “hand”, the contributions

or those holding the “box” money? (EX-2 9 Aug 1987:6) 0 SUSU.
Also spelt Sou-sou... consists of each member of the group contribut-

ing a fixed sum (called “throwing a hand”) every week or fortnight as

the case may be, for as many “hands” as there are members. The

objective is that each member of the group benefits, in mm, from the

total sum of money contributed. For example, if there are twelve

persons in a sou-sou then there are twelve “hands”, and if a “hand” is
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worth $100.00 then every week (or fortnight as the case may be) the

total sum contributed would be $1,200.00. Each member in turn

receives that sum, being a “hand,” and by agreement any member
could receive any hand, from the first to the twelfth. By this means a

member is likely to find himself rich when his turn comes. Although

Susu used to be popular in an earlier day, especially in the country

districts, some people have always felt there is nothing to be gained

from this custom, since, they say, putting aside the value of a “hand”

every week would achieve the same result, and with more privacy.

Also it has been notorious that the person who collects an early

“windfall” loses the enthusiasm to continuing “throwing his hand”

(Paying) until the end of the sou-sou, and in some cases, absconds.

(Anthony 1997:555-6) 0 Participants who received their “hands” in

the early stages of the sou-sou usually made it their duty to continue

the contributions to the end of the “rounds”. It was very rare that par-

ticipants defaulted after receiving their “hands”. On such occasions

the sou-sou “keeper” would continue the repayment of the defaulter.

(Cummings 2004:63)

5 n A traditional musical rhythm played on TASSA drums. 6 The cut-

ter (lead tassa) started off; the “foolayers” beat one characteristic

rhythm; and the bass-man struck out the deep, basic rhythm while the

jhanj clashed its own peculiar sound and rhythm in between. The

hosay hands (tunes) are special ones and are quite different from the

wedding hands. All the young men and boys tried to “get” a hand

whenever they could. (Alladin 1970:32) 0 New tassa and bass drums
are prepared, older, worn ones are reskinned... and special beating

“hands” (rhythms) are performed exclusively during Muharram.

(Korom & Chelkowski 1994:159) 0 There is competition among the

drummers as well in the form of a clash, when two yards face off to

beat the “war hand.” But for all of this, there are no judges and no

awarding of prizes for the “best.” (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:167) 0

The tassa has adapted many of the African beats, such as the dingolay

and the calypso hand. They refer to each cycle here in Trinidad as a

hand of music. Play the dingolay hand; play the calypso hand and so

on, nagara. What is called soca today is played on the dholak and

tabla as we call it kahywatal. (EX 30 Oct 1994:34) 0 Tassa drummers
play a variety of beats called “hands.” Hands like chowbola and nagara

are played at Hindu weddings, while during occasions like “Hosay”
hands like the saada mahatam and teen chopra hold sway. (Anthony

1997:557) 0 The rhythmic patterns of “hands” for Hosay, however,

are unique including sada mahatam, signifying preparation for the

battle of Karbela, tin chopa, indicating the beginning of the battle,

chalta mahatam , suggesting the full rage of the battle of Karbela, and

nabbie sarrwar, the solemn pattern that marked the burial procession

of Imam Hussein. (Myers 1998:65) 0 “Anyone familiar with tassa at

Hosay or in other applications know that among the various ‘hands’

they play is one called ‘steelpan’.” (EX 29 Feb 2004:15)

6 n Blows, usu. from a hand. 0 It was licks from the word go! More
hand than a sousou. (TTM29 May 1987:31)

hand and foot phr Something or someone you depend on. (< E wait

upon/serve hand andfoot ‘wait upon or serve someone with extreme

care, for everything desired’) 0 “That child is my hand and foot.”

(1990)

hand-dab n For hagarsee, a move in which you pick up your oppo-

nent’s losing marble, which you hold in one hand and hit with the

TAW to LICK 1

or DAB it away into the PISS. To do this, the marble has

to have ended up within a span of the hole your opponent was
attempting to POT. (< dab)

hand, eat with see EAT with hand

hand has no hair phr An expression used to indicate a lack of conflict

of interest, that there is nothing to prevent someone from accepting

money. 0 While “my hand has no hair” and 1 can use money as well

as anyone else, my desire to get this book published is not because I

expect to get rich off its distribution and sale. (Letter, Sun 1982)

handkerchief n Janatella leucodesma [~ Phyciodes leucodesma], a

small butterfly, wingspan to 3.8 cm (1.5"). White, with heavy black

wing margins except on inside of underwing; tinge of yellow green at

base of forewing, (fir resemblance to a square white handkerchief) 0

(Barcant 1970:151) 0 Several butterflies such as the ...“Handker-

chief,” ... feed on the nectar of the tiny flowers... [of the] rock sage.

(EY-M 26 July 1987) 0 There are over 20 species of local butterflies

which feed on the nectar of Wedelia flowers. The most commonly
seen are the ubiquitous sun-loving butterflies known locally as the

“Coolie”... and the handkerchief. (Morean 1990g:30)

handle taw phr Shouted to a player who touches his marble before his

turn; he is allowed to put one marble in the ring and return to the

BOUNCE. = taw ped

hand on board n A schoolboys’ game in which one child places his

hand on a desk and another tries to strike it with his fist. 0 There are

all sorts of things that can be learnt at school... Then there is hand on

board. No man is the complete man unless he has had working exper-

ience of hand on board. (Macaw 1960:35) 0 “Han’ on Board” - if

one’s hand was seen on wood of any kind the others could thumb or

slap that hand until it was removed. In the classroom the hand had

to be on paper and not directly in contact with the wooden desk.

(Cummings 2004: 1 14)

hand rope n A rope, traditionally made of MAPOO vine and wrapped

with cord, held in the hands around the trunk to climb a tree, usu.

coconut. = >bicycle* 0 Take the hand rope and get some coconut for

me.

hands down phr A total effort made in getting something done, with

no other considerations. (< E hands down ‘with ease; with little or not

effort’ + poss. get down to work ‘work vigorously’) 0 “Oui fut, like

everybody cornin’ here hands down to prepare for de fete.” (Baptiste

1993:84)

hand swinging phr Empty-handed; carrying nothing, (fr the action of

walking with empty hands) = two hand swinging 0 Everybody else

walking out the 'plane with dey hand swinging, and I puffing and

panting like a leggo-beast. I still tired, but I figure I better write one

time. (Doh Say Dat, TG 8 Sept 1991) 0 ‘He don’t bring no wife,

though somebody say he had one in Curupita. But he came with hand

swingin’. No wife, no pickney. In two weeks he got some woman in

the house he say is housekeeper. Well it didn't have two-three months

she belly big.’ (Boodhoo 1994:66)

handsy 1 n Holding someone’s hand, or putting your hand on some-

one, often in an intimate way. 0 What hurt Prekash most was that he

had done nothing with Sarojini... not a feel-up, not a handsy, not even

a sly pint at her panties. (Selvon 1972)

2 n A children’s game in which a small object is shaken between the

hands and the hands suddenly closed; the other player(s) must guess

in which hand the object remains. (< E handy-dandy, handv-pandy,

handy-spandy, handy-bandy) 0 Handsy-pansy - game (N. Daniel 1990)

hand too heavy phr In cooking, putting in too much seasoning; with

drinks, putting in too much alcohol. (< E with a heavy> hand ‘with

extreme or excessive force or quantity’) 0 Yuh han’ too heavy: the

alcoholic drinks you mix are too strong. (Haynes 1987:36)

handwork n Removing plants from an area selectively, usu. by hand

rather than e.g. with a CUTLASS. (< E handwork ‘work done with the

hands rather than machinery’) 0 All here need handwork,

hangaawe see HENGAWE

hang hat phr Aspire to greatness; have ambition. See also have hat,

PUT HAT. (fr the proverb Doh hang your hat where your hand can t

reach.) 0 Govind: You’d rather Julia marry somebody she don't love

and regret it all her life? Johnny: She didn’t hang she hat high, I could

tell you. (Selvon 1991c: 126)

hangings n arc Hardships; suffering, (poss. < E hanging ‘putting to

death on the gallows’) 0 He accustom to he hangings. Some mornings

he don’t eat. - He is accustomed to his hardships. (ESTT 1956)

hang jack, heng jack 1 phr In ALL-FOURS, if someone plays a jack in

a round and another person plays a trump card higher than that - i.e.

queen, king, ace - then the jack is HANGED and the player who
hanged it gets 3 points. Thus a jack is a card to protect; the holder of a

jack tries to PASS THE JACK at a time when an opponent cannot take it

by topping it with a higher card. 0 “But to lose a jack is totally igno-

minious! The person who hangs your jack can crow on you.” (1990) 0
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They made [Corporal Dove] fly off the table, hanging his jacks at

regular intervals and wanting to find out if he was really a champ.

(TG 16 Dec 1990:35) 0 “Win, lose, or draw! Must hang a jack before

1 leave,” he said. (James 1990:177) 0 Wally also managed to heng

CK’s Jack with one trump when CK held two, a feat requiring nota-

tion... you just shouldn’t get your jack henged while a man from the

Express is sitting at the table. (And here’s an important grammatical

note: men are hanged and pictures are hung, but, in all-fours. Jacks

are henged.) (Pires 1994e:15) 0 Someone on the card-table hung a

Jack and there was loud shouting and celebration ‘Bullseye!’ some-

one shouted. ‘High Low Hang-Jack Game! Six to go! Move, man, all-

you fellers is jokers. Bring on the next pair!’ (Boodhoo 1994:242)

2 phr Trap or entice somebody, usu. said of a woman getting control

over a man. 0 “He in love, he beh-beh behind her, and she hang he

jack.” (1990) 0 “He get he jack hang, boy, she have him in grip.”

(1990)

hang seine phr In the process of making a large seine net, the final

joining of large sections into the full net. 0 Because of the size of the

seine parts are made by different persons. Hanging the seine refers to

the process ofjoining together the various parts. These are spread on

the beach to be joined. This is followed by the ‘Christening’ of the

seine when the spirits of the ancestors are invited to bless the seine.

There is a large feast at this time. (Clarke 1990:54)

hang up v Put up or hang up a cage with a songbird. 0 “One fellow

hang up a bullflinch, next one hang up he bullflinch.” (1986)

hansack see HAMSACK

haphazard see OPPOSITE

haphim see APHIM

hapkay v A sudden plunge or rush at someone or something. (< H-Bh
hapakna ‘gulp; bite’) 0 “The dog hapke me.” (1990)

hapnee see hapny

hapny, hapnee, haypny n obs A coin worth one half-penny, or one

CENT. (< E ha 'penny, hapenny ‘half-penny’) 0 Hayp’ny - a cent.

(Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Hapnee. (Haynes 1987:97)

happen, wha see WHA HAPPEN

happy like pappy phr Very happy; extremely pleased and content,

(poss. < use in A1 Capp's L 'il Abner comic strip) 0 Papa Eric’s heart

wasn’t hard like stone... She was so happy like pappy, she pledged

her love to Papa Eric, who didn’t care about love, but the Caribbean.

(Kickspecial, Aug 1986:10) 0 J’Ouvert morning, 4:30 a.m., catching

Invaders just four or five blocks from the panyard on Tragarete Road,

beating low and soft and sweet and people happy like pappy. (EX 21

Feb 1988:6) 0 I remember long time when I was driving taxi for a

Indian fella name Palloo, I only uses to have nice music by James

Brown and Kitch and Sparrow and everybody in the car happy like

pappy. Now them little hen and them with they hair pile up high high

on the top and wearing earring and fancy chain only quarrelling

for that Jamaican stupidness. (Maharaj 1992:28) 0 Of course, if the

masses are happy like pappy seeing their Black representatives clink-

ing glasses with the conglomerate bosses and international who’s

who, night after night after night, and it makes them (the masses) feel

satisfied, then they should hold on to the “PNM till ah dead” gospel

and go in peace. (TTM 26 Nov 1995:7)

har n A traditional Indian woman’s necklace consisting of a thread or

chain with pendants; it can be any length, but usu. rests on the upper

part of the chest. (< H-Bh har ‘garland necklace’) 0 “You could wear

a chanan har, a silver one, or a sun har, a gold one.” (2002) 0 She

wore a flowing gangree and the ubiquitous gauzy orhni if she were

Hindu, or the shalwar if she were Muslim. She was adorned in ornate

silver jewelry: thejhunka hanging from the ears, the haar glowing on
her neck, the bayra jingling on her wrists, and the gullahara tingling

on her ankles. (Singh-Ramjattan 2003)

harahoo v Remove an evil spirit, /harahu/ (< H-Bh hatao ‘remove’) =

>jharay

haram adj Prohibited by Islamic law. /haram/ (< U haram ‘unlawful;

forbidden; wrong’) 0 That meat is haram.

harang, harangue n Opisthonema oglinum (E Atlantic thread herring),

a small marine fish of inferior eating quality, having an elongated last

dorsal fin ray. /haratj/ (< Fr harang ‘herring’) = herring
2
0 Harangue...

Opisthonema oglinum , E thread herring. (AACC 1945:108)

harangue see HARANG
harass 1 v Annoy, often in a playful way; flirt with, often in an annoy-

ing way. (< E harass ‘trouble or vex by repeated attacks; trouble or

worry with annoying labour, care, importunity, etc.’) 0 Man, stop

harassing me na man.

2 v Annoy or coerce, sometimes by illegal means. 0 No matter what I

do the police does harass me.

harbar n Fuss; confusion, /harbar/ (< H harbari ‘hurry; alarm; uproar;

riot’) = >comess, garbar, harbat, hassikara, jhanjat, khuchur 0

“Allyuh making too much harbar.” (1990)

harbari, haaii adv Quickly; hurriedly, /harbari, haili/ (< H harbari

‘hurry; alarm; uproar; riot’) 0 “Yuh too harbari. Do it properly.”

(1990) 0 “Come haaii nah, yuh keep dem waiting so long.” (1990)

harbat n Quarrelling; contention; confusion, /harbat/ (< H-Bh harbar

‘hurry; haste; agitation’) = >comess, garbar, harbar, hassikara,

jhanjat, khuchur 0 “Yuh always making endless harbat.” (1990)

hard 1 adj Difficult to endure; stressful; full of obstacles. (< E hard

‘difficult to do or accomplish; not easy; full of obstacles’) 0 Tings in

Trinidad hard dese days.

2 adj Tough; dangerous; strong; powerful. (< E hard ‘tough, solid,

firm, resistant’) 0 “He’s still the ‘hardest’ and the best man Cham-
bers could have sent to tackle the problems in Grenada,” a taxi driver

said. (Bomb 1984) 0 Every year without fail, thousands of citizens

and foreigners fall victim to some form of [influenza] or virus. Usu-

ally we come up with “hard style” names to dub them. This year, the

strain is being popularly called the Gavin Scott... the man who
knocked out several policemen. Magistrates and well-known busi-

nessmen recently when the Committee which he headed had its con-

troversial Drug Report unveiled in Parliament. (TTM 6 Mar 1987:25)

3 adj Of style, music, food, etc., strong, excellent, authentic, power-

ful. = cork, tizik 0 “Brigo was real hard (good) but we paid our money
to come to the show and he shouldn’t be getting on like that with peo-

ple at all!” (Bomb 12 Dec 1986:30) 0 Dress all in black dey look hard,

yes? (1990) 0 “Gorsh, dis Santa is de hardest, look at de locks, shin-

ing, and de hat, it just finish it off. It really looking good.” (EX-S Dec

1990:1) 0 Dat go be sweet pan. Ah go be de hardest panman in de

land. (Foster 1990:85) 0 “That fete was de hardest.” (Baptiste

1993:84) 0 HARD, good. (Gallaugher 1991:293) 0 And then his nen-

nen died and he cried for many days as he felt he had lost a very dear

friend. She was a confidante. And quite frankly, he smiled, all jokes

aside, his nen-nen was the source of a regular plate of hard style

‘creole’ food. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:75)

4 adj Loud, of a speaking voice. (< E hard ‘performed with great

exertion or energy’) 0 Talk hard - speak loudly (Daniel 1990)

5 adj With hair or head, describing tightly curled African-type hair,

often a negative term (in contrast to GOOD or soft hair). = >bad hair 0

You ironing down your hard hair. (Growler “No, No, Marie” 1940) 0

Mildred you think hard hair is a crime. In my opinion you are only

wasting time. (King Iere “The Ass in the Lion Skin” 1951 pr) 0 Some
of them hair so picky and hard. And when it press it looking more

bad. (Mighty Dictator “The Zephyr Zodiak” 1956 pr) 0 She always

muttered that black people were the worst people on God’s earth... by

black she had meant people with hard head. (Jones 1973:5) 0 ‘My
boyfriend is a Spanish - Indian and Negro’.... ‘Isn’t that a douglaV ...

‘Well, I doesn’t use that word, I calls it Spanish. He have grey eyes,

like, and soft hair. I doesn’t say dougla' ... ‘How about if he had dark

eyes and hard hair?’... ‘Oh! Then he’d be dougla, not Spanish.’ (Khan

1993:198) 0 Now, it was bad enough to be dark-skinned, but it was

considered a double whammy if your hair was “hard,” “greng-greng”

or kinky. (Onika Nkrumah, TG 15 Dec 2005:13)

6 adj With head, not intelligent; stupid; slow to learn. (< E hard

‘resistant to penetration’; also < Twi tiri muden ‘stubborn; stupid’,

Igbo isi ke ‘stubborn’) 0 When a boy he had gone through the first

primer and had tackled the second about half-way. Then he had given
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up. He said that his head was ‘too hard’ and that he preferred to earn

his livelihood with a cutlass and a hoe in cane- or rice-field, if it came

to that. (Naipaul 1976:70) 0 My head is too hard. I can’t leam any-

thing. (Anthony 1981) 0 “Why you so hard head? You cyar read dis

simple map and now we get lorse again!” (Baptiste 1993:84)

7 adj With ears, indicating stubbornness, being closed to reason.

(< Twi n’aso ys de ‘his ears are hard’ Yor eti e di ‘his ears are

blocked’, i.e. he is stubborn) 0 Ears hard, (John 1973) 0 Me pupa tell

me, mi muma tell me, Nuh fu borrow an’ nuh fu len’ money; Well a

hard mi ears hard, me nuh listen to mi pupa. Me han’ over mi money
to sein-boat-man Tala. (Phillips 1991:43)

8 n Dry land, as opposed to sea. 0 If you don’t get robbed, though, it’s

fun on the water, says a man named, aptly, Peter: cooking on a gas

stove, setting the net, the old talk, the lime - it’s a good life for a man.

But back on “the hard,” after expenses... when the catch profits are

split in the traditional way (eight shares: two for the net, one each for

the boat and engine, four sailors taking one each), men usually find

they’ve worked three days for $80. (Pires 1 994d: 15)

hard-back 1 adj Experienced; tough; not innocent. 0 ‘I know I is a

shameless hard-back resign man, but I is not the man to stand up

between father and daughter.’ (Naipaul 1958:1 10) 0 Hard bak man -

full grown adult. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 Those boys were like big

hardback men; Willie could bowl so fast, real stiff. (Bynoe 1985:25)

0 Thick and sexy Claire... has been causing big, hard-back men to

sweat from head to toe each time she swings those delectable hips.

(Bomb 24 Nov 1989:13) 0 Hard-back men, young boys, all the rough

and tumble in the village and some decent ones too, Katanga was

their hang out. (Stewart 1989:126)

2 n Lygurus spp., a small beetle with a hard rounded back. 0 The back

instead of being covered with scales, as you have described it, con-

sists of a hard smooth surface, for which the benefit of non-scientific

readers, I can only compare to that of the well-known domestic pest

known as the Hard-Back. (POSG 7 Sept 1907) 0 The Spurwing...

[eats] ants, grasshoppers, dragonflies, weevils and beetles including

the “hard back”, Lygurus. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 13) 0 In both

cases harmful beetles have been the favourite food, hard backs,

Cyclocephali sp., a wood boring longhorn, Chlorida festiva. (Vesey-

FitzGerald 1936a: 14)

hard-back sardine n A small marine fish with a green back, not good

for bait.

hard candle n A hard wax candle used for light, as opposed to SOFT

CANDLE. 0 Jamini started rubbing a matchstick with a piece of hard-

candle that Tommy handed him after he was done with it. The hard

impervious grease of the candle would make their craft go skimming

along the water all the more rapidly. (Khan 1961:73)

hard-ears 1 adj Stubborn; disobedient; unwilling to take orders or

advice; closed to reason. (< hard1) = hard of hearing 0 Hard-aze, ‘dis-

obedient’, yes, aze is equal to ear. (Uh 1883:249) 0 Hard-days [sic]

pickney never go good. “You wouldn’ take talkin’ to, you wouldn’

hear nobody, well, you never go good.” A rebuke to a strong-willed

person. (Herskovits 1945:199)

2 n With have, be stubborn, disobedient. (< hard1 ) 0 To have hard aze

(ears) (to be disobedient). (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 I tried to tell him,

“Boy, is woman you like, is woman who go do for you”... but he have

hard ears... he ain’t listen to me. He park the white people bus on the

side of the road and he in some orange grove lovin’ up with one of

those Diego Martin girls.” (Khan 1964:25)

hardee see HARDI

harden adj Unwilling to listen to advice or reason; stubborn. (< E
hardened ‘stubbornly settled or determined in a course’) 0 Your chil-

dren too harden they wouldn’t hear. (Tiger “Down the Road” 1938) 0

Lizard said: “Is why I tell you move. But you too harden. (Com-
mander “Lizard and Crapaud” ca 1955, in Rohlehr 1990:484) 0 He
was busy telling the villagers how Rama was a harden child - the

hardenest child in Tola. (Ladoo 1972:72) 0 Beside the goats destroy-

ing my garden. They won’t leave my dog them ram goat so harden.

(Terror “16 Goats and a Dog” pr, in Williams 1977) 0 ‘Dey why me
eh like no boy children, nor! Dey too harden and dey like to fight too

much. Dey so hard to mind and when dey come big, dey want to kick

you.’ (Narine 1977:28) 0 “What could you do when you care about

some one and they are doing the same wrong thing over and over.”...

“Concerning that ‘harden’ person, who can’t hear will have to feel.”

(Blast 17 Nov 1989:14) 0 “Ah warn Eric that in big game like this in

these times, Christmas time, he must put good security and lock up

the door,” said an assistant barman, “but he too harden.” (EX 28 Nov
1993:18) 0 “Gurl, the boy too harden. All the time he want tuh marrid

the gurl ah tellin him he too young wait a lil bit. So what he do? He go

and get the gurl pregnant and say he have tuh marrid the gurl.” (Ali

1993:53) 0 ‘He not obeyin’, Miss. I askin' him to do it and he not

doin’ it.’ ‘Boy, how you so harden?’ (Boodhoo 1994:148) 0 To
scream at she harden pickney dat does run ’bout free, mih sistah does

use aloes whip up wid egg white an honey too, to strengthen she

abuse. (Macfarlane 1997:34)

hardenness n Stubbornness; disobedience; refusal to listen to reason.

0 “Go on with yuh own way self. You go pay for yuh hardenness.”

(Baptiste 1993:121)

hardest see HARD

hardest hard phr arc The most fashionable; coolest; most admirable.

0 That designer’s fashions are de hardest hard! (1990)

hard food n Provisions; ground provisions. = heavy food 0 He
wouldn’t feel to eat if it ent have hard food.

hard fowl n A chicken raised at home = yard fowl (< E hard ‘tough;

stiff fr muscular quality of flesh compared to commercially bred fowl)

0 When we bhoonje down dat hard fowl, man I cyah say no more.

hard hair see HARD 5

hard head see HARD6

hard-horn deer n obs Mazama americana (E red deer, small brocket

deer), a small deer. Although the “soft-horn deer” and “hard-horn

deer” were thought to be separate species, they simply refer to the

same animal during two stages. When it is growing new horn-like

antlers, they are at first covered with a velvety blood-rich substance,

and thus was considered the SOFT-HORN DEER; the same animal when
the velvet has worn off was called the HARD-HORN DEER. = biche,

biche a come couvert, >deer, guazupita, mangrove deer, red deer

hardi, haldi, hardee, harrdi n Curcuma longa (E turmeric), a culti-

vated ginger-like plant with orange-yellow rhizomes used as season-

ing and colouring for foods, as a cosmetic, and for medicine, /hardi,

haldi/ (< H-Bh haldi ‘turmeric, the plant and the powdered tubers’) =

kesar, saffron 0 For a Hindu wedding, about three days before the

actual ceremony, the boy and the girl would each at his or her own
home, be rubbed down with saffron (harrdi) even to the clothing they

wore. (Alladin 1970:22) 0 On the evening of the third day, they

applied haldi (tumeric) on the ankles, knees, shoulders, cheeks and

hands; this was the process of cleansing body and spirit. The anoint-

ing was carried out by five married women and a group of unmarried

girls until the skin was smooth and free from blemish. (Doodnath

1989:46) 0 “Grind de hardi on de sil to make de karha.” ( 1990) 0 The

turmeric or hardee, Curcuma longa... is well known locally as a culi-

nary as well as a medicinal agent... The plant is commonly and incor-

rectly referred to in Trinidad as saffron, on account of the use of the

rhizome to extract a dye-stuff of the same colour. The rhizome

[yields] a dye very similar in appearance and colour to that of the true

saffron derived from the flowers of the saffron crocus Crocus sativus

which is cultivated chiefly in... Spain. (Morean 1 99 1 c:26) 0 The tur-

meric - hardee or hardi - is one of the most excellent herbs for

women... The most common use of turmeric in Trinidad is by women
after childbirth. The rhizomes are grated or sliced thickly and boiled

in milk... the drink is called karha. (HERBS STAR 4 June 2000:3) 0

After the hardi is applied, the same five girls, then chumay the

dulaha/dulahin. They take doob grass in both hands and touch it to the

rice in the thaali and again touch the feet, knees, shoulders, heart and

head of the dulaha/dulahin. (Holass-Beepath 2002:44)

hardi ceremony n A ritual of applying HARDI powder during a Hindu

wedding. = hardi lepanam 0 Hardi Ceremony. Some hardi mixed with

oil is sprinkled on the bedi with doob grass. Then some of the mixture

of the hardi with oil (coconut) is put as chandan on the forehead of the
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dulaha or dulahin by the pundit... the mother of the dulaha/dulahin

then saps the head of the dulaha/dulahin with coconut oil and rubs

hardi on the face and palm of the hand of the dulaha/dulahin. Five

young girls, under the age of ten will now rub the hardi on the

dulaha/dulahin’s feet, knees, shoulders, heart and head. (Holass-

Beepath 2002:43)

hardi lepanam n A ritual of applying HARDI powder during a Hindu

wedding, /hardi lepanam/ (< hardi + H lipana ‘cause to smear or

plaster') = hardi ceremony 0 “Now is de hardi lepanam part in de

wedding.” (1990)

hardi song, hardee song n Type of song sung during the HARDI LEP-

ANAM ceremony in a Hindu wedding. 0 Hardee Songs: The “Hardee”

ceremony is performed by anointing the bride and bridegroom with

saffron (hardee) and oil by five unmarried young maidens to the sing-

ing of hardee songs by the group. 0 “Dem ole lady does song like if

dey crying when dey singing hardi song.” (1990)

hard jelly n The inner meat of a coconut when of a harder consistency

than SOFT JELLY, but not as hard and dry as a DRY COCONUT. 0 “I

called: “What sort you like - hard jelly or soft, or pure water?” She

had both hands over her eyes for the sun, and looking up into the

branches at last her eyes found me. “You know, mixed, jelly and

water,” she cried. She looked confused and I laughed. She did not

know much about coconuts. I picked some that were heavily jellied,

and some lightly jellied, with lots of water. I picked about six and slid

down from the tree. (Anthony 1967: 1 5 1

)

hard-mouth n Usu. with have, speak in a disrespectful, threatening

way. 0 To have hard mout (to be insolent). (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 The

woman even suggested that Teena’s condition would trap Valentino

into marrying her, for she believed that he was only playing “hard-

mout”. (Lewis 1972:10) 0 Have hard mouth - be insolent, give back

chat (Daniel 1990)

hard of hearing phr Disobedient; stubbornly not following some-

one's advice or orders. (< E hard ofhearing ‘partially deaf + hard6)

= hard ears
1

0 Hard of hearing - disobedient, stubborn. (John 1973)

hard-stones man n A mature man, very manly or macho, who can

bear a lot of pressure. (< stones) 0 That is one hard-stones man!

haria n Cooking pot. /harja/ (< Bh-Ang haria ‘medium or large

cooking pot’) 0 Manje dat haryaa clean fuh meh, yuh fraid yuh hand

get black.

harichand, harischandra n A traditional Indian dance drama, involv-

ing a dancer who pretends to be riding a model horse, /haritfand

/

(< H-Bh Harichand, a mythological hero) 0 Amongst the early dance

dramas introduced were: Indar Sabha, Harischandra, Rahasmandal,

Nagara, Hindico (horse dance), Sarwaneer. These dramas told the

story of kings, battles, honour, keeping a promise and valour. They
were done entirely by male dancers since it was considered not proper

for women to dance in public... [they] are performed at Hindu wed-

dings and other functions. (Ramlakhan 1990a:7-8) 0 There were also,

the almost forgotten Hindico,... Sarwanir, Harischandra, Prahalad

and Gopichand. (OPNL Mar 1989:2) 0 There is a distinct Indian ver-

sion of Burroquite taken from the leela of the Hindu goddess Durga

and played in the villages, referred to as the harichand dance. The

mas is called Snmari. (J.F. Singh 1997, in Sankeralli 1998:205-6)

haris, harisa, hareesh n A piece of mango wood buried in the yard

during a ritual in a Hindu wedding. It is usu. dyed yellow, about a

hand in width, with five or seven notches or steps cut into it. /haris,

harisa/ (< H-Bh hari ‘name for deity Vishnu-Krishna’ + sa ‘like’, i.e.

‘in accordance with god’s will’) 0 The naaw ... who is in charge of

arranging the chowk, where the hardee ceremony takes place, asks for

[a] hareesaa [haris]... and peerha. (Sankar 1972:5) 0 On the return

home [from the matkore] the women witness the planting of the nup-

tial pole, with the assistance of the pundit. During this ceremony a

haris is planted on the ground. In front of the haris is placed an

earthen pot plastered with cow dung and padi seeds... A hole is dug

behind the haris and a bamboo is planted in it. The bamboo is tied to

the haris by a piece of cloth dyed yellow. (Balkissoon ca 1975:8) 0

“Rajesh see de mango tree yuh go get ah branch to make de haris.”

(1990) 0 The hareesh is made from a piece of mango wood which is

carved out into seven steps and this, together with kush grass, a small

banana plant... and a thin bamboo stem with leaves at the top, are put

into a hole in the bedi... While the pundit recites the appropriate man-

tras, the hareesh, bamboo, kush grass, and banana plant are made to

stand upright as the hole is filled. (Holass-Beepath 2002:30) 0 Then

five married women, from the family, whose husbands are alive,

rub hardi, sindoor, dahee and flour on the hareesh and then leepay

the bedi with the earth, some of which was brought back from the

maati-khor. (Holass-Beepath 2002:30)

harischandra see HARICHAND

harjor n Hylocereus lemairei (E night-blooming cereus), a native cac-

tus-like climbing plant. Short spines on angles of triangular stem.

Flowers very large; greenish yellow, tipped bronze; very fragrant,

opening only in darkness. Small purple oblong fruits, /hardpr/ (< H
har-jora ‘name of a medicinal plant’) = lady of the night

2
0 (FTT

1940-1-7:460) 0 “Do you know harjor?...” “Yes. Look, I have it there.

It ha’ three edge with picker. You pound it and tie it on sprains.”

(Mahabir 1991:154)

harmony pan n Usu. a DOUBLE TENOR PAN; can also be a CELLO
PAN together with a BASS PAN, or other combination. 0 I like the

sound of harmony pan.

harpi n A chronic cough, esp. of older people, /harpi/ (< Bh harpi

‘chronic cough’) 0 ‘The harpee acting up.’ Ramdee forestalled

Prekash’s query, and coughed several times to confirm it. (Selvon 1972)

harpic duck see HALF-PICK DUCK

harpoon n A long bamboo pole with a sharpened flattened barbed nail

point, or a short cutlass blade, usu. used for spear-fishing. (< E har-

poon ‘a barbed spear-like missile to which a long line or rope is

attached’) 0 She said her neighbour, shot her with the harpoon after a

dispute over a cow. (Bomb 1977)

harrier n Circus buffoni [~ C. brasiliensis, C. maculosus

]

(E long-

winged harrier), a long-tailed, long-winged hawk, 50 cm (20") long.

Male: upperparts generally blackish brown, with white rump and

some white on head; greyish-white on wings; below whitish with a

broad dark band across upper breast; tail greyish with several dark

bands; legs yellow. Female similar but browner above, underparts

streaked with brown. In dark phase, generally blackish with whitish

barring on wings and tail. An uncommon breeding bird in Trinidad

freshwater marshes. (< E harrier, falcon-hawks of the genus Circus)

= gabilan, gabilan a longue queue 0 (Chapman 1894:70)

harro n obs A Spanish dance. (< harrop <jorop < Sp joropo) =

>jorop(o) 0 (Uh 1883:249)

har singar, har singer n Nyctanthes arbor-tristis, an introduced and

cultivated large shrub or small tree with drooping branches. Flowers

fragrant, with orange-red corolla-tubes and white spreading lobes,

/harsnjgar/ (< H harsinghar, harsingar ‘the weeping nyctanthes’) =

belle-de-nuit, jasmine, >lady of the night
1

,
tree of sadness 0 Har

Singer, Lady of the night. Tree of sadness... The tree is usually

planted around a temple for its fragrant flowers, which are used in all

worship. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:25)

Hart’s killifish n Rivulus hartii

,

a very small freshwater fish, to 10 cm
(4") long. Usu. pale to silvery blue with darker shades on back; tail

blue-black, with white margin above and below; sides of body green-

ish with lengthwise rows of reddish spots. This name usu. interna-

tional scientific or aquarium trade use. = guabine
2

, >jumping

guabine, leaping fish, leaping guabine, pitch fish, small guabine,

Trinidad killifish 0 The researchers also will examine the effects of

guppies on Hart’s killifish, another fish in Trinidad streams.

(Ramanujan 2006)

hasikara see HASSIKARA

haslit n Liver, sometimes including lights (lungs), of an animal bought

for meat. (< E haslet, harslet ‘a piece of meat to be roasted, esp. part

of the entrails of a hog, the heart, liver, etc. of other animals’) 0

Harslit - liver of animals. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Harslet - liver

(N. Daniel 1990)

hasooli see HASULI
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hassikara n Fuss; confusion; trouble. Usu. with make, /hasikara/

(< Bh hasikara ‘laughing stock’) = >comess, garbar, harbar, harbat,

jhanjat, khuchur 0 Would you believe that after ten months and all

kinds of “hassey-kara” even the foundation is not completed. (Bomb

31 July 1987:11) 0 “I can’t take allyuh hasikara. Yuh want to, yuh

don’t want to.” (1990) 9 “Stop making hasikara about de work and do

it nuh!” (Baptiste 1993:85)

hassowar see HASWA

hasuli, hasli, hasoolee, hasooli, hasoolie 1 n arc A traditional type of

Indian woman’s jewelry; a stiff heavy metal necklace, usu. of silver

but poss. of gold, with an opening at the back of the neck and usu.

reaching to the collarbone. It can be heavy, up to a pound in weight,

or can be hollow; usu. rounded in shape, but somewhat flattened, and

wider at the front mid-point, /hasuli/ (< H-Bh hasuli ‘collarbone’) 0

She was in the habit of leaving her jewellery, composed of hausalee,

nose ring and finger ring with one Lutchmina whilst she went to

work. (TG 23 Aug 1919:6) 0 The Hasoolie or Hasli... was a necklace

with many artistic designs and one of the most favourite gold

[ornaments] among the East Indian women up to the present time.

(Raghoo 1984:9) 0 (Gayelle “Traditional East Indian Jewelry” 1986)

0 Hasoolee : Shaped like a horse-shoe. The side of this necklace

against the throat was flat and smooth whilst the opposite side was

rounded like a band and decorated. The opening was at the back of

the neck and was squeezed tight to keep in place. (Ramlakhan

1990a: 5) 0 “Making a hasli is an intricate art, it needs to be cast, and

turned, it can easily break.” (2002)

2 n Strain, dislocation of a VEIN (muscle), esp. in a newborn baby’s

neck. (< H-Bh) 0 NKM What about hassuli (neck strain)? SN When
people handle little baby rough and they neck twist. (OPNL Mar
1989:5) 0 “All yuh kyerri de baby by Indar mudder to get dat hasooli

rub.” (1990) 0 “In my research I want to compare African and Indian

techniques, I want to see if the Indian concepts of nara - dislocation

by the navel - and hasuli - dislocation at the collarbone - exist in the

African world view.” (EX 14 Aug 1995:9) 0 From family models,

masseuses learnt how to recognize and treat many women and child-

hood complaints including culture-specific bodily dislocations like

hassuli
,
nara , and boochet. (Mahabir 2000:6)

haswa, hassowar n A small curved, sickle-shaped knife, with a

toothed inside edge, used to cut grass or rice stalks, /haswa, hasowar/

(< Bh-Ang haswa ‘grass knife’) = >grass knife 0 Hassowar... was [a]

sickle made of a narrow [piece] of iron which was flattened and

curved into a semicircle. The inner edge was jagged and sharpened.

This was used to cut cane, grass and other weeds in the garden. (Ram-

lakhan 1990a: 13) 0 Subdhan nani use to hook de haswa on de head

when she coming to cut grass.

hat n In Carnival mas, any very large part of the costume which is

over or above the player’s head, supported by the FRAME resting on

the shoulders. 0 Sometimes the hat carried cow’s horns, and all the

headpieces covered a heavy pad or sometimes a cooking pot to pro-

tect the wearer’s heads from blows. (Crowley 1956a: 195) 0 “For the

hat, you put the wire to hold it, cover it with foam.” ( 1 990)

hatch v Of a seed, sprout, germinate. = >burst 0 I plant out all the pep-

per seeds and not one hatch.

hathpul n A traditional piece of Indian woman’s jewelry consisting of

five finger rings connected by chains to a central piece on the back of

the hand. (< H-Bh hath ‘hand’ + pul ‘flower’) 0 “Brides would wear a

hathpul, but all now so they would wear imitation jewels, or they

could borrow one.” (2002)

hato n obs A stock farm. (< Sp hato ‘ranch; livestock farm’) 0

(de Verteuil 1858)

hat-stand tree n Garcinia humilis [= Rheedia lateriflora , R. macro-

phylla], a medium-sized native evergreen tree, girth to 1.2 m (4').

Branches arranged along the trunk in whorls. Leaves with prominent

net veins. Fruit a smooth 5 cm (2") ellipsoid yellow berry, with a

cone-like protuberance at the top, containing 1-3 3 cm (1.2") seeds,

(fr branch arrangement making trunk suitable for making hat-stands)

= coco macaque^, Napoleon’s button 0 (FTT 1929-1-2:63) 0 (Marshall

1934:18) 0 Near the Bougainvillea is the Hatstand Tree (Rheedia

macrophylla), so called on account of the mode of branching of the

main stem, portions of which are sometimes converted into hatstands.

(Dean 1937: 16) 0 (Beard 1946:31)

haul 1 v With arse, backside, self, skin, tail', leave, go away, get out of

here, usu. said when expressing anger or dislike. 0 Hall yo’self! (N.

Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Haul your tail - go away immediately. (Alladin

1970:69) 0 HAUL YOU’ SKIN, HAUL YOU’ TAIL, move on, scram!

(Rodman 1971:231) 0 “I go tell Nanny you give she rum,” Sunaree

said. “Little girl haul you ass outa dis kitchen!” (Ladoo 1972:74) 0

‘Look Tailor, haul you tail out a me house. Haul it!’ (Ladoo 1974) 0

“Yuh bettah haul [yuh] lil tail an’ go home if yuh know w’at is good for

yuh!” (Ramsawack 1983:71) 0 ‘He can tell them that this blasted

absenteeism has got to stop or Mr. Dhiraj and Mr. Santo can haul their

backsides offmy estate and out ofmy cottages.’ (Gosine 1992:64) 0 He
might tell me ‘haul your mother-arse something and something’. Back

then the parents had the children real quiet. (Sampath 1993:247) 0 ‘He

could haul his potogee arse, you hear.’ (Boodhoo 1994:2) 0 “Haul arse

Finney, boo!” (Andersen 2004:33)

2 v With peas, pull off a branch of peas in the field, to clean later. 6

Ah haulin peas all morning - I will clean them this evening,

haunted adj Restless; unable to make up your mind; not knowing

what to do. Note: E haunted ‘visited by spirits, apparitions; distressed

by memories of horror’. 0 (Haynes 1987:155) 0 “Doh take her on, she

haunted.” (1990)

hausalee see HASOOLEE

hausse-col, roscal, woscal n Anthracothorax viridigula [= A. gra-

miens, Lampornis graminueus , L. dominions] (E green-throated

mango), a hummingbird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Male: upperparts bronze-

green; outer tail purple, tipped black; throat and sides iridescent

green; belly black. Bill fairly long, slightly curved down. Female sim-

ilar, but underparts white with black stripe from chin to belly; outer

tail tipped white, /hoskol, roskoL (< Fr hausse-col ‘piece of armor

which protects the chest and throat’ fr bright green on this part of the

bird) = green hummingbird, hausse-col vert 0 (Williams 1922:161) 0

(ffrench 1991:225)

hausse-col vert n obs Anthracothorax viridigula (E green-throated

mango), a hummingbird. (< Fr vert ‘green’) = green hummingbird,

>hausse-col 0 Trochilus Rectoralis... hausse-colvert, or green hum-

mingbird. (de Verteuil 1884:368) 0 Hausse-col vert, green-throated

mango - A. viridigula. (Belcher & Smooker 1936a:33)

havan see HAWAN

havankund see HAWANKUND

have as a joke phr Think of something as not serious, a joke. 0 He tell

me the government take over and we have it as a joke. 0 She marry

the man but she have him as a joke,

have behaviour see BEHAVIOUR

have belly 1 phr arc Find someone very irritating; feel spiteful

towards someone. 0 George said to him “Henry, since I come upon

the estate what I been do to you, since I been on this estate?” Andre

replied “I have belly for you before.” (He meant a spite for him.)

(POSG 29 Mar 1 844: 1

)

2 phr Have courage, endurance; be brave. (< Sp tener estomago ‘have

stomach, belly; able to bear, brave’ / Fr avoir de 1’estomac ‘have

belly, stomach; show boldness, audacity’; obs E have belly ‘show

spirit, courage, bravery’) 0 Don’t think he hasn’t got a lot of belly -

Surprise! Dookeran is a good deputy. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:6) 0 She...

came back with a very strong boy that she didn’t have the belly (her

phrase) to have told her newish husband about prior to marriage.

(Bomb 5 Oct 1990:25) 0 Lord knows he does talk li’l funny. But the

fella have plenty belly. (Rudder “Tyrone” 1992, pr)

have bone to break phr Have something to complain about to some-

body that has to be settled. (< E have a bone to pick) 0 I still have a

bone to break with that boy.

have brother in mango tree phr Be well connected; have influential

family or friends. 0 He not studying he head about that, he have

brother in mango tree.
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have child for phr Of a woman, bear a child fathered by that man. 0

“A girl at Tunapuna had a child for me and it died.” (WG 25 Jan

1919:3) 0 She had a child for accused on the 31st October 1907. (TG

2 May 1919:2) 0 "He is my husband. Sir; I have two children for

him,” was the pathetic plea of an East Indian woman. (TG 16 Feb

1921 : 10) 0 “I myself get attack twice by the time I was 16 so I get a

boyfriend and you must have a child for him or else he ain’t go stay

by you.” (Pantin 1979:131) 0 [She] gave birth to a girl... bringing to

six the number of children she has for [him]. (EX 18 Nov 1990:3)

have cocoa in the sun phr Used as a warning that something is vulner-

able, and needs to be protected; often used for situations in which peo-

ple have something to hide. From proverb Who have cocoa in the sun

must look for rain, (fr rain on drying cocoa beans spoiling it) = have

out starch clothes 0 Trinidadians have a proverb: “When you spread

cocoa in the sun look out for rain.” (Cobham 1907:58) 0 Many high

government officials with cocoa in the sun are happy [his] lips are

sealed forever. (Bomb 1 Nov 1986:1) 0 We have much reason to be

personally disturbed and worried about all of this. We too have politi-

cal cocoa in the sun, and we shall have to keep looking for a not so

democratic rain in the near future. (TTM 18 Aug 1987) 0 Health Minis-

ter Selwyn Richardson stated loudly in the House of Representatives

on Friday, that he had “absolutely no cocoa in the sun so I don’t have

to look for rain”... when he wrote the testimonial he had no idea that

Mansoor had been arrested for importing cocaine. (EX 20 Oct 1991:4)

0 “Our policy is full disclosure, we have no cocoa in the sun, we not

looking for no rain,” Manning told a joint public meeting of the Diego

East, West and Central constituencies. (EX2A Jan 1993:1) 0 “All kinds

of horror stories are coming in since the investigator started his work

and I have asked everyone involved in the running of our Carnival

events to make themselves available to him... We will get to the bot-

tom of this and deal with it dispassionately. Whomsoever know they

have cocoa in the sun should really look out for rain... Even if it means

having high-ranking executive members of staff arrested, tried and

jailed.” ( 1 Apr 2001, trincenter.com /Terryj /2001 /Aprf)

have corn phr Having money, resources, (fr the proverb Who have

more corn feed more fowl) 0 Her real boast is that nobody, but

nobody, could touch them with a ten-foot rod, because they have

“strings in the right places,” and those who dare try giving them a

hard time will find out exactly “who have more com”, an obvious ref-

erence as to who has more money to spend. (Bomb 7 Nov 1986:24)

have cover for mouth phr Usu. in the negative, (not) restrain from

speaking. 0 The answer was on the tip of meh tongue, but 1 was
watching them big dogs they had there growling in the comer, and if I

did open meh mouth in the place I was sure to get bite. But you know
1 have no cover for meh mouth. When this bald head white man come
asking me if I come to live or spend holidays, I had to tell him flat. I

watch him in he eye and 1 tell him is only because Josephine need

somebody to take care of she baby, that I reach. And as soon as the

child get little big I going back home. (Doh Say Dat, TG 8 Sept 1991)

have feeling for phr Feel sorry for someone; feel passion for some-

one. 0 “I real have feeling for she, boy, tabanca too bad.” (1990)

have goat mouth see GOAT MOUTH
have hard ears see HARD EARS

have hard mouth see HARD MOUTH
have hat where hand can’t reach phr Be living beyond your means;

have started what you cannot finish.See also HANG HAT, PUT hat.

(fr proverb Doh put yuh hat where vuh hand can 7 reach.) 0 Yuh see

he and that shop - he have he hat where he hand cyaan reach,

have head phr Be clever, untrustworthy, tricky. (< Sp tener cabeza

‘have head; be clever’) = have too much brains 0 “Dem rango dis side

here, dey have head.” (1986)

have in 1 v Have; hold; contain. 0 The sink have in too much wares.

Go and wash them one time.

2 v Slight to moderately dmnk. = have in alco, have in alcohol 0 Yuh
boy have in. yes.

have in church phr Have someone in a controlled or confined situa-

tion. = in grip 0 (Haynes 1987: 13 1)

have in dreambook phr Think about, usu. romantic, usu. in negative.

0 “I doh have that boy in me dreambook at all.” (1986)

have in mind phr Think about, with bad intention or feeling. Note: In

SE this is ‘plan; intend’. See also HOLD IN MIND. 0 MIND, TO HAVE
IN, to think of with evil intent, e.g., since that happen, he have me in

mind. (Rodman 1971:233)

have in mouth phr Usu. in negative, criticizing someone for not using

common terms of politeness such as greetings and thanks. 0 “Yuh
have no evening in yuh mouth?” (1990) 0 Young people today have

no please and thanks in their mouth,

have it to do see HAVE TO DO

have it to say phr Said before repeating gossip or rumour, esp. for

serious accusations. 0 Kamalla was ugly. They had it to say she paid

men to do it with her. (Selvon 1972:57) 0 They had it to say that she

kill out the old man to get the house.

have jumbie/spirit on phr Be chronically unlucky; in a bad state;

blighted. 0 When you have jumby on you, you may roam the streets

aimlessly, or be unable to pass exams, though bright, or be constantly

unlucky in, say, business. (1986)

have life good phr Be living well: prosperous. 0 ‘But look how they

gettin’ big man... Girl you gettin’ fat! And look at my brother-in-law,

nuh. Boy that is a real roti-belly you wearin’. Like all-you have life

good.’ (Boodhoo 1994:58)

have liver phr Strong; able to hold one’s own in difficult situations;

have a very high level of tolerance. 0 To live with that woman, he

must be have liver,

have long eye see LONG EYE

have name all over see NAME ALL OVER, HAVE

have no right phr Reason or cause to suffer. 0 “But how T&TEC get-

ting on so? I find I have no right to stand up here so late and it have

no lights in the whole place.” (1990)

have no time with phr Usu. in negative, not have time to waste on

something or someone; be indifferent to. (< E have no tunefor) 0 I have

no time with him.

have out starch clothes phr Be in a vulnerable situation; needing

protection for a critical period of time. = >have cocoa in the sun 0

Me no have out starch clothes, so me n 'a lookfo ' rain. An admoni-

tion that a person can never tell when trouble will come. (Hersko-

vits 1945:203)

have prayers phr Said of someone who can do something extraordi-

narily well, like being able to catch and handle snakes, grow esp.

good crops, catch many fish, etc. (< prayers) 0 First he warms up

with a story of how a huge mappipire snake attacked his head-lamp

while he was hunting. Knocked out the light, and coiled again to

strike at him. But he had the right prayers. And all the snake could do

after that first strike was take itself off into the bush and find some

other ignorant animal to bite. (Stewart 1989:107) 0 “How yuh catch

it! Ay ay, like yuh have prayers or what!” (1990)

have same face like phr Look like; resemble. = >favour 0 She has the

same face like her mother. - resembles. (ESTT 1956)

have to call phr Indicating a relative or family friend called by a kin-

ship term, someone not to be distanced by being called Mister, etc.

(< call
4

) 0 “You are his son?” “No, I have to call him uncle.” (1986)

have to do phr Have difficulties, problems with; have heavy responsi-

bility. 0 “Six children? She well have it to do.” (1990) 0 “You well

have it to do in mindin’ your sister chile!” (Baptiste 1993:85)

have to hang phr Have someone in an extremely vulnerable position;

have someone in your power. 0 Ah had e to heng (hang) but ah leh/let

e go: I could have but did not put the screws on him. (Haynes

1987:118)

have too much brains phr Tricky; untrustworthy. = >have head 0

Doh trust that man, he have too much brains.

have up v Bring someone on charges before the court. = action,

>bring up 0 (Haynes 1987:60)

have years phr In expressions with a number, indicating age; be so

many years old. (< Fr avoir annees, Sp tener ahos ‘have years; be
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years old’) 0 “Only nineteen? So young? I have forty-one years.” (de

Boissiere 1952:130) 0 “Jestina daughter have twelve years. Jestina

does always send she to buy wey-wey mark, and the little girl start to

play for sheself too.” (Hill 1 966c: 17) 0 ‘You have only thirteen years.’

(Lovelace 1968:17) 0 “How much years you have?” “I average 89,”

Sankar said. (Espinet 1984:13) 0 The boy only have sixteen years, and

when he see that it look like they can’t afford to feed he and mind he,

he had to leave school and find a work. (Khan 1987:51)

hawan, havan n A Hindu ceremony of feeding a fire; prayers are

recited and grains put into the fire. Grains are put aside daily during

this ceremony and eventually given as SIDHA to the poor, /hawan,

havan/ (< H-Sanskrit hawan ‘sacred fire’) 0 [Their service] required

the burning of a sacred fire (hawan ), the reading and interpreting of

the Vedas, and singing religious songs (bajan ). (Niehoff & Niehoff

1960:1 18) 0 The next ritual is the hawan or fire ritual... the bride and

groom make offerings of ghee, flower petals and water to the sacred

rice. Some of the lawa or parched rice is offered. (Balkissoon ca

1975:10) 0 Pine... The wood is used in the Havan (the sacred fire) in

all worship. ...By burning any of the following wood (Sandal-wood,

Camphor, Mango or Pitch-pine) it helps to purity the atmosphere.

When the food is offered into the Havan (sacred fire), the fire bums
up the elements and in this way, it is said to be the medium by which

the Gods accept their food. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:49) 0 Generally,

none of the dishes of the Divali meal is tasted until after the family

sits together at 6 p.m. for their Lakshmi Puja...The same would have

held true for the prasaad, the holy sweet made for special offering,

first to the the Goddess, and from which a little is then burnt in a fire

at the altar along with a little ghee, sugar, gogul, rice and black teel.

This offering is known as the Hawan. (TTR Oct 1990:28) 0 They

offered pooja, havan, aartee, flowers, prasad and seedhaas at all

mandirs. (TG 26 Nov 1 995 : 1 1

)

hawankund, havankund n A small box of clay or metal used for

burning ritual fire in Hindu rituals, /hawankund/ (< hawan + H kund

‘a hole or space for sacrifice or fire’) 0 Havankund'. a receptacle for

burning fire. It is rectangular in shape and tapering at the base. The
havan kund stands on four legs. Fire is symbolic of purity and serves

to cleanse the atmosphere. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 15)

hawg-in-amah see HAG-NAMA

Hayes Court n One of the Magnificent Seven buildings on the

Queen’s Park Savannah, the residence of the Anglican Bishop

of Trinidad; its architecture is a mix of French and English styles.

(< John Hayes, Anglican Archbishop) 0 Hayes Court is the residence

of the Anglican Bishop and is typical although a fainter version of the

fin de siecle style. It is losing its trimmings and relies on grey painted,

rusticated quoins for interest. It has the ubiquitous cast iron framed

gallery attached like a wraparound skirt. (Lewis 1983:245) 0 (Mills

1988: 140) 0 In the garden of Hayes Court, the Anglican Bishop’s res-

idence on Maraval Road, Trinity College boys will next weekend put

on three performances of “I created a Monster.” {EX 25 Nov 1990:33)

0 The “magnificent seven” is an impressive display of seven of the

(magnificent nine) buildings of architectural and historical signifi-

cance of the city. The “seven” except for Hayes Court (1910) were

built in 1904. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:13)

hay grass/seed n Sporobolusjacquemontii or S. indicus , an introduced

grass, 30-60 cm (11.7-23.4") tall. = >tapia grass, wire grass; mulatto

plait (S.
jacquemontii)

haypny see HAPNY

he, hey, hi, i 1 pron arc Third person singular subject pronoun (E he,

she, it)', considered archaic or rural. = >i 0 ’Spose wind blow upon
Bank Note, he moob, and blow away, eber so far - dat’s what make
him moobable property. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 Dis da really big

building far true - he big more dan two church - three chapel and one

meeting house put together. (POSG 8 Nov 1844:3) 0 ‘De house e

pretty.’ They explain e as ‘it is’; here, e is ‘he’; the is is deleted. Sim-
ilarly, one constantly hears [sentences like] De dog he bad or him
bad. (Uh 1883:253)

2

pron Tob Third person singular masculine subject pronoun, repeated

for emphasis, usu. negative. 0 The speaker may express his contempt

for another person by repeating the personal pronoun which is at the

head of the sentence. / hi dadi hi kAm nak mi /. My stupid father has

struck me. (Webster 1979)

3 pron arc Third person singular possessive pronoun for female or

male (E his, her, its)', considered archaic or rural. 0 One good lady an

he man wat lib close me tell me say, says-he, dat he go go na town

propos fu see you. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 “Yes, massa, one purty lilly

gal, what go[t] nice hair pan he head.” ( TRD 12 Feb 1853:3) 0 If he

dohn pay de Rait, de Govament will sell he house before de dores ah

de Cort. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 Everybody talking race dese days since

Cro Cro sing e calypso bout common entrance, and since Basdeo and

Robbie get away in the NAR. (Forum 17-24 Apr 1988:5)

4 pron Third person singular masculine object pronoun (E him). 0 Ah
tell he dat he mus put six bits on it becos ah do de wuk too cheap

a’reddy. (PC 4 June 1904) 0 “I aint see he fer a few days now.” (PC
16 July 1904) 0 Yuh see he and that shop - he have he hat where he

hand cyaan reach.

head 1 n Brains; intelligence. (< E head ‘the seat of mind, thought,

intellect’) = >cabez, head-piece
-
0 For if I didn't had so much head,

Oi, Oi, Oi, I would be a walking dead. (Caresser “Lorito” 1937, in

Rohlehr 1990:261) 0 “Who Chinee Alec think he is to tangle with me,

eh? You think he could have more head than me?” (Hill 1966c:8)

2 n Attitude or general mentality. 0 Imagine, one woman told a

reporter... that she hired a maid for two days so as to be able to march

and protest without having any hassles. Check the middle-class head.

(TTM 1983) 0 I can't see anybody with a business head wanting to

pay money for a programme where everybody trying to be more
American than the Yankees when they were in Waller Field. (Letter,

EX 23 Aug 1987:18)

3 n Trickery; confusion; false but persuasive. To use a head is to try a

trick on someone to achieve a goal; to have head is to be untrust-

worthy, full of tricks. 0 “Is head you givin’ mih dere jes to borrow

mih car?” (Baptiste 1993:85) 0 Dem rango dis side, too much head.

4 n Of an edible tuber, the main tuber. 0 Babies were given porridge

made by drying the head of the cassava in the sun, pounding it and

sifting it. This was then boiled in water with ochro and seasoning.

The result is almost like kuku which is soft and easily digestible for a

child and can be used as a substitute for patent barley. (Woodroffe

1974:16-7) 0 “They dig a yam, and don’t know to plant back the head

to grow more yams, they take the head away with them." (Pires

1 995h: 13)

5 v Carry a load on the head. (prob. < E carry on the head; also E
head ‘strike or drive with the head’) 0 [I]n the busy crop time lines of

mule carts, with much cracking of long whips came rattling up to the

mill from the intersecting “traces” to deposit their load of canes.

These would be “headed” to the crusher by groups, largely of East

Indian men and women, working for the most part silently. (Morton

1916) 0 At the public water taps, people were washing their faces or

filling pails to be “headed” home. (Eigeland 1980:33) 0 Here you cut

paragrass and have to head it out the field. (1990)

6 n A physical high; an elevated mood from alcohol or drugs.

(< E -head, ‘a drug addict or drug-taker’ e.g. pot-head) 0 Counsel

argued that under the circumstances of the evening, the young man
“needed a head. And it takes too much alcohol to give him that kind

of head. He says that a $5 joint gives him the kind of head he

needed.” (77V 28 Sept 1990:3)

7 n In tops, a direct hit with the nail of one top onto another. = jigs,

lavabo 0 He gi me top one head.

8 n A euphemism for penis, usu. in the phrase scratch head ‘have sex

with’. 0 And, when I rest on me golden bed. They must cuddle,

caress, and scratch me head. (Growler "Only Foreigners” 1938)

head and tail phr A sexual position of mutual oral intercourse. 0 She

could wind and wind like a ball of twine or let him have it roast fowl

or head and tail or even from behind. (Selvon 1972:123)

head bad phr 1 Mad; insane. 0 (Haynes 1987:16) 0 Every so often, he

head bad and he go to St. Anns for a while.

2 phr Intoxicated, e.g. from alcohol or GANJA. 0 In pleading for a fine

instead of a jail term, [he] told the magistrate, “Boss ah was drinking.
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meh head was bad and ah got carried away by some friends when I

took the bull.” (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:18)

head-coco n Tob A hard shove at someone with the head. (< coconur
+ Sp coco ‘head; skull’) = butt, coco3

, coconut
2
0 He bounce me with

he head-coco.

header n arc In the processing of PITCH, a man who carries large

pieces of raw pitch on his head from the PITCH LAKE to the transport

area. (< head5 ) 0 They are organized into gangs consisting of one dig-

ger or pitch cutter, and five helpers, whose job it is to pick up pieces

of asphalt that have been cut and place them in the cars which are

standing close by. These men are skilled in the work and carry lumps

of asphalt weighing from forty to one hundred pounds on their heads,

which would be far too heavy for an untrained laborer to carry. These

carriers are called “headers” because of the method of carrying the

large chunks of asphalt. (CWIM Sept 1933:317) 0 Each gang consists

of a digger or pitch-cutter and five “headers,” who carry the chunks -

weighing up to a hundred pounds - to the narrow-gage railway actu-

ally laid on the solidified surface of the lake. (Oakley 1941:385)

head hot see HOT4

head imp n In Carnival, the leader of the characters representing

IMPS of hell in a DEVIL, BEAST, or DRAGON BAND. 0 The Imps, led

by a Head Imp, are the provocateurs who goad the beast and add con-

trast in movement by their mincing, darting, prancing, wheeling, elf-

like jumps, cart wheels, and pelvic gyrations. The costume is scant,

consisting of skin fitting torso and brief trunks with springy tail. The

Head Imp’s tail, tipped with an arrow’s head, doubles back between

his legs... Fitted headpiece with two tiny horns, and a pair of light

wings are attached to their backs... when any expanse of water such

as a drain in the street has to be crossed[, the] Head Imp goes to the

edge of the water, lifts his foot in an attempt to cross, and with great

apprehension he keeps his foot suspended in mid air while he shuffles

on the other, waving the foot in the air then making a sort of transfer

with a hop as the waving foot becomes the support and vice versa. He
shuffles away and leaps, returns to the edge and lifts one foot in an

effort to touch the water and withdraws quickly, making tiny shuf-

fling movements with a quick shifting of his torso, counter-balanced

by half outstretched moving arms. ... At the moment he decides to

leap across, there is great mime action as he goes with a light skim-

ming jump. The other Imps then take the cue... At last they are over

the other side ... they once more become tormentors of the Beast

straining on his chains. (Ahye 1978:33)

head light see also LIGHT 5

headlight 1 n A light fastened to a strap around the head, used by

hunters at night. (< E headlight ‘a light, usu. in pairs, on the front of a

vehicle’) 0 ‘I want some batteries and a quarter pound of carbide for

this headlight.’ (Lovelace 1968:169)

2 v Hunt at night by using a light fastened to the head to reflect eye-

shine from animals. 0 ‘I will see about the lappe tomorrow. Or I will

go late and headlight in the forest for manicou.’ (Lovelace 1968:171)

0 We did hear the blast of a shotgun once but that was far away on the

other side of the bank, some hunter headlighting in the closed season.

( 77V June/July 1985:9)

headman n A foreman, leader or organizer in preparations for

HOSAY. (< E headman ‘chief man; leader; spokesman’) 0 Each
imambarah/camp has headmen who are responsible for arrange-

ments, permits from the police, and the orderly behavior of the

crowd during the processional rituals and drumming. There are also

the master builder, the builders themselves, and the men in charge

of building drams. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:160-2)

head-mask sailor n A Carnival player in a SAILOR BAND who
wears a very elaborate mask construction on the head, usu. having a

very long nose. = >long-nose sailor 0 The steelbands were mostly

sailor bands, both authentic and head mask (long nose)... The head

mask sailor was another spectacle to behold. Between the 1940’s and

1950’s every young boy could dance the fireman and the king sailor.

Now the king sailor dance is done, and what is now shown at Best

Village competitions is a sorry substitute. (EX-2 14 Feb 1988:13)

headpiece 1 n In Carnival mas, any part of the costume worn on

the head, usu. fastened to an openwork crown. (< E head-piece ‘any

covering for the head’) 0 The hide of the Beast’s body was made of

papier-mache scales, painted in metallic green, with touches of ame-
thyst, gold and crimson. The headpiece, representing a dragon, was in

keeping with the excellent general make-up. (WG 8 Mar 1930:9) 0

Sometimes the hat carried cow’s horns, and all the headpieces cov-

ered a heavy pad or sometimes a cooking pot to protect the wearer’s

heads from blows. (Crowley 1956a: 195) 0 ‘Las’ year I was a Indian

with feathers, man. Had to get a ladder to put the headpiece on. When
the wind come it blow me backwards - but it real nice.’ (Bryans

1967:81) 0 Fitted headpiece with two tiny horns, and a pair of light

wings are attached to their backs. (Ahye 1978:33) 0 “For the head-

piece you wear a broad hat with fringes.” (Wuest 1990:45) 0 With the

Indian mas, masmen were moved to design more and more elaborate

costumes and head pieces and speeches... The headpieces were, and

remain, the favourites of tourist and professional photographers. They
could reach up to as much as 1 5 feet above the head of the player and

required a degree of intricacy in construction and design that had not

been broached before... By 1968... Fascinators and Desperadoes were

playing with the large unwieldy Fancy Sailor headpieces which did

not allow for free movement. (TG-M 17 Jan 1993:2-3) 0 For 2004,

Peter’s herd will parade dressed in brown, black/white crocus bags,

headpiece fashioned from wire, brown paper and sponge, fringed

with banana leaves and the trademark original cow horn. (TG 15 Feb

2004:62)

2 n Brains; intelligence. (< E head-piece ‘the head as seat of the intel-

lect; brain’) = >cabez, head 1

0 “Dem Englishman an’ dem - dey’s

king in dis world, pardner. Dem people brave too bad, man. An’

plenty headpiece - cabez’.” He touched his forehead significantly.

(Hercules 1961:165)

heads v In PITCH, play by standing directly over the opponent’s mar-

ble and holding one’s marble between thumb and forefinger, usu. in

front of one open eye, and dropping it on the other marble. This posi-

tion may only be used if the opponent’s marble is very near the

player’s. In some areas it is only done in deciding the player sequence

at the BOUNCE before the game starts.

head-tie n A piece of cloth, usu. square, wrapped and tied around the

top of a woman’s head, covering the hair. (< E head-tie ‘a head-band

or scarf worn by women, esp. among peoples of African origin’) = tie

head
2
0 In Trinidad, there still exist some of these gaily coloured cos-

tumes and head-ties or “foulards” reflected by G.W. Keiller’s water-

colour, “Wedding Procession-Maraval.” (TG 20 Feb 1944:2) 0 After

the pilgrim has returned to the mourning room, her head is dried with

a towel and a clean white head-tie is put on. (Simpson 1970:149) 0

There were old ladies wearing colourful plaid headties who were sell-

ing oranges or home-made candies. (Lewis 1972:86) 0 The lady in

the head-tie steupsed. (EX 1 May 1988:7) 0 At some outlets, opera-

tors use rotten foodstuff... their kitchen staff don’t wear headties and

don’t wash their hands before touching the food. (EX 25 Nov
1990:14-5) 0 Take soursop bush, dry tobacco bush and Wonder-of-

the-world, place in a head-tie and tie the head for at least five [con-

secutive] days. (Rollocks 1991 : 169) 0 He pointed to the lady with the

brown headtie standing next to the stranger. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:47)

head tie across see TIE ACROSS

head turn phr Become dizzy. See also TURN-HEAD. 0 I stand up

quickly and me head turn. 0 So when dey eat de meethai, one ah de

pardner saying, “Ayue boy, meh head tu’ning me, you know.”

(Mahabir 2005:58)

heal-and-draw plaster n A bandage or plaster with ointment, used to

protect the wound and to draw out pus. (< E drawing ‘pulling out

purulent or foreign matter from a wound’) 0 Ah remember ah time

wen ah did get ah nail jook. Wallace heself put on de heal-an-draw

plaster. (Foster 1990:75)

healer n A rank of SPIRITUAL Baptist specializing in prayers and

rituals for healing. 0 Healers perform various healing rituals and pray

for the well-being of all church members. Their focus is on preven-

tion. (Glazier 1983:53)
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healer-man n A person who heals illness or injury, physical or psy-

chological, by means of traditional folk medicines and practices.

(< healer + man~0 ’Til next week, if you have tabanca, tabuki or

tarangi, don’t do anything rash, go check out a seer-man, healer man,

pundit or Baptist woman. (TTM 19 Sept 1993:30)

heap n A small pile, usu. of fresh fruits or vegetables sold as a whole.

The number of items can vary according to relative abundance. (< E
heap ‘a collection of things lying one upon another forming a roughly

conical mass’) 0 Place in a sauce made with butter, oil, seasoning and

three penny heaps of prepared marsala. (de Boissiere ca 1945:14) 0

Counting banknotes was not the same thing as counting five-cent

heaps of mangoes or ochroes or melongenes. (Naipaul 1976:195) 0

“Dollar a heap!” (1990)

hear (nuh) intj Listen; listen to what I’m saying; pay attention. Usu.

used as an emphatic way of introducing a topic or point, esp a criti-

cism. (< dial E hear ‘listen to; give heed to’) 0 Well hear nuh boy,

yuh know is Deewali weeken again. (Mamits, LPOS, TG 21 Oct

1979) 0 Take the case of [the man]... who took his two-year-old

daughter to the Sangre Grande Hospital on July 3 1 after she started

vomiting. Hear [him]: “When I got to the hospital, I waited for over

an hour in Casualty Dept.” (TTM 19 Aug 1986:20) 0 “[J]ust so, a per-

son come out of the audience and say, ‘Boogsie, hear nuh, you’sa

fella we like, you know, but you see that girl you give that song to

sing to? (EX 12 Oct 1986:3 1 ) 0 A very polite security officer... fortu-

nately came out very soon just as [he] was about to open dialogue

with a “hear nuh” on the subject. (EX 24 Dec 1989:30)

hear between v Used to threaten retaliation, often playfully. = part" 0

If you don’t come to the wedding, you go hear between me and you.

hear ears phr In negative, indicating that there is too much noise to

hear properly. 0 The high cost of living is the topic of the day, Every-

body screaming. Housewives in the island, You can’t hear your ears,

that is the discussion. (Invader “High Cost of Living” 1952 pr) 0

“Fuss all yuh people noise, I kyaan hear mi ears.” (1990) 0 “Oh gosh

man, how yuh keeping so much a noise, ah cyan hear mi ears.” ( 1 990)

hear... feel phr In full, Dem wha kyaan hear mustfeel, indicating that

those who ignore good advice or warnings may have to learn their

lesson by force or misfortune. 0 “How many times ah have tuh tell

yuh not tuh do dat, eh? Like broomstick break in yuh ears or wat?

Well, if yuh cyar hear, yuh go feel.” Wap! Wap! (Foster 1990:63)

hear more phr Usu. with never or ever, used to indicate that some-

thing is extraordinary, unbelievable. 0 “He likes blackberry jam and

the whatever-they-call-the-place only stocks strawberry jam, and he

got used to blackberry jam in Ireland. You ever heard more? This is a

boy accustomed to his bake and salt butter impressing me about

blackberry jam.” (Jones 1973:61)

hear name with phr Be linked with; connected with; usu. with

negative connotations such as sexual misconduct, improper business

dealings. 0 I hear your name with Bobby.

heart n Heart disease; heart trouble. 0 He got heart: he is ah heart case,

his heart is bad. (Haynes 1987:73) 0 He dead from heart,

heartbreak turtle n Lepidocheles olivacea (E ridley turtle), a marine

turtle, very rare around Trinidad, (fr quickly dying when captured, as

if from a broken heart) = >batali 0 “Some people call this heartbreak

tet-tel, since it heart brek on deck. This tet-tel no good, can’ resis’ the

voyage. We don’t bring these home. Call them heartbreak tet-tel. We
only cotch them sparing - three, four in a season, only when the cur-

rent strong.” (Carr 1957)

heartfelt n A eulogy; a speech of praise given for a dead person, usu.

at a FORTY-DAYS ceremony. 0 Toward the end of the [40 days] cere-

mony, all the men are called on in turn to make a speech, while each

of the women calls the number of a Sankey she wants sung in honor

of the deceased. This is called a “heartfelt,” and begins about half-

past two in the morning. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-

F85-D74) 0 By one o’clock, people were leaving; the ceremony had

passed its peak. Except for the “heartfelts” which ended the rite, and

for which only those close to the bereaved family remain, the festivi-

ties were ended... For the “heartfelts,” each man present is called

upon in turn to make a speech appropriate to the occasion, and each

woman to “call the number of a Sankey.” (Herskovits & Herskovits

1947:150) 0 In Tobago, there is a folk eulogy called a “heartfelt,”

usually given by a friend of the family, in which all the dead person’s

virtues are reviewed and praised, the audience cheering from time to

time. (Elder 1997:191)

hearts adj Usu. of music, moving, exciting, spirited. (< E heart ‘great

pleasure; enthusiasm’) 0 Well Hotboy always saying about how he

would make a comeback one day, how he would compose a calypso

that would be hearts, and it would sell plenty and he would make
money and come rich. (Selvon 1957:126-7) 0 When they finished

[singing] the fellar who does help Rahamut say: “That is hearts.”

(Selvon 1960b: 11 3)

heary v obs Hear. = >yeary 0 “Well, it’s not there.” After a pause,

your guide adds, “But you’ll cross it, hearee (do you hear)?” (Joseph

1838b-2: 10) 0 “Buddy Nelson, me hear’y buckra say that Massa

Parson Charlie gone to Goldafomia to dig for gold.” (TRD 23 June

1 849:2) 0 My mind little uneasy. Sambo, caus me heary dem say one

man [say]... dat awee parson not go way from yah. (TRD 7 May
1851:3) 0 “If you go in a boat to Guiria, you’ll want money; but if

you want to throw away money, hearee to Quaco.” (Wilkins 1854:76)

heat 1 n In traditional folk medicine, a quality opposed to and balanc-

ing COLD; an imbalance or excess of heat causes certain illnesses,

rashes, etc. and is treated with COOLING medicines. The origin of this

system prob. combines medieval European physiology, as qualities of

“humours”, with Amerindian folk medical practices. 0 The condition

regarded as “too much heat in the body” requires “cooling" for its

treatment. (Bush Medicine 1 976a: 11) 0 Mayok Shapelle is traded

mainly as a cooling in this country. Its advocates hail the herb for its

ability to “get rid of heat”. (Morean 1992n:30) 0 However, if one is

feeling vaguely sluggish or unwell, or otherwise feeling a heat, a

cooling is recommended. Cooling may be backed up with a purge on

the third day... cooling and purges extract heat rather than going in to

counteract it by opposite properties. They ‘clean the blood’. (Little-

wood 1993:34-5)

2 n Physical excitement. (< E heat ‘passion; intensity or great warmth

of feeling; rage; excitement’) 0 Talk about fete! Heat in de place!

3 n Sexual desire. (< E heat ‘passion; intensity or great warmth of

feeling; rage; excitement’; hot-blooded ‘passionate’) 0 [He] had an

extra heat in him which caused him on many occasions to sleep with

his own flesh and blood, when his wifey was seeing her periods.

(Bomb 12 June 1987:9)

heater n Tob Iron; a flatiron or steam iron for pressing clothing.

(< dial E iron ‘a flat iron’) 0 “I get a new electric heater.” (1990)

heat in tail phr In full, Heat in yuh tail but yuh whistling, said to indi-

cate that someone is pretending not to be hurting or in difficulty. 0

(Baptiste 1993:178)

heats n Small bumps, blisters or raised reddish spots on the skin

believed caused by excessive HEAT in the body; similar to E prickly

heat, heat rash. (< E heat ‘a redness or eruption on the skin, accom-

panied by a sensation of heat or indicating inflammation’) 0 Ah
whole heapin’ set o’ heats (bumps) buss out on mih skin. (Haynes

1987:25) 0 St John’s bush, both the yerba de San Juan and quiebra

quiebra variety, was recommended in preparing baths to cure mal-

kadi or marasmus and ‘heats’ or rashes. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:123-4)

heave 1 v Throw; pass; hand; send; put. (< dial E heave ‘throw with

some force’) 0 So before you leave them to roam, gladly heave them

in the orphan home. (Tiger “Send Your Children to the Orphan

Home” 1936) 0 Heave that glass for me please.

2 intj A cry used to encourage participants in a fight. 0 As she reached

the gate, she saw defendants. One had a carpenter's hammer and the

other a stick. She heard a voice saying “Look, she’s coming, heave!”

Forde, who had the hammer gave her a blow with it and she was

knocked down with a stick which the other had. (TG 4 July 1919:4) 0

At times disputes are said to wax so warm that the two come to

blows. Then the men present make a circle and cry “Heave!” to

encourage them, though if there seems to be danger that they will

harm each other, they are separated. (Herskovits & Herskovits
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1947:148) 0 There were shouts of ‘Heave! Heave!’ Within seconds, a

number of boys had circled the scene. No one interfered. Everyone

loved to see a fight. (Narine 1977:54) 0 This began a war of names

that quickly became a physical battle near St Margaret’s churchyard.

We all gathered around and shouted “Heave! Heave!” this being the

accepted method of encouraging participants. (Araujo 1984:22) 0 The

ability to play within and abide by the rules was of paramount impor-

tance the discovery of any such action led to uncontrollable anger

and “heave”. (EX 9 Aug 1987:6) 0 “Heave,” they would have shouted

in my old school days, but this was not boy versus boy. (EX 7 Aug
2002: 11)0 Then the bell rang for a transfer to other rooms and a mob
of boys from other classes rushed in bawling and hallooing, “Heee-

aaavvve! Heave!” (Andersen 2004:19)

3 n A fight; a physical battle. 0 They had a heave.

heavy 1 adv Well into; well on; very. (< E heavily into ‘very interested

or involved in’) 0 “How ole was de fellah dat died?” “E was heavy in

’is fifties.” (Haynes 1987:156)

2 adj Good; excellent; impressive. (< E heavy ‘grave; deep; profound;

intense’) 0 He make a good speech - it was heavy. (1990)

3 adj Of touch, unskilled, inexpert; usu. with hand. (< E heavy ‘acting

or moving slowly, clumsily or with difficulty’) 0 They identify the

hands of other healers as either positively “light” or negatively

“heavy.” For example, a doctor or nurse may have a “light” hand if

he/she administers an injection which does not hurt. Conversely, a

dentist who causes pain to a patient during a tooth extraction is

believed to have a “heavy” hand. (Mahabir 2000: 1 1

)

4 adj Of tongue or speech, unclear; indistinct. 0 They said she had

spoken about strange places. But her tongue was very heavy and I

knew they couldn’t possibly gather anything. (Anthony 1965:172)

heavy food phr PROVISIONS; starchy root tubers; breadfruit, etc. (< E
heavy ‘dense; possessing great weight in proportion to size’) = hard

food 0 That boy does like he heavy food.

heavy manners phr Severe criticism; control; use of force against

someone. (< Jamaican, esp. Prince Far I’s 1976 album “Under Heavy

Manners” < E heavy ‘severe; plentiful’ + manners2
) 0 Why are they

still allowed to bray the length and breath of the country praising the

PNM while those others who have an opposing view are put under

heavy manners? (TTM 1983) 0 Fishermen have complained that they

are being subjected to "heavy manners” by the police. (Bomb 27 July

1990:16) 0 [The cafe], Port-of-Spain’s wildest booze and girlie show

joint on Broadway... is now reeling under heavy manners from cops

and soldiers. (TTM 9 Oct 1990:9)

heavy tongue n Speech handicap; speaking with difficulty or poor

articulation. (< E heavy’ ‘acting or moving slowly, clumsily or with

difficulty’) 0 Talking to the Mirror with a heavy tongue [he] said that

from the age of twelve he had no special place of abode. (TTM 1983)

heel and toe n A traditional Afro-Creole dance, best known in

Tobago, in which the main step is to touch one heel to the ground,

then the toes of the same foot, followed by a series of steps to change

weight to the other foot. The body is usu. bent slightly forward. 0

Astor Johnson danced merrily through his welcoming steps. It was a

King Sailor mixed with a heel and toe and the fireman. (Blast 24 July

1987:6) 0 Like a dream, off on their honey-moon[,] The happy couple

would go. Leaving every-one else to eat, Drink and dance the heel

and toe. (Phillips 1991:19) 0 HEEL-AND-TOE. A dance developed

in Tobago. It seems to have been derived from the Scottish jig but

bears no clear resemblance to this. It is a slow, leisurely, and rhyth-

mic dance. (Anthony 1997:280)

hell n obs A place of gambling. (< E hell ‘gambling dive where cheat-

ing occurs regularly’) 0 Sunday Mamin’ all de Churches here did hav

church, ah go as usual, ah looke around, ah did’nt see me husban, so

when ah get out ah ask de mens for ’im, dem tell me he is in de ‘hell’

that big Sunday mamin.’ (PC 22 Oct 1904) 0 De mens an dem is

loosin’ de moonee in one or two little hells way around here. (PC 22

Oct 1904)

hell roll phr Great confusion breaks out; an uproar starts. 0 “When the

mark buss, all hell roll.” (1986)

help down, help dong v Help someone take a load off the head. 0 On
helping down the porter, so pronounced was its weight, that he

laughingly exclaimed: “Eh, eh, tonnere
,
these tomatoes heavy...”

(Alexander 1909:222) 0 (Ottley 1971:44)

Hemiderma n obs Carollia brasiliense [= Hemiderma sp.] (E com-

mon vampire bat), a vampire bat. (fr common use of scientific name)
0 Colin C. Sanborn... visited Trinidad in 1954 to study the local bats

and remarked that Trinidad was the only country in the world in

which he had collected bats where the local people did not think his

interest strange and where so many people referred to bats by their

scientific names. It is not unusual to hear
“Desmodus rufus ,

Hemi-

derma, and Artibeus" mentioned in everyday conversations and to

have the speakers point out that they are talking about a “rabies or

poison bat.” (Goodwin & Greenhall 1961:196)

hen 1 n A young woman, in her teens to early twenties. (< dial E hen

‘wife; woman; female’) 0 I remember long time when I was driving

taxi for a Indian fella name Palloo, I only uses to have nice music by

James Brown and Kitch and Sparrow and everybody in the car happy

like pappy. Now them little hen and them with they hair pile up high

high on the top and wearing earring and fancy chain only quarrelling

for that Jamaican stupidness. (Maharaj 1992:28)

2 n A male homosexual who acts and may dress like a woman. 0 He
told us first that the public thinks homos meant boy girls (which we
call hens). He said there are homos who are also men. They will play

only “man role” in sex. (TTM 19 Apr 1988:28)

henga n A flat spiked board, 8-10 feet long, pulled by a draft animal to

harrow a field, /heqga/ (< Bh henga ‘board dragged by plough’) 0 A
day before the planting the land is leveled and harrowed by means of

a henga (a flat board, eight to ten feet in length, containing spikes,

pulled behind a bull or bison). (Klass 1961:83) 0 “Chunilal bhaisa

does pull that henga real good.” (1990)

hengawe, hangaawe 1 v Harrow; level and rake land after ploughing

to prepare for planting, /hsqgawe/ (< Bh) 0 “Lakhan and dem henga-

weing dey land today.” (1990)

2 n Harrowing; levelling and raking of land after ploughing. 0 The pro-

cess of hengawe (harrowing) follows the ploughing... If a family does

not own a bull or tractor, it will probably have to hire labor for plough-

ing and hengawe. A tractor can be hired for about $8 per “quarter,” and

a bull plough for $12 per “quarter.” A bull plough is preferred because

a tractor cannot work in heavy rain and deep mud. Hengawe costs $2

per “half quarter.” Poorer families prefer to do this work themselves...

Wealthier families prefer to hire labor. (Klass 1961:83) 0 Hangaawe.

(Jha 1973:39) 0 The process of “hengawe” (harrowing) follows the

ploughing. First, the meris are tied up, shored to retain water and the

kola is flooded. A day before planting the land is leveled and harrowed

by means of a henga (a flat board 8 to 10 feet in length, containing

spikes, pulled behind a bull or bison). (Joshi 2003)

hengi n A rake; an agricultural tool having a fixed cross-bar at the end

of a long handle and fitted with long strips or teeth, usu. metal, which

point downwards; used to level ground or bring together grass, etc.

/heqgi/ (< Bh hengi ‘small henga') 0 “Get de hengi and rake up all de

rubbish.” (1990)

herbe grasse see ZEB GWA
here pron This place; here. Unlike E, here can serve as a subject or

object of a sentence. (< E here ‘in this place’) 0 You should see down
here Saturday, like a ghost town. (Tante Tante, TG 25 Sept 1993:17)

0 Here have no water. 0 If you use here, run a little something,

heroes of war phr A triumphant exclamation used primarily in

ALL-FOURS. 0 “Heroes of war!! Dasheenbush Trace All-Stars win

again!” (Sweetbread, EX ca 1979) 0 There are two versions of all

fours - Jellico and Jack Johnson. The Jack Johnson variety was prob-

ably named after the legendary heavy weight champion Jack Johnson.

In Jack Johnson, two or four play for high, low, jack and game.

Jellico is widely used in competition, with four playing for 14 points.

It is characterised by its cry, “Heroes of war!” (Brewster 1991: 18)

heron n Any heron or large long-legged bird, usu. associated with

water, including egrets, the white-necked heron, and the great blue

heron. = aileronne, cocoi heron, crane
1
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herring 1 n Harengula clupeola [= Clupandon pseudohispanieus

]

(Efalse herring), 10 cm; a small marine fish. (< E herring ‘ Clupea

harengus , a small silvery marine fish that is an important European

food source’) = caille
2

,
sardine

3
0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121) 0

(LNP 1985)

2 n Opisthonema oglinum (E Atlantic thread herring), 25 cm (9.7"),

a small marine fish. = harang 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121) 0 (LNP

1985)

3 n Pellona ftavipinnis, a freshwater fish, or P. harroweri (E Ameri-

can pellona), 16 cm (6.2"); a marine fish. = caille
2

;
sardine

1

(P. har-

roweri) 0 (LNP 1985)

hey, he, heigh intj arc An expression of greeting or surprise. 0 He
Sambo, hou you da do, Camper? (TRD 7 May 1851:3) 6 Cudjoe held

his hand and cried. “Tay dey, mass; heigh! da wha you da do? - o, fou

Gar-a-mighty sake, gie me my paper and lay me go.” (TRD 12 Feb

1853:3)

hi 1 intj A sound used to get donkeys to move, or to urge on horses,

esp. at the start of a race, /haii (prob. < E hi ‘an exclamation used to

call attention’)

2 intj Tab A response, said with rising intonation, indicating definite

affirmation beyond question, almost surprised that there might be a

doubt. = but hi
2

, if
4
0 Suzie - Me got me frock an ebbrey ting ready

fo go. See ow me ah go swank pan dem To-co-ni-ans omans. Sambo -

High yo no big wuds, (The People 4 June 1938) 0 “He wants to go

back to Tobago?” “Hi?” (1990)

hice see HISE

hide-and-chase n A children’s game in which all but one child hide.

While the catcher is looking for them, anyone who runs back to the

BEAK and shouts, e.g. “one-two-three rescue”, is safe; E hide-and-

seek. 0 We used to play hide-and-chase with my cousins.

hiding hoop n A children’s game in which all but one child hide them-

selves, crying out hoop to indicate they are ready to be found. =

>hoop 0 On the night of the full moon there was “hiding hoop”, when
if a boy and a girl could not be found for even the briefest while, there

would be great hilarity and light-hearted accusations of love play

between them. (Bynoe 1985:35) 0 Hiding Hoop - Hide and seek. In

this game, children would hide and when they considered themselves

well hidden, they would call out “h-o-o-p” in a high-pitched voice.

The hidden children would hope that his position could not be

detected from his voice. The source of which they hoped would be

difficult to locate. This was to indicate to the child seeking them that

he may begin his search. (Bynoe 1985:67)

hiding mark n In whe-whe, a MARK that has not won in a long time.

6 Hiding Marks: Play numbers that have not called in a long time -

they are hidden, so run them down. (Besson 1999:49) 0 Hiding

Marks: Marks that have not called in a long time. (Besson 1999:174)

high adj Bad-smelling; over-perfumed; rotten; strong-smelling. (< E
high ‘of meat, slightly decomposed or tainted’) 0 Them Sobo women
smelling so high, They just like a kite when they pass by. (Houdini

“Way down Sobo” 1935) 0 “Salt-kind does smell high.” (1990) 0

High perspiration... Lime bud, Guava Bud, Bread. (Wallace 2002:37)

high bass n A set of four or five PANS, in the bass range, cut about

two-thirds or three-quarters of the full side length, thus giving a

brighter and clearer sound. (< E high ‘situated above, towards the

upper part’)

high belly n A pregnant belly, esp. one that is largest at a relatively

high point. = high stomach 0 Yuh ehn see she have high belly again?

high blood n Overly high blood pressure. = >pressure
1

0 Pressure

refers simultaneously to... worry and to the subjective and external

‘pressures’ of work and poverty, but also to high blood or high pres-

sure, understood variously as over-rich blood, the recording on the

doctor’s plethysmograph or blood passing up to one’s head. ‘Pressure

come as a new thing but now it common in the world. It have blood

thickened and heated so it can’ flow too good. Once it in you, if you

get vex it raise.’ (Littlewood 1993:46)

high bountious, hybounxious 1 adj Very bad-smelling. 0 Hybounxious

- having a very awful scent. (ESTT 1956) 0 “Dem vagrant too high-

bountious.” (1990)

2 adj Unruly; uppity. 0 (Haynes 1987:156)

high brown 1 adj Of skin colour, light brown or yellowish brown, but

not reddish; lighter than BROWN, features usu. not very African, hair

wavy or straight. (< high colour + brown ') 0 If he is in love with a

high brown girl still going to school? (ES 14 Oct 1926:6) 0 That was a

scandal and bacchanal, I mean the night with the parson and the high

brown gal. (Radio “Unfortunate Bridegroom” 1936) 0 Christmas

night I almost died with laugh, Lyin in me bed with a high brown

craft. (Lion “Netty, Netty” 1937) 0 The high-brown girl winked at

Norbert. (Selvon 1988:21) 0 Everybody could see she was the child

of a white man because mammy was black, big-lipped, had nappy

hair. While she was high brown herself, and her hair came down past

her shoulders in soft smooth waves. (Stewart 1989:44)

2 n A person whose appearance is HIGH BROWN. 0 Now in contem-

plation sitting down, Thinking of this new high brown. (Beginner

“After the Bacanal” 1939) 0 But the high brown, she only wants me
money. (Growler “High Brown” 1939)

high bush 1 n Land covered with small trees and underbrush, often

LASTRO; see also HIGH WOODS. (< E high ‘tali' + bush
1

) 0 Man
Arrested in High Bush. (WG 5 Apr 1930:5) 6 Should the area be in

“high bush”, the trees would have been cut down during the previous

months, and the severed branches and underbush left to be burned

over. (Woodroffe 1974:3)

2 n Tall shrubs; usu. multi-stemmed plants about ,5-2m (2-6') tall.

(< E high ‘tall’ + bush
J

) 0 The clearance... [involved] a quantity of

high bush. (WG 3 Nov 1930:5) 0 Dis time we two beat down de high

bush all about like a steam roller did pass. (TG 10 May 1933)

high colour phr Of skin, light in complexion, usu. of a mixed race

person. See also HIGH BROWN. = high tone 0 High colour may be

anything from olive (Italian olive) through sallow to Caucasian fair,

in complexion, with an accompanying hair that is curly - but

not negroid-kinky - and continuously less curly to dead-straight

(Indian-heavy or European-light). (Mittelholzer 1958:59) 0 He came
from San Fernando, had been married before, and in the days when
people of “high colour” kept off the streets at Carnival, he and his

brothers used to bring out a band of about 20, their mother running up

the costumes on her little hand machine. (EX 1 Mar 1987:19) 0 [He

hoped] that the... response was not “based on a perception that only

high-coloured people are involved in local theatre.” (TG 8 Oct

1989:15) 0 Or was it because ah was tryin tuh impress one ah dem
straight hair, high color girls who used tuh come high in test. (Foster

1990:30) 0 “She’s a high-colour nigger. Those who have a little high

colour feel they better than you.” (1993)

higher v Raise; make higher. (< dial E higher ‘raise; heighten’) 0 The

shops higher they prices, but my salary stay the same. (1980)

high fall(s) n Throwing someone down, esp. by pulling over your

shoulder, for example as seen in action movies. (< high, fr high or

upright position of the person thrown + fall ‘dropping down from a

relatively high position’) 0 “I simply gave Sugar a high fall and ran.”

Blim was not too satisfied with so simple and ready an explanation

and asked for details of the high fall. “Sugar is a big man with strong

muscles, how could you give him a high fall? You could not even

give me an ordinary fall, far more give Sugar a high fall.”... John

explained that one of the bigger boys in school had taught him to

wrestle, that he knew several holds and counters. (Bynoe 1985:14)

high forest n Land with native trees, never cleared. = >high woods 0

It was very green, the country. That was because of the high forest

and the hills, and the rainfall these attracted. (Lovelace 1968:220)

highland intj An exclamation used in some traditional folksongs;

usu. interpreted as an instruction to listen; but may be interepreted

as referring to a mountainous area fr resemblance to E highland.

(poss. < Kikongo e londe < e londa ‘oh speak, tell, relate’; ela

‘yes!’, nde ‘thus; indeed’) 6 Mary gone a mountain. Highland dey!

Get yellow plantain, Highland dey! (Connor 1958:44) 0 Hailande:
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initial or medial exclamation in folksong. Usu. spelt ‘highland dey’.

(Wamer-Lewis 1994:6)

high-low(-jack-game) n A card game in which high and low are the

highest card played and the lowest card played; the person dealt them

gets points for playing them. = >all-fours 0 A game of cards “high,

low” was in progress. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-

D68) 0 “High! Low! Jack! Game, gentlemen! Four points, fellers. Add
that to our score and please, call this the end of the game.” (James

1990:174) 0 ‘High Low Hang-Jack Game! Six to go! Move, man, all-

you fellers is jokers. Bring on the next pair!' (Boodhoo 1994:242)

high mass n Ambrosia peruviana , a cultivated plant, used medicinally.

(< Sp altamisa/artemisa a fragrant medicinal plant / Fr artemisia
,

fr

interpretation as aha ‘high’ + misia ‘mass’) = >altamis(ia), wild

tomato
1

0 The herb altamis, Ambrosia cumanensis, also known as

altamisia, high mass or wild tomato is one of the herbs grown in Trin-

idad. (Morean 199 If: 18)

high mind (and low behind) phr Wanting things you cannot afford;

being proud without reason; ambitious but having no skill. 0 E gat

high mine an' low behine. (A reaching for things one cannot afford.)

(Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 High mine/mind an’ ah low behine/behind: to

pretend to be hoity toity but always doing unbecoming things.

(Haynes 1987:18)

high or low see COME HIGH OR COME LOW

high science n A type of OBEAH or SCIENCE, usu. practiced with ref-

erence to a body of specific texts. (< E high ‘esoteric, advanced’ +

science) 0 While obeah and returning obeah are equally practised (or

held to be practised) by both sexes, the study of high science (conju-

ration ) is the particular prerogative of men. The themes of obeah are

hot, jealous, rural, and related to local interests (as the alternative

term negromancy suggests), while science is ‘European’, cold, calcu-

lating, urban, elitist and more obviously dedicated to self-interest.

Both may involve the summoning of spirits: in obeah by using body

parts in the bush or the cemetery; in science inside a carefully

marked-out area in one's house or sometimes the cemetery. Science

is a loose amalgam of the European Hermetic and Kabbalistic tradi-

tions through such texts as The Sixth and Seventh Books of Moses,

published by the De Laurence Company in Chicago, books suppos-

edly banned under the old colonial anti-sorcery laws... Those I have

examined contain a mixture of extremely cryptic hieroglyphs, pyra-

mids, and pentacles, descriptions of the earth and the heavenly bodies

as sensate, and instructions for summoning up spirits... The poorly

printed instructions in Hebrew, Latin and mock archaic English allow

much scope for ritual error... Their practical inefficacy in attaining

their highly specific goals and the grim Faustian warnings of spiritual

misadventure they contain leave them seldom consulted, although

formerly science seem to have been associated with the various

lodges, funeral associations and friendly societies...the books are dan-

gerous to the possessor. (Littlewood 1993:42)

high stomach n A pregnant belly. = >high belly 0 High

stummuck/stomach. (Haynes 1987:156)

high tone n Of skin, light in complexion, usu. of a mixed-race person.

= >high colour 0 Den he talk bout a "hi-toned colored belle’’ but you

shud see de ooman, she like a belle fuh true. {PC 18 June 1904)

high tummy see HIGH BELLY

high waist n Good strong physical lovemaking, usu. said of a woman.

(< high ff ability to lift man up during intercourse + waist
3

)
= >high

wine, tall wine 0 I does get plenty high waist at home,

high wine 1 n Good strong physical lovemaking, usu. said of a

woman. (< high from ability to lift man up during intercourse + wine)
= high waist, tall wine 0 She give me some high wine.

2 n In dancing, talented movements, esp. of the pelvic area. 0 Yuh

giving the people some high wine there!

3 n In rum-making, a stage after distilling when the rum becomes

overproof, about 57 percent alcohol by volume. (< E high wine ‘wine

containing a high percentage of alcohol’) 0 All that is high wine.

high-wood(s) n Land under native timber, never cleared or fully

regrown, with big tall trees and little undergrowth. = high forest 0 I

have seen them at last. I have been at last in the High Woods, as the

primaeval forest is called here; and they are not less, but more, won-
derful than I had imagined them. (Kingsley 1880:147) 0 The boys

who were lost on Whit Monday in Guapo high woods turned up

safely on Thursday. {Hummingbird 4 June 1904:4) 0 [S]he fell upon
the expedient of ridding herself of it by killing it and placing the body

under a tree in the high woods. {TG 14 Feb 1919:6) 0 Beyond Sangre

Grande the road enters the ‘high woods’ - a gloomy forest of mora-

trees. (Aspinall 1928) 0 [He was] shot in the highwoods at Barrack-

pore. (WG 6 Sept 1930:5) 0 Cail. Inhabits “high woods” (virgin

forest) and “lastro” (second growth). (Belcher & Smooker 1934:576)

0 ‘Manuel-boy, look at Kumaca. It is only high woods and cocoa

trees now, and not much different to when 1 was a boy.’ (Lovelace

1968:53) 0 The framework of the house was made of round wood of

various thicknesses from six inches or so down, cut from the high

woods in Maloney. (Alladin 1970:5) 0 They are rare, only found in

places like Moruga, Mayaro, in the high woods. {EX 21 Mar 1993:2)

0 “When you bun di high wood, guma bhaaji does grow dey.” (1993)

high woods coral (snake) n Liophis reginae zweifeli, a small snake in

Trinidad and Tobago; to 65 cm (25.3") long. Body light or dark

green, each scale outlined in black, giving a net-like pattern; belly

bright orange with incomplete black bars. On the head, two yellow-

green stripes outlined with black run backwards from top of head to

angle of mouth. Under neck bright yellow, under-tail bright orange.

In dark and Tobago specimens, the scale netting is not obvious;

Tobago specimens have no head or belly pattern, (fr usual habitat in

high woods) = reticulated snake, royal snake 0 {JFNC Dec 1892:104)

0 High Woods (False) Coral. ..Semi-terrestrial. (Greenhall 1976b:50)

0 (Boos 2001a:100)

high woods dog n Eira barbara trinitatis, a small slender mammal;
body about 65 cm (26”) long + 46.2 cm (18.5") tail, weight about

4.5 kg (9 lbs.). Short legs; broad head; rounded ears; long neck;

strong claws. Fur coarse and short, rich brown with yellowish head.

(< high woods, usual habitat + FC chien bois ‘woods dog’) = chien

bois, faica, gato-melao, >tayra, water weasel, wood dog 0 Tayra bar-

bara trinitatis Thos. “High Woods Dog”... differs chiefly from the

mainland form by its smaller size... Frequent in forest areas... Nariva

Swamp; Maracas Valley... and also in plantations, one being seen

high up in a coconut tree at Guayaguayare. (Vesey-FitzGerald

1936c: 163) 0 Non-game protected animals have not been spared. The

macajuel, porcupine, high-woods dog, mangrove dog, water dog, ...

have become rare sightings and some are on the verge of extinction.

(EX-S 26 July 1987:18)

high words n Loud altercation; argument; often including gesturing

and cursing. (< E high words ‘language showing pride, pretension,

arrogance, anger’) 0 They both came to high words and she accused

the principal of taking up a garden fork menacingly. (Blast 19 Jan

1990:4)

higuereton n Schefflera morototoni, a native tree. Wood soft, light,

whitish; used for making matches and boxes. (< Sp ahiguereton, prob.

< Amer) = >jereton, matchstick tree, matchwood 0 (Hart 1866:64) 0

We arrived in the middle of a forest of matapalo and laurel trees, cacao

and coffee dwarfed by slender bois canot and higuereton, the match-

wood tree. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:76)

hike n In pitching marble, formation of the non-playing hand into a

fist from which the player shoots. = cup on knucks, >up on knucks 0

Yu self ehn hear me say fen-hikes and no everys? An wha yu brush-

ing dat dust for, Yu ehn hear me say fen-brush? (Keens-Douglas

1975:44)

hiki n Hiccough; an involuntary respiratory spasm, /hiki, hitfki/ (< H
hikka ‘hiccough’) 0 “If you have hihki, you cut the water seven times

with a knife and drink, that is a capich to stop the hiki.” (1990)

Hill 1 n The Laventille Hill, a relatively poor, densely populated area

just west of Port of Spain, part of the area known as BEHIND THE
Bridge. 0 “I... was ‘transported’ into Port of Spain where I found

myself living with my father ‘on the Hill' (Laventille).” (EX 24 Apr

1988:15)
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2 n The San Fernando Hill, just outside the city, its height and mass

now greatly diminished by quarrying. 0 I could remember when the

Hill was twice as big as now!

hinda coocoo from sour phr Tob Make do with; preserve what you

have. (< E hinder ‘delay; stop in action; prevent’ + coocoo) 9 Well, I

mus hinda coocoo from sour so tay I get a next wuk.

Hindi n In Trinidad, references to people speaking this language are

almost always actually referring to BHOJPURI, a language closely

related to Hindi, most commonly found in areas of northern India, in

the province of Bihar. The vast majority of indentured labourers who
came to Trinidad were from this area, and spoke Bhojpuri; however,

since it was close to Hindi, and the latter was better known and had a

written literature, and is widely used in prayers and songs, Bhojpuri

was simply considered a “dialect” of Hindi. Modem formal teaching

of Hindi in Trinidad, however, generally targets standard Hindi as

spoken in India. (< H hindi, hindi ‘the Aryan vernacular language of

northern India, spoken with numerous dialects’) 9 They spoke in

Hindi but the anger in their voices could not be mistaken, (de Bois-

siere 1952:202) 9 Although they have experienced much sadness, the

women still know how to laugh. They give one another picong,

riddled with sexual connotations and often resort to Hindi (a dying

language in the cane fields), turning it into an almost private joke.

(Diptee 1992:247) 0 Ciprian spoke French patois and Hindi as well as

Spanish and English. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:41)

hindico n obs A traditional Indian dance drama. (< H hindi, related to

the language and culture of Hind) 0 There were also, the almost for-

gotten Hindico, and Rui ke Kora which involved horse-dancing.

(OPNL Mar 1989:2) 9 Amongst the early dance dramas introduced

were: Indar Sabha ... Hindico (horse dance), Sarwaneer. These dra-

mas told the story of kings, battles, honour, keeping a promise and

valour. They were done entirely by male dancers since it was consid-

ered not proper for women to dance in public. (Ramlakhan 1990a:7)

Hindu rites see under Hindu rites

hing, heeng n A dried plant resin with a strong odour, used in flavour-

ing some Indian dishes, /hir)/ (< H hing, ahing ‘asafoetida’) 9 One
such dish is called “Sara Bara”. Bara made from “urdi” flour is fried.

A large bottle is smoked with heeng (asafoetida) and then the “dahi”

mixed with gheera and salt is poured into the bottle. The bara is then

soaked in the dahi for about one to three days... then eaten. (Pariag

1975:29)

hinge galap n Kinosternon scorpioides, a fresh-water mud turtle.

Hinge-like parts of the plastron, the lower shell, enable the turtle to

enclose itself completely into a box. (fr hinge-like action of the shell

+ galap

)

= water man 9 You would hardly see any hinge galap here.

hinka v Tob arc Staying nearby in order to get something. (< dial E
hanker ‘linger or loiter about with longing or expectation’) 9 Hinka,

hanging after for the purpose of getting something, yes, in a pejora-

tive sense. (Uh 1883:249)

hipping n arc A baby’s diaper or a woman’s sanitary cloth. (< dial E

hipping ‘a baby’s napkin; a cloth wrapped round the hips of infants’)

9 Put a hipping on the baby.

hip roof n A high peaked roof. (< E hip roof ‘a roof having sloping

edges, the ends inclined as well as the sides’) 9 Long time all houses

used to have hip roof, and if the house was big, you could have two.

hipshod adj Having one leg shorter than the other, thus walking with a

limp. (< E hipshot ‘having a dislocated hip-joint; lame, clumsy, dis-

abled’) 9 “He hipshod... He have one foot shorter than de oder so he

have to walk wid a crutch.” (Gale, WG 12 July 1919)

hire v Call or stop a taxi. Note: In E this usu. indicates renting a pri-

vate commercial car and driver. (< E hire ‘get the temporary use of

something for payment’) 9 “The cop then hired a car but we dropped

out before we reached the station.” (TTM 19 Aug 1986:10)

hirondeile a collier blanc n obs Cypseloides zonaris [= Hemiprocne

zonaris, Acanthylis collaris
]
(E white-collared swift), a bird, 20 cm

(8") long. A large black swift with a white collar around neck,

narrower above than below. A regular visitor to Trinidad in small

numbers. (< Fr hirondeile ‘swallow’ + Fr a collier blanc ‘with a

white collar’) 9 (Chapman 1894:58)

hirondeile a collier roux n obs Cypseloides rutilis [= Cypseloides

rutilus, Hirundo rutila] (E chestnut-collared swift), a bird, 16.2 cm
(6.5") long. An all-black swift, with some white edges to feathers of

forehead and breast. Passes through Trinidad and Tobago. (< Fr a

collier roux ‘with a reddish collar’) 9 (Chapman 1894:58)

hirondeile a croupion gris n Chaetura spinicauda, a bird, 11.2 cm
(4.5") long. Generally blackish with a distinct whitish bar across the

rump; throat paler than rest of underparts. (< Fr a croupion gris ‘with

a grey rump’) = >rain-bat
3
9 (Chapman 1894:58)

hirondeile a dos vert n obs Tachycineta albiventer, a bird, 13.7 cm
(5.5") long. Head and most of upperparts blackish glossed blue-

green; rump, underparts and inner secondary feathers white. (< Fr a

dos vert ‘with a green back’) = >swallow5
9 (Chapman 1894:28)

hirondeile a gorge blanc n obs Panyptila cayanensis \~ Cypselus

cayennensis

\

(E lesser swallow-tailed swift, Cayenne swift), a bird,

12.5 cm (5") long. Mainly black with wide white collar around neck,

white patches on sides of rump; tail long and deeply forked. Uncom-
mon resident in Trinidad, usu. seen flying high overhead. (< Fr a

gorge blanc ‘with a white throat’) 9 (Chapman 1894:58)

hirondeile a ventre blanc n obs Notiochelidon cyanoleuca, a bird,

12.5 cm (5") long. Upperparts blue-black, wings and tail black,

underparts white from throat to belly. (< Fr a ventre blanc ‘with a

white belly’) = >swallow4 9 (Chapman 1 894:28)

hirondeile a ventre jaune n obs Stelgidopteryx ruficollis aequilis, a

bird. Upperparts brown with pale greyish rump; wings and tail black-

ish; throat and lower face pale reddish-brown; lower underparts yel-

lowish white. (< Fr d ventrejaune ‘with a yellow belly’) = >swallow6

9 (Chapman 1894:28)

hirondeile a ventre roux n obs Hirundo rustica, a bird, 17.5 cm (7")

long. Upperparts glossy dark blue; forehead and throat reddish brown;

lower underparts pale reddish brown; long forked tail. (< Fr a ventre

roux ‘with a reddish belly’) = >swallow7
9 (Chapman 1894:28)

hirondeile noire n obs Progne chalybea, a bird, 17.5 cm (7") long.

Glossy blue-black; throat, breast and sides greyish brown; forked tail.

(< Fr noire ‘black’) = martin, >rainbird
3

,
swallow" 9 (Chapman 1894:28)

hise, heist, hice 1 v Lift; lift up. (< E hoist Tift up; shove up’, usu. imply-

ing considerable effort or use of a pulley) 9 Hoist the baby. (Uh

1883:249) 9 To hise up - to lift. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 9 Hice... 2. to lift.

(Alladin 1970:69) 9 “You ain’t ever feel you want to hice your petticoat

and put up your foot sometimes too?” (Stewart 1989:30) 9 “Heise up de

basket here so ah could put it on de scale.” (Baptiste 1993:85)

In A fall, usu. with bus. See also BUS HEIST. = bus ass
2
9 Hice - 1 . a

fall. (Alladin 1970:69)

hise self phr Get up; leave one place to go somewhere else; make an

effort. 9 Look null, whe you nuh hise youself and go and get a wuck.

She hise sheself from San Juan and fine sheself in de ooman house

quite in Sande Grande. (Ottley 1971)

historical (band) n arc A Carnival mas band depicting a histori-

cal event, scene or era. 9 Carnival Competition: [Winners]... Best

Historical Band, Best Clown Band, Best Indian Band, Best Adver-

tisement Band, Best Sailor Band. (WG 8 Mar 1930:8-9) 9 There are

too many Davids and Goliaths, too many Sauls, and the most techni-

cal point of today’s Carnival is that the players all have to carry a pic-

ture to show what they represent, all they can say is I’m playing

historical. (Jones 1947:65) 9 “Before the Indian mas came round, all

there was in Carnival was the historical mas. This was when fellas

would study history books or the Bible and bring out a mas from

that.” (TG-M 24 Jan 1993:2)

hit v Choose and win on a number in whe-whe. (< E hit ‘a stroke of

good luck’) 9 “I say the smart-men and them go charge me for com-

ing back in ‘morocoy’. I hit them ‘corbeau’. I lost big.” (Hill 1966c:8)

hit for six phr Be victorious; score heavy points; deliver a telling

blow, e.g., in an argument, (fr cricket, in which a ball struck over the

boundary is worth six runs, the highest number for a single stroke) 9

(Haynes 1987:86) 9 Recession hits Penny for six - same dress worn
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twice in a week! (Blast 15 Apr 1988:20) 0 “Just when you think you

know a rat he changes on you. Just when you think you know a rat, he

hits you for six.” (EX 16 Sept 1990:23)

hobono, hubono n A priest in the Rada religion. 0 Invited are a few

friends, the vodunsis, the hobono or high priest, and probably the

heads of the compound. (Carr 1953:46) 0 Between 4 and 5 o’clock in

the morning the singing ceases and preparations for the sacrifice at

6 o'clock are finalized. About that hour the hubono prepares his

shrines. ... It is daylight now, and the hubono makes his offering to

Ogu - olive oil, rum and water ... The hubono salutes the east and

west - Mawu-Lisa - and begins with a prayer to Ogu, intermediary of

the Big People, that the sacrifice about to be offered be found accept-

able to them. The kola-nut or obi assumes an important role at this

stage, for it provides the means through which the gathering will

know how quickly the sacrifice will meet with the gracious accep-

tance of the gods.... The hubond then seeks confirmation of the accep-

tance of the gods with the deka - a small round calabash. It is filled

with water from Ogu’s goblet and rests in the palm of his right hand.

With a tremor of the hand, he lets the calabash fall to the ground.

Acceptance is signified if it finally rests upturned. The hubono then

hurries off to the shrine of Elegba and makes a small offering of food.

As he returns, he places food on the shrine of Ogu, and, raising a

chant to this deity, the sacrificing of the animals begins to the accom-

paniment on the drums. (Carr 1953:51)

hog at v Speak in a rude and rough way. (poss. < AmE hog ‘appropri-

ate greedily or selfishly’) 0 The police always hogging at people.

hog cattle n Bos bubalis (E water buffalo), a large bovine animal,

originally imported from India about 1906; used for pulling carts, and

for milk and meat, (fr its hog-like habit of wallowing in mud) = ani-

mal, bhaisa, >bison, buffalo, buffalypso, mud cow 0 In a muddy pond

about two hundred yards east of the settlement, under the shade of

spreading Laginette trees, women washed clothes and men bathed

mules and donkeys and hog-cattle. (Selvon 1957:59) 0 [The] huge

bulls known as ‘hog cattle’, (de Verteuil 1989:248) 0 [He] was slurp-

ing it from the bowl and making more noise than a blasted hog-cattle.

(Andersen 2004:266)

hog features n The parts of a hog’s head used for food, e.g. snout,

ears, tongue. (< Efeatures ‘form or mould of the face’) = features 0 “I

come home on evenin’ hongry... lookin’ for mih greasy rice with pig-

tail and hog features and little bita ochro.” (Macaw 1960:49) 0 When
we grew up, we would show off our culinary skills: cut out the centre

of the breadfruit and place a piece of hog features inside and roast.

This was now food of class. (Pantino 1999:31)

hog-food n Peelings and remains of vegetables, etc., boiled in a kero-

sene or biscuit tin for pigs; food unfit for human consumption, (fr

being fed to hogs) 0 Take all this and put it in the hog-food.

hoggish adj Uncooperative; hostile; crude in conduct; rough in man-

ner. (poss. E hoggish Tike a pig; self-indulgent; filthy; selfish’) 0

Now, if you are hoggish, you’re selfish, you’re hard and tough, I

mean you got no courtesy and then you blooming rough. (Lion

“Woman Headache’’ 1939) 0 “[She] immediately began getting on in

a hoggish manner.” (TTM 22 Aug 1986:25) 0 Oh mammy, so yuh

cryin’ again fuh we yuh hoggish, res’less, rainbow pickney. (Letter,

EX 3 Sept 1990:10) 0 In desperation, [he] called the police-emer-

gency number, 999. A hoggish-sounding officer responded and told

[him], “No way!” Try calling Fire and Ambulance instead.” (Bomb 2

Nov 1990:8)

hog hair in eye phr Any eye problem explained by the supposed pres-

ence of a hog hair in the eye; sometimes an ingrown eyelash hair. 0

Hog hair in eye, layman's explanation of his eye complaint. Goes to

hog hair specialist, ole lady in de village, who proceeds to pluck out

‘offending’ eyelashes widAvith rice grain poised between tips of two

fingers. (Haynes 1987:73) 0 “This boy... have hog hair (ingrowing

eyelashes) in his eyes.” (Pires 1 994d: 15)

hog is pork phr Said of a choice that is not really a choice, that makes

no difference; E six of one and half a dozen of another. 0 (Haynes

1987:124) 0 Go today, go tomorrow, hog is pork.

hog mango n A variety of cultivated mango; seed has tiny fibers. =

mango cochon 0 “Hog mango in La Brea different; it does have spots

on it.” (EX 14 Aug 1994:25) 0 Tom... swing the talk to the different

kinds of mangoes Trinidad have: vert or long mango (hog mango to

Tobagonians), cutlass, starch, doudouce, teen, sugar, graham, rose,

calabash, julie and zabico. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25)

hog meat n A plant used as animal feed, poss. Merremia umbellata. 0

Between 4 & 5 years of age... they... gather ‘hog meat’ (a vine found

in the Cane pieces). (Dowland 1 Sept 1843 in Archibald 2003:105) 0

“Come on, feed the goats, get the hog meat.” (Elder 1997:181)

hog-meat gang n obs During slavery, the fourth labouring gang, chil-

dren, after the first (able-bodied 18-40 years), second (12-17), and

third (40-50+); a widespread Anglo-Caribbean classification, (fr task

of gathering hog-meat and other food plants for livestock + gang) =
>vine gang

hog-mouth snapper n Tob Lachnolaimus maximus [= L. falcatus], a

marine hog-fish, to 70 cm (27.3") long, (fr snout-like mouth) =

>capitan, captain'^ 0 Perhaps even more beautiful are some of the

Labridae. Among these is the capitan (Lachnolaimusfalcatus), which

grows to a good size and looks like a red-fish, but its peculiar mouth
has earned for it the name of “hog-mouth snapper" in Tobago.

(Guppy 1922a:444)

hog plum n Spondias mombin, lumber trade name mope, a large

native deciduous tree to 40 m (130') tall. Bark thick and somewhat

corky, rough, greyish; outer bark pinkish outside and paler on the

inside; young trees have smooth bark with prickles. Leaves alter-

nate, spirally arranged, compound, usu. 4-20 pairs of leaflets, 5-15 x

2.5-6 cm (2-5.8 x 1-2.3"), mid-rib off-centre. Leaves and bark used

medicinally. Flowers small, fragrant, yellow-white or greenish-white

petals, in large terminal panicles. Fruit 3-4 cm (1.2- 1.6") oblong, yel-

low, aromatic, juicy, with a small amount of highly acidic translucent

yellow pulp and a large hard fibrous pit. Fruit often used to make
wine and jam. Wood soft, light, not durable, sometimes used to make
coffins, (poss. fr being commonly fed to or liked by hogs) = creole

plum, mombin, plum bush, wild plum 0 (Joseph 1838a:82) 0 Around

us towered the smooth stems of giant Mombins, which the English

West Indians call hog-plums, according to the unfortunate habit of

the early settlers of discarding the sonorous and graceful Indian and

Spanish names of plants, and replacing them by names English, or

corruptions of the original, always ugly, and often silly and vulgar.

(Kingsley 1880:194-5) 0 Away in, behind the nutmeg grove, south of

the burial place, there towers a gigantic specimen of the “Hog Plum”

tree. (Cobham 1907:64) 0 The Forest Department has recently been

trying some experiments with inferior native timber, with a view to

discovering whether these woods are of any good for local use. The

following have been taken as samples: “Hog Plum,” “Mahoe ... and

“Wild Chataigne.” ( WG 13 Sept 1919:6) 0 The air was full of the

sweetish-sour odour of rotting hog plums and human sweat mixed

with the acrid, pleasant odour of burning bush, (de Boissiere

1 956a:2 1 )
0 Hog Plum... A large and handsome tree quite common in

many parts. Flowers small, white, in loose bunches all over the tree,

and the fruit, about the size of a large date, is a golden colour and lit-

ters the ground when it drops. It makes an excellent jam and is quite

good as stewed fruit, having a tart flavour entirely its own. The

natives make no use of it but their pigs are very fond of it. (Alford

1960:75) 0 These scaly-necked pigeons have, like cattle, a partiality

for hog-plums... which may account for the birds’ great size and

choice eating. (Bryans 1967:188) 0 There was the smell of hog

plums. (Ramsawack 1983:24) 0 The fruit is edible but its high acidity

limits the amount which one would be inclined to consume at any one

sitting... However, the fruit makes a pleasing jelly and a very deli-

cious drink. Wines made from hog plum fruits are very popular at the

local folk fair held annually at the Queen’s Park Savannah. (Morean

1988a:23) 0 The hog plum... outerbark is pinkish on the outside and

paler on the inside... as children we would often use [the inner part]

in the production of dice cubes. (Morean 1988a:23) 0 Hog plum. Leaf

teas are taken for colds, hypertension and diabetes. (Seaforth et al

1998:527) 0 Hogplum is widely distributed in forests and second

growth but becomes rare in the mora forests of Trinidad and the drier
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parts of both islands.... It is a favourite tree for nesting birds. (Quesnel

& Farrell 2000:108-9)

hog pork n Pork; meat of a pig. (< E hog ‘pig’ + pork ‘meat of the

pig’) 0 Courten’ sweeta dan hag poke a Sattideh nite. (Courting is one

of life’s greatest delights.) (Daniel msl ca 1960)

hog tannia n Xanthosoma brasiliense

,

introduced and naturalized, or

X. undipes, native, tuberous plants with arrowhead-shaped leaves. =

>majenjen (X. brasiliense), >wild tannia (X. undipes) 0 Trinidad

hunters grind the root... of hog tannia... and sprinkle this on the dog’s

food. One explanation given is that the leaf of hog tannia has needles

[Uc] similar to the bristle-like hairs on the back and neck of the wild

hog/quenk and that quenks also eat these tubers. A second explana-

tion is that the hog tannia scratches the dog’s throat so it has to keep

moving. (Lans 2006: 1 72)

hogweed n Physalis angidata, a native plant. Note: Elsewhere, this

name is widely applied to species of Boerhavia. (fr similarity to E

hogweed, several species of Boerhavia) = >topatop 0 (Kasasian

1964:60)

hokre v Of a cow, moo with closed mouth, in the depth of its throat, in

a low growling way, usu. when alarmed or annoyed, /hokre/ (< Bh
hokre) 0 “Listen good you go hear Samlal cow hokreing like it ha

thief round they house.” (1990)

hold 1 v Catch; grab hold of. (< E hold ‘keep from getting away;

grasp’) 0 “See that lizard? [My son] forever trying to hold it.” (1984)

0 “With mesh this size we are able to hold fish as from two pounds

upwards.” (TG 29 Aug 1990:12) 0 ‘But all you is some bitch, man.

Desbat nearly hold me.’ ‘Boy, we sorry,’ Cyril said. ‘We just didn’t

have time to look back.’ (Gosine 1992:25)

2 v Arrest; get caught by police. (< dial E hold ‘arrest; keep’; AmE
hold ‘detain in custody’) 0 An wen nite com ah beg fuh lorgin oil

bowt an dey refuse me, so ah went to sleep undar ah house, an ah

poleeceman hole me an cary me to de station an nex momin de mag-

istral sen me in jale fuh foteen days. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 “How can I

enjoy Christmas with a curfew on... some police would sure have to

hold me, because I not staying home.” (TG-S 23 Dec 1990:20) 0 ‘The

police could never hold him. He does make them believe anything he

tell them especially after he offer them a little scotch and coconut

water.’ (Boodhoo 1994:277)

3 v Take; usu. used when paying someone such as a taxi driver. (< obs

E hold ‘in the imperative, used in offering or presenting; as in “here,

take if”) 0 Driver, hold this.

4 v Have a lot of money. (< dial E holding ‘financial; in funds’) 0 He
begin to think again about the last calypso season, when he was hold-

ing big, and uses to go up by the high-class chinee restaurant in

St. Vincent Street. (Selvon 1960b: 108) 0 Holin’ (holding). Ah want

ah borrow (loan) yuh holing boy? - I want a loan, have you any

money? (are you solvent?) (ESTT 1956) 0 Doan bodda wid he, he

holin oui. (Ottley 1971:44)

5 v Of a woman, have a good figure, used mostly by men. 0 She hold-

ing. (ESTT 1956) 0 She holding, yes, she have the goods.

hold baby phr A father’s custom of acknowledging paternity by hold-

ing his newborn child. (< E hold ‘carry in arms; be the owner of) 0

Although the father is not allowed in to witness the proceedings, a

traditional custom which continues to exist, makes it imperative for

him to be called in as soon as the baby is bom “to hold his baby”...

Once having taken the child into his arms, there is no way in which in

the future he can disclaim paternity. (Ottley 1979:3)

hold foot phr Prevent someone from doing what he or she wants, by
persuasion, obligation, etc. = >tie foot (< E hold 'keep back from

action; restrain’) = >tie foot 0 ‘You see me interfering with him? You
see me holding his foot? He is a man do exactly what he want.’

(Lovelace 1988:10)

hold hand phr Stop; wait before performing an expected action. (< E
hold hand ‘stay or arrest one’s hand in the act of doing something;

refrain’) 0 Well, I never see a woman with a right hand so, One cuff

from she, nail me to her door, I said to hold your hand. Madam Khan.

(Caresser “Madam Khan” 1938) 0 [He] said that though shoppers

enter the stores pricing items they are yet reluctant to part with their

cash. “People are holding their hands,” he said. (Bomb 19 Dec

1986:3) 0 Madame strongly advises [the] Mayor... to hold his hand on

this issue, and not to give in to the businessmen. (TTM 13 July

1990:28)

hold head and bawl phr Suffer; complain. (< hold head, fr physical

action associated with this + bawl) 0 And if you feel de American

people and dem had bakanal wid Watergate, jes wait till I sen you a

copy of Mr. de la Bastide report on de goings om in de court. You
bong to hole yuh head and bawl. (Mamits, LPOS, TG 5 June 1977) 0

Many people are now forced to leave the deprived areas, to seek

employment elsewhere. Some of them however, are prepared to stay,

but they are holding their heads and bawling for things not to get

worse in the oil belt. (TTM 3 Oct 1989:16)

hold in mind phr Bear a grudge; have a vindictive attitude towards

somebody. See also HAVE IN MIND. (< arc E hold ‘have or keep in

mind’) 0 I only beat that dog one time, and he still hold me in mind.

hold on v Grab; hold onto to someone, as in a fight. (< E hold (onto)

‘keep from getting away; grasp’) 0 They quarrelling and start to

hold on.

hold one head/mind phr Agree; think alike. 0 They work well

together, they hold one mind.

hold strain phr Take it easy; relax; be patient; not worry; put up with

difficulty or hardship. 0 ‘They calling “hold strain,” he said. ‘They

teasing the other boys and telling them to take it easy.’ (Bryans

1967:37) 0 “Tas, man... why don’t you hold some strain?” (Broomes

1973:36) 0 Indeed, the workers held strain when the Companies said

they needed time to get over the fall in oil prices or to invest in capital

projects, (ad, TTM 3 Oct 1989:8) 0 We feel however that for as long

as we can, we must keep faith with our readers and postpone a change

in price. For the time being we are holding strain! (TGI May 1993: 1

)

9 While it is not easy for anyone to “hold strain” for a prolonged

period, we have to remember that when the blue notes were flowing

freely, we did not take the steps necessary to ensure our continued

welfare as a nation. (EX 28 Nov 1993:28) 0 Arthritis pain yuh will

restrain, when it rain just hold some strain. (Macfarlane 1997:36)

hold up 1 v Of bad weather, stop, cease for a short while. (< arc E
hold up ‘keep from raining when there is a possibility of rain’; rarely

‘cease raining; clear up’) 0 “The rain held up at about 10 o’clock, so

he could have come.”

2 v Stop a taxi or car, usu. with a hand signal. (< E hold ‘keep from

getting away’) 0 Go hold up that taxi there.

3 v Take closely in the arms; cradle; cuddle. (< E hold up ‘support;

sustain; maintain’) 0 “Hold him up and he wouldn't cry.”

4 v Stand up straight. (< E hold up ‘keep raised or erect’) 0 “Hold up,

hold up, yuh looking like a crookstick.” (1990)

5 v Keep your balance; not fall down. (< E hold up ‘keep up; not fall;

usu. addressed to a horse’) 0 “Hold up, baby, hold up!" (1990)

6 v Be strong and supportive for someone. (< E hold up ‘support; sus-

tain; maintain’) 0 “I can’t leave [him]. Is my son. I only holding up

for him, ’cause I know he need me now. But is who will help me.”

(TG 22 Aug 1993:9)

7 v Stop what you are doing. (< arc E hold ‘restrain oneself; cease;

stop’ often as an exclamation ‘stop!’) 0 “Hold up, Luchman, hold

up!” Uncle whispered suddenly, patting the driver’s shoulder and

unconsciously giving it a gentle squeeze as the car came to a stand-

still. (de Boissiere 1937:24) 0 We hold up the choir practice so the

people who come in late could find the place.

hole 1 n Grave; burial spot. (< dial E hole ‘a grave’) 0 They didn’t

even have anyone to carry chairs to set the box down on when they

rested, but put it right on the ground... he was just dumped in the hole.

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:B15-F85-D52) 0 As far as interment

is concerned the “hole” having been chosen, the gravediggers before

commencing their labours, set themselves the task of consuming a

bottle of rum, a very small portion of which is spilt on the ground to

propitiate the ancestral spirits. (Ottley 1979)

2 n Part of the gulf of Paria, west of Pedemales; a far, inaccessible

place in the sea. It has a reputation as a place where bodies were
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disposed of by murderers. (<E hole ‘a hollow place; cavity; excava-

tion’) 0 (Bickerton 1969)

3 n A small shallow hole in the ground, usu. scraped out with the

heel, for marble games like three-hole. (< E hole ’a hollow place;

cavity; excavation’) 0 The pitch would get soft in the hot sun, and a

hole could be made by spinning on a heel to make a depression for

each hole, and rings or bounce could easily be scribed in the soft

pitch.

4 n The Hole', a section of San Fernando. 0 The very name of the band

was based on the locality from which it emerged: Fonrose and Claire

Streets, San Fernando, an area which is commonly known as the

“Hole” by most pan lovers in Sando City. (Bomb 9 Nov 1990:22)

Holi n A Hindu spring festival, held at the approach of the vernal equi-

nox during the 15 days preceding the full moon of the month of

Phagwa. It is a celebration of the end of the old year and the begin-

ning of the new year, in honor of the god Krishna. Passers-by are

pelted with ABIR, red powder or liquid. (< H holi ‘annual spring festi-

val') = Indian carnival, >Phagwa 0 Hori, Jhumar, Dhrupad and basant

forms are sung at the time of phagawa (Holi). (Jha 1973:35) 0 “Holi”

is now more commonly referred to as “Phagwa.” (Klass 1991:62)

Hollows, Hollow n A small section of the northwest comer of the

Queen’s Park Savannah, opposite Stollmeyer’s Castle,

consisting of two small ponds, benches, rock gardens and botanical

specimens. Formerly part of the Botanic Gardens, the ponds were

used to water cattle on the Savannah. Now a favourite spot for picnics

or relaxation. (< E hollows ‘valley; basin’) 0 “Let’s go through the

Savannah again!” she said when they reached Queen’s Park East. The

words were hardly uttered when they ran back, this time towards the

Hollow, (de Boissiere 1956:166) 0 We were all going to the Hollow

in the Savannah, and she was taking me on her bike. (Araujo

1984:29) 0 Rock Gardens - Picturesque garden called the “hollows”

is beautifully landscaped with rocks, trees, shrubs and flowering

plants. Two delightful lily ponds, park benches and picnic tables pro-

vide an idyllic setting for out-door family relaxation. (Bacchus-

Xavier 1991:14)

hom, homa n A Hindu ritual for HAWAN. /horn, homa/ (< H hom ‘a

type of fire-worship’ < H-Sanskrit hawan) 0 “Yuh mus make ah lil

hom and thing some time.” (1990)

home adv At home; in the house. See also PLAY HOME. 0 ‘Ai, all you

have any fig home, boy?’ (Narine 1977:30)

home clothes n Clothes worn informally at home, often not in very

good condition, as opposed to clothes worn for school or work. 0 He
found Mahadeo and Chittaranjan waiting for him. Chittaranjan had

changed into his home clothes and, rocking in his own tiled veranda,

was as dry and formidable as ever. (Naipaul 1958:89) 0 Some chil-

dren had only these and home clothes which were tom-up and

stained. (Alladin 1970:48) 0 I... went into the bedroom to take offmy
good school clothes and change in to my “home clothes.” (Araujo

1984:86) 0 He changed into his home clothes, returning the sleeping

ones to their place on the peg. (Gosine 1992:53)

home fowl n Domestic FOWL, chickens, kept at home for family use

of meat and eggs. = creole chicken, >yard fowl, yardy 0 “Home fowl”

(creole chicken) reared around the yard was her favourite, because it

tasted sweeter than the white fowl which is commonly served in

everyday, local dishes, the old woman pointed out. (Bomb 14 Nov
1986:1)

home lesson n Homework; schoolwork assigned to be done at home.

Note: in E this is homework', home lesson usu. refers to schooling

conducted in a home setting. 0 Back at home after “tea” (dinner) the

children did their home lessons by a little home-made pitch-oil light

as they sat on the floor. (Alladin 1970:14) 0 (Haynes 1987:98)

homely 1 adj Homelike; comfortable. (< arc E homely Tike home;

like the place where one receives kind treatment, etc.’) 0 School man-

agers try to create this homely atmosphere, so that the children would

easily fit into the outside world.

2 adj Liking home life, housework, etc. Note: In E, this means plain,

not good-looking. (< arc E homely Tike one of the household; famil-

iar’) 0 In the course of the cross-examination, the defendant denied

that he had accused his wife of having administered “stand home” to

him in his tea. It was explained that it was a decoction intended to

make her or she who took become very homely. (TG 6 June 1919:7)

home name n Someone’s usual informal name, used by family or at

home, as opposed to an official school name or a nickname. 0 HOME
NAME, a pet name, an affectionate name used in the home and often

elsewhere, e.g., Doodoo is my home name, my christened name is

Catherine. (Rodman 1971:231) 0 When they say in the informations

“better known as Pelau” that is his home name,

home relative n Someone living in the same home, usu. immediate

family. 0 He started to become very abusive, and began pelting stones

at a neighbour’s house. When his home relatives could not contain

him, they sent a message to another relative about quarter-mile away.

(Bomb 17 Nov 1989:6)

homme camisol see ZOM KAMISOL

honeysuckle n Tob Leonotis nepetifolia, a cultivated erect annual

plant. Flowers orange, in spherical clusters; prickly. (< E honey-

suckle, several flowers yielding very sweet nectar, including clover,

Trifolium, and Lonicera, a woody vine) = ball bush, ball-head bush,

cartwright bump, Christmas candlestick, man piaba, >shandilay, wild

hops
2
0 Honeysuckle... so-called in Tobago where it is well-loved by

hummingbirds. (Morean M-80)

honeywood n Alchorneopsis floribunda [= Alchornea glandulosa], a

medium-sized evergreen tree, girth to 1.8 m (6')- Bark rough, fairly

thin, brownish. Leaves ovate. Fruit a small brownish black capsule.

Wood soft, light, rather perishable. Wood yellowish. (< E honey,

from colour of wood) 0 (Marshall 1934:88) 0 (FTT 1979-2-10:663)’

hook 1 v Succeed in gaining someone’s affection or sexual favours, or

commitment to a more serious relationship. (< E hook ‘grasp with a

hook; secure with a hook’, hook up with ‘establish a link or connec-

tion’) 0 I hook she now.

2 v Catch up with, meet; usu. in a negative situation. 0 If an earth-

quake hook you in a high-rise building, what will you do?

3 n A type of back pain, (ff the person being bent by pain into the

shape of a hook) 0 If your back have any pain and you can’t stand up

and you can’t breathe - that is “hook”. Them children does take they

foot andjharay (stroke) it, and that does cure. (OPNL Mar 1989:5)

hoonch, hunch 1 v Give someone a sharp dig or blow with an elbow,

/huntf/ (< dial E hunch /hAnt|7 ‘push; shove; thrust’) 0 Dinnoo

hunches me hard and sly in the ribs. (Naipaul 1976:167) 0 He bent as

if to scrape a bit of caked mud on his foot and stuck his elbow in Sta-

lin’s ribs. ‘Miss,’ Stalin appealed, Took he hoonch me, Miss. He just

stop so and hoonch me in me ribs.’ (Boodhoo 1994: 148)

2 n A sharp dig or blow with an elbow. 0 “He give me a hoonch, I

give him a hoonch.” (1990)

hoonoo-hoonoo see HUNU-HUNU

hoop, whoop n A children’s game, a type of hide and seek, usu.

played on moonlit nights, in which players call out to the seeker when
they are safely hidden, /hup/ (< Fr houper ‘call out’ + E whoop ‘a cry

of whoop or a shout or call resembling this; also < E whoop, whoop-

hide ‘a form of the game of hide-and-seek’) = hiding hoop 0 The chil-

dren were playing hide-and-seek. On every hand she heard the sounds

of their running bare feet, piping cries of “Hoo-oop!” and shouts of

triumph and panting protestations, (de Boissiere 1 956a: 1 6) 0 Lucky

children received a cent or a penny to buy sweetie and they were able

to stay up later to play games such as lohar or salt house or hoop.

(Alladin 1970:41) 0 It was our delight too to play ‘hoop’ (hide and

seek) in the late afternoon during those short tropical twilights, and

see our shadows tower high over walls and fences and scale them like

giants with ease, and to be then ever watchful for silent clues; the

shadow of an unwary playmate. (Persaud 1990:88) 0 As the moon
came up the children played activity games and ring games and told

stories, many of which they had been told by their grandparents.

Among the games were: “Whoop” (Hide and Seek); “Dodging

Whoop” when instead of hiding, the players ran around within an

agreed area dodging the seeker who, to be relieved of that role,

needed to catch one of them and in turn become a dodger; and “Police
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and Thief’, when the police, like the seeker, had to arrest one of the

dodging thieves to be relieved of being a police and become a thief.

(Cummings 2004:112)

hoor, hoorr n In GHATKA, a strike to the crotch, /hur/ (poss. < Bh-
' Ang hurr ‘sound made while ploughing’)

hoorar n A hooligan; rough person, /hurar/ (< Bh hurr ‘ignorant; fool-

ish’) 0 “Them is a bunch of hoorar.” (1990)

hoorka n A type of Indian drum; round and wider at the top. /hurka/

(< H-Bh) 0 (Ahyoung 1977:75)

hop and drop phr A man’s style of walking in which a slow precise

lowered step (the drop) is followed by a fast short rising bouncing

step (the hop) and a pause. Also the gait of a lame person. 0 Now and

then it stop, It hit you to be ah hop and ah drop. (Pride “My Experi-

ence with Elaine on a Train” 1951 pr) 0 That is the way in Trinidad,

everybody have to have a name, and if you have one foot shorter than

the next, they call you Hop and Drop because of the way you walk.

(Khan 1987:124-5) 0 Mr Harewood an hop’n’drop Sonny, de shoe-

makers. (Foster 1990:122) 0 When I was growing up a “tess” was a

“bad John” or tough person, or sometimes any man with attitude. You
didn’t pass a “tess”, the “tess” or “tessie” passed you “guffing up” or

pushing out his chest while “chipping” with a “hop and drop” walk.

(EX 3 Sept 2003)

hops see also OBS

hops n Flemingia strobilifera, a naturalized leguminous plant whose

light brown bracts enclose flowers like E hops, Humulus sp. /hops/ =

Chinese peas, kidney bush2
, mang bush, money bush

2
,
money plant,

tantan fowl-back
1

, >wild hops
1

0 Flemingia strobilifera, a wild shrub

growing abundantly on many of our abandoned quarry sites, is called

hops on account of the superficial similarity of its flowers to the true

hops, a climbing vine, Humulus lupulus of Europe. (Morean 1991:51)

hops (bread) n A small round soft bread, leavened with yeast, tradi-

tionally with a hard flaky crust and an airy, easily tom, inside. See

also LIKE HOT HOPS, SHARK AND HOPS, (fir originally being fla-

voured with imported extract of hops) 0 Hot Hops Bread available

Daily, (ad. Calypso Souvenir 1959) 0 The obeah man laid on two

crispy loaves of hops bread, and when they were warm he broke them

open with his hands and slapped some dark yellow butter in each.

(Khan 1964:62) 0 Fish on Friday is another tradition - steamed or

stewed with coo-coo or rice, fried fish and hops, or curried shrimps.

(Hunt 1 985a: 1 ) 0 Hops, those crisp round loaves that go so well with

ham, shark, black pudding and buljol, are the same as French bread,

only different in shape and size. (Hunt 1 985a: 1 ) 0 Some hops and

ham will go down good with this too. (TG 16 Jan 1994:12) 0 Pur-

chase one hops bread for one cent and ask Aleong to cut it with the

ham knife. Purchase one hops bread for one cent, one sugar cake for

one cent, put it inside the bread and you happy for so! (Pantino

1999:32) 0 [Y]ou know you are a true Trini if among a long list of

other things... You have hiked to a waterfall with nothing but a bag of

hops, a block of rat-cheese, pepper, salt, a boiled egg and a tomato.

(Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17) 0 The old fella had one hand occupied

with a hops bread overflowing with fried eggs. (Andersen 2004:65)

hori n A type of song sung during Holi. /hori/ (< Bh lion, variant of

holi ‘great spring festival’) = kabira 0 Hori, Jhumar, Dhrupad and

basant forms are sung at the time of phagawa (Holi). (Jha 1973:35) 0

Seebalak next renders a song sung in Hori. This is a tribute to Lord

Krishna. {EX-2 21 Mar 1999:3)

horn 1 v Cuckold; commit adultery; have a sexual relationship outside

of an official one. (< E horn, give horns to ‘cuckold; dishonour a

spouse by adultery’, fr a widespread European metaphor by which

cuckolds were said to wear “horns on the brow”) 0 “Son,” she had

said, “these pussin tail girls who can’t do this and they can’t do that,

they are frauds, that is what they are. When they start to hom you
is hom, they homing you flat.” (Jones 1973:50) 0 Platform work
demands at least the minding of one deputy, in case your wife is hom-
ing you while you’re out there, drilling. {Bomb 6 Oct 1989:15) 0 All

the time [he] was homing his wife, now he knew what it was like to be

homed, and he couldn’t take it. (Blast 6 Oct 1989: 16)

2 n Cuckoldry, adultery; a sexual relationship outside of an official

one. = homing 0 It’s the same behavior, Hom like fire, I can’t take it

no longer. (Sparrow “A Sailor Man” 1957, in Rodman 1971:217) 0

As a woman I go hang my husband with hom. (Bomber “Reincarna-

tion” 1969) 0 He wife leave and gone; they say she nearly kill he with

hom. (Power “One Time So”, TG 19 Feb 1973:7) 0 [She] says she is

one woman who can take endless hom, licks and pressure... “But I

can’t take it anymore. I want a divorce.” (TTM 5 Dec 1993:27)

horner (man/woman) n A man or woman who is committing adul-

tery, having an affair outside an official relationship. 0 When the

homerman left he would pretend that nothing happened and foolishly

accept the fact that his wife was no longer in love with him. {Bomb 9

Nov 1990:6) 0 Neighbours said the man called [W], who is of African

descent, was “the homer man”. (TTM 19 Sept 1993:3) 0 [T]hen the

crazed husband would run for his cutlass, chop the woman in half,

and chop the homer’s head off. (Andersen 2004:225)

horning n Cuckoldry; adultery; a sexual relationship outside of an

official one. = >hom 2
0 She just closed her eyes to all the loud hom-

ing that was taking place. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:9)

horn plantain n A variety of cultivated plantain in the AAB group

hom plantain. Hom plantains are more angular than French plantains,

less strongly vertical on stalk. Probably introduced to tropical Amer-

ica from West Africa; origin prob. South India. = horse plantain, cow-

horn 0 (Stover & Simmonds 1987:163)

horns n With look (at) or examine, be suspicious of; look closely at

someone’s credentials, (fr a traditional folktale in which Dog
disguises himself with horns) 0 “Now wen de agouti see de dog on

board wid de oder animals an enjoying himself, he get so vex he bawl

out “Dere is a traitor on board, look at all de horns!” (Gale, WG 2 Aug
1919) 0 Yuh tink he real qualify for dat wuk? Examine the horns!

horquet, jorquette n The first lateral growth on a cocoa tree, the point

at which a young plant seedling begins to branch, /horkst/ (< Sp) 0

(Moore 1980:15)

horrors n A very difficult situation; suffering. See also GIVE HOR-
RORS. (< E horror ‘something that generates a feeling of horror, dread,

repugnance, etc.’, the horrors ‘a fit of horror or extreme depression’) =

France
2
0 Wen it come to traffic jam, well dat is real horrors for trute.

(Mamits, LPOS, TG 18 Dec 1977) 0 “I come in this business because

ah seeing advantage... Since dat girl come to live [there], is endless hor-

rors for she; licks like peas.” (Chen 1988:18) 0 “Those is horrors to

get.” (1993) 0 The owners grouse that they are expecting horrors at

month-end when it is time to pay their installments, at financial institu-

tions, and they come up short. (TTM26 Nov 1995:2)

horse 1 n In ORISHA worship, the person possessed by the spirit of a

deity. (< Yor esin drisa ‘horse of the deity; person ridden by the

deity’) 0 The tribesman seized by the spirit of one of the gods is

called a “horse,” and he loses all will power of his own and merely

obeys the spirit which “rides” him. Those thus “ridden" swear that

they have no conscious memory of their acts or words during the

period of the seizure... Should the spirit “mount” a dancer and use

him as a “horse,” this is made known by certain external signs, such

as a rapid whirling about of the “horse,” or by his being knocked

violently against the side of the tent, or by his collapse. Dancers so

“mounted” bring messages from the spirits to the assembly, make
prophecies, and sometimes have the power of healing. (Brown

1947:266-7,269) 0 Sometimes a power manifests on a “child”

(“horse”) whose personality is the exact opposite of the god’s. (Simp-

son 1970:21) 0 saint-horse < esin drisa lit. horse of the deity - person

ridden by a deity (i.e., possessed by a deity). (Wamer-Lewis

1991:171) 0 Horse: A term designating an individual who serves as a

medium for an orisha possession. (Houk 1995:219) 0 The “horse" for

St. Anthony/Dada... was crying and sobbing and behaving in a man-

ner that suggested extreme sadness. (Houk 1995:131)

2 n Tob A wooden frame, usu. with four horizontal rods, used to hold

clothes for drying or airing. (< dial E horse ‘a frame; a rack’; E
clotheshorse ‘an upright wooden frame standing upon legs, with hori-

zontal bars on which clothes are hung out to dry or air’) 0 “Put those

wet clothes on the horse.” (1994)
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3 n Friend; someone you can rely upon, usu. used between men. 0

[Y]ou know you are a true Trini if, among a long list of other things...

You’ve called someone (or been called) chunkalunks, thick ting, fam-

ily (even if she’s not remotely related to you!), doo-doo, dahlin’, reds,

breds, horse or partner. (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17) 0 Horse... True

friend; someone that can be relied upon - eg: John is meh horse.

(www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001) 0 Take the local form of address

from one man to another. There’s bas, brother, brethren, homeboy,

soldier, nigger, Indian, father, fella and, of course, horse. (Denzil

Mohammed, 1 Nov 2003:35)

horse and boy n Tob Rough wooden bed. 0 (Ottley 1971 :44)

horse bean n Canavalia ensiformis ,
a cultivated annual legume semi-

climbing plant. Flowers magenta or dark pink with a few white lines,

borne on arched spikes. Fruit pod is 37.5 x 3.8 cm (15 x 1.5"), pale

brown and stiff when ripe with two ridges running down the back of

the pod, containing 12-15 white seeds. Green pods used as a vegeta-

ble; dried beans slightly poisonous, but when boiled may be eaten, if

water is changed during boiling. Folk belief is that it prevents petty

theft and PRAEDIAL LARCENY if planted near crops. (< E horse bean

‘several leguminous plants, including C. ensiformis, grown as food

for cattle’) = jack bean, maljo bean 0 (Williams & Williams

1949:102) 0 Members of the canavalia family are prevalent, and

some, like the horse bean and sword bean, are often sown deliberately

to provide cover-crop in the plantations. One of the surviving super-

stitions brought by the slaves from Africa is that if the horse bean is

planted around a field it will ‘cut the eye’ of maljo. (Bryans

1967:191) 0 (CFNI 1971:28)

horse cavalli n Caranx latus, a large edible marine fish. Oval-shaped

with a high forehead, relatively large eyes; bony scales on the sides of

the tail. (< E horse ‘a large or coarse kind of plant or animal’ + cav-

alli) = >big-eye cavalli, carangue gros-yeux, goziey2
,
gros yeux3

,

horse-eye cavalli 0 The fishes mostly caught by this method [of

seines] are... blackjack, small jack, round robin, horse cavalli, karang

(Caranx spp:), sardines (Atherinidae spp:). (Guppy 1922a:443)

horse-eye cavalli n Caranx latus, a large edible marine fish. Oval-

shaped with a high forehead, relatively large eyes, and bony scales

on the sides of the tail. (< E horse-eve , fr large dark eye) = >big-eye

cavalli, carangue gros-yeux, goziey“, gros yeux 3
,
horse cavalli

horseflesh n Tob Hyeronima laxiflora, a large native tree found in

lowland wet forest in both Trinidad and Tobago. Bark reddish brown,

lightly fissured. Leaves mostly elliptical, to 25 x 15 cm (9.7 x 5.8"),

almost always some leaves turn red. Flowers very small and without

petals; male and female flowers borne on separate trees. Wood
coarse-grained, heavy, dark brown, broadly striped in crimson and

yellow, (fr resemblance of wood colour to horse meat) = >tapana 0

(Young 1809, Stowe 922:14b) 0 Then there is the horseflesh, with

purple wood. (Ober 1898:135) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:133)

horse-fly n Any large biting fly. (< E horse-fly , any of several large

biting Hies that often bother horses) = > breeze
1

0 Three kinds of

breezes, or gad-flies, are found in the islands, and commonly known
as horse-flies, (de Verteuil 1884:106)

horse plantain n A variety of cultivated plantain of the AAB group

horn plantain, more angular than French plantains, less strongly ver-

tical on stalk. Probably introduced to tropical America from WAfr;
origin prob. South India. (< E horse ‘a large or coarse kind of plant

or animal' + plantain) = horn plantain, cowhom 0 There are also a

number of cooking types called Plantains, of which the best known
are the Horse Plantain, the Creole Plantain, the Navelless, the Giant

and the Black Martinique. (Alford 1960:89) (Stover & Simmonds
1987:163)

horse poison n Laurentia longiflora, a native plant with white flow-

ers; said to be poisonous to livestock. =jumbie plant, >star flower 0

Star flower. Horse poison, Jumbie plant. (Duncan 1993:72)

horseradish (tree) n Moringa oleifera, a cultivated tree with edible

compound leaves; white flowers; long brown seed pods, (fr the simi-

larity in flavour of the roots to E horse-radish root, Cochlearia

armoracia) = >saijan 0 Horseradish Tree. (CFNI 1971:27) 0 Trees of

which logs have been recovered from the lake include... Horseradish

trees... (Boomert 1984a: 19) 0 Horseradish plant along Churchill

Roosevelt Highway (with flowers). (HERBS STAR 4 June 2000:9)

horsestylish see HOSTILISH

horse tie see where horse tie

horsewhip n Oxybelis aeneus \~ O. acuminatus, Dendrophis liocer-

cus\, an extremely thin snake, to 1.9 m (6.T); found in Trinidad and

Tobago. Ashy-grey or brown, with light cream belly and yellow

chin; darker spots or flecks on back. Head tapers to a sharp point; a

black line from the nasal area, running through the eye, separates

the dark brown colour on top of the head from the pale cream or yel-

low of chin. Almost totally tree-dwelling, it is extremely well cam-

ouflaged and will “freeze” and imitate a dry or dead twig, even

swaying to simulate a twig moving in the breeze. One of its defense

strategies is to exude a foul-smelling secretion from its anus.

Threatened or captured, it will open its jaws wide to expose the

deep purple interior; however, they seldom bite. In folk myth, it is

believed to use its tail as an instrument for flogging its antagonist,

as well as attacking and beating pregnant women. The snake was

featured on a $1.25 postage stamp issued 19 September 1994. (fr

resemblance to a long, thin, plaited leather horse-whip) = ash-

coloured horsewhip, ashy whip snake, liguez, pike-headed snake,

rigoise, rigoise argentee, sharp-nosed tree snake, tan horsewhip,

vine snake“, whip snake
1

0 The rigoise, or horse-whip snake, is gen-

erally met in thick copses or under brush, and may be seen gliding

along the tops of the crowded and interlaced plants, (de Verteuil

1884:385) 0 Several snakes are described by people as a “Horse-

whip.” Along with this incorrect naming goes the Folk-tale of this

snake being able to administer a terrible beating to anyone, particu-

larly pregnant women. The name, “Horse-whip”, possibly comes

from the appearance of this snake, as its colour pattern does not

look too unlike a finely plaited leather whip... It lives among the tall

grasses and among the branches of citrus and other fruit trees. There

it stays very quietly, even swaying its body to imitate a twig shaken

by the breeze. It will keep this up even when caught. Then it will

struggle to escape, opening its elongated jaws to show the purple

insides of its mouth. If this fails to obtain its release, it will some-

times bite and once more resume its twig-like [stiffness] as if trying

to convince its captor that it is in fact a twig. (Boos & Quesnel

1969:17) 0 Bowing and clicking his heels together with the sound

that the tail of a horsewhip snake makes when it is whipping a preg-

nant woman. (Hercules 1980:1 1) 0 ‘You gettin’ me damn vex, you

know. I tryin’ to explain and you gettin’ on like a horsewhip snake.’

(Boodhoo 1994:8)

Hosay, Hose, Hose, Hosayn, Hosein, Hosey, Hosse, Housein 1 n A
Shi’ite Muslim festival commemorating the martyrdom of the broth-

ers Hussein and Hassan, grandsons of the prophet Mohammed, dur-

ing the battle at Kerbala in Persia (Iran), on Ashura, the 10th day of

Muharram, in AD 680. The festival occurs on the tenth night and day

of the holy month of Muharram, the first month in the Muslim calen-

dar, usu. February-March in the Christian calendar. In Trinidad, cere-

monies and rituals observed include processions with flags, TADJAHS
and MOONS. Elsewhere more commonly referred to as Muharram.

/hose/ (< U-Arabic Hussein, one of the martyred grandsons of the

prophet Mohammed) = Hosein 0 Despite the great distance from

which many had to come and the heavy pourings of an almost unceas-

ing rain, the number of castles was not inferior to that of former years,

neither was it possible to mark any difference in the multitude of

Indian and creole labourers whose creed, or whose love of novelty led

them to join in the tumultuous HOSEM. (TSn 6 Aug 1857, in Singh

1988:42) 0 Hosay is not a synonym for Krishna. He is not a god at all.

‘Hosay’ is a creolism. The proper name of the fete is the Muharram.

(Letter from John Morton, TC 11 April 1871, in Singh 1988:45) 0

There were much fewer character-groups or parties [during Carnival]

than usual. Among these were a Hosay procession (an improvement

on last year’s, the dresses, shrine and paraphernalia being strictly or

very nearly correct, having been chiefly made by coolies). (TC 26 Feb

1879:3) 0 Regulations... for the government of the MOHURRUM
FESTIVAL, commonly called here the HOSE... Indian immigrants
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living on any plantation or in any village intending to celebrate the

Mohurrum Festival... must choose from amongst themselves head-

men, not exceeding six in number, whose duty it will be to regulate,

control, and take charge of any such procession. (Ord. 9 of 1882, in

Singh 1988:80) 0 The greatest exhibitions of the Carnival of 1883

that we have met with consist of a miniature Steam-Engine, a War-

Ship, and a Coolie Hosein Temple. The latter is better than the real

Coolie Temple. It must have cost the parties who constructed it much
pains and artistic skill, and its heavy financial expenditure must have

been a matter of subscription all round by those interested in it. (TP

10 Feb 1883:3) 0 Each year there has been trouble during the

Hosea, street fighting and so on. (Baker, Testimony, from C.4366,

1885, in Singh 1988:1 14) 0 The St. James Hosein on Saturday night

and Sunday came up to reputation as a good old institution should.

(TG 7 Oct 1919:6) 0 Indians of Trinidad are busy making ready for

the Hosein Festival to be celebrated tonight and Saturday. (TG 5

May 1933:1) 0 Special Hosein Attraction Today 5-8:45 p.m. Roxy.

(EN 8 Sept 1954:8) 0 The ‘Hosay’ Festival as practiced in Trinidad

is an un-Islamic Festival. The general public should know that none

of the Islamic organizations in Trinidad take part in the Festival or

even in the building of the ‘Hosay’ itself. (Letter, TG 8 Aug 1957) 0

Because of the drinking, secularization, and gaiety involved in the

celebration of Hosse, the orthodox Moslems, particularly the Sunni,

are very much against it. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:143) 0 It was
planned that they must each be proficient to ‘breaks’ for himself on

Hosey Day, when opposing gatka-men would meet in combat

before Lee Tung’s rumshop at the three-roads junction. (Naipaul

1976:42-3) 0 On October 30, 1884, there occurred on the British

Caribbean island of Trinidad one of the most traumatic episodes in

the history of the Indian sector of its population. This was the shoot-

ing by the colonial police, supported by a detachment of British sol-

diers, of a number of participants in the Shia Muslim celebration of

Muharram, better known in the island as the ‘Hosein’ or ‘Hosay’

festival... the casualties were relatively high - at least sixteen killed

and over a hundred wounded. (Singh 1988:1) 0 Records of Phagwa
celebrations date back to as early as 1870 while Hosay has been

traced back to as far as 1856 in the Phillippine Estate. In 1884 the

Hosay riots brought a temporary halt to the festival, but it was
resumed at the end of the century. (Ramaya 1992:22) 0 The building

of replicas of Husayn’s tomb... [which] are called tadjah, although

today the use of the term in everyday discourse is less current, and

Hosay has come to mean both the rituals and the edifices themselves.

(Korom & Chelkowski 1994:158-9)

2

n A large decorated model of the tombs of the martyred brothers.

= >tadjah 0 The Hosay is a funeral procession. The Hosays (the

pagoda-like models are here meant) are called Tazzias from the

Arabic word, Tazzia - meaning ‘mourning’ or ‘condolence’. They
are representations of models of [the tombs of] Hassan and Hus-

sein. In all of the tazzias there are two small coffins. (Letter, John

Morton, TC 11 Apr 1871, in Singh 1988:46) 0 One band, dressed

East Indian fashion and carrying a ‘tadjah’ commonly called

‘Hosea,’ was the only item in the day’s doings that showed to

advantage. (POSG 20 Feb 1912:7) 0 On the approach of midnight,

on Saturday, the Hoseins each borne on the shoulders of two of the

faithful were brought out and forwarded on the road the drums
accompanying and each striving to drown the other in an indescrib-

able din... emotion... increased with the beat of hosein drums and

broke forth every little while in the passionate word, “hosein,

hosein, hosein.” (POSG 7 Oct 1919) 0 They may be built by the

priests themselves but are frequently the handiwork of someone
who to be relieved of some affliction has made a vow to construct a

“house-in’“ for so many years. (WG 14 June 1930) 0 A lump of soil

is selected by the priest and placed within the housein. This is

because that portion of the soil contains a drop of the blood of the

brothers which is revealed when the cloth with which it has been
covered is removed. (WG 14 June 1930) 0 The general public

should know that none of the Islamic organizations in Trinidad take

part in the Festival or even in the building of the ‘Hosay’ itself.

(Letter, TG 8 Aug 1957) 0 There are Moslems who regard the

giving of a Hosse as a religious act. A vow may be made to give one

a certain number of consecutive years in repayment for some bless-

ing the sponsor has received or hopes to receive in the future. (Nie-

hoff & Niehoff 1960:144) 0 In order to build a hosay or tadjah and

have a proper celebration, the headman of the organizing team had

to get a licence from the police. (Alladin 1970:41 ) 0 On Hosey Day,

when all the competing hoseys met at the junction before Lee

Tung’s long provision shop, he would throw his stick into the ring

and bravely give out his challenge. (Naipaul 1976:35) 0 The build-

ing of replicas of Husayn’s tomb... [which] are called tadjah,

although today the use of the term in everyday discourse is less cur-

rent, and Hosay has come to mean both the rituals and the edifices

themselves. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:158-9)

Hosay drums n A set of TASSA drums played during HOSAY. 0

Every night now hosay drums were beaten. The ensemble consisted

of one or two bass drums made of a part of a hollowed-out silk cotton

or cedar trunk about two-and-a-half feet in diameter and covered at

both ends with cured goat-skin; three to five tassas in large bowl-

shaped clay or thin metal drums covered with goat-skin, and the jhanj

or cymbals. The tassas were heated at a wood or grass fire tended by

boys and “beaten” with two chopes or short limber sticks wrapped

tightly at the ends with strips of cloth. The tassas hung from the neck

in front of the waist. The bass was beaten with one hand and with the

curve of a short, thick stick held in the other. The drummers stood in

an almost circular formation in front of the hosay. The cutter (lead

tassa) started off; the “foolayers” beat one characteristic rhythm; and

the bass-man struck out the deep, basic rhythm while the jhanj

clashed its own peculiar sound and rhythm in between. The hosay

hands (tunes) are special ones and are quite different from the wed-

ding hands. All the young men and boys tried to “get” a hand when-

ever they could. (Alladin 1970:32)

hostilish, horsestylish adj Snobbish, snobby, condescending; acting

as if superior to others; impolite, /hastailij/ (prob. < E hostile

‘unfriendly, aggressive’ + -ish ‘of this nature’) = hoggish 0 Horse

stylish - bumptious, snobbish. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 She live in a

ole trash house and she still so horsestylish. (Ottley 1971:44) 0 Hoss-

stylish; obnoxious, getting out of hand. (Haynes 1987:18)

hot 1 adj Of a liquid, e.g. juice or beer, at room temperature, not

chilled or iced. (< E hot ‘prepared with the aid of fire and served

before it becomes cool’) 0 Gi me a hot beer, nah.

2 adj Excited; passionate; full of feeling; lively; often of music.

(< E hot ‘excited; showing intensity of feeling, enthusiastic’) 0 Ah
look in de ooman face and ah see fiah com out she eye, so ah say to

meself, “tings look hot.” (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 It was a “hot" meet-

ing. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D92). 0 Baptist

ceremonies tend to shift from quiet contemplation to frenzy and

back again. The Baptists themselves refer to these as “cool” and

“hot” periods. Specific types of behavior, such as glossolalia, are

considered appropriate only during certain parts of the service.

(Glazier 1983:43) 0 “A hot song is when you beating the drum
hard.” (Myers 1998:56)

3 adj Sexually aroused; passionate; active; promiscuous. (< E hot

‘excited with sexual desire; lustful; licentious’) 0 Another thing I see

young men doing again, When they see a little jane, they does get hot

brain. (Destroyer “Matrimony Becomes a Papyshow” 1940) 0 ‘Don’t

worry your head with [her]. Teach. She just a little too hot for man
sheself. These small thin girls... like man.’ (Naipaul 1958:120) 0

HOT, adj., wild (used with boy or girl), e.g., I never think I see that

hot boy marry. (Rodman 1971:231) 0 She now saw that he was open-

toothed, that there was a space between his two front teeth - a sure

sign of a passionate sexual nature. “E’s a hot man,” she told herself.

(Hercules 1980:62) 0 If one of the women get hot and want a thing

she’s apt to deal with whoever’s close at hand. (Stewart 1989: 181)0
Many of the local ‘hot girls’ who had jumped at the chance of taking

an African stud to bed... are now holding their heads and bawling.

(Bomb 20 July 1990:2)

4 adj Using sharp, critical, abusive speech. 0 “Tombo, she tong hot!

Man, she leg go some wods day pon me fuh tru, but de wod way sting
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me de mos is when she call me a jale bud. (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 Man,
he give me some hot talk and 1 feel to bawl.

5 adj Bothered; angry; pre-occupied; confused; thinking about a lot of

problems; usu. with HEAD. (< E hot ‘excited with anger; angry;

wrathful') 0 Ah cud sware Lizzie nevah got to risk sheself wid me
agen to fite, becos she fine de hed too hot. (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 Man
me head hot, me woman just bring me up. (Ottley 1971:68) 0 The

woman, whose 20-year-old daughter, two daughters-in-law and a son-

in-law were also held and questioned by police said, “They are good

boys, with wives and children. I just don’t know what to say. Meh
head hot - the police harrassing me.” (EX 21 Sept 1986:1) 0 He say 1

have to cook like I never cook in my life before.... girl, my head hot. I

been on the go since I get up. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:38) 0 I got this big

supervising job, and to put it short, I want you to help me out, as I

can’t manage on my own. My head too hot since we come into

money. (Selvon 199 Id: 145) 0 "Allyuh have mih head hot with all

dem questions 'bout de weddin’.” (Baptiste 1993:85)

6 adj The subject of interest, esp. a search or chase, e.g. for suspected

illegal activity. (< E hot ‘of stolen property, easily identifiable and so

difficult to dispose of; stolen; applied to a person wanted by the

police’) 0 Whenever [he] was 'hot' with the Police he went to one of

their mountain camps to ‘cool’ out. (TTM 10 July 1990:28)

7 adj In folk medicine, a characteristic of the body (usu. transient) or

of medicinal materials (usu. essential and fundamental), contrasted

with COLD, considered to be a quality or humour to be balanced. 0

[The cow] might not have been hurt then, [when hit by a motor car]

when its blood was “hot”, but on the following morning when its

blood got “cold", it might be hurt. (TG 22 Oct 1919:7) 0 Both plants

and diseases are classified as being either “hot” or "cold" and they are

used to complement each other, “hot” herbs being administered in

“cold” diseases and vice-versa. (Morean 1988:9) 0 “When yuh finish

ironing yuh must wait to open the fridge, yuh body too hot. Or if yuh

seeing your periods, your body is hot.” (1990) 0 Pressure, like heat or

gas, is used to explain everyday fluctuations in wellbeing and some
villagers say it is ‘hot’ and can be relieved by a cooling tea. It cer-

tainly builds up like heat or gas and has to be released: worries and

anger should be verbalised and ventilated, and not retained inside by

studying them, grinding away. Otherwise they cause high pressure

and possibly madness. (Littlewood 1993:46) 0 (Lans 2006:36)

8 adj Of clothes, flashy, fancy, pretty, usu. made out of a shiny or slip-

pery print fabric. (< E hot ‘of a colour, intense, vivid, glowing’) =

saga
1

0 For the Calypso Season We have the Goods... Hot Shirts,

Shorts, Jeans, Jerseys, (ad, TG 13 Feb 1955:6) 0 His sharp city dress:

sharkskin zoot suit, hot tie knotted below an open collar, two-toned

shoes. (Naipaul 1958:38) 0 For Shirts see Headley Young, Manufac-

turer of Best and famous designs. Hot Shirts in the Best Tailored

Designs. BE-BOP CAPS In all Colours, (ad. Calypso Souvenir 1959) 0

Razor Blade remember how last year he was sitting pretty... gab-

erdeen suit, hot tie. (Selvon 1960b: 107) 0 Boy, he was real flashy,

chupid flashy, hat stick up on he head wit’ ribbon tie all over, two-

tone shoe, sharkskin pants father, hot tie. He really dress to kill.

(McDonald 1969:74) 0 He was in grey flannel trousers and in a spec-

tacular ‘hot shirt’. (Naipaul 1976:51) 0 “Go an put back yuh father’s

hot shirt. You know how he does treasure it!” (Baptiste 1993:88)

9 v Heat; warm up, usu. of food. (< arc E hot ‘heat; make warm’) 0

Go and hot the food. (Dwarika 1984:10) 0 “You would hot a nail and

push the point in, or push it into the hole you bore.” (1990) 0 Go and

light the fire and hot some water. (Selvon 199 la: 16) 0 I got to hot up

the food. (Selvon 1 99 1 b:84) 0 Your food hotting in the kitchen,

Baboo. (Selvon 1 99 1 b:9 1

)

10 v Bother; confuse; think about problems; usu. with head. 0 “Dont

hot you head nuh.” (Ladoo 1972:81)

hot and sweaty phr Abruptly and without plan; suddenly; without

prior warning; in the heat of the moment. (< E hot and sweaty

‘covered with sweat fr vigorous exercise or fr rushing about’) 0 “You
now come hot an sweaty to pick me up from de office?” (Baptiste

1993:87)

hot boy/girl n A person who is flashy, liking a good time. 0 Hotboy,

hotgirl. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 “There were some good calypsonians

like Burney Jack. The hot boy from Government House Road.” (Hall

1998:48)

hot bread n Newly baked bread; usu. used to refer to something being

extremely popular, that people want to have or buy. (< E hot cakes

‘something in great demand’) 0 Would you believe the record is sell-

ing like hot bread and Semp’s boss Stan Chaman is laughing all the

way to the bank. (Bomb 1977)

hot foot adj Anxious to leave; eager to go somewhere; always going

out; running around to please onself. (< E hot-foot ‘rapidly; in haste; a

quick escape’) 0 Yuh so hot-foot, stay home na man. 0 “You hot-

footin all about, stay home and mind de children.” (1990) 0 Whoa,
donkey, whoa. Why you so blasted stubborn? You hot foot for Para-

dise, eh, you have a jenny waiting there? (Selvon 1 99 1 b:68) 0 “Make
sure and call before you go because she hot foot too bad.” (Baptiste

1993:87)

hot hops see LIKE HOT HOPS

hot like pepper phr Quickly aroused, either sexually or in anger;

lively; promiscuous. 0 By then we were both naked and hot like a

pepper. (Punch 19 Nov 1989:21) 0 [He] felt he was being given a raw

deal by the radio station deejays, who, with the exception of the “hot

like a pepper” Sharon Pitt, of 100 FM, had blanked him on the air-

waves. (7TM23 Jan 1993:30) 0 The place hot like pepper sauce, Soca

music is the boss. (Crazy “The Party Now Start” pr, Williams 1992)

hot liquor see LIQUOR

hot mix n A mixture of PITCH and small gravel, kept hot and stirred in

a special large truck, used to pave large areas like roads; in contrast to

COLD MIX. (fr being kept hot and therefore flowing) 0 Contractors,

business hoteliers and the general public can now afford to purchase

asphaltic concrete or hot mix as it is commonly known at a price tay-

lored to suit their budget. Sunco Construction recently commissioned

an asphalt plant in Tobago producing both hot and cold mix bringing

to an end the monopoly previously held by Seereeram Brothers. (77V

30 Apr 1993:12) 0 Most of the roads are paved but wouldn’t suffer

from an application of hot mix. (EX 13 June 1993:10,12)

hot mouth n Lack of fear or restraint in speech. 0 ‘She does say any-

thing. She have a hot mouth.’ (Lovelace 1988:54) 0 She doh put

water in she mouth for anybody. Real hot mouth,

hototo adj Piled high, overflowing, too much of something. (< FC ho-

to-to ‘in abundance’, hototo ‘a big-shot’ poss. < Fr haut haut haut

‘high high high’) = bahut 0 Hototo - plenty, show-off, very early or

very late. (Wright 1977:23) 0 E bring mih plate an’ it was all

hoe-toe-toe, piled high with food. (Haynes 1987:54) 0 “When ah tell

yuh! It had hototo peas in de market dis morning’.” (Baptiste

1993:87) 0 “You take so much is hototo ice cream.” (2001)

hot pee/piss phrAn urgent need to urinate, sometimes painful. (< E
hot piss ‘a disease of the urinary organs characterized by slow and

painful emission of urine’) 0 Ah remember de first time ah had ah hot

pee an went in de urinal. Ah nearly ded. (Foster 1990:41 ) 0 I have one

hot pee, boy.

hot sauce n Condiment or sauce made with hot peppers. = >pepper

sauce 0 When I left he presented me with a bottle of “hot sauce”, his

special brew - certainly the most pungent essence that has ever

passed the throat of man. (Rutter 1933)

hot shirt see HOT 8

hot tea n A hot medicinal tea. = bush tea, tea
3

, >tisan 0 If yuh have the

cold, yuh must take hot tea.

hot tempo n In CALYPSO, a song designed to excite dancers and

encourage vigorous fast movements. (< E hot ‘ofjazz or dance music,

having a marked beat and strong emotional appeal’) 0 “I had origi-

nally planned to write a hot tempo calypso,” she said, “but I changed

my mind when I saw on Panorama the brutalisation of the people in

South Africa.” (£X-S 26 Apr 1987:9)

hot up 1 v Heat up; make warm, e.g. food. (< hot
2

) 0 Ah had to drink

me coffee black an’ half-cold, for jus’ as it start to hot up, de gas run

out too. (Keens-Douglas 1984:95) 0 (Haynes 1987:54) 0 [S]he hot-up
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some soft candle mixed with coconut oil and give Pappa Bois a good

rub down. (Narine 1996:29)

2 v Become lively, excited. (< hot
1

) 0 I have seen very sedate old

ladies [in Germany] sitting demurely watching a soccer game and

when the actions hots up in a goal-mouth scrimmage they jump to

their feet and screech. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:8)

3 v With house, indicating that someone is no longer welcome to stay.

0 Man wey you ain leave, wey you hottin up de house suh for? ‘To

overstay your welcome’. (Ottley 1971 : 68)

4 adj Sexually precocious. (< hot
4
) 0 She too hot up, yes, she like

plenty man. (Haynes 1987:157) 0 My husband and I have been mar-

ried for 13 years and now our life together is going down the drain

because of this “hot-up” little girl. (Heat 25 Nov 1989:13) 0 “I find he

shoulda tell she sometin’ before he go off wit dat hot up young gyul.”

(Baptiste 1993:69) 0 “See how she hot up with she self! Watch how
she go get in trouble!” (Baptiste 1993:88)

hot-water tea n Very weak tea, usu. made from hot water and orange-

peel or BUSH 6
,
but no milk. 0 All I coulda eat all day is hot-water tea.

houille, houillia see HUILLE

hounsis n In the ORISHA religion, an individual who has been ritually

prepared for possession by a particular ORISHA. (< Yor husi ‘an initi-

ate able to assist in priestly functions’) 0 Although one need not nec-

essarily go through the initiation ceremony in order to be possessed,

anyone who wants to be a hounsis (a formal “horse” or medium) for a

particular orisha is expected to undergo the washing and incising

rites. (Houk 1995:14) 0 (Wamer-Lewis 1996:94)

hourel, hourelle, hurelle, jourel n arc Any very large individual

Caranx hippos, the CAVALI, to 1.2 m (4') long and over 6.8 kg

(15 lbs); in the past often imported, salted and dried, fr Venezuela,

/hurel/ (< LAS jourel, prob. < Amer) 0 In my time there were some

imports from the main which seemed to have ceased, among which

were tasso, hurelle, and corned pork. (Inniss 1932) 0 There is also

considerable evidence that the Spaniards ate much wild meat and

introduced imported items such as tasso, hourel, peas and beans.

(Hunt 1985a:i)

house and land phr Any exceptionally large object, e.g. car, house,

umbrella. 0 “Woy! That suitcase is a house and land!” (1990) 0 Don’t

get caught in the rain! Get a house & land umbrella at Hi Lo. (EX
13 July 1993) 0 “Uncle Charlie cornin’ dis weekend to eat me out of

house an lan’.” (Baptiste 1993:88)

house bird n Trogolodytes aedon, T.a. albicans (Trin), T.a. tobagen-

sis (Tob) a bird, (E house wren), 12.5 cm (5") long. A common resi-

dent, often found in gardens, (fr being often found nesting around

houses) = >god(‘s)-bird, housie, kakarachi, nightingale, rossignol;

Tobago house wren (T.a. tobagensis)-, Trinidad house wren (T.a. albi-

cans) 0 Cages made of cocoyea and bois-canoe leaf stalk used for

keeping birds (sikiyea, semp, housebird). (Alladin 1970:66) 0 They
began just before the light, around five o’clock, with the “bawling” of

the housebird, the bluejean, and the palmist, and, on some mornings,

the full-throated ramageing of the picoplat. (Myers 1998:51)

house fete n A FETE held at someone’s house; there may be a cover

charge. 0 One day, after about a year’s courtship - a year of going

to cinema, parties, beach limes and house fetes - Andy asked for

Earlyn’s hand in marriage. (EX 1 1 Jan 1987:3)

house grass n Imperata brasiliensis, a native grass; clusters of slender

leaves 50-100 cm (19.5-39"), with erect hairs. Spreading quickly by

creeping rhizomes, it is an aggressive weed in canefields, esp. in

burnt-over areas, (fr its use as thatching for house roofs) 0 (Goberdhan

1963) 0 House-grass, some four feet long and in small bundles, which

had been cut about a week before, was now used to cover the roof.

Beginning at the eaves, this grass was spread evenly and longitudi-

nally to a thickness of about five inches all around and tied down with

lianes to the “rafters” and “laths” at intervals of about one foot.

Another layer was spread, overlapping this by eighteen inches or

more, again around the roof, and, this in turn was secured. Another

layer was then placed and another and so on to the top of the roof.

The edge was now trimmed all around. The grass on the roof was
changed every five or six years. (Alladin 1970:7) 0 For from that

small shed with its carrat and house grass roof and its “lepayed”

floor... many generations of young Muslims attended Maktab classes

learning to read and understand the noble teachings from the Holy

Quran. (Deen 1994:179)

house light n The inside light in a car roof. 0 When you open the door,

the house light doh go out.

house lizard n Hemidactylus mabouia, a common gecko house lizard;

pasty yellow with darker cross bands of brown on the back and tail.

Skin soft, almost transparent, (fr being commonly seen inside houses)

= check-a-check, >mabouia', mabouia des murailles, vingt-quatre

heures
1

, wall mabouia 0 Immediate cure for Asthma. A house lizard,

creole name check-a-check, but [szc] in boiling water, one dose cures

the disease. (Pavy 1987:42)

house mouse n Mus musculus brevirostris, a small mouse, body to

10 cm (4") + 10 cm (4") tail. Hair is dull grey on back; underparts

slightly paler; tail has sparse covering of fine hairs. Often lives near

or in houses; an important household pest in damaging food and

household articles, (fr being commonly seen inside houses) = mice,

mouse, moos 0 (Alkins 1979:30-1)

house of mourning n A house in which someone has died; tradition-

ally where the body is prepared for burial and the wake is held. =

dead house, wake house 0 The cortege left the house of mourning at

4:30 o’clock and proceeded to St. Crispin’s Church, Woodbrook.

(POSG 3 Jan 1935:8) 0 The funeral... takes place at 10:30 today from

the house of mourning and thence to the Mosquito Creek at 1 p.m.

according to Hindu rites. (EX 14 Oct 1990:49)

House of Refuge n obs The government-run POOR HOUSE in

St. James. 0 [One] died at the House of Refuge. (POSG 19 Sept

1907:4) 0 There remain still several lots suitable for building... in the

immediate vicinity of the House of Refuge. (POSG 1 Nov 1907:7) 0

The new House of Refuge fronts the main road in all its majesty. (WG
15 Feb 1930:3) 0 One of the finest buildings on the island [is]

St. James' House of Refuge, which looks so pleasant that destitution

is robbed ofmuch of its horror. ( WG 10 May 1930:4) 0 If... he refused

to go to the House of Refuge he would be sent to prison. (7T7 12 Mar
1933:8)

house spot n A plot of land suitable for building a house. 0 (Ottley

1971:68) 0 “You want a house spot, see the landman.” (1990) 0 “I

have a house spot inside dey.” (1990)

housie n Trogolodytes aedon, T.a. albicans (Trin), T.a. tobagensis

(Tob) a bird (E house wren). A common resident, often found in gar-

dens. (fr being often found nesting around houses) = >god(’s)-bird,

house bird, kakarachi, nightingale, rossignol; Tobago house wren

(T.a. tobagensis) 0 Another troublesome trash-bird [was] the house

wren or housie, or kakarachi (cockroach). (1988)

housing scheme see SCHEME

houtou, houtoutou n Momotus momota, a large bird. Although found

in both islands, in Trinidad it is not commonly seen, as it frequents

heavily shaded parts of the forest; in Tobago it is much commoner
and found in more exposed situations. Voice is a soft, deep, hooting

note, sometimes double, whoop or whoo-hoop\ often longer notes are

uttered, with a roll or ripple in the tone, (fr its soft, hooting call) =

bouhoutou, king of the forest, >king of the wood(s), voutou, wutete-

too 0 (Leotaud 1866:96) 0 A stuffed “Houto[u] bird” Momotus baha-

mensis SWAIN, which it is alleged swallows young cocoa pods, but

according to Leotaud lives on insects. (JFNC Dec 1893:261) 0

(ffrench 1991:240-1)

how see also FEEL HOW
how 1 conj A relativizer after say. ask, etc., generally equivalent to E
that. (< E how ‘qualifying a verb, in what way, manner, condition;

following verbs of telling, asking, thinking etc.; also arc or dial as

how. how that, introducing an indirect statement’) 0 ‘Manuel says

that maybe you catch a cold,’ he said. ‘Why he say that?’ ‘I tell him
how you look fat,’ the little boy. (Lovelace 1968:187) 0 The chair-

man of Woolworth, J.G. Fumess-Smith did not come out right and

put a blame for this, but he said how business was not going well.

(TTM 1983)
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2 conj Used to ask a question of cause, i.e. how could you; why. (see

arc E how ‘How is it that? Why?’) 0 With a deeply injured look she

replies, ‘Oh, madam, how you want me to walk to de church door?’

(Collens 1888:44) 0 “How you goin outside an it rainin?” (1974) 0

“How we make a cage and there’s no dog to put in it?” (1990) 0 A-a-

Johnny, is you! But how yuh lookin’ magga so, boy? It look like since

de crisis start yuh workin' too hard. (Grab a Grin, EX 20 Aug 1990:9)

0 ‘I don't know how she shy this momin’. And she is a real parrot.

You can’t stop her talkin’.” (Boodhoo 1994:57)

3 conj However; in whatever way. (< E how ‘to what extent; in what

degree'; however ‘in whatever manner, by whatever means’) 0 Subor-

dinate clauses of manner. The conjunction introducing these in Trini-

dadian is “how”/”as how”: I do it how he show me “I did it the way
he showed me”; I cut the bread just as how John cut the bake “I cut

the bread the same way John cut the bake”. (Solomon 1993:82-3) 0

Colonialism drove that culture underground to survive how it could.

4 intj Said as a greeting. (< TEC how yuh going < E how; how are

you ‘in what condition or state’) 0 “Hello, Dickie! How, boy, how!”

(de Boissiere 1937) 0 How? - How do you do? (Alford 1953:149) 0

“Siddown, Andre boy, siddown,” he said with lazy amiability, push-

ing with his foot towards Andre the chair on which he had cocked his

feet. “So, how?” (de Boissiere 1952:36) 0 how, a greeting, e.g., John,

how! (Rodman 1971:231) 0 The brothers shook hands, then, before

all the people, they kissed each other. ‘So how?’ asked Ramnath, in a

quiet, affectionate undertone. ‘Who? Me? I orright,’ said Gurudeva.

(Naipaul 1976:52) 0 Then Mira, seeing her opportunity, smiled a

quiet welcome to Gurudeva, and asked: ‘How, Guru?’ ‘I well,

Bhowji ,' he said. ‘I quite orright.' (Naipaul 1976:58)

how ... going phr A polite greeting, enquiring about a person’s general

condition or situation. (< E How 's it going? + How are you doing?) 0

“Where you workin’?” “Same place... And how you goin’?” (de

Boissiere 1956a:85) 0 “Ma Batjak! How yuh goin’ gyul?” (Heat

18 Nov 1989:17) 0 She had the love and respect of those who knew
her and would pass her by on the city street, greeting her, “Melda,

how you going” and paying homage as it were. (Morean 1990e:40)

howkay v Fan, esp. to get rid of insects or to start a fire, /hauke/ (< Bh
hawa-karna ‘fan; move the air’) 0 When you drying fish, you driving

fly. You want to run away the flies, you howkay them,

how ... keep phr Used to greet someone and inquire about their gen-

eral health and well-being. (< E keep ‘remain or continue in a speci-

fied condition’) 0 ‘And how all you keeping?’ (Gosine 1992:148)

how ... mean phr An emphatic agreement in response to a question

asking if something happened in a particular way. = if 0 Buh how you

mean, ah goin to de fete oui. (Ottley 1971:45) 0 “Rumsingh, dat was

ah weddin’ over de weeken’ eh. An’ food! Never see food so yet!!”

“Really?” “How yuh mean. Yuh didn’ know?” “No. I spen’ de whole

day in de bar section.” (Sweetbread, EX 31 Jan 1983:21) 0 “So who
own is dis?” he said, pointing to a third [suitcase], “I don’t know,” I

said. He say, "How yuh mean yuh don't know?” And the man hand in

meh face. Luckily a lady say, “Is mine.” (Gallaugher 1991:276-7) 0

“How you mean you don't know? You hardly remember what you do

to me when you come home drank all the time.” (Bomb 2 Feb 1996:9)

how-s/he-name phr Used to refer to someone when you cannot

remember, or do not wish to use, the correct name. Generally equiva-

lent to E what’s-his/her-name. 0 Mrs. How-she-name couldn’t

believe she eyes and ears. (Foster 1990:53)

how ... so phr An emphatic addition to a description indicating disbe-

lief, astonishment, admiration or disapproval. (< E how could some-

thing be so, usu. indicating disbelief) 0 So tell me, when you say the

child drinking two bottles of milk you was making joke? I cyah

believe that. How she drinking like a horse so? Josephine should do

something about that. That whole family lickrish. (Doh Say Dat, TG 6

Oct 1991:26) 0 ‘Boy, how you stupid so?' Prince said. ‘How you

expect a white man to look like some cocoa-pagniol?’ (Boodhoo

1994:56) 0 How you could dance so, girl!

howler n Alouatta seniculus insularis, a monkey, weight to 9 kg

(20 lbs), (fr its loud howling call) = >red howler, howling monkey,

macaque rouge, red monkey

howling monkey n Alouatta seniculus insularis, a monkey weight to 9

kg (20 lbs), (fr its loud howling call) = howler, macaque rouge, >red

howler, red monkey 0 The red or howling monkey... is a large spe-

cies, and very common, but extremely shy and untameable. Even
when taken young they refuse food, and continue moaning day and

night until they die of inanition... [it] has a sort of deep resounding

yell... which it emits particularly previous to and during rain and

thunderstorms; it is eaten in default of better game, (de Verteuil

1884:85) 0 Both the howling and weeping monkeys shun the pres-

ence of man. (de Verteuil 1884:361) 0 The red howler monkey... also

called the howling monkey, on account of its yell, or rather roar... is

so very wild that it scarcely lives in captivity. (De Suze 1941, rev.

Hunt 1960) 0 (Alkins 1979:14-6)

huff 1 v In draughts (checkers) or chess, jump over and take a piece.

(< E huff ‘in draughts, remove an opponent’s piece fr board as a for-

feit for deliberately or neglectfully failing to take with it a piece that

can be taken; the removal is marked by blowing on the piece’) =

>eat
1
0 He huff me!

2 v Steal, esp. take before anyone else can take it. = Mief1

, ups
3
0

Pedestrians having to take to the streets again because someone has

“huffed” the boardwalk as well. (Bomb) 0 [She] wanted to “huff’ the

little money her ex-husband had and take it back to the USA with her.

(Bomb 9 Nov 1990:25) 0 “Before that mango fall, I go huff it.” (1995)

0 [She] didn't like ‘Sweetness’ so Bajan songbird ‘huffed’ mega-hit.

(7TM4 Feb 1996:13)

huff and puff n A state of anger, annoyance, high irritation. (< E in a

huff ‘annoyed’ + huff and puff ‘breathe heavily from exertion’) 0

When he resigned in a huff and puff, the 38-year-old ex-Minister of

Works... boasted in Parliament that he had done his homework as a

good lawyer and could not be undone by the famous undated letter

strategy. (Bomb 1978) 0 Clad in the skimpiest bikini... [she] ran

towards [him], hugging and kissing all over... what [she] did not

know was that [he] had come [there] to meet [another woman] who
noticing them came up in a huff and puff to claim her man. (Bomb 21

Nov 1986:9) 0 In uh huff an’ uh puff: all ‘het-up’. (Haynes 1987:158)

hug up v Embrace, or place an arm around someone’s waist or shoulder.

(< E hug ‘embrace’ + up3
0 Ah! Massa And—n, and de dear Judge—

we go hug him up, and kiss him, whereber we see him - he too good

buckra. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 And if 1 tell you what they do you may
start to fret, but they hug up like Romeo and Juliet. (Viking “Night Club

Bosses” 1951) 0 After I had peeled the nut and was drinking she eased

up close to me. “You know you are a nice boy?” “How come?” “Don’t

know.” “Hug me up.” As she threw her arms about my neck it shook me
and spilled some of the coconut water on my shirt. (EX 1967:154) 0 If

she want to play mas we cater for one class, it is quite legal, to hug up

anybody for carnival. (Kitchener “Mrs. Harriman” 1972) 0 “Then my
husband came and hug me up and carry me up the road.” (TTM22 Aug
1986:10) 0 Timber production should be developed too, they con-

tended. “It have tree down there four, five people can’t hug up. It so big.

(EX 26 Oct 1986:3 1 ) 0 A certain police officer... stood blocking patrons

in the forecourt. When asked to shift, he turned to all and sundry within

earshot and said, “I didn’t ask to come here; is allyuh government have

me here. I could be home hugging up my wife all now,” (EX 8 Mar
1987:20) 0 “I found myself hugging up a hydrant in Port of Spain and

crying. I knew I needed help.” (EG 9 Jan 1994:17) 0 “He hug up his sis-

ter again and said he going to work.” (EX 3 Jan 2003:3)

huille, houille, wheel n Eunectes murinus gigas [~ Boa murina
]
(E

anaconda), a very large, thick-bodied, nonvenomous, aquatic snake.

Eyes and nostrils are placed almost at the top of the thick blunt head.

Body light to dark grey-green, with darker large spots and blotches

along the back; belly lighter green with black markings; yellow mot-

tling under the lower jaw and forebody. Two dark lines cross the head,

with a lighter stripe between; in Trinidad this stripe is dull orange. It

kills its prey by constriction. In Trinidad, lengths of 5.5-6.4 m ( 18-21')

have been reported from the lagoons (Nariva) of the east coast. With

the expansion of human habitation, these snakes are not found as

widely as before, and are threatened by destruction of their prime habi-

tat in the Nariva Swamp and other fresh and brackish-water mangrove
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swamps, /wil/ (< houillia < Carib ionlia)
= boa murina, huilla, water

boa, water snake
1

, wheel snake 0 This time James assured me that

there was a “big wheel” in Petit Bush Bush Swamp. My ears had not

failed me, though the orthography was wrong. Anacondas, or water

boas, are locally called “huilles.” (Worth 1967:234) 0 The Huille lives

in the swampier regions of Eastern Trinidad, but there was a time when

its range was much greater. It is green in colour, with darker green

spots. This natural camouflage enables the Huille to hide undetected in

the shallow waters of the river banks and swamps as it waits for some

unsuspecting animal or bird to pass by. Its eyes and nostrils are placed

near the top of the head so that although the rest of the snake is hidden,

it can see and breathe easily... It is the Huille that is supposed to be able

to swallow a cow in the folk tales of Trinidad. However, even the larg-

est one ever found in the world would not be able to swallow a grown

cow... It is very irritable in disposition and will readily bite if captured.

Its bite, however, is not poisonous. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:4) 0 Quite

often there would be an alligator or two wallowing in the mud, or a

water-boa (houille). Chasing these fearsome creatures away was a

dangerous exercise but the presence of so many of us dulled the fear

that one normally feels in such a situation. (Samaroo 1973) 0 (Boos

2001a:67,75)

huilla, huillia, huila, houillia n Eunectes murinus gigas, a very large,

thick-bodied, nonvenomous, aquatic snake. Avila/ (< Carib ionlia )
=

boa murina, >huille, water boa, water snake
1

, wheel snake 0 In some

of the rivers on the eastern coast, particularly in the Orapouche, enor-

mous water boas, called Huilla, are found. (Day 1852-1:227) 0 The

Huillia, Anaconda, or Water-boa... bears only a few large round

spots. (Kingsley 1880:334) 0 The Secretary exhibited the skin of a

Huillia... 18 feet long. (JFNC Feb 1893:132) 0 [T]he huilia, ana-

conda, or water boa is sometimes seen and captured or shot near this

river, more especially in the swampy grounds by the mouth. (Vincent

1910:68) 0 The “Guardian’s” latest discovery. Was the “Huillia” in

Nariva in this Colony, When its great size and strength was stated,

some critics said it was exaggerated, But in Loch Ness, Scotland,

another is there. And with ours it can compare. (TG 11 Feb 1934:15)

0 The houillia (weelia) or water-boa. (De Suze 1941, rev. Hart 1960)

0 (Boos 2001a:67)

huks 1 n The outer covering or shell of rice, grains, nuts, sugar-cane,

coconuts, leaf covering on com, etc. (< E husk ‘outer covering of a

seed or grain’) = shell (com) 0 “That [mortar-pestle] is to pong the

dhan - the paddy rice. We dry it and we pong it. And then we take

the soo and fan it... When you pong it you take out the shell from the

dhan and the dhan come pure rice.” “To get the rice one side from

the huks?” “Yes, you have to puknay - to fan it with the soo... The
huks gone and the rice remain.” (Gayelle 1-11 17 July 1986)

2 n Residue or remains of plant matter, e.g. chewed sugarcane. 0 Doh
spit out all the huks here!

3 n Remains of coconut from pressing oil or making coconut milk;

can be used in cooking, or to make an inferior grade of coconut oil. =

coconut kaka

4 n For com, the central core of a piece of com to which the grains are

attached. = >comstick 0 “You mean to say allyuh eat de com an’

leave de com hox on de ground!” (Baptiste 1993:46)

5 v Remove the HUKS 1

, e.g. com grains from the central core; remove
the green leaves from com, or remove the large outer shell from a

coconut.

hukum n Tob Order; command, /hokum/ (< Anglo-Indian hukum ,

hookum < U-Ar hukum ‘army term for command, order, regulation’)

0 “I didn’t give you hukum to do this.” (1990)

humala n A traditional Indian style of necklace consisting of many-
coloured threads making a string for fastening to (gold) coins,

/humala/ (< H-Bh mala ‘garland’)

humbug 1 v Hamper; bother; prevent from working. (< E humbug
‘trick; deceive’) 0 “Look here, Mr. Man,” flared the horse-killer, “you
is too swift! Don’t you think you can humbug me with dem scales!”

[Hummingbird 24 May 1904:4) 0 So ah waks rite owt de man lan

widowt takin de money, an ah mek up me mine to put he befoe

Mistah Buckley, but is two tings wey hambuggin me, one is dat ah

aint got no money becos Sondy gone ah starve de hole day; an de

secon is, prehaps as how I so poar and he so rich, he mite take ah

Loyyar and den I will lose me case. [PC 4 June 1904) 0 Yes, she had

a light below the bed. And the purpose was to try and humbug me
head. (Ziegfield “Lillian's Slackness” 1940) 0 He told me that the

wounded warder was always humbugging him, and he intended to

kill him that day, if... the Officer in charge, had not come on the

scene. (Fraser ca 1 942: 1 52) 0 ‘Not true, Fred?’ Lennard turned to

him. ‘I was telling this man you’d serve anybody a drink. You don't

humbug nobody.’ (Anthony 1967:56) 0 HUMBUG, v., to keep back,

bother, trouble, e.g., this foot does humbug me. ( Rodman 1 97 1 :23 1)0

The landlord, who is always humbugging her for her rent, comes

face-to-face with her on a Carnival Monday morning in the yard. (EX
1 1 Jan 1987:25) 0 “But there is a... clique of crooked cops, headed by

senior officers, who provide the protection to make sure nothing

humbugs the business.” (TTM 24 Jan 1993:30)

2 n Cause of delay or difficulty. 0 ‘Many a man have I engaged to find

a husband for the girl, but... always they have returned - like you -

looking sour, apologetic, full of regrets. Always the humbug has lain

in my not affording the dowry money.’ (Naipaul 1976:148) 0 Senior

police officers lament the lack of vehicles available to the units to

perform their duty... [the] Assistant Commissioner sees this as a defi-

nite ‘humbug’ pointing out the vastness of the areas which have to be

patrolled. (EX 19 July 1987:6) 0 Giving this job to contractors...

would create less humbug between the commission and its consum-

ers; bring efficiency to the system... and cost much less. (Bomb 24

Nov 1989:20)

hum na janee see HAM NA JANl

hump-back(ed) sardine n Steindaclmerina argentea , a small fresh-

water fish, with a silvery cylindrical body, unlike other sardines,

which tend to be more flattened sideways. (< E hump-backed ‘with

the top part of the back curved frontwards’) = silver-fish, >stout sar-

dine 0 Silverfish, stout sardine, hump-backed sardine. (Boeseman

1960:87)

Humphrey mango n A variety of cultivated mango; medium-sized,

skin yellow, tough; flesh golden yellow, firm, with slight threads,

sweet. 0 HUMPHREY... pleasant flavour and slight juice; skin tough

and resistant to anthracnose. (Bharath 1966:22)

hunch-back sardine n Roeboides dayi \~ Charax gibbosa] a small

freshwater fish, to 9 cm long. Body laterally flattened, deep, with a

curved hump on back behind head; body silvery with shoulder and

tail spots; flesh almost transparent. Found in slow moving streams

south of the Northern Range in Trinidad. (< E hunch-backed ‘with the

top part of the back curved frontwards’) = glass fish, >glass sardine 0

Hunchback sardine, glass-fish. Charax gibbosa. - The nape is bent,

producing the peculiar appearance from which its name is derived,

body and tail tilted upwards. This is its normal position... Popularly

known as “Glass-fish” owing to transparency of body. (Guppy

1934:121) 0 Hunch-back sardine, glass-fish. (Boeseman 1960:95-6)0

[T]he “Glass Sardine” or the “Hunch Back Sardine”... is abundant

over its range but found mainly in eastern drainages. It may be found

in slow moving streams but it clearly prefers slightly turbid standing

water... It is possible that it may have entered the Caroni drainage,

either naturally or, as an escape... I expect, however, that it will by

now have spread through much of the Caroni watershed and possibly

into the south Oropouche. (Kenny 1995:51) 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine

2001:31)

hundred-hole n In PITCH, a type of three-hole marble game in which

the first player to make 100 points wins. A player gets 10 points for

potting a hole, or for hitting an opponent’s marble. To win, hole 3

must be potted to make 100. If you miss this hole and go over the

BOUNCE, you get 100, but if the next player pots the hole for his 100,

he wins, even though you got to 100 first. 0 Pitch also cut across all

barriers: street rabs played against doctor’s children and anywhere

you went, from Carenage to Chaguanas, you could get a game of

Hundred Hole or leerkey. (Pires 1991:8)
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hungry n Hunger. 0 My hungry never cease with this angry beast.

(Radio “Don’t Break It I Say” 1936) 0 Strikers start bawling for hun-

gry! (Alleyne-Forte 1994:40)

hunter ant n arc Eciton spp., esp. E. burchelli, nomadic ants which

periodically move in vast numbers from place to place. They are

highly aggressive, preying on animals much larger than themselves.

(< E hunter ‘an animal that hunts or chases its prey’) = army ant,

chasseur ant, hunting ant, visiting ant 0 The hunter [ant]... or visiting

ant, called also Fourmi chasseuse... is of a brown colour, but the

abdomen of a lighter hue than the thorax and head; when full grown it

is about one-third of an inch long. This ant is very active and quick in

its movements, stings most severely, and may be said to be exces-

sively fierce in its attack. ... The hunter ants do not build nests, but

choose recesses in some decayed tree, or among dry leaves, forming a

sort of mass, sometimes two feet in diameter... They are nomadic,

being always engaged in some predatory excursions... The army, or

tribe, on starting, marches on a frontage of from about five to six feet,

by ten feet deep; then follow three or four columns, which afterwards

are formed into two, and sometimes only a single section, this rear-

guard being sometimes half a mile from the expeditionary corps actu-

ally engaged in spoliation... the hunter ants kill every living thing in

the way of their march... The hunters are generally accompanied by

anis, thrushes, and other birds which feed on insects; and during the

bustle of their ravages, there is a sort of crackling, occasioned not

only by the movements of the ants themselves, but also by the fright-

ened insects that flee in all directions. The hunter ants sometimes visit

houses, where they destroy an immense quantity of vermin... It is

well, then, to protect oneself and the young of the domestic animals

from their attacks; in fact, the inhabitants sometimes find it the wisest

plan to surrender at discretion, evacuate the premises, and leave them

to the salutary plundering of these marauders, who, after making a

thorough clearance of all vermin, beat an orderly retreat; after this,

the inmates may safely re-enter... when the hunter ants meet with a

hollow, or a rillet of water... they immediately contrive a construction

to cross the same... A few of them take a strong hold on the land; oth-

ers come forward, and are firmly held by the former by the hind legs;

fresh volunteers are attached in like manner by the latter, until a suffi-

cient number has formed a kind of chain or suspension bridge, so as

to reach the opposite bank, (de Verteuil 1884:1 10-1)

hunter-man n Hunter; man who hunts wild animals for food. (< E
hunter ‘a person who hunts animals' + man~) 0 ‘A good hunter-man

like you will catch it.’ (Lovelace 1968:174)

hunterman’s nut n Omphalea megacatpa, a climbing shrub; very

young branches rusty-hairy. Leaves 12-24 x 4-10 cm (4.7-9.4 x 1.6-

3.9"), lanceolate, wedged-shaped or rounded at base, smooth. Fruit at

ends of branches, large, about 10 cm (3.9") long, fleshy, with three seg-

ments in a sphere containing seeds. Seeds about 3.5 cm ( 1 .4") diameter;

yield a faintly bitter oil. (prob. fr being found or used mostly by hunt-

ers) = noisette, zaboca maron 0 (FTT 1979-2-10:671-2) 0 As an adult

the White-tailed Page feeds on nectar. As a caterpillar it feeds on the

leaves of the Hunterman’s Nut (Omphalea megacarpa) which is a

woody vine found in forested areas. (Quesnel 1980c:32)

hunter nut n Fevillea cordifolia, a native vine with large seeds used

as remedy for snakebite, (prob. fr being used mostly by hunters) =

contreveneno2
, >secua 0 (Morean 1993) 0 (Morean M-30)

hunter’s tea n Brownea coccinea
, a small native evergreen tree.

Leaves compound, to 30 cm (1 1.7") long, with 2-7 pairs of leaflets. =

bois rose, >cooperhoop, cooperwood, copperhoop, monta del rose,

mountain rose, palo rosa, rosa del monte, rose montagne, sweet

waterwood, Tobago beau

hunting-ant n arc Eciton spp., esp. E. burchelli, nomadic ants which

periodically move in vast numbers from place to place. They are

highly aggressive, preying on animals much larger than themselves.

(< E hunting ‘of an animal, hunting or chasing its prey’) = army ant,

chasseur ant, hunter ant, visiting ant 0 So after scrambling down,

holding on by wild pines, as far as we dare - during which process

one of us was stung (not bitten) by a great hunting-ant, causing much
pain and swelling - we turned away. (Kingsley 1880:271) 0 As we

reached a flat area, hunting ants threatened our progress. Seemingly

organised lines of these insects crossed and criss-crossed as far as we
could see. After some discussion, because everyone was anxious to

avoid being bitten, we attempted a hopscotch-style dash between the

moving lines. Most of us achieved this safely, except for one or two

members of the group who had to shake and stamp their feet fervently

to rid themselves of the fast invading insects. (TG 16 Aug 1993:13)

hunu-hunu, hoonoo-hoonoo n An unidentifiable but persistent

sound, /hunuhunu/ (< Bh hunn-hunn ‘pleasant buzzing’) 0 Ah, what a

hunu-hunu down there this night.

huppe-col n obs Lophornis ornata [= Mellisuga ornata

]

(E tufted

coquette hummingbird), a hummingbird, 6.9 cm (2.75") long. Male
upperparts bronze-green with pale buff bar across rump; tail dark

dark red-brown edged brown; dark red-brown crest; rest of head

green, with long rufous tufts, tipped green, at the sides; throat irides-

cent golden green. Female lacks crest and tufts; generally greenish

above with pale buff rump-bar; rufous below. Bill short and straight,

reddish with black tip. (< Fr huppe ‘crested’ + col ‘neck’) = coquette,

king
4

, whiskerando 0 The Ruffle-necked Humming Bird... better

known here by its French designation of Le Huppe Col. (Joseph

1838a:52) 0 Trochilus Ornatus... Huppe-col, or tufted-necked,

(de Verteuil 1884:368) 0 (Chapman 1894:56) 0 Huppe-col, tufted

coquette. (Belcher & Smooker 1936a:35)

hur n arc A cooperative work group drawn from a group of neigh-

bouring households, usu. for planting and harvest, /hur/ (poss. < Bh-

Ang hurr ‘sound made while ploughing’) 0 Poorer people, who rent

their land, form a cooperative work group called a hur, drawn from a

group of neighboring households... The women of the hur assist one

another in planting - “today on my land, tomorrow on yours” - and

the men of the hur work together during the harvest in the same way.

If for any reason the members of the family cannot return the labor in

kind, they must pay the other members of the hur in cash at the going

rate. (Klass 1961:83-4)

hurelle see hourelle

hurry 1 adj In a hurry; eager to do something soon or quickly. (< E
hurry ‘go with excessive haste’) 0 Wid de recession on, ah not so

hurry to change mih cah/car. (Haynes 1987:1 18)

2 adj Urgent; needing immediate attention. 0 “Ah did get a hurry

message to go out.” (Punch 1967 [ca 1934]: 118)

3 adv In a hurried fashion, without deliberation or care. 0 Hurry hurry

cook ah bun pat. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

hurry-come adj Make-shift; without deliberation or considered effort.

0 Moreover, the “quick and easy” rise in fresh vegetable production

has been “embarrassing our marketing situation, and showing up its

limitations,” he says. That is the meaning, he suggests, of those hurry-

come stalls along the highway. (EX-S 29 Mar 1987:21)

hurry-come-up adj Said of a person who has risen rapidly in status,

implying that they have not earned this. 0 Marshall - no “hurry-

come-up” member but one who had passed through the ranks of the

Youth League - shone as he spoke on his own ground. (EX 16 Aug
1987:7)

hurry-pot n Any cooked food dish made quickly. (< E hurry ‘with

great haste’) 0 Aye, yuh remember dem hurrypot yuh mudder use tuh

cook longtime? Dat food sweet too bad. Ah could still remember one

ah de hurriest pot: Com beef an rice. Every now an den, I mehself

does drop ah com beef an rice on dem. In two-twos I could fix yuh

up. (Foster 1990:47) 0 Not everybody could cook ah good hurry pot.

It take special skill an creativity... Hurry pot an fast food is two differ-

ent ting. Hurry pot have personality, class an good taste. (Foster

1990:48)

husband n The man a woman is living with in a long-term stable rela-

tionship; can be a MARRIED HUSBAND if officially legalised. (< E
husband ‘a man who is a woman’s married spouse’) 0 HUSBAND, n.,

the man a woman is living with, e.g., is he your married husband?

(Rodman 1971:231)

husband-and-wife business n Private affairs between a couple;

something not to be interfered with by outsiders. 0 The idea that “a

little blows” was an indication of love was prevalent, and the folly of
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interfering in “husband and wife business” was well known. (Trot-

man 1986:177) 0 “But, Bogo, you don’t have no right with she either

and dat is husband and wife business.” (Chen 1988:18) 0 Don’t med-

dle in husband and wife business! (7YM23 Oct 1990:1 1)

husiyaar adj Clever; smart, /husijair/ (< H-U hosiyar ‘alert; smart’) 0

“You too husiyaar!” (1990)

husker n A tool made from the sharpened end of a LUCHETTE, fas-

tened to a handle that is buried in the ground to keep it in place; used

to split dry coconut husks to remove them. 0 Look de husker dey in

de yard.

hustle 1 v Scheme; try to make a deal; usu. involving making money
quickly sometimes in an illegal or questionable manner. (< AmE hus-

tle ‘sell or serve goods in an aggressive, pushing manner’) 0 I sym-

pathise with government’s desire to help young businessmen,

assuming that they are genuine entrepreneurs and not limers who are

merely trying to do a hustle as an extension of the lime. (EX 1979) 0

At the comer of the Main Road and Sandale Avenue... well-muscled

and bareback in the sun, [he] was “hustling” - a two dollars here, a

dollar there. {EX 19 Oct 1986:30) 0 Her neighbour... has four children

who have to “hustle a drop” every day to go to primary school in

Blanchisseuse. {EX 26 Oct 1986:30) 0 “I didn’t want to be sleeping

on the streets or below people house getting up before them,” he said,

“so I hustle some board and me and a partner build this place. At least

1 have somewhere to sleep.” (EX 14 Apr 1988:3) 0 “When mummy
left home to go out and hustle food for us... he would send out my
brother on messages.” (Punch 8 Oct 1989:7)

2 v Make sexual advances to a woman. 0 Ah go hustle she.

huttum intj arc Tob Hush; be quiet, /hutum/ 0 Hut turn better than

beg pardon. Better not to say a thing than to have to apologise for

having said it. (Ottley 1971:91 ) 0 Hag ax ’e mooma weh mek ’e mout

so lang, moomah seh, “Huttum, picknie, b’am bye you go see am.”

(Daniel msl ca 1960)

huyu n Nyctidromus albicollis [~ N. guianensis, Caprimulgus albicol-

lis\ (E parauque, white-naped nightjar), a large nightbird, 27.5 cm
(11") long. A long-tailed bird, occurring in grey or rufous phases.

Upperparts grey-brown or rufous mottled with dark brown; black

streaks on crown; ear-coverts dark red-brown; white bar on black

wing feathers (pale buff in female); white crescent on lower throat;

rest of underparts barred blackish and rufous; tail long with outer

feathers black; next 2 outer feathers white in male, tail barred with

buff and outer feathers white-tipped in female. Voice is “a far-carry-

ing whistle... based upon a loud, high note followed by a shorter, low

one; thus, ker-whee-oo, with accent on middle syllable, sometimes

rendered ‘Who-are-you?’.” (ffrench 1991 :209) /huju/ (fr sound of the

call) = cuiejo, engoulevent des chemins, watchman of the road, who-
are-you 0 (ffrench 1991:208)

hwendo-masu n In Rada ceremonies, one of the two side drams. See

also WYANDE and TOWONDE. (< Ewe/Fon) 0 To the left of the cen-

tral drum is Hwcn’do-masu, a drum made from a small barrel and

which is beaten with a pair of thin sticks about 27 inches long. It has a

steady rhythmic action providing solidity to the rhythm. This one, and

the other side-drum are covered with goatskin. (Carr 1953:48-9)

hybounxious see HIGH BOUNTIOUS



i, ee, he 1 pron Third person singular subject pronoun, equivalent to E

she, he, or it. Now usu. considered rural or old-fashioned. (< FC ‘he;

she; it’) 0 Wen ah reech in de villige ah here dey go hav ah cancert, so

ah wate foh see wen ee staht ah buy ah tikkit foh 2 eliding an go een,

dem bin gat muzik fram tong an ah pyanno, ah haske who gie dis can-

cert, dem tell me is de big blaak backra an ee chile, ee dartah. (PC 10

Sept 1904) 0 Ef we don sen we chile, eh canot gat skooll. (PC 1 Oct

1904) 0 “Where i?” “She went down Guyana.” (1978) 0 “Which

part ee goin?” [of a woman] (1990) 0 Look at dat ghoon, i feel i over

good lookin.

2 pron Third person singular possessive pronoun, equivalent to E her,

his, or its. Now usu. considered rural or old-fashioned. 0 Wen ah

reech in de villige ah here dey go hav ah cancert, so ah wate foh see

wen ee staht ah buy ah tikkit foh 2 chiling an go een, dem bin gat

muzik fram tong an ah pyanno, ah haske who gie dis cancert, dem tell

me is de big blaak backra an ee chile, ee dartah. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0

1 hope ef eh see dis letter eh will starte foo visit as mistah de pooleece

inspeckter, yes sar eh doin duty foo eh monie. (PC 1 Oct 1904)

3 pron Third person singular object pronoun, equivalent to E her, him,

or it. Now usu. considered rural or old-fashioned. 0 “Tell i go.”

(1990)

Ibo n arc A traditional dance of African origin. (< Ibo, a people of

south-eastern Nigeria) In the Dance Ibo the hands and feet are used

simultaneously in a travelling movement right and left. This basic

direction describes a quick step shuffle, two beats to right and change,

two to the left, with palms facing upwards, hands at waist level reach-

ing out and in, riding as it were, on the rhythm. At a change in the

rhythm, the knees are closed together while the dancer rises [onto] the

balls of the feet, rocking with an upward thrust of the knees right and

left, using the starting position as a point to which he returns while

passing to the next side. In the meantime the arms cross in front of the

body and open to side with clenched fists. Another beautiful move-

ment combination is an open stamping step, with the torso bent over

deeply. The hands open and cross and the knees are brought up

almost to the chest. These movements were traced to dances of...

Nigeria. (Ahye 1978:106)

Ibo-ink n Tob Genipa americana

,

a fairly large deciduous native tree,

12-15 m (38.4-49') tall. Fruit oblong, grey-green, 5-6 cm (2-2.3")

long, somewhat rough-skinned, containing yellow-brown pulp yield-

ing an inky blue stain when immature; small irregular flatfish seeds to

1 cm (.4"). Fruit edible, used for drinks, jellies, preserves and syrups

when very soft. Wood is hard, fairly heavy and pale brown, but not

used. = >genip', juniper, monkey apple 0 (Morean 1993) 0 (Quesnel

& Farrell 2000:68)

Ibo yam, ebo yam n Dioscorea cayenensis, a variety of cultivated

yam, with light yellow flesh. = afou, devil yam, matuta yam, negro

yam', >yam atouta, yam jab, yellow Guinea yam, yellow yam (fr

introduction fr WAfr, association with Ibo people) 0 Planting is gov-

erned by the phases of the moon... it is held that tannia is best put in

three days after the first quarter, dasheen, white and otutu yams three

days after the full moon, guinea yams three days after the first quar-

ter, red yams “from new moon down, in between moon changes,”

while Ibo yams are planted “full moon today, tomorrow put them in

the hole, and they'll come fine and nice.” (Herskovits & Herskovits

1947:67) 0 In Trinidad and Tobago the species of yams of highest

value among the Blacks is the Ibo Yam. This yam is specially used in

preparing the ritual feasts at the annual ancestor worship called the

Big Drum Dance in the Grenadines. (Elder 1988:24) 0 Now he could

almost taste the possible stew-fish, green bananas and ebo yam. (Phil-

lips 1991:30)

I.C.2 n arc A variety of cultivated banana, AAAA tetraploid, first bred

in Trinidad. (I.C., fr Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture record

number) 0 I.C. 2... was the first bred banana. It was obtained in Trini-

dad about 1928 from ‘Gros Michel’ crossed by a wild Musa acumi-

nata. It was widely distributed but became susceptible to Panama
disease in Honduras. It has not been grown commercially. (Stover &
Simmonds 1987:120)

icacos n Chrysobalanus icaco, a native shrub with a pink or purplish

fruit having thick white edible pulp. (< Taino icaco, this fruit) = coco

plum, >fat pork
1

, icaque, zeekak 0 Icacos (elegantly called Fat Pork).

(Joseph 1838a:82)

icaque n Chrysobalanus icaco, a native shrub with a pink or purplish

fruit having thick white edible pulp. (< Taino icaco) = coco plum,

>fat pork
1

, icacos, zeekak 0 (Hart 1866:64) 0 (FTT 1932-1-5:31 1)

ice(d) adj Of food, chilled, kept refrigerated; not fresh. = chilled 0 For

the last three years the local supply has been augmented by an amount

of iced fish received from several ships visiting the Colony. (TG 4 Jan

1936:12) 0 “I doh want no ice fish, no ice chicken.” (1990)

ice block 1 n Ice manufactured commercially in large cubes about

10-12" on a side, equivalent to E block ice. 0 Put the drinks on the

ice block.

2 n Ice made in a home refrigerator freezer in small cubes about

1-1.5" on a side, equivalent to E ice-cube. 0 One of the children play-

ing on the swing in her yard comes inside to collect a cup of ice

blocks. (EX2\ Oct 1990:19)

3 77 A sweetened, flavoured piece of ICE BLOCK 2
,
sometimes made

from milk, usu. eaten by children. 0 Pure Flavouring Essences. For

Cakes. Ice Cream, Snowball. Ice Blocks Etc. (ad. Calypso Souvenir

1959) 0 [His] mother ran a parlour selling tamarind balls and ice

blocks. (EX 16 Sept 1990:18) 0 The new ice sellers diversified and

went into ice blocks, penny a piece for a plain red Kool-Aid block,

and perhaps three cents for the creamier blocks made with milk.

(T&T Yesteryear 1995:12)

ice cream mango n Tob A variety of cultivated mango, with a very

sweet, creamy tlavour. = Blackman mango, mango ice cream

ice ticket n obs A ticket which entitled you to get ice at the Ice House,

the Electric Ice Company on Wrightson Road. (< arc E ticket ‘certifi-

cate; voucher; licence; permit’) 0 Apart from trading in liquors he

dealt in tram and ice tickets as well. The other defendant... said that

he bought the tickets... from a man who told him that he used to keep

a snow ball shop at St. James and had bought a book of the tickets at

the Electric Co. (TG 4 Dec 1919:7)

icing glass n A type of edible gelatin. (< E isinglass ‘a semitransparent

whitish gelatin, usu. obtained fr fish, used in jellies and glues’) 0

While “Turtle Prick” has been his big seller, he also markets other

stimulants as “icing glass,” “wheat germ” and “gum a dragon.”

(Punch 7 June 1987:10)

icining, icening n A sweet sugary topping or frosting for cake

(E icing). (< E ice + -en + ing, see fishen, gliden) 0 “I used to eat up

all de left over icenin when mih mother used to bake cake for peo-

ple.” (Baptiste 1993:89)

icy hot n A thermos container, originally an insulated vacuum bottle

made of glass, which keeps liquids hot. (by analogy with icy cold E

‘as cold as ice’) 0 Cameras, Icy Hot Bottles, Writing Cases, Ink

Stands... (ad, TG 27 Nov 1919:1) 0 “I moved the icy-hot from the

table.” (WG 29 Dec 1930:8) 0 You can get your icy hots and look-

ing glass. (Lion “Sa Gomes’ Emporiums” 1938) 0 Icy hot - ther-

mos flask. (John 1973) 0 Wholesale specials. Great Mogul playing

cards. Tiger Head batteries (cheap)... pillow cases, handkerchiefs,

icy hots, big range haberdashery, (ad, EX 1979) 0 “I still have a
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picture of Papee goin’ to work with his big icy hot in he hand.”

(Baptiste 1993:89)

iegna see YAGNA

Iere, Iri n A poetic name for Trinidad. Frequently said to be from

an Amerindian word meaning ‘Land of the Hummingbird’, but this

seems to have been an early flight of fancy, based on an Amerindian

word for ‘island’ used to refer to the island of Trinidad. /airi/

(< Arawak caeri, iere ‘island’, Island Carib acaera ‘island’,

Laurence 1967) = Kairi, La Belle Trinidad, La Belle Trinite, Land of

Calypso, Land of the Hummingbird, La Trinidad, La Trinite, La Trin-

ity 0 “I have myself collected twenty distinct specimens of the hum-

mingbird alone; there are doubtless many more; this justifies the

name that the Indians gave this country.” “What is that?”... “The

Island of Eries... of Humming-bird; the few Indians we have call it so

to this day.” (Joseph 1835:70) 0 The larger islands, that is to say,

Hayti (St. Domingo), Cuba, Jamaica, Bariguen (Porto Rico), and Iere

(Trinidad), were inhabited by less ferocious tribes. (Joseph

1838a: 11 8) 0 The imitation Police Band was a remarkably well got

up concern and the music that startled the air in the immediate vicin-

ity of the band as it moved from place to place was not at all bad.

Their rivals in music were the Iere band. (Mirror 27 Feb 1900:10) 0

Any one who fears bats should not visit “Ire, or the home of the hum-
ming-bird” (as the Indians told Sir Walter Raleigh Trinidad was

called), for all sorts and conditions of bats abound. (Broome

1904:176) 0 The “Birds of Iere” deserve mention; their King and

Queen wore rather pretty dresses. (Mirror 17 Feb 1904:8) 0 In

Trinidad, the beautiful land of Iere, To live in, it’s heavenly. (Tiger

“The Beautiful Land of Iere” 1938) 0 This is a thing I can’t under-

stand, With some young men in this Iere land. (Growler “Bosie Dar-

ling” 1939) 0 You had your eyes on this Iere land. But man, we mean
to frustrate your plan. (Invader “Hitler Demanded Trinidad” 1940) 0

Called “Land of Iere,” the production celebrated “The Attainment of

Independence.” (Ahye 1983:91) 0 A sharp break occurred around

1000 AD when central and southern Trinidad developed close links

with the Paria coast of Venezuela... for the next 500 years more

immigrants arrived from the mainland to settle on what was then

called ‘Ieri,’ land of the humming bird. (Johnson 1988a: 19) 0 At the

time Columbus made his brief visit, there were several tribes of the

people now collectively called “Amerindians” residing on the island

which its inhabitants called “KAIRI” (Cairi, Iere). (TG 5 Jan 1992:3)

0 These people who came from eastern Venezuela have enriched the

social and cultural aspects of this Caribbean island which was called

Iere (Humming Bird) by our indigenous folk. (TG 27 Nov 1994:19) 0

The island was called Kairi by its inhabitants... said to mean “the

island near to the continent.” Another native name for Trinidad is Ire,

said to mean “The Land of the Hummingbird.” (Anthony 1997:571)

Ieri virus n An arbovirus, TRVL 8762, carried by mosquitoes, first

found in the Melajo Forest in 1955. (< Iere ‘Trinidad’) 0 During arbo-

virus studies carried out in the forests of eastern Trinidad from 1954

to 1964 a number of new agents were encountered, 10 of which have

now been formally described... The present paper describes a further

3 new virus agents, antigenically unrelated, which are represented by

7 strains isolated exclusively from Trinidadian forest mosquitoes. It is

proposed to call these 3 viruses Bushbush, Ieri and Lukuni. ... Ieri,

meaning “land of the humingbird [sz'c],” is an Amerindian name for

Trinidad Little is known of the ecology of Bushbush, Ieri and

Lukuni viruses. They are thought to be arboviruses because of their

sensitivity to DCA and their isolation from forest mosquitoes.

(Spence et al 1967:45,49)

if 1 conj An emphatic introduction to a sentence indicating disbelief,

astonishment. (< E if, introducing a cause of condition or supposition)

0 “Rosie, if yuh see fight las’ night wit’ Doris an’ she husban’l”

“True, gyul?” “Yeh, gyul. Ah see tea-cup an’ saucer, an’ pot an’

spoon come flyin’ trough the window!!” (Sweetbread, EX 31 Dec
1976:17) 0 If yuh see leaks dis rain cause in de house! Is like we livin

in a grater. (Mamits LPOS, TG 18 June 1979) 0 “Four men! Ah wuz
surrounded! Eef you see fight up!” (Heat 18 Nov 1989:17) 0 Me an

Sample use tuh go by Pa George before day clean. Sometimes yuh

could bounce up odder fellas dey too. If yuh see we feelin in de dark

fuh mango. (Foster 1990:116)

2 conj Indicating seriousness or impatience about what is going on. 0

“You have money to bet?” “Four dollar.” “Ent that your last?” “Leh

we bet if we’re betting, man. We come here to bet.” (Stewart

1989: 103) 0 “Drive if yuh driving!” (2000)

3 conj Indicating a choice; used like E whether. 0 “Sonny Boy, ah

cyan make up mih mind if to go to Sagaboy weddin’ or not.” (Sweet-

bread, Jan 1977)

4 intj As a reply or response by itself, indicates emphatic affirmative

agreement, (poss. influenced by dial E if an exclamation) = but hi,

hi
2
0 “You enjoy you ’self, den.” “If!” (de Boissiere 1937) 0 Al

Timothy’s trombonist was playing like an angel. I was beginning to

feel a little moisture inside my shirt and I held Joan off a little and I

looked down at her face. “Warm, Joan?” “If!” Nothing could be done

about the heat. (Anthony 1967:46)

if cap fits phr In full. If the cap fits, pull the string, indicating that

something is likely to be done by someone, or that a description fits

that person. (< E cap fits ‘the description or remarks suits or is felt to

suit a particular person’, e.g. if the cap fits, wear it) 0 (Haynes

1987:44)

if crab walk phr A proverbial expression indicating that if you do not

take some risks, you will not gain anything, but if you take too many
risks, you may end up in trouble. 0 If crab don ’ walk, he no get fat,

but if he walk too much, he go de pot, no? If a man shows no enter-

prise, they say “If crab don’t walk, he no get fat.” The answer to this

is: “If he walk too much, he go go’ a pot, no?” In this context, the lat-

ter part of the proverb means to get into “court trouble.” (Herskovits

1945:196)

if dey know phr In full. Ifdey know wha dey know, indicating that if

they know what’s good for them; a threat. 0 If dey know wha dey

know, dey had best bring back me money. (Ottley 1971:45)

if even conj Indicating a condition that will not prevent something

from happening. (< E even, indicating an extreme case of a more

general proposition + if, indicating a theoretical possibility) 0

Mr. Lassalle here suggested to Mr. Nash that he should withdraw

before he got further. Mr. Nash warmly replied that he would not,

adding “if even I have to pay compensation!" (POSG 5 Oct 1907:5) 0

“You have been let off by the jury, you cannot be charged again, if

even you confess.” (Fraser ca 1930s: 139) 0 If even I have to go

myself, I would do it.

if life spare phr God willing; if I am permitted. (< E if my life is

spared, indicating a belief that one’s fate is in the control of a divine

power) = please God 0 Tomorrow if life spare, ah going bring de ting

fuh you. (Ottley 197 1 :69)

if name man see NAME MAN
if plant see PLANT

if... who... phr Setting up a reason for doing something by following

someone else’s example. Typically, Ifpriest could play mas, who is

me? (fr attention given to an Anglican priest’s participation in Carni-

val in the 1960s) 0 “But this time, I think she has gone for good, and

is me to ketch with these three little children... if she could leave her

three children and go away, who is me?” (Bomb 10 Oct 1986:24) 0

Wat dey say: ‘If the priest could play, who’s me’. Meaning: To feel

happy about something you plan to do because others are doing it

also; to have a good reason for a certain course of action; to follow

the example set by others, regardless of the consequences. (TG 8 Sept

1991)

ignorance n A tendency to become quickly angry with little provoca-

tion and to continue being angry and irrational. (< dial E ignorant

‘ill-mannered; uncouth’) 0 The formative years of steelbands, the

1940s and 1950s, saw badjohns and gang warfare at its height. But

badjohnism was not limited to urban black Trinidad... Nor was it

restricted to the mid-twentieth century. “Ignorance” in Trinidad has a

long and noble tradition reaching back to the secret societies of slav-

ery. (EX-S 17 Jan 1993:3) 0 That was what policemen were armed

with in my childhood. Boutous... boutou conveys much more

than baton or even truncheon. It calls up both violence and what we
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refer to as “ignorance”, a combination seen as necessary for efficient

police work. (Johnson 2002)

ignorant, igronant adj Irrationally and seriously angry; easily

angered. (< dial E ignorant 'ill-mannered; uncouth’) 0 “De jitney

picking we up at nine. And doh discuss dis association business wid

nobody. Some of dem fellas does get on so ignorant.” (Hill 1966

[1952]: 14) 0 IGNORANT, adv., bad, e.g., stop actin’ ignorant.

(Rodman 1971:231) 0 Not me an no beach fete wen yuh see it have

holiday in de place. People here does get on too ignorant an is only

one setta eatin and drinkin an driving like dey mad an killin innocent

people. I stoppin home an read mih book. (Mamits LPOS, TG 21 Oct

1979) 0 “If Papa catch we, I in real trouble. He doesn’t even know
yuh, an’ he is an ignorant man.” (Ramsawack 1983:70) 0 You just

had a few drinks and you start to get ignorant in front of all the villag-

ers. (Selvon 1 99 1 b: 8 1 ) 0 “I is a ignorant man you know. Even police

don't meddle with me.” (EX 1 1 Dec 1994:1 1)

iguana n Iguana iguana , a large mostly green lizard, body to 50 cm
(19.5") + tail up to almost 3 times the body length. Spiny crest along

mid-back. (< LAS < Taino iguana )
= alligator

2
,
>guana 0 The Iguana

is quite a common lizard in Trinidad and is found nearly everywhere.

Its flesh is valued as a tasty dish by many people... because of this the

Iguana is becoming quite scarce in certain areas. It lives in the tops of

trees where it feeds on the young leaves, shoots and fruit. (Boos &
Quesnel 1969:23) 0 Anybody could stretch a dollar in Trinidad,

because you not bound to eat escargot when you could get iguana.

(Pires 2000a:9)

ilia n A wart or GROWING FLESH on the body, /ilia/ (< Bh ilia ‘wart’)

0 He knee have ah ilia on it.

Illustrious Board n obs Established under Spanish civil law, a corpo-

ration governing the colony, then the town of Port of Spain. = illus-

trious Cabildo 0 His Excellency Sir H. MacLeod next proceeded to

the Cabildo Hall and was sworn in as Corregidor of the Illustrious

Board. (TSt 14 Apr 1840:3)

Illustrious Cabildo n obs Established under Spanish civil law, a cor-

poration governing the colony, then the town of Port of Spain, but in

fact having powers extending beyond this. (< Sp cabildo ‘town hall or

council’ < Latin) = Illustrious Board 0 The funeral procession was

formed in the following order... The Alcaldes de Barrio in deep

mourning, in short black mantles, and with their staves of office...

The Registrar of Slaves... The Treasurer of the Illustrious Cabildo.

The Procurador Syndic of the Illustrious Cabildo. The Regidors of the

Illustrious Cabildo. (POSG ca 26 Mar 1828 in Fraser 1896:181) 0

The Resolutions of His Excellency the Corregidor and the Illustrious

Board of Cabildo. (Ord. 4, 7 Sept 1835) 0 The Illustrious Cabildo

now found more useful occupation than reviving obsolete laws in

order to gain to gain a temporary but costly victory over an irritable

and indiscreet Chief Judge. (Fraser 1896:41) 0 A glance at the magni-

tude and thoroughness of these up-to-date stores reveals the rapid

progress Trinidad has made, and is making, since the wresting of the

Colony from out of the hands of the illustrious “Cabildo”. (Burkett

1914:5) 0 The name of the municipal body in Port-of-Spain was
changed from the “Illustrious Cabildo” to the Town Council by an

ordinance passed by the Legislative Council on 1st June. (Pitt

1948:32) 0 Our City Council dates back to the days of the Spanish

occupation of Trinidad, when this body was known by the high-

sounding name of “The Illustrious Board of Cabildo.”... For 165

years the seat of government remained at St. Joseph until 1757 when,

due to the poverty and scarcity of population the Governor... moved
into Port of Spain... In 1783, the Cabildo reluctantly moved into Port

of Spain. In the old days, this body was something more than a mere

corporation. It regulated and controlled the affairs of the island in

general, and the Governor presided. (Mavrogordato 1977:120)

image n Small cards, about 2.5 x 3.5" with pictures of saints or

Jesus; usu. given to children on their first communion, sometimes

for birthdays. (< arc E image ‘a likeness, picture; esp. of saints or

divinities as objects of religious veneration’) 0 Everyone in the fam-

ily and some friends had given us little “images” as we called those

religious pictures and we came down from the church like little

angels. (Araujo 1984:23)

imagine v Picture this; pay attention; think about what I am going to

say; the following is extraordinary, beyond imagination. (< E imagine

‘form mental images or ideas; believe or suppose’) 0 Imagine since

July I was interviewed... and up to this late October date I have not

received as much as a phone call to soothe my anxious young mind.

(Letter, EX-2 8 Nov 1987:18)

imam n Muslim priest; religious leader, /imam/ (< U-Arabic imam
‘leader; president’) 0 The deceased was buried with full Muslim rites.

The Janaza (corpse) was conveyed to the cemetery in the Thabooth

(wooden hearse). The Janaza Namaz (ceremony) was performed by

the acting Imam (Muslim priest), Madar Baksh. (TG 1 Jan 1936:4) 0

Marriage as performed by a Moslem imam was accepted as a legal

rite in 1936. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:101) 0 The [Moslem] devout

regularly attended the Friday (sabbath) Jumaa namaaz at one of San

Fernando’s two mosques, led by the imam. (Clarke 1986:101) 0 “The

classes at the Masjid are on Tuesday and Thursday nights after the

prayer but if you want to go faster than that the Imam is always will-

ing to help and will see you every evening if you want to.” (Ali

1993:100-1) 0 Papa became the official Imam in 1956 soon after the

death of his father Joom Allaudeen, the previous Imam. Papa has

served his jamaat well for close to forty years. (Deen 1994:199)

imambarah n A place in which preparations are made for Hosein

ceremonies, /imambara/ (< U imambara < Arabic imam ‘Muslim

religious leader’ + H-U bar ‘enclosure; area; cemetery’) = camp2
0 In

St. James, the four family-based operations called “yards” (imamba-
rahi, or “camps”) organize the Muharram observances. (Korom &
Chelkowski 1994:157) 0 Each imambarah/camp has headmen who
are responsible for arrangements, permits from the police, and the

orderly behavior of the crowd during the processional rituals and

drumming. There are also the master builder, the builders themselves,

and the men in charge of building drums. (Korom & Chelkowski

1994:160-2) 0 The imambarah, a term used in north India to refer to

the dwelling place of the Imam (= Husayn), is a roofed shack with

three permanent walls and a collapsible one that is easily removed so

that tadjah segments can be brought out and assembled in the adjacent

yard. Note that in St. James, use of the word “camp” is discouraged,

but used nonetheless. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:171)

imli, imri n Tamarindus indica (E tamarind), a cultivated tree and its

fruit, brown pods containing edible pulp, /imli, imri/ (< H imli ‘the

tamarind tree and its fruit’) = >tambran 0 Other popular fruits,

though, are jamun (pomerac), gluglu bef (gru-gru), and imri (tama-

rind). (Boodoosingh 1976:26) 0 “I like ihmli ke chatnii.” (1990) 0

‘She was a master cook and behaved like one. I think having come all

the way here with her spices... bottled mango and imli - she decided

to go through with it.’ (Persaud 1993:98)

imli ghotaawe, imli ghotai n A ceremony of mother and daughter bit-

ing pieces of mango leaves during Hindu wedding, /imli g
h
otawe,

g
h
otai/ (< imli + Bh jutharna ‘taste food’) 0 While the dwar pooja is

taking place the bride is brought in the tent for the first time, dressed

in a white saree, to participate in a ceremony called imli ghottai, in

which the bride’s mother’s brother (maamoo) comes in the tent to

present his gift and render his blessings and dips a mango leaf into

water and gives it to the bride’s mother and bride who bite it in turn.

(Sankar 1972:25) 0 Imli Ghotai... are sung while mango leaves are

passed over the heads of the bride and bridegroom. (Ahyoung

1977:74) 0 “In truth, I eh like de imlee ghotaawe, is like jootha.”

(1990) 0 After the bath, the dulaha then begins to get dressed for the

wedding. He puts on his undergarments and is escorted to the bedi,

where the Imli Ghotaaway and Nahachu ceremonies take place. Dur-

ing the Nahachu there is the trimming and painting of the nails of

both hands and feet. (Holass-Beepath 2002:69)

immortelle mortelle 1 n Ervthrina poeppigiana [~ E. micropteryx, E.

umbrosa, Micropteryx poeppigiana], a tall cultivated and naturalized

tree reaching 25 m (80'), stout branches and a tall spiny trunk, with

thin greyish or pale brown bark. Leaves trifoliate, broadly diamond-

shaped. Flowers in racemes 10-20 cm (4-8") long, top-shaped, 5-7 mm
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(.2-.28") long, orange-scarlet, upper part ovate-elliptical, tapering to

the tip, 3-4 cm (1.2- 1.6") long, wings about 1 cm (.4") long, keel

nearly as long as the top. Fruit pod to 13 x 1-1.5 cm (5.1 x .4-.6"), with

a slender beak, opening on one side, seeds brown, usu. 2, about 1 cm
(.4") long. Tree used to provide shade to crops, esp. young cocoa

(cacao) and coffee trees, also contributes nitrogen-fixing nodules to

increase fertility of soil. When in flower it is one of the conspicuous

features of the vegetation and can be seen for miles. Tree is subject to

WITCHBROOM disease. Originally introduced from South America. =

anauca (immortelle), bois immortelle, cocoa mama, cocoa mother,

coffee mama, madre de(l) cacao, mountain immortelle 0 All the tall

trees like the Immortels amongst the cocoa have been uprooted. (Urich

24 June 1831, in de Verteuil 1995:73) 0 The Immortel (more com-

monly shortened to 'Mortel) Tree. Two species are used by the Trini-

dad planter, to shade the delicate cacao-tree: the Anauco (Erythrina

velutina Willd.) the tall clean stemmed tree with a small head of

branches high above the tops of the cacao and the low branching

Bucare (Erythrina umbrosa L.) which shades the tender cacao much
better in its early years, but gives much trouble in trimming to reduce

the shade when too umbrageous,... Yet despite the increased labour

and cost, many planters in low grounds prefer the bucare to the

anauco. In character and appearance of wood and seed, these two spe-

cies differ but little from each other to the common eye. (T.W. Carr

1894:274) 9 [Sjpeaking of “immortelle” pods. Long before the dis-

eased and decrepit shade tree has succeeded in getting the upper hand

of the [cacao], it has begun to shower down a generous quantity of

limbs on to the brittle cocoa branches, and the former are believed by

many planters to spread some sort of “die back” disease to the latter.

And when the dying immortelle itself crashes down on to the cocoa the

planter can usually figure up his loss at from $10 to $15 per crash...

Planted as a cutting the immortelle has of course, no tap root; it easily

blows down, its soft wood fragile branches are snapped by every

strong wind. Wood-boring and leaf eating insects live in and upon the

shade and readily spread to the crop tree. (POSG 23 Oct 1907:5) 0

Occasionally immortelle trees (Erythrina glauca and E. micropteryx)

may be found wild near cacao cultivation. (Beard 1946:27) 0 A dis-

tinct and notable feature that could be observed as years go by, is the

manner in which the Immortelle tree sheds its crimson flowers to

depict the cessation of the rainy season and the blooming of the Poui

tree to remind us that the dry season is about to begin. One cannot help

admiring the beautiful sight which presents itself under the branches of

the Immortelle tree. These crimson flowers falling on one another in

such orderly fashion seem to appear like a giant carpet spread around

the area of the tree. (Rampersad 1963:97) 9 Manko put the conchshell

to his lips... His head was raised at an angle to the blue sky so that the

sound would carry over the tall flaming immortelle trees which were

planted to shade the cocoa. (Selvon 1972:11) 0 With the hillsides set

aflame by their radiance and beauty, the immortelles have become a

seasonal icon for poets and artists compelled to render creative tribute.

(Morean 1992b: 3 1) 9 Towering over the cocoa trees were the imortelle

shade trees flaming with orange rooster-shaped blooms that contrasted

with the blue-green sky serrated by the Northern Range that ran from

east to west as far as the eye could see. (Boodhoo 1994:20)

2 n Erythrina fusca E. glauca], a cultivated and naturalized tree;

provides shade to crops. Flowers in clusters; pale brick or salmon

colour. = >bocare (immortelle), swamp immortelle, water immortelle

9 The Immortel (more commonly shortened to ’Mortel) Tree. Two
species are used by the Trinidad planter, to shade the delicate cacao-

tree: the Anauco... [a] tall clean stemmed tree with a small head of

branches high above the tops of the cacao and the low branching

Bucare... which shades the tender cacao much better in its early years,

but gives much trouble in trimming to reduce the shade when too

umbrageous, done also to avoid the need there would otherwise be to

remove the lower branches when they had grown so large and heavy
that their fall at that stage could not be effected without breaking the

cacao branches beneath them. Yet despite the increased labour and
cost, many planters in low grounds prefer the bucare to the anauco.

(T.W. Carr 1894:274) 9 Occasionally immortelle trees (Erythrina

glauca and E. micropteryx) may be found wild near cacao cultivation.

(Beard 1946:27) 9 The other variety is commonly known as the

swamp immortelle or water immortelle. Old-timers among us also

know it as the water mamma, bocare or bocare immortelle. This spe-

cies is found principally in low-lying districts, growing successfully

in low-lying districts, in areas subjected to seasonal waterlogging.

(Morean 1 992b:3 1 ) 9 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:62-63)

imotel bod lame, immortelle bord la mer n Erythrina pallida, a cul-

tivated and naturalized tree often planted as a hedge. Flowers narrow,

pink to light red. Fruit pod very constricted between seeds; contains

5-10 scarlet seeds with a black spot. (< immortelle + FC < Fr du bord

de la mer, ‘of the seaside’) = beau mortel, coral bean, jumbie bead5
,

sword flower, >wild immortelle

imp n A Carnival mas character in a devil, beast or dragon
band, representing the imps of hell. It has horns, tail and sometimes

wings; accompanies the DEVIL and guards the beast; makes prancing,

darting movements. (< E imp ‘a little devil or demon; an evil spirit’) 9

A pussy cat drove an advertising van, from which small imps distrib-

uted hand-bills. (Mirror 8 Mar 1 905 : 1 1 ) 9 The band of imps led on by

Devil Kings. ..seemed an attempt at band organisation which was

somewhat successful. (Argos 22 Feb 1912:4) 9 “Bats” will frisk with

many clowns. Devils and their imps will seem to tempt the unwary.

(WG 8 Mar 1930:7) 9 There was the Imp dressed in a skinfit suit of

red with a tail, and a pair of small wings and a monstrous looking

head-mask on and axe in hand... In place of the Chantrel leading the

band, the Imps led the way. (Jones 1947:45) 9 The Imps, led by a

Head Imp, are the provocateurs who goad the beast and add contrast

in movement by their mincing, darting, prancing, wheeling, elf-like

jumps, cart wheels, and pelvic gyrations. The costume is scant, con-

sisting of skin fitting torso and brief trunks with springy tail. The

Head Imp’s tail, tipped with an arrow’s head, doubles back between

his legs... Fitted headpiece with two tiny horns, and a pair of light

wings are attached to their backs. The characters carry symbols of

pleasure and vice, such as dice, cards, balls, etc. and of course the

mark of Satan himself, the symbolic trident. Adding to the dance con-

tent of this portrayal at Carnival is the symbolic ceremony of the

“Crossing of the Waters”... when any expanse of water such as a

drain in the street has to be crossed. The Head Imp goes to the edge of

the water, lifts his foot in an attempt to cross, and with great appre-

hension he keeps his foot suspended in mid air while he shuffles on

the other, waving the foot in the air then making a sort of transfer

with a hop as the waving foot becomes the support and vice versa. He
shuffles away and leaps, returns to the edge and lifts one foot in an

effort to touch the water and withdraws quickly, making tiny shuf-

fling movements with a quick shifting of his torso, counter-balanced

by half outstretched moving arms. In his hands he carries a huge char-

acter playing card made of cardboard and a bell. At the moment he

decides to leap across, there is great mime action as he goes with a

light skimming jump. The other Imps then take the cue and here we
see variations of approach and movement designs... their devilish

qualities are unleashed as they once more become tormentors of the

Beast straining on his chains. (Ahye 1978:33) 9 [Devil mas] was a

mas’ played over a lifetime. The new player began playing imp, the

lowest in the hierarchy. “No matter how much money you had you

couldn’t just come in and play Lucifer. You had to start playing imp.

and work your way up.... when a drain was broached, there was an

elaborate ballet... to cross it, and to get the beast across, in which the

face card carried by the King Imp played a large part. (EX-2 13 Feb

1994:3) 9 But most fascinating of all were the motions of the “hierar-

chies of hell.” These bands featured imps and devils compete with

wire tails and wings, horns and pitchforks. (Ganase 2000:69) 9 A
gowned Bookman entered solemnly and silently, reading “The Book
of Death”, followed by an Imp reading “The Golden Rule”. (EX 1

Mar 2003:30)

impatienate adj Impatient; in a hurry. 9 “But Isabella, why are you so

impatienate? If ah man wants to entertain his friends where must he

bring them? Not in his manor?” (Lewis 1972:78)

impressionist n Someone who tries to give a better, more powerful

image of themself than reality. (< E impress ‘produce a deep effect on
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the mind or feelings of; influence strongly’; note E impressionist, a

style of art) 0 ‘A set of impressionists, that is what they is: just giving

a impression. They don’t really want to fight. They want to make
style. They want to look pretty.’ (Lovelace 1989:100)

imri see IMLI

in 1 prep To; into, /in, in/ (< dial E ‘into’ + prob. influence fr WAfr
languages in which the same word includes E in, at, to, into )

= ina 0

Yes man, ah mek up me mine won time to go in Sangree Gran an

plant kako, so ah buy ah fue pongs ah rice, flour, fat poke an solt

fish to carry wid me, but ah buy mo fat poke dan any ting else. (PC
30 July 1904) 0 Is only now as she com in me sweet contry side no

wey dem call dance. (PC 14 Sept 1904) 0 Most of de time dem
jumpin from de fryin pan in de fire. (Mamits LPOS, TG 26 Aug
1979) 0 If it wasn’t for your nanee and your bhowji, I would mar-

ried you and take you in the country. (Sparrow “Marajhin” 1982) 0

Many times, his parents come to the home using threatening words

to try and get him back but I am not sending that child in that cruel

home. (Mirror 1983) 0 Enough is enough shout Little Man as he

pull out he ancient Tenor Pan. The Carnival soft and that is a fact.

So I going in town and bring it back. (Rudder “The Department of

Percussive Energy” 1992. pr)

2 prep With part of the body, indicating location, E on. 0 “Nine time

de man chop Jadoo in he hand.” (Ladoo 1972:77) 0 “Put some Bay
Rum in de woman head,” Pulbassia said. (Ladoo 1972:74) 0 “Instead,

the teacher just cuffed me in my head. And as she attempted to do so

again, I raised both my hands to brakes, and held on to her hand.”

(TTM22 May 1987:32) 0 “We did wash in the river. Plenty of clothes

used to loss that way. Fish used to eat out the soap. They come biting

in yuh foot.” (1990)

3 prep Included; involved in; agreeing to participate. 0 ‘Well, you in

this cocoa-picking thing a long while now. You don’t like school or

what?’ (Anthony 1967: 107) 0 I hear the tea-leaf reader good. I in that.

(Bomb Sept 1970) 0 Arima say they in that. And they don’t joke when
they start. (Kitchener “Carnival 73” 1973 pr) 0 He say he going back

every day jes to hear George Weekes arguin wid all de big pappy law-

yah an dem Texaco has. Well not me in dat high drama. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 22 Oct 1979) 0 Blues stood aside and listened. He wasn’t

in that because, for all his bulging chest and military bearing... he was

too short for the Police Force to accept him. (Lovelace 1988:34) 0 “If

the bands of the east were caught west of that area, they got in trouble

with the bands of the west and vice-versa. But All Stars was never in

that. We were always a peaceful band.” (EX 15 Oct 1989:18) 0 “Once
you said bet, I was in that.” (TTM 3 Jan 1993:8) 0 Amid the wave of

violence between husbands and wives these days, one man wants the

public to know “I’m not in that,” because his wife has left the marital

home. (Bomb 2 Feb 1996:15) 0 Ah tell them flat, Chalkie not in that.

I’m no door mat. For them Red House rats. (Chalkdust “The Tent is

the Thing” 2001 pr)

4 prep For residence, indicating the place is thought of as a country

or part of a country, rather than an island. 0 “There is a small segment

of the Caribs over on Dominica,” he adds... The on (rather than in

Dominica) betrays his North American vision. (EX 18 Oct 1987:19)

5 prep With time, during a certain period. 0 He had left their father

drinking with some friends at the College around eight o’clock in the

night. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:4)

6 prep Full of; covered in/with. 0 When I looked around, 1 noticed

that my sheet was in blood - and I was feeling a burning pain in my
right leg.

7 prep In season; plentiful. 0 AMONG the less usual or more curious

Fish recently exposed for sale in the market, were... the deep brown

but elegantly-marked ‘Cascadu’ (cascaradura) or mailed-fish of the

marshes, which had been ‘in’ for a month and more. (TC 9 Feb

1877:3) 0 Deh-een includes meanings such as ‘be in season’, ‘be in

vogue/in... fashion’, ‘be in good form’. You would have to pick the

meaning that suits a particular context. So a sentence like ‘Mango
deh-een’ would translate as ‘Mango is in season’; a sentence like

“Bell-battam pants deh-een[?]’ would translate as ‘Is it fashionable to

wear bell-bottom pants?’; and one like ‘Mi hand deh-een’ (as in a

game of marbles) as ‘My hand is in good form’. And you will

now easily understand what I mean when I say of our international

cricket team ‘West Indies nuh deh-een’. (www.triniview.com/winford

25 Apr 2001)

ina, eena prep In; into; inside, /ina/ = in
1 0 As the line was forming,

my father heard the sergeant-major of the black regiment give, what,

time out of mind, was a standing order in all West India militias,

which he did in these words: “A you wa no hab no shoe no ’tocking,

tan in a rear” (Anglice, “All you who have neither shoes nor stock-

ings, stand in the rear).” (Joseph 1838b- 1:4) 0 No bring you hefty

skin com tro um dung in ah me mami chare excepun you bring de tip-

pit an de shark (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 Me here say dat dis Peny Cuts

bisnis ar carse some peple in ar Montserrat Ward fu fly like Soucuy-

ant. (PC 3 Feb 1906) 0 Meh sure yuh read ’bout he en ah yuh history

book. (Rollocks 1975:3) 0 Boy, yuh think een ah fuh meh ole age

meh go lie to yuh? (Rollocks 1975:3) 0 Yuh seh yuh ffen ah come fuh

yuh... Eena hih motor-car. (Caesar 1990:34 in James & Youssef

2002:22) 0 Put am iina di pat. ‘Put it in(side) the pot.’... I(t) de Una di

jacket packet. ‘It’s in(side) the jacket pocket.’ ... Job de iina parla-

ment se hi a represent Tobago East. ‘Job is in the parliament pretend-

ing to represent Tobago East.’ [iina] is narrower in meaning than a,

which can replace it without material change of meaning in these sen-

tences. The Trinidadian equivalent is in(side). (James & Youssef

2002:157) 0 “Anyone ah you come inside is broom in a you’ tail.”

(Mahabir 2005:80)

in arrow see ARROW

in ass, in arse 1 phr Sticking to someone; not letting someone get

away. 0 “They have me in ass. They would not get rid of me so eas-

ily.” (1990)

2 phr Nag; harass constantly. 0 The woman always in me ass, man.

in baby phr arc Pregnant; with child. = >in the way, making baby, up 5

0 It wasn’t quite two weeks since we got in friendly, She declared she

was in baby, But I hear the gossip and hear the rumour, It was for a

Yankee soldier. (Invader “No Darling, This Child Ain’t Mine” 1942,

in Rodman 1971:219)

in bamboo phr In difficulty; abandoned; deserted; neglected. 0 Those

in authority must come out and clear the air before WASA Credit

Union members end up ‘in the bamboo' like the members of

Kirpalani’s Credit Union. (Bomb 8 May 1987:20) 0 (Haynes 1987:108)

0 He throw me and the chirren in the bamboo. 0 “Is now he go get

throw in de bamboo! He does talk too much!” (Baptiste 1993:89)

in bodow phr Being part of something; having a relationship; usu.

used in negative, /bodo/ 0 “The problem in South with steelbands

today is finance. To maintain a steelband, you have to be very finan-

cially sound, and without proper sponsorship, you not in bodow.

What’s ridiculous is that the whole world wants steelband while we
continue taking it for granted. (EX-2 28 Oct 1990:10) 0 “She thought

the man love she, but she ent in bodow.” (1990) 0 “He hang around

the PNM but he ent in bodo.” (1990)

incense (tree) 1 n Bursera simaruba, a native tree; sap is used as var-

nish and incense. = gommier 1

,
naked boy2 , >naked Indian

1

,
peeling

bark gommier, turpentine tree

2 n Protium gnianense, a tall native evergreen tree. Bark thick, pale

brown, peeling off in plates, revealing numerous leaf scars that exude

resin. Underbark pale reddish brown; when cut it exudes a strongly

scented white latex that bums freely. Leaves to 25 cm (9.7") long,

alternate, with 3-7 leaflets about 25 x 5 cm (9.7 x 2"), elliptical,

smooth, shiny, with a wavy margin and many translucent dots; pleas-

ant smell when crushed. Flowers small, pale greenish-yellow, in clus-

ters in leaf axils. Fruit 1.5 cm (.6") long, reddish when ripe; three

compartments each containing a dark brown seed in a sticky white

substance. Wood pinkish-brown, hard, heavy. = bois d’encens, kour-

ouky, loban
2

, white incense 0 (Day 1852) 0 (FTT 1929-1-2:152) 0

Trees such as the wild shapport and the “incense” were easy land-

marks along the way. (TG 16 Aug 1993:13) 0 Incense is widespread

in the Northern Range and in lowland forests in Trinidad but does not

occur in Tobago... The wood is fairly hard and heavy and purplish
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brown in colour. The resin is not collected commercially for use as

incense. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:96-97)

in crease phr Stay within bounds; keep within appropriate behaviour,

(fr cricket, area where batsman is allowed to bat) 0 Dookeran how-

ever is keeping Suruj in his crease. (Bomb 19 Oct 1990:3)

increase n A larger amount, esp. in reference to salary; AmE raise
,

BrE rise. 6 “You spoke to him about my increase?” Andre asked, (de

Boissiere 1956) 0 “I feel the oil company can pay the increase the

workers are asking for.” (Blast 13 Oct 1989:12)

in crop phr Harvest period, esp. in reference to sugar-cane, i.e. from

usual end of rains at the beginning of January, through March and

April, with sometimes a smaller harvest in June. 0 The system of

indentureship gave the planters a core group of resident, unfree

labourers whose work was completely dependable; they were usually

sufficient to meet the out-of-crop demand for labour, while during

crop they provided the stable nucleus of a labour force which could

be supplemented by resident free workers and non-resident labour.

(Brereton 1979:178) 0 Daily paid labourers, in the 1870s, were

expected to work five days a week ‘out of crop’ and six days ‘in crop’

at any agricultural operation. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:8)

Indar Sabha n arc A traditional Indian dance portraying heavenly

dignitaries in love with earthly beauties. (< H Indra ‘king of the

devatas , divinities’ + sabha ‘assembly; meeting; company’) = Indra

Sabha 0 “Indar Sabha” was the dance performed [at a wed-

ding], ...Men performed the female parts. All actors sang and danced.

(Alladin 1970:23) 0 The Indar Sabha which involved five queens,

had love as its central theme. The plot began with a dream. (OPNL
Mar 1989:2) 0 Amongst the early dance dramas introduced were:

Indar Sabha, Harischandra
,
Rahasmandal , Nagara , Hindico (horse

dance), Sarwaneer. These dramas told the story of kings, battles, hon-

our, keeping a promise and valour. They were done entirely by male

dancers since it was considered not proper for women to dance in

public. (Ramlakhan 1990a:7)

indenture, indentureship n obs A contract by which a person is

bound to work for a certain period of time, usu. involving the outlay

of transportation and expenses by the employer, which the person

repays in labour. Usu. refers to the system of contract labour from

India, which lasted in Trinidad & Tobago from 1845 to 1917; also

refers to contract arrangements for Africans entering Trinidad after

the abolition of the slave trade. (< E indenture ‘contract by which a

person binds himself to service’) 0 “These cases of violence here

have for the most part occurred among coolies in the earlier stages of

the indenture, when their habits and prejudices have been but little

modified by a [sojourn] among strangers.” (Agent General of Immi-

gration 1872, in Trotman 1986:170) 0 The essential element of the

indentureship system was a long contract with a single employer,

maintained by the sanctions of the criminal law. From 1862, immi-

grants signed up for a five-year indenture, during which they could

not leave their employer, demand higher wages, live off the estate

they were assigned to, or refuse the work given them to do... Once the

indenture had expired, however, they became free, although even

time-expired Indians continued to be subjected to certain restrictions

which did not apply to the rest of the population. After the indenture-

ship was over, the Indian was granted a ‘certificate of industrial resi-

dence’, a sort of ‘free paper’ certifying that the person’s indenture

had expired and that he was a ‘free’ Indian. Even then, he was not

entitled to a free return passage until a total of ten year’s residence in

the colony had been completed. After 1895, immigrants had to pay a

proportion of the cost of their repatriation. (Brereton 1979: 178)

indentured 1 adj obs Bound by contract to work under special condi-

tions, including assignment to a particular employer, and restricted

freedom of movement. = bound4 0 Sookdao, a male East Indian

immigrant, indentured to La Chaguaramus estate stands in bodily fear

of Gungadeen, a fellow countryman of the same estate. (POSG 2 May
1907:6) 0 “Damn coolie! He forget they bring his father here from

India as an indentured estate labourer?” (de Boissiere 1956:64) 0 An
“indenture” means a contract, and the indentured Indians signed a

contract before they left India which bound them to accept certain

terms. For the period that their indenture lasted, they were not free.

They could not leave their employer. They could not demand higher

wages, live off the estate they were assigned to, or refuse the work

given them to do. Once the indenture had expired, however, they

became free, and if they remained in Trinidad, their legal status was

not different from that of the rest of the population. (Brereton

1985:23) 0 [M]ost, though perhaps not all, of [these] Africans

referred to arrived in Trinidad not as slaves but with the legal status of

immigrant indentured laborers. (Wamer-Lewis 1991:7)

2 n obs A person under an indentured labour contract. 0 When the

free workers contemplated withholding their services, they had to

consider that the critical work might continue to be done by the

indentureds. (Haraksingh 1985:160)

Independence Day n A public holiday celebrated on August 31st,

commemorating the independence from colonial status attained by

Trinidad & Tobago on August 31st, 1962. 0 At midnight on 30th

August, 1962, the Union Jack (British flag) was lowered and the Trin-

idad and Tobago flag was raised for the first time. Bells tolled and

sirens rang out to herald the birth of the newly independent nation.

This first Independence Day was marked by more than a week of fes-

tivities and events across the country from August 28 to September

05, 1962 ... Today, Independence Day is celebrated with military-

style parades held at the Queens Park Savannah, Port of Spain and in

Scarborough, Tobago. In Trinidad, the parade is inspected by the

Head of State who, from 1962-1976, was the Governor General (i.e.

the Queen’s representative in Trinidad and Tobago). When Trinidad

and Tobago achieved Republican status in 1976, the President then

assumed this role. The Chief Secretary, who is the leader of the

Tobago House of Assembly, heads the Tobago parade. After the offi-

cial activities at the parade grounds, the contingents march through

the streets to the accompaniment of live music played by the bands of

the various forces (e.g. Police, Fire and Prison bands). ... The evening

is usually marked by the presentation of National Awards in a cere-

mony held at the President’s House, (http://library2.nalis.gov.tt, Dec

2007)

Independence Square n An area of several blocks in Port of Spain

near the waterfront, between the Roman Catholic cathedral on the

east to Wrightson Road; it was originally known as King Street, then

MARINE Square. The Brian Lara Promenade, the landscaped area

that runs down the centre of the square, was so designated ca. 1996.

(fr name change in honour of national independence in 1962) 0 Inde-

pendence Square was laid out on reclaimed swampland in 1816...

Really an avenue of trees with double traffic lanes on either side, it

was first known as King Street, later changed to Marine Square, and

became Independence [Square] in 1962, when Trinidad and Tobago

ended colonial rule. From one end to the other, the dusty concrete

Square is the very hub of business life in the city. (Mills 1988:130)

Indian 1 n A person belonging to the indigenous tribes of North and

South America, usu. in reference to their portrayal in Carnival
mas bands. See Black Indian, Blue Indian, Red Indian,

Warahoon, Wild Indian. 0 There were the usual Indians, blue

and red, yankees, bats, devils, ghosts and the like. (Mirror 8 Feb

1910:7) 0 Indians and yankees and rough riders were more numerous

than clowns. (Mirror 7 Mar 1916:7) 0 Carnival Competition: [Win-

ners] Best Wild Indian, Best Disciplined Sailor Band, ... Best Indian

Band. (WG 8 Mar 1930:8-9)

2 n An immigrant person bom in India, or, now, a locally bom person

of Indian descent. = coolie, Indo-Trinidadian. 0 I think we have got

too great an admixture of races at the present moment; as we advance

further there are large numbers of Indians becoming educated, who,

after they become educated, seem to mix more with the Creoles than

perhaps the originals do. (Comm. Franchise 1888-2:22) 0 Under the

immense iron roof that stretched from Charlotte Street to George

Street Negroes, Indians, Syrians, Chinese and mixtures of these and

other nationalities stood in dense crowds about the stalls, (de Boissiere

1956:141) 0 Same time he see Rahamut, the Indian tailor. “What

happening Indian, things looking good with you.” (Selvon 1960b:

112) 0 ‘You mean the Indian man - Gidharee?’ ‘Yes. Her mother is

creole.' (Anthony 1967:10) 0 Attitudes are hard to change and Hindi
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is still considered an oddity. There are still non-Indians who remark:

“they are talking Indian”, thereby failing to separate linguistic and

non-linguistic facts. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:6) 0 In this village where I

began fieldwork in early 1971 All ah we is one was a commonly
heard assertion coming from both Africans and Indians. Yet, as

national elections approached the village noticeably polarised. (Stewart

1991:155-6)

Indian Arrival Day n A national holiday held on May 30th, formally

established in 1994 as Arrival Day and in 1995 as Indian Arrival Day,

commemorating the arrival on May 3, 1845 of the first ship carrying

indentured labourers from India to Trinidad. 0 One Sunday afternoon

in May, 1982, I went to the Maha Sabha headquarters at St. Augus-

tine to attend a celebration of Indian Arrival Day. This was a recently

instituted annual occasion - that year the seventh, I believe - in com-

memoration of an event, obscure in its time but, in retrospect, of great

historical and sentimental significance - the arrival in Trinidad, on

May 3, 1845, of the first contingent of “bound coolies” from the

Indian port of Calcutta on board the ship Fatel Rozack. (Espinet

1984:6) 0 Members of several Hindu organisations and residents of

Central Trinidad celebrate Indian Arrival Day with a procession from

St Mary’s junction to Waterloo where Siew Dass Sadhu built a tem-

ple in the sea. (EX 18 May 1993:2) 0 Indian Arrival Day observances

are occasion for lament and celebration... “These two expressions of

contradiction will emerge in artistic brilliance in the next two years.”

(TG 2 May 1993:16) 0 While this momentous event has been cele-

brated among the East Indian community in Trinidad and Tobago for

many years, it was not until 1994 that it was made an official public

holiday. It was called Arrival Day. In 1995, it was re-named Indian

Arrival Day. On 30th May each year, Indian Arrival Day commemo-
rates this momentous event by staging a re-enactment of the arrival of

the Fatel Razack at various beaches throughout Trinidad and

Tobago. There is also music and dance, and outstanding members of

the community are honoured for their contributions to society.

(http://library2.nalis.gov.tt Dec 2007)

Indian basket, injun basket, engine basket n arc Flat-sided suitcase-

like basket woven from TERITE, sometimes with straps on both sides

to be carried on the back, (fr its Amerindian original design) = gua-

yare 0 One day in question he saw a fine looking Cobress woman pas-

sin’ with an Injun basket on her head. (Parsons 1933:34) 0 My father

used to carry all the messages in an Indian basket. 0 Mi grandmother

used to go Venezuela with she engine basket.

Indian Carnival n A Hindu festival celebrating the end of the old year

and beginning of the new year, celebrated with songs, and public

throwing of ABIR (dye). = Holi, >Phagwa 0 No wonder the Phagwa is

usually called the “Indian carnival” because of the present emphasis

on “secular fun,” the “goles” are now called “bands” and tassa

(Indian drum) playing is an important item. (Phagwa 1983)

Indian champagne n A bitterly ironic term for liquid poison, usu.

pesticide or herbicide, taken to commit suicide. = coolie tonic, Indian

cocktail, >Indian tonic 0 He also said that the agent most frequently

used for committing suicide is Gramaxone also called “Indian tonic”,

Indian cocktail and Indian champagne. (Bomb 1985)

Indian cocktail n A bitterly ironic term for liquid poison, usu. pesti-

cide or herbicide, taken to commit suicide. = coolie tonic, Indian

champagne, >Indian tonic 0 He also said that the agent most fre-

quently used for committing suicide is Gramaxone also called “Indian

tonic”, Indian cocktail and Indian champagne. (Bomb 1985)

Indian ink n Renealmia alpinia, a native ginger-like plant. Fruits

fleshy, ovoid, first scarlet, becoming dark blackish-crimson on matu-

rity, yielding a blackish-crimson dye. = cockshum root, dye plant, ink

bush/plant, >mardi gras 0 Indian ink. (MNP 2007)

Indian jam n A joking reference to PEPPER SAUCE, (fr the extensive

use of pepper sauce in Indian cuisine) 0 Gi me some of that Indian

jam. This roti needs some heat!

Indian mustard n Brassica juncea, a cultivated plant with edible

leaves. = moutarde, mustard, wild mustard 0 (Laurence 1976:3)

Indian tonic n A bitterly ironic term for liquid poison, usu. pesticide

or herbicide, taken to commit suicide, (fr association with suicide of

young Indian Trinidadians + tonic ‘medicinal liquid’) = coolie tonic,

Indian champagne, Indian cocktail 0 [He] said Hindus between the

ages of 15 and 29 have a high rate of suicide cases. He also said that

the agent most frequently used for committing suicide is Gramaxone
also called “Indian tonic”, Indian cocktail and Indian champagne.

(Bomb 1985) 0 So if yuh sick, come in we district, for Indian tonic.

(Calypso Prince “From Caroni with Love” 1993) 0 Chemicals such as

Paraquat (also known as “Indian tonic” or Gramoxone) and Dieldrin

are well known locally, but are under severe restriction in the US.

(TTM 28 Nov 1993:28) 0 Indian Tonic... Another name for the weed
killer Gramaxone (paraquat), so named for [its] popularity among sui-

cidal Trinidadians of East Indian descent, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr
2001)

indigo berry n Randia aculeata, a native shrub, usu. spiny. Leaves

obovate-elliptical, to 4 x 2 cm (1.6 x .8"), leathery. Flowers single or

in threes. Fruit an 8-12 mm (.3-.47") berry containing many small

seeds, (fr dark bluish colour of fruit pulp and juice) = >ink berry,

prickle bush 0 (FTT 1928-2-1:23)

indigo snake n Drymarchon corais corais, a snake. (< AmE indigo

snake for this species, fr slight black/blue coloration) = clibo
5

, corais

snake, cribo
1

, >yellow-tail(ed) cribo, yellow-tail(ed) (rat) snake 0

(Greenhall 1977)

individual n In CARNIVAL MAS, one of several unique costumes

worn by only one person; in size and elaboration less than the KING
and QUEEN but more than the section costumes. 0 INDIVIDUAL,
elaborate mas’ costume accompanying a particular section of a

mas’ band, second in importance to King and Queen of the band.

(Gallaugher 1991:293) 0 Gregory Medina was named King of

Carnival with his portrayal Tonight is De Bongo Night from the band

Cruisin

’

by Poison. He was also named Male Individual of the Year.

Denis Duncan won the Queen of the Bands competition with Illusion

ofLight and Life from the band Quelque Chose by D’Midas Associ-

ates. She is also Female Individual of the Year. (Jacob et al 1992:27)

0 “Well it had a group of us who used to play mas in the early seven-

ties,” he remembers. “... I played individual for Stephen Lee Heung
for years.” (EG 9 Jan 1994:2)

Indo-Trinidadian n A Trinidadian of East Indian descent. 0 The

calypsonians... both agreed that calypsoes have generally been unfair

to the Indo-Trinidadian. (TG 13 Apr 1988:16) 0 Almost every Sunday

afternoon, Indo-Trinidadians are glued to their television sets, making

sure they spend the two to three hours enjoying the midday Indian

movie with their favourite film stars. (Bomb 21 Sept 1990:19) 0 Chut-

ney, Indo-Trinidad style, has even found its way back to India where

it is accepted and enjoyed with relish. (EX-S 16 Dec 1990:43) 0 Nev-

ertheless, the book remains a distinctly Jamaican publication. Its

discussion of breakfast food, for example, makes no mention about

sada roti, the breakfast staple in the homes of thousands of Indo-

Trinidadian[s]. (TTR Oct 1992:32) 0 Nationality is fast becoming the

common denominator creating an overarching nationhood that allows

diversity in unity. This gives new meaning to the assertion: “I am
Indian,” properly interpreted that means: “I am an Indo-Trinidadian

or Indo-Tobagonian;” the “I am Chinese” must now be translated: “I

am Sino-Trinidadian or Sino-Tobagonian;” likewise, “I am African"

actually means:: “I am Afro-Trinidadian or Afro-Tobagonian.”

Indeed, the socio-cultural identities of the different ethnic groups so

closely resemble one another in essentials, particularly among the

children and young adults who share the same social status, as to be

indistinguishable. Some important differences remain at the level of

the older heads who try to uphold their cultures which they attempt

consciously to pass on to the younger ones, with varying degrees of

success. (Millett 1993:154-155)

Indra Sabha n arc A traditional Indian dance-drama. (< H Indra

‘king of the devatas, divinities’ ‘+ sabha ‘assembly; meeting; com-

pany’) = >Indar Sabha 0 Indrasabha, Raajaa Harishchandra,

Gopichand and Sarwameer were very popular dance dramas at one

time among Indians of Trinidad. So were the Ramaleela, Krishnaleela

and Rasmandal dance dramas. Now Indian films and their songs have

almost killed these traditional shows. (Jha 1973:35-6) 0 By World
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War I, the Indra Sabha and Raja Harischandra dance dramas

appeared. These were introduced by Nanhay and Surujdeen, immi-

grants from India, in a coarse and crude display. The sarangi, sitar

and dholak provided music... Today... The Indra Sabha dance-drama

that was once such a great attraction, has been laid to eternal rest.

(Ramaya 1992:22)

industrial residence n obs In the system of INDENTURED 1

labour, a

period of time after the completion of the original indentureship con-

tract, in which the person could work more freely, but still under

restrictions. 0 During the five years of his indenture, and his further

five year period of “industrial residence” if he decided to remain in

Trinidad, the Indian was circumscribed by a host of rules and regula-

tions. (Ottley 1978:6) 0 Indians... entered as agricultural labourers

under a contract to work on sugar and, later, cocoa plantations for a

specified period - usually five years for males and three years for

females, were entitled - until 1 895 - to a free return passage to India

if they remained in Trinidad for a further five years, completing what

was termed an “industrial residence”. They could then legally take

back with them whatever savings they had accumulated. (Singh

1985:33) 0 The [Indian indentured] immigrant on arrival was

assigned to a plantation where he was bound to work for 3 years.

After that, he had 2 years to go to complete his ‘industrial residence’

during which he could re-indenture himself to any plantation, or pur-

sue another occupation - provided he paid a special tax. Only after

the five years was completed did he receive his ‘free paper’. How-
ever, he was not yet entitled to his free return passage: he first had to

remain in the colony for an additional five years. And after 1895

indentureds were forced to pay a proportion of the cost of returning to

India. (Johnson 1988b:32)

in fashion phr arc In season; plentiful. = >in
7
0 Alligator pears could

not be had, nor mangoes, and they merely laughed when we men-

tioned pineapples. None of them was “in fashion.” And no one knew
when the new season began. (Bowman & Bowman 1939:64)

influenza n arc The common cold, characterized by a runny nose,

sneezing and feeling feverish. (< E influenza-cold ‘any severe respi-

ratory catarrh, with runny nose’) = >fresh cold 0 (Inniss 1910)

informations n Announcements, esp. death notices. = intimations 0

When they say in the informations “better known as Pelau” that is his

home name.

in front 1 prep In front of, between the viewer and something else.

(< E in front, indicating that something is immediately facing the

viewer, or between the viewer and something else, e.g “All the people

were standing in the square, with the men in front”; + infront of indi-

cating that something is between the viewer and something else, e.g.

“The people were standing in front of the house.”) 0 Rubina was the

girl I saw, One morning, standing in front her door. (Caresser

“Rubina” 1938) 0 Ah was in time to see a blind fella, Kne[e]ling

down in front the faith healer, Wapps he got back his sight, And he

went to Theatre the very night. (Spoiler “The Faith Healer” 1951 pr)

0 “Even an obeahman ’fraid to pass in front he house... fuss dat boy

blight.” (Heat 14 Oct 1989:16) 0 “I instructed my wife to pack some
food items in a basket, while the man paced nervously in front my
car-port.” (Bomb 20 July 1990:11) 0 You been sitting in front the

shop all morning: anybody ask for me? (Selvon 1 99 1 d: 1 43)

2 prep In preference to; rather than. 0 “I've eaten horse. I wouldn’t go

to buy it in front of beef.” (1986)

in fruit phr Having fruit on the tree; bearing. 0 There was a big

cashew tree on Pierre Hill and it was in fruit. As I walked out of our

yard I picked up a few stones to see if I could pelt down a cashew.

(Anthony 1 967 : 1 1

)

ingenios n obs A sugar estate. (< Sp ingenio de azucar ‘sugar mill or

plantation’) 0 (de Verteuil 1858:299)

in glee phr To someone’s delight; excited; excitable. 0 In e glee: rid-

ing on the crest of the wave. (Haynes 1987:158) 0 Santiago could

not stomach the fishy smell and would put her hand kerchief to her

nose, but she was in glee seeing the sea gulls darting from above
taking the dead fishes floating in the sea. (Doodnath 1989:19-20) 0

“So yuh in yuh glee since de lawyer read out yuh husban’ will eh!”

(Baptiste 1993:90)

ingrato n obs Several species of introduced Ficus, parasitic climbing

trees. Note: Some authors also identify species of Clusia by this

name, including the native C. palmacida and C. rosea. = agali, arali,

devilwood
2

,
figuier

1

,
>matapal, matapalo, Scotch attorney, Scotch-

man, Scotchman hugging creole, Scottish attorney (Ficus)', bowl dish

(F. yoponensis) 0 The fig-tree, with its hundred trunks, twisted its

ungrateful leaves,* like the convolutions of immense serpents, round

its neighbouring trees, which soon must fall beneath its insidious

embraces. The extraordinary means which this last wonderful tree

uses to aggrandise itself, by destroying its neighbours, seem more to

belong to animal instinct, than to mere vegetation. * The Spaniards

call these leaves, which at first get support from surrounding trees,

and then destroy them, los ingratos. The English negroes give them

the less poetical, but more humorous name of Kotchman (hugging

creole). (Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 1 39) 0 Its seeds, passing through birds

which have eaten its fruit, get embedded in the moss on the limbs of

other trees. Here they germinate, and the young plant sends down to

the earth tender twigs scarcely thicker than string. These twist round

the tree, and on reaching the ground take root, and increase in size

and strength until the tree on which they first came into existence is

literally strangled. For this reason this parasitical fig-tree was called

by the Spaniards el ingrato, and is now known as, the ‘scotch attor-

ney’ or ‘Scotsman hug creole.’ (Aspinall 1928)

in grip phr Under control; doing what someone wants. (< E grip ‘firm

hold or grasp’) = (under) heavy manners 0 In grip. (John 1973) 0

“[He] always said that he wanted a girl child. He used to say that any

woman who had a girl child for him would have him in grip.” (TTM
26 Aug 1986:17) 0 “The girl (waitress) had been depressed for some-

time, and this may have enabled the spirit to put her in grip.” (TTM

4

Feb 1996:2) 0 He boasts, too, that he financed the PNM during its

election campaign and has certain ministers and senior police officers

in grip. (TTM 10 Dec 1993:3) 0 But is two weeks now that the bird

from the Main come and stay and Papa settle cool cool for that...

Fatty had Papa in grip. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:50)

in house phr Living together in the same house. See also PUT IN

HOUSE. 0 [She] says she can stand no more of it from the 35-year-old

man who has been “living in house” with her for the past seven years.

(Punch 3 Jan 1993:11)

injun basket see Indian basket

ink berry n Randia aculeata, a native shrub, usu. spiny. Leaves obo-

vate-elliptical, to 4 x 2 cm (1.6 x .8"), leathery. Flowers single or in

threes. Fruit a 8-12 mm (,3-.47") berry containing many small seeds,

(fr dark bluish colour of fruit pulp and juice) = indigo berry, prickle

bush 0 (FTT 1928-2-1:23)

ink plant, ink bush n Renealmia alpinia, a native ginger-like plant,

with stout creeping rhizomes. Fruits produced from flowering stalks

arising from base of the plant; up to 40 per spike. Fruits fleshy, ovoid,

first scarlet becoming dark blackish-crimson on maturity, about 3x2
cm (1.2 x .8"), aromatic, and yielding a blackish-crimson dye when
crushed. Each seed surrounded by a soft white or orange aril. = cock-

shum root, dye plant, Indian ink, >mardi gras 0 (FTT 1967-3-2:17) 0

The Ginger Family’s most spectacular and distinctive member is ...

known locally as Mardi Gras, Ink Plant or Dye Plant. It can be easily

recognized by its fruit from which it gets its local names... The dye is

used for ink by rural children and accounts for the names Ink Plant or

Dye Plant. (Morean 1992L:34) 0 Ink bush. (MNP 2007)

in more trouble than brown see MORE TROUBLE THAN BROWN
in mouth see HAVE IN MOUTH
in noise phr Not on good terms; having a long-standing quarrel. 0

Look you know say we in noise wey you come and siddown next to

me for, eh? (Ottley 1971:72) 0 “The PM and the Minister are appar-

ently in noise, and so the Minister’s delegation didn’t get approval.”

(1997)

in nothing phr Harmless; without power, pull, say. 0 Don’t be afraid,

he isn’t in nothing. (ESTT 1956)

in numbers see NUMBERS
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in pain phr Suffering mental torture; under pressure. 0 I in pain over

this income tax return. 0 “He have we in pain with he views on how
to run de business.” (Baptiste 1993:89)

in pard with, in pade with, in paid with phr For two people in a

game or contest, e.g. an election, to cheat by cooperating secretly

with another play in order to defeat someone else. See also PLAY
PARD. (< pard~ ‘in partnership with’) 0 “Only one person beside

me could give punters seppi.” “You mean Pretty Boy working in

pade with people outside, telling them what to bet, and collecting

both side?” (Hill 1966c:22) 0 “You too honest to bet, eh Pretty

Boy? Who you give to bet for you? Who you in pade with?” (Hill

1966c:26)

in power see power, in

in print phr Usu. of people, physically resemble someone closely,

usu. of a child and parent. 0 That is the father in print! 0 That child is

she sister in print.

in rage phr An intensifier, usu. positive, emphasizing the large, grand,

superlative, impressive, or exaggerated quality of something. See also

FATHER. 0 (Haynes 1987:158) 0 “Is fete in ah rage when we bounce

up over the weekend.” (Baptiste 1993:89) Whenever you go with

them down the islands, is food in a rage!

in sauce phr Continually and relentlessly criticizing or harassing. 0

Blasting Mayor Williams is nothing new in the city as far as vendors

are concerned. But when one woman "buss de mark” that His Wor-

ship is being groomed for parliamentary honours and that he might

“fight on a PNM ticket,” all hell broke loose. “Eef we have tuh rent

we own microphone, we in de mayor arse, we een he sauce. We don't

want dat man.” (Bomb 14 Sept 1990:6)

insek n The innertube valve stem on a bicycle or car tire. (< E insert

‘something placed into’) 0 I had was to put in a new insek.

inside 1 adv Off the main road. 0 He was a Port-of-Spain boy visiting

his grandparents, who have a plantation some four miles “inside”.

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 1-F85-D80)

2 prep Of a road, some distance from; off a side road or path. 0 “Is

inside this road Yacoob Meah living but let me turn and come back,”

the driver interrupted Champa’s thought. (Maharaj 1994:3 1

)

inside job n A cold sweat, resulting for example, fr taking a purge

such as senna, (fr the sweat resulting fr ingesting something into the

stomach) 0 You getting a good inside job with that,

in skin phr In the buttocks; in the backside; also more generally for

difficulties or suffering. = in tail 0 An de nex ting we know... is com-
mission in BWIA skin and warrant out for two tesses and dem, who
buy more dan a million ticket, sell dem an ent pay for dem. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 2 Oct 1977)

in something phr Having a romantic relationship, in a favourable situ-

ation; conspiracy; plotting together. = in ting, in with 0 Rosalie was

just staring at me. She had never actually said she liked me but now
she was looking at me so icily it was as though 1 had done a crime.

Then she was staring at the grass. Then she said, “You two in

something?” (Anthony 1967:129) 0 You could see dem two was in

something together.

inspector n A rank of Spiritual Baptists. 0 Warriors, Command-
ers, Inspectors, and Judges are the highest-ranking church members.

They settle disputes among other high-ranking church members,

oversee mission programs, and serve as a court of appeal on matters

of church policy. (Glazier 1983:54)

insultive adj Insulting; rude. (< E insult + -ative ‘having the habit of)

0 “You don’t even want me to touch your fence now... but you don’t

have to be so insultive with it”. (Naipaul 1958:34)

in tail phr In the buttocks; in the backside; also more generally for dif-

ficulties or suffering. = in skin 0 Dat was one ting wit dem longtime

teachers an parents. Dey love tuh speechify like ah Midnight Robber

before dey bus lash in yuh tail. (Foster 1990:62)

intercol n Originally, sports events matches between St. Mary’s

College and Queen’s Royal College. Subsequently were added

Fatima, and other northern and southern colleges; during expansion

in 1970s, the league came to include many government secondary

schools and high schools as well. (< E inter- ‘between’ + college) 0

Drums roll and irons ring as rival spectators encroach the field

screaming chants of support... soccer heroes jockey for ball posses-

sion, defending school and honour in a more businesslike manner
than usual as skills and frills are shoved aside for grit and determina-

tion. This is Intercol; one slip and you’re out. (EX-Jr 30 Sept 1990:20)

0 Every year at this time fever grips this land - Intercol fever. In the

1920’s most of the masters at QRC - then the leading school - were

either Oxford or Cambridge graduates. They brought a bit of their

homeland here when they instituted an annual match between QRC
and the other ranking school, St Mary’s College. The Oxford/Cam-

bridge rivalry was under-scored by the fact that St Mary’s was run by

Irish priests and QRC by Englishmen. ... Whereas the Intercol of the

twenties was the exclusive preserve of the “prestige” schools, the

competition today is open to all secondary schools with a coming

together of boys from teams of varying quality. With that there was

bound to be a levelling of standards and while one would have hoped

that the standard of all would have risen, it is no surprise that it has

instead fallen to the lowest common denominator. (TTR Oct 1991:35)

interfere 1 v Bother; harass. Note: In SE, usu. ‘meddle in something;

take part in something to which you have no right’. (< dial E interfere

‘cause annoyance or hindrance’) 0 Now Joe woking in de red house

she playing bad becos she ent have to put she tray pon she hed to sell

froof to get a dinner, but de red house go don soon, before she inter-

fere with me she better go and cook she Joe food. (PC 24 Sept 1904)

0 [He] told His Worship that he was an Abyssinian soldier and Haile

Selassie was his King and not King George. The policeman interfered

with him and all he said was that King George was the white man’s

King and Selassie the black man’s King. (TG 23 Jan 1936:12) 0 You
can be young and cute. Ah don’t want no young girl in truth. Twenty

two years ah here. Not a young girl I interfere. (Organizer “Old

Woman Champ” 1971 pr) 0 Joe, the small boy in her story runs afoul

of his guardian Mama Lambee for interfering with the neighbour’s

long mangoes and it was blows like peas for young Joe. (Blast 22

Aug 1986:14) 0 He gave her a few slaps because she was interfering

with his wife. (Blast 13 Oct 1989:9) 0 “I want some justice... And I

want the police to stop this woman from interfering with me other-

wise I will chop her up and then stand the consequences.” (TTM 14

Nov 1989:19) 0 "When I called the Apiary Division about the bees

they told me they no longer interfere with bees on electricity poles

since they had trained two TTEC employees to do that type of work.”

(TTM 14 Jan 1994:18)

2 v Molest sexually. (< BrE interfere ‘molest sexually’) 0 A male

teacher with a knack for interfering with female students at a Tobago

school is still on the loose. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:10) 0 “Once there was

a... [girl here] who became pregnant and... I asked her which one of

the boys interfered with her. (TTM 17 Nov 1989:32) 0 [He reported]

that the child’s real father had sexually assaulted her. It was then that

the girl told the cop that [her step-father] had interfered with her.

(TTM 13 July 1990:1)

intersplus(i) n In playing rummy, a card that fits a gap in a sequence

of numbers, at a critical point in the game. 0 Intersplus - right

between Apang and Globe. 0 I get a intersplusi and put it right

between Ma Bubby and Choon.

in that see IN
3

in the way see IN WAY
in thing, in ting, in tings, in things phr Have influence; be making

progress; be doing well; often to be successful in a romantic relation-

ship. 0 “They ain’t have a pick-up here? We could use some music

bad.” “Boy, when I tell you these people ain’t in one thing.” (Hart

1966:23) 0 In ting - have a good time, enjoy. (John 1973) 0 The trou-

ble with those Arabs is they feel people in Trinidad don’t know about

them, and they coming here to play they in ting. (Bomb 1977) 0 “You

could get yuhself in ting eh gyul!” (Baptiste 1993:90) 0 “Ah hear you

and Keshto wife in thing, everybody talking about that.” (Maharaj

1994:22) 0 ‘Is the last time I in this thing.’ (Boodhoo 1994:185)

intimation(s) n Obituary; death notices; esp. as broadcast on the

radio. See also CRIER l’interrement, dead MESSAGE. (< arc E
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intimation 'formal or legal notification or announcement’) = infor-

mations 0 “The funeral of the late Amelia Fernandes takes place at

4:30 this afternoon from the St. Francis Roman Catholic Churh, and

thence to the St. Andrew Cemetery according to Roman Catholic

rites. Friends and relatives are asked to accept this intimation.”

(Clarke 1979:120) 0 Friends and relatives are kindly asked to accept

these intimations, (radio 1990)

in trouble for phr Pregnant by. (< colloq. E in trouble ‘pregnant’ +

for
5
) 0 “Ah dream,” she said, “dis po’ chile was in trouble for a white

boy.” (Flercules 1961:65)

in true phr Really; very. (< in truth + E true , with meaning of E truly)

= >in truth, in truth and in fact 0 I starting to believe is a love thing, in

true, because nobody calling them on the phone, but they only finding

they way to Super house. (Pires 1 995e: 1 5)

in truth phr Really; very. (< E in truth 'in reality; truly’, but usu. used

in a more formal or literary context) = in true, in truth and in fact 0

“Compere, what happenin’” she asked, addressing a big man in a

khaki shirt. “Le Maitre cornin’ out,” he replied with a smile. “In

truth?” she said with surprise and pleasure. “I well glad to hear. Fie

been in there long enough.” (de Boissiere 1956:235) 0 'You like the

dress I buy for you, in truth?’ (Lovelace 1968:50) 0 ‘But this boy rude

in truth yeh.’ (Ladoo 1974:79) 0 “You right in trute oui.” (Bain

1974:50) 0 You sick in truth... You going off your head and talking

rubbish. (Selvon 199 Id: 176) 0 But I eh saying nothing, I hope they

prepared for disaster in truth, dem so will find out in time. (Tante

Tante, TG 25 Sept 1993:17)

in truth and in fact phr Really; actually; an emphatic form, (fir com-

bination of E in truth and in fact both essentially meaning 'actually;

really’) = in true, in truth 0 She grandmudder tell she is ah straight

case ah obeah, an’ dat Johnny is really ah fowl-cock in disguise, an’

dat in trut’ an’ in fact he still in Trinidad. (Keens-Douglas 1984:48)

in two-twos phr Immediately; quickly; instantly, (prob. fr two sec-

onds, as a very short period of time) 0 In two two’s ah see a thin black

lengere Indian woman coming to me. (Forum 17/24 April 1988:5) 0

Pastor Richards blessed everything and we built that community

center in two two’s. (Stewart 1989:137) 0 Aye, yuh remember dem
hurrypot yuh mudder use tuh cook longtime? Dat food sweet too bad.

Ah could still remember one ah de hurriest pot: Com beef an rice.

Every now an den, I mehself does drop ah com beef an rice on dem.

In two-twos I could fix yuh up. (Foster 1990:47) 0 In two-two’s [he]

spin around and “duss it” back among the shadows. (Bomb 15 Jan

1993:25) 0 “Nobby treatin’ the boys.” And in two-twos the mm shop

full up with people, and a big big fete start up - one time! (Alleyne-

Forte 1994: 10) 0 'In two twos the dry cassava does curdle.’ (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:184)

inward fever n A fever in which the person feels very hot inside, but

shows no outward signs such as sweating or high oral temperature.

Often suspected in cases of pretending illness. 0 The oral temperature

was taken. I told him he had no fever and that we expected a day’s

work from him. He helpfully explained to me: “Doctor, what you do

is all right in America, for outward fevers, but in Trinidad it is

different. In Trinidad we does have a inward fever." (Downs
1964:377) 0 Den dey seh dey roas’in’, wid inwerd fevah. (Haynes

1987:68) 0 She recommended citronera ('citronelle’/fever grass) tea

without milk for calentura por dentro - inward fever. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:180-1)

in way phr Pregnant; expecting a child. (< E in the family way) = in

baby, making baby, up 5
0 Have you any children with Clara Narine?

- Two, but she is now in the way. (TG 1 August 1919:3) 0 I met

Emelda in nineteen forty, Three months in the way but unknowing to

me. (Terror “Chinese Children Calling Me Daddy” 1950 pr) 0

“Watch she an tell meh if yuh ent fine she looking as if she in the

way.” (Lewis 1972:16) 0 Yuh mudder who always inna de way, did

warn yuh doh leh de bwoys an dem get farse wid yuh. (Macfarlane

1997:80)

in with phr Close with; intimate with. 0 “This man’s pretty good for

himself too. I hear he’s in with a few of the girls around here

already.” (Stewart 1989:56)

in young see young 2

iridescent blue night n Euptychia junia, a butterfly, wingspan 3.8 cm
(1.5"). In female, nearly all forewing is brown, with iridescent blue

showing only in area just over the inner margin. Found in shady under-

growth and moist surroundings; low flying. 0 (Barcant 1970:94-5)

Irish potato n Solarium tuberosum , the small common cultivated

white potato. Local supplies are generally imported from Barbados,

(fr this potato being long grown in and associated with Ireland) = alu,

>English potato 0 Yesterday’s Market Prices... Plentiful: Irish pota-

toes, avocado pears, rookoo. (TG 5 Sept 1917:1 1) 0 For Christmas the

parents bought flour, rice, sugar, raisins, Irish potatoes and butter.

(Alladin 1970:55) 0 The more old-fashioned brought presents in the

shape of parcels of flour and Irish potatoes and some salt; but these

were few. (Naipaul 1976:130-1) 0 “We also know that there are vari-

eties of yams that are so close to Irish potatoes in texture and flavour

that there can be considerable difficulty in telling one from the other

when served.” (EX 31 May 1987:9) 0 Paglee had prepared roti, cur-

ried cabbage mixed with a few Irish potatoes and fried bodi for the

meal. (Gosine 1992:99) 0 To those dishes would sometimes be added

potatoes to increase the bulk. The potatoes generally known as

“English” or “Irish” potatoes were also imported from Holland.

(Cummings 2004:55)

iron 1 n Pieces of metal, such as car brake drums, esp. when used as

musical instruments. /aijAn/ (< E iron 'a metal; an instrument or tool

made of iron') 0 They know the trick of keeping the beat with the

“irons”. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F86-D106) 0 The

best steel bands, such as the Invaders, contain... iron (brake-band).

(Leaf 1948:196) 0 Drums roll and irons ring as rival spectators

encroach the field screaming chants of support. (EX-S 30 Sept

1990:20) 0 It was cuatros, guitars, iron and everything to go with the

rhythm along with calypsonian Gregory “GB” Ballantyne who pro-

vided the tempo for the St. Benedict’s posse. (Heat 10 Oct 1991:13) 0

IRON(S), standard percussion instrument in a steelband or brassband

producing a loud, clear ring and maintaining a constant timeline. The

most common iron is the brake-drum which is struck with a metal

rod. (Gallaugher 1991:293) 0 A biscuit, a dustbin, a iron and a

Dholak. (Rudder “The Department of Percussive Energy” 1992, pr) 0

Finally, an iron was struck as a time-keeper. At first, this was an

angle iron or other piece of metal while, in later years, the automobile

brake drum became the standard instrument. (Stuempfle 1995:39) 0

When a group of Trinidadians needs a single instrument to make
noise on an outing, ultimately it is the iron they will carry. Not a tenor

pan, not a bass, not a drum, not a guitar or harmonica, but a car-brake

hub tuned to C. You can hear it on bus excursions to the beach and at

trade-union demonstrations, the sharp clanging that compels Trinida-

dian hips to sway and their feet slowly to shuffle with a kind of sensu-

ous irresistibility. (Johnson 1998:66)

2 n Firearm; gun. (colloq E iron ‘portable fire-arm; pistol’) 0 We have

unlicen' irun up deah in Moruga. (Haynes 1987:159) 0 One officer

later lamented he did not have his “iron” on him. (EX 28 Nov
1993:18)

3 n Penis. (< E iron, as extreme hardness or strength) = big bamboo,

boutou
4

, lolo, totee, toto, wood 0 Uncapping a stout, he handed it to

Poonwa. “Drink dat fust,” he said, “it make you iron stand like a

lion.” (Ladoo 1974) 0 The iron too weak to stand your weight. (Spar-

row “Pogo Stick” ca 1970)

ironback crab n Tob Cardisoma guanhumi , an edible blue crab. =

blue-back crab, >blue crab, bush crab, callaloo crab, white crab

iron band n obs An early kind of percussion band using IRON of dif-

ferent sizes. (< /ran
1 + band') 0 [The calypso] is always well empha-

sized by the rhythm sections of the local dance bands and in the

“bamboo-tambour” and “iron” bands by the deepest-sounding instru-

ments. (Espinet & Pitts 1944:23) 0 Fifty-five years ago, for Jouvert

1939, a band called Alexander's Ragtime Band swept into the city.

Coming out with 15-odd members from Newtown, the band headed

for Tragarete Road, swelling with revellers. The clear, metallic ring of

steel was its dominant feature, a marked contrast to the tamboo-bam-
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boo sound associated with Carnival at that time. It was the first time an

iron band took to the road. (EX 27 Mar 1 994:2 1

)

iron doodle, iron doogle, iron google n A steel ball bearing about

1 .5 cm (.6") in diameter, which became popular as a TAW in pitching

marble during World War II. They are often favored by poorer pitch-

ers because of their blasting power and unbreakability. / aijAn dudl,

aijAn dugl, aijAn gugl/ (< iron

,

fr material + E doodle or doogs ‘num-

ber of marbles risked in a game’) = balls bearing, doodle, iron tetay,

ironise, slug(s) 0 But me taw get break. Ah had use an iron dugle as

substitute. She said you brute you brute you brute. (Bomber “The

Marble Game” 1959 pr) 0 The crystal... [was] easy prey for the ‘iron

googles’ (or wheel bearing slugs) that were used by the more aggres-

sive players who often time broke up (smashed) your gentler marbles,

iron grass 1 n Eleusine indica, a tufted native grass, erect and spread-

ing. (< E iron grass, several weedy plants with hard stems) = dutch

grass, >fowl-foot grass, goose grass, payapul, pied poule, yard grass 0

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:70)

2 n Spermacoce assnrgens, a plant, prostrate to erect; stem to 50 cm
(19.5"). Leaves elliptical-lanceolate; each pair appears flattened.

Flowers in clusters at leaf bases or ends of branch, short white tube,

light purplish-white petals. Used medicinally. = balie jab, button-

weed, man-to-man root, nigger-head
2

, white broom 1

,
>white-head

broom 2
0 (Laurence 1976:3) 0 Button weed. Iron grass. White

broom... a common weed in grass, along roadsides and in waste

places in general... The flowers in a given cluster open over a period

of time, 4 to 6 opening per day. They fade shortly after midday.

(Duncan 1993:76)

ironise n A steel ball bearing about 1.5 cm (.6") in diameter, which

became popular as a TAW in marble games during World War II. They
are often favored by poorer pitchers because of their blasting power

and unbreakability. /aijAnaiz/ = balls bearing, doodle, iron doodle,

iron tetay, slug(s) 0 Ah using me ironise. (Keens-Douglas 1975:43)

iron-man 1 n arc A hard kind of BAKE. (< E iron , fr extreme hard-

ness) 0 ‘The parlour... by New Town where we used to buy salt prune

and iron man and covetti pocham, you remember now?’ (Jones

1973:47)

2 « In a band, usu. in reference to Carnival, someone who plays a

brake drum or other IRON to keep and propel the beat. (< iron
1 +

man“) = steelman 0 He made the stride to iron man in one easy lesson

from well-known veteran of the “engine-room”, Bradshaw. (EX 27

Nov 1990:35)

iron piping n A length of iron pipe. (< E iron + piping ‘pipes, collec-

tively’) 0 E beg mih fuh ah piece o’ irun/iyun/iron pipin’. (Haynes

1987:179)

iron pot n A type of inexpensive cooking pot, originally made from

cast iron, later from aluminum. Silvery grey when new, it blackens

with use. 0 Ma took the ironpot from the other side of the kitchen and

ran by Panday. (Ladoo 1972:39)

iron-shot n arc A type of weapon. (< E iron, a metal + shot ‘ammuni-

tion; balls; bullets’) 0 As guns were hard to come by in those days,

gang members armed themselves with home-made weapons like

‘pookneys’ (home-made guns), ironshots (molted iron made into balls

with spikes) and, of course, the ever-popular cutlass. (Miiror 1984)

iron tetay n A steel ball bearing about 1.5 cm (.6") in diameter, which

became popular as a TAW in pitching marble during World War II.

They are often favored by poorer pitchers because of their blasting

power and unbreakability. = balls bearing, doodle, iron doodle,

ironise, slug(s) /aijAn tete/ (< E iron, a metal + poss. < FC tete

‘woman’s breast’) 0 He get a lash in he eye with a iron tetay.

iron weed n Vernonia cinerea [= Senecioides cinerea
] (E blue flea-

bane, inflammation bush), a native plant. (< E ironweed, ‘knapweed,

Centaurea nigra

,

and the North American species of Vernonia') 0

(Laurence 1976:12)

ironwood 1 n Sideroxylon foetidissimum, a large native evergreen tree

with low buttresses. Wood strong, heavy, durable. (< E iron-wood

‘the extremely hard wood of various trees; these species of tree them-

selves’) = >acoma, mastic 0 Acuma (or Iron Wood). (Joseph

1838a:80)

2 n Mesua nagassarium [= M. ferrea\, a moderate to large native

evergreen tree, buttressed at base. Bark fairly thin, reddish brown, red

inside, exfoliating in thin flat flakes. Dense conical crown of glossy

leaves; leaf undersurface whitish and waxy. Flowers scented, large, 2

cm (.8") diameter with numerous prominent yellow stamens. Wood
dark red, very hard, strong, durable, but sometimes liable to dry rot;

used for railway sleepers, bridge construction. = negeswar 0 Nege-

swar, Ironwood tree... Traditionally planted around a temple and

Buddhist monasteries for its fragrant flowers. Flowers can be used in

all [worship], (Lackhan ca 1983-86:41)

3 n Erythroxylum novogranatense, a native shrub. = >cocaine plant,

wild cocaine

is 1 v A topical existential be verb, used at the beginning of a sentence

or clause. See also WAS. Generally equivalent to English be with it,

there or that ; also used to indicate a question or introduce a problem

or need. = a
4

,
da2

0 So den is nex week yuh will hare somting. (PC 28

May 1904) 0 When ah tark to him bout it, he ah start to buse me, he

gen’rally say “he moonee is his, is he does work for it.” (PC 22 Oct

1904) 0 You mus’nt let me husban no is me way sen it. (PC 19 Nov
1904) 0 Of an afternoon when young men flocked at the store, Pierre

would stand by swallowing every word his hero uttered. Then turning

to the bystanders, he would exclaim: “Is man way talk, you hear!”

(Cobham 1907: 109) 0 A say “Godmoda, is wa we go do wid all a dis

money.” (WG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 Is me lawful wife. Who have me mis-

erable in life. (Radio “Emily” 1940) 0 “Is only one thing worry me.

Sometimes I tell Pretty Boy the wrong mark, just to bamboozle him,

but still somebody spot me.” (Hill 1966c:22) 0 It’s ah lovely Jaguar,

everybody know is mine. (Kitchener “PP 99” 1971 pr) 0 Leslie’s

mother used to say: “all you take a little whisky for the worms; take a

grog for the headache; is nothing like a good stout for fever.” (Jones

1973:68) 0 ‘Suppose is Pedro? Suppose is the boy self do the job?

Eh?’ Dardain went back to the hammock. ‘Is not the boy.’ ‘What you

mean, is not the boy. Is you, then?’ ‘Is not your son.’ (Lovelace

1968:176) 0 “Mary, yuh musn’ worry ’bout me. I could take care of

mihself.” “Is so?! Well, yuh better go an’ cook yuh own dinner yuh

hear!” (Sweetbread, EX 29 Dec 1976:23) 0 If ah fix dem shoes, ah eh

go need to buy shoes till all round 1989. But is to find ah shoemaker,

child. Dey scarce like gold dese days. (Keens-Douglas 1984:6) 0 “Is

29 years I playing pan.” (EX 12 Oct 1986:31) 0 “Yuh ent see the

PNM gone through. Is only for dem to lie down.” (EX 14 Dec 1986:6)

0 But his wife insists: “They will stay right here with me. He can’t

take care of himself, is my children he go take care of?” (Bomb 6 Oct

1989:2) 0 The more you see of her is the more you want to see. (Blast

13 Oct 1989:5) 0 A-a-Johnny, is you! But how yuh lookin’ magga so,

boy? (Grab a Grin, EX 20 Aug 1990:9) 0 “We ain't sending nobody

because is curfew.” (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:13) 0 She came into my room
and greeted me with “hon, ah think is time we paint the house.”

(EX-ir 14 Oct 1990:18) 0 “We living way down to the back. Is we
alone like jangli self.” (1990) 0 Look how the Yankees already take

land to make base. The Government could do anything when is war.

(Selvon 199 la: 10) 0 “I’m a man who likes to eat beef and pork and

dasheen and dumpling. Now is only soup ah drinking,” cries Cosmos.

(Bomb 15 Jan 1993:5) 0 “When you see a man is a millionaire, and

you know is drugs he deal with that make him rich, what do you

expect?” (TTM 28 Nov 1993:1) 0 “Is only in URP you could ain’ go

to the wuk an’ still get pay.” (EX 21 May 1995:1 1) 0 “If you varnish

late, an the varnish ent dry properly for Christmas day, is trouble.

When you sit down fine, but when you get up, you and the chair get-

ting up.” (TG 18 Dec 1995) 0 Man is a long time I ent laugh so.

(Smith 2000a: 17)

2 v A topical equative or copula verb, used at the beginning of a sen-

tence in an emphatic construction of the form, e.g. is tired she tired. =

a
5
0 De magistrait doesn’t know dat is friten dey friten dat make dem

say wot com to dey mout fust. (PC 15 Oct 1904) 0 ‘Don’t waste my
time. Is work I have to work these days.’ (Naipaul 1958:75) 0 “So is

frighten you think I frighten, eh?” (Khan 1964:67) 0‘Well,’ she said,

‘you can bring she. Is pack I going to pack; is me mooma and me
poopa I going back to.’ (Naipaul 1976:107) 0 ‘You all don’t know
Dhiraj or what? Is only drink the man drinking.’ (Gosine 1992:161-2)
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0 ‘In those days we didn’t know anything about taking car, taxi and

bus. Is walk we walking!’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:36)

isaayi n Christian, /isaiji/ < H Tscmn ‘Christian’) = kistaan 0 “That

family turn isaayi.” (1990)

Isabella tiger n Euiedes Isabella Isabella [= Heliconius Isabella], a

butterfly; dark brown with horizontal orange markings on the lower

wings, and yellow markings on upper wings, (fr resemblance of

orange-brown stripes to tiger) 0 (Barcant 1970:149)

is dat phr That’s right; correct; yes; indicating agreement. 0 Is dat wey
mek Jemima send him way and marrid me. (PC 18 June 1904) 0 ‘You

livin at you nenen boy?’ ‘Is dat.’ (Ottley 1971:27) 0 Is dat ah say: I

agree. (Ottley 1971:45) 0 “Is dat self ah did tell she about how livin’

overseas well hard!” (Baptiste 1993:90)

ishuay v Of fish, be plentiful. 0 Fish ishuay today, boy.

island scholar n The winner of a national competition, established in

1870, for a government scholarship for study after the senior

Cambridge A level. The number of awards varied over the years.

Currently there are two per year, one boy and one girl. 0 ISLAND
SCHOLARSHIPS. Competitive annual awards which were intro-

duced at the inauguration of Queen’s Royal College on June 3,

1870... to enable the winners to pursue university education in the

United Kingdom at government expense. (Anthony 1997:307)

is me an you phr An expression threatening hostility or fighting with

someone over a disagreement. 0 “Is me an you tonight if you doh

bring home mih daughter early!” (Baptiste 1993:90) 0 Aye-ya-yaye

he say, is me and you today, ah fine he dam’ farse. (Macfarlane

1997:76)

is so phr Questioning an opinion or observation. 0 “You really find

she lookin’ nice? Is so?” (Baptiste 1993:90)

is so stop phr Usu. with a personal pronoun, like that; in this manner;

the person’s way. 9 You mean is so you stop woman, you ain buy a

ting to eat. (Ottley 1971:45)

it had phr An introductory phrase indicating the existence of some-

thing in the past; generally equivalent to E there was, there were.

Also in negative, it didn 't have. (< Fr ily avait ‘there was/were’ lit. ‘it

there had’) 9 “It had two fellows was fighting with me in here last

night.” (WG 1 Feb 1915:1 1) 0 Somehow he never make de grade to

get invite to a fete dere and it had a time he was only saying he ent

want to go anyway because de place too upsided down. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 10 July 1977) 0 “In those days it had two teachers I really

admired, like for sports and thing.” (EX 12 Oct 1986:30) 0 Eating was
natural. Yuh hungry, well yuh eat. If it had something to eat, that is.

(TG 23 Dec 1990:14) 0 “Well it had a group of us who used to play

mas in the early seventies,” he remembers. (TG 9 Jan 1994:2) 0 ‘And

if the sick had to go to the doctor, in those days it didn’t have no

motor car. Motor car! It was hammock!’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:46-7)

it have phr An introductory phrase indicating the existence of some-

thing in the present; generally equivalent to E there is, there are.

Sometimes also in the form it has. (< Fr il y a ‘there is/are’ i.e. ‘it

there has/have’) 0 Tings are getting from bad to woss in dis villeege,

it have somtime we don’t get we poke-meete here to eat again. (PC
22 Oct 1904) 0 It have a lot of young fellows in the city. Walking all

about but they cannot fool me. (Spoiler “Schemers with Brief Cases”

1950 pr) 9 It has fish in the shop. (ESTT 1956) 9 “Listen nuh, you

come here to drink or to skylark? What you chinksing so for. It have

plenty more in the back.” (Hart 1966:23) 9 While all dat ekcitement

going om by dere, dong here it havin big probe into Texaco. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 22 Oct 1979) 9 It eh have a Trinidadian who doh like to

fete. (Baptiste 1992) 9 Existential structures express the notion of

existence, and are related to semantic categories such as location and

possession. The most common such expression in English is “there

is/are”... the equivalent expression is “it have”: it have three cow in

the yard “there are three cows in the garden.” (Solomon 1993:72-3)

9 I am a friendly person. Who can show you a good time, Once
it have good food and music, You guaranteed a real sound lime.

(Wilkes 1994)

ivy gourd n Coccinia grandis, a cultivated climbing or creeping plant.

Leaves shallowly five-lobed, 4-6 cm (1.6-2.3") long; opposite each

leaf is a supporting tendril. Flowers solitary, white, shallow star-

shaped bell, with 5-lobed petals; fruit red when ripe. = parwar 9 Ivy

gourd... was introduced to Trinidad around the 1950s, has escaped

cultivation and is now naturalised in many areas, where it grows on

hedges and other vegetation. (Duncan 1993:68)

iya n A woman priest or religious leader in the ORISHA religion.

(< Yor iyaloorsis ‘a female Orisha priest’) 9 iya (sing, and pi.): A
female who directs an ebo, a priestess of the Orisha religion. (Houk

1995:219) 9 Some mongba and iya are active Spiritual Baptists and

may even direct Spiritual Baptist services; others choose not to affili-

ate with that tradition. (Houk 1995:38)

iya olorisha, iyalorisha n The woman having the highest rank in an

Orisha religious organisation. (< Yor iya + olorisha ‘of the orisha’) 9

[l]ya olorisha : Technically, the ranking female in the Orisha religion;

in practice, the ranking female in either of the two Orisha religious

organizations in Trinidad. (Houk 1995:219) 9 Iyalorisha Rodney’s

feast in September, 2000 also provided evidence for the transitional

nature of Orisha ceremonies today. (Henry 2002:2)



ja v' Go, usu. used as a command. /Ua/ (< Bhja ‘go’, command) 0 “Ja,

fuh de res ah yuh life yuh go ketch yuh royal ass.” (1990)

jaa- see also JA-

jaaji bundle see jahaji bundle

jaangjor v Be behind someone; follow someone around to sit next to;

accompany someone while sitting. (< Bh jangjar ‘next to’) 0 “Yuh
jaangjor and siddung with me?” (1990)

jaantar n Charm; talisman; a small item or bundle of items worn for

protection against bad spirits, etc. (< H jantar ‘amulet; charm’) =

guard 1

, tabij 0 “The pundit make him a jantar because he getting

plenty bad dreams.” (1990) 0 “Tie de jaantar quick fuh de chile she

chewkaying.” (1990)

jaataa see jata

jaawar n Peeling skin on newborn baby’s head (E cradle cap).

/cHjawar/ (< Bhjaawar) 0 “De baby head still ha jaawar yuh ha to put

plenty coconut oil.” (1990)

jaba(da) n In fighting-cocks, a light grey colour. 0
‘

Jaba ’ orjabada' ...

meant ‘ash grey’ - color de ceniza. He pointed out the different

colours and told me their names... hens and cocks were grouped

according to their colouring. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)

jabarjast adj Jealous, /d^abarc^ast/ (< H-Bh jabarjast ‘strong-

willed’) 0 “He too jabarjast of he sister.” (1990)

jab-jab, jabjab, diable-diable 1 n A traditional CARNIVAL DEVIL

MAS in which the player wears knee breeches, horns, and breastplate,

carries a (rope) whip, and cries “Jab jab, gie me a penny, pay the

devil, jab jab”, threatening people. /c^ab<^ab/(< FC djab < Fr diable

‘devil’) 0 The Jab-jab is a traditional Carnival character who moves
from village to village chipping along the road to this chant. He
moves in a group numbering three to 20. His dress is made of satin in

a two-colour counter-change scheme similar to that of the Court jest-

ers of the Middle Ages. Two horns top the close-fitting cap while a

wire-mesh mask covers the face. “Willows” (tiny bells) are attached

to the waist and knees. Stockings and alpargatas are worn on the legs

and feet respectively. On the chest and back is worn a heart-shaped

decoration bordered with swansdown and patterned with mirror-glass

and beads. A rope whip is loudly cracked occasionally and is used to

“play swappay,” in reality a whip-fight involving jab-jabs from rival

villages. (Alladin 1969:32) 0 No one matched his skill and endurance

as a jab-jab during Carnival. He had reigned as the undisputed cham-

pion for seven years. (Narine 1977:35) 0 The Jab Jab’s colourful cos-

tume is similar in style to that of the European court jester... brilliant

satin combined in two or three colours for a broad striped effect,

square patterns or dramatic two-toned designs, with one half of the

costume in a different colour from the other. Knee or thigh length

breeches or pantaloons with long sleeved, hip length shirt, accentu-

ated at the neck, hips and knees with points onto which are sewn
willows or metal jingles. On the chest is worn a small decorated

breastplate or Fol... A close fitting cap with two horns attached is the

traditional head wear; and before masks were banned, the masquerad-

ers wore pink wire masks with swansdown trim. Footwear consists of

alpagatas or decorated shoes, and sometimes cotton stockings. To
complete this outfit the Jab Jabs carry long whips, which form the

main prop for their pantomimic dance... [A] sequence of move-

ments... consists of a brisk on the ball walk, called Chaleur au pieds

or creole “chaille aux pieds”, meaning hot feet... Combined with this

is a delayed open groin turn which stops abruptly, followed by a

sharp crack of the whip. On the demi plie the dancer makes a jerky

movement with the hips from side to side, and like the Jab Molasi he

springs suddenly in front of a group of bystanders, threatening with

his whip, demanding money with the words, “Pay the devil, Jab Jab”.

(Ahye 1978:29) 0 There was the jab-jab masquerade, played mostly

by Trinidad Indians. Dressed in motley costumes ornamented with

mirrors and tinkling bells, they carried long whips of plaited rope

which they cracked expertly as they danced through the streets sing-

ing “I come from hell, jab-jab, I know you well, jab-jab. So pay the

devil, jab-jab”. (Hill 1984: 17) 0 A Jab Jab wears a painted mask made
of thin wire mesh (probably buckram) that covers his entire face. His

costume consists of red and yellow, red and black, or yellow and

black horizontal striped ... shirts and pants. Marabou feathers line the

seams of his shirt and pants which often also have sequins and appli-

ques. His head is hooded, and his costume can also be embellished

with a cape and breast plate. The Jab Jabs’ fierceness is revealed in

their songs and chants. Traditionally, Jab Jabs attack rival groups of

Jab Jabs. In the streets they crack their whips in the air and challenge

one another to exchange lashes. (Martin 1998:227) 0 While people in

town are more familiar with the “dutty” mud and grease-covered jab-

jabs with long tails and whips, in the country districts they were a

more familiar sight dressed as “pretty devils”... Today, their numbers

have dwindled to a mere handful with the most prominent band, “The

Original Jab-Jab”, based at Cemetery Street, Perseverance Village,

Couva. (Sookram 2000:24)

2 n A Carnival devil mas in which the player wears horns and a

tail, is covered in paint or grease, and threatens people, sometimes

with a whip. Similar to the JAB MOLASSI. 0 Here and there I could

see the only unpleasant sight I met throughout my stay in Trinidad,

the Jab Jabs, covered in coloured paints, grease, and soot, carrying

spears and demanding money with menaces from any tourist in sight.

Dressed as devils, they threaten to put their filthy hands on you and

smear your clothes unless you part with fifty cents or so. This is so

against the whole spirit of carnival that I am amazed the authorities

put up with them. (Graves 1965:29) 0 Boycott, oui. Grease an’ oil an’

cow horn gom up. Y’know how much fuh a jab-jab tail!?! (TG 28

Nov 1990:8) 0 “Mas has always been a street theatre. Took at the

Bats, the Clowns, the Jab-Jabs who all had their specific dance

moves, doing the same steps as they went along from Queen to Park

Street.” (TG 9 Jan 1994:2) 0 Compai recalled a kind of opaqueness in

Manu’s eyes; an invitation-to-death quality in his recklessness; a

‘brave danger’ in the ease in which he was ready to resort to violence;

and the unprotected way in which he faced the most violent of the

‘diable-diable’ men. (Boodhoo 1994:262)

jabjab lachay n A stick with a rope, sometimes plaited, tied to the

end, carried by a jabjab. /ctjabc^ab/ (<FC <jabjab + lachay FC
‘whip’) = jabjab whip

jabjab whip n A stick with a rope, sometimes plaited, tied to the end,

carried by a jabjab. = jabjab lachay 0 Fucky offered his friends a

potion of the bush rum, Carmona said, when Kenneth Teasdale

emerged carrying a “jabjab” whip. (EX 6 Oct 1989:7)

jabla see dabla

jablesse, diablesse n Female devil. See also lajablesse. /enables/

(< FC lajablesse ‘female devil’) 0 With her hair in stiff short plaits,

and her bloodshot eyes, she looked to the Volunteers like some dia-

blesse from the spirit world, (de Boissiere 1952:341 ) 0 ‘Blasted diab-

less! I catch you here tonight is poonyah in your ass!’ he shouted.

(Stewart 1989:170)

jab molassie, diab-molassi, jamoulaisse n A Carnival devil char-

acter with horns and tail, covered with molasses, PITCH OIL, or MUD,

wearing chains, often blowing a whistle; solicits money from onlook-

ers. Traditionally this is a very athletic, acrobatic mas. See also

BLACK DEVIL, JAB-JAB 2
, /frjab mdasi/ (< FCjab ‘devil’ < Fr diable

+ Fr melasse ‘molasses’) 0 From the time ah small. Playing me mask

in Carratal, All me mask was Mocko jumbie. And sometime ah play
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jab molassie. (Killer “Trinidad Carnival of Long Ago” 1948 pr) 0

Jour Ouvert Monday morning burst on Port of Spain. Paille Banan,

Dragon... Jab-Jab (devil masks)... Diab-Malassi, Burriquit and Ju-Ju

warriors all joined in the riotous Dimanche Gras. (LaFortune

1968:103) 0 The Jab (diable) Molasi or Molasses Devil strikes fear in

the hearts of little children and even of grown-ups, as he menacingly

threatens to daub his sticky black substance on the clothes of by-

standers. Complete with his accompanist beating out a monotonous

cacophony on an empty oil or biscuit tin, he gyrates his pelvis in

exaggerated movements forward and backward, and in circular fash-

ion, further emphasised by a springy tail with swishing sisal at the

end. Intermittently he punctuates the rhythm with a shrill blow from a

whistle. He moves on a half knee bend, his fingers with long false

nails of tin, clicking furiously. He delights in stopping abruptly in

front of a group of females; his intention perhaps is to embarrass as

much as possible. To get rid of him they quickly give him some coins.

Then off he goes with pelvic gyrating, literally “wining down the

place”... his greasy torso glistening in the sunlight, his only costum-

ing being a tight fitted brief shorts, also daubed with the stuff. Some-
times red or blue ochre is used to smear his body and face. Tiny horns

and pitch fork, Satanic symbols, complete the picture. (Ahye

1978:29) 0 The jab molassi or molasses devil was... usually played by

a black man who wore only a pair of old swim-trunks about his waist,

a short wire tail, cow-horns on his head, and carried a pitchfork. He
was attended by one or two small boys who provided his music by

beating a fast tattoo upon empty tins... his entire body was originally

daubed with molasses which he threatened to rub on passersby if they

declined to pay him off. (Hill 1984:17) 0 But it was the jab molassie

that everyone was trying to avoid - the pair of imps, all but naked,

with molasses and grime all over their bodies, and with little swishing

tails. They never failed to approach the nicely-dressed spectator, and

generally threatened to rub up on him (or her) unless they got a

penny. It was a good thing that one could hear their rattling tin drum
coming from afar! (Anthony 1989:37) 0 Shadow’s primitive jab

molassie rhythm clanging under a hazy moon is the righteous thing to

bring a thick crowd around the band. (EX 30 Jan 1994:3)

jack-a-lantern, jackalantan n A will-o’-the-wisp; a light which leads

people astray at night. (< BrE jack- 'o-lantern ‘will-of-the-wisp;

ghostly light’; Note: in AmE refers to a hollowed pumpkin with a

light shining through holes) 0 The jack-a-lantem makes his presence

felt or rather seen, as a light whose main purpose is to lead people

astray, especially old ladies on their way to midnight mass. After

leading them out of their way for miles the light would suddenly dis-

appear. (Ottley 1979)

jackass payass, jackass paillasse n A cushion for a donkey load,

made from grass, banana TRASH, or com HUKS, placed under the

CROOK and extending about three to four inches on all sides.

(< paillasse) 0 Jackass payass (paillaise). (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

jack bean n Canavalia ensiformis, an annual leguminous semi-

climbing cultivated plant. Fruit 37.5 x 3.8 cm (15 x 1.5"), pale

brown and stiff when ripe with two ridges running down the back of

the pod, containing 12-15 white seeds. Green pods used as a vegeta-

ble; dried beans slightly poisonous, but when boiled may be eaten.

Folk belief holds that if planted around crops it prevents praedial
LARCENY. (<E jack bean , several species of Canan’alia) 0 (Williams

& Williams 1949: 102) = >horse bean, maljo bean

jackdaw n Scaphidwa oryzivora [= Cassidix oryzivora, Cassicus

ater, Scaphidurus ater
]
(E giant cowbird), a bird, 35 cm (14") long.

All black, glossed purple; neck feathers form a ruff, giving the bird a

hunch-backed appearance. Lays eggs in other bird species’ nests.

(< E jackdaw , a small black crow) = black combird, merle cavalier,

tairico 0 (ffrench 1991:335-6)

jacket n A support frame for part of a Carnival mas costume, usu.

of thick wire, worn over the shoulders or on the lower back. = back-

pack 0 I just finish the jacket, so you could try it.

jacket-man n obs A middle-class man, often wearing a mask and suit

jacket, playing in a band or stick-band during Carnival, (ff

typical costume including a suit jacket) = homme camisol 0 The

Bakers... auxiliaries being the “Coraille” Band, composed of ‘decent’

fellows, store clerks and the like: “De Leon,” made up of 'jacket

men', cartmen and shop clerks. (WG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 Five to twenty

stickmen formed a band and went about the streets on Carnival days

fighting rival bands. Both groups were accompanied by drummers
and/or tamboo bamboo bands, and by “zom kamisol,” (jacket men),

masked middle-class supporters who wore suit jackets, still the badge

of middle-class status. (Crowley 1956a: 195) 0 In the late nineteenth

century... White and coloured calypsonians began to appear in larger

numbers than ever before, and although ostracized for their participa-

tion in the social activities of the poor Africans, they persisted.

Known as jacketmen because they wore jackets as signs of their class

identity, they fought with sticks (individually, not in gangs) like the

black calypsonians, sang calypsoes, and chased women. (Brown

1990:87) 0 The tents of the twenties developed under the patronage of

middleclass professional men, some of whom were believed to be

attracted to the lower class women who frequented the tents. These

“jacket men” fed their favourite singers with the latest scandals from

their world, which the calypsonians would then convert into calyp-

soes. (Rohlehr 1990:114) 0 Most [working class women] remained

trapped in a patriarchal society, with the only hope for respectability,

which the social sensibility came to recognise as money, being the

occasional visit by a “jacket man,” a member of the upper class who
came round the barrack yards once every so often. (TG 30 Jan

1993:4)

jacket pickney n arc Waistcoat. (<picknev ‘child; small one’, as a

waistcoat covers a smaller part of the same area covered by a

jacket) = pickney jacket 0 (Ottley 1971:69) 0 In this regard the men
were not one whit behind, as most of them, in honour of the [wed-

ding] occasion, sported three-piece suits with waistcoats (referred to

in the vernacular as “jacket pickney”). (Maynard 1992: 106)

jack-fish n Usu. Caranx bartholomaei, a small marine fish. (< E jack,

jack-fish , several species of marine fish) = coolihoo, coulirou, small

coulihou 0 I am satisfied that the “king-fish,” “mackerel” and “jack-

fish” could when cured be made a very tasty article of diet. (Vincent

1910:42)

jackfruit n Artocarpus heterophyllus, a cultivated tree, like BREAD-
FRUIT, with large fruits, to 32 kilos (70 lbs.). (< Anglo-Indian

jack-fruit < Malayalam chakka < Sanskrit chakra ‘round’; ‘the

oblong-shaped fruit of Artocarpus integrifolia or heterophyllus ’) =

coolie chataigne, cowa, >katahar’, kocar 0 (CFNI 1971:8) 0 (Morean

1990) 0 He could smell the various dishes: curried pumpkin, curried

green jack-fruit, green mango curry and ‘dal’. With a hot sauce of

chopped raw pepper and lime. (Boodhoo 1994:56)

Jack Johnson n A type of ALL FOURS card game. 0 There are two

versions of all fours - Jellico and Jack Johnson. The Jack Johnson

variety was probably named after the legendary heavy weight cham-
pion Jack Johnson. In Jack Johnson, two or four play for high, low,

jack and game. Jellico is widely used in competition, with four play-

ing for 14 points. It is characterised by its cry, “Heroes of war!”

(Brewster 1991:18)

jacks n Any of the small species - or small individuals - of Caranx-,

the name for the Carangidae generally. (< E jack

,

several species of

marine fish) 0 Large numbers of these small fishes [sprats] are

brought ashore in the seines, as also the larger round robins and jacks.

The two last mentioned are much appreciated as food, and all make
good bait for trolling. (Guppy 1922:444) 0 When the “jacks”... [are]

running then seines are in use all day long. (Ottley 1969:61) 0 Sein-

ing, on the other hand, is done on the beach and during the day. This

activity is directed more toward catching the schools of small fish that

come closer to shore - the jacks, robins, and sprats that may be caught

by the thousands when a run is on. (Abrahams 1974:26) 0 Uncle Mile

on afternoons returning with a small bucket of “jacks” which we
would have for dinner with the freshly baked bread and red salt but-

ter. (EX 1 1 Dec 1994:36) 0 A single [conch] shell can sound only one

tone; therefore, in order to create that exciting, “hocketing” pattern

called “double-shell”, (which signals the sale of “jacks” as opposed

to the “single-shell” which signals the sale of big fish), two shells of
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different pitch must be sounded alternately in quick succession.

(Alleyne-Pilgrim 1995:2)

jacks eye n A very small marble, in solid colours, (poss. <jacks ,
sev-

eral species of small fish fr resemblance to eyes, or < E one-eyed

jack, in cards) 0 Dont put down no jacks-eye, yu hear. Is only big

marble we playing with. (Keens-Douglas 1975:44)

jack snake n Epicrates cenchria maurus, a non-venomous snake, (fr a

well-known individual snake, see 1892 quote) = mapepire velour
1

,

>rainbow boa, ratonero~, ringed boa, thick-necked tree boa, velvet

mapapire 9 This snake belongs to a species of constrictors, the first

specimen of which attracted any notice was caught in the Botanic

Gardens and presented to Mr. O’Reilly who familiarly named it

“Jack.” Since then the snake fanciers of Port-of-Spain have called all

the snakes of this particular kind “Jacks”. Mr. O’Reilly informed me
its Latin designation was Epicrates Cenchris and that the Creoles call

it Mapepi Velour and Ratonero. (Mole 1 892d: 8) 0 [It was] the home
of a snake... perhaps an inoffensive Jack (Epicrates cenchris). (Mole

1894b:46)

jack Spaniard, jackspaniard 1 n Any of several species of wasp, usu.

Polistes versicolor, large reddish-brown wasps which make a papery

hanging nest on the undersides of eaves, on trees, etc. Their sting is

quite painful. 0 [His] hat knocked down a nest of wasps... [his] visage

bore ample testimony to the vindictiveness of the “Jack Spaniards”.

(TG 22 April 1831:2) 0 We have several species of what is called the

Jack Spaniard... These build most elegant nests, with hexagonal cells.

Their sting is most severe. (Joseph 1 838a:7 1 ) 0 I got back... in time to

witness a droll mode of ejecting the Jack-Spaniards, towards which

dangerous neighbours it requires some coolness to affect indiffer-

ence... Mr. L— loaded a gun with powder only, and blew into atoms

the infinity of nests and their inhabitants, pendant from the roof and

comers of the house. The survivors, thus summarily ejected, were in

consequence extremely unsettled and dangerous. When flying they

appear to be enormous, from having two long, gawky legs stretched

out below them, like those of a stork on the wing. (Day 1 852- 1 :253) 0

That long black wasp, commonly called a Jack Spaniard, builds pen-

sile paper nests under every roof and shed. (Kingsley 1880:105) 0 Six

or seven species of wasps exist in the island, some of them building

very ingenious nests, and several stinging very severely, viz., the

common brown wasp, locally called “Jack Spaniard,” which builds in

houses, (de Verteuil 1884:107) 0 He was forced to brave the thorns

and swarm up the grugru tree, poking his head into a nest ofjackspan-

iards. (Inniss 1897:35) 0 “Down fall a big Jack Spaniard’s nest in his

face.” (Gale, WG 21 June 1919) 0 One day Rabbit goes to ask the

Good Lord to give him a little wisdom, so the Good Lord sends him

to go and get a gourd full of Jack Spaniards. (Parsons 1933:1) 0 The

man was like a grizzly bear. And Jack Spaniards all in his hair.

(Cobra “Shango Song” 1937, in Rohlehr 1990:153) 0 Climbing trees

to lop off coconuts with a cutlass might seem to be a carefree, healthy

open-air life for a youngster. And so indeed it might be. But it has its

own peculiar hazards. Jack Spaniards are one of them. These are large

hornets which build their nests at the tops of the trees. They have to

be destroyed before the coconuts can be cut down. Most of the local

boys I spoke to said they did this by taking a handkerchief wet from

their armpits and stupefying the Jack Spaniards. But despite this pre-

caution poor Mr. Ram was often severely stung. (Bryans 1967:180) 0

He looks up at a Jack-Spaniard nest hanging down from a rafter

above his head, and begins to think. (Naipaul 1976:167) 0 Hassan

went to the lab and sat looking at the jack Spaniards’ nest and at the

women busy at work. (Hosein 1980:51) 0 “De jack Spaniard fly inside

mih house and put one sting on de chile.” (Baptiste 1993:91)

2 n Of a person or situation, quick-tempered, as excitable and danger-

ous as a JACK SPANIARD. = jep
2 0 Eh! looko dey - da jackpaniar da

come no he gig. (TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0 I got a very good insight into the

modus operandi of managing a sugar estate, as Mr. S— was the

“smartest” planter in that part of the country, obtaining in conse-

quence from the negroes the soubriquet of the Jack-Spaniard. “I have

no hesitation in punishing them when they deserve it,” he said to me,

“but I get my work done better than anybody else about here; and as I

never cheat them (as many managers do), they are quite satisfied with

me.” (Day 1852-1 : 188-9) 0 T tell you the man poke he head in some
jack-spaniard nest when he interfere wit’ them Tigers.’ (Boodhoo
1994:275)

3 n Gongora maculata, an orchid. Flowers very fragrant, brownish

red or reddish with yellow or white spots or bands, in lateral pendu-

lous many-flowered stalks, (fr similarity in colouration to jack Span-

iard wasp) 0 (Schultes 1960:180) 0 (FTT 1967-3-1:136-7)

jack up v Physically or verbally pull someone up; make someone
stop; sometimes to hold up and rob. 0 At sixteen Earline had been a

big breasted girl with wide cotton skirts. Then she used to be jacked

up in a comer wiping powder off Louis Jenkins’ shirt or dancing with

him. (Jones 1973:1 1)

jack up tail phr Catch; expose wrongdoing. 0 “Well is now ah bad,

because anybody ah see throwin’ anyting in de street is trouble for

Dem. Ah go jack up dey tail!” (1990)

jacobin, jacobine n Florisuga mellivora [= Trochilus mellivorus,

Topaza mellivora], a fairly large hummingbird, 1 1.2 cm (4.5") long.

F.m. flabellifera, in Tobago, somewhat larger. Male head and breast

dark blue; broad white band on nape; rest of upperparts bright green;

rest of underparts white; tail white, tipped and edged blackish.

Female generally bronze-green above; throat and breast green, feath-

ers edged white; tail with black band tipped white. Bill black and

straight with down-curved tip. (< Fr jacobine 'collared humming-
bird’, fr resemblance of neck feathers to the hood worn by Jacobin

friars) 0 Obtained in Trinidad, where it is rather rare. Local name,

“Jacobin.” (Taylor 1864:91) 0 Jacobine. (Chapman 1894:56) 0

(Belcher & Smooker 1936a:30) 0 (ffrench 1991:224)

Jacob’s coat n Solenostemon scutellarioides [= Coleus blumei, Oci-

mum scutellarioides, Plentranthus scutellarioides , P. blumei], a trail-

ing cultivated and naturalized plant, naturalized in Trinidad, common
in cocoa estates. Leaves broadly oval, to 6 cm (2.3"), bluntly pointed

tip, coarsely toothed margin. The leaf blade is variously coloured,

usu. greens, yellows, reds and purples. Flowers on terminal spikes,

reddish-purple, (prob. fr confusion of two biblical references and

plant names: Joseph 's coat of many colours and Jacob ’s ladder) 0

(Laurence 1976:4) 0 (Duncan 1993:20)

Jacob’s Ladder bat n Rhynchiscus naso (E long-nosed bat), a bat. =

long-nosed bat 0 (Alkins 1979:5 1

)

jacquot n Sparisoma viride [~ S. abildgaardii] (E red parrotfish), a

marine fish of inferior eating quality. /3ako/ (< Fr jacquot ‘parrot;

parrotfish’) 0 (Vincent 1910:49)

jac-suit n Man’s clothing consisting of a matching SHIRT-JAC and

pants. 0 Richardson, in blue-grey jac-suit, spoke briefly at the open-

ing. (EX 1 1 Oct 1987:8)

jadoo n Harmful magic, in a traditional Indian folk style; similar to

OBEAH. /c^aduJ (< H jadu ‘enchantment; conjuring’) 0 “Jadoo in the

callaloo.” (1990) 0 “He does do jadoo.” (1990) 0 “That one studying

jadoo.” (1990)

jadoogar n A practitioner of JADOO, similar to an OBEAHMAN.
/c^adugar/ (<jadoo + gar ‘practitioner’) 0 “It have ah good jadoogar

living up in Biche.” (1990)

jag v Make uneven, e.g. to hold plaster. (< dial E ‘cut roughly or

unevenly; make notches’) 0 “If you going to plaster that wall, you

have to jag it up.” (1990)

jagabat, jaggerbat n A promiscuous woman, who may accept money
for sexual favours, /c^agabat/ (prob. H-Bh) 0 When yuh go out wid

me, doh wine and get on like ah jagabat, eh! (Baptiste 1992) 0 What
if Job were to direct against white Trinidad and Tobago women
insultive epithets such as “jaggerbat?” (TG 1 Aug 1993:9) 0 De man
up dere in de moon, drawer of water? he hab to do everyting fuh

heself, Oui foute, no mistress, wha! world widout ooman, ah bless-

ing! wha blessing dat, no jagabat an dem dere, no ole bat to use as

mat, no fat arse to pat. (Macfarlane 1997:62) 0 Jagabat... Female

found in a bar, generally drinking, gambling etc. as if she were a

man. (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

jagahaa n Property; land, /cfeagaha/ (< Bh jagaha ‘place; piece of

land’) = jalkeri 0 “They have plenty jagahaa.” (1990)
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jagawe v Pay respect to something, e.g. a drum, cutlass, gatka
LATHI, before a first or important use, by the repetition of prayers and

TIKAYING with SINDUR. /djagawe/ (< Bh jagawe ‘wake, waken’) 0

“Once yuh jagawe the drum you mustn't cross over it.” (1990)

jagjoray v Shake, esp. hold on to someone and shake, /c^agdpre/

(< Bh jaghjarna ‘shake’) 0 “He hold she and jagjoray she one

time.” (1990)

jagoneur n obs An expert in the exaggerated speech typical of a

Pierrot Grenade. 0 Their boasts were known as “Jagoeur [sic}".

One would hear his admirers declaring what a wonderful “Jagoneur”

he was, when he had finished one of his unintelligible speeches,

punctuated with “Hip Haws”. As ah example of the utter rot those

men spoke, I can recall one to claim as follows “Hip, Haw, Hip Haw,

My man, my man, I am the great Duke of Wellington, come to

revenge the death ofmy father Napoleon”, and this was when he met

an adversary and before the fight began. Each [Pierrot] had a large

crowd of followers, and supporters, men and women armed with

sticks and stones... Our excitement commenced when our favourite

sighted another, this sometimes took place from the top of a street and

the other was at the bottom of the same street. They would advance

towards each other, as before “Jagooneying" and waving their whips.

When they met, they began declaring each other’s superiority over

the other. When suddenly the fight would commence, first with the

whip, which did not last long, urged on by their followers, the whip

would be discarded and sticks handed to them. (Fraser ca 1930s:300)

jahaaj n Ship, particularly a ship that carried Indian immigrants to

Trinidad, /c^ahaidy (< Bh jahaj, Hjahaz ‘ship’) 0 “Dey fool she and

bring she and the children on the Jahaj.” (Deen 1994:161) 0 “When
aji come on the jahaaj she was young and chamkeing.” (1990)

jahaji, jehaji n Shipmate; specifically, someone who travelled to

Trinidad from India on the same ship, /c^adp/ (< Bh-Ang jahaji

‘occupant of a jahaj') 0 There were 1100 bound coolies on the

Estates. On Saturday, they went to Waterloo to visit Jehajis (ship-

mates). This was almost like blood relationship. (Dharanpal Mohandall

1982, in La Guerre 1985:191) 0 Fictive kin ties (especially ones

based on jihaji relationships forged on the voyage from India) often

played a significant role in determining post-indenture settlement pat-

terns. (Vertovec 1992:75) 0 Among the later people to come from

around 1890 or so the names of Jahaji Bhais and Bahens (ship com-

panions) also helped to put truth to your find. But I have noticed that

for prior to that year today’s people have difficulty remembering their

ancestor’s Jahajis. (Deen 1994:119) 0 Education was instinctive to

jahajee families as a way out of the ‘ginnit’ or ‘bong coolie’. (Holass-

Beepath 2002:iii)

jahaji bahin n A female shipmate friend, /c^ac^i bahin/ (<jahaji +
Bh-Ang bahin ‘sister’) 0 As we celebrate Divali it is my humble wish

that we say a prayer for our jahaji bhais and bahens in Guyana that

they may one day liberate themselves from poverty and political

oppression that they find themselves in. (EX-S 14 Oct 1990:23) 0

Among the later people to come from around 1 890 or so the names of

Jahaji Bhais and Bahens (ship companions) also helped to put truth to

your find. But I have noticed that for prior to that year today’s people

have difficulty remembering their ancestor’s Jahajis. (Deen

1994:119)

jahaji bhai n A shipmate friend, usu. male, /c^ac^i b
h
ai/ (< Bh-Ang-H

bhal bhaiya ‘brother; friend’) = jahaji brother 0 But the jahaji bhai

(brother on account of travelling on the same boat) was developed in

the new circumstances. (Jha 1973:43) 0 Emigrants on the same ship

also developed the enduring ties of “jahaji bhai” or brotherhood of the

boat. This new bond was a prime example of cultural versatility, for it

transcended the ordinary divisions of caste and religion. (Haraksingh

1985:160) 0 It is a well-known fact that many who travelled on the

same ship regarded one another as blood relations. This is quite

understandable, since they had lived in close intimacy on a voyage

that lasted several months; and the emigrants had in many cases been

recruited from villages in the same district of India... They had shared

common experiences at sea - some pleasant, others painful or humili-

ating. I remember elderly villagers in Trinidad greeting one another

as “jahaji bhai,” “ship brother.” (Ramsaran 1988:95) 0 As we cele-

brate Divali it is my humble wish that we say a prayer for our jahaji

bhais and bahens in Guyana that they may one day liberate them-

selves from poverty and political oppression that they find themselves

in. (EX-S 14 Oct 1990:23) 0 “Today aajaa meet i jahaji bhai in

Tunapuna.” (1990) 0 A deep friendship - the renowned jihaji bhai, or

‘ship brother’ relationship - was often forged between diverse indi-

viduals (even between Hindus and Muslims) on the voyage to the

new country, such friends often sought to serve their indenture con-

tracts on the same estates, and settle near each other afterwards on

newly-purchased Crown lands. Thereafter - and among many of their

descendants to this day - they came to treat each others’ families as

nata or fictive kin. (Vertovec 1992:93) 0 ‘Child, my father and his

grandfather come on the same boat from India. They was “jahaji

bhai” - brothers in the journey. They come from the same Bihari vil-

lage. And they moved from estate to estate together. They was more

than brothers.’ (Boodhoo 1994:17)

jahaji brother n A male shipmate friend. = >jahaji bhai 0 Three brah-

mins, who travelled on the same ship and became “jahaji” brothers

(brothers by bond, not by blood) played the lead roles [in the first

Ramleela], (TG-S 14 Oct 1990:46)

jahaji bundle, jaaji bundle n Belongings tied in a bundle, esp. when
vexed to leave or put out of the house. See also GEORGIE BUNDLE,
(fr the bundle of belongings carried by indentured labourers sailing

to Trinidad from India on jahaji ) 0 "I taking me jaaji bundle and

go.” (1990)

jahar, jahara n Poison. (< Hjahar ‘poison’) 0 “He drink jahar.” (1990)

Jahmoo music see JAMOO MUSIC

jail intj With what, indicating surprise, displeasure, shock, disap-

proval, reaction to an unexpected set-back or constraint. 0 “How you

mean four thousand dollars! Buh what jail is dis?” (1984)

jail make phr Usu. in negative, to indicate that something is out of

place; also to indicate by implication the real purpose, consequence. 0

You ent pay out the contract, they go charge you. Jail eh make for fig

to ripe.

jai-mal 1 v Put a flower garland on someone as an honour, /djai mal/

(< H-Bh jai, a salutation + mala , i.e. garland used to greet someone’)

0 When the pandit come, we go jai-mal he.

2 n A simple Hindu wedding with exchange of MALAS. 0 Popular

among Sanathanist Hindus who wanted to marry by religious rites

but could not afford the elaborate paraphernalia of the orthodox

wedding was the jai mal union. In these rites a pundit would meet

the couple at the bride’s house and perform a marriage paja during

which they would garland one another before signing the marriage

register. (Clarke 1986:123) 0 “We go have jaimal wedding fuh de

chirren.” (1990)

jajmaan A male host, e.g. for a PUJA. /c^ac^ain/ (< H jajman ‘one

who pays for the service’) 0 If you want to see the jajmaan, he sitting

right de.

jajmaani A female hostess, e.g. for a PUJA. /dsacfjami/ (< Hjajman +

-i, feminine) 0 “Go an meet de jajmaan and jajmaani first.” (1990)

jai n Holy water used as an offering in Hindu PUJA. /d^al/ (< H jai

‘water’) 0 “Yuh charhawe jai this morning?” (1990) 0 “Steady bhajan

singing right through. You must wake whole night. You hearing

bhajan this side; you throwing jai [oblation of holy water] that side,

and everybody talking.” (Myers 1998:72)

jalap, jalappe, jallop n A BUSH MEDICINE syrup used as a purgative,

/cbjalap/ (< E jalap ‘a purgative drug obtained fr several plants’) 0

Jalappe - a sort of herb medicine. (ESTT 1956) 0 Jallop powder.

(Simpson 1970:59)

jalbet adj Describing fruit that has been picked at or partially eaten by

birds, /djalbet/ = bektay2
,
bird-peck(ed), bird-pick 0 Doh gi me that

jalbet mango.

jaldi(-jaldi) adv Hurry; quickly: hastily; usu. used with a command to

do something, /c^aldi/ (< H jaldi ‘quickly; fast') 9 “Come and do it

jaldi-jaldi.” (1990)
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jalebi, jilebi n A traditional Indian sweet made from a thin batter

squeezed out in spirals into hot oil, then soaked in sugar syrup, /djalebi,

cfcplebi/ (< H jalebi 'a sweet made of fried dough soaked in syrup’) 0

Old Indian sweets like laddu, jilebi (jalebi), khurma, gaza and gulab-

jamun sell in some markets and there are a few profession halwais

(makers of Indian sweets) of the old type. (Jha 1973:42) 0 The people

from the marquee spilled over onto the car bonnets and milled among
the vendors of sweets and snacks - koormah, jilabi, channa, doubles,

choc-ice. (Espinet 1984:6) 0 Sweetmeats like ladoo, kurnia, jilavbee,

gulabjamoon, barf: andpayra are sometimes made before Divali day

because the preparation is time-consuming. If they are made on

Divali day then they may be part of the offering. (TTR Oct 1990:28-

29) 0 His silky-textured and delicious laddu, barfi, gulaab jamoon,

jalabi, khurmaa, perdaa, goolgoolaa, lapsee, halwaa and gurambha

were favourites with adults and children alike. (EX 8 Sept 2003:27)

jalkeri n arc Property; land. (< H-Bh-Ang < H jal ‘water’ + Ang keri

‘piece of land’) = jagahaa 0 “That is my jalkeri.” (1990)

jalousy see JEALOUSY

jam 1 v Dance together in a very close physical manner. (< E jam
‘press, squeeze or crowd together in a compact mass; force together’)

0 Everybody jamming to the music.

2 v Dance vigorously to upbeat, loud music. (< Ejam ‘thrust, push, or

drive violently or firmly against something or in some direction’ or

jam ‘jazz or similar music extemporized by a number of players

together’) 0 It had been an all-day affair, with stalls and people jam-

ming to a DJ... by the time the PNM main speakers arrived to address

the faithful, they were in a cheery, ebullient mood. (EX 14 Dec

1986:6) 0 Hart is confident of the impact of the band's presentation

this year as they go "jamming to save the earth”. (717 16 Jan 1994:13)

3 v Give someone difficulties; put in distress. (< E jam ‘a difficult

position or situation in which movement or options are limited’) 0

Residents said their Parliamentary Representative... is too busy these

days jamming people with his IMF Budget to take on poor, suffering

school children in Cedros. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:19) 0 “We going to the

match today, we go jam them.” (1998)

4 v Touch, not necessarily hard, often in an accidental manner. 0 He
jam me hand and all the sandwich fall down from the waiter.

5 i’ Get plenty; win or obtain easily. 0 “Ah feelin lucky. Ah feel we go

jam cascadoo like bush today.” (Sweetbread, £A'ca 1980)

6 v Give; send with some force, e.g. a blow, kiss. 0 “He jam a lash on

the boy.” (1986) 0 “If you don’t see someone for a long time, you

could jam a kiss on them.” (1990)

jamaat, jamat n A Muslim congregation. Note: Since 1990, the

jamaat is generally used to refer to the Jamaat al Muslimeen of Port

of Spain, who staged an attempted coup. (< U jama’ ‘congregation,

assembly’ < Arabic) 0 “I am a Muslim of Victoria Village and a

member of that Jamat.” (TG 15 June 1933:2) 0 Every Imam was

given $1,000 to bring members of their Jamaat to support the amend-

ment to the constitution. (Blast 17 Nov 1989:4) 0 While Muslims in

Trinidad had long maintained localjamaats (congregations) and muk-

tabs (schools for teaching Arabic and Urdu), in the 1930s they cre-

ated two national bodies, the Tackveeyatul Islamic Association and

the Sunaat-ul-Jamaat. (Vertovec 1992:82) 0 Papa became the official

Imam in 1956 soon after the death of his father Joom Allaudeen, the

previous Imam. Papa has served his jamaat well for close to forty

years. (Deen 1994:199) 0 “He is the imam for them, he have he own
jamaat.” (1990)

Jamaica plum n Spondias purpurea, a cultivated tree 3-10 m (10-

32'); bark warty; leaves obovate, rough. Flowers red, in panicles.

Fruit resembles the COMMON PLUM: variable round, ovoid or oblong

shape; reddish or reddish-purple skin; edible yellow pulp; one large

seed. = governor plum" 0 (Joseph 1 838a:82) 0 (FTT 1930-1-3: 195) 0

Jamaican plum... Spondias purpurea (CFNI 1971:3)

jama-jora n An Indian man’s traditional long robe, heavily decorated

and usu. pink, usu. worn by the groom at a wedding, /dsamadpra/

(< H-Bengali jama ‘piece of cloth’ + jora ‘pair; double’) 0 “Some

boys does feel shame to wear jama-jora to married, dey want suit and

tie.” (1990)

jam and wine phr A FETE characterised by very lively music and

vigorous, sexually suggestive dancing; also songs that are meant to

encourage this dancing, as opposed to emphasis on lyrics. = wine and

jam 0 “Although the art can be passed on we have to get together as

one people, all calypsonians, steelbandsmen and everybody, to pro-

tect it and let foreigners know about we ting,” stated Brigo with great

concern. “We also have to remember that foreigners don’t want

something laid back, we have to give them the jam and wine which

go get them moving, so talk about we only bringing the songs without

messages and too much bachannal is nonsense.” (Bomb 15 Jan

1993: 1 1 ) 0 A good supporting song is "Dirty Dancing”, a soca break-

away which is a well blended mixture jam and wine. (TG 16 Jan

1994:12) 0 Today, jam and wine have overtaken commentary; classic

has stamped itself on the steelbands’ presentation of calypso; and old

mas has had to be rescued from extinction by having a space on the

Friday before Carnival. (Lovelace 1998:59)

jamay v Of GHEE or oil, harden into solid form, /cbjame/ (< H jamna
‘coagulate; freeze; adhere; stick’) = freeze 0 “When you see coming

to Christmastime and the place cold is then to see how the ghiu does

jame.” (1990)

jambolan n Any of several cultivated trees bearing small round dark

purple fruits, which leave colour on the hands easily, have a sharp

taste, and are made into jam or wine. Most commonly Syzygium cum-

ini. /jambolan/ (< Sanskritjambolan ‘Eugeniajambolana, a tall tree

producing an astringent purple-black fruit used in tarts and pud-

dings’) = gulab jamun", >jamoon, java plum, prune mariage 0 (Carr

1869-1)

jam-cram adj Crowded; packed, usu. with people. (< E jam ‘press,

squeeze or crowd together in a compact mass; force together’ + E
cram ‘fill to excess’) = ram-cram, ram-jam 0 Everybody was jam-

cram in the North Stand.

jamdan n A jug for storing or preserving water, pickles, or food,

/djamdan/ (< Bh jadan, Hjam ‘drinking vessel’) 0 “Aji use to fry de

hog meat and put it in de jamdaan an every time she cooking, she take

out a few piece and throw it in de talkari.” (1990)

jammet, diametre, jamet, jamette, jammaitre 1 n obs A type of

Carnival mas for men and women considered highly obscene and

vulgar. Bands of jammets often engaged in STICKFIGHTS. Gener-

ally refers to the underclass of people who participate in these bands,

or whose public behaviour is considered vulgar, obscene, loud, vio-

lent, etc. (< FC jammet, widely supposed < Fr diametre ‘diameter’,

i.e. outside the boundary of social respectability, but poss. < Wolof

jam ‘slave’ + Fr -ette ‘female’) 0 On Monday, another [police offi-

cer] who did duty by Belmont Bridge, near St. Anns Road, was very

seriously hurt by a party of Diametres who appear to have come up

from town on the mission. (77? 31 Jan 1884:2) 0 The better class of

Spaniards dress themselves in fantastic costumes and ride or drive

about visiting their friends, showering small confitures upon them.

The custom is gradually dying out, and of late years [Carnival] has

degenerated into the lowest form of buffoonery; vulgarity and thinly-

disguised obscenity being rather the rule than the exception. The

roughs, rowdies, and diametres take advantage of the privilege of

masking, and indulge in coarse ribaldry, till the police finally take

them temporarily under their wing. (Collens 1888:50) 0 Instead of

having their show cases dressed with samples of “diametre” men and

women, and such like monstrosities, might not the Frederick Street

merchants substitute figures of continental peasants... Danish women,

etc. (Argos 22 Feb 1912:4) 0 Sticks have been taken from the

diamettes and now it is quite safe for any man to take his wife and

walk out into the streets on Carnival days, without any fear. (POSG
16 Aug 1916:8) 0 These [Neg Jardin] bands were quite different from

what was known as the “Diametres”. These were warlike stick fight-

ers, and when they met rival bands, there was bloodshed, so that the

police were always hot on their path. Their costumes consisted of

white pants, hanging very low in front, supported by leather belts, and

white merino vests. A regulation passed in later years put a stop to

these bands. (Fraser ca 1930s:302) 0 Lord Iere, who was bom in 1910

and started singing in 1928, recalls days: “when people paid a penny
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and four-cents to sit in the cocoyea tents in George, Charlotte and

St. Vincent Streets, and in Belmont and St. James. Calypso then

belonged only to the “yards” and the jamette crowd. (Lord Iere 1964,

in Rohlehr 1990:1 14-5) 0 In the slums of Port of Spain a kind of sub-

culture emerged, based on the barrack yards. It was dominated by the

‘jamets’ or ‘diametres’, the singers, drummers, dancers, stickmen,

prostitutes, pimps, and badjohns in general. This yard society was in

constant interaction with the upper and middle classes, whose houses

fronted the yards. The women were often domestics in their homes,

and liaisons between middle-class men and jamette women were not

uncommon. The jamets boasted their skill in fighting, their bravery,

their wit and ability at ‘picong’, their talent in song and dance, their

indifference to the law, their sexual prowess, even their contempt for

the church. In short they reversed the canons of respectability, the

norms of the superstructure... The jamets of the towns were organised

into bands for the purpose of dancing and fighting. These were terri-

torial and semi-secret organisations: each sector of each region might

have its gang. Such gangs may have derived from West African

secret societies, and their existence in Trinidad was noted as early as

1808. (Brereton 1979:166) 0 The steelbands all had their followers of

“jamettes” who can be best described as women of easy virtue and

loose morals. These women were the cause of many of the violent

steelband clashes of the late follies, fifties and the early sixties... the

advent of the war and the presence of U.S. service men stationed in

the country brought a flourishing night club trade which saw the

“jamettes” being employed as prostitutes and the pan men as enter-

tainers. (Tarradath 1991:380) 0 In our own century, after the Yankee

invasion which brought out the less chaste side of Trinidadian

women, the tradition was revived. Within the group of women was a

small group, members of which were also known as jamettes. They
were not simply prostitutes. They formed a parallel group to the bad-

johns and the sweetmen. They were desirable women, who acquired

the reputation that they were not to be trifled with... The women were

hard drinking, sweet talking, and as often as not, hard hitting. (TG 30

Jan 1993:4) 0 Even to this day, every steel orchestra is led on to the

Panorama stage by its flagwoman (orflagwomeri), who, as her name
suggests, waves a large flag and wines non-stop for the duration of

the performance. To wave a flag takes a certain stamina and strength

of shoulder, and flagwomen have traditionally been women of ample

proportions. One of the most famous was Jean-in-Town, the legend-

ary “jamette” who was a Renegades fan all her life. (Ganase 2000:69)

2 n A vulgar, loud-voiced person, now usu. a woman, who enjoys

causing scenes and public scandal. 0 Jammaitre - a lewd person.

(ESTT 1956) 0 “Well all you womens know dat Ama is a jamet. Man
never enuff for she.” (Ladoo 1972:80) 0 “She go turn out a jamette if

Nen-nen ent take a hole on she.” (Lewis 1972:41) 0 ‘But it is you who
bring dem jamet and dem, and make dem full up de kiss me ass pit.’

(Ladoo 1974:7) 0 [She] acted the perfect jamette, by going to [his]

office and cussing him stink, for all his patients to hear. (Bomb 8 May
1987:9) 0 Force-ripe young girls stand in groups, older jamettes

banter and curse in loud voices, middle-aged men look on with sad,

nostalgic eyes. (EX 30 Jan 1994:3) 0 Jean a jamette from the country.

(EX 11 Dec 1994:19) 0 Jamette... A female that sleeps around.

(www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

jammet crab n Ocypode quadrata
, a white marine crab; nocturnal,

lives in burrows in sandy beaches; capable of running very fast. =

chevalier crab, >ghost crab, sand crab, white crab 0 Jamette crab.

(Innes 1985b:20)

jam ke diya, jamraj ke diya n A clay DIYA put in front of the house

on Divali in order to direct Jamraj, the god of death, further along the

road, /cbjamra ke dija/ (< H Jamraj + ke ‘of + diya) 0 (Dwarika

1984:32) 0 “Light de jam ke diya before six o’clock, eh.” (1990) 0 “If

you don’t do jamraj ke diya puja, all your diyas will just out.” (1990)

jamming 1 n Difficulties; criticism; obstacles. 0 While Eric Williams

is wasting money on his wayward BWIA airline and WASA’s van-

ishing water our little children have to put up with constant jamming
to get an education. (Bomb 1977) 0 Last Sunday Prime Minister

A.N.R. Robinson came in for some heavy jamming from county

councillors who expressed total dissatisfaction with the slate of

aldermen they were duty-bound by party discipline to support. (EX-2

27 Sept 1987:1) 0 As long as yuh in de lime, one day yuh turn go

come wen dey go pong yuh tail. Ah see big man cry an cut out de

lime wen dey couldn't stan de jammin. (Foster 1990:15)

2 n Dancing in couples close together, with lower bodies in contact.

(< E jam ‘press, squeeze or crowd together in a compact mass; force

together’) 0 JAMMING, dancing close together with contact between

pelvic area of one partner and pelvis, buttocks, or leg or other part-

ner(s). Can also refer to creating the right groove or feel when playing

“heavy” calypso music. (Gallaugher 1991:293) 0 “Mister Deejay,

don’t stop de jamming so soon!” (Baptiste 1993:91)

3 n Having sex with someone. 0 “Not me and that woman - the jam-

ming you get ent worth the jamming you get!” (1988)

jamogaa n A sickness of children characterised by wheezing,

believed to be spread by cats, /c^amoga:/ (< H-Bh jamagd ‘a chil-

dren’s illness’) 0 “When chiren get jamogaa dey does go jes like de

cat.” (1990)

Jamoo, Jahmoo n A type of music built on elements from SOCA and

gospel, /cbjamu/ 0 According to “Shorty”... the Jamoo Beat is an off

shoot of the soca, which itself was an off-shoot from calypso... Jamoo
[is] a combination of soca and American Gospel music. (Bomb 22

Aug 1986:29) 0 Shorty's Jahmoo music, produced by himself and his

children... is not average gospel music, but an interesting mix of

calypso, reggae, rock and funk. (EX 12 June 1988:3)

jamoon n Any of several cultivated trees bearing small round dark

purple fruits which leave colour on the hands easily, have a sharp

taste, and are made into jam or wine. Most commonly Syzygium

cumini , a large evergreen tree; (lowers whitish or pale green, scented;

edible fruit small, round, juicy, purple-black when ripe, /djamun/

(< H-Bh jaman, jamun ‘Eugenia jambolana, a tall tree producing an

astringent purple-black fruit used in tarts and puddings’) = gulab

jamun -
,
jambolan, java plum, prune mariage 0 The sun was low as a

house and red like a jamoon. (Ladoo 1972:70) 0 “The gulabjamoon

tree well ladray up with jamoon.” (1990) 0 (Mahabir 1991:72)

jamoulaiss see JAB-MOLASSI

jampana playera n Sphagneticola trilobata, a low-growing native

plant, usu. found near the sea. Flowers yellow. = >carpet daisy, Span-

ish verveine, veven kwayib, wild daisy, wild verveine, zebafanr 0

(Morean M-79)

janam n Birth; incarnation; cycle of life. /c^ana/ (< H janam ‘birth;

life; existence’) 0 “In my last janam I musta been bad!” (1990)

janaza n In Muslim ritual, a prayer for the dead before burial, /djanaza/

(< U janaza ‘bier; hearse; funeral’) 0 The deceased was buried with

full Muslim rites. The Janaza (corpse) was conveyed to the cemetery

in the Thabooth (wooden hearse). The Janaza Namaz (ceremony) was
performed by the acting Imam (Muslim priest), Madar Baksh. (TG 1

Jan 1936:4) 0 “They had a big funeral. I remember when they bathe

she and dress she and bring she from home to the Masjid for Janaza,

then to the cemetery.” (Deen 1994:169)

janaza namaz n Muslim funeral ritual, /c^anaza namatz/ (< U janaza

+ namaz) 0 The deceased was buried with full Muslim rites. The

Janaza (corpse) was conveyed to the cemetery in the Thabooth

(wooden hearse). The Janaza Namaz (ceremony) was performed by

the acting Imam (Muslim priest), Madar Baksh. (TG 1 Jan 1936:4)

jandee see JHANDi

jane n obs Girl; young woman, usu. in reference to a girlfriend or a

romantic or sexual relationship. 0 There was a certain jane on his

brain. (Atilla “Vagaries of Women" 1935) 0 Yes and I want a pretty

Jane, The only thing she must not make me shame. (Growler “I Want
to Rent a Bungalow” 1938, in Rohlehr 1990:239) 0 And, when the

jane with them only laugh. They will boast how they make they name
with your craft. (Growler “Old Man” 1938) 0 This is what I have got

to explain. When I first met with the high-brown Jane. (Growler

“Soup in Bottle” 1939) 0 Another thing I see young men doing again.

When they see a little jane, they does get hot brain. (Destroyer “Mat-

rimony Becomes a Papyshow” 1940) 0 “She living just over there,”

he pointed to the house almost opposite. “A first-class little dougla

jane.” (Anthony 1967:13)
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janel, jenel, jenelle 1 n obs A cowboy; someone who herds cattle. 0 In

former days, when the cattle were landed at Shine’s, it was a common
thing for wild oxen to run amok all over the town, the crowd of

“unwashed” following and shouting, the Uaneros , Eusebio, Pio, Tor-

ibio - “janells” as they were popularly called - in hot pursuit on their

sturdy ‘circus’ ponies, waving the impressive lassoes with which,

with wonderful deftness and accuracy of throw, they eventually cap-

tured the runaways. (Masson 1927:41)

2 n obs Carnival mas character, like a matador, based on this

activity. See also BAD-CATTLE, cow BAND. 0 The Cow Band... Each

masquerader wore a home-made papier-mache mask representing the

head of a cow surmounted by a pair of horns. The band had no music

but they had a great deal of fun charging among spectators with make-

believe ferocity... the “Janelle,” a matador-like character, uncostumed

in short trousers and sporting a red flag, rushed among the cows pre-

tending to infuriate them. Another, manipulating a lasso, made playful

attempts at capturing them. (Carr 1959:22) 0 On Tuesdays past, the

herd of prancing cows threatened bystanders. They even engaged in a

bit of street theatre. They charged at the “jenel” or bullfighter who wore

ordinary clothes and waved a red flag to enrage the “bull.” (TG 15 Feb

2004:61)

janeo, janeu, janew n A Hindu sacred thread, given to boys at an ini-

tiation ceremony, /c^aneo, cbjaneu/ (< H-Bh juneo, janeo ‘sacred

thread’) = janeu, yajnopavita 0 At about the age of twelve or fourteen,

a boy of a Brahman or CattrT family may go to the pandit to receive

the janeo, or sacred thread. Today many families do not bother with

the ceremony. (Klass 1961:120) 0 Collens refers to some brahmans

and Sadhus investing the lower caste rich people with Kanthi and

even ‘cord’ (Janeu) on payment of good fees. (Jha 1973:37) 0 Kanta

also received his Janew, “a spiritual badge” which is usually worn as

a sacred [cord] around the neck. (TTM 5 Dec 1993:27) 0 “That young

lil chile take janeo.” (1990)

jangal n Jungle; forest, /cbjangal/ (< Hjangal ‘desert; waste-land; for-

est; land overgrown with tangled vegetation’) 0 “All we have inside

that jangal is mapepi and deer.” (1990)

jangi, jangee n Any freshwater eel. /(^angi/ (< FC zanji < Fr les

anguilles ‘eels’) = >zanji 0 There is no protection from the janges or

any insects in the dry grass or muddy lagoon. {EX 22 July 1990:17)

jangli, jungli n arc People living in an isolated bush area. Originally

referred mostly to descendants of Indian tribal peoples, usu. consid-

ered low caste, /c^angli/ (< H jangli ‘wild; savage; barbarian’) 0

Because most of the “Jangli people in the past were “crabcatchers,”

and a large number today still are, the group as a whole is considered

“low” (Klass 1961:60) 0 Up to the year 1870... Indian immigrants...

[included] a sprinkling of tribal people from Chota-Nagpur and the

hills of North Bengal and Assam, called 'hill coolies’ or ‘junglies’ in

Trinidad. (Jha 1973:30) 0 “We living way down to the back. Is we
alone like jangli self.” (1990) 0 Surprisingly, previous ethnographers

have not pointed to the presence of Indian tribals in Trinidad. Some
writers have noted a group known as janglis'

,
yet most descriptions

depict them only as an unknown caste. In fact, jangli is the term used

in India to denote tribal peoples, whether or not they have been incor-

porated into local caste hierarchies.... Groups such as janglis,

Madrassis, and Punjabis or western Uttar Pradeshis (who, in Trini-

dad, were generally called pachanyas or ‘westerners’) were all, at one

time, disdainfully regarded by other Indians due to maintained differ-

ences in tradition and behaviour. But cultures associated with regions

of origin in India - like caste - have largely been displaced by more

common Indo-Trinidadian cultural phenomena. Thus, like caste,

regional culture of origin (especially for janglis and Madrassis) has

now become but a prejudicial label usually attributing low status,

while actual demonstrations of cultural difference are rare. (Vertovec

1992:129)

janj see JHANJ

janjat, janjhat see JANJHAT

January peas n An early variety of PIGEON PEAS, considered very

good to eat, and resistant to worms, (fr usual harvest in January) 0

You could get some seed for January peas by Robert.

janwaas n A place, e.g. at a neighbour’s house, esp. prepared for the

bridegroom and party to stay before coming to the bride’s house for

DWAR PUJA in a Hindu wedding, /djanwais/ (< Bh jan ‘people’ +
awas ‘dwelling, living together’) 0 “We making de janwaas by Ram-
sook and dem.” ( 1990) 0 The wedding ceremony began with pundits

in attendance conduting the rituals of Dwaar puja, Parchan and Jan-

waas... The Janwas ceremony is where the father of the dulahin for-

mally welcomes the dulaha and his entourage. {EX Aug 2002:23) 0

After the tilak ceremony the dulaha and his party are taken to the jan-

waas, a specially prepared area where they are refreshed with sweets,

fruits and drinks. They sit facing either east or north so that the dulaha

must not see the dulahin. (Holass-Beepath 2002:83)

jap(an) n The continuous chanting of mantras without interruption,

usu. counted on a string of 108 beads, /c^apan/ (< H japna ‘count

beads while repeating the name of God internally’) 0 “When you see I

doing meh jaap ah does forget this world.” (1990) 0 I recorded the

music of the Hindu temples: bhajan, dhun, and kirtan (devotional

songs) as well as mantras and prayers and the recitation form known
as jap. (Myers 1998:90) 0 During the month of Kartik, early rising,

ritual bath, japan (mantra) and eating once a day are observed. Giving

of charity is also a significant act during the holy month. {EX 12 Nov
2003:7)

japaar, jhaapar n A slap with an open hand, /djapair/ (< U japdr

‘slap’) 0 “He japaar the child, and she bawling.” (1990) 0 “She give

the child one jhaapar.” (1990)

japana n Ayapana triplinervis [= Eupatorium triplinerve\
, a native

plant to 1.5 m (5') high. Leaves opposite in pairs, lanceolate to

oblong-lanceolate, to 15 x 3 cm (5.8 x 1.2"), pointed at both ends,

very prominent veins. Flowers purple, in loose clusters on slender

hairy stalks, /cbjapana! 0 A leaf decoction of Japana is taken twice

daily as required for fever and colds. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:82) 0 The use of herbs by the Spanish in Trinidad was influ-

enced by the herbal traditions of [nearby] Venezuela, brought here by

the so called cocoa (panyols)... some of the herbs which they brought

from the mainland such as japana Eupatorium triplinerve and altami-

sia Ambrosia cumanensis have not become widely distributed in the

country. (Morean 1991:10)

jaraiya n An ague fever, with chills and shaking. ATjaraija/ (< Bh
jaranis ‘paroxysm of a fever’ <jara ‘cold’) 0 “Yuh have jaraiya

fever? Why yuh shaking so?” (1990)

jaray see jharay

jardin benit see SHADO BENI

jarim n A person of Arima; used as a greeting between fellow Arimi-

ans. /djarim/ (< FCjan Arima ‘person of Arima’ < Fr gens de ‘person

of) 0 That family is real jarim.

jashwa, gens choix, jashwar, jashua, joshua n Any of several spe-

cies of very small marine anchovy fish, including Cetengraulis sp.,

Anchovia brownii, Anchovia delicatissima (the small anchovy),

Anchoa repsetuus (the striped anchovy) or Anchoa par\’a (the little

anchovy); Anchoa trinitatis, Centegraulis edentulus, or Sardinella

aurita, small marine fishes, /frjajwa/ (< FC zanchwa < Fr les anchois

‘anchovies’) = anchois, fry-dry, fryer, large zanchois, >zanchois 0

(Kenny & Bacon 1981:121) 0 (Sturm 1984) 0 Those who wish to eat

the Cascadura will have to settle for “Jashwar” (originally Zanchois

and then the Biblical Joshua before the current name caught on like

wild fire off the Churchill-Roosevelt Highway) as fresh fish is exor-

bitantly priced and is respectfully referred to as “Mr. King” or

“Mr. Carite” when available. (Lange 1986:13) 0 The lowly joshua is

now at a dollar a pound while carite, red fish, go at $8 a pound and

King Fish himself is fetching up to $10, all because of the Easter cul-

ture of eating fish. (Bomb 17 Apr 1987:5) 0 Fish, ancho, jashwar,

Herring, strimps. (Espinet 1988:132)

jasmine n Commonly used for any flowering shrub with fragrant

white flowers. Usu. the cultivated Nyctanthes abor-tristis, a large

shrub or small tree with drooping branches; leaves dark grey or

greenish white, rough. Flowers fragrant, with orange-red corolla-

tubes and white spreading lobes. Also the cultivated Cestrum noctur-

num, a similar plant. (< E jasmine ‘the plant Jasmimum ojficinale, a
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climbing shrub with fragrant white flowers’) = belle-de-nuit, >lady of

the night
1

(C. nocturnum)-, belle-de-nuit, har singer, >lady of the

night, tree of sadness (N. arbor-tristis )

jata, jatha, jaataa n A food mill consisting of two circular stones, one

over the other, with a short wooden handle towards the edge of the

upper stone, and a hole in the middle in which to put grain or dal to

produce meal or flour, /djata/ (< H jamta ‘a handmill of two stones’)

0 Jata, a stone corn-grinder. (Alladin 1970:60) 0 Jaataa. (Dwarika

1984:32) 0 The music of the early settlers consisted of work songs:

songs of the rice planting and harvesting seasons, songs of women
grinding grains in the jata or pounding rice paddy in the dheka.

(Ramaya 1992:22) 0 Women grind grains on a jata (stone-mill).

(Mahabir 1992a: 125) 0 “In my grandparents’ time, they used to grind

the dhal in a jatha (two flat stones),” said Ramesar. (EX 8 Sept

2003:28) 0 All right, so de fella bring de bull. Dey taaway (thresh)

an’ t'ing wit’ jaataa (stone mill). (Mahabir 2005:86)

jataa adj Of hair, knotted, tangled, /c^ata:/ (< Bh jatal ‘wearing clot-

ted hair’) 0 “Mi hair jataa this morning.” (1990) 0 “All now yuh have

real jattaa hair.” (1990)

jatahaa n A piece of wood used to harvest fruits from a tree, usu. by

PELTING them, /c^ataha:/ (< Bh jhatka ‘jerk; wrench’) 0 Jatasha.

(Dwarika 1984:32) 0 “Jatahaa is to fling and lick down the fruit.”

(1990)

jatha see JATA

jaunders n Jaundice; a condition characterized by yellowness of the

eyes, skin, fluids and tissues. 0 ‘[Jjaunders’, jaundice. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:241)

jaune d’abricot n Phoebis philea [= Callidoyas philea , Catopsilia

philea], a butterfly, wingspan 6.9 cm (2.75"). Brilliant yellow

splashed with pinkish orange on upper wings and margins of lower

wings; brown spotting on forewings and margins. /3on dabriko/ (< Fr

jaune ‘yellow’ + d’abricot ‘of apricot’ fr colour similar to apricot

fruit) 0 (Kaye 1910) 0 [
Catopsilia philea

]
(Kaye 1921:108) 0 Jaune

d’abricot - Catopsilia philea , a very powerfully-built insect, larger

than the Abricot, feeds on ixora. It is very difficult to catch this

butterfly when it is flying, as it is very nervous, flies high, and has a

quick flight. (Ambard 1959:13) 0 The flowers of the Black Stick is a

source of nectar to several local butterflies especially the bright yel-

low Jaune [dabricot], (Morean 1 992c:3
1

)

java plum n Any of several cultivated trees bearing small round dark

purple fruits, which leave colour on the hands easily, have a sharp

taste, and are made into jam or wine. Most commonly Syzygium

cumini. (< E java plum ‘the fruit of species of Eugenia,'' native to the

East Indies and the Malay Archipelago) = gulab jamun2
,
jambolan,

>jamoon, prune mariage 0 (Joseph 1838a:82) 0 (Carr 1869-1) 0 The
extravagant pattern of extravagantly shaped leaves, of breadfruit and

papaw, of banana and avocado pear... Java plum and water lemon.

(Bryans 1967:84)

jawaan n Young, /djawarn/ (< H jawan ‘young; youthful’) 0 “Look
how she dressing, like she feel she jawaan.” (1990)

jawain see AJWAIN

jay n Elaenia flavogaster (E yellow-bellied elaenia), a bird, 16 cm
(6.5") long. Prominent crest, appears “two-homed”; white crown-

patch seen when crest is raised. Noisy and conspicuous; raises its

crest frequently. (< Ejay, several species of birds that are very noisy)

= cutterhead, johnny head-in-air, tillon, >top-knot 0 (ffrench

1991:299-300)

jay-gay see JEGE

jay neg see vieux NEG

je intj A triumphant shout, used in group labour, /cfcje/ (< H-Bh je, sal-

utation, greeting with respect) 0 After the beating is completed, the

rice is fanned and sifted. As a group of beaters finish all the rice for

that field, the men raise their arms and shout “Je!” (Hurrah!) This is

said to be an indication of their victory over the rice, but it is also a

signal to those still beating that this group has already finished, for

there is a friendly competition between those beating in the same

area. Those who finish last are usually too ashamed to cry “Je!”.

(Klass 1961:85)

jealous v’ Become jealous of; be envious of. (< Ejealous o/‘feeling ill-

will towards somone for an advantage or superiority they may pos-

sess’) 0 Some envy me because I am neat and up to date. Men jealous

me because my hair’s inclined to be straight. (Lion “The Power of the

Lion” 1938, in Rohlehr 1990:239) 0 I know the whole world will

jealous me. When I sit with me bride in me Mercury. (Growler “When
I Marry Dorothy” 1940) 0 “Don’t envy Mastana Bahar; the East Indian

business people are putting up their money to sponsor the pro-

gramme... Don’t jealous Mastana Bahar. Don't envy that programme.”

(TTM 1 Jan 1993:25)

jealousy, jealousie, jalousy n A window covering made of narrow

strips of wood, slanted upwards on the outside, to exclude sun and

rain while admitting air and some light; people inside the house can

look out, but people outside cannot see in. (< E jalousie < Frjalousie,

this type of shutter) 0 The front door of the gallery had been forced in

and three or four of the ‘jealousies’ of a window cut with a knife. (TS

17 Dec 1839:3) 0 A colored handkerchief... was found to have been

inserted between the jalousies of the door... and had been set on fire.

(POSG 24 Feb 1846:2) 0 But when ah peep through the jealousie,

What ah see ah wouldn’t tell that to nobody. (Small Island Pride

“Mildred Don’t Cry” 1959 pr) 0 (Ryan 1985:7)

Jean and Dinah phr Prostitutes; women of the social underworld, (fr

Sparrow’s 1956 calypso “Jean and Dinah”) 0 So when you bounce up

Jean and Dinah, Rosita and Clementina, round the comer posing. Bet

your life is something they selling. And if you catch them broken, you

can get em all for nothing, don’t make no row, the Yankees gone,

Sparrow take over now. (Sparrow “Jean and Dinah” 1956) 0 The

world of Jeans and Dinahs doesn’t have any glamour in it any more.

But there’s still a certain amount of awe. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:13)

jeera see JIRA

jeezanages, jeesanages, geezanages, cheese and ages intj An excla-

mation of surprise or shock. See also JEZU-WEB. (< E Jesus ‘an oath

or exclamation of surprise, dismay, disbelief, etc.’ + prob. angels) =

jeezan-peas, cheese and rice 0 Balgobin would be surprised and

would pretend not to see me at first and would look outside and say,

‘Cheese and Ages!’ and 1 wouldn’t be able to talk, for laughing.

(Anthony 1965:157) 0 But the first boy to bite one, choosing the rip-

est and reddest from his collection, spat the skin hastily from his

mouth and exclaimed: ‘Jeez an' ages! These mango sour for so!’ (Sel-

von 1973:101) 0 Well, if you see how everybody round the table start

to laugh in true gateway, barrack-type style. “Kyah, kyah! Kee, kee!

Kif, kif! Gil, gil! Gib, gib! Oh Lard! Oh Gard! Hold mih, hold mih, ah

want to bawl!” “Oh jeezanages, save mih! Ah go dead, ah go dead!”

(TTM 5 Dec 1993:30) 0 “Geezanages! We let dem people beat we in

de game!” (Baptiste 1993:77) 0 And we here arguing about whether it

is proper for Trinidadians to be hearing “All a we” on the airwaves of

Trinidad and Tobago. Jeezanages! (TG 24 Apr 1994:8)

jeezan-peas intj An exclamation of surprise, dismay, etc. (<jeezan-

rice + rice andpeas)
= cheese and rice, jeezan-ages, jeezan-rice

jeezan-rice intj An exclamation of surprise, dismay, etc. (< E Jesus

Christ ‘a strong oath or exclamation of surprise, dismay, disbelief,

etc.’) = cheese and rice, jeezanages, jeezanpeez

jeezu-web, jesuweb, geez-u-web intj An expression of dismay or

wonder. See also JEEZANAGES. (< E Jesus wept ‘a strong exclama-

tion of surprise, dismay, disbelief, etc.’) 0 The first thing Marie saw

when she woke this morning was no clock. Then her eye fell on no

tea set, no decanter and absolutely no tablecloth. “Jesuweb!” she

shrieked. “Children run an’ get Mr. Ashley what was in de police

force.” (Macaw 1960:76) 0 “Geez-u-web! You know he gom an swim
de whole length!” (Baptiste 1993:77) 0 “Jesus webs!” Hollybee’s red

eyes twinkled with surprise. “Boy, you really stupid. You don't know
what that is?” (Andersen 2004:20)

jefe, jefe n Important person; big shot, /hefe/ (< Sp jefe ‘chief; boss;

leader; superior’) 0 Sources on the port said a jefe in the PNM is

clinching the deal to reclaim some lands close to the old wholesale

fish market in Sea Lots. (Bomb 1985) 0 Who will educate and
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enlighten the wider society... about the organized crime that goes on

among big jefes in the country. (TTM 5 June 1987:11) 0 Internecine

squabblings among party and Government jefes have been taking

place. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:3) 0 National Security jefe, Russell

Huggins demonstrated their pursuits. (EX 1 8 Dec 1 994: 1 1

)

jefe civil n An important person in town or country, e.g. a warden,

/hsfe sivil/ (< Sp jefe ‘chief; boss; leader’ + Sp civil ‘municipal’) 0

When I land, 1 will tell them I'm the great Neville, They’ll have to

honor me as a jefe civil, Line the shore with their guards of honor.

Like when we are receiving our new governor. (Tiger “Civil War in

Spain” 1938) 0 He is some kind ofjefe civil in South,

jege, jay-gay, jengay, jingay n A spell; act of magic, OBEAH or

JADOO. /djege/ (< H-Bh) 0 You consult an obeah-man. He makes

“jengay” as he can. Still you cannot win her hand. (Fortune ca 1950-

59:6) 0 Jege. (Palladin 1970) 0 Jay-Gay - spell or obeah. (Alladin

1970:69) 0 “If he throw one jinge on yuh. yuh done fuh life.” (1990) 0

‘[He] ain’t no obeahman... The man does just preach a little. You
want somebody who could do a little “jingay” so he wouldn't get

cut.’ (Boodhoo 1994:184)

jellet n A gelatin sweet on a stick, /desist/ 0 The young people’s

favourite [street call], is the man with the bell and jellet. (Melody

“The Ice Man” 1960)

jellico n A type of ALL FOURS card game, /c^eliko/ 0 There are two

versions of all fours - Jellico and Jack Johnson. The Jack Johnson

variety was probably named after the legendary heavy weight cham-

pion Jack Johnson. In Jack Johnson, two or four play for high, low,

jack and game. Jellico is widely used in competition, with four play-

ing for 14 points. It is characterised by its cry, “Heroes of war!”

(Brewster 1991 : 18)

jelly n The soft meat of a green coconut. (< E jelly ‘a gelatinous sub-

stance, having a soft and stiff consistency, usu. semitransparent’) 0 I

just drank the water, without cracking the nut for the jelly, and I gath-

ered up all the shells and husks and threw them into the bush.

(Anthony 1967:157)

jelly coconut n A coconut with soft or hard JELLY inside. 0 I ask for

jelly coconut and he only bring me watemut.

jelly-sugar n A sweet gelatin, often eaten on bread. 0 We used to

come home from school and have bread and jelly-sugar,

jene adj Nervous; uneasy; restless; upset, /djene/ (< FC < Fr gene

‘upset; disturbed’) 0 Like somebody have you stupid, you too jene. 0

“I must have my cigarette. Otherwise I'm jene.” (1986)

jenel, jenelle see JANEL

jenga n A fighting cock coloured white and brown, usu. with mottled

black feathers in the tail and back of neck, and a white belly. 0 “They

call this one a canaway, and this one a jenga.” (1990)

jengay see JEGE

jensen n obs Anas americana (E American wigeon), a duck. = canvas-

back, >white-belly Q Anas Americana... Jensen, (de Verteuil 1884;95)

jep 1 n Any of several types of large, brownish wasp, usu. Brachygas-

tra bilineolata
,
Polybia occidentals and P. rejecta. Most make mud

nests, and are often found near houses, /djep/ (< FC jep
,
gep < Fr

gu'epe ‘wasp’) 0 (Thomas 1869:4) 0 “If you only talk to her, she go

get on like a jep.” (Baptiste 1993:92)

2 n A person who is quick to anger, hot-tempered, (fr being easily

irritated and stinging) = jack Spaniard* 0 “That woman is a real jep.”

(1990) 0 De little jep giving me back answers yes! (Baptiste 1992)

jep-jep 1 adj arc Lively; agitated; inquisitive. 0 Jepjep — Frisky, ener-

getic. (ESTT 1956)

2 adj Hot-tempered; interfering. 0 Jep-jep - jack Spaniard like, a

sharp tongued person. (ESTT 1956) 0 Jepjep - meddlesome. (Daniel

ms2 ca 1960)

jep tatu, jep tatoo 1 n Svnoeca surinama, a large dark metallic blue-

black wasp which builds a large mud/carton nest resembling a TATU
shell on the underside of a tree branch or building overhang, /c^ep

tatu/ (<jep + tatu , fr resemblance of nest to tatu shell) = jep-two,

kohung , seven-mile jep, two-mile jep

2 n Epipoma tatua, a shiny black wasp which makes a small banded
nest free-hanging from a tree branch.

3 n Polistes sp., a solitary wasp, greenish with yellow bands, that

lives in holes in sand heaps and beaches. = tatu wasp

jep-two n Svnoeca surinama
, a large dark metallic blue-black wasp

which builds a large mud/carton nest resembling a TATU shell on the

underside of a tree branch or building overhang. (<jep + two-mile, ft

distance it is supposed to pursue attack) = >jep tatu, kohong, seven-

mile jep, two-mile jep 0 “I know dat kind of wasp,” he warned. “Dey
‘jep-twos’ and very fierce.” (Worth 1967:188)

jereton, gereton, gireton, giretong n Schefflera morototoni

[= Didymopanax morototoni, Panax morototoni], a large native ever-

green tree, to 24 m (77') tall; straight and unbranched for most of the

height, and then sparsely branched. Bark greenish or brownish tan,

smooth, marked by leaf-scars and usu. covered in grey lichens.

Leaves clustered at the tips of the trunk and branches, with 7-10 leaf-

lets to 30.5 cm (L) long, radiating from base; leaflets obovate-oblong,

15-20 cm (5. 8-7. 8") long, the inner ones larger than the outer ones;

golden or rusty hairy beneath. Numerous small bell-shaped flowers,

about 1 mm (.04") long, green on outside and yellowish outside, in

large panicles. Fruit small, 5x8 mm (.2 x .3"), slightly fleshy, flat on

both sides; contains two half-moon shaped seeds. Wood soft and

light, used for making matches and boxes, /hsretoq/ (< Sp ahiguere-

ton, prob. < Amer) = higuereton, matchstick tree, matchwood 0 In

addition to the imported matches there is a large local manufacture of

matches at the factory in Port of Spain. The wood used is known as

“giretong”, and is obtained locally from the forests and estates and

shipped to the factory. (TG 3 May 1919:2) 0 (Marshall 1934:63) 0

Jereton is found in most forests, the exception being the dry forests of

the northwestern peninsula of Trinidad; it does not occur in Tobago...

It is most commonly seen in distributed areas where it can receive the

high light intensities it needs to grow well. (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:60-61)

jerk see JOOK

jerry n Something not up to quality, of less value than expected; a

deception; trick. (< dial Ejerry ‘bad; defective’; Ejerry-built ‘of very

poor, haphazard, deceptive construction’) 0 Jerry. “He gi me a jerry.”

(Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Somebody gi me a jerry,

jerry tout see GERITOUT

jersey n Any kind of stretchy clothing top pulled on over the head; T-

shirt. 0 They dressed in short pants and red jersey, and made their

attack quite determinely. (Tiger “Hell Yard and George Street Con-

flict” 1936) 0 ‘Manuel, come and see if this jersey can fit you.’ (Love-

lace 1968:49) 0 A... washed out young whore in a loose fitted jersey

and faded blue denims. (Ramkeesoon 1975:2) 0 The Trinidad and

Tobago World Cup Organising Committee have issued a warning the

“outsiders” are cashing in on jerseys bearing the “Road to Italy” slo-

gan. (EX 6 Oct 1989:56) 0 “They printing jersey, they selling pelau and

roti.” (1997)

jessy plimpa, jesse plimpla n Tob Pithecellobium unguis-cati, a small

spiny 9 m (30) native tree, /c^ssi plimpA/ = black bead tree, black jessy,

>bread and cheese, picka
1 0 (Marshall 1934:46) 0 (Morean M-80)

jesuweb see JEEZUWEB

jeth n Husband's elder brother, /c^st
h
/ (< H jeth ‘eldest brother;

husband’s elder brother’) = >barka 0 “Yuh jeth eh dey home so yuh

feeling free.” (1990)

jeuk out see JUK OUT

jeuking board see JUKKIN BOARD

jeune male n Of songbirds, a young male which has not yet grown

adult-coloured feathers. /3§n mal/ (< FC < Frjeune male ‘young male’)

0 For singing, semps and tarodes I liked better than any others. The

jeune male was all right, but when it began to turn vieux male that was

the time it became pretty. (Anthony 1967: 1 17) 0 ‘What isjeune male? I

mean in English?’... ‘But still, jeune male, that so simple. Well listen,

what is ajeune male - the young little bird, or the old one?’ ‘The young

one.’ ‘Well, that’s it. Jeune male- young male.’ (Anthony 1967:120)

jewi tu see GERITOUT
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jhaake v Peep at; look at secretly, /c^aike/ (< H jhakna ‘peep’) =

^aco 1

0 “Yuh well jhaake, de two ah yuh see everything.” (1990)

jhaakhi n Dried branches or bamboo placed upright and used to sup-

port the growth of vine vegetables. /c^a:k
h
i/ (< H-Bh jhamki ‘dis-

play’) = jhamra 0 If yuh want to reap bodi first yuh have to put up

jhacki. (Julien nd) 0 “Fence round with jhaakhee and grow crops

same time.” (1990)

jhaali n Cobweb; spiderweb, /c^adi/ (< Hjalik ‘ spider
’

-Jail ‘lattice’) 0

“The house have plenty jhaali.” (1990)

jhaapar see JAAPAR

jhaare see also JHARAY

jhaare lapai adv Incompletely or poorly; in a hurry, /dsaire lapai

/

(< Bhjhare < H-Bhjharna ‘sift, winnow’ + lapai < lapakke ‘quickly’

) 0 “Yuh eh sweeping good, you sweeping jhaare lapai.” (1990) 0

“Leh we jhaare lapai and dust it.” (1990)

jhaaroo see JHAROO

jhaat n Pubic hair. /c^a:t/ (< Bhjhat ‘pubic hair’, usu. vulgar) = jahant

0 “Fus he mad, he walking without ah pants and look all i jhaat and

thing showing.” (1990)

jhabraa, jhabri, jhabria adj Of hair, tangled, dirty, unkempt.

/d5
h
abra:, c^

h
abri/ (< H jhabra ‘long-haired’) 0 “Yuh jabri like a

frizzle fowl.” (1990) 0 “Tara yuh musn’t comb yuh hair leave it

jhabraa.” (1990)

jhabrin n Woman with tangled or knotted hair, /c^abrin/ (< H jhabra

‘long-haired’ + -in feminine) 0 “Tina Turner, that is jhabrin.” (1990)

jhaji bhai see JAHAJI BHAI

jhakhre v Grow very thickly; overgrow, /d^'akre/ (< Bh < H jhan

‘bushes, undergrowth’) 0 “All the bush jhakhre this side.” (1990)

jhal n Small brass finger cymbals. /c^
haf (< H-Bh jhal) 0 (Palladin

1970) 0 “Get all de jhal prepare fuh Phagwa that is jes now.” (1990) 0

Chautal is a seasonal Hindu genre, and the bands rehearse only once

a year, beginning several weeks before the Phgu celebrations. Groups

usually consist of eight or more male singers, all of whom play jhal

(brass cymbals), and one dholak player. (Myers 1998:74)

jhalar n An ornamental cloth gathered around the crescent of a

HOSAY MOON, /djalar/ (< U jhalar ‘festoon; frill; fringe’) 0 (Korom
2003:277)

jhalkaa n A blister on the skin, esp. from a bum. /c^alka:/ (< H
jhalka ‘blister’) = bladder

2
, >water bladder 0 “I get a jhalkaa.” ( 1 990)

0 “He jhalkaa not getting better.” (1990)

jhal Ramayn n A SATSANG in which the Ramayana is sung and

accompanied by JHAL. (< H-Bh jhal + Ramayan) 0 A satsang was a

gathering at which, in the absence of a pundit, Tulsidas’ Ramayana
(called the ‘Ramayn’ in Trinidad) was sung and commented upon...

Group-singing accompanied by small cymbals (jhal) characterized

the event, such that this kind of satsang came to be commonly called

the jhal Ramayn’ or shrota (co-celebrant) Ramayn’. (Vertovec

1992:116)

jhamra, jhamraa n A bamboo structure used to support growing

vines with space to walk underneath and pick fruits, /dy’amra/ (< H-
Bhjhamra ‘support’) = jhaaki 0 “Build ah good jhamraa fuh de kara-

ille.” (1990) 0 “Go under de jhamraa an pick some seim fuh me ta.”

(1990)

jhandi, jandee, jandi n A religious flag, usu. a triangular piece of

cloth on a long bamboo pole set in front of a place of PUJA; singular

JHANDA. Different colours signify the different deities for which the

pujas are held, /djandi/ (< Hjhanda ‘banner; flag; streamer’) = flag
3

,

prayer flag 9 Beginning with the completion of the house, and for

every year afterwards, a prayer meeting was held and a jhandi (flag)

put up. (Alladin 1970:9) 0 Ajhandi (small triangular flag) is put on a

green bamboo and planted near the house where the puja is held...

The most popular puja is that of Satyanarayan... and a white flag is

hung in his honour. A red flag is hung in honour of... Hanuman, a

yellow one in hour of goddess Lakshmi or Durga and sometimes in

honour of Krishna. Unfurling of a black flag in honour of Goddess
Kali is now a very rare thing. (Jha 1973:34-5) 0 There was a jandee

pole in the yard; every good Hindu in Karan Settlement had a pole

like it. (Ladoo 1974:1) 0 After each ceremony sacred food (persad)

was given to participants and friends who attended, and prayer flags

on long sticks, orjhandi, were raised in the garden or yard at the front

of the house. (Clarke 1986:100) 0 When ah say jai all put de jhandi in

de hole. (1990) 0 At least once per year, ideally, families sponsored a

formal puja conducted by the Brahman pundit... A red jhandi (trian-

gular flag atop a bamboo pole) for Hanuman and a white one for

Satyanarayan were erected at a selected spot near the sponsor’s

house... In perhaps the 1920s or 1930s, a third puja became part of

this ritual complex. Held on Sunday mornings, it involved a standard

set of offerings directed to Surujnarayan (the solar deity, also known
as Suryanarayan), and culminated with the erection of a white jhandi.

(Vertovec 1992:1 15)0 This is Indian territory and the road’s facade is

characteristically Indian: large, balustered white houses that stand on

tall pillars; underneath, ancient women lounging in the shade on blue

painted wooden benches, or lying in crocus hammocks as still as alli-

gators; old cars resting on blocks; tattered flags, all faded to an even

off white, hanging from clumps ofjhandi poles. (EX 13 June 1993:10)

0 The most interesting part was the consecration of the jhandi - a

long green bamboo pole, about 12 feet long, with a triangular yellow

flag tied at the top. Yellow symbolized the goddess Durga The

pole was implanted in a tin and now stands there with other jhandi

from other katha. (Myers 1998:60) 0 Colourful jhandis fluttered in the

breeze at Manzanilla last Saturday as Hindus converged on the beach-

front for the annual Kartik celebrations. (EX 12 Nov 2003:7)

jhanj, janj, jhaanj n Traditional Indian cymbals usu. played in TASSA

groups. /d3
h
anc

J

5/ (< H-Bh jhal ‘sound of striking metal’) 0 (Palladin

1970) 0 Every night now hosay drums were beaten. The ensemble

consisted of one or two bass drums... three to five tassas... and the

jhanj or cymbals... The cutter (lead tassa) started off; the “foolayers”

beat one characteristic rhythm; and the bass-man struck out the deep,

basic rhythm while the jhanj clashed its own peculiar sound and

rhythm in between. (Alladin 1970:32) 0 These are three sizes of brass

cymbals, the janj being the largest and used with the tassa, whilst the

majeera is the smallest. (Ramlakhan 1 990a: 11) 0 “Da fella know i

thing, i know how to play dat jhanj.” (1990) 0 A tassa drumming

group consists of at least four pieces: 1 ) the sharp-toned “cutter;”

2) the lower-toned “fuller,”; 3) the bass drum or “dhol”; and 4) the

jhanj - a pair of large brass cymbals. (Ramaya & Mahabir 1989, in

Gallaugher 1991:71)

jhanjhat, janjhat n Confusion; a noisy row; trouble; quarrel; fuss.

/d5
hand5

h
at/ (< H-Bh jhanjhat ‘wrangling; squabbling; quarrelling’ )

= >comess, garbar, harbar, harbat, hassikara, khuchur 0 “She over

like to make jhanjhat, me eh able with she at all.” (1990) 0 Every day

she making janjhat to eat. 0 She have janjhat with he.

jharay, jaray v A traditional Indian method of healing by gentle

stroking accompanied by the repeating of certain prayers and herbal

remedies. /c^
h
are/ (< Bh jharna ‘clean’) 0 “He jharay the boy well

enough.” (Naipaul 1958:80) 0 Saying prayers to perform cures was

common. A man named Bejai was gifted at jharaying - curing with

incantations. He was able to cure a disease of the eye by placing his

left hand on the head of the patient while praying and stirring mustard

oil in a brass plate resting before him with a tiny bunch of dooby

grass (devil’s grass). (Alladin 1970:17) 0 ‘Carry the boy home and

get him jaray. You know anybody who could jaray good?’ ‘Yes,

man. Marajin is ah good jaray lady. Everybody does go by she.’

(Narine 1977:90-1) 0 “Jharay” for the jaundice is my specialty... I

don’t use anything to drink or rub on them, just special Hindu

prayers, mustard oil and dube grass, also called dew grass, which is

used in Hindu prayers. (TTM 10 Apr 1987:1 1)0 1 does jharay with

broomstick. After I jharay and I measure the broomstick; it does

grow. That means that the person have najar too bad. I does mash it

up and put match on it. (OPNL Mar 1989:5) 0 In Chaguanas, the

blacks had their belief in maljo or the evil eye, the Indians had their

najaar. If they could afford it, the people would summon a pundit to

dispel orjharay the evil spirit from the child or afflicted person, (de

Verteuil 1989:129) 0 She had her own way ofjharaying. First she

prepared herself by bathing and by praying at dawn... if the patient
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was very ill and lying down, she would take three freshly picked,

clean, dry stems of coconut leaves and, saying special Sanskrit

prayers, she would move the stems slowly from the head... down to

the tips of the toes, after which, the stems were shaken out lest the

evil spirit had clung on to them... 1 saw Tarajharay young babies who
were making their parent’s [s/c] life a hell by perpetually crying, or

by not eating, it was often the case that these babies had been taken to

doctors who, with all their London qualifications, could find nothing

wrong with them. (Persaud 1990:108) 0 The use of herbs by Indian

immigrants was superseded by other more popular healing practices.

These include the practice of “jharaying”, the use of Copper wrist

bands or “kangans” and the practice of “cracking” or bone-setting. In

the practice of "jharaying”, the practitioner relieves the pains and dis-

eases of the afflicted individual through the use of Mantras. He also

utilises the "jharoo” or cokeyea broom made from the leaves of the

coconut palm. (Morean 1991:27) 0 “Sadhu say he eh know nothing

’bout jigger. India didn' have jigger. He did what he could do. He
jharay we with prayers but dat eh no use. We want medicine.”

(Ramlakhan 1994:30) 0 The person “jarraying” chants some prayers

and then chums the oil and water with a special grass made like a

small broom. (EX-Today 23 Sept 2002:29)

jharke v Put clothes to dry. /d^arke/ (< H-Bhjharka 'clean; remove

water’) 0 “Jharke all de clothes fas leh it dry before de rain come
dong.” (1990)

jharnaa n A strainer for cooked rice. /<^
h
ama:/ (< H-Bh jharna

'clean; strain’) 0 “Pasawe de cook rice in de jharnaa.” (1990)

jharoo n Broom, usu. a COCOYEA broom. /c^
h
ara/ (< H jharu

‘broom’) 0 "Bring the jharoo to sweep the yard.” (1990) 0 He also

utilises the “jharoo” or cokeyea broom made from the leaves of the

coconut palm. (Morean 1991:27)

jharoo dance n A traditional Indian dance in which dancers strike

each other’s brooms to the rhythm of the music. 0 (Palladin 1970) 0

Sometimes a group of a dozen or more of the older men squatted

around in a circle with a cocoyea (coconut fex) broom in each hand

with which they played the jharoo (broom) dance while they sang.

(Alladin 1970:34) 0 Dance Jharoo... is done in circular form, with

singing dancers maintaining a steady rhythm, punctuated by the hit-

ting together of their own Jharoo, at intervals, as they move around

intertwining with turns. At other points they meet and strike each

other’s jharoo and then bend and strike the ground. They can then

change design and form pairs working together, around each other.

(Ahye 1978:64)

jhatoor n A negative term for a stupid, ignorant man, generally equiv-

alent to E prick. /c^
h
atur/ (< Bh jhat 'pubic hair’) = lund

2
0 “Ai, yuh

is ah good jhatoor.” (1990)

jhil, jheel n An area of swamp land flooded for growing rice. /d)
h
il/

(< H-Bh jhil 'a pool or small stagnant lake left after flooding’) 0 Gil,

jheel... swamp land prepared for rice cultivation. (Dukhedin-Lalla

1974:16) 0 “De piece ah land by de rice land get like real jheel.”

(1990)

jhingaa n Any small river shrimp, /d^iqga:/ (< H-Ang jhTnga

'shrimp; prawn’) = jinji, river shrimp 0 “Boy! we dry all de jhingaa

way we ketch.” (1990)

jhingi, jingi n Luffa acutangula (E loofah), a naturalized climbing

plant. Ridged stems; broad 5-7 lobed leaves. Male flowers in

racemes, female flowers solitary; flowers fragrant, yellow, open in

late afternoon. Fruit club-shaped, angled, seeds black. Young fruits

edible, mature fruits have fibrous tissue inside which is cleaned and

dried; the fibre used for making mats, pot cleaners, etc. /c^
h
ii]gi/ (< H

jinghi 'a plank Rubia manjith , Bengal madder’) = chinee ochro, sat-

putia, torchoir 0 Gingee. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:17) 0 Jhingi. (Pariag

1975:39) 0 (Mahabir 1991:77)

jhipir-jhipir adv Of rain, falling lightly, drizzling. /d5
h
ipir c^

h
ipir/

(< Bh jhipir-jhipir 'slowly slowly’) 0 “Rain falling jhipir-jhipir.”

(1990)

jhoolah see JHULA

jhoran v Put aside SARHI (cream) to make DAHI or GHEE. /c^
h
oran/

(< Bh-Angjhoran 'initiator’) 0 “We jhoran the sarhi one side until we
have plenty.” (1990)

jhoray, jhore v Hit at a tree with a stick in order to knock down the

fruit, esp. to get all fruits down indiscriminately. /c^
h
ore/ (< H-Bh

jhalna ‘shake; jerk; tremble’) 0 “Jhore the pepper tree.” (1990)

jhori n Personal belongings carried in a bag, for begging, camping,

etc. /c^
h
ore/ (< Bh-Ang jhora ‘like a bag') 0 “Kumar tie up all he

things in ah big jhori and waiting to go.” (1990)

jhosway, jhoswe n Food that has been burnt. /d3
h
oswe/ (< Bh jhusal

‘improper’) 0 “The talkari jhoswe.” (1990) 0 “Allyuh over jhoswe

this food.” (1990)

jhotha n Long hair twisted or held together loosely, plaited, or tied all

together. /d3
h
ot
h
a/ (< H-Bhjhonta ‘hair on the back part of the head’)

0 “When it making hot, I does put my hair in a jhothaa.” (1990) 0 “He
wrap she jhothaa round e han’ and hit she ah ghusaa.” (1990) 6 “Long

time every one wearing long hair and jhothaa. The man take off yuh

neck one time, or he put one dhanta in yuh head.” (1990)

jhula, jhoolah 1 n A small hammock, used for a baby, and during Jan-

amashti, the ceremony honouring the birth of Krishna. /<^
h
ula/ (< H

jhula 'swing; cradle’) = palna 0 (Dwarika 1984:32) 0 “He sleeping in

the jhoolaa.” (1990)

2 n A traditional, long, loosely fitting blouse or bodice worn by

northern Indian women over a full skirt, usu. for work or dancing.

(< Bh jholah ‘loose’) 0 Long ago it was a pity to see an Indian girl in

the city. Don’t matter how the rain fall she wouldn’t put on a hat at

all. She dressed up with a slippers and orhini. And a Jula and a gan-

gre. But now they have Port-of-Spain confuse. With they whole dress,

they hat and Brazillian [sic] shoes. (Mighty Killer “Ramjatia” 1948

pr) 0 The crone, swathed in faded voluminous skirt and jhoolah , or

bodice, craned her neck and saw Gurudeva. (Naipaul 1976:38) 0 It

was customary of many East Indian women to wear the Lahnga-

Dupatta when they were working in the sugar-cane or cocoa planta-

tions or doing their household chores. The wear consisted of a loose

frilled skirt, reaching down to the ankles and a blouse or bodice called

a jhulaa with a mantle to cover the head. (Raghoo 1 984:2) 0 For many
decades women retained the North Indian blouse (jhula) and long

skirt (ganghari), but they have been set aside in favour of dresses

with short sleeves, decorated with a long veil or oronhi. (Clarke

1986:78) 0 Indeed, in nineteenth-century Trinidad, immigrants

arrived both in the ghungaree with orhni or in sari, and over time the

ghuugaree, orhni and jhula of the United Provinces became the dom-

inant wear. (Ramesar 1999/2000:119-20)

3 n A traditional Indian woman’s bodice, usu. with short sleeves, the

front and back coming to just below the bosom; worn with a SARI. 0

The women all wear bright-coloured ‘julas’ - short tight-fitting

sleeveless bodices - and quantities of silver jewellery. (On a sugar

estate 1882:255) 0 Jhula: a short bodice usually worn with a ‘sari’.

(Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:17) 0 She wore a short bodice described as a

“julah", and a full-length sari. (Maynard 1992:5)

jhulani, julani n A traditional Indian woman’s decorative nose ring,

worn in the centre front of the nose and having a small hanging pen-

dant. /(Jhulani/ (< H-Bh jhulana ‘hang; cause to swing’) 0 Auction

Sale: 1 silver sibundi, 1 gold Julanie, 3 silver coin necklets, 2 silver

earrings... 1 silver pan hycal, 8 silver armlets. (TG 15 Feb 1919:5) 0

“I like she joolani too bad.” (1990)

jhula song n arc Songs sung by women during the rainy months after

completing their household chores; they sit or lie in hammocks and

sing while swinging. (< H jhula ‘swing; cradle’)

jhulay v Swing; rock, esp. a baby. /c^
h
ule/ (< H-Bh jhland ‘swing;

push a swing; rock a cradle’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:33) 0 “Jhoole the

baby.” (1990)

jhulla, jhulna see JHULA

jhumar n A type of song, usu. about love, which is sung by groups or

individuals during PHAGWA or harvest time when everyone is happy,

/d^umar/ (< H-Bh jhumar ‘love songs’) 0 Hori, Jhumar, Dhrupad

and basant forms are sung at the time of phagawa (Holi). (Jha

1973:35) 0 Boodram prefers chutney, a hot east Indian spicy mix of
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rhythms, highlighted by scintillating interplay between rhythm instru-

ments like the dhol, dholak and dhantal. The art-form evolved from

the traditional Sohar and Jhumar songs of the Bara Hee (birth) and

Malicoor [sic] (wedding) ceremonies. (EX 18 Dec 1994:28) 0 The

term chautal refers to the entire repertory of Phagua songs, and also

to one of the three main subtypes of this genre, that also includes

jhiimar and ulara. Most songs... relate episodes from the Ramayan ,

the Mahabharata, and the Puranas (all Hindu epic texts). (Myers

1998:74)

jhumay v Stagger, as when drunk. /(^
hume/ (< H-Bh jhumna ‘wave;

move the head up and down; move loosely’) 0 “Fus he drunk, i

jhoomeing all about.” (1990)

jhumka, jhumka, jhumke, jhunka n A traditional Indian style of

long earring, as long as touching the shoulder, in the form of a hang-

ing flower decorated with loops and fringes. /c^
humka/ (< H-Bh

jhumka ‘earrings’) 0 At the present time, almost every woman in

Trinidad wears some form of jewellery which has an Indian origin.

Favourite among the Indian women today are the bangles, bairwa or

wristband and thejhumka , a long designed ear ornament that is made
of gold or silver. (Raghoo 1984:10-1 1) 0 “She thief meh nice pair ah

jhumka.” (1990) 0 She was adorned in ornate silver jewelry: the

jhunka hanging from the ears, the haar glowing on her neck, the

bayra jingling on her wrists, and the gullahara tingling on her ankles.

(Singh-Ramjattan 2003)

jhumke see JHUMKA

jhunjhuni n A tingling, numb sensation in the body. /cb;
hund5uni/

(< H jhinjhirii ‘tingling sensation felt when a limb is asleep’) 0 Jhunj-

huni: a tingling sensation which occurs in various parts of the body;

the equivalent of the ‘needles and pins’ sensation in English. (Dukhe-

din-Lalla 1974:17) 0 “Mi foot have jhunjhuni.” (1990) 0 Ah was

catching all kinda cramps and jun-jun-nees. (1990)

jhunka see JHUMKAA

jhupay v Nod while falling asleep. /c^
h
upe/ (< H-Bh jhupna ‘nod’) 0

“They will stand up in the bus and they jhupayin.” (1990)

jhurjhuri n Shivering; trembling with cold or fear. /c^Narc^Vri,

c^urdjri/ (< H-Bh jhurjhuri ‘shaking’) 0 “When ah see paa coming

ah ketch jhurjhuri one time.” (1990) 0 Why you have jhurjhuri so?

jhusaa n A kind of native grass, soft and easy to pull up; uses a lot of

water. /c^
h
usa:/ (< H jhusaa Tight rain; weed’) 0 “That jhusaa grass,

nothing come in that when that in the gyaden.” (1990)

jhut n Lie; falsehood. /c^
h
ut/ (< H jhut ‘false; untrue; a lie’) 0 “You

does like to tell jhoot.” (1990) 0 “Dey uses to say dat nobody go

sponsor de programme anyway. Dem did lie, jhoot!” (TG 7 Apr

2004:50)

jhutha n For Hindus, food or drink which has been tasted by someone

and is therefore ritually impure for anyone else to take. /c^
h
ut

h
a/

(< H-Bh jhutha ‘that which has touched food and is thereby defiled;

leavings of food; defiled; polluted; uneatable,’) 0 I would even drink

the jutha from your lotah. (Sparrow “Marajhin” 1982) 9 “Me cyah

drink nobody jootha na, ah does get rash.” (1990) 0 Juthaa, food and

drink that have become polluted by being partially consumed by oth-

ers... the remaining food that has been symbolically tainted by associ-

ation with another person (really, another person’s essence,

concretized as bodily substance, e.g., saliva, sweat, etc.)... In addition

to the literal definition ofjuthaa , the term is also used colloquially

among Indo-Trinidadians to include various nuances of meaning. For

example, by association with juthaa food, utensils can become
“juthaa’d”; or, as two informants stated, women who have had sexual

experience could be referred to derogatorily as “juthaa.”... No longer

primarily part of “ritual pollution” associated with caste, juthaa is not,

strictly speaking, operative on the level of a codified rule system. Yet,

its salience among Indo-Trinidadians is encapsulated in two infor-

mants’ comments: “Juthaa is something they always tell you since

you know yourself [very young], juthaa is not good”; and, “The word
juthaa is old people thing, old fashioned, but the children does know
still.” (Khan 1 994:245-6) 0 While I cannot state categorically that its

special quality prevents or inhibits pollution among those sharing the

same portion, simi, like prasad, seems to be more easily shared

among people than other foods which, when becoming juthaa through

human contact, are conduits of pollution. And although they could

conceivably be “juthaa’d” by someone, I never heard simi or prasad

referred to casually as juthaa. I believe this is due to the essential

sacredness and ritual associations of both these blessed foods, which

deters any direct association with juthaa, whose connotation is basi-

cally as something undesirable. (Khan 1994:256)

-ji sufA widespread Indian suffix, usu. attached to a term of address,

denoting respect. /<^i/ (< H ji ‘master; sir’) 0 Auntie-ji, Mummy-ji.

(Haynes 1987:45)

jib v Try to get out of a situation; twist away from something, /dpb/

(< E jib ‘stop short in some action; refuse to proceed’) = jibbet 0 I

scared I dont want to turn more, So then I jibbing like Mahal ah fus

I slow and sure. (Wonder “Ice Cream Party” 1948 pr) 0 Man stop

jibbin come to de point. (Ottley 1971:69)

jibbet v Try to get out of a situation; twist away from something,

/c^ibit/ (<jib + gibbit) = jib 0 I ask you to tell me when you are going

to fix my car, but you only jibbetting me.

jig n A traditional couple dance, based on both French and African

movements, almost exclusively danced in Tobago and northeastern

Trinidad. (< Ejig ‘a lively, rapid, springy kind of dance, usu. in triple

rhythm) 0 There is a very quaint charm about the quality enveloping

the Jig which is danced at rural gatherings to celebrate Weddings,

Christenings and other such functions which call for community

merry-making...the movements are in the main patterned after the

Gigue or Jig of pre-eighteenth century France and England... Essen-

tially a couple dance, the movement patterns... weave in and out mak-

ing figures. With a continuous jigging on a quick 4/4 time or in some

instances 6/8, they make the mincing steps with the hands of the men
placed behind their slightly bent forward backs. The women stylishly

hold their skirts, swishing from side to side on every fourth count or

emphasising the first beat. They might then circle around each other,

move away, travel again to meet, dance facing each other and then

cross partners to change the figure. The rocking step with crossed

ankles seen in the King Sailor Dance, The Reel and other Folk dances

appears again in a different rhythm structure. (Ahye 1978:101) 0 The

Reel and the Jig... are danced at wedding dance nights or Bachelor’s

Nights. They are also danced when someone who was very ill recov-

ers or when someone was successful in a venture or returns from a

disastrous journey. These dances are held at seine hanging, or festive

days and at social gatherings. Whenever it is imagined that evil magic

has been placed in a villager’s home, a reel or jig is sponsored... while

the English Reel and Jig are social dances, Tobagonians believe that

their Reel and Jig awaken the mind. (Clarke 1990:7)

jigger, jigga, jiggar n Tunga penetrans , a blood-sucking flea, red or

reddish brown, about 1 mm long, with relatively large head and deep

belly. Originated in the Americas, spread to Africa. (Wilcocks &
Manson-Bahr 1972:789). Lives in dry, sandy soil, dust, ashes, sta-

bles; attacks all warm-blooded animals. Not a good jumper, seldom

going above the top of the foot. To lay eggs, the female penetrates the

skin of host animals, including humans, esp. the thick skin of the heel

or ball of the big toe or under the toe nail. The female’s body swells

as eggs develop, causing intense irritation; can be removed, entire,

from the skin with a sterilised needle. After eggs are laid, skin ulcer-

ates and chigger is expelled, leaving a small sore which may be

infected, may develop into a septic ulcer. Usu. only a few at a time,

but sometimes many, with little pits left after extraction or expulsion.

Note: ‘Jigger’ is the usual pronunciation; ‘chigger’ is socially

“higher”, poss. fr influence of AmE chigger, Trombiculid mites

known in Trinidad and Tobago as BETE ROUGE, /c^iga:, c^igA/

(< poss. < Wolofjiga ‘insect’, Yorjiga, Ewe jiga ‘sand flea’, Mende
jiks ‘jigger’; also poss. < Carib sigo , Island Carib shicke , Cumanag-

oto chiqui ‘chigger’) = chigger, chigo 0 O cho! You no want me take

out da jiggar na me fut no? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Half the coolies

were lame from jiggars. (Day 1852-1:190) 0 She blige to dress in

“greshan ben” becos how she toes eat up wid jiggers, she blige to ben

ovar wen she walk so as to save de boots from hurting she foot. (PC
18 June 1904) 0 When I was small I was a marazmy popo, jigger in
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me toe. (Brigo, “Mama Popo” 1971) 0 After removing contents there

will be some white little objects like jiggers; take them out with a

pointed small stick. (Pavy 1987:61) 0 “Not only he sufferin bhai. All

ah we get jigger. Look at mill foot... look how it swell up and bleeding.

It en easy to walk on dat cane trash you know.” (Ramlakhan 1994:30)

jigger boots n Cloth and rubber shoes with cloth sections covering

high around the ankles, (ft the protection these give against jiggers on

the foot and ankle) 0 You wearing push-toe sandal and you going in

the bush - you go and get yuh jigger boots!

jigger bush n Tournefortia hirsutissima , an erect native shrub to 2 m
(6.4') tall, or a robust climber with stems to 6 m ( 19') or longer. Stem

and leaves with coarse brownish hairs. Leaves broadly elliptical to

ovate, long pointed tip, 15x8 cm (5.8 x 3.1") or larger. Flowers along

one side of a branch about 4 cm ( 1 .6") long, uncoiling in develop-

ment; flowers 7 mm (.28") long, white, fragrant. Fruit a soft white

berry drying to two nutlets. Juice lathers, and is used as a shampoo,

(fr appearance of small, white fruit with black seed visible through its

thin skin resembling jiggers in flesh) = >cattle tongue, greasy bush,

rough bush 0 (Laurence 1976:14)

jiggered adj arc Infested with JIGGERS. 0 Droves of jiggered pigs

wandered about. (TG 20 Apr 1933:3)

jiggeree see JIJIRI

jigger foot n A foot swollen and sore from JIGGER bites. 0 A-la-hack-

a-bar-ru, rack stone keep clear, jiggary foot da came. (TSp 1845) 0

Jigga foot bettah dan stinkin’ toe. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Jigger foot

clear de way, rockstone cornin’ down. Be careful if you are vulnera-

ble. You can be harmed, so watch out. (Baptiste 1993:182) 0 Dusty

barefoot pickneys, jigger foot, bounce toe, cut toe, nail jook, bottle

cut, so’ foot. (Macfarlane 1997:20)

jiggers n In playing tops, the action of deliberately damaging the

other player’s top as a penalty for losing. = >jigs 0 The rule was down
to the third, up to the first and finally back down to the third for

“jiggers” which was the loser’s penalty... For “jiggers” the loser’s top

was either firmly pressed to the ground or the nail pressed into the

ground, so the others could inflict maximum damage to it. The pro-

cedure was for the other players to hold their tops firmly with the

nails pointing downward and make forceful hammer-like blows on it.

Some top spinners used several tops in a game. There was one for

spinning, one for putting down, one for taking “jiggers” and one

for giving "jiggers”. Those variations were frequently disallowed.

(Cummings 2004:108-9)

jigger-toes n Toes swollen and sore from JIGGER bites. 0 “Keep your

blasted mouth shut before I stamp on your jigger-toes." (LaFortune

1979:37)

jiggerwood 1 n Several native species of Pisonia , trees with very

porous wood. Most commonly Pisonia cuspidata [= P. cuspidata var.

tobagensis\, a large evergreen tree to 25 m (80') tall; twigs gnarled,

youngest branches rusty-hairy. Leaves thin, leathery, large, ovate,

usu. asymmetric at base and tip. rusty-hairy when young, drying

brownish or blackish. Flowers: male funnel-shaped, green then pink-

ish, with extruded anthers. Female flowers 3 mm (.12''). Fruits long-

ovoid. bluntly ribbed, 15x7 mm (.58 x .28"). Wood has open porous

appearance, (fr resemblance of holes in wood to marks left when
jiggers are removed from flesh) = bois cassave

1

,
goodbread 1

0 The
Forest Department has recently been trying some experiments with

inferior native timber, with a view to discovering whether these

woods are of any good for local use. The following have been taken

as samples: “Hog Plum,” “Mahoe,” “Jigger Wood,” ... and “Wild

Chataigne.” (WG 13 Sept 1919:6) 0 The timbers of the various spe-

cies of Pisonia have a curious structure giving an open, evenly porous

appearance when viewed on a cross section. This appearance has

given rise to various names such as Goodbread and Bois cassave, and,

by an extension of the same idea, Bois viande and Beefvvood. Alter-

natively the holes in the wood have been likened to the mark left

when a jigger is removed from one’s flesh and the name jiggerwood

is often applied indiscriminately to any of the species. (Marshall

1934:77-8) 0 (Williams & Williams 1951:448-9) 0 Jiggerwood

(P. cuspidata) (National Herbarium specimen sheet, 1994)

2 n Pisonia eggersiana [== P. broadwayana], a small native tree.

Twigs somewhat gnarled. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, with recurved

margins, pointed tip. Male flowers funnel-shaped petals with

extruded anthers; female flowers cylindrical, inconspicuous. Fruit

scarlet. Wood has open porous appearance. = Gibon’s jiggerwood,

goodbread-
0 The same name may be applied to trees superficially

similar within the same locality, or to dissimilar trees in different

localities, e.g.... jiggerwood (Pisonia eggersiana and Bravaisia inte-

gerrima). (Beard 1946:26) 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:440-1)

3 n Pisonia salicifolia [~ P. inermis ], a small native tree, twigs some-
what gnarled. Leaves ovate-lanceolate; leaf-stalk densely rusty-hairy,

with recurved margins. Flowers: male 4 mm (.16") long, green then

pinkish, funnel-shaped with extruded anthers; female cylindrical.

Fruit red then purple-black, narrowly round. Wood has open porous

appearance. = bois cassave", goodbread" 0 (Beard 1946:29) 0

(Williams & Williams 1951:446-7) 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:446-7)

4 n Bravaisia integerrima [= Amasonia integerrima, B. floribunda], a

large dense native evergreen tree to 18 m (60'), girth to 3 m (10'); usu.

has stilt roots. Bark thick, whitish-grey, smooth. Leaves large, hairy,

opposite, very elliptical, narrow at base, 10-25 cm (4-10") long.

Flowers in showy panicles about 12.5 cm (5") long; the tree in flower

is ornamental. Individual flowers funnel-shaped, 1.5 cm (.6") long,

white with purple and yellow markings, dotted brown. Fruit a very

small capsule containing numerous tiny seeds. Wood of moderate

weight, fine-grained, whitish-grey in colour. Note: it is not clear why
this name has been applied to Bravaisia , which has moderate weight,

fine-grained wood, totally different from any Pisonia. = bois

negresse, white mangue 0 Carr called out that he could “see a Mat in

a Jigger Wood tree.” (Bravaisia floribunda). The jigger wood is a tree

which apparently grows up and down at the same time... the roots

springing by hundreds some little way above the earth’s surface and

shooting down directly into it, raising the heavy trunk as they do so a

considerable distance, much in the fashion of the mangroves. The tree

is sometimes called Bois negresse and looks as if it was a vegetable

stilt walker or a gigantic broom. (JFNC Feb. 1895:155) 0 (Marshall

1934:74) 0 The same name may be applied to trees superficially sim-

ilar within the same locality, or to dissimilar trees in different locali-

ties, e.g. ... jiggerwood (Pisonia eggersiana and Bravaisia

integerrima). (Beard 1946:26) 0 (FTT 1954-2-5:366-7)

jigs n In playing tops, the action of deliberately damaging the other

player’s top as a penalty for losing, accomplished by wrapping the

string around the top in a way so as to stick another player’s top with

the nail end of your top when you throw down your top onto your

opponent’s top. Used with come for, get, play for, and give. See also

LAVABO". (poss. < E jig borer ‘a machine for drilling holes in sur-

faces’, or poss. fr resemblance to a jigger hole) = jiggers 0 The jigs

mark up mi top, big biscuit fly off. 0 He lose the match and he must

come for jigs. 0 Nah man, we ent playin for jigs. 0 For “jigs”, there

was a special way, for the winners, of wrapping the top with the ling,

by taking a half hitch around the “head” and another around the nail

and in this way swinging the top, like a rock at the end of a string, at

the losing top and try to split the loser or inflict a “biscuit” of a

“mack-fan” (just a bruise). A pea hole was considered a small price to

pay when one came for jigs. (2005)

jihaji see JAHAJI

jijiri, jijiree, jiggeree see GIGIREE

jilebi see JALEBI

jilia(i), chilla n Cimex lectularius (E bed bug), a small parasitic body

louse. AJ5ila, cfjilai, tjila/ (< H-Bh chillar, chilhdr ‘a louse’) =

pilowki, pioki 0 “Look the jillai she have on she head!” (1990) 0

“Nobody to pick the chirren head, it ha jhila fuh so.” ( 1 990) 0 “My
grandmother used to take out all the jillai.” (2000)

jim boots see GYM BOOTS

jimi, jimmi, jimmy n A traditional Indian unit of land, about one fifth

of an acre, /djimi/ (< H-Bhjamin ‘land; tract; unit of measurement’) =

quarter-quarter 0 Riceland in Amity is measure in “quarters”. A “quar-

ter” is made up of fourjimts, with five jimts equaling one acre. (Klass

1961:81) 0 “We finish plant the big jimi.” (1990) 0 Taking Bejucal as
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said that each peasant normally rented either one

or two Jimmies or rice land at an annual cost of $1.00 a Jimmi. (Five

Jimmies were equal to one acre, but a Jimmi was also known as a

‘quarter-quarter’, as four of them made up what the peasant referred to

as a quarter of land.) From this parcel costing a dollar, a peasant could

reap about five barrels of rice in a good year. (Taitt 1998:184) 0 One of

the other crops grown by indentured workers was rice (paddy). Here

the plots vary from a small area “cola” 20 x 20 feet to one lot “jimmy”

to several acres. (Chandool 2003)

jimmy bottle n A gallon bottle used for holding liquid, (poss. < E
demi-john ‘a large bottle with bulging body and narrow neck, holding

from 3-10 gallons of liquid, usu. cased in wicker-work’) 0 She put all

the wine in jimmy bottle,

jimov see gimauve

jingay see JEGE

jingee see JINJI

jingi see JHINGI

jingle n A narrow metal bangle or wrist bracelet; several often worn

together. (< E jingle ‘something that makes a noise like a small bell

or loose pieces of metal when struck’) 0 Normally we gave our chil-

dren something in gold when they came of age. In the case of girls, a

set of jingles, a chain and medallion, brooch with her name, and for

boys an identification band or chain and pendant were not unusual or

expensive gifts. (Punch 1979) 9 Chance approached him and told him

he had some jingles to sell. (Mirror 1983) 9 Specialist in bangles,

churias, jingles, rings. (Store sign 1990) 0 “The very plain kangan are

called ‘jingles’, because the tinkling is a nice sound. The very thin

one is ‘bangri’, but that is by itself and more decorated.” (2003)

jing-pang n A small dent, esp. in something new. 0 (Haynes

1987:160)

jinji, jingee, jingi n Any small fresh-water shrimp, /cfpndji,

c^ingi/(< Hjhinga ‘shrimp; prawn’) = >jhingaa, river shrimp

jinji fly n Any tiny fly or gnat which tends to move in swarms.

/cEjinciyi/ (< Kikongo nzi, nzi-nzi, nzinzi, Lingala nzinzi, njinji ‘fly;

small fly’) = ning-ning fly, >sour fly
2
0 Jinji fly... tiny fly which tends

to move in swarms; sour fly. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:6)

jipsy adj Flighty; full of uncontrollable energy, /c^ipsi/ 0 “Those chil-

dren too jipsy, jumping on the furniture.” (1984)

jira, geera, jeera n (E cumin), the aromatic seeds of Cuminum cymi-

num, used in cooking, /c^ira/ (< H-Bh jira ‘cumin’) 0 Season with

salt, black pepper, hot pepper and ground geera (roasted and ground

cumin). (Indar & Ramesar 1988:15) 0 The spices used to make the

massalla are Methi, Geera (Cumin), Black Mangrille, Saunib ... The

best flavour from spices is obtained when they are freshly ground.

(TTR Oct 1990:29) 0 “Jeera pork does taste real good.” (1990) 0 The
luncheon was an exciting feast... silky soft dhalpuris that bathed you

in a warmth ofjeera and dhal and pepper when, with the help of your

fingers, the enclosed warm air bursts out.... Dhal chaunkayed with

jeera, garlic, onions, sweet and hot peppers. (Persaud 1993: 144) 0 As
a young boy of eight, Sayeed worked in his father’s shop where he

would mix spices like whole grain massalas of geera, tumeric, agwain

and others in varying proportions to create a whole drum of this mix-

ture. (Deen 1994:175)

jitney n A small pickup truck with an enclosed cab and an open flat-

bed. (< AmE jitney ‘a motor vehicle which carries passengers for a

low fare’, thus, a cheap or improvised vehicle’) 0 A few of the plant-

ers at this end always turned up here on Sundays, but for the most part

we were meeting Americans and Canadians, the few permanent win-

ter residents who had rented houses and those who had come down in

the jitney from the Hamiltons’ Robinson Crusoe Hotel. (Bowman &
Bowman 1939:81) 0 “Jitney” (as they call a light truck here).

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D76) 0 In the middle of

one of his gestures a jitney swung around a comer unexpectedly and

the chauffeur just missed having to describe to the court how it hap-

pened. (J. de Boissiere 1945c:4) 0 Two jitneys sped by crowded with

policemen, (de Boissiere 1952: 313) 0 At the entrance to this

restricted area, our jitney had to come to a stop so that one of the

marines on duty could examine our official pass. (Mittelholzer

1958:37) 0 “De jitney picking we up at nine. And doh discuss dis

association business wid nobody. Some of dem fellas does get on so

ignorant.” (Hill 1966:14) 0 “Wait here for me, ah going to get the

jitney.” (Andersen 2004:82)

jitterbug (shirt) n arc A man’s colourful print shirt, worn outside the

pants; almost HOT. (< E jitterbug, a U.S. dance style that became

popular in the 1940s, and its associated style of dress) 0 A popular

young man of the City who always appeared at his work in the City

respectably and immaculately dressed has lately taken to the habit of

wearing a jitterbug shirt Yankee fashion outside of his trousers. (J. de

Boissiere 1945c:35) 0 Charlo in jitterbug, jeans and white sneakers,

long-striding down Tragarete Road. (EX-2 17 May 1987:3)

jiu n Life; spirit; energy. (< Hjut ‘soul’) 0 “You doing it like you have

no jiu.” (1990)

jobbing slave n obs A slave who works for other people in exchange

for wages, most of which is repaid to the slave’s owner. (< E jobbing

‘that does jobs; employed in odd or occasional pieces of work’) 0

These slaves who were hired out or who paid a hire for themselves,

were known as ‘jobbing slaves’... in Trinidad, jobbing slaves were

generally employed individually and almost entirely in Port of Spain

or San Fernando, (de Verteuil 1992:194) 0 Augustin, the personal

slave of Messieurs Montrichard and Labastide, was a jobbing slave.

On paying hire at the rate of 8 cut dollars per month, he was allowed

to work for himself. At the end of each month or so, he gave his

masters the price of his hire and in return was handed a receipt,

(de Verteuil 1992:214)

Job’s tears n Coix lacryma-jobi , a naturalized grass with leaf blades

to 30 cm (11.7"); of roadside ditches and cultivated. Seeds round,

hard, shiny, pale bluish white, used as ornaments. (E, fr seeds resem-

bling tears, in reference to the lamentations of the Biblical Job) =

adlay, chokolokine 0 A woman came... yesterday with... strings of

grey beads called ‘Job tears’. (Lady Stanmore, 9 Nov 1866:63) 0 I

have been making some rather pretty necklaces of Job’s tears and

soap berries mixed but too heavy to be worth sending by post. (Lady

Stanmore, 15 Feb 1867:88b) 0 The seeds of Job’s Tears Coix

lachiyma-jobi mature around the annual Carnival celebrations during

the dry season and is also popular in beadwork. This plant is native to

Indo-China. (Morean 1991:17)

jockey 1/iA child’s game played in CANALS and drains at the sides of

roads, in which small flat pieces of wood were raced; also the racing

pieces themselves. (< E jockey ‘a professional race-horse rider’) =

canal jockey 0 Let them run their races during the Lent, or use canals

and run “jockey races” during carnival. (Bomb 1977) 0 Most of our

popular sports were relatively free of cost. One such was the popular

rainy season running of jockeys... made out of small flat light bits of

wood. [Carved] into flat canoe shapes... candled patiently and lovingly

until we were sure that they were watertight and could slip through the

water with ease... our accepted race tracks as little boys were the drains

at home... The starter took his position near the exit hole from the sink

with all the entered jockeys held by their points in his right hand... as

the water gushed forth he would drop the jockeys into the rushing

stream... Sometimes the stupid jockey would broadside and be shoved

over by the others. (Araujo 1984:19) 9 Children playing hop scotch

and hide-and-seek, zwill and police and tief, hoop and nancy tweet

tweet, making pacts, h-half pancho and pants fold, pitching marbles,

jockey race in the canal. (Macfarlane 1997:17) 0 [Pjallets were once a

great treat for the young. They were named, I suppose, after the flat

wooden stick, which was also used for making gutter-racing jockeys

and ugly ornamental bowls. (Johnson 2003b:23)

2 v Advise someone how to bet. 0 When I’m gambling, don't jockey

me. (ESTT 1956)

joe n obs A Portuguese gold coin, once used as currency in the West

Indies, including Trinidad and Tobago. /(J50/ (< Ptg Johannes, a Por-

tuguese gold coin) 9 I pay 5 Joes a month a Joe is one pound 13s.

(Elliot LMS Tobago 1,1,B, Jour 7 Dec 1808) 9 “He poured calomel

into me until he drove away the fever. I am now nearly well; but 1

have so much mercury in my bones, that I am a living barometer. In
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short, I can’t touch a dollar or a joe without their turning as black as a

silver spoon boiled in poisonous fish. (Joseph 1 838b- 1:58) 0 In 1772,

the fineness of Spanish gold was reduced... [resulting] in the prefer-

ence for Portuguese gold coins, and except Jamaica, which retained

the Spanish Doubloon, most British islands adopted the Portuguese

Johannes as the principal gold coin... The Johannese series originated

in 1 722 and was based upon the Dobra weight: a Portuguese Onca of

gold... Strictly the Half Dobra of 6,400 Reis was the whole Johannes,

but in America and the West Indies it was usually known as the “half

Joe”. (Pridmore 1965:8)

jog n A traditional kind of Indian song, /d^og/ (< H jog, yog ‘form of

meditation or prayer’) 0 The drone from the underbrush and trees

brought to his lips a jog made famous by wandering Indian minstrels.

(Hosein 1980:124)

john bush n Blechum pyramidatum , a native plant with prostrate stem

and erect branches; leaves opposite, elliptical, hairy, to 6 x 2 cm
(2.3 x .8"). Flowers pale purple, lower part tubular, in a series at an

angle to the one beneath. 0 John bush. Wild hops... common on

lawns, pastures, in waste lands and occasionally along roadsides...

The inflorescences are terminal. Each consists of an axis bearing

opposite, ovate, hairy bracts up to 1.6 cm (.62") long and 1 cm (.4")

broad. Each pair of bracts overlaps the pair immediately above, which

is borne at right angles to it. The arrangement gives the infloresence a

4-angled appearance. (Duncan 1993:17-8)

johnny bake, journey bake n A large, highly raised, type of BAKE,

(prob. < AmE johnny-cake 'a commeal cake, usu. baked in a pan’,

poss. <journey) 0 He beat the children as if he was beating a snake,

just because he was short of a johnny bake. (Melody “Who Stole the

Bake?” 1951) 0 Pa Pa Jof, the village obeahman was seated on his

soap box making his evening meal - “chocolate” tea and johnny

bakes. (Ottley 1962:9) 0 Coconut Johnny Bake. (Hunt 1 985a: 1 1 ) 0

From his left shoulder hangs his weather-beaten sack. With sweet-

bread, journey-bake and fried black-jack. (Phillips 1991:7) 0 Buljol

with tomatoes and onions and a hot pepper with johnny bakes. (EX 1

7

Feb 1993:35)

johnny cake n A fiat, yeastless flour bread, (prob. < AmE johnny-

cake ‘a commeal cake, usu. baked in a pan’, poss. <journey) 0 My
wife gave some fried Johnny-cakes for dinner. (PC 1 1 June 1904: 1 1

)

0 Befo ah leve Pote-ah-Spane ah did roas two johnny-cakes wid tree

pongs ah flour, to help me pon de rode, becos it long you know. (PC
30 July 1904) 0 “The workers will get along all right on johnny cake

and breadfruit.” (de Boissiere 1952:206) 0 These hunts... were a sort

of social occasion, where the men went hunting, enjoyed their Johnny

cakes and their mm punch, and if they only caught a monkey or two
or shot a quenk. (de Verteuil 1981:25) 0 I suppose I better take two
pound of flour and make johnny-cake. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:6) 0 Their bony
fingers grasping bread or bake, or johnny cake. (Macfarlane 1997:14)

0 The whole family rises early, at five in the morning, for a meal must
be prepared for the man to go to work at seven. He must have his

“wash-mouth,” a so-called token meal. If a man is a heavy eater, he

might eat five johnny-cakes and a mug of chocolate for his wash-

mouth. (Elder 1997:181)

john(ny) crow n obs Coragyps atratus (E black vulture ), a large black

vulture. Note: This term is used widely in Jamaica and in world-wide

writing about the Caribbean, and has been used in Trinidad only by
visitors. (< JamE john crow < E carrion crow) = black corbeau,

>cobo, town corbeau 0 The smell [of Port of Spain] would not be

pleasant without the help of that natural scavenger the Johnny crow, a

black vulture who roosts on the trees and feeds in the middle of the

streets. (Froude 1888:64) 0 These John Crows are the unclean gods of

cleanliness, the right hand of the sanitary inspector... To injure or

interfere with a Trinidad John Crow is criminal. (Phillpotts 1894:106)

0 Port of Spain... claims a population of sixty thousand, and is saved

from pestilence by torrential storms of rain and colonies of vultures,

or johnny-crows, which are protected by law, and dispute with mon-
grel curs the offal of the back-yards and streets. (Harris 1905)

johnny head-in-air n arc Elaenia flavogaster (E yellow-bellied

elaenia), a bird, 16.2 cm (6.5") long. Prominent crest, appears

“two-homed”; white crown-patch only seen when crest is raised.

Head and upperparts greyish olive brown; throat whitish; breast grey-

ish yellow; lower underparts pale yellow. Noisy and conspicuous;

raises its crest frequently. (< E Johnny head-in-(the)-air ‘a man with

his head in the clouds, unconscious of his surroundings’; also E head
in air ‘with a pose of superiority’) = cutterhead, jay, tillon, >top-knot

0 A couple of days later, Dolman came to Victoria Square again,

holding a wide-eyed but contented bird in his half-open hand. ‘See

this bird? That’s a johnny head-in-air.' (Bryans 1967:81

)

johnny jump-up n Volatinia jacarina (E blue-black grassquit), a

small bird, 10 cm (4") long. Male glossy blue-black. In display, the

male perches on an exposed branch or post and jumps up about a foot

with spread tail held high, returning to the same perch; as he jumps he

utters a wheezing note. Such jumps may be made every few seconds

over long periods, (fr male display ofjumping straight up from perch

while calling, poss. influenced by Ejohnnyjump-up , a name used for

several kinds of small pansies or violets) = beezing finch, black finch,

black poochi, >cici zeb
1

,
grass-bird

2
,
grassy, petit cici-zebe noir,

savannah bird, zwee 0 The male takes up a stance on some low bush

or projection and thence every few seconds makes a short upward

flight of a foot or two, during which it utters a short wheezy note; hence

it has been christened “Beezing Finch” and (by Mrs. Berryman)

“Johnny-jump-up.” (Belcher & Smooker 1937b:546) 0 The next time

you walk past an abandoned plot or field of grass, look out for the

glossy blue-black grassquit, commonly called "Johnny Jump-up,” or

listen for his high-pitched, wheezing call... I have watched these birds

at some length jumping on a chain link fence, and always [the male]

perches back in exactly the same link hole! (Powell 1983:61) 0

(ffrench 1991:383-4)

Johnny Walker n arc A child’s toy made from a wooden bobbin, can-

dle bearings, and a COCOYEA flex axle, powered by a twisted rubber

band. (prob. < Johnny Walker, a U.S. brand of whiskey, interpreted as

“walking” or moving forward) = >bobbin tractor, tractor 0 The boy

looked puzzled. ‘I could take my marble? And my kite? And my
“Johnny Walker”?’ He ran inside and returned with two marbles, a

mildewed kite, and a thread-bobbin into which he had cut a serrated

edge and had wound a piece of rubber with a stick so that when the

rubber was wound tight with the stick it would crawl like a tracked

vehicle. (Boodhoo 1994:12)

John Quackoo n The ordinary person; the man in the street. (<John

common English man’s name + Quaco) 0 (de Boissiere 1956) 0 A
“cryer” goes from village to village, shouting out the sad tidings at

the top of his voice. “Wake up people wake up. Johnny Quaccoo from

Moriah dead oh”. (Ottley 1979)

joke n An interesting anecdote or story, not in a set fonn and not nec-

essarily amusing. Usu. with give, rather than E tell. (< arc E joke

‘humorous story, not obligatorily with a punch line as in modem
usage’) 0 After dat ah make up me mine to go in de country and take

ah kako contrack, but ah can’t stop now to gie you de joke bout it, so

you will hare it nex week, pleze God. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 Although

he had suffered so much, his wife never forgave him and she never

stopped reminding him of it. And his friends always gave him jokes

about how La Diablesse had fooled him. (Alladin 1968) 0 “But the

scene down South - I not a racial fella... But hear the joke. When I

reach South for the semi-final, and just so, a person come out of the

audience and say, “Boogsie, hear nuh, you’s a fella we like, you

know, but you see that girl you give that song to sing to? She

shouldn’t sing that... doh put no white girl to sing that.” I say, “Hear

nuh man, it ent no matter no white girl or anything like that; the girl is

a white girl, she bom here, she is one of our people. If all you mind so

small to think of that, that’s all you business... All I interested in is for

the girl to do a good job with my song.”... to think about race in this

part of the world, that is stupidness.” (EX 12 Oct 1986:31

)

joke for phr In full, usu. What is joke for schoolboy is death for cra-

paud\ said to indicate that an action that is amusement for the actor

may be unpleasant, unwelcome, dangerous or fatal for the object. 0

So when you walking, to meet the schoolchildren pray, never! For

they could beat you like a bobolee for pleasure. You playing you
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don’t know an’ ah telling you so long ago. When is joke for school-

children is death to crapaud. (Commander “Lizard and Crapaud” [ca

1955], in Rohlehr 1990:485) 0 Joke for schoolboy. (ND 15 May
2007:10)

joke is joke phr Said to indicate that someone has gone beyond

acceptable limits, that their action is nothing to laugh about. 0 Joke is

joke: this is no laughing matter, you are going too far. (Haynes

1987:160)

joke, like see LIKE JOKE

joke-stick 1 n Someone who tells funny jokes, is usu. amusing. 0

“When they see me coming, they would say ‘Here comes Patois joke-

stick’.” (1990)

2

n Joker; somebody not to be taken seriously. 0 All politician is a set

a joke-stick.

jokey adj Amusing; ridiculous; not to be taken seriously. (< E jokey

‘inclined to joke; subject to ridicule’) 0 Travel this whole world, go

from land to land. You’ll find nobody jokey like us Trinidadian, For

the things we Trinidadians will do and say, You would find no other

people doing things that way. (Dougla “Typical Trinidadian” 1973

pr) 0 Mohammed asserted that a “new star” called the ULF was then

bom in Caroni, “and after that we had the jokiest Parliament with the

same Panday as Opposition Leader one Monday and somebody else

the next.” (EX 30 Nov 1986:17) 0 [He explained] that no write-offs

took place at his company. That was the jokiest thing of all. [He]

informed the country that the accumulated losses were not written off

but merely removed from the balance sheet of the company. Could

you believe that? (Blast 19 Jan 1990:6)

jokify, jokified adj Funny; amusing. 0 But de jokkeyfy monkey with

a grin on he face, Only gazing below de donkey waist. (Cristo

“Monkey and Donkey” 1963 pr.) 0 Jokified. (Ottley 1971:69)

jolle rouge, gueule rouge n Haemulon carbonarium or H. plumieri,

edible marine fish, /dpi m3/ (< FC < Fr gueule rouge ‘red jaw’) =

black grunt
3

,
cro-cro, >cro-cro jolle rouge, red-mouth (grunt), rouge 0

Red-mouth, or guele-rouge. (de Verteuil 1884:388) 0 (Vincent

1910:46) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:122)

jondhari n Guinea com; a cultivated variety of Sorghum sp., with

small seeds that pop and expand when heated. /dpndhari/ (prob.

< H-Bhjau ‘barley; millet’) = jonghee 0 ’’Pop de jondhaari leh we eat

it nah.” (1990)

jonghee n Guinea com, a cultivated variety of Sorghum sp., with

small seeds that pop and expand when heated, /dppgi/ (< H-Bh) =

jondhari 0 She also planted millet which was called jonghee and had

fine grains the size of ochro seeds. The plant grew like com trees, but

the ears were at the top in a bunch, which was covered by a bag to

keep off the birds. The grains were cooked (parched) in a pot like pop

com and taken to maktab classes as a snack - positive reinforcement

the educators would now call it. (Deen 1994: 178)

jook, chook, chuck, chucke, chuke, jeuk, juck, juk 1 v Stab; prick;

pierce; make a sharp movement against with a pointed instrument,

/djuk, c^Ak, tfuk, tfAk/ / (prob. fr several WAf sources, e.g. Fulani

jukka ‘poke; knock down’, Fulbe jukka ‘spur; poke’, Mende juku,

joko ‘enter; go in’; Tsonga jukula ‘dig up grass’; poss. influenced by
Ptg choquar ‘stab; thrust’ Note: The spelling chuck is prob. influ-

enced by E chuck ‘give a gentle blow under the chin’) 0 Someting

chook for my kin like one fork O! (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 “They chuke me
[with a pair of scissors].” (POSG 2 July 1847:3) 0 ‘Stop da! ’spose

you stand, me chuck (stab) you; ’spose you run away, me shot a you!

Let me see wha you go do.’ (Joseph 1 838b- 1 :95) 0 “A tick (stick)

chuck me foot.” (Uh 1883:248) 0 “Ah ent beating up no woman fo

she to juck a knife in me guts.” (Evans 1937) 0 ‘Don’ worry, boy.

What you think she going do at all? Jook a knife in you?’ (McDonald
1969:168) 0 He got hit with a bull-pistle wielded by a massive police-

man and flew straight up a “banga” tree. Later, when the police had
left his friends called to him ‘Come down. Dey gone. Come down.”
To which he asked, “What? For picka to jook meh?” (EX-2 22 July

1990:44) 0 Them killer bees jook me all over me head. (Kitchener

“The Bee’s Melody” pr, in Williams 1992) 0 ‘And if I come a doctor

1 could chook everybody with needle and make them cry.’ (Boodhoo

1994:181)

2 v Push sharply; shove. 0 Well, de ole broad mout flat nose neggah

way say he is ah poleece, jump dong on me an start to chuck me, but

is ah good ting ah is ah fellah way cud help meself. (FC-L16 23 July

1904) 0 He is a bailiff... As such... stuck a notice of sale on the prop-

erty of one Sealey... He told her who he was, and she chucked him
again. He again stuck up the notice, and again she pulled it down. She

chucked him out of the place and with a knife attempted to stab him.

(POSG 30 May 1907:3) 0 Accused chucked him and commenced to

“fire” the cutlass widely. (TG 2 Jan 1920:6) 0 When a hungry man
goes out to beg, They will set a bulldog behind his leg. For the police-

man may chuck him down too, You see where a dog is better than

you. (Tiger “Money is King” 1935) 0 Me money was quite inside the

bed, Chook up in the mattress, right below me head. (Radio “Matilda”

1939) 0 Chuck (verb). You chuck de boy down. You pushed, threw or

shoved the boy down. (ESTT 1956) 0 But from the time he start. One
Foot chock his fingers in his ears. (Selvon 1960b: 1 13) 0 Jook - to use

long pole for picking fruits off a tree. (John 1973) 0 How much longer

are we going to allow these cocaine lords to strut about believing they

could chook down God with a broom? (EX 18 Jan 1987:6) 0 “When I

chook the starter it only gi me ‘srrrrrrrrr’.” (1992)

3 v In washing clothes, move wet soapy clothes against a JOOKING
BOARD with a sharp motion. 0 Following the “soaping down” was the

“jooking” of every piece with bare hands on a ridged plank that was

lodged in the tub for that purpose. The plank was known as a

“jooking board” and the “jook” was the force with which the clothes

were rubbed along the horizontal ridges and the sound that ensued.

(Cummings 2004:72)

4 v Make a sharp quick movement or thrust, esp. with the pelvic area,

usu. jook waist. 0 Jock. Jock yo waist fuh dem Tiny! - Shake your

waist for them, Tiny! (a little child) (ESTT 1956) 0 You chucking,

you chucking, you chucking, and you come back fighting, Jump if

you jumping, wine if you wining. (Kitchener “Play Mas” 1971 pr) 0

The greatest amount of movement occurs throughout the lower torso,

particularly the hips and pelvic region which, because of their exag-

gerated movement, are really the central point of the dance from

which all other movements radiate. ...Rotational hip movements are

usually referred to as “winding” (pronounced “winin’”) while pelvic

tilt movements are called “chuckin’.” (Gallaugher 1991:165) 0 Flick-

ing his limbs like a switchblade, holding his groin and jocking his

waist. (EX 9 Jan 1993:8)

5 n A jab; piercing; stabbing; a cut or injury from a stabbing or pok-

ing action. 0 Defendant came behind him, while so engaged, dealt

him a chuck and tore down the notice. (POSG 30 May 1907:3) 0 The
society of the [1840’s] was a violent one... The word ‘chook’, mean-
ing a stab with a sharp weapon, became household in the courts. (Ott-

ley 1964:31) 0 Ah remember ah time wen ah did get ah nail jook.

Wallace heself put on de heal-an-draw plaster. (Foster 1990:75) 0 De
nail jook almost give him blood poisoning. (Baptiste 1992) 0 Dusty

barefoot pickneys, jigger foot, bounce toe, cut toe, nail jook, bottle

cut, so’ foot. (Macfarlane 1997:20)

6 n A sharp push; shove. 0 The prisoner ran at her and gave her a

blow, and she fall down (prisoner gave her a chook underneath.

(POSG 2 Apr 1844:2) 0 The prosecutor stated that whilst there were

large crowds of masqueraders and spectators walking to and fro

Henry Street, on Monday, the defendant came driving through with

his cart as fast as the mule could go. He called out to him and as he

did not heed him, witness ran after the cart and jumped upon it which

he had no sooner done than defendant’s son, who was also on the cart,

gave him a chuck which would have sent him on the road had he not

fortunately caught hold of a picket. (POSG 23 Feb 1898:5) 0 When
he turned to go she gave him a “chuck” and asked Jarvis why she did

not get her own man. (TG 6 Mar 1919:3)

7 « Usu. with take , try something, without serious intent, or to see if

you like it; make a small quick attempt. 0 Women have always been

associated with the Steelband Movement starting with the jamette in

the yard. Undoubtedly, some of them must have taken a “chook” at

playing the instrument. (Tarradath 1991:381) 0 I take a lil $15 jook in
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de Lotto every week since it start. Dis week Lotto come and Lotto go

and my money stay right in my ears. (TG 29 Oct 1994)

8 n Sexual intercourse. 0 In a fit of rage, despair and untold depres-

sion, [he] decided that if his own wife wasn’t prepared to provide him

with “ah jook," then it was better that he have no penis at all since the

vital organ was serving no useful purpose. (Bomb 8 Jan 1993:8)

jooker, jukker n Any sharp pointed thing, esp. a short dagger or long

knife. 0 How yuh could leave that jooker in de yard and anyone could

mash it!

jook for blood phr No matter what you do; regardless of how much
you put pressure on someone. 0 “You could jook me for blood, I

wouldn’t know who that is!” (2002)

jooking board, jukking board n Wooden or metal ridged washboard.

(<jook
4

. fr motion used to push wet clothing against the ridges) 0 It

was Marie’s day off. She was scrubbing a frock on her jooking-board

with a com cob. (de Boissiere 1956:36) 0 Jucking board - corrugated

board for washing. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 The council has been

doing piece meal mobile patching which gives the main streets,

Frederick, Charlotte, Henry, George among others, the “jerking board

feel”. (Bomb 13 Feb 1987:9) 0 With jooking board and blue soap was

how we got clothes clean. Now its laundermats [s/e] and detergents.

(EX 3 May 1987:7) 0 So strong is the desire to roll back the times that

people are now showing off if they own a coal pot, a jooking board or

a mortar and pestle. (T&T Yesteryear 1995:8) 0 Following the “soap-

ing down” was the “jooking” of every piece with bare hands on a

ridged plank that was lodged in the tub for that purpose. The plank

was known as a “jooking board” and the “jook” was the force with

which the clothes were nibbed along the horizontal ridges and the

sound that ensued. (Cummings 2004:72)

jook out 1 v Remove or dig something out by means of a sharp, dig-

ging action. 0 First you got to boil an ordinary egg to put in the place

of the one you thief, else the corbeau will chook out your eye. (Selvon

1972:90) 0 They spent about three-quarters of an hour in the booth

just talking to themselves with the receiver in hand, and “chooking-

out” the coins. (Bomb 14 Aug 1987:16) 0 Gi me that jooker and I go

jook out the nail here. 0 ‘£7 Criminal wait in truth, yes, and he make
he aim and he jook out he eye. And vap! He make for him again.

Vap!’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:62)

2 v Wash clothes on a JOOKING BOARD or by beating them on a

stone. 0 Ah going go jeuck dem two ole tings ah have here, man.

(Ottley 1971:45)

jook out eye phr Steal from; swindle; cheat someone. 0 If you don’t

watch dem good, dem people go jook out yuh eye.

jook up 1 v Shoved into; pushed sharply. 0 Me money was quite

inside the bed, Chook up in the matress right below me head. (Radio

“Matilda” 1939)

2 v Push or shove severely or repeatedly; beat; rough up. 0 WPC
Collymore who tried to part things got chucked up violently and the

other cops also received blows to their bodies. (Bomb 1979)

jook waist, juk waist n A rigid sideways hip shift in which the rib

cage is lifted away from the pelvic region, which is sharply pushed

outwards. 0 She jump in the band and jerking she waist. (Dictator

“The George Street Fire” 1950 pr) 0 The Fireman... represents the

stokers on board ship... One type carried a long iron poker and

another a small shovel attached to a long handle, and tools with vary-

ing functions which double as props for their fancy footwork. His

movements are mimetic and sensual, and give rise to the opinion that

he inspired the development of the Limbo as an exhibitionistic caba-

ret dance... A favourite [movement] is the “Juk Wais” which is a rigid

hip shift from left to right. When well done it has a beautiful rhythmic

continuity which places focus on one area of the body as if in isola-

tion. The rib cage is lifted away from the pelvic region, leaving the

latter free to jerk at will. (Ahye 1978:27)

joola see JHULA

jora-jama n A tradtional Indian man’s garment, a jacket with long

sleeves, and a high neck, fastened with cloth ties; usu. worn now on

formal occasions such as weddings, /c^orac^ama/ (< Bh-Bengali /ora

‘double, pair’ +jama ‘piece of cloth’) = jama-jora 0 The bridegroom

(doolaha) was beautifully dressed in a jora-jama, full-length, long-

sleeved, pink gown tied at the waist, and with pugree on his head

securing a beautiful mowr or bead crown from which hung, all

around, long strands of frangipani or tissue-paper flowers. (Alladin

1970:22) 0 Unlike dhoti
,
sari was not popular among Indians in Trin-

idad even in the nineteenth century. But some other traditional North

Indian dresses - the dhoti
,
kurta and chadar orjora-jama and pagari

(turban) for males and sari, choli, ghanghri, orhni (head-scarf) for

females, are even now used on ceremonial occasions. (Jha 1973:39) 0

The bridegroom retains the traditional wear. He wears the royal robe

called a jora-jamaa. This gown is usually made of white, cream or

pink satin material and covers the bridegroom’s body from neck to

ankle. It is bedecked with sequins or imitation pearls and is long

sleeved. (Raghoo 1984:6) 0 She even sewed the Jura Jama or wed-

ding outfit for Hindu bridegrooms. (Deen 1994:198)

joray, jore v Put hands with palms together and fingers pointing up, in

position to perform meditation or to greet. (< Hjama ‘put together’)

0 “Jore yuh hand when you say Sita-Ram.” (1990)

jormala n A traditional Indian style of necklace of stones or other dec-

orations threaded on a chain or thread, usu. worn as several twisted

together, /c^ormala/ (< H-Bh jore ‘together, connected’ + mala ‘gar-

land’)

jorop(o), harrop n A traditional couple dance of Venezuelan Span-

ish origin, /horop, horopo/ (< LAS joropo , a Venezuelan dance) =

harro 0 Here orthodox old-timers revolt against the inroads of tap-

dancing and the jazz by persistently indulging in their old “harrop”

dance in the same old way, the same modest, animated step, to the

music of guitar, quarto [s/c], mandolin and shackshack, and viva-

cious chanting of lively Spanish choruses; here the “Veille Croix”

(Cross Wake) is as live an institution as ever. (Greenidge 1938:61) 9

The parang band played gay joropos and castillans and paseos. There

was a lot of pelau and rum to buy and everyone was having a good

time. (Alladin 1968) 0 The Joropo originated from the Llaneros or

cattlefolk of the plains of Venezuela, and has become the national

dance of that country... the Joropo in this country has a very strong

African influence. Danced in 6/8 time, the Joropo at its best is vigor-

ous and scintillating. It is wide in scope of movement as it absorbs

other dance such as the Pasaje with its fast running steps. Its basic

movement consists of a quick two-step waltz with the crossing of the

feet in a zapateado or stamping fashion; Pas de Basque, Escobillaos

or brush steps. Sharp hand movements are forcefully puntuated by...

clapping of the hands by both dancers and onlookers. Although it is

essentially a couple dance, the women sometimes dance together and

apart from the men. (Ahye 1978:53-4) 0 Half an hour later the

parang band came in and they sang an aguanaldo and a joropo and

they drank and Norbert started to sing with them the nice festive

Spanish music that made Arnold wish he could cry. (Lovelace

1988:130) 0 [T]he difference between the sabana blanca and the

manzanares, for example, was the tona... Little by little I became

aware that manzanares
,
guarapo, sabana blanca

,
and even the less

popular gnacharaca or the paloma and gallina were traditional

joropo melodies that had also been played in Venezuela. They

derived their names from the central subject matter of the song. In

each case the stanzas followed no specific order, and were measured

in eight syllabic quatrains with a strict rhyming pattern. One always

expected the assonance of second and fourth lines, and one was sel-

dom disappointed. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:69-70)

jorquette see HORQUET

jorts, jhorts, draughts n Food, esp. snacks or refreshments. /dp:ts/

(< Jamaican) 0 If you see, endless jorts. (1979) 0 When it come to

jorts and grog, the home team real hard to beat. (Mirror 1984) 0 Right

in front his place, he has the big lawn tennis court where prospective

clients or investors could talk it over... cuffing down their liquor and

small jorts. (TTM 31 July 1987:1 1) 0 “I went to see how this bold-

faced man was squandering taxpayers’ money on free jorts.” (Bomb

15 Jan 1993:24) 0 At St Ann’s the nicer the “jhorts” the more the

authorities are turning their noses up at the delicious cuisine. (Bomb 1

Jan 1993:22) 0 We have even developed a victuals vernacular, from
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formidable “cutters” to three-course “jhorts”, with sub-titles along the

“nyam” continuum including “blue-food”, “sancoche”, the river-lime

carte du jour, bake and shark, roti, doubles, pies of all description, the

Amerindian legacy of “pong” plantain and callaloo and other delights

of our diverse culinary heritage; which almost invariably deliver rich

and greasy food. (EX 9 Apr 2004)

joshua see JASHWA

jouba, juba n obs An African-derived dance highly influenced by

French forms in 6/8 time, eventually merged with BELE. Id^ubtd

(< Kikongo nzuba ‘dance of the chief of the country’) 0 The limita-

tion of [Carnival] from four to two days was solidly laid at the door

of the Police of the day. It would appear that among the middle-class

inhabitants - mostly Mulattoes - men disguised as women and vice

versa. The form of disguise as ‘negres du jardin’, or bush Negroes,

was mostly indulged in, and peculiar imitations of the field-labour-

ers’ dances such as bamboolay, giouba and calendar, were carried on

by these gentlemen of the middle stratum. In order not to be identi-

fied with these weird dances, as they were then thought to be, the

participants chose the hours of darkness which necessitated the car-

rying of lighted torches. They were joined by the hoi polloi. (1861,

in Ottley 1964:77) 0 The reels are danced to “reel-songs” of Scottish

and Irish derivation and to quadrilles, in the French manner; the bele

music - or juba as “we calls the same dance in some of the other

islands” - is of a less European type, and accompanied by single-

headed drums which, though made of staves, are of the kind known
as hollow-log drums. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:159) 0 Among
the dances named by Borde as having derived directly from Africa

was the Jhouba (Juba; Giouba). (Rohlehr 1990:20) 0 According to

Borde, ‘on Saturday evenings and on Sundays after Mass, [the

slaves] gave vent to their passions for dancing and music. For long

hours and without rest, they performed the dances called the

‘calenda’ and the ‘jhouba’ which had come down from their ances-

tors and also the dance Bel Air which was their own invention.’

(de Verteuil 1992:88)

joupa see AJOUPA

jourel see HOUREL

journey-bake see JOHNNY-BAKE

Jouvay, jour ouvert, jouvert n The official beginning of Carnival,
at daybreak on the Monday preceding Ash Wednesday. /3uve, cbjuve/

(< FC jou ouve < Fr jour ouvert ‘day open’, as a translation of day

clean) 0 With cries of “jou ouvert” yesterday morning the Carnival

opened. There were the usual hideous and dirty looking maskers,

making the greatest noise on old tins, graters and other discordant

instruments. (Mirror 23 Feb 1909:6) 0 As the bells struck six on

Monday morning one would hear the band of Old Mask called “Jour

Ouvert” dressed as the proverbial witch... as the mask[s] they wore

were mostly depicting old people, they made a lovely picture with

thirty or forty to their band, they came along the streets with this

refrain— “Jour Ouvert, Jour porceur Ouvert” meaning it’s day break

or it’s not day break”, they played on, very much admired. (Jones

1947:21) 0 Well for me I waiting on Jour Ouvert, Just to jump me
jum[p] and break away. (Kitchener “Jump in the Line” 1948 pr) 0

“Dress up like jou' ouvert,” Ben growled, (de Boissiere 1952:336) 0

Jour overt - break of day; the first band of old mas on Carnival Mon-
day (ESTT 1956) 0 He was like thousands of other people working up

excitement for the great moment at five o’clock on the Monday morn-
ing, when the Jour Ouvert, opening day of Carnival, was ceremoni-

ously signalled by a bell. ( Bryans 1 967 : 8 1 ) 0 Ah want them know, Ah
done buy me costume long ago. Tell them don’t shock. When ah start

me Jourvert five o’clock. (Kitchener “Let Them Crow” 1971 pr) 0

Dey all come down TOGEDDER on jouvet (jour ouvert), Carnival

Monday morning. Long before dawn the hills around Port of Spain

reverberate with the beating of pan, drowning out the startled roosters

to whom this hour belongs. (Eigeland 1980:28) 0 A lot of people fol-

lowed [Alexander’s Ragtime Band] because they actually changed
the trend. Because the majority of the other bands was using bamboo.
And they came all-metal. It was nice... A lot of people followed them
all about J ’Ouvert morning. (Alfred Mayers 1989, in Stuempfle

1995:28-9) 0 That Jour Ouvert of 1920 in Port-of-Spain saw revellers

crowding the streets from the crack of dawn, and in the bands, amidst

the beaters of tamboo-bamboo and bottle-and-spoon, could be seen

revellers depicting crooks, pick-pockets, burglars, beggars, highway

robbers, and Barbadian cooks. (Anthony 1989:25) 0 The large band

category of the J’Ouvert competition was won by Fandango Dance of
the Gypsies by Victor Rique... The medium band category was won
by Columbus Lie by People to People. (Jacob et al 1992:15) 0 I

declare “Pay De Devil” as my J’ouvert roadmarch winner. (Only five

weeks again, better start early). (TG 9 Jan 1994:19) 0 Jouvay... the

opening day of Carnival which begins in the early morning hours

(often officially 2:00a. M.) Monday morning before Ash Wednesday.

Jouvay is a nocturnal mas that breaks up shortly after dawn. Thou-

sands of revelers in old clothes covered with mud, or as Blue or Red
Devils, or drenched in black oil (Oil Men) fill the streets. (Martin

1998:227) 0 Why should all that money go to the bank leaders, [the

steelbands] argue. After all, we bring out the thousands to our shows,

we dominate juvay, and, again after all, we are people too. (John

2007:161)

joy-juice n A hallucinogenic drink made from the seeds of the datura

plant. (< AmE joyjuice ‘alcoholic beverage’ widely known fr Kicka-

poo Joyjuice, in the U.S. comic strip “LiF Abner”) 0 The seeds of the

dhatur are used to make the drink called "joyjuice” which is a potent

and dangerous hallucinogen. (Morean 1991:29-30) 0 To some, the

‘Joy Juice’, as it is called, made from the Datura produces a wonder-

ful ‘high’ and is employed for that purpose in certain areas in Trini-

dad. However, there is a very narrow line between the concentration

required to produce a temporary hallucinatory effect and a permanent

state of hallucination, (de Verteuil 1993:84)

juba see JOUBA

jub-jub n A gelatin sweet, /c^ubc^ub/ (prob. <E jujube ‘gelatinous

sweet flavoured like the jujube fruit Zizyphus sp.) 0 Jub-Jubs. (Hunt

1985a:57) 0 Confectionary manufacture started some 60 years ago in

Couva as a cottage industry by the Khan family... Candies manufac-

tured in those days included: “Halay”, “Jub-Jub”, “Paradise Plum”,

“Kaizer Ball”, Peppermint, Butternut, Fudge and hand made Lolli-

pop, names well known and remembered by the older folks in our

country. (£A-S 15 Mar 1987) 0 “Ah makin’ jub jub for mih daughter

birthday party.” (Baptiste 1993:94)

juck see JOOK

jucumjam, juckumjam, jukumjam 1 n A woman who is considered

a semi-professional prostitute, who sometimes takes money or gifts

for sexual relations with men. /c^ukumcbjam, tfukanc^am/ (prob.

<jook +jam 1
) 0 The daughter come a real juckumjam.

2 n A fool; someone easily taken advantage of. 0 She must be take me
for ah mocoram, or on me face it mark jucumjam. (Viper “The

Lodger” 1969)

3 adj Broken down; dilapidated; mashed up; in a bad state. 0 They
livin in a real jucumjam house there.

judge n A rank of Spiritual Baptists. 0 Warriors. Commanders,
Inspectors, and Judges are the highest-ranking church members. They
settle disputes among other high-ranking church members, oversee

mission programs, and serve as a court of appeal on matters of church

policy. (Glazier 1983:54)

juice v Removing the juice from sugar cane stalks by pressure. 0 At

7:30 a.m. they had nearly finished “juicing” the cane in a little shack

with a tiny electric mill. Propped up by rocks outside it was a huge

“copper,” a boiler with a fire roaring under it. The four men at work
were feeding the fire with dry logs or coconut husks, stirring or skim-

ming the boiling cane juice, and “limin’" - shooting the breeze, teas-

ing and laughing. (Eigeland 1980:33)

juju (warrior) n A Carnival character representing African war-

riors, chiefs and witchdoctors; wears loin cloth, animal skin or straw-

skirts; has a decisive stamping walk. (< Hausajuuju ‘magic; enchant-

ment’) 0 And if you see the man face like a juju. (Wonder “House

Agents of Today” 1951) 0 Jour Ouvert Monday morning burst on

Port of Spain... Diab-Malassi, Burriquit and Ju-Ju warriors all joined

in the riotous Dimanche Gras. (LaFortune 1968:103) 0 (Ahye 1978)
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0 Ju Ju Warrior. A traditional Carnival character inspired by the ju-ju

massacres of pre-Independence Kenya. Frequently played as an

African masquerade in the 1950s and 1960s. Ju Ju Warriors wear

costumes made of jute bags and sometimes carry spears. (Martin

1998:228)

juk see JOOK

jula see JHULA

julani see JHULANI

Julie mango n A grafted variety of cultivated mango, widely grown

commercially. Large, green skin with reddish blush on skin when

ripe, orange flesh, few threads on large seed. (< St. Julien/St. Julian

mango, a cultivar originating in Mauritius) = mango julie 0 The

writer in 1910 took to England a small crate of "Julie” Mangoes in

August, which arrived in very fair condition and were greatly appre-

ciated by friends. (Collens 1912:62) 0 The children swing in the

mango tree and speculate on when the Julies and zabocas will ripen.

(The Nation, Christmas Annual 1959:45) 0 Some of the best mangoes

in the world are grown in Tobago. The favourite varieties are Julie,

Graham, and Peters; these three can be divided in half and eaten with

a spoon, whereas the common mango can only be eaten in a bath.

(Alford 1960:89) 0 Commercial plantings have been made only of

Julie. ...The Julie must be propagated vegetatively but the other two

varieties come fairly true from seeds. (Bharath 1965:19) 0 His pride

and joy were his julie mango trees and, perhaps, our awe of the old

gentleman is best expressed by the fact that no small boy ever dared

to pick one of his mangoes! (O’Connor 1978:68) 0 Govind was, as

ever, well dressed. He remembered the small niceties - gifts of favou-

rite things - Julie mango for her mother; pehnoose and gu/abjamun
from his mother to her. (Persaud 1993:129)

juma (namaaz) n Muslim congregational prayers in the mosque on

Fridays, /(^uma namaiz/ (< U jum 'a ‘Friday’ + Arabic namaaz

‘prayer’) 0 The [Moslem] devout regularly attended the Friday (sab-

bath) Jumaa namaaz at one of San Fernando’s two mosques, led by

the imam. (Clarke 1986:101) 0 After the regular “jumaa” crowd dis-

perses. (TTM 18 Dec 1994:1) 0 Later on the produce was taken from

Charlieville to Port of Spain - a full five hours the mule carts took

with heavy loads. They would start around 4 pm after Friday Jumma
Prayers and so made use of the cooler late afternoons and early night

hours - then trembling flambeaux lit the way. (Deen 1994:178) 0

Juma, the Friday prayer, saved me. (Pires 1 995f: 15) 0 The boys by

attending masjid for namaaz (prayers) stood a better chance of

improving their religious and linguistic education from the suras

(chapters) read by the imam and the khutba (sermon) for the Jum 'a

namaaz (Friday early afternoon prayers). (Kassim 2000:6-7)

jumbie, jumby, jumbee 1 n Ghost; the spirit of a dead person,

/dyvmbi/ (< Kimbundu ndjumbi, Kikongo nzambi ‘spirit of a dead

person’) 0 I asked him if he thought it was a jumby (spirit). (Joseph

1838b- 1:99) 0 [He] remarked to them that there was a “jumbee” pass-

ing all in white. (POSG 17 Dec 1844:3) 0 No hunter dare approach

the spot. There were “too muchjumbies” here. (Kingsley 1880:236) 0

On no account step over a coffin should you happen to meet one lying

across the road... it must be clearly understood the coffin is not a real-

ity; it is placed there by the ‘jumbies,’ and if you deal with it respect-

fully, and with becoming reverence, by gently putting it on one side,

it will at once vanish into space. (Collens 1888:40) 0 She said that she

was afraid to go alone to the church because jumbies might frighten

her. (TG 5 Feb 1919:10) 0 “I wish jumbie could prick him into his

eyes.” (The People 14 Mar 1936:13) 0 I feel a jumby shove me head

(Radio “Matilda" 1939) 0 Jumby know de roadfo ’ walk. Used during

a quarrel, this saying means, “Look out, I have a trick (i.e., a magic

charm), too.” (Herskovits 1945:200) 0 The big white bald head that

they see. The police bawl out Lord is a jumbie. (Wonder “Bad
Women” 1950 pr) 0 There were several jokes at every comer, and the

biggest was that the greatest “coolie jumbie” (spirit) was invoked so

that Jagroop should win. (Punch 1967:1 12) 0 And everyone believed

in jumbies (ghosts). If you wanted to see one you could put yampie

from a dog’s eyes into yours. (Alladin 1970:18) 0 In those sprawling

unlit rural areas of shadow’d mango tree roads twisting past forgotten

graveyards, and bustling bamboo traces laced by the snarled roots of

ancient limb-spread silk cotton trees, jumbies were accepted as

malevolent spirits of the dead. (Ramkeesoon 1975:1) 0 But the pres-

ence of a jumbie was a bad omen, like a hat on the bed or an opened

umbrella inside of a house. It meant that there were troublesome

times ahead. Rows in the family. Broken crockery, sleepless nights

for everyone in the household. (Ramkeesoon 1975:1) 0 “What! She is

a respectable jumby-fearing woman!” (1978) 0 De drug menace

sweepin’ mih country. Swallowin’ man’s dignity... Man walkin’ like

zombie, Nervous, always lookin’ tuh see jumbie. (Letter, EX-2 17

Mar 1988:18) 0 And so, “Jumbies,” which normally strike terror in

the hearts of the young and innocent, will be made pretty to portray

folklore characters, kept alive in nancy stories. (TG-M 17 Jan 1993:4)

0 ‘I ain’t know how it reach there,’ Manu said. ‘Must be a jumbie put

it in the barrel,’ the Sergeant said. (Boodhoo 1994:236) 0 “Ah wonder

if is a jumbie ah hearing?” (Homer 1995) 0 Jumbie beads in pro-

fusion, bright red and black for necklaces to ward off the jumbies

that romp and play, invisible like music, under the silk cotton tree.

(Macfarlane 1997:23)

2 n Any supernatural spirit. 0 Jumbie... is used in the Indian commu-
nity mainly in referring to supernatural spirits, though also to things

which are considered mysterious or which are used for supernatural

purposes. Thus, a large red flower which is used as an offering to the

supernatural is referred to as a jumbie flower... a yellow bead which is

put inside a kerosene lamp to keep spirits away is known as ajumbie

bead. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1 960: 1 59)

3 n A person who is always trying to get something for nothing;

someone who is annoying because of constantly asking for favours. 0

That fella is a real jumbie, always asking me for a drop and he never

pass me one black cent.

4 n As part of a compound noun, indicating that something that

appears to be all right or even attractive is actually poisonous, not

usable, dangerous, connected with death, associated or caused by a

bad spirit, associated with night or darkness, odd, or inexplicable. See

following entries, (fr malevolent intent and deceptive appearance of

jumbies)

jumbie ballroom n Empty; cleaned out. = jumbie dance house 0 Look
she mout e clean like a jumbie ballroom. ‘She has no teeth.’ (Ottley

1971:45) 0 (Haynes 1987:61) 0 We find the place empty like jumby
ballroom. (Daniel 1990)

jumbie balsam n Ocimum campechianum, a native aromatic plant,

(fr use in bathing the dead) = >basil, bhantulsi, jumbie basil, married-

man pork, mosquito bush, petit baume 0 Tobacco, rum, and “jumby

balsam” - to give a sweet odor - are placed in the water with which

the corpse is washed. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:136)

jumbie basil n Ocimum campechianum , a native aromatic plant,

(fruse in bathing the dead) = >basil, bhantulsi, jumbie balsam,

married-man pork, mosquito bush, petit baume 0 Similarly, Ocimum
micranthum, which is known locally as “jumbie basil” is called bhan-

tulsie by local Hindus on account of the resemblance to the holy basil

or tulsi Ocimum sanctum used in [East Indian] religious and other rit-

uals. (Morean 1991:28)

jumbie bat n Diclidurus albus (E white bat), a very pale-coloured bat.

(<jumbie fr pale ghostly colour and flying at night) 0 (Alkins

1979:52)

jumbie bead 1 n Any of several species of plants that have bright red

or partly red seeds, (poss. fr pretty appearance but poisonous quality

if ingested) 0 I have been making some rather pretty necklaces... I

want to get a quantity of jumby-beads. (Lady Stanmore Feb

1867:88b) 0 Past comfortable squatters’ cottages, with cacao drying

on sheets at the doors or under sheds; with hedges of dwarf Erythrina,

dotted with red jumby beads, and here and there that pretty climbing

vetch, the Overlook (Canavalia). I forgot... to ask whether it is

planted here, as in Jamaica, to keep off the evil eye, or “overlook;”

whence its name. (Kingsley 1880:326) 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:248) 0 And
with that the old man had taken down some jumbie beads, and

carefully placed them in a circle round the sides of the small room.

Then he blew out the candle. (Ottley 1 962:55) 0 “When you thiefing.
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thief big. Don't push your hand in fire for no jumbie-bead.” (Hill

1966c: 10) 0 He had a red and white mark on his forehead and a long

chain ofjumbie-beads of various colours around his neck. (LaFortunate

1968:53) 0 Continually the male [brown dove] was picking up and

putting down a jumby bead shining like a little garnet. (McDonald

1969:143) 0 At hand also are the evil spirits of his enemies, of those

who had hated him or borne him a grudge in life. Because of this,

when the child is bom, a string ofjumbies beads (which grows wild

in the West Indies) is placed around his wrist to ward off these evil

ones, who may take their revenge on the family through the young

child. (Ottley 1979:4) 0 Skirting a [frowsty] bog edged by jumbie-

bead shrubs, he continued. (Hosein 1980:90) 0 In former times, little

children in the country used to be seen wearing necklaces and brace-

lets of jumbie beads; the former presumably to ward off jumbies;

while the string ofjumbie beads on the wrist protects the child from

maljo. (de Verteuil 1993:77) 0 Jumbie beads in profusion, bright red

and black for necklaces to ward off the jumbies that romp and play,

invisible like music, under the silk cotton tree. (Macfarlane 1997:23)

0 “What about you. Doctor Bee, would you like to be my lawyer with

a long black gown, a white wig and your red eyes, you’d look like a

blasted jumby-bead.” (Andersen 2004:10)

2 n Abnis precatonus , a slender, somewhat woody native vine, com-

mon on hedges and poles. Leaves 5-13 cm (2-5.1") long with 10-20

pairs of small leaflets, oblong or broadened in upper part, rounded at

both ends, 1-2 cm x 3-6 mm (.12-.24"), hairy beneath. Flowers pea-

like, light pink, 8-12 mm ( .3-.47") long, in numerous crowded

racemes 3.8 cm (1.5") long. Fruit pod oblong, beaked, 2-3.5 x 1-1.5

cm (.8-1.4 x .4-. 6"); curls back on opening. Small bright scarlet seeds

with a black base, ovoid or ellipsoid, 5-7 mm (.2-.28") long, very poi-

sonous if eaten; sometimes boiled slightly to soften and strung to

make necklaces or used for ornament. = crab(’s) eye, devil eye, lico-

rice, rosary bead, string vine 0 (Marshall 1934:35-6) 0 They did each

have a bracelet of jumbie-beads (little red seeds with black eyes) for

good-luck charms. (Pollack 1943:35) 0 CRAB’S EYES; JUMBIE BEADS

(Abnis precatorius). A slender vine climbing among bushes and com-

mon along roadsides. It is not conspicuous except for its bunches of

dark brown seed pods, which when open expose a number of small,

bright, scarlet seeds, each of which is tipped at one end with shining

black. (Alford 1960:83) 0 The roots of the “jumbie bead” Abnis preca-

torius are used as a substitute for true liquorice. They both contain the

active ingredient glycyrrhizin. However, the roots of the former are

poisonous and can be used only in small dosages. (Morean 1 99 1:51)

3 n Ormosia coarctata , a native tree. Leaves smooth above, rusty

underneath. Fruit pods 1-2 seeded, roundish, flat, short beak on one

side. Also O. monosperma. Leaves sometimes hairy in groove

of midrib. Fruit pods usu. contain 1-3 seeds. = Marge jumbie bead
2

(O . coarctata); Marge jumbie bead
1

(O. monosperma) 0 (FTT 1931-

1-4:205)0 (Beard 1946:33)

4 n Adenanthera pavonina , a medium-sized naturalized tree. Flower

spikes 20 cm (8") long. Fruit pods 15-20 cm (6-8") long, containing

9-10 scarlet seeds; pods twist as they dry. Heartwood reddish. =

>chandan (bead), jumbie seed 0 Games played for buttons, marbles

and channans (jumbie beads). (Alladin 1970:64)

5 n Erythrina pallida , a small cultivated and naturalized tree. Fruit

pod much constricted between seeds; contains 5-10 scarlet seeds with

a black spot. = beau mortel, coral bean, imotel bod lame, sword

flower, >wild immortelle 0 We also noted Kiskidee (Vismia falcata )

(Hypericaceae) called Yellow Wattle in Tobago and Jumbie Bead or

Red Sandalwood (Erythrina pallida). (Sewlal 2004:17)

6 n A small black bead placed around the wrist of children to ward off

evil spirits. 0 (Ottley 1971:46)

jumbie belly n False pregnancy; a growth in the womb, (ff belief that

this is caused by a badjumbie1
'

) 0 For it is said that a woman who takes

a man from another incurs the danger ofbecoming the victim of what is

called “jumby belly,” where an apparent pregnancy proves to be but a

growth in the womb. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947: 1 1 1 ) 0 A [woman]
who takes a man from another is imagined to incur the risk ofbecoming
the victim of a “jummy [sic] belly” where a seeming pregnancy merely

indicates a growth or tumour in the womb. (Coleman 1960:4)

jumbie bird 1 n Glaucidium brasilianum phaloenoides [- G. pha-

laenoides, G. ferrugineum, Athene phalaenoides] (E ferruginous

pygmy-owl), a very small owl, 6" long, no ear-tufts. Generally brown

above; white streaks and spots on the crown and wings; prominent

white streak above eyes; dusky patches resembling eyes at a distance

on the back of head; underparts white with brown streaks, short tail

barred brown and black. There are two phases, greyish brown and

rufous. G.b. phaloenoides is found only in Trinidad, the rufous phase

being more reddish and less grey on the upperparts than the continen-

tal forms. Voice is “most commonly a regular series of musical hoots,

repeated on the same note 5-30 times, wup-wup-wup, etc.; the pitch of

the note is usu. E flat, but different individuals vary from D to F. Also

sometimes a louder rolling double note repeated several times”

(ffrench 1991:199). (fr somber call, and night-time activity, believed

to signal an imminent death) = little brown owl, petite chouette, pol-

pol owl, Trinidad ferruginous pygmy owl, ulu 0 “He face tan like

Jumbee-bird Owl, (For true, he bin dam ug’y feller).” ( TG 2 Oct 1 827)

2 n Also sometimes Nyctibius griseus, a bird active at night; has a

mournful cry. = common potoo, grey potoo, gros engoulevement,

>poor-me-one' 0 Then something else exploded... under the window,

with a shriek of Hut-hut-tut-tut, hut-tut, such as I hope never to hear

again... The obnoxious bird was not an owl, but a large goat-sucker, a

Nycteribius, I believe, who goes by the name of jumby-bird among
the English Negros; and no wonder; for most ghostly and horrible is

his cry. But worse: he has but one eye, and a glance from that glaring

eye, as from the basilisk of old, is certain death: and worse still, he

can turn off its light as a policeman does his lantern, and become

instantly invisible: opinions which, if verified by experiment, are not

always found to be in accordance with facts. But that is no reason

why they should not be believed. (Kingsley 1880:332) 0 (Williams

1922:176) 0 [U]ntil the night would be far gone, and the doleful cry

of the poor-me-one, otherwise the zombie-bird, the croaking choruses

of frogs, the menacing chant of the mosquitoes, and the mid-night

crowing of cocks would make him yawn and say it was time to sleep.

(Naipaul 1976:36) 0 Can the little brown owl - known locally as the

jumbie bird - be made to destroy the bat which gives paralytic rabies

to animals in Trinidad? (TG 25 March 1933:3) 0 The bird began cry-

ing from within its darkness... "Twee twee twee.' Three times the bird

called, three times the jumbie bird called, and he knew that someone

was going to die. (Khan 1961) 0 It was the belief that death in a fam-

ily was forecast when a jumbie bird (owl) cried at night in the yard.

(Alladin 1970:18) 0 By night jumbie-birds hooted ominously in [the

pepal tree’s] branches where various spirits dwelt, waiting to be

evoked by someone in distress. They murmured and whispered in the

wind, and villagers shivered to hear the mournful jumbie-birds, for

the call portended death. (Selvon 1972:53) 0 The Pigmy Owl or

‘Jumbie Bird’, was a bird of ill omen for the superstitious Trinida-

dian, since the uncanny ‘come, come, come’ of the bird of night was

regarded as the call of death, (de Verteuil 1984:11) 0 (ffrench

1991:198-200) 0 “When ah tell you ah doh like to hear dat jumbie bird

out dere at all!” (Baptiste 1993:94) 0 Haunt of departed spirits, omi-

nous jumbie birds. (Macfarlane 1997:23)

jumbie calabash n Couroupita guianensis, a large native tree. Fruit

heavy, globular, dull brown, about 17.5 cm (7") diameter, containing

a strong-smelling inedible pulp. Wood soft, light; has a strong odour

when freshly cut. (fr similarity to calabash , but lack of utility) =

>cannonball tree, moke, taparon 0 (Morean M-82)

jumbie candle 1 n Piper scabrum, a native shrub. Flowers in a verti-

cal spike resembling a small white candle, (fr resemblance to a can-

dle, but not being flammable)

2 n Pothomorphe peltata, a large native plant or small shrub .5-2 m
(20"-6.4’) tall. Leaves ovate, 18-42 x 15-40 cm (7-16 x 5.8-15.6"),

smooth except for tiny hairs on nerves. = >cowfoot, cowheel bush, fei

solei, lani bois
2

,
sun hat 0 (FTT 1977-2-8:537-8)

jumbie coffee n Senna occidentals, a native erect shrubby plant

1-2 m (3-6') tall. Leaves compound, often with a narrow red margin.

Flowers yellow, 10-14 mm (.4-. 54") long, obovate-elliptical. Fruit

pod oblong with abruptly pointed tip, compressed or somewhat

swollen when ripe; seeds in one row, broadly ovoid, dark brown,
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4 mm (.16") long. Parched seeds are used for making a bitter coffee-

like beverage, (fr similarity to coffee but being bitter) = bruca, cafe

boucat, cafe zeb payi, granny coffee, mayomol (coffee), negro coffee,

stinking weed, >wild coffee
1

,
zeba coffee, zebian coffee 0 (FTT

1931-1-4:273) 0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Roots...

wild coffee (Cafe zeb peean). Cassia occidentalis. Also called: Stink-

ing Weed; Jumbie Coffee; Negro Coffee. (Simpson 1962:330)

jumbie-dance n obs A type of dance involving spirit possession, prob.

similar to a REEL. 0 One afternoon Jean Marie told me there was to be

a Jumby-dance amongst the Africans on the estate that very night.

Now Jumby-dances were even then becoming less frequent, and I

was extremely anxious to see one... at length we reached the ajoupa,

which was built on a small open space near the river, beneath a gigan-

tic silk-cotton tree. Here we found assembled some thirty Africans,

men and women, very scantily dressed, and with necklaces of beads,

sharks’-teeth, dried frogs, &c., hung round their necks. They were all

squatted on their haunches outside the hut, apparently waiting for a

signal to go in. They did not seem particularly pleased at seeing us;

and one of the men said something in African, apparently addressed

to some one inside the house; for an instant after the door was flung

open, and Martin, almost naked, and with his body painted to repre-

sent a skeleton, stalked forth to meet us... he at last consented to our

remaining to see the dance... the hut was lighted by some eight or ten

candles or lamps; and in the centre, dimly visible, was a Fetish, some-

what of the appearance of a man, but with the head of a cock... Martin

now began to chant a monotonous African song, accompanying with

the tom-tom. Gradually he began to quicken the measure; quicker

went the words; quicker beat the drum; and suddenly one of the

women sprang into the open space in front of the Fetish. Round and

round she went, keeping admirable time with the music. Quicker still

went the drum. And now the whole of the woman’s body seemed

electrified by it; and, as if catching the infection, a man now joined her

in the mad dance. Couple after couple entered the arena. (Kingsley

1880:294-6)

jumbie dance house n Empty. = jumbie ballroom 0 Jumbie dance

house - empty like jumbie dance house. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 De
makit empty like jumby dance-house. (Daniel 1990)

jumbie flower n An unidentified large red flower. 0 A large red

flower which is used as an offering to the supernatural is referred to

as ajumbie flower. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:159)

jumbie ginger n Costus speciosus, a native plant with stems to 2.5 m
(8') tall; spiral leaves with crimson sheathing bases. Flowers on a

cone with crimson bracts and one large white petal. = cane reed, cane

riviere
1

, wild cane
2

jumbie marrying phr Describing a weather situation when the sun is

shining while rain is falling. 0 We played in the Savannah in the cool

mornings when shower after shower fell upon us and upon the grass

raindrops were crystal in the sun. “Jumbie marrying,” Sonnyboy used

to say of the phenomenon of sun and rain. (Hosein 1980:108)

jumbie needle n Bidens alba
,
a short-lived erect native plant to 1 m

(3.2'). Flower-heads daisy-like, outer florets white and spreading, inner

florets short, yellow. Fruits black with 2-3 barbs. Seeds have 2-4 little

spines at tip, and stick to clothing or fur. = needle bush, needle grass,

>railway daisy, Spanish needle
2

, zeb zejwi 0 (Duncan 1993:64-6)

jumbie owl see JUMBIE BIRD

jumbie parasol n Any type of mushroom, but usu. and esp. Chloro-

phyllum molybdites, a large native fungus with a thick stalk. Bulbous

at base, supporting a large cap first round and later expanding up to

24 cm (9.4") diameter. General colour yellow-brown; upper surface

has fine brown scales, denser in the centre, gills underneath are green

when mature. (<jumbie fr its sudden and ghostly pale appearance +

parasol from shape) = jumbie umbrella 0 “You know de Jumbie para-

sol like de little umbrellas?” Peter nodded. “I know,” he said. “Toad-

stools!” (Gale, WG 12 July 1919) 0 And inside it she had a donkey

gall. Gum of aloes and a few jumby parasol (Ziegfield “Lillian’s

Slackness” 1940) 0 So those men that is criticising, Is too fast, is [too]

fresh, is too bold. With they face like a jumbie parasol. (Mighty Viper

“Leave the Sack Dress Alone” 1959 pr) 0 Something call POW that

look like a big white jumbie-parasol, a mushroom, and inside this

jumbie-parasol it had either chop-up meat or a black kinda paste that

taste sweet and sour. (Khan 1987: 124)

jumbie pass phr Said when there is an sudden unusual quietness, as

when everyone suddenly stops talking at the same time. = ghost pass

0 Eh-eh! Jumbie must be passing.

jumbie pepper n Tob Cestrum alternifolium var. pendulinum \~ C.

pendulinum ], a cultivated plant; flowers to 3-4 cm (1.2- 1.6") long,

clustered at the tip of branchlets. 0 Jumbie Pepper. (FTT 1953-2-

4:250)

jumbie plant n Laurentia longiflora, a common native roadside plant,

with white flowers; said to be poisonous to livestock. = horse poison,

>star flower 0 Star flower, Horse poison, Jumbie plant. (Duncan

1993:72)

jumbie seed n Adenanthera pavonina, a naturalized tree of medium
height; hard reddish heartwood; leaves bi-pinnate with oblong,

rounded leaflets, 3 x 1.3 cm (1.25 x .5"). Flowers in spikes 20 cm (8")

long. Pods, 15-20 cm (6-8") long, twist as they dry, containing 9-10

scarlet seeds; used in bead-work, necklaces, ornaments. = >chandan

(bead), jumbie bead 1,4
0 (Williams & Williams 1941:54)

jumbie take voice phr Lose your voice, esp. through whistling at

night. 0 You mustn’t pelt stones at night, jumbie would pelt you back,

or if you whistle at night, jumbie take yuh voice,

jumbie teta n Ancistrus cirrhosus [= A. cirrhosa, A. triradiatus, Xeno-

cara cirrhosum ], a freshwater armored catfish with many fleshy bar-

bels around the mouth. Snout and tail tapering; wide head flattened

from top to bottom. Mouth, surrounded by a sucker, is on underside

of head; ten small irregular fleshy sensory whiskers on snout. Body
covered by four to five rows of bony plates on either side; 23-24 bony

plates in a row. Fins have spines; tail fin forked. Lives on clay to

gravel river beds, in various habitats from free-flowing clear-water

streams to turbid stagnant waters. Found in Trinidad in a few drain-

ages south of the Northern Range, (fr strange and grotesque appear-

ance of so many fleshy whiskers) = bearded teta, doctor fish
2

, doctor

teta, peignelle, teta
2
0 Jumbie teta, doctor fish. (Phillip & Ramnarine

2001:51)

jumbie umbrella n Any type of mushroom, but usu. and esp. Chloro-

phyllum molybdites, a large native fungus with a thick stalk. =

>jumbie parasol 0 Jumbie umbrella. (Duncan & Adam 1986:16-7) 0

“Watch you doh slip and fall on dat jumbie umbrella.” (Baptiste

1993:94)

jumbie watermelon n Tob Passiflora foetida, a native vine with a

slightly bitter but edible fruit. = >marie gougeat, pop bush, sea lemon

0 (Morean 1993)

jumbie wine-glass n Cookeina sulcipes, a small native fungus. Top is

wine-glass shaped; yellow, pink or orange on a thin stalk; hairy,

leathery; up to 3.5 cm (1.4") diameter, (fr sudden and ghostly pale

appearance + resemblance to a wine-glass) 0 (Duncan & Adam
1986:16)

jump 1 v Move vigorously, in a free and lively manner, in time to

music, esp. at a FETE or during Carnival on the road. = >jump up 0

Pan Tuesday evening me see wan band ar mass ar play some ting dem
call Clowns... me see wan clown ar ride pan wan beast... He jump ar

Mr. B’s Pharmacy. (PC-MIO 3 Mar 1906) 0 A craft held my hand,

And say let’s jump in the other band. (Wonder “Chinese on Carnival

Day” 1948 pr) 0 Zigeley leader of Ping Pong, Had people jumping

wild in the town. (Kitchener “The Steel Band” 1948 pr) 0 Ah jump
until Ah could’nt jump again. (Kitchener “The Steel Band” 1948 pr)

0 As everything else, I am a Trinidad creole, I does jump as though

I’s ten years old. (Invader “Labor Day Carnival” ca 1956 pr) 0 She

say Kitch ah now start to fete. Ah jumping from five I ent tired yet.

(Kitchener “Walk a Hundred Miles” 1973 pr) 0 I am not against peo-

ple jumping in the bands, but please have the courtesy to stay at the

back of the band and give the masqueraders a chance to enjoy what

they paid for. (Letter, EX 15 Mar 1987:10)

2 v Make someone jump; startle. 0 The noise jumped me. (ESTT

1956) 0 Oh God, yuh jump me! Yuh too quiet!
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jump-and-wave n A dance step typically used during large FETES or

Carnival, in which the person jumps up 1 and waves the arms. 0

Jump-and-wave. A dance consisting of simultaneous jumping and

waving the arms. Easily accomplished by anyone with a basic sense

of beat, this exuberant dance, when done in the context of large

groups of masqueraders, creates an elating sense of mass movement -

the individual in continuous bodily flow with the group. (Martin

1998:228)

jump high, jump low phr No matter what happens; come what may.

(poss. < E blow high, blow low ‘whatever may happen' 0 For a full

belly that is all I need. And jump high or jump low I must have me
feed. (Caresser “Macafuchette” 1938, in Rohlehr 1990:199) 0 Jump
high or you jump low. It is the women nowadays really have the go.

(Tiny Terror “Leave the Young Girls Alone” 1959 pr) 0 Jump high,

jump low ah mean to buss he head. (Ottley 1971:27) 0 Class is Class

and that about it, Jump high jump low it always show. (Duke “Class

is Class” 1975 pr, in Williams 1975) 0 "Ah’m carryin’ she to England

wid me... because, jump high, jump low, she’s me wife." (Hercules

1980:103) 0 Jump high or jump low, this is the hour when the PNM’s
political leader holds the trump card. (EX 9 Nov 1986:1) 0 Children

from socially... disadvantaged backgrounds.... frequently end up in

trouble. Jump high, jump low, however well off or poorly off, finan-

cially, their families are. (EX 1 7 Apr 1988: 16) 0 “Jump high or low...

we are going to draw either 0-0 or 1-1.” (Blast 17 Nov 1989:2)

jumping guabine n Rivulus hartii [= Haplochilus harti], a very small

freshwater fish, to 10 cm (4") long. Body long and slender; mouth at

top of snout; several rows of conical teeth; tail fin rounded. Usu. pale

to silvery blue with darker shades on back; tail blue-black, with white

margin above and below; sides of body greenish with seven rows of

longitudinal reddish spots; side of face electric blue. However, there

is considerable variation in colour and markings; eye-like spot at base

of tail often absent. Found in southwest Tobago, and in Trinidad

widely distributed throughout streams south of the Northern Range

and streams draining the western side of the north coast. Occurs from

upper parts of streams to slightly brackish conditions in ponds, turbid

or clear water, streams and drains. It is known for its ability to appear

in temporary pools, as it can move over land by leaping. (< E jump-
ing

,
fr ability to leap from pool to pool + guabine) = guabine", Hart’s

killifish, leaping fish, leaping guabine, pitch fish, small guabine,

Trinidad killifish 0 Wabine, small guabine, guapin, leaping fish, leap-

ing guabin, jumping guabine. (Boeseman 1960:1 19-20) 0 The fishes

occur naturally in communities of one to 17 species. The most impov-

erished communities are found in the nutrient poor waters at the very

top of streams. Communities here are composed of the guppy and/or

jumping guabine. These two are hardy fishes that can survive harsh

conditions, which will explain the fact that they are the most wide-

spread of all freshwater fishes on the two islands, occurring in pol-

luted water where no other fishes survive. (Phillip & Ramnarine

2001:5)

jump up see also MONEY JUMPING UP

jump up 1 v Move vigorously, in a free and lively manner, in time to

music, esp. at a FETE or during Carnival on the road. = jump 1

0

Because Labor Day in the USA, Is to see how West Indians break

away, Americans too, join the bacchanal. Jumping up and playing

Carnival. (Invader “Labor Day Carnival” ca 1956 pr) 0 What the pub-

lic wants on Carnival day to “jump up” to is something fresh and

appealing, something rhythmic. (Letter, TG 28 Jan 1 96 1:8) 0 As Car-

nival drew nearer, talk was often about the newest calypso composed
for the two days of ‘jumpin’ up’ or about the costumes they would
wear if they were ‘playin’ mas’. (Bryans 1967:91) 0 If they bar we in

town they still cannot throw we down. Because Kitchener and Spar-

row jumping up in San Fernando. (Kitchener “Let Them Crow” 1971

pr) 0 While jumping up in a band, I end up in confusion. The band
was at Green Comer, Ah jumping with Rebecca. (Blue Boy
“Rebecca” 1983 pr, in Williams 1983) 0 Minshall was asking more
from his masqueraders than mere jumping up to music. They had to

perform. For him what the Carnival band had to provide was the

Theatre of the Streets. (Anthony 1997:384) 0 Jump up. To participate

in Carnival masquerade, especially pretty mas. Many also use this

term to describe those who crash a band, who dance without a cos-

tume, or play las lap in street clothes. It can carry some connotation

of opposition to playing mas, which involves purchasing or making a

costume. A man might jump up in a band in street clothes to protect

his girlfriend or keep her company. (Martin 1998:228)

2 n Moving vigorously, in a free and lively manner, in time to music,

esp. at a FETE or during CARNIVAL on the road. 0 While looking

down imperturbably upon the reckless merrymaking from the back of

his horse he had secretly wishes he could join in the jump-up with the

women himself, (de Boissiere 1952:324) 0 The whole-hearted partic-

ipation of the visitors in the jump-up was the sincerest form of tribute

that they could render. (TG 6 Nov 1955 in Ahye 1983:54) 0 Sold

Everywhere, VITADISC CALYPSOSES [sic], STEEL BANDS, JUMP
UPS, RHUMBAS, MAMBOS, TANGOS, (ad. Dictator 1956) 0 Tobago-

born King Wellington, supported by a panbeater, closed the show in

Carnival jump-up style with “Steel and Brass”. (TG 11 Jan 1973:9) 0

For weeks, as part of the buildup, there are jump-ups - parties where

dancers literally jump into the air with total abandon, arms out-

stretched, eyes half-closed. The haunting, driving, intoxicating Trini-

dad beat is always there with you, as is the fine rum. (Eigeland

1980:28) 0 The “jump up” or street calypsos, for example, tend to

have melodies comprised of short phrases or motives, often succes-

sively repeated to create symmetrical pairings... the tempos of the

“jump up” calypso tend to be relatively fast. (Gallaugher 1991:149-

50) 0 The early steelband carried a strong macho image which only

intensified the daily confrontations with the police who persecuted

them for stealing metal receptacles such as garbage bins and drums

for storing water and for their illegal street parades which took place

at the whim and fancy of the panmen, anytime they felt like taking a

jump up. (Tarradath 1991:379)

3 n A specific dance, designed for stage performance, based on a Car-

nival jump-up-
. 0 The jump-up... commences with partners facing

each other... separated by a few inches... to the rhythm of the music,

feet lift from the floor in a sort of canter... and bodies sway slightly

forward and backward. The couple later turns outward, an arm around

the other, facing the same direction, moving or “cantering" clockwise

around the floor. Soon another couple is “hitched on,” then another

and another. (Leaf 1 948 : 1 7 1

)

jump up and kiss me n Portulaca pilosa, a native plant. Low-growing,

with small succulent leaves; brilliant purple or crimson flowers. 0

(FTT 1929-1-2:50) 0 Ifyou had fever from head to feet... jump up and

kiss or man better man. (Relator “Bush Medicine” pr 1971) 0 [She]

pass the standpipe and come to her gate and along the path between

roses, zinnias and jump-up-and-kiss-me. (Hosein 1980:73) 0 “A little

jump up an kiss me is jes what de chile need to cure dem worm prob-

lems.” (Baptiste 1993:95)

junction n A major intersection or crossroads, a point where two or

more roads meet; usu. having shops, taxis, etc. (< E junction ‘the

point or place at which two things are joined’; now usu. refers to the

place on a railway where lines meet and unite) 0 “1 don't think there

is any man at Bolia junction that can beat me.” [Freeport, Caroni]

(POSG 9 Oct 1907:6) 0 They ran away shrieking “to the Jun'tion" -

that is, the cross-roads - where the outraged jumby couldn’t get them.

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D62) 0 [The Red Indi-

ans] dance from village to village performing for onlookers at road

junctions and under shop galleries for a few coins. (Alladin 1969:34)

0 It was planned that they must each be proficient to ‘breaks' for him-

self on Hosey Day, when opposing gatka-men would meet in combat

before Lee Tung's rumshop at the three-roads junction. (Naipaul

1976:42-3) 0 So he would have to go to the junction again to get a hot

roti. (Khan 1988:58) 0 On Friday night stickfighters from all across

the country gathered at the popular Lucien's bar located at St. Mary's

junction. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:5) 0 Sleepy sells out at his first stop,

long before he can ride the mile from his home to the gas station at

the junction. (Pires 1995a: 15) 0 “I noticed that at every junction, like

Plymouth Road junction.” (Hall 1998:45)

jungle anole n Anolis chiysolepis planiceps, a lizard; the only native

anole in Trinidad, body 5.4-6. 8 cm (2. 1-2.6”) long + tail, more than

twice as long as the body. Male brown, with lighter gold dorsal stripe;
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female has light stripe on back, with paired dark blotches; belly

white-cream with scattered dark pigments; both sexes have a red

dewlap. Found in cocoa, woodland and open jungle floor; forages on

ground, sleeps in low bushes. = garden lizard 0 (Boos 1977d) 0

(Murphy 1997:141)

jungle mint n Hyptis suaveolens, a native plant; leaves aromatic,

used medicinally. = African mint, American mint
1

, matranca 0

(Morean 1993)

jungle wren n Thryothorus rutilus (E rufous-breasted wren), a small

bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Upperparts greyish brown; tail barred black-

ish; throat and sides of face speckled black on white; breast reddish

orange. Frequents undergrowth and dense thickets, (fr typical habitat)

= >bush wren 0 (ffrench 1991:318)

jungli see JANGLI

Junior Carnival n A part of Carnival celebrations focusing on chil-

dren and youth PLAYING MAS and competing for prizes. 0 A record

number of bands participated in the Downtown J’Ouvert and Band of

the Year competitions, as well as in the Junior Carnival competition.

(Jacob et al 1992:15-6)

junior king n The top-ranked male MAS player in JUNIOR Carni-
val. 0 Christopher Spence was named Junior King of Carnival with

Here Comes the Sun from Richard Bartholomew’s band After The

Rain. Krysta Wallace was named Junior Queen of Carnival with In

De Misty Moonlight, also from After the Rain. (Jacob et al 1992: 1 6)

junior queen n The top-ranked female MAS player in JUNIOR CARNI-
VAL. 0 Christopher Spence was named Junior King of Carnival with

Here Comes the Sun from Richard Bartholomew’s band After The

Rain. Krysta Wallace was named Junior Queen of Carnival with In

De Misty Moonlight , also from After the Rain. (Jacob et al 1 992: 1 6)

junior secondary school n A type of New Sector school, comprising

Forms I, II and III, with entrance either after the Common Entrance or

post-primary standard VII examination. It was formerly followed by

the 14+ exam (now phased out), after which students go to a Senior

Secondary. The usual age of students in this group is 12-14 years old.

= junior sec 0 The Junior Secondary school as proposed here will

offer Secondary Education on a three (3) year course for the Age-

group 12-14 after which a National Examination will be used for

determining both whether and where the students will continue in the

full-time public education system. It will replace both the Post Pri-

mary section of the all-age primary School and the Junior Forms of

some Secondary General Schools. (GTT 1974:18) 0 One of the occa-

sional taxis which makes its way this far passes us full of homecom-
ing schoolkids; a junior sec boy who has travelled from far away Five

Rivers strides past. (TG-M 17 Jan 1993:2)

juniper n Genipa americana, a fairly large deciduous native tree,

12-15 m (38.4-49') high. Fruit oblong, grey-green, 5-6 cm (2-2.3")

long, somewhat rough-skinned, containing yellow-brown pulp yield-

ing an inky blue stain when immature; small irregular flattish seeds to

1 cm (.4"). Fruit edible, used for drinks, jellies, preserves and syrups

when very soft. Wood is hard, fairly heavy and pale brown, but not

used. (< E juniper ‘a number of coniferous shrubs and trees, esp.

Juniperus, with prickly leaves and pungent dark berries’) = genip
1

.

>Ibo-ink, monkey apple 0 (Marshall 1934:64) 0 (Beard 1946:35) 0

Juniper is widespread in many kinds of forest and in disturbed land in

both islands, and is particularly noticeable in second growth along the

road from Sangre Grande to Toco. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:68)

junk n A piece, slice or section of something. (< arc Ejunk ‘a piece or

lump of anything; a chunk’) 0 Here and there a hugely fat Negress,

possibly with her “head tied across” in a white turban (sign of mourn-

ing), sells, or tries to sell, abominable sweetmeats, strange fruits, and

junks of sugar-cane, to be gnawed by the dawdlers in mid-street,

while they carry on their heads everything and anything. (Kingsley

1880:88) 0 Seven eggs in the morning, big junk of ham. (Tiger “Let

Them Fight For Ten Thousand Years” 1940) 0 The days of Musco-

vado Sugar have passed away... One can no longer get the delicious

Sling Syrup, and junks of hard juicy sugar. (Fraser ca 1942:276) 0

Junk - piece, fairly large, of anything edible. To cut into measured

pieces. (John 1973) 0 But there are the unwitting, dotish few who

would go to visit the Buccoo Reef and in avaricious fashion chop off

a junk of living coral to carry home as a trophy. (Bomb 6 Oct

1989:22) 0 They believe her reaction... to lop off a sizeable junk of

his penis was extreme. (Bomb 2 Feb 1996: 19) 0 There are times when
I think that this country really gone through. A prime example of this

is trying to call TSTT to find out why when you put money in your

card junks of it disappear without you doing a thing. (Letter to Editor,

Newsday 23 Dec 2005 :A- 12)

junta n obs Under Spanish civil law, a committee of the C’ABILDO.

(< Sp junta ‘a deliberative or administrative council or committee’) 0

The finances of the Cabildo were left in the hands of a Committee of

Public Funds, the Junta Municipal made up of the Alcalde of the First

Election, two Regidores, and the Syndic, who were controlled in their

turn by the Junta Superior de Hacienda, until it was superceded by the

Governor in Council. (Note on the Cabildo, Enclosed in CO 295/8

Hislop to Camden 9/7/1804; UWI-HT)

jupe n obs A traditional long full skirt worn by African French Creole

women, in the style usu. called A LA MARTINIQUENNE or DOUI-

ETTE. (< Frjupe ‘skirt’) 0 Owing to these laws, the French women of

colour invented the dress which, in their colonies, is called a la

Capresse. This consists of a rich and valuable Madras kerchief, taste-

fully tied round their heads, in lieu of the forbidden cap or bonnet. ..

Instead of the forbidden gown, they wear ajupe, of a colour to match

with their Madras; over this they wear an apron of [linen], furnished

with little pockets, embroidered and fringed. (Joseph 1 838b-3 ; 1 0) 0

The waists of the Trinidad negresses are absurdly short, so that a

skirt, orjupe, always of a different colour, bags out, when the wearer

is at rest, in one unbroken line, from nearly under the arms quite to

the feet, or rather as a train. (Day 1852-1:295)

jur, joor n Strength. (< H zor ‘strength; power’) 0 “Yuh need some
joor to do that! ” ( 1 990) 0 “Put some joor! ” ( 1 990)

jura n Twin; couple; pair; double. (< H-B jora ‘paired’) 0 “Gi me dat

jura fig.” (1990)

juraa n Hair tied in a bun. (< Hjura ‘hair done up in a knot behind the

head’) 0 “She put she hair in a jooraa.” (1990)

just as how phr In the exact same way as; precisely the same way.

(< E just as ‘exactly like; in the same way as’ + AmE just how ‘indi-

cating a question about the way something is’) 0 If it is the time is

now that change should come about. Just as how you vote dem in -

vote dem out. (Deple “Vote Dem Out” 1986)

just for so phr For no reason; for nothing. = >just so 0 Just fuh so he

ups and bus the child a lash.

just now phr In a moment; in a minute; soon; shortly; in the near

future. The time reference is rather broad, but generally indicates a

feeling of some immediacy; however, this phrase is often used sarcas-

tically, indicating a delay. (< dial E just now ‘immediately’) 0 As to

de house rent part, as how I read in de papers I beleeve dat jest now
po peeple will able to go and complain if dey Lanlord or de agent

want to take any advantage of dem. (PC-L37 15 Oct 1904) 0 “He
smashes our idols and gods to pieces. Just now we must all become
Christian.” (Morton 1916) 0 1 am coming just now. (ESTT 1956) 0

‘And now you hear cigales crying all over Kumaca, and monkey
bawling, and birds, but just now it will be streetlights like in Zanilla,

and motor-car horns blowing for you to get out the way.’ (Lovelace

1968:53) 0 JUST NOW, adv., soon, e.g., I cornin’ just now. (Rodman

1971:232) 0 ‘Is better you buy a coffin for me, because I go dead

now. I go deadjust now.’ (Gosine 1992:135) 0 “Just now you go see

fellas arriving.” (EX 21 Mar 1993:2) 0 Ask a Trini when he would

likely finish a project and he will surely reply, “JUST NOW” or

“LATER” - that could mean, IN A FEW MINUTES or YEARS
HENCE.” (Alloy, in Smith 2000a: 17)

just so phr Without explanation; without warning; precipitously. (< E

just so ‘precisely in the way that; in the required or appropriate man-

ner; neatly’) = just for so 0 “When I reach South for the semi-final,

and just so, a person come out of the audience and say, “Boogsie,

hear nuh, you’s a fella we like, you know, but you see that girl

you give that song to sing to? She shouldn’t sing that... doh put no

white girl to sing that.” (EX 12 Oct 1986:31) 0 People could really be
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unreasonable... moving in just so and taking over land for so. (EX 25

Jan 1987:18) 0 Millions are at stake and the French Creoles are not

going to see that fortune slip away just so and watch their empires and

way of life destroyed. (Bomb 8 May 1987:4) 0 A bride of 9 days ran

to hell out of the house and marriage of her husband “just so.” (Bomb
24 Nov 1989:15) 0 ‘I remember when he dead... Just so one momin’

the man dead.’ (Boodhoo 1994:67) 0 “My children tell me after I was

quarrelling and telling them, ‘You can’t come in people house just so.

You have to get a warrant, ’“ she said. (TG 7 Aug 2002:
1

)

jutaa, joota n arc Shoes, /cbqrta/ (< Hjuta ‘shoe; slipper’) 0 “Ah want

me pair ah new joota right now!” (1990)

jutay v Of visitors, show reluctance to leave, /cfcjute/ (< FI-Bhjutaa ‘be

attached’) 0 “Them have the habit to visit and them does joote.”

(1990)

jutha see jhutha

juwa khele 1 n Part of a Hindu wedding ceremony in which the bride

and groom have a contest to see who will rule in the marriage. /cfjuwa

kde/ (< H-Bhjuwa ‘gambling’ + khela ‘play’) 0 “Meh bredda de win

de juwa khele.” (1990)

2 n A gambler. (< H-Bh) 0 “She mamoo is a good juwa khele.”

(1990)
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ka n A kind of traditional African drum, /ka/ (< FC ka < Fr quart

‘quarter’, fr quarter-barrel kegs used to make them) 0 Sung in call and

response fashion by chantwell and chorus, usually to the accompani-

ment of three drums (quarter-barrel kegs, or ka) or - as here - tamboo-

bamboo stamping tubes, kalenda songs (and music) are used to

accompany quarter-staff duelling. (Cowley & Spottswood 1991:1)

kaa ho laa phr A greeting, What happening? /ka: ho la:/ (< Bh kaa

‘what’ + hold ‘is happening’ ‘inquiry of greeting’) 0 “Ai gyal, kaa ho

laa?” (1990)

kaai n Moss; green algae slime on a damp surface. /ka:i/ (< H kai

‘moss’) 0 “Dat stone by de pipe ketch kaai, take care how yuh going

dey.” (1990)

kaajar see KAJAR

kaakaa see also KAKA

kaakaa, kaka, kakah n A term of address or reference for one’s

father’s younger brother, and any male cousin of the father’s genera-

tion younger than the speaker. /ka:ka:, kaka1 (< H kaka ‘senior male

relative; father’s younger brother; older brother or cousin’) 0 kaka

[father’s younger brother], and any male cousin of [father’s] genera-

tion and junior in age to him. (Klass 1961:96) 0 Kaakaa and not

chaachaa for father’s brother... [is a] linguistic [legacy] from U.P. and

Bihar. (Jha 1973:40) 0 At about ten o’clock his uncle paid them an

unexpected visit. He was an uncle on his father’s side and Sona

addressed him as Kaka. (Narine 1977:73) 0 After hearing his nephew
calling out “Ka-ka, Ka-ka” several times, he woke up and unlocked

his door. (Bomb 8 May 1987:5) 0 He pushed the child forward. ‘Go

give this new “ka-ka” a kiss. That is a “ka-ka” a uncle. Come, go give

him a hug and a kiss.’ (Boodhoo 1994:57)

kaakhay v Struggle with; have difficulty with. /ka:khe/ (< H-Bh
khaashni ‘cough; sound made while coughing’) 0 “Look he kaakhe to

lift the box.” (1990)

kaaki, kaki n A term of address or reference for one’s aunt, esp. the

father’s younger brother’s wife. /ka:ki/ (< H kaki ‘senior female rela-

tive; mother’s sister; aunt or sister’) 0 kaki [father’s younger brother’s

wife], or any equivalent. (Klass 1961:96) 0 “Kaaki sew ah nice dress

fuh meh.” (1990) 0 She approached the little girl and extended her

hands and the child came to her. ‘Good girl,’ Gopaul said, ‘That is a

“ka-ki” you know, Rami.’ (Boodhoo 1994:57-8)

kaam kare v Work. /ka:m kare/ (< H kam ‘work, deed’ + karna

‘make’) 0 “He kaam kareing.” (1990)

kaani n A woman who is blind or with a cast in one eye. See also

kanwa. /ka:ni/ (< H kana ‘blind in one eye; one-eyed’) 0 “She real

wicked way she kaani dey.” (1990)

kaapaa n arc Copper. /ka:pa:, kapa/ (< E copper ‘copper; copper

penny coin’) 6 (Jha 1973:40)

kaarme (bhaji) see KARMI (BHAJI)

kaataa n Thom. /ka:ta:/ (< H kata ‘thorn’) = >picka 0 (Dwarika

1984:33)

kabadi, kabaddi n A vigorous chasing game between two teams,

originating in India. With players in lines on two sides, one person

runs and snatches a kerchief from the other side. In some versions a

designated player from one team must go into the other team’s terri-

tory, touch as many opponenets as possible, and return to his own
court, all in one breath, continuously chanting “Kabbadi! Kabaddi!”;

the defending team must either avoid being touched, or block the

raider and hold him in their own court until he loses his chant,

/kabadi/ (< H kabaddi ‘hand-wrestling game’) = dog and bone 0

Pachisi and wrestling among some grown-ups and patang (kite-

flying), Kabaddi, Gulli-danta, cock-fighting and other sports and

amusements were brought from North India. (Jha 1973:38) 0 A num-
ber of primary rounds will be contested in the cricket and small goal

competitions, as well as ‘kabadie’ three weeks before the grand

finale. (TTM 8 May 1987:14) 0 Kabaddi... is still played by children

of schools and clubs established by cultural missionaries from India.

There are slight variations to the game from the past... In the 1940s in

Trinidad, it was played in a level field with a middle line dividing

members of the opposing team. Two teams competed with each other

for higher scores by touching or capturing the players form the other

side. Each team consisted of 12 players, of which seven were on court

at a time, and five in reserve. The side winning the toss sent a “raider”

who entered the opponent’s court chanting, “Kabaddi-kabaddi.” The

raider’s aim was to touch any or all players on the opposing side, and

return to his court in one breath. The person whom the raider touched

was out. He was also out if he uttered any sound (“he has to remain

dumb, or moomoo”) during the struggle. The aim of the opposing

team was to grab the raider, and stop him from returning to his own
court, before he took another breath. If the raider could not return to

his court in the same breath while chanting “kabaddi,” he was

declared out. The challenge for the last two contestants was for one to

pull the other over the line with a struggle without any of them mak-

ing a single sound. There was no referee in the game. (Mahabir 2003)

kaba-kaba, kabba-kabba, gabba-gabba adj Having a rundown,

ugly, sickly, untidy, slovenly, or dishevelled appearance, /kabakaba/

(< Yor kabakaba ‘confusedly, not smoothly; kabakaba ‘irregularly,

roughly, unevenly’; Ewe kabakaba ‘qick and shabby’) 0 (Uh

1883:248) 0 Kabba-kabba nagah an me no nyam-cookoo togeddah.

(PC 9 July 1904) 0 How she lookin so kaba kaba!

kabalee see qawali

kabbalah n A secret esoteric religious system of mixed origins,

/kabala/ (< E/Hebrew kabbala ‘a tradition of mystical interpretation

of the Old Testament’) 0 The Kabbalah is an esoteric and sophisti-

cated religious system based on the beliefs and practices of various

arcane philosophies brought to Trinidad by Spanish, French, or, pos-

sibly, English colonizers. (Though the Kabbalah is Jewish in origin...

the term refers here to a derivative form resulting from a unique pat-

tern of development on this island.) Most Kabbalah practitioners

(again, well over 50 percent) are also either Spiritual Baptists or

orisha worshipers or both. (Houk 1995:36) 0 Some orisha worshipers

believe that the Kabbalah augments and complements Orisha beliefs

and practices; others consider it diabolical or even satanic. (Houk

1995:38) 0 The Kabbalah has apparently been practiced in Trinidad

since early colonial times, but only in the last twenty or so years has it

become openly associated with the Orisha religion... before 1970,

Kabbalah banquets were almost exclusively private and closed

affairs. (Houk 1995:91) 0 Respondents in talking about the Kabbalah

are unanimous in their feeling that Kabbalah is separate from Orisha

worship... although the same persons might participate in both sys-

tems. (Henry 2002:5)

kabbalist n A person who follows KABBALAH practices. 0 The Kab-

balists themselves regard many of the entities as demonic beings who
are irascible, mercurial, and indifferently amoral... neophytes or

unskilled dabblers put themselves at serious risk. (Houk 1995:93)

kabir n A type of religious song sung during Phagwa, associated

with the Kabir Panth sect of Hinduism, /kabir/ (< H-U Kaabir ‘a

famous fakir and saint’) = >hori 0 Mamoo could real sing kabir.

kabira n Popular songs for PHAGWA, usu. sung loudly and with aban-

don. /kabira/ (< H-U kabira ‘songs sung by Kabir Panthi’) =>hori

kabootar n Pigeon, /kabutar/ (< H kabutar ‘pigeon’) 0 “Here have

plenty kabootar.” (1990)
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kabraha adj Spotted in colour, /kabraha/ (< Bh chitkabar ‘spotted’)

= >chitkaabar 0 “De frizzle fowl kabraha and it looking over

pretty.” (1990)

kabres see CABRESSE

kacha adj Of fruit, green, not ripe or even full; unacceptably sour,

/katfa/ (< H kacha ‘unripe, raw’) = brackish
2

,
kasa, rack

1

,
stainy, tie

mouth2
0 “De pears we get kacha, it eh tasting good.” (1990)

kachahari n Lecture hall; centre; arena; venue, /katfahari/ (< H
kachahri 'hal\ ofjustice; court; town-house’) 0 “The kachachari is the

Jean-Pierre Complex.” (1990)

kachain n Bickering; loud quarrelling, /katfain/ (< Bh kachain ‘bick-

ering’) = kachkach, kich-kich 0 “Stop allyuh kachain!” (1990)

kachauri, kachori, kachourie, kachowria, kachowrie, kachorie n

An Indian dish made of spiced split peas and flour batter, shaped, and

deep-fried, /katjauri/ (< H-Bh kachauri ‘a dish made of wheat flour

and pulse’) 0 When it comes to my kachauri. My ghose and me alu ke

talkari. Me dal bhaat and me chutney, Arey-da-da, ham na jani re.

(Lion “Ara Da Da” 1939) 0 I will give you roti and I will give you

dhal. I’ll give you kachori with pepper, that is all. (Sparrow “Mara-

jhin Sister” 1983) 0 Cake Sale! come try our tasty goodies! cakes,

sweetbread, pies, alloopies, phoulourie, kurma, kachorie, fudge, sug-

arcake, softdrinks, pawpaw balls, (ad, July 1990) 0 Then from the

kitchen came the teasing excitements of spiced, savoury food: para-

tha
,
pumpkin, khir, curried potatoes with channa, karhi, bhajee,

chataigne, curried mango and boiling hot rice with kachourie served

separately and the mouth watering pickles - achar or kuchala.

(Persaud 1990:132) 0 We start with saheena, an appetizer made by

rolling dasheen leaf around a yellow-pea fdling; and cachourie, a

dish of split peas with onion and saffron fried into cakes. (Walsh

2003:17-8)

kachhay, kaachhe v Bring together fallen things with the hands,

/katfhe/ (< Bh kachna ‘rinse’or H kachhna ‘skim, gather’) 0

“Kaachhe the masala.” (1990) 0 “When you done pass the gobar and

the dirt, you kaachay and smoothen it one time.” (1990)

kachkach 1 n Misunderstanding; confusion, /katfkatf/ (< H-Bh
kachain ‘bickering’) = kachain, kich-kich 0 “Dis place over ha

kachkach.” (1990)

2 n Food, esp GROUND PROVISIONS, that is tasteless, watery, stale.

(< H-Bh) 0 This food over kachkach.

kachowri see KACHAURI

kaffir n A negative Muslim term for a non-believer, sometimes also

applied to Muslim people the speaker considers not to be behaving

properly, /kafir, kafr/ (< U kafir ‘infidel; nonbeliever’) 0 ‘For a Mus-
lim you ain’t got no shame. Going out with a kaffir woman.’ (Naipaul

1958:88)

kagaj, kagaz n Paper; document; paper money. /kaga3 , kagaz/ (< H-
U kaghaz ‘paper’) 0 The solution to the “impasse in paradise” as the

old fisherman sees it is a simple one: “According to the Indians. I

want a piece of ‘kargaz’ (paper). On it must show permission for

lease of his potion of land on Morris Bay.” (EX 20 June 1993:14)

kagu, cargoo, kargay adj Sickly; worn-out in appearance. /ka:gu,

ka:ge/ 0 She lookin kagu, sick like molassess falling,

kahani n A story, esp. one with a lesson or moral, /kahani/ (< H
kahani ‘tale; story; fable’) 0 “Last night Mangree phoowa tell me a

nice kahani.” (1990)

kahar see kumhar

kahare v Groan in pain, /kahare/ (< H kaharna ‘groan’) “When you
have fever, you does kahare.” (1990)

kaharwa n A traditional type of Indian song expressing a woman’s
longing for the company of her husband who is away from home,

/kaharwa/ (< Bh kaharwa ‘longing; nostalgia’) 0 Kaharwa: This is a

type of song sung by individuals or groups. It expresses a woman’s
longing for the company of her husband who is absent from home. She
finds comfort in the company of her friends who are also in the same
situation. The songs provide common diversion and relaxation.

(Ahyoung 1977:72) 0 “Ramrajie sing ah meaningful kaharwa.” (1990)

kaharwa taal n A traditional Indian 8-beat rhythm, usu. played on

TABLAS. (< kaharwa + Bh tal ‘time in music’) 0 [They] pledge to stir

every emotional fibre of patrons with a mixture of Thumri , Ghazal

,

Khimta (chutney) and a number of other classical songs. Chutney

spicy songs to the rhythmic music played in Kaharwa Taal have

become to local Indian music what soca is to calypso... The lyrics of

chutney songs (which so far are mostly sung in Hindi) rarely instil

sexual motivation. However, the music which is usually played in fast

persisting beats and tones tickle the pulse and emotions of the listener

causing him or her to respond physically by wriggling and wining.

(EX-2 28 Oct 1990:9)

kaiakeek see KAYAKEET

kaimet see CAIMET

kainchi n Scissors, /kaintfi/ (< H kainchi ‘scissors’) “Find de kainchi

right now fuh me ah eh making no joke.” (1990)

Kairi n obs An Amerindian name for the island of Trinidad. Note:

Original pronunciation uncertain, but now pronounced /kairi/ = Iere,

La Belle Trinidad, La Belle Trinite, Land of Calypso, Land of the

Hummingbird, La Trinidad, La Trinite, La Trinity 9 This island is

called by the people thereof, Kairi, and in it are divers nations.

(Walter Raleigh 1595, in Anthony 1997:23-4) 0 Trinidad was named
(for the Holy Trinity) by Christopher Columbus, who, before depart-

ing from Spain on his third voyage, promised to name the first land he

came to after the Holy Trinity. The island was called Kairi by its

inhabitants... said to mean “the island near to the continent.”

(Anthony 1997:571)

Kairi virus n An arbovirus of the Bunyamwera Group, TRVL 8900,

carried by mosquitoes, first found in the Melajo Forest, 1955. 0 Dur-

ing the course of arthropod-borne (arbor) virus investigations in Trin-

idadian forests in 1955, 31 viruses were isolated in baby mice from

mosquitoes taken while attacking human bait. Of these, 27 came from

the Melajo forest, 714 miles from Sangre Grande in the northeastern

part of the island. Ten of the Melajo agents have been shown to be

strains of the same virus, a virus which is apparently new to science

and for which the name Kairi (meaning “island” is Carib dialect) is

proposed. An eleventh strain of the same virus was recovered in 1958

from the Archer Estate near Rio Claro in South Trinidad. (Anderson,

Aitken, et al 1960:70)

kaisan haal, kaisan hal phr A traditional Indian greeting, ‘How are

you?’ /kaisan hal, kaisan hail/ (< Bh kaisan, H kaisa ‘how, in what

manner’ + hal ‘state, condition’) 0 ‘Kaisan haal’ for ‘how are you’ is

the most common form of asking one’s welfare. (Jha 1973:42) 0

When East Indians greet each other, they say Namastay (Hello) and

ask the question, Kaisan haal? (How are you) to which the answer

usually is na kutch. (Boodoosingh 1976:26) 0 “Kaisan hal?” “Achcha

hal.” (1990) 0 “Kaisan hal?” “I arright yeh, I de.” (1990)

kaiser ball, kazar ball, caesar ball n A hard sweet candy, a ball about

an inch and a half in diameter, striped in different colours, usu. red

and yellow, or in yellow and orange and swirls, coated in granulated

sugar. The candy changes taste as it is eaten, in sweet and sour layers.

It was not manufactured for a long time; recent revivals have been

made, although they are not identical to the original, /kaiza, keza/ 0

My boy Kasa ball, You only small and that is all. (Young Killer

“Millie vs Killer” 1965 pr, in Roberts 1965) 0 Children bought sweet

drinks, sweeties (caesar ball, fowl gizzard and harlay), balloons,

flutes and tiny cap-guns. (Alladin 1970:55) 0 Another popular sweet

was the “Kaiser Ball” which was an imitation lollipop of plain sugar,

colouring, and essence. It was introduced after the First World War
hence the name. (Hunt 1985b:v) 0 Confectionary manufacture started

some 60 years ago in Couva as a cottage industry by the Khan fam-

ily... Candies manufactured in those days included: “Halay”, “Jub-

Jub”, “Paradise Plum”, “Kaiser Ball”, Peppermint, Butternut, Fudge

and hand made Lollipop, names well known and remembered by the

older folks in our country. (EX-S 15 Mar 1987) 0 Kaiser Balls, and

lemon drops, snowballs, mauby-and-rock, ginger beer, peanut brittle,

coconut sugar-cakes. (Andersen 2004:146)

kaiso 1 intj An exclamation of admiration or appreciation for

CALYPSO, /kaiso/ (< WAfr exclamation of encouragement, approval.
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admiration or praise, e.g. Kalahari kaiso, Efik ka isu ‘go on’, Ibibio

kaa iso ‘continue’) 0 “Kai-so, kai-so, kai-so,” screamed a gigantic

colored man who sprawled on a rafter above me. ... This was his way
of expressing his pleasure over Lord Kitchener’s rendition of “Chi-

nese Mopsy,” a new Calypso which has just been recorded. (Brown

1947:255) 0 There was the acknowledgement that a good input of

social commentary and humour brought the audience response of

‘kaiso! kaiso!’ with often a persistent call for encores. (Williams &
Harvey 1986:32) 0 Call it nostalgia if you will, but when I first lis-

tened to Nigel Lewis’ “Pu Wah”, my instinctive response was:

“Kaiso, boy!” (Punch 4 Feb 1996:1 1)

2 n Calypso, esp. with serious social commentary as the subject =

>calypso' 0 This year 1973 has seen the arrival of many young lads

in the calypso arena... Most of them... are to be commended for win-

ning the whole-hearted appreciation of ‘kaiso fans’. ( TG 27 Feb

1973:7) 0 Skinner Park, San Fernando, for the semi-finals of the

National Calypso Monarch competition, was filled to capacity as over

30,000 kaiso lovers crammed into the grounds to hear 26 of Trinidad

and Tobago's top calypsonians. (EX 7 Feb 1988:3) 0 Up dey de price

was lower an it had ah jukebox. We use tuh play kaiso, sing an dance.

(Foster 1990:18) 0 I have chosen to use the term [“the real calypso”],

following Charters, in order to distinguish between Andrews Sisters

and Harry Belafonte-type presentations of calypso, and the Trinida-

dian calypso tradition... Trinidadians also at times make a distinction

between the two by using the terms “calypso song” for Harry

Belafonte style calypso. (A third distinction, “kaiso”, is also some-

times used to connote the best calypsos.) (Gallaugher 1991:42) 0 No
wonder all the deejays on the radio stations have been forced to resort

to “back in times” kaisoes to fill their programme slots. (TTM 16 Jan

1994:30) 0 [It] not only restores one aspect of the art form that has

been buried under a tidal wave of “flags, rags and raised hands”, but

moreso, it makes “true true” kaiso acceptable to the youths. (Punch 4

Feb 1996: 11)0 Aesthetically, things boil down to a choice of kaiso or

soca - political songs or “smut,” patriarchs or winer women. (Rohlehr

1998:87)

3 adj Characteristic of, or characterised by, CALYPSO 1

. 0 All aspiring

calypsonians at the time, they were making up “extempo” songs out

on the sidewalk, and decided to acquire “kaiso names” for them-

selves. (EX 6 Sept 1987:13) 0 That’s the way to do things in kaiso

land. (TG 16 Jan 1994:12)

4 adj Correct; morally proper; fair. See also RIGHTEOUS. 0 Dat ent

kaiso.

kaisoca n A musical form that combines elements of

KAISCT/CALYPSO 1

and SOCA. /kaisoka/ (< kaiso
2 + soca) 9 “Without

doubt Rudder and Calypso Rose is master of de kaisoca.” (Baptiste

1993:96)

kaisonian n Calypsonian, a singer and usu. writer of CALYPSO 1

.

Often used to refer to calypsonians known for serious social com-

mentary in songs. 0 “Calypsonian" is the term commonly used to

refer to a professional singer of calypso songs. There are some people

who contend that the epithet should be reserved only for those who
both compose and perform their calypsos however, calling those who
perform other people’s compositions “calypso singers”. The Trinida-

dian performer Chalkdust has made a further distinction, using the

word “calypsonian” for those who sing lighter, party material and the

word “kaisonian” to refer to the serious performer who composes

“authentic” and “classic” calypsos. (Haslebacher & Gallaugher

1987:9) 0 Black Stalin and Chalkdust, both Trinidadian calypsonians

with reputations for delivering some of the nation’s most incisive

social commentary in their calypsos, began to refer to themselves,

and to others whose “authenticity” they revered, as “kaisonians,”

borrowing from an alleged older (and perhaps thus more authentic)

term for calypso, “kaiso.” (Gallaugher 1991:105) 0 But all this aside,

the Trini Kaisonians have contributed to their own downfall. (Bomb
2 Feb 1996:18)

kaiso tent see TENT2

kajar, kaajar, kajal n Black soot from an oil lamp, used medicinally,

to beautify the eyes, or to keep away MALJO. /kadjar, ka<%al/ (< Bh

kajar, H kajal ‘lamp-black, soot, with which the eyelids are painted’)

0 Around the [baby’s] eyes and on the forehead would be placed cajar

- a black paste made of ghee, in a spoon, impregnated with hot soot

by direct heating over a flame. (Alladin 1970:15) 0 The groom had

cajar on his eyes and baerwah (heavy bracelets) on his wrists as well

as kara on his ankles. (Alladin 1970:22) 0 Kajar and not kajal for an

unguent for eyes... [is a] linguistic [legacy] from U.P. and Bihar. (Jha

1973:40) 0 Special Kajal or Kajar (black unguent) is made for the

protection of the eyes... the Kajar is made in many Hindu homes on

this night to be used for the whole year. (Jha 1976:58) 0 The kajal or

Kohl was another form of cosmetic that was used by the women for

personal adornment. The powder was gathered from the [soot] of the

lighting deyas... and was used to decorate the lashes and the skin just

under the eyes. Today, with the advent of modem eye cosmetics or

eye shadows, kajal is no longer used as a form of cosmetics. How-
ever, it is still applied to the eyes of both males and females. It is

believed to have medicinal properties for cleansing the eyes and rid-

ding them of reddish spots. (Raghoo 1984:13) 0 She have to walk

about the house and take kaajar (soot) and pass on she belly with this

(index) finger five times. That go prevent the child homing with it

hand bend or foot bend. (OPNL Mar 1989:6) 0 “De chile eye ha cold,

put some kajar in she eye when she sleeping.” (1990) 0 Small eyes,

with karjal, that made up for their size by their penetration. (Persaud

1993:98) 0 The beautiful flower garland on her hair and the kaajal in

her eyes, make her look like a delicate beauty. (Holass-Beepath

2002:29)

kajari see KAJRI

kajou see CAJOU

kajrawta n A holder for KAJAR, having a long handle, and a small

metal container with a lid. /kacferauta/ (< H-Bh kajlauti ‘small pot for

lampblack’) 0 “Put de kajar in de kajrowta before anybody interfere

in it.” (1990)

kajri, kajari n A traditional type of Indian folksong sung during the

rainy season, /kacfyi/ (< H-Bh kajli ‘type of song sung in the mon-

soon month’) 0 Kajri: This is a type of song sung during the rice

planting season and the harvesting season, by individuals and groups

at work. Kajri is sung by women saddened by the absence of their

husbands who are away from home earning their livelihood. (Ahyoung

1977:72) 0 “Aajii say longtime dey use to well sing kajri when dey

come in de village to plant rice.” (1990) 0 During the early months of

the rainy season in Trinidad - June, July, and August - there are no

special celebrations. But Moon, Sankey, and the other Felicity ladies

urged me to record their kajari, also sung in India during the mon-

soon month of Swan (July-August)... In Felicity, kajari can be sung at

weddings and at the celebrations following the birth of a child.(Myers

1998:83,85)

kaka see also KAAKAA
kaka, caca n Excrement; feces; waste; filth, /kaka/ (< E, Dutch, Portu-

guese, Sp, Fr kaka, caca ‘excrement; feces; waste; filth’; also Mende
ka ‘waste matter’, Twi kcujkaij ) 0 He got up, he took some of the

caca (dung), he mix it with some lard, and he put on Rabbit hand.

(Parsons 1933:4) 0 Kakah - filth. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Prekash

puffed his cigarette and yawned. ‘Abrakadabra, you full of kaka.’

(Selvon 1972:21)

kakabari, kakabarre, kakabarry n Abudefdufsaxatilis (E sergeant-

major fish), a marine fish, brown or yellow with dark brown-black

vertical stripes, /kakabari/ (< kaka, poss. because often found around

sewage outlets in the sea + bari < Fr barre ‘striped: barred’) = kaka

fish, schoolmaster

kaka comess n A terrible, mixed-up, difficult situation./kaka kornes/

(< kaka + comess) 0 Ah real kaka commess. (Haynes 1987:107)

kakada, kakadah, cacadah, kacadam, kaka dent n Small amount of

anything, e.g., money, food, /kakada/ (prob. FC < kaka + dent

‘tooth’) 0 “Doll fob me off with some kakadam.” (Daniel msl ca

1960) 0 Now, long ago, they used to have about six contracted singers

and the other men were helpers, they got a l’il “cacadah”, but the con-

tracted men and the manager got an equal share - not a salary, a share

in the tent! (EX-2 8 Nov 1987:13) 0 Dey say dey living here like
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lords. But den dey gone to live there like kings. As they get a little

money in dey pocket, Dey hiding de kakadah (David Rudder “Pan-

ama” 1988) 0 [K]a ka dent (ka ka dah) The remains of anything; dirty

teeth; food stuck between the teeth. These words once more originate

with the French patois. When translated it means “filth in the teeth”.

“He only leave me a little ka ka dent to pay de rent.” (Baptiste 1992)

kaka-dab, kaka-dyab see KAKA-JAB

kaka fish n Abudefduf saxatilis, a marine fish; brown or yellow with

dark brown-black vertical stripes. (< kaka
,
poss. fr being often found

around sewage outlets in the sea) = >kakabari, schoolmaster

kakahi n A comb, /kakahi/ (< Bh kanjhi ‘comb’) 0 “Get meh kakahi

fuh me, ah late fuh wok.” (1990)

kaka-hole, caca-hole 1 n Anus; body opening for fecal waste. Some-

times considered coarse or vulgar. 0 That cow always have flies all

round i caca-hole. 0 kakahole... An anus, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr

2001)

2 n An extremely stupid, obnoxious person (E asshole). 0 kakahole...

A very stupid person, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

kaka-jab 1 n Ferula sp. (E asafoetida), a strong-smelling seasoning,

not grown locally, /kakac^ab/ (< kaka + FC jab < Fr diable ‘devil’) =

asafisita 0 kaka-dab (Alexander 1909)

2 n Guazuma ulmifolia, a native tree. = bastard cedar, >bois d’orme,

bois Forme, West Indian elm 0 (Marshall 1934:20)

3 n Incense. 0 I feel all that kaka-jab is just to cover up the ganja.

kaka-koden n Dark spots or freckles on a light or red skinned person,

/kaka koden/ (< FC kaka ‘feces’ + koden ‘turkey’ < dial Fr codinde, Fr

dindon ‘turkey’) 0 Cacacodene also codene - freckles. (ESTT 1956)

kakalaylay 1 n Sexually suggestive dancing, /kakalele/ (< kaka +

lele
2
) 0 Denise Belfon - whose gyrations during the delivery of the

runaway 1995 soca hit “Kakalalay” or her even more sexually

explicit performances in 1997 were among the most memorable for

either year - disclosed in an interview that she always prayed ear-

nestly to God before each performance. (Rohlehr 1998:87) Kakalay-

lay refers to sexually suggestive dancing. (Rohlehr 1998:95)

2 v Dance in a sexually suggestive manner. 0 The soca domestic mar-

ket has created the amazing annual phenomenon over the last decade

or so of over 400 songs, most of which employ the same two or three

chords, the same military stiffness of drum-machine monotony, and

make the same cluster of demands that the captive audience of danc-

ers collectively kakalaylay their bodies, or wave a flag, a kerchief, a

bat, underwear, anything that their hands can grab. (Rohlehr

1998:91)

kakanade n Gossip; idle talk, /kakanad1 ( prob. FC < kaka + kwionad)
= shit talk 0 I can’t take on she and she kakanade today,

kaka-nay n Dirty nose; snotty-nose, /kakane/ (< FC < kaka ‘feces;

waste’ + nay ‘nose’ < Fr nez) 0 “We call him Mr. Ka Ka Nez because

he always digging he nose.” (Baptiste 1993:96-7)

kakape n Tob Pachycondyla sp., poss. P. crassinodis , a large black

ant, known for holding on when it bites, /kakape/ = black injin

kaka-pol see CACAPOULE

kakarachi, kakararachee, kukarachel, kukarachi n Trogolodytes

aedon, T.a. albicans (Trin), T.a. tobagensis (Tob) a small bird, 12.5 cm
(5") long. Song is variable, a brilliant, loud, warbling series, usu. with

a trill in the middle and ending with a rise in pitch; often with more
chattering notes. Often found in gardens; one of the first species to

sing at dawn, /kakaratfi/ ( prob. fr sound of song) = >god(’s)-bird,

house bird, housie, nightingale, rossignol; Tobago house wren (T.a.

tobagensis)', Trinidad house wren (T.a. albicans) 0 Kukarachel.

(Alleyne 1974-80) 0 Cucurachelle. (ffrench 1991:319-20) 0 The gras-

see was and is considered real trash and not worthy of keeping if

caught in a trap, along with another troublesome trash-bird - the

house wren or housie, or kakarachi (cockroach). (1988)

kaka-roller, caca-roller n Any dung beetle, prob. types of scarab,

which pushes bits of animal dung, into balls and moves them to use

for larval food. (< kaka ‘dung; feces’ + roller fr action of rolling

dung-balls to storage areas) 0 You would find plenty kaka-roller

all here.

kaka zwazo, caca zoiseaux n Any of several parasitic climbing native

plants, esp. Phthirusa adunca, Phoradendron piperoides, and Loran-

thus sp. /kakazwazo/ (< FC/E caca ‘feces’ + FC zwazo < Fr Ies

oiseawc ‘birds' fr seeds being eaten and then dropped by birds onto

new growing sites) = >bird vine, guatepajaro, mistletoe
1

,
vage 0

[Cjaca ’zoiseaux .... This whole group of plants, the Loranthaceae,

are very noxious weeds and are proclaimed pests under the Plant Pro-

tection Ordinance. They are parasites or semi-parasites on orchard

and forest trees. (Laurence 1976: 1 1

)

kaki see KAAKI

kakitaks see KHAKI-TAX

kakra n Tob A sore on the head, usu. psoriasis or eczema, or from

infected louse bites, /kakra/ 0 Oh gosh, the boy have plenty kakra.

kakri, kakri, khakree n Posadaea sphaerocarpa, a small cultivated

cucumber-like fruit; when green, used as a vegetable or for pickles.

Also Cucumis anguria (E West Indian gherkin), a cultivated trailing

or climbing plant. Stem and deeply lobed leaves on long leafstalks

covered with small stiff hairs. Flowers small, yellow; male flowers in

clusters, female flowers single. Fruit 4-5 cm (1.6-2") long, round-

ovoid, covered with small thorns, yellow when ripe, containing

numerous small white seeds, /kakri/ (< H-Bh kakri ‘a kind of cucum-

ber’; kakari ‘ Cucumis melo E snake cucumber’, Lewis 1991:140) 0

(Laurence 1976:11) 0 “I had khakri... the little cucumber, but it

done... It ha’ picker picker... and it round. They make talkari with it

and they eat it green too. They used to sell them in the market. Indian

people used to plant that plenty. Every joint bearing big ones.”

(Mahabir 1991:152)

kalalu see CALLALOO

kala-pani n The ocean; used to describe the crossing from India to

Trinidad, /kalapani/ (< H kala ‘black; dark’ + pani ‘water’; kala-pani

‘transportation as punishment, and the forbidden, polluting voyage

for Brahmins’) 0 Because of the crossing of the seas (Kala-pani) or

black water, the community dining on the boats and in the plantations

as well as the same type of manual work done by members of all

castes, the Indians of the early period found it difficult to maintain the

high and low status and touch-me-notism of the society of their ori-

gin. (Jha 1973:36) 0 Like the original voyages across the kala pani

(the taboo Black Water) this is a trip full of complexities, uncertain-

ties and subtle traps. (Espinet 1984:6) 0 The name Kalapani was also

given by Trinidad Indians to Carrera, an islet off the north-west coast

where criminals used to be exiled for life to labour in the stone quar-

ries. (Ramsaran 1988:91) 0 “When everything is said about the deceit

and coercion and sometimes outright kidnapping of indentured immi-

grants, there remains the uncomfortable reality that the great majority

who crossed the Kola [j/c] Pani did so because of a desperate urge to

escape from destitution and despair.” (EX 8 May 1988:15)

kalasa see KALSA

kalchul, kalchun n A ladle; a cooking spoon with a long handle and a

curved bowl, /kaltjul, kaltfun/ (< H-Bh karchhul ‘iron spoon’) = kal-

chun 0 Kalchul: ladle. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:17) 0 Kalchul'. An iron

spoon ending in a bowl-shaped structure. This was used to heat oil

and geera (an Indian spice) to pour into the dhal to heighten the fla-

vour. (Ramlakhan 1 990a: 1 2) 0 “You put oil in the kalchul, throw gar-

lic and jira; chownke is to throw this into the dhal.” (1990)

kale n arc A swampy place, e.g., rice fields, /kale/ (
prob. < Bh gila

‘swamp’) 0 They planting today in the kale,

kalenda see KALINDA

kali, kholi n arc Part of a Hindu funeral ritual in which an old person

walks around the body with a burning cloth dipped in GHEE, showing

that the children and grand-children have been satisfied with the par-

ent or grandparent, /kali, koli/ (H-Bh kali ‘begin to bud or blossom’)

0 They need more ghiu for the kali.

kalima, kalma n A Muslim prayer attesting one’s faith, /kalima/

(< H-U kalima ‘verse’) 0 The groom said the kalma and he agreed to

the dowry. (Alladin 1970:24) 0 Abdool was being kept busy by the

Imam. He would be reciting the various Kalmas, reaffirming his faith

in Allah. (Deen 1994:25) 0 At the maktabs both young boys and girls
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were taught the Kalimas (testimony prayers that declare one’s faith in

Islam), the five pillars of Islam, the seven articles of faith and how to

read namaaz (prayers). (Kassim 2000:6)

Kali(-Mai) n A religious sect devoted to the worship of Kali, the

Hindu goddess of destruction and death. See also Kali PUJA. /kali,

kali mai/ (< H Kali ‘Hindu goddess, consort of Siva’ + H ma
‘mother’) = mariama 0 The Kali Mai mandirs who possess thousands

of active followers are largely non-aligned to “main stream” Hindu-

ism. (£A'-S 14 Oct 1990:5) 0 In examining the ethnic groups of the

East Indian community in Trinidad, researchers have divided the Hin-

dus as belonging to the Sanatist, Kabir Panth, Sieunarines and Arya

sects. Impossible to ignore in this ethno-[historical] approach is the

small religious sect of the Kali-Mai worshippers... [Kali is] also

called Mariamma or Mariemmen by the Tamils, she is generally held

by Hindus to be a local deity worshipped by the lower caste Hindus.

{EX-S 14 Oct 1990:27) 0 In addition to “mainstream” Hinduism,

there is another form of Hindu worship in Trinidad which resembles

orisha worship: the Kali-Mai (“black mother”) sect also practices rit-

ual possession and animal sacrifice. The Kali-Mai sect tends to be

associated with the darker-skinned Madras peoples, and mainstream

Hindus consider such worship “primitive” and “uncivilized.”... Kali-

Mai worship was village-based at one time, and its practice was wide-

spread. (Houk 1995:89) 0 Kali worship as we encounter it today - in

non-orthodox temples dedicated primarily to ecstatic healing ceremo-

nies of spirit possession by Mother Kali and other marginalized dei-

ties on a weekly basis - emerged in its contemporary form out of the

mid-1970s and has experienced substantial, progressive growth since

that time. Sometimes referred to simply as Kalimai , meaning Mother

Kali, this ritual system has attracted the majority of its devotees from

among the island’s Indo-Trinidadian rural and urban proletarian

classes, but it is also important to note that it has drawn support from

people of African- and mixed-African descent as well as from a hand-

ful of upwardly-mobile spiritual seekers. (McNeal 2000:5) 0 These

collections were made during the weeks preceding the ceremony by

groups of women who would pass through all the neighboring vil-

lages in a formal group on foot, sing devotional songs accompanied

by a dholak hand drum, and carry wooden trays on their heads to hold

the offerings collected in front of each and every household. This

practice was referred to as Kalimai-ke-beekh, or ‘begging for Mother

Kali.’ (McNeal 2000:7)

kalinda, calenda, caleinda, calinda, corlinda, kalenda, kallinder 1

n obs A dance of apparently African origin. ( poss. < Kimbundu ka,

noun prefix + lenda ‘oppose’) 0 The form of disguise as ‘negres du

jardin’ or bush Negroes, was mostly indulged in, and peculiar imita-

tions of the field-labourers’ dances such as bamboolay, giouba and

calendar, were carried on by these gentlemen of the middle stratum.

(1861, in Ottley 1964:77) 0 The favorite costume of our mothers and

grandmothers was the graceful and costly one of the “Mulatresse” of

the time, whilst the gentlemen adopted that of the “Negre de Jardin”

or in creole Negue jadin
,
that is to say, the costume of the field

labourers. In that costume the gentlemen often figured in the bam-

boula , the giouba and the Calinda. (POSG-S 26 Mar 1881:1) 0 We
think a representation of the old time negro dances, the "Bel Airs”

and “Calendas” would afford much pleasure to those who have never

seen them. They were totally different to the obscene and vulgar

dances of the present day. (POSG 17 Feb 1896:5) 0 The dance that

followed the drums and shack-shack was called a calenda and con-

sisted of windings and contortions of the body which was considered

by the decent ladies of those days [1850s] to be very vulgar and unfit

for young people to see. (Inniss 1932) 0 Another feature was the

“Calendar". This was a vulgar performance, and never should have

been permitted. Men and women took part in this, and indulged in the

most vulgar and objectionable gestures in the streets. In later years it

was stopped. (Fraser ca 1942:303) 9 The name Kalenda has been

widely known in many parts of the new world for at least 200 years,

and it has come to mean different things in different places. Pere

Labat claims that the dance was brought from the kingdom of Allada

in West Africa... The Kalenda in Trinidad is not significant as a

dance but for the fact that it has become associated with a form of

stick-fighting. (Pearse 1 95 1:210) 0 The rhythm of the old Calendas of

the Windwards have [frc] been taken over for stickfighting in Trini-

dad, and carries the same name Kalenda. The dance, which now
incorporates some of the eccentric and violent movements of stick-

fighting, is by a man or a woman and is a dramatic duel between the

drummer and the dancer in counterpoint. (Pearse 1956, in Rohlehr

1990:14) 0 Courlander also observes that for some the Calinda was a

funeral-dance, for others a display of sexual exhibitionism and for

others a stick dance; and that in Haiti the matter was “further con-

fused by the existence of the Calinda secret society, which had

special dances of its own, all called Calinda. (Courlander 1960, in

Rohlehr 1990:14)

2hA type of song and rhythm accompanying STICKFIGHTING 1

, con-

sidered the source of certain styles of CALYPSO 1

, /kalinda, kalenda/

0 The last shack-shack has been shaken, the last calenda sung, the last

quatro strummed, the last clarionet squeaked and quiet reigns once

more. (POSG 26 Feb 1898:5) 0 A bamboo orchestra is a marvel... The

whole orchestra, when beaten by experts, gives an harmonious effect;

and is the natural accompaniment for the “Kallendar” or war song, to

which the stick fighters dance and play. (TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 The
rhythm of the old Calendas of the Windwards have [s/c] been taken

over for stickfighting in Trinidad, and carries the same name
Kalenda. (Pearse 1956, in Rohlehr 1990:14) 0 “The kalinda... the

drumbeating is very good... By the lavway you get a kind of spirit up,

but only when you have the rum in yuh head.” (“Stick Fighting”

Gayelle 21 Feb 1985) 0 Stickfighting, against which the 1884 Ordi-

nance was chiefly levelled, went underground in the urban areas or

retreated to the country districts. Both kalinda and picong songs were

fiercely alive in places like Mayaro long after 1920... Stickfighting

frequently resurfaced in the city and towns during the 1900s and pre

World War I decade... Stickfighting kalinda songs waned after 1884,

though these too became aspects of melody and structure which were

reincorporated into the calypso of future decades. (Rohlehr 1986:5) 0

By this time [1905] the Trinidad sport of stickfighting and the music

that accompanied it was called calinda (the rhythm description on the

Ford record) or kalenda. (Cowley 1993: 11)0 "The ‘cutter’ drum does

carry ah little more uptempo beat. The older heads say we straying.

That is not so. We is the same kalenda, but it changes with the times.”

(TG 15 Feb 2004:63)

3 n An African-based type of semi-ritualized, dance-like combat,

accompanied by boasting and threatening songs from the fighters, and

encouraging shouts and songs from spectators, /kalinda, kalsnda/ =

batai bois, bois
2

, bois-bataille, stick
2

, stickfight, >stickfighting
1

, stick-

playing 0 This aristocrat’s [neg jade] masque was adopted by

batyonye or stick fighters as the appropriate costume for “kalenda” or

stick fighting. ... Five to twenty stickmen formed a band and went

about the streets on Carnival days fighting rival bands. (Crowley

1956a: 194-5) 0 Stickfighting has been hampered in recent years by a

maze of police restrictions, so that batonye are now seen only occa-

sionally in the country villages. Kalenda songs and drumming survive

in an intricate dance using a stretched handkerchief in place of the

stick. (Crowley 1956a: 194-5) 0 When the drumming and singing

start, one batonniere would throw his stick inside the gaya [frc], or

ring; any rival would then accept the challenge by jumping into the

ring waving his stick; both dance a Kalinda jig usually immediately in

front of the drummers... with body bent forward, and arms... slightly

upraised, the dancer performs rapid foot movements from side to

side. A common variation is to raise the knee and move the entire leg

from left to right and vice-versa. Sometimes the dancer-fighter moves

backward hopping on one foot while placing the other behind. (Alladin

1970: 13-5, in Ahyoung 1977:50-1 ) 0 By this time [1905] the Trinidad

sport of stickfighting and the music that accompanied it was called

calinda (the rhythm description on the Ford record) or kalenda.

(Cowley 1993:11) 0 [K]alinda, kalenda, calinda, calenda, calender,

calenda... Luis McWilliams has identified five phases of stickfight-

ing: the challenge; the lavway, or call-and-response chants in either

patois or English; the “karray,” or displays of physical prowess in

which stickfighters perform rapid dancelike steps in a crouched posi-

tion while circling around one another; the bois, or attack in which
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opponents attempt to “bus head” (make blows to the head) with the

stick - also called bois or poui; the “pas,” during which the defeated

is taken for bloodletting to a blood hole inside the gayelle, the circle

formed by spectators. (Martin 1998:228)

kalinda gran moun n A traditional dance, a variation of the Koro-
MANTEE dance, /kalinda gwan mun/ (< kalinda + FC gran ‘big’ +

moun ‘people’, i.e. ‘ancestors’) 0 The dance Koromantee is done to a

fast 4/4 time, usually featuring one person within the circle. ... When
danced with the towels the basic steps are used, but the hands play the

towels in forward motion, and quick turns on a demi plie are made

with hands outstretched sideways. The dancer then shuffles forward

with the basic alternating foot pattern, comes to the spot in the circle

before the drummers, and places the towel in a cross on the ground.

This variation is also called Kalinda Gran Moune,... The dance then

continues until it is time to give place to another. (Ahye 1978:105)

kalinda yard n A place where KALINDA competitions are held. 0 In

the towns, the kalinda chantwelle then gave way to the calypsonian.

The old
“
kalinda yards'" were replaced by the Carnival tents where

people met from November of each year to listen to the members of

bands as they rehearsed the calypsos for next year’s Carnival. (Elder

1964c:39)

kalipa n Boss; manager, /kalipa/ (< H-U kahpd ‘senior; boss’) 0 “My
kalipa does treat meh real good.” (1990)

Kali puja n Hindu ritual in which animal sacrifice is made to the deity

Kali, the goddess of death and destruction. See also Kali (Mai).

/kali pucfja/ (< H Kali ‘Hindu goddess of death and destruction, con-

sort of Siva’ + puja) 0 My husband invited me to accompany him to

the outlying district where there was to be a Kali puja , a rare goat sac-

rifice in honor of the goddess Kali. Kali was propitiated periodically

to keep the village free of disease. (Klass 1964:148) 0 “Having no

notion that a ‘kali puja’ was performed on the animal I saw my uncle

collect the blood of the goat in a pan.” (Bomb 31 Oct 1986:20) 0

Ritual devotions in honor of Mother Kali, an important and powerful

goddess within the Hindu pantheon, have not always been discrimi-

nated against on the island. In fact, for a certain period of time during

East Indian indentureship (1845-1917) and beyond, ritual supplica-

tions in honor of Kali were an important aspect of village-based pujas

within the ritual calendars of many Trinidadian Hindu communities.

Thus from a society-wide historical perspective, Kali puja has gone

from being an openly-practiced, annual ritual performance observed

on behalf of the entire community to a marginalized, somewhat clan-

destine ritual activity carried out weekly on behalf of individuals

and/or families in peripheral temples dedicated primarily to Mother

Kali and her spiritual associates. (McNeal 2000:2) 0 By the... late

1950s, it is clear that any form of Kali puja had already become
tightly associated with lower-caste/-class Indian group religious

activities... people of high castes never participated in these Kali

pujas, but ... high-caste families contributed regularly even as they

expressed distaste at the notion of animal sacrifice. (McNeal 2000:8)

kallinder see KALINDA

kalma see KALIMA

kalownji, kalonji n A dish made of seasoned stuffed KARAILE.

/kalaunc^i/ (< H-Bh kalaumji ‘stuffed vegetable or green mango’) 0

The more substantial [Divali] dishes would consist of a number of

curries such as chataigne, pommecythere, mango, pumpkin... and

kalownjee (stuffed carrilli). (777? Oct 1990:29) 0 “Ah finish making

de kalownji, taste it ta.” (1990) 0 The luncheon was an exciting feast:

kalownjee slowly done in massala, silky soft dhalpuris. (Persaud

1993:144)

kalpet see CALPET

kalsa, kalasa n An earthen jar, slightly curved outwards, taller than

wide, usu. about 8-10" tall, often used in Hindu rituals, /kalsa/ (< H
kalsi ‘water-pot made of baked clay’) 0 The... putting of a ‘kalsa’

(kalash) with water and amrapallava (mango-twig)... in the beginning

of a puja - [is] the same in Trinidad Hindu puja and have havan as

have been done in North India for ages. (Jha 1973:35) 0 Utensils like

loota (waterpot, usually of brass), tharia (plate), baati (cup), chholani,

oraka, kalasa, balti (bucket), etc., are even now used, but gradually

china crockery is taking the place of brass utensils and in many
homes some of these are needed in rituals and ceremonies only. (Jha

1973:42) 0 This woman expresses herself by painting Indian motifs

on kalsas and deeyas (pottery). (Mahabir 1992:198) 0 Either the girl

who carried the tray or the father’s sister (phoowa) has to fill with

water a specially prepared kalasha, beautifully decorated with pat-

terns on the outside, using gobar. (Holass-Beepath 2002:30)

kamaicha n In GHATKA, a stroke to the head, on the temple, /kama-

itfa! (< H-Bh tamaka ‘slap; strike’) 0 (Palladin 1970)

kamanioc n arc Manihot esculenta, a cultivated edible tuber. =

cashra, cassada, >cassava, coosada, manioc (cassave) 0 The “sweet”

(boiling) cassave which is also known as “kam-manioc” is also pro-

cessed, but the chemical properties contained in the “bitter” variety

allows its by-products to be longer lasting. The starch from the

“sweet” variety is, however, very useful as a food ingredient, and is...

widely used by the Chinese for both home and commercial cooking.

(TG-M 17 Jan 1992)

kambut n Paspalum conjugatum, a native grass, /kambut/ (< Sp cam-

buto ‘small; thick; chubby’; see cambutera, a wild liane of Cuba) =

sour grass

kameez n A long Indian shirt or tunic, usu. with slit sides, worn over

baggy trousers (SHALWAR-KAMEEZ) or tight trousers (CHURIDAR-

KAMEEZ); worn by both women and men, but in Trinidad more com-

monly by women, /kamiz/ (< H-Ukamis ‘tunic; shirt’) 0 [For Eid]

everyone dresses in traditional wear, with the women in shalwar and

kameez (long tapered trousers with matching long tunic tops). (Ahye

1988b: 108)

kamichi n obs Anhima cornuta [= Palamedea cornuta], a large heavy

bird; in Trinidad now locally extinct, /kamitfi/ (< Amer) = codinne-

bois, >wild turkey
1

0 (de Verteuil 1858:428,430) 0 Kamichi (Pala-

medea). One species, (de Verteuil 1884:370) 0 Marsh birds... are

remarkable, not only for their number, but also for their large size; the

kamichi is the size of a turkey, (de Verteuil 1884:372) 0 (Chapman

1894:82)

kamini n Murraya paniculata (E China box), a cultivated evergreen

shrub or small tree. Fragrant flowers; red berries, /kamini/ (< H-Bh) 0

Kamini: China Box... Usually planted around a temple for its fragrant

flowers. The flowers can be used in all worship. (Lackhan ca 1983-

86:28)

kamsur adv Of singing or playing an instrument, out of tune, /kamsur/

(< H-Bh besura ‘out of tune; irritating’) 0 “Look yuh singing kam-

sur!” (1990)

kamwal see camwell

kana n Fine chaff from rice; HUKS when removed in a hand-mill,

/kana/ (< Bh kana ‘worthless’) 0 “When yuh pachore de rice all de

kana go come out.” (1990)

kanawai, camaguey n In reference to fighting cocks, a bird with some

white or pale feathers, esp. one with a white tail and neck, brown

chest, and white half-wing, /kanawai/ (< Sp canaguay ‘white colour

on the wing of any fowl’) 0 He pointed out the different colours and

told me their names. .. hens and cocks were grouped according to

their colouring... giro (yellow and black), camaguey (pale yellow and

black), zambo (red)... (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)

kanchi n A traditional Indian woman’s ornamental metal-link chain

belt, /karntfi/ (< H-Bh kanchay ‘hold’) 0 In this photo she is wearing

a kanchi.

kanch ke churia, kanch ke churiya n A Muslim mourning ritual of

breaking bangles during HOSAY. /kantf ke tfurija/ (< H kanch ‘glass’

+ ke ‘of + churia ‘bangle, bracelet’) 0 The besmearing of blood

[during Hosay] does not actually take place in Trinidad. The closest

voluntary symbolic act is the breaking of bangles (kanch kay churiya)

by women on the night of the full moon. (Ramlakhan 1990b:36)

kandal n A man’s tight-fitting knee-length trousers, often of satin or

velvet, worn by the NEG JARDIN masquerader and the STICK-

FIGHTER. Used by both African and Indian stickfighters, so specific

origins of aspects of the costume are not clear, /kandal/ ( poss.

< Kikongo kandalala ‘death shroud’) 0 Then we had the stick-men.
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These men disguised themselves in short pants called “kandal”, with

spangled breastplates cut in the shape of a heart, and adorned with

swansdown. (TG 3 Mar 1946:6) 0 On Tuesdays neg jade wore “kan-

dal”, tight-fitting satin or velvet short trousers, which in this costume

extend to just above the knee, and with it an embroidered shirt or

short-sleeved jacket with a “fol”, or heart-shaped panel of cloth of

contrasting colour sewn loosely or fastened with hooks-and-eyes over

the chest. (Crowley 1956a: 195) 0 Kandal... The use of this term

implies that the stickfighter's outfit was considered a shroud. In addi-

tion, the songs sung by the stickfighters emphasised the theme of

death and a defiance in the face of its possibility. (Wamer-Lewis

1994:7)

kaneer see KANHER

kangan 1 n A thin glass or metal bracelet, /kaqgan/ (< H kangkan

‘bracelet; ornament for the wrist; esp. the thin bracelets on each side

of a series of churis ) 0 “The very plain kangan are called ‘jingles’,

because the tinkling is a nice sound. The very thin one is ‘bangri’, but

that is by itself and more decorated.” (2003)

2 n Bracelet; now often one made of copper, believed to have curative

powers. 0 Bajoo, baaka , kanka and bairiva were arm and wrist orna-

ments. (Raghoo 1984:10) 0 The use of herbs by Indian immigrants

was superseded by other more popular healing practices. These

include the practice of “jharaying”, the use of Copper wrist bands or

“kangans” and the practice of “cracking” or bone-setting... Copper

bands or "kangans” are worn to relieve rheumatic pains and arthritis.

(Morean 1991:27)

3 n A piece of yellow cloth tied to the wrists of the bride and groom.

Also the ceremony for a Hindu bride, following the HARDI CERE-

MONY, when this is tied to her wrist to protect her from evil. 0 “She

cyan go no way now de kangan done tie on she han.” (1990) 0 The
earrings on her ear, her beautiful red lips, the kangan on her hand and

the mehendi on her feet, tells me that today my daughter is getting

married. (Holass-Beepath 2002:29) When the devta puja is finished,

the pundit will tie nine kangans in several places. A kangan is a strip

of yellow cloth, knotted with yellow rice, sopari, coins, jawine and a

pair of clove. Only in one kangan will a small penknife be tied...

around the wrist of the dulaha or dulahin... The pundit will then tie

the other eight kangans around the kalsa, hareesh, okhri, moosar, sil,

lorha, peerha and lota. (Holass-Beepath 2002:41

)

kangan chhotai n A ritual held three days after a Hindu wedding, in

which the KANGANS of bride and groom are taken off and thrown

into a river, /karjgan/ (< kangat? + chhotai ‘fourth day’) 0 Kangan
Chhotai. Three days after the wedding day, both bride and groom
together with female relatives and friends journey to the nearest river,

stream or well, where the yellow cord which was tied around their

[wrists] in the hardee ceremony is thrown in the water. (Sankar

1972:30)

kangkalang n Trouble; confusion; quarrelling, /kapkalaq/ (< Kikongo
kankalakana ‘be embroiled, implicated in a matter’) = kankatang,

kankata, talala 0 “If yuh ent stop dis maxi right now, yuh coming out

by the St. Joseph Police Station, yuh hear mih?” Oh gawd, well, look

at kangkalang! (TTM 16 Jan 1994:24) 0 Kangkalang (TC) trouble,

confusion. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:7) 0 1 just ketch ah vaps and felt like

digressing, because I ain’t do so for a long time, with all them serious

thing I was writing about. Kyah, kyah, kyah, and take dat in allyuh

kangkalang! ( 7TM31 Dec 1995:30)

kangkar n Trouble; confusion; quarrelling, /kaqkar/ (< Bh kangkar

‘pebbles that cause trouble’) = >kangkalang, kankan, kankata, kanka-

tang 0 She too like a kang kar dat is just to put me in trouble. - She is

a mischievous person her sole aim is to place me in a difficult posi-

tion. (ESTT 1956)

kangojar n A slug; a smooth soft-bodied, shell-less mollusc, that leaves

a shiny sticky trail, /kangojar/ (< H-Bh kangojar ‘small worm’) 0 “Be

careful with dat kangojar it could up in yuh ears.” (1990)

kanher, kaneer n Cryptostegia grandiflora (E purple allamanda

)

a

cultivated spreading shrub or woody climber, stems with rubbery

latex. Flowers tubular, pinkish-mauve, turning lighter with age, 9 cm
(3.5") in diameter, 5-lobed. Pods 3-angled, 3 x 3.4 cm (1.2" x 1.4"),

usu. in pairs, woody; small brown seeds attached to silky hairs, /kan-

her/ (< H-Bh kaner ‘oleander’) 0 Kanher (Kaneer)... This flower is

used in Lord Siva worship. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:28)

kania see KANYA
kanje, canjay, kanjay 1 v Fold or wrap amis around yourself, usu.

from feeling cold. /kancb[e/ (< Bh-Ang kankan ‘trembling, due to cold

or a hot rash of blood’) = kokre 0 “Ah kanje up because ah over feel-

ing cold after ah get wet.” (1990)

2 v Cower; bend down to protect oneself, e.g. under blows, /kand^e/ 0

He fraid to fight, so he canjay the whole time.

3 v Of a crab, make a defensive movement by going backwards, with

claws up or waving. See also CARAY. 0 Doh worry with that; the crab

only kanjaying.

kanjira, kanjori n A traditional Indian instrument, resembling a small

tambourine, /kanc^ira/ (< Bh kanjira ‘small dram’) = >kartal 0 Kan-

jira: This consists of a circular wooden frame twenty-five centimetres

in diameter and about seventy-five centimetres broad. Across one

side skin... is stretched. The frame is provided with three or four slits

and a few pieces of metals or coins are inserted in a cross-bar inside

the slit. These make a jingling sound when shaken. (Ramlakhan

1990a:10) 0 Kanjira: Indian tambourine. (Ramaya 1992:22) 0 The
katha or Puranic text was recited, havan (or homa, oblation into fire)

offered, bhajans sung (accompanied by kanjoris, small tambourine-

like instruments). (Vertovec 1992:114-5)

kanka 1 n Any ear infection in dogs causing a lot of wax secretion,

/kanka/ (< E canker ‘a spreading sore or ulcer’) 0 This dog is always

suffering from kanka.

2 n arc A type of Indian arm ornament. (< H-Bh kahan ‘metal brace-

let’) 0 Bajoo , baaka , kanka and bairiva were arm and wrist orna-

ments. (Raghoo 1984:10)

kankan see CAN-CAN 2

kankata n Trouble; confusion; quarrelling, /kankata/ (< Bh kane ‘ear’

+ kata ‘cut’, i.e. ‘one who can cut your ear; troublemaker') = >kang-

kalang, kangkar, kankan, kankatang 0 Boy, we in dis land is really

something else when it comes to talking and speechifying and just

plain kan-ka-ta. It is constantly from one comess to the next... day in

and nights out. {TG 10 Sept 1993:9)

kankatang n Trouble; confusion; quarrelling, /kankataq/ (< kankata)
= >kangkalang, kangkar, kankan, kankata 0 Straightaway, I knew
they wanted to bring me into kankatang and confusion. (TTM 5 Dec

1993:30) 0 “Or they coulda charge she with Public Mischief because

she create some good kangkatang in we quiet and peaceful

[Tobago].” (EX 21 May 1995:11)

kanphul n Traditional small Indian earrings in the shape of a flower,

usu. a rose, /kanpul/ (< H kan ‘ear’ + phiil ‘flower’) 0 Also, the sonar

or goldsmith who sold jewellery of silver and gold of all sorts - nak-

phul, kanphul, haikal, kara. baerwah. chooriah, etc. (Alladin 1970:48)

0 Khanpul: Ear-rings shaped like roses. (Ramlakhan 1990a:5)

kan rivye see CANE riviere

kantain n A miserable quarrelsome woman, /kantain/ (< H kantaki

‘thorny; vexatious’ + -in, female) 0 “Is ah kantain ah really ha to deal

with.” (1990)

kanthi n A traditional Indian type of thread necklace with a carved

sandalwood bead, usu. worn by a SADHU. /kant
h
i/ (< H kanth

‘bosom’) 0 Collens refers to some brahmans and Sadhus investing the

lower caste rich people with Kanthi and even ‘cord’ (Janeu) on pay-

ment of good fees. (Jha 1973:37) 0 “Binda sadhu forget i kanthi on de

bench in de siwaalaa.” (1990)

kantoap, cantope n A man’s small close-fitting cap. /kantop/ (< H-Bh
kane ‘ear’ + topi ‘hat’) 0 The cantope was another form of head-dress

common among some Hindus during the indentureship period. It was

a type of cap usually made out of white cotton and looked like an

upturned boat... Hindu priests can be seen wearing them when they

perform prayers. (Raghoo 1984:4) 0 “He is one man, yuh doh ever

see he without i kantoap.” ( 1 990)

kanu n arc A large CASSAVA dumpling made from FARINE. 0 An
informant recalled the menu at such feasts as consisting of farine
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made into large dumplings called kanu; kalalu made out of dasheen

leaves and ochroes and fufu made out of pounded yam and pounded

plantain eaten with gravy seasoned and coloured red by roucou.

(Woodroffe 1974:16)

kanvindaj see CALVINADAGE

kanwa n A man who is blind or has a cast in one eye. See also KAANI.

/kanwa/ (< H kana ‘blind in one eye; one-eyed’) 0 “Look how he

kanwa, na.” (1990)

kanya n Young girl, pre-pubescent but usu. older than a CHAURI or

BETI. /kanja/ (< H kanya ‘unmarried girl’) 0 “A kania is a young girl,

all eight, nine years, if you have more than that you can’t be a kania

again.” (1990)

kanya daan n The ceremony in a Hindu wedding of the father giving

the bride to the groom, /kanja da:n/ (< kanya + dan ‘gift’) 0 Arya

Samaji weddings followed a simple ritual, not for reasons of poverty

of modernity, but to exclude superstition. The marriage ceremony

consisted of four parts: the agwani or meeting up during which the

fathers garland one another; the kanya dan or virgin giving;

the hawan or fire ceremony; and the saptapadi (seven steps) that seal

the union. (Clarke 1986:123) 0 The central part of the ceremony

opened with the kanya dan: the bride sat on her father’s left thigh,

symbolically referring to her birth, while the groom perched on the

wedding bench (pirah ), made without joints from a single piece of

wood. (Clarke 1986:122) 0 Of the sixteen such rites prescribed by

classical Hindu texts, only the following were regularly practised in

Trinidad... marriage (rites usually occurring over seven days, includ-

ing the actual vows between bride and groom (kanya dan and sapta

padi), which took place at night). (Vertovec 1992:112-3) 0 “Babolal

well cry when he do de kanya daan part.” (1990) 0 In this “Kany-

adaan” ceremony, the dulahin’s mother and father formally give their

daughter away... A piece of (new) gold, sopari, coloured rice, chan-

dan, doob grass, tulsee leaf, silver coins and flowers are placed in a

loya of flour and placed in the palms of the dulahin. (Holass-Beepath

2002:95) 0 In this “Kanyadaan” ceremony, the dulahin’s mother and

father formally give their daughter away... A piece of (new) gold,

sopari, coloured rice, chandan, doob grass, tulsee leaf, silver coins

and flowers are placed in a loya of flour and placed in the palms of

the dulahin. (Holass-Beepath 2002:95)

kapar, karpar, kaapar, capar n A very negative term for people of

African or mixed race with HARD HAIR, /kapar/ (
< H-Urdu kafir

‘non-believer’) 0 Suddenly a driver said, “What this karpar doing in

dhoti?” Laughter flowed down the line. His passenger said, “Ai, nig-

german, why you not in John-John with the other monkeys beating

old iron and joking!” (Hosein 1980:120) 0 [He] and other students of

his mixed race, were treated as outcasts by the rest of the boys [at a

Hindu school]... They were referred to as Capars, a derogatory term

for people of African stock, and students were ashamed to be seen in

their company. (Bomb 13 July 1990:14) 0 She was sure that Mala
would now find out that Sookram had remarried and to that Karpar

gurl tuhboot. (Ali 1993:216)

kapok n Ceiba pentandra, a very large native tree. The seeds are

attached to a fine silk fibre once used for stuffing pillows, etc. (< E
< Malay kapok ‘fine, silky fibres surrounding the seeds of the White
Silk-Cotton Tree, Eriodendron anfructuosum, used for pillow and

mattress filling’) = ceiba, fromagier, >silk cotton, soucouyant wood 0

He staying by the Kapok Hotel.

kapoor n Camphor, a strong-smelling whitish crystalline vegetable

oil, used as a purifying substance, esp. in preparation of the dead for

burial, /kapur/ (< H < E camphor)

kapra(a), capra 1 n Clothes, /kapra/ (< H-Bh kapra ‘clothes’) 0

“Today I washing all the children kapraa.” (1990)

In A traditional Indian man’s draped loincloth or trousers, more spe-

cifically and usu. a DHOTI. (< H kapra ‘cloth; clothes; dress’) 0

(Gamble 1866) 0 On a clerk raising his “kapra,” a piece of silk was
found under his arm. (POSG 26 June 1907:5) 0 I saw the tears cours-

ing down the cheeks of a middle-aged man. As he brushed them away
with his kapra (or loin cloth) a thoughtless youth laughed at him.

(Morton 1916)0 Long ago you meet an Indian by the road. With he

capra, waiting to tote people load. (Killer “Ramjatia” 1948 pr) 0

Walking down George Street behind the barefooted old Indian man in

the kapra who was carrying both suitcases on his head for twelve

cents, (de Boissiere 1952:213) 0 So if you think is best, to change me
style of dress, I will wear a kapra or a dhoti. (Sparrow “Marajhin”

1982) 0 Their dress was often ridiculed, and the Indian labourer with

his loin cloth or capra , often worn while working in the fields, was an

object of scorn for the local populace. (Singh 1985:37) 0J.H. Collens

in his 1886 Guide to Trinidad noted that a "babagee” in easy circum-

stances may be recognized by the conspicuous whiteness and ampli-

tude of the embroidery trimming about his costume. His voluminous

kapra (clothing) takes more the form of “pyjamas” reaching nearly to

his feet, “while that of the low-class Indian is more contracted.”

(Ramesar 1999/2000:120)

kaquereka see COCRICO

kara n arc A traditional style of Indian woman’s heavy metal anklet,

made in one solid piece with an opening; it may be solid or hollow,

facetted or rounded, /kara/ (< H kara ‘ring worn on wrist or ankle,

etc.’) 0 Also, the sonar or goldsmith who sold jewellery of silver and

gold of all sorts - nakphul, kanphul, haikal, kara, baerwah, chooriah,

etc. (Alladin 1970:48) 0 The groom had cajar on his eyes and baer-

wah (heavy bracelets) on his wrists as well as kara on his ankles.

(Alladin 1970:22) 0 Some women may still be seen wearing the Kara
in an adapted lighter form. (Raghoo 1984:12) 0 Kara: A thick ankle-

band. The kara was either plain or richly decorated. (Ramlakhan

1990a:5) 0 “Dat is ah solid pair ah karaa she have on in she ankle.”

(1990) 0 This 80-year-old housewife has been wearing her bera

(bracelet) and kara (anklet) since her marriage in 1928. (Mahabir

1992:158)

karahi see KARHAI

karaile, carilla, coraillie, corailee, karile n Momordica charantia

(E bitter melon), a cultivated vine and its fruit. Stems usu. 2-4 mm
(.08-. 16") thick, ribbed, sometimes slightly hairy. Leaves 4-8 cm
( 1 .6-3.1 ") long and wide, palmately cut nearly to the base into 5-7 obo-

vate toothed lobes, sometimes hairy on veins. Female flowers yellow;

male flowers solitary, yellow, broadly bell-shaped, 3 mm (.12") long.

Fruit 4-6 cm (1.6-2. 3") long, pale to medium green when edible, turn-

ing bright orange, narrowed to the base and to a very acute beaked tip,

8-ribbed, with prominent bumps on the ribs, opening in 3 irregular

valves from the tip. Bitter but edible when cooked. Seeds oval, com-
pressed, barely 1 cm (.4") long, covered with a bright red pulp. A
slightly different form also occurs, larger in plant and leaf; fruit 8 cm
(3.1") long or more, tapers more gradually to tip, without a distinct

beak. Also a cultivated species, M. cochinchinensis, with flat brown

seeds 3-4 cm (1.2- 1.6") diameter. See also KALOWNJI. /karaili/ (< H
karela , Bh kareli) = balsam apple, balsam pear, maiden’s blush,

popololo, sorrow seed 0 Carilla. (FTT 1940-1-7:435) 0 Coraillie... A
straggly thin-stemmed vine bearing small pale yellow flowers of the

usual cucurbit type. The seed containers are the conspicuous objects

of this particular plant. They consist of an orange, oblong, warty exte-

rior, about the size of a lime, which, when ripe, splits open into three

segments which curl over backwards. These segments are coated

inside with a bright red sticky paste from which hang the shiny black

seeds about the size of a currant. Chickens and birds eat this fruit

greedily. (Alford 1960:81) 0 In this backyard garden was planted

foodcrops... and vine crops such as sim, bodi, karaila, pumpkin and

gourd. (Alladin 1970:10) 0 In the treatment of diabetes, it has been

found that coreilli bush causes a negative urine test for glucose. (Bush

Medicine 1 976b: 1 8) 9 She had just finished eating coraillee and roti

for breakfast. (Bomb 14 Nov 1986:1) 0 ‘Come quick, your mother

teeth lock. She faint away, Savi! Bring a spoon, girl! And some car-

alie bush.’ (Gosine 1992:135) 0 She sat before heaps of cucumbers...

carrots, celery, calalloo, carili - all for under two dollars. (Pierre

2001) 0 She was de only dulahin. Who could satisfy him, Cause he

like he carailaa bunjay in massala. (Maharaj 2002:11)

karak n In ghatka, a stroke to the ankle, /karak/ (< H karak ‘strong;

excess’) 0 (Palladin 1970)

karakeet see KAYAKEET
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karapul, karapule n Murraya koenigii (E curry-leaf tree), a small

cultivated tree to 3.5 m (11.2'). Bark blackish-grey. Leaves small,

lanceolate to ovate, very shiny; keep flavour well when dried; usu.

fried in oil until crisp at the start of preparing a curry, or powdered

and used dry. Flowers scented, white. Fruit round-ovoid, pink turning

black, with inedible green pulp, /karapul/ (< Tamil karuvepila and

Anglo-Indian corropali < Malayalam kochika puli ‘acid tree, Gar-

cinia indicaf = carapaillie, karivepila, kharrie phoola 0 Karapule...

leaves are used as seasoning and are a standard ingredient to talkari.

The leaves are made into chutni. They are used with tamarind to

make mal tali (a drink). (Mahabir 1 99 1 : 79)

karata n obs Bromelia plumieri, a native ground bromeliad plant with

long, spiny-margined leaves. Fruits like plums or very short FIGS, in

bunches on a short stem, /karata/ ( prob. < Amer) = agouti fig, gouti

fig, >manicou fig
1

, pinguin, tatu fig, wild pine
1

0 Close by, and hap-

pily nearly ripe, we found a fair substitute for pineapples in the fruit

of the Karatas. This form of Bromelia... bears a straggling plume of

prickly leaves, six or eight feet long each, close to the ground. The

forester looks for a plant in which the leaves droop outwards - a sign

that the fruit is ripe. After beating it cautiously (for snakes are very

fond of coiling under its shade) he opens the centre, and finds, close

to the ground, a group of whitish fruits, nearly two inches long; peels

carefully off the skin, which is beset with innumerable sharp hairs,

and eats the sour-sweet refreshing pulp; but not too often, for there

are always hairs enough left to make the tongue bleed if more than

one or two are eaten. (Kingsley 1880:247)

karaw see KHARAU

karawe 1 v Liquefy; melt from heat, of GHEE or oil. /karawe/ (< Bh
karawe ‘melt; liquefy’) 0 “Put the coconut oil by the stove and make
it karwe.” (1990)

2 v In the making of GHEE, take out the cream. 0 “Karawe the ghee

now.” (1990)

karay see CARAY

Karbala Day n During the FlOSAY ceremonies, the day when the

TADJAHS and MOONS are paraded, /karbala/ (fr plains of Karbala, in

present-day Iraq, the site of the martyrdom of Hussein, grandson of

the prophet Muhammad) 0 After their rest, the tadjahs are moved
once again in procession around noon on the following day, known as

Karbala Day. ...in St. James the tadjahs and moons move along the

same route and onward to the ground of Queen's Royal College...

where land was granted during colonial times for the purpose of serv-

ing as a local karbala... The moon men twirl ahead of the tadjahs

and... are erected upright, facing each other. Then an imam recites the

janaza, or funeral prayers... The moons then depart the area and begin

their return journey. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:167)

karbuja, karbhuja, kherbuja n Watermelon; a cultivated melon with

very hard thick brittle shell, green mottled or somewhat striped

darker; bright red sweet watery flesh and flat black seeds, /karbuc^a/

(H-Bh kharbuja ‘watermelon’) 0 “The land bring ah good crop ah

kherbuja this year paa.” (1990) 0 “Somebody told me that you have

an unusual type of melon.” “Yes, that is karbhuja. When it ripe, it

does crack. It does taste sweet sweet. We don’t cook it.” (Mahabir

1991:152)

karchan see KHIROCHNI

kardhan n A belt made of thread or yam, worn by infants and chil-

dren, usu. male, around the waist; has a small PHUDNA ornament,

/kardhan/ (< H kardhani ‘girdle’) 0 “All dem boys ha dey kardhan.”

(1990)

kargaz see kagaj

karha n A tea or porridge made from ground HARDI and milk, some-

times with ginger, /karha/ (< H karha ‘decoction’) 0 “To make karha,

you take ginger and hardee, grind it fine in the sil self, you put milk

and sugar and take it for the cold, or when you have baby and things

you does take that.” (1990) 0 The rhizomes are grated or sliced

thickly and boiled in milk. The mixture is drunk for 3 days to relieve

post-partum haemorrhage, as an aid in the removal of lochia and as an

aid in the restoration of the woman’s physical health. This preparation

of turmeric with milk is most popular among East Indian women and

the drink is called karha. (HERBS STAR 4 June 2000:3)

karhai, karahi n arc A traditional Indian style of shallow cooking

pot. /karhai/ (< H karahi ‘small frying pan’) 0 We does use the karhai

for that.

karhi n A porridge-like dish made from spiced ground split peas,

flour, and peas, /karhi/ (< karha) 0 For a Hindu Dinner, the food

served was... karhee (ground peas thickly cooked). (Alladin 1970:26-

7) 0 Karhi: a type of thick soup made from ground ‘dal’. (Dukhedin-

Lalla 1974:17) 0 The more substantial [Divali] dishes would consist

of a number of curries such as chataigne, pommecythere, mango,

pumpkin, channa and alloo (potato), karhee - a ground split pea dhal

with phoulourie floating in it and which replaces the every-day yel-

low dhal, and kalownjee (stuffed carrilli). (TTR Oct 1990:29) 0 “Bore

a hole in the rice, I will pour the karhi.” (1990) 0 ‘You must tell me
what you like. Don’t be shy. We have channa and aloo, pumpkin, kar-

hee, paratha, bhajee; you will have a little of everything?’ (Persaud

1993:74-5)

karile see karailee

karivepila n The cultivated plant Murraya koenigii
;
leaves are small

and very shiny, keep flavour well when dried. Usu. fried in oil until

crisp at the start of preparing a curry, or powdered and used dry.

/karivepila/ (< Tamil karuvepila ‘acid tree Garcinia indica ’) = cara-

paillie, >karapul, kharrie phoola 0 In each yard tenanted by a South

Indian family could be found a curry leaf tree (Kari Vepila), and a

herb (basil) called Tulasi. (de Verteuil 1989:218)

karkatay v Tremble; quiver, /karkate/ (<Bh-Ang kankan ‘trembling,

due to cold or a hot rush of blood’) 0 Look how the dog karkatayin.

karmi (bhaaji), kaarme n Ipomoea aquatica [= I. reptans], a culti-

vated aquatic creeping or floating vine. Stems hollow, greenish-brown

splotched in purple, rooting at the joints. Leaves heart-shaped, edible.

Flowers solitary, mauve or white-tinged purple, trumpet-shaped,

about 5 cm (2") long, /karmi/ (< H-Bh, poss. karmi ‘crispy’) = bhaaji,

marmi (bhaaji), swamp cabbage 0 Kaarme or Marmi Bhagi or Swamp
Cabbage, Ipomoea reptans. (Pariag 1975:40) 0 A very common dish

eaten with rice and dhal... was “bhagi”. The “bhagi” may be made up

of a number of different plants which include pakchoi, “chowrhy”...

“kaar-me” and “saigan”... fried... sometimes cooked with coconut

milk. (Pariag 1975:24) 0 The karmi bhaji is eaten for physical weak-

ness and diabetes. The bhaji is eaten by pregnant women with the

belief that the newborn baby would have abundant hair. (Mahabir

1991:81)

karpar see kapar

kartal, kirtal n A traditional Indian instrument, played esp. during

Phagwa, made of a piece of wood about 10x2x3", with four holes

in which metal discs are strung on wire. It is held through five finger-

holes and usu. played by striking two together, or by striking one with

a stick or the hand, one pair is held and shaken in each hand, /kartal/

(< H-Bh kirtal ‘musical instrument played by striking one part

against the other’) 0 Kartal of wood with cut-outs for the fingers and

pieces of disc-shaped brass; played by snapping and shaking. (Alladin

1970:63) 0 Among the musical instruments, sarangi, sitar, dholak (‘a

small barrel-shaped drum which is struck sharply and rhythmically

with the fingers at one end and the palm of the hand at the other’),

tabla, harmonium, dhan-tala, Kartal, etc. are still popular. (Jha

1973:35) 0 Much of the dialogue [in Indian religious drama] is now in

English, but the songs remain largely in Hindi and are delivered with

the musical accompaniment of dholak, dhantal, majira, kartal and

harmonium. (OPNL Mar 1989:2) 0 “Hanuman favourite instrument is

de kartal.” (1990) 0 They assemble the instruments one always see at

satsangs, as indeed at all Hindu religious events in Trinidad: the har-

monium... the kirthal (wooden frame set with small castanets, made

to fit over a musician’s hand). (Klass 1991 : 131)

Kartik (Nahan), Kartic snaan n A Hindu ceremony done during Kar-

tik, the eighth month of the Hindu calendar, October-November, when

the moon is full in the Pleiades, including ritual bathing, /kartik nahan/

(< H kartik ‘autumn’ + snan ‘bathe’) 0 It is said that the entire month

of Kartik is supposed to be a time of daily ritual bathing (nahan)... For
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most people in Amity, the ritual bathing is performed only on the last

day of the month, at the time of the full moon... all who possibly can,

journey to some beach for a day of bathing, picnicking, and prayer.

(Klass 1961:162) 0 No English glades ever saw a scene like that at

Manzanilla where the cocoa hills give on to the sea. Here, on the night

of the October full moon, the Hindus come to celebrate Kartik-Nathan.

At this place, they substitute the Atlantic rollers for the sacred waters

of the Ganges to fulfil their yearly rites of purification. (Bryans

1967:164) 0 Hindus celebrated Kartic Snaan on Monday, an annual

festival when the faithful head to the seaside or rivers for purifying

baths, symbolically washing away sins they [may] have committed.

(Bomb 17 Nov 1989:28) 0 Tens of thousands of Hindus converged on

the beaches of Trinidad on Friday November 2 for the observance of

Kartic Snaan. This annual event takes place on the last day of the

month of Kartic (October/November). On this day, temple groups and

other village groups headed by their pundits journey to the seaside to

perform poojas and to take spiritual baths under the direction of their

pundits. (Bomb 9 Nov 1990:8) 0 Kartik Venue, (sign, Manzanilla

beach, 2 Nov 1990) 0 The leading figures in kartik (water-rite obser-

vance) are women, who feel a special sexual kinship with the sea,

which they regard as the deity, Mother Ganga. (Mahabir 1992:184) 0

For a short period in the 1960s Kartik celebrations degenerated into a

picnic with the attendant consumption of alcohol and merry making.

The authorities hastily uprooted this behaviour from the ceremony and

restored dignity to the occasion. (EX 12 Nov 2003:7)

karwasan adj Of food, spoiled, tasting bad. /karwasan/'(< Bh karwa

‘bitter’) 0 “This food karwasan.” (1990)

kas see CASS

kasa, cstssa adj Of fruit, sour, unripe, /kasa/ (< Bh kasa ‘unripe; raw’)

= brackish
2

, kacha, rack
1

, stainy, tie moutlr 0 “This fruit kasa, it go

tie up yuh mouth.” (1990) 0 “That fruit cassa. It rack.” (1990)

kasaile n Areca catechu , a native palm tree, height to 15 m (49'); small

crown. Fruit red-orange, ovoid; smooth thick fibrous rind; contains

one seed. Seeds are used medicinally and in Hindu rituals, and are

part of the paan ke bira eaten after meals, /kasaili/ (< Bh-Ang kasaile )

= >supari 0 “Bring de kasaile fuh de pooja.” (1990) 0 (Mahabir

1991:139)

kasida see QASEEDA

kata, catta, cattar 1 n A plaited pad usu. made from grass or cloth,

wound into a coil and used to cushion head loads, /kata/ (< Kikongo

nkata. nkata, Luba-Katanga, Luba-Lulua, Bobangi ijkata, ‘headpad’)

= bitha 0 Catta, kata - cloth or leaves. (John 1973) 0 Many though

tied a ‘cattar’ - a utensil - on their heads attached by strings under the

throat, helmet-strap fashion, to protect their heads from balata-stick

blows; a few had knives at their belts. (1881, in de Verteuil 1984:77)

0 She plaited her heavy black hair and pinned it in a pad on the crown

of her head. Next she wrapped the catta and fitted it on her hair then

pulled the old felt hat down all around it. (Stewart 1989:78)

2 n The shape made by a snake, particularly the MAPEPIRE BALSAIN,
when coiled up, when settled down, or when defending itself, (fr

resemblance of coiled shape to kata ) 0 Under the bush, the snake

make a kata.

kata-corner adj Diagonally opposite. (< E cater-cornered ‘diago-

nally’) 0 He house kata-comer from my own.

katahar, catahar 1 n Artocarpus heterophyllus (E jackfruit), a large

cultivated evergreen tree to 20 m (65'), sometimes used to shade cof-

fee and cocoa. Bark reddish-brown; white sap; glossy leaves; sticky

white sap from young shoots. Female flowers arise from the trunk,

yellow, sweet-smelling. A single fruit - lumpy, irregular, covered

with soft points, size to 1 m (3.2') and as much as 45 kilos (100 lbs) -

grows from the trunk, or in an old tree from the root. Inside the fruit

are many small cavities, each containing one seed surrounded by a

soft yellowish gelatinous pulp. Ripe fruit is eaten fresh or preserved

in syrup; large seeds are boiled or roasted; unripe fruits are used as

vegetable, preserves and jams. Heartwood is used for furniture,

building, barrels and TASSA drams; yields a yellow dye. /katahar/

(< H kat-hal < Sanskrit kanthaka ‘thorn’ + phala ‘fruit’) = coolie

chataigne, cowa, jackfruit, kocar 0 The Jack tree, kocar, katahar...

Leaves are used in shradh (post-death) ceremonies. The leaves

varying in number up to sixty-four (64) are used in the ceremony.

(Lackhan ca 1983-86:29-30) 0 “The katahar... leaf they used as a

plate for puja. The seed, people does roast it and eat it. They does

make tassa... with the trunk.” (Mahabir 1991:153)

2 n Artocarpus communis var., a cultivated tree to 15 m (50') or more.

Leaves very large, deeply cut, thick, dark green, glossy. Fruits large,

spherical; green skin with low superficial bumps; edible flesh and

seeds, (fr similarity to katahar *) = breadnut, >chataigne' 0 Catahar:

breadnut or (Trinidad) chataigne. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:16)

kata-head fowl n A variety of chicken with a large pad of feathers on

the head, (fr resemblance to kata
1

) 0 You know how long 1 ent see a

kata-head fowl!

katbap n Step-father, /katbap/ (< E cut + Bh bap ‘father’) 0 He was

mi katbap after mi father dead.

katchu n Caladium bicolor, an introduced cultivated plant growing

from underground corms. Leaves arrowhead-shaped, usu. green with

red or white spots. Young leaves edible; tubers edible, but now rarely

eaten, /katfu/ ( poss. < Tamil kacchu , Ptg cacho, Fr cachou ‘an astrin-

gent substance with much tannin extracted from the wood of various

species ofAcacia') = >corazon de jesu 0 (Mahabir 1991:86)

kat ghorwah n An Indian dance which imitates a lame horse, done for

entertainment, /kat gorwa/ (< H kath ‘wood’ + ghora ‘horse’ )
= cut

horse, ghora dance 0 (Palladin 1970)

katha, kathaa, kattha n A group Hindu prayer meeting, /katha/ (< H
katha ‘congregation to tell and hear stories, usu. religious in content’

< katha ‘story, fable, narrative’) = puja 0 ‘Most of you is Hindus.

Mr Harbans is a Hindu. He win a election... You should be saying

prayers for him... say a kattha for him. Get Pundit Chaniram to read

from the Hindu scriptures.’ (Naipaul 1958:201) 0 Catha/katha/: a

gathering of Hindus for the purposes of prayer. (Dukhedin-Lalla

1974:16) 0 Once a year Jaimungal would sit to a Satya-Narayan

katha
,
which was a far bigger puja, to which would be invited all the

people in the village... And after the katha there would be bhajan or

singing, and a great feasting, in which the Brahmins, members of the

priestly caste, would be the first to eat. (Naipaul 1976:55) 0 My
mother believed in large kitchens; she said she wanted to be able to

move about freely on the days she catered for as many as a hundred

guests, as at a katha. (Persaud 1990: 12) 0 At least once per year, ide-

ally, families sponsored a formal puja conducted by the Brahman
pundit. This event, held on Saturdays, actually involved two sets of

rites. The first was to Hanuman, a rite called rot puja... The second

was the Satyanarayan katha... The focus was Satyanarayan (symbol-

ized by a smooth saligrama stone). The katha or Puranic text was

recited, havan (or homa , oblation into fire) offered, bhajans sung

(accompanied by kanjoris, small tambourine-like instruments), and

prasad (blessed food) distributed in an occasion which lasted several

hours. (Vertovec 1992:114-5) 0 The pujaaX the Divine Life Society

tonight combined the performance of Durga puja (traditional service)

with a full moon katha. The entire service lasted about two-and-one-

half hours. (Myers 1998:59-60)

kathak n A traditional Indian story-teller, /kathak/ (< H kathak ‘story-

teller’) 0 The story-teller (kathak) would tell the story whilst the

dancers and musicians remain silent. Then the story-teller would

pause for the musicians to play and the dancers to act out the part.

(Ramlakhan 1990a:7-8)

kathiya n A wheeled platform on which the tadjah rests. /kat
h
ija/

(< Bh-Ang khatia ‘string bed’) 0 The north [of Trinidad]... is more
“traditional” in building the kathiya (base) and internal frame, which

is primarily made of roseajuj... In the south, the frame is now made
solely of wood. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:160) 0 During Flag

Night women of the yards walk behind the kathiya, a wheeled plat-

form, carrying flags (symbolizing “promises,” or vows) as part of the

“sacrifice”. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:172)

katia see KHATIA

katmai n Step-mother; father’s wife, /katmai/ (< E cut ‘separate’ + H
mai ‘mother’) 0 Mi friend katmai does live with she good.
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katora n A small bowl used for individual servings of many different

dishes during a meal, /katora/ (< Bh, H kataura ‘a small metal bowl

or cup’) 0 “Put five katora.” (1990)

katra n Tray; platter, /katra/ (< H kathiya ’trencher, platter' or Bh < H
kataura ‘bowl’) = waiter 0 “Put de juice on de katra and bring it fuh

dem.” (1990) 0 They pulled khudaries to weed fields of young cane,

fetched dirt in katras to build estate roads and made rollers with cane

trash to fertilize the fields; the same monotony and drudgery day after

day, year after year, from youth to old age. (Singh-Ramjattan 2003)

katraka n obs Ortalis ruficauda , a large, turkey-like bird, 55 cm (22")

long; resident in Tobago. (< Sp catraca a bird < Amer) = >cocrico,

pheasant, Tobago pheasant 0 (Lavaysse 1820) 0 We have here a spe-

cies of Pheasant. It is crested with brown feathers, striped with white;

its general plumage is dark glossy brown, with longitudinal light

brown stripes. It is called the Katraka. (Joseph 1838a:57)

kattha see KATHA

katuna, katoonah n A traditional style of Indian brass bowl, /katuna/

(< Bh-Ang katuna ‘bowl’) 0 Katoonah'. a brass bowl. (Ramlakhan

1990a: 12)

kaur n A mouthful of food picked up with the hand, /kaur/ (< H-Bh
kaur ‘mouthful of food; the food one eats’) 0 “Yuh kaur too big.”

(1990)

kaura, caura n Milled paddy rice, /kaura/ (< H-Bh churn ‘crushed or

milled rice’) 0 Among the terms in common use for kinds of rice,

alone, are: dhan: unmilled, “paddy” rice; caura : milled dhan, bhujia

caura : rice which has been boiled before milling; bhath: rice cooked

and ready to eat. (Klass 1961:82)

kawali see QAWALI

kayakeet, cariakeet, kaiakeet, karakeet, karaket, kayakeek, kaya-

kit n Lantana camara, a loosely erect or scrambling native shrub with

rough, angular, sometimes prickly stems. Leaves aromatic, ovate,

toothed margin, to 12 x 5 cm (4.7" x 2"). Flowers small, yellow turn-

ing orange or pinkish-red, in stalked clusters. Fruit greyish-blue,

blue-purple or blackish, about 4 mm (.16") diameter. Common as a

hedge plant; used medicinally, /kajakit, kajakik/ (< FC kayakeet

< karakeet < Sp cariaquito, a bush < Amer, Cumanagotan) = black

sage', grater wood, ramongsi, rock sage, white sage
2

, wild sage, zeb

kayakeet 0 Colds with Fever: Jerry Toot... Zeb Sheek... Ka-Ya-Keet.

(Bush Medicine 1976b: 19) 0 He wound up his window and manoeu-
vered the Jeep through kaiakeek and paragrass that overgrew the

winding track. (Hosein 1980:33) 0 Grater Wood, Kayakeet, Kayakit,

Ramongsi... Young Kayakeet plants sometimes are confused with

Asclepias curassavica, which contains cardioactive glycosides, and is

known to kill cows... This situation increases the risk of poisoning in

young children through accidental treatment by the less experienced

“healers”. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:106) 0 Kayakeek. (EX-

M 25 July 1987:10) 0 Cariakeet. (EX-U 26 July 1987:10) 0 The
leaves of the Karaket bush boiled in tea with milk. (Pavy 1987:59)

kayei n A stony area, full of little holes and caves, in which animals

such as small rodents and snakes take cover, /kaje/ ( poss. < Fr calliou

‘pebble’) 0 “When you hunting peelwee they does hide in the kayei.”

(1982)

kayei neg n A stony area full of dark rocks, little holes and caves, in

which animals take refuge, /kaje neg/ (< kayei + FC neg ‘black;

dark’) 0 All here in the kayei neg.

kayzay see Croisee

kazak n Flies; front opening on men’s pants, /kazak/ = kitchen door 0

Mind yuh kazak.

ke part A particle joining two words to indicate a close relationship,

such as possession, type or being made of a particular thing, /ke/

(< H-Bh ke ‘of, indicating belonging) 0 “Clean de biya kola to throw

de rice ke biya.” (1990) 0 “Save some com ke biya fuh meh, doh for-

get me yuh know.” (1990)

keant see cyaan

keel (out) 1 v Leave or slip out, esp. without attracting attention. (< E
keel ‘plough the sea with a keel; of a ship, roll on the keel’) = peel out

0 Let us keel, now. (ESTT 1956) 0 (Ottley 1971:16) 0 Keel out.

(John 1973)

2 v Pass out; faint; lose consciousness. = >loss away 0 He drink so

much mm he keel out.

keep 1 v Have; hold; run; put on, e.g. a FETE, dance, concert, event,

school classes, meeting, wake, shop, wedding. (< E keep ‘observe

with due formality and in the prescribed manner any religious rite,

ceremony, feast, fast, etc.’) 0 My mind little uneasy, Sambo, caus me
heary dem say one man wat keep one leetle, leetle shap close de bay

side down de bush dat awee parson not go way from yah.
( TRD 7

May 1851:3) 0 She bin see plenty nagas dere lik sheself an eben de

parson man wha kep skool in Chacon treet, he bin dere too. (7T 13

Apr 1 892) 0 Ah mistah edditer me heare ah one gran dance them ah

go keep it nah one barricks. (PC 13 Aug 1904) 0 The first theatre that

1 have any recollection of, was called Debot’s, and was kept in the

upper story of a house in Frederick Street. (Inniss 1910:85) 0 So
when they keeping they meeting I in the back ground. (Pretender “If I

were a Councillor” 1947 pr) 0 If one dreams that he is “keeping a

feast” or that he has been sent to the river to perform a ritual, he is

supposed to carry out such acts later. (Simpson 1970:25) 0 “She kept

a birthday party at home for Sunil.” (1982) 0 The role of the Tamil

priest was to keep prayers in the church. (Anthony Thomas 1982, in

La Guerre 1985: 187) 0 This year we kept our sixth children’s Christ-

mas party, with 400 to 600 children. (EX 11 Jan 1987:21) 0 “The

wedding keeping up at the house.” (1990) 0 The residents have been

complaining about the loud music coming from the fetes that are

being kept along Windsor Road. (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:1 1) 0 Well, that

little lime sweeten Papa so much that he tell Sebastien next day, “We
must try and keep some regular weekend fete by you.” (Alleyne-Forte

1994:68)

2 v With noise, row, etc. make noise, e.g. at a FETE, fight, conversa-

tion. (< E keep ‘preserve; maintain; cause to continue in a condition,

position, action’ + E keep quiet, a command to someone to become
and remain silent) 0 “It is me George - I keep no row.” (POSG 29

Mar 1 844:2) 0 “We have come to see whether you have permission

from one of the alcades for keeping such a d—d noise.” (TRD 22 Jan

1853:3) 0 “Why you can’t keep quiet?” Joseph was saying from

another end of the counter. “I’ll chuck you out if you don’t keep less

noise, Monir”. (Mendes 1934:10) 0 “Oh gosh man, how yuh keeping

so much a noise, ah cyaan hear mi ears.” (1990) 0 You should of

heard Tiger and Soylo in the shop last night. So much noise they

keep. (Selvon 1 99 lb:83)

3 v Be in good health; feel all right. (< dial E keep ‘fare as to health’)

0 “Hello John, how you keepin’, how you comin, - len’ me de Guard-

ian!” (TG 25 June 1918, repr TG 25 June 1993:3) 0 “How yuh

going?” “I keeping.” (2002)

4 v Hold to oneself; not bother or involve anyone else. (< E keep

‘hold in possession; retain in one’s power or control’) 0 “Keep dis

bodder, All dis time you no sabby me no! Don’t you know Tailor

John da my brodder?” (TG 2 Oct 1827)

5 v Hold for someone else. (< E keep ‘hold in possession; retain in

one’s power or control’) 0 I still have money keeping for the council.

(Stewart 1989:152)

6 v Have, with beard, moustache. (< E keep ‘preserve or maintain in

condition’) 0 He keep a big beard.

keep-back, keepback 1 v Obstruct; block; cause a delay. (< E keep

back ‘restrain; detain; hold back forcibly’) 0 Who is the Senior Police

Officer who is keeping back the Police Promotion Advisory Board

from doing its job? (TTM26 Aug 1986:7)

2 n Obstacle, obstruction; cause of a delay. 0 Everyone in Dow Vil-

lage is wondering what’s the keepback in opening the Dow Village

Government Primary School. (Bomb 1982) 0 “Who the hell the Tour-

ist Board fooling? I now have a true picture as to what is the keep-

back of our culture on the international market!” (Bomb 12 Sept

1986:29) 0 Most of us have produced forms from Inland Revenue

back to the office of DEWD a long time ago. Then what is the big

keep back? (Letter, TG 18 Apr 1988:8) 0 Several attempts to contact
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an inspector at the Tobago Old Grange Station to find out what is the

“keep-back”, proved [fruitless]. (7YM24 Jan 1993:27)

keep bother see KEEP4

keep courage phr Be brave; keep spirits up; remain hopeful. 0 “Keep

courage, you goin' to get somet’ing.” (de Boissiere 1952:77) 0 “You

eh have to worry too much. Keep corage.” (Ladoo 1972:72) 0 Living

atop a hill with no water or lights, [she] sleeps on a borrowed mat-

tress... and without a stove or even an outside fireplace to boil some

water, [she] tries to keep courage. Life is on the edge here. (Bomb

22 Jan 1993:13)

keeper LiA common-law spouse. (< E keeper ‘a man who supports

or keeps a mistress’) 0 She excuses herself by saying that she and her

‘keeper’ cannot afford the marriage ceremony. (Collens 1888:44) 0

He only intended to frighten his “keeper” and not to strike her, by

throwing the stone. (POSG 5 June 1907:4) 0 It was shown that there

was a fight between the defendant and her “keeper.” (TG 18 Mar
1921:1 1) 0 Usually they have lived with one man before and only

take to the trade when they cannot find a keeper. They hate their

trade, look forward to the chance once more of becoming a respect-

able concubine. (Calder-Marshall 1939:77) 0 Eldica was an older girl

who had already had three keepers, (de Boissiere 1952:120) 0 Is at La

Brea Junction I get to know, Why I cannot leave my keeper and go.

It’s three years or more we always quarrelling, Still I cannot leave

that girl Emmelin. (Viper “The See-er Man at La Brea” 1956 pr) 0

“Keeper ” union This is a union in which the wife has been married

before... Any woman living with a man who is not her first husband is

called a “keeper,” whether or not she is legally married, although

some old people prefer to restrict this term to the female partner of an

“elopement”. (Klass 1961:113-4) 0 KEEPER, n., the person you are

living with, e.g., he (she) is my keeper. (Rodman 1971:232) 0 ‘You

know, he sometimes stays with his aunt Milly, who, since my father’s

death, is not only my housekeeper, but my keeper.’ (Persaud

1993:32)

2 n A person who runs a SUSU. or other such activity, and who holds

funds. (< keep
1 '') 0 Participants who received their “hands” in the

early stages of the sou-sou usu. made it their duty to continue the con-

tributions to the end of the “rounds”. It was very rare that participants

defaulted after receiving their “hands”. On such occasions the

sou-sou “keeper” would continue the repayment of the defaulter.

(Cummings 2004:63)

keep heart phr Be patient; remain in good spirits. 0 “Have patience,”

said the master. “Hab patience,” retorted the negro, “patience wid full

belly sabby tell hungry belly keep heart!’” (TG 9 Oct 1827) 0 Belly

full tell hungry’ belly, “Keep heart.
”
Used when a well-to-do person

tries to tell a poor man that things are not as bad as they might be.

(Herskovits 1945:199)

keep mouth off phr Not talk about. 0 Keep you mout off me, oui.

(Ottley 1971:49)

keep noise see KEEP2

keep sentry phr Watching over; watching out for. 0 These ladies

attended Madhoo's wake... the group was ‘keeping sentry’ as usual

when Teena and Country arrived. (Lewis 1972:60)

keep up v For pregnant women, avoid a prolapse of the uterus. 0 After

delivering, the mother’s belly was banded tightly with a cotton cloth

to prevent her back from “opening up” and to “keep up” the womb.
She wore this band for some forty days. (Thompson 1983:9)

keep wake see KEEP 1

keeree n Mosquito larva, /kiri/ (< H kira ‘worm; leech’) = mosquito

worm 1

0 With the bucket in one hand, Sona went to look inside the

barrels. One was full, the other about half-full. Wriggling in the water

were many larvae which some people call worms and others keeree.

(Narine 1977:30)

keezay see CROISEE

keg (drum) n A type of drum made from a small wooden barrel. (< E
keg ‘a small barrel or cask, usu. less than 10 gallons’) 0 Two drum-
mers had already taken up positions under a guava tree. The drums
were home-made from small barrels, kegs in fact... The drummers sat

astride the kegs and beat them skilfully with their fingers and palms,

providing an African-sounding music. (Bryans 1967:196) 0 Stick-

fight action to the throbbing of the “keg” drums. (Heat 18 Nov
1989:7) 0 All the way driving to town the stick-men and them sing-

ing, and Ma Solomon’s son... leading on the keg. (Stewart 1989:139)

0 Onlookers shout “keg boy!” which means “play, drummer” in order

to incite and drive the fighters. (Martin 1998:228)

keke n A solid white marble, /keke/ 0 I win the last keke he had.

kekepi n obs Tob A large brownish-black ant with a bad sting. 0 An
especially big kind of ants is called kekepi (i as in big). (Uh 1883:251)

keki n Vagina, /keki/ ( prob. < Bh) 0 “Da oman over de road dey jus

tell de next oman shut yuh keki!” (1990)

kekra, khekra n Any crab, /kekra/ (< H kekra ‘crab’) 0 “In de rice

land ha plenty khekra cutting de rice.” (1990)

kekresay n obs Tob Didelphis marsupialis insularis , a small marsu-

pial mammal. = >manicou 0 Ef keckresay massa know weh keckre-

say ah seh ’bout am ’e nuh heng am ah ’e back. (If one is aware of the

deceitful whisperings of his associates he should be careful of his

relationships with them.) (Daniel msl ca 1960)

kelketay, kilkitay 1 adj Shaky; tumbledown; off-centre; tilted; unsta-

ble. /kelkete, kilkite/ ( poss. < FC ki kote ‘which side’) 0 That house

looking real kelketay. 0 Kilkite (kil-kee-tay) The state of being unsta-

ble... “Since de accident he acting little kilkite.” (Baptiste 1992) 0

The dog would kelketay and throw fits.

2 v Exhibit unbalanced physical behaviour; fall over, esp. in a heavy

manner, e.g. when a top loses momentum, slows down, and then wob-

bles and rattles away. 0 “He was riding his bike, hit a stone and kilki-

tay.” (1986) 0 Look how yuh put the pot on the stove, it bound to

kelketay.

kelly grass n Rottboellia cochinensis (E short-day grass), a 2 m tall

naturalized grass, introduced from southern Asia as animal feed. =

com grass

kerekel n The small round orange fruits of Bactris gasipaes, a native

palm tree. Kerekel fruits are the same variety as PEEWA, but are infer-

tile fruits without seeds. They are cooked and peeled; edible yellow-

ish mealy pulp. /kcrckd/ (< Sp querequere < LAS quelenquelen a

plant < Amer, Araucanian) = >peewa 0 (Laurence 1970:337)

kerowni see KILWANI

kesar n A cultivated tuberous root used in cooking for flavour and to

give a strong yellow colour, /kesar/ (< H kesar ‘saffron; yellow

colour’) = >hardi, saffron 0 ‘She was a master cook and behaved like

one. I think having come all the way here with her spices - adrak.

ilaychi, laung, dalchini, jaiphal, jeera, methi, javitri, saunf, kesar,

massala... she decided to go through with it.’ (Persaud 1993:98)

keskidee see also KISKADEE

keskidee, kiskidee, kiskadee, qu’est-ce-qu’il-dit n Pitangus sulphu-

ratus trinitatis [= P. rufipennis, Saurophagus sulphuratus

]

(E great

kiskadee), a conspicuous and aggressive bird, 22.5 cm (9") long,

often found around houses. Brown back; head black with white stripe

above eye; yellow crown visible when crest erect; white throat;

underparts bright yellow; bill black, fairly long and heavy. Usual call

a raucous three-part phrase, /kiskidi, ksskidi/ (fr its call, which

sounds like Fr qu 'est-ce qu ’il dit, ‘what’s he saying?’ and its inquisi-

tive manner) = common kiskadee, qu’est-ce-qu’il-dit a bee etroit,

Trinidad kiskadee flycatcher 0 One of those birds so common in our

cocoa walks, and whose name is derived from its note or call... “Qui

est que dit”. (POSG 11 May 1847:2) 0 Another but bolder note that

constantly meets the ear, is the kesk-a-dee, (Qui 'est-ce qu’il dit?)

which question the bird pronounces very distinctly. (Day 1852-1:328)

0 Overhead in the tree-tops the “Qu'est ce qu'il dit”... a brown and

yellow bird, who seems almost equally privileged and insolent,

inquires perpetually what you say. (Kingsley 1880:108) 0 The early

mom is welcomed by the qu’est-ce-qui-dit... whose song, or rather

cry, though containing nothing of melody, yet rings in sounds of

pleasantness around our dwellings. The cry is clear, and is answered

by the voices of several others of these birds... Sometimes the united

notes become a regular uproar, though far from being unpleasant.
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(de Verteuil 1884:379) 0 There is but one singing bird here, which

put an impertinent question to us as we neared the gardens.... I found

that the bird song was the French, Qu 'est-ce qu ’il dit, which,as you

know, is pronounced, with clipped sound, “Kesskedee.” The imita-

tion of this interrogatory is perfect. (McQuade 1885:219) 0 A Qu’est-

ce qu’il dit in a gorgeous yellow vest and brown coat, eyes us from

his aerial seat. (JFNC Oct 1892:99) 0 [The beetle] allowed himself to

be snapped up by a Qu’est-ce qu’il dit which swooped down from its

perch on a lofty bamboo and swallowed him with a single jerk. (Mole

1894a:7) 0 Keskidee - Many birds, notably the Qu’-est-ce-qu’il-dit...

and Ani... are common in the Botanic Gardens and neighboring

savannas. (Brewster & Chapman 1895:202) 0 Kiss-ke-dees chal-

lenged “king-page” butterflies and yellow-winged “zabuecoes” for

violating the sanctity of their leafy domain. (Cobham 1907:67) 0 The

ubiquitous shrike or “qu’est ce qu’il dit”, of course, is omnipresent.

(Vincent 1910:74) 0 He would lie in his bed listening to the keskidees

flinging their song-questions across to each other from the guava and

sapodilla trees that grew in the yard. (Mendes 1934:95) 0 After enjoy-

ing our hospitality, he wipe he mouth like a keskidee. (Tiger “Let the

Man Go” pr, Jones 1947) 0 He preferred to witness the quick blur of

bluejeans or listen to the raucous keskidees. (Selvon 1988:16) 0

“Keskidee”... Usual call an exuberant phrase, from which the stan-

dard English name has been taken, originally expressed in the French,

‘Qu’est-ce qu’il dit?”, often repeated, sometimes just the first sylla-

ble, and a variety of similar raucous cries, (ffrench 1991:286) 0 Then

he sucked his teeth, sounding like a sad keskidee. This was com-

monly done derisively, but in this case Harrilal was feeling sorry for

himself. (Andersen 2004:109)

ketari n arc Sugarcane, /ketari/ (< Bh-Ang teetari, ketari ‘sugarcane’)

= >cane’ 0 “He cutting ketari.” (1990) 0 Aajie and aaja, indentured

labourers. They plant ketaari all over Caroni. (Deomatee Khan, TG
28 Mar 2002)

ketch arse see CATCH ASS

kettle drum see KITTLE

khaika n Food. /k
h
aika/ (< Bh, H khana ‘eat’) 0 “This khaika good.”

(1990)

khajuli n Any contagious itchy skin rash, usu. scabies or ringworm.

/k
had5uli/ (< H khujli ‘itching’) 0 “Yuh musn’t eat anything from

dem, one oh two ah dem ha khajooli.” (1990)

khakhoray v Scrape; remove peel, e.g. of a potato, carrot. /k
h
ak

h
ore/

(< Bh khakhorna ‘scrape; scoop’) 0 “Khakhore de alu quick fuh

meh.” (1990)

khaki n Light brown button from the shirts, or flies (in the days before

zippers), of boys’ khaki SHORTPANTS. (< E khaki ‘dust-coloured’,

< H khaki ‘dust’) 0 In a circle drawn in the dust were scattered white,

blue, and red buttons. Anybody knocking a button out of the ring with

his marble could keep that button. For the village boys buttons were

as precious as coins... As I came up I saw a fellow hit a mother-of-

pearl button, worth five ‘khakis’, out of the ring from over a yard

away... They all had their eye on a gilt button lying right in the centre,

half-covered by dust... it was worth at least a dozen ‘Khakis’.

(McDonald 1969:70-71).

khaki pants see SAME KHAKI PANTS

khaki-tax, kakitacks, kakitax n Child support money, esp. for chil-

dren outside marriage, (popularly thought to be from paying for

child’s khaki school uniform, but prob. < H-Bh khaki-tax ‘basic gov-

ernment tax levied on a family’) = cock-tax, tax 0 Kakitax. “She have

to harrass he for she kakitax.” (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 She bring he

before the doors of the court, and now he paying the khaki-tax. (1990)

khakree see kakri

khana n arc Food; meal. /k
h
ana/ (< H khana ‘eat’) 0 Defendant did

not tell him to go to Coolie Asylum and get food (khana). (The Mag-
istrate here said that the [word] Khana means both money and food.)

(TSp 15 Apr 1848:2)

khangaray v Rinse with water, e.g., WARES, clothes, body. /k
h
angare/

(< H khangalna ‘wash; rinse’) 0 “Yuh only khangare yuh skin and

put on clean clothes.” (1990)

khanjri n A type of round Indian drum, slightly wider at the bottom

than the top. /k
h
an<fyri/ (< H khanjan ‘small tambourine; timbrel’) 0

The Hindu body in its coffin was transported to the accompaniment
of singing and beating of khanjrees (tambourines) on the shoulders of

relatives in a bier made of bamboo decorated with white cloth and

paper flowers. (Alladin 1970:25) 0 “Jagessar does play de khanjri

good.” (1990)

kharau, kharaoo, karaw n A traditional Indian style of sandal, made
of wood, with a very thick wooden sole and a single knob held

between the first two toes. Now mostly worn by PANDITS. /k
h
arau/

(< H kharanw, H-Bh kharaum ‘pattens; a wooden-soled sandal’) 0 “I

try walking with ah kharaoo, but ah nearly break meh tail.” (1990)

0 Rama gently refuses and give Bharat a pair of his “karaw” (wooden
slippers) to remember him by. (Ramlakhan 1990b:25)

kharrie phoola n Murraya koenigii, a cultivated plant; leaves used for

seasoning. /k
h
ari pula/ (< Tamil karuvepila and Anglo-Indian corro-

pali < Malayalam koduka puli ‘acid tree’ Garcinia indica) = carapail-

lie, karivepila, >karapul 0 The leaves of the Kharrie phoola or curry

leaf, Murraya koenigii is used in the preparation of curry dishes,

imparting a slightly pungent, and slightly bitter flavour to the food.

This plant, introduced from India is found around the dwellings of

many East Indians. (Morean 1991:31)

kharwaas n According to the Hindu calendar, an unfavourable sea-

son, usu. in March-April. /k
h
arwas/ (< H-Bh kharwas ‘hibernating

season; unfavourable season’) 0 Is kharwaas time, we can’t do that. 0

Previously, Yagnas were a seasonal affair which meant that they took

place during the months of September to November. Presently, they

take place throughout the year except during the Pitr Paksha (usu.

around August to September) and Kharwaas (usu. around March to

April) periods. (Maharaj 1991:21-2)

khasay, khose v Tuck in clothes and secure tightly, in preparation for

action, e.g. put ORHNI in skirt; pull a long GHANGRI or DHOTI up to

about knee height. /k
h
ase/ (< H-Bh) khosna ‘tuck’) 0 “She khase she

ghangri and waiting with the laathi.” (1990)

khataa adj Sour; acid; of a fruit, a sour variety. /k
h
ata/ (< H khataT

‘acid; acidity, sourness’) 0 That is khataa orange!

khataa niboo n Sour orange, /khata: nibo:/ (< H khataT ‘acidity; sour-

ness’ + riibu ‘lemon; lime’) 0 “Dat orange like khataa niboo self, it

over sour.” (1990)

khatai mango n Cooked curried mango. /k
h
atai/ (< H-Bh khata

‘acidic; sour’) 0 “Mowsi make some khatai mango today nah.”

(1990)

khatia, katia, katya, khatvah, cattya n A type of traditional Indian

bed made of woven cord on a wooden frame. /k
h
atja/ (< Bh-Ang kha-

tia ‘string bed’) 0 Bags (sacking) were spread on the floor and used as

beds or a machan covered with dried grass and sacking was used as a

bed for one or more persons, or a khatia was built. This was a two-

foot high wooden frame with a network of quarter-inch home-made
twine strung in diamond-shaped pattern to serve as a spring. The

father slept on the khatia, the mother and children on the floor or

machan. (Alladin 1970:5) 0 Khatia, a bed of wood frame and home-

made twine “spring”. The four 2-foot high legs were beautifully

carved. (Alladin 1970:60) 0 Groaning and sagging, Ratni stood up,

and leaning against their shoulders, allowed herself to be carried and

put upon her khatiah, the bed of hempen string, in the little room back

of the house. (Naipaul 1976:3 1-2) 0 Marajin sell she khattiah to buy a

Simmonds bed. (Haynes 1987:51) 0 Khatvah: a bed made of rope and

used without a mattress. Fibre mattresses (husk from coconut shells)

were added later. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 13) 0 “To make khatia you

could use bag twine, maling.” (1990)

khaye v Eat. /k
h
aje/ (< H-Bh khana ‘eat’) 0 “You want to khaye

now?” (1990)

khelowna n Toy; play-thing. /k
helauna/ (< H khelna ‘play; frisk;

sport’) 0 “Dat is not your khelowna give it back.” (1990)

kherbuja see KARBUJA
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khichar n Dried tears, esp. those around the eyes upon awakening,

/k’htfar/ (< Bh khichar ‘dirt, dirt-like’) = coals, >yampi 0 “In the

morning them dog eye does ha khihchar.” (1990)

khichri, kichri, kicari, kicharee, kitchree, kederee 1 n A traditional

Indian dish of rice cooked with split peas. /k
h
itfri/ (< H khichri ‘a dish

of rice, dal, onions, etc.’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:33) 0 Among my favourite

rice dishes was ... kichari (rice boiled with dhall), served up with

choka and chutney. (TTY 1995:3)

2 n Food, usu. KHICHRI 1

,
given to the groom at the end of a Hindu

wedding ceremony; a Hindu wedding ritual at the end of the ceremo-

nies, when the groom eats to show acceptance of all gifts. Also refers

to the gifts themselves, including money, presented by members of

the bride’s family to the bridegroom, at the end of the wedding cere-

mony, to cajole him into tasting the food and thereby declaring the

wedding completed. (< H-Bh kichari) 0 At the “kederee’’ ceremony

in an Indian wedding at Brasso Baijoolal would not eat at all. His

father-in-law threw thousands of dollars. Baijoolal won’t eat. His rel-

atives gave him jewels and wares. Baijoolal still won’t eat. The girl’s

relatives gave him promise of land and cows. Baijoolal still won’t eat.

Then Baijoolal’s father rushed in and threw a pair of false teeth into

the waiter. Baijoolal put them on. Then he ate. (The Nation , Christ-

mas Annual 1959:17) 0 The next morning, the groom was asked to

eat khichree - a mixture of rice and peas. He would not eat and the

bride’s relatives and friends would throw money before him and some

would plead with him to eat but, of course, neither he nor the saibala

would do so, and money kept coming in. (Alladin 1970:23) 0 Later

the bridegroom returned with his kinsmen and friends to the maro,

where they refused to eat the specially prepared food (kichree) until

they were satisfied with the gifts of money made to them by the

bride’s father and his relatives. (Clarke 1986:122-3) 0 “Dulahaa get

good kichri man.” (1990) 0 In those days Muslims also had the cus-

tom of kitcheree when the bride’s family and friends had to pay to see

the groom eat some sweet rice. This custom is today carried on only

by the Hindus in Trinidad. (Deen 1994:197) 0 Khitcharee (Bride-

groom’s Meal). The bridegroom leaves his headdress or crown with

his mother-in-law and returns to the marrow for Khitcharee. (Holass-

Beepath 2002:1 16)

khimta n A type of popular Indian song. /k
h
imta/ (< H, type of song)

= >chutney 0 [They] pledge to stir every emotional fibre of patrons

with a mixture of Thumri, Ghazal, Khimta (chutney) and a number of

other classical songs. Chutney spicy songs to the rhythmic music

played in Kaharwa Taal have become to local Indian music what

soca is to calypso... The lyrics of chutney songs (which so far are

mostly sung in Hindi) rarely instil sexual motivation. However, the

music which is usually played in fast persisting beats and tones [tick-

les] the pulse and emotions of the listener causing him or her to

respond physically by wriggling and wining. (EX-2 28 Oct 1990:9)

khir, kheer n Sweet rice pudding made with milk, spice, sugar; usu.

eaten on special occasions. /k
h
ir/ (< H khir ‘a dish of rice and milk’) 0

(Jha 1973:42) 0 Sugar and ghee are two important ingredients in the

preparation of sweet dishes to offer as prasad. In the Caribbean,

mohanbhog, roat, laddu, jalebi and kheer are commonly made. (TG-S
14 Oct 1990:45) 0 We were delighted to be offered these steaming

bowls with the aroma of hot kheer, cinnamon and nutmeg. (Persaud

1990:164) 0 “Ah plate ah khir go be jus good fuh meh.” (1990)

khirki n arc A type ofwindow that is lifted and held open with a stick.

/k
h
irki/ (< H khirki ‘window; back-door’) 0 Me aaji house had khirki.

khirochni n The dark brown residue of making GHEE, eaten with

sugar. /k
h
irotjni/ (< H-Bh khirisa) 0 “Ah waiting fuh de khirochni to

eat it with sugar.” (1990)

khisa, kheesa, kisa n Old-time story; tale; narrative about the old

days. /k
h
isa/ (< H-Bh khisaa ‘story’) 0 And, when some seven or

more people were gathered, kheesas (stories) would be told. Children

enjoyed these sessions and so did adults. (Alladin 1970:14) 0 “Tell us

when they come bound, tell us kisa.” (1990) 0 As a boy in the 1920s,

this was part of my life in the sugar estate barracks. When the day’s

toil was done, a small group would often gather in the barracks to

chant verses from the Ramayan, or listen to Kheesas being related by

the story-teller of episodes from Tota-Maina, Raja Bikarmaji, or

Satchulli. (Ramaya 1992:22)

khn, knn, kuhn, kuhng n A very tiny bit; a pinch. /k
h
n, kq/ 0 Ah had

five mines/minds not was to: it kept going through my mind not to do

whatever. I came within ah kuhng of not doing. (Haynes 1987:146) 0

“I’m going to be medium tempo - a little - a ‘knnn’ slower than De
Fosto”. (EX-2 16 Aug 1987:13) 0 “Just put in a khn of mace.” (2002)

khojay v arc Appear; seem. /k
h
oc^e/ ( poss. < H-Bh khojna ‘search’) 0

“Look how he khojeing bad.” (1990)

khokay v Cough. /k
h
oke/ (< H-Bh khokna ‘cough’) 0 He does get up

every morning and start to khokay. (1990) 0 “The bacha khokhayin

plenty.” (1990)

khokhat n Nasty, dirty, filthy person. /k
hokhat/ (< Bh khokhat ‘dirty

or spoiled person’) 0 “He looking like ah khokhat.” (1990)

khokhi Cough. /k
hokhi/ (< H-Bh khokna ‘cough’) 0 “He have the

khokhi.” (1990)

khokri n Com HUKS; the thick inner core to which seeds are attached.

/k
h
okri/ (< Bh-Ang khokri ‘husk’) 0 “Meh eh want no scrubbing

brush, ah have a khokri.” (1990)

khol n arc A small drum, traditionally made of clay, with one end

about 2" in diameter, and the other one larger, played horizontally

with the hands. /k
h
ol/ (< H-Bengali khol ‘dram’) 0 “A real khol does

be more chatak.” (1990)

kholu n A small hand-operated device for squeezing juice from sugar-

cane. /k
h
olu/ (< H-Bh kolhu ‘press mill’) = batty-mill, cane squeezer,

mulaa, >trapiche 0 Kholoo... A hole was dug in the [tree] trunk and a

galvanise-tray attached just below the hole. A wooden lever (about

two or three metres long) was inserted into the hole. By placing the

cane stalk below the lever and pressing on it downwards, the juice

was extracted and collected in the tray. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 13)

khowlay v Of water, e.g. with rice, boil, bubble. /k
h
aule/ (< H-Bh

khowlna ‘boil’) 0 “The adahan for the rice khowleing, do fast.”

(1990)

khuchur 1 adv Slowly. /k
h
utfur/ (< Bh khuchur ‘not in process; slow

to respond’) 0 “He dey coming khoochoor khoochoor.” (1990)

2 n Confusion. = >comess, garbar, harbar. harbat, hassikara, jhanjhat

0 “Doh make khuchur.” (1990)

khudari 1 n Garden hoe. /k
h
udari/ (< H-Bh kudali ‘hoe; narrow-

bladed spade’) 0 “Beta bring meh khoodari fuh meh.” (1990) 0 They

pulled khudaries to weed fields of young cane, fetched dirt in katras

to build estate roads and made rollers with cane trash to fertilize the

fields; the same monotony and drudgery day after day, year after

year, from youth to old age. (Singh-Ramjattan 2003)

2 n Razor. 9 “Take up the koodari and shave out the dari.” (1990)

khuddi n Broken or cracked grains of rice. /k
h
udi/ (< Bh-Ang khuddi

‘broken grains of rice’) 0 We does give khuddi to the fowls,

khunti n In traditional Indian jewellry, a small stud earring, usu. gold.

/k
h
unti/ (< H-Bh khunti ‘small stud earring’) 0 Long time she use to

wear jhumke an ting, but now is only khunti.

khurchumi n Blackened inedible bits of food at the bottom of the pot.

/k
h
urtfumi/ (< Bh khurchumi ‘scratched’) 0 “Dat khurchumi over

black from de pot.” (1990)

khurma n A sweet made with flour, coconut and sugar, cut into long

round strips, fried and rolled in sugar. /k
h
unna/' (< H khurma ‘sweet

shaped like a date’) 0 Old Indian sweets like laddu. jilebi (jalebi),

khurma, gaza and gulabjamun sell in some markets and there are a

few professional halwais (makers of Indian sweets) of the old type.

(Jha 1973:42) “All de khurma finish.” (1990) 0 His silky-textured and

delicious laddu, barfi, gulaab jamoon, jalabi, khurmaa, perdaa, gool-

goolaa, lapsee, halwaa and gurambha were favourites with adults and

children alike. (£A'8 Sept 2003:27)

khurta see KURTA

khus-khus, cus-cus grass, kush-kush n Vetiveria zizanioides , a

coarse introduced and cultivated grass, leaves to 1.5 m (5'). Usu.

grows in dense clumps. Usu. refers to the aromatic dried roots, used

to protect clothes. /kAskAs/ (< H khaskhas) = bed grass, >vetive 0

Vertiver, cus-cus grass (ESTT 1956) 0 Khus-khus (verti-vert). This
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grass is found growing in thick ‘tufts’ and as its name implies, it is

always green... in some districts the plant is grown mainly for the

roots which are sold in small bundles as protectors of and perfumes

for clothes... They can... be sewn straight to make fans and mats. The

leaves are today plaited to form the ever popular ‘Dominican mat’ - a

specialty of Sangre Grande. (Green & Maunday 1968:3) 0 The room

smelled strongly of disinfectant and a little of rum and khus-khus

grass, a bunch of which, to sweeten the room, hung from a nail on the

wall by a piece of ribbon. (McDonald 1969:51) 0 Khus-Khus... Tradi-

tionally used in shradh ceremonies. Once burial has occurred, the

leaves are planted in a suitable area, and one takes a lota of water and

pours it directly onto the leaves, while praying. ...The base of the bedi

is normally formed with this grass. The leaves are also used to make
the ring worn in the shradh ceremonies. The dried leaves are used to

make the prayer mat on which one sits while in worship. (Lackhan ca

1983-86:31) 0 The hareesh is made from a piece of mango wood
which is carved out into seven steps and this, together with kush

grass, a small banana plant... and a thin bamboo stem with leaves at

the top, are put into a hole in the bedi... While the pundit recites the

appropriate mantras, the hareesh, bamboo, kush grass, and banana

plant are made to stand upright as the hole is filled. (Holass-Beepath

2002:30)

khutba n A sermon or talk given during the Friday service in

mosques. /k
h
utba/ (< U-Ar khutbah, khotbeh < khataba ‘orate;

preach’) 0 I arrived at the Eid Family Day held at the Nestle Factory

Grounds... a little too late to hear the full khutba (sermon) of Imtiaz

Ali. (Pires 1 995f: 15) 0 The boys by attending masjid for namaaz
(prayers) stood a better chance of improving their religious and lin-

guistic education from the suras (chapters) read by the imam and the

khutba (sermon) for the Jwn 'a namaaz (Friday early afternoon

prayers). (Kassim 2000:6-7)

khuti n Picket; tether for animals. /k
h
uti/ ( prob. < H khumta ‘stub-

ble’) 0 “Way de khooti de to tie de cow?” (1990)

kiaow, keeow, keow, kiaw, kyow, kiyau n A marble, usu. either a

white opaque glass marble, or a porcelain marble with red or blue

design, /kiau/ ( poss. < Fr caillou ‘pebble’) 0 As I came up I saw a

fellow hit a mother-of-pearl button, worth five ‘khakis’, out of the

ring from over a yard away. He was using a keow. (McDonald
1969:71) 0 We play with no river stone. No cudden neither. Is strictly

glassy, agate, keeow. (Keens-Douglas 1975:43). 0 With the disap-

pearance of such marbles as “kodens”, “kiaws”, and “bone agates”

these tenns are known only by the older speakers and are no longer

used since their referents are not used (Ashby 1981:7). 0 Your tor

could have been a simple tor, or a slug, kiaow, crystal, iron doogle or

big tor. (Pires 1991:8) 0 I remember my “tor" was an old busted up

multi-coloured “kiaow,” while my brothers favoured the rusty slugs.

(TG-M 4 Aug 1991:9) 0 If your “tor” happened to be a “kiaow” and

you lost it in a game, you usually had to buy it back at the standing

rate of "five kadons [s7c] for a kiaow,” an expression which has

remained popular with marble pitchers. (TG 25 Mar 1993) 0 Some-
where under that old wooden house now lies a treasure with kodens,

crystals, kyows, heavy steel dougles (ball bearings) used as pitching

tours, donkey eyes also buttons and soap seeds. (Kissoon 2007: 10)

kichari, kichri see KICHRI

kichinda n Trichosanthes cucumerina, a cultivated climbing plant

with an edible gourd fruit, /kitfinda/ (< H-Bh kichinda ‘an edible wild

fruit’) = >chichinda, coolie kitchender

kich-kich n Quarrel, /kitfkitf/ (< H kich-kich ‘grind, grate’) = kachain,

kachkach 0 “Dis house does over ha kich-kich, dat does never stop.”

(1990)

kick brass phr Make a big fuss; complain bitterly; make noise about.

0 Would you believe [he] is ashamed of his past, and is kicking brass

over the article in the BOMB. (Bomb 19 Sept 1986:6) 0 “People all

up the road said all the dogs were kicking brass at two in the morn-

ing.” (2003)

kick dust phr Express great annoyance, (fr frustrated action of kicking

the ground) 0 He real kicking dust over losing that case.

kick pan phr A children’s game in which a metal container is placed

in the centre of the playing area; a catcher searches, while players try

to sneak in and kick it over before being caught. (< pan
2
)(< E kick the

can ‘a children’s game in which a tin can is kicked over’) 0 The chil-

dren playing kick the can down the road.

kicks 1 v Not take things seriously; fool around and not work. (< E
kick ‘thrill; excitement; pleasure’) 0 Whilst the Speaker speaking, in

Parliament they kicksing, Eric with a newspaper reading, In Parlia-

ment they kicksin. (Explainer “They Kicksin” 1979) 0 It was not long

after that we were told by school authorities that Hurricane Flora was
upon us. But still not understanding what we were up against, some of

us were “kicksing”. (TN 13 Aug 1993:2) 0 The Company, a new
amalgam of old Theatre Workshop faithfuls and fresh faces, is begin-

ning to kicks and get on like a large unruly family. (7G-M 22 Aug
1993:3)

2 n Foolishness; something not to be taken seriously. (< E kick ‘thrill;

excitement’) 0 “Is La Roche man, he is something else,” they said,

joking around as if the whole thing was real kicks. (TTM 22 Aug
1986:20) 0 There was even more kicks to come when [the WPC] was
promoted to corporal even though she has also resigned from the

service. (TTM 6 Oct 1989:1)

kicksing n Not taking things seriously; fooling around and not work-

ing. 0 Kicksing: A style of parliamentary behaviour not condoned by

the established code of ethics, but in which parliamentarians have

great fun at taxpayers’ expense. (EX-S 31 Aug 1986:13) 0 The ‘kick-

sin’ continues in TTFA. (TG 28 Oct 1990:32) 0 KICKSING, wasting

time, fooling around. (Gallaugher 1991:293)

kicksy n Not serious; foolish. 0 Trinidad and Tobago, which has a rep-

utation for amassing all kinds of ‘kicksy’ records, has added another

to the list recently. Since Monday, August 25, the PTSC has two gen-

eral managers. (Bomb 19 Sept 1986:19)

kick up v Kick repeatedly in order to damage or harm. 0 Shi husban

kick shi up an choke shi neck. ‘Her husband kicked her and choked

her.’ (Dwarika 1984:12)

Kiddie Carnival n A Carnival celebration held during the weeks

leading up to Carnival, usu. on weekends, organized by social groups

and clubs, for children to PLAY MAS, often used as a fund-raiser. =

Children’s Carnival 0 Right away is a kiddie carnival. (King Iere

“Auntie Kay (Radio) Programme” 1951 pr) 0 Children’s Carnival,

presently called “Kiddies’ Carnival” was held on the Sunday.

(Cummings 2004:93)

kiddy n A young goat. (< arc E kiddy ‘a little kid; young goat’) =

goat-kiddy, goat-kid 0 How fuh vari yuhself pan stage, meh cyar

show yuh dat, but wit meh boy... yuh have fuh bom with dat deh

suh... Anyway, dat shouldn’t really bother yuh. Remember, yuh ah

Sir Oliver grandpicnii. Weh een ah de goat must come out een ah de

kiddy. (Rollocks 1975:5) 0 My dog belly heavy she making kiddy,

When it should be puppy, oh me, Come see for yourself if you think a

mad, Is a whole heap of dougla pups in my yard. (Terror “16 Goats

and a Dog” 1977 pr Williams 1977) 0 She make one ram-goat kiddy.

(1990)

kidney n Brains; intelligence. (< E kidney ‘temperament; nature; dis-

position’; also Fr reins ‘kidneys’, used in this sense) 0 Use yuh kid-

ney! Think! 0 That man have long brains. Plenty kidney,

kidney bush 1 n Bontia daphnoides, a cultivated shrub or small tree,

(fr use for kidney disorders, poss. fr kidney-like shape of the seed) =

>olive bush, olives 0 (Morean 1990)

2 n Flemingia strobilifera, a naturalized leguminous plant whose light

brown bracts enclose flowers like hops. = Chinese peas, hops, mang
bush, money bush 3

,
money plant, tantan fowl-back, >wild hops

1

0

(Morean 1990)

kiff-kiff, kif-kif adv Describing a laugh, usu. at someone else’s

expense, /kifkif/ 0 He laugh kiff-kiff and give Rahamut a pat on the

back, like they is good friends. (Selvon 1 960b: 113) 0 Well, every-

body, the marish and the parish, toute moon, toute bagai, todo el

mundo, one time start to laugh, “kyah, kyah”, “kifkif’, “gil fil”, “gib

gib” and “uh. Lard, hold me, hold me!” (TTM 24 Jan 1993:30) 0

Meanwhile, to my few fans and widespread detractors, especially the
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latter, who must be laughing ha ha, hee, ho ho, kif kif, gil gil, and gib

gib, I say don’t have me to study, because I taking a proper “bath”

before I put on my courthouse clothes. (TTM21 Nov 1994:30)

kikiyawe v Giggle; laugh quietly and almost continuously, /kikijawe/

(< H kikiyana ‘shriek; scream’) 0 “My sister start to kikiyawe and

cyaan stop.” (1990)

kilani n Any blood-sucking tick, usu. Amblyomma variegatum.

/kilani/ (< H kilni ‘a tick; a kind of invertebrate that pesters dogs’) =

bont tick 0 “Pull out all de kilani from de cow.” (1990)

kilkitay see KELKETAY

Killarney n One of the Magnificent Seven buildings on the

Queen’s Park Savannah, modelled after Balmoral Castle in

Scotland. Built in 1904, of brick and limestone, with towers, it was

owned by the Stollmeyer family until purchased by the government in

1979. {< Killarney, the name of a town in County Kerry, Ireland) =

Stollmeyer’s Castle 0 The Stollmeyers... built a castle partly mod-

elled on Balmoral in Scotland and it is a British castle, not German
and not a cold country castle, but a splendid tropical castle, suiting the

tropical weather. It is called “Killarney.”... because Mrs. Stollmeyer

at the time of its building had wanted to visit Ireland... A German,

then, built a bit of an untypical Scottish castle in Trinidad and called

it by an Irish name. He must have been, and was by that time, a Trini-

dadian, because only Trinidadians do these things. (Lewis 1983:237)

0 Killarney, also known as Stolmeyer’s [sic] Castle, 1904, was

designed by a Scottish firm. The design employs a number of ele-

ments from Balmoral Castle in Scotland, such as the tower and the

pepperpot turret that is corbeled from its wall. The diagonal wing pro-

jecting from the comer has a steep roof with a crowstep gable. A
combination of pale yellow brick and blue-gray dressed stone, the

building is now owned by the government of Trinidad and Tobago.

(Crain 1994:109)

kill dead phr Indicating extreme shock, surprise. 0 “When she tell me
that, it coulda kill me dead.” (1990) 0 The shock coulda kill me dead.

kill dog phr A threat of retaliation or revenge; usu. in full, “If you kill

my dog, I will kill your cat.” 0 Titfor tat, butterforfat. This is a cau-

tion: “Better be careful.”... She kill me cyat, I kill she dog. The signif-

icance of this saying is the same as that of the preceding one.

(Herskovits 1945:199) 0 Roodal an Honourable member of the Leg.

Co., Had a noise with John Shaw sometime ago, John Shaw pelt him

out the Executive, Roodal as you know is very vindictive, Roodal

declared openly that. Whoever kill his dog he going to kill their cat.

(Mighty Zebra “Who Chase ’Way the Governor?” 1950 pr) 0 But if

you kill me dog ah go kill you cat. He left himself open for a bold

attack. (Panther “Reply to Lee Quan Yew” 1973 pr)

killicow n Aramides cajanea [= A. cayennensis, A. chiricota] (E grey-

necked wood-rail), a bird, 35 cm (14") long. Head and neck grey;

most of upperparts olive; wing edges rufous; breast pale rufous;

flanks and lower underparts black; bill yellowish with red base; legs

red. (imitative of call) = grosse poule d’eau 0 Killicow... [Voice is] a

loud, fowl-like cackling, variously rendered. The call often appears to

be antiphonal, with at least 2 birds taking part, ko-kirri-ko-kirri-ko-

kirri-ko-ko-ko

.

(ffrench 1991:117-8)

kill priest phr Used in expressions to indicate a possible reason for

continued bad luck, (fr serious and sacrilegious nature of the act) 0 “I

eh kill priest, why I get so much blight?” The reference to “kill priest”

is that you have committed a heinous crime for which grave penance

is required. For instance, walking on the sunny side of the street when
the other side is shaded could be a sign that “you kill priest”. Per-

forming strenuous work in the middle of the day rather than early in

the morning. Your blight idea is relevant. If someone has a prolonged

period of bad luck, one could conjecture that “he kill priest”. To have

to suffer, no matter what, because of earlier sins, [source missing] 0

You must be kill priest why tings so bad, man. Ah ain kill priest why
ah mus suffer so? (Ottley 1971)

kill snake but save stick phr Indicating to someone to be cautious

about thinking you are out of danger, to continue to be on your guard.

0 Kill de snake but save de stick: use your weapon of aggression

carefully because you may need it again sooner than you think.

(Haynes 1987:162)

kilwal, kirwal n A vulgar expression of contempt for an AFRO-CREOLE

person, usu. a man. /kilwal, kirwal/
(
prob. < creole

2
)
= creolnee, kil-

wani 0 Though she said me like am dat kissing. That Kilworl huggin

and squeezing, The courtship stall, When her mother jumped up and

bawl. (Dictator “Moonea” 1956 pr) 0 Take am gole take am silba.

Give am Kilworl and keep am pisa. (Dictator “Moonea” 1956 pr) 0

“Watch da kirwal over dey i watching me.” (1990) 0 “Like when he

feel yuh eh coming back, he get marrid tuh dis kirwal gurl.” (Ali

1993:217)

kilwal sar, kirwal sar n A vulgar expression of contempt for an

AFRO-CREOLE man. 0 The term is used particularly in a vulgar East

Indian expression of contempt for the Trinidad Negro, kiru’al sar.

The word “kirwal” is a corruption of “creole.” The use of “sar” in this

expression is said to reflect the East Indian’s contempt for the Negro,

who does not watch over his sister, wife, or daughter, and for the pro-

miscuity which many Indians believe the Negro woman to practice as

a direct consequence of this absence of “proper” supervision. (Klass

1961:108)

kilwani, kerowni, kilowni n A vulgar expression of contempt for an

AFRO-CREOLE woman, /kilwani/ 0 Then he shout whas matter baytee,

Kilworlnee same like donkey. (Dictator “Moonea” 1 956 pr) 0 “If yuh

cyah get nobody to married, better yuh get ah ole kerowni and settle

down.” (1990) 0 “Is a kir-aw-ni?” asked one to the other. “If she is

not a kir-aw-ni then she is a dougla fuh sure, but she head cover so ah

cyarbe certain.” (Ali 1993:171)

kin see SKIN

kind see BREAD-KIND, SALT-KIND

kind, kine n Associates; group. See also SIDE, AN DEM'. 0 Yuh
rememberin’ cousin Maurice and cousin Patrick, and all that kine.

(Letter, EX 3 Sept 1990:10)

king 1 n Originally in a Carnival social union and speech
band, and later in a Carnival band, the principal male mas
player; counterpart of the QUEEN. Usu. has the most splendid,

impressive or elaborate costume. Competitive prizes are given for the

top king of all the regular Carnival bands; this prize for KING OF

CARNIVAL is awarded at DlMANCHE GRAS. (< E king ‘hereditary

male sovereign ruler of an independent state’) = king of Carnival,

king of the bands 0 Melbourne S[ocial] Ufnion]... The subjects of

King L. McKenzie and Queen Beatrice Ford were dressed in pale

green [bodices] and jackets and white shirts and trousers. (POSG 20

Feb 1901:4) 0 As is customary, the bands or “social unions” as they

are known in the masquerade world, made their appearance for the

first time during the season, and the gay, and (in some cases) bril-

liantly trimmed costumes of the kings and queens were very much
admired. (POSG 17 Feb 1904:4) 0 We have been asked to notify that

the king or queen of the winners in the “Tiger Cat” competition must

call for the prize this afternoon at 3 o’clock, when the particular cos-

tume worn must be produced for the purpose of identification. (POSG
21 Feb 1912:4) 0 There are first of all, the recognized bands, or

“Social Unions” as they are called. Each of these bands have a king

and queen, and a chantrelle or songster. (TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 Fitzy

Banry once king of his band was acclaimed the fastest stick-player in

history and was able to hold his own for many a year. (Jones 1947:43)

0 These costumes... actually dwarf and in some cases, totally obliter-

ate the person who wears the costume... The size of these costumes is

really, in a sense, dictated by the fact that they are being shown on a

vast stage, ... A King of modest dimensions is totally lost. (Picou

1984:158) 0 In other downtown results, Phillip Montano was named
1992 King of J’Ouvert... Theresa Montano... was named 1992

J’Ouvert Queen with her presentation Daisy Ent Dead. (Jacob et al

1992:16) 0 “Before Carnival Tuesday they use to have a crowning of

the King and Queen of the Speech Band in every estate.” (Hall

1998:46)

2 n In ORISHA practice, a man who sponsors and leads a particular

worship centre. 0 Shango cult centers are dominated by their

leader-sponsors, and all who attend services are expected to follow
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his direction... the sponsor-leader for a given community is known as

that community’s amombo or amumba (“one who carried the feast”),

although leaders in the Curepe area prefer the title “King” usually fol-

lowed by their surnames. (Glazier 1983:131)

3 n obs Lophornis ornata, a hummingbird, 6.9 cm (2.75") long. Male:

upperparts bronze-green with pale buff bar across rump; tail dark red-

brown edged brown; dark red-brown crest; rest of head green, with

long rufous tufts at sides; throat golden green. (< E king , ff crown-

like crest) = coquette, >huppe-col, whiskerando

king banana n arc A cultivated banana of the AAB group pisang

kelat. 0 ‘King’ is a Trinidad name, but the variety is no longer known
in the island except at the ICTA [Imperial College of Tropical Agri-

culture] - it is ‘Pisang kelat’ of Malaysia... glutinous fruit flesh of

very poor dessert quality and is nowhere an abundant or highly

favoured banana... slender male bud with strongly imbricate, light

purple-red bracts and yellow-orange flowers... came to the West

Indies in the Dominica collection from Kew in 1900. (Stover &
Simmonds 1987:126,163)

King Calip n obs Calypso 1

;
personification of the spirit of calypso

during Carnival. 0 Only one short week again and the city of Port-

of-Spain, together with the other out districts of the island, will hum
with the tones of King Calip; accompanied by the gestures and gyra-

tions of masqueraders. (PC Feb 1906:3)

King Carnival n obs A personification of the concept and spirit of

CARNIVAL. 0 The two days immediately preceding Ash Wednesday
are, as in most Roman Catholic countries, devoted to King Carnival...

The better class of Spaniards dress themselves in fantastic costumes

and ride or drive about visiting their friends, showering small confi-

tures upon them. The custom is gradually dying out, and of late years

it has degenerated into the lowest form of buffoonery; vulgarity and

thinly-disguised obscenity being rather the rule than the exception.

(Collens 1888:50) 0 We imagine that everybody will acknowledge

that the reign of King Carnival of 1906 has in no way come up to that

of his predecessors. (POSG 28 Feb 1906:7) 0 King Carnival Starts

First War-Time Reign in 20 Years. (TG 4 Feb 1940:3) 0 Calypso and

Carnival are the traditional fete of La Belle Trinidad. It is the time

when almost the entire population turns out to greet King Carnival

with his rhythm, and carefree they go on for two days. (Jones 1947:ii)

king cobo, king corbeau 1 n Cathartes aura, a large bird; much less

common than the all-black cobo, Coragyps atratus. Generally brown-

ish black; head and neck bare of feathers, skin reddish. (< E king, ff

large size and less common status + cobo) = Cedros cobo, corbeau a

tete rouge, governor of the corbeaux, >red-head(ed) cobo 0 (ffrench

1991:86)

2 n Sarcoramphus papa [= Vulturpapa, Gyparchus papa

\

(E king vul-

ture), 75 cm (30") long, wingspan 2 m (6.5'). Creamy white; lower

back, tail, rear wings and primaries black; grey ruff; head and neck

bare, bright orange, yellow and blue; large wattle at base of bill. A
rare visitor from South America. (< E king, ff large size, striking col-

oration, and rare occurrence + cobo) = king of the corbeaux, roi des

corbeaux 0 King corbeau, king vulture. (Roberts 1934:89)

king cockroach n Nepa grandis, a large species of cockroach. (< E
king, fr large size) 0 (JFNC 1 893

)

king coscorob, king cascarob n Polycentrus schomburgkii, a small

fresh and brackish water fish, to 10 cm long. Body strongly flattened

from side to side; mouth large, at tip of snout; jaws with teeth. Fins

spiny, tail fin rounded. Body dark but tail is colourless, giving fish the

appearance of a leaf floating in the water. In Trinidad found in low-

land and coastal areas of streams south of the Northern Range. An
aquarium fish based mainly on breeding. (< king, fr large size com-
pared to small coscorob + coscorob) - black coscorob, leaf fish 0 The
‘King or Black Cascarob’ is a very peculiar little fish, which, when
alarmed, changes almost instantly from black to whitish or pinkish

white, rapidly vibrates the pectoral fins, and, instead of running away,

turns on one side and remains for a long time in a crouching position.

They are uncommon, and were caught by means of a circular hand-

net in the thick rank grass which grows at the sides of the ravines.

(Regan 1906:391) 0 Among these was a pair of “King Cascarobs”

(Polycentrus Schomburgki), which literally have the power to “blush

at will,” turning from black (their usual colour) to pinkish white, or

speckled. (Guppy 1922b:468) 0 The “King or Black Coscorob”

changes when alarmed, almost instantly from black to whitish or

pinkish white, rapidly vibrates the pectoral fins, and instead of swim-
ming away turns on its side and remains for a long time in a crouch-

ing position. (Guppy 1934:121) 0 King cascarob, black cascarob.

(Boeseman 1960: 131) 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001 :54)

king cracker n Hamadryas amphinome [~ Peridromia amphinome], a

butterfly, wingspan to 6.2 cm (2.5"). Mottled iridescent blue; creamy
irregular wide band across central upper wing; underside of lower

wing brick red. (< king, fr large size + cracker) 0 (Barcant 1970: 130)

kingfish n Scomberomorus cavalla, a large game fish, to 1.5 m (5')

long. Back is iridescent bluish green, sides silvery; young have darker

spots on sides. Lateral line dips sharply at dorsal and anal fins, distin-

guishing it from S. maculatus, the CARITE. A highly prized food fish.

(< E kingfish, several species of fish notable for good size, appear-

ance and eating quality) = tassard, tazac, taza carite 0 [Trinidad]

abounds in every kind of fish. Turtle in great abundance. Kingfish

and snapper are also good but not equal to an English Salmon. (Cum-
berland 1802:96a) 0 At Macaripe... we found a party of fishermen,

catching King-fish, and salting them in barrels for the market of Port

of Spain. (Columbine 1803, POSG 7 Aug 1849:2) 0 King fish, or

tazac, is reckoned the best fish in Trinidad; it is excellent, - handsome
to the sight, and resembles a salmon in size. (Carmichael 1833:63) 0

Tropical fish, as a general rule, are very inferior to European. The
king-fish, cavalli, flying-fish, groper (the best), will not compare with

the turbot, the sole, the salmon, smelt, or haddock, of our seas. (Day

1852-2:60) 0 King-fish, or tassard. (de Verteuil 1884:389) 0 The
King-Fish or Tasard. This fine game-fish... may also be often seen

jumping out of the water... He also affords great sport with trolling

gear, but he has not the bulldog tenacity of the carangue, and does not

fight as long. He is much wilier, however, in his tactics, and if he

begins to zigzag on the wire, you need all your skill and grit to hold

him. (Vincent 1910:25) 0 Kingfish and mackerel are sometimes plen-

tiful in the seine hauls; the former reaches a large size. The writer has

seen some specimens in the Scarborough market well over 5 ft. in

length. (Guppy 1922a:444) 0 The King-fish that we catch around

these coasts are supposed to have migrated from an area off the Ama-
zon, but I have seen thousands of the young of these fish, 3 to 4

inches in length, in the brackish back waters of Isla Antica, a large

island on the western side of the Gulf of Paria. (Mendes 1940:20) 0

Main catches are of carite... and kingfish or tassard. ( WICYB
1963:333) 0 Every fish is a king fish in this country, according to the

price the sea creatures are fetching today. The lowly joshua is now at

a dollar a pound while carite, red fish, go at $8 a pound and King Fish

himself is fetching up to $10, all because of the Easter culture of eat-

ing fish. The fishermen are not complaining as they make a killing.

(Bomb 17 Apr 1987:5)

kingfisher 1 n arc Galbula ruftcauda, a bird, 26.2 cm (10.5”) long.

Male: upperparts and band across upper breast iridescent golden

green; throat white; rest of underparts dark red-brown; tail 12.5 cm
(5") long, outer feathers dark red-brown. Bill black, long, straight,

very thin. (< E kingfisher, several brightly coloured fishing birds, fr

similar appearance.) = >king hummingbird 0 A Jacamar (Galbula) -

kingfisher, as they miscall her here, sitting fearless of man, with the

moth in her long beak. Her throat is snowy white, her underparts rich

red brown. Her breast, and all her upper plumage and long tail, glitter

with golden green. (Kingsley 1880:169)

2 n Probably a castniid moth, or Dynastor sp., a butterfly. (< E king-

fisher, several brightly coloured fishing birds, fr similar coloration) 0

A few minutes before I had left him chasing a kingfisher butterfly hell

for leather. I saw he had caught it. The kingfisher had a thick,

unlovely body and big eyes like beads... its wings were truly beauti-

ful, glossy brown, fringed delicately with purple, and in the centre of

each a star of scarlet. (McDonald 1969:3)

King George n In the SPEECH band, the principal character. 0 The

speech band came to Tobago from Europe, mainly England and

France and also part of the African descent. [Its] head is based on
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King George in England. In [manoeuvering] the speech band you

have the show boy, tamborin and fiddle music in the back ground.

Showboy would be ahead of the band and make the people aware of

the speech band’s coming. Followed by the Robins, next by the

Champions, then by King George himself. The speech band is not

mainly going on stage and saying a speech, but [it’s] a dialogue

which consists of many parts. The major part on the speech band is

the Robins saying their speeches as Robins, then you have the

Champs with a different type of music, we have South Hampton and

you have Young Sealey, you have Jan Popool. Then you have Valentine

who was very rude to King George himself and usu. he got slained.

When he was slain, you had Bushy Dragon, you have Fire Dragon, you

have the Druggists - Punch and Judy, then you have Dr. Lima, he pro-

nounced the death of Valentine who was slain by King George after

he was dead. Then you have the burial; the burial ceremony and the

crossing and cutting of swords. (OPNL Sept 1988:3)

king hummingbird n Galbula ruficauda (E rufous-tailedjacamar), a

bird, 26.2 cm (10.5") long. Male upperparts and band across upper

breast iridescent golden green; throat white; rest of underparts dark

red-brown; tail 12.5 cm (5") long, outer feathers dark red-brown.

Female similar, but throat rufous. Bill black, long, straight, very thin.

(< E king + hummingbird, fr resemblance to a very large humming-
bird) = kingfisher

1

0 (Chapman 1894:63) 0 (ffrench 1991:242-3)

king king shoemaker n Prepona omphale, a butterfly, wingspan to 10

cm (4"). Black with bright blue vertical central bands from mid-fore-

wing to lower wing margin; inner side of upper wings dark bright

purple. (< E king + king shoemaker, fr similarity to the king shoe-

maker, but having even more striking colours) = >purple king shoe-

maker, shoemaker3

king of the band n Originally in a Carnival social union and

later in a Carnival band, the principal male mas player; counter-

part of the QUEEN. Usu. has the most splendid, impressive or elabo-

rate costume. = >king !

0 Trinidad is noted for its gay Carnival

celebrations which take place on the Monday and Tuesday and Ash
Wednesday. Associated with it are such features as selections of the

Band of the Year, Queen of the Bands, King of the Bands, Calypso

King, and Carnival Queen. Nearly the whole population takes part in

the celebrations. The Calypso “season” begins early in the New Year

and ends with the Calypso King contest on Carnival Sunday night.

Trinidad is also known as the home of the Steel Bands. (WICYB
1963:353) 0 [He] was persuaded to become King of a large band of

“Bats and clowns.” (Bynoe 1985:34) 0 It was an established “Carni-

val Courtesy” that after a band had gathered at their special meeting

place, they then proceeded to “collect” their king, at his home. The
king was never quite ready to leave when the band arrived, he was
always still being dressed by his many attendants and kept his court-

iers waiting. This was a popular formality graced with both group and

individual dance performances which might last up to two hours.

Every neighbourhood was proud of its king and the performance was
in all probability an expression of appreciation. (Bynoe 1985:66) 0

The calypso finals, pan-around-the-neck competition and king and

queen of the bands would be held on Carnival Friday night at the

Market Square from 7.00 pm. (EG 10 Jan 1994:12)

king of the bands n The winner of a competition held on DlMANCHE
Gras among all the individual KINGS of Carnival BANDS. Compet-
itive prizes are given for the top king of all JOUVAY bands, and

the top king of all the regular Carnival bands. = Carnival king, king

of Carnival

king of the corbeaux n arc Sarcorhamphus papa [= Vultur papa
]
(E

king vulture), a bird, 75 cm (30") long, wingspread 2 m (6.5'). Mainly
white; black tail and flight feathers; head and neck bare, bright

orange, yellow and blue. A rare visitor to Trinidad. (< E king, fr large

size and less common status + cobo )
= king cobo2

, roi des corbeaux 0

King Vulture. The only occasion I came across this species was on
my journey through Trinidad from Port of Spain to the east coast...

The Trinidadians distinguish this bird by the name of “King of the

Corbeaux.” (Taylor 1864:78) 0 There are two species of vultures in

Trinidad, the black-headed ( Vultur papa), known as ‘the king of the

corbeaux,’ and the red-headed ( Vultur urubu), called ‘the governor of

the corbeaux.’ The latter is never met with in towns, while the former

is, as a rule, only to be seen in the streets; though, whenever, in the

country, some particularly savoury object attracts attention, both

kinds assemble to enjoy it. (Brassey 1885:118) 0 The King of the

Corbeaux ( Vultur papa) is a noble and most beautiful specimen; it is

met with in the high woods, and does not approach towns or villages,

(de Verteuil 1884:89)

king of the forest n Momotus momota, a bird, 45 cm (18") long.

Although found in both islands, in Trinidad it lives in shaded forest

and is not commonly seen; in Tobago it is commoner and found in

more exposed situations = bouhoutou, houtou, >king of the wood(s),

voutou, wutetetoo 0 Occasionally a king-of-the-forest swooped

across, a flash of iridescent peacock colors, the bird’s queer tail end-

ing in a little blob of feathers, like the weight on the end of a pendu-

lum... They... actually pluck out the feathers in the tail to form this

design. (Bowman & Bowman 1939:87)

king of the wood(s) n Momotus momota (E blue-crowned motmot), a

bird, 45 cm (18") long. Although found in both islands, in Trinidad it

lives in shaded forest and is not commonly seen; in Tobago it is com-

moner and found in more exposed situations, esp. in cocoa trees or

pastures with large trees or on overhead wires. Upperparts green; cen-

tre of crown and broad streak through eye black; broad circle around

crown turquoise in front, brilliant dark blue behind; underparts rufous

with short black streak, edged blue, on breast. Tail long, blue with

long central feathers bare of feather-barbs for most of their length,

leaving short round circles of feathers at tips. Voice is a soft, deep,

hooting note, sometimes double, whoop or whoo-hoop\ often longer

notes are uttered, with a roll or ripple in the tone, (fr large size and

blue crown) = bouhoutou, houtou, king of the forest, voutou, wutete-

too 0 (Young 1809, Stowe 922:15b) 0 (Chapman 1894:61) 0 Sud-

denly the hollow voice sounded right over my head: “Who?”... He
[was] known as the King of the Woods. He sat upon the branch and

gave out at intervals his sepulchral cry... It is about seventeen inches

in length, with eighteen inches stretch of wing, and has a soft, silky

plumage of green and chestnut. It has a crimson iris, a very pretty

crest, and is altogether an attractive but modest-appearing bird. Its

peculiar feature is the tail, which consists of two long feathers, the

shafts or barbs of which are entirely divested of their laminae or bar-

bules, except at the tips, where a spatulate inch or so only remains.

(Ober 1898:32-33) 0 King of the Woods... is one of the most lovely

birds the island possesses... It is a common bird in Tobago and may
be found in any shady spot sitting motionless on a branch, or from

time to time flirting its long tail and uttering a soft “Hoo”... The food

consists of insects and berries... It is supposed to damage cocoa pods,

but the harm done is very small. Other names for the King of the

Woods are mot-mot and boutoutoo. (Mirror 6 Oct 1911) 0 King of

the woods, bouhoutou - (Belcher & Smooker 1936b:7950 Beyond
this little, intimate world of Gatacre Street, beyond the tops of the

shiny rubber trees, rode the profile of the hills, steep-sided under their

covering of forests where... Swainson’s motmot was truly king-of-

the-woods. (Bryans 1967:85) 0 Woot-woot, woot-woot were the

sounds the king-of-the-woods made now in the quiet forest behind the

schoolhouse. Woot-woot, woot-woot: grey, ugly, doleful sounds,

conjuring in the still and unpeople evening visions of the eerie and

supernatural. (Lovelace 1968:183) 0 (ffrench 1991:240)

king orange n Citrus nobilis, a variety of cultivated mandarin orange.

Medium-sized, skin thick, rough-skinned, easily peeled. Flesh very

sweet. 0 The common Trinidad orange is deliciously sweet and juicy,

but it is overstocked with pips, and an attempt is being made to intro-

duce better kinds such as the “Parson Brown”, “King”, and “Navel”

varieties. (Collens 1912:62) 0 King Oranges... Since no chill effects

were observed this temperature can be recommended for export of

this variety. (Leonard 1936:83) 0 The Cocoa Orange, as it is termed,

has become naturalized. Where conditions are suitable, the tree grows

to a rather large size with many branches, bearing thousands of sweet

juicy fruit. Other varieties are: The Parson Brown, the King, the

Homosassa, the Jaffa and the Majorca. Other citrus fruits are the

Portugal and the mandarin, the Lime and the Citron. (Rampersad
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1963) 0 The last flavour developed by Givaudan was the taste that

makes Canning’s King Orange taste like king orange. (EX 23 Dec

1990:23) 0 “He pointed you out as the man who had grafted king-

orange with cocoa-orange and produced the sweetest and juiciest

orange on the market.” (Andersen 2004:485)

king page n Papilio thoas
,
a large butterfly, wingspan to 11.2 cm

(4.5"). Black with two broken vertical yellow bands; tails on lower

wing-tips. (< E king, fr large size + page) 0 Kiss-ke-dees challenged

“king-page” butterflies and yellow-winged “zabuecoes” for violating

the sanctity of their leafy domain. (Cobham 1907:67) 0 (Kaye

1921:116) 0 King page-Papilio thoas neacles, butterfly. Uncommon,
settles on tops of leaves with its wings open, and is a very nervous

insect. Keeps wings fluttering while it is feeding. (Ambard 1959:16)

0 (Barcant 1 970:74-5)

king sailor n A Carnival character, parodying women and dandies,

whose function is to jeer at society; dressed in a sailor outfit and long-

nosed face mask, makes gliding and mincing steps. 0 “An’ from

tomorrow she want to learn de king sailor. What ah could do?”

(Macaw 1960:65) 0 The end of World War Two saw the increase of

bands of the King Sailor and his fancy costume of Marine White

embellished with metallic braids, swansdown and sequins, paintings

of cartoon figures, animals and women. Headpieces of bent wire and

papier mache, depicting birds, animals and numerous other struc-

tures, are balanced aloft with great ease. Sometimes though, they are

so large that they have to be held with cord attachments... They move
from side to side with a gliding movement of the support foot, while

the gesturing foot makes a heel and toe movement along the ground.

There are hops forward with wide legs, and a sort of crawling walk

with bent over torso, jerking unto [sic] the ball of the foot in alterna-

tion... Another step is a rocking, mincing step with the crossing of the

feet at the ankles... The movements can further be defined as panto-

mimic, parodying typical daily actions in grossly distorted body ges-

tures and postures, appearing humorously grotesque at times. Moving

en masse the dancers sometimes give the most beautiful effect like

that of a rocking ship when they link arms in line formation and move
in alternating right and left rows across the street... he adds a variety

of props: confetti and taper in the old days, talcum powder and toilet

water which he sprinkles liberally on passers-by or well-dressed

unsuspecting young ladies; fancy pipe, and walking stick with which

he makes lewd gestures. A face mask with long phallic nose was

common in the old days... fans and handkerchiefs are used to mimic

femininity, and most ridiculous of all, he sometimes carries a cham-

berpot from which he drinks beverages after miming its real use...

The King Sailor then is a real lovable rascal whose main function is to

jeer and jibe at society. (Ahye 1978:25) 0 The King Sailor was

designed and developed for the street, so that it is a dance that incor-

porates mono-movement - movement in one direction. The dancers

do their choreography and keep moving avoiding hindering the free

flow of the parading bands. (Bacchus 1984:147) 0 Astor Johnson

danced merrily through his welcoming steps. It was a King Sailor

mixed with a heel and toe and the fireman. (Blast 24 July 1987:6) 0

The King Sailor Dance, it has been said, is the only indigenous dance

of Trinidad and Tobago. It was performed at the height of the sailor

traditions in mas’, mainly by men costumed in wide flared trousers. It

featured knees bent to the sides and forward movement achieved by a

quick heel-to-toe slide, alternating feet, accompanied by a side-to-

side rocking of the torso - you could get seasick just looking! The

sailor frequently carried a long pole with which he “stoked” the

ground in front of him, mimicking the actions of sailors who manned
ships’ furnaces. (Ganase 2000:68)

king shoemaker n Archaeoprepona demophon ilmatur [~ Prepona

demophon, P. antimache], a butterfly, wingspan to 10.6 cm (4.25").

Black with wide central band of bright iridescent blue crossing both

wings; undersides silver with indistinct black markings. (< E king, fr

large size + shoemaker) = shoemaker2 , silver king shoemaker 0

(Kaye 1904) 0 (Barcant 1970:168)

King Sugar n arc Sugar and the sugar industry at the time when it was

the mainstay of the economy of Trinidad and Tobago. 0 When King

Sugar began to be dethroned, on account of Bounties, the owners of

Woodbrook, found it more profitable to rent out the estate for build-

ing lots than to cultivate it. (Inniss 1910:81) 0 When driving up that

road in the crop season the smell of Hot Liquor pervaded the air. Of
course, it was all common-process or Mundingo as it was called and

Usines were unknown. King Sugar reigned supreme and Cocoa was

only grown in the valleys of Santa Cruz, Caura and at Arima. (Inniss

1910:79) 0 “Oh God! Yuh putting more weight on King Sugar?” and

she recoiled from his touches. (Lewis 1972:65)

king zebra n Smyrna blomfildia, a large butterfly, wingspan to 6.9 cm
(2.7"”). Orange-brown; black forewings with row of yellow spots

across tips; undersides have narrow dark brown and yellow stripes. A
rare migrant in Trinidad. (< E king, fr large size + zebra, fr dark and

light stripes) 0 (Barcant 1970:88)

kionu n arc A ritual for the dead performed in the RADA religion. 0

The Kionu is a ritual for the dead held nine days after death, and it is

performed only for highly considered or highly placed members of

the community. It is held throughout the night and none of the usual

drums are beaten. Taking the place of the main drum is an earthen-

ware jar, which is beaten by the hand with the aid of a round flat

fan-like frame covered with deer-skin. It produces a muffled and

mournful sound. Two wooden tubs filled with water, in each ofwhich

float two large calabashes (or gourds) turned downwards, take the

place of the side drums. The calabashes are beaten with sticks and

a special repertoire of songs for the dead is sung... As morning

approaches and the ceremony comes to an end, some of the water

from the tubs is poured over the grave if it is nearby, and the cala-

bashes and sticks are broken and strewn over it...The Kionu has

become more and more infrequent. However, it was last held in 1951

for a very old member. (Carr 1953:47)

kira n Cucumber, /kira/ (H-Bh khira ‘cucumber’) 0 “Any kira remain

from what ah bring?” (1990)

kirowni see KILWANI

kirtan n A short verse or phrase, repeated as a devotional song,

/kirtan/ (< H kirtana ‘a devotional song with a moral theme’) 0 Have

bhagans and kirtans all through the day [on Divali]. (Bomb 1979) 0

“Yuh could do kirtan any time, doing kirtan during work.” (1990) 0 I

recorded the music of the Hindu temples: bhajan, dhun, and kirtan

(devotional songs) as well as mantras and prayers and the recitation

form known asjap. (Myers 1998:90)

kirtchecom 1 n obs Dasypus novemcinctus novemcinctus , a mammal.

( prob. < Carib) = brambadilla, cachicam(a), hag-nama, kochikong
3

,

>tatu 0 These woods abound in game... the lap, the kirtchecom, or

armadillo... but it is very difficult to obtain any when required. (Day

1852-1:252)

2 n arc Emerita portoricensis, a crustacean, found buried in beach

sand, (fr resemblance of banded shell) = >kochikong2
, kohung

3
, sea

cockroach
3

,
sea tatu

1

kirthal see KARTAL

kirwal, kirwani see KILWAL

kiskadee see also KESKIDEE

kiskaran phr arc Why; What happened; What is the cause for you to

do that for? /kiskaran/ (< Bh kis ‘what’ + karan ‘reason’)

kiskidee, keskidee, kiskadee 1 n Vismia cayennensis , a native tree.

Leaves small, elliptical; black dots beneath. Flowers yellow on out-

side, dotted brown, woolly within with reflexed petals; borne on pan-

icles. Fruit oblong, 1 cm (.4") long, /kiskidi/ = >black kiskidee
1

,

lacraie
1

0 (FTT 1929-1-2:54) 0 Keskidee - Vismia cayennensis, V.

falcata, V. gnianensis, trees. (Beard 1946:30)

2 n Vismia laxiflora [= V. falcata], a medium-sized native evergreen

tree, height to 20 m (65'), girth to 1 nr (3.2'). Bark thin, greyish, lightly

fissured, peels off in elongated flakes; when cut exudes an orange

latex. Leaves opposite, lanceolate, 20 x 6 cm (65' x 2.3"). Twigs and

undersides of young leaves covered with rust-coloured hairs. Flowers

small, 1 cm (.4") long, borne clustered together at ends of branches;

five petals are dull orange and do not open fully. Fruit a berry about

1 cm (.4") in diameter, globular to cone-shaped, dark brownish purple

when ripe, with numerous small brown seeds. = >lacraie
2

,
yellow
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wattle 0 Kiskidee is extremely common in disturbed land that is

reverting to forest and is common in lowland and montane forest in

both Trinidad and Tobago... The wood, though hard, is not used. The

tree has no value as an ornamental but because of its rapid growth

even on poor soil may serve a useful purpose in quickly returning

cover to exposed soil. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:124-5) 0 We also

noted Kiskidee ( Vismia falcata) (Hypericaceae) called Yellow Wattle

in Tobago. (Sewlal 2004: 17)

3 n Vismia guianensis, a native tree. = >black kiskidee
,
lacraie

kiss 1 n During HOSAY, the ritual touching of the two MOONS. 0

Members of the moon camp threw coins and rice for good luck.

Shouts of Hosay! Hosay! filled the air. To the beat of the tassa drums

participants pushed their tadjah into the streets. At about 1 a.m. on

Monday, the two moons, symbols of Husain and Hasan, met, touch-

ing in a symbolic kiss, thereby joining together in the holy mission.

(Nunley & Bettelheim 1988:129)

2 v Of the MOONS, or moons and TADJAHS, touch. 0 In St. James, the

two moons add an extra dimension to the spectacle. There, the

moons, representing the brothers, meet at a roughly predesignated

spot in front of the local mosque, where they “kiss” or “touch,” sym-

bolizing their last meeting. As this is performed the crowd applauds

joyously, reversing the somber, mournful, and esoteric meaning

embedded in this act for the community of builders and their families.

(Korom & Chelkowski 1994:167) 0 In the absence of moons in

Cedros, the tadjahs themselves kiss. But in St. James the moons kiss

the tadjahs during the following day’s procession. (Korom &
Chelkowski 1994:172)

kissing hands phr Indicating that something is very easy to do; usu.

with like, or as easy as. 0 Learn to do the limbo. First step - visit your

masseur... Do not forget to make sure that he places a lot of soft can-

dle grease on [your muscles]. That will help to maintain their resil-

iency... it may appear difficult but if instructions contained in step 1

have been properly carried out it’s like kissing hands. (Ottley 1962:2)

0 You pushed the pedal down hard and kept it there for low. You
released it and behold you were in high. As simple as kissing hands.

(Ottley 1962:13)

kiss-me-ass 1 adj Of no consequence; useless; unimportant; con-

temptible; worthless. = kiss-me-tail 0 A chinky little bit of thing stick

up in a man head, and all the big professors and inventors in the world

couldn’t do nothing!... Any kiss-me-arse bush doctor could do that!

(Selvon 1972:93) 0“I go hit you one kick and bust you kiss me ass

chest!” (Ladoo 1972:78) 0 They know about me even in a little kiss-

me-arse estate like Wilderness, eh? (Selvon 1991d: 145) 0 Every loser

scrunting to rub two 50p piece together to buy a bread in the morning

like to talk about how so-and-so, who write some little kiss-mih-arse

poem whey don’t even rhyme, is some big thing in literature. (Pires,

TG 31 Oct 2003)

2 n A person of no worth or importance. 0 “Ah find me darter wid a

damn l’il stuck-up kiss-me-arse from San Fernando.” (Hercules

1980:288)

kiss-me-tail adj Of no consequence; useless; unimportant; worthless.

= kiss-me-ass
1
0 “You’re a bitch, Marge, a real kiss-me-tail bitch.”

(Jones 1973:164) 0 “Look Marva, stop asking all this kiss-meh-tail

question girl, pass my pants.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:12) 0 What you

doing in this kiss-meh-tail catch-arse country, boy? (Alleyne-Forte

1994:54) 0 Some kiss-me-tail thing.

kiss numbers n In WHE-WHE, two MARKS that are bet on together

because they appear to have a logical connection, (fr kissing being a

sign of closeness) = mark couple 0 Mark Couple: Two marks that

play together because they are a logical pair. Also called ‘kiss num-
bers’. (Besson 1999:175) 0 Mark couples are called ‘pairs’ or more
evocatively ‘kiss numbers’. They logically go together as they share

the same train of thought. Opposites, synonyms, cause and effect,

circumstance, all these constitute the basis for a pair or couple. In

order not to ‘pip’ you should play the two numbers that form a mark
couple together in a draw. Black and white play 1 1 Corbeau and

17 pigeon... Back and belly 25 Morocoy + 6 Belly; Bamboo and

carbide 27 Little Snake + 1 Centipede; Bank and money 23 House +

14 Money; Barra and channa 14 Money + 12 King; Belly and food

6 Belly + 24 Queen; Big and little snake 35 Big Snake + 27 Little

Snake. (Besson 1999:102)

kiss up v Plenty of kissing, often with the idea of not being really wel-

come. 0 He always kissing she up.

kistaan n Christian, /kistain/ (< E Christian ‘one who professes the

Christian faith’) = issayi 0 “Dem tun kistaan fuh nuttin.” (1990)

kitab, kithab n A Muslim ceremony of readings from the Koran,

/kitab/ (< U kitab ‘book; writing; scripture’) 0 ‘Harbans, if you going

to give money for a Hindu kattha, you damn well got to give the Mus-

lims a kitab.’ (Naipaul 1958:203) 0 Islam in San Fernando was tradi-

tionally mosque-oriented, though Hindu yagya had their parallel in

Koranic readings or kitabs. (Clarke 1986: 101

)

kitchen door n Flies or front opening on men’s pants. = kazak 0 Yuh
kitchen door open.

kite fight n A competition between two or more kite flyers in which

the main object is to cut the opponent’s kite string and capture the

kite. = war2 0 Trinidadian kite fliers sometimes challenge each other

for “kite-fights”; the winner must successfully cut the lead-line of his

opponent’s kite. Having your kite’s lead-line cut while you are flying

it, is a rather odd and unnerving experience. For one minute your kite

is “dancing”, the next it is drifting lifelessly away from you - it’s

“hiyoed”, and glides downward towards the trees, electric wires, and

other objects that seem to be the kite enthusiasts’ horrifying bad

dream. (Greenhall 1976:19)

kite paper n A kind of strong but very thin and light-weight paper, in

various bright colours, esp. good for making kites. 0 Brown paper

tom from a sugar bag, gazette paper or a few cents spent on some

colourful kite paper, a reel of thread, a bit of flour mixed with water

to form a paste, two strong sticks of dried coconut broom and a few

scraps of old cloth for a tail - put it all together as skilfully as you

could, and you had a good kite... A “banny” is made of different strips

of coloured kite paper, all of which are cut to exactly the same size or

the kite will not fly. (Rampersad 1993:10)

kite season n The early to mid-dry season, usu. February-April, when
the weather is dry and windy and thus best for kite-flying. 0 1 hap-

pened to be watching a cricket match (as it was cricket season, Janu-

ary to March, which coincides with the kite season as these particular

months tend to be rather dry and usu. breezy) when 1 heard this odd

sort of snorting sound. I gazed skyward and saw this huge hexagonal

kite with two long tails, gracefully moving with the wind. (Greenhall

1976:19) 0 “Kite season” [is] usually between the months of March to

July. Schoolchildren, though, home for the August holidays, persisted

until school reopened in September. (Rampersad 1993:10) 0 But by

and by I got the hang of it and by my second official “kite season”, in

the eighth year of my life, the things were actually staying in the air

without my having to run myself into the earth to keep them aloft.

{TTY 1995:7)

kite war n A competition between two or more kite flyers in which the

main object is to cut opponent’s kite strings and capture the kite. =

kite-fight 0 Kite wars were a part of life during kite season. The

unwritten laws had to be observed. Anyone catching a kite “aiyo”

gets to keep it. But you cannot claim the kite simply because you cut

its string; you also had to retrieve it before anyone else. Some kite

flyers would go out with as many as five kites at the same time so that

when one was lost it could be replaced... “Ducking" is a most impor-

tant technique, especially in kite wars. The kite is ducked by jerking

on the string and forcing it to pass under the attacker’s. Almost imme-

diately, enough “slack” has to be released to allow the kite freedom to

regain its height so as to be able to launch its own attack. (Rampersad

1993:10)

kittle, kettle n obs An instrument in early STEEL BANDS, made origi-

nally from a large tin used for paint, biscuits, etc.; carried at the

player’s side fastened by rope at both ends, and played with sticks,

/kitl/ (< E kettle drum ‘a drum made of a hollow hemisphere of metal,

with a stretched and tuned parchment top’) 0 Last Christmas night.

Hear me beating me kittle black is white. (Pretender “Why the Salt

Fish Smelling So” 1947 pr) 0 Bar Twenty leading kittle-beater.
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(Kitchener “The Steel Band” 1948 pr) 0 The lead instrument was the

kittle (sometimes called a tenor kittle or side kittle), which was typi-

cally made from a zinc or paint can. The original kittle had three

notes and phrases were played over and over again with two sticks...

Big Mack Sandiford... notes that each of the basic steelband instru-

ments was a substitute for a tamboo bamboo instrument: the cuff

boom for the boom, the kittle for the foule, the dud-up for the cutter,

and the iron for the bottle and spoon... Prince Batson states that the

kittle was named after the military kettle drum (side drum), that it was

suspended around the neck in a similar fashion, and that kittlers

sometimes rattled their sticks to produce rhythms like those played on

the kettle drum. (Stuempfle 1995:38-40) 0 1932-1939: Tamboo bam-

boo bands give way to biscuit drum bands. Made from recycled bis-

cuit drums, 2 to 4-note “kettle drums," and 8-note "ping pong” pans

with convex playing surfaces emerge. These drums are typically held

with one hand and played with the other. Notes are added to ping

pong pans to meet the demands of specific melodies. (Derek 1998:64)

kitty-katta adv Tob In a tired plodding fashion, like a tired old horse

walking. /kitikaW (< Twi kiti kiti ‘clattering; pattering; running

hard’, Yor kutukpa kutukpa ‘sound of horse footfalls’) 0 “He going

down the road kitty-katta.” (1990)

klim n arc Any powdered milk, /klim/ (fr brand name Klim, a Borden

product < milk spelled backwards) 6 “Is de old klim tin dat he start

usin’ to beat pan with!” (Baptiste 1993:98)

knife-fish n Gynmotus carapo , an eel-like freshwater fish, (if flat nar-

row knife-like shape) = coutelas
1

, >cutlass fish
1

, tiger knife-fish 0

(Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:48)

knit v Make a new seine net from MARLIN twine by tying knots.

(< obs E knit ‘knot string in open meshes to form a net’) = tie 0 This

cooperative attitude is extended to the knitting or tying of new seines.

In Plymouth, as opposed to most other parts of the island [Tobago], it

is not necessary to pay for help in making a seine, since all the good

knitters (always men) will volunteer or be asked. A certain amount of

prestige is involved in being a part of such an endeavor. (Abrahams

1974:28)

knn see KHN

knob n A playing piece in draughts or checkers. (< E knob ‘a small

rounded lump or mass, esp. at the extremity or on the surface of

something’) 0 It was like a game of draughts, making a deal, Dardain

thought. First, you push a knob, then you sit back and look at the

board, watched where the other fellow pushed. (Lovelace 1968:75) 0

KNOB, n., one of the pieces used in playing draughts. (Rodman
1971:232) 0 Knob pushers to collect $3,000. Over $3,000 in cash

prizes won in the recent National Draughts Championships will be

distributed from 10.30 today. (EX 12 Dec 1993:13) 0 [T]he more
prestigious games in the barrack-yards were “All Fours”, a card game
and “French Draughts” played with twenty knobs allotted to each of

the two players. (Cummings 2004:101)

knock n A turn; attempt; short try; a short period, e.g. in playing an

instrument or playing a sport. (< E block ‘in cricket, an innings, a

spell at batting’) 0 The cello pan shows up her talent best, but she

sometimes takes a “few knocks” on the double second and tenor pans.

(EX-S 17 Jan 1993:11) 0 He had a good knock yesterday in

the match.

knock about v Wander around, esp. having no fixed place to sleep.

(< E knock about ‘move about, wander, roam, in an irregular way;

lead an irregular life’) 0 You membah how hard up I was den, I cudn’t

get a job and I had to knock oil about in de day and sleep way I cud in

de nite. (PC 15 Oct 1904) 0 He returned and lotocked about the street,

eventually falling asleep on a doorstep. (POSG 3 Sept 1907:5) 0 She

haven’t nothing really to eat, Only knocking bout in washikong bout

the street. (Tiger “Next Door Neighbour” 1938) 0 “My family is

among the biggest Timers’ on this island. We love to ‘knock

about’”*, openly confesses a 20-year-old man. *This is a Trinidadian

expression meaning to wander freely or to go around visiting friends.

(Millett 1993:136) 0 ‘They doh want to have trouble with children,

they want to knock about.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:145) 0 The

father returned to India, the mother knocked about the country hus-

tling a living for herself and her son. (Johnson 2003b:23)

knock-about sailor n arc A SAILOR MAS in which players dance and

imitate sailors on shore leave. = all-about sailor, >bad-behaviour

sailor, dirty sailor 0 Prince Batson, a veteran of Hell Yard, points out

that metal containers were used to accompany specific masquerade

characters such as Jab Molassis (molasses devils), cows and knock-

about or all-about sailors (Stuempfle 1990:41 ) 0 When the Americans

came here around the First World War of 1914, the people here saw

the American sailors; and... between World War I and World War II,

there were a lot of visiting man-of-war... German, French, English

and all the like. ’Cause the Americans had a way: their behavior was

worst than all the others. And they had a peculiarity in their display

which the people took pattern from and create a dance. So that is the

history of the sailor dance on the street. They took that dance and they

brought it in. Because the same uniform, the same bell-bottom pants

and the cap and the jumpers and so on, they utilize that and they cre-

ate a dance. So they’d be dancing on the street and this is the birth of

the fancy sailor. In the ordinary days, we call it knock-about or all-

about. Because they would have a cane. They get cane. They get

bananas, just as the sailors when they came about. When they came to

town. The same basket and the same attitude. They’ll dance in the

streets. And they say: “Hey Joe. Hey Joe. How are you? How are

you? What you doing, man?” ... But they had a dance that emulate the

behavior. They used to get their bladders from the abattoir and dry it

and inflate it so it would come as a balloon. And they would take that

and strike the bottom of [the women]. And when they strike them,

they would sing... “Hey Joe. Have you seen that big boom-boom?
What a big backside. That’s a lovely boom-boom. Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha,

ha.” And smoking their pipes and thing. It’s from that they evolved

this same mas. (Prince Batson, in Stuempfle 1990:43)

knock and span phr In marbles, knock TAW and SPAN to the next

shot. 0 A good strategy, if you can keep it up, is knock and span.

knock dog, knock dorg phr Cheap; going at a low price or rate of

pay. 0 Wine, gin and champagne was knocking dog, For the occa-

sion, I kill ten goats and a hog. (Caresser “My Wedding Celebration”

1938) 0 She was a very ostentatious woman and she was not pre-

pared to hang up any curtains that were ‘knocking dog and cat' in the

village. (Lewis 1972:75) 0 “Mi modder put mi out she house an’ ah

was knockin’ dog all about de place ketchin’ mi tail. Ah doh want de

same t’ing to happen to yo’.” (Bowyer 1974:25) 0 Would you

believe street painters like the man above are working for $11 and

more an hour, while university grads are knocking dog in this coun-

try. (Bomb 1977)

knot rose n An Indian style of paper flower, traditionally used as dec-

oration for a tadjah. (fr shape) 0 The north [of Trinidad]... is more

“traditional” in building the kathiya (base) and internal frame, which

is primarily made of roseao [.sic]... In the south, the frame is now
made solely of wood... However, the exterior is more “traditional,”

sometimes referred to locally as the “old style." The structure of the

tadjah is angular, the color predominantly white, and the external dec-

oration based on white paper flowers, called “knot roses.” (Korom &
Chelkowski 1994:160)

know B from bullfoot, know A from bullfoot phr Of a person, unin-

formed, confused, uneducated, unable to understand. (< arc E not

know [a] Bfrom a bull’sfoot ‘illiterate’) 0 Illiteracy was the order of

the day in 19th century Trinidad. In the rural areas, except for manag-

ers and overseers on the estates, the people were described as a “pack

of dunces.” They did not know “b from bullfoot.” (Ottley 1978:33) 0

“These people doh known B from bullfoot what they talking about."

(1990) 0 ‘I don’t know what madness get in my husband head

because he ait’ know a from bull-foot about coal-pit.’ (Boodhoo

1994:127)

know nine phr A warning or threat, that you will find out. = know

what o’clock, know where barley grow, know where bhaaji grow 0

When you climb the tree and fall down you go know nine.

know say see SAY
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know self phr Able to remember; be self-aware. (< E know ‘under-

stand something through observation, inquiry or information; be

aware or apprised of) 0 All I know is that since I know meself, them

politicians and them fooling people. (Gosine 1988:51) 0 “Well look

at my crosses this day of Our Lord. For nothing at all, yuh know. For

nothing at all. Just because I walking in the Government road that I

paying taxes for since I know myself.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:7) 0

Hemenez is originally from Rio Claro and at 79, he has played parang

as long as he has known himself. “I in parang donkey years,” he said.

(TG 15 Dec 2005:43)

know to a T phr Know someone very well, inside-out. (< E to a T, to

a tee ‘exactly; properly’, usu. with suit) 0 “I know him donkey years,

1 know him to a T.” (1990)

know to self phr Be sure of privately; know to be true even though

others question or disagree. 0 Her mother tell she not to married to the

fellow, but she know to sheself that is the fellow,

know way phr A response indicating understanding. 0 “Ah buy a

pung a beef, de man gie me naked bone.” “Ah know de way.” (Ottley

1971 :46) 0 You know de way: do you follow me, what I am saying?

(Haynes 1987:162)

know what o’clock (it is) phr Make the real situation very clear; make
someone understand by very forceful and direct measures. = know
where barley grow, know where bhaaji grow, know nine 0 You feel

you could come in so late, na, I will beat you and you will know what

o’clock.

know where barley grow phr Know the situation; find out the true

situation, often as a threat of punishment. = know nine, know what

o’clock, know where bhaaji grow 0 You stay out all night again, you

go know where barley grow!

know where bhaaji grow phr Know the situation; find out the true

situation, often as a threat of punishment. (< know where barley grow
+ bhaaji, making it Indianized) = know nine, know what o’clock,

know where barley grow

know yard and cloth phr Usu. in the negative, not to know how
things are done. 0 He couldn’t own a shop, he eh know yard and

cloth. 0 She doh know yard and cloth bout keeping house,

knucks, nocks n Knuckles; finger joints. 0 Yuh remember wat- takin

bokie was like? Yuh ever get yuh nocks swell up? (Foster 1990:27)

knucks in 1 phr In PITCH, shouted to a player whose marble is in a

spot where it would be awkward for the player to play, e.g. against a

wall or behind an obstacle, forcing him to play in that position, thus

preventing him from claiming the advantage ofKNUCKS OUT.

2 phr Said when a player’s aim is very accurate. 0 (Haynes 1987:101)

0 The main game played was rings or leerkey, the aim of which was
to cax marbles out of the ring, being careful not to remain in the ring

or farts in so doing. This you could do if you had your knocks in.

Some people were hopeless and had only foo-foo or fowl knocks.

(Pires 1991:8) 0 At first, my treasure consisted of a few marbles but

as I was pretty good when my “knucks” were in, I won several times

and my collection multiplied. (Kissoon 2007:10)

3 phr Be going well. 0 (Haynes 1987: 101) 0 He can still run and kick,

though, and does have the consolation of small-goal football, which

keeps a Luengo player’s knocks in for the serious league on the big

playing field in Maracas Valley. (Pires 1995c: 15) 0 To say “Mi
knucks een” (interpreted either as ‘my knucks are in’ or ‘I am knuck-

sing’) means not only to be shooting well, but to be successful or

have a run of good luck: “Mi knucks in, and ah kyaan lose today.”

knucks out 1 phr In PITCH, shouted by a player immediately before

his turn so that he can remove his marbles from an awkward or disad-

vantageous position. See also KNUCKSIN 1

.

2 phr Said when a player’s aim is not very accurate. 0 That is it for

me, mi knucks out.

kocar n Artocarpus heterophyllus, a cultivated breadfruit-like tree and
its fruit, /kokar/ (< Bh kokar)

= coolie chataigne, cowa, jackfruit,

>katahar* 0 The Jack tree, kocar, katahar... Leaves are used in shradh

(post-death) ceremonies. The leaves varying in number up to sixty-

four (64) are used in the ceremony. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:29-30)

kochikong 1 n Chiton marmoratus, C. tuberculatus, or Acanthopleura

granulata, edible marine chitonous molluscs found on rocky shores

of both islands. /kotfikDp/ (< cachicama, kirtchecom ‘tatu; arma-

dillo’, fr similarity of the banded body) = > pacro, sea cockroach
1

. sea

tatu
2
0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:128)

2 n Emerita portoricensis, a crustacean, found buried in beach sand. =
nr -j -31

kirtchecom
,
kohung , sea cockroach

,
>sea tatu

3 n obs Dasypus novemcinctus novemcinctus

,

a mammal. = bramba-

dilla, cachicam(a), hag-nama, kirthchecom
1

,
>tatu

koden, coden, cudden, kadon n The most common local marble,

made from the local greyish white clay and fired in a kiln; they are

brittle, and break easily, but were cheap. Sometimes boys tried to

pass off a koden as a more valuable KEEOW by rubbing it in dry laun-

dry BLUE or on a blue copybook cover, /koden/ 0 Five “kodens”

make one “kakapoule”, No “chinx”, no “buttards” is the rule. (For-

tune ca 1950-59:1 1) 0 “I hear the flying squad raid Shaffie club last

week. They was looking for contraband but they ain’t find coden.”

(Hill 1966c: 10) 0 Boy, where yuh leam to play marble? dis is town yu

know. We play with no river stone, No cudden neither. Is strictly

glassy, agate, keeow. (Keens-Douglas 1975:43). 0 With the disap-

pearance of such marbles as “kodens”, “kiaws”, and “bone agates”

these terms are known only by the older speakers and are no longer

used since their referents are not used. (Ashby 1981:7). 0 A shop on

Erthig Road which sold marbles would let us have ten codens and two

agates for the six cents. (Araujo 1984: 17) 0 If your “tor” happened to

be a “kiaow” and you lost it in a game, you usu. had to buy it back at

the standing rate of “five kadons [s/c] for a kiaow,” an expression

which has remained popular with marble pitchers. (TG 25 Mar 1993)

0 Somewhere under that old wooden house now lies a treasure with

kodens, crystals, kyows, heavy steel dougles (ball bearings) used as

pitching tours, donkey eyes also buttons and soap seeds. (Kissoon

2007:10)

kohaar n A man who is a pot maker, /kohairi/ (< H-Bh kumhar ‘pot-

ter’) 0 “Kohaar and kohaarin cyan decide who go make de pot.”

(1990)

kohaarin n A woman who is a pot maker, /kohairin/ (< H-Bh kumhar
+ -in, feminine) 0 “Kohaar and kohaarin cyan decide who go make de

pot.” (1990)

kohobar, kohabhar n Decorated pictures - of saints, gods, or

wedding couple - drawn on walls on a wedding house, /kohobar/

(< Bh-Ang kohbar ‘room or place decorated for newly married cou-

ple to begin life together’) 0 Both houses would be decorated around

the walls with one or two rows of hand prints in blue and also with

drawings of flowers, etc. by an amateur village artist who also drew

the kohbar - an elaborate design in that comer of the room where the

girl would be located for ceremonial purposes. (Alladin 1970:22) 0 In

the next ritual we see both the bride and groom going towards the

house, each with a hand full of rice and still bound to each other by

the sacred knot. On entering the house they go to a special place

where a drawing or painting is affixed to the wall, called the kohobar.

(Sankar 1972:24) 0 Words like... kohabar (specially decorated room
for married couple)... can be heard in the rural areas. (Jha 1973:42-3)

0 Kohabar. Retiring room used by bride and groom once Hindu wed-

ding is over. (Clarke 1986:174) 0 The bride and groom retired to the

house where, in the kohabar, the groom was teased by the bride’s

female relatives and the bride changed into her ‘going-away clothes’

- sometimes a white wedding dress. (Clarke 1986:122) 0 “Bring

dulaha and dulahin by de kohobar.” (1990) 0 After the chumay cere-

mony, the dulahin’s mother covers both dulaha and dulahin with her

orhni and leads them to the kohbar which is specially prepared inside

the dulahin’s house. As they leave the bedi to go to the kohbar the

dulahin’s mother offers water on the ground at different intervals

until they reach the kohbar. (Holass-Beepath 2002: 1 16)

kohung, cohong, cuhun, kohong 1 n A small brown wasp which

makes a hanging carton nest, larger than a MARIBON nest. /kohAq,

kohDq, kAhurj/ (< Sp cojon de toro ‘bull testicle’ fr shape of nest)

2 n Synoeca surinama, a large dark metallic blue-black wasp which

builds a large carton nest resembling a TATU shell on the underside
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of a tree branch or building overhang. = jep tatu
1

,
jep two, seven-

mile jep, two-mile jep 0 Rama’s face was bluish like a kohong’s

wings. (Ladoo 1972:85)

3 n Emerita portoricensis, a crustacean, found buried in beach sand. =
/ T 1

kirtcheconr, kochikong', sea cockroach , sea tatu

koila n Charcoal; partially burned wood used as fuel, /koila/ (< H-Bh
< obs E coal ‘charcoal; fuel prepared from wood by smothered com-

bustion to provide heat without flame’) 0 “Put some more koila in de

coal pot.” (1990)

kojo root see CUDJOE ROOT

koka n A flat area of land surrounded by higher undulating lands,

through which water seeps or floods. Usu. localised around east cen-

tral Trinidad, /koka/ (< Guyanese koka < Dutch koker ‘an under-

ground pipe for draining or directing water’) 0 "Plum Mitan have

plenty koka.” (1990)

kokay n arc A small basket with a handle, usu. used while picking

coffee, /koke/ (< FC < Fr coquille ‘shell’) 0 (Moore 1980: 19)

kokiyoko, cokey-o-ko 1 adv A cockcrow; describing the sound of a

male fowl calling, /kokijoko/ (< Ewe kokolieko, Yor kekere-h-ke,

Igbo kokorokoko, Eingala kokoliko, Fr coquerico, ‘sound of a cock-

crow’) = back ride, bharaiya 0 She matador basket full with tomato,

And she clean head cock crowing coceoco. (Small Island Pride “Bac-

chanal Woman” 1959 pr) 0 The cocks were crowing co kee yo ko! co

keeyo ko! cokeeyo ko! all over the village. When the priest heard the

cocks crowing, he jumped up. “Time to say some prayers for Rama.”

(Ladoo 1972:94)

2 v Carry another person on one’s back, usu. done to children for fun,

or to relieve the child when it is tired. (< northeastern Kikongo koka

‘pick up and carry, e.g. scraps, leaves’; kokila ‘hold the arms around

the neck of another') 0 Kokioko (TC): carriage of another on one’s

back, usu. done to children for fun, or to relieve the child from strenu-

ous walking. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:8)

3 n arc A kind of game with accompanying song. 0 Bumper, Durant,

Loomat were friends 1 know, playing a game call kokioko. (Viking,

“Floating Corpse Acquittal” 1951 pr) 0 “Co-ke-o-ko” is the most

popular “stone-pounding game” in Trinidad where it has been heard

among the Maraval Valley bongo-singers. (Elder 1973)

kokonyeh n The penis of a donkey, /kokonje/ 0 The donkey bus a

heist and fall on he kokonyeh.

kokre v Hug oneself, usu. from feeling cold, /kokre/ (< Bh kukre

‘moaning’) = kanje 0 She kokre in the cold.

kola, cola n Parts of a flooded rice field, usu. about 20 feet square,

between earth banks, where the rice is planted, /kola/ (< Bh kola

‘plot’) 0 Each family’s field is subdivided by a number of low,

straight banks (each called a merX), which meet at right angles, form-

ing small plots (each called a kola) about twenty to thirty feet square.

(Klass 1961:82) 0 The last three colas were not cutlassed and forked

up. (Ladoo 1972:1 15) 0 ( Jha 1973:39) 0 Each family field was subdi-

vided by a number of low straight banks, meri, which met at right

angles forming small plots (each called a kola) about 20 to 30 feet

square. (Joshi 2003) 0 One of the other crops grown by indentured

workers was rice (paddy). Here the plots vary from a small area

“cola” 20 x 20 feet to one lot “jimmy” to several acres. (Chandool

2003)

kola pani see kala pani

kollatam n arc A traditional Indian stick dance. (< H-Bh kollatam

'field dance with stick’) 0 The Kollatam on the other hand uses short

sticks, more in keeping with the other mentioned stick dances. The
choreography and rhythm structure vary slightly from that of the Jha-

roo and the effort action is somewhat more vigorous... Both men and

women participate in the Kollatam. (Ahye 1978:66)

komess see COMMESS
kongolala see CONGOLALA
konkonsa see CONCONSA

koo- see also KU-

koon n Epinephelus gattatus (E red hind or spotted grouper), a

light-coloured marine grouper fish, to 50 cm (20") long; numerous

small red spots on head, body and base of fins. 0 (Vincent 1910:47) 0

(TG 21 Mar 1937:4)

koosh-koosh see CUSH-CUSH

kooze maho see KUZEN MAHO
kori n arc A traditional Indian caste of weavers and cloth-makers.

(< H-Bh kori ‘weaver’) 0 There were Brahmins on Orange Grove -

also Korees (weavers), the Korees made dhotis. (Maharajee 1982, in

La Guerre 1985:195)

Koromantee n arc A traditional dance of African origin.

(< Koromantyri) 0 The dance Koromantee is done to a fast 4/4 time,

usually featuring one person within the circle. The basic movement is

a quick shuffle of alternating feet, moving forward and back to posi-

tion. This develops into a lifting of one foot, which is placed behind

the other while the support foot slides forward on beats calculated as

and 1,2 lift and slide. The body which is slightly bent over, punctu-

ates the rhythm in a sort of lurch forward on each lift and recovery on

the slide. The is all done so quickly that the feet appear to be in con-

stant motion while the hands form an [emphatic] stabiliser... When
danced with the towels the basic steps are used, but the hands play the

towels in forward motion, and quick turns on a demi plie are made
with hands outstretched sideways. The dancer then shuffles forward

with the basic alternating foot pattern, comes to the spot in the circle

before the drummers, and places the towel in a cross on the ground.

This variation is also called Kalinda Gran Moune, the patois term for

‘big people Kalinda’, which of course refers to the ancestors. (Ahye

1978:105)

Koromantyn, Coromantin n obs Apparently a name for an African

people, but prob. grouping all those slaves whose port of departure in

Africa was the Dutch fort at Kormantin, in the Gold Coast (present-

day Ghana). It came to be used for Akan peoples - Fante and Twi

(Asante and Akuapem) - of today’s southern Ghana. This term has no

modem usage in Africa. 0 Whether he be of Moco’s savage race, Or

Eboe’s saddened looks o’ercloud his face. Or sulky Beby, or Arada

wild. Or Coromantin’s sanguinary child, Or less fierce Widah, or

Angola tall. The traits enumerated suit them all. (POSG June 1825, in

de Verteuil 1992:156)

koskell see COSQUELL

Koster’s curse n obs Clidemia hirta [= C. elegans , C. hirta var. ele-

gans, Melastoma hirta, M. elegans], a native shrub to 1 m (3.2') tall.

Stems with long, straight, spreading hairs in star-shaped clusters.

Leaves ovate, usu. heart-shaped at base, minutely to conspicuously

toothed. Flowers small, white, in few-flowered clusters. Fruit an

ovate blackish-purple berry, hairy. Can be extremely aggressive and

invasive, esp in non-native habitats, (fr Koster, who introduced this

plant by accident to Fiji) 0 (FTT 1934-1-6:403,409)

koubouye v Simmer together over low heat for a long time, /kubuje/

(< Fr court-bouillon ,
kind of soup) 0 Put everything in the pot and let

them koubouye.

kourouky, couroucay n Protium guianense, a native tree; milky sap

hardens and is burned as incense, /kuruki, kuruke/ (< Amer) = bois

d’incens, >incense (tree)', loban", white incense 0 We have the kour-

ouky, (an Indian name) or incense-tree, a fine umbrageous denizen of

the forest, from between the outer bark of which and the wood itself,

there exudes a milky mucilage, which hardens in the air. If this be put

on a live coal, we have the incense used in this part of the world in all

the Roman Catholic churches. (Day 1852-2:56)

kra-kra 1 adj obs Mad; insane. (< Twi krakra ‘briskly; restless;

excited; in anguish’) 0 Used more in the sense of crazy [than care-

less], (Uh 1883:248)

2 n Tob Sore on head, e.g. from lice, /krakra/ (< Ewe kra b-a

‘eczema’) 0 Look all the kra-kra the child have.

kra-kra head adj Having HARD, knotty hair. 0 Fig tree doh bear

grapes. Yuh father kra-kra head too.

krekese 1 v Wobble; move in an unsteady manner, /krekase/ 0 The top

krekese before I could pick it up.

2 adj Not properly done; haphazard; uncontrolled. 0 This is a real

krekese approach to tourism.
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kre-kre bhaaji n Talinum paniculatum, a weedy native herb to over 1

m (3.2'). Leaves fleshy, elliptical, 4-8 cm (1. 6-3.1"), edible when

cooked. Flowers pink or yellow, /krikri b
h
a:c^i/ ( poss. < Twi kreng-

kreng ‘brambles’, Mandinka kerenkerengo ‘edible green leaves’) 0

“Kre-kre bhagi... a slimy affair used long time by the African

[Yaraba] people when they had their feasts. They used to eat it with

the coo-coo.” (Morean 1998)

kri-kri-kri n Certhiaxis cinnamomea, a bird, 15 cm (6") long. Head

and upperparts generally rich dark red-brown; throat pale yellow; rest

of underparts whitish. Voice a shrill, rattling series of notes,

/krikrikri/ (ff harsh, grating sound it makes when disturbed) =

guiouti
1

, marsh giouti, >rooti 0 Kri-kri-kri. (Williams 1922:150)

Krishnalila, Krishnaleela n A traditional Indian dance drama depict-

ing scenes from the life of Krishna. (< H Krisha, a deity + IIIa ‘dra-

matic representation of a life’) 0 Indrasabha, Raajaa Harishchandra,

Gopichand and Sarwameer were very popular dance dramas at one

time among Indians of Trinidad. So were the Ramaleela, Krishnaleela

and Rasmandal dance dramas. Now Indian films and their songs have

almost killed these traditional shows. (Jha 1973:35-6) 0 The popular

dramas Rama Lila and Krishna Lila became not only an annual affair

but also a social institution. Like Dhanuk Jug
,
they involved much

[pantomime] which was subordinated to textual recitation by the pun-

dit (priest), who also sang the dohas (couplets) and chaupais (narra-

tives). (OPNL Mar 1989:2) 0 Krishna Leela: another dance drama

based on the life ofLord Krishna but not as popular as the Ram Leela.

(Ramlakhan 1990a:8) 0 The Bonne Avenue Krishna Leela Commit-

tee invites the public to attend a ten-day Krishna Leela at the White

Rose Cricket Grounds, Bonne Aventure. It begins tomorrow and ends

on Sunday August 22. It runs from 2:30 pm to 6 pm daily. (TG 12

Aug 1993:16)

kuburkana n A traditional TASSA HAND played during HOSAY.
(< H-U kubarkana ‘humped dance’) 0 The battle of Karbala [during

Hosay] is re-enacted to the military beat of the tassa. The special

rhythms are identified as “kuburkana”, “narvisarvat”, “tinshupa” and

“Mahatam”... “when the women sing their elegies of Husain and

Hassan, the thunder of the drums blend with their voices.” (Ramlakhan

1990b:34)

kuchar n A dish of BHAAJI made from the leaves of a wild caladium.

/kutfar/ (< Bh kuchar ‘ bhaji of leaves’) 0 “When you making kuchar,

you put the flowers and the young leaves.” (2000)

kuchela, cucheelah, kuchala, kuchila, kuchilla, kutchala n A sweet

or salty preserve made with green unripe fruit, usu. mango, cut into

small pieces, /kutfila, kutfela/ (< H-Bh kuchalna ‘crush; pound’ ) 0

Kuchala. (Jha 1973:42) 0 Perhaps you have always prided yourself on

the excellent fingerlicking good ‘Sada’ roti and Channa and Alloo

with some coconut chutney or kuchela on the side. (TTM 8 May
1987:14) 0 And one must not forget the common long mango which

give a lot of shade and cools the surrounding air, while being the best

variety for making kutchala and atchar stored in large glass jars or

enormous earthen russet coloured ones and left in the sun to mature.

(Persaud 1990:84-5) 0 Among Indo-Trinidadians, [Shado-beni] ... is

used mainly in curries and in condiments such as chutneys, amchars,

and kuchelas, and in the ever-popular mango chow. (Morean

1992h:28) 0 East Indians in Trinidad use “bhandhanya” in curries,

appetizers such as chutneys, amchars, kuchelas and in the ever-

popular mango chow. (HERBS STAR 4 June 2000: 13)

kuchkuchaway v Mash up; crush, /kotfkotfawe/ (< H-Bh) kuchalna

‘crush; pound’) 0 “Kuchkuchawe the garlic and sive.” (1990)

kuchur, kuchoor n Confusion; trouble; discord; problems, /kutfur/

(< Bh kuchur ‘problem; trouble’) 0 “Furthermore, if my wife leaves

me, I am going to take an African wife, because Indian families have

too much ‘kuchoor’ (confusion).” (TTM 26 Nov 1995:30) 0 “And
now, when we go one side, dey vex. Dat is high class kuchoor!” {TG
7 Apr 2004:50)

kudhiare v Dig up, esp. to prepare the ground for planting, /kucbjare/

(< Bh; H khodna ‘dig’) 0 “When you go to throw seed you koodhiare

up de place.” (1990)

kufafu, cufaf n Squabble; misunderstanding; confusion; flap. See also

CONFUFFLE. /kufafu, kufaf/ (< E kerfuffle < ScE curfuffle ‘disorder,

agitation’) 0 [In] reply to [an] article on the recent house squabble

between the Argentine and Nigerian ambassadors. There was a kufafu

involving Nigeria and one Mr. Cash from Argentina. {EX 1979)

kuhn, kuhng see KHN
kui n Calabash3

cut in half as container, /kwi/ (< FC kui prob. < Fr

cuit ‘cut’; also poss. <Twi kuku ‘pot’; Igbo pkuku ‘hollowed out

calabash’)

kuit n Any of several small shorebirds, plovers and sandpipers, which

bob the head when walking or feeding; particularly Calidris pusilla.

/kwit/ (fr sound of call) = >becasse, becasse ordinaire, begass, big-

ass, plover, ploward4
,
sanderling 0 (Williams 1922:180)

kukarachel see KUKURACHEL
kuki n A tiny black flea that feeds on animal blood, /kuki/ (< Bh kuki

‘small (fern.)’) 0 You best had bathe the dog and see if yuh could get

rid a all dem kuki.

kuku see COO-COO

kukui, cocoye n Lampyridae sp., a brown insect with two small yel-

lowish or green spots on the thorax, and a large luminous green spot

on the belly which ‘blinks’ as it flies at night. Often seen in gardens

and around houses just after sunset, /kukui/ (< Sp cocuvo ‘firefly’

< Taino kokuyo) = >candlefly
1

,
cicindela, clar-clar, firefly

1

, lampfly 0

kokui, n. glimmer, a faint and intermittent gleam of light, a firefly....

kukui
, n. glimmer, a feeble flickering of light, a faint gleam. (Bennett

1989:26,28)

kukujhowjhow 1 n Minor brawl; confusion. (< Bh kuku ‘small,

(masc.) +jhoro-jhow ‘brawl’) 0 “Ah cyan take on de kukujhowjhow

going on hyah.” (1990)

2 adj Full of brawling, confusion. 0 “Me eh want kukujhowjhow

thing when I die.” (1990)

kukumayak see COUCOU MANIOC

kukurachee, kukurachel see kakarachi

kukurmutaa n Mushroom, /kukurmuta:/ (< H-Bh kukur-muta ‘mush-

room; toadstool’) 0 “On that rotten log have plenty kukurmutaa.”

(1990)

kukurwaa, kookoowaa n Dog; male dog./kukurwa, kukuwa/ (< Bh
kukur ‘dog’) 0 “De kukuwaa went away fuh ah whole week.” (1990)

kulaakare v Rinse the mouth, /kulaikare/ (< H kulla ‘rinse’) 0 “Kool-

aakare, na. Yuh now finish eating, yuh cyah sleep jus so.” (1990)

kulachan, kulachhan n Blighted person; person who brings blight or

bad luck to others; esp. a woman who is thought to bring bad luck

into a family home, /kulatfan/ (< H-Bh kulaksan ‘evil-spirited') 0 She

come as a dulahin, but she was a real kulachan.

kulika(n) n A kind of fishing-pole, usu. made of bamboo, with a cop-

per wire line about 6-12' long, having a TI-BOIS hook on the end; the

tip of the pole is made to beat the water in figure eights. When fish

such as CARITE bite they are pulled on the hook and flipped into the

boat, then killed with a PRIEST. Most commonly used off Icacos and

Toco in Trinidad, /kulika, kulika/ 0 We going to fish kulika.

kulu bois n A mass, swarm or nest of WOOD ANTS, Nasutermes sp.,

termites, /kulu bwa1 (< Kanuri kuli ‘insect’, Bambara koula ‘ant’ +

FC bois ‘wood’)

kumhar, kahar n A traditional Indian pottery maker, /kumhar, kahar/

(< H kumhar ‘potter; manufacturer of earthen vessels’) 0 There is

practically no connection between caste membership and occupation

nowadays in Trinidad except for pundits and a scattering of individu-

als who follow some traditional craft... There are a few Kahar who
make both traditional pottery vessels and new types which can be

sold in the Trinidad markets. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:96) 0 Gradu-

ally with the village settlements coming up, the professional distribu-

tion and specialization was done. Thus the kumhar (potter) took to

pottery. (Jha 1973:36) 0 Also in the early days properly baked deeyas

were not available in Trinidad, for Kumhars (potters) had not started

working on their chaks on a big scale. Naturally therefore some Indi-

ans used coconut kernels, others ordinary or white clay, some baking

the clay deeyas in the sun! Eventually one Lutchman of Chase
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Village in Central Trinidad is said to have begun producing properly

baked deeyas on a large commercial scale, and today hundreds of

thousands of such deyas are produced and sold in different parts of

Trinidad. (Jha 1976:58-9)

kundari, khundari n A long-handled hoe with a slightly curved

blade, /kundari/ (< H kuddal ‘hoe; pickaxe; spade’) 0 Khundari'. (a

hoe). This was used for digging the earth. It consisted of a long

wooden handle with a curved iron blade at one end. (Ramlakhan

1990a:14)

kunia n arc Well; spring of water, /kunja/ (< Bh-Ang kuia ‘well’) 0

“They digging ah koonya in the back." (1990)

kunkun 1 n Vagina; female genitals.
(
poss. < Kikongo bukuna ‘clito-

ris’) = pumpum, tuntun 0 Make sure an tidy yuh kunkun.

2 ?! A stupid man. 0 He is a real kunkun.

kunu n The long, sometimes bent, wooden handle of a BRUSHING
CUTLASS, /kunu/ 0 (Moore 1980:15)

kunumunu, coonoomoonoo, cunumunu n A fool; simpleton; some-

one easily deceived or taken advantage of. /kunumunu/ ( poss. < Yor

kunun, kunu ‘shy; not self-confident’; poss. < Bh cunuh munuh Tittle

baby’) 0 And, in the end, this is what they will do. Tell their friends

that they must call you kunumunu. (Growler “Advantageous Young
Girls” 1939) 0 From the day you give me the callaloo. You had me
just like your kunumunu. (Growler “I Don’t Want No Calaloo” 1939)

0 “Strike?... Think, boy. All-a we who makin’ less money must go on

strike for a few men to make more than we? We so coonoomoonoo?”

(de Boissiere 1952:191) 0 “Only one thing to keep a man out whole

night and that is a woman. What you take me for, a coonoomoonoo?”

(de Boissiere 1952:133) 0 “But I know what I’m doing. [I]... ehn’t no

coonoomoonoo (meaning “foolish”).” (Hercules 1980:105) 0 Word
gets around quickly to those bom and bred in the backwoods, and

when the mark buss, it is better to say that the wife let in another man
because you were a womaniser. Being faithful is one dead-sure way
to being called a cunumunu. (Bomb 6 Oct 1 989: 1 5)

kurbani n An animal sacrifice for Eid. /kurbani/ (< U kurbani ‘offer

for sacrifice’) 0 This is meat from kurbani.

kurmah, coormah, korma, kurmah n A sweet made from flour,

rolled in sugar and fried, /kurma, korma/ (< H-U kurma ‘sweet pud-

ding’) 0 Muslims gave khoorma (lumps of flour and sugar fried hard).

(Alladin 1970:28) 0 Dean and Chote were makers and sellers of bar-

rah and chutney, coormah, phoolourie and other Indian delicacies.

(Ramsawack, TG 1979) 0 The people from the marquee spilled over

onto the car bonnets and milled among the vendors of sweets and

snacks - koormah, jilabi, channa, doubles, choc-ice. (Espinet 1984:6)

0 Sweetmeats like ladoo, kurma, jilaybee, gulab jamoon, barfi and
payra are sometimes made before Divali day because the preparation

is time-consuming. If they are made on Divali day then they may be

part of the offering. ( TTR Oct 1990:28-29)

kurta, khoorta, koorta n A traditional form of Indian man’s (some-

times woman’s), long loose-fitting shirt or tunic, usu. white, usu.

collarless, with long sleeves, worn over baggy or tight trousers,

/kurta/ (< H kurta ‘a loose-fitting tunic or shirt, worn by Indian men
and women’) 0 Koortah. (Alexander 1909) 0 So ah dress myself in

kurta and kapra. And went into the feast like a black rajah. (Killer

“Indian Dinner” [late 1940s], in Rohlehr 1990:499) 0 In the case of

a Muslim wedding, there was no music nor drum-beating nor danc-

ing. The groom wore a plain white koorta and pants and pugree.

(Alladin 1970:24) 0 Unlike dhoti, sari was not popular among Indi-

ans in Trinidad even in the nineteenth century. But some other tradi-

tional North Indian dresses - the dhoti, kurta and chadar or jora-

jama and pagari (turban) for males and sari, choli, ghanghri, orhni

(head-scarf) for females, are even now used on ceremonial occa-

sions. (Jha 1973:39) 0 [T]he old man dried a tear with a comer of

his koortah. (Naipaul 1976:53) 0 And Gurudeva rather liked being

called Pundit, and he strove more and more to make his mien that of

a priest, missing to his regret only his dhoti and koortah and pug-

gree and caste-marks on forehead and arms and throat - like Pundit

Sookhlal, his own father-in-law, or like Pundit Shivlochan, the fam-

ily priest. (Naipaul 1976:57) 0 To cover the upper part of their body,

[Hindu men] wore a... kurta. It was usually white in colour, had

long sleeves and was opened half way down the chest. (Raghoo

1984:2) 0 The whiter-than-white dhoti and phagree of the pundit;

his richly embroidered kurta in golden yellow satin and his long

flowing elegant angochar of fine material and dancing tassels,

would all help to make a religious ceremony, held at our home, a

very special celebration. (Persaud 1990:131) 0 For all ritual ser-

vices, the pundit received dakshina (an appreciative offering, rather

than mere ‘payment’): this included seedha (rice and produce), a

kurta (shirt) and dhoti (loincloth), and sometimes even a cow or

land. (Vertovec 1992:114) 0 Sookram was in the matching light

grey pants and kurta that he had especially made for the occasion.

(Ali 1993:5) 0 Wear among arriving men was more diverse. Those

from the Punjab tended to wear “cut-and-sewn” loose pyjama or

trousers, with fitted kurta. The Bihari male might wear mirjai (a

particular type of tunic, modified from thejama and common in the

East). Men from the United Provinces favored the dhoti - short or

long - and kurta. (Ramesar 1999/2000:120) 0 On the cocoa estates

we find the men picking pods from the trees or “dancing” the beans

dressed in dhoti-kurta or kurta-trousers, wearing pugree or western

felt hats against the sun and rain in these forested areas. (Ramesar

1999/2000:123)

kurta-pyjama n A traditional form of Indian man’s (sometimes

woman’s) clothing, consisting of a KURTA worn with baggy or tight

trousers. (< kurtha + H pa-jama ‘trousers; long drawers’) 0 The

Muslim males wore the Kurta-Pyjama during the early period. The

pyjama was a narrow fitting trousers and the Kurta was the shirt.

(Raghoo 1984:3) 0 From 1913 to 1928, Najeebun’s style of clothing

changed from gangree to long flowing kurta and orhnee, which were

usu. sewn by her daughter Baseeran from Preysal. (Deen 1994:184)

kurti, kurtee n A traditional form of Indian woman’s long loose-

fitting tunic, with long sleeves, /kurti/ 0 Usually the Kurti was longer

than the male’s Kurta, for sometimes it reached down [past] the

knees. (Raghoo 1984:3) 0 “She use to wear long dress and kurtee and

tie a handkerchief on she head.” (Deen 1994:167)

kurti-pyjama n A traditional form of Indian woman’s clothing, con-

sisting of a KURTI worn with baggy or tight trousers. (< kurti + H pa-

jama ‘trousers; long drawers’) 0 The Muslim females wore more or

less similar clothes to their male counterparts, though there were

slight modifications. Their wear was known as the Kurti-Pyjama.

Usually the Kurti was longer than the male’s Kurta, for sometimes it

reached down [past] the knees. The pyjama was more closely fitted

than the male’s and reached down the the ankles... Like the Hindu

females, they wore a head dress called the orhni. Unlike the Hindu

women, however, their waist was not exposed for the Kurti covered

it... Despite the differences in dress between the Hindus and Muslims,

however... it was difficult to distinguish them by their clothes.

(Raghoo 1984:3)

kusanghat n Bad company; unsuitable friends. (< H-Bh kusanghat

‘bad company’) 0 And the elders would shake their heads to agree

with Sanyasi, and one of the company would observe it was all due to

lack of training and to kusanghat - bad companionship - and all the

others would say, yes, it was all due to kusanghat. (Naipaul

1976:188)

kush see KUS-KUS

kushu see CASHEW

kuskus n The very fine particles of BAGASSE from cut sugarcane;

mixed with the first stages of the pressed-out juice, it must be contin-

uously cleaned off to keep equipment from clogging. /kAskAs/ 0 He is

the kuskus man.

kuta n Dog. /kuta/ (< H-Bh kutta ‘dog’) 0 “Dat koota over mangy.”

(1990)

kutia n Female dog; sometimes used as an insult to a woman consid-

ered promiscuous, /kutja/ (< H-Bh kutta ‘dog’)

kuti(ya), cutiah, kootiah, kootiyah, kootie n A small Hindu temple.

See also MANDIR, SIWALA. /kuti, kutja/ (< H kutir ‘small house’) =

Shivala 0 Meeting at the “Kootiah,” Delhi road, Fyzabad, to devise

ways and means of organizing a Sunday school for Indian children for
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teaching Hindi language and Indian culture. (Franklin 's TT Yearbook

1939:A-IV-xxiii) 0 Hindi [and other Indie languages] were in exis-

tence in this Colony from the time our people came back here in

1845, as little “Kooties” were built here and there wherever our peo-

ple domiciled. (Letter, TG 20 Dec 1951:6, in Kassim 2000:11) 0

Within a week of his home-coming he put up a kuti. That was where,

he explained, he would perform his puja - his worship. He erected the

kuti in his father’s ample yard, facing the road... It was a grass-

thatched hut some twelve feet square, half-walled on all sides, except

for a doorway. The floor, like the walls, was of earth. In the middle of

the kuti Gurudeva raised an earthen altar, one foot high, three feet

long, and two feet wide... they cut some long, ripe bamboos and toted

them half a mile to the kuti. They cut the bamboo into various lengths

and made a continuous line of bench against the short walls inside the

kuti. 'This is the baithaka ,’ Gurudeva told his father when he came to

inspect the kuti. 'When I doing me puja or singing me bhajan, people

could sit down and watch and listen.' (Naipaul 1976:68) 0 He is as

interested in mosques as he is in Hindu mandirs or the domestic

Kuttiah. (Espinet 1984:9) 0 The first portrayal of Ram Leela took

place as early as 1880 in Dow Village, California, in Central Trini-

dad; the theatre was a small “Kootiyah” or temple, made of wood. In

the early days of indenture, the “Kootiyah” was a place of worship, a

school, an adult education centre, a community and cultural centre.

(TG-S 14 Oct 1990:46) 0 In many villages Satyanarayan katha was

performed by the local pundit each month on the day of the full moon

(purnima). This would take place at the village kutiya (or Shivala , a

similarly small temple dedicated to Shiva) or at the pundit’s own res-

idence. (Vertovec 1992:115) 0 ’E see a li’T kuti (temple) an’ two

sadhu (ascetic men) sleepin’ like dey dead. (Mahabir 2005:100)

Kututo n A ceremony for the dead performed in the Rada religion. 0

Kututo. This takes place in November, and is given for the souls of

the departed. A Mass for the Souls in Purgatory is commissioned at

the church prior to the sacrifice, and is attended by all who are able to

do so, thus linking Christian and African observances. (Carr 1953:46)

kutukutu, cutucutu v Tob Struggle with a load, /kutukutu/ ( poss.

< Yor koto 'pit; pothole’) = tuku-tuku 0 “Ah had was to cutucutu wid

de pan on me head.” (Ottley 1971)

kuwar pat n Before a Hindu wedding, a ritual in which five boys eat

rice; the eating leaf is hidden, and boys try to find it. /kuwar pat

/

(< H-Bh kuwar 'son; prince’ + pat ‘leaf)

kuyoh n Fool; someone easily deceived; under someone’s power,

/kuyo, kuyo/ (< Sp cuna or Fr couillon ‘fool; imbecile’) 0 His wife

homing him, she have him so kuyoh, he only washing wares,

kuzen n Desmodium adscendens or D. affine , native plants; seed pods

contain small, flat, half-circle-shaped seeds that easily stick to cloth-

ing or fur. /kuzen/ (< FC < Fr cousin , ‘cousin’) = budbud, caddy,

pistache marron, >sweetheart' wild groundnut

kuzen maho, koozay maho, cousin mahoe, kooze maho n Urena

lobata , an erect, fairly slender native shrub or small tree to 1 .5 m (5'),

with few branches. Stems sometimes dark red, often hairy. Leaves

variable, usu. 4-10 cm (1.6-3.9") long, hairs on both sides, often

indented at the base, shallowly angled with pointed tips, five slight

lobes; spirally arranged. Flowers delicate, small, pink or lavender,

darker at base, 10-20 mm (.4-. 8") long, each appearing like a minia-

ture hibiscus blossom, found singly at almost every leaf axil along the

stem. Fruit a squashed globe of 5 segments, to 2 cm (.8") across;

brown, covered with numerous hooked spines and barbed hairs on the

outer surface. Leaves used medicinally; fibre used for sacking. Also

U. sinuata, more slender and less downy, leaves deeply lobed. /kuzen

maho, kuzemaho/ (< FC kuzen ‘cousin; related to’ + mahoe, kind

of tree) = aramina, catbush, datwan2
, dog pika, pat chien, rigman tea

0 (FTT 1929-1-2:84) 0 Marie, searching for its source, had found

it growing amidst tall feathered grass and cousin mahoe. (de Boissiere

1956:189) 0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Leaves...

cousin mahoe... (pronounced Coozamahoe by healers). (Simpson

1962:326,329) 0 If you had fever from head to feet, cosee mahoe,

gran amba fei, or mapo weet. (Relator “Bush Medicine” pr 1971) 0

Cough syrup with boiled Hog plum leaf... Cousen-Ma-ho, Red Hibis-

cus flowers, lime juice, strain, add sugar and boil to syrup. (Pavy

1987:47) 0 The mucilaginous leaves of the ochro, the hibiscus, the

cousin mahoe Urena [sinuata] and the gumbo mis Abelmoschus

[moschatus], all members of the hibiscus family, can be used as natu-

ral shampoos... In all instances, the plant material is macerated in

water and then strained. (Morean 1991:44) 0 Kooze mahoe got its

name from the fact that the bark of its stem can be used for tying

small bundles in the same way that the stems of the local forest tree,

the mahoe, Stercidia caribaea can be used as a substitute for hemp...

Kooze mahoe is in fact the patois or corruption of the French “cousin

mahoe” which means cousin of the true mahoe... In the absence of

toilet paper out in the wild, the soft leaves of kooze mahoe provide a

soothing substitute for the former. On a different note, the twigs of

the plant provide a “datwan” or substitute for a toothbrush among
Trinidadians. (Morean 1 99 1 e:24-5)

kwa-kwa, qua-qua n Two pieces of bamboo or stick, beaten

together as percussive instruments; used to accompany singing and

dancing, esp. KALINDA and BONGO, /kwakwa/ (Kikongo kwa kwa
‘scratching; rubbing’ ) 0 They had no kwakwa, so two of the men would

hold a stick and beat on it with another. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:Box 15-F85-D68) 0 Other members of the dance group began

to strike strips of bamboo one against the other in slow march

time... “clack, clack! clack!” sounded the qua-qua rhythmically to

her steps, (de Boissiere 1956:22) 0 Outside, some dance the bongo

to the accompaniment of qua-quas (pieces of wood which are

“beaten together”). The dancers “hop and jump” but do not touch as

they dance toward and away from other participants. (Simpson

1970:51) 0 The wake after the funeral... [is] mainly for mourning

with the bereaved family. Praying and singing go on through the

night until 5.00 a.m. Between prayers, refreshments are served. To
pass the time bongo dancing and games are favourites. Tradition-

ally, men alone “bongo”, sometimes with “flambeaux” in their

hands. The ladies stand in a ring around the dancer, singing and

rhythmically knocking two pieces of bamboo together. This is

called “kwa-kwa”. (Thompson 1983:27) 0 They used to come for

her in motor-cars when they had wake anywhere, and all she’s

walking with is her qua qua. (Stewart 1989: 139)

kwayzay see CROISEE

kweffem, pwefm n An abusive or affectionate term for woman’s gen-

itals; vagina, /kwsfm, pwefm/ 0 “Stick that up in yuh kweffem!”

(1990) 0 So even as a man might say he only wants to see tasty bits,

there he is reading the caption positioned next to the spread-open

pwefm. (TG 13 Dec 2003:37)

kwesh see CRECHE

kwilibay see QUELBE 2

kwilibee, kwillabee n arc Any hummingbird, /kwilibi/ (< LAS/FC
colibri ‘hummingbird’ < Amer) = colibri 0 When the hibiscus in

flower you would see endless kwilibee around it.

kwionad n Nonsense; stupidity, /kwionad/ (< FC < Fr couillonnade

‘nonsense; insanity’) = couyenard 0 That is real kwionad!

ky intj obs An exclamation of surprise. 0 A gentleman... bought a very

handsome new saddle... the servant came to him in great perturbation,

and asked, “Ky, Massa, whar you buy dat saddle?” “Where did I buy

it! What’s that to you - what do you want to know for?” (Day 1852-

1:204)

kyaa see KYAN
kyah-kyah, kya-kya-kya, kia kia kia adv Sound of a type of laugh-

ter; often derisive or mocking, /kjakja/ (< Ewe kyakyakya 'of laugh-

ing’, Kikongo ma-kaaka 'bursts of laughter; derisive laughter’,

Bobangi, eastern Kikongo kie-kie 'imitation of laughter’) 0 “All de

young men got gerls to-night.” Then he burst into high-pitched

laughter: “Kyah, kyah, kyah,” swaying from side to side. (Mendes

1934:36) 0 Wen I tell him bout dat, he laugh cyar cyar an say I only

making joke. (Mamits LPOS, TG 23 May 1977) 0 She can still mus-
ter the optimism for a toothless grin and a gentle kyar kyar kyar.

(EX 10 Jan 1993:10) 0 Well, if you see how everybody round the

table start to laugh in true gateway, barrack-type style. “Kyah,

kyah! Kee, kee! Kif, kif! Gil, gil! Gib, gib! Oh Lard! Oh Gard! Hold
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mih, hold mih, ah want to bawl!” “Oh jeezanages, save mih! Ah go

dead, ah go dead!” (TTM 5 Dec 1993:30) 0 “And let cockroach, rat,

snake and santapee properly well bite them.” Kyah, kyah, kyah!

{TTM 16 Jan 1994:30) 0 “If you don’t like how we putting it to you

that this land is corrupted, then leh we put it another way, that this

land today is too corruptish.” And everybody laughed, kyah, kyah,

kyah! {TTM 17 Nov 1996:27) 0 Where is the fear and humiliation of

the conquered - especially of the erstwhile masters of the colonial

empire - that brought me so much delight, that made me laugh kya

kya kya? (James 2001) 0 So Bobes joined in too with his boisterous

nigger-laugh, “Kia kia kia!” (Andersen 2004:66)

kyan, kyant, kyar, kian’t, cyan, cyant v Cannot; can’t; not able to.

/kja:/ (< E can’t, cannot ‘unable to’) 0 Man cyan' smoke an' sing

same time. Do not try to do too much. (Herskovits 1945:200) 0 Empty
bag cyan 't stand. Comment on a worthless man. (Herskovits

1945:205) 0 ‘But I kian’t stop them... I will be shame to stop them.

Them is not fowl and dog. You better stop them you’self.’ (Naipaul

1976:67) 0 Then he had turned to Daisy. ‘Is true, nuh? You really

want to learn Hindi? I kian’t believe it.’ (Naipaul 1976:106) 0 TRIN-
IDADIAN could STANDARD ENGLISH can... The negative of

“could” in Trinidadian is not “couldn’t” but /kya/ (“can’t”). The neg-

ative of “could have” is “couldn’t have”. (Solomon 1993:1 14)

kyei v Carry; bring. (< E carry) 0 “Kyei some fuh mi.” (1990)

kymeat see CAIMET



laal 1 n A small child; pet. (< H lal ‘dear; beloved; infant son’) 0 He is

my laal. (1990)

2 adj Red in colour. (< H lal ’red’) 0 “Mi eye looking laal.” (1990)

laal rang adj Red in colour. (< H lal ‘red’ + rang ‘colour; hue’) 0 Yuh
jersey laal rang! (1990) 0 “Soca Warriors, laal rang everywhere!”

(2006)

laathi see LATHI

laba see LAPPE

labar n A schemer; trickster. (< H labor ‘liar; babbler’) 0 Doh trust

him, he’s a real good labar. (1990)

labar-jhabar adv In a clumsy way. /labar c^abar/ (< Bh labar-jhabar

‘clumsy; lazy’) 0 All now they making it labar-jhabar. (1990)

labar-labar adv Quickly; in a hurry, /labar labar/ (< Bh labar-labar

‘with open mouth’) 0 “You eating labar-labar, you must choke.”

(1990)

labasse, la basse 1 n A rubbish dump, /labas/ (< FC < Fr la basse ‘the

shallows; lower parts’) 0 Ah whole team fine deyself up in de airport

again and wen ah tell you rubbish, it jes like a labasse. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 29 July 1979) 0 Imagine big-shot merchants and business-

men from the Curepe and Tunapuna areas - using the beautiful Caura

Valley as their dumping ground - without a care for the environment.

These stink people are doing their dirty work under cover of darkness

and are fast turning Caura Royal Road and Caura Valley into a stink-

ing la basse. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:19)

2 n Usu. the La Basse, the large rubbish dump on the Beetham High-

way to the west of Port of Spain. 0 They overtook him at a dance on

the La Basse in the open air... They then took [him] to the Marine

square and gave him up to the police at the end of the Almond wharf.

(POSG 27 June 1845:2) 0 The procession ended by going to the La

Basse where after a mock service was read over the supposed corpse

it was tumbled into the harbour amidst shouts of laughter. (TC 2 Mar
1881:3) 0 Among the cases which came before the Police Court on

Monday was a charge against four men who were members of a band

that assembled on the LaBasse on Sunday night with the intention of

starting the Canboulay procession. (POSG 15 Feb 1888:3) 0 But the

bird returns to the La Basse and the man to his work. (Archibald

1937:54) 0 So the Big shots of course only fast, When they say am
living on the labasse. (King Iere “Life in Shanty Town” 1951 pr) 0

“Everything is nice to start but afterwards come blows, and all is

yours and nothing mine and you could t’row me in La Basse when
you please. I don’t want that.” (de Boissiere 1952:131) 0 In this for-

aging at the La Basse he was particular in the types of garbage he

picked through... He could quickly size up a load of rubbish which

the collection carts of Port of Spain dumped out on to the La Basse

and tell instantly whether it had come from a section of the city that

was wealthy. (Khan 1964:93) 0 When one sat there the bed could be

seen through the splits in the partition. It was made of “crate

board.”... where a split was large it was patched from the outside; a

piece of tin from the Labasse did the job. (Bain 1974:7) 0 This entire

area of foreshore was filled in on three different occasions. The first

of these schemes included the area from the Eastern Main Road
where now stand the Tanneries & Abattoir, to the Battery. This flat

was known as the “La Basse,” where merchants of the town enjoyed

shooting yellow legs, plover and wild duck after work. Cazabon’s

painting of the Cathedral shows us that the sea came up almost to its

walls at that time. (Mavrogordato 1977:44) 0 In the 1900’s... the shore

line, approximately the centre of the present highway (Wrightson

Road), was a dumping ground of rubbish and dead animals, known as

the La Basse, which had replaced the original La Basse situated to the

east of Port of Spain, next to the present Abattoir. This became the

feeding place of the corbeaux which flocked there in great numbers.

With the reclamation of the waterfront for the Deep Water Harbour,

all these old landmarks disappeared, and the corbeaux moved to the

dumping ground on the Beetham Highway. (Mavrogordato 1977:81-

2) 0 “How about the la basse? You can’t get anywhere in Port-of-

Spain without passing through the smell, and that smoke!” (Stewart

1989:115)

labelle n arc Pyrophorus pellucens, the luminous elaterid or click

beetle, /label/ (< Fr la ‘the’ + belle ‘pretty; beautiful’) = candlefly
2

,

>fire beetle, firefly
2

,
great firefly

La Belle Trinidad n arc A poetic name for Trinidad, usu. used in

songs, travel writing, etc. /label trinidad/ (< Fr la belle ‘the beautiful’

+ Trinidad) = Iere, Kairi. La Belle Trinite, Land of Calypso, Land of

the Hummingbird, La Trinidad, La Trinite, La Trinity 0 Now a thing

that the tourist board ought to do. Is to warn visitors about cascadu.

For, if a taste of this fish you have had. You're bound to end your

days in La Belle Trinidad. (Atilla “La Belle Trinidad” 1939) 0

Calypso and Carnival are the traditional fete of La Belle Trinidad. It

is the time when almost the entire population turns out to greet King

Carnival with his rhythm, and carefree they go on for two days, some

nicely dressed, others in any old pants or robe, keeping to the real

Creole spirit, making Trinidad famous as the Land of the Calypso.

(Jones 1947:ii)

La Belle Trinite n arc A poetic name for Trinidad, usu. used in

songs, travel writing, etc. /label trinite/ (< Fr la belle ‘the beautiful’ +
Trinite ‘Trinity; Trinidad’) = Iere, Kairi, La Belle Trinidad, Land of

Calypso, Land of the Hummingbird, La Trinidad, La Trinite, La Trin-

ity 0 Such, then, are some of the principal improvements in the health

conditions of the Colony and its chief town which give the inhabitants

the right to be considered a progressive people and justify the discov-

ery by Columbus of la belle Trinite. (Masson 1927:43)

labhesar see LADBHESAR

lablab bean see SEIM

lablash see LAMBLASH

La Brea fever n obs Malaria, /la bre/ (fr prevalence of malaria in the

La Brea-Pitch Lake area in southern Trinidad) 0 ‘La Brea fever’ was
an unhappy concomitant of 'La Brea money’. (TG 20 Apr 1933:3)

La Brea girl mango n A small round cultivated mango; yellow with a

red blush. Seed does not have as many threads as a MANGO VERT. 0

“La Brea girl mango that is a very pretty pretty mango.” (1988) 0

Barry went on to talk about shilling mango, fancy mango, mango car-

nel, mango ice cream and La Brea girl... According to Barry, the La

Brea fellas does sell La Brea Girl on Independence Square in front of

Scotia bank and tell people is starch, cause a La Brea girl resemble a

starch. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25) 0 La Brea Gyul: This mango is round

and although it tastes sweet when fully ripe, it is very sour at the seed.

(EX 1 1 Aug 2000:29)

lacatan n A variety of cultivated banana, Musa sp.. AAA Cavendish

subgroup pisang masak hijau , an important commercial banana,

widely cultivated. Sweet and yellow when ripe; large; long; slightly

rounded end. /lakatan/ (< Tagalog, fr place of origin in the Philip-

pines, used in international banana agriculture) 0 The remaining

members of the “Congo Group” of 1 93 1 , namely Bumulan, Giant Fig

and Lacatan proved to be identical; the name Lacatan was adopted

and the synonyms were discarded. Finally it was concluded... that

there was no logical reason for excluding Lacatan from the Cavendish

Group... it was discovered that the tall Cavendish type widely known
as Lacatan is not identical with the [Philippine] variety of that name...

Therefore in its adoption as Type 5 of the collection of standard

clones the name Lacatan was rejected as unsuitable and its Malay
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name of Masak Hijau was coupled with the type number. (Cheesman

1934:180) 0 The Banana, which is locally known as the “Fig” is of

many Varieties: The Gros Michel of a fair size, delicious and satisfy-

ing; the Lacatan, smaller in size and the sort now being grown for

export. (Rampersad 1962:13) 0 Lacatan green fig peel, slice, dry in

oven, pound in a mortar, sift to flour, boil in porridge and give to

patient. (Pavy 1987:18) 0 (Stover & Simmonds 1987:163)

lacha, laccha n A traditional style of Indian woman’s woven gold-

beaded choker, /latfa/ (< H laccha ‘bracelet or anklet with two or

more rows of chain work’) 0 She looking so pretty with the laccha.

lachari n A traditional type of Indian song sung at Hindu weddings,

/latfari/ (< Bh lachari ‘wedding song’) 0 I recorded the oldest songs

of the East Indians, the Bhojpuri repertory, including bayh ke git and

lachari (sung at weddings), sohar (for the birth of a child), kajari (for

the rainy season), and gudana (for tattooing), all passed down in oral

tradition since the indenture years. (Myers 1998:90)

lachay, latchay n A whip made from a rope tied to the end of a stick,

/laje/ (< FC lache < Fr la queue ‘tail’) 0 He run behind the man with

he lachay in he hand,

lachay rat see VEVEN LACHEY WAT
lacks on v Pay attention to, usu. in negative. ( poss. < obs E lack ‘per-

ceive the absence of; miss’) 0 Man since ah leave he, ah ain lacks on

he. (Ottley 1971:46) 0 Lacks on s.o. - to ignore. (John 1973)

lacraie, la craie, lacre 1 n Vismia cayennensis , a small native ever-

green tree, height to 12 m (40')- Flowers 1.3 cm (.5"), pale greenish-

yellow, inside covered with white woolly down. Wood fairly hard,

/lakre/ ( poss. < Fr la craie ‘chalk’) = >black kiskidee
1

, kiskidee
1

0

(Marshall 1934:14-15)

2 n Vismia laxiflora [= V falcata], a medium-sized native evergreen

tree, height to 21 m (70'), girth to 1.2 m (4'). Bark thin, grey; under-

bark olive-yellow, darkening on exposure. Leaves large, spear-head

shaped, with barely pellucid dots; contains orange latex, esp. in

young leaves. Flowers 1.3 cm (.5") wide, rusty-downy outside, pale

yellow-green petals covered with whitish-yellowy down inside. Fruit

a rounded berry 1.3 cm (.5") in diameter, containing a large number
of tiny brown seeds. Wood fairly hard. = kiskidee*

-

,
yellow wattle 0

(Marshall 1934:14-5)

3 n Vismia guianensis , a native tree similar to V falcata ; leaves more
ovate with more transparent dots. = >black kiskidee

2
, kiskidee

3
0

(Marshall 1934:14-5)

lacuray, la couray n A strained or difficult relationship or situation,

/lakure/ (< FC < Fr la querelle ‘the quarrel’) 0 I was in a La Couray,

Reading bout the team yesterday, I bit me tongue on several occa-

sions, To make the right pronunciations. (Mighty Killer “Chinese

Cricket Match” 1948 pr) 0 “I in a lacuray with she.” (1980) 0 Meek la

couray: to make confusion; to be ah commess maker. (Haynes

1987:169) 0 “I have never had any regrets about not being in the la

couray of competition. I am able to practise my trade 12 months of

the year by way of radio, TV commercials, private functions, long

service functions, the launching of this, the launching of that.” (TG 27

Nov 1994:44)

ladbhesar, labhesar 1 adj Clumsy; awkward. /ladb
h
esar, lab

h
esar/

(< Bh labhesar ‘careless; irresponsible’ ) 0 Yuh too ladbhesar!

2 adv Clumsily; awkwardly; in a clumsy way. 0 How he doing that

so ladbhesar!

3 v Sit in a careless, carefree manner. 0 Yuh labhesar, yuh sit down
like a bhaisa.

laddhu, laddoo, laddu see LADOO

La Diablesse see LAJABLESSE

La Divina Pastora n A statue of the Virgin Mary, said to have been

found in the woods near Siparia, and housed in a church built there. A
yearly ceremony and feast of worship is held in her honour, /la divina

pastora/ (< Sp la ‘the’ + divina ‘divine’ + pastora ‘shepherdess’) =

Sipari Mai 0 A very pleasant stay can be made in the District of

Siparia, an extensive cocoa town. Here, in the R.C. chapel, dwells a

Virgin saint named “La Divina Pastora” (Divine Shepherdess). This

entity is said to have been discovered many years ago in a distant

wood by a huntsman... A suitable house of prayer was erected on the

spot where she is supposed to have been found, and she is given a

stand inside it, with all attention worthy of so holy a find. A yearly

Fete is kept up in her honour, and thousands upon thousands of peo-

ple of all nations make lengthy pilgrimages to this divine personage,

who is said to be possessed of wonderful powers of care. (Burkett

1914:71) 0 The traditional feast of La Divina Pastora, the Blessed

Mother of God, takes place this weekend in Siparia... For over 200
years the festival was held on the second Sunday after Easter, but in

1990 a change in the church’s calendar brought the festival to... three

Sundays after Easter Sunday. The festival of La Divina Pastora is an

annual day of prayer, procession and revelry which is held in Siparia

under the auspices of the Roman Catholic community. Over the years

this festival has come to be known as the La Divina Pastora, Siparia

Fete or Siparee... the famous statue which the Hindus call Sipari Mai
(Mother of Siparia) was brought to Trinidad in 1871. The Hindus

venerate this statue on Holy Thursday. There, largely East Indian

women make offerings ofjewelry, rice, oil, candles and money to the

Saint. Mothers pray to Siparia Mai to help barren wives become fer-

tile, and for their children to be strong and healthy. There are several

stories about the arrival of the revered statue. Some say it was

brought here by the Capuchin monks after 1703... Others claim that

the statue was brought here from the mainland by Amerindians via

the Quinam beach... The statue of La Divina, titled “Queen of all

saints,” dressed in regal attire, complete with a tiara on her head, will

be mounted atop a vehicle, which will lead the hymn-singing follow-

ers on the street procession. Later in the day, the streets of Siparia will

be transformed by an atmosphere of revelry and fun, with a number
of pay fetes and streets DJs providing free music for revellers. (TG 2

May 1993:16) 0 Another La Pastora is the divine one: La Divina Pas-

tora, patron of the old Spanish mission of Siparia. (Moodie-Kublals-

ingh 1994:33) 0 Catholics trace the statue’s origin to the Capuchin

Catholic monastic order which came to Trinidad through Venezuela

in the mid- 18th century, and whose special patroness was proclaimed

to be La Divina Pastora by Pope Pius VI in 1795. (McNeal 2002:76)

0 Surgeon-Major D.W.D. Comins’s 1893 Report on Indian Emigra-

tion to Trinidad reported that Capuchin monks fleeing persecution in

Venezuela brought the statue to Trinidad in 1730. A related story

states that a ship carrying a group of Spanish Capuchins in the 1870s

was wrecked while passing through the channel between Trinidad

and the mainland; the only survivor clung to the bow of the boat, and

when he washed ashore at Quinam Bay (seven miles south of

Siparia), he saw that the figurehead on the bow was the Divina Pas-

tora statue. Other stories claim the statue is the prow of a Warao
canoe, or that it represents an Amerindian girl who saved a Catholic

priest’s life. Some Siparians say that the Warao, fleeing persecution

from a warrior tribe, brought the statue to Trinidad and hid her in the

forest, where they searched unsuccessfully for it. Later, when it was
recovered, it was brought to the Siparia mission. Still other tales

locate the statue’s origin in Trinidad itself. Several claim that it was

discovered in the ground by a woman working her dasheen patch, and

that it bled when it was accidentally nicked with a hoe. Other variants

have the figure being found by men cutlassing in the bush... It is

therefore not surprising that the statue goes by many names. She is

Siparee Mai, Mother Durga, Mother Lakshmi, Mother Mary, La

Divin, and Sita... Just as the Mother is called by many names, she is

worshipped with an array of different offerings. (McNeal 2002:77-

78)

laddu, ladoo, laddhu n A traditional Indian sweet made from ground

DAL and milk, shaped into balls and fried, ground, stirred into syrup

and milk and re-formed into balls, /ladu, ladiu/ (< H laddu ‘sweet

made of fried balls of sugar, ghee, flour, coconut, etc.’) 0 Old Indian

sweets like laddu, jilebi (jalebi), khurma, gaza and gulabjamun sell in

some markets and there are a few profession halwais (makers of

Indian sweets) 0 of the old type. (Jha 1973:42) 0 In some rural areas,

one finds still some halwais (sweetmakers) selling sweets like jilebi,

laddu
,
parsad in the market, also gulab-jamun. (Boodoosingh

1976:26) 0 Sweetmeats like ladoo, kurma, jilaybee, gulab jamoon,

barfi and payra are sometimes made before Divali day because the
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preparation is time-consuming. If they are made on Divali day then

they may be part of the offering. ( 777? Oct 1990:28-29) 0 Sugar and

ghee are two important ingredients in the preparation of sweet dishes

to offer as prasad. In the Caribbean, mohanbhog, roat, laddu, jalebi

and kheer are commonly made. (TG-S 14 Oct 1990:45) 0 His silky-

textured and delicious laddu, barfi, gulaab jamoon, jalabi, khurmaa,

... lapsee, halwaa and gurambha were favourites with adults and chil-

dren alike. (EX 8 Sept 2003:27)

ladre 1 v Sit in a carefree, overly casual manner, /ladre/ (< Bh ladre

‘seek support; lazy’) = labhesar
3
0 “Doh ladre so.” (1990)

2 v Be heavily burdened; have many fruits on a tree. (< H ladana

‘load; put a burden on’; ladna ‘be loaded; laden’) 0 “The mango tree

well ladre.” (1990) 0 “He ladre with load.” (1990)

ladwez n Thraupis episcopus, a common bird in both islands, length

17.5 cm (7"). Generally greyish blue, /ladwez/ = >bluebird, blue jay,

blue jean(s), oiseau bleu; Trinidad blue-grey tanager (T.e. nesophila)

0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

lady 1 n Vendor; a woman who sells items, usu. in a market. (< AmE
-lady ‘female vendor; woman responsible for selling’) 0 Fish lady.

(Ottley 197 1 : 17) 0 There was also the “sweet lady” sitting outside the

school gate with a tray of goodies, toolum and sugar cakes and para-

dise plums and guava lollipops. (Hunt 1985b:v) 0 He was the son of

the egg lady.

2 n Girlfriend; common-law wife. (< E lady ‘a woman who is the

object of chivalrous devotion; mistress; lady-love’) 0 I have a five-

year relationship with my present lady... we have two children. (EX

4

Jan 1987:25)

3 n Lycorea cleobaea atergetis [~ Lycorea ceres], a large butterfly,

wingspan to 8.7 cm (3.5"). Rich brown with black margins and black

bands radiating from the base; row of white dots in lower wing mar-

gin. (< E lady, painted lady, a similar kind of butterfly) = large tiger 0

(Barcant 1970:95)

lady finger, lady’s finger 1 n A cultivated banana of the AB group

ney poovan, very small and very sweet. (< E lady ‘applied to various

objects of long slender form') 0 The Secra bananas as well as the

“Ladies’ fingers” are put up in natty little baby crates containing 30

fingers. (Hummingbird 1 Oct 1904:9) 0 The Banana which is locally

known as the “Fig” is of many varieties: The Gros Michael fyzc] of a

fair size, delicious and satisfying, the Lacatan, smaller in size and the

sort now being grown for export; The Lady’s Finger or Sucres, very

small in size but very sweet. It is an excellent dessert fruit. (Rampersad

1962:13) 0 This is a widely distributed but nowhere important clone...

It is rather frequently confused with other clones (for example with

‘Mysore’ and ‘Silk’) and may be commoner than it appears to be...

[the name is] very loosely applied... It somewhat resembles ‘Mysore’

in general appearance but, being diploid, is more slender and less vig-

orous; it has pleasantly sweet-acid fruits with a white flesh and this

surely accounts for confusion with ‘Silk’. (Stover & Simmonds
1987:121)

2 n Abelmoschus esculentus , a cultivated shrub bearing an edible pod.

= >ochro, salian

ladyfish n Elops saurus, a marine fish; thin; blue-grey back; silvery

sides; to lm (3.2') long. (< E ladyfish, name applied to several species

of slender fish) = >banane3
,
piojo 0 (LNP 1985)

lady-nose mango n A small, elongated, somewhat cylindrical culti-

vated mango; skin yellow; not very much fibre; not very juicy; good-

tasting. 0 “That mango looking like a lady-nose mango.” (2000)

lady of the night 1 n Cestrum nocturnum, or Nyctanthes arbor-tristis,

cultivated night-blooming shrubs with fragrant white flowers. C. noc-

turnum is a small evergreen shrub to 3 m (10') high with drooping

branches; flowers greenish-yellow, funnel-shaped, fragrant at night;

fruit a small white ovoid berry. N. abor-tristis is a large shrub or small

tree with drooping branches; leaves are dark grey or greenish-white,

rough. Flowers fragrant, with orange-red corolla tubes and white

spreading lobes. (< E lady, in names of plants of unusual beauty or

delicacy + very fragrant flowers opening only at night + E lady ofthe
night ‘prostitute; streetwalker’, fr combination of night, beauty, and

perfume) = belle-de-nuit, jasmine (C. nocturnum)-, belle-de-nuit, bar

singer, jasmine, tree of sadness (N. arbor-tristis

)

0 [The] strong smell

of the stephanotis and the lady of the night comes from the trellises in

the gardens of Port-of-Spain and not from the bars of the different

hotels, or their dining tables. (J. de Boissiere 1945c:29) 0 The Lady of

the Night (Cestrum nocturnum), with its sprays of small greeny-

coloured flowers - nothing to look at but so sweet at night. (Alford

1960:74) 0 This scent was made by no Carnival queen but by the

lady-of-the-night... The profusely bearing shrub of small green-white

flowers grew in the garden next door and in the still, balmy night air

yielded up its heavy cloying scent, which was like a concentrate of

oleander and powerful enough to sweeten the air intoxicatingly over a

long distance. (Bryans 1967:205) 0 I had to drag him away when it

was time to leave our hosts and the ladies-of-the-night in the shad-

owed garden. (Hosein 1980:96) 0 Leaving Trinidad, leaving Para-

dise... my cane fields... my poui blossoms... and sweet-scented ladies

of the night. (Hercules 1980:77) 0 Har Singer, Lady of the night. Tree

of sadness... The tree is usually planted around a temple for its fra-

grant flowers, which are used in all worship. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:25)

2 n Hylocereus lemairei, a native night-blooming plant, (fr fragrant

flowers opening only at night) = >harjor

lady of the valley n Morpho peleides insularis, a very large butterfly;

wingspan to 11.8 cm (4.7"). Spectacular bright iridescent blue; wide

black wing margins; white spots on upper wing-tips. = emperor, mor-

pho 0 (Kaye 1904)

lady slipper n Pierella hyalinus fusimaculata, a butterfly, wingspan to

5.5 cm (2.2"). Dark brown; elongated upper wings; wide, pointed tip

on lower wings; light blue spots on lower wings. = cravat" 0 I had left

my large poison bottle under the leaves of a tough mountain lily grow-

ing higher up the rock where it held a little earth, and now I fetched it

down... It contained a coffee, a lady slipper and two donkey eyes...

and flung it into the water. (McDonald 1969:3) 0 (Barcant 1970:94)

lady’s slipper n Stanhopea grandiflora, a native orchid. Flower

single, large, very fragrant, white with a finely purple-spotted lip.

(< E lady ’s slipper, several plants, esp. orchids, with flowers thought

to resemble a small closed-toe slipper + lady, in names of plants of

unusual beauty or delicacy) 0 (Schultes 1960:177) 0 Among Orchids

the chief species from a garden or horticultural viewpoint are: Butter-

fly, Cedros Bee, Yellow Bee and the Lady’s Slipper. (Rampersad

1962:13) 0 (FTT 1967-3-1:134)

lae-lae see LELE

lafter n Tob A wooden shelf from which foodstuffs are hung to dry.

(prob. < E rafter ‘roof beam’) >grenne 0 (Craig-James 2008:11-296)

lag n In kite-flying, a technique for getting the kite aloft without much
wind; one person runs with the kite and the one holding the thread

runs slightly behind and the kite is released when it has enough speed

to take off on its own. (< E lag ‘hang back; fall behind’) 0 A “lag” is

needed when there is little or no wind. One person holds the kite and

runs with it while the kite flyer runs with the thread at the front. The

kite is released at the right moment when the momentum is enough to

allow it to soar into the air. On windless days, repeated “lags”

are often necessary before a kite finally decides to stay airborne.

(Rampersad 1993:10) 0 I got “lags” from my father and from friends

and when they gave up, I ran like mad, pulling the reluctant kites

behind me and as soon as I stopped the horrid things would drop to

the ground like stones. (TTY 1995:7)

lagahoo, lagahou, legawu n In folk tradition, a human who takes the

form of an animal, generally at night, /lagahu/ (< FC lougaroo < Fr

loup garou ‘werewolf) = nigawu 0 The African legend of Papa Bois

mixing with the European tales of the werewolves - our lou’gahou’

the Anansi stories of the Ashanti people of the Gold Coast. (Espinet

1948 in Ahye 1983:141) 0 According to the Indians of the lagoon

area the lagahu derives his power from the devil who pays him so that

he can ride him at night. It is believed that a lagahu can be identified

by his bruised hands and knees during the day, the result of his being

ridden by the devil at night. Also, during the day, a lagahu can be

identified by his excessive hairiness. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:159-

60) 0 The moonlight was shining as day and he had seen a jet-black
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bull in his backyard... When he had held the chain and struck the ani-

mal it had turned to a white cow. He had gone on fighting the animal

and, as he realized it was a lagahoo he had held the chain while fight-

ing. (Alladin 1968) 0 He complained that a legawu was “interfering”

with this animal and said he had often seen one coming from the sta-

ble. (Simpson 1970:22) 0 LAGAHOO, n., a man who turns into a beast

to do harm to people; in general, a person you can’t trust. (Rodman

1971:232) 0 When the dog saw them it ran away. “Dat is a lagahu!”

Panday shouted. “Dat is a dog!" Balraj shouted. (Ladoo 1972:132) 0

Pantop is a very smart man, he is not afraid of duens, spirits or jumb-

ies, diabless can’t touch him; why, once he even killed a lagahoo.

(Bynoe 1985:48) 0 [He] was charged with chopping [him], convinced

the victim was a “lagahoo”. (TTM 12 May 1987:2) 0 “He like a laga-

hoo, he don’t sleep in the night.” (1990) 0 He had successfully

defended a man for chopping another, whom he thought was a “laga-

hoo.” {TG 26 Nov 1995:5)

lagan, lagna n A time for a Hindu wedding considered auspicious or

lucky because of favourable planetary positions, /lagan, lagna/ (< H
lagan 'attachment; being attached’) 0 Plans were made according to

planet and star movement. Hindus married in the “laggan” season.

(Alladin 1970:20) 0 Marriages are no longer performed at night

according to an auspicious lagna (planetary position). (Jha 1973:43) 0

The weddings take place in the night in a particular auspicious season

{lagna) (Balkissoon ca 1975:5) 0 “Meh fadder and dem say dey set-

ting de wedding fuh dis lagan.” (1990)

lagawa n Vigorous sexual intercourse, /lagawa/ (< Bh < H lagna

‘lover’; H lagawat ‘union; attachment’) 0 “That cow just get she first

lagawa.” (1980)

lagay, lage n A traditional Hindu gesture of obeisance; bowing to and

sometimes touching the feet of a respected person, /lage/ (Bh < H
lagna ‘connect; touch’) 0 “Lage yuh guru foot fuh blessings.” (1990)

laginette n Andira inermis [= A. jamaicensis, Geoffraea jamaicensis\,

a large native evergreen tree to 30 m (98'). Bark in mature trees is

reddish brown and rough, breaking up into irregular scales. Leaves

compound with 3-6 pairs of oblong, pointed-tip leaflets 8-10 cm (3.1-

3.9") long, and a single leaf at apex. Flowers pink to purplish, with

pinkish wings and keel, in showy many-flowered panicles 30 cm
(11.7") long. Fruit greenish, ellipsoid, 3.5 cm (1.4") long, woody,

containing one seed. Wood reddish brown, hard, heavy and durable,

used for house framing, flooring, boat building, cabinet work,

/lajinet/ = angelin, bat tonca bean, black plum 0 In a muddy pond
about two hundred yards east of the settlement, under the shade of

spreading laginette trees, women washed clothes and men bathed

mules and donkeys and hog-cattle. (Selvon 1957:59) 0 On Sunday

afternoons many village teams played cricket on the large savannah,

the little boys doing so with coconut bats and windballs or “lajinets”

(fruit of the angelin tree). (Alladin 1970:47) 0 She looked up at the

breezy laginette tree in the far end. (Ramsawack 1983:70) 0 [L]agi-

nette... bark used in mixture with other herbs to expel intestinal

worms. (Morean M-70)

lagli, la glie, lagglee, laglee, lagley n The sticky white sap of certain

trees, such as BREADFRUIT, used to trap birds on coated sticks, /lagli/

(< FC < Fr la gin ‘glue’) 0 [Dog] resolved to make horns of paste

board and to attach them to his head by means of laglee (bird-lime).

(Inniss 1897:30) 0 Whenever I made “lecole-biche”, To hunt for

“semp” and “acravat”, And “tete-blue”, “towday”, “picoplat”, With
“cocoyay” and yellow fig. And Breadfruit “laglee” on a twig. (For-

tune ca 1950-59:1 1) 0 My thoughts went back to those times when I

used to catch birds, and I began remembering how I used to make my
cages from bois-canoe stalks, and how I used to bleed lagley gum
from breadfruit trees, and set the stickiest lagley all round the top of

my cage, and perch my cage, with my best semp inside, right on the

top of a pole, in the bushes, and how I would hide myself away, lis-

tening to my semp calling the other birds. As soon as a bird was lured

to rest on the cage, and got itself stuck on the lagley 1 would pounce

out from my hiding place. (Anthony 1967:1 17) 0 Often even if a bird

was not quite caught it could do no more than fly feebly along, its

wings sticky with the laglie, its feet catching in any bush it settled on.

(McDonald 1969:1 1) 0 Bird-catching: Either with slingshots made of

guava stem or by catching with laglee (glue made from milk of bread-

fruit tree) spread on thin branches placed where birds sat. Cages made
of cocoyea and bois-canoe leaf stalk used for keeping birds (sikiyea,

semp, housebird). (Alladin 1970:66) 0 We would then roam through

the estate in search of a ripening bunch of bananas on which to set up

our trapcage or “lagglee” to catch birds. (O’Connor 1978:51) 0 Some
of the bigger boys went into the hills catching birds with “laglee”.

(Bynoe 1985:35) 0 “You have to be man to catch a bird in shade with

lagli.” (1994)

lagli bird n Referring to a bird that is usu. trapped by coating twigs

with LAGLI, as opposed to attracting with fruit or another bird. 0

“That is a lagli bird. You catch it with lagli. You have lagli bird, seed

bird, fig bird.” (1978)

lagna see LAGAN

lagniappe see LANIAPPE

lagobis see LEGGO BEAST

lagoon 1 n Any swampy or Hooded area, including temporary flood-

ing, a small temporary pond from rainfall, or a drainage area, /lagun/

(< Sp laguana ‘a small lake fringed by reeds and trees on the pam-

pas’) 0 At the back of the house, and about eight feet from it, is a

lagoon. {TG 19 June 1919:7) 0 Part of the ‘street’ looks like a lagoon,

another part looks like the surface of a volcano, another part is cov-

ered with lush vegetation and other parts have simply eroded away.

{Bomb 22 Aug 1986:21) 0 The cold breeze from the lagoon at the

back of the house; the hooting of owls from the pepal tree in the yard

and the mournful cry of the poor-me-one from the dense roseau patch

on the other side of the road was too much for her sensitive ears.

(Doodnath 1989:52) 0 The officers claim that the mosquitoes are

coming from the lagoon. {Blast 6 Oct 1989:11) 0 “Boy ah dream ah

gone to thief ah cattle, ah pass through this lagoon.” (Maharaj 1994:4)

2 n An area of land flooded for growing rice. 0 An elaborate electric

stove was on display which a nondescript “lagoon” Indian studied

closely. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:39) 0 In the rice-planting season...

he got acre upon acre of my grandfather Gangaram’s part of the

lagoon planted in rice without paying a cent for labour. (Naipaul

1976:138) 0 They rode to the lagoon lands. The fields were glistening

with the rice sheaves swaying to and fro with the gusty winds.

(Doodnath 1989:27) 0 “Dey eh want to go lagoon, dey eh want to do

gya’den wuk, dey eh want to cut grass, dey eh want to mind animal,

so what ah must do?” (Mahabir 2005:85)

3 n A stream emptying into the sea; also a drainage ditch to the sea for

an ESTATE. 0 We came at last to a little river, or rather tideway, lead-

ing from the lagoon to the sea, which goes by the name of Doubloon

River. (Kingsley 1880:330) 0 The boys were always around the

lagoon when not at school, hoping to catch the transparent guppy, but

not despising the little red-and-green marbled crabs. (Bryans

1967:187) 0 I also have a lot of very funny memories of our fathers’

cars sticking in lagoons or getting caught in high tide while driving

down the beach. (EX-2 23 Sept 1990:6)

4 n obs Occasional showers of rain or rising sea water at spring tide. 0

(von Kennel JFNC 1893)

lagoon chicken/goat n Potato or pumpkin, (fr parallel to lagoon rice)

= Debe chicken/goat 0 Lagoon chicken. (Haynes 1987:55)

Lagoon of Pitch n obs A large natural asphalt deposit in southern

Trinidad. (< lagoon
1 + pitch

1

) = >Pitch Lake 0 No forest trees arise

here, although at intervals clumps of very dark dwarf bushes vege-

tate; - this is the Lagoon of Pitch. (Joseph 1838a: 13)

lagoon rice n Rice locally grown in flooded fields. (< lagoon2 ) 0 With

an old enamel spoon, Jaso served two spoonfuls of lagoon rice, some

dhal and bhagi in a plate. (Narine 1979:28) 0 The Indian family of

indentured times was quite accustomed to eating a meal made of

lagoon rice, spiced with salt and pepper, and mixed with the very

water, the mar, in which the rice was boiled. This dish with a piece of

anchar on the side was often the meal of the day. {EX-S 18 Oct

1 987 : 1 8) 0 Governor does the mechanical work of the healing - boil-

ing lagoon rice or mixing white precipitate and boric powder and

mauve crepe paper to ban’ people’s sick feet. (Pires 1 994d: 1 5)
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lahanga see LAHENGA

lahay v Waste time; idle; skylark; fool around, /lahe/ ( poss. < north-

eastern Kikongo lava ‘be seated begging for money or a drink of

palm wine; ask for lodging’) 0 Look nuh, allyou get on wid de wuck,

all you like to lahay too much. (Ottley 1971:46) 0 Lahay - idle. (John

1973) 0 Ah went to mih solicituh to fix up de pape-uhs fuh de lan’ but

e on’y lah-hayin’ lah-hayin’. (Haynes 1987:106) 0 (Wamer-Lewis

1994:9) 0 Lahe... (la-hay).. To engage in unproductive activity, par-

ticularly at work... To slack off. (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

lahenga, lahenga n arc A traditional woman’s skirt typical of north-

ern India; it is long, loose, wide, and flared, reaching to the ankles,

/lahenga/ (< H lehenga Tong skirt’) = garara, ghangra. The women in

these photos are all wearing lahenga.

laie n A paste made from flour and water, usu. used for sticking paper,

/lai/ (< H-Bh laT ‘glue’) 0 The bamboo skeleton [of the tadjah] was

next covered almost entirely with cheap brown paper stuck on with

laie (flour paste). (Alladin 1970:32)

lajablesse, La Jabless, La Diablesse n A folklore character, a beauti-

ful woman in a long dress who has one foot like a cow’s; she entices

men astray at night in the forest or on lonely roads, /ladjables/ (< FC
< Fr !a ‘the’ + diablesse ‘female devil’) 0 La diablesse - an old witch;

also the first band of women dressed as witches on Carnival Mon.

(long ago) (ESTT 1956) 0 Boysie’s listeners were filled with awe.

They were convinced that only a la diablesse could put a man on top a

gru-gru tree. (Lewis 1972:89) 0 [The] diabless... is a she-devil, one of

whose foot end in a cloven hoof, who frequents cemeteries and cross

roads... she is particularly fond of attending belle air dances, and after

the festivities young males would make advances to her and she

would encourage her victim to follow her home... then as she leads

him to a precipice she would suddenly transform herself into a huge

hog... If however the young swain knows the ropes he would pick two

sticks and make a cross at which time she would also disappear.

(Ottley 1979) 0 Colourful soucouyants, la diablesses and dwens were

featured in the 300-strong adult band, to be made up by regular mas-

queraders who will play Tuesday mas in POS. (TG-M 17 Jan 1993:4)

lajinet see LAGINETTE

lajoutrioghas n Mimosa pudica, a prickly plant with compound
leaves, sensitive to touch, and pink flower heads. (< H lajwant ‘mod-

est; bashful; chaste’) = chooi-mooi, mary-shut-your-door, mary-shut-

your-gate, mazay mari, old lady
1

, sensible plant, shame bush, shame

Charlotte, shame plant, >ti-marie 0 Some of our local medicinal

plants are pantropical weeds found in India and these are still called

by their Hindi names by old East Indians, e.g.... the timarie or sensi-

tive plant, Mimosa pudica , is called chooi-mooi or Lajoutrioghas.

(Morean 1991:29)

lakar pesh, lakar peach 1 n Trick; scheme; cheating, /lakar pej/

(< Bh lakar Tike wood’ + pesh ‘money; cash in hand’, i.e. as emo-

tionless as wood) 0 Jagdeo said to himself, “Ah have a good Lakar

pech (scheme) to work on all you, is me and all you, le me see who
more smart.’’ (Maharaj 1994b:26) 0 But when he put dis lakarpech

(trick), de fadder put it now for dem to fork de gya’den. (Mahabir

2005:86)

2 n Trickster; conman; a person who uses skillful tricks. 0 “Yuh try a

trick, you is a lakar pech.’’ (1990)

lakri, lakree n Wood, esp. sticks, /lakri/ (< H lakrT ‘wood; staff) 0

(Haynes 1987:48) 0 Heap up some lakri to kyeri home. (1990)

Lakshmi flower n Hibiscus mutabilis, a cultivated shrub. Large flow-

ers open white in morning, change to delicate rose-pink by mid-day

and to dull red in the evening when they close, /lakfmi/ (< H Lakshmi

‘goddess of fortune and prosperity’) 0 Lakshmi Flower, Changeable

Rose, Rose of Sharon, Gentleman’s character... Flowers can be used

in all worship. The flowers represent taste and beauty. (Lackhan ca

1983-86:32)

Lakshmi puja n Prayers offered to the Hindu goddess Lakshmi,

particularly during DlVALI. (< H Lakshmi ‘goddess of prosperity,

abundance’ + puja) 0 The Chaguanas area was alive with people and

lights. Pundit Manniedeo Persad was conducting Lakshmi Puja on a

specially constructed platform outside the bank. (EX 25 Oct 1987:22)

0 “Divali day yuh do Lakshmi pooja.”

lala 1 n obs Female genitals; private parts of body; sometimes euphe-

mistically described as “dress” or “skirt”, /lala/ 0 Bay Road girls have

no pride, dey eh work, dey only cock up dey lala to tempt de Bay

Road boys. (trad, song, ca 1939) 0 Mama send me a pan fo water,

damn niggerman feel up me lala. When I go back I go tell me muma
Dominica man feel up me lala. (trad song, ca 1939)

2 n Tob Food. What you do with the money? Money for buy some lala

[food]. What you do with the lala? Lala for to put in me belly. (Elder

1997:179)

la lune 1 n Selene vomer
,
an edible marine carangid fish, extremely

compressed laterally with a very high forehead, /lalun/ (< Fr la ‘the’

+ lune ‘moon’, ff round flat shape) = look-down, moonfish, Moon-
shine 0 (Vincent 1910:48) 0 (Mendes 1940:14) 0 La lune... Argyreio-

sus vomer , E. moonfish. (.AACC 1945:108)

2 n Selene setapinnis (E marine Atlantic mooonjish), to ,33m long. =

lencie 0 (LNP 1985)

laman gacia, la maine garcia, lemon glassia n Tanacetum vulgare (E

tansy), an introduced and cultivated herbaceous plant with small yel-

low button-like flowers, /laman gasja/ = cassie assay, lucky bush,

money buslr 0 He told me that he wanted certain material like “tre-

fle” and “laman garcia.” I gave him the dollar because he said that he

would give me a bath and charm to make me get work. (Alexander

1909:97) 0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Leaves... lemon

glassia. (Simpson 1962:329) 0 The herb tansy Tanacetum vulgare is

known locally as la manne garcia or cassie assay. It is popularly used

in bush baths. It is commonly kept in the trays of market vendors -

some of whom call it money bush - in the belief that it would bring

them bountiful sales. (Morean 1991:24)

lamantin n arc Trichechus manatus (E manatee , dugong or sea-cow),

a large freshwater aquatic mammal. Length to 3.9 m (13'), weight to

36.4 kg (800 lbs), plant-eating. Now mostly found in the Nariva area,

/lamata/ (<Fr lamantin ‘manatee’) 0 The navigable Rivers... on the

East Coast are particularly frequented by Sharks; by the Lamentin

(Sea Cow or Manattee) weighing generally from 500 to 800 cwt.

sometimes 16 cwt. It is harpooned like the whale, and its flesh is very

good fresh or dry. (Mallet 1797:5) 0 This river... has... the lamantin or

sea cow. (Columbine 1803, POSG 7 Aug 1849:2) 0 [The] lamantin,

or manatti, is scarce, and found only in the rivers of the east and south

coasts; it grows to a very large size, and may be regarded as excellent

eating, (de Verteuil 1884:89) 0 We have another cetacean that I have

frequently seen in the Mitan or Nariva river; it is the lamantin

(manati), or sea-cow. (Collens 1888) 0 Manatus manatus L. “Mana-

tee”, “Lamantin”... Confined to the estuaries of the larger East Coast

rivers. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 164) 0 (Alkins 1979:45-6)

lamay-aposh, lamay-apos adj Without having money; esp. of some-

one who takes a chance or gambles without any money, /lame a poj/

(< FC < Fr la main a poche ‘hand in pocket’) 0 You think he is a big

gambler? What! He is a real lamay-aposh fellow!

lambase, lambaste 1 v Beat severely, /lambes, lambest/ (< dial E lam-

baste ‘beat; thrash’) 0 Man he lambase she wid blows. ‘He beat her

severely’. (Ottley 1971:70)

2 v Attack with tongue-lashing, verbal criticism or verbal abuse.

Note: In SE, this always takes an object, the thing criticized. (< E
lambaste ‘scold; punish verbally’) 0 “My poor child's name was lam-

basted over the newspaper.” (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:22) 0 Then she

would take off again lambasting till his father got home from work.

(Andersen 2004:26)

lambele n The large surging lift of the distinctive Atlantic swell, com-

pared to the smaller one in the Gulf of Paris; a wave that allows the

launching of boats off the beach, /lambele/ ( poss. < FC) 0 Lambaily.

(ESTT 1956) 0 “When you went into the Boca you could feel the

lambele from the Atlantic.” (1986) 0 “When yuh pushing out a

pirogue yuh wait for the lambaile to raise it and then push.” (1990)

Iambi, lambee, lambie n Strombus gigas (E marine conch), a large edible

mollusc. Outside of shell is whitish, with several large prominent points;

inside is smooth, shiny pink. /Iambi/ (<FC, prob. < Amer) = conk(s).
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queen conch, sea conch
1

,
sea snail 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:128) 0

Would you believe the man who went to eat lambie (sea snail) at the

place, was instead bitten by the tierce-looking dog who was loose in the

restaurant. (Bomb 1983) 0 Oysters, Conchs (river) and Lambie (sea

conchs) are reported to be in great demand in several parts ofNew York

by health-conscious Americans. (Bomb 7 Sept 1990:6)

lamb’s tail n Epidendrum coronation [~ E. moyobambae], a large

native orchid that grows on trees. Stems bare at base, but covered

above with many leaves. Flowers numerous together, broad and

hanging, yellowish-green becoming whitish yellow, sometimes

greenish violet or brownish red at base of petals, (fr resemblance of

hanging flowers to a lamb’s tail) 0 (Schultes 1960:112) 0 (FTT 1967-

3-1:89-90)

lamblash adv Without restraint; crazily, /lamblaj
-

/ 0 Don’t go 1am-

blash and vikey-vikey, Eating sugar mad. (Penguin “Sugar” 1971 pr)

lamira, lamera n New shoots from rice plant roots, or GROUND PRO-

VISIONS, from which a second crop can be grown without replanting,

/lamira/ (< Bh lamira ‘self-sown seed’) 0 We leave the lamira to

grow back. 0 “That is lamira, and let it grow.” (1990) 0 “One or two

lamira they bussin now.” (1990)

lamira Indian n A person of Indian descent who does not feel

strongly connected with or knowledgeable about their Indian heri-

tage. (< lamira ) 0 While most Indian youths feel relatively secure

with the ‘Indian’ portion of their identity, there is a recognition that

this heritage is not as continuous as some of their elders would make
it out to be. To quote one younger informant: Yeah, well, we is Indi-

ans. We say we is lamera Indian. You know how when you plant

seed, later you cut the rice, and some remain back and grow again?

That is lamera. Not the pure original ’ting. All ah we is damn lamera

Indian. (Sampath 1993:241)

lampfly n obs Lampyridae sp., a small brown insect with two small

yellowish or green spots on the thorax, and a large luminous red or

orange spot on the belly which ‘blinks' on and off as it flies at night.

(< E lamp, fr its bright light) = >candle fly
1

, cicindela, clar-clar,

firefly
1

, kukui 0 The most beautiful insect I have seen looses its

beauty with its lite, it is the Lamp Fly each has four & some six lamps

on its sides and by collecting many together in a dark room you may
see to do anything... on a dark night a swampy field looks on fire at

a distance with them they are white and about the size of a bee.

(Cumberland 1 802: 101 a-b)

lamweh n A traditional kind of kalinda song, /lamwe/ 0 (Palladin

1970) 0 Kalinda... is a genre characterized by dance, singing, and

stick-fighting... called “creole wood,” “bois,” and “bataille bois.”... It

is accompanied by group singing and instruments. A small group of

men consisting of chantuelle and chorus sing stick-fight or Kalinda

songs called “lam-wehs,” in English and/or patois. They are accom-

panied by bamboo-stick instruments... and/or drums. The music is

used to accompany duelling between stick-fighters. Kalinda occurs

mainly around Carnival time. The words of the songs pertain to

boasts, insults, derision, and challenge. (Ahyoung 1977:50)

lance 1//A hunting implement, usu. used for fish and crayfish, made
from a wooden pole about 5' (1.5 m) long, fastened to a cross-piece,

to which are fastened sharp points such as flattened nails. (< E lance

‘a weapon consisting of a long wooden shaft and a pointed metal

head’) 0 The next day was fixed upon; when preparatory to starting

we set about to see that our hunting implements, to wit: guns, hunting

knives, cutlasses, lances, a coffee-digger, and an axe, were ready.

(A.B. Carr 1894:269) 0 Lance. The usual lance of the Trinidad bush-

hunter, the most effective known to him, than which he wishes no

better, is the bayonet of an old Brown Bess mounted on a straight five

feet pole of tough hard wood, cut in the forest, and shaped and fitted

at leisure in his Ajoupa or cabin home. (T.W. Carr 1894:274) 0

Coffee-Digger. This straight, narrow, strong, flat-bladed implement

(luchette in patois, chicuara of the ‘panyoles) made originally

perhaps in England for drain-cutting, is employed here for digging

coffee-holes and for transplanting young coffee, loosening and lifting

the plant with a ball of earth attached as much as possible with unex-

posed or unbroken roots. This grubbing spade is always taken by the

hunter who hopes to meet a lapp or tatou (armadillo or hog-in-armour

of the 17-18 century planters). With it he digs down to the game in

the tunnel he has burrowed and retreated into. When the back of this

animal is exposed to view, the digger is thrown aside to give the coup

de grace to the poor beast by the lance (the old bayonet); then the

hole is widened to draw it to grass. (T.W. Carr 1894:274)

2 n A snake’s tongue, mistakenly believed to be the source of its ven-

omous bite. 0 Such an event no doubt would have spawned many a

story over a hunter’s campfire embellished by the added details of the

flickering tongue - the so-called “lance” - along with the “pickah” in

the tail, which is believed to be as venomous as the teeth. The homy,
thom-like tail is often kept as a trophy by hunters, and is steeped in

mm, sometimes along with the cut-off head of the snake, to be used

as an antidote for snakebite. (Boos 1998)

lances n obs Dendrocalamus sp., a type of introduced and cultivated

bamboo. = male bamboo 0 Thickets of tall, graceful bamboo trans-

formed the landscape into a Chinese painting. These impenetrable

clumps with star-like leaves were called ‘male bamboo’ and also

‘lances’, for at one time there was a grandiose scheme for exporting

the huge spiny branches to make lances. (Bryans 1967:67)

land asphalt n Usu. found near the PITCH Lake, dried hardened

asphalt deposits, containing considerable fresh organic matter. 0

Close to the edge of the lake the asphalt is drier and along the shore

of the lake and in a ravine passing through the village of La Brea,

and continuing down to the sea, are deposits of asphalt known as

“land” asphalt. These deposits are composed of hard, dried-up resi-

dues that do not flow, and are probably the result of an overflow of

oil, which during some earlier period of time has evaporated and

hardened. Such deposits are also found in other parts of the island,

but are too small to be commercially important; and furthermore,

land asphalt contains much dirt, sticks, dead leaves and other foreign

matter. (CIT/A/Sept 1933:316) 0 Nineteenth-century visitors... were

similarly struck by the sight of the lopsided wooden houses of La

Brea village north east of the lake. This entire hamlet is built on a

layer of pitch mixed with earth (“land asphalt”), originally deposited

as a result of overflow from the Pitch Lake. The shifting nature of

the asphalt caused twisting of the house posts, giving the village a

crooked appearance... Still today remnants of this “land-asphalt” and

the results of its slow action can be seen in La Brea. (Boomert

1984a: 15)

land-erab n Any crab found on the ground, particularly those used as

food. 0 My father’s revenue daily decreased. This was derived from a

number of negroes belonging to him, who either hired themselves in

the capital or on estates, or turned fishermen, chip-chip finders, or

land-crab catchers. (Joseph 183 8b- 1:45)

landfish 1 n Helicolenus dachylopterus (E blackbelly rosefish), a

marine scorpion-fish; red above to pinkish white below, darker red

bands on side, to 38 cm (14.8") long. 0 (LNP 1985)

2 n Scorpaena brasiliensis or 5. plumieri, marine fish. = devil fish
3

(S. plumieri)

landman n Real-estate agent; land seller. (< E land ‘property; land

space’ + -man2 ) 0 (Haynes 1987:91) 0 You want a house spot, see

the landman.

Land of (the) Calypso n The island of Trinidad, (fr site of origin

and development of calypso music) = Iere, Kairi, La Belle Trinidad,

La Belle Trinite, Land of the Hummingbird, La Trinidad, La Trinite,

La Trinity 0 Calypso and Carnival are the traditional fete of La Belle

Trinidad. It is the time when almost the entire population turns out to

greet King Carnival with his rhythm, and carefree they go on for two

days, some nicely dressed, others in any old pants or robe, keeping to

the real Creole spirit, making Trinidad famous as the Land of the

Calypso. (Jones 1947:ii) 0 Take me I want to go just to know, Your

country the land of the Calypso. (Kitchener “Take Me To Trinidad”

1948 pr) 0 Land of calypso sweet Trinidad, The land of the Humming
Bird. (Bomber “Federated Islands” 1959 pr) 0 This is the calypso, a

type of folk-song for which Trinidad is so well known abroad, that

the island has often been called the “Land of the Calypso.” (Carr

1961 :26) 0 With the opening of the season on Friday night... the need
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for at least a second tent became all the more obvious. Calypsonians

thrive on competition and in any case Trinidad cannot afford to play

fast and loose with its name, the Land of Calypso. (TG 7 Jan 1962:3)

Land of the Hummingbird n The island of TRINIDAD, (apparently a

translation of the early Amerindian name Iere, referring to the large

number of species of hummingbird found there) = Iere, Kairi, La

Belle Trinidad, La Belle Trinite, Land of Calypso, La Trinidad, La

Trinite, La Trinity 0 “Rates and taxes are appalling. Quarantine, like

the poor, is always there. Beef famine, ice famine, plantain famine,

cocoa disease, beet root bounties, thirty per cent differential, and a

scarcity of white women, render life unendurable in the capital of the

land of the humming bird.” (Cobham 1907:1 14) 0 But, of all that I’ve

seen and heard. There’s no other like the Land of the Hummingbird.

(Caresser “Home Sweet Home” 1939) 0 Friends you should be proud

of your native land. They call here the Land of the Humming Bird.

(Wonder “Sweet La Trinidad” 1948 pr) 0 Land of calypso sweet Trin-

idad, The land of the Humming Bird. (Bomber “Federated Islands”

1959 pr) 0 “The land of the humming bird” is rich in both sunshine

and scenery. ( WICYB 1963:353) 0 It is proposed to call these 3

viruses Bushbush, Ieri and Lukuni. The name Bushbush is derived

from Bush Bush forest, a swamp island in the Nariva swamp, eastern

Trinidad. Ieri, meaning “land of the hum[m]ingbird,” is an Amerin-

dian name for Trinidad. (Spence et al 1967:45) 0 There I was in Trin-

idad, my home - Iere, sweet Iere, the Land of the Hummingbird -

where I was as happy as a kingfish with all the damn sharks asleep

and not a fisherman in sight. (Hercules 1980:72) 0 Trinidad and

Tobago is the land of the Humming Bird. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:1)

lands n A large area of land, at least several acres, usu. having an agri-

cultural or industrial purpose. (< obs or legal E lands ‘landed prop-

erty’) 0 He have lands in South.

land shell soldier n obs Probably Coenobita clypeatus (E hermit

crab), a small crab; lives in empty mollusk shells, choosing larger

ones as it grows, (fr often being found on land rather than in water,

and having shell armour like a soldier) = >soldier crab 0 Of the same

Class is the Land Shell Souldier whose Claws resemble the Claws of

a Crab, but is of himself a very little Crature; some say they are eat-

able, but I Warrant not that: however their fat is a soveraign Oyl, and

of that singular Vertue and excellency, as to blunt the Venom of a

Poysoned Dart. (Poyntz 1683:23)

lang bef, langue boeuf n Agave sisalana , a cultivated plant with long

thick stiff spiny-edged succulent leaves. Sometimes also Furcraea

hexapetala [= F. agavephylla], a large succulent naturalized plant

with long pointed leaves coming from a rosette base, /larjbcf/ (< FC
< Fr langue de boeuf ‘cow tongue’) = cockrisha, mother-in-law) ‘s)

tongue
2
0 I do not think it fair that even the number of samples pre-

pared should be exposed, to say nothing of the very stuff (Langue

Boeuf) with which our rope is prepared. (Hummingbird 15 Oct

1904:8) 0 Langue boeuf, a plant used for making rope. (ESTT 1956)

0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Leaves... longbeth (lapit).

(Simpson 1962:329) 0 An elderly negro showed him an open wound
on his leg which had become septic. He prescribed a plaster of leaves

of Langue de Boeuf, a kind of cactus, which was considered to be

very efficacious, (de Verteuil 1981:218) 0 Tisane Preparation: Sisal

or Langbeff root...(Pavy 1987:67)

langera adj Of a person, irresponsible, unreliable, /lapgera/ (< H-Bh
langera ‘not committed; not straight’) 0 Me eh marriedin he nah, he

like ah langera. 0 Yuh too langera.

langette see LANJET

langota n A short DHOTI; a traditional Indian man’s cotton wrapped

pants, approximately two and a half metres long, worn above the

knees, /larjgota/ (< H langota ‘a narrow piece of cloth passed

between the thighs and tucked into a waistbelt before and behind’) 0

“Mi aaja does still wear langota.” (1990)

langraa adj Lame; limping, /laqgrar/ (< H langra ‘one who limps’) 0

They have a langraa child.

laniappe, lagniappe, lanyap, lan yap, lonioc 1 n An additional bit

which a VENDOR gives free of cost, usu. to a valued customer, /lan-

jap/ (< Fr lagniappe < Sp la hapa prob. < Quechua) = brata, lomoe 0

Lonioc or Lomoe, extra goods given to a buyer by a seller. (Uh

1883:250) 0 Largniappe, something added or something extra (ESTT

1956) 0 LAGNIAPPE, n. a bonus, something extra, e.g., four mangoes

for twenty cents and one as lagniappe. (Rodman 1971:232) 0 In addi-

tion, he had thrown in two bottles of rum and three pounds of saltfish

as lagniappe. (Hercules 1980:57) 0 Joseph’s contribution to the pro-

gramme warranted a little lagniappe in a pay envelope afterwards.

(EX 5 June 1988:30) 0 Cooks who got “lan yap” (langniappe) (extra

for good custom) at the market gave them to neighbours as forms of

appreciation. (Cummings 2004:75) 0 It’s back! Win cash instantly

with Play Whe Lan Yap, Another Whe to win! (ad, EX 20 Apr

2006:15) 0 “[S]o let’s get to selling all kinds of bulbs without

lagniappe, young man, no lagniappe today.” (Andersen 2004: 105)

2 n Any extra, unpaid-for benefit; often used sarcastically. 0 There is

much more to recommend this work - for the third chapter alone it is

worth its price. The rest is lagniappe. (EX-3 5 Aug 1990:10) 0 We
found out the sleazy facts about the Tesoro deal, swatted an attempted

coup, got the chance of a lifetime to rebuild the capital city... By way
of lagniappe, we experienced flashflooding, followed by the hottest

day in our history, [and] two tornadoes in a fortnight. (TG 7 Oct

1990:10) 0 The breadwinners along the East/West Corridor who live

with both common-law wife and treat her kid as just lagniappe are

known and unabashed armies of the dread. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:13) 0

“I had only $30 but the man took off the shoes and gave them to me.

He also gave me a hat as a lagniappe.” (TTM 1 0 Dec 1993:17)

lanie bois, lanebwah, laniebwa 1 n Piper marginatum var. catalpifo-

lium [~ P. catalpaefolium ], a native shrub or small tree to 3 m (10').

Branches slender. Leaves large, heart-shaped or round-ovate, pointed

at tip, 10-30 x 6-18 cm (3.9-11.7" x 2.3-7") with 9-11 conspicuous

veins, somewhat downy on underside. Flowers tiny, in spikes 1 0-20

cm (3. 9-7. 8") long, often curved. Fruits triangular and smooth, dark

brown when mature. All parts smell like anise when crushed, /lani

bwa/ (FC Fani ‘anise’ + bois ‘wood, tree’, fr anise-like smell) =

anise
1

, cake bush, nani bwa 0 Materials used in healing and conjur-

ing. Leaves... lanebwah. Piper. (Simpson 1962:329) 0 (FTT 1977-2-

8:514) 0 Piper marginatum or l’ani bwa, a fragrant medicinal herb.

L’ani bwa is a popularly known and easily recognisable herb in

Trinidad because of its fragrance which resembles that of the leaves

of anise... In Tobago... the plant is known as cake bush, a name also

used in Trinidad. The plant is sometimes called nani-bwa. The fra-

grance of l’ani bwa displays diurnal changes and also varies with

lunar phases... On account of its fragrance the leaves, twigs, flowers

and fruits are used by some in herbal baths... to perfume the body and

to relieve the flu. (Morean 1992a:30)

2 n Pothomorphe peltata, similar to Piper marginatum, but among
other differences, the main stems are thicker; entire shrub is velvety;

leaves much larger, reaching 20-40 cm (7.8-15.6") long; 4-8 flower

spikes borne together in the leaf axil. = >cowfoot, cowheel bush, fei

solei, jumbie candle
2

, sun hat 0 In Trinidad, the name l’ani bwa is

sometimes attributed to the entirely different plant, Pothomorphe pel-

tata, which is also known here as fei solei, and sun hat. The former is

derived from the French words for sun leaf and both these vernacular

names allude to the large leaves of this species which can be used as

make-shift umbrellas. This plant is also called “cow foot” a reference

to the obvious resemblance of its leaves. (Morean 1992a:30)

lanjet, langette n The labia minora, inner lips of the vulva, esp. when
visibly protruding, /lanjet/ (< FC < Fr langette ‘little tongue; tab’) 0

Oh gosh, man, she lanjet hangin out she pumpum!

lanty peas n Lentils, the edible small round, flattened, greenish seeds

of a leguminous plant, /lanti piz/ (< E lentil ‘leguminous seed of

Ervum lens, Lens esculenta') 0 “You could make lanti peas dhal,

black eye dhal.” (1990) 0 “Oui foot... is people like lanty peas!”

(Elcock 1997)

laozey n Wind, /laoze/ (< FC) 0 “A big laozey comin.” (1979)

lap, lop 1 v Cut up something into usable pieces; usu. said of branches

blown off in storms. (< E lop ‘cut off branches, extra growth of a

tree’) 0 (Moore 1980:22) 0 You must lap all the wood dey.
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2 v Give a severe blow to the ribs, usu. with a stick. ( poss. < E lap

‘the action of a wave against the shore’) 0 With that very stick he had

hit a fighter from Erin a blow to the left flank and managed to “lap”

his ribs, three on the side that was hit and two on the other side and

the man subsequently became a cripple. (Bynoe 1985:31-2)

lap see LAPPE

lapa, laba n obs Agouti paca , a large rodent, /lapa/ (< FC < LAS lapa

< Amer) = >lappe, lapo 0 The deer, lapa, cachicame, tiger-cat... roam

about during the night, leaving their recesses or the woods about one

or two hours after sunset, (de Verteuil 1884:362) 0 The lapa... far sur-

passes the agouti in its predilection for water... The lapa is larger and

heavier, with longitudinal white spots arranged in an irregular pattern

on its brown fur. The lapa is also characterised by having the cheek

bones expanded to form big capsules on the side of the face, each

enclosing a cavity opening into the side of the cheek. (Gordon

1931:723) 0 The faulty idea that the lapa is amphibious is widespread

amongst the negroes and peones. In this connection it is interesting to

note that the Roman Catholic Creoles of Trinidad are permitted to eat

the flesh of lapa on their fast days, when otherwise they would be

restricted to fish. (Gordon 1931:723) 0 Laba, n. (Cuniculus paca) a

spotted, medium sized rodent. (Bennett 1989:29)

lapguts n A large, dragging belly. = pot guts, punch 0 You know the

man - the lapguts one from South,

lapin see LIPPE

lapinha n arc A traditional Portuguese Christmas nativity scene or

creche. (< Ptg lapinha) 0 One Madeiran Christmas tradition that has

survived in some Portuguese households is the building of an elabo-

rate creche or nativity scene, known as a lapinha (literally, a small

grotto). At one time, these creches were more popular than Christmas

trees among the Portuguese and great effort was put into their con-

struction and decoration. The lapinha occupied an entire comer of the

family’s living room and would often exceed five feet in height. It

was made with crates or barrels... and was covered in black paper

puffed into rock formations so as to create the appearance of a cave or

grotto. Decorations consisted of fruits, com plants, toys, angels and

model houses. Sometimes a backdrop of blue sky was added to

enhance the creation. The Portuguese have also contributed to the

building of such creches in their parish churches. (Ferreira 1994:60)

lapo n obs Agouti paca , a large rodent, /lapo/ (< LAS lapa < Amer) =

>lappe, lapa 0 The Lapo or Cavi - This is a pretty and cleanly animal,

and is easily domesticated... When pursued by the huntsman, it takes

to the water, but is not amphibious. It was thought here to belong to

the amphibia, not indeed by naturalists, but by those who wished to

eat of its flesh in Lent. Its meat is the most delicious of our game.

(Joseph 1838a:40) 0 Deer, quenco and lapo, with smaller animals,

had been treading up and down, probably attracted by the salt-water.

(Kingsley 1880:236) 0 [He]... scarcely ever failed to bring in a lapo or

quenco. (de Verteuil 1981:31)

lappar n A slap, /lapar/ (< H-Bh lapar ‘slap’) 0 When yuh get ah lap-

par on yuh face yuh go stay quiet.

lappat n Grabbing someone and holding on. /lapat/ 0 Oh god, yu mud-
der coming. If she catch yu is lappat, Allyu ran! (Keens-Douglas

1975:45)

lappe, lape, lappe, lapp n Agouti paca [~ Cuniculus paca , Cavia

paca
]
(E paca)-, the largest rodent in Trinidad, length to 80 cm (32"),

weight to 10 kg (22 lbs). Robust, with large head. Fur brown, with

four lines of white spots along the sides of the body. It lives in bur-

rows; hunted extensively for meat, /lap/ (< FC < LAS lapa < Amer) =

lapa, lapo 0 Laps... [have] the flavour of roasted pigs and about the

size weighing from 20 lb to 30 lb each. (Cumberland 1802:101) 0 He
was delighted because someone had sent him a piece of lappe which

is the best game obtainable in the island. (Urich 4 Aug 1831, in de

Verteuil 1995:78) 0 A flock of quank, or musk-hogs, and several

tapes, now rushed by, grunting and squeaking. (Joseph 1838b-3:86) 0

Such viands, as Lappe, Agouti, and the like. (TSp 21 Feb 1846:3) 0

This meal wound up with lap-bucanee. (Day 1852-2:38) 0 Lapa, or

lape... The lape... seems to prefer the high woods in the vicinity ofplan-

tations... when pressed by the dogs the lape resorts to [its] stronghold

[by a river], and, in extremity, to the water itself... it may be regarded

as one of the richest and most delicate dishes in the shape of game,

(de Verteuil 1884:87) 0 Paca or Lapa, Lappe. (JFNC Apr 1893:168) 0

Lapp ... In general estimation, the best mammal flesh in the Island.

Still abundant in many parts of the Island, disappearing by degrees in

the settled Wards. (T.W. Carr 1894:274) 0 MENU... Roast Lap,

Seville Orange sauce. (Vincent 1910:78) 0 He was barking at the

entrance of a hole. “A lappe,” some one whispered and we gave that

hole a wide berth at my earnest entreaties. There is always a snake in

the home of the lappe, no one seems to understand the reason. (Gale,

TG 22 May 1919:3) 0 The excellent quality of the meat of this species

has created a ready market for its sale and it is to be feared that the

Lappe is suffering in consequence. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1 936c: 1 63 ) 0

The lappe... makes a more direct course when running, only waiting

to dart into a hole, a river basin or cave to elude the dogs. If the holes

can be easily dug, the hunter joyfully commences his task of enlarg-

ing the hole, either for the dogs to get at the animal or to make it

much easier for him to get at striking distance. (Sometimes the animal

is not shot but chopped with a cutlass or some sharp instrument as it is

commonly said among the hunters, to be economical)... Lappe holes

are also known to be the favourite haunts of the dreaded Mapipire

Snakes, commonly called the “Trinidad Tiger”. These snakes are said

to relish the idea of entering the holes for their daily sleep and are

repeatedly disturbed by the unexpected and hurried entry of the lappe.

The snake, which is trampled by the lappe on his hurried approach is

now awakened from slumber and is prepared to strike at the first

intruder... Some hunters are able to detect whenever there is a snake

in the lappe hole, which is more or less about two or three feet from

the entrance. It is then killed and so ensures the safety of his dogs and

the hunter to catch the lappe. (Rampersad 1963:93) 6 ‘I going to sen-

try a lappe.’ (Lovelace 1968:168) 0 A Checklist of animals which are

usu. hunted during the close season, such as agouti, deer, tattoo,

lappe, manicou and iguana, is being drawn up so that the authorities

can closely monitor the situation and enforce the ban. (EX 25 June

1987:3) 0 Old Year's Night Dinner & Dance... Ring in the New Year

and savour our Wild Meat specials. Menu: Coconut Rice. Stew Peas.

Common Fowl. Duck. Lappe. Wild Hog. Deer. Tattoo. Agouti.

Shrimp. Salad. Dinner and Dance: $100 per person. Dance: $30 per

person. (TG 29 Dec 1993:3)

lappe bush n Spiranthes sp., a native orchid, (fr use in magically

helping dogs to hunt lappe) 0 Many herbs, such as the mardi gras

Reneahnia exaltata
,

l’ani bois Piper marginatum , St. John’s bush

Justicia secunda, lappe bush Spiranthes sp and fei veni Solanum

bicolor
,
are used to bathe hunting dogs in the belief that they would

capture more game. (Morean 1991:42)

lapsent n Artemisia absinthium , a cultivated plant, /lapsent/ (< FC
< Fr /’absinthe, a bitter plant) = wormwood’ 0 (Morean 1990) 0

Wormwood in particular, was in common use among the French in

the Caribbean. They used it in the preparation of their absinthes...

Paramin folks call the plant lapsent, a distortion of absinthe. (Morean

1991:24)

lapsi n A soft sticky pudding type sweet made of flour, sugar, GHEE

and spices, /lapsi/ (< H laps

T

‘glutinous kind of food') = halwa 0 Arti-

cles Required for Various Pujas: ... Durga Puja (a) Sohari, lapsie and

fruits (b) Yellow Flag (c) Neem Leaves (d) Coconut. (Lackhan ca

1983-86) 0 “Lapsi and sohari is my favourite prasad.” (1990) 0 His

silky-textured and delicious laddu, barfi, gulaab jamoon, jalabi, khur-

maa, perdaa, goolgoolaa, lapsee, halwaa and gurambha were favou-

rites with adults and children alike. (EX 8 Sept 2003:27)

lard n arc Solidified coconut oil. 0 Lard - coconut fat. (Alford

1953:149)

lardwood n Aegiphila integrifolia, a native shrub or tree 3-9 m (10-

29') high, branches acutely squared, flattened at nodes, deeply chan-

nelled along the sides. Leaves opposite, oblong, obovate or elliptic,

7.5-35 x 3.5-15 cm (2.9-13.5" x 1.4-5. 8"), hairy above. Flowers white

or yellowish, funnel-shaped. Fruit orange, pea-sized, cup-shaped,

shallowly and irregularly lobed. Wood white and soft, (fr resemblance
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of wood to pork lard) = bois sendu 0 (Marshall 1934:75) 0 (Beard

1946:35) 0 Larwood [s7c], bois sendu. (FTT 1955-2-6:406-7)

la reine 1 n obs The leading female player in a French Creole
society pageant, /laren/ (< FC laren < Fr la reine ‘the queen’) 0 The

descendants... preferred to commemorate the first of August in the

“Liberte” of the French Revolution than in the “Emancipation of

Slavery” of the English. “Fete d’Aouf ’ [sic] was celebrated in French,

the stage was French, the costumes French, the dancing French. They

never used English Royalty names in their pageant. When their

society to promulgate the anniversary of their liberation was formed

they named their heads “Le Roi,” “La Reine”, “Le Dauphin” “La

Dauphine” etc. A centre for the observance of this grand occasion

was Arima. (Encinas 1927:77)

2 n The leading female dancer in BELE. The winning queen of all the

village reines is called lareine rive (‘the queen has arrived’) and is

crowned at the finals of the Best VILLAGE contest. 0 The best

female [in the bele] is called
“La Reine” - the Queen, and every vil-

lage has its own La Reine. (Ahye 1978:46) 0 Semi-finalists in the

Prime Minister’s Best Village la Reine Rive competition in action at

Queen’s Hall, St Ann’s, on Saturday. (EX 6 Aug 2007:17)

large adj Pregnant; expecting a child. (< E large ‘bigger than usual;

great in size’) 0 “I was large, expecting this one [youngest child].

Election was November 9th; she was bom the 13th of December.”

(EX 1 1 Jan 1987:20)

large band n In Carnival mas, a band of more than 600 players,

usu. divided into sections averaging 40-50 people each. See also

SMALL BAND, MEDIUM BAND. 0 Since ’69 Jason’s bands have

attracted increasing numbers. Beginning in the small band category,

by 1972 they went up to the medium band category and for the past

14 years have been in the large band category. (TG-M 17 Jan 1993:3)

large black (finch) n arc Oryzoborus crassirostris, a bird, 15 cm (6")

long. Male black, with large white wing-patch; bill massive, whitish

to bluish. Popular as a cage bird for its musical whistling; formerly

resident, now very rare. ( fr black colour and larger size compared to

the bullfinch) = grassbird
7

, gros cici-zebe noir, >twa-twa 0 (Williams

1922:135)

large black-spotted blue n Siderus parvinotus [= S. leucophaeus), a

small butterfly, wingspan to 3 cm (1.2"). Male is dark shining blue

throughout; black at tip and outer margin of fore-wing; narrow black

margins on lower wing. Female light bright blue; wide black tip and

outer margin of fore-wing; lower wing has narrow black margin and

brown inner margin. Underside pinkish brown tinged with light green

at lower wing extremities; black spotted lines; red spot with black

centre at margin of lower wing. 0 (Barcant 1970:252-3)

large blue copper n Charis chaonitis [= Chalodetta chaonitis], a but-

terfly, wingspan about 2.5 cm (1"). Black; iridescent marginal bands

wide apart; broad red-brown band inside interspersed with black

spots. Underside: male, iridescent dark blue; female, light brown with

tiny black spots, (fr similarity and larger size compared to the blue

copper) 0 (Barcant 1970:221)

large brilliant n Oenomaus ortygnus, a butterfly, wingspan 3.1 cm
(1.25"). Male brilliant shining blue; bordered heavily in black esp. at

wing-tips. Female pale blue, merging to more extensive brownish

black area near outer edges. Underside silvery grey; a few black

spots; bluish band near upper wing-tips. 0 (Barcant 1970:259)

large brown-spotted blue n Bithys phoenissa, a butterfly, wingspan

to 3.8 cm (1.5"). Male is iridescent blue on the lower two thirds of

both wings, merging to wide brownish black margins; brown spots on

upper mid-wing. Female light brown, darker at fore-wing tips; slight

bluish tinge at basal areas. Underside light to chocolate brown, with

heavy double rows of white spots and lines on both wings; orange

spot with black centre at thread tails. 0 (Barcant 1970:258)

large cascarob see LARGE COSCOROB

large coral (snake) n Micrurus lemniscatus diutius

,

a venomous
snake, length to 1.3m (52"), thickness about 2.5 cm (1"). Bright black

with bright red and smaller white bands arranged in symmetrical

bands that go completely around the body, (ff larger size compared to

the coral snake , M. circinalis) = corail
2

, >coral (snake)
1

, female coral

(snake), serpent corail, Trinidad ribbon coral (snake) 0 The large

Coral snake is not seen as often as its common cousin... This snake is

found in the high woods and the cocoa-plantations where it can be

seen prowling... for its food which consists of other small snakes and

worms... Its poison is a very potent one... The large Coral snake is

only likely to bite a human if it is stepped upon accidentally, or

handled by someone who does not recognise it. (Boos & Quesnel

1969:11) 0 Large Coral. Nocturnal. Terrestrial, burrows in loose soil,

forest litter, compost heaps, cane and rice fields, bamboo patches, and

gardens. (Greenhall 1 976b: 1 7) 0 (Boos 2001a:146)

large cornbird n Psarocolius decumanus insularis, a large bird. Male

42.5 cm (17") long; black with dark red-brown rump and under-tail

coverts; long tail mostly yellow; narrow black crest long but often not

visible; bill long and whitish; eye blue, (fr large size + cornbird
[

)
=

cacique, cacique huppe, carouge
3

, cornbird
4

,
crested cacique, great-

crested cacique, great-crested cornbird, merle laque jaune, pogga,

yellow cornbird, >yellow-tail
1 0 Ostinops. (Belcher & Smooker

1937b:523)

large coscorob, large cascarob n Cichlasoma taenia, a freshwater

fish, blackish or dark brown, with two black spots on the sides of the

body, and another at the base of the tail, (fr larger size than the similar

small coscarob) = >brown coscorob, red-eye
1

0 Large coscorob.

(Guppy 1934:122) 0 (Boeseman 1960:134-5)

large-eye(d) fish n Anableps microlepis, a fish with very large eyes;

swims near the water surface with upper part of the eye above the

surface. = >big eye
2

, four-eye(d) fish, four eyes, gozier
1

,
gros-yeux

1

,

large-eye(d) fish, star-gazer 0 Large-eyed fish, or gros-yeux.

(de Verteuil 1884:389) 0 Large-eyed fish. (Boeseman 1960:1 18)

large free-tailed bat n Molossus ater ater, an insect-eating bat. =

large house bat 0 (Alkins 1979:60)

large froghopper n Mahanarva tristis guppyi, an insect. In the larval

stage it attacks sugar cane; an occasional pest in Trinidad, (fr larger

size than common froghopper, Aeneolamia sp.) 0 (Blackburn

1984:192)

large house bat n Molossus ater ater, an insect-eating bat. = large

free-tailed bat 0 (Alkins 1979:60)

large jumbie bead 1 n Ormosia monosperma, a large native ever-

green tree, girth to 1.8 m (6'). Bark smooth-scaly, dark; underbark

mottled yellow-tan. Leaves composite, veins and stalk hairy. Flowers

mauvish-purple, woolly, fragrant, in large, many-branched spreading

panicles. Fruit a flattish round pod with a beak at top, variable size

and shape, brown, densely hairy. Contains 1-3 flat roundish 1.3 cm
(.5") diameter seeds, shiny red with a black patch on one side. Wood
hard, heavy, yellowish, (fr larger size than otherjumbie bead species)

= jumbie bead3
0 (Marshall 1934:36)

2 n Ormosia coarctata, a native tree. Leaves smooth above, rusty

underneath. Fruit pods 1-2 seeded, roundish, flat, short beak on one

side. = jumbie bead
3
0 (Marshall 1934:36)

large lace-wing n Actinote anteas, a butterfly; wingspan to 6.3 cm
(2.5"). Centre light brown; fine black lines like rays across the lower

wing from the base. Outer margins and tip dark brown; dark brown
across mid-wing, (ff larger size than similar small lace-wing) 0

(Barcant 1970:180)

large-leaf bois bande n Richeria grandis, a large native evergreen

tree, girth to 2.4 m (8'). Bark brownish, with shallow irregular

fissures, soft; underbark orange-brown. Bark reputed to possess aph-

rodisiacal properties. Leaves alternate, simple, entire, large, up to

30.5 x 12.5 cm (12" x 5") tapering at base. Flowers small, in spikes.

Fruit a 3-valved capsule about 1.3 cm (.5") long. Wood hard and

heavy, (fr larger leaf size than other bois bande species) = bois bande

0 (Marshall 1934:90)

large-leaf laurier mattack n Nectandra cissiflora [= N. kaburiensis,

N. surinamensis ], a native evergreen tree, girth to 1.8 m (6'), bark

smooth. Leaves large, stout and crinkled. Flowers creamy white

in large panicles. Fruit a small green berry. Wood is useful timber,

(fr larger leaf size than other laurier mattack species) = laurier

mattack2 0 (Marshall 1934:84)
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large-leaf wild guava n Eugenia trinervia [~ E. perplexans], a

medium-sized native tree, up to 2.1 m (7') girth, with smooth, red-

dish, flaking bark. Leaves ovate-oblong, broadly wedge-shaped at

base, 7-15 x 3.5-6 cm (2. -5. 8" x 1.4-2. 3"), papery, smooth, transpar-

ent-dotted and with numerous raised dots on both sides. Flowers yel-

lowish, silky, in racemes to 1 1 cm (4.3") long. Fruit to 1 cm (.4")

long, ellipsoidal, (fr larger leaf size than other wild guava species) 0

(FTT 1934-1-6:350)

large metal blue n Rekoa stagira, a butterfly, wingspan 3.1 cm
(1.25"). Male pale iridescent blue, with fine marginal fringes of

black. Female purplish brown merging to light blue areas centrally on

both wings. Underside dark slate; three fine black and white bands;

red with black centre between thread tails. Note: Barcant misidenti-

fied this as Siderus voltinia. 0 (Barcant 1970:255)

large mullet n Mugil liza, an edible marine fish, (fir larger size than

mullet ') = garmot, lebranche, >mullet ,
white mullet 0 (Vincent

1910:49) 0 Large mullet. (AACC 1945:108) 0 (Boeseman 1960:127)

0 Mountain mullet, lebranche, large and common mullet. (Boeseman

1960:124)

large red-bellied finch n obs Oryzoborus angolensis
,
popular as a

cage bird. = >bullfinch. bullflinch, chickichong
1

, cici-zebe a dos noir

0 (Williams 1922:134)

large southern white n Ascia buniae lamonti , a large butterfly, wing-

span 6.3 cm (2.5”). Black and white; female heavily cross-banded in

black on both wings, (fr larger size than similar southern white page

)

0 (Barcant 1970:121)

large striped blue n Atlides polybe, a butterfly, wingspan 4 cm ( 1 .6").

Brilliant green starting from body and ending centrally in both wings

with pointed tongues outlined in the background extremities of dark

brown. Underside yellow-green with heavy black lines along veins;

large blue green area on lower fore-wing and inner margin. 0

(Barcant 1970: 111)

large tiger n Lycorea ceres, a large butterfly, wingspan to 8.7 cm
(3.5"). Rich brown with black margins and black bands radiating

from the base; row of white dots in lower wing margin, (fr larger size

than similar tiger butterfly) = lady
3
0 (Barcant 1970:95)

large wild cashima n Rollinia mucosa
,
a large native evergreen tree,

girth to 2.1 m (7'). Fruit 8.8 x 6.2 cm (3.5" x 2.5"), an edible sugar

apple type fruit, yellow when ripe, minutely hairy, containing grey-

brown seeds. Wood soft, whitish, (fr larger size than similar small

wild cashima )
= >wild cashima

1

,
wild sugar apple

1

0 (Marshall

1934:12)

large zanchois n Engraulis mordax [~ E. eurystole
] (E silvery

anchovy), a small marine shoal fish, good for bait, (fr larger size than

similar zanchois

)

= anchois, chewie-chewie, fry-dry, fryer, jashwa,

zanchois 0 (Vincent 1910:51)

larkaa n A young boy. /larka, larka:/ (< H larkd ‘boy; child; infant’) 0

“Who that larkaa yuh talking to?” (1990)

larki, larkee n A young girl, /larki/ (< H larki ‘girl; child; infant’) 0

Ah see ah larkaa and larkee coming dong de road. (1990)

lash 1 n A blow, not necessarily with a whip or rope. (< obs E lash

‘sudden or violent blow; a dashing or sweeping stroke’ now ‘a stroke

with a thong or whip’) 0 But if you allow me and you to clash, I’m

going to spoil your mas with a lash. (Caresser “Theodore” 1937) 0 A
lorry was speeding to Port of Spain, When it knock down the cyclist

into the drain. It was going as fast as a lightning flash, When the

cyclist receive the lash. (Executor “Seven Skeletons Found in the

Yard” 1938) 0 Now she in for scandal, Put back the agit and take out

the crystal... Imagine the terrific lash ah make. She ball it break, it

break, it break. (Bomber “The Marble Game” 1959 pr) 0 His hands

were very quick to lash - he beat me often. (Clark 1981:65) 0 “A
motocar give me a lash.” (1987) 0 Well I finally decided I’m going to

remain. The bees must be say I stupid they lash me again. (Kitchener

“The Bee’s Melody” pr, in Williams 1992) 0 Once, a story goes.

Spree got fed up with the band’s progress and flung an iron into it -

who get lash, get lash. (EX-S 17 Jan 1993:2) 0 “Yuh know if was a

white man lash she, she woulda pick up her damn false teeth easy

easy and go her way.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:7) 0 “A police officer

jumped out, with a piece of wood in his hand... He launched an attack

on us, beating us about the body... I tried to ‘brakes’ the lashes with

my hand, but this only resulted in a sharp pain.” (TTM 2 Dec
1 994: 1 1 ) 0 If you let the mango fall it would get a lash.

2 n An internal wound, caused by OBEAH, emotional distress, stress,

etc. 0 He told Mr Benjamin that a friend gave him a lash. He
explained that this was given to him by a friend who hugged him
around his waist. (Lewis 1972:50) 0 Jumbies were accepted as malev-

olent spirits of the dead. They were not fatal. Death itself could only

be sent in the form of an obeah spirit lash. (Ramkeesoon 1975:1) 0

“The addicts choose to remind themselves of the pleasure they get

when they use the drug, rather than keeping a straight head and feel

the hard lash that life gives every day.” (Heat 25 Nov 1989:8)

lash root n Agave sp., a succulent plant, (fr medicinal use against

lash) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:64)

las lap see last lap

last as long as the Red House fire phr Usu. in negative, to emphasize

that something is quick, doesn’t last long, (fr famous Red House fire

of 1903) 0 If yuh doh fine/find some sort o’ wuck w’en yuh ree-tie-

yuh/retire yuh wun/won’t las’ as-long-as de Red House fie-yuh/fire:

you must keep active when you retire or you will fall apart. (Haynes

1987:66) 0 The money eh last as long as the Red House fire,

last lap, las lap 1 n The closing hours of Carnival, before midnight

on Carnival Tuesday, when Ash Wednesday begins and Carni-

val is over. (< E last lap ‘the final part of a journey or other endeav-

our; the final circuit of a track or race course’) 0 Last Lap... was
rather later than usual this year. ( TG 1 Mar 1933:5) 0 “Last lap” of the

calypso season went off with a bang Tuesday night when a large

crowd crashed the gates at the Victory Tent on Edward Street without

paying and joined in the choruses of the more popular calypsoes. (TG
24 Feb 1944:9) 0 Calypso!! Calypso, Last Lap at the Empire Theatre,

San Fernando, on Carnival Tuesday Night... Remember - This is the

Last Lap, so it is bound to be hot. (TG 6 Feb 1945:7) 0 In the last lap,

the forty-eight hours before midnight on Shrove Tuesday, the bedlam

continues through the nights. (Leaf 1948:170) 0 Jump-up in the

streets, the impromptu open-air dancing that went on non-stop until

midnight on Tuesday brought the ‘las lap’ and Carnival to an end for

another year. (Bryans 1967:205) 0 Friday, like most people, I rushed

and got my groceries. The supermarket was like a last lap Carnival

band. (TG 14 Aug 1993:6) 0 In Port of Spain a well-known las lap

takes place at the St. James roundabout (traffic circle) in the cool of

the night after the hot Carnival Tuesday. With the slow and softer

tempo of cool steel, las lap is an opportunity to wind down. You can

hear the sound of people’s feet on the pavement as they chip. Every-

one, now in bits and pieces of their costumes, hugs close together. At

midnight the final ritual takes place when the police van arrives to

end the action, thus signaling the end of Carnival for the year. (Martin

1998:228-9) 0 The youngest to the oldest took part, especially for the

Tuesday night “last lap” that officially ended at midnight. At mid-

night the barrack-yard dwellers of Downtown could take off their

masks and walk quietly home but those who lived outside the area

tended to end their “last-lap” long before midnight. (Cummings

2004:97)

2 n Last effort, last fling or act before something ends. 0 Last lap sale!

0 The band was playing a las lap in the dance. 0 Arima MP Pennelope

Beckles and Mayor Elvin Edwards have been invited to join bur-

gesses at this Christmas las lap. (EX 3 Jan 2003:24)

last-lick, laa-lick n A child’s game like tag, in which one player slaps

another, says “last-lick” and runs off. (< E last ‘most recent’ + lickr)

0 As children, we would play last-lick on evenings even after dark,

lastro n Any low forest, esp. previously cultivated fields which are

being overtaken by small trees and shrubs, /lastro/ (< rastrajo) =

latro, rastrajo, rastro 0 Defendant swore that the cocoa came from the

lastro which formed part of his contract. (POSG 12 June 1907:5) 0

There is a piece of lastro on his lands in which he found the broken

cocoa pods produced. (TG 23 Apr 1919: 12) 0 The people of that area

did not know who owned the plantation. The owner had neglected the

place for many years, cocoa and coffee dried up on the trees. Birds
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and animals ate the bananas. Lastro grew everywhere. (Narine

1977:15) 0 The lawns were cut and the edges trimmed. The lastro had

gone from Look-out Hill. (Quesnel 1980b: 13) 0 Roucou... can be

found growing in the backyards of rural homes or perhaps in “lastro”

near human settlements. (Morean 1985:9) 0 The farmers do all the

work, cut down lastro which only the brave of heart would tackle,

they plant and weed to keep down the bush. (EX-2 17 Jan 1988:6)

last week phr Usu. in the form last week + (day), indicating a day of

the previous week, e.g. last week Wednesday. Note: SE would use

last + (day). 0 I haven’t got anything partickular to rite you dis week,

but I must tell you someting bout las week Thorsee night. (PC 24

Sept 1904) 0 He drank a pint of gramoxone last week Monday.

(Bomb 1982) 0 The car fixin since last week Thursday. (1986) 0 A
gang of thieves attacked and swiped thousands of dollars worth of

celery trees along the Beetham Highway last week Wednesday night.

(TTM 31 July 1987:19) 0 Kurt Flemming was the highlight at last

week Thursday night blocko at Woodford Square, Port-of-Spain

when he began to juggle flambeaus and cutlasses. (Blast 13 Oct

1989:14)

latanier n Coccothrinax barbadensis, a native palm with large leaf

fronds, used to make brooms and other items, /latanje/ = >big thatch,

broom palm, fan palm, silver thatch palm 0 (Beard 1946:36) 0

(Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:12)

latch n arc A type of kite with a very long tail. 0 And if you knew
someone who worked in an office and could get you the odd used

typewriter ribbon, you were a hero because then you could fly a

“latch” - one of those elegant kites with long, long tails which looked

so spectacular when you made a “straightpitch”. (TTY 1995:7)

latchet n Shoelace, /latest/ (< dial BrE latchet ‘thong used to fasten a

shoe’) 0 Prisoner... got a piece of cutlass, cut the latchet of his shoes,

took them off, and held them in his hand. (POSG 6 July 1847:2) 0

Feet sore from running over pot-holed roads with his latchet untied

because no one was good enough to tie it. (Bomb 1980)

later for phr Indicating that you have no time or inclindation to deal

with something or someone, either now or prob. in the future. 0 He eh

want no visa to come to Trinidad because he have to go to Barbados

for it, an’ if he reach quite dey, is dey he stayin’, so later for Tom.
(Keens-Douglas 1984:109) 0 Well boy, ah take over de household

chores fuh de day. So was later fuh football an limin in Boys High

ground. (Foster 1990:59)

lathi, laatee, lathee, laathi 1 n A long, strong stick, used for stick-

fighting, for defence, against snakes, etc. /lat
h

i, la:thi/ (< H lathi

‘stick; club; cudgel’ + Anglo-Indian lathi Tong, heavy, iron-tipped

stick or bludgeon used by Indian police’) 0 Her long black hair was
tied at the back of her head with an ohrni and she wore a long, dirty,

green dress. In her right hand she held a laatee. (Narine 1977:1) 0

“Get to hell outa Cedar Hill before Ah put ah good lathee in yuh - ”

(Ramsawack 1983:71) 0 We could just picture him: viewing the late

evening fires, latee (staff) propping up his chin. (Deen 1994:14) 0

Gajadhar and his parents left their village barefooted and with only a

few bits of clothing bundled together at the end of a laathi (stick) on

his father’s shoulder. (Deen 1994:231) 0 A unique style of stick-

fighting - called gatka - was brought by Indian indentured labourers

to the Caribbean and was played during the Shia Muslim funeral re-

enactment called Hosay/Muharram... Combatants fought with a

shield (fenner) and a stick (lathi) in postures varying from standing to

bending on one knee to rolling on the ground. (Mahabir 2003) 0 One
say, “Hear nuh, le’ we go an’ cut two lathee (sticks) - big, big

lathee.” (Mahabir 2005:58)

2 n A blow with a stick. (< H-Bh) 0 “He hit him one lathi.” (1990)

3 n Penis; male sexual organ. 0 “De mudder an’ de darter. O Gawd!
Ah go’ gi’e dem lartee (a vulgar East Indian synonym for penis).”

(Hercules 1980:237)

la titick n Someone whose actions are mysterious or sly and whose
life is not open to others, /latitik/ 0 “If yuh arkse me,” said Nen-nen,

“dem is real la titick. Lalloo children an dem dat married, married to

poor people. Lalloo still cuttin cane in the estate. So where he get all

dis set ah money? Dem is la titick ah tell yuh.” (Lewis 1972:91

)

latlat n Food that has become stiff, overboiled, e.g. syrup which

becomes elastic and doesn’t harden, /latlat/ (< Bh lath-lath ‘sticky’) 0

We make sugarcake and look I make latlat!

latousen n The Christian Feast of All Saints, November 1st. /latusen/

(< FC < Fr La Toussaint ‘All Saints’) 0 La Tout Saint - All Saints

Day (ESTT 1956) 0 (Haynes 1987: 163)

latpat n Meat or vegetables prepared with a medium gravy, /latpat/

(< H lath-path ‘wet; soaked through’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:33-4) 0 “She

make it latpat, it ent too dry, it ent too wet, it just good.” ( 1 990)

La Trinidad n arc A poetic name for the island of Trinidad. = Iere,

Kairi, La Belle Trinite, Land of Calypso, Land of the Hummingbird,

La Trinidad, La Trinite, La Trinity 0 With these Criminals that they

have in La Trinidad, You can have a penny, you can have a pound.

Bet your life these scamps going to knock you down. (Lord Caruso

“Gunslingers” 1959 pr)

la trinite see also TRINITE

La Trinite n arc A poetic name for the island of TRINIDAD. = Iere,

Kairi, La Belle Trinidad, La Belle Trinite, Land of Calypso, Land of

the Hummingbird, La Trinidad, La Trinity. 0 The girls in La Trinite

today. (Houdini “No Mo’ Bench and Board” 1931)

La Trinity n arc A poetic name for the island of TRINIDAD. = Iere,

Kairi, La Belle Trinidad, La Belle Trinite, Land of Calypso, Land of

the Hummingbird, La Trinidad, La Trinite 0 Ah, you see how it is

beautiful to be, In the land of La Trinity. (Tiger “The Beautiful Land

of Iere” 1938) 0 In this fair land of La Trinity. (Caresser "Home
Sweet Home” 1939) 0 But if we catch him in La Trinity, We would

beat him and chase him to Germany. (Invader “Hitler Demanded
Trinidad” 1940) 0 Yes, Chicago is called the “Windy City”, But it got

to blow me back to La Trinity. (Invader “Chicago, Chicago” 1956) 0

The Yankee dollar real appeal to me. Yet I’ll never desert sweet La

Trinity. (Mighty Dictator “Keep the Home Fires Burning” 1956 pr) 0

Take me Viper, take me. To Sweet La Trinity. (Viper “Beautiful

Trinidad" 1959 pr)

latro, latrow n Any low forest, esp. previously cultivated fields over-

taken by trees and shrubs, /latro/ (< lastro) = >lastro, rastrajo, rastro 0

1 have a piece of latro behind me place. (Killer “Miserable Indian

Neighbours” 1950 pr) 0 To country folk the stubbled field is simply

the “latro.” (Henry 1970:17) 0 If you picking coffee or cocoa. Load-

ing boulders or cutting latrow. You still got to leant. (Lady Divine

“Education” 1971 pr)

lattan n Desmoncus orthacanthos, a vigorous spiny native climbing

palm with a flexible stem, used for baskets, whips. Also the similar D.

polyacanthos, a slender spiny climbing palm, with recurved hooks to

1.5 cm (.6") long on the leaf stalk instead of straight spines; ovate

leaflets, /latan/ (< LAS latania a palm < Amer) = >camwell, climbing

palm, croc-chien
1

,
gri-gri vine, pessy

3
,
policeman, wait-a-minute

lau n Usu. with bus (a), a hit, strike, beat, /lau/ 0 To buss ah lau-o in

someone’s tail: to give person ah good beatin’; blows. (Haynes

1987:25)

laugh 1 n Laughter. (< obs E laugh ‘the action of laughing; laughing;

an inclination to laugh’) 0 Wan band ar mass ar play some ting dem
call Clowns; Sar, ar been crazy wid laff till I nearly brok me side. (PC
3 Mar 1906) 0 Christmas night I almost died with laugh. Lyin in me
bed with a high brown craft. (Lion “Netty, Netty” 1937) 0 I nearly

dead with laugh. Find myself in the arms of a Chiney craft. (Kitch-

ener “Chinese Memorial" 1948 pr)

2 v Of shoes, have the sole part from the uppers in front, flapping, (fr

resemblance to open mouth) 0 I would describe my childhood as

poor... my shoes were often laughing... I [had] only one good pants.

(EX 18 Jan 1987:20-1)

laugh after phr Laugh at; laugh because of; usu. not negative. 0 I am
always laughing after that child.

laugh like a drain phr Laugh in a loud, vulgar manner. (< BrE laugh

like a drain ‘laugh loudly, esp. at someone else’s discomfort’) 0 That

woman does laugh like a drain.
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laugh pon, laugh pan v Laugh at; laugh because of; usu. negative. 0

Lazarus tell dem howdy wan day, dem tun roun an laff pan he, he na

make no bone he go trait an ladge complaint. (PC 24 Feb 1906)

lauki, lowkhee n Lagenaria siceraria [= L. vulgaris], a cultivated

trailing or climbing plant, stems ridged, hairy. Leaves wide, slightly

lobed, white-hairy beneath. Flower has bell-shaped cover, 5 white

petals. Fruit an edible smooth-skinned squash, bottle or club-shaped,

sometimes crook-necked, to 1 m (3.2') long, with hard, ridged, light

green rind, containing white or light brown seeds in edible non-sweet

white pulp; cooked as a vegetable, /lauki/ (< FI lauki ‘a kind of pump-

kin’) = gouge, gourd 0 Green papaw, “lowkee” and green cucumbers

were cooked in a similar fashion. (Pariag 1975:25) 0 The inside white

portion of the lauki is cooked as talkari or used in dahl. The young

shoots and leaves are sometimes used as bhaji. (Mahabir 1991:90)

lau-lau-Iau-lau adx Indicating a repeated sound of blows, /laulaolau/

(< lau) 0 Lau lau lau lau: signifies blows being delivered. (Flaynes

1987:28)

launch v Expose to the public for the first time designs for a new
Carnival band, usu. with a fete. (<E launch ‘publish a book;

put a product on the market’) 0 The band was launched last October 1

at the Valley Vue Hotel, St. Ann’s. The Harts are expecting over

2,000 mas’ lovers to register with their band. (Heat 14 Oct 1989:5)

launching, launch n The first time that designs for a new Carnival
BAND are exposed to the public, usu. accompanied by a FETE. (< E

launching ‘publishing a book; putting a product on the market’) 0

[They] chatted at the band launching last Tuesday night... part of a

large crowd which turned out to usher in the Carnival season and to

sneak preview costume designs for the band. (EX 5 Nov 1990:18) 0

BAND LAUNCHING, a fundraising event hosted by a mas’ band

in which Carnival costumes are premiered and members enlisted.

(Gallaugher 1991:290)

laung see lavang

laura see LORA

lauretta n obs A pet name for a parrot or parakeet. (< Sp lora ‘green

parrot’ + -ettel-etta E/Fr affectionate or female diminutive) = >lorito

0 [A list of pets]: lauretta, agoutis, gato melaos (2), crao, scarlet ibis,

paui, Louis d’or, ramoo, laps. (Gordon 1870:302)

laurier black mattack n Nectandra martinicensis, a native tree,

/bwie, brie... matak/ (< Fr laurier
,
any of a number of trees, mostly

species of Ocotea or Nectandra, in the family Lauraceae) = >laurier

cypre
1

, main ridge laurier (cypre)

laurier blanc n Nectandra strumosa , a native tree, /blarjk/ (< Fr blanc

‘white’) 0 (Hart 1866:64) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:23 1)

laurier cacapoule n Ocotea Ieucoxylon [~ Laurus leucoxylon, Ore-

odaphne leucoxylon], a native evergreen tree to 15 m (49'), branches

hairy towards tips. Leaves 7-23 x 2.5-10 cm (2.7-9" x 1-3.9"), oblong

to elliptic. Flowers yellowish-green, in panicles to 17 cm (6.6") long,

shorter than leaves, rusty-hairy. Fruit round, purplish-black, short

spiny tip, to 1.5 cm (.6") long, in a cupule about 1 cm (.4") diameter,

saucer-shaped, white, warty. (<FC cacapoule ‘fowl feces’) = black

cedar
2

, dockwood, duckwood 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT 1978-2-

9:572-3)

laurier canelle 1 n Aniba citrifolia [= A. trinitatis, Aydendron trinita-

tis], a large native evergreen tree, girth to 2.1 m (7'). Branchlets

reddish-brown. Bark brownish and fairly smooth, underbark brown

and sapwood distinctly yellowish. Large leaves, alternate, 6-21 x

2.5-7 cm (2. 3-8.2" x 1-2.7"), elliptic-oblong. Small white flowers in

clusters 5-7 cm (2-2.7") long; flowering branches dry black. Fruit a

small ovoid berry partly enclosed by an ellipsoid cupule 15 mm (.6")

long, surface scaly, smooth. Wood yellowish, light in weight, /kenel/

(< FC kanel < Fr canelle ‘cinnamon’) 0 (Hart 1866:64) 0 (Marshall

1934:82) 0 Laurier canelle... Aniba panurensis or A. trinitatis. (Beard

1946:28) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:564-5)

2 n Aniba firmula [= A. panurensis, Aydendron firmulum, A. panu-

rense], a native tree. Branchlets rusty to pale brown, hairy. Leaves

alternate, oblong-elliptic to obovate, smooth above, minutely hairy

beneath. Flowers in branches 6-10 cm (2. 3-3.9") long, rusty hairy.

branches deeply channelled when dry. Fruit ellipsoid, 18 x 13 mm
(.1" x .5"), warty. 0 Laurier canelle... Aniba panurensis or A. trinita-

tis. (Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:565-6)

laurier citron n Ocotea fasciculata [= Oreodaphne fasciculata], a

medium-sized native evergreen tree to 10 m (32') tall. Leaves 4.5-13

x 2-6 cm (1. 8-5.1" x .8-2.3"), elliptic to oblong-lanceolate; when
freshly cut smell of limes. Flowers small, in short panicles; fruit a

small ovoid berry, /sitwo, sitro/ (< FC citron ‘citrus; citron’ fr lime-

like smell of freshly cut leaves) 0 (Marshall 1934:85) 0 Laurier cit-

ron. (Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:576-7)

laurier cypre 1 n Nectandra martinicensis [= Laurus martinicensis], a

smallish native evergreen tree to 15 m (49') tall. Bark smooth, thin,

light grey. Leaves alternate, 9-21 x 2.5-6 cm (3.5-8" x 1-2.3"),

oblong-elliptic, with short sparse hairs on both surfaces, thin, flaccid.

Flowers 5-6 mm (.2-.24") diameter, on stalks to 15 cm (5.8") long.

Fruit an ellipsoid berry about 11x8 mm (.4" x .3") diameter, in a

saucer-shaped cupule about 5 mm (.2") diameter. Wood soft, whitish,

light in weight, not much used. (< cyp)
= laurier black mattack, main

ridge laurier (cypre) 0 (Hart 1866:64) 0 (Marshall 1934:83) 0 (FTT
1978-2-9:583-4)

2 n Ocotea oblonga, a medium-sized native evergreen tree to 20 m
(65') tall; large trees have small buttresses. Flowers small, creamy

yellow. Fruit ellipsoid, 12 x 8 mm (.47" x .31"), in a top-shaped

cupule, about 5 mm (.2") diameter. Wood fairly light weight, yellowish-

grey; useful timber. = >fme-leaf laurier 0 Among those of our more

useful forest trees which peculiarly affect the mountains are... Locust,

Laurier cypre, Acoma (our Mastic)... (Carr 1869:403-4) 0 Here and

there the eye of the woodman might discern a solitary balata

(Mimusops globosa), carapa or Crapeaud, (Carapa guianensis),

guatacare (Lecythis idatimon), or laurier cyp (Oreodaphne cemua).

(Vincent 1910:67) 0 (Marshall 1934:86) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT
1978-2-9:578-9)

laurier mabelle zenfants n Phoebe elongata, a medium-sized native

evergreen tree, girth to 1.8 m (6'), many suckers growing around base

of trunk. Bark greyish, smooth, thin. Leaves have three prominent

veins radiating from the base of the leaf. Flowers borne in long pani-

cles. Fruit ovoid greenish black berry. Wood soft, greyish, not much
used, /mabel z5fo/ (< FC mabel ‘my pretty’ + zenfants ‘and children’

fr production of many young trees around the base of trunk) = >lau-

rier mama zenfants, mabelle 0 (Marshall 1934:86)

laurier mama zenfants n Phoebe elongata [= Laurus elongata. P.

elongata var. lanceolata, P. elongata var. elliptica], a medium-sized

native evergreen tree, to 20 m (65') tall; many suckers growing

around base of trunk. Bark greyish, smooth, thin. Leaves 7-17 x

2-7 cm (2. 7-6.6" x .8-2.7"), lanceolate or elliptic, papery, smooth

above, slightly hairy beneath, with three prominent veins radiating

from the base of the leaf. Flowers borne in long panicles. Fruit ellip-

soid, 14x7 mm (.5" x .28"), greenish black berry. Wood soft, grey-

ish, not much used, /mama z5f5/ (< FC mama zenfants ‘mother and

children’ fr production of many young trees around the base of

trunk) = laurier mabelle z’enfants, mabelle 0 (Marshall 1934:86) 0

(Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:569-70)

laurier mango n Aiouea laevis [= A. densiflora], a smallish native

evergreen tree, girth to 1.2 m (4'). Bark smoothish, light purplish-

brown; underbark white with reddish streaks. Leaves oblong-

lanceolate, drooping, 9-20 x 3-6 cm (3. 5-7. 8" x 1.2-2. 3"). Flowers

small, in many-flowered panicles 7-15 cm (2. 7-5. 8") long. Fruit a

small ovoid berry, 14 mm (.5"). 0 (Marshall 1934:82-83) 0 (Beard

1946:28) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:566-7)

laurier mattack 1 n Ocotea eggersiana, a large native evergreen tree,

girth to 2.7 m (9'). Bark fairly smooth, becoming untidily scaly on old

trees. Branchlets woolly at base. Leaves small, 6-12 x 2-5.5 cm (2.3-

4.6" x .8-2.1"), naiTowly or broadly elliptic, with blunt pointed drip

tip. Separate male and female flowers, in short panicles 7.5 cm (3")

long. Berry ellipsoid, 8x4 mm (.3" x .16"), cupule about 5 mm (.2")

diameter, enclosing lower half of berry. (< mattack ) 0 (Marshall

1934:85) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:575-6)
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2 n Nectandra cissiflora , a native evergreen tree, girth to 1.8 m (6').

Bark smooth; leaves large stout and crinkled, hairy beneath; flowers

creamy white in large panicles; fruit a small green berry. Wood is use-

ful timber. = >large-leaf laurier mattack 0 (Marshall 1934:84) 0

(Beard 1946:28) 0 Sunlight blazes the hills; and scattered between the

hills’ valuable timber trees - the cedar, angelin, laurier-matack, galba

and mahoe - the poui is dropping rich yellow flowers like a madman
throwing away gold. (Lovelace 1968:7)

laurier petite feuille n Ocotea canaliculata [= Taurus canaliculata,

Oreodaphne cayennensis], a medium-sized native evergreen tree,

girth to 1.8 m (6'). Bark darkish, thin, soft. Leaves 7-15 x 2-4.5 cm
(2. 7-5. 8" x .8-1.8"), elliptic to oblong-lanceolate, leathery, net veins.

Individual flowers small, creamy yellow, turning pink, borne in con-

spicuous short panicles. Fruit an ellipsoid berry, about 1 cm x 7-8 mm
(.4" x .28-.31”) diameter, cupule about 1 cm (.4") diameter, covering

about half the berry, lightly covered with scales. Wood whitish,

tough, /ti id (< Fr petite ‘small’ + feuille ‘leaf) = laurier ti-fay 0

(Marshall 1934:85) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:577)

laurier pulcherro n Licaria canella [~ Aydendron canella, Acrodi-

clidium canella, Aniba megacarpa], a large native evergreen tree to

25 m (80') tall. Bark dark, smoothish; underbark pale brown darken-

ing to reddish-brown. Leaves alternate, or clustered at ends of

branches, 6.5-12 x 3.5-6 cm (2. 5-4.7" x 1.4-2. 3"), broadly elliptic,

leathery, glossy above, prominent net-veins on both sides. Flowers

small, white, in many-flowered cluster. Fruit 5-6 cm x 15 mm (.2-.24"

x .6"), oblong-ovoid, cupule to 3.5 cm (1.4") diameter, thick-walled,

rusty-warty. Wood whitish becoming brown on exposure, light

weight, /pultfero/ 0 (Marshall 1934:82) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT
1978-2-9:568-9)

laurier stinker n Ocotea floribunda, a native tree to 25 m (80'). A
strong, spicy, pungent smell is yielded by the bark and wood when
freshly cut and by the leaves when crushed. (< E stinker ‘something

with a strong, unpleasant smell) = spicy laurier, >spicy (laurier) mat-

tack 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:573-4)

laurier tifay n Ocotea canaliculata , a medium-sized native evergreen

tree. Leaves medium. Individual flowers small, creamy yellow, turn-

ing pink, borne in conspicuous short panicles. Fruit an ovoid berry.

Wood whitish, tough, /tife/ (< FC tifay ‘small leaf) = >laurier petite

feuille 0 (Marshall 1934:85)

laurier zaboca n Ocotea glomerata [~ Oreodaphne glomerata], a

medium-sized native evergreen tree, girth to 1.8 m (6'), bark greyish,

fairly smooth. Branchlets densely rusty woolly. Leaves 8-22 x 3-6.5 cm
(3. 1-8.6" x 1.2-2. 5"), broadly oblong, elliptic-lanceolate, leathery,

greyish-brown to rusty woolly on major nerves, lower surface hairy and

bluish-green. Flowers creamy yellow, on 22 cm (8.6")-long panicles.

Fruit an ovoid-ellipsoid berry, 1 cm x 6 mm (.4" x .24"), in a smooth

cupule to 6 x 8 mm (.24" x .3"). Wood is useful timber. (< zaboca) 0

(Marshall 1934:85) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:578)

laurito see LORITO

lava see lawa
lavabo, lababo 1«A weak person, easily taken advantage of. /lavabo/

0 I really thought Houdini was a clever lad. But his reputation was
very bad, At the Olympic Theatre show we came to know, That this

man was a lavabo. Look here me lad, that ballad. No good in Trini-

dad. (Executor ca 1929, in Hill 1986:88) 0 Women got we men like

lavabo. (Radio “Man Smart, Woman Smarter” 1936)

2 n In playing top, the action of deliberately damaging the other

player’s top, throwing with the nail end of your top to stick it. See

also JIGS. 0 We were playing for lavabo.

3 n In the phrase take lavabo on , advantage; exploitation. =

advantage 1

0 They only taking lavabo on the man.

lavalasse n obs An article of clothing, poss. a kind of coat. 0 The pris-

oner had his l’avalasse tied across... He had a shirt and trowsers and a

lavalasse tied round him... He had then on a white cotton shirt, a pair

of brown drill trowsers, and a white coat tied round him, by the

sleeves. (TRD 19/22 June 1851:2)

lavang, laung, lawang n Cloves, a spice used in cooking; the dried

flower-bud of Caryophvllus aromaticus. /lavai], lawar)/ (< H-Bh laug

‘clove’) 0 (Indar & Ramesar 1988:71) 0 “Buy a pack ah lawang fuh

meh when yuh go dong de road.” (1990) 0 ‘She was a master cook

and behaved like one. I think having come all the way here with her

spices - adrak, ilaychi, laung, dalchini, jaiphal, jeera, methi, javitri,

saunf, kesar, massala... she decided to go through with it.’ (Persaud

1993:98)

lavani, lavanie n arc A caramel sweet, made from sugar boiled with

cream of tartar and vinegar; cooled, pulled into a long roll, cut into

pieces and coated with icing sugar. It can be flavoured with essences

of orange, almond, etc. as well as vanilla, and colour can be added.

See also WHEEL, /lavani/ (< FC < Fr la vanille ‘vanilla’) 0 The “spe-

cial” of Arima polo was the lavanie man! “Lavanie” was an Arima

institution and the friend of all children. On his tray of sweets he had

a small roulette wheel; for one cent you spun the wheel and scored

one, two or three of his delicious sticks of peppermint, aniseed or

other wonderful flavour! (O’Connor 1978:68) 0 The African slaves...

who worked on the sugar estates were given part of their wages in

sugar and molasses. They then used these to make any number of

delicious sweetmeats... [such as] “lavanee”, a hard toffee in squares

of different colours, a name that is probably never heard today. (Hunt

1985a:i-ii) 0 Mention of vending reminds me of the traditional sweet

vendors who used to go around the towns and villages of Trinidad on

a Saturday with their trays of local sweets such as Lavanee. These

trays often had a spinning wheel. You paid your penny and turned the

wheel and depending on the number where the wheel stopped you got

a similar number of sweets. Lucky people could get as many as

50 sweets for one penny. (Hunt 1985b:v) 0 Best of all, there was the

Lavanee man... His stock consisted of a tray of sweets of various

colours, and to this enticement was added a circular board with nails

that pointed upward. The board was clearly marked with numbers

from one to seven. This had to be spun by the enterprising buyer who
hoped that he would be lucky enough to have the disc stop at the

number seven, which meant that he would get seven sweets for his

halfpenny. Many times did I spin that board, but always succeeded in

seeing it stop at five, at which point the French man would pick up his

sugar tongs, place five of the coveted sweets in a brown paper bag

and give them to me. (Maynard 1992:27)

laveau-lever, lavau lever n A game of tops in which you try to OPEN

or BUS your opponent’s top by spinning your own directly onto it.

/lavoleve/ (< FC leve < Fr lever ‘lift’) 0 Every season he would

“open” a few tops whether the game was “
la veau lever” or

“mener”... A game of tops in which one tried to ‘open’ the oppo-

nent’s top while it is on the ground by spinning your top with great

force directly on to his. (Bynoe 1985:5,59) 0 The two sessions of top-

spinning were “mener” (amener) and “la-vau-leve’“. Both sessions

began with a “pique’“ which was to draw a fairly straight line in the

dirt and to spin as near to it as possible to decide the order of the play-

ers. The player whose spin was furthest from the line was said to be

“down” and had to place the top on the ground so others could attack

it by spinning to hit it... “La-vau-leve’“ was a simpler form played

with one line. The player who lost the “pique’“ put the top on the line

and the others were expected to knock it with theirs or make them

spin. If a top landed on the nail but did not spin it was said to

“dechirure”. If it landed with a thud and did not spin that was a

“bouffe” and the player’s top then replaced the one on the line.

(Cummings 2004:108-9)

lavway 1 n arc Voice, esp. a singing voice, /lavwe/ (< FC lavwe

‘voice’ < F la voix ‘voice’) 0 I don’t care what anyone say, the ice

man have the best lavway. (Melody “The Ice Man” 1961) 0 She have

a good lavway.

2 n The sound of hunting dogs on the chase. 0 Lavway - hue and cry.

(ESTT 1956)

3 n A song sung or played by TAMBOO-BAMBOO bands or drums to

accompany KALINDA. 0 Others, less disposed to run, jump and skip

about in grotesque forms and habiliments, may be seen in bands

dressed ‘a la negre-jardin

'

parading the streets with fearful-looking

gasparee sticks in hand... there is always a large crowd of a hundred

or more following and bellowing with the utmost power of their lungs

the ridiculous lavway’ by which the principal actors are distinguished.
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(.POSG 25 Feb 1908:7) 0 They sing a lavray kalinda: QUAREZ! (For-

tune ca 1950-59:3) 0 Bobby could also hear the frenzied voices of the

stickmen as they sang this lavuay; “the length ofmy bois is the length

of yuh coffin, way yah yo!” (Lewis 1972:67) 0 The calypsonian...

can... delight us with a good tune, “a reel lavway” like the peerless

Kitchener. (TG 22 Feb 1973:4) 0 “The kalinda... the drumbeating is

very good... By the lavway you get a kind of spirit up, but only when
you have the rum in yuh head.” (Gayelle 21 Feb 1985) 0 The great

hope was to transcend the primal simplicity of the typical road-march

lavway, by forcing traditional local music to adapt itself to imposed

English and American songs. The problem was how to improve the

verbal quality of the carnival song while at the same time retaining its

spontaneity. Could the melodies of war-time marching and drinking

songs substitute for the traditional lavway? (Rohlehr 1986:19) 0 The

most notable song fragment to survive about [the Water Riot of 1903]

is the calinda-like chorus that has passed into the repertoire of stick-

fighting chants: Fire brigade, water the road. Mama, Red House

burning down. It must have been the lavway (French: la voLx) or road-

march that was universally sung on the carnival streets in 1904 and it

has been repeatedly since as the chorus of calypsoes about great fires

in the city. (Hill 1986:72) 0 If you could charge bois, you could

brakes a bois, Santimanitay, Bois man’s lavway for Max Awon. (Heat

18 Nov 1989:7) 0 Clearly, the uncensored old-time spicy lavway still

enjoyed a popular, if underground existence in the dance halls. This

must have been even more so in the “Wang” fetes, which maintained

all the old traditions of rowdiness that early in the century had been

associated with the "French Shores” section of Port of Spain.

(Rohlehr 1990:114) 0 Kitchener closed the first half with a simple

uptempo lavway that had the multitude on its feet. (EX 9 Jan 1993:8)

0 Throughout the 1 870s. large bands of stickfighters marched against

one another in Carnival. Activities commenced at midnight on

Shrove Sunday in a fiambeaux-lit procession called ‘Canbouley’

(cannes brulees). Most bands were based on territory or occupation

and each was accompanied by a drummer and women shac-shac

(maracas) players, who also sang ‘Bel Airs' (bele is also a generic

name for a drum dance). While members of each band fought one

another in consort (hade baton) the crowd danced ‘Corlindas’ (old

kalenda). ‘Canboulay’ was abolished and these hostilities curtailed

by two ordinances in 1884; these, together with other constraints,

respectively prohibited the use of drums in processions and restricted

their playing at other assemblies. Tamboo-bamboo stamping tubes

were adopted subsequently as accompaniment by the stickfighters,

although drums remained in use in rural areas. From about 1905,

bands of tamboo-bamboo players also marched in procession in Car-

nival. They sang kalenda-based call-and-response Teggos’, Tavways’

or road marches (like Caroline) to the accompaniment of their instru-

ments. Tamboo-bamboo groups were replaced gradually by steel

bands in the 1940s. (Cowley 1993:11) 0 Lavway. Calypso call and

response, also used in slickfighting. A good lavway makes use of dou-

ble entendres. A French patois word that comes from le vrai (the

truth) or perhaps le voi.x (the voice). In a lavway the call and response

or sometimes question and answer are melodically interlocked. The
calypsonian Kitchener is known for working lavway structures into

his songs. (Martin 1998:229) 0 Luis McWilliams has identified five

phases of stickfighting: the challenge; the lavway, or call-and-

response chants in either patois or English; the “karray”... the bois, or

attack... the "pas,” during which the defeated is taken for bloodletting

to a blood hole inside the gayelle. (Martin 1998:228) 0 Cracking the

whip like a gunshot and scaring spectators in the process, jab-jabs

keep up a lavway to accompany their march on the streets on both

Carnival days. With the chorus “Jab-Jab”, Rodney adds a few more
lines to one of their lavways... “We sometimes make up some words,

like extempore, to keep the lavway going... In one instance, one of

our players sang out some lines in Hindi. That went down well

because everybody kept on singing the chorus.” (Sookram 2000:24) 0

Noel sings the la veau, “Saddam in the hole,” as his fingers glide,

caress, stroke and lash the drum’s face. (TG 15 Feb 2004:63)

lavway parang n A form of music combining elements of traditional

CALYPSO 1

with PARANG. 0 Another off-shoot of soca parang is

lavway parang. This... is best reflected in the repertory of Scrunter.

“Backyard Jam” and “Madame Jeffrey Oh” are two examples. The
rhythm of these songs is close to that of the calypso, which is slower

than soca... It is the lavway element that is superimposed above that

of the parang, and that which lends the tardy infectiousness of

the calypso beat to these songs. The introduction of the ‘pan around

the neck' steelband music and the ‘bottle and spoon’, intensify the

lavway in "Back Yard Jam”. In both songs, the use of parang, percus-

sive instruments and acoustic, stringed instruments help to maintain

the parang element. (Allard 2004:3)

lawa 1 n Parched grains of DHAN rice, used in Hindu wedding rituals,

/lawa/ (< H-Bh lava ‘rice, com or millet parched on hot sand’) 0 In

Trinidad only the close family fry the padi... This parched lava is

used in the central marriage ceremony, where it is thrown into the

sacred fire. (Balkissoon ca 1975:5) 0 On the morning preceding the

wedding the lawa ceremony takes place... The lawa [consists] of

parched rice and is sent before the wedding to the house. (Balkissoon

ca 1975:8) 0 Preparations for the wedding ceremony itself began soon

after, with math kore or planting of the nuptial pole and preparation

of parched rice or lawa for use in the marriage ritual. (Clarke

1986:121) 0 When all these gifts had been presented, the bride and

groom followed the pundit through the hawan or fire ritual. The

siballa mixed lawa, or parched rice, brought from each home and cer-

emonially burned it. Vows were exchanged in Sanskrit, translated by

the pundit into English, then the groom’s sash was tied to the bride’s

sari and the couple circled the sacred fire seven times in a clockwise

direction, throwing lawa on the fire each time. (Clarke 1986:122) 0

“Drop the lawa by Sundaree before the tassa start to beat.” (1990) 0

She peeped out her window as Baboonie, her step mother, and the

ladies of the vilage parched the lawa (rice) over the chulha (fire-

place). And how excited they were as the rice started to pop and jump
all over the pot and some even outside, but each grain was retrieved

as such was the custom. (Deen 1994:136-8) 0 Just as the laawa is

moving or jumping from one end of the pot to the next, in the same

way, the dulahin’s bahen, phoowa, mother, maami and mousi are

moving up and down with the music. (Holass-Beepath 2002:56)

2 n A ritual during a Hindu wedding in which married women meet

and throw parched roasted rice grains; also a ritual during a Hindu

wedding when the bride’s brother throws LAWA in the hands of the

bride and groom. 0 On the morning preceding the wedding the lawa

ceremony takes place. This usually occurs at the home of a close

neighbour or a relative in the village. The lawa [consists] of parched

rice and is sent before the wedding to the house... On the morning of

the wedding a procession of women accompanied by drums go to

“fetch lawa". During the ceremony this lawa is mixed with that

brought by the groom’s party and is thrown around and unto [s/c] the

sacred fire by the bride and groom during the rite of circumambula-

tion (sapta-padi). (Balkissoon ca 1975:8) 0 The laawaaa - throwing

of fried rice-grains - is followed by the kichari. (Boodoosingh

1976:24) 0 On the morning of the wedding, Santiago followed the

women folks to what is called lawah. They moved to a water well

with a tray of puffed rice and flowers. They dug a hole and buried the

ingredients amidst the beating of drums, singing and dancing, this

was to ask Brahma’s blessing to bring prosperity and success to the

marriage. (Doodnath 1989:46) 0 The dancing of Hindu women in the

maticore and laawa ceremonies is distinctively Indian, with its own
steps and rhythms. (EX-2 16 Dec 1990:24) 0 During my early teens,

my mother exposed my sisters and me to the ritual dancing of Hindu

women of all ages, which takes place during the maticore and laawa

ceremonies of the Hindu wedding over a three-day period. Coming
from my puritanical Islamic background (as practised in Trinidad and

Tobago), I was at first shocked by the performance of what can only

be described as the portrayal of the man-woman sexual act through

folk dance. But by the time I had entered my twenties, and embraced

many elements of Hindu culture, I myself began actively participat-

ing in these dances... the sexual education of the Hindu girl begins at

these dances, as the older and middle-aged women draw the teenaged

and younger girls into the circle. (EX-2 16 Dec 1990:24) 0 So if the

sun sets on a Friday afternoon, or just before noon on a Sunday, I hear
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the beating of the tassa drums in the distance signalling the ritual

walk down the village street by a group of Hindu women, I immedi-

ately drop whatever I am doing, put on some comfortable clothes, and

let the sound of the drums lead me to the [scene] of a maticore or

laawa ceremony where the performance of rituals is immediately fol-

lowed by the forming of a circle in which the women dance to the

beat of the different rhythms... The only male involvement is that of

the tassa drummers who do not actively view the dancing, but stand

some distance off beating the drums. It is one of the spaces that was

probably fought for centuries ago by Indian women to express their

sexuality collectively within Hinduism, which is generally a male-

dominant Religion and Culture. (Baksh-Soodeen 1991:7) 0 Lawar,

Los Rios or the Feast of the Epiphany - “The Three Kings” is on Jan-

uary 6. This occasion will also bring an official end to the 1992

parang season. As tradition, paranderos would end the season by

attending a Roman Catholic service, offering praise for a good sea-

son. (TG 1 Jan 1993:21) 0 About 7.00 p.m. Mala came to him: “Ah
goin Mut-Khurwa.” “Okay, but behave yuhself, yuh know it does

have plenty boys peeping,” and he smiled as he remembered his own
days peeping at the women when they went for ‘Lawa’. (Ali 1993:55)

0 The Humming Bird Tassa Boys from Felicity Village led an all

ladies procession to perform the lawa ceremony. A few men, how-

ever, broke with tradition and joined the ladies group. (EX 13 Aug
2002:23) 9 The Laawa bhoojana ceremony usually takes place on the

Saturday night before the wedding ceremony. At about eleven o’clock

in the night, the dulaha’s (dulahin’s) mother, accompanied by the

other female relatives such as phoowa, mousi, maami, nani and

bahen, bring the chulha, firewood, pot and rice paddy near to the

maaroh. They sit and parch the rice a little at a time. During this time

special songs are sung relating to the occasion... The parched rice is

now known as laawa, or laja and is used in the main wedding rites

known as laja homa on the wedding day. (Holass-Beepath 2002:55)

3 n Tob arc Term of address for a man, known or not. (prob. < FC
lawa < Fr le roi ‘king’) 0 Hey, lawa!

lawang see LAVANG

lawa song n Songs sung during the preparation of LAWA rice and

using it in the lawa ceremony. (< lower) 9 Lawa Songs... are songs

sung during the roasting and mixing of rice paddy and putting it at the

“Chowk” (altar) in the “Maro” (decorated tent). (Ahyoung 1977:74) 0

Allyuh sing two three lawa song dey patching lawa. (1990)

lawless adj Badly behaved; unruly, /bles/ (< E lawless ‘regardless of

or disobedient to law; uncontrolled by law’) 0 The Grass Market, at

the comer of Duke and St. Vincent Streets, established since 1857,

had for many years been the site favoured by fish-vendors, seldom

the most disciplined of mortals. At the slightest hint of a wedding

they would rush to occupy points of vantage either in or outside of the

church, to watch the bride and her guests as they arrived and to make
comments about their array and about anything else - derogatory,

scurrilous or just plain outrageous - that would delight lawless

bystanders. (Maynard 1992:74) 0 That is a real lawless child.

lawni n A traditional Indian song sung by women, describing their

feelings about the absence of their husband, /bni/ (< H-Bh) 0 Lawni:

This song-type, performed by individual women, describes senti-

ments relating to the absence of the husband who is away at work.

(Ahyoung 1977:72) 0 Drupatee record have ah lawni in it.

laws see OH LAWS

laylay see BOIS LAYLAY

lay off v Spread out; sprawl, e.g. on a couch. 0 “The manager does call

people niggers an’ does lay off in a big-time couch smokin fat, fat

cigars.” (Jones 1973:128)

layout n Plan for an entire housing SCHEME. (< E layout ‘the planning

or disposition of land, streets, etc.; the plan or disposition of a house,

factory, garden, etc.) 0 According to Mahabit, there were 143 private

layouts in the county with each one “a veritable mess when it comes
to roads and drainage.” (EX-2 27 Sept 1987:8)

lay stool phr In Orisha practice, prepare a shrine for a particular

deity. (< E lay ‘place in a position of rest on the ground’ + stool
2
) 0

Procedures vary somewhat in the laying of stools for different powers...

for laying Ogun’s shrine [a] hole three feet deep and two and one-half

feet wide is dug, one yard of red cotton cloth is spread inside the hole,

and a lighted candle is placed in the center... [for] Shango’s stool... no

hole is dug... earth is built up into a hollow. White cloth instead of red

is used and mm has no place in this rite. (Simpson 1970:46-7)

laylay see LELE

lazy bird n Molothrus bonariensis [~ M. atronitens

\

(E shirty cow-

bird), a bird, length 18.8 cm (7.5"). Male shiny blue-black, glossed

purple. Female dull brown; darker wings and tail; paler below. Lays

eggs in the nests of other bird species. ( fr its practice of laying eggs in

other birds’ nests) = little black stare, oat bird, papa small, petit merle

noir 0 He saw a lazy bird enter this nest and later found an egg on the

ground beneath which he believes was thrown out by the lazy bird.

(Williams 1922:126) 9 (Roberts 1934:98) 0 (Belcher & Smooker

1937b:526) 0 (ffrench 1991:334-5)

leader n A rank of Spiritual Baptists. 0 Leaders direct services of

mourning and baptism. They are the final authority in the interpreta-

tion of tracts and provide words of consolation during the cere-

mony. (Glazier 1983:53) 9 Leader: Title given to the highest

ranking male in the membership hierarchy of a particular Spiritual

Baptist church. (Houk 1995:219) 0 The duties and privileges of

these positions can differ from church to church, but “Leader” and

“Mother” generally designate the highest-ranking male and female

members, each of whom, more often than not, has his or her own
church and sometimes an Orisha shrine as well... some Leaders...

have the authority to conduct a wider range of rituals than others.

(Houk 1995:77-8)

lead-line n The main string for flying a kite, fastened to the COMPASS;
it can be slid along the compass to allow PULLING or MOUNTING. 9

The lead-line... must be secured in such a way that when tied, the knot

will be directly over the intersecting bow and backbone... This

intersection... is a guide to adjusting the kite’s motion. (Greenhall

1976-2:27)

lead pan n The PAN in a STEELBAND having the highest range of

notes, used to play the basic melody. = melody pan, piano pan, ping-

pong, >tenor pan 9 He used to play lead pan for Despers.

leaf fish n Polycentrus schomburgkii, a small fresh or brackish water

fish; body dark but tail colourless, giving it the appearance of a leaf

floating in the water. = black coscorob, coscorob, >king coscorob 9

(Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:54)

leaf lizard n obs Any small green or brown anolis lizard, (prob. fr

resemblance of bright green colour to leaf, or brown colour to dry

leaf) 9 Urich informs me that he has observed [common kiskadees] to

eat small ground lizards, Ameiva; and leaf lizards, Anolis , and upon

several occasions to splash into water after small fish. (Vesey-

FitzGerald 1936a: 15)

leaf-of-life n Biyophyllum pinnatum
,
a cultivated fleshy plant, to 1 m

(3.2') high. Leaves opposite in pairs, compound on upper parts, leaf-

lets up to 18 x 12 cm (7" x 4.7"), largest on the end; curved notches

on margin. The plant is noted for its ability to produce young plants

on the margin of the leaves under very dry conditions, such as

between pages of a book. Used medicinally, (fr its ability to produce

offshoots fr leaves) = leeveltar rola, never-dead, parvu, sajwan,

>wonder of the world 9 Leaf of Life. (FTT 1932-1-5:309) 9 Leaf-of-

Life, Never Dead, Parvu, Wonder-of-the-World.... The heated leaves

are also applied topically to treat sprains, bruises, ulcers, swellings

and even arthritis and tay tay worm. It is reported that sometimes this

treatment produces severe skin blisters. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:32) 9 “She put me on a diet of what we call the ‘leaf-of-life’

or ‘wonder-of-the-world’. Make it as a tea and drink it every day.”

(Rollocks 1991:120)

leaf shoemaker n Zaretis itys [= Anaea itys], a butterfly, wingspan

5 cm (2"). Reddish brown (male) or yellowish brown (female);

pointed wing-tips; dark brown upper wing-tips and margins. Under-

sides mottled; butterfly wings at rest resemble a dry leaf. 9 (Barcant

1970:107)

leaping fish n Rivulus hartii , a small freshwater fish, length to 10 cm
(4"). It is known for its ability to appear in temporary pools, as it can
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move over land by leaping, (fr its ability to leap or jump from pool to

pool) = guabine2
, Hart’s killifish, >jumping guabine, leaping

guabine, pitch fish, small guabine, Trinidad killifish 0 Leaping fish-

Rivulus harti. Known as small “Guabin” or “Leaping Fish” from its

habit of jumping out of vessels in which it is placed... Will travel

overland in wet weather by a series of rapid leaps, reaching by this

means otherwise inaccessible spots. Very active and voracious.

(Guppy 1934:121) 0 (Boeseman 1960:119-20)

leaping guabine n Rivulus hartii, a small freshwater fish known for its

ability to appear in temporary pools, as it can move over land by leap-

ing. (fr ability to leap or jump from pool to pool + guabine)
=

guabine
2

,
Hart’s killifish, >jumping guabine, leaping fish, pitch fish,

small guabine, Trinidad killifish 0 Leaping guabin. (Guppy

1934:122) 0 (Boeseman 1960:119-20)

learn 1 v Teach; give knowledge to someone else. (< dial E learn

‘teach; instruct’) 0 Some of them feet bigger than old wild yam, now
they want to abuse the one who learn them to walk in shoes. (Execu-

tor “I Don’t Know How the Young Men Living” 1937) 0 Now they

want to abuse, The one who learn them to walk in shoes (Growler

“Too Botheration” 1938) 0 The teachers learn us our lessons. (ESTT

1956) 0 Country kept reminding Ethel that she must “learn Teena to

do things” because she would soon have to be a housewife. (Lewis

1972:8) 0 I will learn you to talk to your father like that. (Selvon

1 99 lb:60) 0 Yeh, I began to play, well I don’t know the drum must be

wake the ole bull... and he want to know who playing... he put me to

sit down. He ask me am “who learn you to beat drum?” I say, “Dada 1

used to beat drum when you ain’t home.” (Andrew [Beddoe], OPNL
June 1994:6) 0 They learn the bird the wheet, and he good.

2 v Study a trade, profession. 0 “Well he gone to Princes Town to

learn motor mechanic. He just finish school this term.” (Anthony

1967:97) 0 “I send him to learn priest because he tell me that is what

he want to learn - priest.” (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:53)

leather 1 n Blows, esp. from a strap or belt. 0 E geh planty leddah -

was severely beaten. (Haynes 19897:164)

2 n Usu. with throw, pelt, have sexual relations. 0 You see how much
rain falling? Weather for leather! 0 I go pelt some leather on

she tonight!

leatherskin mango n A variety of cultivated mango; fruit small with

very green thick skin. Trees grow very large, (fr thick leathery skin) =

mango leatherskin

leaves intj In PITCH, called when you hit an opponent’s marble, but

want to have as many marbles to aim at as possible in the ring, so that

your marble is left in. 0 Leaves you say when you cax a man, but want

to have as many marbles to aim at as possible in the ring. (Pires

1991:8)

lebe-lebe, lebby-lebby adj Thin; without energy, /lsbslebe, lebilsbi/

(< Kikongo lebe-lebe ‘soft; supple; weak; fragile’) 0 [Ljebby-lebby -

‘Loose-limbed’ and, in the case of the second Tacking of energy’ are

the notions conveyed by lege and lebe\ Ewe legbeand lele ‘tall and

thin’, Ga lege lege ‘gaunt’, Duala Isbe Isbe ‘insipid, without strength’.

(Helmlinger 1972:242 in Aub-Buscher 1989:10)

lebranche, lebwash n Mugil liza, an edible marine fish. /lebwaJV =

garmot, large mullet, >mullet*, white mullet 0 The lebranche [is best]

roasted, with the addition of lime-juice and Cayenne pepper,

(de Verteuil 1884:101) 0 The lebranche... [is] caught near the shore...

at the mouths of rivers and estuaries or small creeks, which they

ascend with the flow, and generally retire from with the ebb; drag-

nets are laid at the entrance, and the lebranche is easily caught,

(de Verteuil 1884:392) 0 (Vincent 1910:49) 0 (Mendes 1940:16) 0

Lebranche... Eng. queriman. (AACC 1945:108) 0 (Boeseman
1960:126-7) 0 Lebwash. (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 (Kenny & Bacon

1981:121)

leepay see LIPAY

leer n Human waste; turd; feces. /Hr/ (< H-Bh leer ‘human waste’) 0

‘You does shit de most in dat latrine. You is de man who does leggo

fat fat leer in it. Den you have to clean it.’ (Ladoo 1974:3) 0 “All over

de place ha ler.” (1990)

leerkee, lerkey see LERKI

leeveltar rola n Bryophyllum pinnatum , a cultivated fleshy plant, to

1 m (3.2') high. Leaves opposite in pairs, curved notches on margin. =

leaf-of-life, never-dead, parvu, sajwan, >wonder of the world 0

[L]eeveltar rola... Pass leaves on fire and place on forehead for head-

aches. (Morean M-79)

leewah see LEWAH

leeyaw v Take; bring, /lijo/ (< Bh; H lena ‘take’) 0 “Leeyaw that here

now.” (1990)

lef, leff v Leave; go away without, /lef/ (< dial E ‘leave’) 0 Wid dat me
frien we mus leff you as we gwine fu get warter. (PC 7 May 1904) 0

He tell me if ah doan want de [7s. 6p.] ah cud leff it an bring he up fuh

rit. (PC 4 June 1904) 0 As fo Lizzy she say she tink we two gwine

gree, we gwine gree yes, ef she lef Sammy alone. (PC 13 Aug 1904)

0 Ah go show dem wey creole ooman does do dem bajan wen dey lef

de contry and com in sweet Trinidard foo play bard. (PC 10 Sept

1904) 0 She lef Sammy now but she coming to de rite one. (PC 24

Sept 1904) 0 LEF’, v., leave, e.g., he want to lef me home. (Rodman
1971:232) 0 “Me dorta shouda leff dat man,” Nanny said. (Ladoo

1972:36) 0 “Look woman, you leff Sook alone, you hear. Sook not

tellin me notten you know.” (Ladoo 1974:15) 0 I going and left the

bed with you for a few days till she better. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:23) 0 Talk

half, lef haf. (proverb)

lef fuh dead phr Said to indicate someone’s extreme embarrassment

or failure. Note: In SE, this phrase usu. indicates that someone was so

leadly injured or ill that people— possibly hostile— thought the per-

son was about to die. This is more equivalent to SE wish to be dead.

(fr the idea that the only thing left for the person to do is die) 0 Lef
fuh e dead: the only thing left for him to do was to die; e.g., he was so

embarrassed that dying would have been the easiest way out. (Haynes

1987:164)

left-hand(ed) adj Characterized by evil magic; causing something bad

to happen; sometimes preventing something bad from happening by

doing ritual in a reverse way. 0 The ojha (obeahman) and dayin or

dayan (witches) practise certain left-handed (bamamarga) rites in...

(crematorium or burning grounds). (Jha 1976:58) 0 [L]eft hand

dumpling... A meal of dumplings, which are made using the left hand

and served by a woman in order to cast a spell over a man.

(www.skettel.com 25 Apr 200 1

)

left is right phr Severely; thoroughly; completely. = black is white,

upsided down2
0 He beat she left is right.

leg n Thigh; part of the leg between the knee and torso. 0 (Haynes

1987:9) 0 Leg - hip joint to knee. (John 1973)

legarou, legawu see lagahoo

leggo 1 v Do something without restraint, /lego/ (< E let go ‘allow to

escape; lose hold of; relax hold on’) 0 “Tombo, she tong hot! Man,

she leg go some wods day pon me fuh tru, but de wod way sting me
de mos is when she call me a jale bud. (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 “Same
time I leggo de rod, an take im by de neck wid me right han as much
as I could hole, and 1 kneel down frank omen on he body... I leggo

wid me right han an pull out a coil of the rope I always carry in me
waist.” (TG 10 May 1933) 0 “Sappose a man hold she down? Sap-

pose a man leggo some totey on she one night, boy Choon?” (Ladoo

1974:35) 0 Ah tell yuh when Rennie leggo speech on dem so, an’ he

throw in ah few reverbs, de opposition go have to sen’ for de ‘Bad

Lad’ to counter-attack. (Keens-Douglas 1984:22)

2 n The chorus or refrain of a CALYPSO 1

, or a calypso itself, typically

sung on the streets during Carnival; usu. a simple, two-line chant.

0 We have been informed that Fitz McLean (better known as

“Bonai”) has decided to disclose to the public the two calypso “let

go’s” made by him for the two days of Carnival which will be

recorded shortly and part of the proceeds of which recording will be

given to the Ethiopia Assistance Fund... Their names are “Out the

Fire,” and “Haile Selassie is the Police and Mussolini the Thief.”

(POSG 22 Feb 1936:13) 0 Thousand, ten thousand to bar me one. Lis-

ten to this leggo. (Invader “Ten Thousand to Bar Me One” 1939) 0

Think of a few calypsos sung years ago. See if you can pick out the

hottest leggo. (Lion “Carnival Revue” 1940) 0 I said the leggo was ra

tiray tiray tiray oh, Cora dead and gone. (Invader “Ra Tiray Tiray”
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1941) 0 The varied programme will include calypsoes of all the vari-

ous periods of Trinidad's history, the calenda, drumming, the leggo,

the bongo, stick-playing, the belaire, the singing of African religious

songs from the shango, as well as samples of the West Indian Negro

spirituals as sung by the “Shouter” cult, the gayap and work songs,

and a few pure African chants. The programme will end with a

calypso “War.” (TG 26 Feb 1943 in Ahye 1983:12) 0 To resist the

temptation of the “legos” and not experience the urge to move with

their rhythm is next to impossible for anyone with an ear for music...

At the start of the 20th Century the only calypsoes known to the upper

and middle class were the “legos.” And these leggos were not calypso

in its full unadulterated glory but the short stanzas of the choruses

stripped of all the humour and other commentary trimmings. (Espinet

& Pitts 1944:18,31) 0 Destination Tokyo, coming down with a sweet

leggo. (Wonder “Chinese on Carnival Day” 1948 pr) 0 Caroline per-

sisted in Trinidad as a Carnival leggo at least until the mid-1950s,

although by 1954 it appears to have been on the wane. Writing at the

time of the festival, A. Mitto Sampson asked rhetorically, 'Which is

your favourite leggo?,’ recalling his mother still hummed Tell Me
Where You Been Last Night Caroline? (Sampson 1954, in Cowley

1993:5) 0 Hard-boiled newsmen, tired celebrities and two lovely film

stars were completely captivated by a typical Trinidad “leggo” at the

Country Club on Thursday night. (TG 6 Nov 1955 in Ahye 1983:54)

0 Leggo or breakaway. In de fete dey breakaway with one sweet

leggo. - A nondescript type of dance (creole), any faulty step is con-

sidered a fashion. It is usually danced to a calypso-tune. (ESTT 1956)

0 Jasmin, the grass-cutter’s daughter, the prettiest girl in the village,

ventured with a mongrel composition - that is, the words were mostly

English, but the tune wholly Indian, the refrain being: Every time 1

passing, girl. You grinding massala. It was, everybody agreed, a hot

‘leh-go’. (Naipaul 1976:131) 0 Each band was expected to come out

with its own leggo... Until the 1940s, a single phrase road march

repeated until a verse was sung. (Reyes 1978) 0 The LEGGO or

BREAK AWAY was the dance which gave the physical interpretation

of our early calypso or Kaiso as it was then called., simple, lilting, yet

with an underlying strength, supported by the vibrant percussion of

the tambour bamboo, iron triangle, tin drums and even bottle and

spoon. Spontaneity was the order of the day and improvisations were

the norm... There were many occasions for rejoicing and whenever

the people did so, inevitably they gave expression in a freedom of

style in movement. The term Leggo is very appropriate because of its

intentions; to let go, to break away; to free one’s self from the shack-

les of daily mechanical movements, limitations and inhibitions, reli-

gious and social sanctions, in an atmosphere conducive enough to

enable one to feel a communal bond with others of the same inten-

tions... The colourfully dressed and bejewelled “Jamettes” (diame-

tres) and “Matadors”, women of questionable virtue, and their

“Sweetmen” who sometimes lived off their earnings and altogether

lived a life of free-wheeling and dealing, were the most overt in their

expression of the Leggo. In fetes they really did a breakaway and

their swinging and swaying with accompanying sensual gestures and

postures, went to the extreme in projection. From this stage there

were varying degrees of expressiveness, which of course reflected the

personality of the individuals concerned. The upper classes frowned

on all this and described it as lewd, but as in everything else when
they could not lick them (which they tried) they joined them... When
they hear a Lavway play, They all jump up and breakaway. (Ahye

1978:22) 0 Before the 1920s vaudeville shows enjoyed a higher status

than the calypso, and were staged in cinemas that would require a

decade or more before they’d stage calypso shows. Merrick as a pop-

ular bandleader must have observed the relatively low status of calyp-

soes, few of which were played by local bands, whose custom was to

promote dances such as the paseo, fox-trot, waltz and castilliane,

reserving the “leggo” for the end of the dance when people wanted to

‘break away’. (Rohlehr 1986:20) 0 This junior masquerader was into

leggo as she participated fully in the 1988 Junior Carnival Parade.

(EX 14 Feb 1988:3) 0 The tamboo-bamboo had been in full swing; and

so to the strains of “Las’ Lap, we go make “bassa bassa” (Repeat) a

hot leggo had exploded and erupted on the city’s streets in downtown

Port of Spain that historic Carnival Tuesday morning in 1937. (Lange

1989:5) 0 The experience is described as a “spree" and the hymn is

called a “let go” (that is, a leggo, a Carnival roadmarch chorus.)

(Rohlehr 1990:161) 0 Reporting on the Carnival in 1926, the Trinidad

Guardian complained of ‘the monotony of “Where have you been so

long Caroline?,”’ as the masquerade bands paraded in the streets,

adding that it was ‘seldom relieved by a chorus of any merit’. Leggo,

meaning ‘let yourself go’ or ‘let go’, is a primitive form of calypso

sung during these parades. (Cowley 1993:4) 0 Throughout the 1870s,

large bands of stickfighters marched against one another in Carnival.

Activities commenced at midnight on Shrove Sunday in a flambeaux -

lit procession called ‘Canbouley’ (cannes brulees). Most bands were

based on territory or occupation and each was accompanied by a

drummer and women shac-shac (maracas) players, who also sang

‘Bel Airs’ (bele is also a generic name for a drum dance). While

members of each band fought one another in consort (halle baton) the

crowd danced ‘Corlindas’ (old kalenda). ‘Canboulay’ was abolished

and these hostilities curtailed by two ordinances in 1884; these,

together with other constraints, respectively prohibited the use of

drums in processions and restricted their playing at other assemblies.

Tamboo-bamboo stamping tubes were adopted subsequently as

accompaniment by the stickfighters, although drums remained in use

in rural areas. From about 1905, bands of tamboo-bamboo players

also marched in procession in Carnival. They sang kalenda-baszd

call-and-response ‘leggos’, Tavways’ or road marches (like Caroline)

to the accompaniment of their instruments. Tamboo-bamboo groups

were replaced gradually by steel bands in the 1 940s. (Cowley 1 993 : 1 1

)

3 adj Free and uninhibited in manner. 0 Dancing in carnival “leggo”

style, (de Boissiere 1956)

leggo beast, lagobis n A rough character; someone whose behaviour

is wild and out of control, though not necessarily dangerous, /legobis/

0 Everybody else walking out the ’plane with dey hand swinging, and

1 puffing and panting like a leggo-beast. I still tired, but I figure I bet-

ter write one time. (Doh Say Dat, TG 8 Sept 1991 ) 0 Prancing, mama
they get on like leggo beast. (Rudder "Dus in Deh Face” 1992 pr)

leggo head see LET GO HEAD

leggo in tail phr Throw forcefully; PELT. 0 Yuh ever notice dat it have

some mango tree dat nobody ever use tuh climb. Was only two ways

tuh get dem mangoes. Wait patiently fuh dem tuh fall: Boop! Boo-

doop! Or leggo big stone an big stick in dey tail. Yes man, peltin

mango was plenty fun. But lookout, oui. If was ah tree wit spirit it

would pelt back stone an bust yuh head. (Foster 1990:1 15)

leggo work phr Quit a job. = fire work 0 Leggo - fire de wuck: gave

up de job; usually unceremoniously. (Haynes 1987:164)

legs up v Trip someone; put out a foot against someone’s foot to make
them fall down. 0 I was skipping and they legs me up. 0 The boys

used to come and play skip because they liked to legs up the girls. 0

Why are you legsing up the boy like that? You want to tear open

his legs?

leh v Let; permit, /le, 1e/ (< E let ‘allow; permit’) 0 Do Mr. Spectata,

tell awee gobenna fu he tell dem backra no fu make no more rum fu

poor nagar na dis countree. Le he sen am go backra na Englan spose

he like. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 Ge me de tippet and de sharl in me
hand lay ar go show me mai an wait pan de bridge till ar come back.

(PC 7 May 1904) 0 “Well, lewwe burst the mark and out off. I have a

whappie game in Concrete Yard waiting for me.” “Yes, lewwe burst

mark one time. Where Pretty Boy, your side-man?” (Hill 1966c:20) 0

“You have money to bet?” "Four dollar.” “Ent that your last?” “Leh

we bet if we’re betting, man. We come here to bet.” (Stewart

1989:103)

lekol bish see MAKE BICHE

lele, lae-lae, laylay 1 v Stir a liquid with a stick that ends in small

branches, wire loops, etc. in order to break up solid pieces, or to mix
thoroughly, /lele/ (< Fon lele ‘make a turn; go back and forth’) =

>swizzle !

0 (Aub-Buscher 1989:8)

2 v Move in a manner resembling a LELE action, esp. sexually. =

swizzle
4
0 He lele like you but badder. (Sparrow “Man in Bed” 1983)
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3 v In PITCH, pitch closer and closer to the ring with each turn, or pro-

pel the marble with spin to make it stop where it falls. 0 Because ah

lae lae up close yuh grinding? Is not tips we playing yu know, De way
all yu grow yu finger nail Tank god is not up an x, or ah bus’. (Keens-

Douglas 1975:44).

4 v Beat. 0 (Haynes 1987:164)

5 v Use a following sea to push a boat along; a type of surfing on the

waves in a PIROGUE or other coastal fishing boat. 0 “You lele with the

waves, they push you.” (1990)

lele stick n A swizzle stick, a wooden stick having either natural

wooden prongs or wire loops on one end, used to mix drinks or break

up solid pieces in callaloo 1 by rolling it vertically between the

palms of the hands. (< Fon lele ‘go back and forth’) = baton lele. lele

0 When half the water has boiled away remove green whole pepper

and swizzle vigourously with a lala stick, (de Boissiere ca 1945:10) 0

1 stood in anticipation, With me lay-lay stick done in action, I

swizzling but was in vain. (Wonder “Today’s Favourite Beverages

(JU-C)” 1950 pr) 0 Is time I used to take my licks. With “pessy-lian”

and “laylay-sticks”. (Fortune ca 1950-59:1 1) 0 Oye! ah bought a nice

soursop. Neighbour ley we swizzle up. Bring the lay lay stick ah got

me glass cup. (Wrangler “My Neighbour Jacqueline” 1959 pr) 0 “I

hear they had a fight the other day, quite in the woman’s kitchen, and

she nearly dig out he eye with a ‘lay-lay’ stick”. (Bynoe 1985:48) 9

“Is lay lay stick we used to get dat have we straighten out today.”

(Baptiste 1993:101)

lemon n Citrus limon , a cultivated variety of citrus tree. Fruit has

bumpy brownish-yellow skin and light yellow acidic flesh; used in

drinks and seasoning. = >rough-skin lemon 0 (CFN1 1971:14)

lemonade n Any citrus juice drink. (< E lemonade ‘a drink made of

lemon-juice and water, sweetened with sugar’) 0 “We doh have

grapefruit lemonade, just orange.” (1990)

lemon glassia see laman GARCIA

lemon grass n Cymbopogon citratus, a cultivated medium-tall, highly

lemon-scented grass often used medicinally. (< E lemon grass

‘grasses with lemon-like fragrance, usu. Andropogon) = citronelle",

>fever grass 0 With such a sudorific as lemon-grass, fever does not

usually last more than a few hours. (Day 1852-1:220) 0 Materials

used in healing and conjuring. Grasses... lemon (fever). (Simpson

1962:329) 0 Fever grass or lemon grass. Cymbopogon citratus. (Bush

Medicine 1976b: 18) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:66) 0

Treatment: Christmas bush... lemon grass - a handful. (Bush Medi-

cine 1976b:24) 0 Add... to a few branches of lemon grass. (Pavy

1987:9)

lemon shark n Negaprion brevirostris , a shark; olive grey or yellow

brown, to 3.2m (10.2') long. Liver is used for oil, and fins for gelatin.

0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

lencie n Selene setapinnis, a marine fish. = la lune~ 0 (LNP 1985)

lend dance phr Keep promising but not delivering; keep you moving
without actually getting anywhere. = give a dance 0 Len’in’/givin

someone ah dance: browbeating. (Haynes 1987:136)

lend hand, len han 1 n Tob A group which cooperates to work for

every member of the group, in an exchange of labour without finan-

cial payment. (< E lend a hand ‘help someone, esp with a physical

task’) = >gayap 0 We see the merging of the African music and dance

with Latin Indian co-operative system in the “Gayap”, and dance

songs of Trinidad, the “Coup-Main” of St. Lucia; the “Len Han” of

Tobago; and the Haitian Combites. (Espinet 1948 in Ahye 1983:141)

9 Working in groups, known as gayap in Trinidad, len’ han’ - lend-a-

hand - in Tobago, maroon in Grenada and Combite in the French

West Indies, is quite an institution with definite rules and regulations.

(Elder 1973)

2 phr Help out; aid; support. = put hand 1

0 ‘Oh Lord! I can’t get a

spot to set up meh business, weh to go? O Lord, lend ah hand!’ (EX-S

Dec 1990:2)

lengere see LINGAY

len han see LEND HAND

Lent see CUT LENT

lentille d’eau 1 n Lemna aequinoctialis

,

a very small native fresh-

water floating aquatic plant; leaves roundish, asymmetrical, 1.5-4 x

.7-2.5 mm (.06-. 16" x .02-1”). /bnti do/ (< Fr lentille ‘lentil’ + d’eau

‘of water’, fr shape and habitat) = duckweed 1

0 (FTT 1986-3-4:369)

2 n Lemna valdiviana, a freshwater floating aquatic plant, very small,

roundish, asymmetrical, leaves, 2.5-5 x .5-1.5 mm (.1-.2" x .02-. 06").

= duckweed- 0 (FTT 1986-3-4:370)

leopard wood n Brosimum guianense, a native tree with deep yellow

wood, spotted black. = >gatia, letter wood 0 (Young 1809, Stowe

922:14b) 0 The Leopard Wood - or as it is more commonly called,

the Letter Wood - is a hard but small tree; the heart of this (which is

about one-third as thick as the whole trunk) is alone good; the sap is

useless. This heart, when polished, is a dark red or chocolate colour,

spotted most beautifully with black, like a leopard. It sometimes

appears as though scrawled with a pen. (Joseph 1838a:80) 0 Among
those of our more useful forest trees which peculiarly affect the

mountains are... Leopard wood (more commonly known as Letter

wood). (Carr 1869:403-4) 0 (Beard 1946:33)

Leotaud’s petchary n obs Cnemotriccus fuscatus cabanisi [= Empi-

dochanes cabanisi
,
E. arenaceus , Empidonax cabanisi, Ochthoeca

arenacea
]
(Efuscousflycatcher), a bird, 15.6 cm (6.25") long. Upper-

parts greyish brown; wings darker with 2 buff wing-bars; conspicu-

ous white streak above eyes; tail long; breast brownish; lower

underparts pale yellow; bill all black. Locally common resident of

Trinidad and Tobago, mostly in dry forests, (named after Antoine

Leotaud, an early Trinidad ornithologist) 0 (Chapman 1894:41)

l’epais see LIPPE

leper n Leprosy (Hansen’s disease), an infectious bacterial disease

that slowly eats away the flesh. (< E leper ‘a person infected with lep-

rosy’) 9 I took medicine for hookworm, yellow fever, Tapeworm,

yaws, leper and malaria. (Dictator “I Don’t Know Why the Devil I

Can’t Get Fat” 1948 pr) 0 “When the enamel cup get old, it look like

it have leper.” (1990)

lepinet, Fepinet 1 n Zanthoxylum martinicense, a tall native evergreen

tree, height to 20 m (65'), girth to 2.1 m (7'); occurs mainly in the

lowland forests of both Trinidad and Tobago. Trunk covered with

cone-shaped corky knobs with sharp spines. Stems often have straight

or recurved prickles. Leaves large, prickly on the mid-rib, compound
with 8-14 leaflets and a terminal one, each about 15 x 4 cm (5.8" x

1 .6"), dotted, hairy. Flowers small, white, in clusters. Fruit a green

hairy 5-part globular capsule about 5 mm (.2") in diameter, each part

containing a small shiny pointed black seed. Wood pale yellowish,

medium weight. Also Z. microcarpum, a similar tree but with hairier

leaves; fruit wine red, with a smaller, more rounded seed. (< Fr epin-

ette "spruce tree’ an evergreen tree with prickly needles) = prickly ash

(Z. microcarpum)', prickly ash, yellow prickle (Z. martinicense) 0

(FTT 1929-1-2:148-149) 0 In some cases a near-sounding English

word has been substituted. Examples are Wakamy (fr Guacamayo),

L’epinet (L’epineux), Cabrehash (Quebra-Hacho)... (Beard 1946:27)

0 (Marshall 1934:23) 0 [Ljepinet last long if you cut it in good moon
- 3 days after full moon. If you want it to give you a better lumber

you leave it on the ground for a few months to saraso for the water to

half-dry.” (Morean M-74) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:138)

2 n Zanthoxylum rhoifolium 1= Fagara microcarpa1, a native tree. 0

(Beard 1946:33)

lepinet sans piquant n Zanthoxylum trinitense, a large native ever-

green tree, with girth to 2.4 m (8'). Small ones have prickly stems.

(< Fr sans piquant ‘without thorns’) = >bosoo 0 L’epinet sans piquant.

(Marshall 1934:24) 9 L’epinet sans piquants. (Beard 1946:33)

lepozem n A bitter-tasting purgative mixture, usu. including Epsom

salts and cream of tartar, typically administered to children at the begin-

ning of the school year.
(
prob. < Epsom salt ‘magnesium sulphate’) 0

Lepozem - a purgative (ESTT 1956) 9 The slave slip’ a good dose of

epsom salts in the pan. The “lepozem” boiling strong. (Baka 1968) 9 In

this still place she would mix her magic healing brews. Her sugar and

honey-laden “lochs”; her blood-purifying “tisanes”; her terrible-tasting

“leposems” and “composites” that would purge any stomach. (TTR Sept
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1990:40) 0 “We uses to take a lepozem before school. For nine days,

running up and down, terrible.” (1994)

ler see LEER

lerki, leerkee, leerkey, leerky n In PITCH, a type of RINGS, played by

individuals but usu. with partners or sides. A side, usu. consisting of

four players, arranges their marbles in the ring and designates players

on the other side to target each marble (the weakest players are

required to make the most difficult shots), /lerki/ (< Bh lerki ‘game of

marbles’) 0 That is, pitching marbles - many different games (the

simplest being “Learie”). A keen eye and strong steady hand needed.

Games played for buttons, marbles and channans (jumbie beads).

Types of marbles were crystal, agate, koden. (Alladin 1970:64) 0

Two of his younger brothers, Ramesh and Suresh, and Jankie, the

eldest sister, and Sita, his junior, were occupied in a game of lerkee, a

game played with marbles. (Narine 1977:9) 0 Pitch also cut across all

barriers: street rabs played against doctor’s children and anywhere

you went, from Carenage to Chaguanas, you could get a game of

Hundred Hole or leerkey. (Pires 1991:8) 0 This was particularly

important when playing “three holes” or “leerkey” when we would

taunt our opponents to “come for roti” when they have lost. The aim

of the game was to enter each of the three holes in succession twice in

order to win. A player who has entered the hole is entitled to another

turn and can hit the marble closest to him, and thereby winning

another turn or can bypass the marble and seek to enter the next hole.

A skilled player can sometimes end up with two or three marbles

(depending on the number of people playing) which he can hit within

reach until he enters another hole. Once he does not miss, he can hold

onto the marbles and, if careful, can win the game while the oppo-

nents are still fighting to complete their first rounds. The loser will

have to “throw roti” at the hole of the winner’s choice, with the only

chance of escape being to enter the hole. Of course, he is not going to

make it easy and will hit your marble as far away as he can. (TG-M 4

Aug 1 99 1:9) 0 “Three holes” or “leerkey” was a kind of combination

of miniature golf and miniature snooker. The aim of the game was to

enter each of the three holes in succession twice in order to win. A
player who entered the hole was entitled to another turn, a privilege

also given to any player who managed to hit an opponent’s marble. A
skilled player could end up with two or three marbles (depending on

the number of players) which he could use to keep playing until he

entered hole after hole. Once he did not miss any easy shots, he could

leave his opponents’ marbles so disposed as to make his progress

from hole to hole very easy and, if he was careful, he could win the

game while his opponents were still fighting to complete their first

round. (TG 25 March 1993) 0 The main game played was rings or

leerkey, the aim of which was to cax marbles out of the ring, being

careful not to remain in the ring or farts in so doing. This you could

do if you had your knocks in. Some people were hopeless and had

onlyfoo-foo orfowl knocks. (Pires 1991:8) 0 Munnay was from a vil-

lage called Munshigunj in Malihabad near Lucknow. As a boy he

played a game of marbles called Golee which from his description

sounded like the ringed game of Lerrkey. (Deen 1994:225)

le roi n obs The male leader of a pageant commemorating the French

Revolution. (< Fr le roi ‘the king’) 0 The descendants... preferred to

commemorate the first of August in the “Liberte” of the French Rev-

olution than in the “Emancipation of Slavery” of the English. “Fete

d’Aout” was celebrated in French, the stage was French, the costumes

French, the dancing French. They never used English Royalty names
in their pageant. When their society to promulgate the anniversary of

their liberation was formed they named their heads “Le Roi,” “La

Reine”, “Le Dauphin” “La Dauphine” etc. A centre for the obser-

vance of this grand occasion was Arima. (Encinas 1927:77)

lesoon n Garlic, /lesun/ (< H-Bh lahsun ‘garlic’) 0 “Dis lesoon eh

good at all.” (1990)

Les Rois see Lewah

lesser mustache bat n Chilonvcteris rubiginosafusca, a bat. 0 (Alkins

1979:53)

lesser round-eared bat n Tonatia minuta, a bat. 0 (Alkins 1979:54)

lesser Trinidadian fruit bat n Artibeusjamaicensis , a bat. = Artibeus

0 They were indeed yellow. These were two common species of Arti-

beus - the greater and the lesser Trinidadian fruit bats, widely distrib-

uted over the island. [They turned out to be yellow because of excess

carotene.] (Worth 1967:223) 0 (Alkins 1979:56)

lesser Trinidadian spiny rat n Proechimys guyannensis trinitatis, a

rodent, length to 30.5 cm (12") + tail 30.5-32.5 cm (12-13"). Hair is

bristly and spiny; reddish brown, lower half of spines dark brown, (fr

smaller body length than Echimys armatus castaneus, the greater

Trinidadian spiny rat) = long-tailed pilori 0 (Alkins 1979:33-4)

lesser two-lined bat n Saccopteryx leptura, an insect-eating bat. 0

(Alkins 1979:52)

lesser white-lined bat n Chiroderma trinitatum, a fruit-eating bat. 0

(Alkins 1979:56)

let down v Disgrace; shame. (< E let down ‘disappoint; fail to sup-

port’) 0 They let down theyself.

let go head, leggo head phr arc Hit with the head. = >butt 0 Janie mus
remember dat Lizzie an Joe wud like to go back to Boobadoes an brag

bout how dey lick creoles, but ef Janie is a ooman an she cud only let

go she hed pon Joe, we will make dem shet up all dey braggin, and

dey will fraid to handle we agen at any time. (PC 3 Sept 1904)

letter n arc A formal letter requesting permission for engagement,

written from a man to the father of the woman he wants to marry, tra-

ditionally written in an extremely formal style. 0 The nuptial letter...

must be written and delivered by hand by the groom himself... The

letter is considered by the father a mere formality, in keeping with

village tradition, and there is never a reply, for there would have been

a long understanding between the two families during the period of

“frenning”, that the man would in fact marry the girl of his dreams as

soon as he was in a position to do so. (Ottley 1979)

letter wood n Brosimum guianense, a native tree with deep yellow

wood, spotted black. = >gatia, leopard wood 0 The Leopard Wood -

or as it is more commonly called, the Letter Wood - is a hard but

small tree; the heart of this (which is about one-third as thick as the

whole trunk) is alone good; the sap is useless. This heart, when pol-

ished, is a dark red or chocolate colour, spotted most beautifully with

black, like a leopard. It sometimes appears as though scrawled with a

pen. (Joseph 1838a:80) 0 (Hart 1866:64) 0 Among those of our more

useful forest trees which peculiarly affect the mountains are... Leop-

ard wood (more commonly known as Letter wood). (Carr 1 869:403-

4) 0 He will show you, as curiosities, the smaller but intensely hard

Letter wood (Brosimum Aubletti) [s/c] ... (Kingsley 1880:162-3)

levay, lavay n Said of a “jump” in a hopscotch game, or a leg raise in

a ball bouncing game, /leve/ (< FC /eve ‘get up; raise’) 0 One, two,

three, lavay; four, five, six, lavay; eight, nine, ten, lavay de postman.

Song accompanied by bouncing ball, leg being passed over bounding

ball at each lavay. ( Haynes 1987:101)

lewah, leewah, laywah, Les Rois n The Feast of the Epiphany, Janu-

ary 6th; the traditional date for starting to make Carnival mas.

/lewa, liwa/ (< FC < Fr les rois ‘the kings’) 0 (Reyes 1978) 0 It was

the second week in December. Parang was in the air! Papa Goon and

Sotero recited their diary of engagements... Every weekend since

November they had sung and played far and near for their friends and

family, for neighbours, on the radio and on television. This schedule

would continue until Reyes, or Les Rois, the feast of the Epiphany on

6 January, or even later to the feast of the Presentation in early Febru-

ary. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:65) 0 The end of Christmas known as

les rois - leewah - to Trinidadians, see many fetes all over the land.

(Punch 1985) 0 On January 6, which the mostly “French-creole”-

speaking public had changed from “Los Reyes” to “Les Rois”, pro-

nounced incidentally “Lee Wah”, it was accepted that all of the sea-

sonal goodies had to be used up, even as the new curtains, cushion

covers and seasonal decorations - usually a Nativity Scene (Creche) -

were taken down. (TG 11 Dec 1995) 0 Ten of the nation[‘s] top

parang bands will join Holly Betaudier’s Parang Bandwagon at “lay-

wah” in Arima tonight. (EX 3 Jan 2003:24) 0 Lewah at Arima, FCB
Car Park. (Newsday 3 Jan 2003:36) 0 Just as whatever day Les Rois

(January 6, the feast of the Magi) falls on - whether a Sunday.
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Wednesday or Friday - it must be observed on that day. (TG 15 Dec

2005:43)

lewwe see LEH

liana snake n Pseustes sulphureus sulphureus , a very long thin snake,

(fr its resemblance to a liana ‘vine’) = clibo
4

,
puffing snake

2
,
yellow

bellied clibo, >yellow-bellied puffing snake, yellow belly, yellow

cribo 0 (Emsley 1977) 0 (Greenhall 1977)

liane balbac n Serjania paucidentata, a native vine. /ljan balbak/

(< FC Han < Fr liane ‘vine’ + balbac , fr often growing on these trees)

= balbac vine, fishing vine, >supple-jack' 0 There were many lianes

used for the purpose of securing fish [by poison] but balbac was the

most common one. (Mole 1894b:46)

liane d’ail n Mansoa alliacea, a cutlivated vine; flowers trumpet-

shaped, mauve with white throats. All parts smell of garlic when
crushed, /ljan dai/ (< Fr d'ail ‘of garlic’) = >garlic vine 0 (de Verteuil

1858) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:60)

liane d’eau n Uncaria tomentosa, a woody native vine with young

stem tetragonal, climbing by stout hooked spines formed by branch-

lets. Leaves ovate to elliptical-oblong, to 12 x 7 cm (4.7" x 2.7"),

obtuse or shortly acuminate at apex, rounded base, smooth above,

hairy on veins beneath, /ljan do/ (< Fr d’eau ‘of water’, fr large

amounts of accessible water in the stem) = >croc-chien
2
0 (FTT

1928-2-1:4) 0 Hunters and woodsmen in Trinidad, utilise several for-

est plants as sources of water when in the forest... One such plant is

Uncaria tomentosa a forest vine, popularly known as Croc-Chien by

hunters and woodsmen. The name liane d'eau has also been attributed

to it... though this name, literally translated into water vine or water

liane, is seldom encountered today in the oral literature... The French

(patois) name croc-chien alludes to pairs of conspicuous persistent

woody stipules which occur along the stems and appear like dogs’

fangs... Croc-chien is most abundant in the valleys of the eastern

Northern Range... The lianes often grow across rivers here and the

tangle of vines with their hooked stipules are notorious for sticking

onto the clothes of passers-by... The mature stems are slashed and the

water which spurts out under high pressure is drunk by woodsmen,

hunters and hikers. The taste is brackish but sweet... The collection of

the water for use as medicine requires considerable effort since the

water squirts “up in the air” when the vine is cut. (Morean 1992e:29)

liane savonette n Gouania lupuloides, a woody native vine with a

soapy taste, /ljan savonet/ (< Fr savonette Tittle soap’) = bejuco de

raime, soap bush, >soap vine 0 (Morean 1990)

liane tasso, lyan taso n Bauhinia guianensis [~ B. excisa, Schnella

excisa], a large native climbing plant; also B. cumarensis, on

Chacachacare. Woody stem may reach 25 cm in diameter, but usu.

about 5 cm thick, scalloped and partially flattened, resembling a lad-

der. Leaves heart-shaped, rounded at base and acute at tip; young
leaves have a pale purple flush. B. excisa leaves usu. reach 5-15 cm
long; B. cumarensis 6-8 cm. Most leaves grow on young branches

high in the forest canopy. The stems climb by means of coiled ten-

drils, often forming a complex series of loops and spirals. Flowers

pea-like. Note: Kingsley’s 1880 citation prob. refers to both Bauhinia

and liane d'eau, Uncaria tomentosa. /ljan taso/ (< LAS tasso ‘strips

of dry salt meat’) = granny backbone 0 One of them, so grand that its

form strikes even the Negro and the Indian, is a Liantasse (Schnella

excisa). You see that at once by the form of its cable - six or eight

inches across in one direction, and three or four in another, furbe-

lowed all down the middle into regular knots, and looking like a chain

cable between two flexible iron bars. At another of the loops, about as

thick as your arm, your companion, if you have a forester with you,

will spring joyfully. With a few blows of his cutlass he will sever it as

high up as he can reach, and again below, some three feet down; and,

while you are wondering at this seemingly wanton destruction, he

lifts the bar on high, throws his head back, and pours down his thirsty

throat a pint or more of pure cold water... the woodman cuts the

Watervine through first at the top of the piece which he wants, and

not at the bottom; for so rapid is the ascent of the sap that if he cut the

stem below, the water would have all tied upwards before he could

cut it off above. (Kingsley 1880:159) 0 The Legume order has the

biggest, toughest, most singular [liane] of all, the broad, flattened,

pale-skinned, many-stemmed, wavy monster, the chain-wythe or

liane tassajo - so-called from a resemblance to beef cut on the

Pampas of Llanos, salted, dried in the sun for export to Trinidad or

Cuba. (Carr 1894:313) 0 Put Yon tasso root, sarsaparilla root, young
calabash, wild thyme leaves, petit baume leaves, mango bark, guava

bark, cedar bark, coconut roots, coconut bark, green lime cut into

pieces, lemon glassia leaves, and lemon grass in a large jar. (Simpson

1970:64) 0 Mat root can be boiled with seed under leaf (Phyllanthus

amarus ), liane tasso, (Bauhinia... ) and Wild River Cane, (Costus gui-

anensis). Readers should be warned however that many traditional

remedies such as the above which purport to cure diabetes, in fact

lead to the conversion of glucose in the blood stream into alcohol, to

increased blood pressure, and to increased likelihood of glaucoma in

preparing a tisane for treating diabetes. (Morean 1990c:30) 0 “When
the boy not working, you drink liane tasso with cow milk.” (Morean

M-70) 0 Lyan Taso is revered for its medicinal properties by Trinida-

dian herbalists. Pieces of the stem are used in preparing antidotes to

snake bites. (Morean 1993:35)

Hard n Habitual liar. (< dial E hard ‘a liar’) 0 (Haynes 1987:164)

Library Corner n The comer of High and Coffee Streets in San Fer-

nando, where the San Fernando Library is located. 0 BLAST was on

spot recently to see many of the fights and confusion by passengers

trying to beat the curfew time at Library Comer, San Fernando. (Blast

28 Sept 1990:21) 0 “Library Comer” never sleeps. It is the hub of

activity. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:53)

lice n A human body louse. = jilla 0 You have to take out each lice,

one-one.

licen 1 n Licence; permit to do something, /laisen/ (< E license

‘formal permission’) 0 They better know my donkey have licen.

(Keskidee Trio “Dingo Lay” 1935) 0 If it ent how dis one pay to get

de court paper wid he case is because ah nex one pay to get licen to

run bar an nite club. (Mamits LPOS, TG 5 June 1977)

2 v Give or issue a licence or permit. (< E license ‘give formal per-

mission’) 0 The whole licenin process for drivers is much better now
than long time.

lick 1 v Strike or hit, esp. with a switch or belt. (< E lick ‘beat; thrash’)

0 Accused... cried out... to “shut the door that he might lick the b— .”

(TSt 1 July 1840:3) 0 Even Sunday is desecrated by the yells and

screams of children chastised to a barbarous extreme by their moth-

ers... Sometimes, when the whole neighbourhood is disturbed, some

old negress, having in her a trace of humanity, will come forward and

ask: “Are you going to lick your child to death?” (Day 1852,2:51) 0 I

could make me living in a easier way. Than to have a woman licking

me every day. (Caresser “Madam Khan” 1938) 0 The bull throw [he]

head and lick the knife out ofmy hand. (OPNL June 1994:5-6)

2 n A blow; hit. (< E lick ‘a sharp or smart blow’) = Micks 0 [He]

gave him a lick on the head. (POSG 22 Mar 1844:1)

lick cork phr Do very well, (fr hitting a cork cricket ball) 0 Lickin’

cork: doing well. (Haynes 1987:24)

lick down 1 v Knock down; hit someone who then falls. (< lick
1 + E

down ‘in a descending direction; towards the ground’) 0 Now if ah

wos to ketch up ah brick an lick de man dong dey will lose me wey in

jale like Bad John an dem. (PC 4 June 1904) 0 Well ah don’t know
how she com to hear bout it, but won ah me frens tell me dat she buse

me an promise to lick me dong in de dark, you no dat I is ah fellah

way aint fraid noting like peeple, so ah mek up me mine won time to

look out fuh she in de nite, becos 1 is ah fellah way doz walk all about

at any hour. (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 Ay, Willie, you know you brutalize

me, you lick me down with a poui. (Houdini “Sweet Papa Willie”

193 1 ) 0 As I run, she lick me down with a stone and all. (Tiger “Ger-

trude” 1938) 0 Oh you take the stick and you knock down your

brother. Then you take the stick and you lick down your father.

(Beginner “Christmas Morning the Rum had me Yawning” 1939) 0

Crapaud say, “Lizard, ah now see where schoolchildren bad. To lick

me down the other day quite inside me yard.” (Commander “Lizard

and Crapaud” [ca 1955], in Rohlehr 1990:485) 0 “I tell him: ‘But,

man, I spend eight hundred dollars on it, man!’ He don’ want to hear
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me at all, at all. Two days pass. Eh-eh! A bulldozer come and lick it

down, ouil In five minutes - hear what I say - in five minutes free

years’ work and eight hundred dollars turn to dust.” (de Boissiere

1956:70) 0 Child father, well they mamaguy me, Child father well ah

go half kill somebody, Them wahbeen women in true they making

me hop. But unless you lick them down this nonsense won’t stop.

(Sparrow “Child Father” 1963, in Rodman 1971:220) 0 The bicycle-

rider came speeding over the minor road into the major road just as

the tramcar was coming and nearly get lick down. (Ottley 1972: 10) 0

De udder day de chirren and dem went to fly kite and all man jack

nearly get lick dong by de kannon ball tree, fus cars was in de place.

(Mamits LPOS, TG 10 Apr 1977) 0 Plenty bike rider... does ride in an

outa cars and only las week one nearly lick mih dong. (Mamits LPOS,
TG 22 Oct 1979) 0 One calypsonian... blew his cool and almost

licked down Mrs. Derrick of the PRS. (Punch 1982) 0 1 had the plea-

sure of walking through that old house for the first time, white with

red carpeting, the smell of a magnificent curry, in the hands of [his]

Indian wife, licking down these old colonial walls, making a pungent

round of the rooms. (EX 18 Jan 1987:6) 0 “Ah returning with meh
bois for all yuh in the final. Manazanilla bachacs going to lick down
town. Paul tell dem they eh want nutten wid we!” (Punch 19 Nov
1989:15) 0 Next thing you know the whole thing done. She used to

eat sweetbread like if is drops. Anything with coconut in it. See how
she lick down the pone you carry up there for them. (Doh Say Dat,

TG 6 Oct 1991:26) 0 “How much did you get for your tomatoes?”

“Only twelve cents a pound...” “Me too... and you know the price

went right up after we lick down we gardens?” (Selvon 1 99 1 a:3 1 ) 0

“The boy was quiet, but if you cross he path, he lick you down. Me
and he wasn’t talking too much because he fight with my son and bus

he mouth and we had it out for that, but he ent kill nobody. He start

going big school, travelling in maxi and playing he ‘ranking’ you

know how the youth stop, but to say kill somebody, me ent believe

that, I doh care what nobody say.” (TG 3 July 1993: 1) 0 Once upon a

time a party was pleasure, Now man walk with guns and Chinese

chopper, If you blow too hard in their direction, Man licking down
and causing rucksion. (Zessman “Put Dem out of the Party” pr. News-

day 8 Jan 1994:7)

2 v Eat voraciously, completely, quickly. (< E down ‘down the throat;

into the stomach’) 0 “Dem gom an’ lick down de lady pot ah pelau,

yes!” (Baptiste 1993:101)

lick foot n A partially paralyzed or twisted foot. 0 Assuring them-

selves he was normal, young, did not have a lick foot or a bosie back,

(de Boissiere 1956)

licking n Beating, hitting, esp. as punishment. (< E licking ‘a beating

or thrashing’) 0 De licking ah gon put pon dem, wid me hed and me
foot, dey gon sorry dey had any ting to do wid you. (PC 10 Sept

1904) 0 The girl’s mother... was furious over the licking her daughter

received and went to the school to complain only to be alledgedly

[szc] told if she does not want her children to get licks keep them at

home and teach them herself. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:4) 0 He sensed that

another licking was imminent. (Gosine 1992: 131

)

lick mouth adj A negative term for talkative, usu. in a harmful or dan-

gerous way; fond of talking about other people’s business. 0 (Haynes

1987:23)

lick out 1 v Devastate; destroy; damaged; take away; wear out; use up;

spend money without restraint, recklessly. (< E lick ‘a sharp or smart

blow’ + our )
= lick up 0 I see two devils beatin one another wid blue

whips, an' one get his eye lick out. (de Boissiere 1937) 0 If 1 catch

him in a ring I’ll lick him for so, I’ll lick out the Louis and leave the

Joe. (Terror “My Plan to Beat Joe Louis” 1950 pr) 0 And if somebody
don’t lick out somebody eye. The magistrate won’t have nobody to

try. (Commander “No Crime, No Law” 1959, in Rohlehr 1990:482) 0

(Haynes 1987:97) 0 The money done lick out. 0 The school fees lick

out my money.

2 v In PITCH, hit or strike an opponent’s marble out of the ring. 0 He
lick out mi best marble.

lickrish, licorish, likrish adj Greedy; gluttonous, /likrij/ (< E licker-

ish ‘eagerly desirous; greedy’) 0 You got a mouth like a catfish. And,

secondly, you too lickrish. (Growler “No, No, Marie” 1940) 0

Brother all the vexation finish, and now he behaving licorish. (Spar-

row “Take You Bundle and Go” ca 1963) 0 Lickrish - greedy. (John

1973) 0 Man, I find Composer too lickrish, For a big fella he too self-

ish, He mean the small fellas must stay small, While the big fellas

keep collecting all. (Rambler “Reply to Composer” 1971 pr) 0 Big

likrish man. (Haynes 1987:51) 0 So tell me, when you say the child

drinking two bottles of milk you was making joke? I cyah believe

that. How she drinking like a horse so? Josephine should do some-

thing about that. That whole family lickrish. (Doh Say Dat, TG 6 Oct

1991:26)

licks 1 n Physical violence, esp. beating or hitting with the hands or an

object; either in fighting or given as a punishment. See also phrases

with like, e.g. LIKE FIRE, LIKE Lisbon, like PEAS, frequently used

with licks to indicate great quantity or force. (< lick
2
) = blows, bus

ass, bus tail 0 Got so much licks, did not know who it was gave them.

(POSG 22 Mar 1844:2) 0 He said he nearly got bad licks. (TG 23 Mar
1933:1) 0 [The editor] repeated that the letter was anonymous. “That

being the case,” retorted Mr Green drawing a long whalebone whip

from his trousers leg, “You are the one to take the licks.” (TG 7 July

1921:6) 0 ‘Bobo, you go get licks,’ whispered Jankie. (Narine

1977:9) 0 That lady, she never let her own daughters do anything. I

had to do everything and I got licks for everything because when the

children touched anything it was always “me”, so I was flogged for

all. (Clark 1981 :64) 0 All his pupils came together, and in a touching

party, they forget all the licks they got from school at his hands, and

treated him in the best way at Kapok Hotel last weekend. (Punch

1982) 0 “In those days, even before the clashes and fighting began, if

you were caught with two pan sticks you were ostracised. I was pun-

ished for playing pan. I would get licks and I would be forbidden to

go and play (games) in the Savannah.” (EX 15 Oct 1989:18) 0 He told

her he would tell her aunts he found her at home with a young man
from the district. [She] knew if he did so it would be licks like fire,

licks like peas and all for nothing. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:9) 0 The girl’s

mother... was furious over the licking her daughter received and went

to the school to complain only to be [allegedly] told if she does not

want her children to get licks keep them at home and teach them her-

self. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:4) 0 Must be de licks an duncey cap ah did

fraid dat make meh leam. (Foster 1990:30) 0 Licks - well, there was
no formality about that either. “Is time you get a good cut-tail. Yuh
need a dose. What yuh need is a good bailana to set yuh straight.” (TG
23 Dec 1990:14) 0 You know the scamp went in the woman house

and pick up ting from on she dresser, the pretty mat in front the bed, a

new dress hanging on the wardrobe that Sybil make jus for Indepen-

dence, and bottles of perfume and ting she sister send from the States,

all down in Hortense basket. You ent see that woman want licks.

(Tante Tante, TG 3 Sept 1991) 0 He beat me always, regardless of the

infraction for which I was being punished: stand on the desk - licks;

hair uncombed - licks; don’t do homework, give teachers chat, shirt

untucked, licks, licks, licks. (Pires 1992a:5) 0 [She] says she is one

woman who can take endless horn, licks and pressure... “But I can’t

take it anymore. I want a divorce.” (TTM 5 Dec 1993:27) 0 LICKS
ONE’S SKIN, LICKS ONE’S TAIL, to beat badly. (Rodman 1971:232)

0 Then they went to Point, mash up the joint, The licks was non-stop.

(Rudder “Dus in Deh Face” 1992, pr) 0 “And you,” she said, “you

studying to leave your parents’ house, you stay right there. How old

you is? Eighteen! Child, you is a baby, you should take licks.” (Pires

1 994d: 15) 0 So it seemed they had tacitly agreed to give Bobes three

doses of licks and penance whenever they could, which was every

day. (Andersen 2004:13)

2 n Punishment; serious consequences; usu. by verbal criticism,

sometimes by severe economic, legal or social abuse or oppression. 0

The Magistrate: - I deem you “an incorrigible rogue” and give you

six months hard labour. Probably if you come back again you will get

a shorter sentence, but you will get licks. (POSG 17 Sept 1907:2) 0

Everyday in dis place yuh brain gettin licks, fus it have people who
feel dey could do as dey please. (Mamits LPOS, TG 19 June 1977) 0

“My own conclusion was, nothing succeeds like success. Kennedy
tried the same thing in the Bay of Pigs; it failed, and he got licks. Reagan
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tried it in Grenada and succeeded; he got praise. Matter fix.” (EX 16

Nov 1986:3) 0 More licks again, he thought. Lord, what I do so?

(Gosine 1992:58)

lick up v Devastate; destroy; damaged; taken away. (< lick 'beat;

thrash' + up3
)
= lick out 0 'You know how much they giving taxi-

drivers in Port of Spain? Thirty dollars a day... and it have good good

roads in Port of Spain that not going to lick up your car.’ (Naipaul

1958:182) 0 “I telephone the police and not fuh hell dey would come.

People could get dey backside lick-up and de police an dem only

checking fuh woman in dem new car wey [the minister] gee dem.”

(Bomb 20 July 1990:7) 0 Yuh mean Buzz who bamboozle an’ lick up

we colonial step-gran’fadder? (Letter, EX 3 Sept 1990:10) 0 He say

that is he who lick-up and mash-up the harvester machine! (Selvon

1 99 1 d: 1 73)

lick up back see BACK 3

licorice, licorish n Abms precatorius, a slender, somewhat woody
native vine. Small bright scarlet seeds with a black base, ovoid or

ellipsoid, 5-7 mm (,2-.28") long, very poisonous if eaten, (fr licorice-

like taste of the roots) = crab( ’s) eye, devil eye, >jumbie bead~, rosary

bead, string vine 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:248) 0 Lickrish... The root is used

as a substitute for the true Liquorice (Glycyrrhiza glabra). (Seaforth,

Adams & Sylvester 1983:2) 0 The roots of the ''jumbie bead” Abrus

precatorius are used as a substitute for true liquorice. They both con-

tain the active ingredient glycyrrhizin. However, the roots of the for-

mer are poisonous and can be used only in small dosages. (Morean

1991:51)0 (MNP 2007)

licorish see LICORICE, LICKRISH

lie down by phr In negative, cannot stand, cannot tolerate. 0 Ah cam
lie down by durt atall. (Ottley 1971:37)

lie like flatfish phr Tell enormous, continuous lies, often in connection

with testimony, (fr a play on lie 'tell an untruth’ and lie ‘stretch out

horizontally’, as a flatfish lies very close to the ground; also similar E
lie like a rug ) 0 Divorce cases are always unpleasant to try, for in them
persons who are otherwise perfectly respectable have every induce-

ment to lie ‘‘like flat-fish” as the saying is. (Belcher 1930:327-8)

lie off v Rest; take a siesta; esp. after a meal. (< arc E lie off ‘cease

work temporarily; take a rest’) 0 After breakfast they ‘‘lie off’ and

return to office between one and two until four. (Rutter 1933:48)

life certificate n Proof of being alive, to be submitted periodically by
persons in receipt of pensions from the National Insurance Board. 0

One day, on his way back from the local office of the National Insur-

ance Board, where he went to present his life certificate to show that

he was still alive and therefore eligible to continue to receive his mis-

erable monthly pension, he had a brilliant idea. (Brereton 2001)

life in London phr arc A phrase indicating a pleasant, easy, comfort-

able lifestyle. 0 My mother... when she found me completely relaxed
- legs up, hands folded behind the head, smile of contentment on the

face - used to remark, with a sage nod, “Oh, Life in London.”
Clearly, she never lived there. (Pires 1991)

life-sore n A sore that does not heal, sometimes from cancer or syphi-

lis. 0 One famous practice was to visit a popular church, “bum a can-

dle” in order to gain something or throw a curse on someone - e.g. a

“life-sore.” (Alladin 1970:17)

life water n Saline solution, sometimes glucose solution, (fr its life-

saving quality) 0 Life water. (John 1973) 0 On her last visit to the

hospital Mrs. Williams was given five bottles of lifewater. (Bomb
1977) 0 To date, [he] is still unconscious, as life water is being fed in

to his body through a tube in his nostril to keep him [alive]. (Bomb 22

Aug 1986:32)

lift n In sugar-cane harvesting, the load carried by a cane-transport

trailer. (< E lift ‘the action of lifting a load through a vertical dis-

tance’) 0 The four-wheeled trailers consist of an ordinary flat-bottom

trailer, onto which has been mounted a metal framework about five

feet high. This trailer can carry up to seven tons of cane at a “lift.”

This equipment is used where a field being reaped is situated at some
distance from the railroad... A loading point with a crane is established

near to the field, thus reducing to a minimum the “lifts” by the animal

drawn carts from the field. (Hutchinson & Taylor 1953:32)

light, life 1 n Curse; spell. (< light candle) 0 All this is due to a woman
has a light on him. (TG 1 Oct 1922:12) 0 (Ottley 1971 :45) 0 The Doc
have a light Chalkie, he does put on his enemy. (Chalkdust “Goat

Mouth Doc” 1972) 0 “I am beginning to think that I have a jinx or

somebody place a ‘light’ on my head or something like that.” (Punch

1983) 0 As recorded in the newspapers, the defendants claimed that

their grandfather had refused to remove what I understand to be a

“light” or “spell” which the old man had cast upon them. This

resulted in their wounding him. (EX 3 July 1988:42)

2 v Turn on an electric light. (< E light ‘set burning a candle, lamp,

torch; kindle a fire’) 0 Lite de lite. (Ottley 1971:46)

3 adj Lit; on; of a fire or a light. (< obs E light ‘be alight or burning’)

0 Looking to find out whose fire light. And who slept at Madame
Johnny bachee last night. (Lion “Malicious Neighbours” 1939) 0 “I

deadin. Fire lightin in me hand.” (Ladoo 1972:48) 0 Rama was lying

on a white flourbag sheet. A deeya was burning by his feet, another

was lighting by his head. (Ladoo 1972:101)

4 adj In coconuts, a quality of translucent JELLY between a WATER-
NUT - no jelly at all - and SOFT JELLY - scoopable jelly that has

turned almost white. (< E light ‘of little weight’) 0 (by coconut cart,

customer holds up one finger) “Jelly?” “Light.” (1991)

5 adj With head, slightly drunk, tipsy. 0 I good, man, me head light.

light candle phr Perform an OBEAH ritual involving the lighting of a

candle, in order to do harm to someone. = put light 0 “If I cannot get

justice from the law of this land, I will even light candle.” (TTM 17

Aug 1990:8) 0 While obeah initiated for revenge is not publicly

acceptable, to turn sorcery back onto an unknown sender is legitimate

through using prayers (itself a morally ambiguous term which may
also imply sorcery) or lighting a candle on the suspected thief... The
thief on whom you say prayers may be unable to stop stealing and

thus be caught on another occasion. Such techniques are supposed to

have divine sanction if not... somehow being actually performed by
God. They are thus far more potent than the practices of obeah, espe-

cially as their power is generated by the acts of the thief. Such prayers

are more dangerous to the sender than obeah and, if they are returned

onto you, you cannot guard against them for ‘God’s sickness will kill

you’ or send you mad. It is thus safer to use prayers which request

God to punish an unnamed offender and restore your possessions: to

bum a candle on a faithless spouse would be asking for trouble.

(Littlewood 1993:41) 0 ‘What you think 1 should do?’ ‘Obeah,’

Clarkie said and laughed. ‘Put something on his head. Light a can-

dle.’ (Boodhoo 1994:277)

light hand n Of a healer or medical practitioner, indicating an ability

to carry out procedures such as injections without causing pain. (< E
light ‘gentle; manipulating something without heavy pressure, e.g. of

hand, step, touch, wind’) 0 They identify the hands of other healers as

either positively “light” or negatively “heavy.” For example, a doctor

or nurse may have a “light” hand if he/she administers an injection

which does not hurt. Conversely, a dentist who causes pain to a

patient during a tooth extraction is believed to have a “heavy” hand.

(Mahabir 2000: 11)

lighting 1 adj Lit; on fire; illuminated. (< obs E light ‘be alight or

burning’) 0 A lighting deya is placed near the head of the corpse. This

is done because the soul is believed to be hovering near the body and

the deya will be a symbolic light to illuminate the way of the soul.

(Ali 1975:1 1) 0 Lighting cigarette butts were thrown at the screen as

the anxious fans clamoured for the show to begin. (Narine 1979:67)

2 adj Affected by an evil curse or spell. (< light
1

, light candle) 0 The

obeah woman tell her to bring him quick so she could give him a bath

and a guard to keep off the evil spirit that somebody have lighting on

him. (Lovelace 1988:114)

light in head phr Slightly mad. (< E light-headed ‘disordered in the

head; giddy; delirious’) 0 Doh worry with he, he light in the head.

light tongue 1 n Lisp; speech impediment. 0 (Ottley ca 1970)
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2 n Tendency to gossip, discuss other people’s business. 0 Doh tell

she nuttin; she have light tongue and you would hear the same story

come back to you.

ligne dormant n A kind of BANKING LINE, a long fishing line with

several hooks, used for BANKING, fishing on or near the sea floor; it

has a sinker at the end, resting on the sea bottom, with one or two

wires attached to hooks. (< Fr ligne ‘line; fishing line’ + dormant

‘sleeping’) = paternoster 0 We used to fish there with ligne dor-

mant. 0 Cro-cro does bite better using ligne dormant. 0 He was fish-

ing ligne dormant.

liguez, liguis, linguiz n Oxybelis aeneus , a very thin tree-snake with

pointed snout; resembles a swaying or trailing branch. (< Fr reglisse

‘licorice’ fr resemblance to long thin flexible candy licorice whip) =

ash-coloured horsewhip, ashy whip snake, >horsewhip, pike-headed

snake, rigoise, rigoise argentee, sharp-nosed tree snake, tan horse-

whip, vine snake
-

, whip snake
1

0 (Mole and Urich 1894) 0 (Emsley

1977)0 (Boos 200 1 a: 1 33)

liguis see LIGUEZ

lika, likka, laka prep obs Like; as. 0 Ayou topar blind lika bat. (TSp

8 Nov 1845) 0 Even dem lilly pickny self da gona rum shap - dem da

look pon dem dady an mamay da fite lika game-cock, da bite lika

pupy dag, da crach lika pussy cat, da butt lika a ram goat, an da cus an

maka nise lika so much deble. ( TSp 3 1 Mar 1847:2) 0 Dah you hed no

tan likka hat trecha da foo noting; you mout-lip tan likka poung-a-

libba plit in two; you can' tel lookin glass see you one yieye tan likka

nite-owl pickney got sore yieye; an de nodder one ober-nite peas-

soup. As foo you toe dem, chigah nyam dem so tay dem tan likka wen
ginga meet good dutty. (PC 9 July 1904)

lika n arc The egg of a body or head louse, /lika/ (< H-Bh lika) 0 Take

out all the lika from she head.

like conj It looks like; it seems or looks as though. (< E it’s like ‘it

seems as if ) 0 “When you toss about an’ trow yo’ ahms round, like

yo’ don’t rest, me tink um bed much better fo’ yo, sah.” (Ober

1898:166) 0 LIKE, as if, it seems that, e.g., from that day, like he have

me in mind. (Rodman 1971:232) 0 When aint night show is matinee.

And like you aint care nothing about me. (Explainer “Too Much
Movies” 1971 pr) 0 ‘Like you deaf or something?' asked Tiger. ‘Ah

was calling you all the time!’ (Narine 1977:5) 0 ‘Ah eh see you yes-

terday, man,’ said Dinky. ‘Like you take too much grog or what?’

(Narine 1977:36) 0 Dis wurl like it really gom mad yes boy. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 11 Nov 1979) 6 Buh hear nuh Boysie like Robinson an

dem Tobago people really mean bizness. (Mamits LPOS, TG 19 Aug
1979) 0 They would pick up a sack with their big, bulging muscles

and just toss it through the air. But these young boys in the army now-

adays like they real weak. (Mirror 1983) 0 When the man wake up

and is time to drive the jeep down the road, it can’t start at all. Like

the jeep asleep too. (TTM 1983) 0 Up to three months ago he had a

job as a watchman with the Works Department but lost the job, he

thinks, because they were “spiting” him. He feels “Robinson is a

good man but Chambers like he don’t know what he doing.” (EX 26

Oct 1986:31) 0 “I like Steelband, but steelband ent care nutten ’bout

me; because, the type of tunes I make ‘cut out’ for pan! Buh like dey

ent playin’ pan - dey playin’ MAN!” (EX 8 Nov 1987:13) 0 “Uncle,

what you telling me that for? Like you want to say I thief you TV?”
(Heat 25 Nov 1989:7) 0 “Wey yuh get dat coki-eye, knock-knee gyul

from? Like yuh hard up or wat?” (Foster 1990:15) 0 Like this Five

Rivers place really behind God back. (Selvon 1991b:55) 0 Bring

another chair! Like Mr. Robinson bringing he wife with him! (Selvon

1991b:62) 0 But like he hate cane and does only plant vegetables

now. (Selvon 1 99 1 b:58) 0 The crowd like it getting restless. (Selvon

1 99 1 c:99) 0 ‘Savitri! Savitri! Where you, girl? Come quick!’ ‘Like

something happen to your mother, girl. Go quick and see.’ (Gosine

1992:132) 0 Big fete, like the whole of the East gone mad. (Rudder

“Dus in Deh Face” 1992 pr) 0 Unintroduced subordinate clauses... are

cases where the entire main clause is deleted and the subordinate

clause alone remains. This occurs following the conjunctions /azif/

(as if) and “like”... like he leave he book in here “it looks as if he left

his book here”; like you /£/ know what you doing “I don’t think you

know what you are doing”, /azif/ is more tentative than "like”. The

last sentence, therefore, would be a more severe insult than the equiv-

alent introduced by /azif/. (Solomon 1993:83-4) 0 “[L] ike” may also

be placed after a nominal subject, in which case the subject recurs as

a pronoun in the same sentence. The pronoun may be subject, object

of a preposition or possessive... that big car like something wrong

with it “it looks as if something’s wrong with that big car”. John like

he foot break “John’s leg seems to be broken”. (Solomon 1993:84) 0

He studying that these days Marva really have a handle on him. Long

time he used to exercise his authority in a kind of way; but these days

like something softening him up. Anyhow, he going to catch back his

stride again. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:8) 0 ‘Wha’ happen, man, like we
ain’t talkin’ or what? How you goin’ quiet quiet so? Like a secret.

Come, man, and take a little one for the road. You can’t go just so.’

(Boodhoo 1994:13) 0 Belmont like it divide in two sections. (TG

18 Dec 1995) 0 The Flagsman bounced up a police pardner in the

Croisee in San Juan on Friday morning and the first thing he could

ask me was: “Ay, ay. Flags, boy, ah didn’t see yuh column last week.

Whey you was? Like you was playing the ass, or what?” (TTM 31

Dec 1995:30)

like back packet see BACK POCKET

like Belmont jackass phr Wearing sunglasses, heavy glasses or gog-

gles. (fr a rumour and calypso ca 1946 that someone had a jackass in

Belmont who wore sunglasses and a hat) 0 Like a Belmont jackass.

(Haynes 1987:61)

like better fete phr Usu. with negative, be in high good spirits; you

cannot like anything better; be glad that things are in your favour. 0

Now that they have paid you your bonus, you don't like a better fete,

like Bim and Bam phr Said of two people who are always seen

together. 0 (Haynes 1987:63)

like Brighton bucket see PASS LIKE

like bush phr In great amounts; plentifully; a lot. = like fire, like joke,

like Lisbon, like peas, like rice, like sand, like stupidness, like water 0

“Everybody eat up, eat up. Fete like bush.” (Hart 1966:23) 0 Licks

like bush. Money like bush. (Ottley 1971) 0 Las week de Kommon
Entrance result come out an if yuh see chirren name in de Guardian

you bong to wonder whay all dem coming from and whay it is dey

going. Is chirren like bush. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 July 1977) 0 “Ah
feelin lucky. Ah feel we go jam cascadoo like bush today.” (Sweet-

bread, EX ca 1980) 0 “Bianca girl, trouble! Fires like bush in town.”

(Hosein 1980:64) 0 “It was raining like bush dis momin’ so ah

couldna get to work.” (Baptiste 1993:102)

like cent shave ice, like cent worth of shave ice phr Embarrassed;

belittled; humiliated. 0 (Haynes 1987:61) 0 After she speak to me so,

I feel like a cent shave ice.

like fire phr In great amounts; plentifully; a lot; in reference to cricket,

with great speed, lots of action, or high scoring. = like bush, like joke,

like Lisbon, like peas, like rice, like sand, like stupidness, like water 0

Hear what they sing in the bamboo calinda. But Small break head and

break hand like fire. (Lion “Man, Man, Man Peter” 1938) 0 Lahd! Is

pepper like fire. Ah cyan stan de bunnin I bawling fuh waataa. (Killer

“Grinding Massala” 1947, in Rohlehr 1990:493) 0 Since they putting

them on a scale, well crab today have more weight than a whale,

because it’s mud on the thing like fire, and they tying them with rope

and cable wire. (Wonder “My Troubles in the Eastern Market” 1951)

0 Crab like fire for my Sunday callaloo. (King lere “Life in Shanty

Town” 195
1
pr) 0 Since I married Dorothy, She have me going crazy.

Well is butt like fire, I cant take it no longer. (Sparrow “A Sailor

Man” 1957, in Rodman 1971 :21 7) 0 It’s the same behavior, Horn like

fire, I can’t take it no longer. You know I nearly dead with tabanca.

(Sparrow “A Sailor Man” 1957, in Rodman 1971:217) 0 “The eve-

ning before she dead he hear George giving the woman licks like

fire.” (Naipaul 1959:25) 0 “No time to laugh this morning,” he said.

“Thing to cry, you laughing! Girl, this morning is work like fire!”

(Anthony 1963:60) 0 LIKE FIRE, a great deal, much, e.g., we drank

rum like fire. (Rodman 1971:232) 0 Of course he tried to run but Raj

and his brother-in-law caught up with Tablet and it was licks like fire,

with Mr. Tablet getting his hand broken in the affair. (Bomb 1978)
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0 Licks like fire in the police station. (TG 8 Oct 1989:8) 0 He told her

he would tell her aunts he found her at home with a young man from

the district. [She] knew if he did so it would be licks like fire, licks

like peas and all for nothing. (Bomb 1 7 Nov 1989:9) 0 The dailies and

electronic media whipped up an already-electrified nation into a

frenzy... The EX for example, woke us on Sunday morning with the

banner headline: “T&T predicts victory vs USA - Licks like Fire,

Licks like Peas.” (Punch 26 Nov 1989:6) 0 “It was pace like fire wid

de West Indies at de oval today.” (Baptiste 1993:122)

like France phr Severely; heavily; punishingly. (< France) 0 “They

stone us like France in Scarborough... That is 1924. They stone us and

boo us.” (Hall 1998:45)

like godhorse phr Tall and very thin. (< godhorse
1,
“) = lingay 0 “Like

ah god-horse” used to describe thin, tall, “Dry” person. (Haynes

1987:33)

like God rest the dead phr Moving very slowly. 0 Like God res’ de

dead: movin’ at two speeds, dead slow an' stop as doah 'rigor mortis’

is settin' in. (Haynes 1987:64)

like got dropsy phr Lazy; slothful. (< E dropsy ‘a morbid condition

characterized by the accumulation of fluid in the body; someone

affected moves very slowly’) 0 Like yuh got dropsy. (Haynes

1987:64)

like grass knife phr Very sharp. (< grass brife) 0 (Haynes 1987:61) 0

She tongue like a grass knife!

like head phr Usu. in negative, (not) like or approve of anything about

someone. See also BEST BONE. 0 E doh like mih head: he doesn’t

like me. (Haynes 1987:141)

like joke phr In great amounts; plentifully; a lot. = like bush, like fire,

like Lisbon, like peas, like rice, like sand, like stupidness, like water 0

That man have money like joke. 0 The child used to get licks like joke,

like Lisbon phr arc In great amounts; plentifully; a lot; usu. said of

LICKS or blows. = like bush, like fire, like joke, like peas, like rice,

like sand, like stupidness, like water 0 (Haynes 1987:1 10)

like mapepire phr Well SET6
and ready to strike like a MAPEPIRE

snake; quiet but dangerous. 0 (Haynes 1987:62) 0 You think that old

man is harmless, but he real like a mapepire.

like matador phr Making OLD STYLE; carrying on in an aggressive,

stylish manner. (< matador") 0 (Haynes 1987:62) 0 She getting on

like a matador.

likeness 1 n Liking; preference; inclination to favour. (< E liking

‘what one wishes or prefers; inclination for’ + E likeness 'being like

something; resembling something’) 0 I have a likeness for ice cream.

2 n Liking; satisfaction. 0 E didn’t do it to my likeness: he didn't do it

to my liking. (Haynes 1987:115)

like new naygur phr arc Naive; easily impressed by new things, (fr

adjustment period of newly arrived slaves) = never-see-come-see 0

Like ah new neygah: person anxious to see an’ do everyt’ing since e

has now got ah chance fuh de firse/first time in e life. (Haynes

1987:62)

like pan-salmon phr Offering no resistance, esp. used in threats. 0 “I

go eat you easy like pan salmon.” (1986) 0 Racing: ‘Mate’ eats 'Beef

like pan salmon. (EX 29 Dec 2003:68)

like peas phr In great amounts; plentifully; a lot. = like bush, like fire,

like joke, like Lisbon, like rice, like sand, like stupidness, like water 0

“Swim? Here? I don't even want them to drink this blasted water, far

less swim. Especially in this part.” “But why?” “Why? Boy you dead

or what! This place have alligators like peas!” This made my blood

creep. (Anthony 1967:67) 0 “Buh Errol you good, yes. Grog like peas

in Broadway yesterday! Wha’ happen to you? Where you was all the

time?” (Ramkeesoon 1975:65) 0 It have ah netball contes going om
an is gurls like peas in de place. (Mamits LPOS, TG 5 Aug 1977) 0

And if they catch him before you do Mr. Burroughs, it will be blows

like peas for the smooth talker. (TTM 1983) 0 The small boy in her

story runs foul of his guardian Mama Lambee for interfering with the

neighbour’s long mangoes and it was blows like peas for young Joe.

(Blast 22 Aug 1986:14) 0 “Licks like peas,” he promised and all

around PNM people willing to tell you that this is the weekend the

PNM will bring it home. (EX 14 Dec 1986:6) 0 Some friends had to

literally hold him back, otherwise it would have been licks like peas

for both parties. (TTM 5 June 1987:6) 0 “I come in this business

because ah seeing advantage.”... “Is true, Ramlal,” Boyoon said.

“Since dat girl come to live by, is endless horrors for she; licks like

peas.” (Chen 1988:18) 0 They are exporting foreign exchange like

peas filling bank accounts overseas. (TTM 10 Oct 1989:29) 0 The pair

of coconut men said they did not even give him a chance to finish his

story before they started sharing blows like peas. (Heat 14 Oct

1989:7) 0 They did not even give him a chance to finish his story

before they started sharing blows like peas... “We gave that man so

much licks with a four-inch leather belt, the belt break up on him.”

(Heat 14 Oct 1989:7) 0 The Express for example, woke us up Sunday

morning with the banner headline: T&T predicts victory vs USA -

licks like fire, licks like peas.” (Punch 26 Nov 1989:6) 0 He had ah

wide variety of mango: vere, cora, zabico, starch, calabash, doo-

douce, turpentine, sousay-matin, julie an rose. Spanishman had

mango like peas. (Foster 1990:1 13) 0 Rain like peas - heavy rain. 0

‘Those fellers was takin’ licks like peas.’ (Boodhoo 1994:220)

like rice phr In great amounts; plentifully; a lot. = like bush, like fire,

like joke, like Lisbon, like peas, like sand, like stupidness, like water

0 Police like rice to clear traffic jam. (Bomber “Kiss of Fire” 1959 pr)

like salts phr Quickly and without opposition or by simply over-

whelming it. (fr purgative action of Epsom or similar salts) 0 All dey

have to do is take Tanti Merle wit’ dem to Parliament. Dat Bill go

pass thru’ Parliament like ah dose ah salts. (Keens-Douglas 1984:41)

0 Caribbean commies aren’t giving up at all... They’re still trying to

move through Caricom like salts. (Bomb 31 July 1987:26)

like sand phr In great amounts; plentifully; a lot. = like bush, like fire,

like joke, like Lisbon, like peas, like rice, like stupidness, like water 0

Wummun like san’/sand: plenty women. (Haynes 1987:65)

like Spanish radio station phr arc Interrupt or take over suddenly

without warning or pause; always getting in between, in the way. (fr

Venezuelan Spanish radio stations, in the past with more powerful

transmitters, over-riding local radio frequencies) 0 Before I could

even get in two little words edgeways ah li! fella in de back wit’

glasses, cut in like a Spanish radio station. (Keens-Douglas 1984:15)

0 (Haynes 1987:63)

like stupidness phr In great amounts; plentifully; a lot. = like bush,

like fire, like joke, like Lisbon, like peas, like rice, like sand, like

water 0 The next time he have money (oh God) he go make a big

deposit in a restaurant, so that all he have to do is walk in and eat like

stupidness. (Selvon 1960b: 108)

like Tarzan phr Very very loudly, or very very quickly; usu. with a

number, e.g. like ten/twenty/forty Tarzan. 0 Den nex’ ting he know he

look over she shoulder an’ see one set ah smoke. He say he take off

like ten Tarzan. (Keens-Douglas 1984:37)

like through the Bocas phr All beaten up; ragged, (fr passage through

the Bocas being hazardous) 0 Like it went through de Bocas. (Haynes

1987:64)

like ting phr Like confusion, COMESS; creating OLE TALK; be a gos-

sipmonger. 0 “She like ah ting too bad, that is why she always have to

run an explain sheself.” (Baptiste 1993:102)

like water phr In great amounts; plentifully; a lot. = like bush, like

fire, like joke, like Lisbon, like peas, like rice, like sand, like stupid-

ness 0 ‘Anyway, I was always promising myself to be able to cut

these young boys’ tails one day, and when I come out Father Oliver is

licks I go share like water.’ (Jones 1973:62)

like white rice phr Said of someone who is invited to stay for meals,

or who manages to get invited frequently. 0 “He like white rice,

always at somebody table.” (1990)

like wooden judge in ramgoat session phr Say something with a

straight or grim expression, usu. disapproving. 0 You could give him

any kind ofjoke, he like a wooden judge in a ramgoat session,

like yam in naygur mouth phr Describing something considered a

perfect match, highly prized, well liked; very suitable or agreeable.

Sometimes like yam does fit naygur mouth. = cock for dolly 0 Fit
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lacka yam fit nigga mout - a perfect fit. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Oh
gosh, man, that fit like yam in nigger mouth! 0 Like how yam does fit

neygah mout’: perfect fit; like ah han' intuh ah glove. (Haynes

1987:64)

likkle adj Little; small size, /likl/ Note: This pronunciation is more

widespread elsewhere in the Caribbean. (< E little ‘very small’) =

>lil
2

,
lilly 0 Arright, I’ be’n get five-six bakra people who be’n get

nearly arl de lan’. We never questioned that: arl ahwe, every man-

jack be'n ge’ ’e own likkle piece ah lan’. (TG 27 July 1998:1 1)

likrish see LICKRISH

lil 1 adv Often with good, a nice amount; plenty; sufficient; well-

earned. /hi/ = little 0 “He make a lil good money doing that.” (1994)

2 adj Small; very small; little. = likkle, lilly 0 Lil small - very small.

He’s a lil small boy, eh? (ESTT 1956)

lila n Traditional Indian dance drama, usu. the Ramlila or Krish-

NALILA, depicting scenes from the life of Rama, Krishna, /lila/ (< H
lila ‘play; diversion; dramatization of a life’) 0 “Tomorrow the lila

starting.” (1990)

lil end n A small job, a bit of work. 0 They have to pay, or take out

policy with big insurance company before they could get a lil end.

lilly adj Tob Little; small; young, /lili/ = likkle, >lil
2
0 Even dem lilly

pickny self da go na rum shap. ( TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 “Yes, massa,

one purty lilly gal, what [got] nice hair pan he head.” (TRD 12 Feb

1853:3) 0 Lilly pickny naga han clean, e eat wid big sumaddy. =

‘When little negro child’s hands are clean he will eat with the big

people’... A well-bred negro child will work himself up to a some-

what higher level. (Uh 1883:257-8) 0 With he big bramble shoes.

And he lili taba foot. (“You Know One Joseph Keeba” Herskovits &
Herskovits 1939b)

lily moth n Xanthopastis timais, a moth whose larva feeds on lily

leaves. 0 (Kaye & Lamont 1927:62)

lily-trotter n Jacana jacana , a bird, length 25 cm (10"). Head, neck,

breast and upper back black; rest of upperparts dark red-brown; bill

yellow; bare wattled forehead red; legs and very long toes greyish.

(< E lily-trotter, water-birds of the Family Jacanidae, having such

long toes, spreading out their weight, that they can walk on lily-pads

and other floating vegetation) = paul perruquier, >spurwing, surgeon
2

0 The legs are long and the slender toes extraordinarily so. These

strange birds travel about on the open blanket of floating aquatic

plants. Their long toes so distribute their weight that they can run eas-

ily over floating leaves that would not sustain the weight of a more

conventional bird. In the vernacular they are "lily-trotters”, a most

appropriate name. (Shortt 1975: 104-5) 0 (ffrench 1991:126-7)

Limacol n A clear yellow liquid used as an astringent, toilet water,

rub, etc.; commonly used locally but manufactured in Guyana,

/laimakol/ (< commercial brand name Limacol < lime + alcohol) 0

He... was naked in the bathroom before he discovered that the shower

was not working... In the end [he] compromised by washing his head

only, and rubbing down with a little limacol, a soothing lotion made
from limes. (Selvon 1972:151) 0 He smelled of Limacol toilet water

and sandalwood incense. (Hosein 1980:17)

limber v Bend; be somewhat flexible. (< E limber ‘supple; flexible’) 0

‘It goin’ take blows in a fight without breaking anyway,’ he told his

father on one occasion. ‘For it would limber and not break or let off

splinters.’ (Naipaul 1976:36-7)

limbo n A dance in which the performers bend backwards from the

knees and move forward under a long stick held progressively lower.

It developed commercially as a tourist attraction during World War
II, and subsequently became popular in other places. ( prob. < hmgo
< Kikongo limgondimga, a dance in which dancers may crouch down
and bend their shoulder backwards towars the ground’ + poss. < E
limber ‘supple; flexible’) 0 The limbo... was the most unusual of all.

It is danced by a man who bends far backward, moves his feet for-

ward in shuffling steps to the drum-music and passes under a stick

held in the hands of two others, at waist or hip height. (Leaf

1944:192) 0 “No limbo for me, chile, I too old.” (de Boissiere

1956:22) 0 Pay us a visit and be entertained by.... Cox (Stretch) The

Limbo Dancer... Dancing to Steel Band & Orchestra Music, (ad. Dic-

tator 1956) 0 The Limbo dance is now world famous. It is the only

dance created out of the “middle passage,” between Africa and the

West Indies. On the slave ships each slave had a space of 6 feet by

1 foot 4 inches in which to live. ..The dance demonstrates the way in

which they manoeuvered in the limited space. It was later used by

women for testing their spouses. Limbo: meaning "limbering up.”

(Connor 1958:58) 0 Grand Special Show - for Visitors from the s.s.

“Rotterdam”... Rupert Harrison & his Exotic dancers, Doing THE
LIMBO and Other Dances. (TG 12 Jan 1962:5) 9 Trinidad is famous.

For its calypso, People also know us, For we sweet limbo. (Penguin

“Sugar” 1971 pr) 0 Don’t give up. After ten years I am only doing the

limbo at five feet. You will certainly beat me if you keep it up. (Ottley

1971-2:21) 0 The Fireman... represents the stokers on board ship...

His movements are mimetic and sensual, and give rise to the opinion

that he inspired the development of the Limbo as an exhibitionistic

cabaret dance. (Ahye 1978:27) 0 The “Limbo" was in fact a funeral

dance that had been brought to the concert stage by Beryl McBumie.
It was now [mid-1950s] a feature dance at all night spots, and a major

tourist attraction. (Ahye 1983:56) 0 In the night clubs in Trinidad [in

the early 1960s], the Limbo was the featured dance of the moment
and it became a real drawing card for tourists and patrons. Ivan Assee

of the Miramar was the first proprietor to realise the potential of the

Limbo and he drew a sizeable audience mainly comprising seamen

who came ashore while their ships were in port. (Ahye 1983:74) 0

The limbo [is] an art that is dying, not because it is not appreciated,

but again there is no forum for it, and the only fora for limbo and

other psychomotor activities are probably in Miramar or in a stylized

form within the context of a Better Village situation, and this is one of

the dance-forms that Trinidad invented or developed. (Bacchus

1984:145) 0 In the 1960s, when Chubby Checker urged his listeners

to “limbo lower now; how low can you go?” he made the limbo, a

Trinidadian folk dance that has been in the repertoire of many Ameri-

can dance companies. (Brown 1988:231) 0 The limbo as we know it

today - exhibitionistic, glittery, sensual - is not the limbo of a bygone

era, when men (and women) symbolically passed below the bar of the

underworld to rise toward light and deliverance, representing the path

the soul of the deceased takes in its journey to the next world. The

limbo was a way of assisting, encouraging and guiding the soul into

the world of the ancestors. With much singing, clapping, drumming
and ribald taunts, each dancer shimmied his way below the length of

wood, held by two supporters who allowed the dancers to go no lower

than hip level. Now, of course, expert limbo dancers can easily clear

six inches... and the limbo is more a display of athletic prowess.

(Ahye 1988b: 1 10) 0 Limbo dancing, which was [allegedly] invented

in Trinidad, is still featured in tourist brochures - but hardly else-

where. Occasionally, however, the Hilton hotel hosts limbo shows for

its guests. (Eriksen 1990:41) 0 No less a person than Julia Edwards,

the queen of “flaming limbo” dancing, also refined her dancing skills

before appreciative habitues of the Lotus. (Millett 1993:274)

2 v Dance the LIMBO 1

. 0 Nobody can limbo like me, limbo, limbo like

me. (Invader “Limbo Like Me” ca 1960 pr) 0 At midnight [at a wake]

they will feed you, clear the [bongo] ring, and the Bongo king will

call out, “Boys, it’s limbo now, limbo, limbo.” ... Then he get a bam-

boo stick and he puts it across there, usually waist-high... The danc-

ers would be singingf:] Liza come lay lay lay, Liza come limbo like-a

me. Each dancer tries to pass under the cross bar without touching it

and without touching ground with his body or his hands... You bal-

ance on your toes with your body thrown backward... When every

dancer has passed under the crossbar, it’s lowered one notch. . . limbo

was really a man’s game - an exhibition of male virility in the face of

death. (Elder 1997:192)

lime 1 n Citrus aurantifolia, a cultivated citrus tree and fruit. Fruit

usu. about 3.8 cm (1.5"), spherical, relatively thin green skin ripening

to yellow, acidic flesh; close to the E key lime. Juice widely used for

drinks and cooking. An infusion of the lime buds is used medicinally.

(< E lime, several related fruits, usu. of the tree Citrus medica var.

acida or var. limetta, fruits usu. used when the skin is dark or bright

green) 0 Condense milk selling fourteen cents a tin, I going gi them a
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fall with me lime bush tea. (Tiger “Let Them Fight For Ten Thousand

Years" 1940) 0 You have to wash the meat with lime juice before you

cook it. 0 Too much a lime juice could cut yuh nature.

2 n An informal gathering characterized by semi-ritualized talking

and socializing, drinking and eating. Note: Although it seems clear

that this term emerged during the early 1940s (see lime’), and there

are many theories and explanations given confidently about its ori-

gins, there is no one agreed-upon or most likely derivation. 0 About

midnight that night my bell ring and I went downstairs, thinking that

Jarvis was on a late lime and wanted some company. (Selvon

1960:96) 0 When I fell in with a lime (a group of people, generally

young males, lounging somewhere along the main road and enjoying

themselves by demonstrating the virtuosity of Trinidadian English), I

gave everybody “right,” and sometimes stopped to listen and perhaps

chat briefly. (Clark 1966: 128) 0 “I not saying to leave off your lime at

all,” she persisted. “But spend at least half an hour anytime you have

time." (Gosine 1988:44) 0 Outside the parlour next to the market in

Couva, the morning after, the consensus of the Time’ was that the

blight of politics was responsible for the defeat. (TTM 24 Nov
1989:17) 0 Limin is ah national pastime in Trinidad. It have all kinda

lime: Sweet lime, sour lime, short lime, long lime, impromptu lime,

formal lime, occasional lime an regular lime. You name it; we have it.

(Foster 1990:13) 0 In the 1940s, there was a strict code for fetes, par-

ties, you couldn’t go if not invited. Someone not invited would go

outside the house and feel sour, you say “suck a lime”. Later on, you

invited friends to "bus a lime”, and that later became a lime. (1990) 0

The lime went on up to almost past midnight with ole talk and Carib-

bean music and a little baddening of the head. (Alleyne-Forte

1994:68) 0 Well me and Top Cat hit it off one time, although I never

see him before and he only see my picture - he calling me BC and I

calling him TC - and the lime comfortable, like old clothes, right

from the beginning. (Pires 1 995e: 15) 0 “1 still don't smoke but I will

drink a beer or two. I go to Harvard’s every Tuesday and Thursday

night to play basketball, and we sit down after and take a beer and

cuss and talk about the old days. Typical man’s lime.” (TG 4 Dec
1994:5) 0 A bad lime... is characterised by boredom and true inactiv-

ity, or irritation and sour argument. “Leh we split dis scene man, dis

lime doh have no juice,” is a perfectly justifiable suggestion after a

couple of hours of inertia. A lime with no juice is truly dreadful.

(Eriksen 1990:27)

3 ii A group formed and loosely maintained for a specific purpose,

frequenting a usual location, or associated with a specific activity. 0

The whole Flamingo lime had broken up: it was a long time since

they had beat pan together, a damn long time. (Jones 1973:32) 0 Not
your typical rumshop lime... The stories are not punctuated by hic-

cups and the words are not slurred. Despite the petit quart of red rum
on the table, the men’s concerns are about unpublished letters to the

editor, the Gulf Crisis, and the state of politics in Trinidad and

Tobago. (EX 7 Oct 1990:14) 0 He is best remembered as a man who
loved life and a good Mayaro lime. (TTM 25 July 1993:24) 0 The
public is invited to a “special semi-lime” with author Samuel Selvon

and Dr Hollis Liverpool (Chalkdust) at the Creative Arts Centre...

Both limes are free and start at 6 p.m. Seats are limited. (EX 16 Jan

1994:2) 0 As a noun the word is used to describe a loosely organized

social gathering. The gathering may be around an event or some kind

of purpose (a beach lime, a movie lime). In this sense, too, a lime may
be the group of friends that hang around with each other, even if they

are not together at that moment. Thus, a cohort, a group of compan-
ions. (Scher 2003:182)

4 v Participate in an informal gathering of two or more people, char-

acterized by semi-ritualized talking and socializing, drinking and

eating. 0 Sweet two and twenty. The man is mad. Sweet two and

twenty, adding up figures and learning Civil Service Regulations,

And “liming” late at night, doing nothing. ( Teachers’ Herald Aug
1941:38) 0 LIME, v., to watch and enjoy an event from outside, e.g.,

to lime a fete. (Rodman 1971:232) 0 In the day when you miss me,

Ah liming by some old lady. (Organizer “Old Woman Champ” 1971

pr) 0 Yuh know whay de cleaners an dem was? Inside the toilet

limin, and whoever in charge ah dem gom bout he bizness. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 29 July 1979) 0 The four men at work were feeding the

fire with dry logs or coconut husks, stirring or skimming the boiling

cane juice, and “limin’” - shooting the breeze, teasing and laughing.

(Eigeland 1980:33) 0 Said one 18-year-old youth in a crowd “lim-

ing” outside the Venus cinema in La Romain: “The government has

made me an educated vagrant. We are educated but jobless. Can you

beat that?” (EX 2 Nov 1986:28) 0 With nothing to do, the young peo-

ple sit on the street comer and watch their lives’ minutes pass them

by: “Yes, they sit and lime because they do not even have a recre-

ation ground where they can blow off some steam.” (EX 2 Nov
1986:29) 0 The young men as a group do not lime inside the rum-

shop - where the heaviest lime takes place. They lime beneath the

eaves, or beside the road outside the shop. (Stewart 1989:110) 0

“Things are going haywire here in the security department, because

constables are coming to work when they feel or if they are working,

they would be liming rather than having the security of the Port at

heart.” (TTM 10 July 1990:25) 0 It was raining and we were liming

in the gallery. (Foster 1990:105) 0 The British fleet would hang out

on Frederick Street, but the locals didn’t at that time, they had

nowhere else to go. Just limeys hanging around, limey-ing. (1990) 0

Beckles was “liming” near his home with friends when he was
stabbed. (EX 16 Jan 1993:1) 0 Several plainclothes officers were

also sighted liming in pairs along the Chaguanas Main Road over the

long Christmas weekend. (TTM 3 Jan 1993:1) 0 At about 12.40 am
one of the men liming with [him] started accusing him of wining on

a woman with whom he (the accuser) had been friendly. (iND
22 Aug 1997) 0 Police are warning the public not to lime in cars or on

the roads especially late at night, since they could fall prey to bandits

and/or rapists. (Newsday 9 Mar 2002:4) 0 “[He] lost he life just so,”

he said. “It was uncalled for. Men liming good good.” (TG 29 June

2002:4) 0 Singh was liming with a group of friends in the kitchen

area of an unfinished house. (EX 19 Aug 2002:3) 0 “He used to use

my computer and we used to lime together,” the inspector said. “I

never would have thought he would do me this.” (TG 31 May
2003:10) 0 Lime: As a verb the term means to hang around with

friends, pass the time, and talk. The word seems to have reappeared

[sz'c] in Trinidad during World War II with the arrival of American

[szc] sailors in Trinidad. Liming derives from the word for English

sailors - limeys - so-called because of their habit of carrying citrus

on long ocean voyages to avoid scurvy. In Trinidad limey came to be

used to describe any low-class white. The socializing and loafing

about of sailors in Port-of-Spain and their often rude and disorderly

behavior inspired the new usage. The term survived the departure of

the Americans and has lost its derogatory connotation.

lime ball n A slightly rubbery sweet made from grated green PAW-

PAW, LIME 1

juice and sugar. 0 The development of Industries involv-

ing the manufacture of things like ‘bene’ balls, sugar cake, lime ball,

and even pacro water. (TTM 17 Nov 1989:28)

lime-bud tea n A hot-water infusion of LIME 1

tree flower buds, prized

for its flavour and health value. 0 “Come on, you hungry people, join

us!... You had you’ lime-bud tea like me this momin’. You can’t feed

you’self and you’ mother on two dollars a week, you know that.” (de

Boissiere 1952:80) 0 Lime bud. (Bush Medicine 1976b: 18) 0 Lime

bud tea is used for gripe in babies. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:52) 0 Soon her mother brought a cup of hot lime-bud tea and

soup. (Boodhoo 1994:84) 0 Tea was not necessarily tea, it was any

boiled substance that could be drunk as a beverage; consequently

there was coffee tea, cocoa tea, chocolate tea, lime-bud tea, orange

peel tea, or bush (herb) tea made from the leaves of several plants and

trees. (Cummings 2004:80)

limer n A person who enjoys LIMING, esp. someone who often does

this in public or on street comers. (< lime") 0 The limers, in the habit

of breaking the curfew hours, were previously warned by cops on

patrol, a warning they ignored much to their detriment. (Punch

19 Aug 1990:29) 0 “My family is among the biggest Timers’ on this

island. We love to ‘knock about’”*, openly confesses a 20-year-old

man. *This is a Trinidadian expression meaning to wander freely or

to go around visiting friends. (Millett 1993:136)
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lime with v Be friends with; associate with regularly. (< lime
2
) 0 “She

limes with a kind ofjet-setty side.” (1990)

limewood n Avicennia germinans, a native tree; can reach a height of

24 m (80') and girth of 2.7 m (9'), but usu. much smaller; usu. found

on the inland side of mangrove swamps. Bark dark grey, scaly-

smooth and thin; underbark yellowish-brown. Leaves lanceolate,

pointed, shiny above, greyish-blue beneath. Flowers small, white

with yellowish centre, in erect clusters. Fruit ovoid, barely 2 cm (.8")

long, powdery grey-green colour; commonly germinates while on the

tree. Wood hard, heavy, very coarse, used for fuel. = >black man-

grove 0 (Marshall 1934:75) 0 (Beard 1946:35)

limey n arc An ungenerous, mean person. (< E limey ‘British sailor’,

prob. because they had less money to spend in ports than American

ones) 0 Limey - a mean, stingy person. (John 1973)

liming
1
n Participation in a LIME 2

,
people informally talking, drink-

ing, etc. (< lime
2
) 0 I have been picking up on gossip ever since I

came. That and “limeing” on Frederick Street and drinking coconut

water are main occupations. (Jones 1973:17) 0 Liming is the West

Indian term for sitting around, talking and eating and drinking rum;

on the beach liming is accompanied by the men working to repair

each others’ seines and accompanying equipment. (Abrahams

1974:27) 0 Come home early after liming with the boys. (Pretender

“Recipe for Harmonious Living” 1975 pr) 0 In his spare time, he

enjoys sea-bathing, liming, cycling and table tennis. (Heat 14 Oct

1989:9) 0 We the management of Vistarama are very proud to say

that... our cinema is located in one of the safest areas in P.O.S. and so

far there is no loitering, liming, vagrants or hustlers to interfere with

our patrons as our security guards are very strict regarding this mat-

ter. {EX 20 Sept 1987: 14) 0 There he met several villagers by a popu-

lar liming spot. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:8) 0 From a rendezvous for

liming, the building was converted within a month, at a cost of some
$2 million, into the country’s newest and poshest court. (71/14 Sept

1990:1) 0 The concept of liming encompasses any leisure activity

entailing the sharing of food and drink, the exchange of tall stories,

jokes and anecdotes etc., provided the activity has no explicit purpose

beyond itself. As such, it may seem as though liming occurs in most

societies. But whereas idling and inactivity are frequently seen

unequivocally as shameful and slightly immoral kinds of social situa-

tions, liming is acknowledged in Trinidad as a kind of performing art;

it is a kind of activity one wouldn’t hesitate to indulge in proudly. In

liming contexts, verbal improvisation, ingenuity and straightforward

aimlessness are highly regarded, provided one follows the rules,

which, however, are nearly all implicit... Its value to the participants

is entirely contingent on the shared meaning that can be established

spontaneously. A typical lime begins when two or several acquain-

tances... meet more or less by chance... For it is impossible to lime

alone... it is constituted by the (minimally) dyadic relationship and

cannot be reduced to the individual agent. A second necessary condi-

tion for a lime is the presence of an ambience of relaxation and lei-

sure... Thirdly, the situation should assume an air of openness: a lime

is in principle open to others who might want to join... the liming

group... is frequently an informal group of considerable duration.

Very often, groups of four or five men lime together on a regular

basis. In this way, liming mediates forms of social integration and

differentiation not provided by professional and domestic careers.

(Eriksen 1990:25-26) 0 [He] would drop in from time to time, but

merely to take some cash to go liming with his friends. (Bomb 2 Feb

1996:9)

2

adj Associated with or characteristic of a LIME 1

0 1990-1993 0 The
Mas Camp Pub, a respectable liming venue on the west end of Port of

Spain, is typically crammed with liming groups in the weekends, while

it is nearly empty on weekdays. (Eriksen 1990:30) 0 His liming part-

ner. (TG-M 17 Jan 1993:3)

limited banks n In gambling, a situation in which the capital

resources of the bank or CASA are relatively small. 0 The size of the

odds which bankers offered was a function of the financial resources

which they possessed. For instance, in a situation where the banker

had what was termed “limited banks”, the odds might be reduced to

$25.00 to $2.00, $20.00 to $1.00 or $15.00 to $1.00. (McCree 1996:5)

line 1 n The starting line; the line from behind which the marble is

pitched to start; the line that marks the border of the area of the game
in which rules apply. (< E line ‘in various games, a particular line

which marks the limit of legitimate play’) = bounce, bounds, bounc-

ing line, boundary, lines 0 ‘Fen’ taw ped,’ Tommy cried. ‘I said ‘‘fen’

taw-ped” before you said “ups”.’ ‘You lie! screamed Stalin. ‘Go back

to the line!’ (Boodhoo 1994:60)

2 n In WHE-WHE, numbers considered to have the same value

because their individual digits add up to the same number. 0 Line:

Numbers which have the same value. This value is arrived at by add-

ing up the digits of the number. For example, 12, 21, 30 all have the

same value of 3 and belong to the Three Line. (Besson 1999:174)

3 v Breed an animal, esp. to maintain particular characteristics. (< E
line ‘a continuous series of family descent’) 0 “He go line the dog

with a poodle to make a poodle.” (1993) 0 “Ifyou use a virgin goat, ‘a

goat that never line,’ you get a spiritual drum. If I am going to fell a

tree, I go and talk to the tree. I look for the moon. Drums are a spiri-

tual thing. I cannot have sex during the time I am making a drum.”

(TG 15 Feb 2003:63)

4 v In planting, e.g. cocoa, coffee, CASSAVA, make a measured pattern

of squares as a guide to planting, (fr the intersection of two sets of

lines) 0 The field... is lined out into divisions of 4 feet square gener-

ally, or of 5 or 6 by 4, and the space for the plants picketted with small

stakes, (de Verteuil 1848:15) 0 “We would line and then we would

plant two feet away from that picket on either side.” ( 1 990)

lines 1 n The starting line, the line from behind which the marble is

pitched to start; the line that marks the border of the area of the game
in which rules apply. (< line

1

)
= bounce, bounds, bouncing line,

boundary, line. 0 We all stand up behind the lines and pitch.

2 n In PITCH, a game in which players try to bead their marbles by

bouncing on it. That is, each player drops his marble so that it ends up

as close to the line as possible, trying at the same time to knock oppo-

nents’ marbles which are already close to the line further away. In

another version, two lines are drawn some four or five meters apart.

The players BEAD marbles on the second line, with the players trying

to hit the targets by throwing from behind the BOUNCE ‘the first line’.

= nearest line

linesman n obs In PITCH digging, the man in front, keeping workers

in a line when far out in the lake. 0 Up to 1957, the mining and load-

ing aspects of [asphalt] production employed some 85 men: The team

of workers included... 5 Linesmen... In 1957 the services of most of

these men were made obsolete by the introduction of a Barber-Green

ditcher on the Lake; and around 1967-1968, Caterpillars were intro-

duced... Linesmen and [Switchboard] operators are needed to regu-

late the movement of wagons from Lake to refinery. (James ca

1976:20-8)

ling n A type of strong waxed twine used for seines and other marine

purposes, kite-flying and top-spinning, /lit]/ (< marlin < E marline

‘rope of two strands’) = marlin 0 It’s “boof’, and “touch-ling” with

the top, Then “mook” and “makfan” till you stop. (Fortune ca 1950-

59:1 1) 0 Long time you use a crown cork for the ling... once you're

spinning, a man could take up your top with the ling and put it down
[lift with ling loop] once yuh miss. If yuh hit him, can’t touch him.

(Gayelle “Top-making” 19 Dec 1985)

linga(m), lingham n In Hindu ritual, a phallic stone devoted to the

god Shiva, /liqgam/ (< H lingga(m) ‘a phallic stone worshipped as a

symbol of the god Shiva’) 0 A few devout Hindus keep small shrines

near their homes. Smooth, oblong stones are picked up on the

beaches and set up at the base of a mango tree, or in some other shel-

tered place, as a Shiva lingam. Often a sacred tulsi bush is planted

near the lingam stone. Daily or periodic rituals are performed at such

a shrine by the person who constructed it. (Niehoff & Niehoff

1960:120) 0 A saddhu lived at the San Fernando temple, tended the

gods in the mandir, maintained the ablution of the lingam stone and

cleaned the ashram. (Clarke 1986:102) 0 In 1985. during discus-

sions with Sai Baba devotees, the phallic nature of the lingam was
never touched upon. Rather, most informants insisted quite earnestly

that the lingam was to be understood as primarily a non-objective
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representation of Shiva - and thus, by extension, a graphic statement

of the central mystery of the movement: Sathya Sai Baba as both a

living human being and as an incarnation of God - in the form of the

Hindu deity he first announced himself to be. (Klass 1991:138-9) 0

Prominently displayed in almost every Trinidad Sai Centre... is a

lingam of Shiva, set in a yoni, and on a pedestal... (the lingam repre-

senting a phallus and the yoni a vulva) and many Trinidad devotees

of Hindu derivation are of course aware of these connotations. (Klass

1991:138) 0 [Hindu] pilgrimage sites, too, were found in two loca-

tions: a stone said to drip milk and grow, dedicated as a Shiva linga

(phallic representation of the god) in the town of Penal, and a statue

of a black Virgin in Siparia, regarded as a manifestation of the God-

dess and deemed by Hindus Sipari ke Mai ‘mother of Siparia’) or

simply Sipari Mai. (Vertovec 1992:1 1 1) 0 There existed, in the early

years of post-indenture settlement, some activities which took Hin-

dus out of their villages to engage in religious celebration with others

from throughout the island. The pilgrimage site of the miraculous

‘growing linga' in Penal was especially frequented at Maha
Sliivratri , as was Sipari Mai in Siparia on Holy Thursday/Good Fri-

day (days when labourers had been allowed to leave estates). (Ver-

tovec 1992: 1 16-7) 0 On the Thursday before her birthday, family and

friends accompanied her to Ganga Dhaara, Blanchisseuse, where

they worshiped Lord Shiva in a cave where there is a Shiva Lingham.

(TG 26 Nov 1995:1 1)

lingay, lengere adj Of a person, tall and very slender; lanky; loose-

limbed. /lirjge, leqge/ (< Ewe legbe, lele ‘tall and thin’, Hausa

laygalaijga ‘a tall person of slight build’, Ga lege lege ‘gaunt’) 0 He
lingay like you but stronger. (Sparrow “Philip My Dear” 1982) 0 In

two two’s ah see a thin black lengere Indian woman coming to me.

(Forum 17 Apr 1988:5) 0 (Aub-Buscher 1989:10) 0 Eyes, “lengay”

body and eloquent hands telling the tale of advance and retreat. (EX
14 June 1992) 0 Yuh eh need no ladder to reach dem mango. Yuh
done so lingay. (Baptiste 1992) 0 “Move yuh lingay self from outta

mih way!” (Baptiste 1993:103) 0 Lingae... Very thin and tall or long.

(www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

ling dormant n A type of fishing line, with one large hook and live

bait, set at night on the sea bottom to catch large fish such as shark

and grouper, /hr) donna/ (< Fr ligne ‘line’ + dormant ‘sleeping’) 0 We
was fishing ling dormant. 0 Every night they does set ling dormat

from Monos.

lining n The spacing of plants, usually CANE or cocoa, in squares.

(< line^) = picketing 0 We next arrive at a cane-piece that is being

planted. It is well turned up by the plough, and all over it are things

which look like thin straight sticks, some three feet long, standing up

from the ground. They are not sticks, however, but the sword-shaped

leaves of the canes which have been brought from the next field.

They are in rows six feet apart one way, and four feet the other. They
are known as ‘pickets,’ and are put the right distance apart by means of

a surveying-chain, the process being called ‘lining’.’ Their use is to

insure the canes being planted in equidistant rows. (On a sugar estate

1882:223) 0 The lining of cacao cultivation is not generally taken as

such a serious matter as this appears to be, being far too often left to

the discretion of the contractor. (Collens 1912:96)

lining cold n Usu. puerperal fever, an infection of the genital tract fol-

lowing childbirth. (< lying-in cold < E lying-in ‘confinement for

pregnancy and childbirth’ + colcP 0 Mi granny take in with lining

cold after mi mother bom and she dead.

lipay, lipay, lipe, lipey 1 n A mixture of cow dung, clay and water,

/lipe/ (< H lipna ‘smearing; plastering’; lepna ‘plaster; smear over’) 0

There was also an open space downstairs which was covered with

Teepay’. (Lewis 1972:15) 0 The worship of Lakshmi, the Goddess of

wealth, is done in many Hindu homes... Floor-washing - lipe - with

gobar - cow-dung - is still done in some ordinary houses, but the

special treatment of cows and bulls with a herbal mixture -pakheba -

is almost forgotten. (Jha 1973:34) 0 They lived in the usual tapia

houses of the time, with thatched roofs, and the floors of lipe - a mix-

ture of cow-dung and clay forming a sort of plaster, (de Verteuil

1989:42) 0 The use of Tapia, a mixture of mud and an indigenous

grass for walls, and the river clay Lepay as a beautifying plaster are

all legacies [of the indigenous people] that have only been replaced

during the past forty years. (TG 5 Jan 1992:3)

2 v Plaster with a thin mixture of cow dung, earth and water. (< H
lipdi ‘smearing; plastering’; lepna ‘plaster; smear over’) 0 Mud
mixed with gobar (cow dung) is used for rituals and also to lipe (plas-

ter) floors. (Klass 1961:153) 9 Perhaps a week afterwards the tapia

walls would begin to show cracks and these walls and the earthen

floor were thickly leepayed, i.e. painted or washed smooth with a

cloth rag using a mixture of cow-dung, clay and water. Another layer

was plastered on a couple of days later. This was followed by two lay-

ers of leepaying with a white-dirt wash. (Alladin 1970:8) 0 LEEPAY,
v., to cover tapia walls with a thinner, whiter mud to make them

smoother. (Rodman 1971:232) 0 There was a lot of hammering and

scrubbing. Firesides and houses were leepaid. (Lewis 1972:75) 0

‘Now go and leepey' - he meant daub - ‘the whole chulha back

again. Leepey it, or I won't eat the food you cook on it.’ (Naipaul

1976:67) 0 “How you does clean [the chulha]?” “Well I take the dirt

again and leepay it... I passing the dirt with a piece of cloth when the

chulha get cold.” (Gayelle 1-11, 17 July 1986) “You lipe it and then

kache, smoothen it.” (1990) 0 Fine gravel was then placed and mixed
with mud and fresh cow dung (gobarr) and “lepayed” or spread on

this. (Deen 1994:64) 0 For from that small shed with its carrat and

house grass roof and its “lepayed” floor, which first oozed water due

to Charlieville’s swampiness, many generations of young Muslims

attended Maktab classes learning to read and understand the noble

teachings from the Holy Quran. (Deen 1994:179) 0 Their house was

covered with needle grass and the walls and floors were (lepayed)

plastered with a mixture of fresh cow dung, mud and water. (Deen

1994:226) 0 Then five married women, from the family, whose hus-

bands are alive, rub hardi, sindoor, dahee and flour on the hareesh and

then leepay the bedi with the earth, some of which was brought back

from the maati-khor. (Holass-Beepath 2002:30)

lippe, lapin, I’epais, lipi, lippe, lippy n Anisotremus surinamensis

(E black margate, margate fish ,
pom-pom ), an edible marine fish.

Silver-grey, to 60 cm (23.4") long; eats crustaceans and spiny SEA
EGGS. ( prob. < Fr le ‘the’ + epais ‘thick’) 0 Labrus sp... Lippe.

(de Verteuil 1884:389) 0 There is also a spot in the rocks here, which

if you ground bait with small pieces of “zagaya” (small crabs), and

then fish with “ligne voyante”, you can catch the good edible fish

called “lippe” or “l’epais.” (Vincent 1910:16) 0 Another excellent

food fish is the Lippe, or Black Maigate-fish, and is the giant of the

grunt family, attaining a weight of 1 6 pounds, generally caught rock

fishing on dark nights. (Mendes 1940:21) 0 Lippe... Anisotremus

surinamensis, E. porgy. (AACC 1945:108) 0 Lapin, a thick lipped

rock fish, can be angled for off the points of bays on dark nights, the

bait most successful being rock crabs locally called zagaya, which are

soft just after the period of changing their shells, and therefore the

most tempting to this game fish. (Mendes 1937:23-24) 0 (Kenny &
Bacon 1981: f22)

liquor n In sugar production, COLD LIQUOR, sugarcane juice before

boiling, and HOT LIQUOR, which has been heated in the COPPER.

(< obs E liquor ‘liquid; matter in a fluid state’) 0 Besides consuming

a quantity of Cane the laborers are served with a portion of Sweet

Liquor from the boiling house and a little Rum. (Dowland 1843 in

Archibald 2003:101 ) 0 (Inniss 1910) 0 We indulged in sucking canes,

and drinking what was called “Cold Liquor”, which was really the

juice of the canes before it was boiled, then the “Hot Liquor”, which

was the juice when it became warm in the “Coppers” or Taches, then

when it turned into Syrup, and last when it became “Sling”, the last

stage of boiling, when it was turned on to the “Coolers” to harden into

sugar. What we often had were Sweet Potatoes thrown into the boil-

ing syrup and allowed to cook. These would be scooped up for us by

the men employed in striking the boiling liquor. (Fraser ca 1942:275)

0 The liquor, caught in a bucket, was drunk pure, or boiled into syrup

for sweetening tea or for use with roti. (Alladin 1970:12) 0 In refin-

ing, the term “liquor” applies to a heavy sugar solution from which no

sugar has been removed by crystallization, since its last treatment or

char filtration; “syrup” is a heavy solution from which sugar has just
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been crystallized. Thus syrup in the refinery corresponds to molasses

in the raw factory, where “syrup” means a concentrated sugar solu-

tion that has not been subjected to purification by crystallization (i.e.,

the same as liquor in the refinery). A “sweetwater” is a wash water

containing sufficient sugar to warrant recovery. Strictly speaking, a

“magma” is an artificial mixture of crystals and syrup, but the term is

occasionally used to mean massecuite, which has the same meaning

as in the raw factory... The term “melting” means dissolving, and the

daily input is the “melt.” (Meade & Chen 1977:426)

liquorice see LICORICE

Lisbon yam n Dioscorea alata, a variety of cultivated yam. Usu. long,

oval in shape, pointed at both ends, smooth-skinned, with fine-

grained white, yellowish or reddish flesh; cooks quickly. = chupri

aloo, coconut yam, greater Asiatic yam, oriental yam, St. Vincent red

yam, water yam, white yam 0 And things like cassavas and yams -

vegetables that liked water - would flourish. The Lisbon yams, too,

were at their best, and Mrs Chandles... would say, ‘Tell him the yam
eating good.’ (Anthony 1965:140 0 (Pariag 1975:39) 0 4 cups cooked

purple yams (or white Lisbon yams). (Hunt 1985a:38)

list n In WHE-WHE, a record of MARKS chosen by bettors and the

amounts of money bet. (< E list ‘a catalogue or roll of a series of

names, figures, words, etc.’) 0 After the “mark” or “marks” were cho-

sen, they were then communicated to the person who was responsible

for collecting the wagers, selecting the winning “mark”, and paying

those who chose the correct mark. This person is known as the

“banker” or “whe whe banker.” The banker would then record the

chosen “marks” on a piece of paper which was first called a “ticket”.

This format was altered in the 20th century as punters were allowed

to record the chosen numbers themselves on what were now called

“lists”. At the bottom of each “list”, the amount of the bets was

totalled and a special code written to identify the person who
wagered. Following this, the list or "pot”, as the bet was popularly

called, was handed over to the banker. (McCree 1996:4)

listed adj Usu. describing tongue, stuttering, or speaking with a

speech defect. See also TIE-TONGUE. (< E lisp ‘speak with a defect

of utterance substituting the sounds Is/ and /z/ for the “th” sounds /9/

and /6/’) 0 Listed - one who stutters (ESTT 1956) 0 Her tongue was
listed. (Kitchener “Tie-Tongue Mopsy” 1946)

life see LIGHT

litigation n Tubal ligation, an operation to prevent fertility in women.
(< E ligation ‘tying off + litigation ‘court action’) 0 (Haynes

1987:115)

little adv Often with good, a nice amount; plenty; sufficient; well-

earned. ( poss. < E good little ‘affectionate diminutive’) = lil
1

0 She

mout little big in trute. (Ottley 1971:3)

little big-eared bat n Micronvcteris megalotis megalotis, a bat. 0

(Alkins 1979:53)

little black bat n Myotis nigricans nigricans, an insect-eating bat. 0

(Alkins 1979:59)

little black stare n obs Molothrus bonariensis, a bird, length 18.8 cm
(7.5"). Male shiny blue-black, glossed purple. (< arc, dial E stare

‘starling; a bird of the genus Sturnus, fr resemblance in size

and colour) = >lazy bird, oat bird, papa small, petit merle noir 0

(Chapman 1894:36)

little Brazilian fruit bat see ARTIBEUS

little brown owl n Glaucidium brasilianum, a very small owl, length

15 cm (6"), no ear-tuffs. Generally brown above; white streaks and

spots on the crown and wings; prominent white streak above eyes;

dusky patches resembling eyes at a distance on the back of head.

Underparts white with brown streaks, short tail barred brown and

black. There are two phases, greyish brown and rufous. = >jumbie

bird, petite chouette, pol-pol (owl), Trinidad ferruginous pygmy owl,

ulu 9 Can the little brown owl - known locally as the jumbie bird - be

made to destroy the bat which gives paralytic rabies to animals in

Trinidad? (TG 25 Mar 1933:3)

little carnival n Celebrations following the festival of SlPARl Mai.
(ft similarity of celebrating style to that of Carnival) 0 Sacred activities

on the Virgin’s feast day are followed by a massive fete, Trini-style.

Many people around the island simply refer to the entire day’s events,

religious and otherwise, as “the Siparia fete”... In the early 20th cen-

tury, the Catholic feast grew into a week-long fete that included

cycling, horse racing, carnival rides and other sporting events. This

fete became known as Trinidad’s “little carnival”. Older Hindu devo-

tees say that the festival for the mother of Siparia was holier in days

gone by. (McNeal 2002:79)

little cocoa insect-pecker n arc Dendrocinclafuliginosa [= D. merula

meruloides, Dendrocops meruloides], a woodcreeper, a woodpecker-

like bird, length 21.2 cm (8.5"). Brown; reddish-brown wings, upper-

tail coverts and tail; bill fairly long, dark above, pale below. Also

used for several similar birds, (fr small size relative to other similar

birds) = carpenter (bird), cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao, petit man-

geur de cacao 0 (Chapman 1894:48) 0 Little cocoa insect pecker.

(Williams 1922:153) 0 (Roberts 1934:95)

little grey ground dove n arc Columbina minuta [= C. griseola] (E

plain-breasted or grey ground-dove), a bird, length 15 cm (6").

Upperparts grey-brown; underparts grey suffused with pinkish; black

spots on wings, (fr small size relative to other doves) 0 (Williams

1922:179)

little house n arc Latrine; outhouse. 0 Little house - toilet. (John 1973)

little jaune n Eurema proterpia, a small butterfly, wingspan 4 cm
(1.6"). Orange, bordered marginally with narrow black borders; fine

black veins towards wing edges, (fr smaller size and resemblance to

jaune d'abricot) 0 (Barcant 1970:81

)

little kingfisher n Chloroceiyle aenea [~ Coyle superciliosa, Chloro-

ceryle superciliosa'] (E pygmy kingfisher), a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long.

Male dark green, glossed blue on head and upperparts, with a few

white spots on the wings; underparts mainly rich dark reddish-brown;

centre of belly white. Female similar, but has a greenish breast-band.

An uncommon resident in Trinidad, found mainly in mangrove

swamps and lower streams of the Northern Range, (fr small size com-

pared to other kingfishers) = petit martin-pecheur 0 (Chapman
1894:62)

little pa n Tob A variety of cultivated mango; fruit small, yellow, long

fibrous threads on seed. = mango little pa

little parson n Tachyphonus luctuosus [= T. alibispecularis] (E white-

shouldered tanager), a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long. Male black except

for conspicuous white patch on shoulder. Female head and neck grey;

upperparts olive green; underparts yellow, (ff similarity to but smaller

size than the parson

)

= petit pere noir 0 (Chapman 1894:31 0 (Rob-

erts 1934:99) 0 (ffrench 1991:377-8)

little red-headed woodpecker n arc Venioliornis kirkii [= Dendro-

bates kirkii, Chloronerpes kirkii

]

(E red-rumped woodpecker), a bird,

16.2 cm (6.5") long. Male: upperparts golden brown, tinged olive;

wings spotted with pale buff; rump bright red; head brown, crown-

feathers tipped red; back of neck streaked yellow; tail dark brown,

outer feathers barred with buff; underparts finely barred dark brown

and buff; bill black. Female similar, crown dark brown; back of neck

orange-brown, (fr smaller size than similar big red-headed wood-

pecker) = carpenter (bird), charpentier, cocoa eater, mangeur de

cacao, petit charpentier a tete rouge 0 (Chapman 1894:60)

little shilling n A small loan. 0 I always lending him a little shilling,

two shillings.

little soldier n Chlosyne lacinia saundersii, a small butterfly, (ff colour

similarity to military uniform) = >soldat’ 0 (Barcant 1970:150)

little Trinidadian fruit bat n Enchisthenes hartii [= Artibeus hartii],

a fruit-eating bat. 0 (Alkins 1979:56)

little tuna n Euthynus alletteratus, an edible marine fish. Probably one

of the species called JACKS in Tobago. 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

little virgin orchid n Caularthron bilamellatum , a multi-flowering

native orchid. Flowers white, sometimes tinged with pink or laven-

der. (fr smaller size and resemblance to virgin orchid, C. bicornutum)

= small virgin orchid 0 (Schultes 1960:135)

little yellow copper n Adelotypa trinitatis [= Elaphrotis telephus]. a

small butterfly, wingspan to 2.5 cm (

1

"). Male fore-wing black with a
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few central whitish spots; lower wing orange with heavy black outer

margin. Female orange lightly speckled with a few small dark spots;

top half of fore-wing brown. Underside mottled ash grey on most of

upper wing and outer lower wing; rest pale yellow or cream, (fr small

size + colour + copped) 0 (Barcant 1970:223,226)

little yellowie n Earerna vennsta, a small butterfly, wingspan to

3.5 cm (1.4"). Bright yellow top wing with dark brown upper wing

tips and outer margin; lower wing pale greenish yellow with narrower

brown outer margin; slight black markings along lower wing mar-

gins. (fr small size + colour) 0 (Barcant 1970:156-7)

live 1 v Live in or at a certain place. (< E live in, live at ‘reside’) 0 Ah
tink he use tuh live El Socorro but dat close enough. (Foster 1990:74)

2 v Be in a common-law type of relationship; not officially married.

(< E live with ‘live with someone as a spouse; cohabit’) 0 LIVE, v„ to

be in a LIVING relationship with. LIVING, adj., indictes a relationship

between a man and woman in which they live together and have

mutual obligations to each other, although they are not married.

living, pres, part., e.g., we en married, we jus’ LIVIN’. (Rodman
1971:232) 0 Whether you married or you living. The same thing

apply. (Pretender “Recipe for Harmonious Living” 1975 pr)

live around v Sleep around; be promiscuous with sexual partners. 0

He does live around, you never know who he would bring to a fete,

live at nenen phr Be in trouble; experience difficulties; suffering.

(< nenen, prob. as a last resort for housing) = >catch nenen 0 Dese las

days, ah living at me nenen. (Ottley 1971:17)

live good phr Get along with; be friendly with; be neighbourly. = live

nice, live well 0 You livin good, boy! (Ottley 1971) 0 Doug stated

that no Tobagonians would ever rip him off, since he lived good with

them and most of his employees are Tobagonians. (Mirror 1983) 0

She got angry and threatened to leave the house but 1 did not take her

seriously. We were living too good and it was the first argument in a

long time, so I didn’t think she would leave. (Bomb 1984) 0 By nature

humankind is disposed to being seduced by glamour and opulence. It

is important for the ultimate good of the individual to keep this dispo-

sition under control. It is important for community life too, as a com-

ponent of what villagers term “living good.” As an ideology, “living

good” requires accepting responsibility for one’s neighbour’s fate, a

responsibility one must carry throughout all of one’s life. In practice

this means first of all being self-sufficient and not becoming a burden

on one’s neighbours, and secondly a willingness to share time, inter-

ests, goods and services with neighbours where there is need. (Stewart

1991:159-160) 0 “Since me and Sonny married 37 years, we live

good, good. He never hit me.” (Diptee 1992:246) 0 Mitchell and he

wife was living good, but they fall out Friday night. (Tante Tante, TG
25 Sept 1993:17)

live in v With ass, skin, tail ; be persistent, nag, pester, push someone

to do something. = go behind 0 “Ah done change mi address. I living

in yuh arse.” (1990) 0 “Ah go live in yuh tail until you pass de exam.”

(Baptiste 1993:103)

live long phr Said to someone you have been thinking about who
unexpectedly visits or telephones you. 0 Yuh go live long, girl! I just

talking to the mister about you!

live nice phr Living well; esp. get along well with someone; be neigh-

bourly; be friendly. = live good, live well 0 Before the war, I was liv-

ing nice. Crush potato with me bacon, stew pork and rice. (Tiger “Let

Them Fight For Ten Thousand Years” 1940) 0 ‘Madam, things

change now. People used to live nice long time. When you see you

wanted to build a house, in two days you could move in. We used to

have a gayapa. You know gayapl... You only had to tell your neigh-

bours when you want to start... Your neighbours would go to the for-

est and cut down all the trees that you need to build a house... You see

that fella up there, Peetah! Fifty ofwe get together and build he house

in two days. You know, longtime you used to enjoy yourself in

gayap; people teasing one another, fighting, pinching, cracking joke;

in two twos you done, and is parang when the night come! Parang for

so! Oui papa! Food and rum and music! That is how we used to live

long time. Yes man!’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:45-6) 0 People used

to live nice with their neighbours, apart from courtesy and manners.

you might need the use of their oven for Christmas so you better keep

smiling and saying ‘good-morning’; all year round. (TG 18 Dec
1995)

liver 1 n An elderly person who manages well, /lrva/ 0 Liver - vieux

donyen - ancient citizen, an old liver. (ESTT 1956)

2 n Tob A person who accommodates to most situations, is flexible,

not fussy, takes constraints in stride, tolerates austere circumstances,

usu. from a lower socio-economic level. 0 “He’s a liver. He cool.”

(2000 )

liver string n A person’s inner fibre or strength which takes the brunt

of life’s stresses. If you are working or have worked very hard, you

can refer to working out yuh liver string. = soul carcass, soul

case/casing 0 “I has no intention of digging no land. My poopa dig

land and my grandpoopa dig land and where it get them? Coughing

out they liver-string in the poor house.” (Hill 1966c: 14) 0 Workin’

out de livuh string or soul casin’ means striving wid every nerve an’

sinew. (Haynes 1987:165) 0 “I working out mi liver strings for you

children.” (1996)

live well phr Get along with; be friendly with; be neighbourly. = live

good, live nice 0 [She] used to live well with everybody in the village

when times were good and her husband was still around. (Bomb 12

Oct 1990:9)

living 1 n Common-law marriage. (< E living together ‘cohabitation

without legal marriage’) = >keeping 0 LIVE, v., to be in a LIVING

relationship with, living, adj., indicates a relationship between a

man and woman in which they live together and have mutual obliga-

tions to each other, although they are not married. LIVING, pres, part.,

e.g., we en married, we jus’ LIVIN’. (Rodman 1971:232) 0 Whether

you married or you living, The same thing apply. (Pretender “Recipe

for Harmonious Living” 1975 pr)

2 n Life, esp. domestic life, family. 0 “Is only one advice ah go give

all yuh, doh take talk from people. Beti, yuh own people go tell yuh

all-kind-ah-ting ’bout coolee and if yuh listen tuh them yuh go break

up all yuh living and Beta yuh own family go tell yuh all-kind-ah-ting

’bout the nigger woman.” (Ali 1993:156-7)

lizard-eating bat n Trachops cirrhosus, a bat that often feeds on

lizards. = fringe-lipped bat 0 (Alkins 1979:54)

lizard fish n Svnodus foetens, a marine fish. = sea mat, stink toe 0

(LNP 1985)

lizard grass n Euphorbia prostrata, a native plant. 0 (Seaforth,

Adams & Sylvester 1983:88)

loader 1 n A man who puts sugar-canes onto a cart or truck for trans-

port to the factory. (< E loader ‘one who loads, esp. a man who
stands on top of a wagon and arranges hay forked up’) 0 The carting

of the canes is superintended by the head-overseer, and a driver who
is designated the ‘head-carterman;’ both being mounted... These cart-

ers are generally the smartest men on the estate, and are well paid, for

it requires some skill to handle a team of mules quickly and properly.

They are each assisted in loading their carts by a lad called a ‘loader,’

who remains in the cane-piece while the cart is away, and collects a

heap of canes; so that when the cart returns, no time is lost in again

loading and despatching it. (On a sugar estate 1882:254) 0 Two men
are hired to work each cart, one being called the “loader” and the

other the “carter.” Both actually do the same work; loading the cart

with cane and conveying the load to the crane where it is weighed and

transferred to railroad cars for delivery to the distant factory. (Klass

1961:70)

2 n A man who puts large pieces of PITCH onto a cart for transport to

the factory. 0 Up to 1957, the mining and loading aspects of [asphalt]

production employed some 85 men: The team of workers included...

50 Loaders... In 1957 the services of most of these men were made

obsolete by the introduction of a Barber-Green ditcher on the Lake; and

around 1967-1968, Caterpillars were introduced. (James 1976:20)

loan v Borrow; receive money from someone and promise to pay it

back. (< dial E loan ‘borrow’) 0 She willingly paid the 500 dollar fee

requested, which she loaned from her father. (Bomb Oct 1970)

Ioban, lohban, lohoban 1 n Incense burned, usu. during Hindu

prayers. /Ioban/ (< H Ioban ‘gum resin used as incense’) 0 At the
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chowk, lohban (incense) was burnt in a tiny clay receptacle and

prayers were said by a priest or anyone capable of saying the neeaj

.

(Alladin 1970:33) 0 “Fust you have to get some good cattle butter.

Den you have to get one yard of cotton. Den you have to get lohoban,

gogool, camphor, and some white rice. And white merino to bury

Rama wid.” (Ladoo 1972:92) 0 lobrr. frankincense (T lohban)

(Korom 2003:277)

2 n Protium guianense, a native tree; fragrant milky sap is burned as

incense. (< H loban ‘incense’) = bois d’encens, >incense (tree)
2

,

kourouky, white incense

loban-dani, lohoban-dani n An incense holder, /loban dani/ (< FI-Bh

dani ‘carrier; holder’) 0 The Chief mourner (usually the son) takes the

lohoban-dani with the lighting camphor and places it on the ground at

the feet of the corpse. (Ali 1975:21) 0 “Put all de googool and clove

and thing in de lobandani.” ( 1990)

lobster n Panilurus sp., marine spiny lobsters with no large claws. P.

argus is larger; very variable in colour but generally greenish with

brown markings and four prominent yellow spots on the tail. P.

laevicauda is smaller and more greenish in colour, without yellow

spots. (< E lobster, Homonns sp., large edible marine crustaceans

with stalk eyes, and 5 pairs of feet, the first pair enlarged into

“claws”) 0 In King’s Bay... there are turtles and lobsters (in reality

sea cray-fish) which sometimes grow to extraordinary size and are

caught in fish pots or by the [light] of flambeaux or torches at night.

(Mendes 1937:21) 0 The local lobster or crayfish being somewhat

tough in texture, is best when it is stewed or curried, (de Boissiere ca

1945:14)

local n In a Creole 2
style; culturally characteristic of the Afro-

European culture. See also BUY LOCAL. 0 For the family, Take 5,

Long Circular Mall, for the best in roti and local meals. (Punch 1983)

0 The ads in the journal are almost 90 percent local but aesthetically

appealing nonetheless. (EX 3 Jan 1987:13) 0 Local lunches ($10) will

be on sale and the menu includes curry crab and dumpling, curry

duck and paratha roti, yard fowl and ground provision. (EX 24 Apr
1988: 15) 0 “I sticking to the things I could vouch for and I like people

who buy local.” (EG 4 Dec 1994:11)

local biche see MAKE BICHE

local white n A person of very light or white complexion, bom in

Trinidad, whose ancestry may include racial mixture. = near white,

off white
1

, so-called white, Trinidad white, white Trinidadian 0 The

majority of his guests, she quickly noticed, were local whites or Eng-

lish. (de Boissiere 1956:298) 0 Yuh not a local white, yuh en’t got big

money. So yuh chile can’ go to QRC. (Cro Cro “Corruption in Com-
mon Entrance” 1988) 0 In Trinidad ‘local whites’ were identified not

only as ‘Creole whites’, but more specifically, as ‘French Creoles’.

While the term encoded the distinction between ‘French’ plantation

owners and ‘British’ governmental administrators, its referential use

was not confined to persons of ‘French’ descent. Rather, the term was

applicable to any ‘white’ who was truly ‘local’, regardless of ‘nation-

ality’... Yet despite its broad referential use, the term ‘French Creole'

retained the connotations suggested by a ‘French’/’British’ distinc-

tion: ‘French Creoles’ were regarded as ‘warmer’ than the ‘cold Brit-

ish’. (Segal 1993:88) 0 The connection between ‘local whites’ and

‘non-white Creoles’ was indicated as well by a pair of additional

terms of racial classification: ‘Trinidad white’ and the more deroga-

tory ‘so-called white’. As represented by these figures of speech, the

‘whites’ of Trinidad were not ‘white Trinidadians’, but a marked and

modified variant of ‘whiteness’. They were, in short, ‘so-called

whites’ - that is, persons who, though they may have looked ‘white’,

had at least some non-white ancestors. (Segal 1993:88)

loch, locke n A decoction or infusion of herbs to which sugar and oil

are added to make a medicinal syrup. /lDk/ (< E loch, loche, lohoch ‘a

medicine to be licked up with the tongue, usu. an oily emulsion) 0 I

was made to swallow a vile compound of soft candle, olive oil and

honey melted together, and I daresay the same “locke”, as it was
called, is still doing duty among the rising Creole generation, in spite

of the various cough remedies with which the Yankees are constantly

flooding our island. (Inniss 1910) 0 Hibiscus rosa-sinensis and cultivars...

It is a useful constituent of “lochs” (syrups) for the treatment of

coughs and colds. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:94) 0 In this

still place she would mix her magic healing brews. Her sugar and

honey-laden “lochs”; her blood-purifying “tisanes”; her terrible-

tasting “leposems” and “composites” that would purge any stomach.

(Morean 1990e:40) 0 The flowers of the West Indian elder or seriyo,

Sambucus simpsonii, are used with other herbs in preparing herbal

cough syrups or “locks” as they are locally called. (Morean 1991:43)

0 Ah, a haffa mek ah lock for mih cough, nine kinda bush boil down
like ah tea, an mek ah syrup wid sugar, an add some prunes, oui oui.

(Macfarlane 1997:37)

lochia n In folk medical system, blood that is considered used up and

needs to come out of the body, esp. menstrual or post-partum blood.

(< E lochia ‘discharge fr uterus and vagina after childbirth’) = >old

blood 0 Hog Plum... Women under post-natal care are traditionally

administered a decoction of the young leaves as a douche during that

period, and this is said to also clean the womb of “old blood" or

lochia. (HERBS STAR 4 June 2000: 1 1

)

locho 1 adj Slack; good for nothing; lazy; layabout; lecherous; despi-

cable. /lotfo/ (Anglo-Indian loocher < H luchchd ‘lewd loafer; black-

guard; libertine; vagabond; rake; profligate; bankrupt; low; mean';

poss. also < Kikongo looko ‘avarice; meanness’) 0 As it turned out

[her] husband was a locho alcoholic, and because of the endless beat-

ings she suffered from him, the poor young woman went off her rock-

ers. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989: 11)0 “Move yuh locho self from mih couch,

an let mih clean down de place.” (Baptiste 1993:103) 0 (Wamer-

Lewis 1994:9) 0 “Man haul yuh locho, ugly, wutliss tail! Dat big,

so’e foot eh get better yet!” (Elcock 1997)

2 n A man who is slack, good for nothing, lazy, layabout, lecherous,

or despicable. 0 Lochos with many outrageous demands... Desk

jockey public servants, they are the ones mainly behind the whole

bacchanal with their outrageous demands. (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:3) 0

Locho... An extremely lazy man, usually overweight and impotent.

(www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001

)

lock neck phr In robbery, holding one arm around a victim’s neck

from behind while running the free hand through the victim’s pock-

ets. 0 Killing is a joke. Locking neck is only smoke. (Caruso “The

Gunslingers” 1959 pr) 0 They got the francs, worth nothing to them

in Trinidad, when they locked the neck of [a] visiting French econo-

mist professor... on Wednesday night. (Bomb Oct 1970) 0 One of the

passengers stuck a knife to his throat while another locked his neck.

(Bomb 1982) 0 “It was around 8.20 p.m., when the defendant

approached her and locked her neck and pulled her behind a con-

tainer.” (TTM22 May 1987:15) 0 [He] was held up by 8 young men.

One of the men locked his neck and took away his gold chain. (Bomb
4 Mar 1988:2) 0 This time though [he] went a bit further by locking

the woman’s neck and taking her across to the nearby Port-of-Spain

City cops. (TTM 6 Oct 1989:15) 0 A “coke addict” who locked an

Arouca man’s neck and robbed him of $10 in cash was sent to jail for

four years last week. (Bomb 1 Jan 1 993 : 1 9) 0 One of the three youths,

who locked the neck of 14-year-old Dennis... (TG 12 Aug 1993:16) 0

The court heard how the three young men locked [his] neck and took

away his new pair of sneakers. (EG 12 Aug 1993:16) 0 One of three

men locked his neck and threatened him with a knife, while the others

searched his pants pockets. (Newsday 8 Jan 1994:3) 0 ‘You lucky

nobody lock your neck and rob you.' (Boodhoo 1994:224)

lock off v Turn off a supply from a main source, esp. water. (< E lock,

lock up ‘shut off, make inaccessible’) 0 While [she is] bathing [they]

lock off the water and on many occasions she is left with soap in her

eyes and lather all over her body. (Bomb 10 July 1987:21) 0 They
rush to the pipe to get water, but the pipe diy. Only wind coming out.

That’s when they used to lock off the water nine o’clock at night to

six in the morning, then nine o’clock in the morning to six at night.

(Stewart 1989:122) 0 “They don't know God so God ignore them. If

you listening to hymns on the radio, they come into your house and

lock off God and put on that Jamaica thing.” (Pires 1 994b: 15) 0 They
must be locking off water. (Hill 1995:83)
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lock up girl child phr Said as a (playful) threat to woman by men who
are seeking a sexual relationship, also by mothers of boys. ( poss. < E
lock up your daughters) 0 Lock up yuh girl-child. (Haynes 1987:150)

locobeach adj Having no ambition, frequently absent from school,

/lokobitf/ (
prob. < make lokal biche ‘stay away from school without

permission’ + poss. < E/Sp loco ‘mad, crazy’) 0 That boy too

loco-beach.

locust 1 n Hymenaea courbaril

,

a large native evergreen tree, to 35 m
(1 12') or more high, girth to 6 m (19'). Bark hard, smooth, grey, thick,

exudes gum; underbark wine-red with light mottlings. Leaves alter-

nate, compound, with 2 ovate to elliptical leaflets, midrib much
nearer one margin, rounded on one side at base, 5-10.5 x 2. 5-4.5 cm
(2-4.1" x 1-1.8"), leathery, polished. Flowers 2.5-3 cm (1-1.2") long

with 5 white, unequal petals, in panicles 10-15 cm (3. 9-5. 8") long.

Fruit pod glossy brown, hard, 12x6 cm (4.7" x 2.3"), containing 4-6

seeds in thick mealy strong-smelling pulp. Wood hard, heavy, tough,

close-grained, yellowish-brown when cut, darkening to reddish-

brown with age; used for furniture. (< E locust, a number of trees

with long seed pods, and often having thorns) = courbaril, stinking

toe 0 Then there is the Locust of two several sorts, the one white, and

the other is red, from two to three foot diameter; either of them are

very good Timber for building Houses, Shores for Milnes, Spindles,

and Shafts: they are good to make Beams, and Knees for shipping, or

indeed, to speak generally, any thing else. (Poyntz 1683:38-39) 0 The

natural produce of this Island are several kinds of durable wood, fit

for Buildings, such as... locust. (Explication 1769) 0 (Young 1809,

Stowe 922:14b) 0 Among those of our more useful forest trees which

peculiarly affect the mountains are... Tapana, Guatapana (our beef-

wood), Locust... (Carr 1869:403-4) 0 Locust is a very valuable wood
and is employed for furniture, such as presses, side-boards and tables,

and also for carriage naves. (Williams 1882) 0 One of the largest of

the forest trees is the locust, with towering top and spreading

branches. Its wood is hard and compact, and is made into tables and

sideboards. (Ober 1898:135) 0 Some of [the trees I encountered],

besides furnishing valuable timber, yielded rare gums, like the

“locust,” the parrot apple, and the mammie apple, used in the arts.

(Ober 1898:140) 0 Courbaril. Locust. Stinking Toe... The wood is

used for wheelwrights work and formerly for furniture making. It

does not last well in the ground. (FTT 1931-1-4:283) 0 (Marshall

1934:40) 0 (Beard 1946:32) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:133)

2

n Any large grasshopper. 0 (Bacon 1978:62)

lodge of sorrow n A memorial service held by a FRIENDLY SOCIETY.

(< E lodge ‘place of meeting for a society’) 0 At California, on Sun-

day, October 6, the Grand United Order of the Ancient Ethiopian

Cushites will hold a “Lodge of Sorrow" in their Temple, in connec-

tion with the death of the late Mr. Jas. Cowherd and Tunapuna. The

service will commence at 3 pm. Anglican hymns will be used and a

silver collection taken. (Mirror 5 Oct 1907:7) 0 The Court Pride of

Roxborough A.O.F., held a lodge of sorrow for Goolie Edwards, one

of their members. (People 10 Sept 1938:4)

logrit n arc Caretta caretta (E loggerhead turtle ), a marine turtle. (< E
loggerhead) = cahuama, cahuano, caouane

1

0 “And the loggerhead.”

“The logrit. Only in deep water we find logrit.” (Carr 1957:35)

logwood n Haematoxylum campechianum, a cultivated and natural-

ized tree; small, twisted or gnarled, to 8 m (26'). Leaves compound,
5-10 cm (2-4") long, 1-4 arising from swollen joints; leaflets obovate

or broadly reversely wedge-shaped, shallowly or deeply notched at

the tip, 1-3 x 1-2.45 cm (.4-1.2" x .4-1"). Flowers pale yellow, in

clusters on stalks about as long as leaves, liked by bees. Fruit pod

oblong, tapering to both ends, 3-5 cm x 8-15 mm (1.2-2" x .3-. 6"),

very thin. Dark red heartwood used as a source of dye. Wood is not

considered good timber. (< E logwood, from being shipped or

imported in the form of logs) = campeche 0 (Young 1809, Stowe

922; 14b) 0 Campeche (or Logwood). (Joseph 1838a:80) 0 For Fences

I consider Logwood is the best, set in double rows like a quickset

fence in England, it should be kept clean and not allowed to exceed

5 feet in height. (Dowland 1843 in Archibald 2003:123) 0 Valuable

dyes are extracted from various woods and plants, as from the logwood,

found along the shores of the lagoons, the eboe wood, and the indigo.

(Ober 1898: 140) 0 On our right and left stretched away to illimitable

distances forests of mahogany, rosewood, lignum vitae, satinwood,

and logwood. (Harris 1905) 0 The logwood trees on the Pitch Walk
facing the Government gardens are the homes of the ground lizards.

(TG 9 Nov 1919:12) 0 Logwood. Campeche... The tree favours dry

places and is valued for its hard and heavy heart-wood from which is

extracted a deep red dye (haematoxylin). (FTT 1931-1-4:264) 0 (Marshall

1934:39)

lohar n A traditional Indian relay game, usu. played with a stone as a

place marker; three people push from a spot and run. /lohar/ (< Bh
lohar ‘relay game’) 0 Lohar: Two teams of four or five boys each.

First one side caught the others one by one, then the other side did the

same. (Alladin 1970:66) 0 Lucky children received a cent or a penny
to buy sweetie and they were able to stay up later to play games such

as lohar or salt house or hoop. (Alladin 1970:41)

lohoban see LOBAN

loi see LOYA

lokni, loknee, lookni, lokani 1 n An attendant or chaperone, usu. a lit-

tle boy or an old woman, who sleeps between the Hindu bride and

groom on their wedding night, /lukni, lukni, lokani/ (< H lokni ‘small

servant or help’ or < H lukna Tie hidden; be concealed’) 0 Loknee.

(Dwarika 1984:34) 0 “My lokani was ah ole lady.” (1990) 0 He so

excited about this wedding, he is the lookni for his cousin.

2 n A person who insists on prying into others’ private lives. = >maco
0 That one is a real lookni.

loll off v Recline or rest in a relaxed attitude. (< E loll ‘lean idly;

recline in a relaxed attitude, supporting oneself against something’ +

off) 0 Then you visited some friends, or lolled off on the verandah

and listened to the radio. (Jones 1973:57) 0 “Doh go an loll off on

mih good bedspread an rumfle it up.” (Baptiste 1993:104)

lolo, lohlo n Penis, usu. child word or humorous adult, /lolo/ (< FC,

poss. < Bobangi lololo ‘jet or spout of water’) = big bamboo,

boutou
4

, iron, totee, toto, wood 0 “The play today is number 32; ‘lo-

lo’.” (Hill 1966c:9) 0 “This boy got to start wearing long pants soon.

That lohlo getting so big, it will start peeping out!” (Selvon 1972:58)

lololap n Achyranthes indica, a short-lived, loosely erect native plant to

1 m (3.2') high, branches often quite long and thin, /lololap/ = better-

man 1

, 5-man-better-man
1

0 Lololap, Man-Better-Man. (Seaforth,

Adams & Sylvester 1983:4)

lolo tongue n Tob A speech problem in which certain sounds are

replaced by other sounds; a lisp, /lolo toq/ = >tie-tongue

London can take it phr obs Indicating strength, ability to withstand

hardship and suffering, (fr London’s brave response to attack during

World War II) = England can take it, Britain can take it 0 ‘The

woman dead from blows. I telling you. London can take it; but not

George wife.’ (Naipaul 1959:18) 0 London can take it: stamina or

‘broad shoulders’. (Haynes 1987:165)

long 1 adj Of a person, very tall. (< dial E long ‘tall’) 0 Dat ugly-face

long John de tailor! (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 “And long like Michael

Jordan.” (EX 1 Mar 2003:30)

2 adj With eye, greedy, covetous. (< several WAfr languages, e.g.

Igbo anja suso ‘eye long’, i.e. covetous) 0 He broke off a large piece

of the rock cake and handed it to Herbert who had edged closest to

him. ‘Herbert!’ Mrs Baksh exclaimed. ‘Your eyes are longer than

your mouth, eh!’ (Naipaul 1958:22)

3 adj With mouth or tongue, stick out and expose the lips or tongue in

a disrespectful manner. = long up 0 He stretches or longs his mouth at

me. (ESTT 1956)

4 adj With face, look sour, sad, filled with disapproval. = (< E long

face ‘an expression indicating sadness or solemnity’) 0 If yuh does

see dey face, Wen we music fill de place. Dey face does come long,

long, long, Like tuh Trinidad dey ain’t belong. (Foster 1990:124) 0

Doh bring yuh long face to me.

5 n Cloves. (< H-Bh) 0 Mashalas (spices) like... long (cloves)... are

also sold in some markets. (Jha 1973:42)
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long-beak n Rallus longirostris, a bird, length 32.5 cm (13"); bill

long, nearly straight, mainly orange-red. (fr prominent long beak) =

dahoe, >mangrove hen, poule d’eau ginga, poule de bois, Trinidad

clapper rail, wood hen 0 ( ffrench 1 99 1 : 1 1 6)

long brains n Good memory; ability to recollect events for a long

period of time. (< E long memory ‘ability to retain recollection of

events for a long period’) 0 Mind you, those with long brains, like the

old Don, will recall that our first Governor-General was none other

than the late Sir Solomon Hochoy, a man who did carry a certain

amount of weight in the Chinese Community. (EX 2 Nov 1986:25)

long drink n A drink containing alcohol. (< E long beer, long drink ‘a

large measure of liquor’) 0 Gi the man a long drink, nah!

long drink of water n A very tall and slender person, usu. a man. 0

“You mean Wilkes? The long drink of water Wilkes?” (1986)

long-eared bat n Lonchorhina aurita aurita, a bat with a large pointed

nose leaf, and relatively long ears. = long nose-leafed bat

longest rope phr In the proverb The longest rope have an end, used to

indicate that eventually justice will prevail, the wicked will be pun-

ished, a bad thing will stop. 0 She would relive this night and learn

from it that no matter how fast or furiously one lived, one could not

forever escape the hand of God’s justice. “The longest rope have an

end,” he mumbled to himself. (Khan 1987:1 19)

longest while phr A very long time, usu. withfor the. (< E long while

+ longest time ‘very long time’) 0 Ministers in the Presbyterian

Church for the longest while have been using the church to get free

university education, and then abandon the church. (Bomb 1983) 0

Persons who were tenanting and seeking [land] “for the longest

while” in places like Caroni and in the deep South. (EX 31 July

1986:5) 0 “It’s the best thing that happened around these parts for the

longest while.” (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:23) 0 For the longest while

HEATWAVE has been taking a close look at the local fashion and

beauty industry. (Heat 14 Oct 1989:15) 0 A love-hate relationship has

been taking place for the longest while between [these two people].

(TTM 13 July 1990:3) 0 The eight shower taps they have at the jail,

none has been working for the longest while. (TTM 31 July 1990:12)

0 “For the longest while, the telephone at the San Fernando branch

has been disconnected,” the source said. (TTM 3 Jan 1993:15) 0

Cheese has been absent from stores for the longest while,

long eye(d) adj Greedy; covetous; having strong unregulated desire.

(< longp) 0 The dog with the bone was too long-eye (covetous) and

that is how he came to lose his bone in the stream. (ESTT 1956) 0

“Mill husband have one fault. He too long eye.” (Baptiste 1993:104)

0 [M]y thoughts turned again to the Earth People after a ridiculous

argument with a long eyed fisherman who wanted 50 dollars to dis-

close the prayers for curing maljo: I knew the prayers did not work if

bought. (Littlewood 1993:63-64) 0 She always have long eye for

other people house.

long gaulin n Ardea alba , a large heron-like bird, 1 m (40") tall. All

white, with yellow bill and black legs, (fr height, taller than other

common gaulins) = grande aigrette, >white egret 0 “Long Galling,

Long Galling, Yellow belly bird ar come!”... He was making use of

the orthodox method employed in the country districts of Tobago to

demonstrate the utter fear for the bellicose “yellow belly bird” enter-

tained by the egret... Startled at the re-echoing hullabaloo, the con-

fused bird rose... and flapped its way to a hiding place... village

superstition arrays [it] with formidable uncanny powers. (Greenidge

1938:100) 0 Here a branch of the river swishes down a cataract... into

rock bound Done Pool, which legend says is bottomless, favourite

haunt of Tobago’s spooke-bird, the meek “lang galling.” (Greenidge

1938:69) 0 Long gaulins, another sea bird. (Ottley 1969:66)

long head n Smartness; cleverness; intelligence; long-sightedness. 0

He saving money. He have a long head for the future. 0 You think he

loss now, but he have long head. He go get it back,

long leaf (laurier) pulcherro n Aiouea guianensis [~ A. schomburg-

kii], a native tree. Leaves 9-21 x 2. 5-7. 5 cm (3. 5-8.2" x 1-2.9"),

broadly elliptic, prominent nerves and veins. Loose clusters of flow-

ers to 22 cm (8.6") long. Fruit ovoid, 10x8 mm (.4" x .3"). Similar to

LAURIER MANGO, Aiouea densiflora, but larger; red on young leaf

stalks, (fr longer leaves than similar species) 0 Long leaf laurier pul-

cherro. (Marshall 1934:83) 0 Long leaf pulcherro. (FTT 1978-2-

9:567)

long-long adj Lasting for a very long period of time. 0 Long-long -

lasting for extended period of time, boring (lecture). (John 1973)

long mango n A common variety of cultivated mango; small to

medium size; slightly curved at one end. Skin green to yellowish,

flesh medium to dark orange, many long threads, (fr the shape being

more long than wide) = mango long, mango vert 0 She bent and

looked at the leaves closely. It didn’t look like a long-mango tree.

(Selvon 1957) 0 They walked southward on the high land until they

reached the long mango tree at the southern end of the riceland.

(Ladoo 1972:115) 0 And one must not forget the common long

mango which give a lot of shade and cools the surrounding air, while

being the best variety for making kutchala and atchar stored in large

glass jars or enonnous earthen russet coloured ones and left in the sun

to mature. (Persaud 1990:84-5) 0 She moved to the shade of the

spreading long mango tree close to the kitchen. (Persaud 1993:74) 0

Tom... swing the talk to the different kinds of mangoes Trinidad

have: vert or long mango (hog mango to Tobagonians), cutlass,

starch, doudouce, teen, sugar, graham, rose, calabash, julie and

zabico. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25) 0 Mango Vere: better known as “Long

mango”, best eaten ripe or half-ripe. Long and kidney-shaped. It is

often used to make amchar, kuchelar, curried mango and chutney.

(EX 1 1 Aug 2000:29)

long-nosed bat n Rhynchiscus naso , a bat. = Jacob’s Ladder bat

long nose-leafed bat n Lonchorhina aurita aurita
,
a bat with a large,

pointed, nose leaf. = long-eared bat

long-nose sailor n A Carnival sailor MAS with elaborate head-

piece including a very long nose, sometimes in the shape of a bird,

animal, airplane etc. = head-mask sailor 0 The sailor band from Hell

Yard, “Bad Behavior,” was perhaps the most famous contingent of

knock-about sailors. Along with other antics, they would roll in coal

dust to dirty their uniforms and would then proceed to scare off mas-

queraders in pretty costumes. Sometime before 1930, knock-about

sailors began wearing masks... the common practice of wearing

masks with long noses attached was introduced during the 1930s by

Jim Harding, the leader of “S. S. Mischievous.”., these knock-about

sailors also sang songs that they made up and accompanied them-

selves by banging on chamber pots... Bad Behavior occasionally uti-

lized tamboo bamboo. (Stuempfle 1995:29)

longs n Long trousers for older boys and men. See also SHORT pants.

0 Mr. Gidharee broke through my thoughts. “So you in longs for

good, then, Shell boy?” “Almost.” I did not feel thrilled about wear-

ing long trousers now. In this depressed state of mind the novelty of

this had worn off completely. (Anthony 1967:170)

long streak of misery phr A term, usu. negative but occasionally

affectionate, for someone who is very tall and slim, and who pres-

ents an appearance of unhappiness, being underfed, or being too

quiet. 0 A tall chap who gets himself into calamity and thereby

becomes unpopular - “Lo an behold, mih daughter bring home dis

long streak ah misery as she boyfriend!” (Baptiste 1993:104)

Long Stretch n A long straight section of the road between Arima and

Sangre Grande. (< E stretch ‘a continuous length or distance of a

road, journey, etc.’) 0 The other portion of this road that seemed to

rivet one’s attention was that at the other end nearing Sangre Grande,

known as the Long Stretch, and begins beyond the twenty-second

mile post. It seems to run mostly through forest, although plantations

may be not far from the road. (777 1 1 Sept 1917:8) 0 All in the Long

Stretch you could see where the fires bum.

long-tailed machet savan n Chironius multiventris septentrionalis

[~ Herpetodryas macrophthalmus], a slender, dark olive-brown non-

venomous snake, found in Trinidad. Pale vertebral stripe; back

sharply ridged. Eyes large, neck distinct; top of head may be darker

olive; pale yellow under chin, lips, throat. Sometimes cross-banding

in juveniles at mid-body and tail, (fr proportionately longer tail than

machet, Chironius carinatus carinatus) = machet savan'
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long-tailed pilori n Proechimys guyannensis trinitatis, a rodent,

length to 30 cm (12") + tail 30-32.5 cm (12-13"). Hair is bristly and

spiny; reddish brown, lower half of spines dark brown, (ff the tail

being longer than head and body length) = lesser Trinidadian spiny

rat 0 Proechimys trinitatis (Allen and Chapman) “Longtailed

Pilori”... rich rufous above, tending to blackish in dorsal line, and is

pure white below. Spiny only in centre of back. (Vesey-FitzGerald

1936c: 163) 0 (Alkins 1979:33-4)

long tears n Heavy crying or weeping; usu. said unsympathetically. 0

That was the way he felt about the Irish priests, always finding this

too poor, the next too poor, always hankering to go back to Ireland,

and when they got transferred crying long tears. (Jones 1973:100) 0

That was the way he felt about the Irish priests, always finding this

too poor, the next too poor, always hankering to go back to Ireland,

and when they got transferred crying long tears. (Jones 1973: 100) 0 A
top police informer... is crying long, hard tears these days, all because

his top police friends deserted him, while top mafia men and excons

are gunning for his life. (Bomb 31 July 1987:14) 0 The policeman

stood with long tears running down his cheeks. (Khan 1987:123) 0

“She cried long tears to lose her hair this way.” (TTM 25 July 1993:3)

0 Nuts vendors are crying long tears, claiming themselves the first

casualties of 1994. (TTM 14 Jan 1994:10) 0 “This man’s attorney

begged for a chance for his client, who was crying long tears.” (TTM
18 Dec 1994:9)

long time 1 phr adv A long time ago; far in the past. (< E a long time

ago ‘in the past’) 0 Me really no know what come of Missa C z

since he get he big boy from England; he too mannish - he no laugh

and joke wid a’ we like lang time. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 By Garra,

da nagar read en paper lek so bin nuise lang time fou yerry backra

read Proclamation when dem bin da gie nagar ‘quatre piquet.’ (TSn 8

Apr 1858) 0 Your parents did not know much about politics, I sup-

pose? - Very little; they died long time. (Comm Franchise 1888:3) 0

Lang time, ah nuse to pay foe shillins fuh a roum in Woodbruke, but

now... ah have to pay six shillins an ah haff evree mont. (PC 21 May
1904) 0 To the men dem I must relate, Long time all they was in cane

estate. (Killer “Ramjatia” 1948 pr) 0 Long time can you remember,

With a thousand, you could have bought a new brand motor car, But

now to pay seven thousand you must be able, To pass another three

hundred under the table. (Invader “High Cost of Living” 1952 pr) 0

Long time, when yuh ah dance pretty, ole people never use fuh seh

you are dance pretty. Weh deh use fuh seh? Nah yuh ah mek vari?

(Rollocks 1975:28) 0 “Long time we uses to see that, but we eh see it

again.” “The spirit of Carnival is lost... and playing mas’ is just not

fun anymore. I remember, long time, on the night before Carnival, we
could thief a fowl and make a cook in somebody’s yard and sit and

talk until the break of Carnival morning. Now you have to pay even

for a cup of water,” he said. (EX 8 Feb 1987:29) 0 She said the sus-

pected killer and her husband were friends, “from long time. Any-
thing he wanted, food, clothes, tools, he would come by our home and

ask for it and we would give him.” (EX 8 Nov 1987:6) 0 Longtime

like every man had ah role an responsibility. It had de preacherman,

icecream-man, iceman, papersman, paletman, taximan, policeman,

fireman, teacherman, waterwoman, garbageman an de sharpman.

(Foster 1990:81) 0 All these books and papers he reading... He not

like long time, you know. Is only big words now what I can’t under-

stand. (Selvon 1991a: 1 1) 0 Long time you could leave your baby with

the neighbour, or when you making market somebody will help you

hold the child while you pack your basket. Not again. (Doh Say Dat,

TG 6 Oct 1991:26) 0 In spite of their health and persistent poverty,

the women remember when life was much worse. “Long time” was

“hard time,” they say... “Now it is over - good. Better than long

time.” (Diptee 1992:247) 0 You like what we use to get Christmas

long time - a compendium of games. (Sprangalang, Calypso Revue

Tent, Jan 1993) 0 “Long time I had to bend these wires with my
thumb, until it got numb! but we hardly ever use wire for anything

now... When a piece of wire falls, it dents and you have a problem

straightening it again... not so with the cane, which bounces back.”

(TG 9 Jan 1994:2) 0 ‘Yes, bebedizo, longtime they used to use it a lot,

but not nowadays. My mother used to take it.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:145) 0 He studying that these days Marva really have a handle

on him. Long time he used to exercise his authority in a kind of way;

but these days like something softening him up. Anyhow, he going to

catch back his stride again. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:8) 0 ‘Madam, things

change now. People used to live nice long time. When you see you

wanted to build a house, in two days you could move in. We used to

have a gayapa.... Your neighbours would go to the forest and cut down
all the trees that you need to build a house... Fifty of we get together

and build he house in two days. You know, longtime you used to enjoy

yourself in gayap
;
people teasing one another, fighting, pinching,

cracking joke; in two twos you done, and is parang when the night

come! Parang for so! Oui papa! Food and rum and music! That is how
we used to live long time. Yes man!’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:45-6)

2 phr adv For a long time; during a long period of time. (< E for a

long time) 0 ‘All you have so much ah nice bon-bon cane in the back

and you still want me to bring cane for you?’ ‘Well, ah mean long

time ah eh suck ah B.H., man. You coulda bring ah piece for me.’

(Narine 1977:44) 0 When she send the man picture I nearly faint.

Long time I ent see ugly people so. (Doh Say Dat, TG 6 Oct 1991:26)

0 “He working in the council long time.” (1993) 0 There I was, hus-

tling down Frederick Street, when a pardner from school days, who is

a high man in the government service, waylaid me. “Ay, ay, Flags-

man, I ent see you long time, boy!” (TTM 5 Dec 1993:30) 0 ‘Momin’,

Mister Pierre, momin’,’ Prince said. ‘Long time you didn’t come this

side.’ (Boodhoo 1994:63) 0 Man is a long time I ent laugh so. (Smith

2000a: 17)

3 phr adv Already; a while ago. 0 “And you make the bets already,”

Boodram asked. “Long time.” (Stewart 1989:100) 0 ‘The puja finish

long time. The pundit done gone already.’ (Boodhoo 1994:58)

4 phr adj From a long time ago; old-fashioned; typical of the past. 0

Standing tall among the pioneers of Trinidad Carnival, traditional

wire-bender Velasquez remembers long time Carnival, playing the

mas he loved, without the glitter that has become synonymous with

modem day presentations. (EX 8 Feb 1987:29) 0 “Style?” Paula

asked, laughing. “That could never be a style. It’s only Kelvin who’s

crazy enough to wear a trim like that. But still, I thought he had some

pride. I thought not even he would wear that kind of long-time thing.”

(EX-Jr 7 Oct 1990:10) 0 Dat was one ting wit dem longtime teachers

an parents. Dey love tuh speechify like ah Midnight Robber before

dey bus lash in yuh tail. (Foster 1990:62) 0 The Commission is invit-

ing all persons who have played or are interested in playing long time

mas’ to contact the regional Carnival [chairman] at NCC’s offices.

(EX 21 Jan 1993:4)

long-tongued spear-nosed bat n Phyllostomus discolor discolor, a

bat. 9 (Alkins 1979:54)

longue-queue n obs Tyrannus savana, a bird, length 30-40 cm
(12-16"). Very long outer tail feathers, 17.5-27.5 cm (7-11") long.

Often seen in moult June-September without the long tail feathers.

(< Fr longue ‘long’ + queue ‘tail’) = >scissors tail*, swallow3 0

(de Verteuil 1884:92) 0 (Chapman 1894:44)

long up v With mouth or tongue, stick out and expose the lips or

tongue in a disrespectful manner. = long
3
0 Wen I man hungry ah doh

make joke wit meh food. Perhaps de reason ah make ah fuss an long

up meh mout was because ah did know dat just above meh head in de

overhead compartment was ah serious oildown. (Foster 1990:33)

lonioc see LANIAPPE

loofah see TORCHON, JHINGI

looge-looge, luj-luj adj Very soft, flabby, e.g., texture of a fruit, cloth,

skin. /IU3IU3/ (< Bh) 0 (Dwarika 1984:34) 0 “De ole man over look-

ing luj-luj.” (1990)

look 1 v A command to direct someone’s sight towards a particular

thing or space. Note: In SE, this must be followed by at or similar

word, e.g. “Look at the... “
, or used as a separate imperative, e.g.

“Look, there’s a ... “. (< E look ‘give a direction to sight; direct eyes

upon some object or space’, with at/on/upon a direction to someone

about the intended object of vision’) 0 People and dem bol! owt so

dismal “Look peeple in de house bunnin.” (PC 29 Oct 1904) 0 Lambert

was holding defendant, and said “Look the money in his pocket.”
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(POSG 21 Feb 1917:5) 0 “Look a man lying down here.” (TG 7 Feb

1919:5) 0 “Oh God, look my mother.” ( WG 13 Oct 1930:3) 0 “You
ain’t seen the people inside it? Look the child.” (de Boissiere

1937:28) 0 If I were a city Father of P.O.S., Mama look bachanal.

You should know every two weeks is Carnival. (Pretender “If I were

a Councillor” 1947 pr) 0 “Look Baby!” cried the gawky girl and

clapped her hands delightedly. “Cigarette an’ all. And she have a sil-

ver case, man!” (de Boissiere 1956:90) 0 “Well I hope so. For Shell

sake, at least. Where Shell?” “Look him here,” Pa said. (Anthony

1967:98) 0 “Albot, come quick! Look ah snake in de kitchen!!”

“Awright, tell it to wait, ah goin’ for mih gilpin!” (Sweetbread, EX ca

1980) 0 Alexis spotted a mappapire snake poised to strike. Without

further ado, Alexis screamed: “Look a snake.” (Punch 1983) 0 [He

shoved] the money at him... saying, "Look the money for the medi-

cine.” (Selvon 1988:17) 0 Another Trinidadian existential is “look”,

the equivalent of Standard English “there is/are” (with emphasis on

“there”), used for pointing things out (French “void”, “voila”): look

you book “there is your book”. In mesolectal Trinidadian, this is often

“corrected” to “look at” (with the same meaning of “there is”) which

is neither Creole nor English. (Solomon 1993:73) 0 “Aye! Well look

dis nasty old fowl-tief, nuh!” (Elcock 1997)

2 v A command to someone to someone to focus attention on an

event. 0 “Bertie, Bertie, look Howard kill Joseph.” (WG 1 Feb

1919:11) 0 You cyah even hang clothes on the line to dry, it disap-

pearing. Look Marjorie buy new sneakers for she children to go to

school, and up to now she cyah find a pair. (Tante Tante, TG 3 Sept

1991) 0 At the same time Uncle Hari called out to his wife: “Sita look

Sookram reach.” (Ali 1993:27)

3 v Look like; appear to be. 0 She looked a good Hindu girl. (Naipaul

1958:44)

4 v’ Divine; interpret dreams; read messages from the dead. = see
2
0

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1947)

look at v Said to express disbelief, astonishment, usu. at what some-

one is doing or how they are behaving. 0 “Look if you call me a nice

jane again I’ll go and tell Pa!” “Don’t bother about old man Gidharee,”

he told me. “But look at this boy!” Rosalie cried. “Don’t be fresh.”

(Anthony 1967:32) 0 Ma said, “Come and hold this here for me.” It

was the cock she had killed and she wanted me to hold it in a certain

way so she could chop it up properly. “Ma, O Christ, let’s have a

drink first, nuh - I mean, it’s Christmas Day.” “Well look at this

boy!” she said. (Anthony 1967:125)

look crosses phr An exclamation of complaint or distress. (< E cross

‘trouble; vexation; annoyance; adversity’) 0 Wy, ay, ay, ay, ay, look

the Spoiler crosses, The fashion in town is girls wearing glasses.

(Spoiler “My Wife Wants Glasses” 1950 pr) 0 “Well, look me cross!”

Emelda exclaimed, putting her hands on her hips, (de Boissiere

1956:74) 0 ‘I ain’t lending you a nail till you pay me back that ten.'

‘But look at my crosses!... Me borrow money from you! That was the

last thing in my mind!’ (Selvon 1957) 0 “But look at my Judas cross,

nuh.” (Hercules 1980:64) 0 Well look at my crosses, an unimpeachable

source phoned me bright and early Monday morning to exclaim, now
Chinee voting PNM. (EX 2 Nov 1986:25) 0 “From now on you leave

she alone!” “Look at my crosses! What wrong I do to you, you drunk?”

(Selvon 1991a:43) 0 ‘But look at my crosses! Wait till you become
man.’ (Boodhoo 1994:37) 0 “Well look at my crosses this day of Our
Lord. For nothing at all, yuh know. For nothing at all. Just because I

walking in the Government road that I paying taxes for since I know
myself.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:7)

look-down n Selene vomer , an edible carangid fish, extremely com-
pressed laterally with a very high forehead, marine, (fr high forehead

giving the appearance of looking downwards) = la lune
1

, moonfish,

>moonshine

look for v Bring misfortune on oneself by acting unwisely. 0 [A]h say

ah here dem wite collah peepels go dance wan side, an dem go put

nigghas de nedder side as dey do de las time becose ah see is ah big

haspittal howse wey hav two apaatment, but dem niggah tell me, eff

dem tri to do dat te-nite dem go meke war, soe ah bin ah luke foh dat,

how an wey foh run an jump too, but dem wite niggah ack discreyshun

soe al ah we dance togedder as wen yoo playin draff, blaak an wite

does mix foh troo. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 “But the mistake ah make!

Ah leave me foot on the passenger side. [“] “Well that is inviting any-

way.” “The man try to kiss me. You know he actually lay down on

me... “ Gemma cut Emily short. “You look for dat,” she said flatly.

(Bain 1974:65)

look for rain phr Said as a warning to be careful, that trouble can

come at any time esp. when you are vulnerable, (fr proverb. Who
have cocoa in the sun lookfor rain) 0 Me no have out starch clothes,

so me n a look fo ' rain. An admonition that a person can never tell

when trouble will come. (Herskovits 1945:203)

look like people phr Said of someone who appears respectable, clean

and well-dressed. 0 He look like people.

lookman n A male diviner; dream interpreter; maker of amulets.

(< look
4
)
= finder, lookwoman, >seer 0 The luk’man, or obiaman, or

whatever he is, was here from Sangre Grande. (Herskovits & Hersko-

vits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D47) 0 When cow dead, mule laugh. This

saying refers to the luk-man (diviner) who is feared when he is alive,

but is gossiped about freely after his death. (Herskovits 1945:204) 0

A “Lookman” or “Lookwoman,” “finder” (more polite) terms than

obeahman or obeahwoman, is one who can predict future events. Any
healer or leader in orisha or Spiritual Baptist “work" may be called

by one of these titles. (Simpson 1970:77) 0 The specialist in guards,

the obeahman, prefers to be called a seeman (seerman, lookman)

because of his ability to predict the future or distant causes. (Little-

wood 1993:41)

lookni see LOK.NI

look nuh phr A warning or expression of annoyance or impatience.

(< nah6
) 0 “Wellington, don’t play the fool!... Look, nuh! I used to

be a policeman meself, I know how some of these men feel.” (de

Boissiere 1956:216) 0 “Look nuh! It eh every time ah go pay for you

to go theatre with me you know!” (Baptiste 1993:104)

look other side phr Tob Said of someone who is dying, (prob. fr per-

son being preoccupied with death and afterwards) 0 I hear she father

looking the other side these days.

Look-Out 1 n arc A small concrete platform, once having a small

structure or gazebo, located up a pathway on the main ridge of the

Botanical Gardens. = Folly 0 Behind Government House the gardens

run up to the St. Ann’s hills on which approached by three shady

paths is a little building the “Look Out” at an elevation of about

300 feet from which a magnificent panorama of the city and gulf is

obtainable. (Collens 1912:38) 0 September has spilled her gold lav-

ishly. It gleams among the trees that clothe the hillside leading to the

“Look Out.” (TG 28 Sept 1919:10) 0 In past years, [this butterfly has

not been] rare in the Maraval Valley and behind the ‘Look Out'.

(Kaye 1921:44) 0 The Look-out is a low hill principally filled in with

wild vegetation. (Trinidad Riviera 1924:56) 0 Leaving the savan-

nah... you can take a walk into the Botanical Gardens to the north, and

climb the sloping swards to a spot known as the Look Out. It is a

mere shelter with a flag-pole - sometimes referred to as The Folly -

where you can sit and command a sensational view of not only the

Savannah but the whole city right down to the harbour front, and then

beyond to the Gulf... Only remotely can you hear the rumble of the

traffic going round the Savannah. (Mittelholzer 1958:50-1) 0 The
other Sunday afternoon “walk” took place on the “pitch walk" which
was the pavement around the Queen’s Park Savannah... Some youths

took the opportunity to go to “look-out hill” from where they got a

panoramic view of Downtown. (Cummings 2004:101)

2 n A flat pitched area at the end of Lady Chancellor Road on

Chancellor Hill. 0 There was a small building (which I believe was a

hotel called the Belvedere that fell down several decades ago) in the

St Ann’s hills, overlooking the St Anns Mental Asylum; what is now
called the lookout there is a wide flat asphalted area where you can

park (and often be held up and robbed). (2007)

3 n A wide area on the side of Lady Young Road, overlooking Bel-

mont., with space for cars to park, vendors, etc. 0 Bobots say he was
up on de Lady Young Road by de ‘look-out’ wit' ah chick from Diego
Martin. (Keens-Douglas 1984:37) 0 The look-out on the Lady Young
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Road, is really just a car-park with a view where people go to love up

and get robbed. 0 Lady Young Lookout gets makeover. (TG 7 Aug
2007:18)

4 n A widened area with space for cars to park, vendors, etc. On the

Maracas Bay road, where the road goes around the spur separating

Mai d’Estomac and Balata Bay 0 Stop at the look-out there,

look sharp 1 phr Said to warn someone to be careful, watch out. (< E
look sharp ‘keep strict watch; be careful of ) 0 If yuh look sharp, ah

hit yuh yuh no. 0 If you look sharp, you will get in trouble

2 phr Usu. with before, quickly; more quickly than expected. (< E

look sharp ‘lose no time; be quick’) 0 Before I look sharp, she

knock down the tree. 0 Before you look sharp, she done sew the

dress already.

look trouble phr An expression indicating dismay, or alarm at some-

thing bad about to happen. 0 “Who next?” “Me!” Indra jumped up.

“Ai! Look trouble now!” cried Emelda, delighted, (de Boissiere

1956:22) 0 The general body of steelbandsmen decided to discipline

any steelband appearing, anywhere, alongside Witco Gay Despera-

does who resigned from Pan Trinbago after defying the organiza-

tion’s boycott call. Well, look trouble. Desperadoes, as it turned out,

have some very powerful friends in this town and the band was hired

by Texaco, earlier this year, to play at their anniversary gala along

with Kolomo Kinds, Antillean All Stars and Starlift. (EX 1979)

lookwoman n A female diviner; dream interpreter; maker of amulets.

= finder, lookman, >seer 0 A “Lookman" or “Lookwoman,” “finder”

(more polite) terms than obeahman or obeahwoman, is one who can

predict future events. Any healer or leader in orisha or Spiritual Bap-

tist “work” may be called by one of these titles. (Simpson 1970:77)

loose adj With bowels or belly, having mild diarrhoea. See also LOOSE
BELLY/BOWELS. 0 Strimps does make me belly loose. 0 “Man, I

can’t go to the fete, me bowels loose.” (1990)

loose belly n Mild diarrhoea. = loose bowels 0 He strongly recom-

mended cashew nuts for cataracts, guava to bind a loose belly, gully

root for abortions, mountain dew for a big head, a good cutarse for a

wayward wife, ganja for sinus. (Heat 10 Oct 1991:7)

loose bowels n Mild diarrhoea. = loose belly 0 Man, afta ah eat de

shrimps, one loose bowells hole me. (Ottley 1971:36)

loose out v Loosen; unfasten, e.g. a belt or rope. (< E loose ‘let loose,

set free, release’) 0 I loose out she brassiere,

lop see LAP

loquat n Eriobotiya japonica (E Japanese medlar ), a cultivated tree

and its fruit; sometimes cultivated. 0 (Williams & Williams

1949:160) 0 (CFN1 1971:13)

lora, laura n Leptophis ahaetulla coeruleodorsus [~ Dendrophis

aurata], a colourful non-venomous snake, to 1.7 m (15.7') long,

found in Trinidad and Tobago. Top of head and back are bright blue-

green; two bright golden yellow stripes separate this from the dull-

white belly; broad black stripe behind eye; scales keeled. This snake

is quite aggressive, opening its mouth to show the shell-pink insides,

and biting readily if annoyed or captured, /bra/ (< Sp lora ‘female

parrot’ ff resemblance to yellow-crested green parrot) = green horse-

whip, green machet, green rigoise, parrot snake, rigoise verte, whip-

lash, whip snake" 0 (Mole and Urich 1894) 0 It was one of the

handsomest snakes of the tropics, a slim reptile about four feet long,

brilliantly colored. Blue-green scales bordered with narrow markings

of black covered its back and the under side was bright orange-

yellow. "Parrot snake is another name for [the lora] here,” the profes-

sor said. (Ditmars & Bridges 1935:87) 0 The Laura or Parrot snake is

so called because of the similarity in its colours to the Parrots that are

kept by some people. The top of the head and the entire length of its

body are bright emerald or leaf green. The under sides are dirty whit-

ish grey and dividing these two contrasting colours is a line of golden

scales... If surprised on a branch or bush with no means of retreat, the

Laura will suddenly open its mouth to an amazing size, displaying the

bright shell pink insides... as it makes mock strikes. However, as soon

as it can it will steal swiftly away... It eats other reptiles almost exclu-

sively. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:14) 0 Lora. Diurnal. Arboreal, small

bushes and trees. (Greenhall 1976b: 17) 0 “People who don’t know
the name ‘lora’ say it was a ‘green horsewhip’”. (1988)

loraison n Prayers, usu. in Spanish or Latin, requesting help, esp. in

healing the sick, and for protection from evil spirits, /brezo/ (< Sp las

oraciones / Fr les oraisons ‘prayers’) = >oracion, praise, prayers,

Spanish prayers 0 Snake-Charming here is always associated with

magic-making East Indians, or loraison-muttering Spaniards. (TG 10

May 1933) 0 Lowezon - a spell, a bewitching prayer (ESTT 1956)

Lord break stick phr Said to indicate an extremely stubborn person

who disregards advice or does not learn from experience. Sometimes

God break stick, (fr proverb Lord break stick in yuh ears) 0 Lord

break stick in yuh ears. Yuh too harden.

lorha, loorha, lurha n An oval stone used for grinding spices on a

SIL. /brha/ (< H lorha ‘a stone pestle with which materials are

crushed on another stone’) 0 [Authentic Indian cooks would never

deign to use curry from a pack and would obtain and grind the spices

to make a rich full-bodied massalla... The spices are pre-measured

and mixed, and have to be parched and finely ground. The traditional

way of grinding is of course with the grinding stones, one flat (the

lorhaa ) and one round (the s/7) which must be from natural stone and

are generally found near rivers. (777? Oct 1990:29) 0 The sil was a

stone rectangle with the upper surface chiselled to make rough. The

lorha was smooth, made of stone, and cylindrical in shape. This was

used for grinding the spices. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 12) 0 “Grind de hardi

on de sil and lorha.” (1990) 0 He soon realised that women in Trini-

dad were moving away from their mothers’ chores of grinding spices

with the flat and round stones - “sil and lorha.” (Deen 1994:175)

lori n A traditional type of north Indian lullaby, /bri/ (< H-Bh loori

‘lullaby’) 0 Lori: This is a type of lullaby sung by individual women
caressing and petting their children, while lulling them to sleep.

(Ahyoung 1977:72) 0 There he used to sit and sing the most mournful

of lullabies known as “lori” in the border area of the present-day Uttar

Pradesh and Bihar provinces of India. (Ramsaran 1988:95)

lorito, laurito n A pet name for a parrot or parakeet, /brito/ (< Sp lora

‘green parrot’ + -ito Tittle’) = lauretta 0 Hay hay hay de parrot say,

Walla Walla Bing Bang in dey... Hay Hay Hay Lorito say, Walla

Walla Bing Bang in dey. (Cristo “The Dumb Boy and the Parrot”

1964 pr) 0 “Now say Lorrito,” he told the bird, and the bird repeated

this name, which all parrots are given, with great rapidity. (Khan

1987:8)

lorse see LOSS

lorse oh see LAWS OH

loseil see LOZEI (BWA)

lose nerves 1 phr Become angry; lose one’s temper. 0 (Alexander 1909)

2 phr Lose courage, nerve. (< E lose one’s nerve ‘lose courage’) 0

(Alexander 1909)

lose shadow phr Walk about looking confused and out of sorts. 0 My
girlfriend gone, I loss me shadow.

lose size phr Reduce in weight; lose weight. 0 Like yuh losing size,

boy! 0 “All the time I was going good, but is only seven months now
1 have been like this, losing size.” (TTM2 Feb 1996:36)

loss, lost, lorse v Lose; no longer have; not win. /Ins/ (< E lost < lose

‘deprive; fail to keep; no longer have or possess’) 0 “Wuk. He m-

make d-de boss loss ’e wuk.” (Cobham 1907:142) 0 “Three weeks

now I losting steady. No matter what mark I play, somebody always

spot me. And sometimes is two, three, four punters 1 have to pay out.

All you know bank burst once already this week.” (Hill 1 966c:2 1 ) 0

“We did wash in the river. Plenty of clothes used to loss that way.”

(1990) 0 “Bhola foot get cut bad and he lorse plenty blood. De doctor

say dey might have to cut out de whole foot.” (Ramlakhan 1994:30) 0

Meanwhile, be of good cheer, say a prayer for Hulsie, who done

lorse. (TTM22 Oct 1995:30)

loss away, lorse away 1 v Faint; lose consciousness. 0 Ah didn’t know
wey ah was, ah did lorse away. (Ottley 1971:70)

2 v Dissolve; disappear; vanish. 0 “All de crab get lorse away in dis

big setta callaloo you go an cook here!” (Baptiste 1993: 104)
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3 v Make something disappear by combining it with existing material.

0 Loss away all that dirt here.

loss in jail phr Be or sent to jail for such a long time that the person is

forgotten or abandoned. = loss way in jail 0 “Under British law

Choonilal, I go lost you ass in jail.” (Ladoo 1974:18) 0 For dat matter,

you could lost the black man in jail for homing me. (Hill 1995:68)

loss off v Grade excess dirt so that it forms a sloping surface that

blends with existing surroundings. See also LOSSAWAY2
. 0 You see

all this dirt, loss it off here by the side of the road.

loss oh see LAWS OH

loss way in jail phr Be or sent to jail for such a long time that the per-

son is forgotten or abandoned. = >loss in jail 0 Ah say to meseff

“Now if ah wos to ketch up ah brick an lick de man dong dey will

lose me wey in jale like Bad John an dem.” (PC 4 June 1904)

lost see loss

lota, lotah, lohtah, lothar, loater 1 n A light-coloured patch on the

skin resulting from a skin fungus. Taenia versicolor, /lota/

(< Kikongo loota ‘spot on the skin’) 0 Rub leaves on the skin to treat

“lohtah”. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:42) 0 “Where yuh get

dem lotah from? Go an see de doctor quick!” (Baptiste 1993:104) 0

[Pjano - ‘lotah’, skin discoloration, macule. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:241) 0 Lothar. (Wallace 2002:34)

2 n A wide-lipped brass cup or small jug of traditional Indian design,

/lota/ (< H lota ‘a small round (brass) pot used for drinking-water and

sometimes for cooking’) 0 The few women among them looked

happy enough, nursing their little ones on the hip, as in India, dipping

their lotahs in the ponds, and by no means unwilling to take a daily

task in the cane field. (Underhill 1862:51) 0 He took up the brass cup

by which Hindus are sworn. His Worship told him that he said he was

a Christian and yet took up the lota. (TG 18 May 1921:12) 0 You get

ready to pisay your masala. But your water must be cleanly placed in

a lota. Then you’ll add your piment and masala. (Lion “Ara Da Da”

1939) 0 Every nation is a different kind of bottle, Higher the nation, Is

bigger the bottle I understand. Them that using pan cup and brass

lota. Those are the high priest come from India. (Mighty Killer “Mis-

erable Indian Neighbours” 1950 pr) 0 When he was satisfied, he

threw the leaves into a lota, then he poured some water into the brass-

ware and stirred the water with his fingers. He tasted the mixture. It

was bitterish, but good. (Ladoo 1972:53) 0 Utensils like loota -

waterpot, usu. of brass, tharia - plate, baati - cup, chholani, oraka,

kalasa, balti - bucket, etc., are even now used, but gradually china

crockery is taking the place of brass utensils and in many homes some
of these are needed in rituals and ceremonies only. (Jha 1973:42) 0

“We have 'bout five dollars in de lothar.” (Ramsawack 1983:62) 0

“Once burial has occurred, the [khus-khus] leaves are planted in a

suitable area, and one takes a lota of water and pours it directly onto

the leaves, while praying. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:31) 0 Everyday food

is served on enamel or china plates, but Hindu homes usually have

brass containers (lotah and tarriah) for use at religious events.

(Clarke 1986:78-9) 0 Early the next morning many of the villagers

filled their lothars with water, placed single white flowers in them,

and offered them to the sun. (Gosine 1992:8) 0 She had stayed past

the twelfth-day ceremony when there was the ritual bathing and the

making of ‘halwah’, when relatives were invited - especially the

women and they had sung and danced keeping rhythm with the ‘dho-

lak’ and the lotah beating it with two spoons. (Boodhoo 1994:76) 0

“Well,” Tara said, “when you wake up in the morning, you bathe, you
throw a lota of water... and then you fast for the whole day.” (Myers

1998:72) 0 Then the five married ladies each take a lota of water and

(parchay) rotate it in a clockwise direction over the tray and pour a

few drops on the ground five times. (Holass-Beepath 2002:26) 0 The
dulahin’s father (usu. dressed in white dhoti and Kurta) will have a lota

in his hand which contains water, rice, flowers, doob grass, five silver

coins, and a five stemmed mango leaf. (Holass-Beepath 2002:78)

lotay v Roll around like a donkey, /lote/ (< H lotna ‘wallow; roll about;

sprawl; turn or roll over’) 0 “Yuh only loteing all about.” (1990)

lottery n Lottery ticket. 0 It not easy when you selling lottery in town

on a Friday afternoon. (Mirror 1983) 0 He does sell lottery on Freder-

ick Street.

loud adj Plenty; plentiful; lots of. (< FC < Fr lourd ‘heavy’ + E loud

‘noisy’) 0 Housewives... can reap ‘loud cash’... [by selling flowers for

export]. (TTM 17 Feb 1987:7) 0 Nothing could stop [him] from

receiving some loud gashes from a gleaming cutlass and some heavy

thunder from the huge rocks thrown as missiles. (Bomb 6 Oct

1989:13) 0 His sex romps with the 15-year-old were not free, and [he]

was committed to “pass loud change” on a regular basis. (Bomb 21

Sept 1990:22) 0 She just closed her eyes to all the loud homing that

was taking place. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:9) 0 Isn’t that exactly what Jesus

Christ did when He toured places like Jerusalem and Jericho, planting

loud bullpistles on junkies, gamblers and tax-collectors? (TTM 10

Dec 1993:4)

louis d’or 1 n obs Euphonia violacea , a bird, highly prized as a cage-

songbird, length 11.2 cm (4.5"). Male: head and upperparts black

glossed blue; forehead and underparts golden yellow. (< Fr louis d'or

‘a gold coin fr period of Louis XIII’) = louis d’or simple, >semp 0

One of the prettiest birds is the Louis D’or, thus called because it is of

so peculiarly a bright golden colour. (Carmichael 1833:122) 0 Eupho-

nia violacea. Common in Trinidad, where its brilliant plumage and

pleasing song render it a favourite cage-bird. Creole name, "Louis

d’Or.” (Taylor 1864:82) 0 [A list of pets]: lauretta, agoutis, gato

melaos (2), crao, scarlet ibis, paui, Louis d’or, ramoo, laps. (Gordon

1870:302)

2 n Occasionally Euphonia trinitatis, similar to E. violacea but with a

bluish black throat. = acravat, >cravat’, louis d’or a cravat, Trinidad

euphonia

louis d’or a cravat n obs Euphonia trinitatis, a bird. Male crown and

nape bright blue; forehead and underparts golden yellow; throat

bluish black. Popular as a cage songbird but very rare in Trinidad.

(< Fr a cravat ‘with a necktie’ fr black throat) = acravat, >cravat
1

,

louis d’or, Trinidad euphonia 0 Louis d’or a cravatte. (Chapman

1894:29) 0 Tanagra trinitatis... Louis d’or a cravat (Belcher &
Smooker 1937b:532)

louis d’or a tete bleu n obs Euphonia cyanocephala, a bird, 12.5 cm
(5"). Male crown and nape light blue; rest of head, neck and upper-

parts black glossed violet; rump golden yellow; breast and belly yel-

low. (< Fr a tete bleu ‘with a blue head’) = Met bleu 0 (Chapman
1894:29)

louis d’or simple n obs Euphonia violacea , a highly prized cage-bird,

length 1 1.2 cm (4.5"). Male: head and upperparts black glossed blue;

forehead and underparts golden yellow. (< Fr louis d'or simple, a

French gold coin) = louis d’or
1

, >semp 0 (Chapman 1894:28) 0

(Williams 1922:129)

loup garou, lugahu n arc In folklore, a human who takes the form of

an animal, generally at night. (< Fr loup garou ‘werewolf) = >laga-

hoo, nigawu 0 Loup garou. (Phillpotts 1894:166) 0 [She said that] the

man who stole the chickens and was acquitted is really a loup garou,

and that [the trial] is a test of his power. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:Box 15-F85-D20) 0 Lugahu - (loup garou) a werewolf (ESTT
1956)

lovebird n arc Forpus passerina, a bird, length 13.7 cm (5.5"). Gener-

ally bright green with very short tail and pale pinkish bill. (< E peach-

faced lovebird, Agapornis roseicollis, fr similar size, shape and

colour) = >parakeet 0 At certain times of the year small native boys

add to their income by catching small green love birds which they

sell for a cent each. (Williams 1922:176) 0 (Belcher & Smooker

1936a: 14) 0 There were little love-birds jumping about along the top

of the fence where it was all galvanised sheets. (Anthony 1965:67)

love-child n A child bom long after the previous one. (< E love-child

‘a child bom out of wedlock’) 0 You don’t see the baby is a love-

child? They made it ten years after the last child,

love cut n A sore on a man’s penis, believed to be caused by a cut

from a woman's pubic hair; often caused by herpes or syphilis. = hair

cut 0 Is just a love cut.
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love up n Minor sexual activity, such as hugging, kissing, caressing. 0

He park the white people bus on the side of the road and he in some
orange grove lovin’ up with one of those Diego Martin girls.” (Khan

1964:25) 0 When it pours, Joseph says “I simply stay home and love

up my wife.” (TG 4 Dec 1994:1 1)

love vine n Cuscuta americana (E dodder), a native, apparently leaf-

less, twining plant with smooth slender yellow or orange stems; para-

sitic on grass, shrubs and low trees, also found on rocks, poles or

trees. Flowers tightly clustered, rounded, 3 mm (.12") wide, greenish

or yellow-white. Capsule contains 1-2 seeds, splits around middle

when ripe. Used medicinally and as a love charm. (< E love vine ‘any

species of Cuscuta ’) = devil’s guts, love weed, wild vermicelli 0

“Dat,” said Debbie, looking at a mass of orange-coloured creepers

that threw long trailing arms over the hedge and almost hid it from

view, “Nasty ting; dat is de ole love-vine... The love vine does grow
all about widout being put in de earth. An it always kill de plant or

tree dat it grow on. Some times wicked people take little pieces an

fling on de neighbour’s hedge to kill dem.” (Gale, WG 16 Aug 1919)

0 I pull out some more lovevine from the hedge; strange how some-

thing so fine like gold wire is a pest and a parasite. (Hosein 1980:55)

0 Drink Love Vine cooling, or Wonder of the World, or White Bach-

elor Button. (Pavy 1987:15) 0 While World War II was raging... per-

sons ill with jaundice could not be given grated carrot juice or any

imported patent medicine. Help came by including steamed pumpkin
in the diet and by drinking an infusion made from the parasitic “love

vine.” (EX 2 Aug 1988:17) 0 The dodder or love vine, Cuscuta amer-

icana, used in the treatment of jaundice, can be easily confused for

Cassyta filiformis, a similar, orange-coloured thread-like plant found

in the Aripo Savannahs. (Morean 1991:47) 0 (MNP 2007)

love weed n Cuscuta americana, a native, parasitic, yellow, appar-

ently leafless vine. Used as a love charm and medicinally. (< love-

vine) = devil’s guts, hell weed, Move vine, wild vermicelli 0 (de

Verteuil 1858:124)

low bass n A five to six PAN set in the lower bass range, cut to the full

side length, and lower in tone than the HIGH BASS,

low down v Lower; turn down. (< E lower ‘make less’ + low down
‘very low; quiet’) 0 Hilton officials have given [the DJ] two alterna-

tives - low down the music considerably or look for another fete

venue far away from the luxury hotel. (Heat 7 Oct 1989:20)

lowkee see LAUKI

low-side n In Tobago, the area around Scarborough, on the leeward

side of the island. See also TOP-SIDE, (fr leeward - western or Carib-

bean Sea - side of most Caribbean islands tending to be higher and

more sharp-edged than windward side) 0 “Hello Odefo, Me hear

Mr. Bola dead, me sorry.” “Thank you, ’e get up dis momin’ fu go

down a river an’ jus’ fall down dead. A low-side me a go now fu get

de death certificate.” (Phillips 1991:40)

low wine n In rum-making, a stage in the fermentation of the WASH4

when the alcohol level reaches about 1
1
percent by volume. (< E low

‘less in quantity’) 0 He works at Caroni as a specialist in the low

wine process.

loya, loyaa n A round piece or ball of dough which is rolled out or

flattened to make a ROTI. /bja/ (< H-Bh loya ‘dough’) 0 (Dwarika

1984:34) 0 Divide dough into 9 loyah (balls), flatten out balls into

4" circles. (Indar & Ramesar 1988:15) 0 The dough (loyah) was
rolled on the chowki (belay-ing) before it was cooked on the tawa.

(Ramlakhan 1990a: 11) 0 But Sanicharry while admiring her hus-

band’s skill and popularity at twirling the “loyas”, and while she her-

self cleaned the chataigne, could not help but feel the butterflies in

her stomach. (Deen 1994:140) 0 In this “Kanyadaan” ceremony, the

dulahin’s mother and father formally give their daughter away... A
piece of (new) gold, sopari, coloured rice, chandan, doob grass, tulsee

leaf, silver coins and flowers are placed in a loya of flour and placed

in the palms of the dulahin. (Holass-Beepath 2002:95)

loyon dil n arc Hymenocallis tubiflora, a cultivated and naturalized

bulbiferous herb with soft fleshy lanceolate leaves, to 30 x 10 cm
(11.7" x 3.9"), in two rows. Flowers in umbrella-shaped clusters at

tops of leafless unbranched stalks, white, fragrant; long thin stamens

ascend, while narrow petals droop. (< FC < Fr oignon de Us, ‘lily

onion’) = boyapar, cibouyet, cocoa onion, fountain lily, >spider lily,

wild onion

lozei (bwa), lozeille, loseil n Begonia humilis, a native plant with soft

translucent stems, to 30 cm (11.7") high. Leaves alternate, from

distinct swollen nodes, on long leafstalks; strongly asymmetrical,

lanceolate to ovate, slightly heart-shaped at base, irregularly

toothed margins, a few hairs on the surface. Flowers white to light

pink in few-flowered clusters. Seed capsule oblique with three

unequal wings, containing numerous very small seeds. Used medic-

inally. /loze/ (< FC < Fr I’oseille ‘sorrel’ an edible sour-leaved plant

+ FC bwa5
) 0 Lozei bwa, lozeille. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:24) 0 ‘That is loseil, it have some little white flowers.’

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:147)

luchette n A long-handled, narrow-bladed, slightly curved, square-

ended shovel used to dig holes for posts or planting, to cut suckers

from banana trees to replant, etc. /lujet/ (< FC luchette) = coffee dig-

ger 0 Coffee-Digger. This straight, narrow, strong, flat-bladed imple-

ment (luchette in patois, chicuara of the ’panyoles) made originally

perhaps in England for drain-cutting, is employed here for digging

coffee-holes and for transplanting young coffee, loosening and lifting

the plant with a ball of earth attached as much as possible with unex-

posed or unbroken roots. This grubbing spade is always taken by the

hunter who hopes to meet a lapp or tatou (armadillo or hog-in-armour

of the 17-18 century planters). With it he digs down to the game in

the tunnel he has burrowed and retreated into. When the back of this

animal is exposed to view, the digger is thrown aside to give the coup

de grace to the poor beast by the lance (the old bayonet); then the

hole is widened to draw it to grass. (T.W. Carr 1894:274) 0 Use a

luchette for that. (1979)

Lucifer n In a traditional Carnival devil band, the top or most

important devil. (< E Lucifer ‘Satan; the Devil’) 0 The Devil band as

presented by Scarmoni and Company however, was a much grander

affair. The creators researched the composition of the Infernal hierar-

chy, and devised an elaborate procession, including minor devils,

imps and jab jabs; and higher order devils; “gownmen”, all the way
up to Lucifer himself... Lucifer’s finery, of course, outdid that of his

ministers. (EX-2 13 Feb 1994:3)

luck n Used in the construction “A’s luck (is) not B’s luck”, to indi-

cate that one person’s fortune is not like another’s, even under similar

circumstances. Usu. as “Gopaul luck not Seepaul luck”, but other

names may be used. = >Gopaul luck not Seepaul luck 0 ‘But what

you doing here?’ Balwant asked. ‘Like you. To catch iguana too,’

Sonnylal informed him. ‘All you was luckier, I didn’t even catch

one.’ ‘Rampaul luck is not Seepaul luck,’ Savitri chipped in. (Gosine

1992:107)

lucky bush n Tanacetum vulgare, a cutlivated plant. = cassie assay,

>laman gacia, money bush
2

lucky grouper n Epinephelus maculosus, an edible marine fish. 0

(Vincent 1910:47)

lucky nut n Thevetia peruviana [= T. neriifolia], a small cultivated

tree. Sap poisonous. Leaves linear, 8-12 x .7-1 cm (3. 3-4. 7" x .3-.4"),

shiny above, paler beneath. Flowers yellow or rarely pinkish orange,

openly bell-shaped, to about 6 cm (2.3") long, a few together in small

clusters. Fruit hard, about 2-5 cm (.8-2") long and wide, with

2 rounded seeds; seeds are considered lucky and used as charms. 0

(FTT 1947-2-3:154)

lucky seven n A gambling game with a board divided into three parts:

the left side is “under 2-1”, the middle “lucky 7", and the right side

“over 2-1”. Odds, usu. 2-1 or higher, are given on the bet placed on

over-7 or under-7 when a pair of dice are thrown by the punter. =

>under and over the lucky seven 0 There were several gambling

games such as throwing darts and lucky seven. (Lewis 1972:86)

Lukuni virus n An arbovirus found in Trinidad, /lukuni/ (< Amer
Lukuni ‘people’, prob. Arawak) 0 During arbovirus studies carried

out in the forests of eastern Trinidad from 1954 to 1964 a number of

new agents were encountered, 10 of which have now been formally

described... Lukuni, the Amerindian word for people, refers to the
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inhabited forest camp site where the virus was first encountered....

Lukuni virus is considered to be related to, although easily distin-

guishable from. Anopheles A virus Limited studies with Lukuni

virus have demonstrated the presence of neutralizing antibody to this

virus in the serum of Trinidadians. (Spence et al 1967:45,49)

lulha adj Having only one able hand, the other crippled or twisted.

/lAlha/ (< H-Bh lulha 'having a hand defect’) 0 “He lulha.” (1990)

luminous lizard n Riama shrevei [= Proctoporus shrevei], a rare

mountain lizard, 4.2-5 cm (1.6-2") body, plus tail 1.7 times this

length. Back dark brown with light flecks, belly cream. Adult males

have a single row of spots on each side of body; centre of each spot

contains a scale or two with red pigment. Sanderson claimed that its

flank spots are bioluminescent, but this has not been reported or con-

firmed since, (fr report of luminous 'light-emitting’ spots) = mountain

teiid 0 (Sanderson 1939:35) 0 (Beebe 1952) 0 My attempts to find the

luminous lizard on my first three visits to Trinidad were unsuccessful.

(Murphy 1996:38)

lund 1 n Penis; male sexual organ. See also WOOD. /lAnd/ (< H-Bh
lund ‘penis’) 0 “A Kingswood car, maharajah ke lund!” (1990)

2 n A negative term for a stupid, ignorant man, generally equivalent

to E prick. = jhatoor 0 But the car stopped. The driver put out his oil-

slicked head and, to the now stirred-up mass behind him, said, “Look

at this lund, let’s — .” The loudspeaker blasted music that drowned

the obscenity. (Hosein 1980:120)

lyan taso see LIANE TASSO

lycidas n Battus lycidas, a butterfly, wingspan 9.4 cm (3.75"). Narrow,

oblong, with overall iridescent green sheen except along front edges of

wings, which are black. Light greenish patch on lower wing towards

tip. Belly black in female, light green in male. Rapid flier in open

spaces and bright sunshine. Very rare, found only in mid-southern and

south-western peninsula of Trinidad. 0 (Barcant 1970:178)

lyrics 1 n Abusive language; vocal criticism. See also SING ON. (< E
lyrics ‘words to a song’, fr criticism in calypso) 0 [The Speaker of the

House] made a feeble attempt to stop Members of the House from

using “lyrics” (incitable language) in Parliament. (TTM 23 Jan

1987:20) 0 A midnight robber watch he and wink he eye, Then they

hug up and lyrics start to fly. (Rudder “De Long Time Band” pr,

Williams 1992) 0 “The only man who could give me dem lyrics is the

Flagsman, because he not in this straight hair and twist hair racial

business.” (TTM 1 June 1997:27)

2 n Stories told to arouse sympathy, from beggars, usu. drug addicts,

soliciting money. (< E the same old song) 0 That vagrant is always

the same lyrics. He doesn’t even bother to change them day to day.

= prayers
2
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maa, ma 1 n Term of address or reference to mother, sometimes

mother of spouse, /ma:/ (< H ma ‘mother’) = mai, me, moi 0 ma (me)

[mother], sometimes [mother] of spouse... Considerable variation

from family to family, ma, in Amity, considered "English,” and some

prefer me, as “Hindi” and thus “sweeter”. (Klass 1961:95) 0 “Maa,

pack me lunch I going today to ask for a wuk by Seegobin.”

Hanooman said to his mother. (Maharaj 1994:13) 0 “My dardee

would tell her, ‘Mah, ley dem come nah, dey is my grandchildren you

know’.”(Deen 1994:167)

2 n A respectful term of address or reference to any older woman,
usu. followed by the woman's first or family name. (< E ma ‘a famil-

iar shortening of or substitute for Mrs., also applied informally to a

middle-aged or elderly woman, esp. one in authority’) 0 Nor has he to

take her to “Ma Tambie” for “ah bush-bath.” (EN 29 Sept 1954:12) 0

Now these three women as I said were what was known as nannies in

the books but in those days we called them Ma this and Ma that and

Ma the other so it was ‘gondah’ so and so, and ‘gondah’ so and so.

We had to call them ‘gondah’ as a mark of respect. (OPNL Dec

1988:5)

maachi n A fly. /ma:tfi/ (< H machhl ‘fly’) 0 “Here have too much
maachi.” (1990)

maamii n Aunt; mother’s brother’s wife. /ma:mi:/ (< H marni ‘aunt;

maternal uncle’s wife’) 0 Maamie. (Dwarika 1984:34)

maamoo see MAMOO

maange v Do you want? /maindje/ (< H mangna , mangnd ‘ask for;

require; demand; want’) 0 “Maange coffee?” (1990)

maanje v Scrub; clean, /mamd^e/ (< H manjna ‘scour; scrub; clean’) 0

“Maanje the wares.” (1990)

maar, mar n Water in which rice has been cooked. /ma:r/ (< H-Bh
mar ‘starch’) 0 Hand cyar pong rice but mout’ ready to drink maar.

(Julien nd) 0 Mar. The water which is drained off after rice is boiled.

(Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:18) 0 The Indian family of indentured times

was quite accustomed to eating a meal made of lagoon rice, spiced

with salt and pepper, and mixed with the very water, the mar, in

which the rice was boiled. This dish with a piece of anchar on the side

was often the meal of the day. (EX-S 18 Oct 1987:18) 0 “Mar good to

drink if yuh cork up yes.” (1990) 0 Among my favourite rice dishes

was maar, rice in the white, thick water in which it had been boiled,

seasoned with a pinch of salt. (TTY 1995:3)

maarhe see MERI

maaro v Beat; hit. /ma:ro/ (< H mar ‘beat’) 0 “Maaro, maaro, eat him

up! Bus him up! Fix him up!” (1990)

maarsaare v Beat severely with a stick. /ma:rsa:re/ (< H mar ‘beat’) 0

“Ah go maarsaare yuh.” (1990)

maathaa, matha, martar n The liquid part of milk after the SARHI

(cream) has been taken out to make GHEE. /ma:t
h
a:/ (< H mathit ‘but-

termilk’) 0 Some of the important milk products are ghee or “cattle

butter”, “dahi” and "martar”. (Pariag 1975:29) 0 Ghee. Boil milk and

remove cream. Leave for a week, removing cream each day from the

milk. Chum cream for 15-20 minutes and leave overnight. Pour water

... Chum again slowly for about 2-4 minutes and remove cream which

settles at the top, leaving the “marta”. (Pariag 1975:35) 0 “When the

sarhi set and the cream rise up, the matha underneath, watery, put

sugar and drink it.”( 1 990)

maati, matti n Dirt; earth; soil. /ma:ti/ (< H mati, Bh matti ‘earth’) 0

“Doh dig maati after six.” (1990)

mabelle n Phoebe elongata , a native tree, /mabel/ = laurier mabelle

zenfants, >laurier mama zenfants

mabouia 1 n Hemidactylus mabouia, a common gecko lizard, often

found on walls and ceilings inside houses. Body to 12 cm (4.7") long

+ slightly shorter tail. Usu. a pasty yellow colour, sometimes with a

tinge of pink; several darker cross bands of brown on the back and

tail. Skin soft, covered with little knobs, almost transparent, so that

internal organs can be seen. Toes provide suction on smooth surfaces,

/mabuja/ (<Carib, Taino maboya, ‘evil spirit’) = check-a-check,

house lizard, mabouia des murailles, vingt-quatre heures
1

, wall

mabouia 0 (Boos & Quesnel 1969:24) 0 The name and actual spelling

of “mabouia” is used as the specific and common name for the House

Gecko Hemidactylus mabouia... It is also a general term for lizards

found about the house or yard... several species of the Gecko and

Iguana families. (Boos 1979:55) 0 (Murphy 1997:127)

2 n Any of several gecko or iguanid lizards commonly found around

the house. 0 It is also a general term for lizards found about the house

or yard. Trinidadians often describe this motley assortment of lizards

which are represented by several species of the Gecko and Iguana

families as - “oh - that’s a mabouia”. (Boos 1 979:55)

mabouia des bananiers n obs Thecadactylus rapicauda, a gecko liz-

ard. (< mabouia + Fr des bananiers ‘of the banana trees’) = plantain

mabouia, vingt-quatre heures
1

, twenty-four hours
1

, >wood slave 0

(de Verteuil 1858) 0 Platydactylus Theconyx... Plantain Mabuia, or

mabouia des bananiers. (de Verteuil 1884:381)

mabouia des murailles n obs Hemidactylus mabouia, a common
gecko house lizard; pasty yellow with darker cross bands of brown on

the back and tail. Skin soft, almost transparent. (< mabouia + Fr des

murailles ‘of the walls’) = check-a-check, house lizard, >mabouia',

vingt-quatre heures
1

, wall mabouia 0 (de Verteuil 1858) 0 Wall

Mabuia, or mabouia des murailles. (de Verteuil 1884:381)

mabouya n Capparis hastata [= C. coccolobifolia], a strong native

woody climbing shrub or small tree. Leaves smooth, leathery, ellipti-

cal. Flowers greenish, tinged rose outside. Fruit 15 cm (6") long,

cigar-shaped, with stalk often half as long as pod; compressed by dry-

ing, smooth outside, constricted and swollen in parts. Pulp scarlet;

seeds have white covering. Also sometimes other species of Cappa-

ris, e.g. the native C. flexuosa. /mabuja/ (< Amer) 0 (FTT 1929-1-

2:32) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 (National Herbarium specimen sheet,

1961)

Ma Bubby and Choon phr Indicating two things that are very close

or next to each other, e.g. a run of cards, /ma bAbi an tfun/ = Apang

and Globe 0 “I get a intersplusi and put it right between Ma Bubby

and Choon.” (1990)

maca n Tob Feed, e.g. for infant, /maka/ 0 Bring de maca for de baby,

macabal n Gerres cinereus, a laterally flattened, deep-bodied, silvery

marine fish, found commonly in estuaries and near shore, /makabal/ =

blanche, >blinch, branche

macabe n Albula vulpes, a marine fish, /makabe/ = banane", carajo 0

(LNP 1985)

macafouchette, makafooshet, macafourchette, macafuchette, mar-

quant fourchette, ma ca fou’chette, macro-fouchettes 1 n Left-

overs of a meal, /makafujet/ (< FC prob. < Fr manquer lafourchette

‘miss the fork’) 0 Macafuchette I never eat before. But I am eating it

now well in naked war. (Caresser “Macafuchette” 1938, in Rohlehr

1990:199) 0 “And how you think I will feel to live on you? You
think I want to live on ma cafou 'chette from Judge Osborne table?”

(de Boissiere 1952:136-7) 0 There was no question of cooking

overnight, not only because there was no place to store all that food,

and fridges had not yet become a standard household fitting - but

also there was a great prejudice against “stale food” and "maca-

fourchette.” (Araujo 1984:72) 0 Blim could not fight, he was weak.
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his mother fed him on nothing but marquant fourchette, (Bynoe

1985:17) 0 It was customary for domestics who were mothers of

young children to depend upon kindly neighbours in the barrack-

yard to “throw an eye on the children” during the day. In turn the

domestics showed their appreciation by taking macro-fouchettes

(left-over foods) and cast-off clothing to the more needy. (Cummings

2004:75)

2 n Of any good substance, favours or rewards, what remains to be

given when the most valued parts are already distributed. 0 He
wouldn’t get into Cabinet - he would take the macafouchette he get.

macajuel, macaquel, machauel, mackawel, mahajuel n Boa con-

strictor constrictor, a thick-bodied snake with distinct neck, flat head

with square snout. Colours vary, light grey to cinnamon/light brown

oblong spots along the back, separated by darker cross-bars, often

with distinct white flashes. Tail has red-brown patterning outlined

with dull white to yellow areas. An angry or injured macajuel will

hiss and “blow” very loudly. A large specimen is about 4 m (13' )

long maximum, but such large specimens are now very rare; claims

of greater lengths have been based on wild exaggeration, inaccurate

measurement, or confusion with Eunectes murinus (E anaconda), the

HUILLE. Found on Trinidad, Tobago, Monos Island, Gaspar Grande

Island. Mainly ground-dwelling as an adult, it is partially arboreal

when a juvenile or sub-adult. Often found in the deep woods, occupy-

ing the dry insides of hollow logs, also found in suburban homes and

warehouses. Adults will take any prey they can subdue by constric-

tion, including dogs, goats, fowls, and pigeons, /makawel/ (< LAS
macaurel < Amer) = carpet snake 0 On the way home we killed an

eight foot snake, a macajuel. Its back is black and the belly white. It is

said to be non-poisonous. (Urich 18 Sept 1831, in de Verteuil

1995:87) 0 The true Boa, which is here called Mahajuel, is striped as

well as spotted with two patterns, one over the other. (Kingsley

1880:334) 0 “[L]et me tell you how I fight a macajuel man-man one

time in Cunupia high-wood.” (TG 10 May 1933) 0 (MACAJUEL). A
well-known large snake of a general grey and chocolate colour. Is a

destroyer of vermin and as such should be protected and not killed on

sight, as so often happens. (Alford 1960:101) 0 The Macajuel is one

of the constricting snakes... Near to villages and towns, where they

are sometimes found, they eat great quantities of rats and mice... [It]

is not a poisonous snake. It is sometimes aggressive in captivity and

may bite. However, because of the good it does, it is forbidden to kill

it. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:3) 0 This is the hill, swelling and curling

like a machauel snake from Observatory Street to the mango fields in

the back of Morvant. (Lovelace 1979:9) 0 Macajuel oil rendered from

the fatty tissue stored in the body cavity of large, healthy snakes was
at one time and perhaps still is used as a popular rub for sore, swollen,

and injured limbs and joints, and it is probably still an ingredient for

practicing obeah men and women. (Boos 2001a:59)

macajuelitis n A state of inactivity brought on by over-eating,

/makawslaitis/ (fir sluggishness of a snake just having eaten + E -itis

‘disease’) = macajuel syndrome, niggeritis 0 “I goin to bed just now.

Macajuelitis setting in.” (2004)

macajuel syndrome n A state of inactivity brought on by over-eating,

(fr sluggishness of a snake just having eaten) = macajeulitis, >nig-

geritis 0 Macajuel syndrome... The dazed state of inactivity or sleep

brought on by extensive over-eating, after the Trinidadian snake that

devours small animals whole and lies in the same place for several

days after, digesting; the politically correct or polite version of the

more well-known but less socially acceptable “niggeritis"

.

(www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

macaque rouge n arc Alouatta seniculus insularis, a monkey, weight

to 9 kg (20 lbs). Hair reddish brown, except dark brown face and

mantle, /makak m3/ (< Fr macaque ‘monkey’ < Kikongo makaku
‘monkey’ + rouge ‘red’) = howler, howling monkey, red howler, >red

monkey 0 Red Howler, Red monkey, Macaque rouge. (JFNC Apr
1893:167) 0 (Alkins 1979:14-6)

macaroni pie n A dish of macaroni mixed with egg, butter, cheese,

etc. and baked. (< E pie ‘a dish of meat, fruit, etc. enclosed in a layer

of dough and baked’) 0 His mother had baked a macaroni pie which

was to serve him for his Sunday lunch. (Giuseppi 1975:14) 0 Sunday

was good food day. good food mean meat, callaloo an crab, macaroni

pie, red beans, rice, plantain, watercress an lettuce, beets an juice.

(Foster 1990:88) 9 “I haven’t had macaroni pie in a long time because

1 can’t afford cheese.” {EX 10 Jan 1993:10) 0 The gourmand can

come to these two small rocks and gorge on curry crab and dump-

lings, coo coo and saltfish, macaroni pie and callaloo, doubles... (EX
23 Jan 1994:8)

machak n Mosquito, /matfak/ (< H machchar ‘mosquito’) 0 “Make ah

net, machak over biting.” (1990)

machal, machel adv With a heavy walk, for style or showing off.

/matfal/ (< H-Bh machal ‘non-linear’) 0 “He walking machal, machal.”

(1990)

machan see also MARCHAND

machan, matchan InA wooden table, usu. used for threshing rice, or

for holding WARES, esp. after washing, /matfan/ (< H machan ‘stage;

frame; bench; platform’) = wares-stand 9 A small room used as a

kitchen and storage room with a machan (a wooden stand) for pots,

calabashes, plates, buckets and choolha. (Alladin 1970:5) 9 Bags

(sacking) were spread on the floor and used as beds or a machan cov-

ered with dried grass and sacking was used as a bed for one or more

persons, or a khatia was built... The father slept on the khatia, the

mother and children on the floor or machan. (Alladin 1970:5) 9 Ma
pulled out a strip of tarpaulin from behind the machan. (Ladoo

1972:43) 9 A big girl, possibly Bhakhiran’s daughter, came in, hot

and sweaty, with a bundle of cow’s fodder on her head. She threw

down the bundle upon a matchan next to a palm-thatched pen. (Nai-

paul 1976:38) 9 A machan is a table usually of mangrove wood with

a top constructed of a number of parallel strips of wood with narrow

spaces between them. The paddy is piled near the machan while four

or five other men... each grasp a bundle of rice at the stalk end. The

ear of rice is brought down on top of the machan. Two or three such

strokes and ... all the rice grains are dislodged and fall through the

spaces of the machan to the heap of dhan on the sacking below.

(Joshi 2003)

2 n An openwork wooden or pole structure used to support climbing

plants. (< H machan ‘stage; frame; bench; platform’) 9 One midday

Mr Ford went down to the pond to cut some bamboo to make a

marchand for his beans. (Lewis 1972:92) 9 They were building a trel-

lis of bamboo branches, posts and rafters. “A machan," Rampat said,

“for the same and bodi vines boss.” (Hosein 1980:35) 9 The machan

was a high platform made of bamboo on which a variety of vines

were encouraged to curl themselves and run miles and miles on one

spot, so enabling cucumbers, keraila and a wide variety of beans to

flourish. It was a practical and clever way of making maximum use of

limited space. (Persaud 1990:85)

macha palanto v Go away; leave; walk quickly, /matfa palanto/ (< Sp

marcha para adelante ‘walk ahead; forward’) 9 I macha palanto at

my family. (Tiger “Senorita Panchita” 1934) 9 (Laurence 1970)

machauel see MACAJUEL

rnache carabache n obs Anous stolidus stolidus [= A. melanogenys

\

(E brown noddy), a seabird, 37.5 cm (15") long. Dark brown with

whitish fore-crown; tail wedge-shaped. Often catches fish at the sur-

face of the water as they are being attacked by bigger fish from

below. 9 I have previously referred to the presence of the small bird

called “mauve” being a sure sign of cavalli. This refers to the

“camard.” There is its counterpart, a bird of similar size, but darker,

which comes at dusk, called in Creole “mache carabache,” and beto-

kens the presence of the carangue “gros-yeux” seen in large shoals all

round the Bocas from April to October. (Vincent 1910:24-5)

machet, macheta, machete, matchette 1 n Any long, thin, swift-

moving snake, esp. the MACHET COUESSE (Mastigodryas ) and the

MACHET SAVAN (Chironius ), all non-venomous. /matfet/ (< Fr

machette ‘machete; cutlass’ poss. fr shape and speed) 9 In the forest

too, there were tigro snakes, coral snakes and machetes. (Ladoo

1972:126) 9 Villagers claim that Machettes and Mappipire and

Macaquels are also on the pastures. (Bomb 27 Mar 1987:7)
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2 n Chironius carinatus carinatus, a slender non-venomous snake, to

2.8 m (9' ) long. Body dark olive-green to black; back sharp-ridged,

with lighter mid-back stripe; head large and distinct from narrow

neck; eyes large. Under chin, neck, and belly bright yellow; yellow

spots on first rows of back scales on body and tail. = carinated snake,

golden tree snake, >machet savan
1

,
yellow machet 0 Macheta (Mole

& Urich 1891

)

3 n Mastigodiyas boddaerti boddaerti, (Trin) or Mb. dunni (Tob), a

snake, to 1 .2 m (4'
) long; greenish-brown with a lighter lengthwise

stripe each side, white belly. = couesse, grass machet, grass snake,

>machet couesse~ 0 This bright gold and bronze green snake is

known in Trinidad as the Machete or Macheta, because the male’s

back being ridged is thought to bear some resemblance to a machete

or cutlass. It is an exceedingly swift snake, and is found in all kinds of

situations, but chiefly on trees. (Mole & Urich 1892b:20) 0 (Emsley

1977)

machet couesse, machete couresse 1 n Mastigodiyas boddaerti

boddaerti [= Drymobius boddaerti], a slim, non-venomous snake, to

1.2 nr (3.8'
) long. Brown with two light lines running the entire

length of the body and a slightly lighter line on the last back scale-

rows. Belly light creamy yellow; underside of chin yellow or dull

white. Juveniles are marked on the back with alternate bars of dark

and lighter brown (scales edged in black); below the line are dark

blotches, alternating with the upper light areas, forming a checker-

board-like pattern. Solid dark tail. Dark stripe from nose, through eye

and to the mouth. Found in Trinidad, on Gaspar Grande Island, and

the islands of Monos, Huevos, and Chacachacare. /matjet kues/ (< Fr

machette + couesse < Fr coureuse ‘runner’) = couesse, grass machet,

grass snake, machet3
0 He belonged to a very harmless species feed-

ing, when young, upon small lizards and frogs, and when adult upon

mice and birds; when full grown the country folk call him "Machete

Couesse” the first word meaning cutlass,... [I am told] couesse means
“grass”... but... this species is found as frequently in trees as in grass...

His coat showed a pretty white, brown and black pattern, but if he had

not come to an untimely end he would ultimately have donned a uni-

form of a green brown color with two light longitudinal stripes

between side and back - one on either side of his spine. (Mole

1894a; 14) 0 matchete COURESSE. An aggressive snake of a

greenish-brown colour, up to five feet long. Not common. (Alford

1960:101) 0 Many different snakes in Trinidad are erroneously

referred to as the machete. However, the true ‘Machete’, or to give it

its full local name, ‘Machette Couresse’, is a slim light brown snake

with two lighter lines that run along the entire length of the back...

These snakes are also found on small islands between Trinidad and

Venezuela, where they are light green in colour... The Machete
Couresse... is an extremely swift moving snake... It feeds on lizards,

young birds, frogs, and small rodents... If disturbed it will rattle its

tail among the leaves... the young are distinctly striped, a pattern that

is lost in the adult... if it is captured, it will put up a terrific struggle,

twisting and turning in a frenzy, and will bite again and again. How-
ever, it is not poisonous and the small wounds made by the tiny teeth

can do no harm. (Boos & Quesnel 1969: 16) 0 (Emsley 1977)

2 n Mastigodiyas boddaerti dunni, a slim snake, to 1 m (39") long;

found in Tobago and on Little Tobago Island. Golden-brown with

light cream or white ventral surface; chin and neck area yellow or

grey-white. Two lighter lines on each side of the body, the upper one

lighter and narrower than the lower one, separated by a brown line. =

couesse, grass machet, grass snake, macher

machet savan, machete savane 1 n Chironius carinatus carinatus, a

slender non-venomous snake, to 2.8 m (9'
) long. Body dark olive-

green to black; back sharp-ridged, with lighter mid-back stripe; head

large and distinct from narrow neck; eyes large. Under chin, neck,

and belly bright yellow; yellow spots on first rows of back scales on
body and tail. Found in Trinidad. Active in both trees and on land, it

takes to water readily to escape. Aggressive and pugnacious, it bites

freely as a defence, and rattles its tail vigorously, also inflating its

neck region when it is annoyed to expose the white skin between the

scales, /matfet savan/ (< machet + Fr savanne ‘savanna’) = carinated

snake, golden tree snake, machet2
,
yellow machet 0 (Emsley 1977) 0

Machete Savane. (Boos 2001a: 119)

2 n Chironius multiventris septentrionalis, a non-venomous snake. =

>long-tailed machet savan 0 (Boos 2001a: 121)

machoiran n arc Any smooth-skinned catfish, freshwater or marine,

including Rhamdia quelen, Bagre bagre, Arius spixii, and Mystus sp.

(< Fr machoiran ‘name in the French colonies of a fish whose bladder

is used to make glue’ prob. < Amer) = bagre, barbe, barbel, catfish,

common catfish, silver catfish; cacalaw, river catfish (R
.

quelen ) 0

Mystus. 2 species... The common cat-fish, or machoiran, and the

barbe, an inhabitant of our rivers, (de Verteuil 1884:389) 0 (Vincent

1910:52) 0 Rhamdia sebae or R. quelen... barbe, (common) catfish,

machoiran, river catfish. (Boeseman 1960:101-2)

machoka v arc Spoil; botch; ruin, /matfoka/ 0 Machoka - to botch up

a job (ESTT 1956) 0 He machoka the car.

machri, machari, machria, machli n Fish, /matfri, matfli/ (< H
machhT

, machhlt, machhri ‘fish’) 0 He called for fish. He said, “Whe’
the machari?” (OPNL Dec 1988:7) 0 “He ketch two, three machli fuh

meh.” (1990)

mackarvel see macajuel

mackfan see MAKFAN
maco see also MAKO
maco, macco, mako, makko, marko 1 v Gossip; peep at; look at

something private; be overly curious about other people’s affairs,

/mako/ (poss. < macome2
, fr common habit of gossiping) = jhaake 0

Yuh cum to macco meh business nuh. To eavesdrop. (ESTT 1956) 0

Johnny decided to “maco”. He went and stood at the door through

which they made their exit. He looked at them, at the same time

trying to appear as disinterested as possible. (Bain 1974:20) 0 Within

minutes, a big crowd had gathered to “macco” the scene. ( TTM 20

Feb 1987:21) 0 Some people in this Barataria only know to marko

other people and find out their business. (Selvon 199 la: 5) 0 “When-
ever someone comes here it is to ‘macco’, and they stand outside the

door.” (TTM

2

Feb 1996:36)

2 n A gossip; busybody. 0 Maco - mako - peeping Tom, eavesdrop-

per (ESTT 1956) 0 MACO, n., busybody, gossip. (Rodman 1971:232)

0 “In my day, the priests were the best macos you could find, always

knowing somebody’s business.” (Jones 1973:87) 0 After all, Trinidad

is filled with maccos and gossip-hungry people and family matters

which are supposed to be personal are being heard in the nation’s

court for all and sundry. (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:9) 0 When the neighbour-

hood ‘macco’ passed Umar put his hands around Amina to give the

lady something to talk about. (Ali 1993:182) 0 “They goin’ all inside

you fridge playin’ they lookin’ for sodas. Is farse they farse. They jus’

want to mind you business. Setta maccoes!” (EX 18 Dec 1994:11) 0

Pink Panther and Aloes are the two macos of society. (Chalkdust

“The Tent is the Thing” 2001 pr)

macocious, maccocious adj Gossipy; overly curious, with a hint

sometimes of the malicious or troublemaker. /makoJAs/ 0 Well two

months later, the same crew, a little fatter by now explain to a macco-

cious woman who fast enough to ask them what they doing all this

time, that they waiting for the tools to arrive. Big steups. (Sundries,

Sun 1977) 0 I recall hearing reminiscences from various relatives and

family [friends] who had managed to live through such bad patches

relate not only how they had done it, but how they avoided letting

others, most of all “maccochus” neighbours know their plight. (EX 8

Oct 1990:25) 0 De man up dere in de moon, he macocious, biggest

brazen peeker, all we private business in de open. (Macfarlane

1997:60)

macociousness n A quality of tending to gossip, with a suggestion of

malice or troublemaking. 0 Except for our natural macociousness

which is titillated by sordid details about corruption in high places, in

actuality, such exposures don’t advance the new social aims very

much. (EX 15 March 1987:23)

macome, macomeh, macommere 1 n A term of address between the

mother and god-mother of a child, /makoms/ (< FC macoumer < Fr

ma commere ‘godmother of one’s child’) 0 Macomere. ...Name given

to a godmother by the parent of the godchild. (ESTT 1956) 0 The
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Tobago village is one large extended family group, with innumerable

aunts, uncles, first, second, and third cousins, comperes, macomeres

and every conceivable family connection. (Ottley 1969:67) 0 Then

“godfather” and “godmother” - a well-beloved pair - Are to the

parents of the child
“compeh” and “macomeh.” (Henry 1970:16) 0

From henceforth [after the baptism] godfathers addressed the father

of the child as compere while the mother and godmother saluted each

other as macumere. This compere-macumere syndrome has been

regarded as akin to blood relationship. (Maynard 1992:87)

2 (i A term of affectionate respect between two women who are

friends. 0 (Uh 1883:250) 0 [T]he landlord gave them notice to quit

and the defendant left the place leaving her in it. She was forced to

accept the hospitality of a macomere of hers. (TG 1 Aug 1919:3) 0

The house was rebuilt “strong, strong,”... [she] was shocked last Sun-

day when she heard it had collapsed again. “It was a good thing we
decided to go by my macumere or we could have been killed.” (EX 10

July 1990:2) 0 But she was now distracted by a friend coming out of

Courts with packages aplenty. She forced her face through the win-

dow on my side. “Macumere! Like you seein’ Christmas?” (EX 18

Dec 1994:11) 0 ‘She had a good comae, a macommere.' (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:173)

3 n A term of affectionate respect to any woman, particularly one the

same age as or older than the speaker, sometimes a lover. 0 He... had

since conveyed a property for which he would not accept $500 to his

macoumere. (Mirror 8 Nov 1907:12) 0 Macomeh, you have me
basodee, any more shock give me malkadie. (Lion “Fan Me Saga

Boy” 1945) 0 Macomere you hear I want to go, Where you put me
round neck merino. (Kitchener “Sixty-Seven” pr, Clarke 1967) 0

Generally my parents went daily to mass and communion, took some

time over their thanksgiving prayers, came out and met some comp-

eres and macommeres in the churchyard and chatted awhile, and then

strolled home in leisurely fashion. (Araujo 1984:72)

4bA gossip; a women who minds other people’s business. 0 I kyaan

take that macome on at all, nah.

macomeh man n An effeminate man, esp. one who has a proper,

respectable manner. 0 Macomere-man. Hey yuh macomere-man. -

An effeminate male. One who is probably as awkward, talebearing as

a female. (ESTT 1956) 0 “You is a damn’ ma comm’ere man. You
come in here wid yo’ open teet’ an’ yo’ big to-tee... macco-in’ people

business.” (Hercules 1980:65) 0 “De fight start when she call him a

macomere man.” (Baptiste 1993:106)

macometer n A humorous term for being attuned to or interested in

gossip. (< maco 1 + E meter ‘measuring device’) 0 Dis Romeo was
givin he common-law wife some horrors wit ah young chick. So she

decide tuh do fuh him. She come down by de rumshop dress tuh kill.

If yuh see mini. In ah loud voice, she shout out: “Aye Harry, yuh

know yuh shouldn’t be drinkin all dat set ah rum. Yuh know wey
does happen wen nite come. All yuh does want tuh do is sleep. Ah
cyar take dis frustration no more. Ah gom.” Ah hear everybody stop

drinkin an turn up dey macometer. In two-twos Harry disappear.

(Foster 1990:44) 0 Maccometer. [Gossip/news column title, TG 26

Nov 1995:7) 0 Macometer... A cerebral device, especially unique to

Trinis that allows for the detection, retention and repetition of other

people’s business, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

madam 1 n A legally married woman; a wife, /madam/ (< FC, see Fr

madame and Eng madam, term of respect for a married or high-status

woman) 0 Johnny - Now where is the Yank himself? Mary - He da mo
live in de woods sar becase de madam want wild meat. (PC 1 7 March
1906) 0 How easily matings are made and broken, and how easily also

those marriages in church are broken off... but the title of “Madam” is

much prized. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D35) 0

Around Mayaro, married women are addressed as madam, and not mis-

tress as in Port-of-Spain. The local schoolmaster’s wife, for instance, is

known to the children and their families as Madam Teacher. (Bryans

1967:181) 0 ‘Lord, I done sweet-talking you. You a dam’ foolish little

girl. You can’t tease or what? You think you is a big madam we can’t

fun you or what?’ (McDonald 1969:76) 0 “That same Friday evening,

[he] pass home by me and say he going home and take a rest while his

‘madam’ cooked the chicken he was carrying with him.” (Bomb 31

July 1987:28) 0 “When God spare your life to see Christmas morning,

and you wake up to see how your madam fix up the house in a way that

you cyah even recognise your place, you feel good.” (TG 22 Dec

1995:32) 0 It di’ have a king, but de king dead an’ de madam rulin’ de

kingdom. (Mahabir 2005:98)

2 n The woman, married or not, in charge of a household, responsible

for the direction of servants. 0 It’s best I scrub the madam kitchen.

(Growler “Boysie Darling” 1939, in Rohlehr 1990:266) 0 She liked to

be called Miss Myra because she was proud, and cook to The Madam
(wife of the man who owned the whole cocoa estate). (Pollack

1943:6) 0 Let madam make her own tea. (de Boissiere 1952:133) 0

The next day Nen-nen made an excuse to the madam for Melda and

she packed her back to Hermitage. (Lewis 1972:42-3) 0 Mr. Morley’s

second departure would coincide with the arrival of somebody’s

maid. Her madam needed baking-powder. (Maynard 1992:14) 0 The

charge for washing was calculated by the dozen “pieces”. However,

what constituted a “piece” varied according to the scruples of the

“madam” who was the client. (Cummings 2004:71)

madar, mudar 1 n Calotropis gigantea [~ Asclepias gigantea] (E

crown flower), a naturalized shrub to 4 m (13' ) high, with straggly

branches. Stems and leaves contain plentiful milky sticky sap. Leaves

20 cm (7.8") long, crinkled, covered with soft white hairs. Flower

light purple, petals forming a star around the centre, /madar/

(< H madar, this plant) 0 Madar... milk is also used for the relief of

toothache and externally, to “draw” out thorns in the skin. (Mahabir

1991:92)

2 n Calotropis procera [= Asclepias procera], a soft-wooded shrub to

5m (16' ) high. Leaves obovate-oblong, to 18 x 11cm (7" x 4.3"),

heart-shaped at base, densely white hairy when young. Flowers

5-lobed, to 3 cm (1.2") diameter; fleshy; white and reddish-purple;

several to many together. A white-flowered variety occurs in cultiva-

tion. Seeds in large pods are attached to silky floss. (< H madar, name

of a similar plant, Calotropis gigantea) 0 Mudar. (FTT 1 947-2-3 : 1 64)

0 Madar... Flowers used in worship of Lord Siva. (Lackhan ca 1983-

86:34) 0 The mudar plant... this silky plant, which grows easily from

cuttings and is put to much ornamental use in Tunapuna and Broad-

way (San Fernando) Cemeteries, is often used locally in the treatment

of mumps. (Morean 1991:34)

mad as a shad phr Frivolous; guided by whim rather than by judge-

ment; inconstant, (prob. < E shad, a fish that beats and dances around

a lot when caught) 0 “How she so flighty. She mad as a shad.” (1986)

mad-bird n Myrmeciza longipes [= M.l. albiventris
,
Formicarius lon-

gipes\ (E white-bellied antbird), a bird, 15 cm (6") long. Male crown

and upperparts dark red-brown; sides of head grey; chin, throat and

breast black; rest of underparts white; tail short; bill fairly long, thin

and blackish; legs long, pink. Female’s face grey with darker cheeks;

most of underparts whitish with buff throat, (fr call like hysterical

laughter) = petit fourmilier 0 (ffrench 1991:265)

mad blood n A skin disease characterized by roughened skin and pro-

tuberant veins. 0 All the women in that family get mad blood,

madbull, mad bull n A large, six-sided kite, having a COCOYEA
(coconut flex) or stick frame and a tail of cloth or ribbon. Sometimes

made with an extended nose, with extra tongues on support strings to

make noise when the kite is flying; then called a SINGING ANGEL, (fr

large size, strong pull, and bull-like noise) 0 And how I long for the

delight/ Of playing with my “madbull” kite. (Fortune ca 1950-59: 11)

0 The ribs were big and strong. They were made of strip bamboo.

Those were the sort of ribs for a Mad Bull kite. This had the right

quality paper too and real Mad Bull colours. It was a pity these fellers

couldn’t appreciate it. If you had a Mad Bull you had to know how to

fly it. It didn’t take any fool to fly a Mad Bull. (Anthony 1965: 154) 0

A mat-bull (mad bull) was a more elaborate kite made and flown by

the older boys. (Alladin 1970:66) 0 I heard this odd sort of snorting

sound. I gazed skyward and saw this huge hexagonal kite with two

long tails, gracefully moving with the wind. Each time it moved from

one side to the other, one heard this loud snorting sound.... [T]he

madbull or hexagonal kite is flown by older individuals, and rarely

competes in “kite-fights”, primarily due to its size, sometimes as wide
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and high as 1.2 metres, and its sluggish motion. The madbull... is

designed to make a noise. This is created by the vibrations of the

“tongue” as the wind flows over it. The sound is somewhat like the

snorting of a bull. (Greenhall 1976:19-20) 0 He was trying to give

[the helicopter] competition. [The kite] was up at 2000 feet. Musta

been a madbull or something and I did mention [on radio] that it

musta been Vibert. (Gayelle 1-1 1986) 0 But when electricity came to

the village, kites and their long cloth tails were caught on the high

wires, forever dangling, whirling and whirring as seasons came and

went... our captured kites, our giant flamboyant, mad bulls of the air,

once free, once our great pride, dancing sinuously with gold and sil-

ver streamers, humming in the sky, provoking the clouds, with time,

became tangled, tattered knots. (Persaud 1990:89-90) 0 Making a

“mad bull” requires great skill. This type of kite is so named because

of its penchant for “behaving badly” in the air. Thread, cocoyea and

kite paper are replaced by stronger materials such as rope or fishing

cord, bamboo sticks and plastic. The “mad bull" can be constructed

with any number of sides, with matching number of “straights” or

arrows. These are not made to “go to war,” however, since they are

kites which do not obey commands and are unable to fly very high.

(Rampersad 1993:10) 0 1 tried to hold a “mad bull” but the wind was

much too full. (Macfarlane 1997:32)

mademamselle, matti-mamselle n Any dragonfly or damselfly;

insects with very thin, long bodies, and long, narrow wings, wholly or

partially transparent, /matimamzsl/ (< matti-mamselle < Fr demoi-

selle ‘dragonfly') = >batti-mamzel, demoiselle
,
gully watchman,

mademoiselle Marie, mamzel, zing 0 A “Mademamselle” as Debbie

called it came flying over the top of the hedge, its shining cobweb
wings glistening in the sun. (Gale, WG 19 July 1919) 0 High above

the tree tops in airy mazes, the “mademamselles” are out. The wind

blows and scatters them, dim wraiths of butter-flies on gauzy wings.

(TG 14 Sept 1919:7)

mademoiselle Marie n arc Any dragonfly or damselfly; insects with

very thin, long bodies, and long, narrow wings, wholly or partially

transparent. (< Fr mademoiselle ‘young woman’ + Fr demoiselle

‘dragonfly') = >batti-mamzel, demoiselle
1

,
gully watchman, made-

mamselle, mamzel, zing 0 Batti-mamselle (also mademoiselle Marie)

- a dragon-fly. (ESTT 1956)

mad-house n The St. Ann’s Hospital for mentally ill patients, located

in St. Anns, near Port of Spain. (< arc E mad-house ‘a house set apart

for the reception and detention of the insane’) 0 Her husband went to

the mad house for six and a half years. {TG 5 Jan 1919:3) 0 I was in

such terrible condition. The mad-house was my destination

(Destroyer "Leave Me Alone Dorothy” 1940) 0 The fellows now
resided in the “mad house” at St. Anns village, a quiet, unassuming

hillside overlooking Port of Spain. (James 1990:141) 0 Madness is

the only word to describe the recent decision by the authorities at the

St Ann's hospital to say “no” to the bringing in of edible foodstuff by
members of one’s family for patients living at the "mad house.”

(Bomb 1 Jan 1993:22) 0 ‘[Then] she went crazy again after she bury

the one daughter she had. She remain in the mad house for 25 years!’

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:173) 0 “[I]f you so stupid as to ask some
coolie Mai for sikiay bananas, boy, they would gallop you arse up
Charlotte Street right into the St. Ann’s mad-house.”(Andersen

2004:278)

madigra, madi gwa see MARDI GRAS

Madinga Madinga 1 n A person of African descent, usu. Muslim,

particularly one with dark skin. This term can be used either respect-

fully or as an insult, /madiqga/ (< Mandingo, Mandinka ‘people and

language of a group fr upper Niger river area of present-day Senegal

and Guinea’) = >Mandingo 1

2 « A person of East Indian descent, usu. Muslim, particularly one

with dark skin. This term can be used either respectfully, usu. in rela-

tion to ferocity or toughness, or as an insult. (< Madinga 1 + Mandin-
gah ‘a Hindu caste of southern India’) 0 ‘This is pure blood. Every
Hindu blood is pure blood. Nothing mix up with it. Is pure Aryan
blood.' Baksh snorted. 'All-you is just a pack of kaffir, if you ask

me.’ ‘Madinga!’ Chittaranjan snapped back. They traded racial

insults in rising voices. (Naipaul 1958:1 14) 0 One other term of inter-

est is madinga , which is used for Moslems in Trinidad. This name is

taken from the African tribe, Mandingo. These people, who came to

Trinidad before the first Indians arrived, were Moslems, and the name
was then transferred to Indian Moslems. (Niehoff& Niehoff 1960:67)

0 “Look at dat Madinga bitch in Tolaville. You know how much poor

poor Indian and Creole people he tief to get rich so.” (Ladoo 1974:27)

0 These black Muslims... remained as recognisable groups, right up to

the end of nineteenth century Trinidad, when, in the popular mind,

they became confused with the Mandingahs, a Hindu caste of South-

ern India, associated however with the Muslim, Hosay celebrations,

(de Verteuil 1992:249-50) 0 Immediately he called Mala to sit beside

him and explained to her that as he had told her he was now a

Muslim. ...“Yuh mean yuh gone and turn Madinga?” she said with

scorn. (Ali 1993:84)

3 (i A person with a reputation for ferocity, toughness, bravery. 0

“[W]ho could stan up to him? He could go anywhere. Who ever inter-

fere with him is Mandinga to cope with him! They go see trouble!”

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:80)

madness take phr Lose control. 0 When he drinking, the madness

take he and he share out blows like peas.

madongo see MUNDUNGO

madras, Madras 1 n obs Square plaid cotton cloth, used mostly by

women for head-ties, esp. with a DOUIETTE costume, /madras/

(< Anglo-Indian Madras , applied to large brightly coloured handker-

chiefs of silk and cotton; made in the city of Madras, now Chennai, in

southern India) 0 “No for you me bin buy Madras grand?” (TG 2 Oct

1827) 0 She was very well dressed and had a pretty Madras handker-

chief wound round her head. (Urich 21 Oct 1831, in de Verteuil

1995:91) 0 Owing to these laws, the French women of colour

invented the dress which, in their colonies, is called a la Capresse.

This [includes] a rich and valuable Madras kerchief, tastefully tied

round their heads, in lieu of the forbidden cap or bonnet. The strongly

contrasted colours of the Madras well harmonise with their dark com-

plexion and brilliant eyes. (Joseph 1 838b-3 : 1 0) 0 Here the magistrate

was seated at a large cedar table, dressed in his robe de chambre. On
his head was tied a madras kerchief, and he wore slippers; one ear

was uncovered, in order to allow it to support a pen. (Joseph 1838b-

3:66) 0 [He] identifies the Madras handkerchiefs, they sell at $1 each.

(POSG 3 Oct 1845:2) 0 A very lame bourrique personated “Lothair,”

whose tail displayed a card with the words, “Art Society’s Plate.” The

poor animal was evidently indisposed, seemed weak in the epigas-

trium, and was indeed obliged to wear slippers, and have a Madras

handkerchief round its head. (StW 23 Feb 1871:2) 0 A tie-head

known in Nigeria has persisted among Trinidad and Tobago peasant

women. It goes under other names, e.g., tete-marlin, madrasse, dai-

zen. (Elder 1988:103)

2 adj Of an alcoholic drink, large, (fr reputation of Madrassis as being

heavy drinkers) = >madrassr 0 Hit him a good madras grog.

3 adj Of southern Indian descent; having ancestors who emigrated

from the city of Madras in the Tamil Nadu area of southern India. 0

“All you Madras people does drink de most rum in de world.” (Ladoo

1972:90)

Madrassi, Madrasi 1 n A person descended from Indian immigrants

who came from the southern regions of India, or emigrated from the

south Indian port of Madras; usu. Tamil or Telugu speakers. More
generally, a darker-skinned Indian person, /madrasi/ (< H Madras

‘inhabitant of Madras', now Chennai) 0 The deceased was of what is

commonly called "Madrasie” descent. (WG 12 July 1930:5) 0 “All

you Madrassi bitches is de biggest rum drinkers in Tola. All you for-

cin rum down she troat all night, and now all you sayin she is a drunk-

ard.” (Ladoo 1972:86) 0 Madrassi: All black, or dark-skinned East

Indians are referred to as Madrassis in Carib Island. The term is used

loosely; black East Indians came from Ceylon as well as the state of

Madras. (Ladoo 1972:140) 0 St. James consisted mainly of Madrasis

who celebrated Fire Pass. Madrasis were also located at Orange

Grove. (Pundit Ragbir 1982, in La Guerre 1985:189) 0 At funerals the

Madrasis wrapped their bodies in cloth and were carried on a bamboo
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raft with flowers. (Cecil William Howard [1982], in La Guerre

1985:198) 0 Living deep inside the main Pasea road were the very

dark Indians with curly hair. They were called Madrassis, for though

none of them were bom in Madras they were the children and grand-

children of Indians from that state. They chewed pan incessantly... I

was surprised to see that they beat drums and danced and made merry

all the way to the cemetery. I leamt too that when a child was bom
they wept bitterly. (Persaud 1990:111) 0 Estate-owners regarded

South Indians as harbouring particularly ‘filthy’ habits, as acting in

generally troublesome ways, and as being the labourers most likely to

break their contracts by running away... So great were the [estate]

owners’ complaints against the ‘Madrassis’ that migration from

Madras to Trinidad was terminated in 1860. (Vertovec 1992:88-9) 0

Madrassi is the generalized term given to indentured labor migrants

of varying regional and linguistic backgrounds in south India who
sailed to the Caribbean through the southeastern port city of Madras.

An average 80% of these ‘Madrassis’ were equally divided between

Tamil- and Telugu-speakers, and in the 1840s there were far more

Madrassi immigrants in Trinidad than those from the north of India.

For the overall period of East Indian indentureship (1845-1917),

however, the number of south Indians who sailed from Madras to

Trinidad only constituted approximately 6% of the total 144,000

indentured immigrants from India. (McNeal 2000:2)

2 adj Belonging to or characteristic of southern Indian culture. 0

Indian immigrants living on any plantation or in any village intending

to celebrate the Mohurrum Festival, commonly called Madrassee

Festival, and the processions connected with such festivals must

choose from amongst themselves headmen. (Ordinance 9, 1882,

Singh 1988:80) 0 We have leamt with great pleasure from several

respectable inhabitants of St. James that the Madrassie festival of

pass-fire, and the Mohurrum, or Hosein, have passed off more quietly

this year than on any previous occasion. {New Era 13 Sept 1889:3) 0

You can tell when a “Madrasee” funeral is heading for Nizam Street.

It was unlike other funerals. There seeemd to be “Joy and Happiness”

and lots of excitement at such funerals. Men clasped round goat skin

drums in their arms and sing and dance to the beat of these drums.

This was indeed not a solemn affair. It was more of a merriment. At

intervals coins were tossed in the air which created a surge forward

from some of its followers. (Sudan 2007:36-7)

3 n An Indian language, usu. popularly considered to be a variety of

Hindi, but prob. Tamil, Telugu, or Bhojpuri influenced by such lan-

guages. 0 “Mi aja could speak Madrassi.” (1990)

4 adj Of liquor, a large drink, (ff the reputation of Madrassis as being

heavy drinkers) = madras2
0 Bogart smiled, and drank a long

madrassi shot of rum. (Naipaul 1959:12)

Madrassi Festival see Madrassi 1

, fire pass

madre de(I) cacao n Erythrina poeppigiana, a cultivated and natural-

ized tree used to shade young cocoa and coffee, /madre del kakau/

(< Sp madre ‘mother’ + del ‘of + cacao, fr matemal-like protection

of young cocoa trees) = anauca (immortelle), bois immortelle, cacao-

mother, cocoa mama, coffee mama, immortelle 1

,
mountain immor-

telle 0 You look up, and see that they are Bois immortelles, fifty or

sixty feet high, one blaze of vermilion against the blue sky... the

beauty of these “Madres de Cacao,” Cacao-mothers as they call them
here because their shade is supposed to shelter the Cacao-trees, while

the dew collected by their leaves keeps the ground below always

damp. (Kingsley 1880:154) 0 These young [cocoa] trees are very ten-

der, and have to be protected from the blazing sun during the first two

or three years. This is done by planting around them temporary shade,

consisting of ground provisions, until the “Bois immortelle” {Eryth-

rina umbrosa), the permanent protector or madre del cacao, which is

planted about 25 to 30 ft. apart, is old enough to perform its duty.

(Caracciolo 1904:101-2) 0 Some planters believe the cacao enjoys the

humid atmosphere under the shade of the “madre (or better suegra)

del cacao”; possibly it does! {POSG 13 Nov 1907:5)

mad to, mard to adj Strongly tempted or inclined to do something,

particularly something negative or disapproved of. (< E mad to

‘wildly desirous to’) 0 Ah mard to buss he head. (Ottley 1971 :47)

mafantum adj arc Many; long; plenty. /mafantAm/ 0 “How long you

have that?” “Mafantum years!” (1993)

mafube, mafoubey, maugh-faugh-baugh n Musa balbisiana, a culti-

vated starchy cooking banana of the ABB group bluggoe. Easily dis-

tinguished by the widely spaced hands of large, angular, spreading,

nearly straight fruits, starchy when ripe; the peduncle is conspicu-

ously long and the bunch is pendulous. Very susceptible to Moko dis-

ease. (< Kikongo mafuba ‘green fruits’, mfuba, kind of brown

banana) = bluggo, buc-buc, moko (fig) 0 Mafube = bucbuc. (John

1973) 0 (Stover & Simmonds 1987:130,164-5) 0 Moko figue or

mafube. (Elder 1988:41) 0
“
Maugh-faugh-baugh is a jokey spelling.”

(1990) 0 Pigeon peas soup with coconut milk, cassava sweet, blue

dasheen, potatoes white or blue or yellow, mafube fig too. (Macfar-

lane 1997:14)

mag n A blue glass bottle put upside down on a stick to magically pro-

tect crops, /mag/ (< milk of magnesia, fr traditional use of this blue

bottle) 0 Somebody thief me mag!

maga, maigre, marga, magga, mauga, meagre adj Thin; scrawny;

considered unhealthy or unattractive, /maga/ (prob. < Fr maigre , Ptg,

Sp magro/magra', also dial E maager ‘lean; thin; scraggy’) 0 Da you

Kit way maga so? you ben sick no? {TSp 8 Nov 1 845) 0 So he slim

and meagre, he got an appetite like a river. After enjoying our hospi-

tality, he wipe he mouth like a keskidee. (Tiger “Let the Man Go” pr,

in Jones 1947) 0 This Mohungoo is a meagre kind of man, and tall

and thin; and he is wearing only a short dhoti and a cheap, thin

merino that makes all his bones show up. (Naipaul 1976:166-7) 0

Instead of Doris tellin’ de lady dat she don’t want dat com she want

ah nex’ one, she ups an’ tell de lady, “Yu should be ashamed of yuself

sellin’ people dem kind ah maga com. Dis kind ah com allyu sellin'

here is uncomstitutional!” (Keens-Douglas 1984:92) 0 A-a-Johnny, is

you! But how yuh lookin’ magga so, boy?... Look, soon as yuh break

off, come dong by mih, ah go fix up some fat dumplin’, roti and curry

fish an’ stew beef for yuh! (Grab a Grin, EX 20 Aug 1990:9) 0 “He

come so maigre, like he jes waitin’ for Bazil to take him.” (Baptiste

1993:15)

maga-bone adj Small; thin; skinny; bony. See also BAG-A-BONE. =

dry
-

, dry-bone, dry-up,maga, maga-maga (< E dry-bones ‘a contemp-

tuous term for a thin or withered person’ + maga) 0 Maaga bone is

not sickness. (Julien nd) 0 Margabone. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 “Yuh
ever see any man looking at any magga-bone woman in a costume?

Nah! Is woman with flesh on them, thick woman. This year is big

woman time.” {EX-S 17 Jan 1993:12)

maga-foot adj Having thin, bony legs. 0 Meagre-foot Simmons in

sliders alone, rolling up in a comer and bawling now “Trinidad nice

Trinidad nice.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:1 1)

ma gallay n A white jellyfish, poss. the large Aurelia, found on the sea

floor, /ma gale/ (< maman gallay
3 < Fr maman ‘mother’, poss. fr

large size + gallay) = mama gallay

maga-maga adj obs Thin; skinny; bony. = dry-bone, >maga-bone 0

Maga, no, instead one hears maga-maga. (Uh 1883:250)

magass see MEGASSE

magic v Perform magic or OBEAH to control someone or something. 0

Shango carry the medicine bones. He magic himself a foreman job...

and he put a big obeah on that girl so she don’t look at no other man.

(Salt 1957:13-4)

magic bird n arc Tityra cayana, 22.5 cm (9"), a forest bird. Upper-

parts whitish; head, wings and tail black; underparts white. = >bene-

dictin, blackcap, black hard-beak
-

, black thick-bill, frog-bird 0 In

Trinidad you can take your choice between G.A.C. Herklots’ “Bene-

dictin” and “Black-tailed Frog-bird,” though I don't know where he

picked up those terms: I never heard anyone use them, and when 1

asked Moon, Mohan and Motilal what they called the species, they

were unanimous in calling it Magic Bird. (Worth 1967:214)

magi-murduck n Tob A variety of cultivated sweet POTATO, with

relatively dry flesh when cooked, /mac^i murdok/ 0 Magi-murduck

is one of the two kinds of sweet potatoes grown in Tobago. The other,

we call “St. Vincent” because according to legend, the plant was taken

to Tobago, from the island of St. Vincent. Because magi-murduck.
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according to majority taste, is the superior product, this is the one

widely grown and eaten. Break a freshly cooked magi-murduck and

the inside is silvery-dry and sweet. In Tobago, magi-murduck IS

sweet potato. (N. Phillips pc 18 Aug 1993)

Magnificent Seven n A row of seven buildings on the west side of the

Queen’s Park Savannah: Killarney or Stollmeyer’s

Castle (a private residence); Whitehall (the office of the Prime

Minister); ARCHBISHOP’S HOUSE (residence of the Roman Catholic

Archbishop of Port of Spain); Roomor or Ambard House (a

private residence); MlLLE FLEURS (a private residence); HAYES
Court (residence of the Anglican Bishop of Trinidad); and

Queen’s Royal College (a school), (fr comparison of seven

buildings to the 1 960 movie western “Magnificent Seven”) = Queens

of the Bands 0 The buildings which surround the Savannah are most

remarkable, their architectural variety ranging from a Scottish castle

to a Moorish house, and offering a fascinating cross-section of cul-

tural influences and prevailing fashions of the last century. On one

stretch of the [Queen’s Park Savannah's] western side, known as

Maraval Road, seven of these truly amazing buildings can be seen.

They are known as the “Magnificent Seven” or the “Queens of the

Bands”. Six were built in 1904 at a time when cocoa was king and

there were many very wealthy estate owners of Trinidad. (Mills

1988:138-9) 0 The “magnificent seven” is an impressive display of

seven of the (magnificent nine) buildings of architectural and histori-

cal significance of the city. The “seven” except for Hayes Court

(1910) were built in 1904. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:13) 0 “Stollmeyer’s

Castle is no place to keep any function... the place, although beauti-

ful, is unsafe.” The Castle is one of the “Magnificent Seven” build-

ings around the Savannah and has been preserved for its historical

value. (Punch 3 Jan 1993:9) 0 Building landmark, Whitehall, is again

under repairs. The building, one of the so-called Magnificent Seven,

was the official office of three Prime Ministers. (TTM 9 Dec 1994:5)

maha adj Great; big; outstanding, /maha/ (< H maha ‘great; illustri-

ous; very; extremely’) 0 "I doing this puja for maha Lakshmi.” (1990)

0 “He is a real maha thief!” ( 1990)

mahanbhog, mohanboag, mahanbahoag, mahabhog n Sacred food

distributed after Hindu religious ceremonies to all participants and

guests, usu. a sweet made with flour or cream of wheat, ghee, sugar,

milk, raisins and coconut, cooked until fluffy, /mahanbhog/ (< H-B
maha ‘large, great’ + bhog ‘food offered to a deity') = >parsad,

prasad 0 At the end of the ceremony I was given some mahanbahoag,

a seemingly primitive food of sweetened dough yet its name means

“the great feast.” (TG 24 June 1933:2) 0 Sweetmeats like mohanboag
(flour, sugar and spice) and bits of banana and coconut were also dis-

tributed as parsad at a religious dinner. (Alladin 1970:27) 0 All that

the old man had to do was to call Pundit Shivlochan, the priest, pro-

vide some well-cooked mohan-bhog - a sweetmeat of flour, ghee,

milk and sugar - and bananas and mangoes or whatever fruit there

was in season; fry soharis and prepare tarkaris of pumpkin and of

English potatoes, and offer these to Hanuman. (Naipaul 1976:55) 0

Sugar and ghee are two important ingredients in the preparation of

sweet dishes to offer as prasad. In the Caribbean, mohanbhog, roat,

laddu, jalebi and kheer are commonly made. (TG-S 14 Oct 1990:45) 0

In these pots, meat is never cooked, especially that one pot in which

the holy dish, prasaad, sometimes called Mahan Bhog, is cooked.

(TTR Oct 1990:28)

mahant n A PANDIT of the Sieunarine sect of Hinduism, /mahant/

(< H-Bh mahant Teamed’) 0 Pundit Basdeo Misir, who was invited

by the Mahant (Bishop) of the Sanatan Dharam of Surinam. (TG 5

Jan 1936:26) 0 The religious leaders of the Kabir Panthis are called

mahant in contrast to the pundits of the Sanatanists. (Niehoff &
Niehoff 1960:106) 0 When the Mahant or the Arch Bishop as he is

called in this instance, arrives, he begins to recite prayers with the ail-

ing and he performs a ceremony at the bedside of the individual. This

ceremony is called an
“
agyarie” (Fire ceremony). (Ali 1975:6) 0

“Mamoo was a mahant till he dead.” (1990)

mahaparsad n Plentiful, good food, in variety; esp. rice cooked in great

quantities for weddings, /mahaparsad/ (< H maha ‘great; illustrious;

very; extremely’ + prasad ‘favour; kindness; blessing; food that has

been offered to the deities’) 0 mahaparsad'. term used for rice cooked

in great quantities for weddings. (Klass 1961:82) 0 “Everybody want

fuh mahaparsad.” (1990)

mahapatra (pundit), mahapatr, mahapater n In traditional Hindu

ritual, a person who performs the shaving ceremony after a death

and who mediates between the deceased and the family and to plead

for the soul; sometimes considered negatively, /mahapatra, mahapatr/

(< H maha-patr ‘a Brahman who officiates at funerals’) 0 When there

is a death in the family, the men let their beards and hair grow for ten

days. At the end of this time the maha-patra pundit performs a puja,

during which five of the closest male relatives theoretically have their

heads completely shaved except for a small tuft called choti. ... Gifts,

food, and money are given to the pundit who acts as a mediator

between the deceased person and his family... The pundit sells most

of these things after the puja.... The maha-patra pundit is considered

unclean and grasping because of his work. He is not allowed to per-

form any other puja , and people are reluctant to have him in the house

because he will pollute it... There seems to be a reluctance on the part

of pundits to follow this profession because of the social stigma con-

nected with it, even though the monetary gain is much higher than

that obtained by ordinary pundits. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:133-5) 0

The Mahapathar is supposed to stay on the river bank pleading for the

soul. If he goes to the house of the deceased then the people pelt him

with stones for they feel that he is coming to cause another one in the

family to die so that he will get more gifts. (Ali 1975:30) 0 [T]he

shraddha rite performed ten days after a burial was always carried out

by a mahapater,... a Brahman who specializes in this particular rite.

(Vertovec 1992:113)

mahar, mahaar n In a traditional Muslim wedding, money given to

the bride under her own control, /mahar/ (< U mehar ‘a marriage por-

tion or gift settled upon the bride before marriage’) 0 The Moslems

do not give dowries and, in contast to the Hindus, the bride receives...

the mahaar
,
a sum which is the bride’s alone, and which she may

invest or use as she wishes. (Niehoff& Niehoff 1960:105)

maharaj n A person who sponsors a PUJA; the patron of a PANDIT.

Tnaharadj. marad5/ (< H mahd-raj ‘sovereign; emperor’) = >praja 0

Words like... praja (for Yajman, the patron of pandits usually called

maharaj in Trinidad)... can be heard in the rural areas. (Jha 1973:42-3)

maharajin, marajhin, marajin n A term of address or reference for

the wife of a Brahmin or PUNDIT. Generally used as a term of

respectful address for any married woman, /marac^in/ (< H maha-raj

‘sovereign; emperor’ + -in, feminine form) 0 She heard a voice call-

ing out “... Maharajen!” and she replied, who is that? (POSG 1 1 Jan

1935:9) 0 As he came up the steps he shouted, ‘How you feeling

these days, maharajin? Is me, Chittaranjan, the goldsmith.’ (Naipaul

1958:45) 0 Before Renee could say another word my mother came

through the door. ‘Morning Maharajin.’ (Persaud 1990:30)

maharo n obs A partially smoked cigarette. 0 Maharo - half-smoked

cigarette (ESTT 1956)

mahatam n A specific TASSA drum rhythm or HAND played during

Hosay. /mahatam/ (< U matam ‘mourning’) 0 The battle of Karbala

[during Hosay] is re-enacted to the military beat of the tassa. The

special rhythms are identified as “kuburkana”, “narvisarvat”, “tinsh-

upa” and “Mahatam”... “when the women sing their elegies of Husain

and Hassan, the thunder of the drums blend with their voices.”

(Ramlakhan 1990b:34)

mahaut see mahoe

mahay v Mix; swizzle; chum, /mahe/ (< H-Bh mahna ‘skim’) 0 “Maa
mahaying de ghiu.” (1990)

mahoe, mahaut, maho, mahoo n Sterculia pruriens [= S. earibaea], a

tall native evergreen tree, to 30 m (98' ), girth to 3 m (10' ). Bark

smooth, greyish, usu. covered with patches of white or reddish lichen;

yields strong fibre useful for cordage. Leaves large, 20 x 10 cm (7.8"

x 3.9"), hairy underneath; on lower parts with 3-5 lobes but ovate on

flowering branches. Flowers yellow-brown outside, dull salmon-pink

inside, in clusters at ends of twigs. Fruit a woody capsule, 4-6 cm
(1.6-2.3") long, rusty-woolly outside, with long silky spiny hairs
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inside; when ripe it splits opens into a bowl shape, with shiny black

seeds about 5 mm (.2") long. Wood soft, light greyish, used in rough

construction, /maho/ (< Carib mahou , Arawak maho, Sterculia , trees

with bark that can be made into rope) = mountain mahoe, red mahoe

0 I now recollected having seen a lame negro, making mahoo* ropes

before his door. (*Ropes made from the inner bark of the mahoo-

tree.) (Joseph 1 838b-3 : 1 30) 0 Among those of our more useful forest

trees which peculiarly affect the mountains are... the Mahoe tree ...

found on all shores round the tropical belt, and whose inner bark is

applied to so many uses by the poorer natives of various regions.

(Carr 1869:403-4) 0 The Forest Department has recently been trying

some experiments with inferior native timber, with a view to discov-

ering whether these woods are of any good for local use. The follow-

ing have been taken as samples; “Hog Plum,” “Mahoe,” “Jigger

Wood,” ... “Wild Chataigne.” (WG 13 Sept 1919:6) 0 The Depart-

ment disposes of sawn lumber, cordage and charcoal. Among the

timbers so used are Balota [j/c], Cypre, Cedar, Crappo, Olivier,

Mora, Sandbox, Mahoe, Cajuea and Toporite. ( WICYB 1963:333) 0

For attaching the tuffs of fronds onto the house rafters certain Hanes

(vines) are used; among these being the bark of the mahoe. (Elder

1988:48) 0 Mahoe is one of the most common emergent trees in the

evergreen forests of the lowlands and the lower montane forest of the

Northern Range in Trinidad. It does not occur in the drier forests and

is absent from Tobago. (Quesnell & Farrell 2000:1 10-1)

mahoe chardon n Apeiba schomburgkii [= Apeiba tibourbou var.

membranacea], a medium-sized native tree, found in dry forests of

the northwestern peninsula, Bocas Islands and south coastal areas of

Trinidad, and similar forests in Tobago. Leaves large, heart-shaped,

hairy. Flowers have 5 yellow sepals, hairy on the outside, 4-5 white

petals. Fruit black, prickly, about 6 cm (2.3") in diameter, resembling

a SEA EGG. (< mahoe + Fr chardon ‘thistle’) = Tobago sandbox, wild

breadnut
2
0 (Beard 1946:31) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:130)

mahoe piment 1 n Daphnopsis americana caribaea [~ D. tinifolia, D.

caribaea, D. siebertii], a medium-sized native evergreen shrub or tree

to 12 m (38' ) tall. Bark grey, smooth. Leaves 8-14 x 1-4.5 cm (3.1-

5.5" x .4-1.8"), elliptic-lanceolate, with a long, slender stalk. Leaves

and bark have a strong aromatic spicy odour when crushed. Flowers

in terminal umbrella-shaped clusters, dense to moderate white hairs,

separate male and female flowers. Fruit ovoid or top-shaped, 6-7 x 3-

4 mm ( ,24-.28" x .12-. 16") in a capsule 1.3 (.5") diameter. Wood
fairly soft, whitish. Native to Tobago, /maho pim5/ 0 Mahoe pimant.

(Marshall 1934:87) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:594)

2 n Schoenobiblus grandifolia [= S. daphnoides], a native shrub or

small tree to 5 m (16' ) tall. Leaves 16-40 x 5-12 cm (6.2-15.6" x 2-

4.7"), obovate-elliptic. Flowers small, greenish. Fruit broadly ellip-

soid, 10x6 mm (,4-.24"). 0 Mahoe pimant. (FTT 1978-2-9:592-3)

mahogany rat snake n obs Pseustes poecilonotus polylepis, a non-

venomous snake. = bird-eating snake, cutlah, cutlass
5

, >dos cocorite,

olive-brown snake, puffing snake
1

, shapely snake 0 (Mehrtens 1987)

maholtine n Wissadula periplocifolia, a native shrub. Leaves heart-

shaped, with velvety down underneath. Flowers in loose, spreading

panicles. 0 (FTT 1929-1-2:75)

mai 1 n A respectful term of address for mother, grandmother, or

mother-in-law. /mai/ (< H mai ‘mother’) = ma, moi 0 ‘Don’ cry,

Mai,’ he said; ‘don’ cry. Ain’t I orright? Ain’t 1 come back?’ (Naipaul

1976:58) 0 I remember a sort of last-ditch call for “Julie Mai” (Julie’s

mother). (Espinet 1984:9) 0 Mai say to see you eat it while it hot.

(Selvon 1 99 Id: 1 53 ) 0 ‘Sometimes I think the sun comes just to see if

Mai is there.’ (Persaud 1993:39)

2 n A term of respect for any older woman. 0 A coolie woman said...

1 said, eh mai, me sabbee you a pauper, them chairs can be had at the

supply store. (Lion “Out the Fire” 1937) 0 I turned to her and said,

Mai, if things are in a sad state, ask for the able-bodied men... ask for

the army, ask for the police. (TG 28 Oct 1990:23) 0 “[I]f you so stupid

as to ask some coolie Mai for sikiay bananas, boy, they would gallop

you arse up Charlotte Street right into the St. Ann’s mad-house.”

(Andersen 2004:278)

maid, maiden n Hymen; the female virginal membrane; by extension,

female virginity. (< E maidenhead ‘female virginity; hymen’) 0 Miss

Dorothy went to bathe. And a catfish make a raid, Miss Dorothy went

to bathe, and a catfish take she maid. (Lion “Dorothy Went to Bathe”

1930s) 0 ‘I wait and wait all these years, and 1 never touch she, I

swear Eloisa, she still had she maiden up to the time he come.’ (Sel-

von 1972:95) 0 “You’re such a good son,” she told him, “that now
and then I forget you are a man as well and I worry about you as if

you were a little girl who still had her maid.” (Jones 1973:119) 0

“Wha’ ’appen Johnny? Man you behave like a lil gyrl tha’ jus’ [lose]

she maid.” (Bain 1974:50) 0 “You ain’t ’fraid me at all nuh?” he

chuckled, looking directly at her now partially exposed totoots.

“What for” she asked. “Ah lorse me maid long,” and with a dreamy

air she continued, “lo-ng-g ago,” her eyes closed. (Bain 1974:76) 0

“Honesty jump up and take she maid!” sang the bard. (Andersen

2004:490)

maiden’s blush n arc Momordica charantia . a cultivated vine with

bitter but edible fruit. = balsam apple, balsam pear, >karaile,

popololo, sorrow seed 0 Coraillie; Maiden’s Blush (Momordica cha-

rantia). A straggly thin-stemmed vine bearing small pale yellow

flowers of the usual cucurbit type. The seed containers are the con-

spicuous objects of this particular plant. They consist of an orange,

oblong, warty exterior, about the size of a lime, which, when ripe,

splits open into three segments which curl over backwards. These

segments are coated inside with a bright red sticky paste from which

hang the shiny black seeds about the size of a currant. Chickens and

birds eat this fruit greedily. (Alford 1960:81)

maidy n A midwife; woman who helps in childbirth, /medi/ (< E maid

‘female servant; attendant’) = chamain, chagrin 0 When she get sick,

we couldn't go for the maidy because she lived far and water was in

the road too much. (OPNL Mar 1989:4) 0 One [masseuse] attempted

to assert pride in her identity as a woman, and as a former chamine

(midwife). “I is the real chamar , the person who does do maidy work.

This is the only nation (caste) that does cut navel string. The people

of the chamar caste is great; without them no one could be bom.”

(Mahabir 2000:7) 0 One Indian masseuse recalled that as a child in

the 1930s, she would accompany her mother on her home-visits when
she went to do “maidy work.” (Mahabir 2000:21

)

maigre see MAGA
mai ke boor phr An extremely vulgar and tabu expression; used as a

great insult to someone, /mai ke bur/ (< H ‘mother's vagina’) 0 Ai

shut yuh mai ke boor. 0 “You go catch-up with you modder’s c..., not

with me, you hay chodo mai ka boor\” (Andersen 2004:95)

maila n Dirty sweat, /maila/ (< H maila ‘dirty; foul; defiled') 0 Yuh
skin well ha maila. Go an bathe.

mails 1 n The post; the mail. (< E mail ‘a bag or packet of letters or

dispatches for conveyance by post’) 0 The mails for Barbados and

Europe per R.M.S. Tagus will be closed at this office at 1 1 :45 a.m. on

Monday the 9th. (POSG 8 Sept 1907:4) 0 Mails for the above-men-

tioned [countries] will arrive on Sunday and Thursday evenings. (TG

5 Jan 1936:14) 0 “When it come to postal workers and city council

people, they cyah get they allowances even if it mean no mails eh

runnin’ or rubbish piling up all over the place.” (EX 21 May 1995:1 1)

2 n An individual letter. 0 Last week Thursday [he] received some

anonymous mails. (Bomb 21 Nov 1986:14) 0 “Is only this mails you

have for me? And is a bill.” (1993)

Main, main n The northern coastal countries of South America, esp.

Venezuela. (< E Spanish Main < mainland of northern South Amer-

ica colonized by the Spanish) 0 I hope the [ship] Ellice has some

Mules there is hardly any to be bought here, there has been none from

the Main for a long time. (PRO C/104/179 28 Dec 1825) 0 The want

of good pastures in many parts of the Island is not so much felt, on

account of the proximity of this Island to the Main, whence are con-

tinually imported great quantities of oxen and mules. (Joseph

1838a:27) 0 There are some Spaniards in Toco; a considerable por-

tion of the cocoa contractors are Venezuelans, but in Toco there are

not many Venezuelans. But are they not creoles of the Island, bom
from old Indians? - Some are creoles of the Island and some come
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from the Main. (Comm Franchise 1888-2:24-5) 0 When last did you

get coins from the Main (Venezuela)? (TG 25 July 1919:9) 0 Then I’ll

take my plane, and fly to the Main, That is to cool the Growler brain.

(Growler “Only Foreigners” 1938) 0 The man said he knew that [the

accused] skipped the country and “went up the main.” (TTM 6 Oct

1989:7) 0 So Bret huffed and puffed and blew away through the

escape channel or gap between the two islands and headed down de

Main to play a destructive mas’ in Venezuela. (TG 14 Aug 1993:7) 0

There is always the danger of pirates, who steal boats and sell them

on the main in Guyana. (Pires 1994d: 1 5)]

main material n In the preparation of TERITE, the firm outer portions

of the stem. (< E main ‘primary; most important’) 0 After the removal

of the “buoyo”, the four strips of the outer layer of the [terite] stem

are further divided. Each strip is deftly split into two firm outer por-

tions and an inner layer known as the “second guts” or “repair”. The

firm outer portions are known as the main or prime material. Each

stem produces eight pieces of prime material... The prime material

consists of very flexible strips. (Morean 1 99 1 i: 1 1-2)

main ridge laurier (cypre) n Nectandra martinicensis, a smallish

native evergreen tree, to 15 m (49' ). Bark smooth, thin, light grey.

Leaves thin, alternate, 9-21 x 2.5-6 cm (3. 5-8.2" x 1-2.3"), oblong-

elliptic, short sparse hairs on both surfaces. Flowers 5-6 mm (.2-.24")

diameter, on stalks to 15 cm (5.8") long. Fruit an ellipsoid berry about

11x8 mm (.43" x .31"), in a saucer-shaped cupule about 5 mm (.2")

diameter. Wood soft, whitish, light in weight, not much used. = lau-

rier black mattack, >laurier cypre
1

0 (Marshall 1934:83) 0 (Beard

1946:28) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:583-4)

mait-kay n A person who holds religious services, particularly for

Shouter/Spiritual Baptists, /met kai/ (<FC ‘master of the

house’) 0 This man is the mait’ caille who was fined $50.00 for per-

mitting shouting services in his premises. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:Box 15-F86-D30)

mait-source n arc A spirit who lives in and controls a stream. (< FC
< Fr matre de la source, ‘master of the water-source’)

majeera see manjira

majenjen n Prob. Xanthosoma brasiliense , an introduced and natural-

ized tuberous aroid plant with large, smooth-surfaced, crinkly, elon-

gated heart-shaped leaves. /ma^E.^1/ = hog tannia 0 “You could see

majenjen by the side of the road all up to Blanchisseuse.” (2000)

majhilaa adj Small, younger; usu. used in modifying another kin-

ship term, e.g. younger maternal uncle, /majila/ (< H-Bh majla ‘in-

between; middle brother or sister’) = chhota, choonki 0 Dat is yuh

majhilaa mamoo.

majira see MANJIRA

major adj arc ( 1950s- 1 960s) Attractive; well-dressed. (< E major

‘greater of two things; most important’) 0 “Oh, God, you’ll take the

little jane today,” he cried, “you looking nice boy. ... You looking

major, man, major.” (Anthony 1967:42)

maka chood phr taboo An extremely bad curse referring to one’s

mother, implying incest, /maka tfud/ (< H-Bh ‘mother’s vagina’) 0

“Yuh maka chood yuh, ah waiting fuh yuh.” (1990)

makafooshet see MACAFOUCHET

makakri adj Always complaining about ailments, real or imagined;

hypochondriac, /makakri/ 0 She is a real makakri old lady,

makash n Tob The residue of pressed CANE. (prob. < megasse) =
>bagasse, megasse. 0 (Craig-James 2008:11-296)

makci n Solanum americanum, a cultivated plant; dark green leaves

edible when cooked, /maki/ (< H-Bh) = >agouma (bhaaji), bhaaji,

callaloo
3

, Chinese spinach, gouma (bhaaji) 0 Some of our local

medicinal plants are pantropical weeds found in India and these are

still called by their Hindi names by old East Indians, e.g., Congo lala

Eclipta alba is called bhangra, and agouma Solanum nigrum is called

makci. (Morean 1991:29)

make, mek 1 v Made; prepared; fashioned; constructed. 0 Gyul, dis

curry make with real sweet hand. (Baptiste 1992)

2

v Make a living; succeed; complete a promised action; be capable

of. 0 Make - succeed. (John 1973) 0 Stalk St. Hill could act as a good

Prime Minister, he tall an’ he hair grey so he have dat distinguished

look; he could make. (Keens-Douglas 1984:22) 0 It was successful

in the eyes of the public in that it created the type of atmosphere

tents are supposed to create, but financially, it didn't make. (EX-2

20 Sept 1987:13) 0 Time came... when [he] reached the retirement

age. He couldn’t make anymore with long hours of driving to distant

parts of the country. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:4) 0 “He have triple by-

pass already. He cyar get over this one.” “He old and feeble. He cyar

make.” (TTM31 Dec 1995:30) 0 Anybody who says they can’t make
is just plain lazy.

3 v Allow; let. 0 “Don’t make Meloy frighten you.” (LaFortune

1979:71) 0 ‘You will have to go back for the slipper yourself... Ma go

be mad if you lose it. That is all the sense you have, making a crab

pull out your slipper.’ (Gosine 1992:123)

4 v With a period of time, receive or serve a prison sentence. =

BREAK JAIL, GET JAIL, MAKE BUBBLE, MAKE JAIL
1

, MAKE
PRISON 0 Nex momin de magistrait sen me in jale fuh foteen days...

Ah mek me fohteen days an ah com owt to look fuh wuk agen, but ah

cudden get. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 For two hundred thousand, take it

from me, I would make five years quite happily. (Atilla “Treasury

Scandal” 1937) 0 “Yuh get ketch. Yuh go make a six months and yuh

go come out.” (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:10) 0 Is ganja they catch Boris cool

cool pushing in the Virgin Islands and that was it. He make a six

weeks and was back. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:79)

5 v Take a trip; go somewhere usu. for enjoyment. 0 “Yuh know how
long I have dis shut? [‘shirt’]... I real beat dis shut, Camivarle fete,

lime - dong de islands... It make a Margarita an all, an’ you now
seein’ it?” (TG 18 Nov 1990: 10) 0 “Leh we make a Maracas.” (1994)

6 v For a woman, bear a child; usu. with baby, child. 0 “Goromighty

make black man first, white man after; but debil put it in a buckra

man and nigger woman head to make (beget) mulatta bastard.”

(Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 1 9-20) 0 “You don make the pickney. Now you

beating it like you crazy.” (Brigo “Mama Popo” 1971 pr) 0 Next time

1 will make a boy please God. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:23) 0 Guinea hen doh

make ramgoat. There are more similarities between you and your

children than differences. (Baptiste 1993:185) 0 “Ramu bhai, yuh

waking? Get up and come quickly by the pen. De cow making young

one,” said a voice anxiously. (Ramlakhan 1994:33)

7 v For a man, father a child; usu. with baby, child. 0 Is easy for man
to make a baby, but to mind chile is a next ting.

make Note : The following phrases with make are, unless otherwise

indicated, derived directly from their constituent parts as defined

under the individual words. In the following headword forms, any “a”

or “the” normally included has been removed, thus make a bubble —

»

make bubble. If a phrase with make is not found here, check the

object word, e.g. for make chi-chi, see CHI-CHI.

make baby/child I phr Have sexual intercourse. 0 “Yuh hear dem?
They makin baby.” (1974)

2 phr Conceive; get or become pregnant; expect a child. See also

MAKING BABY. 0 Johnny - I say Mary, what has become of the

Yanks wife? Mary - I tink she home... She can’t go out agen sar

becase she is makin a— . (PC 17 Mar 1906) 0 But I’m so stupid and

woman crazy, I didn’t notice at all that she making baby. (Terror

“Chinese Children Calling Me Daddy” 1950 pr) 0 “You getting fat.”

“I’m makin’ a baby.” (de Boissiere 1956:313) 0 “You making chil’

eh... Ah ’ope you know the poopa... but, but, but... but look a’ me
dam trouble nau.” (Bain 1974:6) 0 And he tell Sebastien all about the

pressure Bianca mother givin’ both him and Bianca since she get to

hear that Bianca making baby for him. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:71) 0

‘Don’t look so worried. Makin’ child is not a sickness.’ (Boodhoo

1994:73)

3 phr Give birth; have a baby. 0 “Coolie woman?” Joe, for a moment,

failed to catch the significance of the allusion. “De woman dat make

dat chil’ for’ he, nuh,” Miss Martha explained. (Mendes 1934:41) 0

Any kind of child me girl make she does stick me. (Terror “Chinese

Children Calling Me Daddy” 1950 pr) 0 “Is Teena and Country,” said

Ma Cuffie. “like she will make baby just now.” (Lewis 1972:60) 0

After I got married I made my children very fast. (Clark 1981:55)
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0 What about women who can’t make children? (OPRP Mar 1989:4)

0 While he was going around with this girl, she got pregnant for him.

“The woman eventually made the child, but it wasn’t long after that

both of them died of AIDS.” (TTM 12 Oct 1990:22) 0 ‘You make
children today, but you don’t make their minds.’ (Persaud 1990:108)

0 Ey, before I forget, you know Liza big daughter getting married.

The same one who done make three children. (Doh Say Dat, TG 6 Oct

1991:26) 0 “When I small, I mind my brothers and sisters. I see

plenty children in my young days. When I married, I make seven chil-

dren.” (Mahabir 2000:5)

4 phr Of a man, father a child, make a woman pregnant. 0 “Clem,

why the hell you don’t stop makin’ children, man?” “Too powerful.”

(de Boissiere 1952:304) 0 ‘I make child when I had eighteen years.’

(Lovelace 1968:176) 0 My father is still alive. He made a couple of

children with the woman he went away to Guyana. (Clark 1981:59) 0

“Just like the Chinee fella have the shop... He make children here and

there in the village, but when he get ready for wife he send back to

Hong Kong.” (Stewart 1989:31)

make back phr Be reconciled with, renew friendship, become friendly

or on good terms with again. = make back up" 0 I started to plead

most impressively, “Honey, would you make back with me.”

(Invader “The Soldiers Came and Broke Up My Life” 1945) 0 [His]

feelings about the opposite sex follow three years of unsuccesful

attempts to “make back” with his wife. (TTM 10 Apr 1987:10) 0

Downtown was an exciting place for children, ‘things’ were always

happening, even if it was neighbours ‘cussing’ each other and

‘making back’ after, because they all shared the same one stand-pipe,

the same bleach, and other space in the barrack-yards. (Cummings
2004:180)

make back up 1 phr Replace; restore. (< E make up ‘build up again;

supply a deficiency’) 0 You know that seventy dollars going to take a

long time to make back up.

2 phr Patch up a quarrel; become friendly again. (< E make up ‘atone

for; compensate’) = make back 0 Villagers predicted the man will

make back up with the woman as soon as “her temper cools down”.

(TTM21 Aug 1993:7) 0 “De two ah dem make back good good now.”

(Baptiste 1993:107) 0 Yes, they made back up and she came home.

(Mohammed 1993:219)

make biche phr Be absent from school without permission. = >break

biche, make l’ecole biche 0 The now populous Sorzanoville “gros

rouge” was the happy hunting ground of school-boys who were mak-
ing “biche” in search of mangoes and guavas. (Inniss 1932 [1840s])

make bone phr In negative, not hesitate. 0 Lazarus tell dem howdy
wan day, dem tun roun an laff pan he, he na make no bone he go trait

an ladge complaint. (PC 24 Feb 1 906) 0 “He make no bone, he just go

and tell them one time.” ( 1 996)

make bubble phr Receive or serve a jail sentence. = break jail, get

jail, make4
, >make jail

1

, make prison 0 It was true he had made a

“bubble” - he had gone to jail for stealing a white man’s money three

or four years ago. But when you came to think of it, he looked almost

white. (Hercules 1961:8)

make caray phr Threaten to fight; raising arms to threaten hitting

someone. (< caray) 0 He makin carray with the taxi driver,

make child see MAKE BABY

make child for see FOR4

make clean phr In Hindu rituals, apply a substance, usu. cologne, as a

purifying agent. 0 In the middle of this [kitab] ceremony, as in most

Hindu rituals, a small bottle of perfume is brought around and a dab is

put on each guest. This custom is explained as “making everybody

clean.” (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:141)

make cold phr Of the weather, be cool, cold. See also MAKE HOT.

(< FC fe fwa < Fr faire froid ‘make cold’) 0 ‘It making cold and I

want to go home.’ (Naipaul 1959:142)

make cook(up) phr Cooking for an informal gathering, usu. men;
often impromptu with ingredients on hand or easily obtainable. = bust

cook 0 ‘Like we go have to make ah cook with these birds yes,’ said

Latchman. ‘Good thing ah bring ah box ah match.' (Narine 1977:87)

0 “The spirit of Carnival is lost... long time, on the night before carni-

val, we could thief a fowl and make a cook in somebody’s yard and

sit and talk until the break of Carnival morning. Now you have to pay

even for a cup of water,” he said. (EX 8 Feb 1987:29) 0 "Here you

going in the yard and taking what you want and when the owner see

you they waving to you first. You see, they know is cook you going to

make and them self coming to eat.” (EX 10 Aug 1993:28) 0 Christ-

mas Eve is no surprise to see fishermen making a cook on the beach.

(TG 22 Dec 1995:32) 0 Some members “made a cook” by the bridge

near the parked vehicles and, armed with their garbage bags, they

demonstrated to the public how to leave a place when the “lime” is

over. (Young 2004:8)

make dark phr Become dark outside; nightfall. 0 “That way he can

kill time - until it begin to make dark.” (Bain 1974:64)

make day-day phr A child’s way of saying goodbye by waving its

hand or hands up and down. 0 (Ottley 1971 :40)

make days phr Get a short-term job for a specified number of days.

See also TEN DAYS. 0 Ah mek me fohteen days an ah com owt to

look fuh wuk agen, but ah cudden get. (PC 2 1 May 1904)

make fares phr Work as a prostitute; accept money or goods in

exchange for sexual favours. (< E fare ‘cost of conveyance; passage

money’ + affairs , i.e. having affairs or sexual relations, for money) =

run fares 0 (Haynes 1987:169) 0 “Not because Bubuloops was a

whore, you feel she ent people. The trouble with allyuh young fellas

is that allyuh don’t know the history of Trinidad. Bubuloops made a

great contribution.” “Contribution to what? To making fares?” cried

the young upstart. (EX 30 Jan 1994:24) 0 “Some of them around there

making fares, and then they just marry and stay.” ( 1 995)

make fart phr Give someone a hard time, esp. unfair criticism or

pressure. = give beans, give horrors, make go round, make grind,

make grunt 0 “That Yosemite Sam, Bugs Bunny used to make him

fart.” (1990)

make fast phr Behave in an inquisitive, meddlesome, prying way.

(<fast^) 0 “I would watch her every minute. She wouldn’t be making

fast in your house.” (Klass 1964:35)

make fresh phr Throw stinking bait and bait water or live ZANCHOIS

into the sea to attract fish before beginning to fish ALAVIVE. = throw

fresh 0 “Throw a little fresh on the side.” 0 We was making (a) fresh

to attract the carite.

make friends phr Engage in sexual or romantic activity between two

women. = >make zami 0 Homosexuality is deemed a disgrace...

Among women it is termed “making friends" and there is a good deal

of talk as well as allusions in song concerning those who “make
zammi” or friends. (Coleman 1960:4)

make fun phr Used in negative, not something light or joking but

something serious or dangerous. = >make joke 0 Janie Zingah is a

despeerate ooman, she no ah meke fun, she no ah even laff wid me
way is she fren. (PC 1 Oct 1904) 0 Witness said to him: “You are

making fun,” but Charles replied, “No have a look at my back.” (WG
1 Feb 1919:11) 0 Without hesitation they made no fun. One came
with a cutlass, the other with a gun. (Black Prince "School Boys’

Adventure” 1938) 0 Tell the world, when I drinking me rum, I ent

making fun. (Atilla & Executor “The Drinker and the Gambler”

1938) 0 With all the joke and skylark. Lizard didn't making fun. Duty

beyond pleasure! As he spot the children, he gone! (Commander
“Lizard and Crapaud” ca 1955, in Rohlehr 1990:484)

make garden phr Work in a GARDEN, growing vegetables for sale or

own use. (< garden) 0 But dat is a shame an ah egsvantage, an dat is

why plenty ah poar class ah peple don’t like to lem to plant an mek
garden, becos, dem who can affode to buy de lan dose rob doze dat

wuk it up gie dem. (PC 4 June 1904) 0 “Look at dose four lil house

dere, dem people ent know who lan’ it is. Dey jess build house an'

move in an makin’ garden an’ sellin’ dey vegetable in dose shed up

de road so.” (Ramsawack 1983:49) 0 [She] went in search of the poi-

son he had hidden in a tightly locked house about a-mile-and-a-half

away from his home in the bushes where he makes his garden. (Bomb
14 Sept 1990:12) 0 He thinks “making garden" is a thriving small
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business which could benefit vastly from more accessible loans for

farmers. ( TG 4 Dec 1994:5)

make giddy 1 phr Make a circle; go somewhere and come back. (poss.

< E giddy ‘having a sensation of turning or dizziness’; Manding gidi

‘epileptic’) = make rounds 0 He make a giddy come back just now.

2 phr Go somewhere without a definite destination in mind. 0 He

must be make a giddy.

make goods phr Shop for food, groceries. = make groceries, make

market, >make message 0 He make goods for them when they

kyaan go.

make go round phr Give someone a hard time, esp. unfair criticism or

pressure. = give beans, give horrors, make fart, make grind, make
grunt 0 To meek someone guh rong: "to gih dem horruhs, meek dem
grunt.” (Haynes 1987:153)

make grind phr Give someone a hard time, esp. unfair criticism or

pressure. = give beans, give horrors, make fart, make go round, make
grunt 0 Immigration making those small islanders grind,

make groceries phr Shop for groceries, food. = make goods, make
market, >make message 0 “While together he was loving towards

me, making the groceries and market and doing some cooking.”

(Bomb 1977)

make grunt phr Give someone a hard time, esp. unfair criticism or

pressure. = give beans, give horrors, make fart, make go round, make
grind 0 She boss well make she grunt.

make hand phr Usu. in negative, to control, manage. 0 My grand-

mother complaining. That ah so lazy she couldn’t make no hand of

me. (Dougla “World’s Laziest Man” 1961, in Rodman 1971:224) 0 I

can’t make any hand of him.

make hands fast phr Usu. in negative, not to touch or pick up things.

0 “Doh make yuh hands fast, boy, leff it dey.” ( 1993)

make hot phr Of the weather, warm, hot. See also MAKE COLD.

(< FC / fey chaud < Fr faire chaud ‘be hot’ lit. ‘make hot') 0 “Open
de windows nuh. It makin’ too too hot in here.” (Baptiste 1993:107)

make hustle phr Doing something to make money, usu. selling some-

thing. 0 This chap... was selling hot doubles with plenty pepper and

chutney on Labour Day in New York... This chap is not only making

a hustle on Labour Day, it looks as if he is pioneering the doubles in

New York. (TTM3 Oct 1989:3)

make jail 1 phr Receive or serve a jail sentence. (< make4 )
= break

jail, get jail, make4 , make bubble, make prison 0 "They will surely

have to take me to court for this. I am willing to make a jail for the

working class.” (Bomb 1979) 0 I don’t intend to “make a jail” and

certainly not for a driving offence. (Lange 1986:28) 0 Today, wen I

hear dem talk bout corporal punishment in de schools an chirren

rights. Ah does want tuh laugh. My mother an some ah dem teachers

woulda surely make ah jail if dem laws was in existence den. (Foster

1990:61) 0 Just a month aback this vagrant fella slip in me maxi and

piss down all over me back seat and then step out back again. Cool-

cool. Like if is he own personal urinal or something. If I did bounce

him up doing that nastiness, well, I woulda make a jail in truth,

because I woulda slice out he business first of all and then rumfle him
up good and proper with me gilpin. (Maharaj 1992:28) 0 “He was

beaten mercilessly by his father, and has now put up a wall which

no one has yet been able to break down. He is never seen crying, and

has settled in his mind to go to YTC or make a ‘small jail’ when he

leaves the Home.” (TG 18 Apr 1993:5) 0 I could make a jail for that

food. (2002)

2 phr Do exceptionally well at something, esp. in competition. 0 Ah
make a jail fuh dem in football! 0 In some years it use tuh be ah spe-

cial item. Ah remember de year like town did say “Banlon Jersey fuh

yuh man”. Man, Habib’s an Manshop make ah jail fuh dem. Ah smile

like ah king wen meh gyul from Couva bestowed ah beige Banlon on

meh. (Foster 1990:51)

make joke 1 phr Talk or act in a non-serious way; usu. in negative. 0

Now, the women today don’t make no joke, Every Sunday, they must

have they fowl and pork. (Growler “Women Diplomacy” 1940) 0

And see them in the market they ain’t making joke. Pushing down

nigger people to buy they poke. (Killer “Ramjatia” 1948 pr) 0 Now
make up your mind Theresa, I ain’t making joke, I don’t want to use

me razor. But this thing won’t work. Give me back me money or else.

(Sparrow “Theresa” 1957, in Rodman 1971:213-4) 0 ‘You making
joke. I won’t take a cut-skin for no woman. Not worth it.’ (Jones

1973:47) 0 ‘Look to me it is a man she want. Careful, beta', you have

a wife.’ Gurudeva laughed. ‘You making joke. Bap,’ he said. ‘You
think is that I thinking? I ain’t thinking that yet.’ (Naipaul 1976:106)

0 Sugar don’t make joke he does chop hard. (Bynoe 1985:8) 0 “I eh

makin joke, yuh know - I makin serious." (1994) 0 Oil workers call

for 1-0-5. Oil Companies say twenty five. These people making joke

or what!? (Alleyne-Forte 1994:40) 0 ‘You ever heard about Madinga
Village? You ever hear about them Madinga Tigers? Eh? Well you

have to pass through that village and them fellers bad like hell. They
will beat you up and kill you for nothing. Them fellers does make
their own guns and they does walk wit’ bull-pistle round their waist

for belt. They don’t make joke, eh.’ (Boodhoo 1994:269)

2 phr Said to challenge, or more frequently to express surprise and

mock disbelief at what someone has just said; usu. in positive. =

make fun 0 Kyah, kyah, kyah! You making joke!” (Hill 1 966c: 12) 0

Nex’ ting yu know douens hauntin’ TTT, an’ we seein’ all dem pro-

grammes runnin’ backwards instead of upside-down as dey does run

sometimes. Bobots say, Blackie yu makin’ joke. (Keens-Douglas

1984:3) 0 “Boys, ah getting married.” “Doh make joke, man!” (Chen

1988:17) 0 So tell me, when you say the child drinking two bottles of

milk you was making joke? I cyah believe that. How she drinking like

a horse so? (Doh Say Dat, TG 6 Oct 1991:26) 0 You know ah Trini

when he say: Yuh makin’ joke! When in fact he means: You can’t be

serious. (Net Talk, TG 10 Dec 2002:30)

3 phr Tease; gently mock someone. 0 “That man!” she said. “That

man you call you father! Hm! You never see nothing like that. Drink

rum! Dance! Bacchanal!” “Melda!” This time she stopped short. She

had not meant to say “bacchanal” but her tongue slipped. She went

into the room where the old man was. “I only making joke with you,”

she said,” she said. She threw her arms about him and pressed her

head against his cheek. (Anthony 1963:83) 0 ‘Twenty-nine! You mak-

ing joke. You mean I twenty-one years older than you?’ (Lovelace

1988:129)

make kaiso on phr Criticize or ridicule someone in a calypso song. =

>sing on 0 “Sparrow boy, I doh want you to make no kaiso on me!”

(EX 27 Nov 1 994: 1 1

)

make 1’ecole biche phr Be absent from school without permission.

(< FC fey lekol biche < Fr faire I’ecole buissoniere ‘have school in

the bush’, i.e. skip school) = >break biche 0 Whenever I made
“lecole-biche”, To hunt for “semp” and “acravat”. (Fortune ca 1950-

59:11) 0 Thus a boy who plays truant is making "I’ecole biche."

(Henry 1970:16) 0 Flogging consisted of- one or two strokes for not

looking at the board and “benching” or thirty or forty lashes for

making “Fecole buishe.” (Alladin 1970:40) 0 They would encourage

her to attend school regularly and punctually. They would inform

Nen-nen if she made l’ecole biche. (Lewis 1972:39)

make make phr Meet your needs with what you have. 0 Mek mek - to

make do. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

make market phr Shop for groceries. = make goods, make groceries,

make message 0 She said she also borrowed money on that day and

she went together with her friend to the shop to make market. (TG 1

5

June 1919:12)0 Long time you could leave your baby with the neigh-

bour, or when you making market somebody will help you hold the

child while you pack your basket. Not again. (Doh Say Dat, TG 6 Oct

1 99 1 :26) 0 Just recently he was treated to some heavy verbal abuse as

he went to make some “market”. (7TM26 Nov 1995:13)

make mas 1 phr Prepare and participate in CARNIVAL MAS costumes

and activities. 0 My father made mas for the bands of those days, the

truck-mas, he used to make mas for people from the Country Club

and that class of people. We had Queen’s Park Hotel, we generally

called it disguise-mas or club-mas. (Morris 1984:164) 0 As a young

[midnight] robber, Millington recalled using a revolver carved from

wood. After that came the caps gun. “You know we had the mock
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revolver made from wood and then the repeater caps gun long time.

Man, we used to make mas with dat,” he recalled. (EX 4 Feb 2004)

2 phr Cause confusion, noise; take advantage of the situation. 0 “We
are in serious trouble out here... All kinds of things take place... We
sometimes see coke addicts... coming up here and making mas in the

place.” (Bomb 20 July 1990:7) 0 But what about the oil boom that

pass? All oil countries making mas'. How come is only here. Oil

Workers’ can’t get a fair share. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:40)

make medicine phr Boil herbs and bark to use as medicine. 0 This

one good to make medicine.

make message phr Shop, esp. for food, groceries, (prob. < ScE mes-

sage ‘errand; shopping’, Fr faire des commissions) = make goods,

make groceries, make market 0 He is a man wey doz loaf all about in

peeple house wen dem pot pun de fire, and mek all kind a messige fo

de sake of some vittle. (PC 18 June 1904) 0 If they return home they

may be beaten for being out so long, instead of being there to make
messages for their mothers. (Archibald 1937) 0 Make message - from

French, e.g., “faire une commission”. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 MAKE
MESSAGE, to buy the groceries, to shop. (Rodman 1971:232) 0 As
soon as the game began going well, and she heard us too often saying

“Pass the ball, Hubert,” she would call him to clean his shoes, or to

make message in the drug store... or something. (Araujo 1984:8) 0

And the little boys and them used to like making message for Katanga

because they get to keep any change. (Stewart 1989:125)

make name phr Enjoy yourself excessively; go above usual capacity;

be successful. 0 They have made their names, and it is no more bench

and board, no more flora again. (Houdini “No Mo’ Bench and Board”

1931) 0 When she heard the gin bottle, she got a thrill, And said,

“Wake up, darling, wake up, let’s make our names.” (Lion “Netty,

Netty” 1937) 0 And, when the jane with them only laugh. They will

boast how they make they name with your craft (Growler “Old Man”
1938) 0 Sambo, where you a go?. Me go to make me name in the

bongo (Lord Executor “Sambo Why You Are Go” 1940) 0 “Fisher-

men making they name this time of year.” (1990) 0 “I make me name
eating mango.” (1993) 0 “There were strict ndes about soldiers not

mingling (in that way) with the women, but the Belizean soldiers

made a name for themselves at night,” she said. (EX 18 Dec 1994:5)

make noise phr Disagree; argue; fight; quarrel. 0 The PNM mandat-

ing the crowd... “Tomorrow and Sunday, don't make no noise with

anybody, have nothing to say and if you go in the market and they tell

you anything just sing: ‘One by one, two by two, three by three,

PNM, moving by the thousands...’” (EX 14 Dec 1986:6)

make note phr In negative, describing something or someone who is

totally useless, ineffective, powerless; this can also be a temporary

state casued by laziness, tiredness, overeating, etc. = mark fat 0 Cyar

meek ah note: useless; can’t perform; can’t mark fat. (Haynes

1987:169)

make old style phr Behave stylishly; show off in an acceptably offen-

sive way; fool; GALLERY at friends’ expense. 0 Now make up your

mind Theresa, I ain’t making joke, I don't want to use me razor. But

this thing won’t work. Give me back me money or else. Settle up

socially. Nobody yet never take me money. And making old style on

me. (Sparrow “Theresa” 1957, in Rodman 1971:213-4) 0 MAKE OLD
STYLE, to show off; to fool. (Rodman 1971:232) 0 “Look how he go

make ole style on he friends an’ dem as soon as he step off de plane!”

(Baptiste 1993:107)

make out phr Fail; make a mistake. 0 “He could laugh with scorn,

laugh in triumph when Boisson make a bad out, but to laugh just for

fun - he ain’t able.” (de Boissiere 1952:105) 0 To make an out - mis-

take. (Alford 1953:149) 0 Yuh make ah out.

make pacotee 1 phr Have sexual activity in a loose, illicit, or lower-

class manner, or with a prostitute, or work as a prostitute. (< pacotee")
0 To make pack-a-tea (to indulge in prostitution). (Daniel msl ca 1960)

0 “You’s a ho’, Puthi, you mekkin’ paccotee." (Hercules 1980:252) 0

“I don’t know why he don’t go down George Street and make some
‘Pacotille’ and keep he self cool.” (Bynoe 1985:48) 0 To “make paco-

tille” meant to go with whores. George Street, Port of Spain was synon-

ymous with this kind of activity. (Bynoe 1985:70)

2 phr Make BACCHANAL; have a good time; go on a SPREE. 0 Plenty

tourist come here Carnival time to make pacotee.

make pailasse phr Get nothing; fail; esp. used in fishing. 0 “The fish-

ermen must be make a pailass today.” (1990)

make parang phr Go out and sing parang from house to house. 0

Papa Goon and Sotero invited us to come to Lopinot on the following

Saturday. They were going to ‘make a parang’ right there at Papa

Goon’s place. We prayed that it would not rain. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:68)

make pass 1 phr In the Carnival bat mas, a special display of

physical movements. 0 Coming toward them from the opposite direc-

tion is another band, also disguised as bats, magnificent bats of purple

and gold. When a distance of about 25 yards still separates them, the

two leaders streak ahead of their bands and engage in an impromptu

rivalry of extraordinary skill. They caper and gyrate in a fantastic

diversity of acrobatic movements. It is known as “making pass”, and

they are encouraged and rewarded by the cheers of the spectators.

(Hercules 1961:207)

2 phr Go to visit someone casually, with or without an idea of some-

thing particular to do. 0 “Make a pass by the fellas and cook a cow
head, or a hog head. Out here in the country it have no special way to

cook, one post boiling with dumpling and banana, another one have

stew with curry.” (TG 22 Dec 1995:32)

make prag behind phr Snatch something from somebody. 0 Some
fella in the street make a prag behind she and get she gold necklace,

make prison phr Receive or serve a prison sentence. (< make4 ) =

break jail, get jail, make4
,
>make jail

1

0 But, a couple years earlier,

Joebell make prison for a wounding, and before that they had him up

for resisting arrest and using obscene language. (Lovelace 1988:1 1 1)

0 To make a prison term you must be convicted. (“Jail Eh Nice”

1993) 0 It appears that once you are a “bad john" or made prison you

are automatically entitled to employment on the programme. (Letter,

EX 18 May 1993:9)

make rab phr Behave in a rough way, like a RAB. 0 “Look pardner. I

does make my own rules. If you don’t like how I running the game,

you could go over to Chinee Alec.”... “If you say so. But the punters

go make rab if you bramble them.” (Hill 1966c:9)

make race(s), mek race 1 phr Depart in a hurry; run away; get away.

0 A chinee man from the kitchen dash outside to see if he could see

him, but this time so Razor Blade making races down Frederick

Street. (Selvon 1960b: 1 10) 0 Man wen de ooman grab de scissors ah

neva see man mek race so. (Ottley 1971: 47)

2 phr Smooth the way so others may enjoy it. = make track 0 (Ottley

1971:71)

make rev phr Turn; circle; go somewhere and come back; go around

the block. (< E revolution ‘turn in place’) = make circle, make turn

0 “Make a rev and come back.” (1986) 0 “Ah making a rev down-
town.” (2001)

make robbery phr Carry out or commit a robbery. 0 One of the

policemen said, “What allyuh hiding him inside for, we come for him
because he made a robbery last night.” (Blast 15 Apr 1988:5) 0 “Peo-

ple come from all about and do they thing and I get blamed for it, just

because ah does make ah lil’ robberies.” (Blast 15 Apr 1988:9)

make rounds phr With a, make a trip; go somewhere and come back,

usu. with one or more stops or MESSAGES. 0 She... come up to me
and arkse me to leave dis place, cause de white people does complain

bout how people does interfere wid dem.... Ah tell she, ah ent mov-
ing, cause ah ent interfering wid nobody. She make a rounds and

come back [again] and arkse meh to leave. (Forum 17-24 Apr 1988:5)

0 He making a rounds and go return back just now.

make sanga-wanga phr Have sexual relations. (< sanga-wanga) 0 He
and his wife were no longer “makin' sanga-wanga.” (Hercules

1980:80)

make seine phr Get a good or large catch in a seine net. 0 ‘Albot, fish

givin' away on de beach!’ ‘De fellas make ah seine, an' if yuh see

fish.' ‘Really?’ ‘Really!’ (‘Curry’ ‘Stew’ ‘Fry dry'). (Sweetbread. EX
14 Aug 2000)
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make shame phr Do something that embarrasses someone, makes

them feel ashamed. 0 Look how you have made your family shame,

So many people talking your name. (Radio, Tiger & Lion “War”

1936) 0 Dey quick to come an cut orf de phone, sennin big van on it

too besides to make yuh shame before de neighbour. (Mamits LPOS,
TG 17 Sept 1978) 0 She say we had tuh learn proper etiquette so dat

we would be ready wen we make it in de world. She didn’t want we
tuh make she shame wen we went tuh other people house or move up

in society. (Foster 1990:89)

make shilling phr Make a living. 0 I just tryin to make a shilling,

make skylark phr Fool around; take things lightly; be irresponsible;

not be serious. 0 “You t’ink a joking eh... Ah say open up.” He was

not making any skylark. (Bain 1974:21-22) 0 If you want your mar-

riage succeed, Girl give the man he food when he hungry, Man doh

make skylark with he belly (Pretender “Recipe for Harmonious Liv-

ing” 1975 pr.) 0 “Doh pay attention to him he only makin sky-

lark.”( 1990) 0 Doh make skylark, man, gi me back mi bike,

make so, mekso phr Be a certain way; behave in a certain manner;

usu. said in disapproval. = make stand so, so stay, so stop 0 “Is wha
yuh could do, is so she stop, she make so.” (1990)

make stand so phr Behave in a certain manner, usu. said disapprov-

ingly in the question, “Why you stand so?” ‘Why are you behaving

like this?’ = make so, so stay, so stop 0 (Ottley 1971:48)

make stick to break back phr Said of an ungrateful child. 0 That

child make stick to break he mooma back.

make style 1 phr Show off; display; put on a good performance. See

also CUT STYLE, EXANTAY, GALLERY, PLAY SELF, VANTAY. 0 He
nursed his grand garment on board to make “style” when he landed,

(de Boissiere 1945c:37) 0 All [Sjtars make style. Show off with Jules

and Fish Eye. (Wonder “Chinese on Carnival Day” 1948 pr) 0

Another time they are matadors, Wearing gold bangles and chain,

Making big style in Port Of Spain. (Terror “Hello Joe” 1951 pr) 0

“But man I saw no floods.” [He] laughed and said “To tell you the

truth, boss, I was making some style and as I did give you so much
talk about the main drain and the water was high ah had to do some-

thing.” (Punch 1967:118) 0 ‘They don’t really want to fight. They
want to make style. They want to look pretty.’ (Lovelace 1988:100)

2 phr Put on airs; act in an affected or pretentious manner. 0 She said

she drafted a love letter which she made defendant copy, telling him

that she wanted to make “style” upon her friends at Cedros. (TG 5 Jan

1919:3) 0 And when they go home to their country, They will make
they style on they family, Hear what they’ll tell they brother, “John, I

now from America.” (Duke/Growler "Too Botheration” 1938) 0 [H]e

felt that she could fill the buckets of water at the pipe below our house

in the moonlight. That was the way she had done it all her life, Kimar
argued. Why did she need a light now? “You’re making style, girl,”

he accused her. (Klass 1964:46) 0 “[He[ is making style - he doesn’t

like to beat his wife in front of the white man.” (Klass 1964:89) 0 Is

ah good ting I buy a bikini some years back and everytime it rainin

now, ah dressin up and making style in the front porch because dat jes

like a swimmin pool. (Mamits LPOS, TG 8 July 1979) 0 “Doh make
style now with yuh electricity. Is pitchoil lamp you did grow up

with!” (Baptiste 1993:128)

make tack phr Approach with romantic or sexual intentions, esp.

said of a man trying to attract a woman. (< E make a tack ‘in sailing,

turn a ship to the wind’) = push move, tackle 0 Razor Blade start

making a tack for the tailor shop which part One Foot does always

be hanging out. (Selvon 1 960b: 111) 0 “He make a tack behind she

one time.” (2001)

make thing phr Try a romantic or sexual advance. 0 Ah wuz dere

meckin’ ah t’ing: amorous. I was there enjoying the favours of.

(Haynes 1987:169)

make time phr Speed; go fast. 0 (Haynes 1987:170)

make track for gouti to run phr Do something yourself that benefits

someone else. (< proverb Monkey doh mek trackfor gouti to run.) 0

“If he met the economy in chaos, he couldn’t stand up here to read a

Budget. We make track for agouti to run.” (TTM9 Dec 1994:19)

make turn phr Go around the block a few times to waste time. = make
circle, make rev 0 “Make a turn, nah.” (2001)

make up adj Made; constructed; put together. 0 De way dat it meek
up it hard to fix: the construction is hard to work on like the way parts

of particular engine put together. (Haynes 1987:170)

make up bed phr Make the bed; arrange the sheets on the bed neatly.

(< E make bed) 0 (Haynes 1987:170)

make up face phr Grimace in pain; frown in anger. 0 The angry boy

made up his face at the teacher. (ESTT 1956) 0 Stop making up yuh

face so. It not hurting you so much.

make young phr Of an animal, give birth. 0 ‘Buchoon always keep

good cow. They does give plenty milk when they making young one.’

(Gosine 1992:167)

make zami phr Of two women, be in a romantic or sexual relation-

ship, have sexual relations. = make friends 0 Homosexuality is

deemed a disgrace... Among women it is termed “making friends”

and there is a good deal of talk as well as allusions in song concerning

those who “make zammi” or friends. (Coleman 1960:4) 0 “This

woman... makin’ s’amie with my wife.” (Hercules 1980:48)

make zeef phr Show off; make a big impression but with not much
serious behind it. See also GALLERY, GRAND CHARGE, /zif/ (< as if

+

E make as //‘pretend’) 0 Doh mind, he only makin a zeef. 0 He make
a lil zeef to hit me. 0 He make a zeef he had money. 0 You making a

zeef with that work or what!

makfan, mackfan, markfan n A chip or dent in something, esp. a

chunk out of a spinning top; in contrast to a smaller PEAHOLE or

BISCUIT, /makfan/ 0 It’s “boof ’, and “touch-ling” with the top,/ Then

“mook” and “makfan” till you stop. (Fortune ca 1950-59:11) 0

Makfan - a [vicious] cut, a chip (ESTT 1956) 0 (Haynes 1987:166)

makhan n The oily part of butter or DAHI. /makhan/ (< H makkhan

‘butter’) 0 “After the dahi set, you swizzle it, and the makkan comes

up. Same for coconut oil.” (1990)

making baby phr Be pregnant; expecting a child. (< make baby2)
= in

baby, >in the way, up 5
0 She making baby again,

makla-makla adj Tob Sloppy; watery, /makla makla/ (prob. Afr,

compare Jamaican meke-meke ‘watery; sloppy’) = matta 0 Makla-

makla, yes, for ‘sloppy’, that is, when there is too much water in the

soup. In that case, we can also say matta. (Uh 1883:250)

mako see also MACO
mako, macco, maco, makko, mackoe adj Very large; huge, /mako/

(< Fulfulde or Fula mak-ko ‘huge, of people or things’) 0 If you see

this big macco building, ah lord, it higher than a mountain. (Sparrow

“Salvatori” 1981) 0 Toto boy, we go have dem in one big makko
motorcade coming dong de road! (Zingay Talala, Bomb 1977) 0

“When I talk ’bout dogs, I mean big mackoe dogs like donkeys, guz-

zling tons of food per annum.” (Ramsawack 1983:17) 0 Everybody

want to tell yu wha’ happen to dem durin’ de earthquake, as if was

some big mako earthquake dat pass instead of de little ting dat run

thru’ Trinidad like ah shiver. (Keens-Douglas 1984:50) 0 Kumar and

Preston... walk in the yard by Glen in River Estate where we were,

sucking two big macco mango. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25) 0 [W]e have

some big mako mules from Canada. (Andersen 2004:476) 0 “She has

this huge shady dirt yard with about twenty mako big mango trees in

Oxford Street.” (Andersen 2004:27)

makra n Any spider, /makra/ (< H makra ‘a spider’) 0 ‘A makra run

up meh han jus now.” (1990)

maktab, muktab n A Muslim school, usu. focusing on language and

religion, /maktab/ (< U maktab ‘school; place for writing’) 0 While

Muslims in Trinidad had long maintained local jamaats (congrega-

tions) and muktabs (schools for teaching Arabic and Urdu), in the

1930s they created two national bodies, the Tackveeyatul Islamic

Association and the Sunaat-ul-Jamaat. (Vertovec 1992:82) 0 The

grains were cooked (parched) in a pot like pop com and taken to

maktab classes as a snack - positive reinforcement the educators

would now call it.” (Deen 1994:178) 0 For from that small shed with

its carrat and house grass roof and its “lepayed” floor... many genera-

tions of young Muslims attended Maktab classes learning to read and
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understand the noble teachings from the Holy Quran. (Deen

1994:179) 0 Maktabs were organized classes that provided religious

and linguistic instruction... Maktabs were established in Muslim cen-

tered areas .... and held daily after school. At the maktabs both young

boys and girls were taught the Kalimas (testimony prayers that

declare one’s faith in Islam), the five pillars of Islam, the seven arti-

cles of faith and how to read namaaz (prayers). (Kassim 2000:6)

makuku n arc An enlarged testicle, /makuku/ (< Kikongo makukluklu

‘scrotal hernia') = >big stone, bambacou, godi
1

0 “She grandad had

makuku bad - he used to carry it around in a wheelbarrow.” (1986)

mal adj Bad; not going well; esp. financially, /mal/ (< FC < Fr trial

‘bad; badly’) 0 Ting mal, ah mal.

mala n A garland of flowers, usu. worn during a PUJA or Hindu

wedding, /mala/ (< H-Bh mala ‘garland’) 0 “Champaca... The flow-

ers can be used primarily in Lakshmi worship, but are normally used

in all worship. The flowers are also used to make malas (garlands).”

(Lackhan ca 1983-86:1 1) 0 [Wjhen he was told that the Mala was for

his richness and prosperity, Sanderson jokingly asked the women to

put four more around his neck. (TTM 3 Feb 1987:10) 0 Daughters...

together with an unidentified woman, make malas and wreaths for the

funeral. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:15) 0 During Raksha... Sisters: The fol-

lowing should be placed in a thali (tharia) or small waiter. A Rakhee,

flowers, malas, a lit deyaa, chandan (sandal paste) for tikka and

sweets. (TG-S 30 Oct 1994:14) 0 The dulaha will come and take

away the dulahin in the doli (wedding car). The dulahin’s [parents

will perform kanyadaan and give them their blessings. The dulaha

and dulahin will perform the seven steps around the fire. He will then

put sindoor for the dulahin. They will exchange malas and then he

will take her away in the wedding car. (Holass-Beepath 2002:99) 0

When de son hear, he an’ all come. So de man ha’ de mala (garland)

hyar in he neck. De son break de mala - it have gold bead in it.

(Mahabir 2005:49)

malacca apple n obs Syzygium malaccense, a cultivated tree and its

edible fruit, (fr origin in Malacca on the Malay peninusula) = plum

rose, >pomerac, pomme malac, pomme malacca 0 (Joseph 1838a:82)

0 That with leaves like a great myrtle, and bright flesh-coloured fruit,

a Malacca-apple, or perhaps a Rose-apple (Jambosa malaccensis and

vulgaris). (Kingsley 1880:373) 0 The malacca apple with its bright

magenta flowers, in shape not unlike long bottle-brushes. (Brassey

1885:125)

malaguena n A traditional type of Spanish song-dance associated

with the VELORIO ritual, /malagwena, malagwenja/ (< malaguena ‘a

song and dance of the Malaga region of Spain) 0 The following types

of music are played during the celebration: Galerons, Malaguenas,

Jotas and Estribillos which are accompanied by lyrics... The instru-

ments that generally accompany the music are the cuatro, bandola,

bandolin and maracas. (TG 27 Nov 1994:19) 0 The malaguena sig-

nalled the end of the velorio. I was never lucky enough to hear the

malaguena, which seems to have originated in the Canary Islands and

had peculiar major and minor harmonies. It would have reached Trin-

idad via Venezuela. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:114)

malanga, melanga n Colocasia esculenta, a cultivated edible tuber,

/malaqga/ (< LAS malanga, an edible tuber < Kikongo ma-langa, an

edible tuber, Caladium esculentum) = Chinese eddo, >dasheen, white

dasheen 0 Melanga. (Joseph 1838a:82) 0 Tannias, Yautias, Malangas,

Eddoes and Dasheens (Taro) - the “ground provisions” of so many
excellent local dishes. (77V 3,2:16) 0 (Johnson 2004:3)

malangene see MELONGENE

malassada, malassado n A sweet pancake-like dish of Portuguese

origin, made of fried batter and eaten with syrup, /malasado/ (< Ptg) 0

A type of pancake or float with a sweet syrup called ‘malassados’ was

eaten on the Tuesday before the beginning of the Lenten season

(‘Mardi Gras’ or ‘Shrove Tuesday’). It was made with egg and flour

[and spices] and was fried. Informants recall looking forward with

eager anticipation to consuming quantities of the ‘malassados’...

while observing Carnival parades in the Queen’s Park Savannah.

(Ferreira 1989:37) 0 Malassados, like floats, were popularly eaten on

Carnival (or Shrove) Tuesday. They were made of a mixture of egg

and flour and fried in small round light balls and were eaten with a

sweet syrup, such as orange syrup. (Ferreira 1994:84)

malatta n arc Mulatto; of mixed white and other race, usu. African.

Now generally considered negative. (< E, Sp mulatto ‘mixed race’) =

>mulatto 0 “Rise Sally rise, malatta, wipe your eyes, turn to da east,

malatta, turn to da west, turn to da very one, that you may love da

best, mulatta.” (Elder 1943, trad, song) 0 Malata (mulatto). He is ah

malata. - Local name for person of mixed race - usually of coloured

- European descent, ie Afro-European or Asia-European. (ESTT

1956) 0 A malatta (or mulatto) is the name by which Caribbean

Negroes designate a person one of whose parents is white in color,

the other parent being from any other ethnic group. The mulatto is

generally rejected by both white and Negro, either group to which he

does not fully belong. (Elder 1973)

mal balata 1 n Chrysophyllum sericeum, a fairly large native ever-

green tree, girth to 2.4 m (8' ). Bark dark, smooth to shallowly fis-

sued; underbark dark red with lighter streaks, contains a milky latex.

Flowers small, stalked, borne in clusters. Fruit orange-yellow, one-

seeded berry 2.5 cm (1") long. Seed slightly flattened, shiny reddish

brown. Wood hard, heavy; resembles BALATA but not as durable,

/mal balata/ (< FC mal ‘bad’ + resemblance to balata *) 0 (Marshall

1934:67)

2 n Pouteria coriacea, a native tree to 15 m (49'
) high. = coco

macaque^, >monkey balata 0 (Beard 1946:34) 0 (FTT 1947-2-3:127-8)

0 (MNP 2007)

malcadi see MALKADIE

mal d’estomac, mal de stomach n obs An illness or discomfort usu.

resulting from eating dirt or clay, poss. due to psychological distress

or nutritional deficiencies. (< Fr mal ‘illness’ + d’estomac ‘of the

stomach’) 0 [The use of] the Tread Mill... has been very beneficial to

the health of several prisoners, more particularly in cases of Mal

d’estomac and Rheumatism. (Fuller & Gloster 1823:10) 0 Cobham
(and other witnesses) said Sampson was suffering seriously from mal

d’estomac; and Cobham said he thought he ate dirt, which killed him.

Doctors Anderson and Warner who examined the body, exhumed

after three days, said they found no signs of serious injury. That

mal d’estomac could worsen suddenly and result in death. (POSG
21/28 May 1825, in de Verteuil 1992:309) 0 She suffered from mal

d’estomac and ate earth! (Urich 29 Mar 1832, in de Verteuil

1995:120) 0 “Thank you; but how is your negro boy, that have mal’

d'estomac?" (Joseph 1838b-2:9) 0 The unripe Canes during the

months of Sepr. Octr. and Novr. create Mal de Stomach but that does

not deter the Negro from eating them. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 The

slaves usually ate earth when they were suffering from mal

d’estomac. (de Verteuil 1992:397)

male bamboo n Dendrocalamus sp., a cultivated bamboo. = lances 0

Thickets of tall, graceful bamboo transformed the landscape into a

Chinese painting. These impenetrable clumps with star-like leaves

were called ‘male bamboo’ and also ‘lances’. (Bryans 1967:67)

male candle bush n Tob Piper hispidum, a native plant with thin

rough leaves. = >candle bush' 0 Three species of Piper are referred

by this name [candle bush] in Tobago. A species with thin rough

leaves is called Male Candle Bush (Piper hispidum) and one with

thick smooth leaves is called Female Candle Bush (Piper tubercula-

tum). The third species which resembles Piper hispidum very closely,

except it has nearly smooth leaves, is Piper guayranum: the two are

equally common. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1 983 :iv)

male Christmas bush n Austroeupatorium inulifolium, a native shrub

with pale lavender or whitish flowers. = >Christmas bush
1

, San

Miguel bush 0 (Morean 1990) 0 Eupatorium odoratum and Eupato-

rium inulaefolium are both known as Christmas bush. The latter is

called the male since its leaves are bigger; it also blooms in Septem-

ber/October, while the former blooms around Christmas-time. The

latter is less useful in cough preparations than the former. (Morean

1991:48)

male coral (snake) n Micrurus circinalis, the smaller of the two spe-

cies of venomous coral snake in Trinidad, (fr smaller size relative to

the female coral , M. lemniscatus diutius) = common coral (snake).
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corail
1

, >coral (snake)
1

, serpent, small coral (snake), Trinidad north-

ern coral (snake) 0 (Emsley 1977) 0 (Boos 2001 a: 144)

male malomay n Euphorbia hirta , a native plant to 30 cm (11.7"),

with milky sap. Leaves opposite in pairs from slightly swollen nodes,

slightly toothed margins. Flowers in 1 cm (.4") round clusters. =

>malomay 1

,
milk-head, milkweed2

0 To relieve Indifferent feelings

in the body drink the tea of the male Malomen. (Pavy 1987:24)

male papaw see pawpaw

malida, melida u A sweet, usu. made by Muslims, made of pieces of

PARATHA roti, GHEE, sugar, raisins, and spices, mixed together and

shaped into balls. (< U-H malldah 'a cake made of pounded meal (or

flour), milk, butter, and sugar’) 0 At Hosay time while the drams beat

at the front of the tadjah (Hosay) on the chowk, neighbourhood

women who have brought maleeda (sweet-meat) to be blessed are

joined by a few men in singing the wailing maseeha. (Alladin

1969:30) 0 The Muslim ladies brought plates of roti, ghose (curried

chicken meat) and maleeda (a sweetmeat made of sugar, ghee and

bits of roti mixed together) to be blessed, after which, the lot at home,

from which these “samples” were brought, was then distributed to

neighbours and friends. (Alladin 1970:33) 0 ‘You will have to offer

them a cock too,’ said the old man. ‘And maleeda - sweetmeat.’

(Naipaul 1976:44) 0 “Zahair, ah want some malida from by allyuh

fuh Eid eh.” (1990) 0 Muslims make sirni (or melida ) for their own
devotional worship, from ingredients that are similar to prasad. How-
ever, they make an effort to conceptually distinguish sirni from

prasad; sirni is not offered to the divine as such, but prayed over by

the imam , who asks for Allah’s blessing. (Khan 1994:256)

male nut n An inedible coconut which is small, and has little meat,

with tiny black specks, (fr male not bearing fruit or young) 0 Doh
take that one, that is a male nut.

malich adj Filthy; dirty. (< H-Bh malaich ‘of low origin; dirty’) 0 “All

here too malich.” (1990)

malin(g) see MARLIN

maljo, maljoe, malju, maljeu 1 n Evil eye; the belief that a conscious

or unconscious look of envy or ill will can harm someone, /malc^o/

(< FC malzie, Sp mal de ojo ‘evil eye’; < Yor fi oju buruku si ‘put

ugly eye on, Igbo /ole anja ocfijo/ ‘ look ugly eye’, Kikongo /ntadidi

je disu/ Took with bad eye’) = haimaray, najar 0 The young mother is

told that she must be aware of the evil eye, or mal-jo, as it is popularly

called... if the baby is too much praised, it will soon dwindle away
and die. To avoid this catastrophe, the person who praised the dear lit-

tle innocent, must not forget to pinch it and to say sans-reproche

,

or if

they neglect to do this, the mother or nurse must do it herself. (Inniss

1897:36) 0 I heard them say how my donkey grows. It seems like

they want to give it maljo... The whole thing is through jealousy.

Because they want to buy me donkey from me. (Keskidee Trio

“Dingo Lay” 1935) 0 Maljo - (mal ojo), evil eye (ESTT 1956) 0 They
still try to drive away maljo the ‘bad eye’, by making the sign of the

Cross on a child’s forehead. (Bryans 1967:138) 0 It was believed that

a new-born baby could become ill through maljoe or bad-eye and

there was great suspicion of anyone who obviously admired a baby

over-much. One sign of maljoe was vomiting. Certain old ladies were

said to have bad-eye and babies were kept from their sight... To cure

maljoe someone who knew the appropriate prayers would recite these

and blow over the child three times. (Alladin 1970:15) 0 The Mirror

newspaper boys used to attack him, his mal-jeu sent the whole team

crumbling. (Chalkdust “Goat Mouth Doc” 1972) 0 The ring had been

mounted. Imbued with incantations and spells, a spiritual electrified

fence against malju - the bad eye of envy, spite, and all too human
wickedness. “Don’t handle meat with it, or bathe a dead,” the Pundit

had cautioned. (Ramkeesoon 1975:69) 0 It is law in the village, that

anyone who goes to see the child does so in daylight, and not after

dark. It is feared that the evil spirit in its nocturnal perambulations

may accompany the visitor, giving it an indeterminate malady called

“mal joe or marusma”. (Ottley 1979) 0 “She give me hair maljo.”

(1980) 0 [M]y thoughts turned again to the Earth People after a ridic-

ulous argument with a long eyed fisherman who wanted 50 dollars to

disclose the prayers for curing maljo: I knew the prayers did not work

if bought. (Littlewood 1993:63-4) 0 To know whether a child had

maljo, you put a twig of the escobilla plant in his or her hand.... If the

child is afflicted the plant wilts. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:120)

2/i A disease, attributed to maljo 1

, characterized by fever, changed

colour, inability to urinate, loss of appetite and weight, greenish stool.

0 (Laurence 1970) 0 The symptoms of [maljo], as described by

Hispano-Trinidadians, are:l) inexplicable crying, 2) inability to uri-

nate, 3) droopiness or dullness, 4) loss of appetite, 5) green stool. It is

said to be caused by an individual who unknowingly has this evil eye

and who, on seeing a child, feels a possessive love for the child. Thus

he might say, “De chile fat an nice eh?” An adult hearing the remark

would either slap or pinch the child, hard enough to make it cry, or

say, “God bless it”. This is thought to ward off the effect of the evil

eye. (Thompson 1983:14-5)

maljo bean, maljoe bean n Canavalia ensiformis, a cultivated annual

leguminous semi-climbing plant. Fruit pod is 37.5 x 3.8 cm (15" x

1.5"), pale brown and stiff when ripe with two ridges running down
the back of the pod, containing 12-15 white seeds. Green pods used as

a vegetable; dried beans slightly poisonous, but when boiled may be

eaten. Folk belief is that if this is planted around crops it prevents

petty theft, (fr use as protection against maljo 1

)
= >horse bean, jack

bean 0 The placing of maljo... beans... on babies by their parents is

[possibly] derived from African traditions similar to those of the

“jumbie bead”. This bean is also reportedly planted on West African

gardens in order to protect [them] from praedial larceny... This tradi-

tion is also found in Trinidad and Tobago. (Morean 1991:14)

maljo blue n A bright clear dark blue, such as the colour of traditional

milk of magnesia bottles (fr belief that this colour wards off maljo). 0

He paint the baby’s bed maljo blue.

malkadi, malcadi, malkadee, malkadie, malcady, malcaddy n

Epilepsy; any convulsion or fit. /malkadi/ (< FC mal kadi < Fr mal

caduc ‘epilepsy’) 0 So, darling, doh bother with me, Because you

giving me malkadi. (Growler “Demi Gal” 1940) 0 A fellow jump out

the crowd as if he catch malcaddy, And only bawling Joe come by

me. (Wonder “Local Tea” 1950 pr) 0 I used to dream of bein’ a doc-

tor... But ah had to forget it... Every time ah see blood I use to ketch

malcady! (Sweetbread, EX 6 Mar 1993) 0 “When I was in Primary

School, I used to sit next to a boy who used to ketch plenty malka-

dee.” (Baptiste 1993:108) 0 Both madness and malkadi (fits) are usu-

ally regarded as the immediate consequence of obeah and they are

manifest by inappropriate actions. (Littlewood 1993:36) 0 St John’s

bush, both the yerba de San Juan and quiebra quiebra variety, was

recommended in preparing baths to cure malkadi or marasmus and

‘heats’ or rashes. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:123-4)

mallah n obs A Hindu caste of boatmen. (< H mallah ‘boatman;

sailor; manufacturer of salt’) 0 Gradually with the village settlements

coming up, the professional distribution and specialization was done.

Thus the... mallah took to fish and crab catching. (Jha 1973:36)

malomay, malome, malame, malomen, maromay 1 n Euphorbia

hirta [= E. pilulifera, Chamaesyce hirta), (E Queensland asthma

plant), a native plant to 30 cm (1 1.7"). Stems semi-erect or growing

along the ground, sparingly branched above the base, unbranched at

tip, with long, yellowish hairs and white underhairs; milky sap.

Leaves 10-45 x 3-17 mm (.4-1.8" x .12-. 66"), unevenly ovate, tip

blunted pointed, margin finely toothed, with scattered hairs above,

more numerous and longer beneath. Leaf stems 1-2 mm (.04-.04")

long, hairy. Flowers in round clusters up to 1 cm (.4") diameter. Fruit

capsule 1 mm (.04") diameter, roundish. Seeds oblong, 4-sided, pale

reddish, /malome/ = male malomay, milk-head, milkweed2
0 After

the placenta has been removed, the midwife first pounds wild coffee,

called malame, and boils it, giving it to the newly delivered woman to

drink. “As much as she want, a big glass full. That is to bring out all

the braised blood.” (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:114) 0 Materials

used in healing and conjuring. Leaves... maromay (milkweed).

(Simpson 1962:329) 0 Malomay, Malomen... An infusion of this

plant is used as a “cooling”... The latex from a freshly broken stem is

used to treat ringworm. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:84) 0 To
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relieve Indifferent feelings in the body drink the tea of the male

Malomen. (Pavy 1987:24)

2 n Euphorbia thymifolia ,
a native plant with milky sap. (< FC fimel

malome ‘female malome’) = >chickenweed2
, female malomay,

milkweed3

malomen see MALOMAY
malongo n In boiling sugar, an undesirable consistency of being too

sticky; a gooey state which ruins that batch of sugar, caused by over-

boiling. 0 The first time he tried, all he get was malongo.

malpalant adj Of a person, commonly gossiping, esp. maliciously,

and speaking badly about people. (< FC < Fr mal parlant ‘bad speak-

ing’; poss. also < Kikongo ki-mpala ‘quarrelsomeness; rivalry

among women’) = >mauvais langue 0 That girl too malpalant.

malziay crab n Scrawny; thin; small-sized, /malzje/ (< FC malzie

‘sore eye’) 0 “Doh bring me no malziay crab, na.” (1978)

mama intj Expression of surprise, astonishment, sometimes used

more frequently to and by women. = >mamayo, mami\ oui papa,

papa5
,
papayo, pappy(o)

mama cascadura, maman cascarado n Hvpostomus robinii , a fresh-

water fish. (< FC/Fr ma, maman ‘mother’, fr large size + cascadura fr

resemblance to cascadura) = anne-marie, mama cascadura, mama
teta

1

,
sdeta

1

0 A queer little fellow which is called a “Maman cascar-

ado,” which holds on to the stones in the river bed, by the sucking

action of its specially adapted mouth. (Mole 1894b:44) 0 Below them

on the rocks and stones in the bed of the river, holding on by their

sucker like appendages, were to be seen the curious and uninviting

mama cascadura. (Potter 1894:19) 0 The “Maman cascarado,” or

“M. Cascadura”... grows to a good size (18 inches), and is furnished

with a suction disk at its mouth to enable it to cling to the bottom

(mud, sand or stones), to stem the current. (Guppy 1922b:468)

mama dlo see MAMA GLO

mama drum, maman drum n A round African drum used in Orisha
ceremonies, played with a stick, or with a stick on one side and a hand

on the other; the largest of three drums in the set. Made of hollowed

wood with goatskin ends, tightened with cord or vines. See also

BOULA 1

,
OMELE. (< Yor iyalu < iya ‘mother’ + Hit ‘drum’, the larg-

est of the three drums played for the orisha) = bembem, bembo,
mother drum 0 The drums are headed on both sides... the boula, the

seconde, and the maman; all three are played with sticks... The
maman... is the one that “speaks” to the gods, and the rhythms from it

follow the dancing while also keeping time to the songs. (Herskovits

& Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F 86-D106) 0 The usual sets of three

drums, here called the bembo, (Mama), congo, (Papa), and amalie

(Baby). (Leaf 1948:178)

mama drummer n A drummer who plays the MAMA DRUM. 0 The
mamma drummer was afraid to touch the possessed woman, who lay

half upon his knees, (de Boissiere 1952:200)

mama gallay n A white jellyfish, poss. the large Aurelia, found on the

sea floor. (< FC mama < Fr maman ‘mother’ fr large size + gallay) =

ma gallay

mama glo, mama dlo, mama d’leau n A folklore character in the

form of a beautiful woman, sometimes snake-like, with long hair and

a fish-like tail who lives in rivers. (< FC mama dlo/glo < Fr maman
‘mother’ + de I’eau ‘of the water’) 0 (Thomas 1869:18) 0 Then there

were...mama d’leau - mother of the waters who is the great snake

character of the rivers. (Ahye 1983:45)

mamaguism n Flattery; deception, /mamagism/ (< mamaguy 1 + E -ism

‘process or completed action’) 0 Penny, without any mamaguism, is

one of those rare four-dimensional entities blessed with that enig-

matic feminine mystique and electrifying aura that makes man
bazodee. {EX 1977) 0 He extended his sympathy in a mamaguism
style. (Amuser “Sugar Workers March” 1993)

mamaguy, mamaguile 1 i’ Tease someone; deceive; try to get some-
thing by flattery, esp. by saying exaggerated comments or compli-

ments. /mamagai/ (< Sp mamar gallo, ‘tease; mock; make a monkey
of; in cockfighting, to excite the birds by having them tease each

other prior to fighting) = eyeball
1

0 To tell you how these constables

is so smart. With some of their screws, this is how they’ll start,

Mamaguy a girl, whenever in their arms. Expressing all they romantic

charms. And, soon as they know that the month is at hand. They will

frankly make them to understand. Believe me, this is what they will

say, That only sixty cents this month is me pay. (Growler “Police

Diplomacy” 1939) 0 If she tell you at all that she love you true. She’ll

be just mamaguying you. (Beginner “Second Hand Girls” 1940) 0

Mamaguy. Doh mamaguy meh fo meh money gul. - To flatter some-

one in order to gain. (ESTT 1956) 0 I said darling, 1 love quite sin-

cerely, She said honey, like you mama-guying me. (Small Island

Pride “French Romance” 1959 pr) 0 MAMAGUY, v., to flatter and

deceive, e.g., don’ mamaguy me. (Rodman 1971 :232) 0 “Ah feel dey

only mamaguyin’ we... on dem alcohol ads on tv, every time ah fella

takin’ a drink he does have plenty gyuls around im - but look - no

gyul ever come by me.” (Sweetbread, 18 Apr 1988) 0 “Then they had

the time when a junior Carnival queen had to stop playin’ she mas
because a nex’ setta people say how she mamaguying God. You ain’t

see these people don’t understan’ the Carnival?” {EX 8 Jan 1995:1 1)

2 n An instance of flattery or deception. 0 Most times, people claim, it

is easy to catch a woman with mamaguy. (TTM 17 Nov 1989:26) 0 It

is... no mamaguy to deplore among, say the technocrats, the coexis-

tence of high individual competence with a reliable and consistent

incapacity to contribute to the proper functioning of the economy and

the society in all of their wholeness. (777? Nov 1990:2) 0 Pappyshow
and mamaguy, Are my stock-in-trade. Fatigue, picong and laughter.

All help me make the grade. (Wilkes 1994)

3 adj Characterized by flattery or deception. 0 Every buildin' dat

goin’ up in dis country should have ah clause dat say dey mus’

include wuks of art as ah part of dey design. Dat way de artists in dis

country go be guarantee support from all dem mamaguy business-

men, who don’t put one cent into de arts, but always wonderin’ what

dis country cornin’ to! (Keens-Douglas 1984:3)

mama man n An effeminate or homosexual man. = auntie-man,

mamapoule, man-woman 0 Mama men confusion in Woodford
Square. (Bomber “Mama Men” 1973)

maman-balaou see MAMAN-BALOU

maman-balatre n arc Istiophorus albicans, a very large marine fish

with large back fin. (< FC mama < Fr maman ‘mother’ from large

size) = >maman-balou

maman-balou, maman-balaou n arc Istiophorus albicans (E sail-

fish), a very large marine fish with an enormous back fin and long

beak. (< FC mama < Fr maman ‘mother’ fr large size + balahoo, fr

resemblance of shape) 9) = maman-balatre 9 (de Verteuil 1858) 9

Maman-balaou. (de Verteuil 1884:389) 9 The Maman-balaou is the

Trinidad name for the great sailfish of the Indian Ocean (Tetrapturus

ampins). (Vincent 1910:93) 9 One of the crew, seeing a huge object

rise in the immediate vicinity of Pointe Rouge, raised a shout of

“Baleine” (whale), but on getting nearer, they espied the large fan-

like fin of a monster “Maman-Balaou,” or “Ocean Gar,” the largest of

the Scomberoides. Nearer still, they could make out the gigantic beak

or bill, possibly 10 to 12 ft. in length. (Vincent 1910:94) 9 The old

fisherfolk of [Chaguaramas] still talk with bated breath about the

gigantic maman-balou, the local name for the great sailfish which, at

the turn of the century, completely destroyed several fishing boats,

killing all their crews... reliable observers estimated his weight at

between four and five tons and his beak as being 12 to 14 feet in

length. (Morton 1957)

maman cascarado see MAMA CASCADURA

mamapoule 1 n An effeminate, fussy man. /mamapul/ (< Fr

maman-poule ‘mother hen’; poss. also < Kikongo miimpala ‘young

man; childishness; beauty’; poss. also < LAS mampolon ‘common as

opposed to fighting cock’) = auntie man, mama man, man-woman 9

[T]he term ‘Mama poule’, remains in the memory as a telling descrip-

tion of an old fogey. (Aspinall 1928:105) 9 ‘Mareeko,’ after the Span-

ish Maricon, and ‘Mama Poule,' both of which mean a pathic, hint that

catamitish delights are not unknown in this easy-going society. (Fermor

1950:176) 9 Mama poule - effeminate or clumsy fellow. (ESTT 1956)

9 Mamapoule - henpecked. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 9 The excess of care
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that one [governor] lavished on his adopted country earned him the

sobriquet of Mama Poule , a title that expressed in addition other

aspects of this gentleman’s character, (de Verteuil 198 1 : 1

)

2 n A person used for someone else’s purposes, esp. a man dominated

by a woman. 0 You’re using screws to make me a fool. But I ent no

mamapoule. (Lion “Buddy Abraham” 1939) 0 “How can I get [my

wife] to help with the work around the house, Nancy? I feel like a

mammapoule doing all this hard work by myself.” “Dotish men like

you deserve what you get. If you can't work things out with your own
woman, then stop complaining. Sorf men like you should simply do

as you are told.” (Bomb 13 July 1990:9) 0 Wha! doh mekjoke, ah pull

one bull pistle 'pon he, what allyuh tek mih fuh, ah cool, but ah ent no

mamapoule. (Macfarlane 1997:62) 0 “And you standing there like a

blasted mama-poule. Come on man, let’s go back there and settle this

business.” (Andersen 2004:284)

mamary adj Of a boy, considered to stay too close to his mother;

girlish, /mamari/ (< E mama + -y adj suffix) 0 “That boy too

mamary.” (1978)

mama teta, mamataiter, mama tater, mama teter 1 n Hypostomus

robinii , a fish that attaches itself to rocks by sucking with its mouth,

/mama teta/ (< Sp mamar ‘suck’ + Sp tela ‘teat’) = anne-marie,

mama cascadura, >teta
1

0 (Vincent 1910) 0 Mamataiter. (Alleyne

1974-80)

2 n Hypostomus watawata, a marine fish. 0 (LNP 1985)

3 n A talkative person, (fr similarity of wide mouth) 9 “She's one big

mama tater now since she come to live in town.” (Baptiste 1993: 108)

mamayo, mamao, mama oh intj Expression of surprise, astonish-

ment; sometimes used more frequently to and by women, /mamajo/

(poss. < mama + FC yo ‘them; plural’) = mama, mami 3
, oui papa,

papa
5

,
papayo 0 Mamayo or papayo. - An exclamatory remark signi-

fying surprise. (ESTT 1956) 0 Mama yo, this cold box of chicken

chest, Was found under her nylon dress. (Cristo “Frozen Chicken”

1957 pr) 0 “Gardez! Oui papa! She getting on as if she get de last

ring.” “Yes mamayo, any other woman who want ah ring have to take

de one in de bull nose.” (Lewis 1972:61) 0 Mamao oh ah start to

dance, ah start to prance. (Kitchener “The Bee’s Melody” pr, in

Williams 1992) 0 Mama oh stick fighting in town. (Super Blue “Wine
on Something” pr, in Williams 1992) 0 “Mamayo! What a huge

pumpkin you have growing in yuh garden.” (Baptiste 1993:108)

mamby-pamby n A stupid person, usu. male, /mambi parnbi/ (< E
namby-pamby ‘weakly sentimental; having a weak character’) 0

Mamby-pamby - a stupid fellow. (ESTT 1956) 9 “She determine’ to

make a mamby-pamby of the boy.” (Gomes 1978:19)

mami, maami, mamee, mammy 1 n Mother; sometimes grand-

mother. /mami/ 0 My mami sey she want fo see you. (PC 30 Apr
1904) 9 Poor people say, “If you cannot get mamee. Well, make up

your minds to suck your granny.” (Lion "Bargee Pelauri” 1936) 0

And that is why I sing “Mamy, Mamy, mind me baby for me, Mamy,
Mamy, mind me baby for me.” (Lion “Mamy Mine My Baby For

Me” 1938) 0 I’m definitely still at the Family stage. That’s what all

the maxi-taxi touts call me. You know what comes after Tantie?

Mammy, that’s what. (EX 29 Jan 1997:31)

2 n Aunt; mother’s brother's wife. (< H mami ‘aunt; maternal uncle’s

wife’) = maamii 0 mami [mother’s brother’s wife], or any equivalent.

(Klass 1961:96) 9 Just as the laawa is moving or jumping from one

end of the pot to the next, in the same way, the dulahin’s bahen,

phoowa, mother, maami and mousi are moving up and down with the

music. (Holass-Beepath 2002:56)

3 intj Expression of surprise, astonishment. = mama, >mamayo, oui

papa, papa\ papayo 9 I tried all the steps I knew, for although the

place was crowded you could still try your steps. I held her close,

cheek-to-cheek, and every now and then when the music was too

much for me, I let her go and did my pretty things. ..She looked up

into my face: “And you said you couldn’t rhumba!” “What to do. I

have to try, mammie, O God!” (Anthony 1967:46)

mami apple, mammee,/mammey/mame/ mammi, mammy apple n

Mammea americana, a cultivated tree to 25 m (80' ). Leaves opposite

in pairs, elliptical or obovate to 25 x 10 cm (9.7" x 3.7"), dark green.

exuding milky sap when broken. Male and female flowers on sepa-

rate trees; flowers white, solitary or a few together, fragrant, with 4-6

obovate petals to 20 mm (.8") long. Fruit 10-15 cm (.4-5.8") diame-

ter, round; skin rough, reddish brown, rather thick; flesh edible,

pulpy, yellow; 1-4 fibrous-coated hard seeds, /mami/ (< Taino mamey
+ E apple ‘round edible fruit’) 9 The Mamme Apple grows to the

Magnitude of a Pound Pear, its of a yellow colour, and eats like

Marmalade. (Poyntz 1683:15) 9 Marne Apple. (Joseph 1838a:82) 9

On the fruit of a wild “Mammy apple tree” three beautiful bronze

coloured beetles... were feeding greedily. (JFNC Feb 1894:303) 9

Peel and slice off the seed the flesh of two mammy [apples], (de

Boissiere ca 1945a:40) 9 Mammi-apple (ESTT 1956) 9 The

MAMMEE APPLE (Mammea americana ), which can also be eaten

when stewed. (Alford 1960:91) 9 These baskets contained some of

the best and sweetest fruits on the estate. Mamie-apples, Governor

plums... (LaFortune 1968:18) 9 Mammey Apple, Mammy Apple...

The seeds are grated and mixed in rum or in Coconut oil... and

applied to the scalp for head lice. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983: 120) 9 “Ah remember when Grannie used to treat we head with

mammy apple medicine.” (Baptiste 1993:108) 9 The mammee apple

can now be considered a rare fruit... The fruit itself is spherical in

shape with a rough brown skin about one centimetre thick. The fleshy

interior is apricot coloured and sometimes contains one or more than

one large brownish/blackish seed. The fruit can be eaten raw but is

also stewed and eaten as dessert. Fruits that are not quite so ripe are

sometimes used to make a jam or jelly-like preserve... The tree’s fine-

grained timber... is also used extensively for furniture and cabinet

making... There’s a special technique in peeling the fruit too... The

thick brown skin must first be cut carefully and removed. Then a thin-

ner layer inside peeled off. The fruit is then ready to be eaten. (EX 20
July 2002:27,29)

mami sapote, mamey sapote, mamee zapot, manic sepota, mam-
mee ciporte, mammee sapot, mamey sapote, mamee sipote,

mammy sapote mamme supporter, mamey cipote n Pouteria

sapota [= Calocarpum mammosum , Acras mammosa, Lucuma mam-
mosa], a native tree. Leaves oblong, 15-25 cm (5. 8-9. 7") long, spi-

rally arranged, dark, shiny. Flowers densely clustered. Fruit wrinkled,

15 cm (5.8") long, with edible flesh, very smooth seeds, /mami sapDt/

(< Amer) = sapote, shapot 9 Then there’s the Mamme Supporter... [it]

has two stones. (Poyntz 1683:15) 9 Marne sepota. (Joseph 1838a:82)

9 That tree with upright branches, and large, dark, glossy leaves tilted

upwards among them, is the Mammee Sapota (Lucuma mammosa),

beautiful likewise. (Kingsley 1880:373) 9 Plentiful: chinette. Ordi-

nary: mamesapote. (TG 12 July 1919) 9 Mammy sapote (CFNI

1971:17) 9 Mammee sapote, mammee sapote. Went up the Fort, Tie

up her coat. Like a dry-weather goat. (Tob trad, song) 9 The grated

seeds of the shapot or mamey sapote Calocarpum mammosum, the

nutmeg Mvristica fragrans and the tonca beans Dipteiyx odorata are

used in the flavouring of cakes and other sweetmeats. (Morean

1991:44) 9 I told him that on my forest hikes I sometimes found deli-

cious mamey cipote ; I loved them even more than mangoes and sapo-

dillas. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:208)

mamito n arc An affectionate name for a woman or girlfriend,

/mamito/ (< Sp mama ‘mother’ + -ito/-ita, affectionate diminutive) 9

I am working for money hard, Mamito, and you spend it bad. (Houd-

ini “Caroline” 1927 in Cowley 1993:4) 9 Oh Lord, Mamito, I don’t

want no bail. (Tiger “I Don’t Want Them to Stand Me Bail” 1938) 9

Oh laws, oh laws, darling mamito, Why you treating me so? (Black

Prince “You Pelt Me Bundle Before the Door” 1939)

mamits n arc Partner; pal; usu. used as a form of address, /mamits/ 9

Ey, Mamits! God bless mi eyesight!

mammy apple see MAMEE APPLE

mammy nice chile phr Used in talking to a child, or so a child can

hear, to show love and affection; usu. used by child’s mother. 9

Mammy nice chile, you are my little choo coo loonks.” (Baptiste

1993:37)

mammy sapote see MAMMEE SAPOTE
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mamoo, mamu n Asplundia rigida [= Carludovica plumieri\, a native

root-climbing vine, occasionally growing on the ground. Stems

slender, to 10 m (32' ) long, often branched. Leaves accumulated at

tops of branches, lanceolate, 35-80 cm (13.6-31.2") long, segments

2-15 cm (.8-5.8") broad. Male flowers 2. 5-3. 5 mm (.09-. 1") long,

deeply concave; female flowers 2.5-8 mm (.1-.3") broad, yellowish-

white. Stems and hanging roots used in making baskets. Sometimes

Evodianthus funifer ,
a similar climbing plant, /mamu/ (< LAS

mamure a vine < Amer/Tamanacan) = mamure, mamuse liane 0

Around your knees are probably Mamures (Carludovica), with creep-

ing stems and fan-shaped leaves. (Kingsley 1880:158) 0 Mamoo is [a

vine]... cut and pulled from the trees on which it is found running.

The bark is removed and it is stripped into various sizes to produce

stakes and weavers, and then sandpapered. (Green & Maunday

1968:3) 0 The calabash container was once also popularly used by

“Drainermen” or Canal Diggers. A small hole was made at the top of

the empty shell wrapped in the vines of “mamoo,” which was also

used to form a sling. In this way the workers could keep a supply of

cool water. (Morean 1985a: 18) 0 “Nobody collect mammoo for me
now.” (Morean M-79) 0 He used to make baskets with the mamure
vine but it was hard to find it nowadays. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:209)

mamu, maamoo n A term of address or reference for uncle, specifi-

cally the mother’s brother; also used for any male cousin on the

mother’s side of the same generation as the mother, /mamu/ (< H
mamu ‘uncle’) 0 Mamoo and maami come last night. 0 mamu
[mother’s brother] and any male cousin ([mother’s) side) of same

generation as [mother], (Klass 1961:96) 0 Maamoo. (Dwarika

1984:35) 0 Munnay found that the children and younger folks on the

estates showed great respect to their elders and called them Jahaji or

Mamoo, Chacha, Mousee Khala etc - never by their names. (Deen

1994:239) 0 “My niece called around three o’clock and say ‘Mamoo,
Sunil get shoot,”’ Roshard said. (EX 19 Aug 2002:3)

mamure n Asplundia rigida [~ Carludovica plumieri], a native root-

climbing vine, occasionally growing on the ground. Stems and hang-

ing roots used in making baskets, /mamure/ (< Amer) = >mamoo,
mamuse liane 0 [Mamure] mamuri, n. (Carludovica spp.) a plant that

grows in the tops of trees, the long tough aerial roots of which are

used in basketry. (Bennett 1989:31) 0 “But I use mamurey to make
basket. Basket lasts 5 years.” (Morean M-79 0 ‘Now when I get up in

the morning I does say my prayers, drink my coffee, wash a little

clothes, make basket when I get the mamure... I does have to get the

boys to go in the bush and find the mamure vine for me. I cyah go like

before.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:63)

mamuse liane n obs Asplundia rigida [= Carludovica plumieri], a

native root-climbing vine, occasionally growing on the ground. Stems

and hanging roots used in making baskets. = >mamoo, mamure 0 The
Mamuse liane (Carludovica plumierii)... the thrifty planter splits into

three and then weaves into cacao baskets. (JFNC Feb 1 895 : 1 55)

mamzel n Any dragonfly or damselfly. (< batti mamzel) = >batti-

mamzel, demoiselle
1

,
gully watchman, mademamselle, mademoiselle

Marie, zing 0 They were trying to hold the mamzels, but they moved
like the wind. (Ladoo 1972:17)

man lnA term of address to an adult man or woman, sometimes also

functioning as an intensifier. (< E man ‘used in the vocative to intro-

duce a remark; dial term of address to both men and women, usu.

indicating surprise, emotion, etc.’) 0 Man, ah mus tell you bout de

joke. (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 I said hello boys, and they both replied,

‘yes man.’ (TG 5 May 1933:1) 0 She said, “Lord Invader, hold me
tight, man, oy.” (Invader “Down at Rockaway” 1945) 0 “You mustn’t

give up, man!” Aurelia encouraged her. (de Boissiere 1956:327) 0

Mopsy broke off, puffing, and slapped Fred’s shoulder. “You blow
me out, man,” she laughed, (de Boissiere 1956:22) 0 “I tell him: ‘But,

man, I spend eight hundred dollars on it, man!’ He don’ want to hear

me at all, at all.” (de Boissiere 1956:70) 0 Afterwards she brought

him ponche crema made with brandy, eggs and milk. He raised his

glass to her in a toast. “You made this?” “Yes.” “Champion, man!”
And wagged his head appreciatively, (de Boissiere 1956:100-1) 0

‘Before I do anything, I have to cut his little lying tail.’ She spoke to

Baksh, kindly: ‘Man, let me see your belt a little bit, please.’ Baksh

replied with equal civility: ‘Yes, man.’ (Naipaul 1958:64) 0 She was

quite different from the ordinary Hindu wife... whereas other wives in

the village referred to their husbands as ‘man’ she called Sonnilal by

his name. (Lewis 1972:15-6) 0 “Yuh t’ink so boy Ragh?” she asked.

“Yes man gyul, Gawd go provide.” (Ramsawack 1983:51) 0 When
the bus stopped there came a comment, “So Driver you can’t even say

a ‘nice having you aboard self,’ or ‘see you again,’ gosh man Driver.”

(“What a Life” TG 20 Nov 1 99 1 : 7) 0 ‘I done with that, man. No step-

mother for my children. I go see about them’. (Gosine 1992: 165-6) 0

Was when Marva throw her hand ’round him fore-day morning, that

he wake up. “Marvs.” “Yes Nobby.” “I almost get frighten, man.”

(Alleyne-Forte 1994:9) 0 ‘Aye, feller, buy me a beer, nah man.’

(Boodhoo 1994:216)

2 sw/With an occupational word, used to denote someone working at

a particular job. Note: This suffix is used with words considered in

SE to include this already, e.g. preacher, carter. (< E -man ‘with pre-

fixed noun, denoting one connected with a certain place, building,

profession, business, society, etc.’) 0 Some other man you’ll have to

find. Chauffeur, porter or carter man, But don’t link up with no

policeman. (Atilla “Dem Policeman” 1939) 0 His parents did leave

they ajoupa hut in Tunapuna, and they lend they two cow to he uncle

so that he father could work as a cutlass-man in the air-base the

Yankee was buildin’ in Chaguaramas. (Khan 1987:53) 0 Longtime

like every man had ah role an responsibility. It had de preacherman,

icecream-man, iceman, papersman, paletman, taximan, policeman,

fireman, teacherman, waterwoman, garbageman an de sharpman.

(Foster 1990:81) 0 ‘Ali tell me he tinkin ah leaving sugar and turn

butcher-man,’ he told Seema. (Gosine 1992:8) 0 As a coconut man,

he must have climbed many a tree in his 40 years. (TTM 19 Sept

1993:4) 0 [The masseuses’] knowledge of “rubbing” was supple-

mented by observation of other midwives’ practice in the village and,

sometimes, by observation of their own fathers’ work as a “massage

man” (masseur/bonesetter). (Mahabir 2000:6)

3 prefAs a prefix, indicating a male animal. = boar, bull
1

,
ram 0 Two

man-rat cyaan live in one hole, (proverb)

4 n Emphasizing the status of adult male, in regard to strength, prow-

ess, etc. Usu. as I man
;
see also AS MAN. 0 Wen I man hungry ah doh

make joke wit meh food. (Foster 1990:33)

manac, manak, manaque 1 n Several species of native Euterpe palm

trees. E. oleracea [= E. beardii, E. confertiflora], a tall slender palm,

15-20 m (49' -65' ). Trunk relatively smooth, greyish, with slight

rings. Tends to grow in clusters, with one trunk taller than the

rest. Prefers damp lowland habitat. Leaves to 2 m (6.4' ) long, with

60-90 pairs of leaflets; the leaflets droop gracefully, giving a feathery

effect. Fruit a small glossy brown or black, 1 -seeded berry, about

1.2 cm (.47") diameter, borne in quantity. Inner part of the leaf bud is

edible; the outer part of the wood has been used in building. Euterpe

precatoria [= E. langloisii], a slender solitary palm, 20-25 m (65-80'

)

tall. Leaves to 2.5 m (8'
) long, arching and horizontal, usu. drooping

at the tip; to 70 pairs of frondlets, very narrow, 1 m x 1-2 cm (3.2' x

.4-. 8"). Flower stalk 60-80 cm (23.4-31.2") long. Fruits smooth, glo-

bose, 1 cm (.4") diameter, greenish-black. Heart of bud is edible;

sometimes used as building material; dried flower stalk used orna-

mentally. E. broadwayi
, a stout palm to 20 m (65' ), solitary or in

clusters; usu. with visible roots at base of the trunk. Shaft to crown

prominent, smooth, green, 1.5 m (5' ) long. Fruits purple, round,

diameter 1 cm (.4"). Usual habitat high forests and windswept expo-

sures; scattered and restricted distribution, /manak/ (< Arawak
manaka ‘E. oleracea ’) = mountain cabbage (E. broadwayi) 0

Manacque (Hart 1866:64) 0 Close to it rises another pillar, as straight

and smooth, but one-fourth of the diameter - a giant’s walking cane.

Its head, too, is in the green cloud. But near are two or three younger

ones only forty or fifty feet high, and you see their delicate feather

heads, and are told that they are Manacques. (Kingsley 1880:167) 0

We were shown... two kinds of Manac, one of which grows singly,

the other in stools, but to the inexperienced eye there is not other dis-

tinguishing point. (Euterpe oleracea and E. survulosus). The latter is
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said to be a capital antidote to snake poison. There is a curious

superstition connected with the portion which is said to have virtue;

only those roots which grow towards the rising sun are said to have

any efficacy - the other parts being perfectly useless. (JFNC Feb

1895:157) 0 Tall cane-like manacque palms. (Harris 1905) 0 Manac -

Euterpe broadwayana, E. langloisii. E. stenophylla, trees. (Beard

1946:36) 0 The commonest palms [here] are Palma Real (Jessinia

oligocarpa). Cocorite (Maximiliana caribaea ), Manac (Euterpe oler-

acea)... (Farrell 1980b: 15) 0 The inflorescence of manac is... at first

erect but after its dehisence... hangs downwards. The spadix is 6-8cm

long with many long white slender branches or rachillae drooping on

release. The flowers are white and sunken in pits giving the surface of

each rachilla a slightly wavy pattern. The inflorescence is very attrac-

tive and is collected from the wild and traded in the marketplace.

Each complete flower stalk fetches from $7.00 - $15.00 (July 1989).

0 Although the term "manac” is used generally to describe all the

Euterpe spp in Trinidad and Tobago, the name is most commonly
associated with Euterpe langloisii. [This tree] grows to 16- 18m tall

with a solitary trunk that is 12-1 3cm thick at the middle. The crown-

shaft is usually 1.5m long with the leaves which may be up to 2.5m

long spreading outwards horizontally before drooping at the ends.

There are usually about 60 to 70 or more pairs of pinnae or leaflets

which hang suboppositely from the leaf rachis. The pinnae are very

narrow, about 1-2 cm broad, about 1 m long, and spaced 3-4 m apart.

The inner leaf bud of the manac is used as a “cabbage” in the same

manner as the palmiste or cabbage palm Roystonea oleracea. This

involves the felling of the tree or the destruction of the meristem,

leading obviously to a reduction of the natural population of the plant.

The cooked bud has an astringent taste. Traditionally, this practice

took place on the occasion of East Indian weddings. (Morean

1990c: 12) 0 These dried flowers are used in dried floral arrange-

ments: they are used in their natural colour or may be dyed in various

colours... The manac inflorescence, or bunches with fruit are gathered

either by climbing, by the use of rods, or by felling the trees. The lat-

ter leads directly to the destruction of the natural population while the

negative effects of the former methods are slower. The first two

methods result in the reduction of fruit yield by the plant, or the wan-

ton destruction of seed material. One immediate consequence of the

destruction of the native manac population is the loss of a very impor-

tant food source of the oilbird. (Morean 1990c:23-24) 0 Manac...

When you cut the tree and let it bleed like when you cutting the

incense tree... leave it for about 4 to 5 days and then collect the gum.

Place it on fish eye, growing flesh, warts, etc. (Morean M-72) 0

(Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:20-24)

2 n The heart of any palm tree, esp. MANAC and COCORITE, used as

food. 0 “We making manak today fuh de bhandara.” (1990)

manacou see MANICOU

manacque see MANAC

man and man phr Between men only, without the involvement or

intervention of women. 0 “Leh we fix this up. I will ask me wife, she

was dey.” “Na, we is man and man.” (1990)

manare n obs Basket sifter; a square winnowing tray or sieve woven
from TIRITE. (< Arawak, Warau manari ‘sieve; strainer; sifter') 0

(Bennett 1989:31)

manawe v Pray to Hindu deities, /manawe/ (< H manawna, tnanana

‘persuade’) 0 “I manawe Shiva.” (1990)

man-better-man 1 n Achyranthes indica [~A. aspera var. obtusifolia ,

A. aspera var. indica
,
Centrostachys indica], a native, short-lived,

loosely erect plant to 1 m (3.2' ) high, branches often quite long and

thin. Leaves opposite, broadening to a rounded tip ending in a short

broad dagger-like point. Flowers small, greenish, in an elongated

spike, turning downwards and becoming spiny. Used medicinally;

sometimes planted with money to bring good luck. (< FC nom meye
nom, ‘man better man’, i.e. ‘the best man’) = better-man

1

,
lololap 0

Among other items they offer are: rosemary bush, okra seeds, laneb-

wah. Wonder of the World... graveyard bush, ayfayray, and man-
better-man bush. (Simpson 1970:60) 0 Lololap, Man-Better-Man.

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:4) 0 Man better man, Achyranthes

indica, is believed to impart great prowess upon a man when drunk

as a tea, used in herbal baths, or kept in his possession. (Morean
1991 :43) 9 How well do I remember the smell of mixed dried herbs

in my mother’s kitchen. Every child then was familiar with shadow
beni, orange peel, lime bud, herbes a pique, dite payee, cousin

maho, bois cano, St. John bush, vervine, worm grass, chandelier,

mini root, love vine, man-better-man, zebba femme, pain bush and

any number of other natural remedies. (Maynard 1992:83) 0 I

learned that cebolleta (onion plant), various ornamental tannias

(Spanish: ocumo ) or dasheen plants as well as man-better-man,

were turales or turaras. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:122) 0 Man-
better-man, Achyranthes aspera. An infusion of leaves and stems is

taken as required for bladder disorders and also for colds. (Seaforth

et al 1998:524)

2 n Pseudelephantopus spicatus [= Elephantopus spicatus. Distreptus

spicatus], a native plant 30-90 cm (11.7-35.1") high, simple or freely

branched; whole plant branches and stems appears tangled. Lower
leaves obovate, 5-15 cm (2-5.8") long, rounded tip, wavy or shal-

lowly toothed margins, sparsely hairy above, denser below; upper

leaves linear-lanceolate, much smaller. Flowers small, white, in a

small spike, solitary or a few together, in leaf axils. = better-man
2

,

devil broom 0 (FIT 1940-2-2:62)

3 phr Expression of challenge to see who is stronger, the better man.

0 Is man betta man heah today. (Ottley 1971:47)

manchineel, manchaneel, manchioneel n Hippomane mancinella

,

a

large native tree, to 20 m (65'
) tall, girth to 3 m ( 10' ), wide spreading

crown. Bark greyish and smooth; underbark whitish with pale salmon

brown streaks. Leaves alternate, 4.5-15 x 2-7.5 cm (1.8-5. 8" x

.8-2.9"), ovate, base rounded, margins sometimes scalloped. Male

and female flowers on 8 cm long stalk. Fruit spherical, 2. 5-3. 5 cm
(1-1.4") in diameter, 6-8-celled, green when young and yellow when
ripe; seeds about 4 mm (.16") long, elongated, flattened. All parts of

the tree contain a copious white latex which has a blistering effect on

the skin of the body, /mantfinil/ (< Sp manzaniUa < Sp manzana

‘apple’ + -ilia ‘little’, fr small round green fruit) = manzanilla 0 Man-
chioneel, is a sort of Timber for Plank, and Sheathing, so naturally

seasoned with some bitter taste, that the Worm will by no means

touch it. (Poyntz 1683:41) 0 Others assert that [the fish’s] bad quality

is caused by their eating of the manchineal apple that floats in the sea.

Several parts of our coast abound in manchineal trees, yet no one ever

was injured by poisonous fish in Trinidad. (Joseph 1 838a:7 1) 0 He
had simply wiped his face with his handkerchief, and had got the

acrid manchineel milk into his eyes. Remedies of various sorts were

tried; sweet-oil, sea-water, &c., but nothing gave him relief, and for

many hours he suffered the most excruciating agony... The leaves of

the sour-sop were boiled, and mixed plentifully with sweet-oil. and

with this mixture his face was lubricated; but it was not until the next

morning that he felt at all relieved, the inflammation remaining all

this day. So much for trifling with manchineel trees. (Day 1852-

1:302-3) 0 (Marshall 1934) 0 Ten days... must land crabs be kept in

their “crawl,” subsisting on greens, to prevent the possibility of their

feeding upon the poisonous manchineel. (Oakley 1941:413) 0 Man-
chaneel. (National Herbarium specimen sheet, 1951) 0 MANCHINEEL
...A large handsome tree with small shiny leaves and green fruit about

the size and shape of small apples. ... its sap and fruit are poisonous,

giving rise to severe blistering if allowed to get on one’s skin. These

trees have mostly been removed from the more popular bathing

beaches but are still to be found on most of the less frequented ones.

Visitors should beware of and keep away from them... Useful as a

windbreak on a sandy sea-coast region. DO NOT SHELTER UNDER
THESE TREES WHEN RAINING - the result would be blisters. (Alford

1960:81,87) 0 Manchineel... All parts of this tree contain a highly

poisonous milky latex which should be treated with great care. Bath-

ers who have left towels of clothing under these, machined [s/c],

trees, have been severely burnt and blistered, particularly if a shower

of rain has fallen and water has dropped through the foliage onto their

clothing. Children unwise enough to bite into the fruit may be made

seriously ill besides being terribly blistered about the mouth. Saline

or even sea-water applied quickly and liberally is probably the
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best first-aid treatment in such cases. (FTT 1979-2-10:681-2) 0

Manchineel... wood is not used, and should not be used even for mak-

ing a fire as the smoke will damage eyes, nose and mouth. (Quesnel

& Farrell 2000:74-75)

manchioneel see MANCHINEEL

Manding n A traditional dance of West African origin, characterized

by a rocking motion, /mandiq/ (< Mandingo, an African people asso-

ciated with this dance) 0 The Manding is extremely simple and with

very little variation of movement. The lead foot marks a strong

stamping step forward on the first beat, while the follow foot echos

the second. A sort of rocking motion is accomplished with the attack

on the first beat getting stronger as the dancer becomes more

involved. The rocking can develop into a slight jump, punctuated by

forceful movements of the hands in emphasis. The usual sharp low

mm shows itself once more in this dance. (Ahye 1978:109)

Mandingo, Mandinga 1 n A person of African descent, usu. Muslim,

particularly one with dark skin. This term can be used either respect-

fully or as an insult, /madiqga/ (< Mandingo, Mandinka ‘people and

language of a group from the upper Niger river area of present-day

Senegal and Guinea’; many were brought to Trinidad as slaves and

free labourers) = Madinga 1

0 During breakfast we were much amused

by listening to a dialogue on the subject of religion between Cuffy

and one of the negro sailors called Abdalla; the former was a creole

and a Methodist, the latter a Mandingo, and, like all his countrymen, a

Mahometan. (Joseph 1835:58) 0 Amongst the peculiarities of Trini-

dad, are the Mandingo priests, or African negro Mohammedans.
These fellows walk about the town in large-sleeved white surplices,

made very nearly like ours, broad-brimmed straw hats, bare legs, and

coolie sandals. They have very intelligent, though roguish physiogno-

mies, and are, indeed, said to be great rascals. The lower class Mand-
ingo priests usually wear the common robe of light blue. (Day 1852-

1:313) 0 Along the Belmont Valley Road, in about 1890, could be

found the African settlements of Rada, Mandingo, Ibo and Congo
families. (Mavrogordato 1977:113-4) 0 In the Naparimas in Trinidad

there is a Mandinga Road near Moruga where small groups of this

nation live and farm the land. They are still regarded as ferocious

fighters just like their ancient forebears... Trinidadians call them the

Mandinga Tigers and they are among the greatest kalindamen (Afri-

can stickfight) on the island. (Elder 1988:36) 0 In 1813, the Mandin-

gos constituted 10% of the slaves imported directly into Trinidad

from Africa. Also, numbers of them were brought in as free men to be

apprenticed to the planters, having been released from captured Por-

tuguese slavers after the end of the British slave trade in 1807; and

moreso after emancipation in 1834. In the second half of the nine-

teenth century they were to be found in groups in the southwest cor-

ner of the Montserrat district, in Moruga and in Port of Spain... they

were almost all Muslims... The Mandingos, properly so called, for

sometimes the name was given to any black Muslims, lived on a pla-

teau between the upper streams of the Senegal and the Niger. The

Mandingos were proud of their ancient Empire, of their race, but

above all of their religion. These black Muslims... remained as recog-

nisable groups, right up to the end of nineteenth century Trinidad,

when, in the popular mind, they became confused with the Mandin-

gahs, a Hindu caste of Southern India, associated however with the

Muslim, Hosay celebrations... By the 1830’s the Mandingos were

quite wealthy. Some owned plantations of cocoa and coffee, slaves

and houses in town... these Mandingos were eager to lend money to

other Mandingos to purchase their freedom, (de Verteuil 1992:249-

50)

2 n A person of East Indian descent, usu. Muslim, particularly one

with dark skin. This term can be used either respectfully, usu. in rela-

tion to ferocity or toughness, or as an insult. (< Madingo2) 0 Like the

Hausa, the Mandingo are largely Moslems. It appears that, in Trini-

dad, the Mandingo are often identified with East Indians - “Injin

from Africa” they are called. The similarity lay perhaps in the silky

hair texture of the savanna peoples who have intermarried with

Berbers and Tuaregs. In addition, one account explains the resem-

blance in terms of the veiled headdress of both Indian and Mandingo

women, the veils of the latter being an expression of their Islamicized

culture. (Wamer-Lewis 1991:19)

mandir, mundir n A Hindu temple. See also KUTIYA, siwala.

/mandir, niAndir/ (< H-Bh mandir ‘temple; refuge of Hindu ascetics’)

0 They passed the Mandir (Hindu temple). (Ramsawack 1983:70) 0 A
saddhu lived at the San Fernando temple, tended the gods in the

mandir, maintained the ablution of the lingam stone and cleaned the

ashram. (Clarke 1986:102) 0 Tucked away down Ethel Street in the

heart of St James is the Port of Spain Hindu Mandir (temple) known
by its devotees as Paschim Kasi (Benares of the West). (Sandpiper

1990:13) 0 “With growing affluence among Hindus of the country,

there was the erection of mandirs, for Hindus saw no expenditure too

great a sacrifice. It is believed that these observances would sanctify

the home and it gave Hindus an opportunity to share their wealth.”

(TG-S 14 Oct 1990:21) 0 Trinidad is dotted with numerous mandirs

or temples. Most of these mandirs belong to various Hindu organisa-

tions though some are independent as they are not affiliated to any

organisation. (Maharaj 1991:25) 0 [In addition to] the traditional

mandir activities of bhajan singing and Hindi classes... In several

mandirs, sports, dramas, debates, vocational activities and educa-

tional programmes both of a secular and religious nature take place.

(Maharaj 1991:25) 0 The first large temples (mandirs) built in Trini-

dad after the turn of the century had followed the model of those in

India (basically, a building with a separate, inner shrine [garba griha\

to house the main deity, with an adjoining room or building for other

shrines and a linga. (Vertovec 1992:121) 0 The wooden pole popped

at its base... and fell on a mandir, bringing down house lines, ripping

apart a section of a covered area and steps of a nearby house. (Bomb 1

Jan 1993:23) 0 Her mission... was to collect pure water for charha-

awaying at various mandirs... She left Chaguanas at 7 am that morn-

ing on teerath aiming to have darshan at nine selected mandirs across

the nation... They offered pooja, havan, aartee, flowers, prasad and

seedhaas at all mandirs... “We arrived at Vishnu Mandir where all the

moortis were dressed in clothes. The devotees gave us lots of fresh

flowers for our teerath”... Exchange Mandir was the last stop on the

teerath. “We arrived there at sandhya time, 6 pm. It is a very beauti-

ful, quaint dirt mandir.” (TG 26 Nov 1995:11)

mandolin n A stringed musical instrument used in PARANG; pear-

shaped with a flat back, about 45 x 24 cm, 4 wire double strings.

Similar to bandolin, which has rounded back. (< Sp/E ‘a musical

instrument having four to six metal strings stretched on a deeply

rounded body’) 0 (Silva 1989:25)

man food n Tob Any food item considered to increase a man's sexual

virility. 0 ‘It’s Good for the Back'. This phrase is used to describe any

food considered to be a male aphrodisiac. In Tobago there is an

apparent need on the part of some men to ensure that they are sexu-

ally able at all times. So important is this that there are foods known
as ‘Manfoods’... there are foods that are said to ‘cut your nature’, in

other words reverse the process... Most Man Foods are made by boil-

ing some animal or vegetable part and then adding the resultant liquor

to other ingredients to make a ‘Punch’. A basic ‘Punch’ is made up of

milk, eggs, sugar and a variety of flavourings, fruit, vegetable etc. It

is the flavouring ingredients that transform the ‘Punch’ into a ‘Man
Food'! And here are a few examples: Pacro, a small crustacean living

on the rocks. Turtle penis (the punch is known as Turtle Bother-

ation!). Shark head and Shark fin. Linseed oil, Cow skin, Fish roe and

melt (eggs and sperm of fish), ‘Naked Boy’ tree bark. (Nelson &
Puddy 2004:50)

man for man, man fuh man phr As one man to another; like a grown

man; as good as another man. 0 But look how de boy talking to he

fadda man fuh man. (Ottley 1971) 0 We cut rice paddies for about

two hours steadily, working in the part of the field near the river... We
were using grass-knives, and after Mr. Gidharee had shown me what

to do, I did not need any more showing and we cut rice man for man.

(Anthony 1967:29)

mang, mangue 1 n Mangrove swamp, /map/ (< E mangrove
; FC

mang < Fr mangue) 0 When cane catch fire, turtle lookfo ’ mang. A
mang (mangrove?) is a tree which grows by the water. “All (this has
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to do with) quarrel - two women, when dey catch proper quarrel, dey

burn down de house.” The saying is used when one tries to make

peace between two persons who are quarreling. It is also used to

express scorn - “anyt’ing is good enough fo’ he, now.” (Herskovits

1945:203) 0 The vines used in weaving [baskets] can be obtained in a

type of mangrove area... referred to as the “Mangue" by villagers.

(Woodroffe 1974:4) 0 “Water coming from the nrang cold.” (1987) 0

And as for a Christmas tree, people used to leave Belmont and go

down in the Mang, - that is how they used to call the mangrove

swamp on the Beetham and cut a branch, spray it green or white and

that was their tree. “But then they had to stop people from that wan-

ton cutting because all now so it wouldn’t have no mangrove.” ( TG
18 Dec 1995)

2 n For Flindu women, the parting of the hair in the middle of head

where SINDUR is applied. 0 Make ah mang to put de sindur.

mangarail see MANGRIL

mang bush n Flemingia strobilifera , a naturalized leguminous plant

whose light brown bracts enclose the flowers. = Chinese peas, hops,

kidney bush
2

, money bush
2

, money plant, tantan fowl-back
1

,
>wild

hops
1

0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:70)

mange, manj, manja n A coating made from water and a starchy sub-

stance such as Hour, sometimes including ground glass, applied to

kite string in order to be able to cut an opponent’s string, /mac^,

mad^a/ < Punjabi, Bengali manja ’mixture of ground glass, rice flour,

egg and water put on kite strings’; often incorrectly considered

derived from FC manje < Fr manger ‘eat’) 0 And how I long for the

delight. Of playing with my “madbull” kite. With “manje” on thread,

and “zwill” on tail. And wings to “vont! vont!” in the gale. (Fortune

ca 1950-59:1 1) 0 Placing a paste made of ground-up glass on a pre-

selected portion of the lead-line; this is known as mange (pronounced

“mahange”) ... most duelists use a combination of zwill and mange...

all-paper kites seldom contain zwill in their paper tails, although they

might contain mange on their short lead-line. (Greenhall 1976:19-20)

0 Manja, Manja, Oh yes... Yer grind up de Glass Bottle, an mix it in a

Paste an put it on yer thread, an wen yer rub it on odder people thread,

it cut it. (Matura 1982:25) 0 Mange... was another method of cutting

an opponent’s kite... a fragment of broken glass bottle was ground to

a fine powder and mixed with a paste which had been made from

either starch or flour. The paste was applied to the thread and allowed

to dry, so becoming a cutting instrument... A competing kite flyer

would then try to pass his thread over his opponent’s thread, to eat it

away and - Ayo! (Bynoe 1985:54) 0 “Zwill”, “rake” and “mange”
was, and I suppose still is, used to cut other people’s kites adrift and

the sight of a kite spinning helplessly adrift in the wind was greeted

with joyous shouts of “Hiyo!” (TTY 1995:7)

mange and catch phr The action of cutting an opponent’s kite string

by using MANGE, and obtaining the other’s kite. (< mange + prob. FC
manje < Fr manger ‘eat’) = mange and take 0 “Mange and ketch” is

the expression used when a kite is won using “mange.” (Rampersad

1993:10)

mange and take phr The action of cutting an opponent's kite string by

using MANGE, and obtaining the other’s kite. = mange and catch 0

That is mange an take!

mangeera see MAJIRA

mange lapin n Hyptis atrorubens, a native plant with aromatic leaves.

(< FC mange ‘eat’ + lapin ‘rabbit’) = ground mint, wild mint 1

0 (Lau-

rence 1976:6)

mangeur de cacao n obs Any woodpecker or woodcreeper, birds

which search for insects on tree trunks. This name would usu. be

applied to such birds when seen in cocoa trees. (< Fr mangeur de

cocoa , mangeur de cacao ‘eater of cocoa’ fr belief that the bird is eat-

ing cocoa pods when it is really looking for insects in them) = Car-
penter (bird), charpentier, cocoa-eater 0 Picucule (Dondrocolaptes)

Four species... Mangeur de cacao, or cacao-eater, (de Verteuil

1884:368) 0 This bird was at one time shot down wherever found, by

the cocoa planter, from whom it received the wrong name of Man-
geur de cacao, for it was believed that it destroyed the ripe pods and

ate the sweet mucilage around the beans... though it may attack pods

into which insects have already effected an entrance, it does not eat

the bean. (Potter 1894:19-20)

mango abricot see MANGO APRICOT

mango anchar, mango achar n A sweet or salty, peppery preserve

made from green unripe mangoes. (< mango + anchar ‘pickle’) =

>anchar 0 Then pouring ice cold water into a lothar she said, ‘Sastra

is here, she will be happy to see you. Try a little of the mango achar.

Let me help you.’ (Persaud 1993:75)

mango apricot, mango abricot n A variety of cultivated mango.

Medium to large sized, with a crease down one side. = >mango
zabico 0 The mango apricot, which is delicious and can scarcely ever

be bought at less than one cent each. (Inniss 1910:137)

mango bastapool n A variety of cultivated mango. 0 Smiley talk

about mango cedar, turpentine, papaw and bastapool. (EX 14 Aug
1994:25)

mango belly-bef, belly-beff n A variety of cultivated mango. Very

large, meaty, round, without much flavour; no threads on seed. This

may have been imported or introduced from Grenada, where it is also

called bellyfull. = bellyfull mango, mango bellyful 0 Dey go call tings

like de perfume after de names of famous Trinidad mangoes, an’

make dem especially for certain parts of de society. For instance...

Perfume Belly-Beff go be for dem big belly people. (Keens-Douglas

1984:60) 0 “These people just like big mango, doesn’t matter if it has

no taste, just big and plenty meat, like mango belly bef.” (1990)

mango bellyful n A variety of cultivated mango. Very large, meaty,

round, without much flavour; no threads on seed. This may have been

imported or introduced from Grenada, where it is also called bellyfull.

= bellyfull mango, mango belly-bef 0 (Morean 1993)

mango big n A large variety of grafted cultivated mango. = big-meat

mango, >Graham mango, mango big-meat, mango Graham

mango big-meat n A large variety of grafted cultivated mango. = big-

meat mango, >Graham mango, mango big, mango Graham 0 Jean

reminded the house that Tobago is blessed with two of the sweetest

varieties of mangoes — mango little pa and big meat. (EX 14 Aug
1994:25)

mango bullstones n A large variety of grafted cultivated mango, usu.

used for preserves, (fr resemblance in size and shape to a bull’s

stones)
= donkey-stones mango, ten-pound mango 0 Then he start to

call mango. “You ever hear bout Mango Bullstones?” Well, the fellas

laugh for so. Bullstones is a mango bigger than a graham, we heard;

it’s a full meal for La Brea people. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25)

mango calabash n A very large round variety of cultivated mango, (ft

resemblance in size and shape to a calabash
1
fruit) = calabash mango

0 There are other varieties which are becoming pretty, such as Mango
calabash (a good table fruit). (Inniss 1910:136) 0 She bent and looked

at the leaves closely... maybe it was a mango-calabash, or a mango-

leatherskin or mango-cheese or mango-spice. (Selvon 1957:96) 0

Tom... swing the talk to the different kinds of mangoes Trinidad

have: vert or long mango (hog mango to Tobagonians), cutlass,

starch, doudouce, teen, sugar, graham, rose, calabash, julie and

zabico. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25)

mango canelie, mango carnel n A variety of cultivated mango. (< Fr

canelle ‘cinnamon, SPICE’, from its fragrance or taste) 0 Barry went

on to talk about shilling mango, fancy mango, mango camel, mango

ice cream and La Brea girl. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25)

mango cedar n A variety of cultivated mango. 0 Smiley talk about

mango cedar, turpentine, papaw and bastapool. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25)

mango cheese n A sweet made from mixing mango pulp and sugar,

and cooking until this is very thick and heavy; it is then left to stand,

and can be removed in squares or slices. (< E cheese ‘a conserve of

fruit having the consistency of cheese made from milk') 0 Mango
Cheese... approximately 8 mangoes of good quality not fibrous....

When pulled aside the mixture should be very thick and heavy and

leave sides of pot clean. (Flunt 1985b:24) 0 Mango Cheese: It looks

just like a slab of cheddar cheese, but tastes nothing like it... sweet

and tangy. (EX 1 1 Aug 2000:29)
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mango chow n A salty preserve made from unripe mangos. (< chow)

0 Mango Chow. 6 half-ripe mangoes (mango Rose), 1/2 cup lime or

lemon juice, strained, 2 tbsp salt, 1 cup comishaw, 1 hot pepper or

pepper to taste, 3 red and green sweet chilli peppers, seeded and cut

into rings. (Hunt 1985:18) 0 First was mango chow. We use tuh make

dat wit full or half-ripe mango. In somebody big enamel bowl or

plastic bowl. We use tuh cut up mango an add salt, pepper an water.

Sometimes after ah game of cricket or pitchin marbles, We use tuh

have ah feast. We would eat chow till we teeth edge. (Foster

1990:1 12) 0 East Indians in Trinidad use “bhandhanya” in curries,

appetizers such as chutneys, amchars, kuchelas and in the ever-

popular mango chow. (HERBS STAR 4 June 2000:13)

mango cochon n A variety of cultivated mango. (< Fr cochon 'pig;

hog’) = hog mango

mango cutlass n A variety of cultivated mango; long, thin, slightly

curved at the end; greenish when ripe, (fr resemblance in shape to a

cutlass
1

)
= cutlass mango

mango doodoos mango doodoots, mango doudouce n A variety of

cultivated mango; small; skin light yellow with red blush; tlesh

medium-light yellow; medium threads on seed. (< FC < Fr doux

‘sweet’) = doodoos mango 0 There are other varieties which are

becoming pretty common, such as... Mango Mango-Doudouce.

(Inniss 1910:136) 0 Man-go! Man-go passing! Mango starch, mango
do-doos. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:23)

mango egg n A variety of cultivated mango; very small, about 5-7.5 cm
(2-3") diameter. Egg-shaped; bright yellow skin; orange flesh; some

threads, (fr its small egg-like shape and size)

mango glo n A variety of cultivated mango; round; juicy; seed has

very large threads. (< FC glo ‘water’)

mango-head 1 n A long oval head, usu. believed to be caused during

the birth process, (fr resemblance in shape to a mango-vert) 0 They

used to call him Mango-Head, and now he’s a big pappy, they does

call he Mister Mango-Head! 0 He had a mango-vert head, broad at

the forehead and crown, an angular jaw. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:43) 0 Everybody knew Manoghead. He was a personable bud-

ding master of ceremonies, who didn’t care that his head was shaped

like a mango, or that people called him Mangohead. (Andersen

2004:127)

2 n Stupid or unintelligent person. 0 You is a real mangohead, boy.

mango hog n A variety of cultivated mango. Very large; skin green,

sometimes with dark purple blotches. Flesh pale yellow; no threads;

very small seed. Usu. eaten half-ripe with salt. (poss. fr tough, hog-

like skin; or fr being liked as food by hogs) = hog mango, mango
cochon

mango hummingbird n obs Probably either Anthracothorax nigricol-

lis or Phaethornis guy, hummingbirds. = >plastron (A. nigricollis);

>brin blanc, doctor, fork-tailed hummingbird, green-throated hum-
mingbird (P.

guyi) 0 The Mango Humming Bird... is one of the com-

monest of the humming birds in the Antilles, but wherefore it is

called the Mango Humming Bird is hard to tell. (Joseph 1 838a:5 1

)

mango ice cream n A variety of cultivated mango; very sweet;

creamy taste, (fr ice-cream-like texture and flavour) = Blackman
mango, ice cream mango 0 Barry went on to talk about shilling

mango, fancy mango, mango camel, mango ice cream and La Brea

girl. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25)

mango joe n A variety of cultivated mango. 0 “It have a mango that

does only grow in Chaguaramas call mango joe. When yuh eat it yuh
must close your eye, fuss it sweet.” (EX 14 Aug 1994:25)

mango John n A variety of cultivated mango; found near Blan-

chisseuse.

mango julie n A widely cultivated and desirable variety of cultivated

mango. Large, somewhat flattened; skin green with reddish area;

flesh medium to dark orange, sweet, juicy; relatively small seed with

few threads. = >julie mango 0 Twelve o’clock a rock cake and a [JU-

C], And for my dessert twenty mango julie. (Terror “My Plan to Beat

Joe Louis” 1950 pr) 0 Mrs. Affou’s garden, poultry and cultivated

plants, including grafted oranges, mango julie, cocoa and pears were

swept away. (EN 22 Sept 1954:1) 0 “My neighbour and I may agree

to pick mangoes from each other’s trees, but we could not do this on a

one-to-one basis if his tree is a mango vert and mine a mango Julie.”

(EX 2 Nov 1986:6) 0 Mango Julie, the champagne of mangoes: This

mango is so sought-after that consumers are willing to pay sometimes

up to $3 per mango. When fully ripened it is orange in colour and is

positively delicious. (EX 1 1 Aug 2000:29)

mango kakapool n A variety of cultivated mango; presumably has

small black spots on skin when ripe. (< FC kakapoule ‘fowl feces’) 0

(Morean M-82)

mango koden n A variety of cultivated mango; very small, round,

about 5-7.5 cm (2-3") in diameter; skin greenish-yellow. (< FC koden

‘pebble; small rock’)

mango leatherskin n A variety of cultivated mango; skin thick and

leathery. = leatherskin mango 0 She bent and looked at the leaves

closely... maybe it was a mango-calabash, or a mango-leatherskin or

mango-cheese or mango-spice. (Selvon 1957:96)

mango little pa n Tob A variety of cultivated mango. = little pa

mango 0 Jean reminded the house that Tobago is blessed with two of

the sweetest varieties of mangoes - mango little pa and big meat. (EX
14 Aug 1994:25)

mango long n A common variety of cultivated mango. Small to

medium size; longer than wide; slightly curved at one end. Skin green

to yellowish; flesh medium to dark orange; seed has many long

threads. Often used to make anchar. (fr relatively long length com-

pared to width) = long mango, >mango vert 0 Nico stretched his hand

and took one of the sweetest mangoes from the basket. There were in

the basket Mango Tin, Mango Long, Mango Suze-za-matan, Mango
Rose, Mango vere. Mango Calabash. (LaFortune 1968:34)

mango pawpoi n A variety of cultivated mango. Medium-sized,

rounder and shorter than the MANGO VERT, with curved top and

slight hook. Green to dark yellow when ripe, turning orange-yellow

with a few black spots toward stem end when very ripe, sometimes

with a reddish blush. Some have slight groove near stem end, like

MANGO ZABICO. Skin very thick. Flesh dark orange, somewhat gran-

ular; moderate size seed with moderate hairs; a turpentiny first bite,

long aftertaste; turpentine taste reduced in very ripe ones. 0 Smiley

talk about mango cedar, turpentine, papaw and bastapool. (EX 14

Aug 1994:25)

mango Peter n A big, round variety of cultivated mango. Skin green

with orange blush, often with black spots. Flesh sweet, with very few

threads.

mango rose n A variety of cultivated mango. Round; skin has a rosy

blush and usu. black spots; fruit indented near stem. Usu. used green

for CHOW. (prob. < reddish rose colour on skin) = rose mango 0 The

mango rose, which is only fit to feed pigs with. (Innis 1910:136) 0

Mangoes: Could be classified as the King of all tropical fruits.... The

third class a common type, comprises the Verts, Rose and Turpentine.

(Rampersad 1963) 0 They say Adam and Eve used to suck mango...

They say it was a rosy red fruit, so it was mango rose in truth. (Fluke

“Adam and Eve” pr, Williams 1983) 0 The other families in the area

had lovely mango rose and mango vert trees and had no objection to

our climbing and picking, on the understanding that we shared the

fruits of our labours with them. (Araujo 1984:14-5) 0 There are

plenty of mangoes up there: calabash ,
rond, teen, zabrico ; I could not

be bothered to eat mango rose on such a day, rose is only good for

“chow”. (Bynoe 1985:26) 0 Mango Chow. 6 half-ripe mangoes

(mango Rose). (Hunt 1985a: 18) 0 [H]e and Pappa Bois return home,

happier than a grap of sickia in a riping mango rose tree. (Narine

1996:29)

mango round, mango rond n A variety of cultivated mango; very

sweet; round, /maqgo r5, rop/ (fr shape) = round mango 0 Mango
Round - A very sweet and popular mango which was valued for its

flavour and texture and grew throughout Belmont. It was ‘roundish’

in shape - hence its name. Unfortunately, it is quite rare nowadays.

From the French, rond. It was given its French pronunciation - ‘with

the ‘d’ silent and the ‘on’ nasal. (Bynoe 1985:59) 0 Let’s get some
half ripe mango vert before we go up for some of Old Joe’s mango
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round. “Anybody bring salt?" (Bynoe 1985:5) 0 “And Blanchisseuse

have one call mango round - that is mango fadder.” (EX 14 Aug
1994:25)

mango season n Period of doing without; lack of food or other things,

(fr times when there is nothing to eat but easily found fruit such as

mangos) = guava days, >guava season, guava times 0 These days is

mango season.

mango snake n obs Tob Probably Corallus ruschenbergerii
,
a non-

venomous snake; the snake most likely to be found in a tree in

Tobago. Note: Despite the 1933 quotation, there are no venomous

snakes in Tobago, (prob. < mangrove, fr common habitat) =

>cascabel\ cascabel dominion, common tree boa. Cook’s (tree) boa,

doghead, dormillon, mangrove cascabel. mapanare, sleeping rattle-

snake, tet-chien, tree boa (constrictor), yellow-marbled tree boa,

yellow tree boa 0 When the snakes were examined, they were found to

be deadly and much dreaded mapapires, locally known as the “mango

snake.” Both snakes were 7 feet long, the male being 7 1/2 inches in

circumference and the female ten. (TG 18 Mar 1933:5)

mango spice n A variety of cultivated mango; medium to small size.

Skin very thin, pale orange with dark orange-red blush; difficult to

peel. Flesh has very mild taste, few threads. = spice mango 0 She bent

and looked at the leaves closely... maybe it was a mango-calabash, or

a mango-leatherskin or mango-cheese or mango-spice. (Selvon

1957:96)

mango starch n A variety of cultivated mango. Small; skin dark yel-

low, usu. with black spots. Flesh medium light yellow, creamy taste,

with short numerous threads. = starch mango 0 “You know the kind

of mango I like to eat.” “The best,” said Doris. "Mango starch is the

best.” (LaFortune 1968:34) 0 Man-go! Man-go passing! Mango
starch, mango do-doos. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:23

)

mango suce-ma-tante, suze-ma-tante, suze-za-matan n A medium-

large, grafted variety of cultivated mango; yellow skin, no threads on

seed. (< FC suce ’suck’ + ma ‘my’ + tante ’aunt’) 0 There are other

varieties which are becoming pretty common, such as... Mango
Souce-ma-tante. (Inniss 1910:136) 0 Nico stretched his hand and took

one of the sweetest mangoes from the basket. There were in the bas-

ket Mango Tin, Mango Long, Mango Suze-za-matan, Mango Rose,

Mango vere. Mango Calabash. (LaFortune 1968:34)

mango-teen, mango-tine, mango tin n A variety of cultivated

mango; resembles a MANGO LONG, but slimmer; very green skin. 0

There are other varieties which are becoming pretty common, such

as... Mango-tine. (Inniss 1910:136) 0 She bent and looked at the

leaves closely. It didn't look like a long-mango tree, or a dou-dous, or

a rose, or a mango-teen, which grew wild on the hill. (Selvon

1957:96) 0 Under the heavily laden tray of fruit he balanced on his

head, he wore a broad hat of plaited grass... “Mango ’teen!” he

incanted... “Mango vert! Mango 'teen! Mango dou’-douce! Mango
’teen! M-a-n-g-o z-a-b-r-i-c-o-t!” (Hercules 1961:136) 0 Tom...

swing the talk to the different kinds of mangoes Trinidad have: vert or

long mango (hog mango to Tobagonians), cutlass, starch, doudouce,

teen, sugar, graham, rose, calabash, julie and zabico. (EX 14 Aug
1994:25) 0 Teen: A small, oval shaped mango, although sweet when
ripe, it often gets “watery” when there is too much rain. (EX 1 1 Aug
2000:29)

mango turpentine n A variety of cultivated mango, with a very high

level of strong-tasting turpenoids. (fr turpentine-like taste) = turpen-

tine mango 0 ‘This is a mango-turpentine tree,’ she told herself,

thinking of one of the rarest species of the fruit, ‘and when it grow big

it could sell a penny for one in the market.’ (Selvon 1957:96) 0 Smi-

ley talk about mango cedar, turpentine, papaw and bastapool. (EX 14

Aug 1994:25)

mango vert, mango vere n A very common variety of cultivated

mango; small to medium-sized, slightly curved. Skin remains green

when ripe; flesh has many threads. Seed relatively long and flat,

/mapgo ve:/ (< FC < Fr vert ‘green’ fr remaining green when ripe) =

long mango, mango long 0 Mango verts are pretty plentiful, and is the

kind most liked by Creoles, and are very good in taste, but some folks

(foreigners mostly) do not like them, on account of their threads.

which prevent them from being used as table fruit; in fact the only

way to enjoy them, is to eat them a la Creole, that is, turn up your

cuffs and tackle them with your teeth and fingers,... and then have a

wash up. (Inniss 1910:136) 0 Peel and slice six green mangoes verts,

(de Boissiere ca 1945a:38) 0 The sergeant is a tall bony red-skin man
with long long hands and knotty knees above his putties, and his head

shape like a mango vert seed. (Lovelace 1982:123) 0 “What I do

question is the imbalance between material benefits on either side.

My neighbour and I may agree to pick mangoes from each other’s

trees, but we could not do this on a one-to-one basis if his tree is a

mango vert and mine a mango Julie.” (EX 2 Nov 1986:6) 0 Mango
Vere: better known as “Long mango”, best eaten ripe or half-ripe.

Long and kidney-shaped. It is often used to make amchar, kuchelar,

curried mango and chutney. (EX 1 1 Aug 2000:29) 0 Girls also made
improvised dolls with dried seeds of the mango fruit, particularly that

of the mango “Vert” which, unlike other fleshy varieties, was stringy

nearer the seed. The seed was sucked very dry, the stringy part that

tended to be at the top was plaited to give the impression of hair and

on the firm seed eyes, nose and mouth were drawn with ordinary pen

and ink. Unlike other species of mangoes that gradually turned yel-

low as they became ripe for eating, the mango Vert (French for green)

remained green when ripe for eating. (Cummings 2004:1 10)

mango zabico/zabricot/zabican n A variety of cultivated mango;

medium to large sized; skin greenish-yellow; crease down one side,

/maqgo zabiko, zabwiko/ (< FC zabrico < Fr les abricots ‘apricots’,

fr resemblance in colour and shape to apricot) = mango apricot 0

Under the heavily laden tray of fruit he balanced on his head, he wore

a broad hat of plaited grass... “Mango ’teen!” he incanted... “Mango
vert! Mango ’teen! Mango dou’-douce! Mango ’teen! M-a-n-g-o z-a-

b-r-i-c-o-t!” (Hercules 1961:136) 0 The second type comprises the

Calabash, Zabricot, Doudouce, Starch and many others with distinc-

tive names. (Rampersad 1963) 0 I buy ten dollar Mango zabican.

(Matura 1982:9) 0 He had ah wide variety of mango: vere, cora,

zabico, starch, calabash, doo-douce, turpentine, sousay-matin, julie

an rose. Spanishman had mango like peas. (Foster 1990:113) 0

Morass reminded him that it have two kinds of zabico: the green

watery one and the yellow sweet one. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25)

mangril, mangarile, mangarail, mangrile n Tiny black onion seed

used in Indian cooking, /marjgril/ (< H-Bh mangril, usu. crushed and

added to vegetables) 0 Mashalas (spices) like... mangarail... are also

sold in some markets. (Jha 1973:42) 0 Mangrile. (Dwarika 1984:35) 0

Mix some mangrail in de masala.

mangrove cascabel n obs Corallus ruschenbergerii, a non-venomous

snake. (< mangrove, fr common habitat + resemblance to cascabel
2
)

= >cascabel’, cascabel dormillon, common tree boa, Cook’s (tree)

boa, doghead, dormillon, mango snake, mapanare, sleeping rattle-

snake, tet-chien, tree boa (constrictor), yellow-marbled tree boa,

yellow tree boa 0 The mangrove-cascabel, or dormilon... bears the

greatest resemblance to the true cascabel, but, on all accounts, is not

poisonous; it is very common all along the lower Caroni, and may
often be seen sluggishly extended on some branch that stretches over

the river, (de Verteuil 1858) 0 Just after passing this gang we found,

lying by the road, two large snakes, just killed, which I would gladly

have preserved had it been possible. They were, the Negros told us,

“Dormillons,” or “Mangrove Cascabel”... here considered as very

poisonous, owing to their likeness to the true Cascabel. (Kingsley

1880:324)

mangrove crab n Goniopsis cruentata, a crab; mottled grey and black

or dark purple with large cream or white spots and blotches in the

mid-region; yellow or cream underside; legs purple, with red and

orange on the upper side and pale yellow on the underside, (fr com-

mon mangrove habitat) 0 (Stonley 1971:324) 0 Crabbing: Mangrove

or Red Crabs, Blue Crabs & Sea Crabs Tides & Moon Phases, (ad,

Newsday 25 Apr 2006:B-46)

mangrove dog n Procyon cancrivorus cancrivorus, a mammal. Fairly

slender body and legs; muzzle pointed and slightly upturned; long

front toes regularly used like hands. Fur light reddish-brown with

white underparts and dark legs; round black markings around large
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eyes; tail marked with black rings, (fr habitat and similarity to dog) =

alco, chien mangue, mangrove dog, >raccoon 0 The alco or mangrove

dog was formerly domesticated by the Indians; its pointed nose and

bushy tail makes it resemble more the fox than the dog. (Joseph

1838a:39) 0 Racoon, Mangrove dog, Chien mangue. (JFNC Apr

1893:167) 0 “Racoon”, “Mangrove Dog”. This species is common in

the coastal mangrove swamps, in the Oropouche Lagoon... but it also

penetrates far up into the mountain forests, probably following the

streams for crabs. Also eats ripe fruit. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 163)

mangrove mapepire n Liophis cobellus cobellus, a nonvenomous

snake, to 79.5 cm; aquatic and smooth-scaled. Light or olive green to

green-black; belly light green speckled or barred with dark greenish

black. Found in low-lying swampy areas. (< E mangrove ff common
habitat + mapepire4)

= >mangrove snake, mapepire mangue, water

snake
3
0 (Boos 2001a:98)

mangrove pargue n Lutjanus griseus, an edible marine fish.

(< mangrove fr common habitat + pargue) = butterfish
2

,
green par-

gue, >mangrove snapper, pargue, pargue mang 0 (Vincent 1910:47) 0

(Mendes 1940:13)

mangrove rat n Nectomys squamipes palmipes, a rat often found near

streams and rivers, (fr common habitat) = bank rat, >Trinidad(ian)

river rat, water rat 0 (Boos 1986)

mangrove snake n Liophis cobellus cobellus ,
a nonvenomous snake

of Trinidad, small to medium-sized to 79.5 cm; aquatic and smooth-

scaled. Light or olive green to green-black, with or without yellow

flecks over the body. Belly light green speckled or barred with

dark greenish black. Found mainly in low-lying swampy areas.

(< mangrove fr common habitat) = mangrove mapepire, mapepire

mangue, water snake
3
0 (Boos 2001a:98)

mangrove snapper n Lutjanus griseus (E grey snapper), an edible

marine fish. Body moderately flattened from side to side; top of head

slightly concave; long pointed snout. Pair of teeth on the upper jaw

much larger than those on the lower jaw; anchor-shaped patch of

teeth on roof of mouth. Back fins spiny; tail fm slightly concave.

Body colour variable; back and sides dark grey to grey/green, some-

times with reddish tinge or blotches; lower sides and belly greyish

with reddish blush. Scales on side of body often have orange-rusty

dots on centres. Dark stripe on head in juveniles; may also have a

blue line from middle of upper jaw nearly to end of gill cover. Lives

on or near river bed in range of habitats from coastal and offshore

waters, including coral reefs, mangroves and estuaries. Commercially

important food fish. (< mangrove ff common habitat) = butterfish",

green pargue, mangrove pargue, pargue, pargue mang 0 (Vincent

1910:47)

man-hot adj Of food, very hot, spicy. 0 Miss Ivy’s pig-foot souse, not

to mention her bull-jowl, was to him a good part heaven. She sea-

soned it to a miraculous bum of peppers, all man-hot. (Holder

1959:175)

manicou, manaco, manacou n Didelphis marsupialis insularis [= D.

nudicaudata
\
(E black-eared opossum), a small marsupial mammal

with greyish white fur and a long almost hairless tail. It is widely

hunted for food, /mamku/ (< Amer) = kekresay 0 Opossums or Mani-

cous. (de Verteuil 1858:418) 6 The manicou, or opossum (a marsu-

pial), like the porcupine, betrays his proximity by emitting a

powerful, unpleasant odour. (Collens 1888:17) 0 The Manaco... an

animal like the Opossum, is common, and is very destructive in the

poultry-yard; it has, like the Kangaroo, a pouch wherein it is able to

secrete its young. (Hay 1899:46) 0 We had lately had an extremely

trying time with manicous. They ate the cocoa and feasted on the

fowls like vampires till we could bear it no longer and organised a

manicou hunt. (TG 22 May 1919:3) 0 The Manicou is mainly frugiv-

orous... Traces of insects were however found in four stomachs

examined. (Vesey-Fitzgerald 1936:164) 0 For he made me present of

a manicou. (Caresser “My Wedding Celebration” 1938) 0 On Christ-

mas Eve the men go out to make that final hunt perhaps to catch that

last tatoo or manicou to be used on Christmas day or boucanned for

Boxing Day. (The Nation
,
Christmas Annual, 1959:44) 0 Then boy,

we come to ah river. The manicou make one jump and he cross.

Me make a sprint and take off from the bank. (Ottley 1972:10) A
Checklist of animals which are usually hunted during the close sea-

son, such as agouti, deer, tattoo, lappe, manicou and iguana, is being

drawn up so that the authorities can closely monitor the situation and

enforce the ban. (EX 25 June 1987:3) 0 ‘When I give my fighting

cock the juice from the plant, and your cock seeing my own, he run-

ning, because what your cock seeing is the manicou spirit or the

guana spirit in front of he and he taking off.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:59)

manicou bird n Geothlypis aequinoctialis aequinoctialis \~ Trichas

velatus] (E masked yellowthroat warbler), a small bird, 12.5 cm (5")

long. Male crown grey; upperparts yellowish green; broad black

mask from forehead through eye to ear-coverts; underparts bright yel-

low. Female duller below, no black mask. 0 (Chapman 1894:24) 0

(Williams 1922:127) 0 (ffrench 1991:353-4)

manicou crab n Pseudothelphusa garmani [~ Kingsleya garmani], a

large dark brown or brownish red crab which resembles a dead leaf

on the forest floor; it inhabits forests in mountainous areas. They are

caught only during the rainy season when they vacate their dry season

burrows and “run” over the mountainsides. The female carries the

eggs and young under the flap of the belly, (fr carrying young in a

pouch, like a manicou) = black crab, bush crab, >manicou crab,

mountain crab, red crab 0 2 manicou crabs or blue crabs. (Hunt

1985a:7) 0 Many tropical amphibious snails... land crabs (eg. moun-

tain or manicou crabs... and fishes (eg. lung fishes) have evolved a

lung for air breathing, whilst retaining gills for water breathing.

(Innes & Taylor 1986:5) 0 Fallen [Chaconia] fruits are taken by the

mountain crab or manicou (opposum) crab Pseudotheiphusa garmani

which is commonly found on Trinidad’s Northern Range mountains

during the rainy season. (Morean 1992j:42)

manicou fig 1 n Bromelia plumieri, a native ground bromeliad plant

with long, spiny-margined leaves. Fruits resemble plums or very

short FIGS, in bunches on a short stem, (fr fruits being liked by wild

animals such as manicou) = agouti fig, gouti fig, karata, pinguin,

tatou fig, wild pine
1

0 Terrestrial bromeliads are found... in a few spe-

cies of... Bromelia. Among the latter is the “manicou fig”... which is

also known in Trinidad by the names “tatou fig”, “pinguin” or “ping-

wing”. (Morean 1 989b:2 1 ) 0 The “manicou fig” derives [its] local

name from the fact that opposum or Manicou... feeds on the fruits of

this plant. The armadillo or tatoo... also feeds on the fruits hence the

alternative local name “tatoo fig”. On account of its popularity as a

food source for the above wildlife, some hunters often set barrel traps

with ripe fruits, especially bananas for manicous whenever manicou

figs are in fruit... It takes some effort to tug apart the individual fruits

from the clump. The fruits are covered by brown hairs which children

[typically] remove from the surface by brushing on the edge of their

blouse or shirt. The smooth, shiny outside is then split open with the

teeth and the fleshy inside enjoyed... One needs to be very careful and

select only ripe fruits... The meristem or growing point of the “mani-

cou fig” is very close to the ground, and as the fires bum rapidly, only

the leaves are burnt... Since the plant often grows in clumps, the spiny

leaves create an imposing barrier and it is sometimes used by rural

farmers as a living fence. (Morean 1 989b:2 1 -2) 0 Other plants

included... Manicou fig (Bromelia plumieri), the fruit of which has a

strong pineapple flavour and [is] used to make drinks. (Sewlal

2004:17)

2 n A cultivated banana of the AAB group SILK. 0 [The] manicou

fig... is only moderately vigorous and does not bear heavily... very

susceptible to Panama disease and its cultivation has certainly

declined during the past 30 years for this reason... the ripe bunch is

unmistakable because the fruits, if full, split very readily and the skin

breaks transversely on the upper face of the pedicel so that the fruit

falls, tearing off a strip of skin on its under-surface as it does so. The

flesh is dead white, attractively sweet-acid if fully ripe... but unpleas-

antly astringent if not. (Stover & Simmonds 1987:128,163)

manicou goziey, manicou gros-yeux 1 n Caluromys philander trini-

tatis (E woolly opossum), a marsupial (pouched mammal); 28.8 cm
(11.5") long + tail 48.7 cm (19.5"); weight to 3.2 kg (7 lbs). Hair
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greyish, dark stripes on face. Hair is long, fine and woolly; basal half

of tail furred; the rest hairless and prehensile. (< manicou + goziey

< FC gwo zie < Fr gros yeux ‘big eyes’) = big-eye goziey manicou,

goziey manicou 0 Manicou gros yeux. (JFNC Apr 1893:168) 0

“Manicou Gros-Yeux”... The commonest of the small opossums

throughout the plantations of the western end of the Northern

Range... Though eating fruit, being especially fond of Portugal

oranges, this species is largely insectivorous, being very partial to all

varieties of large insects which it is extremely dextrous at catching.

(Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 164) 0 The manicou gros yeux, a pretty lit-

tle creature, usually left unmolested, is often noticed peering down
with the great luminous eyes whence its Creole name is derived, in

sudden affright at the hunters who are in pursuit of its larger cousin.

(Gordon 1931:725) 0 (Alkins 1979:12-3)

2 n Large, bulging eyes. 0 (ESTT 1956) 0 “De chile lookin’ jes like

de father with he manicou gros yeux.’’ (Baptiste 1993:109)

manicou man n A cunning or sly person; a timid man, considered not

manly, (poss. fr manicou 's habit of playing dead rather than fighting

when attacked) 0 They would all admit to finding fashion comfort...

What do all these men have in common? Believe it or not, all ah dem
is saga boys! Chances are that one of them is you. You would proba-

bly deny it (West Indian men hardly ever do). “Dat is for manicou

men.” (EX-2 14 Feb 1988:18) 0 Are you a man or a manicou? 0 Gyul,

Bob is ah real manicou man. Mary homing him front, back and centre

wid he pardner. (Trini Talk, Peter Ray Blood, Dec 2002)

manikee n A model dummy cock used in training fighting cocks,

/maniki/ (prob. < E/Fr mannequin ‘a model of a human figure for

the display of clothes’) 0 “Hold the manikee all up here. I will go

fifteen minutes, then I will rest him off. I would hit him a next

fifteen.” (1990)

manima, manema, maniement n A movement; a daring or bold step;

a characteristic bit of style or showing off skill. Often used with make
or FC fe ‘make, do’, /manima/ (poss. < FC manye ‘manner; how’
+ -mwen ‘my’; poss. < Shona manyimanyi ‘iridescence’; poss.

< Kikongo manama ‘standing over; threatening’) 0 The races, as

usual, seemed to have been the chief topic of the monotonous ditties,

the following being the most popular, in celebration of Sangschaw’s

victory: “Come down with your Sangschaw manema." (Mirror 8 Feb

1910:7) 0 They make a lightning manima: QUAREZ! (Fortune ca

1950-59:3) 0 Well as man ah make me manima, then she start to

watch me in a way, like she vex because ah dingolay. (Kitchener

“Mrs. Harriman” 1972) 0 The manual labourer becomes an admiral;

the high-ranking executive sheds his robes of authority, arms himself

with a yard-broom and performs the chores of a street-sweeper.

[Carnival] gives the indiscreet elderly woman the chance to shed her

respectability for a brief moment "pour faire manima”. (Maynard

1992:96) 0 By “maneger-ing” or “fer maniement”, the kite flyer dem-
onstrated the skill of “mounting” the kite so it ascended; ducking it so

it made a sharp downward turn and taking it back up or “walking it”;

in which case the kite was made to move along to right or left in an

apparently measured manner. (Cummings 2004:107)

manioc (cassava) n Manihot esculenta, a cultivated edible tuber.

/maniDk/ (< Taino manihoc. mandioca) = cashra, cassada, >cassava,

coosada, cumanioc, kamanioc, manioc (cassava) 0 Manioc. (CFNI
1971:25)

manioc shape! see MAYOC SHAPEL

manioc water n obs The clear poisonous liquid remaining from the

processing of BITTER CASSAVA. = >cassava water 0 Prisoner [was

charged] with administering two table-spoonsfull of bitter cassava

water to a male child, with intent to kill and murder the said child...

also asked who gave the child manioc water. (POSG 8 Oct 1844:2)

manj see MANGE
man jack, man-Jack, manjack n Anyone; everyone; usu. with all or

every. (< colloq E every man jack or every Jack man ‘every individ-

ual man’) = all man, Tom, Dick and Harrilal, tout moun 0 “Every

manjack have to pay tax.” (Macaw 1960:14) 0 For the parade of ath-

letes on the opening day was too grand a thing to take lightly. It

needed everybody, every man-jack who was in the sports. A parade

had to be big to look good. (Anthony 1963:22) 0 They were there

already, all man jack with a paint brush, painting hell out of the front

wall. (Jones 1973:125) 0 It had one big bakanal wid de Bee Wee
pilots and dem an... dey fire an all man Jack and well had to rent

plane. (Mamits LPOS, TG 27 May 1979) 0 It look as if every man-
Jack go have to see for heself nex’ year. (Keens-Douglas 1984:1 17) 0

Benjamin bowled Javed with an in-swinger he never saw and every

man jack in the oval jumped either in ecstacy or agony. (EX 17 Apr
1988:8) 0 He... further stated that in Central Trinidad, in contrast to

the international indicators, there was no correlation between educa-

tion, income level and drinking patterns. Or in common parlance,

down in Central Trinidad, high, low, rich and poor, dunce and bright,

every manjack drinking grog and drinking hard to boot. (Bomb 5 Oct

1990:14) 0 The third bandit, medium height, gun in his left hand

opened a brown bag, commanding every man jack to empty their

pockets. (EX 28 Nov 1993:18) 0 “Ah want every man Jack to come
out de dirt an go an bathe.” (Baptiste 1993:65) 0 Arright, I’ be’n get

five-six bakra people who be’n get nearly arl de lan’. We never ques-

tioned that: arl ahwe, every man-jack be’n ge’ ’e own likkle piece ah

lan’. (TG 27 July 1998:11) 0 [W]hen it came to Bertie he squirmed

and baulked for about five minutes threatening to drown every man-
Jack if they laughed at what eventually came to light. (Andersen

2004:352)

manjack n Cordia collococca [~ C. glabra], a fairly large native ever-

green tree, native to lowland forests in both islands. Leaves elliptical

to obovate, leathery, to 18 x 9 cm (1" x 3.5"), often asymmetrical at

base. Flowers small, white, on many-branched stalks. Fruits globular,

1 cm (.4") in diameter, translucent red, 50 and more in a cluster, very

conspicuous. Each fruit contains one hard rough seed embedded in a

sticky jelly-like substance. Wood soft, light. = bird lime
1

, clammy
cherry 0 (Marshall 1934:71) 0 (FTT 1953-2-4:198-9) 0 To the man-

jack tree with the birds singing in its green branches. (Lovelace

1968:27) 0 In Tobago I watched a flock of about 20 gulls feeding on

the berries of a manjack tree 400 ft above sea level and about a mile

from the shore. The birds took the fruit on the wing, hovering beside

the branches in a rather ungainly fashion, (ffrench 1991:156) 0

(Quesnel & Farrell 2000:131)

manjak, manjack, munjack, munjak n Asphaltite or glance pitch; a

hard, brittle, lustrous black rock, one of the purer forms of bitumen;

very high quality asphalt pitch; found in natural deposit seams in

south Trinidad, /mancbjak, mAndjak/ (of West Indian origin, prob.

< Amer) 0 From some of the Mountaynes issues out great quantities

of tarre, some black others green, and yellow, and the very cliffs

toward the sea are stored with a sort of Munjack, not much unlike

Pitch, to the eye, which serves very well for Trimming Ships. (Scott

1669: 43 b) 0 The Munjack is nothing else than an Confirmation or

Coagulation of the Tarr... into a more solid body, which Munjack

were it in a frigid... Zone, would be absolute Cole. (Poyntz 1683:49) 0

Down below, in the heart of the mine where the manjak rests... there

is very little to be seen... The contrast between the dull clay and

the semi-metallic black green of the manjak itself is very striking.

(Dodsworth 1904) 0 The Trinidad liner “Maraval” called... for New
York... with 1,131 bags Trinidad manjack... 1,500 tons crude lake

asphalt, 633 tons dried lake asphalt. (POSG 14 Sept 1907:4) 0 Natural

deposits of manjak occur in Trinidad on the Sobo Road, ca. 4.5 km
east of the Pitch Lake, at Williamsville, and in Vista Bella and

Marabella north of San Fernando. The two last deposits were com-

mercially exploited during the first decades of our century. The min-

ing of manjak was suspended in 1920 due to its low selling price.

(Boomert 1984a: 15)

manjay v Clean, scrub, esp. of cooking WARES. See also MANJNA.
/manege/ (< H-Bh manjna ‘scour; scrub; clean’) 0 Manjay: to scour

utensils. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:18)

manjil, manzihl n A stop made when carrying a corpse in a Hindu

funeral procession. /mancbjil/ (< H manzil ‘a day’s journey; boundary;

limit; goal’) 0 On the way to the cemetery... stops [are usually] made.

The ritual at this
‘

manjiV differs. At each stop all sit... a white cloth is

spread on the road and the rath (baglee) is placed on top of it...
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[rituals are performed], (Ali 1975:23) 0 They does stop five place fuh

de munzil.

manjineel see MANCHINEEL

manjira, mangeera, manjeera, majira, rnajeera n A traditional

Indian musical instrument; small brass finger or hand cymbals played

by striking together, /mancfjira/ (< H-U-Bh manjira) 0 It is the beat of

the Tablah, the Dholak, the big bass drum, the Dhantal, and the

Mangeera, accentuated with a melodious voice and the timely danc-

ing of an individual. (Rampersad 1963) 0 Special instruments such as

the Dholak (a small skin drum), Kartals, Mageeras and Jam (cym-

bals) accompany the Hindi singing and dancing. (Ahye 1988b: 106) 0

Much of the dialogue [to Indian religious drama] is now in English,

but the songs remain largely in Hindi and are delivered with the musi-

cal accompaniment of dholak, dhantal, majira, kartal and harmo-

nium. (OPNL Mar 1989:2) 0 These are three sizes of brass cymbals,

the janj being the largest and used with the tassa, whilst the majeera is

the smallest. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 1 1) 0 They assemble the instruments

one always see at satsangs, as indeed at all Hindu religious events in

Trinidad: the harmonium, the dhantal (a long metal spike against

which is struck a u-shaped metal plectrum), the tabla (one-sided

small drum), the dholak (larger, two-sided drum), the kirthal (wooden

frame set with small castanets, made to fit over a musician’s hand),

and the manjira (two small brass cymbals, attached by string, to be

clashed together gently). These are the traditional instruments of

Trinidad Indian music - but others are welcome, and one Sai Centre

boasts a fine violinist. (Klass 1991:131) 0 Bus excursions to the

beaches were popular. The men travelled in one bus and the women
in another. They carried their dholaks, their majeeras, their dhantals

and sang songs all the way. (Ramaya 1992:22) 0 Indian songs have

Indian words (Hindi, Sankskrit, Bhojpur, and occasionally Bengal) or

have Indian “music” (that is, are accompanied by Indian instruments

such as the dholak drum and manjira (finger cymbals). (Myers

1998:91)

manjna n A scrubber, cloth for washing WARES. See also MANJAY.
/mandjna/ (< H manjna ‘scour; scrub; clean’) 0 Manjna: a scouring

pad. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:18) 0 “Bring some coconut fibre to

make manjna.”

mankiller fig n A variety of cultivated banana, of the AAA group red.

= gros jean, mataburro, red fig, red donkey fig, red mataburro 0

(Stover & Simmonds 1987:162)

mankind n All the men around; everyone. (< E mankind ‘human

beings in general; men') 0 Wen she walk dong de street in ah tight

pants or ah mini skirt. Mankind use tuh stop talkin an jus stare an sal-

ivate. (Foster 1990:37) 0 If dey had curry channa or pumpkin talcarie

was en’less boundary. Mankind had tuh loosen dey belt. (Foster

1990:78)

man-man adv Carried out between two people without outside

involvement, e.g. argument, bet, or conflict. (< E man-to-man

‘between two individuals, usu. male’) = mano-mano 1

, manos-manos

0 “I ketch all kind of snake already,” he went on, “mapipire bite me,

cascabel bite me, mapanare bite me,” he said, showing me some

small black scars, “but let me tell you how I fight a macajuel man-

man one time in Cunupia high-wood.” (TG 10 May 1933)

man meet man phr Said to indicate that someone has met his match. 0

If you see them - man meet man.

manners 1 n A little bit of food left behind on the plate to show that

you have proper manners and are not greedy. = manners bit 0

(Haynes 1987:55) 0 “You didn’t leave any manners.” (1990)

2 v Bring into line with accepted behaviour, by threats, beatings,

sanctions. 0 The bank, which has depositers’ money jumping up in

that white elephant at Santa Rosa, don’t even have the power to

“manners” the raging bull. ( Tribune 17 Apr 1988:2) 0 Airport boss’

wife ‘mannersed’ for ‘pulling rank’. (TTM 28 Nov 1993:3) 0 She

began by referring to him as “the Minister of Misinformation”, and

Ramdial immediately rose to his feet to manners her. “I previously

asked that members be addressed by their correct titles,” he warned.

(TTM 1 June 1997:6) 0 He been nothing but trouble, trouble, trou-

ble. Driving on the shoulder and then looking to manners a khaki-

uniform inspector when any second standard primary school child

could tell you that only them SRP more troublesome than them

khaki-uniform police. (Pires 2000a:9)

3 n Threats, beatings, or sanctions, designed to bring someone into

line with accepted behaviour. Sometimes described as HEAVY MAN-
NERS, which people are put under. 0 In the end only one unfortunate

option may remain. Somebody will be encouraged to want to put a

hand and introduce some severe manners. (TG 25 Nov 1990:10) 0 I

am aware of reports from human rights lawyers and activities of

police abuse of individual rights in taking advantage of the Suppres-

sion of Crimes Act. These reports have had the positive result in plac-

ing the police under “manners”, or at least in curbing what was once

regarded as “open season” in the name of making the society safe

from the criminals. (£Y30 Jan 1994:27)

manners bit n arc A polite custom of leaving a bit of food on the

plate. = 5-manners
1

0 (Ottley 1971:19) 0 Manners bit - small portion

of a meal left on the plate, was considered a sign of good breeding.

(John 1973)

mannish adj Of a boy, behaving like a grown man, considered nega-

tive; often said of a boy who answers back. (< E mannish ‘character-

istic of a grown man; imitating a man’s characteristics’) 0 Me really

no know what come of Missa C — z since he get he big boy from

England; he too mannish - he no laugh and joke wid a’ we like lang

time. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 “I have a son who is mannish, and he

can’t come in my house.” (1980) 0 The boy on the other hand was a

little older, and one of those hyperactive, inquisitive and mannish

types who tend to ignore authority. (Araujo 1984:12) 0 Papa Goon
was mannish. He had a penchant for colourful language and exple-

tives. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:49)

manojos n obs A five-pound (2.3 kg) package, usu. of tobacco. (< Sp

manojo ‘handful’) 0 (de Verteuil 1858:270)

mano mano 1 phr Carried out between two people without outside

involvement, e.g. argument, bet, or conflict, /manomano/ (< Sp mano
a mano ‘hand to hand’) = man-man, manos-manos 0 On the race-

tracks you have the “mano-mano”, where instead of visiting the tote

and forecast windows, there are the hard core gamblers who prefer to

bet each other. (Punch 1979)

2 phr Without holding back; seriously. 0 Mano-mano he mean that,

nah. He eh makin joke.

manos manos phr A competition, e.g. marbles, with only two players,

/manos manos/ (< Sp mano a mano ‘hand to hand’) = man-man.

mano-mano 1

0 Manos manos: when two fellow competitors are pro-

ceeding in an eyeball game with an equal score at that point. (Haynes

1987:102)

man-o’-war (bird) n Fregata magnificens, a large seabird with nar-

row pointed wings; male’s throat pouch inflated red during breeding

season. (< E man-o '-war, a type of military vessel, fr large size and

predatory habits) = >carite bird, fregate 0 The Man of War Bird ( so

called) makes to the shipping some distance from the Coast, ere ever

the Seamen can discover Land: he preys upon Fish, and has a fishy

taste. His Body seemingly is as bigg as a Turkey; whose Feather is of

a blackish grey, but his Gills look red, like a Turkey Cock when he

Bristels. (Poyntz 1683:36) 0 Man-o’-war Bird. (Roberts 1934:88) 0

Floating high in the air, its scissor tail opening and closing flies the

most graceful of them all, the man-o-war or frigate bird. (Ottley

1969:66) 0 (ffrench 1991:51-2)

man-o-war man n obs A Carnival mas in which players represent

naval fighting men. (< E man-o-war ‘an armed ship belonging to a

country’s official navy’ + -man2 ) 0 We remember the time when the

princes and lords of the land did not disdain to parade the open streets

in the sooty disguise of the negre jardin and when the respectable

upstart joined without reservation the convivial bands of man-o-war’s

men, and clownish Pierrots, which once made so great a figure in the

days of yore. (TSn 2 Feb 1860:3)

manpattan n obs A coward. 0 (ESTT 1956)

man piaba n Tob Leonotis nepetifolia, a naturalized erect annual

plant. Flowers orange, in spherical clusters; prickly, /man piaba/

(< Twi pia ‘Hyptis brevipes', a similar plant + -ba ‘small’, of plants’)
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= ball bush, ball-head bush, cartwri^ht bump, Christmas candlestick,

honeysuckle, >shandilay, wild hops" 0 (Laurence 1976:7)

man plant n A plant that doesn’t bear fruit, or bears very small size or

amount, (fr male animal not bearing young) 0 “This pawpaw is a man
plant.” (1986)

man-rat n Male rat; often used to describe a dominant man. (< mar? +

E rat )
= bo-rat, boar-rat 0 Two man rat cyan live in wan hole. (Daniel

msl ca 1960) 0 It was his mother’s decision; she and her mother

didn’t hit it off. In his father’s words... two man-rat can’t live in the

same hole. (Gomes 1978:14) 0 The recent internal convulsions in the

ruling [party]... provoked many a grassroot supporter of the party to

declare, as if prophetically, “Two man-rat can’t live in one hole.”

(EX-2 13 Dec 1987:1) 0 Two man rat cyar live in de same hole. In

Rarnpey school it had only one Man Rat. Dat was Evans T. Rampersad.

He was ah model head-teacher: loved, feared an respected. (Foster

1990:61)

manro see MARO
man-to-man-root n Spermacoce assurgens

, a native plant, prostrate

to erect; stem to 50 cm (19.5"). Leaves elliptical-lanceolate, 5 x

1.5 cm (2" x .6"), blades spread horizontally; each pair appears flat-

tened. Flowers in clusters at leaf bases or ends of branch, short white

tube, light purplish-white petals. Used medicinally. = balie jab, but-

tonweed, iron grass
2

,
nigger-head

2
,
white broom', >white-head

broom 2
0 (Morean 1990)

mantra n A sacred Hindu text, usu. in Sanskrit, used as a prayer or

incantation; a holy word used for meditation, /mantra/ (< H mantra

‘means of thought’) 0 The main body of ritual consists in offerings to

the deity and prayers (mantra) recited by the pundit. (Niehoff &
Niehoff 1960:1 17) 0 In the latter role, [the guru] imparted to individ-

uals in their teens a special prayer, chant, or sound (mantra) in a cere-

mony (gurudiksha) which Hindus came to call ‘christening.’

(Vertovec 1992:114) 0 I recorded the music of the Hindu temples:

bhajan , dlmn, and tartan (devotional songs) as well as mantras and

prayers and the recitation form known as jap. (Myers 1998:90) 0

Indeed, when they jharay (ritual healing), they must summon the aid

of Hindu deities with mantras (sacred formulae) which they must

recite while fasting. (Mahabir 2000: 1 1

)

man-woman n An effeminate man; one who performs women’s tasks,

or who does not work at all. /manuman/ = auntie man, mama man,

mamapoule 0 Hat said, “Popo is a man-woman. Not a proper man.”

(Naipaul 1959:17)

man-you-must n A love potion administered secretly to make a man
love and stay with a particular woman. = come-back, commanding
powder, compelling powder 0 I heard your figure is [gorgeous],

Stronger than a dose, yes of “man you must”. (King Iere “Romance”

1956 pr) 0 I am 39 years old and still single. I have tried everything

from mascara to Man-You-Must but without result. (Macaw 1960:55)

0 Country went downstairs to get a potion he had hidden on one of the

beams. He was sure when he put some of it into Valentino’s coffee he

could not escape marrying Teena... Soon feasting began and he saw

to it that Valentino got a full dose of the ‘man yuh muss’. (Lewis

1972:9)

manzanare n A type of song-dance used mainly in PARANG, and

sometimes in the FANDANG. /manzanare/ (< LAS manzanares ‘songs

celebrating the Rio Manzanares, a river in Venezuela’; < Rio Man-
zanares , a river in Spain) 0 (Ahyoung 1977:31) 0 Secular lyrical

songs such as guarapo , manzanare (in Trinidad they have been

referred to together as guarapo de manzanare) and sabana blanca, all

in octosyllabic verse, are... variations of the Venezuelan Polo Cori-

ano. Aretz notes the Andalusian quality of the songs with their ‘melo-

dias descendentes ’ (falling rhythm). (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:67) 0

Little by little 1 became aware that manzanares, guarapo, sabana

blanca, and even the less popular guacharaca or the paloma and gal-

lina were traditional joropo melodies that had also been played in

Venezuela. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:69-70)

manzanilla n obs Hippomane mancinella, a large native tree, to 20 m
(65' ) tall; girth to 3 m (10' ); wide spreading crown. All parts of the

tree contain a copious white latex which has a blistering effect on the

skin of the body, /manzamla/ (< Sp manzana ‘apple’ + -ilia ‘little’, fr

small round green apple-like fruits) = >manchineel 0 In most of the

West India islands certain fish, such as the dolphin, grouper, cavally,

&c., are sometimes poisonous, owing, as some say, to the copper-

banks, or, as others affirm, to the manzanilla-apples on which they

feed; and hence there is a custom of boiling a silver spoon, or other

piece of plate, with fish. If the silver turns black, the fish is thrown

away, as unfit for food. (Joseph 1838b:58)

Manzanilla virus n An arbovirus of the Simbu Group, TRVL 3587,

carried by RED HOWLER monkeys, first found in Plum Mitan, Trini-

dad in 1954. (fr being first found in the Manzanilla area) 0 During the

yellow fever epidemic in Trinidad in 1954 a considerable number of

howler monkeys (Alouatta seniculus insularis Elliot) were shot in the

course of investigative work... yellow fever virus was recovered from

none. However, from the serum of one monkey a virus was isolated

which has not been identified with any of the known viruses. This

agent has been named “Manzanilla virus” since the monkey was from

the Manzanilla region of Trinidad. (Anderson, Spence et al 1960:78)

mapanare n arc Corallus ruschenbergerii, a non-venomous but

aggressive snake, /mapanare/ (prob. Amer) = >cascabel', cascabel

dormillon, common tree boa. Cook’s (tree) boa, dog-head, dormillon,

mango snake, mangrove cascabel, sleeping rattlesnake, tet-chien, tree

boa (constrictor), yellow-marbled tree boa, yellow tree boa 0 The

Cascabel Dormillon or Tree Boa, is one of the most useful [snakes] in

that he kills rats and squirrels on cocoa estates... [it is] called by the

Venezuelans mapanare. (Urich 1894:134) 0 “I ketch all kind of snake

already,” he went on, “mapipire bite me, cascabel bite me, mapanare

bite me,” he said, showing me some small black scars.” (TG 10 May
1933)0 (Boos 2001a:61)

mapepire, mapapero, mapipere, mapipi, mappipie, mappipire 1 n

Lachesis muta muta (E bushmaster), a venomous snake, to 4.2 m (14'

)

long. Body banded in cinnamon and dark brown; scales have promi-

nences like a pineapple, /mapipi, mapipir/ (< Carib matabi, matapi.

‘diagonally woven squeezer for cassava ’, long, cylindrical, resem-

bling each other) = bushmaster, cascabela muda, mapepire galle,

>mapepire zanana, mute crotal, pineapple mapepire, pineapple snake,

Trinidad tiger, true mapepire^ 0 We have four kinds of poisonous

snakes here... the third is called the Mapapero - it grows to the length

of five or six feet. I have heard this has been known to attack a man,

but instances of men being hurt by snakes are very rare in Trinidad.

(Joseph 1838a:65) 0 Although venomous serpents are numerous and

common in Trinidad, accidents arising from their bite are of rare

occurrence, either because the Mapepire and Cascabel (Crotalus

mutus, and Trigonocephalus jararaca), being very sluggish, are eas-

ily avoided, or even do not attack or inflict wounds, except on their

being disturbed in the enjoyment of repose; or again, because those

who are more exposed to their encounter, such as sportsmen, are in

the possession of good antidotes, (de Verteuil 1884:97-8) 0 Mr. Mole

said it was a curious fact nearly every snake in Trinidad was “mapep-

ire something or other,” but on this occasion, when the labourers dis-

covered a real “mapepire,” they called it a tigre - a snake which is

considered tolerably harmless, and it was only Mr. Hutton, who knew
what a terrible reptile they had encountered and warned the men off

so that he could shoot it. (JFNCYeb 1895:141) 0 The deadly cascabel

snake and the venomous mapepire wind their sinuous length across

the deer trails and have been the death of more than one Creole hunt-

ing dog. (Gordon 1931:723) 0 “I ketch all kind of snake already,” he

went on, “mapipire bite me, cascabel bite me, mapanare bite me,” he

said, showing me some small black scars, “but let me tell you how 1

fight a macajuel man-man one time in Cunupia high-wood.” (TG 10

May 1933) 0 The mapipi... is a pit-viper and in Trinidad has a bad

reputation. Most of the tales concerning it are doubtless greatly exag-

gerated or frankly untrue. (Sanderson 1939:32) 0 Up on the hill,

where the mapepire snake hides itself in the hollow trunk of the

mango tree. (Ottley 1962:21) 0 ‘Gone now. It was right behind you.

You were lucky. I have not seen, ever, such a huge size of mappipire.’

(Lovelace 1968:1 1) 0 The Mapepire snake want to kill me (what the

hell I ever do that damn snake, I don’ know). (Hercules 1980:77) 0

“Doh trouble she nuh! She bad like mapepire!” (Baptiste 1993: 109) 0
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In 1957, after the first PNM victory, the Mighty Spitfire had sung: It’s

the baliser, that make the ministers faint away, It’s the balisier, the

mapepire get away. (777? Mar/Apr 1993:38-9) 0 'Them old Spanish

people like mapepire; they sting you and you eh even know you get

sting self.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:73) 0 (Boos 2001a:167)

2 n Bothrops atrox, a venomous snake. Fairly large, to 2.5 m (8' );

mainly terrestrial. (< mapepire balsain) = balsain, barba amarilla,

basin snake, cascabel
2

,
fer-de-lance, >mapepire balsain, rabo frito,

true cascabel, true mapepire
1

0 (Boos 200 la: 156)

3 n Rarely, Leptodeira annulata ashmeadi, a non-venomous snake

sometimes mistaken for a MAPEPIRE BALSAIN. = annulated night

snake, banded night snake, cat-eyed (night) snake, chunkhead 1

,

>false mapepire
1

,
garden snake, mapepire balsain

2
, night snake, Trin-

idad garden snake 0 (Mole 1914a)

4 n Loosely applied to any snake of a predominantly brown or dark-

patterned colour, i.e. without red markings, almost always errone-

ously considered to be dangerous or venomous, and often erroneously

assumed to have a tail-rattle. 9 She might cast a timid glance at him,

and he would say in a voice as though he had seen a mapepire snake,

‘Now, why the hell you lookin’ at me like that for?’ (Naipaul

1976:29) 0 With many spelling variants, mapepire (pronounced “ma-

pa-pee” or “ma-pi-pee”) in Trinidad has come to mean almost any

kind of snake except the coral snakes, and it is usually qualified by

another descriptive name - often patois (French Creole) - used to dis-

tinguish the species or variety. (Boos 200 la: 156)

mapepire balsain, mapepire barcin, mapipire balsin, mapipi val-

sain 1 n Bothrops atrox [~ Lachesis atrox, Bothrops lanceolatus,

Trigonocephalus jararaca], a venomous snake; fairly large, to 2.5 m
(8' ); mainly terrestrial. Related species commonly known in English

asfer-de-lance. Back pattern of dark triangles, outlined in dull yellow

or white, the tips either meeting or alternating at the back ridge;

ground colour may be tan, dark brown, grey, moss green or yellowish

red. Belly yellow, cream or whitish grey, with dark mottling which

increases towards tail. (Juvenile tail is bright yellow, orange, or pale

dull white.) Finely keeled scales give the snake a velvety appearance.

Head broad, distinct from neck, coming to a sharp point. A dark stripe

from the eye separates the pale side of the head and the upper lips.

There is a distinct ‘pit’ between the eye and the nostril. The pupil of

the eye is elliptical. Found in Trinidad, but becoming rare throughout

entire range. An alert and angry mapepire shakes the tail strongly,

rustling in dry leaves. The snake defensively coils and re-coils, in a

regular disc-like shape referred to as a KATA. These snakes bite read-

ily if annoyed. The venom, a hemotoxin, is extremely virulent; when
a person is bitten, there is a great deal of pain, swelling and capillary

bleeding, with symptoms of disorientation, double vision and vomit-

ing; death may occur, /mapipi balsen/ (< mapepire + FC balsan ~val-

san < Fr valsant ‘waltzing’, referring to the typical repeated defensive

coiling and circling motion in self-defence or when settling down) =

balsain, barba amarilla, basin snake, cascabel
2

,
fer-de-lance,

mapepire2
,
rabo frito, true cascabel, true mapepire 1 0 Mr. Mole...

placed two snake skins on the table one of which was of the Mapipere

Zanana, Lachesis mutus , and the other of the Fer-de-Lance, or as it is

called here Mapepire Balsain, Bothrops lanceolatus. (JFNC Feb

1893:132) 0 Over there, in yonder thicket... is often met... Mapepire-

barcin (I have seen it spelt barcin and valsiri)... ‘striped’ and ‘danc-

ing’. Both Mapepires are striped and all vipers dance, i.e. circle

round, with the head ready for launching out at an expected agressor.

Dr. de Verteuil informs me that “barcin” is derived from the Guarah-

aon and means faint or blurred stripes) either on a convenient spot

close to the water’s edge, or else coiled in the forks of some low bush.

(Mole 1 894b:4 1 ) 0 The mapipire balsin is generally found in low,

damp places. (De Suze 1941 rev. Hart 1960) 0 The Mapepire Balsain

is a snake of the high woods and river valleys. It lives in the rocky

gullies of the rivers of the Northern and Central Range. It is a Pit

Viper... [which] enables the Mapepire Balsain to hunt and strike its

prey in the dark... The Mapepire Balsain moves swiftly and it can

strike at a moving object with blinding speed... The symptoms of a

Mapepire bite are very frightening but with modem snake-bite serum,

the effects can be counteracted. The Mapepire Balsain will avoid

contact with humans and slither away silently, unnoticed, at their

approach, but if it is unable to escape it will rattle its tail among the

dry leaves. This sound is well known to experienced hunters. (Boos &
Quesnel 1969:8) 0 Mapepire barcin, balsin, valsin (Aitken et al 1973)

0 On the other hand, the Mapepire Balsain adapted readily and may
be found around country dwellings (in Trinidad)... Mapepire Balsain.

Nocturnal. Terrestrial, prefers banks of streams, occasionally found

in savannahs, and around country dwellings. (Greenhall 1976b: 13, 15)

0 Villagers claim that Machettes and Tigers are the most common and

at times the Balsain Mappipire and Macaquels are also on the pas-

tures. (Bomb 27 Mar 1987:7) 0 Mapepire Balsam (Primus 1989) 0

Mapepire Balsain. (Boos 200 la: 155)

2 n Leptodeira annulata ashmeadi , a non-venomous snake, some-

times mistaken for a MAPEPIRE BALSAIN. = annulated night snake,

banded night snake, cat-eyed (night) snake, chunkhead 1

, >false

mapepire 1

,
garden snake, mapepire

3
,
night snake, Trinidad garden

snake 0 Mapepire Barsin (Mole 1924b) 0 (Boos 2001a: 115)

mapepire corde violin 1 n arc Imantodes cenchoa cenchoa, a very

slim arboreal and nocturnal snake, to 1.5 m (5' ) long, found in Trini-

dad and Tobago. Light brown with darker brown or black diamond-

shaped spots along the entire length. Belly pale brown with some

spotting. It has a large, blunt, rounded head, distinct neck, and promi-

nent eyes. It appears, due to its extremely long thin body and tail, to

be half-starved. Its superficial resemblance to a young MAPEPIRE

ZANANA, Lachesis muta, often leads to its being killed. (< mapepire

+ Fr corde violin ‘violin string’ fr thin flexible body) = cenchoa

snake, chunk-head(ed) (snake)
2

,
fiddle-string mapepire

1

, fiddle-string

snake, night climber, slender tree snake, thread snake, vine snake ,

violin-string snake 0 The snake which died was locally called

Mapipire corde violon, but in reality it was a very harmless kind,

never attempting to bite. (JFNC Dec 1892:104) 0 There was a Blunt-

headed Tree Snake, thin as a darning needle yet a yard long, extend-

ing its tenuous body two feet out from its anchorage, then recoiling at

the touch of a fingertip, vibrating like a violin string. Not without rea-

son is it called by the Trinidadian Mapipere a Corde Violan, the fid-

dle-string poisonous snake. A rear-fang that kills its prey of small

frogs and insects with its venom, it just can’t be induced to bite a

human or any animal too big for its tiny gullet. (Shortt 1975:1 14) 0

Mapepire Corde Violon. Nocturnal. Semi-arboreal, prefers orchids,

wild pines (bromeliads), in large leaves, under loose bark. (Greenhali

1976b: 16) 0 (Boos 2001a:114)

2 n Sibon nebidata nebulata, a non-venomous snake, (fr similarity of

colour, shape and behaviour to mapepire corde violon *) = cloud(ed)

snake, >cloudy snake, fiddle-string mapepire", slug-eating snake 0

(Mole 1924)

mapepire dife, mapepire de fe, dife, difay n Tripamirgos compres-

sus
,
a slender, laterally compressed non-venomous snake, to 1.1 m

(3.4'
) long; found rarely in Trinidad. Large oval head; distinct neck;

prominent red eyes. Overall colour light to dark pink, with light or

dark grey incomplete bands or spots extending up the sides fairly

evenly spaced along the body; belly pinkish white. Head dark pink,

with or without distinct yellow band extending on to the neck region,

followed by a dark wide band of greyish-black, /mapipi dife/

(< mapepire + FC dife ‘fire’ fr red colour) = false coral (snake)", false

false coral (snake), fire mapepire, pseudofalse coral (snake), red-

headed water snake, whipsnake3 0 Mapepire de fay (Rodriguez 1980)

0 Mapepire De Fe. (Boos 200 la: 109)

mapepire galle n arc Lachesis muta muta , a venomous snake; this

name is apparently used for an esp. beautifully coloured individual

snake. = bushmaster, cascabela muda, mapepire
1

,
>mapepire zanana,

mute crotal, pineapple mapepire, pineapple snake, Trinidad tiger, true

mapepire2
0 (Campbell & Lamar 1989)

mapepire mangue n Liophis cobellus cobellus, a nonvenomous
snake, to 79.5 cm; aquatic and smooth-scaled. Light or olive green to

green-black; belly light green speckled or barred with dark greenish

black. Found in low-lying swampy areas, /mapipi mag/ (< mapepire

+ FC-Fr mangue ‘mangrove’ fr common habitat) = mangrove

mapepire, >mangrove snake, water snake 3
0 (Mole & Urich 1894) 0
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Mapepire Mangue. Nocturnal? Semi-aquatic, in or near brackish and

fresh water. (Greenhall 1976b:50) 0 (Boos 2001a:98)

mapepire root 1 n Dorstenia contrajerva, a native plant. Leaves

papery-thin, deeply lobed, attached by slender petioles to 25 cm
(9.7") long, to a very short stem at the end of a creeping rhizome. Rhi-

zome oblong, very rough on the outside, orange coloured within.

Flowers tiny, numerous, in a flat head supported by a saucer-like,

pale green receptacle on a hairy stalk 10-30 cm (3.9-1 1.7") long. Each

receptacle produces many fine white seeds; on maturity the seeds are

forcibly ejected, (fr use in folk medicine as an antidote to snake bite)

= contrayerba, refriyau 0 One local herb which is a popular ingredient

in such herbal antidotes [to snakebite]... is the plant Dorstenia contra-

jer\’a. This plant is known locally by the names mapipire root, refri-

yau... or raiz de resfriado. It is known in the international herb trade

as contrayerva... Contrayerva has often been mistaken for a fern, pos-

sibly on account of its divided leaf which resembles the feathery

fronds of many ferns. (Morean 1990a:24)

2 n Chiococca alba
, a climbing native shrub, 1 m (3.2' ) or more. Stem

slender, cylindrical; leaves elliptical with bluntish point, 7-10 x 4-5 cm
(2. 7-3.9" x 1.6-2"), leathery, shiny. Flowers scented, yellowish, numer-

ous; in panicles which may be longer or shorter than the leaves. Fruit

white, small, roundish 4-5 mm (.16-.2") diameter, (ft use in folk medi-

cine as an antidote to snake bite) = American mint", >brendel, dandy

root, David(‘s) root, snowberry, vagan 0 (Morean M-72)

mapepire torchon n Cucurbita sp.; a climbing plant whose small dried

fruit is very bitter tasting, reaches 2.5-3 cm (1-1 .2") diameter; used as a

folk antidote to snake bite. (< mapepire fr use as antidote + torchon fr

resemblance to torchon ) 0 Mapepire torshon. (Morean M-70)

mapepire velour 1 n Epicrates cenchria maurus , a mainly nocturnal

non-venomous snake. Adults deep brown with darker ring-like pat-

terns on the dorsal surface; sides lighter brown, with irregular darker

blotches fading to a lighter belly. The back scales give off a blue-

green iridescence when exposed to direct sunlight. (< Fr velours ‘vel-

vet’ fr iridescent sheen) = jack (snake), >rainbow boa, ratonero
-

,

ringed boa, thick-necked tree boa, velvet mapepire 0 This snake

belongs to a species of constrictors, the first specimen of which

attracted any notice was caught in the Botanic Gardens and presented

to Mr. O’Reilly who familiarly named it “Jack.” Since then the snake

fanciers of Port-of-Spain have called all the snakes of this particular

kind “Jacks”. Mr. O’Reilly informed me its Latin designation was

Epicrates Cenchris and that the Creoles call it Mapepi Velour and

Ratonero. (Mole 1892d:8) 0 (Boos 200 1 a:64)

2 n Pseudoboa neuwiedii, a non-venomous snake. = brown snake,

moon snake
1

, >ratonel, ratonero
1

, smooth glossy snake, velvet

mapepire 0 Mapepire Valour. Nocturnal. Semi-terrestrial. (Greenhall

1976b: 16) 0 (Emsley 1977)

mapepire zanana, mapepire ananas, z'ananas, z’ananna, zan-

nania, z'nanna n Lachesis muta muta [= Trigonocephalus jararaca,

Crotalus mutus], a venomous snake; this and related species known
in English as bushmaster. Large, usual maximum length to 3.3 m
(IT ). Becoming rare throughout entire range, including Trinidad.

Body light- to yellow-brown, with darker brown diamond-shaped

saddles or markings along the back, these markings having irregular

triangular centers. Each scale on the back surface is so rounded,

raised and distinct that it seems to stand out from the body. Head
blunt, with a dark line from eye to comer of mouth; distinct pit

between eye and nostril. Belly pale yellowish cream. Tail terminates

in a scaly spine. It is a shy and secretive snake, mainly nocturnal and

terrestrial, preferring the comparatively dryer, cooler and higher

ground in the forests, /mapipi zanana/ (< mapepire + FC zanana < Fr

des ananas ‘pineapples’ fr resemblance of raised scales to pineapple

skin) = bushmaster, cascabela muda, mapepire
1

, mapepire galle, mute

crotal, pineapple mapepire. pineapple snake, Trinidad tiger, true

mapepire 2
0 Mapepire Ananas (de Verteuil 1858) 0 The scales of the

mapepire are oval, and carinated as those of the others, but they are

not so flat, and there is besides on each a prominence, giving it the

appearance of a pine-apple eye; hence its local name of “Mapepire

Ananas;” head triangular and thick, (de Verteuil 1884:385) 0 There,

on yonder rising ground, cautiously dragging his heavy body about in

the shade, ever and anon throwing himself into his position of

defence, and sharply tapping on the dried leaves with rapid strokes of

his horn-tipped tail... the deadly Mapepire z’annana. (Mole 1 894b:4 1

)

0 The mapipire zanana likes high ground, and lives in the lappe and

tatou holes on the sides and tops of the hills. (De Suze 1941 rev. Hart

1960) 0 One woman said she saw a Mapapire Zannana... [crawl]

across the foot of the altar during the benediction service on the fol-

lowing Sunday. (LaFortune 1968:81) 0 The Mapepire Z’Ananna is

quite a rare snake. It is seen in the deep forests, as well as in outlying

districts such as Diego Martin or Arima, where it hunts small jungle

rats and other rodents... Its long teeth and swift bite can be deadly... It

will... rattle its tail to warn intruders of its presence, but will generally

avoid contact with humans... They can be considered to be the largest

poisonous snake in the New World and the largest Viper in the world.

(Boos & Quesnel 1969:9) 0
“
Mapipire zanana, he’s really a mild

snake. He won’t come after you. He bites when he’s stepped on or

cornered, when he’s afraid he can’t escape.” (Shortt 1975:101) 0 I am
face to face with Brother Death himself. You hear what I'm telling

you? Brother Death, otherwise known as the Mapepire Zanana,

Mister Bushmaster himself, the Most High Lord of all. (Hercules

1980:73) 0 [E]ven Ditmars (1935) tells the same story that my father

and uncles told me when I was a boy on family picnics on the banks

of the Caura and Maracas rivers: that the flower bracts of the balisier,

Heliconia bihai, when articulated by opening and closing the partially

opened elements, was a “snake caller” due to the squeaking sound it

made. (Boos 200 la: 177)

maphrodite n Hermaphrodite; animal having or appearing to have

both male and female sexual organs, /mafrodait/ = morphadite, mor-

phadize, muffydite, muffydile 0 MAPHRODITE, MORPHADITE,
MORPHADIZE, n., hermaphrodite; occasionally, homosexual. (Rod-

man 1971:233)

mapo n Melicoccus bijugatus, a native tree with edible fruits, /mapo/
= >chenet', genip

2
, Spanish lime

mapoo, mapou n Talisia olivaeformis, a fairly large native tree,

/mapu/ (< Amer) = chenet
2

, >mapoo chenet, yellow genip 0 Mapou...

Talisia oliviformis, a tree. (Beard 1946:34) 0 (FTT 1947-1-8:51 1) 0

They came after a short walk to a large clearing beside which grew a

holy mapou tree... He looked up at the great tree, its trunk bound half-

way by tie-tie vines. (Holder 1959:21)

mapoo chenet, mapou chenette n Talisia olivaeformis [~ Melicocca

olivaeformis], a fairly large native evergreen tree. Leaves compound,

usually with two pairs of leaflets; leaflets obovate, to 6.5 x 2.5 cm
(2.5" x 1”), with a short rather blunt drip tip. Leaf midrib woody, to

5 cm (2"), sometimes prolonged slightly beyond the leaflets. Fruit

rounded, 2-2.5 cm (.8-1") diameter, nearly yellow when ripe, with

short rusty-brown hairs; contains one large seed in a jelly-like sub-

stance. (fr resemblance to chenet) /mapu tfsnet/ = chenet", mapoo2
,

yellow genip 0 (Marshall 1934:100) 0 Mapoo chenet... Talisia olivi-

formis, a tree. (Beard 1946:34)

mapoo (laylay), mapou lele n Cordia bicolor, C. panamensis, and C.

sericicalyx, native mangrove-like trees with aerial roots, /mapu lele/ =

>bois laylay
2

, soapseed
- Cordia bicolor, (bois) laylay

4
,
soapseed

2
C.

sericicalyx-, (bois) laylay
3

, >hairy (bois) laylay, soapseed
2

(C. pana-

mensis) 0 (Hart 1866:64) 0 (Thomas 1869:121) 0 (Marshall 1934:71)

0 Mapou... Cordia ierensis, C. lockhartii, C. sulcata, trees. (Beard

1946:35) 0 The scaled pigeon or ramier... will resort to feeding on

wild tobacco berries only when other food sources such as the mapoo
Cordia lockhartii and the hairy lay-lay Cordia sulcata are not avail-

able. (Morean 1990b:26)

mapurit, mapourite, mapoweet n Petiveria alliacea, a deeply rooted

native plant, with tough stems to over 1 m (3.2' ) high. The whole

plant emits a garlic odour when broken. Used medicinally, /mapuwit,

mapurit/ (< LAS mapurite a plant < Amer-Carib, Cumanagotan,

Yabarama or Beyote) == cudjoe root, garlic weed, >gully root, ram-

goat bush 0 He had not heard of “Maporit.” He knew the bush called

gully root. (POSG 14 Nov 1907:6) 0 If you had fever from head

to feet, cosee mahoe, gran amba fei, or mapo weet. (Relator “Bush
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Medicine” pr 1971) 0 Gully Root, Kojo Root, Mapiurite. (Seaforth,

Adams & Sylvester 1983:154) 0 The cure for females consisted of a

tea made from the root of the cojoe plant (mapurite ) to which three or

four capsful of rum were added. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:1 12)

mar see maar
marabunta n Usu. Synoeca surinama, a large black wasp, extremely

aggressive, with a painful sting; tends to swarm in attack; the nests

are large and ribbed, to 45 cm (18") long. Also, loosely, any wasp
other than the JACK SPANIARDS; esp. Polybia occidentalism a small

wasp with yellow and black striped belly, that makes small grey

paper nests in trees. Note: The term marabunta was first recorded in

Guyana for several social wasps. The movie “The Naked Jungle”,

released in the U.S. in 1953 and England in 1954, featured attacks by

the “marabunta” - but this name was used in the film to describe sol-

dier ants. Perhaps the most famous usage of this name was for a street

gang associated with Tokyo steelband, based mainly in Shanty Town
(now Beetham Estate); the name came from their CARNIVAL
SAILOR MAS, with one section wearing huge ants on their costumes,

/marabunta/ (< maribundo < Kimbundu marimbonda, a wasp Pelo-

poens spirifex, brightly barred with yellow, see Brazil mari(m)bondo
,

marabundi) = maribon 0 One kind of bird he warned me about was
the cassique... These birds always hung their nests close to a

marabunta’s hive and seemed to have some contract with those

vicious bees to guard against intruders. (McDonald 1969:11) 0

(Laurence 1970) 0 “Oh geez! Doh go an’ interfere with dat marabunta

nest null!” (Baptiste 1993:109)

marac n A type of rattle (E maracas). /marak/ (< LAS maraca < Ptg

maraca < Tupi) = >shac-shac 0 Friends and family came [to a chris-

tening] and everyone had a good time [afterwards] dancing and sing-

ing to the music of cuatro, guitar and chac-chac (marac). (Thompson
1983:12) 0 They always said that in a parang band a cuatro and a

marac were essential and that other instruments such as violin and

mandolin or bandol were adornments, while the box bass was not part

of the old tradition. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:44) 0 At the age of

12, he took to “shaking the marac”. (Pires 19941:15)

Maracaibo grass n arc A grass that used to be imported from Vene-

zuela, for handicrafts, into the 1950s. (< Maracaibo, city in Venezu-

ela) 0 (Morean M-26)

marajin see MAHARAJIN

maraki n Crotalaria incana or C. retusa, plants that bear seed pods

which rattle easily when dry. (prob. < LAS maraquito a bush
< LAS/Amer maracas ‘rattle’ + Sp -ito diminutive) = fei shac-

shac
1

,
platamisia, >shac-shac’, wild sweet pea, yellow flowers, yel-

low shac-shac

maral n Licks; blows. (< H mara ‘beaten; slain’) 0 Plenty maral

passing.

maranon n A fighting cock with greyish-red feathers. /maranon/

(< Sp) = >don 0 He pointed out the different colours and told me their

names. .. hens and cocks were grouped according to their colouring:

sangre de torn (bull blood), maranon (greyish red)... (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:58)

maraquil, marakiy, maraquire 1 n Cupania americana, a medium-
sized native evergreen tree with girth to 1.5 m (5' ), smooth grayish-

brown bark with horizontal markings, compound leaves, hairy

underneath. Flowers are small, creamy, faintly fragrant, in 30.5 cm
(12") clusters. Fruit a 3-celled capsule, rounded but bluntly 3-angled,

1.9 cm (.75") diameter, densely hairy inside and out. Shiny black

seeds in yellow-orange aril. Wood light-coloured, hard, medium
weight, /maraki/ (prob. Amer) 0 Maraquire (Hart 1866:64) 0 (Marshall

1934) 0 Maraquil is one of the best-loved plants by bees in dry forests

such as at Chaguaramas. (Morean M-82)

2 n Cupania rubiginosa, similar to C. americana, but with smoother

leaves; fruit more top-shaped. 0 (Marshall 1934)

mararave, mararave n arc Bactris setulosa or B. cuesa, spiny palms,

(prob. < Amer) = cow gri-gri, cuesa, >gri-grf , sampson palm, wild

grigri
1

0 The next valley to the enative astward, Maraval, was in the

old Spanish time Mararaval, having been so called after a Palm tree,

the Mararaves... The Mararave is the Grigri palm, whose large

bunches of nuts looking like enormous clusters of coral-red grapes,

may be seen in the fruit-trays in town, usually towards the end of the

dry season. (Carr 1869:396-7)

marasme, marasma, marasmey, marasmus, marasmy, marazmy,
marusma, merasmee, marasmi, mirasmee n An illness of children

characterized by scaly, pleated skin, inflamed mouth, loss of weight;

prob. caused by malnutrition, often believed caused by MALJO.
/marazme/ (< E marasmus ‘a form of starvation usually caused by
inadequate quantity of food, characterized by wasting of the muscles

and soft tissues’) 0 Marasma. (blood disease of children). (Simpson

1970:61) 0 Ah sure you don’t know that when 1 was small 1 was a

marazmy popo. (Brigo “Mama Popo” 1971) 0 Marasmus... when she

was five months old she began to vomit and had diarrhoea and loss of

appetite for two days and was taken to a private doctor who treated

her with one injection in hip and some tablets, but it didn’t help.

(Bush Medicine 1976b:22) 0 To treat marasma, a women of sixty-

nine said that a tea from the “Congo la-la” bush should be given and

also that this same bush should be ground and the child bathed with it.

(Thompson 1983:14) 0 Leaf infusions to bathe infants with rash,

sores, mange, marasmus. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:182) 0

St John’s bush, both theyerba de San Juan and quiebra quiebra vari-

ety, was recommended in preparing baths to cure malkadi or maras-

mus and ‘heats’ or rashes. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:123-4) 0

Children suffering from marasmi (malnutrition) were bathed for

either or nine days with congo lala... This was to be put in the dew for

four days before use. (Lans 2006: 155)

marava n A temporary roofing made of bamboo and thatch used to

cover an area usually open, usually for weddings, /marava/ (< Bh, H
marva ‘wedding spot’) = >maro 0 Words like... marava (bamboo-
made shade for wedding)... can be heard in the rural areas. (Jha

1973:42-43)

maravalica n Synargis maravalica [= Nvmula maravalica], a butter-

fly, wingspan to 4.4 cm ( 1.75"). Central broad white band across the

wings vertically; brown margins; orange band just inside these.

Female also has yellowish markings, (fr being described first from

the Maraval area) 0 (Barcant 1970:229)

Maraval lily n Spathiphyllum cannifolium, a native plant with under-

ground rhizomes from which leaves come up; grows in shady, moist

areas. Leaves have long stalk to 75 cm (29") long, the base a flared

sheath, blade broadly ovate, dark green on upper surface and pale

green below, to 42 x 24 cm (16.4" x 9.4"). Flower is a cylindrical spa-

dix tapering slightly at tip, with tiny white flowers close together long

the length; it arises from a leaf-like spathe, narrow at the base, flaring

outward then tapering at tip, white above, pale green below; fragrant.

(< LAS maravilla creeping plants + Maraval area near Port of Spain

+ Sp suffix -al ‘having many such plants’) = river lily 0 (TT postage

stamp 1988) 0 (Duncan 1993:74-6) 0 (Johnson 2004:3)

marazmy see MARASMEY

marbay see MAUBY
marble eye n An eye with a small iris (dark-coloured centre), thus

causing the white of the eye to be more pronounced. 0 (Haynes

1987:14)

marbleu see MORBLEU

marblish adj Said of someone who is a poor sport, and sulks when
losing. 0 A poor loser in pitch would pick up all his marbles and go,

from which we have the term “feeling marblish.” (TG-M 4 Aug
1991:9)

marc n Talisia hexaphylla, a native tree, /mark/ = >coco macaque2
0

(Beard 1946:34)

marcha n Hot pepper, /martfa/ (< H-Bh mirchi ‘hot pepper’) 0 “Dat

marcha over hot.” (1990)

marchand, marehande, machan, mashun n arc A vendor, usually

female, who either sells from a fixed stall or who travels carrying

goods to sell. /ma:Ja/ (< FC < Fr marchand, marehande ‘vendor;

merchant’) 0 We recollect the time when the “marehande” business

(as it is called) was one of the most lucrative in Port of Spain: -

hardly a creole lady but had her “marehande,” and many employed
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half a dozen of them. (TSt 28 Sept 1838:2) 0 During any evening you

hear a long soprano recitative, with the words noyau or vanille recur-

ring at intervals; it is the marchande of ice-creams. (Collens 1888:52)

0 A marchande who lived at Port-of-Spain must have compassion-

ately given him access to a room which she hired for her stay on sale-

days. (Hummingbird 21 Jan 1905:6) 0 There were... the “Marchands”

dressed in Martiniquian costumes selling sweetmeats, Beignees, Pis-

tachio nuts etc. (Fraser ca 1930s:299) 0 The market was still open, but

most of the stalls were unattended, covered with bags. The few mas-

huns holding open stations were taking something to eat and chatting

quietly among themselves. (Stewart 1989:175) 0 “She mother was a

marchand on Charlotte Street who send all she children to high

school.” (Baptiste 1993:1 10)

marciani n Larimus breviceps, a marine fish. = bokum 0 (LNP 1985)

mardi-gras, madigra, madi gwa n Renealmia alpinia [~ R. exaltata],

a native ginger-like plant, growing from stout creeping rhizomes.

Large flower stalks arise from base of plant; up to 40 flowers per

spike. Fruits ovoid, to about 3 x 2 cm (1.2" x .8"), first scarlet but

becoming dark blackish-crimson on maturity; flesh aromatic when
crushed, yielding a blackish-crimson dye. Each seed surrounded by a

soft white or orange aril. /ma:di gra, ma:di gwa/ (< FC < Fr mardi

gras ‘Fat Tuesday’ i.e. Carnival Tuesday, fr association with throw-

ing its juice on people then) = cockshum root, dye plant, Indian ink,

ink plant 0 One queer custom I remember in the days of my youth,

was the sprinkling of people by maskers, with the juice of a wild fruit

called “madigras”... No one liked to be sprinkled with this purple

juice, but it was generally taken in good part, as a joke, for the mask-

ers were generally friends of those they sprinkled. (Mirror 19 Feb

1898:6) 0 It was one of the disagreeable customs of the carnival to

sprinkle passers by with the purple juice of a wild plum called mardi-

gras and one was expected to take it as quietly as we do confetti and

serpentines to-day. (Inniss 1932) 0 A very favourite host plant [of the

large moth borer, Castnia licus], namely Renealmia bracteosa,

known as “Mardi Gras” in Trinidad. This is a plant of poor light soil,

growing in sheltered clearings or tolerating the light shade of second

growth forest. (Vesey-Fitzgerald 1936b:37) 0 The Ginger Family’s

most spectacular and distinctive member is the Renealmia exaltata,

known locally as Mardi Gras, Ink Plant or Dye Plant. It can be easily

recognized by its fruit from which it gets its local names... The dye is

used for ink by rural children and accounts for the names Ink Plant or

Dye Plant... Apart from its medicinal use, magic-spiritual properties

are also attributed to Mardi Gras in Trinidad. The plant is used by

hunters to bathe their dogs in the belief and hope that the dogs would

become more efficient in capturing game. ... the rhizome is some-

times known as Cockshum Root and it is used for making Mardi Gras

Incense. The latter is considered wonderful for “uncrossing” court

matters and other matters of difficulty. (Morean 1992L:34-35)

marghat, murghat n Cemetery; place by river for cremation. /marg
h
at,

murg h
at/ (< H-Bh mur ‘dead’ + ghat ‘step stairs’) = >ghat 0 “Murghat

is a cemetery, or the river, because you pelt the ashes in the river.”

(1990)

marguerite n Chaetodon capistratus, a small marine butterfly fish of

inferior eating quality. = mariposa 0 (Vincent 1910:50)

Mariama n A southern Indian name for the Hindu goddess Kali, /mar-

iama/ (< Tamil Mariama ‘female deity prayed to for saving from

death and disease’) = >Kali (Mai) 0 [Kali is] also called Mariamma or

Mariemmen by the Tamils, she is generally held by Hindus to be a

local deity worshipped by the lower caste Hindus. (EA-Divali S 14

Oct 1990:27)

marianne, mary-ann n Holocentrus ascensionis , an edible marine

fish, spiny, with large eyes, reddish in colour, to 34 cm (13.3") long.

= squirrelfish (poss. < Fr marignan ‘a fish from the Antilles’, prob.

< Amer + Fr/E woman’s name) 0 (Vincent 1910:49) 0 (Mendes

1940:16) 0 Marianne... Holocentrus ascensionis, E. squirrelfish.

(AACC 1945:109)

maribon n Any wasp other than the JACK SPANIARDS; esp. Polybia

occidentalis, a small wasp with yellow and black striped belly, that

makes small grey paper nests in trees. It has a painful sting, tends to

swarm in attack, /maribon/ (prob. < maribundo < Kimbundu marim-
bonda, a wasp Pelopoens spirifex, brightly barred with yellow) =

>marabunta 0 The strongest band of all, the Maribons (wasps - pro-

nounced ‘maribones’), from the Belmont road. (TC 9 Feb 1877:3) 0

Small wasps called “Maribone” stung Ramroop above the eye and

after her initial sympathies for him, there was much laughter as the

flesh around his eyes was swollen up, and looking very funny. (Deen

1994:139)

marie gougeat, marigushar, mawi googea, mawi gougea,

mawiguja n Passiflora foetida, a slender tendrilled native vine with

3-lobed leaves, finely divided bracts; flowers white and purple; fruit

berry-like, yellow, oval, about 5 cm (2") diameter, slightly bitter but

edible, /mawi gu3at/ (< FC < Fr marie-gougeat ‘Marie + vulgar per-

son’) = jumbie watermelon, pop bush, sea lemon 0 Cough syrup with

boiled Hog plum leaf, Marigushar, Alantokai... strain, add sugar and

boil to syrup. (Pavy 1987:47) 0 (Morean 1990) 0 Draw leaves of

mawi gugea and drink while still hot. (Morean M-l)

marigold n Tagetes patula (E French marigold), a cultivated erect

leafy plant to 40 cm (15.6") high. Leaves deeply divided. Flower

heads 4 cm (1.6") across on erect stalks, with margined petals and

central small tubular disk-florets, usually orange-yellow or red. (< E
marigold ‘ Calendula officinalis ’) = >gainder, pot marigold

1

,
stinking

suzy 1
, susi 0 Marigold, Stinking Suzy, Susi. (Seaforth, Adams &

Sylvester 1983:190)

mariko n arc A homosexual man. /mariko/ (< Sp maricon ‘effeminate

man; homosexual’) = 0 ‘Mareeko,’ after the Spanish Maricon, and

‘Mama Poule,’ both of which mean a pathic, hint that catamitish

delights are not unknown in this easy-going society. (Fermor

1950:176)

Marine Square n obs The large open avenue in downtown Port of

Spain, close to the port area, extending from the St. Vincent jetty to the

Dry RIVER. Originally known as Plaza de la Marina under the Span-

ish, it has more recently been called INDEPENDENCE SQUARE, and

the inside landscaped part most recently Brian Lara Promenade, (fr

closeness to original marine shoreline) 0 To [Sir Ralph Woodford]...

Port-of-Spain owes not only the width and regularity of its streets... but

also its two great “lungs” or “breathing spaces,” Marine Square and

Brunswick Square. The former, an avenue or walk rather than a square,

is situated in the southern part of the city, extending across its entire

breadth from the St. Vincent’s wharf to the Dry River. This beautiful

arena is about a hundred feet wide, and is shaded by rows of noble for-

est trees planted on either side. (Clark 1893:55) 0 Many [corbeaux]

roost in the trees in Marine Square in the city, from which they sail

forth on their day’s exploring at about four a.m. (Chapman 1894:69) 0

At about 2 o’clock large crowds proceeded to Marine Square to witness

the competition for the silver cup offered by the Bonanza and there was

difficulty in providing the requisite space for the bands to pass. (Mirror

9 Feb 1910:3) 0 He searched for an empty bench along Marine Square,

a narrow strip of green ordinarily, where a tired shopper might rest

before going on to catch a bus or a train. (Khan 1964:12) 0 In the late

1820’s or early 30’s, Marine Square was enclosed on four sides by

walls about four feet high, and the Trinidad Militia were drilled there...

The walls were broken down in the 1840’s, during the governorship of

Sir Henry McLeod. (Mavrogordato 1977:44) 0 “Well, that was my first

recording, and I did that for Sa Gomes, who had a music store on

‘Marine Square’ in those days, now known as Independence Square.”

(Terror in EX 8 Nov 1987:13)

mariposa n Chaetodon striatus, a small marine fish of inferior eating

quality. Also C. capistratus. /maripoza/ (< Sp mariposa ‘butterfly’,

prob. fr small size and pretty appearance) = demoiselle
1

0 Demoiselle

or Mariposa... not much used for food, too small. (Vincent 1910:50) 0

(Mendes 1940:17).

marish and parish phr Everyone; all people in the area. (< E parish

‘a religious or administrative district’) 0 De marish an’ de parish:

everybody, toute moon. (Haynes 1987:90) 0 More than a week of

hype and intense marketing for the Donkey Derby served to draw the

“marish” and “parish” to the Wrightson Road Venue. (EX 19 Jan

1993:17) 0 Well, everybody, the marish and the parish, toute moon,
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toute bagai, todo el mundo, one time start to laugh, “kyah, kyah”, “kif

kif’, “gil fil”, “gib gib” and “uh, Lard, hold me, hold me!” (TTM 24

Jan 1993:30) 0 “Nah nah, doe call Papa. He does talk too damn much.

Next thing yuh know, the whole marish and the parish know my busi-

ness. Don’t worry to call Papa at all.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:90)

mark 1 n In WHE-WHE, one of 36 numbers that can be chosen by a

BANKER; usually written on a piece of paper placed in an envelope;

players bet on which number is the winning one. (< E mark ‘a sign,

stamp, inscription etc. put for distinction or identification’ = punt
1

,

whe-whe mark 0 The paper contained seven marks known in whe-whe

as the “seven birds of feathers”... Each mark on the paper was sold for

a penny and...whichever had played, the purchaser thereof would be

entitled to... a certain sum of money. (Alexander 1909) 0 [He] was

caught... assisting in a whe whe lottery at the Central Market... as the

[officer] approached someone shouted that a constable was coming

and [the defendant] tore up the marks. “I was lucky enough to get a

piece of the tom paper which still contained a mark.” (WG 6 Sept

1930:5) 0 According to Constable Quashie, whe whe expert of the

Trinidad Constabulary, No. 12 (Tiepin), No. 4 (Dead Man), No. 20

(Dog) and No. 6 (Belly) were the whe whe marks which appeared on a

piece of cigarette box found on Herman Shave on Marine Square last

month. (TG 2 May 1933:3) 0 [He] based “sue-sue” as his defence

and... said that the marks were in connection with a sweepstake... [but]

the ample evidence of the prosecution [was] that the marks were whe-

whe marks. (TG 8 Jan 1936:3) 0 “And what about when they raid the

whey-whey gamblers? When they kean’t get evidence they does put

whey-whey marks in you’ pocket and say they find them there.” (de

Boissiere 1952:148) 0 San Fernando is in a state of demoralization

owing to the whe-whe plague which has now obtained so firm a hold

on the community, including many persons in the upper class. The

marks are exposed three times a day and prizes distributed. (Ottley

1972:29) 0 It is called a mark since the Banker or person in control of

the game writes down the number he intends to play before taking any

bets, folds the paper, and either hangs it up where the folded paper is

in plain sight, or places it in a receptacle (like a bottle) which remains

in plain sight. When it is time to “buss” the mark the Banker, in front

of everyone, opens up the paper to reveal the number he had written

down. (EX-2 22 July 1990:44) 0 “The poor man’s gamble” or, as it is

more familiarly known, whe-whe, was brought to Trinidad by Chinese

immigrants in 1853... It is based on the so-called science of dream-

interpretation: dreams are interpreted according to a list of numbers -

from one to thirty-six - called “marks”. Every number represents part

of the human body and has an additional meaning corresponding to

some person, animal or thing. (Millett 1993:55) 0 The newspaper that

sells bets depends on one thing only: whose tipster has given the mark

most recently... The legalised game has given the traditional, illegal

whe-whe so much thunder that the local whe-whe turf has had to

enhance its appeal by paying 31 to 1 ,
and taxing one dollar in every

winning mark towards a Sunday jackpot, which goes to the winning

mark with the heaviest bet during the preceding week. (Pires

1994e: 15) 0 Still, poor Marilyn Gordon for having the job of persuad-

ing Trinidadians, watching and minding “Dog” since May that the stu-

pid mark hasn’t played not because of official corruption but simply

because that is the way the balls are tumbling. (EX 1 1 Oct 1995:9) 0

The winning “mark” was first communicated to punters on a [roll] of

paper which was attached to a string and suspended from either a roof

or a tree... The game was generally played twice per day and seven

days per week. Generally, the first draw of numbers took place at mid-

day while the second took place at 4.00 pm. (McCree 1996:5) 0 To
help players choose a “mark”, “touts” also used as aids numerical

charts and a logbook in which they recorded the “marks” that were

played each day. (McCree 1996:5-6) 0 In the traditional game, the

punter normally tried to read the mind of the banker in choosing

“marks”, an activity which was facilitated by some familiarity with his

methods of playing and the degree of cultural affinity they both shared

living in the same communal environment... the features of the new
game have also served to undermine or call into question the utility of

effectiveness of dreams and other interpretive methods of selecting

“marks”. (McCree 1996:24)

2 n Of a child, a discoloured patch of skin present from birth, believed

to be caused by the failure to give a pregnant woman something she

had a craving for. 0 Man look nuh, guh and get me de salt fish, you

chile goin get mark oui. (Ottley 1971) 0 Whatever type of food the

mother should ask for, she should have it, and have it without delay. If

she does not get it and get it at once too, the child will be bom with

the mark of that particular food or sweetmeat on some part of its

body... The author knows of a case in which a child was bom with a

brown raised spot on its head because of the unavailability of grapes

in the village. (Ottley 1979)

3 n obs In many traditional African societies, one or more physical

scars, most often on the face, made to indicate a person’s tribal affilia-

tion. = >country-mark 0 Very few returns here would be found correct

- planters who have made them on their estates have through habitual

inaccuracy made many mistakes - half the negroes don’t or won’t

know their nation - none their age - their marks can only be defined

with accuracy by a person accustomed to examine them. (Trinidad CO
295/37, Woodford to Goulbum, 15 Oct 1815, in UWI-HT)

4 n obs A shopkeeper’s token, issued as change, redeemable at a par-

ticular shop; instituted because of a shortage of official coins. (< E
mark ‘something with an identifying mark or stamp’) 0 There being

at one time an insufficiency of change, pieces were stamped out of the

dollars and circulated, at the value of 10c/ each, under the name of

“escalin clou.” Even these were not sufficient, however, so shop-

keepers began to issue their own tokens, called “marks” locally, of

very small value. When these private tokens along with other confus-

ing coinage were later replaced by sterling at the instance of Sir Ralph

Woodford, some traders whose total value of outstanding tokens were

swollen by counterfeits were reduced to near bankruptcy. (Pitt

1948:13) 0 By Woodford’s governorship, the coinage had become so

debased that all lower value coins were withdrawn and a new colonial

issue made. But the new issue proved inadequate for small change

and so shopkeepers issued their own tokens or “marks,” generally for

a quarter real (“demi stampee”), or 64th of a dollar. (Anthony

1997:146)

5 n In navigation, a point where two or more landmarks intersect with

the location of a boat, used by fishermen to locate a particular BANK 3
.

= >bank-mark 0 “Like they cyaan find the mark.” (2002)

mark(i) n Macrobrachium cassinus, an edible freshwater crayfish or

prawn found in streams and rivers. /ma:ki/ 0 Here have plenty mark,

but if you go the other side, you wouldn’t find any.

mark bust, mark buss, mark bus 1 phr In whe-whe, the moment

when the winning number is announced. (< bus^) 0 Many of them...

cannot wait to hear from the “Markers” the result of the draw or when

the “mark is burst” as they say, they go up to the mount on which the

“Bankers” operate and wait to see it done and get paid there so that

they might invest again. (WG 6 Oct 1930:4) 0 “What time the mark

burst tonight?” “As usual. Eight o’clock.” (Hill 1966c:9) 0 She asked

him what number to bet on. He suggested that she could bet her age.

So she told him to play number 30 for her. Later, after the mark

“buss” and Tunos returned she asked him “What de man play?” he

told her 38. And she fainted. (EX-2 22 July 1990:44) 0 On Friday,

January 26, for example, a total of $23,244 were wagered on pigeon.

So “when the mark buss” and pigeon was it, the board was forced to

pay out its second biggest ever: $557,856. (TTM

A

Feb 1996:11)

2 phr The moment when a secret wrongdoing is discovered. 0

Madhoo was so friendly with the policeman that when the first baby

was christened, Madhoo sponsored it. When “the mark buss” it was

discovered that Madhoo was the father of [his] God-child. (Lewis

1972:66) 0 Many insiders feel that [he] got exactly what he

deserved... and now that the mark buss, a lot of people who did not

like [him] are now saying: Goodbye! (Bomb 13 July 1990:3) 0 Whis-

pers were soon making the rounds about who was the man in [her]

life. When the mark buss, five co-workers were walking around the

office with very red faces. (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:9)

mark couple n In WHE-WHE, two MARK numbers considered to be

logically related, and played together. = kiss numbers, mark pair 0

Mark couples are called ‘pairs’ or more evocatively ‘kiss numbers'.
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They logically go together as they share the same train of thought.

Opposites, synonyms, cause and effect, circumstance, all these con-

stitute the basis for a pair or couple. In order not to 'pip’ you should

play the two numbers that form a mark couple together in a draw.

Black and white play 1 1 Corbeau and 17 pigeon... Back and belly 25

Morocoy + 6 Belly; Bamboo and carbide 27 Little Snake + 1 Centi-

pede; Bank and money 23. ..(Besson 1999:102) 0 Mark Couple: Two
marks that play together because they are a logical pair. Also called

'kiss numbers’. (Besson 1999:175)

marker n In whe-whe, a person who collects and records bets,

brings them in to the BANKER, and helps distribute the winnings. =

courier, runner, tout, travelling agent 0 [T]he “Markers” or the men
who sell the Whe-Whe marks flood the City, taking bets from a cent

up and promising a 30 to 1 return... minus the “Markers” commission

of 20 per cent. (IVG 6 Oct 1930:3) 0 There are crooks in every big

gamble but a professional whe whe marker who made a habit of being

too late to put on his client’s stakes would soon be out of business

altogether. (TG 13 March 1932 in McCree 1996:17) 0 Those who go

about soliciting subscriptions, commonly called “markers”, have a

very wide latitude. They get somebody to choose a particular number,

and if per chance this happens to be the winning number the marker

goes back to his friend and says “I am very sorry. I was too late”. As a

matter of fact he is never too late but actually keeps for himself the

winnings. (Legislative Council Ordinances, 1933:71 in McCree
1996:13) 0 The Markers patrol the district and collect bets. These bets

are governed by dreams, signs and omens. Each Marker writes his

bets down on a slip of paper thus: “2 x 6” which means that number 2

(“old lady”) is bought for six cents. He hands a receipt to the Punter

with his private identification sign on the back. At the appointed time

and place, all the Markers gather round the Banker and his assistant.

They hand in their lists and the money collected, then the Banker

invites one of them to expose the mark chosen for that play. This is

declared, the lists checked, and the winning number paid. The Mark-

ers collect their winnings and return to pay off the Punters and collect

fresh marks for the following play. (Hill 1966c:3) 0 The marker gets

the extra money because of the risk of being arrested. Sometimes

markers might “stand up” on you, meaning they keep your money
and do not bet it, or they keep your winnings. (EX-2 22 July 1990:44)

0 Markers were mainly unemployed young men who collected punts

from punters in the barrack-yards and work places and took them to

the bankers who paid out thirty cents to a cent on every punt of the

winning mark. The markers in turn took a 20% commission for every

punt on the winning mark. Markers were well established in certain

barrack-yards, big barrack-yards having more than one. Nevertheless

they did not encroach upon each other’s barrack-yards. (Cummings
2004:123)

mark family n In WHE-WHE, a groups of marks that are played

together because they are considered to share a similar meaning. 0

The mark families in the following table can be interpreted in differ-

ent ways. Basically, they are groups of marks that play successfully

for the same caprice, dream or rake. You can approach them with

their literal meaning, e.g. pets could be symbolised by the pet animals

amongst the marks. Pigeon, Dog, Morocoy, Red Fish and House
Cat... You can also look for synonyms in the mark families... Thirdly,

the families can be based on a certain event. (Besson 1999:115)

markfan see MAKFAN

mark fat phr In the negative, describing something or someone who
is totally useless, ineffective, powerless, (fr fat being so soft that any-

thing could leave a mark) = make note 0 Cyar meek ah note: useless;

can’t perform; can’t mark fat. (Haynes 1987:169)

marko see MACO

mark pair n In whe-whe, two MARK numbers considered to be logi-

cally related, and played together. = kiss numbers, mark couple 0

Mark couples are called 'pairs’ or more evocatively ‘kiss numbers’.

They logically go together as they share the same train of thought.

Opposites, synonyms, cause and effect, circumstance, all these con-

stitute the basis for a pair or couple. In order not to ‘pip’ you should

play the two numbers that form a mark couple together in a draw.

Black and white play 1 1 Corbeau and 17 pigeon. (Besson 1999:102)

mark story n Groups of whe-whe marks that are considered to be

linked by meaning or within a story, and are thus played together. 0

The mark stories are probably one of the most exciting and fun meth-

ods to find your lucky mark. You don’t necessarily have to witness

any of the stories quoted here. Rather they are symbolic stories. For

instance, 3 Carriage was the mark that buss in the last draw. The
meaning of Carriage is ‘Transportation’. The mark story will tell you
that it stands for ‘Going on a journey’. The marks to play in your next

play should be 35-travelling, 3-car/airplane, 35-long road, 18-boat,

36-sea, all things that make up the mark story! (Besson 1999:93)

mark time for phr Constantly on the lookout for; always wanting to

get, e.g. money, girlfriend, work. (< E mark time ‘wait; delay; do

nothing productive’) 0 He always marking time for that girl.

mark-under(-mark) phr In whe-whe, the playing of the same
mark by the BANKER on the same day of the week, (fr marks being

listed by week so that subsequent same days of the week are under

each other) 0 When Play Whe was still called Whe Whe, it acquired

several terms to describe its various aspects, such as ‘mark-under’ or

‘mark-under-mark’. This is a strategy used by a banker to throw the

players off. For instance, the mark played on Wednesday is played

the following Wednesday at the same time. A banker is thought to be

‘under mark’ when it is observed that he plays that number on a par-

ticular weekday for more than one week. (Besson 1999:46)

mar lakri, marr lackrie n In GHATKA, a stroke to the opponent’s

stick, /mar lakri/ (< H mar ‘beating; blow’ + lakri ‘wood; staff) =

mar pharrie 0 Marr lackrie. (Palladin 1970)

marli doun-doun 1 /; A cylindrical metal drum made from a steel

SWEET OIL container, /marli dundun/ (marli is poss. of WAfr origin,

although some have suggested it is fr Marley, a shop based in Arima

that sold the original tins + doun-doun 1

) 0 (Elder 1966) 0 As late as

1940 on the hills in Charlotteville at nights one could hear the music

of Congo women playing what the villagers called Congo-drum

(marli doun-doun) (Elder 1988:19-20) 0 J.D. Elder ( 1 966a: 157,1 60-

1) discusses how people of Congolese descent in Trinidad (some of

whom arrived after emancipation) fashioned a percussion instrument

from an olive oil container called a marli-doundoun. (Stuempfle

1990:41) 0 The Tobago/Congo-Nation marlidoundoun drum was

played by women. (Rohlehr 1990:36-7) 0 Several instances exist

where the drum team [for canboulay] included females. For example,

Congo women played the marli doundoun (Tobagonian drum made
of olive oil containers) for their quelbe dance in Tobago. (Elder

1998:42)

2 n arc Tob An empty BISCUIT TIN, flattened and used to wrap around

tree trunks to protect them from animals. 0 That tree used to have a

marli doun-doun.

marlin, matin, mating, mailing n A type of strong waxed twine used

for seines and other marine purposes, kite-flying, and top-spinning,

/malin, main]/ (< E marline ‘rope of two strands’) = ling 0 They

would buy a 3-cent length of marlin and two blue steel fish-hooks and

let the lines dangle from their big toes. (Khan 1964:36) 0 Donald was

once the victim of a painful encounter with the marlin of a big, mad
bull. (Maynard 1992:13) 0 By her behaviour, by the way she looking

at his old grip, tied with ‘mailing’ twine and the two breadfruit that

his cousin give him, he done know already what it is she thinking.

(Alleyne-Forte 1994:4)

marmi (bhaaji) n Ipomoea aquatica [= I. reptans ], a cultivated plant;

leaves edible when cooked, /marmi b
h
a;<^i/ (< H-Bh) = bhaaji,

>karmi (bhaaji), swamp cabbage 0 Kaarme or Marmi Bhagi or

Swamp Cabbage, Ipomoea reptans (Pariag 1975:40)

marni n Dead person; corpse, /mami/ (< H mama ‘die; expire; cease’)

= dead 3
0 The neighbours have a mami. 0 Over there have a mami.

maro, marrow n Hindu wedding tent, specifically a section of the tent

where the wedding ritual takes place, /maro/ (< H-Bh marva ‘wed-

ding spot’) = marava 0 At the bride’s home, the nuptial ceremony is

performed. The place where the ceremony takes place, in Trinidad

(the maro), is freshly daubed with cow dung and marked with
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auspicious lines. (Balkissoon ca 1975:5) 0 The wedding took place in

a booth, or maro, beside or behind the bride’s parents’ home. The

maro usually had a decorated bamboo frame and a central, [nuptial]

pole sheathed in banana stems interlaced with flowers. At the foot of

the marriage pole an altar, or bedi, decorated with dyed rice, was con-

structed. (Clarke 1986:122) 0 Wedding pole in maro (wedding

booth), Hindu wedding. (Clarke 1986:114a) 6 Marrow. A sacred

place where a marriage ceremony takes place. Constructed of bam-

boo in a central position in the tent - the marrow is shaped like an

umbrella and decorated with flowers, streamers, etc. (Ramlakhan

1990a: 15) 0 The dulahin Radha, dressed in red and escorted by her

mother, than entered the Maro for the first time to [exchange] mar-

riage vows with the dulaha, Vinoo. (EXAug 2002:23) 0 The marrow

should be constructed with four poles in the four cardinal points... and

a fifth pole is placed in the middle for support... The marrow is then

decorated with sacred leaves, fruits, flowers and beautiful decora-

tions. (Holass-Beepath 2002:19) 0 The Laawa bhoojana ceremony

usually takes place on the Saturday night before the wedding cere-

mony. At about eleven o’clock in the night, the dulaha’s (dulahin’s)

mother, accompanied by the other female relatives such as phoowa,

mousi, maami, nani and bahen, bring the chulha, firewood, pot and

rice paddy near to the maaroh. (Holass-Beepath 2002:55)

maromay see MALOME

maroon 1 n obs Picnic; excursion into the countryside, or shore, for

pleasure. 0 These gentlemen had come in a brig, on what is called a

maroon party, i.e. a party of pleasure. (Joseph 1838b-2:282) 0 A trip

to the Bocas - a pic-nic at the Islands - a maroon at Maraval - a plo-

ver party at the Couva bank - or a variety of other ways in which

many “highly influential” parties in this Colony pass their Sunday.

(.POSG 7 Mar 1845:3) 0 I joined a maroon party down to the Care-

nage, about seven miles below Port of Spain... We marooned in the

house of a mulatto fisherman, the seigneur of the place, where we
were feasted with groper, the finest fish in the West Indies, and snap-

per. (Day 1852-1:207) 0 Was it to be supposed that our actual gover-

nor, an artist, a poet, such a jolly fellow, such a boon companion, the

very patron of all sorts of diversions and pleasures, of picnic and

maroon parties, of chanting and dancing fetes, of theatrical perfor-

mances, nay, one of our most able actors, and genteel dancers, should

prove so hostile to popular amusements? (TSn 4 Mar 1858:2) 0 As we
went to climb up the Matapalo-root ladder, we were stopped by sev-

eral pairs of legs coming down it, which belonged, it seemed, to a

bathing party of pleasant French people, “marooning” (as picnic-ing

is called here) on the island. (Kingsley 1880:145)

2 n obs A person, or descendant of one, who has escaped from slavery

and lives free in a remote or isolated area, usually in a community

with others. Note: This term is most frequently used for Jamaica;

in Trinidad a few such communities once existed, particularly in

the south-east.

marouba n Simarouba amara, a large native evergreen tree, to 30 m
(98' ) tall, 1 m (3.2' ) diameter. Bark light-coloured, soft, smooth,

flakes off when old. Underbark yellow-brown with darker streaks.

When cut, bark and wood have a bitter smell. Leaves compound,

midrib reddish-brown when dry. Flower clusters on branched pani-

cles. Fruit consists of 2-5 green unequal-sided parts to 1 .5 cm (.6")

long, attached to a fleshy disk. Wood whitish, soft, light, (prob. < Sp
marrubio, a mint < Latin or < Arawak simarupa, trees Simarouba

amara or Quassi simarouba) 0 (FTT 1929-1-2:157) 0 (Marshall

1934:27)

mar pharii, mar pharrie n In GHATKA, a stroke to the opponent’s

shield. (< Bh mar ‘beating; blow’ + phari ‘shield; target’) = mar lakri

0 (Palladin 1970)

married v Marry someone; get married to someone. (< E married,

past tense or past participle of marry ‘join in wedlock’) = bihakhar,

biyakar 0 Is dat wey mek Jemima send him way and marrid me. (PC
18 June 1904) 0 “M-Miss E-Edith,” said Pierre, resting on his oars,

“long t-time ah had dat to axe you. Ah, ah ent a marridin’ man, b-but

ah make up me mind to marrid wi-wid you.” (Cobham 1907:108) 0

“You goin’ to married wid she?” (de Boissiere 1956:44) 0 I don’t

think a man should married a woman who can’t make baby. (Naipaul

1959:152) 0 “Make it up? With what? That! That piece of dirty coo-

lie? He ain’t have no pride, no decency.... I dunno what bap hit me to

married him. I done with him now, for good.” (Hill 1966c: 19) 0 “Lis-

ten, boy, you have plenty time for marrieding. You not even sixteen

yet.” (Anthony 1967:100) 0 ‘But why you ain’t marriedin’, boy Din-

noo?’ (Naipaul 1976:62) 0 I thought Indian should married Indian?

(Selvon 1991c: 102) 0 “Gurl, the boy too harden. All the time he want

tuh marrid the gurl ah tellin him he too young wait a lil bit. So what

he do? He go and get the gurl pregnant and say he have tuh marrid the

gurl... So we marridin them Sunday.” (Ali 1993:53) 0 He say, “Well,

what me sister go do? Le’ me marri’d, an’ when I marri’d, de two ah

dem go stop in de house, an’ I go outside to work.” (Mahabir

2005:78)

married in the doors of court phr Have a civil wedding. 0 (Haynes

1987:60)

married-man pork n Ocimum campechianum, an aromatic native

plant. Note: This appears to be a recently introduced name from

Guayana. = >basil, bhantulsi, jumbie balsam, jumbie basil, mosquito

bush, petit baume 0 (Morean 1990)

married woman/man n Said to a child in the house who is behaving

as if having the same status as an adult. 0 So you a married woman
now!

marr lackrie see MAR LAKRI

marrocoto n Lobites surinamensis (E triple-tail), an edible marine

fish. Scales edged golden; elongated fins near the tail make it appear

to have three tails. (< Sp marrocoto ‘a Spanish gold coin’) 0 Triple

Tail or Marrocoto. The natural habit of this fish is in the Venezuelan

rivers that flow into the Gulf of Paria, though for some unexplained

reason they are often seen swimming on the surface of the Gulf and

easily harpooned. The flesh is considered a delicacy by Venezuelans.

(Mendes 1940:26)

marsa (bhaaji) n Amaranthus dubius , a native plant; leaves edible

when cooked. (H-Bh) = >bhaaji, chowrhy, marwa, spinach

mars(e) see MAS

marseeya see MASIYA

Marsh see Trinidad Marsh
marshal n Wife; legally married woman, as opposed to DEPUTY. (< E
marshal ‘chief officer supervising others, e.g. deputies’) 0 He have to

mind the marshal.

marsh guiouti n Certhiaxis cinnamomea , a bird, 15 cm (6") long.

Head and upperparts dark red-brown; throat pale yellow; rest of

underparts whitish; tail long, graduated, bare shafts protruding. Voice

a shrill, rattling series of notes. (< E marsh
,

fr common habitat +

guiouti ) = guiouti
1

,
kri-kri-kri, >rooti 0 (ffrench 1991 :256)

marsh tick-bird n Crotophaga major, a bird, 42.5 cm (17") long.

Glossy bluish black; long tail; large thick bill with high ridge on

lower half of upper beak giving a broken-nosed effect. (< E marsh, fr

common habitat + tick-bird) = great tick bird, >gros merle cobo 0

(Chapman 1894:64) 0 (Roberts 1934:92)

marsouen blanc n obs One or more species of dolphin or porpoise

found off Trinidad and Tobago coasts. (< Fr marsouen ‘dolphin’ +

blanc ‘white’) 0 Two kinds of porpoise locally called “marsouen

blanc” (the small one) and “marsouen canal,” weighing about three

quarters of a ton, are plentiful, so the harpooner with a stout pirogue

and four good oars can get plenty of fun... There are two varieties that

are exceedingly common, the “marsouen blanc” (local name) or

white porpoise, a small greyish-brown porpoise weighing but a few

hundred weight... They are great destroyers and eaters of fish, and

play havoc with schools of mackerel, cavalli, and other pelagic fish.

(Vincent 1910:29,90)

marsouen canale n obs Probably Globicephala macrorhynchus (E

short-fumed pilot whale), a small dark-coloured whale; males to 6 m
(20') long. (< Fr marsouen ‘dolphin’) 0 Sharks, sword-fish, saw-fish,

and two kinds of porpoise locally called “marsouen blanc” (the small

one) and “marsouen canal,” weighing about three quarters of a ton,

are plentiful, so the harpooner with a stout pirogue and four good oars
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can get plenty of fun. (Vincent 1910:29) 0 [T]he ... “marsouen

canale” or canal porpoise, a dark brown variety, averaging some-

where about a ton in weight. They are great destroyers and eaters of

fish, and play havoc with schools of mackerel, cavalli, and other

pelagic fish. (Vincent 1910:90)

marti n A penalty in children’s competitive games, usually PITCH, in

which the winner snaps a finger hard against the loser’s knuckles, fin-

gers, or ear, or shoots the marble hard against the knuckles of the

loser's closed fist. = >bokey, matacks, noko, progo 0 Partner when I

pitch. Ah hit is ah hit, marti is marti, Yu 'fraid ah dab yu? (Keens-

Douglas 1975:44)

martiniquan, martiniquen n obs A woman’s style of dress, including

a very full skirt, a shawl, and madras head-tie. = >douiette 0

Creole patois was very prevalent and most people spoke it so the crier

[was] generally a woman dressed a la martiniquen with chemise, jupe

and foulard, a pair of zanno cylindre in her ears and a string of grains

d’or round her neck and a stiff calanday handkerchief tied turban-

wise on her head and the possessor of a good sounding voice. (Inniss

1932) 0 We all clapped and shouted in the headiness of the occasion -

all except a rather stout lady nearby with her head tied up martini-

quan-style. (Araujo 1984: 1 1) 0 A lady who sat on the northern side of

the church and who came from St. Vincent, but always wore Martini-

quan dress with accompanying head-tie. (Maynard 1992:37)

martin n obs Progne chalvbea , a bird, 1 7.5 cm (7") long. Glossy blue-

black; throat, breast and sides greyish brown; tail forked. (< E martin

,

a number of birds of the swallow family) = hirondelle noire,

>rainbird
2

, swallow
2
0 (Chapman 1894:28)

Martin mango n A variety of cultivated mango. 0 Mangoes: Could be

classified as the King of all tropical fruits. A very tasty fruit. They can

be divided into three classes. Of the first type there is the Julie, Peter,

Gordon, Graham, D or and the Martin. (Rampersad 1963)

martin-pecheur a ceinture bleue n obs Ceryle alcyon (E belted king-

fisher), a bird, 32.5 cm (13") long. Male: crested head and upperparts

blue-grey with white collar; underparts white with broad greyish blue

breast-band. Female has a narrow reddish brown band across belly. A
common visitor to both Trinidad and Tobago. (< Fr martin-pecheur

‘kingfisher’ + a ceinture bleue ‘with a blue belt') 0 (Chapman
1894:62)

martin-pecheur a long bee n obs Chloroceryle amazona [= Ceryle

amazona] (E Amazon kingfisher), a bird, 27.5 cm (11") long. Male
head and upperparts glossy dark green with a few white spots and

white collar; breast dark reddish brown; lower underparts white.

Female underparts white with narrow green breast-band. A rare visi-

tor to Trinidad. (< Fr a long bee ‘with a long beak’) 0 (Chapman
1894:62)

martin-pecheur a poitrine rouge n obs Chloroceryle americana cro-

teta, a bird, 18.7 cm (7.5") long. Male head and upperparts glossy

dark green with a few white spots and a white collar; breast dark red-

brown; lower underparts white; conspicuous white spots on wings

and tail. Female underparts huffish white with two green bands across

breast. Usu. seen on low perches besides rivers, diving in for fish.

(< Fr a poitrine rouge ‘with a red breast’) = >fisherman\ red-bellied

kingfisher 0 (Chapman 1894:61)

marwa (bhaaji) n Probably Amaranthus dubius

,

a native plant whose
leaves are edible when cooked. (< Bh marwa ‘edible plant’) =

>bhaaji, chowrhy, marsa, spinach 0 Sarso, marwa (type of bhaji)

bhatwa (a legume) and soah (for seasoning) have now become only a

memory in the minds of old folks who would soon be buried in the

land from where these plants had once sprouted. (Mahabir 1 99 1 :vi)

maryann see MARIANNE
mary grass n Setaria barbata [= Chaetochloa barbata], a naturalized

annual weedy grass, inhabiting shady places.

mary-shut-your-door n Mimosa pudica, a low-growing native plant

with thorny stems, lavender flowers; compound leaves fold up when
touched, (fr comparison of closing leaves to closing door) = chooi-

moi, lajoutrioghas, mary-shut-your-gate, mazay-marie, old lady
1

,

sensible plant, shame bush, shame Charlotte, shame plant, >ti-marie

0 (MNP 2007)

mary-shut-your-gate n Mimosa pudica, a low-growing native plant

with thorny stems, lavender flowers; compound leaves fold up when
touched, (fr comparison of closing leaves to closing gate) = chooi-

moi, lajoutrioghas, mary-shut-your-door, mazay-marie, old lady
1

,

sensible plant, shame bush, shame Charlotte, shame plant, >ti-marie 0

Took at you with cutlass and hoe! You’re a worker, not like this old

vagabond... I sure his garden must be full of rabbit-grass and mary-

shut-your-gate! (Selvon 1 99 1 a:7)

mas, marse, mas’, mask, masque IhA Carnival costume or char-

acter, either traditional or innovative, /'mas/ (< E masque, mask ‘a dis-

guise, usually rich or fantastic, worn by people diverting themselves

with dancing and other amusements’) = masquerade 1

0 I went to see

the masks. Nearly all were coloured folk. (Urich 6 Mar 1832, in de

Verteuil 1995:114) 0 Me reason foo calling you pan des pints is

becarse pan Tuesday evening me see wan band ar mass ar play some
ting dem call Clowns. (PC 3 Mar 1906) 0 Town people only fast, they

fast, With a heap ah old pan they spoiling people mask. (Killer “Trin-

idad Carnival of Fong Ago” 1948 pr) 0 The word “masque” indicates

that the band wears costumes based on a theme from history, current

events, films. Carnival tradition, from the imagination, or from a

combination of these. It is thus differentiated from “mask”, the cover-

ing of the face and/or head sometimes worn by the masquers. In local

pronunciation both as “mas”* (*It is often so spelled...) but are

clearly differentiated concepts in the minds of the masquers. (Crow-

ley 1956a: 194) 0 In the Mas’ field, one sad note this year will be the

reported non-appearance of Peter Carvalho and Mack Copeland, rul-

ers of masqueraders in San Fernando over the last decade. (TG 13 Jan

1973:8) 0 As in Trinidad, the street mas’ is of two days’ duration. (EX
20 Sept 1987:5) 0 One year Cecil [Celestine] an Clyde Audain rock

town wit ah mas call Tiger Worshippers. (Foster 1990:74) 0 The

Savannah is the culmination of the year’s efforts and expectations but,

in the end, the Savannah is forjudging and for cameras and the road is

for mas. (Jacob et al 1992:4) 0 “Mas has always been a street theatre.

Took at the Bats, the Clowns, the Jab-Jabs who all had their specific

dance moves, doing the same steps as they went along from Queen to

Park Street.” (TG 9 Jan 1994:2) 0 And then at Carnival time ...he

would... make chicken pelau for Boysie and Boysie wife to take to

Port-of-Spain to see mas’. (Narine 1996:29)

2 n An event or situation which is wild, uncontrolled; confusion;

scandal. = bacchanal
2

, >old mas 0 [He] received his backpay. Well,

from then on it was real ’mas for him and certain friends at his favor-

ite bars. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:4) 0 Ah remember one momin de milk-

man fall dong wit about ah hundred bottle on he bike. If yuh see mas.

(Foster 1990:8 1 ) 0 So Bret huffed and puffed and blew away through

the escape channel or gap between the two islands and headed down
de Main to play a destructive mas’ in Venezuela. (TG 14 Aug 1993:7)

masa n Flour made from com. (< Sp masa ‘dough’, compare Sp

harina de mai'z ‘com/maize flour’) 0 Those who grew com and had

knowledge of preparing it into “masa” did so, but others without the

knowhow or the time, purchased “com balls” from women who
earned their livelihood from such skills and also from selling bottled

“roucou”, the food colouring which preceded ketchup. (TG 11

Dec 1995)

masaal n arc A long piece of bamboo, about ten feet, filled with

PITCH OIL; a wick is put into it, and held vertically in place with

firmly packed dirt; used as a lamp or torch. Note: Elsewhere in the

Caribbean, esp. Guyana, also spelled mussal, mussaul, mosaul,

musaul, mushal, massal. (< U-H masal ‘torch’) 0 “Boy! in long time

night wedding e din ha light an thing we use to make masaal.” (1990)

mas band, masque band n A group of Carnival mas players with

a single overall theme, ranging in size from several to several thou-

sand people, sometimes divided into sections. (< mas + band1 ) 0 Car-

nival’s basic structural unit is the masque band made up of any

number of masquers, from two to eight hundred. The word “masque”

indicates that the band wears costumes based on a theme from his-

tory, current events, films, Carnival tradition, from the imagination,

or from a combination of these. It is thus differentiated from “mask”,

the covering of the face and/or head sometimes worn by the masquers.
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mash up

In local pronunciation both as “mas”* (*It is often so spelled...) but

are clearly differentiated concepts in the minds of the masquers.

(Crowley 1956a: 194) 0 I discussed this with Albert Bailey, of African

descent, a great costume designer and mas’-band leader. (Eigeland

1980:23) 0 Each mas’ band, some with thousands of marchers, has its

theme. (Eigeland 1980:32) 0 Lincoln Abraham and Robert Murray,

both of Chinese extraction... began presenting mas’ bands in the first

half of the 1930s. (Milled 1993:270) 0 Mas bands compete for prizes

in three major categories: large bands (more than 800), medium
bands (251-799), small bands (51-250), and, for the first time in 1998,

mini bands (11-50). but Carnival is flexible, and these size categories

may vary. Large bands have separate sections with different costumes

unified by an overall theme. Costumes, performance, and music all

comprise a band. (Martin 1998:229)

mas camp n The place where Carnival mas costumes are made
and distributed; this headquarters for a BAND may be temporary or

semi-permanent. 0 The Carnival fever seems to have also belatedly

struck patrons based on the crowds which converge nightly at the mas

camp. (TG 16 Jan 1993:13) 0 “An average of 50-100 people pass

through (the mas camp) every day; they say they are making the

rounds and they’ll be back.” (TG 16 Jan 1994:13) 0 At Poison’s

Alyce Glen mas’ camp, the finishing touches are being applied to

costumes in time for delivery at the end of the month. (TG 16 Jan

1994:13) 9 Mas’ Camp: The headquarters of a masquerade band,

where the costumes are assembled. Often, this is also where registra-

tion for the band takes place, but it need not be. The site may be tem-

porary or permanent. (Scher 2003:182-3)

mas face n obs A traditional Carnival mas mask, usually made on

a wire frame, such as those worn by a PIERROT GRENADE, that cov-

ers the face. 0 A mask is referred to as a mask face. (ESTT 1956)

mash 1 v Walk; travel by walking. (< FC mache < Fr marcher ‘walk;

step’) 0 “I walked miles. From Richmond Street to all River Estate

and Carenage, all La Seiva... You work on a percentage and you had

to sell hundred to get something. That’s why you have to mash plenty

road.” (Johnson 2003b:23)

2 v Put a foot into; enter on foot. 0 Some people say that the girls was

bad, If a man tell me that he don’t mash me yard. (Cypher “Mano
Benjamin” pr, in Roberts 1965) 0 Don’t mash your foot in my house.

(John 1973)

3 v Step on; crush; push with the foot, esp. brakes. See also GAS .

(< FC mache < Fr marcher ‘walk; step’ + poss. AmE mash ‘apply

pressure; press down; esp. forcefully’) 0 No mo mas he big toe, ifyou

name man, or watch he trait ar he face an na say howdy. (PC 24 Feb

1906) 0 Do not mash (tread upon) my foot. (ESTT 1956) 9 ‘Am 1

dancing good, and not mashing your foot?’ ‘You are not mashing my
foot,’ she said. (Lovelace 1968:43) 9 “I mashed brakes but it was too

late since I had already felt the impact of the car below the wheels.”

(Blast 15 Apr 1988:12) 0 “Soon as I swing in Bamboo about 100 feet

from the highway I heard a loud sound as I mash brakes.” (TTM 18

Dec 1994:3) 0 I mash the ex [accelerator] and pass him one time.

4 v Destroy; break up; damage; break into pieces. See also MASH UP.

(< dial E mash ‘smash; break’) 0 On the subject of scorpion bites...

when you have been bitten, drink some ‘blue’ water. That will keep

you from dying and will enable you ever afterwards to see a scorpion

before it sees you. Then you can mash it. (TG 19 Mar 1921:12) 0 “I

need a coke bottle to smash these,” I said. (The villagers cracked

them with their teeth.) “Mash it, mash the crab for she,” Sankey

called out, and the crabs were taken away. WHAM WHAM from the

kitchen, and then my lunch was returned. (Myers 1998:55)

5 v Go away, usually said to dogs. (< FC mache < Fr marcher ‘walk;

step’) 0 Mash (verb). Mash dog! - Go away dog! (ESTT 1956) 0

Spontaneously he made as if to strike at the dog, shouting, “Mash
dorg mash!” (Ramsawack 1983:15) 0 ‘Gabi,’ Manu called, ‘where

you get that pot-hound from? What you don’t chase it away? Mash,

dog.’ He threw a stick at the animal. ‘Mash!’ He stamped his foot on
the ground. (Boodhoo 1994:45-6)

mashala see MASALA

mash corn phr Cause injury, pain, insult to someone, (fr pain caused

when someone accidentally steps on a foot with a com) = step on

com 0 He tri fo mash me pan me cam, but me go kick e pan he so-fut.

(PC 6 Aug 1904) 0 Race and culture are not neutral topics... You are

bound to mash somebody’s com. (TG 15 Oct 1989:7)

mash dog, mash dorg phr The minimum of civility. (< mash5
) 0

‘Everybody only know how to say, “Mash dog!”‘ The words came

between sobs ‘Nobody know how to feed it.’ (Naipaul 1958: 1 18) 0 “I

ent take no notice of she, nuh. I know she ent have no refinement at

all, an’ I ent even tell she ‘mash dorg.’” (Macaw 1960:2)

mash down 1 v Crush; knock down. (< mash5
) 0 Melda began to pass

Ma Cuffie straight without telling her “good morning” or “good eve-

ning.”... “Dis chile does mash meh dong an doh say ‘good morning’.”

(Lewis 1972:41) 0 “Why yuh mash down mih shining bush for?”

(Baptiste 1993:144)

2 v With the place
,
have an extremely vigorous and enjoyable FETE.

= mash up2
9 Sparrow and Kitchener and Shadow mashing down the

place with calypso music on Sebastien stereo. (Alleyne-Forte

1994:80)

mash-mouth 1 n A toothless, flat mouth, esp. with the lower lip

pulled into the mouth. (< mash4) 0 “I like yuh little sister with de

mash mout’ too bad.” (Baptiste 1993:1 1 1) 0 She looking at me with

she mashmouth. (Haynes 1987:14)

2 adj Having a toothless, flat mouth. 0 She is a fast mash mout broot

woman. (PC 25 June 1904) 9 Yuh mashmouth face. (Haynes

1987:14)

mash up 1 v Injure; hurt; break up; destroy; make fall apart. (< mash4

+ up5
) 9 Kicking out your feet and then you’re mashing up your shoes

(Lion “Suzi-Qu” 1940) 0 Mash-up. Mash-up de ole house. - To
destroy, demolish, or break down. (ESTT 1956) 0 She said fen and no

draws out pal, You go mash up me new water crystal. (Bomber “The

Marble Game” 1959 pr) 0 “As usual I don’t have the time to read

them. Shift work mashes me up.” (Jones 1973:161) 0 A hurricane

mash up de place jes as if was cardboard. (Mamits LPOS, TG 9 Sept

1979) 0 “War - that’s rings. I eh play that. You play that, you doh

attach to anything, because as soon as you like one special marble,

somebody will mash it up.” (1984) 0 After dat de whole lime mash

up. (Keens-Douglas 1984:48) 9 “The trouble with you people is you

aren’t able to deal with democracy... You never had one before - now
you got one you trying to use it to mash up the place.” (EX-2 1 3 Dec

1987:5) 9 “Their duty is to protect and serve, not to mash up and

curse!” she said in a frustrated tone. (Heat 14 Oct 1989:5) 9 “Now
they come here and break down every thing we have and don’t care a

damn what they mash up.” (1990) 9 The cause of this mashing up of

the road is its use by heavy vehicles. (Bomb 14 Sept 1990:6) 9 Then

she start to wine like she never christened, Like she body made from

blood and bacchanal, And that bottom come to mash up the carnival.

(Rudder “De Long Time Band” 1992) 9 I woulda bring me hand

together and Badam! Mash up the damn place and kill all the kiss-me-

ass bitches in it. (Maharaj 1992:28) 9 “We used to use [the car] to go

to Cumuto to cut cocorite to make brooms and sell. But since the

engine mash up dat done.” (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:2) 9 She could not trace

how her family got into this predicament but said, “It start when my
husband went away, since then the whole thing start to mash up. My
children is all I have.” (TG 22 Aug 1993:9) 9 ‘The next time I will

mash-up your mouth.’ (Boodhoo 1994:51) 9 The result today is that

the PNM party is about to mash up. (TTM 31 Dec 1995:30)

2 v Outdo; outperform; outcompete. 9 ‘Just to show you. Pearl, the

dress that 1 kill them with, the outfit that mash up everybody.’

(Lovelace 1988:5) 9 “I mashed them up last night!” Moko Jumbie

S.H. after a performance. (Barbata in Falke 2004:21)

3 v In reference to a FETE or music, energetic, free, full of movement,

enjoyable. = mash down2
9 Dat year was fete fadder. An wat about de

year dat Crazy “Nani Wine” an Baron “Somebody” had people dan-

cin. Dem tunes mash up de place, boy. (Foster 1990:51) 9 We want

permission to mash up the place, To give the music some jamming
space. (Rudder “Permission to Mash up the Place” 1988)
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4 adj Destroyed; broken up; damaged. 0 Yu mus see how dem looke

dejected as ef dem going to heng, an dem fellers dat loose de match

ah laff at dem. and dem self saying dey bones mash up wid pane. (PC
1 Oct 1904) 0 And your land is worked out? - Mashed up.... Slipped

away altogether. (Comm Franchise 1888:41) 0 Meself and Daisy

were living happily. And the whole thing mash up entirely (Radio

“Two Sisters Scandal" 1940) 0 Little thing so lead into big fight. I

only hear like a window break, and Mitch throw the whole shelf

behind he wife. When they done, half the house mash up. (Tante

Tante, TG 25 Sept 1993:17)

5 adj Weak; dispirited; ill; injured; helpless; powerless. 0 “And
besides, when you done reach forty-five the company cuttin’ you

loose like a kite, they say you mash-up.” (de Boissiere 1952:237) 0

MASHED-UP, adj., bad, painful, e.g., a mashed-up feeling. (Rodman
1971 :233) 0 Feel mash up - weak and ill. (John 1973) 0 ‘Tell me the

truth. I looking mash up like you?’ (Lovelace 1988:130)

6 adj Destroyed; broken; stopped; often of a FETE or plan. 0 As the

morning broke, they mashed up the fun. By starting to fight, so 1 had

to run (Lord Executor “Sambo Why You Are Go" 1940) 0 The band,

which is the most popular aspect of the social club, found itself in

serious difficulties, after disenchantment with the president virtually

resulted in a total mash-up. (TTM 1 Jan 1993:30)

masiha, marsiya, marseeyah, masija, maseeha, masiya n arc Songs

sung, usually by women following the Hosay procession, mostly

dirges or lamentations, /masiha, masija/ (< U masiyah ‘a genre of

poetic elegies recited to lament the death of a martyr’) 0 At Hosay

time while the drums beat at the front of the tadjah (Hosay) on the

chowk, neighbourhood women who have brought maleeda (sweet-

meat) to be blessed are joined by a few men in singing the wailing

maseeha. (Alladin 1969:30) 0 Women followed the drummers and

flag carriers singing maseehas - sad wailing songs dealing with the

story of Karbala and the tragedy of Hassan and Hosein... Men and

boys shouted, “Hosay!” as the procession moved along. A few men
and mainly women, sang maseehas, sometimes shedding tears of sor-

row. (Alladin 1970:33) 0 Maseeya: These are songs sung by women
following the Hosay procession... The songs are mostly dirges or

lamentations commemorating the martyrdom of the brothers Hassan

and Hosein. (Ahyoung 1977:72) 0 Gone also are the old women who
sang the Maseehahs , wailing dirges, behind the Tadjahs... the elabo-

rate and beautiful replicas of Hussein’s tomb. (Ahye 1988b: 105) 0

Songs of the wedding ceremony and the marseeya songs of the Hosay
celebration are still with us, but many are disappearing. (Ramaya
1992:22) 0 The mojawir, as the imam is called in the south, says a

short prayer, a farewell marsiya (elegy) is sung in Bhojpuri (a Hindi

dialect), and finally the tadjahs are lifted on the shoulders of male

volunteers and carried to the sea as the sun sets over the horizon.

(Korom & Chelkowski 1994)

masjid n A mosque; a Muslim place of worship. (< U masjd ‘mosque;

place of Muslim worship’) 0 The convention commenced in Tobago
on July 29 when Dr Khalil el Khalil laid the foundation stone of the

first Masjid to be erected there. (EX1 Aug 1988: 11)0 “The classes at

the Masjid are on Tuesday and Thursday nights after the prayer but if

you want to go faster than that the Imam is always willing to help and

will see you every evening if you want to.” (Ali 1993:100-1) 0 “Well

Dardee used to live by my father, Enaithali, just opposite the Masjid

by where the Post Office is now.” (Deen 1994:167)

mask, mas v obs Wear a mask or covering over the face as part of a

disguise or costume during Carnival. This practice was made ille-

gal in the late 19th century. (< E mask ‘a covering for the face, as dis-

guise or protection’) 0 On Sunday afternoon an attempt was made by
Mr Peake (Assistant to the Chief of Police) to check the shameful vio-

lation of the Sabbath by the lower order of the population, who are

accustomed about this time of the year to mask themselves and create

disturbances on a Sunday. He arrested two persons who were in

masks. (POSG 22 Jan 1833:2) 0 The “Notice” issued by the Inspector

of Police a short time since relative to “Masking” met with, I believe,

the full consent of, at least, [the] sober and quietly disposed portion of

the community, and who firmly believed that not only would the

“Mask

C

disappear from amongst us but all that accompanies the

season called Carnival would also receive their death-blow... If the

“Police Law” can prohibit “Masking” or rather I should say, wearing

a “Mask,” one can be masking without the “paper face,” can not the

same law prohibit unnerving noise such as howling, yelling, and other

savage signs of mirth, now to be heard every night from 6 p.m. to

12 p.m.? (Letter, POSG 3 Feb 1858:2) 0 Masking was not forbidden

to the free persons of color, but they were subjected to strict regula-

tions and not allowed to mix with the whites. (Hill 1984:10)

masked band n obs A Carnival BAND whose players have cos-

tumes and face masks. 0 We follow various masked bands. The

dances are usually African dances, and the enthusiasm of the negroes

and negresses amuses us very much, for these dances are stupendous.

(Urich 14 Feb 1831, in de Verteuil 1995:46)

masker, masquer n arc A person dressed in Carnival masquerade

costume. = >masquerader 0 The reveling of maskers in the streets on

Sunday is a desecration of the Sabbath [to some]... but then to the

majority of the population (the Catholics), recreation is as much per-

mitted on that day as on any other. (TSt 7 Feb 1842:3) 0 There were

several tasteful bands of maskers - one a graceful dancing band of

Venezuelans... also a Coolie Hose band - and, also, a Zulu band, all

which attracted much attention, some of them giving rise to much
merriment. Individual maskers, as usual, contributed their quota to

the sum of the general festivity and amusement. (FPTN 12 Feb

1880:2) 0 It is very suggestive that, in New Town where there was no

attempt by the police to interfere with the Cannes Brulees maskers,

not a lamp has been destroyed; nor was the order of this part of the

city at all disturbed. (New Era 7 March 1881:3) 0 In 1880 Captain

Baker went a step further and insisted on the maskers giving up their

sticks, drums and flambeaux. (POSG 26 Mar 1881 in Singh 1988:70)

0 We regret to say that there have been several fights among some of

the bands who assume the liberty of interfering with the maskers and

of using their sticks to commit assaults. (TP 10 Feb 1883:3) 0 No
fighting, or obscenities, were to be met with anywhere on Monday
and Tuesday last in our streets; and the letter of the law forbidding

maskers to appear before six o’clock on the Monday morning, was so

strictly observed, that no occasion arose for enforcing it. (New Era 23

Feb 1885:2) 0 Along Charlotte street was the main thoroughfare of

the masquers and the sidewalks were lined with people from the

country who had come in to see the show. (POSG 18 Feb 1896:5) 0

One queer custom I remember in the days of my youth, was the sprin-

kling of people by maskers, with the juice of a wild fniit called

“madigras”... No one liked to be sprinkled with this purple juice, but

it was generally taken in good part, as a joke, for the maskers were

generally friends of those they sprinkled. (Mirror 19 Feb 1898:6) 0

Each crowd of maskers earned a distinguishing banner, artistically

worked. Every movement in the masquerade is made to music -

whether marching or dancing, the songs being a peculiar kind of local

composition. (Mirror 1 Mar 1900:8) 0 The Carnival seems to be

slowly taking a turn for the worse and it is exceedingly disgusting to

see the masquers as they parade the streets, creating a din, with tin

pans, graters, bottles, spoons and bamboos with here and there the

tinkle of discordant cuatro, guitar, or flute &c. (Mirror 20 Feb

1912:6) 0 A few maskers were arrested for fighting, and we under-

stand, one person was arrested for throwing flour. (Mirror 24 Feb

1914:6) 0 [The] music in the majority of cases was furnished by the

biscuit drums and dustbin orchestras; the performers on which instru-

ments (?) exhibited a degree of skill and brought forth the rhythm

which particularly suited the maskers.” (POSG 25 Feb 1941:2, in

Stuempfle 1995:35)

masking n obs The practice of wearing a mask or covering over the

face as part of a disguise or costume during CARNIVAL. This prac-

tice was made illegal in the late 19th century. Masking is not in

itself an improper amusement... [to wit] the Governor’s Masked

Ball. (TSt 7 Feb 1842:3) 0 If the “Police Law” can prohibit “Mask-

ing” or rather I should say, wearing a “Mask,” one can be masking

without the “paper face,” can not the same law prohibit unnerving

noise such as howling, yelling, and other savage signs of mirth, now
to be heard every night from 6 p.m. to 12 p.m.? (Letter, POSG 3 Feb
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1858:2) 0 There was less of masking, and what there was, was not

offensive. (TC 4 Mar 1882:3)

mas man n A person who designs and/or makes Carnival bands
and MAS costumes. (<mas

1 + -man2
) 0 “You don’t have to use

expensive sequins and all the glitter to enjoy Carnival,” continued the

maverick mas’ man... “I can create an enormous jumbie, for about

$12. People can use fig leaves and come down the road. Carnival is

too money-oriented.” (EX 8 Feb 1987:29) 0 Boycott by masmen but

mas ’91 show on. (EX 25 Nov 1990:3) 0 Masmen will also have the

opportunity to display their 1994 drawings and costumes. (TG 10 Jan

1994:12) 0 Carnival fever strikes late: While some masmen complain

of slow sales, others note people still pay large sums for mediocre

designs. (TG 16 Jan 1994:13) 0 “I could not see a masman from John

John leaving his area to join a side from Corbeaux town or St James

in the 1930s or even the 40s, since each district depended heavily on

the support of their members.” (EX 27 Mar 1994:21) 0 ‘My mother

warn me about this man, yes. She say the man is a mas’ man and he

wouldn’t grow up to shoulder responsibility.’ (Boodhoo 1994:179) 0

Masman (Masmen): This term if primarily used to designate someone

who constructs masquerade costumes. It is most commonly associ-

ated with either the person in charge of the band (see Bandleader),

someone who is an expert at one of the higher skilled crafts such as

wirebending, papier mache, etc., or someone who designs the band

itself. These roles may be embodied in one person, or they may be

separate. (Scher 2003:183)

masquerade 1 n arc A Carnival costume or character, either tradi-

tional or innovative, played individually or in a group with a single

overall theme. = mas r
(< E masquerade ‘an assembly of people wear-

ing masks and other disguises and enjoying themselves with dancing,

etc.’) 0 Some days before Carnival, we saw posted up in the comer of

our streets a bill forbidding all persons to wear masks, and intended to

prevent those masquerades, that, since the days of Columbus, have

been the entertainment of our people in this island. (TSn 4 Mar
1858:2) 0 The Masquerade of 1899 passed off most successfully and

was attended with nothing in the way of unpleasantness worth noting.

(POSG 16 Feb 1899:7) 0 The CARNIVAL - The Masquerade passed

off with great eclat
,
the rival “bands” “for the mere love of the thing”

striving hard for the empty glory of being considered the premier

band of Arouca, - “the marksmen in Calypso.” (Mirror 1 Mar
1900:7) 0 Each crowd of maskers carried a distinguishing banner,

artistically worked. Every movement in the masquerade is made to

music - whether marching or dancing, the songs being a peculiar kind

of local composition. (Mirror 1 Mar 1900:8) 0 I coming up for the

masquerade we will meat [s/'c] and will tell you better you know
mama make a boy Christmas eave [s/c]. (PC 25 June 1904) 0 I was

well dressed, admiring the masquerade, As the bands all pass on they

grand parade (Invader “Demasbar” 1939)

2 v arc Participate in CARNIVAL by dressing and parading through

the streets in a costume, as part of a BAND or solo. = >play mas 0

Brave Baker of the bobbies, By the carnal Gods he swore, That the

people of Port of Spain, Should masquerade no more. By the carnal

Gods he swore it, Then thought of Canboulay; And bade his trusty

followers. Be ready come what may. (1861, in Ottley 1964:82) 0 We
would still more earnestly urge on the Executive authorities the

necessity for taking such steps as shall effectually prevent good

humoured chaff and masquerading being taken... to be personally

insulting to their dignity. (POSG 10 Feb 1904:7) 0 By far the greater

number of masqueraders is recruited from the lower orders and it is

no surprise to the keen observer to find that they have imported into

masquerading a great deal that is vulgar and reprehensible. (Mirror 8

Feb 1910:7)

masquerade band n arc A group of Carnival MAS players with a

single overall theme, ranging in size up to several thousand people,

sometimes divided into sections. 0 Mr Bodu, we understand, has

offered a cup for the best Masquerade Band to-day. (Mirror 27 Feb

1900:10)

masquerader n A person dressed in Carnival MASQUERADE cos-

tume. = masker 0 [We] went out in the afternoon to look at the mas-

queraders. A year ago crowds of masks were to be seen, but on this

occasion we did not see a single one. (Urich 13 Feb 1831, in de

Verteuil 1995:45) 0 With the exception of a few fights between rival

bandes or ‘Negres Jardins’... the masqueraders were, on the whole,

more amusing than anything else. (TC 2 Mar 1881:3) 0 There does

not appear to have been anything felonious on the part of the Mas-

queraders as a justification for the use of firearms. (SEG 1 5 Mar 1884

in Singh 1988:75) 0 Small bands of masqueraders, gaudily attired in

costumes of various colours, some headed by string bands others with

shac shacs, sang and danced along the streets, and were very pleasant

to look upon. (POSG 16 Feb 1899:6) 0 Only one short week again

and the city of Port-of-Spain, together with the other out districts of

the island, will hum with the tones of King Calip; accompanied by the

gestures and gyrations of masqueraders. (PC 17 Feb 1906:3) 0 By far

the greater number of masqueraders is recruited from the lower orders

and it is no surprise to the keen observer to find that they have

imported into masquerading a great deal that is vulgar and reprehensi-

ble. (Mirror 8 Feb 1910:7) 0 As usual on the first day of Carnival

there was nothing either attractive or new in yesterday’s masquerade.

The majority of masqueraders were half disguised in old clothes or

last year’s costumes. (Mirror 7 Mar 1916:7) 0 Blue Rhythm was

playing so melodiously, And the masqueraders all singing in their

glee. (Invader “Demasbar” 1939) 0 In the Mas’ field, one sad note

this year will be the reported non-appearance of Peter Carvalho and

Mack Copeland, rulers of masqueraders in San Fernando over the last

decade. (TG 13 Jan 1973:8) 0 “The Rio band will have five sections,

and we are catering for between 1200 to 1350 masqueraders on a

first-come-first-serve basis.” (TTM 23 Jan 1993:8) 0 Crossfire

became the best road band of the period, capable of taking masquer-

aders and even panmen away from other bands and carrying them

into St James like a gang of pied pipers. (EX 24 Jan 1993:33) 0 Port

Fortin Mayor Dexter Amum Joseph on Friday night called on calyp-

sonians, band leaders, masqueraders and others involved in Carnival

to avoid promoting immoral behaviour this Carnival season. (TG 16

Jan 1994:3) 0 Minshall was asking more from his masqueraders than

mere jumping up to music. They had to perform. For him what the

Carnival band had to provide was the Theatre of the Streets.

(Anthony 1997:384)

masquerade season n The period of time around Carnival during

which masquerade costumes are worn. Specifically, this starts at

Jouvay and ends on Ash Wednesday; more generally, a longer

period of time leading up to Carnival. 0 During the Masquerade sea-

son many persons of the poorer class were brought before the City

Magistrate by the Police for being disguised contrary to the carnival

proclamation. (Mirror 13 Feb 1902:8)

mass see MAS; MASSA

massa, mass 1 n obs A slaveowner, or any white man, or any man of

property, power, or high social or economic status. (< E master ‘sla-

veowner; employer; the head of a shop; the name given to a farmer by

the farm labourers’) = mass 0 The first place I landed was on the

Parade in Puerto d’espana or Porta Spain. I had a thousand salutations

from the Negroes “how do Massa, ha! young Massa, ha! Buccara”;

(which is a term for white man) with all the expression imaginable.

(Cumberland 23 May 1802, in Broughton Add 36499:95a) 0 "Ah!

Massa now me see you, me die happy.”... “Ha! Massa me really glad

to see you! Me truly glad you come.” (George Cumberland, 23 May
1802, Broughton Add 36499:104b) 0 “Where about you bin go to

a’day? Me no see you n' yie* massa niger!” *With my eye. (TG 2 Oct

1827) 0 Massa Wama, (he saucy buckra far true, dat Massa Wama -

he call me tief). (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 Masa, - You rite sich one

good paper, I no you no go refuse publish wha poor African Nega hab

foo sai. (TSp 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 Massa you call dis ya justice. (TSp 8 Jan

1848:2) 0 “Buddy Nelson, me hear ’y buckra say that Massa Parson

Charlie gone to Goldafomia to dig for gold, to make him fat like pica-

ninny chicken com big fowl, and that he leave Massa Chase and

Massa Crawford Parson for we - who saber only for say the Amen!!”

(TRD 23 June 1849:2) 0 “You sartain sure, massa, da paper da fou

you? You know paper saby talk, may be dis one tell lie.” (TRD 12 Feb

1853:3) 0 Our meditations were suddenly disturbed by our driver, an

African lad, pulling up and exclaiming, “Look, massa - eh! him big
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one,” - our attention being at the same time attracted to an extremely

large Guana. (POSG 23 Dec 1854:3) 0 Wen she go see dem baccra

massa specially him wha ware pugree rung he hat she sah dat man
Papa Gorrie bmdda him so muche lik him only he no ware he belly

band. (TT 13 Apr 1892) 0 If a child was bom, the “Massa” or the

“Missis” or better still one of the young “Massas” or “Missies” was

expected not only to be Godfather or Godmother but to bear the

expenses of the ceremony. (Fraser 1896:174) 0 Could they, would

they, downtrodden and unlettered, schooled for two hundred years to

fear White Massa, hating their fear and their impotence to purge

themselves of it, submitting outwardly but enraged and warped

within... could they spawn such a leader as he hoped Le Maitre would

be? (de Boissiere 1952:87) 0 Keep together, separated from their

black African brother. Yes that was the massa’s plan. (Composer ca

1971 in Tarradath 1991:395)

2 n The colonial or neo-colonial powers, usually white men but also

anyone representing oppressive power. 0 “Don’t you see what slavery

has done to us? The people still feel that if a good white massa came

along he would solve all their problems.” (de Boissiere 1952:109) 0

There are still Massas. Massa still lives with his backward ideas of

the aristocracy of the skin. And Massa still has his stooges, who pre-

fer to crawl on their bellies to Massa, absentee or resident, Massa this,

Massa that, Massa the other, instead of holding their heads high and

erect as befits a society which under the PNM is dedicated to the

equality of opportunity and a career open to talent... When they ask

me to withdraw my banner, Massa Day Done, they are in fact telling

the people of the West Indies that they want Massa to continue in

social control, monopolizing political power, stultifying economic

development, disciplining the workers. They are in fact telling us that

they are as much the stooges of the Massa of the twentieth century as

the house slaves were of Massa’s eighteenth century counterpart,

(public lecture by Dr. Eric Williams, 22 Mar 1961) 0 The women...

who are employed in that industry, are seriously taken advantage of

and, worse still, they cannot complain because that brings the wrath

of massa who has the power to take away the two pennies they need

to eke out an existence. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:3) 0 [In 1970] poor, suffer-

ing Black people along the East-West Corridor marched for “Black

Power." They were not oblivious to the fact that the PNM regime was
made up of Black “massas” who kept them in the chains of poverty.

Equal opportunity, a chance to earn a decent livelihood instead of

begging were their cries. ( TG 9 Sept 1990:9) 0 Beat she, pull out hair,

punch nose, slap face, screw, torment, dat is how it is wid dem man
dat hab massa mentality. (Macfarlane 1997:64) 0 For a moment in

time, Eric was the surrogate Massa, and when he decided no damned
dog barked. (Newsdav 3 Jan 2003:12) 0 Bobes had seen a field-hand

on the other side of the big car with one foot up on the running board,

chatting, or taking orders from the massah in the back. (Andersen

2004:94)

Massa Day Done phr An expression used to reproach someone or

remind them that colonial days are finished and old privileges and

oppressions are no longer acceptable, (fr “Massa Day Done”, title of a

pro-independence public lecture given in Woodford Square on 22

March 1961, by Dr. Eric Williams) 0 There are still Massas. Massa
still lives with his backward ideas of the aristocracy of the skin. And
Massa still has his stooges, who prefer to crawl on their bellies to

Massa, absentee or resident, Massa this, Massa that, Massa the other,

instead of holding their heads high and erect as befits a society which
under the PNM is dedicated to the equality of opportunity and a

career open to talent... When they ask me to withdraw my banner,

Massa Day Done, they are in fact telling the people of the West Indies

that they want Massa to continue in social control, monopolizing

political power, stultifying economic development, disciplining the

workers. They are in fact telling us that they are as much the stooges

of the Massa of the twentieth century as the house slaves were of

Massa’s eighteenth century counterpart, (public lecture by Eric

Williams, 22 Mar 1961) 0 There are words that change whole nations.

“Massa day done,” “Money is not the problem,” and “One Love” -

are three that spring most readily to mind. Perhaps it is because we
are so strongly moved by the words that we turn so bitter when we

learn, having lived by their banner, that they were only words, not

truths. We learn that Massa day is never done - it is just the face and

the ethnicity perhaps of the massa that changes. (EX-2 29 May
1988:5) 0 “Massa day done, but if you want a tablet, you have to see

massa.” (1990) 0 People were lectured on the end of colonialism -

Massa Day Done - while no sensible program of land reform was
ventured into. (Lovelace 1998:57) 0 So if Dubya gives us money, and

for this largesse much thanks, he expects us to respond by going

down on our knees and saying: “Thank you, Massa.” If, however. Mr.

Austin knows the history of Trinidad and Tobago he should be aware

as far as we are concerned Massa day done long time ago. (John

2007:210)

massala, marsala, mashala, massala n A mixture of spices ground

into a powder or paste for use in Indian cooking, /masala? (< H
masalah ‘condiments; spices; seasoning’ < H/Persian masalih ‘mate-

rials; ingredients’) 0 You get ready to pisay your massala. But your

water must be cleanly placed in a lota. Then you’ll add your piment

and massala. (Lion “Ara Da Da” 1939) 0 Place in a sauce made with

butter, oil, seasoning and three penny heaps of prepared marsala. (de

Boissiere ca 1945a: 14) 0 Every time ah passin gal yuh grinin’ mas-

sala. (Killer “Grinding Massala” 1947, in Rohlehr 1990:493) 0 The

families interviewed made a distinction between curry and massala.

Curry they claim has a different taste and lacks some of the important

ingredients which give the food that extra Indian flavour. They argue

that curry is mainly “saffron” or “haldi” (tumeric) and most of the

other tasty ingredients are missing in curry. (Pariag 1975:13) 0 The

table was made of immortelle boards which had warped, leaving gap-

ing spaces. On it Jaso placed a plate which contained a piece of fish

cooked in massala and a half of a roti that had recently been cooked

in the clmlah. (Narine 1977: 13) 0 “We tellin all yuh one time, put de

pot on de stove an’ have de massala ready because we bringin back ah

whole string ah cascadoo!” (Sweetbread, EX ca 1980) 0 When we
have to grind masala, we put the masala in that — onion, garlic,

pepper, everything we have, we grind the masala fine. (Gayelle 1-11

17 July 1986) 0 The main ingredient which goes into the making of

the curries is of course the massalla. Nowadays most people seem to

think that this comes from a pack, however authentic Indian cooks

would never deign to use curry from a pack and would obtain and

grind the spices to make a rich full-bodied massalla... The spices are

pre-measured and mixed, and have to be parched and finely ground.

The traditional way of grinding is of course with the grinding stones,

one fiat (the lorhaa

)

and one round (the sil) which must be from natu-

ral stone and are generally found near rivers. (TTR Oct 1990:29) 0

‘River fish is always good fish, eh. Uncle?’... ‘Especially when you

put massala in sardine. Pa.’ (Gosine 1992:169) 0 The luncheon was

an exciting feast: kalownjee slowly done in massala, silky soft

dhalpuris. (Persaud 1993:144)

massala relationship n A romantic relationship between a black man
and an Indian woman, (fr 1991 movie Mississippi Masala , about such

an inter-racial relationship) 0 [He] was also involved in a “masala

relationship”, in which neither family liked the other... “I am sticking

with my man no matter what,” his wife has vowed. (TTM 14 Jan

1994:0)

massala stone n A small stone slab used as a base to grind spices on,

with a stone LORHA. = >sil 0 She cleaned [the fish] thoroughly with

the limes, and left them to soak in the basin with some of the juice

while she ground the curry ingredients on the massala stone. (Selvon

1972:165-6) 0 In most homes were found two stones the “lorha” and

“seal”, together called the “massala” stone which was used mainly for

grinding massala, chutney and various types of seasonings. (Pariag

1975:1 1) 0 Ratni stopped the back-and-forth movement of her hands

over the massala-stone, and looked at him in a puzzled kind of way.

(Naipaul 1976:67) 0 "Wash de masala stone before yuh grind on it.”

(1990) 0 It is the same look of awe and horror I used to give my
grandmother whenever she talked about cooking on a chulha and

grinding split peas on a masala stone, that I get from people under

20 years old when I talk about halay, pointy-tip shoes and Donny
Osmond. (T&T Yesteryear 1995:8)
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massamorja de rnaiz n arc A type of com pudding. (< LAS) 0 Less

familiar to the general public but still enjoyed by “Spanish” families

is “Barriga de Vieja” (old lady’s belly) made from cassava and sugar,

and “massamorja de maiz” a sort of com pudding. (Kassiram ca

1970:6)

rnassa nigger n obs A respectful term for a fellow passenger from

Africa, esp. someone from the same country, region or ethnic-linguistic

group. = >countryman 0 The real Africans among us call themselves

countryman or massa niger, that is, negroes who belonged to the

same master. (Uh 1883:248)

massarana see MUSSARANA

masse-cuits, massecuite n A stage in sugar refining during which the

sugar crystallizes: a viscous mixture of sugar crystals and syrup. 0

Samples of massecuite were taken from the crystalliser every two

hours and an adequate sample of mother liquor was immediately sep-

arated from the massecuite. (Saint 1933:68) 0 This semi-fluid mass of

sugar crystals and molasses (known as massecuite) is discharged into

receivers and passes from them to the centrifugals where the molasses

is separated from the crystals. (Hutchinson & Taylor 1953:45) 0

[T]he original crystals can be grown without the formation of addi-

tional crystals, so that when the pan is just full, the crystals are all of

the desired size, and the crystals and syrup form a dense mass known
as “massecuite” (also called “fillmass”...). The “strike” (or contents

of the pan) is then discharged through a foot valve into a mixer or

crystallizer. The boiling of massecuites and the reboiling of the

molasses... are carried out by boiling systems chosen to suit many
conditions. (Meade & Chen 1977:45) 0 (Blackburn 1984:300)

massive 1 adj Outstanding; in a big way; flamboyant. (< E massive

‘consisting of a large mass; having great size and weight’) 0 But then

these American reverends ain’t easy too. When it comes to pulling off

scams and outsmarting people, they real massive. (TTM 6 Oct

1989:24)

2 n A strong initiative, movement; rally; body of fans, etc. 0 Order

fonns were at the ready when ABEL launched its new “Claybox Mas-

sive” before a full house of industry operators on the afternoon of

October 22. (TTR Oct 1992:21) 0 All soca massive put up yuh hand!

massy intj obs Tob Mercy; an expression of astonishment or surprise.

0 (Uh 1883:250)

master 1 adj Very fine; superb; superior. (< E master ‘an artist of dis-

tinguished skill; a workman of approved skill’) 0 I have a master

moustache. - fine. (ESTT 1956) 0 ‘Who make this kite?’ I said...

‘You have a master kite.’ (Anthony 1965:154-5) 0 ‘And what about

Bal? He could cook too? Ali asked. ‘He could cook master food for

you,’ Dhiraj told them with a smile. (Gosine 1992:163)

2 adv Really; thoroughly; an intensifier. 0 “He master boldface!”

(1990) 0 master he master find excuse “he is very adept at finding

excuses”, he master sick Friday “he’s very good at being sick on Fri-

days” (Solomon 1993:109) 0 “They does master do that at my comer.

Always breaking the light.” (1995)

3 adv Said of someone known for a particular tendency, such as clum-

siness or neatness. 0 “Is Nigel who upset de wares. He master do

dat!” (Baptiste 1993:111)

mastic n Sideroxylon foetidissimum, a native tree. Wood hard, heavy,

used for building. (< E mastic ‘a gum or resin which exudes from the

bark of several trees’) = >acoma, iron wood 1

0 The Mastick is a

Timber Tree of so fine a grain... some of them are three and four foot

Diameter, it’s fit for all uses, and of a nature so durable, that the

Caribe-Planters call it Wood everlasting. (Poyntz 1683:39) 0 The nat-

ural produce of this Island are several kinds of durable wood, fit for

Buildings, such as Bullettree, Mastick, crabwood. (Explication 1769)

0 Another lofty tree of great girth is the mastic, with its dense yellow

wood. (Ober 1898:135) 0 (FTT 1947-2-3:132)

mat see MATTE

mataburro n Musa sp., a variety of cultivated banana. Fruit thick,

with brownish-red or greenish-red skin; believed to be poisonous if

not cooked properly before being eaten, or when eaten with an alco-

holic beverage. (< LAS < Sp matar ‘kill’ + Sp burro ‘donkey’) =

grosjean, mankiller fig, red donkey fig, red fig, red mataburro 0 The

red type is known here as the Fire Banana, and its heavy, white coun-

terpart as the Mataburro. (Alford 1960:89) 0 (Laurence 1970)

matac n Asclepias curassavica
,
a native plant 20-80 cm (7.8-31.2")

high, erect, sparsely branched. Plant produces a poisonous white

latex. = pwentan, >red-head, red-top 0 (FTT 1947-2-3:165) 0 Red

head. Red top. Wild Ipecacuanha, Matac... a common weed of pas-

tures, roadsides and waste lands. (Duncan 1993:42)

mata cana n Alectra jluminensis, a native plant with small yellow

flowers. = >cane killer, mundungo 0 Cane Killer - Mata Cana -

Mundungo... a weed that destroys cane. (POSG 19 Feb 1 847)

matacks n A penalty in children’s games, particularly PITCH. The

winner snaps a finger hard against the loser’s fingers, knuckles, ears

or head, or pitches the marble hard against the knuckles of the

loser’s closed fist. (< Fr matraque “truncheon; baton”, matraquer

“hit with a matraque”) = >bokey, marti, noko, progo 0 I used to get

plenty matacks.

matador, matadore 1 n obs A traditional CARNIVAL MAS portraying

a Spanish bullfighter, /matado:/ (< Sp matador “the man who kills the

bull in bullfights”) 0 Jour Ouvert Monday morning burst on Port of

Spain... Wild Indians, Negres Jardin, Jab-Jab (devil masks), Sailors,

Matadors, and Dancez Bari, Yankees, Millionaires, Acrobats. ..all

joined in the riotous Dimanche Gras. (LaFortune 1968:103) 0

(Laurence 1970) 0 Notorious stickfighting kalinda women existed. In

Trinidadian popular canboulay history, noted in the early 19th cen-

tury are: Sarah Jamaica, Boobull Tiger, Techselia. B-Bar the Devil,

called matador women. (Elder 1998:42)

2 n arc A woman who is aggressive, stylish, and independent, (fr

highly posed, aggressive, and stylish movements of a matador 1

) 0

Another time they are matadours. Wearing gold bangles and chain.

Making big style in Port Of Spain. (Terror “Hello Joe” 1 95
1
pr) 0 Mat-

ador - an extravagant woman who spends lavishly to show off. (ESTT

1956) 0 The colourfully dressed and bejewelled “Jamettes” (diametres)

and “Matadors”, women of questionable virtue, and their “Sweetmen”

who sometimes lived off their earnings and altogether lived a life of

free-wheeling and dealing, were the most overt in their expression of

the Feggo. In fetes they really did a breakaway and their swinging and

swaying with accompanying sensual gestures and postures, went to the

extreme in projection. From this stage there were varying degrees of

expressiveness, which of course reflected the personality of the indi-

viduals concerned. (Ahye 1978:22) 0 The contract between “matador

woman” and “sweet man” demanded that in payment for the food, sex,

and creature comforts which the sweet man received from his woman,
he surrendered his “liberty” - his freedom as a libertine. The sweet man
seldom kept his part of the bargain. To do so would mean losing face in

the community of saga boys. The reaction of the matador woman to

any breach of contract could be fierce. (Rohlehr 1990:233) 0 In Bubu-

loops days, 1940 to the mid-1960s, she was singled out by urban mid-

dle and lower class Africans as one of the outstanding “matadors” in

Port of Spain. According to the late sociologist Pete Simon, she not

only was worshipped by men who sought her sexual favours, but she

would fight man, woman, police or beast if ever her “sexual” rights

were infringed. It is this bestial nature she at times exhibited that quali-

fied her for the term “matador”. (EX 30 Jan 1994:24) 0 Bubuloops and

her kind of women date back to the jamette and kalinda days of the

nineteenth century when, according to R.C. Hamilton who investigated

the riots of 1881, “persons of the lowest character” roamed the streets

supporting the stickfighter and singing carisos while engaging in “the

vilest, filthy and disgusting scenes... beyond description". These

female “matadors” not only supplied the male fighters with sticks, food

and musical chants, but donated their bodies as prizes to outstanding

boismen like Joe Talmana, Peter Agent, Joe Pringay and Masifay. (EX
30 Jan 1994:24) 0 In the 1860 to the 1900 era, female “matadors" and

“jamettes” were responsible for the “dirty” carisos that recalled “erotic,

amorous adventures”, according to Dr J.D. Elder, and which caused the

authorities to start legal manoeuvres aimed at the banning of Carnival

and calypso altogether. (EX 30 Jan 1994:24) 0 And Dinah, daughter of

Shiffer Brathwaite, butter and famous batonnier. matador woman, flag

woman, she herself playing stick and contending with man. (EX 1 1 Dec

1994:19) 0 There were women of comparatively expensive tastes and
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flirtatious characteristics who had sought the ideal anonymity of the

barrack-yards. Usually they were young, attractive, mulatto women
from families in privileged circumstances. They may have rejected the

tenets of their upbringing or been ostracized for having an illegitimate

child or fallen into disgrace from having relationships with well-

positioned men - married or not. Locally known as “matadore” (mata-

dor), no one man could have afforded their flamboyant lifestyle. They

therefore lived an “easy moral” manner of “friend-ing” with several

men. They had no steady or permanent attachment - just a friend on

call for any social occasion on terms that contributed to the standards

they had set themselves. “Matadore women” were not regarded as

prostitutes and, living within a social category that did not treat illegiti-

macy as a stigma, their children were accepted in the barrack-yards and

regarded as being “better off’. Similarly, “matadore” ostentation was

inescapable. Compared with the barrack-yard population they were

usually well dressed and bejewelled. Golden adornment was the status

- neck chains, earrings, finger rings and “cocoa” bracelets... Jewels,

however, were security against a lowered standard of living, they were

pawned to obtain spending money and any man wishing to enter the

circle of “friends” was liable to be presented with a pawn ticket just to

prove his financial eligibility. (Cummings 2004:43)

matador basket n A very large basket for carrying produce, made
from SIJIN. 0 Look the plantain in the matador basket dey.

matam n Ritual mourning in the Muslim tradition. (< U matam ’breast

beating; mourning’) 0 (Korom 2003:278)

matamai n Several childhood diseases, including measles, mumps,
and chicken pox. (< H mata “smallpox”) 0 “With matamai, you rub

ghee on the skin, give no meat, put neem on the bed, the ghee pulls

out the sickness.” (1990)

matapal, matapel n Any of several species of introduced strangling

trees, including Ficus amazonica [= F. angustifolia], F. maxima [= F.

radula], F. yoponensis [~ F. tobagensis
]
and F. guianensis [~ F.

umbonigera]. These begin their lives as epiphytes, germinating on

other trees, and may end by killing the tree on which they began

growing from the effect of aerial roots preventing the host’s further

growth. They usually have thick, simple alternate leaves and a milky

latex. Another common matapal is Ficus yoponensis [= F. tobagen-

sis], a large evergreen tree; bark smooth, underbark buff coloured

containing a copious milky latex. Tree usu. has a long clean trunk

with fairly large buttresses. Leaves lanceolate, pointed at both ends.

Flowers small, borne on the inside of a green, hollow, fleshy fig-like

globose receptacle about 1.8 cm (.75") diameter, containing tiny

seeds. Wood soft, light and not very durable. Note: Some authors also

identify species of Clusia by this name, including the native C. pal-

macida and C. rosea. (< LAS matapalo < Sp matar “kill” + Sp palo

“tree”) = agali, arali, devilwood2
, figuier

1

, ingratos, matapalo, Scotch

attorney, Scotchman, Scotchman hugging creole, Scottish attorney

(Ficus)', bowl dish (F. yoponensis
)
0 Matapal. (FTT 1929-1-2:58) 0

Matapal. (Marshall 1934:16) 0 Matapal... Clusia aripoensis, a tree.

(Beard 1946:30) 0 Matapal... Clusia minor. C. nemorosa, C. palmi-

cida, C. rosea, C. tocuchensis, trees. (Beard 1946:31) 0 Tie a strip of

matapel vine around waist (bark has a milk which makes it stick to

skin). (Simpson 1970:61) 0 A matapal is a tree with a peculiar growth

habit. Starting as a little seedling... in some crevice in a tree it first

grows slowly... [then] sends down long aerial roots to the ground...

Some of its roots encircle the host tree and can eventually strangle

and kill it. Other species of Clusia besides
“
rosea” and some of the

figs (Ficus spp.) have this growth habit and form a group of trees

commonly called matapals. (Farrell 1981:23) 0 Trees of which logs

have been recovered from the lake include Mangoes (Mangifera

indica), Turpentine trees (Bursera simaruba)... and Matapals.

(Boomert 1984a: 19) 0 Matapal is a coastal plant and is particularly

common in the Bocas islands and in Tobago. (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:50-51)

matapalo n Any of several species of introduced strangling trees,

including Ficus amazonica
, F. maxima, F. yoponensis and F. ginan-

ensis. These begin their lives as epiphytes, germinating on other

trees, and may end by killing the tree on which they began growing.

= agali, arali, devilwood2
,
figuier

1

, ingratos, matapal, Scotch attorney,

Scotchman, Scotchman hugging creole, Scottish attorney (Ficus)',

bowl dish (F. yoponensis) 0 The liane or vine known as the “mata

palo” or Tree Killer. (POSG 19 Feb 1847) 0 It looks like a straggling

Magnolia, some two feet high. In fifty years it will be a stately tree.

Look at the single long straight air-root which it is letting down by the

side of the tree bole. That root, if left, will be the destroyer of the

whole tree. It will touch the earth, take root below, send out side-

fibres above, call down younger roots to help it, till the whole bole,

clasped and stifled in their embraces, dies, and rots out, and the

Matapalo (or Scotch Attorney, Clusia, as it is rudely called here)

stands alone on stilted roots, and board walls of young wood, slowly

coalescing into one great trunk; master of the soil once owned by the

patron on whose vitals he has fed; a treacherous tyrant; and yet, like

many another treacherous tyrant, beautiful to see, with his shining

evergreen foliage, and grand labyrinth of smooth roots, standing high

in air, or dangling from the boughs in search of soil below; and last,

but not least, his Magnolia-like flowers, rosy or snowy-white, and

green egg-shaped fruits. (Kingsley 1880:104-5) 0 Evergreen Matapa-

los (Clusia) with their magnolia-like flowers. (Vincent 1910:58) 0

Parasites and climbing lianas, that death-dealing vine called matapalo

by the Spaniards and “Scotch attorney” by the Trinidadians, which

finally chokes to death the tree that sustains it, usurping its heritage of

nourishment, give the forest wall the appearance of a great carelessly

woven tapestry. (Franck 1921:397) 0 The only species likely to

attract the attention of visitors is Clusia rosea, known as the SCOTCH
ATTORNEY or MATAPALO. This large tree starts life from a seed

dropped in a crevice of some other tree by a bird. There it germinates

and throws out roots which slowly grow downwards outside of its

host. These roots eventually reach the ground, when they take root

there and develop as any other tree. They gradually grow thicker,

finally coalescing with each other and surround their host entirely,

finally strangling it to death It is found at all but the lowest levels

and is only too common. (Alford 1960:83) 0 We arrived in the middle

of a forest of matapalo and laurel trees, cacao and coffee dwarfed by

slender bois canot and higuereton, the matchwood tree. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:76) = agali, arali, devilwood2
,
figuier

1

, ingratos,

>matapal, Scotch attorney, Scotchman, Scotchman hugging creole,

Scottish attorney (Ficus); bowl dish (F. yoponensis)

matapel n Tamandua tetradactyla longicaudata (E three-toed ant-

eater), a mammal; body to 57.5 cm (23") long + 55 cm (22") tail.

Short dense yellow-tan hair; usually a black band runs between back

and front legs continuing to neck to form collar; underside and end of

tail hairless. Head elongated; snout tapered with tubular mouth; no

teeth but long sticky tongue; small rounded ears. Mostly lives in trees,

but can travel awkwardly on the ground. If attacked, sits on the hind

legs and tail and strikes out with forearms and claws, /matapel/

(< mataperro) = mataperro, tamandua, yellow tamandua 0 (de Verteuil

1858) 0 Matapel, ant-eater. (Thomas 1869:23) 0 Ant eater, Mata-

perro, i.e., dog-killer. The natives call it matapel, a corruption of

mataperro. (JFNC Apr 1 893: 1 68) 0 The matapel, with his long preter-

naturally solemn nose, small ears, rough fawn-coloured coat... with

his enormously powerful claws began tearing up rotting wood and

inserting into the orifices so made his worm-like tongue, drawing in...

scores of the white ants or termites. (Mole 1894b:40)

mataperro n Tamandua tetradactyla longicaudata, a mammal. Note:

Some early descriptions, are in fact of the giant anteater, Myrme-

cophaga tridactyla, a South American species. (< Sp matar “kill” +

perro “dog”, fr ability to kill attacking dogs) = >matapel, tamandua,

yellow tamandua 0 (Gordon 1931:721-2) 0 Tamandua longicauda

Wagner. “Yellow Tamandua”, “Anteater”, “Mataperro”. (Vesey-

FitzGerald 1936c: 164) 0 He knew the habits of the forest animals, the

best place to find lappe and cachicam, the foods that they ate, how the

mataperro came out at night and ate bachacos. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:207)

mata season see matta season

matawal 1 n Crenicichla alta [= C. frenata] (E pike cichlid), a fresh-

water cichlid fish; body long, deep, laterally flattened. Mouth large,

lower jaw projecting slightly beyond upper jaw and with several rows
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of teeth. Most fins have spines. Back and sides brown; belly whitish-

grey and pink. Broad lengthwise lateral band from snout, through

eye, to tail. Dark spot on shoulder, extending downward; crosswise

bands fade upward; dark spot on upper part of tail. Iridescent blue or

yellow scales border lateral band along body and spot on tail; yellow

tinge on cheeks and pectoral fins; tips of single fins reddish. =

brochet
2

,
millet, watamal2

0 (Boeseman 1960:131-3) 0 Crenecichla

alta... the “Matawal” or “Millet”... is certainly almost as widespread

as Cichlasoma taenia

,

although it is not found in north draining

streams of the Northern Range. Essentially an inhabitant of free flow-

ing streams, it penetrates well up into Northern Range valleys. It is,

however, common in most drainages, including in highly turbid

streams... Although solitary as an adult, I have caught schools of

juveniles, usually aggregated in vegettion at the edges of streams.

(Kenny 1995:61)

2 n Crenicichla saxatalis (E ringtail pike cichlid) a freshwater cichlid

fish, to 50 cm long. Body long, deep; mouth large, lower jaw project-

ing slightly; jaws toothed. Fins with spines. Dark horizontal band

from snout to eye spot on shoulder, eye spot below lateral line; irides-

cent yellow scales border the eye spot and the lower part of the dark

band, some scattered about the body; vertical dark bands along upper

portions of body. Bluish colouration may be visible near gill cover;

cheek yellowish; belly sometimes tinged red. Borders of back fin and

back part of tail fin iridescent yellow with dark spots and dark edges.

In Trinidad it is rare, found only in the Cunupia drainage. Aquarium

fish based mainly on capture from the wild. = mulet, watamal2 0

(Boeseman 1960:131-3)

match v In PITCH, to put one’s marble near the ring and in front of a

DOOZ to facilitate hitting it with the next turn; this can only be done

for BUTTARDS. = >chinks
2

matchin n Cebus albifrons trinitatis (E capuchin monkey), a monkey;

body to 37.5 cm (15") long + tail to 51.2 cm (20.5"); weight to 4 kg

(8.8 lbs). Small body with slender arms and legs; well defined thumb;

long tail. Hair fairly long; pale yellowish-brown. Sometimes kept as

pets; hosts for yellow fever virus, /matfin/ (< LAS machin “monkey”
< Amer) = sakiwinki, >sapajou, weeping ape, weeping capuchin,

weeping monkey, white monkey 0 Capuchin monkey, matchin.

(JFNC Apr 1893:167) 0 Graceful little capuchins - or matchins as

they are called here - sprang from bough to bough. (Mole 1894b:39)

0(Alkins 1979:16-7)

matchstick tree n Schefflera morototoni, a native tree. Wood is soft,

light, whitish, used for making matches and boxes. = higuereton,

>jereton, matchwood 0 (FTT 1947-1-8:469)

matchwood (tree) n Schefflera morototoni, a native tree to 20 m (65")

or more high, unbranched when young, later sparsely branched. Bark

smooth and marked by leaf-scars. Leaves clustered at the tips of the

trunk and branches, with 7-10 leaflets radiating from base; leaflets

obovate-oblong, 15-20 cm (5. 8-7. 8") long. Wood is soft, light,

whitish, used for making matches and boxes. = higuereton, >jereton,

matchstick tree 0 On either side of the corridor we had cut especially

for this enterprise, crowns of matchwood trees attracted scores of

birds during periods of blossoming and fruiting. (Worth 1967:213) 0

We arrived in the middle of a forest of matapalo and laurel trees,

cacao and coffee dwarfed by slender bois canot and higuereton, the

matchwood tree. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:76) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:60)

mate koor see MATtKOR

matepi n A long cylindrical basket used to drain grated CASSAVA, (fr

resemblance of shape and woven pattern to mapepi) = coulev, sebu-

can, >cassava squeezer

matete n arc A dish usually made from seasoned crab stewed in coco-

nut oil and mixed with FARINE; sometimes also made with lobster or

CASCADU. (prob. < ma- ‘plural’ + Kikongo tete “paste; a leaf in

which cassava bread is steamed”) 0 Crab Matete... is one of the tasti-

est of creole foods and its only fault lies in the combination of being

too tempting and at the same time so rich. Unless you are a strong

minded epicure you are likely to suffer from surfeit, (de Boissiere ca

1945a:7) 0 (ESTT 1956) 0 Crab Matete. (Hunt 1985a:3) 0 (Wamer-
Lewis 1994:10)

matikor(a), matikore, matikor, maatikor, matikoora n A Hindu

ceremony, usually three days before a wedding, in which mud or clay

is dug up by women, usually near a river. Women then gather to sing

and dance, without men present; many of the songs deal explicitly

with sexual matters. (< Bh matti “earth” + khora ‘dig’) 0 On the Fri-

day before the [Sunday] wedding,
“
matkore” takes place. It is at this

time that the women folk collect a small quantity of earth which is

incorporated in the foundations of the nuptial pole and the hearth on

which the wedding feast is cooked. (Balkissoon ca 1975:8) 0 Prepara-

tions for the wedding ceremony itself began soon after, with matti

kore or planting of the nuptial pole and preparation of parched rice or

lawa for use in the marriage ritual. (Clarke 1986:121) 0 During my
early teens, my mother exposed my sisters and me to the ritual danc-

ing of Hindu women of all ages, which takes place during the mati-

core and laawa ceremonies of the Hindu wedding over a three-day

period.... I was at first shocked by the performance of what can only

be described as the portrayal of the man-woman sexual act through

folk dance. But by the time I had entered my twenties, and embraced

many elements of Hindu culture, I myself began actively participat-

ing in these dances... the sexual education of the Hindu girl begins at

these dances, as the older and middle-aged women draw the teenaged

and younger girls into the circle. (EX-2 16 Dec 1990:24) 0 The danc-

ing of Hindu women in the maticore and laawa ceremonies is distinc-

tively Indian, with its own steps and rhythms. (EX-2 16 Dec 1990:24)

0 So if ...I hear the beating of the tassa drums in the distance signal-

ling the ritual walk down the village street by a group of Hindu

women, I immediately drop whatever I am doing, put on some com-
fortable clothes, and let the sound of the drums lead me to the [scene]

of a maticore or laawa ceremony where the performance of rituals is

immediately followed by the forming of a circle in which the women
dance to the beat of the different rhythms. (Baksh-Soodeen 1991:7) 0

About 7.00 p.m. Mala came to him: “Ah goin Mut-Khurwa.” “Okay,

but behave yuhself, yuh know it does have plenty boys peeping.” (Ali

1993:55) 0 The flagship of this Indocentric presence and contestation

for space is chutney, which originated as a distinct form in the 1970s

and bloomed in the 1 980s. Chutney is the confluence of the folk songs

of women (particularly those associated with the matikhor and cooking

nights of the Hindu wedding), the raw celebratory music of the

menfolk, Hindu religious music, and Indian film songs. (Sankeralli

1998:207) 0 Matikor... [is] an exclusively female celebration of

female sexuality which takes place on the eve of a Hindu wedding...

Matikor provided a rare opportunity for plantation and post-plantation

women to claim a space of celebration and articulation. Adorning

themselves with their best clothing, face decorations, and jewellery...

women could give themeselves the beauty and dignity denied to them
in the rigors of daily life. They shared gossip and jokes, sang tradi-

tional songs, and performed dances that were celebratory and sexu-

ally suggestive. Matikor was a place of healing where women could

act out their resistance against the degradation and depersonalization

imposed upon them by the ruling class. (Kanhai 1999:xi)

matikor song n Songs sung by a group of women walking in proces-

sion to the MATIKOR ceremony. 0 Matikor Songs: These are sung by
a group of women walking in procession to a watering place, river or

pond, where an offering is made. As they walk, they keep time with

the dholak. (Ahyoung 1977:74) 0 ‘‘Put some soor in dat maatikoor

song.” (1990)

mato n arc Tupinambis teguixin or T. nigropunctatus

,

a large lizard.

(< Sp mato < Amer) = >matte, salipenter 0 (de Verteuil 1858:124) 0

The Mato (Salvator Merianae) [is] not to be rejected from the table;

[its] flesh, both in appearance and taste, very much resembles that of

a tender fowl, (de Verteuil 1884:97) 0 Mato, or mate... Matos are

hunted down with dogs, and taken either in holes, or in some hollow

tree, wherein they seek a temporary refuge; the best, mode, however,

is shooting them, (de Verteuil 1884:382,384)

matoclett n Tropidurus plica, a small iguanid lizard found in Trini-

dad. = >old man 1

,
toc-toc

1

0 “1 heard that the lizard Tropidurus

plica... is called in Paramin “matoclett”. I took a specimen I found
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dead beneath my car to a woman who lives there and she identified

it as a matoclett.” (2005)

matranca n Hyptis suaveolens, a native plant with aromatic leaves,

used medicinally. (< Sp mastranto a plant < Latin) = African mint,

American mint 1

, >jungle mint 0 “Matranca... very good for cold. I ent

see that for years. It shorter than San Miguel bush. The flowers red. Is

not crep coq.” (Morean M-79)

mat root, matte root 1 n Aristolochia rugosa, a slender climbing

native plant, stem somewhat hairy at first. Leaves broadly ovate-

oblong, often concave on the sides, tip rounded, base deeply heart-

shaped, tiny hairs beneath, to 1 1 x 6 cm (4.3" x 2.3"). Flower has an

inflated base 1 cm (.4”) long, a trumpet-shaped tube 3 cm (

1

.2") long,

and a scoop-shaped lip 1.5 cm (.6") long with a fringed margin,

generally greenish or tinged purple. Fruit capsule 3.5 x 1 .5 cm ( 1 .4" x

.6”); seeds flattened-cone-shaped, 4.5 x 3 mm (.18” x .12"). Used

medicinally. (< FC < Sp raiz de mato or < Fr < rai “root” + Sp mato

“coppice; brake” < Latin, fr usual habitat) = gall root, reidemat, wild

tref 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:16) 0 Mat root can be used

in three ways in treating snakebites and scorpion stings. A piece of

the root can be chewed and swallowed... It is one of several ingredi-

ents of a herbal antidote mixture or “botuella de compuesta” which is

popular among hunters and farmers in the Northern Range.... The root

may be boiled with the young root of bois canot... and this mixture

carried by hunters is also reputed to be an effective antidote. Mat
root... can be recognised by its deeply lobed leaf which resembles a

pair of lungs placed adjacent to each other... The root is variable in

length, growing up to as much as 2 metres long. However, one rarely

finds a root this long. The root is a long, swollen tuber with many
constrictions. At each constriction small fibrous roots can be found. A
continuous inner fibrous core extends throughout the length of each

tuber. This is surrounded by a thicker outer layer which appears to be

rich in starch and also contains lots of alkaloids... The root appears

pale brown in colour and is slightly striated when its outer coat is

removed. Mat root can be boiled with seed under leaf (Phyllanthus

amarus), liane tasso, (Bauhinia cumanensis ) and Wild River Cane,

(Costus guianensis). Readers should be warned however that many
traditional remedies such as the above which purport to cure diabetes,

in fact lead to the conversion of glucose in the blood stream into

alcohol, to increased blood pressure, and to increased likelihood of

glaucoma in preparing a tisane for treating diabetes. (Morean 1990c:30-

31) 0 “You could give your cock the juice of different bush. You have

mat root. You know mat, the animal? And guana, the iguana? Guana
does eat fowl, and manicou... When I give my fighting cock the juice

from the plant, and your cock seeing my own, he running, because

what your cock seeing is the manicou spirit or the guana spirit in front

of he and he taking off.” (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:59)

2 n Rauvolfia tetraphvlla , a shrub. = >devil pepper, piment diable 0

(FTT 1947-2-3:153)

matta adj arc Tob Sloppy; watery. = makla-makla 0 Makla-makla,

yes, for “sloppy”, that is, when there is too much water in the soup. In

that case, we can also say matta. (Uh 1883:250)

matta fix see MATTER FIX

matta season n In university life, the intense period of studying for

examinations. (< matter, i.e. what is studied) 0 The Principal warned

students to exercise precautions when they studies late at night on

campus, as he knew this practice was the norm during the “matta

season”. (1999) 0 Mata season... Used by UWI students to refer to

the period immediately before exams when studying is a peak

and strange behaviour is exhibited by students, (www.skettel.com 25

Apr 2001)

matte, mat n Titpinambis teguixin or T. nigropunctatus [~ Salvator

Merianae
]
(E tegu), a large lizard; body 25-33 cm (9.7-12.9") long +

tail almost twice as long again, for total length to 1.1 m (3.5"); weight

to 1.8 kg (4 lbs.). Stout cylindrical body; tail rounded towards end.

Head triangular, longer than wide. Young have 10-12 cross-wise

black bands with olive-brown pigment in between. With age, black

bands widen and are interrupted by white spots. Belly white-yellow,

with irregular black blotches. Found on the ground in savanna.

forests, coasts and stream margins. Sometimes hunted for food, /mat/

(< LAS mato , a lizard, < Amer) = mato, salipenter 0 The unwounded
“mat” scampers off and the other one tries to follow suit. (JFNC Oct

1892:100) 0 But there was a mat in the jigger wood. A mat I may
remark is a large species of ground lizard, sometimes reaching three

feet in length and stout and strong in proportion; he is a handsome fel-

low wearing a gay coat of black and yellow coloured mail, and is the

possessor of a good strong set of teeth. ...His flesh is said to be very

good eating and not unlike chicken in colour and flavour. Our mat
had run away from the dogs and had clambered up some fifteen feet

and hung clinging with his long crooked claws to some knotty protu-

berances in the trunk. From this point of temporary safety he was
anxiously watching the dogs and ourselves. (JFNC Feb 1895:156) 0

The Matte is the largest of the ground lizards in Trinidad... [It] is a

very fast runner... The Matte can be quite a fierce animal and, if

caught, will put up a terrific struggle... its teeth are many and sharp.

The Matte is shot and trapped for food... This is surely why their

numbers have decreased in certain parts of Trinidad. (Boos &
Quesnel 1969:20) 0 Excitedly I point to what I am sure is a young
alligator waddling across the hot rocks where the river spreads itself.

My travelling companion is hugely amused, “Not an alligator, a

matte.” (TG-M 17 Jan 1993:2)

matter fix, matta fix phr Settled; arranged; ready to go. = case 0 A
good brulejol must never boil, Once it’s well mixed, is matter fixed.

(Fortune ca 1950-59:7) 0 Ah simply tek de chile way from she and

gie it to me nrudda and matta fix oui. (Ottley 1971) 0 “Whey yuh go

put she?” answered Country, “ent I have a house, an I have fumi-

chairs and I ent han to mout?” “Yes,” said Valentino timidly. “Well,

matter fix.” (Lewis 1972:1 1) 0 My own conclusion was, nothing suc-

ceeds like success. Kennedy tried the same thing in the Bay of Pigs; it

failed, and he got licks. Reagan tried it in Grenada and succeeded; he

got praise. Matter fix. (EX 16 Nov 1986:3) 0 The pardner advise that

the best thing to do is for Joebell to try to get in through Puerto Rico

where they have all those Spanish people and where the immigration

don't be so fussy. Matter fix. (Lovelace 1988:112) 0 Rasta girl can

now attend Providence. Matter fixed! Grandad cuts off [granddaugh-

ters] hair. (TTM25 July 1993:1)

matte root see MAT ROOT

matti mamselle see MADEMAMSELLE

mattress fall phr Uterine prolapse in women; uterine eversion

in cows. (< belly mattress

)

0 Mih mattriss/mattress fall. (Haynes

1987:80)

matuite adj Adult; ripe; grown-up. /matuite/ (< FC < Fr maturite

“maturity”) 0 He getting big and coming matuite too bad! (Baptiste

1992)

matuta yam n arc Dioscorea cayenensis , a large cultivated edible

yam. (prob. <yam atouta) = afou, devil yam, Ibo yam, negro yam 2
,

>yam atouta, yam jab, yellow Guinea yam, yellow yam 0 He had sold

one pound of matuta yam for six cents instead of four cents. (TG 12

Feb 1944:2)

mauby, marby, marbay, morbie 1 n Colubrina arborescens, a culti-

vated tree to 13 m (42") tall, usually smaller. Leaves ovate-lanceolate

to oblong, to 12 x 6 cm (4.7" x 2.3"), rusty woolly beneath when
young. Fruit capsule round, with a few shiny black seeds. Pieces of

the dried bark are imported into Trinidad, and boiled to obtain a bitter

liquid sweetened for drinking. Also C. elliptica [= C. reclinata], very

similar, with less woolly leaves, /mobi/ (< LAS mobi < Amer) 0

Materials used in healing and conjuring. Barks... marbay. (Simpson

1962:329) 0 The unsweetened beverage made from the bark of this

plant is taken to treat diabetes. Pieces of Mauby bark are traded in

small bundles across the West Indian islands, and are imported into

Trinidad and Tobago to make a diluted concoction taken as a cooling

drink. (Seaforth, Adams, & Sylvester 1983:56) 0 2 oz mauby bark.

(Hunt 1985a: 59) 0 The bark of the mauby tree Colubrina arborescens

is used together with anise seed, dried orange peelings, bay leaves

and other ingredients to prepare a refreshing drink. The popularity of

this drink is reflected in the number of manufacturers who bottle it as

a concentrate. (Morean 1991:43)
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2 n A drink made from the bark of the tree Colubrina arborescens\ it

is somewhat bitter in taste, though heavily sweetened with sugar; typ-

ically dark brown in colour, and often has a light-coloured froth.

Note: The first citation refers to this as made from some kind of edi-

ble tuber. (< FC mabi poss. < Carib ‘a fermented drink made from

sweet potatoes’) 0 This Island of Tobago Accommodates the Planter

with three sorts of Potatoes : the white, the Yellow, and the red

Potato... Now of the Yellow sort the more ingenious with a Tincture

of the Red make a pleasant Liquor, which when sweetned with Sugar,

they bottle it up; and after twenty four hours its ready for drinking:

this is a Liquor known only by the name of Mobby, and is the univer-

sal drink in the Island of Tobago. (Poyntz 1683: 17) 0 [T]wo glasses of

mawby to each of the faithful, only one to the dissentients. (POSG 2

Aug 1833:2) 0 There is a curious drink common to the West Indies

call morbie, or morbee. It is a bitter, formed it is said by a decoction

of the lignum-vitae wood and bitter ash, allowed to ferment. It is sold

in uncorked wine bottles, which foam at the neck, and when well

made, is far from unpleasant. It is only drunk before breakfast as an

appetiser. (Day 1852-1:215) 0 When Miss Badenock placed before

him a bottle of old rum and “morbey” he of the white tunic saw

glimpses of paradise. (Cobham 1907:101) 0 Then the fowl and Coo
Coo pass with song. The rum and the mauby that was so strong.

(Beginner “I Didn’t Know She Was Dancing Shango” 1937, in

Rohlehr 1990:154) 0 Hear them: No more ginger beer and mauby.

Could ever satisfy we. (Wonder “Today’s Favourite Beverages,

JU-C” 1950 pr) 0 The shelves around the tiny counter were lined with

old rum bottles filled with freshly made mauby. None of them was

corked, because froth, a substance that looked like ice-cream, still

bubbled out of the liquid. Children came in with enamel mugs, helped

themselves to chunks of ice from a wooden box and then poured

mauby over it. (Bryans 1967:295) 0 There are many local soft drinks

including the mauby, grapefruit juice, ginger beer, coconut water, as

well as many others. These may be bought in the local shops called

“Parlours”. (Ottley 1971-72:22) 0 Sell mauby, not rum. That was [the

magistrate’s] message to Pan Trinbago when he recently refused to

grant the pannists an occasional bar licence. (EX 2 Aug 1987:5) 0 I

upstairs in the kitchen readying ginger beer, or mauby, or tea, or cof-

fee for everybody. (Stewart 1989: 136) 0 He is faced with the difficul-

ties of running “a champagne building on mauby money.” (EX 25

Sept 1990:13) 0 While at the beach ... quench your thirst with a tall

glass of mauby or ginger beer or sip a drink of rum punch. (Bacchus-

Xavier 1991:21) 0 Maza Marie’s booth supplied a particularly

refreshing mauby which always had a generous head. The frothing

bottle-tops were a sign that the mauby was ripe and good - ready for

consumption. (Maynard 1992:26)

mauby fizz n A carbonated MAUBY drink. 0 Patchoy, dumplins,

vegetables, ground provisions, coconut bake, baggie, callaloo bush,

macaroni pie, mauby fizz. Walk wid your own fruits if desired, (res-

taurant ad, Quamina 1982:3) 0 “Do you see they now have diet

mauby fizz?” (2000)

rnauga see MAGA

maugh-faugh-baugh see MAFUBE

maul n obs A demon child; a baby that is believed to be a bad spirit. 0

Find out [from lookman] if good or bad child, or if it’s not a baby at

all, but a “maul” - give her medicine - can’t change “maul” to good

baby, give to throw it up. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-

Book 1:2)

maur, rnowr n A Hindu groom’s crown, /maur/ (< H-Bh mowr)
=

wedding hat 0 The bridegroom (doolaha) was beautifully dressed in a

jora-jama, full-length, long-sleeved, pink gown tied at the waist, and

with pugree on his head securing a beautiful mowr or bead crown

from which hung, all around, long strands of frangipani or tissue-

paper flowers. (Alladin 1970:22) 0 Groom wearing maur (crown) and

visor, at dwar puja (ceremony of the gateway), Hindu wedding.

(Clarke 1986:114b) 0 “They put on de maur and de mauri fuh de

dolahaa and dolahin.” (1990)

mauri, moire, rnowri n The crown worn by a bride in a traditional

Hindu wedding, usually made of silver, /mauri/ (< Bh mowr + -/,

fern.) 0 The dulahin (bride) was being dressed by a group of women;
she wore a yellow sari; a moire (crown) on her head; sandal on her

feet; with expensive jewellery glittering on her neck, ears, nose and

hands. (Doodnath 1989:46) 0 “They put on de maur and de mauri fuh

de dolahaa and dolahin.” (1990) 0 The dulaha will then sit on the

peerha in front of the bedi, while the mother will sit on a chair behind

him. She wears the crown (or the pagree) with the mowrie hanging

onto the dulaha’s head. (Holass-Beepath 2002:70)

mauvay lespwis n In folk religious belief, bad or evil spirits that try to

harm people, /move lespwi/ (< FC < Fr mauvaises esprits ’bad spir-

its’) 0 While the Baptists themselves distinguish to an extent between

good and bad spirits (bondiay and mauvay lespwis ), to non-members

all are bad or at best morally ambiguous. (Littlewood 1993:44) 0

Shouters admit that mourning can be dangerous, for the individual

when travelling is vulnerable to mauvay lespwis (malign spirits) but

correct sealing and guidance by the Mother can usually prevent mis-

haps. (Littlewood 1993:92)

mauvais langue, mauvaise langue 1 n Critical, slanderous talk,

/move lap/ (< Fr mauvaise ‘bad’ + langue ‘tongue’, i.e. a person who
says malicious, gossipy or slanderous things) 0 That was the proper

technique for dealing with the creole mauvais langue, or bad lan-

guage they had set in motion. If you ignored it the public did like-

wise; if you engaged it you set a thousand more in motion instantly,

(de Boissiere ca 1945a:28) 0 Vindictiveness, acrimony, envy, hate,

jealousy, covetousness and mauvais-langue are characteristics found

in the bosom of evil people who get solace in destruction. (Bomb 31

Oct 1986:7) 0 I find both appalling and disgusting... the pettiness that

sees a sinister plot behind every move the brand new government

makes. The mauvais langue, vicious and calculated to damage reputa-

tion and character. (EX 18 Jan 1987: 10) 0 Helen:... Joining the Scouts

will make a man of you, not a mouse, like somebody I know...

Ronald:... If he wants to join the bloody scouts, OK. OK, but leave

out the mauvais langue. (Hill 1995:23) 0 It is a pity that some sections

of the media, rather than lending a helping hand, should seek to

invent mischief and heap mauvais langue on some, while displaying

such obvious journalistic favouritism on others who by now should

know better. (TTM 2 Feb 1996:10) 0 “Allyuh have no proof of cor-

ruption, favouritism, croneyism, insider dealing, nepotism or any

such thing. So you have no case... all you have is a lot of mauvais

langue, ratiray, niggergram, and waylay, waylay.” (TTM 17 Nov
1996:27) 0 Kamaluddin Mohammed... was alive and well and living

in Trinidad, yet there were hundreds who believed he was dead, a vic-

tim of poison self-administered... Kamal himself had to go on the air

to stop the vicious mauvais-langue. (John 2007:15)

2 v Criticize or slander someone, usually when the person is not pres-

ent. 0 “There are certain people who stand at street comers at night

and mauvaise langue myself and other leaders of the Workers’ Party.”

(de Boissiere 1952:91) 0 It was a very common experience for me to

hear someone I met on the road “mauvais langue” my colleagues on

the Village Council. (Clark 1966:138)

3 adj Of a person, saying malicious, gossipy or slanderous things,

often habitually. 0 Mr. Mauvaises Langues: - Amuse themselves! -

flirt, romp and to have their hearts broken is amusement enough, to be

sure. (TSp 10 Mar 1847:2) 0 But just because [he]... had gone to col-

lege, and just because the stupid people had elected him to the Legis-

lative Council, he spent his whole time abusing the Government and

insulting the Governor... Well, just to show him that he mustn’t be so

mauvaislangue, she would not invite him. (Hercules 1961:11) 0 You
mauvais langue but you greedy too, Ah go ketch you in callaloo.

(Kitchener “Don’t Come Back Again" pr, in Clarke 1967) 0 She have

no friends because she too mauvais langue. (Baptiste 1992) 0 During

my high school days, 1 used to go to an off-limits rumshop, where

there was a Wurlitzer jukebox, to listen to Mello and Sparrow -

including one record... where the two bards went at each other’s

throat in real mauvais langue fashion. (TTM 16 Jan 1994:30) 0 [He]

said MPs should deal with the issues and not individuals, and that

they should stop behaving in a “mauvais langue” fashion. (EX 29 Aug
1994:5)
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mauve n obs Sterna dougallii (E roseate tern), a sea-bird; 37.5 cm
(15") long. White, with pale grey mantle; black cap; black or red and

black bill; red feet; deeply forked tail; breeding adult has slightly rosy

breast. May also refer generally to other similar terns. (< Fr/E mauve

‘light pink-purple’ fr colour on breast; note E tern, Fr sterne or hiron-

delle de mer, thus this name is prob. local) = pillikins
1

0 To escape

their finny foes, the poor sardines fly up out of the surface of the

water in hundreds, to be at once nailed by the birds, - pelicans, boo-

bies, gulls of all kinds, and men-of-war birds. There is in particular, a

very persistent, pretty little white bird, a kind of kittiwake, locally

called “mauve,” which comes in flocks during the anchois season,

and when the shoal of fish disappears, sits on the neighbouring rocks

and watches for a fresh lot silently, and you can always tell when the

sardines are coming again, as these birds begin to chatter at once.

(Vincent 1910:22)

mauve a dos cendre n obs Sterna nilotica [= Gelochelidon nilotica, S.

aranea] (E gull-billed tern), a sea-bird, 37.5 cm (15") long. Adult

(breeding): crown black; upperparts pale grey; underparts white; tail

moderately forked, rather short; bill short, black, thick; legs dark.

Adult (non-breeding): head nearly all white with small dark ear-

patch. (< Fr a dos cendre “with an ashy coloured back”) = pillikins
4
0

(Chapman 1894:84)

mauve a patte jaune soufre n obs Phaetusa simplex, a seabird, 37.5 cm
(15") long. Crown black; massive bill bright yellow. Back and short

squarish tail dark grey; wings white with dark brown tips; underparts

white; legs olive. (< Fr a patte jaune soufre “with sulphur-yellow

legs”) = >yellow-footed tern 0 (Chapman 1894:84)

mawan n Archosargus rhomboidalis (E (Vest Atlantic sea bream), an

edible marine fish. = rodeau 0 (LNP 1985)

mawi gugea see MARIE GOUGEAT

maxi(-taxi) 1 n A vehicle used as a taxi, usually a van, smaller than a

bus, with a door that slides open on the side; usually carries either

6-8 or 20-25 passengers; the larger ones often have a CONDUCTOR
to handle payments. See also band6

.(< E maxi “extra large” + taxi)

0 The reason given is that many would be maxi taxi owners, are

now having second thoughts of buying their units (Punch 1979) 0

[He] has been making a living by driving his maxi taxi which he

bought some six years ago. (Bomb 10 July 1987:17) 0 The Form
Three students claim their horrors with the maxi driver started after

they boarded his taxi at Gooding Village one evening last week.

(Punch 15 Oct 1989:8) 0 To add to my discomfort is the loud intol-

erable “dub” music, which incidentally is the only music most max-

ies seem to prefer. (Letter, TG 24 Nov 1990:8) 0 His destination is

the Chaguanas maxi-taxi stand, and his job is a “tout” - to solicit

passengers. (Punch 15 July 1990:25) 0 [They arrived] in a 25-seater

maxi-taxi. (TG 24 Nov 1 990: 1)01 done tell Sybil that one day I will

just ups and sell the maxi and pay off the bank and dust it to the

cold. (Maharaj 1992:28) 0 With capital acquired from other sources,

they bought cars or “maxis” (vans seating from ten to forty passen-

gers) to shuttle between set locations. (Vertovec 1992:147) 0 [He]

recounted seeing a strange, 12-seater, green-band maxi taxi letting

off two men in the area about 10.30 p.m. on Thursday. (EX 13 June

1993:3) 0 Operators and drivers of some green-band and some red-

band maxis said yesterday that the travelling public cannot afford

the existing fares and therefore they will probably have to stick to

the prices now being charged. (EX 28 Nov 1993:3) 0 Government is

seeking the complete removal of all electronic equipment including

radios and sound systems from mini-buses, commonly referred to

here as maxi-taxis. (Newsday 13 Jan 1994:4) 0 “After the party, a

maxi dropped us in San Juan, and a rented car was working taxi.”

(TTM 4 Feb 1996:5) 0 When it was time for Cinderella to go to the

royal ball and no maxi-taxis, or bus route taxis, or PTSC buses were

available, her transportation problem was solved for her in an

instant. (John 2007:3)

2 v Travel in a MAXI-TAXI. 0 I taxied to Arima proper, then maxied

(note the spanking new verb) to a hardware store just west of the

nation’s oldest borough. (EX 21 Nov 1994:11)

maya n Worldly desire, /maja/ (< H mava, maya ‘belief that the exis-

tence of objects is illusion’) 0 “He have too much a maya, control it.”

(1990)

mayama n A type of whip used in some Madrassi or Kali-puja

ceremonies, /majama/ 0 “Yuh need ah mayama for that puja.” (1990)

mayamal see MAYOMAL
Mayaro girl mango, Mayaro gyul mango n A variety of cultivated

mango, Mangifera indica. (fr growing in the Mayaro area)

Mayaro lily n Heliconia psittacorum, a native plant with a creeping rhi-

zome; leaves acutely pointed. Flower borne on a long stalk, bracts long

and pointed, slightly sheathed at the base, pinkish-orange, becoming

yellow with age, greenish-black tips. Fruits are small dark blue berries,

(fr common habitat along canals in the Mayaro-Manzanilla area) =

balisier
4

, >canal lily, wild ginger

Mayaro millions n Poecilia picta, a small brackish water fish, found

in canals, ditches, streams and pools. = >brackish water guppy,

millions
3

, swamp guppy

Mayaro poui n Clathrotropis brachypetala, a native tree. (prob. first

specimens fr Mayaro area) = >blackheart' 0 (Marshall 1934:34)

Mayaro virus n An arbovirus TRVL 4675 of Group A, Togaviridae

(Alphavirus), found in South America, Trinidad and South Africa;

carried by mosquitos; causes fever in humans, (fr being first identi-

fied in Mayaro in 1954) 0 The wood-cutter’s blood yielded the sec-

ond strain of Mayaro virus from a human being. (Downs 1964:381)

mayok shapel, manioc shapel, mayoc chapelle, mayok chapelle,

myok chapelle n Entada polystachya, a large, vigorous, unarmed,

woody native vine, climbing by occasional tendrils. Leaves bipinnate

compound, 2-6 subdivisions; each with 6-8 pairs of leaflets, oblong to

obovate, 2-4 cm (.8-1.6") long, glossy green above, paler beneath.

Flowers in large conspicuous clusters; each has many spike-like

branches bearing numerous tiny cream-coloured strong-scented flow-

ers; spikes are each about 8-10 cm (3. 1-3.9") long. Fruit a thin, flat,

glossy pod, 20-40 x 6 cm (7.8-15.6" x 2.3"); as pods dry, seeds rattle,

pods eventually open into thin rectangular segments, each containing

one seed. Used in Tobago to make TAMBRIN DRUM frames, /majok

fa pel/ (< FC mayok lachapel < Fr manioc de la chapelle) 0 Materials

used in healing and conjuring. Roots... miyuk chapelle. (Simpson

1962:330) 0 Blood Purifier or Cooling: Vervine... Sour Sop...

Mai-Yok-Sha-Pell... Zabokah. (Bush Medicine 1976b: 19) 0 Mayoc
Chapelle. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:74) 0 Mayok
Shapelle... [o]n vendors’ stalls throughout the country, the root is ever

present among the array of herbs and spices... The main tap root of

this leguminous plant is strong, growing up to 20cm long. ... It is

woody with a distinctive root-bark. The root may extend to as much
as 1 5cm in diameter and is cut through the centre into four approxi-

mately equal segments. These are usually sold in pieces 10-20cm

long. The root’s ability to produce a lather has, at times, been put to

quite fraudulent use. ... One important aspect of a good glass of

mauby is its frothiness. Since mauby bark is more expensive and

increasingly difficult to come by, some mauby-makers are known to

substitute Mayok Shapelle for mauby bark. Only a small quantity of

mauby bark is used, just enough to produce mauby’s recognisable

bitter taste. (Morean 1992n:30-31 ) 0 Mayoc Chapelle (Shapelle)... is

a high climbing, unarmed woody vine... and is extremely pliable

because of its water-laden cell sap... The selected length of vine of

about two meters in length and thirteen centimeters in diameter must

have no knots or cross gains... Most of the tambrin makers inter-

viewed said that harvesting the vine at full moon gives the drum a

higher and more lasting tuning. (Moore 2004:14-5) 0 Mayoc

chapelle... used for cooling was said to be only for women as it would

cut men’s ‘nature’. (Lans 2006:155)

mayomal (coffee) n Senna occidentalis, an erect shrubby native plant

1-2 m (3-6") tall. Leaves compound, often with a narrow red margin.

Flowers yellow, 10-14 mm (.4-.54") long, obovate-elliptical. Fruit

pod oblong with abruptly pointed tip, compressed or somewhat swol-

len when ripe; seeds in one row, broadly ovoid, dark brown, 4 mm
(.16") long. Parched seeds are used for making a bitter coffee-like

beverage, /majomel/ = bruca, cafe boucat, cafe zeb payi, granny
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coffee, jumbie coffee, negro coffee, stinking weed, >wild coffee
1

,

zeba coffee, zebian coffee 0 Bruka, Cafe Boucat, Granny Coffee,

Maiomal Coffee, Wild Coffee. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:44)

mayonnaise n Any cold vegetable salad, usually including potatoes

and sweet or garden peas, with mayonnaise dressing, /maionez/ 0

Quick Mayonnaise. Things you need: 2 eggs, a few lettuce leaves, 3/4

tablespoonful mayonnaise, cayenne [pepper] Things to do: Hard boil

eggs for 10 min. then cool quickly... make a bed of lettuce leaves...

Place eggs cut side down, cover with mayonnaise, and sprinkle with

cayenne pepper. (TN 28 Sept 1990:11)

maypole n A tall decorated pole with ribbons fastened at the top; danc-

ers each hold a ribbon and weave in and out to plait the ribbons around

the pole. A traditional English custom associated with May-Day festiv-

ities in England, it is usually performed around Christmas-time. 0

Christmas Day you visit your grandmother. No work. You had May-

pole, too. The Maypole was organised by the few Spanish people in our

midst, Grenadian Spanish. There was a chorus and an orchestra of

drummers, guitar players, and fiddlers. . . The Maypole was made from

a manioc tree trunk, peeled and painted red. From the top hung ribbons

of different colors, and the person dancing a certain ribbon had to wear

clothes of that same color. The man stood in the middle, holding the

pole, was dressed in all the colors. And your hat had to hang down by a

ribbon on the back of your head. They would bring the Maypole into

the village square... all these people would sing and dance the May-
pole until a fight break out, and everyone scattered and run and break

up the Maypole. (Elder 1997:187)

mazamorra n A sweet dish made from grated com, boiled with sugar

and SPICE. (< Sp) 0 “Today we going to make mazamorra .” He used

to take the young com and grate it and put it in boiling water. He keep

stirring it and add canela (cinnamon) and azucar (sugar).” (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:193)

mazay marie n Mimosa pudica, a low-growing native plant, woody at

the base. Stems erect or along the ground, with distinct spreading

hairs and armed with stout recurved prickles. Leaves respond to touch

or heat by collapsing shut, /maze mari/ = chooi-moi, lajoutri-

aghas,mary-shut-your-door, mary-shut-your-gate, old lady
1

, sensible

plant, shame bush, shame Charlotte, shame plant, >ti-marie 0 Mazay
Marie, Sensitive Plant, Shame Bush, Ti Marie. (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:130)

me, mi 1 pron First person singular subject pronoun; generally equiv-

alent to E I. /mi, mi/ = a
12

, ah
1 0 “Ha! Massa me really glad to see

you! Me truly glad you come.” (George Cumberland, 23 May 1802,

Broughton Add 36499:104b) 0 “What for you make all dat dere

noise? me no tand dat, me can tell you.” (Ralph Woodford, in

Coleridge 1825:84-5) 0 “Me Mimba no sabby make fool. Me swear

dat me no know wha hale her.” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 Me no understand.

(POSG 8 Nov 1844:3) 0 Me say, warra disha? (TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0 Me
no bin put um na backra nuse papah say me wan man. (PC 9 July

1904) 0 How fuh vari yuhself pan stage, meh cyar show yuh dat. 0

“She say me can do weh me want because she tired fight; She say a fu

me head an’ a me weh a live wid am. An’ beside, jus’ now, me a turn

man.” (Phillips 1991:61) 0 “If me or mih brother Omar go, she used

to vex. She used to quarrel.” (Deen 1994:167)

2 prep First person singular object pronoun; generally equivalent to E
me. 0 Ge me de tippet and de sharl in me hand. (PC 7 May 1904) 0

They will frankly make them to understand. Believe me, this is what

he will say. That only sixty cents this month is me pay. (Growler

“Police Diplomacy” 1939) 0 He help me get this job.

3 prep First person singular possessive pronoun; generally equivalent

to E my. 0 Ge me de tippet and de sharl in me hand lay ar go show me
mami an wait pan de bridge till ar come back. (PC 7 May 1904) 0 In

fact you can cuff them, give me me bail (Tiger “I Don’t Want Them to

Stand Me Bail” 1938) 0 Me money was quite inside the bed, Chook
up in the matress right below me head (Radio “Matilda” 1939) 0 “I

uses to get twenty-five a month there, but 1 had was to find me own
place to sleep.” (Hart 1966:6) 0 How fuh vari yuhself pan stage, meh
cyar show yuh dat, but with meh boy, yuh have fuh bom with dat deh

suh. (Rollocks 1975:5) 0 “She say me can do weh me want because

she tired fight; She say a fu me head an’ a me weh a live wid am.”

(Phillips 1991:61

)

4

n Mother; sometimes mother of spouse, /me/ (< H-Bh) = ma 1

, mai,

moi 0 ma (me) [mother], sometimes [mother] of spouse... Consider-

able variation from family to family, ma. in Amity, considered “Eng-

lish,” and some prefer me, as “Hindi” and thus “sweeter”. (Klass

1961:95)

meadow blue n Leptotes cassias, a small butterfly, wingspan to

2.5 cm (1"). Female upper wing white with brown borders and faint

blue near body. Male forewing lilac; lower wing white with lilac mar-

gins. (< E meadow, describing animals living in this habitat; also

similarity to meadow brown) 0 (Barcant 1970:84)

meadow brown n Echinargus hnntingtoni, a very small butterfly,

wingspan to 1.5 cm (.6"). Female upper wing brown at outer margins

and tip, pale blue towards base; lower wing mostly brown; small

whitish rays from mid-margin, each ending in a small brown spot at

margin; black spot at margin. Undersides speckled with black dots,

(fr similarity to E meadow brown, a common British butterfly,

Maniolajurtina) 0 (Barcant 1970:84)

me and phr Followed by a pronoun such as you, he, she, indicating a

quarrel or confrontation between two parties. 0 “Ah know woman
would ah been de death a you! All yuh see de vagabond I have to deal

wit? He send me home so he could go an do he mischief. Is me an you

when yuh come home!” (Lewis 1972:89) 0 “Ah warn him not to

drink. Ah hope he eh come home drunk tonight! It go be me and he!”

(Narine 1979:43) 0 “Oho! So is dey Mary was yesterday! Dat is why
she didn want to tell mih. Well is me an she!!” (Sweetbread, EX 14

Jan 1979) 0 “Is me an you tonight if you doh bring home mih daugh-

ter early!” (Baptiste 1993:90)

mean to say phr An expression of annoyance, disbelief, skepticism;

indicating that one should not have to mention something. (< E don 't

mean to say, do you mean to say, indicating skepticism) 0 But Felix

boy, yuh ah mek dam joke yes. Yuh mean to seh, yuh deh down here

ah sleep like ah top, and meh dey uppa de house ah wait pan yuh like

ah dam fool. (Rollocks 1975:15) 0 (Mendes 1985:2)

measure v A practice of taking or calculating someone’s height

(length) in order to gain power over that person, sometimes to make
someone insane or dead. (< E measure 'determine the quantity or size

of e.g. measure for clothes) 0 While he is asleep, the girl "measures”

him from head to toe with three yards of red tape (braid). She ties a

knot at each end of the length she has measured and one at the mid-

dle, and then ties the tape around her waist. (Simpson 1970:74) 0 And
when you sleeping they cut your hair. Measure you, then you become
totoolbay. (Cobra “Am in a Rage” 1939, in Rohlehr 1990:261)

measure for blows phr Take aim; size up; consider where to aim. 0

You talk so, I go measure you for blows.

meat safe n A wooden box, sometimes with screening, in which food-

stuffs are placed to protect them from insects or vermin. = >safe 0

The firm [of Davidson and Todd] does not neglect the perhaps more
prosaic class of furniture such as the meat-safe... be it round topped or

otherwise... In local woods, cedar and cyp are principally used for the

purpose. (Hummingbird 25 June 1904:3)

me boy, my boy phr Referring to a boy or man that the speaker has

chosen to talk about; usu. in an affectionate, admiring, or sympatheti-

cally exasperated, manner. =yuh4
0 At last, after about half an hour, it

look like my boy cool off and reconcile to the situation. (Selvon

1960:94) 0 De lil boy fed up wit' readin’ de comic book... All of a

sudden he get hungry, an’ he spot de pot on de stove. So me boy push

ah chair over to de stove, an’ climb up to see what cookin' in de pot.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:97)

medicine douce n obs A type of medicinal mixture taken internally.

(<Fr medicine ‘medicine’ + douce ‘sweet; gentle’) 0 “Medicine

douce” which is a combination of senna, aloes etc. (Urich Diary 4

May 1832)

medium adj In reference to coconuts, indicating one with some SOFT
JELLY, that is, not all water and not all jelly. 0 I ordered a coconut:

“Medium, please.” Medium means that the nut has some soft jelly — it
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is not all coconut water. (Eigeland 1980:12-13) 0 Finally Sookram

stopped at a Green Coconut cart and had the vendor trim two medium
coconuts for him to take home. (Ali 1993:63)

medium band n In Carnival mas, a band of 251-600 players, usu.

divided into 10-12 sections averaging 40-50 people. 0 Should Awon
decide to promote his band from the Medium Band category this pre-

sentation will be a prime contender for major honours in the Open

Band of the Year race. (EX 5 Nov 1990:6) 0 Since ’69 Jason's bands

have attracted increasing numbers. Beginning in the small band cate-

gory, by 1972 they went up to the medium band category and for the

past 14 years have been in the large band category. (TG-M 17 Jan

1993:3)

meeh, mee n The typical sound made by goats, /ms:/ 0 The goats are

allowed to roam all over the compound including the charge room,

and while anyone can tolerate a little bit of goat “mee”, when it

comes to their urine, that’s something else. (Bomb 26 Oct 1990:23)

Meelad-ul-Nabie n A Muslim celebration of the Prophet Moham-
med’s birthday, /milad ul nabi/ (< Arabic) 0 The Anjuman Sunnat-

ul-Jamaat Association (ASJA) Ladies’ Section will hold its annual

national Meelad-ul-Nabie (birthday celebration of the Holy Prophet

Muhammed) at 2 pm on October 14 at the ASJA Girls’ College... The

occasion will also be taken to welcome those ladies who performed

the Haj earlier this year. (TG 7 Oct 1990:18)

meet 1 v Come to, reach, arrive at, or touch a place or thing. (< E meet

‘come face to face with; arrive in the presence of a person’) 0 Witness

said he was a native. / How old are you? - Sixty-four... / How long

has this road been made that comes here? - I bom and met it a track. /

You met it a track? - Yes. (Comm Franchise 1888:3) 0 In the cocoa

we met a trace, and Chaila told me ‘Let us pass through this cocoa

and we will reach home quickly.’ (TG 12 Jan 1936:2) 0 How they had

to go through a track, to meet the gayelle quite in the back. (Cypher

“Cock Fight” 1976) 0 "That pond there is God’s own to do what he

please with. All of us meet that pond there, all of us will go and leave

it.” (Stewart 1989:190)

2 v Find someone already present when you arrive at a place. 0 He
was still awaiting his turn when the screams started: “Is my turn”

shouted one shrill voice. “You meet me here” screamed another. “Is

you who meet me here” retorted the first, as the tempers Fared. (Ali

1993:15)

3 v Find something ready and prepared for you on your arrival. 0

“Today is one day I going to get real ignorant if I go home and ent

meet my food, yuh hear.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:8) 0 Their mothers-in-

law found diversion and pleasure in “blaging” (chatting) with visiting

female patients. They now lived leisurely lives because they had dele-

gated all housework to their dulahins. “Food and water (were) meet-

ing them right there in the bench where they sitting down whole day.”

(Mahabir 2000:9)

meetai see MITHAI

meet hard phr Have difficulties; suffer a hard time. (< E meet

‘encounter, experience a certain fortune or destiny’) 0 When I get

married I meet it hard.

me father phr Tob An expression of wonder or surprise, usu. com-
bined with vexation or fear, sometimes followed by a name. 0 (Uh

1883:250) 0 “Me fada William!” (Uh 1883:250) 0 “The boat go

areddy? Mi fader!” (1986)

megasse, magass, mogasse n The remains of sugar cane after the

juice has been pressed out; cane fibre left after the juice is pressed

out, containing about 50% moisture and 1.5% sucrose. It is some-

times used for animal feed, or in manufacturing chip-board, /megas/

(< bagasse) = >bagasse, makash 0 We let down the trunk, placed a

parcel of leathern bags, full of gold and silver, and covered it with

mogass* ashes, so that no one would suspect what was below it.

(*The refuse of the sugar-cane, when the juice is expressed, is called

mogass. This is used for fuel.) (Joseph 1 838b-3: 151 -2) 0 Saw the

mogass take fire. (POSG 1 Oct 1844:2) 0 Mixed with wood or

mogass. pitch has served very well as fuel, (de Verteuil 1858) 0 On
reaching the mill, the canes fall off the cane-carrier, and are caught

between the first and top rollers, which crush them, the juice falling

below into a receptacle called the ‘mill-bed;’ whilst the crushed cane,

known now as ‘megass,’ passes out between the top and second roll-

ers, and is ...conveyed ...to the megass-houses. These are large bam-
like buildings, situated a little distance from the works, and there the

megass is stored until it becomes dry and fit for fuel. Some of the

megass is also spread in the mill-yard to dry in the sun, but is always

taken up before sundown, as the dew would soon saturate it. (On a

sugar estate 1882:254-5) 0 If the streets in town were bad, what can I

say of the country roads? Those were simply natural soil ... which

were round ridged in the dry season, and the holes and ruts filled up

with Megass. (Inniss 1910:77) 0 Megass. (Aspinall 1928) 0 The fuel

to feed the fire in the copper hole, was the bagasse or megasse, which

once it was no longer green, was pulled out to dry more fully in the

sun and then used to stoke the fire, (de Verteuil 1992:103-4)

megasse house, magasse house, mogass-house n obs A building

where MEGASS is stored. 0 Mogass House... covered with Carrat.

(Cochrane 2303 1825:41) 0 A fire... was subdued after destroying the

magoss house in which it originated. (TG 27 July 1827:3) 0 A fire

occurred... in the mogass-house of the Picton Estate. (POSG 16 Feb

1843:3)

meggie, meg n A humorous, sarcastic or playful snub or put-down of

someone, characterized by a gesture usu. made by holding four fin-

gers together, opposed to the thumb, and pointing the hand at the

recipient. A variation is opening and closing the two parts regularly

while moving the hand forward and back horizontally in front of the

body, sometimes accompanied by saying “meggie”. /msgi, meg/ 0 If

you see, my brother put a meggie on the internet! (1994) 0 But in the

face of robber talk and rum shop antics, the meggie stands out as a

means of effectively silencing your opponent ... As the megg-er, the

aim is to make the megg-ee (that is, the person being megged) actu-

ally look at your hand - take the meggie right in the face... If you

know what a meggie is, you’d assume that I’d have left this unhealthy

obsession behind when I graduated from primary school. In fact, it

was when I came into the working world that the meggie became an

invaluable form of entertainment and solace, a harmless enough way
to get back at colleagues and also infuriate friends... What’s certain is

that, considering the demographics of most meggie masters, the meg
evolved in some Trini schoolyard sometimes in the 1970s, and by the

1980s was universally recognized by under-20s. And chances are that

anywhere a few idle young Trinbagonians are gathered you will find

an outbreak of meggies. (Springer 2004:80)

meghaa n A frog, /megha/ (< Bh; H mendkl ‘frog’) 0 “The rain fall an

de meghaa an dem come out.” (1990)

me girl, my girl phr Referring to the female person speaking. = >yuh4

0 “Because me girl does have to travel every day.” (1990)

mehendi, mehndi see MENDI

me-h-h see MEEH

mek see MAKE
melanga see MALANGA
melao n A whitish quartz gravel, very angular, /melau/ (fr being com-

monly found in rivers in the Northern Range, including the

Melajo Forest)

Melao virus n An arbovirus of the California Complex, TRVL 9375,

carried by the mosquito Anopheles scapularis. (fr being first found in

the Melajo Forest of the Northern Range) /melao/ 0 During

1955, 26 viruses were isolated from mosquitoes collected while

attacking human bait in the Melajo Forest in northeastern Trinidad. ...

it is the purpose of this paper to describe one of these agents, for

which we propose the name Melao... In our very limited studies we
have not been able to demonstrate neutralizing antibody to Melao in

human beings or monkeys from Trinidad. (Spence et al. 1 962a:687-9)

mel cobo, merle corbeau n Crotophaga ani, a bird, 32.5 cm (13")

long. Black glossed with purple; tail long; bill black with upper part

arched, /mel kobo/ (< ScE and Fr merle ‘blackbird’ + Fr corbeau

‘crow’ + cobo) = blackbird
2

,
cowbird, old witch, savannah blackbird,

>tickbird' 0 The Merle Cavalier and the Merle Corbeau (Crotophaga

ani) are of notable assistance in clearing the blood-thirsty tick from

the hides of oxen, horses, and mules, (de Verteuil 1884:92) 0
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[AJmongst the branches lower down we see three or four mel

corbeaux or black tick birds hopping about, and balancing themselves

with their long tails while they erectly hold their heavily billed and

clumsily formed heads. (JFNC Oct 1892:99) 0 Merle corbeau

(Williams 1922: 172) 0 The disappearance of these alleged introduced

froghoppers and subsequent freedom from attack are attributed

locally to the abundance of frogs... and also to birds such as ...the

merle corbeau (Crotophaga)... the Tobago planters appreciate the use-

fulness of these natural controlling agents. (Vesey-Fitzgerald

1936d:200) 0 For asthma, special foods are given to children. These

[include] roasted and unsalted merle corbeau killed on Good Friday.

(Wong 1967:48) 0 The mel corbeaux that were picking ticks off the

animal’s hide screeched and flew away to a nearby ballsier patch.

‘Dem foolish black witch and dem could make nosie, we,’ muttered

the boy. (Narine 1977:16) 0 Not to be outdone, a group of merle cor-

beau... with their peculiar two-note call clambered amongst the low

vegetation. (Farrell 1984:21) 0 (ffrench 1991:193-4)

mele, melee, meley 1 n A dish made of a mixture of ingredients, e.g.

GROUND PROVISIONS, /mele/ (< Fr mele ‘mixed’) 0 But remember,

we have got our yam and cush-cush, Don’t talk about a ton-load of

other bush. You boil them together, and make your melee, And then

you have a champion feed every day. (Lion “Bargee Pelauri” 1936)

2 n A bundle of mixed herbs sold together, usu. including SIVE,

thyme, and celery. = funity, Reasoning2 0 Mele. (Morean 1990) 9

“Shado beni”... The young leaves are tied in compact bundles about

5cm thick and sold in this fashion... that market has become saturated

with the product and there is a growing tendency to sell the herb in

mixed bundles or “mele”, with other culinary herbs such as basil and

thyme. (HERBS STAR 4 June 2000: 13)

3 adj Of a fighting cock, having yellow and silver feathers, or a yel-

low nape and red body. = giro 0 That mele cock is a real champion.

4 adj Anything made of a mixture of ingredients. 9 Sangria is a meley

kind of drink.

melody pan n arc The LEAD PAN, which carries the melody, with a

two and a half octave range. = lead pan, piano pan, ping-pong, >tenor

pan 0 Music accompaniment is by guitars, cuatros, chac-chacs,

booms and melody pans. (Hill 1995:7)

melongene, malangene n Solanum melongena (E eggplant or auber-

gine), a cultivated plant. Large fruit, dark purple-skinned, white-

fleshed, used as a vegetable. /mdAncb>£n/ (< Sp berengena ‘eggplant’)

= baigan, balangen, brinjal 0 Peasant Proprietors and others interested

in the cultivation of Vegetables, Fruits &c., are invited to send exhib-

its of: yams... melongenes, peppers. (POSG 15 Oct 1907:2) 0

Pulmassie was taking the goods which included melongene and

cucumber out of his bag. (TG 11 Sept 1919:8) 0 Melongenes lc-2cts

ea. (TG 4 Jan 1936:13) 0 One small melongene cut up. (de Boissiere

ca 1945a: 10) 0 Tomatoes, patchoi, cucumbers, melongene, all lost a

cent or a penny per pound overnight. (EN 2 Sept 1954:3) 0 Counting

banknotes was not the same thing as counting five-cent heaps of man-

goes or ochroes or melongenes. (Naipaul 1976:195) 0 One particular

fellow had a glistening brown head shaped like a melongene. (Araujo

1984:96) 0 What did one melongene say to the other melongene? Let

Bygan by Bygan. (Lange 1986:7) 9 During harvest time tomatoes

were ripened under the high four-poster iron bed and pumpkins and

melongenes were stored there too or in sheltered cool comers of any

room. (Persaud 1990:84)

melt 1 v Of a solid food substance, become soft, mushy. (< E melt

‘liquefy by heat’) 9 Simmer on slow fire until the pumpkin has melted

completely and soup is smooth, (de Boissiere ca 1 945a: 10) 9 “To

make the cado freco, you put in everything and when it is melted up,

put all kinda provisions.” (1990)

2 v Dissolve; of a solid, blend into a liquid. 9 “To clean out the cala-

bash guts, use salt to melt it.” (1990) 9 “Phagua morning you wake up

as usual and it have a powder called ablr powder... And you mix it in

some warm water for that powder to melt.” (Myers 1998:72)

3 v Attempt to make a disease, usu. a lump or cyst, dissolve or dissi-

pate, traditionally by mbbing with soft candle or by injection. 9

“Operate? Aren't you going to try to melt it first?” (Haynes 1987:68)

melt fat phr Wear someone out; sap someone’s strength. 9 And now I

must speak of the country rat, They will grind your bones and will

melt your fat. (Tiger “The Rats” 1936) 9 She had meeting and, if I

didn’t leave the home. She was go melt the fat from me bone. (Lion

“Old Woman” 1939)

me mada me dead phr arc An expression of wonder or fear. (< mada
‘mother’) = me mooma me dead 9 (Uh 1883:250)

meme bagai phr Same thing; usu. said to emphasize that two things

may appear different, but are actually the same, /mem bagai/ (< FC
mem ‘same’ + bagai ‘thing’) 9 (Macaw 1960) 9 The man is a thief!

And he brother, meme bagai.

me mooma me dead phr Tob An expression of wonder or astonish-

ment. (< mooma ‘mother’) = me mada me dead 9 Me muma me dead.

(Ottley ca 1970)

me mooma oy phr With last word very drawn out, an exclamation of

surprise, alarm. Also sometimes me mooma o. (< mooma ‘mother’) 9

Me mooma oye! (Daniel ms ca 1960)

mendi, mehendi, mehndi 1 n Lawsonia inermis (E henna), a culti-

vated shrub, to 2m (6.4'). Leaves yield an orange-red dye used to

paint designs on the body. Numerous small white or rose-coloured

fragrant flowers; small round seed capsule, /mendi/ (< H-U mendhi

‘the henna plant, fr leaves of which a red dye is prepared’) = resida 9

Mehndi.. is grown as an ornamental. The leaves are reportedly used

by Indo-Trinidadian shamans (ojhameri) to bathe the dead. The leaves

are a source of dye which stain the skin orange-red and are used

by women to decorate their hands and feet during the Hindu wed-

ding ceremony. (Mahabir 1991:97) 9 “Do you know mehendi?”...

“Muslim people does use that during they wedding. In Soom yard,

have a tree. If you have ground-itch in you’ foot, grind the leaf and

put it on you foot and it go pass.” (Mahabir 1991 : 1 54)

2 n A red paste made from the henna shrub, MENDI 1

,
used to paint

designs on the body, esp. to decorate the head, hands and feet of a

Hindu bride and groom, /mendi/ (< H mehnd ‘henna’) 9 The dulahin

(bride) was being dressed by a group of women... Her body was

anointed with the red mehendi paste on her head, hands and feet.

(Doodnath 1989:46) 9 “Sometimes we does use marker pen for

mehendi.” (1990) 9 The earrings on her ear, her beautiful red lips, the

kangan on her hand and the mehendi on her feet, tells me that today

my daughter is getting married. (Holass-Beepath 2002:29)

mener n In playing tops, a game in which one player takes his spin-

ning top in the palm of his hand and strikes his opponent’s top until

he has led it up and down certain lines, /mene/ (< Fr mener ‘guide;

conduct, lead’) 9 Every season he would “open” a few tops whether

the game was “/o veau lever ’ or
“mener”. (Bynoe 1985:5) 9 Mener -

A top game in which one player takes his top - while spinning — in

the palm of his hand and strikes his opponent’s top until he has led it

three times up and down three previously agreed upon lines. (Bynoe

1985:59) 9 The two sessions of top-spinning were “mener” (amener)

and “la-vau-leve”. Both sessions began with a “pique” which was to

draw a fairly straight line in the dirt and to spin as near to it as possi-

ble to decide the order of the players. The player whose spin was fur-

thest from the line was said to be “down” and had to place the top on

the ground so others could attack it by spinning to hit it. Mener was

played on the basis of three parallel lines - the middle one being an

equal distance from the other two, usu. about four feet apart depend-

ing on the size of the play area in the barrack-yard. The player who
was down placed his top on the first line and the others than had to

spin their tops towards it with the intention of knocking it down to the

third line, the rule was down to the third, up to the first and finally

back down to the third for “jiggers” which was the loser’s penalty.

(Cummings 2004:108-9)

mentality 1 n Intelligence. (< E mentality ‘mental ability; intellectual

quality’) 9 He have good mentality, real long brains.

2 n Attitude; outlook; opinions. (< E mentality ‘mental character or

disposition’) 9 So leave me darling I want you no more, in my opin-

ion your mentality is poor. (Zebra “Should Men Support Women”
1951) 9 (Ottley 1971)
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3 n Habit; custom; practice. 0 He have a good mentality of picking up

what he sees lying about.

4 n Sanity. 0 I am sure you have read or you have heard. Of the

marvelous reign of George the Third... But eventually he lost his

mentality. And was given to fits of insanity. (Executor "Reign of the

Georges” 1936)

merasmee see MARASME

meri, maarhe, merhi n The low raised earth banks surrounding a

KOLA which keep water inside rice paddies, /meri/ (< H-Bh maira

‘embankment; boundary-limit') 0 Each family’s field is subdivided

by a number of low, straight banks (each called a meri), which meet

at right angles, forming small plots (each called a kola) about twenty

to thirty feet square. (Klass 1961:82) 0 Lunch to women in rice,

means standing on the merhi (bank in the lagoon) and taking a bite.

(EX-4 22 July 1990:17) 0 On the plot the grass is cutlassed and piled

on the meris which are built up and reinforced. (Joshi 2003) 0 The

process of “hengawe” (harrowing) follows the ploughing. First, the

meris are tied up, shored to retain water and the kola is flooded. (Joshi

2003) 0 The maarhe or embankment varied in width from one to five

feet. (Chandool 2003)

Merikan n arc A group of black settlers and their descendants; demo-

bilised black soldiers of the West India Regiment, and escaped slaves

who had fought with the British against the United States in the War
of 1812, established in the “Company” villages in eastern and

south-central Trinidad after the American Revolution, /msrikan/ (< E
America

,
place of origin) = >American 0 Ebenezer was a descendant

of free Negroes who had settled on the Moruga Road. In fact he was a

“Merikan.” He soon discovered that his accent was different from

that of the villagers of Hermitage. (Lewis 1972:6) 0 “It had one

Merikan living in the village.” (1979) 0 Towards the end of the same

century, the Shouter or Spiritual Baptist faith was established in Trin-

idad. It may have been brought by immigrants from St Vincent and

merged with Baptist beliefs and practices found among the ‘Merik-

ens’, the settlements of former American slaves in the Company vil-

lages of southern Trinidad. (Brereton 1993:50)

merino n A man’s or boy's knit cotton undershirt, (fr similar garments

once made from merino sheep wool) 0 [He was charged] with having

stolen... a pyjama jacket and a merino valued together at six shillings.

(POSG 30 Oct 1907:5) 0 He suggested that defendant went into some
yard at Maraval and took up the merino from a bleach. (TG 22 Aug
1919:7) 0 Sookdeo, looking at the old man’s figure with only a

merino and a pair of trousers covering it, would wonder that he could

still find the energy to do what he was doing. (Mendes 1934:15) 0 I

remember I was working Palo Seco, And every fortnight I couldn’t

buy a merino. (Killer “I Wouldn’t Work If They Kill Me Dead” 1948

pr) 0 Macomere you hear I want to go, Where you put me round neck

merino. (Kitchener “Sixty-Seven” pr, in Clarke 1967) 0 This Mohun-
goo is a meagre kind of man, and tall and thin; and he is wearing only

a short dhoti and a cheap, thin merino that makes all his bones show
up. (Naipaul 1976:166-7) 0 Kamal would come out in home clothes;

Ah short pants an merino an ah slipper. An listen tuh yuh problem.

(Foster 1990:76) 0 In the doorway stood a tall figure clad in a merino

and baggy khaki pants. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:76)

merle, merlle n arc Cacicus cela (E yellow-rumped cacique), a bird,

28.8 cm (11 .5"). Male black with yellow wing-patch, rump, under-tail

and base of tail. (< Fr merle ‘blackbird’) = arendau, >cacique
,

carouge2
, combird 3

,
merle a croupion jaune, merle moqueur,

mockingbird 1

, mocking merle, small cacique, yellow-backed cacique,

yellow-backed combird, yellow plantain 0 Went shooting with Faltini

but only got a few Merlles. (Urich 13 Mar 1831, in de Verteuil

1995:51) 0 Two or three large trees, from which dangled a multitude

of the pendant nests of the Merles (Cassicus)... The pouches, two feet

long and more, swayed in the breeze, fastened to the end of the

boughs with a few threads. Each had, about half-way down, an open-

ing into the round sac below, in and out of which the Merles crept and

fluttered, talking all the while in twenty different notes. Most tropic

birds hide their nests carefully in the bush: the Merles hang theirs

fearlessly in the most exposed situations. They find, I presume, that

they are protected enough from monkeys, wild cats, and gato-melaos

(a sort of ferret), by being hung at the extremity of the bough. (Kingsley

1880:254)

merle a croupion jaune n obs Cacicus cela (E yellow-rumped caci-

que), a bird, 28.8 cm (11.5"). Male black with yellow wing-patch,

rump, under-tail and base of tail. (< merle + Fr a croupion jaune

‘with a yellow rump’) = arendau, Cacique 1

, carouge2
,
combird3

,

merle, merle moqueur, mockingbird', mocking merle, small cacique,

yellow-backed cacique, yellow-backed combird, yellow plantain 0

(Chapman 1894:36)

merle a queue en bateau n obs Quiscalus lugubris (E Carib grackle),

a common bird in both islands, to 26.2 cm (10.5") long. Black,

glossed purple and green; tail long, keel-shaped; long down-curved

bill. (< merle + Fr a queue en bateau ‘with a boat-shaped tail’) =

blackbird
1

, >boat-tail
r

, common blackbird, Trinidad boat-tail 0

(Chapman 1894:37)

merle a tete jaune n Agelaius icterocephalus (E yellow-hooded black-

bird), 18.8 cm (7.5") long. Male all black except for bright yellow

head, throat and upper breast. (< merle + Fr a tetejaune ‘with a yel-

low head’) = golden head, >yellow-head, yellow-headed blackbird,

yellow-headed merle 0 Oriolus Icterocephalus... merle a tete jaune, or

yellow-headed merle, (de Verteuil 1884:368) 0 (Chapman 1894:36)

merle cavalier n obs Scaphidura oryzivora, 35 cm (14") long. Black,

glossed purple; male has neck ruff. (< merle + Fr cavalier ‘rider’, fr

riding on livestock) = black combird, >jackdaw, tairico 0 The Merle

Cavalier, or Black Corn-bird (Cassicus Ater), sometimes makes great

havoc in the corn-fields, by removing with its bill the husk of the

ear... Nevertheless... The Merle Cavalier and the Merle Corbeau

(Crotophaga ani) are of notable assistance in clearing the blood-

thirsty tick from the hides of oxen, horses, and mules, in the Estates’

pastures, (de Verteuil 1884:92)

merle corbeau see MEL COBO

merle laque jaune, merle a queue jaune n obs Psarocolius

decumanus insularis, a large black and yellow bird. (< merle + Fr a

queue jaune ‘with a yellow tail’) = cacique
3

,
cacique huppe,

carouge4
,
crested cacique, great-crested cacique, great-crested com-

bird, large combird, pogga, yellow com bird, >yellow-tail
l

0 Cassi-

cus cristalus... Merle-a-queue-jaune, or yellow-tailed corn-bird,

(de Verteuil 1884:368) 0 A noise here attracted us which resembled

the whirr of a wheel, lasting for some seconds and then terminating in

a sharp shrill whistle - the cry of the merle laquejaune or yellow com
bird. (JFNC Feb 1895:158)

merle moqueur n obs Cacicus cela, a bird, 28.8 cm (11.5"). Male

black with yellow wing-patch, ramp, under-tail and base of tail.

(< merle + Fr moqueur ‘mocker; imitater’) = arendau, >cacique
!

,

carouge2
, combird', merle, merle a croupion jaune, mockingbird

1

,

mocking merle, small cacique, yellow-backed cacique, yellow-

backed combird, yellow plantain 0 (de Verteuil 1884:368) 0 Merle

moqueur... The male’s song is a brilliant and extraordinary perfor-

mance, consisting of a great variety of liquid, fluting notes inter-

spersed with harsh cackles, clucks and wheezes... Often vocalisations

of other species are imitated, (ffrench 1991:338)

mermaid n Tob A folklore character of a woman with a fish tail

instead of legs, who lives in a river or in the sea near the coast. She is

not dangerous or evil, but can pull people under the water, take them

travelling, and then return them to shore. (< E mermaid ‘an imaginary

creature that lives in the sea, upper half a woman and bottom half a

fish’) = >fairymaid 0 It used to have a mermaid in the river here, but

nobody ent see she for donkey years now.

merry-go-round n A child’s play structure consisting of a length of

wood that swings in a circle. (< E meny-go-round ‘a revolving

machine carrying wooden horses, cars, or other seats on which chil-

dren ride round and round for amusement’) 0 Merry-go-Round: A 9

or 10-ft. piece of bamboo or bois-canoe set on a 3-ft. high wooden

picket on which it swung round with one boy sitting on either end.

(Alladin 1970:66)

message 1 n Goods; groceries. (< E message ‘the business of carrying

communications or doing errands') 0 For this is all the police will
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give to them, A little message from the Canteen. (Growler “Police

Diplomacy” 1939) 0 Come, Tall Boy, give me my message, let me
go... and mark it till Joe get pay on Friday. (Selvon 1991a:7) 0 “Yes!

And all kinda thing in the bags. Rum... two bag of message, you

know.” (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:48) 0 “I just put my basket under

the stall and lef it dey and forget, and I reach home without my mes-

sage.” (2002)

2 n Getting or buying goods or groceries, usu. with make. 0 “When
mummy left home to go out and hustle food for us... he would send

out my brother on messages.” (Punch 8 Oct 1989:7) 0 He was going

to the shop ‘to do a little message’. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:28)

mess up 1 v Disappoint; ruin someone’s plans. (< E mess up ‘make

dirty; disordered; spoil; ruin’) 0 You shoulda come this morning, you

really mess me up.

2 v Shame; humiliate; insult; make a laughing-stock. (< E mess about

‘handle roughly or too familiarly; annoy’) 0 I eh do no homework,

and the teacher mess me up in front of the whole class. 0 You messed

me up properly. (ESTT 1956)

mestee n obs A person of mixed race; in West Indian colonial classifi-

cation, specifically the child of one white parent and one parent who
has one black grandparent. (< E mustee, mestee < Sp mestizo ‘mixed

race person’) 0 The illegitimate mulatto offsprings too bore their

father’s names, and were brought up in the household as their father’s

children. ... “A male mestee child the son of His Excellency Edmund
Lincoln, Esquire, by the name of Robert Thos. Fairholme and Gilbert

Petrie members of the Household of Assembly sponsors.” (1784, in

Ottley 1962:59) 0[H]ere and there were numbers of tastily-dressed

women, of the classes called mulattoes, mestees, and quadroon, who
were the most beautiful of those classes which I, at that time had ever

seen. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 147) 0 The main evidence for a detailed colour

scale in Trinidad comes from the classification of slaves in the Slave

Registry. Our assumption is that the colour scale used for slaves was
not peculiar to them, but applied to the free non-white population

generally. The colour rating in descending order was something like

this: whites, quadroon, mestee, costee, mulatto, cabre, mongrel,

sambo, blacks. ... A mulatto woman and a white man produced a

mestee offspring; and a mestee and a mulatto produced a costee. ... A
quadroon could result from mating between a mestee and a white per-

son... the detailed colour scale does not seem to have been employed

in everyday life, but chiefly when it was necessary to describe some-

one with particular accuracy. Thus wills, for instance, might specifi-

cally name a cabre or mestee inheritor. (Campbell 1992:60-1)

metayer, metairie 1 n obs Tob A system of land cultivation in which

the cultivator pays the land’s owner a portion of the produce as rent,

/metaje, mstije/ (< Fr metayer ‘hereditary tenant fanner entitled to

half the yield’; the system of metayage was in wide use in France

between the late Middle Ages and the Revolution, contrasted with the

system offermage, where land is held for a fixed price, or aferme\ the

terms metayage and metayer have been applied by extension to simi-

lar systems elsewhere) = contract 0 He has a good house rent free,

together with fine provision grounds, and Medical Attendance, and

Medicine found, besides which he has worked land without rent, or

Tax, on the Metairie System... The Metayer System was introduced

into the Island in 1843 by Mr. Cruickshank, Proprietor of Prospect

Estate, and it was in general use in 1845. The terms between the

Planter and the Metayer are, viz.: the Planter allows the Metayer a

certain portion of land, rent free, on which he is bound to plant canes

and to keep them in proper cultivation. A piece of land is also gener-

ally allowed him to grow his provisions on. The canes grown by the

Metayer are cut by him (when required to do so by the Manager of the

Estate) and are carried to the Mill in carts found by the Estate, and are

there ground at the cost of the Metayer; the sugar is then equally

divided; one half going to the estate, and the other to the Metayer, the

latter also receives a certain proportion of the molasses. (Dowland
1 845) 0 So in Tobago, if there is any soul of goodness in the Metairie

system it is because the number of the metayers who have undertaken

to grow sugar for themselves and the estates gives a value to the prop-

erty, and become a source of credit by which sufficient means can be

raised to tide over the out-of-crop season until the cane has become

ripe and has been made into sugar. (John Gorrie 1890, in Williams

1962:125) 0 The people here are not an idle set... Every man has his

holding, and rejoices in being known as a “metayer.” The “Metaire

System” is a species of land contract. (Burkett 1914:79) 0 Through a

combination of the absence of capital and lack of labour, Cruickshank

in 1 845 instituted the “Metayer System”. This is a system in which

the land is retained by the estate, but the cane is grown by farmers for

half the proceeds. This method of cultivation has persisted to the

present day. (Vesey-Fitzgerald 1 936d: 1 99) 0 Many of the planters [in

Tobago] were compelled to fall back on a system which had become
very popular after the hurricane of 1 847... Under the Metairie system,

which was an old and well-known custom in many parts of the Conti-

nent of Europe and had been brought to the West Indies to such terri-

tories as St Lucia and Antigua, a landowner who had not enough

money to carry on the cultivation by wage labour, agreed with his

workers that they should work without wages on the promise of shar-

ing the crop with the owner. This system continued to spread in

Tobago and to work fairly well until 1884, when another disaster hit

the islands and the West Indies generally... Sir John Gorrie... empha-
sised that the metairie system had developed after emancipation in

Tobago under the pressure of two causes. The first was the fear that

the emancipated Negroes would abandon the estates and seek other

occupations. The second was the fear that the protection which West

Indian sugar had enjoyed in the British market would soon cease, and

that something had to be done to make the working of estates cheaper

in view of the heavy fall in the price of sugar as a result of the com-
petition with foreign slave-grown sugar. (Williams 1962:124-5) 0

The.... Metairie System... was an arrangement whereby the workers

took no pay for their labor but instead shared the crop with the owner.

An oral agreement, it worked well enough until, in the late 1870s, the

sugar industry declined further. (Johnson 1988b:32)

2 n obs Tob A cultivator who pays the land’s owner a portion of the

produce as rent. 0 The terms between the Planter and the Metayer are,

viz.: the Planter allows the Metayer a certain portion of land, rent

free, on which he is bound to plant canes and to keep them in proper

cultivation. A piece of land is also generally allowed him to grow his

provisions on. The canes grown by the Metayer are cut by him... and

are ... ground at the cost of the Metayer; the sugar is then equally

divided; one half going to the estate, and the other to the Metayer.

(Dowland 1845) 0 ‘Ef you mek law fo metayer sa dem proprieta for

deal just wid awe, we go work; but ef not a no go mek one chop in a

cane field, all a we go dead together.’ (TN 25 Oct 1884) 0 So in

Tobago, if there is any soul of goodness in the Metairie system it is

because the number of the metayers who have undertaken to grow
sugar for themselves and the estates gives a value to the property, and

become a source of credit by which sufficient means can be raised to

tide over the out-of-crop season until the cane has become ripe and

has been made into sugar. (John Gorrie 1890, in Williams 1962:125)

0 The metayer in Tobago exercises no rights of ownership over his lot

beyond using it for the planting of canes and the growing of some
vegetables on the cane banks... He moves from one Estate to another.

(Tobago Metairie Commission 1890, in Williams 1962:129) 0 [The]

woman was a metayer on the estate. (Mirror 9 Nov 1907: 12) 0 You
have 40 metayers and only two carts. (TG 8 Oct 1922:10) 0 When
Mr. Tucker of Speyside took over the estate in the ’nineties, he found

Pancho was working as a metayer... an independent cane farmer.

(Bowman & Bowman 1939:194) 0 The plaintiff, 73 years of age, was
bom in slavery on the estate, and had been a metayer growing canes

for 45 years. (Williams 1962:124) 0 In 1886 a metayer, Joseph

Franks, was evicted by a planter from his plantation. (Johnson

1988b:32)

mete-mete adj arc Tob Of food, mushy, too soft, /mete/ 0 Metteh

metteh - mushy. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

methi n A small brown seed of the leguminous plant Trigonella fae-

num graecum , used in Indian cooking (E fenugreek). /merV (< H-Bh
methi) 0 Goat meat cooked by ajee, with runny “soorwa” laced with

methi and bandhania. (TG 23 Dec 1990:14) 0 The intoxicating smell

of warm roasted spices - jeera, methi , chili, and garlic. (Persaud

1990:86)
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metrive see VEUVE

Mexican poppy n Argemone mexicana, a cultivated spiny plant.

Leaves small, greyish, with veins giving the appearance of broad

white markings. Flowers yellow, in leafy bracts. Seeds black and

pitted. (< E Mexican poppy, A. mexicana or similar species) 0 (FTT
1929-1-2:23-4)

Mexican tanager n Tangara mexicana vieilloti, a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5")

long. Mainly dark blue with turquoise shoulder; sides spotted black;

lower underparts yellow, (fr scientific name, though not found in

Mexico) = diable enrhume, >sucrier martinique 0 (ffrench 367-8)

Mexican tea see SEMEN CONTRA

miamol, myamal n Senna occidentalis [~ Cassia occidentalis,

Ditremexa occidentalism, a native shrub to 1.5m (5') tall. Leaves

10-20cm (3. 9-7. 8") long with 4-6 pairs leaflets, with minutely fringed

margin. Flowers yellow, 10- 14mm (.4-. 55") long, obovate-elliptical;

3 petals are broader than the other 2. Fruit pod oblong, compressed or

somewhat swollen when ripe, abruptly pointed tip, thick margins,

6-12cm x 5-9mm (2. 3-4.6 x .2-. 35”), containing brown seeds 3-4mm
(.12-. 16") long, /mammal/ = bruca, cafe boucat, cafe zeb payi, granny

coffee, junrbie coffee, mayomal (coffee), negro coffee, stinking

weed, >wild coffee
1

0 (FTT 1931-1-4:273) 0 Wild coffee (myamall).

Painful menstruation. (Wallace 2002:33)

mice n Any mouse or mice. 0 I hear this squeaky noise. Squeaky

squeaky. Like little mices. (Naipaul 1958:72) 0 It must be have a

mice inside there. = house mouse, mouse, moos

middle mooma night phr Very late at night, usu. expressing astonish-

ment or disapproval. 0 Middle mooma night - very late at night.

(Daniel msl ca 1960)

middy n Midwife; a woman who helps women during childbirth,

/midi/ (< E midwife ‘woman who assists other women in childbirth’)

= chamain, maidy 0 “How long does a bottle last you?” “Oh, a long

long time,” she answered vaguely. “It costs too much for a poor mid-

die.” (Klass 1964:109) 0 The self-taught midwife or “middy” of the

district usually delivered the baby after periodic checkups. (Thompson

1983:7) 0 The practice of midwifery by village women - untrained in

Western medicine - was very widespread up to 20 years ago and

many of the well known practitioners were of East Indian descent. In

the absence of nurse or doctors, these “middies” or “chamines” as the

Hindus called them, were a very important part of the village health

care system in rural areas. Today, much of this tradition is disappear-

ing. (Morean 1991:30) 0 [We] have decided to dedicate this issue to

the middies or chamines such as indentured survivor Bhagwanti of

Rio Claro who can be seen in the picture above. (FIERBS STAR 4

June 2000:1)

Midnight Robber n A CARNIVAL character, who dresses elaborately,

usu. in fringed trousers, sweeping cape, shoes like coffins or animal

heads, and very large wide-brimmed hats with fringed edges, often

having architectural constructions on top. The robber is known for

long, eloquent and complex, speeches of a threatening and boasting

nature. (< E midnight, fr association with darkness and evil hour +

robber

,

fr threatening and criminal speech) 0 They can bring the cat

or the tiger. They’ll have hell to stop me from playing Midnight Rob-

ber. (Kitchener “Jump in the Line” 1948 pr) 0 The “Midnight Rob-

ber" first appeared in the carnival in the early years of this century in

bands of 30 to 40 members. In the 1950s, robber bands decreased in

size, consisting of six or seven members only. Today, the robber

bands have disappeared completely and only individuals roam the

streets for ransom. ( Wuest 1990:43) 0 Dat was one ting wit dem long-

time teachers an parents. Dey love tuh speechify like ah Midnight

Robber before dey bus lash in yuh tail. (Foster 1990:62) 0 A midnight

robber watch he and wink he eye, Then they hug up and lyrics start to

fly. (David Rudder “De Long Time Band” pr, in Williams 1992) 0

Plans, according to the release, include a stickfighting and midnight

robbers competition on Carnival Friday. (EX 15 Jan 1994:5) 0 [Dr.

Williams'] speaking voice was unique, his vocabulary and rhythms a

kind of baroque Trinidadian, his cadences echoing the Midnight Rob-

ber, his repartee as swift and sharp as an extempore calypsonian’s, his

attitude that of the badjohn. (Lovelace 1998:57)

might have v A modal verb indicating possibility in the future; usu.

equivalent to E might. 0 “Charlotteville, sir! Charlotteville! Yes! Two
for that village,” Punter shouted, fearful, too, that if they missed that

cab, hours might have passed before they got another to their destina-

tion. (James 1990:126) 0 TRINIDADIAN might have STANDARD
ENGLISH might; might have. (Solomon 1993:1 14)

mike n A truck with loudspeakers set on top, usu. used to play music

or to broadcast advertising, (fr large amplified microphones on top of

truck) 0 Among other things, he had to hire a “mike” (sound truck) to

play records continually for almost twenty-four hours. (Klass

1961:124)

mikeman n A man who plays music or broadcasts advertising or

notices from a truck fitted with loudspeakers. (< mike + -man1
) 0 A

few mikemen drove around the village blaring Hindi film songs on

their mikes in an effort to alert the villagers there was a wedding in

progress. (EX 13 Aug 2002:23) 0 Mike-men have existed for the last

50 years in Trinidad and on May 31, the mighty mike-men gathered

at the Divali Nagar headquarters to celebrate the day of the mike-

man, by matching skills in a grand mike-o-rama. (EX-2 6 June

1999:2)

milap, milaap n The meeting of the groom’s and bride’s parties in a

Hindu wedding, /milap, milaip/ (< H milap ‘agreement; reconcilia-

tion; understanding; union; visit’) 0 “Milaap” the welcome. On arriv-

ing at the bride’s home, the groom and his party alight from means of

transport, while yet a little distance away from the home, and await

the arrival of the bride’s father and his party... The two parties

approach each other, and on meeting embrace, and the bride’s father

presents the groom’s father with a small gift. (Sankar 1972:19) 0 The

groom’s party advances slowly towards the bride’s home and is met

by the bride’s father accompanied by male relatives and friends. The

meeting of the two parties is known as the milap (meeting-up) and

when they meet, the bride’s father presents the groom’s father with a

small gift of money. (Balkissoon ca 1975:9) 0 Outside the bride’s

home, the milap took place: a meeting up of the couple’s fathers, each

accompanied by kinsmen, friends, pundits and furiously playing

drummers. The bride’s mother and her friends then tempted the

groom and his siballa (best man, traditionally his younger brother)

out of their car by giving them presents. (Clarke 1 986: 1 22)

milho n A traditional Portuguese dish made with commeal. /milju/

(< Ptg milho ) 0 “‘Milho’ was their way of making the coo-coo... The

difference with that is... they don’t ball it up. When it’s made, it’s

poured into a soup plate and they cut it in slices. It’s not as tight as

coo-coo. It’s made with cabbage not ochroes and fried.” (Ferreira

1 989:A6- 1 1 ) 0 Commeal or ‘milho’ was well appreciated and is

referred to by some as “Portuguese ‘coo-coo”. It was prepared in dif-

ferent ways, including ‘milho frito’ (fried commeal that was sliced

for serving), ‘plain milho’ as one source put it, and another dish of

commeal included cabbage. (Ferreira 1989:36)

military band n arc A type of Carnival band of military appear-

ance, named after victorious armies or army units, e.g. brigade, artil-

lery, most popular ca 1890-1920. 0 (Elder 1966) 0 These military

exercises, coming in late December just before the carnival season,

were viewed as a prelude to merrymaking, especially as spectators

were invited to view the troops, refreshments were provided, and

military officers were lavishly entertained at balls and soirees. It is

appropriate, therefore, that one of the first masquerade bands pre-

sented by blacks in the year of emancipation, 1 834, was a caricature

of an Artillery brigade... Thereafter, military and naval masquerades

became a regular feature of the annual carnival up to our own time.

(Hill 1984:1 1)

milk 1 i’ Breast-feed a baby. (< obs E milk ‘suckle; feed a baby fr

breast’) 0 De las’ baby, aftah ah stop milkin’ ’er ah develop de

problum. (Haynes 1987:79)

2 n Liquid obtained by squeezing grated coconut meat, sometimes by

mnning hot water through it. It is white, not clear, and very flavour-

ful. (fr milk-like colour and fluidity) = >coconut milk 0 Milk of

2 coconuts. (Hunt 1985a:25)
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milk bub n obs A drink made from condensed milk, soda and ice. (< E
bub ‘a mixture of meal, yeast, wort and water, used to promote fer-

mention; strong beer) 0 He was the owner of a milk bub parlour and

wanted to have a patent for his machine. ( TG 23 Aug 1919:6) 0 Way-
side refreshment vendors [were] carrying on a brisk sale of comesti-

bles and non-alcoholic drinks, ranging in variety from the ancient

toolum to the foaming mystery of the modem milk bub. (WG 1 1 Oct

1919:8) 0 Fight in a parlour... Milk Bub Parlour. (TG 15 Jan 1920:6)

milk bush n An unidentified plant. 0 Boil milk bush roots, give a good

bit to drink like tea drink for nine days, cool down body. (Herskovits

& Herskovits 1939a:Box 15, Box 1:2)

milk cake n obs A round flat cake. 0 The Milk cake. A round fat flat

sweet cake. White in colour with sugar sprinkled on top. When it

was put under a tap, it swelled up and just oozed down your throat.

(Pantino 1999:33)

milk cup n A traditional measure for cocoa or coffee beans, equiva-

lent to about half a pound. 0 (Moore 1980:22)

milk-head n Euphorbia hirta
,
a native plant, erect or growing along

the ground, with milky sap. = >malomay 1

,
male malomay, milkweed"

milk-tea n Any kind of hot TEA with milk. NB: E milk-tea, usu. refers

to GREEN TEA with a relatively large proportion of milk added. 0 I

like mi milk-tea on mornings.

milkweed 1 n Euphorbia sp., ranging from small prostrate or creeping

plants to large shrubs. All have small cup-shaped flowers from which

stamens project, followed by a single stalked seed capsule; all have

milky sap, often irritating. (< E milkweed, a number of wild plants

with milky juice)

2 n Euphorbia hirta, a native plant, erect or growing along the

ground, with milky sap. = >malomay 1

, male malomay, milk-head 0

Boil together: a small maromay (milkweed) plant, mashupon leaves,

and wild okra root. (Simpson 1970:65) 0 (FTT 1979-2-10:692)

3 n Euphorbia thymifolia, a native plant with milky sap. =

>chickenweed2
, female malomay, malomay2

milkwood n Sapium glandulosum [= S. aucuparium, S. hippomane, S.

hemsleyanum, S. fendleri, Hippomane glandulosa], a large native

evergreen tree, to 30m (98') tall, girth to 3m (10'); found in the low-

land forests of both islands but now rare in Tobago because of habitat

destruction. Bark light, smooth to shallowly fissured, with large leaf

scars; underbark whitish with pinky-brown streaks, contains a copi-

ous very sticky milky latex also present in all parts of the tree, used to

catch birds. Leaves alternate, 3.5-22 x 2. 5-5.5cm (1.4-8. 6 x 1-2.1"),

oblong-elliptic, leathery, tip bluntly pointed with conspicuous hood-

like part at tip slightly toothed; at base of the leaf is a pair of small

fleshy glands, stalk often reddish on upper side. Flowers small, white,

borne in a spike up to 12.5cm (5"). Fruit a woody rounded capsule to

lcm (.4") diameter, greenish brown, containing 3 blackish brown
seeds in red aril. Wood soft, light weight, whitish. = bird lime", bois

lait, gum tree 0 Parrots... feed on the seeds of the milk wood, soap

wood, wild cashew, clammy cherry, pigeon peas, pomme de lianne,

etc., according to the season. (Ober 1898:44) 0 (Marshall 1934:91) 0

(Beard 1946:32) 0 (FTT 1979-2-10:680-1) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:136)

millare n obs A unit of measure of capacity; there are 32 millares in 1

FANEGA, 4 millares in 1 ALMIDE. (< Sp) 0 The weights and measures

were the Spanish Pound of 16 ounces; “Arrobas,” 25 lbs.; “Quintal,”

100 lbs.; “Fanega,” 110 lbs.; “Varas,” 33 inches; “Estabal,” 10 x 10

“Varas;” “Solar,” 5x5 “Estabals.” Fifteen “Fanegas” of land was
equal to 112 acres and one “Suerte” was 2x2 “Fanegas.” One
“Fanega” when referring to measures of capacity was equal to eight

gallons; one “Almide” was a gallon; and four “Millares” equalled one

“Almide.” (Pitt 1948:13)

Mille Fleurs n One of the MAGNIFICENT SEVEN buildings on the

Queen’s Park Savannah, the residence of Dr. Henrique Prada,

mayor of Port of Spain, a black and white house distinguished by
considerable fretwork, now belongs to the government. (< Fr mille

fleurs ‘thousand flowers’, a style of decoration) 0 Mille Fleurs...

another George Brown design, is a grander version with superior

masonry, a pepperpot roof with a fleche on top of a three storey tower

with corbel brackets to carry the overhang. It has a square, imposing

porte-cochere and sections of parapet balustrading in cast iron. The

cast iron boundary railing is particularly fine. (Lewis 1983:245) 0

(Mills 1988:140) 0 So on to Mille Fleurs and the opening movement
in the symphony ahead. (Baksh 1992:16)

millet n Crenicichla alta (E pike cichlid), a freshwater cichlid fish

with long slender body and pointed head; silvery with black stripe

along either side and eye spot at tail. See also MULLET, (prob. < obs

E millet ‘mullet; marine fish of the Mullidae and Mugilidae’) =

brochet
2

, >matawal*, watamal 2
0 (Boeseman 1960:131-3) 0 [The]

“Matawal" or “Millet”... is certainly almost as widespread as Cichla-

soma taenia, although it is not found in north draining streams of the

Northern Range. Essentially an inhabitant of free flowing streams, it

penetrates well up into Northern Range valleys. It is, however, com-

mon in most drainages, including in highly turbid streams... Although

solitary as an adult, I have caught schools of juveniles, usually

aggregated in vegetation at the edges of streams. (Kenny 1995:61) 0

(Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:34)

millionaire band n arc A Carnival mas, popular ca 1900-1920s,

the costume including “dollar notes” pinned to the clothes. (< E mil-

lionaire ‘a very wealthy person’) 0 Carnival Competition: [Winners]

Best Wild Indian... Best Sailor Band, Best Millionaire Band. (WG 8

Mar 1930:8-9) 0 Still half-way in the old time and modem, we saw

the band called Millionaires, there was the Railroad Millionaires with

Douglas as their Chantrel who was also the organiser of the band,

dressed in cream flannel pants, fawn-coloured shirts, Panama hats,

the women dressed in flannel skirts, with shirts and hats similar to

those worn by the men, they had a handbag with a long strap slung

over one shoulder some with notes representing real money pinned on

the front of their clothes looking all the while like some of the tourists

who visit our shores occasionally. (Jones 1947:53) 0 Jour Ouvert

Monday morning burst on Port of Spain... Millionaires, Acrobats,

Diab-Malassi, Burriquit and Ju-Ju warriors all joined in the riotous

Dimanche Gras. (LaFortune 1968:103) 0 Railway Millionaires was

only one of the many Millionaire bands that characterised the Carni-

vals of this period, and the essential feature of these bands was the

fake currency notes stuck all over their costumes. Their costumes

were usually plain clothes, often made of bags. (Anthony 1989:25)

millions 1 n Poecilia reticulata, a small fresh or brackish water fish.

(< E millions ‘an extraordinarily large number’, fr frequent high den-

sity of population and quick rate of reproduction) = belly fish, big

belly fish, >guppy, guppy-fish, mosquito fish, rainbow fish, seven-

colours 0 A tiny fish known locally by the name of ‘millions’.

(Chambers’s J Apr 1906 345/2) 0 I see of late it has been said that

where the little fishes called Millions exist, mosquitoes have a bad

time, and it is also the fashion to say that “millions” are a product of

Little England, yet I can state that I used to catch any amount of “mil-

lions” in the street drains. We did not called them “millions," but sim-

ply big belly fishes, but they were the same creatures nevertheless.

(Inniss 1910:76) 0 "Millions” or Lebistes Reticulatus. These tiny

fishes... have been introduced into many countries in the hope that

they will check malaria... “Millions” are well represented in both

Islands: the smallest species is Lebistes reticulatus, in Tobago corre-

sponding with Girardinus guppy

i

in Trinidad, and bearing close

resemblance to one another. They are found in fresh-water streams

and ponds everywhere. The other species, Poecilia vivipara, is com-

mon to both Islands, and found in brackish water only.... Superfi-

cially, the female of Poecilia vivipara , the brackish-water "Millions,”

resembles closely the female of Lebistes reticulatus, the common
freshwater “Millions”; on examination, however, it will be seen that

there is a black humeral spot, and a few small spots ventrally, on the

former, by which it may be distinguished from the latter. The males

of the two species are readily recognised. The males of Lebistes retic-

ulatus are remarkable for bright colours and great variability in mark-

ings on body and... tail. (Guppy 1922c:492-3) 0 There were

“sardines,” “Millions,” and other small fishes as well. (Guppy

1922:468) 0 In such surroundings large numbers of fish may be

caught with a muslin bag net, mostly “Millions” (Lebistes ) and

“Small Coscorob” (Acara pulchar), also the larger “Coscorob"
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(Cichlosoma bimaculatum). The large “Guabin” (Hoplias malabari-

cus) was hooked several times. (Guppy 1934:117) 0 (Boeseman

1960:121-2) 0 Locals call the prolific wild guppy “millions”; they

appear everywhere, even in roadside drains and provide the wel-

comed service of eating mosquitoes. (Lambie 1988:221-2) 0 (Phillip

& Ramnarine 2001:57)

2 n Poecilia vivipara, a small brackish-water fish; usu. found in

canals and ditches. Note: Guppy’s citations here seem to confuse P.

vivipara and P. picta. (fr being found in great numbers) = >brackish

water millions 0 “Millions" are well represented in both Islands: the

smallest species is Lebistes reticulatus, in Tobago corresponding with

Girardinus guppvi in Trinidad, and bearing close resemblance to one

another. They are found in fresh-water streams and ponds every-

where. The other species, Poecilia vivipara , is common to both

Islands, and found in brackish water only.... Superficially, the female

of Poecilia vivipara
,

the brackish-water “Millions,” resembles

closely the female of Lebistes reticulatus, the common freshwater

“Millions”; on examination, however, it will be seen that there is a

black humeral spot, and a few small spots ventrally, on the former, by

which it may be distinguished from the latter. The males of the two

species are readily recognised. In Poecilia vivipara the body is

marked with two or three transverse blackish bars, which in certain

lights appear iridescent blue. The markings on the... tail are very con-

sistent, there is an elongate black spot with vermilion streak near first

ray. (Guppy 1922c:493) 0 [Mjillions-Poecilia vivipara (usually brack-

ish water). (Guppy 1934:122) 0 (Boeseman 1960:120-1)

3 n Poecilia picta, a small brackish or fresh water fish, female to

6 cm, male to 3.5 cm long. Male with brown back; sides green with

rows of red dots along the length of the body. Female paler, and plain

except for spot at upper part of base of tail. Found in canals, ditches,

streams and pools. = >brackish water guppy, Mayaro millions,

swamp guppy 0 “Millions” or “Swamp Guppies”... while distributed

over the same range as Poecilia vivipara, and frequenting the same

habitat, does venture far inland, where it can be seen mixed in with

schools of Poecilia reticulata and other species. I have collected both

the above species in both standing and moving waters, both clear and

turbid. (Kenny 1995:58)

millouin n obs Prob. Fuligula marila (E greater scaup), a duck, found

in the seas of northern Europe, Asia and America. (< Fr millouin, a

species of duck) 0 Anas Marila... Millouin. (de Verteuil 1884:371)

millstone n A candidate or political party member who is not working

well, dragging others down, (fr speech given by Prime Minister Eric

Williams to the PNM General Council on 23 May 1976 < E millstone

‘heavy burden’) 0 “The electorate wish no part whatsoever of the

majority of the PNM incumbents and nominees, no matter who else is

satisfied with them... Let it be understood now, once and for all, by all

and sundry - the Political Leader has not the slightest intention of

encumbering himself, yet again, with these traditional party mill-

stones, unable to speak properly, knowing nothing of basic issues fac-

ing country and world; incompetent for higher responsibilities which

ultimately fall on the Political Leader’s shoulders, unable - unbeliev-

able though it sounds - even to seek to assist their constituents in dif-

ficulty who further turn to the Political Leader and interfere with his

attention to his formal, public, national responsibilities... Either the

nominees remain and you get a more appropriate Political Leader, or

the Political Leader remains and you get more appropriate candidates

for whom no apology need be made.” (fr a speech given by Prime

Minister Eric Williams to the PNM General Council on 23 May
1976) 0 If there is one thing people have learnt about this party poli-

tics game, is that the people vote more for Eric Williams - no matter

where the constituency is situated - than for the hopefuls who usually

end up as millstones. (Bomb 1978) 0 Millstones: Candidates that hang
as heavy weights around the neck of a person or party. (EX-S 3 1 Aug
1986:13) 0 [In the 1976 elections] Williams... campaigned against his

party and called five PNM candidates “millstones” with a total lack of

awareness. (Johnson 1988d:59) 0 The new Government, apart from
weeding out the millstones from WASA, should cut its losses now.

(Bomb 2 Feb 1996:18)

mi minor n Generally speaking, any CALYPSO in a musical minor key;

most changed to major keys during the 1940s. 0 The poor fellow

screamed and howled with pain, until a band, with full orchestra, and a

large following of women, with the sweet voices of the Trinidad

woman, passed by, singing a refrain in the melodious “mi minor.”

There is something in the tune of the calypso, and “Kallendar” which

the average creole cannot resist. (TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 1 am the Growling

Tiger, High Priest of Mi Minor. (Radio “Don’t Break It I Say” 1936) 0

And they name me Atilla, the terror, the brutal conqueror. Master mi

minor. (Atilla, Lion, Executor & Caresser “War” 1937) 0 Carnival is a

decent bacchanal, I’m the Lord Invader, high priest of mi minor.

(Invader “Don't Stop the Carnival” 1939) 0 I was singing in a tent at

Caroni, My terrible mi minor melody. (Executor “My Indian Girl

Love” 1939) 0 And is to hear me. Me one - Me one, A walking from

town to John John, Me one - Me one, I am the King Marabunta ah

master me mina. (Small Island Pride “Stickmen Bacchanal" 1959 pr) 0

mind, mine 1 v Usu. of children, also of animals, raise, take care of,

financially support. (< E mind ‘take care of; take charge of; look

after; have the care or oversight of; watch over - esp. a baby or child,

or a shop, store etc - now usu. in English for a short or limited period;

look after, e.g. a child, in an official or paid capacity; be in temporary

charge; take over temporary authority) 0 Dear Madam, I am sorry to

see that you have treated me as a dog. 1 wrote to you about the $6 for

minding your husband [when he was ill]. (TG 23 July 1919:14) 0 A
dog... if it’s a good breed and not too wild, Some people will take it

and mind as a child. (Tiger “Money is King” 1935) 0 They told me
that I am a stupid young fella. And my wife minding a Yankee sol-

dier. (Invader “The Soldiers Came and Broke Up My Life” 1945) 0

“This is not even Leon bundle,” Sylvia said. “I know. But funny

things does happen. You know how many people minding children

that ain’t theirs?” (Anthony 1963:92) 0 “I don’t want this boy to get

marriage in his head now...What he want with marriage now? He
could mind wife?” (Anthony 1967:108) 0 This same marazmy popo

go mine you some day. (Lord Brigo “Mama Popo” 1971 ) 0 MIND, v.,

to take care of financially, e.g., to mind a child. (Rodman 1971:233) 0

“So Hoodlee de mindin some cows and workin for de white people

too.” (Ladoo 1972:90) 0 “De modderass, you mind de chile from

small and bring him big, now he talkin Latin.” (Ladoo 1974:34) 0

“Ten cents? Lose ten cents?”, she asked furiously. “If you knew how
hard I have to work for my living you wouldn't ask me dat. I have

free chirren to mine.” (Bowyer 1974:2) 6 “Man, I hear they going to

let we go. They bringing in harvester and thing to reap the cane... But

I will manage. I will plant garden. I will buy a cow. I will mind

myself and Girlie.” (Hosein 1980:127) 0 She was forced to bring up

her husband for maintenance... because he was minding another

woman and not giving her anything. (TTM 16 Aug 1986: 15) 0 I know
a girl he got pregnant and he doesn't mind that child at all, but he

minds the child that he has with the woman who bought the car for

him. (Bomb 31 Oct 1986:9) 0 The boy only have sixteen years, and

when he see that it look like they can’t afford to feed he and mind he,

he had to leave school and find a work. (Khan 1987:51) 0 ‘Bango

have three woman to mind him.’ (Lovelace 1988:8) 0 “You trying all

kinds of things to dodge paying this money,” Magistrate Elcock told

him. “Why you not minding the child? Why you let so much arrears

pile up?” (Heat 14 Oct 1989:3) 0 Away with all those idle, big-foot

soldiers who are living off the fat of the land and playing the arse

everywhere as if we, taxpayers have a social obligation to mind them

down at Teteron. (Blast 17 Nov 1989:11) 0 “Police don’t lock-up

police for maintenance, because all of them have the same bad habit -

to breed women and don’t mind their children.” (Heat 18 Nov
1989:5) 0 “So I ent decent? I minding you all this time and ent never

take no other woman and I ent decent?” (Stewart 1989:79) 0 Rose

worked on the Lowlands Estate “all her life.”... I mind all my children

without a husband, working on the estate.” (TN 28 Sept 1990:9) 0 If

he want to stay home and mind baby, all well and good. (Selvon

1 99 1 a:25-6) 0 ‘Bal,’ she said to him one day, ‘how about if you start

minding some chicken? You could mind them and sell the eggs.’

(Gosine 1992:50) 0 “Pension can’t mind anyone these days and what

little we get, we have to stretch it and make life go on.” (TTM 1 Jan
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1993:23) 0 When I get in with somebody we last until my belly

is big... They leave me. I have to fight again to mind my children.

(Littlewood 1993:67) 0 Prostitutes like Bubuloops, it must be known,

were not simply money-seeking grabbers... Rather, they earned the

reputation of demonstrating mastery of the sex act,,... “minding a

sweetman”. (£X30 Jan 1994:24-5) 0 “Ma’am ah have five children to

mind and things not easy.” (TTM 26 Nov 1995:14) 0 “I tied up in the

house. I can’t get away to learn anything. When I small, I mind my
brothers and sisters. 1 see plenty children in my young days. When I

married, 1 make seven children. I see real trouble to send my children

to school, for food, for clothes, every every thing. And after, I stay

here to mind grandchildren. I never free.” (Mahabir 2000:5)

2 v Said to warn someone to be careful not to do something. (< arc

dial E mind ‘admonish; exhort; remind; put one in mind of some-

thing’) = take care
1

0 ‘Mind you miss the last bus home, old man.’

(Selvon 1957:139)

3 n With have
,
of a person, usu. in the negative, value, manners, good

qualities. (< E mind ‘view; judgement; opinion; way of thinking; dis-

position towards others’) 0 So wot ever you lose is tru you own bad,

wortless, good-fo-noten, teefin habits. You ain’t got no mine. (PC 19

Nov 1904) 0 [He] kept bad company, he had no mind, he was always

finding his tail up Picadilly. (Jones 1973:5)

mind in v arc With a fraction, contribute to the upkeep and raising of

livestock for a share of the product. 0 Scrunter’s popular soca-parang

composition, “Ah Want Ah Piece of Pork” is reflective of the years

when two or more families agreed to have one of them "mind a pig in

half’ or “in third” or “quarter.” This assured that every one of the co-

owners would have a leg to bake, a “piece of belly” and ribs... and the

relevant pieces to make into souse or add to pelau or sancoche. (TG
11 Dec 1995)

mind mark phr In WHE-WHE, continue to play the same numbers

until they win. (< E mind ‘watch over; pay attention to’) = run down 0

Minding Marks: Play the same numbers until they win. For every

successive draw that players mind numbers, they increase their

wager, e.g. by $1.00. Also called ‘Run Down'. (Besson 1999:49)

mind self, mine youselfphr A warning to someone to behave, not go

any further. = mind stops, mind tail 0 “Mind you’self, mind you'self,”

Miss Henny muttered as she threw water out the door, cautioning the

friendly spirits to get out of the way. (de Boissiere 1956:13) 0 Look
mine youself. You betta shut up you mout and clear out, oui. (Ottley

1971:48)

mind stops, mine you stops phr A warning to someone not to be rude,

to watch yourself. = mind self, mind tail 0 Mine you stops wid me
ooman. (Ottley 1971 :48) 0 “Mind yuh stops, little gyul, an stop givin’

mihback answers.” (Baptiste 1993:1 12)

mind tail phr A warning to someone to behave, not go any further. =

mind self, mind stops 0 “Hush you mouth before I come over there

and give you a lick in the head... If you can’t sit quiet and mind you

tail, I send you to bed, now.” (Khan 1987:102)

mind tell, mine tell phr Feel like doing something; have a feeling to

do something. (< E mind ‘view; judgement; opinion; way of thinking;

disposition towards others’) 0 Me mine tell me to guh home now.

(Ottley 1971:71) 0 He say he mind tell he to go, and he going,

mind turn phr Change one’s mind about someone, usu. to lose respect

for someone. (< E mind ‘view; judgement; opinion; way of thinking;

disposition towards others’) 0 Mind turn - (mine tun) to lose respect

for s.o. (John 1973)

mines pron Mine; belonging to me. (< dial E mine ’s, mines ‘mine’) 0

Doctors were taught in an institution. But mines is a gift from cre-

ation. (Caresser “If They Follow Me They Get Fever” 1939) 0 It’s a

dream I have, to stretch over that hill. You stretch from your side, I

stretch from mines, and we meet at the top. (Selvon 1972:171) 0 “I

got mine’s here, but you will get yours in hell,”... [the] defendant...

shouted. (TTM 10 Mar 1987:32) 0 She walked over to talk to Nigel

and we nervously awaited the meeting with the boss. Nigel’s eyes

sought mines in a silent question. I shrugged and he looked worried.

(EX-S 9 Sept 1990:18) 0 My father, though, always had exquisite

penmanship and so some of the children... had excellent scripts...

Mines was [barely] decipherable - I pity those who have had to read

it. (Deen 1994:198)

mingpilling adj Stingy; mean; close with money; ungenerous,

/miqpilir)/ (poss. < E mingy ‘mean; stingy; disappointing small’) =

pilauki 0 “Dat ming piling eh giving a cent toward de birthday club.”

(Baptiste 1993:1 12) 0 The salary is way above that of the Prime Min-

ister, who gets a mingpilling $15,000. (Bomb 2 Feb 1996:18)

ming-pow n A sore, esp. on the ankle, that does not heal and is usu.

bad-smelling, /mirjpau/ = dig-away

minnie mango n A variety of cultivated mango, Mangifera indica.

Fruits small, long; skin green with a yellow “bloom”; flesh has many
threads. 0 MINNIE. - Small, long fruits, skin green with a yellow

bloom, tough; flesh stringy with slight juice and pronounced turpen-

tine flavour. (Bharath 1966:22)

minny root, minnie root n Ruellia tuberosa, a native plant to 60cm
(23.4") high. Roots thick-fibrous, tuberous, narrowed at top and bot-

tom. Stem erect or climbing, leaves ovate to oblong, 2-1 1cm (.8-4.3")

long, wavy, crisp, rather thick. Flowers borne in erect clusters of one

to several, trumpet-shaped, purplish-blue with dark purple streaks on

the petals and a dark purple throat, 3-6cm (1.2-2. 3") long. Seed cap-

sule cylindrical, 17-20mm (.67-.78") long, containing 20 or more

seeds, opening explosively in wet weather. Roots used medicinally,

/mini rut/ (< E many + root fr clump of thick tuberous roots) = mon-
key gun 0 Minnie root. (National Herbarium specimen sheet, 1918) 0

(FTT 1954-2-5:370) 0 Minnie Root (Ruellia tuberosa). A very pretty

petunia-shaped flower of a deep violet-tinted blue. Not above a foot

high and very common in May, June and July in dry pastures and

waste ground. ...There also occurs, not very commonly, a very pale

pink, almost pure white, variety. (Alford 1960:74) 0 Materials used in

healing and conjuring. Roots... Minnie. Ruellia tuberosa. (Simpson

1962:330) 0 Two-inch long piece of bois bande bark... add a small

piece of hog plum bark... a piece of couvanie root, a piece of ti marie

root (small), male pawpaw root and a large piece of mini root. (Bush

Medicine 1976b:23) 0 Minny Root. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:178) 0 For Rashes and heat on the body, grate carrots, draw

with boiled water and drink as cooling. Also drink burnt bread draw,

and minie roots. (Pavy 1987:48) 0 Both plants and diseases are classi-

fied as being either “hot” or “cold” and they are used to complement

each other, “hot” herbs being administered in “cold” diseases and

vice-versa... Some herbs which are considered cold include water

grass... verveine... shining bush, zeb-a-femme... ditay payee... St. John

bush... and minnie root. (Morean 1991:9) 0 Minnie root. Monkey
gun. (Duncan 1993:26) 0 Children would place a small amount of

water or spit in the palm of their hands and then float the pods of the

minnie root on the liquid. Suddenly there would be a burst of laughter

as the initiate unexpectedly experiences the pods splitting towards

his/her face. (Morean M-82) 0 Minny root. Leaf or root infusions are

taken for diabetes. (Seaforth et al 1998:526)

minstrel n obs A Carnival mas portraying American groups such

as the Christy Minstrels. (< E minstrel, Negro minstrel ‘public enter-

tainers who blacked their faces and performed skits and music said to

represent Negro life in the southern U.S.’) = black-and-white-face

minstrel, yankee4 0 The Minstrel troupe with their jet black faces and

loud wing-like collars also catered to the musical taste of the commu-
nity, attracting considerable attention by their well rendered songs as

well as provoking laughter by their grotesque, facial contortions.

(Mirror 27 Feb 1900:10) 0 The bands of Christy Minstrels were as

usual to the front. (Mirror 7 Mar 1905:13) 0 A variation in the min-

strels was noticed, one band being painted a ghastly white. (Mirror 8

Mar 1905:1 1) 0 Coming towards midday, the minstrels (or Yankees

as we called them then) would arrive, stepping in time with the driv-

ing strum of a guitar, suited in grey and black halves, with huge

floppy bow-ties and sticks, and the kind of hats that the British called

boaters but we know as biscuits. Frankly, they bored us stiff, since

they only sang old American songs that meant nothing to us. (Araujo

1984:35) 0 “Dey does still have black an white minstrels on Carnival

days.” (Baptiste 1993:112) 0 Tennessee Cowboy Minstrel. Men in

pinkish make-up with guitars and accordions singing cowboy songs.
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George of Point Fortin claims he originated this mas in 1947. (Martin

1998:234) 0 “I am yearning to listen to some powder-faced minstrels

serenade me on Carnival day. They can be depicted so clearly in my
mind, dressed in their suits with one half black and the other half

white. Some minstrels carried a stick, so they could walk stylish.

They played a banjo, tambourine, guitar or a cuatro. More noticeable

were their loud hand-clappers, making the familiar horse trample

tock-tock, click-clack sound, as they gyrated their bodies to the

rhythm of their musical tempo,” said Oswald Berkeley. (TG 15 Feb

2004:61)

minti(kare) v Offer Hindu prayers simply; sit down and pray them in

a simple and sincere way. /minti kare/ (< H minnat 'humble and ear-

nest supplication’ + karna ‘make’) 0 “Gyul well minti kare fuh allyuh

trouble to pass.” (1990)

mirgi n Fits; convulsions; epilepsy, /mirgi/ (< H mirgii ‘epilepsy’) 0

“Like he ketching mirgi.” (1990)

misay v Crush up; mash up. /mise/ (< H miisna ‘pulverize; grind’) 6

‘‘Mise up de chokha.” (1990)

miserable adj Troublesome; naughty; badly behaved. (< E miserable

‘wretchedly unhappy in feeling’) 6 “And I hope them children all you

have there ain't miserable. Anyway they better don't skylark when
they with me, or else I go cut they skin.” (Hart 1966:8) 0 “You know
how these little boys miserable, he really did not mean any harm

Mr. Sugar.” (Bynoe 1985:9) 0 “All you Belmont people too misera-

ble but I will do for you - walk on!” (Bynoe 1985:54) 0 “Dem chil-

dren miserable too bad.” (Baptiste 1993:1 13)

miss v Make a mistake; take a false step. (< E miss ‘fail to hit; meet;

find’) 0 “If he miss and go behind me, he will know what o’clock.”

(1986) 0 “Doh miss and carry all that drug stupidness here.” (1990) 0

“I miss and tell the teacher the wrong thing.” (1990) 0 “Doh miss

with me. Mister Man.” (2001)

Miss 1 n A term of address or reference, with a first name, for a girl or

woman, married or unmarried. (< E miss ‘girl or unmarried woman’)
0 She liked to be called Miss Myra because she was proud, and cook

to The Madam (wife of the man who owned the whole cocoa estate).

(Pollack 1943:6) 0 MISS, n., used to address a single girl, and often to

address a married woman as well. Also, a sign of respect to any

woman, as would be used by a servant or a small child. (Rodman
1971:233)

2 n A term of address or reference for a female schoolteacher. (< BrE
Miss ‘a female schoolteacher’) 0 “Go and tell Miss good afternoon.”

(1990) 0 ‘You think I forget how you make Miss beat me in school?’

(Gosine 1992:66)

Missa n arc Mister; a title used with a man’s family name. (< E mister

‘a title of courtesy prefixed to a man’s name’) /misa/ = mister
1

0 If I

bin tink say Missa - bin go treet me like dat, 1 no bin bring me com-
plain taal Sir, - I bin fling de man one kik, I bin go nok em rite dong.

Sar, an finish wid em. (TSp 8 Jan 1848:2)

Miss Deere mango n A variety of cultivated mango. Fruits large,

round, yellow. Flesh medium sweet, non-acid, no threads. 0 MISS
DEERE. - Fruits large and rounded, skin thick and yellow in colour.

Flesh firm, abundant and non-juicy, medium sweet, non-acid, free

from strings, flavour not exceptionally good but should be suitable

for canning. Fruiting mid-season. (Bharath 1965:20)

mission 1 n obs Under Spanish and early British colonial rule in Trin-

idad, a Catholic religious establishment designed to convert and min-

ister to the Amerindian population. Note: As in SE, mission also

refers to a number of foreign-based religious establishments,

churches and schools, by other denominations, esp. Canadian Presby-

terians. (< E mission ‘a permanent establishment of missionaries in a

country; a religious group established in a foreign country for the

conversion and spiritual instruction of the local population’) 0 The
Governor and Captain General being desirous of re-establishing the

Mission of Arima in the rights and privileges which the Laws accord

to the Indians... has decided to name as its Corregidor an Officer of

His Majesty’s Forces who possesses all the qualities needed for such

an important post. (Ralph Woodford 1818, in Fraser 1896:102) 0 In

1687 the King of Spain confided to the Capuchins of the Province of

Catalonia the spiritual charge of the Indians of the Island of Trinidad

and of the Province of Guayana, and between that date and 1702,

5,000 of both sexes were baptized and eight “Missions”* were

formed, five in Trinidad and three in Guayana. *Indian Settlements

under the joint charge of a Priest and of a Corregidor or Civil Magis-

trate. It does not seem that the Indians in Trinidad submitted very

willingly to either the spiritual or temporal government of their new
rulers. (Fraser 1891:2-3) 0 On assuming the Government in 1813, Sir

Ralph Woodford found that there were Indian Missions existing in

Cumana (Toco), Siparia, Savana Grande and Arima... In all these

Missions the same domestic economy existed. Each had a Cabildo,

presided by a Corregidor named by the Governor. Their lands were

worked for the common good, no Indian being by law permitted to

own any property. The Parish Priest was charged with the instruction

of the Indians in their religious duties. (Fraser 1896:99) 0 On Decem-
ber 1, 1699, the Amerindians concentrated in one of several Missions

that Spanish priests had set up over the island, the Mission of San

Francisco de los Arenales, rose in revolt against Church and State.

This is what is known as the Arena Massacre in Trinidad. (Williams

1962:25)

2 n A private errand, for business or social purposes, usu. with on.

(< E mission ‘the commission, business, or function with which a

messenger or agent is charged’) 0 “I’m on a mission.” “Yeah, going

behind a girl.” ( 1984)

missis n arc The wife of the white MASSA of an ESTATE. (< E missis

‘used by servants in speaking of their mistresses, esp. in North Amer-
ica, India and South Africa of a white employer’) 0 (Carmichael

1 833) 0 If a child was bom, the “Massa” or the “Missis” or better still

one of the young “Massas” or “Missies” was expected not only to be

Godfather or Godmother but to bear the expenses of the ceremony.

(Fraser 1896:174) 0 De missis cross like sour lime. She go’n want to

dock me pay. (POSG 15 Dec 1907:6) 0 “Oh, missis, don’t forget 29,

the first boat!” (Knapp 1918)

Miss Lady n A respectful term of address to a woman whose name is

not known. See also Mister Gentleman. 0 “I hear people saying

that we work obeah on the children and so all five of them drowned

one time. Miss Lady, ah hear about the word obeah, but I ain’t even

know what it is.” (TTM 19 Apr 1988:8) 0 Or dey might tell de girl:

“Miss Lady, ah see yuh walkin out yuh dog.” (Foster 1990:15) 0

“When ah tell you dem children like to stone Miss Lady governor

plum tree!” (Baptiste 1993:80) 0 As Nobby going down the street

talking to himself and shadow boxing, he cuff out a old lady false

teeth clean out of her mouth! “Oh God! Sorry, Miss Lady, sorry; a-a,

but what happen to me at all these days like I goin’ crazy or what?”

(Alleyne-Forte 1994:6-7)

miss water phr In the full proverb. You never miss the water till the

well runs dry, said to indicate that good and necessary things are

often taken for granted, and only appreciated when they are gone. 0

But some day you would realize, you never miss the water till the

well runs dry, so men should work for money and suppport their

family. (Houdini “Trifling Men” 1929) 0 We had some good times

together, Balgo and me... Ah well, you never miss the water till the

well runs dry, as the old calypso say. (Selvon 1991d: 1 79)

mistake adj Having something wrong with it, usu. of food, inedible,

burned, improperly seasoned, etc. 0 That is a mistake food.

mister, mista 1 n A man. (< E mister ‘a form of address to a man;

when not followed by his name is less respectful than sir) = missa 0

“Mammy, ah ent have de flag again, nuh. A mister push mih dong

jes’ now an’ ah lorse it.” (Macaw 1960:22) 0 The white mister only

here on holiday.’ Ramdeen didn’t even know Garry’s name. (Selvon

1972: 97) 0 He stood there waiting, and he heard Kamalla say,

‘Answer the mister, Sarojini?’ (Selvon 1972:71) 0 It have a mister in

my village have a parrot. (1978) 0 “I remember he told us of a mister

called Brahm who made up a very famous lullaby.” (Bynoe 1985:48)

0 “Two misters start cleaning the drain, and a next two ah them stand

up with shovel waiting.” (Gosine 1988:53) 0 “I respect you... I will

call you mister because you is a man.” (Selvon 1991a:48) 0 “De mis-

ter start to get on bad soon as he get in de maxi taxi.” (Baptiste
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1993:77) 0 Did gyul did start at ten when she mudder did sen she out

to. buy fish, ah mister did geh he wish. (Macfarlane 1997:79)

2 n A lover, not a one-night stand but otherwise not limited by time,

rather by rights of possession; a common-law husband. 0 She said,

“Invader, this is my mister, Yes, I love him, he can romance me bet-

ter.” (Invader “The Soldiers Came and Broke Up My Life” 1945) 0 “I

uses to work by some people name Smith. I think the mister is a Doc
too.” (Hart 1966:6) 0 Boysie was Thelma’s mister but he wouldn’t

stay at home. (Stewart 1989: 126) 0 You can’t come to lime now since

yuh tie up with de mister - eh? (Baptiste 1992) 0 “My mister ain’t

working these days, so I can’t be lookin’ to spend money like it ain’t

have no tomorrow.” (EX 4 Dec 1994: 11) 0 “Just now she will find a

next mister.” (1998)

3 n Said before an item for sale to indicate that it is very expensive.

(< E mister ‘a respectful form of address to a man when followed by

his name’) 0 “How much a heap?” “Dollar.” “So much?” “Is Mister

Pepper now!” (1990) 0 “Mister Farine is eight dollars a pound!”

(1990) 0 The maid had refused saltfish for breakfast and had taken it

as a mountainous insult that this high-colour madam expected her to

eat saltfish. The madam was right, though. Is only the well-heeled

could buy saltfish. Excuse me, I mean, Mr Saltfish. (EX 17 Feb

1993:35) 0 “In de market is Mr. Chicken and Mr. Saltfish now!”

(Baptiste 1993: 1 13)

Mister Gentleman n A respectful term of address to a man whose

name is not known. See also Miss Lady. 0 (Ottley 1971:19) 0 ‘He

say: “Look Mister Gentleman, where you are going to?”' (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:196)

Mister Man, Mr. Man n A contemptuous term of reference or

address to a male, esp. to a small boy who is putting on adult airs. 0

“Look here, Mr. Man,” flared the horse-killer, “You is too swift!

Don’t you think you can humbug me with dem scales! I ain’t no stu-

pid Pan’ol man, selling me cacao to you, now... If you tell me any-

thing gain. I’ll hit you ONE butt, eh?!!” (Hummingbird 24 May
1904:4) 0 Next time you say anything, see what happen to you, mister

man. (Naipaul 1958:81) 0 Baksh... laughed. ‘Wonder who house little

mister man dog going to.’ (Naipaul 1958:104) 0 De Silva reached

Tuffnell’s bench with a long-distance walker’s stride and pointed a

finger in his face. “Mister man, you think what you want. At least I

know what I’m doing.” (Hosein 1980:89) 0 Hear the lady of the

house wearing irritated snarl and gaudy curlers: “Mr Man get out the

bed and go to work. Yuh getting too lazy.” (TG 24 Nov 1990:9) 0

‘Yes, Auntie, Savi tell me you call me.’ ‘Yes, mister man, I call you.’

Savitri felt the harshness in her mother’s voice with surprise. (Gosine

1992:130) 0 A vagrant who tried to steal a woman's purse at the

recent Carnival launch in Arima received instant punishment from

two men who caught him. Mr. Man was trapped when the woman
raised an alarm, and his captors cut off his shoulder length hair and

then ordered him to clean up the mess... The men threatened similar

action for anyone else caught trying to mash up the national fete.

(TTM 23 Jan 1993:5)

Mister Now-Come n A newcomer or inexperienced person trying to

give an opinion, etc. 0 Mr. Now-Come: someone who has just arrived

trying to make himself seen or heard. (Haynes 1987:91)

Mister Rake and Scrape n A person suffering hard times, who can-

not afford to be choosy. (< rake and scrape) 0 (Haynes 1987:91

)

mistletoe 1 n Loranthus sp., Phoradendron piperoides, and Phthirusa

adunca, native parasitic plants that usu. grow over trees. (< E mistle-

toe ‘ Viscum album , family Loranthaceae, a parasitic plant that grows

on trees’) = >bird vine, kaka zwazo, guatepajaro, vage 0 Mistletoe...

This whole group of plants, the Loranthaceae, are very noxious weeds

and are proclaimed pests under the Plant Protection Ordinance. They
are parasites or semi-parasites on orchard and forest trees. (Laurence

1976:11) 0 [The cravat eats] berries, especially of mistletoe (Loran-

thus) and the “bird-vine” (Phthirusa), which are usually found rather

high in trees; also forages for insects, (ffrench 1991:365) 0 (Wallace

2002:32)

2 n Rhipsalis cassutha, an epiphytic cactus usu. on large trees, hang-

ing in large clusters l-9m (3.2-29') long. Branches round, about 3mm

(.12") diameter, light green, usu. growing from tips of other branches.

= >old man’s beard 0 (FTT 1940-1-7:462)

Mistress n arc A married woman’s title of address. (< E mistress ‘the

female head of a household or family’; arc as a respectful term of

address) = madam 0 A woman uses her father’s name as a “title” until

she marries, after which she is called by her husband’s “calling

name.” Thus, Bhola, the son of Sookdeo Gopal, would call himself

Bhola Sookdeo. If he marries Soolin Baljit, she would become “Mis-

tress Bhola.” (Klass 1961:1 19) 0 It was true that her own parents had

never been married, but their union had been a respectable one, and

everybody in the village treated them as man and wife. The villagers

even called her mother Mistress Plaquett. (Ottley 1962:7) 0 Around

Mayaro, married women are addressed as madam, and not mistress as

in Port-of-Spain. The local schoolmaster’s wife, for instance, is

known to the children and their families as Madam Teacher. (Bryans

1967:181) 0 MISTRESS, n., used to address or refer to a married

woman, e.g., good morning, Mistress Jones. (Rodman 1971:233) 0

Both men and women accept that by church marriage a woman
obtains more than the man; typically she gains the title of ‘Mistress’

and ceases any paid work outside the home. (Littlewood 1993:49)

mithaa bhaat n Sweet rice. /mit
h
a: b

h
a:t/ (< H-Bh mithai ‘sweet;

sweetness’ + bhat ‘boiled rice’) 0 “Ah feel to eat some mithaa bhaat

real bad.” (1990)

mithai, meetai n Sweetmeats, candies, home-made or commercial.

/mit
h
ai/ (< H-Bh mithai ‘sweet; sweetness; sweetmeat’) 0 Mithai:

sweets that are prepared for religious occasion but which ar also sold

commercially. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:18) 0 Sweets which were

originally brought from India are made by the East Indian community

and enjoyed by all. Mithai - the general name for all sweets - is now
associated with a particular one - kurmah , made of oil, flour, and

sugar. In some rural areas, one finds still some halwais (sweetmakers)

selling sweets like jilebi , laddu, parsad in the market, also gulab-

jamun. (Boodoosingh 1976:26) 0 If he could spare himself from

cane- or paddy-field, he went to Rama-Leela , the annual pageant of

Rama, on the last day of the ten-day festival, and offered a pound or

so of meethai, sweets, to God Rama or to the boy who performed as

God Rama. (Naipaul 1976:75-6) 0 “De mithai gyul over charge me
fuh de mithai.” (1990) 0 He say I have to cook like 1 never cook in my
life before. Grind the massala myself. Get achar, get dhal and make
dhal pourri. Make meetai. Fry channa. Buy two fowl. Buy a new
wick for the lamp... girl, my head hot. I been on the go since I get up.

(Selvon 1 99 1 a:38) 0 When he had finished his other purchases he

stopped outside the exit on the south side of the market and bought a

variety of meethai (sweet Indian delicacies) which included gelabee,

ladoo, payra and gulab jamon. (Ali 1993:63) 0 So when dey eat de

meethai , one ah de pardner saying, “Aye boy, meh head tu’ning me,

you know.” (Mahabir 2005:58)

mixed adj Of a person, descended fr parents and ancestors of more
than one “race”, i.e. European/white, African/Negro, Indian, etc.

Considered neutral, or at least less negative than MULATTO or similar

terms. (< E mix ‘put together two or more substances, evenly distrib-

uted’) 0 By embracing a ‘callaloo’ identity, Trinidadians modify and

broaden any implicit suggestion of ‘illegitimacy’ within the category

‘mixed’. Although not necessarily overtly denigrated, all types of

‘mixed’ are not deemed, vis-a-vis each other, equally desirable or dis-

tasteful. (Khan 1993: 190) 0 A person was racially ‘pure’ only if both

parents were of the same ‘race’. A person bom to parents of different

‘races’ was ‘mixed’, and was regarded as being outside of the ‘racial

group’ of both parents. Trinidad’s ‘races’ were thought to have lived

in geographic isolation in their ancestral territories prior to their emi-

gration, and to have ‘mixed’ - a term which denoted the production

of offspring by parents of different ‘races’ - only after their arrival in

the Caribbean. (Segal 1993:83)

mixed essence n An alcohol-based flavouring, usu. including several

fruits and vanilla, used for flavouring cakes, etc. (< E mix ‘put

together two or more substances, evenly distributed’ + essence) 0

Among their products are kuchela and amchar... mixed essence, vine-

gar. (EX 20 Sept 1987:18)
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mixed estate cocoa n Of cocoa beans, having both black and brown

beans, of inferior quality.0 (Moore 1980:15)

mix-up n A dish usu. made from rice with peas and bits of meat

throughout. (< E mix 'put together two or more substances, evenly

distributed') 0 They selected from a line of delicacies... “Mix-up” rice

with beef, curried goat, pounded plantain... (Holder 1959:156)

miya n A Muslim man, esp. one considered learned, /mija/ (< H miyan

‘sir; master’; a respectful term of address, esp. to an elderly person’) 0

Miya and miyain come gyaaden today. 0 Miya-sahib is a very devout

man - he could act as the imam.

miyain n A Muslim woman; a respectful term of address, /mijain/

(< H miyan 'sir; master’; a respectful term of address, esp. to an

elderly person’) 0 Miya and miyain come gyaaden today,

miyuk chapelle see MAYOK SHAPEL

mizrab n A flat metal pick used to play Indian stringed instruments,

/mizrab/ (< H mizrab) 0 The sitar is played with wire plectrum (miz-

rab) worn on the fore-finger of the right hand. (Ramlakhan 1990a:9)

mo see MORE

mockingbird 1 n obs Cacicus cela
,
a bird, 28.8 cm ( 1 1 .5") long. Often

imitates vocalisations of other species. (< E mockingbird, a number

of species that imitate other bird calls and sounds) = arendau,

>cacique*, carouge
2

,
combird3

, merle, merle a croupion jaune, merle

moqueur, mocking merle, small cacique, yellow-backed cacique,

yellow-backed combird, yellow plantain 0 One of our Cassiques has

gained the name of the Mocking-bird, which it really deserves, as it

imitates the songs of many of the feathered tribes, and even the

sounds made by other animals, (de Verteuil 1884:91)

2 n Mimus gilvus (E tropical mockingbird), a bird, 25 cm (10") long.

Head and upperparts grey; wings darker with white wing-bars; tail

long, blackish, tipped white; underparts mainly white with grey on

throat and breast. Song is very varied and musical, including imita-

tions. Widespread in both islands; prob. arrived in Trinidad ca 1930.

= chow-chow, day-clean
2

,
paraulata, teeming day-clean, yard-boy 0

Mockingbird... A very common and conspicuous bird in Tobago, but

in Trinidad still not abundant, though its numbers are increasing... In

both islands it keeps to open roadsides, cultivation, or gardens. We
notice a difference in song; Tobago birds are noisy and have a variety

of loud calls (none plainly imitative), while those inhabiting Trinidad

have a sweet, mellow song, heard chiefly at sunrise and sunset.

(Belcher & Smooker 1937b:509) 0 Mockingbird... Song is extremely

varied and mostly musical. A typical burst of song lasts several sec-

onds and includes whistled notes of different pitches and cadences,

the phrases often being repeated once or twice. Sometimes one bird

imitates precisely the phrases being sung by a rival on a neighbouring

territory. Rarely are the calls of other species incorporated, (ffrench

1991:321).

mocking merle n obs Cacicus cela, 28.8 cm ( 1 1.5"). Male black with

yellow wing-patch, rump, under-tail and base of tail. “The male’s

song is a brilliant and extraordinary performance, consisting of a

great variety of liquid, fluting notes interspersed with harsh cackles,

clucks and wheezes... Often vocalisations of other species are imi-

tated.” (ffrench 1991:338) (< E mocking , fr imitating other birds +

merle) = arendau, >cacique*, carouge^, combird3
,
merle, merle a

croupion jaune, merle moqueur, mockingbird
1

,
small cacique,

yellow-backed cacique, yellow-backed combird, yellow plantain 0

Cassicus Icteronotus. (de Verteuil 1884:368)

mockman n A scornful term of address used by a Midnight Rob-
ber to competitors and spectators. 0 As in the speech below the spec-

tator is often addressed as “mockman” while the robber speaks about

himself as the “master criminal” in a satirical role reversal... Stop

mockman for this is a midnight holdup... I am one of the world most

steeljaw and copperbowel, ironclaw, he monster and high master

criminal dat ever breath the breath of life into man. So stand back

mockman or else you shall surely die. (Wuest 1990:48-49)

moco see also MOKO
moco n obs A silver coin made in Tobago, equal in value to one and a

half Bins. 0 Tobago Local Coinages, Silver. Moco = 1 1/2 Bitts.

Like the Dominica moco the Tobago J pieces were extensively forged

and imported into the island. The contemporary forgeries are all

lighter in weight than the official issue which had a weight of +

48 troy grains or two penny weights. (Pridmore 1965:216)

mogasse see megasse

mohanbhog see mahanbhog

mohar, mohur n A traditional Indian gold coin pendant worn on a

thread or chain necklace. (< H mohur ‘a gold coin, originally Persian,

worth 15 rupees’) 0 Sampateah succeeded in getting Debee to part

with his mohur and she left. A few minutes after he went to her house

where he met Sankersingh and tried to recover his mohur but instead

of getting the mohur a fight ensued. (TG 30 Oct 1919) 0 Mohar: A
necklace of thread (mohar) on which was hung fifty cent gold pieces

bearing the face of Queen Victoria and the flags of the New World.

(Ramlakhan 1990a:5) 0 “My mudder well had mohar and thing, dem
thief all.” (1990)

Mohurrum see Hosay

moi n Mother; old woman. (< Bh) = ma, mai /moi/ 0 “I eh see mi moi

coming as yet.” (1990)

moineau n obs Spiza americana (E dickcissel), a bird, 15 cm (6")

long. Male crown and upperparts olive brown; sides of head and neck

grey with yellow stripes; chin white; black throat patch; sides of

breast and mid-belly bright yellow. (< Fr moineau 'sparrow’, fr simi-

lar size and colouring) = >rice-bird, Venezuelan
1

,
venezuelian

1

0

(Chapman 1894:33)

moire see MAURI

mojawir n A Muslim religious leader./moc^awir/ (< H-U) = >imam 0

The mojawir , as the imam is called in the south, says a short prayer, a

farewell marsiya (elegy) is sung in Bhojpuri (a Hindi dialect), and

finally the tadjahs are lifted on the shoulders of male volunteers and

carried to the sea as the sun sets over the horizon. (Korom &
Chelkowski 1994) 0 Caseem Ayattollah, the acting mojawir in

Cedros, recites prayers on an earthen chowk. (Korom & Chelkowski

1994:165)

mok n Mytella guyanensis, M. falcata or Modiolus americanus , edible

black bivalve molluscs; attaches by thread-like filaments to muddy
bottoms, particularly in the Caroni Swamp, /muk/ (poss. < E muck

‘mud’ or Amer) = mussel 0 (Bacon 1978) 0 Preliminary experiments

have shown the “mok”, Mytella, responds to simple cultivation tech-

niques. (Kenny & Bacon 1981:139) 0 Aphrodisiac properties are also

ascribed to the swamp mussels or “mok”. (Gobin 1983)

moke n Couroupita guianensis, a native tree, girth to 2.7m (9'). Flow-

ers conspicuous, 12.5cm (5") in diameter, reddish-pink and white;

strongly scented. Fruit a heavy globular, dull brown sphere, to 20 cm
(7.8") in diameter, /mok/ (prob. Amer) = >cannonball tree, jumbie

calabash, taparon 0 (Marshall 1934:60-1) 0 (Beard 1946:30) 0

(Quesnel & Farrell 2000:56-57)

moko see also MOCO

Moko, Moco n obs A West African group not clearly identifiable,

poss. the Ibibio, from southern Nigerian or the Calabar River area.

Mostly used in a historical, slave trade context. See also VENGEANCE
OF MOKO. (< Efik moko, name for a subgroup of people in the

Calabar region) 0 Whether he be of Moco’s savage race, Or Eboe’s

saddened looks o’ercloud his face... The traits enumerated suit them

all. (POSG June 1825, in de Verteuil 1992:156) 0 Two Africans of

the Moco Nation. (POSG 4 May 1849:2) 0 However, Ibibio seems

another name for the Moko /moko/ from Calabar near the Niger Delta

whose memory survives in the word moko-jumbi which refers to the

masquerader who walks on stilts and in the phrase 'the vengeance of

Moko’ - an unrelenting punitive force. (Wamer-Lewis 1991 : 16)

moko (fig), moco n Musa balbisiana, a cultivated starchy cooking

banana of the ABB group, bluggoe. Widely spaced hands of large

angular nearly straight fruits, triangular in cross-section, medium-long

but very thick. Skin has dark brown streaks on yellow. Starchy when

ripe; flesh pale yellowish-white, fluffy texture. Usu. cooked, both when

green or yellow; often fed raw to livestock. Very susceptible to Moko
disease, affecting bananas and plantains, caused by the bacterium
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Pseudomonas solanacearum

,

which weakens the stalks of leaves,

(poss. < Sp moco ‘viscid; glutinous’) = bluggo, buc-buc, mafubay 0

But most people can get food? - Oh, yes, sir; even moco; whatever

they have they obliged to use it. (Comm Franchise 1888:21) 0 Yester-

day’s Market Prices... moko figs. Vegetables: talkaree, starch. (TG 11

Sept 1917:3) 0 For many years Bacterial Wilt (B. solanacearum

E.F.Sm.) or Moko Disease has been known in Trinidad affecting prin-

cipally the Moko plantain and Cavendish variety. (Wardlaw

1 934b: 143 ) 0 The Moko or Buck-Buck Fig is in the same category as

the Plantain. (Rampersad 1963) 0 Get young Moko or Balisier leaf,

warm over fire. Apply medicine on affected area. Cover with leaf, ban-

dage and tie, leave for 3 days. (Pavy 1987:61) 0 Moko... A vigorous

clone easily distinguished by the widely spaced hands of large, angular,

spreading, nearly straight fruits, starchy at ripeness; the peduncle is

conspicuously long and the bunch is pendulous... very susceptible to

Moko disease. (Stover & Simmonds 1987:130,164-5) 0 Papa Goon
brought us a hand of moko figs and some com. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:50) 0 Moko is a lowly species of bananas, supposed to be eaten

only by the extremely poor. The “Moko” group became the United

National Independence Party. (Anthony 1997:386)

moko chiquite n Melipona favosa, a small stingless bee, sometimes

used for domestic production of honey. In the wild, nests in tree cavi-

ties; from the outside a narrow exit is visible surrounded by a struc-
"3

ture of radiated mud ridges. (< moko + Sp chiquito ‘small’) = bee
,

moko chiquite, Tobago bee 0 ‘Moko chiquite’ (Sommeijer & De
Bruijn 1988:77) 0 In Trinidad the domestication of stingless bees is

common especially in the central range. Nearly all domesticated colo-

nies are M. trinitatis and M. favosa is only rarely domesticated, due to

its smaller colony size. The honey, which is sold at a high price, is

called bush honey or forest honey. It is used for regular consumption,

for various medical treatments and in religious prayers. The domesti-

cated nests are generally located in wooden boxes of about 75 x 30 x

30 cm... The extraction of the honey is performed only once a year.

The amount harvested does not [exceed] the contents of a few bottles,

which is considerably less than the harvest of a honeybee hive... the

regular extraction of honey from a nest at its natural forest site is not

uncommon. (Sommeijer & De Bruijn 1988:81

)

moko disease n Ralstonia solanacearum, a bacterial disease of

bananas, which causes the young fruits to be deformed, turn black

and shrivel up, and heliconias. (fr outbreak in moko plantains in Trin-

idad in the 1890s) 0 For many years Bacterial Wilt (R. solanacearum

E.F.Sm.) or Moko Disease has been known in Trinidad affecting

principally the Moko plantain and Cavendish variety. (Wardlaw

1934b: 143) 0 Moko disease, a bacterial wilt of banana, is recognised

as Ralstonia solanacearum race 2, biovar 1 . A disease outbreak in

Trinidad in the late 1890’s caused severe losses of Moko cooking

bananas. This initial outbreak was so severe that the cultivation of

Moko bananas was completely abandoned. No further serious out-

breaks were experienced until the 1940’s and 1950’s... Due to the

economic cost of control there are still serious losses occurring on

smallholder properties. The disease has continued to spread in South

America. The expansion of trade in Heliconia species (a host of R.

solanacearum) to Australia resulted in the introduction of the disease

into nurseries in Hawaii and in Northern Queensland in 1989... Moko
disease affects ornamental Heliconia spp. It also affects commonly
grown dessert bananas (Musa), plantains (Musa paradisiaca) and

cooking bananas, especially Bluggoe (ABB). (Eyres 2005)

moko grande n Melipona trinitatis , a small stingless bee, sometimes

used for domestic production of honey. In the wild, nests in tree cavi-

ties; from the outside a narrow exit is visible surrounded by a struc-

ture of radiated mud ridges. More common than M. favosa, the MOKO
CHIQUITE. (< moko, prob. Amer. + Sp grande ‘large’) = bee

3
0

‘Moko grande’ (Sommeijer & De Bruijn 1988:77) 0 In Trinidad

the domestication of stingless bees is common especially in the

central range. Nearly all domesticated colonies are M. trinitatis and

M. favosa is only rarely domesticated, due to its smaller colony size.

The honey, which is sold at a high price, is called bush honey or

forest honey. It is used for regular consumption, for various medical

treatments and in religious prayers. The domesticated nests are

generally located in wooden boxes of about 75 x 30 x 30 cm... The

extraction of the honey is performed only once a year. The amount

harvested does not [exceed] the contents of a few bottles, which is

considerably less than the harvest of a honeybee hive... the regular

extraction of honey from a nest at its natural forest site is not uncom-

mon. (Sommeijer & De Bruijn 1988:81)

moko jumbie, mokoto jumby n A Carnival mas in which a cos-

tumed player on very tall stilts walks and performs a jig-like dance

with long strides and stamps, (prob. < Moco people of Western

Africa, poss. the Ibibio; poss. < Omoku, a town in the lower Niger

delta region fr which slaves were boarded; poss. also < Kikongo

moko diviner’; masquerade on stilts is found among the Igbo, Erik

and Ibibio of the Niger delta area +jumbie
1

)
= stilt dancer 0 He had

found the Moko Jumbie to be indecent and had stopped it and had

brought the Carnival to what it is today. (POSG 16 Aug 1916:8) 0

There were also the “Moko Jumbies”, men on very high stilts accom-

panied by a musical band. They would dance on the stilts very [skill-

fully]. (Fraser ca 1930s:302) 0 And bad women, oh!. They got the

men as the jumby moko (Lion “Bad Woman Oh” 1939) 0 From the

time ah small. Playing me mask in Carratal, All me mask was Mocko
jumbie. And sometime ah play jab molassie. (Killer “Trinidad Carni-

val of Long Ago” 1948 pr) 0 Jour Ouvert Monday morning burst on

Port of Spain. Paille Banan, Dragon, Pierrot Sac, Mokoto Jumbie

(expert stilt walkers)... Diab-Malassi, Burriquit and Ju-Ju warriors all

joined in the riotous Dimanche Gras. (LaFortune 1968:103) 0 High

up on stilts, the Moko Jumbie does his jig-like dance, changing to

long strides and stamping movements; punctuating the beat of the

music. His bodily movements are varied, sometimes sensual and at

other times acrobatic... In days gone by, he used to be able to commu-
nicate with spectators in upper stories along the streets, and to collect

money from them. (Ahye 1978:29) 0 However, Ibibio seems another

name for the Moko /moko/ from Calabar near the Niger Delta whose

memory survives in the word moko-jumbi which refers to the mas-

querader who walks on stilts and in the phrase ‘the vengeance of

Moko’ - an unrelenting punitive force. (Wamer-Lewis 1991:16) 0

Two famous and illustrious Moko Jumbies Dexter and Shaka will

make guest appearances. (TG 10 Jan 1994:12) 0 Accompanying

Preacher were mokojumbies Dexter and Shaka, “wining and waving

their flag” on seven-foot stilts, in between the revellers. (TG 16 Jan

1994:3) 0 “Walking Moko Jumbies ‘stilts’ is like standing on the

edge of a precipice frightened that you are going to fall, but boy, the

view fromhere is fantastic.” (Falke 2004:21)

moko longer than plantain phr Said to a woman to indicate her slip

is showing, (fr a moko fig being usu. shorter than a plantain) = bene-

diction longer than mass

mokoto jumby see MOKO JUMBIE

mokya see MUKHYA
molasses sugar n A coarse dark variety of sugar, not highly refined. =

>mundongo 0 Yellow crystals, not more than 6 cents per lb.... grey

crystals, not more than 5 cents per lb.... muscovado not more than

5 cents per lb.... molasses sugar made from yellow crystals not more
than 5 cents per lb. (TG 23 July 1919) 0 When the island passed to

British hands.... Machinery for manufacturing or processing was

crude and slow, the sugar mills turning out "mundongo" or “molasses

sugar” by means of three upright hardwood rollers worked by cattle

kept for the purpose. (Pitt 1948:13)

mole n The top and top back part of the head. (< dial E mould ‘top or

dome of the head; the fontanelle in an infant’s head’) 0 ‘You know
everybody head got a mole?’ ‘What’s that?’ ‘A soft spot. In a baby

you could see the pulse beating.’ ‘Oh yes.’ 'Well, I going to make a

small cut in your mole and put the aloes. It will draw out whatever in

your head.’ ‘How?’ ‘You got to ask the aloes tree that one.’ (Selvon

1972:102) 0 Mole o’ de head... which some folk like to ‘sap wid’

coconut and other oil to prevent colds. (Haynes 1987:9) 0 I get lash in

the mole ofmy head.

mole cricket n Grvllotalpa vulgaris, a large cricket-like insect, 3-5 cm
(1-2") that lives underground and eats plant roots, worms, etc.; con-

sidered a major pest of household gardens and lawns. (< E mole
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cricket, several insects of the genus Gryllotalpa, fr resemblance of its

claws to those of the mole, and its similar habit in making tunnels just

beneath the surface of the ground) = bobline 0 (Kingsley 1877) 0

Ameivas are useful in gardens, when they destroy numbers of mole-

crickets. (de Verteuil 1884:100) 0 Next to the Parasol Ant... there is

certainly not a worse enemy to vegetation than the Mole Cricket at

the Trinidad Botanic Gardens. (Broadway 1892:36) 0 West Indian

gardens... have no trim and well-kept lawns. Indeed, owing to the

depredations of the little mole-cricket, the game that happens to be

called by the second part of its name has to be played on coco-nut

matting. (Aspinall 1928) 0 The judge said the seventh green was in an

atrocious condition, didn't anyone bother to speak to the

greenskeeper? “The mole crickets are very bad this year,” remarked

the sub-inspector, (de Boissiere 1952:162)

Mole’s gecko n Spherodacylus molei, one of the world's tiniest gecko

lizards, body 2.8 cm (1.1") long + tail of equal length; found in both

Trinidad and Tobago. Active in daytime; attracted to human dwell-

ings. Female tan above with pair of yellow, dark-bordered stripes

extending on back from eyes to tail; belly lighter. Male upper head

can be golden, or black with bright white lengthwise stripes; lower

parts tan-yellow; head pattern ending at back of head; back spotted.

Another pattern is dark stripes bordering lighter length-wise stripes,

breaking into spots towards rear of body, (named in honour of early

Trinidadian naturalist R.R. Mole) = black-and-white-headed gecko 0

(Boos 1977b:28-29)0 (Murphy 1997:130)

molotov cocktail 1 n A home-made firebomb, usu. a glass bottle filled

with PITCH OIL and CHANA, then set alight. (< E molotov cocktail

‘an incendiary hand-grenade, usu. a glass container filled with gaso-

line and an ignition device') 0 Rioters in town throwing molotov

cocktail.

2 n arc A torch, originally a flare made of rushes, then a torch made
of wood wrapped in PITCH OIL-soaked cloth; later a wick in a bottle

of oil. = boule-dife, >flambeau 0 You never really appreciate the

moonlight until you’ve lived in a village where the flambeau (pom-

pously called molotov cocktails) was your only source of light at

home. (EX1 Aug 1988:15)

molter v Of a bird, moult; periodically lose feathers. (< dial E moulter

‘change feathers; moult’) 0 “Every morning I make sure that they

have proper meals and you must know when to give them tonics

when they are moltering.” (TTM 19 Aug 1986:21) 0 “He would
moulter and he would come blue viey mal.” (1990) 0 “When they

moltering you must give - I mix my seed with honey.” (1990)

mombin n obs Spondias mombin , a native tree and its fruit. = creole

plum, >hog plum, plum bush, wild plum 0 Around us towered the

smooth stems of giant Mombins, which the English West Indians call

hog-plums, according to the unfortunate habit of the early settlers of

discarding the sonorous and graceful Indian and Spanish names of

plants, and replacing them by names English, or corruptions of the

original, always ugly, and often silly and vulgar. So the English call

yon noble tree a hog-plum; the botanist... Spondias lutea; I shall, with

the reader’s leave, call it a Mombin, by which name it is, happily,

known here, as it was in the French West Indies in the days of good
Pere Labat. (Kingsley 1880:194-5)

momently adv In a moment; shortly; soon. (< arc E momently ‘at any

moment; instantly; for the moment’) 0 He’s due to call me momently.

Monday mas 1 n The period of Carnival mas played on the Mon-
day before CARNIVAL Tuesday. 0 In Monday mas, the normal mas
bands come out from late morning on Carnival Monday, but they

wear only part of their costumes, little make-up, or perhaps only T-

shirts and shorts. The full splendour of their costumes is reserved for

Tuesday. (2007)

2 n The CARNIVAL MAS played on the Monday night. 0 Monday
Mas’: Period of Carnival on Monday night before Shrove Tuesday.

This mas’ is generally more mellow and is played with steelbands and

with only parts of costumes or t-shirts. (Scher 2003:183) 0 Monday
night mas is played by bands that only come out that night. They are

smaller and have simpler costumes and are more likely to be accom-

panied by steelbands - hardly any daytime bands are accompanied by
steelbands any more, but by music trucks carrying DJs. (2007)

mondongo cane see MUNDONGO CANE

money board n A gambling game played on a large board, marked
with some small squares. Bettors toss coins to land on designated

squares. If they are accurate, they win, if not, they lose. 0 Some go to

the Savannah to follow the races, others are happy to risk their coins

on the money board. (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:21)

money bush 1 n Senna bicapsularis (E winter cassia), a native shrub

or small tree to 4 m (12') with bright yellow flowers and 15 cm (6")

long narrow seedpods. 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:194) 0

(Wallace 2002:37)

2 n Tanacetum vulgare, a cultivated plant. = cassie assay, >laman
gacia, lucky bush 0 The herb tansy Tanacetum vulgare is known
locally as la manne garcia or cassie assay. It is popularly used in bush

baths. It is commonly kept in the trays of market vendors - some of

whom call it money bush - in the belief that it would bring them
bountiful sales. (Morean 1991:24)

3 n Flemingia strobilifera, a naturalized leguminous plant whose light

brown bracts enclose flowers like hops. (prob. < E money plant
‘

Lunaria biennis, a biennial plant with oval or circular papery flat

seedpods’, fr resemblance to coins) = Chinese peas, hops, kidney

buslr, mang bush, money plant, tantan fowl-back
1

,
>wild hops

1

0

(MNP 2007)

money fly n A very large fly. 0 (Haynes 1987:33)

money jumping up phr Said of money that someone borrowed and is

not paying back; for money paid for a service that someone is not

doing; esp. for your loan, payment or investment being used for

someone else’s pleasure, or badly invested and thus lost to you.

(<jump up 1

) 0 “If I give you ah raise is now mih money jumpin’ up

in ole mas.” (Baptiste 1993:1 13) 0 “That is my money jumping up in

steel band.” (1997) 0 Pan Trinbago Carnival $$ Jumping up in steel-

band... Pan Trinbago has hired a private investigator to track down
hundreds of thousands of dollars in Panorama ticket sales and other

receipts that have simply vanished. (1 Apr 2001, trincenter.com

/Terryj/ 2001/Apr/) 0 The bank, which has depositors’ money jump-

ing up in that white elephant at Santa Rosa, don’t even have the

power to “manners” the raging bull. ( Tribune 17 Apr 1988:2) 0 I eh

jumping up my money on designer sneaker.

money mas n obs A CARNIVAL activity in which little boys come
to a house, and offer to sweep the yard for a “pound” (penny). 0

(Reyes 1978)

money plant n Flemingia strobilifera, a naturalized leguminous plant

whose light brown bracts enclose flowers like hops. = Chinese peas,

hops, kidney bush 3
, mang bush, money bush

3
, tantan fowl-back

1

,

>wild hops 1

money spider n A small black jumping spider, family Salticidae.

(< BrE money spider, several species of dwarf spiders, family

Linyphiidae, believed to bring prosperity to a household) 0 Look a

money spider on the door there!

mongba n In Orisha worship, a priest, director of an EBO feast.

(< Yor mongba ‘Orisha priest’) 0 mongba (sing, and pi.) a male who
directs an ebo, a priest of the Orisha religion. (Houk 1995:220) 0 On
this particular night, Michael Corridan, a young mongba , directed the

feast and played the bemba, the lead or middle-range drum. (Houk

1995:9) 0 Some mongba and iya are active Spiritual Baptists and may
even direct Spiritual Baptist services; others choose not to affiliate

with that tradition. (Houk 1995:38) 0 At one particular ebo in west-

central Trinidad in July 1989, for example, there were four mongba in

the palais at the same time, all attempting to deal with the powers that

were present. (Houk 1995:131)

mongoose 1 n Herpestes auropunctatus, the small Indian mongoose;

body to 63.7 cm (25.5") long + tail to 52.5 cm (21"); weight to 3.2 kg

(7 lbs). Hair greyish-brown, tipped with white; very quick-moving.

Introduced to Trinidad in 1870 to control rats, but now considered a

pest attacking domestic fowl. (< E mongoose , through Portuguese

from several southern Indian languages, including Marathi, Telugu,
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Konkani, and Canarese) 0 (Vesey-FitzGerald 1 936c: 1 63 ) 0 (Alkins

1-979:41-2)

2 v Steal; snatch something when nobody is looking. 0 If you leave

anything exposed, he go mongoose it.

mongrel n obs An official tenn for classifying slaves based on skin

colour, apparently between “brown” and “black.” (< E mongrel 'a

negative term for a person not of pure race; the offspring of parents of

different nationalities, etc.’) 0 The main evidence for a detailed

colour scale in Trinidad comes from the classification of slaves in the

Slave Registry. Our assumption is that the colour scale used for

slaves was not peculiar to them, but applied to the free non-white

population generally. The colour rating in descending order was

something like this: whites, quadroon, mestee, costee, mulatto, cabre,

mongrel, sambo, blacks. (Campbell 1992:60-1)

monkey n Tob A large clay vessel with a spout, handle and cover,

used to store and cool water. (< E monkey-pot ‘a globular earthen-

ware water-vessel with a straight upright neck, used in tropical coun-

tries for cooling drinking-water’) = >goblet 0 Fill the monkey before

you go to bed.

monkey apple n Genipa americana
,

a deciduous tree, 12- 15m
(38-49') high. Fruit oblong, grey-green, 5-6cm (2-2.3") long, some-

what rough-skinned, containing a yellow-brown pulp yielding an

inky blue stain when immature; small irregular flattish seeds to 1cm
(.4") long. Fruit edible, used for drinks, jellies, preserves and syrups

when very soft. (If distorted apple-like appearance of fruit) = genip
1

,

>Ibo-ink, juniper 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:68)

monkey balata n Pouteria coriacea [= P. minutiflora, Chrysophyllum

minutiJJorum\, a native tree to 15m (49') high. Leaves thin, oblong-

lanceolate, 6-15 x 1.5-4. 5 cm (2. 3-5. 8 x .6-1.8"), tapering to base.

Flowers small, green, on slender stems. Fruit ovoid with conical tip,

3. 5-3.8 x 2-2.3 cm (1.4-1. 5 x .8-. 9"), with one seed, ovoid, slightly

compressed, shiny, wrinkled. = coco macaque 3
, mal balata

2
0 Among

those of our more useful forest trees which peculiarly affect the

mountains are... Monkey Balata, Olivier, and some others. (Carr

1869:403-4) 0 (FTT 1947-2-3:127-8)

monkey-bone 1 n Mouriri rhizophorifolia [= Olisbea rhizophorifo-

lia], a medium-sized native evergreen tree, girth to 1.5m (5'). Bark

thin, papery, flaky, untidy looking. Leaves to 14 x 7 cm (5.5 x 2.7"),

elliptical, broad, thick, leathery. Flowers with 5 white petals in a cup-

shaped calyx. Fruit a shiny orange-yellow berry, to 22 mm (.86")

diameter, containing up to 5 long shiny brown seeds embedded in

pulp. Wood hard, heavy, pinkish-brown. = white monkey-bone 0

(Marshall 1934:62) 0 (Beard 1946:30)

2 n Hamelia patens, a shrub with leaves whorled in threes or fours.

Flowers tubular, 1.5-2 cm (.6-. 8") long, orange-red fading crimson.

Ripe berries black. = wild clove
3

monkey comb n Pithecoctenium echinatum [= Bignonia echinata], a

woody climbing native plant; branchlets with shining white scales,

sometimes hairy. Leaflets ovate to rounded, usu. heart-shaped at base,

8-15 x 4.5-10 cm (3. 1-5.8 x 1.8-3. 9"), thinly papery, sprinkled with

shining white scales. Flowers white or yellowish white, 4-6 cm ( 1 .6-

2.3") long, tube often with a right-angle bend. Seed capsules woody,

flattened, 10-22 x 4. 5-6. 5 cm (3. 9-8.6 x 1.8-2. 5"), with hard warts and

triangular prickles; seeds to 3 x 8 cm (1.2 x 3.1"), yellowish white

with whitish wings, (ft resemblance to a distorted comb) = monkey’s

hairbrush 0 (Morean M-82)

Monkey Eric n A special whistle used to get someone’s attention,

consisting of a four-note melodic sequence of a minor 6th followed

by a descending major second, returning to the second and highest

note, e.g. F#, D, C, D. 0 He would ride around on his cycle whistling

Monkey Eric or shouting out “Seven sharp, eh?” and you could be

sure that all the boys would be there. (Jones 1973:84) 0 If you were

caught doing any of these things during Lent, you were pummelled
until you whistled a particular tune. (Often it was Monkey Eric.)

(Araujo 1984:39) 0 The following afternoon, Saturday afternoon,

Bobes heard when somebody came to his front gate whistling ‘Mon-
key Eric, Monkey Eric!’ (Andersen 2004:45)

monkey face n A deliberate grimace; a face made to frighten children.

(< E monkey-face ‘a person with a monkey-like or funny face’) 0 I

say ‘get out of dat car presently,’ and he just laugh and make monkey
face’. (Calder-Marshall 1939:56) 0 “I think you ’fraid something.

Like if you have something lock up inside you that does come out in

the night and make monkey-face at you in your sleep.” (Khan

1964:67) 0 But as we reach de front steps we see all man had dey

book an some ah dem was cryin. Den Miss Maude spot we an take ah

tu’n in we tail wit she big words an good English. Boy, we take orf

thru de hibiscus fence after makin monkey face behine she back.

(Foster 1990:120) 0 Forced ripe little boys taunting beh beh and

betty goatee, making monkey faces, stretching mouths like elastic.

(Macfarlane 1997:16)

monkey goblet n Catasetnm macrocarpum
,
a fragrant native orchid.

Flowers green or yellow-green, spotted with purple. (< goblet

‘enlarged part of throat’, fr resemblance of flower to the hyoid throat

bone of the red howler monkey) = gorge macaque, monkey throat

orchid, monkshead 0 (Schultes 1960:169) 0 (National Herbarium

specimen sheet, 2000)

monkey gun n Ruellia tuberosa, a native plant; flowers in clusters,

trumpet-shaped, purplish-blue with dark purple streaks on the petals

and a dark purple throat. Seed capsule cylindrical, 17-20 mm
(.67-.78") long, containing 20 or more seeds, opening explosively in

wet weather or when wet. Roots used medicinally, (fr explosive habit

of the seed pod) = >minny root 0 Minnie root, Monkey gun. (Duncan

1993:26)

monkey know which tree to climb phr People know who can be

taken advantage of, or which situation to exploit. Often quoted in part

or full from the Patois Makak kone ki bwa i ka monte. 0 (Haynes

1987:172)

monkey ladder n Bauhinia glabra [= B. cumanensis ], a large native

climbing plant, the stem flattened and pocketed, resembling a ladder.

Sometimes confused with B. guianensis, LIANE TASSO. = monkey
vine, step ladder 0 Monkey Ladder. (Johnson 2004:3)

monkey orchid n Corvanthes macrantha, a native orchid. Flowers

mostly crimson or purplish. 0 (Schultes 1960:183)

monkey pants n A bad situation. 0 Give them their glasses, They put

on the thing they in a monkey pants. Because on their flat nose the

thing can’t balance. (Spoiler “My Wife Wants Glasses” 1950 pr) 0

[He] decided to skip the bit about the “high-ranking official” and

instead waded into the PNM and NAR manifestos. “The same mon-
key pants!” he shouted into the powerful sound system. (EX 30 Nov
1986:39) 0 Man, I find myself in a real monkey pants. (TTM 10 Mar
1987:9) 0 “He get heself in one monkey pants when he turn up with

dis new gyul.” (Baptiste 1993: 1 14)

monkey say cool breeze phr Said to counsel patience, that your time

will come. 0 “And suppose you win?” he concluded. “So many peo-

ple out of work now he goin’ to say to himself: ‘Monkey say “cool

breeze”.’ And as soon as things quiet down, he will fire the lot-a you

and take on a next set.” (de Boissiere 1952:191) 0 “Monkey say,

‘Cool breeze.’ One day we will get the chauffeurs” - “One day, what,

man!” said another angrily... And unable to find words to express his

disgust, he added: “One day, one day, congotay!” (de Boissiere

1952:239) 0 Nobody invite Bobots to de Heads of Government Con-

ference... But Bobots say is alright, ‘Monkey say cool breeze come
back again’, dey go be sorry one ah dese days dat dey takin’ him so

light. (Keens-Douglas 1984:77) 0 ‘Monkey say “cool breeze”. Every-

thing will come out in time. As God is above the truth will come out.’

(Boodhoo 1994:283)

monkey’s hairbrush n Pithecoctenium echinatum , a native woody
climbing plant. Seed capsules woody, flattened, 10-22 x 4. 5-6. 5 cm
(3. 9-8.6 x 1.8-2. 5"), with hard warts and triangular prickles, yellow-

ish white with whitish wings, (fr resemblance of dried fruit to a dis-

torted hairbrush) = >monkey comb 0 (FTT 1954-2-5:349)

monkey throat orchid n Catasetnm macrocarpum , a fragrant native

orchid, with green or yellow-green flowers spotted with purple, (fr

resemblance of flower to hyoid throat bone of red howler monkey) =

gorge macaque, >monkey goblet, monkshead 0 (Schultes 1960:169)
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monkey vine n Bauhinia glabra
, a large native climbing plant; the

stem flattened and pocketed, resembling a ladder. = >monkey ladder,

step ladder 0 (MNP 2007)

monkshead n Catasetum macrocarpum , a fragrant native orchid.

Flowers green or yellow-green, spotted with purple. = gorge

macaque, >monkey goblet, monkey throat orchid 0 (Schultes

1960:169) 0 (FTT 1967-2-1:128) 0 (National Herbarium specimen

sheet, 2000)

Monos eye-bright n Evolvulus tenuis longifolius
[
= Evolvulus bocar-

iori], a native trailing plant with blue or white flowers; found on

Monos and Chacachacare. 0 Monos Eye-Bright. Some fine examples

of this wild plant of certain of the islands including Monos, were in

bloom, the blue and more frequently met one, and the rarer white

variety. Evolvulus bocarion... makes a suitable plant for a hanging

basket. (TG 4 Oct 1922:7)

Monos plum n Pseudanamomis umbellulifera [= Anamomis u.,

Myrtus u., Eugenia u., E. esculenta), a native tree, 5-8m (16-26'),

with short rigid branches. Leaves elliptical, rounded and notched at

tip, 3-6 x 2.2-4 cm (1.2-2. 3 x .85-1.6"), leathery, smooth, conspicuous

net veins and transparent dots, aromatic, on short rigid branches.

Flowers with 5 rounded, fringed, gland-dotted petals 8 mm (.31")

long; stamens numerous. Fruit resembles a large HOG PLUM; oblong,

5.5 x 3.5 cm (2.1 x 1.4"), thick-skinned, edible light orange juicy pulp

containing 3 large white seeds, (fr being found on coastal hillsides of

Monos and Chacachacare) 0 (FTT 1934-1-6:343) 0 Monos Plum.

Small tree, leaves elliptical, leathery, on short, rigid branches, aro-

matic. “Fruits resembling a large hog-plum in colour and appear-

ance... thick skinned, with pleasant, juicy pulp, apricot coloured, and

about three white, large seeds.” (Williams & Williams 1941:59)

monta del rose n arc Brownea coccinea, a small native evergreen

tree, with compound leaves. Flowers bright scarlet, in clusters on the

older branches. Fruit is a woody pod 12-24 x 4 cm (4. 7-9.4 x 1.6").

(< Sp monta del rose ‘rose of the mountain’ fr resemblance of flower

clusters to rose, Rosa, and fr common habitat) = bois rose, hooper-
hoop, cooperwood, copperhoop, hunter’s tea, mountain rose, palo

rosa, rosa del monte, rose montagne, sweet waterwood, Tobago beau

month-end n The end of the month; at the end of the month. 0 On the

sick list till month-end is Freddie Wharwood. (TG 15 Jan 1961:11) 0

She went with the iron he had repaired for her promising to pay him,

“Month-end.” (Hosein 1980:119) 0 “When month end reach he come
back.” (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:197) 0 The owners grouse that

they are expecting horrors at month-end when it is time to pay their

installments, at financial institutions, and they come up short. (TTM
26 Nov 1995:2) 0 We better pro-rogue Parliament until month-end,

yes. (Pires 2000c:9)

monton, montone n obs Large earth mound used to plant crops, esp.

root vegetables, to improve soil drainage, or provide sufficient

humus. (< Sp monton ‘pile; heap; mass’) 0 (Newman 1976)

mook 1 n A fool; a stupid, silly, naive, dimwitted person, esp. rural,

(poss. < Kikongo-Bobangi mokutu ‘an uninitiated person’) 0 Always

around midday, in the broiling sun came “The Mook from Brasso.”

He was a short, strongly built Negro, with a regulation pedlar’s smile.

He wore a pair of huge black spectacles which harmonised irre-

proachably with his Old Curiosity Shop make-up. You could have got

anything from him from a table knife to a length of valence. His was a

doggerel cry, which endeared him to the hearts of every boy and girl.

Which of us can ever forget it: “I am the Mook from Brasso, Who
arrive here once again, I can neither read nor write nor count, So I

leave all the change behind!” The point of the joke was that the man
really belonged to Port-of-Spain but in those days any “green horn”

was promptly ticketed for Brasso, known as the most backward set-

tlement in the island, its people being termed “mooks.” (TG 5 Feb

1933:2) 0 You must be a coonoo moonoo or a mook, A maid a

washer or somebody’s cook. (Lion “Sweet Emily” 1939, in Rohlehr

1990:265) 0 But the high brown, she only wants me money, For she

can walk all about and call me mookey. (Growler “High Brown”

1939) 0 You know she really take me for a mook, Explaining how she

is fuss class cook, I said if I in the Desert of Africa, You can’t give

this food to Lord Pretender. (Pretender “Why the Salt Fish Smelling

So” 1947 pr) 0 You take me for a mook man. (Sparrow “Nutten for

Nutten” 1961) 0 “Well, you could curse me mother and me father,

thief me money and me clothes, call me mook, but one thing: don’t

trouble me ooman.” (Hill 1966c:25) 0 “Do you know he doesn’t even

know I straighten my hair, that’s to tell you how sweet and unobserv-

ant he is.” “Sounds like a mook to me.” “Men ought to be mooks, it’s

so much more pleasant.” (Jones 1973:110) 0 (Aub-Buscher 1989:10)

0 But you could tell him that if he is the prime minister in waiting, he

go be waiting a long time. And you could tell the mook is pitbull this

week. I know he ’fraid bad dog. (Pires 2000b:9)

2 v In playing top, make a hole in an opponent’s top with your own
top’s nail, poss. splitting it. 0 It’s “boof ’, and “touch-ling” with the top,/

Then “mook” and “makfan” till you stop. (Fortune ca 1950-59:11) 0

Spinning-tops made of guava and orange wood. Marlin twine bought

from the shop. Aim of game, to “mook”, i.e., punch a hole on an oppo-

nent’s top and also to split it. (Alladin 1970:64) 0 “Put top in ground

and bury the nail and fire licks on the top head, it stand a bad chance,

but if is guava root all it would get is mook.” (1990)

mookoonks, mungcanks n An affectionate or pet name for a

woman’s genitals; vagina, /mokunts/ 0 One sweet mookoonks!

mooksey adj Mentally retarded; physically deformed; beaten up; stu-

pid-looking; old; used up. /muksi/ (< mook 1

) 0 “I refuse to take dat

mooksie umbrella with me.” (Baptiste 1993:1 14)

mooma n Mother. 0 Because me granmumma dead while going to

work, And me granpuppa dead coming from work. (Killer “I

Wouldn’t Work If They Kill Me Dead” 1948 pr) 0 Hag ax ’e mooma
weh mek ’e mout so lang, moomah seh, “Huttum, picknie, b’am bye

you go see am.” (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 “Ah-ah, man... you standing

up by the counter with a look on you face like if you moomah dead...

How about firin’ one with me?” (Khan 1964:95-6) 0 ‘Well,’ she said,

‘you can bring she. Is pack I going to pack; is me mooma and me
poopa I going back to.’ (Naipaul 1976:107) 0 He poopah and he

moomah always tell he so from the time he was a chile, and he know
that if you want somet’ing in the world, you have to work hard fo’ it.

(Khan 1987:51) 0 Me pupa tell me, mi muma tell me, Nuh fu borrow

an’ nuh fu len’ money. (Phillips 1991:43) 0 Mih mooma used to tell

mih, she did put in de grave one foot to have mih, an she afterwards

did put de foot seven more times fuh de odders. (Macfarlane 1997:38)

moomoo see MUMU
moon see also SEE MOON

moon n A large structure representing a half-moon, weighing up to

200 lbs, held at the side of a dancer during the MOON DANCE per-

formed during HOSAY. = half moon, separ 0 At mid-night the usual

“moon” made its appearance to the joy of the expectant crowd, borne

on the shoulders of a man who must have been giddy. It had a gyrat-

ing orbit between two points of the St. James main road. (POSG 7 Oct

1919) 0 A moon, half-disc shaped and about eight feet in diameter

had been built by a small group during the past week. It was made of

a bamboo and wood frame covered with rich-looking cloth on one

side and small tin discs and mirrors on the other. The edge was cov-

ered with several thicknesses of cloth on edge. The moon-men with

their chamotees (leather strapping) over the shoulders and around the

waist, took turns at dancing the moon while youngsters eagerly

awaited any little chance to dance the very formal steps with the

heavy weight on their shoulders. (Alladin 1970:33-4) 0 “That moon
must be weigh at least sixty pounds you know!” (Clarke 1979:77) 0

In addition to the Tadjahs, the two moons representing Hussein and

Hassan are carried by specially trained dancers. These large cres-

cent-shaped structures six feet across and three feet at their highest

point are usually red, to represent the decapitation of Hussein, and

green or blue, for the poisoning of Hassan. Sharp blades are inserted

between the thickly ruched material, projecting upward for a spiked

effect that gives the sign of battle. The dancers whirl in a stately

dance of the brothers’ triumph over death as they move with one foot

raised onto the ball and the other flat. The moons are placed over one

shoulder with the pole end stuck in the Shamotee at the waist... At

midnight, there is a ritual kissing of the two moons as the dancers
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come together with great ceremony and allow the moons to meet as if

in brotherly embrace. (Ahye 1988b: 105-6) 0 Members of the moon
camp threw coins and rice for good luck. Shouts of Hosay! Hosay!

filled the air. To the beat of the tassa drums participants pushed their

tadjah into the streets. At about 1 a.m. on Monday, the two moons,

symbols of Husain and Hasan, met, touching in a symbolic kiss,

thereby joining together in the holy mission. (Nunley & Bettelheim

1988:129) 0 The two moons are similarly built with bamboo arma-

tures decorated with cloth, tinsel paper, and mirrors. In the Husain

structure, red stands for the martyr's blood and the green of the Hasan

moon refers to the poisoned brother’s skin, which turned green. Three

peacock feathers, a panjtan , and a knife blade, symbolic of the battle

of Karbala, surmount the Husain moon. Correspondingly, from the

crescent portion of the Hasan construction protrude twenty-three

knives, the two hands and the culce, the green shamrock-shaped

objects at the top of the crescent. Each object has a sack suspended on

the top of the heavily decorated side; the sacks are said to be filled

with sacred material. Each of the heavily decorated sides also has five

large rosettes interspersed among the mirrors. On the less decorated

side of the Hasan and Husain Moons are depicted respectively the

crescent moon of Islam and a five-pointed star, and the crescent moon
and a large rosette. (Nunley & Bettelheim 1988:132) 0 In St. James,

one also finds the construction and parading of two huge crescent

“moons” (one red, the other green) by yet two more family-based

yards. Corporeal representations of the Prophet’s grandsons, Husayn

and Hassan, the colors of the moons reflect one of the many oral leg-

ends associated with the brothers' death: when Husayn was beheaded

the moon turned red, and when Hassan died by poisoning the moon
turned green. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:157) 0 These moons are

apparently unique to Trinidad in contemporary times; no similar

structures have been observed during Muharram rites elsewhere.

However, illustrations of a large and small moon being paraded

through the streets of a 19th-century Indian urban center do exist...

But... it may be the case that the nakhl [symbolic bier] served as a

model for the development of the moons in South Asia. (Korom &
Chelkowski 1994:171)

moon catch day phr A time when the moon is visible at daybreak. 0

Man, wen ah reach by me home, moon was catchin day. (Ottley

1971:19)

moon dance n A sacred dance performed by men carrying large

MOON structures, during Hosay observances. 0 At the junction,

drumming and moondancing proceeded at their best. (Alladin

1970:34) 0 In addition to the Tadjahs, the two moons representing

Hussein and Hassan are carried by specially trained dancers. These

large crescent-shaped structures six feet across and three feet at their

highest point are usually red, to represent the decapitation of Hussein,

and green or blue, for the poisoning of Hassan. Sharp blades are

inserted between the thickly ruched material, projecting upward for a

spiked effect that gives the sign of battle. The dancers whirl in a

stately dance of the brothers’ triumph over death as they move with

one foot raised onto the ball and the other flat. The moons are placed

over one shoulder with the pole end stuck in the Shamotee at the

waist... At midnight, there is a ritual kissing of the two moons as the

dancers come together with great ceremony and allow the moons to

meet as if in brotherly embrace. (Ahye 1988b: 105-6)

moonfish n Selene vomer, an edible carangid marine fish, extremely

compressed laterally with a very high forehead. (< E moon-fish, sev-

eral pale-coloured marine fishes having thin, moon-shaped bodies,

including the genera Selene, Vomer) = la lune
1

, look-down, >moon-
shine 0 (Vincent 1910:48) 0 (Mendes 1940:14)

moonflower n Ipomoea alba [= I. bona-nox], a native flowering vine,

with large white trumpet-shaped flowers. (< E moonflower, several

plants with large white flowers) 0 The Moon Flower ... a vine with

very large pure white flowers of the common Convolvulus types and
also very sweet-scented at night. (Alford 1960:74)

moon kite n An 8-sided, circular kite constructed of four equal pieces

of COCOYEA, shaped into an octagon, with two crossing struts; one
quadrant is bisected by a half-sized piece of cocoyea, centred over the

bow to make a nose, as for a MADBULL. Thread is tied in a cobweb
fashion to create patterns, and then each section is covered with a

piece of kite paper. A NOSE can be added or BULLS along the sides to

make noise. It is flown on heavy string with a straight or SQUIRREL
TAIL. It tends to swing like a pendulum while flying; not used for

fighting, (fr very circular shape) 0 I like to make moon kite in chequer

or bull’s eye pattern. (1986) 0 You don’t use a moon kite to fight, you

have to be careful with them fellas on the Savannah. ( 1 998)

moon rain n The rain on the night of a new moon. 0 That moon rain

real good for the peas.

moon run phr In full. Moon a run, day go catch am ‘the moon is run-

ning, but daylight will catch it’. Said to indicate that you cannot avoid

exposure forever. 0 Moon ah run, day go ketch am. (Someday your

wrong doing will be found out.) 0 (Daniel msl ca 1960)

moonshine n Selene vomer
[
= Argyreiosus vomer], an edible carangid

marine fish, extremely compressed laterally with a very high fore-

head. (< E moonshine ’pale, whitish moonlight’) = la lune*, look-

down, moonfish 0 Main catches are of carite... and kingfish or tas-

sard... although snapper... shark, cavalli... salmon... herring and

moonshine... which are less plentiful, make up weight. ( WICYB
1963:333) 0 The moonshiners [j/c] resembled opals. But these flat

fish, heaped in baskets, were twelve inches from nose to tail. They
swam in an upright position, the two eyes very close to each other on

each side of the head, which was streamlined into their iridescent,

oval shape. (Bryans 1967:170) 0 Soon I collect a heap of coffee

pepper, some okra, a small moonshine fish. I wrap them in a piece of

Evening News. (Hosein 1980:58) 0 Important carangids are the

moonshine Selene vomer, and the couvalli Caranx hippos. (Sturm

1984) 0 Any firm-fleshed fish (not very thin ones like moonshine)

could be used effectively in steaming. (EX-S 15 Mar 1987:28) 0 ‘You

know I don’t like Carite... I want Moonshine.’ ‘Boysie did not have

Moonshine today.’ (Persaud 1990:27) 0 “Two shillings for the cava-

lee, thirty-six cents for the moonshine.” “You must be mad. You
think I married a Yankee?” (Selvon 1 99 1 a:49)

moon snake 1 n Pseudoboa neuwiedii, a snake. Back pink to brown;

head dark; belly white. Juvenile pink with yellow collar and dark

head.= brown snake, mapepire velour", >ratonel, ratonero
1

,
smooth

glossy snake, velvet mapepire 0 (Emsley 1977) 0 (Boos 2001a: 103)

2 n Clelia clelia clelia, a non-venomous snake, juvenile form, (fr con-

fusion of this form with adult Pseudoboa) = >black cribo, black

widow, buda, clibo
1 ’3

, cribo
2

, cribo noir, mussurana, vidua 0 (Boos

2001a:86)

moorai, morei, mourai, murai n Raphanus sativus var. hortensis, a

cultivated, tap-rooted, radish-like herb with a rosette of leaves used as

a salad vegetable, /murai/ (< H murai ‘radish’) = radish 0 Mourai.

(CFNI 1971:22) 0 After the pepper sauce has been made as above,

pieces of lime or lime juice, caraille, “murai” and sour cherries can be

added. (Pariag 1975:27) 0 “We had murai... the white murai. It bitter.

We used to make anchor with it.” (Mahabir 1991:152)

moorgaa, murgaa n A rooster; cock; male fowl, /murgai/ (< H-Bh
murgha ‘fowl; cock') 0 “De moorgaa an dem hiding in de bush.”

(1990) 0 “Dat murgaa in the parosin yard looking good to bhuje.”

(1990)

moorgi, murgee n A hen; female fowl, /murgi/ (< H murghi ‘fowl;

hen’) 0 “All you watchman dat murgi fuh when e laying in de bam-

boo grass patch.” (1990)

moorhi n A muzzle for an animal, /murhi/ (< H-Bh) 0 "If is a bad don-

key, and it biting, put a moorhee.” (1990)

moorti see MURTI

moos n Tob obs Any mouse. (< ScE moos ‘mouse’) = house mouse,

mice, mouse 0 (Uh 1883:251)

moosar see MUSAR

moosh, mooch n obs Trap; snare; inescapably difficult situation. 0

Believe that Peter’s going to pay for Paul, If you fall in the mooch
you bound to bawl. (Dictator “Men Are Too Advantageous” 1948 pr)

0 He told me when [I'm] bathing bathe without clothes. And rub

stinging nettle bush all inside me nose. Stupid as 1 am 1 took his
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advice. And found myself in a moosh and vice. Well the hairs in my
nose began to drop off. Like when powder dropping from a powder

puff. (Viper “The See-er Man at La Brea” 1956 pr)

moosh-moosh n A meal made of bits and pieces of food carelessly put

together, (prob. < E mush , moosh ‘meal porridge; anything soft and

pulpy') 0 Moosh moosh. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

moothaa see MUTHAA

mop v Ask for something for free; get something for no charge. (< E
mop up ‘drink or eat greedily; absorb; appropriate; get hold of; make

an end of) = pope 0 They got some moppers in the town. Fuss ah

waiting to throw one of them down. When they out for mopping you.

You drinking disinfect they want to drink that too. (Zebra “Quay

Brand Beer” 1950 pr) 0 We used to mop snowball but never beg.

(Keens-Douglas 1975:45) 0 “They get there by mopping a drop or

sometimes they borrow money to reach Couva.” (EX 1 1 Dec 1994:7)

mopper n A person who likes to get free drinks. 0 They got some

moppers in the town. Fuss ah waiting to throw one of them down.

(Zebra “Quay Brand Beer” 1950 pr) 0 Men start to give party, just to

make money, for moppers can’t stay out late. (Chalkie “Life under

Curfew" 1971) 0 The Oval, it seemed, was full that day of moppers.

Unfortunately, there were no nroppees. Everyone seemed to have

walked with the same idea. (EX 17 Apr 1988:8) 0 “De ole mopper

used to come an drink out all mih Christmas rum.” (Baptiste

1993:114)

mopsy n arc Girlfriend; young woman. (< obs BrE mopsy ‘pretty

child; darling; sweetheart’; AmE ‘fashionable young woman’ and

thus the title character in Gladys Parker’s newspaper comic strip,

1939-65) 0 Mopsy, you say coming to take me bail (Tiger “I Don’t

Want Them to Stand Me Bail” 1938) 0 I had a little mopsy the other

day. Her mother came and took her away. (Invader “Rum and Coca

Cola” 1943) 0 Last night I had a romance with a tie tongue mopsy,

Who then confessed that she so love me. (Kitchener “Tie-Tongue

Mopsy” 1946) 0 I had a pretty little mopsy and. She left me for a

robust man. (Atilla “Turn Them Down” pr, in Jones 1947:15) 0 The

sympathetic word ‘Mopsy’ was translated to me as ‘a girl, a little

number’. (Fermor 1950:176) 0 Cuba and Puerto Rico mopsies love

strong. Yet I rather my romance in Shanty Town. (Mighty Dictator

“Keep the Home Fires Burning” 1956 pr) 0 The Joes... bought all the

whores in Port-of-Spain, and it was nothing to find on a Sunday

morning one or two of the mopsies or their home boyfriends beaten

up or dead in the gutter. (Stewart 1989:45) 0 ‘Great waste. Great

waste. Man must sing praises to the Lord not obscene calypsoes about

shakin’ your waist and windin' and what they goin’ to do with their

“Mopsy”.’ (Boodhoo 1994:199)

mop up v Drink all of someone else’s liquor. (< mop ) 0 We mop him

up. (Ottley 1971 : 19)

mora, moura n Mora excelsa [~ Dimorphandra mora, D. guianensis.

D. excelsa], a very large native evergreen tree; height to 45m ( 144');

girth to 12m (38'); trunk may have buttresses. Bark light grey to

reddish brown, smooth, peels off in thin scales. Leaves alternate,

composed of 3-4 pairs of leaflets 8-25 cm (3. 1-9.7") long, with con-

siderable variation in leaf shape; young leaves are reddish. Flowers

small, white, in upright brush-like spikes. Fruit a reddish-brown

woody pod, 8 x 25 cm (3.1 x 9.7"), containing 1-3 large brown

kidney-shaped seeds about 6 x 11 cm (2.3 x 4.3") weighing up to

250g (1.4 lbs). Wood light reddish-brown, hard and heavy, used

extensively in construction, /mora/ (< Arawak mora) = red mora,

white mora 0 There is a great quantity of Moura trees. (Columbine

1803, POSG 10 Aug 1849) 0 Others [of our good timber trees] affect

the plain exclusively, or nearly so... these are the Mora, Galba... and

many others. (Carr 1869:404-5) 0 [T]he Mora by far eclipsed the oth-

ers in quantity, size, and grandeur... one hundred and fifty, aye, and

two hundred or more feet from the ground.... Although the Mora
wood was so tough and heavy, there was a local prejudice against it

as posts or pillar-trees, the wise men asserting that it always rotted,

especially between wind and water, that is, at the immediate spot

where the butt of the post rises from the ground. My experience has

shown that the same rot will happen to any timber unless it has a

casing of metal or concrete 12 in. to 18 in. in length at the point of

contact. (Vincent 1910:67-8) 0 The Mora tree... apparently bears the

biggest seed-pods and the largest seeds of anything found in the

island’s Flora. (Trinidad Riviera, 1924:53) 0 Mora... is a large ever-

green tree reaching a height of 1 50 feet and a diameter of three feet or

so above buttresses. It grows in practically pure stands, a habit of

growth unusual in the tropics... Mora timber is hard, fairly heavy,

tough and durable, and weighs when air dry about 63 lb. per cubic

foot. Its colour varies from pale to reddish brown. Locally the timber

is used for a variety of purposes including house building (chiefly

scantling and floor boards), railway trucks and wagons, oilfield oper-

ations, lighter and boat building, bridging, decking, railway sleepers.

(TA 1933, 10,5:125) 0 Mora produces an abundance of big, heavy,

bean-like fruits with an unusually high rate of germination. The seed-

lings take hold and grow rapidly in the darkest recesses of the under-

story and produce a corps of saplings that stand around ready to

spring into any break that may appear in the ranks of their elders... the

seeds of none of the lowland forest trees of the island are able to

sprout, grow, and compete in the twilight of the mora woods... till

some change in climate or topography disrupts the initial fitness of

the site, or until man moves in with axe and fire. (Carr 1957:99) 0 The

four of them resumed their walk on the mora sleepers. Between the

sleepers, the ground was covered with fairly large stones. (Narine

1979:75) 0 The church... must be restored, or rebuilt exactly as it was

fifty years ago, and NOT renovated. New mora wood columns must

replace the old. (Though villagers say mora must be cut during a par-

ticular moon phase to make it termite-proof.) (EX 26 July 1987:12) 0

Ripe seeds fall to the ground below the tree because they are too

heavy to be thrown clear of the tree when the pods dehisce... The

large food supply in the seed gives the seedling a decided advantage

over other seedlings, and as a result, the undergrowth in a mora forest

is composed mainly of young mora plants. This is why mora eventu-

ally grows in almost pure stands, which leads to the belief that mora

is slowly invading the other types of forest... The wood... is useful for

boat-building as well as house-building but it has a tendency to warp.

The sapwood is very susceptible to attack by insects. (Quesnel &
Farrell 2000:86-7)

moracoy see MOROCOY

mora cyp n Trichilia pleeana, a native tree. /morA sip/ (< mora + cyp)
= >acurel

moray n Hem a garment, /more/ (Bh morahi ‘hem’) 0 “I have to

moray this pants.” (1990)

morbie see MAUBY

morbleu, marbleu, mortbleu 1 n Caligo illioneus saltus, a large but-

terfly, wingspan to 10 cm (4"). Overall dark dull blue, with more

intense blue on interior of lower wing; conspicuous yellow serrated

bands in double row down forewings; bands double and heavier in

female, /moiblu/ (< FC morbleu < Fr mort bleu ‘dead blue’ for its

sombre colour) = cane morbleu, owl, six o’clock 0 Caligo saltus.

(Kaye 1904) 0 (Barcant 1970:165)

2 n Caligo teucer insulanus, a large butterfly, wingspan to 11.2 cm
(4.5"). Dark grey and black with very dark metallic blue on central

lower wing; yellowish vertical band on the upper wing; large owl-like

eyes on the underside. Females have yellow band double-rowed. =

cocoa morbleu 0 Not more than two yards away two marbleus were

settled on the wet black rock. These are the rarest butterflies... gener-

ally they flew high and fast down the middle of the river and so were

easy to catch... Their deep blue wings lay against the black stone.

(McDonald 1969:1-2) 0 (Barcant 1970:117)

more, mo 1 adv An additional amount. Note: Differs from SE in its

usage with an already comparative form, e.g. more better, /mo, mo:/ 0

[H]e goin fu make you put dis backra name fus pan de nusepapa case

he more worser more an all dem wat dis side. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0

Ah got plenty mo to say but ah mus leeve it fuh anoder day wen ah

fele mo bettar. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 Me tink dem suit you mo betta.

(PC 9 July 1904) 0 Yuh ’member how saltfish uses to be eight cents

and ten cents a pong? Well boy, dese days saltfish is $2.50 and $3.00

a pong eh! Plenty moh dearer than fowl! (Zingay Talala, Bomb 1977)
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2 adv Rather; more. Note: Differs from SE in the greater range of

placement in sentence. 0 Johnny - Now where is the Yank himself?

Mary - He da mo live in de woods sar becase de madam want wild

meat. (PC 17 Mar 1906) 0 “I never really like the sex and thing you

know, I used to more rob man an’ thing.” (TG 30 Jan 1993:4)

moreau n Peperomia rotundifolia \~ P. nummularifolia, P. rotundifolia

forma ovata, P. rotundifolia forma obcordata, Piper rotundifolium], a

small creeping or climbing native plant growing on tree branches;

stems rooting at most nodes. Leaves alternate, .5-2.2 x .3-1.5 cm
(,2-.9x 1.2-.6"), orbicular to elliptic. Flowers minute in terminal

spikes, solitary, to 2 cm (.8”) or more long. Fruit round-ovoid, /moro/ 0

{FTT 1977-2-8:543-4) = cocoa mint, mowan, mowor

more belly than a calabash phr Greedy; having a very large appetite,

(fr relatively thin shell and large inner pulp of a round calabash fruit)

0 (Haynes 1987:171)

more bus than Battoo phr Said of a woman with large breasts.

(< bus/bust ‘bosom; breasts’ + Battoo , owner of a bus vehicle com-

pany) 0 (Haynes 1987:15)

more dan me see MORE THAN ME

more hand than a susu phr Many blows with the hand. (< play on

hand2 and hand5 + susu) 0 (Haynes 1987:171)

more hot than sweet phr Not living up to appearances. 0 Mo’e hot

dan sweet; He can do less than he promises with his amorous atten-

tions. (Haynes 1987:172)

more in mortar than pestle phr Indicates that there is more than

appears on the surface; something hidden; usu. negative. 0 More in de

mortar beside de pestle. Said of a person to mean, “You cyan’t trust

him.” (Herskovits 1945:206) 0 “You mean to say you leave nursing

to work in this place? Sounds like something more in the mortar than

the pestle.” (Hill, “Oily Portraits” 1966:15) 0 Lower-class men in

Trinidad are strongly concerned about the fidelity of their wives. Col-

orful phrases are sometimes used to refer to a wife’s infidelity, for

example, “someone’s putting pepper in your rice,” or “there’s more in

the mortar besides the pestle.” (Rodman 1971:215) 0 What do they

care about the children of this nation? Why do they feel they have to

take the country away from all of us? There’s more than pestle and oil

in the mortar of their political imagination. (EX 6 Oct 1989:9) 0 The

magistrate threatened to send him to prison for three months for the

offence but instead fined him $200 and ordered to pay $200 compen-

sation because he felt that there was “more in the mortar than the pes-

tle” about the incident. (Blast 13 Oct 1989:9) 0 When police shoot

police, it have more in the mortar than the pestle. (Brother Marvin,

“Ah Wonder” 1993)

morell n A game like hopscotch, in which squares are drawn on the

ground and stones thrown into succeeding squares indicating order of

jumping, /morel/ (< obs E mere!, morrell ‘a type of hopscotch played

in Europe’) 0 We also played Morell, for which a kind of Gold Link

or Tennis Court was traced out on the ground and the player had to

propel a piece of slate or tile through its mazes, hopping on one leg.

There were some weird places in the tracing, such as Hell, Heaven,

Purgatory and Paradise! The game required a lot of skill and endur-

ance to work your way through to Heaven and victory. (Inniss

1910:85)

moreso, more so 1 adv Especially; in particular. (< E more so ‘more

like that’) 0 On the whole the central criticism of the Spanish criminal

law was that it was too lenient; and moreso in the hands of [Chief Jus-

tice] Scotland. (Campbell 1975:35) 0 On balance, though, one would

have to conclude that the schism has been created moreso because

steelband folks have not been in step. (Slater 1984:126) 0 Fitting trib-

ute was paid to him for his contribution to education (moreso to

Naparima College). (TG 27 Nov 1988:8) 0 “She is also still embar-

rassed over the incident, moreso because the area where she lives is

so small, and everyone knows [what] happened.” (TTM 21 Nov
1989:29) 0 I nominate [him]., for his services on the first nights of the

attempted coup. But moreso for the quality disc-jockey that he is. (EX
21 Nov 1990:10) 0 Both plants are common along roadsides and

thickets but are most commonplace in open pastures throughout the

island and moreso in low-lying areas. (Morean 1 99 1 e:24) 0 We,

therefore, ask that this matter be immediately rectified as it can affect

the classification and certification of the hospital and moreso, the

quality of care that may be given to the patients. (Letter, TG 18 Apr

1993:13) 0 [T]hey, too, seemed quite excited at the prospects of the

Prime Minister’s visiting his ancestral village, moreso since it

resulted from a project/scholarship that they had supervised. (Deen

1998:152)

2 adv Moreover; in addition. 0 The reality is that men do not like to

be fussy. Moreso, men do not like to appear to be fussy. (EX-2 14 Feb

1988:18) 0 The best flavour from spices is obtained when they are

freshly ground hence the difference in taste when the massalla is

made just before use... Recent trends however have been to buy the

spices pre-mixed, or even moreso already ground. (TTR Oct 1990:29)

more than, more dan 1 phr Be more than you can control or over-

come. 0 (Ottley 1971:61) 0 This flu more than me.

2 phr Other than; in addition to. 0 MORE THAN, besides, other than,

e.g., you mean you have no other educated members in the island

more than P.N.M.? (Rodman 1971:233)

more trouble/hell than Brown phr With in, experiencing very seri-

ous difficulties, (poss. fr a person named Brown who had a lot of

legal trouble at one time; poss. reinforced by discrimination against

brown-skinned people) 0 “They eh send the money, and we in more

hell than Brown.” (1979) 0 “Now dat he come back he find he in

more trouble dan Brown.” (Baptiste 1993:89)

moriche 1 n Mauritia flexuosa \~ M. setigera], a tall native palm,

height to 15m (50'); found in a few isolated areas in Trinidad. Leaves

large, about 91 cm (3') diameter, somewhat rounded, deeply cut; long

stalk swollen at base. Fruit globose, 5 cm (2") diameter, brown, with

numerous small overlapping scales, 1 -seeded, in large pendulous

clusters, /moritf/ (< LAS moriche < Carib morisi, Mauritia setigera or

M. flexuosa) 0 The noble Moriche palm delights in wet, at least in

Trinidad and on the lower Oroonoco... all about float or lie their

pretty fruit, the size of an apple, and scaled like a fir-cone. They are

last year’s, empty and decayed. The ripe fruit contains first a rich

pulpy nut, and a last a hard cone... Delicious they are, and precious, to

monkeys and parrots, as well as to the Oroonoco Indians. (Kingsley

1880:193) 0 (Marshall 1934:97) 0 The commonest palms [here] are

Palma Real ... Timite and Moriche (Mauritia setigera). (Farrell

1 980b: 15) 0 The most common trees and shrubs growing on these

pitch islands were Cocoa-plums... and Matapals... Moriche palms ...

were less common. They supported myriads of wild pines, aloes,

orchids and bromeliads. (Boomert 1984a: 17) 0 Locally, the outer part

of the petiole is stripped and used for basket weaving material

together with tirite... Kingsley (1889) reported that during the 19th

Century the Amerindians living around Pitch Lake made sago from

the pith of moriche palms, wine from the sap and fruit, and twine

from the leaves, traditions which are no longer practised in Trinidad.

(Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:16)

2 n Icterus chrysocephalus (E moriche oriole), a bird, 22.5 cm (9")

long. Black, with golden yellow crown, nape, wing-patch, rump and

thighs. Sometimes kept as cage-bird. (< LAS moriche, a similar kind

of singing blackbird, fr common habitat of moriche palms) 0 (ffrench

1991:341-2)

morison n obs Tob An unidentified hardwood tree. Wood has cedar

scent; grain fine and close; colour crimson freckled with black, (fr

name of person on whose property it was found) 0 Morison... this

sample was sent to me by Mr James Morison from a large tree out in

his woods October 1808 - the kind of wood, never having been

before seen by the oldest Carpenters in Tobago. (Young 1809, Stowe

922:14b)

morning in mouth phr Usu. with a negative, said to imply that a per-

son is impolite for not greeting you. 0 “Yuh have no morning in yuh

mouth?” (1978) 0 “Like morning wouldn’t fit in she mouth.” (1986)

morocoy, maracoi, moracoy, morrocoy n Usu. Geochelone denticu-

lata [= Testudo denticulata, T. tabulata

\

(E yellow-foot tortoise). The

hard shell, 40-50 cm (15.6-19.5") long, slightly elongated in adults, is

divided into 13 large scales or shields with a row of small ones

around the edge, black with yellow centres in each shield, but some
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all-yellow. Underside yellow-tan with dark diamond-shaped marking

in centre. Head small, slightly elongate, black with orange scales on

top; neck brown. Limbs brown with large orange to yellow scales on

top of forelimbs, some scales on feet are yellow. Prob. restricted to

localized lowland areas. Also sometimes used for Geochelone car-

bonaria (E Antillean tortoise or red-foot tortoise), similar to above

species, but with large red or orange scales on feet, and yellow stripe

behind eye. Poss. a native species, but most specimens are imported

from the Grenadines, /morokoi/ (< LAS morrocoyo iand tortoise’

< Amer) 0 The noted presence of “a great store of tortyses” in “sandie

banks” probably refers to turtles, but "morrocoys” were specifically

mentioned as being given to the Spanish by indians [sic] in 1595.

(Newson 1976:54) 0 Turtle there was of course, in every form of

soup, steak and joint, daube, since Master Harry has a well-stocked

turtle-pen, or preserve, close to the house. One day we had maracoi,

or land-turtle, of which Harry has also always a stock in hand, and

very good it was. (Day 1852-2:38) 0 Morocoi, land turtle. (Thomas

1869:23) 0 Two Cents on “morocoy” or other of these Chinese sym-

bols would very soon dispose of any surplus. (SFG 1 July 1882 in

McCree 1996:7) 0 The liver of the morocoy (Testudo tabulata ) is as

delicate, or even much richer and choicer than the foie gras
; it

requires the condiments of lime-juice, salt, and pepper, and must be

dressed in the frying-pan. Morocoys are sometimes kept in pens, and

fattened upon ripe plantains, guavas, &c., for the table, (de Verteuil

1 884:97) 0 Morocoys, or land tortoises, are also sold during Lent, and

at other seasons, (de Verteuil 1884:237) 0 The morocoy and galapa

live on soft plants, fruits, and insects; the morocoy seems to be partic-

ularly partial to the wild plum, which it swallows entire... Dogs often

detect the morocoy by barking at it; also when coupling they emit a

peculiar grunt, which likewise serves to discover them, (de Verteuil

1884:383) 0 Accarding to dem old people, wen King na day Morocoy
ar rule. (PC 24 Feb 1906) 0 "Mr. Morocoy gib her a little parcel.”

(Gale, WG 28 June 1919) 0 Hear how morocoy break he shell. (Exec-

utor “Hold Up Black Bird Hold Up” 1937) 0 The Morocoy is a part of

Trinidad folk lore and it is well known that in his attempt to fly with

Brer Pigeon’s wing he fell and cracked up his shell. (Boos & Quesnel

1969:30) 0 He was all in a recumbent heap on a bed of stripped bois-

canot overlaid with dry tapia grass and sugar-bags and flour-sacks.

Only his head moved now and then, in the manner of a morocoy’s.

(Naipaul 1976:39) 0 As one local cinema-goer put it, emerging from

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles - The Movie, “Dem morocoys is some-

thing else.” (EX-2 4 Nov 1990:21 ) 0 I was once guilty of poking my
hand into a four-foot deep barrel to disturb two morocoys that were

housed within it. I knew that they had no teeth so 1 went bravely but I

was not prepared for the sudden, painful clamp of the homy jaws that

snapped me tight. (Maynard 1992:12)

morphadite n Hermaphrodite; a human or animal showing sexual

characteristics of both male and female. (< dial E morphrodite ‘her-

maphrodite; having sexual characteristics of both male and female’) =

maphrodite, morphadize, muffydile, muffydite 0 MAPHRODITE,
MORPHADITE, MORPHADIZE, n., hermaphrodite; occasionally,

homosexual. (Rodman 1971:233)

morphadize n Hermaphrodite; a human or animal showing sexual

characteristics of both male and female, (prob. < morphadite) =

maphrodite, morphadite, muffydile, muffydite 0 MAPHRODITE,
MORPHADITE, MORPHADIZE, n., hermaphrodite; occasionally,

homosexual. (Rodman 1971:233)

morpho n Morpho peleides insularis , a very large butterfly, wingspan

to 11.9 cm (4.75"). Spectacular bright iridescent blue, with wide

black wing margins and white spots on upper wing-tips. /mo:fo/ (fr

scientific genus name) = emperor, lady of the valley 0 As it turns, a

blaze of metallic azure off the upper side of the wings proves this one

to be no bat, but a Morpho - a moth as big as a bat. (Kingsley

1880:169) 0 Glorious morpho butterflies flapped lazily over the pool,

seeming to recognize it as a fitting theatre for the display of the metal-

lic sheen of their great blue wings. (Douglas & Johnson 1926:22) 0

Huge, opalescent blue Morpho butterflies flew with the speed of

birds, usually high over my head, but sometimes low over the water

of the mountain streams. (Shortt 1 975: 1 14)

morris chair n A chair with round wheel-like arms forming rockers

on the bottom. (< E Morris chair ‘a type of easy chair with open pad-

ded arms and an adjustable back’) 0 Chittaranjan was rocking in a

morris rocking-chair. (Naipaul 1958:29) 0 And he covered his head

with the morris chair cushion waiting for blows. (Macaw 1960:79) 0

The morris and bentwood chairs were still without their new cushions

giving their freshly varnished coat ample time to dry. (TG-S 23 Dec
1990:21 ) 0 “Ah take off de old varnish an paint de Morris chair an'

dem pink.” (Baptiste 1993:1 15)

morrocoy see MOROCOY

mortar-pestle n Pestle; a stick with a smooth round end used to pound
substances in a mortar. (< E mortar ‘the cup-shaped receptacle in

which substances are pounded’ + pestle ‘an instrument used to pound

substances’) 0 The injuries... could have been caused by a piece of

wood of the size and shape of a mortar-pestle which was produced in

Court. (WG 19 Apr 1930:5)

mortbleu see MORBLEU

mortel(le) see IMMORTELLE

mortichoor n obs A traditional Indian woman’s bracelet consisting of

two long solid curved metal pieces with hinges on one side and fas-

teners on the other. (< H-Bh mortichdr ‘a bracelet that glitters, made
of small crystal-like particles’) 0 Moortichoor: A type of churia. It

was one piece ofjewellery with hooks and eyes to get it on and off the

hand. It was usually patterned in diamond shapes. (Ramlakhan

1990a:5)

morue n arc Usu. Rachycentron canadus (E Atlantic codfish), usu.

imported in dried, salted form. Also can refer to Gadus morrhua, or

Elacate sp., marine fish. (< Fr morue ‘codfish’) = codfish (R. cana-

dus) 0 Mome [s/c]. (Carmichael 1833) 0 Cod-fish, or morue. Elacate

sp. (de Verteuil 1884:389) 0 Gadus morrhua... mome. (Vincent

1910:48)

Moruga grasshopper n Coscineuta virens, a relatively slender, small

grasshopper, to 28.8mm long. Generally greenish above and brown-

ish on underside, back half of abdomen blue on top, with a yellow

margin; leathery forewing with some yellow; hind wings darkened

with black veins. Hind legs, first section yellow with a row of 10-1

1

black dots; middle section red, black at ends; spines and tips of legs

black. Considered a major agricultural pest, /moruga/ 0 Coscineuta

virens (Thunberg, 1815) is the most seroius indigenous grasshopper

pest in Trinidad, officially declared as such since 1918. It is locally

known as the Moruga grasshopper (locust to some) or courtac to give

it its creole name... The grasshopper populations normally remain

confined to the forest areas in the southeast of the island, but there are

sporadic outbreaks, when hopper bands and swarms of adults invade

crop areas, causing serious damage to a wide range of crops and par-

ticularly to bananas, plantains, coffee, cacao, breadfruit, cassava, cit-

rus and many other fruit trees. Such outbreaks occurred, for instance,

in the early twenties, late thirties, mid forties and late sixties, with a

large-scale campaign by aerial spraying conducted in 1970. (Popov et

al 1994:49)

Moruga horn n An old type of car horn, giving a three-part sound,

higher in the middle, /moruga/ (< AmE aooga horn + Moruga, Trini-

dad place name, fr similarity in sound) 0 (Haynes 1987: 1 14)

mosa see mowsaa

mosi see MOWSI

mosquito bush n Ocimum gratissimum, or O. campechianum ,

cultivated shrubs to lm (3.2') tall, widely branching. Leaves 4-5cm

(1.6-2") long, usu. ovate; the strong odour of the dried leaves repels

mosquitos. Flowers white, purplish within, 3-4mm (.12-. 16") long. =

>aroubaba, ditay yaraba, oocoolala, orobumba (bush) (O. gratissi-

mum)\ >basil, bhantulsi, jumbie balsam, jumbie basil, married-man

pork, petit baume (O. campechianum) 0 (FTT 1955-2-6:422)

mosquito dose n obs A small drink of rum taken before going to

sleep, supposedly in order to ward off mosquitos. 0 Sangaree and

mosquito doses* were employed as composing draughts without

effect. *Grog taken at bed-time. (Joseph 1835:61

)
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mosquito drumsticks n Describing very thin or spindly legs, (fr long

slender legs of a mosquito) 0 Look she foot, like mosquito drumstick.

(Ottley 1971:72)

mosquito fish n Poecilia reticulata, a small freshwater fish, common
in rivers, streams and ditches. An avid eater of mosquito larvae,

(fr feeding on mosquito larvae) = belly fish, big belly fish, >guppy,

guppy-fish, millions
1

,
rainbow fish, seven colours 0 (Boeseman

1960:121-2)

mosquito one phr A verse recited to a hand-clapping or similar rhyth-

mic routine, usu. used to or by children: Mosquito one, Mosquito two,

Mosquitojump in the old man shoe. 0 “My father used to play mos-

quito one on my back.” (1986)

mosquito worm 1 n Larva of any mosquito, frequently found in

standing water. = keeree 0 The housekeepers of Scarboro' think that

it is high time that the Constabulary had a look into the milk question,

because their husbands grumble when there are mosquito worms in

the milk. (TG 30 July 1921:2) 9 We, the people of the Rosehill Dis-

trict, should have some consideration for our water supply. At pres-

ent, although we pay taxes for water and are bothered about keeping

out mosquito worms from our water, only a few stand pipes, far and

wide apart, are provided for the poor people who have to go for their

water hundreds of yards, in many cases over a very hilly district.

(Mirror 1 Jan 1909:2)

2

n obs Poss. the larval form of Dermatobia sp. or Philormis sp., par-

asitic muscid flies, (fr belief that it is a larval mosquito) 0 We heard at

Orapouche an incredible story about mosquito worms having been

found in the skins of people; i. e. ,
that a certain species of mosquito

could deposit a larva that would produce a worm several inches

long... he at once confirmed the fact, adding, that “one had been taken

out of his own leg, and that he had seen several taken out of dogs.

This mosquito... was only to be found in certain localities and he

assured me that in the course of his practice he had several times been

called on to extract them from various parts of the bodies of negroes,

principally women. The part selected by the insect was usually the

mammae, or pectoral muscles... “I have extracted them,” said he,

“four inches long, and as large as one’s thumb. If left to themselves,

they cause great inflammation, and generate a most impracticable

sore; but I do not believe that the parent insect, whatever it may be, is

a mosquito, though the progeny is commonly known amongst us as

the mosquito worm... though country practitioners may have had

more numerous opportunities than myself; of the fact, however, here

is no doubt.” (Day 1852-1:331) 9 Another injurious insect is the

oestrus; it deposits its larvae in the bodies of animals, and even of

human beings. It is known here by the name of Ver-maringouin, or

Mosquito-worm - the people being under the impression that the

larva is that of a large mosquito; but the fact is, that no one here has

ever seen the mother-insect. The larva... has its head at a small aper-

ture immediately under the skin, probably for the purpose of breath-

ing, as it dies within an hour or less if the access of air be efficiently

checked. This is done by covering the part with a piece of sticking-

plaster. (de Verteuil 1884:107) 9 The so-called mosquito worm... is

incorrectly named, and its origin practically unknown. The progress

of the mosquito into existence is well known, but it does not at all

coincide with that of the insect under view... a fly of some unknown
kind is the founder of the mischief, and in its search for a house for its

reproduction attacks alike both man and animal, and apparently no

epidermis is strong enough to resist this desire... The worm is brought

forth in the manner of an abscess forming, and the pain of such is

increased by the continued movement of the worm. This movement
causes the spot to inflame, and the skin to become thin, and easily

broken for the insect’s departure. (Meaden 1892:91-2)

moss 1 n Plants (parasitic or epiphytic), moss, lichens, etc. growing on

trees, usu. along the branches. (< E moss, small plants of the class

Musci, many of which grow in crowded masses covering surfaces of

the ground or trees) 9 Look the moss all over the trees.

2 v Remove moss from trees. 9 (Moore 1980:23) 9 Moss all the trees

this side.

most present phr Be obviously there; wanting to be seen. 9 “He does

be most present at church every Sunday.” (Baptiste 1993:1 15)

mother 1 intj arc With my, an expression of dismay, distress. 9 Eh!

my mother! me no got wine. You go drink all up - eh, Pompey! (TSt

1 Feb 1839:3)

2 n A female animal who is pregnant or has young. 9 His mother dog

has four pups. (ESTT 1956) 9 That is the mother-cow there.

3 n A title of respect for a woman, usu. someone older and experi-

enced in health or religious care. 9 The title “Mother Doctor” for

instance refers to a well known priestess or “Mother” who dispensed

herbs to her “flock”, in a church at San Juan. (Morean 1991:21)

4 n The highest-ranking female member of a Spiritual Baptist

church; she is responsible for guiding pilgrims during MOURNING.
Sometimes also a female leader in an ORISHA shrine. 9 If the Mother

who scrutinizes a female pilgrim accepts her for baptism at the wrong

time the Mother is also at fault. (Simpson 1970: 143) 9 Mothers direct

physical aspects of the mourning ceremony. They set the date, make
certain nurses will be available to supervise the rite, buy necessary

provisions, collect money from the candidate, and redistribute this

among their helpers. (Glazier 1983:53) 9 Shouter... [gjroups are

locally organised and fissiporous, and many do not subscribe to

recent attempts at centralisation such as the election of bishops...

infant baptism and marriage have usually been performed by the min-

isters of other churches. Baptist Shepherds and Mothers, however, are

now being increasingly ordained like the clergy of the major denomi-

nations. (Littlewood 1993:91) 9 This shrine meets regularly every

Thursday evening following instructions by the Orisha to Mother

Joan Cyrus, its leader... Even the title “Mother” which identifies Joan

Cyrus is adapted from the Baptist religion. (Henry 2002:2)

5 n The softest part of the Pitch Lake, at the centre; also a small

area at the southern end of the lake which is always very soft. =

>mother of the lake 9 In the central part of the lake there are half a

dozen, slowly migrating, areas where streams of soft and liquid

asphalt continually ooze towards the surface of the lake and flow into

the crevices separating the various pitch mounds. This section of the

lake is known as the “pitch-pot” or “cauldron” and the various open-

ings are locally called the “mothers of the lake”. Some of these

“mothers” seem to exert a strong downward pull. (Boomert

1984a: 15-7) 9 “In some sections the mother is soft.” (1990)

mother-ass, mother arse, mother’s arse, mudder ass n A very vul-

gar and abusive term of address or reference, usu. used between men.

9 Mother arse. For three years now... he only giving me provocation.

(Naipaul 1958:34) “Them mother-ass an’ them gone an’ leff me.”

(Khan 1964:156-7) 9 “I sure you never ride a woman in you life. De
day a woman lie down for you, you go run like a mule. You modder-

ass one foot bitch!” (Ladoo 1972:76) 9 “I is Poonwa mother and I say

he goin to Canada! I want to see who de modderass go stop him from

goin!” (Ladoo 1974:15) 9 “Yoh moderass!” Pharoh’s saying, “talking

’bout girl getting belly! Somebody should put wood gi your stiff-

assed wife. I have plenty. Bring she leh mi give she some disgrace-

ness!” (Stewart 1989:185) 9 He might tell me ‘haul your mother-arse

something and something’. Back then the parents had the children

real quiet. (Sampath 1993:247) 9 “You mean to tell me dat dat mod-
der’s arse ehn coming back to College just because a Prefect gave

him a hard time?” (Andersen 2004:29)

mother-cunt n An extremely vulgar, taboo and abusive term of

address or reference, usu. used between men; usu. not spelled out in

print. (< E cunt ‘female genitals; vagina; applied to a person, a term

of vulgar abuse’) 9 If Roger wasn’t with him Prekash would have

cursed the driver’s mother’s arse or cunt. (Selvon 1972:1 19) 9 “The

big fat man screamed out to me ‘woman move yuh mudder c— ,’ and

with that he then pushed me aside causing my foot to be twisted."

(Bomb 4 Mar 1988:12) 9 He was walking along Waterloo Road,

when he heard someone shout: “I will kill your nigger mother c...
”

He was then dealt several blows to his body. (TTM 27 Aug 1993:24)

9 He said the caller then told him: "When the Syrians put a bullet in

your mother c...t, Ramesh and Basdeo Panday cannot help you.”
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(TTM 9 Dec 1994:20) 0 “Take you stinking hand off me chest, and

shove it up you modder’s c...” (Andersen 2004:227)

mother drum n The largest drum used during ORISHA ceremonies;

double-headed, played with one or two sticks. (<Yor iyalu < iya

‘mother’ + ilu ‘drum’, the largest of the three drums played for the

orisha) = bembem 1

, bembo, >mama drum

mother fiddle n A string bass, (fr its large size) 0 He used to play

mother fiddle all around Mayaro.

mother-giver n At a wedding, the groom’s mother or other older

female relative. 0 Mrs. Ramkeesoon is the mother-giver. (EN 8 Sept

1954: 1 ) 0 Apart from the partners at the church, the other main actors

on stage are the mother-giver (the groom’s mother) and the father

giver (the bride’s father). (Ottley 1979)

mother-in-law tongue, mother-in-law’s tongue 1 n Sansevciria hya-

cinthoides , a cultivated and naturalized rhizomatous succulent plant

with long strap-shaped, pointed, often variegated, leaves. (< E
mother-in-law 's tongue , Sansevieria trifasciata or laurentii , fr nega-

tive metaphor of a long pointed tongue) 0 You could take some of

that mother-in-law tongue in that pot there.

2 n Agave sisalana , a cultivated plant with long stiff succulent leaves

with spiny edges. = cockrisha, >lang bef

3 n The long brown seed-pods of the FLAMBOYANT tree, Delonix

regia. 0 Today the flamboyant is losing its long seed pods which they

call “mother-in-laws’ tongues” and soon will be vying in color with

the scarlet hibiscus. (Bowman & Bowman 1939:202)

mother-of-pearl n Rekoa meton , a small butterfly, wingspan 3.5 cm
(1.4"). Male violet; white lower wing tips; black upper wing-tips;

thread-like elongations and reddish brown margins on lower wings.

Female white instead of violet; more black in forewings. Undersides

yellow and brown with dark brown bands and spots. (< E mother-of-

pearl, a smooth shining iridescent substance forming the inner layer

of some shells) 0 (Barcant 1970:1 14)

Mother of Siparia n A statue of the Virgin Mary said to have been

found in the woods near Siparia, and housed in a church built there. A
yearly ceremony and feast of worship is held in her honour. = >La
Divina Pastora, Sipari Mai 0 The statue is in the form of a bust on

wooden struts, with jointed arms that can be moved, a common
technique in Spanish baroque iconography. This gives the impression

of a fully figured statue when dressed. The Mother of Siparia stands

2.5 feet high, and is made of African cedar, a dark, reddish-brown

wood, which is covered with a thin layer of plaster of Paris that has

been smoothed and painted. Only the face and hands show when the

statue is dressed, and they have been painted a dark copper colour,

which gives her an Amerindian or Indian appearance. The statue also

has real, shiny black, straight hair, which many consider Indian or

indigenous American in character. Her clothing is full of significance

for her devotees, and every year she receives a number of new dresses

as gifts... The statue previously wore a crown made of gold offerings,

but it was stolen in 1974, and its replacement is now kept in a bank

safety-deposit box; it is brought out for her Catholic feast day, which

is held after Easter. The Mother also holds a shepherd’s staff in her

right hand, which is believed to contain a special power of its own.

(McNeal 2002:75)

mother of the ants 1 n Amphisbaena alba , a legless lizard, sometimes

found in underground BACHAC ant nests, (poss. < Arawak kuseuyu

‘ant-mother’) = bachac snake
1

, double-head(ed) serpent/snake 1

, ser-

pent a deux tetes, >two-head(ed) snake 0 (de Verteuil 1858)

2 n Amphisbaena fuliginosa, a legless lizard, resembling a worm or

“two-headed” snake; mottled black and white. Though it has not been

reliably found in BACHAC nests, it resembles A. alba in shape and

habits, and is popularly presumed to have a similar habitat. = bachac

snake
-

, black and white coral, black and white two-head(ed) snake,

double-head(ed) serpent/snake
-

,
serpent a deux tetes, spotted worm

snake, two-head(ed) snake

mother of the lake n The softest part of the Pitch Lake, at the

centre; a small area at the southern end of the pitch lake which is

always very soft. = mother 0 In the central part of the lake there are

half a dozen, slowly migrating, areas where streams of soft and liq-

uid asphalt continually ooze towards the surface of the lake and flow

into the crevices separating the various pitch mounds. This section of

the lake is known as the “pitch-pot” or “cauldron” and the various

openings are locally called the “mothers of the lake”. Some of these

“mothers” seem to exert a strong downward pull. (Boomert

1984a: 15-7)

mother’s features, mudda’s features n A babyish or child like

appearance. 0 De boy ain loss he mudda’s features and look how he

behind ooman. (Ottley 1 97 1 :49) 0 Tiger barely lose his mother features,

and as for Unnilla, I doubt she pass fourteen years. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:5)

motion n In ring and song games, a winding or gyrating movement of

the pelvis and hips. (< E motion ‘the action of moving the body;

manner of walking; gait’) 0 Many of the games like “Brown Gal in

the Ring” include a call on the player with the “dramatic role” to

“show her motion”... Usually, “motion” consists of a wriggle-dance,

in which the pelvic region is gyrated or the whole spinal column is

rippled upward and downward, the player having to lunge on the heel

of one foot or to stand firmly on both while the whole body is con-

torted. This motion is called “wining” (i.e., winding) in the Caribbean

and has associations emotionally with the sex act. (Elder 1973:33) 0

“There’s a brown girl in da ring, tra la la la la... and she’s sweet like a

sugar and a plum... Gal show me you’ motion....” (trad song. Elder

1973:45) 0 When they sang “Show me your motion” in the game,

then that child is supposed to wind his little bottom. If he didn’t show
his motion, his mother would call, “Come on, boy,” and if he still

didn’t do it, she would come and hit him two slaps. But don’t do that

winding in public, outside that game. If someone says, “Mrs. Elder, I

met your little boy down there winding his bottom,” his mother

would give him a beating. (Elder 1997:182)

motobike n Motorbike; motorcycle. (< E motorbike ‘a form of large

heavy bicyle with a small motor’) 0 He may send them to your house

on a motobike. (Tiger “Money is King” 1935)

motocar n Motorcar; automobile. (< E motorcar ‘a wheeled vehicle

propelled by a motor engine’) 0 With motocars running up and down,

Trinidad coming like a New York town. (Atilla & Beginner “Iere

Now and Long Ago” 1935) 0 Whether God is somebody who does

ride a bicycle, drive a motocar. (Khan 1987:14) 0 “A motocar give

me a lash.” (1990)

mouche n arc A thick or heavy moustache, /muf/ 0 We uses to call he

Mouche.

mouchoir imite n obs A large square of coloured or plaid cloth, used

as a HEAD-TIE. (< Fr mouchoir ‘kerchief + imite ‘imitation; artifi-

cial’) 0 A colored handkerchief, such as the women of the laboring

class usually wear, and which is usually called “mouchoir imite”

(imitated Madras). (POSG 24 Feb 1846:2)

mould v Heap and pat down earth around a stem of a plant to give it

support. (< dial E mould ‘earth up; cover with mould, top layer of

earth rich in organic matter’) 0 [T]he earth dug from the hole itself

remains untouched, so as to form a sort of embankment, which is kept

as a reserve for moulding during the several stages of weeding

(de Verteuil 1848: 15) 0 The dressing of potash was applied at the first

moulding. (ICTA 1937:11) 0 “While [I was] moulding one of the

plants in the garden, the snake glided over my shoulders and fell to

the ground.” (Bomb 24 Oct 1986:14) 0 He found Seema and Balwant

at the back of the house, moulding the tomato and melongene plants.

(Gosine 1992:17) 0 Chandarban first worked in people's gardens,

moulding tomato beds, a man’s work but at six cents a chain (22 feet)

a child’s pay. (Johnson 2003b:23)

moulood n A Muslim feast of thanksgiving, /mulud/ (< U moulood

< A moulood, mawlid, meelad ‘birthday; birthday of the prophet

Mohammed, the 12th day of the month of Rabi-al-Awwal’) 0

Ramroop was a skillful roti maker, and he tossed the large paratha

around on its way to the tawa, with greatest ease and dexterity. He

had learnt well, both on the boat coming to Trinidad and on the many

communal activities at the barracks - Weddings, Barahis, Mouloods,

and Ramayan Jhags. (Deen 1994:140)

moulvi n A learned man; a teacher of Arabic; a Muslim scholar of the

law. /mulvi/ (< H-U mulvT < Arabic maulaxviyy ‘Muslim judge.
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teacher, learned man’) 0 The Moulvi Karim Khan... recently visited

Trinidad. (WG 7 June 1930:4) 0 (Lewis 1991:163) 0 Moulvi Bashir

Ahmad Minto, a Pakistani living in San Francisco, came at the invita-

tion of [the] Trinidad Muslim League (TML) and stayed a week in

Trinidad. (Kassim 2000:8)

mou-mou see MUMU

mount 1 v Charm; invest an object, esp. a KALINDA stick, with

OBEAH power. (< obs E mount ‘raise in honour, power or wealth; ele-

vate spiritually’) 0 Ma Lucas pronounced her finding. She said that

the mulatresse had “mounted” Carlo on a sugar cake. (Hercules

1961:93) 0 Madhoo was told that Walter had ‘mounted’ his stick with

grave dirt from the hangman’s cemetery. (Lewis 1972:66) 0 The ring

had been mounted. Imbued with incantations and spells, a spiritual

electrified fence against malju - the bad eye of envy, spite, and all too

human wickedness. “Don’t handle meat with it, or bathe a dead,” the

Pundit had cautioned. (Ramkeesoon 1975:69) 0 Pantop was supposed

to have won all of his battles with a particular stick without even

bothering to mount it... in his earlier fighting days, he had mounted a

stick which caused so much havoc in stick fighting circles that he was

forced to get rid of it... he very quietly and unceremoniously burnt it

one night in his back yard as he wanted to make sure that it would not

fall into the hands of another fighter. (Bynoe 1985:31) 0 Two popular

methods were (1) the person mounting the stick would cut out a

length of bamboo which would accommodate the stick, he then

removed the joints inside the bamboo, leaving one at an extremity

intact, so that he had a cylinder with the intact joint serving as the bot-

tom. He would place the stick inside the cylinder and then with the

stick in the bamboo, in a vertical position he placed a frog on top of

the stick and sealed the whole contrivance, which is allowed to

remain in its selected place untouched for seven days... The stick had

to be removed from its bamboo housing and was put in the earth of

the grave of a friend or relative in a horizontal position. After nine

days it was removed and considered mounted. Method (2) is reputed

to have produced an even more effective mounting. The “mounter”

gets a live mapapire and removes the fangs. He drills two holes longi-

tudinally at one end of the stick and places one fang in each hole. The

holes are sealed and nine days later the stick is considered mounted.

(Bynoe 1985:64) 0 Holding aloft his ‘bad’ stick - the one mounted

with the Amerindian spirit would be the usual one. (Lovelace

1988:98) 0 Turials, such as dragon’s blood, used to be “mounted” by

older Spanish citizens. Prayers were chanted over the plant in the

Spanish language and money was paid to the plant (usually coins).

Tradition holds that whenever the householder travels the "mounted”

plant would whistle to him/her in the event that anyone visits or tres-

passes upon his property. (Morean 1990d:26) 0 One man told me the

story of his uncle who was able to disappear at will because he had a

tural mounted on his property. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994: 122)

2 v In Orisha practice, of a spirit/deity, come into the body of a wor-

shipper. (< E mount ‘get on the back of a horse or other animal for the

purpose of riding’) 0 Should the spirit “mount” a dancer and use him

as a “horse,” this is made known by certain external signs, such as a

rapid whirling about of the “horse,” or by his being knocked violently

against the side of the tent, or by his collapse. Dancers so “mounted”

bring messages from the spirits to the assembly, make prophecies,

and sometimes have the power of healing. (Brown 1947:269)

3 v In kite-flying, make the kite go up higher. (< E mount ‘go

upwards; ascend’) 0 By “maneger-ing” or “fer maniement”, the kite

flyer demonstrated the skill of “mounting” the kite so it ascended.

(Cummings 2004:107)

Mount n The Abbey of Mount St. Benedict, a Catholic monastery

and seminary in the Northern Range in Trinidad, overlooking

the Caroni Plain. Founded in 1912 by Benedictine monks escaping

civil unrest in Brazil, it was constructed under the direction of

Brother Gabriel Mokveld, mostly between 1938 and 1956. It

includes a farm, school, and rehabilitation centre. 0 “He studying

priest up at the Mount.” (1980) 0 “She stayed for three months at the

Mount to get off drugs.” (1990)

mountain cabbage n arc Any of several palm trees with an edible

cabbage-like part consisting of the inner base of the fronds; the

removal of this part generally kills the entire tree. Usu. Euterpe oleracea ,

E. precatoria, E. broadwayae or Prestoea acuminata. Sometimes

identified as the PALMISTE (Roystonea), but this does not typically

grow in mountain areas. Prestoea acuminata [= P. montana. Euterpe

pertenuis, E. tobagonis], is native to Tobago, stout or slender solitary

or clustered palms to 16m (51'); trunk black, deeply fissured, no

crown shaft. Leaves to 3m (10') long, with 40-50 pairs of frondlets.

Fruits in clusters, globose, 1.5cm (.6") diameter, purple, containing 1

large seed. (< E mountain , from common high-land habitat of main

species + cabbage)
= >manac’ (Euterpe

)

0 [Spreading upon the

ground, for their beds, the large fibrous roll which, like a thick cloth,

infolds with many turns the fruit of the mountain cabbage. (Columbine

1803, POSG 10 Aug 1849) 0 We had a novelty at dinner, a mountain

cabbage, so generally and so justly esteemed. Besides which, the sac-

rifice of such a large tree for a guest, is properly considered a great

compliment. This cabbage may be eaten raw, when it is very like a

young cocoa-nut in taste, but when dressed... it really is an admirable

vegetable... The cabbage-palm rises to the height of fifty or sixty feet,

in one smooth, grey cylinder; on this, but perfectly distinct in colour

and texture, is set a bright apple-green bulb, which rises ten or fifteen

feet higher. This is the cabbage, and from its top spring the usual

branches of the tribe of palms. The green skin, or rind is peeled off,

and the solid mass within, of the purest white, is the edible part of this

singular tree. (Day 1852-1:199-200) 0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson

2003:20,26)

mountain chicken n Leptodactylus macrosternon [= L. pentadactylus],

a large local frog. A similar species, L. fallax [~ L. pentadactylus] is

eaten in Dominica, (prob. borrowed from Dominica) 0 Every day the

cost of living, jumping like ah mountain chicken. (Mighty Duke “Lock

them up” 1970)

mountain climber n A COMMON KITE with a very curved COMPASS
to make a MOUNTING KITE, (fr its ability to climb veiy steeply and

high, as a mountain) 0 The bow on this kite is very curved, but with

the mountain climber it’s more like a right angle... it’s more respon-

sive... it climbs very high. (Gayelle 1-1 1986)

mountain crab n Pseudothelphusa garmani, a large dark brown or

brownish red crab which resembles a dead leaf on the forest floor; it

inhabits forests in mountainous areas. They are caught only during

the rainy season when they vacate their dry season burrows and “run”

over the mountainsides. See CRAB RUN 2
(< mountain, fr usual habitat)

= black crab, bush crab, >manicou crab, mountain crab, red crab 0

The other land species is as large as the common crab, and of a dark

brown colour; it is called the “mountain crab,” from being found on

the hills, also along the banks, and even in the beds of rivers and

brooks; it is by some much esteemed as an article of food, (de Ver-

teuil 1884:102) 0 Up the river 1 had seen mountain crabs. They were

huge and brown and ugly; I wondered why God had ever made them.

They were so much like stones when they lay still that you could step

on one without noticing it, then it would scuttle away fast under wet

leaves with a curious noise, as if a thousand damp toenails were all

being cut at once. (McDonald 1969:17) 0 Mountain or manicou crab,

Pseudothelphusa garmani. (Innes & Taylor 1986:5) 0 The mountain

crab. ..is only active in air after very heavy rains during the rainy sea-

son, when they emerge from their burrows and run through the mon-

tainous tropical rain forests. (Innes & Taylor 1986:5) 0 Fallen

[Chaconia] fruits are taken by the mountain crab or manicou (oppo-

sum) crab ... which is commonly found on Trinidad's Northern Range

mountains during the rainy season. (Morean 1992j:42)

mountain crab-eater n obs An unidentified heron, (fr usual habitat +

common diet) = crabier de montagne 0 Ardea Lineata... Crabier de

montagne, or mountain crab-eater, (de Verteuil 1884:370)

mountain dew n Illegally distilled rum. (< AmE mountain dew ‘ille-

gally distilled liquor, usu. whiskey’ < BrE mountain dew ‘genuine

Scotch whisky’) = babash, bush rum, darn, twist 0 Scotland's Oldest

Whiskey - Young’s - Gold Medal - Mountain Dew. The real original

as sold prior to 1834. (ES 7 Oct 1926:7) 0 [He] was trapped... carry-
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ing on his head a basket containing twenty-one pints of “Mountain

Dew” mm. (IVG 3 May 1930:5) 0 And then some ice-cold “mountain

dew”, Or “barbadine” to wash it down. (Fortune ca 1950-59:18) 0

Then came what is called in the West Indies parlance the “feed.” ...

There were several chefs and very soon the whole company became

merry as the home-brewed “mountain dew” flowed freely at the fes-

tive board. (Ottley 1962:64) 0 Gomez was a villager who was an

expert bush mm manufacturer. In fact he supplied the village with

mountain dew. (Lewis 1972:54) 0 “[We] went further into the bushes

and bathed in a spring. We came back to the still and [he] offered us a

drink of ‘mountain dew’.” (EX 13 Oct 1989:3) 0 Two Momga men
were each fined... for possession of the illicit spirit known as “Moun-
tain Dew.” (EX 5 Sept 1990:19) 0 He strongly recommended ...

mountain dew for a big head, a good cutarse for a wayward wife,

ganja for sinus. (Heat 10 Oct 1991:7) 0 Some illegal vendors

obtained their supplies from rumshops and others from illegal brew-

ers who distributed a blend known as "Mountain Dew”. (Cummings
2004:144)

mountain dove 1 n Leptotila verreauxi, L.v. verreauxi (Trin) and L.v.

tobagensis (Tob) [= Engyptila verreauxi. Peristera verreauxi
]
(E

while-tipped dove), a bird, 27.5 cm (11") long. Forehead pinkish

grey; bare skin around eye blue; rest of head and neck grey with

green-purple iridescence on nape and mantle; upperparts and wings

brown; tail broadly tipped white; underparts whitish; breast tinged

pink; bill black; legs red. Tobago form has paler underparts, more

white on throat, and no copper sheen on nape, (fr common habitat) =

ground dove3
, rusty dove, touterelle a paupieres bleues 0 (Belcher &

Smooker 1936a:6) 0 Owing to its comparative tameness and accessi-

bility the “Mountain Dove” is a favourite target for ... boys and young

men, who with airguns and catapults indulge in the “sport” of potting

at animals and birds of all kinds on the outskirts of urban districts.

With these inexpert methods more birds are maimed than killed, but

although by law the species is fully protected, rarely are offenders

brought to justice, (ffrench 1991:178-9)

2 n Leptotila rufaxilla hellmayri [~ Engyptila rufaxilla, Peristera

rufaxilla] (E grey-fronted dove), a bird, 27.5 cm (11") long. Forehead

and crown conspicuously pale bluish grey; bare skin around eye red;

rest of head and neck grey with green-purple iridescence on nape and

mantle; upperparts and wings brown; tail broadly tipped white;

underparts whitish; breast tinged pink; bill black; legs red. A common
forest resident in Trinidad. = ground dove-

, tourtuelle, tourterelle a

paupieres rouges 0 (ffrench 1991 : 1 79-80)

3 n Geotrygon linearis trinitatis [~ Oreopeleia linearis venezuelensis,

Peristera linearis

]

(E lined quail-dove), 27.5 cm (11") long. Upper-

parts dark purplish brown, glossed on mantle with green; forehead

rufous; long dark-grey streak above eye; broad buff streak below eye

with a conspicuous black streak below from chin to below ear-

coverts; underparts rufous; paler below; bill black; legs dark red. =

mountain ground dove, Tobago partridge 0 (Roberts 1934:89) 0

(ffrench 1991:180-1)

mountain grape 1 n Coccoloba sp., a small straggly tree; fruits small,

purplish-black, in grape-like clusters.

2 n Tapirira guianensis, a large native tree with edible fruits. = >gom-
mier viande biche 0 (Morean 1990 M-8B)

mountain ground dove n Geotrygon linearis trinitatis (E lined quail-

dove), 27.5 cm (11 ") long. Upperparts dark purplish brown; broad

buff streak below eye with a conspicuous black streak below; under-

parts reddish, (fr common habitat, and usu. being seen on the ground)

= >mountain dove 3
, Tobago partridge 0 (Chapman 1894:74)

mountain guatecare n Eschweilera tenax [~ E. trinitensis], a native

tree, (fr habitat + guatecare) 0 (Beard 1946:30)

mountain immortelle n Erythrina poeppigiana, a tall cultivated and

naturalized tree to 25m (80'), stout branches and a tall spiny trunk.

Flowers in top-shaped racemes, orange-scarlet. Largely used as a per-

manent shade tree for cocoa and other crops, esp. in higher areas.

When in flower it is very conspicuous and can be seen for miles, (fr

usual habitat + immortelle )
= anauca (immortelle), bois immortelle,

cocoa mama, cocoa mother, coffee mama, >immortelle
1

, madre de(l)

cacao 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:224) 0 The visitor arriving here during the

winter months will gaze with delight upon the steep slopes of the

innumerable valleys in which cocoa is being cultivated and in which

occur masses of the ... Mountain Immortelle (Erythrina poeppigiana),

a rich scarlet, higher up. (Alford 1960:73) 0 But no Poussins and

Claudes ever had trees like the still-burning perch of mountain

immortelles which played parasols to the small cocoa farms lost

among the orange groves. (Bryans 1967:172) 0 (Morean 1 992b:3 1

)

mountain mahoe n Sterculia pruriens, a native tree with variegated

colour wood, (fr habitat + mahoe) = >mahoe, red mahoe 0 Mountain

maheu. (Young 1809, Stowe 922:14b)

mountain mangrove n Clusia intertexta

,

a native and endemic tree

forming impenetrable masses with interlocking aerial roots. Leaves

thick, leathery, rigid, orbicular-obovate. = mountain mangue 0 It may
be a Mountain-mangrove (Moronobea coccinea). (Kingsley 1880:167)

0 A more trying obstacle confronts us in the shrub locally, and incor-

rectly. known as the “mountain mangrove.” Happily by now several

parties of more or less weighty travellers, well armed with cutlasses,

have so broken down this obstacle that it is but a shadow of its former

self, but there is still enough for us to realize what the first party was

faced with. In those days it was a tangled mass of root and branches,

it is difficult to say which is which, reaching to a height of a dozen

feet, and from two to six inches in diameter. (Trinidad Riviera,

1924:67) 0 (FTT 1929-1-2:56) 0 (Beard 1946:30) 0 (Quesnel &
Farrell 2000:51)

mountain mangue n Clusia intertexta, a native and endemic tree

forming impenetrable masses with interlocking aerial roots. Leaves

thick, leathery, rigid, orbicular-obovate. = >mountain mangrove 0

The mountain mangue produces dehiscent fruits with numerous

ovules in the cells. The fruits are taken by blue-capped tanagers and

bay headed tanagers... On the summit plants of mountain mangue are

smothered with epiphytes. (Morean M-14)

mountain mullet n Agonostomus monticola, a fresh-water fish, to

36 cm (14") long. Body thickset; top of head rounded; mouth at tip of

snout; jaws with fine teeth in bands; upper jaw does not extend

beyond eye. Fins spiny; tail fin forked. Back and sides brown to

greenish-grey; single pale lengthwise stripe visible in live specimens

in the water; belly silver. Distinctive swimming habit as if going

against strong current. Found throughout Tobago and streams drain-

ing the north and northeastern coasts of Trinidad, in upper parts of

rivers and mountain streams. Usu. in small numbers or solitary

upstream, but forming larger schools further downstream. Used as a

non-commercial food fish in Trinidad, (fr common habitat + mullet,

any fish of the Mullidae or Mugilidae) = common mullet, freshwater

mullet, mullet
2

0 (Boeseman 1960:124) 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine

2001:53) 0 The members soon arrived at the end of the trail and

enjoyed lunch while observing the river life which included Crayfish

and the Mountain Mullet which is spotted with a distinct stripe along

the side. (Johnson 2004:4)

mountain ramier n obs Columba speciosa, a bird, 30 cm (12") long.

Dark brownish purple; feathers on mantle, neck and underparts edged

or spotted white or pale green giving a scaled appearance, (fr com-

mon habitat + Fr ramier ‘wood-pigeon; dove’) = ramier, >ramier

ginga, speckled ramier 0 Amongst a great variety of wild Pigeons...

The first is called the Mangrove Ramier; the second, the Mountain or

Speckled Ramier. (Joseph 1838a:57)

mountain raspberry n Rubus rosifolius [~ R. rosaefolius], a shrub,

prob. introduced, about 1 m (3.2') high. Stems erect or recurved,

sometimes hairy, armed with small recurved prickles. Leaves with

5-7 leaflets, longest at end, sometimes slightly hairy, toothed mar-

gins. Flowers white, solitary or in few-flowered clusters. Fruit thim-

ble-shaped, 2-3.5cm (.8-1.4") long, bright red. = fraise 0 (FTT 1932-

1-5:319)

mountain rice n Dry land rice, as opposed to LAGOON or WET RICE.

0 All here good for mountain rice.

mountain rose n Brownea coccinea [= B. latifolia, B. speciosa, Her-

mesias latifolia], a small native evergreen under-storey tree, to 8m
(26'). Bark finely fissured and brown; underbark reddish. Leaves
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compound, to about 30cm (12.5") long; leaflets 2-7 pairs, oblong,

8-16 x 1.5-6.5cm (3. 1-6.2 x .6-2.5”), with a long drip tip. Flowers

brilliant scarlet, in dense small compact heads 7-9cm (2. 7-3. 5")

across, borne on older branches and trunk. Fruit is a woody brown

pod, 15-25 x 5-7cm (5. 8-9. 7 x 2-2.7"), containing 4-10 large dark

brown seeds. Wood hard, heavy, buff with brownish-black streaks

in centre. (< Fr rose de la montagne ‘rose of the mountain’, fr

resemblance of flower to rose, Rosa + typical habitat) = bois rose,

>cooperhoop, cooperwood, copperhoop, hunter’s tea, monta del rose,

palo rosa, rosa del monte, rose montagne, sweet waterwood, Tobago

beau 0 A huge Mountain Rose, or Cooperhoop ... covered with para-

sites and lianes overhung the Mamural river. (JFNC Feb 1895:157) 0

It is densely shaded by a thick growth of trees, several of which are

species of Brownea or Mountain Rose. They bear on their trunks and

older branches, large densely packed, globose heads of orange or

scarlet flowers. The young leaves are produced in limp pendant

trusses and are prettily mottled. (Dean 1937:7) 0 A great many differ-

ent names may apply to one botanical species: e.g. Brownea latifolia

may be known as Mountain Rose, Rosa del monte, Rose-montagne,

and Cooperhoop. (Beard 1946:26) 0 MOUNTAIN ROSE ... Grows
fairly commonly in the bush as medium-sized trees. They bear droop-

ing bunches which consist of a number of flower heads closely

packed together. The calyces are a browny-red, the flowers scarlet,

hanging down below the calyces. The stamens protrude below the

flowers and are yellow. (Alford 1960:83-4) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:34-5)

mountain soursop n Annona montana
,
a cultivated tree. = >wild

soursop

mountain stream sardine 1 n Hemibrycon taeniurus, a small fresh-

water fish. Body slender and laterally flattened. Mouth small, at tip of

short snout; upper jaw long; jaw toothed. Tail fin forked. Back and

upper sides greenish to cream-brown; sides and belly silvery. Back

fin yellow to orange, with colourless margin; back fin near tail red;

tail fin yellow with black bar running through centre; orange coloura-

tion near upper base of tail fin; dusky tips on tail fin; front margin of

anal fin orange; back margin dusky. Found in streams south of the

Northern Range, (fr common habitat + sardine
2
)
= band-tail tetra.

Guppy’s sardine, sardine
6
0 (Boeseman 1960:91-2) 0 “Guppy’s Sar-

dine”, Hemibrycon taeniurus... sometimes referred to as the “Moun-
tain Stream Sardine” is widely distributed in the upper courses of

streams draining the southern slopes of the Northern Range, always

in well shaded areas. Schools frequently accumulate at the foot of

rapids or falls. (Kenny 1995:47-8) 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:28)

2 n Tetragonopterus guppy

i

[= Hemibrycon guppy i] , a small freshwa-

ter fish, 6. 5-8. 5 cm (2. 5-3.3") long. = sardine
7
0 “Mountain-stream

sardine.” Found in clear pebbly brooks with rapid current and plenti-

ful in the Glenside Estate Stream, at the front of the Northern Range

of hills.” (Regan 1906:384) 0 (Boeseman 1960:92-4)

mountain teiid n Riama shrevei [= Proctoporus shrevei], a rare

mountain lizard, 11.3-13.5 cm (4.4-5.3") long, including tail. Back

dark brown with light flecks; belly cream. Adult males have single

row of spots on each side of body, centre contains a scale or two with

red pigment. Sanderson claimed that its flank spots are biolumines-

cent, but this has not been reported or confirmed since, (fr usual habi-

tat + Teiidae, scientific name of a lizard family) = luminous lizard 0

(Boos 1978) 0 (Murphy 1997:137)

mounting-board n arc A decoy or lure for sea-turtles. 0 [The] decoys

the fishermen made for luring green turtles into nets... are called

mounting-boards, and some were cleverly made of wood to resemble

the 300 lb. green turtle. (Bryans 1967:250)

mounting bow n In kite-flying, a bow placed to enhance the kite’s

ability to rise to great heights. (< mount1 + bow) 0 There are also dif-

ferent types of bows. The mountain bow is higher at the top and

enables the kite to reach greater heights while the normal bow is nar-

row at the centre. (Rampersad 1993:10)

mounting compass n A kite COMPASS made with a long string, posi-

tioned to make a kite climb high easily. (< mount3 + compass) 0 Yuh
trying to make it go up, yuh need a mounting compass.

Mount Saint Benedict see Mount
moura see MORA
mourai see MOORAI

mourn v In SPIRITUAL BAPTIST practice, participate in a ceremony

done to seek visions, and to combat bad spirits and bad luck or health.

(< E mourn ‘feel or express grief, sorrow, regret’) 0 Elis daughter

had gone to “mourn” with a teacher farther along the north coast.

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D59) 0 For I have a

teacher there who is thirty days mourning, Today, well, he will be

tract bringing. (Lion “Happy Land of Canaan” 1940) 0 “I never liked

Indian people, but I went to “mourn” and Mahabil (a power she says

is East Indian) came.” (Simpson 1970:21) 0 Mourners wear their

bands for up to three weeks... mourning... is the most sacred of all

church rites; on the other hand, it is believed to be potentially danger-

ous... The purpose of the mourning ceremony is to induce visions or

dreams that are believed to reveal one’s “true” rank within the faith...

Loyal church members are expected to mourn at least once every

three years... A major area of legal contention centers on performance

of mourning rites... Mourning rites are believed to have curative pow-

ers, and because so many participants enter the rite in an unhealthy

state, every two or three years someone dies during the ordeal, result-

ing in a government inquiry. (Glazier 1983:51-2,58,96) 0 Initiates are

expected to mourn-, secluded in a side room, lying in the dust or on

pallets of leaves, and bound about (including the face) with flat swad-

dling bands, recalling the appearance of a wrapped Egyptian mummy.
These bands are ‘sealed with signs’, and the mourner remains on the

ground for a period of three or seven days, attended by the Mother of

the group. She feeds her travelling children on vegetable broth and

guides their travels. (Littlewood 1993:91-2)

mourning n A Spiritual Baptist ceremony done to seek visions,

and to combat bad spirits and bad luck or health. (< E mourning ‘feel-

ing or expressing grief, sorrow, regret’) 0 Other important Spiritual

Baptist rites include baptism... and “mournin’’ (a period of fasting and

praying during which vision and revelations are sought). (Simpson

1961:3) 0 During “mourning,” a secret ritual of fasting and praying

during which visions and revelations are sought, a devotee of the

shango cult or of the Shouters church... receives a “gift,” that is, he

finds out what his “work” (fate) in the cult is. One may return to the

“mourning” house several times to “build” and may thus receive new
spiritual gifts... During “mourning” or “building” one receives a

Psalm or a “chapter” (fr the Bible) and a hymn. (Simpson 1970:45) 0

One significant ritual aspect of their beliefs is the “mourning” period.

This period occurs some time after water-baptism by immersion. Fol-

lowing baptism, the candidate usually receives a divine call to go to

mourn. A cult member may mourn more than once, but his first

mourning is always preceded by baptism. Mourning occurs over a

seven to fourteen day period. If the baptized candidate is not spiritu-

ally directed or motivated to mourn, he will not do so... mourning is

the sign that indicates a true, initiated member... Mourning is actually

the period during which a cult member fasts, prays, and meditates

under the direction and guidance of experienced cult members... the

candidate is expected to receive visions and to travel astrally or as is

commonly said, to travel in the spirit. Mourning is preceded by prayer

and singing called “doption” in local dialect. (Ahyoung 1977:53-4) 0

“The Baptists sprinkle the waters in the four comers of the church or

on the ground during mournings.” {EX-2 20 Oct 1991:3) 0 The
National Congress of Incorporated Baptists of Trinidad and Tobago
informs its membership and the people of Trinidad and Tobago that

the term “spiritual baptists” refers to that grouping of Christians in

Trinidad and Tobago whose worship is characterised by “shouting”,

“catching the power” and “mourning”. {EX 23 Jan 1993:9) 0 Wor-
shipers use many terms in speaking of mourning and the area in

which it takes place: “throne of grace,” “praying ground,” “court,”

“room of seclusion,” “dark room,” “mourning ground,” “the grave,”

“the tomb,” and “ground of sorrow.” Most of these are fitting epithets

for the most important aspect of the mourning ritual: the symbolic or

spiritual death and subsequent rebirth of the mourner. Spiritual death

and rebirth occur only during a mourner’s first experience; during the

second and subsequent mourning experiences - sometimes referred to
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as “building" - the worshiper simply continues her or his travels in a

quest for additional spiritual knowledge. (Houk 1995:78-9)

mourning ground n A Spiritual Baptist place of retreat where

spiritual gifts are obtained or renewed during the process of MOURN-
ING. (< mourning) = mourning room 0 They took me up to the

mourning ground. And all I saw was lighted candles all around.

(Growler “The Coldness of the Water” 1939) 0 Worshipers use many
terms in speaking of mourning and the area in which it takes place:

“throne of grace,” “praying ground,” “court.” “room of seclusion,”

“dark room.” “mourning ground," “the grave,” “the tomb,” and

“ground of sorrow.” (Houk 1995:78-9) 0 The compound itself is very

large and contains two houses, a palais, a chapelle, a shrine dedicated

to the Cyrus ancestors and many stools to the Orisha deities. It also

has a mourning ground or house directly adjacent to the palais.

(Henry 2002:2)

mourning room n arc A SPIRITUAL B APTIST place of retreat where

spiritual gifts are obtained or renewed during the process of MOURN-
ING. (< mourning )

= >mouming ground 0 Shouters influence and

hypnotise [their] poor victims in the corrupted and disgraceful Dens

and Mourning Rooms. (Letter, The People 12 Aug 1939:3)

mousara see MOUSSARA

mouse n Mm nmscuhts brevirostris, a small rodent; body to 10 cm
(4") long + 10 cm (4") tail. Hair is dull grey on back; slightly paler

underparts; tail has sparse covering of fine hairs. Often lives near or

in houses; a pest in damaging food and other household articles. (< E
mouse , any of the smaller species of the rodent genus Mus) = house

mouse, mice, moos

moussara, mousara n Brosimum alicastrum subsp. alicastrum \~ Heli-

costylis ojoche, B. terrabanum, B. conzattii, B. gentlei], a large native

evergreen tree, with buttresses. Bark greyish, smooth to somewhat

scaly. Tree contains a milky latex. Leaves 5-17 x 2-6.5cm (2-6.6 x

.8-2.5"), oblong to elliptic, margin sometimes toothed towards tip,

smooth, leathery, rounded at base. Flowers solitary or paired, separate

male and female flowers. Fruit rounded, 1.5-2cm (.6-. 8") diameter, yel-

low to orange. Wood hard and fairly heavy, sapwood whitish; the very

small heartwood is reddish-brown and often marked. 0 (Marshall

1934:92) 0 (Beard 1946:33) 0 (FTT 1982-2-1 1 :728)

moustache finch n Sporophila bouvronides, a bird, 11.2 cm (4.5")

long. Male: head and upperparts black; rump and small wing-patch

white; cheeks white; throat and line alongside neck black; rest of

underparts white. A popular cagebird; formerly a common resident in

both islands, but population much reduced by trapping, (fr white,

moustache-like feathers on each side of the beak) = >chat', cici-zebe

a cravatte noire, grass-bird
4

0 (Williams 1922:133) 0 (ffrench

1991:388-9)

mouta n A talkative person. (< E mouther ‘one who habitually uses

vain, boastful speech’) 0 (Ottley ca 1970)

moutaman n A person who makes great claims which he can’t back up,

all talk. (< E mouther ‘one who habitually uses vain, boastful speech’)

0 Moutaman-a boaster, full of mouth. (ESTT 1956) 0 Mouta-man:

Loquacious, bragging ‘wind-bag’ type. (Haynes 1987:23)

moutarde n Brassica juncea , a cultivated plant (E mustard). (< Fr

moutarde ‘mustard’, fr similarity of sharp-tasting leaves) = Indian

mustard, mustard, wild mustard 0 Moutarde... In Trinidad, apart from

occurring naturally, it is cultivated for the leaves which are included

in salads or prepared as a bhaji. (Laurence 1976:3)

mout fuh see MOUTH FOR

mouth 1 n Bluster; empty words rather than real action. (< E mouth

‘speech; talking’) 0 “What she say she goin’ to do now?” said Gladys.

“She so full-a mouth!” (de Boissiere 1956) 0 First “bad John[”] sim-

ply said “Is only mout’ you ha oui... only mout’ boy,” and he walked

away. (Bain 1974:20) 0 “Where is your land? All you’ve put in so far

is two thousand and a lot of mouth.” (Hosein 1980:89) 0 “Is only

mout’ dem people in government have.” (Baptiste 1993:120) 0 “She

almost knock me down with she mouth.” (1997)

2 n Insolence; BACK-CHAT. (< E mouthy ‘full of bombastic or impo-

lite speech’) 0 That child too full a mouth. (N. Daniel 1990)

mouth back-door phr Said in the negative to indicate that once you

say something, there is no way to unsay it, you cannot take back what

you say. 0 Yuli mouth too hot, you know, mouth ent get back-door,

mouth band n Music produced by one or more persons imitating a

particular musical instrument. 0 Sometimes our drumming [on desks]

was accompanied by oral imitation of instruments - this boy the bass,

that one the saxophone. One boy, a rather dull, otherwise untalented

youth, would at the slightest instigation launch into a marvelous elec-

tric guitar whine. “Guitar Mouth,” he was nicknamed. ... “mouth

bands” had been commonplace among working-class black youth... If

a gang had to walk somewhere - say, they were returning from a

party - they would start up a mouth band which would “play” all the

way home. Indeed, mouth bands even became a didactic tool: when
the members of Casablanca Steel Orchestra wanted to learn a piece of

music, they would listen outside a party to how the regular dance

bands played it. Each youth would take the part of a particular instru-

ment, and they would then tramp back to their panyard, each one

singing the lines of their chosen instrument, until they could transfer

what they had learnt onto their pans. (Johnson 1998:62)

mouth for, mout fuh phr Like a particular dish very much. 0 Buh boy

you got mout fuh pelau. (Ottley 1971:49)

mouth full phr Saddened; shocked by grief. 0 Wen ah hear say de

man dead me mout full. (Ottley 1971:48)

mouth get cover phr In negative, without hesitation in saying things.

0 She mout’ eh got no covuh/cover: says any an’ every t’ing, things

that a [discreet] person wouldn't say for fear of harm that could be

caused. (Haynes 1987:23)

mouth hard phr Insolent; giving BACK CHAT. 0 (Daniel 1990) 0 That

child he mouth hard from small.

mouth hot phr Have a sharp tongue; full of argument, criticism, etc. 0

That woman mouth too hot.

mouth like fowl-bottom phr Talkative, (fr frequent, copious and

indiscriminate excretion of a fowl) 0 “Oh God, that woman have

mouth like fowl-bottom.” (1986)

mouth long like chuckalay fork-stick phr Tob Very talkative. 0 That

girl mouth long like chuckalay fork-stick.

mouth open (s)tory jump out phr Tell something without planning or

meaning to; reveal a story or information without thinking, esp. to tell

something secret or private. = story jump out 0 He sells the items on

the black market and collects insurance money, then blames the vil-

lage youths. What he forgets is that in such a small village everybody

knows each other and when one is drunk, mouth open and story

jumps out. (TTM 19 Apr 1988:6) 0 If yuh bizness not in order, be

careful who yuh limin wit. In Trinidad is “Mout open, ’tory jump
out”. So beware. (Foster 1990:15)

mouth run like when sick nigger have gallop/jalap phr arc Talk

endlessly, in an irritating way. (< mouth run like when sick nigger

take jalap + E gallop ‘run at great speed’ or < E jalap ‘purgative

drug’, fr similarity to verbal diarrhea) 0 That man mouth does run like

when sick nigger have gallop/jalap.

mouth run water (for) phr Produce saliva in anticipation of food, sex

or excitement. (< mouth water
1 '2

) 0 If she see de ooman wey name

Janie Zingah, she mouth mus run water, for ah ent no black chuf-chuf

like she an ah ent no common ooman like she. (PC 24 Sept 1904) 0

She so sweet, mi mouth run water for she.

mouth water n Saliva; spittle; the colourless liquid of the mouth.

(< Mandinka da-ji, Igbo onu mili ‘mouth + water ‘saliva’; also poss.

E v mouth water for ‘produce saliva in anticipation of eating’) 0 Who
hab mo ' mout ’-water, soak mo ’ farine. Said when two women quarrel

over a man. (Herskovits 1945:202)

move 1 v Behave; act; go. (< E move ‘live in a particular sphere; act in

a particular way’) 0 Despite her look. Sabita says she goes to fetes

alone and does all her business in her village. “I prefer to move by

myself,” she says. (Punch 8 Oct 1989:1 1) 0 “For a man of God, he

doesn’t move righteous at all.” (TTM 21 Nov 1989:19) 0 All the

women know about all the other women. The villagers tend to shrug

their shoulders: ‘That is how Creole does move. Dem ain’t easy at
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all.’ (Sampath 1993:239) 0 I mean, sometimes I feel he does move
real good. He stays quiet, don’t bother with no stupidness... he

doesn't drink again. (Sampath 1993:246) 0 ‘I ai’ go there again. We
ai’ enemies but I don’t like the way they move.’ (Littlewood 1993:8)

2

v Have sexual intercourse with. (< E move ‘change place of position

of; put or keep in motion; excite or stir passion’) 0 I move she good,

mowan n Peperomia rotundifolia , a small creeping native plant, root-

ing frequently at the nodes. Leaves rounded, nearly flat on one side,

convex on the other, alternate, to 18mm (.7") long and broad, drying

thin, usu. slightly hairy. Flowers in solitary spikes, rod-like, 2cm (.8")

long. Found in damp shady places on the trunk and branches of trees,

sometimes locally common on the branches of cocoa trees. Used

medicinally. = cocoa mint, >moreau, mowor 0 (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:150) 0 Peperomia emarginella or mowon a common
epiphyte found on neglected cocoa estates. (Morean 1992a:30)

mowj n Happiness; enjoyment, /mauc^/ (< H-Bh mauj ‘delight’) 0

“Dem house over ha mowj.” (1990)

mowor n Peperomia rotundifolia , a small creeping native plant. =

cocoa mint, >moreau, mowan 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:150)

mowri see MAURI

mowsaa, mosa, mowsa n Uncle; mother’s sister’s husband, /mausa,

mausa:/ (< H-Bh) 0 mosa [mother’s sisters’ husband], or any equiva-

lent. (Klass 1961:96) 0 “My mousa Emamally was a good man. Allah

go bless him.” (Deen 1994:161) 0 “Mowsaa and mowsi de fighting in

de house.” (1990)

mowsi, mausi, mosi n Aunt; mother's sister; sometimes any female

cousin on the mother’s side of the same generation as one’s mother,

/maosi/ (< H-Bh) 0 mosT [Mother’s sister] and any female cousin of

[mother] of the same generation as [mother]. (Klass 1961:96) 0

“Mowsaa and mowsi de fighting in de house.” (1990) 0 ‘I was think-

ing, Mowsee,’ Capil said, ‘it might be a good idea to postpone

Govind’s engagement until he returns.’ (Persaud 1993:149) 0 And so

the Preysal relatives, especially the women and children were bewil-

dered and gave up hope of ever seeing this “Mousee” or her daughter

anymore. (Deen 1994:136) 0 ‘Tommy! Fred! Come and show

“mausi” and them your toys what you get for Christmas.’ (Boodhoo

1994:58) 0 Just as the laawa is moving or jumping from one end of

the pot to the next, in the same way, the dulahin’s bahen, phoowa,

mother, maami and mousi are moving up and down with the music.

(Holass-Beepath 2002:56)

moxy, moxie adj arc Looking untidy; not nice in appearance; ugly;

disreputable, /maksi/ 0 Take yuh moxy self from here,

moy, moi n Mother, /mm/ (< H-Bh) 0 (Dwarika 1984:35)

mridangam n A cylindrical, two-headed Indian drum, one head larger

than the other, /mridaqgam/ (< Sanskrit mridamga
,
a kind of drum) 0

Mridangam: cylindrical, two-headed barrel drum; main South Indian

percussion instrument. (Ramaya 1992:22)

mucamel n A special prayer, often in Spanish, used to foretell the time

of death; also sometimes a psalm or prayer recited for protection from

snakes, drowning, or getting lost in the bush, /mukamsl/ 0 In Loango,

I was told of the existence of a particular Psalm which, when said reg-

ularly, would cause the person to know exactly when he would die.

This is called “mucamel”. (Thompson 1983:29)

much adv Much; many; sometimes with a/ah/of. 0 Tombo! it was

gran! So much ah muzick, and ah lot ah electrick lites. (PC 8 Oct

1904) 0 How much apples did you buy? (ESTT 1956) 0 ‘How much
batteries you want?’ ‘Bring three. That is all.’ (Lovelace 1968:169) 9

How much pounds he have? 0 How much miles it is? 9 Look at how
much women take all kind of dotishness from all kind ah man, and

never say a word. (Doh Say Dat, TG 27 Oct 1991 : 16)

much up v Pay too much attention to; flatter; spoil a child. (< dial E
much ‘make much of; pet; caress’ + up4) 9 I don't know why Laura

muching you up so for. Like she ain’t have enough children to mind.

(Naipaul 1959:85) 9 “You cornin’ to much mih up after you done buff

mih!” (Baptiste 1993:1 15) 9 “Whole year them people does want to

pass you straight like a full maxi. All the time they nose up in the air

like they can’t say prunes and jus' because is Christmas, they want to

much-up and expect drinks. They mus’ be think 1 bom big!” (EX 18

Dec 1994:11)

mucking-gang man n obs Worker who removes debris from holes

in PITCH left by PITCH CUTTERS, made obsolete in late 1950s with

mechanization. (< E muck ‘free from muck, i.e. decayed plant

remains’) 9 Up to 1957, the mining and loading aspects of [asphalt]

production employed some 85 men: The team of workers included...

18 Mucking-gang men... In 1957 the services of most of these men
were made obsolete by the introduction of a Barber-Green ditcher

on the Lake; and around 1967-1968, Caterpillars were introduced...

The mucking gang were concerned with cleaning-up operations on

the production site. (James 1976:20-8)

mud 1 n A marine mud bank which runs parallel to the coast, ranging

in width from 1-3 miles between 3-12 miles off the north coast of

Trinidad. (< E mud ‘tract of mud on the margin of a tidal river') 9 The

scene of this impending marine tragedy is known as the Demerara

Mud Bank, “out in the mud” as fishermen refer to it... this bank is fed

annually during the rainy season by thousands of tons of silt... [It] has

been the feeding ground for fish and shrimp... [but] with trawlers

operating along the north coast... the once rich mud bank is slowly

taking on the appearance of a dirt yard which is being raked flat and

clean. (Ramsumair 1986)

2 n A liquid of muddy colour and consistency worn by Carnival
DEVILS in order to appear horrible and threaten others with dirtying.

See also MUD MAS, GREASE. 9 Johnnie and Carole Lee have over-

seen the annual construction of several hundred of the most basic of

all Trinidad Carnival costumes - horns, tails, pitchforks, and a choice

of body coverings, mostly the compound of bentonite (powder used

in the drilling industry) mixed with water which is known as “mud.”

(Chang 1998:216)

3 n Impurities fdtered out of sugar cane syrup. (< E mud ‘mixture of

fine particles suspended in water’) 9 The concentrated syrup was then

[led] into big tanks to crystallise, while various impurities were fil-

tered out called “mud” (Sheffield 1927:14 March)

4 v Of fish, stir up mud from swamp or river bottom. 9 “They mud-
ding plenty. Yuh could feel fishes there, but they chancin yuh.”

(1986)

mudar see madar
mud cow n A Bos bubalis (E water buffalo), a large bovine animal,

originally imported from India about 1906; used for pulling carts, and

for milk and meat, (fr its liking for wallowing in mud) = animal,

bhaisa, >bison, buffalo, buffalypso, hog cattle 9 You see endless mud
cow in Manzanilla.

mudda, mudder see MOTHER

mu-dekhai n A ceremony during a Hindu wedding when the groom’s

family gives gifts to bride on her arrival at the groom's house and lifts

her veil, /mudekai/ (< H-Bh mu ‘face’ + dekhai ‘see’) 9 On arrival [at

the groom’s house]... another ceremony the muh-dekhai takes place.

Gifts are presented to the bride by the guests of the groom’s family

for seeing her face. Games are played with the bride and groom, then

the knot joining their clothing is untied. (Balkissoon ca 1975:1 1)

mud hog n A game of soccer played in the rain or on a very muddy
field. 9 Foolish or not, mud hog - that is, “football” in the rain - is a

favourite among young and grown-up boys, who slide and tumble

and trip one another in the mud as frequently as possible. (EX-S 27

June 1992:3)

mud house n A house of traditional construction with walls made of

TAPIA, clay mud mixed with long grass, (fr use of mud, earth and

water, as building material) = dirt house, >tapia house 9 Percy

Huggins pulled the chain which fastened the door of his little mud
house. (Ottley 1962:21)

mudman n arc A MUD HOUSE builder’s assistant, (fr helping to mix

the mud for tapia + man") = dirtman 9 (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947)

mud mas n A type of CARNIVAL DIRTY MAS in which players are

covered with MUD 3
; they threaten and sometimes rub against other

players and bystanders. (<mud
3 + mas 1

) 9 The hordes of Bad
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Behaved Black Devils, Blue Devils , and mud mas in Jouvay are now
largely of a middle class whose race is Trinidadian. (Lovelace

1998:59) 0 Mud mas is the masquerade that occurs late at night on

Dimanche Gras , also known as Jouvay. It is also sometimes played

on Carnival Monday and Tuesday. Revelers coming from fetes, per-

formances, and their homes cover themselves with brown, red, or

blue mud and dance through the street until dawn. Those attempting

to go out without mud find themselves pleasantly or unpleasantly

smeared before the evening is over. (Martin 1998:230)

mud oven n arc A traditional oven made from clay, usu. in a large

dome, with a door at each end; the oven is heated by burning wood,

the ashes raked out, and bread or other items placed in to cook slowly,

(fr use of clay/mud as building material) = >dirt oven, foo 0 Cooking

was done on a row of coal-pots in the outside kitchen while the Sun-

day roast was prepared in the conventional bee-hive mud oven

located outside the kitchen door. This oven was heated by stacking

firewood inside it. When the fire had burnt itself to embers these were

raked out, the meat inserted and the door sealed up. (O’Connor

1978:49) 0 But the greatest excitement came from the huge mud
oven... The oven itself was built about three feet off the ground on

posts of discarded railway iron. On these posts a platform ten feet by

six feet was constnicted of galvanize. Fine gravel was then placed

and mixed with mud and fresh cow dung (gobarr) and “lepayed” or

spread on this. On top, the large semicircular oven, similar in shape to

a turtle’s back, would have been constructed of bricks and mud about

five feet in diameter. A small door eighteen inches square would be

left at the front and an even smaller 4-6" diameter one at the back.

The stand around the oven extended a couple of feet to accommodate

pans of cake and bread. For the baking day lots of well burning, non-

blackening dry wood would have been collected. The cakes and bread

would be in the wings mushrooming while anticipating oven entry.

The huge internal inferno raged on for about forty five minutes - a

powerful heat being created. At the doors constantly wetted jute bags

helped to keep in the heat...Then very, very quickly, the fire was

removed with a hoe, and, if further shifts of baking were to be done,

the larger logs were left smoldering at a safe distance away from bak-

ers and playing children. And then someone using a long handle

broom would quickly and expertly sweep out the coals and ashes.

Timing was crucial, for to delay would mean insufficient heat. Cake
and bread pans were placed on “Dabblers” bats ten inches wide and

long enough to take five to six pans and easily carry them through the

front door. The doors were then closed tightly with an iron bar once

the quota was put. Obviously such an operation called for precise

supervision and overall cooperation. (Deen 1994:64-5)

mud volcano n A seepage of water and mud through fissures in the

earth, impelled by methane and other underground gasses. Usu. a cra-

ter-like area of soupy mud, bubbling and spewing mud into an area

around it, forming an open flat space called a TASSIK. Several such

areas are found in Trinidad, including DEVIL’S WOODYARD,
Moruga, Cedors, Mome Diablo, Princes Town, and Icacos. (< E mud
volcano, fr similarity to a volcano, ejecting mud rather than lava) =

bouffe, volcano 0 Mud volcanoes. There are several of these in the

Island... the crater... was a mound of earth... rising about three feet

above the surrounding land, and was about one hundred yards in

diameter; its general surface was composed of fine gravel mixed with

marble; strewed about were abundance of sulphur... particles of char-

coal and half-burnt wood... Over the circular mounds, at irregular

intervals, were little hillocks of light-coloured mud... about three feet

in height... “honeycombed” with... holes, of about three inches in

diameter; all these were vents of the volcano in a state of more or less

activity... [the] blowing always terminated with a bubbling sound,

and the vent hole that made it, would throw up to the height of about

two or three feet a quantity of mud... the hole which exploded closed

up and another opened in the same hillock. (Joseph 1 838a: 1 1) 0 We
were away to see the Salse, or “mud-volcano,” near Monkey Town,
in the forest to the south-east. (Kingsley 1880:232) 0 Canon Kings-

ley... was dressed in grey cloth with a box on his back, I suppose for

curiosities; they were going to the mud volcanoes after they left us.

(Morton 1916) 0 [In] Tabaquite... the members paid a visit to the new

mud volcano. (fVG 8 Dec 1930:8) 0 There are no devils in Devil’s

Woodyard. There are only mud volcanoes and a well-kept national

park which was reopened in 1993... [the] set of mud volcanoes [is]

brought about through the displacement of gas and water in fault lines

deep in the earth. The mud is forced to the surface and is accompa-

nied by strange noises. (TG-S 16 Jan 1994:4) 0 There is no need to

fear the mud volcanoes erupting on sea and land at Mayaro but resi-

dents should take precautions and keep their distance... people living

near the growing mud volcano at Cascadoux Trace, manzanilla would

have time to leave because it would begin rumbling before it vented...

Residents... have expressed fear that the mud volcanoes in their

village could blow with the intensity of the mud volcano at Piparo

Village ten years ago. That eruption of cool liquefied mud swallowed

16 homes and the main road under a carpet of mud covering three

acres. (EX

2

Aug 2007:5)

muff n arc A boy’s hair style in which the hair is long and combed up

in front, (poss. < E muff' tuft or crest’) 0 ‘It mustn’t be too low. Cut

down the sides, level off the back, and leave my muff.’ (Lovelace

1988:141) 0 Did you have a Tony Curtis muff? Or did you slick your

hair? (Foster 1990:9) 0 His hair was combed differently: the muff had
given way to a low cut plastered with vaseline. (Boodhoo 1994:213)

muffin n arc A fried dumpling made of spiced and sweetened flour.

(< BrE muffin ‘a light, flat, circular spongy cake, toasted and buttered’)

0 Begging The Governor to order the Food Controller to permit for

sale Sweetbread, Pone, Muffins, Belly Full, Gratotan, Rock-Cake, the

Quick Chief Food of the Poor Working man. (POSG 16 Jan 1944, in

Rohlehr 1990:376) 0 They fried and sold a variety of quick eatables

some of which were “accras,” “float” and muffins... Muffins were

made from a leavened, sweet, spiced, all-flour dough and fried. Some
vendors leavened their muffin dough with yeast and some used bak-

ing powder. (Cummings 2004:145)

muff-jaw fowl n arc A type of domestic FOWL with many feathers on

the lower part of the head. (< E muff ‘tuft or crest, esp. on certain

birds’) 0 Muf-jaw fowl - a fowl with a fluff of feathers at either side

of its head. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

muffydile n An animal or person with both male and female sexual

characteristics, usu. said of a non-fertile animal. (< E hermaphrodite

‘an animal or person in which characteristics of both sexes are really

or apparently combined’) = maphrodite, morphadite, morphadize,

muffydite 0 “That bison couldn’t make. Is a muffydile.” (1986)

muffydite n An animal or person with both male and female sexual

characteristics, usu. said of a non-fertile animal. (< E hermaphrodite

‘an animal or person in which characteristics of both sexes are really

or apparently combined’) = maphrodite, morphadite, morphadize,

muffydile 0 He is a muffydite or what?

muh-dekhai see MOO-DEKHAI

muhurta n The appointed day of a Hindu wedding, usu. a Sunday,

/muhurta/ (< H muhurt, ‘moment, esp. a lucky moment, in astrology’)

0 Once the marriage is agreed upon, the pundit is consulted to ascer-

tain which day would be good to have the muhurlaa [s/c] (day of mar-

riage). He consults his patraa (almanac) and the planets, and

announces which days are favourable. (Boodoosingh 1976:22-3)

muk see MOOK
mukdar n A war club or mace, a traditional Indian war or religious

symbol, /mukdar/ (< H-Bh mukdar ‘war arena’) 0 “Hanuman carries

a mukdar.” (1990)

mukha n A print of the fist, with thumb up, made on walls of a house

during Hindu wedding. See also THAAPNAA. /mukha/ (< H-Bh
mukka ‘fist print’) 0 “She bahin made plenty mukha.” (1990)

mukhya, mokya n arc An Indian village elder; leader of a traditional

Indian PANCHAYAT. /mukhja/ (< H-Bh mukhya ‘headman’) 0 Pa was

ponderous with his formality. He sort of presided as if he was the

“mukhya” in a panchayat. (TG 23 Dec 1990:14) 0 From its founding

through the 1950s, thatched houses and tethered cows dotted the

bushy landscape, a kuti or small temple was serviced by a Brahman

pundit, a panchayat or selected council gathered to settle local affairs

and the advice of a mokya or headman was held in esteem...

(Vertovec 1992:143)
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muktab see maktab

mukti n Salvation, in Hinduism, /mukti/ (< H mukt ‘pardon; absolu-

tion; exemption from transmigration’) 0 “You must pray for mookti.”

(1990)

mukumflau n The female pubic mound. = mukums 0 She have a real

cute mukumflau.

mukums, mukuns n The female pubic mound. = mukumflau 0 She

have a mukums like a plumbay, fat and nice.

mulaa, moolaa n A sugar-cane mill, usu. a small one for home use.

(< Fr moulin ‘mill’) = batty-mill, cane squeezer, kholu, >trapiche 0

“It have ah moolaa home by we.” (1990)

mulatta, malatta, moolattah, moolatta n arc A person of mixed

European and African descent. = mulatto 0 “Damn Yoyo,” muttered

the negro, lowering his arm; “me want for pay him, because he curse

my mama in Guinea, and call me black nigger-dog; Goromighty

make black man first, white man after; but debil put it in a buckra

man and nigger woman head to make (beget) mulatta bastard.”

(Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 1 9-20) 0 She is one ah dem bad kind ah moolattah

wid freckle and tan all ovah she face. (PC 18 June 1904)

mulatto n arc A person of mixed European and African descent.

Note: Now generally considered negative, thus a growing preference

for using mixed-race or ofmixed descent, (usual E source considered

< Sp mula ‘female mule’ + -ato, diminutive suffix; also poss.

< Kikongo nut-, human prefix + laatn Ticked’ < nla-tia ~ nlatia ‘soot

on the ceiling; licked by the fire, darkened by smoke’) = mulatta 0

The villagers are generally peons, that is Spaniards from the main, of

the mixed Indian and European race, some few mullattoes, and two or

three negroes. I saw but one white resident. (Joseph 1835:68) 0

Crowds of negroes walked to and fro, clattering, jesting, and laugh-

ing, as merrily as though slavery and degradation were blessings;

while here and there were numbers of tastily-dressed women, of the

classes called mulattoes, mestees, and quadroon. (Joseph 1838b-

1:147) 0 The main evidence for a detailed colour scale in Trinidad

comes from the classification of slaves in the Slave Registry. Our

assumption is that the colour scale used for slaves was not peculiar to

them, but applied to the free non-white population generally. The

colour rating in descending order was something like this: whites,

quadroon, mestee, costee, mulatto, cabre, mongrel, sambo, blacks. As

usual the sexual union of a white man and a black woman, African or

creole, produced the best type of coloured person, the mulatto. The

majority of coloured slaves were mulattoes, and the term, as else-

where in the Caribbean, came to be synonymous with the entire group

of coloureds. It seems that a cabre woman and a white man could

have a mulatto child. A mulatto woman and a white man produced a

mestee offspring; and a mestee and a mulatto produced a costee. A
mulatto and a black person would usually have a cabre child, occa-

sionally a black child, rarely a mongrel or a sambo child. A cabre and

a black person would usually produce a black child. But a mulatto

and a black person could also produce a sambo offspring. A quadroon

could result from mating between a mestee and a white person.

Unlike Jamaica where a law specifically named the cut-off grade

above which coloured persons could legally be white, no law has

been found in Trinidad regulating the colour scale or assimilating

grades to the white population... As elsewhere, the detailed colour

scale does not seem to have been employed in everyday life, but

chiefly when it was necessary to describe someone with particular

accuracy. Thus wills, for instance, might specifically name a cabre or

mestee inheritor. (Campbell 1992:60-1) 0 (Wamer-Lewis 1997:92) 0

“Then we had a Methodist family called the Marshalls, a big mulatto

family.” (Hall 1998:51)

mulatto ear n Enterolobium cyclocarpum, a large cultivated tree.

Leaves feathery. Flowers small, greenish; fruit pods large, brown,

ear-shaped, (fr the pod’s ear-like shape and brown colour, like a

mulatto person’s skin) = devil’s ear

mulatto plait n Sporobolits jacquemontii
,
a native grass. = hay grass,

hay seed, >tapia grass, wire grass 0 Straw-thatching is wide-spread

among the older generation of Blacks. In this craft, [certain] wild

grasses like tapia grass, mulatto plait and palms like tirite, palmiste

and the cabbage palm , all having fronds resembling the African

palms, are used. (Elder 1988:48)

mule n arc A negative term for a woman who is unable to bear chil-

dren. (< E mule ‘a non-fertile offspring of a donkey and a horse’) 0 A
[Black] woman without children is despised by the society for not

making a child for her husband or not giving his family a son. Other

females in the village may deride her and in abusing her call her

mule. Women therefore go to great extremes in trying to get pregnant

as soon as they can. (Elder 1988:61)

mule ear n A group of native orchids, including Oncidium lanceanum,

the Cedros Bee, and O. luridum , the BROWN BEE; all have long,

wide, thick, heavy lanceolate leaves, (fr resemblance of shape of long

pointed leaf to a mule’s ear) = >Cedros bee (O . lanceanum)', >brown

bee, common bee (O. luridum) 0 (Moll 1982:58)

mulet n Crenicichla saxatilis, a small freshwater cichlid fish, to 50 cm
long. Body long, deep; mouth large, lower jaw projecting slightly;

jaws toothed. Dark horizontal band from snout to eye spot on shoul-

der; eye spot below lateral line; iridescent yellow scales border the

eye spot and the lower part of the dark band, some scattered about the

body; vertical dark bands along upper portions of body. Aquarium

fish based mainly on capture from the wild. See also MILLET. (< Fr

mulet, ‘mullet fish’) = matawal", watamaU 0 Name ‘Mulet’ (pron.

Mil-lay). (Regan 1906:391) 0 (Guppy 1934:122) 0 Crenicichla alta...

pike, fresh-water pike, brochet, mulet (pronounce “mil-lay”,

matawal, mullet, pike cichlid. (Boeseman 1960:131-3)

mullet 1 n Mugil liza [= M. brasiliensis, M. curema] (E blue-back

mullet), an edible marine fish, to 1 m (39") long. Brownish-green

above; silvery sides and belly; body striped lengthwise. Found in

brackish water lagoons and river mouths in small schools. (< E mul-

let, any fish in the families Mullidae, red mullets, and Mugilidae, grey

mullets) = garmot, large mullet, lebranche, white mullet 0 They there

sold King-fish, mullets, sprats. And our Cabildo paid. (POSG Nov
1836 in Fraser 1896:341) 0 Mullet, an inferior trout. (Froude 1888) 0

A fish hit Mr Ells and fell into the bottom of the boat, it was a mullet

weighing about 2 pounds. (Rust 1927:11) 0 Venders had carite, red

fish, king fish, powah, shark, salmon, mullet and some of the smaller

types of fish. (EN 2 Sept 1954:3) 0 “Is only mullet they could catch

today [on Manzanilla beach]. Once you see that brown froth in the

waves, is only mullet.” (1988) 0 Others like grouper, mullet, grantiki,

sardines and lots of shrimps made their way to Gasparillo a mile or

two away by meanders. (Deen 1994:31) 0 Oh! a splash, a struggling

mullet black and slimy, that’s what we'd have for dinner, the tastiest

fish tea, mafube figs included. (Macfarlane 1997:33)

2

n Agonostomus monticola, an edible freshwater fish. = common
mullet, freshwater mullet, mountain mullet 0 The Freshwater Mullet

(Agonostomus monticola) is very plentiful in all the Tobago streams,

and some sport is afforded by this active little fish when the proper

tackle is used, and this should be rod and line of mist-coloured gut,

and the hook must be baited with grasshoppers or caterpillars freshly

caught - no imitation fly will tempt this wary fellow. (Guppy

1922:467)

mumtay freco n An unidentified plant. 0 [M]umtay freco - a cooling

bush. (Morean M-79)

mumu, moomoo 1 adj Incapable of speaking; dumb, /mumu/ (prob.

< FC mou-mou, moun-moun ‘a dumb person’; < Ewe mumu ‘dumb

from birth’, Mende mumu ‘a dumb person’, Duala mume ‘make

dumb’, Manding muumunee ‘dumb’) 0 (Uh 1883:251

)

2 adj Foolish; idiotic; stupid. 0 Moumou - foolish, idiot, dumb, stu-

pid. (Wright 1977:23)

3 n A silent person; one who cannot speak; a mute. 0 MOOMOO, n., a

silent person, e.g., he just sat there like a moomoo. (Rodman
1971:233) 0 But when we checked out Dr. [X] of the CMC and he

remained tight-lipped, we sought out the good old professor, but he,

too, behaved like a moo-moo. (Mirror 1985)

4 n A stupid, foolish person. 0 Moo-moo. He is ah real moomoo. -

A stupid or shallow fellow. (ESTT 1956) 0 “I move that we declare

today that we ain’t no damn moo moos, that we ain’t no blasted
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jackasses, that we arm we selves good and proper to protect our legit-

imate interests.” (Jones 1973:125)

munda n arc A round cap that covered the ears and was usu. worn by

Brahman males for the JANEO ritual. (< H mundasa ‘a kind of small

turban’) 0 The munda ... was a round cap that covered the ears and

was usually worn by Brahmans. (Raghoo 1984:4)

mundan n A Hindu ritual of a child’s first haircut, /mundan/ (< H
mundanci ‘shave; cause to be shaved’) 0 Even mundan (haircutting

ceremony of a boy at the age of three or five)... [is] performed. (Jha

1973:44) 0 Hindu families in early Trinidad villages carried out a

fairly common set of ritual functions [including]... a child’s first hair-

cut (mundan ,
performed any time between two and four years of age;

great numbers of Hindus would make pilgrimage to Siparia to con-

duct this rite there and offer the hair, together with rice, to Sipari Mai

in an act of prayer for the child’s health and wellbeing. (Vertovec

1992:1 12-3) 0 Part of the Siparee Mai pilgrimage is the practice of

having a child’s first haircut on reaching the church grounds. This

traditional Hindu rite of passage (called mundan samskaar) is

believed to be auspicious when it is done as part of the devotions to

the Mother of Siparia, and is believed to bestow health and well-

being upon the child as he grows. As a result, a few barbers have set

up shop near the various gates into the church complex. It is also

believed that a child’s first haircut during the Siparia devotions will

cause him to begin to talk, if he has not already done so. (McNeal

2002:79)

mundir see MANDIR

mundongo, madongo, mundingo, mundungo n arc Molasses sugar;

a coarse stage of processed sugar, wet and pourable as a liquid, but

containing a lot of crystals, (poss. < Sp mondongo ‘black pudding’, ff

similar colour) 0 When driving up that road in the crop season the

smell of Hot Liquor pervaded the air. Of course, it was all common-
process or Mundingo as it was called and Usines were unknown.

King Sugar reigned supreme and Cocoa was only grown in the val-

leys of Santa Cruz, Caura and at Arima. (Inniss 1910:79) 0 When the

island passed to British hands.... Machinery for manufacturing or pro-

cessing was crude and slow, the sugar mills turning out “mundongo”
or “molasses sugar” by means of three upright hardwood rollers

worked by cattle kept for the purpose. (Pitt 1948:13) 0 With the open-

ing of the Usine Sainte Madeleine factory in 1874, Trinidad could

supply the world market with highly refined grain sugar to replace the

traditional coarse mandungo sugar. (Anthony 1997:69)

mundongo cane n arc An older cultivated variety of sugar cane, Sac-

charum officinarum. 0 Mondongo cane. (Elder 1988:41)

mundungo n obs Alectrafluminensis, a native plant with small yellow

flowers. = >cane killer, mata cana 0 Cane Killer - Mata Cana -

Mundungo... a weed that destroys cane. (POSG 19 Feb 1847)

mungcanks see MOOKOONKS
muni n A Hindu holy man, sage, /muni/ (< H muni, muni ‘holy man;

sage’) 0 Whereas Hinduism exists and approximately 27% of the

population continue to be followers of the Rishis and Munis, we con-

tinue to be only tolerated - not fully accepted. (Bomb-S 19 Oct

1990:1)

munjack see MANJAK

munuka n Prune; dried plum, /munuka/ (H-Bh munnaka ‘dried fruit,

esp. plum’) 0 “Soak de moonooka fuh de fruit cake.” (1990)

murai see MOORAI

murat n A statue representing a Hindu deity, /murat/ (< H murat

‘statue; idol’) = >murti 0 “De mandir have ah big moorat.” (1990)

murda n Corpse; the body of a dead person, /murda/ (< H murda

‘corpse’) = dead
2
0 “They have a murda dey.” (1990)

murgaa see MOORGA
murghail adj Died, used in oral death announcements. (< H murda

‘dead; corpse’) = bhaigail 0 Sookraj murghail ho!

murhi, murahi n Puffed rice, eaten with milk or used to make RICE-

CAKE. /murhi/ (< H-Bh murrhi ‘puffed rice’) 0 Murahi. (Jha 1973:39)

0 A cereal made from rice called “murhi” is also eaten with milk. The

murhi resembles the cereal crisp rice which is sold in shops and

groceries. It is made from the local rice and eaten mostly by little

children. The “murhi” is soaked in hot, sweetened milk and eaten.

The “murhi” is also used to make “rice-cake” a delicacy. (Pariag

1975:30) 0 Murhi. Boil paddy (dhan), until grains split and leave

overnight in water. Strain out water... Dry in sun, then grind in rice

mill. ..Parch rice in salt and a little water. While still hot pour in

another warm pot with white sand. Increase heat and stir continu-

ously. Sift out sand, and what remains is “murhi”. (Pariag 1975:36)

murti, moortee n A statue representing a Hindu deity, /murti/ (< H
murti ‘body; figure; form; image’) = murat 0 An offering made to a

Shiva murti (Hindu god) will not be viewed as a different kind of

worship from the offering bestowed on Siparu Mai or a ritual directed

toward the spirit of a European plantation overseer, whose tomb is on

the sugar estate. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:158) 0 Wholesalers and

Retailers, For all Pooja, Wedding & Cremation Materials: Hindi

Books, Pictures, Spices, Murties, Indian Records.... (ad, Lackhan c.

1983-86) 0 The Nagar site, packed the previous nights with a long

line of cars... was desolate. The gate locked, the moortis stood alone,

guarding the vacant lot. (TG 15 Nov 1991:9) 0 They offered pooja,

havan, aaree, flowers, prasad and seedhaas at all mandirs... “We
arrived at Vishnu Mandir where all the moortis were dressed in

clothes. The devotees gave us lots of fresh flowers for our teerath”.

(TG 26 Nov 1995:11) 0 “They were very religious. [She] would

donate murtis to temples.” (EX 8 Aug 2002:3)

murya dhuja n obs A traditional Indian dance drama. (< Bh) 0 There

were also, the almost forgotten Hindico, and Rui ke Kora which

involved horse-dancing, Raja Nall, Prahalad, Shakuntala, Murya
Dhuja, Balgobin, Naw Tanki, Sarwanir, Harischandra, Prahalad and

Gopichand. (OPNL Mar 1989:2)

musabar n Aloe vera, a cultivated succulent plant, often used medici-

nally. /musabar/ (< H musabhar ‘aloes’) = >aloes, Barbados aloes,

bitter aloes, ghikwari 0 Some of our local medicinal plants are pan-

tropical weeds found in India and these are still called by their Hindi

names by old East Indians, e.g., Congo lala Eclipta alba is called

bhangra. Aloes, Aloe vera , is called Musabar or Ghikwari. (Morean

1991:29)

musar, moosal n A heavy wooden or stone slab used for pounding

grains, /musar, musal/ (< H-Bh mosal ‘grinder’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:35)

0 Moosar. A long (about sixty centimetres), heavy and wooden lever

which was rounded and smoothened. The moosar was used to pound

rice paddy to remove the husk. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 12) 0 “Get de

moosar to pong de rice in de okhri.” (1990) After [the kangan is tied]

there is a tradition of “dhaan kutey”, where the mother of the dulaha

or dulahin, accompanied by four other ladies who have been taking

part in the ceremonial duties cover themselves with a bedsheet, and

together holding the moosar, they pound some (rice) paddy in an

okhri, moving in a clockwise direction. This rice is also to be used in

the wedding ceremony. (Holass-Beepath 2002:42)

muscovado n Raw unrefined sugar made by evaporating water from

cane juice and then draining off the molasses. (< Sp mascabado, Fr

mascovade ‘sugar of lowest quality’) 0 There are two methods of

manufacturing sugar from the cane - one known as the ‘common pro-

cess,’ by which ‘muscovado’ or common brown sugar is made; and

the other as the ‘vacuum-pan,’ which results in the white sugar or

‘crystals’. (On a sugar estate 1882:254) 0 Yellow crystals, not more

than 6 cents per lb.... grey crystals, not more than 5 cents per lb....

muscovado not more than 5 cents per lb.... molasses sugar made from

yellow crystals not more than 5 cents per lb. (TG 23 July 1919) 0

During the taking off of the crop we always had in our homes huge

pieces of the hardened Muscovado, sent us by our grandfather, and at

the conclusion of the manufacture of the sugar, by order of our grand-

uncle, a bag of sugar would be sent to each of the near relatives.

(Fraser ca 1942:276) 0 [M]uscovado: brown, moist, raw sugar, pro-

duced by the ‘common process’ in which the juice from the crushed

canes is boiled and then drained to produce a sticky brown substance,

the lowest grade of sugar exported... By 1897 most muscovado facto-

ries had been scrapped, and in 1895, over three-quarters of Trinidad’s

sugar was manufactured by the vacuum-pan process. (Brereton
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1 979:ix, 17) 0 A number of small muscovado factories had gone

.under, but by amalgamation of estates and the establishment of Usine

Ste. Madeleine in 1873 ... sugar production in Trinidad remained

profitable, (de Verteuil 1984:7)

muscovy n Phalacrocorax olivaceus olivaceous (E olivaceous coro-

morant), a bird, 65 cm (26") long, with long neck and hooked bill.

Found on seacoasts and inland waters in Trinidad. Generally black; in

breeding season glossier, with white feathers on side of head; lower

bill and throat pouch dull orange-yellow; legs black. Strong flier and

expert swimmer, diving for long periods to catch fish underwater.

When wet, frequently sits with wings outstretched to dry. (< E mus-

covy, the duck Cairina moschata, fr resemblance in colour) = black

duck2
,
plongeon a bee crochu 0 (ffrench 1991 :49-50)

musheer n obs Mister; man. (< FC < Fr monsieur ‘man, mister’) 0 If

me find Musheer wid you, you say... him you modder. (TG 2 Oct 1 827)

mushwe n obs A MARTINIQUAN-Style HEADTIE, usu. of MADRAS,
with points sticking up in front. (< FC < Fr mouchoir ‘kerchief)

musi 1 v A modal verb expressing necessity or obligation; generally

equivalent to E must be, have to be, obliged to. See also MUSSA,

MUSTA. (< E must, used to indicate obligation, necessity, probability,

certainty) = >must be
1

0 awi mAsi sud tek am wid awi. Perhaps we
should take him with us. (Webster 1979)

2 v A modal verb expressing inferred or presumed certainty of a fact;

generally equivalent to E must. = >must be
2 9 She mus e tink dat no

body ent like she. (PC 30 July 1904)

3 v A modal verb expressing certainty or inevitability, generally

equivalent to E must, must be. 0 “You know how much man musi

does track she.” ‘You know how many men must be after her.’ (1992)

4 v A modal verb expressing probability close to certainty, generally

equivalent to E must have. 0 I mAsi kAm. Fie probably came, de mAsi

gan. They have probably left. She must formerly have been a

teacher, si mAsi yusa tic. / si mAsi kuk. She has probably cooked.

(Webster 1979)

music n In East Indian cultural settings, instrumental music or instru-

mental accompaniment to singing, excluding singing itself. 0 “Will

there be music tonight?” I asked. “No,” they might reply, “no music

tonight at all. Next week, not tonight.” But I soon learned not to leave

the tape recorder behind, knowing that an occasion with “no music”

might have hours and hours of singing. As in many cultures, when
Felicity villagers specifically mention music, they usually mean
instrumental music or instrumental accompaniment to singing....

Occasionally the word music is used to refer to musical notation

(either the text or tunes) that is in printed books or handwritten out in

their own personal copies. Villagers do not agree if there is a word

that includes instrumental music, song, and dance, that is, a word

which corresponds to the Hindi term, sangit. Some people told me
that term would be music, but others felt that “Indian culture” or

“Hindu culture” would better express the complex of activities that

includes singing, playing, and dancing. (Myers 1998:90)

musical n In East Indian cultural settings, instrumental music or

accompaniment to singing. 0 The word “musical” may also mean an

instrumental accompaniment or an instrumental piece. For instance,

when a villager hears a tabla solo, she might remark, “That is a nice

musical.” (Myers 1998:90)

musk hog n arc Tayassu tajacu, a wild pig; it has a musk gland and

therefore a musky smell. (< E musk hog ‘peccary; wild boar’) =

cuenco, >quenk, wild hog

musk okro n Abelmoschus moschatus, a cultivated plant with variable

leaves, often arrow-shaped at base, 3-5-lobed. Flowers yellow, crim-

son-blotched at base. Fruit capsules 6-7cm (23-2.7") long, membra-

nous when ripe; seeds kidney-shaped and musky-smelling, used in

perfumery. (< E musk ‘name applied to various plants having a

musky odour’) = >gumbo mis, wild ochro 0 Musk ochro. (FTT 1929-

1-2:89)

mussa see MUSTA

mussel n Mytella guyanensis, M. falcata or Modiolus americanus,

edible black bivalve molluscs; attached by thread-like filaments to

muddy bottoms, particularly in the Caroni Swamp. (< E mussel

‘bivalve mollusc belonging to the marine Mytilacea or the freshwater

Unionacea’) = mok 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:139)

mussurana, massarana, mussurama, mussuvana n arc Clelia clelia

clelia, a non-venomous constricting snake. = >black cribo, buda,

clibo
3

,
cribo

2
, cribo noir, moon snake 2

, vidua 0 Mussurana;

Mussurama (Ditmars 1915a, 1915b) 0 Mussuvana (Oliver 1952) 9

Musurana. (Alford 1960:103) 0 [Mjassarana. (Emsley 1977) 9

Black Cribo, Mussurana. (Boos 200 la: 85)

musta, mussa 1 v obs A modal verb expressing obligation or neces-

sity in the past; generally equivalent to E should have, would have.

(< E must, used to indicate obligation, necessity, probability, cer-

tainty) 0 Yoo muss ah bin day foh see dem dansing pocka foh two-

step an kakwalk. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 Dey does say dat donkey is a

sure-footed beast, tell you what! If dey foot wasn’t sure of de road,

dem proprietors must a did loose all dey valuble cacao and bananas

and so on, and dey donkey and oil, down de hill. (PC 15 Oct 1904)

2 v A modal verb expressing inferred or presumed certainty of a fact;

generally equivalent to E must have. 0 Pat, ah charge it behine he so

hot, dat if it did ketch he it must ah did lick he dung stif. (PC 23 July

1904) 0 Den he had de nerve tuh arsk people if dey want tuh trade ah

sip. He musta be crazy. (Foster 1990:50)

mustard n Brassicajuncea, a cultivated plant with edible leaves. (< E

mustard ‘several species of Brassica, mostly grown for the seeds) =

Indian mustard, moutarde, wild mustard 0 (Laurence 1976:3)

must be 1 v A modal verb expressing necessity or obligation; gener-

ally equivalent to E must be, has to be, obliged to. See also MUSI,

MUSTA. (< E must, used to indicate obligation, necessity, probability,

certainty) = musi 1

0 “Some of the facilities are not being used. They

have thing to pluck right here. Why we can’t use it? We have to pluck

chicken. I must be pay $1,500 for that?” (TG 4 Aug 2002:5)

2 v A modal verb expressing inferred or presumed certainty of a fact;

generally equivalent to E must; mus be did equivalent to E must have

been. = musi2
0 Yuh mus be did lookin fuh me Satiday as ah did say

ah was comin? (PC 28 May 1904) 0 She mus be foget how she an Joe

use to live in de cane piece... dey takin she foo sombody but tenk Gad
me never go in jail. (PC 24 Sept 1904) 0 Ah say he must be take me
for the female. (Kitchener “Donkey Race” 1947 pr) 0 “What happen-

ing? We in any trouble? Tell me quick lemme bail out, oui.” “Snow-

ball, your mother must be see spirit when she was carrying you.

A-force you frighten-frighten.” (Hill 1966c:20) 0 “Buh look at dis

bastard nah. Sayin he win thirty-three games. Yuh must be want

thirty-three kick.” (Lewis 1972:61) 0 It mus be having bout one hun-

red tousen chirren in school and you know how much [book] money
dat is Boysie? A cool million yes boy! (Mamits, LPOS TG 10 July

1977) 0 “He must be think Five Rivers is Port of Spain, charging a

dollar for that hand mirror!” “He must be mad, we not rich people

here.” (Selvon 1 99 lb:67) 0 “She must be have thousand of grandchil-

dren.” (1994) 9 “Jus’ because is Christmas, they want to much-up and

expect drinks. They mus’ be think I bom big!” (EX 18 Dec 1994: 1 1

)

must call phr Obliged by relationship to address someone with a par-

ticular kinship term. 9 [A] remark is made, such as “she is family to

me - 1 must call she ‘Aunt.’” (Abrahams 1974:25)

must could v A modal verb indicating being truly able to. 9 “It must

could go that way.” 9 “I must could do this.” (1990)

mustee n obs A person of mixed white European and black African

descent, usu. with dark skin, straight hair, and more European fea-

tures. (E mustee, mestee ‘a person with one parent a white and the

other a quadroon; also any person with parents of different races’

< Sp mestizo/Ptg mestico ‘of mixed race’) = mestee 9 The archaic

word “MUSTEE” (black-white racial mixture, dark skin but straight

hair and “good” features) was obviously current in Trinidad in late

Cl 9. Listening to an interview recently with Anne Murray of

Tunapuna (b. 1886 - interview done 1988), she uses it to describe a

Barbadian woman, dark, with “hair coming down to her shoulders”.

I would have thought the word was obsolete since slavery days.

(B. Brereton pers comm 1996)
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mute crotal n obs Lachesis muta muta , a venomous snake. (< E mule,

fr not making any rattling sound + crotal ‘rattlesnake’, fr similarity to

this type of snake) = bushmaster, cascabela muda, mapepire 1

, mapep-

ire galle, >mapepire zanana, pineapple mapepire, pineapple snake,

Trinidad tiger, true mapepire^ 0 (De Suze 1894)

muthaa rt A handful, e.g. rice, flour. /mutha:/ (< H-Bh muthi ‘hand-

ful’) 0 “Ah want one moothaa ah dry flour.” (1990)

mvanial see miamol

my bov/girl see ME BOY/GIRL

my father intj arc An expression of horror, fear, awe. 0 We back

water to get a better view. “M-m-y Fa-ader!” an exclamation of hor-

ror from the men - a shout of delight from ourselves. “Shoot him Sah
- he bad fellow,” cries Seaton, the bow oar... “Him bad, shoot him.”...

the men appear to be hardly able to move and cannot withdraw their

eyes from that slender streak of pale yellow which is hanging from

the topmost branch... a Yellow Machete. (JFNC Oct 1892:96)

my mother intj arc An expression of dismay, disappointment,

despair. 0 “Kitty! this won’t do, I want more wine, Kitty!” “Eh! my
mother! me no got wine. You go drink all up - eh, Pompey!” ( TSt 1

Feb 1839:3) 0 “All dis wery fine talk, Pompey! where me get money,

eh? me no go tief, eh? My mother!” ( TSt 1 Feb 1839:3)

myok chapelle see MAYOR CHAPELLE

my people phr An acknowledgement, usu. regretful and apologetic, of

continued or habitual bad behaviour considered typical of a nation. 0

“That is the thing with we Trinis. Foreign artistes come here and

people pay a setta money to see them. When is they own, they show
contempt... My people, eh.” (EX-2 17 Apr 1988:6)

myrtle n Malpighia coccigera, a cultivated straggling shrub to 1 m
(3.2') high, with spreading branches. Leaves opposite in pairs, ovate

or rounded, margin with widely spaced spines, concave in between,

glossy above. Flowers solitary or a few together in leaf axils, petals

clawed, pink or white, to 1cm (.4") long. Fruit roundish, 9-10 mm
(.35-. 39") diameter, red, with three seeds. (< E myrtle ‘Myrtus com-

munis , a southern European shrub with shiny evergreen leaves and

white sweet-scented flowers’) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983: 11 8) 0 (Wallace 2002:32)

Mysore fig n A cultivated banana of the AAB group Mysore
; a large

and extremely vigorous plant with pinkish-purple midribs and large

cylindrical bunches of tightly packed, short, plump, bottle-necked

fruits. Fruits ripen to bright yellow; the flesh is agreeably sweet-acid.

Adopted as a shade plant for young cocoa trees. = fill-basket 0

(Stover & Simmonds 1987:163) 0 “Mysore fig... we used to plant that

long time to mind pigs.” (Morean M-82)



n- prefA sound, and therefore letter in spelling, added to some words

beginning with the sound yu or yulr, most commonly NUSE, NUNI-

FORM, NUSINE, NYOUNG. (poss. by analogy with BrE pronunciation

nyn- of words such as new)

na see also NAH

na, nah 1 prep obs Directional preposition, indicating movement to,

towards, or into a place, (prob. WAf origin, e.g. Igbo na, Mandinka

na, Yor ni ‘at; in; to; from’) = >a' 9 Charles: ‘me da lick de man and

me put nega woman na tock (in the stocks). (TG 13 June 1826, in

de Verteuil 1992:243) 0 “Dat time me come back, go n’a house.” (TG
2 Oct 1827) 9 Ayou da go walk foot fou go na church? (TSp 8 Nov
1845) 9 One good lady an he man wat lib close me tell me say, says-

he, dat he go go na town propos fu see you, fu he tel you bout he him-

ploya wat always pay pan de Sunday. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 Eben

dem lilly pickny self da go na rum shap. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 Do
Mr. Spectata, tell awee gobenna fu he tell dem backra no fu make no

more rum fu poor nagar na dis countree. Le he sen am go backra na

Englan spose he like. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 9 Selina now she gie me,

and tell me bring em na de sem place whey a-wee take de gal. (TRD
12 Feb 1853:3) 9 He take de gal and put na carriage, and massa take

em na house fou he na town. (TRD 12 Feb 1853:3)

2 prep obs Locative preposition, indicating in or at a location, includ-

ing a newspaper. = >a“ 9 Da one wa lib na Arima de, he ax de tarra

one wid de trash hat wa kine a house dis ya? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 9

One a dem da da Backra wey da lib close na Arima de? ( TSp 30 Aug
1845) 9 O cho! You no want me take out da jiggar na me fut no? (TSp

30 Aug 1 845) 9 You no see one man kill one tarra one na Cowra tarra

day? (TSp 8 Nov 1845) 9 You no no da lang Backra wey hab red

wiska - wen he da talk like a ya so na road, eh? you sabbie yerry am
clay na Backra house yandar? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 9 Do Mr. Spectata,

tell awee gobenna fu he tell dem backra no fu make no more rum fu

poor nagar na dis countree. Le he sen am go backra na Englan spose

he like. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 9 Berry good, Sambo, me go get am,

and if dat good gentleman, go write he tuff nar paper agin; I send em
gie that gemen dey what dem call de Edita. (TRD 7 May 1851:3)9

“Well! Well! country buckra good for true. Hay! da whar you go see

one poor nigger lika Cudjoe sit dong pon table na town.” (TRD 12

Feb 1853:3) 9 Ah mistah edditer me heare ah one gran dance them ah

go keep it nah one barricks. (PC 13 Aug 1904) 9 Ah luke nah de trace

an ah look pan me boot foh meke ah mine. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 9 Me
no bin put um na backra nuse papah say me wan man. (PC 9 July

1904) 9 Dis ah no moore fuh axe you fuh low me ah space nah you

paaper. (PC 13 Aug 1904) 9 Ah juss no moore want to haske you ah

space nah you paaper to say somting bout de race. (PC 10 Sept 1904)

3 prep obs An indicator of comparison; generally equivalent to E
than. 9 Charles: ‘Nega woman! Dem worse na nega man - dem no da

do noting - dem no want work.’ (TG 13 June 1826, in de Verteuil

1992:243) 9 He tel you bout he himploya wat always pay pan de Sun-

day, an wat do worser nar dat besides. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2)

4 part Negator particle for a verb; can be used with past, present and

future. = >no 9 “Look me got one paper ya, me no want no baddy see

em, but me na go shew you. Now, bougois, tell me da who dis yer

for,” and he placed the note in the hand of Adolphus. (TRD 12 Feb

1853:3) 9 Well de family dem na too bad dem much betta dese few

weeks gan. (PC 24 Feb 1906) 9 I lang hear about he, but me na bin no

he so terrible as to nack down Lazarus flat pan de ground. (PC 24 Feb

1906) 9 Accarding to dem old people, wen King na day Morocoy ar

rule. (PC 24 Feb 1906) 9 He is the man. hi a di man. Hi nA di man.

He is not the man. 1 na kAm. He is not coming, mi na rAn tumaro. I

shall not run tomorrow. (Webster 1979) 9 Wen me see six month, and

de man still naar pay, Me decide fu carry am a court fu show um me
naarplay. (Phillips 1991:45)

naak see NAK

naana see NANA

nabbie sarrwar n A traditional Indian TASSA HAND played during

HOSAY. 9 The march is accompanied by gatak stick fighting, jump-

ing-up, rum drinking, all to the rhythm of tassa drummers, the same

groups who perform at Hindu weddings. The rhythmic patterns of

“hands” for Hosay, however, are unique including sada mahatam,

signifying preparation for the battle of Karbela, tin chopa , indicating

the beginning of the battle, chalta mahatam, suggesting the full rage

of the battle of Karbela, and nabbie sarrwar, the solemn pattern that

marked the burial procession of Imam Hussein. (Myers 1998:65)

nabel string see NAVEL-STRING

nad n River. (< H nad, nadl ‘river’) 9 “We going and wash in the

nad.” (1990)

nagar, naga, nagah, nager, nayga, naygur, nega, neggha n obs

Black person; negative term for a person of African birth or descent.

9 Do Mr. Spectata, tell awee gobenna fu he tell dem backra no fu

make no more rum fu poor nagar na dis countree. Le he sen am go

backra na Englan spose he like. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 9 Traat, no bm
hab time go dung, when me see da Bajian nagar Cuffey Tom cum in

wid big Gaazette ne he han - he begin fou read gib nega; how one

poor Backra bin dey de look bex, he go out. (TSn 8 Apr 1858) 9 By
Garra, da nagar read en paper lek so bin nuise lang time fou yerry

backra read Proclamation when dem bin da gie nagar ‘quatre piquet.’

(TSn 8 Apr 1858) 9 She bin see plenty nagas dere lik sheself an eben

de parson man wha kep skool in Chacon treet, he bin dere too. (7T 13

Apr 1892) 9 Kabba-kabba nagah an me no nyam-cookoo togeddah.

(PC 9 July 1904) 9 Ah here dem wite collah peepels go dance wan
side, an dem go put negghas de nedder side. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 9 Dat

nager man (me skin is black sa', but I aint no nigger!) is rampagi us

‘cause I report de duck pon’ at Ginger Jane, an’ dey’s put a daylight

inspector ‘pon de beat, so he don’ get pay for his night visits no mo’.

(POSG 15 Dec 1907:6)

nagar 1 n arc Village; city; town. (< H nagar ‘city; town’) 9 “In this

nagar, we doh have so much deya for Divali.” (1990)

2 n A special exhibition site, like a village, built for Divali. See also

DIVALI NAGAR. (<H nagar ‘city; town’) = >Divali Nagar 9 On
Divali night I drove around looking at the lights. The Nagar site,

packed the previous nights with a long line of cars... was desolate.

The gate locked, the moortis stood alone, guarding the vacant lot. (TG
15 Nov 1991:9) 9 Those trees were painted by X and J (not their real

initials), two “definitely not Indian” high school babes who broke

away from school for the specific purpose of helping out at the Nagar.

Even breaking biche takes on a special twist in this Divali season.

(Pires 1994c: 15)

nagara, nagaara 1 n A traditional Indian drumming rhythm. (< H-Bh,

usu. with high energy) 9 (Dwarika 1984:35) 9 The tassa has adapted

many of the African beats, such as the dingolay and the calypso hand.

They refer to each cycle here in Trinidad as a hand of music. Play the

dingolay hand; play the calypso hand and so on, nagara. What is

called soca today is played on the dholak and tabla as we call it kahy-

watal. (£W30 Oct 1994:34) 9 Tassa drummers play a variety of beats

called “hands." Hands like chowbola and nagara are played at Hindu

weddings, while during occasions like “Hosay" hands like the saada

mahatam and teen chopra hold sway. (Anthony 1997:557)

2 n An Indian entertainment dance, often done at weddings.9 Amongst
the early dance dramas introduced were: Indar Sabha, Harischandra,

Rahasmandal, Nagara, Hindico (horse dance), Sarwaneer. These
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dramas told the story of kings, battles, honour, keeping a promise and

valour. They were done entirely by male dancers since it was consid-

ered not proper for women to dance in public... (Ramlakhan 1990a:7-8)

0 “Tonight it have nagara fuh de cooking.” (1990)

nagara dance n A kind of Indian folk dance accompanied by

nagara DRUMS. = ahir dance, ahirwa, bareback dance 0 Gradually,

village settlements were established and more folk traditions appeared;

so that by the turn of the century there were dances like the Rasmandal,

Rasdhan, Krishen-Leela and Ram-Leela. The Somari dance and Nala

Charitra were part of the South Indian tradition, the former was also

called the Burrokeet, seen during Carnival. There was also the

Ahirwa dance accompanied by nagara drums. This virile and mascu-

line dance came to be known as the “bareback” dance. It was only

performed with nagara drums and gradually became recognised as the

Nagara dance. (Ramaya 1992:22)

nagara drum n An Indian drum, bowl-shaped-round, flat and low or

medium-sized, wider at the top than the bottom, made from an iron,

wood or clay bowl, covered with goatskin held by a cord lacing

around the body of the drum. (< H nagara ‘kettle-drum’) 0 (Ahyoung

1977:75) 0 The Sayeed Mohammed Tassa Group has become the

most popular nagara drummers since they captured the trophy for the

second consecutive year (1988) in the annual Indian Cultural Pag-

eant. (EX 12 June 1988:49) 0 There were dramas like the Sarwaneer,

Bhakt Prahalad, Gopichand and Raja Rasalu. The last was a village

folk drama and seems to have been an adaptation of the Punjabi Raja

Rasalu legend... All these folk dances were accompanied by the flute,

the dholak and nagara drums. (Ramaya 1992:22) 0 “Beat de nagara

drum fuh a little longer.” (1990)

nagar sankirtan n A ritual procession for the installation of a new
MURTI in a MANDIR. (< H-Bh nagar ‘village + sankirtan ‘group reli-

gious chanting’) 0 A murti of the image of the Hindu God Lord Shiva

will today be taken through the streets of Couva in a public proces-

sion on its way for its installation in the California Hindu Mandir...

The event called the Shiv Shobha Yatra is one of the first such in this

country. Hundred of members of the mandir and residents of the area

will carry the murti in a nagar sankirtan chanting procession. (EX 9

Nov 1986:36) 0 Masses of people milled around the ‘Nagar’ site. (EX
25 Oct 1987:22) 0 “De mandir having nagar sankirtan.” (1990) 0

Women lead a nagar sankirtan (religious procession). (Mahabir

1 992a: 1 83)

nah, na intj No; a response indicating disagreement, often emphatic. 0

‘You not vex though?’ ‘For what? For that? Na, girl.’ (Gosine

1992:132) 0 “Nah! Doh tell mih dat chupid man leh you go!”

(Baptiste 1993:116) 0 “Ramjanee used to play with all you as chil-

dren?”... “Nah!! She eh play with we. She used to beat we too bad.

When we sit down and hug up we Dardee, she used to push we down
and say, ‘Dali is my daughter, I doh want nobody to come by she’.”

(Deen 1994:167) 0 nah... 1. Negative response, no. (www.skettel.com

25 Apr 2001)

nah, nuh, nar, ner, no, non, nor 1 part Verbal negator particle, gen-

erally equivalent to SE not or do not. /nx, na, no, no/ = no 1

0 Wen you
nuh ha’ marmy, suck granny. (Make the best of what is available.)

(Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Weh fly bin ah do befo’ so’ foot come? ’E

nuh bin ah live pon molasses. (What happened before such a situation

was possible? One did the best one could.) (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0

Me pupa tell me, mi muma tell me, Nuh fu borrow an’ nuh fu len’

money. (Phillips 1991:43)

2

part Verbal negator particle indicating confirmation of something

thought to be true, similar to SE isn 't or doesn 't. 0 Hi nx dxz fisin.

Isn’t he a fisherman?... Hi nx dx pas dot) ya evri de. Does he not pass

down here every day? (Webster 1979)

3-8 Note: Generally, this particle is used, usu. at the end of a sentence,

to indicate emphasis or intensity, to ensure that the other person is lis-

tening, or to encourage them to agree; usu. expects no reply. Depend-

ing on intonation, can also indicate a warning or even a threat, /na,

nx/ (poss. < Yor ne, final tag in instruction or request supporting one

action expressed in preceding verb, of an implied alternative < no,

sentence-final tag following the verb that suggests one action rather

than an implied other, e.g.jodko no ‘sit, e.g. rather than stand’ [Wamer-
Lewis 1996:197]; also Bh nah ‘a persuasive particle usually at the

end of a sentence’; also Fr non!E no, sometimes used at the end of a

sentence to elicit agreement or give reassurance)

3 part Sentence-final negator particle, indicates a question expecting

agreement or positive answer; or trying to persuade the listener to

agree; generally equivalent to SE isn 't it, wasn 't it, don ’t you etc. 0

Then he had turned to Daisy. ‘Is true, nuh? You really want to learn

Hindi? I kian’t believe it.’ (Naipaul 1976:106) 0 ‘Dood, you knew
Dolly, na?’ (Persaud 1993:61)

4 part An emphatic sentence-final particle reminding the listener of

previously known facts. 0 “Mary, is not only your parents had it hard

nuh. My parents had it hard too!! An’ is probably because dey had it

so hard dey had only one chile." “Me eh tink so nuh... 1 tink is

[because] when dey see wot dey get the first time dey didn’ want to

take ah nex’ chance!!” (Sweetbread, EX 15 Jan 1977:17)

5 part An emphatic sentence-final particle indicating strong feeling or

emotion. 0 A worthy old woman seeing the airplane turning several

times above her cried out, “Enh, enh. No want to leave de Humming
Bird, na.” (WG 15 Sept 1930:7) 0 “You ain’t playing you looking nice

for true, nuh girl.” (Hart 1966:14) 0 “Oh gosh, done this thing nuh.”

(Hart 1966:14) 0 “Ma, O Christ, let’s have a drink first, nuh - 1 mean,

it’s Christmas Day.” “Well look at this boy!” she said. (Anthony

1967:125) 0 ‘Dey why me eh like no boy children, nor! Dey too

harden and dey like to fight too much. Dey so hard to mind and when
dey come big, dey want to kick you.’ (Narine 1977:28) 0 ‘Canefield

work too hard, yes. Not me and this, na. In two three years time, me
life done. Ah like ah old man already.’ (Gosine 1992:43) 0 “Aye!

Well look dis nasty old fowl-tief, nuh!” (Elcock 1997)

6 part A sentence-final particle indicating the speaker is pleading,

begging, cajoling, placating, requesting a favour, encouraging or

being friendly, (also poss. < E now, in sentences expressing a

command or request’) 0 NA, NAH, NUH, used as a stress in talking,

pleading, threatening, etc., e.g., I want to go, na; I ask you a question

- answer, na. (Rodman 1971:233) 0 As he walked to the road he said

to his neighbour, “Let we talk little bit nuh man Rag.” (Ladoo

1974:38) 0 “Doh cry ma, doh cry nah ma”, pleaded the little girl.

(Bowyer 1974:28) 0 “Wait nah,” Emily was taken up with her history.

She wanted no interruptions now. (Bain 1974:59) 0 “Call her, ner.

And see if she’ll come.” (Ramkeesoon 1975:13) 0 “Anyway, look at

me na - telling you what to do, when you better than me at the game.”

(Gomes 1978:14) 0 Bring a jacket and records for me, nah, uncle.

(Sawh 1982)0 “Sir, take the child nuh, and do what you want with he,

see nuh, Sir, even make he a teacher self.” (EX-2 18 Oct 1987:3) 0

“Vic, you forget you is a ’oman?... The one thing you could do is to

make chile. So go and get a man and settle down na, girl.” (Gosine

1988:46) 0 Doh sigh so, nah ma. What? Yuh does want to bawl when
you recall the water riots and the hosay horror? (Letter, EX 3 Sept

1990:10) 0 “It’s only Kelvin who’s crazy enough to wear a trim like

that. But still, I thought he had some pride. I thought not even he

would wear that kind of long-time thing. Ask him about it nah, Elice?

Find out why he cut his hair so. I’m sure he’ll tell you.” (EX-Jr 7 Oct

1990:10) 0 ‘Look I making it $12.00 and you can take it or leave it.’

‘Throw in two packages of cigarettes there for me na?’ (Persaud

1990:31) 0 “How come yuh pickin yuh food today? Is all dat mango
yuh eatin, nah?” (Foster 1990:113) 0 ‘Gobin mother! Gobin mother!

Where you, girl? Come inside, na.’ (Gosine 1992:132) 0 ‘Forget the

money na, Ma. It done happen already. Ma, just stay quiet a little bit,

na, and you go feel better,’ Savitri said gently. (Gosine 1992:135) 0

give me me book /no/ “please give me my book” (entreaty) (Solomon

1993:64) 0 “Sit down, nuh, let we talk,” Sebastien tell her because he

realise is old talk that she come across to old talk. (Alleyne-Forte

1994:77) 0 “So let we just pay down over here too, in case, nuh. With

this God business you does never know for sure.” (EX 8 Jan 1995: 1 1)

0 Woman goes off in a huff. Approaches “Sweet Bone”. “Sweet

Bone, sweets, so long I ent see yuh. Yuh gyul hungry and thirsty. Buy
me a com soup, nuh.” (EX 18 Jan 1996) 0 ‘Aye, feller, buy me a beer,

nah man.’ (Boodhoo 1994:216) 0 “Oh,” replied Abdool realizing it

was a problem to travel after dark, “Okay, well bring him tomorrow
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nah, just catch the train from Chaguanas to Couva and take a buggy to

Preysal.” (Deen 1994:143) 0 “Tell we what you dream nah?” Karan

asked. [“]We want to go and play ah mark.” (Maharaj 1994a:24) 0

Equivalent of please, or in pleading as in: “Give me a coke, nah...

Come, nah...” (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

7 part An emphatic sentence-final particle indicating warning, chal-

lenge, or threat. 0 “Hey, you dam fool. Move na. Ain’t A axe you

twice to lemme pass?” (K. Archibald 1937:54) 0 “Eh, Mr Greenidge!

What you want? Don’t come by me, nuh? If is money you lookin’ for

don’ come by me at all.” (de Boissiere 1956:36) 0 “One time Indian

woman uses to have respect for they husband. But now, they more

jamet than creole. Shut up in me house. Is a long time now I ain’t put

me hand on you.” “Hit me nuh! Hit me, if you name man!” (Hill

1 966c: 18)0 “Well, say goodnight na, you playing you don’t know me
Madame Jenkins?” (Jones 1973:84) 0 The scorer shouts at both now,

“Make up allyuh blasted mind, nah!” (EX 21 Mar 1993:3) 0 don’t do

that, /£/ “you’d better not do that” (threat or warning)... give me me
book /£/ “you’d better give me my book” (threat)... let go me hand,

/no/ “let go my hand, you hear (mild warning)... don’t do that, /no/

“you’d better not do that” (threat or warning). (Solomon 1993:64) 0

“Flags, hush you mouth nah. You only studying about politics, while I

thinking about how people would ketch their nennen to afford doc-

tors’ fees.” (TTM 26 Sept 1993:30) 0 “Watch yourself, nah, ah find

you cuffin’ down some fat pants drink. Like you want the rum to

done fast or what? Just now, you go get tight and start to get on.”

(7TM 17 Nov 1996:27)

8 part A sentence-final particle indicating a pause or section of a

story, as a narrative marker, or to call attention to a particular point,

esp. one that gives the background to an event. 0 Look pan Lazarus

na, so he get he match, da man he go meddle wid me hear he no mek
fun wid he pen. (PC 24 Feb 1906) 0 She used to eat sweetbread like if

is drops. Anything with coconut in it. See how she lick down the pone

you carry up there for them. Make the mistake and make coconut ice-

cream nah, you will see what happen. You will be searching the house

for the pail. (Doh Say Dat, TG 6 Oct 1991:26) 0 ‘Tell me about the

dulahin na - how Devi looked?’ (Persaud 1993:39) 0 One day, I was
sick with roasting fever, nuh. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:47)

nahachu see NAI CHHAAWAR

nahai v Bathe; wash oneself. (Bh-Ang; H nahanna ‘bathe’) 0 Nahaibe

(bathing)... [is a] linguistic [legacy] from U.P. and Bihar. (Jha

1973:40) 0 “I going to nahai.” (1990) 0 “Every day, nahai two-three

times for the day.” (1990)

nai chhaawar, nahachu phr In a Hindu wedding, a ceremony of dec-

oration of the hands and feet of the bride and groom. (< H-Bh nai

‘new’ + chawar ‘decoration’) 0 “De nai chhaawaring de dulahaa.”

(1990) 6 After the bath, the dulaha then begins to get dressed for the

wedding. He puts on his undergarments and is escorted to the bedi,

where the Imli Ghotaaway and Nahachu ceremonies take place. Dur-

ing the Nahachu there is the trimming and painting of the nails of

both hands and feet. (Holass-Beepath 2002:69)

nail n A shot of strong drink, usu. rum, in a drink. 0 “A cokes? You
sure you don’t want a little nail in it?” (2000)

najar, najaar, nazar n A disease, attributed to MALJO or ‘evil eye’;

characterized by fever, changed colour, inability to urinate, loss of

appetite and weight, greenish stool. (< H-Bh nazar ‘observation; ill-

effect’) = haimaray, >maljo 0 And beside her in the khatiah in which

she reclined with Mohun at her side, there were still more clothes -

stack upon stack of new clothes; and dozens of silver bracelets and

silver anklets for Mohun and bonnets and booties; and stringed black

beads to go round his little wrists and neck, to keep off nazar, other-

wise the evil eye, for he was so pretty. (Naipaul 1976:130) 6 NKM
How you does know a child have najar (evil eye)? SN The eyebrow

does stand up. The child does give you too much trouble, crying and

thing... I does jharay with broomstick. After I jharay and I measure

the broomstick; it does grow. That means that the person have najar

too bad. I does mash it up and put match on it... NKM What cause

najarl SN When somebody don’t like you and they give you bad eye.

Big people like you does get that, too, you know. You does get sick.

Najar does fall on animal and thing and fruit trees, too. These bad-eye

people bom in bad planet. When they come and pick anything, that

tree does die down. (OPNL Mar 1989:5) 0 In Chaguanas, the blacks

had their belief in maljo or the evil eye, the Indians had their najaar.

if they could afford it, the people would summon a pundit to dispel or

jharay the evil spirit from the child or afflicted person, (de Verteuil

1989:129) 0 “Ah get ah bad najar in dat wedding.” (1990) 0 In the

practices of these necromancers or “obeahmen” [some East Indian

immigrants] would have some links with some of their own belief

systems. For isntance, they believed in the effect of the evil eye,

which they called “Najar” and which is known by some of us as

Maljo... They believed in the use of charms or talismans which they

called “tabeeja” and which are popularly known as “tabiche” or

“caprice”. They also believed in “toakay” or the presence of obstruc-

tions in their daily life. All of these the “obeahman” would have

exploited to his advantage. (Morean 1991:28) 0 Among all ethnic

groups in Trinidad, food is encoded with various social messages.

These notably include obeah (magical practices using supernatural

powers) and maljo (the evil eye, najar in Hindi). (Khan 1994:249) 0

“Nowadays parents don’t know when they children have najar (the

evil eye). As soon as they start to cry, the mother running to the doc-

tor.” (Mahabir 2000:23)

nak, naak n Nose. (< H nak ‘nose’) 0 “Look she have a nice straight

naak.” (1990)

nakahool see nakphool

nakai n arc Neck. (< E neck ‘body between head and shoulders’) 0

“See ta, me nakai get cut.” (1990)

nakar n Servant; domestic helper. (< H-Bh naukar ‘servant; atten-

dant’) 0 “We have to get a next nakar.” (1990) 0 “She working nakar

for the people up the road.” ( 1 990)

naked adj Only; bare; just; nothing but. (< E naked Tacking or defec-

tive in some respect; bare; destitute; devoid of something’) 0 Every

time the pelican surfaces, he quickly swallows his fish and regretfully

shakes his head at the protesting booby and says: “naked water.” (Ottley

1969:85) 0 You honor is naked rice de ooman put on de table lass

nite. Ah had was to buss a couple lashes on she. (Ottley 1971 :49)

naked-backed bat n Pteronotus davyi davyi, a bat whose wings attach

along the mid-line of the back to cover the fur, giving the bat’s body

at rest a naked appearance. 0 (Alkins 1979:53)

naked boy 1 n Tob Sloanea laurifolia [= S. trinitensis], a native tree.

Wood streaked black and brown. = cabrehash, candero 0 Naked boy...

a beautiful cabinet wood. (Young 1809, Stowe 91 1:14b)

2 n Tob Bursera simaruba, a native deciduous tree, bare in dry sea-

son; medium-sized to 18 m (60'); rather crooked-growing. Outer bark

thin, papery, shiny, reddish or copper-coloured, peeling off in large

flakes or strips, exposing the smooth green undersurface. =

gommier 1

,
incense (tree)

1

,
>naked Indian

1

,
peeling bark gommier,

turpentine tree 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:36)

naked Indian 1 n Bursera simaruba, a native deciduous tree, bare in

dry season; medium-sized to 18 m (60'); rather crooked-growing.

Outer bark thin, papery, shiny, reddish or copper-coloured, peeling

off in large flakes or strips, exposing the smooth green undersurface.

Flowers small, white. Fruit about 1 cm (.4") long, red, 3-angled, con-

taining one 3-angled seed. All parts of the tree yield a clear sap with a

turpentine-like odour; this is evaporated until dark, used as varnish, or

until gummy, used as incense. = gommier 1

, incense (tree)
1

, naked

boy2
,
peeling bark gommier, turpentine tree 0 (Beard 1946:33) 0

Other trees and shrubs used for shading [cocoa] are... naked Indian...

so beloved of combirds. (Bryans 1967:162) 0 Naked indian seems to

be confined to the dry coastal forests of both islands, the Bocas

Islands and |Little Tobago... The wood is too light to be of much use,

but the tree is ornamental when in flower and the bark makes it a curi-

osity. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:36)

2 n Albizia niopoides [= A. caribaea, Pithecolobium caribaeum], a tall

deciduous native tree to 30 m (98'). Leaves have 30-50 pairs of leaflets,

5-11 x 1 mm (,2-.4" x .04"), mid-rib nearer one side, sometimes

minutely fringed margins. Flowers white, in round heads, 10-12 mm
(.4-.47") diameter. Fruit pods 6-15 cm 11-27 cm (2. 3-5. 8" x 4.3-10.5"),
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containing 7-10 seeds. Tree used ornamentally; trunk very conspicuous

in early months of the year when it is without leaves. Wood heavy,

yellowish-white, hard and strong, little utilized except for indoor

construction work. A favourite nesting place for combirds = tantakayo

0 (FTT 1931-1-4:302) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:61) 0 Several of

the more notable native species include the royal palmetto... naked

indian (Albizia caribaea ). (Meganck & Furlong-Kelly 1986:5)

naked-skin adj Naked; with bare skin; without any clothing. 0 It had a

naked skin man sitting in the road. (N. Daniel 1990)

nakphul, nakphool n A small Indian ornament, usu. gold with a floral

design, worn on the side of the nostril. (< H-Bh nak ‘nose’ + phill

‘flower’) 0 The nakphool was a floral designed ornament and was

worn on the left side of the lower part of the nose. (Raghoo 1984: 10) 0

Nakahool. (Dwarika 1984:35) 0 Nakphul. A nose flower. A small

jewel shaped like a flower, usually a rose. At the back there was a long

stem and stopper to hold the nakphul in place. It was worn at the side

of the left nostril which had to be pierced. (Ramlakhan 1990a:5-6) 0

“She have a big nakphul on she nose.” (1990)

na kuch, na kutch phr A reply to a greeting, indicating that all is well.

(< Bh na ‘no’ + kuch ‘something; anything’, i.e. everything is fine’) =

acha haal 0 When East Indians greet each other, they say Namastay
(Hello) and ask the question, Kaisan haal (How are you) to which the

answer usually is na kutch. (Boodoosingh 1976:26)

Nala Charitra n arc A traditional South Indian folk dance, based on a

side-story in the Mahabharata. (< Kannada Nala ‘name of the play’s

hero’ + charita ‘story’) 0 Gradually, village settlements were estab-

lished and more folk traditions appeared; so that by the turn of the

century there were dances like the Rasmandal, Rasdhan, Krishen-

Leela and Ram-Leela. The Somari dance and Nala Charitra were

part of the South Indian tradition, the former was also called the

Burrokeet, seen during Carnival. There was also the Ahirwa dance

accompanied by nagara drums. This virile and masculine dance came
to be known as the “bareback” dance. It was only performed with

nagara drums and gradually became recognised as the Nagara dance.

(Ramaya 1992:22)

namaaz, namaz, namaj n Moslem prayer, esp. those prescribed by
Muslim law which are offered up five times a day; usu. consisting of

several RAKAATS. (< U namaz ‘prayer; Muslim prayer’) 0 Eid-ul-

Fithr Namaz. Muslim Festival at San Juan. At Aranguez Savannah,

San Juan, on Monday 7th inst. at 10 a.m., sharp, all Muslims are

requested to join in open air service and offer their Eid Namaz with

Twelve Takbirs and help to revive this sunnat of Rasul Allah. Sul

Allaha alia hi wa Sal’am. There will be Seven Takbirs in the first

rak-kaat and Five in the Second. Al-Haj Moulvi Ameerali will lead

the Nemez. NB - If the New Moon is seen on Saturday evening, then

Eid Namaz will be offered on Sunday, 6th. (POSG 3 Jan 1935:9) 0

Hundreds of Muslims from in and around the town of Arima attended

the Eid-ul-Fitr celebration at the Mosque. The “Namaz” was con-

ducted by Mr. Emam Baksh. ( TG 1 Jan 1936:4) 0 Prayers (namaaz)

are to be offered five times a day, and on Friday of each week namaaz
is to be observed at the mosque... one never sees Moslems in Trinidad

offering the namaaz in the fields or in any public places away from
home. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:137,139) 0 Even now the reading of

the Qoran and offering of namaj (prayer) is a must with the devout

Muslims. (Jha 1973:31) 0 (Dwarika 1984:35) 0 “Nazim having

namaaz by i house.” (1990) 0 Maktabs were organized classes that

provided religious and linguistic instruction... Maktabs were estab-

lished in Muslim centered areas .... and held daily after school. At the

maktabs both young boys and girls were taught the Kalimas (testi-

mony prayers that declare one’s faith in Islam), the five pillars of

Islam, the seven articles of faith and how to read namaaz (prayers).

(Kassinr 2000:6) 0 The boys by attending masjid for namaaz
(prayers) stood a better chance of improving their religious and lin-

guistic education from the suras (chapters) read by the imam and the

khutba (sermon) for the Jum'a namaaz (Friday early afternoon

prayers). The women were not so fortunate. It was not until circa

1928 that they began attending the masjids for namaaz , and only for

selective prayers. (Kassim 2000:6-7)

namaj see namaz
namaskar n A Hindu greeting, with bowed head and palms of the

hands put together with fingers pointing up. (< H namaskaar ‘saluta-

tion; adoration’) 0 “He do namaskaar when i come by we in de

mandir.” (1990)

namaste, namastay intj A spoken Hindu greeting accompanying
NAMASKAR. (< H-Bh namaskar ‘salutation; greetings’) 0 When East

Indians greet each other, they say Namastay’ (Hello) and ask the ques-

tion, Kaisan haal? (How are you) to which the answer usually is na
kutch. (Boodoosingh 1976:26) 0 Namaste, Sita Ram, and other forms

of greetings... [do] so on a spiritual basis... the mudra or pose is the

joining of the palmjs] and drawing them towards the breast while

bowing the head in humility... While Namaste... is the universal word
accompanying the physical act, in Trinidad and Tobago, Sita Raam is

much more... common. (TG 1 1 Nov 1990:35) 0 Keep at it, Johnny.

One day you bound to succeed. Goodbye now. Namaste. (Selvon

1991c: 130) 0 Whereas sanatanis always expressed the greeting ‘Sita

Ram', Arya Samajis advocated ‘Namaste’. Even in such a simple

matter, the two camps were bitterly opposed. (Vertovec 1992: 1 19)

name 1 adj Named; called; by the name of. 0 It have a good snake-

man name Alan livin this side.

2 n First or given name, as opposed to the family name or TITLE. 0

What is your name, little boy? What yuh mother does call you?

name all over the place, have phr Tob Spread gossip, malicious talk

about someone. 0 As soon as people see them together in town, they

have they name all over the place.

name and age phr A drink of Vat 1 9 rum. (< Vat , name of brand +
nineteen , age ofrum) 0 Man ah just fire ah name and age. (ESTT 1956)

name man phr Usu. as a challenge with ifyou/he, indicating worthi-

ness of machismo, deserving a strong male reputation; dare to do; if

you have courage, stamina; if you can be true to your word. 0 No mo
mas he big toe, if you name man, or watch he trait ar he face an na say

howdy. (PC 24 Feb 1906) 0 “One time Indian woman uses to have

respect for they husband. But now, they more jamet than creole. Shut

up in me house. Is a long time now I ain’t put me hand on you.” "Hit

me nuh! Hit me, if you name man! You think I still young and chup-

pit that you can advantage me nuh! Just hit me and you see some-
thing.” (Hill 1966c: 18) 0 This sometimes developed into the pelting

of stones into the yard and the issuance of a challenge to any individ-

ual in the house who might have been answering in strong or threat-

ening language to “Come out in the road if you name man! You’ll see

what I will do with you!” (Alladin 1970:39) 0 If you name man, hit

she. (Ottley 1971 :47) 0 Come here na an tek it, if you name man!

name with name, hear see HEAR NAME WITH NAME
nana, naana, naanaa 1 n Maternal grandfather; a term of address or

reference for one’s mother’s father, mother’s father’s brother, or any

male cousin in the same generation. (< H nana ‘maternal grandfather’)

0 nana [Mother’s father, mother's father’s brother], and any male

cousin of [speaker’s mother’s father] of the same generation. (Klass

1961:97) 0
'Achcha , Nana. Yes, grandfather,’ said Gurudeva. (Naipaul

1976:73) 0 [H]e was proud of his being Pundit Gurudeva’s nana, and

still more proud of his being Pundit Gurudeva’s teacher. (Naipaul

1976:100) 0 Around me neck Nana go break he dantal. (Sparrow

“Marajhin Sister” 1983) 0 There was a closeness between grandmother

and grandchildren, it was she who had brought them up during much of

their primary school years... They were talking to her about their teach-

ers and laughing their heads off... Indira said: ‘Nanee, you tell us some-

thing now. Tell us about the olden days... Tell us about how you met

Nana.’ (Persaud 1990:1 15) 0 “I hear my nana tell my father in Hindi

not to send me to school because when I leam to write, I would write

letters to the boys and so my parents didn’t send me.” (Diptee

1992:245) 0 This Faheema was a close blood relative to my mother’s

Nana, Emamally. (Deen 1994:124) 0 “Nana and naani gone by river to

bathe.” (< H nana ‘maternal grandfather’)

2 n Food, usu. said to children or the very old, often as an encour-

agement to eat. (prob. < nyam) 0 “Nana, baby, nana!” (ESTT 1956)

Nanna - food (ESTT 1956) 0 Nana coming: food is about to be

served. (Haynes 1987:55)
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nancy story 1 n Any of many traditional Caribbean and West African

folk-tales about Anansi, who overcomes others by cunning rather

than physical strength. Although he can be greedy, selfish and reck-

less, he is often admirably clever and amusing. (< Anansi story < Twi

ananse-sem ‘a story about Anansi, the trickster spider’) = Anansi

story 0 One of our chief delights was to talk Nancy Stories of
“
Conptez Contes?” as the Creole puts it. (Inniss 1910:85) 0 The
“wake” at which half the settlement has assembled is regarded as a

social function. ...in indelicate proximity a notorious raconteur is

entertaining a leering audience to such coarse “nancy stories” as

would have shamed Boccaccio. (Greenidge 1938:61) 0 The villagers

seated on one another’s steps and in the shade of the trees chat and

laugh, tell nancy stories, and sing folk songs. (Ottley 1969:69) 0

NANCY-STORY, n., a fairy tale, a fabrication, an untruth. (Rodman
1971:233) 0 He knows plenty Anansi stories, like how Anansi mama-
guy the snake, and tie he to a stick.

2 n A traditional European folktale, fairytale. 0 Auntie Kay she comes
up with a thrill, Some nancy story about lack and Jill. (King Iere

“Auntie Kay (Radio) Programme” 1951 pr) 0 The story they’re tell-

ing about Hugh reminds the Bomb of the “Emperor’s New Clothes”

Nancy story that we knew as children. (Bomb 1982) 0 [He] has

reportedly called your party a “picked-up side,”... “My response is to

refer you to the ‘nancy story’ of the fox and the (sour) grapes.” (EX
18 Jan 1987:20-1)

3 n An evasive story; a lie or fabrication; esp. an elaborate one. =

talala
2
0 He begin he nancy torey, say, da ‘Mamin Poce’ write em na

blue water no England; den me buddy cum yerry backra chark - me
bin shake - me hart go bip! bip! bip! - tree time me sey, warra dish

ya? (TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0 The “wake” at which half the settlement has

assembled is regarded as a social function. A batch of cronies begin

the show by “passing the chaplet” and stringing tedious litanies.

Afterwards an impromptu choir arranges itself around a table for all-

night hymn-singing... while in indelicate proximity a notorious racon-

teur is entertaining a leering audience to such coarse “nancy stories”

as would have shamed Boccaccio. The “bungo” is in full swing!

(Greenidge 1938:61) 0 Smiling at the islands, she said: “Did your

father have a deep voice?” “Deep as the ocean. When he came in with

the catch he had no need of a conch shell to call the people.” “Nancy
story!” (de Boissiere 1956:57) 0 NANCY-STORY, n., a fairy tale, a

fabrication, an untmth. (Rodman 1971:233) 0 Describing [the] chief

bodyguard... as a star witness and liar, James said his evidence for the

prosecution was “a whole nansy story.” (EX 22 Aug 1986:3) 0 Every-

time they enquired about him they kept getting a nancy story like

‘come back tomorrow’. (Bomb 3 Apr 1987:19) 0 Anyway, the PM
had already left the country and so could not be found to give his side

of the nancy story. (TTM 6 Oct 1989:24) 0 Auntie was out under the

almond tree in the front yard, commanding the attention of those who
were too young to engage in labourious tasks with some nancy story.

(TG-S 23 Dec 1990:21) 0 I find out you was pulling a fast one with all

them nancy stories, while you gallivanting in the canefields with

Singh! (Selvon 1 99 lb:8 1) 0 Popo: I hear it got harvesting machines

what could do the work of eighty-ninety men! Balgobin: That is only

nancy-story, boy. No machine could work like a man. (Selvon

199 Id: 155) 0 And so, “Jumbies,” which normally strike terror in the

hearts of the young and innocent, will be made pretty to portray folk-

lore characters, kept alive in nancy stories. (TG-M 17 Jan 1993:4) 0

“You can keep your nancy story for three year olds, I’m twelve.”

(Andersen 2004:240)

4 n Superstitious beliefs. 0 He has absolutely no fear of the dead,

ghosts, or any of that ‘foolish nancy story stupidness’. (Punch 1977)

0 He pooh-poohed the afterlife as “nancy stories” which man, in his

ignorance, had clung to. (EX-2 15 Nov 1987:15)

nancy tweet-tweet n A children’s game like HOOP, usu. played in the

evening or early night-time. Players hide and shout “Nancy Tweet”,

then run and change position so that the person looking for them can’t

find them easily. It is often played by young teenagers while older

people are sitting and talking, sometimes as a cover-up for romantic

activities. 0 Nancy - 1’ansee tweet-tweet - l’ansee tweet-tweet who in

de fire? (ESTT 1956) 0 “All yuh don’t go too far with that Nancy

Tweet-Tweet and hide, hide here where we could see you!” (1990) 0

Children playing hop scotch and hide-and-seek, zwill and police and

tief, hoop and nancy tweet tweet, making pacts, h-half pancho and

pants fold, pitching marbles, jockey race in the canal. (Macfarlane

1997:17)

nand, nanad n Husband’s sister; sister-in-law. (< H-Bh nanad ‘hus-

band’s sister’) 0 He is mi nand.

nandoi, nandui n A term of reference or address for a woman’s hus-

band’s sister’s husband, brother-in-law, or anyone who calls the

speaker SARAHAJ. (< H-Bh nandoi ‘husband’s sister’s husband’) 0

nandui [husband’s sister’s husband], or any equivalent (anyone, that

is, who calls her sarahaj. (Klass 1961:95) 0 “Nandoi too pakhandi

yuh see im dey.” (1990)

nangte adj arc Worthless; wicked; habitually drunk. (< H-Bh nang

‘honour; disgrace; infamy’ < H-Bh nahgtd ‘naked’) 0 Doh take on

that nangte old man!

nani, nanee, nanny 1 n Maternal grandmother; a term of address or

reference for one’s mother’s mother, and any female of the second

ascending generation on the mother’s side. (< H-Bh nanl ‘maternal

grandmother’) 0 nanl [mother’s mother], and any female of 2d

Ascending Generation on [mother’s] side. (Klass 1961:97) 0 If it

wasn’t for your nani and your bhowji, I would marry you and take

you in the country. (Sparrow, “Marajhin” 1982) 0 “Nanee de going

by she mother and somebody tief she and de children and bring them

to Trinidad.” (Deen 1994:166)

2 n A term of respect to any older woman. 0 To some villagers she

was also known as ‘Maharajhin’ but her respectful name was
‘Nanee’, a loose Hindi word for grandmother. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:7)

0 There was a closeness between grandmother and grandchildren, it

was she who had brought them up during much of their primary

school years... They were talking to her about their teachers and

laughing their heads off... Indira said: ‘Nanee, you tell us something

now. Tell us about the olden days... Tell us about how you met Nana.’

(Persaud 1990:115)

3 n Female genitals; usu. used with children. (< Bantu nena ‘pubic

region’; poss. < Kikongo nzini ‘vulva; vagina’) 0 Go wash yuh nani!

nani bwa see LANIE BOIS

nao, naoo, nau, naw, nawi, naoi, naoin 1 n arc Barber. (< H-Bh nau

‘a person who cuts hair and passes on information’) 0 Gradually with

the village settlements coming up, the professional distribution and

specialization was done. Thus the... nau (barber) [took] to his tradi-

tional work. (Jha 1973:36)

2 n A person who passes out invitations, esp. for weddings and reli-

gious ceremonies; sometimes helps with PUJA and other ritual

arrangements. 0 The ceremonial part of such a puja consists, in the

main, of the following procedures. One or two pundits are engaged to

officiate, as well as a pundit’s helper who is called a nau. The nau

prepares an altar-place on the ground and gets all the material ready

for the ritual. The pundit, the nau, and a delegate of the sponsor, usu-

ally one of the female members of his family, are the only persons

who take part in the ceremony. The main body of ritual consists in

offerings to the deity and prayers (mantra) recited by the pundit.

(Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:117) 0 The groom was always transported

by the naow on his shoulders - he never walked. A boy dressed as a

miniature bridegroom and called a saibala accompanied the groom
throughout till their return home next day. (Alladin 1970:22) 0 As a

rule, people were invited by a “naow” who walked to every home to

deliver the verbal invitation and stated the day, time and purpose of

the dinner. He usually gave a clove or a couple grains of yellowed

rice as a symbol and received in return, a cent or penny or a cup

(about 1/4-lb.) of rice for himself. (Alladin 1970:26) 0 The naaw
(barber - but in Trinidad the term means any one who helps to

arrange the chowk), who is in charge of arranging the chowk, where

the hardee ceremony takes place, asks for [a] hareesaa [haris]... and

peerha. (Sankar 1972:5) 0 The women encircle the bride’s mother

and the nao or naoin who carries a wooden tray with the required

objects for the nao rites. The nao or naoin is especially employed to

assist in the rituals. (Balkissoon ca 1975:8) 0 Nawi. (Dwarika
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1984:35) 0 The bride was then seen by participants for the first time.

She entered the maro wearing a yellow sari and sat between her

mother’s legs; the Nan’s wife symbolically cut their toenails and

painted red dye on their feet. (Clarke 1986:122) 0 Naw. (Haynes

1987:49) 0 "Get de nau from Thursday to prepare up.” (1990) 0 At

the chathi rite, a Naonia (female member of the Nao or barber caste)

was required to trim (often only symbolically) and paint the toe and

fingernails of both mother and child. The child’s hair would be cut

first by a Nao, and for weddings, a Nao was always sought to extend

invitations and build the wedding altar. (Vertovec 1992:113) 0 I did

intense research, interviewing singers, both male and female, holding

discussions with elders, pundits, saadhus, naaw, nownia, friends, rela-

tives, reading various texts, surfing the Internet, not leaving any stone

unturned in my quest for knowledge on Hindu weddings. (Holass-

Beepath 2002:v)

naoi, naoin, naonia, naoo see NAO

Napoleon’s button n Garcinia humilis, a native tree. Fruit a smooth

5 cm (2") ellipsoid yellow berry, with a cone-like protuberance at

the top, containing 1-3 3c cm ( 1.2") seeds. = coco macaque 1

, >hat-

stand tree

Napoleon’s hat n Bauhinia variegata , a small cultivated tree. Leaves

divided, 7.5-10 cm (3-4") wide. Flowers 10 cm (4") wide, very

abundant, white with yellow-green, to rose with crimson, cream and

purple. Fruit pods 30-60 cm (1-2'
) long. 0 (Marshall 1934:38) 0

(Williams & Williams 1949:81)

nara, naaraa 1 o A string tied around the waist to hold a SARI.

(< H-Bh nara ‘drawstring’) 0 “Juk yuh orhni in the nara.” (1990) 0

“De nara string come out from she sari slip.” (1990)

2 n An abdominal problem believed to be caused by "dislocation of a

vein"; usu. a hernia or muscle strain in the abdomen or groin. See

also UKHRE. (< Bh nara uk hand ‘small intestine displacement’) 0

Men who had a gifted hand, i.e. masseurs, rubbed down the body
free of charge, especially to cure “nara”, a mysterious abdominal

strain which was supposed to be the cause of several other diseases.

(Alladin 1970:18) 0 NARA, n., a stiffness or pain of the abdomen or

stomach. (Rodman 1971:233) 0 NKM What about nara (stomach

strain)? You does rub that, too? SN Yes. I does rub nara, too. Like

you big so, I does rub and crack you. And by the time 1 rub and crack

you, that nara fix. (OPNL Mar 1989:6) 0 “Mi naaraa ookre when ah

lift up de bag.” (1990) 0 “Like ah have mih nara troublin’ mih
today.” (Baptiste 1993:1 16) 0 However, one night he complained of

severe pain in his stomach. It was mistaken and treated as a strain

(narah). It turned out to be an inflamed appendix which ruptured and
brought an end to the life of an otherwise healthy and strong young
man. (Deen 1994:195) 0 After using the spade for a couple of min-
utes, Kumar said, “Ah have to go to the toilet yes, this thing like it

give me nara (stomach strain) already.” (Maharaj 1994b:26) 0 “Mi
naaraa ookre when a lift up de bag.” 0 She have nara. 0 Nara take he.

0 “In my research I want to compare African and Indian techniques,

1 want to see if the Indian concepts of nara - dislocation by the navel
- and hasuli - dislocation at the collarbone - exist in the African

world view.” (EX 14 Aug 1995:9) 0 From family models, masseuses

learnt how to recognize and treat many women and childhood com-
plaints including culture-specific bodily dislocations like hassuli,

nara, and boochet. (Mahabir 2000:6)

narai n Prob. Eleocharias sp., a native wide flat strong grass; grows
in swampy land, used to tie crabs and make hats. (< H nara ‘coir;

fibres of coconut or palm used for rope’) = porai 0 “In de daldal

full-up ah narai.”

narak n Hell. (< H narak ‘hell’) 0 “You will end up in narak, yes.”

(1990)

Nariva virus n An arbovirus, TRVL 42520, carried by rodents, first

found in Bush Bush Forest, 1962; does not affect humans, (fr being

found in the Nariva swamp area) 0 In 1962, during studies on the

ecology of certain arboviruses, four strains of a hitherto undescribed

virus were isolated from Bush Bush forest rodents of the species

Zygodontomys b. brevicauda (Allen and Chapman)... It is proposed to

call this agent Nariva virus. (Tikasingh et al 1966:235) 0 Nariva virus

is a new, ether-sensitive agent isolated on four separate occasions

from rodents, Zygodontomys b. brevicauda, caught in Bush Bush for-

est in the Nariva swamp, eastern Trinidad in 1962 and 1963... Limited

studies disclose no evidence of human infection with Nariva virus.

(Tikasingh et al 1966:235)

nariyar, nariyal, naryar n Cocos nucifera, the cultivated coconut

palm tree and fruit. (< Bh nariyar, H nariyal ‘coconut’) = coco
1

0

Naryar... coconut. (CFNI 1971:10) 0 [During] the Tilak... the bride’s

father and the delegation... travel to the bridegroom’s residence with

gifts... the bride’s brother places a white channan (sandal wood paste)

or tika on the groom’s forehead, and presents him with [gifts]...

[including a large] dried coconut nariyar or nariyal. (Sankar 1972:2)

0 “Drink ah young nariyar yuh go feel better.”

nariyar ke tel n Coconut oil. (< H-Bh nariyar + ke ‘of + tel ‘oil’) 0

“Soak yuh head well with some nariyar ke tel.” (1990)

nariyar pani n Coconut water. (< Bh nariyar + pan! ‘water’) = nariyar

water 0 “Ah get ah full glass ah nariyar pani from de coconut.” (1990)

nariyar water n Coconut water. = nariyar pani 0 It ent have nuttin like

nariyar water for cooling.

narra adj arc Other; another. = next 0 Me go sen narra letter next

week. (TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0 But dat no all; directly, Hacky Brach, he

cum in wid narra newspaper he call em Sentiwel - da fella read better

agen. (TSn 8 Apr 1858)

narvisarvat n A drum rhythm used during Hosay celebrations.

(< H-U) 0 The battle of Karbala is re-enacted to the military beat of

the tassa. The special rhythms are identified as “kuburkana”,

“narvisarvat”, “tinshupa” and “Mahatam”... “when the women sing

their elegies of Husain and Hassan. the thunder of the drums blend

with their voices.” (Ramlakhan 1 990b: 34)

nashy adj Lean; slim. Usu. too thin; appearing weak; easily knocked

over; frail (not related to age). (< dial E nesh ‘delicate in health;

weakly; sickly’) 0 Ah saw yuh brudder/brother, de fin nashy one.

(Haynes 1987:14) 0 “I find that male tayra lookin nashy.” (1990) 0

Well breds, is now they could talk: Hear Weaver, a nashy, weasel-

like one. ( TTM 1 7 Nov 1996:27)

nastiness n Dirtiness; filthy appearance or behaviour; stinking, esp. of

feces and urine. 0 Nastiness is part and parcel of life in T&T although

the Litter Act has been law for donkey years now. (Bomb 6 Oct

1989:22) 0 They are a terrible breed of disgusting humanity known as

vagrants. They have made Tamarind Square their "home.” They have

spoilt the place and littered it with every known kind of nastiness.

(Bomb 14 Sept 1990: 18) 0 Just a month aback this vagrant fella slip in

me maxi and piss down all over me back seat and then step out back

again. Cool-cool. Like if is he own personal urinal or something. If I

did bounce him up doing that nastiness, well, I woulda make a jail in

truth, because I woulda slice out he business first of all and then rum-

fle him up good and proper with me gilpin. (Maharaj 1992:28)

nasty 1 adj Dirty; unclean; unpleasant; foul-smelling. (< dial E nasty

‘dirty’) 0 Fuh po nuh crime but fuh nasty ah crime. (Ottley ca 1970) 0

“Allyuh let dat drunkard come in here in dose nasty wet clothes! Why
somebody ent put ’im out?” (Ramsawack 1983:4) 0 Alright ah go

help yu out, but ah warnin’ yu, if dat potted plant nasty my car,

Christmas or no Christmas, is outside it goin’. (Keens-Douglas

1984:31) 0 “Them nasty niggermen hang around that shop thicker

than flies ever since he bring that woman there.” (Stewart 1989:29) 0

“He kept a nasty place too, damned nasty. Flies everywhere. And
when they got into the salt meat and made worms he sold it just the

same.” (Stewart 1989:119) 0 Washing blood-stained clothes of non-

family members is considered “nasty work” by the society in general,

and it is this task which signifies that the profession is characteristic

of the low chamar caste. (Mahabir 2000:22)

2

adj Vulgar; sexual in content. = rude 0 He knew that the calypso

was nasty from the way that the crowd roared and the men cheered.

(Jones 1973:43)

nasty-skin 1 adj Dirty; unwashed. 0 Stay away from that nasty-skin

man.

2 adj Vulgar; low-class. 0 She is a nasty-skin gyal.
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nasty with people phr Over-crowded; having too many people. 0

“People like sand, boy, the place nasty with people.” (1997)

nathuni, nathoonee, nathuni n A small ring worn by women in the

centre front of the nose. (< H nathni ‘a small ring worn in the nose’) 0

During the indentureship period and up to around the middle of the

present century... Some [Indian] women wore the nathooni which was

a gold ring ornament worn between the two nostrils hanging above the

mouth. (Raghoo 1984:10) 0 Some women may still be seen wearing

the Kara in an adapted lighter form, while the wearing of the heavy

Chooria or the Nathooni seemed non-existent. (Raghoo 1984:12) 0

Nathuni: (A nose ring). The nathuni was a silver ring that was inserted

through the centre of the nostril and hung just above the upper lip.

(Ramlakhan 1990a:5) 0 “Aaji had a nathuni in she nose.” (1990)

nati, naati n Grandson; a term of reference or address for a son’s son,

daughter’s son, or of anyone the speaker calls BETA or BETI. (< H-Bh
nati ‘daughter’s son; grandson’) 0 nati [son’s son, daughter’s son], or

[son] of anyone [speaker] calls beta or beti (Klass 1961:97) 0 “Mi

naati and naatin coming today.” (1990)

natin, naatin n Granddaughter; a term of reference or address for a

son’s daughter, daughter’s daughter’s, or of anyone the speaker calls

BETA or BETI. (< H-Bh natin ‘daughter’s daughter; granddaughter’)

0 “Mi naati and naatin coming today.” (1990)

nation 1 n In Afro-Creole2
culture, a group of people who identify

themselves as descendants of a particular ethnic group or “tribal”

population taken into slavery. 0 Very few returns here would be

found correct - planters who have made them on their estates have

through habitual inaccuracy made many mistakes - half the negroes

don’t or won’t know their nation - none their age - their marks can

only be defined with accuracy by a person accustomed to examine

them. (Trinidad CO 295/37, Woodford to Goulbum, Oct 15, 1815,

in UWI-HT) 0 Two Africans of the Moco Nation. (POSG 4 May
1849:2) 0 An old man of the Koromantyn nation. (Wilkins 1854:54)

0 The Negroes living in the villages can be separated into two major

groups. The first comprises the descendants of slaves who lived and

worked on the plantations strung out to the North and South of the

villages... these Negroes emotionally identify with Africa and desig-

nate themselves “Africans”. They employ the sub-title of “nations”

- Hausa, Congo (some say Chumundu) and Yoruba. The second...

are Caribbean islanders mostly from the Grenadines and Tobago.

(Elder 1969:5)

2 n In Indo-Creole culture, referring to a traditional Hindu caste. 0 Me
mind did [have] dat is dat she wood ah say becos ah know dat creoles

is ah nation way doz always like to help dey own peeple. (PC 17 Sept

1904) 0 He said you love this girl very much and you would prefer

death than to part with her, but your people are totally against it as she

is not your nation. (POSG 21 Feb 1917:5) 0 Every nation is a differ-

ent kind of bottle. Higher the nation. Is bigger the bottle I understand,

Them that using pan cup and brass lota. Those are the high priest

come from India. (Mighty Killer “Miserable Indian Neighbours”

1950 pr) 0 “Man, you’re a jackass and from the lowest ‘nation’ on

earth, the Chamars, and if you don’t keep quiet. I’m not going to tell

any more of this story.” (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:91) 0 Every Hindu

East Indian in Amity is a member from birth of one of a large number
of named groups. In the village, the group is known as a jat in Hindi,

and as a “nation” in English. The names of these “nations” derive pri-

marily from those of Indian castes, although there are a few which

appear to be locality designations in India, such as Madrass! and

Bangall... There are thirty-nine “nations” in Amity, represented by a

varying number of persons from one to many hundreds. The “nation”

tends to be an endogamous unit, so most people inherit membership

bilaterally. Where the parents are of two different “nations,” the child

is considered by the community to be part of his father’s “nation,” so

the patrilineal line may be considered most important. But because

the “nations” in Amity are ranked, a man whose mother’s “nation”

was higher than his father’s may attempt to claim membership in her

“nation” - and he may or may not be successful in the attempt. The
child of an East Indian and a Negro is called a dugla and is considered

to belong to no “nation”... These “nations” are Indians “castes.” They

are known to derive from India by the people of Amity themselves.

Prestige, ceremonial rights, the criteria of the ranking system - all

derive primarily from India. (Klass 1961:55-6) 0 S/he remained, none

the less, a Chamar - a Tow nation’ as it was referred to disparagingly

in the eyes of the Hindu community. (Mohammed 1993:229) 0

“Everybody like to see the deya - Indian, Negro, all nations." (1990)

0 ‘You know they take him by a druggist and he get ban up and thing.

But you see how niggah is a nation what bad, you know!’ (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:201) 0 “Trinidad is a cosmopolitan society, right?

They show that all the different nations [in Felicity usage Hindu

castes, also races] could play together. They live in unity.” (Myers

1998:71) 0 One [masseuse] attempted to assert pride in her identity as

a woman, and as a former chamine (midwife). “I is the real chamar,

the person who does do maidy work. This is the only nation (caste)

that does cut navel string. The people of the chamar caste is great;

without them no one could be bom.” (Mahabir 2000:7) 2. Any recog-

nized ethnic, racial, or ethnic-racial group.

nat pato n A term of reference or address for a grandson’s wife, i.e. a

son’s son’s wife or a daughter’s son’s wife. (< H-Bh nati ‘grandson'

+ putahu ‘daughter-in-law’) 0 nat pato. [Son’[s son’s wife, daugh-

ter’s son’s wife], or any equivalent. (Klass 1961:97)

natua, natwaa n Tattooer; a travelling artist who makes tattoos on

people. (< Bh natna ‘travelling tattoo artist’) 0 The “Natua” is the

itinerant tattoo pedlar who walks from village to village, and house to

house, offering his services to young brides who are in need of tattoo

on their arms and chest. The making of tattoo designs by the “Natua”

is punctuated with songs and old tales. (Ahyoung 1977:71) 0 “Ah
went by de natwaa but he eh ha no time now.” (1990)

nature n Virility; sexual drive; prowess; desire; usu. said of men.

(< Sp natura ‘genitals’ / Sp naturaleza ‘sexual desire’ + E nature

‘inherent characteristics’) 0 According to the report... in the book

‘Love Mysteries,’ cigarette-smoking can cut your nature. (Bomb

1977) 0 “Doh drink lime juice, it go cut yuh nature.” (1978)

nau chhur, nau choor n A type of song sung when decorating the toe-

nails and feet of the bride or bridegroom. (< Bh nau ‘new’ + chhur

‘decoration’) 0 Nau Chhoor: These are sung when decorating the toe

nails and feet of the bride or bridegroom with bright colored sub-

stances. (Ahyoung 1977:74) 0 “Sing de nau chhoor, man, dey dress-

ing de dulahaa foot.” (1990)

naumi n A Hindu ritual fast held nine days after a death. (< H-Bh
naumi ‘ninth’)

navetless plantain n A variety of cultivated plantain. 0 There are also

a number of cooking types called Plantains, of which the best known
are the Horse Plantain, the Creole Plantain, the Navelless, the Giant

and the Black Martinique. (Alford 1960:89)

navel-string, nabel string n Umbilical cord; traditionally buried near

the home, under a tree; symbolises the spiritual attachment to one’s

birthplace. 0 Nable string - umbilical cord. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0

“Doh tell me how to cast me vote. That is one thing I wouldn't stand

for. After all, ah have me navel string in this country.” (LaFortune

1968:43) 0 The centuries-old African custom of burying the nav[e]l

string (umbilical cord) at the root of a mango tree still remains. The
mango tree is probably chosen so that the child may be fruitful, and

itself bear many offsprings to ensure the future survival of the tribe. It

also inculcates in him a sense of belonging to the tribe as he grows

up. (Ottley 1979:4) 0 The tamarind was often chosen as the “navel

string” tree. (Morean 1986:13) 0 The JLP, for instance, had its navel-

string buried in the trade union movement and was conceived as

the party of the masses. (EX-2 20 Dec 1987:5) 0 All those Arima
families, the Carraciolos and the Metiviers and the Suberos, Arima

names! Generation after generation, navel-strings buried in this place

haunted, they say, by the ghosts of monks. (EX 26 Jan 1988:35) 0

Barrie, a naturalized citizen, whose navel string is buried deep in

Cardiff, Wales, has grown to love TnT like his very own home.

(Punch 19 Aug 1990:13) 0 “A lot of people who knew me and what I

was doing asked me why I wasn’t singing calypso. I just wanted to

show them that I haven’t forgotten where my navel string is buried."

(EX 8 Jan 1995:19) 0 It is the place where my navel string, the thing
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that attached me to my mother six decades and more ago, was buried

beneath a zaboca tree, so that when it is fruit laden I would be fruitful

and heavy every other year. (Macfarlane 1997:40) 0 “I is the real

chamar , the person who does do maidy work. This is the only nation

(caste) that does cut navel string. The people of the chamar caste is

great; without them no one could be bom.” (Mahabir 2000:7)

naw, nawi see NAO
Naw Tanki n obs A traditional popular Indian dance-drama. (< H
nautanki ‘dance-drama revolving around patriotism and love’) 0

There were also, the almost forgotten Hindico, and Rui ke Kora

which involved horse-dancing. Raja Nall, Prahalad, Shakuntala,

Murya Dlnija. Balgobin, Naw Tanki, Sarwanir, Harischandra,

Prahalad and Gopichand. (OPNL Mar 1989:2)

naygar see NAGAR
nazar see NAJAR

nearest line n A type of marbles game, played in two ways. In the

first, two lines are drawn 4-5 m apart. The players BEAD marbles on

the second line, with the players trying to hit the targets by throwing

from behind the BOUNCE. In the second type, players try to bead their

marbles by bouncing on it. That is, each player drops his marble so

that it ends up as close to the line as possible, trying at the same time

to knock opponents’ marbles which are already close to the line fur-

ther away. 0 Almost every game is started with a game of “nearest the

line.” Each player, in his turn straddles the line and placing the mar-

ble directly in line with the forehead, drops the marble on the line.

The person whose marble is nearest to the line would go first. There

is also a game by this name in which a line is drawn and all players

stand from a particular point and pitch to see whose marble will reach

closest the line. The losers hand over what ever the bounty that was

decided before. (TG-M4 Aug 1991:9)

nearly to meet phr Approaching, coming to almost the same point. 0

When they nearly to meet, he stop and run.

near white n A person of very light or white complexion, bom in

Trinidad, whose ancestry may include racial mixture. (< E near

‘close to; almost’) = >local white, off white
1

, so-called white, Trini-

dad white, white Trinidadian 0 These near-whites are the most

vicious ofall... thought La Roche, (de Boissiere 1956:155)

nedder adj arc Other; indicating the second of two similar things.

(< E another ‘one other; a similar one’) = nodder 0 Ah haske eff we
go dance, dem say yes, but ah say ah here dem wite collah peepels go

dance wan side, an dem go put nigghas de nedder side as dey do de

las time becose ah see is ah big haspittal howse wey hav two apaat-

ment. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 Both of them want loving, both of them.

Ah tell she things doh happen so. She say the nedder one ain’t bound

to know. (Sparrow "Both of Them” pr, in Williams 1992)

needle and thread phr A way of picking up a spinning top by holding

the nail quickly with the thumb and finger of one hand, and popping

the top into the palm of the other hand while it is spinning. 0 “Also the

force of the spin allowed several ‘pick ups’ using not the sissy ‘needle

and thread' or ‘cutlass’ but the ‘scissors’ where one finger deftly

flicked the top, using the direction of spin, into the palm of the same

hand.” (1986) The “needle and thread” consisted of a quick pinch of

the nail with one hand directing the top into the palm of the other.

This was a difficult “pick up.” That is also where real skill at spinning

came in for if you could reverse-wrap your top before you spun it, it

would spin in a counter rotation and attempts to pick it up by conven-

tional methods would just make the top skitter away and defy all

attempts to pick it up. But this had to be done without your opponents

noticing. (2005)

needle bush n Bidens alba , a native plant. Seeds have small spines at

the tip, and stick easily to clothing, (fr sharp-tipped seeds) = jumbie

needle, needle grass, >railway daisy, Spanish needle
-

, zeb zejwi

needle grass n Bidens alba , a native short-lived erect hairy plant, to

1 m (3.2'
) high. Lower leaves usu. simple, upper ones with 1-3 pairs

of lateral toothed leaflets. Flower-heads daisy-like on terminal stalks;

outer rays white and spreading, inner florets short, regular, yellow;

there is a rayless form which is occasionally found in Trinidad and is

apparently the only form found in Tobago. Seeds have small spines at

the tip, and stick easily to clothing. It is one of the most important bee

weeds. Fruits black with 2-3 barbs. Used medicinally, (fr sharp-

tipped seeds) = jumbie needle, needle bush, needle grass, >railway

daisy, Spanish needle
-

, zeb zejwi 0 Rain began to fall through the

holes in the roof, soaking their heads. Some of the needle grass was
blown off the roof by the wind. (Ladoo 1972:43) 0 Needle Grass,

Railway Daisy. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:26) 0 Their

house was covered with needle grass and the walls and floors were

(lepayed) plastered with a mixture of fresh cow dung, mud and water.

(Deen 1994:226)

neem n Azadirachta indica, a cultivated moderate to large usu. ever-

green tree with a dense crown. Bark moderately thick, furrowed, dark

grey, reddish brown inside. Leaves feather-like, main veins yellow-

ish; used in Hindu rituals, medicinally, and as insect repellant. Flow-

ers small, white, with honey-like fragrance, in panicles. Berries

yellow when ripe. Heartwood red, hard, durable, used for house

building and furniture, /nim/ (< H nim, this tree) 0 The neem leaf was
good for “sugar” and this leaf was also used for bathing the dead

before burial. (Alladin 1970:18) 0 Neem... The bark, gum, leaves and

flowers are all used in medicine and for burning... The Neem leaves

are used in Devi worship. It is believed that the tree once planted can-

not be removed. Devi worship can be done below this tree... the

Neem, probably from the bitterness of its leaves, is associated with

purification and with the God of disease. After a funeral, mourners

chew the leaves and spit them out as a mode of purification and to

mark complete severance from the dead. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:38-40)

0 “Neem ha’ plenty uses. The leaf, they chew it for diabetes and high

blood pressure.” (Mahabir 1991:152) 0 Pipul, neem, and tulsi trees,

bells, lotahs and tariahs were all imported to Trinidad. (Vertovec

1992:1 11)0 The temporary activation of shakti in a human medium
makes the practice ofjharaying... with neem leaves particularly pow-

erful during spirit consultations in these temples. (McNeal 2000:4)

neemak, nimak n Salt, /nimak/ (< Bh nimak, H namak ‘salt’) 0

(Haynes 1987:47)

neemakharam, nimakaram, neemakharam, nimakharaam,
nimakharam 1 n Traitor; back-biter; ungrateful person, /nimakaram/

(< Bh nimak ‘salt’ + H-U haram ‘unlawful; unfaithful’) 0 The expres-

sion nimakharam is a terrible insult in Amity. It is usually translated

as “one who eats another man’s food, then does him evil,” but

“ungrateful one” is a simpler and perhaps more pointed definition.

(Klass 1961:199) 0 “Get out, get out!” the old man had roared. “Get

out of my house you neemakharam!" As Harry walked away towards

the railway station, Mr. Kareem kept shouting, “Ungrateful! Ungrate-

ful!” (Hosein 1980:18) 0 As one Trinidadian called to tell us, “Tom
Adams and Eddie Seaga and the rest of them are what Indians

describe as neemakharams. They eat our salt and then spit in our

faces.” (Bomb 1983) 0 [He] is nothing but an unvarnished, “nee-

makharam”, an ingrate of the highest order fighting desperately for

his own survival. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:3) 0 “Now sikh ji you would

agree, she saved Kumar’s life had it not been for her there would be

no Kumar. Give honour where honour is due, don’t be a nimakharam

(ungrateful) show some measure of mercy.” (Doodnath 1989:75) 0

They are not shy about telling everyone that they meet what a

nimakharam [he] is for treating them this way. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:3)

0 He called her a “political neemakeram” and said she should resign

from the party and fight as an independent candidate. (EX 29 Aug

1994:5) 0 “What you feel because I is a big contractor now I forget

how to drive tractor. Let me tell you that is how I started off, I am not

a nimak-haram (ungrateful).” (Maharaj 1994:18) 0 I not putting back

any of those neemakaram from the last five years. Maybe John, but

only because his wife and my wife is friend. (Pires 2000a:9) 0 Kangal

considered Panday’s use of the term neemakaram an indication of the

“backward state of Indo-politics.” He also claimed that there is not

equivalent terms within the Afro-creole community and that the

PNM, which has had its share of dissidents and "millstones,” never

used terms of imprecation to describe them. (Ryan 2003b: 195)

2 adj Ungrateful; traitorous. 0 “You live by me and now you talkin

about law. Say praise god I give you food to eat. You nimakaram

modderass!” (Ladoo 1974:18) 0 She said she had turned it down out
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of loyalty to Panday and had been branded “neemakharam” (ungrate-

ful). (EX 27 Nov 1994:5) 0 He was wonderfully helpful in every

respect, other than the food one... It would probably be neemakaram

to point out that he could also learn cooking from us. (Pires 1 994g: 1 5)

neemakharanism n The principle of the importance of loyalty, and

the scorn for ingratitude, now used esp. in regard to politics. 0 In

Trinidad and Tobago, the charisma principle was “Indianized” and

reinforced within the Hindu community by the concept of neemakh-

ramism. This concept gained a great deal of currency in the political

discourse that followed Prime Minister Robinson’s expulsion in 1989

of Basdeo Panday and other members of the former United Labour

Front (ULF) from the cabinet which had taken office following the

sweeping victory of the National Alliance in 1986... Those former

members of the ULF who opted to remain in the NAR government

were accused by Panday of having ridden the backs of the Indian

community and its leader in order to secure election to office, and had

shown their ingratitude by not joining him in exile. The term has

since been mainstreamed and is consistently used to denigrate any

individual who dared to oppose Mr. Panday. The word is emotionally

loaded and regarded by many as the ultimate term of political abuse

or insult within the Hindu community. (Ryan 2003b: 193-4)

neg n Gift given on special occasions, such as to a bride, groom or

midwife, or on a birthday, /neg/ (< H-Bh neg ‘customary present’) 0

“I giving them neg, yes.” (1990)

negeswar n Mesua nagassarium, a moderate to large native evergreen

tree. Wood dark red, very hard, strong, durable, but sometimes liable

to dry rot, used for railway sleepers, bridge construction, /negeswar/

(< H-Bh negeswar ‘shrub’) = >ironwood2 0 Negeswar, Ironwood

tree... Traditionally planted around a temple and Buddhist monaster-

ies for its fragrant flowers. Flowers can be used in all [worship].

(Lackhanca 1983-86:41)

neg jardin, negre jardin n obs A CARNIVAL MAS in which players

imitate black slave field-workers, /neg c^ada/ (< FC neg < Fr negre

‘black person’ + FC jadan < Fr jardin ‘garden; field’) 0 We remem-
ber the time when the princes and lords of the land did not disdain to

parade the open streets in the sooty disguise of the negrejardin. ( TSn

2 Feb 1860:3) 0 The form of disguise as ‘negres du jardin’, or bush

Negroes, was mostly indulged in, and peculiar imitations of the field-

labourers’ dances such as bamboolay, giouba and calendar, were car-

ried on by these gentlemen of the middle stratum. (1861, in Ottley

1964:77) 0 An old lady who saw a Canboulay, some thirty years ago,

described it in a way which suggested the idea of its being a represen-

tation of the slave driver and his slaves, for she spoke of the “Negros

Jardins” with their baskets, and of a man with a long whip who pre-

tended to drive them on to work and to flog them when they refused.

(TC 5 Mar 1881:2) 0 With the exception of a few fights between rival

bandes or ‘Negres Jardins’... the masqueraders were, on the whole,

more amusing than anything else. (TC 2 Mar 1881:3) 0 The favorite

costume of our mothers and grandmothers was the graceful and costly

one of the “Mulatresse” of the time, whilst the gentlemen adopted

that of the “Negre de Jardin” or in creole Negue jadin, that is to say,

the costume of the field labourers. In that costume the gentlemen

often figured in the bamboula, the giouba and the Calinda. (POSG-S
26 Mar 1881:1) 0 Up to a late hour yesterday evening only eight

arrests, we understand, occurred five of these being parties who com-
pose the class known as negre-jardins and who upon being charged

before the Stipendiary Magistrate yesterday for taking part in an

assemblage to the number of ten or more armed with sticks were

fined 10/- each. {POSG 14 Feb 1893:2) 6 The behaviour of the

crowds, and masqueraders was normal - the only exception being the

dangerous practice of free “stick-licking” indulged in by certain

bands of roughs known in the masquerade world as neg Jardins.

{POSG 25 Feb 1903:4) 0 Others, less disposed to run, jump and skip

about in grotesque forms and habiliments, may be seen in bands

dressed ‘a la negre-jardin
’

parading the streets with fearful-looking

gasparee sticks in hand... there is always a large crowd of a hundred

or more following and bellowing with the utmost power of their lungs

the ridiculous lavway by which the principal actors are distinguished.

{POSG 25 Feb 1908:7) 0 There was also a goodly sprinkling of Wild

Indians and clowns the former of which seems to be the substitute of

the “negre jardin,” which has been put down by the police, the swords

of the Indians forming effective weapons in a general mix up. (Mirror

5 Feb 1913:6) 0 You was not even safe in your own home. Through

the neg jardin with bottle and stone. (Atilla “History of Carnival”

1935) 0 Matthew, a big dark-skinned negro, also a player of note,

kept to the band called Nigre Jardin or Garden Nigger. (Jones

1947:43) 0 Perhaps the most ancient traditional masque is that of the

“neg jad” the masque of the kanbule carnival. As early as 1860 the

neg jad was so much a traditional carnival masque that the Trinidad

Sentinel describes how in the distant past “princes and lords of the

land paraded in sooty disguise of the negre jardin,” and how even res-

idents of Government House mimicked their “garden niggers.” Later

this aristocrat’s masque was adopted by batonye or stick fighters as

the appropriate costume for “kalenda” or stick fighting. (Crowley

1956a: 194) 0 Jour Ouvert Monday morning burst on Port of Spain.

Paille Banan, Dragon, Pierrot Sac, Mokoto Jumbie (expert stilt walk-

ers), vampires, Clowns, Wild Indians, Negres Jardin, Jab-Jab (devil

masks), Sailors... all joined in the riotous Dimanche Gras. (LaFortune

1968: 103) 0 Yet to bend the barriers of colour which were maintained

all year, the bacchanalian element of Carnival was indispensable.

This explains, I think, the negue jardin. White men pretended to be

garden niggers whom they perceived as frivolous and sensual - the

right personality to make the best of an uninhibited fete. (Johnson

1984:176) 0 A very large Negres-Jardins band came up St. Vincent

Street, then turned east up Park Street towards the Dry River, growing

every moment in numbers and in frenzy, (de Verteuil 1984:79) 0

Notions of reform in the first two decades of the twentieth century

involved the promotion of well-organized well-dressed costumed

bands and the suppression of negrejardin bands. (Rohlehr 1986:8)

Negro n A black person; a person of (primarily) black African

descent. In the past, often considered a polite term; now often consid-

ered old-fashioned or even unacceptable, /nigro/ (< E Negro < Sp/Ptg

negro ‘black’) 0 I... rowed about for a while and passed the one-

masted vessel with the African negroes. In the evening I went to see the

negro dance. (Urich 13 July 1831, in de Verteuil 1995:76) 0 We all

returned to Mon Chagrin. There we executed a negro dance. (Urich

10 Dec 1831, in de Verteuil 1995:103) 0 Polit - a clever-looking jet

black Negro, 55 years of age, 5 feet 8 inches high, speaks Negro

French as fluently as English, but generally uses the former. (POSG
13 Sept 1833:2) 0 A twelve-year-old Negro boy led a donkey into the

yard. Hung over the crook were two big baskets of ripe oranges, (de

Boissiere 1956:89-90) 0 “All because your father is a nigger,” her

mother had remarked with her usual insensitivity to the finer feelings,

expressing at the same time her resentment at having saddled herself

with a Negro husband, (de Boissiere 1956:53) 0 While the rural Trin-

idad “Negro” of relatively unmixed African descent may well con-

sider himself a “Creole,” or “West Indian,” the [East Indian] Amity
villager makes a sharp distinction between the rural “Negro" and the

city “Creole”. (Klass 1 96 1 :xxi) 0 Negroes often helped to carry the

tazias on their shoulders and some participated in the drumming,

while many more joined the people gathering in the main towns to

witness the annual spectacle. (Singh 1988:7) 0 You does have to get a

picture of the person to tie they belly. Negro people know about that.

(OPNL Mar 1989:6) 0 Although there is some acknowledgement that

there are ‘good Creoles’ in Trinidad, many descriptions are sum-

marised by the local adage: ‘You know how Negro people is’. (Sam-

path 1993:238) 0 “The man come quite in the office telling the negro

girls in there, how they is African and mustn't let nobody call them

creole or negroes.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:82) 0 At one time, even

“negro people” used to take part as players but for the last few years

black people have been only spectators. There is no racist or racial

reason for that, I was assured, just ordinary ones: African villagers

who used to take part happened to move away, or grew older and took

on jobs or responsibilities and just can’t find the time to attend other

than on the special days. (Pires 1994a: 15)

negro coffee n Senna occidentalism an erect shrubby native plant 1 -2 m
(3-6'

) tall. Leaves compound, often with a narrow red margin. Flow-

ers yellow, 10-14 mm (.4-. 54") long, obovate-elliptical. Fruit pod
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oblong with abruptly pointed tip, compressed or somewhat swollen

when ripe; seeds in one row, broadly ovoid, dark brown, 4 mm (.16")

long. Parched seeds are used for making a bitter coffee-like beverage.

= bruca, cafe boucat, cafe zeb payi, granny coffee, jumbie coffee,

mayamol (coffee), stinking weed, >wild coffee
1

,
zeba coffee, zebian

coffee 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:273) 0 Materials used in healing and conjur-

ing. Roots... wild coffee (Cafe zeb peean). Cassia occidentalis. Also

called; Stinking Weed; Jumbie Coffee; Negro Coffee. (Simpson

1962:330)

Negro English n Originally the English spoken as a second language

by African slaves; later the English spoken by Afro-Creoles, also the

English Creole language. Characterised by English speakers as

lacking some linguistic features such as subject-verb agreement, plu-

ral marker -s, past tense marker -ed. See also BROKEN ENGLISH,

DIALECT, ENGLISH CREOLE, TOBAGONESE, TRINGLISH, TRINI-

DADIANESE, TRINI TALK, VERNACULAR. 6 Standing at my window

one Sunday morning, I overheard a conversation between two of my
Negroes, which was so interesting - larded with their quaint idioms

and humorous proverbs, expressed in those most ludicrous dialects,

negro English and creole French, that I with difficulty refrained from

laughter. (TG 2 Oct 1827)

Negro French n obs The French spoken by African slaves and Afro-

Creoles; later the French Creole language, PATOIS. = broken French,

nigger French, >Patois 0 The planters in this island. Many of them,

especially the owners and managers of cocoa estates, are foreigners,

entirely ignorant of the English language, and consequently [incapa-

ble] of comprehending the Order in Council. Many are coloured cre-

oles, generally of little, at best of very limited education, speaking no

one language perfectly, but using what may be termed the patois, or

negro French; or Spanish. (Trinidad CO 295/65, Protector of Slaves

to Gov. Woodford, Jan. 31, 1817, in UWI-HT) 0 Polit - a clever-

looking jet black Negro, 55 years of age, 5 feet 8 inches high, speaks

Negro French as fluently as English, but generally uses the former.

(POSG 13 Sept 1833:2) 0 “Oh, he has killed me, I am dead” - he said

this in negro French. (POSG 27 June 1845:2) 0 [In Siparia] Spanish is

generally spoken, and only a few understand negro French. (Day

1852-1:318) 0 Hurrying on, I met two negresses, and accosted them

in hopes of learning the road through the wood; but negro French is

unintelligible even to a Frenchman. (Day 1852-2:22)

negrogram n Gossip; rumour; esp. when mean, malicious, untrust-

worthy. = >niggergram

Negro ground(s) n obs On a slave-holding ESTATE, the area where

slave dwellings are located. = nigger ground 0 If the owner or attor-

ney thinks proper to change the situation of the Negro grounds, he

must give the slaves a year’s warning. (Ord. Gov. Picton, June 30,

1800, in UWI-HT) 0 (PRO C/104/178 20 Nov 1803)

Negro house n obs A small simple dwelling in which slaves lived;

several were usu. grouped together in the NEGRO GROUND(S). =

Negro hut 0 She then went to the Negro houses [on the estate],

(POSG 15 Mar 1843:2) 0 On each plantation the Negro Houses are

generally clustered together on some sheltered site near the Sugar

Works, and may be compared to a small irregular built Village of

Huts. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 She was living then in a negro house

very near the manager’s house. (TRD 14 Sept 1850:2) 0 “Where is the

girl?” “In some of the Negro-houses, I daresay.” (Wilkins 1854:279)

Negro hut n obs A small simple dwelling in which slaves lived. =

>Negro house 0 Among the poorer class of planters the hospital was

simply a larger Negro-hut. (Wilkins 1854:21
1

)

negromancy n arc Magic; obeah. (< E necromancy ‘the pretended art

of revealing future events etc. by means of communication with the

dead; more generally, magic, enchantment, conjuration’ + Negro

‘black; African’) = >obeah, obr, science 0 You’ll have to play

wappy, dice or rummy. Or take some hand in negromancy. (Tiger

“Try a Screw to Get Through” 1936) 0 I mean to try a screw as to live

easily. By working negromancy, I want six white candles, six red and

six blue. And six young doctor birds too. (Invader “Obeah Man” 1939

pr) 0 This kind of love wouldn't do for me. To tie me down in negro-

mancy (Growler “I Don’t Want No Calaloo” 1939) 0 Day by day, my

hair getting shorter, Negromancy had me red-handed, In me young

days, getting bald-plated (Destroyer “Leave Me Alone Dorothy”

1940) 0 “Ma, what stupidness you trying to get me in? You know I

don’t believe in the negromancy business. What blight you want to

fall on me now?” (Lovelace 1988:1 14) 0 While obeah and returning

obeah are equally practised (or held to be practised) by both sexes,

the study of high science (conjuration ) is the particular prerogative of

men. The themes of obeah are hot, jealous, rural, and related to local

interests (as the alternative term negromancy suggests), while science

is ‘European’, cold, calculating, urban, elitist and more obviously

dedicated to self-interest. (Littlewood 1993:42)

negro yam 1 n Dioscorea rotundata
,
a kind of cultivated yam. =

>guinea yam

2 n Dioscorea cavenensis, a kind of large cultivated yam. (ff introduc-

tion from WAfr and association with African people) = afou, devil

yam, Ibo yam, matuta yam, >yam atouta, yam jab, yellow Guinea

yam, yellow yam

neh see NAH

neighb(s) n Neighbour; person living next to or close to you. (< E
neighbour ‘one who lives near or next to another’ + -s) 0 “A-a

neighb, yuh eh hear Brenda runnin’ she mout’ on me. She sayin’ how
I is a dutty, wotliss ’oman.” (Sweetbread, EX 15 Aug 1987) 0 “Ah
goin’ down de road by Neighb to blag little bit.” (Baptiste 1993:19) 0

It is rare when you would hear the call at 7 am, “Aye, neighbs, come
take a drink, nah. Is Christmas.” (TG 25 Dec 2002:10)

neither conj Nor; indicating a second negative action, and agreement

with a negative statement. Note: Differs from SE as the verb is not

present in this clause, e.g. neither me ~ SE neither do I. (< E neither,

introducing the mention of alternatives or different things, about each

of which a negative statement is made, e.g. neither a nor b) 0 His son

never even gave him a cent to buy biscuits, neither clothes. (TG 7 Oct

1919:7) 0 “I thought you wanted to go for a drink!” “By you, ner. I

don’t want to go out and meet a lot of dreary people.” “Neither me.

We’ll go by me, then.” (Ramkeesoon 1975:31) 0 I interrupted her.

“But wasn't it Job who turned into a pillar of salt?” I asked. She

glared at me. “You trying to tie me up, Missa Mark Friend,” she said,

“but I go untie myself. Job didn’t have no salt. Neither God.” (Pires

1 992b: 5)

nekat n arc Person to be married in a Hindu ceremony; bride or

groom. (< H-Bh nek ‘fortunate; cordial’)

nelly n Tob Pelvic muscles, usu. said in admiration. 0 “Roll me nelly,

roll me nelly, roll me nelly, dung town.” (Elder 1973, trad song) 0

Tobago female names like “Fanny”, “Fan”, “Nelly” are usually given

to the pelvic muscles. (Elder 1973)

nembu, nebo, nebwa n Orange. (< H-Bh nimbo ‘lemon’) 0 “Look she

have plenty nembu tree.” (1990)

nennen, nenen n A grandmother, godmother, aunt; an older woman
who cares for or is guardian to a child or younger person, /nsncn/

(< FC nenen ‘godmother’; cf. Fr nene ‘godmother’, ne ne ‘nurse’,

nene ‘godmother’ + Efik-Ibibio nne ‘mother; grandmother; old

woman’, nne nne ‘grandmother’; Igbo nhenne ‘grandmother’) 0 My
“nennen” (godmother) and mistress is the same as her mistress. (TRD
23 Nov 1 850:3) 0 “Hello fren’” he sez, “how you nenen, how Susan -

len’ me de Guardian!” (TG 25 June 1918) 0 “Rosie, I goin’ to talk to

nen-nen ’bout Grade.” (de Boissiere 1952:304) 0 Cassie’s aunt -

“nen-nen” - took Gracie and Cassie worked to keep them both, (de

Boissiere 1952:307) 0 NENNEN, n., godmother; catch your nennen, to

have a lot of trouble. (Rodman 1971 :233) 0 Everybody an dey cousin

nennen talking bout it. 0 (Mamits LPOS, TG 18 Mar 1979) 0 Another

unwritten condition laid down by custom was that the infant address

its Godmother as “Nennen”. (Maynard 1992:88) 0 And then his nen-

nen died and he cried for many days as he felt he had lost a very dear

friend. She was a confidante. And quite frankly, he smiled, all jokes

aside, his nen-nen was the source of a regular plate of hard style ‘cre-

ole’ food. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:75) 0 Her fairy nen-nen went down to

the Central Market, bought a pumpkin... waved her magic wand and,

behold, there was a carriage to take Cinderella to the Princes Build-

ing. (John 2007:3)
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nennen, catch see CATCH 2

nenwa n Luffa aegyptiaca, a naturalized climbing plant. Fruit long,

oval, fibrous; cleaned, dried and used for scrubbing and to make bags.

(< H-Bh nainua, nenua 'a kind of pumpkin') = >torchon’

neota see NIUTAA

nepe-nepe adv Quietly; without making noise. (< H-Bh nape nape ‘in

measured steps; slowly’) 0 You coming in nepe-nepe like a thief. 0

“Call quietly, nepe-nepe.” (1990)

Nepuyo virus n An arbovirus of Group C, TRVL 18462, carried by

the Culex accelerans mosquito, first found in Rio Claro, 1957.

(< Nepuyo , name of an Amerindian group once living in Trinidad)

ner see NAH
nettle vine n Tragia volubilis, a slender, twisting native plant, all

above-ground parts covered with stiff stinging hairs.= cowitch
4

,

female stinging nettle, stinging nettle
2

, >twining cowitch, zooti
2
0

(FTT 1979-2-10:673-4)

never, neber, neva 1 adv A negator particle used to indicate any

period of past time. Note: Often used where SE uses not, e.g. He was

not seen until much later ; or a negative with a present perfect, e.g.

You know how long we haven 7 seen that? 0 When the detective was

just in sight of the premises it is stated that Barrow fled and was never

seen until Cadogan recognised him from the description given and

arrested him. (TG 26 Feb 1921:6) 0 “You know how long we never

do it? Lemme see. Look I cant remember gal.” (Ladoo 1974:25) 0 An
off-duty police officer managed to follow the bandit car... and alerted

the other officers who engaged in the shootout with [him]. He was

never seen until he was pulled off a boat coming from Grenada.

(Bomb 13 July 1990:15) 0 Once [he] skated away with the expensive

rollerskates belonging to a foster brother, and was never found for

two months after that. (EX-2 30 Sept 1990:5)

2 adv Usu. with see, hear, an emphatic past negator; really; certainly.

0 De bes joke ah wen de musicians an dem bin ah play ah two-step

waltz gie dem, well I neber see ting so yet (Ouifoote\, not one ah dem
bin no how foo dance am. (PC 27 Aug 1904) 0 I never see that since

1 bom.

3 adv Usu. with me or other pronoun, indicating that a person does

not want anything to do with something. 0 Cut Outer is just like the

Rock of Gibraltar, Never me in that bamboo calinda (Lion “Man,

Man, Man Peter” 1938) 0 Laws, too much sorrows and pain. Never

me to join the Shouters again (Radio “Too Much Sorry and Pain”

1939) 0 Oh, never me again, friend. With any of these wretched jane

(Lion “I Send My Wife to the Market” 1940)

never-dead n Bryophyllum pinnatum, a cultivated fleshy plant.

Leaves opposite in pairs, curved notches on margin. Plant is noted

for its ability to produce young plants on the margin of the leaves

under very dry conditions, (fr growing of new plants fr old leaves) =

leaf-of-life, leeveltar rola, parvu, sajwan, >wonder-of-the-world 0

Leaf-of-Life, Never Dead, Parvu, Wonder-of-the-World... The
heated leaves are also applied topically to treat sprains, bruises,

ulcers, swellings and even arthritis and tay tay worm. It is reported

that sometimes this treatment produces severe skin blisters.

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:32)

never happen, neva happen phr An exclamation of conviction that

something is impossible. Sometimes with a phrase such as in

Congotay, in Chocolux. 0 Nevah happen! Dat could nevah happen! -

Impossible! (ESTT 1956) 0 Never happen in Chocolux. It can’t

happen. (ESTT 1956) 0 NEVER HAPPEN, that will never happen.

(Rodman 1971:233) 0 Is ah real lucrative bizness. Ma, yuh tink dem
criminals go kill dat goose? Never happen in Congotay. (Foster

1990:32) 0 ‘Bal,’ Sonnylal, asked at last. ‘You really thief that fowl,

boy?’ ‘Me? Thief that fowl? Never happen.’ (Gosine 1992:109) 0

“The old craft telling me let we give weself up... Ah tell she never

happen and I dash.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:53) 0 Ha! your fadders!

never happen. He never join anything. (Hill 1995:23)

never hear more phr An exclamation of surprise, shock, amazement,

astonishment, disbelief, in reaction to something heard. 0 But since I

bom, I never heard more. Up to now we don’t know what Frankie

saw. But still he bawl out “Murder! oh gosh! neighbour! aye!”

(Invader “Keyhole Calypso” ca 1950-52 pr) 0 ‘Well, I never hear

more shit.’ (Lovelace 1968:191)

never me see NEVER 2

never miss phr Indicating that people take something good for

granted, without thought or appreciation, until suddenly it is no lon-

ger available. In full, the proverb You never miss the water till the

well run dry. 0 We had some good times together, Balgo and me... Ah
well, you never miss the water till the well runs dry, as the old

calypso say. (Selvon 199 Id: 179) 0 “You never miss WASA till de tap

run dry!” (EX 18 May 1993:8)

never-see-come-see 1 n Of a person, unsophisticated and therefore

excited about something ordinary, (fr just now coming to see some-

thing new) 0 Neversee comesee. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Mangal was

still on the ground when Gopaul’s wife came out from the house.

‘Never see, come see,’ she said looking at Mangal. (Boodhoo

1994:60) 0 “Yuh like a never see come see in yuh new car with alarm

and stereo.” (Baptiste 1993: 1 16)

2

adj Showing off, particularly of something new to them. 0 It would

appear that a basic never-see-come-see attitude seems to move certain

people to literally forget their roots and start “talking down” to the

same people they considered shrewd and intelligent enough to vote

them into office. (TTM 19 Sept 1993:7)

never see more phr An exclamation of surprise, shock, amazement,

astonishment, disbelief, esp. at something new to your experience. =

never see so 0 Ah neva see moe. How de hell de man expects me to

feed dese children on two dollars a week. (Ottley 1971:53) 0 “Ah hah

to mek it meh duty to speak to Father Jones about yuh Felix. Well ah

never see more, who would ah think yuh was een ah de choir fuh

forty years.” (Rollocks 1975:9) 0 “Mary, ah tired tell yuh yuh does

shout too much! “I does shout too much?” “Yes!” “ Well
,
yuh talkin

’

stupidness!! Yuh always talkin’ stupidness!! I does shout... I nevah

see more!!” (Sweetbread, EX 15 Mar 1977:17) 0 Ah nevah see mo’e!:

how about that! (Haynes 1987:27)

never see so phr An exclamation of surprise, shock, astonishment,

disbelief, esp. at something new to your experience. = never see more
0 “Rumsingh, dat was ah weddin’ over de weeken’ eh. An' food!

Never see food so yet!!” (Sweetbread, EX 31 Jan 1983:21) 0 And
Sybil ent thinking straight, she feel if a big earthquake hit Trinidad

people in Matelot wouldn’t feel it? I never see thing so. (Tante Tante,

TG 25 Sept 1993:17)

never see that phr An exclamation of surprise, anger, or bewilder-

ment. 0 (Mendes 1985:3)

new brand, new bran adj Brand new; very new. (< E brand new
‘absolutely new’) 0 Harold had on a blazer. And. in his pocket, a new
brand razor (Growler “Harold Change Your Mind” 1940) 0 Long
time can you remember. With a thousand, you could have bought a

new brand motor car. But now to pay seven thousand you must be

able. To pass another three hundred under the table. (Invader "High

Cost of Living” 1952 pr) 0 “She rolling she eyes like a new brand

television.” (1984) 0 (Haynes 1987:174) 0 “We put two new-brand

tires in front.” (1990)

new broom sweep clean phr Said to indicate that old or familiar

things are sometimes more useful than new ones. From the proverb

New broom sweep clean but old broom know the corner(s). 0 (Haynes

1987:174)

new nigger, new naygur n arc Said of someone who does not know
how to behave, or how to do tasks successfully, (fr behaviour of

newly arrived untrained slaves or workers from Africa) 0 “He getting

on like a new nigger, breaking up all my dishes.” (1984)

new shoemaker n Archaeoprepona amphimachus, a large butterfly. =

>banded king shoemaker 0 (Kaye 1921:46)

New Yam Festival n arc A traditional harvest festival of African ori-

gin. 0 On the Moruga road in the St. Mary’s Village in 1973, we
found a moderately large group of Congo people whose music, folk-

lore and tales we were able to record... [once] at a New Yam Festival

which they were celebrating. They had cooked the first samples of the

year’s yam crop and placed it with other offerings of vegetables on a
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small table lit with candles. Standing around it they sang very ancient

songs to the old people after which they danced around the table, each

person taking a small morsel of the food and eating it. The rest of the

ceremony consisted of more singing and dancing old Congo dances,

late into the night. (Elder 1988: 19)

next adj With a, other, another, second, further, additional. (< E next,

used after the to indicate one of a series) 0 “Find a next place to live,

all-a you. I givin’ you one month.” (de Boissiere 1956:37) 0 Through

neglecting us to aid a next colony. (Eisenhower “Yearly Happening”

1954, in Rodman 1971:205) 0 So when you see some young girls

gossiping, [It’s] a next woman they are bad talking. (Tiny Terror

“Leave the Young Girls Alone” 1959 pr) 0 NEXT, adj., other, e.g.. He
is married, but he livin’ with a next woman. (Rodman 1971:233) 0 If

Chalkie uses to sing ah nex type of kaiso nobody woulda notice even

if he was reaching late every day. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 Apr 1977) 0

While dey runnin one way, ah nex set running back and well tiefing

out de pore people furnitures and ting from out dey home! (Mamits

LPOS, TG 22 Oct 1979) 0 De woman take out ah com for Doris dat

look as if it was sufferin’ from ah bad case of malnutrition. Instead of

Doris tellin' de lady dat she don't want dat com she want ah nex’ one,

she ups an’ tell de lady, “Yu should be ashamed of yuself sellin’ peo-

ple dem kind ah maga com. Dis kind ah com allyu sellin’ here is

uncomstitutional!” (Keens-Douglas 1984:92) 0 Dese are de people

who like to dance wit’ dey hands flyin’ ’bout as if is some windmill

or Raggedy-Ann doll, an’ to make it worse, dey always have ah drink

in one hand an' ah cigarette in de nex’. (Keens-Douglas 1984:120) 0

“So when they sent for ‘Kitch’ and ‘Kitch’ come down here and

‘wrap up’ de t’ing they say ‘yuh know wha’ happening’, it have a

nex’ ole’ man there, we want him too, since allyuh feel ole man ‘dead

out.’” (EX 8 Nov 1987:13) 0 It has been estimated by economists that

it would take this country a next generation to pay off this loan. (TTM
10 July 1990:27) 0 Ah mean ah simple, down-to-earth rumshop like

Mr Chen own. De kind wey does have groceries sellin on one side an

liquor on de nex side. (Foster 1990:41) 0 “Jus’ now you go hear them

on the television again, on the news sayin’ how sales down by ten per

cent this year and is only blue notes they countin’. Every bloody year

sales down by a nex’ ten per cent again.” (EX 4 Dec 1994:1 1) 0 One
youthman sit down in ah nex comer. He only scratching like ah mon-
key. (Maharaj 1994a:25) 0 “Then they had the time when a junior

Carnival queen had to stop playin’ she mas because a nex’ setta peo-

ple say how she mamaguying God.” (EX 8 Jan 1995:1 1

)

next-bat n An informal type of cricket with no wicket; the batsman

takes strokes at the ball until he misses, when he is out. = goes-in

goes-out, pass out 0 They playing next-bat.

next week adv Used with a day name to indicate a day in the follow-

ing or coming week. Note: Generally equivalent to SE next +[day

name

]

or
[
day name

]
+ of next week, e.g. next Monday, Monday of

next week. 0 “I promise to let you have your money by next week
Monday.” (James 1968:19)

niaure, niaure n Calliandra guildingii [= Anneslia guildingii], a small

evergreen tree native to Trinidad, to 10 m (32' ); bark is smooth, grey-

ish-white or brown. Leaves compound, 3-4 pairs of leaflets, lanceolate,

base narrowed and rounded on one side, upper pair larger than lower.

Flowers in clusters 7.5 cm (3") diameter; white at base with numerous

long thread-like upright stamens crimson toward the tip, giving a very

ornamental ‘powder puff effect. Fruit pod narrow, 6-1 1 cm x 7-9 mm
(2. 3-4.3" x .28-. 35"), coiling backwards after opening. Seeds flat, shiny

brown, about 8x5 mm (.3" x .2"). Wood yellowish, hard, heavy.

(< Amer) = cunure 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:298) 0 (Marshall 1934:42-43) 0

(Beard 1946:32) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:100) 0 Niaure is com-
mon as an under-storey tree in the valleys of the northern Range and in

wet lowland forest especially near Mount Harris. In flower it is

conspicuous at the sides of the Valencia Long Stretch and the San-

Raphael-Cumuto Road... The wood is hard and heavy but is not used,

presumably because of the small size of most plants. However, the

small tree would make an attractive ornamental plant for home gardens

with sufficient space. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:4041)

niaz, nias n A Muslim memorial service three days after a death.

(< U niyaz ‘petition; prayer’) 0 While the Imam does some Quoranic

recitations and sprinkles some incense over the coals, he is offering

up this food. This entire ceremony is called
“
Nias”, (Ali 1975:39)

nice adj Of a man, sometimes a woman, handsome, good-looking.

Note: SE usu. uses nice for good manners or pleasant personality,

and look nice!nice-looking for appearance. (< dial E nice ‘hand-

some; pretty’) 0 Do you call him nice? (ESTT 1956) 0 “He is a nice-

man.” (1990)

nice, eat see EAT NICE

nice up v Make a place or person look better; clean and decorate; put

on best clothes. (< E nice ‘attractive; agreeable’) 0 Newswatch hears

that the Old Oak people have flown cases and cases of the hard stuff

up to Miami so that TNT could “nice up the place” and put the Yanks
in high spirits. (Mirror 1983) 0 Another vagrant went into the store

and stole a bottle of Brut cologne as if he wanted to nice up the place

too. (TTM \ Feb 1985)

nick v Use a particular strategy in playing WAPEE. 0 He heard “I nick

you” “I cut you” and he knew that wappie or wap was being played...

He said the cards were shuffled and the player called “I nick you.”

The one who would bet cut the cards and said “You out.” The first

one would then turn up the first two cards. The bets were then made
and he would take out card after card until a corresponding one came
out which would decide the winner. (TG 8 Oct 1919:7) 0 The game
begins by the casa “brewing” - shuffling - the cars. He then asks,

“Who’s nicking?” Whichever player accepts becomes the “nicker”...

He can now if he wishes brew the cards a second time... The nicker

can bet only on “his” card - the first turned up. (Bickerton 1969:32)

nickaracka n Gliricidia sepium [= G. maculata, Robinia sepium], a

naturalized tree to 15 m (49'
) tall, young stems hairy. Leaflets 7-19,

lanceolate, ovate-elliptical, base rounded or wedge-shaped, 3-7 cm x

12-27 mm (1.2-2.7" x .47-1"), sparsely and minutely short-haired on

both sides. Flowers have top petals recurved, deeply notched and

incurved at tip; light purple with a yellow centre within, whitish out-

side, wings light purple, shorter keel; in racemes 10-15 cm (3. 9-5. 8")

long. Fruit pod 10-20 x 1-2 cm (3. 9-7. 8" x .4-. 8"), seeds about 1 cm
(.4") long. (< Nicaragua < Nicaraguan cocoa shade, fr use as shade

tree for young cocoa trees) = glory cedar 0 (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:112)

nicker n The chief player in a round of WAPEE. (< nick) 0 The game
begins by the casa “brewing” - shuffling - the cars. He then asks,

“Who’s nicking?” Whichever player accepts becomes the “nicker”...

He can now if he wishes brew the cards a second time... The nicker

can bet only on “his” card - the first turned up. (Bickerton 1969:32)

nier-nier see NYE-NYE

nigawu n In folk tradition, a human who takes the form of an animal,

generally at night. = >lagahoo

nigger, naga, nagah, nagar, naygar, naygur, nigar n A black per-

son; all black people; often a negative or abusive term, but can some-

times be used ironically, familiarly, or in solidarity. (< E nigger

< negro) 0 “Well! well! country buckra good for true. Hay! da whar

you go see one poor nigger lika Cudjoe sit dong pon table na town.”

(TRD 12 Feb 1853:3) 0 This mishap caused a very long delay; but

ultimately, with the help of many coolies and niggers, armed with

crowbars, jacks, and levers, the car was lifted on to the rails again.

(Brassey 1885:133) 0 The No. 1 fellar tell him “You was’nt obliged

to go for the cakes, you could have gone to hear to Christy Minstrels.”

Den No. 2 say “I am a nigger myself and wouldn’t do as the rest of

you that is to go to see the nigger aping his race.” (PC 24 Sept 1904)

0 Dat nager man (me skin is black sa’, but I aint no nigger!) is ram-

pagin’ us ’cause I report de duck pon’ at Ginger Jane, an’ dey’s put a

daylight inspector ’pon de beat, so he don’ get pay for his night visits

no mo’. (POSG 15 Dec 1907:6) 0 Yes that nigger woman too danger-

ous, When she saw she couldn’t put an end to me life. She even tackle

me with the old grass knife. (Caresser “Madame Khan” 1938) 0 She

bound to say, “Nigger man, you drunk, One suit of clothes can’t full

up me trunk!” (Beginner “Second Hand Girls” 1940) 0 “Comrades,

do you know what I have myself heard the construction manager say?
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‘No use paying these niggers too much, they’ll go to the rumshop and

drink it.’” (de Boissiere 1952:233) 0 “All because your father is a nig-

ger,” her mother had remarked with her usual insensitivity to the finer

feelings, expressing at the same time her resentment at having sad-

dled herself with a Negro husband, (de Boissiere 1956:53) 0 “People

might not be aware of the situation, but when they call a person a

Nigger or Coolie, it affects the human body, psychologically and oth-

erwise. For instance... when someone calls me a Coolie in public, it

hurts me more than licks and obscene words... Likewise, if 1 hear an

Indian using the word Nigger, I feel very embarrassed and angry.”

(TTM26 Nov 1995:25)

nigger boy n arc A tlat dark brown sweet made mainly from molas-

ses, very hard and therefore sucked or licked rather than chewed. =

nigger-head
3
0 The African slaves had [a great fancy] for sweets...

Those who worked on the sugar estates were given part of their wages

in sugar and molasses. They then used these to make any number of

delicious sweetmeats... [such as] they made “nigger boy,” a caramel

type sweet. (Hunt 1985a:i-ii) 0 The slaves and indentured labourers...

created their own “caramel”, by boiling sugar and water in an iron

pot. As the mixture began to thicken they simply dropped lumps on a

sheet of tin. This is regarded as one of the earliest sweets made here

and they named it “Nigger Boy”. (Hunt 1 985b:iv, 1 ) 0 [N]igger-boys

made with treacle and butter. (Andersen 2004: 146)

nigger French n obs A negative term for the French spoken by

African slaves and Afro-Creoles; also and later more commonly, the

French Creole language, PATOIS. = broken French, Negro French,

>Patois 0 During my stay in Trinidad [1846], Her Majesty’s steamer

Growler arrived from the coast of Africa, with a cargo of... recaptured

negroes... Our highly civilized colonial negroes went amongst them,

making their remarks to each other in nigger French, with an occa-

sional ejaculation in English of “me Gad!” (Day 1852-1:274-5)

niggergram n Gossip, rumour spread by word of mouth; esp. when
mean, malicious, untrustworthy. (< nigger + telegram, cablegram) =
negrogram 0 I read the Gazette and the Trinidad Guardian, It is said

Shaw tendered his resignation. But if you read the nigger gram well

oh me lord, The only thing they didn't call him is the child of God.

(Mighty Zebra “Who Chase ’Way the Governor?” 1950 pr) 0 She

again, according to “niggergram" left home 27 times in the 16 or so

years they lived together. (TTM 19 Sept 1993:4) 0 “Allyuh have no

proof of corruption, favouritism, croneyism, insider dealing, nepo-

tism or any such thing. So you have no case... all you have is a lot of

mauvais langue, ratiray, niggergram, and waylay, waylay.” (TTM 17

Nov 1996:27)

nigger ground n obs On a slave-holding ESTATE, the area where slave

dwellings are located. = >negro grounds 0 Looking at the old settlers

lots, looking at the old nigger ground, in fact if you go to Charlotte-

ville there is a place called Nigger Ground and that reflects, in the

dramatics of the organization of the slave estates, plantations. (OPNL
Dec 1988:6)

nigger-head 1 n arc Any tree fern when trunk is inverted; the base

with coarse wiry dark brown to black roots on top. Commonly used

as a support for orchids. (< E nigger-head ‘tussock; knotted mass of

grasses’ fr resemblance to untidy African hair) 0 My brother would

get me some nigger-head for the orchids.

2 n Spermacoce assnrgens, a native plant, prostrate to erect; stem to

50 cm (19.5"). Leaves elliptical-lanceolate, 5 x 1.5 cm (2" x .6"),

blades spread horizontally; each pair appears flattened. Flowers in

clusters at leaf bases or ends of branch, short white tube, light

purplish-white petals. Used medicinally. = balie jab, buttonweed, iron

grass
2

,
man-to-man root, white broom 1

, >white-head broom2
0

(Morean 1990)

3 n arc A candy made from a lump of hard sugar or molasses, usu. on

a stick, sucked as a sweet, (fr dark colour and round head-like shape)

= nigger boy 0 We used to suck nigger-head, that sweet too bad.

niggeritis n Laziness; lassitude; a feeling of not wanting to do any-

thing, esp. after eating. (< nigger + E -ids ‘a disease of, fr stereotype

of a lazy black person) = macajuelitis, macajuel syndrome 0 Like

niggeritis have every man here! 0 Niggeritis... A disease contracted

after one has eaten a creole Sunday lunch or other large meal. Symp-
toms included droopy eyes, distended belly, lack of desire and/or

ability to move and a lack of focus or direction, (www.skettel.com 25

Apr 2001)

niggerman 1 n Tob Black male person, traditionally not negative and

not depending on shade of colour. 0 Who dat niggerman dey?

2 n Trin A negative term for a black male person. 0 The idea this nig-

ger man came to me. Ordering rice and talkaree. (Growler “Bosie

Darling” 1939) 0 I told her, “Darling, let’s take a walk”. She said,

“Nigger man, why don’t you talk?” (Caresser “Clementina” 1940)

nigger pepper n Capsicum chinense var. habanero , a cultivated hot

pepper; dark brown in colour; sometimes occurs on same plant with

red fruits, (fr similarity of dark brown colour to Negro skin, or from

being liked by Negro people) = congo pepper, >pepper*, seven-pot

pepper; chocolate pepper, coffee pepper (brown variety) 0 Terror hot-

ter than ten nigger pepper. (Terror “Road March 75” pr 1975)

nigger skylark n Take it easy; fool around; neglect duty; act badly.

(< nigger + skylark) 0 What I want Hugh to know is that Trinis pass

the stage of making “nigger skylark” long time. (Mirror 1983)

niggerways n A very negative term for behaviour such as laziness,

dishonesty, or practicing obeah. 0 While the terms wickedness, nasti-

ness, niggerways and filthyways usually refer to worthless people

‘without behaviour’, they may also imply the practice of sorcery.

(Littlewood 1993:40)

night n The period of time from sunset, about 6 pm. til morning. See

also GOOD NIGHT. (< E night ‘the period of darkness between day

and day, between evening and morning’) 0 Evening - before sunset

from when, was “night”. (Alladin 1970:69)

night-blooming cactus n Epiphyllum hookeri [= Cereus hookeri,

Phyllocactus hookeri], a native epiphytic plant, growing on trees and

cliffs, to 7 m (23' ) long, freely branched. Joints 30-60 x 5-9 cm (12-

24" x 2-3.5"), rather thin, light green, deeply notched. Flowers soli-

tary, on edges of the joints, 16-18 cm (6-7") long with a slender tube

and numerous spreading greenish-pink to white segments. Fruit

oblong, light purple, 8 cm (.3") long. 0 (FTP 1940-1-7:462)

night climber n Imantodes cenchoa cenchoa, a long thin non-venom-

ous snake, (fr being active at night + climbing trees) = cenchoa snake,

chunk-head(ed) (snake)
2

, fiddle-string mapepire
1

, fiddle-string snake,

>mapepire corde violon
1

, slender tree snake, thread snake, vine

snake 1

, violin-string snake 0 (Beebe 1946)

nightingale n Trogolodytes aedon, T.a. albicans (Trin), T.a. tobagen-

sis (Tob) a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. A common resident, often found

in gardens. Song is variable, a brilliant, loud, warbling series, usu.

with a trill in the middle and ending with a rise in pitch; often pro-

longed by several chattering notes, which, along with scolding churrs,

are also heard separately. One of the first birds to sing at dawn. (< E
nightingale , Motacillor or Daulius, species of birds celebrated for

their melodious song, esp. at night) = >god(’s)-bird, house bird, hou-

sie, kakarachi, rossignol; Tobago house wren ( T.a. tobagensis); Trini-

dad house wren (T.a. albicans) 0 A wren... is known here as the

Rossignol, or Nightingale, on account of its note; it is very familiar,

and frequently builds under the eaves of houses, (de Verteuil

1884:91)

nights 1 n Several species of Taygetis butterflies: T. penelea , T. ver-

gilia, T. echo , T. cleopatra, and T. andromeda. All are drab brown on

the upper sides, with darker patches underneath and lighter bands on

wing margins, (fr very dark coloration) 0 (Barcant 1970:141)

2 n Euptychia hesione , a butterfly. = ringlets 0 (Kaye 1910)

night snake n Leptodeira annulata ashmeadi, a snake, usu. active at

night; sometimes seen in gardens. = annulated night snake, banded
night snake, cat-eyed (night) snake, chunkhead 1

, >false mapepire 1

,

garden snake, mapepire 3
,
mapipire balsain

2
, Trinidad garden snake

0 (Boos 2001a: 115)

night-time jep n Apoica sp., a number of medium-sized wasps. Light

yellow-brown, with white tip at end of belly; painful sting. Usu. seen

around house lights at night. Nest is an upside-down cone that adult

jeps hang onto during the day in a shape resembling an upside-down
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umbrella, (fr time of activity, not usual day-time) = umbrella jep,

>white jep

night work n Urination or defecation at night, in a PO or similar

UTENSIL, rather than going to a latrine or toilet. (< E night-work

‘work done at night’) 0 The little room to the left of the gallery... con-

tains... a big wooden chair with a lift-able seat for night work. (The

Nation
,
Christmas Annual 1959:45)

nihaare v Become very involved while talking; become emotional;

exaggerate, /nihatre/ (< H-Bh niharna Took constantly; gaze’) 0 You
over like to nihaare all kinda shit-talk. (1990)

nikale kangan n The Hindu wedding ritual of taking off the KANGAN.
/nikale karjgan/ (< H nikalna ‘take out; pull’ + kangan)

nikar v Remove; go out from, /nikar/ (< H nikarna ‘go forth; issue’) 0

“I tell you, neekar here.” (1990)

nikkah n A Muslim wedding ceremony, /nika/ (< U nikkan ‘wed-

ding’) 0 Yusuf and Umar left to go to the Mosque and when they got

there they met the Imam and made arrangements to have the nikkah

performed immediately after the Eid Salaat. (Ali 1993:148)

nimble n Mallophaga sp., a very small species of fowl louse. (< E
nimble ‘quick and light in movement’) = fowl lice, poupoule 0 “We
used to collect it there to place in the fowl nests to keep away nim-

bles,” she explained. (Morean 1 99 1 f: 1 8) 0 “You mean to say dese

fowl get nimble again!” (Baptiste 1993:1 16)

nine bass n Six BASS PANS arranged in a U-shape around the player,

with three other bass pans in front, mounted above to be played hori-

zontally. 0 In 1971 [Rudolph Charles] invented the nine bass 1972,

the rocket pans shaped to contain sound. In 1973, he invented the 12

bass; 1974, the quadrophonic. In 1976, the triple tenor harmony pan

and in 1977, the pan harmony (six pans). (TTM 25 Feb 1983:13) 0

(Thomas 1985:385) 0 Rudolph Charles - Innovator, tuner and leader

of the Desperadoes, familiar to all as ‘the man with the Hammer’ was

responsible for the creation of the “quadraphonic pan”, “whistle

tenor”, “rocket cello” - 9 and 12 Bass and the famous “Soca Bass”.

(Bacchus-Xavier 1991:29)0 To call [her] a pannist or violinist would

be too simplistic. Yes, she can play the piano, violin, pan, viola, gui-

tar, cuatro and tenor, double seconds, seven bass and nine bass pans.

Chances are if another 10 instruments come to mind, she can play

those as well. (EX 3 Jan 1993:1 1)

nine days feast n A ceremony held when a baby is nine days old and

is presented to relatives and ancestral spirits. 0 When the baby and its

mother emerge from the house nine days after birth, a ceremony is

held to present the new member of the family to relatives and to the

family dead... The feast is as bountiful as the means of the parents

permit... As soon after the “nine-days feast” as feasible... it is bap-

tized. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:118)

nine days night n A ceremony held the ninth night after a death or

burial. = nine days wake, nine nights, ninth night 0 Outstanding

among the rituals of death are the wakes. The first of these... is on the

night of death... The second in this series is... the end of a week’s vig-

ils following death, the “nine days night.” Finally, the most impor-

tant, is the “forty days night,” which ends the cycle. (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1947:147)

nine days wake n A ceremony held the ninth night after a burial; usu.

including dancing, drumming, singing, eating and drinking. = nine

days night, nine nights, ninth night 0 Residents in and about Willis

Lane and Brathwaite’s Lane, Belmont, were greatly annoyed on

Thursday night consequent on one of those barbarous events known
locally as “A Nine Days Wake.” (POSG 14 Aug 1915:3)

nine nights n A ceremony held the ninth night after a death or burial.

= nine days night, nine days wake, ninth night 0 At a Nine Night,

rum, tea, bread, etc. are served shortly after midnight. Those who
wish to continue hymn-singing do so in the house. Outside, some
dance the bongo to the accompaniment of qua-quas (pieces of wood
which are “beaten together”). (Simpson 1970:51) 0 Members of some
families hold a wake and one or more of the following: Third Night;

Nine Night; Forty Day; Annual Memorial. (Simpson 1970:50) 0 On
the ninth night after the funeral, the “Nine Nights” is celebrated.

Prayers are said at 8.00 p.m., at 12.00 midnight and at 4.00 a.m. After,

the bed is unmounted and flowers, candle and bed are put outside. The
house is restored, furniture arranged and pictures turned. The period of

mourning at the house has officially ended... For at least a year... there

will be no celebrations, no going to parties, not even during the Christ-

mas season. (Thompson 1983:28) 0 “Otherwise we follow our noses

and go to the Indians’ Ramayan or nine nights prayers.” ( TTM 2 1 Nov
1989:19) 0 “When the nine nights start the Indian man come again

with two bag full of food.” (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:48) 0 “Wakes”
were a phased manner of mourning that consisted of three particular

stages. Firstly, the few nights between the death and the burial, sec-

ondly the “Nine Nights” after death and finally the “Forty Nights”

after death. (Cummings 2004: 145)

nine veins of life n Gouania lupuloides, a native woody forest vine;

yields a reddish brown sap used medicinally. = bejuco de moreno,

bejuco de raina, fat bush, liane savonette, seven veins of life, soap

bush, >soap vine 0 (Morean 1990; M-82)

ning-ning fly n Tob Any tiny black fly or gnat; sometimes makes a

high-pitched buzzing noise; tends to move in swarms. (< eastern

Kikongo ningi-ningi Tittle fly that flies around in humid places’

< ninga ‘to buzz’ < Kikongo nzi ‘fly’, nzi-nzi ‘reduplication suggest-

ing diminutive size’) = jinji fly, >sour fly
2
0 (Wamer-Lewis 1994:10)

ninth night n A ceremony held the ninth night after a burial. = nine

days night, nine days wake, nine nights 0 But the biggest and most

elaborate funeral festival takes place on the night after the death, usu-

ally referred to as the “ninth” night, when as happened at the wake
everybody assemble[s] to pay homage to the deceased, and to send

him on his merry way. Coffee and biscuits are the main dietary sta-

ples at nine nights. (Ottley 1979)

ninyam, nynyam, yamyam n arc Food; meal. See also NYAM.
(< Kikongo nyama, nyama, Bantu nyama ‘meat; animal’, Yor inyan

‘pounded yam’) = nyam-nyam, nym-nyam 0 Yam-yam no bin dare,

fire bin out. (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 (Uh 1883:251) 0 Nyn nyam - food.

(Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 All ninyam good fe nyam, buh all tory na

good fe tell. ‘All food is good to eat but all stories are not good to

tell.’ (proverb) 0 (Wamer-Lewis 1996:150)

nip n A half pint, usu. of mm, sometimes of milk; a quarter of a quart

of mm. (< E nip ‘a measure of liquor: originally a half-pint or less of

ale; later, a small quantity of spirits, usu. less than a glass’) = petit

quart, p.q. 0 He goes into a mm shop and orders a nip, which is a

quarter bottle costing twenty-four cents. (Calder-Marshall 1939:60) 0

When the deceased has been placed in a good position to look on his

friends as they make their last carouse with him they arrive with nips,

pints, quarts and gallon demi-johns. (de Boissiere 1945c: 19) 0 Then

he changed the ten dollar bill, bought a nip of cheap mm, and sat

down to wait for nightfall. (Selvon 1948:16) 0 The bar attender nod-

ded on seeing him and, knowing his likes and tastes, brought him a

nip of Vat 19, a small enamel pitcher of ice-water, and a slice of

lemon on a tray. (Khan 1964:41) 0 As he walked into the night, he felt

in his pocket for the nip, took it out, uncorked it and had a drink.

(Lovelace 1968:171) 0 The men could drink at Manuel’s Rum Shop

later too. More of them became sweet on a Saturday night and several

came home with nips in their pockets. (Alladin 1970:41) 0 From de

time he say nip and pitty quart. Is then I get to know. That them three

women was right, Yuh know de man really bom in San Fernando.

(Cristo “Yankee Man” 1970 pr) 0 He was no longer just another man
buying a nip of mm. (Khan 1987:45) 0 Boodram called for a nip of

puncheon. (Stewart 1989:83) 0 All them teachers who does walk in

the classroom with a nip stick up they back-pocket and all them

police who in more bobol and skullduggery than anybody else.

(Maharaj 1992:29) 0 On a calypso night one could be visited by

friends or relatives who would take along a “petit-quart” or “nip” or

mm (8 ozs) “just to make things encouraging”. (Cummings 2004:94)

nit n Small, mean person; a miser; person who hates spending money.

(< E nit ‘a stupid or incompetent person’) 0 That man wouldn’t buy

himself a plaster for he own sore; he too much a nit.

niutaa, neota, niootaa 1 n An invitation, usu. in the form of dye
RICE, to a PUJA, wedding, etc., carried by a NAO. (< H nimantran

‘invitation’) 0 “They give me niootaa for the wedding.” (1990)
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0 Neota or nimantran takes the form of verbal or written invitation

issued to friends and relatives. Nowadays, special wedding cards are

printed and a few grains of yellow-coloured rice are stuck to the card,

before it is distributed to invitees. Many people are also invited ver-

bally or through word of mouth accompanied by yellow rice. (Holass-

Beepath 2002:18)

2 n Money accompanying a gift to a wedding couple. (< H-Bh) 0

“Way all de nioowtaa money gone?” (1990)

n-none intj A protection against HALF, a children’s game, indicating

that you will give up nothing, /en nAn/ 0 If you have something, and

you call 'n-none', nobody could call half and take,

no, na, nah, nuh 1 adv Negator particle, before the verb; generally

equivalent to SE not and do + not. = >eh, nuh 1 0 When asked if he

wished to go to heaven; he answered why for I go follow you, if I no

wish for be happy, you are very well, this world no long for me, and I

no long for him. (Elliot LMS 2 July 1809) 0 “Me Mimba no sabby

make fool. Me swear dat me no know wha hale her.” (TG 2 Oct 1 827)

0 “If no free for six years, better let we tand as before... that time

come.” (Burnley 9 Aug 1834, in Pinney DM 276) 0 Me really no

know what come of Missa C—z since he get he big boy from Eng-

land; he too mannish - he no laugh and joke wid a’ we like lang time.

(POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 You no no da lang Backra wey hab red

wiska - wen he da talk like a ya so na road, eh? you sabbie yerry am
clay na Backra house yandar? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Parson no like it.

( TRD 1 May 1851:3)0 “Me no know, massa, - me no work for less.”

(Day 1852-2:79) 0 Crab no walk - crab no fat - crab walk too much
he come a pot. = ‘A crab that does not walk will not get fat, a crab

that walks too much will be caught and put into the pot.’ A lazy per-

son amounts to nothing; if a person is too busy he will be brought to

grief. (Uh 1 883:256) 0 Wen you comin no foget to bring de tippit, and

de sharl way you pramiss me. (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 Cant dismis poo

teacheers again, witout grand, because dem no like church. (PC 1 Oct

1904) 0 “Me son no have no feelin’. He break de mala from me
neck.” (Mahabir 2005:50)

2 adv Negator particle used to indicate a question expecting agree-

ment or positive answer or is trying to persuade the listener to agree;

usu. equivalent to SE isn ’t it/wasn 't it/don ’tyou etc. (poss. < E no and

Fr non, sentence-final question asking for agreement + < Yor no 'sen-

tence-final index of persuasion or decision to accept one of a number

of options' Wamer-Lewis 1996:167) ONo for you me bin buy Madras

grand? (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 “Wha for you no curse Mimba no? You no

quarel her no, Buddy Quaco?” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 “Ai, me hungry

man, no time fu eat yet? Look wey de sun deh.” (Phillips 1991:50) 0

No indicates encouragement or decision to choose an option.

(Wamer-Lewis 1996:167)

no ass, no arse phr An emphatic indicating very, endless, seriously,

really; without restraint. = no hell, no skin, no tail 0 Just then a car

‘flying low’ from around the comer came to a screeching halt. The

occupants immediately began swearing. They alighted and walked

towards the little group, still cursing about the bad condition of the

road. “They lucky nuh arse you know,” one of them said. (Bain

1974:69) 0 The parlour was always dark no ass, and you always feel

cool in that darkness. (Khan 1987:124)’ 0 I say, it have a time to live

and a time to die. You think we living?... We dying... we dying no

arse.’ (Lovelace 1988:129) 0 “This man sick no ass,” Jo-Jo said.

(Stewart 1989:208) 0 “Nobody brought any food so everybody

hungry no ass.” (1990) 0 “You see dat man serious? If you see him

serious, you must be blind no arse!” (Andersen 2004: 1 1 5)

nobbin adj Of com, having missing grains, /nobin/ (< AmE nubbin

‘an imperfect ear of com’) 0 “That com too nobbin.” (1986)

nochay v Pick carelessly, of fruit; handle ruthlessly, /notfe/ (< H
nochna ‘scratch; pinch; claw’) 0 Doh nochay di cerise, nah!

nocks see KNUCKS

nodder adj arc Other. = nedder 0 You can' tel lookin glass see you

one yieye tan likka nite-owl pickney got sore yieye; an de nodder one

ober-nite peas-soup. (PC 9 July 1904)

no dog bark, not a dog bark phr Indicating that someone is so strong

and forceful that no one will make any objections; used as a boast or

challenge to others. Generally now associated with its use by Prime

Minister Eric Williams, (originally fr Shakespeare’s Merchant of
Venice, “And when I ope my lips, let no dog bark”) 0 “When I talk no

dog bark. I am an Abyssinian.” This was the boastful declaration

which [he] made on Mucurapo Street at midday yesterday. He was

correct. No dog barked, but Constable Jones who was on duty in the

vicinity thought that [his] conduct, in striking his chest and telling the

dogs in a loud tone of voice that they could not bark after he had spo-

ken, was disorderly. (TG 4 Jan 1936:3) 0 [He] has chosen to jump on

his high horse... and give instructions... as if not a damn dog should

bark when he says so. (TTM 31 July 1987:32) 0 In those days,

Williams the scholar was boss and “who vex lost” and “not a damn
dog barked.” (TTM

2

Oct 1990:3) 0 Eric... allowed... free rein to loot

the national coffers, he practised nepotism... he refused to talk to

Cabinet ministers, and yet, not a damn dog barked in the PNM. (TTM
19 Oct 1990:4) 0 This was not having to mind wife and children with

a few measly dollars every fortnight. This was the time when he was

king and when he stood in a ring no dog could bark. (Boodhoo

1994:216) 0 For a moment in time, Eric was the surrogate Massa, and

when he decided no damned dog barked. (Newsday 3 Jan 2003:12)

noggin n A house, wall, etc. made with bits and pieces, such as broken

brick, wood chips. (< E nogging ‘brickwork built up between wooden

framing’; dial E noggen ‘clumsy; clumsily made’) 0 A concrete

noggin house.

no hell phr An emphatic indicating that the speaker is not joking;

very; really; without restraint; most frequently used with mean. = no

skin 0 From small, that woman mean no hell.

noise n Quarrel; argument; disagreement. See also IN NOISE. (< obs

E noise ‘strife; contention; quarrelling’) 0 Roodal an Honourable

member of the Leg. Co., Had a noise with John Shaw sometime ago,

John Shaw pelt him out the Executive, Roodal as you know is very

vindictive, Roodal declared openly that. Whoever kill his dog he

going to kill their cat. (Mighty Zebra “Who Chase ’Way the Gover-

nor?” 1950 pr)

noisette n Omphalea megacarpa, a native climbing shrub. Fruit at

ends of branches; large, about 10 cm (.4") long, fleshy, with three

segments in a sphere containing seeds. Seeds about 3.5 cm (1.4")

diameter; yield a faintly bitter oil. (< Fr noisette ‘hazelnut’) = >hunt-

erman’s nut, zaboca maron 0 [Njwazette (used as a mild and effective

laxative. (Morean M-69)

noko n In PlTCh, a penalty; the winner either snaps a finger hard

against the loser’s fingers or knuckles, or pitches a marble hard

against the knuckles of the loser’s closed fist. = >bokey, marti,

matacks, progo

nompapier n A weak man, particularly one dominated by his wife.

See also MAMAPOULE. (< FC nom papie < Fr un homme de papier ‘a

man of paper’) 0 Nompapier, paper man, a weakling (ESTT 1956) 0

In that couple, the wife rules, she wears the pants and he has a ring in

his nose, real nompapier.

nona bhaaji n Portulaca oleracea, a native creeping plant with

succulent leaves, edible when cooked. (< H nuniya ‘purslane’) =

bhaaji", coupeah, nuniya bhaaji, pashley, pasley, >pussley 0 (Mahabir

1991:108)

no-nose sailor n In CARNIVAL, a kind of SAILOR MAS in which the

HEADPIECE does not have the characteristic exaggerated sailor nose.

North n The northern half of Trinidad; those areas where people

would tend to go to Port of Spain for business; as opposed to SOUTH.
0 “The nursing home. Doctor. Which one do you deal with?” “Since

you are from north, she'd have to go to Amicus in Diego Martin.”

(Ali 1993:212)

Northern Range n A range of high hills across the northern coast of

Trinidad. See also CENTRAL RANGE, SOUTHERN RANGE. 0

Between the town and the northern range of hills was an abandoned

sugar estate belonging to the Peschier family. (Fraser 1896:56) 0 The
road... ascends steeply into the Northern Range via a narrow pass

called “The Saddle”, which connects the Santa Cruz Valley on to the

Maraval Valley. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:21) 0 Towering over the

cocoa trees were the imortelle shade trees flaming with orange
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rooster-shaped blooms that contrasted with the blue-green sky ser-

rated by the Northern Range that ran from east to west as far as the

eye could see. (Boodhoo 1994:20) 0 The Northern Range, with the

highest peaks of El Cerro del Aripo (940 m) and El Tucuche (937 m),

rises from the three Boca Islands of Chacachacare, Huevos, and

Monos in the west and runs along the north coast almost to the north-

eastern tip at Point Galera...These mountains and hills are variably

covered with residual primary forest, secondary growth, and exten-

sive estates of mixed crops of coffee, cocoa, bananas, and other vari-

ous fruit and shade trees. Portions of the western area of the Northern

Range have been deforested and are covered with seasonally burned

grasslands, with some surviving palms and Caribbean pine planta-

tions. Some deforested areas are planted with short-crop vegetables

and herbs. (Boos 2001a:4)

northern white page n Eurytides protesilaus [= Graphium protesi-

Iaus\, a large butterfly, wingspan to 7.75 cm (3.1"). White, with vivid

black lines from top of upper wings into mid-wings; black side mar-

gins; very long tails, (found more in the northern part of Trinidad than

the southern white page ) 0 (Barcant 1970:178-9)

North Stand n During Carnival, a temporary spectators’ gallery

erected on the north side of the big stage in the Queen’s Park
Savannah. 0 The North Stand at the Queen’s Park Savannah was
used for the first time [in 1966], And, Desperadoes, because of its

large contingent of pannists were able to bow simultaneously to

patrons in both the Grand and North Stands at the commencement of

their performance. (Maxime 1 99 1:11) 0 The National Carnival Com-
mission and steelband association - Pan Trinbago use the Grand

Stand and the additional make-shift “north stand” to stage numerous

Carnival shows and competitions including Ole Mas, Dimanche Gras,

Panorama, Calypso Monarch and Parade of the Bands held on Carni-

val Monday and Tuesday. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:12) 0 North Stands,

North Stand. The temporary viewing stand built each year in the

Queen 's Park Savannah across the stage from the Grand Stands. In

the North Stands groups of observers, known as posses, for Carnival

competitions stake out and claim their viewing territory. North Stand

viewers have a mystique of participation - chanting, waving, dancing
- that carries throughout the Carnival season but is particularly strong

at the Panorama prelims. (Martin 1998:230) 0 In the Grand Stands

now, the Black middle class sit and listen to pan, their baskets with

food and drink at their sides. They look at programs and work out

which band is playing next and discuss who is likely to win the com-
petition. Here nobody gets up to dance. This is serious business. On
the other side, over in the North Stands, there is a mixed gathering of

people, on their feet, most of them, the majority in their own con-

tained and rambunctious party. For them the activities on the stage are

the background to their own celebrations, which they carry on most

wonderfully during the intervals when the bands are setting up onstage,

beating dudups and iron and wailing down the place. (Lovelace

1998:58) 0 North Stands: The temporary bleacher-style seating

erected across from the Grand Stand in the Savannah at Carnival

time. The North Stands are where the more riotous audiences sit,

especially during Panorama. (Scher 2003:183)

nose n The upper section of a MADBULL or MOON KITE which has a

raised BOW, to which the COMPASS is attached; the BULL or TONGUE
is fastened to the string of the bow. (< dial E nose ‘the outer rim of

any round object’ + resemblance to nose on a face ) 0 This nose too

small!

nosehole n Nostril; opening passage to the nose. (< arc or dial E nose-

hole ‘nostril’) 0 A had a little monkey, a len it to a lady. An the lady

went in the parlour to buy some bread. An he take a piece of charcoal

an push it in he nose hole, Now me monkey go dead. Oh lord. Now
me monkey go dead, (popular song, 1940s- 1950s) 0 “In a week time,

in a mont’ time, something so, they going sell their cunt to the nearest

money. It mek you smell hell in you’ nosehole.” (McDonald 1969:62)

0 Nose hole. (John 1973) 0 (Haynes 1987:9) 0 Bobby with the gun

nearly up his nose holes. (Andersen 2004:422)

no skin phr An emphatic phrase indicating that the speaker is not jok-

ing; very; really; without restraint; most frequently used with mean.

= no ass, no hell, no tail 0 De man mean no skin. ‘The man is very

mean.’ (Ottley 1971:75) 0 The man sick no skin,

no so phr obs A sentence tag expecting agreement; isn’t that true? =

>not so, not true 0 Even dem lilly pickny self da go na rum shap... All

dis no good fu notin. Bum-by dem gall go make good fu notin wife,

dem boy go make good fu notin man. Dem go cume raskel teef, liar,

cut trote: no so? dem go cum sick, no eable fu get out a dem one way,

an who da go help am? (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2)

not adv arc In a command, said to warn someone not to do something.

(< FC pa + verb + sa ‘neg. + verb + that’) 0 You not to do that.

(ESTT 1956) 0 Negative imperative sentences /do/ eat that “do not

eat that” A form of second person imperative now hardly ever heard

is: not to eat that “do not eat that”. This is a direct translation of the

French Creole /pa mazhe sa/. (Solomon 1993:71)

not a dog bark see NO DOG BARK

no tail phr An emphatic phrase indicating that the speaker is not jok-

ing; very; really; without restraint. = no ass, no hell, no skin 0 To run

with great speed. When I saw the gun, I ran no tail. (ESTT 1956)

not because conj Introduces a clause indicating that a condition is not

sufficient to account for a particular action; even though... not. Dif-

fers from SE not because in not requiring the inversion of the follow-

ing subject and verb, e.g. SE Not because you are older but because

you are wiser can you tell me what to do. ~ TT Not because you older

you could tell me what to do. 0 “Not because you are in uniform you

can do that,” [the magistrate] told... a soldier, on imposing a $50 fine

for assaulting a policeman. (TG 8 Feb 1944:2) 0 “I mean, not because

we poor, people can take advantage of us.” (TTM 17 Feb 1987:14) 0

“When we explained to them that we were just doing our work, they

made us to understand they had the right to shoot to kill. Not because

they have the authority to arrest or shoot, they have to take advantage

of innocent people.” (TTM 2 Oct 1990:12) 0 “Not because Bubuloops

was a whore, you feel she ent people. The trouble with allyuh young

fellas is that allyuh don’t know the history of Trinidad. Bubuloops

made a great contribution.” (EX 30 Jan 1994:24)

not folks see FOLKS

not for hell phr Under no circumstances; never. 0 But if you was

to try for a century, Not for hell no body would’nt [s/c] call you

bhati. (King Iere “The Ass in the Lion Skin” 1951 pr) 0 She fling

him off, not for hell she wouldn’t listen. Then she start to wine like

she never christened. (David Rudder “De Long Time Band” pr, in

Williams 1992)

not for self n In PITCH, a friendly game in which players return to the

original owner(s) all the marbles they have hit out of the ring; the

opposite of playing FOR SELF. = friendlies 0 We used to play not for

self - 1 couldn’t get more.

nothing(s) n In PITCH, playing marbles, a phrase used to prevent an

opponent from claiming any specific advantage. If a player can antic-

ipate or predict a move that his opponent may wish to make he can

either shout ‘fen no + [specific advantage]” or “nothing” before the

turn, thus not allowing the opponent to take that advantage. This can

be established before the start of the game, or told to a player about to

play. 0 He say nothings aready, so you couldn’t change that,

notice v Keep watch on; be careful with; pay attention to. 0 “Notice

the baby for me, don’t let him go in the yard.” (1990) 0 “Notice how
you cutting there, all those beams have to line up straight.” (2002)

not in that see IN THAT

not me and/with phr Indicating that the person does not want any

involvement in something. 0 Ah say to meself, “We, pa pa!” Nat me
po crahny bone bwaye go bruck me skin pon dem wood. (PC 30 July

1904) 0 O laws, o laws, not me in this kind of thing, Yes, I rather to

walk about daily and sing. (Caresser “Madam Khan” 1938) 0 Judy

sucked her teeth. “No thanks. Not me an [him], if you please.”

(Ramkeesoon 1975:38) 0 He say he going back every day jes to hear

George Weekes arguin wid all de big pappy lawyah an dem Texaco

has. Well not me in dat high drama. (Mamits LPOS, TG 22 Oct 1979)

0 So when the big scrimmage broke out between the Doc, Kelvin,

Nizam and the speaker, Karl slipped out of the house unnoticed. Not
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he with that! (Mirror 1983) 0 Not me an’ no blasted office party

again. Is ah waste ah time. (Keens-Douglas 1984:29) 0 Would you

believe another man from C'haguanas boasted that he was an active

supporter of the PNM for the past 28 years, but, he too, vowed “not

me and the PNM again.” (Bomb 1985) 0 This travelling business is

not for me. I tell you not me and no heavy bag. (Doh Say Dat, TG
1 Sept 1991 ) 0 ‘Canefield work too hard, yes. Not me and this, na. In

two three years time, me life done. Ah like ah old man already.’

(Gosine 1992:43) 0 “Nothing better than common fowl egg... You see

them white thing (white farm fowl), not me and that,” she insisted.

(EX-2 5 Mar 2005:1)

not so phr A sentence tag expecting agreement; isn’t that true? = no

so, not true 0 Since is the government who tell them to buy maxi taxi,

then they should also give them stands to operate from... not so?

(Mirror 1985) 0 Different strokes for different folks, not so? (TTM 10

Oct 1989:31)

not till fowl hab teeth see WHEN FOWL HAVE TEET

not true phr A sentence tag expecting agreement, trying to convince

someone. Isn’t that true? Isn’t that so? Isn’t that the case? = no so, not

so 0 “Now why you don’t trust me, Joan?” “You are a boy. Not true?”

(Anthony 1967:146)

no twos phr Sometimes with in, indicating great speed. = >two-twos 0

“Look how dan-a-dan he make dem windmill in no twos man!”

(1990) 0 “No twos he fly up the steps.” (1996)

nough see NUFF

now 1 adv Soon; in a very short time. = >just now 0 NOW, adv.,

shortly, e.g.. Ah cornin’ now. (Rodman 1971:233)

2 adv A short time ago; very recently. 0 Is now you come and you

finding everything not right.

noway adv Nowhere. 0 But I knew, despite all the people had to say,

Butler was right here in our midst, he didn’t go no way. (Atilla

“Where Was Butler?” 1938) 0 The nigger man, he don’t work no

way. All he does is gamble and sleep all day. (Growler “Bosie Dar-

ling” 1939) 0 She know I ent working noway. (Radio “Emily” 1940)

now for now, now fuh now 1 phr Right now; right away; immedi-

ately; while you wait; quickly. 0 Marry now for now or he’ll tell you

bold. He never see two man rats living in one hole. (Dictator “Unrea-

sonable Stepfathers” 1950 pr) 0 People carrying half dead goat and

cow. And the faith healer fixing up them now for now. (Spoiler “The

Faith Healer” 1951 pr) 0 “Don’t expect things to happen now for

now, Vic... Most people don’t like change. So take things easy.

Everything does take time.” (Gosine 1988:54) 0 “We regroove

smooth tyres now for now.”(sign 1990) 0 Our people don’t like to

wait, we want everything now for now. (EX-2 16 Dec 1990:33) 0

“Plenty poor people use blue soap. People... does take a blue soap and

a torchon and scrub their skin. No other soap can do it. The sweet

soap does finish now for now.” (Loubon 2001)

2 adj Rushed; not properly done; incomplete. 9 “What kind ah now
fuh now rice you cook there?” (Baptiste 1 993 : 1 1 7)

now go dead phr Used to indicate great surprise or shock. 0 Now ah

go dead: the shock of whatever is a bit too great. (Haynes 1987:175) 0

They married for true? Now I go dead!

nowherian 1 n A person who does not belong to a specific religious

faith, or who is not affiliated to a church. 0 You have to give children

guidance in religion or they will have no religion and that there was
nothing worse than not having a religion. That was being a ‘no-

where-ian’. (Boodhoo 1994:50) 0 In the barrack-yards on Sundays

one saw Anglicans, Roman Catholics, Moravians, Spiritual Baptists,

Wesleyans and “No-where-ians” as the non-church attendees were

called, all respecting each other’s religious persuasions. (Cummings
2004:82)

2 n Someone of questionable or unknown background; a waif and

stray without fixed roots. 0 ‘Don’t learn your lessons. Follow Alexis’

son and the other nowherian one they calling Scull. Follow them. You
will have good dirt digging companions.’ (Lovelace 1988:19) 0

When I first met Miss Bobby I took her for a Trini. But when she

opened her mouth 1 decided she was a Nowherian. We started going

around and, under the Caribbean lilt, I noticed traces of a South Lon-

don accent. I was right. She was a Nowherian, bom in London with a

Guyanese dad and a Trini mummy who’d been shuttled across the

Atlantic for Caribbean “broughtupcy”: all tamarind rod, ribbons and

convent chat. (Lee 2000: 1 12)

now so phr By this time; at this time. See also ALL NOW SO. 0 If

wasn’t for Razor Blade, now so One Foot might still be waiting under

the weeping willow tree for somebody to get a cratch for him.

(Selvon 1960b: 111)

nucks see KNUCKS

nuff, nough 1 adj Enough; a sufficient amount. (< E enough ‘suffi-

cient amount’) 0 Nuff for ‘enough’ is used constantly. (Uh 1883:251

)

0 Ah sah dem grecian bin nough foo nock down de spectators sah de

bal room. (PC 27 Aug 1904)

2 adj Much; many; plenty; large amount. 0 “When I come a big-shot

in this country, they have to make wey-wey legal. Otherwise it cause

’nough confusion.” (Hill 1966c: 13) 0 Whatever the final decision on

the vendors and traders, he must remember to treat the craftsmen with

’nuff respect! (TTM 13 July 1990:28) 0 On Good Friday yuh have tuh

cook wit nuff olive oil an plenty onion. (Foster 1990:91) 0 I feel like

celebrating. This calls for plenty jammin. It’s carnival 'nuff baccha-

nal, It sounding sweet, when we sing it on the street. (“Rati Ray” pr,

in Williams 1992)

nuh see NAH

numbers 1 n Often with in and a possessive pronoun, in great num-

bers; plentifully. (< E numbers ‘many’, of persons, etc.) 0 The police

were going to haul up people for such offences by numbers. (POSG
10 Sept 1907:4) 0 IN YOUR NUMBERS, in large numbers, e.g., turn

out in your numbers to hear Victor Bryan tonight. (Rodman
1971:231) 0 Sugar workers turned out in their large numbers on

Sunday July 1, in defiance of a call from their union, to boycott the...

festival. (TTM 10 July 1990:14) 0 Farmers came out in their numbers

to meet the TICFA representatives. (TG 15 Aug 1993:3)

2 n Urinatation and defecation; usu. child language. Combines

ONES/ONEZEE and TWOS/TWOZEE. (< E child language, [do] num-

ber one ‘urinate’; [do] number two ‘defecate’) 0 Mrs Kent said that

little children are being forced to go into lonely bushes to do their

numbers because of the situation at school. (Bomb 1977) 0 When they

finish bathing, the characters leave their numbers behind in the tank

which supplied drinking water for the children. (Bomb 1977)

nun 1 n Fluvicola pica, a bird, 15 cm (6") long. White with black

wings, tail, nape and mantle, (fr resemblance of black and white col-

oration to a traditional nun’s habit) = veuve, >washerwoman',

white-shouldered washerwoman, widow 2
0 One of the many species

of tyrant flycatchers went by the name of ‘white-shouldered washer-

woman’ and was also called ‘the nun’, although I did not see either

this quite common bird or any nuns near the laughing black-

shouldered washerwomen of Blanchisseuse. (Bryans 1967:75) 0

(ffrench 1991:276-7)

2 n Arundinicola leucocephala, a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Male black

with entire head and neck white. = white-headed widow, >widow’ 0

(ffrench 1991:277)

nuniform, nuneeform n Uniform; special clothing worn according to

occupation or rank. (< -n + E uniform) 0 (Haynes 1987: 103)

nuniya bhaaji n Portulaca oleracea, a native creeping plant with suc-

culent leaves, edible when cooked. (< H-Bh nuniya ‘purslane’) =

bhaaji
2

, coupeah, nona bhaaji, pashley, pasley, >pussley 0 (Mahabir

1991:108)

nunu n Female genitals. (< northern Kikon«o mu-kununu ‘convexity;

roundness’, mini ‘vulva; vagina’) = nani, nuzni 0 Nunu, nuzni-

female genitals. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:10)

nurse 1 v Bank or put cut weeds around coconut palms as fertilizer or

mulch. (< E nurse ‘supply with warmth or moisture; cultivate care-

fully’) 0 We have to nurse all the trees there.

2 n A rank of Spiritual Baptists. 0 Nurses tend mourners in the

mourning room. They are under direct supervision of Spiritual moth-

ers, and watch candidates in six- or eight-hour shifts. Nurses prepare
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whatever food is served in the mourning room and guide the mourner

to the latrine. (Glazier 1983:53) 0 [The] Pointer conducts the ritual

and assists or provides spiritual direction for the “pilgrims”... in their

spiritual travels, and the Nurse tends to the pilgrims’ physical needs

and comforts. (Houk 1995:78)

nuse 1 v Use; make use of; utilize. (< -n + E use) = use 0 Wat you call

em say, me no know he farder, but dem say he da one cleber man,

him saby nuse big word. ( TRD 7 May 1851:3)0 This stove cyaan use.

2 n Use; purpose; utility. (< -n + E use) 0 I no go sai no more sar, case

1 no tink he any nuse. (TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 Ah walk oil abowt to

look full ah job, an it aint no nuse. (PC 21 May 1904)

3 n With fo or to, indicating some action that occurred in the past but

not any more; used to. = >uses to 0 By Garra, da nagar read en paper

lek so bin nuise lang time fou yerry backra read Proclamation when
dem bin da gie nagar ‘quatre piquet.’ (TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0 Cho! da

massa da command Port a Spain Gazette, he no hab sabby nuf fou

massa Hinde. Oui foutre! massa Hinde chap he up lek me bin nuise

fou chap beef fo! (TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0 Lang time, ah nuse to pay foe

shillins fuh a roum in Woodbruke, but now... ah have to pay six shil-

lins an ah haff evree mont. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 “We ’n’ use to play

‘goat’.” (Hercules 1980:103)

nusine see USINE

nut cake n A flat brittle sweet, usu. cut into squares or rectangles,

made from sugar syrup and peanuts. = peanut cake 0 My granny

made the best nut cake.

nutgrass n Cyperus rotundus, a native grass-like sedge, produces

small hard persistent tubers, (ff resemblance of tubers to nuts)

nuts 1 n Salted roasted groundnuts (peanuts). FRESH NUTS have no

salt; pistache refers to nuts in the shell, (fr being most commonly
sold nut) 0 In the old days you could buy a pack of chana and nuts for

a cent. 0 Get some nuts for me.

2 n Coconuts. 0 Ice cold nuts - water from cold coconuts. (Haynes

1987:57) 0 He was a brash ’nuts vendor, selling his “water or soft

jelly?” at the Barataria Roundabout gas station. (TTM 19 Sept

1993:4)

nutsman n A vendor of nuts, usu. fresh or roasted groundnuts (pea-

nuts), sometimes salted. (< nuts
1 + -man2 ) 9 The multi-lingual nuts-

man got his day in the sun. He habla-ed an espanol welcome. It cost

them. They had to let him sing a calypso. (Baksh 1992:17) 0 But sno-

cone, newspaper vendors, nutsmen and other hawkers in and around

the city limits are also being questioned. (TTM 9 Dec 1994:1 1) 0 No
nutsman, though, had the profit margins to sell the Brian Lara pack of

nuts, which, after Australia, used to contain 267 “grains of nuts”, but

must now hold the minimum of 375 or come up to the full 501
.
(Pires

1995b: 15) 0 Popular St James nutsman Jumbo is seen here in the

company of a few very pretty young ladies. (Heat 3 Feb 1996:1 1)

nuzni n Female genitals. (< northern Kikongo mini ‘vulva; vagina’) =

nani
5

, nunu 0 Nunu, nuzni-female genitals. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:10)

nyakaty-nyakaty adj Tob arc Filthy-looking. (< Mandinka nakanaka

‘scatter untidily; put food disorderly’, Twi nyaka-nyaka ‘cut into

pieces’. Ewe nyagaa, nyaganyaga ‘disorderly; confused’) 9 (Uh
1883:251)

nyam, yam v Eat, esp. in a greedy way. See also NINYAM. (< Wolof
nyam ‘food’, nyamnyam ‘eat’; Kikongo nyama, nyama, Bantu nyama
‘meat; animal’) 9 He face tan like Jumbee-bird Owl... He mout tan

like Hog da yam fowl. (TG 2 Oct 1 827) 9 As foo you toe dem, chigah

nyam dem so taydem tan likka wen ginga meet good dutty. (PC 9

July 1904) 9 Kabba-kabba nagah an me no nyam-cookoo togeddah.

(PC 9 July 1904) 9 Allfood goodfo ’ nyam, all story no goodfo ’ talk.

One mustn’t discuss other people’s business freely. This saying

rebukes a gossip. (Herskovits 1945:199) 9 Darg ha’ money ’e nyam
cheese. (Lowly person getting a windfall may splurge.) (Daniel msl

ca 1960) 9 Bombo nyam all me money. Pull away me boy.... We
came on shore with the fish an’ we sell it an’ woman was on de beach

and we went an’ have sex wid dem an’ dey take all the cash.” (Abra-

hams 1974:38) 9 We have even developed a victuals vernacular, from

formidable “cutters” to three-course “jhorts”, with sub-titles along the

“nyam” continuum including “blue-food”, “sancoche”, the river-lime

carte du jour, bake and shark, roti, doubles... and other delights of our

diverse culinary heritage. (EX 9 Apr 2004)

nyeng-nyeng n Crybaby; a young child who cries and complains too

easily. = nyer-nyer 9 Nyeng nyeng: cry cry baby. (Haynes 1987:175)

nyer-nyer, nier-nier, nye-nye n Crybaby; someone who cries or

whimpers too often and too quickly. (< FC nenen, ien-ien ‘whimper-

ing; fond of crying’; prob. < Ewe nia nia nia ‘of crying’) = nyeng-

nyeng 9 Nye-nye - yenh-yenh - easily prone to tears, pusillanimous

(ESTT 1956) 9 Nye-nye - yenhyenh - cry baby (ESTT 1956) 9 Buh
chile you too nier nier. (Ottley 1971:72)

nylon head n obs Stupidity; lack of intelligence. 9 (Being stupid). Dah
man have ah nylon head he [too] stupid. (ESTT 1956)

Nylon Pool n An exceptionally clear area of ocean water over white

sand in a lagoon off Buccoo Point in Tobago, (fr similarity of the

smooth shiny surface to nylon cloth) 9 “But you mus’ visit de Nylon

Pool before goin’ back to dat cold place!” (Baptiste 1993:117) 9

BUCCOO REEF... No doubt because of the action of the tides on the

reef, a certain part of the reef has a surface that is never completely

rough nor completely smooth, but is rather shimmering, giving an

effect that has led to its being called “The Nylon Pool.” (Anthony

1997:78)

nyoung, nyung adj obs Of a person, inexperienced, young, green, pre-

mature. (< n- + E young ‘inexperienced’) 9 Hard libing meek nung

naga talk Bacra. - ‘If someone is ill-treated he will complain.’ (Uh

1883:257) 9 Dem too big baccra massa, an de man Venus here dem
sah be Seketary he luk lik dah nice nyoung man wha bin lib wid he

unkle one time. (TT 13 Apr 1892)
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-o suffA word ending, usu. used with someone’s name, or the first part

of someone’s name, to indicate familiarity. See also -S. (poss. by

analogy to Spanish names ending in -o such as Pablo\ poss. < E -o, a

suffix forming informal equivalents added to a shortened form of

nouns, e.g. aggravation > aggro ) 0 The local ... association are mad
with House Speaker Nizam Mohammed ... [they] are calling on their

President ... to get up off his lazy butt and do something about the

public insult meted out to them by the said Nizo. (TTM 17 Aug
1990:4)

o, oh 1 part A particle used when addressing someone directly, placed

after the person’s name, (ft widespread WAfr form of a vocative suf-

fix, e.g. Bambara, Wolof -o, Twi, Kikongo -e; note that StE O, used

when addressing someone, comes before the name of the person

addressed) 0 Kit - Tamas, Tamas o! {calling) (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0

“B-b-b-but, Mr. Gray, O, an you s-say you done help you cullah, c-

c-c-since d-d-dat last f-fellah p-p-put you in,” remonstrated Pierre.

(Cobham 1907:19) 0 “B-b-b-boss, O,” he called, “1-leave my sh-share

in the bottle.” (Cobham 1907:20) 0 “Zampi ... Zampi-o,” a voice

called. (Khan 1964:31) 0 “Henry oh, you know who talking to you? Is

your Gang Gang. Henry boy fetch some rum for your gang gang.”

(Ottley 1969:77) 0 Ma-mmy oh, Pappy oh,/ If a bin a hear wa’ me
ma-mie say/ Dongoya (Don’t go here)/ If a bin a hear wa’ me pa-pie

say/ Dongoya. (Comma 1970:303) 0 Neighbour oh! What come over

Otto? (Selvon 1991b:75)

2 intj An exclamation expressing lament or sadness, usu. at the end of

a sentence, (prob. influenced by WAfr emphatic sentence-final parti-

cle, e.g. Yor o; poss. < E Oh, an exclamation of surprise, appeal,

lament) 0 “Compe’e Cudjoe, me meet, coming back, Someting chook

for my kin like one fork O!” {TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 Me box him widfoot
till he howl, Like Sloth in a wood -

‘Poor me one Ol {TG 2 Oct 1827)

0 The Negro youth opened his eyes; “Eh, me Gad, oh!” he exclaimed.

(Wilkins 1854:72) 0 She shouted to the top of her voice the obituary

notice which was: “People wake up, wake up people wake up. Granpa

Joe dead oh.” The “oh” was prolonged until it died away in a shrill

scream high up in the hills which locked the little village [in Tobago]

away from the outside world. This is an old custom, yet unlike

ancient customs, it is a useful one which still persists in some parts of

the West Indies in spite of the modernisation which has taken place.

(Ottley 1969:73)

oat bird n Molothrus bonariensis (E shiny cowbird), a bird that lays

its eggs in the nests of other bird species, (poss. fir resemblance to

E oat-seed bird, a dialect name for the grey wagtail) = Mazy bird, lit-

tle black stare, papa small, petit merle noir 0 The house wren or god

bird - it is the species usually chosen by the parasitic “lazy bird” or

“Oat Bird” {Molothrus atroniteus) as a foster mother for its young.

(Williams 1922:126)

oats grass n Acroceras zizanioides [~ Panicum zizanioides\, a native

grass, (ffi similarity to E oat, Avena sativa, a grain)

obeah 1 n A folk system of magic and using supernatural forces to

bring about effects from success in love or business to harming an

enemy; based primarily on West African rituals but incorporating

Christian, Indian and other practices. (< Twi o-bayifo ‘sorceror’, bayi

‘witchcraft’; Nembe obi ‘sickness’, Ibibio abia ‘herbalist’, Efik ubio

‘a charm put in the ground to cause sickness’) = negromancy, obi, sci-

ence 0 The abominable Custom of Obeah or witchcraft is not so much
publicly practiced as formerly... the horns of dead Cattle, Bones,

feathers, Bottles, etc. that were visible in most of the Laboreres provi-

sion grounds as Jumbies, or mystical types of Obeah in 1835 are now
seldom to be met with on well regulated Estates [in Tobago]. (Dow-
land 1 Sept 1843) 0 “To see a white man bringing Obiah stuff from

the African coat and selling it for money to a runaway Obiah priest,

who uses it to destroy white men! nothing but wickedness and con-

fusion!” (Wilkins 1854:80) 0 These Africans, Mr. Mitchell says, all

belong nominally to some denomination of Christianity: but their

lives are more influenced by their belief in Obeah. (Kingsley

1880:249) 0 They are firm believers in ‘Obeah,’ a kind of Fetishism

very much in vogue amongst the African Radas, and introduced into

Trinidad probably by Rada slaves. The obeah-man, or priest, as he is

generally called, makes a fetish or image of wood. (Coilens 1888:41)

0 [There] is a small plot of ground planted with vegetables for the

Governor’s use. In my eyes it was chiefly remarkable for the three

large, coarse sort of beanvines which grew at its entrance, and which

were further decorated at the top of the stick round which they clung

(in very tipsy fashion) by an empty bottle and some tufts of shabby

feathers. ... I... was assured they constituted the Obeah police of the

garden, and that so long as those vines grew there, no young lettuce or

tomato or yam would be stolen from that garden; and certainly theft

was never assigned as the reason for the scanty contents of the gar-

dener’s daily basket. It was always the time of year or the weather.

(Broome 1904:164) 0 The anti-Obeah lobby argued that Obeah
preyed on superstitious Trinidadians and was a system of religious

fraud. The law defined Obeah as “every pretended assumption of

supernatural power of knowledge whatever, for fraudulent or illicit

purposes or for gain or for the injury of any person.” (1905, in

Trotman 1986:223) 0 Information having reached Constabulary head-

quarters that there was a house at 40 Nelson Street in which resided a

woman who practised “obeah,” detective Alexander who was
entrusted with a warrant repaired yesterday morning to the scene with

four other detectives. {POSG 2 Nov 1907:4) 0 His Worship said that

the defendant in this case was charged under section 3 1 of Ordinance

5, with obtaining certain chattels by the practice of obeah. Obeah was
defined in Ordinance 5 as “the pretended assumption of supernatural

power or knowledge for fraudulent or illicit purposes, or for gain, or

for the injury of any person,” from which it appeared that obeah did

[not consist in any definite practice or process but in any act involv-

ing the pretended assumption of supernatural power of knowledge,

provided such act be done either with a fraudulent or illicit purpose,

or for gain, or for injury to any person. Section 3 1 of the same Ordi-

nance extended that liability for obeah by adding intimidation to the

purposes mentioned in the definition, and provided not only for

“obtaining any chattel, money or other valuable security,” but also for

“endeavouring to obtain” such. {POSG 29 Nov 1907:5) 0 “You
would not conclude that a person was making obeah or exercising any

supernatural powers merely from the fact that he had a piece of can-

dle in a sardine tin?” “No.” {TG 2 Sept 1917:6) 0 [She] said that she...

was over 50 years old. She was bom in Trinidad of Yaraba descent

and was brought up by her parents. Yarabas had a particular form of

worship but she believed in God. ... She did not know any obeah

prayers neither did she know obeah. {TG 18 May 1919:3) 0 Conconsa
better than obea. “I come here to flatter.” “Conconsa” is a term for

flattery. (Herskovits 1945:198) 0 Obeah - black magic (ESTT 1956)

0 “You want to make here an obeah shop - all sort-a people cornin'

here for her to read cards. And I suppose she gives bush baths too.”

(de Boissiere 1956:66) 0 “And now this boy father decide to tell peo-

ple that if they vote for Harbans, Preacher going to work magic and

Obeah on them. All-you go ahead. See if that is the way to win elec-

tion.” (Naipaul 1958:91) 0 Actually, obeah is a broad term which
includes healing as well as the whole range of conjuration (insuring

success in love and family affairs, getting favorable results in litiga-

tion, injuring enemies, etc.). (Simpson 1970:69) 0 During the decade

1950-1959, records of the police show only five arrests on obeah
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charges for all of Trinidad. Police officials said that this figure is

incomplete, adding that obeah is a minor offense and that complete

records are not kept. A lower police officer remarked that “obeah is

dying out.” (Simpson 1970:84) 0 Death itself could only be sent in

the form of an obeah spirit lash. (Ramkeesoon 1975:1) 0 Obeah was

legally defined in the Ordinance of 1868 as the assumption of super-

natural powers for the purpose of making money. But as the word

was used in the late nineteenth century, it included any religious of

magical practices which were considered to be ‘African’, including

healing, and conjuring of all types - securing success in love and

family affairs, or favourable results in litigation, or injuring enemies.

‘Obeahman’ was an opprobrious term, which was not used by the

devotees of African religions in Trinidad, such as the Radas and the

Shangoists. (Brereton 1979:156) 0 Respondent (5) complained that

there are a few calypsonians who would resort to ‘obeah’ especially

as a reaction to the major competitions. (Williams & Harvey

1986:40) 0 One aspect of religion was Obeah - the religious-magical

complex that sought to put to practical and everyday use a knowledge

of the natural world combined with a manipulation of the supernatu-

ral world. The authorities in the nineteenth century made little dis-

tinction between formal African religion and Obeah when trying to

eradicate the latter. In the process, they criminalized and undermined

all African religious practices. (Trotman 1986:223) 0 The Baptist

leader according to police sources... practiced witchcraft and obeah at

his home. (Bomb 27 July 1990:1 1) 0 Typically, obeah is initiated by

neighbours or old friends who are envious of some success, or by

slighted lovers. It involves sending a spirit to visit misfortune in the

form of accidents, economic or agricultural blight, madness; or else

the use of mounted objects, introduced into the victim’s household,

such as charmed dirt, flowers, seeds, salt, flour or money. (Littlewood

1993:40-1) 0 On the road to the famous L’Anse Mitan suspension

bridge, looking for obeah, we passed what I thought was a contender

in the front yard of a simple house was a dry tree covered with

brightly-coloured plastic soft drink bottles. “Wat is that?” asked

Barry. “Obeah!” I breathed. “Nah!” said Atiba, “is a decoration. Peo-

ple put them up for style.” (Pires 1 994d: 15) 0 [T]he banning of the

practice of obeah has been excised from the law books in this coun-

try. In December last year, the Miscellaneous Laws Act 2000

amended the 1921 Summary Offences Act... The new Act removed

the word “obeah”, the definition of it, and the offence from the books.

Now, it recognises this ritual in the religious observances in African

faiths in Trinidad and Tobago... Talking about obeah in a public

forum will encourage education about the topic and solve some com-

mon misperceptions about it. (Khan 2001)

2 n An act of OBEAH; a spell; an object used as part of an obeah rit-

ual. 0 [He] put obeah before my door. (POSG 27 June 1845:2) 0

Human Skull in Court - Alleged Obeah by Couple. (TG 19 March
1933:1) 0 “Work a obeah on she, make she sick, make she come
down with a fever or something.” (Khan 1964:27)

obeahism n arc The belief in and practice of OBEAH. (< obeah + E
-ism, a suffix indicating the name of a system of theory or practice,

religion, etc.) 0 There is no less of witchcraft practiced now than in

the early days of slavery, when African “obeahism” was at its height.

(Ober 1898:177) 0 The charge of Det. Alexander v. Leopaudine... for

the practice of obeahaism, was adjourned. (POSG 13 Nov 1907:4) 0

He was given to “obeahism.” (TG 4 Dec 1919:7)

obeahman, obiman n A man who practices OBEAH, usu. for hire; see

also OBEAHWOMAN. (< obeah + man") = science man 0 Any Negro

who shall assume the reputation of being a spell-doctor or obea-man,

and shall be found with an amulet, a fetiche, or the customary attribu-

tions and ingredients of the profession, shall be carried before the

Commandant of the District. (Ord. Gov. Picton, 30 June 1800, in Hart

1866:108) 0 Most persons who know any thing of the character of

African negroes are aware of the prevalence of a pernicious supersti-

tion called obi, or obiah. (Joseph 1 838a:2 12) 0 It is one of those

deadly poisons too common in the bush, and too well known to the

Negro Obi-men and Obi-women. (Kingsley 1880:156) 0 They are

firm believers in ‘Obeah,’ a kind of Fetishism very much in vogue

amongst the African Radas, and introduced into Trinidad probably by

Rada slaves. The obeah-man, or priest, as he is generally called,

makes a fetish or image of wood. (Collens 1888:41) 0 Some of the

bands were costumed very nicely and there was the usual variety,

clowns, representations of animals, obeah men, ballet girls, pages.

(POSG 18 Feb 1896:5) 0 The complainant’s case was that defendant

called him an obeah man, a judas and a devil. (POSG 18 Oct

1907:2) 0 His Worship... asked [him] if he was an obeahman. (WG 8

Dec 1930:5) 0 You even went up to Sande Grand, to Joe Santi the

obeah man. (Caresser "Theodore” 1937) 0 You consult an obeah-

man, He makes “jengay” as he can. Still you cannot win her hand.

(Fortune ca 1950-59:6) 0 Pa Pa Jof, the village obeahman was seated

on his soap box making his evening meal - “chocolate” tea and

johnny bakes. (Ottley 1962:9) 0 She went to an obeah man when she

was sixteen. (Jones 1973:57) 0 Cooper had in his possession at the

time of his arrest two bottles (one of rum and one of sweet oil), two

fowls (one dead and one alive), a piece of bone, some powder, and

some shells. This was considered to be the paraphernalia of an obeah

man. The police claimed that Cooper voluntarily and repeatedly con-

fessed that his father practised Obeah and that he was himself a prac-

titioner and was looked upon by his countrymen as an Obeah man.

(Trotman 1986:225-6) 0 Moruga is famous for a few infamous

things... bush rum... fields of marijuana deep in the forest, and oh yes,

the “very, very good obeahmen and women.” Papa Neeza is probably

the most famous in memory. (EX 7 Aug 1988:15) 0 [He is] a reputa-

ble obeahman from the deep and dense forest of Biche. (Bomb 16

Nov 1990:14) 0 On whose [head]... a cobo peed loudly some years

ago... that is the worst fonn of blight that could take a man. No ordi-

nary obeahman can take that out. (TTM 31 Dec 1995:30)

obeahwoman, obiwoman n A woman who practices OBEAH, usu. for

hire; see also OBEAHMAN. 0 It is one of those deadly poisons too com-

mon in the bush, and too well known to the Negro Obi-men and Obi-

women. (Kingsley 1880:156) 0 Two dances (with song) by Belle

Rosette, of an Obeah Woman and a Trinidad Bourroquite Dance...

The Calypso orchestra was warmly received by a warm audience.

( The American Dancer Jan 1942:15 in Ahye 1983:14) 0 One well-

known woman who “keeps Shango dance” remarked that she knows
many people speak of her as “that Obeahwoman." (Simpson 1970:69)

0 Moruga is famous for a few infamous things... bush rum... fields of

marijuana deep in the forest, and oh yes, the “very, very good obeah-

men and women.” Papa Neeza is probably the most famous in mem-
ory. (EX 7 Aug 1988:15) 0 The suspected person, an obeahwoman
named Angelique was arrested and confessed her guilt, (de Verteuil

1992:98)

obi, obie, obea 1 n Cola nitida [~ C. acuminata
]
(E kola nut), a culti-

vated tree whose seeds are used in ORISHA and OBEAH rituals.

(< Yor obi) 0 The famous seed better known as the obea. Could bring

the ogen, a master Jumbie. (Caresser “Shango” 1938, in Rohlehr

1990:155) 0 An obi seed. This is a seed or nut to which the Africans

attach a high value. It is carefully cultivated by the Yarubas. It is

about the size of a chestnut but splits in half in a ragged line... The obi

is in constant use throughout the Shango ceremony, a half being held

in each cheek of the participant. The obi is edible and when chewed is

a powerful stimulant; it may explain both the endurance of the fol-

lowers of the cult and also the unusual muscular co-ordination of the

dancers. The obi is the primary ingredient of most magical charms

prepared in the West Indies, and thus the practice of magic has

become known as obeah. (Brown 1947:267-8) 0 obi - The hubono

salutes the east and west - Mawu-Lisa - and begins with a prayer to

Ogu, intermediary of the Big People, that the sacrifice about to be

offered be found acceptable to them. The kola-nut or obi assumes an

important role at this stage, for it provides the means through which

the gathering will know how quickly the sacrifice will meet with the

gracious acceptance of the gods. Four halves of the nut are in his

closed hands. With prayer and supplication he throws them gently to

the ground towards the earth-mound shrine of Ogu. With intense

interest everyone looks on to see the will of the gods. Sometimes, the

half-nuts rest with one face up and three turned downwards or all four

rest in the latter position, and all know that there has been no answer.

Another throw by the hubono accompanied by further prayer may
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result in still no acknowledgment by the gods, and the gathering

become troubled in spirit. It is a tense and anxious moment for the

hubono, for it is usually felt that he has come to his work without that

purity of body and sou! required of him for the performance of the

sacrifice, for he must cultivate purity of thought and be in a state of

abstention from all pleasures of the flesh for at least five days before

this, and in former years it used to be eight. A secondary thought is

that ill-will pervades the community and this is displeasing to the

gods. When delay of this nature occurs, the hubono asks everyone to

kneel, and praying again, he asks for the pardon of the gods for any-

thing untoward amongst them. He tries again, and if the obi fall with

all their faces turned upward, the road is now clear ; if they come
three up and one down it is Age who answers and it is a propitious

sign. But, when the obi falls with two faces up and two turned down,

there is relief and pleasure for the sacrifice has been accepted by the

gods, and the pa’obobo is given. (Carr 1953:51) 0 Ordinarily the

feeding consists of pouring olive oil on [the pierres], but, in addition,

a leader may arrange such ingredients as the following around an

important stone: five slices of obi seed, five grains of Guinea pepper,

and a small quantity of cow’s milk. (Simpson 1970:32) 0 Obi. (Obi

trees are found in Moruga, Biche, and elsewhere. Buy seeds in mar-

ket.) (Simpson 1970:59) 0 In Trinidad, a shango leader throws the

two halves of an obi seed to determine whether a ceremonial sacrifice

is acceptable to a power or to obtain the answer to a question outside

a ceremony. (Simpson 1970:96) 0 The [Rada] center continues to

operate... it is currently dominated by two women who make their liv-

ings primarily by giving consultations and casting obi (divining).

(Glazier 1983:34) 0 [One] Obie seed divided in 4, grate 1 piece and

draw with boiled water. (Pavy 1987:11) 0 Scott performed a divina-

tion with obi seeds to ascertain whether or not the orisha approved.

(Houk 1992:158) 0 ‘[T]he parranderos who going from house to

house used to put obie seed (Spanish: jovillo ) in their mouth, that was

so they wouldn’t get drunk, you understand?’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:118)

2 n Trichilia pallida [= T. trinitensis], a small native evergreen tree,

girth to 90 cm (3' ); an understorey tree of the drier lowland forests of

Trinidad. Bark flaky, greyish. Leaves papery, compound, usu. 7 leaflets

smaller at base of leaf and larger towards tip. Flowers small, greenish,

fragrant, in clusters in leaf axils. Fruit a small, greenish-yellow,

7-10 mm (.2B-.4") cap densely covered in soft prickles, containing

1 shiny-black seed 1 cm (.4") in diameter in a red covering. Wood
creamy white, hard, medium weight. 0 Trichilia trinitensis, a tree.

(Beard 1946:33) 0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Seeds...

obi. (Obi trees are found in Moruga, Biche, and elsewhere. Buy seeds

in market.) (Simpson 1962:330) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:138)

3 n obs A folk system of magic and using supernatural forces to bring

about effects from success in love or business to harming an enemy;

based primarily on West African rituals. = negromancy, >obeah, sci-

ence 0 Most persons who know any thing of the character of African

negroes are aware of the prevalence of a pernicious superstition

called obi, or obiah, (Joseph 1838a:212)

obi-man, obi-woman see OBEAHMAN, OBEAHWOMAN

obs, hops intj In PITCH, a complaint that another player is obstructing

play, enabling the player to pitch again in another direction. 0 /abz,

aps, haps/ (< E obstruction or obstacle, ‘something in the way’)

obscurantist n Someone who causes confusion, upset. (< obscurity,

not likely from E obscurantist ‘one who opposes the progress of intel-

lectual enlightenment’) 0 He is a real obscurantist.

obscurity n Confusion; nonsense; disorder. (< E obscure ‘hidden;

secret’ + -ity ‘condition of) 0 You come to cause obscurity, now!

(ESTT 1956) 9 Obscurity - nonsense talk. (ESTT 1956)

obzocky, obsockie, obzokee, obsukky, obzoky, obzockie, upzuelde

adj Unbalanced; awkward-looking; of ungraceful line or shape; of a

batsman, not flowing or smooth, (poss. < Kikongo zakazaka ‘shak-

ing’) 0 Obzoky - awkward (ESTT 1956) 0 Obzockie - awkward
(ESTT 1956) 0 Some marger like a rake but they dress up in can-can,

That is confusion. Some of them big fat robust and upzuckie. (Tiger

“Fire Down Below” pr, James 1959) 9 OBZOKEE, sometimes

OBSUKKY, OBZOCKY, adj., ugly, dilapidated, shabby. (Rodman

1971:233) 0 “Allyu only eatin’ ah set ah junk food like dem social

bakes dey does call Pizza, an’ allyu still want to find out why allyu

gettin’ fat an’ obzoky.” (Keens-Douglas 1984:87) 0 “Dat new uni-

form too big and it have her looking obzokee for so!” (Baptiste

1 993 : 1 1 8) 9 Obzokee. Awkward in appearance, bent or twisted out of

shape. (Alloy, in Smith 2000b: 17) 0 Obzokie... An obese, clumsy or

misshapen person, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001

)

ocellated gecko n Gonatodes ocellatus \~ Cyrtodactylus ocealltus ], a

lizard, found in Tobago and Little Tobago only. Body 4. 3-4. 8 cm
(1.7- 1.9") long + tail about 1.2 times body length. Male: yellow head

with red-brown stripes and blotches; back red-brown with large blue

spots bordered black. Yellow shoulder stripes bordered black almost

meet on mid-back line. Female has smaller spots and mottled back.

Lives in forests, damper regions. (< E ocellated ‘having eye-like

spots’) 0 (Boos 1974:280) 0 (Murphy 1997: 125)

ochro, okro, ocre n Abelmoschus esculentus [= Hibiscus esculentus],

(E okra), a cultivated plant. Large yellow hibiscus-like flowers. Fruit

pods edible, green, pointed at one end, sides slightly ridged. Slimy

when cooked; an essential ingredient in CALLALOO. /okro/ (< Igbo

okworo, okuro, okwulu, Eastern Ijo ok(u)ru) = lady finger, salian 0

Ocres and Tannia Sprouts, Guma and some other Bush herbs mixed

with Pork, Salt fish, Land Crabs, and Peppers make a favourite Soup

called Calliloe. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 There is also a tall bunch of

Ochro (Abelmoschus esculentus) — a purple-stemmed mallow-flow-

ered plant-whose mucilaginous seeds will thicken his soup. (Kingsley

1880:376) 9 Menu To-day... Callaloo Crab.... Salt Fish and Ochroes...

(ad for The Standard Hotel, POSG 6 Sept 1907:3) 9 Others are itiner-

ant vendors of ochroes, tomatoes, pepper, cucumbers and watercresses.

(Cobham 1907:114) 9 Yesterday’s Market Prices... Scarce: ochroes,

yams, sea moss. (TG 5 Sept 1917:11) 9 Market-Ordinary... ochroes.

(TG 22 Jan 1933:9) 9 I got you in the coo-coo and the ochro sauce.

(Tiger “Sadu Man” 1935 pr) 9 All through the week is stew pork and

cascadu. All this menu is really nice, But still I rather ochro and rice.

(Invader “Ochro and Rice” 1940) 9 The meat [is] cooked with...

ochroes which impart the faintest texture and flavour of slippery elm.

(Bryans 1967:127) 9 Ingredients for the “Callaloo” - Coconut, pepper,

chive, ochroes, pumpkin, onion, crab, and dasheen leaves. (Ottley

1971-72:23) 9 An informant recalled the menu at such feasts as con-

sisting of... kalalu made out of dasheen leaves and ochroes.

(Woodroffe 1974:16) 9 Papito... sold green figs, plantains, ochroes and

“tamadoes” from his push-cart. (Araujo 1984:27) 9 Ochroes must be

cooked until seeds are pink. (Hunt 1985a:7) 9 In the flesh worms will

be seen as small greyish-white (resembling) ochro seeds. (Pavy

1987:61) 9 Eventually, her mother capitulated and allowed them to

have saltfish once a week with ochroes and white rice. (EX 17 Feb

1993:35) 9 ‘The quickest thing to grow is com and ochro, and that ain’t

have no price.’ (Boodhoo 1994:123)

o’clock n Time; hour. (< E o 'clock, the hour of the day expressed by a

numeral followed by o 'clock < of the clock) 9 The biggest headache

for parents in this country today is their girl children. Who they are

friending with, what o’clock they come in at nights, whether they

smoke weed, and of course their sex life. (Bomb 1977) 9 What
o’clock is it? (Selvon 1 99 1 a: 1 6)

octave tuning n A style of pan tuning, esp. developed by Alan

Gervais in the late 1960s, in which the note an octave above rings

when a particular note is struck; considered particularly good for

live performances. 9 That band would hardly use octave tuning

these days,

odoo see wudu
oephiw see ORPHIE

off 1 prep With a verb, finish or complete something. Note: Used with

a greater range of verbs than in SE. (< E off, ‘entirely; completely; to

a finish’) 9 The outer bashboard [of the roof] needed “just a little

piece” to paint off in brown. (TTM 13 July 1990:32)

2 prep Away from; distant from. Note: In SE, now used almost exclu-

sively for locating an island or object in the water in relation to a

point on land. (< E off ‘distant from’) 9 Whiteland is a few miles off
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Gasparillo. (TTM 13 July 1990:14) 0 Probe into bush suicide. Death

by suicide is suspected in the badly decomposed body of a man which

was found hanging from a tree in the Mahaica Forest, off Las Lomas.

(EX 3 Jan 1993:1)

off back foot phr With the, without thought or consideration;

instantly; automatically. This can be either positive (quick-witted) or

negative (without sufficient thought; dismissive), (fr cricket, to play

offthe back foot is to step back in order to give oneself more room to

play a shot; the result is a ‘dismissive’ stroke that may be interpreted

as contemptuously punitive or disdainfully easy) 0 “They always

answering off the back foot, full of nigger talk." (1990) 0 Well every-

body answered in a chorus, straight off the backfoot. (TTM 1 June

1997:27) 0 Remind me, nuh, man. I ent bring either set of papers so I

will have to bat off the back foot in any case. (Pires 2000b:9)

officier n obs Setophaga ruticilla , a bird, 1 1.2 cm (4.5") long. Male:

head, breast and upperparts black; pink patches on sides of breast,

wing, and tail; belly white. (< Fr officier ‘officer’, fr resemblance to

military officer’s red and black uniform) = >redstart 0 (Chapman
1894:24)

off... rockers phr With a possessive form such as his, her, mad,

insane. (< E offone’s rocker ‘mad; crazy’) 0 [She] explained that she

is fearful that her son may go off his rockers if he is not released now.

(Bomb 13 July 1990:5) 0 [He] went off his rockers after consuming

two bottle of puncheon rum. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990: 14)

offspring(s) n Child; children. Note: In SE, this is a mass or non-count

noun, never marked for plural. (< obs E offspring, in individual sense,

‘children or descendants’; in collective sense, ‘progenies; broods;

families’) 0 But that other woman - she was a [common] woman of

the streets. She had brought four of her offsprings from previous

unions with her into the house. (Ottley 1962:7) 0 The illegitimate

mulatto offsprings too bore their father’s names, and were brought up

in the household as their father's children. In many cases too their

slave mother would receive freedom. (Ottley 1962:59) 0 The man had

thirteen offsprings - six boys and seven girls. (Narine 1979:30) 0 At

the Mt. Hope General Hospital... he was proudly admiring his off-

springs. (Heat 14 Oct 1989:3) 0 The young women were fully aware

that there were no chances of marrying into the families. They hoped

that after a time their offsprings would be accepted and would no

doubt have better chances in life than the children in the barrack-

yards. (Cummings 2004:36)

off white 1 n A person, physically appearing white or very light-

skinned, but having some mixture, esp. one that may not be notice-

able physically but is known in terms of the person’s family history.

Usu. used to distinguish LOCAL WHITE CREOLES from European or

North American whites. (< E off-, a prefix to the names of colours

that are almost but not quite the same as the colour specified) = >local

white, near white, so-called white, Trinidad white, white Trinidadian

0 “If the PNM is to compete on a national basis, it must reach out to

other communities - Indians, whites, off-whites — and make them feel

genuinely welcome, make them feel that the PNM could be home, not

some place to beg shelter, or a little patronage.” (EX2\ Dec 1986:16)

0 Advocating a savannah parade, the Guardian Committee received

the support of the local upper crust of mainly whites, off whites and a

handful of the black and coloured meritocracy. (Rohlehr 1986:10)

2 adj physically appearing white or very light-skinned, but having

some mixture. 0 There was a difference between a chantwel such as le

Blanc, who was White or off-White, and sang for a band supported by

Ignacio Bodu. and the run-of-the-mill chantwel, who would probably

have no relationship with even the local middle-class. (Rohlehr

1990:45) 0 In the predominantly non-white world of Trinidad, social

mobility [for Chinese] was easy, given their “off-white” status.

(Millett 1993:57)

oh see also o

ohee-oho, oh-he-oh-ho 1 n obs A distant place; a deep rural area; a

mythical distant place referred to in folktales, (poss. fr echo of calls

between people in isolated areas; also poss. influenced by Fr ohe, a

call to someone at a distance) = behind God back, osee-ack 0 She told

him she had come from the town of Oh-he-Oh-ho, and that she

wanted him to take an urgent message to her sisters... He reversed,

and then came forward and up he went past the trees, the mountains,

the moon and the stars, and dropped into Oh-he-Oh-ho. We wasn’t

there long before he heard that Ma Nansi had no sisters. (Connor

1958, No. 36)

2 adv In a distant place. 0 “He living ohee-oho.” (1990)

oh geed intj Expression indicating amazement, usu. at something

unpleasant or disgusting, /o gid/ 0 O geed, that smelling bad!

oh giddy intj Expression indicating disgust, revulsion, queasiness,

/o gidi/ 0 Oh giddy, she eating the cockroach!

oh gorm intj Exclamation of disappointment or impatience. (< E
gorm , a polite substitute for God-damn) = oh gosh 0 “Oh gorm! Look
how yuh dirty up de place I just clean.” (Baptiste 1993:1 18)

oh gosh, oh gooosh intj Exclamation of surprise or annoyance. (< E
by gosh, my gosh, gosh, exclamation of wonder, surprise, determina-

tion < God, in oaths) = oh gorm 0 “Allan... oh gosh, Allan,” cried a

young woman, “whah he ha dem snake wid dem chirren so for?” she

wondered. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989: 1 1

)

Oh-he-Oh-ho see OHEE-OHO

oh laws, o laws, oh loss intj Expression of distress, dismay, shock.

(< E law, lawd, an exclamation of astonishment, admiration, or sur-

prise at being asked a question; poss. also AmE Lawd ‘Lord; God’) 0

O laws, o laws, not me in this kind of thing... I could make me living

in a easier way. Than to have a woman lickin me every day. (Caresser

“Madame Khan” 1938) 0 Oh laws, oh laws, not me in this kind of

thing. Yes, I rather to walk about daily and sing. (Caresser “Madam
Khan” 1938) 0 I’ve got a couple neighbors, they are malicious. Oh
laws, I mean they sly and they scandalous. (Lion “Malicious Neigh-

bors” 1939) 0 Oh laws, oh laws, I went and join the Shouter band.

And I saw some great performance, friends, I couldn’t understand.

(Radio “Too Much Sorry and Pain” 1939) 0 Oh laws, oh laws, darling

mamito. Why you treating me so? (Black Prince “You Pelt Me
Bundle Before the Door” 1939) 0 The other grimaced with pain and

once ejaculated “oh. Laws!” (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box

1 5-F85-D 1 09) 0 She hit to my head and said oh loss don’t turn no

more. (Wonder “Ice Cream Party” 1948 pr)

oh mi mooma intj Exclamation of shock, surprise. 0 O mi mooma! I

never hear such a thing yet!

oho intj Expression of sudden understanding, (poss. < E oho ‘expres-

sion of surprise, realization with taunting or exultation, e.g. at catch-

ing someone’; also poss. < Kikongo oho, ho, negative interjection,

mixed with surprise) 0 “No Susie, I don’t tink he behaving bad. He
woking in de country and dos cum dung every Satday nite.” “Oh ho!

Good bye, gal, ah gwine to see aftah de wite peeple breakfast.” (PC-

M1 16 July 1904) 0 “I is Ramlal, from Fly Village.” “Oh ho. Is I dat

tell she about you. Pass round in de back.” (Selvon 1948:16) 0 “When
you feel pickish, say. We have plenty roti in the bag.” I said nothing.

He looked at me as if doubtful. “You ain’t one of those creole who
shame to eat roti!” “Me? No, Mr. Gidharee. Not me.” “Oho,” he said.

(Anthony 1967:29) 0 Yuh ever went in ah game wid Uncle Charlie

yet? Oh ho, well not me in dat at all yuh hear. (Mamits LPOS, TG 5

Aug 1977) 0 “Is because his plot of land right down at the end, and

the road not going to pass there.” “Oho! That’s why he just sit down
there drinking free rum and ain’t saying a word!” (Selvon 199 la: 12)

0 ‘Auntie, Gobin mother come to see you! She just outside.’... ‘Oh

ho! Is that. She come already... I thought she would ah come later.’

(Gosine 1992:131) 0 A crowd drawn by the TV cameraman gathered.

(“O ho, is a movie dey mekkin an ting.” “Nah gyul is a commercial.”)

(TG 20 Nov 1994)

ohrni see ORHNI

oidor n obs In the Spanish civil law system, a kind ofjudge or magis-

trate. (< Sp oidor ‘hearer; listener; judge’) 0 After this, I was declared

the undisputed heir ofmy uncle’s estate: but, alas! there was no inher-

itance to dispute about; the whole of his property having been tom

and devoured piecemeal by a set of legal sharks, who bore the names

of oydores, assessors, escribanos, depositaries, sequestrators, advo-

cates, alguacils, alguacil-mayors, &c. &c. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 1 67) 0

(Fraser 1896:3) 0 William Burnley, one of the wealthiest planters in
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the 19th century who was Depositario General while George Smith

was Chief Oidor, made much of his early fortunes in this way.

(Campbell 1975:52) 0 AUDIENCIA. Under Spanish rule, the highest

court in each “kingdom” of the Indies, and one which exercised con-

siderable administrative as well as judicial authority... The term audi-

encia implies “giving an audience to,” and the members of this court

were known as oidores, or “those who hear.” During the early years

of British rule the Chief Justice of Trinidad was designated the chief

oidor. (Anthony 1997:36)

oil v arc Cover a road with asphalt. (< E oil ‘cover with an oily sub-

stance, e.g. mineral oil, petroleum’) = pitch 6 Roads “oiled” with

Trinidad asphalt. (Day 1852) 0 That portion of the road... which is

now being repaired by the City Council, is advancing satisfactorily. A
concrete foundation, which has been found to be more lasting than

boulders, is being laid, followed by a covering of metal, after which it

will be rolled and oiled. (TG 2 Sept 1917:6) 0 The roads all over the

island are certainly very good, “oiled” (as they call it) with Trinidad

asphalt. (Rutter 1933:53)

oil band n in Carnival, a mas in which players cover themselves

with oil and sometimes mud in order to have a frightening appearance

and to threaten others with rubbing up against them and making them

dirty. See also JAB MOLASSI, OIL MAN. 0 All in all, downtown

J’Ouvert 1992, apart from the traditional ole mas costumes, was dom-

inated by mud and oil bands. (Jacob et al 1992:16)

oilbird n Steatornis caripensis (E oilbird, guacharo), a bird, 45 cm
(18") long, wingspan 1.1m (3.5' ). Rich brown with white spots on

secondaries and wing-coverts; long, graduated tail; large hooked bill;

short legs. Nests in colonies in caves; flies out at night, finding edible

fruits by making clicks for echo-location. Makes a variety of screams,

snarls and clucks. Young birds were formerly cooked down and used

for oil, or eaten; now the bird is threatened by loss of habitat and dis -

turbance by humans. (< E oilbird, any of several fatty bird species

yielding oil) = diablotin
1

,
guacharo 0 Our Asa Wright Nature Centre

hosts the world’s most accessible colony of Oilbirds - the only noc-

turnal [palm] fruit-eating bird in the world. (TNat 1984 5,11:6) 0

(ffirench 1991:202)

oil-down n A dish made with BREADFRUIT, SALT MEAT, seasoning

and COCONUT MILK. (prob. < oil + boil-down, fr cooking off liquid

until dish is oily rather than watery) 0 Breadfruit Oil Down... Add
wedges of breadfruit, sugar, green hot pepper and cook until bread-

fruit absorbs liquid. (Hunt 1985a:6) 0 “Darling, of all de food you

could find to cook since this OIL STRIKE, is ah OIL DOWN!”
(Punch 8 Oct 1989:30) 6 Wen I man hungry ah doh make joke wit

meh food. Perhaps de reason ah make ah fuss an long up meh mout

was because ah did know dat. just above meh head in de overhead

compartment was ah serious oildown. (Foster 1990:33) 0 Amina
bought breadfruit for Monday when she intended to make an ‘Oil

Down’. (Ali 1993:182) 0 Christmas Eve is no surprise to see fisher-

men making a cook on the beach. “Evening time so, if we had a good

catch, we put on a big pot over there under the almond tree and men
eating from calabash. We make fish brof, fish oil-down, and lick we
lips.” (TG 22 Dec 1995:32) 0 Oil Down. This is the ultimate ‘free’

one pot dish, the breadfruit comes from the local tree, as does the

coconut. Dasheen leaves grow in the yard, so all you have to buy is

the pigtail! (Nelson & Puddy 2004:30).

oil man n A CARNIVAL MAS player, usu. in an OIL BAND; covered

with oil and sometimes MUD in order to have a frightening appearance

and to threaten others. 6 Oil Men. A version of Jab Molassi who
emerge on Jouvay having poured motor oil over their heads, faces,

and bodies, transforming themselves into shiny, slippery, totally

black beings. As Oil Men approach, tightly packed crowd part like

the Red Sea to let them through. Rubbing against them means being

covered with difficult-to-remove black oil. (Martin 1998:230)

oil sand n A substance resulting from seepage of oil into sandy soil; it

is taken up, spread over roads, and rolled, providing a good hard sur-

face. (< E oil sand ‘any geological deposit which yields oil, esp. sand-

stone, porous lime-stones’) 0 In 1926 the road to Lopinot was paved

with “oil sand” and therefore slightly improved. (Chauhaijasingh

1982) 0 The nail [of the top] bored into the softened oil-sand spinning

area. (1988) 0 Residents... completed the filling of potholes with oil

sand along the 8,000 feet of roadway. (TG 25 Sept 1990:7)

oil stick n A stick with a piece of cloth wrapped around one end,

used to put cooking oil on a ROTI. = >puchara\ sokhri 0 Gi me the

oil stick dey.

oi-oi-oi see OYOYOY
oiseau bleu n obs Thraupis episcopus, a common bird in both islands,

17.5 cm (7") long. Generally greyish blue; brighter blue on rump and

upperparts; patch of bright violet blue on wings. (< Fr oiseau ‘bird’ +

bleu ‘blue’, fr overall blue colour) = >bluebird, blue jay, blue jean(s),

ladwez; Trinidad blue-grey tanager (T.e. nesophila) 0 (Chapman

1894:29)

oiseau fou n obs Myiarchus tyrannulus tyrannulus (Trin) and M.t.

tobagensis (Tob) [= M. ferox, Myiobius nigriceps

]

(E brown-crested

flycatcher), a bird, 21.2 cm (8.5") long. Upperparts olive brown; head

brown with slight crest; wings brown with pale edges forming 2

wing-bars; long tail dark brown, inner edges reddish; throat and

breast pale grey; lower underparts lemon yellow; bill black with pink-

ish base. It makes short flights and returns to the same perch, where it

appears restless, flicking its tail. (< Fr oiseau ‘bird’ + fou ‘foolish;

crazy’) 0 The Myobius Nigriceps or “Oiseau fou” was jumping about

in every direction, turning round and round upon itself in the most

ludicrous manner. (JFNC Feb 1894:304) 0 (Chapman 1894:44)

ojha, ojiha n A practitioner of traditional Indian folk rituals for divi-

nation or magic. (< H ojha ‘diviner; wizard; magician’) 0 Words

like... ojiha (Indian obeahman)... can be heard in the rural areas. (Jha

1973:42-3) 0 The ojha (obeahman) and dyin or dyan (witches) prac-

tise certain left-handed... rites in... (crematorium or burning grounds).

(Jha 1976:58) 0 Ojha man. Hindu practitioner in black magic. (Clarke

1986:174) 6 “He playing ojha man.”

ojri n Intestines; guts; tripe; esp. of goats. (< H ojh ‘entrails; guts’) 0

Oojree. (Dwarika 1984:36)

okhri n A wooden mortar used mostly for pounding grains. (< H
okhlii ‘wooden mortar’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:36) 0 Okri: the mortar in

which grains etc. are pounded. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:18) 0 “Full de

coffee in de okhri to pound it.” (1990) 0 After [the kangan is tied]

there is a tradition of “dhaan kutey”, where the mother of the dulaha

or dulahin, accompanied by four other ladies who have been taking

part in the ceremonial duties cover themselves with a bedsheet, and

together holding the moosar, they pound some (rice) paddy in an

okhri, moving in a clockwise direction. This rice is also to be used in

the wedding ceremony. (Holass-Beepath 2002:42)

old adj Used before someone’s name to indicate familiarity, a long-

term knowledge or relationship, esp. in negative judgements. (< E old

‘an expression of familiarity, e.g. old chap-, old man') 0 I don’t blame

corruption prober, Karl de la Bastide, for hightailing it outa town and

heading for far-off Singapore. It looks like the old Delab has had it up

to here with corruption Trinidad-style. (Bomb 1977) 0 UNC leader

Basdeo Panday is finding out that it is dangerous to be out of Trinidad

for any period of time. No sooner had he landed from his fund-raising

tour of the US last week than the old Bas was crowded by news carri-

ers eager to tell him who was bad-talking him in Couva South and

even further South. (Bomb 12 Oct 1990:3)

old blag n Relaxed conversation, gossip, chat, often having exagger-

ated or deceptive elements, not very intense, serious or argumenta-

tive. (< Fr blaguer + dial E blague ‘pretentious falsehood; humbug;

tell lies’) = blag
2

,
old talk

1
0 “Tommy ah nah in court. We come ’ere

to old blag. Stop cross-questioning me man.” (Bain 1974:55)

old blood n In folk medical system, blood that is “used up” and needs

to come out of the body, esp. menstrual or post-partum blood. =

lochia 0 Hog Plum... Women under post-natal care are traditionally

administered a decoction of the young leaves as a douche during that

period, and this is said to also clean the womb of “old blood” or

lochia. (HERBS STAR 4 June 2000: 11)

Old Boy n obs Tob In folk belief, a particular evil spirit who haunts

the forest. 0 His particular aversion was the “Ole Boy,” a malignant

spirit that roamed the woods, and whose origin is given in the local
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[Tobago] folklore as follows: In slavery time a certain woman had in

her charge an orphan boy, whom she one day took out with her to her

provision ground, when he strayed away and was drowned in a pond.

He was found and buried, but as the distance from town was great, no

parson attended and no funeral service was read over his grave. As a

consequence of this neglect, his soul was refused admittance into

heaven and was forced to return to earth, where it roams about utter-

ing a melancholy cry: “Oh, poor me, lone one, oh!” “Yes, sah, um
hab seen dis bery sperit, massa; it take shape ob big gray bud, wiv

great yeyes, roun' an’ glassy, an' it fly saft, sah, saft as silk, in de

moonlight, an’ it cry out at me, sah: ‘Oh, poor me, lone one, oh!’ an’

ma ha’r raise, sah, twell I get out ob de wood.” (Ober 1898: 177-178)

old bull n arc Father; a respectful, admiring, or fearful term of refer-

ence, usu. used by males. Also any older mature man. 0 Yeh, I began

to play, well I don’t know the drum must be wake the ole bull... and

he want to know who playing... he put me to sit down. He ask me am
“who learn you to beat drum?” I say, "Dada 1 used to beat drum when
you ain’t home.” (OPNL June 1994:6)

old duttyness n Good for nothing person; worthless person. 0 “Why
yuh let de ole duttyness come here for?” (Baptiste 1993:1 18)

older head n A respectful term for an elder; a member of the older

generation; an older, wiser, knowledgeable person. 0 There is much
talk about spirits when Indians get together, among young people as

well as among the “older heads.” (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:167) 0 I

get [the story] from the older heads... The older people, who know
most of these legends, they die out. (Bacchus, Gayelle, Aug 1985) 0

In the late 60s after attempting to plant cocoa, I thought it was a waste

and I said so. Always the older heads would ask what would you put

in its place? (£A’-2 17 April 1988:3) 0 Many of us among the older

heads know how to use the plants growing in our gardens, and we
could buy a piece of cloth and make any kind of dress or suit we want

to out of it. (Stewart 1989:137) 0 ‘Every bush suppose to be a medi-

cine but I don’ know them all. Long time people know all. Now the

older heads know a little but the younger none.’ (Littlewood 1993:34)

0 “The ‘cutter’ drum does carry ah little more uptempo beat. The

older heads say we straying. That is not so. We is the same kalenda,

but it changes with the times.” (TG 15 Feb 2004:63)

old firestick see FIRESTICK

old fowl n A negative term for a middle-aged or old woman who
dresses or behaves inappropriately like someone younger. = >old hen

0 Old fowl-a middle-aged woman whose behavior patterns are like

those of the youth (in dress, conversation, etc.). (John 1973)

old head n A respectful term for an elder; a member of the older gen-

eration; an older, wiser, knowledgeable person. = older head 0 OLD
HEAD, n., an elderly person, one who has lived in a particular place

for a long time. (Rodman 1971:234) 0 His name is spoken of with

respect and admiration as a "true old head,” i.e., one really versed in

Shango lore and belief. (Henry 1983:67) 0 [He] knows he can’t fool

the old heads so he’s giving candy to the tots. (Bomb 21 Nov 1986:5)

0 He was a real ‘pagniol’ from Venezuela and was the oldest head in

the village. (Boodhoo 1994:35)

old heat n Tob With put in , trouble, difficulty. 0 Ole heat. Don’t put

me in ole heat with that man. - Do not put me into difficulties with

that man. (ESTT 1956) 0 She really put she mother in old heat.

old hen n A negative term for a middle-aged or old woman who
dresses or behaves inappropriately like someone younger. (< old +

dial E hen ‘wife; woman; female’) = old fowl 0 “When she dead dat

was one ole hen who had more chicken dan ah poultry farm.”

(ca 1974)

old lady 1 n Mimosa pudica , a small prickly native plant with com-

pound leaves sensitive to touch, and pink flower-heads. = chooi-

mooi, lajoutrioghas, mary-shut-your-door, mary-shut-your-gate,

mazay marie, sensible plant, shame bush, shame Charlotte, shame

plant, >ti marie 0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Leaves...

old lady (Ti Mawee)... also known as Sensitive plant or Sensitive

weed. (Simpson 1962:329) 0 Old Lady (Ti Mawee). Mimosa
pudica... (also known as Sensitive plant or Sensitive weed). (Simpson

1970:58)

2 n The female genitals, usu. of adults. 0 Make sure yuh wash the old

lady good.

old lady champion n Said of a young man who is esp. attentive to and

enjoys the company of older women; can be friendship or a romantic

relationship. (< E champion ‘one who fights on behalf of another; an

advocate; defender; supporter’) = old woman champion 0 Eddie,

quickest and kindest-hearted of us, noticed her distress immediately

and rushed over to help. We always used to tell Eddie, half in jest and

half in admiration, that he was an old-lady champion. (Araujo

1984:67)

old liver n An old or elderly person. (< E old ‘for a long time’ + arc E
liver ‘one who lives, is alive’) 0 Vieux donyen - ancient citizen, an

old liver. (ESTT 1956) 9 “I do not think there is a law laid down, but

custom is that you name a road or trace after a landowner on the trace

or road or an old liver in the vicinity or some distinguished person in

the village or ward or county who did much for the area.” (Punch

1967:141)

old maid n Catharanthus roseus [= Lochnera rosea , Vinca rosea], a

cultivated erect or bushy straggling plant, 40-80 cm (15.6-31.2")

high, usu. branched and becoming somewhat woody at base, with

fine hairs. Leaves opposite in pairs, oblong-elliptical, 2-7 x 3 cm (.8-

2.7" x 1.3"). Flowers pink with crimson eye, white with yellow eye;

all white (forma alba)', or white with a pink or red centre (forma ocel-

lata). Flowers solitary or in small clusters; five flat petals arising

from straight narrow tube. Commonly grown as an ornamental plant,

some escaped plants. Used medicinally, but can be toxic, and can

mask the presence of sugar in the urine. = cacapoule
-

,
periwinkle;

white maid (var. alba ) 0 (FTT 1947-2-3:151) 0 Cola pool or Old

maid. Lochnera rosea var alba. (Bush Medicine 1 976b: 18) 0 Old

Maid, Periwinkle... The tea made from this herb is very popular for

both diabetes and blood pressure. There is a grave risk here, because

the tea is known to reduce sugar levels in the urine without affecting

the blood-sugar level. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:46) 0

(Wallace 2002:32)

old man 1 n Tropidurus plica [= Plica plica, Uraniscodon plica], an

iguanid lizard found in Trinidad. Body 14 cm (5.5") long + tail to

twice this length; head large. Ear opening has tufts of spiny scales

before and underneath. Back crest from rear of head onto tail; back

scales keeled, overlapping, and decreasing in size towards sides.

Strong lateral fold of spiny scales from under front leg to tail base;

tail laterally compressed; green with red-brown cross-wise bands,

each with black spots. Limbs and tail banded red-brown band from

eye to ear. Belly orange-yellow in males, orange-brown in females;

males have white throat and black pouch, females have grey throat

and brown pouch. Very difficult to see in its usual position, upside-

down on tree trunk or other vertical surfaces, such as bridge abut-

ments and old houses, (fr wrinkles and folds on neck area, like an old

man) = matoclett, toc-toc
1

0 Mr. Carr said the local name for the Plica

lizard was “Old Man”. (JFNC Dec 1892:105) 9 (Murphy 1997:148)9

And the old man? This is one of the vernacular names given to one of

our lizards.. . This is a species that obviously prefers vertical surfaces

to find its prey... I sat and watched... an “old man” striding along the

top of a wall between my home and a neighbour’s, delicately snaring

with its jaws every wood ant that chanced to land on the wall. It

hardly moved from the spot, except to turn around, and after perhaps

15 minutes it slowly strode off. (Kenny 2007:13)

2 n The male genitals, usu. of adults. 9 The old man done bathe - I

too old for that.

old man bat n Centurio senex, a fruit-eating bat. (ff wrinkles on face,

like an old man) = wrinkle-faced bat 9 (Alkins 1979:56)

old-man’s beard n Rhipsalis cassutha [= R. baccifera], a native

epiphytic cactus; usu. found on large trees, hanging in large clusters

l-9m (3.2-29' ) long. Branches round, about 3mm (.12") diameter,

light green, usu. growing from tips of other branches, usu. in pairs

sometimes in clusters of 6-8; have white bristles when young. Flow-

ers solitary, small, 2mm (.08") long, greenish-white. Fruit a small

round white or pink berry, 5mm (.2") diameter, containing black

seeds, (fr resemblance of the hanging stems to an old man’s thin long
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beard) = mistletoe
2
0 [He] showed a plant called ‘old man’s beard’

from the Blue River. (JFNC Feb 1893:134) 0 (Williams & Williams

1949:97) 0 From the lower section of the trunk hung the old man’s

beard which bear a small, round, white fruit. This fruit is a delicacy

for the semps and the tanagers. (Narine 1979:56)

old man’s milk n obs A drink made of gin mixed with COCONUT
WATER. 0 Their exhilaration being largely due to frequent libations

of gin and coconut water, called “Old man’s milk,” until it culminated

in a complaint being lodged against them. (Inniss 1910:83)

old mas, ole mas, old mask 1 n obs A dance before CARNIVAL when

guests wear the previous year’s costume, or odds and ends of costume

bits put together. Also a public performance on CARNIVAL MONDAY
morning involving charade-like individuals or groups illustrating puns,

proverbs, slogans, etc. in a satirical manner, often considered vulgar,

(fr the use of old garments or used costumes) 0 Yesterday’s Carnival

was without doubt an improvement on the first day. There was the dis-

tinct absence of ‘old masks’ in the first place and, as was to be

expected, the costumes on the whole were very much better. (POSG 17

Feb 1915:3) 6 There were... then what is known as “Old Masks,” gen-

erally consisting of men dressed in the oldest tom up suits they could

lay hands on, all the garments turned inside out. (Fraser ca 1930s:299)

0 From early dawn yesterday many when ‘old masks’ in weird and fan-

tastic costumes paraded the streets. (TG 28 Feb 1933:1) 0 Play Mask-
Old Mask, New Mask, Southern Mammy Mask. Play any mask you

want, but remember, playing mask takes a lot out of you. To make sure

that you can stand the stress and strain of Carnival, and don’t become

an easy victim of coughs, colds and infectious diseases, start now on

your yearly course of six (6) large bottles of Ferrol. (ad, in Killer

1948:33) 0 After an absence of some years this type ofmasquerade was

taken up by men of the city abbatoir [sic] and this early form of the

Cow Band became part of the “old mask” features of the Monday car-

nival’s “Jour Ouvert.” (Carr 1959:22) 0 Plans are afoot to have a King

and Queen of the bands competition, Old Mas’ competition, a stick

playing contest, as well as steelband competitions for bands and indi-

viduals. (TG 16 Feb 1973:12) 0 Traditionally called “Ole Mas,” short

for Old Masquerade, in this parade anything goes, as costumes are per-

sonal statements ranging from the horrendous and bizarre to the lewd

and jocular. (Ahye 1988a:99) 0 Old mas’ has always flirted with, and

now passionately embraces, the profane and prurient. (EX-2 4 Nov
1990:3) 0 All in all, downtown J’ Ouvert 1992, apart from the tradi-

tional ole mas costumes, was dominated by mud and oil bands. (Jacob

et al 1992:16) 0 ‘And where you goin’ with that old mas’ foolishness,’

she called over the half-door. ‘You have time for that?’ (Boodhoo

1994:127) 0 Ole Mas’: Refers to the type ofmasquerade portrayed dur-

ing J’ouvert and typified by characters such as Jab Molassis, Jab jabs,

Blue Devils, Baby Dolls, and Dame Lorraines (among many others).

Masquerade costumes lampooning public officials and current events

are also popular. (Scher 2003:183)

2

n Confusion; chaotic or noisy scene, (fr the general noise, confusion

and disorder presented by old mas players) 0 OL’ MAS’, OLE MAS’,

adv., (1) awry, wrong, e.g., he made his plans, but everything turn ol’

mas’; play ol’ mas’, do something in a ridiculous manner, e.g., what

she doin’ in that dress, she playin’ ol’ mas’? (Rodman 1971:234) 0 It

was real old mas as men, women and children enjoyed the [looted]

bounty. (TTM 1 Aug 1990:6) 0 If you know de amount a frustration in

dis lan. You see people walkin de street, any minute dey could go

mad. De line between sanity and insanity tin tin. If you tough it too

hard it go bus an den it go be ole mas in de place. Everyting go tun

upside dong. What you tink it is at all? Why people have ketch tail

so? Why dey doin dese tings? Like dey want a revolution or wot? (TN
30 Apr 1993:5)

old nigger, ole nigger n A negative term for anyone showing bad

behaviour such as carrying on, acting irrationally, being obnoxious or

loud. = vie neg 0 Laugh in old nigger face. (Small Island Pride “Car-

nival Celebration” 1955)] 0 What did he do with his pretty wife? Put

her behind the counter in the shop - to sell salt-fish and fat-pork to all

sorts of “rango” people, any kind of “ole nigger”! In just a few years,

how madam had faded! (Gomes 1978:43-44) 0 The same thing hap-

pened here to the “Bathtub derby” and the “Crate Race”. It was

invaded by “ole nigger” and “drunk Coolie” and was eventually

called off. (1990)

old style 1 n Excessive style; showing off; laughable behaviour. 0

Women really rise and fall, But Trinidadians beat all. Sometimes they

like sick mangoes, And other times they like matadors, Wearing gold

bangles and chain. Making the old style in Port of Spain. (Invader

“Hello Joe” 1956) 0 MAKE OLD STYLE, to show off; to fool. (Rodman

1971:232)

2 n For HOSAY TADJAHS, a style of decoration characterized mainly

by white paper flowers, called KNOT ROSES. 0 The north [of Trini-

dad]... is more “traditional” in building the kathiya (base) and internal

frame, which is primarily made of roseao... In the south, the frame is

now made solely of wood... However, the exterior is more “tradi-

tional,” sometimes referred to locally as the “old style.” The structure

of the tadjah is angular, the color predominantly white, and the exter-

nal decoration based on white paper flowers, called “knot roses.”

(Korom & Chelkowski 1994:160)

old talk, ole talk 1 n Talk designed to entertain, seduce, impress. =

blag
2

,
old blag 0 Me and me girl went for a walk. Having a nice old

talk. (Beginner & Atilla “Young Girl’s Touch” 1935) 0 To hear them

make they old talk, “Chunks, Mama Toy”, That is when they bad-

talking the young boys. (Growler “Old Man” 1938) 0 “Eh-eh! but Mr
Luna, you could ole talk good, yes?” (de Boissiere 1952:122) 0 So

when you see some young girls gossiping, [It’s] a next woman they

are bad talking, Men nowadays join the ole talk too. But I still love

them doh mind what they do. (Tiny Terror “Leave the Young Girls

Alone” 1959 pr) 0 Catch ah ole talk. (Ottley 1971:20) 0 Drinks,

snacks and lots of pleasant ole talk made for an enjoyable launching.

(EX 21 Nov 1990:35) 0 He hastened to do everything quickly and get

away before he was held back in any unwelcomed ‘old talk’. (Ali

1993:86) 0 He would continue to make love to his women in the

accepted manner, doing the entire bit from old talking to kissing, cud-

dling and sex. (Bomb 22 Jan 1993:6)

2 n Nonsense; insincere or deceptive talk; evasiveness; empty prom-

ises. 0 Foolishness, couyonad!. That’s what you’ll hear from the Pier-

rot Grenade, They’ll fill your head with old talk. (Lion “I Send My
Wife to the Market” 1940) 0 I told her I knew her mother and father,

And would even marry her... She said I heard that old talk all around.

(Panther “Sentimental Sandwich” 1956 pr) 0 We cannot survive the

next decade on the political leader’s “ole talk” and the government’s

arthritic action in the economy. (TG 1979) 0 “I want to remind them

of the many good things we have going for us in spite of the old talk

and empty promises by the politicians.” (EX 1 Feb 1988:23) 0 “A
plainclothes policeman asked the driver for his bus route pass, while

giving a lot of old talk.” (Punch 19 Nov 1989:4) 0 Persistent efforts

by the HEAT to find out exactly what is the outcome of this contest

have so far been met with stony silence, ole talk and downright hostil-

ity. (Heat 14 Oct 1989:15) 0 Police lack basic skills in investigating

crime... Taking statements from witnesses is a matter of irrelevant old

talk, “brief yet rambling, lacking in form and logical progression”.

(EX 12 Dec 1993:2) 0 Despite the ole talk, leaks for so. As the dry

season approaches and WASA tightens its stopcorks in its distribu-

tion system to conserve water, there are more than 75 leaks along the

streets of San Fernando. (Bomb 2 Feb 1996:17) OThe old talk in my
barber shop Thursday morning was virtually non stop. It was about

one subject: the T&T soccer victory over Mexico the night before.

(John 2007:47)

3 n Flattery; SWEET TALK designed to cajole or seduce. 0 Then he

start to get the girl with some wicked smile, And the old talk hard, the

girl going wild. (Radio “Unfortunate Bridegroom” 1936) 0 She tie me
up in her sweet old talk, And say, “Compere, let’s dance the Lambeth

Walk”. (Pretender “Adeline” 1939) 0 “Ah tell ’im I not the type, so he

start ah ole talk. ’E ask me what I t’ink ’bout sex before marriage.”

(Bain 1974:63)

4

v Converse in a relaxed way; gossip; chat. = gaff, blag
1

0 The next

stop was to be Roxborough where Kamish would eat a few portions

of stewed wild meat, take a drink of rum and coconut water, and

old-talk with Gilox Wesley’s entourage of wake or wedding watch-

ers. (James 1990:237) 0 “Sit down, nuh, let we talk,” Sebastien tell
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her because he realise is old talk that she come across to old talk.

(Alleyne-Forte 1994:77)

old tief n Someone with a reputation for dishonesty. 0 “You ole tief.

Leave mih zaboca tree alone.” (Baptiste 1993:1 18) 0 Where you get

this, where you get that? Where you get the superintendant hat... Is an

old tief come up from South. (Melody, “Pedlars” 1958)

old till dey sun you phr Old; elderly and weak; so old and frail that

the person has to be put out in the sun occasionally for their health. 0

(Ottley 1971:50) 0 “She so old they have to sun her.” (1996)

old wife, ole wife n Tob Tarpon atlanticus (E tarpon), a large edible

but bony marine fish. (< E old-wife ,
various marine fishes) = big-

scale, >grand ecaille, gran taki

old witch n Crotophaga ani, a bird, 32.5 cm (13") long. Black glossed

with purple; tail long; bill black with upper part arched. Very socia-

ble; often found on grass, (fr E witch, commonly portrayed as dressed

in black with a hooked nose) = blackbird', cowbird, mel cobo, savan-

nah blackbird, >tickbird’ 0 The Tick-Bird... Also known as old witch,

old wife and savannah blackbird. This is a very common bird with

black plumage, arched beak and a long tail... It is undoubtedly an evil

looking bird, and one can quite understand the suspicion that lurks in

the mind of the unsophisticated peasant... There is certainly some-

thing witchlike in its appearance, which is enhanced by the arched

beak bearing a resemblance to the hooked nose commonly supposed

to be a prominent feature of the witch’s physiognomy... Then, again,

there is something uncanny in the way it sits, and looks at any passer-

by, turning its head to keep him in the line of vision... Finally it will

fly off with a maledictory screech. (Mirror 6 Oct 1911)0 (Williams

1922:172) 0 “[O] Id witches” or Roman-nosed “tickbirds” were seen

in companies. (Oakley 1941:422) 0 Materials used in healing and

conjuring. Miscellaneous... Black bird’s (Old Witch) liver. (Simpson

1962:331) 0(ffrench 1991:193)

old woman champion n A young man who is esp. attentive to and

enjoys the company of older women; can be friendship or a romantic

relationship. (< E champion ‘one who fights on behalf of another; an

advocate; defender; supporter’) = old lady champion 0 You could be

young and you could be fat, Behind could be round, me aint business

with that. But from the time you hitting you fifty. Oh Darling, ah

want you badly, And ah don’t care who say ah cold. But I is “Old

Woman Champ” of the world. (Organizer “Old Woman Champ”
1971 pr)

Old Year n New Year's Eve; the night of December 31st; the last

night of the year. (< arc E Old Year's Day ‘the last day of the old

year’) = Old Year’s Night 0 Sealy told the Court that about 10 p.m. he

was on his way to attend old year service when he suddenly felt a

blow from behind. {TG 11 Jan 1921:9) 0 For the Old Year murders

and atrocity. Was the New Year’s serious calamity. (Executor “Seven

Skeletons Found in the Yard” 1938) 0 In the town Old Year’s morn-

ing, Drinking me rum I hearing a siren. (Dictator “The George Street

Fire” 1950 pr)

Old Year’s Day n The day of December 3 1st; the last day of the year.

0 Old Year’s Day Crash. (TG 1 Jan 1936:4) 0 “Boy yuh looking like a

zwill - you need to pass by yuh mother kitchen an surprise de pot dis

Old Year’s Day!” (Baptiste 1993:171

)

Old Year's Night n New Year’s Eve; the night of December 31st; the

last night of the year. = Old Year 0 George is the bell-ringer at the

Good Shepherd Anglican church in Tunapuna... He has been doing

this for the past 12 years and especially on old year’s night when the

new year finds him coming down the tower. (Punch 1983) 0 Old

Year’s Night Dinner & Dance on Friday 31st December, 1993. Come
Ring in the New Year and savour our Wild Meat specials. Menu:
Coconut Rice. Stew Peas. Common Fowl. Duck. Lappe. Wild Hog.

Deer. Tattoo. Agouti. Shrimp. Salad. Dinner and Dance: $100 per

person. Dance: $30 per person. (TG 29 Dec 1993:3)

ole see OLD

olive n Capparis odoratissima, a native shrub or small tree. Flowers

2 cm (.8") diameter, highly fragrant, cream-coloured turning purplish.

Fruit cylindrical, swollen and constricted in parts, brownish or sil-

very, scaly and warty outside, scarlet inside; contains seeds in scarlet

pulp. = bois d'olive, >olivewood 0 Olive tree. (National Herbarium

specimen sheet, 1927) 0 Drink a tea made of olive leaves and cow’s

milk. (Simpson 1970:65)

olive-brown snake n obs Pseustes poecilonotus polylepis, a snake.

(< E olive ‘yellowish brown; brownish yellow’) = bird-eating snake,

cutlah, cutlass
5

, >dos cocorite, mahogany rat snake, puffing snake
1

,

shapely snake 0 (Zoological Society of London 1896) 0 (Sclater

1896)

olive bush n Bontia daphnoides, a native shrub or small tree up to 9 m
(29') high; numerous ascending branches; dense foliage. Leaves spi-

rally arranged, narrowly oblong 6-10 x 1-2 cm (2. 3-3.9" x .4-. 8").

Flowers inconspicuous, about 2 cm (.8") long, yellow, purple-

blotched, or brownish green, purple within, tube hairy within, front

lip curled downwards. Fruit ovoid, pointed, yellow, 1-1.5 cm (.4-.6")

long. (< FC zoliv < Fr les olives ‘olives’ fr resemblance in size and

shape to Mediterranean olive, Olea sp.) = kidney bush 1

, olives 0

(Bush Medicine 1 976a: 1 5) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:30)

0 Olive bush. Bontia daphnoides. For colds or for hypertension, the

leaf tea is drunk as required, but only for a few days at a time. (Sea-

forth et al 1998:524) 0 Olive Bush. Boil the leaves of this plant and

give to children with intestinal worms. (Wallace 2002:37)

olives n Bontia daphnoides, a native shrub or small tree up to 9 m (29')

high, numerous ascending branches, dense foliage. Fruit ovoid,

pointed, yellow, 1-1.5 cm (.4-.6") long, (fr the resemblance of fruit in

size and shape to the Mediterranean olive, Olea sp.) = kidney bush
1

,

>olive bush 0 (F7T-1995-2-6:381

)

olivewood n Capparis odoratissima. a native shrub or small tree.

Leaves leathery, obovate-elliptical, smooth and shiny above and scaly

below. Flowers 2 cm (.8") diameter, highly fragrant, cream-coloured

turning purplish. Fruit cylindrical, swollen and constricted in parts,

brownish or silvery, scaly and warty outside, scarlet inside; contains

seeds in scarlet pulp. Wood used for fuel. = bois d’olive, olive 0

(National Herbarium specimen sheet, 1927) 0 (Marshall 1934:12) 0

(Beard 1946:28)

olivier 1 n Terminalia amazonia [= T. obovata, Chuncoa obovata],

trade name nargusta, a very large native tree, height to 50 m (162' ),

girth to 4 m ( 1
3'

), fairly large buttresses at base of trunk. Bark brown,

shallowly fissured; underbark reddish-brown (underbark of yellow

olivier is yellow). Leaves usu. obovate, sometimes pointed at tip;

varying in size from 3-14 x 1.5-6 cm (1-5.5" x .6-2.3") but smaller

sizes more common; hairy when young; pitted or spiny in veins

beneath; clustered at ends of twigs. Flowers bowl-like, about 3 mm
(.12") across, greenish, in many-flowered woolly spikes from termi-

nal or axillary hanging branched stalks. Fruit has 2 lateral wings with

3 ridges between them; one tiny double-winged, yellowish-brown

seed. Wood fairly hard, heavy, light yellowish brown, often with red

markings, /alivje/ (< Fr olivier ‘olive tree’, fr resemblance of fruit to

olives) = white olivier 0 Among those of our more useful forest trees

which peculiarly affect the mountains are... Monkey Balata, Olivier,

and some others. (Carr 1869:403-4) 0 That, he will say, is Fiddle-

wood; that a Carapo, that a Cedar... that an Olivier, woods which, he

will tell you, are all but incorruptible, defying weather and insects.

(Kingsley 1880:162) 0 The same name may be applied to trees super-

ficially similar within the same locality, or to dissimilar trees in dif-

ferent localities, e.g. olivier (Terminalia amazonia and Buchenavia

capitata). (Beard 1946:26) 0 The Department disposes of sawn lum-

ber, cordage and charcoal. Among the timbers so used are Balota

[sic), Cypre, Cedar, Crappo, Olivier, Mora, Sandbox, Mahoe, Cajuea

and Toporite. (WICYB 1963:333) 0 Besides the palms the tree species

found [here] are Galba (Calophyllum antillanum), Crappo, Olivier

(Terminalia obovata)... (Farrell 1980b: 15) 0 Oliver [,v/c] bark is good

for the cleansing of the liver. (EN 10 Sept 1989) 0 Among these herbs

with which [Mayok Shapelle] is known to be boiled are the leaves of

the tan-tan fowl back, Flemingia strobilifera, the stems of wild cane,

and ollivere bark. (Morean 1992n:30)

2 n Terminalia dichotoma, a large native evergreen tree, trunk

buttressed, branches in whorls. Fruit about 3.8 cm (1.5") diameter.
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leathery, 2-3 angled, margins slightly winged; the whole fruit is light

and bouyant. = >olivier mangue, poirier

olivier mangue n Terminalia dichotoma [= T. tanibouca, Tanibouca

guianensis], a large native evergreen tree, girth to 3.6 m (12'), trunk

buttressed, branches in whorls. Bark scaly, soft, pinkish-brown

beneath. Leaves large, smooth, tapering at base, clustered at ends of

branches. Flowers inconspicuous. Fruit about 3.8 cm (1.5") diameter,

leathery, 2-3 angled, margins slightly winged; the whole fruit is light

and bouyant. Wood pale brownish, fairly hard, heavy. Tree is rare,

occurring only in the southern coastal areas of Trinidad, /alivje map/
= olivier, poirier 0 (Marshall 1934:51) 0 Olivier mangue... Termina-

lia dichotoma, a tree (Beard 1946:30)

oil about see ALL ABOUT

ollivere see OLIVIER

Oman see OOMAN

omele (drum), amalie, ombele, oumalay, oumale, omile n A tradi-

tional kind of small double-headed African drum, played with two

sticks; the smallest and highest-range drum used in Orisha ceremo-

nies. Usu. made from a hollow tree trunk and skin heads, pulled tight

with cord or vines. See also MAMA DRUM, BOULA 1

. (< Yor umele ~

emele ~ omele ‘type of small drum’) = baby4 0 The usual sets of three

drums, here called the bembo (mama), congo (papa), and amalie

(baby). (Leaf 1948:178) 0 Oombele. (Chandos 1955) 0 The musical

instruments used in a Shango ceremony consist mainly of a set of

three drums and from three to a dozen or more pairs of chac-chacs

(rattles). The drums are made from the trunks of the breadfruit, avo-

cado, or cedar trees. The largest drum (Bemba) is played with one

stick, the second and third drums (Congo and Oumalay) with two

sticks. In length the drums range from ten to twenty inches, and in

diameter from six to twelve inches. The drums are covered with goat-

skin held in place by twine rather than by pegs... These instruments

are double- rather than single-headed. (Simpson 1961:1) 0 Shango

drums are made from the trunks of breadfruit, avocado, or cedar trees.

Bemba, the largest drum, and Congo
,
the second drum, are played

with one stick; Oumalay’, the smallest drum, is played with two sticks.

In length the drums range from ten to twenty inches, and in diameter

from six to twelve inches. They are covered with goatskin heads held

in place by twine rather than by pegs... these instruments are double-

rather than single-headed. (Simpson 1970:36) 0 Most of the musical

instruments used in these folk-masses are identical with the Shango

omile, maman and bata drums. (Elder 1988:44) 0 [0]umalay\ One of

the three drums beaten at orisha ceremonies, the high-range drum.

(Houk 1995:220) 0 On this particular night, Michael Corridan, a

young mongba, directed the feast and played the bemba, the lead or

middle-range drum; and a male member of the shrine played the

congo, the lower-range or “bass” drum. But no one could be found to

play the upper-range drum, the oumalay’ (three drummers are not

absolutely necessary, but such an arrangement is deeply traditional

and customary). A few of the worshipers tried, but they were unable

to effect the quick and steady rhythm that the Orisha songs call for...

1 picked up the oumalay and began to play along with him.

(Houk 1995:9)

on 1 prep With newspapers, in, appearing in, printed in. (< dial E on

‘on to; upon; in’) 0 1 had a read on yesterday’s papers. About a cricket

match with some Chinese players. (Killer “Chinese Cricket Match”

1948 pr) 0 More stories on Tuesday Mirror. (Mirror 1983) 0 It sup-

posed to be on the papers today? {EX 20 July 1987:9) 0 The less for-

tunate ones had to wait until the following day to read about it on the

newspapers. (TTM 10 July 1990:10) 9 “We know that Christmas day

has already gone, but please print our picture with Santa on the Mir-

ror.” {TTM 3 Jan 1993:2)

2 prep With time periods, indicating every time, regularly. 0 The...

Village Council... wish to thank... the drivers of the Super Express of

the PTSC for the job they are doing on mornings. (Letter, EX-2 8 Nov
1987: 19) 0 Some of the young girls from the area go to the University

ground for exercise on evenings. {TTM 6 Oct 1989:22)

on a roll phr Be having a good time. (< AmE on a roll ‘enjoying a

sequence of successes or a run of good fortune’, and parallel to on a

spree) 0 Led by a guitarist, and beating "bottle and spoon”, in a con-

stantly growing band they were singing, “See me on a roll. See me on

a rolling roller, Belmont on a roll, Belmont on a rolling roller”, (trad

calypso, in Bynoe 1985:33) 0 To go on a roll or to be on a roll meant

to be having a good time or ‘spreading joy’. (Bynoe 1985:65)

on (a) scene see SCENE

on back ofphr In addition; to add insult to injury (E on top of). 0 “He
take everything in the house and all my money, and on the back of

that he drive away in my car.” (1990)

once conj On condition that; if; as long as. Note: The temporal aspect

here is absent or minimal compared to SE. (< E once ‘at any time;

ever; at all’, usu. in conditional and negative statements, e.g. Ifonce

you lose honour, you never regain it.) 9 ‘Once a feller discreet and

don’t get me in trouble I’ll serve him. It’s not my business if he under

age.’ (Anthony 1967:56) 0 “He never said ‘no’ to anyone, once he

was on the road working.” {Punch 19 Nov 1989:13) 0 The ex-slaves

on his plantation were told they were welcome to live in the very bar-

rack-rooms they used to occupy, once they continued to work on that

estate. {TTM 13 Oct 1989:18) 0 They have asked for and been pro-

vided with medical attention, once they need it. {EX 8 Aug 1990:1 ) 0

“[He] has no right to immunity. Once he is alive, he should not be a

free man to walk the streets of Trinidad and Tobago.” {TTM 3 Jan

1993:35) 0 She brings plums too, once she has the time. (Pierre 2001)

one, wan, waa 1 det Indefinite article, not emphatic; equivalent to E a

or an. (< arc!dial E one

,

indefinite article, with possible influence fr

WAfr languages) = a
11 0 If you find one buckra’s chest open, or

’spose you open him and you want to help yourself, neber meddle

wid de Doubloon and de Dollar - take de Bank Notes. (POSG 10 Oct

1843:2) 0 “I had a husband... I had one husband... [his] name is Oyo.”

{TRD 23 Nov 1843:3) 0 Dem say he da one cleber man, him saby

nuse big word. {TRD 7 May 1 85 1:3)0 My mind little uneasy. Sambo,
caus me heary dem say one man wat keep one leetle, leetle shap close

de bay side down de bush dat awee parson not go way from yah.

{TRD 7 May 185 1 :3) 0 Wen me Quashiba gal tek wan man... he mus
be sumting fe put yieye pon. {PC 9 July 1904) 0 Dey ben ave one

gran wedding here satiday. {PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 Me no Lazarus, he

stubborn well enough dar boy pursecute wan lat a people ar dis town

without arse an reason. {PC 24 Feb 1906) 0 Pan Tuesday evening me
see wan band ar mass ar play some ting dem call Clowns... me see

wan clown ar ride pan wan beast... wen me go close, me laff mo too

know ar wan great man dem call Pad-Lock... ar bin have to laff mo
agen foo see dem hav food rest wan ladder 4 feet lang pan ar jackass

back, na push am up like wan King. {PC 3 Mar 1906) 0 “We were

Tobagonians. But the headmaster bina waa Barbadian.” (James &
Youssef 2002:35)

2 adj An intensifier, usu. emphasizing the size or force of something.

(< E one, an emphatic substitute for the indefinite article a/an in the

sense of very, extremely, e.g. That was one rough passage.) 0 Ear-ring

hebby and big like one hoss-shoe! (TG 2 Oct 1 827) 9 If I bin tink say

Missa - bin go treet me like dat, I no bin bring me complain taal Sir, -

I bin fling de man one kik, I bin go nok em rite dong, Sar, an finish

wid em. (TSp 8 Jan 1848:2) 9 “Look here, Mr. Man... You is too

swift! Don’t you think you can humbug me with dem scales! I ain’t

no stupid Pan’ol man, selling me cacao to you, now... If you tell me
anything gain. I’ll hit you ONE butt, eh?!!” (Hummingbird 24 May
1904:4) 9 One - ‘very big’. My two brothers went fishing and they

caught one grouper. It weighed over sixty pounds. (John 1973) 9

From last week Holly make one master move an now Scoutin for Tal-

ent coming from de Hilton ballroom. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 July

1977) 9 All of ah suddin de car pick up one skid. (Haynes 1987:176)

9 (Wamer-Lewis 1996:198)

3 adv Of a person, usu. following a personal pronoun, alone, only, by
self. (< E one ‘one in contrast to two or more; one only; a single’, e.g.

No one person is responsible. One person alone escaped. + poss.

< Yor end nikan, T one/alone’, emphatic) 9 [Never was] Adam
Smith’s Principle “of the Division of Labor” more comically insisted

upon, than in the mansion house of the West Indian planter. "What,

me One, do Two something!” - is the exclamation of the Negroe Boy,
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who having Black’d his Master’s shoes; is told, to help in the stable: -

the sempstresses wont wash; and the washerwoman cant sew. (Young

27 July 1809, Windham Add 37888:168) 0 She said “good God, you

all run away and leave me one.” (POSG 31 Mar 1843:3) 0 As foo

dancing look pon de ooman wey want to talke bout dance na, she mus
be tink I bin wid she dancing Jan Jonny all me life in badus, but tell

she good gie me she bin ah dance she Jan Janny she one, an is only

now as she com in me sweet contry s[i]de no wey dem call dance, so

wen she hear creole talking bout dance, if she cant keep she mout-lip

shut keep it fool uh water. (PC 24 Sept 1904) 0 Thousand, ten thou-

sand to bar me one, Listen to this leggo. (Invader “Ten Thousand to

Bar Me One” 1939) 0 “So how? You one in this big place? You not

afraid?” (de Boissiere 1952:279) 0 And is to hear me, Me one - Me
one, A walking from town to John John, Me one - Me one, I am the

King Marabunta ah master me mina. (Small Island Pride “Stickmen

Bacchanal” 1959 pr) 0 “Everybody else cornin’ to Trinidad an’ go to

fete an’ t’ing an’ enjoy deyself. But is Princess Margaret one does

have to go an’ siddong in de Red House.” (Macaw 1960:21) 0 ‘You

are going to hunt?’ ‘I going to sentry a lappe.’ ‘Alone?’ ‘Yes. Me one.

You want to come?’ (Lovelace 1968) 0 In fact the argument was

being carried out, Douglah Johnnie reported, by Louis Jenkins “he

one,” the old lady being too old and too deaf and in any case, too busy

peeling oranges to sell that night, to understand what he was saying.

(Jones 1973:123) 0 From de way it lookin he ent even go have to

enter no competition because is only he one in de show. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 21 Dec 1977) 0 When Boodram was twenty-one Soogrim

was already two years old and only God one prevent them from

having more children. (Stewart 1989:81) 0 Tell me about the time

when you-one tackled a field of cane and finish before the other

workers could even get started. (Selvon 199 Id: 154) 0 Well, he went,

he-one, and lick-up the harvester and set it on fire! (Selvon

1 99 1 d: 1 75 ) 0 Mrs Thatcher... is the greatest Tory leader of our time,

perhaps all time, even if yuh boy never like the bitch. She t’ief the

chirren milk, is true, but is she-one make modem Brit’n, whereby

most people expect to buy they own home instead of living in a coun-

cil house. (Pires, TG 31 Oct 2003)

4 pron After a name or personal pronoun, indicating ownership, pos-

session; equivalent to E possessive pronouns mine, yours, his, hers,

ours, theirs. = >own 0 No, no, that is my one.

one day for thief, one day for police phr Indicating that a wrongdoer

will eventually be caught. 0 [He] was on the police “most wanted

list”... Before his death he had been distributing money to his close

relatives and had ensured everything would be ok when he died. But

as the saying goes “one day for thief, one day for police,” and last Fri-

day was [his] last day. When he carried out a robbery... he was felled

by a bullet during an exchange of gunfire between himself and the

police. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:12)

one day one day congotay phr Indicating that someone will eventu-

ally have revenge, that a wrong will be righted, that justice will be

done; thus advocating patience in waiting for such a time. (prob. < E
one day ‘in the future’ + Congo day ‘the day belonging to the Congo
people’) 0 Of coas, I didn’t bodder out meself wid him at dat time,

becos I tought I wud did hole him fo evry body to see, but he jess as

smart as me, he aint bin no way by me house ever since dat time up

till now, so dat I cud expose him in jale, but, no mind, “one day, one

day, Congo day,” and wen ever dat “congo day” com, I will able to

satisfise meself in full. (PC 3 Sept 1904) 0 “Monkey say, ‘Cool

breeze.’ One day we will get the chauffeurs —” “One day, what,

man!” said another angrily... And unable to find words to express his

disgust, he added: “One day, one day, congotay!” All laughed at this

use of the well-known child’s rhyme, but the man continued without

a smile, (de Boissiere 1952:239) 0 ‘I used to say, “One day, one day I

go study a big work.’” (Khan 1964:66) 0 “I marking them. One day

one day congo-tay.” (Hill 1966c:7) 0 But it was better to be harsh and

stem: one day, congo-tay, she would be grateful to him for his repre-

sentation of reality. (Selvon 1972:162) 0 The signals of unrest, of

people not prepared to die, to have their children starve and die just so

that a group of incompetent and heartless politicians can look good,

those signals are becoming more pronounced. Ignore Barrackpore

[roads]. Ignore the nurses. Ignore the unemployed, the starving, the

sick, the desperate. One day, one day. (TTM 10 July 1990:4) 0 One
day, one day, kongo te, an(d) a rik-tik-tik-tik, kongo te - a rhyme said

by schoolchildren insinuating that their revenge on the one to whom
the verse is directed will (one day) be sweet. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:12)

one-for-one phr A challenge made by one person to fight several peo-

ple, one at a time. 0 One for one - a challenge issued by one person to

fight members of group singly. (Alladin 1970:69)

one-for-today, one-for-tomorrow phr Describing a very slow perfor-

mance, e.g. walking, working. = one today, one tomorrow 0 I

watched him walking there before me, his broad leathern belt jerking

in rhythm with his hips. He was walking in the ‘one-for-today, one-

for-tomorrow’ style, and he did not seem to be going fast but I had to

make an effort to keep up with him. (Anthony 1967:21)

one god phr One only; a single one; indicating desperation or difficult

situation. 0 I get one god pants.

one-hole n A game of PITCH in which marbles are played from the

starting line or the last play position to the single hole. Each potting

of the hole (i.e. getting the marble into it) is scored at 10 points and

the first player to reach 100 wins. 0 We playin one-hole,

one-one 1 adv One by one; one at a time; a bit at a time; individually.

(< E one + Yor okon-okon ~ kookon ‘one-one; i.e. one by one; scat-

tered; in small number’) 0 All his clothes are at her house, so “he

have to pick up clothes one, one, till he get away.” Otherwise she

would keep his clothes. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-

F85-D74) 0 De tree eh bearin’ many mangoes dis seasun an’ den dey

ripenin’ one one, one one. (Haynes 1987:176) 0 “The tree bearing

one-one.” (1990) 0 [They] had skipped school that day because they

had no lunch. “We don't buy goods and put down,” the girl said, fidg-

eting. “We only buy one-one.” (EX 1 Oct 1990:11)

2 adv Only a few; here and there; scattered. 0 Mora tree does grow
plenty together, not one-one. 0 TE one-one, i.e., few and scattered.

(Wamer-Lewis 1996:198)

ones 1 n Urine; urination. See also NUMBERS. (< E number one

‘urine’, child language) = wunzie 0 It is about the W.C. It is all very

well clogged up. You must do your ‘ones’ and ‘twos’ at home. (Hill

1995:98)

2 v Urinate. 0 “To one’s.” (Haynes 1987:85)

one side adv On the side; at the edge of a room or crowd; out of the

main action. 0 Ah haske eff we go dance, dem say yes, but ah say ah

here dem wite collah peepels go dance wan side, an dem go put nig-

ghas de nedder side. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 “And then we take the soo

and fan it... When you pong it you take out the shell from the dhan

and the dhan come pure rice.” “To get the rice one side from the

huks?” “Yes, you have to puknay - to fan it with the soo... The huks

gone and the rice remain.” (Gayelle 1-11 17 July 1986) 0 “She always

go one side, poor-me-one.” (1990) 0 “And now, when we go one side,

dey vex. Dat is high class kuchoor!” (TG 7 Apr 2004:50)

one-striped brochet n Centropomus ensiferus , an edible marine fish.

Also C. parallelus and C. unidecimalis

.

= >brochet*, chinee fish" (C.

ensiferus)-, >brochet*, brochet de mer, chinee fish
2

, salmon
2

, saumon

(C. parallelus)', brochet
1

, brochet de mer, chinee fish
2
(C. unidecima-

lis) 0(LNP 1985)

one time 1 adv All at once; immediately; right away; right now. (poss.

< Twi pejtkoro ‘time one’, i.e. at once; Twi je no preko ‘do it one

time, i.e. immediately’) 0 Yes man, ah mek up me mine won time to

go in Sangree Gran an plant kako. (PC 30 July 1904) 0 “The day you

do that do me the favour to kill me one time and done.” (de Boissiere

1952:140) 0 Haq sobbed and gurgled. ‘Kill me now self. You is

young and strong. Come on and kill me one time, and bury me right

here.’ (Naipaul 1958:89) 0 “Well, lewwe burst the mark and out off. I

have a whappie game in Concrete Yard waiting for me.” “Yes, lewwe

burst mark one time.” (Hill 1966c: 20) 0 ONE TIME, adv., at the same

time; now, rather than later, e.g., do that one time, man. (Rodman

1971:234) 0 De man sit dong and rite he number, sing it in de

Savanna and beat even Crazy, and one time ah whole setta people

start bad talkin de fella. (Mamits LPOS, TG 1 1 Mar 1979) 0 Hear de

latest. Cool so ah get up one morning las week and read in de
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Guardian how if ah wants to call Noo York de onliest ting to do is

dial strait an one time ah hearing ah Yankee voice. (Mamits LPOS,

TG 19 Aug 1979) 0 “Gyul, is four o’clock awready. We bettah get up

one time an’ tek out de rum an’ t’ing. Ah done hear Pinto them

cornin’ wid dey Parang side.” (Ramsawack 1983:36) 0 If yu don’t

give Tanti Merle she gift one time, she takin’ back de one she bring.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:31) 0 “The first blow probably cut off half his

neck and I got up one time and started to run.” (EX 8 Nov 1987:6) 0

He only see de Statue of Liberty and he turn fresh water yankee one

time! (Baptiste 1992) 0 Well, the Flagsman started to smell a rat one

time. (TTM 24 Jan 1993:30) 0 A lady with a baby get hook up in the

melee and one time Micky know that she poor. (Alleyne-Forte

1994:4) 0 Well me and Top Cat hit it off one time, although I never

see him before and he only see my picture - he calling me BC and I

calling him TC - and the lime comfortable, like old clothes, right

from the beginning. (Pires 1 995e: 1 5)

2 adv Once and for all; completely, as long as you are doing it. 0 “I

could start tonight, oui. I have a grip by the door. Tell the mister to

bring it inside for me please... Tell him to put it inside one time for me
too.” (Hart 1966:7) 0 “You ain’t playing you like saga thing nuh!

Somebody go do for you. Listen nuh, the madam having a spree here

tomorrow night - some kind o’ surprise party. I ain’t know why they

ain’t tell the man one time.” (Hart 1966:14) 0 Cut and clean all here

one time. Doh mek me aks again.

3 adv An intensifier for an action, etc. 0 “Ah fus ah love she, ah could

dead for she one time.” (Baptiste 1993:75) 0 “I gi she licks one time.”

(1996)

4 adv Once; on one occasion. (< E one + time ‘occurrence; occasion’)

0 I go there one time.

5 adv During a period of time; at one time. 0 Dem too big baccra

massa, an de man Venus here dem sah be Seketary he luk lik dah nice

nyoung man wha bin lib wid he unkle one time. (7T 13 Apr 1892) 0

The boy go work for a doctor one time. And the damn doctor tell him,

he say, listen, boy, if you come in here and you sweep up the place

every morning, I goin’ to teach you how to be a doctor. (Khan

1987:15-16)

one today one tomorrow phr Describing a very slow performance,

usu. involving the use of arms and legs, e.g. walking, sweeping. =

one-for-today, one-for-tomorrow 0 He made his steps “one... to-day

one to-morrow.” (Bain 1974:24) 0 I see him going down the

road one today one tomorrow. 0 “Working fast wha? Uncle does

work one today, one tomorrow to dean de yard.” (Baptiste 1993:1 19)

0 For the older people, the casually employed, the long-term unem-

ployed, the struggle was over and it showed— their dazed eyes, their

haggard looks, their lingering footsteps described as “one today, one

tomorrow”, and their bodies hunched and twisted from enduring

incessant undernourishment, bad housing and almost punitive work-

ing conditions. (Cummings 2004:139)

one to go phr A call used to fill a taxi, to give the impression that with

only one seat left to fill the taxi can leave soon; this is often said even

if the taxi is far from missing only one person. 0 “One to go is the line

you go hear from dem taxi to Diego or Sando.” (Baptiste 1993: 1 19)

one up phr In marble PITCH, a prohibition to other players, from a

player at a disadvantage whose marble was in the wrong hole, in

order to prevent them from claiming other advantageous privileges by

shouting DOU SCREW MILLION DOWN; thus, the request for ONE UP

limits the penalty to only one shot at the marble in the wrong hole.

onev-oney adv One at a time; singly; individually. /wAniwAni/ =

>one-one 0 Oney-oney - not all together, singly. (John 1973) 0 “You
catching fish today?” “Oney-oney!” (1996)

on greens phr In the Queens Park Savannah, the site of the

Carnival parade stages. 0 For six-time King Samuel it will be the

second time in a decade he will not be appearing “on the greens” on

the big night. (EX 14 Feb 1988:3)

on head phr At someone’s expense; by taking advantage of someone.

0 Imagine big men like Shadow an’ dem calypsonians cryin’ how
people teafin’ dey music an’ makin’ money on dey head, an’ dey

know de people who doin’ it, an’ dey can’t do nutten ’bout it. (Keens-

Douglas 1984:40)

onliest, onlyest adj Only; sole. (< dial E onliest ‘only’) 0 I’m the onli-

est hero in this colony, Got three women supporting me. (Growler

“Leave Me Alone Dorothy” 1939) 0 “Give the Hood a drink on me,”

he called in his raspy voice, still panting from exhaustion. “My onli-

est, onliest, pardner in the whole, whole world,” he sang out. (Khan

1964:45) 0 “I don’t do nothing by guess... I have all the punts mark

here, day by day. Is the onliest way.” (Hill 1966c:9) 0 ONLYEST,
ONLIEST, adj., only, e.g., that was the onlyest shirt I had. (Rodman
1971:234) 0 ‘But don’t worry Prekash,' Ramdeen told him, ‘she

doesn’t love nobody else. You is the onlyest one in the village.’

(Selvon 1972:17) 0 And he use to come to the square every evenin'

because it feel like the onliest place in the whole city of Port of Spain

where people wasn’t chasin’ him down. (Khan 1987:54) 0 ‘You don’t

know that you is the onliest man in Cascadoux to fight Bango?’

(Lovelace 1988:100) 0 “When I was at my cousin’s funeral last year,

they said I am the onliest Flemenez known,” he said. (TG 15 Dec
2005:43)

only 1 adv An intensifier, emphasizing a particular action, exclusively

or repeatedly doing something. 0 “Dey line op, an’ “Mata Cochino”

only hitting de pigs “footoom!” I make a lot of money.” (The Nation,

Christmas Annual 1959:25) 0 He dressin up like some saga boy and...

only posin wid blazer an fancy monogram. (Mamits LPOS, TG 5 Aug
1977) 0 Three days before he dead I come in the office and I see the

man with sliders and socks only walking round and round this table

muttering, ‘they are too wicked. Not a damn seat for them.’ (Maraj

1982:5) 0 “When I came back I saw ‘Giant’ only walking behind

Bob, so I telling Bob, ‘Bob look out for de madman yuh know, I find

he only watching yuh wid dat cutlass.’ Bob tell meh is alright, ‘Giant’

wouldn’t do him anything.” (EX 8 Nov 1987:3) 0 Early Saturday

morning, everybody glad is a holiday to sleep late, I only hear the

lady across the road bawl out. (Tante Tante, TG 3 Sept 1991)

2 adv As soon as; the moment that; immediately. 0 He only see de

Statue of Liberty and he turn fresh water yankee one time! (Baptiste

1 992) 0 They only hear the man on the TV talk about earthquake and

they getting on like if the world going to end. (Tante Tante, TG 25

Sept 1993:17)

3 adv Doing something continually, usu. something annoying. 0

‘Today I take Pat round by my uncle. And all the time the man only

sending me out to buy wine.’ (Selvon 1960:96) 0 But girl, Hyacinth is

something else. She so want everybody in the waving gallery to know
that she have family going away, she bend over the rail and bawling

at the top of she voice. Girl, I was shame too bad. She only calling out

your name in the place. ( Doh Say Dat, TG 15 Sept 1991:13)

onlyest see ONLIEST

on mission 1 phr Of religious groups, make contact with people in

public to inform, convert, or solicit donations. 0 Street proselytizing

and/or local missions are one way to add to church coffers, albeit not

a particularly lucrative one. On any Friday or Saturday night it seems

as if almost every street comer in Trinidad has a Spiritual Baptist “on

mission.” Some Baptists travel in groups, while others prefer to pros-

elytize alone. (Glazier 1983:103)

2 phr With a, of a man, to be going after a woman romantically, e.g.

paying a visit. 0 Nah man, kyan stop. I’m on a mission. 0 Every night

he was on a mission round she house, seeing if she was home,

on parade see parade2

on spite phr On purpose; for malicious intent; not accidentally. See

also ACCIDENTALLY FOR SPITE. (< E out of spite) = >for spite 0 She

tell him that on spite.

on terms phr On good terms; getting along well; usu. in negative. See

also IN NOISE. 0 ON TERMS, on good terms, e.g., the two of them not

on terms at all. (Rodman 1971:234)

oocoolala n Ocimum gratissimum , a cultivated plant, used medici-

nally. Note: Although this plant prob. originated in tropical Asia, it

may have been brought to the Caribbean from Africa; or it may have

been given the African name of a similar plant. = >aroubaba, ditay

jaraba, mosquito bush, orobumba (bush) 0 (Morean 1990)
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ooloo, ulu n Any owl, but usu. Glaucidium brasilianum , a very small

owl. (< H ullu ‘owl’) = >jumbie bird, little brown owl, pol-pol (owl),

Trinidad (ferruginous) pygmy owl 0 “Dat ooloo eh leh me sleep

whole night.” (1990)

ooman, oman, ’oman 1 n Woman; female adult, /oman/ (< E woman)

0 Den ah ooman axe me "Why yuh dohn try at de Red House?” {PC
21 May 1904) 0 Las week Satiday ah ooman way doz sell black pud-

den an sowse, was making de pudden. (PC 17 Sept 1904) 0 Dis ah no

moore foo ask you foo tell da niggah bajan ooman wey dem call

Lizzy no foo have any ting food do wid me. (PC 24 Sept 1904) 0 The

neighbours ran out - man and 'oman. (OPNL Dec 1988:7)

2 n Girlfriend; lover; wife. 0 “Well, you could curse me mother and

me father, thief me money and me clothes, call me mook, but one

thing: don’t trouble me ooman.” (Hill 1966c:25)

3 n Term of address for a woman, usu. a lover or wife. (< dial or jok-

ing, E woman) 0 “’oman, just hush yuh mout’ and stay out ah dis

business. You just superstitious. You eh bong to come if yuh feeling

so.” (Ramlakhan 1994:33)

oombele see OMBELE

oosiak or lagangwen, osee-ack phr Tob arc East or west; anywhere,

(prob. fr phrase Ronsillac or La Grenade) 0 Oosiak or lagangwen. “I

will catch him, oosiak or lagangwen.” (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Oosiak

or Laguangwen - far distant places. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

oostad see USTAD

opasid see OPPOSITE

open 1 v Flatten dough, by pulling or pressing. 0 Open ball until it is a

tlat circle. (Ramrattan 1982)

2 v Start a Carnival BAND. 0 “Well it had a group of us who used

to play mas in the early seventies,” he remembers. "... I played indi-

vidual for Stephen Lee Heung for years, and one Carnival Tuesday

morning, Carlisle Chang suggested, why not open a band? I played

Ferryman of the Styx for another band that year.” (TG 9 Jan 1994:2)

3 v Split an opponent’s top by the force of the nail of a spinning top. 0

Every season he would “open” a few tops whether the game was

‘7a veau lever" or
“mener”, (Bynoe 1985:5) 0 A guava root top,

guava root you could boast about, you hardly could open a top like

that. (1990)

4 v In sailing, move so that a landmark becomes visible. (< nautical E
open ‘come in sight of; get an open view of by rounding or passing

some intervening object’) 0 “You open Cabresse, and at the same

time you open Pt. Lisas, behind Baleine, you know you’re on the

bank.” (1996)

5 adj Of the back, aching, sore. 0 Bush doctors in Tobago usually use

massages for sprains, strains, open back and chest, dislocated joints,

bushette and belly mattress problems and arthritis. (Wallace 2002:19)

0 He back open again, he not coming on no hike.

open eye on phr Watch someone closely, esp. to prevent mischief.

(< E keep an eye open ‘be watchful’) 0 “We teachers took some chil-

dren on a tour to Trinidad. When we went to the Botanic Garden 1 had

to open my eyes on the girls.” (1986)

open face phr Punch; butt; hit in the face. (< E open ‘cut or break into;

break through’) 0 “Man, ya want me open you face? Don’t give me
no basket of water.” (Holder 1 959: 178)

open-toothed adj Gap-toothed; having a space between the two upper

front teeth. = gat-tooth 0 She now saw that he was open-toothed, that

there was a space between his two front teeth - a sure sign of a pas-

sionate sexual nature. “E’s a hot man,” she told herself. (Hercules

1980:62)

open up 1 v In folk medical belief, the harmful loosening of muscles,

usu. causing pain in the lower back. (< open4 ) 0 After delivering, the

mother’s belly was banded tightly with a cotton cloth to prevent her

back from “opening up" and to “keep up" the womb. She wore this

band for some forty days. (Thompson 1983:9)

2 v Run after someone. 0 She open up behind him.

open up behind phr Beat; conquer. = buss ass
1

, buss tail, cut tail 0

You waitin on election time, but I going to open up your behind.

(Chalkdust, “Two Sides of a Shilling” 1971)

operator n In Kabbalah religious observance, the person who con-

ducts the proceedings of a banquet. (< E operator ‘one who does or

effects something; the person who performs the practical operations

of a process’) 0 [Ojperator: The individual who conducts a Kabbalah

banquet and controls the manifesting entities. (Houk 1995:220) 0 The
three most important people present during a [Kabbalah] banquet are

the medium, the operator, and the conjurer... The medium is the per-

son through whom an entity manifests itself... and is often the “spon-

sor” or “owner” of the banquet. The conjurer will invoke the entities

verbally, often by reading from Waite’s Pacts... or some other work,

or sometimes by reciting a liturgy from memory. The operator has

perhaps the most important role, since he or she is expected to con-

duct the proceedings and to control the potentially harmful entities

when they manifest themselves. (Houk 1995:94-5)

opposite, opasid adv In an unplanned, disorganized, or unprepared

way. (< E haphazard ‘by chance; not planned’) 0 She take me to

opasid. I couldn’t come. - I could not come on account of the

haphasard way she went about her affairs. (ESTT 1956) 0 Then there

are some who do not like to do things
“
opposite;” “Haphazard’s” the

original, through change in form “Haphazite.” (Henry 1970:16)

or conj obs Used in coordination before two parts of a sentence, mak-

ing the two parts equal, as whatever... also..., or sequential, as if...

then.... 0 Or soem da a snake head, or he wa da a potick head... ‘What

there is in a snake head, that is also in potick head’. ‘Whatever you

have in your head, I have it too. I am as clever as you are... Or soem
sweet a goat mote he run he belly. = ‘If something sweet in a goat’s

mouth, she gets belly ache.’ (Uh 1883:256)

oracion, oraison n Prayers, usu. in Spanish or Latin, requesting help,

esp. in healing the sick, and for protection from evil spirits, /orasio,

orezo / (< Sp oracion, FC owezon, Fr oraison ‘prayer’) = loraison,

praise, prayers, Spanish prayers 0 The Spanish hunter explained that

he was warned by his father who was also a very experienced hunter,

of the wiles and intricacies of “Papa Bois”, who taught him how to

handle such a situation should the occasion arise. ... The Spanish

hunter related that if he wasn’t taught some special Spanish prayers of

“Oracion” as it was also called by his father, he would not have been

alive to tell the people of his terrifying experience... he must be able

to see Papa Bois face to face, then with his eyes focussed on Papa

Bois, repeat the “Oracions” fervently and walk backwards out the

cave for a considerable distance until he was far from him. By doing

so “Papa Bois” would be unable to follow and he could therefore be

rid of this demon. (Rampersad 1963:110-5) 0 I asked her about

prayers, ‘oraciones'

.

She confided that she was not so competent in

saying Spanish prayers. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:113) 0 These

oraciones were clad in obscurity. They were part of the twilight

world of spiritualism bordering on witchcraft. For the panyol, the

oracion was a symbol of power in a society in which he felt emas-

culated, impotent. It was his shield. It emboldened him in the fact

of attacks from within and without his community. In it lay his

strength. People feared him. A web of myth encircled him.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:129)

oraison see ORACION

oraka n arc An Indian household ware. (< H ora ‘basket’) 0 Utensils

like loota (waterpot, usually of brass), tharia (plate), baati (cup),

chholani, oraka, kalasa, balti (bucket), etc., are even now used, but

gradually china crockery is taking the place of brass utensils and in

many homes some of these are needed in rituals and ceremonies only.

(Jha 1973:42)

orange-banded jet n Phaenochitonia sagaris, a small butterfly, wing-

span 2 cm (.8"). Male is velvet black with an orange central band

from lower centre of upper wing across the lower wing to mid-inner

margin and across the belly. Female’s lower wing all black; orange

band is smaller. (< E jet ‘very dark shiny black’ + orange band) 0

(Barcant 1970:210)

orange-banded shoemaker n Catonephile acontius, a butterfly,

wingspan 5.6 cm (2.25"). Male is black, with wide orange bands ver-

tically across both wings to central upper wings. Female is brown
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with light yellowy green spottings in bands on both wings; maroon
spots on upper wing tip. 0 (Barcant 1970:87-8)

orange-banded underleaf n Xenandra helius helius, a butterfly,

wingspan to 3.25 cm (1.3"). Male is inky blue black with an oval

orange-red band along the upper part of the lower wing. Female is

black with an orange-yellow band across the mid-section of the upper

wing. 0 (Barcant 1970:212)

orange dog n Papilio anchisiades, a large butterfly, wingspan to 9 cm
(3.6"). Very dark brown with purplish red patches on centre of lower

wings; small white patches on central upper wings. 0 (Williams

1922:117) 0 (Barcant 1970:188) 6 “These are the papilio and

anchisiades larvae, commonly called ‘orange dog’... If you touch

them they throw out something stink. That’s why you call them

‘orange dog’.” (TG-S 5 Jan 2003:1)

orange-spotted gecko n Gonatodes humeralis, a small gecko lizard,

5.4-9.9 cm (2. 1-3.9") including tail. Male: back dark brown with mot-

tling; flanks have 2 rows of orange spots; yellow-white streak bor-

dered red on head; light yellow or grey spot on tip of snout; top of tail

has darker bands; underside grey; throat yellow; under-tail orange. =

spot-nose gecko 0 (Boos 1977a) 0 (Murphy 1997:123)

orange-spotted shoemaker n Catonephile antinoe, a butterfly, wing-

span 5.25 cm (2.1"). Male black, with wide orange bands vertically

across both wings to central upper wings; large orange spot below

upper wing tip. Female brown with light yellowy green spottings in

bands on both wings; small maroon spots at curve of upper wing. 0

(Barcant 1970:88)

orange-tipped underleaf n Melanis xarifa [~ Lymnas xarifa\, a but-

terfly, wingspan 3.8 cm (1.5"). Velvet black; upper wings tipped with

orange; small red dots on upper wings near base. 0 (Kaye 1910) 0

(Kaye 1921:68) 0 (Barcant 1970:204)

orange underwing n Mesene monostigma [~ M. hya monostigma], a

butterfly, wingspan 2 cm (.8"). Male upper wing black with white

spot centrally and orange confined to a small section at mid-inner

margin. Lower wing orange with wide black outer margin. Female

lighter orange, extends upward to more than half the upper wing;

black margin in lower wing narrower. 0 (Barcant 1970:207)

orange-winged parrot n Amazona amazonica, A. a. tobagensis

[~ Psittacus agilis], a parrot, 32.5 cm (13") long. Generally green,

with blue forehead and eye area; yellow on crown and cheeks; orange

wing-patch; some orange in tail. A common resident in Trinidad

and Tobago. = cocotte
,
green parrot, gros jacquot, parrot, Tobago

orange-winged parrot 0 (ffrench 1991:187)

oration n In CALYPSO, an early style in which the lyrics are in very

formal English, usu. sung quickly. (< E oration ‘a formal speech or

discourse delivered in elevated and dignified language, esp. for a par-

ticular occasion’) = oratorical style 0 Concurrently with the change to

English [ca 1898], the calypso took on a definite style which the sing-

ers of those days referred to as the “Oration.” The pre-occupation

with words was the outstanding characteristic and a fast tempo with

rapid-fire delivery, almost exclusively in Minor keys, was employed...

take one of Executor’s own later composition - on the Coronation of

the late King George the Sixth: “Record it and let it be known,

George the Sixth must sit on the Royal Throne (Repeat), Dealing with

the English chronology, What wonderful and stirring events you see.

So make preparation, Every day, For the coming Coronation.” (Pitts

1962:41)

oratorical n Usu. with style or calypso, an early style in which the

lyrics are in very formal English, usu. sung quickly. (< oration) =
oration 0 Initially, it seems, calypsos sung in French Creole became
known as ‘Single Tone Calipsos’... This has four stanzas to each

verse. Two strophes might be identical or two might be alternate, one

solo and one chorus. Songs in English were called ‘Double Tone
Calipsos’. They had eight stanzas to the verse and first line repetition

in the first verse. This was known as the oratorical pattern, or ‘ora-

tion’ style. The first evidence for the terms ‘calipso’ and ‘double

tone’ appears in the Port of Spain Gazette in 1900.(Cowley

1996:138) 0 With the many competitions organized to improve the

“litany” form of the calinda songs believed to be at the origin of

calypso songs), from the 1900s onward new forms of calypso

emerged, including the oratorical or “sans humanite” calypso, ballad

calypso, and drama calypso, to name only a few. While they main-

tained some aspects of the calinda songs (such as the use of the mi, re,

or lah minor keys and their vindictive tone), they featured more lines

in each stanza (eight lines as opposed to four in the calinda songs).

(Guilbault 2005:46)

ordinary adj Of behaviour, common or vulgar. (< obs E ordinary’

‘common; unrefined; coarse’) 0 “You wouldna believe how ordinary

dem was gettin’ on at de disco.” (Baptiste 1993:120)

or either conj Used to indicate an alternative. Note: In SE, the two

words are separated, e.g. I don 't want fish, or meat either, I don ’t

want either fish or meat. (< E either... or..., introducing the mention

of alternatives) 0 She said she don’t want no Trinidadian, he must be

an American or either a Puerto Rican. (Invader “Yankee Dollar”

1945) 6 Most of these officers are smuggling or are either taking

bribes. (Punch 1980)

organise v Do something for someone; take care of some task; make
arrangements. (< dial E organise ‘give orders or instructions’) 0

“Organise me with a label, na.” (1990) 0 “Organize that book for me,

please.” (1998)

orhe v Arrange an ORHNI; pin in place. (< H orhna 'put on; dress’) 0

“Help meh orhe de orhani.” (2001

)

orhni, oranie, orhandi, orhanie, ohrni, orhini, oroni n A traditional

Indian woman’s scarf worn around the neck, sometimes covering the

head, with the ends hanging down in back, or one end in front over

the bosom and one in back. (< H ohm ‘woman’s veil or cloak’, also

dupatta in some parts of northern India) 0 [She] was dressed in a yel-

low dress with a white oranie. (TG 9 Mar 1933:1) 0 Long ago it was a

pity to see an Indian girl in the city. Don’t matter how the rain fall she

wouldn’t put on a hat at all. She dressed up with a slippers and orhini.

And a Jula and a gangre. (Mighty Killer “Ramjatia” 1948 pr) 0 The
more westernized Indian women, particularly in the cities, have

adopted stylish western dresses and have abandoned the oroni. How-
ever, they are in the minority when considering the entire Indian pop-

ulation of the island. The oroni has become a symbol of Indian-ness

to the extent that girls from orthodox families who are being consid-

ered for marriage are classified according to whether they wear the

orani or not. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:74) 0 Jhankie ran out to the

gateway and some women covered her with their orhnis. (Lewis

1972:96) 0 Dhira tore up into strips an old orhani for bandage.

(Naipaul 1976:32) 0 Her long black hair was tied at the back of her

head with an ohrni and she wore a long, dirty, green dress. In her

right hand she held a laatee. (Narine 1977:1) 0 When I see you in

your sari or your orhni, I am captured by your innovative beauty.

(Sparrow “Marajhin” 1982) 0 For many decades women retained the

North Indian blouse (jhula ) and long skirt (ganghari), but they have

been set aside in favour of dresses with short sleeves, decorated with

a long veil or oronhi. (Clarke 1986:78) 0 The woman, in her fifties,

[was] wearing glasses and dressed in a white orhni and a white dress

reaching almost to her ankles. (TTM 16 Oct 1990:5) 0 They hugged
and cried and kissed and the other ladies who had gathered around

also wiped their eyes with the edges of their orhnis for such was the

joy that day at Felicity. (Deen 1994:143) 0 They had sung suggestive

‘chutney’ songs and with no men to see them the women had made
appropriate gestures and rolled their hips with their hands spread

wide and their dresses and ‘orhnis’ swirling. (Boodhoo 1994:76) 0

North Indian women were expected to draw their orhni or the end of

the sari over their faces as a gesture of modesty. (Ramesar
1999/2000:119-20)

oriental yam n arc Dioscorea alata, a variety of cultivated yam with

fine-grained white, yellowish or reddish flesh; cooks quickly. = chu-

pri aloo, coconut yam, greater Asiatic yam, >Lisbon yam, St. Vincent

red yam, water yam, white yam

orimba n Setabis lagus [= Orimba lagus lagus], a small butterfly,

wingspan 3.1 cm (1.25"). Male brilliant dark blue with black upper

wing tips; small white central dot on upper wings. Female brown
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with wide yellow cross band on upper wings. Undersides brown and

white stripes. 0 (Barcant 1970:219)

Orinoco turtle, Orinuk turtle n Dermochelys coriacea, the largest

marine turtle, to 1.8 m (6') long, weight to 454 kg (1000 lbs.). The

shell is covered with a leathery skin and is raised in three ridges that

run the length of the shell, (ft presumed origin in the Orinoco River)

= >caldon, coffmback turtle 0 “And you get leatherbacks?” “What

that, sah?” “The big black one with ridges. The biggest one. Trunk-

back.” “Yes, sah, trunkbock. We call this Orinook tet-tel.” (Carr

1957:44) 0 Like all the other turtle people I had talked to, in both

Trinidad and Tobago, he called the trunkback “Orinook turtle”, and,

like the rest, the reason he gave was the belief that trunkbacks come
to the islands from the mouths of the Orinoco. (Carr 1957:95) 0

(Kenny & Bacon 1981:129)

Orisha, orisha 1 n An African religion, mostly of Yoruba origin,

known also as SHANGO, based on the worship of numerous ORISHA

(deities), who also have Catholic counterparts. Worship includes

spirit possession, drumming, dancing, chanting, and animal sacrifice.

Severely repressed at times during the past, it has survived, and is

now more openly accepted, /orija/ (< Yor orisha ‘deity’) = African

work, Shango 0 Disappointment faced curious people who repaired to

the Orisha temple in Barataria, San Juan, on New Year’s Day. (TG 4

Jan 1936:3) 0 An orisha leader does not limit a children’s “table” to

the children of persons attached to his chapelle, nor to the children of

shangoists, nor to those of African descent. (Simpson 1970:45) 0

“They will feel free to... join themselves in matrimony to anyone

whether he be Muslim, Hindu, Mormon, Rastafari, Orisha or other-

wise, as long as they claim that they believe in one God.” (TTM 17

Nov 1989:29) 0 Devotees of the Orisha or the Rada faiths were often

imprisoned and even flogged under an 1868 law which made the

practice of ‘Obeah’ a criminal offence. (Brereton 1993:50) 0 Let me
add here that I also have reservations about the creation of public hol-

idays to recognise the Baptists and the Orisha movement. 1 do not

think that the case for Lord Shango Day or Orisha Day as national

holidays has been persuasively made, and I suspect that there is little

support for it among the African-descended population, most of

whom know or care little about Lord Shango or Orisha worship.

(Ryan, EX 21 May 1995:9) 0 [Sjteelbands as well as tamboo bamboo
bands had a deep connection, in terms of musical influence with

Orisha centers in East Dry River. (Stuempfle 1995:39) 0 The Orisha

religion is African-derived but includes in its worship complex the

beliefs, rituals, and material culture not only of Yoruba orisha wor-

ship but also of Catholicism and, to some extent, Protestantism and

Hinduism. Well over 50 percent of orisha worshipers are also Spiri-

tual Baptists and participate in the activities of both religions on a

regular basis. (Houk 1995:36) 0 Shango Pilgrimage. The Opa Orisha

(Shango) of Trinidad and Tobago announces its Annual Oshun Pil-

grimage to Salybia Beach from 10am. (IND 15 Aug 1998:21)

2 n A deity of the Orisha religion. = power 1

, saint 0 She realised she

would seek help from the Orisha. It was a cult the slaves had brought

from Africa. It had come to be known as Shango, a misspelling of

Chango, son of Ob, who was but one of many great gods. Cassie’s

mother had belonged to the Shangoes. (de Boissiere 1952:120) 0 No
matter where they go they return to the shrines of the “saint” -

Shango, Amanja, Ogun. Between these orishas and Christianity, for

this community, there is no conflict; each Christian saint has been

allotted an African deity’s name. (Elder 1969:15) 0 An individual

may become the worshipper of a particular orisha in two ways: (1) by
continuing to serve a god worshipped by his father or his mother, or

(2) by being “called” by an orisha to become a worshipper. (Simpson

1 970:85-6) 0 The African orishas recognised by the Yorubas in Trini-

dad number about sixteen... Shango, after whom the cult is named,

Shopona, Eshu, Obatala, Ogun, Erinle (Airelay), Oya, Oba, Oshun,

Elegba, Onile, Alafin, Obalufon, Mama Laterre (Mother of the

Earth), Ibeji (Twins), and a few others... seen as the creation of local

[deities]... when a shrine is built... provision is made for communal
worship of all the orishas on the same occasion. (Elder 1988:23) 0

Worshipers in Trinidad recognize thirty to forty orisha, although most

are familiar with only about half that number. Worshipers believe that

a few of them have always been spirits but that most were humans
who came to be recognized as orisha after their deaths. (Houk
1995:141) 0 The incising of the top of the head and the forehead is,

perhaps, the most significant initiation rite. Using a razor blade. Elder

Biddeau made small incisions, into which he then rubbed various oils

and herbs. The washing and incising signify the “seating of the head”

for a particular orisha. (Houk 1995:14) 0 The orisha are commonly
called “powers” or “saints.” ‘Power’ translates aae, energizing force.

The term saints captures the subsidiary but important role which the

orisha occupy in relation to the Supreme Divinity, that is, Olodumare,

Olorun, or Elefon, who created the orisha. Another term borrowed

from Catholic culture is feast, which translates or is used appositively

with the synonyms ebo and shango. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:95)

3 adj Of a person or practice, belonging to or following the Orisha
religion. 0 Trinidadians who are associated with shango cult centers

refer to themselves as “Yoruba people,” “the Yoruba nation,”
“
orisha

people,” or “African people.” Some of them believe they are

descended from Yoruba stock. They distinguish themselves from the

Radas and other groups of Afro-Trinidadians. (Simpson 1970:84) 0

On All Saints’ Night (November 1), orisha people light candles on

the stools, the altar, and the palais for all of the saints (powers). Rum
and sweet oil are poured on the earth in front of the chapelle and a

small piece of “gum of asefesita” (asfoetida) and some incense are

placed on the ground. (Simpson 1970:52) 0 And what about the Spir-

itual Baptists and Orisha people who have supported the party from

day one? {TTM 26 Nov 1995:7) 0 Today, despite the assertion by

some that ‘Shango Baptists’ don’t exist and despite the strong

attempts to Africanize the religion, the syncretism with Baptism is

still very strong and much evident in Orisha ritual and ceremonies.

While it is normally assumed that Orisha people bring Baptism into

their worship, today the process is also being reversed. There are a

number of people well versed in the Yoruban tradition who are actu-

ally teaching Baptists some of the Orisha traditions. (Henry 2002:1-2)

Orisha Baptist n A person whose religious practice combines ele-

ments of the Orisha and Spiritual Baptist religions. 0 “She

used to be an Orisha Baptist but she pulled out all the flags from the

yard and like she finish with that faith.” (TTM 2 Dec 1994:20)

orobumba (bush) n Ocinmm gratissimum, a cultivated plant,

/orobumba/ Note: Although this plant prob. originated in tropical

Asia, it may have been brought to the Caribbean from Africa; or it

may have been given the African name of a similar plant. = >arou-

baba, ditay yaraba, mosquito bush, oocoolala 0 The leaves of the

Orobumba bush boiled with orange peel brings immediate relief.

(Pavy 1987:63)

orogun n An ORISHA altar, formed by a mound of earth or concrete,

usu. 6-18" high, on which candles, flags, etc. are placed. (<Yor
kperegim = kpdrogun ‘orisha altar formed by mound of earth’) =

>perogun', pray ogun, stool 0 Perogun = pray ogun = orogun: ground

altar, also called stool. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:92)

Oropouche virus n An arbovirus of the Simbu Group, TRVL 9760,

carried by mosquitos; first found in Vega de Oropouche in 1955; causes

fever in humans. 0 We now know that West Nile, Chikungunya,

O’nyong-nyong, Mayaro and Oropouche viruses can cause outbreaks of

disease that superficially resemble dengue. (Downs 1964:381) 0 TRVL
9223 virus was not neutralized by mouse hyperimmune sera prepared

from Trinidadian strains of Manzanilla, Wyeomyia, Bimiti, Kairi,

Melao, Oropouche, Tacaribe and Cache Valley viruses. (Spence et al

1966:232)

orosui n Matelea viridiflora, a vine which often grows under IMMOR-
TELLE trees.

orphie, oephiw n Tvlosurus acus or T. crocodilus, two species of edi-

ble marine garfish. = >zorphie (coutelah) 0 Oephiw. (de Verteuil

1858) 0 Of our salt-water fish, the following are the most common: -

The carangue, the Spanish mackerel or carite, the king-fish or tassard,

the gar-fish or orphie. (de Verteuil 1884:101) 0 The gar-fish, or

orphie, though neither voracious nor poisonous, may be accidentally

the cause of very serious sufferings. When disturbed, the orphies dart

out of the water with great force, and should their course happen to be
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across or in the direction of a canoe, may come into contact with one

of the persons therein. The snout of this fish, being long and serrated,

pierces deeply into the part they hit; it then generally breaks, a bony

fragment remaining in the flesh, or even in the plank of the boat,

(de Verteuil 1884:395) 0 Orphie... Tvlosaurns spp. E. houndfish.

(AACC 1945:108)

ortolan n obs Any of the small ground-doves. (< Fr/Eng ortolan, a

small bird considered a delicacy, usu. Emberiza hortulana) = blue

ortolan, blue partridge dove, >ortolan bleu (Claravis pi-etiosa); brown

dove, >ground dove 1

,
ortolan rouge, red ground dove 1

,
red ortolan

(Columbina talpacoti rufipennis) 0 Our pigeons are divided here into

ramiers (2 spec.); doves, or wood-pigeons (5 spec.); and ortolans, or

ground-doves (3 spec.), (de Verteuil 1884:369)

ortolan bleu n Claravis pretiosa [~ Peristera cinerea] (E blue

ground-dove), a bird, 20 cm (8") long. Male bluish-grey, paler below;

black spots on wings; outer tail black. Female olive brown; dark red-

brown bars or spots on wings; reddish brown rump and central tail;

belly greyish. Bill grey; legs pink. (< Fr ortolan + bleu ‘blue’) = blue

ortolan, blue partridge dove, ortolan 0 Columba Cinerea... Ortolan

bleu, (de Verteuil 1884:369) 0 (Chapman 1894:74) 0 (ffrench

1991:177-8)

ortolan rouge n obs Columbina talpacoti (E ruddy ground-dove), a

small reddish-brown dove often seen looking for food on the ground.

(< Fr ortolan + rouge ‘red’) = brown dove, >ground dove 1

,
ortolan,

red ground dove, red ortolan 0 (Chapman 1894:74)

or what phr An intensifier indicating no choice or alternative; a rhe-

torical question often in response to someone else’s suggestion, (also

AmE) 0 “Fifty dollars! Yuh crazy o’ wat!” (Ramsawack 1983:10) 0

“How this boy so quiet today! Go and play boy”, said his mother,

“you sick or what?” (Bynoe 1985:3) 0 “Wey de arse wrong wi dem
f—g police. Dey feel dis is ah station or what? Dis is we team and is

we who was supporting them all de time.” (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:28) 0

Yuh want yuh mudder kill yuh or wat? (Foster 1990:81) 0 Whahap-

pen now, like yuh change yuh mind or what? (Baptiste 1992) 0 He
proceeded to enumerate a number of scandalous allegations against

well-known individuals [to put in my column]. Finally I told him,

“Like you want me to make a jail or what?” (TG 16 Jan 1994:7)

oryaani n A protective earth bank around the side of a house to block

and drain off water, /orjarni/ (< H-Bh on ‘bank of a pond’) = pakwari

0 “De oryaani want making it higher.” (1990)

-os sufA suffix added to all or part of a man’s name as a nickname.

See also -O, -S. /os/ 0 Samos (Sam), Frankos. (Frank) Well the first

man [he] decided to check out is Editor Keith Shepherd... if there’s

one man who would be able to verify it was old Keithos. (TTM 31

July 1987:1 1) 0 By selecting My Band Starlift was creating a contest

between Boogsie [Sharpe] and Ray [Holman], thus ensuring they got

the best out of the old Sharpos. (EX 7 Feb 1988:13) 0 He has, it

seems, dedicated his life to the re-election of Patrick Manning as

prime minister; which at least ensures that he will have work for as

long as he and the old Patos live. (Pires 2000a:9)

osawe, oosawe v Winnow grain, usu. rice; get rid of chaff and husk by

holding up rice in a PACHORE or SOOP, and letting the wind blow

away the lighter parts, /osawe/ (< H-Bh osana ‘remove husk from

grain’) 0 “You could osawe the rice in that pachore.” (1990)

osee-ack see OOSIAK

other rest phr Remainder; rest; other. 0 Put the other rest on the table,

otter n Lutra longicaudis, a mammal; an excellent swimmer and

diver. (< E otter, Lutra vulgaris, a related species) = chien glo, river

dog, >water dog 0 The otter is found in ravines, where it can easily

seize the fish upon which it preys, (de Verteuil 1884:361) 9 Otter,

Chien d’leau, Water dog. (JFNC Apr 1893:167) 0 Lutra enudris...

“Water Dog”, “Otter”... Though plentiful in the Northern Oropouche

River in 1895... the otter is now rarely heard of in the northern part of

the island... In the south it is more frequent, being fairly common in

the Moruga River between 1921 and 1925. (Vesey-FitzGerald

1 936c: 163) 0 (Alkins 1979:39-40)

oui intj A post-sentence emphatic expression of emphasis, sometimes

expecting agreement, sometimes expressing surprise, /wi/ (< FC/Fr

oui ‘yes’ used in a similar way) 0 “Wen you say she go lobe man too

much, You bin put goat mout pon her for true oui!” (TG 2 Oct 1827)

0 Better lay me lone wee - da wid fu you money me da drink rum?

(TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0 “Mr. Wiseman O, who you tink ah-ah be? Man
don’ listen and d-den b-bring come and carry go. Me is Trin-Trin-

Trinidadian oui. Ah-ah-tell you d-de man live in de place like fly ’pon

molasses.” (Cobham 1907:141) 0 “If you worry wid dese baccra

johnny you go out you’ mind, oui?" (de Boissiere 1952:266) 0 “She

could see t’ings, oui?" “What you expect? She bom wid a caul.” (de

Boissiere 1956:17) 0 He chuckled evily. “Gabriel,” he exulted,

“Gabriel is a hell of a man, oui!” (Hercules 1961:126) 0 “I hear the

new police inspector out to clean up the village, oui.” (Hill 1966c: 10)

0 “But the government does draw money from sweepstake, oui.” “So

what the police drawing from we? Soapseed?” “You could talk stu-

pidness, oui.” (Hill 1966c: 13) 0 “Listen nuh, you ever know me to get

drunk? I is a old mm tess, oui.” (Hart 1966:23) 0 “Girl you living

behind God back, oui.” (Jones 1973:37) 0 Ah tell yuh, looks could be

deceivin, oui. (Foster 1990:6) 0 Oui - yes = /wi/ These two are used

interchangeably: he stupid, yes = /wi “he sure is a fool” (intensifica-

tion) give me me book, yes = /wi/ “you’d better give me my book”

(threat). (Solomon 1993:64) 0 ‘What could she do?’ ‘It is better that

way, oui.’ (Persaud 1993:65)

ouicheechee see OUIKIKI

oui foute, oui foot, wee fute phr Expression of astonishment, surprise.

(< FC oui foute expression of apprehension < taboo Fr oui foutre ‘all

right, damn it’) 0 Cho! da massa da command Port a Spain Gazette,

he no hab sabby nuf fou massa Hinde. Oui foutre! massa Hinde chap

he up lek me bin nuise fou chap beef fo! (TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0 Ah! Mr.

Edditer dem peeple a vex to bad, as foo de bruk back grecian, oui

foote! she an she peeple dem nearly bun down de place. (PC 20 Aug
1904) 0 “This is a very fine book.” “Oui, foute\ It long! How long it

will take to read?” (de Boissiere 1956:16) 0 Wee fute look trouble!

(Ottley 1971:25) 0 De man up dere in de moon, drawer of water? he

hab to do everyting fuh heself, Oui foute, no mistress, wha! world

widout ooman, ah blessing! wha blessing dat, no jagabat an dem dere,

no ole bat to use as mat, no fat arse to pat. (Macfarlane 1997:62)

ouikiki, vicissi, wichichi 1 n Dendrocygna bicolor [~ D. fulva. Anas

bicolor
] (Efulvous whistling-duck), a duck, 47.5 cm (19") long. Head

and underparts rich brown; nape and upperparts black; mantle barred

with reddish-brown; bill and legs bluish grey, /uikiki, vikisi, uitfitjl/

(fr sound of high pitched, whistling call; several species of duck

called ouikiki in Leotaud 1866) = ouikiki ailes rouges 0 (ffrench

1991:74)

2 n Dendrocygna viduata (E white-faced whistling-duck), a duck,

42.5 cm (17") long. Face and neck white; black nape and band across

throat; upper back and breast dark red-brown; wings, tail, lower back

and belly black; sides barred black and white; bill dark grey with pale

band. = ouikiki bouriki 0 (de Verteuil 1884:95) 0 (ffrench 1991:74-5)

3 n Dendrocygna autumnalis discolor [= D. discolor, D. autumnalis
]

(E black-bellied whistling-duck), a duck, 52.5 cm (21") long. Crown,

sides of head and neck brown; lower breast grey; upper breast, nape

and back reddish-brown; lower back, belly, flight feathers and tail

black; large white patch on wings; bill coral red; legs pink. = ouikiki

ailes blanches, white-winged ouikiki 0 (de Verteuil 1884:95) 0

(ffrench 1991:75-6)

ouikiki ailes blanches n obs Dendrocygna autumnalis discolor, a

duck, 52.5 cm (21") long. Crown, sides of head and neck brown;

upper breast, nape and back reddish-brown; lower back, belly, flight

feathers and tail black; large white patch on wings. (< ouikiki + Fr

ailes blanches ‘white wings’) = >ouikikr
, white-winged ouikiki 0

(Chapman 1894:82)

ouikiki ailes rouges n obs Dendrocygna bicolor, a duck, 47.5 cm
(19") long. Head and underparts rich brown; nape and upperparts

black; mantle barred with reddish-brown. (< ouikiki + Fr ailes rouges

‘red wings’) = >ouikiki
!

0 (Chapman 1894:82)

ouikiki bouriki n obs Dendrocygna viduata, a duck. = >ouikikr 0

Anas Viduata... Ouikiki bouriqui. (de Verteuil 1884:371) 0 Ouikiki

bouriki. (Chapman 1894:82)
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oui papa phr An expression of surprise, emphasis, sometimes excite-

ment or delight. (< oui + paper
1

)
= mama, mamayo, mamr

,
papa\

papayo, pappy(o) 0 Ah say to meself, “We, pa pa!” Nat me po crahny

bone bwaye go bruck me skin pon dem wood. (PC 30 July 1 904) 0

We, Pa-pa dat was a excitin fire ah was kwite in New Tong when a

see de smoke so ah push foot and ah reech in time befor de fire get

bad. (PC 29 Oct 1904) 0 You know, longtime you used to enjoy your-

self in gay:ap\ people teasing one another, fighting, pinching, cracking

joke; in two twos you done, and is parang when the night come!

Parang for so! Oui papa! Food and rum and music! That is how we
used to live long time. Yes man!' (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:45-6)

ouitallibe n Cephalopholis cruentata [~ Petrometopon cruentatus
]
(E

Grasby seabass), a marine grouper fish, to 32 cm (12.5") long; light

grey or brown with numerous dark orange-brown dots on head, body

and fins. = butterfislr 0 Ouitallibe. (Vincent 1910:47) 0 (TG 21 Mar
1937:4) 0 (Mendes 1940:14)

oumalay see OMELE

oustard see USTAD

out 1 v Put out; extinguish; turn off. (< dial E out ‘put out; extinguish;

blot out; abolish') 0 Fire in da mountain, Nobody for out him. Take

me daddy’s bo tick (dandy stick). And make a monkey out him. Poor

John, nobody for out him. (Carmichael 1833:301) 0 The Dahlias

“outed” their flambeaux when they were about attacking the Mousse-

line. (TC 19 June 1 868:3) 0 Inspector Power give the command when
he heard the fire sireen alarm, out de fire down dey. (Lion, “Out the

Fire” 1937) 0 Out the lamp. (ESTT 1956) 0 His father, in going back

into his room, stood at the front of the bedroom door and said, “When
you passing back, out the lamp.” (Anthony 1963:80) 0 Out the lamp

when you ready, we can’t waste pitch-oil. (Selvon 1 99 1 b: 7 1

)

2 v Evict someone; put someone out of the house. (< arc E out ‘put

out; turn out; drive out; expel; dismiss; oust from a place etc.’) 0 You
and the kids are living in “his house,” but he outs you and installs the

deputy - would you believe it’s out, you outin? (Punch 1977)

3 v’ In cricket, cause someone to be out. (< obs E out ‘in cricket, put or

declare a batsman out’) 0 Leg-before-wicket was unknown, and the

only recognised way of outing a man, was to clean bowl, catch, or run

him out, all other technicalities were ignored. (Inniss 1910:84) 0 Bet-

ter than you cant out me at all. (Dictator “The Female Cricketer”

1948 pr) 0 And it’s Gavaskar, We real master. Just like a wall, We
couldn’t out Gavaskar at all. (Relator “Gavaskar” 1972)

4 prep Of location, out of, out from, outside of, away from. (< dial E
out ‘from within; away from’) 0 Wile ah wos stodying way ah mus
do, de wite man boll behine me and tell me ef ah don’t go owt de yaad

he will com an kick me owt. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 [He] accused [the]

association president of common assault when [the latter] alledgedly

attempted to put him out the office. (EX 14 Nov 1990:1) 0 It would be

swept out the Bocas between the islands and into the Caribbean Sea.

It was probably floating off to the west and out the Bocas, where the

remous took everything. (1990) 0 She put me out the house. 0 “Borse,

is my hat. It just fell out meh hand.” (7TM4 Feb 1996:5)

5 prep Out into, e.g. the road. 0 There is some semblance of a road-

way and there is electricity as well. But the nearest public standpipe

was “out the road” as the villagers would say. (Bomb 2 Nov 1990: 10)

0 We going out the road and wait there.

6 prep With a verb, usu. indicating completely, totally. (< dial E out

‘completely’) = down2
0 Of coas, I didn’t bodder out meselfwid him at

dat time, becos I tought I wud did hole him fo evry body to see. (PC 3

Sept 1904) 0 Las week Satiday ah ooman way doz sell black pudden

and sowse, was making de pudden, so she wash de hog belly and put it

dong till she was reddy to frill it out wid de tings wot doz make it come
black pudden. (PC 17 Sept 1904) 0 Work kill out all of me family.

(Killer “I Wouldn’t Work If They Kill Me Dead” 1948 pr) 0 “You

didn’t know I was frowsy when you married me and get a big dowry

and when you spend out all my money gambling.” (Hill 1966c: 19) 0 Pa

fished out a bottle of rum from his pocket and took a good drink. He
drank out all and threw the flask away. (Ladoo 1972:23) 0 “De govern-

ment shoud lift de State ah Emergency NOW and save poor people

arse from dees vultures with guns who only drinking out meh stocks.”

(Bomb 5 Oct 1990:19) 0 “I have to kill out all the ants in the store-

room.” (1990) 0 [He] has had nothing to do with the bar (other than

“drinking it out several times”) for a few years. (Pires 1994e:15) 0

“The house now all waste out.” (1996) 0 “I used to have long finger-

nails but when that happen 1 cut out all.” (1996)

out-a-man n Tob A kind of cricket in which everyone bowls at one

batter until that player is out, and then whoever got that person out

goes to bat; no runs are scored. (< out
6
) = catch-a-knock 0 We played

in Belle Garden (and the rest of Tobago) a form of cricket we called

‘out a man’. It taught you to master all the skills that cricket involves.

It taught you to bat, bowl, keep wicket, catch, and save boundaries.

The game was focused on players earning a turn to bat by bowling,

catching, stumping, or running out the incumbent batsman. The
whole field, with no limits on the number of fielders, had a chance to

bowl at the batsman. Each fielder was allowed to have an over of six

balls, or any fielder that picked up the ball was allowed to bowl the

ball or choose another fielder to bowl. If a player (including the wick-

etkeeper) caught or ran out the batsman, he could either go to the

crease or choose another player to bat. The point is, everybody

bowled at a batsman, and so every batsman had to learn to deal with

all kinds of balls and defend his wicket while making runs. Batsmen

learned to stay in their crease as long as possible, and bowlers tried

every trick in the game to get them out. Outaman was a village insti-

tution.. It focused you in the various skills of the game... it produced

batsmen of great skill, finesse, and endurance. But dramatic changes

have occurred... to the extent that my teenage son has never played

outaman. He hasn’t had a whole village, so to speak, bowl at him and

force him to learn to hold his wicket. (James 2001)

out-Bocas adj Tob In or originating from the islands beyond the

BOCAS, esp. Grenada and St. Vincent. (< E out- ‘situated outside the

bounds of) 0 Although the music heard among the Tobago folk at

present includes tunes that reflect the ancient African culture, much
of it has been recently added by “out-Bocas” immigrants, people

from Grenada, Martinique and St. Vincent. (Elder 1979:4) 0 [0]ut-

Bocas people. Tobago vernacular for strangers from Trinidad; people

from beyond the Bocas del Dragon. (Craig-James 2008:11-371)

out light phr Kill someone. (< dial E out ‘put out; extinguish; abolish’)

0 (Haynes 1987:165) 0 [He] is accusing his next-door-neighbour of

using the evil powers of obeah to destroy his marriage. He is also con-

vinced she will out his light, if he is not careful. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:16)

0 Doan play wid me, nuh, ah going out you lite. (Ottley 1971:50)

out of blues phr Unexpectedly; unpredicted; without warning. (< E
out of the blue, out of a clear blue sky ‘without warning; unexpect-

edly’) 0 Out of the blues: out of the blue, unexpectedly, suddenly,

from nowhere. (Haynes 1987:126) 0 The inside story of a divine

entity that came ‘out of the blues’ to take T&T by storm. (EX 20 June

1993:30)

out of crop phr Not during harvest season. (< E out of crop ‘bearing

crops; under cultivation’) 0 The system of indentureship gave the

planters a core group of resident, unfree labourers whose work was

completely dependable; they were usually sufficient to meet the out-

of-crop demand for labour, while during crop they provided the stable

nucleus of a labour force which could be supplemented by resident

free workers and non-resident labour. (Brereton 1979:178) 0 Daily

paid labourers, in the 1870s, were expected to work five days a week
‘out of crop’ and six days ‘in crop’ at any agricultural operation.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:8)

out off, out orf 1 v Go quickly; leave. 0 “Well, lewwe burst the mark

and out off. I have a whappie game in Concrete Yard waiting for me.”

“Yes, lewwe burst mark one time.” (Hill 1966c:20) 0 And “out off’

which may mean “erase” is doubly metaphor. In “he out off’ for “he

sped away”. (Henry 1970:17) 0 Out off- leave quickly, rub off, erase.

(John 1973) 0 “How much compensation you get, Boysie?” “Enough

to out off from Trinidad when the war over!” (Selvon 1991a:24) 0

Before she could turn around, I start the car and I out off.

2 v Rub off; rub out; erase. 0 (Ottley 1971:50) 0 And “out off’ which

may mean “erase” is doubly metaphor, In “he out off’ for “he sped

away”. (Henry 1970:17) 0 Out off - leave quickly, rub off, erase.
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(John 1973) 0 "Out off dem sums an start all over again.” (Baptiste

1993:120)

out of place phr Bad; rude; bold; SLACK; impertinent. 9 Out a place -

precocious, to get out of line. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 She too out of

place, weh she nuh lef de man to he wife. (Ottley 1971:50) 0 I feel

dese people well outa place yes. De majority of dorg it have in dis

country mix up jes like de people deyself so how dey could have dorg

show an not let de mix dorg in. (Mamits LPOS, TG 9 Oct 1977) 0

“The man tried grabbing the roll out of my hands and chased me out

of the bakery, saying 1 was out of place and wanted to make con-

fusion.” (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:18) 0 An irate Paul Harrison charged

McLeod with being “fast and out of place” in commenting on the

issues without first consulting with ACAWU. (EX 25 Dec 1994:4) 0

He too out-of-place with heself.

out orf see OUT OFF

outrigger fishing n arc A type of fishing in which two bamboo poles

are lashed amidships over opposite sides of a boat, and trolling lines

are hung from the four ends. (< E outrigger ‘any framework fastened

up outside the gunwales of a ship’) 0 (Bickerton 1969)

outside 1 adj Of a child, illegitimate, out of wedlock; usu. when one

or both parents is involved in a steady relationship with someone else.

0 “How many children have you?” Ormsby asked. “Six, chief.” “How
many outside?” (de Boissiere 1952:263) 0 OUTSIDE CHILD, a child

had with someone other than the person one is living with or married

to. (Rodman 1971:234) 0 Generally they feel that having “outside”

children is wrong since it causes great damage to all concerned, espe-

cially to the child. (Thompson 1983:22) 0 She admitted... that her

husband also has two outside children. (Bomb 2 Nov 1990:9) 0 Delin-

quent fathers who have refused to support their “outside” children are

forcing mothers to turn to a life of violent crime or selling their bodies

to support their kids. (Bomb 21 Sept 1990:17)

2 adj Of a lover, in addition to a married or steady relationship. See

also DEPUTY, PATESRI. 0 Outside wives in pain, poor husbands can't

sleep out again. (Chalkie “Life under Curfew” 1971) 0 The son inter-

rupted his father’s farewell delivery from the altar and shocked more

than 500 Christians when he accused his father of having an outside

woman. (Bomb 3 1 Oct 1986:32) 0 I just found out my husband has an

outside woman. He is 39, she is 15 and she is the daughter of a close

friend of the family. (Heat 25 Nov 1989: 13) 0 When Ma Holder died

her son living Sangre Grande side brought his outside woman to

occupy the house. (Stewart 1989:160) 0 The four kids, ranging

between the ages of 10 to five years, have been facing a series of

beatings by their mother and her “outside man.” (TTM 3 Jan 1993:24)

0 In Trinidad a man had a wife and quite often he had one or two out-

side women sometimes more. (Ali 1993:224) 0 What is wrong with

Trinidad is that there is too much freedom. A man could say ‘I free to

go out and drink and give people a bad drive’. A woman could say ‘I

free to go out and have an outside man’. (Sampath 1993:237) 0

Moving around the country for work may enable the man with a rea-

sonable income to support an outside wife (or deputy). (Littlewood

1993:49-50)

3 intj A warning or reminder to close an open car door, esp. a taxi. 0

“Outside!” (1986)

outside in adj Inside out; reversed. 0 Where de money come from, eh?

me pocket outside-in. (TSt 1 Feb 1839:3)

outward fever n A fever with obvious symptoms such as sweating. 0

The oral temperature was taken. I told him he had no fever and that

we expected a day’s work from him. He helpfully explained to me:

“Doctor, what you do is all right in America, for outward fevers, but

in Trinidad it is different. In Trinidad we does have a inwardfever."

(Downs 1964:377)

Oval n The Queen’s Park Oval, the home ground of the Queen’s Park

Cricket Club, a private club where Test cricket is played in Trinidad.

0 Cricket at the Oval. (TG 1 Jan 1920:9) 0 We got the children’s play-

ground, And a big oval to play cricket. (Growler “History of Wood-
brook Vicinity” 1938) 0 By a deed dated 10th February, 1896 a parcel

of land of the St. Clair Estate comprising ten acres and sixteen

perches, was conveyed to the Queen’s Park Cricket Ground Company

Limited, where was established what we know today as The Oval...

Originally, the ground was part of the old St. Clair Government Farm,

and old members still talk about the “Farm” end of the wicket.

(Mavrogordato 1977:120) 0 Oval... not just a pitch where anyone can

play, as in the Savannah. Over a century old, historically thought of

as a white-people club. You have to be nominated by a member to be

considered for membership. Only voted within the last couple ofyears

to let in women as members. (I used to go there to collect my sons

from cricket practice but couldn’t fetch them if they’d gone to buy a

drink because women weren’t allowed in the pavilion.) (2007)

oven peel n A wooden tool with a long handle and flat blade, used to

put dough into an outdoor dirt oven and to take out the baked items.

= >peel stick

over 1 v Dismiss; finish. (< E over ‘done; finished’) = >overs 0 Some-

times you may be standing underneath a shelter waiting on the rain to

over. (Spoiler “Ugly Girls with Lovely Names” 1951) 0 Over school-

dismiss class for the day. (John 1973)

2 adv An emphatic descriptor; very; very much; really. (< E over ‘too

much; too’) = too 0 He noted that in respect of smut: “Some tents

overdo it. The songs are over too nasty and you feel ashamed to

laugh.” (Williams & Harvey 1986:31-2) 0 [She] is “over-anxious to

tell the world what great things Jesus has done”: in bringing her back

from a literally dying condition. (EX 6 Oct 1989:41) 0 “He over like

movies.” (1990) 9 Cyril had passed his exams.... Well there was real

joy and excitement. Pa was over excited, he came twice and hugged

me up. (Mahase 1992:72) 0 In spite of their health and persistent pov-

erty, the women remember when life was much worse. “Long time”

was “hard time,” they say... “Now it is over-good. Better than long

time.” (Diptee 1992:247) 9 That does over taste nice.

3 adj Too much; more than sufficient; excess. (< E over ‘too much;

too’) 9 She payin’ dem, but over money. So de kingdom money done.

(Mahabir 2005:98)

over and under the lucky seven n A gambling game played at races,

fairs, and CARNIVAL, played with dice on a board marked off into

three sections, under and over “seven”; bets are made on where the

dice will land. 9 He preferred to spend his money on snow cones and

games such as “Over and Under the Lucky Seven,” “Ring round the

Book,” “Finding the Jack” and so on. (Warner 1974:46)

overlooker n arc Overseer; senior foreman for a work gang. = >driver

overs v Dismiss; finish. (< E over ‘done; finished’) = over
1

9 We must

‘overs’ this fighting among ourselves. (People June 1981 :46) 9 Ah eh

even bother to cuss T&TEC or Chambers, I overs dat ah long time

ago, I gone philosophical. (Keens-Douglas 1984:18) 9 It’s like every-

body “overs” being themselves and are going out to seek refuge in

some foreign personality. (Punch 1985) 9 “I miss de children yes but

1 mostly overs dat now.” (Baptiste 1993:121) 9 School overs at

2 o’clock. 9 I overs wid dat.

owchal n Necessary ingredients for performing OWCHE, usu. includ-

ing BIRD PEPPER, mustard seed, garlic, /autfal/ (< H-Bh) 9 “Prepare

de owchal to owche de chile.” (1990)

owche v Protect or ward offMALJO or evil eye from children. See also

JHARAY. /autfe/ (< H-Bh) 9 “Maa, yuh owche de chile fuh me ta.”

(1990)

owghar see AGHOR
owl n Caligo illioneus saltus, a large butterfly, the smallest of the three

morbleu butterflies, wingspan to 10 cm (4"). Overall dark dull blue,

with more intense blue on interior of lower wing; large oval eye-like

spot in centre of lower wings; conspicuous yellow serrated bands

down upper wings. Solitary, and usu. found near sugarcane, (fr large

wing-spots resembling owl eyes) = cane morbleu, morbleu 1

, six

o’clock 9 The beautiful butterfly commonly known as the “Owl But-

terfly, or Caligo Ilioneus” is found all over the island, especially

along the banks of ravines and in cool and shady places... In the cen-

tre of the lower wing there is a large oval eye like spot. At the upper

end is a semi-lunar line of black surrounded by a ring of ruddy chest-

nut. When the wings are expanded the insect bears a strong resem-

blance to an owl, whence the common appellation “Owl Butterfly.”

(Caracciolo 1892f:31) 9 (Kaye 1904) 9 (Kaye 1921:52)
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own pron After a name or personal pronoun, indicating possession,

ownership. (< E own

,

used after a possessive noun or adjective, to

emphasize possessive meaning, e.g. That is my own. The cow is

Peter's own.) = one
4
0 “Who watchekong dem is?” “Is Cleopatra

own.” (Macaw 1960:78) 0 Mus’ be Tanti Merle deliverin’ gifts an’

want to find out if I have she own dey for she. (Keens-Douglas

1984:31) 0 I dream how if we had money, I would dress up pretty in

nice saris all the time, and wear shoes. Shoes what have high heels,

like Rita own. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:28 ) 0 “Ent I have good teet jes like

Mammy own?” (Baptiste 1993:65) 0 “It could be anybody own, he go

still tief it.” (1996)

own child l v Acknowledge or assert a child’s paternity publicly. 0

“That boy is he own, but he eh own the child.” (1990)

2 adj Acknowledged as to paternity. (< E own ‘without preceding

possessive, now rare and usu. with an or in plural, esp. in reference to

relationships, e.g. an own brother, as distinguished from a half-

brother’) 0 ‘Spree children'... are differentiated from ‘yard children’,

‘own children’, and the less common legitimate child... An own child

is one who is actually acknowledged by the father, whether or not he

provides the customary sixpence-a-week maintenance. (Graves

1965:23)

own tune n A musical selection for Panorama that is composed by a

STEELBAND'S arranger. (< E own, with nouns, emphasizing the self

making, composing, invention, etc.) 0 In 1974 Starlift struck the

panic button. They were of the impression their rendition of “Pan on

the Run” should have won and blamed the fact they were playing an

“own tune” for their misfortune. (EX1 Feb 1988:13) 0 Natural Mys-
tic, a pan-round-de-neck steelband will do the “own tune” which has

been arranged by Williams himself, a tenor pan player with the

Patience Hill band. ( TG 5 Feb 1996:6)

own way adj Wayward; wanting your own way; stubborn; contrary.

(< E have one ’s own way ‘succeed in getting your wishes to prevail’)

0 Dat chile have own way you hare. (Ottley 1971:50) 0 ‘You eh no

man yet!’ she yelled. ‘You kyah come and go as you well want in this

house!... You too own way!’ (Narine 1977:67) 0 In fact it was a

standing joke of my early manhood that Belmont boys never married

Belmont girls - as we told the girls, they were too “own way.”

(Araujo 1984:5) 0 Daya dried me and grumbled all the while, saying

that I was an ‘own way’ child; that as soon as she turned her back I

got into trouble and got her into trouble too. (Persaud 1990:8) 0 The

grandfather of [the boy] confessed the dead boy was “own way”, and

that his bad behaviour escalated when his parents separated. ( TG 22

Aug 1993:9)

owthe, owthay v Boil milk for long periods over a slow fire to allow

the cream to rise to the top. This is used to make DAHI, or the milk

solids are skimmed off to make GHEE. /aut
h
e/ (< Bh authe, H autna

‘cook over low heat; boil down; evaporate’) 0 Owthay. (Dukhedin-

Lalla 1974:18) 0 “De milk nearly finish owtheing, jus now yuh go set

de dahi.” (1990)

oxbill, axe-bill, exbill n Eretmochelys imbricata imbricata (E hawks

-

bill), a marine turtle. (< E hawksbill turtle) = caret 0 [Tjhree great

turtles that had been caught the day before were lying to one side,

securely trussed - one especially large “green” one, and two of the

axe-bill variety. The former was to be sold for food in Port-of-Spain,

and the other two were to be retained for the local market the next

Saturday; all the shell would be disposed of to dealers in the capital.

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:72) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:129)

ox-eye bean n Mucuna wens [~ M. altissima, Dolichos urens], a

woody native vine. Leaflets elliptical, 8-16 x 5-7.5 cm (2-6" x 2-2.9").

Flowers in hanging, slender racemes to 1.5 cm (.6") with one or sev-

eral flowers at tip; upper petals bluish-purple, 3-4 cm (1.2- 1.6") long;

wings purple, long-clawed, longer than upper petals; the claw woolly

on both edges; keel yellowish, slightly longer than wings. Fruit pod

woody, to 20 x 5 cm (7.8" x 2"), narrowly winged along margin,

crosswise ribs, with bristly stinging hairs; seeds compressed, rounded,

3-4 cm (1.2- 1.6") diameter. (< E ox-eye, in names of plants whose
flower centres or seeds are large, round, and brown, like an ox’s eye) 0

Ox eye bean. (FTT 1931-1-4:226-7)

oy 1 intj A greeting; a way to get someone’s attention; a reply to a greet-

ing. = ay
1

0 A Bajan fella shout out “Oy, look a skin. We must get a

special glass case to put her in.” (Radio “Unfortunate Bridegroom”

1936) 0 “Nancy Oy, here yuh money.” (Baka 1968) 0 OY, inteij., a

greeting, e.g., Man, oy! (Rodman 1971:234) 0 He called the fat

woman, “Ay Pulbassia.” “Oy!” “I want to talk to you.” (Ladoo

1972:73-4) 0 The fat woman called, “Ay Jasso!” “Oy!” Madrassi Jasso

answered. (Ladoo 1972:79-80) 0 Oy... Used when calling someone or

trying to get their attention, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

2 intj An expression of surprise, intensity, pleasure. 0 She said, “Lord

Invader, hold me tight, man, oy.” (Invader “Down at Rockaway” 1945)

oydor see OIDOR

oyoyo n Corchorus olitorius, a native plant. 0 [T]he slimy oyoyo leaf

was used to make kalalu. (Woodroffe 1974:14-15,31)

oyoyoy, oi oi oi, oy yo yoi intj A cry of pain, lament, or astonishment.

(< oy
2
) 0 For if 1 didn’t had so much head, Oi, Oi, Oi, I would be a

walking dead. (Caresser “Lorito” 1937, in Rohlehr 1990:261) 0 “Oy
yo yoi! Mih tootache givin’ mih ah headache.” (Baptiste 1993:121)

oyster n Either of two edible oysters usu. found on mangrove tree stilt

roots in brackish water swamps. The most common oyster sold by

road-side vendors is Crassostrea rhizophorae (E Caribbean oyster):

5-15 cm (2-6") long, colour greyish-white, shell variable in shape but

upper valve generally flat and fitting deeply into the lower one; mar-

gins are straight, sharp, smooth. Found on mangrove roots in shallow

and deeper water, and in quiet, protected waters. Also Isognomon

alatus (Eflat tree oyster): 5-7.5 cm (2-3") long, shell fan-shaped with

very flat valves, dull grey or purplish, interior pearly. Found on man-

grove roots in shallow water, or attached to solid objects in inter-tidal

area of protected bays. (< E oyster, edible bivalve mollusc of the

family Ostreidae, usu. species of Ostrea) = tree oyster
1

(C. rhizopho-

rae)', flat tree oyster, tree oyster (/. alatus) 0 [What] renders these

mangroves most remarkable, is that a species of the oyster is found to

attach itself to its sea-washed roots, and even to those of its branches

which hang in the water. These oysters are very irregular in form,

three or four growing on each other in all manner of shapes. (Joseph

1835:68) 0 Breakfast, at which I was first introduced to the oysters

which grow on trees... a branch covered with them being on the table.

(Des Voeux 1903:294) 0 Oysters, Oyster Cocktails - Day & Night on

the premises. (TG 3 May 1933:14) 0 When of a rich creamy consis-

tency and colour pour into tureen in the bottom of which lie the six

dozen oysters, which have been sauted in a frying pan. (de Boissiere

ca 1 945a: 12) 0 Oysters is what you want to strengthen him with.

(Selvon 1972:83) 0 The edible oysters... harvested from here provide

a livelihood for many a wayside vendor and are readily consumed

by their male and sometimes female customers [as aphrodisiac

properties are ascribed to them]. (Gobin 1983) 0 Oysters, Conchs

(river) and Lambie (sea conchs) are reported to be in great demand in

several parts of New York by health-conscious Americans. (Bomb 7

Sept 1990:6)

oyster cocktail n Raw oysters served with pepper sauce; usu. sold as a

roadside snack. (< oyster + E cocktail ‘a food usu. served as an appe-

tizer; seafood in a tomato-based sauce’) 0 They walked over to the

oyster vendors and while Amina and Catherine had oyster cocktails

Umar poured the highly seasoned, peppery hot sauce directly into the

shells and sucked them down. (Ali 1993:189) 0 Ah cocktail iz oysters

and pepper sauce in ah glass an yuh cyar drink jess one. (Net Talk,

TG 9 Dec 2002:32)

oyster man n A street vendor of OYSTERS and hot sauce. (< oyster +

man~) 0 “Ah goin' dong de road by de oyster man little bit.” (Baptiste

1993:121)
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P adj The first letter on the license plate number for a private vehicle,

as opposed to letters for a taxi, truck, rental, etc. See also PH. /pi/

(< private) 0 Hired cars making all the money, I’ll make a quick raise

and you will see, I will retire in two years and change to P. (Dictator

“The Zephyr Zodiak” 1956 pr) 0 Cars and maxis with ‘H’ (Hire)

plates were licensed by the government to work as taxis; these were

generally full-time drivers. Cars with ‘P’ (Private) plates were owned
by individuals working in other fields who occasionally used their

cars for part-time taxi work. (Vertovec 1992:147)

pa, pah, par n Tob Path, /pa:/ 0 Mama send me a pah fo water, (trad

song, 1939) 0 Ax par mih larss par. (Ask for guidance when neces-

sary.) (Daniel ms ca 1960) 0 Who kaka ah pah nuh ah memba, ah who
mash am ah memba. (He who gives a hurt seldom remembers but who
experiences it cannot forget.) (Daniel msl ca 1960).

paal, pal n A CROCUS BAG or any coarsely woven bag, used as a

spread or mat, usually for sleeping or agricultural work. /pa:l, pal

/

(< H pal ‘small tent; layers of straw, leaves’) 0 By beating the rice-

stalk on the machan the paddy was separated from the stalk and

collected below the machan in a paal (a crocus bag). (Ramlakhan

1990a: 14) 0 “When the rice fall through the pihtna, it fall on the

paal.” (1990) 0 He rose from the paal on the ground, which was his

bed, and lighted the flambeau. (Ramlakhan 1994:31) 0 The ‘Spread

Pal Crew’ uses the traditional harmonium (hand organ), dholak (hand

drums), and the dhantal (a steel instrument). According to Rampartap,

the group got its name from the long time act of ‘spreading the pal’.

“Long ago whenever the East Indian entertainers would take to the

stage, the first thing they would do is spread a pal to sit on to play the

traditional instruments,” he said. (A/D 3 Jan 2003: 15)

paan, pan n Piper betle , the cultivated betel nut; a woody climbing

plant. Leaves broad, heart-shaped, with tapering tips. Flowers in

spikes opposite leaves. Leaves are used to enclose slices of betel nut,

Areca catechu, mixed with lime; eaten or used in Hindu PUJA. /pan,

pa:n/ (< H-Bh pan ‘betel leaf) 0 Betel (paan ) and nut (supari) chew-

ing, gondana (tattoo mark on hands and feet) of females ... and other

such things have almost disappeared. (Jha 1973: 39) 0 Paan... The
leaves when placed on the bedi are used as seats for the deity. The

prasadam offered, should be placed on this leaf. The leaves are used

as an after-meal mouth [refreshener] and digestive and [form] part of

the sixteen (16) modes of hospitality to the invited Devata. The paan

and supharie are offered for health and blessing. (Lackhan ca 1983-

86:42-3) 0 Madrasis only ate pan. Other castes used it for worship.

(Maharajee, in La Guerre 1985:195) 0 Then he gives the dulaha tilak

or gifts of gold, money, clothes, sweets and coconuts, flowers, sopari

and paan wrapped in yellow cloth... appropriate mantras are recited

by the pundits. (Holass-Beepath 2002:82) 0 Paan leaf and flowers are

then put on the heads of the dulaha and dulahin by her father.

(Holass-Beepath 2002:93)

pace like fire see LIKE FIRE

pachanya n arc People originating from the western Uttar Pradesh

area of India. /patfanjA/ (< H pachhim ‘western; the west’) 0

Groups such as janglis , Madrassis, and Punjabis or western Uttar

Pradeshis (who, in Trinidad, were generally called pachanyas or

‘westerners’) were all, at one time, disdainfully regarded by other

Indians due to maintained differences in tradition and behaviour.

(Vertovec 1992:129)

pachay, patchay n Bits and pieces of food that would usually be dis-

carded. /patfe/ (< FC pach ‘debris; peels’) 0 The barrack-yard dwell-

ers in the slaughtery district of St Joseph Road and John John could

no longer obtain “patchay”, various bits of off-cuts and intestines that

were very cheap and freely available in times of glut. (Cummings
2004:165)

pachilaa n arc The last, especially the smallest, child. /patfilA/

(< H-Bh pichla ‘back; rear; last’) 0 My sister is the pachilaa.

pachkay, paktay 1 v Fan rice to remove light waste, HUKS, etc.; also

sometimes to pick over rice to remove stones and broken grains,

/patfke, pakte/ (< Bh-Ang patake ‘winnow; toss to clean’) = binay,

pichkay, >pick
4
0 Pachkay all de rice this side.

2 v Splash water. (< H-Bh) = >pichkay2 0 Mind yuh pachkay all here!

pachoray n A tool used to sift or winnow rice, usually metal, with a

flat bottom and three raised sides, used to separate husks from grain,

especially rice, /patfore/ (< H-Bh pachhorna ‘winnow with a basket’)

0 “You oosawe the rice in a pachore.” (1990)

pachowni, patchownie n A dish made of fried intestines, usu. goat,

curried and BHOONJAY down, /patfauni/ (< H pachauni ‘stomach’;

pachna ‘be digested; consumed’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:36) 0 Patchownie.

(Haynes 1987:46) 0 “In this puja the pachowni come like the persad.”

(1990)

pachro see PACRO

pack v Make a heap of cut branches. (< E pack ‘make into a package,

bale, or compact bundle’) 0 (Moore 1980:23) 0 Pack all a that one side,

pack-a-peu see PAIKOW

packet n Box or carton of items. (< E packet ‘small package or parcel;

in earliest use a parcel of letters or dispatches’) 0 I just get a packet

from overseas.

pacotee, pack-o’-tea, pacoti 1 n A worthless thing; thing of little

value, /pakoti/ (< Sp pacotilla / Fr pacotille ‘inferior goods’) 0 On
January 15, 1593... [de Berrio] indicated his desire to associate with a

trader who was not a buccaneer to bring in for barter hatchets, bill-

hooks, knives, amber and glass beads, needles, cloaks, mirrors large

and small - precisely the type of cargo which dominated the African

slave trade in later years and which came to be lumped together under

the general French term pacotille , a word still used in Trinidad to

denote baubles and objects of no value surrendered in exchange for

something very valuable. (Williams 1962:27)

2 n Loose or vulgar action; going out with a promiscuous woman (not

necessarily a prostitute), /pakoti/ (< Sp pacotilla ‘a group of lower

class people having a good time’) 0 I catch me man in pacotee.

3 n A loose or promiscuous woman. (< FC pakoti ‘prostitute; prosti-

tution’ < Sp pacotilla / Fr pacotille ‘inferior goods’) 0 A Yankee

searching for local tea... He said Joe please show me the way, I’d like

to get a pack of tea right away, I said well boy I know a place where

they does sell all kind of T, You got to go immediately. You will get

Big Joyce tea, Phyllis tea, Mazawattee tea, So if you want a real good

pack of tea. You can float in at mister Brackley. (Wonder “Local Tea”

1950 pr) 0 Pack-o’-tea. (Williams 1958)

pacro, pachro n Chiton marmoratus
, C. tuberculatus , or Acan-

thopleura granulata, edible marine chitons found on rocky shores of

Tobago and northern Trinidad. Flat, with a plate-like shell on back;

clings tightly to rocks on rough coastlines. See also PACRO WATER,
/pakro/ = kochikong 1

, sea cockroach
1

, sea tatoo
2
0 (Kenny & Bacon

1981:128) 0 ‘It’s Good for the Back’. This phrase is used to describe

any food considered to be a male aphrodisiac.... And here are a few

examples: Pacro, a small crustacean living on the rocks. Turtle penis

(the punch is known as Turtle Botheration!). (Nelson & Puddy

2004:50)

pacro water n A drink made by boiling the PACRO mollusc; the liquid

is supposed to have aphrodisiac powers and strengthen (men’s) sex-

ual powers. 0 When natural libido fails, the calypsonian is not afraid

to resort to any of the folk aphrodisiacs known to, if not proven by, all

the males in the country - bois bande and oysters in Trinidad, pacro

water in Tobago (Warner 1982:96-7) 0 Old Man Ray, you are still
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agile on the feet and it seems that the pacro water from Castara is

working wonders for you. (Bomb 31 July 1987:3) 0 The development

of Industries involving the manufacture of things like ‘bene’ balls,

sugar cake, lime ball, and even pacro water. (TTM 17 Nov 1989:28) 0

The efficacy of bush medicine is not influenced by an individual’s

state of mind or by their personality, moral attitudes or interactions

with others: pacro (oyster) water or the bark from the hois banday

certainly improve male sexual performance ... by directly inducing

penile erection. (Littlewood 1993:36) 0 “[M]an and woman problems

(erection and conception inabilities) existed in Tobago long before

Viagra, but we treat it with physical treatment and a good dose of

pacro water." (Wallace 2002:26)

padou see POIS DOUX

padow see BADOW

pag see pargue

pagal, pagla adj Mad; crazy; either truly mad, or SKYLARKING in a

mad way. /pagal, paigal, pagla/ (< H pagal ‘fool; idiot; madman’) 0

“Yuh like yuh paagal.’’ (1990)

page 1 n Any large butterfly with vivid colours and elongated tails on

lower wings, /pa^ (< Fr page
,
a type of butterfly)

2 n Urania leilus , a day-flying moth. = green page, >whitetail (page)

0 Since two weeks past there is a migration of the Page butterflies.

The boys call them whitetails. They fly Northwesterly with an East-

erly bent. Boys with net and coconut branches, boys with caps, and

small sticks are seen in every quarter in the Woodbrook quarter trying

to catch, maim or destroy these beautiful things. (ES 23 Sept 1926:3)

pagre see PARGUE

pagri, pagaree, phagree n A traditional Indian man’s turban, now
used on some ceremonial occasions such as weddings, /pagri/ (< H
pagri ‘turban’) 0 The bridegroom (doolaha) was beautifully dressed

in a jora-jama, full-length, long-sleeved, pink gown tied at the waist,

and with pugree on his head securing a beautiful mowr or bead crown

from which hung, all around, long strands of frangipani or tissue-

paper flowers. (Alladin 1970:22) 0 And Gurudeva rather liked being

called Pundit, and he strove more and more to make his mien that of a

priest, missing to his regret only his dhoti and koortah and puggree

and caste-marks on forehead and arms and throat. (Naipaul 1976:57)

0 The turban or pagree was worn by some Indians in the early period

of indentureship... some Muslim Leaders... generally used it, espe-

cially when they attended Mosque on Fridays... It can [still] be seen

on the bridegroom’s head when he wears the traditional Muslim or

Hindu wedding dress. (Raghoo 1984:3-4) 0 Pagree: A long strip of

cotton (one metre long) wound round the head to form a turban.

(Ramlakhan 1990a:6) 0 The family gathers in the pooja room... The

brother traditionally wears a [pagree] or places a cloth on the head as

the sister approaches him. (TG-S 30 Oct 1994:14) 0 Wear among
arriving men was more diverse... Headgear included the white cotton

cap/topi proto-type of the modem “Gandhi cap,” or the pugree

(turban) worn throughout India in a number of different styles,

sometimes with a loose end flapping on the neck. (Ramesar

1999/2000: 120) 0 On the cocoa estates we find the men picking pods

from the trees or "dancing" the beans dressed in dhoti-kurta or kurta-

trousers, wearing pugree or western felt hats against the sun and rain.

(Ramesar 1999/2000:123)

pague see PARGUE

pahaar, pahari n Mountain; hill, /pahari, pAhari/ (< H pahar ‘moun-

tain’) 0 “We going in the pahaar.” (1990)

pahalwan n A strong, big, tough man. /pahalwan, pahalwvn/ (< H
pahahvdn ‘hero; champion; wrestler’) 0 “Yuh playing pahalwan

hyah.” (1990)

pahuchay v Reach; go to; come to. /pahutfe/ (< H pachonchna

‘arrive’) 0 “Pahuchay one day by me.” (1990)

pahuna n Stranger; guest; visitor. /pahunA/ (< H-Bh pahun, pahuna

‘guest; son-in-law’) 0 “Come ah lil bit na yuh is not ah pahoona.”

(1990)

paid see TAW ped

paikow, pack-a-peu, pai-qiaow, pai-qiow, piekow, pekow, peaka

peow n A Chinese gambling game like whe-whe, in which gamblers

bet on several of a larger number of secretly selected numbers. Note:

The early pronunciation is not clear; fr earlier spellings it would prob.

be close to /pakApa/; other usages, including in other countries, are

closer to /pikApau/ (prob. < Hakka Chinese ‘a gambling game resem-

bling lottery, with sheets of paper marked in a secret system’; poss.

< Cantonese p 'ai ‘tablet’ + kau ‘nine’; note also Austr E pakapoo.

pakapu) = Chinese wappie 0 There was quite a stir yesterday in the

vicinity of Henry Street owing to the activity of the police with

respect to prosecutions related to the Chinese lottery game known as

“pack-a-peu,”... certain articles said to be used in the game of “pack-

a-peu,” were found. (TG 5 Sept 1917:1 1 ) 0 [The Constable] went into

the room taking with him a ticket (produced). He remained about a

minute and then returned with the result of the drawing and the other

ticket... He then... told defendant he had a warrant to search his house.

Defendant said “I don’t play pack-a-peu any more.” (TG 6 Sept

1917:6) 0 The “association” is their favourite spot to relax, enjoy a

game of table tennis, exercise and to indulge in gambling games, “Pai

Kow” and “Mah Jong.” Actually, the knobs used are almost identical

to those used in dominoes. But far from being just a pastime, Pai Kow
and Mah Jong are serious business... Locals refer to Pai Kow as “Chi-

nese wappie.” (EX 12 May 1991:24) 0 Unconfirmed rumours even

suggest that wives were sometimes lost in some of these gambling

bouts involving games such as mahjongg, poker, and Pai-Qiaow

which were held at Bombshell Bay on Gasparee Island. (Millett

1993:55) 0 According to Johnny Smith, Nelson Street shopkeeper of

the 1920s... it was in 1894 that three men of Chinese origin came to

Trinidad from then British Guiana. Later known as Hero, Atifoon and

Chao Lui Chi, he said they used the upstairs of the Lee Lum Building

opposite the former Central Market on Charlotte Street to introduce a

game called “Peaka Peow”... the game was played in the hotels and

restaurants on lower Charlotte Street. The promoters gave sheets of

paper with Chinese characters and their equivalent in English to the

players. They were expected to make their choices and hand in the

sheets by an agreed time. They then assembled for the declaration of

the winning characters. “Peaka Peow” was attractive as a collective

form of daily gambling... Creole-patois-speaking interlopers around

the Nelson/Duncan Streets area locally known as “the French Shores”

adapted Peaka Peow to their own notion and named it “Dit qui Ligne”

(Say which Line). The participation base was therefore extended

from the hotels and restaurants to the barrack-yards and the streets.

The adaptation readily identified Peaka Peow as a game based on

lines and clarified its particular characteristics.... At what time and

how Whe Whe superseded “Dit qui ligne” is not clear. (Cummings

2004:121-3)

pailass n In fishing, a failure to catch anything, /pelas/ 0 Of course,

you are more likely to catch a headache than fish but if you make

“pelasse” another square downed with any fisherman on Teteron

Beach will give you a handsome catch to show them at home. (J. de

Boissiere 1945c: 19) 0 I make a pailass today.

pail closet n arc An outside latrine; an enclosed toilet consisting of a

pail (bucket) underneath a seat with an opening in it. (< E pail +

closet ‘a closet fitted up as a privy’) 0 Complaints of faecal odours

from the House of Refuge have been made by persons living in the

neighbourhood who also attribute the origin of three cases of enteric

fever which occurred recently in Gray Street to the pail closets in use

at that Institution. (TG 26 Feb 1921:3)

Paille Banan n obs An old-time Carnival MAS in which the mas-

querader is covered with dry banana tree TRASH, /pai banan/ (< FC

< paille ‘straw; leaf trash' + banan ‘banana; fig’) 0 Jour Ouvert Mon-

day morning burst on Port of Spain. Paille Banan, Dragon, Pierrot

Sac, Mokoto Jumbie (expert stilt walkers), vampires... all joined in

the riotous Dimanche Gras. (LaFortune 1968:103)

paille geule n Eucinostomus gula, an edible marine fish, to 18 cm (7").

= >blinch
2
0 (Mendes 1940:17)

paimee, paymee, paymi, pemi n A sweet steamed pudding or dump-

ling, containing commeal, coconut, and sometimes sweet potato.
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/pemi/ (prob < Fr pain de maiz ‘com bread’) = conkee 0 That is fete

papa! With such eating: wild meats... and farine from cassava, and

com-and-sweet-potato paimee. (Lovelace 1968:8) 0 “You Pay-me.”

“You hot Pay-me.” “You Pay-me.” “Get you Pay-me, hot!”... Rita

was known to everyone for her sweet payme. (LaFortune 1968:64) 0

The word “paymee” is derived from the Spanish “Pan Maiz” meaning

“com bread”, and is made from a mixture of com meal, grated coco-

nut, sugar and spices. (Kassiram ca 1970:6) 0 As we were approach-

ing Point Gourde, Victor, the country cousin, dashed in to the cabin

and emerged eating a large sweet paymee, which we took from him

and shared around. (Araujo 1984:75) 0 Salt Paime... Sweet Paime.

(Hunt 1985a:8) 0 [Pjarang lovers will relish the creole lunches with

an assortment of wild meat, and Spanish com delicacies in pastelles,

paymes, araypas and empanadas. (EX 3 Jan 2003:24)

pain bush n Morinda citrifolia (E morinda), a cultivated shrub or

small tree 3-6 m (10-20') tall, introduced from India and naturalized

in Trinidad. Leaves opposite in pairs, broadly elliptic, narrowed

rounded tip, shiny, to 45 x 24 cm (17.5" x 9.4"). Flowers white, tubu-

lar, 1 cm (.4"); in compact stalked heads. Fruit compound, resembling

a small breadfruit, oblong, to 10 x 6 cm (3.9" x 2.3"), light green, then

semi-translucent, with an unpleasant odour. A preparation of this

plant, under the international trade name noni , is widely used medici-

nally internationally, (fr application to painful areas on the body) =

fei froid, pain killer, spirit fruit 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:134) 0 How well do I remember the smell of mixed dried herbs

in my mother’s kitchen. Every child then was familiar with shadow

beni, orange peel, lime bud... pain bush and any number of other nat-

ural remedies. (Maynard 1992:83)

pain d’epice, pain depice n Pouteria multiflora [= Lucuma multi-

flora], a medium-tall native evergreen tree, girth to 1.5 m (5'),

contains milky latex. Leaves very large, 10-28 x 6-9 cm (3.9-10.9" x

2. 3-3. 5"), obovate, leathery, with prominent main veins. Flowers

small, in clusters. Fruit an orange-yellow, smooth berry, ovoid or kid-

ney-shaped, 5.5-6 x 3.5-4.5 cm (2. 1-2.3" x 1.4-1. 8"), containing an

edible mealy yellow pulp; usually contains one brown oblong curved

seed 3.5 x 1.5 cm (1.4" x .6"). /pe depis/ (< Fr pain d’epice ‘ginger-

bread’) = >penny piece
3
0 (Marshall 1934:67) 0 (Beard 1946:34) 0

(F7T 1947-2-3:126)

pain killer n Morinda citrifolia, a cultivated shrub or small tree. Fruit

compound, resembling a small BREADFRUIT, with an unpleasant

odour. Leaves used medicinally. = fei froid, >pain bush, spirit fruit

painted lady n Vanessa cardui [= Cynthia cardui ], a butterfly, wing-

span 4.4 cm (1.75"). Pinkish yellow with dark brown spots and

blotches; white spots on upper wings. (< E painted lady, an Old

World and sometimes migrant British butterfly species) 0 (Kaye

1921:27) 0(Barcant 1970:80)

painted mackerel n Scomberomorus regalis, an edible marine fish.

Back iridescent bluish green; sides silvery; mid-lateral row of yellow-

orange streaks; to .8 m long. (< E painted ‘having bright or conspicu-

ous colouring’) = >Tobago carite 0 There are two species of mackerel

or carite, one of them the painted mackerel, being found only in

Tobago, and the Spanish mackerel, only in Trinidad. (Kenny & Bacon

1981:119)

painthee see PAITHI

paipsy see PAPESY

pai-qiow see PAIKOW

pairi mango n A variety of cultivated mango, Mangifera indica. Fruit

medium-sized, round; skin thick, red on shoulders and green-yellow

on sides; flesh brownish-orange, no strings. 0 PAIRI. - The variety

PETER is supposed to be the same as PAIRI. Fruit medium sized,

round in shape; both shoulders full about equally; skin thick; ground

colour bight red on the exposed shoulders and green to yellow on the

other sides; flesh brownish-orange, fibreless, taste pleasant with an

acid tang; slightly juicy. (Bharath 1966:24)

paisa n Money; coins, /paisx/ (< H paisa ‘a copper coin of small

value; money in general’) 0 Take am gole take am silba, Give am
Kilworl and keep am pisa. (Mighty Dictator “Moonea” 1956 pr) 0

And I’m longing so much to make you mine, I go work the land and

gi you all me paisa. (Sparrow “Marajhin” 1982) 0 Gi me some paisa,

na. 0 “He have bahoot paisa.” (2002)

paiti, painthee n A ring made from the main vein of a mango leaf or

from KHUS-KHUS grass, symbolizing the rejection of worldly wealth,

worn during some Hindu religious ceremonies, /paiti, painti/ (< Bh
paiti ‘khus-khus grass’) 6 Painthee : A ring made from the rib of a

mango leaf. This is a symbolic gesture to show that the devotee has

denounced wealth and material attachment. This ring is worn on the

third finger of the left hand. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 15) 0 “Put on de paiti

on yuh finger.” (1990)

paiya n Dead, decayed seeds, usually of PEAS or rice, /paija/ (< Bh
paiya ‘dead seed; husk’) 0 “Throw away the paiya.” (1990) 0 “Fan

the seeds and the paiya come out. Or you could put in water and the

paiya float.” (1990)

pajama, pyjama n A style of Indian loose-fitting ankle-length pants

worn with a tunic-type top; usually worn by men. /pajama, pAC^amA/

(< H-U-Bh pa-jama ‘trousers; long drawers’ < pa Teg’ + jama
‘cloth’) 0 Among Moslems also the only persons who wear Indian

garments, in this case kurta and pajama, are religious leaders when
they are presiding at religious functions. (Niehoff & Niehoff

1960:73) 0 Since the mid-1950s, sophisticated East Indian women
who think of themselves as ‘Indian’ have started to wear the sari, and

more recently the kurta and pyjama, which are widely used on social

and ritual occasions, notably weddings. (Clarke 1986:78)

Pajaro (Guarandol), El n arc A traditional Spanish Carnival mas
in which a group depicts a beautiful bird, its owner, and a hunter,

/paharo/ (< Sp pajaro ‘bird’) 0 I learned about two masquerades that

were very popular among the 'espaholes
’

at Carnival time: El Pajaro

Guarandol or Guarando and La Burriquita. These two diversiones or

parrandas can be traced to Eastern Venezuela. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:92) 0 [T]he small band of revellers, sang as they went along the

street with the dancing Pajaro, the Bird, which was a reveller dis-

guised as a beautifully adorned bird... The ‘owner’ of the Pajaro and

his friends... were all dressed in similar costumes. The group also

included the hunter, el cazadol, with his shotgun, escopeta, and

finally the musicians playing the cuatro, violin and mandolin. Eventu-

ally the hunter would shoot the bird which fell to the ground. The

owner demanded payment for the bird because it was expensive. The
hunter and the owner’s friends then went around collecting money
from the spectators to compensate for the loss of the bird. When they

had sufficient money they continued along the way, dancing and

singing as before. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:92)

paka adj Of a fruit, ripe or mature, /paka/ (< H pakna ‘ripen; cook;

mature’) 0 “De mango looking paka.” (1990)

pakar v Grab; catch, /pakar/ (< H pakar ‘seizing; capture’) = pakra 0

“Pakar them before it fall!” (1990)

pak choi n Brassica chinensis, or the similar B. pekinensis, cultivated

plants, usu. known in English as bok choy, sometimes as Chinese cab-

bage. Leaves edible, non-heading, dark green, with broad white leaf

stalks. Small yellow flowers in spikes, /paktjbi/ (< Cantonese/Hakka

Chinese pe-tsai) = >patchoi 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:91) 0 (CFNI

1971:21) 0 “We done plant some pak choi awready.” (Ramsawack

1983:27)

pakhand adj Pretentious; putting on airs, /pakhand/ (< H pakhand
‘wickedness; deceipt; hypocrisy’) 0 “Yuh trying to play pakhand.”

(1990)

pakhandi adj Very fussy over trivial things, /pakhandi/ (< H pakhand

1

‘deceitful; hypocritical’) 0 “People could never satisfy you, you over

pakhandi.” (1990)

pakhawaj n A type of two-headed cylindrical Indian drum, /pakha-

wadj/ (< H pakhawaj ‘a double-headed clay drum’) 0 Pakhawaj: sim-

ilar to mridangam, two-headed North Indian cylindrical drum older

than the tabla. (Ramaya 1992:22)

pakheba n arc An herbal mixture used to treat cattle, esp. after a cow
gives birth, /pakheba, pakhebA/ (< Bh pakheba

)

0 The worship of

Lakshmi, the Goddess of wealth, is done in many Hindu homes... but

the special treatment of cows and bulls with a herbal mixture (pak-

heba) is almost forgotten. (Jha 1973:34)
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pakra v Arrest; hold; charge, /pakra, pakrA/ (< H pakrana 'catch;

seize’) = pakar 0 “Look im! Pakra he! Thief!” (1990)

pakwari n A banked drain around the house to block water, /pakwari/

(poss. < Bh chaldawari) = oryaani 0 The pakwari all block up here,

pal see also PAAL

pal n A branch of a cocoa tree which grows inwards instead of out-

wards. /pal/ (< Sp pala ‘stem; shoot; stalk’) 0 (Moore 1980:15)

palace n arc A structure or building made for a DRUM DANCE, with a

low stage at one end. (< E palace 'the official residence of a sover-

eign ruler or bishop') = palais, tent
3
0 Even here some “Old Habi-

tues” preserve the traditions of the past by keeping up that class of

drum dances... These entertainments were held in neatly built edi-

fices, thatched and enclosed with coconut branches and ornamented

with festoons of fruits and flowers. There was an elevated platform at

one end where the King with his gorgeously apparelled Queen sat

surrounded by her almost equally highly dressed attendants. The
drum players, sometimes many in number, who sat in front of them,

were well dressed and wore white kid gloves.... Shorn, however, of

the brilliantly illuminated and festooned "palace” the gaudy dresses

and glittering ornaments of the beauties... the effect of these dances

was socially] immoral and pernicious. (FPTN 1 Mar 1883:2)

palais IhA structure or building for Shango Orisha worship, usu.

having an earth floor, and benches along the side walls, /pale:/ (< Fr

palais 'palace’) = palace, tent
3
0 The basic establishment of a Shango

(also called orisha , Yoruba, or African) cult consists of (a) a shrine

area where five to ten “stools” for the most important "powers” of the

center are located; (b) a “chapelle” or small cult house; and (c) the

“palais” or “tent” where ceremonies are held and some healing is

done... The “palais” is a partially closed-in structure with a corru-

gated iron or thatched roof and an earthen floor, equipped with

benches along the four sides. (Simpson 1961:1) 0 [Wjithin the pal-

aise where ritual food and dancing are available for all, the East

Indian with his own pantheon of gods and the Catholic with his saints

may all find welcome. (Elder 1969:15) 0 The palais is a partially

closed-in structure with a corrugated iron or a thatched roof and an

earthen floor. There may be a table in the center of this shelter; usu-

ally there are benches along the four sides. Drums, rattles, and other

musical instalments may be stored in the palais, in the chapelle, or in

the leader’s house. (Simpson 1970:35) 0 On All Saints’ Night

(November 1 ), orisha people light candles on the stools, the altar, and

the palais for all of the saints (powers). (Simpson 1970:52) 0 [His]

palais is a large, concrete structure, freshly white washed and [his]

establishment includes a large chapelle, ten ceremonial stones (or

stools) dedicated to the deities and other important out buildings.

(Henry 1983:65-6) 0 A [Shango] establishment consists of a leader’s

home and a court yard which includes the ceremonial area called the

“palais”; a small church called the “chapelle” and a number of memo-
rial stones or slabs dedicated to the major deities and called the

“tombs.” (Henry 1983:69) 0 The palais is a rectangular structure with

sides of fifteen to thirty feet in length, much larger than either the per-

ogun or the chapelle. The typical palais has an earthen floor and

waist-high walls, to permit viewing from the outside, and is covered

with a roof constructed of tin and wood. There are usually one or two

entrances, and benches against the walls on all four sides. (Houk

1995:153) 0 At the famous Cyrus shrine, one of the best known in the

island, elements of Baptism are extremely pronounced. The com-
pound itself is very large and contains two houses, a palais, a

chapelle, a shrine dedicated to the Cyrus ancestors and many stools to

the Orisha deities. It also has a mourning ground or house directly

adjacent to the palais. (Henry 2002:2)

2 n arc A structure in which calypsos are performed, usually having a

stage area, roof and benches. = >tent“ 0 A “palais” is an open-air

structure with a galvanized roof and concrete floor. Benches on all

four sides of the palais provide limited seating for spectators. (Glazier

1983:131)

palang, palangue n A long fishing line with many hooks attached at

intervals, set on the sea bottom, /palaq/ (< Sp palangre < palanca
‘connection’) 0 The island fishermen angle eagerly for them in the

following manner. Half a dozen hooks, Nos. 6 or 7, gauged with fish-

ing line, are fastened in a bunch on a two foot length of No. 20 brass

wire, which is fixed on to a fishing line... the Paoua bites at a depth of

three to four fathoms from the surface, so a lead plummet or sinker

about 1 lb. weight, is fixed parallel to the wire and hooks... the hooks

are passed through the jelly-like flesh almost equidistantly, and the

bait is then lowered into the sea... the fishermen out for a livelihood

not infrequently put out four lines, one in each hand and one tied to

each big toe. (Vincent 1910:30) 0 The palangue is a modified

bottom-set long line, baited with up to 200 hooks. It selects demersal

fish and at one time was very much in use during the dry season when
pelagic fish were scarce. The palangue is still used in the Bocas area

and in sheltered bays along the north coast. (Kenny & Bacon
1981:124)

palava, palaver 1 n obs Discussion; quarrel; argument. (< E palaver
< Ptg palavra 'talk; parley; conference; discussion; esp. between

African tribespeople and traders’) 0 Cole advised the prisoner [John

African] to tell the “buckra” about it, but prisoner said then there

would be a “palaver” about it. (POSG 30 June 1843) 0 [The two men]
were quarrelling. [He] asked what made them make palaver on a

Sunday. (POSG 1 8 Mar 1845:2)

2 n Tob Talk together in a friendly, chatting way; telling stories;

exaggerating, etc. /palavx/ = >old talk 0 They make palava whole
afternoon.

3 v Speak in an extravagant or showy style; usu. said admiringly.

/palavA/0 You could well palava yuh mouth! 0 He palava heself on

the platform.

paleets, paletes 1 n Friendly term of address between men; pal;

friend; sometimes used to get the attention of a male person whose
name is not known, /palits/ (< E pal 'comrade; mate; partner; associ-

ate’) 0 Fuck off, paletes. (Maxwell 1976) 0 “Think of it, a thousand

dollars for this job. It’s a deal then, eh Paleets?” (“Oily Portraits”,

Hill 1966:17) 0 “What happening paleets?” 0 (Baptiste 1993:122)

In A small drink of rum. /palits/ (< palito) = palito, traguito 0 “Come
give me a little paleets so ah could enjoy mill lunch.” (Baptiste

1993:122)

pale finger grass n Chloris radiata , a native grass, (fr resemblance of

leaf blades to fingers)

palet, palette, pallet n A sweet ice on a stick, usu. containing milk,

/palet/ (< Sp paleta 'sweet or ice-cream on a stick’) 0 Then the con-

ductor arrives on the scene with a palet in his mouth to announce that

the bus they are in is no longer going. (J. de Boissiere 1945c:3) 0 Paul

was charged with the larceny of two pallets valued at six cents. (EN 1

Oct 1954:12) 0 Long time by the market, we use to hear the man with

“palet.” (Melody “The Ice Man” 1960) 0 Once she had reported Ear-

line for eating palette in the road. (Jones 1973:63) 0 Avoid high-risk

foods, especially those containing unpasteurised milk products, such

as peanut punches, sea moss and other milk-based drinks, sucker bags

and palettes. (TG 1 Jan 1993:3) 0 Now called ice lollies, they’re taken

for granted. Children indulged at every comer with some confection

or other can’t imagine four decades ago when a pallet was the key to

bliss, but pallets were once a great treat for the young. They were

named, I suppose, after the flat wooden stick, which was also used for

making gutter-racing jockeys and ugly ornamental bowls. But the

main things was the delicious frozen sherbet. Like the finest brandy

you didn’t down it in one go, but rather savoured the sensuousness of

the experience. (Johnson 2003b:23)

palet-man n A man who sells PALET sweets. (< palet + man") 0

Longtime like every man had ah role an responsibility. It had de prea-

cherman, icecream-man, iceman, papersman, paletman, taximan,

policeman, fireman, teacherman, waterwoman, garbageman an de

sharpman. (Foster 1990:81)

palet stick n The small flat wooden stick from a PALET, used to race
JOCKEY in a canal. 0 Who take all mi palet stick?

paling n A fence, esp. one made of sheets of galvanize, /pelirj/ (< E
paling ‘a fence of stakes driven into the ground in a row’) 0 Paling -

galvanize(d) sheet fence. (ESTT 1956) 0 If I climb the fence the long

stick under the house might just reach... 1 must be careful though
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because that ‘paling’ weak just under the best plums. (Bynoe 1985:1)

0 I gave my son some money to buy galvanize paling to bar up that

side of the downstairs where rain lash in so meetings didn’t have to

stop when rain fall. (Stewart 1989:136)

palisade n obs Prob. the upright pieces of a doorframe. (< E palisade

‘a fence made of pales or stakes fixed in the ground’) 0 The lap was

killed in the woods; he brought it home and separated it with the cut-

lass... after he divided the lap, he placed the cutlass by the palisade of

the door. (TRD 19/22 June 1851:2)

palito n A small drink of rum. /palito/ (< Sp palito < paladar ‘taste;

relish’ + -ito ‘small’) = paleets
-

, traguito 0 Sotero took a sip of his

palito and adjusted his hat over his forehead. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:61) 0 There was a bottle of rum standing proudly on the table. It

was to be drunk. Palitos, rum drinks, was passed around. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:73)

pallet see also PALET

pallet n arc A long wooden stick with a flattened end used to move
bread in and out of oven, or a flat wooden stick used to turn flat bread,

/paltt/ (< Sp paleta ‘fire shovel, poker; spatula’ / E pallet Tong thin

wooden board’) = >peel

palliasse(-paille), payas, payasse, piasse-paille n obs A mattress,

usu. one stuffed with dried grass, /pajas, pajas pai/ (< E palliasse,

paillasse < Fr paillasse ‘mattress filled with straw’) = straw mattress

0 I was protected by the palliasse. (POSG 19 Mar 1850:2) 0 Piasse-

paille - a straw bed. (ESTT 1956)

pallu n The border end part of a SARI which hangs over the shoulder

onto the back, /palu/ (< H pallu ‘hem or border of a garment’) 0 A
pallu with gold thread is too pretty.

palma christi n Ricinus communis (E castor oil plant), a tall cultivated

shrub. Seeds contain castor oil, used medicinally and formerly as a

machine lubricant. (< Sp palma cristi ‘castor oil tree’ < Latin) 0 The

doctor ordered my father to wash his legs with eau de Cologne, tie

round his temples the leaves of the Palma Christi. (Joseph 1838b:55) 0

The palma christi, the parent of our castor oil. (Harris 1905)

palma de jagua n Oenocarpus bataua var. oligocarpa, a large solitary

native palm, 14-25 m (45-80’) tall, found mainly in northeast Trini-

dad. Trunk smooth, with ring-like markings; crown very large and

spreading. (< Taino jagua, xagua ‘ Genipa americana') = >palma real

9 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:30)

palma real, parimarel n Oenocarpus bataua var. oligocarpa [= Jesse-

nia oligocatpa], a large solitary native palm, 14-25 m (45-80') tall;

found mainly in northeast Trinidad, not found in Tobago. Trunk

smooth, with ring-like markings; crown very large and spreading,

making the tree look top-heavy. Leaves rigid, very large, 5 m x 3 m (
16'

x 1 O'), with about 40 pairs of leaflets, the centre ones about 2-8 cm
(.8-3") wide, greyish-blue beneath, somewhat hairy. Fruit black,

oblong, about 3.5 cm (1.4") long; shell easily broken, lined with a layer

of a whitish substance; hollow area containing a watery liquid. Prefers

lowlands and swampy areas, /palma real, panmarel/ (< Sp palma real

‘royal palm tree’ ff impressive height and large crown) = palma de

jagua 0 (Marshall 1934:97) 0 (Beard 1946:36) 0 (Bailey 1947:432) 0

The commonest palms [here] are Palma Real (Jessenia oligocarpa),

Cocorite (Maximiliana caribaea). (Farrell 1980b: 15) 0 Parimarel.

(Morean M-84) 0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:30)

palmet see PALOMETTE

palmiste 1 n Roystonea oleracea [= Oreodoxa oleracea], a very tall

straight-growing native palm to 40 m (130'); usually solitary; grey

trunk slightly swollen at base. Crown large and spreading, with

conspicuous smooth green crownshaff. Leaves 3-6 m (10-20') long, up

to 2 m (6.4') wide, drooping at tip; about 100 pairs of leaflets 1 m x

5 cm (39" x .2”); with a feathery appearance. Inner part of leaf bud is

edible. Fruits in clusters, purple-black, oblong, 2 cm (.8”) long,

1 -seeded. Tree used for ornamental avenue planting; wood used in

building, /palmist/ (< F palmiste ‘cabbage palm’ < Sp palmito

< palmetto or Ptg palmito < palmite) = cabbage palm, royal palm2
0

The scene was diversified with a hundred different kinds of palm,

including the palmiste, or palmetto, which here rises at least fifty

feet higher than do any I had seen in the other islands. (Joseph

1 838b- 1 : 1 45) 0 This was built as lightly as the other: both were formed

of palmiste boards, so badly jointed, that one standing outside might

see, through the crevices, what was going on within, without any effort

at peeping (Joseph 1838b-3: 1 14) 0 At last the truck stopped at a man-

ager’s house with a Palmiste (Oreodoxa oleracea), or cabbage-palm,

on each side of the garden gate, a pair of columns which any prince

would have longed for as ornaments for his lawn. It is the fashion here,

and a good fashion it is, to leave the Palmistes, a few at least, when the

land is cleared; or to plant them near the house, merely on account of

their wonderful beauty. (Kingsley 1880:152-3) 0 The Marine Square

has fine trees, among them some stately Palmistes. (McQuade

1885:217) 0 There is a large bunk in the house made of palmiste

boards about 2 and a half feet from the ground. (TG 19 Jan 1936:7) 0

Western Lawn A... The group of Palmistes, or Cabbage Palms, was

planted by H.R.H. the Duke of Windsor during his visit to the colony,

as Prince of Wales, on 18th September, 1920. (Dean 1937:5) 0 Palm-

istes... emerged from the surrounding vegetation. (Farrell 1984:21) 0

Palmiste (Trinidad), Royal (Trinidad), Cabbage (Trinidad, Tobago)...

Lowlands, swamps and hills near the coast sometimes forming pure

stands... Threatened in its natural range due to habitat destruction. The

only remaining natural stands are at Nariva Swamp; scattered else-

where. (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:32-3)

2 n Thraupis palmarum [= Tanagra palmarum melanoptera, T.

melanoptera, T. olivascens, T. palmarum

]

(E palm tanager), a bird,

17.5 cm (7") long. Generally dull olive green, paler and brighter on

crown; feathers on upper wing yellowish green, contrasting with

blackish primaries and appearing as a pale wing-bar in flight; tail

blackish edged green, /palmist/ (fr preference for nesting in palm

trees, often coconuts) = coconut bird 0 Palmiste... Pairs and small

groups of three to six individuals could be seen at almost any time

during the day. They are much on the wing, and resemble Tanagra c.

sclateri in their nervous restlessness. (Chapman 1894:30) 0 (Williams

1922:130) 0 (ffrench 1991:370-1) 0 They began just before the light,

around five o’clock, with the “bawling” of the housebird, the blue-

jean, and the palmist, and, on some mornings, the full-throated

ramageing of the picoplat. (Myers 1998:51)

palmiste mahoe n Roystonea regia, an introduced and cultivated

ornamental palm, /palmist maho/ = >royal palm 1

0 We stumbled

across a forester’s bucket for carrying water, constructed of the

gigantic leaves of the Palmiste Mahoe, (Leaf spathe of Oreodoxa

regia) and made so cleverly that it would hold two gallons of water

without a leak. {JFNC Feb 1895:148)

palmiste worm n The larva of Rynchophora palmarum, a large palm

weevil found in palmistes (royal palms). Thumb-thick, about 7.5 cm
(3") long; white with a black head; sometimes eaten, except for the

head, (ff being found in palmistes) = >groo-groo worm, palm worm;

vonvon beetle (adult) 0 “You throw the palmiste worms into hot oil,

alive... They taste like chou palmiste.” (1990)

palm tanager see PALMISTE 2

palm walk see WALK

palm worm n The larva of Rynchophora palmarum, a large palm

weevil found in PALMISTES (royal palms), (fr being found in certain

palm trees) = >groo-groo worm, palmiste worm; vonvon beetle

(adult) 0 [Wjithin this [palmiste or cabbage palm]... I found a grub or

beetle larva of the so-called palm worm, which is considered a great

delicacy by the natives. They roast it and fry it, as well. (Ober

1898:57)

palna, palana n Hammock, /palna/ (< H palna ‘cradle’) = jhula
1

0

“I like to jhoola in the palna.” (1990)

paloma n arc A traditional kind of Spanish Venezuelan song,

/paloma/ (< Sp paloma ‘dove’) 0 [T]he difference between the

sabana blanca and the manzanares, for example, was the tona...

Little by little I became aware that manzanares, guarapo, sabana

blanca, and even the less popular guacharaca or the paloma and

gallina were traditional joropo melodies that had also been played in

Venezuela. They derived their names from the central subject matter

of the song. In each case the stanzas followed no specific order, and

were measured in eight syllabic quatrains with a strict rhyming
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pattern. One always expected the assonance of second and fourth

lines, and one was seldom disappointed. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:69-70)

palomette, palmet, palometta 1 n Several marine fish (E butterfish ,

harvestfish) of a generally flattened, spade-like shape, and silvery;

edible but considered inferior eating quality. Usually Peprilns pant

[

= Palometa simillima
]
(E American harvestfish or palometa pam-

pano); P. triacanthus (E American butterfish or palometa pintada).

/palomet, palmet/ = butterfish
1

;
tabac (P. pant) 0 (Vincent 1910:51)0

Palometta. (Mendes 1940:17) 0 Palomette... Peprilus paru, E harvest-

fish. (AACC 1945:108) 0 Market: soursop, brochet, carite, pargue,

palomette. (TG21 Jan 1933:3)

2 n Hemicaranx amblyrhynchus, a marine fish (E bluntnose jack). 0

(LNP 1985)

palomo n A game-cock that is grey in colour, usually with two

extremely long plumes on the tail, /palomo/ (< Sp paloma ‘dove’) 0

In addition [to colour], game cocks were classified according to their

physical appearance... zamuro (like a crow), palomo (like a dove).

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)

palo rosa n arc Brownea coccinea , a small native evergreen tree, with

compound leaves and clusters of bright scarlet flowers, /palo roza,

palo rozA/ (< Sp palo ‘tree’ + rosa ‘rose’ fr resemblance of flowers to

rose, Rosa) = bois rose, >cooperhoop, cooperwood, copperhoop,

hunter’s tea, monta del rose, mountain rose, rosa del monte, rose

montagne, sweet waterwood, Tobago beau 0 The Cooperhoop, Palo

Rosa, Bois Rose or Mountain Rose, Brownea latifolia... in bloom is

an easily recognisable small tree. (Morean 1991a:24) 0 Palo Rosa

flowers is also a good cleanser for ladies. (Morean M-79)

paloudc, palourde, palude n An edible marine shellfish, poss. Pha-

coides pectinatus, a brackish water clam, /paluid/ (< FC palud ‘clam’

< Fr palourde ‘clam’; also E palourde ‘a marine bivalve mollusc of

the genus Venerupis )
= clam 0 (de Verteuil 1858:143) 0 Those which

are used as food... [include] two small bivalves called here Palourdes,

or cockles, and Chip-chips, (de Verteuil 1 884: 1 1 5) 0 In the months of

October, November and December, it is often extremely difficult to

procure fresh fish bait... In this case it is advisable for the fisherman

to dig in the sand a few inches below the surface for a kind of cockle

locally called “palude.” They can be found at Grand Fond at Monos,

and below the church at Chacachacare. When taken out of the shell

and placed carefully on the hook, they make a most tempting bait for

fishing with “en ligne voyante,” the only objection to them being, that

they are easily washed off the hook, as the flesh is soft. (Vincent

1910:23) 0 MENU.... Chip-chip Soup with forcemeat balls of minced

paludes (cockles). (Vincent 1910:78)

palourde, paloude see PALOUDE

pam adv A sound indicating something happening suddenly, sharply,

loudly, e.g. a race, a gun-shot, /pam/ (< Ewe pam ‘of a banging

sound’. Port pum ‘of an explosion, report of a firearm’; Sp pum ‘of a

blow, sound of a firearm’) 0 Wen ah bin ah go foh see bout meseff;

pam de race staht. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 The gun go off pam!

pama, paamaa adj Describing a fruit, esp. one which falls, and which

appears to be FULL but never ripens. /pa:ma, pama, pamA/ 0 Pama -

appearing to be ripe, but not so (ESTT 1956) 0 That fruit pama. 0

“Dat mango over paamaa ripe.” (1990)

pamp 1 n Trachinotus goodeii [?= T. carolinns], an edible marine

fish. Deep-bodied, almost rhomboidal in shape, with a high forehead,

silvery in colour, /pamp/ (< E pompano, a marine fish belonging to

the genera Trachinotus , Parona or Zalocys , esp. T. carolinus, poss.

< Sp pampano, the fish Stromateus fiatola) = carangue fiance
1

,

pompano 1

,
zelon, zelwan 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

2 n Trachinotus falcatus , an edible marine fish. = >carangue fiance
2

,

pompano2
,
zelwan 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

pam-pam see PUM-PUM

pan, pon 1 prep Upon; on; on top of. /pan, pon/ (< E upon, pon
‘above and in contact with; at rest on the upper surface of) = pon 1

0

Haff da go - go na gig, haff da go ride pan mule, and tarra haff da go

walk foot - me go ride me jack a has me. TSp 8 Nov 1 845) 0 Wei Sar,

I go to de tation, I see will tan up pan de boks. ( TSPCG 8 Jan 1848:2)

0 “Yes, massa, one purty lilly gal, what got nice hair pan he head.”

(TRD 12 Feb 1853:3) 0 Me tek seat, sid dung pan bench. (TSn 8 Apr
1858) 0 She gat plenty monee foo teke liar, eff wan bete she she dont

mine foo pay ah man like maggermush an plentee more bad fellers

way a working pan she estate foo beete dem and paa fore dem befo de

law. (PC 1 Oct 1 904) 0 Fuh he & lady danse like cat pan hat ashes.

(PC 17 Feb 1906) 0 They had taken the trouble to pin to the robe of

their young infant the name, “Patricia Ann”. When the parson asked

the old Godmother: “Name this child!” She replied in the Tobago dia-

lect, “Parson, ‘Pin Pan Am’”. Listen to the parson: “I name this child

‘Pin Pan Am’” (Pin on her). The mistake was however corrected but

all her life Patricia Ann was known locally in the village as “Pin”.

(Ottley 1972:1 1)

2 prep arc In reference to newspapers, appearing in, printed in, in.

/pan, pDn/ (dial E on ‘on to; upon; in’) = >on 0 Dis bin good nuse fu

true, specially wen me yearry you say you go put dem name an dem
plantashun name pan de nusepapa fu ebery body see. (TSp 31 Mar
1847:2) 0 De good lady say, says he, dat he goin fu make you put dis

backra name fus pan de nusepapa case he more worser more an all

dem wat dis side. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2)

pan 1 n In the making of sugar, one of the large, relatively shallow,

open-top metal containers used to boil sugarcane juice, /pan/ (< E pan
‘an open vessel in which substances are exposed to heat or mechani-

cal processes’) 0 The liquor is now of a pale amber colour, and is fit

to undergo the process of boiling... The liquor runs first into the

‘grand,’ or pan farthest from the furnace, which holds about six hun-

dred gallons. As it evaporates, it is passed on, by means of ladles, to

the next pan, and from it to the next; and so on, getting thicker and

more sirupy, until it reaches the ‘tache,’ which is the smallest of the

pans, and holds one hundred and twenty gallons. The tache is nearly

directly over the furnace, and is in a state of furious ebullition until all

the water is evaporated from its contents, which is then a mixture of

molasses (treacle) and sugar. (On a sugar estate 1882:255)

2 n Tin; can; metal pot or container; usually deeper than it is wide,

/pan/ (< dial E pan ‘a vessel for containing water, not necessarily

shallow’; E pan ‘vessel or metal or earthenware, for domestic uses,

usually broad and shallow and often open’) 0 “You too hurry, man.

Go bring the bath pan fo’ me.” (de Boissiere 1956a
[
1 984] :74) 0 ‘Dig

ah hole. Put the money. Only coins. In ah empty ovaltine pan and hide

it away. Remember only coins, no notes.’ ‘Why so, Savi?’ ‘If you put

notes and water get into the pan, the notes go rotten.’ (Gosine

1992:62) 0 “Take that pan and wet the plants on the gallery.” (1990)

3 n arc An empty metal container, used as a percussion instrument,

/pan/ 0 Complaint reaches us from Belmont of the rowdism [fie] that

obtains at a certain Ice shop. Every few nights a gang collects there

and what with beating of tin pans, stamping and yelling the latest

coon songs, the peace of the surrounding residents is seriously dis-

turbed - will those in authority stop the annoyance? (POSG 14 Feb

1914:4)

4«A musical percussion instrument made from a steel oil-drum, usu.

of 55 U.S. gallon capacity, the bottom end hammered in to make dif-

ferent notes, /pan/ = steel drum, steel pan 0 To make a ‘pan’ the end

of a metal oil drum is cut off and the bottom of the circular pan so

formed is shaped into sections by beating and chiselling. (New
Commonwealth-Suppl 28 Nov 1955:xix-l ) 0 The Calypso crown is in

the balance, but the “Birdie”, the Mighty Sparrow, has done it again

with his “Royal Jail" rolling off the pans as the hottest bet for the

1961 Road March. (TG 12 Feb 1961:9) 0 I saw many steel bands

rehearsing on waste sites around the city. The Star Land group had

their steel drums, the ‘pans’, set out on an empty site between two

houses right in the centre of town. (Bryans 1967:88) 0 PAN, n., a

steelband instrument made of an oil drum and tuned in sections to

play musical notes. (Rodman 1971:234) 0 At the Finals [in 1966],

Desperadoes had approximately 130 pans and, its relatively new

(1964) leader in the person of Rudolph Charles, chalked up his first

victory as Captain of the band. (Maxime 1991:1 1)

5 n Steelband in general as a musical and cultural genre; steelband

instrumentation; the steelband phenomenon, /pan/ = steel drum, steel

pan 0 It was in 1962... that this St. James steelband [North Stars] with
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its winning classical rendition of Strauss’ “Voices of Spring”, made
the point that pan could comfortably and skilfully accommodate the

music of the masters. (Sandpiper 1990:32) 0 The PAN-LIME keeps

panists all over the world connected and in tune with one another with

comprehensive articles, pan history, pan poetry, music reviews, and

pan news from around the globe. (Panyard Inc. 1997:3)

panache n On a fighting cock, extra long tail feathers, /panaj/ (< F/E

panache ‘a tuft or plume of feathers, esp. when used as a head-dress

or ornament for a helmet’) = planash 0 The red one with the panache,

that is my own.

pan-around-(the/de)-neck, pan-round-(the/de)-neck n A traditional

type of STEELBAND in which each player carries his own pan on a

strap going around the back of the player’s neck and attached to each

side of the pan. (< pan
5 + being carried by a neck-strap) 0 Freeing up

a bit, the pannist/arranger confessed he never had any doubts what

ramajaying was all about. “As a young fellow in Lopinot, with pan-

around-the-neck, I would hear man ramajaying.” (Punch 8 Oct

1989:9) 0 A... tamarind tree under which young men in the neigh-

bourhood would practice on their “pan-around-the-neck”, and

indulge in friendly All-Fours games and Rummy. (Bomb 17 Nov
1989:4) 0 A pan around neck category will be introduced this year

and even more attractive cash prizes and appearance fees offered.

(TG 21 Jan 1993:7) 0 In keeping with the harmonious spirit of Carni-

val, tassa drumming would also be featured, in addition to pan-

around-the-neck steel bands... as well as conventional bands. (TG 10

Jan 1994:12) 0 Taken in by the rhythm of the melodic pan this

‘scratcher’ woman moves to the beat of the music along Indepen-

dence Square during the Pan-round-the-neck preliminaries on Friday

night. (EX 30 Jan 1994:3) 0 Natural Mystic, a pan-round-de-neck

steelband will do the “own tune” which has been arranged by Wil-

liams himself, a tenor pan player with the Patience Hill band. (TG 5

Feb 1996:6)

pan artiste n Someone who plays the PAN, esp. if they play very well.

(< pan
5 + E artiste ‘a public performer who appeals to fine aesthetic

faculties’) 9 The following morning... the B.G. Government called

upon its counterpart in Port of Spain to withdraw their pan artistes

from Guyanese soil immediately. (Lange 1989:10)

panatic n A dedicated STEELBAND fan. (<pan5 + E fanatic ‘charac-

terized by excessive enthusiasm; a fanatical devotee’) 0 This is an

open letter... from a panatic and fan of Trinidad All Stars Steel

Orchestra. (Letter, EX-2 10 Apr 1988:18) 0 To this gala affair which

attracted people Keith Smith describes as “panatics,” came steelbands

from as far west as Port of Spain. (EX 3 July 1988:39)

pan band n arc Term used most often to describe bands of the late

1930s-40s which utilized BISCUIT TINS, caustic soda drums, and

other “scrap” metal containers to form Carnival percussion

orchestras. (< pan4 + band1

) 0 (Thomas 1985:386)

pan beater n A person who plays PAN. (< pan 5 + beat
5
) = panman,

pannist, panwoman 9 Sometimes two of these alto drums share just

over twenty notes between them, so they are fixed together and

played by one pan-beater. (Bryans 1967:93) 0 Tobago-born King

Wellington, supported by a panbeater, closed the show in Carnival

jump-up style with “Steel and Brass”. (TG 1 1 Jan 1973:9)

pan boiler n In sugar manufacturing, the person responsible for con-

trolling the process of crystallization in liquid sugar. Traditionally,

these men have been Guyanese in origin or descent. (< pan
1 + boiler

‘person who oversees the process of boiling’) = boilerman 0 “The

manufacturer, or “Pan Boiler,” as we are accustomed to hear him

called locally, is no mean factor in the general concern.” (POSG 26

May 1907:5) 0 Although the instrumentation of crystallization is now
accepted in many countries and is used in some degree of success to

control the formation and development of sugar crystals in the syrup,

pan boiling world-wide is still more an art than a science... the opera-

tors in Trinidad, mostly of Guyanese stock, insist that they are so

unique that they must be represented by their own union, the Pan

Boilers’ Association. (Blackburn 1984:300) 0 Charles worked in a

sugar mill and became a pan-boiler later on. (Mahase 1992:20)

pan boiling n In sugar manufacturing, the process of crystallization in

liquid sugar. (< pan
2 + boiling ‘the process of boiling or heating

something to reduce its bulk’) 9 Although the instrumentation of

crystallization is now accepted in many countries and is used in some

degree of success to control the formation and development of sugar

crystals in the syrup, pan boiling world-wide is still more an art than a

science... the operators in Trinidad, mostly of Guyanese stock, insist

that they are so unique that they must be represented by their own
union, the Pan Boilers’ Association. (Blackburn 1984:300)

panch n arc The traditional organized Indian community, usu. at a vil-

lage level, /pantf/ (< H panchayat ‘a council of five persons to over-

see and decide on village matters’) 9 The panch or community never

forgot you as one who sold cows to butchers. (Naipaul 1976:81) 9 In

that act alone she had vindicated her honour as a wife; she had shown

to the panch that she knew her wifely duty; that she was a wife

indeed. (Naipaul 1976:114)

Panchak n A bad unlucky time, when too many people die close in

time, /pantjak/ (< H-Bh panchak ‘five; relating to five’) 9 “But this is

real panchak, yes.” (1990) 9 The deaths took place at a funny time,

according to the Hindu religious calendar. “They died between Sep-

tember 21 and 25 which was the period of Panchak (when special

rites are done for the dead) and during that time it was also Pitr Pak

when devout Hindus pay tribute to their ancestors. If a Hindu dies

during this time (Panchak) there is a belief that special rites must be

performed or in the course of 12 months five family members will

follow them to the grave.” (Heat 10 Oct 1 99 1:3)

panchamrit n Sweetened milk served at Hindu ceremonies, /pantfam-

rit/ (< H panch, pancha ‘five’ + amrit ‘nectar; water of life’) 9 Pan-

chamrit. (Dwarika 1984:36) 9 Panchamrit... a delectable mixture,

poured into the hole for the [jandi], comprising five [panch] ingredi-

ents: milk, sugar, fruits, flowers and honey, [amriht] means “nectar”.

(Singh 1988:20) 9 After the arati, the sharing of panchamirit fol-

lowed, a sweet liquid of milk and honey and ghee and the aromatic

magical Tulsi leaves. (Persaud 1990:132) 9 Sterilised packaged milk,

so convenient at other times, must give way to fresh cow’s milk for

such purposes as panch amrit , the milk-nectar offered to God in the

prayer ceremony and then served in droplets into the palms of guests.

(TTR Oct 1990:28)

panchayat, panchait, panchaite n arc A traditional Indian means of

governing and judging; a meeting of older heads; village court, council,

or meeting, /pantfajat, pantfait/ (< H panchayat ‘a council of five per-

sons to oversee and decide on village matters’) 9 Is it those Brahmins

who hold these meetings, these
“
Panchayets"! / Not at all necessarily, a

Panchayet is not a religious meeting. / No, but as a matter of fact, who
are the wise men? / Generally the intelligent friends of the parties who
call the

“
Panchayet”... and shopkeepers, persons of the second class are

more frequently prominent in the
“
Panchayet ’ than the Brahmins.

...There is no political significance then, in the
“
Panchayet"! / None

whatever, it is called for the occasion, and dissolves when the work is

done. (Comm Franchise 1888-2:4) 9 The next incident was the pan-

chaite which took place on the 5th January when the leaders were

assembled to consider the charge. (TG 19 May 1921:2) 9 A panchaite

was called to decide whether he should not return the man’s wife. (TG
9 Jan 1936: 11)9 ‘Well, it will be panchayat ’gainst we... Put we ku-jat

- make everybody outcaste; ’cept we feed him and all the other Brah-

mins and priests. Shame in that.’ (Naipaul 1976:80) 9 Two important

conditions provoked the litigiousness. One was the problem of inheri-

tance that the legal fiction of “illegitimacy” caused among them... The

other was the lack of legal validity that the panchayat, or Indian village

council, had in Trinidad. Matters that would normally have been settled

by the panchayat in India had in Trinidad to be taken to court. (Singh

1985:51) 9 In the late 1890s, the colonial administration took steps

toward abolishing immigrants' right toward free return passage to

India. In 1 897 a national panchayat was called to protest the measure.

(Vertovec 1992:79)

pancho(char) adj Of food, tasteless, without flavour, /pantfo,

pantfotfar/ (< H-Bh panchar ‘tasteless’) 9 “This food kinda pancho.”

(1990) 9 “De water eddoes over tasting panchochar.” (1990)
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pan-cup n arc Drinking cup made from an empty food tin; sometimes

an enamelled metal drinking cup or mug. (< pat? + E cup ‘drinking-

vessel’) 0 Every nation is a different kind of bottle, Higher the nation,

Is bigger the bottle I understand, Them that using pan cup and brass

lota. Those are the high priest come from India. (Mighty Killer “Mis-

erable Indian Neighbours” 1950 pr)

pandit, pundit n Title and term of address or reference for a Hindu

religious and ritual leader, /pandit, pvndit/ (< H pandit ‘a learned

Brahman; a learned philosopher who understands Sanskrit’) 0

Ramessar Pundit... said Sookoo was my “Chela” (disciple). (WG 24

Nov 1919:5) 0 Marriage by a Hindu pundit was made legal in 1946.

(Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:101) 0 “Don’t handle meat with it, or bathe

a dead,” the Pundit had cautioned. (Ramkeesoon 1975:41) 0 And
Gurudeva rather liked being called Pundit, and he strove more and

more to make his mien that of a priest. (Naipaul 1976:57) 0 The typi-

cal pandit in Trinidad begins his vocation as a “ground or fire” pandit

and aspires to become a singhasan pandit. The “ground or fire” pandit

is one who merely performs the sacrificial rites. The singhasan pandit

is one who performs the function of expounding the scriptures from

the “throne”... (Maharaj 1991:21) 0 There is no resident pundit, but

villagers maintain devotional relationships with pundits who visit

from other Indian communities such as Chaguanas or Penal. (Stewart

1991:160)

panditai n The knowledge expected of a pandit, /panditai/ (< H pand-

itaai Teaming; scholarship’) 0 The perception exists that many pan-

dits are wealthy and panditai is a viable economic activity. Most

pandits do not depend solely on panditai for a livelihood. (Maharaj

1991:32)

panditain n Wife of a Hindu PANDIT; sometimes a female religious

leader, /panditain/ (< H panditaanT ‘wife of a pandit’) 0 (Dwarika

1984:37) 0 “Pandit and panditain dey home today.” 0 Indrani

Rampersad was inducted as a pandita of the Arya Pratinidhi Sabha

(APS) of Trinidad. This is an history-making event as it’s the first

time that a woman has been formally initiated into this station by any

of the several Hindu sects which exist in our country. (EX 19 Sept

1993:10)

pandit name n The official religious name chosen by a Hindu PANDIT

for a new baby according to astrological calculations; it is considered

very powerful, and is therefore usu. kept secret within the child’s

family, (fr name being chosen by a Hindu pandit) = planet name, rasi

name 0 Soon after the baby is bom the ... pandit casts a horoscope for

the child, and tells the father the only possible initial letter the child’s

name can have. Either the father or the pandit then chooses the name.

This name, called the “pandit” (or ‘planet’) name, will be kept secret

by the child and his family - so secret, sometimes, that if the father

dies or deserts the mother, the child may never know its “true” name!

A second Hindi name is given - but one that has nothing to do with

this particular child’s “planet” - and will be the one used publicly,

since this “calling name” will be of no use to any evil person who
might wish to leam the child’s “planet” and so injure him. Some peo-

ple even feel uneasy about the use of “calling names,” and to be on

the safe side, substitute pet names, English names, or nicknames.

(Klass 1961:1 18-9) 0 He consulted a pundit about the baby and had

her horoscope cast, then he reported to us that her “pundit name,”

arrived at through astronomical calculations^] was Toolsi Devi, and

he would call her only that. (Klass 1964:162)

panghat n Pond, /paqgat/ (< H panghat ‘passage to a river; quay for

drawing water’) 0 “In de panghat ha plenty water lily.” (1990)

pan haikal see PAN KE haikal

pani n Water, esp. when used for drinking, cooking, etc. See also

KALA-PANI, VAR KE PANI. /pani/ (< H pant ‘water’) 0 (Haynes

1987:47) 0 “Bring some pani fuh me nah.” (1990)

panihari song n arc Traditional kind of song sung by water carriers,

/panihari/ (< H pani ‘water’ + hari ‘carrier’) 0 Panihari Songs: These

are songs sung by water carriers while they carry water for the thirsty

farmers. (Ahyoung 1977:72)

pani ni bhaaji n Alternanthera sessilis, a trailing native plant with

fleshy leaves; stem purplish with fine hairs and roots at leaf nodes.

Flowers white, small, in clusters. Leaves edible when cooked, /pani ni

b
h
a:c^i/ (< H pani ‘water’ + ni ‘within; below’ + bhaji ‘edible

greens’) = bhaaji, small sarhaachi bhaaji 0 (Mahabir 1991:134)

panir n A soft cheese made from milk curdled with lime-juice,

strained and pressed solid, /panir/ (< H panir ‘cheese’) 0 “Ah like

panir an bread to eat.” (1990)

panja n Small bundle or clump of cut grass or rice; bundle or armload

of CANE, /pandja/ (< H panja ‘claw; bunch of fives’) 0 “Bring one,

one panja ah grass.”

panjiri, panjri n An Indian sweet made from parched ground rice and

sugar, fried in GHEE, often distributed at Hindu religious ceremonies,

/pandpri, pancbjri/ (< H-Bh panjiri) = satwa 0 (Dwarika 1984:36) 0

“Maa the panjiri sarke me.” (1990)

panjtan n In Muslim art, a flat open hand with fingers together, sym-

bolizing members of the prophet Muhammed’s family, /panc^tan/

(< H-Urdu panja ‘five fingers’) 0 The open hand, the panjtan , sym-

bolized the five pure members of the Prophet’s family: Muhammed,
his son Ali, Ali’s wife Fatima, and their sons Husain and Hasan... The

festival procession began late Friday night, led by large hand-pulled

carts decorated with flags, some of which were crowned by the panj-

tan. (Nunley & Bettelheim 1988:123,128) 0 Some [flags] have gold

and silver embroidery with tassels and fringes, others are rather plain.

The ten-foot poles on which they are flown are made of slim bamboo
to which pennants may be attached. At the top of the pole there is an

open hand panjtan , signifying the five pure members of the prophet’s

household. (Ramlakhan 1990b:34)

pank n Large agricultural digging fork, /pak, paqk / (prob. < H pank

‘mud; clay’) 0 Look he leff di pank in di road.

pan ke haikal, pan haikal, pan hycal n obs A traditional Indian piece

of jewelry consisting of a metal or thread neck-chain and a single

metal leaf-shaped pendant, /pan ke haikal/ (< H-Bh haikal ‘ornament

worn around the neck’) = >haikal 0 Auction sale: 1 silver sibundi 1

gold Julanie, 3 silver coin necklets... 1 silver pan hycal, 8 silver arm-

lets. (EG 15 Feb 1919:5) 0 Pan Ka Hykhal: Referred to as the hykhal.

This necklace comprised a very thick chain going around the neck.

The chain joined a leaf-shaped pendant. (Ramlakhan 1990a:5)

panman n Someone who plays PAN; now also panwoman. (<patr

+ man") = pannist, steelbandman, steelband musician, steel drummer

0 It is as natural for the Trinidadian teenager in Port-of-Spain to be a

‘pan man’ as it is for teenagers elsewhere to have the current pop

music. (Bryans 1967:89) 0 While parading the streets, panmen beat

many calypso tunes which they ignore the moment they are inside the

Queen’s Park Savannah. (TG 27 Feb 1973:7) 0 I was born with the

steelband. I was a rabid panman from the beginning of my life. (EX
15 Oct 1989:18) 0 The early steelband carried a strong macho image

which only intensified the daily confrontations with the police who
persecuted them for stealing metal receptacles such as garbage bins

and drums for storing water and for their illegal street parades which

took place at the whim and fancy of the panmen, anytime they felt

like taking a jump up. (Tarradath 1991:379) 0 Panorama 1969 com-

menced on February 9 with the Preliminaries held at the Queen’s

Park Savannah. However, a week or two before, a delegation of

panmen headed by Mr. Curtis Pierre, leader of Dixieland, visited the

prime Minister (Dr. Eric Williams) to raise their concern about

CDC’s refusal to increase the prize money from $1,000.00 to

$1,500.00. (Maxime 1991:17) 0 At the same time the panmen are

seeking certain guarantees from the CDC about prize money for the

zonal finals. (ND 14 Jan 1994: 19) 0 Anthony Williams... explains that

panmen were motivated to expand the range of their ping pongs by

the desire to play popular tunes that they heard in the movies or on the

radio. (Steumpfle 1995:41)

panmanship n The art and skill of playing PAN. (< pan 5 + -manship

‘skill in a subject or activity’) 0 Perhaps, the most obvious of these

has been the calibre of panmanship of the participants whose ages

average at around 14. (EX-2 8 Nov 1987:15) 0 The band is also a

training ground for novice pannists, yearning to leam the art of “pan-

manship.” (EX-2 4 Nov 1990:21)
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pannier, panier n arc A basket, esp. a large basket used to transport

_
garden produce to market, often suspended over the back of a donkey,

/panje/ (FC < Fr pannier ‘basket’)

pannist n Someone who plays PAN; often referring to an expert or

soloist. (< pan 5 + E -ist ‘a person who practices an art or method’) =

>panman 0 Rudolph Charles is a man whose name is synonymous

with one of the most talented groups of pannists in TnT today. (TTM
25 Feb 1983:13) 0 The standard of performances is going to rise to

even higher heights with each ensuing round of competition. This is

further guaranteed by the stature of the musicians, and pan techni-

cians, assisting these young pannists. (EX-2 8 Nov 1987:15) 0 Boog-

sie Plays Himself. Ace pannist/arranger Len “Boogsie” Sharpe, is

back in the country, looking trim and in the pink of health... The pop-

ular panman was having himself a ball. (Heat 18 Nov 1989:5) 0 The

band is also a training ground for novice pannists, yearning to learn

the art of “panmanship.” (EX-2 4 Nov 1990:21) 0 The North Stand at

the Queen’s Park Savannah was used for the first time [in 1966], And,

Desperadoes, because of its large contingent of pannists were able to

bow simultaneously to patrons in both the Grand and North Stands at

the commencement of their performance. (Maxime 1991:11) 9 To
call [her] a pannist or violinist would be too simplistic. Yes, she can

play the piano, violin, pan, viola, guitar, cuatro and tenor, double sec-

onds, seven bass and nine bass pans. (EX 3 Jan 1993:1 1) 0 Tobago

pannists blank CDC. (Newsday 14 Jan 1994:19)

panol see PANYOL

panology n The study of steel PAN, including construction of instru-

ments, history, and playing. (< pan^ + E -ology ‘the scientific study

of) 0 “We believe that in the evolution of panology, steel-bands have

reached the stage where we can celebrate our coming of age annually

with a Steelband Week.” (TG 31 Mar 1973:3)

Panorama n A multi-round STEELBAND competition held during the

Carnival season; it began officially in 1963 and the final is now
held on Carnival Saturday. (< pan

5 + E -orama ‘a complete and

comprehensive survey or presentation of a subject’) 0 It is a natural fol-

low-through by the popular Woodbrook pan-side who broke new
ground last year when they entered the Panorama competition playing

their own composition. (TG 17 Feb 1973:7) 0 Panorama - The first

Panorama, held in 1963, comprised ten participant steel bands, and the

format required each of them to play their composition of choice as

they paraded “on the move,” as they now call it, past the selected

judges... In the early 1970s the decision was made to judge the bands

performing in a stationary position... Also, what had originally been a

single night of competition has since been divided up into preliminar-

ies, zone finals, semi-finals, and finals... Depending upon the opinions

one hears. Panorama is somewhere between the greatest expression of

the arts of pan beating in the world and the first sounding of the death

knell for steel bands. (Thomas 1986:102) 0 Although the Steelband

Panorama Competition officially started in earnest in 1963, this phe-

nomenal show had its genesis in the 1950’s. In February 1958, at the

Queen’s Park Savannah, the steelbands gave a toe thumping show enti-

tled “Steelband Fiesta” with a preview of their Carnival tunes... In

1958, the police was called in by residents of the area to stop the show.

This was because of what they complained to be unbearable noise. In

1964 there was no Panorama in Tobago due to the destruction of the

island the year before by Hurricane Flora. In 1979 due to monetary dis-

agreement Panorama was abandoned after the preliminary stages.

(Maxime 1991:3) 0 The 1976 Steelband Panorama... was the first Pan-

orama that was run entirely by the Steelband body Pan Trinbago. that

year also saw the introduction of the zonal system which consisted of

four (4) zones - East, North, South and Tobago. (Maxime 1991:28) 0

Surrey Village gave Trinidad Jit Samaroo, the most successful Pan-

orama arranger of all time with six championship victories. (Pires

1994f: 15) 9 And is no one even a little bit alarmed that calypso music

now played at Panorama by steelbands is less capable of moving peo-

ple to dance than the deejayed rendition of the same calypso sung by

the calypsonian? (Lovelace 1998:58)

pan-pusher n A person who pushes wheeled platforms carrying sets

of steel pans through the streets during Carnival; traditionally

carried out by members of the community in which the particular

band is based. (< pan + pusher ‘a person who physically pushes

something’) = pusher
1

9 These bands built trailers... and these, pulled

by tractors, got rid of the need for pan pushers. This development is

another plus for the steelbands. They can now move faster because

people will no longer get between the pans. Which would stop a lot of

confusion as the sections will now be able to stay together, and the

odd cello or bass stand will no longer stray away in the back of the

band. (EX-2 21 Feb 1988:13)

pan ramajay 1 n Expert performance on PAN, usu. a solo with great

amounts of improvisation and musical ornamentation, (pan +

ramajay3
) 9 Ah hearing sweet pan ramajay. (Super Blue “Wine on

Something” pr, in Williams 1992)

2 n A national PAN competition for small ensembles, held several

months after Carnival. 9 On the road to Pan Ramajay. (TG 31 May
1991) 9 Pannists fail to make ‘Scouting’ finals. Despite featuring

some beautiful pan solos through its elimination rounds of competi-

tion, including the semi-final performance by reigning Pan Ramajay

champion Duvonne Stewart, the grand final of Scouting for Talent

would be without a pannist. (TG 26 Nov 1995:21)

pan-round-the-neck see PAN-AROUND-THE-NECK

panside n A STEELBAND of any size, (pan
5 + side

1
)
= steel band,

steel orchestra 9 It is a natural follow-through by the popular Wood-
brook pan-side who broke new ground last year when they entered

the Panorama competition playing their own composition. (TG 17

Feb 1973:7) 9 The streets of Port of Spain... have witnessed a dimin-

ishing number of pansides over the past fifteen years. (Thomas

1986:101) 9 If the organisers of Pan Ramajay had insisted on ten

players per panside, joint-winner Samaroo Jets, won’t have been in

the Pan Ramajay competition. (Punch 8 Oct 1989:9) 9 Werner, in

fact, works at the PanArt factory in Berne, Switzerland where high

quality pans are being made and sold to pansides and individuals in

Europe. (TTM 23 Jan 1993:10) 9 Surrey Village gave Trinidad Jit

Samaroo, the most successful Panorama arranger of all time with six

championship victories, and the Samaroo Jets, Trinidad’s only family

panside, which has been playing at the Trinidad Hilton since 1970.

(Pires 1994f: 15)

Panspeak n A system of musical notation designed for steel band

music. (< pan' + E -speak ‘a particular variety of language or way of

speaking’) 9 Pat Bishop, who conducted the WITCO Desperadoes to

three championships in the Pan Is Beautiful festival, has developed

“Panspeak,” a system of notation designed to facilitate the transcrip-

tion of steel band music. Bishop’s Lydian Singers are accompanied

by a musically literate pan ensemble. (Johnson 1998:73)

pan-stand n A structure, usually made of metal pipe, designed to hold

one or more STEEL PANS. (< pan 5 + E stand ‘a base upon which an

instrument is set up for use') = stand
3 9 “The letter stated that we had

trespassed into the panyard without his permission, and placed pan

stands and steel drums in it.” (TTM 16 Jan 1994:29)

pan stick n A wooden stick, varying in length with the type of pan,

with a rubber-wrapped tip or foam-rubber topped tip, used in pairs to

play pan. (<pan + E stick ‘a short piece of wood cut and shaped for

a special purpose’) 9 In those days, even before the clashes and fight-

ing began, if you were caught with two pan sticks you were ostra-

cised. (EX 15 Oct 1989:18) 9 [In the 1940s]... All one had to do in

those days is to walk the streets with a pan stick in his pocket and a

Bebop cap on his head to be recognized as a curse to our society.

(Anthony Rauff 1972:15 in Brown 1990:81)

pan tent n A covered area in a panyard. (<pan + tent
1

) 9 Pan tent

- any covered area connected to a steel band’s rehearsal area.

(Thomas 1985:386) 9 This year, a Convent... is participating and, in

addition to that, is the proud owner of its own instruments, and pan

tent as well. (EX-2 8 Nov 1987:15)

panth n A traditional Indian religious sect within Hinduism, (/pant,

pant11
/ < H panth ‘sect; religious order’) 9 Prominent sects had been

introduced to the colony along with the migrants, each enduring to

differing degrees until the present day. Comins (1893b:38-9,

Diary: 11), for one, attested to the presence of the ‘Ramanund’
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(Ramananda), ‘Kabeer’ (Kabir), ‘Owghur’ (Aghor), and ‘Sewnarain’

(Siva Narayan or Sieunarine) ‘phunts’
(
panths) in nineteenth-century

Trinidad. Although these sects continued to be active in Trinidad...

they were always subject to organizational problems. (Vertovec

1992:1 1 1-2) 0 The Kabir panth and Sieunarini panth eventually cre-

ated formal bodies themselves. As for the Ramanandi panth , many
Hindus say that the beliefs and rites which became predominant in the

early village years and which were adopted by Sanatan Dharma orga-

nizers in Trinidad are those same ones (viz. Vaishnavite bhakti)

which at one time this panth maintained exclusively. Therefore, no

separate panth continued to exit; ‘we all Ramanandi', one old man
proclaims (though there are at present many Hindus who do not know
of Swami Ramananda, instead thinking this label merely refers to a

devotee of Rama.) (Vertovec 1992:120)

pan theatre n A place where a STEEL BAND practices and keeps

equipment. (< pair + E theatre ‘a place where some action pro-

ceeds’) = >panyard 0 Panyards. There are over 100 pan theatres in

Trinidad; here are some of the more accessible ones. (Newsday 12 Jan

1994:1)

pantoufflier n Sphyrna lewini, S. tiburo, or S. zygaena (E hammer-

head), sharks with large side-extended eye-stalks, /pantuflje/ (< Fr

pantoufflier ‘hammerhead shark’) = zigene (S. zygaena): piss-a-bed

shark, shark
6

,
shovel(head) shark (S. lewini) 0 You meet also with the

Pantouflier or Zigene, a dangerous and voracious monster about 10 or

12 feet long and thick in proportion; its head is shaped like a hammer,

having large round terrific eyes, a wide mouth well armed with teeth,

and more conveniently disposed for biting than those of shark, whose

body it most resembles. (Mallet 1797:5) 0 To be met in the Gulf, and

on the coast are... the pantoufflier (Zygaena). (de Verteuil 1884:394)

0 (Vincent 1910:53) 0 (Mendes 1940:8)

pants n Pants; trousers; used as a count noun with a: compare E a pair

ofpants. 0 Beverly came out dressed for the occasion in a tight-fitting

white pants that left very little to the imagination. (Bomb 1983) 0 “He

had on a pants and his zipper was down.” (Heat 25 Nov 1989:3)

pants bottom n The bottom hem of pants; in the past usu. referring to

a SAGA style of men's pants in which the tapered pants are very wide

at the hips and very narrow at the ankles. 0 But your pants bottom

must be very small. And your coat must be fitting you to your knee,

Then you’d be a sweet boy in the city. (Invader “Saga Boy’s in

Town” 1941)

pants-foot n Trouser leg; pants-leg, one leg of trousers. 0 “I tear up

me pants-foot on a set of picka.” (1990)

pan tuner n A person who makes PANS have musical notes by strik-

ing the surface to different depths and angles. See also BLEND.

(<pan
5 + tuner ‘a person who tunes a musical instalment’) 0 Pan

Tuner does his job. (Ottley 1971-72:33) 0 Tuners wanted. Tune pans

for Metal Industries Company Ltd. (ad, EX1 Oct 1990:19) 0 Women
have taken their rightful place in the steelband movement alongside

the men as in all other areas of music. There is one field left to

be conquered though. We await a female Pan Tuner. (Tarradath

1991:382)

pantyman n An effeminate man, considered weak, poss. homosexual,

(prob. < panties ‘women’s lower undergarment’, also poss. < aunty-

man) 0 There is a real risk that thousands of young boys in the

nation’s primary schools are going to grow up to be a bunch of

“pantymen”. The reason is 80 percent of the 12,500 teachers attached

to the Ministry of Education are women. (Bomb 8 Jan 1993:14) 0

Pantyman... A man who is feminine and/or prone to “woman busi-

ness” e.g. gossiping, (macoing). This man is also very conscious of

his self-image, and is always very neat and prissy, (www.skettel.com

25 Apr 2001)

panwoman n A female pan player. (< panman) 0 “She is one of the

top panwomen for UWI Birdsong.” (1990)

panyard n The headquarters of a STEELBAND; the area where the

band practices, and where PANS and equipment are stored. (< pair +

E yard ‘an enclosure set apart for the carrying on of some work or

business’) = pan theatre 0 There are also visits to the “pan-yards”

where the steel bands practice before the big Carnival parades.

(Eigeland 1980:28) 0 Check the case of how Casablanca had to show
a strong front to keep its Belmont panyard. (TTM 13 July 1990:28) 0

The middle class was revolted. Students were expelled for merely

being seen in a pan yard. (Tarradath 1991:380) 0 A High Court order

was handed down, giving “Pande” three months to vacate the panyard

headquarters it has been occupying for the past 13 years. (TG 15 Aug
1993:23) 0 Liming by the cinemas to take in a foreign movie or hang-

ing out by the panyards if the Carnival is near. (Alleyne-Forte

1994:57) 0 “But a couple of years after the government rebuilt our

panyard at Upper Davis Street.” (TTM 16 Jan 1994:29) 0 [P]an yard.

The practice area and home grounds of a steelband. The concept of

“yard,” merging the Trinidad concept of barracks with the African

idea of a central space surrounded by dwellings, includes the sense of

home as well as a focused gathering place. Pan yards are where pan-

nists and others often lime as well as play. A pan yard may have seats

for spectators and vending stands. (Martin 1998:231) 0 Indeed, mouth

bands even became a didactic tool: when the members of Casablanca

Steel Orchestra wanted to learn a piece of music, they would listen

outside a party to how the regular dance bands played it. Each youth

would take the part of a particular instrument, and they would then

tramp back to their panyard, each one singing the lines of their cho-

sen instrument, until they could transfer what they had learnt onto

their pans. (Johnson 1998:62)

panyol, payol, pagniol, paniol 1 n A Spanish-speaking Venezuelan,

/pajol, panjol/ (< Sp espahol ‘Spanish’) = Spanish, Spagnol 0 The

Venezuelans have been unusually chummy and brotherly. Instead of

chasing down our fishermen in the gulf, our panyol neighbours are

mighty neighbourly. (Bomb 1983) 9 The island is small, multi-

religious, multi-cultural and oil rich, lying peacefully off the northern

coast of a colossus with “Paniol-for-so” in the Western hemisphere.

(Lange 1986:3) 0 Stories of being confronted by invariably drunken

“Panyols” sporting mean-looking guns. (TTM 13 Oct 1989:4) 0 He
was a real ‘pagniol’ from Venezuela and was the oldest head in the

village. (Boodhoo 1994:35) 0 Panyols were very touchy. They were

called panyols with some contempt due to the Espahol they spoke,

which was different, thus inferior, to the English Trinidadians spoke.

(Andersen 2004: 14)

2 n A Trinidadian person of Spanish Venezuelan descent, often of

mixed European, Amerindian, and African descent. = creole Span-

iard, creole Spanish, Spanish creole 0 “Look here, Mr. Man,” flared

the horse-killer, “You is too swift! Don’t you think you can humbug
me with dem scales! I ain’t no stupid Panol man, selling me cacao to

you, now.” (Hummingbird 24 May 1904:4) 0 Wen me Quashiba gal

tek wan man - if da Coolie O; Chinee O; Panyole O; Black man O;

Potagee O, he mus be sumting fe put yieye pon. (PC 9 July 1904) 0

The same people who lead the police attack on the marchers in

Laventille, a fella name Inspector M.G., a old ’panol... [they] come

with all the local police. (Khan 1987:92-3) 0 Those from a real panol

heritage would remember the “empanada” made from com. (TG-S 23

Dec 1990:21) 0 She was ‘Carib’, Amerindian, with some sprinkling

of creole African blood: a true, true panyol. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:33) 0 ‘Wha’ happen, Compai, like you takin' up for the damn’

’pagniol overseer?’ (Boodhoo 1994:253)

3 n The Spanish language. 0 Talking about Spanish. Say La Tinta, and

my colleagues in the office would reply that’s panyol for a tissue of

lies. (TG 15 Oct 1989:8)

4 adj Typical in style of a PANYOL person or culture. 0 “[D]ey have a

panyol rice with shrimps and chip-chips and konks and grouper.

Lord! dat ting nice.” (Andersen 2004:496)

papa 1 n obs A woman who takes care of someone else’s children; a

nanny, (prob. < FC) 0 Nannys were people of a certain dignity, usu-

ally called not ‘nanny’ but ‘pa pa’ (a term of endearment) neatly and

cleanly dressed in a voluminous skirt and blouse and Martiniquan-

type head-dress. They were assisted by a young girl or boy for each

additional child they had to take care of. (de Verteuil 1992:223)

2 n A respectful and friendly term of address to a man by a woman,

sometimes affectionate, (prob. < E/Fr papa ‘affectionate term of

address, sometimes reference, for father’) 0 “Did you go to the big
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store?” “No pappa, dem nigar Clarkes sence dem get a raise, dem go

talk um big, big talk.” “Oui foote.” (PC 3 Mar 1906)

3 n arc Male lover; common-law husband, (also arc AmE papa, but

citations below are earlier) 0 The prisoner stopped her and asked

where she was going - she became alarmed and said she was going to

look for a “Papa”. (POSG 20 June 1855:2) 0 She was a married

woman, and her Papa (Anglice, husband) wished her to look her best

on so important an occasion. (Kingsley 1880:233) 0 I said to an East

Indian woman whom I knew to be the widow of a Brahman, “You

have no relations in Trinidad, I believe.” “No, madame,” she replied,

“only myself and two children; when the last [immigrant] ship came I

took a papa. I will keep him as long as he treats me well. If he does

not treat me well I shall send him off at once; that’s the right way, is it

not?” (Morton 1916)

4 n arc Term of address for grandfather, old man. 0 The climate of

Trinidad being very similar to that of India, as far as heat goes; the

Hemp would flourish here no doubt and produce the much coveted

resin, if Papah coolie were permitted to grow it on his contract.

(POSG 4 Sept 1907)

5 intj An expression of surprise, amazement, or emphasis. = mama,

>mamayo, mami3
,
oui papa, papayo, pappy(o) 6 Gardez! Oui papa!

She getting on as if she get de last ring. (Lewis 1972:61) 0 ‘So when
they raise up, you know, well you have your family taking for you.

My family taking for me. Well is a riot! Papa! Fight! Cuff by here!

Cuff by there! Stone! Bottle!’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:200)

6 adj Indicating that something is superlative of its kind; the best; a

really great example. Note: This is placed after the noun it describes.

= >father 0 But above every other thought what is uppermost in the

minds of all Kumaca is that big fete at the end of the harvest

when Easter is beginning. People come from Valencia, from Zanilla,

even from Mamoral and as far as Blanchisseuse. That is fete papa!

(Lovelace 1968:8)

7 n In the ORISHA religion, a leader or priest. 0 At a Yoruba feast

members of these non-Yoruba groups may be seen performing roles

assigned them by the papa (priest) i.e. cooking ritual food, drumming,

singing, feeding the devotees and performing other chores of a minor

nature on the compound. They are never allowed to sacrifice at the

shrines of the powers, however. (Elder 1988:22)

8 n A medium-sized two-headed African drum, played with the hands

or one hand and one stick, used in SHANGO; the middle-sized or male

drum in a traditional set of three ORISHA drums. Usually made of

hollowed wood and goatskin heads, wrapped with cord or vines to

control the tension. = bey, boula
1

,
>congo3

0 The usual sets of three

drums, here called the bembo (mama), congo (papa), and amalie

(baby). (Leaf 1948:178) 0 “Female” drum in Shango. (Chandos 1955)

Papa Bois n A folklore character, usu. depicted as having a man’s

head, chest and arms, with goat-homs on the head, and the lower

body of a goat or similar animal. He is the protector of animals in the

forests, and can change himself into animal forms to lead hunters

away, /papa bwa/ (< FC papa ‘father’ + bwa ‘woods; forest’ < Fr

bois\ form and role of this character are very similar to that of the

Greek god Pan but are prob. influenced by Amerindian and poss.

African folklore) 0 Once a hunter shot at a [s/c] papa-bois and when
he got home he was ill, and finally died. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:Box 15-F85-D46) 0 The African legend of Papa Bois mixing

with the European tales of the werewolves - our lou’gahou’ the

Anansi stories of the Ashanti people of the Gold Coast. (Espinet 1948

in Ahye 1983:141) 0 The Spanish hunter explained that he was

warned by his father who was also a very experienced hunter, of the

wiles and intricacies of “Papa Bois”, who taught him how to handle

such a situation should the occasion arise. Realizing that this

grotesque-looking old man could be “Papa Bois”... he was able to

overcome that moment of fear and speak to him very bravely. The

Spanish hunter related that if he wasn’t taught some special Spanish

prayers of “Oracion” as it was also called by his father, he would

not have been alive to tell the people of his terrifying experience.

(Rampersad 1963:1 10-115) 0 One day, deep in the forest, Papa Bois

was cooking his dinner in front of his joupa... he [had] two short

horns on his head, a kind face with piercing eyes and a gentle manner.

His hair and beard were long indeed. His feet were like the cloven

hoofs of the deer and he wore deer-skin over his body. (Alladin 1968)

0 Two children accustomed to playing with La Gahou and Papa Bois

are visited by a witch who... teaches them about robots and computer

games. They enjoy this so much that they ignore La Gahou and Papa

Bois when next they visit. (EX-2 15 Oct 1989:6)

papa jab n arc The most important man in the family, /papa cb;ab

/

(< FC papa ‘father’ + jab ‘devil’ < Fr diable) 0 Papa diab. (Daniel

msl ca 1960)

papa small n Molothms bonariensis , a bird. 0 (ffrench 1991 :334-5) =

>lazy bird, little black stare, oat bird, petit merle noir

papayo intj An exclamation of joy or surprise; often emphasized on

the last syllable, /papajo/ (poss. < papa5 + FC yo ‘them; plural’) =

mama, mamayo, mamai 3
, oui papa, papa

5
,
pappy(o) 0 Mamayo or

papayo. An exclamatory remark signifying surprise. (ESTT 1956) 0

Yes, just whisper into that better ear of hers that there is a S-A-L-E on

at one of the larger stores, a S-A-L-E at which there are bargains

galore. And, papayoe, she will leave the baby unfed, she will stop

stirring the cookoo, she will dress herself in a flash, and, taking up the

rent money plus the sou-sou money, she will use the shortest and fast-

est route to that store. (EN 29 Sept 1954:12) 0 Papa yoe! (Daniel msl

ca 1960) 0 But one and all narrate surprise with introductory

“papayo.” (Henry 1970:17)

papaw, papay see pawpaw

papelon, papilone n obs A conical loaf of hard dark brown musco-

vado sugar, usu. about 22.5 cm (9") high, wrapped in banana leaves.

/papelDn/ (< LASp papelon ‘conical mold of raw sugar’ < Sp papel

‘paper’ or papellone ‘covered in scales’, fr appearance of the wrap-

ping) 0 “I have been a resident in this Colony since April, 1784. On
my first arrival there were but two estates which could be called

“sugar estates;” there were some small establishments called
“
trapi

-

ches” which manufactured a low description of sugar called

“papelon,” from which the molasses was not extracted, which was

wrapped up in a piece of dried plantain leaf, and generally in forms of

about 3 lbs. weight. The Island did not manufacture sufficient sugar

for its own consumption; the greater quantity consumed came from

the other islands, and some of the “papelon" from the Spanish Main.”

(Begorrat 1825, in Fraser 1896:79) 0 Inferior kinds of sugar-loaves,

called papilones. (Joseph 1838b- 1:203) 0 Sweet “paimi”, “pone”, and

“papellon”. (Fortune ca 1950-59:18) 0 A useful condiment is the

“papellon” or “papelona” which is somewhat like our imported sugar

cubes. Papellon is made by boiling the juice of sugarcane until only the

sugar crystals are left. This is then spread out in a flat tin and when
cooled cut into squares, and is most suitable for sweetening “avena".

Papellon can also be shaped by hand into cones, and used for the same

purpose as the cubes. (Kassiram ca 1970:7) 0 At Woodbrook they used

to make 9 inch high cone-shaped sugar-loaves, or papelons as they

were called, being 'papellone'
,
or covered in scales i.e. wrapped with

layer after layer of dried banana leaves, folded as neatly and closely

around them as tobacco leaves in a cigar, tied at the top, and trimmed

into a rosette... how dark and rich and succulent they were! And how
delicious spread over butter on those crisp little loaves of bread.

(Bridges 1980:137-8) 0 In Port of Spain Venezuelan traders dealt in

plantains, cocoa, coffee and commeal. ... A conical shaped lump of

brown sugar sold cheaply in Trinidad was known as “papay long”,

meaning the French term “Papelor” or “Pabellon” - “ungranulated

sugar made into loaves and shaped.” (Cummings 2004:20)

paper n Medical prescription form. 0 Yuh doh need ah paypuh/paper

to geh dat medsin frum de drugstoah/drugstore?: “ Will I be needing a

prescription. Doc?” (Haynes 1987:78)

papers n A full-sheet large-format newspaper; in the past, almost

always the Trinidad Guardian, rather than a smaller-format tabloid. 0

“Get me a Bomb and a papers.” (1979) 0 The Guardian is the papers

you must buy today. ( 1 993)
2papersman see MAN"

papery leaf guava n Eugenia monticola, a small shrubby native tree,

height 7.5-9 m (25-30'), girth to 30 cm (T). Bark smooth, papery,
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thin. Leaves small, lanceolate, papery, long drip tip. Small flower

clusters; small rounded fruit. 0 (Marshall 1934:53)

papesy, paipsy adj Pasty; unappealing; weak and feeble-looking;

unsuccessful looking, /pepsi/ (< dial E papes, paeps ‘a thin flour and

water gruel’) = paps and water 0 Papesy. (Haynes 1987:15) 0 “That

outfit looking too paipsey for me to wear to de wedding.” (Baptiste

1993:122)

papiot, papiyot n Small thin pieces of paper used to cover a strand of

hair put in a hair curler, usu. made of newspaper; the hair is rolled

around them and tied. Also sometimes the resulting ringlet hairstyle,

/papijot/ (< Fr papillote ‘paper hair curler’) 0 A “belle mamselle” in

“papiotte”, Or two long plaits tied in a knot. (Fortune ca 1950-59:12)

0 She hair up in papiots.

papito n An affectionate or romantic term of address for a man, used

by women, /papito/ (< Sp papa’ ‘father’ + -do Tittle’, affectionate) 0

And when I turn in the night with me head on me pillow. She must

call me papito. (Lion “I Am Going to Buy a Bungalow” 1938) 0 Then

they’ll tell you, “Darling, papito, I want you to buy me a Zenith

radio.” (Growler “Women Diplomacy” 1940) 0 When you got money
they will call you papito. Tell you how yuh sheek resemble Ramon
Navarro. (Growler “Women Diplomacy” 1940)

pappa see PAPA

pappayo see papayo

pappyo see also BIG PAPPY

pappy(o) intj An expression of surprise, amazement, or emphasis,

/papi, papijo/ = mama, mamayo, mami 3
, oui papa, papa

5
,
papayo 0

And what you think that she said to me, “Pappy, let we join in matri-

mony!” (Executor “Tobago’s Scandal” 1938) 0 I promise her to give

her a dress, She said, “Pappy, I will do the rest” (Executor “Nellie Go
Out Mi Door” 1938) 0 And then he thought of his first race. And he

said to himself. Tomorrow I’ll be tangling with them, pappy!

(Anthony 1963:94) 0 Mr. Gidharee and my father talked a little more

and then Mr. Gidharee said, “Well okay papeeyo. I’d better go now.

Think I’ll loose these dogs. God it hot!” (Anthony 1967:100)

pappy-mammy n arc An effeminate, homosexual man. /papi mami/
(fr combining masculine and feminine features) 0 Pappy-mammy -

homosexual. Dat policeman is a pappy-mammy. (ESTT 1956)

pappyo see PAPPY(O)

pappyshow, poppy show, puppet show, puppyshow, pappishow,

papeechaud 1 n Someone who appears ridiculous, foolish, absurd,

/papijo/ (< dial E poppy-show, puppy-show ‘a puppet show; a

children’s puppet theatre’) 0 Listen what I notice a few years ago.

Matrimony becomes a pappyshow. (Destroyer “Matrimony Becomes
a Papyshow” 1940) 0 Some will call me pappyshow. And some will

call me so-and-so. (Growler “When I Marry Dorothy” 1940) 0 A
nobody, an insignificant person, object of ridicule. After all I am the

King Sparrow and ain't no puppet show. (Sparrow “Country Girl”

1958 pr) 0 Pappishow (noun). He is a real pappishow. - an object of

mockery, a clown. (ESTT 1956) 0 “I can’t understand the mentality

of these people. The man is dead, and all of a sudden the whole of

Picadilly and Laventille believe that they have found their hero; when
he was alive they couldn’t care less, then they thought he was a hell

of a pappyshow. That’s our people for you.” (Jones 1973:182) 0 The
protagonist declares, “I saw some great performance I couldn’t

understand,” thus preparing the listener for the presentation of the

Shouters as a great act, a strange and incomprehensible pappyshow.

(Rohlehr 1990:161) 0 Grandmaster as pappyshow... I saw a clownish

figure who looked like a grandfather who had been rudely roused

from his bed and turned out into the cool morning air still wearing

only his sliders, and exposing his thin legs to the ridicule of the

crowd. (£Y30 Jan 1994:8)

2

v Mock; put in a position to be ridiculed or to look foolish. 0 Pap-

pishow (verb). Doh pappishow de man. - to make a mockery of.

(ESTT 1956) 0 Pappy show (corrup. puppet-show) - make a ridicule

of. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 PAPPY-SHOW, v., to open to ridicule, e.g.,

“You dance well.” “Don’ pappy-show me, man, I know I can’ dance.”

(Rodman 1971:234) 0 We used to pappyshow police, An’ play

respectable when we see priest. (Keens-Douglas 1975:45)

3 n With make, show up, mock; put in a position to be ridiculed;

cause to look foolish. 0 “How would I look dancing with a tall girl

like her?” ... He could see everybody staring at him if he did. He
would be making a puppet show of himself. (Mendes 1934) 0 They
say they doesn't eat pork but then. How come them and black pud-

ding is such good friend. You making you own self a pappyshow.

(Maestro 1974 in Tarradath 1991:396) 0 With the best of intentions,

[the mayor] is merely making a pappyshow of the volunteer litter

wardens. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:22) 0 Tobago culture Trinis don't know,

So they make him a pappyshow. (TTM21 Apr 1997:27)

4 n Making people look ridiculous; mockery. = pappyshowing 0 If I

were ... Gairy, and I saw a UFO... I would have kept very hush hush

about it ... and to go and say that in the UN looks like taking a joke

too far... has the world conference of nations now become a great area

for pappyshow? (Bomb 1977) 0 Pappyshow and mamaguy. Are my
stock-in-trade, Fatigue, picong and laughter. All help me make the

grade. Grandcharges is another trait. That helps me to survive.

(Wilkes 1994)

pappyshowing n Making people look ridiculous; mockery. =

pappyshow4
0 The Bomb was told that the mayor has made a mock-

ery of justice in the land and judges are furious over his pappyshow-

ing of the judiciary by appointing an intermediary. (Bomb 1985)

paps and water adj Ridiculously easy; nothing to it. (< E pap, paps ‘a

thin flour and water gruel’) = easy as kissing hands 0 That exam was

paps and water,

papul see PAYAPUL

par- prefAn Indian prefix for terms of address or reference, indicating

the third ascending generation, i.e. the parents of one’s grandparents.

(< H-Bh par-) 0 For great-grandparents, [speaker] uses the same term

used by his [father] for the latter’s grandparents (or by [mother] for

her grandparents), plus the prefix par-. Thus: paraja for [father’s

father’s father] and [mother’s father’s father], parnana for [father’s

mother’s father] and [mother’s mother’s father], etc. ... the prefix may
become parp- before aja and ajl. (Klass 1961:97)

Parade n obs Marine SQUARE in Port of Spain, later INDEPENDENCE

Square. 0 The first place I landed was on the Parade in Puerto

d’Espana or Porta Spain I had a thousand salutations from the

Negroes. (Cumberland 23 May 1802, in Broughton Add 36499:95a) 0

(de Verteuil 1858)

parade 1 v Display oneself unashamedly; show off; exhibit anger or

temper; boast. Often with SELF. (< arc E parade ‘march in proces-

sion or which great display or ostentation; walk up and down or

promenade in a public place to show off; behave, talk or write osten-

tatiously’) = get on
1

0 Still he sit down there with some blight, some

trouble hanging over him, looking for somebody to quarrel with or

for something to get him vex so he could parade. (Lovelace

1988:1 15) 0 She was cursing to the top of her voice and accusing a

young man of “having annuder woman.” She kept walking behind the

man making threats of “I not takin dis shit at all. Eef yuh wid she leh

she take out whah ah go poo in yuh arse today.” The woman began to

parade herself in dangerous fashion and got closer to the youth who
pretended to ignore her rantings much to the laughter of his friends

and on-lookers. (Bomb 12 Oct 1990: 14) 0 [X], who for years paraded

in TnT as a hot-shot media man, is finding out the hard way that

Bajans are not similarly impressed. (TTM

2

Feb 1996:31)

2 n With on (on a, on me, etc.), display oneself unashamedly; show

off; exhibit anger or boasting. 0 The storm can rage, the lightning can

flash, But on this journey, I won’t turn back, Not when I’m on me
grand parade, I frighten nothing, I am very brave. (Houdini “Good-

Night Ladies and Gents” 1927) 0 Boys and girls on a sad parade.

Can’t read nor write, they don’t know a trade. (Executor “Hold Up
Black Bird Hold Up" 1937) = gallery, get on

3 v During Carnival, pass across the Savannah stage for the offi-

cial band competition. (< E parade ‘assemble and march for the pur-

pose of inspection or review’) 0 “Time just doesn’t allow for all bands

to parade at the Savannah on a Carnival Tuesday.” (EX 5 Nov 1990:6)

Parade of (the) Bands n During Carnival, the parading of MAS
BANDS through the streets of Port of Spain, and elsewhere, including
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passage across the Savannah stage for the official competition. 0 I

.thoroughly agree with your scheme of having the parade of bands in

the Savannah. Anyone wishing to see everything worth seeing can go

up there and enjoy the sight in the open park. (TG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0

Over $ 1 00,000 in prizes are expected to be handed out in the calypso,

chutney, stick-fighting and parade of bands competition which are

still to take place. (TTM 10 July 1990:14) 0 [They]... use the Grand

Stand and the additional make-shift “north stand” to stage numerous

Carnival shows and competitions including Ole Mas, Dimanche Gras,

Panorama, Calypso Monarch and Parade of the Bands held on Carni-

val Monday and Tuesday. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:12) 0 On stage at

the “Parade of the Bands” show, the band put on a display which told,

in dramatic terms, what it was depicting. (Anthony 1997:384)

parade on v Carry on; verbally abuse in a flamboyant, decorative

way; often used about women’s behaviour. (< arc E parade ‘march a

person through the streets to expose to contempt’) 9 Every time the

Ministry made a move to straighten out the school, [he] would come
to the Ministry and parade on Ministry staff with the result that we
always had to drop everything. (Bomb 1982) 9 “Oh God, she parading

on the man head, yes!” (1990)

parade self see PARADE 1

paradise plum n A small, flat, oval, multicoloured or striped hard

candy, dusted with powdered sugar. Originally it was yellow and red

in a flat leaf-shape, unwrapped and with a sugar coating; later it

became rectangular with rounded edges, wrapped, and without a

sugar coating. (< E paradise Tike Paradise; of surpassing beauty or

delight’ + plum < sugar-plum ‘a small round or oval boiled sweet’) 9

Confectionary reduced owing to the large importation of same... Par-

adise Plums... 40 cts. (TG 18 Mar 1933:6) 9 Marjorie wanted salt

prune, Sally wanted peppermint and Earline had thought of buying

paradise plum. (Jones 1973:40) 9 All we had was Miss Blanche,

whose culinary masterpieces consisted mainly of tooloom, sugarcake,

boiled chataigne and some paradise plums. (Araujo 1984:53) 9 Con-

fectionary manufacture started some 60 years ago in Couva as a cot-

tage industry by the Khan family... Candies manufactured in those

days included; “Halay”, “Jub-Jub”, “Paradise Plum”, “Kaiser Ball”,

Peppermint, Butternut, Fudge and hand made Lollipop, names well

known and remembered by the older folks in out country. (EX-S 1

5

Mar 1987) 9 “You remember de sweetie called paradise plum?”

(Baptiste 1993:124)

para grass n Urochloa mutica [= Brachiaria mutica, Panicum muti-

cum\ (E), an introduced and naturalized livestock forage grass, native

to Brazil, growing about 1 m (3.2') tall. (< E para grass < Para , now
Belem, a seaport in Brazil where the grass was originally found and

cultivated) 9 A Chinese will rent from a sugar-planter a bit of land

which seems hopelessly infested with weeds, even of the worst of all

sorts, - the creeping Para grass (Panicum sp.) - which was introduced

a generation since, with some trouble, as food for cattle. (Kingsley

1880:225) 9 We next arrive at the field where the ‘Paragrass’ gang is

employed. Paragrass is a weed that takes its name from a district in

Venezuela where it is indigenous. It is one of the best foods for stock

in the world, and was for this reason introduced into the island about

thirty years ago. ... in the cane-pieces, where it is not wanted, it grows

to such an extent, that although so few years have elapsed since its

arrival in the colony, it has overrun every estate, and is the most nox-

ious of all the weeds the planter has to contend with. (On a sugar

estate 1882:223) 9 A [man was] charged... with stealing a bundle of

Para grass. (TG 7 Sept 1917:10) 9 Same time, a lady donkey pass,

Man he two ears stand up just like paragrass. (Cristo “Monkey and

Donkey” 1963 pr) 9 He fed it on chop-chop, he fed it on para-grass,

on giant grass, on guinea-grass, corn-grass - and on quite a variety of

other grasses, besides. (Naipaul 1976:77) 9 So Khedan stopped and

started to work on the estate, digging paragrass, throwing salt (fertil-

izer) in the cane and beating the blight. (Deen 1994:239)

parai n A small earthenware saucer, /parai/ (< H-Bh pardva ‘cover’)

9 Parai : a disc-shaped cover for the kalsa. Both the kalsa and parai

are used in religious ceremonies of the Hindus. (Ramlakhan 1990a:4)

9 Put de deya on de parai.

parakeet n Forpus passerina [= Psittacula passerina] (E green-

rumped or blue-winged parrotlet), 13.7 cm (5.5") long. Generally

bright green; very short tail; pale pinkish bill. Adult males have

brilliant blue shoulders; females have yellow on forehead. (< E para-

keet, parrakeet ‘small parrots, usu. with long tails’) = lovebird 9 (Sel-

von 1964) 9 (ffrench 1991:184)

paramount leader n For Spiritual Baptists, the highest-ranking

church member. (< E paramount ‘superior; above in a scale or rank or

authority’) 9 When the highest-ranking church member, also known
as the “paramount leader,” takes his place behind the altar, the service

officially begins. From the altar, paramount leaders direct their fol-

lowers in worship... Paramount leaders are final authorities in all

church affairs. (Glazier 1983:42,80)

parampara n Tradition; heritage; family heritage, /parampara,

paramparv/ (< H parampara ‘tradition; communication from one to

another in succession’) 9 She left Chaguanas at 7 am that morning on

teerath aiming to have darshan at nine selected mandirs across the

nation. She was accompanied by their daughter-in-law who carries on

the parampara of the family. (TG 26 Nov 1995:11) 9 Her family

name, Holass is synonymous with loka parampara - folk traditions -

song, dance, music, language, food, gestures, rituals and labour.

(Holass-Beepath 2002 :iii)

paranda see PARRANDA

parandera n A female PARANG singer, /parandsra/ (< Sp parrandera

‘woman on a spree, usu. playing music’) 9 Daisy is the parandera

with the unforgettable lilting voice. (Jr EX 23 Dec 1990:2)

parandero, parrandero n A male PARANG singer, /parandero/ (< Sp

parrandero ‘man on a spree, usu. playing music’) 9 “Is free t’ing dat

does really mek mih know an’ feel like Christmas. Is w’en Ah sing

Parang, eat ham, an’ w’en mih bottom stick dong om ah varnish

chair.” And turning to his paranderos, he continued, “Fellahs an’

ladies, allyuh doe worry. Jus’ stan’ up as we play dis larse Parang, an’

de chair an’ dem will unstick for deyself an’ drop out!” (Ramsawack

1983:40) 9 During his first season as a parandero. Uncle Assam
decided that since he could not sing a “true true” parang song, he

could at least sing something. (EX 23 December 1990:15) 9 Lawar,

Los Rios or the Feast of the Epiphany - “The Three Kings” is on Jan-

uary 6. This occasion will also bring an official end to the 1992

parang season. As tradition, paranderos would end the season by

attending a Roman Catholic service, offering praise for a good sea-

son. (TG 1 Jan 1993:21) 9 In the aguinaldo the parranderos sing of

the whole cycle pertaining to the birth of Jesus Christ. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:69) 9 “As a parrandero he was always well

respected. Many parranderos and parang groups have promised to

give my father a parang serenade, but they are yet to appear because

of their respect for him and because of their fear of not being able to

pronounce the language perfectly.” (TG 27 Nov 1994:19) 9 Gone are

the days when paranderos visited your home just for the sheer joy and

spirit of Christmas. (TG 25 Dec 2002:10)

parang n A traditional Venezuelan-derived type of singing, some-

times improvisational, on religious themes, usu. entirely in Spanish,

performed around Christmas, in house-to-house caroling or while vis-

iting friends. See also CRECHE, /parap, pvrap/ (< Sp parranda ‘sere-

nading; going out and singing; having a good time’) = parranda 9 ‘I

myself buy rum for when the neighbours come over, and when the

parang pass playing the quatros and singing the seranales for Christ-

mas.’ (Lovelace 1968:82) 9 But there is a distinct difference in the

Parang as practised in the town and in the country. In the old days a

rural parang group would be led by a mandolin or bandol and some-

times a violin supported by cuatro, guitar for rhythm and bass plus the

indispensable chac-chac. The country serenaders sang songs in Span-

ish about Christmas and the birth of the Saviour. Many of these were

traditional tunes. In every district the musicians felt it their duty to

bring the spirit of Christmas to every home rich and poor. They

started circulating from early November and carried on until Christ-

mas every night. In the city. Parang serenaders were exclusively

musicians; they sang no songs. Their leading instruments were either

violin or flute or mandolin or sometimes all three backed by a rhythm
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section of cuatro, guitar and chac-chac with a cello as bass. In the old

days it was considered a great privilege to be serenaded. If for any

reason some families were left out this was held as a social mark

against them. After greetings were exchanged and an opening drink

the city musicians played a short programme of popular tunes lasting

about five to ten minutes and then departed, leaving behind the spirit

of goodwill and goodfellowship. (Kassiram ca 1970:10-2) 0 Pas-

telles, which came to us from the original Spanish recipe for corn-

meal and minced meat steamed in banana leaves, are now creole

Christmas classics, as much a part of that season as is parang. (Hunt

1 985a: 1 ) 0 Christmas day when he would come up the front steps

with the rest of the parang band and stand on the verandah, with his

head bent sideways and his eyes closed, singing in his rasping bass

voice the plaintive serenades, his fingers flying over the strings of the

cuatro. (Lovelace 1988:8) 0 For many years as custom demanded,

parang with its broken Spanish and monotonous clang has had its part

in the celebration, but certainly not the indecent calypsoes that are

now “passing” as parang. (EX 22 Dec 1990:9) 0 Mr Agard explained

about the box bass, an instrument seen in all parang bands nowadays.

He said that it was a late introduction to parang. In fact, none of the

old parranderos had ever mentioned that instrument to me. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:44) 0 Papa Goon and Sotero invited us to come to

Lopinot on the following Saturday. They were going to ‘make a

parang’ right there at Papa Goon’s place. We prayed that it would not

rain. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:68) 0 Parang is not a bacchanal, it is

something that comes from the heart, he said. “Don’t bawl, sing the

parang. When Carnival season reach you will bawl,” he said. (TG 15

Dec 2005:43)

paranging n The act of singing PARANG songs and going around to

houses serenading people, while eating, drinking, and having a good

time. 0 With our kind of paranging, extempo always end up inside of

it. (EX 18 Dec 1994:4-24) 0 The word parranda in general Spanish is

used mainly in the expression andar de parranda , which in the mod-
em Trinidadian vernacular is ‘to go paranging’, akin to the Venezue-

lan parrandear, meaning not only merrymaking... but also ‘liming’ or

enjoying oneself, with or without music, moving from place to place

with no time limit in mind. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:65-66) 0 I live

in the country, in Sangre Grande and everyone goes paranging. (EX
23 Dec 1990: 15) = parranda

parang-side n A group of people who go out paranging; sometimes

a more organized group that gives concerts and competes in PARANG
competitions. (< parang + side *) 0 He does play in a parang-side in

Arima.

parang-soca n A kind of music combining elements of PARANG and

SOCA music. First notably used by calypsonian Crazy for the song

“Parang Soca” (1978). See also soca-parang. 0 It was bad enough

when calypsonians came up with what is called “parang soca” and

pushed traditional Christmas music, especially religious songs and

“true, tme parang” off the air. (EX 1 Jan 1993:25) 0 “I decided to

make it a soca parang - not a parang soca,” said Phillips. “To me,

soca parang is made on the straight 2/4 beat. Then you put cuatros

and other instruments. Parang soca is built on the triplets. The beat, to

me, is what makes a distinction between the two.” (EX 26 Nov
1995:29) 0 Over the years we have seen the emergence of parang

soca: “Paratha for Santa” (Charlene Boodram), “Piece Ah Pork”

(Scrunter), and among many others, “Chut-Kai-Pang” in which

Scrunter, in what must be the ultimate fusion, melds chutney, kaiso

and parang and ends up with a song whose title sounds Chinese. (EX
22 Dec 1995:7) 0 In three years, this song, “Parang Soca” will be 20

years old. Its title has been adopted as the name of, and, indeed, was

the inspiration of a whole new genre. Written by Gary Dore it lends

itself to Crazy’s stage persona. (EX 22 Dec 1995:7)

parasad see parsad

parasol ant n obs Atta cephalotes , or Acromyrmex octospinosus, leaf-

cutter ants. Note: This term was once widely used in SE, now more

commonly leaf-cutting ant. (< E parasol ant , a leaf-carrying ant, esp.

Oecodoma cephalotes , fr carrying a small piece of leaf overhead like

a parasol sunshade) = >bachac, bachaco 0 The parasol ants are very

common in the island, and in such numbers in some districts as to discour-

age cultivators, (de Verteuil 1884:1 1 1) 0 A procession of parasol-ants...

One string of them was proceeding steadily along the steep road

towards the pomegranate and peach trees, while another stream was
returning in the opposite direction. Arrived at the trees, each ant bit

off a portion of one of the leaves and then turned round and marched

back again, carrying his burden over his head, as if it were in reality a

shelter from the sun instead of a part of his own building materials

that he was carrying off. (Brassey 1885:131) 0 Many parasol ants up

here? - Andrews: Too much. Witness: As you plant cocoa they cut

the cocoa down. (Comm Franchise 1888:12) 0 Parasol ants... occa-

sionally took a fancy to my dinner-table decorations. (Broome

1904:160) 0 We would remind those whose estates are infested with

Parasol Ants that Smith Bros & Co have received another shipment of

“Rough on Ants” which they are offering for sale wholesale and

retail. (POSG 27 Sept 1907:6) 0 All complaints [as] to Parasol Ants

on crown lands should be addressed to him immediately. (TG 27 Mar
1919:12)

parat n A large mixing bowl, esp. one used for dough, /parat/ (< H
parrat ‘large container’) 0 Put the parat here for me, please.

paratha, parata n A relatively thick, round, moist ROTI usu. tom into

pieces before eating. See also BUSS-UP SHUT, /parata, paratA/ (< H
paratha ‘flat bread made with butter or ghi and of several layers’) 0

Though depression is in Trinidad, Maintaining a wife isn’t very hard.

Well, you need no ham nor biscuit nor bread. But there are ways that

they can be easily fed, Like the coolies, on bhajee pelauri, dhalpat and

dalpouri, Channa, parata and the aloo ke talkaree. (Lion “Bargee

Pelauri” 1936) 0 Every night is a freeness party. You eating in the

Hotels round the savannah. Goat, Roti, and Parata. (Tiger “Let the

Man Go” pr, Jones 1947) 0 Muslims, for their dinners, cooked para-

tha (large roti in numerous thin layers cooked with ghee), rice darl

and curried goatmeat (called “ghose”). (Alladin 1970:28) 0 Parata

roti... heated over an enormous hot plate or comal. (Clarke 1986:123)

0 Paratha roti, also known as Buss-up-Shot, is usually eaten with

curry, but it’s also delicious piping hot off the stove with butter.

(Sandpiper 1990:36) 0 Ramroop was a skillful roti maker, and he

tossed the large paratha around on its way to the tawa, with greatest

ease and dexterity. He had learnt well, both on the boat coming to

Trinidad and on the many communal activities at the barracks - Wed-
dings, Barahis, Mouloods, and Ramayan Jhags. (Deen 1994:140) 0 A
man called Little Bit... whose nickname plainly does not refer to his

capacity to put away paratha. (Pires 1 995f: 15)

paraulata n Mimus gilvus, a bird, /paraulata, parulata/ (< Sp joaraul-

ata type of thrush) = chow-chow, day-clean
2

,
>mockingbird“, teem-

ing day-clean, yard-boy 0 (Phelps 1955:66) 0 (ffrench 1991:320-2)

parchay, parche v In a Hindu wedding ceremony, welcome and adore

the bride each time she appears for that day’s rituals, and adore the

bridegroom (by the women of the bride’s family), /partfe/ (< H par-

chay ‘introduce a person’) 0 Women from the brides’s party parchay

(welcome) the Hindu groom before he steps out of the car. San Juan,

1988. (Mahabir 1992:151) 0 Before the dulaha leaves, five ladies

including the mother, will parchay the dulaha. To do this she has

made a deeya out of kneaded flour and thirty small flour balls. Prior

to performing aarti, each lady takes the lota with water and parchays

(waves it in a clockwise direction( the dulaha three times, each time

dropping some water on the ground. (Holass-Beepath 2002:73) 0

Then the five married ladies each take a lota of water and (parchay)

rotate it in a clockwise direction over the tray and pour a few drops on

the ground five times. (Holass-Beepath 2002:26)

parchhan n In a Hindu wedding, a ceremony after dwar PUJA in

which the groom passes through a gateway where he is welcomed by

the women, led by the bride’s mother, doing ARTI. /partfan/ (< H
parchdna ‘the act of introducing a person’) 0 After the dwar pooja the

groom passes through the gateway where he is further welcomed by

the women folk led by the bride’s mother in a ceremony called

(“Parchhan”). This takes the form of an artee ceremony where a tha-

lee, with a burning camphor (kapoor) is waved around the groom’s

head. (Sankar 1972:19) 0 The wedding ceremony began with pundits
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in attendance conducting the rituals of Dwaar puja, Parchan and Jan-

was... The Parchan ceremony is performed by the bride’s mother.

Along with five married women, they honour the dulaha by waving a

lighted thali around his head. (EXAug 2002:23)

parchment n The papery endocarp of the coffee fruit, removed during

hulling. To be IN THE PARCHMENT is a state in which coffee beans

have been washed and dried with the outer skin and pulp, but not the

inner skin, removed. This term is used widely in the coffee industry.

(< E parchment-coffee ‘the coffee-bean while still enclosed in its

husk’) 0 Inside the pulp is the coffee bean... I removed mine by roll-

ing the berries between two boards... after that I soaked them in water

for twenty-four hours to ferment and remove the mucilaginous sub-

stance adhering, and then spread them out to dry. Even then there

remained the parchment or hull, which I brayed off in a rude mortar

hollowed out of wood and winnowed in the air. (Ober 1898:89) 0

Parchment - endocarp of coffee bean, removed during hulling.

(Moore 1980:19)

pard, pardnah see PARDNER, IN PARD WITH, PLAY PARD

pardner, pard, pardnah, pardner, partna, partner 1 n Tob Cooper-

ative work, usu. agricultural, in which days of labour are exchanged

amongst a group of people. Also a LEND-HAND PARTNER, someone

who exchanges work with you. /pa:dn,\/ (< E partner ‘one who takes

part with another or others in doing something’) = gayap, >lend-hand

0 It is expected that Parlatuvier and Bloody Bay will flood the market

with potatoes and other ground provisions in the next few months.

Since January, planters have been extra busy, cleaning, digging and

so on. Everywhere there is a spirit of unity. Often a dozen planters are

seen working on terms known colloquially as “corn-partner.” ( WG 22

Feb 1930:15)

2 n Good friend; companion; usu. used by men. (< E partner ‘associ-

ate; one who shares or takes part with another’) 0 Tombo partna! ah

wos vex. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 I had no fear but they shot me partner

St. Clair. (Tiger “Miss Marie’s Advice” 1938) 0 “Ah sorry for me
pardner, Amos, ah sorry like hell, But the way the tings going you

could see that the man catching hell.” (Power “One Time So”, TG 19

Feb 1973:7) 0 “Albot, ah hear yuh ol’ time pardner Mackie is ah real

big t’ing now.” (Sweetbread, EX 1 Oct 1980:23) 0 He “thief’ money
from the house, paid the passage for himself and a “pardner”.

(Espinet 1984:13) 0 On the way, he stopped to check out a partner.

(TTM 13 Jan 1987:32) 0 After he give two good pardners a stake and

hand his mother a raise and buy a watch for his girl, he still have nine-

teen hundred and seventy-five Trinidad and Tobago dollars that is his

own. (Lovelace 1988:111) 0 The woman explained that her husband

left home the morning of the match with his partners to go and see the

game and he told her not to cook. “When we win, who studying old

food at home,” he had told her. (TTM24 Nov 1989:17) 0 ‘I go fo’ a lil

drink with me pardner,’ Balwant’s father, Raman, had said. (Gosine

1992:8) 0 His liming partner. (7T7-M 17 Jan 1993:3) 0 [He] interprets

non-traditional actions as: ‘not how my father or his pard’ners would

have behaved, but kind’a like how them Creole does get on’; an affec-

tive process [he] and his ‘pard’ners’ actually call ‘creolisation’. Simi-

larly, the way his ‘father or his pard’ners’ behaved is known locally

as ‘traditional’. (Sampath 1993:237-8) 0 [Y]ou know you are a true

Trini if, among a long list of other things... You’ve called someone (or

been called) chunkalunks... doo-doo, dahlin’, reds, breds. horse or

partner. (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17)

3 n In WHE-WHE, a MARK (number) considered to be related to

another particular mark. 0 The game has three major dimensions

which relate to its numerical character, the different methods by

which numbers are chosen, and its organization: that is the rules, pro-

cedures for playing, and the time at which the game is played. ... the

game is based on the numbers from 1 to 36 which are known as

“marks”. Each number or “mark” represents a particular human, non-

human or inanimate symbol... In addition, each mark has a “partner”

and some may also have a “spirit”, which are in effect other “marks”.

For instance the “spirit of 1 is 4, while its “partner” is 5. (McCree

1996:4) 0 Each mark has a spirit and some, though not all, have part-

ners. (Besson 1999:5-7) 0 The marks were also related to each other

in a system referred to as “partners” and “spirits”. The banker could

not play the partner of a mark in the round immediately after that

particular mark. All its partners were considered “dead”. (Cummings

2004:123-4)

pardo n obs A person of mixed European and African descent, prob. a

mulatto, i.e. half African and half European. (< Sp pardo ‘greyish;

brownish’) 0 In Trinidad, perhaps based on the Baptismal registration

in the Roman Catholic Churches, with separate books or at least sepa-

rate listings for ‘negro’, ‘Pardo’ and ‘Blanco’, it seems that Sambos

[children of mulatto and negro] were classified as coloured, and when
free were certainly made to serve in the Militia, (de Verteuil

1992:225) 0 In 1765 Trinidad’s population consisted of 2503 persons.

There were 1277 aboriginals, 608 mestizos (Amerindian/European)

and pardos (obsolete term for mulatto , i.e. person of mixed Euro-

pean/African blood), 401 whites, 217 African slaves. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:226)

pargue, pag, pagre, pargue, pog, porgo n Various edible fish;

marine snappers of the family Lutjanidae, esp. Lutjanus aya, L. ana-

lis, L. apodus and L. griseus. /pa:g/ (< FC pag < Sp pargo several

similar fishes; with French influence on spelling) = schoolmaster
2

,

yellow pargue (L. apodus)-, butterfish
2

,
green pargue, mangrove

pargue, mangrove snapper, pargue mang (L. griseus)-, >dent-chien

(pargue), dog-teeth snapper, dog-tooth snapper, pargue dent-chien (L.

jocu); redfish, sorb, walliack (L. analis, L. aya) 0 Next to the

Grooper, we bring you the grey Porgo ; who though in Stature and

figure seems a lesser fish, yet is he nothing inferiour for delicate food.

(Poyntz 1683:24) 0 Then there’s the Red Porgo, of a faint pinck-

colour, and scaled like the Grey... this fish of fish is the Fishermans

charm, and every mans purchase, whose hook and line may easily

reach him. (Poyntz 1683:24) 0 Sparodes - Pagrus. Several species...

Pagres. (de Verteuil 1884:388) 0 (Vincent 1910:47) 0 Many kinds of

fishes are caught in these traps. The most important are those belong-

ing to the family (1) Lutianidae, known popularly as “red-fishes,”

“snappers,” “pargues”... (Guppy 1922:444) 0 Market... brochet,

carite, pargue, palomette. (TG 27 Jan 1933:3) 0 Most boys in this

coastal region know something about fishing, and by the time they

are twelve years old catch snapper or mullet, or little pog off the

rocks. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:51) 0 A monstrous pargue

caught off the Wolf Reef and prepared with mayonnaise sauce,

(de Verteuil 1974:59) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:122)

pargue dent-chien n Lutjanusjocu , an edible marine fish. /pa:g daJj e/

(< Fr dent-chien ‘dog-tooth’) = >dent-chien (pargue), dog(’s)-teeth

pargue, dog-teeth snapper, pargue 0 It is advisable to have at least one

hundred fathoms of line, as there are large groupers and "pargues-

dent-chien” to be found here, necessitating skill in playing. (Vincent

1910; 15) 0 I know of no fish such a confirmed bait stealer as the

mackerel, the “pargue-dent-chien”... and lastly the “sorbe”. (Vincent

1910:28) 0 (Vincent 1910:47) 0 The pague dent chien sometimes

weigh over 100 lbs. (De Suze 1941 rev. Hart 1960)

pargue mang n Lutjanus griseus, an edible marine snapper fish. /pa:g

mag/ (< FC mang ‘mangrove swamp’) = butterfish
2

,
green pargue.

mangrove pargue, mangrove snapper, pargue

parimarel see PALMA REAL

parishad n A council or committee of Hindu PANDITS, /parijad/

(< H parishad ‘council’) 0 The Maha Sabha's parishad or council of

pundits worked towards a complete coordination of temple activities

and the standardization of ritual procedure, particularly weddings.

(Vertovec 1992:122)

pariwaar n Family and relations, /pariwair/ (< H pariwar ‘family;

dependants’) 0 The whole pariwaar come to the wedding.

Park, The n Skinner Park in San Fernando, south Trinidad. 0 De pa-

ahk/park: Skinnah/Skinner Park, Sando/San Fernando. (Haynes

1987:94)

park up 1 v Impose yourself on another person; stay in one place

seeming to idle the time away. (< E park ‘take up a position; occupy a

suitable or stationary position; stay where one is’) 0 They park up in

Marine Square. (Tiger “The Rats” 1936) 0 “Doh come an park up

yuhself here at all! Ah have mih homework to do!” (Baptiste

1993:124)
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2 v Of a couple in a car, park in a semi-isolated spot. 0 “At Lookout

etc. motive for parking up is to love up, not just to idle!” (2007)

parlour n A small shop which sells ready-to-eat foods, non-alcoholic

beverages, and some groceries. A parlour is often a little shed in

front of a house, selling staples, snacks, cigarettes, etc. /paiW (< arc

E parlour ‘a dining or supper room’) = snackette 0 At the Surprise

Parlour comer of Park and St. Vincent Streets the biggest competition

was held. (Mirror 8 Mar 1916:2) 0 He was the owner of a milk bub

parlour and wanted to have a patent for his machine. ( TG 23 Aug
1919:6) 0 He... had owned four parlours. (TG 9 Jan 1936:11) 0 I

bought a parlour. And were doing well. (Radio “Emily” 1940) 0 The

term “parlor” is used... throughout rural Trinidad, for a small shop in

which soft drinks, candy, and cigarettes may be purchased. Such par-

lors rarely represent a full-time enterprise; rather, they are operated

by the female members of the family in their free time - which

means, in effect, whenever a customer comes in - as a supplement to

the income of the family. (Klass 1961:54) 0 There are many local soft

drinks including the mauby, grapefruit juice, ginger beer, coconut

water, as well as many others. These may be bought in the local shops

called “Parlours”. (Ottley 1971-2:22) 0 A little girl came towards him

with an empty sweet drink bottle in her hand. It was a Solo bottle.

Evidently she was on her way to change it for a full one in the neigh-

bourhood parlour. (Narine 1977:2) 0 Presently, supermarkets, grocer-

ies, shops and parlours throughout TnT are overstocked with the

foreign candy. (TTM 25 Feb 1983:13) 0 Like all of the parlours in

town, this one have a small wooden counter, and on top of the counter

it have a small glass-case with Chinee people food. (Khan 1987:124)

0 This time the confrontation is with people who operate small busi-

ness places under their homes, like parlours, shops, groceries, and

snackettes. (TTM 1 Jan 1993:11) 0 Parlour juice was made from one

can of juice to a bucket of water and ten pounds of sugar; it looked

sickly yellow and was too sweet to determine the fruit from which it

was made. But it tasted good and was bad for you and you knew it.

(T&T Yesteryear 1995:8)

parlour food n Snack foods typical of those sold in a PARLOUR, e.g.

SWEET DRINKS, ROCK, buns; also, ready-to-eat food bought at a par-

lour, or cafeteria. 0 (Haynes 1987:55)

parosi, purosi n A male neighbour, /parosi/ (< H parosi ‘male neigh-

bour’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:36) 0 “Parosi and parosin hold all yuh fowl.”

(1990)

parosin, purosin n A female neighbour, /parosin/ (< H parosin

‘female neighbour’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:36) 0 The neighbours came
back again.

“
Parosin” (neighbour), tie this man’ hand and foot.”

(OPNL Dec 1988:7) 0 “Parosi and parosin hold all yuh fowl.” (1990)

parrakeet see parakeet

parranda, paranda n arc The act of PARANGING, going around to

houses serenading people, while eating, drinking, and having a good

time, /paranda, parandA/ (< Venez Sp andar de parranda ‘to go

paranging’ < parrandear ‘merrymaking, enjoying oneself, with or

without music; moving fr place to place’) = >parang 0 He was invited

once to a paranda , Which ended in a fight. (CB 20 Oct 1901:9) 0 Par-

randa is the action of merrymaking and also refers to the group of

carousers who serenade their friends... The word parranda in general

Spanish is used mainly in the expression andar de parranda
,
which in

the modem Trinidadian vernacular is ‘to go paranging’, akin to the

Venezuelan parrandear , meaning not only merrymaking... but also

Timing’ or enjoying oneself, with or without music, moving from

place to place with no time limit in mind. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:65-6) 0 The older folk classified the songs of their parranda

according to the theme and musical measurement of the compositions

as was the custom in Venezuela. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:66)

parrot n Usu. Amazona amazonica, a bird frequently seen and heard

in small flocks flying to and from feeding grounds in early morning

and before sunset. Also any parrot or smaller parakeet, (fr being most

commonly seen large parrot in Trinidad) = cocotte
-

,
green parrot,

gros jacquot, >orange-winged parrot, Tobago orange-winged parrot 0

Scarus... Parrot, or paroquet, (de Verteuil 1884:389) 0 “Parrot

destroying de place.” (1979)

parrot apple 1 n obs Tob An unidentified tree; wood is hard, and

rose-mahogany in colour. 0 (Young 1809, Stowe 922:14b) 0 Some of

[the trees I encountered], besides furnishing valuable timber, yielded

rare gums, like the “locust,” the parrot apple, and the mammie apple,

used in the arts. (Ober 1898: 140)

2 n Clusia rosea
, an introduced plant with thick waxy leaves that can

be written on. Fruit large, round, (fr parrots liking to eat the fruits) =

autograph tree 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:50-51)

parrot snake n Leptophis ahaetuUa coeruleodorsus, a nonvenomous
snake, to 1.8 m (6') long. Green back with a gold lateral line; grey

with greenish-brown head and white belly; when the neck is inflated,

shows a green-gold sheen; inside of mouth bright pink or purple, (fr

resemblance in coloration to the yellow-crested green parrot) = green

horsewhip, green machet, green rigoise, Mora, rigoise verte, whip-

lash, whip snake
2
0 It was one of the handsomest snakes of the trop-

ics, a slim reptile about four feet long, brilliantly colored. Blue-green

scales bordered with narrow markings of black covered its back and

the under side was bright orange-yellow. "Parrot snake is another

name for [the lora] here,” the professor said. (Ditmars & Bridges

1935:87) 0 (PARROT SNAKE). A long slender tree snake up to 3 1/2 feet

long. Colour, bronzy-gold and green. (Alford 1960:101) 0 The Laura

or Parrot snake is so called because of the similarity in its colours to

the Parrots that are kept by some people.... If surprised on a branch or

bush with no means of retreat, the Laura will suddenly open its mouth

to an amazing size, displaying the bright shell pink insides... as it

makes mock strikes. However, as soon as it can it will steal swiftly

away. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:14) 0 Tobago... [has] not a single dan-

gerous snake or reptile... Among these non-venomous snakes are the

black snake... parrot snake, and the doctor snake. (Ottley 1969:66) 0

(Boos 200 la: 125)

parrot-toed adj Walking with the toes turned slightly inward rather

than pointing straight ahead or outward; E pigeon-toed, (fr resem-

blance to a parrot’s style of walking) 0 I find that child walking

parrot-toed.

parsad, persad, perasad n An Indian sweet made of flour or cream of

wheat, sugar, ghee, milk, and sometimes raisins, offered at a Hindu

PUJA., to non-Hindus at Divali, etc. /parsad, prasad, parasad,

persad/ (< Bh parsad ‘food that has been offered to Hindu deities,

afterwards shared among devotees’) = mohanbhog, >prasad 0 If a

guest does nothing else at a ceremony but eat the meal and take some

of the persad, the special blessed food, the host will be satisfied.

(Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:1 17) 0 In some rural areas, one finds still

some balwais (sweetmakers) selling sweets like jilebi , laddu ,
parsad

in the market, also gulab-jamun. (Boodoosingh 1976:26) 0 Sweets

like gelebey, kurma, ladoo and perasad, should be given away to chil-

dren [on Divali]. (Bomb 1979) 0 [He] allegedly invited the child to

his office for “parsad” (Indian delicacy). (Punch 19 Nov 1989:3) 0

“This learning is parsad too. Food for the mind.” (1990) 0 Plenty peo-

ple who come in the yagna (prayer session) only come for the parsad

(offerings) and food. (Maharaj 1990:14)

parson n Tachyphonus rufus [= T. melaleucus, T. beauperthuyi

\

(E

white-lined tanager), a bird, 18.8 cm (7.5") long. Adult male glossy

black except for white under-wing, and small white patch on inner

upper-wing, only visible - but conspicuous - in flight; bill black with

base of lower bill bluish white. Female entirely reddish brown.

(< E parson
,
applied to animals with black markings, fr traditional

black coat of a clergyman) = cocoa bird
1

,
pere noir 0 (Chapman

1894:31) 0 Parson... the black male and chestnut female make a con-

spicuous pair often thought to be different species. They are often

very tame and... frequently enter the houses in search of sugar and

other tit-bits. (Williams 1922:131) 0 (Roberts 1934:99) 0 (Street

1946:377) 0 (ffrench 1991:376-7)

Parson Brown n A variety of cultivated orange, prob. introduced fr

Jamaica. 0 The common Trinidad orange is deliciously sweet and

juicy, but it is overstocked with pips, and an attempt is being made to

introduce better kinds such as the “Parson Brown”, “King”, and

“Navel” varieties. (Collens 1912:62)

part see also WHICH PART
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part 1 v Cut with something sharp, e.g. knife, CUTLASS. (< E part

.‘separate or divide into pieces’) 0 Oh Lord, he catch one manacou. He
part um into two. (“You Know One Joseph Keeba” Herskovits &
Herskovits 1939b) 0 I go part yuh blasted backside. (1990)

2 v Settle differences; resume a good relationship. = hear between 0 If

you eat my mango, I don’t know how you and me go part,

parthan n Flour sprinkled on the wooden CHOWKI so that the LOYA,

dough, does not stick when rolled out. /part
h
an/ (< Bh-Ang parthan

‘side ingredient, usu. flour’) 0 “Put parthan for it not to stick on the

chowki.” (1990)

partial tuning n A style of PAN tuning in which partial overtone series

ring when a note is struck, particularly suitable for making recordings.

0 Then they played the same song in partial tuning - chalk and cheese!

particular v Show concern for; care about; take care of; watch over.

(< obs adj E particular ‘specially attentive to a person’) 0 Eef all par-

ents use to particular all lacka you suh wouldn’t smell youself suh.

(1990)

parting n In a barrack-yard room, a screen that hides the bed. 0

The main bed... was screened by a framed structure covered with jute

sacking upon which a very cheap, rough cotton called “ticking” was

nailed or hung. Where the ticking was nailed, wallpaper was then

starched on it to both beautify and strengthen the covered structure.

That was known as “the parting off’. Thus, the family had a private

bedroom. (Cummings 2004:17)

partly adv Almost; nearly. (< E partly ‘in some measure or degree;

not wholly’) 0 Doh worry yourself, the job partly all done,

partner see PARDNER

part off Partition off; separate an area within a larger room. (< arc E
part ‘divide into parts by marking or assigning boundaries’) 0 We
part off here for granny.

part sugar phr Tob Divide sugar between estate and METAYER. 0

[Pjarting sugar ... the sharing of the sugar produced by the metayer;

half was for the estate and half for the metayer. (Craig-James 2008:11-

297)

party calypso n A CALYPSO designed for feting and dancing; lyrics

are minimal, addressing love and a good time rather than socially

meaningful issues. = party song 0 I never had a party calypso, but I’ve

made one for next year, please God, and it wicked! (EX-2 8 Nov
1987:13) 0 “I’d single out ‘On The Road’ as a party calypso which I

consider to be good in terms of all the categories which are being

adjudicated.” (EX 26 Feb 1995:16)

party song n A CALYPSO designed for feting and dancing; lyrics are

minimal, addressing love and having a good time. 0 He sings “up-

tempo party songs” which he says are harder to compose than politi-

cal commentary. (Jacob et al 1992:7) = party calypso

parvu n Bryophyllum pinnatum , a cultivated fleshy plant, to 1 m (3.2')

high. Noted for its ability to produce young plants on the margin of

the leaves even under very dry conditions. = leaf-of-life, leeveltar

rola, never-dead, sajwan, >wonder-of-the-world 0 Leaf-of-Life,

Never Dead, Parvu... The heated leaves are also applied topically to

treat sprains, bruises, ulcers, swellings and even arthritis and tay tay

worm. It is reported that sometimes this treatment produces severe

skin blister. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:32)

parwar n Coccinia grandis, a cultivated climbing or trailing plant.

Leaves broad, triangular-ovate. Flowers white. Fruits ovoid, smooth,

red with green at base. Fruits and young shoots cooked as vegetable,

/parwar/ (< H parwar
,
parw’al, a kind of gourd) = ivy gourd 0 (Mahabir

1991:116)

pas 1 n In STICK-FIGHTING, a deliberate step made to gain a better

position, /pa/ (< FC < Fr pas ‘step; dance-step’) 0 “Look how Carlie

just parry the blow Sammy give him . . . he make a pas and give a next

blow in exchange.” (de Boissiere 1956:131)

2 n In a CARNIVAL dragon band, steps performed by IMPS, e.g. in

irritating the BEAST, or passing over water, /pa/ (< FC < Fr pas ‘step;

dance-step’) 0 The [dragon] band would proceed through the streets

of Port of Spain slowly and solemnly, enacting an elaborate panto-

mime, with each order of demons performing a different step, called

the pas. The pantomime consisted of the imps tempting and teasing

the beast... The beast’s dance was a quick lunging forward step to

strike at the energetic imps who surrounded and goaded him... “It had

plenty drain in town them days... so when you reach them, is there the

mas’ start.” Devils, as creatures of fire, hate water. Thus when a drain

was broached, there was an elaborate ballet... to cross it, and to get

the beast across, in which the face card carried by the King Imp
played a large part. (EX-2 13 Feb 1994:3)

pasare see PASRAY

pasaway, pasawey v Strain rice to drain off water after it is boiled,

/pasawe/ (< H pasana ‘skim; pour off) 0 (Haynes 1987:48) 0 (Singh

1988:19) 0 “Pasawe de rice it done cook.” (1990)

pascilla n Cocoa waste; defective cocoa. 0 (Moore 1980:15)

paseo, pasillo 1 n A type of dance rhythm that follows the MAN-
ZANARE in a parang festival, performed by the PARANDEROS
while food and rum are being served and consumed, /paseo, pasijo/

(< Sp paseo/LAS pasillo ‘stroll; casual walk’) 0[N]ot one ah dem bin

no how foo dance am, soom ah dem bin ah gallop, soom bin ah dance

paseo an others bin ah waltz am, ah sah, ah fus ah laff, ah laff so tell

me mout nearly tear. (PC 27 Aug 1904) 0 They generally dance

accompanied by the harmonious strains of a lovely waltz, paseo, cake

walk etc. (Argos 15 Feb 1912:6) 0 The music was good but the danc-

ers would have nothing but tangoes and paseos. (TG 6 Feb 1921:7) 0

There still remain lingering memories of the paseos, the music, the

strings - guitars, bandols, quatros and violins. (Masson 1927:40) 0

The creole Paseo of Trinidad and Venezuela. (Espinet 1948 in Ahye

1983:141) 0 The Pasillo or Paseo was a must in the ballroom and in

rural fetes throughout Trinidad in days gone by. It is a simple two-

step, gliding dance, with graceful turns. Essentially a couple dance, it

was fascinating to watch the style of the older dancers in particular.

(Ahye 1978:54)

2 n A generic term for old CALYPSOS, esp. those in minor keys with a

relatively slow rhythm. 0 Between 1912 and 1934, American record-

ing companies fostered the emergence of Trinidad’s music primarily

as an aspect of Latin American music. This is why Belasco almost

indiscriminately recorded calypsoes and folksongs as paseos and Bill

Rogers termed his Ugly or Pretty Woman a paseo. (Rohlehr

1990:147) 0 He liked the old-time ray minor calypsoes and paseo

much more. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:92)

pashley see PASLEY

pasijay v Give off steam, water, sweat, e.g. from hot food, refrigera-

tor, container of cool water, /pasic^e/ (< H-Bh pasTjna ‘perspire;

sweat; dissolve; melt’) 0 “De rice well pasije.” (1990)

pasillo see PASEO

pasley, pashley n Portulaca oleracea, a native creeping plant with

succulent leaves, edible when cooked, /paisli, pa:Jli / (< E purslane,

this plant; poss. also influenced by E parsley, Petroselinum sativum, a

small curly-leafed herb) = bhaaji
2

,
coupeah, nona bhaaji, nuniya

bhaaji, pashley, >pussley 0 Diarrhoea: Coupeah or Pasley... Guava

leaves. (Bush Medicine 1976b: 19)

paso n obs A traditional Spanish linear measure, equal to 54.8491

inches or 1.3932 m. /paso/ (< Sp paso ‘pace; length of footstep)

pasray, pasare v Spread; stretch, e.g. a sheet; sprawl, sit in a vulgar,

exposed way, usu. said of a woman, /pasre, pasare/ (<H-Bh pasarna

‘spread out; stretch out’) 0 Look how she pasreyin sheself dey. 0 “She

pasare like ah mad oman.” (1990)

pass 1 n obs A paper permitting an indentured labourer to leave the

estate. (< E pass ‘document authorizing the bearer to come or go

somewhere’) 0 Ramkalawan brought up Mootoosammy, an inden-

tured immigrant of Petit Mome estate, for being found in the Eastern

Market yesterday without a pass. (POSG 14 Nov 1907:2) 0 During

the five years of his indenture, and his further five year period of

“industrial residence” if he decided to remain in Trinidad... [it was]

incumbent on each immigrant to carry with him a pass signed by the

manager whenever he left the confines of the estate for whatever rea-

son. He had to produce such a document whenever requested to do so

by a constable. (Ottley 1978:6) 0 Indentured labourers could not
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leave their estates during working hours without a pass, and “free”

Indians had to carry at all times their certificates of industrial resi-

dence. (Brereton 1985:24) 0 Both indentured and unindentured Indi-

ans could be arrested on any highway or public road and imprisoned

if they did not possess a ‘pass’. Workers with legitimate complaints

could not visit the Protector of Immigrants’ office without such a

pass, and unless a member of the inadequately staffed Protector’s

office paid regular visits to the estates, such complaints would not be

attended to. (Singh 1988:9-10) 0 As a young man, Munnay realized

that he could freely move about three estates which were under the

same management - Union Hall, Retrench and Corinth. However, if

he had to venture out to San Fernando or elsewhere, he had to get a

pass from the estate to show the police. (Deen 1994:239)

2 adv arc More than; better than, etc. (widespread CEC, prob. < E pass

‘go beyond’ + < Ptg passar ‘beyond; more than’ + WAfr languages

that use a verb meaning ‘pass; surpass’ to indicate a strong compara-

tive sense) 0 Yoo muss ah bin day foh see dem dansing pocka foh two-

step an kakwalk but no bin gat fite, it pas good. (PC 10 Sept 1904)

3 v During Carnival, parade a BAND through the streets. (< E pass

‘move on a particular route’) 0 At about 2 o’clock large crowds pro-

ceeded to Marine Square to witness the competition for the silver cup

offered by the Bonanza and there was difficulty in providing the req-

uisite space for the bands to pass. (Mirror 9 Feb 1910:3)

4 v Hand over, usu. for money, jewels, sometimes during robbery or

theft. (< E pass ‘be conveyed fr one place to another’) 0 “Two men,

who are brother and who we know well, were armed with a cutlass

and a piece of wood. They demanded that we pass all that we had,

meaning money and jewels.” (Bomb 2 Feb 1996:8)

5 i’ Put in briefly. (< E pass ‘go through, across or over something’) 0

One momin George pass he han in some dog tutu. He start tuh cuss;

an I start tuh laugh. (Foster 1990:116) 0 [A] barefooted vendor about

to enter an office to hawk goods to the workers, might literally ‘pass’

his/her feet in a drain at the side of the pavement (sidewalk) to

remove obvious dirt and stamp a couple times before going into the

office or store. (1991)

6 adj Of fruit or vegetables, over-ripe, esp. of edible tubers, hard and

woody. (< E pass ‘go beyond a certain point’) 0 “Girl, you know how
long I trying to sell these dasheen here? But they ‘pass’. Somebody
come back and tell me they not cooking so good.” (Pierre 2001)

passage n Money for transport; travel money. (< E passage money ‘a

fare charged for travel’) 0 The woman bit him on his hand, took away
his $200 and ran away... “She even left me without ‘passage’ to go

home.” (TTM 5 Oct 1990:6) 0 “Meanwhile, is people like me and you
who ketching we arse... I just put my last five dollars in this bottle,

and I only have passage to go home.” (TTM\1 Nov 1996:27)

pass and pull phr In WHE-WHE, betting on a number to win that was a

winning number in the past week’s earlier drawing time. = >pull from

behind 0 Pull from Behind: Play the number that called in the last

week’s previous draw time, e.g. play last Friday’s 1 :00 pm number in

this Friday’s 6:30 pm draw. Also called ‘Pass and Puli’. (Besson

1999:48)

pass as see PASS LIKE

pass bowl phr Tob Sharing of food. 0 [Pjass the bowl; pass bowl.

Tobago vernacular for the reciprocal sharing of prepared food by

neighbours. (Craig-James 2008:11-297)

pass change phr Bribe; give someone money to do something ille-

gally. 0 The humble couple scrunt to make a living, and say they sim-

ply cannot afford to “pass change” to satisfy the greedy ranger.

(Bomb 17 Nov 1989:10) 0 “Whatever yuh want, [he] go gee yuh, but

de bitch ain’t passin’ change.” (Bomb 19 Oct 1990:24) 0 For weeks
after that, [he] continued to “pass loud change,” and [she] lived the

good life. (Bomb 12 Oct 1990:9)

pass-fire n obs An Indian ritual in which dancers walk forward, while

chanting prayers, over hot coals in a pit. = >fire-pass, fire-walking,

tenritema 0 We have learnt with great pleasure from several respect-

able inhabitants of St. James that the Madrass... festival of pass-fire,

and the Mohurrum, or Hosein, have passed off more quietly this year

than on any previous occasion. (New Era 13 Sept 1889:3)

pass foot on phr Look down on; treat badly. 0 Me is one woman ‘dey

won’t pass’ dey foot on. (Lafortune 1979)

pass for v For school students, the level of performance on examina-

tions enabling entrance to a particular type of school. 0 Is it any won-
der that a greater percentage of students who pass for the “better

schools” are from hard-working citizens? (Bomb 4 Mar 1988:18) 0

However, [she] was not academic minded at all, she passed for a

junior secondary school and the uppity relatives were thoroughly

ashamed. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:9) 0 I am aware of a case involving a

female student who passed for [a] junior secondary school but was
seen registering in a seven-year-school the same week the results

were released. (TG 23 Sept 1990:14) 0 That he passed for C.I.C. was
a surprise to him. (Ali 1993:2)

pass hand phr Usu. with negative, keep; hold onto. 0 E doh pass e

han’: he doesn’t let anything pass through his hands. (Haynes

1987:178)

pass in v Go to and stop at briefly, E pass by. 0 You must pass in the

drug store and buy five cents lavender. (Invader “Obeah Man” 1939 pr)

pass jack phr In ALL-FOURS, if someone plays a jack in a round and

another person plays a trump card higher than that - i.e. queen, king,

ace - then the jack is hanged and the player who hanged it gets 3

points. Thus a jack is a card to protect; the holder of a jack tries to

PASS THE JACK at a time when an opponent cannot take it by topping

it with a higher card. 0 There is prestige associated with “passing a

jack” (usually by using it on a last turn or when you ‘know’ that your

partner has high cards to cover it. But to lose a jack is totally igno-

minious! (1990)

pass like phr With phrases such as a BRIGHTON BUCKET, A FULL

TROLLY BUS, ignore, pretend not to see, pass by without acknowl-

edgement. (fr Brighton pier pitch buckets on a conveyor system to the

jetty, as full and empty ones pass each other in opposite directions;

and fr a full trolley or bus passing waiting passengers without stop-

ping) = blank, pass straight 0 She self at the wedding, pass me like a

Brighton bucket. 0 (Haynes 1987:61) 0 “When yuh girlfriend wit’

you, you does pass mih like bus.” (Baptiste 1993:125) 0 “Is my
neighbours I talkin’ ’bout. Whole year them people does want to pass

you straight like a full maxi.” (EX 18 Dec 1994:1 1)

pass mouth on 1 phr Criticize; speak ill of someone; gossip about

negatively. = pass on 1

0 “Dey sayin’ how you doz have too much
man after yo’... Dem so way doz pass dey mout’ on people, de Lord

go take his [vengeance] on dem.” (Bowyer ca 1974:25)

2 phr Put a bad spell on someone by talking about something bad

happening to him. = put goat mouth on 0 The man pass his mouth on

Gene Miles and George Goddard, since then both of them gone mad.

(Chalkdust “Goat Mouth Doc” 1972)

pass on 1 v Criticize; speak ill of. = >pass mouth on 1

0 You so like to

pass on people too much. (Ottley 1971:51)

2 v Put liquid on the skin with a sweeping or wiping motion. 0 “If you

have a headache or [you’re] not feeling well, you can sap your head

with these Waters. People pass it on their skin or sprinkle it around

the house.” (EX-2 20 Oct 199 1 :3)

pass out 1 v An informal type of cricket played without wickets; the

batsman takes strokes at the ball until he misses, when he is out. =

goes-in goes-out, next bat 0 “I say do you want to play ‘pass out’, I

am batting first.” (Bynoe 1985:26) 0 Pass out — A game of cricket,

usually spontaneous, in which the batsman is ‘out’ if he offers a shot

and misses. (Bynoe 1985:61)

2 v Die; pass away. 0 ‘[T]hings will change up here this morning. As
soon as the old lady pass out Linden has to go.’ (Anthony 1965:178)

3 v Kill deliberately, violently, (poss. < E pass out ‘fall uncon-

scious; faint’) 0 Yuh see when a known gangster says “I am gonna

get you...” you can bet your life he is going to try to pass you out or

you can look forward to receiving get-well cards in the future. (TG
10 Sept 1993:9) 0 “The dog just see the cat and pass it out one

time.” (1990)

pass play n Song or game done for pleasure and to pass time at wakes;

includes unison songs, children’s song games, usu. with handclap-

ping accompaniment. 6 (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947) 0 Pass Play...
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involves the unison songs and song-games done by children...

Handclapping is used to accompany the songs. It is used for pleasure

and for the passing of children’s time at Wakes and in playgroups.

(Ahyoung 1977:51)

pass remarks phr Make insulting, negative comments, not directly to

the object, but sometimes so that they can be heard. = throw words 0

The Black neighbours were jealous of her little one, passed remarks

about beke negre. (de Boissiere 1956) 0 Jealous or spiteful persons

may “pass remarks” and start fights, or they may call “bad” powers

on themselves, lie on the ground, and go to sleep. (Simpson

1970:101)

pass straight phr Ignore; pretend not to see; pass by without acknowl-

edgement. = pass like 0 I left very much annoyed. I saw her next

about 3 or 4 days afterwards on the road in Arima. I may have passed

her straight. (TG 11 Jan 1933:9) 0 When Beginner stepped into the

fray as a “kaisoman” many relatives were embarrassed and a number
of friends elected to “pass him straight.” (EN 18 Feb 1971:15) 0 An’

de poor fella feel he mus’ answer or nex’ day he hear how he ‘pass

dem straight’. (Keens-Douglas 1984:122) 0 Both of dem see me.

[She] pass meh straight as was expected, but [he] hail out to me. Ah
ent get no apology yet. (Forum 17 Apr 1988:18) 0 So sometimes wen
yuh see people pass yuh straight in tong. An yuh cocksure dey see

yuh because you an dem eye make four, Doh dig nutten. Is not

because dey eh recognize yuh or dey playin ting wit deyself. Is sim-

ply because dey cyar remember yuh real name. An dey too embarrass

tuh admit it. (Foster 1990:38) 0 “Aye Urmilla! You passing straight?”

(Selvon 1 99 1 a:23)

password n arc Curse word; obscenity. = Yankee password 0 Movies

today is just one set of password.

pastel, pastelle n A dish made of a spiced ground meat filling in a soft

cornflour dough crust, wrapped in banana leaves and steamed,

/pastel/ (< Sp pastel ‘sweet or meat-stuffed commeal crust’) 0 Pas-

telles. Roll the com very thin put in the filling... place sliced hard

boiled eggs. Wrap in banana-leaves and boil for half an hour, (de

Boissiere ca 1945a: 18) 0 “Tom-tom-Banan”, “farine”, “pastelles”.

(Fortune ca 1950-59:18) 0 That night Aurelia bought chicken pilau

and pastelles. (de Boissiere 1952:18) 0 The old people... might buy...

one of those mysterious envelopes wrapped in banana leaves tied

with thin string. Inside the dark green mystery packets was a portion

of highly seasoned mincemeat mixed with green peppers, raisins,

tomatoes, capers and covered with crushed com which, after being

folded into the banana leaves was ready for putting complete into

boiling water for making the popular pastelles. (Bryans 1967:166-7)

0 [At Christmastime] payme, pastels, wines and preserves, the prepa-

ration of hams from pork legs assume great prominence. (Woodroffe

1974:22) 0 Preparation had begun on the stuffed chicken, the leg of

pork, the ham and the pastelles. (Araujo 1984:25) 0 Pastelles, which

came to us from the original Spanish recipe for commeal and minced

meat steamed in banana leaves, are now creole Christmas classics, as

much a part of that season as is parang. (Hunt 1 985a: 1 ) 0 Pastelles,

Arepas, Tortillas, Bollos, Empanadas - Panol Promasa commeal for

Best Results this Christmas. (TG 28 Nov 1990:8) 0 Christmas time

brings the opportunity for women in our country to revel in the prepa-

ration of dainties like pastelles, storing of dried fruit in mm - a pre-

requisite for rich black cake. Preparation of large quantities of sorrel

and ginger beer has become a ritual. (Maynard 1992:94 0 I never saw

pastelle and ham as a child, at Christmas. (EX-3 18 Dec 1994:24) 0

By and by Felix Boneo and I stayed on to the subject ofpasteles, known
in Venezuela as hallacas (although in the Venezuela of yester-year pas-

tel was the name of this famous delicacy). (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:118)

pastelle see PASTEL

pastel press n A kitchen tool used to make PASTELS; it usu. consists

of two flat squares of wood connected by a hinge, with a handle on

top. Dough is placed between the two pieces of wood and the top

piece pushed down to press it into a thin sheet. 0 Place a square of wet

muslin over the [ball,] roll very thinly out using a rolling pin or a pas-

telle press. (Hunt 1985a:6)

patacon n Cissampelos pareira, a native climbing shrub. Leaves

roundish to heart-shaped, sparsely or felty hairy beneath. Male inflo-

rescence 2-10 cm (.8-3.9") long, female longer and less spreading.

Fruits scarlet, 4-5 mm (.16-.2") broad; seed horse-shoe shaped, corru-

gated. Roots sometimes used as snakebite antidote, /patako/ (< Sp

patacon

,

a silver coin, often having a wedge cut out, thus resembling

the leaf shape) = cats ear bush, graveyard bush, velvet leaf 0 ‘But this

one is patacon, it good for heart, for boils and for if you have cough.’

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:147)

patak adj Worthless; lowly; without pride or status. (< H-Bh patak

‘falling down; weakness’) = doancarish 0 “That family is a set a patak

people.” (1990)

patang n Kite; kite-flying. (< H patang ‘paper kite’) 0 Pachisi and

wrestling among some grown-ups and patang (kite-flying), Kabaddi,

Gulli-danta , cock-fighting and other sports and amusements were

brought from North India. (Jha 1973:38) 0 “We going to fly patang.”

patanga, patangaa (m.), patangi (f.) n A moth; sometimes other sim-

ilar night-flying insects, /patanga, patangi/ (< Bh patanga ‘sparkling;

multicoloured’) 0 The phatangaa flying around the light. 0 “The light

causing phatangi and they falling in meh water.” (1990)

patay n Mould; make firm, /pate/ (< H-Bh patana ‘fill up; make
level’) = chhope 0 “Patay around the plant.” (1990)

pat banan, pate banane n arc A small oblong pastry, rolled over and

sealed on the edge, with a filling of ripe plantain jam. /pat banan, pate

banan/ (< FC pat banane ‘banana pastry’) 0 “My friend Miss Rita

used to make a nice pat banan.” (2002)

pat canelle, pate canelle n arc A small oblong pastry, rolled over and

sealed on the edge, with a filling of SPICE and sugar, /pat kanel, pate

kanel/ (< FC pate canelle ‘cinnamon pastry’) 0 “No, pat canelle not

like cinnamon bun!” (2002)

patchay see PACHAY

patchaylee see PACHOULI

pat chien n Urena lobata, an erect, fairly slender native shrub with

few branches, to 2 m (6.4'). Mature leaves have 3-5 deep angled

lobes, downy underside, rough upperside. /pat Jje/ (< FC < Fr patte

de chien ‘dog paw’ as leaf resembles dog’s pawprint) = aramina, cat-

bush, datwan
, >dog pika, kuzen maho, rigman tea 0 She was greatly

amused at the mention of gereytoute, shadella, gully root, cousin

mahaut, patte chien and herb-a-femme, and she said, “You know a lot

about the old-time Creole remedies, don’t you?” (Simpson 1962:236)

0 “Patchien” is so called in the local patois on account of the resem-

blance of its leaves to the pawprint of a dog. (Morean 1 99 1 e:24)

patchkey see PITCHKEY

patchoi n Brassica chinensis, or the similar B. pekinensis, cultivated

plants. Leaves edible, non-heading, dark green, with broad white leaf

stalks. Small yellow flowers in spikes, /patfoi/ (< Mandarine Ch pak
choi or Cantonese/Hakka pe-tsai) = pak choi 0 Market: patchoi. (TG
31 Jan 1933:2) 0 In the greens’ section only pigeon peas at 20 cents

per pound retained yesterday’s price. Tomatoes, patchoi, cucumbers,

melongene, all lost a cent or a penny per pound overnight. (EN 2 Sept

1954:3) 0 Patchoi or Chinese Cabbage is a Chinese vegetable of the

cabbage family with edible leaves, which when cooked makes an

excellent substitute for spinach. The leaves should be gathered for

cooking before the flower spike makes its appearance. (Rampersad

1963) 0 Patchoy, dumplins, vegetables, ground provisions, coconut

bake, baggie, callaloo bush, macaroni pie, mauby fizz, (restaurant ad,

Quamina 1982:3) 0 2 lbs patchoi. (Hunt 1985a:44)

patchouli, patchaylee n Pogostemon cablin, a cultivated plant grow-

ing to 1 m (3.2'), gradually hardening at the base. Stems 4-angled;

side branches tend to lean over and may root at nodes touching

ground. Leaves 8 x 4 cm (3.1” x 1.6"), opposite, irregularly toothed,

ovate, pointed at tip, rounded base, many fine hairs on upper surfaces.

Young stem and petioles light mauve. Oil extracted from the young
leaves, used for medicine, OBEAH, insecticide, commercially in per-

fumes. /patfuli/ (< Fr patchouli < H pacholi or Tamil pachchai-ilai

‘green leaf) 0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Leaves...

patchaylee. (Simpson 1962:329) 0 Patchouli, Pogostemon patchouli
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or Pogostemon cablin is one of several sweet smelling herbs which

are cultivated in Trinidad and Tobago by some householders but par-

ticularly among some of the farmers of the Paramin community.

Northeast of Port of Spain... One old herbalist points out that “once it

loves the spot it covers the area. When it dead it gone. When the land

say 'I love that’ it thrives.” (Morean 1989c:27) 0 She pointed to a

small tree, in reality a tall shrub. Its green leaves quivered in the

breeze. ‘That is pachuli,’ she said. I waited. Little by little I heard

about the strange powers of this ordinary-looking plant. A silver coin

was buried at the root; it was specially ‘mounted’ and cared for. It

granted favours to the person who tended it. It attracted good for-

tune... As time went by I heard about similar plants or tural... Ma
Juana said that the pachuli must be greeted affectionately because it

was a living thing... When one obtained the flavour one must then

pray and thank the plant. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994: 111)

patchownie see PACHOWNI

pat coco, pate coco n arc A small oblong pastry, rolled over and

sealed on the edge, with a filling of grated coconut and sugar, /pat

koko, pate koko/ (< FC pate coco ‘coconut pastry’) 0 “I don’t know
anyone who could make pat coco since Miss Rita died.” (2004)

paternoster n A long fishing line with several hooks, used for BANK-
ING (fishing on or near the sea floor). A paternoster line ends in a

weight, resting on the sea bottom, with a swivel some distance above;

between these about three horizontal wires are fastened, each one hav-

ing a short vertical line with a hook; used for deep sea fishing. See also

LIGNE DORMANT. (< E paternoster-Une ‘a line used in fishing to

which hooks or groups of hooks are attached at intervals, with weights

to sink if) 0 [F]rom experience we find the following list most adapt-

able for banking - 2 medium hempen lines of 30 to 40 fathoms, 2 wire

Paternosters ( 1 reserve) with 3 booms.... (Mendes 1950:8,1 1

)

patesri n arc The lover of a married man; the OUTSIDE woman in a

love triangle, /patesri/ (< Bh pati ‘husband’ + istri ‘woman’ i.e. hus-

band’s other woman) = >deputy 0 You see that woman? She is mi
mamu patesri.

pathar n Rock; stone. /pat
h
ar/ (< H pathar ‘stone’) = >rock-stone 0

He pelt meh with a big pathar.

pati 1 n Husband, /pati/ (< H pati ‘master; lord; husband’) 0 “My pati

over nice.” (1990)

2 n A wooden box for keeping barber’s tools. (< H-Bh) 0 (Ramlakhan

1990a: 13)

patibrata, pativrata n A good and faithful wife; the role and actions

of an obedient wife serving her husband, /patibrata/ (< H patibrata

‘chaste woman’; pati-prana ‘faithful wife’) 0 A good woman should

strive for the title of pat! brata (faithful to her husband) and that is

really all that is required of her: she should be hardworking and obe-

dient, but above all, she must be faithful. (Klass 1961:152) 0 [M]any
features of Indian family persist... Such traits include: the ideal of

virilocality (however shortlived), authority based on sex and age, the

role of a wife as obedient and serving to the husband (pativrata,

exemplified today among women over about 40 years old, who still

follow behind their husbands at some distance and avoid addressing

him by his proper name)., and other non-quantifiable yet distinguish-

able principles. (Vertovec 1992:105)

patienate, pationate adj Patient; long suffering, /pejxnet/ 0 Patienate

- patient, long suffering (ESTT 1956) 0 Patienate - patience (ESTT
1956) 0 Be patien(ate). (ESTT 1956) 0 Meanwhile, for all of you who
vex because I have left out many of your nominees, I say be “pation-

ate”, because I have discovered a special old-time, barrack-yard,

three-cubicled “shithouse” to put them in early in the new year. (TTM
31 Dec 1995:30)

patila n A deep metal cooking pot. /patila, patik/ (< H patila. patila ‘a

wide-mouthed saucepan’)

pativrata see patibrata

patkav, patke v Dash someone or something with great force, /patke/

(< H pataknd ‘dash against; throw on the ground with violence;

knock’) 0 “Some people does take the fowl and just patkay the head

on the ground one time.” (1990)

patna, paatnaa n arc An invisible evil spirit that attacks unmarried

girls, attaching itself to them and preventing them from conceiving a

child, /patna/ (< H-Bh patna ‘be filled with’) 0 [T]he patna... is an

invisible evil spirit that attacks only unmarried girls. If such a girl

walks down the road unaccompanied by any member of her family,

and there happens to be a patna lying by the side of the road, it will

attach itself to her back and remain there. Neither she nor anyone else

will know of it, but when she gets married the patna will prevent her

from ever conceiving a child. ... There are certain men of the Camar
caste, called Ojha Men, who are believed to have magical powers,

including the ability to exorcise the patna... [He] “removes” the patna

and carries it a considerable distance from the vilage He drops it

along a strange road, where it supposedly lies in wait for some ohter

unaccompanied unmarried girl. (Klass 1961:181) 0 Patna. Spirit,

believed in by Hindus, that makes girls barren. (Clarke 1986:174)

patni n Wife, /patni/ (< H patni ‘wife’) 0 “Ai patni yuh now come
home.” (1990)

pato, patoh n Daughter-in-law. /pato/ (< H patoh. patohu ‘daughter-

in-law; son’s wife’) 0 “He well makoing i pato.” (1990)

Patois 1 n The FRENCH Creole4
language; a creole language with

mostly French-derived vocabulary, but with grammar and phonology

also derived partly from African and other languages. Generally

speaking, this is one language throughout the Caribbean, with differ-

ent dialects or varieties spoken in different areas, e.g. St. Lucia,

French Guiana, Haiti, known as Patwa, Creole or Kweyol. Patois was
the most widely used language in Trinidad from the late 18th to early

20th centuries, /patwa/ (< Fr patois ‘a dialect, esp. in France, spoken

by the common people in a particular area, differing substantially fr

standard or literary language’) = broken French, Creole
7

,
Negro

French 6 The planters in this island. Many of them, especially the

owners and managers of cocoa estates, are foreigners, entirely igno-

rant of the English language, and consequently [incapable] of com-
prehending the Order in Council. Many are coloured creoles,

generally of little, at best of very limited education, speaking no one

language perfectly, but using what may be termed the patois, or negro

French; or Spanish. (Trinidad CO 295/65, Protector of Slaves to Gov.

Woodford, 31 Jan 1817)01 turned my attention to our popular patois ,

for the purpose of ascertaining its exact relation to real French.

(Thomas 1869:iii) 0 M. F— had lately caught a black servant at the

brook-side busily washing something in a calabash, and asked him

what was he doing there? The conversation would have been held, of

course in French-Spanish-African - Creole patois, a language which

is becoming fixed, with its own grammar and declensions, &c. A
curious book on it has lately been published in Trinidad by Mr.

Thomas, a coloured gentleman, who seems to be at once no mean
philologer and no mean humorist. (Kingsley 1880:320) 0 Mr. Hamil-

ton... accounts for the general hostility of the community to the

Police, composed chiefly of Barbadians, not to the disreputable, irre-

sponsible, and undisciplined class of men from which they are

recruited, but from their want of a knowledge of the patois of the

island. (SFG 19 Nov 1881 in Singh 1988:72) 0 Patois - a compound
of bad French and English, with a flavour of Spanish - is spoken not

only in Trinidad, but even in Grenada and St. Lucia... Certainly, this

lingua is an expressive one. It is sparkling with humour, masterly for

sarcasm and ridicule, magnificent for abuse, but I am afraid it is want-

ing in elegance of diction. (Collens 1888:48) 0 With the old people, to

speak good French or good English is time lost - you must speak a

broken French or a very broken English, half French; that is to say,

the only way to get on freely with them is to speak Patois. (Comm.
Franchise 1 888-2:42) 0 Despite the fact that special men were told off

to prevent the singing of indecent ballads in which the names of

ladies or gentlemen were brought in, we regret to state what a plenty

of these indecent and personal patois medleys were indulged in.

(POSG 2 Feb 1898:5) 0 We are aware that several songs of a grossly

indecent nature are being practised with the view of their being sung

during the Carnival, and we urge on the Police to be on the alert to put

a stop to them. They are all in patois and, therefore, members of the

Force who understand the Creole dialect should be specially told off

to detect and prevent this most objectionable practice. (POSG 17 Feb
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1898:3) 0 As soon as the police were out of sight, the scattered mem-
bers of the bands remustered and stirred by the obscene patois songs

of the second defendant, the “Junction Band” sallied forth to put out

the intruding band from their quarters. (Mirror 23 Feb 1898:3) 0

Navarro attempted to follow them, but Boatswain prevented him tell-

ing him in patois that what was going on outside was not his business.

(POSG 3 Sept 1907:5) 0 The sleuth then turned his attention to the

females, but when questioned, each accused the other of being the

owner of the box while both admitted that it contained tomatoes, the

conversation being carried on in patois. (Alexander 1909:222) 0 Hus-

tling bands of masqueraders who in small numbers danced and

jumped all over the streets, shouting at the pitch of their voices their

various senseless chants. The meaning of them was shrouded in

patois, but others were distinctly obscene. (Mirror 28 Feb 1911:7) 0

[During the first decade of the twentieth century it] was considered

old-fashioned to sing in Patois... a calypsonian’s success depended

upon his mastery of the English language... The ability to use high-

sounding English words and phrases was much admired by audiences

and a particularly impressive display was rewarded by cries of “Hear

English man! Hear English.” (Pitts 1926, in Rohlehr 1990:70) 0 Close

on his heels came the Indian man in loin cloth who in the week sold,

“Pomatae! Pomatae!” Today his wares became “Pomatae-ma-ma,

pomatae-ae!” chanted with all solemnity to the bread-boy’s two-note

air, by which he meant to convey to patois-speaking housewives that

he was hawking sweet potatoes. (TG 5 Feb 1933:2) 0 With tears trick-

ling down her cheeks Marie de Jesus told the Court that she only

spoke patois when she was called upon by [the magistrate] to say

something on behalf of her 17-year-old son. (TG 23 Jan 1936:3) 0

Norman Le Blanc, another great exponent in the Calypso world was

responsible for its translation from Patois to English. (Jones 1947:17)

0 They spoke in patois, the old man never ceasing his long, easy

strokes with the oars, (de Boissiere 1952:168) 0 The orthography

used for Creole patois in this paper... stresses the fact that Creole is

a language in its own right, and no more “broken French” than

French is “broken Latin”. (Crowley 1956a: 194) 0 An interesting

point about the above song is its combination of English and Patois.

The latter tongue was dying, but not without a fight, and even in

1915... we see another example of mixed English and Patois calyp-

soes. (Pitts 1962:41) 0 Songs boast of the strength and invincibility

of the fighters. Words are a mixture of English and patois. (Alladin

1969:38) 0 They drink, they eat, they talk, and these activities are

interspersed with the singing of Creche songs. Those who know
patois like to speak it at this time because they find it lends an extra

“sweetness” to the get-together. (Mohammed 1975: 13) 0 In a while

they swung into “ambakailah” and nearly everyone joined in the

chorus; there was a lot of laughter at the end of every verse, but the

humour was lost on us children since they were singing in patois.

(Araujo 1984:76) 0 [They] questioned him at length, finding out in

the process that the boy spoke Patois, which many of the adults

around could, and which John’s mother did in fact speak. (Bynoe

1985:27) 0 [She] understands patois and Spanish, once the common
languages of these parts, but can’t speak either. (EX 26 Oct

1986:31) 0 Mayaro... has always been a bastion of Creole French

(called “Patois”) as a language as well as Creole French customs...

some of the old French-influenced cuisine lingers on in some fami-

lies, and the idiom “Patois,” which used to be spoken by everyone,

is still present, although dying a rapid death. (Anthony 1997:375)

2 adj Belonging to or speaking French Creole; characteristic of the

Afro-French Creole culture. 0 A Patois woman said ‘yo bien deso-

lay’. (Tiger “Hell Yard and George Street Conflict” 1936) 0 ‘What is

jeune male? I mean in English?’ He looked at me, grinning... ‘You is

a patois man and you don’t know that?’ (Anthony 1967:120) 0 The

Patois fellow anyhow say he can understand. And he stand up right

there and interpret everything the Russian say. They charge the man
ten shillings. Then the Magistrate study his head. He ask the inter-

preter whether he knew Russian. The Patois man replied: No Your

Honour but ah is a good lip-reader. (Ottley 1972:9) 0 “You have to get

that from them Patois people up Maraval.” (1990)

patonero see RATONERO

patra n Astrological horoscope; astrology almanac; a book consulted

for auspicious dates, names, and horoscopes, /patra, patrx/ (< H-Ang
patra ‘almanack showing predicted positions of heavenly bodies for a

period of time) 0 The Hindu horoscope, the Patra, can be used to find

out if sickness or some other harmful influence is being produced by

sorcery. These books tell whether or not the difficulty is due to plane-

tary misalignments; if it is not,then sorcery can be assumed to be the

cause. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:170) 6 Once the marriage is agreed

upon, the pundit is consulted to ascertain which day would be good...

He consults his patraa (almanac) and the planets, and announces

which days are favourable. (Boodoosingh 1976:22-3) 0 Later that

same day the priest was called, and he was known to be a good man
and a holy one; and one, moreover, who could read the patra, the

astrological almanac, and cast a horoscope and tell in a minute

the luck or ill-luck of a child; what it should guard against as it grew

up and the name it should have in consonance with its horoscope.

(Naipaul 1976:126) 0 That go prevent the child homing with it hand

bend or foot bend. They go have to know when is eclipse. They does

have it in the patra (horoscope) or in the TV they does announce it.

(OPNL Mar 1989:6) 0 In many settlements a single Brahman served as

purohit for all families... he consulted the Patra (astrological text) to

give advice regarding auspicious dates for various activities, and offici-

ated at all family pujas, weddings, and funerals. (Vertovec 1992: 1 14)

patriot n Anisotremus virginicus (E forkfish), an edible marine fish of

the grunt family. 0 Patrit. (Vincent 1910:46) 0 (Mendes 1940:15)

pat shyen see PAT CHIEN

paturiya n Prostitute; whore, /paturja/ (< H patariya ‘prostitute; danc-

ing girl’) 0 “Ah see dat patooriya just pass.” (1990)

pauie, pauji see PAWI

paul perruquier n obs Jacanajacana, a bird, 25 cm (10") long. Head,

neck, breast and upper back black; rest of upperparts dark red-brown;

bill yellow; bare wattled forehead red; long legs and very long toes

greyish. (< Fr poule ‘fowl; hen’ + < Fr perruquier ‘hairdresser;

wigmaker’ fr bare forehead) = lily-trotter, >spurwing, surgeon" 0

Spur-wing. Paul Perruquier. (Chapman 1894:75)

pau puja, paaw puja n Hindu wedding ceremony ritual in which the

bride’s father and relatives wash the groom’s feet and present him

with gifts, usu. including brass wares, /pau pu(^ai (< H-Bh pau ‘foot’

+ puja ‘prayer ritual’) 0 Paw Pooja: These are songs sung when mem-
bers of the family and friends touch the feet of the bride and bride-

groom. (Ahyoung 1977:74) 0 The bride then sat on the pirah on the

right hand of the groom in preparation for the pau puja. During this

the bride’s father washed the groom’s big toe on his right foot and

presented gifts to the couple. Other relatives and friends entered the

maro in turn to offer presents. (Clarke 1986:122) 0 “Ah buy ah new
lota and tharia to pau pooja.” (1990) 0 Paaw Puja. The parents of the

dulahin now wash the feet of both the dulaha and dulahin, put chan-

dan for them, do aarti, offer flowers and rice on the heads of both

dulaha and dulahin and then give them traditional gifts of lota and

tharia, as well as dakshina (money). These items are then handed over

to the dulaha’s father. Sometimes the pundit are also given dakshina

at this time. Relatives and friends of the dulahin also give gifts of tha-

ria and lota to the dulaha and dulahin. They also perform the same rit-

uals as they make their offerings. At some ceremonies there are many
ladies lined up to do this ceremony so it is necessary to sing at least

four or five songs for this occasion. (Holass-Beepath 2002:97)

pauxi see pawi

pavil n obs A torch made of cloth soaked in beeswax. (< LASp) 0 We
commenced making preparations to enter the caves. Before leaving

the house our first care was to make torches or as the Spanish peons

call them pavils, they consist of old cloth well soaked in melted wax
of wild bees... when dry we twisted the cloth into long strips. These

the Spaniards say are the only safe lights to enter the caves with, as

they cannot be put out by the wind, on the contrary the stronger the

latter the better they bum. (JFNC Aug 1895:233)

pavitra n arc The initiation of a young Brahman boy and giving of the

JANEO; also similar rituals of purity, /pavitra, pavitrx/ (< H-Bh pavitr

‘pure; unadulterated’)
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pawa, paoua, pawar, power n Chaetodipterusfaber [~ Chaedopterus

faber] (Hi Atlantic spade-fish , spade-fish), an edible marine fish. Body
flattened, almost circular, with 3-4 dark vertical bands on a silvery

background; the tips of two single median fins extend to form long

pointed lobes. Ones for sale are usually very small, but the fish can

grow to 90 cm (35.
1

") long, /pawa/ 0 The Paoua , rather common, but

not generally eaten — except by the poorer classes, (de Verteuil

1884:393) 0 Fishing at Brighton is in full swing, Salmon, Spanish

mackerel, powa (spade fish) and “cavallee” being readily taken with

hand lines on Brighton pier. (Mirror 1 Nov 1907:7) 0 In the months

of February and March the Gulf of Paria is invaded by a huge army,

millions in fact, of jelly-fish of the genus “Physalia,” locally called

“galere,” [s/c] and these are the favourite food of the spade-fish,

known in Trinidad as the “paoua”... The island fishermen angle

eagerly for them in the following manner. Half a dozen hooks. Nos. 6

or 7, gauged with fishing line, are fastened in a bunch on a two foot

length of No. 20 brass wire, which is fixed on to a fishing line... the

Paoua bites at a depth of three to four fathoms from the surface, so a

lead plummet or sinker about 1 lb. weight, is fixed parallel to the wire

and hooks... These “paoua” come in large schools... When they com-

mence biting, they do so ravenously, and the fishermen out for a live-

lihood not infrequently put out four lines, one in each hand and one

tied to each big toe. (Vincent 1910:30,50) 0 Scarce: salmon, pawa.

(TG 5 Sept 1917:11) 0 A very common fish at certain seasons in the

Gulf of Paria is the “Paoua” or “Spade” fish (Chaetodipterus (Ephip-

pus) faber), which is caught in the early part of the year by baiting

hooks with “Jelly-fish” (called “galere” by the natives). (Guppy

1922b:467) 0 Market: patchoi, vegetable soup, soup habitat, bechin,

pawa, Portugal oranges, zorphie. (TG 31 Jan 1933:2) 0 Paoua.

(Mendes 1940:15) 0 Power... a flat oval-shaped fish. (De Suze 1941,

rev. Hart 1960) 0 Venders had carite, red fish, king fish, powah,

shark, salmon, mullet and some of the smaller types of fish. (EN 2

Sept 1954:3) 0 Paoua. (Kenny & Bacon 1981:122) 0 Pawa are not

popular because of the red color produced in the water around their

schools, probably by spawning activity. The blacks (locals) say that

the pawa is the only fish that “bleeds” on a monthly cycle. (2001)

pawar see pawa

pawi, paoui, pauie, pauji, pauxi n Aburria pipile [= Pipile pipile,

Crax pipile, Crax alector, Penelope cumanensis

]

(E common piping

gtian), a large bird, 60 cm (24") tall. Blackish with a green or purple

gloss; large crest blackish brown edged white; white patch on wing-

coverts; bill black; base of bill and eye ring blue; bare throat and wat-

tle dark blue; legs red. Voice is a thin piping sound or high-pitched

whistle. Now very rare because of hunting, /pawi/ (< LAS pauji!

< Taino pauxi) = Trinidad piping guan, wild turkey', yacou 0 On the

way home I shot a paui. This bird is about the size of a raven but with

webbed feet like a duck. Its colouring is dark grey and it has a long,

pointed bluish beak. (Urich 9 Oct 1831, in de Verteuil 1995:89) 0 The
Pauxis... well known here under the denominations of Pauie, and

Wild Turkey, is a fine bird, and the most delicious of our feathered

game. (Joseph 1838a:56) 0 Pauji. (de Verteuil 1858:122) 0 [A list of

pets]: lauretta, agoutis, gato melaos, crao, scarlet ibis, paui, Louis d’or,

ramoo, laps. (Gordon 1870:302) 0 The Pauji or Yacou (Penelope)... is

of the size of a large domestic fowl, and is very choice fare. It lives

generally upon berries, and is very stupid; so much so that, if several

are met with together, they can be shot in succession, as they do not

fly, even after their companions have been killed, (de Verteuil

1884:93) 0 Paoui... The flesh of this species is deservedly esteemed,

and through the persecution of hunters it is rapidly becoming a rare

bird. (Chapman 1894:74) 0 (Belcher & Smooker 1935:280) 0 The
number [of pigeons] ordered was always punctually brought in,

besides sometimes a wild turkey - Pajui - or other fine birds, (de

Verteuil 1981:31) 0 The pawi (Trinidad piping-guan) is truly endan-

gered, but is nevertheless still hunted (illegally) as a game bird by

some unknowing or uncaring hunters. (Bindemagel 1984) 0 [The]

“pawi”... [is] still hunted, despite official protection. People in the

remote districts neither obey nor are forced to obey the game laws.

Knowing of a flock of 12 guans, they will claim that the species is

“quite common" in that area, (ffrench 1991:1 13-5)

pawpaw, papaw, papay, pawpoy, popoy n Carica papaya, a small

cultivated fruit tree, 3-9 m ( 1 0-30’) tall; weak trunk 15-22.5 cm (6-

9") diameter; crown of leaves. Leaves variable, 60 cm (2j diameter,

palmate, deeply incised on 60 cm (2') stalks. Male and female flowers

usu. on separate plants, occasionally on the same plant. Male flowers

abundant on long drooping interrupted panicles, tubular, 2.5 cm (1")

long, 2.5 cm (

1

") diameter, cream with yellow stamens; female flow-

ers larger, 5 cm (2") diameter, solitary on 1.3 cm (.5") stalks, cream-

coloured. The round or long ovoid fruit has yellow or orange skin

when ripe, and a sweet edible orange or yellow flesh, with numerous

round black seeds each in a gelatinous coat. The tree is vigorous for

about 12-18 months, leaves and fruit getter smaller until the tree dies.

Note: The southern U.S. pawpaw, Asimina triloba, a tree and its small

round edible orange fruits, is a different plant. /po:po;, popoi/

(< Arawak papaia. Taino papaya, ‘papaya’) 0 And the Papaw-Apple,

which to my liking is very grateful, and apetizing when shaped into

sawce, by boyling it with Salt-beef: and if so happy to mingle it with

sweet and fresh Butter: except the Squash, there’s nothing beyond it.

(Poyntz 1683:15) 0 PAPAWS, MELONS, SHADDOCKS,
ORANGES, BANANAS. (1883 menu for the Hotel de France, Port

of Spain, in Brassey 1885: 1 14) 0 You better see ef you can get marrid

to you Greeshan Ben, wid she face way jest like a popoy way ain’t

kwite ripe yet. (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 Papaws 4c- 10c ea. (TG 4 Jan

1936:13) 0 There were pineapples, sugar apples, mangoes, pears,

papaws, sour sops, pomme cytheres... (EN 24 Sept 1954:3) 0 Eaten

with lime and sugar, the pawpaw is delicious for breakfast. (Alford

1960:89) 0 Papayas - “pawpaws,” as they are called in Trinidad and

other former British colonial possessions. (Worth 1967:97) 0 Two-
inch long piece of bois bande bark... add a small piece of hog plum
bark... male pawpaw root and a large piece of mini root. (Bush Medi-

cine 1976b:23) 0 Papai, Pawpaw. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:40) 0 Wash, peel and grate green but full pawpaw. (Hunt

1985a: 12) 0 Their latest product [is] candied pawpaw, which they

promote as a replacement for mixed peel. (EX 20 Sept 1987:18) 0 The
skin of the green paw paw Papaya carica is used as meat tenderiser

as well as in removing skin infections. (Morean 1991:44) 0 It was
claimed he wilfully cut down a bearing pawpaw tree and an avocado

plant while using a brush cutter. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:4) 0 Pawpaw.

The green fruit is grated and a glass of the infusion in water is taken

every week to treat hypertension. (Seaforth et al 1998:524)

pawpaw ball n A soft green sweet made from dried grated green

pawpaw, sugar and gelatin, about 1 .5" in diameter, rolled in sugar. 0

Dessert... (though it was not referred to as such then) was more likely

to take the form of toolum, candied peel, benne, sugar cake ... paw-

paw balls and fudge. The only attempts made to recall all these deli-

cacies are around Christmas time when everything possible is

prepared. (Woodroffe 1974:21-22) 0 Cake Sale! come try our tasty

goodies!... phoulourie, kurma, kachorie, fudge, sugarcake, softdrinks,

pawpaw balls, (ad, July 1990)

pawpawseet flute, poposeet flute n A kind of flute, usu. with six

holes, made from a hollow stem of the PAWPAW tree, /poposit,

poposit/ 0 My father used to make us little pawpawseet flutes.

pawpoy see pawpaw

payal n A small traditional Indian metal anklet with bells, /pajal/ (< H-

Bh payel ‘anklet’) 0 “Ah buy ah pair ah silver payal.” (1990)

payapul, papul n Eleusine indica, a tufted native grass, erect and

spreading. Leaves to 30 cm (11.7") or more long, strongly keeled.

Flowers with small seeds along spikelets at top. /pajapul/ = dutch

grass, >fowl-foot grass, goose grass, iron grass
1

,
pied poule, yard

grass 0 If the body should be kept too long before it is buried, it

would be necessary to place a piece of “papul” root in a saucer and

put it on his stomach to prevent it from swelling. (Thompson

1983:25) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:70)

payasse(-paille) see PAILLASSE(-PAILLE)

pay cake phr Pay the price; suffer for; bear the consequences of. 0 An
is I go pay the cake, if accidentally the needle break. (Kitchener “Ah
Doh Len’ing” 1972) 0 “But it is my wife and children who are paying

the cake.” (TTM 6 Jan 1987:19) 0 So because of the unavailable
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supply of the books in three of the courts, police officers and messen-

ger boys are paying the cake for it, since they could be seen running

in and out of the four courts, to see if it is available or not for it to be

used in another court. (Bomb 4 Mar 1988: 19)

pay licen for mouth phr Usu. used in the negative to indicate that no

one can prevent you from saying what you want; often used when
people object to what you are saying. 0 Ah eh payin’ lie-sun fuh mih

mout: I can say what I want. (Haynes 1987:165)

payme n Tob Lutjanus sp., a marine snapper fish. = plum head

paynoos see PENOOS

payol see PANYOL

pay tree phr Make a payment, usu. an apology or an expression of

gratitude, to a bush or tree from which you must pick leaves during

the dark rather than the daytime. 0 Is this one we need here now, you

must pay the tree.

pay-yard n Place where daily or weekly paid workers are paid by a

paymaster in a company or factory. (< E yard ‘area adjacent to a

building’) 0 A quarter of a mile from Benjamin’s pay-yard... There

were people in the pay-yard at about 3 o’clock that evening.
(TG 31

Jan 1936:3)

peach mango n A variety of cultivated mango, Mangifera indica; fruit

medium-sized, green to red; flesh juicy, yellow, sweet. (< E peach ,

Amygdalus persica , fr resemblance to this fruit in size and coloration)

0 PEACH. - Medium sized fruits, colour of skin green to red, skin

tough; flesh juicy, yellow, sweet, with a slight turpentine flavour; tree

tall but not spreading. (Bharath 1966:22)

pea-hole n A small hole in a top from being hit by the nail in an oppo-

nent’s top. (< E pea- ‘something small and round like a pea seed’ +

hole ‘a cavity or perforation’) 0 “You try to massacre the top?”

“Yeah. Anything could happen to that top. That top could get a

peahole, it could get a biscuit, it could split in two.” (Top-making,

Gayelle 13, 19 Dec 1985)

peaka peow see PAIKOW

peanut cake n A flat sweet, usu. cut into squares or rectangles, made

from sugar syrup and peanuts (E peanut brittle). = nut cake 0 That

vendor makes the best peanut cake.

peanut punch n A beverage made from milk, ground peanuts, sugar,

and sometimes rum. 0 Ah Sunday with Soursop or Peanut Punch dif-

ferent from one wit lime juice or koolaid. (Foster 1990:88) 0 Avoid

high-risk foods, especially those containing unpasteurised milk prod-

ucts, such as peanut punches, sea moss and other milk-based drinks,

sucker bags and palettes. (TG 1 Jan 1993:3)

pear n Persea americana , the cultivated avocado tree and its fruit.

(< E pear < alligator pear, avocado pear fr resemblance in size and

shape to sweet fruit of the European pear, Pyrus sp.) = >zaboca 0

Mrs. Affou’s garden, poultry and cultivated plants, included grafted

oranges, mango julie, cocoa and pears were swept away. (EN 22

Sept 1954:1)

pearl n Polytmus guainumbi, a hummingbird, 1 0 cm (4") long. Male

upperparts pale bronze-green; head brownish with white streaks

above and below eye; underparts leaf green with whitish belly; throat

glittering green, (fr pale pearly colour of underside) = colibri vert-

perle, >vert-perle 0 (Chapman 1894:57) 0 (Williams 1922:165) 0

(Roberts 1934:93)

peas n Any cultivated legume, usu. peas or beans growing in pods,

used green or dried. The commonest local kinds are PIGEON PEAS,

SALAD PEAS, and RED PEAS. Indian varieties are usually used dry

and called DAL. 0 One good meal every day should be furnished to

every coolie in kind: and I think the kind should be that which the

coolies generally prefer, whether rice or corn-meal, or peas (dal).

(Gordon 13 March 1870:272b) 0 Just as he was coming out of the for-

est to enter some peas cultivation he received some gun-shots in his

hands and feet. (WG 6 Sept 1930:5) 0 Yellowtails [are] the most dan-

gerous bird to the orange field. They operate in large flocks. So do

parrots with mango and the peas garden. (EX 11 Oct 1987:10) 0 In

their garden they have planted a few peas trees, sweet peppers and

green bananas. (TTM 21 Nov 1989:19) 0 Instead of complaining

about her meagre pension, she plants cocoa, peas and paw paw, to

make ends meet. (EX 10 Jan 1993:10)

peas and rice n A dish made by cooking rice and PEAS together with

seasonings. Eaten at any time, but often associated particularly with

New Year’s Day. Also sometimes RICE AND PEAS. 0 “On New
Year’s Day we did not have peas and rice... We cooked corned beef

and rice. It rained all day and it was muddy in the tents. But it was

wonderful because we ushered in the New Year and the camp with a

bottle of wine.” (EX 2 Dec 1990: 12) 0 They eat their goat-meat, peas

and rice. Drinking their rum and feeling nice. (Phillips 1 99 1:21)

ped see TAW PED

pee froth see PEE MAKE FROTH

peel (stick), pill n arc A long wooden stick with a flattened end used

to move bread in and out of oven, or a flat wooden stick used to turn

flat bread, /pil, pil/ (< E peel ‘a baker’s shovel; a pole with a broad

flat disk or blade at one end, used to put in and take out bread, etc. fr

an oven’) = oven peel, pallet 0 Long before stoves were invented, our

ancestors used “dirt-ovens” made of mud, sticks and bed-grass for

baking. These ovens were oval shaped with a hole to the front and

back and were kept outdoors. Bamboo was used to fuel the fire

within, while the bread was placed on the “pill” (a long piece ofwood
shaped like a shovel and spread with banana leaves) and then put in

the oven to bake. Today dirt-ovens still exist throughout Trinidad and

Tobago, not only to preserve tradition, but because most say that

nothing can compare to the taste of bread baked in a dirt-oven. (EX 12

Aug 2003:25) 0 The “peel” was a wooden instrument shaped like an

oar with a round handle and a very long blade. Some blades were

short, broad and bevelled as a shovel so tins could be gently slipped

off to the floor of the oven. Other blades were long, slim and flat so

that dough not being baked in tins could also be gently slipped off to

the floor of the oven and baked there. (Cummings 2004:82)

peelaukee see PILAUKI

peeling n Cane peel; the hard outer covering of the stem, removed

before the inner stalk is chewed. 0 Yuh could bruk teeth on that peel-

ing one time.

peeling bark gommier n Bursera simaruba , a medium-sized, rather

crooked-growing, deciduous native tree. Outer bark thin, papery,

copper-coloured, peels off in large flakes, exposing the smooth green

undersurface. All parts of the tree yield a clear sap with a turpentine-

like odour; this is evaporated until dark, used as varnish, or until

gummy, used as incense, (fr bark peeling off in large flakes) =

gommier 1

,
incense (tree)

1

, naked boy2
,
>naked Indian

1

, turpentine

tree 0 (Marshall 1934) 0 (Farrell 1981:23)

peelman n arc A bakery worker; specifically the person who removes

the bread from the oven. (< peel + man") 0 He had a bakery at Prince

Street at which he had employed defendant as a peelman. (POSG 1

June 1907:6) 0 By now all the men were listening. Even the old peel-

man who, with lazy expert motions, drew the loaves in their plantain

leaves from far inside the oven and tumbled them into the wicker bas-

ket at his feet, (de Boissiere 1952:196) 0 Some people took the risk of

taking their batter to local bakeries where they paid to have them

baked. With other people doing the same and cakes going into the

ovens at different times one had to be vigilant to notice when the cake

went in and when it should be taken out. Cakes were known to be

overlooked by the “peel men” or knocked too hard before they were

set. Further, the peel men were not averse to a few Christmas drinks

that often brought disaster to their customers. The peel men were bak-

ers whose function was to operate the ovens by putting goods to be

baked in appropriate places inside them and to maintain suitable oven

temperatures. (Cummings 2004:82)

peel mouth phr Of certain fruits when astringent and not ripe, make
the lips pucker and the inside of the mouth feel dry and uncomfort-

able. (< E peel ‘strip off an outer layer’) = stain mouth, >tie (up)

mouth 0 Doh eat that, it would peel yuh mouth,

peel off, peel orf v Leave hurriedly. (< E peel off, in flying airplanes,

come off a dive at a target) 0 Is to peel off now without paying!

(Selvon 1960b: 1 10) 0 Ah tief de breadfruit and ah peel orf. (Ottley

1971:51)
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peel out v Leave or slip out, esp. without attracting attention. = >keel

out 0 He see the man coming so, he peel out one time,

peelwa n Any small fruit worm, /pilwa/ (< H pila ‘silkworm’) 0 All

these guava have plenty peelwa.

peelwee n Proechimys trinitatis, a rodent, /pilwi/ (< piloree < Amer) =

greater Trinidadian spiny rat, >piloree, porcupine rat, spiny rat 0 The

rats are very large and resemble the agouti. The people of Lopinot

call them “peelwee”. These giant rodents build their nests far in the

cave’s interior and sometimes in the areas of total darkness. Every

day the ‘peelwee’ leave the cave in search of food. But as they feed,

danger stalks them at every turn. The mappipire has developed a rel-

ish for their flesh so the Devil’s Hole has been the favorite haunt of

that deadly snake. (C'hauharjasingh 1982)

pee make froth phr Of a boy, become an adult male, take an interest

in sexual activity. = piss froth 0 ‘I want to help Harbans,’ Baksh said.

‘I going to help Preacher. I ain’t stopping you doing nothing. You is a

big man. Your pee making froth.’ (Naipaul 1958:122) 0 You playing

man? But why you don’t wait until your pee make froth? (Naipaul

1959:92) 0 ‘But look at this little boy. You think you ripe! Like your

pee makin’ froth or what.’ (Boodhoo 1994:32)

peeny(-weeny) adj Tiny; very small. (< dial E peeny ‘small; puny’ +

E weeny ‘very small; tiny’) 0 “How come dem eddoes so peeny?”

(Baptiste 1993:64) 0 “Doh give meh dat peeny piece of sugar cake

nuh.” (Baptiste 1993:125) 0 He have a peeny nose. 0 Look that

peeny-weeny nose.

peep r> Peep at; look at secretly or without being seen. (< E peep at

Took at secretly’) 0 Member how we used to peep Shango? Maco
wabine and tief mango? (Keens-Douglas 1975:45)

peepal, peepar see PIPAL

peera, peerha see PIRHA

peesay see PISAY

peewa, peevvah n Bactris gasipaes [~ Guilielma speciosa] (E peach

palm), an introduced palm tree. Small round orange-skinned fruit,

edible yellow flesh, mealy when cooked. Contains a large seed; seed-

less fruits are called KEREKEL. /piwa/ (LAS pijguao < Amer poss.

Quechua) = kerekel 0 Piliwa. (Bailey 1947:353) 0 With “chataine”,

“gree-gree”, “pihiwah”. (Fortune ca 1950-59:1 1) 0 Pewa, a small yel-

lowish fruit with a hard nut. (ESTT 1956) 0 Pweah. (Woodroffe

1974:31) 0 She had all kinds of things in her tray: chili plums and

some governor plums, topi-tambo, pois doux, peewa. (Araujo

1984:67) 0 Such an abundance of Peewah in its bright full bunches...

We can’t let the season pass and not, at least, boil some for the chil-

dren. (TG-M 14 Oct 1990:12) 0 Peewa... A beverage is derived from

fermented fruit (William & Williams 1951). Edible fruit and seed,

heart of palm. (Corneau, Conreau & Johnson 2003:44)

peewat n An insignificant, ordinary or unimportant person, /piwat/ 0

Power had got into their heads and they couldn't see themselves

back as little peewats. (Bomb 1982) 0 Shortly after Eddie began

shooting off his mouth, pretending to be the smartest and toughest

capitalist in the Caribbean, and behaving like some massa, while our

prime minister George Chambers was painted as a Caribbean pee-

wat. (Bomb 1985)

peevvatty adj An insignificant or unimportant person. 0 That’s the day

when finance ministers from some of the hungriest and peewatty

nations in the world, get together to talk big money. (Bomb 1983)

peg, pheg, phig 1 n A section of orange, clove of garlic, etc. /peg/

(< dial E pig, peg ‘segment of apple or orange’) 0 A phig of garlic.

(Inniss 1897:41) 0 Hucksters carry a “pheg” of garlic in their purses

to bring good luck. (Inniss 1910) 0 His mother had just given him a

small purse... Not a cent in it. This wouldn’t be true for long though...

because he had put a pheg of garlic in. (Pollack 1943:1) 0 Gi me a peg

of that orange, nah.

2

v Separate an orange, grapefruit, etc. into sections. 0 Peg the oranges

and arrange on the plate. 0 Peg sorrel from seed, (de Boissiere ca

1945a:42)

peggers n Teeth. (< dial E peg ‘tooth, esp. of a child’) 0 (Haynes

1987:10)

peg out v Spread out; open up something. (< E peg out ‘mark bound-

aries with pegs placed at comers; hold in place with pegs’) 0 Ah peg

it out so.

pegs n Labia majora, in a female’s genitals, the folds of flesh on either

side of the vulva. 0 When she open she leg I like to see the little fat

pegs.

pehra see PERA

peignelle n Ancistrus cirrhosus, a freshwater armored catfish with

many fleshy barbels around the mouth, /psnjsl/ (< Fr peigne ‘comb’,

fr spines around the mouth) = bearded teta, doctor fish
2

, doctor teta,

>jumbie teta, teta
2
0 (Boeseman 1960:1 15-6)

pelau, peleau, pilau n A dish of browned meat, usu. small pieces of

beef or chicken, with rice, and usu. PIGEON PEAS, /pilau, pAlau/ (< H-

U < Farsi pulao ‘a dish of rice boiled with meat, fish or fowl, with

spices, raisins etc.’; may have come through Fr and FC pelao ‘a

savoury dish of rice, fowl, &c. boiled together’) 0 Davis knocked a

dish of pelau out of Carter’s hands. (POSG 18 Dec 1907:5) 0 [He]

kicked the plate from which a lady was enjoying her pelau; soda bot-

tles were shied about the room. (TG 31 July 1919:6) 0 Another attrac-

tion is the midnight “pelau” party. (TG 6 Apr 1933:5) 0 Chicken

Peleau... mix the pelau well, (de Boissiere ca 1945a:22) 0 That night

Aurelia bought chicken pilau and pastelles. (de Boissiere 1952:18) 0

The rooster and the chicken had a fight, The chicken knocked the

rooster out of sight, The rooster told the chicken, that’s all right. I’ll

meet you in the pelau, Christmas night. (The Nation, Christmas

Annual 1959:17) 0 But she continued having them there, making a

pot of pelau when they were coming, or a dish of salt fish and bakes.

(Jones 1973:4) 0 Sancoche would be set aside for the Saturday mid-

day meal, kalalu for Sunday, and for a fete like Carnival, the meal

would consist of pigeon peas and rice pelau, meat and salad if these

were available. (Woodroffe 1974:16) 0 My mother must have gotten

up at an impossibly early hour to start cooking the pelau for the fam-

ily for the day (I had not even heard the chicken’s interrupted

squawk) and a lot of pelau was needed for a large family like ours.

(Araujo 1984:72) 0 It’s in Exodus’ panyard that she spends long

hours rehearsing for Panorama and limes on the weekend, cooking

pelau, dumplings and stewed chicken. (£W-S 17 Jan 1993:11) 0 And
then at Carnival time when the pigeon peas was swollen like chennit

seeds, he would pick and shell peas, kill a fowl, and make chicken

pelau for Boysie and Boysie wife to take to Port-to-Spain to see mas’.

(Narine 1996:29)

peleau see pelau

pelt 1 v Run at great speed. (< E pelt ‘move at a vigorous and rapid

pace’) 0 If you see the husband with a cutlass, and yuh boy pelting

down the road!

2 v Fall quickly, suddenly; usu. with down. 0 As he tried to grab it I

saw him slip and overbalance, and in a split second he was pelting

down to the ground. (Bomb 1982)

3 v Throw something at, usu. a rock or bottle, in order to hurt some-

one, or to chase something away. (< E pelt ‘strike repeatedly with

many blows or thrown objects’) 0 They began to pelt the stones.

(POSG 25/28 Dec 1849:3) 0 These persons were outside of the ring,

but interfered with the Shouters, and when the Police interfered they

pelted stones at the Constables. (POSG 26 Sept 1907:3) 0 They used

the sticks and stones for the purpose of pelting [his] supporters. (TG 1

Apr 1933:1) 0 ’Twas very hard for you to leave your home. For the

sake of the pelting bottle and stone. (Lion “Ancient Carnival” 1938) 0

‘All you sons of bitches! All-you peltin’ stone? Leh me catch one of

you - ’(Naipaul 1976:101) 0 [He] was booed and pelted with bottles

at the recent Caroni County Fair. (Blast 6 Oct 1989:11) 0 No bottles

are allowed on the premises. “It is strictly cups,” said Amar. That

means plenty to drink but nothing to pelt. (EX 30 Jan 1994:3)

4 v Throw something at, usu. a small rock, in order to make some-

thing fall, usu. fruit on a tree. 0 There was a big cashew tree on Pierre

Hill and it was in fruit. As I walked out of our yard I picked up a few

stones to see if I could pelt down a cashew. When I got into the road

and looked towards the cashew tree I saw some boys under it pelting.

I went down to the tree and looked for a nice ripe cashew, and I began
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to pelt at it. (Anthony 1967:1 1) 0 Some half ripe [plums] at the top of

the tree. If I pelt them down I might just miss and a stone might fall

on the house. (Bynoe 1985:1) 0 Yuh ever notice dat it have some

mango tree dat nobody ever use tuh climb. Was only two ways tuh get

dem mangoes. Wait patiently fuh dem tuh fall: Boop! Boodoop! Or

leggo big stone an big stick in dey tail. Yes man, peltin mango was

plenty fun. But lookout, oui. If was ah tree wit spirit it would pelt

back stone an bust yuh head. (Foster 1990:115) 0 I arrive late and see

my kite being eaten by the tallest poui tree in the savanna. It had

ayoed. With lots of pelting of a chubby bottle fdled with water tied to

a string, (the tried and true method of getting kites out of trees) we got

it down. (2001)

5 v With kick, cuff, blow
,

etc. assault, strike at quickly. = fire
1

/)

Accused then pelted a kick at him and then went away. (TG 6 June

1919:7) 0 One soon gets used to... the aiming of a blow being called

“pelting a lash”. (Belcher 1930:324) 0 Ah male jackass run up, Pelt-

ing bite at ma stirrup. (Kitchener “Donkey Race” 1947 pr) 6 Some-

times I does just pelt lash at the bloody thing. (EX-2 10 Apr 1988:8) 0

He could not stand to have a room where the blatant morning sun

came pelting its hot lashes at him, waking him up. (Khan 1987:27) 0

“I sat down to rest a while and the next things I know is that ‘Giant’

pelt a lash at ‘Bob’ as he was digging. (EX 8 Nov 1987:6) 0 The

man... dropped the cassette recorder... and “pelt a chop” at the fast

approaching householder. (EX 13 June 1993:10)

6 v Throw something; throw something away or aside. 0 After you

took everything and go, girl. You pelt me bundle before the door.

(Black Prince “You Pelt Me Bundle Before the Door” 1939)

7 v Toss someone out; evict; throw or push out. 0 “[I]f he don’t pay

the estate store what he owing for food, we go pelt you and you whole

family out of the barracks.” (Andersen 2004:416)

8 v Shout; threaten; swear at; hurl abuse at. 0 You say you tough and

strong enough. But, to me, you’re only pelting bluff. (Growler “Hitler

Demands” 1939) 0 He running down the road, and she pelting cuss

behind him.

9 v With iron, leather, totee, wood,
etc. make vigorous sex, usu. used

by men. 0 That man could throw iron, boy. 0 He thought he coulda

pelt iron, but he eh no good at all. 0 Man, I just begin to pelt wood
when de door open an she man come home. 0 I peep in the room and

1 see the man pelting a whole set a totee. 0 That girl thought I was

soft, but 1 throw some real leather on her. 0 Some of them bright girls,

all they want is you to pelt plenty leather on them.

pelt baby phr Have an abortion. = fling baby, throw baby, throw way
baby 0 Pelt the baby: to have an abortion. (Haynes 1987:79)

pelt buff phr Suffer a failure; strike out; have a dismal failure; to be

really or badly mistaken. 0 “To pelt ah boof ’ to make a bad mistake,

fauxpas. To make someone “look small”. To put them in their place.

(Mendes 1985:18) 0 I went by she house and I expect to get, but I pelt

a buff.

pelter n A person who PELTS, e.g. someone trying to get fruit off a

tree, someone throwing bottles. 0 The desired fruit were high in the

tree, within range of the best pelters only. (Bynoe 1985:6)

pelt in a reverse phr Put a car into reverse gear suddenly. = throw in a

reverse 0 To pelt/t’row in ah reverse: to reverse one’s car abruptly

and evasively. (Haynes 1987:114)

pelt kiss phr Blow a kiss; to kiss the palm of the hand and then blow

on the spot towards someone. 0 He pelt she a kiss to say goodbye,

pelt like a Bajan phr Be able to throw something straight and hard,

with a good chance of hitting what is being aimed at. (fir reputation of

Bajans as good bowlers in cricket) 0 Crazy Caro whom we used to

tease and run away from because she could pelt stone like a Bajan.

(Araujo 1984:28) 0 “Bajans could pelt stone, yes, the fellows bowl

shying straight from the boundary.” (1986)

pelt out 1 v Run out; escape; exit quickly. 0 I broke down the door

was to make a blow. But a young man pelt out through the window.

(Tiger “Sadu Man” 1935 pr)

2 v Toss out; push out quickly; evict; throw out. 0 De lates news dis

week is dat de Doc pelt out de phones he had up in he house in

St. Anns, because like de rest ah us dat ting call phone ent playin it

have horrors. (Mamits LPOS, TG 17 Sept 1978) 0 “If as, they say, the

woman is demon-possessed, he should try to help her spiritually and

not pelt her out of the square in that manner.” ( TTM 3 Oct 1989:3)

pelt waist phr Make rapid sharp pelvic thrusts. = >juk waist 0 When
ah see some Indian devils pelting some waist, ah hold mih head and

bawl. (Bomb 1973)

pembwa n arc Artocarpus altilis, a cultivated tree and its fruit. Fruit

large, round, green-skinned, with starchy white fresh, edible when
cooked. (< FC pen bwa ‘bread fruit’ < Fr pain ‘bread’ + bois ‘tree’) =

>breadfruit, bread yam 0 Pembois-breadfruit. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0

(CFNI 1971:7)

pemi see PAYMEE

pemmy-shore n In playing tops, a word said before picking up an

opponent’s top during a game, (prob < E permission or Fr permission

‘approval to do something’) 0 As he spun his top, you said pemmy-
shore, then picked it up. If you picked it up without saying that he

could hit you with his ling. (1990)

pen and ink n Loligo plei, a species of squid. (< E pen-fish ‘squid’ +

ink, fr black liquid released by the animal to hide itself) = >cheche

penepice see PENNY PIECE

pennacool, pennakool, pennikool, pennycool n A sweet flavoured

ice in a plastic tube, (fr a brand name) = suckabag 0 A new fruity taste

pennakool specializing in various local flavours: soursop, passion-

fruit, orange, guava, coconut etc. (Forum 17 Apr 1988: 16) 0 The mar-

keting that the company does in these islands involves spending days

trying to find clients “in the bad part of town”, or “penna' cool mak-

ers” so small that they often have no mailing addresses. (EX 23 Dec

1990:23) 6 One by one I stabbed the penna cools. The liquid flowed

like blood from punctured veins and disappeared down the sink. (EX
21 Dec 1993:29) 6 In County Caroni, periodic samples of doubles,

home-made ice cream penna-cool, home-made fruit drinks and other

foods have been sampled for micro-biological analysis. (Singh &
Mustapha 1997:43-4) 0 I’m writing about Trinbagonians - hard core,

bom and raised, pitch marble, suck penny cool, duck work to go

beach Trinbagonians. (ND 15 May 2007:10)

penny 1 n obs In the DOLLARS AND PENCE system, an English coin

of the value of 12 to a shilling, or 240 to a pound; equivalent to two

CENTS in the dollar system. (< E penny ‘an English coin of the value

of 1/12 of a shilling, or 1/240 of a pound, originally of silver, later of

copper or bronze’) 0 The day passes pleasantly... for he arrives back

home with cents and pennies tightly held in his hand. (Archibald

1937:51) 0 Lord Iere, who was bom in 1910 and started singing in

1928, recalls days: “when people paid a penny and four-cents to sit

in the cocoyea tents in George, Charlotte and St. Vincent Streets,

and in Belmont and St. James.” (Lord Iere 1964, in Rohlehr

1990: 1 14-5) 0 A sheet of gazette-paper was placed conspicuously in

front of the crowd for collecting the cents and pennies which the

audience were supposed to give as offering. (Alladin 1970:43) 0

There was a preacher in a white robe with a banana leaf in front of

him where his listeners placed cents and pennies as the preacher

swept his arm about and shot out his accusing finger at one person

or another. (Khan 1987:9) 0 PENNY. A British coin, described as

“copper,” but actually of bronze. Although it is sterling, it is worth

two cents in the dollar system. It was introduced into Trinidad in

1845. (Anthony 1997:427) 0 As a teen he began selling pallets made
by Hernandez on Richmond Street, a cent or penny each. (Johnson

2003b:23) 0 He left home early on mornings, walking all day push-

ing his boxcart, selling, talking to customers and collecting cents

and pennies for his enterprise. (EX 8 Sept 2003:27) 0 By far the

most significant Downtown economic institution was the Trinidad

Co-operative Bank established in May 1914. Unlike the informal

banks of the Rada and other ethnic communities, the Co-operative

Bank was a formal institution that met all the criteria for a commer-

cial bank... The Bank undertook to accept deposits from a penny at a

time when other bands were reported as accepting no less than ten

dollars... Among the people it became known as the “rainy day” and

the “Penny Bank.” (Cummings 2004:67-68)

2 n A dollar, often used by vendors. 0 “Penny for the ochros!” (1990)
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penny marble n A kind of CRYSTAL marble, first imported in the

post-World War II period, somewhat larger than regular crystal, in

different colors but usu. clear and transparent with a green tinge, (fr

usual price of one penny )
= cent marble, >water crystal 0 I win two

penny marble and the boy thief them back.

penny piece, penepice, penny-piece 1 n obs A coin worth one PENNY;

a two-CENT piece. Also, two cents worth of something, (ff equivalent

value of two cents in the dollar system and one penny in the pound

system) 0 Gi me a penny piece a salt.

2hA large, flat, round, sweet, ginger and spice flavoured biscuit,

sometimes with scalloped edges, /penipis/ (< FC penepis < Fr

pain d'epice , ‘gingerbread’) = covetie pocham 0 Penny-piece -

couverti-pot-chambre - A large, round, ginger biscuit with

scalloped edges (also called - Pain-de-Pis). (ESTT 1956)

3 n Pouteria multiflora [= Lucuma multiflora], a medium-sized native

evergreen tree, girth to 1.5 m (5'). Tree contains a milky latex. Leaves

very large, 10-28 x 6-9 cm (3.9-10.9" x 2. 3-3. 5"), obovate, leathery,

prominent main veins. Flowers small, in clusters. Fruit a smooth

orange-yellow berry, ovoid or kidney-shaped, 5.5-6 x 3. 5-4.5 cm
(2. 1-2.3" x 1.4-1 .8"), containing an edible yellow mealy pulp; usually

contains one brown oblong curved seed 3.5 x 1.5 cm (1.4" x .6").

(< FC panepis < Fr pain d’epice ‘gingerbread’) = pain d’epice 0

(Marshall 1934:67) 0 (Beard 1946:34) 0 (FIT 1947-2-3:126) 0 The
Penny Piece or Pain depice, Lucuma multiflora, is one of the rarest of

the edible wild fruits of Trinidad. (Morean 1 99 1 h:3 1 ) 0 (MNP 2007)

penoos, paynoose, phenus, phenoos, pehnoose n A sweet made from

a cow’s first milk after calving, flavoured with ginger and made into a

thick cake cut into squares, /penus/ (< Bh phenuz ‘first milk’) 0 Girlie

took Morris dhal puri and curried shrimp. Macuum went over to chat

and carried a bowl of paynoose. (Hosein 1980:123) 0 She... would

insist that you eat something or take something with you: a mango,

sugarcake, or my favourite, a bowl ofpehnoose. I called it “the food

of the gods” and this made her face light up. (Persaud 1990:124) 0

“When you cow put dong you go gee we some phenoos nah.” (1990)

0 Govind was, as ever, well dressed. He remembered the small nice-

ties - gifts of favourite things - Julie mango for her mother; pehnoose

and gulabjamun from his mother to her. (Persaud 1993:129)

pentard see PINTADE

peon n arc A free person of Spanish (Venezuelan) origin or descent,

often originally a labourer in the cocoa industry. See also COCOA
PANYOL, PANYOL. /pjDr)/ (< Sp peon ‘labourer’) 0 He stated that he

was strongly opposed to the introduction into the Colony of Peons

(free labourers) from the Spanish Main, regarding them as a danger-

ous and objectionable class. (Burnley 1814, in Fraser 1896:16) 0 It is

the custom of Peons to dine with slaves. (This he afterwards contra-

dicted.) (Protector of Slaves 1825:42) 0 Our way was up a hill,

through thick woods of the bullet-tree (Achras balata), which bears a

very sweet kind of fruit; a good idea may be formed of the value of

timber here, when I say that we saw two or three peons felling some
of these trees, merely for the sake of getting their fruit. (Joseph

1835:69) 0 Together with groups of the mixed race between Indians,

negroes, and Europeans, called Peons, - all wearing the dangerous

cuchillo (knife, or poniard). (Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 1 47) 0 The prisoner was
charged with the murder of Manuel Rodriguez, a Peon, by beating.

( TSt 2 July 1839:3) 0 Our crew were Peons (a mongrel race, half Indi-

ans, half Spanish Americans). (Day 1852-1:168) 0 The Indian strain

predominant in Venezuela is not noticeable in the island of Trinidad,

the imported African labourer having ousted the peon. (Gordon

1931:721) 0 The “Peons” were a hardy race of people of Spanish

Amerindian and Negro descent, who were particularly skilled in the

cultivation of cocoa. Today this term is still used to refer to labourers

of “Spanish” descent on cocoa and coffee estates. (Moore 1980:2) 0

The War of Independence in Venezuela from 1810-1821 with its

many reversals of fortune, saw many free coloureds fleeing to Trini-

dad from the Spanish Main. The lowest class of these (and sometimes

merely seasonal immigrants) were the ‘peons’, who did manual work

on the cocoa estates or were woodcutters or hunters, (de Verteuil

1 98 1 : 1 1 ) 0 It’s a mainly Indian town, but in between that community

are small pockets of “peons” - cocoa Spanish or bush people. (EX 13

June 1993:13) 0 The Trinidad ‘Spanish’ peasant also has his roots in

the Venezuelan peon who travelled to Trinidad at the end of the eigh-

teenth century and throughout the nineteenth. In Trinidad, these

peons were engaged in petty trade and worked as seasonal labourers

on cacao and sugar estates. Many returned to Venezuela when the

crop was over, but others settled in Trinidad, especially during the

1860s. Venezuelan peons were mostly from Eastern Venezuela

(Oriente): the Paria Peninsula, Carepano, Rio Caribe, the island of

Margarita. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:2)

peong see pyong

people 1 n The general public; others; often used to indicate a public

area or establishment. (< E people ‘a body of persons composing a

community or collectivity of numbers’) 0 Later she left the house also

and in passing through the square noticed, to her great surprise, that

defendant, instead of searching for some work as he had said, was sit-

ting on the bench. She approached him and addressed him in this

way: “Ay, Owen, is so you say you’re looking for work by sitting on

the people bench?” (TG 3 July 1919:12) 0 This fresh water Yankee

from Grenada, Went to reap tomatoes in Florida, Two months he

spend in the people place. (Cristo “Yankee Grenadian” 1961 pr) 0

When he reach he tell de waita he ecspeckin a chick, but after bout

half hour, he an de waita get away and cool cool so Uncle Charlie had

to ride back dong widout even buyin a sweet drink in de people place.

(Mamits LPOS, TG 1 May 1977) 0 He invite one young chick to go

wid him an Boysie ifyou see de two ah dem flyin rong de people ball-

room. (Mamits, LPOS, TG 10 July 1977) 0 Then suddenly Raghoo
cleared his throat, and, “poof!” he spat on the wall behind him. “Why
de hell yuh spit on de people wall foh man Raghoo?” “Well yuh ent

see w’at it mark dere so, ‘Don’ Spit On the floor’.” (Ramsawack

1983:46-47) 0 But Olga insist that I carry pone and black pudding and

all kind of thing. See me pulling this bag through the people airport...

And remember is you who tell me to wear the high heel shoes so

I could look respectable in the people country. (Doh Say Dat, TG
1 Sept 1991) 0 [H]e think he was telling his tale only to his two

companions and look!, today it all over the people papers. (EX 29

Jan 1997)

2 n Someone worthy of consideration; equally deserving or impor-

tant; esp. someone or a group being left out or discriminated against.

(< E person, people / Yor eniya ‘person/human’) = folks 0 I’se people

too: why are you pushing me aside? All men are equally important.

(Haynes 1987:89) 0 TE X is people, i.e., X is worthy of regard - of

being treated as a human being rather than an animal. (Wamer-Lewis

1996:198)

pepal see pipal

pepiniere n arc A plant nursery, esp. for raising cocoa seedlings.

(< FC pipinye < Fr pepiniere ‘seedling nursery’) 0 Generally a planta-

tion is formed from trees about one year old, taken from nurseries, or

“pepinieres”; sometimes from beans planted at once on the spots that

have been lined out. (Caraciolo 1904:101)

pepper 1 n Capsicum sp., any cultivated hot pepper used in cooking.

Most commonly Capsicum chinense var. habanero (E orange haba-

nero), about 2.5 cm (1") diameter, round with creases and bulges.

Usu. green, yellow or red, but occasionally dark brown. (< E pepper,

usually referring to the pungent seeds of Piper nigrum, known as

black pepper, which is the usual meaning outside the Caribbean; the

Capsicums are elsewhere known as hot pepper) = congo pepper, nig-

ger pepper, seven-pot pepper; coffee pepper, chocolate pepper

(brown) 0 Then there is long Pepper, that sprouts up in every Angle;

and Codd Pepper, Bell Pepper, and Round Pepper, some red, and

some green, that grows naturally without cultivation. (Poyntz

1683:19) 0 At the same time put in a whole green pepper which you

take out together with the bundle of herbs before serving, (de

Boissiere ca 1945:7) 0 Her hand trembled as she pinched up some

saltfish, sweet oil and pepper with a piece of bread and put it in her

mouth, (de Boissiere 1956:50) 0 (Andrews 1984:122) 0 He could

smell the various dishes: curried pumpkin, curried green jack-fruit,
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green mango curry and ‘dal’. With a hot sauce of chopped raw pepper

and lime. (Boodhoo 1994:56)

2 n A spicy condiment made from hot peppers, vinegar, etc. = hot

sauce, pepper sauce 0 Life began when a lover sought to possess her,

when she prepared a good feed with pepper and rum, when she

danced in the streets on carnival days, (de Boissiere 1956:20) 0 Nan-

nys Roti & Curry: shrimp and [pigeon] peas, chicken and potatoes,

beef and aubergine, goat and green fig, lamb and spinach... with pep-

per, without pepper, (container, 1990) 0 The luncheon was an exciting

feast... silky soft dhalpuris that bathed you in a warmth of jeera and

dhal and pepper when, with the help of your fingers, the enclosed

warm air bursts out. (Persaud 1993:144)

3 v With tail, skin, etc., beat, give blows, hit. (< E pepper ‘inflict

severe punishment or suffering upon’) 0 Pepper: to give blows that

bum, literally or figuratively. (Haynes 1987:111) 0 “If you doh listen

to me ah go pepper yuh skin with licks.” (Baptiste 1993:126)

pepper fly n One of a swarm of winged ants, including queens, and

drones, in which the males try to mate with one of the fertile queens.

Usu. seen swirling in numerous dense columns over grass during the

middle of the rainy season. If one gets into the eye it stings, because

of the formic acid it releases, (fr hot, peppery burning sensation felt

when they get into the eyes) 0 All over the golf course you could see

big cones of pepper flies. (2002)

pepper-knot n Tiny twisted knot in African hair that was cut short and

is now growing back. See also GRENG-GRENG, PICKY-HEAD, (fr

resemblance of each knot to a round grain of black pepper) 0 Take

care you comb out all those pepper-knot.

pepper mango n A snack food made from green mangoes cut in

halves, salted and dried, then boiled with PEPPER, then cooked in

sugar, spices and red food colouring. 0 Pepper Mangoes or Red Man-
goes. (Hunt 1 985b:24) = >red mango

peppermint n A hard white, or white and red, sweet flavoured with

peppermint. A specialty of Tobago, where pieces are usu. small

oblongs or longer sticks. See also DINNER MINT. (< E peppermint

‘any hard sweet flavoured with peppermint’) 0 The Tobago Stall...

contained all kinds of dainty articles made in Tobago. Of course, the

famous Tobago peppermint was on sale here as well as other tooth-

some preserves. (TG 2 Sept 1917:6) 0 Peppermints... Pour out on

marble slab or an oiled enamel tray. Turn edges over to centre until

mixture thickens and is cool enough to handle. (Hunt 1985a: 13-14)

pepper plum n A green plum soaked in brine and pepper, sold by ven-

dors as a snack, (fr seasoning with pepper 1

) 0 Her pepper plums are

exceedingly moreish. (Pires 1 995h: 13)

pepper sauce n A condiment made from hot peppers, vinegar, often

with mustard, onions, seasonings. (< E pepper sauce ‘a pungent sauce

or condiment made by steeping hot peppers in vinegar’) = hot sauce,

pepper2 0 “It burst me like some hot fiery pepper sauce, hotter than

any pepper sauce I have eaten.” (WG 29 Dec 1930:8) 0 “Ah wanta lit-

tle souse and maybe some of de sweetbread... And a little pepper

sauce to trow on de souse.” (Holder 1959:177) 0 I have got stuck

before with walking the length of London to deliver a bottle of pepper

sauce. (Jones 1973:15) 0 Stewed chicken with a subtle sauce fired

by drops of the world’s hottest pepper-sauce, made in Trinidad.

(Eigeland 1980:34) 0 And she only bawling out how you should not

pull the bag because the bottle with pepper sauce will break and get

into the black cake. (Doh Say Dat, TG 15 Sept 1991:13) 0 [Y]ou

know you are a true Trini if, among a long list of other things... You
put ketchup and/or pepper sauce on your pizza. (Sylvester, in Smith

2000c: 17)

pepper tambran n Ripe tamarind, prepared with salt and pepper as a

snack. (< pepper
1 + tambran ') 0 Sunday school also meant withold-

ing some of yuh money fuh collection. Ah mean who go miss yuh

penny. Tuh besides de lady in Fly Parlor use tuh have fresh curry

mango and pepper tambran on Sundays. (Foster 1990:87)

pepperwood n Piptocoma acuminata, a native tree. = bois zaviron,

>poui madame-jean

pera, pehra n An Indian sweet made of boiled milk, with sugar and

flavouring, /pera/ (< H pera ‘a sweet made of milk boiled till thick,

with sugar, cardamon, pistachio and flavourings’) 0 There are many
tents with Indian sweet meats: pehra, gulabjamun, jilebi and my
favourite, ladhu, all neatly arranged. Blocks of pehra are displayed

like an Egyptian pyramid. (Persaud 1990:42) 0 Even as we prepare

heaps of ladoo, pera and jelabi for our households and friends they

wonder where their next meal would come from. (EX-S 14 Oct

1990:23) 0 Sweetmeats like ladoo, karma, jilaybee, gulab jamoon,

barfi and payra are sometimes made before Divali day because the

preparation is time-consuming. (TTR Oct 1990:28-9)

perasad see PARSAD

perchain, parchain n A person with a “heavy shadow”, who is pro-

tected against spirits, and who can have overpowering influence on

others, including influencing the appearance of children bom in the

area, /pertfam, partjain/ (< H-Bh parchain ‘shadow’) 0 “He say he is

a perchain man.” (1990) 0 “This perchain has you bad; you a slave

acting like them.” (1990)

Pere Louis mango n A variety of cultivated mango, Mangifera

indica-, fruits medium-large, rounded; skin thin and green with yellow

blush when ripe. Flesh yellow, juicy, sweet, but very easily damaged.

0 PERE LOUIS. - Fruits are medium to large in size, rounded and

ripen green in colour with a slight, yellow flush. The skin is thin and

the flesh is easily bruised. Extreme care must be exercised in han-

dling the fruit. Flesh is yellow, juicy, sweet and with a most pleasant

aromatic flavour. A very good variety for home use. The tree is large

and cropping is mid-season. (Bharath 1965:20)

pere noir n obs Tachyphonus rufus, a bird. (< Fr pere ‘father; clergy-

man’ + noir ‘black’, fr black feathers resembling a clergyman’s coat)

= cocoa bird
1

,
>parson 0 (Chapman 1894:31) 0 (Belcher & Smooker

1937b:538)

periods n Menstmal period. (< E period ‘menses’) 0 I have my peri-

ods on. (1978)

periwinkle n Catharanthus roseus, a cultivated, erect or bushy, strag-

gling plant, 40-80 cm (15.6-31.2") high. Flowers pink with crimson

eye, white with yellow eye, all white (forma alba), or white with a

pink or red centre (forma ocellata); solitary or in small clusters; five

flat petals arising from straight narrow tube. Used medicinally, but

can be toxic. (< E periwinkle ‘common name of plants of the genus

Vinca\ evergreen trailing sub-shrubs with light blue or white starry

flowers’ fr resemblance of flowers) = cacapoule
2

, >old maid; white

maid (var. alba) 0 (FTT 1947-2-3:151) 0 Old Maid, Periwinkle... The

tea made from this herb is very popular for both diabetes and blood

pressure. There is a grave risk here, because the tea is known to

reduce sugar levels in the urine without affecting the blood-sugar

level. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:46) 0 Periwinkle. An infu-

sion of the whole plant in doses of three glasses per day is taken to

treat thyroidism. (Seaforth et al 1998:524)

perog, porog adj obs Fashionable; stylish. 0 I don’t know what’s

wrong with these coal-pot dogla, They like to disown their mother an

father. Some of them think they looking perrog. But the hair on their

head like ah old wild hog. (Spitfire “The Hot Comb East Indians”

1956 pr) 0 Porogue - nice, flashy, showy. “She looking porogue, eh?”

(ESTT 1956)

perogun 1 n An Orisha altar, fonned by a mound of earth or con-

crete, usu. 6-18" high, on which candles, flags, etc. are placed, /pero-

gun/ (< Yor kperegun ~ kpordgun [Ekiti]
‘

orisha altar fonned by

mound of earth’) = orogun, >pray ogun, stool 0 ‘Stool’ is used as a

synonym ofperogun, the locus of the orisha's ah or power. It is inter-

esting that a combination of metathesis (perogun > preogun) and folk

etymology have been bom of the association between the stool as

altar and the purpose of that location - prayer, thus pray /pre/ > pray

Ogun /preogun/. Insignia of the orisha and other symbolically power-

ful substances are embedded in the mound of earth that forms the

perogun, and as such the orisha and life-enabling forces are seated

there. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:95)

2 n A three-sided roofless structure at an Orisha shrine containing the

stools and flags for the ORISHA. 0 [P]erogun\ A three-sided roofless

structure at an Orisha shrine containing the stools and flags for the

orisha. (Houk 1995:220) 0 The perogun, an uncovered three-sided tin
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or concrete block structure, partially encloses flags or stools arranged

in a linear fashion... Since there are usually three to nine flags

mounted on bamboo poles that may reach as high as thirty feet, the

perogun is an obvious visible marker for Orisha shrines... Because

worshipers consider a flag or stool to be a conduit through which an

orisha may enter, it serves as the focal point of many religious activi-

ties. (Houk 1995: 149)

perruche a sept couleurs n obs Touit batavica, a bird, 15 cm (6")

long. Head green with yellow forehead; upperparts blackish with

broad yellowish-green band across wings; tail light purple with black

band; underparts bluish-green; fore-edge of underwing red; bill

yellowish grey. A common resident in forested areas of Trinidad.

(< Fr perruche ‘parakeet’ + a sept couleurs ‘with seven colours’) =

>seven-coloured parakeet 0 (Chapman 1894:67)

perruche a tete bleue u obs Pionus menstruus menstruus , a bird, 25

cm (10") long. Head, neck and upper breast blue; upperparts and rest

of underparts green; red undertail. (< Fr a tete bleue ‘with a blue

head’) = >blue-headed parrot 0 (Chapman 1894:66)

perruche aux ailes rouges n obs Touit huetii, a bird, 17.5 cm (7")

long. Male head and upperparts green with dark blue upper-wings

and blackish wingtips; narrow black band on forehead; cheek-patch

blue; underparts yellowish green; underwing and shoulder bright

scarlet; tail deep lavender, with black band tipped green. (< Fr aux

ailes rouges ‘with red wings’) = >red-winged parrakeet 0 (Chapman

1894:67)

persad see PRASAD

pesh n Money; cash in hand, /pej, pej/ (< H paisa ‘coin; money’,

Sp peso, Fr piastre, piece units of currency) 9 He always carry

plenty pesh.

pessy, pesie, pussy 1 n arc A hard, flexible, durable whip used by

schoolteachers, made of a branch from which the sides are taken out,

leaving several grooves, /pesi, pusi/ (< pussin
3
) 0 Is time I used to

take my licks/ With “pessy-lian” and “laylay-sticks”. (Fortune ca

1950-59: 11) 0 But, flogging with pessy (limber stick) or belt was the

rule when boys and girls did not learn their lessons nor did their daily

homework. (Alladin 1970:40) 0 Ogun then asks for his wooden

sword or St. John's pessie (whip) and, with a warning that the offense

must not be repeated, gives three lashes. (Simpson 1970:26-7) 0

When Pampy realised what had happened, he silently beckoned

Malcolm forward to the desk, unlimbered his mighty pessy, and with

steel-sprung wrists and flawless timing administered four square cuts

on Malcolm's palms, spacing them evenly two on each hand. (Araujo

1984:55)

2 n A play whip made by plaiting together three large towels, used in

children’s games. 0 (Elder 1965) 0 Many song-games have to be

played with various props - objects such as sticks, keys, clappers,

whips called “pussy” or “pessie”... The pussy is sometimes an ordi-

nary twig from a tree, but it is traditionally a plaited rope made with

long bathtowels to ensure that no bruises will result from blows

received in the game. (Elder 1973)

3 n Desmoncus orthacanthos , a vigorous spiny climbing native palm

with a flexible stem, used for baskets, whips. Also the similar Des-

moncus polyacanthos
,
a slender spiny climbing palm, with recurved

hooks to 1.5 cm (.6") long on the leaf stalk instead of straight spines;

ovate leaflets./pssi, pusi/ = >camwell, climbing palm, croc-chien
1

,

gri-gri vine, lattan, policeman, wait-a-minute 0 (Marshall 1934:96) 9

Yer know pesie vine is not just ter make whip, if yer boil an mash de

leaves it good fer fever. (Matura 1982:20)

pestilence adj Pestilential; troublesome; terrible. (< E pestilence ‘that

which plagues, injures or troubles’) 0 I eh able with alia these pesti-

lence problems, such as those people putting dead fowl and dog in the

road. (1990)

pet see PIT

peta, paytah, peytar n A firecracker that makes a sudden sharp noise

and then is silent, /peta/ (< Fr petard ‘firecracker’) 0 “[Rjockets”,

“starlights”, big “paytahs”. (Fortune ca 1950-59:18) 0 The chairman,

according to the report, refuses to accept the reality and close his

motor-vehicle assembly plant because it bust like a peta. (Tribune 17

Apr 1988:2) 0 “The fete bus like a peta.” (1990) 0 Overwhelmed by
dotishness, impelled by arrogance and advised by a clique of besotted

claquers, Pato called a snap general election in November - and buss

like a peytar. He lost. (7TA/31 Dec 1995:30)

petal n Brass, esp. of a heavy, pure kind, /petal/ (< H-Bh pital ‘brass’)

9 “Long time you could get petal tharia, but now is light and not so

good ones.” (1990)

petay v Wait patiently; set a trap and wait for, usu. to do something

bad or threatening, /pete/ (poss. < FC pete < Fr peter ‘fart; pop; burst

out laughing’) 0 “Then he tangle with me... Well, you could curse me
mother and me father, thief me money and me clothes, call me mook,

but one thing: don’t trouble me ooman. So I petay for him. One night

in the club when he did well drunk I take him outside and I put the

mark o’ Zorro between he eyes.” (Hill 1966c:25) 0 Pay-taying for

him - waiting for him threateningly, as in ambush. (Alladin 1970:69)

9 She playing smart, but I petay for she.

Peter mango n A variety of cultivated mango. 9 Mangoes: Could be

classified as the King of all tropical fruits... They can be divided into

three classes. Of the first type there is the Julie, Peter, Gordon,

Graham, D’or and the Martin. The second type comprises the

Calabash, Zabricot, Doudouce, Starch and many others with distinc-

tive names. The third class a common type, comprises the Verts, Rose

and Turpentine. (Rampersad 1963)

petit baume n Ocimum campechianum [~ O. micranthum], a native

aromatic plant, /petibom/ (< Fr petit ‘small’ + baume ‘balm’; FC ti

bom ‘basil’) = >basil, bhantulsi, jumbie balsam, jumbie basil,

married-man pork, mosquito bush 9 Materials used in healing and

conjuring. Leaves... petit baume. (Simpson 1962:329) 9 Put Yon
tasso root, sarsaparilla root, young calabash, wild thyme leaves, petit

baume leaves, mango bark, guava bark, cedar bark, coconut roots,

coconut bark, green lime cut into pieces, lemon glassia leaves, and

lemon grass in a large jar. (Simpson 1970:64)

petit careme n A short period of hot dry weather which sometimes

occurs during the rainy season, usu. mid-July to mid-August, but

sometimes as late as September or October, /piti karem, p e ti karcm,

peti karim/ (< FC < Fr petit ‘small’ + careme ‘dry season; little

Lent’) = canatil, careme 9 At this time, there was a period of dry

weather (petit careme), which presumably limited the activity of

green muscardine at Orange Grove. (Pickles 1933:229) 9 It is the

common practice to speak of a ‘dry season’ from January to April and

a ‘rainy season’ from May to December, interrupted by the petite

careme , a short dry period, in September-October. The petite careme

is much shorter and less intense than the dry season proper, and, as far

as the vegetation is concerned, there is only one effective dry season.

(Beard 1946:12-3) 9 There is a short dry season, called the canitil,

that last from about the middle of July to the middle of August,

though another person present who called it 'ti careme (“little Lent”)

said this dry period only lasted two weeks, the first half of August.

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:63-4) 9 The wet or rainy season com-

mences in June only to be interrupted by another spell known as

“Petit Careme”, in the month of October. This period is brief and is

noted by planters and gardeners. It is at this time of the Petit Careme

that the planters and gardeners are on the lookout for the period which

is known to be the hottest hour of the year. (Rampersad 1962:9) 9 It

was the time of the petit-careme now, and in this pause, this sum-

mer’s breath in the midst of wet weather, the forest bees came quick

in blue sunshine to new blossoms, and fresh-feathered birds flew,

flitted with song and love-calls from boughs to the wild flowers.

(Lovelace 1968:135) 9 Flowering in wild tobacco appears to be

triggered by drought conditions. The peak in flowering occurs from

February to April during the dry season: several bursts in flowering

occurs during this period. Apart from these, blooming also occurs

whenever there is a prolonged “petit careme” or little summer, during

the rainy season. (Morean 1990b:25) 9 We were in the petit careme

days of early October, the dry spell before the rains came again.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:76)

petit charbonnier n obs Myrmotherula axillaris [= Formicarius axil-

laris] (E white-flanked antwren), a bird, 10.6 cm (4.25") long. Male
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upperparts dark grey with black wings and bars of white spots; under-

parts black; flanks and underwings white with long silky feathers.

(< Fr petit ‘small’, fr being larger than similar charbonnier) 0 (Chap-

man 1894:51)

petit charpentier a tete rouge n obs Venioliornis kirkii, a bird,

16.2 cm (6.5") long. Male: upperparts golden brown, tinged olive;

wings spotted with pale buff; rump bright red; head brown, crown-

feathers tipped red; back of neck streaked yellow; underparts finely

barred dark brown and buff. (< Fr petit ‘little’ + charpentier ‘carpen-

ter; woodpecker’ + a tele rouge ‘with a red head’) = carpenter (bird),

charpentier, cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao; >little red-headed wood-

pecker 0 (Chapman 1 894:60) 0 During one of these halts I spotted the

first woodpecker I had seen on this visit. It was a Kirk’s red-rumped -

or petit charpentier a tete rouge , as he was called locally. The bird

has a penchant for cocoa plantations. (Bryans 1967:67)

petit cici-zebe noir n obs Volatiniajacarina. a small black bird. (< Fr

petit ‘small’ + cici-zebe noir, emphasizing small size) = beezing

finch, black finch, black poochi, >cici zeb
1

, grass bird
2

,
grassy,

johnny jump-up, savanna bird, zwee 0 (Chapman 1894:33)

petit collier n obs Charadrius semipalmatus, a shorebird, 16.9 cm
(6.75") long. Head and upperparts generally dark brown; fore-crown,

cheek-patch, forehead, wide collar, throat, and underparts white;

broad blackish breast-band. (< Fr petit ‘small’ + collier ‘collar’, fr

dark collar, and smaller size than gros collier )
= >ring-neck

3
, ring-

necked plover 0 (Chapman 1 894:75)

petit coucou manioc n obs Piaya minuta, a bird, 25 cm (10") long.

Head and upperparts dark reddish brown; very long tail, dark brown

tipped broadly with white. = >small coucou manioc (< Fr petit

‘small’ + coucou manioc , fr similarity to and smaller size than coucou

manioc ) 0 (Chapman 1894:65)

petit couroucou a ventre jaune n obs Trogon violaceus [= T. meridi-

onalis, T. sulphureus] (E violaceous trogon, little yellow-bellied

trogon), a bird, 21.2 cm (8.5") long. Male head and upperbreast dark

blue, rest of upperparts bluish green, mostly blue on rump; wings

black and white; lower underparts golden yellow; outer tail finely

barred black and white. Female upperparts and breast dark grey. A
resident in Trinidad in forests and cultivated areas with large shade

trees. (< Fr petit ‘small’ + couroucou + a ventrejaune ‘with a yellow

belly’) 0 (Chapman 1894:63)

petite chouette n obs Glaucidium brasilianum phaloenoides, a very

small owl, 15 cm (6") long, no ear-tufts. (< Fr petite ‘small’ + chou-

ette ‘owl’) = >jumbie bird, little brown owl, pol-pol owl, Trinidad

ferruginous pygmy owl, ulu 0 (Chapman 1894:68)

petite feuille 1 n Euphorbia sp., an evergreen tree, height to 18 m
(60'), girth to 1.2 m (4'). Bark greyish, thin, smooth, slightly scaly;

underbark pinkish. Leaves small. Flowers small, inconspicuous.

Wood soft, light, whitish; sapwood white, smooth. (< Fr petite

‘small’ + feuille ‘leaf) = >ti-fay 0 (Hart 1866:64) 0 (Marshall

1934:89)

2 n Maprounea guianensis, a native tree. 0 (Beard 1946:32)

petite poule-savanne n obs Laterallus exilis [= Porzana cinerea,

Ortygometra cinerea

]

(E grey-breasted crake), a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5")

long. Upperparts olive brown with some fine white barring on rump
and wings; head, neck and breast grey; dark red-brown band on back

of neck and mantle; throat and mid-belly white; flanks barred with

black; bill short, upper blackish, lower green; legs dull orange yellow.

A rather uncommon resident of marshland in Trinidad. (< Fr petite

‘small’ + FC poule-savanne ‘savanna fowl’, fr similarity to but

smaller size than the grosse poule-savanne) 0 (Chapman 1894:79)

petit fourmilier n obs Myrmeciza longipe, a bird, 15 cm (6") long.

(< Fr petit ‘small’ +fourmilier ‘ant-eater’, fr ants as an important part

of its diet) = >mad-bird 0 (Chapman 1 894:5 1

)

petit gabilan noir n obs Buteo albonotatus [~ B. abbreviatus, B. zono-

cercus

]

(E zone-tailed hawk, small black buzzard), a hawk, 50 cm
(20") long. Generally black, with 2-3 tail bands, grey above, whitish

below. Bill black, legs yellow. Uncommon resident in Trinidad. (< Fr

petit ‘small’ fr similarity to but smaller size than gabilan noir) 0 Petit

Gabilan noir. (Chapman 1894:70)

petit gobe-mouche n obs Hvlophilus aurantiifrons saturatus [= H.

insularis] (E golden-fronted green/et), a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long.

Upperparts greenish; wings and tail brown; forehead and sides of

head yellowish buff; underparts pale yellow, tinged buff. (< Fr petit

‘small’ + gobe-mouche ‘fly-catcher’) 0 (Chapman 1894:26)

petit grimpeur n obs Xenops rutilans heterurus [= X. rutilus

]

(E

streaked xenops), a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Head dark brown with

whitish eyebrow and cheek stripes; upperparts brown; rump and tail

reddish with some black on middle tail-feathers; wings dark brown

with buff bar; underparts olive brown with pale streaks; bill short,

wedge-shaped, slightly upturned, lower bill whitish. Climbs tree

trunks and branches at all angles, but without using its tail as a prop.

(< Fr petit ‘small’ + grimpeur ‘climber’) 0 (Chapman 1894:48)

petit hirondelle a croupion gris n obs Chaetura cinereiventris , a

bird, 1 1.2 cm (4.5") long. Upperparts black with grey triangular rump

patch and black tail; underparts dark grey. (< Fr petite ‘small’ +

hirondelle ‘swallow’ + a croupion gris ‘with a grey rump’) = >rain-

bat
2
0 (Chapman 1894:58)

petit-maitre n obs Calidris minutilla [= Tringa minutilla] (E least

sandpiper), a shorebird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long. Head and upperparts

generally dark brown with blackish eye-streak; fore-crown and

cheek-patch, forehead, wide collar, throat and underparts white;

broad blackish breast-band; tail dark, bordered with white; bill short,

thin; legs yellowish green. A regular visitor to Trinidad and Tobago

coasts, marshes, flooded savannas and ditches. (< Fr petit ‘small’ +

maitre ‘master’) 0 (Chapman 1894:77)

petit mangeur de cacao n obs Dendrocincla fuliginosa, a wood-

creeper, a small woodpecker-like bird, 21.2 cm (8.5") long. Brown;

dark red wings, upper-tail and tail; bill fairly long, dark above, pale

below. It does not actually eat cacao pods, but insects in them. (< Fr

petit ‘small’ + mangeur de cacao ‘cocoa-eater’) = carpenter (bird),

charpentier, cocoa eater, >little cocoa insect-pecker, mangeur de

cacao 0 (Chapman 1894:48)

petit martin-pecheur n obs Chloroceryle aenea, a bird, 13.7 cm
(5.5") long. Male dark green, glossed blue on head and upperparts,

with a few white spots on the wings; underparts mainly rich dark

reddish-brown; centre of belly white. (< Fr petit ‘small’ + martin-

pecheur ‘king-fisher’, fr small size compared to other kingfishers) =

>little kingfisher 0 (Chapman 1894:62)

petit merle noir n obs Molothrus bonariensis, a bird. (< Fr petit

‘small’ + merle ‘blackbird’ + noir ‘black’) = >lazy bird, little black

stare, oat bird, papa small 0 (Chapman 1894:36)

petit pere noir n obs Tachyphonus luctuosus, a bird. 13.7 cm (5.5")

long. Male black except for conspicuous white patch on shoulder.

(< F petit ‘small’, fr similarity to pere noir) = >little parson 0 (Chap-

man 1894:31)

petit pieds jaunes n obs Ttyngites subruficollis [= Tringa rufescens

\

(E buff-breasted sandpiper), a shorebird, 20 cm (8") long. Upperparts

brown, mottled with black; head and neck huffish brown; underparts

uniform pale buff; bill short; legs yellowish. A rare visitor to both

Trinidad and Tobago. (< Fr petit ‘small’ + pieds jaunes ‘yellow

legs/feet’, fr similar appearance to and smaller size than the pieds

jaunes) 0 (Chapman 1894:76)

petit plongeon n obs Tachybaptus dominicus, a small water-bird,

22.5 cm (9") long, dives frequently for food and protection. (< Fr

petit ‘small’ + plongeon ‘diver’) = >diver’ 0 (Chapman 1894:85)

petit-quart n A half-pint bottle of rum. /peti ko:/ (< Fr petit quart Tit-

tle quart’) = nip 0 I sat in the parlour for a while with a petit-quart

having intentions to make jolly like 1 usually do. (Stewart 1989:190)

0 Despite the petit quart of red rum on the table, the men’s concerns

are about unpublished letters to the editor, the Gulf Crisis, and the

state of politics in Trinidad and Tobago. (EX1 Oct 1990: 14) 0 In dem
rumshop yuh does have tuh call de shopkeeper from sellin saltfish an

flour tuh come an sell yuh ah flask or petit quart ah rum. (Foster

1990:41) 0 ‘The men used to wait for the doctor to attend to the sick

man. Meantime they taking their little petit quart in the rum shop.

They get drunk, yes, but they used to make the journey back the same

way come evening time.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:46-7) 0 Rumshops
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in the area tell them they have to buy rum to get water and they can-

not always afford to buy a petit quart. (Pires 1 994d: 1 5) 0 “An ah did

want to buy a petit quart of Cockspur for Philmore. Is not for me Fad-

der, you know I doesn’t drink, only if ah have de cold.” (Homer

1995) 0 On a calypso night one could be visited by friends or relatives

who would take along a “petit-quart” or “nip” of rum (8 ozs) “just to

make things encouraging”. (Cummings 2004:94)

petit siffleur a tete grise n obs Vireo chivi vividor (Trin), V.c.toba-

gensis (Tob), a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long. Crown grey; white eyebrow

stripe bordered by black; upperparts yellowish green; underparts

whitish; under-tail yellow; eye iris reddish. (< Fr petit ‘small’ +

siffleur ‘whistler, piper’ + a tete grise ‘with a grey head’) = >red-eyed

vireo 0 (Chapman 1894:26)

petit tillon n obs Camptostoma obsoletum venezuelae [= Ornithion

pusillum, C. imberbe
,
Mviopatis pusilla] (E southern beardless tyran-

nulet), a bird, 10 cm (4") long. Head dark brown, with crest often

raised; pale streak above eyes. Upperparts greyish green, paler on

rump; wings and tail brown; 2 pale yellow wing-bars; throat greyish;

breast yellowish; belly yellow. (Fr petit ‘small’ + tillon, fr resem-

blance to the larger tillon) 0 (Chapman 1894:38)

petit tillon a huppe blanche n obs Myiopagis gaimardii trinitatis

[= Elainea gaimardi, E.fallax ] (Eforest elaenia), a bird, 12.5 cm (5")

long. Crown blackish with a large, partly concealed white or pale yel-

low crown-patch; whitish eyebrow stripe and eye-ring; upperparts

olive green; wings brown, edged yellowish, 2 wing-bars; throat whit-

ish; breast greenish yellow; lower underparts pale yellow; bill black,

lower part pinkish orange at base. A fairly common resident in Trini-

dad, inhabiting forests and mangrove swamps, mostly in the treetops.

(ffrench 1991:302) (< Fr petit ‘small’ + tillon + a huppe blanche

‘with a white crest’) 0 (Chapman 1894:38)

peton, pieton 1 n A toehold, support, or purchase for the foot, e.g.

when climbing, or during sexual intercourse. (< FC pyeto ‘toehold’

< arc Fr peton ‘foot; toehold’) 0 “I get good peton for mi foot an I

start to drive.” (1979) 0 “On the grass - I dig two holes for peton.”

(1989) 0 I was makin peton for mi foot.

2 n A support or connection, esp. when applying for a new position;

way of getting into a job, place, etc. 0 Sans pieton - unbalanced, a

tipsy person also with no solid foundation. (ESTT 1956) 0 Pieton -

foothold. You want a pieton to hold on to there. (ESTT 1956)

petrea 1 n Petrea volubilis , a small native evergreen spreading tree or

climber, girth to 30 cm (1'). Leaves about 13 x 7 cm (5.1" x 2.7"), stiff,

very rough. Flowers bluish-mauve borne profusely in long sprays; at

such times the tree is highly ornamental. = >blue petrea 0 (Marshall

1934:76) 0 (Beard 1946:35) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:135)

2 n Petrea volubilis var. alba, a small native tree or climber with light

bluish-mauve or white flowers. = >white petrea 0 (Marshall 1934:76)

pet uj) adj Spoiled; over-indulged; usu. of children or animals. =

dular 0 “Those girls too pet up. Their father have them too spoil.”

(1990)

PH 1 adj arc A public hospital ward for patients very ill with infec-

tious and terminal diseases. (< Public Health, but re-interpreted as

< poor hopes or past hope) 0 If it wasn’t for the Lord, by now I’d be

in the PH ward. (Growler, “Bosie Darling” 1938) 0 The worst fears of

the domestics and others were officially confirmed by the passing of

the Public Health Ordinance No 16 of 1920, Section III (1): “Where
any suitable hospital or place for the reception of the sick, established

and maintained from public funds is provided... any person who is

suffering... from any infectious diseases and is without proper lodg-

ing or accommodation... may on a certificate signed by the Medical

Officer of Health or by any medical practitioner... be removed... [and]

detained in such hospital or place so long as he continues in an

infected condition.” The people found a description for such hospi-

tals. In Port of Spain it was “PH” meaning poor hopes and in San

Fernando the same “PH” meaning past hopes. (Cummings 2004:76)

2 n A private car acting, without a license, as a taxi for hire. (< P ‘pri-

vate’ car license + H < ‘hire’ car license) 0 All dose civil servant who
doing not one, not two, but tree wuk, sellin insurance and even driv-

ing ph taxi too besides. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 Apr 1977) 0 A popular

“PH” driver in his Manzanilla hometown, [he] was gunned down.

{Punch 19 Nov 1989: 13) 0 When the patrolmen reported back to their

base at the end of their shift... PH drivers and the maxi-disco-taxis

were back to their old tricks. {TG 20 Nov 1990:8) 0 After a few hours

work on a County job or some other task in the morning, a villager

would often take his car to ‘go do a Til P-H’ on the main road

between the village and Penal, leaving the major routes between

Penal and Siparia or San Fernando to full-time taxi drivers. (Vertovec

1992:147) 0 Arima Police are working on a plan to crack down on

“PH” drivers who ply the Arima/Valencia route, a senior police offi-

cial said last week. {TG 3 Mar 2003:6)

phagri see PAGRI

Phagwa n A Hindu festival celebrating the end of the old year and

beginning of the new year, celebrated with songs, and public throw-

ing of ABIR (dye). Originally a fertility festival of undetermined ori-

gin, it is now commemorated as a festival of colour and joy on the

arrival of spring, /pagwa/ (< Bh phagwa, H phagun ‘the month of

spring in the Hindu calendar’) = Holi, Indian Carnival 0 Phagwa
(Holi) great spring festival, full moon in March, lighting of bonfires,

representing the immolation of Holida, a ruthless woman, victory

over evil, commencement of the new year. (Annamunthodo 1971) 0

Hori, Jhumar, Dhrupad and basant forms are sung at the time of

phagawa (Holi). (Jha 1973:35) 0 Celebrating spring, an East Indian

chorus sways and chants to the beat of drums and cymbals during the

Hindu religious festival called Phagwa in San Juan... revelers mark

the beginning of their new year by sprinkling one another with red

water, or abeer, and colored powders. (Eigeland 1980:24) 0 Police

sources say the incident occurred around 4 p.m. on Phagwa Sunday.

(7TM 31 Mar 1987:32) 0 Phagwa... is a fertility festival in India but

has lost this dimension in Trinidad and Tobago - the abhir is sup-

posed to represent the menstrual blood of the woman. {EX-2 16 Dec

1990:25) 0 “Holi” is now more commonly referred to as “Phagwa,”

and the Amity celebration is now really part of a nationwide obser-

vance, at least among Indians. (Klass 1991:62) 0 Records of Phagwa
celebrations date back to as early as 1870 while Hosay has been

traced back to as far as 1856 in the Phillippine Estate. In 1884 the

Hosay riots brought a temporary halt to the festival, but it was

resumed at the end of the century. (Ramaya 1992:22) 0 The Guard-

ian’s Local Phagwa Song and Makhan Chor Competition at the

annual Phagwa celebration at the Hindu Pracher Kendra, Longden-

ville Old Road, Enterprise, is now an institution for many Central res-

idents who look forward to it eagerly. {TG-S 16 Jan 1994:4) 0 The

day is one of music and merriment, often referred to as the “Indian

Carnival.” The villagers “play” Phagua by sprinkling abir, a red dye,

on their friends and relatives as an expression of affection, even rec-

onciliation. Normal social barriers are transcended and old grudges

set aside in the excitement, the mess, and the confusion of the festivi-

ties. (Myers 1998:72)

phaich n A splinter, chip of bamboo, etc. that can easily penetrate the

skin, /paitf/ (< H-Bh painch ‘screw’) 0 “Ah phaich gone dong in meh
foot.” (1990)

phajire adv Just before dawn; just before sunrise, /padjire/ (< Bh pha-

jire ‘dawn’) = >dayclean' 0 “He does come by here phajire.” (1990)

phal n Fruit, /pal/ (< Bh phal ‘fruits’) 0 They does have plenty phal by

them. 0 When you see bird pick ah phal, boy, that does be sweet fuh

true, is de bes, man.

phanpay 1 n Rattoon; suckers; shoots on a plant, /panpe/ (< Bh phan-
ape ‘sucker; secondary growth fr root’) 0 It have plenty phanpay on

that cane, but you wouldn’t get so much from it.

2 v Of a plant, grow by rattoon or suckers. 0 De ginger well phanpay

back.

phantom n arc A folklore character; a very tall, misty white figure

who stands at crossroads, and traps those who pass between his legs,

/fantom/ (< E phantom ‘apparition; spectre; ghost’) 0 Then there

were phantom - the headless spectre with extremely long legs that

grip his victims in a death squeeze. (Ahye 1983:45) 0 Even our

mighty phantoms have found themselves confused with the old mas’

character from the comic strips. (Araujo 1984:43)
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pharkay, parakhe n A nervous tic, esp. twitching of the eyelid, often

. considered a bad omen, /parke, parakh
e/ (< Bh pharke ‘wrinkle’) =

eye jump 0 “Look how me eye pharkay, it beating for so.” (1990)

phatkay v Sift, esp. rice, /patke/ (< H-Bh phatakna ‘winnow’) 0

(Dwarika 1984:37)

phattak adj Carefree, /patak/ (< H-Bh phatikar ‘disrespectful’) 0

(Dwarika 1984:37)

pheasant n Ortalis ruficauda, a large, turkey-like bird, 55 cm (22")

long. Upperparts olive brown, with grey head and neck; tail long,

broad, bronze with outer feathers tipped reddish-brown; flanks and

under-tail reddish-brown. Resident in Tobago. (< E pheasant, fr simi-

larity of appearance and taste to European game-bird, Phasianus) =

>cocrico, katraka, Tobago pheasant 0 The Cockerrico is the Indian

name for the Tobago Phesants, which are as large, and as fair as our

English Phesants; and those that have fed upon them, say, they are

better food. (Poyntz 1683:37) 0 The Birds peculiar to Tabago are few

or none, if we except a Kind of Pheasants, which are called, or rather

call themselves, Kaquereka, pronouncing the four Notes that com-

pose this Word very distinctly, but with a harsh and screaming Sound,

very disagreeable to Ears that are unaccustomed to it; the best of it is,

that they are only noisy about Daybreak, and thereby afford a fair

Opportunity of shooting them, when their Flesh, which is very deli-

cate, fully repays the Taste for any Injury done to the Hearing.

( Tabago 1750:15) 0 The Cocorico or Pheasant of Tobago, and its

Partridge of the woods, are most delicious at table. (Young 1809,

Stowe 922:15b) 0 I never even caught a glimpse of, though I several

times heard, the cocrico... the cocrico is a big game bird which I

enjoyed eating in Venezuela at one time. But its popularity on

Tobago’s tables, where it was referred to as pheasant, had so seri-

ously reduced the number that the birds had to be protected by law.

(Bryans 1967:264)

pheg see PEG

phenaaway v Of the newborn young of an animal, nurse the mother to

bring forth the first flowing of milk, /psnawe, psnaiwe/ (< Bh
phinawe, pilana ‘milk; nurse’) 0 Leh the bacha phenaaway the milk,

so the milk come down and you go milk de cow.

phenoos, phenus see PENOOS

pholouri see PHULOURI

phooa see PHUA

phophar adj Of fruits or vegetables, dry, hollow, without water, esp.

sugar cane, MORAI, cucumber, /popar/ (< Bh phuphar ‘useless’ ) 0

“Dat moorai tasting phophar.” (1990)

phoran n A mixture of garlic, onion and other seasoning, fried before

adding other food ingredients in Indian cooking, /poran/ (< Bh
pharan ‘seasoning’) 0 “You hot oil to put the phoran to chowkay.”

(1990)

photo take-outter n Someone who TAKES OUT a picture with a cam-

era. (< take out + E ~er ‘person who does’) 0 Come quick an pose

nuh! De photo take-outter waitin’. (Baptiste 1993:127) 0 “I is ah

photo-takeouter and ah artist.” (Maharaj 1994:50)

phua, phooa, pua n A term of address or reference for one’s father’s

sister, aunt; also any female cousin on the father’s side of the father’s

generation, /pua, puA, p
h
ua, p

h
uv/ (< H-Bh phua ‘aunt; father’s sis-

ter’) 0 phua (phuphu). [Father’s sister], and any female cousin

([father’s] side) of [father’s] generation. (Klass 1961:96) 0 “Phooa

yuh bhuje de lawa fus.” (1990) 0 Just as the laawa is moving or jump-

ing from one end of the pot to the next, in the same way, the dulahin’s

bahen, phoowa, mother, maami and mousi are moving up and down
with the music. (Holass-Beepath 2002:56)

phudna n An ornament, e.g. for a kardhan or special clothing, like

a tassel or pompom, made of pieces of thread or yam in a ball with

the ends pointing outward. /p
h
udna, pudiW (< Bh phulana Tittle

flower’) 0 “De kardhan have ah big phudna on it.” (1990)

phukay v Blow into a PHOOKNI to help a fire start or bum better.

/p
h
uke/ (< H-Bh phunka ‘blow’) 0 “Get de phookni and phooke de

fire.” (1990)

phukni, phooknee, phookni, pukni 1 n A short cylindrical pipe

through which air is blown to ignite or encourage a fire. /p
h
ukni/

(< Bh pukni ‘a long, hollow, iron pipe used to blow on a fire to keep it

going’ < H-Bh phukna ‘blow’) 0 A pair of large metal forceps

(chewta) gripped wood and roasted stuff and a joint of bamboo or

iron about one inch in diameter served as a bellows (phooknee), being

blown by the mouth. (Alladin 1970:57) 0 There was a pot of rice over

the fire, but the fire was giving trouble; the coconut shells were wet.

Balraj took the pokanee and blew into the fire. He was blowing with

all his strength; blowing so hard that all the veins in his neck bulged

as earthworms. But it was no use; white smoke just piled up inside the

kitchen. (Ladoo 1972:127) 0 Pookni : A long, hollow, iron pipe

(approximately forty centimetres long) that was used to blow the fire

(in the chulha) to keep it going. (Ramlakhan 1 990a: 11) 0 Ashes

informed us... that in Indo-Trinidadian homes there were also

pookneys, but they were used to get the fire going by blowing

through the pipe. (EX 9 Nov 2003)

2 n A type of simple gun made from a metal tube. 0 As guns were

hard to come by in those days, gang members armed themselves with

home-made weapons like ‘pookneys’ (home-made guns), iron shots

(molted iron made into balls with spikes) and, of course, the ever-

popular cutlass. (Mirror 1984) 0 Giddy asked me if I knew what a

pookney was. I did not and it was explained that it was a home-made
gun fashioned from pipe, which was of course metal in those days.

(EX 9 Nov 2003)

phulay v Swell, for example of a foot, balloon, SADA ROTI. /pule/

(< Bh pulana ‘swell; puff up’) 0 “The roti wouldn’t phoolay.” (1990)

phulouri, pelauri, pholouri, phoolourie, poulowrie n Small round

balls of deep-fried seasoned ground split peas and flour. /pAlauri,

pulauri, pAbri/ (< H-Bh pulana ‘swell; puff up’) 0 Though depres-

sion is in Trinidad, Maintaining a wife isn’t very hard. Well, you need

no ham nor biscuit nor bread. But there are ways that they can be eas-

ily fed. Like the coolies, on bhajee, pelauri, dhalpat and dalpouri,

Channa, parata and the aloo ke talkaree. (Lion “Bargee Pelauri”

1936) 0 Poulowrie: a snack made from ‘bara’ dough which is shaped

into little balls and then fried. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:19) 0 Dean and

Chote were makers and sellers of barrah and chuttney, coonnah,

phoolourie and other Indian delicacies. (Ramsawack TG 1979) 0 The

air was noisy and warm, a fusion of rum and men, smoke, song and

oysters, peppersauce, chatni, bara, and pholourie. (Persaud 1990:38)

0 Cake Sale! come try our tasty goodies! cakes, sweetbread, pies,

alloo pies, phoulourie, kurma, kachorie, fudge, sugarcake, softdrinks,

pawpaw balls, (ad, July 1990) 0 Sticky mud, sour pholouri, but stick-

fight - sweet too bad. (Baksh 1992:16)

phulsugni n Hummingbird. /p
h
ulsugni/ (< Bh phul ‘flower’ +

sungna ‘smell’) 0 “Dat phoolsugni does come in de flowers every

day.” (1990)

phulwari n arc A flower garden. /p
h
ulwari/ (< Bh phul ‘flower’ +

bari ‘yard’) 0 It always have phulsugni in mi nani phulwari.

phungi n The tip of anything, esp. a bud, soft part, top of a plant.

/p
h
oqi/ (< Bh phungi ‘tip’) 0 Pick the phungi from the lime tree and

make tea for the baby. 0 “Doh forget the seven piece ah phungi from

the broom put it in the owchal.” (1990)

phupa see PHUPHA, POOPA

phupha, phupa, poopa, poopah, pupa n Uncle; father’s sister’s

husband. /p
huph

a, pupa1 (< H-Bh phupha ‘uncle; father’s sister's

husband’) 0 phupha [father’s sister’s husband], or any equivalent.

(Klass 1961:96) 0 “Poopha reach home ahready.” (1990)

phuphu n A term of address or reference for one’s father’s sister, and

any female cousin on the father’s side of the father’s generation.

/pmpNi, pupu/ (< H-Bh puhupha ‘uncle; father’s sister's husand;

aunt; father’s sister’) = phua 0 phua (phuphu). [father’s sister], and

any female cousin ([father’s] side) of [father's] generation. (Klass

1961:96) 0 And many a time Najeebun would visit this daughter,

“Preysal Puphu” to the Charlieville grandchildren. (Deen 1994:184)

phus-phus, phoos-phoos 1 n Whisper; whispering, /puspus/ (< H-Bh
phus-phus ‘whisper’) = shoo-shoo 0 Phus-phus. (Dwarika 1984:37)

0 “Endless phoos-phoos.” (1990)
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adv In a whisper; by murmuring in someone’s ear. 0 Talk phoos-

phoos, I don’t want them to hear.

physic nut 1 n Jatropha curcas , a cultivated shrub or small tree to 4 m
(13') tall, thick sticky milky or reddish sap. Leaves 4-18 cm (1.6-7")

long, round-ovate, shallowly 3-5 lobed or angular, tip acute, base

heart-shaped, smooth except for nerves. Flowers green, male and

female flowers borne at different times in the same clusters. Fruit a

3-lobed capsule to 4 cm (1.6) long, ellipsoid; seeds blackish, about

2 cm long (.8"), oblong, containing toxin, used for medicine and

OBEAH. (< E physic ‘medicinal cathartic or purge’ + nut-like fruit) =

white physic nut 0 Then there’s the Physick-Nut , of whose tree they

make fences: the Nut of it self is a violent Emetick, as also a

Cathartick: but the whole macerated, and boyled with Water, by a

culinary Operation affords you Lamp Oyl. (Poyntz 1683:16,42) 0 The

deceased had physic nuts... each pod contains three seeds-the physic

nut is a narcotic irritant poison... three grains, in some cases, would

cause death; three pods would cause instantaneous death. (POSG 27

Dec 1854:3) 0 Grain amber feye, physic nut bush. And nine leaves of

cus cus. (Ziegfeld “Cabula Bath” 1938, in Rohlehr 1990:164) 0 Mate-

rials used in healing and conjuring. Leaves... physic nut. (Simpson

1962:329) 0 Physic nut leaf was applied to sores. (Alladin 1970:18) 0

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:100) 0 The Ulcer has to be

washed with boiled Physic-nut leaves added to dust of Alam or soak

in Condes Crystal fluid mixed with warm water. (Pavy 1987:20) 0

Physic nut. Jatropha curcas. Leaf is heated and used as a warm poul-

tice for skin bruises. (Seaforth et al 1998:525)

2 n Jatropha gossypifolia, a cultivated shrub to 1 .5 m (5') tall. Leaves

deeply lobed. heart-shaped base, margin toothed. Flower petals dark

purplish. Seeds oblong, brown. = bellyache bush, red physic nut bush,

>wild cassava 0 (MNP 2007)

piaba see MAN piaba

piaj n arc Onion, /pjady (< H-Bh pyaj ‘onion’) 0 ‘‘Pound up de piaj to

put on de cut in she hand.” (1990)

piala 1 n arc A Flindu ritual performed for the ill or dying, /pjala/

(< H-Bh piyal ‘ritual for a dear one’) 0 They doing piala for she mai.

2 n Any enamel ware, /pjala/ (< Bh piala ‘enamel bowl’) 0 “I still like

meh piala wares.” ( 1990)

piano pan n arc The lead melodic PAN. (fr similarity in sound to a

piano) = lead pan, melody pan, ping pong, >tenor pan 0 The ping

pong is sometimes known as the “piano” pan because of its resem-

blance in sound to a piano. (Ahyoung 1977:101) 0 (Thomas
1985:387)

piapoco n arc Ramphastos vitellinus, a toucan, a large forest bird with

an extremely large multi-coloured bill. (< Sp piapoco < Carib) = >tia

poco, tocan, toka 0 Piapoco. (Phelps 1955:44)

piari n Jaundice; an illness which turns the eyes and skin yellow,

/piari/ (< Bh pitia ‘that which turns you yellow; jaundice’) = jaunders

0 “Your eye looking yellow like if you ha piari.” (1990)

piastre n obs A unit of Spanish silver currency. (< Sp piastre < Italian

piastra d'argento ‘plate of silver’, a name for the Spanish peso duro,

piece of eight, or dollar, and its variations) 0 When the island passed

to British hands... There was a complicated system of currency, both

gold and silver. In gold there were Doubloons (value: $16), with

divisions of half, quarter, eighth and sixteenth. In silver were Large

Piastres and Small Piastres (value: $1.00 and 80c/ respectively) and

divisions of half, quarter, tenth and twentieth. These coins and their

divisions were for many years known locally by various French or

French Patois names. (Pitt 1948:13) 0 Piastre: A Spanish silver piece.

The large or fat (Gorda) piastre, worth a dollar was called a Gourde

(French). The small (simple) silver piece or Sencillo was worth eight

tenths of the Gourde. It was divided into half and quarter pieces,

(de Verteuil 1992:380-1)

picadol n A knife with a short handle and a short blade, used for

cracking open cocoa pods. /pikadDl/ (< Sp picar ‘stab; peck; stick

into’ + -dor ‘thing or person that does something’) 0 (Moore 1980:15)

picaninny, pickaninny, pic-a-ninny, pickinniny n obs Child, esp.

one of African descent. (< Pg pequenino ‘very little; tiny; little one’.

became widespread in several European languages) = >pickney 0 Eh!

me been tink say da da Jackass way been da call he picninni me? (TSp

30 Aug 1845) 0 Massa Yankee; me dead, Sar: me gone; send for doc-

tor; oh, Massa, me neber go see Su again; good bye pickinnines; all

over wid poor Quashie. (TSp 26 August 1846:3) 0 Mass Parson Char-

lie gone to Goldafomia to dig for gold, to make him fat like picaninny

chicken com big fowl. (TRD 23 June 1849:2)

pichakaari n A popular Indian song form using classical instruments

and musical elements together with modem popular music. Lyrics,

usu. in English with some Hindi, often deal with social commentary,

/pitfakari/ (< pichkarav) 0 The [Hindu] renaissance has also led to the

Phagwa festival, which includes the pichakaaree competition. The
pichakaaree is an Indian song sung mostly in English. It utilizes tradi-

tional instruments and music as well as some film and Indian pop
tunes. What is most significant about the Phagwa pichakaaree is that

it deals with social issues confronting the Indo-Trinidadian commu-
nity. Pichakaaree parallels Afro-Trinidadian “social commentary”

calypso. Mukesh Baburam is an exponent of a strand of pichakaaree

which may be called “Indocentric calypso.”... Pichakaaree is broad-

cast on radio and television. However, overall, it still receives rela-

tively limited exposure. (Sankeralli 1998:21 1)

pichkaray n A kind of large syringe, usu. made from bamboo or PVC
pipe, used to throw abir during Phagwa. /pitjlcare/ (< H-Bh
pickarT ‘a squirt; syringe’) 0 “Ah have meh pichkare fuh Phagwa.”

(1990)

pichkay 1 v Fan rice to remove light waste, HUKS, etc.; also some-

times to pick over rice to remove stones and broken grains, /pitfke/

(< Bh patake ‘winnow; toss to clean’) = binay, pachkay 1

, >pick
4

2 v Splash, usu. of water, /pitfke/ (< Bh pichke ‘splash’) = pachkay2
0

Look how yuh pichkay all here!

pichon n Dodonaea viscosa, a tree to 5 m (15') tall or a straggling-

branched shrub 1-3 m (3-9') tall; fruit 3-winged, about 2.5 cm (1")

broad.

pick 1 v Take up in the hand; gather. Note: Used in many instances

where SE would use pick up, take up from the ground, and also for a

wider range of items. (< E pick ‘detach and take something from the

place it grows or adheres’) 0 If however the young swain knows the

ropes he would pick two sticks and make a cross at which time [the

diablesse] would also disappear. Ottley 1979) 0 He’s outside now
picking wood.

2 v Eat in a fussy, uninterested way. (< E pick, pick at ‘eat in small

bits or slowly’) 0 “How come yuh pickin yuh food today? Is all dat

mango yuh eatin, nah?” (Foster 1990:113)

3 v Read in a halting, slow, stumbling manner, with difficulty. (< E
pick ‘choose a way carefully through dirty or dangerous ground in

order to avoid difficulties’ <pick one's way) 0 Doh pick so - yuh

want to get buff? 0 Read the things nice nuh. How you picking so? 0

We can’t read too much but still we pick along the words in certain

parts, as say like in Matthew, the New Testament, which some of the

words are easier, well we pick along there. (Littlewood 1993:72)

4 v Remove dead or decaying grains, sticks, dirt, etc. fr grain; remove

head lice and eggs fr hair. (< E pick ‘clear or cleanse a thing by

removal of refuse, dirt, or unsuitable parts’) = binay, pachkay
1

,

pichkay
1

0 Ma was picking Sunaree’s head; each time she caught a

louse she crushed it tits between her fingernails. (Ladoo 1972:70) 0 In

one hand she held a basinful of rice which she had been ‘picking’.

(Naipaul 1973:134) 0 She busied herself with turning the pots and

‘picking’ the rice. (Persaud 1990:125) 0 His hands were hidden in a

wooden tray full of rice from which he was removing the black,

brown and decaying grains and leaving only the white ones for boil-

ing... ‘O.K. Well, Savi, you pick the rice.’ (Gosine 1992: 143-5) 0 “We
done start picking rice and daal already but we go have to see ’bout

the tomato, the chataigne and mango and thing.” (Ali 1993:53) 0

Sometimes he come home and Lord, put a hand, he hungry to dead

and Marva now picking rice. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:6) 0 So one take

out de daal (split peas) an’ she start to pick it an’ t’ing. (Mahabir

2005:49)
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picka, pickan, piquant, picker 1 n Any thorny or spiny plant or

shrub, sometimes tree. Most commonly Pithecellobium unguis-cati

,

a

spiny native shrub or tree to 6 m (19'). /pikA/ (< FC piquant ‘thorn’

< Fr piquant ‘prickling; stinging; pointed’) = black bead tree, black

jessy, >bread and cheese
1

,
jessy plimpa (P. unguis-cati) 0 “No oder

monkey would be in a gru-gru tree, because it full ah peekahs.” (Gale,

WG 21 June 1919) 0 Picker (prickles) pricked my foot (ESTT 1956) 0

He struck a match and by its light he saw the face of the girl looking

old and ugly. He was so amazed that he stumbled backward and

became caught in a patch of pickan. (Alladin 1968:24) 0 PIQUANT,

n., thorn, e.g., a piquant JUICK me in the foot. (Rodman 1971:234) 0

“Me? who go climb up dey foh pickah to chook dem?” (Lewis

1972:88) 0 He got hit with a bull-pistle wielded by a massive police-

man and flew straight up a “banga” tree, later, when the police had

left his friends called to him “Come down. Dey gone. Come down.”

To which he asked, “What? For picka to jook meh?” {EX-

2

22 July

1990:44) 0 ‘All around was virgin forest, thick with twisting vine and

fern and “piquant”.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:172) 0 ‘Look out for

bottles and “pickers”,’ she called to him. Tuffs of sensitive plant

infested the field and could cause severe scratches and numerous

prickles could produce sharp stabs. (Boodhoo 1994:65)

2

n The hard thom-like end of the tail of some snakes, in folk belief

thought to be a ‘stinger’. 0 [S]uch an event would no doubt have

spawned many a story embellished with added details of the flicker-

ing tongue - the so-called “lance” - along with the “pickah” in the

tail, which is believed to be as venomous as the teeth. The homy,

thomlike tail is often kept as a trophy by hunters, and is steeped in

mm, sometimes along with the snake’s head, to be used as an antidote

for snake-bite. (Boos 2001a: 175-6)

pickan see PICKA

pickaninny see PICANINNY

picka rata n Tob Coendu prehensilis longicaudatus (E prehensile-

tailedporcupine), a spiny mammal. (< picka ‘spine; thorn’ + rater) =

coendu, porcepic, >porcupine

pick behind v Criticize someone constantly and for little things. (< E
pick at ‘find fault with; nag at’ + behind3

) 0 “How you picking

behind me so?” (1990)

picket, piquette n A wooden marker placed in the comers of squares

made as planting guides on agricultural land, esp. in regard to cocoa

trees. (< E picket ‘pointed stake’ + FC piket < Fr piquet /pike, pikst/

‘peg; stake’, piqueter ‘mark out with stakes or pegs’) The field... is

lined out into divisions of 4 feet square generally, or of 5 or 6 by 4,

and the space for the plants picketted with small stakes, (de Verteuil

1848:15) 0 We next arrive at a cane-piece that is being planted. It is

well turned up by the plough, and all over it are things which look

like thin straight sticks, some three feet long, standing up from the

ground. They are not sticks, however, but the sword-shaped leaves of

the canes which have been brought from the next field. They are in

rows six feet apart one way, and four feet the other. They are known
as ‘pickets,’ and are put the right distance apart by means of a survey-

ing-chain, the process being called ‘lining’. Their use is to insure the

canes being planted in equidistant rows. (On a sugar estate 1882:223)

0 He tell me to cut dong de trees, bun dem, clear up de lan, put pickets

in de groun foteen feet apart but in strate lines, and den plant figs

between each picket, den plant coosahda rong de pickets, and den ah

cud plant in me kako like ah mad. {PC 30 July 1904) 0 The upper line

represents a seven yearly moving average of yields in bags per 1 ,000

pickets of an estate consisting entirely of Chocolate soil. {TA 1936-

13-4:89) 0 A stake used to line the land before planting cocoa. A tree

is planted at each piquette. (Moore 1980: 15)

pickien adj Tob Little; small, (prob < Sp/Pg pequeho ‘very small;

tiny’) 0(Uh 1883:251)

picking rod n A long pole attached to a COCOA KNIFE or GULLET, used

to harvest cocoa pods. Sometimes refers to any long stick used by

someone standing on the ground to detach fruits from high up in a

tree. (< E pick ‘gather fruit’) = cocoa picker, cocoa rod 0 (Moore

1980:15)

pickmuck see PIC-MOC

pick mouth 1 phr Try to find out information by asking leading ques-

tions. (< Twi tie nano ‘pick mouth’ i.e. elicit information + E pick

‘probe with a sharp instrument’) 0 “Master... neber ask Coraly noth-

ing, Coraly no sabey nothing; no pick my mouth (do not cross-

question me), nothing there.” (Wilkins 1854:151) 0 They “picked the

mouths” of sympathetic Council employees and waited, convinced

that their silent presence outside the Town Hall was an added pres-

sure on the Council, (de Boissiere 1956:132) 0 Man, doan pick me
mout, ah not tellin you. (Ottley 1971:20)

2 adj obs Tob Troublesome. 0 (Uh 1883:251) 0 She is a pick-mout

ooman.

pickney, pickny n Child, esp. one of African descent, /pikni/ (< Pg

pequenino ‘very little; tiny; little one’) = picaninny 0 “What for you

no make quiet your piccaninny, you great tall ting dere?” (Ralph

Woodford, in Coleridge 1825:84-5) 0 Pic-a-ninny (Carmichael 1833)

0 Ma- Ma- Massa Yankee - Massa Yankee; me dead, Sar: me gone;

send for doctor; oh, Massa, me neber go see Su again; good bye pick-

innines. {TSp 26 Aug 1846:3) 0 I go sen you sum sweetening fu misse

an de pickanene. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 “Here, you piccaninny,” she

said to one of the children playing in front of the door, “go climb da

banana-tree yonder, and bring me from de top dere dat nice young

leaf.” (Wilkins 1854:207) 0 Picknie or Pickaninie ‘child’. (Uh
1 883:251) 0 But po dem, mo dem do ar mo dem come po;-betar dem
do ar hid em money fu buy Catle-fut, Tripe, Haslet and Beef fu nurish

dem sef an dem pickney dem. (PC 3 Feb 1906) 0 Hard-days [ears]

pickney never go good. “You wouldn’ take talkin’ to, you wouldn’

hear nobody, well, you never go good." A rebuke to a strong-willed

person. (Herskovits 1945: 199) 0 And she tell me that is all you got to

guarantee, Is to mind she, she mother and four pickney. (Pride “My
Experience with Elaine on a Train” 1951 pr) 0 “You don make the

pickney, Now you beating it like you crazy.” (Brigo “Mama Popo”

1971 pr) 0 Remember, yuh ah Sir Oliver grandpicnii. Weh een ah de

goat must come out een ah de kiddy. (Rollocks 1975:5) 0 “But look

how meh pikny (child) ah look - Aye Aye Paul that’s you?” (Punch

19 Nov 1989:15) 0 Pickney a nyam mooma but mooma na nyam
pickney. ‘The child eats his mother, but the mother never eats the

child.’ (proverb) 0 Oh mammy, so yuh cryin’ again fuh we yuh

hoggish, res’less, rainbow pickney. (Letter, EX 3 Sept 1990:10) 0

Dey use tuh call him Ba Joe. Dey shudda call him Beau Joe. He had

plenty pickney. (Foster 1990:121) 0 ‘He don’t bring no wife, though

somebody say he had one in Curupita. But he came with hand

swingin’. No wife, no pickney.’ (Boodhoo 1994:66) 0 Dusty barefoot

pickneys, jigger foot, bounce toe, cut toe, nail jook, bottle cut, so’

foot. (Macfarlane 1997:20)

pickney jacket n arc Waistcoat. (< pickney ‘child; small one’ + E

jacket, as a waistcoat covers a small part of the area covered by a

jacket) = >jacket pickney 0 A picknie jacket - a waistcoat. (Daniel

msl ca 1960)

pick up 1 v Begin a romantic or sexual relationship. (< E pick up

‘form an acquaintance with someone, casually or informally, esp.

with the intention of having a sexual relationship’) 0 “How long they

pick up?” “Since last year.” (1982) 0 “Girl, how long they building

this road now?” “Since we pick up.” (1990) 0 “Ah see you with a red

woman like you pick up.” (1990)

2 v Break in, interfere where you are not wanted, esp. in a conversa-

tion. In particular, respond immediately to a remark which you feel is

aimed at you and which has irritated or hurt you; react oversensitively

to a remark. 0 “Why you picking up like that? This doh concern you.”

(1986) 0 Don’t pick me up you hear. Put me down where you find

me; I wasn’t talking to you, mister. 0 Why you picking me up like

that? I can’t say anything without you eh pick me up.

3 v In education, give an informal test in order to review a subject, or

to see if someone has done the work. 0 “He helps me out to study, he

picks me up with my lessons.” (1990)

4 v Get a spinning top from the ground onto the palm of the hand. 0

Also the force of the spin allowed several “pick ups” using not the

sissy “needle and thread” or “cutlass” but the “scissors” where one
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finger deftly flicked the top, using the direction of spin, into the palm

of the same hand. (1988)

5 v Win; make a gain. 0 “Anyway I picking up regular in a little

whappie and thing. They can’t touch me with wear at all.” (Hart

1966:14)

6 n Something to liven up a situation, e.g. a FETE. (< E pick up ‘cause

a person to revive; serve as a pick-me-up for someone’) 0 “They ain’t

have a pick-up here? We could use some music bad.” (Hart 1966:23)

pick up for v Take someone’s side in an argument or disagreement;

join in support of. = take for, take up for 0 You’re picking up for him.

(ESTT 1956) 0 Up came an Indian pagan name Ragoonan, He start to

pick up for de Englishman. (Cristo “China Man” 1971 pr)

pick up grip phr Leave in anger, suddenly. 0 “I pick up my grip and

go.” (1986)

pick up on self phr Do something, esp. to leave, without saying any-

thing to anyone. 0 She just pick up on sheself and go to the States,

pickups n A game played with round stones, seeds or marbles, usu.

played by girls. = >triay 0 (Ottley 1 97 1:51) 0 Pick up - a game played

with marbles or small stones by girls. (John 1973)

pick-up side n A hastily gathered group, usu. to play informal sports.

0 [He] has reportedly called your party a picked-up side,”... “My
response is to refer you to the ‘nancy story’ of the fox and the (sour)

grapes.” (£X18 Jan 1987:20-21)

pick up size phr Grow; get bigger or fatter, usu. of children. (< E pick

upflesh ‘regain flesh; put on flesh again’ + size) = put on size, >take

on size 0 “The boy well pick up size like he father yes.” (1990)

picky, pickey adj Of African hair, sparse, usu. tightly coiled in little

balls, with the bare scalp visible. See also PEPPER-KNOT, GRENG-
GRENG. 0 Some of them hair so picky and hard. And when it press it

looking more bad. (Spitfire "The Hot Comb East Indians” 1956 pr) 0

O darling Milie, Your hair short and picky. (Young Killer “Millie vs

Killer” pr, in Roberts 1965) 0 Your hair red and pickey. You name
sugar head. (Penguin “Sugar” 1971 pr)

picky-head(ed) adj Having short sparse hair, tightly coiled in little

balls. 0 Sobo women got picky head. (Houdini “Way down Sobo”

1935) 0 It was a big bachannal with my tantie Alma, And she picky

head little daughter. (Spoiler “Ugly Girls with Lovely Names” 1951

pr) 0 Pickie-headed. Having very short hair. / Having hair in short and

spiky rolls. / Having hair in big grains. (ESTT 1956) 0 The sisters

grew up as people did in the Trinidad of those days, seeing everything

in terms of pigmentation, straight hair or “picky-head”, (de Boissiere

1956:61 ) 0 He say mammy the lady picky-head. And mammy if you
watch she from behind, Flat like a bake she ain’t got no bodyline.

(Cristo “Daddy Married” 1961 pr) 0 “My family doh make no picky-

head children.” (1990)

pic-moc see PIKMOK

pico see PICOPLAT

picong, pekong, piccong n Teasing, ridicule, or insult, esp. in semi-

formal or ritualized exchanges, e.g. between calypsonians. People

give or throw picong , and similarly, take picong. /piknq/ (< Sp picon

‘trick; joke; ridicule’ < Sp picar ‘prick; peck at’) 0 The laughter-rais-

ing Spanish-worded “pekongs” of contending chantrels. (Greenidge

1938:61 ) 0 How could any English dictionary word duplicate the spe-

cific meaning of “picong,” an exchange of invective. (TG 6 Feb

1945:4) 0 In those days Calypso held more meaning than today, and

one of the best features was the giving of Picongs. (Jones 1947:13) 0

As soon as calypso forsook satire and picong it sank to the level of

dirty rhymes or bad imitations of sentimental songs, (de Boissiere

1956:46-7) 0 Before the hour of 4.00 a.m. another type of provocative

singing, called “Picong Time” is sung by the attendants of the wake.

The songs are composed on one another and are jovial in theme.

(Rampersad 1963:89) 0 The Original Young Brigade Grand Open-
ing... The Siparia Best Village Picong Kings, and many others. (TG 4

Jan 1973:5) 0 At this point a hail of picong ensued between both

attorneys at the bar table. [One] told [The other], “You are too much
of a brilliant state counsel, such that you could pull a rabbit out of a

hat.” (EX 15 Apr 1988:2) 0 It didn’t take long for him to lose his

strength for fighting and become just another tame village drunk who
accepted his picong good-naturedly. (Stewart 1989:57) 0 Sugar

Aloes... was called back on the stage on no less than four occasions as

the crowd went wild with his rendition in which he gave Prime Minis-

ter A.N.R. Robinson some heavy picong. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:3) 0 The
card game, all fours, is the most popular pastime in the country... One
of the big thrills of the game is to “hang jack.” If this could be done

while winning “high,” “low” and “game” all at once, so much the bet-

ter. Such an occurrence will naturally call for a boisterous celebra-

tion, with no end to picong. (Brewster 1991:18) 0 The cock-fighting

is one thing, but the betting, the picong, and the drinking are as much
part of the entertainment. (EX 3 Mar 1991:14) 0 Sprangalang

threaded the programme together with picong aimed at the people

who kept strolling about in front of the stage, and in particular at one

heckler. “You so stupid,” said Sprangalang, “even your wisdom teeth

stupid.” (EX

9

Jan 1993:8) 0 After all the picong about her height and

accent, Quamie is now accepted as one of the guys. (EX 5 Dec
1993:22)

pico-plata see PICOPLAT

picoplat, pico-plata 1 n Sporophila intermedia [= S. grisea
,
Spenno-

phila intermedia , S. cinereola

]

(E grey seedeater), a songbird, 1 1 .2 cm
(4.5") long. Male head and upperparts dark grey; lower underparts

white; bill pink or pinkish yellow; legs blackish. Female upperparts

dark brown; underparts yellowish-brown; bill blackish. A variety of

the male has a whitish band across the throat (see RING-NECK 1

). Pop-

ular as a cage-bird for its song, a “varied and attractive series of trills,

whistles and chirps, including some imitations of other species.”

(ffrench 1991:387) /pikoplat, pikvplat/ (< Sp pico ‘beak’ + plata ‘sil-

ver’, fr silver appearance of beak) = cici-zebe gris, grass-bird
1

,
grey

grass-bird, ring-neck
1

, Venezuelan
2

, venezuelian
2

, veni 0 Semp, acra-

vat and picoplat perched on spice tree twigs of among dwarf mango
branches, accorded harmonious soprano. (Cobham 1907:67) 0 The
Picoplat or Grey Grass-Bird... is frequently trapped by native boys, as

it makes a good cage bird and has a dainty song. (Williams 1922:133)

0 The best of our song-birds are the simple (semp), spotted (tarode),

ringed-neck (acravat), grass-bird (sisi-zeb), Colorado or the cardinal

bird and picoplat or silver beak. (De Suze 1941 rev. Hart 1960) 0 To
hunt for “semp” and “acravat”, And “tete-blue”, “towday”, “pico-

plat”, With “cocoyay” and yellow fig/ And Breadfruit “laglee” on a

twig. (Fortune ca 1950-59:11) 0 I heard the sweet song of a cock

pico-plat, Sporophila intermedia
,
rising above the noise of anxious

taxi drivers and over-crowded buses. The little ash-grey finch was, I

discovered to my annoyance, bursting his lungs in a diminutive cage

on one of the first-floor balconies. (Bryans 1967:43) 0 Songbirds like

the picoplat, chickichong, bullfinch... have all but disappeared. (EX

4

Oct 1987:8) 0 “Picoplat”... is probably the most popular of the small

finches which are commonly trapped as cage-birds in Trinidad. In

spite of official limitations, many people openly flout the law by trap-

ping out of season, using bird-lime for trapping and keeping birds in

cages that are too small... Along with the constant encroachment on

habitat, the unchecked trapping of male finches... will undoubtedly

result in [their] complete extinction in Trinidad within a decade or so.

(ffrench 1991:386-7) 0 He had two picoplat birds in toilet paper rolls

tucked away in his inner jacket pockets. (Newsday 17 Jan 1994:3) 0

They began just before the light, around five o’clock, with the

“bawling” of the housebird, the bluejean, and the palmist, and, on

some mornings, the full-throated ramageing of the picoplat. (Myers

1998:51)

2 n Ramphocelus carbo, a bird that has a white area at the base of the

lower beak. = bee dagen, >silver beak 1

picotay n Small white spots on dark skin, caused by fungus or loss of

pigment, /pikote/ (poss. < Fr picoter ‘peck’)

pie 1«A food made from dough rolled into a circle, about 15cm (6")

in diameter, then folded in half over a filling, usually of meat, fish,

potato or CHANA. Arepas are made with commeal; other pies are

made with flour, /pai/ (< E pie ‘a dish made of a sweet or savoury

filling, partly or wholly enclosed in dough, usu. cooked in a deep

plate-like pan’) = >arepa 0 [The] alloo pie vendor [said] “I was sell-

ing my pies... on the pavement when [he] pushed my table and caused
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a whole bucket of chutney, pies and sweet drinks to fall on the

ground.” (Bomb 31 July 1987:25) 0 Old faces, young faces... a rasta

selling pies, the craft market and the mayday celebrants making a

racket. (EX 1 May 1988:6) 0 “The Bonanza” still exists. Its memory
is preserved in Excellent Stores, which has its eating area named for

its predecessor. It is the only place in town where you can get a pie

for breakfast hot from the fire, and then sit and reminisce about the

shopping and stores of yesteryear. (TTY 1995:2) 0[E]very now and

again she would call out a nasal ‘Beef pies!’. Two of those pies would

be just enough tea for him till he had his breakfast at noon. (Andersen

2004:62)

2 n obs A traditional linear measure equal to 10.9698 inches, or 27.86

cm. Now historical, e.g. in land deeds, /pi/ (< obs Fr pie ‘foot; mea-

sure of 12 inches’)

piece 1 n Area planted with a particular plant; patch. (< E piece ‘a lim-

ited portion of land, enclosed, marked off by bounds, or viewed as

distinct’) 0 Witness ran far into the cane piece. (POSG 31 Mar
1843:3) 0 He was seen in the act of setting fire to the trash of a piece

of canes. (POSG 10 July 1846:2) 0 And a noble grass it is... but more

handsome still, I am told, when the “arrow,” as the flower is called,

spreads over the cane-piece a purple haze, which flickers in long

shining waves before the breeze. (Kingsley 1880:151-2) 0 The deer

meant here was either the common Red deer of the Island, one of the

greatest pests in a young cacao piece. (T.W. Carr 1894:277) 0

[House] can be rented with or without guinea grass piece at back.

(POSG 2 May 1907:2)

2 n One of something; a counter for whole objects, whether animate

or inanimate. 0 Prisoner ran towards my house saying “Bai moi un

baton” [give me a stick]; he did not find one, but got a piece of cut-

lass. (POSG 6 July 1847:2) 0 He took up a piece of cutlass with a

brass handle. (POSG 17 Dec 1847:2) 0 [He] took up a piece of iron

pot and was going to throw it into the house, when someone threw it

out of his hand. (TRD 23/27 Mar 1850:2) 6 Shave in evidence admit-

ted that two pieces of cigarette box, and the piece of match box were

found on him, but denied that the piece of cigarette box containing

the marks was found on him. (TG 2 May 1933:3) 0 “Make it up? With

what? That! That piece of dirty coolie? He ain’t have no pride, no

decency.” (Hill 1966c: 19) 0 “Chin, ah really like dese coalpots. Wot
ah piece yuh sellin’ dem?” (Sweetbread, EX ca 1980) 0 I have three

pieces of spades, my partner has five, so five left.

3 n An example; instance. (< E piece ‘an individual instance, example

or specimen of an action, activity, abstract quality’) 0 Wot you meen by

olways comin rong outside me husban howse to wissle? Ah tink is ah

big peece ah fassniss in you. Wot you fancy at oil? (PC 19 Nov 1904)

piece of skin phr A female person viewed as a sexual target or object.

(< E piece ‘a woman or girl regarded as a sexual object’ + skin
2
)

pied poule, pie pool, pie poule n Eleusine indica, a tufted native

grass, erect and spreading, leaves to 30 cm (11.7") or more long in

flower. Leaves strongly keeled. Flowers with small seeds along

spikelets at top. /pje pul/ (< FC < Fe pied ‘foot’ + poule ‘fowl;

chicken’) = dutch grass, >fowl-foot grass, goose grass, iron grass
1

,

payapul, yard grass 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:70) 6 In the

absence of refrigeration, the “pied poule” grass, Eleusine indica was

uprooted and placed on the abdomen of the recently dead to prevent

decomposition of the body prior to burial or cremation. (Morean

1991:42) 0 Yerba de chivato (patois: pied poule) was a grass also

used in making baths. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:124)

pieds jaunes n obs Tringa flavipes [= Totanus flavipes\ (E lesser

yellowlegs), a shorebird, 25 cm (10") long. Upperparts dark brown

lightly spotted with white; rump white; tail white barred brown;

wings dark; underparts white, some streaking on breast and flanks;

bill black, straight, fairly long; legs bright yellow. A common winter

visitor to both Trinidad and Tobago in swamps, coastal mudflats and

flooded pastures. (< Fr pieds ‘feet’ + jaunes ‘yellow’) 0 (Chapman

1894:77)

pieds jaunes a longue queue n obs Bartramia longicauda [= Tringoi-

des bartramius

\

(E upland sandpiper), a shorebird, 30 cm (12") long.

Upperparts and breast dark brown, streaked buff; crown-stripe whit-

ish; central tail blackish; rest of underparts white; bill yellowish,

rather thin and short; legs pale yellow. An uncommon passage

migrant through Trinidad and Tobago, seen on savannahs and

flooded pastures. (< Fr a longue queue ‘with a long tail’) 0 (Chapman

1894:76)

pie grieche n obs Cyclarhis gujanensis [= C. flavipectus, C. flavipec-

tus trinitatis

]

(E rufous-browed peppershrike), a bird, 16.2 cm (6.5")

long. Upperparts green; head mainly grey with broad reddish-brown

streak above eye; throat and breast yellow; belly whitish. (< Fr pie-

grieche ‘shrike’) 0 (Chapman 1894:26)

piekow see paikow

pie pool see pied poule

pierre n arc Smooth, apparently shaped, stone believed formed by the

action of thunder or lightning, used in divination and curing. These

are in fact usually Amerindian axe-heads, /pje:/ (< Fr pierre ‘stone’ +

tonnere ‘thunder’; FC pye tone ‘thunderbolt’) = thunderbolt,

>thunder-stone 0 Every shango temple in Trinidad has a collection of

“pierres” (thunder stones) which are believed to have fallen from the

sky. These small, smooth stones, which resemble neolithic celts, are

kept on white plates in the chapelle. Some leaders insist that there

must be a special type of stone for each of the major powers. For

example, one of these officiants said that Shango ’s stone is shaped

like a hatchet or axe, Shakpana’s stone is oblong... The test used to

determine whether a stone is a thunder stone consists of tying a white

cotton thread around it and holding it over a lighted candle or a coal

pot fire. If it is a pierre, the thread doesn’t bum... The sacred stones of

shango have to be purified by washing them with certain leaves

which are crushed and mixed with water... the stones must be fed sev-

eral times a year. (Simpson 1970:32)

Pierrot n arc A CARNIVAL MAS, clown-like figures, dressed vari-

ously in velvet and satin, or bits of cloth rags, usu. having bells and

carrying a whip, often masked. Give characteristic long speeches and

ornately fierce verbal duelling and recitation, originally in PATOIS

(French Creole) and later in English, /pjsro/ (< Fr pierrot, a tradi-

tional character in French pantomime, usu. with a whitened face and

loose white fancy clothing including a large ruff collar) 0 We remem-
ber the time... when the respectable upstart joined without reservation

the convivial bands of man-o-war’s men, and clownish Pierrots,

which once made so great a figure in the days of yore. (TSn 2 Feb

1860:3) 0 ‘Pierrots’ gorgeously and expensively dressed, their

dresses being made of velvet and similar expensive material... with

the usual combats a la ligueze (the whalebone whips costing $5 to 6

apiece), and the usual bombastic speeches were delivered by said

Pierrots some of them being outrageously absurd. (TC 2 Mar 1881:3)

0 The dresses of one or two Pierrots were really very fine and showed

considerable taste and inventive genius on the part of the maskers...

gorgeous as peacocks, and ridiculous in the stmt as the solemn and

silly turkey-cock. (POSG 15 Feb 1888:3) 6 There were 12 licenses

granted to pierrots, but they were not much seen in the town. (Mirror

18 Feb 1904:7) 0 Bakers were always in pure white while the Free-

grammer pierrot was dressed in gorgeous colours, mostly red. These

costumes often cost several hundred dollars and were made of silk,

satin and velvet, ribbons, little bells, small mirrors and a variety of

other decorations. These pierrots wore, besides, iron pots, padded

inside, over their heads, and sheepskin or goat skin on their bodies

from the shoulders to the knees, so as to minimise the force of the

blows rained down on them by sticks, stone and bottles. ( WG 8 Mar
1919:5) 0 Later in the afternoon came the “Pierrots”. Each of the

Bands mentioned before, the “Free Grammar” &c had a “Pierrot” as a

Champion. Their costumes made in the shape of a frock and bodice

were of silk, satin and velvet, of all colours, and very thickly padded,

there were small bells, and small mirrors all over them, what is

known as a “Pompon” formed part of the headdress, gaudy coloured

stockings criss-crossed with coloured ribbons, and patent leather

shoes decorated with small [buckles] and coloured “Pompons”. They

carried a heavy whip, this was their weapon of offence and defence.

A fully dressed Pierrot was an imposing sight. He would walk along

the streets proudly, with his head high up in the air, and uttering the
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most [absurd] things, telling of his prowess and past victories. He
always prefaced his speech with [the] words "Hip, Hah, My man. My
man”. It was a most amusing sight to see a Pierrot come to a gutter

which was always described by him as “The great River Orinoco” or

the “Amazon". He would make several attempts to cross it and finally

he would give one long leap — he had crossed the formidable River,

and would strut off, head high in the air, flourishing his whip, very

proud of his achievement. (Fraser ca 1930s:299-302) 9 One had to

obtain a permit from the Police to parade the streets in pierrot dress.

In every district there were a few, but only a few, since they had to

master the "Universal Spelling Book,” and a little history, in case

called upon to give an exhibition of knowledge. If one of two pierrots

competing in this manner failed to answer correctly, you can imagine

the next step. Since these contests between pierrots often resulted in

free-for-alls between themselves and their followers, the custom was

gradually ended by the police. ( TG 3 Mar 1946:6) 0 The Pierrot was

successor to the king stickman. He was more elaborately costumed

and he travelled solo, not in bands... Like the batonnier, he too ruled a

territory and armed with a vicious-looking whip he was ready to

repulse intruders. Where the Pierrot differed notably from the baton-

nier was in his scholarly proclivity. He had a repertoire of [grandiose]

speeches based on historical writings of the careers of great kings and

military campaigners, or they were adaptations from literary classics,

including orations from Shakespeare. Since all Pierrots were expected

to be familiar with these writings, failure to respond satisfactorily to a

spoken challenge meant that one was an imposter and had to be

repulsed. Thus the verbal duels invariably led to a duel with whips.

That these masqueraders came from a higher social class than the stick-

fighters is evident from their knowledge of literature and their accep-

tance by a hitherto hostile press. (Hill 1984:21) 0 By 9.30 p.m. the

Pierrot Grenades had arrived, dancing to “Trini to the Bone”... They

were covered with multi-coloured rags, Felix Edinborough as “King

Pierrot”, giving a short speech in a French patois accent and addictively

going into the details of spelling. (EX 1 Mar 2003:30)

Pierrot Grenade n A Carnival MAS, a clown-like figure, currently

rare. Older ones wore wire mesh-based face masks; modem ones still

carry a whip and are covered with many strips of cloth sewn to a back-

ing. They give characteristic verbal duelling and recitations, originally

in PATOIS (French Creole) but now almost entirely in English, /pjero

grenad, pjero granad/ (< FC pyero grinad < Fr pierrot ‘clown’ + FC
grenade ‘Grenadian’ fr apparent origin in Grenada) 0 Pierrot Grenade

had never been abolished and as a matter of fact is patronised by

nearly every carnival loving Trinidadian, being a harmless form of

masquerading and exceedingly humorous. (TG 30 Jan 1936:3) 0 As
years went by, the glamour of the costume ... deteriorated, and in the

end there appeared in its stead, what is known as “Pierrot La Grenade”

(Grenada Pierrot) a very inferior substitute, the costume consisting of

rags. (Fraser ca 1 930s:30 1 -2 ) 0 Foolishness, couyonad!. That’s what

you’ll hear from the Pierrot Grenade. (Lion “I Send My Wife to the

Market” 1940) 0 As individual players there was the “Pierrot Grenade”

meaning Grenadian player. These men dressed themselves in a long

robe made of bag with lots of playing cards pasted all over their cos-

tume, old tin cups, old bits of string, a few scraps of coloured cloth, in

fact, they did their best to make the costume as fancy as the conditions

permitted, they carried a book and long switch and on meeting another

player they would ask each other to spell words or to answer some
question relating to history, they tried to make the question a difficult

one so as to [embarrass] the other fellow for in the event of being

unable to give the correct answer, the player would put on a lash or

two with his switch. (Jones 1947:53) 9 An we go have hundreds dress

up like Pierroh Grenads wid dey bag suit and long whip hunting dem
dong! (Zingay Talala, Bomb 1977) 9 His costume was made of old oat

bags and numerous strips of colored cloth... Attached to this were bits

of odds and ends. He sometimes wore an old hat adorned with shrub-

bery, or simply tied his head with a colored handkerchief. Formerly

his mask either was of wire screen or was an “earth mould mask
shaped to amuse.” Pierrot Grenade often carried a five-foot stick or

branch. Pierrot Grenades frequently appeared in pairs... They pranced

and twirled around, advancing rapidly forward and backward. Tradi-

tionally, each Pierrot Grenade had his own territory, which he pro-

tected both verbally and physically. Since he often satirized local

events and individuals, his identity had to be kept secret. In conse-

quence, his voice was invariably disguised, being low and gruff. Artic-

ulate on any subject, Pierrots demonstrated their knowledge and

spelling abilities before the crowds as they competed with one another.

By the 1950s, Pierrot Grenade had almost disappeared from Trinidad

Carnival celebrations. (Nunley & Bettelheim 1988:92) 9 Stop playing

pierrot grenade and put on some decent clothes. (Baptiste 1992)

pierrot sac n obs A Carnival MAS; the costume is made of old

CROCUS, flour or other bags, and the player usually wears a large

metal pot on the head. (< FC < Fr pierrot ‘clown’ + sac ‘bag’) 9 Two
Pierrot-Sac dressed in old bags with large overturned pots on their

heads began to exchange witticisms. (LaFortune 1968:104) 9 Jour

Ouvert Monday morning burst on Port of Spain. Paille Banan,

Dragon, Pierrot Sac, Mokoto Jumbie (expert stilt walkers)... Burriquit

and Ju-Ju warriors all joined in the riotous Dimanche Gras. (LaFor-

tune 1968:103)

pieton see PETON

pigeon de mer n obs Lams atricilla , a seabird. (< Fr pigeon ‘pigeon’

+ de mer ‘of the sea’) = booby", >seagull“ 9 (Chapman 1894:85)

pigeon peas n Cajanus cajan (E congo or gungo pea), a cultivated

upright shrub to 2.4 m (8'), becoming woody with age. Leaves 3-lobed;

flowers yellow with crimson hood. Fruit pod pointed, slightly con-

stricted between seeds, 4-5 seeds per pod. Seeds have a high nutrient

value, cooked fresh or dried. High yield, evenly ripening varieties are

Tobago and Lasiba. Prob. native to Africa, but widely cultivated in

tropical regions, (poss. fr being liked by or used to feed pigeons) =

arhar dal 9 The Pidgeon-Pea grows here also, and is a pleasant Food;

but they must be gathered whilst as yet they are young, and eaten with

sweet Butter whilst their Buds are tender. (Poyntz 1683: 11)9 Sweet

potatos, pigeon peas, and other vegetable esculants are used in much
the same manner as before described. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 9 The

young Laburnums (as they seem), with purple flowers, are Pigeon-

peas (Cajanus Indicus), right good to eat. (Kingsley 1880:376) 9

Shade the ground round your young tree from the very first with some

nodule-bearing leguminous cover crop... flanked by a wild fence of

pigeon pease, Gliricidia maculata or some shrubby rapid growing

legume. (POSG 23 Oct 1907:5) 9 Oranges, grapefruits and pigeon

peas continue to ripen in this district. (TG 1 Jan 1936:4) 9 Cassie,

standing at the judge’s elbow with a dish of pigeon peas, (de Boissiere

1952:166) 9 In the greens’ section only pigeon peas at 20 cents per

pound retained yesterday’s price. (EN2 Sept 1954:3) 9 “English peo-

ple never eat no saltfish, no nice kinda pigeon peas soup, no cush-

cush or anything so.” (Macaw 1960:21) 9 The smell of the pigeon

peas and rice and salt meat cooking had tickled his palate. (Giuseppi

1975:14) 9 Pigeon Peas Soup. (Hunt 1985a:26) 9 He had cleared for-

est trees and underbrush, burnt them, and had grown pigeon peas,

com, cassava and yams. (Boodhoo 1994:36) 9 And then at Carnival

time when the pigeon peas was swollen like chennit seeds, he would

pick and shell peas, kill a fowl, and make chicken pelau. (Narine

1996:29) 9 Pigeon peas. A decoction of one cup per handful of

leaves/stems is taken daily for menstrual cramps, diabetes and hyper-

tension. (Seaforth et al 1998:524)

pigfoot 1 n A metal tool, about 2.5' long, with a flat bent lever at one

end and a curved claw at the other. See also crowbar, (fr resem-

blance of end to a pig’s split foot) 9 The wrecking crew consisted of

10 policemen and 20 civilians, armed with sledge-hammers, pigfoot

and crowbars. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:5) 9 Police believe the elderly

man tried to break down the door with a pigfoot, but collapsed with

smoke inhalation. (TG 14 Aug 2002:3)

2 n A rubber sandal with a V-shaped thong that passes between the

big and other toes, (fr resemblance to a pig’s split foot) 9 (Ottley

1971:51)

3 n A pig’s foot (E trotter), usu. salted and pickled in brine, used in

making dishes such as SOUSE; E pig trotter. 9 You get the pig foot,

and I would make the souse.
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piggie n Penis; usually child use. 6 “You stannin’ up dey, playin’ holy,

wid you’ drawers off an’ you’ piggie all expose’?” (Hercules
'

1980:252)

pigtail n Salted pig tail preserved in brine, used esp. for flavouring

soups. 0 De pigtail and green pepper was from Tunapuna Market.

(Foster 1990:33)

pika see PICKA

pika n Tringa melanoleuca [~ Totanus melanoleucus]
(E greater yel-

lowlegs), a shorebird, 32.5 cm (13"). Upperparts dark brown lightly

spotted with white; rump white; tail white barred brown; wings dark;

underparts white, some streaks on breast and flanks; bill long, black,

slightly upturned; legs bright yellow, /paika/ = clin-clin 0 (Williams

1922:153) 0 (ffrench 1991:137)

pike see pique

pike-headed snake n obs Oxybelis aeneus, a non-venomous snake;

head is sharp, (fr resemblance of head to the long slender-snouted

head of the pike fishes, family Esocidae) = ash-coloured horsehip,

ashy whip snake, >horsewhip, liguez, rigoise, rigoise argentee, sharp-

nosed tree snake, tan horsewhip, vine snake2
,
whip snake 0 (Boos

2001a:133)

pikmok, pic-moc, pickmock, pit-muck n Bactris major or B. cruege-

riana, native palm trees, 5-10 m (16-32') tall, usu. in clumps; black

spines on trunk and leaf margins, /pikmok/ (prob < Amer) = black

roseau, >roseau, Trinidad roseau 0 The locality of the encampment

had been partly covered with pickmocks; in cutting them down the

pieces of course must have been strewn over the place, not excepting

the tents themselves. The possessed, in their various revolutions,

would now and then come in contact with a formidable pickmock

thorn, and from the celerity with which he jumped from it, I was per-

suaded that he was more knave than madman. (POSG 27 Apr 1849:2)

0 Not to be lightly passed over... was the pit-muck, or Trinidad

roseau, a shrub fifteen feet high, growing in clusters, allied but too

closely to the gru-gru, as it was covered with sharp thorns two inches

and a half long. This formidable shrub hemmed us in on either side so

closely that it was with the utmost difficulty we could avoid being

pierced by its spines. It seemed positively to fill up every interstice of

the forest, rendering it impossible to penetrate in any direction but

that in which we were going. (Day 1852-1:192-3) 0 The men appear

to be hardly able to move and cannot withdraw their eyes from that

slender streak of pale yellow which is hanging from the topmost

branch of yonder pick-mock palm... a Yellow Machete. (JFNC Oct

1892:96) 0 Pic-moc - Bactris cruegeriana, a tree... Bactris major
,
a

tree. (Beard 1946:36) 0 A characteristic feature is the abundance of

palms of which the most common are Roseau or Pic-Moc (.Bactris

major) when the soil is clayey and Timite ...on sandy soils. (Farrell

1980b: 15) 0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:46)

pikow see PAIKOW

pilahay n A growth in the belly, /pilahe/ (< H pilal ‘spleen; a disease

fr enlargement or inflammation of the spleen’) 0 “Daadaa have ah

pilahe in i belly.” (1990)

pilau see PELAU

pilauki, peelaukee adj Stingy; cheap; not liking to spend money,

/pilauki, pilauki/ (< Bh pilauki ‘miserly’) = mingpilling 0 Fie not

easy at all, real peelaukee.

pilay adj Of food such as cooked YAMS or PLANTAINS, pounded to a

thick pasty texture in a MORTAR-PESTLE. Usu. with a food, e.g. yam
pilay, pilay banan. /pile/ (< FC < Fr pilee ‘pounded; crushed’) 0 Yam
Pilee. If plantains are not available yams made a good substitute for

pounding. The best yam for this purpose is the yam atootah. Pound
while hot and repound when cold. Its yellow colour makes it almost

indistinguishable from the plantain, (de Boissiere ca 1945a:29)

pilay banan n A traditional food made by pounding cooked ripe

PLANTAIN and oil in a MORTAR-PESTLE until it is soft and smooth,

/pile banan/ (< FC banan pile < Fr pilee ‘pounded; crushed’ + banane

‘banana’) = >pong plantain, thrim-thrim, tum-tum 0 Mi granny

coulda make a boss pilay banan.

pile see PILAY

pilgrim n In SPIRITUAL Baptist practice, a worshipper undergoing

a spiritual voyage, usu. through MOURNING. (< E pilgrim ‘one who
journeys to a sacred place, as an act of religious devotion’) 0 In a

third [Spiritual Baptist] church a more elaborate program of instruc-

tion begins with the “scrutinizing” of a “pilgrim” by the Mother of the

“tabernacle.” Scrutinizing a candidate means questioning him about

the first chapter of John. (Simpson 1970:142) 0 A pilgrim is not

allowed to eat salted food and during her first visit to the mourning

room she is given nothing but a “bush” tea (olive-leaf tea) for three

days. (Simpson 1970:149) 0 [The] Pointer conducts the ritual and

assists or provides spiritual direction for the “pilgrims”... in their spir-

itual travels, and the Nurse tends to the pilgrims’ physical needs and

comforts. (Houk 1995:78)

pilgrimage n In Spiritual Baptist practice, a worship service

involving two or more churches. (< E pilgrimage ‘a journey to a

sacred place, or as an act of religious devotion’) 9 A pilgrimage is a

joint worship service involving two or more churches... usually

located some distance from one another, and church members raise

money by selling bus tickets to these services. (Glazier 1983:104)

piliwa see PEEWA

pillar(-tree) n A tall wooden or concrete pillar supporting a house.

(< E pillar ‘a relatively narrow vertical support of some structure’ + -

tree ‘a pole, post, stake, etc. forming part of some structure’) = pil-

low-tree 0 [He] then chopped away the pillars on which the house

rested. (WG 1 Dec 1930:5) 0 The tapia house - the Ajoupa with walls

- developed with changes in materials as the years passed. Galva-

nised iron replaced thatch for roofing and concrete replaced stones for

pillar trees. Glass windows replaced wood shutters and lean-to addi-

tions were made to the houses. Timber was used in the way previ-

ously described and this, in turn, gave way to concrete blocks at the

beginning of the 20th century. (Lewis 1983:14)

pillikins 1 n Almost any small, whitish seabird, including seagulls and

terns, /pihkinz/ = booby, seagull 0 Needless to say, the local names

“Pillikins”, “Booby”, “Sea-gull”, etc. refer to all terns indiscrimi-

nately. (ffrench 1991:161)

2 n Sterna hirundo (E common tern), 35 cm (14") long. Adult (breed-

ing): cap black; back pale grey; rest white except for black edges to

outer wing-feathers; tail deeply forked; legs reddish; bill reddish

orange with black tip. Adult (non-breeding): fore-crown white; black

patch from eye across nape; black mark on wing shoulder; bill black-

ish. = sea swallow 0 (ffrench 1991:160-1)

3 n Sterna fuscata (E sooty tern), 37.5 cm (15") long. Black above,

white below; a white V from top of bill to just above eye; outer edges

of tail white; bill black; tail deeply forked. 0 (ffrench 1991:163-5) =

booby 1

, mache carabache, seagull
1

4 n Sterna nilotica [= Gelochelidon nilotica, S. aranea

]

(E gull-billed

tern), a sea-bird, 37.5 cm (15") long. Adult (breeding): crown black;

upperparts pale grey; underparts white; tail moderately forked, rather

short; bill short, black, thick; legs dark. Adult (non-breeding): head

nearly all white with small dark ear-patch. = mauve a dos cendre 0

(ffrench 1991:159-60)

pillow-tree n A tall wooden or concrete pillar supporting a house.

(< pillar-tree, poss. also < pillow, as supporting the house) = pillar(-tree)

0 We saw the Catechist’s house go up on tarred wooden ‘pillow trees’,

a three bedroom house upstairs, while downstairs was to be used as

kitchen. (Mahase 1992:9) 0 “Go an help Daddy brace de pillow tree

downstairs.” (Baptiste 1993: 128) 0 The house up on pillow trees,

pillu n Small maggot or worm found in fruits, /pilu/ (< H pilhl

‘worm’) = pilwa 0 “De peas over ha plenty pilloo in it.” ( 1 990)

piloree, pilori, pilowi n Proechimys trinitatis [~ Echimys armatus

castaneus], a rodent, body to 35 cm (14") long + tail to 30 cm (12").

Broad feet with prominent claws. Fur yellowish-brown, bristly and

spiny; spines tipped buffy-white; undersides slightly paler. Mostly

nocturnal; tree-dwelling, /pibri, pilawi/ (< Amer) = greater Trini-

dadian spiny rat, peelwee, porcupine rat, spiny rat 0 Piloree rats

(Echimys tinitatis)... Remarks about the tendency of the Pilorees to

lose their tails were read from his report. (JFNC Aug 1894:54) 0

Echimyus armatus Geoff. “Spiny Rat”, “Pilori", “Porcupine Rat"...
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wholly dull drab brown, flecked on spines which extend from nape to

rump with light buff, and the whole underside is clear buff... There

are specimens in the British Museum from Caroni River, and from

Tobago. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1 936c: 1 62-3 ) 0 Pilowi. (Alleyne 1974-

80) 0(Alkins 1979:32-3)

pilori, pilowi see PILOREE

pilowki n obs Cimex lectularius (E bed bug), a small parasitic body

louse. (< Sp piojo ‘louse’) = jilla, pioki

pilpil adj Usu. of fruit, overly soft, /pilpil, pilpil/ (< H pilpila ‘soft;

flabby; flaccid’) 0 De big papoi over feeling pil-pil.

pilwa n Small maggot or worm found in fruits, /pilwa, pilwv/ (< H
pilua ‘worm’) = pillu 0 “I fraid dem pilwa.” (1990) 0 That guava have

over much pilwa.

pim n Clitoris, a small area of genital erectile tissue at the top of the

vulva with highly sensitive nerve endings, /pim/ (< Twi e-pim , Fanti

e-pim ‘clitoris’) = >tongue 0 ‘‘Sometimes the women didn’t even

know about the pim.” (1990) 0 Pim... 1. Clitoris. 2. An idiot. 3. A
small bit of something, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

piment diable, pimand diable n Rauvolfia tetraphylla, a native shrub

1-2.5 m (3.2-9') tall. Fruits round, slightly lobed, and somewhat flat-

tened laterally. Plant contains alkaloids and is poisonous. /pim5 c^ab

/

(< FC < Fr piment ‘pepper’ + diable ‘devil’) = >devil pepper, mat

root
2
0 Pimand diable. (FTT 1947-2-3:153)

pimento 1 n Pimenta dioica [~ P. officinalis

]

(E allspice ), a cultivated

tree; fruit an aromatic berry dried and used in seasoning, /pimento/

(< Sp pimiento ‘a pepper plant’ < Latin) 0 Medicinal woods are

Simiruba, Balsan... and pimento, which bears the Allspice of Jamaica

and the Dyewood called Fustick. (Explication 1769) 0 (Young 1809,

Stowe 922:14b) 0 Higher up is the pimento, which yields us the aro-

matic allspice. (Harris 1905) 0 (CFN1 1971:9)

2 n Capsicum sp., a variety of cultivated pepper, about 3.8 cm (1.5")

long, broad, green or red, more sweet than hot. = flavour pepper, fla-

vouring pepper 0 “Pimento and hot peppers, 20 for a dollar!” (Pierre

2001) 0 Green Seasonings: shadon bene, french thyme, fine leaf

thyme, garlic, pimento (flavour) pepper. (Nelson & Puddy 2004:33)

pinch and slap n A penalty in the game of TRIAY, usu. played by

girls. 0 Three-A stakes were called “pinch and slap” (Jacks). The

number of pinches and slaps on the back of the playing hand of the

losing participant was agreed before the start of the game. Some keen

Three-A players kept long fingernails for the impish delight of

administering maximum pain to losers... The procedure for giving the

“pinch and slap” was that the loser placed her hand, palm down on

the ground. Each of the other players had to toss a pebble in the air,

pinch or slap the loser’s hand and catch the pebble as it came down.

The loser had the “come back” to pinch or slap the hand of any player

who failed to catch the pebble as it came down. (Cummings
2004:111)

pindaa n A Hindu offering in honour of the dead, made of pounded

rice, milk and sugar. At the TEN-DAYS SHAVING ceremony, it is

dipped in a river; at a later ceremony it is one of the objects placed on

a small grave-like bank of earth in the house yard, /pinda:/ (< H-Bh
pindd Tump of cooked rice or flour’) 0 “The mahapatr say that the

most important part a shaving is the pindaa.” (1990) 0 Pindar puja,
consisting of offerings of food and water to ancestors during the

period of Pitr paksha, was performed by each head of household in

his own manner. (Vertovec 1992:1 13)

pine n Ananas comosus , the cultivated edible pineapple, (fr resem-

blance of fruit to cone of pine tree) 0 A fine large pine in season may
be had for from two to three or four bits. (Carmichael 1833:64) 0

Dark red and yellow pine apples are here produced, of matchless

quality. The pine of La Brea is a species distinct from the common
Annana of the West Indies. (Joseph 1838a: 13) 0 Dessert is never seen

on a West India table, albeit pines are so plentiful, and Harry has a

profusion of very fine oranges close to his door. (Day 1852-2:39) 6

We had a present of a pine today from the Botanic Garden. The most

beautiful one I ever saw - but the taste was disappointing. (Lady

Stanmore 4 Nov 1866:55) 0 Young girl, eat green pine to t’row away.

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D73) 0 She feeling for

guava. She feeling for pine, Green plums and pomme cythere, A bowl

of chatine. (Young Killer “Pregnant Women” pr, in Clarke 1967) 0

Among the wide variety of fruits gown are bananas, mangoes, soursop,

plums, oranges, breadfruit, coconut, guava, plantains, cashew, pine,

avocado pear, pomsitae, beans and peas. (Ottley 1971-72:24) 0 Ripe

pines for sale, (sign, 1990)

pineapple mapepire n Lachesis muta muta , a venomous snake, to 4.2 m
(14') long. Body banded in cinnamon and dark brown; scales have

prominences like a pineapple. (< E pineapple
,

fr resemblance of

raised scales to pineapple ridges + mapepire)
= bushmaster, cascaca-

bela muda, mapepire 1

,
mapepire galle, >mapepire zanana, mute cro-

tal, pineapple snake, Trinidad tiger, true mapepire" 0 Pineapple

Mapepire (Mole 1914a) 0 Pineapple Mapepire (Greenhall 1955)

pineapple snake n arc Lachesis muta, a venomous snake, to 4.2 m
(14') long. Body banded in cinnamon and dark brown; scales have

prominences like a pineapple. (< E pineapple, fr resemblance of

raised scales to pineapple ridges) = bushmaster, cascabela muda,

mapepire 1

,
mapepire galle, >mapepire zanana, mute crotal, pineapple

mapepire, Trinidad tiger, true mapepire" 0 We have four kinds of poi-

sonous snakes here... The last is called the Pine Apple Snake. (Joseph

1838a:65) 0 Mapepire z’ananas-Pineapple snake (Price 1963)

pine mango n A variety of cultivated grafted mango. Fruit small; skin

uniformly light greenish yellow; flesh pale yellow with slight pineap-

ple flavour, (fr resemblance of flavour to pine fruit) 0 (Maracas Road

1990)

ping-pong n arc A lead PAN, carrying the melody, in early STEEL-

BANDS. (fr resemblance to sound) = lead pan, melody pan, piano pan,

>tenor pan 0 Carnival night I have heard, The leading ping pong beat-

ers on the road. (Wonder “Chinese on Carnival Day” 1948 pr) 0 But

now, to the steel band, has come song as well as bong... This transfor-

mation has occurred through the invention of the ping-pong, a percus-

sion steel-drum capable of rendering seven to fourteen notes. (Leaf

1948:196) 0 I do not, however, agree... That before ping-pong has

become our national musical instrument, road marches have ceased to

be of hottest rhythm. ( TG 22 Feb 1955:6) 0 The ringing clear notes of

the ping-pong came out above the deep notes of the boom-kittle and

the bass-drum, and the fine chipping sound of the guitar-pan con-

trasted with these and seemed to cascade into the dawn. (Anthony

1963:82) 0 The depth of the cylinder cut from the original oil drum

increases from the six inches of the melody-making ping pongs to

about fifteen inches. (Bryans 1967:93) 0 Ah hearing a dingdong. It

sound like a ping pong. (Kitchener “Sixty-Seven” pr, in Clarke 1967)

0 When de Ping Pong say Poom, And the bass drums say boom, We
coming down the road with all smiles. (Kitchener “We Walk 100

Miles” pr, TG-M 7 Jan 1973:4) 0 Even when steelbands came out on

the streets for V-E Day and V-J Day in 1945, they were still only

playing children’s songs and simple calypsoes, which suggests that

most ping pongs at this point were still quite limited in range.

(Stuempfle 1990:58) 0 Winston Spree Simon... also developed the

first (1st) melody pan called the Ping Pong or Tenor Pan in the

1940’s. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:29) 0 Anyway, “Spree” Simon undis-

putably played his famous “God Save The King” on the ping pong for

the Governor in 1946. (EX 24 Jan 1993:33) 0 At the time when he

still played biscuit drum, pans beat mainly rhythm. “If you had six

fellas with ping pongs, everybody beating a different tune in a differ-

ent key,” recalls “Ocean” from [Destination] Tokyo. (EX 24 Jan

1993:33) 0 Guest artiste will be Anthony Guppy, well known “ping

pong” jazz soloist. (TG 14 June 1993:19) 0 In the course of the 1940s

the basic steelband was expanded and tremendous advancements

were made in the tuning (fashioning) of pans. The most important

breakthrough was the development of the ping pong which replaced

the kittle as the lead pan. (Stuempfle 1995:40) 0 [T]he ping pong was

initially held with one hand and played with one stick. Sometime

during the mid- 1940s, however, two sticks were introduced and

this allowed for greater fluidity in the playing of melodies. During

this period the wrapping of ping pong sticks with rubber was also

introduced and this practice greatly improved the tone quality of

pan music. (Stuempfle 1995:41) 0 And so it was that names fell

into place: Lion, Tiger and Attila the Hun, Spoiler, Invader and
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Fitz Vaughn Bryan... the dudoop, tune-boom and ping-pong (when

last yuh heard a tenor pan referred to as a ‘ping-pong’?) (Punch 4

Feb 1996:11)

pinguin n Bromelia plumieri, a native ground bromeliad plant. Leaves

erect, .9-2.4 m (3-8') long, narrow, spiny-margined, arising from the

base in a dense spreading rosette to 2.7 m (9') diameter. Flowers rose

to purple, in a very compact flattish head, attached by a very short

stalk to the base of the plant. When plant is in bloom, the inner leaves

which surround the flower become reddish or scarlet at their base.

Fruits small, in compact masses in heart of plant. Each individual

fruit to 9 cm (3.5") long, like a miniature banana, but covered by

brown hairs and filled with a watery acidic pulp and numerous small

brown seeds; eaten by animals such as TATU and MANICOU. Leaves

yield useful fiber, also used medicinally. Since the plant often grows

in clumps, the spiny leaves creating a barrier, it is sometimes used as

FENCING, (ff resemblance to B. pinguin , a similar species not found

in Trinidad, prob. < Amer) = agouti fig, gouti fig, karata, >manicou

fig
1

, tatou fig, wild pine
1

0 Penguins are a brisk and sharp fruit,

extoll’d by the Indians for their excellency in Feavers. (Poyntz

1683:16) 0 The pinguin, with its broad leaves formed to retain the

water, was abundant here. (Wilkins 1854:192) 0 We arrived at last at

the little islands, and found them covered with a thick low scrub; deep

sedge, and among them Pinguins, like huge pine apples without the

apple. (Kingsley 1880:184) 0 Terrestrial bromeliads are found... in a

few species of.. Bromelia. Among the latter is the “manicou fig”...

which is also known in Trinidad by the names “tatou fig”, “pinguin”

or “pingwing”. ... The fruits are covered by brown hairs which chil-

dren [typically] remove from the surface by brushing on the edge of

their blouse or shirt. The smooth, shiny outside is then split open with

the teeth and the fleshy inside enjoyed... One needs to be very careful

and select only ripe fruits. (Morean 1 989b:2 1 -2)

pinhead ad\> Almost; just short of; nearly. (< E pin-head ‘a type of

something of very small size or value’, e.g. not worth a pin-head) 0

Pinhead de car knock down de man. (Ottley 1971:51)

pinjara n A birdcage, /pincfjara/ (< H pinjra ‘cage; trap’) 0 “Ah feel to

break up all dem pinjara fuh dem.” (1990)

pink disease n Corticium salmonicolor, a fungus attacking cocoa trees

under wet conditions. Twigs and small branches become covered

with a thin white mycelium which later turns pink and on which the

spores are found; branches lose their leaves. 0 (Urquhart 1955:139)

pink-fin(ned) sardine n Astyanax bimaculatus
,
a small freshwater

fish. Silvery body, back darker; bright pink-red tail; two black spots

on either side of body, one behind head, the other in front of tail, (fr

pink colour on tail fin) = sardine
9

, sardine d’or, >sardine doree, two-

spotted sardine 0 “Pink-finned sardine.” By far the commonest of the

Sardines; they swarm in the Maracas River, which is clear and at

times very rapid. (Regan 1906:384)0 (Guppy 1934:122) 0 (Boeseman

1960:90-1)

pink-footed grimpereau n Cyanerpes cyaneus, a bird, (fr reddish legs

+ Fr grimpereau ‘climber’) = blue creeper, grampo 1

,
grimpeur pattes

rouges, >red-legged grampo 0 Certhia Cyanea... Grimpereau pieds-

rose, or pink-footed grimpereau. (de Verteuil 1884:368)

pink French plantain n A type of cultivated plantain, of the AB
group, French plantain. Upper sheaths and midribs ringed with pink.

0 (Stover & Simmonds 1987:122)

pink-head(ed) snake n Tantilla melanocephala, a small slim non-

venomous snake. Body light greenish-brown on back; belly light

greenish white. Head pale brown on top, with cream markings on side

of head extending upwards from pale cream under chin, (fr light

colour of head) = >black-head(ed) snake 0 (Trinidad Regional Virus

Lab 1959)

pink poui n Tabebuia rosea , a cultivated tree with very ornamental

pink flowers. = >apamat, arapamato, poui
1

0 (Marshall 1934:74) 0

Pink poui, apamata. (FTT 1954-2-5:323) 0 [The bird was in] the

crown of a Pink Poui, a tree so tall that it was identifiable only by the

circular carpet of fallen blossoms that littered the forest floor beneath

it. (Shortt 1975:114) 0 The majestic tree blossoms... are as much a

part of Trinidad splendour as Carnival itself, especially the immor-

telle, the pink and yellow poui, which all set the Northern Range

aglow at the start of the dry season. (Powell 1983)

pink salmon 1 n Macrodon ancylodon , a marine fish. (< E salmon ,

presumably fr some similarity to the large, red-fleshed fish of the

family Salmonidae, though in this case apparently external, as the

flesh is not pink) = german salmon, rock salmon, yellow-mouth

salmon 0 (LNP 1985)

pink sorrel n Oxalis corymbosa [= O. debilis], a cultivated plant;

leaves arise from a scaly bulb with orange lines; leaves have 3 trian-

gular leaflets, notched at the tip, and rounded at the angles, hairy

below. Flowers purplish-pink, petals reddish-streaked, pale yellow-

green at centre. = shamrock, violet sorrel 0 Pink Sorrel, Shamrock... a

delicate herb which grows in rounded patches on lawns and in gar-

dens, where it can be a troublesome weed. (Duncan 1993:24)

2 n Imported salmon, canned, dried or smoked, (fr its dark pink

colour) 0 When 1 was a boy, pink salmon was only for Easter. (2001)

pinky n Vagina; a child word or polite adult word. (poss. < E pinky

‘tinged or coloured pink’) 0 “C— t is a curse word, and some people

call it ‘pinky’.” (Bomb 24 Oct 1986:5) 0 “Down by me private, down
by me pinky.” (1990)

pint IbA variety of fighting cock or hen whose feathers are white and

black, white and red, or silver and white feathers (E spangle), /pint/

(< Sp pinta ‘spot; mark; dot’) = pinto 0 Birds like the black-reds, pint

or don will fight until death. (Bomb 1982)

2 n A look; glance, /pint/ 0 When he take a pin-t at she he realise that

this restaurant work only part-time as far as she concern, because she

look as if she sleepy. (Selvon 1960b: 108) 0 What hurt Prekash most

was that he had done nothing with Sarojini... not a feel-up, not a

handsy, not even a sly pin-t [sic) at her panties. (Selvon 1972:94)

pintade, pentard n Thamnophilus doliatus, T.d. fraterculus (Trin),

T.d. tobagensis (Tob), a bird. Male: black, barred all over with white;

crest white tipped with black, /pintad/ (< F pintade ‘dark-feathered

chicken’ / < Sp pintado ‘Guinea fowl’, fr similar barred feathers) =

bush guinea bird, cocoa bird
2

,
>Dominica bird, guinea bird

1

,
qua-qua

0 The noisy and half-wild Pentard, or Guinea Bird. (Joseph 1838a:56)

0 The commonest species of Bush-Shrike in Trinidad, where it is

called "La Pintade,
”
from its mottled Guinea-fowl-like plumage.

(Taylor 1864:85) 0 In Trinidad it goes under the name of pintade...

The plumage of the male and female are so dissimilar that the casual

observer would not think of associating the two. (Mirror 6 Oct 1911)

0 (Williams 1922:153) 0 (ffrench 1991:261)

pinto n A variety of fighting cock or hen with white and black, white and

red, or silver and white feathers (E spangle), /pinto/ (< Sp pinta ‘spot;

mark; dot’; pintao < Sp pintado ‘spotted; dotted; mottled; speckled’) =

pint 0 In addition [to colour], game cocks were classified according to

their physical appearance: grifo (curly feathers)... pinto (mottled).

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58) 0 ‘Lino had a gamecock that he did like

a lot. It was a pinto. But it dead.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:61)

pint-pool n arc A type of billiards game, popular during the 1940s, in

which players sight along the cue-stick. (< pint) 0 We used to play

pint-pool every night.

pintra n In GHADKA, a formal forward step: the knee is lifted high

and the foot placed on the ground and rocked on before shifting to the

other foot. (< H-Bh pintara ‘steps in rhythm’) 0 The gatka players

(stick fighters) made their salaamis with stick and fenner, performed

their graceful pintras (steps) towards each other, performed their for-

mal, previously announced strokes and ended with a surprise blow

which was likely to knock out or cut an unwary opponent. (Alladin

1970:34)

piojo n arc Elops saurus , an edible marine fish. = >banane\ ladyfish 0

Banane. (AACC 1945: 109) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

pioki n obs Cimex lectularius (E bed bug), a small parasitic body louse,

/pioki/ (< Sp piojo ‘louse’) = jilla, pilowki 0 (de Verteuil 1858)

piong see PYONG

pip v In WHE-WHE, bet on a mark that is close to the winning mark,

but not exactly right. (< E pip ‘reject; disqualify; fail’; pip at/on the

post ‘defeat by a narrow margin at the last moment’) 0 Pip: Coming
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close to the winning mark, but not ‘hitting' it. (Besson 1999:175) 0 If

you have a strong hunch or saw a good caprice, you can block or box

your mark with the numbers in its related story, couple or family.

Otherwise you might ‘pip’ - that is, come close to the winning mark

without hitting the nail on the head! (Besson 1999:92)

pipal, peepal, peepar, pepal n Ficus religiosa , a large cultivated

evergreen tree to 30 m (98') with spreading branches. Leaves heart-

shaped with long tips and on long leafstalks. Very small flowers in

cup-like structures on stems. Small edible fruits purple when ripe,

/pipal/ (< H pipal ‘Ficus religiosa , a tree’) 0 On the grounds of the

fairly large temple between Penal and Debe the saddhu maintained a

tulsi plant, a bel tree, and a pipal tree. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:1 13-

4) 0 Near to this, a scant twenty yards away, there grew a giant pepal

tree which spread clusters of deep-green heart shaped leaves protec-

tively over a Hindu temple. The temple was built under this tree

which was worshipped and the yard around its roots was hallowed

ground... The roots of the tree were sprinkled with various coloured

liquids, and there were always small brass bowls with offerings for

the gods. Sometimes in the dawn village women, shrouded in saris,

would kneel before the tree and pray, making wild promises if their

wishes were granted. (Selvon 1972:53-4) 0 The stalks of 7 leaves of

the peepal tree are touched around the eyes (with or without the

chanting of mantras) for the healing of any kind of eye diseases.

(Mahabir 1991:1 18) 0 Pipul, neem, and tulsi trees, bells, lotahs and

tariahs were all imported to Trinidad. (Vertovec 1992:1 11) 0 During

the month of Kartik, early rising, ritual bath, japan (mantra) and eat-

ing once a day are observed. Giving of charity is also a significant act

during the holy month. On the final day a deya is lit at sacred trees

like the pipal and tulsi. (EX 12 Nov 2003:7)

pipe 1 n An outside domestic water-carrying pipe, usu. by the side of a

road, connected directly to a main water-line. = >standpipe 0 All

Cedros children have chores... work in the garden, feed the chickens,

mind the goats... carry water from the pipe. (EX 1985) 0 “I always

had a change of clothes with me. I used to find a pipe or river and

bathe every day. I used to wash the clothes and put it on wet and let it

dry on me sometimes.” (EX 14 Oct 1990:17) 0 And we used to reach

on time when they sharing the food. Get we little calabash with we
food, we throw we salt and we little bird pepper we done eat and

we gone down the road. When we reach down by a pipe we wash we
hand. (OPNL June 1994:6)

2 n A water tap or faucet inside or attached to a house. 0 Go turn the

pipe for water. (ESTT 1956) 0 Shut de pipe chile. (Ottley 1971)

pipe-borne adj Referring to water coming through a pipe, as opposed

to rain-water, river-water, or water delivered by truck. 0 [He] has

been without a pipe-borne water supply since Ash Wednesday. (EX
14 Nov 1990:21)

pipe gun, pipegun n A hidden gun set off by a trip mechanism. In one

common form, a rat trap is attached to a pipe or gun barrel, the spring

attached by a string; when an animal trips the string a pin sets off a

cartridge and a bullet comes through the pipe or barrel. Used mostly

in the past for hunting game; although now illegal, they are used to

protect illegal GANJA plantings. = spring gun, >trap gun 0 Some trap-

pers of game would set illegal traps known as “pipe guns” near to

clumps of “manicou fig” plants, showing very little concern for life or

limb of anyone who may have cause to venture there. Injury from trap

guns can kill or maim one for life and it is therefore advisable to

always proceed with caution when near clumps of this plant while in

the forest. (Morean 1 989b:2 1 ) 0 Gun Hill is a place people usually

give a wide berth, as it has earned a notorious reputation for the man-
ufacture of “pipe guns” and for harbouring criminals. (TG 15 Aug
1993:19) 0 [Some] years ago arguments over the ownership of its

produce led to an incident in which a villager set a pipegun in the

bush near the settlement, but was found out and his dog killed in a

scuffle. (Littlewood 1993:8)

piper 1 n A ROTI with only some PEPPER SAUCE, eaten as a snack or

by the poor. 0 Rum and roti is much of Trinidad and Tobago. These

days even a “piper” will do. A “piper” is a roti with some pepper-

[gravy] and that’s all. In the boom years it was roti and chicken, or

beef or even shrimp or conch. Now the staple is “piper” a plain roti

with a daub of sauce. The poverty level seems at rock bottom. (EX-2

4 Nov 1990:9)

2 n A drug addict, esp. of cocaine, (prob < AmE)0 The other day I

bounce up a piper... But she bawling Bomber just pass a blues... The
woman sprang. (Bomber “Misunderstanding” 1993) 0 “People cannot

walk the streets in peace because pipers roam the block day and night

thiefing wind and threatening everybody, including school children.”

(TTM 3 Jan 1993:26) 0 He got the same sentence as the other two

“pipers”. (TTM 26 Sept 1993:9)

piper Clarks n Ordinary rubber flip-flop sandals, (ft being cheapest

footwear, thus worn by pipers
2
) = push-me-toe, push-toe sandal 0 I

see him in St. James, wearing a piper Clarks and a short pants. (2007)

pipewood 1 n Casearia decandra, a small native understory tree to 1

0

m (32') tall. Leaves small, ovate. Flowers in clusters, mainly on short

spur shoots. Fruit a small berry, red when ripe. 0 (Marshall 1934:100)

0 (Beard 1946:29) = >biscuitwood2
,
wild cherry

1

2 n Casearia guianensis, a native shrub or small tree to 10 m (32')

tall. Leaves oblong-elliptical, toothed, hairy on both sides when
young. Flowers greenish white, fragrant, clustered. Fruit white, one

side often brownish violet or reddish brown. = >clean teeth, wild

coffee
2
0 (FTT 1940-1-7:421)

pipiri n Myiodynastes maculates tobagensis [= M. audax, Myiobius

audax
] (E streakedflycatcher), a bird, 22.5 cm (9") long. Head brown

with hidden yellow crown-patch; black eye-streak; pale streak above

eye. Back brown, streaked dark brown; wings brown edged reddish-

brown and whitish. Rump and tail broadly edged in dark reddish-

brown; underparts yellowish white, with conspicuous brown streaks

on breast and flanks. Bill black, fairly heavy. Voice a repeated

chip-chip-chip\ also a phrase sung usually at dawn or dusk,

scree-per-cher-wee, the middle notes sometimes doubled, and often

followed by a typical rattling note. A fairly common resident in

Trinidad, less common in Tobago, especially at the edges of forest

and cocoa estates with tall shade trees. Also possibly M.m. solitarius,

which has black streaks on upper- and underparts, (poss. fr sound of

call; poss. < Ewe plpindipi ‘small bird with grey and yellow

feathers’) 0 (Chapman 1894:41)

piquant see PICKA

pique, pique 1 n A dance of primarily African origin in which dancers

move sideways, one foot held and stepping in front of the other;

movement is very quick and vigorous, with sharp forward and side-

ways hip motions, /pike/ (poss. < F piquer ‘excite’) 0 The drumming
is like that of the Bele and the ladies dress as for that dance. One or

two men join in... The basic movement is, shifting sideways on one

foot, the sole of which is kept flat, while the other foot which is rest-

ing and moving alternately, maintains a position just behind. In this

crossed position, both feet are moved to either side in a line. (Alladin

1970:21-2, in Ahyoung 1977:51) 0 Pique... is a type of dance and its

accompanying music. It is sometimes referred to as one of the

“Nation Dances,”... brought over from Africa... The dance is prac-

ticed mainly in cocoa plantation areas... danced on special occasions

for pleasure. (Ahyoung 1977:51) 0 THE PIQUE... The dancers move
in pairs with sharp, seductive movements, travelling with running

steps similar to those of a cantering horse. The emphasis is placed on

the first beat of the bar, and the lead foot marks the beat with a stamp.

Turns are sharper, sideways travelling with accentuated hip move-

ments and the free-moving style of the hands... At times the dancers

move away from each other, turn to face each other, the man placing

his hands behind his neck, the women with hands on hips; eyes glued

to each other, they shuffle smoothly to meet in time, thrusting their

pelvises forward, momentarily freezing as the drum breaks. (Ahye

1978:46)

2 v arc Toss or drop a marble or top onto a line in order to determine

the order of players. The closest to the line goes first; others follow in

order of distance, /pike/ (prob < Fr piquet ‘post; stake’) = beads,

>bounce6
0 The two sessions of top-spinning were “mener” (amener)

and “la-vau-leve”. Both sessions began with a “pique”’ which was to

draw a fairly straight line in the dirt and to spin as near to it as possi-
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ble to decide the order of the players. The player whose spin was

furthest from the line was said to be “down” and had to place the top

on the ground so others could attack it by spinning to hit it. (Cum-

mings 2004: 108-9)

piquet n obs A legal form of torture used to extract confessions or to

punish; the person was suspended by the wrists with the feet barely

touching a sharp stake. (< Fr piquet 'post; picket; stake’) 0 In the

early years of the century, once slaves had been accused of a serious

crime, they were liable to be tortured by the use of thumb screws or

the piquet, in which torture they were suspended by the wrists with

their big toe touching a sharp stake, or to be confined in shackles,

(de Verteuil 1992:57)

piquow see PAIKOW

piraa, pirah see PERA

pirha, peerha, pirah n A low small wooden bench used as a seat,

/pirha/ (< H-Bh pirha ‘stool; seat’) 0 The barber... squatted on the

ground while the customer sat on a peerha or low box. (Alladin

1970:45) 0 Under the dresser there were two earthenware jars, a

‘seal’ or stone for grinding massala, a ‘peera’ or little wooden stool

and a mortar and pestle. (Lewis 1972:15) 0 Sunaree had dry flour in

her hands up to her elbow. She was sitting on the wooden peera.

(Ladoo 1972:63) 0 Beichan, lying silently in the hammock, would

sadly shake his head while his wife sat on a phira nearby and deliber-

ately ignored him. (Bowyer 1974:15) 0 The central part of the cere-

mony opened with the kanya dan: the bride sat on her father’s left

thigh, symbolically referring to her birth, while the groom perched on

the wedding bench (pirah ), made without joints from a single piece of

wood. (Clarke 1986:122) 0 She got up from the peerha and walked

calmly to the gate as if she was merely going outside to do her cus-

tomary weeding of our pathway. (Persaud 1990:80) 0 When he

brought the liquor home, he put it on the table... To give it the honour

and prominence due to it. Pa put a peerha on the table and covered it

neatly with a red orhni. He arranged and re-arranged the [bottles] in

different positions. (TG 23 Dec 1990:14) 0 The dulaha will then sit on

the peerha in front of the bedi, while the mother will sit on a chair

behind him. She wears the crown (or the pagree) with the mowrie
hanging onto the dulaha’s head. (Holass-Beepath 2002:70)

piroco n A type of fighting cock that has no feathers on the neck, sim-

ilar to a BARE-NECK FOWL. (< Sp) 0 In addition [to colour], game
cocks were classified according to their physical appearance: grifo

(curly feathers), piroco (neck naturally bare)... gallipavo (clean neck,
‘

con piche'), pinto (mottled). (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)

pirogue, pirog 1 n obs A small boat, made from a hollowed-out tree

trunk, sometimes having a bat-wing sail and a jib. (< Fr pirogue , Sp
piragua < Carib, Taino piragua

,
Guarani pira ‘dug-out log canoe’) 0

A large pirogue... was wrecked there. (Columbine 1803 in POSG 10

Aug 1849:2) 0 These pirogues are quite round at bottom, having no

keel at all. Our’s was coppered inside , notwithstanding which she

made a good deal of water, and we had to bale out two or three times

on our voyage. The hands can only get in and out by sitting at the

same instant on either gunwale, and then by delicate simultaneous

movements they preserve the balance, a precaution which makes one

nervous when seen for the first time. (Day 1852-1:200-201) 0 Fishing

played some part in the economy of Amerindian society, and the

Amerindians developed the canoe and the pirogue which enabled

them to move from island to island. (Williams 1962:2) 0 [The Warra-

hoons’] piraguas (dug out boats), were pulled in ashore. They had

sailed in from the Orinoco region in Venezuela. (Doodnath 1989:30)

2 n A small boat with long, narrow, sloping sides, and a high prow,

usu. about 28' (8.5 m) long; usu. used for fishing. Unlike similar boats

which are built in the order keel, ribs, planks, the Trinidadian pirogue

keel is made first. Then the planks for siding are bent and placed onto

the bottom keel and bow, upper planks overlapping lower planks;

finally, naturally curved ribs from roots and branches are put inside.

Older pirogues had a much narrower stem than the modem broader

stem, the keel was solid with boards on top, and the seat had a hole to

take a small mast; it could be sailed by operating the tiller with one

hand, and controlling a small handkerchief sail with the other hand.

Most modem pirogues have motors, /pirog/ ^pirogue 1

) 0 (Tothill

1939:189) 0 Those early residents of Port-of-Spain fished in the gulf

in their pirogues and made excursions up the Caroni river to gather

the cascadura. (Ottley 1955:51) 0 Trinidad employs a pirogue which

is a derivative of the Amerindian dug-out canoe, and while it is an

extremely sea worthy and sea kindly type of craft, construction meth-

ods and design give a life of perhaps no more than five years. More
recently, the Trinidad pirogue has been built in glass reinforced plas-

tic, with buoyancy tanks and, undoubtedly, these will have longer life.

(Kenny & Bacon 1 98 1 : 1 23 ) 0 A steamer went twice a week from Port

of Spain to San Fernando, and on to La Brea and Cedros. Coming off

the steamer in the two latter places, one embarked on a pirogue for a

ten minute row to land, and had then to be carried ashore through the

waves on the backs of the boatmen. Travel by pirogue propelled by

two oarsmen, was quite usual from Cedros to La Brea, or La Brea to

San Fernando. This was uncomfortable rather than dangerous, (de

Verteuil 1984:3-4) 0 [0]ne day it was felt in upper circles that they

should acquire elaborate and sophisticated trawlers from an interna-

tional agency. It had been a bright idea but, as it turned out, the

islanders preferred their more easily manageable pirogues. (Lange

1986:3) 0 [For Sale:] 22 ft. Scott fibreglass pirogue with bait well.

(TG 20 Aug 1990: 16) 0 I eh gettin in no damn pirogue if I cyah swim.

(Brother Marvin “Ah Wonder” 1993) 0 Bowen... won the 1974 Trini-

dad to Tobago Great Race with the pirogue Bassman. (EX 25 Dec
1994:4) 0 The fishermen living on the river bank... come from

Cedros, originally, and ... kindly took up upriver in search of alliga-

tors, even though it meant releasing their pirogue from bondage.

(Pires 1994d: 15)

pis n Flea, /pis/ (< FC pis < Fr puce ‘flea’; also poss. H pish ‘flea’) 0

(Alleyne 1974-80)

pisani, pissani n obs A Carnival mas in which men dress in

women’s nightclothes; it was considered by the government to be

obscene and vulgar, and was at times forbidden, /pisani, pisani/ (< FC
< Fr pisse-en-Iit ‘piss in the bed’) = >pisse-en-lit 0 There were much
fewer character-groups or parties than usual. Among these were... the

usual shoeblacks, gamblers, pierrots, pisanis, actors, South-American

Indian warriors, &c. (TC 26 Feb 1879:3) 0 Bands of Pisanis not so

vulgar as last year. (TC 2 Mar 1881:3) 0 Carnival of long ago you

used to see. Half-naked women called the pissani. With shac-shac and

vira held in their hand. Twisting their body as they led the band.

(Atilla “History of Carnival” 1935) 0 There were traditional masques

with explicit sexual themes, the most notorious was the Pissenlit (or

Pisani), literally ‘wet the bed’, usually translated as ‘stinker’. It was
played by masked men dressed as women in long transparent night-

dresses; it involved much sexual horseplay and was accompanied by

obscene songs in patois. (Brereton 1979:170)

pisay v Grind spices and seasonings on a stone SIL with a stone

LORHA. /pise/ (< H pisana, pisna ‘grind; reduce to meal, flour or

powder’) 0 You get ready to pisay your masala. But your water must

be cleanly placed in a lota, Then you’ll add your piment and masala.

(Lion “Ara Da Da” 1939) 0 Everytime ah passin’ gal you makin’

bahana... peesayin’ massala. (Alladin 1969:28) 0 The earliest compo-
sition I can recall however is: “Rosey gal. Rose gal, wha’ yuh cook-

ing foh dinner, Daal an’ bhaat an’ damadolwa ke chokha. (chorus)

Anytime ah passin’ gal yuh peesayin’ masaala.” This song...

records... the favourite food of the Indo-Trinidadan... [and] the Indian

method of ‘peesaying masala’ which has been preserved by the

women folk and now has come to add an exciting presence to the

local food scene. (TG 11 Nov 1990:35) 0 The word ‘peesay’ was
retained instead of the English equivalent, ‘grinding,’ not only

because it belongs [to the] Bhojpuri vocabulary that has not died out

but nothing can evoke the sounds, smells, movements and [rhythm]

and the overall ‘chatackness’ of the Indo-Trinidadian woman creating

her magical potion of spices at the ‘seal and lorha,’ as the word ‘pee-

say’. (TG 1 1 Nov 1990:35)

pisket n Someone who meddles in other people’s business, is overly

familiar; a busybody, /pisket/ (prob. FC) 0 That little pisket found

herself in the party.
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pisowni n arc A type of song performed when the rice paddy is being

ground on the JATA (hand-mill). Women in pairs sit opposite each

other around the jata turning it by hand, /pisauni/ (< Bh-Ang pisowni

‘for grinding’) 0 Pisowni: This is a type of song performed when the

rice paddy in being ground on the “jata” (hand-mill). Women in pairs

sit opposite each other around the “jata” turning it by hand. As they

grind the rice they sing these songs. (Ahyoung 1977:72)

piss n In PITCH, a hole fdled with mud and urine into which an oppo-

nent's marble may be sent. (< slang E piss ‘urine’) 0 In hole games,

before the game players may cut for hagarsee, making an agreement

about the penalty to the loser, for instance “ten bokee.” In another

common hagarsee penalty, possibly more common in South, each

winning player can take an ex from the rim of the hole nearest to the

point where the loser’s marble has stopped and try to hit it away from

the hole, from which point the loser once more has to attempt to pot

the hole. The object is to hit the loser’s marble hard enough to break

it, or in the case of a hand dab to make it land in the piss, a hole fdled

with mud and urine. Having endured this penalty from all the win-

ners, the loser then can cut hagarsee, i.e., indicating that the penalty

has been paid and the contract is now finished, by linking little fin-

gers with an opponent and “cutting” them apart with the downward

slash of an open palm (a gesture also used in adult betting). (1980)

piss-a-bed shark n Any of the hammerhead sharks, Sphyrna sp., esp.

S. lewini. Caught on long lines; flesh usu. sold salted, or without the

head if fresh, as people find its appearance ugly. If the blood is not

drained immediately and thoroughly, the flesh has a strong smell of

urea, (fr ammonia smell of its flesh, like a urine-soaked mattress) =

pantoufflier, zigene (S. zygaena); shark
6

, shovel(head) shark (S

.

lewini

)

0 “If they use the wrong kinda shark, not good shark, but piss-

a-bed shark, if you want instant diarrhea, eat some a those shark and

bake at Maracas Bay.” (1995)

pisse-en-lit, pissenlit n obs A Carnival MAS in which men dress in

women’s nightclothes; it was considered by the government to be

obscene and vulgar, and was at times forbidden. (< Fr pisser en lit

‘urinate in the bed’) = pisani 0 It shall not be lawful for any person or

persons... to appear masked or otherwise disguised in streets or public

places, to appear in any such street or public place dressed or dis-

guised in the dress or costume commonly called and known as

“PISSE EN LIT.” (TG 16 Jan 1896:66) 0 The first masqueraders to

appear in the olden days were what was called “Pisse en Lit”... They

were certainly indecently dressed, and are no longer allowed. (Fraser

ca 1930s:299) 0 Then there was the band called Pisse-en-lit, they also

were among the early players... This band was dressed in their night

clothes, and gave an impression of very many people on their way to

sleep. They also wore mask, and for the morning this band paraded

the streets to the strains of sweet music, with their various members
all singing and dancing, they, like all the players of old, carried on in

an admirable way. (Jones 1947:25) 0 A street masque similar in spirit

to Dame Lorine was Pissenlit (wet-the-bed), also called Pizli and

Pizane, and freely translated “stinker”. It was evidently very popular

the last quarter of the century and is often mentioned as being the

most objectionable feature of Carnival in the long campaign for sup-

pression. The masque was played exclusively by masked men dressed

as women. They wore long nightgowns, often transparent, and deco-

rated with ribbons and lace. Others wore very little except menstrua-

tion cloths liberally stained with “blood”. They danced an early

version of “winin”, the rapid shifting of the pelvis backward and from

side to side, and sang songs which the Port-of-Spain Gazette in 1884

described as “obscenity of gesture and language”. (Crowley

1956a: 196) 0 In 1895 a new regulation made the ‘Pissenlit’ mask ille-

gal. (Brereton 1979:173) 0 piss en lit. pissenlit, pisenlit. Performed at

least until the 1950s, pisse en lit was played by men dressed as

women in transparent nightgowns carrying or wearing only menstrual

cloths stained with blood... This mas was outlawed because of its vul-

garity. (Martin 1998:232)

piss froth phr Of a boy, become an adult male, take an interest in

sexual activity, (fr a boy’s urine during puberty going out further and

making froth or bubbles) = pee (make) froth 0 Your mother’s milk eh

come out from yuh face yet and yuh piss frothing so yuh tink you

is man?

pissin-tail adj Describing people who think they know more than they

actually do; immature; disrespectful, (prob. < pissing tail, urinating

on oneself like a baby) 0 The trouble with these Trinidad mechanics

is that they is just piss-in-tail little boys who don’t know the first

thing about cars and things. (Naipaul 1959:1 19) 0 “All-you see how
de ole lady treat dat w’ite man?” observed a thin-faced fellow in the

crowd. “Dat is respec’. Buh dese force’-ripe li’l piss-tail does call

dey-self people nowadays, dey eh go no behavior.” (Hercules

1961:165) 0 “Who the hell you think you is at all... a pissin’ tail rum-

sucker who turn obeah man and giving the island a bad name with all

your nonsense.” (Khan 1964:141) 0 “De pissin tail man have the gall

to come and ask me for a loan.” (Baptiste 1993:128)

pistache n arc Arachis hypogaea (E groundnut, peanut); the seeds of

this cultivated plant, esp. with the shell, /pistaj/ (< Fr pistache ‘pea-

nut; groundnut; pistachio-nut’) 0 She took out a large tin plate full of

pistache... “They’re like little wicker bottles” he said looking at the

heap of fawn-coloured nuts... Debbie took one up and cracked it with

her fingers... two oblong little kernels appeared of a reddish brown

colour. She rubbed these between her fingers and the thin reddish

brown skin broke up into tiny crisp pieces. These she blew away and

discovered two small creamy brown kernels. (Gale, WG 5 July 1919)

0 De blacksmith buy a bag of pistache. (Parsons 1933:60) 0 Pistache

- peanut (ESTT 1956) 0 At these [carnival] functions... Peanuts (pis-

tache) are a must. (Mittelholzer 1958:67) 0 [A] lappe aux pistaches.

(de Verteuil 1974:58) 0 Good “Boy Days”, when any boy who was

lucky to have six cents or twelve cents, would with his gang feast on

pay-me, chilly-bee-bee, pistache, pone, sugarcake... (Bynoe 1 985 :vi)

pistache marron n Desmodium adscendens or D. affine ,
native

plants with small flat brown half-circle shaped pod-segments that

stick easily, e.g. to clothing or fur. /pistaj mawo/ (< pistache + mar-

ron ‘wild’) = budbud, caddy, kuzen, >sweetheart
!

, wild groundnut 0

(Wong 1967)

pistareen n obs A unit of Spanish currency, usu. a small silver coin

considered as a quarter of a dollar, or two BITTS. (< Sp peseta, a mon-

etary unit of Spain) 0 It cost us a pistereen, about tenpence sterling;

but from the relative value of money here and in England, it should

not be considered above half the amount. (Joseph 1835:68) 0 The

division of the dollar in the West Indies was upset early in the eigh-

teenth century by the introduction of the Spanish Provincial 2 realas

or Pistareen... the 2 reales or quarter dollar of this new standard was

intrinsically only a fifth part of the old dollar. Although the coins of

the new Spanish standard were only intended for circulation in Spain,

the Pistareen found its way to the West Indies. So great was the

demand for small change that the Pistareen was accepted by many
islands as a quarter part or 2 bitts of the Spanish American dollar,

which continued to be struck at the old fineness and weight. This

resulted in the export from Spain of the base 2 Reale or Pistareen to

the West Indies as a profitable trade item... The number of “bitts” to

the dollar increased from 8 to 10, but the value of the “bitt” itself usu-

ally remained unchanged in terms of local currency... Like the dollar,

when the Pistareen eventually became the principal species of money
in circulation it too was privately cut into half and quarter parts to

make smaller denominations. (Pridmore 1965:9-10) 0 The Pistereen

or 5 sou or two bit piece as it was known, when justly divided into

four equal quarters constituted the Half Bit, a much used coin.

Unprincipled individuals cut the Pistereen into 5 or 6 pieces instead

of four, so the hucksters and market people, rather than be fooled,

rejected all half-bit pieces. On the complaints of all classes of the

community, Sir Lewis Grant ordered that the Pistereen ‘regularly’

cut, that is, in the proper shape and size, be accepted as heretofore,

(de Verteuil 1981:46) 0 In 1804, the Imperial Government sought to

rationalize the system of exchange by introducing one based on the

‘denominational currency’ system used in the Leeward Islands colo-

nies, which provided a legal value for circulating coins in terms of

sterling. ... Some of the other coins were the Pistareen (valued at 2

shillings), the Bitt (one shilling), the Half-Bitt (6 pence) and the

Quarter-Bitt (3 pence). (Brown 1989:12-3)
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pistoratically n arc Extremely drunk. (< E piscatorial ‘pertaining to

.fishing’, prob. fr idea of drinking as much as a fish) 0 Pistoratically

drunk - drunk beyond control. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

pit 1 n The centre of a cock-fighting ring, the place where the birds

battle. (< E cockpit < pit ‘an enclosure in which animals are set to

fight for sport’) 0 “He make four battles this year. He make fourteen

thousand dollars in the pit.” (1990)

2 n An arena or area for STICKFIGHTING. = >gayelle 0 At the side of

“the pit” was a hole in the ground or a large calabash. To “bleed in the

calabash” was an honour. (LaFortune 1968:107) 0 Then followers set

up flambeaux on iron drams in the circle, and Mangagouche and

Placide fought again by the orange flames full of smoke in the rich,

furious pit. (McDonald 1969:166)

3 n The very front seats in a movie theatre; the cheapest seats and typ-

ically the place where viewers make a lot of noise and commentary

on the movie. (< BrE pit ‘the part of the auditorium of a theatre on the

floor of the house, now usu. the part behind the stalls’) 0 “If you hear

the fellas in the pit, shouting ‘Magic that, yuh mudder-ass!”’ (1988) 0

Bobes took a peep down at the pit where he recognized nearly every-

body, and as usual whenever something hateful like that happened on

the screen, they would shout their support to the good fellow and

blast the bad fellow, as they were now shouting at the blank screen:...

“Ben Hur go kill-up his arse, you wait!”... Bobes was barely peeking

over the balcony... The people in house were below the balcony, so

they couldn’t see what went on up there. Only the men in pit - and

only men went to pit - could see. (Andersen 2004:160-1)

pit, pith, pet 1 n The soft inner part of a slice or loaf of bread. (< E
pith ‘inner part or core’) 0 You want a nice sandwich and have only

one cent. Purchase a hops bread, break the bread, take out the pet, roll

it and put it back and you have a perfect sandwich, how about that?

(Pantino 1999:32)

2 n The small white part of the com grain part nearest the cob or

STICK. 0 I remember sitting down over a basin of com grains and

going through each one individually taking out the pit. Tedious you

might say? But the rewards were truly great - pastelles before Christ-

mas for your labour. (TG-S 23 Dec 1990:27)

pitanga n Eugenia uniflora ,
a cultivated shrub. Flowers white; fruit

edible, red, ribbed, cherry-like; native of Guiana, Brazil and Argen-

tina. (< LAS pitanga a tree and fruit < Amer) = >Surinam cherry 0

(FIT 1934-1-6:345) 0 (CFNI 1971:8)

Pitar-pak see Pitri-pak

pitch 1 n Asphalt; a type of mineral oil deposit now used mostly in

road paving; found in Trinidad in the Pitch Lake of La Brea, in south-

ern Trinidad. The lighter ends of asphalt-pitch are evaporated, e.g. for

gasoline, and the heavy ends make tar and bituminous material. (< E
pitch ‘various sticky bituminous substances’) 0 [There] is found a

certain black bitumen like mineral pitch, good to patch vessels.

(Kendall 1595, in Boomert 1 984b:2 1 ) 0 “From thence... I rowed to

another part, called by the naturals Piche, and by the Spaniards Tierra

de Brea... At this point... there is that abundance of stone pitch, that

all the ships of the world may be therewith loden from thence.”

(Walter Raleigh 1596, in Boomert 1 984b:2 1 ) 0 The point within the

grand Bay, called Punta de Brea, or point Pitch... where the whole

clifts are that kinde of Pitch, called in ye West Indies Munjack. (Scott

1669:44b) 0 Ascertaining, by experiment, how far the Pitch of our

Lake could be made available as Fuel for raising Steam. (TSt 27 Nov
1838:2) 0 I arrived, long after it was dark, at the singular village

called La Brea, built on the sea-shore, near this lagoon of bitumen, on
a stratum of pitch. This stratum is continually subject to a slow

action: hence, one who visits the village will perceive every house in

it to have a slant or inclination towards the sea. Let him return in a

month, and every house, perhaps, will have gained its perpendicular.

Perchance, in another month, he will find all the houses slued from

the sea. Sometimes they are at ‘right incline,’ and sometimes they

‘oblique to the left.’ All the houses are built, of course, of slight

materials. (Joseph 1 838b-3 : 1 06) 0 The nearer we approached to the

lake the more pitchy did the ground become... The Pitch Lake itself

was an extraordinary, and to my mind, a hideous-looking place, fully

justifying its title - a lake of thick pitch, very like solid black mud,

intersected by channels, holes, and crevices filled with water... The

raw pitch is transformed into asphalte suitable for road-paving and

other purposes, and ... the most beautiful snowy-white candles imag-

inable are also produced from the very black and uninviting-looking

compound. (Brassey 1885:125,129) 0 [The ship] proceeded to La

Brea to take in a cargo of pitch. (POSG 1 June 1907:2) 0 The footpath

was paved with crashed pitch. (People were not supposed to use pitch

in this way, but some of it had been lying waste on the roadside and a

few bold citizens had made good use of it.) (Narine 1977:8) 0 Lake

Asphalt of Trinidad and Tobago (1978) Limited has... diversified into

the creation of new by-products of pitch namely sealants, paints and

underbody coatings. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:56) 0 Trinidad Pitch was

used for a variety of purposes. Paving was its chief use; its employ-

ment on the well-known Thames-Victoria Embankment in London,

and Michigan Avenue Boulevard [s/c], Chicago spread its fame and it

paved streets in South America, Australia, Egypt, India and Japan. It

was next used in insulating underground electrical cables and also in

roll roofing, which very soon gave way to elaborate styles coated

with mineral granules in various [colors] and cut into shingles in a

wide variety of sizes and patterns. Lastly, it was employed in the con-

struction industry for waterproofing concrete roofs, bridges, dams
and reservoirs. Sadly, it is no longer in fashion and has been replaced

by other materials, cheaper, but perhaps not as long lasting, (de Ver-

teuil 1993:46) 0 Gasparillo’s roads were made of burnt clay (bun

clay) and gravel, but from Marabella to San Fernando it was pitch at

the turn of the century (1900). (Deen 1994:68)

2 v Cover with PITCH, as a road. usu. mixed with other elements;

paved. 0 A small portion of King-Street... has been pitched, and that

kind of floor-pavement has proved very durable, (de Verteuil 1858) 0

When Sona left the pitched road and entered the gravelled one, it was
about half past two. (Narine 1977:3) 0 Special parking for the public

on that portion of the Savannah in front of the Grand Stand as

directed by police officers on duty and for VIPs, the pitched portion

north of Frederick Street leading towards the Grand Stand. (EX 4 Oct

1987:2) 0 Some of the better games were played on the ‘pitched’

areas of schoolyards and roadways. The pitch would get soft in the

hot sun, and a hole could be made by spinning on a heel to make a

depression for each hole, and rings or bounce could easily be scribed

in the soft pitch. It was due to this smooth pitching surface that the

ability to ‘spin’ the marble to control its roll and to make it circle a

hole was needed to win. ( 1990)

3 n An area covered with PITCH, esp. a road or parking area. 0 Rover

was walking on the roadside grass, and I noticed that the other three

were doing the same. It was because the pitch was getting hot.

(Anthony 1967:20) 0 The sun was so hot you could have fried an egg

on the pitch. (EX-2 14 Oct 1990:24) 0 “When ah tell you dis pitch ah

walkin' on hot like hell!” (Baptiste 1993:1)

4 v Toss to someone; throw gently; hand over to. Note: This refers to

a much gentler and shorter action than SE pitch. (< E pitch ‘throw so

as to fall in or near a definite place’) 0 Pitch me that bottle.

5 v Propel a marble by placing it in the crook of the forefinger and

flicking it out with the thumb. (< E pitch ‘throw so as to fall in or near

a definite place’) 0 Belmont was still a young suburb and many were

the glorious hours spent by truant boys pitching marbles and flying

kites in the Dry River undisturbed by officious constables. ( WG 8 Feb

1930:3) 0 There they were, pitching marbles in the sun. (de Boissiere

1952:76) 0 A steady hand, a good “garbie” (palm length) and skill in

pitching straight, are the hallmarks of a good marble pitcher. (TG-M 4

Aug 1991:9) 0 One of my fondest memories of primary school is the

many hours spent pitching marbles under the big almond trees in Len-

gua Islamia. (TG-M 4 Aug 1 99 1:9)0 Children playing hop scotch and

hide-and-seek, zwill and police and tief, hoop and nancy tweet tweet,

making pacts, h-half pancho and pants fold, pitching marbles, jockey

race in the canal. (Macfarlane 1997:17)

6 n Any marble game involving pitching. 0 ‘Pitch’ was a nice game
when there were other boys with whom you could play. (Giuseppi

1975:7) 0 What is life in the tropics today? It is an amalgam of

Reeboks and Air Nikes and Nintendo and Ninja Turtles and high
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school and summer holidays and the Video Soul Top 20 Countdown
and Rock in America and Sony Walkmans and Go-bots. Kids don’t

play pitch any more. Today, it is only in St Ann’s that one can be said

to have lost one’s marbles. No one under 30 even knows what “pitch”

means (Pires 1 99 1 ).0 Pitch also cut across all barriers: street rabs

played against doctor’s children and anywhere you went, from Care-

nage to Chaguanas, you could get a game of Hundred Hole or leerkey.

(Pires 1991:8) 0 Dey playin pitch in de road.

pitch clod phr Pass blood clots, e.g. from the nose or vagina. (< pitch
4

+ clod < E clot ‘mass of coagulated blood’) 0 Pi’chin’/pitching clahd:

passing clots. (Haynes 1987:80)

pitch-cutter n A worker at the Pitch Lake whose job is to cut raw

PITCH in the ground into pieces for removal. = >digger 0 Digging

asphalt is a simple operation. A mattock is the only tool required, and

under its blows the asphalt breaks readily... Mainly negroes are

employed in the operation. They are organized into gangs consisting

of one digger or pitch cutter, and five helpers, whose job it is to pick

up pieces of asphalt that have been cut and place them in the cars

which are standing close by. (CJJ7A7Sept 1933:317) 0 His father was

a pitch-cutter down La Brea.

pitcher n The person currently PITCHING in a game of marbles. =

shooter 0 No one could remember the special expression for the drop-

ping of the tors onto a line to determine who went first. I had to ring

Keith Ghent, one of the hottest pitchers in St Ann’s... “Oh, yeah,” he

said at once. “You had to bounce to see who went first.” (Pires

1991:8) 0 A steady hand, a good “garbie” (palm length) and skill in

pitching straight, are the hallmarks of a good marble pitcher. (TG-M
4 Aug 1991:9)

pitch fish n Rivulus hartii, a small freshwater fish known for its ability

to appear in temporary pools since it can move over land by leaping.

Commonly found in pools in the Pitch Lake, (fr common habitat of

pools in the Pitch Lake) = guabine', Hart’s killifish, >jumping

guabine, leaping fish, leaping guabine, small guabine, Trinidad killi-

fish 0 In the pools left by the rain the gas comes bubbling up with a

queer humming sound and in these pools are the pitch fish noticed by

Raleigh. They are tiny creatures and when one pool dries up they

wriggle their way at night, when the asphalt is moist with dew, into

the next. If these fish are placed in ajar they will be gone by morning,

for however high the sides of the jar above the waterline they attach

themselves to the glass by suction and wriggle their way upwards

until they escape. (Rutter 1936:61)

pitching n Any marble game involving pitching. = pitch
6
0 Top play-

ing and marble pitching are also popular at this time of year as these

games can only be enjoyed when played in dry areas. One is able to

grip the marble properly without having it slipped from the fingers...

A hard earthened [frc] surface is very essential and such conditions

are only available in the dry season. .. There is a type of pitching

which can be played in a small enclosed area, especially under houses

which are built above five or six feet high, and are not paved with

concrete. Having such ideal conditions, the main item being the

earthen floor and at the same time the house to protect them from the

rain, the children set about their business. (Rampersad 1963:97-8) 0

Pitching is mainly played by school-age children and like kite-

playing is seasonal. During the months of January to June - the Dry

Season - marbles appear to be one of the more common games

played (Ashby 1981:1 1 ) 0 The ability to play within and abide by the

rules was of paramount importance. If for instance the game was

“pitching” or marbles, over stepping the “bounce” or “bringsing”

were not allowed. ...The emphasis was on fair play and the slightest

deviation brought instantaneous judgment (EX 9 Aug 1987:6)

pitchkay see PICHKAY

Pitch Lake n A large natural asphalt deposit, located in La Brea in

south-western Trinidad. 0 “My general residence is down the coast,

beyond the Pitch Lake.” (Joseph 1838b-3:97) 0 I have no doubt that a

course of pitch-lake-water, properly controlled by a medical man,

would be a very valuable alterative. (Day 1852-2:70) 0 Our proximity

to the Pitch Lake was announced by the fetid smell of the hard black

roads, formed of bitumen and clay; and a quarter of a mile brought us

to the margin of the lake itself, looking like an immense black

swamp, or repository for night soil, intersected with narrow canals of

water, meandering in all directions, and interspersed with clumps of

low shrubs, reeds, and rushes. (Day 1852-1:195) 0 The nearer we
approached to the lake the more pitchy did the ground become... The
Pitch Lake itself was an extraordinary, and to my mind, a hideous-

looking place, fully justifying its title - a lake of thick pitch, very like

solid black mud, intersected by channels, holes, and crevices filled

with water. In one spot, which was a little harder than the rest, men
were busily employed in digging out what appeared to be huge blocks

of asphalte, which were placed on barrows and transferred to carts for

transportation to the boiling-house. (Brassey 1885:125) 0 On the

afternoon of the same day we steamed to La Brea and, while loading

pitch from the celebrated Pitch Lake, were anchored here until the

night of the 26th. (Chapman 1894:2) 0 The Pitch Lake, which has

proved such a goose with golden eggs, to the Government, could have

been leased for a few hundred pounds a year. (Inniss 1910:81) 0 His

gaping hearers stood aghast at the prophet’s disclosure; the pitch-lake

will be turned into a lake of fire. (POSG 15 Feb 1911 :2) 0 Pitch Lake

Employees Give Canteen to Southampton. (TG 6 Feb 1944:3) 0 The
famous 95-acre Pitch Lake, the asphalt from which Raleigh used to

caulk his ships in 1595, is situated in the ward of La Brea and is one

of the greatest natural curiosities in the world. ( WICYB 1963:298) 0

All of these asphalt deposits are caused by natural seepage, ie., the

slow escape of crude oil or bitumen (asphalt) from underground res-

ervoirs through fissures or cracks leading to the surface of the earth,

both onshore and offshore. The Pitch Lake is only one example of

this kind of seepage in and around southern Trinidad... The seepage

of asphalt at the Pitch Lake is caused by the presence of an eroded

anticline (fault-line) in the sandstone rocks underlying the lake. The

crude asphalt is an emulsion of salt water, bitumen, gas and mineral

matter, of which the bitumen content is constant at ca. 40%.. . Natural

asphalt, consisting of water, about 40% bitumen, gas and mineral

matter, caused when crude oil or bitumen escapes from underground

reservoirs through cracks to the surface. (Boomert 1984a: 13-5)

pitch oil 1 n Fuel oil distilled from petroleum or PITCH (asphalt);

kerosene. Originally just the surface ooze from the pitch; also refined

fr PITCH or oil. 0 He saw fire coming from the rumshop, going east to

the provision shop. Whilst there he noticed a strong smell of pitch oil

which emanated from the provision shop. (TG 19 July 1919:7) 0 They"

were suddenly seized with pains after drinking water out of a pitch oil

tin can. (TG 4 Feb 1933:2) 0 [She] asked what was wanted, and the

person said “a penny pitch oil”. (POSG 11 Jan 1935:9) 0 Recent

installations are an ancient fridge and a two-burner pitch-oil stove.

(The Nation, Christmas Annual 1959:45) 0 “If it wasn’t for Butler

and the little pitch oil they throw on that policeman and set him

alight, is all now so we still working for nothing.” (Jones 1973:87) 0

He took up the box of matches and lit the pitch-oil lamp. (Giuseppi

1975: 13) 0 In those days it was no pitch oil stove - pitch oil was for

lamps - no gas, nothing like that. People cooked with coals. And who
couldn’t afford to buy coals chopped wood. (Stewart 1989:123) 0

When that lady dead they didn’t even have pitch oil in the house...

“By the time my wife, my brother-in-law and Tantie reach over by

the dead house Vincent done there aready with a bottle of pitch oil

and he had lights brightening up the whole place.” (Moodie-Kublals-

ingh 1994:47-8) 0 Once a week they saddled up the mule cart and left

Charlieville at 6 am, returning by 6 pm of the same day with rice,

flour, oil and pitch oil among their goods. (Deen 1994:190) 0 “They

throw pitch oil on me and light me on fire just because I drink some

of their sweet drink.” (TG 4 Dec 1994:6)

2 n Saltator coerulescens brewsteri [= S. olivascens, S. icterophrys]

(E greyish saltator), a bird, 22.5 cm (9") long. Upperparts dark grey;

underparts paler grey; chin whitish bordered by a short black line on

each side; lower underparts buff; bill heavy, black, (fr sound of call) =

gros beak, gros-bec 0 (Roberts 1934:99) 0 Chapman well describes

the call of the male, and it seems strange that he did not leam that the

bird has obtained thence its popular name of “Pitch-oil,” which in the

local jargon means paraffin. (Belcher & Smooker 1937b:548) 0 Song is

a series of several abrupt, squeaky notes, with 1 or 2 notes much
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higher-pitched than the others, the syllables vaguely resembling pitch-

oil-pitch-oil-, also utters a less musical chatter, (ffrench 1991:379)

pitch-oil tin, pitch-oil pan n A 4-gallon tin originally filled with

PITCH OIL. 0 The mother had in the house a pitch oil tin filled with

pretty sugar. (Parsons 1933:48) 0 But if you put the world in a pitch

oil tin, I cannot even pay a cent to see the thing spin. (Spoiler “Money

in the Bank” 1959, in Rohlehr 1990:466) 0 “I used to go to school in

me khaki pants which my mother used to dry on a pitch-oil tin every

Sunday morning so I could go to Sunday school.” (EX 29 Nov
1990:8) 0 One of the most loudly acclaimed and today most missed of

Christmas activities is the traditional boiling of the ham in the yard

over an open fire. Because of the scarcity of refrigeration in the ear-

lier days, hams came covered in a tar casement for preservation.

There was this big annual ceremony of collecting proper firewood, a

sturdy “pitchoil tin” (five-gallon tins in which kerosene was sold),

three large stones and a comfortable spot in the yard. (TG-S 23 Dec

1990: 19) 0 “And they beating their pitch-oil tins and thing all around

town. Everybody following them.” (Hall 1998:51)

pitch-oil tin devil n In Carnival, a devil mas in which the mas

player is accompanied by PITCH-OIL TIN drums. 0 It wasn’t til’ 1906

that Patrick Jones and Gilbert Scarmoni, prompted by a picture of an

exorcism of a devil from a sick person, decided to organise a band

called the Devil Band. Cito Velasquez, veteran mas’ man who played

for many years in a Devil Band from the fifties, remembers there

were only two types of Devil mas, the pitch oil tin devils, and the real

Devil mas. The pitch-oil tin Devils were of two types. There was the

jab jab masquerade, played mainly by East Indians who would dress

in costumes ornamented with mirrors and tinkling bells. They carried

whips of plaited rope and would dance through the streets cracking

the whips singing, “I come from hell, jab jab, I know you well, jab, so

pay the devil, jab.” The other type of pitch oil tin devil was called the

“jab molassie”: in the earlier days of the century the player would

cover his body with molasses, and threaten any passerby to smear

him unless money was paid. The molasses eventually wore off with

time and the jab molassie satisfied himself with a pair of bathing

trunks and a wire tail, a pitchfork and two attending young boys who
beat a fast tattoo on a pitchoil tin. (EX-2 13 Feb 1994:3)

pitch pine n Pinus caribaea and several other similar cultivated spe-

cies. Usu. imported as lumber from Canada or the U.S.; sometimes

applied to locally grown Caribbean pine. (< E pitch pine, several spe-

cies of pine-tree from which pitch or turpentine is obtained) 0 Pitch

Pine Prices Drop. (TG 30 Jan 1944:5)

pitch pot n Any of several soft spots near the central part of the PITCH

Lake, from which new PITCH flows appear to come. = cauldron 0 On
the plantations in the neighbourhood of the lagoon are many of what

are called Pitch Pots, i.e. cones of asphaltum, that have apertures on

their summit which send forth streams of petroleum. (Joseph

1838a: 14) 0 In the central part of the lake there are half a dozen,

slowly migrating, areas where streams of soft and liquid asphalt con-

tinually ooze towards the surface of the lake and flow into the crev-

ices separating the various pitch mounds. This section of the lake is

known as the “pitch-pot” or “cauldron” and the various openings are

locally called the “mothers of the lake.” Some of the “mothers’ seem

to exert a strong downward pull. (Boomert 1984a: 17)

Pitch Walk n A PlTCH-covered walkway on the perimeter of the

Queen’s Park Savannah in Port-of-Spain, approximately 3

miles in length. (< walk2) 0 Standing in the pitch walk opposite the

White Hall and looking across the savannah what do you see? (TG 1

July 1919:6) 0 Outside the rails is the pitch walk, a favourite prome-

nade where after dark countless fire-flies flit about under the trees.

(Aspinall 1928) 0 On the “Pitch”. Sometimes on evenings I take a

stroll on the Pitch Walk. (WG 15 Sept 1930:7) 0 We had met on the

pitch walk by agreement. (TG 4 Apr 1933:2) 0 He wandered back to

the Pitch Walk, (de Boissiere 1956:19) 0 She remembered a time

when it would have been unthinkable for a Government House ball to

include anyone else but high-class white and coloured people. And
when she was young the pitch-walk round the Queen’s Park Savanna

was only used by white people she said. It was never law in her time

but it had been a powerful custom. (McDonald 1969:47) 0 The walk

around the Savannah is known as the “pitch walk”. It is three miles in

circumference. (Ottley 1971-72:10) 0 Now that Carnival is around

the comer, the newly-paved pitch walk around Queen’s Park Savan-

nah is areal mess with joggers. (TTM 4 Feb 1996:11)

piti diten n Lippia micromera, a native plant; leaves highly aromatic.

(< Fr petit ‘small’ + FC diten < Fr thym ‘thyme’) = fine-leaf thyme',

>Spanish thyme 1

piti quart, petit quart n A half-pint bottle of rum, usu. PUNCHEON.

(< Fr petit ‘small’ + quart ‘quart measure’) = p.q.

pit-muck see pikmok

pitnaa n A table-like structure used for beating rice, the top made of

pieces of bamboo tied together, with spaces in between. The rice

stalks are laid on top and beaten, and the grains fall through onto a

bag underneath, /pitna:/ (< H pitnd ‘beat; thrash; strike; knock’) 0

“Break dong de pitnaa now we finish with it.” (1990)

Pitr(-paksha), Pitar-pak, Pitr pak, Pitr-phat n A period of time dur-

ing the Hindu year when ceremonies are held in remembrance of the

PITAR-PAKH, deceased members of the family, during the month of

Kuuaar (around October), /pitr, pitr pakja, pitr pak, pitr pat/ (< H pitri

‘father; paternal ancestor; the venerated spirit of a deceased ancestor’

+ pakh ‘period; time’) 0 Less widely observed festivals are Pitr Phat,

worship of the ancestors; Gobardhaan Puja\ and Ganesh Yug, wor-

ship of Ganesh. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:123) 0 Pitr pak. (Haynes

1987:50) 0 Hindus in Trinidad do have a similar custom as ... All

Souls. This is the observance of Pitr, a period of time occurring just

before Divali and it is a time for the remembrance of departed ances-

tors. Custom has it that around this time spirits are particularly active.

So strong is this custom in Trinidad that both Hindus and non-Hindus

[Ac] do not engage in any repairs or construction at this time. (EX-

S

14 Oct 1990:13,36) 0 Previously, Yagnas were a seasonal affair

which meant... that they took place during the months of September

to November. Presently, they take place throughout the year except

during the Pitr Paksha (usually around August to September) and Khar-

waas (usually around March to April) periods. (Maharaj 1991:21-2) 0

Pindar puja, consisting of offerings of food and water to ancestors

during the period of Pitr paksha, was performed by each head of

household in his own manner. (Vertovec 1992:113) 0 Pooyah was

one of the men who built the bedi (the altar) and planted the black and

red flags (representing the forces of darkness and light) on the very

first day of Nawraatan which, Pooyah explains, comes right after the

15 days ofPitarpak. (Pires 1994a: 15)

pit viper see MAPEPIRE BALSAIN, MAPEPIRE ZANANA

piwa see PEEWA

PJ n An unofficial, unlicensed job, usu. a private car operating as a

taxi. (< private +job', also < P) 0 When [the police constable] met his

death last Wednesday... he was busy doing a private job (PJ) just a

few metres away from his home. (TTM 18 Sept 1990:8) 0 [He] would

sleep whole day and work his taxi only at night... “De hustle nicer in

de night, and to besides, yuh does get plenty lil' PJ.” (Bomb 26 Oct

1990:9)

placard v In a political demonstration, carry signs with slogans and

messages. (< E placard ‘a notice or other document, posted up or

publicly displayed’) 0 Crazy staged his protest, placarding that a

‘Vincey announcer taking bribe.’ (TTM

5

June 1987:20)

place a light on see PUT LIGHT ON

plait v Of fingers, interlock, intertwine; put together by alternating fin-

gers and closing them. (< E plait ‘braid or intertwine, e.g. hair, rib-

bon, to form a plait, band or rope’) 0 Matron... plaited her fingers and

said, “The men are afraid. These thieves are more like terrorists.” (EX
6 Dec 1987:10)

plain roti n The unfilled, bread part of a DHALPURI ROTI. = roti back,

>roti skin 0 “Get some roti back.” (1986)

planache n On a fighting cock, extra long tail feathers. (< panache) =

>panache

planass, planasse 1 n A blow with the flat side of a CUTLASS blade,

often on the buttocks, /planas/ (< Sp planazo < plana ‘flat’ + azo ‘hit,
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blow’) 0 Planass - blow with flat side of cutlass. (ESTT 1956) 0

There were no fewer than fifty fist fights and apart from cuffs and

kicks, a few cane-cutlasses showed up and a few chaps got some

good planasse for their dotish behaviour. (Bomb 8 May 1987:28) 0

‘You there, come here, two planass for wearing that stupid earring’.

‘Across here, step forward, three planass for that dotish haircomb.’

(Maharaj 1992:28)

2 v Hit with the flat side of a cutlass blade. 0 To planass (to strike

someone with the broadside of a cutlass). (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 He
said, "But these dogs would make an angel curse his mother. You

know 1 did really feel to plan-ass that Tiger!” He passed his hand on

the Hat side of his blade as though he regretted not having used it.

(Anthony 1967:23) 0 Planass - beat, on the bottom, with the flat of

the cutlass. (Alladin 1970:70) 0 So why should they hold a poor fish-

erman and to make things worse, beat, kick, cuff, bathe him with ice-

water, planass him, take away his catch, steal the engine hose, steal

his tools, eat his food, take his knife, his rings, his jersey (if it looks

good), his gaspans or containers for storing gas? (Bomb 4 Mar
1988:19) 0 “I am so fed up... that I sometimes feel I would be forced

to run amok and planass that crazy man for all the torture he is putting

me through.” (Bomb 13 Oct 1989:22) 0 Sometimes I does feel that I

should take the gilpin I does keep below me seat in case anybody give

me a bad drive and planass each and every one. (Maharaj 1992:28) 0

"One bandit with a cutlass began to planass my dad.” (TTM 27 Aug
1993:5)

planet n Astrological sign; influence of an astrological planet. 0 NKM
How some children bom wicked? SN That depends on the time they

bom. If the child bom in a bad planet that child does come out

wicked. (OPNL Mar 1989:5)

plant 1 v Take a firm stance to lift something heavy. (< E plant one ’s

feet) 0 He well plant.

2 v Be planted; sown. 0 The cane plant already. (Selvon 1 99 1 b:55)

3 v In the phrase “If I plant you, you will grow?”, asking for a favour.

(< Nupe Mi ga dzo we wa nyi? ‘If I plant you you will grow?’) 0 If ah

plant you you will grow? ‘If I should send you on an errand will you

go?’ (Ottley 1971:73) 0 If I plant yuh, will yuh grow: will you go on

this errand for me? (Haynes 1987:44)

plantain 1 n Cultivated varieties of South Asian Musa paradisiaca

with large, somewhat angular, hom-shaped fruits, containing less

sugar than bananas, cooked before being eaten. (< Sp platano,planta-

no; Carib balatana is prob. < Sp.) 0 But the Planton of all fruits, the

Nigros love best; and is a nourishing Soveraign wholesome food.

Some eat them raw when Nature has ripned them; and some again

roast them before they be ripe. Some eat them green, and some take

and boyl them, and othersome eat them as often as they get them.

Now to roast them they are bread, and to boyl them they are sawce; or

Marmelade may be made; but to barbacue or dry them in the Sun you

may mb them to a Flower. (Poyntz 1683:14-5) 0 Plantains, the favou-

rite food of the negroes. (Trinidad CO 295/62, Woodford to Bathurst,

17 Feb 1824 in UWI-HT) 0 There were some small establishments

called
“
trapiches” which manufactured a low description of sugar

called “papelon,” from which the molasses was not extracted, which

was wrapped up in a piece of dried plantain leaf, and generally in

forms of about 3 lbs. weight. (Begorrat 1825, in Fraser 1896:79) 0

STEWED PLANTAINS. (1883 menu for the Hotel de France, Port of

Spain, in Brassey 1885:1 14) 0 Nothing else that you took out to mar-

ket besides com? - Com and plantains, that is all. (Comm. Franchise

1888:17) 0 Uncle said: “It’s nothing. It’s supper... fried plantain.” (de

Boissiere 1937:27) 0 “Suppose him buy tania, dat mo’ money. Sup-

pose him buy red beans, dat mo’ money again. Plantain - all dem
foods is mo’ money dan rice.” (de Boissiere 1952:265) 0 Plantains...

are distinguished from the Banana by their much larger and hom
shape size and are only edible when cooked. (Rampersad 1963) 0 On
her way from market with her overflowing basket, displaying her

more expensive purchases - the crab and the callaloo bush and the

bound legs of the white chicken and the fat fingers of yellow plan-

tains. (Lovelace 1979:17)

2 n Plantago major, a low-growing plant with a rosette of broad

leaves close to the ground. (< E plantain, Plantago major) = >English

plantain 0 “An’ she get a headache, nuh?... Ah know what she have.

All you have a plantain leaf?” A plantain leaf was produced and Miss

Percy took it, folded it in two, sprinkled it with a suspicious looking

liquid she had brought and put it on Rosie’s forehead. (Macaw

1960:8) 0 Some of the imported herbs can be easily obtained here,

where they have been in cultivation for many years. These include

lemon grass and plantain, Plantago major. (Morean 1991:61) 0

“Remember to bring down some planten leaf from de country for me,

eh.” (Baptiste 1993:129)

plantain mabouia n Thecadactylus rapicauda, a gecko lizard, (fr

being commonly found in plantain
1

or banana trees + mabouia) -

mabouia des bananiers, vingt-quatre heures
1

, twenty-four hours
1

,

>wood-slave 0 (de Verteuil 1858) 0 Platydactylus Theconyx... Plan-

tain Mabuia, or mabouia des bananiers. (De Verteiul 1884:381)

plantain walk see WALK

plantation cocoa n Cultivars of Theobroma cacao, a tree and fruit,

grown and harvested on large estates, rather than by individual small

owners; considered of generally high quality. (< E plantation ‘an

estate or farm, esp. in a tropical country, on which crops such as sug-

arcane or coffee are cultivated’) = >estate cocoa, plantation grade

plantation grade n A standard Caribbean industry term for the finest

commercial quality of cocoa. (< E plantation ‘an estate or farm, esp.

in a tropical country, on which crops such as sugarcane or coffee are

cultivated’) = >estate cocoa, plantation cocoa 0 [Plantation cocoa.

(Moore 1980:16) 0 Government has this year agreed to maintain the

guaranteed price of $9.55 per kilo for plantation grade of cocoa. (TG
20 Nov 1990:7)

plant cane n Cane harvested from mature stalks grown from small

pieces of cane planted in the field; as opposed to RATOONS, naturally

arising secondary shoots. 0 Plant-canes receive 4, 5 or even 6 dress-

ings, but ratoons only 2. (de Verteuil 1848:25) 0 These canes will not

be fit to cut this year, for ‘plant’-canes take fifteen months to arrive at

maturity, and crop-time only lasts from January until May. ‘Ratoons’

can be cut every twelve months. (On a sugar estate 1882:254) 0 The

plant canes put in last season are coming on remarkably well; some

fields of them were already showing long joints of “sugar stickS”.

(POSG 26 May 1907:5) 0 In a year’s time, in the dry season, the crop

of “plant” canes was ready to be cut and sent to the factory to be

ground and the juice boiled to make sugar and molasses. (Alladin

1970:12)

planter n The proprietor of a plantation or cultivated ESTATE. (< E
planter ‘proprietor or occupier of a plantation or cultivated estate,

originally in the West Indies and southern U.S., now used generally

of such persons in tropical and subtropical countries) 0 So long as the

coolie is imported for the planter chiefly at other people’s expense,

while machinery must be provided at his own, we shall see no sub-

stantial improvement. (SFG 4 Feb 1871 in Singh 1988:49) 0 A Chi-

nese will rent from a sugar-planter a bit of land which seems

hopelessly infested with weeds, even of the worst of all sorts, - the

creeping Para grass (Panicum sp.) - which was introduced a genera-

tion since, with some trouble, as food for cattle. (Kingsley 1880:225)

0 During the panic which recently prevailed all over the island gener-

ally, and in the Naparimas particularly, the tendency of public opin-

ion, influenced, as it necessarily must have been, by published

representations coming mainly from the planters’ side was, of course,

chiefly against the immigrants. (New Era 25 Dec 1882 in Singh

1988:66-67) 0 Are the Barbadians becoming cocoa planters? - Yes, a

good many of them are going in for it, and a good many as contrac-

tors on cocoa estates. (Comm. Franchise 1888-2:14) 0 There is

another class who call themselves in the Petition “planters”; what is

the meaning of that? - Those sort of people I am talking of. Every-

body is a planter. A cocoa-contractor calls himself a planter. I do not

know whether he is not right; strictly speaking, everybody who plants

ought to be called a planter. (Comm. Franchise 1888-2:37) 0 In the

early morning, or on a bright moonlight night, they go out with an old

fowling-piece, and a lean, mangy, half-starved cur, to pick up a stray
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deer, quenck, or lap, or it may be a ‘wild-tame’ (a neighbour’s fowl).

‘

If they are lucky enough to get more than they can eat, they smoke the

remainder, and sell it to the nearest planter. (Collens 1888:37-38) 0

Together with Judge Cook’s agreeing decision formed the majority

judgment that decided this test contract case in favour of the contrac-

tor against the employing planter. (POSG 6 Feb 1899:4) 0 It was pro-

posed that the Agricultural Inspector should go round visiting the

estates and should he find any part affected by the disease commonly

known as “black rot” he would advise the planter to bury the pods.

{POSG 26 Oct 1907:4) 0 This aesthetic mas was initially derived

from the aristocratic pretensions of the old French Creole planter

class, and it perpetuated the value system of colonial society which

placed things European as the most desirable. (Johnson 1984:191-2)

planter’s cloth n obs A heavy cotton khaki cloth for bush wear,

(fr early use by planters) = planter’s pride

planter’s ham n obs Dried salted fish, often imported cod. (fr salti-

ness similar to ham, and association with planters

'

use) = comfish,

>saltfish

planter’s pride n obs A heavy cotton khaki cloth for bush wear,

(ff early use by planters ) = planter’s cloth 0 Value of a drill suit

known as “Planter’s pride”... His Honour: “What is that?” Mr.

Daniel: “Palm beach. Your Honour.” His Honour: “A substitute for

khaki?” Defendant: “No sir, it is not a substitute - it is a nice drill

[cloth with diagonal weave], and called “Planter’s pride.” {TG 16 July

1919:9)

plant garden phr Establish a GARDEN for food crops, usu. to start by

clearing and planting an area. (< E plant ‘set or place in the ground to

grow, a shoot, seed, cutting, tuber, etc.; also a crop, bed, garden,

orchard or other collection of plants’ + garden) 0 “Man, I hear they

going to let we go.... But I will manage. I will plant garden. I will buy

a cow. I will mind myself and Girlie.” (Hosein 1980:127) 0 “When
we saw them burning the land, we thought they were going to plant

garden,” said one man. “But when we see wood coming and house

going up, we realise they come to live.” {EX 25 Jan 1987) 0 Dis

Romeo was givin he common-law wife some horrors wit ah young

chick. So she decide tuh do fuh him. .. De talk is dat de Village Ram
plantin garden in Toco. (Foster 1990:44) 0 [He said] “he was going

[off] to Toco to plant garden with two fellows.” {TG 12 Aug 1993:9)

plant in v Put young plants in the ground. 0 He tell me to cut dong de

trees, bun dem, clear up de lan, put pickets in de groun foteen feet

apart but in strate lines, and den plant figs between each picket, den

plant coosahda rang de pickets, and den ah cud plant in me kako like

ah mad. {PC 30 July 1904)

plant out v Put seedlings into their final places. 0 “Awright, when yuh

go plant out all de tomatoes?” “Mary, when ah ben’ dong ah does get

ah back pain all in mih knee!” (Sweetbread, EX ca 1980) 0 “When
yuh go plant out all de tomatoes?” (1990)

plant up v Cover a specified area with young plants. 0 Intending set-

tlers can become cocoa proprietors... by the purchase of Crown land

and the employment of “Contractors,” who clear the land and plant it

up with cocoa, receiving as payment all the wood cut down, and the

free use of the land to plant provisions for their own use and benefit

for a fixed term - generally five years - at the end of which time they

give up the land, receiving one shilling for each bearing cocoa tree.

(Clark 1893:80) 0 Day so bad mind dat de po contracters doz see fits

and doz have to run way from de lan befo it haff-way plant up. {PC
19 Nov 1904) 0 The sunken spot could be seen distinctly, it was
planted up in dasheen. (Mahase 1992:16)

plaskay v Stumble; walk in an awkward way; e.g. after a stroke,

/plaske/ (< Bh phachake ‘limp’) 0 He does start to plaskay if he walk

too far.

plaster v Abuse verbally. (< E plaster ‘shell or bomb a target heavily;

in sports, defeat utterly’) 0 Before she could open she mouth, he give

she a good plastering.

plaster for every sore phr Said of a person who always has an excuse

for every criticism. (< BrE plaster ‘healing or soothing substance put

externally on a sore part of the body’) 0 E awways/always got ah

plastuh fuh ev’ry sore: can always find a plausible excuse. (Haynes

1987:180)

plastic paper bag n A thin plastic bag, such as that used to hold food

items, or to carry items from a shop. 0 Full up all them plastic paper

bag.

plastron n Anthracothorax nigricollis [= Lampornis violicauda , L.

mango , Polytmus mango] (E black-throated mango), a hummingbird,

11.2 cm (4.5") long. Male upperparts bronze-green; outer tail dark

red-brown glossed purple; throat black bordered with iridescent blue;

sides of underparts iridescent green; belly black; bill long, slightly

downcurved. Female similar, but underparts white with black stripe

from chin to belly; outer tail tipped white. (< Fr plastron ‘breast-

plate; throat-armor’, fr black throat-patch) = mango hummingbird 0

Trochilus Mango... Plastron, or mango, (de Verteuil 1884:368) 0

(Chapman 1894:56) 0 (Roberts 1934:93) 0 (Belcher & Smooker

1936a:32) 0 (ffrench 1991 :226-7)

platamisia n Crotalaria retusa or C. incana , native plants whose dry

seed pods rattle. = fei shac-shac
1

,
maraki, >shac-shac’, wild sweet

pea, yellow flowers, yellow shac-shac 0 (Morean M-70)

plateau, platto n Chloroscombrus chrysuras, an edible marine fish,

flattened in shape, with leathery skin. (< Fr plateau ‘flat piece of

metal, wood, etc.’) = sapatay 0 Did you know that salmon, blackjack

and plateau are excellent sources of Vitamin A. {EX-S 15 Mar
1987:5) 0(LNP 1985)

platefish n Cyclopsetta chittendeni (E Mexican flounder) and C. fim-

briata, flattened, edible marine fish, (fr similarity to a flat plate) =

aileronde, flounder, saucerfish, small sole 0 (LNP 1985)

platen, plateen, platin n A griddle, formerly of stone but now usu. of

metal, used for baking flat breads, esp. CASSAVA bread. (< FC platin

‘round flat metal plate used to cook cassava flour’) = >baking stone,

>tawa 0 Cassava Bread... Peel cassavas, wash and grate. Squeeze the

grated cassavas very dry... Put a plateen on heat until it becomes very

hot. Place 1 or 2 tin rings onto plateen. Put a tablespoon of cassava

inside each ring and flatten with back of spoon to make an even cir-

cle. Press down when underside is delicately browned. Turn once and

brown the other side. (Hunt 1985a:38) 0 Sookram rolled out the flour

with the bailna (rolling pin) and when the tawa was hot put the rolled

out flour on it. He smiled as he remembered that most African people

who didn’t know better called the tawa a plattin or a baking stone.

(Ali 1993:13)

platto see plateau

play 1 v Pretend; act as if; behave in a manner similar to. (< E play

‘sustain a role; act as a particular dramatic character’) 0 I is a fellar

dat does be wid plenty ah dem same peeple only day don’t know dat I

is Sammy Creole or else day wud play dey scorning me too. (PC 3

Sept 1904) 0 [C]oupled with indecent words, [he] said that he is an

old jail-bird and could take a jail now for any man who is a “play-

police”. (EN 29 Jan 1937:3) 0 And if I play vex she send for a

Manicou. (Kitchener “Take Me To Trinidad” 1948 pr) 0 “You playin’

bad-john! Take care I bust a lash in your ass and make you coil up

like a old snake here tonight,” Massahood warned. (Khan 1964:131)

0 Joe paid her no mind and she said, “Don’t bother with him. Playing

big man to go and drink at bar!” (Anthony 1967:49) 0 Who she tink

she playing wen ah well know she livin wid de married man. (Ottley

1971:73) 0 “Well all you womens know dat Ama is a jamet. Man
never enuff for she. All you see dat Pandit who siddown outside dere.

He just playin priest in Tola, I tell all you.” (Ladoo 1972:80) 0 “Well,

say goodnight na, you playing you don’t know me Madame Jenkins?”

(Jones 1973:84) 0 “I tell you gal Bass, dese lawyers in dis island is

some modderass yeh. Dey does just play dey know law and ting.”

(Ladoo 1974:27) 0 “Who you playing man give here?” (1986) 0 “You
only playin’ priest till you bounce up with a real priest!” another

voice called out. (Khan 1987:22) 0 He playing big man, that’s all. But

he got to creep before he walk... When the baby bom it go change

him back. (Selvon 199 la: 11) 0 “They does want to come in you

house an’ give long speech. They goin’ all inside you fridge playin’

they lookin’ for sodas. Is farse they farse. They jus’ want to mind you

business. Setta maccoes!” (EX 1 8 Dec 1994: 1 1

)
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2 v In Carnival, portray a particular MAS or character. 0 There are

too many Davids and Goliaths, too many Sauls, and the most techni-

cal point of today’s Carnival is that the players all have to carry a

picture to show what they represent, all they can say is I’m playing his-

torical. (Jones 1947:65) 0 They can bring the cat or the tiger. They’ll

have hell to stop me from playing Midnight Robber. (Kitchener “Jump
in the Line” 1948 pr) 0 Yuh remember de year Cito play Fruits An
Flowers? De tambran look so real dat yuh mout start tuh run water.

(Foster 1990:74) 0 “Well it had a group of us who used to play mas in

the early seventies... I played individual for Stephen Lee Heung for

years, and one Carnival Tuesday morning, Carlisle Chang suggested,

why not open a band? I played Ferryman of the Styx for another band

that year.” (TG 9 Jan 1994:2)

3 v Enact or take a role in a traditional Indian dance-drama such as

Ramlila. 0 Although Ramleela is a play performed by actors on an

open stage, the villagers persistently refer to it as “the game” and,

without any reference to ‘playbills’ being intended, describe them-

selves as “players” who are “playing” Ramleela. Even in the official

magazine, the stage is called ‘the playing field.’ (Pires 1994a: 15)

4 v In a game, play against. 0 “In this movie, he has to play Death a

game of chess... He’s playing Death this game.” (1993)

5 v In the negative, indicating that the action is genuine, the person is

serious. (< E play ‘divert or amuse oneself’) 0 “You ain’t playing you

like saga thing nuh! Somebody go do for you.” (Hart 1966:14) 0 She

ain playin she can sing. He ain playin he stupid. (Ottley 1971:21)0 And
guess what we was go call de band! We was go call it “elekshun bacca-

nal" because it ent playing it did have baccanal in dat elekshun nuh,

Toto! (Zingay Talala, Bomb 1977) 0 “Man en playing he doin’ wonders

these days, nuh?” (Baka 1968) 0 “Dat woman eh play she could talk

nuh! Like she cyar done eat parrot bottom!” (Baptiste 1993:64)

play ass, play arse phr Behave in a stupid, foolish, bothersome man-

ner. Can be seriously negative, or somewhat affectionate. (< E play

the fool ‘behave stupidly’) = form ass, form fool, play fool, play in

ass, play skin 0 Willie and his son are playing the— with me, and

I’m going to pepper them with the gun. (TG 31 Jan 1936:3) 0 A sud-

den jolt sent him sprawling clear off the sidewalk of Frederick Street.

He sat up now, nibbing his elbow, and shouted at two masqueraders

as they raced away: “All-you worthless-minded bitches! You playin’

mask or you playin’ the ass?” (Khan 1964:5) 0 “You know what a

Trinidad Christmas is like, and here there has always been Earline,

making punch de creme, entertaining the boys, playing the ass.”

(Jones 1973:74) 0 ‘1 play the arse a lot too, you know,' Blues said,

with his first smile for the evening. (Lovelace 1988:54) 0 Away with

all those idle, big-foot soldiers who are living off the fat of the land

and playing the arse everywhere as if we, taxpayers have a social

obligation to mind them down at Teteron. (Blast 17 Nov 1989:1 1 ) 0

No, [he] is all about playing the ass - and when he is paid highly to

bray and "hee-haw” before a court, believe me, he can put on quite an

act! Which is what he is doing now - taking up valuable Appeal

Court time with “chupidness”. (TTM 9 Dec 1994:4) 0 Doh play the

ass, na, man! Come out from there!

play bad phr Acting in a bad-behaviour way, acting fierce and dan-

gerous. 0 Now Joe woking in de red house she playing bad becos she

ent have to put she tray non she hed to sell froof to get a dinner. (PC
24 Sept 1904) 0 ‘All you go ahead cutting. Ah going for de bull cart.

Ah go work him damn hard today. He playing bad. Lay he fight up

wid heavy load.’ (Narine 1977:39)

play bois phr Fight with STICKS. (< bois
1

)
= >play stick 0 Some

young and old men amuse themselves in a soldierly manner by play-

ing bois (stick playing) very often ending in a ferocious manner with

bloodshed. (Argos 15 Feb 1912:6)

play brave phr Said of someone who wishes to appear fearless and

strong in action. 0 “When we first start out was thrills in bag. The

police was in with Alec and they hunt we down. They raid me house

three time but they couldn’t find no evidence. We too smart for them.

So I say, all right, they playing brave? They don’t want we hold

session no place at all? Well, I go out-brave them. I went right in the

lion mouth. Boy, I telling all you. I burst mark in the Public Library,

in the Council Chamber and I even went inside the court house while

murder case in session and burst mark. Is so to brass-face them. They
looking for you in the latrine and you right there inside they drawing-

room with you foot cock up on the best morris cushion.” (Hill

1 966c:2 1

)

play Carnival phr Participate in CARNIVAL by PLAYING MAS. 0

Because Labor Day in the USA, Is to see how West Indians break

away, Americans too, join the bacchanal. Jumping up and playing

Carnival. (Invader “Labor Day Carnival” ca 1956 pr) 0 Hey man
make your bacchanal. Back in BG they playing Carnival. (Invader

“Carnival” 1959)

play cochinay (on) phr Play a trick on; deceive; cheat. (< FC kotche

‘cheat’) 0 (Rampersad 1974) 0 “He tell she he eh have no money, he

eh get no pay, but he play cochinay on the wife.” (2002)

play coquin phr Play a trick on; deceive; cheat. (< Fr coquin ‘mischie-

vous; roguish person’) 0 I lost several baits from the mackerel and

king-fish poaching the part below the hook, playing “coquin” as the

Creoles term it. (Vincent 1910:69)

play dead to catch cobo alive phr Appear to be something you are not

in order to deceive someone; pretend not to be vexed with someone in

order to get revenge later, (fr cobo being attracted to carrion) 0 I feel

de birds either wukkin’ for some foreign power, or plannin’ to take

over Trinidad... Corbeau all over de place spyin’ on people an'

playin’ dead to catch Trini alive. (Keens-Douglas 1984:59) 0 Ah hear

some of [his] best friends on the political scene are getting worried

about how the man suddenly keeping silent all over again. They

say [he] is the kind of man who does ‘play dead to ketch cobo alive.’

(Blast 15 Apr 1988:4) 0 Cousin Russell, he said, was playing dead to

ketch cobo alive and his claim that Clint was dead was just a red fish,

a herring. (TG 29 Oct 1994) 0 The corbeaux were not attracted to any

object that showed signs of life and anyone feigning innocence or

ignorance about a situation was said to be “playing dead to catch cor-

beaux alive.” (Cummings 2004:132)

play home phr For girls and little boys, pretend to be keeping house;

E play house. 0 “I had some little friends, they would come across,

and we would gather up some milk tins and make up some pans and

thing, and play home.” (EX 12 Oct 1986:30) ..

play in ass phr Behave in a stupid, foolish, bothersome manner. =

form the ass, form the fool, >play the ass, play the skin 0 “But Rama
de really playin in he ass. He just lie down on de cot and shut he eye.

He de playin dead.” (Ladoo 1972:1 10) 0 Pa sat close up to the priest.

He told the holy man how Ma was drunk in the kitchen. The priest

took out he eyes and said, "But you wife playin in she ass really. You
mean she son dead and she drinkin rum?” (Ladoo 1972:82)

play jockey phr A children’s game in which sticks are raced in run-

ning water. (<jockey *) = >run jockey 0 We uses to play jockey in de

canal wen it rain. (Mamits 1979)

play man phr Said of a boy, sometimes a woman, who takes on a

man’s usual manners or authority, esp. to act in a macho, aggressive

way. 0 ‘You playing man? But why you don’t wait until your pee

make froth?’ (Naipaul 1959:92) 0 Rama de playin man I tell all you.

Dat needle went in he ass, and he didn’t even bawl. (Ladoo 1972:1 10)

0 ‘Ah go break you blasted back! This damn boy playing man
already. He only cussing in me house. When you fadder come home,

ah go make him break you tail!’ (Narine 1977:2) 0 The following

day, she met him in the market and properly cursed him. “I played

man and slapped her,” he boasted. (TTM 24 July 1987:25) 0 “You
playing man, Ramlogan?... You eating me money, and you playing

man? You biting me hand while I feeding you?” (Gosine 1988:48)

play mark phr In WHE-WHE, the MARK or number that a person bets

on, or the mark that is chosen by the banker. 0 When one walks

through Digity Village, one is usually accosted with the greeting,

“What mark play today?” Whe whe had become a regular past-time

among the villagers. (Maharaj 1994a:24) 0 “Tell we what you

dream nah?” Karan asked. [“]We want to go and play ah mark.”

(Maharaj 1994a:24)

play mas phr Participate in CARNIVAL by dressing and parading

through the streets in a masquerade costume, as part of a band or
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solo. = masquerade2 0 It would be a curious though painful piece of

information, were it possible, to ascertain the number of young girls

who can date their first downward step from the day they were per-

mitted, or took the permission for themselves, the “play mask” as it is

called. (POSG 17 Feb 1899:7) 0 Put me in custody, but don’t stop me
liberty, We bound to parade by playing we masquerade. (Invader

“Don’t Stop the Carnival” 1939) 0 Always parade, And play mas, this

promise he made, It’s a fete of this colony. And must be kept up con-

tinually. (Lion “I Send My Wife to the Market” 1940) 0 [I] would like

first of all to know if that person is a Trinidadian and why, even

though he hates Carnival, should he be so hard on those who find

pleasure in playing of mask. (TG 25 Feb 1945:4) 0 Play Mask - Old

Mask, New Mask, Southern Mammy Mask. Play any mask you want,

but remember, playing mask takes a lot out of you. To make sure that

you can stand the stress and strain of Carnival, and don’t become an

easy victim of coughs, colds and infectious diseases, start now on

your yearly course of six (6) large bottles of Ferrol. (ad, in Killer

1948:33) 0 Of course, every one “played mas’” and every carnival

band had its champion calypso singers. (Pitts 1962:41) 0 A sudden

jolt sent him sprawling clear off the sidewalk of Frederick Street. He
sat up now, rubbing his elbow, and shouted at two masquerades as

they raced away: “All-you worthless-minded bitches! You playin’

mask or you playin’ the ass?” (Khan 1964:5) 0 ‘You’re all right as a

sailor,’ he said. The girls liked sailors, real ones or only boys playin’

sailor mas. (Bryans 1967:37) 0 Stop the Carnival! Well they looking

for bachanal. They couldn’t be so fast to say we cannot play mas’.

(Kitchener “Let Them Crow” 1971 pr) 0 “Papa say dat dey doe sell

whistle like dis in de store. How de people does get it to play marse,

is dat day does fief it from de police.” (Ramsawack 1983:28) 0 And
Savannah regulars, Hart Young Generation, are back this year with a

bang, poised to play their mas with a message. (TG 16 Jan 1993:13) 0

A young graphic arts designer is trying to do the unthinkable - to lure

Port of Spain masqueraders to leave “Carnival City” and play mas in

Arima. (TTM 25 Dec 1994:21)

play mas and fraid powder phr In the negative, used to admonish

someone that you must be willing to face or put up with the known
risks of a given situation, (fr sailor mas player, who sprinkles onlook-

ers with powder) 0 What dey say: ‘Yuh cyar play mas’ and fraid pow-

der’. Meaning: To be firmly involved in an endeavour but still scared

of certain aspects of the proceedings; foolishly fearful over an inevi-

table situation; to enjoy doing something but still fussing over its triv-

ial drawbacks. (TG 18 Aug 1991) 0 Is you self want to go to foreign

and park up in the cold - you can’t play mas and fraid powder.

play pard, play paid phr For two people in a game or contest, e.g. an

election, cheat by cooperating secretly with another play in order to

defeat someone else. See also IN PARD with, /pie paid/ (< parcP ‘in

partnership with a good friend’) 0 Play paid. (Haynes 1987:101) 0

Shut yu mouf when ah pitching, yu hear? Yu want to give me goat

mout’ , eh? An making dumb sign eh go help allyu, Like allyu playing

pard on me head. (Keens-Douglas 1975:44) 0 Is like UNC and PNM
playing pard on NAR.

play pitch phr Play any marbles game involving PITCHING. = pitch,

pitch marble

play-play adj Pretend; not serious; frivolous; imitative. 0 Play-Play

Games: Children pretended to be grown-ups and, for example, made
a tiny hosay of hibiscus flowers and used bits of tin and old basins as

drums; or they held a dinner serving meals of bits of leaves and fruits;

or played “House”. (Alladin 1970:67) 0 With a last big “Hosay!” the

glorious paper-temples were thrown in. Children splashed water over

them and picked out bits of tinsel which they took home for the pur-

pose of building play-play (tiny) hosays themselves - despite warn-

ings against taking things from the drowned hosay on pain of their

hands becoming rotten. (Alladin 1970:35-6) 0 I’ve always had this

concept of “security” in this country - our “play-play” country. (EX
13 Mar 1987:18)

play self phr Act or GET ON in an exaggerated manner, sometimes

negative. See also MAKE STYLE. (< E play ‘strut; dance; display one-

self) 0 Several angry residents, surveying the destruction of the roads

recently, stated that La Horquetta is being treated like a forgotten area

“unless some Minister has to come to play deyself.” (Blast 6 Oct

1989:7) 0 Boogsie Plays Himself. Ace pannist/arranger Len

“Boogsie” Sharpe, is back in the country, looking trim and in the pink

of health... The popular panman was having himself a ball. (Heat 18

Nov 1989:5) 0 This masquerader “played herself' to the hilt. ( TTM
18 Sept 1990:25) 0 [He] told The BOMB that girls play themselves

after their studies because there is a proverb "all work and no play

makes Jack a dull boy.” (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:6) 0 But while he jumped

and played himself to his own tune - to the wild cheering of the and

crowd - things got a bit out of hand. (TTM 26 Nov 1995:30) 0 Sure,

they know how to fool people and coast rootsy scenes when it is time

to canvass for votes in the ghetto and in Smokey and Bunty, or when
they’re ready to “play themselves” as playboys and Casanovas. (TTM
26 Nov 1995:7) 0 Last Saturday marked one of the rare occasions that

inmates of the St. Ann’s Hospital get a chance to play themselves.

(TTM

2

Feb 1996:27)

play skin phr Tob Behave in a stupid, foolish, bothersome manner.

Can be seriously negative, or somewhat affectionate. = form ass,

form fool, play fool, play ass, play in ass 0 How he playing the

skin so!

play small mouth phr Out of politeness, pretend you do not have an

appetite to eat; eat little out of politeness. 0 Come na, man, doh play

small mouth.

play stick phr Fight with long hard sticks; see STICKFIGHT, STICK-

FIGHTING. = play bois 0 As to the ‘bands,’ with a few neglected

exceptions (these having no good friend to counsel and lead them)

their play was play and nothing more. That is, they ‘played stick’ on

meeting, without the intention to hurt each other - a proceedings

without precedent in carnival time within our memory. (TC 4 Mar
1882:3) 0 A man named Clegbom received a bad wound on his head

during Monday and was admitted a patient. Cleghom and others had

been playing sticks. (Mirror 28 Feb 1906:8) 0 While they were talk-

ing together the prisoner came with a stick in his hand and challenged

any man to play stick with him. (POSG 9 Oct 1907:6) 0 [He] stated

the prisoner had invited him to "play stick” on Discovery Day in the

usual friendly way. (Mirror 9 Oct 1907:10) 0 The witnesses were

“spreeing” at or near the shop when the prisoner offered to play stick,

and then accused the others of all turning upon him and beating him

and said if he had a gun he would shoot somebody. (POSG 9 Oct

1907:6) 0 The cracking of gasparillo sticks as the expert fencers

played sticks. (Argos 17 Feb 1918:7) 0 Ali, a construction foreman

who has been “playing stick” for 12 years, told the HEAT: “Max
Awon does not know anything about stick, so the present Stick-

Fighters’ Association is null and void. His knowledge of stick-

fighting is so limited, he thinks ‘stick-fighting’ is playing mas’.”

(Heat 18 Nov 1989:7) 0 But Springer could play stick, you know. He
come from a line, all of them are natural bom stickfighters. they’re

thin, but they’re quick like tiger-cat and they’re slippery. (Stewart

1989:143) 0 And Dinah, daughter of Shiffer Brathwaite, butter and

famous batonnier, matador woman, flag woman, she herself playing

stick and contending with man. (EX 1 1 Dec 1 994:1 9)

play swappay phr Conduct a rope whip fight between opposing jab-

JAB groups, (poss. < Ewe siiasua ‘of a rapid movement’) 0 (Elder

1964) 0 The Jab-jab is a traditional Carnival character who moves
from village to village chipping along the road to this chant. He
moves in a group numbering three to 20... A rope whip is loudly

cracked occasionally and is used to “play swappay,” in reality a whip-

fight involving jab-jabs from rival villages. (Alladin 1969:32)

Play-Whe n A government-sponsored lottery based on the traditional

gambling game of WHE-WHE (still illegal), introduced in July 1994. 9

“Yuh believe wha ah was tellin yuh bout de Lotto and Play Whe
now?” (TG 29 Oct 1994) 0 While thousands of punters around the

country were checking to see whether they had the winning numbers

in Friday night’s million-dollar Lotto, policemen from the Morvant

Police Station were at a recreation club in San Juan raiding a “back

yard” whe whe turf... As several officers explained “punters should

play Play Whe and not Whe Whe.” (TG 4 Dec 1994:3) 0 Every Play
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Whe draw is seen by thousands but you think that convince them.

You must be mad!? (EX 1 1 Oct 1995:9) 0 So impressed are our read-

ers with the winning Play Whe tips we have been giving them, they

are now calling and asking for numbers to “mind.” (Bomb 2 Feb

1996:1) 0 Play whe has several major structural and procedural dif-

ferences from its traditional counterpart. One of the most significant...

is the computerization of the system of betting as bets are now
entered in computer driven machines, which are all networked and

hooked up to a central comptuer. (McCree 1996:23) 0 Small entrepre-

neurs have felt the pinch... You only have to look at the play whe
counters and see the massive lines of people. They are not spending

on something else. (EX 13 March 1995, in McCree 1996:21) 0 Con-

trary to popular perception, whe whe has not really been legalized, for

while it is legal to play the state version of the game, named play whe,

it remains illegal to play the traditional version. (McCree 1996:1) 0

The Creole Jumbie, on the other hand, is a more recent body chart.

This jumbie incorporates the experiences of the Play Whe players

over the years, giving you more corresponding marks for each body

part. (Besson 1999:137)

play white phr A negative judgement that a nonwhite person is

attempting to identify with white people. (< play
]

) 0 One never knew
what children would do if they saw you with a white man. It was just

likely one of the older ones would say, “He’s a nigger but he playin’

white,” and laugh, (de Boissiere 1956:31) 0 While uncomplimentary

terms that signified extreme identities - i.e. coolie, nigger, creolenie,

baboo - have been dropped from everyday usage, in popular dis-

course a distinction is to be found between being “real Indian,” and

being “an Indian.” The first indicates an instance that conforms to the

culturally conservative (and economically aggressive) stereotype held

about Indians. The second marks a potential for flexibility. For Afri-

cans, a similar typology extends between the poles “too black” and

“playing white.” Somewhere between these extremes are the majority

who managed an inoffensive and flexible balance between identity

and practice. (Stewart 1 991 : 1 54) 0 The term beke negre, which serves

widely in the eastern Caribbean to characterise a poor White, is in

Trinidad, like coconut or play-in- White, a term for a Black who inap-

propriately imitates a White middle-class life-style (Littlewood

1993:92)

play with v Said to someone to indicate that the person has admirable

power, luck, or influence. 0 “You got ah multiple entry visa to de US?
Play wid you!” (Baptiste 1993:129)

play with straight bat phr Proceed with great caution; not taking any

chances.= stay in crease 0 Playin’ it wid ah straight bat. (Haynes

1987:192)

play zwill phr Fly a kite with ZWILL in the tail. 0 He playing zwill, but

I doh want to loss this kite!

please God phr If God pleases, wills; used frequently esp. by older

persons in reference to planned future actions. (< E, now dial or arc)

= if life spare 0 ‘Ah! poor darlin’, I too sarry fo' you. I go come see

you tomarrow, please God. ’ The last two words are de rigueur, and

being always used in season and out of season, must not be looked

upon as an evidence of piety. (Collens 1888:51) 0 “Tomorrow please

God I will have you taken up by the Police.” (POSG 27 June 1845:2)

0 But ah rase ah little job an ah trying to finish it fuh Satiday comin

pleze God. (PC 28 May 1904) 0 ‘Anyway,’ she straightened her back

and addressed the tree again, T hope next year please God you bear

more, all that manure I waste on you, and you only bear one set of

mango and stop.’ (Selvon 1957:102) 0 When I asked him to come
into the breaking waves with me, he always answered in the same

way, ‘I go takin’ the bath tomorrow, please God.’ (Bryans 1967:179)

0 He... asked Mendes to lend him two dollars till next week, please

God. (Warner 1974:47) 0 “I never had a party calypso, but I’ve made
one for next year, please God... and it wicked!” (EX 8 Nov 1987: 13) 0

“I too tired to argue with you, you hear, woman. I goin’ to sleep so I

could go and do the white-people work tomorrow, please God.”

(Khan 1987:58) 0 Next time I will make a boy please God. (Selvon

1 99 1 a:23 ) 0 Ain’t you does pass by the bamboo patch to get to Mr.

Robinson house? You could cut some for me when you coming back

tomorrow, please God. (Selvon 1 99 1 b:85)

please mind, please mine phr Please yourself; do what you want;

often said with resignation or exasperation. 0 You could take the

work, please your mind.

pleasure eyes phr Be amused, entertained. 0 Few middle class

attenders actually participate to the point of becoming possessed but

many more attend a ceremonial now with the serious purpose of

learning the ritual. Again, in former times, when such persons

attended, they did so merely as spectators often enough to laugh,

mock and jeer the antics of the “crazy people getting on.” Or, as

Shango people used to put it, they come to “pleasure their eyes,” i.e.,

have an evening’s entertainment such as going to the cinema. Nowa-
days people attend with the same serious attention they would pay to

any other religious ceremony. (Henry 1983:65-6)

pleat-up face n A face with many wrinkles. = salt prunes
2
0 (Haynes

1987:15)

plenty 1 n Many; much; a lot of; plenty of; plentiful. (< dial/obs E
plenty ‘abundance’) = too much 0 Have you a family? - Plenty.

(Comm Franchise 1888:13) 0 Foh troo plentee peepel bin dey. (PC 10

Sept 1904) 0 She gat plenty monee foo teke liar. (PC 1 Oct 1904) 0

Anodder set go Todd’s Rode in a raffelin, foo meke dem monie com
plentee. (PC 1 Oct 1904) 0 Since I buyin’ you paper I get plenty fren’.

(TG 25 June 1918) 0 He replied, “Yes, but with plenty trouble.” (WG
10 May 1930:4) 0 All they protecting is big stores and grocery. And
big shot men with plenty money. (Mighty Killer “Habeas Corpus

Law” 1950 pr) 0 Plenty people don't pray at all. Their reason you

bound to bawl. After working so hard they say, They are too tired to

pray. (Warrior “The Light of Life” 1971 pr) 0 Since the cost of oppo-

sition politics is high (no recognition, plenty pressure, and the dwin-

dling of one’s capital resources at an alarming rate), few unsuccessful

opposition candidates live to fight another day. (EX 9 Nov 1986:1) 0

This chap... was selling hot doubles with plenty pepper and chutney

on Labour Day in New York. (TTM 3 Oct 1989:3) 0 Lord knows he

does talk li'l funny, But the fella have plenty belly. (Rudder “Tyrone”

1992, pr) 0 Then I saw it was Japs wearing a red jersey with plenty

holes. (TTM 19 Sept 1993:3) 0 They gone back to discuss
ft
what a

small shark like that doing with pregnant belly”, and how is just so

them young young girls does bring big belly in their mother house.

Plenty preaching does go on by the sea. (TG 22 Dec 1995:32) 0 The

fast paced action with no stoppages for throws, goal kicks and comers

has resulted in some exciting finishes with plenty goals. (ND 25 Nov
1995:19) 0 “I tied up in the house. I can’t get away to learn anything.

When I small, I mind my brothers and sisters. I see plenty children in

my young days. When I married, I make seven children.” (Mahabir

2000:5)

2 adj Real; true; exemplary. 0 Plenty man: quite a fellow; a real lady’s

man, a man and a half with plenty charisma; far above the average.

(Haynes 1987:180)

3 adv Considerably; very. 0 I plenty bigger than he. (Solomon

1993:55) 0 The pepper sauce is plenty hot. 0 He plenty sick.

(Solomon 1993:55)

pleurisy n A severe cold. (< E pleurisy ‘inflammation of the lungs,

with pain in chest or side, fever, resulting fr chill or as a complica-

tion’) 0 (Inniss 1910)

plimpa, plimper n Tob Thom; prickle on a plant, (prob < E pin-pillow

‘prickly pear; a cactus with many spines’) 0 (Ottley 1971:51)

plongeon n Podilymbus podiceps, a small water-bird, 30 cm (12")

long; dives frequently for food and protection. (< Fr plongeon

‘diver’) = >diveU 0 (Chapman 1894:85)

plongeon a bee crochu n obs Phalacrocorax olivaceus olivaceus [~

P. brasiliensis, Graculus carbo], a water bird, 65 cm (26") long.

Black, glossier in breeding season, with white feathers on side of

head. Long neck; hooked bill; lower bill and throat-pouch dull

orange-yellow. (< Fr a bee crochu ‘with a hooked beak’) = >black

duckA muscovy 0 (Chapman 1894:83)

plongeon-soie n obs Anhinga anhinga, a large water bird, 85 cm (34")

long. Overall black, very long slender neck, small head; long, pointed
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yellow bill used to spear fish; long tail. (< Fr soie ‘silky’) = black

duck 1

,
>snake bird, water turkey 0 (Chapman 1894:83)

ploojunk, ploochunk, ploojung adv The sound of a heavy object fall-

ing into water; in swimming, the sound made when diving into water,

/pluc^uqk/ = boojunk 0 Ma ran out of the banana patch. She came by

the riceland. She jumped into the water ploojung\ (Ladoo 1972:1 19)

0 Ploojunk. (Mendes 1985:18) 0 Depending on its size and the depth

of water, a stone could fall, “PLUNK!” or “PLOOONKS!” or

“PLOOCHUNK!” or “SPLASHAW!” (Alloy, in Smith 2000a: 17)

ploonks adv The sound of a medium-sized object falling into water,

/plupks/ 0 Depending on its size and the depth of water, a stone

could fall, “PLUNK!” or “PLOOONKS!” or “PLOOCHUNK!” or

“SPLASHAW!” (Alloy, in Smith 2000a: 17)

plouf v Swell up. /pluf/ 0 “If you have a bad heart, you cyaan eat red

bean, red beans plouf you up.” (1990)

plough v Of a TATU, dig and root in the ground for food. (< E plough

‘make furrows or creases in the soil like a plough’) 0 “Tatu ploughing

all here.” (1986)

plover 1 n Any small shorebird, but esp. the more common and well

known smaller ones. (< E plover, small shorebirds of the family

Charadriidae) = ploward 1

2

n Calidris pusilla (E semi-palmated sandpiper), a small shorebird.

= becasse, begas, kuit, ploward4 , sanderling 0 (ffrench 1991:142-4)

plover party n obs A hunting party to go shooting plovers, usu. along

the Caroni River banks. 0 A trip to the Bocas - a picnic at the Islands

- a maroon at Maraval - a plover party at the Couva bank - or a vari-

ety of other ways in which many “highly influential” parties in this

Colony pass their Sunday. (POSG 7 Mar 1845:3)

ploward 1 n Any shorebird, but esp. the more common and well

known smaller ones. (< ScE pluwar, plower ‘plover; small shore-

bird’) = plover
1

2 n Pluvialis squatarola [= Charadrius squatarola, Squatarola Hel-

vetica, S. squatarola

]

(E black-bellied plover), 27.5 cm (11") long,

stocky. Winter: grey-brown with white forehead; white rump and

barred tail; indistinct white wing-bar. Summer: most of underparts

black; lower belly white; sides of head and neck bordered by white. =

gros pluvier dore, plover
1

0 (ffrench 1991:129-30)

3 n Pluvialis dominica [= Charadrius dominicus, C. virginicus] (E

lesser golden plover), 25 cm (10") long. Winter: similar to black-bellied

plover, but browner rather than grey above; no white on wing or

rump. Summer: similar to black-bellied plover, but upperparts speck-

led with yellow; underparts all black, bordered by white on sides of

head and neck. = plover
1

,
pluvier dore 0 (ffrench 1991:130-1)

4 n Calidris pusilla, 15 cm (6") long. Upperparts greyish brown,

mottled darker; central tail blackish, flanked by white; underparts

mainly white; legs black; bill short, black. = >becasse, begas, kuit,

plover
2

, sanderling

pluck and gut phr A place that sells live fowl, killing and cleaning

them for sale. (< pluck ‘remove feathers fr a bird’ + gut ‘remove

innards’) = pluck shop 0 “I going by the pluck and gut.” (1990) 0 He
had the driver stop at ‘Sam’s Place’ where he ordered a chicken

‘pluck and gut’. (Ali 1993:30)

pluck shop n A place that sells live fowl, killing and cleaning them for

sale. = pluck and gut 0 At present, the price is between $2.50/2.75 per

pound for live chicken at the pluck shops. Plucking is an additional

$3 per head. (Bomb 9 Nov 1990:23) 0 [The] Health Minister... said

yesterday chicken pluck shops were not subject to health inspection

and some of the chicken sold was not fit for public consumption. (EX
1 Nov 1990:5)

plum 1 n Spondias purpurea, var. lutea, a native tree and its small

oblong yellow fruit, usu. just over 2.5 cm (1") long, often with a small

“nose” at one end. Commonly eaten green with salt, or pickled in brine,

as well as eaten ripe. (< E plum ‘fruit of the Prunus tree, round and

fleshy, with a flat pointed seed’ fr resemblance in general size and

shape) = chili plum, common plum, >yellow plum 0 Plumb. (Young

1809, Stowe 922:14b) 0 There were pineapples, sugar apples, mangos,

pears, papaws, sour sops, pomme cytheres, cashews, chinettes, plums

and governor plums, peewahs, oranges, portugals and as usual bananas

of every type and description. (EN 24 Sept 1954:3) 0 She sat in the

pooled shade of the trees; she had only to take the bamboo rod, reach

up and pick a crimson pomerac or golden plum or stretch out her hand

for a lime. (Hosein 1980:75) 0 2 cups frill but green plums. (Hunt

1 985a:2 1 ) 0 Preserved Red Plums... 8 cups green plums, 1/4 cup

molasses, salt, 1/2 tsp. Chinese 5 spices, 3 cups granulated sugar, 1/2

tsp. red food colouring, 1/2 cup water. (Hunt 1985b:27) 0 She brings

plums too, once she has the time. (Pierre 200 1

)

2

n A swelling of scar tissue, usu. referring to an ear-lobe after it is

BORED, (fr resemblance in size and shape to common plum) 0 He has

a big plum in his ear.

plumbay 1 n The female pubic mound. 0 She have a mukums like a

plumbay, fat and nice.

2 n A low mound on which an opponent’s marble is put to make it

easier to hit. /pL\mbe/ = bombey

plumb dab phr Hit an opponent’s marble at the end of a curved trajec-

tory without the shooter touching the ground. (< E plumb ‘straight

down; directly; exactly’ + dab) = brags, zop
1

0 He hide behind a

stone but I plumb dab him.

plum bush n Spondias mombin, a large deciduous native tree to 20 m
(65') height. Fruit 3-4 cm (1.2- 1.6"), oblong, yellow, aromatic, juicy,

with a small amount of highly acidic translucent yellow pulp and a

large hard fibrous pit containing several seeds. = creole plum, >hog

plum, mombin, wild plum 0 Hog Plum, Plum Bush. (Seaforth, Adams
& Sylvester 1983:186)

plum ear n An earlobe with a swelling of scar tissue, usu. after it is

BORED, (fr resemblance of size and shape to common plum) 0 He
have plum ears.

plum head n Tob Lutjanus sp., a marine snapper fish,

plum rose n Syzygium malaccense, a cultivated tree and its edible

fruit. = malacca apple, >pomerac, pomme malac, pomme malacca

plunks adv The sound of water drops falling heavily, /plupks/ 0 A
dripping water tap will drip, “PLUNKS, PLUNKS!” but when
WASA reduces the water pressure, the water will drip, “CHIRR1P,

CHIRRIP!” (Alloy, in Smith 2000a: 17)

pluvier de mer n obs Arenaria interpres morinella, a stocky shore-

bird. (< Fr pluvier ‘plover’ + de mer ‘of the sea’) = >tumstone 0

Turnstone. Pluvier de mer. (Chapman 1894:75)

pluvier dore n obs Pluvialis dominica, a shorebird, 25 cm (10") long.

Winter: similar to black-bellied plover, but browner rather than grey

above; no white on wing or rump. Summer: similar to black-bellied

plover, but upperparts speckled with yellow; underparts all black,

bordered by white on sides of head and neck. (< Fr dore ‘gilded’) =

plover
1

,
ploward 3

0 (Chapman 1894:76)

po, poe n Chamberpot; small pot or container toilet for night use. /po/

(< FC < Fr pot de chambre) = po-chamb, posey, utensil, tensil 0 How
splendid life would become if one could rid oneself of major pests

merely by the quick flip of a poe filled with urine. (Ramkeesoon

1975:2) 0 The bedroom sink had replaced the washstand that he had

inherited with a huge polished nightchair and a sculptured heavyware

po. A utensil, Helen would call it primly. Po his mother had said, sit-

ting over it in a voluminous nightgown, head tied with yellowed tom

cotton for the night. (Jones 2976:2) 0 They figured it would be

embarrassing for high and mighty Arabs to form a poe brigade and do

their thing in bedpans. (Bomb 1977) 0 And guess what she go have in

she hand! A big chamber-pot! Ah mean ah poh! (Zingay Talala,

Bomb 1977) 0 The poe was a regular feature on Carnival days until it

was banned two or three years ago. (Bynoe 1985:56)

poachard see POCHARD

pocapoc, poca poc, pook ah pook, poke-a-poke, poca poc, pooka-

pook adv So-so; slowly; little by little; not good or bad; often in reply

to greeting, e.g. How are you? /pokapok/ (< Sp poco a poco. Tittle by

little; slowly’) 0 When entirely left to ourselves in Trinidad, we soon

get into the poco a poco spirit of our predecessors, and become
characterized by inertia of body and mind. (TRD 16 Sept 1852:2) 0

The Wonder and the Ziegfield they come poke-a-poke. (Kitchener
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“Professor Kitch” 1954, in Rohlehr 1990:462) 0 A big-bearded “col-

lector,”... slaps a jet black "head guard” on the back with a “How
goes?” and gets the reply, “Oh, getting on poc’ a’ poc’.” (Franck

1921:391) 0 'And how you feeling today?’ enquired Mr. Dinky...

‘Pook ah pook,’ answered Dwarika. 'Ah going to see if ah could

bring out ah few load ah cane today.’ (Narine 1977:36) 0 “I know that

where we poor people reach now, we have to improve poc-a-poc and

not quick quick. (Pantin 1979:131)

pocapoc no beefphr A joking response, usu. to a greeting about how
you are. (ff similarity of sound ofpocapoc to pork + no beef‘no prob-

lem') 0 Pohka-poke, no beef, usually said in response to, “How are

you?” The no beef part is no doubt said as extended play on the word,

poke which sounds like pork. (Haynes 1987:180) 0 “How yuh

going?” “Ah going poke a poke - no beef.” (Baptiste 1992)

po-chamb n arc Chamberpot; small pot or container toilet for night

use. /pojam/ (< FC potcham < Fr pot de chambre) = >po, pozee, uten-

sil, tensil 0 Old Miss Mary, I made to understand, she ran down the

road with po’cham in hand. (Lion "Out the Fire” 1937) 9 (Williams

1958)

pochard, poachard n arc Netta erythrophthalma (E southern

pochard), a duck, formerly an occasional visitor to Trinidad. Male

generally brown and black with white patch on wing, sides dark red-

brown. (< E pochard, European diving bird Fuligula sp. or Aethyia

sp., American duck Anas americana ) 9 In November and December,

other species make their appearance - viz., the Poachard, the Shov-

eler... and the Jensen, (de Verteuil 1884:95)

pochot n A bun-like twist of hair behind the head or at the nape of the

neck. /potfDt/ (< FC < Fr pochette 'little bag’) 0 She always put she

hair in pochot.

pocket engine n arc A large pocket watch. (< E engine 'a mechanical

device’) 0 Pocket enjin. (Parsons 1933:67) 0 This type [wrist watch]

was more convenient than a “pocket engine” with a cumbersome

chain, which they call a “pocket worm.” (Bowman & Bowman
1939: 1 10) 0 A pocket injin’ - a watch. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

pocket worm n arc The chain for a pocket watch, (fr resemblance to a

long flexible worm) 0 This type [wrist watch] was more convenient

than a “pocket engine” with a cumbersome chain, which they call a

“pocket worm”. (Bowman & Bowman 1939:1 10)

pock hand n A partially amputated arm, missing hand or up to the

elbow, usually as a result of a CUTLASS injury, (poss. < E pock

‘marked by a pitted scar') 0 “Doh put yuh pock hand in mih lunch kit

eh.” (Baptiste 1993:130)

podina, pudina n Plectranthus amboinicus, a cultivated plant with

highly aromatic leaves, used in seasoning food. (< H podina ‘mint,

Menta sativa') = big-leaf thyme, >broad-leaf thyme, French thyme 1

,

Spanish thyme' 0 Meat and fish were highly “marinaded” (seasoned)

before cooking. Apart from washing in lime, or lemon or sour orange,

other local seasonings are added to the already common ingredients.

These include the bandhania or “shadow beni” leaves and the leaves

of the “podina” or Spanish thyme. (Pariag 1975:13) 0 Podina or

Broad-Leaved Thyme growing near wall in St. Croix. (HERBS STAR
4 June 2000:8)

podocarp see WILD PINE'

pogga, puggoe n Psarocolius decumanus insulari, a large bird, 42.5

cm (17") long. Mostly black, with a reddish brown rump and long

yellow tail; narrow black crest long but not often visible. = cacique ,

cacique huppe, carouge 3
,
combird

4
, crested cacique, great-crested

cacique, great-crested combird, large combird, merle laque jaune,

yellow combird, >yellow-tail’ 9 Puggoe (Alleyne 1974-80) 0

(ffrench 1991:336-7) 0 Sombre blackbirds avoiding brilliant yellow-

tailed poggas. (Macfarlane 1997:29-30)

po gut see poor guts

poi, poiya 1 n A term of address for a young child, /poi, poiA/ (< H-Bh
poi 'young; affectionate term of address to a younger person’) 0

(Klass 1964) 0 Kissoon (Poi Chacha) and Mahase (Pa). (Mahase

1992:87)

2 n Affectionate name for father, /poi, poiA/ 0 “Poi, how de dulahin

treating yuh, poiya.” (1990)

poi bhaaji n Basella alba, a cultivated semi-erect twining plant.

Leaves rounded or heart-shaped, green or purplish - a less common
variety has red stems and leaf veins; edible when cooked. Flowers

small, white. Fmits small, black, with reddish pulp, borne directly on

stems, /poi b
h
a:c^i/ (< H-Bh) = bhaaji, poi spinach 0 (Williams &

Williams 1949:80) 9 (Pariag 1975:39) 9 (Mahabir 1991:121)

poinard, poignard, ponia, poniard, poonyah, pounyah, poya,

punya n A cutting tool with a wooden handle and a long broad blade;

sometimes refers to a relatively short or small CUTLASS, or one that

has been modified at the tip. Traditionally carried in a leather sheath

called a POINARD case, /puja, pona, pAfia/ (< FC poya < Fr poignard

‘dagger’) = >cutlass 9 The party fell to quarrelling, and he was killed

that night with a poniard. (Joseph 1 838b-2:2 11) 9 He received the

wound with a poinard. (POSG 3 Oct 1845:2) 9 [He was] charged...

with the larceny of a poinard and leathern sheath valued at $2. (POSG
1 June 1907:2) 9 [He] made as if to draw his poniard... then he

chopped him with the cutlass. (WG 11 Jan 1930:14) 9 I sharpen me
pounyah from front to back, and 1 stand by to launch my attack. (Mel-

ody “Mamma Has a Chinese Man” 195 1 ) 9 'I take out my poniard to

cut that man to pieces. They hold me down.’ (Lovelace 1968:80) 9

Morton was enraged. He slashed the door with his cutlass. The poin-

ard stuck in the wood and quivered. (LaFortune 1968:92) 9 Poonya,

Poniard - cutlass. (Alladin 1970:70) 9 The sway of poignards would

stop momentarily and their chatter take on new colour. (Chen

1 988:20) 9 I take up mi cutlass and I go down by the barrel. I stand up

there and I have mi poonyah ready. And so help me, I was ready to

chop them. (Stewart 1989:123) 9 'Blasted diabless! I catch you here

tonight is poonyah in your ass!’ he shouted. (Stewart 1989:170) 9 The
old planter with “poinad” on his waist and bird cage in his hand was

happy whistling away his time among his birds. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:3)

9 He took up his hamsack, strapped his poniard to his waist, and

departed from the bar. (James 1990:170) 9 Balgobin: 1 live rough all

my life... me and Poya... Harrilal: Poya? Balgobin: Yes, my cutlass

here. (Selvon 1 99 1 d: 1 46) 9 The homeowner blocked the cjjop with

the handle of his “swiper” shouting “Thief! thief” The man “fired

two more chops with a poignard (straight cutlass)” before making a

hasty exit over the short wall. (EX 13 June 1993:10) 9 They have not

formed community watch groups but keep their own counsel, “poi-

gnards” and revolvers close at hand. (EX 13 June 1993:12)

poinard case n A flat long leather sheath, often tooled with decora-

tions, designed to hold a PONIARD or CUTLASS; loops at the top fit

onto a belt. 9 Mr Paulaine, his khaki shirt stained with perspiration,

his poniard-case swinging at his side, his broad face glistening with

sunlight and perspiration, was moving among the workers. (Lovelace

1968:13) 9 Leather Work: Animal harness and belt, poniard cases,

etc. (Alladin 1970:63) 9 So he just went and buy a swiper and make a

“poniard” case for me and we take off for Santa Maria Estate. (Bood-

hoo 1994:71)

point v In SPIRITUAL Baptist practice, prepare people to MOURN. 9

“Pointing” people (putting them to “mourn'') is done by leaders in the

Shouters group both for Shouters and for shangoists, unless the

shango leader also carries on Spiritual Baptist work. (Simpson

1970:45) 9 The candidate is now “pointed” (bands are put on) and she

is laid on her back with her head facing west. (Simpson 1970:148)

pointer n A rank of Spiritual Baptists; a person who helps direct rites

of MOURNING. 9 Pointers help direct mourning rites. They aid

mourners in obtaining good visions, and are said to direct a mourner’s

dreams by prayers to God the Holy Ghost. (Glazier 1983:52) 9 [The]

Pointer conducts the ritual and assists or provides spiritual direction

for the “pilgrims”... in their spiritual travels, and the Nurse tends to

the pilgrims’ physical needs and comforts. (Houk 1995:78)

poira n Rice stalk without grains, sometimes used to make mattress,

/poira/ (< Bh-Ang pual 'paddy sticks’) 9 “Bring de poira to spread in

de cow pen.” (1990)

poirier n Terrninalia dichotoma, a large native evergreen tree. Fruit

about 3.8 cm (1.5") diameter, leathery, margins slightly winged, 3-4 x
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3-4 cm (1.2- 1.6" x 1.2- 1.6"), notched at top, rounded at base,

2-3 angled, shiny. Tree rare, found in the southern coastal areas of

Trinidad, /pwarie, pwawie/ (< Fr poirier ‘pear tree’) = olivier
2

,

>olivier mangue 0 Others [of our good timber trees] affect the plain

exclusively, or nearly so... these are the Mora, Galba... Poirier. (Carr

1869:404-5) 0 (FTT 1932-1-5:328) 0 (Marshall 1934::51) 0 (Beard

1946:30)

pois doux, padou, bois doux n Inga sp., any of several native trees,

similar to SACKYSAC species, but having smooth winged compound

leaves, and pods with very sweet white flesh, usu. edible. Most com-

monly 1. fastuosa [= I. venosa] and I. venoides. Inga fastuosa is a

native evergreen tree to 10 m (32'). Bark smooth and thin, with a few

faint longitudinal fissures, usu. covered with lichens; underbark pale

yellowish or creamy brown. Young twigs are square in cross-section

and covered with rust-coloured hairs. Leaves alternate, compound
with 3-4 pairs of densely hairy elliptical leaflets, increasing in size

from base to tip of the leaf, to 22 x 9 cm (8.6" x 3.5"). The tubular

flower is greenish, numerous stamens about 7 cm (2.7") long, white

darkening to yellow with age. Fruit pod is strap-shaped, to 28 x 4 cm
(11" x 1."), densely covered with rust-coloured hairs and containing

several seeds about 1.5 cm (.6") long. The seeds are surrounded with

a soft, white edible pulp. Inga ingoides, a medium-sized native ever-

green tree to 15 m (49'). Bark smooth, with leaf scars in horizontal

rows; almost always covered with lichens. Underbark brownish pink

with darker pink streaks. Leaves compound, alternate, 3-6 pairs of

elliptical leaflets about 15 x 5 cm (5.8" x 2"). Young twigs and leaves

are covered with rust-coloured hairs. Flowers borne in heads on 4 cm
(1.6") stalks; greenish white, tubular corollas about 2 cm (.8") long,

and numerous thread-like stamens about 6 cm (2.3") long, giving a

‘powder-puff appearance. Fruit pod about 24 cm (9.4") long, cylin-

drical, grooved, densely covered with rusty hairs. Inga acuminata is a

medium evergreen tree, girth to 1.8 m (6'). Bark light, smooth, thin.

Leaves compound, winged, 4-5 pairs. Flowers conspicuous, in heads

on 5 cm (2") stalk. Fruit pod flat, thin, 20 x 2.5 cm (8" x 1"). Inga

pilosula [~ I. setifera], a small tree found in savanna areas, with

leaves having 2 pairs of leaflets; yellow flowers. Also sometimes

used for Inga sp. with wingless compound leaves, but these are usu-

ally called SACKYSAC, BLACK POIS DOUX, or WILD POIS DOUX. The

spelling bois doux results from a re-analyzed parallel with bois as the

first element in many tree names, /pwa du/ (< FC pwa du < Fr pois

doux ‘sweet peas’, fr resemblance of fruit pod) = hairy pois doux (I.

ingoides, I. oerstediana, I. fastuosa, I. sapindoides [= I. hartii] ) 0 As
a wind belt tree I believe you will find few better than the Pois doux

(Inga laurina) which forms a close head of short branches densely

covered with dark green leaves. A sister species, [is] the wild Pois

doux (Inga vera) unfortunately, and I believe quite unjustly regarded

with disfavour here. (POSG 23 Oct 1907:6) 0 The “piece de resis-

tance” of the picture is a large Pois doux (Inga), which has been

entirely monopolized by the cat’s claw vine now in flower, and cov-

ering the tree with a veritable shower of gold. (Vincent 1910:74) 0

Pois doux... Inga sp. (setifera ,
venosa, acuminata, hartii, ingoides,

edulis, macrophylla, laurina, heterophylla, punctata, thibaudiana).

{FTT 1931-1-4:303) 0 Market, scarce: breadnut, poisdoux. (TG 24

Feb 1933:2) 0 She had all kinds of things in her tray: chili plums and

some governor plums, topi-tambo, pois doux. (Araujo 1984:67) 0 The
name pois doux is given to five species of Inga in which the leaf

rachis is winged... Inga ingoides occurs in various types of forest,

more especially in the centre and south of Trinidad, and also in culti-

vated land and at roadsides. It does not occur in Tobago... The wood
is not much used, but its spreading habit makes it a useful shade trees

in pastures where animals are grazed. ... Inga venosa is perhaps the

species most often referred to as pois doux because the seeds are the

largest are covered with edible pulp. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:78-81)

0 Pois doux, padou. (MNP 2007)

poison bat n Desmodus rotundus rotundus, a vampire bat. (fr carrying

of rabies) = blood-sucking bat, >Desmodus (rufus), rabies bat,

surgeon 1

0 It is not at all unusual to hear
“Desmodus rufus, Hemi-

derma, and Artibeus” mentioned in everyday conversations and to

have the speakers point out that they are talking about a “rabies or

poison bat”. (Goodwill & Greenhall 1961:196)

pois salad n arc Pisum sativum, a cultivated climbing leguminous

plant with long pods each containing a row of round edible seeds.

(< FC < Fr pois ‘peas’ + salade ‘salad’) = >garden pea, green pea 0

Ordinary: pois salad. Scarce: Barbados eddoes, wild cucumber. (TG
12 July 1919)

poi spinach n Basella alba, a cultivated semi-erect twining plant.

Leaves rounded, green or purplish - a less common variety has red

stems and leaf veins - heart-shaped; edible when cooked. = bhaaji,

>poi bhaaji 0 (CFNI 1971:19)

poitique see pwatik

poke v Catch animals, e.g., crabs, lizards, caterpillars, by poking a

stick or blade of grass in their holes and drawing them out. (< E poke

‘thrust or push with a hand, stick, etc.’) = fish" 0 We going and poke

crab tonight.

poke a poke see POCAPOC

pokee, pokey, porky n Vagina, usu. child usage, /poki/ = butterfly,

nani
3

,
punki 0 Me and your mother were shelling peas, I fuck she til

she pokee sneeze. (Children’s taunt, ca 1940s) 0 “Ah doh care what

you say nah, da is you. You could go about an’ share your porky wid

every next man - foreign man to beside.” (Bain 1974:63)

poke fire phr Stir up trouble; act to annoy or cause trouble, (fr poking

at a fire to make it flare up) = >push fire, tickle fire 0 She kept on

“poking fire”... and making wild, exaggerated statements, and Mrs.

Henriques believed them all. (de Boissiere 1956)

poker wire n In catching crabs, a piece of stiff wire, with bent-back

ends, used to hold and pull crabs from holes. (< poke) 0 Here, use this

fo poker wire.

poke weed n Phytolacca rivinoides, a native shrub with pink flowers.

(< E poke weed, generic name for all Phytolaccas)

pokey see pokee

police n A police officer; used with a or one. Compare E police-

man/woman, police officer. 0 Well, de ole broad mout flat nose neg-

gah way say he is ah poleece, jump dong on me an start to chuck me,

but is ah good ting ah is ah fellah way cud help meself. (PC 23 July

1904) 0 I persevere, I saw a police in the rear. (Tiger “Miss Marie’s

Advice” 1938) 0 “I have a friend who does pay it for me every month.

He’s a po-leece, but he broken bad dis month.” (de Boissiere

1952: 1 18) 0 A police should be glad when someone twist a jaw, Bruk

you neck, break a window, break open a store. (Commander “No
Crime, No Law” 1959, in Rohlehr 1990:482) 0 Dey... was going good

wen a poleece ketch dem and dey get charge. (Mamits LPOS, TG 2

Oct 1977) 0 “I is ah policeman, you know, and yuh better - look,

look, look stop this maxi right now. Driver, I is ah police and I say

stop dis maxi right now.” (TTM 16 Jan 1994:24)

police bird n Probably Tangara gyrola, a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long.

Green with dark red-brown head; narrow collar of gold behind head;

upperparts tinged with gold. = brown-headed vert-vert, cocoa-headed

tanager, tet cacao, tet mazet, vert-vert a tete cacao, >worthless 0

(Alleyne 1974-80)

policeman n Desmoncus orthacanthos, a vigorous spiny climbing

native palm with a flexible stem, used for baskets, whips. Also the

similar Desmoncus polyacanthos, a slender spiny climbing palm,

with recurved hooks to 1.5 cm (.6") long on the leaf stalk instead of

straight spines; ovate leaflets. = >camwell, climbing palm, croc-

chien
1

,
gri-gri vine, lattan, pessy

3
, wait-a-minute

pol-pol (owl), poll-poll, polpol, pol pol n Glaucidiwn brasilianum, a

very small owl. = >jumbie bird, little brown owl, petite chouette,

Trinidad ferruginous pygmy owl, ulu 0 Pedro ran, his heart pounding,

through the weird shadows of the trees in the weak moonlight, smell-

ing the forest smell, hearing the doleful notes of the poll-poll singing

out suddenly, or flying up, startling him at the last moment of his

approach. (Lovelace 1968:193) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

pomerac, pomeralc, pommerac n Syzygium malaccense [= Eugenia

malaccensis], a cultivated tree. Flowers have conspicuous magenta

stamens. Fruit pear-shaped, red, pink or white, edible. /pomArak/
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(< FC pomwak, pom marac < Fr pomme de malacca ‘Malacca apple’

fr supposed origin in Malaya) = malacca apple, plum rose, pomme
malac, pomme malacca 0 The Pomerak blossoms are out - masses of

wine-coloured puffs falling thickly and silently to the ground. ( TG 28

Sept 1919:10) 0 (FTT 1934-1-6:345) 0 The POMERAC or FRENCH
CASHEW (Eugenia malaccensis ), with red, apple-like fruit that are

not unpleasant when stewed. (Alford 1960:91) 0 “I smelling

pomerac.” Fie smiled and looked up. “You nose good, boy.” In the

tangle of branches above the banana trees were clusters of the red,

pear-shaped fruit we called pomerac. (Anthony 1967:28) 0 When I

finished I fetched a bowl of fruit and chose a banana, a cocoa orange,

sweet as sugar, and a pomerack, fruit like a red bell, with white juicy

flesh inside. (McDonald 1969:35) 0 She was a good cook and the

salmon pie and pomerac salad tasted well. (Jones 1973:53) 0 Pom-
meracs in Wine. (Hunt 1 985a: 52) 0 Well you have a choice of

[banana], orange, sorrel, carambola (five fingers), gulap jarmoon

(java plum), pomerac and passion fruit. (EX 21 Nov 1990:27) 0 There

were mangoes, oranges, portugals, shaddocks, chenettes, mamee
apples, avocados, sapodillas, caimettes, sugar apples, star apples,

cherries (West Indian, Governor and Sour), tamarinds, pommeracs

and paw paws, all in just a small piece of land. (Deen 1994:30)

pomme canelle n arc Annona squamosa, a small cultivated tree.

Fruits heart-shaped, 3-4" diameter, greenish-yellow, bumpy; edible

pulp whitish tinged yellow, /pam kanel, pom kanel/ (< FC pom kanel

< Frpomme ‘apple’ + de ‘of + canelle ‘cinnamon’, fr taste of fruit) =

>sugar apple, sweetsop 0 (National Herbarium specimen sheet, 1918)

pomme cithere see POMSITAY

pomme de liane, pomdilian, pomme liane n Passiflora laurifolia, a

climbing native plant of the passion fruit type, stems becoming

woody at base. Leaves oblong, somewhat leathery, to 14x6 cm (5.5”

x 2.3"). Flowers solitary or 2-3 in axils; 6-10 cm (2. 3-3. 9") across,

with a ring of narrow, often showy and banded, filaments inside the

petals; strongly scented. Fruit round to ovoid, 6-8 cm (2.3-3. 1") long,

with a hard yellow shell; contains seeds in a soft acidic pulp that does

not fill up the inside of the fruit, used to make juice, /pam da lian,

pDm da lian/ (< FC pom di Ivan < Fr pomme de liane ‘vine apple’) =

belle apple, golden apple", water lemon, water melon 0 The usually

herbaceous Passion flowers, of which Trinidad owns several wild

species, has at least one ligneous-stemmed example, the most refresh-

ing fruited Bell-apple (pomme liane), that makes a liane of some sub-

stance when old. The amount of fruit obtained from it is altogether

disproportionate to [its] ugly wooded tangle. (Carr 1894:313-4) 0

Parrots... feed on the seeds of the milk wood, soap wood, wild

cashew, clammy cherry, pigeon peas
,
pomme de lianne, etc., accord-

ing to the season. (Ober 1898:44) 0 (FTT 1940-1-7:435) 0 “Pomdil-

ian”, “halay”, “tuloom” sweet. (Fortune ca 1950-59:11) 0 Among the

fruits which are of special food value are the Belle Apple or Pomme
de Lione. This is a plant of the Passion flower family with a yellow

fruit. (Rampersad 1963) 0 Pomme de lianne... passion fruit, Passi-

flora edulis. (CFNI 1971:1 1) 0 Pomme de liane very good for worms;

every day a leaf and a half she boiled. (Morean M-70)

pomme citey, pomme cythere see POMSITAY

pomme malac, pomme malacca, pommelaque n arc Syzygium

malaccense [= Eugenia malaccensis], a cultivated tree; fruit edible,

pear-shaped, red, pink or white. (< FC pom malac < Fr pomme de

malacca ‘Malacca apple’ fr apparent origin in Malaya) = malacca

apple, plum rose, >pomerac, pomme malacca 0 Yesterday’s Market

Prices... Ordinary: pomme malacca, sea moss, spice, soursop. (TG 8

Sept 1917:10) 0 A new fruit - pommelaques. (Sheffield 1927a:3Feb)

0 (FTT 1934-1-6:345)

pomme rose n Syzygiumjambos [= Eugeniajambos], a cultivated tree

bearing flowers with conspicuous greenish-yellow stamens; fruits

round, pale yellow, rose-scented. Native of S.E. Asia-Australia.

(< FC pom woz < Fr pomme rose ‘rose-scented apple’) = rose apple 0

(FTT 1934-1-6:345) 0 (CFNI 1971 :9) 0 (Woodroffe 1974:31)

pompano, pampano 1 n Trachinotus goodeii [?= T. caro/inus], an

edible marine fish. Deep-bodied, almost rhomboidal in shape, with a

high forehead, silvery in colour, /pampano/ (< E pompano, a marine

fish belonging to the genera Trachinotus, Parona or Zalocys, esp. T.

carolinus, possibly < Sp pampano, the fish Stromateus fiatola) =
carangue fiance

1

,
pamp , zelon, zelwan 0 There are other good game

fish such as the cod and pompano, but they are exceedingly rare and

not often caught. (Vincent 1910:28,48) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

0 Fortunately for us, the coasts of Trinidad and Tobago abound with

high protein fish, which have traditionally been very popular such as

King Fish... and others like Brochet and Pampano, which are also rich

in protein but less popular. (EX-S 15 Mar 1987:68)

2 n Trachinotus falcatus, a deep-bodied, silvery, edible marine fish

with a high forehead. = >carangue fiance", pamp", zelwan

pomsitay, pomme citerre, pomme citey, pomme cithere, pomme
cythere n Spondias dulcis, a tall native tree; branches semi-horizontal;

bark light grey mottled with lighter patches. Wood and branches very

brittle, making climbing this tree often dangerous. Flowers pale

yellowish white. Fruits in clusters, 3-4" long, round, green skin,

sometimes mottled darker, ripening to bright gold; seed large, with

many long curved stiff spines enclosed by edible flesh, granular near

seed. Eaten green, flesh white to pale yellowish near seed, usually

peeled, chopped, and soaked in brine, with pepper. Eaten ripe, flesh

much softer, acid-sweet with syrupy juice, sometimes dipped in salt,

/pamsite, pDmsite/ (< FC pomsite < Fr pomme de cythere ‘apple of

Venus’) = golden apple 0 Pears were also plentiful, closely followed

by pomme cytheres, sugar apples, oranges, pee-wahs, pine-apples,

and of course bananas. (EN 23 Sept 1954:3) 0 “Is you what start

t’rowing pomseetay skin in meh yard, and ah tell you to stop it.”

(Macaw 1960:2) 0 She feeling for guava, She feeling for pine, Green

plums and pomme cythere, A bowl of chatine. (Young Killer “Preg-

nant Women” pr, in Clarke 1967) 0 Pomme cythere... Spondias dulcis

(CFNI 1971:3) 0 The little girl was at a disadvantage since she

wanted to play marbles and eat green pommesethay at the same time.

(Jones 1973:126) 0 Pommecythere Relish. 2 lb green pomme-
cytheres, finely chopped. (Hunt 1985a: 19) 0 ‘Then I run and hide

behind the pommecithere tree until I reach the ravine behind Tante

house.’ (Gosine 1992:127) 0 Across the way, a truck filled with an

assortment of green fig, ripe fig, pommecythere, com, oi'hnges and

pimentos was surrounded with people. (Pierre 2001)

pon, pun 1 prep Upon; on; on top of. /pan, pAn/ (< E upon,pon ‘above

and in contact with; at rest on the upper surface of) = >pan !

0 “Well!

well! country buckra good for true. Hay! da whar you go see one poor

nigger lika Cudjoe sit dong pon table na town.” (TRD 12 Feb 1853:3)

0 Ah frade foo dem because de ole house might fal pon dem. (PC 20

Aug 1904) 0 Man! I dont know how dem donkeys cud manage to pass

de road wid de cacao pon dem back, road too bad. (PC 15 Oct 1904)

2 prep With a period of time, indicating either one particular instance,

or a repeated, regular occurrence, /pan, pAn/ (< obs E on < upon ‘in,

at, or during a period of time’) = >on" 0 Pun a momin Billy Bighead

come in. (TG 25 June 1918)

poncha crema, poncha creme, ponche-a-creme n An eggnog type

drink made with milk, sugar, mm and spices, esp. dmnk around

Christmastime. /pAntfa krcm, pAntja krcma, pantfa krim/ (< Sp

ponche de crema < Sp ponche ‘punch; mm drink’ < + Sp crema

‘cream’ / FC poncha creme < Fr ponch a creme ‘punch or drink made
with cream) 0 Poncha Crema Sport... The essential ingredients in the

make-up of this tonic are Brandy, Milk and Egg, sweetened with pure

cane sugar and flavoured with natural vanilla. (The People 20 May
1933:9) 0 Afterwards she brought him ponche crema made with

brandy, eggs and milk. He raised his glass to her in a toast. “You
made this?” “Yes.” “Champion, man!” And wagged his head appre-

ciatively. (de Boissiere 1956:100-1) 0 (Laurence 1970) 0 “Oh gosh!

Yuh poncha crema knock mih out good!” (Baptiste 1993:131) 0 He
called us in and give us ponche-a-creme. It was sweet and I had quite

a bit. (EX 18 Dec 1994:20-24)

poncho n A variety of fighting cock having an unusually small tail

with fine feathers. /pAntfo/ (< Sp) = >punch" 0 In addition [to colour],

game cocks were classified according to their physical appearance:

grifo (curly feathers), piroco (neck naturally bare), poncho (with a

small tail), gallino (with short feathers like a hen), zamuro (like a
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crow), palomo (like a dove), gallipavo (clean neck, ‘cow piche'),

pinto (mottled). Gamecocks were known as gallo de raza and

received very special attention. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)

pond apple n Annona glabra, a native tree to 18 m (60'). Leaves long,

elliptical, abruptly pointed, rusty-hairy beneath. Fruit 10-12.5 cm
(4-5") diameter, surface smooth with faint network marks. Seeds

brown, pulp yellow-orange, fragrant. Wood buoyant, used as cork

substitute. Grows in wet ground. (< E pond, fr usual habitat near

water) = alligator apple, corkwood2
0 (Beard 1946:28)

pond grass n Commelina erecta , a small native plant with blue flow-

ers. = common dayflower, dayflower, frenchweed, >water grass, zeb

gwa 0 (Laurence 1976:4)

pone n A heavy, moist, sweet pudding-like cake usu. made from cas-

sava with SWEET POTATO, com meal and/or PUMPKIN, sugar and

coconut, /pon/ (< AmE pone, cornpone ‘coarse bread made fr

maize/com’) 0 A dog can walk about and take a bone, fowl head,

stale bread, fish tail and pone. (Tiger “Money is King” 1935) 0

Begging The Governor to order the Food Controller to permit for sale

Sweetbread, Pone, Muffins, Belly Full, Gratotan, Rock-Cake, the

Quick Chief Food of the Poor Working man - After a Hard Day’s

Work; Immediate Re-Organization of the Food Controller’s Depart-

ment. (POSG 16 Jan 1944, in Rohlehr 1990:376) 0 “What use it have

in strikin’?” another woman, a fat pone-seller, said to those near her.

(de Boissiere 1956:132) 0 [Bjeing a night when few were going to

sleep, the pudding sellers, the pea-nut vendors, and the [vendors] of

pone, rock and drops, mauby and ginger beer, were out in force.

(Anthony 1989:35) 0 1 betook myself to a seat on the couch before the

TV, with a large piece of pone and a cup of juice. The pone was
freshly made, crusty around the edges, with that sottish, slightly

sticky inside that marks the real item. (EX 16 Jan 1993:9) 0 [W]hen

the cassava crop was fat, he would grate cassava and make pone and

cassava bread for his neighbour Boysie and Boysie wife. (Narine

1996:29)

pong, pound 1 v Hit or beat repeatedly or thoroughly, /pop/ (< E
pound ‘strike severely with the fists or some heavy instrument; strike

or beat with repeated heavy blows’) 0 “Yuh does show the man dat

you fraid him, so he go pong yuh up up for tea, breakfast and dinner.”

(Lewis 1972:22) 0 As long as yuh in de lime, one day yuh turn go

come wen dey go pong yuh tail. Ah see big man cry an cut out de

lime wen dey couldn't stan de jammin. (Foster 1990:15)

2 v Talk badly or even evil of someone; criticize. 0 Indian academics

from Guyana are also coming here to pound Forbes Burnham for

racialism in Guyana. (Bomb) 0 A side of hecklers put Melo on the

run. He couldn't take the ponging. (Bomb 1977) 0 Before ah even sit

down ah get pound. Ah round-face girl call Penny shout out, “Paul

Keens is like yu behin de times.” (Keens-Douglas EX 1985) 0 Of the

two daily newspapers, yours seems to write more stories and com-
ments on TTT. Quite frankly, they appear not intended to motivate

them to better things but merely to ‘pound’ them in the eyes of an

unsuspecting public. (EX 19 Oct 1986:10) 0 “Why yuh like to pong
she so? What she do yuh?” (Baptiste 1993:131 ) 0 “Dey eh even lissen

tuh wha de people was sayin, buh dey so fraid pong dat dey get [para-

noid].” (“Taxi” EX 27 Aug 1995)

pong plantain, pound plantain, pung plantain n A traditional food

made by pounding cooked ripe plantain and oil in a MORTAR-
PESTLE until it is soft and smooth, /pop plantin/ (< E pound ‘break

down and crush by beating, as with a pestle; reduce to pulp or pow-
der; pulverize’ + plantain) = pilay banan, thrim-thrim, tum-tum 0

Beef steak, colaloo and pung plantain followed next. (PC 30 July

1904) 0 I’ll tell you what these women do, always give you pound
plantain and callaloo. (Houdini “Sweet Like a Honey Bee” 1928) 0 In

the day he walk about, Only coming with his sweet mouth, calling

for... fowl, pound plantain and callaloo. (Executor “I Don’t Know
How the Young Men Living” 1937) 0 The normal lunch consisted

basically of saltfish and ‘pound plantain’, not a particularly nourish-

ing diet, (de Verteuil 1974:19) 0 Creole rice with pound plantain and

yard fowl. Paime and local wine. Sample it all at today’s Folk Fair.

(EX 4 Oct 1987:2) 0 We have even developed a victuals vernacular,

from formidable “cutters” to three-course “jhorts”, with sub-titles

along the “nyam” continuum including “blue-food”, “sancoche”, the

river-lime carte du jour, bake and shark, roti, doubles, pies of all

description, the Amerindian legacy of “pong” plantain and callaloo

and other delights of our diverse culinary heritage; which almost

invariably deliver rich and greasy food. (EX 9 Apr 2004)

pong story, pound story phr Gossip; discuss people critically. 0

Pound story - gossip, converse long time. (John 1973)

pooch 1 n Buttocks; backside; tail, /putf/ (< H-Bh pooch ‘tail’) 0 A
polite way of saying “I go hit you in yuh arse” was “I go hit you in

yuh pooch.” 0 “I go break you pooch.” 0 “I fell on my pooch.” 0 “De
bird pooch looking pretty eh.” (1990)

2 n Foolish, worthless, stupid or aggravating person. 0 “You’re a real

pooch.” trans. “you're a real arse-hole.”, i.e., trash. (2002)

pooh pooh see POOPOO

pook ah pook, pookapook see POCAPOC

pookney, pookni see PHUKNI

pooksay, puksay v In playing marbles, pitch the marble forward so

forcefully that the hand moves forward from the spot on which one is

supposed to play; usu. considered illegal. For illegal encroaching over

the line see BRINGS; for moving without pitching, see CHINKS. 0

Pucksay. (Haynes 1987:101) 0 This was a game that was not content

to have only a specialised set of rules and regulations. This was a

game that evolved its own vocabulary. There is - used to be - a com-
plete lexicon around the game of pitch that is being lost. There were

words - such as the inimitable pooksay - that existed only for and in

the game of pitch... No one could ever, though, fen the right to pook-

say, or over-reach the position from which he picked up his tor. Pook-

saving was very close to both chinksing and bringsing but the nuance

[has] been lost, certainly in the Coffee Shop, over the years. (Pires

1991:8) 0 My fingers have always been long, so my “garbie” was

good enough to eliminate the need to “pooksay.” Others with the dis-

advantage of shorter hand spans tried to cheat by throwing their hands

forward with a pitch, in order to enter a hole or hit an opponent’s mar-

ble. If caught, however, they can either lose a turn and be made to

return their marble to the original position or be thrown out of the

game, depending on the rules that are decided at the start. ( TG-M 4

Aug 1991:9) 0 A steady hand and a good “garbie” (palm length) are

the hallmarks of a good marble pitcher... My fingers have always

been long, so, naturally, my “garbie” was good enough to eliminate

the need to “pooksay.” Others with the disadvantage of shorter hand-

spans tried to cheat by throwing their hands forward as they played.

And there were those who held the marble so deep in their folded fists

that they were said to have “fowl knocks.” Many such pitchers had

little choice really but to “pooksay.” If caught, however, the player

could either lose a turn, be made to return his/her marble to the origi-

nal position, have to return to the line or be thrown out of the game.

(TG 25 Mar 1993)

poom 1 v Fart; break wind; pass gas. = foops, >poops 0 “Boy, she

poom!” (1986)

2h 0 Pum... A small fart, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

poom bag n Large buttocks. = heavy-duty bottom, good afternoon 0

Poom bag: prominent buttocks. (Haynes 1987:14)

poonga see PUNJAY

poong-dala see PUNGDALA

poong-nah-nak see PUNGNANAK
poonya see PONIARD

poop v Sound or blow a car horn. (< obs E poop ‘make an abrupt

sound as by blowing a horn’) 0 Poop the horn, doh get out the car

until he call the dogs.

poopa, poopah, puppa 1 n Father. 0 Because me granmumma dead

while going to work. And me granpuppa dead coming from work.

(Killer “I Wouldn’t Work If They Kill Me Dead” 1948 pr) 0 Poopa -

father. (Daniel ms 2 ca 1960) 0 “I has no intention of digging no land.

My poopa dig land and my grandpoopa dig land and where it get

them? Coughin out they liver-string in the poor house.” (Hill

1966c: 14) 0 “You making chil’ eh... Ah ’ope you known the poopa.”
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(Bain 1974:6) 0 ‘That is so. I is a Brahmin, me poopa was a Brahmin,

me gran’poopa was a Brahmin. What wrong with that?’ (Naipaul

1976:85) 0 ‘Well,’ she said, ‘you can bring she. Is pack I going to

pack; is me mooma and me poopa I going back to.’ (Naipaul

1976:107) 0 He poopah and he moomah always tell he so from the

time he was a chile, and he know that if you want somet’ing in the

world, you have to work hard fo’ it. (Khan 1987:51) 0 “I am not your

friend. I am your poopah’s friend, and your mommah’s friend. Now
show a little respect.” (Khan 1988:69) 0 Me pupa tell me, mi muma
tell me, Nuh fu borrow an’ nuh fu len’ money; Well a hard mi ears

hard, me nuh listen to mi pupa. (Phillips 1991:43)

2 adj An intensifier, usu. positive, emphasizing large, superlative,

impressive qualities. = >father, papa
6
0 “The man is dancer poopa” is

for his dancing greatest praise. (Henry 1970:17)

poopoo, pooh-pooh adj Small; insignificant, (poss. < E pooh(-pooh)

‘an expression of impatience, or contemptuous disdain or disregard

for something’) 0 Ah little pooh pooh wha’ever: said of something

small, unimpressive and insignificant. (Haynes 1987:181)

poopoo) see poupoul

poopa see PHUPHA

poops 1 v Fart; break wind; pass gas. (< dial E poop ‘break wind

backwards softly’) = foops, poom

2 v Be incompetent; make mistakes, (popularised by Penguin’s 1979

calypso “TELCO Poops”.0 TELCO still ‘poopsing’... month after

month some have not been receiving their bills on time. (TTM 10

Mar 1987:5)

poor cane n Sugarcane pieces of poor quality unacceptable for pro-

cessing. 0 The expression “Poor Canes” shall include stale canes,

immature canes, canes delivered with tops and/or roots and/or trash

and/or shoots and also canes of any variety other than those specified

in this agreement. The Manufacturer is under no obligation to accept

“Poor Canes”... but if such be accepted the price to be paid for cane

so classified shall be one dollar per ton less than the price determined

by law. (Hutchinson & Taylor 1953:50)

poor-great phr Wanting what is out of reach, beyond your means;

being proud in spite of not having money. = whiskey taste and mauby
money, high mine and low behind 0 Poh great. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

0 “Dat family is one setta poor great.” (Baptiste 1993:131)

poor guts, po gut phr A person who is not able to digest good or plen-

tiful food, sometimes because of habitual poverty and malnutrition. 0

Pogut. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Blim could not fight, he was weak, his

mother fed him on nothing but marquant fourchette, he had no guts,

except poor guts that would vomit up any food that was good. (Bynoe

1985:17) 0 “Listen nah, we never grow up with no poor guts in de

country.” (Baptiste 1993:131)

poor-house n A welfare house for people without any financial

resources; originally the House of Refuge, which later became the

St. James Infirmary. Note: As in SE, this is now usually a general

reference to poverty rather than a specific place. (< E poorhouse ‘a

house in which poor people on public charity are lodged; a work-

house’) 0 He pursued and arrested three of them at the poor house.

(TG 2 Apr 1919:10) 0 They have bread line existing in New York

City, Poor house in this colony (Tiger “The Beautiful Land of Iere”

1938) 0 “I has no intention of digging no land. My poopa dig land and

my grandpoopa dig land and where it get them? Coughing out they

liver-string in the poor house.” (Hill 1966c: 14) 0 He trotted out the

yard and continued trotting at a good clip pass the gas station and was
just passing the poor-house when he saw a familiar figure coming out

of the driveway. (Andersen 2004:282)

poor-me-one 1 n Nyctibius griseus [= N. jamaicensis, N. pectoralis

]

(E great nightjar), a bird, 37.5 cm (15") long. This bird spends days

perched in an upright position on a post or tree stump; at night hunts

insects while flying. There are grey and rufous phases. Generally

brown, mottled with grey, black and dark red-brown; black streaks on

crown and underparts; tail long; eye orange. At night, both eyes

reflect together, appearing as two large yellow or orange orbs. “In the

distance the call sounds like 5 mournful but musical notes descending

the scale, roughly one tone apart. At close quarters 6 or 7 notes can

be distinguished, rather rasping and breathy in quality.” (ffrench

1991 :204-5). Its call is often wrongly thought to be made by the two-

toed anteater (see POOR-ME-ONE“). (fr its mournful call) = common
potoo, grey potoo, gros engoulevent 0 The song of this goat sucker is

remarkably mournful and is described by the peasantry as “Poor me
one,” but is attributed by them to the little anteater... commonly and

erroneously known as the sloth. (JFNC Aug 1894:51-52) 0 The “Poor

me one” calls only from February to June... The bird answers readily

to a poor imitation of its call... I was attracted by the beautiful, though

sad, call of the “Poor me one” (the supposed small ant eater). (Carr

1894:137) 0 (Williams 1922:166) 0 Poor-me-one... By day this bird,

when it knows itself watched, rests in an attitude suggestive of dis-

dain, the beak pointing almost straight up, eyes half-closed (but they

watch all the time), and downward curve of the gape imparting what

looks very like a sneer. (Belcher & Smooker 1936a: 19) 0 Off in the

bush somewhere issued the cry of a night-hawk, lonely and melan-

choly beyond expression. Poor-me-one, it lamented in mournful

down-scale (Bowman & Bowman 1939:110) 0 [U]ntil the night

would be far gone, and the doleful cry of the poor-me-one, otherwise

the zombie-bird, the croaking choruses of frogs, the menacing chant

of the mosquitoes, and the mid-night crowing of cocks would make
him yawn and say it was time to sleep. (Naipaul 1976:36) 0 The cold

breeze from the lagoon at the back of the house; the hooting of owls

from the pepal tree in the yard and the mournful cry of the poor-me-

one from the dense roseau patch on the other side of the road was too

much for her sensitive ears. (Doodnath 1989:52)

2 n Cyclopes didactylus didactylus (E two-toed anteater), body 17.5 cm
(7") long + 20 cm (8") tail. Tapered snout; some claws long; tail pre-

hensile. Fur soft, silky, pale yellowish brown; darker above with dark

line along top of head, neck and back; underside of tail hairless.

Slow-moving; spends day rolled in a ball on tree branches. Makes a

piping whistle-like sound; wrongly thought to make the sound that is

really made by the common potoo bird, also called POOR-ME-ONE 1

.

(fr sound of cry attributed to it, really that of the potoo, the poor-me-

one ') = ai paresseux, ants-bear, silky anteater, sloth 0 “IVIe box him

wid foot till he howl. Like Sloth in a wood - Poor me one 0\*”

*”Poor me one O!” the Negroes say is the Sloth’s howl. (TG 2 Oct

1827) 0 Mataperro... is also called the “Sloth,” or, again, the “Poor-

me-one,” from its mournful night-cry, which the fancy of the peasant

has assimilated to the sound of those syllables, (de Verteuil 1884:88)

0 Little ant-eater, Ai Paresseux and “Poor me One.” (JFNC Apr

1893:168) 0 Cyclopes didactyles L. “Silky Anteater”, “Sloth”, “Poor-

me-one”. Common especially in the Central Range. (Vesey-FitzGer-

ald 1936c: 164) 0 At once a long, thin, high-pitched, and altogether

pathetic whistle issued from the foliage above... “It is a poor-me-

one... a very sad little beast, sir. He always bury his face in his

hands.”... The little anteater... had a face [that]... tapered into a kind of

beak covered with fur, and possessed two small black eyes that could

be and were squeezed shut, though they appeared to have no proper

eyelids. These eyes were filled with tears. In my hands this sad little

beast uttered another plaintive whistle and then curled itself up into a

tight ball, its strange face between its front paws and its long tail

coiled over its neck. A naked pad at the end of its tail - pale pink and

creased... clasped a bunch of the fur of its rump; the animal was cov-

ered with a thick, short, woolly yet silky brown fur... it was armed

with powerful recurved claws... which closed back onto the hinder

edge of the palm and onto the heel of the foot, both of which were

provided with very soft, pale pink skin. (Sanderson 1939:804) 0

(Alkins 1979:1920) 0 The local name “Poor-me-one” is also used for

the dwarf anteater (Cyclopes), which for many years used to be con-

sidered the author of the Potoo’s song, (ffrench 1991 :204-5)

3 n A person deserving of sympathy or pity, usu. for poverty or suf-

fering. Often used negatively for a person undeservedly looking for

pity, indicating lack of sympathy for that person’s claim. (< E poor

‘expression of pity or compassion for someone’s suffering or bad for-

tune’ + me ‘myself’ + one3
) 0 The masqueraders from every nook

and comer of the city and its surroundings, seemed to vie with one

another in repeating ad nauseam the meaningless refrain of: “Oh, poh

me one, too much uh dem pun Sailor boy” the solitary variation being
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the chorus of: - “Too much Babajan in de land de most uh dem is car-

tah man”. (POSG 28 Feb 1911:9) 0 ‘Yes. it have so much space, that

you go off by yourself and left poor-me-one.’ (Selvon 1972) 0 “I is a

poor-me-one you see me here. Look the clothes I have on.” (Hill

1966c: 17) 0 He is the greatest scholar, the most learned man in the

world. Even if it’s also true that he looks like a damn ole po’-me-one

without a red cent to his behind. (Hercules 1 980: 11) 0 “He’ll just be

sitting there when I get home, looking poor-me-one and neglected.”

(EX 24 July 1988:24) 0 I does listen to them careful but the best joke

is in the daytime these same people travelling in me maxi like half-

dead po-me-one with they mouth open and they eye close and not

saying a single wo’d. (Maharaj 1992:29) 0 No one to turn to, like a

po’-me-one. (Macfarlane 1997:64)

poor mouth phr Claim to be poor, when there is reason not to believe

this claim, (also AmE poor-mouth 'plead poverty’) 0 We want some-

body to find out who ARE the poor - not necessarily admitting the

claims of all who put on a poor mouth. (Hummingbird 1 1 June 1904)

poor-rakey adj Barely surviving; making a poor living. (< E rake

‘scrape; scratch together’) = scrunting 0 (Haynes 1987:98)

pop bush n Passiflora foetida, a native vine; fruit berry-like, with

slightly bitter but edible flesh. = jumbie watermelon, >marie gougeat,

sea lemon 0 (Seaforth. Adams & Sylvester 1983:1 12)

pope v Ask for or get something for free, with or without permission,

e.g. POPE A DROP, POPE A DRINK, (poss. < obs E poop, powpe
‘deceive; cheat’) = mop 0 I did hear some people in a church, was to

give a Sworrie in de Princes Bilding dat nite, the tickets was 2/- but I

did’nt have no money so 1 make up me mind to Pope dem. Well, I

went rong dey bout seven o'clock, and wen de poleeceman wasn’t

looking, I klime up de back and I get in. (PC 24 Sept 1904) 9 They all

then paid their entrance fee and went into the hall and found the Rose

Hill boys ‘popeing’ and obstructing the dancers. Defendant com-

plained to the plaintiff, who promised to clear the hall of the “pop-

ers.” (TG 31 July 1919:6) 0 He and his friend poped a dance last

night. (ESTT 1956) 0 The rabs were poping the tramcars, “running

jockey” in the street canals, spinning tops in the streets, and scooting

around on their noisy home made scooters. (Bynoe 1985:52)

poper n A person who asks for or gets something for free, with or

without permission. 0 They all then paid their entrance fee and went

into the hall and found the Rose Hill boys ‘popeing’ and obstructing

the dancers. Defendant complained to the plaintiff, who promised to

clear the hall of the “popers.” (TG 31 July 1919:6)

pop horn phr Sound the car horn to attract the attention of people

inside the house. 0 (Haynes 1987:1 14) 0 “The only time you see him

is when he pops the horn of his white... Cressida to his wife... for her

to open the front gate.” (TTM 30 Oct 1990:3)

popilolo see POPOLOLO

popo 1 n Baby; infant. (< FC popo poss. < Fr poupee 'doll; puppet;

baby’) 0 [P]opo... a Spanish Creole word for baby. (Russell

1922:121) 0 Dodo, pitti popo, England sending a new popo.

(Williams 1958) 0 “Popo” is a baby dear that words themselves

caress. (Henry 1970:16) 0 Don't beat mama popo... he is the prettiest

grand popo that I got... When I was small I was a marazmy popo.

(Brigo “Mama Popo” 1971) 0 She held him in her arms in the

rocking-chair and sang “Doh-doh, petite Popo”. (Gomes 1978:9) 0

“Leh mih see if yuh po po look like de fadder.” (Baptiste 1993:130)

0 She looked across and saw her husband Ramroop, and ran

unashamedly to his arms... “What wrong Popo?” he asked soothingly,

at first embarrassed by the sudden need for affection and in the open

like this. (Deen 1994: 144) 0 “Popo come doh cry so much.” (2004)

2 v Cradle a baby in one’s arms. (< Mende popo ‘carry child, esp. on

the back’) 0 Gi me that child to popo, he will sleep just now.

popololo, popilolo, popolola n Momordica charantia , a cultivated

climbing plant. Fruit 4-6 cm (1.6-2.3") long, pale to medium green,

with prominent bumps on ribs; bitter but edible when cooked. =

balsam apple, balsam pear, >karaile, maiden’s blush, sorrow seed 0

Caraili, Coraili, Popolola, Popololo, Sorrow Seed. (Seaforth, Adams
& Sylvester 1983:132) 0 Popolulo. (Wallace 2002:32)

poposeet flute n A small tin whistle, played vertically, esp. used in

parang, /poposit/ 0 There was once a band called 'Santa Cruz

Serenaders’ and when they were announcing the players it was -

so-and-so on bass, so-and-so on cuatro and Poposite on the flute -

thus the type of flute playing became known as 'Poposite-flute play-

ing’ and thus the piccolo or tin whistle became a 'Poposite flute’.

Poposite was obviously a dimunitive of ‘Popo’, a common nickname

at the time. (1992)

popoy see PAWPAW

poppice n Spilanthes sp., a native plant with yellow flowers. Pop-

pice... Tea used for men with low libido. (Morean M-74)

poppyshow see PAPPYSHOW

porai n Probably Eleocharias sp., a type of flat wide strong native

grass used to tie crabs and make hats. (< H porhaT ‘strength; firmness;

breadth’; H pur ‘effective; powerful’) = narai 0 “Ah get ah big bundle

ah porai.” (1990)

porcepic n Coendu prehensilis longicaudatus, a spiny mammal. (< Fr

pocrepic ‘porcupine’) = coendu, picka rata, >porcupine 0 Couendou
or Porcupine, Pore e pic. (JFNC Apr 1893:167) 0 (Alkins 1979:34-5)

porcupine n Coendu prehensilis longicaudatus [= Synetheres prehen-

silis] (E prehensile-tailed porcupine ), body 58.7 cm (23.5") long +

tail 42.5 cm (17"), weight to 4 kg (8.8 lbs). Hairs on body and some
on tail modified to form short, sharp spines with over-lapping barbs;

spines dark with white tips giving a speckled appearance, extending

halfway along tail. Small ears; muzzle broad and pinkish, no spines.

Prehensile tail with upper surface of end hairless and padded. Gener-

ally arboreal, nocturnal, slow-moving. Has a plaintive cry and a

strong odour. (< E porcupine, several species of mammals with spiny

quills) = coendu, picka rata, porcepic 0 We have many other species

of animals, Monkeys, Porcupines, Squirrels, Aligators, Snakes.

(Cumberland 1802:101) 0 These woods abound in game, the quank...

the lap... deer, porcupine, manacou and agouti. (Day 1852-1:252) 0

Couendou or Porcupine, Pore epic. (JFNC Apr 1893:167) 0 Above in

the trees, dancing and flinging himself about in the queerest

attitudes... would have been the porcupine. (Mole 1 894b:4 1 ) 0

Synetheres prehensilis L. “Porcupine”. Frequently caught by hunters,

the flesh being edible, in the plantation and second growth areas of

the Northern Range... Also common in the mixed rain-forest of the

Mayaro, Guayaguayare and Moruga districts. (Vesey-FitzGerald

1936c: 163) 0 The father returned, however, to investigate the cause

of her behaviour when he was surprised to see a porcupine under the

bed. He procured his cutlass and belaboured the animal until it died.

The quills from the animal were distributed to people around. ( TG 4

Feb 1940:3) 0 “You mean this porcupine brave, we!... You mean it

leave all the bushes yonder to come to sting May-May quite in

Mr. Sedeno’s house.” (LaFortune 1968:87) 0 The most fancied of

these games were - armadillo (tatou), lappe, deer, agouti and wildhog

(quank). Less popular were the manicou and the porcupine. (Huggins

1978:90) 0 (Alkins 1979:34-5) 0 The ocelot or tiger cat, which is

endangered worldwide, the porcupine, anteater, red howler monkey
and the weeping capuchin monkey have become rare sightings. (EX

4

Oct 1987:8) 0 Non-game protected animals have not been spared.

The macajuel, porcupine, high-woods dog, mangrove dog, water dog,

anteater, manatee, ocelot, red howler monkey and the weeping capu-

chin monkey have become rare sightings and some are on the verge

of extinction. (EX-2 26 July 1987:18)

porcupine rat n Proechimys trinitatis, a large rodent, body to 35 cm
(14") long + tail to 30 cm (12"). Broad feet with prominent claws. Fur

bristly and spiny, yellowish-brown; spines tipped with buffy-white;

undersides slightly paler. Mostly nocturnal, tree-dwelling, (fr similar-

ity of spiny fur and tree-climbing habits to porcupine) = greater Trin-

idadian spiny rat, peelwee, >piloree, spiny rat 0 Echimyus armatus

Geoff. “Spiny Rat”, “Pilori”, “Porcupine Rat”... wholly dull drab

brown, flecked on spines which extend from nape to rump with light

buff, and the whole underside is clear buff... There are specimens in

the British Museum from Caroni River, and from Tobago. (Vesey-

FitzGerald 1 936c: 1 62-3 ) 0 (Alkins 1979:32-3)
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pores raise phr Thrill; excite; move, (fr sensation of hairs rising) =

raise pores 0 Look all my pores raise up, you making me feel so

weak. (Sparrow “May May” 1960) 0 Said one patron: “That Hallelujah

Chorus made my pores raise and brought tears to my eyes.” (EX 13

Dec 1987:40) 0 “Tell them was the greatest show ever... Whole night

mih pores raise!” (EX-2 10 Apr 1988:1 ) 0 “I don’t know what to tell

you,” said [he], struggling for the words to express his sorrow at his

relative’s actions. "My pores raising.” (TG 29 June 2002:4) 0 “I eh

giving up meh stickfighting. I just listen to the drums and meh pores

does raise.” (TG 15 Feb 2004:63)

porgo see PARGUE

pork-meat n Pork; meat of the pig. 0 Tings are getting from bad to

woss in dis villeege, it have somtimes we don’t get we poke-meete

here to eat again. (PC 22 Oct 1 904)

poroo-poroo n Tob obs Faeces; human waste. 0 Not to be used in

polite company, for this is poo-poo. (Uh 1883:251

)

porter bush 1 n Tob Ageratum conyzoides , a native plant, used medic-

inally. = bush number nine, cocolicka, >zebafam 1

0 The plant known
in Trinidad as zeb-a-fem, Ageratum conyzoides , is known in Tobago

as Porter-bush or cooko-licka. (Morean 1991:23)

2 n Synedrella nodiflora, a weedy native plant with composite flower-

heads, with numerous florets in one head; leaves simple,

portes, porteuse n The old woman who takes the child to church for

baptism, but is not the official MACOME or godmother. (< FC potez

< Fr porteuse ‘woman carrier’) 0 While [the godparents] waited at the

church, the child would be brought to them by a “portes”. This was

the name given to a young girl or boy (their age was not fixed) whose

job was to carry the infant, usually dressed in white, to the churth.

There the godparents would hold the child throughout the baptismal

rite. (Thompson 1983:12) 0 “The poteuses, they had an umbrella, is

walk they used to walk to church.” (1979) 0 Porteuse. (Haynes

1987:181) 0 In earlier years it was fashionable for the child to be car-

ried to church by a “portaise”, a lady in [Martiniquan] dress, even

though sometimes the regalia was borrowed for the day. (Maynard

1992:87)

porteuse see PORTES

Port of Spaniard n A resident of Port of Spain; usu. humorous, (par-

allel to Spain/Spaniard) 0 “I am really a Port of Spaniard.” (1990)

portugais n Pomacanthus arcuatus, a marine fish of good eating qual-

ity. = >sabellick 0 (Vincent 1910:50)

Portugal, poteegal, puttigal n Citrus x nobilis, a cultivated small

orange-coloured citrus fruit, similar to a mandarin orange or tanger-

ine (C. reticulata), with easily peeled skin, /potugal, pAtagal/ (fr its

origin in Portugal) = portugal orange, potogee' 0 They were of the

size and shape of a Portugal orange. (Carr 1869:402) 0 All seasonable

varieties in stock including... Budded Oranges... Papaws... Portu-

gais... Cush-Cush. (TG 1 Mar 1933:12) 0 Didelphis marsupialis

insularis Allen. “Opossum”, “Manicou”... The Manicou is mainly

frugivorous, feeding on Avocado... Orange... Portugal orange (Citrus

nobilis), Pomerac... Mango... and Star Apple. (Vesey-FitzGerald

1 936c: 1 64) 0 There were pineapples, sugar apples... oranges, portu-

gais and as usual bananas of every type and description. (EN 24 Sept

1954:3) 0 About six feet further on stood a portugal tree with lots of

dark green fruit hanging from its branches. (Narine 1977:10) 0

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:126) 0 Sugar had some lovely

oranges and poteegals. (Bynoe 1985:2) 0 “In dem days everybody

had a basket of fruit, plenty “puttigal”, orange and son on,” he said.

(EX 4 Feb 2004)

portugal orange n arc Citrus x nobilis, a cultivated small orange-

coloured citrus fruit, (fr origin in Portugal) = >portugal, potogee' 0

Piles of portugal and mandarin oranges tried to outflame the toma-

toes. (TG 2 Feb 1919:7) 0 Market: patchoi, vegetable soup, soup

habitat, bechin, pawa, Portugal oranges, zorphie. (TG 3 1 Jan 1933:2)

Portuguese n A person of Portuguese descent, or a WHITE CREOLE
thought to be of Portuguese descent. = >Potogee 0 [In] pre-

independence Trinidad the history of conquest and colonisation was
understood to have virtually eliminated the indigenous population.

and to have populated the island with three distinct, immigrant ‘races’

- ‘Europeans’, ‘Africans’ and ‘East Indians’... Two of these three

races - the ‘European’ and ‘African’ - were also denominated by
colour terms, specifically the binary opposition of ‘white’ and ‘black’...

for ‘Africans’ or ‘blacks’ we find yet a third referential synonym,

‘Negroes’... There were, in addition, other ‘races’ - also from other

lands - which, as they were counted, were less significant compo-
nents of Trinidad’s twentieth-century population. These included the

‘Portuguese’, the ‘Chinese’, and the ‘Syrian’. (Segal 1993:82-3)

Portuguese shop n A small grocery or dry goods shop attached to a

rumshop, in the past typically owned by people of Portuguese

descent. 0 Eventually the Portuguese clerks would open their own
establishments, and some opened “shops”, that is, groceries or dry

goods stores adjacent to the rum shop businesses... The rum shops

sold “wine, gin, whisky, rum, everything” while the “shop side sold

rice, sugar, saltfish, canned things and little things like toothpaste and

also onions and potatoes. The variety or dry goods stores sold, among
other things, “cloth and [knick-knacks] for sewing, etc.”. (Ferreira

1989:20)

Portuguese thyme n Origanum sp. (E oregano ), a strongly scented,

cultivated herb. 0 The pork was heavily seasoned with a marinade of

wine vinegar, wine, garlic, laurel leaves, pepper and ‘Portuguese

thyme’ or oregano, still remembered by its Portuguese name, ore-

goes. (Ferreira 1994:83)

posay, posela v Look after; mind. (< H posna ‘breed; rear; nourish’) 0

“I lef you to posay the child and look what happen.” (1990)

pose (up) v Stand where you could be noticed; stand or sit as if

waiting for someone to notice. = pozay 0 Last night ah posing down
Frederick Street. (Organizer “Old Woman Champ” 1971 pr) 0 Same
time a newsboy passing and he buy a Evening News and pose up in

the back seat as he taking a read. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:8)

pose off v Strike an exaggerated posture; show off. 0 If you see how
he pose off in the dance.

posey, posie n Chamberpot; a small container toilet for night use.

/pozi/ = >po, po-cham, utensil 0 Hot-blooded Trinimen laughed and

said no woman could get them to be a “yes darling,” man... Well, [he]

thought the same thing - but that was until he had to wash the wares,

sweep the house, cook the food, even throw out the posey of pee for

his dear wife. (Bomb 31 July 1987:12) 0 Carnival Monday uncle Fred

with a posey on he head. (Super Blue “Wine on Something” pr,

Williams 1992) 0 “The same way people wear keys on their belt, so

he should wear a posey to herald his shame.” (Bomb 2 Feb 1996:19)

possell see PUSSEL

post a letter phr Tob Polite phrase for a short absence, usu. used by

men going to the toilet. 0 Just now - I going to post a letter.

postman 1 n Heliconius melpomene, a butterfly, wingspan 6.9 cm
(2.15"). Very dark brown or black with a wide red central upper wing

band; slightly elongated upper wings; three small red dots at base of

lower wing on underside, (fr red stripe at base of crown on postman’s

uniform blue hat) 0 (Kaye 1921:31) 0 (Barcant 1970:106)

2 n A rank of SPIRITUAL BAPTISTS. 0 Postmen carry messages to

distant leaders. They may be asked to arrange pilgrimages. During

worship, they sometimes aid in the interpretation of glossolalia and

the reading of tracts. (Glazier 1983:53)

postman fete n arc A FETE or LIME including only men. (fr postmen

usu. riding bicycles along the streets in groups as they go to their indi-

vidual rounds) 0 He always have he postman fete on Fridays.

post-primary n School classes, Standard VI and VII, for pupils who
have finished primary grades, but have not attained a place in second-

ary school; pupils completing these grades try again for a secondary

place or receive a school leaving certificate. 0 One third of thirty-six

thousand go pass; De remainder go be repeatin or scruntin, Either in a

Post Primary class, A mediocre private secondary school. Or limin on

de block ketchin dey tail. (Foster 1990:31) 0 After post-primary

classes, the students have nothing much to look forward to other than

their parents’ own lot. (EX4 Dec 1994:5)
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pot 1 v In PITCH, to propel a marble into a hole. (< E pot ‘seize; win;

secure’) 0 Holes are smoothed out in the ground by turning on your

heel. Games with more than one hole always have them arranged in a

straight line, about 18-24 inches apart. In one-hole, marbles are

played from the starting line or the last play position to the single

hole. Each potting of the hole (i.e., getting the marble into it) is scored

at 10 points and the first player to reach 100 wins. (1984) 0 Also back

spin could allow you to hit an opponent and reverse direction to ‘pot’

the desired hole. (1984) 0 Hundred-hole is a type of three-hole in which

the first player to make 100 points wins. A player gets 10 points for

potting a hole, or for hitting an opponent’s marble. To win, hole 3

must be potted to make 100. If you miss this hole and go over the

bounce, you get 100, but if the next player pots the hole for his 100,

he wins, even though you got to 100 “first.” (1984)

2 n In WHE-WHE, a bet. 0 [I]n the 20th century... punters were

allowed to record the chosen numbers themselves on what were now
called “lists”. At the bottom of each “list”, the amount of the bets was

totalled and a special code written to identify the person who
wagered. Following this, the list or “pot”, as the bet was popularly

called, was handed over to the banker. (McCree 1996:4) 0 A very

important aspect of the early game was the role played by individuals

variously called “touts”, “travelling agents”, “markers”, and “couri-

ers”... They performed several important tasks which included com-

municating “pots” to the banker on behalf of people who may have

feared being caught and prosecuted, and collecting winnings on their

behalf. (McCree 1996:5-6)

potato pone n A heavy, moist, sweet pudding-like cake usu. made fr

sweet POTATO, CASSAVA, com meal, PUMPKIN, sugar and coco-

nut. 0 The Professor took a pastry knife, cut a small helping of the

potato pone his wife had made for dessert and put it in his mouth.

(James 1990:72-3) 0 She gave her son Kwasi a generous chunk of

potato pone to give to Kwame, with thanks. (Phillips 1991:33) 0 Miss

Gwenny is on hand with her fantastic potato pone. (Phillips 1991:54)

potato yam n Dioscorea bulbifera, a cultivated vine; leaves alternate,

broadly ovate with pointed tip, widely heart-shaped base, usu. with

large, brown axillary bulbils. Male flowers in slender simple spikes;

female flowers in leaf axis in solitary spikes. Edible tubers small,

potato-like. = aerial yam 0 (FTT 1983-3-3:228)

potay, pote v Fill holes or cracks with cement, mortar, or GOBAR
before putting LIPAY. (< H potnd ‘plaster; besmear’) 0 “Potay de wall

good fuh me dey.” (1990)

pot bake n A BAKE cooked in a pot rather than an oven, without oil. 0

Nobody could beat back Vio fuh pot bakes.

pot bruk phr An expression that the situation could not be worse.

(< bruk, broke 1

) 0 Usually in reply to “What’s cooking?” (Ottley

1971:19)

pote see POTAY

pot-guts 1 n A large belly. (< ff resemblance to a round pot shape) =

>lap-guts, punch 1

0 He getting a real pot-guts.

2 adj Having a large belly. 0 The pot-guts man by the tree,

pothi n Books, esp. school textbooks. (< H pothi ‘book; large book’) 0

“Pack up all yuh pothee for school.” (1990)

pot-hound 1 n A mongrel dog, of no particular breed, usu. fed on food

scraps. It may belong to a household or live on the streets, (ff eating

whatever is left in the pot) 0 As he approached now I began to help

drive away the other dogs. “These blasted pot-hounds!” he said.

(Anthony 1967:7) 0 Rover came out to look at the morning and chase

any lingering fowls. As dogs go, it was hard to tell his breed. He
might have come from a strain of pothounds - the hundreds of stray

dogs that roamed about the island, active only when they heard the

sound of a pot, denoting food. But Rover had done well for himself

since the day he strayed onto the estate and Roger took him in. (Sel-

von 1972:15-6) 0 Similar greetings did not meet four “pot hounds”

that threatened the speaker wires that lay on the freshly-laid asphalt

and the man who sat by the tree said something like “sook” and the

animals ran off into the darkness. (EX 30 Nov 1986:39) 0 At that very

moment the five ferocious pothounds were fighting among them-

selves. They wanted to devour our only flannel ball. (Foster 1990:69)

0 Nylon, de fishman, was cleanin ah carite fuh Miss Robbie. He
throw de fish guts in de road. An about ten pothound start tuh fight. If

yuh see ruckshun. (Foster 1990:81) 0 Organised by the Northern

Branch of the TSPCA, the show is entitled, “I Love My Doggie.” but

will ordinary, run-of-the-mill pothounds be allowed to take part? A
release from the Society said: This is not for your high breed dog, but

primarily for the good Trini dog whose bloodline is lost in the midst

[src] of time. (Bomb 12 Oct 1990:7) 0 The blind man accused [him]

of stealing his pothound and threatened to take revenge. (Bomb 2 Nov
1990:28) 0 A brown and white ‘pot hong’ dog followed my mother

and me for a while. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:45) 0 The two

pothounds at the heart of the drama. (TTM21 Nov 1994:30) 0 ‘Gabi,’

Manu called, ‘where you get that pot-hound from? Why you don’t

chase it away? Mash, dog.’ He threw a stick at the animal. ‘Mash!’

He stamped his foot on the ground. (Boodhoo 1994:45-6) 0 What the

devil is the matter with dese pothounds, eh Ma! making such a racket!

(Hill 1995: 1 14)0 There were the mongrel dogs - “pot-hounds” - one,

sometimes two, per household. Not pets, these; they cowered and

scavenged, bickering among themselves, and were constantly prod-

ded and rapped with sticks by the women and children. They barked

all day, but as the sounds of the day faded into the darkness, and Matti

prepared the children for bed, the village dogs began their noisy vigil

in earnest. Like a string of firecrackers, they set each other off.

(Myers 1998:51) 0 [Y]ou know you are a true Trini if, among a long

list of other things... Your first dog was a pothound. (Sylvester, in

Smith 2000c: 17)

2 n An abusive term for someone considered very inferior, without

skill or credentials, who survives on handouts from others. 0

Pothound - a greedy fellow, a glutton (ESTT 1956) 0 “I vote we cut

up the Laventille pot hounds fuss thing Carnival Monday morning,

as soon as Jouvert morning buss out we confronting them on

Charlotte Street near to the market.” (Jones 1973:126) 0 But that is

only the script according to Prime Minister George Chambers and

his loyal pothound supporters. (Mirror 1985) 0 Under the former

regime, no principal of a school should have used a graduation plat-

form for politicising. He wanted a job the next day. Open govern-

ment and free speech has now allowed every doberman, pot hound

to do so by law, tradition or convention. Mr. [X], bat in your crease

as a so-called “educator”. (TTM 13 July 1990:22) 0 [Pjothong... A
non-pedigreed, common-breed canine; an inept, silly/clumsy per-

son. (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

pot marigold 1 n Tagetes patula , a cultivated low-growing plant with

bright yellow, orange, and red flowers, esp. prized for PUJA offerings.

The leaves have a very strong smell. = >gainder, marigold, stinking

suzy
1

, susi

2 n Also sometimes Calendula officinalis , a cultivated plant with

bright orange flowers; odour is fairly strong but not as pungent as

Tagetes. (fr resemblance to Tagetes) = >stinking suzy
1

poto degliz, poteau d’eglise n An active, upright, respectable church-

going member of the community; sometimes used sarcastically to

indicate a church-going, apparently religious, hypocrite. (< FC < Fr

poteau de I’eglise ‘pillar of the church’) 0 “A real poto degliz, nearer

to church, farther from God.” (1986) 0 “Every Sunday mill neighbour

going to church now like he is some porto l’eglise.” (Baptiste

1993:132) 0 A darker complexion might not have posed problems if

the applicant could obtain references from people “higher up" or

someone who was a “poteau l'eglise” pillar of the church. (Cum-

mings 2004:78)

Potogee, potagee, putagee, puteegee, putegee 1 n A person of Portu-

guese descent, or a WHITE CREOLE thought to be of Portuguese

descent. = Portuguese 0 Wen me Quashiba gal tek wan man - if da

Coolie O; Chinee O; Panyole O; Black man O; Potagee O, he mus be

sumting fe put yieye pon. (PC 9 July 1904) 0 Ah pay ah Potigeeman

half-ah-shilling fo bred wey ah did truss from him, and ah gie a po

fellar way is me fren a shillin. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 You Putagees

muss look out now. (PC 17 Sept. 1904) 0 Ef Lizzie and Joe bye lan

for true day mus be teef de money or else day mus be fine de money
way de Potigee man loose in Belmont becos ah kwite shore dat if day

did even starv dayself, day cundnt save anything owt ah wot Joe
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wukin for, expresly how ah doz see him laying dong in de gutter

drunk, so day need’nt tork foolishness. (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 In [Bar-

bados] yuh kin even get a half cent grog, while we in Trinidad ef we
ent got de foa cent we had fuh pass by de shop an smell um when de

Potagee bottling off. (PC 17 Feb 17 1906) 0 With their skirts held

high above their knees the women tramped before their men-folk to

the tune of “Coolie, Creole, Chinee, Potagee, Everybody ’pon Kaiser

William!’’ (TG 24 Nov 1918:3) 0 “Nigger?” the black man said

fiercely. “An’ you, you stinkin’ Po’teegee,” and with that he stalked

out of the shop. (Mendes 1934) 0 Some said is for a Portugee, Others

said a Chinee, Some said it’s for some crude old fella, Others said a

soldier. (Invader “Dock Site Baby” 1945) 0 Ah done see already, I

know my destiny, five children with long long hair. And they nose

like a Potogee. (Cristo “Bad Luck Man” 1962 pr) 0 He would soon

look a real criminal, standing there before their accusing glances, a

heartless ‘Potogee’ man who doesn’t care anything for black people.

(Gomes 1978:29) 0 Her “Potagee sweetman”. (Hercules 1980:64) 0

In the 1890s, the ‘Portuguese jobber’, or market gardener, was con-

sidered to be a Tow type’, and the humble ‘Potogee’ shopkeeper dol-

ing out his rice and saltfish to poor black customers was not much
better. (Brereton 1993:38) 6 ‘He could haul his potogee arse, you

hear.’ (Boodhoo 1994:2) 0 ‘Too besides he is not even Spanish. He is

Potagee.’ (Boodhoo 1994:15) 0 “She always going all about like a

Potogee midwife.” (1997) 0 “Three rabs and me, take a turn behind a

poeteegee fella.” (Andersen 2004:37)

2 n Citrus x nobilis, a cultivated small orange-coloured citrus fruit. =

>portugal, portugal orange

potomo n Ottonia ovata, a native shrub. = >potte 0 Potomo... Take

root. Pound it. Put in dog nose. Makes dog sneeze and clears the nose.

The hunters in Paria always have that. (Morean M-79)

pot-soda n Bicarbonate of soda, baking soda, used as a leavening

agent in cooking. 0 They fried and sold a variety of quick eatables

some of which were “accras,” “float” and muffins. “Accras” were

made from a batter that was leavened and strips of seasoned cod

added and then fried. “Floats” were made from a much thicker all-

flour mixture that was leavened but not seasoned and then fried...

Accras and floats were usually leavened with baking powder or “pot

soda” (bicarbonate of soda). (Cummings 2004: 145)

pot-spoon 1«A large metal spoon used in cooking. (< E pot-spoon ‘a

large metal spoon or ladle used to remove liquid fr pot’) 0 She started

to drop from a large potspoon the first half of her sugar-cakes.

(Woolward 1972:22) 0 She returned with a pot spoon. Brandishing it

like a sword she made for her then whimpering son. (Bain 1974:27) 0

She stood in her kimono, one hand on her hip, the other holding her

pot spoon like a weapon she would use to defend herself with if

attacked. (Khan 1987:39) 0 A pot spoon, two chipped enamel plates,

two enamel cups and one small enamel bowl. (Boodhoo 1994: 1 1

)

2 n An amount of oil, etc. of one large POT-SPOON, about 4 table-

spoons. 0 Put about two pot-spoon of oil in first,

potte, pot, poutt n Ottonia ovata [~ Piper ovatum, O. vahlii], a native

shrub. Leaves ovate-elliptic, 10-18 x 4.5-9 cm (3.9-7" x 1.8-3. 5"),

uneven at base, drying papery. Fruit ovoid. Rare; used medicinally

and by hunters to enhance dogs’ hunting abilities. = potomo 0 Poutt.

(FIT 1977-2-8:530-1) 0 (FTP 1977-2-8:536) 0 (Morean 1990) 0

(Morean 1992a:30)

poubwa n A general term for termites, order Isoptera, although most

commonly applied to the most conspicuous species, Nasutitermes

costalis, N. ephratae and Microcerotermes arboreus\ small, with

black heads. They live in large ground or tree nests. They often eat

wood products such as furniture and books; when the affected item is

touched, it crumbles into dust, /pu bwa/ (< FC < Fr pou de bois

‘wood louse’) = white ants, >wood ants, wood louse

pouched rat n Heteromys anomalus anomalus, a small mouse-like

rodent, body to 16 cm (6.4") + tail 20 cm (8"). Hind feet long and nar-

row; external fur-lined cheek pouches, used for carrying food. Hair

contains many stiff bristles or spines. Upper parts blackish-brown,

underparts white, (fr large cheek-pouches) = Trinidad spiny pocket

mouse 0 Heteromys anomalus (Thompson). “Pouched Rat”. Probably

a fairly common rat. Aripo, N. Range... plentiful in limestone caves

feeding on various seeds regurgitated by the guacharo birds. (Vesey-

FitzGerald 1936c: 162) 0 (Alkins 1979:31-2)

poui 1 n Tabebuia serratifolia [= T. araliacea, Bignonia serratifolia,

Tecoma serratifolia], lumber trade name white tabebuia, a tall decid-

uous native tree, 30-40 m (98-130'). Leaves large, palmately com-

pound, margin toothed for most of the length of the leaflet. Flowers

are produced in showy masses, visible on hillsides from great dis-

tances, at intervals during the dry season, usually on leafless branch-

lets. Individual flowers are yellow, trumpet-shaped, 9 cm (3.5") long,

clusters consist of 6-7 flowers hanging downward. Fruit a long, nar-

row pod to 45 x 2 cm (17.5" x .8"), containing about 500 tiny light,

double-winged seeds. Wood very hard, heavy, supple, brownish-

green, strong, very durable; used for posts, house pillars, chopping

blocks, walking sticks. Hard flexible sticks are used for STICK-

FIGHTING. T. rosea, the pink poui, a pink-flowered variety, is found in

cultivation. (< Amer) = cogwood 1

,
greenheart

1

,
yellow poui (T. ser-

ratifolia)-, >apamat, arapamato, pink poui (T. rosea) 0 The Pouie... is

a most splendid and useful tree... at particular seasons of the year... it

sheds its leaves and is covered with blossoms of the brightest and

most dazzling topaz colour. (Joseph 1838a:79) 0 Amid the waving

expanse of dark foliage, here and there blossomed the ponij [poui], a

tree as tall as any which Europe produces, and the flowers of which

are of the most brilliant golden hue. (Joseph 1838b- 1:145) 0 We
climbed the mountains which are exceedingly picturesque, and one

peculiar-looking tree, the poui, which grows on the sides, is sure to

arrest the attention. It looks like one mass of bright yellow. (Day

1852-1:208) 0 Then a glimpse up some beautifully clothed valley

where the Poui tree stood out in bold relief in its gorgeous flowers of

bright yellow everyone was charmed with the scenery. (Jardine 3 Mar
1861:29) 0 It is the “Pouis” of the Indians (Tecoma serratifolia?), and

will be covered shortly with brilliant saffron flowers. (Kingsley

1880:96-7) 0 The Poui is the hardest wood, and is used for ground

posts and beams for heavy buildings. (Williams 1882) 0 From far

away, among the branches of the poui-tree, whose eastertide blos-

soms flared out yellow from the shaggy uplands. (Cobham 1907:67)

0 Our sticks, of course, were our principal weapons and were chosen

and treated with the greatest care. The principal woods from which

the best fighting sticks are made are Arare, Gasparee, Poui, ’Tifeuille

- usually about 3 ‘A to 4 feet in length, and measured from the ground

to a little above the waste [sic] line; that is the correct length in pro-

portion to the length of a man’s arms. Our sticks were cut at Full

Moon 8 to 12 weeks before Carnival, they were barked, slightly

roasted for colour effect, and buried in mud for a couple of weeks, to

“temper” them. They were then soaked in oil for another few weeks.

After such treatment these sticks would be resilient, tough and ofjust

the right weight. A sharp cutlass would not even nick such a well sea-

soned stick. (TG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 The policemen were armed with

balata and poui sticks but were no match - man for man - with the

stickmen. (WG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 He knew that singing would not stop

the rain. It had come to shut him up like all the other children who
could not go out to play, to wander, to catch the falling flowers of the

poui in Woodford Square. (Khan 1961:72) 0 The most popular furni-

ture timbers are Cypre... Cedar... Mahogany., and Pink Povi [s/c] or

Apamate... most of which are extracted from private estates. (W1CYB
1963:333) 0 The dry season commences in the month of January. The

hills are almost bedecked with spots of yellow here and there as these

flamboyant yellow flowers make their appearance on Poui trees

which are commonly found on the mountain ranges. A distinct and

notable feature that could be observed as years go by, is the manner in

which the Immortelle tree sheds its crimson flowers to depict the ces-

sation of the rainy season and the blooming of the Poui tree to remind

us that the dry season is about to begin. (Rampersad 1963:97) 0 [The

men] had gone to the Valencia forest “to cut poui”. This wood was

carefully selected. It had to be slender and hard and supple. It was

placed in the ground “to be cured”, then heated over a fire, put to dry,

smoothed and oiled. The ends were taped so that the stick-fighters

could have a firm grip at each end, then it was knocked against a hard

surface to be “broken in”. (La Fortune 1968:85) 0 Sunlight blazes the
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hills... the poui is dropping rich yellow flowers like a madman throw-

ing away gold. (Lovelace 1968:7) 0 Poui tree in bloom. (TT postage

stamp, 1969) 9 A black crucifix stood on a ledge of poui wood.

(McDonald 1969:51) 0 Through yellow poui trees in full golden

bloom, I could glimpse stately old wooden mansions trimmed with

fretwork... Pink poui trees were in bloom everywhere. (Eigeland

1980:12,33) 0 At the beginning of the rainy season pouis appear with

new leaves... At the end of the dry season, they flower abundantly

which explains the observation of local rural sages - poui must flower

at least three times before the rains of Trinidad and Tobago come.

(Pawan-Taylor 1987:30) 0 Trees have been planted, including large

forest trees such as mahogany and cedar, interspersed with cassia and

poui, which are faster-growing. (EX 5 Dec 1993:19)

2 n A long supple stick made of POUI, used in STICK-FIGHTING; usu.

about 4-6 feet long, (fr use of poui wood) = bois
1

,
fighting stick,

>stick
1

,
wood 1

0 Apart from these chiefs we must not forget such bar-

barous chiefs as Myler, Fitzy and Muscovy with their loyal Clan of

hardy batoneers who armed with huge poui parade the city in a body

ready to greet each other with the well known cry of ‘Boi! Boi!’ and

to extend the well known 'One Boi facination’ if need be. (PC 17 Feb

1906:3) 0 Ay, Willie, you know you brutalize me, you lick me down
with a poui. (Houdini “Sweet Papa Willie” 1931) 0 But the first one a

them only get me red. I’m going to up with me poui and bust they

bald head. (Growler “Old Man” 1938) 0 Well Peter hit him with a

poui. He bawl out man have some sympathy. (Wonder “Follow Me
Children” 1950 pr) 0 Here’s the plan I draft for Joe Louis, Two big

stones and a first class piece of poui. (Terror “My Plan to Beat Joe

Louis” 1950 pr) 0 L’hommes-camisoles join in the fray, Poui talking

now; no deviray. (Fortune ca 1950-59:3) 0 Dan hear the footsteps take

up he poui, as Grandpa coming in backwards Dan hit him bout three.

(Wonder “Walk in Backward” 1951) 0 They wore bright shirts and

headties holding pads to protect their heads from blows of the “poui”

or stick. These headties were called “fula” from French foulard.

(Crowley 1 956a: 1 95) 0 Dis is all you have to do. Grab apoui and join

de band, Dis way you defend you’ land. (Connor 1958:50) 9 Manga-

mouche had five broken fingers and all his finger nails were tom off;

Placide had deep injuries in his belly and his face burnt with the sweat

in all the poui cuts... then Mangamouche... swung his red poui for a

thousandth time and Placide had only bitter weakness: the blow

swung from his shining arms, big as samaan boughs, burst six of

Placide’s white ribs. (McDonald 1969:166) 0 The poui stick is about

4 feet long. A fighter is allowed to strike his opponent as hard as he

likes anywhere above the waist. Defence (“breaks-ing”) is done with

the stick. (Alladin 1969:38) 0 Profiting from this circumstance a huge

muscular negro attacked him man to man and launched a blow with a

long 'poui' against him. (de Verteuil 1984:82) 0 The boys were afraid

of this for they were told that the stick was of poui, a very hard wood
and that all “pouis” were dangerous. (Bynoe 1985:30) 0 Tell me,

Dadaa! How you had fire in your blood. How you and your breda,

Travelled from gial to gial, With solid poui. And red cloth banned

around your head! (Mohamed 1988:138)

3 intj A shout of encouragement or challenge by fighters or onlookers

at a stickfight; often found as accompaniment to a stick-fighting song.

= bois
3

poui madame jean n Piptocoma acuminata [= Oliganthes conden-

sata], a native tree to 12 m (38') tall; young branches hairy. Leaves

ovate-lanceolate, 6-16 x 2-8 cm (2.3-6" x .8-3"), often slightly

unequal-sided at base. Flowerheads very numerous, 4 mm (.16")

long, narrow, single-flowered, in large rounded clusters. Found on

dry hillsides on Chacachacare and at the western end of the Northern

Range, Trinidad. (< poui + Fr Madame Jean ‘Mrs. John’) = bois zavi-

ron, pepperwood 9 (FTT 1940-2-2:59)

poui vert n Tabebuia chrysantha, a small deciduous native tree. Flow-

ers in clusters, bright yellow, funnel-shaped, 4-7 cm (1.6-2.7") long.

(< Fr vert ‘green’) = >b!ack poui, cogwood2
,
greenheart

2
9 (National

Herbarium specimen sheet, 1861 ) 9 (FTT 1954,2,5:325-6)

poule couchante n obs Calidris canutus [= Tringa canutus] (E red

knot), a shorebird, 26.2 cm (10.5") long, rather stocky. Winter: upper-

parts generally grey, feathers edged with blackish; white wing-bar;

rump and tail pale grey, vaguely barred; underparts white; bill dark,

shortish, thin; legs greenish. Summer: upperparts mottled darker;

underparts reddish-brown. An uncommon migrant to the coasts and

mudflats of Trinidad. (< Fr poule ‘fowl; hen’ + couchante Tying

down’, fr large chunky size and short legs, thus looking like a resting

hen) 9 (Chapman 1894:78)

poule d’eau ginga n obs Rallus longirostris, a large bird with long

toes adapted to walking on floating vegetation; short tail. (< Fr poule

d’eau ‘water-hen; waterfowl’ + ginga ‘speckled’) = dahoe, long-

beak, >mangrove hen, poule de bois, Trinidad clapper rail, wood hen

9 (Chapman 1894:79)

poule d’eau rouge n obs Aramides axillaris
,
a bird, 32.5 cm (13").

Head, neck, breast dark red-brown; mantle grey; back and wings

brownish olive; rump, tail, and under-tail black; bill yellowish; legs

red. Usu. found near streams and swamps. (< Fr rouge ‘red’) = >red

waterfowl 9 (Chapman 1894:79)

poule d’eau tachetee n obs Rallus maculatus (E spotted rail), a bird,

27.5 cm (11") long. Generally black; upperparts edged with brown,

spotted and streaked with white; lower underparts barred black and

white; under-tail white; bill yellowish-green, red at base; legs red. A
rare resident in Trinidad freshwater marshes; also recorded for

Tobago. (< Fr tachetee ‘speckled; mottled’) 9 (Chapman 1894:79)

poule d’eau a cachet bleu n obs Porphyrula martinica, a bird, 32.5

cm (13") long. Generally brilliant dark blue glossed violet; frontal

shield pale blue; bill red, tipped yellow; legs yellow, toes very long.

(< Fr poule d'eau ‘water-fowl’ + a cachet bleu ‘with a blue seal or

mark’) = blue-seal coot, >blue waterfowl, water-hen
2
9 (Chapman

1894:79)

poule d’eau a cachet rouge n obs Gallinula chloropus, a bird, 32.5

cm (13") long. Slate grey; white on flanks and sides; bill and frontal

shield bright red; very long toes. (< Fr poule d'eau ‘water-fowl’ + a

cachet rouge ‘with a red seal or mark’) = coq-lagon, red-seal coot,

>water-heir 9 (Chapman 1894:78)

poule de bois n arc Rallus longirostris, a large bird. Long toes

adapted to walking on floating vegetation; short tail. (< Fr poule

‘chicken; fowl’ + de bois ‘of the woods’) = dahoe, long-beak, Man-
grove hen, poule d’eau ginga, Trinidad clapper rail, wood hen 9

Rallus Longirostris... Poule-de-bois, or wood-hen. (de Verteuil

1884:370)

poule de (la) mer n Dactylopterus volitans \~ Cephalacanthus voli-

tans] (E flying gurnard), a marine fish with large wing-like pectoral

fins, generally feeds and lives along the ocean floor. Often eaten.

(< Fr poule ‘chicken; fowl’ + de la mer ‘of the sea’, prob. fr similarity

of taste to chicken) = batfish
2

, robin
2

, sea fowl, sea robin 9 (Vincent

1910:53)

poule savanne n arc Probably any rail or crake; with fairly long bills;

very long toes adapted to walking on floating vegetation; short,

upturned tails. (< Fr savanne ‘savannah’ fr habitat) = savannah hen,

>water hen 12 9 Rallus Stolidus... Several species, called here poules

savanne, or savannah hens, (de Verteuil 1884:370)

poule-savanne a gorge noire n obs Porzana Carolina [= Ortygometra

Carolina] (E sora rail), a bird, 21.2 cm (8.5") long. Upperparts

brownish green, mottled with black, streaked with white; head and

breast grey; male with black crown line, front of face and throat;

lower underparts white; flanks barred brown and white; bill short,

yellow; legs green. A winter visitor to swamps and marshes in

Trinidad and Tobago. (< Fr a gorge noire ‘with a black throat’) 9

(Chapman 1894:79)

pound, pong 1 adj Describing food, usu. cooked plantain or yam, pre-

pared by pounding with oil in a mortar and pestle, giving a soft,

smooth consistency, /pop/ (< E pounded ‘broken down and crushed

by beating’) 9 Imagine pound yam/plantain or sada roti or roast bake

for breakfast, with every combination of saltfish and/or vegetable.

(TTY 1995:3)

2 v Criticize severely; berate; speak badly about. 9 Pound - speak

badly of. (John 1973) 9 “Without kings and queens from us, there’ll

be nobody for people to pound.” (EX 5 Nov 1990:6) 9 “We have

never done [him] anything, yet he continues to pound our religion
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constantly.” (TTM 23 Jan 1993:13) 0 Same time Pint-a-Blood wife

come to pound people business. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:12) 0 “I don’t

mind anyone pounding me as a politician. That’s fair game. The only

thing I have ever objected to is a song that denigrates women.” (EA'8

Jan 1995:4)

pound and crown phr Costing a lot of money; expensive. (< E pound

sterling unit of currency and crown ‘one-eighth of a pound’) 0 “Now
dat de dollar floatin' everytin is a pound an a crown.” (Baptiste

1993:132)

pounding n Severe criticism, /pnen/ (< E pounded ‘broken down and

crushed by beating’) 0 As she spoke she attracted so much picong that

at one point she said "I sit here and take my leather balls but you all

can’t take the ‘ponging’”. {EX 21 Nov 1994:3)

pound plantain see PONG PLANTAIN

pound-stone game n Any of a number of games, usu. played at DEAD

WAKES, involving passing small stones (rocks) from one player to the

next. 0 (Elder 1965)

pound story see PONG STORY

poupool see POUPOULE

poupoule, poopool, poupool n Mallophaga sp., a blood-sucking louse

that attacks domestic fowl. (< FC < Fr poux Tice’ + de poule ‘of

chickens’) = fowl lice, nimble

poutte see POTTE

pow 1 n A soft raised white flour steamed bun with a seasoned pork or

chicken filling. (< Ch pao-tzu < baaozi ‘steamed wrapped roll with

savoury or sweet filling’) 0 Is the Chinee man now. Is a shop and ah

steam laundry. Parlour to make his pow. (Clipper “Desire of Four

Races” 1975 pr) 0 Like all of the parlours in town, this one have a

small wooden counter, and on top of the counter it have a small glass-

case with Chinee people food... something call POW that look like a

big white jumbie-parasol, a mushroom, and inside this jumbie-parasol

it had either chop-up meat or a black kinda paste that taste sweet and

sour. (Khan 1987:124)

2 v In making a PARATHA ROTI/BUSS-UP-SHUT, hit the ROTI several

times in order to split it into layers and pieces. (< E pow ‘sound of

something hitting firmly’) 0 The underside should have some golden

brown specks, and parts of the roti should be rising into large bubbles

- this is good, as it means the roti will split nicely into layers when
you "pow” it... holding the roti up with the cloth... with its lower edge

resting on the board, give it a sharp whack on the upper edge with the

wooden spoon. Repeat two or three times - this “powing” breaks up

the roti somewhat, but also splits it into layers. (Sandpiper 1990:37)

power see also pawa

power 1 n In ORISHA worship, a deity or god. (< E power ‘command
control; rule’; <Yor ase ‘energizing force’) = >orisha

3
, saint 0 In

Nigeria, Shango, god of thunder, is the only deity worshipped in the

Shango cult. Other Yoruba gods have their own priests, societies, and

cult centers... In Trinidad, Shango is only one of dozens of “powers,”

including fifteen or more Yoruba deities, who are followed by per-

sons engaged in “African work.” (Simpson 1970:86) 0 Ordinary ill-

nesses are attributed to “natural” causes and can be dealt with either

by medical doctors or by healers. Other diseases, as well as many
accidents, are caused by the “powers” or by evil spirits. (Simpson

1970:55) 0 Write a prayer to your favorite saint (power) on a piece of

parchment paper and drop it into the hole. (Simpson 1970:70) 0 Some
Shangoists make use of a power, and some Spiritual Baptists of the

Holy Spirit, only in the most serious cases of illness or trouble... Oth-

ers call much more frequently for such help. (Simpson 1970:84) 0

During the summer months in Trinidad those people who are commit-

ted practitioners of what is called Shango have the opportunity to

attend a dozen or so major cult festivals throughout the island... At

such feasts a number of things go on. They are conducted for the

manifest purpose of sacrificing animals to a variety of “powers” or

gods, each of these viewed as an amalgam of an African (Yoruban)

deity and a Christian saint, and each seen to possess a distinctive per-

sonality style and unique qualities. (Lieber 198 lb: 126) 0 None of the

Baptist leaders I know admit to practising it but they agree that their

familiarity with the spirit world makes them particularly successful at

returning obeah on the senders through the usual means; for the Afri-

can powers do sometimes intrude into Baptist meetings. (Littlewood

1993:92) 0 The orisha are commonly called “powers” or “saints.”

‘Power’ translates ase, energizing force. The term saints captures the

subsidiary but important role which the orisha occupy in relation to the

Supreme Divinity, that is, Olodumare, Oolrun, or Elefon, who created

the orisha. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:95)

2 n Usually with catch, be possessed by or receive a deity or spirit.

Also with in, be possessed by a deity or spirit. = spirit 0 Sometimes

tests are employed to determine whether a person really is “in

power.” One test consists of heating a calabash of “sweet” (olive) oil

and inviting possessed persons to wash their hands and face in the hot

oil. Bums are not received by those on whom the powers are actually

manifesting. (Simpson 1970:28)

powerful adj Good-looking; attractive. 0 That is one powerful woman.

poyo n A young inexperienced fighting cock which hasn’t yet fought

battles, /pojo, poijo/ (< Sp polio ‘chicken; young chicken’)

pozay v Stand where you could be noticed; stand as if waiting for

someone to notice; to set something up in full view, in a prominent

position, /poze/ (< Fr poser ‘pose; hold a position, esp. for display’) =

>pose 0 Wait til the bird pozay, then you could lick it down.

pozee see POSEY

P-put n A child’s toy made of a small four-sided block of wood, the

base coming to a point, with a small stem on the top-side. Small items

are put into the centre and players take turns spinning the top; letters

on each side indicate action to take when the top is spun and stops: P

(put), H (take half), N (none), A (take all). Used esp. on Good Friday,

(fr first action in the game; this type of top and game is also known
from Eastern Europe, specifically the Jewish Hanukah dreidl)

p.q. n A half-pint bottle of rum. = >petit quart 0 Petit quaht... petit

quart, measure of drink. P.Q. ‘fuh short’. (Haynes 1987:36)

pradakshina n A Hindu ritual of circling a holy place or object, in a

clockwise direction, as a form of worship. (< H pradakshina ‘going

round an object to which respect is intended’) 0 Exchange Mandir

was the last stop on the teerath. “We arrived there at sandhya time, 6

pm. It is a very beautiful, quaint dirt mandir. We chanted and danced

for a long time, performed pradakshina of this mandir,” (daughter in

law’s mother) Mena Maraj said... “It was a good thing to share a spir-

itual journey with my samdhin. I will like to do the teerath for my
next birthday.” (TG 26 Nov 1995:11)

praedial larceny n The theft of fruit or other crops, from the place

they are growing. A restricted legal term in E, but commonly used in

ordinary speech. (< E praedial, predial ‘pertaining to land or farms,

or produce of the soil’ + larceny ‘felonious theft’) 0 So I did’nt [sic]

care if they eat me, I will commit praedial larceny. (Dictator “Love

Life in Toco” 1956 pr) 0 Someone had apprehended him for praedial

larceny. (Narine 1979:55) 0 Significantly, the whip which was used

liberally for those convicted of practicing Obeah and praedial larceny

or for the unemployed convicted of being incorrigible rogues or vaga-

bonds, was rarely used during the earlier periods in cases involving

violence against the person. (Trotman 1986:137-8) 0 Other farmers in

the area confirmed that they were the victims of extensive praedial

larceny in recent times. (Blast 15 Apr 1988:13) 0 The courts, the soci-

ety, do nothing about the constant persistent plague of praedial lar-

ceny. (EX 30 Dec 1992:8) 0 “He decided, when he was up in the tree,

that he will need something to drink with the crab and [dumplings],

and so he picked a couple of green coconuts as well,” the lawyer

claimed, not quite able to keep a straight face. However, according to

Detective Constable Earl Arthur who charged Williams with praedial

larceny and being found on cultivated lands, it was not exactly “a

couple” coconuts that Williams picked. In fact, it was 15 which must

mean that he intended either to sell or he anticipated quite a thirst

after his crab and dumplings. (77V 13 Aug 1993:3) 0 Faced with the

same problem of praedial larceny of his mangoes, Kamal barked his

tree to prevent it from bearing. He would rather have no mangoes and

no thieves on his land. (Pires 1 995i: 13)
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prag v Snatch; hold and pull away. (prob. < dial E prog ‘poke about

for, esp. in order to steal; search for; forage’; also poss. < Twi prapra

‘gather; sweep’, pra ‘gather up’) 0 He run and prag away the child

from the car. 0 He prag mi gold chain and run.

praise n Prayers, usu. at least partly in Spanish or Latin, requesting

help and protection, esp. from evil spirits. (< prayers + praise ‘give

thanks to God’) = loraison, >oracion, prayers, Spanish prayers 0 I

inquired what, if any, was the remedy for snakebite. “Dat quite sim-

ple,” he replied; “you mus’ say a praise, and rub tobacco in de place,

den all de poison come out.”(Jay 1900:89) 0 Praise keeps bad things

off. Bush gbwagbwa lives in bush, looks like human, some kind of

beast with big ears or horns. Lives in thickest part of bush and eats

hunter, unless he had proper praise. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:Box 15-F95-S6/27) 0 [Someone] promised to get a “panyol”

who knows about “praises”. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-

F85-D44)

praise God phr An expression indicating the speaker’s acknowledge-

ment of the help of God in determining human affairs. (< E praise

‘extol the glorious attributes of God’) 0 ‘Joebell gone away,’ his

mother, Miss Myrtle say, ‘Praise God!’... But Miss Myrtle pray and

she pray and at last, praise God, the answer come, not as how she did

want it - you can’t get everything the way you want it - but, praise

God, Joebell gone away. (Lovelace 1988:1 14-5)

praise-house n arc A prayer-house; a house of worship. (< E praise

‘extol the glorious attributes of God’) 0 Praise-house - a building

where certain religious sects keep service. (ESTT 1956)

praja n A person who sponsors a puja; the patron of a PUNDIT. (< H
praja ‘subject; tenant; renter’) = maharaj 0 Words like... praja (for

yajman, the patron of pandits usually called maharaj in Trinidad)...

can be heard in the rural areas. (Jha 1973:42-3) 0 By the 1920s a dis-

tinct middle stratum within the Indian community had emerged. It

was itself divided into two sectors. First, there was a group whose sta-

tus rested on the possession of land, businesses... and cash. These rel-

atively wealthy families often controlled networks of dependants,

clients and employees in what was known as a ‘praja ’ (patron-client)

relationship. (Brereton 1993:42)

pran, praan n Life; lifespan. (< H pran ‘breath; soul; life’) 0 “Tings

hard. That is praan.” 0 “If he continue to drive so, his praan would

be short.”

prasad, prasadi, prasadum n A sweet made of GHEE, sugar, cream of

wheat or flour, raisins, and coconut, offered during Hindu religious

ceremonies. (< H prasad ‘blessing; food; food that has been offered

to the deities’) = mohanbhog, >parsad 0 The image of the goddess is

washed in milk or water, prasad (offering) offered and bhajan

(devotional songs) sung in her honour. (Jha 1973:34) 0 He did not

wait for the ceremonies at the end of the prayers, but, taking his pras-

adi sweetmeats in the little brown paper bag [she] offered, began to

walk home, his spirits low. (Hosein 1980:119) 0 To your Prasad’s

sweet success! Cream of Wheat. Enjoy it all ways. (Phagwa 1983) 0

Articles Required for Various Pujas: Satya Narayan Katha (a) Prasa-

dum, (b) White Flag, (c) Nine (9) Small Flags... Hanuman Puja (a)

Prasadum with “Rote”... (Lackhan ca 1983-86) 0 The two pronuncia-

tions of the word “Diwali” - [diwali], [divali] - and of the word “par-

sad” - [parsad] and [prasad] - which coexist here are the result of the

dialect mixtures. (Singh 1988:29) 0 In these pots, meat is never

cooked, especially that one pot in which the holy dish, prasaad,

sometimes called Mahan Bhog, is cooked. (777? Oct 1990:28) 0

Generally, none of the dishes of the Divali meal is tasted until after

the family sits together at 6 p.m. for their Lakshmi Puja, or prayer ser-

vice in thanks to the Goddess. The same would have held true for the

prasaad, the holy sweet made for special offering, first to the God-
dess, and from which a little is then burnt in a fire at the altar along

with a little ghee, sugar, gogul, rice and black teel. This offering is

known as the Hawan. (TTR Oct 1990:28) 0 At least once per year,

ideally, families sponsored a formal puja conducted by the Brahman
pundit. This event, held on Saturdays, actually involved two sets of

rites... The second was the Satyanarayan katha... The katha or

Puranic text was recited, havan (or homa, oblation into fire) offered.

bhajans sung (accompanied by kanjoris, small tambourine-like

instruments), and prasad (blessed food) distributed in an occasion

which lasted several hours. (Vertovec 1992:114-5) 0 ‘Your mouth

watering for the “prasad”, though.’ (Boodhoo 1994:47) 0 They

offered pooja, havan, aartee, flowers, prasad and seedhaas at all

mandirs. (TG 26 Nov 1995:11) 0 Upon completion of the puja, the

meat of the sacrificed animal was cut up and divided among the

panchayat and its associated families, and taken home to be cooked

and eaten as prasad ( food ritually offered to a deity and then ingested

as a form of sacred blessing). (McNeal 2000:7)

prat adj Steady and fixed; ready for a physical effort. (< FC < Fr pret

‘ready’) 0 We going to move this car now. Yuh prat?

pratique see pwatik

prayer on v Hang onto something and do nothing but stare or day-

dream. (fr appearance of concentrating as in prayer) 0 Look nuh,

chile, doan prayer on dat broom, sweep out de house quick, yes.

‘Hurry up child and sweep the house.’ (Ottley 1971:52)

prayer flag n A small coloured cloth flag fastened to the top of a tall

bamboo pole, placed outside a place where a Hindu PUJA has taken

place. = flag
3

, >jhandi 0 Prayer flags fly in brilliant colours in the

front yards ofmany homes. (Stewart 1991 : 160)

prayers 1 n Prayers, usu. in Spanish or Latin, requesting help and pro-

tection, esp. from evil spirits. = loraison, >oracion, praise, Spanish

prayers 0 It is his snake charming career which furnishes the most

thrilling episodes of his eventful life. “Dey has no prayers, no magic

in this job, I tell you; it is only you mind, you strenk (strength) and

you smartness,” he said. (TG 10 May 1933) 0 “Well, dey must be say-

ing prayers, and working obeah. I did know dat from de time I come
in de house.” (Selvon 1948) 0 She whispered, “You want us to say a

little prayers together - for him?” (Anthony 1967:61) 0 Another

aspect of the use of herbs by the Spanish in Trinidad is the prevalence

of what is called locally “Spanish prayers” in healing. These are

essentially, prayers in Spanish to Roman Catholic saints. Many of us

may be familiar with the so-called “Santa guay” in which an individ-

ual is flagellated with a small broom made from the plant of the sweet

broom, Scoparia dulcis, to the accompaniment of prayers said in

Spanish. This practice is believed to break the spell of the evil eye

(maljo or mal des yeux) or other misfortune. (Morean 1991:11) 0

“Missa Mark,” she said, looking at him but talking to me, “you

should say a prayers before coming to eat in the morning.” (Pires

1992b:5) 0 While obeah initiated for revenge is not publicly accept-

able, to turn sorcery back onto an unknown sender is legitimate

through using prayers (itself a morally ambiguous term which may
also imply sorcery) or lighting a candle on the suspected thief... The

thief on whom you say prayers may be unable to stop stealing and

thus be caught on another occasion. Such techniques are supposed to

have divine sanction if not... somehow being actually performed by

God. They are thus far more potent than the practices of obeah, espe-

cially as their power is generated by the acts of the thief. Such prayers

are more dangerous to the sender than obeah and, if they are returned

onto you, you cannot guard against them for ‘God's sickness will kill

you’ or send you mad. It is thus safer to use prayers which request

God to punish an unnamed offender and restore your possessions: to

bum a candle on a faithless spouse would be asking for trouble.

(Littlewood 1993:41)

2 n Stories told to around sympathy, from beggars, usu. drug addicts,

soliciting money. 0 You always get one set of prayers from them -

they need money for food, medicine for sick children, their mother’s

funeral, etc. (2007) = lyrics
2

pray ogun phr An Orisha altar formed by a mound of earth. (< Yor
kperegun ~ Ekiti kpordgiin ‘orisha altar formed by mound of earth’)

= orogun, >perogun*, stool 0 ‘Stool’ is used as a synonym of pero-

gun, the locus of the orisha' s ah or power. It is interesting that a com-

bination of metathesis (perogun > preogun) and folk etymology have

been bom of the association between the stool as altar and the pur-

pose of that location - prayer, thus pray /pre/ > pray Ogun /preogun/.

Insignia of the orisha and other symbolically powerful substances are

embedded in the mound of earth that forms the perogun , and as such
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the orisha and life-enabling forces are seated there. Stools as seats -

even thrones - are themselves important status symbols in many Afri-

can cultures. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:95)

pray on head phr Pray for something bad to happen to someone; ask

for revenge from God to fall on someone. 0 “I’m not going to give

that bitch of a man the satisfaction of a divorce. If you know how I

praying on that bitch’s head, eh, if you only know.’’ (Jones 1973:60) 0

That is the same woman who put out your mother. Because she was

in love with a panman. She used to open the church door. Just to pray

on mih head. Now she boasting to the neighbour: “Oh, my grand-

daughter beats in a steelband”. (Rudder, EX-2 3 Apr 1988:13) 0 With

the latest news of Prime Minister Basdeo Panday’s illness and his

flight to London for treatment of a heart ailment, if you hear how a lot

of PNM and NAR snakes start to ramajay. All ah them, to a man -

and a Fat Arse Brigade woman - start to wish The Bas would dead

one time. “He have triple by-pass already. He cyar get over this one.’’

“He old and feeble. He cyar make." This was the talk all over the

place. Some went so far as to say: “Leh we pray on his head, so he

wouldn’t recover.” (TTM3 1 Dec 1995:30)

preacher n A rank of Spiritual Baptists. (< E preacher ‘one who
proclaims or sets forth religious doctrine by public discourse’) 0

Preachers are authorities in the interpretation of scripture. They are

called upon whenever conflicts arise over the interpretation of a par-

ticular passage. They also may give words of consolation and admo-

nition at baptism and mourning ceremonies. (Glazier 1983:52)
y

preacherman see MAN“

precocive adj Precocious; able to do things in advance of the usual

age. Sometimes considered worthy of admiration, but sometimes con-

sidered negatively as MANNISH or womanish. 0 That child preco-

cive; she need licks!

prefer v Prefer to; consider one thing better than another. 0 I prefer

dead “I’d prefer to die”. (Solomon 1993:109)

pregnant for phr Pregnant by a particular man. (<for) 0 She was

pregnant at the time for him and needed money to buy medicine.

(Blast 13 Oct 1989:9) 0 “I had three girls pregnant for me at one time,

and now I have three children.” ( TTM 13 July 1990:26) 0 While he

was going around with this girl, she got pregnant for him. “The

woman eventually made the child, but it wasn’t long after that both of

them died of AIDS.” (TTM 12 Oct 1990:22) 0 In this case, I will for-

ever wonder what prompted 14-year-old [X] to get herself pregnant

for [him]
. ( TTM 1 9 Sept 1 993 :4)

premi adj In love; romantically involved. (< H premi ‘lover’) 0

“Them two is premi.” (1990)

presently adv Immediately; right away. (< dial arc E ‘immediately;

instantly’) 0 Get out of that car presently. (Calder-Marshall 1939)

press IhA wardrobe; a piece of furniture in which clothes are hung.

(< E clothes-press) 0 Beg parden, Massa, tree demijohn dere a press -

brandy, gin, watta - make mistake, massa, take de gin for de watta.

(POSG 1 1 Apr 1843:2) 0 She found some things misplaced, and the

press broken open. (POSG 16 Mar 1849:2) 0 On going to her press

she found the lock had been forced. (POSG 12 Sept 1855:2) 0

(Kingsley 1 877) 0 A few days after her husband on going to his press

discovered that it had been ransacked and four gold rings and certain

articles of clothing carried away. (TG 2 Dec 1919:3) 0 A huge,

mahogany press stands in the left comer. (The Nation , Christmas

Annual 1959:45) 0 She had a big, three-door “press” which smelled

of vert-ti-vert and was full of wondrous things. (EX1 Oct 1990:8)

2 v arc Shaved ice, in small pieces, pressed into a small galvanized

bottomless cup-shaped container, keeping its form, with flavoured

syrup poured over it. See also shave ice
1

,
>SNO-CONE, snow-

ball. (< E press ‘compress a substance into a denser consistency or

smaller mass’) = >snowball, snowcone, snocone 0 Press, compressed

shave ice and syrup (ESTT 1956) 0 It was a pleasant-looking little

cafe, well stocked with rock-cakes and drops and buns in the glass

caves, and with sweets and soft-drinks on the shelves, and there was a

huge ice-box with an ice shaver on top of it, where Freddie probably

made press, and snowballs, and maybe even ice-cream. (Anthony

1967:70) 0 Despite television advertising campaigns and the invasion

of ice-cold American soft drinks and the pavement ice-cream chums,

the ‘press’ took its rightful place and was doing a roaring trade.

(Bryans 1967:201-2) 0 “Aye! Pahyorl, how much foh ah press wid

milk on it?” (Ramsawack 1983:10) 0 Deafy who was the leading

press and snowball vendor in the area, with his red, yellow and green

syrups. (Araujo 1984:28) 0 [The parlour] offered such delights as

“Press” and “Snowball” the forerunner of snocone at one and two

cents respectively. (EX 26 Jan 1988:53) 0 Mr. Cummings had de best

press in de world. Nowadays dey does call it snowcone. Before yuh

coulda say Jack Robinson, Mr Cummings woulda shave de ice, press

it firmly in ah silver cup, dip it in some red an yellow syrup, collect

yuh penny an yuh gom yuh way suckin. (Foster 1990:122) 0 She...

made excellent lime and guava flavoured syrups, which accounted for

a great deal of the profit she made by selling press and snowball in the

parlour. (EX 23 Dec 1990:15) 0 He saw a man wheeling a bicycle

with a large tray in front. A wet jute bag wrapped a block of ice. On a

shelf above the tray were bottles of different coloured syrup and a tin

of condensed milk. ‘Snow ball,’ the man said and looked at Mangal
straight in the eye. ‘Press.’ (Boodhoo 1994:208) 0 Condensed milk on

sno-cone? they ask. Gross... Forget mentioning press or snoball. (TTY
1995:8)

4 v Take advantage of; oppress. (< E oppress Toad down with cruel or

unjust impositions; tyrannize; keep under by wrongful exercise of

power’) 0 PRESS, v., oppress, eg., that man does press you too much.

(Rodman 1971:234)

pressure 1 n High blood pressure. 0 The complaint is hypertension

better known as high blood pressure, or in our vernacular “pressure

for so”. (Bomb 1977) 0 Pressure refers simultaneously to... worry and

to the subjective and external ‘pressures' of work and poverty, but

also to high blood or high pressure , understood variously as over-rich

blood, the recording on the doctor’s plethysmograph or blood passing

up to one’s head. ‘Pressure come as a new thing but now it common
in the world. It have blood thickened and heated so it can’ flow too

good. Once it in you, if you get vex it raise.’... Low pressure is expe-

rienced as weakness and thus Guinness stout, used as a build up , may
cause high pressure. Pressure, like heat or gas, is used to explain

everyday fluctuations in wellbeing and some villagers say it is ‘hot’

and can be relieved by a cooling tea. It certainly builds up like heat or

gas and has to be released: worries and anger should be verbalised

and ventilated, and not retained inside by studying them, grinding

away. Otherwise they cause high pressure and possibly madness... All

strong feelings including one’s nature (sexual desire) should be

released lest they develop as pressure. ‘Cooling it' is less suppressing

an emotion than releasing pressure slowly by relaxation, by liming.

(Littlewood 1993:46)

2 n Difficulties; hard times; general troubles. (< E pressure ‘the con-

dition of being painfully pressed in body or mind; affliction’) 0 ‘De

old people and dem have a sayin, wen goat shit want to roll, it does

wait for a breeze. Dat is de same ting Choonilal doin. But give him

pressure in he ass Poon. Hand him pressure man.” (Ladoo 1974:33) 0

“I resign my job, because they give me pressure and force me to

resign.” (Gosine 1988:56) 0 Studiation is not only an intense concen-

tration on books but preoccupation with anything, particularly wor-

ries or slights which cannot be resolved. The breaking of bad news

too harshly or too suddenly may precipitate madness by causing over-

whelming pressure (sudden worry). It is sometimes likened to a blow

on the head... But such madness is usually short lived: ‘If you

frighten, blood fly to you head but you ai’ mad all time.’ (Littlewood

1993:45) 0 Pressure refers simultaneously to... worry and to the sub-

jective and external ‘pressures’ of work and poverty, but also to high

blood or high pressure, understood variously as over-rich blood, the

recording on the doctor’s plethysmograph or blood passing up to

one’s head. ‘Pressure come as a new thing but now it common in the

world. It have blood thickened and heated so it can’ flow too good.

Once it in you, if you get vex it raise.’... Low pressure is experienced

as weakness and thus Guiness stout, used as a build up, may cause

high pressure. Pressure, like heat or gas, is used to explain everyday

fluctuations in wellbeing and some villagers say it is ‘hot’ and can be

relieved by a cooling tea. It certainly builds up like heat or gas and
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has to be released: worries and anger should be verbalised and venti-

• lated, and not retained inside by studying them, grinding away. Other-

wise they cause high pressure and possibly madness... All strong

feelings including one’s nature (sexual desire) should be released lest

they develop as pressure. ‘Cooling it’ is less suppressing an emotion

than releasing pressure slowly by relaxation, by liming. (Littlewood

1993:46) 0 “I seeing trouble from the day I bom... In me mother

house, I had pressure. In me mother-in-law house, I had pressure. In

me own house, 1 had pressure with me children. And now, in my old

days, I have pressure with me grandchildren.” (Mahabir 2000:9) 0

[E]arlier in the day, [he] had told relatives he was “under pressure”

over a relationship that had ended. (EX 19 Aug 2002:3)

pressure bush n Morus alba, a cultivated shrub; leaves used medici-

nally for hypertension and diabetes, (ff medicinal use for pressure *) 0

(Morean 1990) 0 Continuous contact with Venezuela has led to the

introduction of the mulberry or pressure bush Morus alba which is

used in treating high blood pressure and diabetes. This plant was
independently introduced by I.C.T.A. (The Imperial College of Trop-

ical Agriculture) during research on the production of cotton (as a

food source for silk-worms). (Morean 1991:10)

pressure bus pipe phr An expression indicating that too much emo-

tional pressure, poverty, or similar affliction can cause someone to

lose control, (by comparison with an overloaded water pipe) 0 Nah,

man, something gone wrong with the man!? Pressure bus the Panday

pipe! (trinicenter.com/keithsmith 25 Jan 2001)

prestige school n An unofficial term for some of the older secondary

schools, traditionally denominational and single-sex, including

Queen’s Royal College, St Mary’s CIC (College of the Immaculate

Conception), Fatima, Presentation, Naparima, St. Joseph’s Convent,

and Bishop Anstey. The term is also used for some newer schools

such as Hillview College. (< E prestige ‘exceptionally high reputa-

tion derived fr previous character, achievements, associations or past

success’) 0 I consider myself to be an “ordinary man”. I did not attend

QRC or any of those so-called “prestige schools,” and I am not upper-

class. Yet, I am able to appreciate fully what David Rudder’s calyp-

soes are saying. I feel proud that calypso has finally reached another

level - away from the “jam, wine” mentality... There is room for

everyone in “kaisoland”. (EX 22 Mar 1987:10) 0 I am aware of two

cases involving two female students of the same family who were

admitted to prestige schools without their names appearing on the

pass list for any prestige school whatsoever. (Letter to Editor, TG 30

Sept 1990:13) 0 In the early ’50s, a group of young middle class girls

from Newtown shocked society by starting an all girl steelband called

“Girl Pat.” They attended prestigious secondary schools such as Bishop

Anstey High and were all proficient at the keyboards. (Tarradath

1 99 1:381) 0 Cops were called in to locate the youngster, who attends

a prestige all-girl school. (TTM 25 Dec 1994:1)

pretensive adj Socially artificial; putting on airs; pretending to be

more or better than you really are; conceited; pretentious. (< arc E
pretensive ‘full of pretense; feigned’) 0 She came and kissed me and

start laughing pretensively. (Melody “Mamma Has a Chinese Man”
1951) 0 Sylvia’s mind was far. May looked at her again, with the

back still half-turned, and she felt she ought to feel sorry for this girl.

But no sorrow would come to her mind, and all she thought was.

Those pretensive bitches. I always like to see child catch up with

them. (Anthony 1963:91) 0 Pretensive. (John 1973) 0 [He] is either

pretensive or he is as cunning as the snakes themselves. Hear him,

“Both ah we ketch hell already. I know de days when we de ketching

hell in tong. Say whah, man have to live.” (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:15)

pretty band n In CARNIVAL MAS, a band whose costumes are pretty

rather than impressive or authentic, characterized by brightly

coloured shiny fabrics, sequins, etc. = fancy band 0 Two pretty

bands... could not get prizes their disguises merited because they

were too few to enter the competition. (WG 8 Feb 1930:14) 0 “People

will be well dressed, amidst flowers and the other beautiful sights of

the Gardens,” said Garib. “In a nutshell, it will be a pretty band,

guaranteed to give total enjoyment to all masqueraders.” (EX 5 Nov
1990:6)

pretty betty peas n Tob A variety of PIGEON PEAS with black

speckles.

pretty devil n A Carnival mas devil costumed in satin, bells, and

highly decorated clothing. 0 While people in town are more familiar

with the “dutty” mud and grease-covered jab-jabs with long tails and

whips, in the country districts they were a more familiar sight dressed

as “pretty devils”. Theirs is one of the oldest types of costumes to be

seen at Carnival, the satin knickers, satin shirt with points of cloth

around the waist from which are suspended bells, the heart-shaped

cloth panel on the chest, stockings and alpagatas. On their heads they

wear a hood with stuffed cloth horns, while their costumes are deco-

rated with glass and rhinestones... Today, their numbers have dwin-

dled to a mere handful with the most prominent band, “The Original

Jab-Jab”, based at Cemetery Street, Perseverance Village, Couva.

(Sookram 2000:24)

pretty fish n Diplectrum formosum, a marine fish. = salmon 3
, sand

gullet, seabass 0 (LNP 1985)

pretty mas n A Carnival mas where costumes are judged on

beauty and prettiness rather than impressiveness or authenticity; char-

acterized by brightly coloured shiny fabrics, sequins, etc. 0 Of course

we must give Jack his jacket. The pretty mas nurtured the marvellous

arts and crafts of many artists as Carlisle Chang and Ken Morris.

(Johnson 1984:195) 0 Very early in the century merchants recognized

the commercial possibilities of the festival. They organized competi-

tions for bands and calypsonians and arranged sponsorship. This

tended to encourage the middle class aesthetic of carnival, however.

Thus music was only considered as such when made by guitars, qua-

tros, violins, and so forth. Costumes were only eligible for prizes

when they depicted such characters as might be considered “pretty

mas”, Armenian peasants, Scottish Highlanders, and the like. This

aesthetic mas was initially derived from the aristocratic pretensions of

the old French Creole planter class, and it perpetuated the value sys-

tem of colonial society which placed things European as the most

desirable. (Johnson 1984:191-2) 0 The 1919 effort was a much more

institutionalized one... The proud aim of all these people was to abol-

ish the Ole Mas of the unwashed and put in its place the pretty mas of

the respectable. (Rohlehr 1986:16) 0 I was able to recognise the

Mardi Gras on the trucks - pretty mas’, drum majorettes or what have

you... and when they did eventually hit the hallowed road, this... rope

surrounded them, more than symbolically separating them from the

Canboulay. (EX 7 Feb 1988:17) 0 Both writers mentioned the

involvement of steelband mas’ in Carnival as if to suggest that steel-

band mas’ compared favourably to the historical (pretty mas’) of yes-

teryear. (Letter, EX-2 6 Mar 1988:18) 0 “We goin’ up in de Savannah

and we go rub up we self and mess up all dem pretty mas’ since dey

doesn’t give we no prize!” (Lange 1989:4) 0 Keep the pretty mas, just

give me the cool of the early morning, some mud and the company of

thousands of other people, paupers and kingmakers alike, suitably

attired for the occasion. (Jacob et al 1992:33) 0 Interspersed amongst

the “pretty mas,” however, were blue devils and mud mas revellers

who made their presence known as they slowly chipped through the

streets. (TG 12 Feb 1997:16)

pretty with self phr Conceited; vain; have an overly high opinion of

one’s own appearance. 0 “He too pretty with himself.”

prick-a-plant n Solanum stramoniifolium , a native shrub; strongly

armed on the branches, stems and leaf ribs with spines 18 mm (.7")

long, straight or recurved. Leaves spiny on both sides, (fr resem-

blance of leaf spines to dog teeth) = >coco-chat’, dog-teeth, wild

tomato2
0 (MNP 2007)

prickle bush n Randia aculeata, a native shrub, usu. spiny. Leaves

obovate-elliptical, 2-4 x 1-2 cm (.8-1.6" x .4-. 8"), leathery. Flowers

single or in threes. Fruit a 8-12 mm (.3-.47") berry containing many
small seeds. = indigo berry, >ink berry 0 (FTT 1928-2-1 :23)

prickly ash n Zanthoxylum martinicense
, a tall native evergreen tree.

Trunk covered with cone-shaped corky knobs with sharp spines.

Stems often have straight or recurved prickles. Leaves large, prickly,

compound. Also Z microcarpum , a similar tree. = >lepinet
, >lepinet

1

,

yellow prickle (Z. martinicense)
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prickly pear n Nopalea cochenillifera, a cultivated cactus with large

flat succulent segments. (< E prickly pear ‘ Opuntia sp.’) = cojoneel,

>rachet’ 0 The prickly pear... its peculiarly cool pulp, is a great

favourite, and is very wholesome... sold about three for a bit.

(Carmichael 1833:64) 0 The housewives of Woodbrook and a dozen

other suburbs came out to cut and cook, or serve as dessert... mam-
mee apples, the prickly pears and breadnuts, soursop and sweetsop.

(Bryans 1967:85)

Pride of Barbados n Caesalpinia pulcherrima , a cultivated small tree

with bright red, yellow or crimson flowers. = >Barbados pride, flower

fence

priest n A small heavy wooden club, used to kill fish. (< dial E priest

‘a mallet or other weapon used to kill a fish when spent’ < obs E ‘be a

person’s priest, kill him.’ fr priest performing last offices to the

dying’) 0 Mind yuh forget de priest, nah.

priest, kill see KILL PRIEST

prime material n In woven TERITE work, the firm flexible outer por-

tions of the stem. (< E prime ‘first-class; best quality’) 0 After the

removal of the “buoyo”, the four strips of the outer layer of the [terite]

stem are further divided. Each strip is deftly split into two firm outer

portions and an inner layer known as the “second guts” or “repair”.

The firm outer portions are known as the main or prime material. Each

stem produces eight pieces of prime material. The latter procedure is

known as the repair process. The prime material consists of very flexi-

ble strips... The "second guts” or “repair” is used for making items

such as wastepaper baskets and other coarse work. It is also used for

the insides of baskets and suit cases. (Morean 199 1 i: 1 1-12)

primrose see PLUM ROSE

Prince of Wales feather n Norantea guianensis , a climbing native

shrub, often reaching tops of forest trees. Thick broad leaves; elon-

gated spikes of brilliant orange-red flowers, (apparently fr its red,

torch-like appearance, although the usual emblem of the Prince of

Wales is three white ostrich feathers) = >beacon, red-hot poker, wild

vine 0 The “wonderful” Prince of Wales's feather (Norantea) has

taken possession of the head of a huge Mombin (Spondias lutea), and

tiled it all over with crimson combs which crawl out to the ends of

the branches, and dangle twenty or thirty feet down, waving and

leaping in the breeze. (Kingsley 1880:167-8) 0 (FTT 1929-1-2:67) 0

(Williams & Williams 1949:81)

print, in see IN PRINT

printery n A commercial printing house, esp. a small business that

produces books for authors. (<AmE ‘printer’s establishment’) 0 He
owns a small printery in Port of Spain.

print on v Print in a newspaper. 0 They printed his picture on the

papers.

prisoners’ band n obs A Carnival mas band portraying prisoners

and warder. 0 Another item in the old times we knew, was the pris-

oner’s band. This band first started playing in the year 1904 and year

by year they carried on, dressed in the flour bag suit of pants and

jumper their tin cups hanging at their side, the life-timers with their

bad behaviour marks, the warder complete with gun and whistle, his

suit made of khaki with his helmet of the same material, baton in

hand he walks along with his men. This band looked so real, had it

not been for the music and the dancing and singing of the players, it

could easily be mistaken for a band of prisoners on their way to or

from work.... Occasionally a prisoner will try to run off, and then the

others will all try to get him back while the Warder manouevres

around the band all the while. (Jones 1947:25,27)

pristella n Hyphessobiycon axelrodi, a small freshwater fish. =

calypso tetra, pristella, >riddlei 0 Megalamphodus axelrodi... known
locally in the aquarium trade either as “Pristella” or “Riddlei”, is also

a widely distributed species, but is more often seen in clear to slightly

turbid standing water at low elevations and along the edges of

swamps. I have frequently collected material in mildly brackish envi-

ronments, such as for example, the edge of the El Socorro Swamp,
mixed in with species such as Poecilia picta and Polycentrus schom-

burgkii. It may be locally abundant in one pond and absent from

another close by in the same watershed. Nowhere, however, may it be

accounted an abundant species. (Kenny 1995:5 1

)

proeurador n obs Under the Spanish civil government of Trinidad, a

government official, generally equivalent to a town clerk. (< Sp pro-

curador ‘lawyer/solicitor; town clerk or treasurer’)

Proeurador Syndic n obs Under the Spanish civil government of

Trinidad, a government council official equivalent to a town repre-

sentative. (< Sp proeurador Tawyer/solicitor; town clerk or trea-

surer’; Sp proeurador sindico ‘village representative on a council’) 0

First Half-Yearly Report of the Proeurador Syndic, Protector of

Slaves, for 1824. (Protector of Slaves 1824) 0 The funeral procession

was formed in the following order... The Alcaldes de Barrio in deep

mourning, in short black mantles, and with their staves of office...

The Registrar of Slaves... The Treasurer of the Illustrious Cabildo.

The Proeurador Syndic of the Illustrious Cabildo. The Regidors of the

Illustrious Cabildo. The Alcaldes in Ordinary... The Alguazil Mayor
and his Assistants. (POSG ca 26 Mar 1828, in Fraser 1896:181) 0 At

a Meeting of the Cabildo, held 31st May, 1802, Present... St. Hilaire

Begorrat, Syndic Procurator. (Fraser 1891:141)

progo n A penalty in marbles; the winner either snaps a finger hard

against the loser’s fingers or knuckles, or pitches the marble hard

against the knuckles of the loser’s closed fist. = >bokey, marti,

matacks, noko 0 We usually cut for progo.

promesa n In Spiritual Baptist practice, a vow to the deities to

render service for good favours received. (< Sp promesa ‘promise’) 0

In Thanksgivings, [Spiritual Baptists] make bargains, known as

promesas , with the saints. (Glazier 1983:68)

proper English n Standard English, esp. in terms of grammar, also of

pronunciation. This judgement is usu. made in contrast to BROKEN
English or dialect^ (usually good English Creole2

). (<E
proper ‘in conformity with rule; accurate; correct’) = good English 0

While the natives speak easily in dialect, it is far from being

organised into a standard written form. “Proper English” remains the

“first language” to the majority of people when communicating for-

mally in speech or writing. (Baptiste 1993:4) 0 “Good day sir can I

help you?” said Mala, popping into proper English as she was well

able to do. (Ali 1993:72)

prop sorrow phr Be in a depressed, sad, or sulky frame of mind; esp.

associated with a physical position in which the hands support the

chin, sometimes with elbows on knees. (< E prop ‘keep from falling;

hold up’ < Kikongofuumana ‘be sad; be seated with hand under chin

or cheek’; eastern Koongo ‘reflect; sulk’) 0 Why you siddown heah

propping sorrow? (Ottley 1 97 1 : 74) 0 Instead you behaved like a little

boy and went into a comer sulking and propping sorrow. (Punch

1977) 0 Prop sorrow - The forlorn position as adopted by placing

face in hands as if having the whole world on your shoulders.

(Baptiste 1992) 0 You are the leaders of tomorrow, don’t want you

propping no sorrow. So stay in school and leam like crazy, Before

your brain gets quaily, quaily. (Rudder “Potatoe” 1992, pr) 0 “Stop

proppin’ sorrow so nuh girl, he coming back next year.” (Baptiste

1993:132) 0 The whole team a dem in Saint James propping sorrow

today. 0 In Trinidad a demeanor which conveys, even uninten-

tionally, anti-social and negative psychological meaning is that of

cupping the chin in one hand while seated... In Trinidad this is under-

stood as an attitude of dejection or self-absorption, and the person so

postured is bound to be upbraided, “Why you proppin’ sorrow?” or

“Stop proppin’ sorrow”, an idiom which caiques the content oi fuu-

mana. (Wamer-Lewis 2003:282-3)

protector n obs An officer appointed by the Spanish colonial govern-

ment to govern the Amerindians. = >corregidor

Protector of Immigrants n obs A government official appointed

to oversee the conditions of indentured labourers, and to respond to

their complaints of bad treatment. 0 Reference to the Protector of

Immigrants is, of course, an alternative recourse; but it requires only

to be named to be voted futile, in view of the multifarious duties of

that functionary and the expense it involves to those having to invoke

his protection. It would require at least ten of those officials to deal

with the estate cases of almost daily occurrences. (New Era 25 Dec
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1882 in Singh 1988:59) 0 Protector of Immigrants - The immigrant

ship Mutlah which was due here between the past two days from

Calcutta... came to an anchorage off the Immigration depot shortly

after 8 p.m. She was boarded by the Harbour Master with Dr. C.F.

Knox, Medical Inspector, and the Hon’ble H.C. Stone, acting Protec-

tor of Immigrants yesterday morning, who found everything satisfac-

tory and in order. (POSG 6 Sept 1907) 0 The laws relating to

immigration and Indian immigrants in Trinidad were consolidated

and amended by an Ordinance of July 17, 1899... Part I of the Ordi-

nance deals with the Immigration Department. At the head of this

Department was an official styled the Protector of Immigrants,

assisted by the Sub-Protector of Immigrants... The Protector of Immi-

grants was given wide powers to visit all plantations on which there

were indentured immigrants, to enquire into all complaints of and by

immigrants, to conduct investigations and to institute prosecutions.

(Williams 1962:102) 0 Both indentured and unindentured Indians

could be arrested on any highway or public road and imprisoned if

they did not possess a ‘pass’. Workers with legitimate complaints

could not visit the Protector of Immigrants’ office without such a

pass, and unless a member of the inadequately staffed Protector’s

office paid regular visits to the estates, such complaints would not be

attended to. Moreover, there is little evidence to suggest that before

the early 1880s any court decision was ever made against a planter or

member of the estate’s managerial staff. (Singh 1988:9-10) 0

Although the Protector of Emigrants [.s7c] and his staff sought to

ensure that individuals understood all the implications of indenture-

ship and migration, the Sanderson Committee of 1 9 1 0 reported to the

British Parliament that many migrants actually did not fully under-

stand the relevant considerations. (Vertovec 1992:68)

Protector of Slaves n obs During the period of slavery, a government

official appointed to oversee the conditions of slaves, and to respond

to their complaints of bad treatment. 0 Besides the absurdity of

appointing a slave-holder to be the “Protector of Slaves”, it is well

known, that on more than one occasion, the “Syndic Procurador” has

been taxed by proprietors of keeping their slaves working in his

Guinea grass, at Maraval, during the time that Mr. Fuller was inquir-

ing into the particulars of a complaint. (Note by Jean-Baptiste

Philippe on “The Treatment of Slaves in Trinidad” 1824, in UWI-HT)
0 First Half-Yearly Report of the Procurador Syndic, Protector of

Slaves, for 1824. (Protector of Slaves 1824) 0 The negress has lodged

a complaint with the protector of slaves. (Urich 1 Apr 1832, in de

Verteuil 1995:122)

proud v Feel pride, gratitude; taking great satisfaction in. (< E proud
‘taking pride or having high satisfaction in something’) 0 He does

proud to see the children do well. (N. Daniel 1990)

prove (self) 1 v Of a female, become pregnant, esp. when pregnancy is

well established and showing. (< dial E prove ‘of cattle, be with

young’) 0 He might also have produced during this “frenning” period

an offspring or two, as a result of his prenuptial attention. As village

marriage has procreation as its main end, this in itself is considered a

highly desirable measure, since everybody now knows that “she has

proved herself’. (Ottley 1979) 0 The cow ent prove as yet.

2 v Of a male, produce offspring. 0 She take she dog to line, but he

didn’t prove.

3 v arc Make sure, in a traditional African-based ceremony, that a

prospective groom is acceptable to the bride’s ancestors. (< E prove

‘make trial of; try the genuineness or qualities of’) 0 Later the bride-

groom is brought, and leaves that have been gathered are rubbed on

his head, forehead, and the soles of his feet to test him, and to make
certain that no spirit hostile to the match will bring disaster to the

union. In the instance being cited here, this was not done to the girl:

“She is all right. She is family. But they want to prove de boy.”

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:91)

4 v Turn out well; be successful. 0 I invest all my money in that

scheme and it ent prove.

prove mouth phr Show or prove that something is true, not slander.

(< E prove ‘make trial of; try the genuineness or qualities of +
mouth ) 0 In Parliament, they always telling him to prove his mouth.

Prover n A rank of SPIRITUAL Baptists. (< E prove ‘make trial of;

try the genuineness or qualities of) 0 After washing her hands and

feet and anointing her head with sweet oil, the Prover returns the can-

didate to the mourning room and signs with chalk the place where she

will lie. (Simpson 1970:148) 0 Provers interpret spiritual writing.

They test the powers of pointers and teachers and may be called upon

to test the sincerity of candidates for baptism. (Glazier 1983:52)

proving n In SPIRITUAL Baptist practice, a type of divination used

in preparing candidates for baptism. (< E prove ‘make trial of; try the

genuineness or qualities of) 0 With her, and later with the teacher

and one or two others, this man shook hands, in the ceremonial “prov-

ing” manner. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:219) 0 Instruction [for

baptism] may last from several hours to several months... Teachings

consist of Bible readings, prayer, and a type of divination known as

“proving.” In “proving,” candidates are asked to close their eyes,

open the Bible, and pick a random verse. Verses thus chosen are said

to reveal a candidate’s readiness for baptism. In addition, these verses

serve as a basis for later instruction. (Glazier 1983:48)

provision(s) n Edible tubers, such as TANNIA, EDDOES, DASHEEN,
CASSAVA (all GROUND PROVISIONS); also starchy vegetables such

as BREADFRUIT. (< E provision ‘a supply of food; supplies of food

and drink’) 0 The proprietor or attorney of every plantation shall have

one quarree, or three acres, 11/12 of a fanega of land for every ten

working Negroes, planted and cultivated in provisions for the mainte-

nance of his gang. (Ord. Gov. Picton, Proclaimed June 30, 1 800, in

UWI-HT) 0 While the [coffee] trees are coming up, provisions are

grown. (Joseph 1838a:83) 0 And you cultivate cocoa and provisions?

- Yes. (Comm. Franchise 1888:27) 0 “And for provisions, Laurine,

we have such abundance of them! you should just see our fields of

maize and purple cassava, hedged all round with bushes of the

Angola pea, or wild fences overgrown with the climbing koosh-koosh

and sweet potato, and all in bloom already.” (Wilkins 1854:41) 0 But

I would plant provision and fix my affairs. And let the war continue

fighting ten thousand years. (Tiger “Let Them Fight For Ten Thou-

sand Years” 1940) 0 If you decide to live on provision. For, we got

cush cush and eddo, Dasheen, yam, tannia and potato, We got we
crab and calaloo, And you’ll get your fresh fish and coo-coo. (Dicta-

tor “Farewell to British Guiana” 1950 pr) 0 Many local dishes would

be on sale from midday; curry crab and dumplins or provisions, com-

mon fowl, callaloo and provisions, together with home-made mauby
and lime juice. (TG 18 Apr 1988) 0 Rose worked on the Lowlands

Estate “all her life.” “I was a very hard-working woman, eating good

food and provision, and drinking a little liquor and coffee.” (77V 28

Sept 1990:9) 0 The police claimed this stall was a lookout to warn the

bandits of their approach. The villagers, however, said it was an

“innocent provision stall”... [the] Deputy Mayor, agreed that it was

used to sell provision. (TG 15 Aug 1993:19) 0 The De Limas’ menu
consisted of provisions, stewed beef, rice and fried or boiled plantain.

There was also callaloo and the main dish was chicken. (TTY 1995:3)

provision ground(s) n An area of land cultivated by slaves and then

by free people on which they grow PROVISIONS such as YAMS for

their own use or to sell. 0 [Today] given to the Negroes to cultivate

their provision grounds. (PRP C/104/178 Sept 1829) 0 She has noth-

ing more to do with [him] a separation of their provision ground hav-

ing taken place. (Protector of Slaves 1834:347) 0 Janet is about 30

and kept John’s provision grounds, they were bom on the Estate and

had lived together for several years and have a family of 3 children.

(Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 Four bits, or one shilling and eightpence a

day for six hours work, with a house and provision grounds provided

for them, is good pay. (Day 1852-1:198) 0 “So,” said the old lady, “I

own all this land, and often have not half a bit (twopence halfpenny)

to buy salt fish. They plunder my provision-grounds, steal my fowls,

and laugh me to scorn... I nebber get one ’tampee (stampee) [in com-

pensation].” (Day 1852-1:303) 0 My Honor you si dis head? He tun

crook fe carry cane plant from provision ground to cane piece. (77V 25

Oct 1 884) 0 Advancing quickly we climbed through cocoa and provi-

sion grounds. (JFNC Oct 1894:106)

provisions see provision(s)
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provision shop n obs A small shop that sells basic foodstuffs, provi-

sions, etc. (< E provision ‘a supply of food; supplies of food and

drink’) 0 He saw fire coming from the rumshop, going east to the pro-

vision shop. Whilst there he noticed a strong smell of pitch oil which

emanated from the provision shop. (TG 19 July 1919:7)

prune v Cut off or otherwise remove parasitic plants from branches of

trees, as well as cut back branches themselves. (< E prune ‘cut off

unnecessary or dead branches’) 0 Prune all the wild pine from the

branches here.

prune mariage n Syzygium cumini, a cultivated tree and its edible

fruit. (< Fr prune ‘plum’) = gulab jamun-
, iambolan, >jamoon. java

plum 0 (Carr 1869 Pt. 1)

prunes, say phr Used with negative to describe someone who seems

to be quiet but turns out to be quite the opposite. = mash ants 0 “Mih
mother lookin’ like she cyar say prunes, but doh mash she big toe!”

(Baptiste 1993:143)

pseudofalse coral n obs Tripanurgos compressus , a non-venomous

snake, fairly rare. Dark pink with pale grey irregular bands; red eye,

sometimes a yellow collar, (fr resemblance to the false coral snake )
=

false coral (snake)", false false coral (snake), fire mapepire, >mapep-

ire dife, red-headed water snake, whipsnake 3
0 (Boos 200 la: 109)

pua see PHUA

pub lime see LIME

puceron n Ant larva, esp. of the black stinging ant. (< Fr puceron

‘aphid; greenfly’)

puchara 1 n A wooden stick with a piece of cloth wrapped around one

end, used to put oil on ROTI when cooking. (< H puchara ‘thin coat

of clay for laying on a wall’) = oil stick, sokhri 0 Puchara'. Strips of

cotton tied to one end of a stick. This was used to apply oil on a cer-

tain variety of roti - paratha, dosti and dhal-puri. (Ramlakhan

1990a: 11)

2 n Flattery; sweet talk; MAMAGUY. (< Bh puchkara ‘flatter’) 0 “Yuh
feel yuh could gi me poochara to do this work fi you?” (1990)

puckn v In kite-flying, to make a big loop in the kite thread and sud-

denly let it go, to correct ducking. 0 “Pukn de kite, boy, pukn it!” ‘‘Ah

puknin, ah puknin!” (1986) = putnin

pucksay see POOKSAY

pudding n Blood pudding; dark blackish-red sausage made from

blood, bits of meat, etc.; very dark red in colour; often eaten with

SOUSE. (< dial E pudding ‘stomach or entrails of an animals stuffed

with a mixture of minced meat, suet, oatmeal, etc.’) = black pudding

0 I thought of the rum. the pudding and the cake. And all of the nice

things I could not partake. (Lord Executor “How I Spent My Time At

the Hospital” 1938) 0 As the time is getting so hard, I opened a pud-

ding stall in me yard. Everybody who taste a slice. Hear them how
they saying me pudding nice. (Dictator “The Peppery Pudding” 1948

pr) 0 “You goin’ to stand up there whole morning and block people

from buying my puddin’ and souse? You leanin' up on that post like

if you own it,” she said sullenly. (Khan 1964:8) 0 One officer... had a

private ‘complaint’ with a woman pudding vendor. (Bomb 24 Nov
1989:23) 0 And on top of that I had to push that big bag with all

the pudding and pone smelling up the place. (Doh Say Dat, TG 8

Sept 1991)

pudding vine n Cissus verticillata , a climbing native shrub. = blister

bush, fei mouche, fly leaf, >snake bush, snake vine 0 (Laurence

1976:3-4)

puddling n arc A method of destroying BACHAC ant nests by flood-

ing. (< E puddle ‘a small, formerly large, body of standing water,

with a muddy bottom’) 0 The only way to deal with these ants is to

poison them. Many substances have been suggested, such as Cyanide

of Potassium, Bisulphide of Carbon, Coal-tar, but none of these have

proved very successful. The method in general use all over the Island

is that known as puddling, but it is very expensive, especially in dis-

tricts where there is a want of water. (JFNC April 1 895: 1 82)

pudina see PODINA

pueblo n obs An Amerindian mission station established by the Span-

ish colonial government. (< Sp pueblo 'town; village') 0 By the end of

the seventeenth century there were but fifteen pueblos, or Indian

towns, in the island; and the smallpox had made fearful ravages

among them. (Kingsley 1880:73) 0 The King of Spain issued orders

to the Capuchin Fathers to establish missions in Trinidad in 1686.

These “pueblos” or mission stations became the first form of local

government in the colony. (Kassiram ca 1970:9)

puff-belly-and-fine-foot n Tob A type of hair-style braid or plait in

which the tension near the head and at the end of the plait is very

tight, and the mid-section is loose and wider, (fr larger diameter like a

puffed-up belly tapering to a fine or thin foot) 0 If you see the child

looking sweet, she sister do she hair in puff-belly-and-fine-foot.

puffing snake 1 n Pseustes poecilonotus polvlepis, a snake, (fr habit,

when annoyed, of inflating the neck region) = bird-eating snake, cut-

lah, cutlass
5

, >dos cocorite, mahogany rat snake, olive-brown snake,

shapely snake 0 (Mehrtens 1987)

2 n Pseustes sulphureus sulphureus, a snake, (fr habit, when annoyed,

of inflating neck region) = clibo , liana snake, yellow bellied clibo,

>yellow-bellied puffing snake, yellow belly
2

,
yellow cribo 0 (Boos

200 1 a: 1 38

)

puff up v Bloat; swell due to intestinal gas. (< E puff 'swell up;

become distended or swollen') 0 While nursing she had to be particu-

larly careful with her diet... Red beans were bad because they were

said to “puff up” the child. (Thompson 1983:10)

puggoe see POGGA

pugree see PAGRI

puhar, phoohar, puhar 1 adj Untidy; dirty; slovenly. (< H-Bh
phohar 'light sprinkle') 0 Puhar: slovenly or slatternly; used espe-

cially to describe a bad housewife. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:19) 0

“Gyual ah never see ah more phoohar person than yuh.” (1990) 0

How you so puhar again, child!

2 adj Slack; clumsy. (< H-Bh) 0 [An] angry female neighbour would

refer to a woman she may have had jhanjhat with as puhar.

(Boodoosingh 1976:26)

pui-pui n Coiydoras aeneus [~ C. macrosteus, Hoplosternum

aeneum, Callichthys aeneus], a small greyish-gold, freshwater,

armoured catfish to 80mm long. Body slightly laterally flattened,

snout and tail tapering. Mouth on the underside of snout, with three

pairs of fleshy sensory whiskers; fins with spines. Body grey-gold,

with tint of blue-green; fins plain and almost colourless. Found in a

variety of habitats in streams to the south of the Northern Range. It is

a commercial aquarium fish; though most international trade is based

on captive breeding, they are also captured from the wild locally, (fr

sound it makes when disturbed) = cascadura
3

,
goldfish, river gold-

fish, small cascadura, souci 0 (Boeseman 1960:108-9) 0 In the past 30

years, there has developed a significant export trade of the two spe-

cies Hypostomus robinii , the teta, and Coiydoras aeneus , the pui pui,

mainly to the North American market. (Kenny & Bacon 1981:132) 0

[T]he “Pui-Pui” of the aquarium fish trade, is possibly the most

widely distributed callichthyid and it may be found in a wide range of

habitats... Forty years ago it was common in the St. Joseph River at

Bamboo Grove but has long since disappeared on account of pollu-

tion. It is still, however, common in clear water streams east of

Arima, and certainly abundant and widespread in low lying areas in

central and southern drainages. (Kenny 1995:53-4) 0 Common name:

Pui pui, souci, river goldfish, aeneus. (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:23)

0 The most diverse fish communities occur in streams draining the

lowland areas of Trinidad. Common to these areas are the many spe-

cies of freshwater sardines, the guabine, the pui pui Coiydoras

aeneus
, teta Hypostomus robinii, the coscie Aequidens pulcher and

the river catfish Rhamdia quelen to name a few. (Phillip & Ramnarine

2001:5)

puja, pooja n A personal, familial, or public Hindu prayer service or

worship, held to honour gods, ask or thank for favours, etc. (< H-Bh
puja ‘worship’) 0 He was at the “Kooteah" (church) of Sookoo at

Clarke Road, Penal, making “puja” prayers for Sookoo... [who] was

dressed in “Koortah” and “Dhootee”. (WG 24 Nov 1919:5) 0 Proba-

bly the most important type of ritual that the Hindus engage in nowa-

days is the family prayer meeting (puja) which takes place once or
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more during the year at the home of the sponsor. Such prayer meet-

ings are offered for the welfare of some individual or the entire fam-

ily. Some families have one at a regular yearly interval, to offer

thanksgiving and to insure the continuance of good fortune... Some
are offered as a commemoration for a deceased member of the fam-

ily, usually a parent. A mother, who has had several babies die, might

offer a special puja to insure the good health of her latest child. The

parents of children who are going away as students to a foreign coun-

try... will have a prayer meeting to assure the travellers’ well-being.

When a house is built, Hindus almost always have a puja to safeguard

it and its inhabitants. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:114) 0 At a prayer

meeting - puja or mowlood - after the prayers and songs... every

guest had to eat. (Alladin 1970:28) 0 ‘You know how strongheaded

the girl is. She doesn’t even do puja in the temple no more.’ (Selvon

1972) 0 On the barracks there were many celebrations: - Divali,

Ramlilla, Phagwa, Horse-Racing, Drumming, Puja Catha, Bhagwat,

Kali Puja, Lakshmi Puja (Goddess of Wealth), Sarsathee Puja

(Goddess of Education). This Puja was also sometimes practised in

schools. (Dharanpal Mohandall 1982, in La Guerre 1985:192) 0 After

each ceremony sacred food (persad) was given to participants and

friends who attended, and prayer flags on long sticks, orjhandi
,
were

raised in the garden or yard at the front of the house - red for Hanu-

man puja , white for the Satnaryn puja , white for Suruj Puran and yel-

low for Lakshmi puja. (Clarke 1986:100) 0 In the puja place, we had

to fast, and there was no meat and toys, only a touch of parsad and

you had to be quiet all the time. (TG 23 Dec 1990:14) 0 They visit

temples in neighbouring villages, but what worshipping they do in

Lacotan is mainly done in the home. Several maintain small shrines.

Family prayer meetings that may be open to other villagers - pujas

and bhagwats - though not frequent are fairly regular. (Stewart

1991:160) 0 So hard did times get, that Pundit Lall held a big puja to

call on God to bless Esperanza with a little rain. (Gosine 1992:8) 0

The rainy season is vital for the germination of seeds and farmers

everywhere sow their crops. Thus, within the Hindu community,

Goverdhan pujas, held to ensure success in material undertakings

such as planting, refer to Lord Krishna’s admonition to Indra, the god

of rain, for his destructive pride. (EX-S 27 June 1992:2) 0 At least

once per year, ideally, families sponsored a formal puja conducted by

the Brahman pundit. This event, held on Saturdays, actually involved

two sets of rites. The first was to Hanuman, a rite called rotpuja (pro-

nounced ‘roat’, and named after the special kind of bread offered);

along with the usual course ofpuja offerings, the Hanuman Chalisa

was sung... The second was the Satyanarayan katha... The katha or

Puranic text was recited, havan (or homa, oblation into fire) offered,

bhajans sung (accompanied by kanjoris, small tambourine-like

instruments), and prasad (blessed food) distributed in an occasion

which lasted several hours. A red jhandi (triangular flag atop a bam-

boo pole) for Hanuman and a white one for Satyanarayan were

erected at a selected spot near the sponsor’s house... In perhaps the

1920s or 1930s, a third puja became part of this ritual complex. Held

on Sunday mornings, it involved a standard set of offerings directed

to Surujnarayan (the solar deity, also known as Suryanarayan), and

culminated with the erection of a white jhandi. Rot puja, then, was
relegated to Friday while Satyanarayan katha remained on Saturday,

so that an entire weekend was devoted to ritual activity. (Vertovec

1992:114-5) 0 The young people want to wear fashionable clothes

and go to parties. Their parents want them to go to pujas and rama-

yans. {EX 13 June 1993:13) 0 This was followed by Ganeswar pooja

which was done in the yard. (Ali 1993:3) 0 She will do puja and wait

in the garden for the dawn. (Persaud 1993:39) 0 The pandit was led to

the bedi (sacrificial altar) where the puja (prayers) was supposed to

take place. (Maharaj 1994:25) 0 She must have a ‘puja’ for ‘divali’

the festival of lights. (Boodhoo 1994:47) 0 She invited her mother

and sisters and a few villagers to a ‘Lakshmi Puja’ at which the pundit

blessed her and the children, and prayed to the Goddess of Fortune to

grant her prosperity. (Boodhoo 1994:313) 0 Rising before sunrise or

surodaya is the first prerequisite... This is followed by snaan or bath,

offering jal and offerings in the name and honour of the ancestors.

Morning meditation, offering flowers in the family [mandir]. The

family gathers in the pooja room... The brother traditionally wears a

[pagree] or places a cloth on the head as the sister approaches him.

She puts a tikka of sandal paste, rori or kumkum, on the forehead. She

offers a mala then ties the rakhee on the right wrist with the appropri-

ate mantras being chanted by all present. The sister then proceeds to

do the aarti and feeds him with a sweet. In turn, the brother honours

the sister with traditional affection, sweets and gifts and most impor-

tant of all, he gives the right hand which symbolises his commitment

to her. After the simple ceremony is completed, the children together

perform arti for the parents and other elders present and receive their

blessings. {TG-S 30 Oct 1994:14) 0 Jemingham Junction Road Hindu

Organisation Specially invites You and Your Family To attend a

Seven (7) Nights Panchite Shiva Puran Yagna... commencing on Sun-

day 26th November, 1995 & terminating on Saturday 2nd December,

1995. Shiva Shakti Puja on Thursday 30th November, 1995. (flier,

Nov 1995) 0 They offered pooja, havan, aartee, flowers, prasad and

seedhaas at all mandirs. {TG 26 Nov 1995:1 1) 0 “This country have

people who does ring bell and some who does do poojah, a set what

does do Hajj and some who go in the Cathedral to praise they God.”

{EX 8 Jan 1995:11) 0 Maharaj was at the time addressing devotees

attending the regular Sunday morning puja at the Esmeralda Ganesh

Mandir at Cunupia. {Heat 3 Feb 1996:3) 0 The puja at the Divine Life

Society tonight combined the performance of Durga piija (traditional

service) with a full moon katha. The entire service lasted about two-

and-one-half hours. (Myers 1998:59-60) 0 The spiritual manifestation

of Mother Kali upon an experienced possession-medium is a [high

point] of Kali puja services and many people visit the temple on puja

days with the specific purpose of ‘consulting’ with “de Mutha” about

a wide range of existential problems such as illness, domestic or work

conflicts, infertility, sexual dysfunction, etc. (McNeal 2000:4)

puja flag n A flag on a long bamboo pole set in front of a place of

PUJA afterwards indicating which deities have been honoured. =

>jhandi 0 In front every house on this road have puja flag,

pujan n In Kali worship, the head priest. (< H pujana ‘get wor-

shipped’) 0 The poojan (head priest) is gifted with the “power” to

heal and cure. He is a specialist folk-doctor who is trained to identify

whether a spirit is causing the problem, to exorcise it if it is so and

prevent a recurrence. {EX-S 14 Oct 1990:34)

pujari n An assistant or officiating priest at a Kali temple. (< H pujari

‘an officiating Hindu priest of a Hindu temple, who also performs

religious ceremonies of a private and public nature outside the tem-

ple’) 0 The miracles performed by the poojaris (head priest) have

erased any doubt as to the compatibility of the Kali-mai worshippers

with the on-the-spot healing practices of the Christian evangelists.

{EX-S 14 Oct 1990:34) 0 “Pujari eh looking too please with that

puja.” (1990) 0 Male as well as female pujarees (priests) “eat" fire to

demonstrate their unstinting faith in the deity. Mother Kali. (Mahabir

1992:177) 0 The pujaris (ritual assistants who orchestrate the many
aspects of this multi-faceted ritual performance typically wear shirt-

and-dhoti outfits in the colors yellow and red, or white. (Red, yellow

and white are the colors especially associated with the Hindu devi

goddesses in Trinidad.)... The general structure of the [Kali] puja con-

sists of the pujaris and an attending group of observers moving to

each and every deota “stand” (place where the deity’s murti or image

is located) within the temple in order to make offerings of fruit, flow-

ers, green and dry coconuts, incense, lit flame, etc. and to possibly put

up a spiritual flag {jhandi

)

associated with the deota being offered to.

(McNeal 2000:4)

pujawe v Satisfy a person or deity; keep a promise. (< H puja

‘worship’) 0 “If you poojawe Lakshmi you would have good

fortune.” (1990)

puk-a-tuff adj Plump; pudgy; slightly fat. = lebelebe 0 Puk-a-tuf.

(Haynes 19877:14)

puknay n Fan; esp. fan away chaff and waste from rice. (< H-Bh) 0

“That is to pound the dhan, the paddy rice. We dry it and we pound it.

And then we take the soo and fan it... When you pound it you take out

the shell from the dhan and the dhan come pure rice.” “To get the rice

one side from the huks?” “Yes, you have to pukna - you fan it with
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the soo... The huks gone and the rice remain.” (Gayelle 1-11 17 July

1986)

pukni see PHUKNI

puksay see POOKSAY

pulgada obs A traditional Spanish linear measure of .9142 inches, or

2.32 cm. (< Sp pulgada 'inch’)

pull 1 n In fishing, the catch of fish in a seine haul. (< E pull ‘a single

effort or act of pulling’) 0 The morning tide brought familiar faces to

the beach again, and the fishermen’s run of bad luck seemed to be

over, for they were having good ‘pulls’.... Within an hour the wide

net has been shaken free of the unwanted jellyfish and sardines and

the crew have stowed it aboard ready for the next ‘puli'. (Bryans

1967:193) 0 They told me that both Spartacus and The Zenith had

taken good ‘pulls’ that day. (Bryans 1967:297)

2 v Get along well with someone else; often with good. 0 All of us

was pulling very well & now you come you want to make people ran

in the bush. (Letter, POSG 26 Nov 1888) 0 pull, v., to get along,

e.g., the Smiths and the Edwards doesn’ pull at all. (Rodman

1971:234) 0 Pull good. (Haynes 1987:181) 0 And same time he see

Pint-a-Blood, his neighbour, although lately they don't pull so good,

and one-time he hail up the Pint to come and take a drink. (Alleyne-

Forte 1994:10)

3 v A folk medical practice of massage to relieve muscle strain,

usually to relieve NARA. 0 I going to get me foot pull. 0 She is the

best one in the village to pull nara. 0 Hence his choosing to study

women masseuses, as opposed to the traditional male Indian chiro-

practors - the men who crack backs, twist legs and pull veins - who
are far less common than their female counterparts. (EX 14 Aug
1995:8-9)

pull and go n arc A good quality piece of strong, elastic rubber for a

SLINGING SHOT. 0 That piece of rubber is real pull and go.

pull and stop n arc A bad quality piece of rubber for a SLINGING

SHOT; easily broken or not very elastic. 0 That new truck tire rubber

is pull and stop, so is no good for slinging shot.

pull and throw n Eryngium foetidum, a native herb with a rosette of

serrate, spiny-margined elongated basal leaves, and a strong odour. =

bhandania, cardo benito, cardo santo, cilantro, culantro, fit weed 1

,

>shado beni, spiny coriander 0 The name "pull-and-throw” has been

recorded on a few instances by the author and is a mispronunciation

of “culantro”. Those who adopt this term rationalise its usage on the

grounds that the plant is an obnoxious weed which should be pulled

out and thrown away. (Morean 1992h:28)

pull bull phr Do an extra job after hours from a regular job; usu.

driving a private car as a taxi. See also PH. 0 According to the taxi

drivers, there’s one particular PTSC worker who clocks in his card at

his office on mornings then comes out and works his private vehicle

all day "pulling bull.” (Bomb 1983) 0 [He] has his blue Lancer...

which he uses to pull a little ‘bull’ now and again. (Bomb 6 Oct

1989:13) 0 Reports indicate that the woman entered the cop’s car,

after she thought he was “pulling bull”. (TTM 27 Aug 1993:29) 0

They also said the people who travel in the private cars only encour-

age the situation. “These drivers ‘pull bull’ from early morning,

which is normally a busy period for us since everyone is hurrying to

get to work or school.” (TG 3 Mar 2003:6)

pull cane phr arc Steal pieces of cane off a moving train. 0 If the

driver catch them pulling cane, is licks. 0 He loss he han pullin cane,

running alongside and pulling canes out of the cane carriage, and fall

underneath the wheels.

pull chord phr Play a stringed musical instrument well, with dexterity,

esp. a CUATRO; improvise well and make good innovations on a tune. =

pull tune 0 ‘Pull some chord, boy, pull some chord!’ (1995)

pull coals phr Uncover and take out a load of COALS from a coal-pit

successfully. 0 Going deep into the forest at the foothills of the Northern

Range he had burnt charcoal pits and had tasted both the success of

pulling a full pit of coals, and the disappointment of having a pit

‘burst’ and see the black smoke rushing through the thick clay cover-

ing, signifying the reduction of the wood to ashes, and the loss of his

labour. (Boodhoo 1994:36)

pull coconut phr Pry coconut meat out of the shell. 0 Pull two-three

coconut for me please. 0 (Craig-James 2008:11-297)

pull down v In whe-whe, play the number that won in the previous

week’s same draw time. 0 Pull Down: Play the same number that

called last week. e.g. play last Wednesday’s 1 :00 pm number for this

Wednesday’s 1:00 pm draw. (Besson 1999:47) 0 Pull Down: To play

the same number that called in last week’s same draw time. (Besson

1999:175)

pull dum phr Take a puff or draff on a cigarette or CHILLUM, esp. when
it is being passed around. 0 Pull a dum - smoke, especially while pass-

ing around the cigarette or cheelum. (Alladin 1970:70)

pull foot phr Move away quickly, esp. in a bad situation. (< arc E pull

foot ‘run away; take to one's heels’) = >push foot 0 He pull foot and

gone Venezuela.

pull from behind phr In WHE-WHE, play the number that won in the

previous week’s earlier draw time. = pass and pull 0 Pull from

Behind: Play the number that called in the last week’s previous draw

time, e.g. play last Friday’s 1 :00 pm number in this Friday’s 6:30 pm
draw. Also called ‘Pass and Puli'. (Besson 1999:48)

pull from front phr In WHE-WHE, play the number that won in the

previous week’s later draw time. 0 Pull from the Front: Play the same

number that called in last week's next draw time, e.g. play last Mon-
day’s 6:30 pm numbers for this Monday’s 1:00 pm draw. (Besson

1999:48)

pull good see PULL 2

pull hand phr In SUSU, to collect the entire amount of all members’

contributions in your turn. 0 Now there can be redress in the

courts... where one member [of a susu] “pulls” his hand and then

doesn’t go on with obligation. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box

15-F85-D59)

pulling compass n A kite COMPASS fastened lower than a MOUNT-
ING COMPASS in order to make the kite fly flat against the wind. 0

Yuh have a mounting compass there, and yuh need a pulling com-

pass.

pulling mange phr A kite-string coating made of boiled DASHEEN,

used in the kite-fighting tactic of dragging one’s kite over the oppo-

nent’s string and severing it by pulling yours back. (< E pull ‘move

towards you’ + mange) 0 The base... was made by grinding soda-

water bottles into a fine dust, and mixing it with rasom - a powdery

substance... to make the glass cut better. To make pulling mange, this

base was mixed with dasheen, an Indian root vegetable... which when

boiled produces a gluey substance. Pulling mange is so called

because it is used by the school of thought which holds that the best

method of kite-fighting is to let your kite overran your opponent’s

and then cut his string by pulling it back towards you. (Bickerton

1969:35)

pull nara see PULL 3

pull seine phr Haul in nets put out to catch fish; as seines are large

nets, they require group effort to pull them back in to shore. = haul

seine 0 "Nex’ momin’ before ah leave, ah help dem man pull seine;

ah put a bonito an' some jacks in mi bag an' head out before it start fu

rain.” (Phillips 1991:36)

pull self 1 phr Collect your thoughts; become aware of what you are

doing; act properly; correct one’s behaviour. (< E pull self together

‘gather with an effort one’s faculties or energies; rouse or recover') 0

Pull yuhself nah man, you think she would like this?

2 phr Leave rapidly; flee. = haul (self, skin, tail), pull foot, push foot

0 Hear what I tell you, na, pull yuhself away from here.
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pull skull phr Commit or carry out a deception or con-game; used as

pull skull or pull a skull. (< E pull in a phrase, ‘act to deceive, shock

or amuse’ + skull) 0 If you see he only pulling skull on the punters at

the race track.

pull tune phr Play a musical instrument well, esp. a CUATRO; impro-

vise well and make good innovations on a tune. = pull chord 0 He
could well pull tune with he cuatro. 0 If you hear how he pull a tune

on that old thing,

pull vein see PULL3

pulowree see PHULOURI

pum-pum, pam-pam n Vagina; female genitals, (prob. < Twi pumpup
‘tumid; turgid; swelled’, poss. < Wolof pun ‘backside’) 0 Tidy yuh

pum-pum!

pump 1 v Of a man, have sexual intercourse. (< E pump ‘work in a

way likened to pumping’) 0 The people burst into the rumshop; they

found Choonilal pumping Sook. (Ladoo 1974:19)

2 v Beg to get for free. (< E pump ‘subject a person or thing to a pro-

cess like pumping, with the object of extracting something’) = pope 0

I pump drop for the whole week.

3 adj Free; obtained without paying. 0 “When allyuh get pump rum to

drink allyuh worse than a wile set ah beases.”... “Pump rum?” he said

“I have meh own rum here oui. I does never go to a wake wid me two

han swingin.” (Lewis 1972:62)

pumpkin n Cucurbita pepo (E West Indian pumpkin or calabaza), a

cultivated ground vine bearing large round fruit with a hard rind,

mottled green and yellow skin, and orange flesh, cooked as a vegeta-

ble. Note: In AmE, pumpkin refers to a variety with bright orange

skin and flesh. = courba, giraumon 0 Awee free man lek a wee so no

blige fou work two bit a day when no hab sweet patata, no hab yam,

no hab cushcush, no hab caan, no hab punkin. ( TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0

Yesterday’s Market Prices... green com, siane, ochroes, com balls,

pumpkin. (TG 8 Sept 1917: 10) 0 Pumpkin nevah bear calabash. The

reference is to likeness between a woman and her children; the say-

ing implies something bad about another’s child. (Herskovits

1 945 : 1 97) 0 Bill have strong an ’ waterish punkin. An observer of a

quarrel, or a person commenting on the action of a powerful man
toward his weaker neighbor, might use this saying in the sense of,

“No use bothering with him, he take advantage of you because

you’re down.” (Herskovits 1945:206) 0 The gentle Arawaks... culti-

vated sweet potatoes, maize... tannia and pumpkins. (Bryans

1967:54) 0 All that the old man had to do was to call Pundit Shiv-

lochan, the priest, provide some well-cooked mohan-bhog - a sweet-

meat of flour, ghee, milk and sugar - and bananas and mangoes or

whatever fruit there was in season; fry soharis and prepare tarkaris

of pumpkin and of English potatoes, and offer these to Hanuman at

the foot of a fifteen- or twenty-foot tall bamboo staff flying a red

flag in honour of the god. (Naipaul 1976:55) 0 (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:64) 0 1 cup diced pumpkin. (Hunt 1985a:27) 0 She

made him chicken soup with young green ‘figs’ and pumpkin, and

fish broth served with homemade bread. (Persaud 1993:121) 0 He
could smell the various dishes: curried pumpkin, curried green jack-

fruit, green mango curry and ‘dal’. With a hot sauce of chopped raw

pepper and lime. (Boodhoo 1994:56) 0 Pumpkin. Cucurbita maxima.

A decoction of the flowers is taken as a drink for cooling. (Seaforth

etal 1998:525)

pumpkin belly n Belly large from pregnancy, (fr resemblance to a

large rounded pumpkin) 0 “If she wasn’t pregnant,” his mother went

on, “I would tell you to go to hell, but darling, when pumpkin belly

come - what you going to do eh?” (Jones 1973:50)

pumpkin vine family n People with whom some kinship relation

exists, but of a very distant nature, normally not a barrier to marriage,

(fr great distance pumpkin vines can spread) 0 Pun'kin-vine family:

This expression is used to denote people with whom some kinship

relationship maybe demonstrated, but only one of the most tenuous

nature. Such relationships often involve two or more affinal connec-

tions. People related in this way are often completely unaware of one

another’s existence. A realization of the relationship may come for the

first time during marriage negotiations. In theory, the existence of any

kinship connection whatever should be enough to end all discussion

of marriage, but when both sides agree that the relationship is so ten-

uous as to barely exist, it will be dismissed as “pun'kin-vine family”

and marriage negotiations will continue. (Klass 1961:104) 0 Kelly’s

claim to fame is that he is a “pumpkin vine” family of [the doctor]

who was sentenced to death for the murder of his wife... His sister... is

married to [the doctor’s] brother. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:8) 0 When I was

a child, there was a member of our “pumpkin vine" family who made
“being poor” into an art form. (EX 8 Oct 1990:25) 0 Because of the

small size of the community 70,000 - (5.8% 1993) I have always

been able to link up with other Muslims - in some way - no matter

how round about a way, no matter how round about a way, in this

“Pumpkin Vine” scenario, in Trinidad and Tobago. (Deen 1994:124)

punch 1 n A man’s big belly. (< E paunch ‘belly; abdomen, esp. when
prominent’) = lap-guts, pot-guts

1

0 While that over-large punch may
seem merely a babe-deterrent, it can escalate into far more serious

problems. (TG 24 May 2003:39)

2 n A variety of fighting cock that has an unusually small tail with

fine feathers. (< poncho) = poncho 0 “You have punch in kanaway,

you have punch in black-red.” (1990)

puncha creme, poncha/puncha/ponche creme /cream /creama /de

creme n An eggnog-like drink usually made at Christmas-time,

including rum, milk, sugar, and essence, /pxntfa, pxntfa krim, krima,

krsma, krem/ (< Sp ponche de crema < Sp ponche ‘punch; rum drink'

< + Sp crema ‘cream’ / FC poncha creme < Frponch a creme ‘punch

or drink made with cream’) 0 Poncha Crema Sport... The essential

ingredients in the make-up of this tonic are Brandy, Milk and Egg,

sweetened with pure cane sugar and flavoured with natural vanilla.

(The People 20 May 1933:9) 0 Afterwards she brought him ponche

crema made with brandy, eggs and milk. He raised his glass to her in

a toast. “You made this?” “Yes.” “Champion, man!” And wagged his

head appreciatively, (de Boissiere 1956:100-1) 0 (Laurence 1970) 0

“You know what a Trinidad Christmas is like, and here there has

always been Earline, making punch de creme, entertaining the boys,

playing the ass.” (Jones 1973:74) 0 Yuh fine dat hard to believe?

Well dont tink is de poncha creama I drinkin arready. (Mamits,

LPOS, TG 29 Jan 1978) 0 Eat a meal of cascadura and calaloo, drink

a rum an’ a puncha-crema and do all the other authentic local things.

(TG 1 Oct 1990:10) 0 Sorrel, gingerbeer, puncha-crema and home-

made wines and rumpunch have made great strides through what was

traditionally whisky territory. (TTR Nov 1990:23) 0 “Oh gosh! Yuh
poncha crema knock mih out good!” (Baptiste 1993:131) 0 He called

us in and give us ponche-a-creme. It was sweet and I had quite a bit.

(EX 1 8 Dec 1994:20-24)

puncheon (rum) n A cheap, clear, strong, low-grade rum. made from

a stage after distilling when the rum becomes overproof, about 8 1 to

96 percent alcohol by volume. (< puncheon, ‘hogshead’, container

used to make it) 0 The most common home remedy which we hear of

[for flu] was lime juice and puncheon rum. (Niehoff & Niehoff

1960:57) 0 The House of Angostura, Internationally Famous since

1824, Trinidad Liquor Specialists. Producers of: Angostura Aromatic

Bitters, Old Oak Rum, Angos Distilled Dry Gin, Double Eagle

Vodka, Mokatia Coffee Liqueur, Carypton Green Swizzle. TDL Pun-

cheon Rum, TDL Highest Quality Alcohols, (ad in WICYB 1963:350)

6 Some puncheon rum, as well as some sweet oil, is thrown in and a

lighted candle is placed in the hole. (Simpson 1970:49) 0 His abdo-

men protruded and his general appearance was like that of a pun-

cheon. (Narine 1977:35) 0 He downed a shot of the white puncheon

rum. (Khan 1988:64) 0 The men usually drank puncheon rum to keep

the bodies warm and active. (Doodnath 1989:27) 0 [He] went off his

rockers after consuming two bottle of puncheon rum. (Bomb 5 Oct

1990:14) 0 She soaked a piece of cotton wool in puncheon rum and

applied it to the wound. For a moment it stung sharply and then the

pain began to dull. (Gosine 1992:84-6) 0 “Every now and again he

would pass by me and smoke and drink some puncheon (rum).” (TTM
19 Sept 1993:3) 0 [Hate] started to rise slowly then to nish through

her veins like a drink of puncheon rum. (Boodhoo 1994:239) 0 When
some poor villagers offered Ramsingh puncheon rum in a condensed

milk cup he drank it heartily and claimed that it was his brand.
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(Maharaj 1994:9) 0 A man... drowned... after allegedly stealing two

bottles of puncheon rum from a nearby supermarket. (TG 10 Jan

1994:3) 0 The secret of his youthful appearance, he says, is pun-

cheon; he is well-preserved in rum. (Pires 1 995d: 1 5) 0 Noel added:

“You sprinkle a little puncheon and keep the gayelle heated. Long

ago, they had a little hole in the middle of the gayelle that whenever

ah man get his head burst he drain the blood in the middle.” (TG 15

Feb 2004:63) 0 “I did not give up hope. I put my faith in God when I

was very sick. I gave up the babash. When I come back from parang-

ing, I take a little puncheon before I go to sleep.” (TG 18 Dec
2005:11)

punch out v Of a belly, protrude, stick out from being large.

(< punch 1

) 0 That man’s belly is so fat it is punching out.

pundala n The sound made by some frogs. = pungnani-pungnana (fr

sound, poss. < Kikongo kungala ‘frog’) 0 “All that pundala pundala.”

(1990) 0 Crapaud mouth full he say pundala - shock and surprise

make silent. (Daniel 1990)

pundit see PANDIT

punganak see PUNGNANAK

pungdala, poong-dala n Physalaemus pustulosus, a small frog, (fr

sound of call) = canal frog, crapaud 3,3
, >punglala, pungnanak 0

Crappo mout full ‘e seh ‘poong dallah!
’ (Shock and surprise make

some people unable to speak.) (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 (Boos &
Quesnel 1968)

punglala n Physalaemus pustulosus [~ Eupemphyx pustulosus], a very

small, brown, warty frog, 2. 8-3.2 cm (1.1-1.2") long. Back with

bumps arranged approximately in lengthwise rows; sides have

numerous bumps and glands, belly skin granular; thus has a toad-like

appearance. Back brown to grey with darker spots; belly tan to yel-

low; crossbars on hind legs. Makes foamy bubble nests in small pud-

dles. (fr sound of its call) = canal frog, crapaud, pungdala, pungnanak

0 [The] Canal frog [or] Pung-la-la... is common all over Trinidad. It

lives in pools of water where it attracts attention by its peculiar call,

often rendered as ‘pung-la-la.’ To produce the call it pumps air back

and forth from the lungs to the vocal sacs which swell to an enormous
size in front of and at the sides of the mouth. (Boos & Quesnel

1969:39)

pungnana(k), poong-nah-nak, punganak n Physalaemus pustulo-

sus, a small frog, (fr sound of call) = canal frog, crapaud, pungdala,

>punglala 0 You steal a crapaud the case going for session. Judges

down there does hit you well hard. If you pick up a “poong-nah-nak”

from a yard. (Mighty Spoiler “Dominica’s Favourite Menu” 1950 pr)

0 By ten or eleven o’clock, the “whistle” of the local crapaud frog —

“punganak, punganak” - subsided. (Myers 1998:51)

pung plantain see PONG PLANTAIN

puni n Abarema jupunba [= Pithecellobium jupunba], a large native

evergreen tree, found in the lower montane and lowland forests of Trin-

idad and Tobago. Bark dark brown, rough, fissured; in old trees untidy,

shaggy, scaling off in thick pieces; underbark orange-coloured. Leaves

compound, with 2-6 leaflets each composed of 2-4 smaller leaflets.

Flowers white, in clusters. Fruit a small, compressed, irregularly cylin-

drical woody pod, constricted between seeds, twisting as it dries, brown
outside, brick red inside, containing brown seeds. Wood hard, medium-
weight, brownish. = soapwood-

0 (Marshall 1934:46) 0 (Beard

1946:32) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:136)

punish 1 v Treat badly; cause to suffer hardship. (< E punish ‘cause

someone to suffer for an offence; inflict a penalty on’) 0 Buh why you
punishin de close so? ‘Why are you ironing the clothes so badly?’

(Ottley 1971) 0 De man punishin de woman he doan gie she a cent

wen de day come. (Ottley 1971)

2 v Suffer; be in a bad way; experience hardship. (< E punishing

‘excessively severe; intolerable’) 0 Man how you do? Ah punishin as

usual. (Ottley 1971) 0 Punish - suffer hardship, economic-physical-

mental. (John 1973) 0 [Shango] leaders are expected to control all

aspects of ritual and to keep watch over all participants... A major

function of leaders is to keep powers from “punishing” devotees by

causing them to be thrown to the ground. (Glazier 1983: 135)

punjay, poonga v Take advantage of or assault sexually; for one or

more men to have sexual intercourse with a woman in a rough, vio-

lent, punitive way. /punc^e/ 0 Two-three fellas hold she and punjay

she bad. 0 Poonga... Engage in sexual intercourse (typically more
than once), (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

punki n Vagina, esp. for little girls, /pupki/ (poss. W. Afr., e.g.

< Guang piina ‘swell; swollen’) = butterfly, nani, pokee 6 “Go and

tidy yuh punki.” (1978)

punkin n Vagina. (< pumpkin) 0 (Bomb 1973)

punki-nani n A term, usu. used by males, for a cute, sexy girl or

young woman. (< punki + nani)

punt 1 n In whe-whe, a slip of paper on which is written a bet. (< E
punt ‘a bet; a gamble’) = >mark' , whe-whe mark 0 “All you have you
punts on you?” (The men nod assent... The markers extract small

strips of paper from secret places about their bodies: hat-brim, watch

band, shoes, etc.) (Hill 1966c:23)

2 v In marbles, stake your TAW as a guarantee when you CROAKS but

wish to remain in the game. If you do not hit out a marble from the

ring, you must surrender your taw. (< E punt ‘in gambling, lay a stake

against the bank’) 0 The onliest ting yuh could do now is punt,

punter n In WHE-WHE, someone who places a bet. (< E punter ‘a per-

son who plays against the bank in certain card games’) 0 Those taking

part are: (i) the Banker, who runs the game. He begins by declaring

the amount of his bank; (ii) the Sidebanker or banker’s assistant, who
receives the bets from the Markers and helps to make up the abstract;

(iii) the Markers, who go around collecting bets from the Punters; (iv)

the Punters or bettors, usually housewives, store clerks, market ven-

dors, school children, and such like of the working class. (Hill

1966c:3) 0 “Three weeks now I losting steady. No matter what mark I

play, somebody always spot me. And sometimes is two, three, four

punters I have to pay out. All you know bank burst once already this

week.” (Hill 1966c:21)

punto n A type of traditional Spanish song. (< Sp) 0 I listened to

Silvestre Mata chanting his galeron and punto decimas.... The

maestro sang punto after punto. The punto was structured like the

decima, and its melody was somewhat independent of the harmony.

According to strict tradition it was sung, not early in the night, but at

about three in the morning or even at sunrise... after the punto, the

malaguena could be sung and danced. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994: 1 14)

punwaasi n Full moon night. (< H punon ‘day of the new moon’) 0

“Tomorrow is ah good day to trim hair because tonight is poonwaasi.”

(1990) 0 “Plant anything, poonwaasi night is the best time.” (1990)

pupa see PHUPHA

puppet show, puppyshow see PAPPYSHOW

puppy shark n Probably Squalus cubensis (E Cuban dogfish), to

1.1m (43") long; possibly Mustelus canis (E smooth dogfish), to

1.5 m long. Both are edible marine fish. (< E puppy shark ‘the young

of a shark’) = dogfish, shark
5
0 Acanthias vulgaris [obsolete name].

(Vincent 1910:53)

puran adj Old; worn-out; stale. (< H-Bh purana ‘old; ancient’) 0

“This car too puran.” (1990)

purbi n arc A type of traditional Indian song sung by individuals in

the evening time at sunset, on romantic, religious or social themes.

(< H-Bh purab ‘west; western side’) 0 Purbi: This is a type of song

sung by individuals, men or women, in the evening time at sunset.

After work in a relaxed and jovial mood they sing purbi songs which

contain romantic, religious or social themes. (Ahyoung 1977:72)

pure white n Appias drusilla, a butterfly, wingspan 5.2 cm (2.1").

Male white with touch of black on upper wingtip; females yellowish

at base, cream towards edges, bordered by a broad irregular dark

brown band, (fr overall white colour of male) 0 (Barcant 1970:158)

purge corpse phr Cleanse a corpse by pouring kerosene down the cor-

ner of the mouth, plugging the nose with cotton wool soaked with

kerosene, placing a candle on the belly, and putting a coin (penny) on

each eye. (< E purge ‘make physically pure or clean’) 6 (Haynes

1987:66)
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puri, pouri n Usually as DAL PURI, a type of ROTI that contains

boiled ground DAL. (< H puri ‘a small round flat bread, fried in butter

or ghee’) 0 The dhal pouri roti contains a filling... which consists of

ground dhal (boiled split peas), gheera, pepper, salt and garlic. When
pigeon peas are plentiful the green pigeon peas are boiled and ground

and used instead of dhal. Many homes also boil cassava or yam and

mix it in the same way as the dhal in making “cassava pouri” or “yam

pouri”. (Pariag 1975:20)

purnima n In Hindu rituals, the full moon. (< H-Bh purnima ‘full

moon’) 0 In many villages Satyanarayan katha was performed by

the local pundit each month on the day of the full moon (purnima ).

(Vertovec 1992:1 15)

purohit n A lower, less educated level of Hindu religious leader than a

PUNDIT. (< H-Bh purhita ‘Hindu family priest’) 0 He is still ah puro-

hit as yet. 0 Certain types of more-or-less informal social institutions

existed on the estates and in the nascent villages. These would

include groups which met for coordinating religious ceremonies and

celebrations, and networks for arranging marriages through an agu-

wah or matchmaker. Pundits performed the role of guru (spiritual

teacher) to individual chelas (disciples), as well as purohit (ritual spe-

cialist) for various families. (Vertovec 1992:79) 0 In many settle-

ments a single Brahman served as purohit for all families, as well as

‘god-father’ (guru) to virtually all individuals, especially males. In

the former role, he consulted the Patra (astrological text) to give

advice regarding auspicious dates for various activities, and officiated

at all family pujas, weddings, and funerals. (Vertovec 1992:1 14)

purple emperor n Eryphanis polyxena polyxena, a large butterfly,

wingspan to 10 cm (4"). Female dark variegated blue bordered with

black, with an irregular yellow band extending downwards on upper

wings. Male purple in central wing areas. Undersides drab brown, (fr

colour + imperially large size) = purple morbleu 0 (Kaye 1921:53)

purpleheart n Peltogvne floribunda [~ P. porphyrocardia\, a large

native evergreen tree to 30 m (98'), girth 3 m (10'); large trees have low

thin buttresses. Found in the semi-evergreen forests of south Trinidad

and similar forests in Tobago; rare elsewhere. Bark light grey, smooth,

brittle; underbark wine-red. Leaves compound with only 1 pair of

leaflets, ovate-oblong, tip often slightly notched, base unequal,

rounded, 7-13 x 3. 5-6.5 cm (2.7-5. 1" x 1.4-2. 5"), thick, leathery. Flow-

ers small, brownish, woolly, in spreading, densely brownish-woolly

panicles, 5-20 cm (2-.8") long. Fruit a purple-brown, flat woody pod

3.5 x 2.25 cm ( 1 .4" x .9"), beaked on one side, containing an oval flat

blackish-purple seed. Wood very hard, heavy; heartwood dark reddish

purple, prized for wood-working, (fr reddish-purple colour of the inte-

rior heartwood) = sapatel, sapatero, sapaterre 0 (Young 1809, Stowe

922:14b) 6 (Joseph 1838a:80) 0 Among those of our more useful forest

trees which peculiarly affect the mountains are the Purpleheart - the

most elastic wood known in the colony. (Carr 1869:403-4) 0 Purple-

heart is adopted for beams and rafters, and is used by cabinet-makers in

ornamental work on account of its rich dark colour. (Williams 1882) 0

Sapatero. Purple Heart... is highly valued for its dark purple heart wood
which is hard, heavy, close-grained, tough and durable. The colour

depends considerably with age and becomes almost black. It is suitable

for furniture, cabinet work, turnery and inlaying, also in buildings but

is rather difficult to work. (FTT 1931-1 -4:282-3) 0 (Beard 1946:32) 0

(Quesnel & Farrell 2000:135)

purple king shoemaker n Prepona omphale \~ P. pseudojoiceyi , P.

laertes demodice\, a butterfly, wingspan to 10 cm (4"). Black with

bright blue vertical central bands from mid-upper wing to lower wing

margin. Inner side of male upper wings is dark bright purple. Females

lack purple, but have eye-spot at lower end of underwing. Undersides

silver with irregular black lines and two marginal eye-spots, (fr

colour + king, fr large size) = king king shoemaker, shoemaker3 0

(Barcant 1970:89-90)

purple martin n Prague dominicensis, a bird, 18.8 cm (7.5") long.

Male glossy blue-black, with contrasting white lower underparts. Tail

forked; broader wings than other swallows, (fr resemblance to similar

North American species, Progne subis subis, E purple martin) =

>rainbird
2

,
swallow 1

0 (ffrench 1991:311-2)

purple morbleu, purple mort bleu n Eryphanis polyxena polyxena

[= Eryphanis amphismedon], a large butterfly, wingspan to 10 cm
(4"). Female dark variegated blue bordered with black, with irregular

yellow band extending downwards on upper wings. Male purple in

central wing areas. Undersides drab brown. (< E purple + morbleu) =

Chinese eyes, purple emperor 0 (Barcant 1970: 117)

purple mort bleu see PURPLE MORBLEU

purple top grass n Chloris barbata, a native grass, 30-50 cm
( 1 1 .7-19.5") tall; flowering branches are purplish, (fr purple colour of

flowering branches)

purple underwing n Thecla lausus, a butterfly, wingspan to 2.7 cm
(1.1"). Male upper wing brownish black with faint purple sheen;

lower wing bright purplish blue with narrow brown margins. Female

upper wing dark brown with lighter brown at mid-inner margin.

Underside chocolate brown with white bands on upper wings; lower

wing brown mottled with white dots and patches, large double black

spot, (fr colour of male’s lower wing) 6 (Barcant 1970:264-5)

purslane n Talinum fruticosum, a native succulent herb. Small trian-

gular brown seeds stick to clothing and fur. (fr resemblance to E purs-

lane, Portulaca oleracea, see PUSSLEY) = >sweetheart
2
0 (Laurence

1976:13)

pursley see PUSSLEY

push 1 v Sell, esp. of street vendors. (< E push ‘exert to advance or

promote for sale, adoption, etc.’) 0 Vendors “pushing” their com and

peanuts told Mirror... that the cyclist who was travelling in a south-

erly direction along the Uriah Butler, smashed in the car in the middle

of the intersection. (TTM 3 1 July 1990:5)

2 n obs Anchor brand cigarettes sold in packet of ten in a narrow box

with a flat sliding tray; smaller and cheaper than regular packet,

(fr brand name Anchor + push instructions written on side) 0 I doh

smoke push.

push-broom pudding n Black pudding; blood sausage, (fr belief that

main ingredients, including blood, are swept off slaughtery floors) =

>pudding 0 (Haynes 1987:56)

pusher 1 n A person who pushes STEEL PANS along the road during

Carnival. (< E push ‘move something by pressing it forward’) = pan-

pusher 0 Only to see nowadays the plight of the poor panmen, they

can’t get any pushers for the pans to roll. (Letter, EX-2 6 March

1988:18)

2 n Boss; foreman; esp. the second-in-charge of a drilling rig. (< E
tool-pusher ‘someone in charge of an oil rig’) 0 ‘Make a try for me
please, pusher, the Good Lord will reward you in due course.’ (Sel-

von 1957:105)

push fire phr Cause trouble, esp. by repeating gossip. = poke fire,

tickle fire 0 PUSH FIRE, v., incite, cause trouble, e.g., she like to push

fire and then run. (Rodman 1971:234)

push fire behind phr Encourage or incite someone to do something.

(< pushfire + behind
3
) 0 He always pushing fire behind them.

push foot 1 phr Move quickly, esp. when being chased or in panic. =

put foot
1

0 Ah cudn t affode to take train so ah posh foot pon de road

tel ah reech. (PC 30 July 1904) 0 We, Pa-pa dat was a excitin fire ah

was kwite in New Tong when a see de smoke so ah push foot and ah

reech in time befor de fire get bad. (PC 29 Oct 1 904) 0 Boy, that fel-

low put foot and ran no ass.

2 phr Dance. = put foot
2
0 That girl could push some nice foot. 0 Leh

all-we go and push foot.

push hand in fire phr Take a risk; do something dangerous. 0 “When
you thiefing, thief big. Don’t push your hand in fire for no jumbie-

bead.” (Hill 1 966c: 1 0)

push head phr A story or version someone is saying; someone’s atti-

tude towards life. 6 These days, you never can tell where vagrants are

coming from, or what head they pushing. Don’t feel they stupid

because they not living anywhere. (TTM 1 Feb 1985) 0 “These people

have no right to talk, because soca music is being uplifted where it is

Barbadians or Trinidadians singing it. They pushing one head - soca

music. What more can we ask for?” (TTM

2

Feb 1996:29)
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push in v Interfere in someone else’s business; concern yourself inap-

propriately with someone's affairs. 0 He pushes himself in every-

body's business. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:22) 0 When he finishes making

his comess with one constable he would meet the other one and say

things that fosters real confusion. He pushes himself in everybody’s

business. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:22)

push-me-toe n Rubber thong sandals. = piper Clarks, >push-toe-

sandal 0 Look what the dog do to me push-me-toe!

push mouth in phr Interfere in an argument or quarrel; forcefully

offer an uninvited and unwanted opinon. Stronger than PUT MOUTH
IN. 0 Didn’t stop to study what de men was arguing about. He shout

black power and push in he mouth. (Cristo “China Man” 1971 pr) 0

Doh push yuh mouth in the people business.

push move phr Approach with romantic or sexual intentions, initiate a

potentially intimate relationship; usu. of a man, become romantically

involved and in hot pursuit of a woman. = make a tack, tackle, track 0

Push a move - try to win s.o.’s affection. (John 1973) 0 Pushin’ ah

move: approach amorously; tacklin'; trackin’. (Haynes 1987:181) 0

“Since he gom an push ah move by mih cousin, he doh know dis

house again.” (Baptiste 1993:133)

push off v Re-sell an item at retail level. 0 I buy the thread wholesale

and push it off. (Gayelle 1-1 1986)

push-toe sandal n Rubber thong sandals, having a V-shaped strap

between the big toe and second toe. = piper Clarks, push-me-toe 0 I

only have to buy a push-toe sandal for the child.

push-up adj Too aggressive; pushy; conceited. 0 “Why did you leave

the Smiths?” “1 didn’t like the woman, she too fussy and pushup with

sheself.” (Hart 1966:6) 0 She had never liked Marjorie, the woman
was too push up, thought she was so nice, was always dropping hints

about her own importance; and she wasn’t even nice. (Jones

1973:1 14) 0 “[She] not white! She bom here! If you ask me, she is

only a push-up red nigger!” (Ramkeesoon 1975:25) 0 “She think she

so nice and important. She too push up.” (1990) 0 “Gosh, for a little

chile yuh too push up yes!” (Baptiste 1993: 133)

pussel, possell n Portulaca oleracea, a native low-growing plant with

branched succulent stems and leaves. Leaves larger at tip, rounded,

irregularly arranged on stems, to 3-4cm long x 2cm broad. Flowers in

terminal clusters, 4-6 petals, deeply notched, light or dark yellow.

Used medicinally, and edible when cooked. (< E purslane )
= bhaajL,

coupeah, nona bhaaji, nuniya bhaaji, pashley, pasley, >pussley 0

Purslane. (FTT 1929 1,2:49)

pussin 1 n Cat, esp. a kitten or young cat. (< E puss, pussen
,
playful

name for a cat) 0 Pussing - kittten. Give the pussing the milk. (ESTT
1956)

2 n Vagina; woman considered sexually. (< E pussy ‘vagina; female

pudendum’) 0 A light sprinkle of rain scattered a few people, but it

passed within a minute. “Stay,” ordered MC Sprang. “It ent have no
black pussin who did ever melt in water.” (EX 9 Jan 1993:8)

3 n arc Cat-o’-nine-tails; whip; esp. one with multiple knotted thongs.

0 “The Hooligans frighted and so confuse, when they heard of the

shocking news, they rather serve twenty years in jail, than to taste one

meow from pussin’s tail.” (Galboa, POSG 24 Feb 1946:2) 0 Pussin,

cat-o-nine tails. (ESTT 1956)

pussintail adj A negative term for a woman who is fussy, demanding,

unreasonable, untrustworthy. (< pissintail + pussy2) 0 “Son,” she had

said, “these pussin tail girls who can’t do this and they can’t do that,

they are frauds, that is what they are. When they start to hom you is

hom, they homing you flat.” (Jones 1973:50)

pussley, purseley, pursley, pusley n Portulaca oleracea, a native

low-growing creeping plant, forming thick carpets. Leaves succulent,

small, broad, ovate, to 3-4 x 2 cm (1.2- 1.6" x .8"); irregularly

arranged on stem; edible when cooked. Flowers bright light or dark

yellow. Used medicinally. (< E purslane, this plant) = bhaaji
,
cou-

peah, nona bhaaji, nuniya bhaaji, pashley, pasley, pussel 0 (Seaforth,

Adams & Sylvester 1983:170) 0 The young leaves of the agouma
Solanum nigrum and the deer’s meat Centropogon surinamensis,

pussley Portulaca oleracea , and Talinum sp. can also be used as pot

herbs, as can the young fruits of the susumber Solanum torvum. Care

must be taken in cooking these herbs by first briefly scalding them in

hot water which should be discarded. This reduces their potential

toxicity. (Morean 1991:43-4) 0 Pusley. Portulaca oleracea. An infu-

sion of the whole plant is taken to eliminate worms. (Seaforth et al

1998:526)

pussy see PESSY

put v Place, provide, put; E put usually requires a specified location

such as there, on the table. (< E put ‘place; move into position) 0 I

saw a blaze from the direction of the mogass house. Selim went

towards it, and when he returned said “creole put fire.” (POSG 17

Dec 1847:2) 0 You put extra food for me? 0 ‘Well, I going to make a

small cut in your mole and put the aloes. It will draw out whatever in

your head.’ (Selvon 1972:102)

put about see ABOUT

put as phr Call, define, characterize, e.g. a situation. 0 “You could put

it as blight, yes.” (1986) 0 “He put it as a revolution, but 1 say is a set

of scamps.” (1990)

put away, put way 1 v Dress someone for burial, (poss. < E put away
‘put into a container for future use’) 0 Wen dey put she way she did

look like say she ain dead. (Ottley 1971:74)

2 v Decorate or furnish beautifully; of a house, clean, arrange, fix up,

usu. for a special occasion or festive season. 0 Put way. (Haynes

1987:83) 0 “Is to put away de house nice nice for Christmas when de

children coinin’.” (Baptiste 1993:133) 6 Her house is always clean

and well ‘put away’. She views this business of housekeeping seri-

ously. (Mohammed 1993:208) 0 “We still putting away the house.”

(1996) 0 For the Christmas I like the house well put away,

put bad in way,phr Cause trouble or difficulty for someone, deliber-

ately, often for revenge; make things difficult for yourself, usually as

a result of your own indiscretion. 0 That fellow coulda stand aside,

but now he gone and put bad in me way. 0 The store owner offered

her the job to help out her domestic situation but after she had worked

for only three weeks, he caught her stealing from the store. He fired

her and advised his colleagues not to hire her. You see how some

people does put bad in their way?

put bad mouth phr Put a curse on someone, specifically to say that

something bad will happen, sometimes without apparent bad intent.

(< E bad mouth ‘malicious gossip; severe criticism’) = >put goat mouth

0 I eh puttin no bad mout on dem. Buh if everybody... start listenin to

Plato, crapaud might smoke de NLCB pipe.” (TG 29 Oct 1994)

put cockroach before fowl phr Usu. used in the negative to warn

someone not to put temptation in someone’s way. (ff a fowl going

after any cockroach it sees) 0 You see that dress you put on? Doh put

cockroach before fowl!

put down 1 v Store; put aside; keep for later; especially of goods. 0

[They] had skipped school that day because they had no lunch. “We
don’t buy goods and put down,” the girl said, fidgeting. “We only buy

one-one.” (EX1 Oct 1990:11)

2 v Of an animal, to have young. 0 But Agnoo who sold [this cow] to

me, Agnoo said she would put down in three months. (Naipaul

1976:78) 0 Macuum went over to chat and carried a bowl of

paynoose... [he] kept saying, “This is the seventh time that blasted

cow put down.” (Hosein 1980:123) 0 Put dong... To give birth.

(www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

3 v Establish a state or condition by means of a specific Orisha ritual.

0 A cross may “be put down” at a crossroads to prevent a sukuvan...

from passing. (Simpson 1970:75) 0 After a stool has been laid for a

power, his flag must be “put down.”.. For Ogun, the pole must be

23 feet in length, two feet to be placed below ground and twenty-one

feet above ground... [objects] are put into the hole... some puncheon

rum, as well as some sweet oil, is thrown in and a lighted candle is

placed in the hole. One yard of maroon cotton cloth is attached to the

top of the pole as a flag. Three men and two women in addition to the

owner of the flag and the leader of the ceremony take hold of the pole

and raise it to an upright position on the stool. (Simpson 1970:49) 0

After a special religious service called “the putting down of mourners,”

the candidate is spun around in both directions to put him on the

“wheel,” or to send his spirit on the astral plane. (Ahyoung 1977:53-54)
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put down wuk, put down work 1 phr Do a job, spend a lot of energy,

do something well. 0 “When Bachac put down wok, everything does

get cut down flat. And Manzanilla going to flatten them!” as she

boasted with a bunch of herbs. (Punch 19 Nov 1989:15) 0 At the end

of [his] tour, you will clap with enthusiasm... “When I put down that

kind of wuk on tourists,” he says, “they does remember me.” (Pires

1 994f: 15) 0 “They jess sayin that they recognise the wuk he put

dong.” (EX 9 Mar 1995) 0 “Waaah!! And so mucha hard wuk I put

dong dis year!” (Calpu cartoon, EX 29 Dec 2003: 1 1)

2 phr Carry out a serious criminal activity, such as armed robbery. 0

The court heard that on September 21, [he] put down “ah serious ban-

dit wuk”. (Heat 7 Oct 1989:5) 0 Put dong a wok... To commit an

armed robbery or act of extreme violence, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr

2001) 0 We was just going to put down a lil work for a robbery, and I

ent know the man was going to shoot the watchman.

3 phr Have sexual relations, esp. of a man. = punjay 0 Put dong a

wok... Engage in sexual intercourse (typically more than once).

(www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

put down lie and pick/take up thiefphr Said when someone consid-

ers the speaker is lying. 0 “William say he doin a Associate degree by

correspondence.” “Da drug addict? Why he don’t put down lie and

take up tief?” (2001

)

put foot 1 phr Move quickly, esp. when being chased or in panic. =

>push foot
1

0 One set of police come in and he put foot.

2 phr Used in a warning that someone is not at all welcome. (< E put

a foot, put one foot) 0 “You eh go put foot inside mih yard until you

say sorry.” (Baptiste 1993:133) 0 He kyaan put foot in that town,

put goat mouth phr Put a curse on someone, specifically to say that

something bad will happen, sometimes without apparent bad intent.

(< goat-mouth) = put bad mouth 0 Wen you say she go lobe man too

much, You bin put goat mout pon her for true oui! (As the Negroes

think there is an injurious charm in prognosticating evil, they call it

“putting Goafs Mouth on one,” in allusion to the poisonous effects of

the Goafs bite on vegetables.”) (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 And once, when
Ratni at an unguarded moment observed that he had but two hands,

and what would he do with so many sticks, Gurudeva promptly

silenced her with a slap. ‘Mind you’ own business,’ he said. ‘Don’

put goat-mouth.’ (Naipaul 1976:41) 0 Ah feeling real good, so doh

put no goat mouth on meh and ah can’t come to de party tonight.

(Baptiste 1992)

put hand 1 phr Help; aid; do something to support someone. 0 Sir, the

national festival has now descended to sex, fun and colour in that

order. Lord, put a hand! (Letter, EX-2 6 Mar 1988: 18) 0 Lord! Put ah

hand! What has TnT done to deserve dis? Fus it was hurricane

Arthur, then tornado Bakr now is tropical storm Fran! What’s nex?

(TTM 17 Aug 1990:9) 0 Sometimes he come home and Lord, put a

hand, he hungry to dead and Marva now picking rice. (Alleyne-Forte

1994:6)

2 phr Become involved with; interfere; participate. 0 They fought...

Moore and Mauns were in attendance, but beyond the latter request-

ing a crowd which had meanwhile put in an appearance not to “put a

hand,” they did practically nothing at all. (POSG 24 May 1907:5) 0

Wat Selwin have to do is to put ah hand an get de poleece to patrol dis

place all de time so dat scamps ent gettin no chance at all. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 21 May 1979) 0 ‘If you fighting Police, I not putting a

hand.’ (Lovelace 1988:28)

put handle phr Give a title of address, e.g. Mister, as a mark of respect.

0 “Say mister! put a handle to my name.” (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

put hand on phr Beat; hit; attack. 0 Ah glad to hear dat she still feelin

pain from de butts way ah gi she; dat will make she mind how she put

she hand pon Trinidad peeple agen. (PC 3 Sept 1904) 0 “I going do

for you. Come bet you live to regret the day you put hand on me.”

(Hill 1 966c: 19) 0 The only hand the Lord putting on Iain Duncan
Smith is to drop spirit lash on him. This week is only thunder for IDS.

(Pires, TG 31 Oct 2003)

put hat phr Usu. used in negative to warn someone not to attempt

something you can’t accomplish, not to start what you can’t finish.

See also HANG hat, have hat. (fr proverb Doh put yuh hat where

yuh hand can 't reach) 0 ‘What you trying to say, he going to married

you? He going to start wearing dhoti and talk Hindi? Is time you

come to your senses, girl. Don’t put your hat so high you can’t reach

it.’ (Selvon 1972:109) 0 He want to build a big house one time, and I

tell him doh put yuh hat, but he not taking me on.

puti n The new tubers of EDDOES, etc. (poss. < Nepali puli ‘vagina’,

i.e. source) 0 “This root ah eddoes ha nice puti.” (1990)

put in house phr Provide a house for someone, usu. a man providing

this for a woman lover. 0 “I gave up the idea entirely last year when a

man told me how he put this woman... in house somewhere.” (Bomb 5

Oct 1990:25) 0 Put me in house and every thing all right. 0 “You put

she in house, she come to live at you.” ( 1 990)

put in old heat see OLD HEAT

put light (on), place light on phr Invoke obeah or supernatural pow-

ers to harm or help someone; cast a spell on someone. = light candle,

put obeah on, put on head 0 Ah ooman tell me she gwine “put a Lite”

to mek me get wuk, an now is ah hole mont an a haff sence she put it

an ah can’t get wuk yet. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 [He] gave her $3 to put

a light for him to help him out of his trouble (TG 18 May 1921:2) 0

Once they had come upon a piece of paper planted beneath the estate

house, with all their names written on it; on top was a burning candle.

This kind of obeah is called “putting the light on you,” and, say the

blacks, is certain death for all mentioned if the candle is not extin-

guished before the flame touches the paper. (Bowman & Bowman
1939:255-6) 0 Someone had accused him of stealing a piece of land

and sought the services of an obeah man, who had put a ‘light on his

head’, as it was termed. From then on, Jacko always drove his

imaginary bus. (Narine 1977:61) 0 ‘We could do for him,’ Compai

said quietly. ‘How?’ ‘We could put a light on his head.' (Boodhoo

1994:266)

put mouth in phr Interfere in an argument or quarrel; forcefully offer

an uninvited and unwanted opinon; take sides in an argument and add

own opinion. Less strong than PUSH MOUTH IN. (< Yor se jo 'nu si

‘put mouth in’) 0 “Dem fellas have a argument you can’t put your

mouth in that.” 0 Liza come over, she say the woman lie. You know
how she have to put she mouth in everything. (“Doh Say Dat" TG 27

Oct 1991:16)

put mouth on 1 phr Put a curse on. (< Yor sejo 'nu si ‘put mouth’ i.e.

curse, blight) 0 But if that man put his mouth on you, well boy, dog

eat your supper. (Chalkdust, “Goat Mouth Doc” 1972)

2 phr Harass; nag. 0 Look doan put you mout on me nuh ooman.

(Ottley 1971:49)

putna n A container; esp. a pot containing GOBAR to LIPAY. /putna/

(< H-Bh puti ‘small bowl; hollow place’) 0 I never find the putnaa all

day.

putni n A cloth used to apply GOBAR or dirt to LIPAY. /putni/

(< putna) 0 “Get de putna and putni ready to start lipaying.” ( 1990)

put obeah on phr Invoke supernatural powers to harm or help some-

one, to cast a spell on someone. = light candle, put light on, >put on

(head) 0 I doh know how he so. Somebody must be put obeah on

that man.

put on (head) phr Work OBEAH on someone; try to make something

bad happen to someone. = light candle, put light on. put obeah on 0

‘This thing was a big big dog last night... in the morning is a tiny tiny

puppy.’... Harichand bent down to shine his shoe. ‘Somebody tryin to

put something on you.’ (Naipaul 1958:73) 0 ‘What you think I should

do?’ ‘Obeah,’ Clarkie said and laughed. ‘Put something on his head.

Light a candle.’ (Boodhoo 1994:277)

put on sizephr Gain weight, or gain height and weight. = pick up size,

>take on size 0 If you see how the boy put on size now. He’s taller

than his father!

put out 1 v Make someone leave; evict. 0 “Mi modder put mi out she

house an' ah was knockin’ dog all about de place ketchin’ mi tail. Ah
don want de same t’ing to happen to yo’.” (Bowyer 1974:25)

2 v Prepare someone for a special occasion requiring special clothes,

usu. said about sewing a bride’s outfit. 0 “They have a prize for best

dressed parang band, one thousand dollars. But you see, it would cost
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you about five hundred dollars to put out one man, a pretty shirt, a

pants, a shoes, so you eh find that have no sense.” (1990) 0 My
mother is a seamstress. She puts out beautiful brides,

put out of mind phr Confuse; upset. 0 That really put me outa

me mine.

put pepper in rice phr Referring to suspicious behaviour, that more is

going on than appears, that someone is doing things that they have no

right to; used esp. for adultery. 0 Lower-class men in Trinidad are

strongly concerned about the fidelity of their wives. Colorful phrases

are sometimes used to refer to a wife’s infidelity, for example, “some-

one’s putting pepper in your rice,” or “there’s more in the mortar

besides the pestle.” (Rodman 1971:215)

put salt in mouth phr Usu. in negative, (not) hesitate to give an opin-

ion. = >put water in mouth 0 If George Bush was moving left when
he should be moving right, Errol is one man who wouldn't put salt in

his mouth to tell him so right to his face. (TTM 13 Oct 1989:3)

put self in that phr Be one’s own fault; should have known better. 0

Well is she who put sheself in that. Who send she?

put so 1 phr Put someone under a curse, spell; work OBEAH on. 0 You
would cross him? He would put you so.

2

phr Behaving oddly or made mad by OBEAH or a curse. 0 Doan
worry wid she, she put so. (Ottley 1971:52) 0 That one there has lost

his sense. Touched. Mad. From over-working the brain. From too

many days bare head under the sun. Or, somebody put him so.

(Stewart 1989:160)

put spirit phr Cause bad fortune or illness to happen to someone

through OBEAH or similar practice. 0 “She say somebody put a bad

spirit on the child.” (Khan 1964:67) 9 ‘You lookin’ for the Baptist

see-er man? The man who does do all kinds o’ things?’ ‘And what he

could do?’ ‘He does help people in trouble, tell them about their

future. Put spirit on people - if somebody troublin’ you he could put a

spirit on them.’ (Boodhoo 1994:274)

put tactac in rice phr Tob Spoil; humbug; ruin, (prob < tac-tac)
=

throw sand in rice 0 I try a ting, and dem put tactac in me rice,

put to bed phr Carry out midwife tasks; help women in childbirth.

(< E put to bed ‘put to rest for the night; make someone who is ill stay

in bed to rest’) 0 NKM How long you doing midwife work? SN Since

1 was 20 years old I putting women to bed. Thousands of them.

(OPNL Mar 1989:4)

putto-putto n obs Tob Mud. (< Twi, Kikongo potopoto ‘slimy;

muddy; mud'; Yor potopoto ‘mud’) 0 (Uh 1883:251)

put up 1 v Usu. of a cooking pot, put on the fire or stove. (< E put

‘place’ + up ‘on; on top of) 0 Put up a pot with the oil. {EX 1990)

2 v Rebuild; put back together something that has been taken apart; E
put together, (poss. < E put up ‘make up or compose by union of

parts') 0 “Take down a motor car engine and put it up again.” {EX 25

Jan 1987)

3 v Keep a mistress or common-law wife. (< E put up ‘provide lodg-

ing to a visitor or guest’) 0 “E puttin’ she up": ah kept miss. (Haynes

1987:82)

4 v Save money; E put away’, put aside, put by. (< E put up ‘place in a

receptacle for safe-keeping; lay aside out of use’) 0 “I putting up a lil

something every week.” (1993)

5 v Of a wild animal, put at bay or comer in a hole. (< E put up ‘cause

game to rise fr cover; rouse; start’) 0 By the time we catch up to the

dogs they had put up the lappe in a hole.” (2001)

put up story phr An expression of dismissal, or request to be quiet;

almost always in the imperative. 0 Put up that story, nah, man!

put water in eye phr Make someone cry; do something to hurt some-

one; esp. as a (joking) threat. (< FC mete dlo nan zie < Fr mettez de

1'eau dans yeux ‘cause grief) 0 You put so much water in me eye,

Before I come back I rather die. (Caresser “Lorito” 1937, in Rohlehr

1990:261) 0 Oh, believe me, I don’t know what to say, What account

they will give on that judgment day, “Too late! Too late!” then shall

be the cry, When St. Peter put water in they eyes. (Growler “In the

Dew and the Rain” 1939) 0 You ain’t have to put water in nobody
eye, is way you see your material is dey to buy. (Pretender “You

Can’t Stop the Carnival” 1971) 0 “So you little Bajan puttin’ water in

you’ eye ’gain eh?” (Bain 1974:16) 0 Another person who does put

water in me eye, is the shopkeeper where I does buy. (Danny Boy,

“Constitutional Rip-off’ 1973)

put water in mouth phr Usu. in the negative, not hesitate, hold back

from saying something. 0 He didn't put water in his mouth to tell him
how he failed the party miserably. 0 Yuh doh need to put watuh/water

inyuh rnout’: you don’t need to display any tact. (Haynes 1987:21 1

)

put way see put away
put weight on King Sugar phr arc Said of having too much to bear,

more than enough to do already, (fr historic role of sugar for contrib-

uting most to national economy) 0 “All this overtime just putting

weight on King Sugar.” (1990)

put wood phr Of a man, give a woman sexual action; have sex.

(< wood3
)
= rest wood 0 “Yoh moderass!” Pharoh’s saying, “talking

’bout girl getting belly! Somebody should put wood gi your stiff-

assed wife. I have plenty. Bring she leh mi give she some disgrace-

ness!” (Stewart 1989:185) 0 She living by me now and I rest wood on

she regular. She ent have nutten to complain about,

pwals n Underarm or pubic hair, /pwalz/ (< FC pwel < Fr poils ‘hair’

+ E -5 , plural) 0 “I catch a stand when I see some pwals peeping out

from she bikini.” (1990) 0 “She lift up she hand and yuh did see she

pwals.” (1990)

pwatik, poitique, pratique, practique, pwatique n A business part-

ner, vendor, or someone with whom you do business on a regular basis,

/pwatik/ (< FC pwatik ‘customer’ < Fr pratique ‘custom; practice’; dial

‘customer’) 0 You could have made out his cry at a distance, “Haye,

haye, potick!” He was an Indian vendor of as many kinds of dry goods

as the big wooden chest he carried on his head could hold. {TG 5 Feb

1933:2) 0 The Indian woman who once called “pwatique” at the gates

of homes, or once sold bara, pholouri, doubles and roti, will still sell;

but not on the street comer... the former wayside roti vendors have now
been incorporated into [snackettes]. (Woodroffe 1974:20) 0 The only

people who looked forward to Lent must have been the fish vendors,

who appeared on Wednesday and Friday mornings with their “poisson

frais! Nice tarzah carite! How much you want, pratique?” (Araujo

1984:40) 0 The morning is a cool one in July 1952... The pwatic - the

diminutive East Indian milk peddlar is at the front of the house with a

huge, metal pail filled with fresh cow’s milk... He wore black watchek-

ongs , felt hat and full, cotton pants with two inch folds just above the

ankle. (EX 12 July 1990:23) 0 I used to see chocolate balls and sticks in

the Port of Spain market when I was a child. My mother sometimes

bought this ‘creole’ chocolate from her Maraval patois-speaking prac-

tique. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:25)

pweah see PEEWA

pwefm see KWEFFEM

pwentan n Asclepias curassavica , a native plant with red-orange

flowers; also a yellow variety, A. conco/or. Leaves poisonous to live-

stock. (< FC poss. < Fr printemps ‘spring’ or prend temps ‘take

time’) = matac, >red-head, red-top 0 The redhead or pwentan plant...

the root of which is used as a tea in the treatment of venereal diseases,

but the milky leaves and flowers are poisonous and are avoided by

livestock, which, should they consume it accidentally, experience

traumatic conditions and “fits”. (Morean 1991:53)

pwessy see PESSY

pwontu n A large basket used for transporting cocoa and coffee from

field to the COCOA HOUSE or drying house. (< FC pwontu < Fr prend

tout ‘takes all’) = cocoa basket 0 (Moore 1980:23)

pye pul n Eleusine indica , a grass. (< FC < Fr pied de poule ‘fowl

foot’ fr shape of leaf) = >fowl foot 0 Mami say how she need some

pye pul from here,

pyjama see PAJAMA

pyong, peong, piong n A fan; adherent; supporter; aficionado; enthu-

siast; someone who is constantly looking for something, running

behind it, trying to get or beg for it all the time; someone who is lucky

or successful at an activity. (< Sp peon ‘someone who works hard;

someone tied to a task’) 0 A term used to describe a person who
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onstantly begs another one for something. (ESTT 1 956) 0 Investiga-

tions also revealed that [he] was a courthouse ‘peong’ who would

sometimes sleep inside the Arima Magistrate’s Court while it was in

session. (Blast 15 Apr 1988:12) 0 I was happy I’d had no car that day

and had had to depend on two party-pyongs for a lift home. (EX 9

Sept 1990:27) 0 “When ah tell you mih mother-in-law is one money
peong!” (Baptiste 1993:126) 0 People boofed me good last year when
I criticised the quality of mas and calypso. They openly bad-talked

me for saying that Trinidadians live from one Carnival to the next,

merely tolerating the period in between. Even up to last Christmas,

mas pyongs were still taking issue with my anti-Carnival sentiments

expressed in an article or two last year. (EX 6 Feb 1994:28) 0 He is a

real fishing pyong, always begging me to take him on the boat. 0 He
is a real mango pyong, thiefmg mango everywhere,

pyot v Call another bird in the wild, usu. said of a caged bird, /pjot/

(prob. fr sound of call) 0 “The bird pyotin.” (1979)



Qq

qasida, kasida, quasseeda, q'ssida n A style of classical Arabian

poetry, recited aloud, usu. with patriotic or love themes, /kasida/ (< U
< Ar kasida ‘long poem; ode of a hundred couplets or more’) 0 The

heart of the controversy, is the use of Bhajans in an environment of

alcohol and licentiousness. Bhajans are sacred Hindu songs... some of

the songs are even Qaseedas - sacred Islamic songs... some time ago,

Muslims in the audience of a Chatnee-singing stopped a Chatnee

which was a Qaseeda. (TG 11 Nov 1990:35) 0 From the El Socorro

Cultural Organisation, one might have expected chowtal singing or

tassa or even Q’ssidas. Instead, a brisk Best Village dance. (Baksh

1992:16) 0 [A]s a child growing up in Warrenville and attending the

Warrenville masjid maktab... she was taught to sing Qaseedas and

taught aspects of the Prophet’s life story. (Kassim 2000:6)

qawali, kawali, qawali, quawali, qwalli n A formal type of Arabian

song, in call-response form, with each line sung by the lead singer

repeated by the chorus, and the tempo increasing near the end. The

themes are usu. patriotic or historical, /kawali/ (< H-U kawal ‘musi-

cian; singer; story-teller’ < Farsi qawl ‘programme of music and

song’) 0 The lyrics are in Hindustan^] or Urdu. A strong Muslim

influence is present in Qawali songs. (Ahyoung 1977:73) 0 “Rampersad

sing ah nice kawali, he make it up iself.” (1990) 0 Several quawalis

poured into the country by celebrates recording artistes... testimony

of the cultural revolution in the decade of the mid ’30s to the mid

’40s. (Ramaya 1992:23) 0 The Krishna Leela drama will be staged by

India’s Bharatiya Kala Kendra, with ghazal singer Mahima and a

quwalli troupe performing. (TG 2 May 1993:16) 0 He sang at wed-

dings and other functions... not the modem film songs. “We didn’t

consider theatre song, them is stage song. We sing classical thumri,

quawal, ghazal.” (Johnson 2003b:23)

Quacco see Quaco

quaccoowaja n arc Tob Dressed up in a ridiculous, pretentious, inap-

propriate manner, /kwakuwadp/ (< dial E quaker-wodger ‘a puppet

politican’) 0 De ooman dress up like a quaccoowaja and sey she ah

married. (Ottley 1971)

quack(s) n A hard, round or finger-shaped, dumpling; originally made
from cassava FARINE, but also of flour, /kwak, kwaks/ (< FC couac

‘cassava dumpling’, poss. ft sound made when you bite one) 0 I cyaah

take dem quacks at all, dem does ride mi belly.

Quackie n arc White man. /kwaki/ = >bakra
,
beke, white bakra,

white cockroach 0 One law for Quackie, one law for Quackie’s son.

‘One law for the master, one law for the master’s mulatto son.’

(Ottley 1971)

quack-quack n A fuss or commotion about nothing, /kwakwak/ (fr

sounding like excited ducks) 0 The opening of the hotel was a real

quack-quack... many people wonder if the organizers knew what they

were doing. (Bomb 1982)

Quaco, Quacco, Quacko, Quackoo n A generic name for an ordinary

black man, the “man in the street”. In the past often found with Buddy
as a term of address, and later with John as a generic first name. This

sometimes has the negative connotation of an unsophisticated, unin-

telligent person. See also CuDJO, Quashie. /kwako, kwaku/ (< Twi
kwakit, day-name for a boy bom on Wednesday) 0 “Wha for you no

curse Mimba no? You no quarel her no. Buddy Quaco?” (TG 2 Oct

1827) 0 Quacco Eh! berry well tank you, Quacco, and me hope you

be de same. (TRD 7 May 1851:3) 6 A “cryer” goes from village to

village, shouting out the sad tidings at the top of his voice. “Wake up

people wake up, Johnny Quaccoo from Moriah dead oh”. (Ottley

1979:12) 0 John Quacko is a mystery man - known as the Vanishing

Claw, For he is the master criminal who can defy the nation’s law...

For whenever the Fraud Squad looks for him, John Quacko’s never

there. (EX 8 Feb 1987:9) 0 “Every John Quackoo now go know dat ah

goin’ overseas for a little holiday.” (Baptiste 1993:134)

quadrille n A dance, now mostly done for public performance, based

on the French and English contredanse. /kwadnl/ (< E quadrille, a

dance usu. performed by four couples, containing five sections or

figures) 0 There were the “pirouette,” the quadrille, the “galleron,” the

snake dance, the pure unadulterated French curtsey, the advance and

retire of the French salons; the liberated slaves imitated what they

received from their environments. (Encinas 1927:77) 0 The female

dancers especially enjoyed the “quadrille” - a square dance. (Maynard

1992:58)

quadrophonic (pan) n A set of four STEEL DRUMS arranged in a tight

square, roughly encompassing the range of notes of the SECOND and

GUITAR PANS, allowing doubling or harmonizing with other PANS in a

STEELBAND. (< quadro ‘four’ + phone ‘sound’) 0 In 1971 [Rudolph

Charles] invented the nine bass 1972, the rocket pans shaped to contain

sound. In 1973, he invented the 12 bass; 1974, the quadrophonic. In

1976, the triple tenor harmony pan and in 1977, the pan harmony

(six pans). (TTM 25 Feb 1983:13) 0 “We have seen a vast improve-

ment in terms of the instrument; we have seen the invention of the

twelve-bass, nine-bass, quadrophonic, chrome-pan, core-pan, etc.,

where our genius has gone to work and carried the instrument to

greater heights.” (EX-2 3 Aug 1987:8) 0 Rudolph Charles - Innovator,

tuner and leader of the Desperadoes, familiar to all as ‘the man with the

Hammer’ was responsible for the creation of the “quadraphonic pan”,

“whistle tenor”, “rocket cello” - 9 and 1 2 Bass and the famous “Soca

Bass”. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:29)

quail, quale v Dry up; wither; fade; shrivel; usu. used of leaves, vege-

tables, fruits, also of very old people. /kweE (< dial E quail ‘dry up;

wither’) 0 The women workers split the nuts where they fall and leave

them ten days to “quail”; then the copra is extracted and dried by

means of hot air. (Rutter 1933:92) 0 Minimum quailing period

required (Leonard 1936:83) 0 Spanish Thyme - quail leaves over

slow fire, extract juice by grinding. (Bush Medicine 1976b: 19) 0

Already “quailed” banana leaves... were being sold in one-pound

packets. (EX 23 Dec 1990: 14) 0 He taught us how to “quail,” or cure,

the wood [for a top] by burying it in the earth. (Elder 1997:189)

quaily adj Dry; shriveled; withered; e.g. of skin or vegetables, /kweli/

(< quail + E -y, adjective ending) = chuchkal
2

,
quelbe

2
0 [Y]ou know

you are a true Trini if, among a long list of other things... Your fingers

get “quaily-quaily” when you’ve been in the tub/sea/pool for too

long. (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17)

Quaker(s) n arc Any porridge, oatmeal, (fr brand name Quaker Oats)

0 QUAKUH/QUAKER OATS. (Haynes 1987:182) 0 I like to have

Quakers on cold mornings.

quality n With all, indiscriminate; out of place; unusual. (< E quality

‘character; nature’) 0 People think somebody put a light on U.D. to

have him walking the city ‘at all quality hour’. (Bomb 1983)

quanco see CUENCO

quank see QUENK

qua-qua see also KWA-KWA

qua-qua n arc Thamnophilus doliatus, T.d. fraterculus (Trin), T.d.

tobagensis (Tob), (E barred antshrike), a bird. Male black, barred all

over with white; crest white tipped with black, /kwa kwa/ (fr sound of

call) = bush guinea bird, cocoa bird
2

,
>Dominica bird, guinea bird

1

,

pintade 0 The name qua-qua which must be derived from its cry, is

confined to Tobago, and even there it is dropping out of use, the bird

being more generally known as the cocoa or Dominica bird. (Mirror

6 Oct 1911)
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quar chee n arc A Chinese snack food of dried watermelon seeds, /kar

'tfi, gar tfi/ (< Ch, prob. Hakka) 0 And now they were passing

Mr. Lee’s fancy grocery store. The old Chinaman greeted Mr. Pinto

with a high lift of his hand... Quickly scooping up a handful of quar

chee, dried watermelon seeds, Mr. Lee dropped them into Berry’s lap,

and waved again. (Pollack 1943:40)

quaree, quaree, quarree, carre, carreau n arc A traditional French

unit of land measure, 139,392 square feet or 12,949.94 square metres,

about three and one fifth (3.2) English acres; three and a half quarees

equals eleven acres, /kare, kware/ Note: Usu. spelled with rr, poss.

influenced by E quarry, but there is no derivational justification for

this. (< FC kare, < Fr quaree, a measure of land area) 0 The proprietor

or attorney of every plantation shall have one quarree, or three acres,

1 1/12 of a fanega of land for every ten working Negroes, planted and

cultivated in provisions for the maintenance of his gang. (Ord. Gov.

Picton, June 30, 1800, in UWI-HT) 0 The sum of Five Shillings Cur-

rency per Quarree. (Prod. Security of Land Tenure, Dec 5, 1815; in

UWI-HT) 0 They received 5 quarres... each, so soon as the distribution

of the allotments could be made out. (Character, 1825, CO 295-66:15)

0 1 Carre of good sugar soil = 12-15 barrels. (Urich 1 Dec 1830, in de

Verteuil 1995:31) 0 Half quarre of land in the Quarter of Laventille.

(TSp 13 Dec 1845:5) 0 Two quarrees of land, on any well-selected

spot, would yield a skilful, industrious man an ample supply of all the

necessaries of life; yet planters, instead of turning ground to account,

will persevere in cultivating sugar to their loss. (Day 1852-2:20) 0 The

distance at which cocoa is planted in this island differs from four to

five varras...At that distance there are about 800 trees in a quarree.

(Hart 1 866:20) 0 Do you own property here? - Yes. / How many acres,

or how many quarrees?... Sixteen acres. (Comm. Franchise 1888:10) 0

The prices [of felling] varies according to the custom for the locality,

and the nature of the forest, being usually from $ 1 5 to $22 a quarree

(three and one fifth acres). (Collens 1912:92) 0 One man from Palmiste

offered to be baptized if I would give him a quarree (i.e. three and one-

third acres) of land. (Morton 1916) 0 Defendant said, he had ten acres

of land at Carrapachima. He owned seven lots and a half quarree and

five acres of land in conjunction with his brother. (TG 14 July 1921:7)

0 By 1785 the French settlers had outnumbered the Spanish by 10 to 1,

and evidence of their absorption was manifested in a Landholding

Proclamation of that year in which use is made of the French measure

“quarree”. (Greenidge 1938:60) 0 If a white male or female, the per-

sonal allotment was ten carreaux, with an additional five carreaux for

each slave imported into the island. (Campbell 1992:88) 0 For Sale by

Mortgagee. Seven (7) Quarees (approx 23 Acres) of Land near L.P.

#107 and 3'A MM off Mayaro Guayaguayare Road. (EX 8 Nov 1995)

quarez see CARAY

quarilla n obs A dry measure. (< Sp) 0 The quarilla of manioc. (Hart

1866:56)

quarrel 1 v Criticize; complain; scold; protest. (< dial E quarrel

‘rebuke; object to’) 0 “Wha for you no curse Mimba no? You no

quarel her no, Buddy Quaco?” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 “Oh god, doctor,

doh cut the hair. De farder go quarrel.” (Lewis 1972:48) 0 Nanny had

to boil the coffee in the backyard because the villagers were quarrel-

ling for coffee and rum all the time. (Ladoo 1972:89) 0 “The land-

lord... is quarreling about the rent.” (EX 11 Jan 1987:25) 0 La Brea

residents are quarrelling and protesting that the Anglican Church in

the area... is overdoing it with the ‘exorbitant fee’ they must pay to

get married. (TTM 24 Nov 1989:16) 0 I remember long time ...I only

uses to have nice music by James Brown and Kitch and Sparrow and

everybody in the car happy like pappy. Now them little hen and them
with they hair pile up high high on the top and wearing earring and

fancy chain only quarrelling for that Jamaican stupidness. (Maharaj

1992:28) 0 ‘You better pick out the black pods because he will quar-

rel like hell if he see black pods on the trees. ’ (Boodhoo 1 994: 101)

2 n Criticism; complaint; scolding. 0 Then into the backyard to find

the cocoyea broom and get enough material for bows and straight

pieces - after a good kite season the poor cocoyea broom would have

dwindled to a point of emaciated inefficiency and your father would
get a good quarrel off his chest. (Araujo 1984:20)

quarrel with v Scold; shout at. 0 I cyan take how she always quarrel-

ling with that child. 0 He only come and quarrel with me, as if is my
fault.

quart n A size or measure of bread, e.g. a certain number of HOPS
BREAD. (< dial E quart, a dry measure) 0 Defendant’s story was that

he always sold bread by “quarts” to shopkeepers and not by penny
loaves. The constable asked him for 6 cents’ worth of bread and he

gave him 3 loaves and a half. A “quart” was 14 loaves for a shilling.

(TG 12 Nov 1919:7) 0 Some businesses in T&T are like the man who
ate two quarts of hops bread for breakfast in the oil days. Now he can

only afford four hops bread. (Tribune 17 Apr 1988:2)

quarter 1 n obs An administrative district. (< E quarter ‘a division or

district of a town or city’) 0 Quarter: administrative district, estab-

lished by Governor Chacon in 1787 and replaced by the wards... in

1849 by governor Lord Harris. (Brereton 1979:x)

2«A unit of land, about four fifths of an acre. (< E quarter, an Irish

measure of land area) 0 A “quarter” is made up of four jimis, with

five jimis equaling one acre. Rental of riceland is usually in terms of

“half a quarter” (2/5 of an acre) or a “quarter” (4/5 of an acre)... “Half

a quarter” of good riceland... should produce enough rice - eight to

ten “barrels” in a good year - to supply a family with its rice needs...

A family owning or renting a “quarter” can be certain of filling its

needs, of having enough for special events... and of having a surplus

with to sell or to save for a lean year. (Klass 1961:81-2)

quarter-bit, -bitt n obs A unit of currency, worth three pence. (< bit,

worth 12 pence) 0 In 1804, the Imperial Government sought to ratio-

nalize the system of exchange by introducing one based on the

‘denominational currency’ system used in the Leeward Islands colo-

nies, which provided a legal value for circulating coins in terms of

sterling. The Spanish silver dollar was replaced by the Mexican-

milled dollar, valued at nine shillings, as the basis of the currency sys-

tem. Some of the other coins were the Pistareen (valued at 2 shil-

lings), the Bitt (one shilling), the Half-Bitt (6 pence) and the Quarter-

Bitt (3 pence). (Brown 1989:12-13)

quarter-quarter n A unit of land area, of which five equal one Eng-

lish acre, usu. used for rice land. = >jimi 0 Taking Bejucal as an

example, the [Trinidad Guardian] said that each peasant normally

rented either one or two Jimmies or rice land at an annual cost of

$1 .00 a Jimmi. (Five Jimmies were equal to one acre, but a Jimmi was
also known as a ‘quarter-quarter’, as four of them made up what the

peasant referred to as a quarter of land.) From this parcel costing a

dollar, a peasant could reap about five barrels of rice in a good year.

(Taitt 1998:184)

Quashie, Quashy n A generic negative name for a common black

man, an ordinary, unimportant man; often considered low-class,

unimportant, unintelligent, unsophisticated. See also Quaco. /kwaji/

(< Twi kwasi, Ewe kosi, Fante kwesi, day-name for a boy bom on

Sunday + Akan o-kwasea, Fante kwasia ‘fool; idiot; ignorant or stu-

pid person’ ) 0 “Sar: me gone; send for doctor; oh, Massa, me neber

go see Su again; good bye pickinnines; all over wid poor Quashie -

fire - murder - ebery body - no body - me da trimble all over.” (TSp

26 Aug 1846:3) 0 Here collect all sorts and conditions of men. South

Americans of low class, a few Chinese, Negroes, coolies, Europeans,

and the eternal Quashie everywhere - reckless, jovial, good-for-very-

little. (Phillpotts 1894:105)

Quashy see Quashie

quassia n Quassia amara, a native very small tree or shrub, to 4.5 m
(1"). Bark and wood bitter and medicinal. Leaves compound, ribbed,

sometimes reddish. Bright red flowers in clusters. Fruits about 7.5 cm
(5.5") arranged around a flat disk. Wood light coloured and soft.

Almost all parts of the plant, including the wood, are very bitter.

(< Amer) = bitter ash 0 (Explication 1769) 0 Quassia Amara Cin-

chona Charibea Copabu used as an application to ulcers. (CO/295/81

1829:328) 0 (Marshall 1934:26) 0 (Beard 1946:33)

quatadell see CUTADELL

quatro see CUATRO

quawali see QAWALI
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Quaysay see Kwaysay

que see CURRY-CUE, WILD MEAT-CUE

queen 1 n Mother, a respectful term usu. used by men; sometimes any

respected older woman. (< E queen ‘applied to a woman as a term of

endearment and honour’) 0 QUEEN, n., an elderly, respected woman.

(Rodman 1971:234) 0 Soft soaping somebody’s old queen was all

right for a few minutes, but this Amy Russel was preening herself and

taking over the whole damn conversation. (Jones 1973:1 15)

2 n Girlfriend; female partner. (< slang E queen ‘attractive woman;

girl-friend; female partner’, recently influenced by popularity of this

term in Jamaica) 0 So queen, why cry if it bong to mus? Come, wipe

your eyes an’ doh make no fuss - yuh chil'ren solid, we could handle

de future; yes, yes ma, we know, yuh rainbow tears mus’ shed,

because chil'ren is always chil’ren tuh dey mudder. (Letter, EX 3 Sept

1990:10)

3 n In a Carnival social union (obs.) or band, the principal

female MAS player; counterpart of the KING. Usu. has the most splen-

did, impressive or elaborate costume. Competitive prizes are given

for the top queen of all JOUVAY bands, and the top queen of all the

regular Carnival bands. (< E queen ‘a woman who has pre-eminence

or authority in a specified place’) 0 Melbourne Sfocial] U[nion]...

The subjects of King L. McKenzie and Queen Beatrice Ford were

dressed in pale green bodices and jackets and white shirts and trou-

sers. (POSG 20 Feb 1901:4) 0 The Coronation of the King and Queen

of Trafalgar Social Union took place on Friday night in the presence

of hundreds of spectators. (POSG 15 Feb 1903:5) 0 We have been

asked to notify that the king or queen of the winners in the “Tiger

Cat” competition must call for the prize this afternoon at 3 o’clock,

when the particular costume worn must be produced for the purpose

of identification. (POSG 21 Feb 1912:4) 0 Constable Drayton

charged Jan Hector. Evans Field (the “King” of a Red Indian band),

and his “Queen” Juanita Payar with fighting at St. Joseph Road. (Mir-

ror 25 Feb 1914:2) 0 The King and Queen, Mr. and Mrs. Wattley, the

Dauphin Chas. Cadette and the Dauphine Leocadie Cadette followed.

(Encinas 1927:77) 0 Bands comprised a king, a queen and their fol-

lowers. They would roam the streets until Tuesday night, rejoicing.

(TG 3 Mar 1946:6) 0 In other downtown results, Phillip Montano was

named 1992 King of J’Ouvert... Theresa Montano... was named 1992

J’Ouvert Queen with her presentation Daisv Ent Dead. (Jacob et al

1992:16)

4 n In BELE, the leading female dancer. 0 The Bele Queen or lead

dancer ends the dance by bringing down the two ends of the skirt

sharply down on the lead drum. (Alladin 1970:119-20, in Ahyoung
1977:48) 0 In one type of Bele... the music is part of a formal secular

festival organized by the neighbourhood group, and presided over by

elected “king” and “queen”, with women wearing old-fashioned

French-type dresses. (Ahyoung 1977:48) 0 In the Grand Bele, men
and women are paired off, usually in couples of four. They make sev-

eral figures based on the basic movements but including grand bows
and points in a manner reminiscent of the Quadrille... The best female

is called “Co Reine” - the Queen, and every village has its own La
Reine. (Ahye 1978:44-6)

5 n In a SPEECH BAND, the principal female player, depicting the

queen; counterpart of the king. 0 “Before Carnival Tuesday they use

to have a crowning of the King and Queen of the Speech Band in

every estate.” (Hall 1998:46)

6 n Danaus gilippus, a butterfly, wingspan 7.5 cm (3"). Brownish-

orange with black veins; black wing-tips with white spots; similar to

the SOLDIER MARTINIQUE but smaller and less vivid. (< E queen

‘the most beautiful of its class; sometimes second in size/power to

king') 0 (Barcant 1970:146-7)

queen conch n Strombus gigas, a large edible marine conch; the shell

is white outside and shiny smooth pink inside. (< E queen ‘the most

beautiful of its class; sometimes second in size/power to king' +

conch, several large gastropods, esp. S. gigas) = conk(s), >lambi, sea

conch
1

, sea snail 0 (Strombus Gigas) - Queen Conch. The largest of

this family. About a foot in length. At Buccoo there is a pile with hun-

dreds of “dead” conch shells. The colours are wonderfully still there

even with the sun blazing down on them. The interior is a beautiful

rose-pink. Several gardens are decorated with these shells. (Alford

1960:61) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:128)

queen cracker n Hamadryas arethusa, a butterfly, wingspan 6.2 cm
(2.5"). Velvet black with iridescent blue spots sprinkled over wings;

female has more spots and cream band across central upper wing.

(< E queen ‘the most beautiful of its class but second in size/power to

king, fr less vivid markings than king cracker) 0 (Barcant 1970: 130)

queenfish n Acanthocybium solandri (E wahoo), a large, sharp-nosed,

fast-swimming edible marine fish. = balata kingfish 0 (Mendes

1940:13)

queen mullet n Upeneus parvaus (E dwarfgoatfish)

,

an edible marine

fish, to 25 cm (9.7" long. Vermillion above, yellow stripes, two

whisker-like barbels on the chin. 0 (LNP 1985)

Queen of Carnival n The winner of a competition of all the queens of

the Carnival bands, held on Dimanche Gras; the winner is

queen of the whole carnival; parallel to the King of Carnival
competition. Note: This is not the same as the Carnival Queen,
the winner of a beauty competition formerly supported by the Jaycees.

= Queen of the Bands 0 Her Majesty the Queen of Carnival... and her

attendants were next. (POSG 5 Mar 1946:3)

Queen of the Bands n The winner of a competition of all the queens

of the Carnival bands, held on Dimanche Gras; the winner is

queen of the whole carnival; parallel to the King of Carnival com-

petition. = Queen of Carnival 0 Trinidad is noted for its gay Carnival

celebrations ... Associated with it are such features as selections of

the Band of the Year, Queen of the Bands, King of the Bands,

Calypso King, and Carnival Queen. (WICYB 1963:353) 0 Denise

Duncan won the Queen of the Bands competition with Illusion of
Light and Life"from the band Quelque Chose by D’Midas Associates.

She is also Female Individual of the Year. (Jacob et al 1992:27) 0 The

calypso finals, pan-around-the-neck competition and king and queen

of the bands would be held on Carnival Friday night at the Market

Square from 7.00 pm. (TG 10 Jan 1994:12)

queen of the night n Antirrhaea philoctetes, a butterfly, wingspan to

8.1 cm (3.25"). Brown upper wing with thin pale vertical line; lower

wing-tips pointed, splotched with blue in lower section. 0 (Barcant

1970:170-1)

Queen of the Speech Band n In a SPEECH BAND, the principal

female player. 0 “Before Carnival Tuesday they use to have a crown-

ing of the King and Queen of the Speech Band in every estate.” (Hall

1998:46)

queen page n Papilio androgeus androgens, a large butterfly, wing-

span 10 cm (4"). Female black, with iridescent blue or green on lower

wings, sometimes with yellow blotch on upper wings. Male with a

wide almost vertical band of close yellow rectangles across upper and

lower wings. Both have elongations along lower wing margins, /kwin

PC13/ (fr less vivid yellow than kingpage) 0 (Barcant 1970:92)

Queens of the Bands n A row of seven buildings on the west side of

the Queen’s Park Savannah, (prob. fr use by architect John

Newel Lewis, parallel to Queen of the Bands) = >Magnificent Seven

0 On one stretch of the [Queen’s Park Savannah’s] western side,

known as Maraval Road, seven of these truly amazing buildings can

be seen. They are known as the “Magnificent Seven” or the “Queens

of the Bands”. Six were built in 1904 at a time when cocoa was king

and there were many very wealthy estate owners of Trinidad. (Mills

1988:138-9)

Queen’s Park Savannah n A very large open flat area about 200

acres in area, in the northern end of the city of Port-of-Spain; origi-

nally part of the Paradise sugar estate, it was purchased from the

Peschier family by Gov. Sir Ralph Woodward as a public park in

1816. It is used for Dimanche Gras and other Carnival activities,

and used to have a horse-racing track. The path around the edge mea-

sures about three miles. = savannah
-
0 As is well known to our Island

readers, there is a large plain - public property - close on Port of

Spain, to the Northward, which was wont in vulgar times to be styled

the Savanna, but which, in these latter days of improved etiquette, has

been honored with the designation of the Queen ’s Park. (TSp 23 May
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1846:2) 0 Between the town and the northern range of hills was an

abandoned sugar estate belonging to the Peschier family. This was

purchased by the Government in 1816, and out of a portion of it was

formed the “Queen’s Park” as it is now called, a fine open space con-

taining over two hundred acres, dotted here and there with shade trees

standing either singly or in clumps. This park is now enclosed with

iron railings and a broad road winds round it which is the favourite

afternoon drive of the inhabitants of the town. (Fraser 1896:56) 0

[He] held a special parade of the officers, non-commissioned officers

and men of the Constabulary yesterday morning at the Queen’s Park

Savannah. (POSG 16 Aug 1916:8) 0 The Carnival Development

Committee’s comprehensible Dimanche Gras presentation at the

Queen's Park Savannah, and the similarly spectacular Jaycee’s Carni-

val Queen Contest at the Oval. (TG 5 Feb 1961:23) 0 The “Queen’s

Park” known as the Savannah, is the playground of the town contain-

ing some 383 acres... Football, cricket, volley ball, hockey, and horse

racing all take place here. (Ottley 1971-72:10) 0 While parading the

streets, panmen beat many calypso tunes which they ignore the

moment they are inside the Queen’s Park Savannah. (TG 27 Feb

1973:7) 0 In February 1958, at the Queen’s Park Savannah, the steel-

bands gave a toe thumping show entitled “Steelband Fiesta” with a

preview of their Carnival tunes. (Maxime 1991:3) 0 Now that Carni-

val is around the comer, the newly-paved pitch walk around Queen’s

Park Savannah is a real mess with joggers. (TTM4 Feb 1996:1 1)

Queen’s Royal College n One of the Magnificent Seven build-

ings on the Queen’s Park Savannah, a secondary school for

boys, built in German Renaissance style in reddish concrete and blue

facings, with a clock tower installed in 1913. Usu. abbreviated

“QRC.” 0 The authenticity of the Queen’s Royal College is the same

we experience at Carnival time. It is correctness of form but not of

spirit or use. The College is a pastiche of Renaissance and Venetian

details, but the historical meaning is missing. We should turn our

back on the historical aspects of it and enjoy it for what it is. (Lewis

1983:233) 0 (Mills 1988:140) 0 Queen’s Royal College is important

not so much as a building but as a school, alma mater of Eric

Williams, C.L.R. James, the Naipaul brothers, Peter Minshall, etc.

Because it wasn’t a private or Catholic school like CIC, but a govern-

ment school, a lot of poor black boys were able to go there for a first-

class education. It has declined since then, but historically is the most

important school in the country. (2007)

Queen Victoria dressing-gown-bush n obs Stachytarpheta mutabilis

,

a native plant. Note: This single reference is unconfirmed, and may
well represent not only an individual, but a joke. 0 I once asked an old

black man that, if any, common name was given to a pretty pink-

flowered plant (Stachytarpheta mutabilis) - pointing to it
- “Wha’ we

caal ’im, hea’about? - Queen Victoria dressin’-gown-bush, - da he

naim, - putty flower!” (Carr 1869-1:365)

queff adj Of dress or fashion, overdone style, (poss. < E quiff's, curl

or lock of hair plastered down on the forehead; more recently, a tuft

of hair brushed upwards over the forehead’) 0 QUEFF - dressed as

though on stage. (Haynes 1987:182)

quelbe, quelbe, quelba, quilbay 1 n Tob A kind of African dance,

poss. of CONGO origin, comprising songs, drumming and dances,

performed by women. 0 As late as 1940 on the hills in Charlotteville

at nights one could hear the music of Congo women playing what the

villagers called Congo-drum (marli doun-doun) and tambour-bam-

boo... and dancing quelbe reputed to be a very wild erotic dance for

females only. (Elder 1988:19-20) 0 And at about age 8 from my own
little home in Upriver in Charlotteville I could hear Cuntu Hacked
and Muggie and all the East [sic] African women playing what is

called Quelba music on drums. (OPNL Dec 1988:5) 0 The Quelbe

dance was also considered obscene by Charlotteville churchgoers...

The Quelbe, then, was an African - probably Congolese - Nation

dance which existed in both French Creole-speaking Carriacou and

Anglophone Tobago. (Rohlehr 1990:36-7) 0 In our village there were

some women whom my grandmother called “quelbe people” who
were great drummers. You could hear them by night drumming and

singing old African songs and beating on their mali-doun-doun, as

Queen’s Royal College |qu’est-ce-qu’il-dit a ventre blanc

their drums were called in Charlotteville... They showed you how to

clap... drum... [and] dance. (Elder 1997:190)

2 adj Old; thin; wrinkled; dried up; usu. of a person or vegetable. =

chuchkal
2

, >quaily 0 Miss Richardson was a tall dougla woman with

greying hair - at one time attractive. Now somewhat dessicated, with-

ered, frustrated and quilbay, she was a bachelor girl, first by choice,

now of necessity. (Clarke 1979:154) 0 “He come with he ole qualebay

self to ask for mih daughter han’ in marriage!” (Baptiste 1993:134)

3 n A kind of disease, or blight. 0 E got quelbe: “e blight;” nothing

seems to go right for him. (Haynes 1 987 : 1 82)

quenco see CUENCO

quenk, quank n Tayassu tajacu \~ Dicotyles tajacu

]

(E collared pec-

cary), a species of wild pig; body 1 m (40") long + very short tail;

shoulder height 57.5 cm (23"), weight to 30 kg (66 lbs). Pig-like

body; long slim legs; hooves; long mobile snout, nostrils at nearly

naked tip; upper canine teeth are small tusks which curve downwards;

musk gland. Hair bristly with mane of long stiff hairs on mid-back

line from crown to rump; body dark grey with whitish collar around

neck, /kwenk/ (< LAS cuenco < cuanco < Amer, prob. fr sound of its

grunt) = cuenco, musk hog, wild hog 0 A flock of quank, or musk-

hogs, and several lapes, now rushed by, grunting and squeaking.

(Joseph 1838b-3:86) 0 These woods abound in game, the quank (pec-

cory, or wild-hog), the lap... but it is very difficult to obtain any when
required. (Day 1852-1:252) 0 In the early morning, or on a bright

moonlight night, they go out with an old fowling-piece, and a lean,

mangy, half-starved cur, to pick up a stray deer, quenck, or lap, or it

may be a ‘wild-tame’ (a neighbour’s fowl). If they are lucky enough

to get more than they can eat, they smoke the remainder, and sell it to

the nearest planter. (Collens 1888:37-8) 0 Here... roamed by day

bands of fierce little quenks, grunting and digging up suculent roots

and rubbing their hairy backs and flanks against the trees. (Mole

1894b:39) 0 Dicotyles tajacu L. “Peccary”, “Quenk”, “Wild Hog”.

Still frequents the larger and more remote forest areas, though their

range has been considerably reduced during recent years. (Vesey-

FitzGerald 1936c: 164) 0 The most fancied of these games were -

armadillo (tatou), lappe, deer, agouti and wildhog (quank). (Huggins

1978:90) 0 These hunts... were a sort of social occasion, where the

men went hunting, enjoyed their Johnny cakes and their rum punch,

and if they only caught a monkey or two or shot a quenk. (de Verteuil

1981:25)

quesh see CRECHE

qu’est-ce-qu’il-dit see KESKIDEE

qu’est-ce-qu’il-dit a bee etroit n obs Pitangus sulphuratus trinitatis,

a bird, 22.5 cm (9") long. Brown back; head black with white stripe

above eye; yellow crown visible when crest erect; white throat;

underparts bright yellow; bill black, fairly long and heavy, (fr its call,

which sounds like Fr qu 'est-ce qu 'il dit, ‘what’s he saying?’ and its

aggressive inquisitive manner + Fr a bee etroit ‘with a narrow beak’

)

= common kiskadee, >kiskadee, Trinidad kiskadee flycatcher 0

(Chapman 1894:40)

qu’est-ce-qu’il-dit a bee large n obs Megarhynchus pitanga, a bird,

22.5 cm (9") long; very similar to the common KISKADEE but with a

much broader and heavier bill; call is a harsh, rolling trill. (< Fr a bee

large ‘with a broad beak’) = >broad-billed kiskadee 0 (Chapman
1894:41)

qu’est-ce-qu’il-dit a tete grise n obs Tyrannus melancholicus, a bird,

21.2 cm (8.5") long. Head grey with concealed orange crown-patch

and blackish eye-streak; upperparts grey tinged green; wings and tail

brown; throat whitish; breast greenish yellow; rest of underparts

lemon yellow; bill black. (< Fr a tete grise ‘with a grey head’) =

grey-headed keskidee, >yellow belly
1

0 (Chapman 1894:44)

qu’est-ce-qu’il-dit a ventre blanc n obs Tyrannus dominicensis [= T.

rostratus, T. magnirostris

]

(E grey kingbird), a bird, 22.5 cm (9")

long. Resembles T. melancholics
,
the yellow-belly, but larger

with a heavier bill; upperparts grey with dark brown wings and tail;

underparts white with grey breast. A rather uncommon resident

in Trinidad, frequenting edges of savannahs and marshes; more
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common in Tobago. (< Fr a ventre blanc ‘with a white belly’) 0

(Chapman 1894:44)

queue-en-ciseaux n obs Elanoides forficatus, a bird, 60 cm (24")

long; wingspan 1.2 m (4'); long forked tail. (< Fr queue ‘tail’ + en ‘in’

+ ciseaux ‘scissors’) = ciseaux, >scissor(s)-tail~ 0 (Chapman
1894:70)

quick-sharp adv Quickly; without delay; instantly. (< E quick ‘with

speed; rapidly’ + sharp ‘in a sharp manner; smartly; punctually’) 0

“Now run and bring me some hot hot coffee from the Chinee shop...

and come back quick-sharp ’fore I give you a good cut-ass!” (Khan

1964:82) 0 “You could just put the extra sauce on the roti and roll it

up, quick-sharp. I don’t have time to waste.” (Khan 1988:69)

quiebra-quiebra n A variety of ST. JOHN(‘S) BUSH, Justicia

secunda , a shrubby plant to 3 in (10') high. Used medicinally. = cha-

chamunchin 0 St John's bush, both the yerba de San Juan and quie-

bra quiebra variety, was recommended in preparing baths to cure

malkadi or marasmus and ‘heats’ or rashes. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:123-4)

quillabee see KWILIBEE

Quinam guava n Eugenia sp., a native small shrubby tree, height to

9 m (30'), girth to 61 cm (2'). Bark papery, smooth, thin. Leaves

slightly leathery, small, broadly ovate, with short drip tip. Fruit a

small berry, /kwinam gwavo/ (fr habitat in dry forest along the

Quinam Ridge in the Southern Watershed Reserve + resemblance of

fruit to a small guava) 0 (Marshall 1934:56)

Quinam sardine n Zuelania guidonia [= Z. lactioides. Z. roussoviae],

a medium-sized deciduous native tree, height to 24 m (80'), girth to

1.5 m (5'). Bark varying in colour from buff to khaki, smooth with

numerous lenticular warts; underbark orange, streaked with white.

Sapwood and bark exude clear sticky gum. Leaves ovate-oblong,

base heart-shaped, to 20 x 7.5 cm (8 x 3"), hairy, densely pellucid

dotted, the dots large and irregularly shaped. Fruit a large roundish

berry about 3.8 cm (1.5") diameter, usu. 3-4 valved, purplish-green,

covered with numerous short hairs, containing several small brown-

ish orange seeds, /kwinam saidin/ (fr habitat along the Quinam Ridge)

= sardine
16

0 (Marshall 1934:101)

quinine bush n Enicostema verticillatum , a short annual native plant,

30-60 cm (11.7-23.4") high; used medicinally and in dried flower

arrangements, (fr belief that it has similar properties to quinine, a

bitter alkaloid derived fr bark of Cinchona trees) = >fowl tongue, zeb

kinin

quintal n obs A dry measure of 100 English pounds, equal to

4 arrobas. (< Sp quintal , a weight measure) 6 The weights and

measures were the Spanish Pound of 16 ounces; “Arrobas,” 25 lbs.;

“Quintal," 100 lbs.; “Fanega,” 1 10 lbs.; “Varas,” 33 inches; “Estabal,"

10 x 10 “Varas;” “Solar,” 5x5 “Estabals.” (Pitt 1948:13) 0 12 livres

per Quintal of cotton... 2 livres 10 sols per Quintal of clayed sugar...

1 livre 13 sols per Quintal of muscovado sugar. (Williams 1962:26-7) 0

The tallying was coming to an end. Each measure was a quintal
, one

hundred kilograms. That afternoon they measured two hundred and

thirty quintales. Twenty three tons. (Andersen 2004:489)

quioc see also CHUCK
quioc jaune n obs Ixobrychus exilis , a marsh-bird, 27.5 cm ( 1

1

") long.

Male: blackish above; nape, cheeks and upper wing-coverts dark red-

brown; underparts pale buff with a V-shaped black patch across

breast. Voice is “most commonly a churring woh, also in alarm a loud

kocE\ (quioc, prob. fr sound of the call + Frjaune ‘yellow’) = >small

chuck 1

,
susianna 0 (Chapman 1894:81)

quioc jaune raye n obs Ixobrychus involucris, a less common marsh-

bird than I. exilis, 30 cm (12") long. Yellowish buff with black crown
streak; back striped with black and rufous; wings brown with dark

red-brown tips. (< Fr rave ‘striped’) = >small chuck2 0 (Chapman
1894:81)

quip n The quick of the finger nail, nail bed, farthest part from tip.

(< E quick ‘live part’) 0 (Flaynes 1987:183)

quite 1 adv An emphatic word indicating that far; that much; so

much; all the way. Note: In most cases, equivalent to SE all the

way, as far as, how far, etc. (< E quite ‘completely; wholly;

entirely’; usu. with verbs indicating thorough completion of action;

with adjective and adverbs, indicating in their fullest sense) 0 He
axe me “Woh yuh bun dung de Red House for!” Ah tell he dat ah

wos qwite in Sangree Gran wen dat happun. (PC 21 May 1904) 0

Boy! de wite fellah get by de doa an he tell de poleeceman to tek me
in chaage becos ah com quite inside he proparty to fling stones

behine he. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 Now dat will be a good joke to see

six busses one behind de other, dat would be a funeral for true,

funny, but convenient becos; look quite way we will got to go wid

we deads just now, quite St. James. (PC 8 Oct 1904) 0 We, Pa-pa

dat was a excitin fire ah was kwite in New Tong when a see de

smoke so ah push foot and ah reech in time befor de fire get bad.

(PC 29 Oct 1904) 0 Me money was quite inside the bed, Chook up

in the mattress, right below me head. (Radio “Matilda” 1939) 0 No
more four shillings rooms at hand. So quite in San Juan they back

they van. (Beginner “Slum Clearance” 1939, in Rohlehr 1990:190)

0 Crapaud say; “Lizard, ah now see where schoolchildren bad. To
lick me down the other day quite inside me yard.” (Commander
“Lizard and Crapaud” ca 1955, Rohlehr 1990:485) 0 He comes
quite from Bloody Bay. (ESTT 1956) 0 “Porter get transfer, Harry.

He get transfer quite to Moruga.” (Hill 1966c:30) 0 “You mean this

porcupine brave, we!... You mean it leave all the bushes yonder to

come to sting May-May quite in Mr. Sedeno’s house.” (LaFortune

1968:87) 0 They had to go through a track. To meet the gayelle

quite in the back. (Cypher “Cock Fight” 1976 pr, Roberts 1976) 0

“An’ de part Ah really like is w’en allyuh open allyuh mout’ so

wide to sing Ah does see quite dong in allyuh stomach.” (Ram-

sawack 1983:37) 0 “If people can... go quite to Venezuela then they

can afford to pay for the service right here.” (Blast 17 Nov 1989:5)

0 “You got some nice dresses and shoes here.” “They come quite

from Port of Spain.” (Selvon 199 lb: 73) 0 “Why you don’t leave me
in peace, woman? You see me here coasting in a comer by myself

on a club soda and bitters and you leave quite where you come from

to come and give me words.” (EX 18 Jan 1996)

2 adv With time, emphasizing a period of time. 0 Quite October he

did beating she “he was beating her as recently/early as October”

(Solomon 1993:56)

3 adv Very; greatly. 0 This form is used at higher levels of the contin-

uum, not with its Standard English meaning of “moderately” but as a

synonym of “very”: I am quite happy to meet you “I’m very happy to

meet you” (Solomon 1993:56)

quito-quito n A distant place in the countryside. See also BEHIND

God BACK, OHEE-OHO. /kwaito kwaito/ 0 She living quito-quito.
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Raajaa Harishchandra see Raja Harischandra

raakhi n Ashes from the wood-fueled fire of a CHULHA or FIRESIDE,

/raikhi/ (< H-Bh rakh ‘ashes’) 0 “You could wash the wares with

rakhee.” (1990) 0 Raakhi... was the ashes from the chulha which was

used to wash dishes, shine brass and jewelry. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 1 1)

rab n A person, esp. a young boy, who likes to curse, carry on, fight,

/rab/ (< E street arab ‘a homeless vagrant, usu. a child, living in the

streets’) 0 “For talking to street rabs: Four strokes.” (Naipaul

1959:62) 0 Words began to fly. Lineage and upbringing were exam-

ined with the greatest care in the presence of interested neighbours,

and there were sharp references to persons who had rowdy rabs for

sons. (Araujo 1984:22) 0 [Wjith the coming of the 1939-1945 war

Belmont changed with fair rapidity, from a place with doors without

locks, to the burglar proofing and alarm systems we know today...

from harmless
“
rabs” to drug pushers. (Bynoe 1985:vi) 0 When I was

a boy we used to play pitch for hours under the guava tree in the Nan-

tons’ back yard. And, for all that it was played in the dirt with street

rabs who came over the fence... it was the most sophisticated game I

ever played... Pitch also cut across all barriers: street rabs played

against doctor’s children. (Pires 1991) 0 Wildness placed second with

Wildness and Rabs Immortelle placed third with From Rabs to

Riches. (Jacob et al 1992:27) 0 “[Wjwell dressed people don’t hog

down mauby and rock. Dat is for beggars and rabs and cheap shits

like this fella who’s planning to lock you up.” (Andersen 2004:12) 0

“Then I stopped minding me own business when I saw three small

rabs giving an old fella royal hell.” (Andersen 2004:9)

rabbit n A weak batsman; someone who is easily conquered or

beaten. = >fish 0 We call him “Rabbit” accordin to how he play.

rabbit grass n Alternanthera tenella, a rambling native plant, com-

monly used as fodder for rabbits and goats, (fr being used to feed rab-

bits) = >rabbit meat 0 Look at you with cutlass and hoe! You’re a

worker, not like this old vagabond... I sure his garden must be full of

rabbit-grass and mary-shut-your-gate! (Selvon 199 la: 7)

rabbit meat n Alternanthera tenella [= A. ficoidea, A. polygonoides,

Achyranthes ficoidea], a rambling native plant, 30-60 cm (1-2') tall,

rooting at joints; branches prostrate and climbing. Stems hairy,

densely above. Leaves elliptical-ovate, rounded, tapered at base, 2.5-

7.5 x 1.3-2.5 cm (1-3 x .5-1"). Flowers tiny, yellowish white, hidden

amongst numerous pointed white hairy bracts. Seeds brown, shiny.

Commonly used as fodder for rabbits and goats. A variegated form is

grown as an ornamental, (fr being used to feed rabbits) = rabbit grass

9 The genus Alternanthera takes in several plants one of which is the

“Rabbit meat” of the West Indies. (TG 8 Oct 1922:6) 0 (Williams &
Williams 1949:64) 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:463)

rabies bat n Desmodus rotundus rotuna’us [= D. rufus] (E South

American vampire bat), a bat. It attacks cattle and horses, and some-

times humans, making a small bite, and lapping up blood that flows;

its saliva delays coagulation of the blood. It can transmit diseases

such as rabies, and secondary infection of the wound can occur.

Major epidemics of rabies in Trinidad in 1925, again in 1931-34, led

to research on cause and control of rabies, (fr being an important car-

rier of rabies) = blood-sucking bat, >Desmodus (rufus), poison bat,

surgeon 1

0 It is not at all unusual to hear
“Desmodus rufus, Hemi-

derma, and Artibeus mentioned in everyday conversations and to

have the speakers point out that they are talking about a “rabies or

poison bat.” (Goodwin & Greenhall 1961:1 96)

rabo frito n A juvenile Bothrops atrox, a venomous snake that has a

yellow tail when immature, /rabo frito/ (< Sp rabo ‘very short tail’ +
frito ‘fried’ fr light colour of tail) = balsain, barba amarilla, basin

snake, cascabel
2

,
fer-de-lance, mapepire

2
,
>mapepire balsain

1

, true

cascabel, true mapepire
1

9 Rabo Frito. (Mole 1914a) 0 (Emsley 1977)

rabu n A wooden shovel with a long handle at right angles to a short

small wide scoop-like blade; usu. used to rake cocoa or coffee beans,

/rabu/ = >cocoa rake 0 (Moore 1980:23)

racando see ROCANDO

raccoon n Procyon cancrivorus cancrivorus [~ Euprocyon cancrivo-

rus] (E crab-eating raccoon), a mammal. Fairly slender body and

legs; muzzle pointed and slightly upturned; long front toes can be

widely spread and are regularly used like hands. Hair light reddish-

brown with white underparts and dark legs; round black markings

around large eyes; tail marked with black rings. Good swimmer and

climber, (prob. < AmE racoon < Amer. Algonquian, fr its similar

appearance) = alco, chien mangue, mangrove dog 9 An alco (wild

dog) or two, and several racoons, bounded past. (Joseph 1838b-3:86)

9 Racoon, Mangrove dog, Chien mangue. (JFNC Apr 1893:167) 9

“Racoon”, “Mangrove Dog”. This species is common in the coastal

mangrove swamps, in the Oropouche Lagoon... but it also penetrates

far up into the mountain forests, probably following the streams for

crabs. Also eats ripe fruit. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 163)

race v Chase someone, esp. to put out of the house. (< E race ‘run

quickly, esp. in competition’) = run
2

, run away 9 Race them out yuh

yard one time.

race marble phr In PITCH, a game played where there are hilly roads,

as in San Fernando. Marbles are lined up at a starting position, usu. in

a dry drain, and allowed to roll downhill to see which one reaches a

given target first or goes farther. (< E race ‘run against others in a

speed competition’) = racing marble 9 We used to race marble all the

way home from school.

rach, ratch 1 n Something done in a makeshift, careless, or slightly

devious way, by cheating, corruption, or trickery, /ratf/ (< rachifee)
=

>rachifee 9 “I try a little rach and get a ticket on the last flight.”

(1987) 9 “This t’ing have ratch in it or is above board?” Sebastien

ask. “What you talking about ratch, man? This t’ing is all on the

level.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:74)

2 v Use a scheme or trick to do a patch-up job, sloppy work. 9 “He
ratch the thing.” (1990)

3 adj Resulting from a trick; patched-up, sloppy. 9 “He do a real ratch

job on the carburetor.” (1990)

rachet, rachette, ratchet 1 n Nopalea cochenillifera [~ Cactus coche-

nillifer, Opuntia cochenillifera], a cultivated cactus to 4 m (13') tall,

trunk to 20 cm (7.8") or more diameter, sometimes with short spines.

Many branches, of ascending or spreading oblong joints, flat, rather

thin but fleshy, spineless, oblong, 15-50 cm (5.8-19.5") long. Minute

barbed spines numerous but soon falling. Joints are mucilaginous,

edible, used medicinally. Real leaves are tiny, awl-shaped, soon fall-

ing from young joints. Flowers develop singly along upper margins

of the joint; scarlet, 5.5 cm (2.1") long. Fruit red, 2.5-5 cm (1-2")

long, globular, with small barbed spines. Seeds about 5 mm (.2")

long. Juice from joints used as a shampoo, and medicinally. In dry

weather the segments become infested with a mealy bug, the cochineal

bug, which is the source of the natural red cochineal dye. /ratfet/ (< FC
ratchet < F raquette ‘prickly pear’) = cojoneel, prickly pear 9 (FTT
1940-1-7:454) 9 “Teacher pray, sing, give him oil-cake and boil it with

lamp oil and ratchet (an evergreen with red flowers).” (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1947:188) 9 Filaria: Rachet (cactus) peeled, sliced and

sprinkled lightly with salt. Fold in a muslin and apply to inflamed

area. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 9 Materials used in healing and conjuring.

Leaves... rachette (cactus). (Simpson 1962:329) 9 (Seaforth, Adams
& Sylvester 1983:140) 9 To two teaspoons of coal powder add
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1 Vi teaspoons of molasses and grated rachet to dilute for drinking.

(Pavy 1987:31) 0 The mucilaginous leaves of the ochro, the hibis-

cus... can be used as natural shampoos. The green leaves of the ...

rachet, Nopalea cochenillifera can also be used. In all instances, the

plant material is macerated in water and then strained. (Morean

1991:44) 0 Roast de rachette, wrap it inna flannel cloth, put on the

belly hot hot. (Macfarlane 1997:35) 0 Rachette....An infusion of the

fleshy stem is taken as a cooling. (Seaforth et al 1998:526)

2 n Phaethornis longuemareus [= Pygmornis longuemareus\ (E little

hermit hummingbird), a hummingbird, 10 cm (4") long. Upperparts

bronze-green; rump rufous; head dark with buff streak behind eye;

underparts rufous; tail wedge-shaped, central feathers elongated and

white-tipped; bill down-curved, upper part black, lower yellowish

with black tip. (< Fr colibri a raquette ‘hummingbird with long cen-

tral tail-feathers’) = doctor 0 Colibri a raquette. Ratchette. (Chapman

1894:55) 0 The song-habit of the ‘Rachette’ Hummingbird (Pyg-

mornis longuemareus) were confirmed. (JFNC Dec 1895:268) 0

(Williams 1922:156) 0 (Brown 1947:90) 0 (ffrench 1991:222-3)

rachifee, ratcheefi, ratchifi, rachify n Something done in a make-

shift, careless, or slightly devious way; or as a result of cheating, cor-

ruption, or trickery, /ratfifi/ (poss. < Fr rafistole ‘mended; patched

up’; poss. < E retrofit ‘force something to fit; use something not orig-

inally designed for the task’) = raclr 0 Ratchefee - work of poor

quality, a botched job. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 How come that a girl

who was never a hot favourite with any of the judges could win the

world’s greatest beauty contest, unless there was rachify? (Bomb Nov
1970) 0 The amount of ‘bobbolT and ‘rachifi’ going on with we
money in that project! (FaFortune 1979:29) 0 “They are accusing

each other of fraud, forgery, theft, bobol and ratchifee over the will of

the old man.” (Bomb 8 May 1987:1) 0 “Excuse me, but when you

speak of ‘culture’ in our society, you mean culture as including rach-

ifyT' (Alleyne-Forte 1994:99)

rachna n Traditional styles of engraving made on Indian jewellry.

/ratfna/ (< H rachna ‘create’) 0 “He do a real pretty rachna.” (2002)

racial adj Discriminating against people on the basis of race or ethnic-

ity. (< BrE racialism ; E racist and racism are more commonly used in

this negative discriminatory sense) 0 “How many black men you see

going in there? Is only for white people. So they racial here too.”

(Mirror 1983) 0 “But the scene down South - I not that kind of fella,

you know? I not a racial fella, I not interested in that.... I don’t check

for race at all.” (EX 12 Oct 1986:31) 0 “Only one man, who’s also

White, was able to get a visa while I was there. All the Black people

who were standing in line were turned down. You ain’t see this is a

racial thing going on in the Embassy?” (TTM 19 Sept 1993:28) 0

“[He] made serious racial remarks that, at the very least, can only

damage the cause of national unity, and at worst, could cause civil

war in the land” ...“You see [him], ever since I know him from many
moon ago, he is a very racial man, with some weird, racial ideas.”

(TTM 26 Nov 1995:30) 0 “Rudevin, you cyar come in this talk at all.

This is a racial talk about Sat, and you is a Black African man. If you
only open your mouth and say how Sat is a racial Indian, all dem
Indians and them go want to kill you. And further to that, they will

say what you expect from an African, if not to call Sat a serious rac-

ist.” (TTM 1 June 1997:27) 0 “Look how dey does say all yuh too

racial, all yuh open all yuh own radio stations all over de place.” (TG
7 Apr 2004:50)

racialism n Racism; discrimination against a person on the basis of

race or ethnicity. (< BrE racialism ‘belief in the superiority of a par-

ticular race leading to prejudice and antagonism towards people of

other races’) 0 She however claims that the teachers at the school are

not nice to some of the students and go so far as to practice racialism.

(Mirror 1983) 0 You see racialism? [Dese] colonial people in Hilton,

dey so brainwashed by white people dey prepared to talk down to dey

own local people anyhow. (Forum 17 Apr 1988:18) 0 In a country

like ours... racialism still appears at times when you least expect it.

(TG 3 Aug 1993:8)

racialist n Racist; person who discriminates against a person on

the basis of race or ethnicity. (< racial + -ist ‘person who does,

practices’) 0 I was concerned that he would be misunderstood. I knew
that he was not a “racialist” but I feared the interpretation of his dis-

course. (EX-2 23 Sept 1990:27)

rack 1 adj Of fruit, unripe, astringent. = brackish
2

, kacha, kasa, stainy,

tie mouth" 0 The one who had not said anything yet said, “I don’t

really want no cashew. This cashew too rack. I only feel like pelting,

that’s all.” I said to Len, “Rack? What’s that?” “Oh, what we call

“rack” is when this sorta funny juice sorta tie up your tongue, you
know. Make your mouth feel sticky and funny.” (Anthony 1967:13)

2 n In STEELBANDS, a structure made of metal poles and wheels

designed to hold a number of steel PANS, so that musicians can play

while moving along the road. (< E rack ‘a framework on which things

are hung or placed’) 0 Consider, from a logistical perspective, what

constitutes a steelband on the road, an assemblage of stands or racks,

as they call them, steered along the streets by the band’s faithful.

(Slater 1984:127) 0 Street racks. Roofed platforms on wheels that

transport steelbands, enabling masqueraders to dance behind them

through the streets. Street racks are moving steelbands, the forerunner

of big sound trucks. (Martin 1998:233)

rackadang see ragadang

rackety adj Shaky; frail. (< E rickety-rackety ‘unsteady; shaky; totter-

ing’) 0 Racketty-shakey, not strong. (John 1973)

Rada n An West African-based religion characterised by drumming
and other music, worship of deities, spiritual possession, and ritual

feasts. (<AUada , a city in Dahomey, West Africa, a centre for this

religion) 0 The founder of the Compound was Abojsvi Zahwsnu,

more popularly known as Papa Nanee. He was a Rada - the term used

to denote a native of the French West African Protectorate of

Dahomey. (£arr 1953:37) 0 Rada: This type of music consists of

hymns, chants, and drum dances of the Ewe. Their songs are accom-

panied by three drums, one iron, and the shac-shac. The songs exhibit

call-response form. They are performed by Chantuelle and chorus.

The music is used to accompany the ceremonies of the Rada cult. It is

the vehicle for invocation of the saints, and is used to induce spirit

possession. It is also performed for pleasure dancing. (Merriam

1956:159, in Ahyoung 1977:42) 0 Along the Belmont Valley Road,

in about 1890, could be found the African settlements of Rada, Mand-
ingo, Ibo and Congo families. The Rada Compound was, and still is,

the centre of their social lives. There, the leading groups of Africans

and their descendants met to carry out their religious cult, handed

down by their forefathers. Rada is the term used to denote a native of

the French West African Protectorate of Dahomey... Many religious

ceremonial sacrifices are held during the year, some of which are sea-

sonal and others non-seasonal. (Mavrogordato 1977:1 13-4) 0 In Trin-

idad the Rada nation is represented... by the residue of a patrilineal

group living at the Belmont Valley... on a traditionally organized

compound set up by a Dahomean Free Negro who arrived in Trinidad

in 1870... The [Rada] religious system in Trinidad resembles closely

that of the Yorubas in many ways. (Elder 1988:31) 0 The Radas

divine with the obi-nut, propitiate legba (Eshu), consecrate the drums

of the gods and perform ritual dances and animal sacrifices... many...

are Roman Catholics [but] have succeeded in keeping intact many of

their traditional religious tenets. (Elder 1988:33) 0 Devotees of the

Orisha or the Rada faiths were often imprisoned and even flogged

under an 1868 law which made the practice of ‘Obeah’ a criminal

offence. (Brereton 1993:50)

radgi nahi n obs A kind of Indian game involving gambling.

(< Bh-Ang nagdi ‘cash’ + nahi ‘not’, i.e. ‘on credit’) 0 He saw the

defendant and other men sitting on the floor and playing at an Indian

game called “Radgi nahi". (TG 9 Apr 1919: 12)

radio plant n Tob A cultivated variety of Dracaena, with green and

white striped leaves, often planted in gardens. 0 Mi cousin yard have

plenty radio plant.

radish n Raphanus sativus var. hortensis, a cutlivated tap-rooted

radish-like herb with rosette of leaves used as a salad vegetable,

(fr resemblance of root to a radish) = >moorai

raff, waff, rarf 1 v Grab, in order to stop someone; esp. to steal by

snatching or grabbing something like jewelry, /raf, waf/ (< FC waffle
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‘snatch away; carry off < Fr rafler ‘catch; snatch’) 9 The power fly

up in the old man head, raff a belt and nearly killed the poor children

dead. (Melody “Who Stole the Bake?” 1951)

2 n In marbles, ending a game, either when someone thinks he is los-

ing, or when interrupted or threatened, by shouting “raff!” at which

time all players scramble to grab all the marbles in the ring. 0 Oh god,

yu mudder coming. If she catch yu is lappat, Allyu run! Run? is rarf?

(Keens-Douglas 1975:44) 9 The ability to play within and abide by
the rules was of paramount importance. If for instance the game was
“pitching” or marbles, over stepping the “bounce” or “bringsing”

were not allowed. The practice of “chinksing” was considered cow-

ardice and no account were “raffing” and “paid” permitted. (EX-2 9

Aug 1987:6)

rag, raag n Tune for a Hindu religious song, /rag, ra:g / (< H rag, raga

‘one of six modes in traditional Indian music’) 0 “You could pray

while you work, so you doing your work and yuh not humbugging
anybody chanting yuh rag.” (1990)

ragadang, ragatang, rackatang adj About to fall apart; in bad condi-

tion. /ragadarj, ragatag, rakatag/ (< E rickety-rackety ‘unsteady;

shaky; tottering’) 0 “Albot, yuh know de of beat-up rakadang car

Sam have?” (Sweetbread, EX

2

Dec 1978:29) 0 (Haynes 1987:183)

rage, in a phr With an extreme display; with a great degree of show.

(< E rage, all the rage ‘said of the object of a widespread and usu.

temporary enthusiasm’) 0 “All ah dem dress up in ah rage to go cin-

ema.” (Baptiste 1993:135)

rag up v Scold or criticize in an insulting or humiliating way. (< E rag

‘scold; talk severely to’ + up^) 0 “She done apologise already, so doh

rag she up again.” (Baptiste 1993: 135) 0 “I get home late and my mother

well rag me up.” 0 Doh rag up the boy so, you cyan see he sorry?

rahal n A tale; story; esp. a traditional folktale, /rahal/ (< H-Bh rahal)

9 Tell me a rahal. 0 “Boy it really ha some rahal and ah half.” (1990)

rahar see ARHAR DHAL

Rahasmandal n arc A kind of Indian dance drama, /rasmandal, rahas-

mandal/ (< H-Bh rahas ‘sacred situation’ + mandal ‘association’) 0

Amongst the early dance dramas introduced were: Indar Sabha,

Harischandra, Rahasmandal, Nagara, Hindico (horse dance), Sar-

waneer. These dramas told the story of kings, battles, honour, keep-

ing a promise and valour. They were done entirely by male dancers

since it was considered not proper for women to dance in public.

(Ramlakhan 1990a:7)

rai de mapipire n Tabernaemontana undulata, a small native tree. =

>roi de mapipire, wild jasmine
2
0 In the valleys of the Northern

Range, hunters and woodsmen value several local plants for their

reputed antidote properties in the treatment of snake bites. One such

plant is Tabernaemontana undulata, a small understory tree. This

plant is called Roi de Mapipire or Rai de Mapipire in allusion to its

effectiveness as an antidote to the venom of the local pit vipers,

known here [as] Mapipire z’anana... Its translation “King of the

mapipire” suggests properties which may, however, be an exaggera-

tion of its power. (Morean 1 992f: 1 8)

railway daisy n Bidens alba [= B. pilosa, B. leucantha], a short-lived

erect hairy native plant, to 1 m (3.2') high, smooth or slightly hairy,

more or less branched, stems 4-angled. Lower leaves usu. simple,

upper ones with 1-3 pairs of toothed leaflets, the end one larger.

Sometimes used as cattle fodder. Flower-heads daisy-like, outer flo-

rets white and spreading, inner florets short, regular, yellow; there is

also a (white) rayless form which is occasionally found in Trinidad

and is apparently the only form found in Tobago. Fruits black with 2-

3 barbs. Seeds have 2-4 little spines at tip, and stick to clothing. Used
medicinally. It is one of the most important bee weeds. = jumbie

needle, needle bush, needle grass, Spanish needle
2

,
zeb zejwi 0

(Laurence 1976:2) 0 Even some common weeds such as sweethearts

and railway daisy [can be found] near the Chacachacare Lighthouse.

(Farrell 1981:22) 0 (FTT 1940-2-2:97-8) 0 Needle Grass, Railway

Daisy. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:26) 9 (Duncan 1993:64)

railway fence n Bauhinia pauletia , a cultivated shrub to 5 m (16'),

stems armed with stout prickles in pairs at the joints. Leaves roundish

or somewhat four-sided, more or less divided at top, 3-6 x 6 cm

(1.2-2. 3 x 2.3"), hairy beneath esp. on nerves. Flowers in pairs at base

of leaf stem or at the end of twig; petals thread-like, 6 cm (2.3") long,

yellowish-green, in a cup-like base woolly within. Fruit pod flat,

25 cm x 12-18 mm (9.7 x .47-.7"), consisting of 2 appressed valves

with the seeds between them; when ripe these valves spring apart from

the tip into recoiled halves ejecting the seeds. 0 (FTT 1 93 1-1 -4:279)

raimonde n obs Amazilia tobaci ,
a hummingbird, 9.4 cm (3.75") long.

Upperparts bronze-green with coppery bronze rump; head and

underparts bright green; thighs white; tail black; bill straight, black

with base of lower part pinkish. = emerald 0 Emerald. Raimonde.

(Chapman 1894:57)

rain-bat 1 n Chaetura brachyura (E short-tailed swift), a bird, 10 cm
(4") long. Black, pale ashy brown lower back, rump and undertail;

blackish throat. Short chunky body; long wings; very short tail. (< E
rain fr more intense feeding activity at beginning of rainy season +

bat fr resemblance to a bat, rather than a bird, because of very short

tail and rapid direction-changing flight) 0 Chaetura brachyura. Often

known as the “rain bat” this is about the most familiar species of the

family. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 14) 9 (ffrench 1991:216-7)

2 n Chaetura cinereiventris \~ C.c. lawrencei, Chaetura lawrencei,

Acanthylis oxyura

\

(E grey-rumped swift), a bird, 1 1.2 cm (4.5") long.

Upperparts black with grey triangular rump patch and black tail.

Underparts dark grey. Common and prob. resident in both islands,

over hill forest. = petit hirondelle a croupion gris 0 (Chapman
1894:58)

3 n Chaetura spinicauda \~ Acanthylis poliourus, C. polioura] (E

band-rumped swift), a bird, 11.2 cm (4.5") long. Generally blackish

with a distinct whitish bar across the rump; throat paler than rest of

underparts. Common resident in Trinidad forested areas in hills and

lowlands. = hirondelle a croupion gris 9 (Chapman 1894:58)

rainbird 1 n Any of several types of swallow or swift, small fast-

flying birds, (fr apparent greater activity during or after rain) 9 All

swifts were “rainbirds” to these people.... “Why do you called them

‘rainbirds’?” I asked. “Because dey come wid rain - else you don’ see

dem,” replied Moon.... The inhabitants... are oblivious to the gyra-

tions of high-flying swifts on clear days. Only let the clouds close in

near the earth, and previously nonexistent swifts seem magically to

materialize from them. (Worth 1967:255) 9 Rain birds were flying

low, almost touching the water. (Ladoo 1972:126)

2 n Progne dominicensis (E Caribbean martin), a bird, 1 8.8 cm (7.5")

long. Male glossy blue-black, contrasting white lower underparts.

Female duller than adult male; upper breast and sides greyish brown;

rest of underparts white. Tail forked; broader wings than other swal-

lows. Hunts small flying insects, esp. in evening. = purple martin,

swallow 1

9 (ffrench 1991:311-2)

3 n Progne chalybea [= P. purpurea

]

(E grey-breasted martin, white-

bellied martin), a bird, 17.5 cm (7"). Male: glossy blue-black; throat,

breast and sides greyish brown; tail forked. Female duller colour;

throat and breast paler. = hirondelle noire, martin, swallow2 9

(Chapman 1894:28) 9 (ffrench 1991:312-3)

rain blows/licks phr Hit repeatedly. (< E rain ‘descend, fall, or come
down, etc. in a manner comparable to the fall of rain’) 9 While all this

was going on, the other guy... went for a big stick and started to rain

blows on the snake. (Punch 1983) 9 Oops, a scuffle. A policeman

raining blows on a woman who, rashly, I was told had cuffed him in

the face. (EX 14 Dec 1986:6) 9 A few minutes ago his aunt had rained

blows on him. Now she had shown him a touch of kindness. He
couldn’t understand it. (Gosine 1992:58)

rainbow boa, rainbow bore n Epicrates cenchria maurus, a terres-

trial, mainly nocturnal snake; thick-bodied, with a comparatively

small head and compressed neck; found in Trinidad and Tobago.

Adults deep brown with darker ring-like patterns on the dorsal sur-

face; sides lighter brown, with irregular darker blotches fading to a

lighter belly. The back scales give off a blue-green iridescence when
exposed to direct sunlight. Juveniles pale brown, with a distinct, ringed,

darker pattern on the back surface. Adults about 1.25 m (4') long for

large females; males smaller and slimmer. Non-venomous, but gener-

ally believed to be poisonous, due to its readiness to bite in
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|
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self-defence. (< E rainbow, fr iridescent rainbow sheen of scales in

sunlight + boa, type of constricting snake) = jack (snake), mapepire

velour
1

, ratonero*, ringed boa, thick-necked tree boa, velvet mapepire

0 (RAINBOW BOA). A relatively small boa of a general brownish

colour with marked irridescence. Not common in Tobago. (Alford

1960: 101 ) 0 The Rainbow Boa is so called because when exposed to

sunlight the scales give off a most beautiful iridescence, not unlike

that of a rainbow... when the plain brown snake emerges into a patch

of sunlight, beautiful blue light flashes from each coil as it ... moves
along. This is not seen very often as it hides during the day, emerging

only at night to feed. It feeds almost exclusively on rats and mice... It

is a gentle, slow moving snake. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:6) 0 I don’t

know why we bothered to be so cautious since with five flashlights

shining in his eyes he hardly could have missed us. This snake was a

rainbow boa, also about two metres long, slithering through a vine

hanging just over the water. (Rooks 1 985b: 7) 0 Among his impres-

sive collection are Bush-Masters, Rainbow-Bore [s/c] and Gold and

Green tree snakes. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:15)

rainbow fish n Poecilia reticulata, a small freshwater fish. Females

larger, light brown; males smaller, light brown with brightly coloured

spots and markings on tails. (< E rainbow, fr variety of colours on

tail) = belly fish, big belly fish, >guppy, guppy-fish, millions
1

,

mosquito fish, seven colours 0 Rainbow-fish, guppy-fish, belly-fish:

Lebistes reticulatus and Girardinus guppyi. Metallic or iridescent

rainbow hues, with two or more black spots. Back and tail fins

marked, coloured, or plainly translucent. (Guppy 1934:118) 0

(Boeseman 1960:121-2) 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:57)

rain can’t wet phr Indicating someone is so strong that absolutely

nothing can harm or deter him/her. (< FC lapli pa ka mouye mwen
‘rain cannot wet me’) 0 Rain can't wet the famous Cut Outer. (Lion

“Man, Man, Man Peter” 1938)

rain fall phr Be raining; rain is falling. Note: Used where SE usu. has

it 's raining. (< E rain fall / Twi osu reta ‘rain falling’) 0 The road is

bad. In dry weather we may do well, but when the rain falls we are

miserable. (Comm Franchise 1888:22) 0 Sangree Gran is a very nice

place wen it dry, but ef de rane foil, ah man cahn pass no way fuh

mud an wotah. (PC 6 Aug 1904) 0 “De rain aint fall for two days.”

(Gale, WG 16 Aug 1919) 0 “If rain fall you stop and hide under the

truck.” (de Boissiere 1952:232) 0 Sometimes the situation is so bad

that it is impossible to continue classes while rain is falling. (TTM 10

Oct 1989:14) 0 Some of them are forced to remain at home if rain

falls too heavily. (TTM 18 Sept 1990:24) 0 When rain fall, sheep and

goat does have to mix. (proverb)

rainfly n Any winged fonn of ANTS or termites appearing in large

numbers after heavy rains, (fr association of this activity with rain) 0

There were, too, the swarm of rainflies, or “flying ants”. When these

made their appearance, the only answer was to place the lamp at the

far end of the gallery and watch them commit suicide while we sat in

the shadow. (O’Connor 1978:50) 0 A lost generation of rainflies lit-

ters the verandah’s soaked tarrazzo while a new generation (soon

likewise to die) swarms with futile excitability beneath the eaves.

(EX-2 1 5 Oct 1989: 1 ) 0 By evening the rain had reduced to a drizzle.

The rainflies, too, were fewer. Some of them, their fragile wings bro-

ken, crawled helplessly. Late that night the rain stopped altogether.

(Boodhoo 1994:9) 0 July is of course the [month] of “rain flies”. At

this time of the year, the creatures emerge on their mating flights.

They are not flies but termites, and are called “wood ants” in the Trin-

idad vernacular... “rain flies” are merely the reproductive phase of the

common “wood ant”... Some of today’s children will perform the

age-old ritual of pinning the wings of the individual termite to what-

ever surface it is walking upon and watch it continue in its trek leav-

ing its paired wings behind. (Kenny 2007: 13)

rainy season n The period of time during the year when rains gener-

ally fall, usu. from about May through December. (< E rainy season

‘esp. in tropical regions, an annually recurring season of heavy rain’)

= wet season 0 The principal party came at the commencement of the

Rainy Season, which I consider to have been unfavorable to them.

(Character, 1825, CO 295-66:15) 0 “Me bin feel glad till me sorry.

for though me happy too much my yie run over like dry ribber in a

rainy season.” (TG 7 June 1831:2) 0 If the streets in town were bad,

what can I say of the country roads? ... in the rainy season they were

all but impassable for wheel traffic and even very difficult to pass

over on horse-back. (Inniss 1910:77) 0 It is the common practice to

speak of a ‘dry season’ from January to April and a ‘rainy season’

from May to December, interrupted by the petite careme, a short dry

period, in September-October. The petite careme is much shorter and

less intense than the dry season proper, and, as far as the vegetation is

concerned, there is only one effective dry season. (Beard 1946:12-3)

0 “I don’t know if it is the rainy season but the smell was very pun-

gent and you couldn’t escape it or pretend it wasn’t there.” (Bomb 6

Oct 1989:23) 0 When you outside in the conuco in the rainy season, is

good to put a nutmeg in your mouth and keep it there until you reach

home. That does stop you from catching cold. But if you done sick

with a bad cold, you grate the seed and mix it with soft candle... and

you mb down with it. That way you doh get pneumonia.’ (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:119)

raise 1 n An amount of money, usu. relatively small, earned or a

gift/loan; handout; financial help. (< E raise ‘make higher, greater’,

arc AmE make a raise ‘get a loan; get money’) 0 So good-by Mistah

Edditer, till bowt Satiday pleese God, ah gwine pass to see if yuh cud

gi ah rase to Po Sammy Creole. (PC 2 1 May 1 904) 0 [He] begged for

a "raise” which was refused. (WG 1 1 Jan 1930:5) 0 Hired cars mak-

ing all the money, I’ll make a quick raise and you will see, I will retire

in two years and change to P. (Dictator “The Zephyr Zodiak” 1956

pr) 0 “Tell him I say send the raise he have for me. I broken to thief.”

(Hill 1966c: 10) 0 “You ent bound to be no damn nuisance to anybody

man, because as a Calypsonian, you must work for a Til ‘raise.’” (EX-

28 Nov 1987:43) 0 He decide that the safer thing to do is to go and

play poker where if he have to lose he could lose more slow and

where if he lucky he could win a good raise too. (Lovelace 1988:112)

0 Last Christmas her children sent down a ‘good raise’ by means of

an air-mail letter. (Bomb 20 July 1990:7) 0 These same mothers do

not question their sons when they hand them a “big raise” and say,

“I bring this for you, mammy, go and buy a new TV (or whatever) for

cash.” (TTM 19 Sept 1993:30)

2 v Find; come across; succeed in an effort. (< E raise ‘succeed in

producing’) 0 Ah rase ah little job an ah trying to finish it fuh Satiday

comin pleze God. (PC 28 May 1904)

3 v Begin; start up. (< E raise ‘rouse; start up’) 0 Jess bout di time ah

fite raze. (PC 10 Sept 1904)

4 v Increase; go up; become greater. (< E raise ‘make higher or

greater’) 0 “I had told him if I was going to do anything, the fee will

have to raise.” (TTM 3 Jan 1993:8)

raise Belmanna war phr Tob Be very angry, (fr rebellion of May
1876 in Tobago in which Corp. James Henry Belmanna was killed) 0

(Craig-James 2008:1-369)

raise pores phr Thrill; excite; move. = >pores raise 0 That rendition

by Iscott Casablanca really raised the pores of everyone here. (Target

1982) 0 Daniel said his organisation was able to secure free medical

care from the Seventh Day Adventist Church and employment in the

private sector for members. “It raised my pores,” he said of the

response from private citizens. (TG 29 Dec 2003: 1 1

)

raish-patraish see RASH-PATRASH

Raja Harischandra, Raajaa Harischchandra n arc A kind of Indian

dance-drama. (< H raja, raja ‘king; prince’ + Harischandra, a

mythological king who always told the truth) 0 Indrasabha, Raajaa

Harishchandra, Gopichand and Sarwameer were very popular dance

dramas at one time among Indians of Trinidad. (Jha 1973:35-6) 0 By
World War I, the Indra Sabha and Raja Harischandra dance dramas

appeared. These were introduced by Nanhay and Surujdeen, immi-

grants from India, in a coarse and crude display. (Ramaya 1992:22)

Raja Nall n arc A kind of Indian dance-drama. (< H raja, raja ‘king;

prince’ + Nall, a mythological king) 0 There were also, the almost

forgotten Hindico, and Rui ke Kora which involved horse-dancing.

Raja Nall, Prahalad, Shakuntala, Murya Dhuja, Balgobin, Now Tanki,

Sarwanir, Harischandra... and Gopichand. (OPNL Mar 1989:2)
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Raja Rasalu n arc A kind of Indian dance-drama. (< H raja, raja

‘king; prince’ + Rasula , a mythological king) 0 There were dramas

like the Sarwaneer, Bhakt Prahalad, Gopichand and Raja Rasalu. The

last was a village folk drama and seems to have been an adaptation of

the Punjabi Raja Rasalu legend... All these folk dances were accom-

panied by the flute, the dholak and nagara drums. (Ramaya 1992:22)

rakaat, rakkat n A Muslim prayer consisting of a passage or verse fr

the Koran; section of a prayer service, /rakait/ (< U rak’at ‘genuflec-

tions performed when reading the Koran’) 0 Eid-ul-Fithr Namaz.

Muslim Festival at San Juan. At Aranguez Savannah, San Juan, on

Monday 7th inst. at 10 a.m., sharp, all Muslims are requested to join

in open air service and offer their Eid Namaz with Twelve Takbirs

and help to revive this sunnat of Rasul Allah, Sul Allaha alia hi wa
Sal’am. There will be Seven Takbirs in the first rak-kaat and Five in

the Second. (POSG 3 Jan 1935:9) 0 The TML... counts eight rather

than 20 rakaats in a prayer cycle. (Clarke 1986:101) 0 Spokesman...

told the BOMB that all Muslims are asked to say two additional

Rakaatas (Prayers) to Allah to forgive our policemen and soldiers for

violating the mosques. (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:5)

rakchas see raakhaas

rake(s) 1 n Gossip; news; story, esp. malicious or salacious. 0 Is my
cousin Gemma who give me the rake. She found a hair pin in a sugar

cake. (Relator “Insanitary Foods” 1973 pr) 0 You must be get the

rake that the party broken and Manning in charge. (Kickspecial Aug
1986:3) 0 There are other aspects of the Trini lifestyle that are endur-

ing but definitely not too endearing. They have to do with spreading

rakes (rumours) and thriving on or perpetuating myth instead of deal-

ing with reality. (TG 9 Sept 1990:5) 0 He get the rake from Blue

Boy... Stalin tell me he get the rake from Roy. (Cro-Cro “Run, Blue

Boy, Run” 1993) 0 ‘Rakes’, observed events and various forms of

gossip deriving from the community are all important to the inform-

ing of a choice of mark. (Besson 1999:5)

2 n A hint or clue as to the winning MARK in WHE-WHE. (< dial E
rake ‘a gossiping meeting’) 0 Rake: A ‘mutual hunch’, indicating that

something many people have seen or heard could be the mark that

will buss. (Besson 1999:175) 0 A person in very serious financial cir-

cumstances could approach the banker for a "rake”. In effect what he

was doing was seeking some vague indication of a mark the banker

was likely to “buss” in a day or two. The “rake” was usually given in

the form of a casual comment, never direct. The person seeking the

“rake” had to deduce the correct mark from the comment and bet on

it. The banker had to be cautious as to ensure the person did not

“spread the rake” by telling some good friend in confidence... and so

on. (Cummings 2004:125)

3 » A small piece of metal razor blade fastened to a kite tail, used to

cut opponents’ kite strings. = >zwill 0 I couldn't get permission to use

“zwill” or “rake”, pieces of razor-blades and jaggedly broken glass in

the tail, or “mange”, a mixture of ground glass and flour paste rubbed

on the first few metres of the flight thread. “Zwill”, “rake” and

“mange” was, and I suppose still is, used to cut other people’s kites

adrift and the sight of a kite spinning helplessly adrift in the wind was

greeted with joyous shouts of “Hiyo!” (T&T of Yesteryear 1995:7)

rake and scrape phr Try desperately to get money, to make a living,

fr varied and uncertain sources; to catch as catch can; to gather every

resource. (< E rake ‘scratch; scrape’ + scrape ‘gather by great efforts;

collect or bring together with difficulty’) 0 “Right now [he] is trying

to see how much money he could rake and scrape to send his young

daughter for a heart operation which she desperately needs.” ( TTM 3

1

Mar 1987:13) 0 It was the money she raked and scraped and stole

from him, and a few shillings from Savitri. (Gosine 1992:134)

rakhas, raakaas, rakhaas n In Indian folk belief, a demonic

deformed infant with pointed ears, long nails, and fangs; believed

caused by women sitting, and esp. eating, in the doorway as night

falls, /rakhas, ra:kha:s/ (< H rakas, rakshas, rakshasa ‘evil spirit; a

malignant, bloodthirsty demon’) 0 The raakaas is bom as a normal-

sized infant, but... it is described as having “strange, staring eyes,”

“boneless, rubbery arms and legs,” and “long black hair coming
down almost to its waist.” Feeble at birth, a raakaas is believed to

gain strength rapidly... a few hours after birth it will struggle out of

the arms of the person holding it and clamber up onto the roof of the

house. If it succeeds in reaching the top of the roof, it will disap-

pear. Its parents, and perhaps some other members of the house-

hold, will die immediately. (Klass 1961:180) 0 NKM: Tell me about

raakas (demonic children)? SN: You know about that? Them things

have 2 heads, one eye in the forehead. Sometimes, they have big

teeth and big, big finger nails, and long foot.... NKM You ever see

one fly? SN No, I never see that because the 2 person I put to bed

make two dead ones. Long time they say some of them used to born

alive and you have to put a stone and put it on their chest and give

them salt and squeeze them to death... They does fly up in the air.

They have feathers. That is the devil eh heh? If it go through [the]

window, it gone. Then it go come back and kill the mother and

father. (OPNL Mar 1989:4-5) 0 “That chamain does have a big butu

by them. If the face come out first, and is a raakhass, they have to

be fast.” (1990)

rakhi, raakhee n Sacred Hindu thread bracelet, esp. that given to one

considered as a brother, /rakhi/ (< H rakh ‘defence; thread bracelet’)

0 “She wearing raakhee.” (1990) 0 The Raakhee refers to the

omament-like object a sister ties on her brother’s hand on the occa-

sion of Raksha Bandhan. It can be bought or made at home... You can

make your own... Get stiff paper or shining paper, thread, tinsel, scis-

sors, [woollen] or silk [cord] and needle. Traditional colours are

yellow, saffron, red, blue and white. Cut a circle, star or any preferred

shape which will act as a base. Stitch on to this base a length of cord

approximately 6 inches long along with a cut or drawn symbol of

OM, Mere Bhaiya, Swastika etc. weave little tinsel to make colourful.

(TG-S 30 Oct 1994:14)

rakkat see rakaat

Raksha Bandhan n A Hindu festival affirming family ties, esp. the

relationship of trust and responsiblity between brothers and sisters.

(< H raksha ‘preservation; protection’ + bandhna ‘tied; fastened;

kept; enclosed’) 0 Raksha Bandhan is a unique festival affirming

family ties, popularly emphasising the sister-brother relationship. It

falls on the full moon day of the Hindu calendrical month of Shraa-

van... [it] is now erroneously being referred to as ‘Brother’s Day.’...

Raksha Bandhan, in affirmation of family ties places a responsibility

on the Hindu male to develop into a mature, responsible, sharing,

resourceful, willing and ever-present member of the family. This is

symbolised by the giving of the right hand. Really, the gifts of cash

and other [niceties] are secondary. The central features of Raksha

Bandhan are the offering of the rakhee by the sister and the giving of

the right hand by the brother... the presenting of the right hand is sym-

bolic of the giving, while the rakhee is symbolic of the asking... [it]

places a responsibility on the brother, to be prepared; physically, eco-

nomically, and emotionally, for the ‘raksha’ or protection of the sis-

ter... This is followed by snaan or bath, offering jal and offerings in

the name and honour of the ancestors. Morning meditation, offering

flowers in the family [mandir]... The brother traditionally wears a

[pagri] or places a cloth on the head as the sister approaches him. She

puts a tikka of sandal paste, rori or kumkum, on the forehead. She

offers a mala then ties the rakhee on the right wrist with the appropri-

ate mantras being chanted by all present. The sister then proceeds to

do the aarti and feeds him with a sweet. In turn, the brother honours

the sister with traditional affection, sweets and gifts and most impor-

tant of all, he gives the right hand which symbolises his commitment
to her. After the simple ceremony is completed, the children together

perform arti for the parents and other elders present and receive their

blessings. (TG-S 30 Oct 1994:14) 0 During Raksha Bandhan. - Saj-

awaying. Decorating the Thaali. Sisters: The following should be

placed in a thali (tharia) or small waiter. A Rakhee, flowers, malas, a

lit deyaa, chandan (sandal paste) for tikka and sweets. A lota with

fresh water with a mango leaf spoon. Brothers: Gifts, flowers, malas,

sweets and cash, according to one’s resources should be kept ready.

(TG-S 30 Oct 1994:14)

rakshan see ROKSHAN
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rally n A special series of Spiritual Baptist worship services.

(< E rally 'a mass meeting of supporters of a cause’) 0 Regular Spiri-

tual Baptist religious ceremonies last from three to six hours... Lead-

ers occasionally organize a series of special nightly worship services

known as a “rally.” Rallies may occur over a period of several weeks

and do not differ markedly in form from regular worship. (Glazier

1983:41)

ram v arc Top up or re-fill a shipping barrel to the top with raw

sugar/molasses. (< E ram ‘force in or stuff hard with something’) 0

The Number of Hhds of Sugar made at the Works is frequently much
diminished by what is termed “ramming" or filling up the Hhd to pre-

pare it for Shipping in consequence of the Sugar sinking and the

Molasses escaping. At Les Coteaux Estate 56 hhds were made, but it

took 9 hhds, or nearly 1/6, to prepare the remainder for Shipping, thus

47 hhds only were sent to Market. (Dowland 1845)

ram- /?/-£/Indicating a male, usu. of a domestic animal, e.g. ram-goat,

ram-sheep. (< dial E ram- ‘male domestic animal, esp. a sheep’) =

boar, bull
1

, man
11

0 Ram-sheep. (Dougla "World’s Laziest Man”
1961 ) ram-goat 0 [He] found he had little too much of a very fat ram-

goat which he had killed. (People 30 July 1938:2)

ramajay, ramaje 1 v Of a bird, sing, display, make noise, /ramaje/

(FC < Fr ramager ‘chirp; warble’) 0 The birds pour out their spar-

kling music, a ramajay as frivolous and as meaningless and as elegant

as a drunken sailor’s dance, an unreasoning cheerfulness so antidotal

to the grimness of reality. (EX 21 Mar 1993:3)

2 v Of a person, to behave in a loud, show-off, attention-seeking way;

when done well it can be admired. 0 Ramagee - contusion. Don’t make
ramagee in meh house. (ESTT 1956) 0 Ramager - To show your

motion (ESTT 1956) 0 They wanted symphony they could ramajay on

pan. (Kitchener "Symphony in ‘G’” 1979 pr, Williams 1979) 0 Instead

of “ramajaying”... about his food bill, [he] should be talking about what

he and his [party] are going to do to help the suffering and starving pop-

ulation. (TTM 19 May 1987:17) 0 The 5,000 or so football fans who
ramajayed all over Skinner Park, San Fernando for example, were

thrilled at the game. But nobody took on the screens seriously. (Bomb
24 Nov 1989:28) 0 BOMB sources say [he] himself, with all the rama-

jay he was making as [their] lawyer... was actually afraid of being

arrested. (Bomb 14 Sept 1990:3) 0 Boy, you coulda always ramajay

with words, yes. (EG 31 May 1991) 0 And then carnival day arrived in

a early morning Jour Vert, when the sun was barely peeping over the

Roocoo trees and Robbers and Kalenda men were on the road, rama-

jaying and bussing head. (Narine 1996:29) 0 “Let him speak and don’t

interrupt the man, because is like he want to ramajay on Sat Maharaj,

and you know how I like the subject.” (TTM 1 June 1997:27)

3 v Play PAN in a fast and ornamented style; improvise on a tune, usu.

in a showy manner, playing spectacularly fast and difficult phrases. 0

Returning to steelband competition after a 16-year hiatus. Highland-

ers turned in a commendable performance, truly capturing the

essence of “pan ramajay”. (EX-2 24 Sept 1989: 19) 0 Freeing up a bit,

the pannist arranger/confessed he never had any doubts what

ramajaying was all about. “As a young fellow in Lopinot, with

pan-around-the-neck, I would hear man ramajaying.” (Punch 8 Oct

1989:9) 0 Causing you to gasp at the simple sweetness of the call-

response melody and to cry out for Cobo Jack to fill the gaps with a

long ramajay on his tenor. (EX 30 Jan 1994:3)

Ramaleela see Ramlila

Ramayan n A gathering, usu. 1, 7, or 9 nights, during which the story

of the Ramayana epic is told, /ramajan/ (< H-Bh Ramayana ‘an

ancient Hindu epic about Rama, the seventh incarnation of Vishnu’) 0

The few educated ones who slipped through became pundits after-

wards. They kept ramayan and readings among the Jehajis on eve-

nings. (Pundit Ragbir 1982, in La Guerre 1985:188) 0 Not too long

ago, Hindu communities would meet regularly for a seven-nights

ramayan, when a pundit or knowledgeable person would read in

Hindi and explain passages of the scriptures. (EX 3 July 1988:47) 0

The young people want to wear fashionable clothes and go to parties.

Their parents want them to go to pujas and ramayans. (EX 13 June

1993:13)

ram-cram adj Crowded; packed; overfull. (< E ram ‘force in or stuff

hard with something’ + crammed ‘stuffed; overfull’) = jam-cram,

ram-jam 0 “The night ram-cram with stars.” (1979) 0 Once when he

heard a child crying in the melee of a ram-cram cinema he just lost his

cool. (EX 19 Sept 1993:8) 0 The fete was a real ram-cram business,

ram cuffphr Beat severely, hitting repeatedly. (< E ram ‘dash, force,

or drive one thing on, at or into another’ + cuff 'a blow with the fist or

open hand’) = rough-cuff 0 In the fight he ram cuff in the man face,

ramfle (up) 1 v Muss up; disarrange; wrinkle; rumple. (< E rumple

‘wrinkle; crease; make uneven or irregular' + up ‘thoroughly; com-
pletely’) = rample

1

0 (Haynes 1987:183)

2 v Attack; hit; rough up. (< E rumple ‘crumple; disorder’) 0 “I go

ramfle up your ass.” (1986)

ram-goat, ram-goat 1 n A male goat. (< dial E ram ‘male domestic

animal, esp. a sheep’) 0 Even dem lilly pickny self da gona rum shap

- dem da look pon dem dady an mamy da fite lika game-cock, da bite

lika pupy dag, da crach lika pussy cat, da butt lik a ram goat, an da

cus an maka nise lika so much deble. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 [The

plaintiff] was called and said that defendant was near his ram goat’s

stable last night and he called out to him. (ES 7 Oct 1926:5) 0 But

Nancy, knowin’ dat he can’t cut as fas’ as Ber Tick, he near a ram
goat, cuttin’ this grass. (Parsons 1933:20) 0 One had a ram goat he

was killing (Executor “My Indian Girl Love” 1939) 0 So turkey took

up the bass note, And closely followed by ramgoat. (Killer “Animal

Concert in the Cemetery” 1948 pr) 0 Ramgoat dead and leave e skin

in hell. (Julien nd) 0 After spending some time together, [he] handed

over two, big brown and black ramgoats. (Bomb 3 Apr 1987:11) 0

The unit housed serving ramgoats and boars (pigs) so that small farm-

ers in the area could take their female ewes and sows there for breed-

ing. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:8) 0 “Oh God! No!” Dougla bawl when he

recognize Pappa Bois, with his hairy face, a ram goat beard, and a

pair of dagger-like horns. (Narine 1996:31) 0 Guinea hen cyan bring

ram-goat, (proverb) 0 Ram-goat doh mek sheep, (proverb)

2 n A sexually aggressive man. (< colloq E ram ‘a sexually aggres-

sive man; a lecher’) 0 “Anything wearing a skirt pass in front of [him]

getting chopped down... People used to call him ram goat.” (Stewart

1989:119) 0 When [people] resort to calling [decent policemen] such

names like "Ramgoat Officer” or “Nanny Goat Constable”, then the

joke has certainly gone too far. (Bomb 26 Oct 1990:23)

ram-goat bush n Petiveria alliacea, a native plant, with deep roots,

and tough stems to over 1 m (3.2') high. The whole plant emits a gar-

lic odour when broken. Used medicinally, and to treat strong perspi-

ration odour, (fr strong smell like a ram-goat1

) = cudjoe root, garlic

weed, >gully root, mapurit

ram goat can’t pee phr Indicating that you do not believe someone’s

story. 0 He cleaned up the whole house? That ram goat can’t pee!

ramier n Any of the larger pigeons or doves, esp. Columba speciosa,

and C. cayennensis. /ramie/ (< Fr ramier ‘pigeon; woodpigeon’) =

mountain ramier, >ramier ginga, speckled ramier (Columba spe-

ciosa); >ramier mangle (C. cayennensis) 0 His favourite amusement

seemed to be ramier shooting, which required little activity; as, by sit-

ting all day under the berry-tree on which those splendid birds fed,

enough game might be shot to satisfy a good fowler. (Joseph 1838b-

1:43-4) 0 With these... to say nothing of ramiers, and other birds, all

the substantial part of living was provided. (Day 1852-1:319) 0

Columba sp... A large blue Pigeon... tolerably abundant in Trinidad,

where the Creole name for it is “Ramier.
”
(Taylor 1864:94) 0 Ramier-

shooting, however, may be said to be free from all these drawbacks;

the sportsman generally awaits them under some tree... whither they

flock to feed, in the afternoon or early in the morning; there he stands

in keen lookout, for this sport requires a keen eye and a steady aim.

(de Verteuil 1884:95) 0 Our pigeons are divided here into ramiers

(2 spec.); doves, or wood-pigeons (5 spec.); and ortolans, or ground-

doves (3 spec.), (de Verteuil 1884:369) 0 The scaled pigeon or ramier

can sometimes be seen taking berries where wild tobacco is found

growing close to forest edges. This bird however, is usually a high-

canopy feeder and will resort to feeding on wild tobacco berries only

when other food sources such as the mapoo Cordia lockhartil and the
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hairy lay-lay Cordia sulcata are not available. (Morean 1990b:26) 0

Overhead, the dark coloured Ramier made a deep cooing sound from

its perch high in a tall hog plum tree. (TG 17 Jan 1994:13)

ramier ginga n Columba speciosa (E scaled pigeon), a bird, 30 cm
(12") long. Male dark brownish purple; feathers edged or spotted with

white or pale green on mantle, neck and underparts, giving a scaled

appearance; lower underparts whitish edged with purple, eye-ring

red; bill bright red tipped whitish; legs reddish. Often hunted for food,

/ramie gipgaI (< Fr ginga ‘speckled’) = mountain ramier, ramier,

speckled ramier 0 Columba Speciosa... Ramier ginga, or speckled

ramier. (de Verteuil 1884:369) 0 (Belcher & Smooker 1 936a: 1 ) 0 By
breakfast-time gunmen were already returning from beyond the coco-

nut plantations where the high woods stretched between St. Anne’s

and the southern region of Rio Claro. Keg told me they went after

‘ramier gingas’ that flew around the forests plundering wild fruit.

These scaley-necked pigeons have, like cattle, a partiality for hog-

plums... which may account for the birds’ great size and choice eat-

ing. (Bryans 1967: 187-8) 0 (ffrench 1991:172)

ramier mangle n Columba cayennensis [~ C. rufina] (E pale-vented,

blue or rufous pigeon), a bird, 30 cm (12") long. Head, breast and

upperparts generally dull purple, glossed coppery on nape; lower

back and tail dark grey; lower underparts pale grey; bill blackish; legs

red; eyes red. In Tobago frequents hill forest and secondary scrub; in

Trinidad found only in mangrove swamps, woods bordering savan-

nahs and low-lying forests. Often hunted for food, /ramie mar)/ (< FC
mangle, ‘swamp; bog’ fr common habitat) = ramier 0 (Chapman
1894:73) 0 (Belcher & Smooker 1936a:2) 0 (ffrench 1991:173)

ram-jam adj Crowded; packed; overfull. (< E ram ‘force in or stuff

hard with something’ +jam ‘press or squeeze something between two

converging bodies or surfaces; block or fill up and area by crowding

or crushing into’) =jam-cram, ram-cram 0 (Haynes 1987:184)

Ramlila, Ramlilla, Ramleela, Ramaleela n A Hindu festival cele-

brating the victory of Lord Rama. It is celebrated over a ten-day

period, usu. around early November; usu. includes a dramatic repre-

sentation, including dance, based on stories from the Ramayana.

/ramlila/ (< H Rcim(a), mythological king + lila ‘play; act’) 0 The
Indian Annual Fete known as the Ramlilah began on Sunday last, on

the Providence Pasture, Dow Village, California. The effigies Ram
and Rawhnan are not yet up. (CB 19 Oct 1901:1 1) 0 The Ramlila Fes-

tival will be celebrated at the Woodford Lodge Estate Savannah...

The ceremonies will be elaborate and imposing. (Mirror 2 Oct

1907: 14) 0 The grand Indian festival known as Ramlila will be held at

Diamond Village, South Naparima, commencing on Thursday, 26th

September, and ending on Saturday, 4th October 1919. (TG 24 Sept

1919:10) 0 The ancient festival of Ramlilla is being kept by the East

Indians of Chaguanas on lands lent by the Woodford Lodge Estates...

The festival began last Tuesday and will continue for 10 days, begin-

ning at 3:30 p.m. daily. In this festival which is observed annually,

six kings and soldiers stage a mock battle. One of them - Rawan - is

slain on the tenth day by his enemies. (IVG 6 Oct 1930:5) 0 Hindus

Mark Ramlela at Curepe Savannah. (EN 1 Oct 1954:6) 0 The non-

Christian sects have contributed to the cultural pattern, notably

through the Hindu festivals of Divali and Ramlilla and the Islamic

ceremony of Hosein. (W1CYB 1963:353) 0 If he could spare himself

from cane- or paddy-field, he went to Rama-Leela, the annual pag-

eant of Rama, on the last day of the ten-day festival, and offered a

pound or so of meethai, sweets, to God Rama or to the boy who per-

formed as God Rama. (Naipaul 1976:75-76) 0 The popular dramas

Rama Lila and Krishna Lila became not only an annual affair but also

a social institution... they involved much [pantomime] which was

subordinated to textual recitation by the pundit (priest), who also sang

the dohas (couplets) and chaupais (narratives). Particular sides or

comers of the savannah-ground were meant to represent particular

geographical localities. For example, the southern end of the Rama
Lila ground was symbolic of Lanka where, at dusk on the ninth day

after the new moon in October, the huge effigy of Ravana was burnt.

(OPNL Mar 1989:2) 0 In addition to making sweets, Ramesar and his

family take part in Ram Leela celebrations every year. (EX 8 Sept

2003:28)

ramongsi n Lantana camara, a loosely erect or scrambling native

shrub with rough, angular, sometimes prickly, stems. Leaves aro-

matic. Flowers small, yellow turning orange or pinkish-red, in stalked

clusters. = black sage
2

,
grater wood, >kayakeet, rock sage, white

sage
2

, wild sage, zeb kayakeet 0 Grater Wood, Kayakeet, Kayakit,

Ramongsi. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:106) 0 (Morean 1990)

ramoo n obs Any large dove or woodpigeon, Columba sp. (< Fr

ramereau ‘young woodpigeon’) 0 [A list of pets]: lauretta, agoutis,

gato melaos, crao, scarlet ibis, paui, Louis d'or, ramoo, laps. (Gordon

1879:302)

ramp v Play in a very lively, active manner; usu. used when such

activity is not appropriate. (< E romp ‘play, sport or frolic in a lively

or boisterous manner’) 0 Doh let me catch you ramping on the furni-

tures again!

rample 1 v Make uneven; wrinkle. (< E rumple ‘wrinkle; crease;

make uneven or irregular’) = ramfle'O RAMPLE, v., rumple. (Rodman
1971:234)

2 adj Uneven; wrinkled; not neat; not groomed. 0 And if she only fall

with a belly pain, She want somebody to rub she down. And when he

finish rub with his, Soft candle you whole bed rample. (Shadow “Bad

Neighbours” 1965, in Rodman 1971:221) 0 Darling is a long time ah

notice, Some botheration in me business, ’Cause when ah knock off

from duty, Ah always meet you rample and sleepy. (Kitchener “Mary,

1 Disgust” 1944, in Rodman 1971:215-6)

Ram Ram intj A greeting used by some Hindus. (< H-Skr Rama,
name of deity) = >Sita Ram 0 “Ram Ram bhai. How you?” “Achha,

bhai, I ready to wuk now,” replied Ramu. (Ramlakhan 1994:30)

ramsack Search in or throughout a place for something, usu. with

intent to rob. (< E ransack ‘search with intent to rob’) 0 “Dem tief

good ramsack mih apartment.” (Baptiste 1993: 136)

ranch n A small wooden hut or shelter, particularly in the forest. (< Sp

rancho ‘shanty; humble thatched house’) 0 The woman had told him
if he sleep another night out with the other woman from Lopinot she

would tell the police about the things he got hiding in the ranch

behind the garden. (Bomb Oct 1970) 0 He wondered whether Hector

could put him on to a furnished room in a quiet place. “Look boy,”

Hector replied with a wink, “you sure you are not looking for a ranch,

or a slaughter house?” (Clarke 1979: 100) 0 ‘Every fortnight from Fri-

day to Sunday he and his other Vincentian pardner does be in the

rumshop. They live in a ranch miles in the forest makin’ coal-pit.’

(Boodhoo 1994:104)

randi n A grown-up woman; term usu. used by children. (< H-Bh
randi ‘prostitute’) 0 “Yuh looking like a real randee.” (1990)

random weave n A type of weave used in working with TERITE

strips. (< E random ‘not guided in a special direction’) = double-staff

weave, single-staff weave 0 There are several techniques used in the

weaving of tirite, the actual choice is usually dependent upon the item

being [produced] ... The single staff weave... is also called the “ran-

dom weave” and has the same applications and use as the “double

staff weave”. (Morean 1 99 1 i: 1 2-3)

rang n Coloured water, usu. red, used to throw on people during the

celebration of PHAGWA (HOLI). /rap/ (< H rang ‘colour; paint’) 0

The most important function of the day is the playing with coloured

water (RANG). Coloured water and coloured powder are thrown on

friends and relatives in friendly manner. (Annamunthodo 1971)

range 1 v Tob Of a fighting stick, invest with special magical powers.

(< E arrange ‘put in order; prepare’) = mount 0 That stick range. 0 He
range the stick.

2 v Of a garden, protect from theft, e.g. by putting up a blue bottle. 0

Yuh need to range this piece.

rango, wrango adj Wild; belligerent; uncontrollable; badly behaved,

/raqgo/ (prob. < E orang-outan ‘Simia satyrus, an anthropoid ape’) 0

RANGO, adj., wild, undisciplined, e.g. He’s a real rango type.

(Rodman 1971:234) 0 What did he do with his pretty wife? Put her

behind the counter in the shop - to sell salt-fish and fat-pork to all

sorts of “rango” people, any kind of “ole nigger”! (Gomes 1978:43-4)

0 “Dem rango dis side here, dey have head.” (1990) 0 One minute
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the man talking fluent Harrovian limey, and the next minute wrango

creole. (Andersen 2004:58)

Rangpoor lime n Citrus sp., a cultivated small LIME-PORTUGAL
hybrid citrus fruit; orange colour inside; acid juice like a lime, used in

drinks. 0 We got some lovely Rangpoor limes in Cedros yesterday.

(1990)

raperman n Rapist; a man who rapes or sexually assaults women.
(< E raper 'one who rapes’ + man2

) 0 “Girl you know you could just

look at a man an’ realize dat ’e look as a raper man?” (Bain 1974:60)

0 Cops... and villagers... are both searching high and low for the

young rapist... He started out his raperman career at age 15. (Bomb 5

Sept 1986:6) 0 “My niece wukkin’ in de Mall, an’ in no way ah lettin’

her wuk no later hours, an’ have to come home after dark wit’ all dem
raper-man an’ mad-man on de loose!” (Keens-Douglas 1984:1 15)

rapso n A kind of music combining elements of CALYPSO and rap,

usu. vocal recitation over drumming. (< rap 'a style of music with

semi-spoken lyrics over a heavy drum beat’ + calypso
,
fr including

elements of both these musical styles) 0 With the exception of an

innovative use of the rapso/speech band form in the Carnival skit, the

music was poorly chosen and [the] musical items casually executed.

(EX 9 Nov 1986:27) 0 Rapso is a network of rhythms (riddum) where

the rhythms of the voices blend with African drums and the rhythm of

the steel drum/pan. This base is called Foundation Rapso, and it is

taken to a more intense musical form with the blending in of stringed

instruments... Rapso draws on the riddums (rhythms) of the street life.

... "Rapso” [was] apparently coined by Network Riddum Band, East

Dry River” (TTM 17 Feb 1987:13 0 Although the song is showcased

in modem music and has a chutney/rapso rhythm leaning towards dub

more than a calypso. Rudder says his creation of the song was rooted

in tradition more than anything else. (EX 8 Jan 1995:5) 0 RAPSO. A
style or device in speaking, an aspect of which appears to have been

developed in Trinidad. It is an artistic arrangement using the speaking

voice rhythmically, accompanied by music or light African drum-

ming or both. The style closely resembles the American rap music,

mixed with Jamaican dub poetry... Rapso was made popular by

Brother Resistance, who comes out of the turmoil and trauma of the

1970 Black Power unrest in Trinidad. (Anthony 1997:470)

ra-ra, rah-rah, rara, rarra n A type of noisemaker in which a small

flat piece ofwood clacks against a notched wheel when it is twirled or

swung, /rara/ (poss. < E rattle ‘an instrument having a flexible tongue

which slips over the teeth of a ratchet-wheel with a loud noise when
the instrument is whirled’, also poss. < Yor ord ‘bull-roarer, a perfo-

rated bamboo through which a string passes, swung around to create a

whooping noise considered the voice of the god Oro’) = Good Friday

ra-ra 0 A wretched custom exists here among the street gamins of

parading the streets with ‘ra-ras,’ rattles of the old Greenwich Fair

type, making a hideous noise, when they say is to drive away the

devil. (Collens 1888:47) 0 Rah rah. Yuh mouth like ah rah-rah in de

place. - A noisy toy or gadget used for noisemaking on Good Friday.

(ESTT 1956) 0 “Rita’s offspring have hit on a beautiful way of giving

me a headache - Ra Ras, tin ones that whir and bang and keep me on

jitters.” (Jones 1973:34)

ra-ra mouth, rah-rah mouth n Talkative; incessantly talking.

(< ra-ra, fr similarity of constant noise) 0 Oh gosh, that woman
have ra-ra mouth,

rarder see RATHER

rare bark n Opisiphanes cassiae cassiculus, a butterfly, wingspan to

7.5 cm (3"). Very dark brown with a yellow band across the upper

wing; some orange at lower wing margins. 0 (Barcant 1970:195)

rare blue doctor n Rhetus arcius, a small butterfly, wingspan 2.5 cm
(1"), with very long tails on lower wings. Male black, to royal blue on

tails; white bands diagonally across wings. Female has double white

bands, no blue, (fr similarity to blue doctor, but less common) 0

(Barcant 1970:83)

rare blue transparent n Hymenitis andromica, a butterfly, wingspan

4.4 cm (1.75") long. Wings are mostly transparent, with a slightly

bluish tinge; black around margins; black on veins; whitish spots in

upper wing. 0 (Barcant 1970:100)

rare brown glass-wing n Ceratinia nise nise, a butterfly, wingspan 4
cm (1.6") long. Elongated wings glassy transparent with suffused

browns and yellows; some irregular black markings on wings; narrow

black margins. 0 (Barcant 1970:185)

rare cream pierid n Hesperocharis nera lamonti, a butterfly, wingspan

4.4 cm ( 1 .75") male, 5 cm (2") female. Creamy white except for irregu-

lar black surrounding forewing tip; underside white on forewing,

creamy yellow on lower wing. Flight rapid, settling precise and quick,

likes sunshine. Very rare; always solitary. 0 (Barcant 1970:169-70)

rare green dragon n Mimocastnia rothschildi, a butterfly, wingspan

to 6.2 cm (2.5"). Male light emerald green, with black divisions giv-

ing a speckled effect. Female larger, greeny blue in lower wing;

striped black pattern at margins; upper wing base blue with wide yel-

low mid-wing band; black tip. 0 (Barcant 1970:227-8)

rare handkerchief n Dynamine agacles, a butterfly, wingspan 3 cm
(1.2"). White at base and central areas, bordered by a broad black

band at margins, outer third of upper wing tip, and along upper wing

margins; white spots in black areas. 0 (Barcant 1970:162)

rare tiger n Heliconius ethillus, a large butterfly, wingspan 7.5 cm
(3"). Black background with broken horizontal stripes of orange-

brown and yellow horizontal bands. (< E tiger, fr similarity of strip-

ing) 0 (Barcant 1970:105-6)

rare yellow underwing n Calospila parthaon [~ Lemonias parthaon\,

a butterfly, wingspan 2.5 cm (1"). Male upper wing brown with pur-

plish spots at tip and down outer margin; orange spots at middle of

inner margin; lower wing brown with orange at outer section and

large black spot at tip. Female upper wing has row of small white

spots at tip instead of purple; lower wing shading of outer section is

yellowish. Underside light brown and orange and yellow, like upper

side, speckled with small brown dots. 0 (Barcant 1970:223)

rarf see RAFF

rasam, rasom n A coating of flour paste, water, and ground glass, put

on kite-strings to cut opponents’ kite-strings, /razam/ (< Punjabi

rasam, Bh-Ang rasam ‘make sharp’) 0 Doh take him on, na, he using

rasam.

rasdhan n obs A kind of traditional Indian dance celebrating Krishna

and Radha. (< H-Bh rasa ‘pleasure’ + dana ‘gift’) 0 Gradually, village

settlements were established and more folk traditions appeared; so

that by the turn of the century there were dances like the Rasmandal,

Rasdhan, Krishen-Leela and Ram-Leela. (Ramaya 1992:22)

rash-patrash, raish-patraish n arc A negative term for a person of

Portuguese descent, /raij patraij/ (poss. < Ptg raios de partem ‘may

lightning strike you’ fr its use by Ptg speakers) 0 Like other ethnic

minorities, the Portuguese were once subject to stereotypes. In the past,

they were branded as petty shopkeepers (of either rum shops or dry

goods stores or both), frugal, extremely hard-working, very religious,

and also dirty, low-class and uneducated. Now, derogatory racial slurs

such as ‘low-down Poteegee’ and ‘raish-patraish or rash-patash Potee-

gee’ (once heard in the rhyme, “Poteegee, Poteegee, rash-patash/Come

here in a calabash”) are largely unknown among today’s young people

in the twenty-five and under age bracket.... Many Portuguese were

referred to mockingly as ‘rash patash’ (or ‘raish patraish’), which,

according to one informant, is an imitation of a an exclamation (“raios

de partem”, literally “may lightning strike you!”), and especially of the

strong use of the /sh/ sound... in [Madeiran Portuguese] and their [Trin-

idad English Creole] speech. (Ferreira 1989:1,48)

rasi name n Official name given by a PANDIT to a baby according to

the PATRA, astrological book, usu. known only to family, /rasi nem/

(< H-Bh rasi ‘astrological sign’) 0 “Doh call de chile by she rasi

name.” (1990)

rasiya n A type of song with love themes, sung by women near the

month of Phagun (around February), /rasija/ (< Bh rasiya ‘lover’) 0

Birha, rasiya and Alha-Udal (Rudal), the ballads from North India,

are now disappearing. But the singing of the Ramayana and other

bhajans are still very popular. (Jha 1973:35) 0 Rasiya... is a type of

song with love themes. It is sung by individual women near the

month of Phagun (February). (Ahyoung 1977:73) 0 Is rasiya time ah

de year now.
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Rasmandal n A traditional Indian dance-drama which includes a

group dance in which both men and women participate. Many forma-

tions occur during the dance, the most prominent being the circle,

with dancers striking each others’ sticks, /rasmandal/ (< H-Bh rasa

‘pleasure’ + mandal ‘association, committee that organizes rasdhan)

0 Indrasabha, Raajaa Harishchandra, Gopichand and Sarwameer

were very popular dance dramas at one time among Indians of Trini-

dad. So were the Ramaleela, Krishnaleela and Rasmandal dance dra-

mas. Now Indian films and their songs have almost killed these

traditional shows. (Jha 1973:35-6) 0 Rasmandal: Music from the

flute, the harmonium and the dholak is used to accompany this dance.

Rasmandal is a group dance in which both men and women partici-

pate. (Ahyoung 1977:79) 0 Gradually, village settlements were estab-

lished and more folk traditions appeared; so that by the turn of the

century there were dances like the Rasmandal, Rasdhan, Krishen-

Leela and Ram-Leela. (Ramaya 1992:22)

rasmela(i) n An Indian sweet. (< H ras ‘juice; essence; flavour’ +

malai ‘cream; clotted cream’) 0 On days she taught me kheer, gulab

jamun, and rasmelai, she wore a sunny, smiling yellow, like rich

creamy milk. (Persaud 1993:98) 0 Rasmela sprinkled with roasted

pistachio nuts. (Persaud 1993:144)

Rasta 1 n Rastafarian; a person who believes in Rastafarianism, which

includes the divinity of Ethopian Emperor Haile Selassie, not eating

meat or salt, not cutting the hair. (< Jamaican Rasta, Rastafarian

< Ras Tafari, the pre-accession name of Emperor Haile Selassie of

Ethiopia) 0 Old faces, young faces... a rasta selling pies (EX 1 May
1988:6) 0 “About what?” the well-groomed rasta asked, with a wor-

ried look on his face. (Heat 18 Nov 1989:9) 0 Messenger, a white-

suited rasta, delivered his slow message: “Life is what you make it.”

(EX 9 Jan 1993:8) 0 Rasta girl can now attend Providence. Matter

fixed! Grandad cuts off [granddaughter’s] hair. (TTM 25 July 1993:1)

0 Blacker, a picturesque Rasta whose picture could not be taken

because of a series of minor camera problems that had nothing to do

with him. (Pires 1 995d: 15)

2 n Someone or something whose appearance or style is characteristi-

cally Rastafarian, e.g. with dreadlocked hair. 0 Later on all the sta-

tion’s employees were shocked to leam that the three young men (two

rastas and a ‘baldhead’) were all set to stage a hold-up at the Planet

Cinema. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:22) 0 A young man with a Rasta hair-

style, crossing the Square and listening to the car radios going at full

volume, muttered to himself. (EX-S 21 Dec 1986:3) 0 The van, occu-

pied by the five men (four of African descent sporting Rasta hair-

styles and one of East Indian descent) swung into the compound.

(TTM 31 July 1987:8) 0 He turn real rasta now since he stop eating

meat. (Baptiste 1992)

rastrajo n arc Any low forest, esp. previously cultivated fields which

are being overtaken by trees and shrubs. (< Sp rastrajo ‘land covered

with plant growth after being cut’) = >lastro 0 There were no men to

work the fields which had run into “rastrajo”. (1746, in Greenidge

1938:6) 0[O]ver them a wilderness of creepers and shrubs, and all the

luxuriant young growth of the “rastrajo,” which springs up at once

whenever the primaeval forest is cleared - all utterly impassable.

(Kingsley 1880:157) 0 We pushed our way with little difficulty

through tufts of Heliconias and stretches of rastrajo... Once more we
emerged into a cocoa piece. (JFNC Oct 1894: 106) 0 New Town, now
the most fashionable suburb of Port-of-Spain, was then a piece of

uncultivated land, covered with what is known in the West Indies as

“bush,” (Sp. Rastrajo) that is a thick undergrowth of brushwood

interspersed here and there with a few large trees, and was a favourite

resort for sportsmen. (Fraser 1896:56)

rat 1 n arc Promiscuous woman; prostitute. (< Sp rata ‘woman of the

moment’ + E rat ‘a person of low, unreliable morality’) 0 And now I

must speak of the country rat. They will grind your bones and will

melt your fat. (Tiger “The Rats” 1936) 0 In the alcove of the Bon-Ton
there are two tables, covered with oilcloth. One is empty, and at the

other sit two ‘rats’ with their ‘sweet men.’ (Calder-Marshall 1939:25)

0 Some call them bats and some call them rats. I’ll call them big dip-

lomats. (Beginner “Second Hand Girls” 1940) 0 Well the rats hug-

ging up aristocrats. And the democrats kissing the sampats. (Mighty

Spoiler “Barbados Carnival” 1950 pr) 0 “My mother says you is a

bastard, and your mother is a rat.” (Jones 1973:27)

2 v arc Work as a prostitute. 0 “I’m leaving you... you and your chil-

dren, you can get either one of your women to take care of them or

bring your bitch of a ratting mother in, but I’m not taking it.” (Jones

1973:25) 0 She wasn’t thinking about going to town to look for work

either. Seemed like every village girl who ever went there ended up

the same way - ratting on the streets, or working in the house for

some high-class family. (Stewart 1989:45)

rata n In cricket, a ball that deceives the batsman by skidding low on

the ground to hit the wicket, /rata/ 0 The whole team get out because

the bowler was bowling ratas.

ratanero see RATONERO

ratch see RACH

ratcheefi see RACHIFEE

rat-cheese n Ordinary, relatively inexpensive, cheddar cheese, usu.

imported in blocks from New Zealand, (fr being used as bait for rat-

traps; AmE mousetrap cheese) 6 [Y]ou know you are a true Trini if,

among a long list of other things... You have hiked to a waterfall with

nothing but a bag of hops, a block of rat-cheese, pepper, salt, a boiled

egg and a tomato. (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17)

ratchet see RACHETTE

ratchifee, ratchifi see RACHIFEE

rath n A funeral bier; a decorated bamboo and board structure on

which the corpse is carried to the cemetery for a Hindu funeral, /rar/

(< H rath ‘four-wheeled carriage’) = bagli 0 The container in which

the corpse will be taken to the cemetery... is called the ‘Rath’ (char-

iot)... or baglee... Two lengths of Bamboo... are taken and laid out

vertically and about three feet in parallel distance. Pieces of board are

then nailed to each of the Bamboo rods across. These boards are

nailed separately... Then strips of bamboo are bent in a semi-circular

manner and tied from one bamboo rod to the other and these are dec-

orated with strips of cotton cloth cut in various shapes and sizes...

[some place] the semi-circular strips... lengthways so that the sides

could be lifted and the corpse seen... Many decorations and flowers

are attached to the baglee all over. (Ali 1975:15-16)

rather v Prefer; like better. (< E rather
,
with a verb, indicating ‘more

than’) 0 Callaloo and peas, all these things is nice. But still I rather

okro and rice. (Invader “Okro and Rice” 1940) 0 Like they must be

crazy, They rather crapaud meat down there more than turkey.

(Mighty Spoiler “Dominica's Favourite Menu" 1950 pr) 6 Cuba and

Puerto Rico mopsies love strong. Yet I rather my romance in Shanty

Town. (Dictator “Keep the Home Fires Burning” 1956 pr) 0 Ah
rardar she to me. (Ottley 1971:74) 0 RATHER, v., prefer, e.g., I rather

a girl child than a boy child. (Rodman 1971:234) 0 [Rjather I rather

dead “I’d rather die”. (Solomon 1993:109)

ration n Tob A small meal or snack, e.g., something given to a child to

eat after school. (< E ration ‘a fixed allowance or individual share of

provisions, esp. in the army and navy’) = chaklata, jack-ratta 0 (Uh

1883:248) 0 “Come and get yuh ration, boy.” (1990)

ratiray 1 n A chorus, refrain, chant from an early CALYPSO ROAD-
MARCH or LEGGO. /ratire/ 0 A long time chant made popular by

Designer’s ’92 calypso. “When de deejay start to play Ratiray is to

see mas in de place.” (Baptiste 1992)

2 n Characteristic talk. 0 If you can’t do like the Flagsman. and jump
in the fray and “get on bad”, then don’t ride out like a vengeful

Rawan, full of venom in your heart, to mash up the national fete with

your repulsive racial “ratiray, ratiray”. (TTM 24 Jan 1993:30) 0

“Allyuh have no proof of corruption, favouritism, croneyism, insider

dealing, nepotism or any such thing. So you have no case... all you

have is a lot of mauvais langue, ratiray, niggergram, and waylay, way-

lay.” (TTM 17 Nov 1996:27)

ratonel, ratonelle n Pseudoboa neuwiedii [~ P. coronata , Seytale cor-

onatum], a non-venomous constricting snake. Adult is light pinkish

brown, with white to yellowish white belly. Head wedge-shaped with

no distinct neck. Juvenile has bright pink body, white belly; head and
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neck dark brown with yellow or white collar, /raton cl/ (< ratonero) =

brown snake, mapepire velour
2

, moon snake
1

, ratonero
1

, smooth

glossy snake, velvet mapepire 0 Ratonelle. (Ramcharan et al 1979) 0

(Boos 2001a: 103)

ratonero, patonero, ratanero 1 n Pseudoboa neuwiedii , a non-

venomous constricting snake. Adult is pink-brown, with a dark head.

Juvenile has bright pink body, white belly; head and neck black with

yellow or white collar, /ratonero/ (< Sp ratonero ‘mouse-eater’) =

brown snake, mapepire velour
2

,
moon snake

1

, >ratonel, smooth

glossy snake, velvet mapepire 0 The cribo it is true will take chickens,

but he lives principally on rats.. There are other useful snakes, such as

the Cribo [and] the ratanero. (Urich 1894:135) 0 Ratonero. Nocturnal,

semi-arboreal, small bushes and trees. (Greenhall 1976b: 16) 0

Ratonero. (Emsley 1977)

2

n arc Less commonly, Epicrates cenchria , a snake. = jack (snake),

mapepire velour
1

, >rainbow boa, ringed boa, thick-necked tree boa,

velvet mapepire 0 Mr. O’Reilly informed me its Latin designation

was Epicrates Cenchris and that the Creoles call it Mapepi Velour and

Ratonero. (Mole 1 892d: 8 ) 0 (Boos 2001a64)

ratoon 1 n Re-growth following the cutting of the first plant crop, esp.

for sugar cane and bananas. (< E rattoon < Sp retono'new sprout or

shoot which comes up fr roots of a plant after it has borne fruit’) =

ratoon cane 0 Canes: 1st ratoons, 2nd ditto, old ditto, plant canes

(printed form, PRO C/104/178 Jan 1830) 0 Sugar-cane is a perennial

plant, and after being cut, will grow again from the old root... so that

it is not necessary to plant it every year. Ratoons are canes which

have thus sprung up again; the plant-canes, those that have not yet

been cut. (On a sugar estate 1882:222) 0 These and the ratoons

should... show a marked improvement. (POSG 26 May 1907:5) 0

Seed [tobacco] for the nurseries should be selected from mother

plants showing the requisite qualities and not from ratoons. (TG 8 Jan

1933:6) 0 A new variety [of cane] is not extended further until a first

ratoon and perhaps a second ratoon is reaped, so as to get knowledge

of its ratooning qualities. (Hutchinson & Taylor 1953:29) 0 The

stools or roots of cut-canes were left to grow for another year. This

first ratoon yielded less canes and the second ratoon produced less

still. Replanting was done every four or five years. (Alladin 1970:12)

0 [R]atoon: after harvest, the cane shoot is allowed to grow again for

reaping at the following harvest, instead of planting a new cane plant.

This process can be allowed to continue for several years, with pro-

gressively declining yields. (Brereton 1979:x) 0 The ratoons (roots of

the cut canes) would keep on producing between five to ten years,

sometimes longer depending on the care taken to these plants.

(Chandool 2003)

2 v Re-grow following the cutting of the first crop. Sometimes, canes

will ratoon for ten or twelve years; but more generally they are only

ratooned for three years, so that a quarter of an estate has annually to

be replaced. (On a sugar estate 1882:222) 0 A new variety [of cane] is

not extended further until a first ratoon and perhaps a second raroon is

reaped, so as to get knowledge of its ratooning qualities. (Hutchinson

& Taylor 1953:29) 0 The canes were over-ratooned; manuring was
unscientific and inadequate; steam tillage was not used, although it

seems that the wet, heavy soils of Trinidad made the use of the plough

difficult. (Brereton 1979:18)

3 adj Harvested from ratoons. 0 A second application of two hun-

dredweight of Sulphate ofAmmonia is given to the ratoon crop which

should be completed before the end of July. (Hutchison & Taylor

1953:19) 6 “You get first ratoon cane, second, third, but it’s not as

much as plant cane.” (1990)

4 n The last child, particularly if unexpected or unplanned. 0 “We
make all dem chirren by de grappe, and then we get one ratoon.”

(1990)

rat passage n Stow away; travel without paying for transportation,

usu. by sea. (fr common presence of unwanted rats on ships) 0 But if I

can’t get money to pay, I will take rat passage and stow away.

(Caresser “Paramaribo” 1937)

ratta n arc Rat. 0 (Carmichael 1833) 0 (Ottley 1971:52) 0 Rattah hed

[head] sell ’e tail. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Ratta - rat, mouse. (John

1973) 0 Ratta head sell he tail - a person close to us can hurt us the

most. (Daniel 1990)

rat-tailed bat n Promops centralis, an insect-eating bat. (fr relatively

long, hairless, rat-like tail) 0 (Alkins 1979:60)

rat-tail orchid n Bidbophyllum pachyrhachis, a creeping, often

hanging, native orchid. Leaves leathery, oblong-lanceolate, 7-20 cm x

8-25 mm (2. 7-7. 8 x .3-. 97"). Flowers small, sunken in pits along the

fleshy stem, greenish yellow spotted with purple dots, (fr resem-

blance of long thin flower stalk to rat’s tail) 0 (Schultes 1960:158) 0

(FTT 1967-3-1:121)

rat-tail verveine n Stachytarpheta cayennensis, a straggly native herb

with opposite leaves; flowers light blue, sparse, in long thin spikes,

(fr resemblance of flower axis to rat’s tail) = veven
2

,
veven lache-

wat, wild broom

rattles and cannon n In PITCH, a claim for points if you hit your

opponent’s marble more than once in one shot, due to rebounds off

objects or comers, or hitting two opponents’ marbles on a CANNON
SHOT. 0 You claim rattles and cannon if you hit two marbles in one

shot.

r.a.v. see ROGUE AND VAGABOND
ravenda n Cordylinefruticosa, a cultivated plant with reddish striped

leaves, often used to mark the boundary of property, /ravenda/ =

bound, >boundary5
, boundary mark, bounday bush, dragon’s blood2

,

rayo 0 A cool wind rustle the dragon’s bush; the ravenda clacking like

a wheel of fortune. (Hosein 1980:53)

ravet, rawet n Cockroach, /ravet, rawet/ (< FC < Fr ravet ‘cock-

roach’)

raymoo see REMOU

rayo n Cordyline fruticosa, a cultivated plant with reddish striped

leaves, often used to mark the boundary of property, /rajo, raijo

/

(< Sp rayo ‘ray; beam; flash; lightning’ fr stripe markings on leaves)

= bound, >boundary (mark), bounday bush, dragon’s blood
2

, ravenda

0 “Blue soap is what they use to wash clothes long time, because it

did not have no bleach or anything else. The village washerwoman
used to take the old com husks and red rio (a type of plant) and used

to scrub the clothes.” (Loubon 2001)

razor grass 1 n Paspalum virgatum (E sword grass), a native grass, to

1 m (3.2'); leaves have very sharp, silica-filled edges. (< E razor

grass ‘grass, esp. Scleria pterota, which has sharp-edged leaves’

< razor ‘a sharp-edged instrument’ )
= cortadero 0 Besides Cane trash

for roofs, two grasses called Razor and Fox tailed, are used.

(Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 The ball was finally recovered from a patch

of razor grass into which Kaiser, protesting, was made to go and

whence he emerged ball in hand but woebegone, slashed by the deli-

cate, sharp, green blades. (McDonald 1969:58) 0 There were razor

grass and broken bottles in his voice. (Ladoo 1972:67) 0 [L]ooking

out, on one side, to the razor-grass patch between the house and the

big canal and, on the other, hanging laundry, and common fowls and

ducks hanging out in the backyard. (TG 21 Dec 2003)

2 n Scleria bracteata [~ 5. secans], a scrambling grass-like sedge.

Sharp leaf margins can inflict deep painful cuts. 0 (Beard 1953: 158-9)

0 (pxx 1992-3-5:541) 0 Razor grass (Scleleria secans), a sedge.

(Sewlal 2004:17)

razor grinder n obs A type of cicada, (fr sound of call like a razor

edge against a grinding stone) = >cigale 0 Nothing was heard except

the cicada's whizzing sound, which has gained him the appellation of

razor-grinder. (Joseph 1835:61) 0 We have a remarkably fine and

large species of the Cicada, called by the French creoles CIGALE,
and by the English the RAZOR GRINDER - from the sound of his

note. His amorous serenade, when he sing to call his mate, is rather

more piercing than agreeable. (Joseph 1 838a:7 1 ) 0 On some shade

tree a species of cicada known as the “razor grinder” was making the

little dell resound with his evening song. (Potter 1894:19)

razzy adj Untidily dressed; frayed; shabby, /razi/ (poss. < E frazzle

‘fray; wear out; tear to rags’) 0 (Haynes 1987:15)

R car n A rental car, identified by the letter R preceding the license

number. (< E rental ‘for rent; hired’) 0 E drives ah R car, meaning
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that he probably works in de oilfield or fuh ah company or has rented

the particular car since he had an accident with his own. (Haynes

1987:113)

reach 1 v Arrive; get to destination; come. Note: SE reach requires an

object, e.g. We reached home. (< dial E reach ‘arrive’) 0 Ah cudn t

affode to take train so ah posh foot pon de road tel ah reech. (PC 30

July 1904) 0 We, Pa-pa dat was a excitin fire ah was kwite in New
Tong when a see de smoke so ah push foot and ah reech in time befor

de fire get bad. (PC 29 Oct 1904) 0 “Ah-ah, an you sen’ me outside,

boss? Ah-ah must t-take time to reach,” answered Pierre. (Cobham
1907:20) 9 Reach - meet. You will reach us before we meet Plym-

outh. (ESTT 1956) 0 “A can reach before you,” said Roy. (Archibald

1937:45) 0 Dry season reach now. Sunlight blazes the hills. (Lovelace

1968:7) 0 “You was here before I reached?” (James 1968:18) 0 To
work in the Estate, a person left home around 5.30 a.m. in order to

reach early. (Alladin 1970:12) 0 But the real strain comes when stu-

dents have to go to Student Affairs. You must reach there between

8.00 a.m.-4.00 p.m. (Pelican 1971:44) 0 Yuh know is Deewali

weeken again. Cool cool so it reach. (Mamits LPOS, TG 21 Oct

1979) 0 I reach South for the semi-final. (EX 12 Oct 1986:31) 0 “Peo-

ple will vote up here,” she said, “this village used to be PNM but peo-

ple are wavering now: they will know when the day reach.” (EX 26

Oct 1986:31) 0 Papa Bois say time reach! He not talking no more

nonsense! This time is licks! (Quesnel 1987) 0 Lethargic-looking

male ward attendants... announce that “the tea reach.” (EX 15 July

1990:23) 0 I warn her the night before that Hortense does jus come
and before you realise she reach she gone, with half your house too.

(Tante Tante, TG 3 Sept 1991 ) 0 And we used to reach on time when
they sharing the food. ...When we reach down by a pipe we wash we
hand. (OPNL June 1994:6) 0 Just then the police reach in front and

the bandits run out through the back. (IND 20 Sept 1997) 0 Parang is

not a bacchanal, it is something that comes from the heart, he said.

“Don’t bawl, sing the parang. When Carnival season reach you will

bawl," he said. (TG 15 Dec 2005:43)

2 v Go as far as. 0 “How far yuh reachin?” “Arima.” “I eh reachin so

far.” (1990)

3 v Become; arrive at the point of. 0 It made the band sound like any

respectable business enterprise; the only sign that it wasn’t any ordi-

nary business was the hours during which prospective recruits were

invited to visit the panyard - from 9 a.m. to midnight. It could, I sup-

pose, be taken as an indication of where pan reach. (EX 10 Jan

1993:27)

4 v Escort; accompany; go with. 0 REACH, v., take, go with, e.g., wait

a minute. I’ll reach you there. (Rodman 1971:234) 0 I am going this

way to get my ’bus.” “I’ll reach you to the bus.” (Clarke 1979:58) 0

“Reach me to de comer nuh! Yuh like mih to beg you or what?”

(Baptiste 1993:137)

reach back v Return; come back. 0 ‘I just reach back a few minutes

ago.’ (Gosine 1992:157)

reaches n Male sexual prowess, (fr penis having length sufficient to

reach the destination) 0 He eh have the reaches,

reach in v Arrive at; come to; get to. 0 Wen ah reech in de villige ah

here dey go have ah cancert. (PC 10 Sept 1904) 0 De Ministree want

to know why he so late reaching in school. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10

Apr 1977) 0 ‘But how the fowl reach in the coop?’ (Gosine 1992:98)

0 Badge jus’ reach in the United States. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:19)

reach out the road phr Go a little distance away from home, for a

short while. 0 Ah reachin out the road. If anybody calls, ask them to

call back next half hour.

read and spell phr Explain something obvious to somebody in a very

clear, almost condescending, way. 0 “She putting on size, yes.” “How
you mean?” “You want me to read and spell for you?” (1990)

read tract see tract

ready-done adj Hastily done; not properly done. 0 This dress ready-

done.

ready-make child n A child fathered by someone other than a

woman’s husband or regular man. (< E ready-made ‘of manufactured

articles, in a finished state, ready for use, in contrast to being made to

order’) 0 (Haynes 1987:84)

real adv Really; very well; very much. (< ScE, AmE real ‘really; very’

describing an adjective, in very informal speech) 0 Dem boys could

real play cricket, On any kinda wicket. (Relator “Gavaskar” 1972) 0

“The ram goat dead now but everytime I see you ah does remember the

ram goat ah does have to cry. Ah de real like dat ramgoat.” (Maharaj

1990:17) 0 “The mother could real sing. She does sing flim song and

things.” (1990) 0 He say, “Yes daughta, you say you live by your luck,

you real live by you’ luck.” (Mahabir 2005:75-6)

reale n obs A Spanish unit of silver currency. (< Sp real ‘a small sil-

ver coin; plural reales') 0 Reale: A ten cents piece of silver. Often cut

into half or quarters, (de Verteuil 1992:381)

really adv In fact; seriously. Note: SE really emphasizes the truth or

correctness of a statement, or implies that the original response is

unreliable, e.g. “What do you really want?” (< E really ‘in truth; actu-

ally’) 0 ‘You get vex when he complain; he stop complaining, and

now you find he acting strange. What you really want him to do?’

(Lovelace 1988:18) 0 “[He] made serious racial remarks that, at the

very least, can only damage the cause of national unity, and at worst,

could cause civil war in the land. What really wrong with these peo-

ple, Flags?” (TTM26 Nov 1995:30)

reasoning n Buttocks; usu. used by men about women. 0 “She have

good reasoning.” (1990) 0 She reasoning high.

rebucan 1 n A smaller, second cocoa harvest; picking fruits which

have ripened since the main harvest, /rebukan/ (< Sp rebuscar Took

for again; glean’) 0 Rebouke, remnants of cocoa collected after the

first crop was reaped. (ESTT 1956) 0 [R]ebuca, rebucan. (Moore

1980:23)

2 v Pick up spilled fruits, usu. cocoa beans. 0 Beccani would then put

her red plaid handkerchief on her head and pick up her bucket and

cutlass and say to her young companions, ‘come and let us

“ribouca”.’ This entailed going over to where the men were piling the

cocoa into the sweat boxes, and gathering up in her bucket all the

cocoa beans that had fallen on the ground around, and adding them to

the sweating cocoa, (de Verteuil 1989:179)

rechin n arc Carcharhinus obsciiras (E dusky shark), a shark, to 3.64 m
(1 1.6'). (< FC retchen < Fr requin ‘shark’) 0 I begin to haul up, and

when there is a sudden sharp pull and the increased strain takes out

the line again - my fingers actually feel a strong tear, and the line

falls limp. “Rechin,” says my one-armed friend with much disgust.

“Shark,” respond I, with even more disappointment. (Vincent

1910:70-1) 0 Dusky shark, or Rechin... Very common and destructive

everywhere. (Vincent 1910:53)

Reckoner n A character in a DEVIL BAND who is supposed to decide

the fate of souls. (< E reckon ‘give a judgement, evaluation; settle

an account; calculate’) 0 [T]he Carrier of the Book of Laws, the

Tempter, the Reckoner with long nails and a pair of dice in his right

hand and in the midst of the band the monster held by four Imps,

while the Tempter does his best to tease him and the King, fork in

hand, waiting to defend himself from the monster. (Jones 1947:45)

recreation club n A shop which sells liquor by glass and bottle, and

small snacks such as nuts; mostly frequented by men, who sit and

drink, sometimes play billiards. = >rum shop 0 You would find him

at the recreation club with the fellas.

red 1 adj Having a light brown, reddish to almost white skin complex-

ion, usu. a mixture of African and European descent. Like other skin

colour terms, may be negative depending on usage. (< E red
< reddish tone to lighter complexion; in many W. African languages,

such as Twi and Yoruba, skin colour is divided into “black” and

“other, lighter” colours including E brown, red, yellow) = red-skin 0

The defendant stated that the complainant had two children, the first

was black and she said it was his, the second was red and she said it

was his. (TG 25 July 1919:6) 0 “I used to walk about and hope that

every red girl I see was she.” (Hosein 1980:57) 0 The women are of

all different races such as Indian, African, ‘red-women’, dougla, Chi-

nese and Syrian, with many of them looking real ‘posh’ and upper

class. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:19) 0 Mulattoes are described as “red"
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which is not as flattering as “fair” or “fair-skinned.” (Hodge 1988:76)

0 People of mixed African and European ancestry are not considered

“African” or “Negro” in Trinidad but “mixed” or “red.” Locally bom
individuals of entirely or primarily European ancestry are referred to

as “French Creoles.” (Stuempfle 1990:25) 0 Sweet Ken reach with

the two red women from south, All you know the two that I talkin’

about. (Rudder “De Long Time Band” 1992) 0 The show rolled on to

a thin, wiry-looking red man. (EX 19 Sept 1993:8) 0 The pretty look-

ing “reds” came to court. (TTM 25 Dec 1994:13) 0 “If yuh ent red yuh

dead” - meaning, if you are not light-complexioned, you might as

well be dead... We’ve grown up with these tidbits of colonial “wis-

dom,” spouted from the mouths of even those closest to us, like our

teachers, friends and even our relatives - in short, people who should

have known better. (TG 15 Dec 2005:13)

2 adj Of a SWEET-DRINK, a red-coloured one, usu. a “cola cham-

pagne” or cherry-like flavour. 0 An buy ah bread an curry channa an

ah red Solo by Ramdeen Snackette. Boydays was plenty fun. (Foster

1990:80) 0 Amina had hers with a red Solo soft drink. (Ali 1993:183)

red ant(s) n Prob. Solenopsis spp., (Efire ant), a small, reddish-brown

ant with a painful sting. = red stinging ant(s) 0 There is also a red

stinging-ant, which is much smaller, but the sting of which produces a

very uncomfortable burning and itching sensation, something like the

stinging of a nettle. They have a great partiality for sugar and olive-

oil, and make very short work of a store of those articles if they have

the chance of doing so. (Brassey 1885:132) 0 But not ah soul to hear

my plea, So imagine how dem red ants crucify me. (Cristo “Bad Luck

Man” 1962 pr) 0 It pained as if red ants were biting them. (Ladoo

1972:30) 0 At six months of age, my nurse found me in my cradle one

day covered from head to foot with big red ants. In Trinidad, red ants

can be so big that just a few of them could have pulled the damn cra-

dle out of the room. And there was I with a million of them having a

big fete on top of me, crawling and dancing all over me - playin’

mas’, yes... Everyone of those red ants could bite like a dog. (Hercules

1980:35) 0 The sky was a brilliant blue, the sun stinging like red ants.

(EX2\ Oct 1990:23) 0 The entire abbatoir has been infested with red

ants for some time. (TN 30 Nov 1990:4) 0 The [Black Stick] plants

are also frequented by many tiny “red ants” which also take nectar

from the flowers. (Morean 1 992c:3 1

)

red-banded copper n Symmachia probetor, a small butterfly, wing-

span 1.9 cm (.75"). Male very dark iridescent greenish blue with a

well-defined bright red band along the upper margin of lower wings.

Female dark greenish blue background; upper wing cream-spotted on

upper margin; small orange half-circles at base. Five lines just inside

outer margins of both wings, (ff colour + copper2 ) 0 (Barcant

1970:206-7)

red-banded zebra n Cremna thasus, a small butterfly, wingspan 3 cm
(1.2"). Male black with several narrow reddish bands crossing the

wings downward. Female bands are pale cream and somewhat
broader. 0 (Barcant 1970:202-3)

red bean n Phaseolus vulgaris, a cultivated dark red, kidney-shaped,

edible bean. = salad bean, string bean 0 Gub-gub, red bean, cucumber
and green (Tiger “Ah Neighbours Neighbours” 1940) 0 (CFNI
1971:29)

red-bellied kingfisher n obs Chloroceryle americana croteta, a bird,

18.8 cm (7.5") long. Male: head and upperparts glossy dark green

with a white collar; breast dark red-brown; lower underparts white.

Usu. seen on low perches besides rivers
?
diving for fish, (fr reddish

brown top part of breast) = >fisherman , martin-pecheur a poitrine

rouge 0 (Chapman 1894:61)

red butter n obs A highly salted butter; deep golden-orange; rela-

tively cheap. = >red salt butter 0 From time to time we received, in

modest quantities, a commodity referred to as “red butter.” (Maynard

1992:103)

red cedar n Cedrela odorata, a native tree. = acajou
2

,
cajou, >cedar,

coparo, copayre, Trinidad cedar, West Indian cedar 0 (Young 1809,

Stowe 922: 14b) 0 (Beard 1946:33)

red cent n The least amount of money; down to the least amount;

every last penny, (fr copper cent, the lowest value coin, having a

reddish colour) 0 Ah suppose to get pay an’ ah never ever get even

one red cent for me housewuk. (Keens-Douglas 1984:63) 0 [The

man] who was feeling like a red cent, trying to maintain his macho
man image, thought it was about time he intervened. (Bomb 21 Nov
1986:9) 0 “I don’t collect a ‘red cent’ from stations outside here that

play my music! Not a cent!” (EX-2 23 Aug 1987:19) 0 “Mr. Koto, if

you nuh pay Mr. Kukuyabo every red cent you ’ave fu am, plus cost,

me a seize yu seine an’ boat an’ any-ting else you ’ave an’ turn dem
over to Mr. Kukuyabo.” (Phillips 1991:46)

red chain snake n Oxyrhopus petola petola, a slender, dark purplish-

black non-venomous snake, belly pearl white, to 1 m (39") long.

Adult has faint red bands. Young are brightly banded with irregular

red stripes or cross-bands, the first 5 or 6 in the neck region being

bright yellow, fading to pink, and then red. (fr similarity of red rings

to the links of a chain) = >false coral (snake)
1

, sombre false coral

(snake) 0 (Stechert 1986)

red copper n Calospila amylius [= Lemonias emylius], a butterfly,

wingspan 2.25 cm (.9"). Females are mottled brown with a large

central yellow patch on upper wings. Males vivid red with the upper

wing mostly black. Undersides silver, (fr colour + copper 0

(Barcant 1970:126)

red crab n Prob. Pseudothelphusa garmani, a dark-coloured edible

land crab, (fr dark reddish-brown colour) = black crab, bush crab,

>manicou crab, mountain crab, red crab 0 Here in the Island [Tobago]

are three sorts of Land-Crabbs (viz.) the Red, the black, and the white

Crab; but the Red of himself is naturally so, because Nature adorns

him with more Beauty externally, then internally she inriches him

with Aliment and Nutrition. Yet some have fancyed them very good

food, and highly applaud them; but this sort of Crab loves a rockey,

and dry Land; who seldom or rarely consults the Water. (Poyntz

1683:22-3) 9 ‘Today I might have to find a river conch or a red crab.’

(Boodhoo 1994:154) 0 Crabbing: Mangrove or Red Crabs, Blue

Crabs & Sea Crabs Tides & Moon Phases, (ad, ND 25 Apr 2006:B-

46)

red deer n obs Mazama americana, a small deer; frequently hunted

for meat, (fr reddish-brown fur) = biche, biche a come couvert, >deer,

guazupita 0 Deer. The deer meant here was either the common Red

deer of the Island, one of the greatest pests in a young cacao piece.

(T.W. Carr 1894:277)

red devil 1 n In a DEVIL BAND, a MAS in which the devil’s costume is

(almost) entirely red. 9 “Some fellas playing the Red Devil, he was

there running them out of town. And he would scrape up everything.

When you throwing a shilling at him (we use to call it a ‘bob’) you

had to pitch it at him and he would catch it in his mouth, you know,

yeah! He wasn’t easy. He was a terrible guy. Abysinnia carried the

reins of that thing for years, eh.” (Hall 1998:47)

2 n Mesene phareus phareus, a small butterfly, wingspan 2.25 cm
(.9"). Orange-red with narrow black wing margins; small black dot on

upper wings. 9 (Barcant 1970:109)

red donkey fig n A cultivated banana of the AAA group red, not

grown commercially. Fruit small; skin red and green. = gros jean,

mankiller fig, mataburro, red fig, red mataburro 9 (Stover &
Simmonds 1987:162)

red dove n Geotrygon montana (E ruddy or red quail-dove), 22.5 cm
(9") long. Male head, nape and upperparts dark reddish-brown; man-

tle glossed purple; buff streak fr chin to ears, below this a dark red-

brown streak fr throat to sides of neck; breast buff tinged wine, (fr

generally reddish-brown colour) = >red ground dove" 9 (Roberts

1934:92)

red-eye 1 n Cichlasoma taenia, a freshwater fish, blackish or dark

brown, with two black spots on the sides of the body, and another at

the base of the tail. = >brown coscorob, large coscorob 9 (Phillip &
Ramnarine 2001 :33)

2 n Conjunctivitis; a viral infection of the eye, causing hemorrhages

which turn the whites of the eye red or pink; often epidemic. (< E red

fr colour of infected area + eye + E pink-eye ‘conjunctivitis’) 9 Ask

the Minister of Sports, Culture and Youth Affairs (get your priorities

right) whose recent promise to rebuild or restore or refurbish the
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Naparima Bowl has provoked in the old Don a condition close to the

“red eye” that has been spreading through the Caribbean like a

plague. (EX 26 Oct 1986:27) 0 “She had red-eye and did not go to

school last Thursday.” (Bomb 7 Nov 1986:28) 0 The current ‘red eye’

epidemic which is sweeping through the country like a tropical storm,

seems geared to bring the education system to a virtual standstill.

(Bomb 14 Nov 1986:28)

red-eyed vireo n obs Vireo chivi vividor (Trin), V.c.tobagensis (Tob)

[= V. chivi agilis, V. olivaceus\ (E chivi vireo , Caribbean vireo), a

bird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long. Crown grey, white eyebrown stripe bor-

dered by black; upperparts yellowish green; underparts whitish;

under-tail yellow; eye iris reddish. Tobago variety is slightly larger,

has a duller back, heavier crown-stripes, and heavier bill, (fr red iris

of eye; note AmE V. olivaceus, the northern red-eyed vireo) = petit

siffleur a tete grise 0 (ffrench 1991:331)

red fig n A cultivated banana of the AAA group red, not grown com-

mercially. Fruit small, red and green skin, (fr entirely or partly red

skin) = gros jean, mataburro, red donkey fig, red mataburro,

mankiller fig 0 Then there are the Silk Figs and Red Figs, the Gover-

nor Fig and many others. (Rampersad 1963) 0 ‘Red’ and ‘Green red’

are backyard clones which are nowhere grown on the plantation

scale... The plants are tall and vigorous, the bunches rather small -

smaller than one would expect from the size of the plants.” (Stover &
Simmonds 1987:119,162)

redfish, red fish n Lutjanus analis (E mutton snapper), Lutjanus aya

(E red snapper) or L. synagris; marine fish considered excellent eat-

ing. (fr generally light bright red colour of scales) = pargue; sorb (L.

analis)', walliack 0 Under the general denomination of red fish are

sold several species of snappers, red-mouths, and sardes, all very

good and delicate, (de Verteuil 1884:101) 0 With a cargo of red fish

and grouper. (POSG 19 Sept 1907:3) 0 Scarce: Ancho, bechin, and

red fish. (TG 19 June 1919:10) 0 Many kinds of fishes are caught in

these traps. The most important are those belonging to the family (1)

Lutianidae, known popularly as “red-fishes,” “snappers,” “pargues,”

and (2) Sparidae. (Guppy 1922:444) 0 Although there is a normal

supply of carite, king fish and red fish, there is hardly any of the other

kinds. (TG 4 Jan 1936:12) 0 Redfish. When these are small the best

way of preparing them is to make a butter sauce, (de Boissiere ca

1945:13) 0 Venders had carite, red fish, king fish, powah... (EN 2

Sept 1954:3) 0 Please publish something about the fines the Venezue-

lans are charging the T&T fishermen, while all the redfish - known to

the Venezuelans as Pargo, are being caught free in the waters ofT&T
with no retaliation from the T&T government. (Bomb 4 Mar 1988:19)

red-foot tortoise n Geochelone carbonaria (E South American red-

footed tortoise), a tortoise (land turtle), with large red or orange scales

on feet. = Antillean tortoise, >morocoy

red gasparee n Esenbeckia pilocarpoides, a small native evergreen

tree, girth to 1 m (3.2'). Bark thin, smooth, dark. Leaves leathery, dot-

ted, short blunt drip tip. Fruit a warty capsule. = >gasparee, gasparil,

gasparillo 0 (Marshall 1934:23)

red grecian n Heliconius ricini, a butterfly, wingspan to 6.2 cm (2.5").

Black upper wing with yellow irregular bands and spots in the centre.

Lower wing black with red central areas. 0 (Barcant 1970:77)

red ground dove 1 n Columbina talpacoti (E ruddy ground dove), a

bird, 17.5 cm (7") long. Male head and neck pale grey; upperparts

reddish brown, with black spots on wings; outer tail black; underparts

paler brown; bill grey, tipped black. Female browner than male, (fr

reddish colour + commonly seen feeding on the ground) = brown

dove, >ground dove 1

, ortolan, ortolan rouge, red ortolan 0 (Williams

1922:178)0 (ffrench 1991:176-7)

2 n Geotrygon montana [~ Oreopeleia montana] (E ruddy or red

quail-dove), 22.5 cm (9") long. Male: head, nape and upperparts dark

reddish brown; mantle glossed purple; buff streak from chin to ears,

below this a dark red-brown streak from throat to sides of neck; breast

buff tinged wine; lower underparts paler; tail short; red skin around

eyes; bill and legs dark red. Female similar but upperparts olive

brown. The bill is held angled downwards. = red dove 0 Red ground-

dove - Oreopeleia montana (Belcher & Smooker 1936a:7-8)

red grouper n Epinephelus morio, a marine grouper fish. = vielle,

vieille rouge 0 (Vincent 1910:47) 0 The Red Grouper, or Veille

Rouge, is the only game fish of the Grouper family that can be caught

trolling. In my opinion, this fairly rare fish, which attains a weight of

50 pounds, is one of the best of our food fishes, its flesh being white

and of excellent quality. (Mendes 1940:21)

red-head n Asclepias curassavica, a slender native plant, 60-90 cm
(2-3'). Stem has milky latex reputedly poisonous to livestock. Leaves

narrow, lanceolate. Flowers small, red and orange. Fruit pods 5-7.5 cm
(2-3"), swollen and pointed, containing many small brown seeds,

each with a plume of silky floss, (fr bright red-orange flower clusters)

= matac, pwentan, red-top 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:75) 0 Mate-

rials used in healing and conjuring. Leaves... red head. Asclepias

curassavica. (Simpson 1962:329) 0 The redhead or pwentan plant,

Asclepias curassavica, the root of which is used as a tea in the treat-

ment of venereal diseases, but the milky leaves and flowers are poi-

sonous and are avoided by livestock, which, should they consume it

accidentally, experience traumatic conditions and “fits”. (Morean

1991:53)

red-head(ed) cobo n Cathartes aura ruficollis (E turkey vulture );

75 cm (30") long, wingspread 1.8 m (6'). Much less common than

COBO (black vulture). Generally brownish black; underside of the

flight feathers pale grey; head and neck bare; skin reddish, with sev-

eral yellow bands on nape, giving impression of a whitish stripe. Flies

with wings tilted up, flaps infrequently, (fr red head + cobo) = Cedros

cobo, corbeau a tete rouge, governor of the corbeaux, king cobo 1

0

(Williams 1922:178) 0 (ffrench 1991:86)

red-headed water snake n Tripanurgos compressus , a rare snake in

Trinidad. Dark pink with pale grey irregular bands; red eye; some-

times has a yellow collar, (fr reddish head) = false coral (snake)
2

,

false false coral (snake), fire mapepire, >mapepire dife, pseudofalse

coral (snake), whipsnake 3
0 (Beebe 1946)

red hind see KOON

red-hot poker n Norantea guianensis, a climbing native shrub with

thick broad leaves; flowers brilliant orange-red in elongated spikes. =

>beacon, Prince of Wales feather, wild vine

Red House n The legislative house of assembly in Port of Spain; the

seat of Parliament and some government offices. The building was

begun in 1844; in 1897 it was first painted red for Queen Victoria’s

Diamond Jubilee. See also LAST AS LONG AS RED HOUSE FIRE, (fr

red colour of the paint + House, official legislative building) 0 Jes

becos me landlard have to pay “Red House Rait” he put sixtee sents

mo pon me rent. (PC 21 May 1904) 9 Den ah ooman axe me “Why
yuh dohn try at de Red House?” So ah take korrige, an ah go an ax de

man wey ah see in charg, an he tell me dat he aint reddy fuh mo hans

yet, but if ah wate fuh a fue weekes he wid gi me ah job wen dey

gwine mix concrit. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 Silent Crowd at Red House.

(TG 23 Jan 1936:1) 0 This erection is called the Red House, not for

political reasons, but because stucco embellishments and all have

been washed a terra-cotta red, which is as distinctive as it is hideous

(Calder-Marshall 1939:275) 0 “Last week a man come from the Red
House. He say Government send him to value the place because the

Americans takin’ all Teteron.” (de Boissiere 1956a:69-70) 0 The Red
House, a domed, massive and imposing stone building occupying a

city block, derived its name solely from the colour in which it is

painted. Here, in this seat of government, this domain of law-givers

and tax-collectors, this scene of windy debates in the Legislative

Council - no parliament permitted at this time - this arena in which

unequal battles were daily waged between the wigged and the unlet-

tered, where tears were vainly shed and pleas went unheard - here

reposed in majesty the Colonial Sec’itry, the heart of the feared, the

secretly hated, the all-powerful enemy. So they fancied, (de Boissiere

1956a: 1 17) 0 “I have a special vested interest in throwing those sons

of bastards out of the Red House and getting in a government of the

people, at least before I’m sixty.” (Jones 1973:166) 0 “But it isn’t

true. I checked it out myself and the land belonging to the state. The

Red House say so!” (EX 13 Dec 1987:2) 0 The first Red House was

burned down in water riots of 1903. In 1904 rebuilding work began
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and the new House was opened in 1907. (Mills 1988:134) 0 But while

all the action was taking place around the Red House, action of

another kind, though related, was also taking place in Woodford

Square. (Bomb 27 July 1990:7) 0 In great rage he walked down to the

Education Office which was then located in the Red House. There he

protested vigorously. (Maynard 1992:17) 0 The Red House clerk was

the sole breadwinner for the family. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:4) 0 The

design is somewhat French Renaissance in character, showing a loose

kinship to Pavilion Richelieu at the Louvre, with Corinthian / com-

posite columns and pilasters, round-head and segmental arches, and

fluted jambs. Red House has pavilions at the ends and at the center;

the central pavilion is taller and open vertically from floor to dome. It

has a groined dome roof, balustrade, cupola, and French Renaissance

donners. There was some damage to the building in the July 1990

coup attempt. (Crain 1994:165) 0 Red House politicians sick. Deceit-

ful to each other. And all of them congosah. (Chalkdust “The Tent is

the Thing” 2001 pr)

red howler n Alouatta seniculus insularis (E red howler monkey), a

monkey, body 92 cm (37") long + 92 cm (37") tail, weight to 9 kg

(20 lbs). Makes a very loud howling call in the forests at dusk and

dawn; angle of lower jaw and hyoid bone greatly enlarged as adapta-

tion for this sound production. Hair reddish brown, except dark

brown face and mantle. Sometimes hunted and eaten. Important hosts

for yellow fever, (fr overall reddish colour + loud howling call) =

howler, howling monkey, macaque rouge, red monkey 0 Red Howler,

Red monkey. Macaque rouge. (JFNC Apr 1893:167) 0 “Red

Howler”... differs from seniculus and macconeli of the mainland by its

smaller size and practically uniform colouration. (Vesey-FitzGerald

1 936c : 1 6 1 ) 0 [Fjrom the half hour of sun and slaps they were now
nearly all red and howling like red howlers. (Andersen 2004:351)

red ibis n obs Eudocimus ruber (E scarlet ibis), a large bird with a

down-curved bill. (< E red, from colour of adult + ibis + large, stork-

like bird of the family Ibididae) = flamant, flamingo
1

,
>scarlet ibis

(adult); black ibis
-

,
grey ibis (juvenile) 0 [T]he red Ibis and spoonbill

are sought after in the midst of damp natural savannahs, (de Verteuil

1858:127) 0 The Flamingo, or red Ibis... [is a] habitual resident.

(De Verteuil 1884:95)

red ibo n arc A term, often negative, for a very light-skinned person

with African features. = red man, red nigger 0 You know him - the

red ibo from down the road.

Red Indian n A Carnival MAS based on North American native

tribes, mostly from the Plains, including warpaint, red body paint, and

feather bonnets. (< BrE Red Indian ‘native, indigenous tribes of

North America’) = >Wild Indian
-
0 The first prize offered by the La

India Establishment for the best dressed Indian band was won by the

“Blue Indians” of Belmont. The “Red Indians” gained the second

prize, while the South American “Man Eaters" captured the third

prize. (POSG 24 Feb 1909:4) 0 Constable Drayton charged Jan

Hector, Evans Field (the “King” of a Red Indian band), and his

“Queen" Juanita Payar with fighting at St. Joseph Road. (Mirror 25

Feb 1914:2) 0 [The] "Red” Indian... makes his costume from materi-

als collected in the environment... and the roucou fruit for the red

paint which covers the entire body. (Alladin 1969:34) 0 ‘One year

after he died in 1989, Bonaparte's loyal “Red Indian” followers suf-

fered the same fate, when they were unceremoniously kicked out of

the building on Hart Street... which housed their mas' camp.' (TTM
24 Jan 1993:8) 0 There were three main types of Indians. ... The Red
and Blue Indians were less formalistic. They merely wandered

around town in small groups painted red or blue and singing and chal-

lenging any other bands they met. (TG-M 24 Jan 1993:2) 0 Indians

were attracted to the Devils because they evoke images from Indian

mythology. Indians also played Red or Wild Indian (Amerindian),

with a creative “confusion” both by Indian and Creole of the very

word “Indian.” (Sankeralli 1998:205)

red-legged grampo n Cyanerpes cyaneus [~ Arbelorhina cyanea,

Coereba cyanea] (E red-legged honeycreeper], a bird, 12.5 cm (5")

long. C.c. tobagensis in Tobago is slightly larger. Adult male: gener-

ally dark violet blue with black eye-stripe, mantle, wings and tail;

crown turquoise; underwing and inner webs of flight feathers lemon
yellow; bill black, slightly down-curved; legs red. After breeding sea-

son, male moults, becoming greenish with black wings and tail.

Female greenish; paler below with streaks; legs reddish brown. (< FC
grampo < F grimpeur ‘climber’ + red-legged fr colour of legs) = blue

creeper, grampo 1

,
grimpeur pattes rouges, pink-footed grimpereau 0

(Chapman 1894:26) 0 (Williams 1922:128) 0 (Roberts 1934:98) 0

(ffrench 1991:361)

red mahoe n Sterculia pruriens, a native tree. Leaves large, hairy

underneath. Flowers yellow-pink, in clusters. Wood soft, light

greyish. = >mahoe, mountain mahoe 0 (Beard 1946:3 1

)

red-man n A term, often negative, for a very light-skinned person

with African features. (•<red [

)
= red ibo, red nigger 0 (Ottley

1971:74) 0 [Y]ou know you are a true Trini if, among a long list of

other things... You can call your fellow country man by an ethnic

name fondly and it would be okay. For example, darkie, reds, dougs,

chinee-man, creole, red-man, white-boy, beti... (Sylvester, in Smith

2000c: 17)

red mango n A snack food made from half-ripe mangoes cut in

halves, salted and dried, boiled with pepper, then cooked in sugar,

spices and red food colouring. = pepper mango 0 Pepper Mangoes or

Red Mangoes. (Hunt 1985b:24) 0 Yuh remember curry mango an

kuchela? Red mango too? (Foster 1990:113) 0 “An for Gawd sake,

doh forget to pack mih red mango when Dexter cornin' up.” (Baptiste

1993:137) 0 Red Mangoes... VERY Caribbean, the mixture of sugar,

salt and hot pepper! (Nelson & Puddy 2004:52)

red mangrove*?? Rhizophora mangle, R. harrisonii, or R. racemosa,

native mangrove trees with stilt roots and pendulous, dart-shaped

fruit. R. mangle is the commonest species in mangrove swamp forests

in Trinidad, mostly found in deeper water of coastal swamps, on sea-

ward sides. A medium-sized evergreen shrub or tree to 25 m (80');

many stilt roots grow from the base of the trunk, and aerial roots

descend from the branches. Bark thick, useful in tanning. Leaves

opposite, mostly elliptical, about 12.5 x 5 cm (4.8 x 2"), smooth,

waxy. Flower buds yellow, about 15 mm (.59") long, wedge-shaped;

flowers small, creamy white with cottony margins, usu. in pairs,

sometimes three together. Fruits cone-shaped, 2-3 cm (.8-1.2") long,

borne in profusion. Seeds germinate while still on the tree. Wood
red-brown, often used for fuel. R. harrisonii, a tree to 20 m (65'), with

many aerial roots descending from the branches; grows in coastal

swamps. Leaves mostly elliptical, to 15 x 7.5 cm (5.8 x 2.9"). Buds

greenish-yellow, about 1 1 mm (4.3") long, ovate. Flowers white, in

large clusters. Fruits 2. 5-3.5 x 1.5 cm (1-1.4 x .6"), borne sparsely.

Much less common than R. mangle, and not found in Tobago, (fr

reddish-brown colour of the wood) 0 [T]he Red Mangrove grows

always in Salt-water, and the tops of the trees because bending their

boughs down wards (peradventure lick on the Surface of the water)

which by natural instinct incline towards their roots. (Poyntz

1683:32-3) 0 On gaining the other bank of the Ortoire we left the

beach and drove on the burnt clay road past swamp land heavily fenced

in with lofty red mangroves (Rhizophora), and white mangroves

(Avicennia nitida). There ought to be dollars in the exploitation of

this swamp, for these splendid poles, 40 ft. to 60 ft. in height, as the red

mangrove particularly is the best wood for wet situations, and the bark

is good for tanning purposes. The difficulty lies in getting the poles

out, for there is not sufficient water to float a punt, while there is too

much for cattle to be used as haulage. (Vincent 1910:80) 0 (Marshall

1934:49) 0 The three species of Rhizophora... are not usually recog-

nized as different by the layman though they can clearly be separated

on the basis of differences in the inflorescence. (Quesnel 1984) 6 Red

mangrove [R. mangle
]

is by far the most common mangrove in our

swamps, both in Trinidad and in Tobago, and the one that grows far-

thest out to sea. The mud where it grows is almost always covered with

water and the tree is adapted to these conditions... The seedling can

last up to a year in the water... The wood is reddish brown, tough and

durable but has only minor use in construction, such as tholepins for

rowing boats. Its main use was as a fuel but this has declined consider-

ably. The bark is used in tanning. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:100-101)
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red mangue 1 n Marila grandiflora, a native shrub or medium ever-

green tree, girth to 1.5 m (5'), with occasional aerial roots. Branchlets

flattened, rusty with short down. Leaves large, ovate, with many
transparent dots and conspicuous veins. Flowers white, in clusters.

Fruit an oblong 4-valved capsule with minute seeds. Wood hard,

heavy, reddish. = coco mangue2
,
wild cocoa

2
0 {FTT 1929-1-2:59) 0

(Marshall 1934:16) 0 (Beard 1946:31)

2 n Tovomita eggersii, a medium-sized native evergreen tree, girth to

1.8 m (6'); stilt roots. Small greenish-white flowers in 2.5 cm (1")

clusters. Fruit 2.5 cm (1"), ovoid. = coco mangue 1

red mataburro n A cultivated banana of the AAA group red, not

grown commercially. Fruit small; with red and green skin. (< red fr

colour of skin + mataburro) = gros jean, mankiller fig, mataburro, red

donkey fig, red fig 0 (Stover & Simmonds 1987:162)

red monkey n Alouatta seniculus insularis (E red howler monkey), a

monkey, 92 cm (37") long + 92 cm (37") tail, weight to 9 kg (20 lbs).

Makes a very loud howling call in the forests at dusk and dawn; angle

of lower jaw and hyoid bone greatly enlarged as adaptation for this

sound production. Hair reddish brown, except dark brown face and

mantle. Sometimes hunted and eaten. Important hosts for yellow

fever. (If overall reddish colour) = howler, howling monkey,
macaque rouge, red howler 0 Our ears were now astounded by one of

the most discordant cries I ever heard. This hurrah proceeded from

the throats of about one hundred red, or Alouto monkeys, the most
wild and untameable of the Simian tribe. (Joseph 1 838b-l : 143) 0 The
red or howling Monkey (Mycetes barbatus)... is a large species, and

very common, but extremely shy and untameable. Even when taken

young they refuse food, and continue moaning day and night till they

die of inanition. The red monkey has a sort of deep resounding yell

(hence the term howling), which it emits particularly previous to and

during rain and thunderstorms; it is eaten in default of better game,

(de Verteuil 1884:85) 0 Red Howler, Red monkey, Macaque rouge.

(JFNC Apr 1893:167) 0 [T]he “roar” (not howl) tailing off with a

grunt (equally loud in its earlier and lower notes) of the red monkey.

(A.B. Carr 1894:270)

red mora n Mora excelsa, a native tree to 40 m (130'), buttressed. =

>mora, white mora 0 In the forest the trees are known as red and

white Mora by foresters, but no reliable field differentiation in the

trees or timber is known... A gregarious tree covering large forest

areas between Sangre Grande and Matura and near Mayaro, Trinidad.

Although termed a first class timber it is not largely used. (FTT 1931

1,4:285-6) 0 Local names recognize varieties which cannot be estab-

lished botanically - e.g. red mora and white mora. (Beard 1946:26)

red mountain crab n Pseudothelphusa garmani, a large dark brown
or brownish red crab which resembles a dead leaf on the forest floor;

it inhabits forests in mountainous areas. They are caught during the

rainy season when they vacate their dry season burrows and “run”

over the mountainsides. = black crab, bush crab, manicou crab,

mountain crab, red crab

red-mouth (grunt) n Haemulon carbonarium, an edible marine fish

to 3.5 m (11.2') long. Silver-grey body, belly dusky grey to black,

dark longitudinal stripes bronze to bright yellow, head blue with blue

stripes, mouth red within. Also H. plumeri (E white grunt), to 40 cm
long, body silver-white, head yellow below, belly white, head with

dark blue stripes, mouth red within, (fr red interior of mouth + grunt)
= black grunt

3
,
>cro-cro, crocro jolle rouge, jolle rouge, rouge 0 Red-

mouth, or guele-rouge. (de Verteuil 1884:388) 0 The red-mouths or

crocros (Hameulon) are caught in weirs all along the coast, (de Verteuil

1884:393) 0 Redmouth grunt. (Vincent 1910:46) 0 A tasty dish is a

two-pound “Redmouth Grunt”... which can be broiled with the scales

on, this method allowing the scales and skin to be easily removed
before serving. (Mendes 1940:21) 0 Red mouth grunts also take this

form of bait. (Mendes 1950:1 1) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:122)

red-nape snake n Ninia atrata, a small non-venomous snake, to

30 cm (12"); matte black, finely keeled scales, red or yellow collar.

(< E red + nape ‘back of neck’) = coffee snake, collared snake, ring-

necked coffee snake, >ring-neck snake 0 (Boos 2001a: 1 17)

red nigger n A term, usu. negative, for a very light-skinned person

with African features. (< red
1

)
= red ibo, red man 0 Red nigger, spot-

ted mulatto (ESTT 1956) 0 Miss Yok San was a damn red nigger, a

damn Chinese red nigger. That’s how he felt like calling her. (Jones

1973:97) 0 “[She] not white! She bom here! If you ask me, she is

only a push-up red nigger!” (Ramkeesoon 1975:25) 0 Later on in the

night, Holly had the gall to tell a big red nigger man like me, that the

crowd present was a black crowd and what a white man like me was
doing at the show. (Punch 1979) 0 The Bobby was a huge red-nigger.

He was a copper pink all over. Even his eyelashes and eyes were

pink, pupils and all. (Andersen 2004:83)

red onion n Eleutherine bulbosa, a cultivated plant with grass-like

leaves 25-30 x 2-4 cm (9.7-1 1.7 x .8-1.6"), with distinctive longitudi-

nal veins. Leaves end in swollen underground bases of bright red or

crimson shiny scale leaves which form a red onion-like bulb. Flowers

white, on a long slender stalk to 60 cm (23.4") long; each flower has

6 delicate petals about 2 cm (.8") wide; flowers open late in the after-

noon. Up to 5 flowers may bloom on the erect, slightly curved stalk,

(fr colour + similarity of shape and structure to an onion bulb) =

calenda
1

,
>dragon’s blood 1

0 There remain occasions where there are

very close correlations between the physical attributes of an herb and

its medicinal value. A very good example is the herb Eleutherine bul-

bosa known locally as dragon’s blood, red onion, turial and calenda.

The swollen underground bulb is crimson or red in colour and on

boiling or soaking in alcohol yields a bright red mixture... The plant is

mainly found in the yards of people of Spanish ancestry who consider

it to have magico-spiritual properties. It is one of the main plants

which they call a turial and which is believed to protect householders

from evil spirits as well as ensure there is harmony in the home....

The... leaves... terminate in swollen underground bases of bright red

or crimson shiny scale leaves which form a red onion-type bulb. For

this reason it is called “red onion.” Its strong, fibrous leaves are used

by some local herb vendors to tie small bundles of herbs. (Morean

1990d:26)

red ortolan n obs Columbina talpacoti, a bird, 17.5 cm (7") long; a

reddish-brown dove often seen looking for food on the ground. (< E
red + ortolan, a small bird considered a delicacy, usu. Emberiza hor-

tulana) = brown dove 1

, >ground dove 1

,
ortolan, ortolan rouge, red

ground dove 1

0 The Red Ortolan, or Ground Dove
(Chamaepelia

rufipennis), is of a reddish-brown colour, barred with black, (de Verteuil

1884:93) 0 Red Ortolan. Ortolan rouge. (Chapman 1894:74)

red physic nut bush n Jatropha gossypifolia, a cultivated shrub to

1.5 m (5') tall, woody below. Leaves 4.5-13 x 4-19 cm (1. 8-5.1 x 1.6-

7.4"), deeply lobed, heart-shaped base, margin toothed. Flower petals

dark purplish. Seeds about 7x4 mm (.28 x .16"), oblong, brown. =

bellyache bush, physic nut
2

,
>wild cassava 0 White/red physic nut

(Jatropha curcas/gossypifolia, Euphoriaceae), if cut on Good Friday

would produce the blood of Jesus. (Lans 2006: 155)

red rim n Biblis hyperia, a butterfly, wingspan 5 cm (2"). Black with a

line of small bright red rectangles along lower wing margins. 0 (Bar-

cant 1970:153)

red ring n A disease of coconuts caused by the nematode Rhadinaph-

elenchos cocophilus, transmitted by palm weevils. The disease was
first described from Trinidad in 1905, and given this name in 1919. (fr

reddish circular band 3-5 cm side, found in the trunk of an infected

tree) = Trinidad root disease 0 (Nowell 1919) 0 Within the last twenty

years or so the coconut tree has had to fight a deadly battle with a dis-

ease called Red Ring... It is borne by a nematode... The disease often

attacks young trees, just about the time they begin to bear fruit for the

first time... Trees having this disease have to be burned instantly before

it spreads to the whole plantation. (Alford 1960:95) 6 (Blackburn

1984:101) 0 Bursaphelenchus cocophilus causes red ring disease of

palms. Symptoms of red ring disease were first described on Trinidad

coconut palms in 1905. Red ring disease can appear in several species

of tropical palms, including date, Canary Island date and Cuban royal,

but is most common in oil and coconut palms. The red ring nematode

parasitizes the palm weevil... which is attracted to fresh trunk wounds
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and acts as a vector for B. cocophilus to uninfected trees, (crea-

tures. ifas.ufl.edu/nematode/red_ring_nematode.htm, 6 March 2007)

red rum n Brown or amber coloured rum, in contrast to “white” or

clear rum. (< E < reddish-brown colour) 0 Not your typical rum-

shop lime... The stories are not punctuated by hiccups and the words

are not slurred. Despite the petit quart of red rum on the table, the

men's concerns are about unpublished letters to the editor, the Gulf

Crisis, and the state of politics in Trinidad and Tobago. {EX 7 Oct

1990:14)

reds n An informal form of address for a RED-SKIN person; usu.

friendly. (< red
x + -s) 0 “Hey reds, leh we take a drive up Maracas

nuh?” (Baptiste 1993:137) 0 [Y]ou know you are a true Trini if,

among a long list of other things... You’ve called someone (or been

called) chunkalunks, thick ting, family (even if she’s not remotely

related to you!), doo-doo, dahlin’, reds, breds, horse or partner.

(Sylvester, in Smith 2000c; 17)

red salt butter n obs A highly salted butter, deep golden-orange in

colour; relatively cheap, and considered somewhat lower class, (fr

colour and saltiness) = red butter 0 The old-timers prefer to wash the

red salt butter for hours, to make their Christmas black cake. (Punch

1979) 0 Uncle Mile on afternoons returning with a small bucket of

“jacks” which we would have for dinner with the freshly baked bread

and red salt butter. (EX 1 1 Dec 1994:36)

red sandalwood see CHANDAN BEAD TREE

red-seal coot n Gallinula chloropus , a bird, 32.5 cm (13"). Slate grey;

white on Hanks and sides; bill and frontal shield bright red; bill tipped

yellow; very long toes. (< E red seal , fr red extended part of bill

resembling a red wax seal + coot, various waterbirds, Fulica sp.) =

coq-lagon, poule d'eau a cachet rouge, >water-hen 0 (Chapman

1894:78) 0 (Roberts 1934:90) 0 (Belcher & Smooker 1935:284) 0

(ffrench 1991:121-2)

red serette n Sacoglottis amazonica , a large native evergreen tree,

girth to 2.4 m (8'). Bark light-grey, smooth, thick. Fruit dark purple;

seed common on the seashore as a drift fruit, noticeable for its resin-

filled cavities. Wood hard, reddish-brown. = bois coucou, cojon de

burro, serrette
2
0 (Beard 1946:31)

red-skin adj Light-coloured in complexion, brown, light brown, red-

dish-brown or reddish-white; usu. a mixture of European and Afri-

cans. Can be used as a neutral or negative term. = red 0 Anyway,
buxom, brown-skinned Cecilia and her red-skinned daughter,

Barbara, were in trouble today. (EN 13 Sept 1954:16) 0 Teacher

Francis was a young red-skinned negro who dazzled Elvira with his

sharp city dress. (Naipaul 1958:38) 0 At about 7 o’clock on Friday

night, she said a “tall red-skinned man” came to visit Lambert. (EX 9

Nov 1986:3) 0 The middle class youth, many with some knowledge

of formal music, flocked to the pan yards and one could see young

red skin players like Ray Holman, Monty Williams and Roy Rollock

rubbing shoulders with “Cobo" Jack and Errol Zyphyrine. (Tarradath

1991:381)

red snake n Tob Erythrolamprus oceUatus , a non-venomous snake

found only in northern Tobago. Cylindrical, smooth-scaled, to 54.5 cm
(21.3") long. Overall red colour; head black; there is a series of 26-28

black circles, some with white or yellow centres, on the back. Scales

in the red area are tipped with black; belly white; under-tail white

with 2-3 black cross bars. In folk culture, this snake is believed to

heal other snakes that are sick or injured. = coral (snake)
2

, >doctor

snake
1

,
false coral (snake)

5
, Tobago false coral (snake) 0 Erythrolam-

prus occellatus (RED SNAKE or FALSE CORAL SNAKE). A small red-

dish snake up to two feet in length, with round black markings along

the back. The tail is ringed black and white. Confined to high forested

country. This is the only snake found in Tobago not recorded from

Trinidad. The local name of coral is not to be confused with the true

coral snake, which is venomous and does not occur in Tobago.

(Alford 1960:101)0 (Boos 2001a:93)

redstart n arc Setophaga ruticilla (E American redstart), a bird, 1 1 .2 cm
(4.5") long; a common winter resident in both islands, usu. found in

mangroves and forest areas. Male head, breast and upperparts black,

with pink patches on sides of breast, wing, and tail; belly white.

Female head grey; upperparts greenish brown; underparts white,

similar pink patches. (< American redstart
,

this species in North

America) = officier 0 (Chapman 1 894:24)

red stinging ant(s) n Prob. Solenopsis spp., (E fire ant), a small,

reddish-brown ant with a painful sting. = >red ant(s) 0 There are two

species of the red stinging ant, one of which, called the sugar-ant,

seems to be the smallest of all the kinds here; they both sting, particu-

larly the smaller one, and the burning and itching sensation they

cause lasts more than half an hour. They are very fond of sweets and

olive oil. (de Verteuil 1884:109)

red stinging nettle n Laportea aestuans
,
a native erect branched plant

to 1.2 m (3.8') high. Leaves spirally arranged, stalked, ovate, toothed,

to 15 x 12 cm (5.8 x 4.7"), with bristly pungent hairs. Some people

experience a stinging effect after touching this plant. = stinging

nettle
4

, waritote, white scratch bush, white stinging nettle, >zooti
2
0

(Simpson 1970:58)

red-top n Asclepias curassavica, a slender native plant, 60-90 cm
(2-3'). Stem has milky latex reputedly poisonous to livestock. Leaves

narrow, lanceolate. Flowers small, red and orange. Fruit pods 5-7.5 cm
(2-3"), swollen and pointed, containing many small brown seeds,

each with a plume of silky floss, (fr bright red-orange flower clusters)

= matac, pwentan, >red-head

red waterfowl n Aramides axillaris A. ruficollis] (E rufous-necked

wood-rail), a bird, 32.5 cm (13") long. Head, neck and breast dark

reddish brown; mantle grey; back and wings brownish olive; rump,

tail and under-tail black; bill yellowish; legs red. Usu. found near

streams and ^wamps. A rare resident, poss. no longer in Trinidad, but

still found on the Bocas islands, (fr dark reddish colour of head and

front) = poule d’eau rouge 0 (Roberts 1934:90)

red-winged parrakeet n arc Touit huetii [~ Urochroma hueti, Psit-

tacula hueti] (E scarlet-shouldered parrotlet), a bird, 17.5 cm (7")

long. Male head and upperparts green with dark blue upper-wings

and blackish wingtips; narrow black band on forehead; cheek-patch

blue; underparts yellowish green; underwing and shoulder bright

scarlet; tail deep lavender, with black band tipped green. Female sim-

ilar, tail green with black band, (fr noticeable red on underwing and

shoulder) = perruche aux ailes rouges 0 (Chapman 1894:67)

redwood 1 n Guarea guidonia [~ G. guara, G. trichilioides], lumber

trade name cramantee, a large native evergreen tree, girth to 2.7 m
(9'). Bark thick, dark, fissured. Leaves with 4-10 pairs of leaflets.

Fruit a densely dotted capsule 1.9 cm (.7") diameter. Wood medium-

weight, hard, reddish, (fr reddish colour of the wood) = bois rouge 0

Others [of our good timber trees] affect the plain exclusively, or

nearly so... these are the Mora... Poirier, Red-wood (Bois rouge, a

wood of a deep crimson red, and said to be allied to Mahogany and

our Red or common Cedar), and many others. (Carr 1869:404-5) 0

(FTT 1929-1-2:163-4)0 (Marshall 1934:28) 0 (Beard 1946:33)

2 n Guarea glabra, a native tree. Branches hairy; leaves with 2-5 pairs

of leaflets. Flowers white, in loose panicles. Fruit capsule round,

1-2 cm (.4-.8") diameter, rough when dry. = carima bianco, carimbo 0

(FTT 1929-1-2:163)

reel (dance) n A couple dance based on African (CONGO) drumming

and dancing, and the European (Scottish) reel. It is held on ritual

occasions such as weddings and wakes to solicit help of ancestral

spirits, and is usu. characterized by spirit possession. Almost exclu-

sively danced in Tobago. (< E reel ‘a lively dance, usu. danced by

two couples facing each other, making a series of figures of eight’) =

Tobago reel 0 The reel and bele dances are the outstanding rites for

the dead. The first is essentially a curing ceremony... frankness in dis-

cussion of them was come by very slowly, for both reel and bele were

vigorously opposed by Anglican and Catholic priests... The reels are

danced to “reel-songs” of Scottish and Irish derivation and to qua-

drilles in the French manner... Such dancing as was demonstrated for

the reel indicated little modified execution of the conventional reel,

the dancer performing his figure in a circle until replaced by others,

or with men and women facing each other to dance the figures of the

quadrille... The reel... is given on the order of a lookman when other

measures have failed to aid a client whose illness has not yielded to
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treatment. Food is prepared in quantity, though without salt, while a

goat, fowl and rice are offered as sacrifices to the dead. (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1947:158-61) 9 Reel-Dance... is a type of dance and its

accompanying music. Reel-songs are sung by a song leader to the

accompaniment of three tambourines, steel triangle, and shac-shacs...

The music is used for pleasure, dancing, and the invocation of spirits

of ancestors and spirits of dead magicians for divination. It is held

before weddings, house raisings, land clearing, and seine hanging,

and also in times of domestic crises like sickness and trouble.

(Ahyoung 1977:51-2) 0 Confined mainly to Tobago, the Reel Dance

has specific functions, based on the Ancestor Cult Worship. Per-

formed mainly by those of Congo ancestry, the dance has retained its

original structure in spite of its Scottish influence, and closely resem-

bles in design, the Dance Congo of Haiti which forms part of the

Congo rites. Danced on special occasions for festival and ritual, the

Reel sometimes reaches great intensity thereby creating the atmo-

sphere for spirit possession. For example, before marriage it is cus-

tomary that a Reel Dance be held in honour of the ancestors so that

they can bless the young couple and offer spiritual guidance through

divination. At Wakes also, the Reel Dance is performed to guide the

soul of the deceased and to summon the ancestors to assist in this rite

of passage. At the time of illness or some grave distress, villagers will

sometimes sponsor a Reel Dance to enlist the aid of the ancestors

whose presence will register through possession of one of the rela-

tives or friend. The possessed will then offer advice, healing, or a

solution to whatever problems there might be.... The costumes are

very colourful skirts and blouses, complete with neck scarves and

headties. Men wear simple trousers and shirts with the occasional use

of a short jacket or tail coat and top hat. Couples ... dance with bent

knees, leaning forward in a sort of stamp and shuffle movement ...

They cross each other closely, move around each other, away in dif-

ferent directions, only to meet quickly, hold and reel around. They are

completely engrossed in each other as if hypnotised. (Ahye 1978:99)

0 Whenever it is imagined that evil magic has been placed in a vil-

lager’s home, a reel or jig is sponsored... while the English Reel and

Jig are social dances, Tobagonians believe that their Reel and Jig

awaken the mind. (Clarke 1990:7)

reel engage n A kind of reel-dance. 0 Reel Engage: Music made by

fiddle, bass-drum, tambourines, triangle, and occasionally a singer...

It is used for dancing reels, quadrilles, and other French dances.

reeler n A participant in a REEL DANCE. 0 When the reel began, there

were only three dancers or reelers, as they are called, but as time went

on and the drummers increased their efforts, the number grew to

about a dozen or so. These reelers, among whom was a very obese

matron, hopped, now on one foot, then on the other, at the same time

giving a very picturesque demonstration of that rhythmic swaying of

the hips and hands which characterises all African dancing... The

tempo of the drums quickened, and with its quickening the dancers

worked themselves up into greater frenzy... The fat woman caught the

spirit. (Ottley 1962:62)

reel-song n A kind of song typically associated with REEL-DANCES. 0

Reel-songs of Scottish and Irish derivation are sung at curing ceremo-

nies. They are used to accompany reel dances, performed as rites for

the dead. The singing of reel-songs is not very common in Trinidad

any more. (Ahyoung 1977:46)

refrigerator n arc A coffin in which ice is placed around the body to

keep it until burial. (< E refrigerator ‘an apparatus for producing or

maintaining a low degree of temperature’) 0 The corpse was in one of

the bedrooms. It was placed in a coffin called a refridgerator. A
bucket was placed under it to collect the water that dropped from the

melted ice. (Lewis 1972:60)

refriyau n Dorstenia contrajerva, a native plant with papery-thin,

deeply lobed leaves, on short stems at the end of a creeping rhizome.

Flowers tiny, numerous, produced in a flat head supported by a

saucer-like, pale green receptacle on a hairy stalk 10-30 cm (3.9-1 1.7")

long. Each receptacle produces many fine white seeds; on maturity

the seeds are forcibly ejected, /refrijau/ (< Sp raiz de resfriado ‘root

for cold, illness’) = contrayerva, >mapipire root
1 0 One local herb

which is a popular ingredient in such herbal antidotes [to snakebite]...

known locally by the names mapipire root, refriyau... or raiz de

resfriado. It is known in the international herb trade as contrayerva.

Contrayerva has often been mistaken for a fern, possibly on account

of its divided leaf which resembles the feathery fronds of many ferns.

(Morean 1990a:24)

regidor n obs A kind of town councillor; a government official under

Spanish civil law. (< Sp regidor ‘councillor attached to a cabildo’) 0

Other members [of the Cabildo] were the Regidors appointed by the

Crown or its representative. They were life members... By law, all

Alcaldes and Regidors were obliged to be of the white race, of good

character, upright, honest, and able to read and write... The Regidors

included as officials: - The Alffez Real, the bearer of the Royal stan-

dard on all official occasions. The Alguazil Mayor, the High Marshal

or Chief Constable, whose responsibility it was to see that the decrees

of the tribunals were carried out. The Fiel Executor, who was in

charge of the standards of weights and measures... The Depositor

General, who was responsible for the property of intestate persons,

absent persons and for levies made by the Alguazil Mayor. The

Alcalde Provincial or the Alcalde de la Santa Hermandad, who had

judicial powers in the country. These all were called the Regidores

Doubles. (Note on the Cabildo, in CO 295/8 Hislop to Camden
9/7/1804; in UWI-HT) 0 An active Alguazil appears to be required

for the market places, and the superintendence of a Regidor according

to the provisions of the Spanish Law, is necessary if order and regu-

larity are desirable. (Ralph Woodford, 1813 in Fraser 1896:10) 0 We,
His Majesty’s most dutiful and loyal subjects, the Alcaldes in Ordi-

nary, the Regidors and Syndic Procurador General of the Town of

Port-of-Spain, in Cabildo assembled, most respectfully meet your

Lordship’s person with feelings of the utmost reverence. (1820, in

Fraser 1896:108) 0 Regidor on duty this month - Frederick Brown,

Esq. (TG 29 Apr 1831:2) 0 The Crown... limited the number of Regi-

dors (Aldermen) in each Cabildo, and enacted that in future the gov-

ernment of the Municipality should be carried on under the direction

of a Corregidor or President. (Fraser 1891:4-7) 0. The Crown... lim-

ited the number of Regidors (Aldermen) in each Cabildo, and enacted

that in future the government of the Municipality should be carried on

under the direction of a Corregidor or President. Before long a further

innovation was made, salaried officers being sent to the cities and

towns as Corregidors or Alcaldes Mayor to administer justice in the

Royal name. (Fraser 1891:4-7) 0 Certainly also, by 1838 there were

coloured members to be found in the Cabildo proper, that is among
the nine Regidores and the two Alcaldes in ordinario. (de Verteuil

1981:92) 0 John Boissiere... was to become Regidor of the Cabildo

(Town Council) in 1811, and later Alcalde in Ordinary, indeed a very

prominent and respected citizen of Port of Spain, (de Verteuil

1992:227)

regidor decano n obs The head of the REGIDORES; a government

official under Spanish civil law. (< regidor + Sp decano ‘senior

member of a group’) 0 If [the Governor] was absent, his place was

taken by his Assessor or Auditor, and in the absence of both, by the

Alcaldes in Ordinary or the Regidor Decano, the Dean of the Regi-

dores. (Note on the Cabildo, in CO 295/8 Hislop to Camden
9/7/1804, in UWI-HT

regiment n obs A band organized for the purpose of having dances, or

performing in Carnival processions. (< E regiment ‘a large body of

troops, forming a permanent unit of an army or military force’) 0 The

jamets of the towns were organised into bands for the purpose of

dancing and fighting. These were territorial and semi-secret organisa-

tions: each sector of each region might have its gang. Such gangs may
have derived from West African secret societies, and their existence

in Trinidad was noted as early as 1808. L.M. Fraser described the

‘Convois’ and ‘Regiments’ formed by the slaves, with names like

Convoi de Sans Peur, Convoi de St Georges, Regiment Danois. Each

gang had its Roi, Reine, Dauphin, Grand Judge, soldiers, and alguazils.

The ‘avowed object’ of these slave bands was to hold African dances.

Membership in these bands was a test of manhood; initiation some-

times involved the shedding of blood in a street ritual... Crossing the

boundaries of any band’s territory was the signal for ritualised
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conflict, which was usually arranged for the Carnival days. (Brereton

1979:167) 0 In Trinidad around 1800 there were formed semi-secret

Bands or Regiments, one of the main purposes of which was probably

to organise dances, though the planters suspected they provided

opportunities for plotting revolt, (de Verteuil 1992:87) 0 Just as the

best female dancer in the Bel Air was known as La Reine (the

Queen), so the leader of the Regiment was ‘the King' and his assis-

tants, Colonels or Majors. These groups existed particularly in north-

west Trinidad from the 1800's to at least the 1820's, for example, the

Cocorite Regiments, the Sans Peur Regiment of Carenage, the Sans

Peur Regiment and the St. George’s Regiment in Port of Spain,

(de Verteuil 1992:87-8)

regular adj A person who fits right in, is not stuck-up, is informal,

casual, around whom you do not have to watch your language unduly,

who doesn’t object to taking a drink, but is not vulgar. (< AmE regu-

lar ‘usu. with fellow or guy, agreeable, ordinary, or sociable person’)

0 “I doh want no girl coming here.” "Na, that girl a regular girl, man.”

(1990)

rehal n A wooden bookstand, /rehal/ (< Bh rehal ‘bookstand’) 0 “Get

the rehal to put the Ramaayan on.” (1990)

reidemat n Aristolochia rugosa, a native vine, /redimat/ (< FC < Sp

raiz de mato or < Fr < rai ‘root’ + Sp mato ‘coppice; brake’ prob. fr

its usual habitat) = gall root, >mat root
1

reideparel n Rauvolfia ligustrina, a native plant, /rediparel/ (< Sp raiz

de pareira or Fr rai parelle ‘root’ + ‘yellow-dock’)

reine rivey intj In BELE, the cry that greets the chief female dancer,

/ren rive/ (< FC < Fr la reine est arrivee ‘the queen has arrived’)

relax v Of dough, let sit in order to rise or to improve the texture. (< E
relax ‘become less tense or firm’) = gifr 0 Mix flour, baking powder,

salt and water and knead lightly; set aside to relax, covered with a

bowl or wet cloth. (Indar & Ramesar 1988: 15)

re minor, ray minor n One of the older minor keys used in calypsos

through the 1940s. (< E re ‘second note of a modem octave’ + minor)

0 I am not among the diehards who insist on a return to ray-minor, in

the same way that I welcome any melodic extension of the form, but

the words now seem haphazardly written to introduce a bang-up

chorus. ( TG 25 Feb 1962:23) 0 Black Hat’s Madras Food, bearing a

resemblance to Blakie’s Arabian Festival of yesteryear, is presented

in a tasty “ray minor” styling. (EX 15 Feb 1987:29) 0 He liked the

old-time ray minor calypsoes and paseo much more. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:92)

remou, remous, ravmoo, remu n A series of crossing sea currents in

the waters of the Bocas, lasting about a half-hour, occurring when the

tide begins to rise; it is dangerous to small boats, /remu/ (< Fr remous

‘whirlpool; counter-currents redirected off solid objects’) 0 The moon
crosses any meridian twice in about 24)4 hours, so it will be seen that

the tidal wave or remous passes twice in that interval which makes
the time between successive high and low tides, roughly 6)4 hours, or

a high tide every 12/2 hours. (Mendes 1937:24) 0 “What’s the noise?

It’s like a river.” “la remou, the turning of the tide. Come and see it.”

The tide was low now and eddies swirled viciously among the rocks

as the powerful riptide raced past Gasparee. (de Boissiere 1952:173)

0 The “remous” is the old French name given to the curious ebullition

of the sea and the mill-race-like nature of the currents and cross cur-

rents that occur round the islands of the Bocas and the contiguous

mainland, when the tide has reached dead-low, and is about to turn

for the rise. It varies in power according to the seasons, being much
stronger during the rainy period than the dry, when it is often scarcely

perceptible. Its force is always much more in evidence during the

spring-tides of the new and full moon, especially during the months

of October and November, this being mainly attributable to the

mighty Orinoco, which then sweeps down in full flood, swollen from

the inundated savannahs and torrent-swept mountains of Venezuela.

These spring-tides last for five days, two days before the moon, new
or full, the day of the new or full moon, and two days after - begin-

ning strong on the first day and gradually waxing in intensity until the

fifth or last day, which is the strongest tide of all... It must be remem-
bered that there is the sweep of two contrary currents along the coast,

which have their point of conflict in the bay opposite Port of Spain.

The currents are made up of the resultants between the tides of the

sea, the Orinoco currents and the Caroni current. When the tide is

ebbing a current sweeps along the coast from the Serpent’s Mouth
towards Port of Spain and seeks an outlet through the Bocas into the

Caribbean. But when the tide rises, a contrary current forms outside

the Bocas, forces them back to the eastward, and there is a moment
just at the lowest ebb and the approaching rise, that the famous boil-

ing of the waters, called the “remous” takes place; afterwards the

Bocas currents assert their supremacy until the tide begins to ebb

once more. It is a curious and withal fascinating sight to... watch the

“remous" from its coming to its passing away - a period of about

thirty minutes, when there is a spring-tide... For about half an hour

immediately previous to the “remous,” the tide which has been ebb-

ing furiously becomes dead slack, and for that short period of time

anglers should note, the trolling wire and casting line have every

chance of success... Hark that dull roar gradually swelling as the two

currents meet and rush down going eastward. (Vincent 1910:85-8) 0

The open channel of water is the first Boca, or mouth, and the small

rock next to Monos is called “Dent Ma Tetron.” There is a special

current here called Raymoo... which inspired the old Trinidadian cau-

tion, “Don’t row your boat if Raymoo is running.” It is a strong and

tricky current, and if you are fishing you will feel Raymoo pulling

your line. (De Lima 1988:167)

renge adj Small; scrawny; ill-looking, /renge/ 0 What that renge dog

doing here?

rent-a-tile n Dancing very close to a partner without moving the feet

much, (fr a small crowded dance floor where a single individual floor

tile is big enough for a couple to stand on close together and dance) =

grind 0 “Oui fut! You eh see how dem two lovers dancin’ rent a tile!”

(Baptiste 1993:137)

repair n In weaving terite, the inner, somewhat softer, sections of

the tirite stem. = second guts 0 After the removal of the "buoyo”, the

four strips of the outer layer of the [terite] stem are further divided.

Each strip is deftly split into two firm outer portions and an inner

layer known as the “second guts” or “repair”. The firm outer portions

are known as the main or prime material. Each stem produces eight

pieces of prime material. The latter procedure is known as the repair

process. The prime material consists of very flexible strips... The

“second guts” or “repair” is used for making items such as wastepa-

per baskets and other coarse work. It is also used for the insides of

baskets and suit cases. (Morean 1 99 1 i : 1 1 -2

)

Republic Day n A public holiday on September 24th, marking the

move of Trinidad and Tobago to Republic status. 0 People well

enjoying dey republick weeken. (Mamits LPOS, TG 30 Sept 1979) 0

In August and September, Trinidad and Tobago also celebrates two

patriotic milestones. On Aug. 31 1962 the country gained its indepen-

dence from Great Britain, and on Sept. 24 1976. moved on to Repub-

lic status. The fact that both these events were achieved in a peaceful

and civilized manner is enough to warrant enthusiastic thanksgiving.

(Ahye 1988b: 109) 0 “I takin’ it easy on Republic Day dis year.”

(Baptiste 1993:137)

reputed adj Of a spouse, common-law, not legally married. Note: SE
reputed carries an element of skepticism or legal precision. (< E
reputed ‘supposed; considered as’) 0 She went to Pereira’s house

where she was told to say that her reputed husband had shot himself.

(TG 10 Oct 1922:7) 0 Reputed wife of... Reputed husband of... (death

notices, radio 1990)

rere, rere n In Orisha worship, a messenger of an orisha deity, /rere/

0 A type of lesser power, the messenger of a Shango power, which

can possess a Shango worshiper during a ceremony. They carry

messages explaining what a power demands; they are mischievous,

talking loudly, turning somersaults, etc. - Every [Shango] power has

a rere or messenger-servant. Reres have such names as Big Boy,

Mexican Boy, Moon, etc. Usually a rere comes after a power leaves.

(Simpson 1970:29) 0 Big Boy is a rere, a playful, mischievous spirit

that may (rarely) take over a “horse” when a possessing orisha

departs. (Houk 1995:150)
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rescue n A children’s game in which two groups play tag, and play-

ers can be freed by team-mates. (< E rescue ‘deliverance or saving

of a person or thing from some evil or harm; bring to safety’) 0 The
chirren playing rescue in the yard.

resida, residar n Lawsonia inermis (E henna), a cultivated plant.

The leaves yield an orange-red dye, mistakenly believed by some
local herbalists to be iodine, (prob. < Reseda, a genus of plants,

including mignonette, which have a similar scent) = >mendi* 0

Residar. (Morean 1990)

residencia n obs Under the Spanish colonial system, an official

review of a governor’s service at the end of his term. (< Sp residencia

‘office or post of a resident foreign minister’) 0 The Spanish Govern-

ment had a system whereby an investigation was instituted into the

conduct of a colonial Governor at the end of his term. This was called

a residencia. (Williams 1962:14)

rest (down) v Put (down) or place something. (< E rest ‘allow a thing

to rest; permit to remain undisturbed or inactive; lay something on

something for support’) 0 “Rest all that on the table.” (1987) 0 “He
din bong tuh wear it. He coulda take it an ress it dong in de house or

gi’e de chirrun to play dolly-house wid it. He wasn’t bong to refuse

an make a commesse,” said the driver. (EX 9 Mar 1995)

Restan virus n An arbovirus of Group C, TRVL 51144, Bunyamwera
Supergroup (Bunyaviridae) (RES), carried by the Cu/ex portesi mos-

quito, first found in Bush Bush Forest, 1963; causes fever in humans,

(fr Restan, the location where this was first found) 0 During 1963 and

1964 seven strains of a group C virus type, which differs from the

described prototypes, were isolated in Trinidad (3) and Surinam (4).

We propose calling the agent Restan virus, after a part of Bush Bush
island, Trinidad, where the first strain was recovered... Three strains

were recovered from Culex spp. and four from acutely ill human
beings. (Jonkers et al 1967:74-7)

rest down see REST

rest hand on phr Hold on to, grab; sometimes take, THIEF, or cause to

“belong” to you. (< E rest ‘allow a thing to rest; permit to remain

undisturbed or inactive’) 0 Doh touch me! Doh rest your hand on me!

0 If I rest me hand on that it gone you know. 0 If I only rest mi hand
on she she will fall!

rest on v Hit something; come to a stop on something. 0 “If he di rest

that truck on she, all now so she over by the drive-in.” (1987) 0 If he

rest that bullpistle on you, you would never walk good again.

rest wood phr Of a man, give a woman sexual action; have sex.

(< wood3
) = put wood 0 You going round with she so long, it’s time

you rest a wood on she.

rete v Cut something poorly with a dull knife, /rete/ (< H retna ‘cut

into; cut through’) 0 “Dat knife eh sharpen, it go rete the fowl neck.”

(1990)

reticulated gecko n Gonatodes ceciliae, a reddish-brown lizard; yel-

low striped net pattern on the head; yellow spots on body bordered by
black; black limbs; gold eyes. (< E reticulated ‘net-like’) = >dogs

reticulated snake n Liophis reginae zweifeli, a small snake to 65 cm;
light or dark green, each scale outlined in black, giving a net-like pat-

tern. (< E reticulated ‘net-like’) = >high wood(s) coral (snake), royal

snake 0 (Boos 200 1 a: 1 00)

return back v Return; come back. (< E return + come back) 0 I shall

come when I return back home. (ESTT 1956) 0 (Ottley 1970) 0 He
would return back just now.

rev n obs A challenge by one STEELBAND on the road to another, by
increasing their musical volume to put the other band off their

rhythm. (< E rev ‘cause an engine to run quickly; speed up’) 0 Nowa-
days the main competition is Panorama, but in the first two decades

of the steelband movement many competitions were organised by pri-

vate impresarios. Indeed, on the road, steelbands even competed
informally against one another. Before the bands grew too large,

whenever two of them met on the road at Carnival - if they did not

fight - they competed musically. “Revving” is what that was called,

improvisation bringing to mind the urgency of cards readying for a

race. Bands would seek out one another to hold these impromptu
competitions on the road. (Johnson 1998:67)

revenge v Punish, injure, or harm someone in retaliation for an injury

that person caused. Note: SE uses this in revenge oneselfon someone,

revenge an injury, take revenge on someone', revenge someone for the

injury done to that person. (< E revenge ‘doing harm to someone in

return for wrong or injury suffered; satisfaction obtained by repay-

ment of injuries’) 0 “We wanted to revenge him for all the evil tings

he did to we.” (1990)

reverse back v Go in reverse, as in a car; back up. 0 “Like you buy

yuh license? Yuh cyar even reverse back good!” (Baptiste 1993:138)

reward n arc A sum paid to get accepted as a tenant. 0 If yuh don’t

pay a reward, yuh can’t hope to become a tenant. (ESTT 1956)

re-wash v In SPIRITUAL Baptism, ritually confirm baptism in the

faith, for someone already baptized in another faith. 0 Candidates

who have been baptized previously in another denomination are sepa-

rated from those candidates who have never been baptized. The for-

mer individuals are “re-washed” (sprinkled with water), while the

latter individuals are completely immersed in the water three times.

(Glazier 1983:51)

Reyes n A Spanish Catholic celebration of the feast of the Epiphany,

January 6th, in honour of the visit of the three magi or kings to the

infant Jesus, /rejes/ (< Sp reyes ‘kings’) = Les Rois 0 It was the sec-

ond week in December. Parang was in the air! Papa Goon and Sotero

recited their diary of engagements... Every weekend since November
they had sung and played far and near for their friends and family, for

neighbours, on the radio and on television. This schedule would con-

tinue until Reyes

,

or Les Rois, the feast of the Epiphany on 6 January,

or even later to the feast of the Presentation in early February.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:65)

rhinoceros beetle n Strategus aloeus, a large beetle with a horn-like

projection from the thorax (pronotum), mid-body. Also Dvnastes her-

cules, a large scarab beetle with one large forward-pointing horn on

the head and one on the mid-body; lives in high areas. (< E rhinoc-

eros beetle, usu. Oryctes sp., fr projecting horn like that of a rhinoc-

eros) 0 The Rhinoceros Beetle, Strategus aloeus... [damages] young
cocoanut trees... the adult beetle... bores into the soil near the “collar”

or base of the stem of the young palm and then burrows upwards into

the stem. (Graf 1955:10)

Rhodalian n A breed of domestic fowl, with dark red feathers,

/rodeljon/ (< E Rhode Island Red, a dark red domestic fowl) 0 “I min-

din Rhodalian.” (1990)

ribbon cane n A variety of Saccharum officinarum, prob. a variety of

Otaheite sugarcane. 0 (Eubanks 1992:1)

rice and peas see PEAS AND RICE

rice bag n A large coarsely woven cloth sack used to hold rice, about
2' x 4'; not as coarse as a CROCUS BAG, not as fine as a FLOUR BAG.

(fr use for holding rice) 0 He got up and went inside the kitchen. Ma
was sleeping on a ricebag. (Ladoo 1972:82) 0 In almost every home
there was a hammock made out of “rice bag" (jute or plastic fibre

bags). (Pariag 1975:16)

rice-bird n Spiza americana [~ Euspiza americana] (E dickcissel), a

bird, 15 cm (6") long. Male crown and upperparts olive brown; upper

back streaked black; wings brown with dark red-brown patch on

lower wing; sides of head and neck grey with yellow stripes; chin

white; large black throat patch; sides of breast and mid-belly bright

yellow; lower underparts and flanks whitish. Female upperparts

paler; less conspicuous wing patch; black stripe bordering white or

yellowish throat; a few females have small black throat patches. In

Trinidad usu. resident December-April; mostly eats rice taken from

ground or stacks of rice straw left after the November harvest, (fr

preference for eating rice) = moineau, Venezuelan 1

, venezuelian
1

0

(ffrench 1991:381-3)

rice-box n A large wooden storage box for raw dried rice. 0 The rice-

box was six feet long and four feet wide. Balraj opened the lid. He
went inside. Ma held the light over the box. The unground rice in the

box was wet; Belraj levelled it out with his hands. (Ladoo 1972:44)
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rice-cake n An Indian sweet made from crisp rice and sugar syrup, (fr

rice as main ingredient) 0 A cereal made from rice called “murhi” is

also eaten with milk. The murhi resembles the cereal crisp rice which

is sold in shops and groceries. It is made from the local rice and eaten

mostly by little children... The “murhi” is also used to make “rice-

cake” a delicacy. (Pariag 1975:30) 0 Rice-cake... While murhi is hot

and crisp, put up another pot with water, sugar and one spoonful of

lime juice ... stir... pour “murhi” into this mixture and stir... pour out

on “cake mould", roll and cut into square blocks. (Pariag 1975:37) 0

Vendors from far and wide also sell at Penal on Saturdays, and every

conceivable item from rice cake and creole rice to wildmeat, clothing

and agricultural produce as well as small kitchen items are on sale.

(Bomb 22 Jan 1993:26)

rice rat n Any of several species in the genus Orozomys, mouse-like

rodents with long, sparsely haired tails; fur coarse but not bristly or

spiny. Orozomys delicatus (E pygmy rice rat): very small; tail longer

than head and body; coarse short fur; upperparts reddish-brown;

underparts buffy-white. O. capito velutinus [= O. laticeps velutinus

]

(E terrestrial rice rat): medium-sized; tail shorter than head and

body; hind foot narrow; short fur; upperparts reddish-brown; under-

parts whitish-grey; forest ground-dweller. O. concolor speciosus (E

arboreal rice rat): tail longer than body; broad hind foot; fur soft,

full, moderately long; upper parts reddish-brown; underparts white;

tree-dwelling, (fr preference for eating rice) 0 Cocal virus (TRVL
40233), an agent serologically related to vesicular stomatitis virus,

type Indiana, was first isolated in September, 1961, from mites of the

genus Gigantolaclaps that had been removed from terrestrial rice rats,

Oryzomys laticeps velutinus... trapped in Bush Bush forest, Trini-

dad... the weight of the evidence still favors the view that a mosquito-

rodent association is not important in the life cycle of Cocal virus in

Bush Bush. (Jonkers et al 1965:758,762) 0 (Alkins 1979:23-5) 0

(Boos 1986:14-5)

Richard’s anole n Atiolis richardii , the only anole lizard in Tobago. 0

(Boos 1977c) 0 (Murphy 1997: 143) = >gomangala

rich as a Tobago planter phr obs Very wealthy, (ft great wealth

made in early days of the colony) 0 Tobago had changed hands 17

times before Britain secured it as a colony in 1814. There was a say-

ing, “rich as a Tobago planter,” before sugar prices sagged some
decades later. (Eigeland 1980:33)

ricuit n obs Actitis macularia \~ Tringoides macularius
,
T. hypoleuca,

T. macularia

]

(E spotted sandpiper ), a shorebird. 7.5" long. Upper-

parts olive brown; white eye-stripe; narrow white wing-bar; outer tail

barred black and white; underparts and shoulder-mark white; bill

blackish, lower part yellow at base; legs dark. As it walks or rests, it

constantly teeters or rocks back and forth. A common winter visitor

to Trinidad and Tobago, (prob. fr sound of call) 0 (Chapman 1894:76)

riddlei n Hyphessobiycon axelrodi [= Megalamphodus axelrodi, Pris-

tella riddlei, P. axelrodi, Aphyocharax axelrodi], a small freshwater

fish. Body deep and laterally flattened; black marking on back fin.

Found along the edges of clear to slightly muddy, standing fresh and

brackish waters at low elevations. A commercial aquarium fish, (fr

early scientific name) = calypso tetra, pristella 0 Megalamphodus
axelrodi... known locally in the aquarium trade either as "Pristella” or

“Riddlei”, is also a widely distributed species, but is more often seen

in clear to slightly turbid standing water at low elevations and along

the edges of swamps.... it may be locally abundant in one pond and

absent from another close by in the same watershed. Nowhere, how-

ever, may it be accounted an abundant species. (Kenny 1995:51) 0

(Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:30)

ride 1 v Be possessed by a spirit, e.g. in the Shango/Orisha reli-

gion or in a Tobago REEL dance. (< E ride ‘sit upon a person; use a

person as a horse’) 0 If you fall under St. Anne’s picture, we know is

St. Anne who ride you. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:325) 0 “Who
is Ogoun?” “The spirit who was ridin’ me tonight.” (de Boissiere

1952:203) 0 At midnight, someone, overcome by the drums, would

fall unconscious in the dancing circle muttering incoherences which

were interpreted as prophecies of the couple’s future life. This person

is said to be in the power of or to be ‘ridden’ by the spirit of a dead

ancestor. In the Tobagonian creole, it is said, ‘she ride.’ (Clarke

1990:8) 0 [A]t the time of the invocation the ancestral spirits can

possess a proven medium dancer or observer as the music waxes hot.

This is locally called ‘riding’. Musicians generally feel the spiritual

influence before spirits manifest themselves and may even become
possessed as well. (Moore 2004:30)

2 v Have or cause pains from indigestion. (< dial E ride ‘rise upon the

stomach’) 0 She got a terrible appetite, I doh know how the food doh

ride her at night. (Radio “Emily” 1940) 0 Me belly ridin me all night.

3 v Have sexual intercourse with, usu. of a man’s action having sex

with a woman. (< E ride ‘sit upon a person; use a person as a horse’)

= cover, throw
8
0 “You just have to ride you wife and make anodder

chile.” (Ladoo 1972:72) 0 “Tailor old as I is I does still ride me wife

you know.” (Ladoo 1974:10)

4 v Of undergarments, stockings, shift from its original position on

the body, causing discomfort or embarrassment. (< E ride up, e.g.

“this shirt-tail keeps riding up”) 0 This stocking is riding me.

ridge planting n A method of sugar-cane planting in which earth is

taken from the sides of a row and used to make a small round bank

about one foot high and several feet wide; it is generally used to

improve soil drainage. (< E ridge ‘a raised or rounded strip of arable

land into which a field is divided by ploughing') = round ridging 0

Ridge Planting. This is done by rising a small round bank of about a

foot in height and four feet in breadth; on the summit of this bank

rows of canes are planted. (Joseph 1838a:92)

riffle of phr Many; much; a lot of; plenty, plenty of. = endless, for

days, plenty 0 Ah riffle o’: plenty, en'less, fuh days. (Haynes

1987:184)

rig dog n In oil drilling, a person who does any odd job, whatever

needs to be done. (< E oil rig ‘apparatus for sinking an oil well’ +

AmE dog-work ‘rough, hard, dirty, physically difficult work’) = rast-

about 0 He used to be a rig dog for Shell.

right 1 intj Used as a greeting of recognition, meeting or departure.

(< E all right as a reply to a greeting + < BrE right-ho, a greeting) 0

We “gave everybody ‘right’” (greeted everyone)... When I fell in

with a lime ... I gave everybody “right,” and sometimes stopped to lis-

ten and perhaps chat briefly. (Clark 1966:128) 0 The children were

out in the road, and some of them hailed, “Boodram, man.” He
greeted them with the usual “Righto" but his mind was far away.

(Stewart 1989:97) 0 We must make a special efforts to make [them]

feel needed and appreciated - talk to them, thank them, encourage

them, bring them a sandwich or a cup of tea. Give them a right as you

pass them on the road. (EX 1 1 Sept 1990:19) 0 “Police pass me, they

give me a right, I give them a right.” (1990) 0 When a villager meets

Thomas, ‘Thomas pass by me and he say “Right!”... and I say

“Right!” but I don’t go near, I keep to myself.’ (Littlewood 1993:37)

2 n Business to be somewhere or do something; said of something in

the wrong place, or someone doing the wrong thing. (< E right ‘legal

or moral justification’) 0 “I find that car has no right to be on the grass

there.” (1990) 0 I find we have no right to stand up in this dew.

righteous adj Wholesome; right; correct; acceptable. See also

KAISO4
. (< E righteous ‘characterized by justice or uprightness; mor-

ally right’) 0 “That don’t sound righteous at all.” (1990)

rightside eanerow n A hair style in which the CANEROWS are made

from the top, so that they are small on top and wider underneath. This

style allows the hair to grow outward easily, as opposed to a WRONG-
SIDE CANEROW. (< E right side ‘the principal or upper side’) =

growing eanerow 0 I rather a rightside eanerow.

right through(s) (rings and taws) 1 intj In PITCH, shouted before

pitching in RINGS, when you intend to roll your marble through the

field of play and keep anything you hit out of the ring, including your

opponent’s TAW, and in addition claim points for any opponent’s

marbles which have been indirectly hit. 0 My turn now! Right

throughs, rings and taws!

2 phr Thoroughly and forcefully; devastating; often sexual in refer-

ence. 0 I move right through she, rings and taws. 0 “Ok, man, lewwee

go, right through rings...” (Andersen 2004:80)
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rigman tea n Urena lobata , an erect, fairly slender native shrub or

small tree, with few branches. = aramina, catbush, datwan2
, dog pika,

>kuzen mahoe, pat chien 0 (Morean 1990)

rigoise n arc Oxybelis aeneus, a non-venomous snake. (< FC rigwaz,

ligwez ‘horsewhip’ < Fr rigoise ‘slender flexible form’) = ash-

coloured horsewhip, ashy whip snake, >horsewhip, liguez, pike-

headed snake, rigoise argentee, sharp-nosed tree snake, tan

horsewhip, vine snake
2

, whip snake
1

0 The rigoise, or horse-whip

snake, is generally met in thick copses or under brush, and may be

seen gliding along the tops of the crowded and interlaced plants,

(de Verteuil 1884:385) 0 It is called rigoise, or horse-whip, not only

on account of its long slender form, but also from the current belief

among the negroes that it uses its tail as an instrument for flogging its

antagonist, (de Verteuil 1884:386) 0 (de Suze 1894)

rigoise argentee n arc Oxybelis aeneus, a snake. (< rigoise + Fr

argentee ‘silvery’) = ash-coloured horsewhip, ashy whip snake,

>horsewhip, liguez, pike-headed snake, rigoise, sharp-nosed tree

snake, tan horsewhip, vine snake", whip snake
1

0 (de Verteuil 1858)

0 Dendrophis Liocercus... Ash-coloured horse-whip, or rigoise-

argentee. (de Verteuil 1884:382)

rigoise verte n obs Leptophis ahaetulla coeruleodorus, a slim non-

venomous snake, to 1.8 m (6') long. Green back with a gold lateral

line; body grey with greenish-brown head and white belly; when the

neck is inflated, shows green-gold sheen. (< rigoise + Fr verte

‘green’) = green horsewhip, ^reen machet, green rigoise, >lora, parrot

snake, whiplash, whip snake"

ring bell in ears phr Sound familiar. (< E ring a bell ‘awaken the

memory; set one to remember’) 0 “That ringing a bell in mi ears.”

(1990)

ring-down adj Usu. of a FETE or movie, first class, excellent quality.

9 When I tell you, that was a ring-down fete!

ringed boa n Epicrates cenchria maurus, a non-venomous snake.

Deep brown with darker ring-like patterns on the back; sides lighter

brown, with irregular darker blotches fading to a lighter belly, (fr

ring-like patterns on the back) = jack (snake), mapepire velour
1

,

>rainbow boa, ratonero
2

, thick-necked tree boa, velvet mapepire 0

(Boos 2001a:64)

ring game n A game in which people pay to attempt to throw a ring

over a stack of coins and currency on a table, usu. played at bazaars or

fairs. See also RING ROUND THE BOOK. (< E ring ‘a competitive

game in which rings are thrown on to hooks’) 0 (Bickerton 1969) 0 It

was around 8 pm, when the bazaar was in full swing that [he]...

decided a "ring game” must end. Bazaar patrons said [they] both...

downed a good few rounds of beer and when the “bartender” decided

it was no more ffeeco, [he] stopped the game, claiming it was illegal.

(Bomb 3 Oct 1986:3)

ringlets, ringlet n The common species of Euptychia butterflies, esp.

E. hermes, Edibye, E. hesione, E. arnea, E. terrestris, E. palladia, and

E. penelope, all found in Trinidad, some in Tobago. Most are drab

brown on upper sides, and have rings or eye-shaped marks on the

undersides, and rows of circles or eyes along wing margins. E. arnea

has vivid metallic blue lower wings. (< E ringlet, a satyrid butterfly,

Hipparchia hyperanthus, fr ring-like markings) = nights" (E. hesione)

0 (Kaye 1921:56) 0 (Barcant 1970:142)

ring like a bell phr Have a high-pitched sound in the ears, often taken

to mean that someone is calling your name. 0 “Oh Gosh, mi ears ring-

ing like a bell.” (1990)

ring-neck 1 n Sporophila intermedia, a bird, 11.2 cm (4.5") long.

Male: head, upper breast and upperparts dark grey; lower underparts

white. Differs from usual PICOPLAT in having a whitish band across

the throat, (fr whitish ring across throat) = cici-zebe ^ris, grass-bird
2

,

grey grass-bird, >picoplat*, ring-neck
1

,
Venezuelan

-
, venezuelian

2
,

veni 0 (ffrench 1991:386-7)

2 n Sporophila nigricollis [~ S. gutturalis, Spermophila minuta, S.

gutturalis] (E yellow-bellied seedeater), a bird, 11.2 cm (4.5") long.

Male: head, neck and upper breast blackish; upperparts dull olive;

rest of underparts pale yellow; bill pale blue-grey, appearing whitish

at a distance. Female upperparts olive brown; yellowish buff below;

belly paler; bill dark, (fr dark throat area on male) = bee d’argent
2

,

cici-zebe a ventre jaune, grass-bird
1
’, silver beak2

,
yellow-bellied

finch 9 (ffrench 1991 : 389-90)

3 n Charadrius semipalmatus [= Aegialitis semipalmata] (E semi-

palmated plover), 16.9 cm (6.75") long. Head and upperparts gener-

ally dark brown with blackish eye-streak; fore-crown and cheek-

patch, forehead, wide collar, throat and underparts white; broad

blackish breast-band; tail dark, bordered with white; white wing-bar;

bill short, tipped black, orange at base; legs orange-yellow, (fr dark

band across breast) = petit collier, ring-necked plover 9 (ffrench

1991:131-2)

ring-necked coffee snake n Ninia atrata, a non-venomous snake;

matte black, red or yellow collar, (fr red or yellow ring around neck +

coffee snake) = coffee snake, collared snake, red-nape snake, >ring-

neck snake 9 (Boos 200 1 a: 1 1 7)

ring-necked plover n Charadrius semipalmatus, a shorebird, 16.9 cm
(6.75") long. Head and upperparts generally dark brown; underparts

whitish with broad blackish breast-band; tail dark, bordered with

white, (fr black ring around neck) = petit collier, >ring-neck
3

9

(Chapman 1894:75)

ring-neck snake n Ninia atrata, a small terrestrial snake, to 36 cm
(15"). Back black, with distinctly keeled scales, giving a velvety look;

belly pure white. Back of head and nape of neck are red or pink,

forming a collar or band extending on side of head; colour may fade

to dull yellow, or darken to red-black. Found in Trinidad and Tobago,

fairly common in the leaf litter of the forested areas of Trinidad’s

Northern Range, (fr red or pink ring around back of neck) = coffee

snake, collared snake, red-nape snake, ring-necked coffee snake 9

(Boos 2001a:l 17)

ring round the book n arc A game in which people pay to attempt to

throw a ring over a book; usu. at bazaars or fairs. See also RING

GAME. (< E ring ‘a competitive game in which rings are thrown on to

hooks’) 9 He preferred to spend his money on snow cones and games

such as “Over and Under the Lucky Seven,” “Ring round the Book,”

“Finding the Jack” and so on. (Warner 1974:46)

rings n In PITCH, a small circle, usu. about 18 inches in diameter, in

which the marbles are placed: the object is to knock opponents’ mar-

bles out of this ring with your TAW, which must also leave the ring

but remain close to the line to be in position to knock another out.

Players usu. keep the marbles they win. See also cartwheel. (< E
ring ‘circle’; marble-ring ‘a circular line that marbles are pushed

over’) 9 The main game played was rings or leerkey, the aim of

which was to cax marbles out of the ring, being careful not to remain

in the ring or farts in so doing. This you could do if you had your

blocks in. Some people were hopeless and had only foo-foo or fowl

knocks. (Pires 1991:8) 9 Rings is always played with a ring about

18 inches in diameter. Usually, each player puts two marbles (or but-

tons) into the ring, and with the taw tries to knock them out of the

ring, when they are then kept. When there is only one marble left in

the ring, and the shooter is sure to get it, he need not shoot, but just

place a second marble in the ring as his ante. The other players ante-

up by putting in two marbles, and another game starts. In rings, you

must knock out a marble and your taw must also leave the ring but

remain close to the line to be in position to knock another out. Four or

five can play, each player betting one or two marbles each, and keep-

ing what he wins. (1984) 9 “War - that’s rings. 1 eh play that. You
play that, you doh attach to anything, because as soon as you like one

special marble, somebody will mash it up.” (1987) 9 Some of the bet-

ter games were played on the ‘pitched’ areas of schoolyards and road-

ways. The pitch would get soft in the hot sun. and a hole could be

made by spinning on a heel to make a depression for each hole, and

rings or bounce could easily be scribed in the soft pitch. (1989)

rings and taws phr In PITCH, shouted before pitching in RINGS, when
you intend to roll your marble through the field of play and keep any-

thing you hit out of the ring, including your opponent’s TAW, and in

addition claim points for any opponent’s marbles which have been

indirectly hit. (< rings + taws) = right through, right throughs 9 I

going to pitch, rings and taws!
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ringworm bush n Senna alata [= Cassia alata, Herpetica alata], a

small native tree to 5 m (16'), with a spreading habit. Leaves alter-

nate, compound with 8-10 pairs of opposite leaflets, oblong-elliptical,

5-17 x 2-9 cm (2-6.6 x .8-3.5"), minutely hairy. Flowers borne in

large pyramidal terminal panicles at the ends of branches. Each

flower is about 4 cm (1.6") across, petals bright orange-yellow, obo-

vate, unequal, 15-20 mm (.6-. 8”) long. Fruit pod 10-16 x 1.5 cm
(4-6 x .6"), thin, with a corrugated surface caused by the enclosed

seeds; longitudinally 4-winged when dry, the wings broadly notched,

shortly pointed at tip; many-partitioned. Seeds up to 34, brown,

4-comered, elongated, 5-7 mm (.2-. 3"), compressed in narrow cross-

wise cells, (fr common folk use against ringworm) = French guava,

tarantan, wild senna 6 (FTT 1931-1-4:268) 0 (Williams & Williams

1949:107) 0 Ringworm bush is most often seen in disturbed weedy

land in both islands and itself grows quickly like a weed. Like a weed

too, it does not live very long... in flower it is ornamental and it has

been planted for decorative purposes. One disadvantage is that the

tree grows so quickly it depletes the soil of nutrients, and other plants

nearby may find it difficult to grow. ...The leaves are rubbed on skin

to cure eczema and “ringworm.” (Quesnel & Farrell 2000: 106)

rinse 1 v With a part of the body, e.g. ass, skin, tail, beat; hit. (< E
rinse ‘wash lightly with water’ + skin) = wash", wash down 0 I saw

several security guards and a policeman “taking a thief down” who
they had caught stealing windshield wipers off parked cars. They

were taking him into the Police FIQ on the comer of Park and

Richmond when a fellow standing beside me said, “They should take

him inside and rinse his arse with licks.” (1992)

2

With skin, wash your body, esp. after bathing in the sea. (< E rinse

‘wash lightly with water’ + skin) 0 “Come and rinse yuh skin from

that salt.” (1990)

riot n Usu. with in, not to be on friendly terms.(< dial E riot ‘a quarrel

between two people’) 0 We in a riot, ‘we’re not on good terms.’

(Ottley 1971:22)

ripe 1 v Of a fruit, ripen, become mature, ready to eat.(< E ripe ‘ready,

e.g. to eat’ + E ripen ‘become ready’) 0 The mango tree has not ripe.

(ESTT 1956) 0 It flowers around Christmas time, and the fruits begin

to ripe at around Easter time in the dry season. (TG 1979) 0 ‘Courts?

Let them lock me up, man. Jail aint build to put bananas to ripe.’

(Lovelace 1988:108)

2 adj Usu. of a person, grown-up, adult, mature. 0 When di child

more ripe, he could go.

3 adj Of a boil, ready to burst; of an abscess or inflamed appendix,

bad enough to need surgery. 0 (Haynes 1987:76)

4 adj Of talk or song, interesting, SWEET. 0 When yuh lime by he, the

talk always ripe.

rishi n A Hindu prophet; wise man. /riji/ (< H rishi ‘sage; ascetic;

saint; inspired poet’) 0 ‘He saying Rama was rishi or prophet, not

God.’ (Naipaul 1976:88) 0 Whereas Hinduism exists and approxi-

mately 27% of the population continue to be followers of the Rishis

and Munis, we continue to be only tolerated - not fully accepted.

(Bomb-S 19 Oct 1990:1)

rivay, arriver, river v arc Arrive, reach the end point; the last and

winning step of a BELE queen, or the end of a game of tops, /rive/

(< FC < Fr arriver ‘arrive; reach’) 0 When the ups and downs were
completed the game was said to “river” (arrive). (Cummings
2004:108-9)

river cane n Gynerium sagittatwn, a tall cane-like native grass, the

leaf-margins spiny at base. Grows near rivers, (fr usual habitat) =

cane riviere^, uva grass, >white roseau, wild cane

river catfish n Usu. Rharndia quelen [= R. sebae], a smooth-skinned

fresh or brackish water catfish, to more than 27 cm long. Body long,

slender; mouth medium to large, on underside of head; jaws toothed;

three pairs of fleshy whiskers around mouth, one long pair on upper

jaw and two pairs on chin. Fins spiny, tail fin forked. Active at night.

Lives on or near river beds in clear fast-flowing to slow turbid

streams; in Trinidad found in streams south of the Northern Range. A
food fish consumed locally. = bagre, barbe, barbel, cacalaw, catfish,

common catfish, machoiran, silver catfish 0 Rharndia sebae or R.

quelen... barbe(l), (common) catfish, machoiran, river catfish.

(Boeseman 1960:101-2) 0 The most diverse fish communities occur

in streams draining the lowland areas of Trinidad. Common to these

areas are the many species of freshwater sardines, the guabine... and the

river catfish Rharndia quelen to name a few. (Phillip & Ramnarine

2001:5) 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:55)

river conch n Pomacea urceus, a large freshwater edible snail, found

mostly in the Nariva Swamp and the Caroni River flood plain. It typi-

cally burrows until almost fully buried and then retracts into its shell.

0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:137) 0 Many tropical amphibious snails (eg.

river conchs, Pomacea urceus), land crabs... and fishes (eg. lung

fishes) have evolved a lung for air breathing, whilst retaining gills for

water breathing. (Innes & Taylor 1986:5-6) 0 ‘Today I might have to

find a river conch or a red crab.’ (Boodhoo 1994: 154)

river crab n Dilocarcinus dendratus, a fresh-water crab. 0 Primarily

aquatic animals which are not well adapted for air breathing (eg. the

river crab, Dilocarcinus dendratus)... perish in large numbers as a

result of extensive dessication after their habitat has dried up. (Innes

& Taylor 1986:5)

river dog n arc Lutra longicaudis, a mammal; excellent swimmer and

diver. (< E river from habitat + dog, prob. < Fr chien ‘dog’, applied to

dog-like animals) = chien glo, otter, >water dog 0 (Young 1809,

Stowe 922:15b)

river goldfish n Corydoras aeneus, a small grey-gold, freshwater,

armoured catfish, (fr habitat) = cascadura
3

,
goldfish, >pui-pui, small

casoadura, souci 0 Common name: Pui pui, souci, river goldfish,

aeneus. (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:23)

river lily n Spathiphyllum cannifolium, a native plant growing in

shady, moist areas. Flower white, pointed ovate, with a long thick

upright yellow spadix. = >Maraval lily 0 The overseer had presented

him with a bunch of white, waxy river-lilies and a basket of golden

apples. (McDonald 1969:46)

river lime see LIME

river shrimp n Any fresh-water shrimp. = >jhingaa, jinji 0 There

before us were bucketsful of fish-cascadura, sardines, guabin, river

shrimp and conch. (Samaroo 1973)

road band n A STEEL BAND with an expanded number of players,

which is equipped to perform while traveling on the road, during

Carnival. = road side 0 Emmanuel Thorpe lived near Tony Wil-

liams, but grew up in the band room of the Police Barracks, and his

Crossfire became the best road band of the period, capable of taking

masqueraders and even panmen away from other bands and carrying

them into St James like a gang of pied pipers. (EX 24 Jan 1993:33)

road-beater n A STEELBAND player who plays only during the

Carnival / Panorama season. 0 (Thomas 1985:387)

road face n A woman’s expression indicating that she is walking

straight ahead and not paying attention to any comments. 0 She put

on she road face.

road march 1 n The parading and JUMPING-UP in the streets of

Carnival participants to steelband, brass band, or recorded

music. 0 The steel band was bom in the open air and was developed

for playing on the road, culminating in the Carnival Road March, and

it was in the open air in the tense excitement of Carnival that the steel

band had to be heard. (Bryans 1967:93) 0 Kitch... says that he has

stopped predicting which of his numbers is most likely to make the

Road March scene. (777-M 7 Jan 1973:4) 0 The masqueraders and

observers dance through the streets until morning, when it’s time to

get ready for the first Road March “jump up.”... the Road March is

seven or eight hours of feverish dancing and singing. (Ahye

1988a: 100)

2 n A tune suitable for dancing and jumping-up in the streets, usu.

characterised by a short repetitious, lively choms; esp. the one played

most often by steel or brass bands on the roads on Carnival Monday
and Tuesday. 0 Will any of these get the nod from the bands as this

year’s Road March? (777 15 Jan 1961:11) 0 Dine & Dance Tonight.

The Most Fabulous Floor Show in Town. The Mighty Sparrow and

Lord Melody battle for the Road March 1962. Steelband. Calypso.
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Limbo, (ad, TG 23 Feb 1962:5) 0 Sun Vale could make almost any

tune sound good, but clearly this one had everything it took to make a

good road march. It made the blood tingle inside him. It made him

feel to rush out into the street and dance. It made him feel that sort of

powerful yearning to join a band of revellers. (Anthony 1963:19) 0

All possess the pulsating musical ingredients of the Kitchener road

march formula. (TG 8 Jan 1973:5) 0 The thunderstorm... drummed on

the galvanised and greyslate roof like a steel orchestra beating a road-

march on the ceiling. (Ramkeesoon 1975:23) 0 Road March: This

genre consists of music played by an ensemble comprised of steel or

brass instruments... A short, incessant, reiterated chorus is sung

and/or played. Formerly a Kalinda chorus was used. The music is

used for street dancing by carnival bands led by steelbands and/or

brass bands. (Ahyoung 1977:52) 0 Invader produced a roadmarch

with his one-line call and response refrain, “Is your moustache we
want, Hitler.” (Hill 1986:78) 0 One respondent noted that his tent was

often accused of too much soca and roadmarch tunes. (Williams &
Harvey 1986:32) 0 What we have here[in 1923] is a description of,

perhaps, the first new-style “road march”: a melody spontaneously

selected by the majority of bands and sung on the streets. ... But we
have noted Merrick’s strong suggestion in 1919, that if the music of

Carnival were to be developed beyond the simple single-tone or the

litanic form, bands should adopt well-known tunes and put new
words to them. It seems that by 1923 this idea had borne some fruit.

Ironically, the first modem road march was a Jamaican tune... Its very

“foreignness” gave it a neutrality that rendered it more generally

acceptable than any equivalent local song. (Rohlehr 1990:117-8) 0

As far as the road march went for J'Ouvert morning downtown,

SuperBlue’s Jab Jab (Wine on Something) was played by almost

every band that crossed the Independence Square stage. (Jacob et al

1992:16) 0 The all-time leading Road March arranger Pelham

Goddard says he opted for a more traditional sound rather than a soca

parang when he was chosen to be the arranger for Come Over For
Christmas. (EX 26 Nov 1995:42) 0 Sparrow... won the calypso king

competition that year [1956] and was an overwhelming winner of the

road march with Jour Ouvert crowds shouting out his “Jean and

Dinah” in the streets, and with almost every steelband choosing this

tune as it main Carnival tune. (Anthony 1997:378) 0 Road March:

The song played by Carnival bands on [C]amival Tuesday. It is also a

competition, the winner being the song played most frequently by

bands as they march during the Parade of the Bands.... As the mas-

querades move through the streets various popular soca hits are

played. The one played by the most bands the most often is judged

the winning road march. (Scher 2003:186)

road march king n The CALYPSONIAN whose tune wins the annual

Carnival Road March competition. 0 Also expected to appear

are Funny, Brigo, Pretender, triple road march king and singer of the

“Road To Italy” song. Superblue. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:22) 0 Many
people, including Lord Kitchener himself, seem to have forgotten that

the “Road March King” was one of the first to receive a national

award when awards began 23 years ago. (EX 17 Jan 1993:2)

road page n Marpesia chiron , a butterfly, wingspan to 2.25". Brown
with lighter parallel lines down the wings and white dots on the upper

wing-tips; very elongated lower wing-tips, /rod pa3/ (< E road, from

common habitat + page 1

) 0 (Barcant 1970:163)

road side n A STEEL BAND with an expanded number of players,

which is equipped to perform while traveling on the road, during

Carnival. (< side *) = road band 0 (Thomas 1985:387)

roast bake n A flour BAKE that is cooked dry, i.e. roasted, in an oven.

0 Kwame... would not be allowed to continue on without something

to eat and drink, this in the nature of roast-bake, fry-fish and hot choc-

olate or bush tea. (Phillips 1991:27) 0 “When you go finish de roast

bake Ma? Mih belly growlin’!” (Baptiste 1993:138) 0 Imagine pound

yam/plantain or sada roti or roast bake for breakfast, with every com-
bination of saltfish and/or vegetable. (T&T of Yesteryear 1995:3)

roast corn n Yellow com roasted on a COALPOT; usu. sold as a road-

side snack. 0 I see it jack up tires all gone. On the pavement round by
Brackley selling roast com. (Dictator “The Zephyr Zodiak” 1956 pr)

0 A monkey eating a roast com stolen from an East Indian child.

(A. de Verteuil 1974:59) 0 “I gave him a coal pot, a bag of coals and

$500 to start a roast and boil com business on the highway.” (Bomb
3 Oct 1986:1 5) 0 They are able to sink their teeth into a freshly boiled

or roasted com; or “doubles” or enjoy some other tasty, appetising

local delicacy. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991 : 12) 0 Now Karam is pondering

a vendor’s stand near the Freeport Junction; not for bananas, nor roti,

nor oysters, nor roast com. (EX 3 Jan 1993:4) 0 The smell of roast

com, and com boiled in salted beef stock, of fish frying and ‘accra’ or

salt-fish cakes mingled with the scent of powder and cheap perfume

in unidentified bottles. (Boodhoo 1994:207)

roast fowl n A position of sexual intercourse in which the woman is

underneath the man, with her legs back over his shoulders, (fr similar

position of a fowl for roasting) 0 The other day I went home with a

serious pain to head, I nearly catch me boss eating a roast fowl by me
bed. (Lord Wonder “Bad Women” 1950 pr) 0 She could wind and

wind like a ball of twine or let him have it roast fowl or head and tail

or even from behind. (Selvon 1972:123) 0 Promises of doing another

“roast fowl” on the piano were made. (Bomb 22 Jan 1993:9)

roast skin phr Beat someone. (< E roast ‘torture by exposure to heat

or flame’) 0 E roase/roast e skin: he gave him a good hiding/beating.

(Haynes 1987:188)

roat, roth n A sweet flat bread with coconut, fried in ghee, served at

religious meetings, /rot/ (< Bh rot ‘small fried or toasted bread with-

out yeast’) 0 Articles Required for Various Pujas: Satya Narayan

Katha (a) Prasadum, (b) White Flag, (c) Nine (9) Small Flags... Hanu-

man Puja (a) Prasadum with “Rote” (b) Red Flag (c) Bael Leaves...

Durga Puja (a) Sohari, lapsie and fruits (b) Yellow Flag (c) Neem
Leaves (d) Coconut. (Lackhan ca 1983-86) 0 (Dwarika 1984:37) 0

(Haynes 1987:49) 0 Sugar and ghee are two important ingredients in

the preparation of sweet dishes to offer as prasad. In the Caribbean,

roat, laddu, jalebi and kheer are commonly made. (TG-S 14 Oct

1990:45)

roat puja n A kind of Hindu PUJA in which ROAT are offered to the

deity. (< roat + puja) 0 (Haynes 1987:49) 0 At least once per year,

ideally, families sponsored a formal puja conducted by the Brahman
pundit. This event, held on Saturdays, actually involved two sets of

rites. The first was to Hanuman, a rite called rot puja (pronounced

‘roat’, and named after the special kind of bread offered); along with

the usual course of puja offerings, the Hanuman Chalisa was sung.

(Vertovec 1992:114-5)

robalo n Centropomus undecimalis (E common snook), a fish, to

1.3 m long, or C. ensiferus (E swordspine snook), to 1.3 m long, edi-

ble fish; live in coastal and estuarine waters, into fresh water, /robalo/

(< Sp robalo ‘bass-fish’) = >brochet*, brochet de mer, one-striped

brochet 6 (Regan 1906:391) 0 (Boeseman 1960:128)

robber n A Carnival mas in which the person dresses in an elabo-

rate costume and makes elaborate threatening speeches. See also

Midnight Robber. 0 Oh, there are the Robber bands: The Mid-

night Robber, Lady Chasers, Mysterious Trailers, and many others.

These players were dressed in their semi-skirt of fringed bag, with the

broad hat, his belt lined with pieces of wood and painted to look like

real bullets, they had daggers, revolvers, and some even had swords.

Their leader rode on a horse and made a fine picture with his cape

on... They had paintings of various designs on their cape and shirt,

some with a skull and crossbones, others with the painting of a house

showing a robber in the act of entering... all we see now is just a few

of the Robbers trying to imitate the players of long ago who go

around blowing a whistle, frightening children and demanding money
from onlookers. The real Robbers had a way of carrying on that was
amusing to the listener. They learned the verses they meant to

rehearse on Carnival days, when, on meeting another robber, he

would start giving a speech, telling of his exploits, of the various bat-

tles won, the wealth they had stolen and in all making a fine picture.

There is nothing to compare with the Robbers of old. (Jones 1947:51)

0 Fifty or sixty years ago “bag robbers,” “hunting robbers,” or “white

robbers” were the most spectacular ones. (Wuest 1990:45) 0 “Carni-

val is made up of everything, of the lil robber on the street, the lil
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devil... I feel if you want to make a mas, you don’t need a band for

that, you could make your own costume, register yourself at CDC and

cross the stage.” ( TG 9 Jan 1994:2)

robber band n arc An early Carnival MAS BAND made up of ROB-

BERS; more recent robbers have tended to travel alone. 0 Prizewin-

ners... Ship’s Crew (sailors)... Special-Bad Behaviour... Bat Bands...

Robber Band... Yankee Bands... Devil Bands... Millionaire Bands...

Historical Bands... Local Advertising Band. (TG 1 Mar 1933:1)

robber speech n The formal verse speech of a ROBBER MAS charac-

ter, specifically a MIDNIGHT ROBBER, spoken in very commanding
tones, referring to the robber’s supernatural powers, boasting and

threatening others with destruction. = >robber talk 0 Since then I have

been informed that I was wasting my time trying to understand the

story: it wasn’t a newspaper story at all, but a robber speech. You
don’t read a story like that, you decode it, I was told. (EX 10 Jan

1993:27)

robber talk 1 n The formal verse speech of a ROBBER MAS character,

specifically a MIDNIGHT ROBBER, spoken in very commanding
tones, referring to the robber’s supernatural powers; boasting, and

threatening others with destruction. = robber speech 0 Robber-talk,

once the preserve of Carnival characters and politians in and our of

Parliament is making a resurgence... the Stag Robber-talk Competi-

tion organised by the National Brewing Company, usually attracts a

flood of entries every week... Commentor... has used the old art of

robber-talk to outline the evils of the satellite dish and in true robber

style, proclaims himself as one of the best in the business... In an

unrobber-like lapse however, Commentor gave the credit for keeping

the robber flame burning to Burrokeets... which has been organising a

robber-talk competition since 1985. (EX 31 Jan 1988:27) 0 In the case

of Trinidad, the “robber talk” grew out of the story-telling traditions

of the islands, the riddle-telling of the “Pierrot Grenade” and the

“Wild Indians” talk. It relies furthermore on the Trinidadian concept

of boasting, one of the basic forms of humour. (Wuest 1990:42)

2 n Any overdone threatening kind of language, esp. by or in refer-

ence to authority; a style without much substance. 0 All his verbal

emphasis on productivity has been nothing more than talk - [the]

Express news editor [called] ... it “robber talk” and not without justifi-

cation. (EX 1985) 0 A government parliamentarian... said recently

what he would do to his critics. “Many men have opposed me in the

past. Some of them are lying in peace and the rest are lying in pieces,”

he declare... Was he giving a serious piece of advice to his adversaries

or just adding another piece to the trivial treasury of parliamentary

robber talk? (777 11 Apr 1988:8) 0 If we ignored the chaff and the

robber talk, we would realise that his “achievements” took a mere ten

minutes to tell. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:3) 0 So, jump to Elizabethan Eng-

land, thatfarse matriarchy, with its brawling pubs and its love of rob-

ber talk. (TG 27 Feb 1994:7)

robbery with v, robbery with violence phr Gross advantage; cheat-

ing; fooling people. (< E robbery with violence ‘aggravated robbery’)

0 Robbery with violence: used to describe outrageous bill. (Haynes

1987:19) 0 “Imagine, I had to pay $900 for [him] to take my cows, in

a jitney, to the Roxborough Police Station about a mile away... This is

advantage on poor people - robbery with a V.” (77V 23 Nov 1990:24)

0 Buyer of cat-in-bag BMX bike cries “Robbery with V”... why [are]

BMX bicyles... being imported into the country without serial num-
bers on them. (Bomb 8 Jan 1993:17)

Robin n Tob One of a particular set of members of a SPEECH BAND. 0

The speech band is not mainly going on stage and saying a speech,

but [it’s] a dialogue which consists of many parts. The major part on

the speech band is the Robins saying their speeches as Robins, then

you have the Champs with a different type of music. (OPNL Sept

1988:3) 0 The showboy, Robin... Good evening, good evening ladies

and gentlemen all/Pleasant good evening I wish to you all/The pur-

pose that bring me to this ball/is to appear first Robin in this... The

others would come and say theirs and then you’d have the announce-

ment of a play... then we call on South Hampton, then South Hamp-
ton call on Sealey and Sealey call on Popool... They will tell of events

in the village and they will tell of the character of each other... The

present arrangement is that some men would go on stage and say a

speech on anybody or any political business or any business of the

village. (OPNL Sept 1988:3) 0 The Robins have a special music.

They are to do their speeches according to the Robin. They are not to

compete against one another. Champions compete against one

another. (OPNL Sept 1988:3)

robin 1 n Sporophila minuta minuta (E ruddy-breasted seedeater), a

bird, 10 cm (4") long. Male head and upper back bluish grey; wings

and tail dark brown edged grey, with small white patch on wing;

lower back and underparts dark red-brown. Song is a short series of

high-pitched musical whistles. Popular as a cage bird, (fr similar

appearance to English robin , Erithacus rubecula, a small brownish

bird with reddish breast) = cici-zebe a ventre roux, grass-bird
6

, small

red-bellied finch 0 “Imagine, in 1982 I paid $700 for a Robin which I

entered in Competitions and made over $7,000 in no time!” (TTM 19

Aug 1986:21) 0 Although we acknowledge the hunter’s devotion to

his sport, we are asking them to also acknowledge the disappearance

of the blue and yellow macaw of the Nariva Swamp and of song birds

like the... picoplat... robin... and cravat. (EX-2 26 July 1987:18) 0

“Robin”... It is significant that this small Sporophila species was for

long the most common in Trinidad, being rarely caged, but as the

larger species became scarce, it too began to be persecuted. Only a

change in public attitude will save these finches from local extinction,

(ffrench 1991:390) 6 The birdmen... hardly bother even with semps

and sucriers. “Semps whistle too easily, they don’t need training...

Put a semp in a cage and tomorrow it whistling. You could see five

semps in a tree whistling, but not chikichong, not robin.” (EX 21 Mar
1993:2)

2 n Dactylopterus volitans [~ Cephalacanthus volitans

]

(E flying

gurnard), a marine fish with large pectoral fins. (< E robin , name of

various fishes) = batfish
2

,
poule de (la) mer, sea fowl, sea robin

1

3 n Prionotus punctuatus, P. roseus (E sea robin), marine fish. = fowl

fish, >sea robin
2
0 Seining, on the other hand, is done on the beach

and during the day. This activity is directed more toward catching

the schools of small fish that come closer to shore - the jacks, robins,

and sprats that may be caught by the thousands when a run is on.

(Abrahams 1974:26) 0 (LNP 1985)

roble n Platymiscium trinitatis [= P polystachyum ], lumber trade

name trebol, a large native evergreen tree to 30 m (98') high, 1 m
(3.2') diameter; trunk has low buttresses. Bark brownish-olive,

smooth, lightly fissured with a few circular scars. Leaves compound,

with 3-5 leaflets, 2.5-12 x 1.5-7 cm (1-4.7 x .6-2.7"), opposite,

smooth, leathery, oval-elliptical, with rounded tip and rounded to

wedge-shaped base. Flower petals clawed; upper petals minutely

hairy outside, keel and wings deeply eared below, bright dark yellow-

orange, 1.3 cm (.5") diameter, strongly fragrant, in semi-pendant

racemes. Fruit pod flat, papery, flimsy oblong, 6.3 x 2.5 cm (2.5 x

1"), rounded at both ends, 1 -seeded. Wood reddish-brown, hard,

heavy, durable, used for cabinet work, furniture, outdoor construction

work, /robl/ (< Sp roble ‘oak’) 0 (Joseph 1838a:80) 0 Others [of our

good timber trees] affect the plain exclusively, or nearly so... these

are the Mora, Galba... Roble... and many others. (Carr 1869:404-5) 0

That, he will say, is Fiddlewood; that a Carapo, that a Cedar, that a

Roble (oak)... woods which, he will tell you, are all but incorruptible,

defying weather and insects. (Kingsley 1880:162) 0 Roble is an

excellent timber of an agreeable odour. It is sawn into boards... and is

used for furniture. (Williams 1882) 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:257-8) 0

(Quesnell & Farrell 2000:99)

robust 1 adj In describing a man, strong, violent, bullying. (< E robust

‘strong and stoutly built; hardy in body or constitution’) = badjohn 0

And every night they walking about in a band, Singing the song

called “Robust Man.” (Invader “Old Time Cat-O-Nine” 1945 pr) 0 I

had a pretty little mopsy and, She left me for a robust man. (Atilla

“Turn Them Down” pr, Jones 1947:15) 0 A ‘robust man’ - with the

stress on the first syllable - is fairly simply, a tough guy. (Fermor

1950) 0 He said [X] was once a robust man and girls used to hang

around him because of his “bad boy” image, expensive clothes, gold

teeth, jewellery and footballing ability. (TTM

2

Feb 1996:36)
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2 adj In describing language, etc., obscene, strong, overtly sexual. 0

“Calypso have too much robust things in it. Sometimes they have

some raw raw rude words in a calypso. But it not proper for a

Christian to listen to these things and to concentrate on it - it is

evil.” (Myers 1998:95)

rocando, racando n Several species of marine fish which make a

repeated grunting noise when disturbed or excited: Micropogon fun-

ieri (E whitemouth croaker), silvery, darker above with oblique dark

streaks; Ophioscion punctatissimas (E spotted croaker), brownish

above, pale below, spots on back and belly, to 25 cm. /rokando/ (< Sp

roncadero, rocandor ‘snorer’, from its voice) = croaker (M. funieri)\

roncador 0 (AACC 1945:107) 0 Indiscriminate trawling was raking

the sea bed clean and destroying the breeding ground of the salmon,

cro cro and rocando. (EX 19 Oct 1986:21)

rock (cake) n A small hard cake or raised biscuit, usu. containing

raisins, (fr its hard, almost rock-like consistency) 0 In the estimation

of our simple-minded peasantry and even many educated folks, the

whole country is scattered over with buried treasure, as thick as the

currants in one of Rapsey’s rock cakes. (Inniss 1897:28) 0 Begging

The Governor to order the Food Controller to permit for sale Sweet-

bread, Pone, Muffins, Belly Full, Gratotan, Rock-Cake, the Quick

Chief Food of the Poor Working man. (POSG 16 Jan 1944, in

Rohlehr 1990:376) 0 Twelve o’clock a rock cake and a juicy, And for

my dessert twenty mango julie. (Terror “My Plan to Beat Joe Louis”

1950 pr) 0 It was a pleasant-looking little cafe, well stocked with

rock-cakes and drops and buns in the glass cases, and with sweets and

soft-drinks on the shelves. (Anthony 1967:70) 9 Rock Cakes... Form
into rough lumps, each the size of a large egg... Bake... until rocks are

nicely browned. (Hunt 1985a: 10) 0 [Bjeing a night when few were

going to sleep, the pudding sellers, the pea-nut vendors, and the [ven-

dors] of pone, rock and drops, mauby and ginger beer, were out in

force. (Anthony 1989:35) 9 “[R]ock is a baking soda and molasses

cake the size of a savannah cake. They cost a cent each, so for a

penny you’re fed for the day.’’(Andersen 2004: 12)

rock beauty n Holacanthus tricolor (E tricolour angel-fish), a marine

fish, anterior body yellow, central boddy black, tail yellow, common
in reefs, to 35 cm. = angel fish 9 (Vincent 1910:50) 9 The “butterfly”

fishes ( Chaetodontidae)

,

“angels,” and “rock beauty” are plentiful.

(Guppy 1922a:444) 9 (Mendes 1940:17)

rocket cello n A type of CELLO PAN. 9 Rudolph Charles - Innovator,

tuner and leader of the Desperadoes, familiar to all as 'the man with

the Hammer’ was responsible for the creation of the “quadraphonic

pan”, “whistle tenor”, “rocket cello” - 9 and 12 Bass and the famous

“Soca Bass”. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:29)

rocket pan n A kind of STEELPAN, mounted pointing outward. (< E
rocket + pan, poss. fr idea that this would send the band “into orbit”)

9 In 1971 [Rudolph Charles] invented the nine bass 1972, the rocket

pans shaped to contain sound. In 1973, he invented the 12 bass; 1974,

the quadrophonic. In 1976, the triple tenor harmony pan and in 1977,

the pan harmony (six pans). (TTM 25 Feb 1983:13) 9 [In 1972] Des-

peradoes, one of the more popular bands, introduced a new dimension

in sound to the steelpans (as subsequent years were to prove) through

the “rocket Pan”. It was well received by the audience. (Maxime

1991:20)

rock grouper n Epinephelus adscensionis (E rock hind), a marine

fish, tawny brown, darker above, reddish brown spots all over, to 40

cm. 9 (Vincent 1910:47) 9 (EG 21 Mar 1937:4) 9 (Mendes 1940:14)

rocking the boat phr During Carnival, a kind of street dance in

which a line of people move while holding onto each other at the

waist and CHIP along. Said to have originated with SAILOR BANDS. =

rolling the waves 9 (Palladin 1970)

rock mussel n Perna perna, an edible marine mollusc found on rocky

shores on the north coast of Trinidad. 9 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:128)

rock sage n Lantana camara, a loosely erect or scrambling native

shrub with rough, angular, sometimes prickly, stems. Leaves ovate,

aromatic. Flowers small, yellow turning orange or pinkish-red, in

stalked clusters. = black sage“, grater wood, >kayakeet, ramongsi,

white sage
2

, wild sage, zeb kaiakeet 9 Boil Bahama grass and coconut

fiber together, add green rock sage leaves, and give that to sick person

to drink. (Simpson 1970:64) 9 The rock sage... is one of our most

common medicinal plants. (Morean 1987:10)

rock salmon n Macrodon ancylodon (E king weakfish), one of the

marine croaker fish; to .45 m long. Greyish above, silvery below;

large teeth in the front part of upper jaw = german salmon, pink

salmon, yellow-mouth salmon 9 (LNP 1985)

rockshen, rockshine, rocktion see RUCTION

rockstone n A stone or rock, esp. a small one. (< E rock ‘a large

detached mass of stone; also a stone of any size’ + stone 'a piece of

rock of a small or moderate size’; the combination may continue

come from or continue partly from avoiding stones 'testicles’) 9 Rack

stone keep clear, Jiggary foot da come. (TSp 8 Nov 1845) 9 Man sid-

own a rock'tone and talk de ribba. A rebuke for one who gossips

about a person who has helped him. (Herskovits 1945:199) 9 When
you t ’row rockstone at pig-sty , de one dat cry, not dat de one you
strike. “De appearance of de person is not de man.” [= De cow dat

you hear bawlin’ fo’ water no de one dat want de water.] (Herskovits

1945:205) 9 You cyan siddong pon river rackstone and tark river

bard. (Don’t speak ill of anyone with his relative.) (Daniel msl ca

1960) 9 Rockstone - a pebble or small stone. (John 1973) 9 Rock
stone a river bottom noh know sun hot. (Julien nd) 9 Ah did think de

moon mek outa rockstone, wid ah lota hole. (Macfarlane 1997:61)

rodeau n Archosargus rhomboidalis [= A. unimaculatus \, a marine

fish (E striped sheepshead, West Atlantic seabream)', body silvery

olive with golden yellow longitudinal stripes; black spot behind gill;

to .32 m long, /rodo/ (prob. < Fr) = mawan 9 (Vincent 1910:51) 9

(Mendes 1940:16)

rod-man n In sugar cultivation, the man whose job it is to measure out

areas of TASKS. (< E rod 'a measure of length equal to 5/9 yards or

16!4 feet’) 9 He uses to work rodman for Caroni.

roghi adj Unhealthy looking; sickly, /roghi/ (< H rogi 'sick; ailing’) 9

1 find he looking roghee.

rogue and vagabond 1 phr arc Legally, someone who has already

been convicted in a magistrate’s court; particularly someone con-

victed of activities such as causing disturbance, being a public nui-

sance, obscenity; usu. having no obvious means of support.

Sometimes abbreviated as r.a.v. (< BrE legal terminology, rogue 'an

idle vagrant; a dishonest unprincipled person’ + vagabond 'person

without settled habitation or home’) 9 A Night Shelter. All efforts to

bring about this most desirable institution seem to have died out. The

object is one which deserves assistance for it would save many a poor

stranded fellow from being branded a “rogue and vagabond”. (PC 1

1

June 1904:4) 9 He was sentenced to one month's imprisonment and

deemed a rogue and vagabond. (Mirror 1 Oct 1907:2) 9 R.A.V. -

rogue and vagabond. Not every convict graduates as a r.a.v. (ESTT
1956) 9 ‘You will do six months for wounding Sookhwa, and six

months for wounding Police Constable Harker. In addition, I deem
you a rogue and a vagabond.' (Naipaul 1976:51) 9 The ordinance

stated that the owner or occupier was guilty of an offense if he per-

mitted “rogues and vagabonds” to assemble for the purpose of hold-

ing drumming sessions and drum dances. Anyone who had been

previously convicted under the Summary Convictions Ordinance, a

blanket ordinance that covered all the possible offenses that came
before the magistrates, was considered a rogue and a vagabond. So

many people had been convicted at some time of one of the numerous

possible offenses that this ordinance virtually prohibited the assem-

bling of the lower classes. (Trotman 1986:265)

2 phr A negative term for someone considered a thief, lawless, worth-

less, law-breaking. 9 A dollar just to drop a man around the comer?

You damn rogue and vagabond. (Selvon 1991c: 117)

roi de mapipire n Several native species of Tabernaemontana, mostly

low-growing shmbs often also called wildjasmine. Most commonly
T. undulata, a shrub or small tree. Leaves opposite, broadly elliptical

to narrowly oblong, 8-18 x 2-7 cm (3-7 x .8-2.7"), acute at base,

abmptly long-acuminate at apex, drip tip, the two of a pair equal in

size, shiny above, dull pale and prominently veined beneath. Flowers

white or pinkish, 2-3 cm (.8-1.2") long, in small clusters, lobes white
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but yellow at base, mildly fragrant. Fruit green, 3.5 x 2.5 cm (1.4 x

1"), 2 cm (.8") thick, with a very short beak. (< Fr roi ‘king’, fr belief

that the root has qualities which can overcome a mapepire bite) = rai

de mapipire, wild jasmine" 0 (Marshall 1934:70) 0 Called Roi de

mapipire because an infusion of the root is a reputed cure for snake-

bite. (FTT 1947-2-3:143) 0 In the valleys of the Northern Range,

hunters and woodsmen value several local plants for their reputed

antidote properties in the treatment of snake bites. One such plant is

Tabernaemontana undulata, a small understory tree. This plant is

called Roi de Mapipire or Rai de Mapipire in allusion to its effective-

ness as an antidote to the venom of the local pit vipers, known here

[as] Mapipire z’anana... Its translation “King of the mapipire” sug-

gests properties which may, however, be an exaggeration of its

power. (Morean 1 992f: 18)

roi des corbeaux n obs Sarcoramphus papa (E king vulture), a rare

visiting bird; 75 cm (30") long, wingspan 2 m (6.5'). Creamy white;

lower back, tail, rear wings and primaries black; grey ruff; head and

neck bare, bright orange, yellow and blue. (< Fr roi ‘king’ + des cor-

beaux ‘of the crows', fr its large size and rarity) = >king cobo2
, king

of the corbeaux 0 (Chapman 1894:69)

roj, rozh adv Every day; on a regular basis. /ro3, roz/ (< H roz , Bh roj

‘day’) 0 “Rozh rozh he going by this girl.”

rok(he) v Hold in hands; take; clasp; protect; save; keep, /rokhe/ (< H
rokna ‘inclose; surround; stop; prevent; detain’) 0 “Rok this for me,

I'm coming back just now.” ( 1 990)

rokshan see RUCTION

roll 1 v Tob Of a woman, move the pelvis in a rolling, circular motion

while walking. (< E roll ‘move or impel forward by turning over and

over’) 0 Roll me nelly, roll me nelly, roll me nelly, dung town, (trad

song. Elder 1973) 0 “Rolling” is a common term used in Tobago to

indicate the peculiar shake of the pelvic muscles deliberately made by

Negro women as they walk. Tobago female names like “Fanny,”

“Fan,” “Nelly,” are usually given to the pelvic muscles. (Elder

1973:101)

2 v Of a drum or PAN, play with continuous joined beats in an expres-

sive, sustained tone or note. (< E roll ‘utter, give forth words, etc.,

with a full rolling sound or tone’) 0 [For bele] two drums... “one to

roll and one to cut, more doesn’t sound nice”. (Herskovits & Hersko-

vits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D66) 0 Hear a gin bottle with a wicked roll,

(calypso, 1930s-40s)

3 n A songbird’s full whistle or tune. 0 The competitors, however, are

already walking away from the park to a quieter verge where a large

gayelle is roped off. In the centre two poles stand a yard apart. At one

end of the ring is a bench and in front of it another pole with a clock

on top. The two birds, Johnny’s and Assam’s, are waiting in their

cages while a scorer is chosen and a score sheet located. And when
this is done the timer is set and the race begins. Immediately Assam’s

caller states firmly “One call!” Then he says it again, and again, and

again, every time Assam’s bird rolls... the question on which hun-

dreds of dollars have been staked is, whose bird will whistle most in

half an hour? The winner has to lead by at least three calls... Each roll

must be completed, of at leat three syllables and must come to a stop

for it to count, however, and the caller is monitored by a confirmer

chosen by the other side. (£X21 Mar 1993:3) 0 “Some birds rolling

very short, they doh make a full whistle.” (1996)

4nA cloth soaked with liniment or a substance to help relieve muscle

aches or colds. (< E roll ‘a quantity of cloth, paper, etc. rolled up in a

cylindrical form’) 0 After this I massaged in the mustard role [szc]

and then walked up and down her now slippery, hot back. This

mustard role was as innocent-looking as vaseline but as vicious as

glowing charcoal on your skin. The palms of my hands and the soles

of my feet became as hot as black clothes-irons on lighted coal-pots.

(Persaud 1990:9)

roller 1 n A bicycle wheel rim used as a hoop, and propelled along by

a stick; with ROLL(ING) or RUN(NING), a child’s game in which a

hoop is kept rolling upright by means of a stick or fixed wire. (< E
roll ‘move or impel an object forward by making it turn over and

over’; E roller usu. refers to a cylinder) 0 Rolling Rollers and Box

Carts - Used for racing: 1. The metal rim of a wheel or a barrel-hoop

struck with a stick to roll it onwards. (Alladin 1970:66) 0 That August

ended in a holiday rage, all the yards were filled with playing boys

and girls, there was much kite flying, top spinning, rolling of rollers,

arguments and many fights among the boys, with much bravado, no

injuries and no malice, but more so to establish reputations. (Bynoe

1985:35) 0 [At the Tobago Heritage Festival], “The Games We Used
to Play” (Canaan-Bon Accord)... rolling roller race... and lots, lots

more. (EX-2 15 July 1990:17) 0 Mangal, excited by the gift of the

bicycle rim, kept trying to propel it with the curved stick fitted in the

groove. Failing to do this he ran alongside it tapping it forward...

Compai, who had been watching Mangal, came out and began giving

the boy pointers on how he should first give a little push to the roller

to get it moving before putting the stick in the groove at the right

angle then letting it slide the wheel forward. The wheel kept rolling

away, wobbling until it fell, making smaller and smaller circles.

(Boodhoo 1994: 127) 0 There was always a season - kite, top, marble,

running roller (steering spokeless tyreless bicycle wheels)[,] running

jockey, scooting on the pavement. (Cummings 2004:180

2 n A toy made by nailing BOBEENS to the ends of a piece of wood,

then nailing a stick to the centre of the piece of wood, and putting a

steering string on the ends. This is pushed ahead of the child by the

stick, steering by the string. Sometimes a box or container is added,

though this would more normally be used on a four wheel base such

as a BOX CART. (< E roller ‘a small wheel rotating on an axle or axis;

a short cylinder serving as a wheel’) 0 My father showed us how to

make roller, and we used to push it all about.

3 n A bamboo or metal ring put on a TAWA and used to shape

CASSAVA BREAD into a circular shape. 0 I can’t find the roller for the

tawa, na.

4 n obs A serpentine; a long coloured paper streamer, thrown from

trucks by MAS players. (< E roll ‘a long piece of paper, cloth, etc.

rolled up into a cylinder’) 0 They used to throw rollers but they really

doh do that again.

5 n Tob In a TAMBRIN BAND, the middle-pitch drum, played by a

musician standing and holding the drum about waist height, with the

holding arm bent at the elbow and parallel to the floor. 0 There are

three tambrin drums in the tambrin instrument ensemble. These are:

the boom, which carries the lowest pitch, the roller, or fuller, which

carries a higher pitch and the cutter which carries the highest pitch.

The fiddle (violin)... and the triangle are the other instruments. The

tambrin drum in this ensemble is prepared for performance by warm-

ing the membrane. (Moore 2004:35) 0 The roller or fuller is played

with a steady unmuted downward and upward flick of the wrist. The

holding arm is kept still, or sometimes makes a rhythmic upward and

downward movement. The fingers of the holding arm alternate the

muting of the resonation when necessary, by tightening and releasing

the grip on the drum. The roller however doubles each beat of the

boom in simple time, and triples each beat in compound time. (Moore

2004:38)

rolling n Tob A woman’s distinctive walk making a circular motion of

the pelvis; walk in such a manner. (< E roll ‘move or impel an object

forward by making it turn over and over’) 0 (Elder 1965) 0 “Rolling”

is a common term used in Tobago to indicate the peculiar shake of the

pelvic muscles deliberately made by Negro women as they walk.

Tobago female names like “Fanny,” “Fan,” “Nelly,” are usually

given to the pelvic muscles. (Elder 1973)

rolling-into-stock gang n obs A gang of 24 workers who took filled

barrels of pitch to storage stock shed; replaced by loaders in late

1970s. (fr rolling the barrels by hand) 0 The Rolling-into-Stock gang

are a number of men who roll the barrels manually from the pouring

circles to the storage shed, and from the storage shed to the shipping

point. (James ca 1976:28)

rolling roller see ROLLER 1

rolling the waves phr During CARNIVAL, a kind of dance step in

which several people hold onto each other at the waist in a line and

CHIP along together; prob. originated in SAILOR bands. = rocking

the boat
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rosary bead

roll-on roll-off phr A foreign used car imported in ready-to-drive

condition, (if being rolled on to the transport ship and then rolled off,

ready to go) 0 Roll on roll off maxis... roll on roll off Japanese

Vehicles... roll-on/roll-off Asianstar Motors Co. Ltd. (EX 3 Jan

2003:39) 0 Japanese used car officials and insurance companies... had

been quietly probing a massive stolen vehicle racket involving CKDs
(completely knocked-down vehicles) between Japan and Trinidad...

Police said they have identified five local CKD dealers involved in

the racket... Detectives... said bandits were also robbing owners of

new cars to get parts for CKDs. The CKDs are then re-assembled

with new parts and taken to the Licensing Office with fake documents

as roll-on/roll-off vehicles... effective May 1, 2003, registration of

CKDs will be discontinued by the Licensing Authority, as Govern-

ment moves to phase out the locally-assembled, foreign used car mar-

ket. (TG 31 Dec 2002:1) 0 [Ajlleging they had paid substantial sums
of money... for the purchase of roll-on roll-off cars from Japan. (TG
31 May 2003:10) 0 Police seized seven roll on/roll off cars as they

were being driven along the Churchill-Roosevelt Highway, Macoya,

yesterday. (TG 10 Dec 2003:5)

roll over like a snake phr Having eaten a lot, go immediately to a

heavy sleep, (fr similarity to a big snake after a meal) 0 He does eat

plenty and roll over like a snake.

rolls-up n In marbles, a toss up in the air towards the line or ring to see

who is closest and therefore goes first; also, the distance from the

bounce to the ring. 0 How come de rolls-up so far? Is ah cricket pitch

allyu have here? (Keens-Douglas 1975:44)

romey, rommy see RUMMY
roncador n Several fish, including Micropogonfunieri (E whitemouth

croaker), or Ophioscion naso (E croaker), or O. punctatissimus

(E spotted croaker), marine fish which make a repeated grunt when
disturbed or excited, /ronkador/ (< Sp roncador ‘snorer’, from its

grunt) = croaker, >rocando 0 (AACC 1945:107)

rondeer, arrondeer, ronde v Clean around a tree, e.g., coffee or

cocoa, with a cutlass, thoroughly clearing away weeds, /rondir/ (< Sp,

poss. arrondir) 0 Arrondeering or ring-weeding around the cocoa

supplies is a routine operation of the utmost importance, and the

removal of competitive weed growth must be repeated as often as

necessary. (Urquhart 1955:1 17) 0 Roundeer - clear around cocoa and

coffee trees (Moore 1980:23) 0 ‘Arrondeering’ was another task for

women and children. This involved the hand-removal of troublesome

weeds around the base of the cacao tree (and was one of the first tasks

to be neglected by the estate planters in the post- 1921 period).

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:11) 0 The little boys would go with their

father to the garden and pick grass and weeds from round the com
and pea plant In French this is called “ronde” - it’s a task that a grown

man finds hard to do, to double himself up and get right down there

and pick the grass. (Elder 1997:180)

roocoo see ROUCOU

roof rat n Rattus rattus alexandrinus (E grey-bellied or Alexandria

rat). Generally brown; tail longer than head and body length and

relatively slender, (fr commonly living in house roofs) 0 (Alkins

1979:29)

rookoo see ROUCOU

Roomor n One of the Magnificent Seven buildings on the

Queen’s Park Savannah, in French Baroque colonial style, built

by Lucien F. Arnbard, and featuring an elaborate roof, later owned by

the Roodal family, /rumo:/ (< Roodal, the owner’s family name) =

Ambard House 0 (Mills 1988:140) 0 Roomor, the Roodal residence,

is probably the most ornate and eclectic of the mansions that line the

west side of Queen’s Park Savannah. Designed by a French architect,

it employs a multitude of shapes. Above the high ground floor mns a

continuous balcony with an ornate cast-iron railing. A projecting

canopy, without columns, protects the entrance. There is complete

pandemonium on the roof, with an explosion of towers, domes, pedi-

ments, donners, and cresting. (Crain 1994:108)

root v Dig up a tuber; harvest ground provisions. (< E root ‘pull, tear,

drag or dig up by the roots’) 0 A goin in the garden and root dasheen.

rood n Certhiaxis cinnamomea (E yellow-throated spinetail), a bird,

15 cm (6") long. Head and upperparts dark red-brown; throat pale

yellow; rest of underparts whitish; tail long, graduated, the bare shafts

protruding. Voice a shrill, rattling series of notes, /rati/ (< Sp rutilo

‘sparkling; shining; bright’) = guiouti
1

,
kri-kri-kri, marsh giouti 0

(Williams 1922:150) 9 (ffrench 1991:256)

roots(man/woman) 1 n Someone who is based in traditional folk cul-

ture, usu. of African heritage. (< E root, roots ‘established ties with a

locality or region; one’s social, cultural or ethnic origins or back-

ground') 0 The minister was well-known in society and always car-

ried himself as a real ‘roots man’. (Bomb 1985) 0 The man, who is

looked upon as a rootsman, was hopping mad that the DJs have not

been playing his tunes. (TTM4Feb 1996:13)

2 n A founding member of a political or religious group 0 The ladies

of the ruling party, however, are of a different class and quality when
compared with the mothers and “rootswoman” of the PNM. ( TTM 17

Nov 1989:26)

rootsy adj Showing typical characteristics of traditional folk culture,

usu. African, or more generally, working class. 0 We need a Chinee

who could be elected at the polls but not even these stupid Trinis

would vote for either of the Chinee I find so far. That one does talk

like he is a panman but he ever send a bucket of chicken for Rene-

gades? And the other one can’t even fake a rootsy accent. What we
need is a rich Chinee who look poor! (Pires 2000a:9)

rope 1 n Tough talk; threats; braggadocio; harassment, (fr use of a

rope or whip to back up threats; as in “Ah want you to know I ain’t

making joke this year, ah walking with me rope”. Sparrow “Rope”

1972) = >rope talk 0 After the Trinidad-style rope the Indian diplomat

faced the Seukeran party recently, he has decided to get closer to the

man in charge of the cops. (Mirror 1983) 0 He think he could talk to

me like that, well now I walking with rope for he.

2 adj Characterised by tough talk; threats; braggadocio. 0 A real rope

scene played off when [they] found themselves blocked by a van...

Things came to a head and the rock was brought in. (TTM 1987:6)

3 v Train fighting cocks to build up muscle and balance by rope-

walking. 0 We ropin’ cocks here.

ropela v Plant seeds or seedlings; put into ground, /ropela/ (< H ropan

‘planting; raising’; ropar ‘transplanted rice’) 0 “Yuh ropela today in

de gyaaden.” (1990)

ropeman n A man who likes to fight and curse, (fr being full of rope,

rope talk) 0 As far as classification goes, you would have to call Don-
ald either real macho or an out-and-out ropeman. He always ready to

fight (Bomb 1977) 0 [He] cuffed down ropeman [X] last week. (TTM
28 Nov 1993:7)

rope talk n Tough talk; threats; braggadocio. = fat talk, gun talk, rope
1

0 I get plenty rope talk and threats from Telco when I am owing $10.

(Bomb 1977)

ropy adj Of milk or MAUBY, sour, spoiled. (< E ropy ‘forming gluti-

nous threads’) 0 Doh drink that - it come ropy.

rosa del monte n Brownea coccinea, a small native evergreen tree.

Flowers brilliant scarlet, in small compact globose heads borne on

woody trank. Fruit pod brown, containing several large seeds. (< Sp
rosa del monte ‘rose of the mountain’, fr resemblance of flower to

rose, Rosa + typical habitat) = bois rose, >cooperhoop, cooperwood,

copperhoop, hunter’s tea, monta del rose, mountain rose, palo rosa,

rose montagne, sweet waterwood, Tobago beau 0 Now turn home-
wards, past the Rosa del monte (Brownea) bush (bushes, you must

recollect, are twenty feet high here), covered with crimson roses, full

of long silky crimson stamens. (Kingsley 1880:105) 0 A great many
different names may apply to one botanical species: e.g. Brownea lat-

ifolia may be known as Mountain Rose, Rosa del monte, Rose-mon-

tagne, and Cooperhoop. (Beard 1946:26)

rosary bead n Abrns precatorius

,

a slender, somewhat woody native

vine. Small bright scarlet seeds with a black base, ovoid or ellipsoid,

5-7 mm (.2-.28") long. 6 The seeds are also called rosary beads since

they are used in chains for counting the repetitions of the Rosary of

the Roman Catholic Church. (Morean 1991:14) = crab(’s) eye, devil

eye, >jumbie bead", licorice, string vine
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roscal see HAUSSE-COL

rose 1 n obs Filaria, a parasitic worm disease. 0 The culex fatigans,

also called culex quinquefasciatus, by its bite... carries the disease

known as filaria or “rose”... caused by a minute worm known as

filaria which is in the blood, causing swelling of the legs and other

parts of the body. (De Suze 1941, rev. Hart 1960)

2 n Usu. with have or get, extreme ticklishness or sensitivity, when
someone jumps at being touched, esp. at the base of the spine and

down the back. (poss. < E rose, past tense of rise, fr rising feeling of

the skin pores) 0 Like the baby have rose!

rose apple n Eugenia jambos, a cultivated tree bearing flowers with

conspicuous greenish-yellow stamens. Fruit round, pale-yellow, rose-

scented. (< E rose ‘a rose-coloured or reddish variety’) = >pomme
rose 0 That with leaves like a great myrtle, and bright flesh-coloured

fruit, a Malacca-apple, or perhaps a Rose-apple (Jambosa malaccen-

sis and vulgaris). (Kingsley 1880:373) 0 (FTT 1934-1-6:345)

roseau n Bactris major var. major and var. megalocarpa [= B. albono-

tata, B. beata, B. broadwayi, B. cateri, B. cruegeriana, B. ellipsoida-

lis, B. obovoidea, B. planifo/ia, B. swabeyi], spiny native palm trees,

5-10 m (16-32') tall; solitary or in clumps; patches cover large areas,

usu. in swamps and adjoining streams. Stem covered with very sharp

black spines, 1-10 cm (.4-4") long, in whorls. Leaves 1 m (3.2') or

more long, with paired leaflets 40-60 x 1-3 cm (15.6-23.4 x .4-1.2"),

margins spiny. Fruit green to dull yellow-brown, oblong, 4 cm ( 1 .6")

long, inner shell hard and woody, in clusters of 1-2 dozen. Sometimes

used as building material. With COCORITE, the most abundant native

palm tree. Also sometimes Badris cruegeriana, a similar tree, /rozo/

(< Fr roseau ‘reed’, fr thin stems in clumps resembling reeds; FC
wozo) = black roseau, pikmok, Trinidad roseau 0 The Roseau rush is

also used, both on the roof before the trash is laid, and on the Sides.

Whichever Article is used at the sides of the house it is well clayed up
to the plate, and if properly done is very warm. We have no Stone

house on Estates, they are considered particularly damp and

unhealthy. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 [He] took up a piece of roseau

and struck [her] with it. (POSG 1 1 Dec 1846:2) 0 He... tied straw to a

roseau, set fire to that and with that set fire to the house. (TDN 14

June 1851:2) 0 About five-and-twenty huts, built of roseau, wattled

with the incombustible timmeet, and then plastered with yellow mud
- this was Siparia. (Day 1852-1:318) 0 Roseau... Bactris major..

B. crugeriana. (Beard 1946:36) 0 Was that the same big stand of

Roseau Palms, armed with circlets of three-inch, vicious, black, brit-

tle, needle-sharp spines that had been passed on the way in? (Shortt

1975:1 15) 0 Roseau is a palm of about 15 to 20 ft. in height with a

stem about 2 inches in diameter. ...The stems are used for laths and as

a framework for the walls of tapia houses. (Farrell 1980b: 15) 0 The
cold breeze from the lagoon at the back of the house; the hooting of

owls from the pepal tree in the yard and the mournful cry of the poor-

me-one from the dense roseau patch on the other side of the road was
too much for her sensitive ears. (Doodnath 1989:52) 0 The tadjah is a

domed, [temple-like] structure from about fifteen to forty feet high.

Its frame is of bamboo and roseau, with joints tightly strapped into

place and not nailed so that the spirits of the brothers are not fixed.

(Ramlakhan 1990b:33) 0 The bucket had been placed in a hole dug in

the ground, and then covered with roseau bushes [s/c], (ND 3 Jan

2003:3)

roseau mango n A variety of cultivated mango; medium-sized, round,

yellow with red sides when ripe, thin skin; flesh golden yellow,

stringy, juicy, sweet; tree large, mid-season crop. 0 (Bharath 1966:22)

rose mango n A variety of cultivated mango, with a reddish blush on
skin. (< E rose ‘a rose-coloured or reddish variety of fruit or veg-

etable’) = >mango rose 0 “You know that clump of bamboo near

the river, the first one you come to?” “By the big rose-mango tree?”

(Selvon 1972:100) 0 Deep dish rose mango pie. (Indar & Ramesar
1988:150) 0 He had ah wide variety of mango: vere, cora, zabico,

starch, calabash, doo-douce, turpentine, sousay-matin, julie an rose.

(Foster 1990:113) 0 Piercing lush Rose mango trees. (Persaud

1993:147) 0 ‘It got a big rose-mango tree on the front and it right

opposite the school.’ (Boodhoo 1994:9)

rose montagne n Brownea coccinea, a small native evergreen tree.

Flowers brilliant scarlet, in small compact globose heads borne on

woody trunk. Fruit pod brown, containing several large seeds. (< Fr

rose de montagne ‘mountain rose’, fr resemblance of flower to rose,

Rosa + typical habitat; FC woz motav)
= bois rose, cooperhoop, coop-

erwood, hunter’s tea, monta del rose, >mountain rose, rosa del monte,

sweet waterwood, Tobago beau 0 A great many different names may
apply to one botanical species: e.g. Brownea latifolia may be known
as Mountain Rose, Rosa del monte, Rose-montagne, and Cooper-

hoop. (Beard 1946:26)

rosewood n Tob Byrsonima coriacea var. spicata, a large native ever-

green tree, to 40 m (130') tall. Bark smooth, thick, soft, grey. Leaves

narrow, lanceolate, about 15 x 5 cm (5.8 x 2"), tapering at tip. Flowers

about 1.5 cm (.6") across, with 5 unequal yellow petals; borne abun-

dantly on upright clusters. Fruit is a slightly flattened globe about 1 cm
(.4") diameter, with 1 hard bony seed. Wood hard, medium weight,

brownish. (< E rosewood, several kinds of valuable, fragrant, close-

grained cabinet-wood trees, usu. Dalbergia and Machaerium) =

>serrette
1

, wild cherry
2
0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:38-9)

rosomacho n Crudia glaberrima, a large native evergreen tree, girth

to 3 m (10'). Flowers small, numerous, whitish, in 6 racemes. Fruit a

large 5 x 6.3 cm (2 x 2.5") woody pod, varying in shape, flatfish, vel-

vety brown, short hairs, containing 1-2 rounded brown fleshy seeds.

Wood hard, heavy, /rozomatfo/ = >water locust 0 (Marshall 1934:40)

0 (Beard 1946:32)

rossignol n obs Trogolodytes aedon, T.a. albicans (Trin), T. a. toba-

gensis (Tob) a small bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. A common resident

often found in gardens. Song variable, a brilliant, loud, warbling

series, usu. with a trill in the middle and ending with a rise in pitch;

often prolonged by several more chattering notes, which, along with

scolding churrs, are also heard separately. One of the first species to

sing at dawn. (< Fr rossignol ‘nightingale’ fr similarity of song) =

>god(’s)-bird, house bird, housie, kakarachi, nightingale; Tobago
house wren [T.a. tobagensis)\ Trinidad house wren (T.a. albicans ) 0

A wren... is known here as the Rossignol, or Nightingale, on account

of its note; it is very familiar, and frequently builds under the eaves of

houses, (de Verteuil 1884:91) 0 (Chapman 1894:23)

roti, rhoti n A very thin flat round Indian bread, usu. folded over a

curried meat or potato filling, /roti/ (< H roti ‘bread without yeast,

toasted or fried on a griddle’) 0 [He] was sumptuously enjoying him-

self with sardines and roti. (Alexander 1909:165) 0 Lily, I mean,

look, we can be pal. If you feed me like an Indian gal. On roti, curry,

baigan and dal. (Growler “Demi Gal” 1940) 0 Some of them invading

Chinese shop keepers, Others distressing the roti venders. (Spoiler

“Schemers with Brief Cases” 1950 pr) 0 “Look here, I am absolutely

ravenous... You think it’s possible to get a rhoti around here?” (de

Boissiere 1952:109) 0 He got out roti and he gave me a whole one

with salt-fish inside. Then he put the dogs’ pans out of their reach and

he put pieces of roti in each pan. (Anthony 1967:176) 0 “Roti,” she

laughed; “strictly San Juan roti, made in San Juan, sold in San Juan,

cows slaughtered in San Juan, curry ground in San Juan, only flour

from abroad. Strictly San Juan quaysay roti.” (Jones 1973:80) 0 Most

Indian speakers make a distinction among the various types of roti. In

general Trinidad usage, roti is ‘dalpuri’ in which is folded curried

meat or vegetables and sold commercially. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:19)

0 She gave them each a chicken roti also. (Giuseppi 1975:22) 0 “Most

nights after I put the bus away I would cross the street to eat a roti and

curry meat or a hops bread sandwich.” (Hosein 1980:13) 0 Well 1

really love roti and sweet barah. (Sparrow “Marajhin” 1982) 0 Carni-

val will draw hundreds of tourists to Trinidad and Tobago over the

next few weeks, but it may just be the callaloo and the chicken roti

that will bring them back another time with their friends. (EX 23 Jan

1994:8) 0 The Nariva MP complained that [the] Agriculture Minis-

ter... had said that Trinidadians eat too much roti, and recommended

they eat more ground provisions. (EX 8 Jan 1995:5)

roti and rum n A style of political campaigning in which voters are

given food and drink to encourage them to vote for a particular party.

= >rum and roti 0 Stalin in “Where Limbo Gone” (1996) and Tigress
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in “The Drum” (1996) signaled Afro-Creole fears over cultural ero-

sion, Tigress indeed affirming the drum as a symbolic counter to
“
roti

and rum,” the icons of old-time bread-and-circus politics in Trinidad

parlance as well as the signifiers of the Indo-Trinidadian political

emergence in 1995. (Rohlehr 1998:90-1)

roti back n The plain, unfilled, bread part of a DALPURI ROTI. = plain

roti, roti skin 9 “Get some roti back.” (1990)

roti-belly n A man’s big belly, caused by over-eating. 0 ‘But look how
they gettin’ big man... Girl you gettin’ fat! And look at my brother-in-

law, nuh. Boy that is a real roti-belly you wearin’. Like all-you have

life good.’ (Boodhoo 1994:58)

roti shop n A small shop that prepares and sells ROTI, usu. its only

item for sale. 0 “Parlours” sell soft drinks and pastry and are found

scattered about the town, while roti shops exist which produce the

East Indian roti. These are to be found in great number in St. James.

(Ottley 1962:24)

roti skin n The plain, unfilled, bread part of a DALPURI ROTI. = roti

back 0 [She] is already an exporter of roti skins. (EX 25 Dec 1990:26)

rotten v Rot; spoil; go to waste. (< E rotten ‘in a state of decomposi-

tion or putrefaction’) 0 “Godpa dead and he left me twenty acres of

land and the land rottening there in Arouca.” (Hill 1966c: 13-4) 0 But

too much of sugar, Get you sick and rotten your teeth. (Penguin

“Sugar” 1 97
1
pr) 0 Cold water from the rottening rafters kept falling

on their heads. (Ladoo 1972:43) 0 ‘Dig ah hole. Put the money. Only

coins. ... ‘If you put notes and water get into the pan, the notes go

rotten.’ (Gosine 1992:62) 0 “The fenders rottenin’ and it look like it

throwin’ oil.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:83) 9 While Carter and Walcott

rottenin’ on book shelf. (Ramcharitar 2003)

roucou, roocoo, rookoo, ruku n Bixa orellana (E anatto), a culti-

vated shrub or small tree, 3-6 m ( 10-19') tall with spreading branches,

slender rusty-brown twigs. Leaves on long stalks, ovate or heart-

shaped at base, pointed tips, thin, shiny, 15 x 10 cm (5.8 x 3.9").

Flowers light pinkish-mauve petals, numerous purple stamens. Fruit

capsules blunt or pointed capsules, 3-4 cm (1.2- 1.6") long, dark-red,

covered with dense soft bristles, opening when ripe. Many small

pyramidal seeds, covered with an oily red coating, used to give a

red colour and slight flavour in cooking; used medicinally, /ruku/

(< Tupi-Guarani urucu ) 0 Arnotto or Annotto... (the Hollanders call it

Rocoo) it strikes a deep red, and is profitable for Dyers... This

Annotto groweth in prickly Burrs... when they be ripe, are full of Red

seeds that are to be gathered in dry Weathr. (Poyntz 1683:48) 0 The

produce brought from other Islands and cultivated here is Sugar

Cane, Coffee, cocoa, cotton, Indigo, and a little Roucou cultivated

only by the Carriabbee Indians. (Explication 1769) 9 Yesterday’s

Market Prices... Plentiful: Irish potatoes, avocado pears, rookoo. (TG

5 Sept 1917:11) 9 Market, ordinary: rookoo, zorphie. (TG 17 Feb

1933:3) 9 All creole food is, to say the least, well seasoned. In order

to prepare it properly you must have the following ingredients on

hand in the kitchen at all times, Spanish and French thyme, roocoo,

sweet peppers and hot peppers, (de Boissiere ca 1945a:4) 9 Add a

pound of sieved tomatoes, colour by dipping roocoo bag in the soup,

(de Boissiere ca 1945a: 1 1) 9 [The] “Red” Indian... makes his costume

from materials collected in the environment... and the roucou fruit for

the red paint which covers the entire body. (Alladin 1969:34) 9 An
informant recalled the menu at such feasts as [including]... pounded

plantain eaten with gravy seasoned and coloured red by roucou.

(Woodroffe 1974:16) 9 Roucou... can be found growing in the back-

yards of rural homes or perhaps in “lastro” near human settlements.

(Morean 1985:9) 9 Rub the leaf with oil coloured with roo-coo

(optional). (Put roo-coo seeds in a square of muslin and put the bag to

soak in hot oil. Do not put on heat to boil or it will turn black.) (Hunt

1985a:6) 9 Those who grew com and had knowledge of preparing it

into “masa” did so, but others without the knowhow or the time,

purchased “com balls” from women who earned their livelihood from

such skills and also from selling bottled “roucou”, the food colouring

which preceded ketchup. (TG 11 Dec 1995)9 And then carnival day

arrived in a early morning Jour Vert, when the sun was barely

peeping over the Roocoo trees and Robbers and Kalenda men were

on the road, ramajaying and bussing head. (Narine 1996:29) 9 Second

dishes served with rice were usually quick cooking curries and stews

thickened with flour, cornstarch or arrowroot and flavoured with

“roucou” (anato seeds). (Cummings 2004:55)

roucou jab, roocoo jab n Ryania speciosa, a small native evergreen

shrub or tree. Flowers 2.5 cm (1") long, creamy-green, star-shaped,

5-petaled; stamens numerous. Fmit a woody seed capsule with yellow-

ish or mst hairs, 2.5 cm (1") diameter, seeds 4 mm (.16"). Wood used

in house building; ground wood contains ryanodine, a compound used

in commercial insecticides, /ruku djab/ (< roucou , ff similarity of seed

pod + FCjab ‘devilish’) = >bois lagli* 9 (Morean 1993)

rouge n Haemulon carbonarium or H. plumieri, edible marine fish

with red inside mouth, /ru3/ (< Fr rouge ‘red’) = black grunt, >cro-

cro, cro-cro jolle rouge, jolle rouge, red-mouth (grunt) 9 (Carmichael

1833)

rough bush n Tournefortia hirsutissima , an erect native shrub to 2 m
(6.4') tall, or a robust climber with stems to 6 m (19') or more. Stem

and leaves have coarse brownish hairs. Leaves broadly elliptical to

ovate, long pointed tip, 15 x 8 cm (5.8 x 3.1"). Leafjuice lathers, and

is used as a shampoo, (fr rough hairy stems and leaves) = >cattle

tongue, greasy bush, jigger bush

rough-cuff v Beat someone, esp. by hitting and shaking. = ram-cuff 9

“That man must be eh pay back the money as yet so he get rough-

cuff.” (1990) 9 He rough-cuff the boy.

rough leaf n Curatella americana, a small, crooked-growing native

tree. Leaves elliptical, about 12 x 9 cm (4.7 x 3.5"), with main side-

veins forming small teeth at the wavy margins; surface very rough.

Flowers small, greenish-white. Fruits globular capsules, about 55 mm
(2") diameter, (fr rough texture of leaf surface) = >chaparro 9

(Marshall 1934:11) 9 (Beard 1946:29) 9 Roughleaf, Chaparro... The

leaves are... extremely rough, so rough in fact that they have been

used as sandpaper. (Quesnell & Farrell 2000:132)

rough lemon see ROUGH-SKIN LEMON
rough on ants n obs A kind of liquid insecticide used against ants,

esp. BACHAC. (< E rough on ‘severe on; make things difficult for’) =

calypso
2 9 We would remind those whose estates are infested with

Parasol Ants that Smith Bros & Co have received another shipment of

“Rough on Ants” which they are offering for sale wholesale and

retail. (POSG 27 Sept 1907:6) 9 On that day he was bottling “rough

on ants.” (POSG 2 Nov 1907:4) 9 “Rough on Ants” was kept in other

stores under different names. (POSG 2 Nov 1907:5) 9 The Coroner

said, he found that the fire which destroyed “The Bonanza” and the

adjoining buildings on Oct 25th this year to have been caused by an

accidental explosion of a bottle of “calypso” or “rough on ants”

which was kept by certainly most of the leading stores in the town.

(POSG 2 Nov 1907:5)

rough palm n Tob Attalea butyracea, a native palm tree, stout and sol-

itary to 16 m (51') tall. Leaves erect when young, forming large

spreading crown when older. Leaves compound, 4-5 m (13-16') long,

recurved at the tip, leaf blade flat with plane vertical (perpendicular

to ground); leaflets rigid, with pattern of ridges and furrows; spaced

5-6 cm (2-2.3”) along the midrib, 1 m x 3-5 cm (3.2' x 1.2-2.3") long,

(fr very rough texture of the leaflets) = cocorite“, >trash palm 9

(Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:36-7)

rough(-skin) lemon n Citrus limon, a cultivated citrus fruit, larger

than commercial smooth-skinned lemons; skin is very bumpy, light

brownish-yellow. = lemon 9 Two teaspoons of molasses, add to the

diluted juice of the rough skin lemon. (Pavy 1987:8) 9 Rough lemon.

Citrus limon. Fruit juice is taken with sugar to treat sore throats.

(Seaforth et al 1998:525)

rouleau n obs Anilius scytale scytale, a nonvenomous snake, rare

in Trinidad. (< Fr rouleau ‘roller’, once the name by which this

entire group of snakes was known) = >burrowing false coral (snake)

9 (de Verteuil 1858:441) 9 Tortrix Scytale... Rouleau, (de Verteuil

1884:382)

rounders n Usu. with get or give , a runaround, avoidance, evasion,

confusion, double-talk. (< BrE rounders , a game in which runners go

around a set of bases) 9 They had a good laugh on it. They promised
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to give the police a few more rounders. (Bain 1974:101) 0 Life in dis

place going om as usual wid de self same rounders. (Mamits LPOS,

TG 1 1 Mar 1979) 0 E gih-ing mih rounders: implication that there has

to be money passed before that person co-operates. (Haynes

1987:185) 0 According to [him], his grandniece is giving him all

kinds of rounders, and the latest is that she is prepared to give him

only half of the money. Not one cent more! (Bomb 5 Oct 1990:18)

rounders talk n Confusion; mixed messages; double-talk. (< rounders)

0 “I doh want no rounders talk. You thief my pan or you ent thief it.

Yes or no.” (Hill 1966 [1952]:24) 0 “All right, done the rounders talk.

Give we the story straight, Harry.” (Hill 1966c:20)

round mango n A variety of cultivated mango, usu. found in the

Maracas area. Fruit small, round, dark yellow, medium sweet,

medium threads, (fr round shape) = mango round

round-ridge 1 n In sugar-cane cultivation, a small round bank about

one foot high and several feet wide made by taking earth fr sides of a

row; generally used to improve soil drainage. (< E ridge ‘a raised or

rounded strip of arable land into which a field is divided by plough-

ing’) 0 When carts are used, they cut up the cane-fields into ruts,

destroying at the same time many stools, moreover, as they are almost

in all cases driven over trenches, round-ridges, or waving land, the

animals suffer much from continual shocks, the carts themselves are

seriously racked, and the harness is worn out in a very short time,

(de Verteuil 1848:19)

2 v Make round-ridged beds. 0 Before the next cultural operation can

be started, the drain lines have to be plotted on the ground. A tractor

drawn grader is then introduced to ‘round-ridge’ or form the cam-

bered cane beds... the soil is worked up towards the centre of each

bed, and in consequence a shallow V drain is formed between the

beds. (Massy & Paterson 1933:282)

round ridging n A method of sugar-cane cultivation in which earth is

taken from the sides of a row and used to make a small round bank

about one foot high and several feet wide; generally used to improve

soil drainage. (< E ridge ‘a raised or rounded strip of arable land into

which a field is divided by ploughing’) = ridge planting 0 Round
Ridging. Two trenches are dug about two or three feet, and from 20 to

25 feet apart; the land between is rounded so as to have the appear-

ance of a road. Trenching and rounding are continued, until the whole

field has the appearance of long convex beds; the canes are planted on

these round looking beds at intervals of four feet... the business of the

planter is to endeavour to let the rain run off the land. (Joseph

1838a:92) 0 Some hands are engaged with hoes in giving to the beds

between the drains an oval shape, high in the centre, and low at the

edges, so that the rain will quickly run off them. This operation is

called ‘round-ridging.’ (On a sugar estate 1882:223)

rounds 1 n Going away, doing something, and returning; usu. with

make a. (< E round ‘a turn, walk or drive, round a place or to a series

of places, for recreation, sight-seeing, shopping, etc.’) 0 I began to

bawl, but the driver said not to worry because he was going to make a

rounds to pick up two other friends to head to Port of Spain (Punch

1979) 0 Ah tell she, ah ent moving, cause ah ent interfering wid

nobody. She make a rounds and come back again and aarkse meh to

leave. (Forum 17 Apr 1988:5)

2 n In a susu, one complete set of everyone drawing a HAND. (< E
round ‘a turn of play’) 0 Participants who received their "hands” in

the early stages of the sou-sou usually made it their duty to continue

the contributions to the end of the “rounds”. It was very rare that par-

ticipants defaulted after receiving their “hands”. On such occasions

the sou-sou “keeper” would continue the repayment of the defaulter.

(Cummings 2004:63)

3 n Male orgasm; sexual activity until orgasm. (< E round ‘a single

charge of ammunition for a firearm; a turn of play’) 0 “I make three

rounds with she last night.” (1996)

round-the-neck see PAN-ROUND-THE-NECK

route taxi n A taxi which follows a particular route, picking up and

dropping off passengers along the way, as opposed to taxis that oper-

ate from a stand. 0 You could take a route taxi from Port of Spain to

Arima, and then a next one to Sangre Grande.

roway v Cry; weep. (< H rohat ‘weeping; crying’) 0 “She rowayin too

bad since she fadder dead.” (1990)

royal palm 1 n Roystonea regia [~ Oreodoxa regia], an introduced

ornamental palm, similar to the PALMISTE, also used for avenue

planting. (< E royal ‘on a grand scale; stately; of great size or

strength’) = palmiste maho 0 The grey monumental pillars of the

royal palm towered all about them. (Naipaul 1973)

2 n Roystonea oleracea, a very tall straight-growing native palm to

40 m (130'); usu. solitary; grey trunk slightly swollen at base. Crown
large and spreading. Leaves 3-6 m (10-19') long, up to 2 m (6.4')

wide, drooping at tip. Inner part of leaf bud is edible. Tree used for

ornamental avenue planting; wood used in building. = cabbage palm,

>palmiste’ 0 Palmiste (Trinidad), Royal (Trinidad), Cabbage (Trini-

dad, Tobago)... Lowlands, swamps and hills near the coast sometimes

forming pure stands... Threatened in its natural range due to habitat

destruction. The only remaining natural stands are at Nariva Swamp;
scattered elsewhere. Widespread as an ornamental. (Comeau,

Comeau & Johnson 2003:32-3)

royal snake n obs Liophis reginae zweifeli , a small snake, (fr scien-

tific name, Latin reginae, after the queen of Sweden) = >high

wood(s) coral (snake), reticulated snake 0 (Sclater 1893)

rozh see ROJ

rub v Massage; apply pressure with the hands on parts of the body to

stimulate muscles and joints. (< E rub ‘move something, e.g. the

hand, backwards and forwards upon a surface, with some pressure

and friction’) 0 “1 had to rub me father-in-law, me mother-in-law, and

me husband three time a day. I had to rub me father-in-law back, he

two foot.” (Mahabir 2000:8) 0 Masseuses’ own careers in massaging

infants often began when they themselves began to “rub” their own
children which, during their generation, numbered as many as eleven

(av=7). Indeed, the daily ritual of massaging the newborn is an Indian

family tradition, which the Indian masseuse, as a child, would surely

have had experienced. (Mahabir 2000:7)

rubber n A narrow strip of fiat rubber wound several times around the

ends of the sticks used to play STEEL PAN in order to improve the

sound. The originator of this practice is disputed. 0 “See dat all de

pans have straps and de sticks got on dey rubber.” (Hill 1966

[
1 952] :9) 0 Elbe Mannette... was the first to put rubber on the end of

a pan stick with the aim of achieving a mellower timbre... Today sur-

gical tubing is usually used for this purpose when making sticks for

all drums except the cellos and basses. The latter drum sticks are

often made with a sponge ball which is cut in half and attached to the

end of the stick. (Haslebacher & Gallaugher 1987:58)

rubbige, rubbij n Rubbish; garbage; refuse. (< E rubbish ‘garbage;

waste’) 0 (Haynes 1987:185)

rubbing n Massage; application of pressure with the hands on parts of

the body to stimulate muscles and joints. (< rub) 0 And what about

Robert who was sick with this sickness that the bushbaths of Mama
cici could not cure, nor the rubbings of Rudolpho and Papa Marcelle?

(Lovelace 1968:179) 0 Most part-time masseuses do not request any

payment for “rubbing” an infant. (Mahabir 2000:16) 0 [The

masseuses’] knowledge of “rubbing” was supplemented by observa-

tion of other midwives’ practice in the village and, sometimes, by

observation of their own fathers’ work as a “massage man” (mas-

seur/bonesetter). (Mahabir 2000:6)

rub down v Anoint; rub someone’s body with a medicinal substance.

(< E rub down ‘clean, e.g. a horse, of dust and sweat by rubbing’) 0

(Haynes 1987:185)

rub down with macajuel/mapapee oil phr Said of someone with

loose, supple muscles, who can WINE well, (fr suppleness of a snake)

0 Rub dong/down wid mapapee/mapapire oil: used to describe person

who can really wind their hips. (Haynes 1987:185) 0 “Like he rub

down with macajuel oil.” (1994)

ruby hummingbird n obs Chrvsolampis mosquitus
,
a hummingbird,

8.75 cm (3.5") long. Male: upperparts dark brown glossed greenish;

crown and nape iridescent ruby red; throat and breast brilliant golden.

= ruby and topaz hummingbird, >ruby topaz 0 Chrysolampis moschi-

tus... is called the “Ruby Humming-bird,” from the colour of the
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crown of its head, which glitters like a ruby in the sun. (Taylor

1864:92)

ruby and topaz hummingbird n Chrysolampis mosquitus
,
a hum-

mingbird, 8.75 cm (3.5") long. Male: upperparts dark brown glossed

greenish; crown and nape iridescent ruby red; throat and breast bril-

liant golden. (< E ruby ‘red’ + topaz ‘yellow’) = ruby hummingbird,

>ruby topaz 0 Rubey and Topaz. (Chapman 1894:57) 0 Ruby-and-

topaz hummingbird. (Roberts 1934:93) 0 Ruby and topaz humming-
bird. (Street 1946:373)

ruby-topaz, rubis-topaze n Chrysolampis mosquitus [= Mellisuga

moschita], a hummingbird, 8.75 cm (3.5") long. Male: upperparts

dark brown, glossed greenish; crown and nape iridescent ruby red;

throat and breast brilliant golden; rest of underparts brown; tail dark

red-brown tipped black. Female upperparts bronze-green; underparts

pale grey with dark stripe from chin to breast; tail dark red-brown

tipped white, (fr two brightly contrasting colours of ruby red and

topaz yellow) = ruby and topaz hummingbird, ruby hummingbird 0

Trochilus Moschitus... Rubis-topaze, or ruby-crested, (de Verteuil

1884:368) 0 Ruby topaz. (Belcher & Smooker 1936a: 33) 0 But for

the eye, as well as the ear, there were delights in those avenues, hum-
mingbirds, white-breasted emerald and ruby topaz and the common
emerald. (Bryans 1 967 : 1 06) 0 Almost every time a camera-toting vis-

itor went netting with us, a male Ruby-Topaz would beg to have its

picture taken. (Worth 1967:263) 0 Chaconia flowers... provide a rich

source of nectar and are regularly visited by hummingbirds with short

bills... The brown violetear and the ruby-topaz hummingbird have

occasionally been seen feeding on Chaconia flowers. (Morean

1992j:42)

ruction, ruckshan, ruckshun, rucksion, rockshine n Confusion;

upset; fighting with noise; commotion; usu. confined to individuals.

(< dial E ruction ‘disturbance; quarrel; general riot’) 0 And them peo-

ple ain’t making joke at all, They caused such a big ruction in the

place, They even hit the Commissioner in his face. (Lord Pretender

“The Strike Situation” 1947 pr) 0 “Time ah turn round twice ah hear a

big set a ruction in de dining room.” (Macaw 1960:3) 0 “Look, if you
still want to sleep go to bed, eh? After all that ruction you made last

night you can’t keep up now!” (Anthony 1967:123) 0 To make ruc-

tion - to cause trouble or dissension. (Alladin 1970:69) 0 “But bass,

you know dat Pandit Puru make all dat ruction about de Hindu tem-

ple.” (Ladoo 1974:62) 0 All day long dey makin ruckshon bout de

water dat turn org and de drain dat block. (Mamits LPOS, TG 1 May
1977) 0 “I heard some ‘ruction’ like glass breaking, and I saw a

woman pelting stones.” (TTM 22 Aug 1986:10) 0 He throw de fish

guts in de road, An about ten pothound start tuh fight. If yuh see ruck-

shun. (Foster 1990:81) 0 “He said he would be back in 20 minutes.

The man returned two hours later when all the ruction finish. Yuh ent

see he was part of the whole thing.” (EX 28 Nov 1993:18) 0 Once
upon a time a party was pleasure, Now man walk with guns and Chi-

nese chopper, If you blow too hard in their direction, Man licking

down and causing rucksion. (Zessman “Put dem out of the Party” pr,

ND 8 Jan 1994:7)

ruction bush, rakshan, rockshen, rocktion, rokshan, ruckshan n

Tob Vernonia scorpioides, a small native shrub, distantly branched.

Leaves obovate to broadly elliptical, 5-12 cm (2-4.7") wide, some-

times shallowly toothed, a few hairs above, thinly to densely hairy

below, ribbed green and reddish. Flowers in one-sided curved spikes

to 10 cm (3.9") long, purple or mauve. Used medicinally and for

baths; sometimes rubbed on fishing equipment to ensure a good
catch. 0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Leaves... rockshen.

(Simpson 1962:329) 0 The sacred stones of shango have to be puri-

fied by washing them with certain leaves which are crushed and

mixed with water. In Trinidad this is done just before the annual cere-

mony and the leaves include three or more of the following: rock-

shen, dragon bush... (Simpson 1970:32) 0 Ruction, Rokshan,

Ruckshan. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:198) 0 Many herbs

used for medicine in one instance are used for rituals in another, e.g....

ruction bush Vernonia scorpoides. (Morean 1991:21) 0 Rocktion

bush for sores. (Chandool 2003)

ruda (extrangera) 1 n Ruta graveolens, an introduced cultivated

plant, used medicinally and ritually. 0 Ruda. (Morean 1990) 0 The
cocoa panyols... also kept the herb rue Ruta graveolens in their

households. This they called “ruda extrangera” which means
stranger’s rue or visitor’s rue, and which they believed protects their

households from any negative energies brought by the visitor, a belief

obviously brought from Europe where the plant was highly reputed

during the middle ages and later as a defense against witches.

(Morean 1991:11-2)

2 n Aristolochia trilobata, a climbing native plant. = scientific plant,

three-finger bitters, >tref 0 (Morean M-79)

rudal, roodal n A type of Indian ballad, /rudal/ (< H rudad ‘narrative;

account of circumstances’) = alha-udal 0 Birha, rasiya and Alha-Udal

(Rudal), the ballads from North India, are now disappearing. But the

singing of the Ramayana and other bhajans are still very popular. (Jha

1973:35)

rude adj Vulgar; obscene; sexually explicit or aggressive. (< E rude

‘unmannerly; uncivil; impolite; offensively or deliberately discourte-

ous’) = nasty
2
0 “A big girl and gettin’ well rude, 1 tell you.” (de

Boissiere 1952: 14) 0 “I don’t try to be too rude - 1 try to be more sug-

gestive. It’s how you think about the joke.” (EX 25 Oct 1987:13) 0

The St. Joseph sizzler says rude lips on a guy just turn her on. Get

ready to pucker up guys - this could be your lucky day. (Punch 8 Oct

1989:1) 0 UK bars ‘rude’ Aids drive... British health ministers have

vetoed an Aids campaign promoting safe sex and condoms on

grounds it was too explicit and would cause offence. (EX 30 Jan

1994:2) 0 The Mucurapo Street outlet used to boldly advertise “Rude
Modelling” on Fridays. Well, they got a rude awakening by the cops.

(Bomb 2 Feb 1996:11) 0 [He] come out and say openly how he like

Black woman, and how they sweeter and ruder than Indian Woman.
(TTM l June 1997:27)

rudeness n Sexual activity; usu. used with do. 0 Rudeness - do rude-

ness, sex act. (John 1973) 0 “Last night whole night Choon couldnt

sleep. We too old now to do rudeness. We leff dat for yong people.”

(Ladoo 1974:25) 0 “But Sita, you eh shame? A li'l girl like you, doin’

rudeness... with dat vagabon’!” (Hercules 1980:287)

rui n Cotton wool, /rui/ (< H rul ‘cotton’) 0 “Bring the rooi for me.”

(1990)

rui ke batti n Cotton wick for DIYA. /rui ke bati/ (< H rui ‘cotton’ +
ke ‘of + batti ‘candle; wick’)

rui ke kora n obs A kind of Indian dance-drama, with dancers imitat-

ing horses. (< H rui ‘cotton’ + ke ‘of + ghora ‘horse’) 0 There were

also, the almost forgotten Hindico, and Rui ke Kora which involved

horse-dancing, Raja Nall , Prahalad, Shakuntala, Murya Dhuja,

Balgobin, Now Tanki, Sarwanir, Harischandra... and Gopichand.

(OPNL Mar 1989:2)

ruku see ROUCOU
rule v Defy attempts to control; overpower or dominate unexpectedly.

(< E rule ‘control; guide; direct; govern; dominate’) 0 You are too

small to hold the baby while you eating; he will rule you. 0 The
brakes cut and the car start to rule him.

rumaai n Handkerchief; large square of cloth, /ruma: 1/ (< H rumal
‘handkerchief; towel’) 0 “He style is to tie ah red rumaai round he

wrist.” (1990) 0 Several photographs show Indian women wearing

not the orhni , but a headkerchief or rumal, sometimes of colored or

checked Madras cloth... This handkerchief was Indian, although

similar to that worn by female fellow-workers on the cocoa estates;

i.e., the “pagnols” (Spanish-speakers from Venezuela) and the Afri-

cans who had always worn their traditional head-ties. (Ramesar

1999/2000:123)

rum and roti politics n A style of political campaigning in which vot-

ers are given food and drink to encourage them to vote for a particular

party, (fr provision of food and drink for party supporters) = roti and

rum 0 (Macaw 1960) 0 Rum and roti: A style of politicking unique to

Trinidad and Tobago politics, in which the electorate is wined and

dined all the way to the polling booth. (EX-S 31 Aug 1986:13) 0

These rum-and-roti politicians exploited every possible division of

race, class and culture to capture votes. (Johnson 1988c:48) 0 And
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what about the 15 or so Saturday competitions a year known as rum
and roti events, hosted by contractors... many of them do not have the

slightest interest or expertise in the game. (TG 13 Jan 1994:6)

rum boil n Hangover; illness caused by drinking alcohol. (< E boil ‘a

hard, inflamed, suppurating tumour’) 0 He say he sick but is a rum-

boil.

rum-cork n Someone who drinks a lot of rum; a heavy or habitual

drinker, (prob. < rum-cork ‘a capful of rum’) = rum-mouth, rum-

sucker 0 Then I happened on ‘Cork’, holding court with some co-

religionists. Cork, one must explain, is a ‘character’ and his sobriquet

has nothing to do with the most recent addition to the vernacular, but

is simply an appendage to the word rum. “Let me introduce you to

Victor Anthony Thomas, age 19,” Cork said, holding a not unfamiliar

half-empty bottle aloft. "He does prefer if you call him by his ini-

tials.” (EX 17 Apr 1988:8) 0 “Yuh sure to find de ole rum cork in dat

rumshop round de comer.” (Baptiste 1993:139)

rumfle, rumffle v Disarrange; crumple; make a mess of; wrinkle.

(< dial E rumfle ‘rumple; ruffle’) = ramfle
1

, rample
1

0 “The only

thing I have to declare is that I want to get the #%$& out of here. And
if yuh rumffle my clothes in there, I am going to declare your arse

hurt.” (Gallaugher 1991:276) 0 Just a month aback this vagrant fella

slip in me maxi and piss down all over me back set and then step out

back again. Cool-cool. Like if is he own personal urinal or something.

If 1 did bounce him up doing that nastiness, well, I woulda make a jail

in truth, because 1 woulda slice out he business first of all and then

rumfle him up good and proper with me gilpin. (Maharaj 1992:28) 0

“Look how you go an rumfle up de good coverled ah make up de bed

with!” (Baptiste 1993:47) 0 Draw in he collar and tie, and make it

rumfle up, like he does sleep in them. (Hill 1995:89)

rum friend n A friend with whom you meet to drink regularly, but do

not associate much with otherwise. 0 (Haynes 1987:36)

rum goblet n Adam’s apple; the bump in a man’s throat produced by

large vocal cords, (fr belief that a large bump indicates a fondness for

drinking rum + goblet )
= rum goggles

rum goggles n Adam’s apple; the bump in a man's throat produced by

large vocal cords, (fr belief that a large bump indicates a fondness for

drinking mm) = rum goblet

rum jumbie n Habitual drunkard; alcoholic, (fr jumbie-like state

induced by alcoholism) 0 Rum jumbie, bound fo drunk - a compul-

sive drinker, an alcoholic. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

rum mouth n Someone who drinks a lot of mm; a heavy or habitual

drinker. = rumcork, mm-sucker, mm-tess 0 The restaurant is for the

racist French workers and the mm shops are for the local mm mouths.

(Mirror 1983)

rummy, romey, rommy, romee n A kind of card game, usu. accom-
panied by betting. (< E rummy ‘several card games in which the

object is to acquire mns or flushes of three or more cards’) 0 Tengo
loss all he money in de wapee and rommy, playing at cards, he loss all

he money, (trad, song) 0 Six men playing Romey for stakes under a

house at Cocoyea Village at noon were raided. (WG 1 Dec 1930:7) 0

There was a concourse of men of all shades gathered in them... play-

ing poker, wappi, romee and baccarat. (TG 2 May 1933:1) 0 You’ll

have to play wappy, dice or mmmy, Or take some hand in negro-

mancy. (Tiger “Try a Screw to Get Through” 1936) 0 Terry produced

a pack of cards and the three men started playing romey. (Bain

1974:57) 0 In some barrack-yards the [drinking] sessions accompa-
nied gambling with dice in a game known as “sebby-lebby” (sevens

and elevens) and with cards in games known as “mmmy” and

“wappy”. (Cummings 2004:101)

rumshop, rum shop rt A shop which sells liquor by glass and bottle,

and small snacks such as nuts; mostly frequented by men, who can sit

and drink, sometimes play billiards. = recreation club 0 Mista Spec-

tater, i want trouble you fu one ting agen, da fu you peak to awee
gobena bout dem mm shap pan de estate, fu he shut dem up, an make
dem mm sella go-way. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 The defendant swore

he had purchased the three pints ofmm from a mm shop in his neigh-

bourhood. (POSG 7 May 1907:2) 0 Disastrous Fire in La Brea - Two
Rumshops Destroyed. (TG 28 May 1933:3) 0 When the harvest is in.

and I reap me crop, I sleep and wake up in a mmshop. (Atilla & Exec-

utor “The Drinker and the Gambler” 1938) 0 Yes at any mmshop or

night club you go to, Ask for Quay Brand and see they give it to you.

(Zebra "Quay Brand Beer” 1950 pr) 0 The Mauvais Temps or “Bad
Time” mmshop stood adjacent on the comer of Abercromby and

Oxford Streets, where one could “cool your brains” after a fight.

(Crowley 1956a: 195) 0 In the crowded mmshops it is easy to get

drunk again with friends of the year before. (Lovelace 1968:8) 0 The
only “mm shop” in Cumana is centrally situated so that when villag-

ers assemble on the weekends, the men migrate there naturally,

instinctively. They are usually paid by the week depending on their

social status, and after a week of hard work they generally recreate

themselves by playing cards and draughts and drinking. (Woodroffe

1974:21 ) 0 The fellows at the mmshop had stood one another drinks.

If he didn't stand his hand when his mm came, he would have been

called a nail. It was tme he had got himself a little sweet, but it was
only because he had to keep his self-respect. (Naipaul 1976:189) 0

Everyone on the sugar estate got paid on Saturday, and went to the

junction where there were a few shops, stores, a rum-shop, and hun-

dreds of peddlars who spread out their goods on the ground. (Khan

1987:9) 0 They played right into the hands of other less fortunate

mmshops in the area, whose stocks had mn low. (Bomb 7 Sept

1990:14) 0 No respectable woman would be seen in de vicinity of ah

mmshop. Although it had some brave women who didn’t care bout

no respectability wen it come tuh collectin de rent money or de

money tuh buy food fuh de chirren. Deyltse tuh block de man by de

door an demand de cash before he drink out all wit de boys. (Foster

1990:43) 0 The Portuguese in Trinidad and Tobago typically opened

mm-shops with adjacent groceries or dry goods stores, in some cases,

or both. (Ferreira 1994:37) 0 There are two mmshops but they are

almost always deserted because people don’t have money to drink.

(Pires 1 995d: 15) 0 It's like a dying man who is terrified of doctors

and keeps them away, as did Eric Williams. Whether to his or our det-

riment is still inspiration for much mmshop talk. (Johnson 2002)

rumshop lime see LIME

rum-sucker n Someone who drinks a lot of mm; a heavy or habitual

drinker. (< E suck ‘drink continuously’) = rumcork, rum-mouth, mm
tess 0 Spose dacta bin come see me, he bin go curse me, say da too

much mm me drink. / Da tme too, he no bin go tell bit lie neader -

you da regular mm-sucker. (TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0 “A (mm) sucker is

bom every minute.” (J. de Boissiere 1945c: 18) 0 “Who the hell you

think you is at all... a pissin’ tail mm-sucker who turn obeah man and

giving the island a bad name with all your nonsense.” (Khan

1964:141) 0 And Pulbassia and Jasso were real mm suckers; they

were glad to be in charge of mm, but they couldn’t figure out why Pa

wanted them to keep Ma dmnk all the time. (Ladoo 1972:89) 0 “You
mm sucker, you ungrateful dog. I felt sorry for you that is why I mar-

ried you.” (Doodnath 1989:15) 0 He took the bottle and with a flour-

ish unscrewed the cork. He then tipped the bottle and let a few drops

fall to the ground. ‘For the spirit,' he announced. He passed the bottle

to Prince without taking any. ‘This is for all-you rum-suckers.’

(Boodhoo 1994:32)

rum talk n Saying or promising things when dmnk that you would not

do if sober. 0 (Haynes 1987:35)

rum tess n arc Someone who drinks a lot of mm; a heavy or habitual

drinker. (< tess) = mmcork, mm-mouth, mm-sucker 0 “Make some

spree!” “What happen, girl, you sweet or what?” “Listen nuh, you

ever know me to get dmnk? 1 is a old mm tess, oui.” (Hart 1966:23)

run 1 v Escape; go away; mn to. (< dial E run ‘mn away from; fly

from’) 0 Some does mn San Fernando, some Mayaro (Growler

“Calypso Behind the Wall” 1938) 0 Matilda, she take me money and

mn Venezuela (Radio “Matilda” 1939)

2 v Chase; chase away; cause to mn; mn off. (< dial E run ‘cause to

mn; chase; pursue’) = race, ran away 0 Pa had no heart because he

was mnning Balraj in the riceland. (Ladoo 1972:20) 0 His wife... ran

a schoolboy who was walking on the grass, telling him she didn’t

want anybody walking on her land. (Bomb 20 Feb 1987:20) 0 “Ah see

some mango under a tree and ah went tuh eat them but the people mn
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mih.” (Ali 1993:112-3) 0 De boy say, “Meh modder run meh from de

house, an’ ah goin’ to meet God.” (Mahabir 2005:99)

3- v Chase; hunt; go after. (< dial E run ‘cause to run; chase; pursue’)

0 The dog ran the fowl and caught it. (ESTT 1956)0 ‘Ah know we
would ah lose... I sure dem fellas been fetein’ de night before an’ run

ah set ah woman, no wonder dey get out so stupid. ’ (Keens-Douglas

1984:76) 0 If [he] ever gets back his virility after all those deadly

blows, he would be running women in no time. (Bomb 1 Aug 1986:9)

0 “You could run a wild meat there.” (1990) 0 To remind them that

life is more than running woman and beating every Saturday night

fete. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:83)

4 v With belly, gut, etc., cause LOOSE BOWELS, diarrhea. (< colloq. E
run ‘suffer from diarrhea’, e.g. “It kept her running all night.”) 0 Weh
sweet goat ah run ’e gut. (Illicit joys bring pain.) (Daniel msl ca

1960) 0 So much mango yuh just eat go run yuh belly.

5 v Give; provide; dole out; pay out; make a payment. Sometimes this

payment is secret or illegal, in return for a service. 0 A reputable

model, whom he promised a top job at the station, put a good cussing

on him after she realised she had to ‘run sex’ to get the position.

(Bomb 3 Oct 1986:9) 0 It is not the white man or the rich man in

Goodwood Park who demand that women ‘run something’ to get a

piece of the action. (Bomb 19 Dec 1986:21) 0 “I then asked [him]

when I should start working. To my great surprise, he told me that I

would have to ‘run something’ first.” (Blast 13 Oct 1989:16) 0 Mean-
while, the wait-and-see game here continues until government comes

to the rescue and runs some ready cash. (Bomb 26 Oct 1990:7) 0

“Run some rum here, nah man.” (1996)

run a drunk phr Go on a drunken binge, over-indulge in alcohol. 0 A
whole family, through past misdeeds or obeah, may be blighted... If

your father was mad, ran a drunk or had a reputation for science, you

are regarded as that much more vulnerable. (Littlewood 1993:53) 0 I

run a real drunk last night.

run a hand phr Practice, usu. not seriously, on a STEELDRUM; try

something without paying much attention. 0 We just running a hand,

coasting a try, get mi hand in for this new piece,

run away v Chase; chase away; cause to run. = run
2 0 “I used to

threaten them and run them away.” (EX 14 Oct 1990: 17)

run behind v Run after; chase; look for. (< run
2 + behind

1

) 0 “And
you have your own man, what you running behind other women men
for?” (Jones 1973:178) 0 “She’s running behind her husband and the

children are running behind her.” (1980) 0 The victim ran behind the

[vice-principal] and it was then the attacker allegedly pulled the gun,

but quickly put it back into his waist and ran off in the opposite direc-

tion. (TTM 10 Oct 1989:25)

run blood to water phr Work without reward; worry; to be concerned

but with no result. 0 “five run my blood to water for the miserable fif-

teen dollars - ” She broke off. (de Boissiere 1952:273) 0 Earthquake

and thing like that in God hands, so why they running their blood to

water. (Tante Tante, TG 25 Sept 1993:17)

run down 1 v Chase after, esp. of a man going after a woman. (< E
run down ‘pursue or hunt until caught or killed’) = run 0 “When she

was at school she was running down Alan and going out with, let’s

see, Dave Chow, Louis Jenkins, all of them at one time.” (Jones

1973:54) 0 “Once I find a young lady that pleases me, I tend to stay

with her, rather than, you know, womanise and run down every-

thing.” (EX 18 Jan 1987:20-1) 0 Although he was married, it never

stopped him from running down other women. (Bomb 17 Nov
1989:9)

2 v In WHE-WHE, play the same numbers until they win. = mind mark
0 Minding Marks: Play the same numbers until they win. For every

successive draw that players mind numbers, they increase their

wager, e.g. by $1.00. Also called ‘Run Down’. (Besson 1999:49)

run fares phr Work as a prostitute; accept money or goods in

exchange for sexual favours. = >make fares 0 “She is a real bandit,

running fares and ting.” (2000)

run in the vein phr Deep-seated; coming naturally to a person; in the

blood; part of the person. (< E run in the blood ‘hereditary; in a fam-

ily or race’ + E vein ‘blood vessel; personal character or disposition')

0 “She badness run in the vein.” (1990)

run jockey phr A children’s game in which sticks are raced in running

water. (<jockey ’) = play jockey 0 De urinal was ah half ah drum with

some camphor balls in it. It was stink, stink, stink. An tuh make
matters worse it was emptyin in ah drain leadin tuh de same canal dat

we use tuh run jockey race in. (Foster 1990:41) 0 There was another

game called “Running Jockey”. This was to shape flimsy bits of

wood about one to two inches long and half-inch wide and drop them

into the water at an agreed signal, usually “one-two-three, a jockey

and away”. The jockeys then drifted while the respective owners

moved alongside the canal, bent and urging them on in the same man-
ner as a jockey would on a racehorse. The more enterprising players

waxed their jockeys with melted candles so they glided on the surface

of the water. The jockeys were given the names of outstanding

racehorses and the stakes would have been buttons, marbles, pins,

and on rare occasion, money when youths participated. (Cummings
2004:109)

run message phr Do MESSAGES, errands; get things, do small tasks

for someone. (< dial E message ‘errand; shopping’ < E message

‘business entrusted to a messenger; mission; errand’) = >make mes-

sage 0 Harvey is de fella who does run message for Lai when Lai

want anyting in ah hurry. (Keens-Douglas 1984:69)

run mouth (on) phr Talk a lot, esp. to criticize; boast or tell tales

about someone. (< AmE run one’s mouth ‘talk profusely or exces-

sively; complain’) 0 Trinidad is my land and of it I am proud and

glad, But ah can’t understand, Why some people does talk it bad. All

of them what running they mouth, Don’t know what they talking

’bout. (Sniper “Portrait of Trinidad” pr, in Roberts 1965) 0 They run-

ning their mouth, they aint care a damn. Some of them like they eat

parrot bam bam. (Kitchener “Let Them Crow” 1971 pr) 0 So I came
up to them - I scared, eh, but I talking, I running mih mouth - and I

say [to the Americans] “You too lose!” They just look at me. And I

start to curse. Telling off everybody. 1 said, “Ah go beat all a’ all yuh

in here!” (EX 9 Nov 1986:29) 0 “A-a neighb, yuh eh hear Brenda run-

nin’ she mout’ on me. She sayin’ how I is a dutty, wotliss ’oman.”

(Sweetbread, EX 15 Aug 1987) 0 Aye, by de way, all dis time ah run-

nin meh mout. (Foster 1990:38)

runner n In WHE-WHE, a person who collects bets. = courier,

>marker, tout, travelling agent 0 Runner: A person who collects

marks and wagers and takes them to the banker. (Besson 1999:175)

running ants n A small ant, prob. Paratrechina spp., that runs

quickly, and does not bite. = >crazy ants 0 All the people here like

running ants.

running belly n Diarrhoea; dysentery. (< colloq E run ‘suffer press-

ingly from diarrhoea’) = runs 0 (Haynes 1987:76)

running picka n Smilax cumanensis , a native tendril climber, some-

times sparsely prickly, with minute flowers and black berry-like fruit

5-10 mm (.2-.4") diameter. (< E running ‘of plants, creeping, climbing

or spreading rapidly’) = sarsparilla 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:108)

runnings n Venereal infection with discharge. (< E running ‘of sores,

discharging matter’) = runs
2
0 A week after he went with the girl he

get the runnings.

run no tail see NO TAIL

run roller see ROLLER 1

runs 1 n Diarrhoea; loose bowels. (< E run ‘suffer pressingly from

diarrhoea’) = running belly 0 Shrimps does give me runs.

2 n Venereal infection with discharge. (< E run ‘of liquid, flow; dis-

charge a liquid’) = >runnings 0 She won't go with him because he

always have runs.

run spree phr Be on a SPREE, having a good time drinking, partying,

etc., esp. moving from place to place. (< E run ‘go about freely with-

out restraint; operate) 0 They were all running a spree together when
she took the money. (POSG 25 Sept 1907:6)
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run taxi phr Drive a taxi for a living. (< AmE run ‘direct, conduct or

carry on a business’) 0 He’s the only one still running taxi on that

road.

run the tune phr Rehearse a Panorama competition tune in its

entirety. (< E run ‘cause to move or pass in a quick or easy manner’)

0 We run the tune two-three times.

run water 1 phr Of the eyes, be full of tears; crying. (< E run ‘flow;

be wet with’, usu. with with) 0 She eye runnin water.

2 phr Of a wound, have liquid matter coming out. 0 The following

day the bums on the right side of his body started peeling off and

“running” water. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:13)

run with v Hang around with; spend a lot of time with. (< AmE run

with ‘befriend; associate with a person or group’) 0 He and he brother

does ran with a set a rango chirren.

rush v Make romantic or sexual advances. (< AmE rush ‘court a

woman by means of frequent entertainment, dating, etc.’) 0 When he

had heard of Henry’s rushing Myra he had been very angry with

Henry, telling him that he did not like the idea of his marrying a Prot-

estant. (Mendes 1934: 106) 0 He had never rushed her, made a serious

pass at her. (Naipaul 1958:31) 0 Compai had laughed. ‘You ever hear

of any overseer who didn't rush women on the estate? Must be one in

every hundred who was decent.’ (Boodhoo 1994:264)

rush crabier n Tigrisoma lineatum lineatum [= T. brasiliensis] (E

rufescent tiger-heron), a bird. 27 cm (10.5") long. Head, neck and

sides of breast dark red-brown, barred black; upperparts blackish

with small buff markings; underparts white with broad brown
streaks. (< E rush ‘rush; reed; a tall grass-like plant’ + crabier )

=

crabier jonc 0 (Chapman 1894:82) 0 (Roberts 1934:88)

rush the brush phr Do something too quickly and therefore not well.

Saying in full usu. Doh rush de brush or yuh get dab. (< E rush

‘move or cause to move in an unusually rapid manner, without con-

sideration’) 0 [She] ‘rushed the [brush] and got dab’ during the Sen-

ate sitting last week when she attempted to move a motion. ( 7TA/ 21

July 1987:7)

rustabout n An odd-job man in a company. (< E roustabout ‘ordinary

workman in an oil-drilling operation’) 0 (Haynes 1987:90)

rusty dove n Leptotila verreauxi verreauxi (Trin) and L.v. tobagensis

(Tob) (E white-tipped dove), a bird, 27.5 cm (11"). Forehead pinkish

grey; rest of head and neck grey; upperparts and wings brown; under-

parts whitish; breast tinged pink. (< E rusty, from reddish-brown

color) = ground dove3
,
>mountain dove 1

, touterelle a paupieres

bleues 0 (Belcher & Smooker 1936a:6)

rusty-tipped page n Siproeta epaphus [~ Metamorpha epaphus\, a

butterfly, wingspan 6.9 cm (2.75"). Dark brown with a wide central

white band; nearly all of outer upper wing rusty brown. (< E rusty,

fr reddish-brown color + Fr page /pa^ a type of butterfly) 0 (Bar-

cant 1970:78-9)



-s, -os suf An ending added to someone’s name or nickname, usu. a

man, to indicate familiarity or affection. (< E -s, a shortened form of

the diminutive suffix -sy usu. added to proper names or to indicate

contempt) 0 Judy stood in the half-open doorway... “Don’t frown,

Judes.” (Ramkeesoon 1975:29) 0 [T]hat damning pronouncement

was finally uttered by John Public, “Blue Boy gone through.” But

what is the truth? I sought the answers from the “Blues” himself. (EX-

2 20 Sept 1987:1) 0 It is rare when you would hear the call at 7 am,

“Aye, neighbs, come take a drink, nah. Is Christmas.” (TG 25 Dec

2002 : 10)

sa- prefiarc All; the whole group. (< H sa- ‘with; possessed of; related

to’) 0 “Take sa-bukree an dem to the field.” (1990)

sa see also SAR

saa- see also SA-

saada mahatam n A traditional Indian tassa drum rhythm HAND.
/sa:da mahatam/ (< H sada ‘plain; unadorned; simple’ + mahatam
‘greatness; dignity’) 0 Hands like chowbola and nagara are played at

Hindu weddings, while during occasions like “Hosay” hands like the

saada mahatam and teen chopra hold sway. (Anthony 1997:557)

saajhe v Prepare, e.g. cook food, clean house, /saic^he/ (< H sajana

‘cause to prepare’) 0 “All now so we saajheing for the wedding.”

(1990)

saajhe bojhe v Do anything in a slow manner. /sa:djhe bot^e/ (< Bh-

Ang sajhe boje ‘get ready; decorate’) 0 Time you saajhe bojhe and

reach ah might dead for that cup ah water.

saanay v Mix together, usu. said of dishes containing rice, vegetables

or meat, mixed together with the fingers, /same/ (< H-Bh sannaa

‘mix in; smear’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:37)

saar n A term of address and reference for a man’s wife’s brother;

brother-in-law. /sa:r/ (< Bh sar ‘wife’s brother; brother-in-law’) =

saarubhai
2
0 Saar and not saalaa for wife’s brother... [is a] linguistic

[legacy] from U.P. and Bihar. (Jha 1973:40)

saari n A term of address or reference for a man’s wife’s younger sis-

ter. /sa:ri/ (< Bh, H sali ‘sister-in-law’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:38)y

saarubhai InA term of address or reference for the husbands of two

sisters, to each other. /sa:rub
h
ai/ (< H sarhu ‘wife’s sister’s husband’

+ bhaT ‘brother’)

2 n Brother-in-law; wife’s brother. (< H sarhu ‘wife’s sister’s hus-

band’ + bhaT ‘brother’) = >saar

3 n Wife’s sister’s husband. (< H sarhu ‘wife’s sister’s husband’ +
bhaT ‘brother’) 0 “Me and meh saroobhai does pull real good.” ( 1 990)

saas n A term of address or reference for a mother-in-law; the mother

of a woman’s husband or a man’s wife. /sa:s/ (< H sasu ‘mother-in-

law’) 0 “Meh saas coming by de house today.” (1990)

sabana blanca n A traditional type of popular Venezuelan Spanish

song, /sabana blaqka/ (< Sp sabana blanca ‘white sheet; altar cloth’)

0 Secular lyrical songs such as guarapo, manzanare (in Trinidad they

have been referred to together as guarapo de manzanare) and sabana

blanca , all in octosyllabic verse, are... variations of the Venezuelan

Polo Coriano.... [T]he difference between the sabana blanca and the

manzanares, for example, was the tona... manzanares, guarapo,

sabana blanca, and even the less popular guacharaca or the paloma
and gallina were traditional joropo melodies that had also been

played in Venezuela. They derived their names from the central sub-

ject matter of the song. In each case the stanzas followed no specific

order, and were measured in eight syllabic quatrains with a strict

rhyming pattern. One always expected the assonance of second and

fourth lines, and one was seldom disappointed. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:67-70)

sabby, sabbee, saby, savvy 1 v obs Know; know about, /sabi, savi/ (a

widespread feature of “pidgin” or “trade” E prob. < Ptg/Sp saber

‘know’) = saber 0 When asked if he thought God would forgive him

and make him happy, if he were not baptized, he ans, me no go savy

dat, that is, I do not know; but I think, I should be christened. (Elliot

LMS 2 July 1809) 0 “Me no allow dat sort of ting... me take away

your cutlashes, you savey dat?” (Ralph Woodford, in Coleridge

1825:84-5) 0 “Have patience,” said the master. “Hab patience,”

retorted the negro, “patience wid full belly sabby tell hungry belly

keep heart!” (TG 9 Oct 1827) 0 Wat you call em say, me no know he

farder, but dem say he da one cleber man, him saby nuse big word.

( TRD 7 May 1851:3) 0 “Massa, you sabby read?” (TRD 12 Feb

1853:3) 0 “Hey!” said he, “Neber mind droguer now; me bring it by-

and-by. Hey, go ’way! me sabey very well what for do.” (Wilkins

1854:74) 0 Coolie English, too, is in itself a sort of patois of another

kind, and it needs a little apprenticeship for you to understand that

when your newly-engaged Oriental servant tells you, ‘Gi um pitty

mangy, massa, me sabby do um all someting dis side,’ he intends to

convey to you that if you give him his food he can undertake any

work you may require. (Collens 1888:48)

2 n Knowledge; sense; savvy. 0 Cho! da massa da command Port a

Spain Gazette, he no hab sabby nuf fou massa Hinde. Oui foutre!

massa Hinde chap he up lek me bin nuise fou chap beef fo! (TSn

8 Apr 1858)

sabellick n Pomacanthus arcuatus (E grey angelfish, black angelfish),

a marine fish of good eating quality. = portugais 0 (Vincent 1910:50)

0(Mendes 1940:17)

saber v obs Know; know about, (a widespread feature of “pidgin” or

“trade” E, prob. < Ptg/Sp saber ‘know’) = >sabby’ 0 He leave Massa

Chase and Massa Crawford Parson for we - who saber only for say

the Amen!! (TRD 23 June 1849:2) 0 “Buddy Nelson, me hear ’y

buckra say that Massa Parson Charlie gone to Goldafomia to dig for

gold, to make him fat like picaninny chicken com big fowl, and that

he leave Massa Chase and Massa Crawford Parson for we - who
saber only for say the Amen!!” ( TRD 23 June 1849:2)

sabhaa n Assembly; meeting; audience, /sabha:/ (< H sabha ‘assem-

bly; meeting; company’) 0 “No sabha, too much rain falling.” (1990)

sabil n Water or sherbet given to the thirsty during the month of

Muharram. /sabil/ (< U sabl) 0 (Korom 2003:278)

sabot n arc A type of shoe with a leather top and laces, and with thick

wooden soles, /sabo/ (< Fr/E sabot ‘a shoe with a thick wooden sole

and uppers of coarse leather’ < Fr sabot ‘wooden shoe made of a sin-

gle piece of wood hollowed out to fit the foot’) 0 Accused wore boots

or sabots. He never saw him barefooted. (TG 5 Feb 1919:7) 0 By their

laziness and disdain for manual labour it fell to [the colonists’] lot to

sleep on straw beds, to clothe themselves in guayco (Indian rough

cloth), to wear sabots and to eat in calabashes. (Ottley 1955:47) 0

Every time he rocked, the heels of his sabots clacked on the tile floor.

(Naipaul 1958:29) 0 Pat sat on the nearby stairs and contemplated his

toes that stuck out of his sabot. (Hosein 1980:121)

saby see SABBY

saca-saca see saka-saka

sachaare v Put seeds in earth carefully to grow, e.g. in a nursery bed.

/satfaire/ (< Bh sachare ‘sprinkle’; siche ‘plant’) 0 “Before ah forget

leh me sachaare this Balcatiyaa pepper seed - ah really doh want to

lose it.” (1990)

sachcha adj Honest; true; trustworthy, /satjtfa/ (< H sachcha ‘true;

truth-teller’) 0 “He is sachcha.” (1990)

sackysac n Several native species of Inga, similar to POIS DOUX but

with wingless compound leaves and fruit pods with edible sugary
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pulp. I. laurina, the most common, a tall straight tree, girth to 2.4 m
(8'), greyish bark, underbark chocolate brown. Fruit a smooth pod

15 x 4 cm (6" x 1.5"), flattened with raised edges. Wood hard, fairly

heavy. I. punctata , a small evergreen tree, girth to 1.2 m (4'). Light

bark, pink underbark. Leaves minutely hairy. Fruit a flattened pod,

12.5 cm x 2.5 cm (5" x 1"), smooth when old. I. heterophylla, 4 pairs

of leaflets, fruit pod 10 x 2.5 cm (4" x 1") with thickened margins. I.

thibaudiana, a small evergreen tree, girth to 90 cm (3'). Thin greyish

bark, leaves minutely hairy, flowers on spikes. Fruit pod 10" x 1",

flat, margins slightly raised. Also I. acuminata and I. setifera ,
usu.

known as pois doux. /sakisak/ (fr sound of rattling dry seed pods) =

black pois doux, wild pois doux 0 Pois Doux. Sacky Sac... Inga sp.

(setifera, venosa, acuminata, hartii, ingoides, edulis, macrophylla,

laurina, heterophylla, punctata, thibaudiana). (FTT 1931-1-4:303)0

(Marshall 1934:45) 0 (Beard 1946:32)

sada puja n Any Hindu religious ceremony performed without animal

sacrifice, /sada puc^a/ (< H sada ‘plain; unadorned; simple’ + puja

‘worship; offering’) 0 “I prefer do sada pooja, ah cyan take on sacri-

fice.” (1990)

sada rod, saddha, sadha n A plain, flat, thick round bread, cooked

without oil, usu. over an open flame. Typically cut into quarters,

filled with cooked vegetables, and eaten for breakfast, /sada roti/ (< H
sada ‘plain; unadorned; simple’ + roti) 0 A typical [Christmas] meal

consisted of a heap of rice, darl, three or four pieces of curried

“ghose” and/or fowl meat, a whole folded roti - either plain sada or

dosti or darl-purrie. (Alladin 1970:59) 0 Perhaps you have always

prided yourself on the excellent fingerlicking good ‘Sada’ roti and

Channa and Alloo with some coconut chutney or kuchela on the side.

(TTM 8 May 1987:14) 0 Nevertheless, the book remains a distinctly

Jamaican publication. Its discussion of breakfast food, for example,

makes no mention about sada roti, the breakfast staple in the homes

of thousands of Indo-Trinidadian[s], (TTR Oct 1992:32) 0 He really

should consider coming to town and opening a restaurant, or at least a

breakfast shed: his tomato choka and sada roti would finance a maxi,

if he had bulk trade. (Pires 1 994f: 15) 0 Each day they would set forth

for the fields after a modest meal of tea and roti, carrying a big-sized

saddha roti with bhaji (spinach) or pumpkin for their breakfast or

mid-morning break. (Ramesar 1999/2000:123)

Saddle n The pass on the Saddle Road through the Maraval valley,

just east of the fork where the left turn goes to Maracas and the right

turn goes to the Santa Cruz valley; cut by the U.S. military during

World War II. (< E saddle ‘a ridge connecting two hills’) 0 The way
“over the saddle” then runs south out of the city. (Vandercook 1938)

0 “De nex’ night again, a neighbour was givin’ mih a drop from de

L’Hospice to Belmont an’ we come over de Saddle for a drive.”

(Macaw 1960:51) 0 The road which ascends steeply into the Northern

Range via a narrow pass called “The Saddle”, which connects the

Santa Cruz Valley on to the Maraval Valley, continue north on to the

North Coast Road. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:21)

saddle horse phr Usu. negative, to indicate that two people do not get

along. 0 Saddle horse with s.o. - to get along with. (John 1973) 0 “Me
and he can’t saddle horse.” (1987) 0 “What ah go tell you?” asked

Philmore. “You know,” said Lizee. “Dat is why we can’t saddle

horse. You always know before I know,” said Philmore. (Homer
1995) 0 But after spending four months together, they couldn’t saddle

horses and split up again. (TG 12 Dec 2004:6)

sadha roti see sada roti

sadhu, sadhoo, sardoo n A traditional Hindu man, usu. older, who
abstains from meat and alcohol, and leads a very religious life, not

concerned with family or worldly affairs (female: SADHUAIN), /sadhu/

(< H sadhu ‘good; pious; virtuous; holy’) 0 He knew the deceased to

be a “Sardoo” who walked from place to place soliciting alms. (TG
28 Aug 1919:10) 0 Now I’ve change up my whole life plan. I’m

living the life of a sadhu man. (Tiger “Sadu Man” 1935 pr) 0 A sad-

dhu (Hindu ascetic) in Trinidad is mainly defined as a person who
abstains from meat, alcohol, and sexual intercourse. (Niehoff &
Niehoff 1960:54) 0 A saddhu lived at the San Fernando temple,

tended the gods in the mandir, maintained the ablution of the lingam

stone and cleaned the ashram. (Clarke 1986:102) 0 ‘E see a li’F kuti

(temple) an’ two saadhu (ascetic men) sleepin’ like dey dead.’ (Maha-

bir 2005:100) 0 [H]e was now using forceful language, which he

almost never did, because he was training to be a Sadhu, a Hindu

priest. (Andersen 2004:8)

sadhua bhajan n Traditional Hindu wake songs, /sadhua bhac^art/

(< H sadhu ‘good; pious; virtuous; holy’ + bhajan ‘adoration; hymn’)

0 Sadhua Bhajan: These are death songs sung by a group of men on

the night of the wake to the beating of the “Hoorka” or “Khanjri”

(drums), and jhals. (Ahyoung 1977:73)

sadhuain, sadhwain n A traditional Hindu woman, usu. older, who
abstains from meat and alcohol, and leads a very religious life, not

concerned with family or worldly affairs (male: SADHU). /sadhuain/

(< H sadhu + -in, feminine) 0 There are a few female ascetics also,

who are called saddhuain. Their qualification for this title is that they

abstain from meat and alcohol and devote themselves to religious

affairs. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:131) 0 “She is a sadhwain person

fuh twenty-five years now.” (1990)

sadhwain see SADUAIN

saf see SAPHI

safe n A wooden or board and screen box in which foodstuffs etc. are

placed to protect them from insects or vermin. A simple form of SAFE

is a single cabinet with mesh walls. More complicated ones have

three sections: a bottom cabfnet with two solid doors; a middle sec-

tion of drawers; and a top cabinet with mesh sides and a raised dome-

like cover, which opened backward, used to keep cooked food until it

is eaten. (< arc BrE safe ‘a ventilated chest or cupboard for protecting

food’) 0 They will want a double safe and a bureau. And pretty

carpets to put upon the floor. (Growler “Women Diplomacy” 1940) 0

SAFE, n., a receptacle used to store food and provisions. (Rodman

1971:235) 0 “David, you mean to say you can’t spell sweet bread,

boy? And you always in the safe pinching the sweet bread.” (Alleyne-

Forte 1994:13) 0 Her mother bought an oil cloth to put on the table

and safe to finish off the decor. (TG 18 Dec 1995)

saffron, saffran n Curcuma longa , a cultivated plant; yellow-fleshed

rhizomes, used as seasoning. (< E saffron , a yellow material fr flower

stigmas of Crocus sativa , used in cooking, fr similar colour) = >hardi,

kesar 0 The families interviewed made a distinction between curry

and massala.... They argue that curry is mainly “saffron” or “haldi”

(tumeric) and most of the other tasty ingredients are missing in curry.

(Pariag 1975:13) 0 They brought saffron. Mira set to grinding the saf-

fron into a paste with coconut oil on the stone slab used for grinding

massala... Then together they laid the saffron paste thick upon the

body of Ratni - on all the parts of her body that were blue and black

and bruised. (Naipaul 1976:32) 0 Tumeric (saffron) was used for

painting the body in rites connected with birth, marriage, death and in

agriculture. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:52) 0 The headline to a recent

article in one of the dailies read “Saffron - the king of spices”. The

article goes on to suggest that while saffron sells at $140.00 an ounce

in New York, it is possible to obtain a pound at $10.00 in Trinidad.

Here the writer was mistaking the locally available turmeric for the

saffron, since the turmeric is called saffron locally. (Morean 1991:50)

0 The turmeric or hardee. Curcuma longa... is well known locally as a

culinary as well as a medicinal agent... The plant is commonly and

incorrectly referred to in Trinidad as saffron, on account of the use of

the rhizome to extract a dye-stuff of the same colour. (Morean

1 99 1 c:26) 0 Saffron and chadon beni grew wild. (Deen 1994:30)

saga, sagger, swagger 1 adj Fancy, stylish, esp. of clothes, /saga/

(< E swagger ‘conduct marked by an air of superiority or defiant or

insolent disregard of others’) = hot
10

0 [The] majority of the dancers

affected what has become known locally as the “Swagger Model”

style, but while this would be revolting to the critic of precise dancing

the people seemed to be enjoying themselves innocently after their

fashion. (TG 6 Feb 1921:7) 0 “Sagger” is the child of the word

“swagger;” colloquial meaning: to swank; to make style. The letter

“w” was omitted, and the word was already in usage some consid-

erable time before the coming of the Americans and also was

unknown in the United States prior to the commencement of the Base
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construction. The very long jackets (“drapes”) are called “sagger”

coats because of their resemblance to women’s swagger coats. I have

not yet seen any American worker, either on or off the Bases, nor any

merchant seaman wearing the zoot suits so fashionable among a cer-

tain class of local young men. (TG 6 Feb 1945:4) 0 Evidently, he is

unaware that this expression appeared in our idiom early in 1941, a

little early, surely, to refer to the few ex-American workers who
parade our streets in small-bottomed trousers and knee-length coats...

it has been suggested that the original expression “sagger boy”

referred to those native Lotharios who, as a result of their vaunted

successes with the fair sex, carry themselves with a pronounced

“swagger.” After all, to the less fortunately educated, the step from

“swagger” to “sagger” is a very short one. (TG 6 Feb 1945:4) 0 De
Scarlet Ibis like it turnin’ communist down in de swamp wit’ all dem
saga red feathers. (Keens-Douglas 1984:59)

2 n A man dressed in an extremely fashionable and stylish manner. =

saga-boy 1 0 As I leave for work me door bell start to ring. As you

look is some saga floating in. (Lord Wonder “Bad Women” 1950 pr)

0 I lie down on the bed the girl playing with me. Another saga walk

right in me bachee. (Lord Wonder “Bad Women” 1950 pr)

saga-boy 1 «A man who dresses in an extremely fashionable and styl-

ish manner; esp. one who lives an idle life. (< saga1
)
= saga

-
, saga

tess
1

0 (Lord Invader “Saga Boys in Town” 1941) 0 Saga boys... live

idle and happy lives on music and air and immoral earnings. They

are, in fact, a mixture of wide boys, dead-end kids, fly coves and

garcons de milieu , though... it can also be a purely sartorial term,

implying nothing more than adherence to a certain canon of adorn-

ment. (Fennor 1950:175) 0 And hear the force ripe saga boys. With

these girls they making noise. (Terror “Hello Joe” 1951 pr) 0 ‘That

boy is Ramlal nephew. Everyone know he is a wotless chile. All he

ever going grow up be is a Port o’ Spain saga boy.’ (McDonald

1969:27) 0 [He] said yesterday that the country is facing a crisis of

leadership and he placed the blame squarely on the shoulders of what

he called “saga boy politicians.”... Many of the nation’s politicians...

have allowed themselves to become tied up in the trappings of power,

while forgetting the people who put them there to serve. (EX 28 Sept

1990:1) 0 ‘You see the old man lookin' quiet quiet... I sure he was a

handsome, tall saga-boy.’ (Boodhoo 1994:56)

2 n Pseudaucheniplerus nodosus , a large fresh and brackish water

catfish; sometimes sold in the market without the head, disguised as

shark, as catfish is considered very inferior food. (< saga-boy, ff long

fleshy whiskers resembling a fancy moustache; and poss. fr inferior

catfish making style to look better) = >yellow catfish 0 “Nah, man.

Dat eh shark, dat is saga-boy!” (1995) 0 “Catfish, sold without heads

in the market, are called ‘saga boy’ as they are despised as food for

the poor, and can be disguised as the small sharks.” (1995)

saga coat n A narrow-lapelled very long suit jacket, part of the SAGA
BOY outfit or DRAPES. (< saga ) 0 “Like all you smart-island boys,”

they said. “You come to Trinidad, taking the bread from other men’s

mouths, then you go back in a swagger coat and we don’t see you no

more.” (Salt 1957:14) 0 Yes, they land in Trinidad in a fishing boat,

Now they wearing they saga-coat. (Invader “Small Island” 1945)

saga pants n obs A very fashionable style of men’s trousers with a

very high waist, and very full legs tapering to tight ankles. Part of the

SAGA BOY outfit or DRAPES. (< saga
1
) 0 The basis of the whole out-

fit is the trousers, the saga-pants. They are usually held up by trans-

parent plastic belts, and pleats like scimitars begin to taper, reaching

almost ankle tightness where the turn-up rests on the two-coloured

shoe. (Fermor 1950:175)

saga shirt n A fancy print shirt, esp. one made of shiny synthetic fab-

ric. (< saga ]
) = hot shirt 0 Saga boy... can also be a purely sartorial

term... the shirts may be severely cut out of some pastel-shade mate-

rial with a high collar and deep cuffs fastened with glittering links, or

in patterns of crossed Coca-Cola bottles, mandolines, palm trees,

hearts transfixed with arrows, peonies or masks of tragedy or com-

edy; or even of toile dejouy, with quiet pastoral scenes of rustics and

grazing cattle, against the background of a watermill or ivy-hung

ruins. (Fermor 1950:175)

saga tess InA man who dresses in an extremely fashionable and styl-

ish manner; esp. one who lives an idle life. (< saga
1 + tess) = >saga

boy 1

0 That man uses to be a real saga tess, and watch he now.

2 n A dance or walk step in which the shoulder and foot are raised

alternately. = >saga ting
1

saga ting 1 n A dance or walk step in which the shoulder and foot are

raised alternately. (< sagcr

)

= saga tess“ 0 There is dancing to steel-

band and orchestras every night at most of the restaurants. The

calypso dance is very popular as is the modem “sagating”, "jive" and

“twist”. (Ottley 1962: 17) 0 She look like a limbo queen dancing saga

ting. (Nelson Cato “Watchi-kong Girl” 1960 pr) 0 (Palladin 1970) 0 I

was in Jamaica in the 1960s when the reggae cult was being formed.

People there were then dancing to what they called the “ska” which

was not dissimilar from something we in Trinidad had picked up and

dropped many years before and which we called the “saga ting”. Who
remembers that now? (John 2007:7)

2 n Any OLD STYLE behaviour; make style; dance by making lots of

movements with fingers, hands, and fancy footwork. 0 “You ain't

playing you like saga thing nuh! Somebody go do for you. Listen nuh,

the madam having a spree here tomorrow night - some kind o' sur-

prise party. I ain’t know why they ain’t tell the man one time.” (Hart

1966:14) 0 “You should see he do the saga ting.” (1986)

sage 1 n Tob Lippia alba, a cultivated shrub with long straggling

slender branches, to 1.5 m (5') high. Leaves highly aromatic, used

medicinally. (< E sage ‘an aromatic culinary herb. Salvia sp.’) =

>Santa Maria 1

2 n Salvia occidentals, a native plant. = wild mint
2
0 (Morean M-68)

sah see SAR

sahar n City; town, /sahar/ (< H-U sahar ‘town’) 0 “We going sahar

today.” (1990)

sahas n arc Courage and patience; fortitude, /sahas/ (< H sahas ‘cour-

age; spirit; valour’) 0 You must have plenty sahas to go through

this life.

sahina, saheena, sahiena n An Indian food made with ground split

pea batter spread on DASHEEN leaves in layers, rolled into spirals,

steamed and fried, /sahina/ (< H-Bh sahina ‘delicious; savoury’) 9

The main meal [on Divali] is again without meat and consists of aloo

(potatoes), channa, bara, cachourie, sahena and melongenes (baigan).

(Bomb 1979) 9 (Indar & Ramesar 1988:82) 9 Saheena , the rolled

dasheen leaf savoury, rolled in ground split pea batter and fried in

slices, is increasingly being prepared in a short-cut procedure in

which the dasheen leaf is chipped into the batter and fried. But on the

special occasions like Divali, cooks return to the traditional method

of steaming the whole leaf, rolled in the batter and tied with thread

which is afterwards sliced and fried. (777? Oct 1990:28) 9 “Sahina

does cyan stay overnight.” (1990) 9 We start with saheena, an appe-

tizer made by rolling dasheen leaf around a yellow-pea filling; and

cachourie, a dish of split peas with onion and saffron fried into cakes.

(Walsh 2003:17-18)

saibala, sahibala, saibara, shibala, sibala, siballa, sybala InA
young boy, dressed like the groom, who accompanies him during and

after the Hindu wedding ceremony, /saibala/ (< H-Bh saibala ‘com-

panion’) 9 A boy dressed as a miniature bridegroom and called a sai-

bala accompanied the groom throughout till their return home next

day. (Alladin 1970:22) 9 When all these gifts had been presented, the

bride and groom followed the pundit through the hawan or fire ritual.

The siballa mixed lawa, or parched rice, brought from each home and

ceremonially burned it. (Clarke 1986:122) 9 Outside the bride’s

home, the milap took place: a meeting up of the couple’s fathers, each

accompanied by kinsmen, friends, pundits and furiously playing

drummers. The bride’s mother and her friends then tempted the

groom and his siballa (best man, traditionally his younger brother)

out of their car by giving them presents. (Clarke 1986:122) 9 Jama-
Jora : A garment worn by the Dulaha (bridegroom) and Sybala (page

boy). (Ramlakhan 1990a:7) 9 “Shama son was saibala fuh Sanjay

wedding.” (1990) 9 The pundit then applies the tika on the [fore-

heads] of dulaha, his father, elder brother and the saibaala. (Holass-

Beepath 2002:73)
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2 n In a Hindu wedding ceremony, a ritual of throwing money, flow-

ers, rice and gifts to the bridegroom. (< H-Bh) 0 Saibala. (Dwarika

1984:38)

said very phr The very same; the identical. (< legal E said ‘same; pre-

viously identified’ + very same, emphatic for ‘same’) 0 (Haynes

1987:186)

saiga! n arc A type of traditional Indian song, /saigal/ (< H-Bh saigal

‘singer’) 0 He was chosen as the winner after singing a “saigal” song,

“Laggaye Chot”, which is about a young man who is left heartbroken

after his sweetheart walks out on him. (Bomb 1977)

saijan, saiga n, saijin n Moringa oleifera, a small cultivated tree to

10 m (32') high. Bark brownish-grey. Leaves compound, with small

leaflets. Flowers fragrant, white, in panicles. Fruit long, not sweet,

3-6-angled; young fruits edible when cooked. Seeds numerous, large,

brown, /saic^an/ (< Bh-Ang sahjina ‘shrub with edible leaves’) =

>horseradish tree 0 The “bhagi” may be made up of a number of dif-

ferent plants which include... young leaves of sweet potato, young

leaves of the cassava, young pumpkin leaves, “kaarme” and “saigan”.

(Pariag 1975:24) 0 From... the beds of saijan behind the Chinese

coconuts and sapodilla trees. (Hosein 1980:113) 0 “They take the

saijan... leaf to make bhaji and the fruit to make talkari. They have

two types of saijan, a thin one and a fat one.” (Mahabir 1991:152)

sailor n A Carnival MAS portraying a sailor. See also BAD-
BEHAVIOUR SAILOR, FANCY SAILOR, LONG-NOSE SAILOR,

SAILOR BAND, SAILOR DANCE, SAILOR MAS. = sailor mas 0 Bands

of sailors, yankees and others disported themselves. (Mirror 23 Feb

1909:6) 0 There were very few original disguises such as animals,

bears, monkeys and even clowns... Of sailors, bats, devils and Yan-

kees there were large numbers. (Mirror 9 Feb 1910:3) 0 His Carnival

costume for that year would be a sailor’s dark blue uniform. ‘You’re

all right as a sailor,’ he said. The girls liked sailors, real ones or only

boys playin’ sailor mas. (Bryans 1967:37) 0 Such early sailor players

wore crude cotton masks with holes cut out for eyes, nose and mouth.

Later, the nose aspect of the mask grew in length to become a comic

focus. It developed into long appendages worn on top of the head,

which could represent a bird, fish, an aeroplane, or a swan, to name
just a few. (TG 30 Jan 1993:4) 0 When the Americans came here

around the First World War of 1914, the people here saw the Ameri-

can sailors; and... between World War I and World War II, there were

a lot of visiting man-of-war... German, French, English and all the

like. ’Cause the Americans had a way; their behavior was worse than

all the others. And they had a peculiarity in their display which the

people took pattern from and create a dance.... So they’d be dancing

on the street and this is the birth of the fancy sailor. In the ordinary

days, we call it knock-about or all-about. ...They get cane. They get

bananas. Just as the sailors when they came about. When they came
to town. The same basket and the same attitude. They’ll dance in the

streets. And they say: “Hey Joe. Hey Joe. How are you? How are

you? What you doing, man?” ... They used to get their bladders from

the abattoir and dry it and inflate it so it would come as a balloon.

And they would take that and strike the bottom of [the women]... And
when they strike them, they would sing... “Hey Joe. Have you seen

that big boom-boom? What a big backside. That’s a lovely boom-
boom. Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha.” And smoking their pipes and thing. It’s

from that they evolved this same mas. (Prince Batson, in Stuempfle

1995:28-29)

sailor band n A CARNIVAL MAS portraying sailors, and various

members of a ship’s crew. 0 Coming through the years, we saw the

Sailor bands. There were the Hit the Deck, Bad Behaviour, and oth-

ers. These players had the entire personnel from the ship. There was

the Admiral with his bars, stripes, gold braid... the Doctor with his

stethoscope. Nurses in their lovely uniforms of white, the Chaplain,

the Wireless Operator with his set, the Carrier of the log, they used a

miniature ship for their mascot, bedecked with flags and carried

shoulder high, their music was mostly brass instruments with drums

and to the beautiful tunes of the marches they played. These players

marched along, their fireman complete with his shovel, leading the

way, the bands also used rope to keep their members together so great

was the crowd that followed that there never was the chance of a rope

getting slack, they took it by turns to hold the rope, the officers gave

their command occasionally, and what a lovely sight it was to see this

band round off a comer. These players made one feel that they had

real military training, so accurate and dignified did they go along in

time to tunes like Tipperaray, Star Spangled Banner and others. There

are some imitations of Sailors now, but they are not worth while look-

ing at. (Jones 1947:51,53) 0 You remember in ah sailor band, every-

body dancing fireman. (Kitchener “Play Mas” 1971 pr) 0 The genial

grandpappy of the sailor bands, the legendary Diamond Jim Hard-

ing... The sailor band is an excellent illustration of creole creativity,

reworking a form to produce an entirely original new artform. (TG-M
17 Jan 1993:3)

sailor child n Mixed-race child; illegitimate child; said when mother

and child are physically very different, (fr common occurrence of vis-

iting sailors loving and leaving local women) 0 “Hm! Dat bong to be

a sailor-child, boy!” (1984) 0 Of all the black, brown, East Indian,

yellow chinee, red-nigger, brown chinee-creole, sailor-chile with

black skin and blue eyes, po’ white and fine-featured black East

Indian doeglahs, well... of all these coloured people, when playtime

came around, you didn’t see one of these fellas up on the stage, not

one. (Andersen 2004:20-1)

sailor dance n A type^of dance performed by SAILOR MAS players on

the road during Carnival, characterized by sinuous leg work. 0 The
origins of the characteristic sailor dance seem obscured in [apocry-

pha]... For Jason the earliest memories of the dance go back to 19346

when Belmont sailor bands like Syncopators, Fascinators, Despera-

does and Commandoes from St Vincent Street “came over the hills”

and he saw Rudolph Babv Grant and Stretch Cox performing it.

(TG-M 17 Jan 1993:3)

sailor mas n A Carnival MAS portraying sailors and various mem-
bers of a ship’s crew, including FIREMEN; known for disorderly

behaviour such as throwing powder. = sailor 0 1994 marks the

[golden] anniversary of Griffith’s sailor mas, which over the years

has spawned some of the wackiest, most richly detailed, beautifully

bejewelled, incongruous costumes ever seen in Trinidad... “When we
started [in the 1940s] it was really a fun thing,” Griffith has said: “just

a group of us playing sailors, going about town singing, no music.

They used to call us ‘Stray Sailors’ because we just went about the

place amusing ourselves, singing old time calypsoes. Early in the fif-

ties, we had a side we called the Big Six which would go into town

and give a lot of trouble... [Pelting talcum powder] was really the fun

in the mas, especially when you saw nice girls. From the time girls

saw a sailor band coming, they turn in the opposite direction, and is

gone they gone. They fraid powder!” (TG-M 6 Feb 1993:2-3) 0 Sailor

mas is as much a Belmont tradition as Burrokeets. (TG-M 17 Jan

1993:3)

saindhowraa n Container for SINDUR, Vermillion powder, /saind-

haura/ (< Bh saindhowra ‘sidoor container’) 0 “Maai still ha she

saindhowraa home.” (1990)

saint n A deity of the Orisha or Rada religion. = >orisha
3

,
power 1

0

saint - [A]n old member of the compound... wound up our talk with

these words: Ifyou walk with the saints you neverfall - all you need

is a good heart. The gods ( “saints ”) are closely connected with the

immediacy of life and are consulted constantly in matters of ill-health

and mundane troubles of every kind, with a deep-seated belief in the

efficacy of their guidance and the force of their guidance and the

force of their influence. Such communion is believed to take place

through the medium of the possessed devotee. Christianity is

accepted and practised in conjunction with the recognition given to

the African deities, so that it has come to pass... that the African gods

have with few exceptions their Christian saintly counterparts and are

so regarded in this dual aspect. (Carr 1953:42) 0 The orisha are com-

monly called “powers” or “saints.” ‘Power’ translates ase, energizing

force. The term saints captures the subsidiary but important role

which the orisha occupy in relation to the Supreme Divinity, that is,

Olodumare, Olorun, or Elefon, who created the orisha. (Wamer-

Lewis 1996:95)
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St. Ann’s n The national mental hospital, in Port of Spain, (fr location

in the St. Ann’s district of Port of Spain) 0 [She] was adjudged a

-lunatic... and ordered to be detained as such at the Lunatic Asylum,

St. Anns. (TG 11 Jan 1919:6) 9 I am collecting names for a petition.

But up to now, I have only got the inmates of a certain institution at

St. Ann’s... to sign on the undotted lines. (TG 22 June 1946 in Ahye
1983:17) 0 Man you want to sen me to St. Ann’s or what? (Ottley

1971:76) 0 “Every so often he goes off, so he goes to St Ann’s for a

while, and then they have to let him go and you see him around

again.” (1982) 0 For the madman, St Ann’s is indeed a refuge from

living in the streets, and staff are frequently called to see an old patient

who is threatening the police: ‘If you ai’ take me in I gone lick you. I

have my permit for St Ann’s (a previous admission).’ (Littlewood

1993:38)

St. Ann’s laurier n Nectandra rectinervia, a native evergreen tree,

girth to 1.8 m (6'). Bark light grey. Leaves alternate, 5-15 x 2-4.5 cm
(2-5.8" x .8-1.8"), elliptic or oblong-lanceolate, with wide midrib,

drying green above. Flowers borne on panicles. Fruit an ellipsoid

berry, 12x6 mm (.47" x .24"), in cupule 9-10 mm (.35-. 39") diame-

ter. (fr being first scientifically identified in the Ward of St. Ann’s,

Trinidad) 0 (Marshall 1934:84) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 9 (FTT 1978-2-

9:584)

saint horse n In ORISHA worship, the person who is possessed by a

deity, who is said to RIDE the person as a HORSE 1

. 9 The possessed

devotee is referred to as a “saint horse” or “vessel.” The former

phrase is a caique of elegim ‘the one stung, pricked, or ridden’. The

deity is said to “mount” the devotee’s head, the head being the focus

of realized and potential experience, i.e. fate, luck, destiny. As a “ves-

sel,” the devotee is perceived as being a recipient of the deity, as

being filled by a spiritual force. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:94)

St. John bush, St. John’s bush n Justicia secimda, a shrubby native

plant to 3 m (10') high. Leaves dark green, purple-tipped, opposite in

pairs on slender stalks, to 15 x 5 cm (5.8" x 2"). Flowers in narrow

terminal clusters on short stalks, deeply two-lipped petals about 4 cm
(1.6") long, lower slightly longer, dull purplish-red. Used medici-

nally. = chachamunchin 9 Materials used in healing and conjuring.

Leaves... St. John’s. (Simpson 1962:329) 9 Some herbs which are

considered cold include water grass... verveine... shining bush, zeb-a-

femme... ditay payee... St. John bush... and minnie root. (Morean

1991:9) 9 Many herbs, such as ... St. John’s bush Justicia secimda...

are used to bathe hunting dogs in the belief that they would capture

more game. (Morean 1991:42) 9 St John’s bush, both the yerba de

San Juan and quiebra quiebra variety, was recommended in prepar-

ing baths to cure malkadi or marasmus and ‘heats’ or rashes.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:123-4) 9 (Wallace 2002:29)

Saint Peter’s Day n A celebration in honour of St. Peter and St. Paul,

patron saints of fishermen, held on Sunday, June 29th or the first

Sunday afterwards. = Fishermen’s Fete 9 Its most common form is

the chanter-response pattern... It is also true of the songs sung on the

beach on Fishermen ’s Fete, St. Peter’s Day, June 29. At that time,

each of the beach singers feels that he must make up a song for the

visiting fishermen who come from all over the island. (Abrahams

1974:28) 9 (EX 26 Jan 1988:47)

St. Vincent red yam n arc Dioscorea alata , a variety of cultivated

yam. (fr apparent introduction from St. Vincent) = chupri aloo, coco-

nut yam, greater Asiatic yam, Lisbon yam, oriental yam, water yam,

white yam

St. Vincent sweet potato n Tob A variety of cultivated sweet potato,

(fr apparent introduction from St. Vincent) 9 Magi-murduck is one of

the two kinds of sweet potatoes grown in Tobago. The other, we call

“St. Vincent” because according to legend, the plant was taken to

Tobago, from the island of St. Vincent. Because magi-murduck,

according to majority taste, is the superior product, this is the one

widely grown and eaten. Break a freshly cooked magi-murduck and

the inside is silvery-dry and sweet. In Tobago, magi-murduck IS

sweet potato. (N. Phillips pers comm 18 Aug 1993)

sajaway v In Hindu PUJA, decorate the THALI with appropriate

items, /sacbjawe/ (< H sajdnd ‘cause to prepare’, sajaw ‘preparation;

ornament’) 9 During Raksha Bandhan. - Sajawaying, Decorating

the Thaali. Sisters: The following should be placed in a thali (tharia)

or small waiter. A Rakhee, flowers, malas, a lit deyaa, chandan

(sandal paste) for tikka and sweets. A lota with fresh water with a

mango leaf spoon. (TG-S 30 Oct 1994:14)

sajwan n Bryophyllum pinnatum, a fleshy plant, to 1 m (3.2') high.

Leaves opposite in pairs, compound on upper parts, leaflets to 18 x

12 cm (7" x 4.7"), largest on the end; curved notches on margin.

Flower reddish, oblong-bell-shaped, to 3.5 cm (1.4") long in terminal

panicles. The plant is noted for its ability to produce young plants on

the margin of the leaves under very dry conditions, such as in

between pages of a book. Used medicinally, /sacbjwan/ (< H-Bh, a

medicinal herb) = leaf-of-life, leeveltar rola, never-dead, parvu,

>wonder-of-the-world 9 “Kuchkuchawe de sajwan and put it on de

lash.” (1990)

sak a conj Tob obs Because; for the reason that. (prob. < Efor the sake

of"out of consideration for; on account of )
9 He no go gie you credit

sak a you no gie um sugar, betime man pay out all expenses wha lef

fo feed he fambaly?’ (77V 25 Oct 1 884)

saka-saka, saca-saca see SEKE-SEKE, shaka-shaka

sakay v Cook, usu. ROTI, by holding the bread against the inner wall

of the CHULHA, or pressing it against a tawa so that it swells, /seke/

(< H-Bh semka ‘bake’) 9 [The simta] was used to hold the partially

cooked roti against the inner wall of the chulha to allow the direct

heat to cause the roti to swell (called sakaynng). When the roti was

swollen then it was completely cooked. (Ramlakhan 1 990a: 1 1)

sakchuli n A wicked, scheming person, /saktfuli/ (< H-Bh sikchilli

‘wicked; mischievous’) 9 “Ai, you know she over sakchooli just

watch she good.” (1990)

sakhi n Girl’s female friend, (pi. sakivaa). /sakhi/ (< H sakhT ‘friend’)

9 “She have she sakhee here.” (1990)

sakhiyaa n Girl’s female friends, (sing, sakhi). /sakhija/ (< H sakhi

‘friend’)

sakiwinki, sakiwenki n Any small monkey, esp. Saimiri sciurea

(E squirrel monkey)', usu. imported from Guyana and Venezuela, kept

as pets. Also the native Cebus albifrons trinitads (E capuchin mon-

key). /sakiwinki/ (< sakawinki, a South American monkey, the white-

headed saki, Pithecia sp. < Dutch sagwijntje, diminutive of sagu’ijn,

F sagouin, saoin, Portuguese saguim, < Guarani sagui, gagui, Tupi

sahy) - matchin, >sapajou, weeping ape, weeping capuchin, weeping

monkey, white monkey 9 Sakiwenki. (Alleyne 1974-80)

salaam n Muslim greeting or farewell, /salaim/ (< U salam ‘peace;

salutation’ used esp. by Muslims < Arabic salam ‘peace; salutation’)

9 “Yuh must tell me salaam first thing.” (1990) 9 When they went

into the office about ten minutes later they both extended salaam to

the doctor. (Ali 1993:211)

salad bean n Phaseolus vulgaris, a cultivated dark-red, kidney-shaped

bean, (fr common use in salads) = >red bean, string bean 9 Market,

ordinary: salad beans. (TG 24 Feb 1933:2)

salian n Abehnoschus esculentus, a cultivated plant with an edible

green pod. /saljan/ = lady finger
2

, >ochro

salipenter, salimpanter, salipainter n Tob Tupinambis teguixin or T.

nigropunctatus, a lizard, to 1. 1 m (3.5') long, weight to 1 .8 kg (4 lbs.).

Body yellowish red, mottled black, /salipsnta/ (prob. < E salamander,

a lizard-like amphibian) = >matte, mato 9 Tupinambis nigropunctatus

“SALIMPANTER” (possible corruption of Salamander). This is a fairly

large lizard of a general black-and-yellow colour, reaching a length of

over three feet. It will take young chickens and eggs, and is also a

scavenger. It is not often seen, and is hunted and eaten by the local

people. (Alford 1960:105) 9 There are all kinds of lizards [in Tobago]

from the small ground lizard to the large green long tailed iguana a

choice morsel on the table, a brother to the salipanter which feeds on

chickens. (Ottley 1969:66) 9 (Boos 1978:31)

salmon 1«A number of fish of the family Sciaenidae, croakers and

drums, bottom-dwelling marine fishes; greyish with pink tinge to

head, front belly or tail; soft white flesh. Cynoscion jamaciensis (E

Jamaica weakfish), to 50 cm (19.5") long; C. acoupa (E Acoupa
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weakfish ), to 1.09 m (3.5;) long; C. similis (E Tonkin weakfish), to

60 cm (23.4") long; C. virescens (E green weakfish), to 95 cm (37")

long; and C. paraUelus. (< E salmon, fish of the Family Salmoniidae,

esp. Salmo sp., fish with dark pink flesh) = saumon, sea trout; silver

perch (C. acoupa) 0 Among the less usual or more curious Fish

recently exposed for sale in the market, were ... our so-called but most

insipid Salmon. (TC 9 Feb 1877:3) 0 The zapatero, salmon (Otoly-

thus), and cod-fish (Elacates), are sold occasionally in our markets,

as they keep but for a short time, (de Verteuil 1884:101) 0 Fishing at

Brighton is in full swing, Salmon, Spanish mackerel, powa (spade

fish) and “cavallee” being readily taken with hand lines on Brighton

pier. (Mirror 1 Nov 1907:7) 0 Yesterday’s Market Prices... Fish,

Ordinary: sprats, carite. Scarce: salmon, pawa. (TG 5 Sept 1917:1 1) 0

Salmon... Cynoscion jamaicensis, C. virescens, or Isopisthus pan’ip-

innis, E. weakfish. (AAC 1945:109) 0 Venders had carite, red fish,

king fish, powah, shark, salmon, mullet and some of the smaller types

of fish. (EN 2 Sept 1954:3) 0 Indiscriminate trawling was raking the

sea bed clean and destroying the breeding ground of the salmon, cro

cro and rocando. (EX 9 Oct 1986:21) 0 1 was of course familiar with

salmonid fishes from my years... in Algonquin Park, as well as the

common food species, locally called “salmon”... which we used to

catch in the First Boca, and which vaguely resembled salmonids.

(Kenny 1995:18)

2 n Centropomus paraUelus, a marine fish, to 58 cm (22.6") long. =

>brochet*, brochet de mer, one-striped brochet, saumon 0 (Vincent

1910:46)

3 n Menticirrhus saxatilis (E northern king croaker), to 40 cm (15.6")

long; Stellifer lanceolatus (E American stardrum), to 17 cm (6.6")

long; Diplectrum formosum (E sand seabass), to 1 .3 m (4.2') long. =

pretty fish, sand gullet; sea bass (D. formosum) 0 (LNP 1985)

salop 1 n Originally a disgusting, dirty, SLACK person; now more fre-

quently an unhelpful, lazy, unwilling person, /salop/ (< Fr salop,

salope ‘prostitute; dirty woman’) 0 (Haynes 1987: 186)

2 n A fond way to describe someone who is playful or likes to fool

around. 0 “Come and meet this salop uncle of mine.” (Baptiste

1993:141)

salsilla n Bomarea edulis, a native vine; stems elongated and slender;

root producing inedible tubers; oblong leaves; funnel-shaped flowers

about 2.5 cm (1") long, in heads of 4-80, pink with green tips, inside

greenish with purple-brown markings; filaments reddish. = climbing

lily 0(FTT 1983-3-3:215)

salt 1 n Fertilizer in solid granular form. (< E salt ‘a solid soluble non-

inflammable substance having a taste; solid mineral or acid’ ) = grow-

ing salt 0 “We are... almost certain that those who manure their

[cocoanut] trees with sea salt lose both time and money.” (POSG 5

June 1907:5) 0 “When you put salt, you get plenty more.” (1978) 0 So

Khedan stopped and started to work on the estate, digging paragrass,

throwing salt (fertilizer) in the cane and beating the blight. (Deen

1994:239)

2 v' Fertilize; put fertilizer on plants. 0 A farmer... has many expenses.

He must “salt” his cane with sulphate of ammonia when the new crop

sprouts, at a cost of $12 to $14 per acre. (Klass 1961:75)

3 adj Of food, esp. fish, cured and dried with salt. Salt salmon is

bought red, slightly moist, can be soaked or boiled. = corn-fish 0

Good Friday is fish. Preferably salt salmon, salt mackrel or saltfish.

(Foster 1990:90)

salt bread n Common bread, not sweetened or cake-like. 0 Pastelles,

fruit-cake, baked meats and home-made salt and sweetbread bring on

the spirit of the season at first whiff. (TTR Nov 1990:23)

salt butter n arc A very salty kind of butter that keeps without

refrigeration. 0 “He likes blackberry jam and the whatever-they-

call-the-place only stocks strawberry jam, and he got used to

blackberry jam in Ireland. You ever heard more? This is a boy

accustomed to his bake and salt butter impressing me about black-

berry jam.” (Jones 1973:61) 0 A person cannot get bread like that

today. It was not made with yeast, but with leaven or dough... And
real lard was used in the kneading, the kind that came in big tins, or

washed salt butter, not the square packaged one on the grocery

shelf. (TG-S 23 Dec 1990:21) 0 “Two cups of tea and two penny
loaves with salt butter.” (Andersen 2004:157)

saltfish 1 n Dried salted fish; the best kind, most commonly referred

to, is imported dried salt codfish. Formed part of the food given to

slaves, and eaten by the poor; its association with poverty made it,

along with BREADFRUIT, avoided or considered shameful by some.

More recently, as it has become scarcer and more expensive, and as

local food has risen in popularity, it has regained status as a special

traditional cultural dish. See also CORN. 1,5 = planter’s ham 0 The
proprietor or attorney of every plantation... shall also, on the Monday
or Saturday in every week, distribute to every Negro of fourteen years

and upwards under his care, three pounds of salt meat, or four pounds

of salt fish. (Ord Picton, June 30, 1800 UWI-HT) 0 As we have no

oil, we eat our saltfish without it. (Urich 4 Feb 1831, in de Verteuil

1995:43) 0 Yes man, ah mek up me mine won time to go in Sangree

Gran an plant kako, so ah buy ah fue pongs ah rice, flour, fat poke an

solt fish to carry wid me. (PC 30 July 1904) 0 Menu To-day... Callaloo

Crab.... Salt Fish and Ochroes... (ad for The Standard Hotel, POSG 6

Sept 1907:3) 0 Time so hard, you cannot deny. That even saltfish and

rice 1 can’t hardly buy. (Tiger “Let Them Fight For Ten Thousand

Years” 1940) 0 Dan does get soft boil eggs, milk, with phospherine,

Grandpa getting roast saltfish and dasheen. (Wonder “When You Are

Going Home Late Nights Walk in Backwards” 1951 pr) 0 Her hand

trembled as she pinched up some saltfish, sweet oil and pepper with a

piece of bread and put it in her mouth, (de Boissiere 1956:50) 0

Mrs. [X] and her friends in town were very amused when they heard

of our “coolie” diet, particularly the salt fish. No one who was anyone

ate dried codfish, not even if they liked it. (Klass 1964:60) 0 Ah love

saltfish too bad. So yesterday ah pick up two pounds ah de good salt-

fish; Bacalao, four ninety-nine ah pound. (Foster 1990:90) 0 And it

had plenty more people like that man, who used to hide to eat their

saltfish. Slave food. That is how people used to malign saltfish, how-
ever it was disguised. (EX 17 Feb 1993:35) 0 Saltfish wasn’t exactly

cheap then but it was available. Now it’s outright expensive and you

could hardly find it. You have to pay as much as $23 a pound, if you

want cod, hake or pollock, or what my mother calls the real saltfish.

Cod is imported from Canada. That began after World War II but

before that, salted cod used to come from County Cork, on the

extreme west of Ireland, where a lot of our Catholic priests also came
from... In the 1980s, a heavy import duty was slapped on the Cana-

dian cod to protect the local fish processing industry. Then devalua-

tions caused the price to go up some more. People started falling back

on shark which is now about $15 a pound but salted shark just can’t

replace Mr Saltfish in everybody’s heart, even if it finds a place on

the table now and then. (EX 17 Feb 1993:35)

2 n A woman’s genitals, (fr supposed resemblance of smell) 0 Salt

fish stew is what I like, So dou dou gimme day and night... Salt fish, it

sweeter than meat. When you out to eat. All sol fish sweet. (Sparrow

“Salt Fish” 1976 pr, Roberts 1976) 0 “That piece of saltfish Gomez
pick up ain’t from no Madeira. I hear she used to taking sailors

around the wharf in town.” (Stewart 1989:3 1

)

3 n A well-liked, popular, favourite person. (< widespread liking for

saltfish) 0 “Dah little son of mine jes like saltfish! When ah tell you

everybody love dat chile!” (Baptiste 1993:102) 0 Oh God! My boy

Denzel Washington - he’s a real saltfish! (1994)

4 adj Spoiled; overly indulged. 0 That child is a real saltfish.

saltfish bite phr Describing someone who is too weak to fight back, as

from illness or tiredness. 0 “You so weak you can’t get up, saltfish go

bite yuh ass.” (1987)

saltfish wood n Machaerium robiniifolium [= Nissolia robiniifolia], a

medium-sized deciduous native tree, height to 15 m (49'), girth to 2 m
(6.4'). Bark smooth, thin; underbark gives a watery reddish latex

when cut. Trunks of young trees usu. have spines 5-9 mm (.2-.35")

long; prickles always present on hairy young stems, in pairs at the

node, 5-9 mm (.2-. 35") long, curved. As the trunk increases in diam-

eter, the prickles spread apart with a ridge between them. Leaves

alternate, compound, about 12 cm (4.7") long, with 20-30 elliptical

leaflets, spines at base. Flowers small, pale mauve, in 12.5 cm (5")

long panicles. Fruit pod winged at top, curved into a semi-circle.
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about 2 cm (.8") long, brown, finely hairy. Wood hard, medium-
weight, yellowish, used for fuel. 0 (National Herbarium specimen

sheet, 1927) 0 (Beard 1946:33) 0 Scattered individuals of saltfish-

wood occur in the semi-evergreen forest but it is much more common
in the deciduous seasonal forest of the western end of the Northern

Range; in fact it is the most common tree of the northwestern penin-

sula and the Bocas islands... it does not occur on Tobago. (Quesnel &
Farrell 2000:84-5)

salt house n obs A children’s game. 0 Lucky children received a cent or

a penny to buy sweetie and they were able to stay up later to play

games such as lohar or salt house or hoop. (Alladin 1970:41) 9 Salt-

house: An elaborate game played by big boys, in two teams, on an area

of ground on which a pattern of lines was drawn. (Alladin 1970:66)

salt-kind n Saltmeat, usu. pig tail, pig foot or pieces of beef, preserved

in brine. (< E kind ‘a class or group of things’) = saltmeat 0 He picked

a few [cocoa] pods to get some “salt kind”. (POSG 23 May 1907:5) 9

(Ottley 1971:53) 9 Salt kine - salted meat or fish. (John 1973) 9

“Saltkind have a high smell.” (1990) 9 ‘Here was a grog shop where

were also sold ‘salt kinds' and bread, soap, sugar and candles.’

(deVerteuil 1992:306)

saltmeat n Meat, usu. chunks of beef or pork, preserved in brine. =

salt-kind 9 The proprietor or attorney of every plantation... shall also,

on the Monday or Saturday in every week, distribute to every Negro

of fourteen years and upwards under his care, three pounds of salt

meat, or four pounds of salt fish. (Ord. Gov. Picton, June 30, 1800,

UWI-HT) 9 The smell of the pigeon peas and rice and salt meat cook-

ing had tickled his palate. (Giuseppi 1975:14) 9 “He eating rice and

have salt-meat to go with it every day, oui.” (Stewart 1989:28) 9

Spinach and rice cooked with “salt meat” was regarded as both nour-

ishing and economical. (Cummings 2004:55)

salt prune 1 n A small dried salted preserved plum, a traditional Chi-

nese snack, about %" (2 cm) in diameter, very wrinkly, dark brown,

with a heavy surface dusting of salt, and a large inner pit. 9 Marjorie

wanted salt prune, Sally wanted peppermint and Earline had thought

of buying paradise plum. (Jones 1973:40) 9 Behind the counter it had

a lotta shelves with all kinda glass jars with stoppers, the kind you

don’t see too much of nowadays, and inside the jars was candy, for-

tune cookies, sweet prunes, and salt prunes that come straight from

China. (Khan 1987:124) 9 Dat is fry channa,... currants rolls, salt

prunes, Chinese plums an frozen coconut water. (Foster 1990:104) 9

“[0]thers give me a handful of lychee or salted prunes.” (Andersen

2004:295) 9 “A salt and sweet is not a real salt prune. Only some peo-

ple could eat a salt prune whole.” (2007)

2 n Face with many wrinkles. = pleat-up face 9 (Haynes 1987:15)

salt water n obs The Atlantic Ocean, originally used to describe those

slaves bom in Africa, who crossed the ocean by ship. = kala pani 9 I

came over salt water. ( TRD 23 Nov 1850:3)

salvacan n obs A blow-pipe. (< FC < Fr sarbacane ‘pea-shooter’) 9

(Thomas 1869:5) 9 The humming birds in order not to damage their

plumage were killed with clay pellets blown through a tin blow pipe

called a salvacan. (Inniss 1932)

salvaje n Codonanthe crassifolia, a native plant. (< Sp salvaje ‘wild’)

salwar see SHALWAR

sam 1 n In music, the beat, the time, /sam/ (< H saw ‘same; similar;

the point where separate rhythms of singer and instrumentalist coin-

cide’ 9 “He starts on sam.” 9 “They beating with/in/on sam.”

2 n Beating; blows, /sam/ (<sampat
l

) 9 Rookmin’s three brothers

came down from Cross-Crossing that week end and put a licking on

Lai. The limers by the shop discussed the licking thus: “Ay, Boodhoo,

yuh hear how Lai get sam?” (Lewis 1972:30)

samaaj 1 n Society; association, /samaicfy (< H samaj ‘assembly;

multitude’)

In A Siewnarine prayer meeting. (< H-Bh) 9 “We went samaaj today

in Cumuto.” (1990)

samaan see SAMAN
samadhi n A trance; a state of deep meditation. /samadh i/ (< H smadhi

‘the highest state of meditation’) 9 “He’s in samadhi.” (1990)

saman, samaan n Samanea saman [= Pithecellobium saman], a very

large naturalized tree with an umbrella-shaped crown and enormous

spread of branches, up to 40' (12m) in height with a spread of

branches to 80' (24m). Flowers pink and white. Flat woody pod fruit

eaten by cattle. Wood dark, durable, used for furniture and sculpture,

/samarn/ (< LAS saman < Amer) 9 Saman tree. (Lady Stanmore 4

Nov 1866:48) 9 The huge central group of trees - Saman (Inga

Saman), Sandbox (Hura crepitans), and Fig, with the bright ostrich

plumes of a climbing palm towering through the mimosa-like foliage

of the Saman. (Kingsley 1880:101) 9 Two huge saman trees in the

centre on either side seemed like enonnous bouquets of pink and

green. (Gale, WG 21 June 1919) 9 Trinidad also has many noble

trees, of which the grandest are perhaps the immense silk-cotton

trees... and samans, of which a particularly fine specimen stands

alongside government house. (Aspinall 1928) 9 The Cow Tamarind

or Saman... a native of Central America but established here now for

over a century, a large spreading tree with handsome deeply cut

leaves and pink flowers, the stamens of which are the showy part as

they stand up erect and look like small circular brushes. (Alford

1960:73) 9 A giant samaan tree, with more spread than height, it must

have measured three times more across as up, harboured and sup-

ported several species of wild vine and orchids along the thick

branches and trunk, and even small trees which managed to gain a

foothold in the mossy and spongy bark. (Selvon 1972:55) 9 Leafy

samaan filigreed in green the harsh cobalt sky overhead. (Ramkee-

soon 1975:4) 9 At a meeting in July 1962 at St. Augustine the Associ-

ation for Tropical Biology was founded; its journal is Biotropica and

the emblem/logo is the massive saman tree on campus at St. Augus-

tine. (C.D. Adams, pers comm 25 Apr 2001)

samblav, zamblay v Pick up cocoa pods or coconuts, often with the

point of a cutlass, and put them in a large heap, /samble, zamble/

(< Fr rassembler ‘gather together; collect’) 9 Samble. (Moore

1980:16) 9 To zamblay: to gather together. (Haynes 1987:213) 9

“Two weeks pass since ah samblay (gather) me cacao. Ah crack dem
an put dem in de sweat box. But de rain cyar pass at all for me to dry

de cacao.” (Homer 1995)

sambo n obs Offspring of a MULATTO (mixed African and European)

and a Negro (African). (< Sp zambo ‘person of mixed Indian and

Negro, sometimes European, descent’) 9 Sometimes a Chinese or two

would appear; and ever and anon an athletic and ferocious-looking

sambo* would pass. (* The mixed race between the Indian and negro.)

(Joseph 1838b- 1:147) 9 He Sambo, hou you da do, Comperl (TRD 7

May 1851:3) 9 You have the expression Black Sambo in the States.

Down here, a sambo was the son of a nigger and a mulatto - not pure

black at all (Bowman & Bowman 1939:119) 9 In Trinidad, perhaps

based on the Baptismal registration in the Roman Catholic Churches,

with separate books or at least separate listings for ‘negro’, ‘Pardo’ and

‘Blanco’, it seems that Sambos [children of mulatto and negro] were

classified as coloured, and when free were certainly made to serve in

the Militia, (de Verteuil 1992:225) 9 The main evidence for a detailed

colour scale in Trinidad comes from the classification of slaves in the

Slave Registry. Our assumption is that the colour scale used for slaves

was not peculiar to them, but applied to the free non-white population

generally. The colour rating in descending order was something like

this: whites, quadroon, mestee, costee, mulatto, cabre, mongrel, sambo,

blacks. (Campbell 1992:60-1)

sambwa n A large basket used for carrying foodstuffs, often fastened

to a donkey CROOK, /sambwa/ = basket

samdhi n A term of reference or address for a child's father-in-law; a

son’s wife’s father, or daughter’s husband’s father, or any male of the

generation of the father of anyone the speaker calls son or daughter,

/samdhi/ (< H sambandhT ‘son or daughter’s father-in-law’) 9 samdhi.

[Son’s wife’s father’, daughter’s husband’s father], or any male of the

generation of [father] of any person [speaker] calls “son” or “daugh-

ter.” (Klass 1961:95) 9 “Samdhi and samdhin does well kyeri on

good.” (1990)

samdhin n A term of reference or address for a child’s mother-in-law;

a son’s wife’s mother, daughter’s husband’s mother, or any female of
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the generation of the mother of any person the speaker calls son or

daughter, /samdhin/ (< H sambandhii ‘son or daughter’s father-in-

law’ + -in, feminine) 0 samdhin. [Son’s wife’s mother, daughter’s

husbands’ mother], or any female of the generation of [mother] of the

any person [speaker] calls “son” or “daughter”. (Klass 1961 :95) 0 He
mowsee is meh samdheen. 0 “We chanted and danced for a long time,

performed pradakshina of this mandir,” (daughter in law’s mother)

Mena Maraj said... “It was a good thing to share a spiritual journey

with my samdhin. I will like to do the teerath for my next birthday.”

(FG 26 Nov 1995:11)

same khaki pants/socks phr The same story; the same old situation;

usu. used when there is an appearance of change. 0 John reaches to

school late most of the time. You see our little John has to foot it to

school, and in his youth he is entrusted to the care of the elder ones.

These break biche at every opportunity. When they do not, it is a

cruise to school. There is no hurry man; but why should they man? In

those days whether they do or do not it’s the same “ole short khaki

pants.” (Bain 1974:12) 0 Trinidad was affected both by the French

Colonists and also by the French elements in English architecture also

imported to Trinidad. It was a matter of the “same khaki pants” as a

local saying goes. (Lewis 1983:72) 0 Elections come and go. It is the

same Khaki pants. No one performs, no one is accountable and no

one seems to know where the action is at except to fill his pocket.

(Lange 1986:14) 0 Good Lord - I helped vote out the PNM - for

Change - but it looks to me like the “same old khaki pants.” (Letter,

EX 17 July 1987:10) 0 New buses, old buses, same Khaki pants.

More money, less money, same people pushing. (What a Life, TG 20

Nov 1991:7) 0 Whether the incumbents are Indos or Afros, it seems

to be the same khaki pants. (Best 2001)

samelan, sammelan n Gathering; celebration; concert, /samelan/

(< H-Bh samelan ‘concert’) 0 The Second Annual Divali Sammelan
consisted of one week of cultural performances and display booths.

(TTM 14 Nov 1989:25) 0 We will meet one another at the samelan. 0

“We going to the sangeet samelan tonight.” (2000)

same time phr Simultaneously; at the same time. 0 “God make me
have me ole felt hat holing tight from the inside wid me left hand I gie

him dis wid all me strenk right down inside he throat. Same time I

leggo de rod, an take im by de neck wid me right han as much as I

could hole.” (TG 10 May 1933) 0 They find out the engines missing.

Same time the gas tank leaking. (Dictator “The Zephyr Zodiak” 1956

pr) 0 When Small Change get the wire that they recruiting fellars to

go to England and work, he left the barge same time and went home
and put on some clean clothes and went to the office where they was
recruiting these fellars. (Selvon 1957:132) “When I asked him for a

chance because I had two kids... Same time my husband came up and

also started to beg the cops.” (TTM 19 Aug 1986:10) 0 So I had to

stand up there and look for this thing. Same time a fella behind say

how I putting my elbow in he girlfriend face. (Doh Say Dat, TG 1

Sept 1991) 0 Same time 2 Slo (Too Slow) scaling and cleaning the

fish they just haul in. (TG 22 Dec 1995:32)

same tree, different branch phr Almost correct; almost the same. =

right church wrong pew 0 (Haynes 1987: 1 84)

same way phr The same; in the same way. 0 My father used to make a

cook-up so, and I does do it same way.

samjay, samjhe v Understand, /samc^e/ (< H samjhana ‘make com-

prehend; explain; convince; instruct’) 0 “Yuh samje? Yuh samjhe

what I tell you nah?” (1990)

samp n Snake, esp. a large one. /samp/ (< H samp ‘snake: serpent’) 0

“Here have plenty samp.” (1990)

sampat 1 n A blow, or a series of blows or hard taps; a roughing up;

slapping, /sampat/ (< Bh chappat ‘slap’; or < sapat < Sp zapato

‘shoe’, zapatear ‘treat roughly’, zapatazo ‘beat with a shoe’) = sanr

0 You could get some bad sampat fuh dat.

2 i' Hit; slap. 0 You get yuh ass sampat. 0 He sampat the fellow, he

sampat he ass.

3 v Rape by a group of men 0 “They sampat she, boy.” (1986)

4 n Heavy criticism; abuse. 0 Would you believe people taking part in

the song contest are planning a sampat for Sham, because of reports

the show is rigged. (Bomb 1980)

5 v Criticize; abuse. 0 Charlo doing next what only Charlo could have

done without getting himself sampatted as a result. (EX-2 1 7 May
1987:3)

sampson palm n Tob Bactris setulosa, a densely spiny native cluster-

ing palm to 1 7 m (54'); flowers yellow; fruit red, edible. = cow gri-

gri, cuesa, >gri-gri‘, mararave, wild gri-gri
1

0 (Williams & Williams

1949:277) 0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 1998:36)

samsam, sansam n Special food cooked without salt, esp. parched

com, offered to spirits of the dead, /samsam/ /< Akan o-siam, Guang
dsiam ‘parched ground com’) = >chilibibi 0 Sansam is pounded

parched com, mixed with salt or sugar, and eaten dry. Its African

character is recognized by the people. “This is African real food,”

said one. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:289)

samskara, sanskara n One of the sixteen traditional ritual sacraments

of Hinduism around rites of passage such as birth and death, /sam-

skara, sanskara/ (< H sanskar ‘completing; perfecting; an essential

Hindu purification rite; purification; consecration’) 0 Some of the six-

teen samskaras (Sacraments) like those connected with birth (chhathi

and barahi) and death (abrahdha and pitritarpan) are observed in

many Hindu homes. (Jha 1973:44) 0 “Is one sanskar fuh de baby we
doing today.” (1990) 0 Hindu families in early Trinidad villages car-

ried out a fairly common set of ritual functions. Foremost were the

life-cycle rites (samskara). Of the sixteen such rites prescribed by

classical Hindu texts, only the following were regularly practised in

Trinidad: the rites six days (chathi) and twelve days (barahi) after the

birth of a child (rites involving purificatory and protective measures

for both mother and child); a child’s first haircut (mundan), per-

formed any time between two and four years of age... marriage...and

funerals - usually burials, as cremations were illegal until the 1940s.

(Vertovec 1992:112-3)

sanay, saane v Mix food together when eating with the hand, /sane/

(< H-Bh sanna ‘mix’) 0 “Saane de bhaaji and rice good then start to

eat.” (1990)

sanch see SANKH

sanchee, sanchi 1 n obs A traditional Chinese gambling game. (< Ch)
= fantong 0 He searched the place and in a room where they were

gambling he found some sanchee tickets called funchee, several brass

metal discs with which they played a game known as Sanchee. The

funchee were scattered about a large table. Among them was found a

piece of a dollar note. There was also a piece of iron stick used as the

pointer or fi chee... Sanchee... was a game of chance... The every day

game was known as “Sanchee” or "Fantong”... When a player won, 8

per cent was taken from his profit and deposited in the long tin pro-

duced, which was always locked. (TG 3 July 1919:7)

2 n A gambling tip to a punter or bettor. 0 I get a real good sanchee.

sancoch, sancoche, sancoach, sancocho, san kootch n A thick soup

made with meat, GROUND PROVISIONS, and vegetables, /sapkotf/

(< LAS sancocho ‘a stew’ < Sp sancochar ‘parboil’) 0 “San kootch

for supper,” she announced grandly. (Pollack 1943:25) 0 Eloisa had

made a sancoch for lunch - a kind of soup with a variety of heavy,

starchy vegetables and ochroes and salted pigs’ tails, allowed to sim-

mer until the liquid was thick and slimy, with a congo pepper dropped

in whole and unbroken to impart its unequalled flavour. (Selvon

1972:129) 0 For Saturday’s lunch, what about sancoche, rich with

dasheen, tannia, cassava, eddoes, chicken, beef and salted meats and,

of course, coconut dumplings. (Hunt 1 985a: 1 ) 0 A good old sancoche

with dumplins was a weekly favourite. (Lange 1986:32) 0 They were

going to make sancocho, cachapa and other special dishes prepared

with grated com. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:68) 0 This assured that

every one of the co-owners would have a leg to bake, a “piece of

belly” and ribs... and the relevant pieces to make into souse or add to

pelau or sancoche. (TG 1 1 Dec 1995)

sandbox n Hura crepitans
,
a very large native tree, 30-40 m (98-130')

tall, 5 m (16') in girth; base of trunk often buttressed. Trunk thickly

studded with sharp pointed prickles about 2 cm (.8") in diameter at
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base and drawn out into a curved or bent spine at the tip. Bark brown-

ish or greyish, with leaf scar marks, contains an irritant latex. Leaves

alternate, 5-18 x 4-14 cm (2-7" x 1.6-5. 5"), roughly heart-shaped,

tip abruptly pointed, smooth above, long hairs beneath; leaf-stalks

4-18 cm (1.6-7") long, equalling or longer than leaf blade. Male and

female flowers borne separately, but all crowded together; the female

are dull red, disc-like, on spikes about 2 cm (.8") long; the male are

pendant red catkins 3-6 x 2-2.5 cm (1.2-2.3" x .8-1"). Fruit a brown-

ish flattened globular capsule 6-8 cm (2.3-3") in diameter, 3-4 cm
high (1.2- 1.6"), concave above and below, furrowed between cells,

divided into about 18 parts, each containing one seed. Seeds about

2 cm (.8") in diameter, flat, rounded, with a short beak above, brown,

poisonous if eaten. Ripe fruit capsules explode with a loud sharp

noise, flinging the seeds away from the parent tree. The dried hol-

lowed fruit capsule was once used to hold sand for drying ink on doc-

uments. Wood yellowish cream, soft, light, (fr former use of the dried

hollowed fruit capsule to hold sand for drying ink on documents) =

box tree 0 He walked, with an unsteady step, until he got under a sand

box-tree, where he kneeled and repeated various snatches of supplica-

tion. (Joseph 1 838b-2: 146) 0 We had passed as we rode up some

Huras (Sandbox trees)... [one] was perfectly cylindrical, branchless,

and smooth, save, of course, the tiny prickles which beset the bark,

for a height... from one hundred and fifty to two hundred feet; less it

could hardly be. (Kingsley 1880:243) 0 [Does] it not strike you as

appropriate that the most suitable local wood for coffin (Sand Box)

should smell like dead people? (Argos 17 Feb 1918:7) 0 Sandbox-

trees whose seed pods burst with a loud report, scattering their con-

tents far and wide. (Aspinall 1928:72) 0 The huge sandbox tree which

served as a covering on previous occasions was cut down a week ago

and so the moonbeams had full play in silvering the setting. (TG 12

Jan 1933:5) 0 As in Dahomey the sacred tree is the Iroka or African

Oak (Chlorophora excelsa), so locally the Sandbox tree (Hura crepi-

tans) is regarded with corresponding reverence. A special ceremony

has to be performed before it can be felled. (Carr 1953:44) 0 The

Department disposes of sawn lumber, cordage and charcoal. Among
the timbers so used are ...Sandbox, Mahoe, Cajuea and Toporite.

( WICYB 1963:333) 0 Sandbox protects itself by having a very spiny

trunk. Its fruit, when ripe, explodes with a loud noise, flinging the

seeds a considerable distance away. (Farrell 1984:21) 6 Sandbox

grows mostly in the drier parts of both islands although occasional

trees can be found in wet areas. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:76-7)

sand crab n Ocypode quadrata, a white, fast-moving crab; inhabits

sandy beaches, (fr typical habitat) = chevalier crab, ghost crab,

jamette crab 0 (Innes 1985b:20)

sanderling n Calidris pusilla
,
a shorebird. (< E sanderling , a small

wading bird, Calidris sp.) = >becasse, becasse ordinaire, begas, kuit,

plover^, ploward4 0 (ffrench 1991:142-4)

sand fish n Awaous taiasica , a freshwater fish, to 30 cm long. Eyes

close together on top of head; teeth small, on lower jaw in two or

more rows; fins with spines. Upper sides of head and body brown;

belly lighter; back and sides with dark markings; back and tail fins

with dark markings, (fr typical habitat of sandy-bottomed rivers; E

sand-fish usu. refers to fishes Trichodon or Diplectrum) 0 Common
name: Sand fish... live on the river bed; free-flowing, clear water;

adults found only in parts of streams with shifting sand, young live in

estuaries... found in streams draining the Atlantic coast of Tobago

and the Northern Range in Trinidad. (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:47)

sandfly n Culicoides sp. a very small biting midge (not fly) found

mostly on wet sandy beaches. They are often not seen or felt when
biting, and the itch can be very persistent. (< E sand-fly, small blood-

sucking fly or biting midge) 0 There are two distinct species of sand-

flies; one very small, of a grey colour; the other nearly double in size,

and entirely black: the former is an inhabitant of the sea-shore partic-

ularly, the other of the interior. The black sandfly becomes common
at certain periods only: it generally attacks the legs, seldom the face

or hands, and its bite occasions an itching sensation, but no bulla, the

place being marked by a very small black spot, formed by coagulated

blood. The grey sand-fly is by far the most troublesome of all insects:

when in swarms they attack men or animals, and, small as they are,

cause extreme irritation, whilst the spot bitten swells immediately

into a bulla resembling nettle-rash; they creep into the sleeves, pene-

trate even into the ears and nostrils, animals becoming sometimes

unmanageable under their attacks, (de Verteuil 1884:105-6) 0 If you

were close to the hut, or seated on its step as Zampi was, you heard

the waterfall, the small noises of frogs, and the humming of the sand-

flies. (Khan 1964:71) 0 If you see sandfly bite - a hundred on one

foot and a hundred on the next foot, she couldn’t sleep at all.

sand grunt n Tob Lutjanus sp., a marine fish.

sand guabine n Gobiomorus dormitor, a freshwater fish, to 60 cm
long. Head and body strongly flattened; body slender; very large

mouth, lower jaw projecting beyond upper jaw. Lives on the river bed

in fresh and brackish water, in streams draining the north coast of

Trinidad and throughout Tobago. = bagre-sapo. guabine 3
, toad-pagre

0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:41)

sand gullet n Diplectrum formosum, a marine fish. = pretty fish,

salmon3
, seabass 0 (LNP 1985)

sandhyaa n In Hindu PUJA, meditations to deities in evening prayers

with HAWAN. /sandhja:/ (< H sandhya ‘twilight’) 0 Exchange Mandir

was the last stop on the teerath. “We arrived there at sandhya time,

6 pm. It is a very beautiful, quaint dirt mandir. We chanted and

danced for a long time, performed pradakshina of this mandir,’’

(daughter in law’s mother) Mena Maraj said... “It was a good thing to

share a spiritual journey with my samdhin. I will like to do the teerath

for my next birthday.” (TG 26 Nov 1995: 1 1)

sandimanitay, sans humanite, sandemanetay, santimanitay n A
traditional KALINDA and CALYPSO challenge refrain, /sandimanite,

santimanite/ (< Fr sans humanite ‘without mercy’) 0 Climbing up,

climbing up, climbing up Majouba Hill, We are all a contingent and

foremen Calipso. Tell the people for me we coming up San Humani-

te. (POSG 20 Jan 1900:5) 0 Cipriani bowl the men. And he gained the

victory, Sans humanite ! (Mirror 8 Feb 1910:7) 0 None of the bands

sang any properly composed songs, most of the songs having a jingle

of words uttered with lightning-like rapidity and ending with the

monotonous sans humanite. (POSG 25 Feb 1914:3) 0 My sympathies

extended to the land of Iere, Sandimanitay. (Houdini “Trinidad Hurri-

cane” 1933) 9 [T]he familiar sans humanite refrain which for decades

had been the appropriate and traditional ending to war calypsoes has

been supplanted by English phrases such as “Every one and all”,

“Britain rule the day”, and “In this colony”. For several years the

Gazette had been decrying the prevalence of what it called the artless

sans humanite expression as an ending to calypso verses. Thus in

1914, when liquor shops in New Town and St. James offered six bot-

tles of seven-year-old special rum as a prize for the best calypsoes

extolling the merits of their drinks, the shops required that the mean-

ingless sans humanite be excluded from the songs. From that time on

the patois phrase gradually disappeared from calypso compositions.

(POSG 14 Feb 1919, in Hill 1986:74) 9 Verbal aggression and

encounter, very much part of the Calinda tradition, remained as a cen-

tral feature of the Sans Humanite songs, whose refrain sans humanite,

is considered to have been a retention from the violent stickfighting

songs. (Rohlehr 1990:57)

Sando n San Fernando, the major city in southern Trinidad, /sando/

(< San Fernando) 9 Mayaro, with its incredible amount of abandoned

beach houses, sick coconut trees and listless agriculture is a remit-

tance country, living off the sons and daughters who work in towns

like Port-of-Spain and Sando and send money back home. (Bomb 6

Oct 1989:15) 9 “Yuh going Sando, doux doux darlin?” (2002)

sandwich 1 v Squeeze; move too closely to someone. (< E sandwich

‘put in or as a sandwich; insert something between two other things’)

9 Sandwich - Squeeze. (ESTT 1956)

2 v Charge or demand too much money from someone. 9 “Wuh? Huh
much yuh charge fuh de drop, yuh want to sandwich me.” (1990)

San Fernando Hill n A large hill on the edge of the town of San

Fernando in southern Trinidad, now greatly reduced by quarrying for

gravel. 9 The San Fernando Hill will never again provide the adven-

ture and emotions that live in the memory of older generations. (TTM
13 Oct 1989:19)
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sangabanga see sangawanga
sangaree, sangri n obs A drink made of wine mixed with water and

spices, /sangari, sangri/ (< E sangaree 'diluted and spiced wine’

< Sp sangria 'a drink of lemon water and red wine') 0 [She] locks up

wine and sugar so that Adolph and I cannot make sangri. (Urich

Diary 1 Sept 1830) 0 [Picton] could swallow more sangaree at a draft

than any four Trinidadians together. (POSG 8 May 1840:3) 0 Sanga-

ree and mosquito doses* were employed as composing draughts with-

out effect. *Grog taken at bed-time. (Joseph 1835:61) 0 Wags... have

not failed over their bowls of punch and sangaree to enjoy their say-

ings and doings at the Parsons’ expense. (TRD 15 Sept 1849:3) 0 On
one side of the room, was a stately sideboard, with all the glass furni-

ture of the house laid out upon it; among which we must not forget to

mention the sangaree-bowls. (Wilkins 1854:140)

sangawanga, sangabanga, sangabranga 1 v Have sexual inter-

course. (poss. < Kikongo sarjga 'sword dance’) 0 Your chances to

capture her might be slim. But she’ll go, and she’ll sanga branga with

him. (Atilla “Vagaries of Women” 1935) 0 “Big-belly Maginot sang-

a-wanga-in’ (that is, he’s having sexual intercourse) with you and my
wife.” (Hercules 1980:49) 6 “But lissen to me, nuh... tryin’ to tell a

Trinidad man how to sanga-wanga a woman. But you ever hear t’ing

so?” (Hercules 1980:1 12) 0 They were singing “I have a shilling for

Dorothy and I sanga wanga with she”. (Bynoe 1985:34) 0 Wang - A
wild celebration or dance with the same characteristics as a “bram”.

The word “sanga wanger” also “sanga banga” definitely had erotic

connotations and probably derives from “wang”. (Bynoe 1985:66)

2 n Penis; man’s sexual organ. 0 I will pants you and you can show
off yuh sangawanga!

sangit, sangeet n A performance of traditional Indian music, includ-

ing singing and sometimes dancing, /saqgit/ (< H sangit, sangit

‘music; singing; concert; exhibition of song, dancing and music as a

public entertainment’) 0 “We going to the sangeet samelan tonight.”

(1990) 0 Ram Leela is an open-air performance blending Sangeet

(song, dance and music) with abhinaya (acting) and recitation. (EX
23 Sept 1990:42)

sangre de toro n In cockfighting, a bird with dark red feathers. (< Sp

sangre de toro 'blood of a bull’, fr dark red colour) 0 He pointed out

the different colours and told me their names. .. hens and cocks were

grouped according to their colouring: sangre de toro (bull blood),

marahon (greyish red)... (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)

San Juan mule n arc Describing someone or something carrying a

heavy burden; also sometimes someone with a lot of money. 0 If you

see she coming home from town, loaded like a San Juan mule.

Sankey, sankie n A style of Protestant hymn, often sung at wakes and

during Spiritual Baptist (Shouter Baptist) services, /sarjki/

(fr The Sankey and Moody Hymn Book
;

Ira David Sankey, 1840-

1908, was an American writer of popular mission hymns) 0 The
evidence for the prosecution showed that a “wake” was held at Mana-
hanbra Village... there were also a good number of the villagers pres-

ent and a dispute arose over the singing of the Sankey Hymns. (POSG
29 Oct 1919) 0 Sanky [sic] hymns were beautifully rendered. (The

People 24 Sept 1938:8) 0 Grandfather Peter never let one of his

Negroes be interred without his conducting the burial service with the

Negroes singing the many sankies taught them by the missionaries.

(Ottley 1962:25) 0 Sankies & Trumpets: Choral singing of hymns
with four-part harmony. It is used in the Protestant churches of local

formation. The music is sometimes sung as a dirge and varied with

the addition of highly rhythmic modifications and hand-clapping,

among certain African-influenced cults, e.g., Shouter Baptists.

(Ahyoung 1977:44-5)

sankh, sanch n A conch shell trumpet, /sank
11

/ (< H sankh ‘conch

shell which Hindus blow’) 0 ‘Look, Bap, the kuti finish. Only some
pictures I want on the walls. And a sanch ’ - a conch-shell - ‘and a

ghanti.' A tiny bell. (Naipaul 1976:71) 0 Sankh : a conch-shell that is

blown. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 15) 0 “In the Oval, when the cricketers

going down, they blowing sankh.” (1990) 0 No santoor, no flute, no

blowing of the ‘sankh’ - the spirit of the ocean in its whorl. (Persaud

1993:259)

San Maria n Chionanthus compacta [= C. caribaea, Linociera carib-

aea, L. compacta , Mayepea caribaea], a native tree to 15 m (49'),

usu. smaller. Leaves elliptical-oblong, 10-15 x 3-5 cm (3. 9-5. 8" x
1.2-2"). Flowers white, commonly in threes on the tips of clusters.

Fruits ovoid, 1-2.5 cm (.4-1") long. 0 (FTT 1947-2-3:143)

San Miguel bush n Austroeupatorium inulifolium [= Eupatorium inu-

lifolium\, a native shrub with lavender or whitish flowers. = Christ-

mas bush
1

, male Christmas bush 0 San Miguel bush is a bush does

make white flowers. It flowers around the time of the fete by the sea

that the fishermen and them does keep (St. Peter’s Day). All the San

Miguel does flower de same time. (Morean M-79)

sansam see SAMSAM

sans humanite see SANDIMANITAY

sanskara see SAMSKARA

santapee see SANTOPEE

Santa Maria 1 n Lippia alba, a cultivated shrub with long straggling

slender branches, to 1.5 m (5') high. Leaves highly aromatic, opposite

in pairs or threes, oblong-elliptical, blunt pointed tip, finely toothed

margins, usu. 3 tm (1.2") long, greyish hairy below. Flower-heads in

leaf axils, 1-2 cm (.4-. 8") long on stalks, flowers very small; white,

pinkish or light purple. Used medicinally. = sage
1

0 Chest Cold and

Cough: Bamboo Leaves... Santa Maria... (Bush Medicine 1976b: 19) 0

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:1 12) 0 A brew is made from the

leaves and twigs of the plant together with the leaves and sometimes

also roots of fever grass,... and the leaves and twigs of Santa Maria

Lippia alba. (Morean 1992m:31) 0 ‘That and santamaria good for the

cold.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:147)

2 n Lantana involucrata, a native plant, used medicinally. (< Sp santa

‘saint’ + Sp Maria ‘Mary’)

Santa Rosa festival n The festival of Santa Rosa, the patron saint of

Arima and of the Roman Catholic Church of St. Rose of Lima, in

Arima, sponsored by the church since 1820. (< Sp Santa Rosa ‘Saint

Rose’) = Festival of the Caribs 0 [The] Santa Rosa Festival... is cele-

brated on the 30th of August every year [in Arima] and the Caribs

take the Santa Rosa Statue out of the Church’s sacristy and place it on

the throne which is decorated with flowers.

santiwa 1 v Cure someone affected by MALJO by praying over them,

usu. in Spanish, /santiwa/ (< Sp santiguar ‘heal by prayer’) 0 He was

a man of faith, a panyol who knew a lot. He could
‘

santiwai (heal by

blessing)’. His Spanish prayers were valued. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:116)

2 n Curing someone by praying over them, usu. in Spanish. See also

SPANISH prayers. 0 Many of us may be familiar with the so-called

“Santa guay” in which an individual is flagellated with a small broom

made from the plant of the sweet broom, Scoparia dulcis, to the

accompaniment of prayers said in Spanish. This practice is believed

to break the spell of the evil eye (maljo or mal des yeux) or other mis-

fortune. (Morean 1991:11) 0 However, most people opted for having

the child [with maljo] blessed by a knowledgeable panyol. This is

known as santiwai (from Spanish: santiguar, the ancient custom of

healing by blessing). The leaf juice of the herb verba mora (or ago-

uma) is sprinkled over the child with a sprig of escobilla in order to

ward off evil. At the same time a number of prayers are said in Span-

ish and the child is blessed several times with the sign of the cross.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:120) 0 “You want me to go an talk to

Mazie Marie for she to do she santowa (bless) business to get sun to

come out hot?” (Homer 1995)

santopee, santapee n Scolopendra sp., (E centipede), an invertebrate;

dark-coloured, long, thin, hard-shelled, segmented body, with one

pair of legs on each segment, /santapi, santopi/ (< E centipede)
=

gojar 0 If I was a banker. Playing whe-whe every day... I would play

santapee and damblay belly. (Radio, Lion & Tiger “Ask No Ques-

tions” 1936) 0 Tell me family, don’t cry for me, mama. I’ll be like a

santapee, doodoo. (Caresser “Clear the Way When the Bamboo Play”

1938) 0 Man santapee bad, woman santapee more than bad. (Atilla

“Man Santapee” 1943) 0 “And let cockroach, rat, snake and santapee

properly well bite them.” Kyah, kyah, kyah! (TTM 16 Jan 1994:30)
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santur, santoor n An Indian musical instrument with a hundred

strings, mounted on legs, played by plucking with two plectrums or

-striking with two hammers, /santur/ (< H-U < Ar santirfFarsi santur)

0 Santur. is a rectangular box over which strings of varying lengths

are stretched. The long side faces the performer and the strings run

parallel to the longer side. The santur has generally a set of three

strings to a note. The [strings] are subjected to pressure strokes by

small wooden hammers held in both hands. (Ramlakhan 1990a:9) 0

Secondary School teacher, Sharda Maharaj, plays the santoor at a

University cultural show. (Mahabir 1992:194) 0 From next door the

passing breeze brought the music of the santoor, and the flute.

(Persaud 1993:144)

sanyasi n A Hindu holy man (sometimes SANYASIN, a woman), who is

dedicated to prayer and lives an ascetic life, /sanjasi/ (< H sannyaasf

m., sanyasin f. ‘putting aside; abandoning; recluse’) = sadhu 0 How
or why Sanyasi came to be called Sanyasi, probably he himself could

not say. For a sanyasi was a holy man, a sadhu, one who eschewed

fish and flesh food and intoxicating drinks of all kinds; one, more-

over, who usually wore under his koortah or merino a bead of the

sacred tulsi wood. (Naipaul 1976:188) 0 It was then she became a

sanyasi, devoting her last days to prayers, fasting and penance; yet

the feeling that she was unworthy of love, of salvation, had visited

and stayed with her. (Persaud 1993:260)

sap n Put bay-rum lotion, water, etc. on the body to cool off or relieve

itching. (< dial E sap ‘drench; soak’) 0 He play he has toothache, and

he beg for some [rum], to soak his teeth or sap his head. (Chalkie

“You Can’t Stop a Trinidadian” 1969) 0 He took some bay rum and

sapped his wiry beard. Then he took his favourite towel and wiped his

face. (Ladoo 1974:21) 0 “You must sap your hand where the mos-

quito bite you.” (1978) 0 In Trinidad, the leaves of [wild tobacco] ...

are also boiled and used to “sap” the feet of individuals afflicted with

rheumatism and arthritis. (Morean 1990b:26) 0 “One Baptist told me
to sap my children’s faces with Kananga Waters every morning

before they go off to school, for protection.” (EX-2 20 Oct 1991:3) 0

“If you have a headache or (you’re) not feeling well, you can sap your

head with these Waters. People pass it on their skin or sprinkle it

around the house... The Baptists sprinkle the waters in the four cor-

ners of the church or on the ground during mournings.” (EX-2 20 Oct

1991 :3) 0 You want me sap your head with some more bayrum? (Sel-

von 1 99 1 a:20) 0 The forehead was sapped with urine [of little boys]

to cure persistent headaches. (Cummings 2004:61)

sapajou n Cebus albifrons trinitatis (E capuchin monkey); body to

37.5 cm (15") long + 51 cm (20.5") tail, weight to 4 kg (8.8 lbs.).

Small body with slender arms and legs; well defined thumb; long tail

usu. coiled and used for balance. Hair fairly long; pale yellowish

brown; slightly lighter face; throat and chest. Sometimes kept as pets;

forest hosts for yellow fever virus. /sapac^u/(< FC < Brazilian cayou-

vassou ‘any monkey with a prehensile tail’) = matchin, sakiwinki,

weeping ape, weeping capuchin, weeping monkey, white monkey 0

(de Verteuil 1858) 0 In a cage near by... are three small Sapajous

(Cebus), two of which belong to the island; as abject and selfish as

monkeys usually are. (Kingsley 1880:111) 0 The sapajou is a small

whitish ape, very common in the eastern and southern districts. It is

very inquisitive, and not only does not flee at the approach of men,

but will remain and examine him with apparent curiosity... it has a

soft plaintive tone., it can be rendered remarkably tame, (de Verteuil

1884:85) 0 The whitish monkey or sapajou,... is an inquisitive little

creature, and... easily tamed. (De Suze 1941, rev. Hunt 1960) 0

(Alkins 1979:16-7)

sapat, sapate, sapath n A sandal with a wooden sole and a rubber or

leather strap across the front of the foot, /sapat/ (< Sp zapato ‘shoe’) 0

As [he] was about to strike [the man] with his shapat. (POSG 30 Nov
1849:3) 0 Sapate also sabot (sabo) - a wooden sole slipper worn by

labourers; Dutch shoes. (ESTT 1956) 0 And Indian Rosey Sampath,

Walking street with high heel Sapath. (Young Killer “Women Mis-

take” 1959, pr) 0 Loaf Soo did this job from a little wooden box

before the parlour door, where he perched, one foot on the box, the

other foot hanging down; the foot on the bench was bare, the other in

a sappat. (Jones 1973:124) 0 Shoes, if they were worn at all, often

consisted of a carved, flat, piece of wood, with an arc of stiff rubber,

usually a part of the inner wall of a tyre, nailed towards the front to

provide an aperture into which the front of the foot could enter. This

was the well-known sapat. (Singh 1985:45) 0 “[In this] Speech Band

... these guys use to dress like Robin Hood. A short pants, knicker-

bucker, and this bodice, pretty, pretty. Most of them were barefoot or

had on sapats." (Hall 1998:46) 0 To avoid infection from the concrete

floor of the bathroom some people wore sapats. A sapat is a shaped

wooden sole about half-inch thick and held to the foot by a three-inch

wide strip of canvas over the instep. (Cummings 2004:25)

sapatay, sapate, sapater, sapatey n Several species of flattened,

leathery-skinned, marine fish of the Family Carangidae: Chloroscom-

brus chrysurus (E Atlantic bumper), to 26 cm (10.1") long; Oli-

goplites palometa (E Maracaibo leather]acket), to 43 cm (16.8”)

long; O. saliens, (E Castin leatherjacket), to 43 cm (16.8") long; O.

saurus, (E Atlantic leatherjacket), to 30 cm (11.7") long, /sapate/

(< Sp zapato ‘shoe’, fr flattened body) = plateau (C. chrysurus)',

shoemaker 1

(O. palometa, O. saliens, O. saurus)', tie pin, zapate,

>zapatero (O. saurus) 0 Sapater, a flat fish. (Thomas 1869:23) 0 Sap-

ate... Oligoplites saurus, E. leatherjacket (AACC 1945:108)

sapatay clay/dirt/mud n A sticky, red clay, the colour from the iron it

contains, used for making pottery, notably DIYAS. The expression

Like spinning top in sapatay mud indicates that something is too diffi-

cult to accomplish, /sapate/ = cheetah dirt, sepetarre 0 “Sapatey clay...

to get that clay you have to dig about the second layer down, because

it’s a clay you really have to choose, it don’t have to have any roots,

stone or anything. It has to be smooth... It’s sticky, real sticky, so

when yuh moulding anything, it stay ups. And it can take the sun, the

weather.” (Gayelle “East Indian Pottery” 1-12, 24 July 1986) 0 “Sapa-

tay dirt good for the [charcoal] pit.” (Jan 1993) 0 Now came to plas-

tering by the process called “leepay”. For this they made several trips

to the banks of the nearby streams to collect baskets of a special whit-

ish mud called “sapatay clay”. (Deen 1994:139)

sapatel n Peltogynefloribunda , a native tree, /sapatel/ (prob. < Amer)
= >purpleheart, sapatero, sapaterre 0 There were trees there whose

names I had not yet learned: olivier, sapatel, aguatapana, ceiba.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:79) 0 The tufted coquette can sometimes

be found feeding on sapatel flowers. (Morean M-9)

sapatero n Peltogyne floribunda, a native tree to 30 m (98'). Flowers

in spreading, densely brownish-woolly panicles, 5-20 cm (2-7.8")

long. Fruit pod about 3.5 x 2.25 cm (1.4” x .9"). Heart wood is dark

purple, hard, heavy, close-grained, durable, used for furniture and

cabinet work, /sapatero/ (prob. < Amer) = >purpleheart, sapatel. sapa-

terre 0 Sapatero. Purple Heart... is highly valued for its dark purple

heart wood which is hard, heavy, close-grained, tough and durable.

The colour deepens considerably with age and becomes almost black.

It is suitable for furniture, cabinet work, turnery and inlaying, also in

buildings but is rather difficult to work. (FTT 1931-1-4:282-3)

sapaterre n Peltogyne floribunda, a native tree. = >purpleheart, sapa-

tel, sapatero 0 (Joseph 1838a:80)

sapatey see SAPATAY

sapelop n A soup containing GROUND PROVISIONS and meat.

/sapelDp/ (< Sp saperole) 0 (Laurence 1970)

saphi, safi, saphee n A rag or piece of cloth used for cleaning, wiping

up liquid, etc. /sap
h
i/ (< H safi ‘dishcloth; wiping cloth’) 0 A rag used

for cleaning, is also [saphi]. (Singh 1988:28) 0 Saphee'. Kitchen tow-

els made from cotton. (Ramlakhan 1 990a: 11) 0 “Wash all de saaphi

from de kitchen fuh meh.” (1990) 0 ‘It is not easy when they start

chatting you up.’ ‘When it’s over, they treat you like saphee.’

(Persaud 1993:61)

saphir n Chlorestes notatus [= Coerulens sapphire, Eucephala caeru-

lea, Hylocharis caerulea] (E blue-chinned sapphire hummingbird), a

hummingbird, 8.8 cm (3.5") long. Male upperparts dark green; tail

steel blue; upper throat blue; rest of underparts bright green; white

thighs. Female similar but underparts mainly white with green spots.

Bill straight, upper part black, lower reddish. (< Fr saphir ‘sapphire

blue’, fr colour of throat) = sapphire hummingbird 0 (Chapman
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1894:58) 0 (Williams 1922:164) 0 (Belcher & Smooker 1 936a:3 1 ) 0

(Brown 1947:90) 0 (ffrench 1991:228-9)

saphir-savanne n Chlorostilbon mellisugus [poss. = C. caribbaeus

nanus, C. atala
]
(E blue-tailed emerald hummingbird), 7.5 cm (3")

long. Male generally brilliant golden green; white thighs and steel-

blue forked tail; bill straight, short, black. Female similar, but with

blackish ear-patch; underparts grayish white, outer tail tipped white.

(< Fr saphir + FC savan ‘savannah’) = Carib emerald, savannah

sapphire 0 Trochilus Bicolor... Sapphire-emerald, (de Verteuil

1884:368) 0 (Williams 1922:163) 0 (Belcher & Smooker 1936a:32) 0

(ffrench 1991:229)

sap mango n A large variety of cultivated mango, very juicy and

sweet. (< dial E sappy ‘moist; wet; sodden’) 0 Sap mango: It’s a large

mango but very delicate, if it falls to the ground it becomes so soft

and lumpy that it may be considered inedible by some. It can be so

sweet that the juice ‘bums’ the throat. It can be mistaken for calabash

mango. (EX 1 1 Aug 2000:29)

sapodilla, sappidillo n Manilkara zapota [~ Achras zapota, Sapota

achras], a cultivated tree to 15 m (49') high; branchlets and stems

brownish-woolly. Leaves dense, dark green, clustered at end of

branchlets, elliptic-oblong, 5-15 x 2.6 cm (2-5.8" x 1.1"), papery,

often brownish-woolly below. Flowers whitish, usu. single, in leaf

axils. Fruit roundish, 5-8 cm (2-3") diameter, brown, slightly fuzzy,

thin skin; edible, light brown, sweet mealy flesh, cinnamon-like fla-

vour; containing several brown or black, shiny oval flat seeds. Sap is

used to make chewing gum; plant used medicinally, /sapadila/

(< Arawak sapatiya)
= sapotee 0 The other fruits are all cheap;

excepting sappidilloes and the prickly pear. (Carmichael 1833:64) 0

The finest pine-apples, sappotillas, or shaddocks, that could be gath-

ered, or even pilfered, by our people, were continually sent to Massa

Warner. (Joseph 1838a:50) 0 The sappadillo is like a rotten pear,

sweet enough, like many others, but of very poor flavour. (Day 1852-

1:179-80) 0 Sapodillas... very much like brown paper outside and

brown sugar inside. (Lady Stanmore 8 Feb 1867:81) 0 This with the

glossy leaves. ..is a Sapodilla (Sapota achras). (Kingsley 1880:373) 0

Yesterday’s Market Prices... Scarce: Sapodillas. (TG 5 Sept 1917:1 1)

0 Market-Scarce... sapodillas. (TG 22 Jan 1933:9) 0 Sapodilla...

largely grown for its russet brown, nearly spherical or oval, thin

skinned fruits which contain sweet, succulent pulp, and are largely

used for dessert. The best varieties occur in Tobago... in the better

varieties there are few seeds. There are also seedless forms, but as the

Sapodilla is not readily amenable to vegetative propagation these can-

not readily be increased. Incisions in the bark yield a white, sticky

latex, the source of chicle gum. (Williams & Williams 1941:53) 0

SAPODILLA (Achras sapota). The fruit of a small tree which is per-

haps better known for its other product - the white latex which is the

base of chewing-gum. The fruit is of a russet-brown colour about the

size of a small peach, with a thin skin enclosing a reddish pulp and

black seeds. The pulp is sweet and slightly gritty. (Alford 1960:91 ) 0

The gardens displayed their fruit trees and seemed to specialize in

sapodillas bearing at this time their russet-brown fruit, which was

delicious raw, stewed, or made into a syrup served on ice-cream. This

handsome evergreen was also tapped in some places for chicle, an

ingredient of chewing gum. (Bryans 1967:227) 0 There were man-

goes, oranges, portugals, shaddocks, chenettes, mamee apples, avoca-

dos, sapodillas... all in just a small piece of land. (Deen 1994:30)

sapokaya nut see SAPUCAI NUT

sapot n Pradosia grisebachii [~ Ecclinusa grisebachii], a native tree,

sapote n Pouteria sapota , a native tree. Fruit round, smooth, /sapot/ =

>mamee sapote, shapot 0 (Marshall 1934:67)

sapotee n Manilkara zapota , a cultivated tree. Fruit round, 5-8 cm
(2-3") diameter; skin brown, slightly fuzzy, thin; edible flesh light-

brown sweet, mealy, with a cinnamon flavour. Contains several shiny

seeds, brown or black, /sapoti/ (< Fr sapotille < sapoddle', FC
chapoti) = >sapodilla 0 (FTT 1947-2-3:133) 6 From the time I had

come into the shed there was the strong pleasant smell but I had not

said anything. “What you smelling.” “Sapotee.”... As I bent down the

smell of the ripening sapodillas was so strong it might have knocked

me over. (Anthony 1967: 1 16) 0 “What is one sapotee!” I cried, hurt...

“Make them fall and wake up Farfan and you’ll know what is one

sapotee!” (Anthony 1973)

sapotille marron n Morisonia americana
,
a native shrub or small tree.

Twigs and leaves scaly when young. Leaves leathery, finely net-

veined, oval. Fruit a greenish berry, 3.5-4 cm (1.4- 1.6") diameter,

with seeds 7-10 mm (.28-.39"). /sapoti mawDn, maron/ (< Fr sapotille

< sapodilla + < Sp marron ‘wild’) = toco, >wild sapodilla 0 (FTT
1929-1-2:35)

sapphire hummingbird n arc Chlorestes notalus , a hummingbird.

Male upperparts dark green; tail steel blue; upper throat blue; under-

parts bright green. (< E sapphire ‘a brilliant blue jewel’, fr colour of

upper throat) = >saphir 0 Eucephala caerulea... Known in Trinidad as

the “Sapphire Humming-bird.” (Taylor 1864:92)

sappidillo see SAPODILLA

sappy adj Of food, having too much water. (< dial E sappy ‘moist;

wet; sodden’) 0 In [his] time in jail, prisoners were served a constant,

daily diet of rabbit meat and ‘sappy’ rice without change. (Bomb 13

July 1990: 23) 0 “This rice sappy.” (1990)

sap rice n Watery, sticky rice. (< dial E sappy ‘moist; wet; sodden’) 0

Like you want to kill us down here with this sapp rice. (Blakie

“Yankee Poultice” 1963 pr)

saptapdi n In a Hindu wedding, a ritual in which the bride and groom
circle a fire, /saptapdi/ (< Sanskrit sapt ‘seven’ + path ‘steps’) 0 Arya

Samaji weddings followed a simple ritual, not for reasons of poverty

of modernity, but to exclude superstition. The marriage ceremony

consisted of four parts... and the saptapadi (seven steps) that seal the

union. (Clarke 1986:123) 0 Hindu families in early Trinidad villages

carried out a fairly common set of ritual functions. Foremost were the

life-cycle rites (samskara). Of the sixteen such rites prescribed by

classical Hindu texts, only the following were regularly practised in

Trinidad... marriage (rites usually occurring over seven days, includ-

ing the actual vows between bride and groom (kanya dan and sapta

padi), which took place at night). (Vertovec 1992:1 12-3) 0 Saptapadi

- Seven Auspicious Steps... It is on the completion of Saptapadi that

marriage becomes complete and irrevocable. (Holass-Beepath

2002:101)

sapucai nut, zabocaio nut n Lecvthis zabucajo (E sapucaia nut), a tall

cultivated tree bearing large round “monkey-pot” type fruits; seeds

edible, oily, oblong, 5 cm (2") long, enclosed in a large, brown woody
shell, /sapukai/ (< Amer, Brazil sapucaia, several nut-bearing trees of

the genus Lecythis) = Brazil(ian) nut 0 The tree which bears the sapu-

caia nut (Lecythis Zabucajo), is entirely different to the Brazil-nut

tree, although its produce is very similar in nearly every respect. The

trees attain an average height of about eighty feet, their tops expand-

ing into a large mass of dark-green glossy foliage. The outer shells in

which the nuts grow are about six inches in diameter, and have a sort

of lid at the top, which opens and allows the ripe contents to escape.

Both Brazil nuts and sapucaia nuts are considered extremely nourish-

ing and wholesome in Trinidad, and are much used as an article of

food, especially in the mountains, where the oily nature of the nuts

supplies the place of animal food, which is difficult to procure, and

where the natives have not the resource of the inhabitants of the coast,

in the way of an abundance of fish. (Brassey 1885:1 1 1-2) 0 (Williams

& Williams 1941:1 1) 0 “There are plenty Brazilian nuts - we called

them ‘zabocaio nuts.’”(TG 14 Dec 2003:65)

sar, sah, sa, saar 1 n arc A respectful form of address, usu. to a man
considered a social superior, /sa:/ (< E sir, a respectful term of

address to a superior, client, etc.) 0 “Da no you property. - da mooba-

ble property, Saar.” (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 Nex time peple buse me
sar, I go fite ’em, an if Missa hask me wha make me do dat, I go

tell em da he wha mak me do em sar. (TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 Sa. (Uh

1883:251) 0 “Don’t bother about the snake - he is our concern. We
are going to catch it.”... “Oh, no, Sah, look at trouble noo; we came to

shoot babiche Sah, an’ no catch snake sah; him ’ting yo’ Sah; bes’

way shoot he Sah.” (JFNC Oct 1892:96) 0 Mistah Edditer - Dis is to

inform you, sah, dat as Jemima is marrid to me now, I hold de repon-

sability of answering any letter of scarscasm dat any body rite agenst
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her charicter. (PC 18 June 1904) 0 Johnny - Now where is the Yank
himself? Mary - He da mo live in de woods sar becase de madam
want wild meat. (PC 17 Mar 1906) 0 “When I was a child, sar,” he

said, “I was once in Arima.” (Ditmars & Bridges 1935:160)

2 n An Indian kinship term of reference or address for a man’s wife’s

brother and anyone she calls brother, such as a wife’s mother’s

brother’s son or a wife’s younger sister’s husband. (< H-Bh) = sarub-

hai 0 sar. [Wife’s brother] and any equivalent (that is, anyone she

calls [brother], such as [wife’s mother’s brother’s son]). A distinction

is sometimes made between [brothers] older and younger than [wife],

calling [wife’s elder brother] barka sar. (Klass 1961:95) 0 The term

“sar,” meaning wife’s brother, is a perfectly respectable and inoffen-

sive word - as long as it is addressed to an individual who stands in

that capacity to the speaker... [otherwise] it becomes the deadliest of

insults. The implication of the term in such a case is that the speaker

has slept with the other individual’s sister, or, perhaps, that the other’s

sister has such a bad reputation that any man may legitimately call her

brother “sar.” (Klass 1 96 1 : 1 08 ) 0 “Ah gi meh saar one cutarse today.”

(1990)

sara bara n A traditional Indian dish made from bara and DAHI

(yoghurt). /sara bara/ (< Bh sara ‘fermented’ + bara) 0 Dahie, the tra-

ditional yoghurt is also made from fresh milk and set overnight for

use in such dishes as sara bara, (urdi-based bara soaked in dahie), a

delicious savoury dish. (777? Oct 1990:28)

sarabet, sarrbat n A drink made from water and cane syrup or sugar,

/sarabet, sarbat/ (< Turkish/Persian sherbet < Arabic sharbah ‘drink’)

0 The [Muslim] marriage agreement was cemented by both the bride

and groom drinking from the same glass of sweetdrink (sarrbat).

(Alladin 1970:24)

sarad puja n A Hindu ritual carried out three days after the MAHAPA-
tra PUJA held after a death. See also SHRADH. /sarad puc^a/ (< H-
Bh sradh ‘death ritual’ + puja) 0 Three days after the maha-patra

puja there is another ritual called the sarad puja, and one year later a

ceremony called the pinda puja is given. After this, the deceased are

worshipped during the ceremony of Pitr Phat, the annual ceremony

in honor of the ancestors. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:135)

sarahaj, saraj n An Indian kinship term of address or reference for a

man’s wife’s brother’s wife. Also a wife’s sister-in-law, or a hus-

band’s sister, /sarahacb;, sarad^ (< H-Bh sarhay ‘brother-in-law’s

wife’) 0 sarahaj: [Wife’s brother’s wife], or any equivalent. (Klass

1961:95) 0(Dwarika 1984:38)

saraka, saraca n A traditional feast or food sacrifice offered to ances-

tors, usu. as part of a REEL or NATION DANCE, or a wedding, /saraka/

(< Yor sddaka -saraa ‘charity; alms; ceremony of annual thanksgiv-

ing or special supplication involving the distribution of food’) 0 The

saraka... was an act of ancestor reverence, and often “neglected

ancestors (those whose [descendants] have failed to offer saraka) will

confer a series of misfortunes upon the living offenders”. The meal

associated with this ceremony consisted of goat, sheep and fowl meat.

Salt was not used in the cooking. (Woodroffe 1974:14-5) 0 Beryl

McBumie and the Little Carib participated in two of the shows...

“Saraca”** on June 13th [1959]... **Saraca - An African Thanksgiv-

ing Festival in which natives give thanks for success achieved or a

mission accomplished, ex. Celebration Programme. (Ahye 1983:68) 0

The Rada nation practice a religion originating at Allada in what is

now Dahomey (Abomey). From these people the religious culture of

Trinidad received saraka (traditional sacrifice)... and the Aja names

for the deities known to the Yoruba. (Elder 1988:42) 0 She used to

give a Saraka every Easter Monday and my mother went up to help

her cook. (OPNL June 1994:6) 0 Saraka: religious ceremony to pla-

cate ancestors involving unsalted food offerings and charitable distri-

bution of food. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:92)

sarangi, saranjee n An Indian musical instrument, similar to a violin,

held vertically and played with a bow. /saranc^i/ (< H sarangi ‘a

stringed musical instrument’) 0 Why, we would ask the authorities,

should the pagan coolies be prevented from playing his loved

tom-tom or saranjee after 10 p.m. when his supposed more civilised

brethren should be permitted their heathenish and more disturbing

“wakes,” ad lib\ (POSG 14 Aug 1915:3) 0 Sarangee, a wood, carved,

multi-metal-stringed instrument played with a bow. (Alladin

1970:63) 0 Sarangi: North Indian upright bowed string instrument;

main accompaniment with region’s vocal music. (Ramaya 1992:22)

sarap(ay) 1 n A curse; spell, /sarap, sarape/ (< H sarap ‘cursing;

imprecation’) 0 “He get a bad sarap.” (1990) 0 “Reverse back the

sarapay, it go fall on them self.” (1990)

2 v' Put a curse or spell on someone. (< H sarapna ‘curse; invoke a

curse’) 0 (Dwarika 1984:38) 0 “He sarape me.” (1990)

saras, saraso, soraso 1 adj Of a coconut, not quite dry, outer part

green, sometimes with some brown, the JELLY hard with waxy tex-

ture. Of lumber, almost dry, not green, /saras, saraso/ (< Sp soraso

‘slightly moist’) 0 “I made these with a saras nut.” (1993) 0 “That nut

saras.” (1993) 0 ‘In those days they used to cover the house with

cocorite palm... Well, you had up to about 25 to 30 palms on one tree.

They would cut all the palms and take them for your house. Then they

cut the palms in toletes - in pieces. The pieces shouldn’t be long, nei-

ther very dry; we used to say they had to be soraso - a bit moist, you

see.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:46)

2 v Dry out almost completely. 0 “[L]epinet last long if you cut it in

good moon - 3 days after full moon. If you want it to give you a bet-

ter lumber you leave it on the ground for a few months to saraso for

the water to half-dry.” (Morean M-74)

sarcelle n arc Anas discors, a duck, 37.5 cm (15") long. Male gray-

brown with white crescent mark in front of eye; large, pale blue patch

on fore-wing, appearing whitish at distance; underparts dark, /saisel/

(< Fr sarcelle ‘teal duck’) = >blue-wing, sarcelle a croissants 0 We
have two kinds of Ducks... the other the Sarcelle, not bigger than a

small pigeon, and of very brilliant spurs on its wings. (Joseph

1838a:55-6)

sarcelle a croissants n obs Anas discors, a small duck, 37.5 cm (15")

long. Male gray-brown with white crescent in front of eye; large pale

blue patch on fore-wing; underparts dark. Female mottled brown with

blue wing patch. (< Fr sarcelle + a croissants ‘with crescent patches’)

= >blue-wing, sarcelle 0 (Chapman 1894:83)

sardar n obs An overseer. (< H sardar ‘chief; headman’) 0 Other

crewmen in charge of the coolies were the third mate (in charge of

stores and rations) and certain Indian employees: compounders

(translators and intermediaries), sardars (to maintain discipline and

distribute rations), and topazes (sweepers). (Vertovec 1992:68)

sarde n Any of many edible marine species of PARGUE, grunt,

REDFISH. /said/ (poss. < Fr sardelle ‘sardine; Clupea or Sardinella

aurita'; poss. < sardine with -ine interpreted as a diminutive) 0 The

snappers are hooked from the sandy banks about the bocas, as also

the sardes - all excellent fish, (de Verteuil 1884:393)

sardine 1 n Any very small, silvery marine fish, often used for fishing

bait. (< E and Fr sardine, FC sadin, a number of small silvery marine

fish, usu. Clupea sp. or Anchoa sp.) 0 Far and away the best bait,

especially for trolling, are what are commonly called “sardines” of

which there are several varieties. Their local names in order of merit

as fish killers, are: - 1. Sardines rouges. 2. Anchois. 3. Sardines

Dorees. 4. Cha-Cha. 5. Small Coulihou. 6. Sardines cailleux. Of these

the first two mentioned are irresistible, and with either on your troll-

ing line you must feel the surface fish if there are any about. The "sar-

dines rouges” and “anchois” generally enter the gulf in large shoals or

schools, about the month of June, beat about the bays and rocks of the

Bocas islands in the morning, going out to deep water later, and

returning in the afternoon. They are generally caught in small seines...

The approach of these shoals can always be detected from afar by the

quantities of seabirds that accompany them. (Vincent 1910:21) 0 Oth-

ers like grouper, mullet, grantiki, sardines and lots of shrimps made
their way to Gasparillo a mile or two away by meanders. (Deen

1994:31)

2 n Any very small, silvery freshwater fish. 0 Small fry the size of a

minnow, which are known in Caparo as sardines. (Mole 1894b:44) 0

The silvery “sardines” ( Tetragonopterus spp:) are abundant in Trini-

dad, but are too small and bony to be worth catching. (Guppy
1922b:468) 0 Sardine - Tetragonopterus (Astyanax, Hemigrammus),
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Chirodon (Odontostilbe), Corynopoma (Stevardia), and Curimatus...

These four genera of so-called “Sardines” fairly well distributed in

the fresh waters of the colony... With the exception of Curimatus

argenteus, the “Sardines” are gregarious, and generally cruise about

in small schools. Movements very swift. When feeding, however, a

school may be observed with individuals almost motionless except

for nervous jerky action of fins. All alert, ready to dash off at any

angle to seize anything edible. Very efficient mosquito destroyers,

insatiable appetite for larvae. Tetragonopterus maculatus, “Pink-

finned Sardine,” most abundant in Maracas and St. Joseph rivers and

similar streams. Other species prefer amber-tinted or muddy water.

One or more of these “Sardines” may be found in the dams and artifi-

cial waters of the Colony but not Tetragonopterus guppyi , which is a

mountain stream “Sardine” frequenting only clear water. (Guppy

1934:121-2) 0 He was fascinated by the silvery sardines which teem

the stream near his ajoupa. (La Fortune 1968:123) 0 There before us

were bucketsful of fish - cascadura, sardines, guabin, river shrimp

and conch. (Samaroo 1 973) 0 They were going to catch coscorub, sar-

dines or guabins in the small canals which ran from the banks of the

Esperanza River. (Gosine 1992:9) 0 Our joys were more imagined

than described when we were engaged day after day chopping with

our poinards big fishes, guabins, sardines and cascaduras. At eve-

nings we returned home glowing with satisfaction over our explora-

tions. (Mahase 1992:104) 0 ‘I feel is a sardine... Sardine too

troublesome.’ (Boodhoo 1994:154)

3 n Harengula clupeola [~ Clupanodon pseudohispanieus], a marine

fish. = caille
2

,
herring

1

0 (Vincent 1910:50) 0 (Kenny & Bacon

1981:121)

4 n Anchoa argenteus, A. cayorum, Lycengraulis batesii, A. Ivolepis,

A. clupeoides, Anchoviella sp., Cetengraulis edentulus, all small

marine fish. 0 (LNP 1985)

5 n Odontostilbe pulcher
,
a small freshwater fish. Body ovoid; eyes

relatively large. Greenish yellow with silvery band along the sides;

black spot on side or bordered by red or yellow blotches; back and

belly fins white tinted red; blotches of gold on the head. = >sardine

d’or, sardine doree
-
0 Poeciliurichthys pulcher... The sardine... asso-

ciates in large numbers, and is very familiar, approaching the bather,

and nibbling at his legs and body. (Gill 1 858:419-20) 0 Shoals of sar-

dines... with silver sides and red-tipped tails, strove against the cur-

rent, and now and then one rose at a fly. (Potter 1894:19) 0

(Boeseman 1960:88-9) 0 Odontostilbe pulcher... would be called by

most Trinidadians simply “Sardine” although in earlier literature the

name “Sardine Doree” was applied. The species has the same general

watershed distribution pattern as Hemibrycon taeniurus but does not

extend far into the valleys of the Northern Range. Again, at one time

the species was abundant in the lower courses of the Santa Cruz, St.

Joseph, Caura, and Tacarigua rivers, but all of these are now highly

perturbed and polluted, particularly during the dry season. The spe-

cies will also be found in ponds and drainage ditches on the Caroni

plain, mixed in with other characids. (Kenny 1995:48)

6 n Hemibrycon taeniurus , a small freshwater fish. = band tail tetra.

Guppy’s sardine, >mountain stream sardine
1

0 Hemibrycon taeniu-

rus... sardine, mountain stream sardine, band tail tetra. (Boeseman

1960:91-2)

7 n Tetragonopterus guppyi [~ Hemibiycon guppyi\, a small freshwa-

ter fish. = mountain stream sardine
-
0 Sardine - Tetragonopterus gup-

pyi [= Astyanax guppyi
]
(Guppy 1934:122) 0 Hemibiycon guppyi...

mountain stream sardine, sardine. (Boeseman 1960:92-4)

8 n Hydrocyon sp., small freshwater fish. 0 Our fresh-water sardines

(Hydrocyon ) are neglected on account of their small size, but, when
properly dressed, would bear comparison with the gudgeon, (de Verteuil

1884:100)

9 n Astyanax bimaculataus, a small freshwater fish. = pink-fin(ed)

sardine, sardine d’or, >sardine doree
1

,
two-spotted sardine 0 Astyanax

bimaculataus... sardine, pinkfinned sardine, sardine doree. (Boeseman

1960:90-1) 0 [T]he “Sardine Doree” or “Two Spotted Sardine” is

probably the most widely distributed species [of Characidae], both in

terms of geographical distribution as well as stream distribution... Its

distribution confirms it as adapting to an extremely wide range of

habitats, including artificial ponds and impoundments, large free

flowing clear rivers, small streams and drainage ditches. (Kenny
1995:50)

10 n Corynopoma riisei, a small freshwater fish. = swallow-tail(ed)

sardine, sword-tail(ed) sardine, sword-tail(ed) tetra 0 An interesting

little “sardine,” which is plentiful in muddy Cumuto streams, is

[Corynopoma riisei]... The difference between the immature and

adult stages is great. (Guppy 1922b:468)

11 n Poecilurichthys brevoortii , a small fish, 12.5-15 cm (5-6"). Body
oval; eyes large; back and upper part of body pale yellowish green

separated from the lighter belly by a silvery band; black spot on each

shoulder and another on the tail; side and bottom fins bright orange. 0

(Gill 1858:417)

12 n Poecilurichthys taeniurus, a fish, less than 7.5 cm (3") long.

Body slender; eyes large. Yellowish green with a broad silvery band

along sides; tail has lengthwise black band bordered by yellow and

white; first rays of the back fin are red. 0 (Gill 1858:418-9)

13 n Mdny native trees of the family Melastomataceae, including

Conostegia icosandra, Henriettea multiflora, H. ramiflora, H. suc-

cosa, Miconia affmis, M. ampla, M. amplexans
, M. chrysophylla,

M. dodecandra , M. guianensis, M. kappleri, M. holosericea [= M.

mucronata], M. multispicata, M. plukenetii, M. prasina, M. punctata,

M. rubiginosa, M. serrulata, M. solmsii, M. splendens, M. tetrandra,

M. tomentosa, and Mouriri guianensis. 0 (Beard 1946:30)

14 n Laetia procera, trade name warakarajo, a native tree to 30 m
(98'). Leaves oblong, abruptly pointed. Fruit rounded, 5-10 mm
(,2-.4") long. Seeds 2.5 mm (.1"), minutely pitted. = bois toucan, tou-

can sardine, warakarajo 0 (FTT 1 929- 1 -2:39-40) 0 (Beard 1946:29)

15 n Pera glabrata, a native tree. = >Arena sardine 0 (Beard 1946:32)

16 n Zuelania guidonia, a deciduous native tree, 10-25 m (32-80')

high; sapwood and bark exuding a clear gum. = >Quinam sardine 0

(FTT 1940-1-7:423)

sardine cailleux n A small marine fish. ( poss. < Fr cailleux ‘pebbles’)

0 Far and away the best bait, especially for trolling, are what are com-

monly called “sardines” of which there are several varieties. Their

local names in order of merit as fish killers, are: - 1. Sardines rouges.

2. Anchois. 3. Sardines Dorees. 4. Cha-Cha. 5. Small Coulihou.

6. Sardines cailleux. (Vincent 1910:21)

sardine d’or n A number of small fish, either marine or fresh-water,

silvery bodied with red tails, including Astyanax bimaculatus, ‘pink-

fin sardine’, Hemigrammus unilineatus ‘featherfin’, and Sardinella

aurita. Odontostilbe pulcher, a small freshwater fish; olive-green,

sides silvery body, back and tail fins pink-red; blackish spot at base of

tail ending in a point and margined with yellow. (< Fr d'or ‘of gold’)

= sardine doree
,
pink-fm(ned) sardine, sardine

9
,
two-spotted sardine

(A. bimaculatus)', sardine
5
(O. pulcher); >featherfin (H. unilineatus) 0

Sardine d’or. Sardinella humeralis... Good bait. (Vincent 1910:51) 0

Sardine d’or... Harengula majorina, E. sardine. (AAC 1945:108)

sardine doree 1 n Astyanax bimaculatus [= Poeciliurichthys bimacu-

latus, Tetragonopterus maculatus ], a small freshwater fish. Body
deep and strongly laterally flattened; snout somewhat pointed; upper

jaw short; teeth present; area on cheek without scales; scales medium-

sized, smooth; tail fin forked, to 15 cm long. Scales silvery, back and

upper sides green-brown, belly light to silver. Single black shoulder

and tail spots; tail spot diamond-shaped, extending backward to back

margin of tail fin. Broad, pale, horizontal band sometimes running

between shoulder and tail. Fins plain; single fins olive coloured; pec-

toral fins and front margin of anal fin orange; back edges of fins

dusky; tail and anal fins of mature males yellowish or pale red. Lives

on or near riverbeds in a range of water conditions, from large, free-

flowing clear rivers to small turbid drainage ditches, to natural and

artificial ponds. Usu. found in streams to the south of the Northern

Range as well as streams draining the Maracas/Las Cuevas area on

the north coast. Important as a commercial aquarium fish, /saidin

dore/ (< sardine + Fr doree ‘gilded; golden’) = sardine d’or;

pink-fin(ned) sardine, sardine
9

,
two-spotted sardine 0 Hemigrammus

unilineatus... sardine doree, featherfin. (Boeseman 1960:89-90) 0
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Astyanax bimaculataus... sardine, pink-finned sardine, sardine

doree. (Boeseman 1960:90-1)

2 n Odontostilbe pulcher [~ Cheirodon pulcher, Poecilurichthys pul-

cher, Tetragonopterus unilineatus], a small freshwater fish. Body

ovoid; eyes relatively large. Greenish yellow with silvery band along

the sides; black spot on side or bordered by red or yellow blotches;

back and belly fins white tinted red; blotches of gold on the head.

Also sometimes the similar Hemigrammus unilineatus. = sardine
5
(O.

pulcher); >featherfm (H. unilineatus) 0 Sardine doree - Chirodon

pulcher. (Regan 1906:385) 0 Tetragonopterus (Hemigrammus) uni-

lineatus. “Sardine Doree.” Found in drains and ravines in the high

woods, Cumuto; they cruise in small shoals. (Regan 1906:384-5) 0

Sardine doree - Chirodon pulcher (Guppy 1934: 122) 0 Sardine doree

- Tetragonopterus unilineatus [~ Hemigrammus unilineatus

]

(Guppy

1934:122) 0 Odontostilbe pulcher... sardine, sardine doree. (Boeseman

1960:88-9)

sardine rouge n Harengula humeralis [~ Sardinella macrophthalma,

5. humeralis

]

(E red-ear sardine), a small marine fish used for bait.

/sa:din m3, WU3/ (< sardine + Fr rouge ‘red’) = caille
2

,
herring

1

,

sardine
5
0 Far and away the best bait, especially for trolling, are what

are commonly called “sardines” of which there are several varieties.

Their local names in order of merit as fish killers, are: - 1 . Sardines

rouges. 2. Anchois. 3. Sardines Dorees. 4. Cha-Cha. 5. Small Coulihou.

6. Sardines cailleux. Of these the first two mentioned are irresistible,

and with either on your trolling line you must feel the surface fish if

there are any about. The “sardines rouges” and “anchois” generally

enter the gulf in large shoals or schools, about the month of June, beat

about the bays and rocks of the Bocas islands in the morning, going

out to deep water later, and returning in the afternoon. They are gen-

erally caught in small seines... The approach of these shoals can

always be detected from afar by the quantities of sea-birds that

accompany them. (Vincent 1910:21) 0 Sardine rouge. Sardinella

macropthalma... irresistable as bait. (Vincent 1910:51)

sareposh, shareposh intj A phrase uttered to ward off MALJO, esp.

after giving a compliment, e.g. to a child. /sarepDj, JarepDj/ (< FC
< Fr sans reproche 'without reproach’, i.e. without consequence) 0

The young mother is told that she must be aware of the evil eye, or

mal-jo, as it is popularly called... if the baby is too much praised, it

will soon dwindle away and die. To avoid this catastrophe, the person

who praised the dear little innocent, must not forget to pinch it and to

say sans-reproche, or if they neglect to do this, the mother or nurse

must do it herself. (Inniss 1897:36) 0 While “Maljo” is the “evil eye”

words "saah wayposh” impair. (Henry 1970:16)

sarhaachi bhaaji n Alternanthera philoxeroides, a native plant, usu.

growing in wet places. Stems purple at joints, from which two lance-

olate leaves arise. Flowers on stalks. Leaves and young stems edible

when cooked, /sarhaitfi b
h
a:c^i/ (< Bh sarachi ‘long edible leaf +

bhaaji) = bhaaji
2
0 (Mahabir 1991:126)

sarhi, sarhee, saarhi, saree, sari n Milk cream; also the skin on

cooled boiled milk, /sarhi, sari/ (< Bh sari ‘cream’) 0 Take out the

sarhi fuh me please.

sari 1 n arc An Indian kinship term of address or reference for a wife’s

brother’s wife, /sari/ (< H-Bh sali ‘sister-in-law; wife’s sister’) 0 sari:

[Wife’s sister], or any equivalent. (Klass 1961:95)

2 n An Indian kinship term of address or reference for a wife’s

younger sister. 0 Sari and not sali for wife’s sister... [is a] linguistic

[legacy] from U.R and Bihar. (Jha 1973:40)

3 n An Indian woman’s dress, consisting of a piece of fabric about

6 yards long, draped and pleated, worn over an underskirt and a short

tight bodice called a CHOLI or JHULA. (< H sarhi, sari ‘traditional

Indian woman’s clothing, consisting or a lengthy cloth wrapped
around the body’) Since the mid-1950s, sophisticated East Indian

women who think of themselves as ‘Indian’ have started to wear the

sari, and more recently the kurta and pyjama, which are widely used

on social and ritual occasions, notably weddings. (Clarke 1986:78) 0

Sari: Made of about six metres of cotton or silk. One end is tucked in

at the middle of the waist (front) and the remaining length brought

around the waist and tucked in just next to the first end. The material

is then pleated, leaving about two metres to be carried across the front

and hung over the left shoulder. (Ramlakhan 1990a:6)

sari slip n A long petticoat with a string at the waist, worn under a

sari. (< sari + E slip ‘an underskirt or petticoat dependent from the

waist or the shoulders’) 0 She putting new string in she sari slip,

sarke v Cough as a result of food or water going down the windpipe,

/sarke/ (< H-Bh sarakna ‘slip’) 0 “Dat chilibibi sarke me over bad.”

(1990)

sarod n An Indian musical instrument, about a metre long. One end is

a rounded resonating chamber, covered with parchment; the neck has

six main strings and about a dozen resonating strings held by pegs,

/sarod/ (< H sard ‘song; melody; stringed musical instrument’) 0

Sarod: approximately one metre long and fifteen centimetres wide

and made from wood. One end of the body is rounded (nearly thirty

centimetres in diameter) and covered with parchment. The round part

gradually joins the neck. There are six main strings which are metal-

lic. These are fastened to pegs at the neck of the instrument. The fin-

ger board is covered with a polished metal plate to facilitate the

sliding of the fingers while playing. The main string is for drone and

rhythmic accompaniment. There are also eleven or twelve strings to

improve the resonance. The instrument is played with a plectrum held

in the right hand while the fingers of the left hand are used for stop-

ping the strings and playing the notes. (Ramlakhan 1990a:9) 0 Sarod:

stringed instrument with hollow goat-skin-covered soundbox, played

with a pick. (Ramaya 1992:22) 0 “Few people could play instruments

like de sarod.” (1990)

sarrbat see SARABET

sarso (seed) n Mustard seed, /sarso/ (< H-B sarson ‘mustard seed’) 0

(Indar & Ramesar 1988:71) 0 (Dwarika 1984:38) 0 “Yuh does sell

sarso seed hyah boy?” (1990)

sarso tel n Mustard oil. /sarso tel/ (< sarso + H-B tel ‘oil’) 0 Mustard oil

(sarso tel) and ghee are also used as cooking media in some affluent

homes. (Jha 1973:42) 0 “Buy sarso tel to get de piari jhare.” (1990)

sarsparilla n Smilax cumanensis, a native vine. (< E sarsparilla, a sim-

ilar plant in the same genus) = >running picka 0 Put Yon tasso root, sar-

saparilla root, young calabash, wild thyme leaves, petit baume leaves,

mango bark, guava bark, cedar bark, coconut roots, coconut bark, green

lime cut into pieces, lemon glassia leaves, and lemon grass in a large

jar. (Simpson 1970:64) 0 (Morean 1990) 0 Sarsparilla was the root of a

thorny vine carried from the New World, and which was thought to be

efficacious against syphilis, but was also used in treating rheumatism

and skin diseases. This vine, Smilax officinalis is not found in Trinidad

and Tobago; however, other locally available Smilax spp. are often

used for the same purpose. (Morean 1991 :6)

sarubhai, sarubhe n An Indian kinship term of address or reference

for a man’s wife’s sister’s husband. /sarub
h
ai, sarub

h
e/ (< H-Bh) =

sar
2
0 sarubhe. [Wife’s sister’s husband], or any equivalent. (Klass

1961:95) 0 “[His] brother-in-law (not his sarobhai , as I explained)...

because he is married to [his] didi." (Pires 1 994e: 15)

sarwan n A type of traditional Hindu religious dance, /sarwan/ (< H
Sarw’an ‘a mythological person who was a very obedient son’) 0

“Sarwan Kumar was ah devoted man in that play.” (1990)

Sarwarnir, Sarwarneer n arc A traditional Indian dance drama usu.

performed during marriage ceremonies. (< sarwan) 0 On the night

preceding the wedding a beautiful Indian dance was held at the

Gopies’ premises which was repeated on the wedding night at the

bride’s home. The dance, Sarwarmeer, was the more interesting as it

depicted certain religious customs. (TG 7 Feb 1933:4) 0 Indrasabha,

Raajaa Harishchandra, Gopichand and Sarwarneer were very popular

dance dramas at one time among Indians of Trinidad.... Now Indian

films and their songs have almost killed these traditional shows. (Jha

1973:35-6) 0 There were dramas like the Sarwaneer, Bhakt Prahalad,

Gopichand and Raja Rasalu... All these folk dances were accompa-

nied by the flute, the dholak and nagara drums. (Ramaya 1992:22)

sas n An Indian kinship term of address or reference for one’s spouse’s

mother, often replaced by MA or MAI. /sas/ (< H sas ‘mother-in-law’) 0

sas (ma) [Wife’s mother, husband’s mother’], sas is the “proper” term,

but most people seem to use ma. (Klass 1961:96)
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sasur, sasoor n Father-in-law; an Indian kinship term of address or

reference for one's spouse’s father, often replaced by PA. /sasur/ (< H
sasur 'father-in-law’) 0 Father-in-law; an Indian kinship term of

address or reference for one’s spouse’s father, often replaced by PA.

/sasur/ (< H sasur ’father-in-law’) 0 sasur (pa). [Wife’s father,

husband’s father.] sasur is the “proper" term, but most people seem to

use (pa) (Klass 1961:96) 0 “Meh sasoor does over drink daroo.”

(1990) 0 “He shoulda tell she all he life he living by he Sasur’’

(in laws). (Maharaj 1994b:27)

Satan A Carnival mas character in a devil band representing

the Devil, usu. dressed in very richly decorated costume including

horns and a tail. (< E Satan ‘the Devil; the supreme evil spirit’) 0 To
complete this demonic band, there is the very stately and impressive

character of Satan himself. He is dressed in an imposing costume of

brocaded velvet and brilliant lames with a gigantic cape embroidered

with gold braids and other rich embellishments. His shoes are richly

decorated and a massive collar frames his head. Imposing set in this

frame is a realistic Satanic head mask complete with hellish grin, and

in one hand he carries his staff of office - the Trident... Satan and

Beelzebub maintain a graceful style, gliding and turning, and execut-

ing elegant walking movements which show off their resplendent,

flowing costumes. (Ahye 1978:33,35)

satinwood see CYP

satisfy v Be satisfied with. (< E satisfy ‘meet or fulfill the wish, desire

or expectation of someone else’) 0 ‘We could tell her all ’bout it after,

eh. She will satisfy wid that.’ (McDonald 1969)

satputia n Luffa acutangula , a naturalized climbing plant. Leaves

large, ovate, lobed; stems angled, slightly hairy. Fruit cylindrical,

light green, slightly ribbed, 20 cm (7.8") long. Seeds flat, glossy.

Young fruits cooked as vegetable, /satputja/ (< Bh-Ang sat ‘seven’ +

put ‘offspring’) = Chinee ochro, >jhingi, torchon" 0 (Pariag 1975:39)

0 (Mahabir 1991:128)

satsang, satsangh n A Hindu religious gathering, including prayers,

chanting and discourse, /satsap/ (< H satsanga ‘association with good

men; a spiritual discourse; a sacred gathering’) 0 Contiguous to many
of these temples are structures used as meetingplaces, particularly for

Bhagwat’s and Ramayan Satsangh’s (readings of the Bhagavat-Gita

and the Ramayana). (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:1 14) 0 Satsang means
associating with those who can help one to elevate the mind and intel-

lect. The general knowledge of satsang consists of people coming

together to listen to the chanting of the infinite glories of the Lord and

the spiritual discourses. Simple meditation of the Lord or expressing

one’s devotion can also be a form of satsang... Satsang is devotion in

a musical manner in which the devotees engage the aid of music to

express and share their devotions to the Lord. (TG-S 14 Oct 1990:44)

0 A satsang, however, consists primarily of such singing of bhajans,

and it must be reported that disagreement over who shall lead the

singing - and who shall not - continues to be a source of some stress.

(Klass 1991:124-5) 0 A satsang was a gathering at which, in the

absence of a pundit, Tulsidas’ Ramayana (called the ‘Ramayn’ in

Trinidad) was sung and commented upon... Group-singing accompa-

nied by small cymbals (jhal) characterized the event, such that this

kind of satsang came to be commonly called the
‘

jhal Ramayn’ or

‘shrota (co-celebrant) Ramayn’. Each week or fortnight the satsang

was held in rotating fashion at the house of a different family. Often

the gathering might include a brief hawan or fire oblation offered by

an elder, and food was usually shared afterwards. (Vertovec

1992:1 16) 0 Two entirely satisfactory doubles and a refreshingly cold

grape Solo... put me in the state of mind and body to accept the vib-

huti (sacred ash) tika (the mark of the third eye in the centre of the

forehead) and to welcome a little impromptu satsang (holy teaching).

(Pires 1 994c: 15)

satwa n An Indian sweet made from parched ground rice and sugar,

fried in GHEE, often distributed at Hindu religious ceremonies,

/satwa/ (< H sattu ‘parched grain reduced to meal’) = panjiri 0 “Way
de satwa dey, all yuh hiding it nah.” (1990)

sauce n Hot pepper sauce. (< pepper sauce) = pepper, >pepper sauce 0

Who could forget Curepe Junction, where “sauce” is the spice of life.

(TG 18 Apr 1988:17)

saucer fish n Cvclopsetta chittendeni (E Mexican flounder), a flat-

tened, edible marine fish. (< E saucer ‘small round flat dish’) = aile-

ronde, flounder, platefish, small sole 0 (LNP 1985)

saucy adj arc Insolent; presumptuous; disrespectful. Note: In current

SE, saucy has a milder sense, even indulgent, usu. applied to children.

(< arc E saucy ‘insolent towards superiors; presumptuous’) 0 He
saucy for true iike one Chigger. (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 Massa Wama, (he

saucy buckra far true, dat Massa Wama - he call me lief). (POSG 10

Oct 1843:2) 0 Now i want you peak to he an make he yeary fus before

you put he name pan de nuse papa, case he berry good man for awey,

he no sacy lika som a dem backra. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2)

saumon n arc Croakers and drums, fishes of the family Sciaenidae,

particularly Cynoscion jamaciensis , C. acoupa, C. parallelus,

bottom-dwelling marine fishes, grayish with pink tinge to head, front

belly or tail, with soft white flesh. (< Fr saumon ‘salmon; fish with

dark pink flesh’) = brochet
1

, >salmon
12

,
sea trout; silver perch (C.

acoupa) 0 Otolithus... Salmon, or saumon. (de Verteuil 1884:388) 0

Saumon or Salmon. Centropomus parallelus. (Vincent 1910:46)

saumph seed n Aniseed, the strongly flavoured seed of Pimpinella

anisum , used in cooking, /soft (< H-Bh sonf a spicy seed) 0 (Indar &
Ramesar 1988:71) 0 “I want to make the mauby, but it have no

saumph.” (1990) 0 ‘She was a master cook and behaved like one. I

think having come all the way here with her spices - adrak... saunf,

kesar, massala... she decided to go through with it.’ (Persaud 1993:98)

saunib n The small black seeds of Foeniculum vulgare (E fennel),

with a slight anise or licorice flavour, used in Indian cooking, /somb/

(< FI sunnib, a spice) 0 The spices used to make the massalla are

Methi, Geera (Cumin), Black Mangrille, Saunib, Coriander seed

(massalla), Black Pepper, and mustard seed which is used with a bit

of tumeric root commonly called saffron, but which is not saffron.

(TTR Oct 1990:29)

savanetta see SAVONETTE

savannah, savanna 1 n Any flat open space, usu. devoted to recre-

ational or sporting activities. (< CarE savannah ‘area of flat treeless

land; a meadow or paddock' < Sp sabana. zavana ‘wide treeless

plain' < Carib) 0 “Certainly,” said Brumlow. “Pass through yonder

canuco (small plantation), and then keep in a northward direction

until you come to four remarkable palmiste-trees, which grow in a

row; here cast your eyes across the savanna.” (Joseph 1838b-3:82) 0

Besides these, the estate has forty head of draught oxen, bred on the

place, and lodged in the cattle-pen, situated some distance off in the

‘savanna’ or pasture. (On a sugar estate 1882:221) 0 [A] short dis-

tance from its mouth sugarcane fields and meadows or ‘savannas’

appear. (Chapman 1894:2) 0 Afterwards witness took her cow to the

savannah. (TG 17 Apr 1919:11) 0 They said a man... asked them for

directions, offered them a ride and took them to a savannah where he

stripped and tortured them. (Blast 15 Apr 1988:13) 0 At the end of the

lesson, he watched as the class rose and filed out neatly, but on reach-

ing the outer stairs, stampeded down to the open savanna. (Persaud

1993:30)

2 n A 200-acre area in central Port of Spain, purchased as part of the

St. Anne’s Estate from the Peschier family by the City Council in

1817, used for horse racing in 1828 in the “Grand Savannah”. A
grandstand and stables were constructed in 1854. Besides land leased

for pasture and small sugar cane, by 1 890 facilities included a cricket

pitch, polo grounds, golf course and areas for field sports. By the turn

of the 20th century, an electric tramway provided a 4km tour around

the perimeter of park. It is now used extensively during CARNIVAL.
= Queen’s Park Savannah 0 It is of course hot in the middle of the

day, but never so hot as to prevent one walking or riding if necessary

of to interfere with the perpetual cricket of the college boys on the

Savanna. (Gordon 12 Feb 1868:145) 0 In the Savannah, which

closely resembles an English park, herds of cattle grazed beneath the

shade of huge silk-cotton trees and acacias. (Brassey 1885:99) 0 I

used to see incessant cricket practice going on on the savannah in
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front of Government House. Certainly that savannah is a splendid

“lung” to the low-lying town, and the people of Trinidad may well be

proud of it. (Broome 1904: 163-4) 0 011 abowt de streete, pon de jet-

tee, in de Soovaner, an anoder place. (PC May 21 1904) 0 Opposite,

on the savannah which stretched away like a miniature prairie, there

was a parade of the Local Forces. (Cobham 1907:63) 0 I thoroughly

agree with your scheme of having the parade of bands in the Savan-

nah. Anyone wishing to see everything worth seeing can go up there

and enjoy the sight in the open park. (
WG 8 Dec 1930:6) 0 Theresa,

meet me around the Savannah, Romance in the moonlight (Invader

“Romance in the Moonlight” 1940) 9 Every night is a freeness party.

You eating in the Hotels round the savannah. Goat, Roti, and Parata.

(Tiger “Let the Man Go” pr Jones 1947) 0 The walk around the

Savannah is known as the “pitch walk”. It is three miles in circumfer-

ence. (Ottley 1971-72:10) 0 “I drove around the Savannah about three

times before I went home.” (Ramkeesoon 1975:48) 0 Although most

kids would prefer to fly their kites in their backyards, the best and saf-

est place (for the kite) is the Savannah. As it is quite large, 4.8 kilo-

metres in circumference, one can literally choose any spot to fly one’s

kite. (Greenhall 1976:19) 0 Advocating a savannah parade, the

Guardian Committee received the support of the local upper crust.

(Rohlehr 1986:10) 0 And Savannah regulars. Hart Young Generation,

are back this year with a bang, poised to play their mas with a mes-

sage. (TG 16 Jan 1993:13) 0 After 140 years the Queen’s Park Savan-

nah finally bade farewell to the Sport of Kings yesterday, when the

last horse race was run there at 5.40 pm. (TG 16 Jan 1994:1)

savannah ant n A dark brown ant which bites, prob. Solenopsis sp. 0

She choose de only grass in sight dat had dem black savannah ants.

Nex’ ting we see Veda like she dancin’, so we say she happy... Is not

till we hear de bad words dat we realise was big black ants drama

goin’ on. (Keens-Douglas 1984:88)

savannah bactris n Badris campestris , a rather small native palm,

5-10 m (16-32'). Trunk densely covered with flattened greyish silvery

spines, 1-5 cm (.4-2") long. Leaves 1 m (3.2') long; leaflets some-

times clustered; leaf stalk thickly covered with greyish spines. Fruits

red or orange, globose, 8 mm (.3") diameter, (fr habitat of Aripo

savannah district) = >savannah roseau, white-spined bactris, wild

grigri
2
0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:42)

savannah bird n arc Volatiniajacarina, a bird, 10 cm (4") long. Male

glossy blue-black. In display, the male perches on an exposed branch,

post or tall grass and jumps up about a foot with spread tail held high,

returning to the same perch; as he jumps he utters a wheezing note, (ff

common savannah habitat) = beezing finch, black finch, black

poochi, >cici zeb
1

,
grass-bird

2
,
grassy, johnny jump-up, petit cici-

zebe noir, zwee 0 Sesi zebe, alias Savannah or Grass Bird. (TSp 11

Nov 1846:2)

savannah blackbird n Crotophaga ani, a bird, (fr common savannah

habitat) = blackbird
2

, cow-bird, mel cobo, old witch, >tickbird
!

0 The

Tick-Bird... Also known as old witch, old wife and savannah black-

bird. This is a very common bird with black plumage, arched beak

and a long tail. (Mirror 6 Oct 1911)

savannah flower n Mandevilla hirsuta [~ Echites hirsuta, E. tomen-

tosa\, a native plant, hairy, stems twining to 4 m (13') or more, rela-

tively thick. Leaves elliptical, 5-12 x 2-5 cm (2-4.7" x .8-2"), abruptly

pointed at tip, heart-shaped at base, softly hairy on both sides. Flow-

ers funnel-shaped, about 5 cm (2") across in bloom, with bright

yellow petals and red throat; on racemes of 5-25 flowers, usu. only

one open at a time. Seeds 8 mm (.3") long, with a brown plume about

1.5 cm (.6") long, (ff common habitat in savannahs, forest borders

and clearings) 0 (FTT 1947-2-3:157) 0 (TT postage stamp ca 1989) 9

(Duncan 1993:52-3)

savannah grass n Axonopus compressus , a low creeping native grass

with rather broad leaves. = >flat grass

savannah hen n Any rail or crake, birds with fairly long bills and

short tails; very long toes adapted to walking on floating vegetation. =

poule savanne, >water hen 9 Rallus Stolidus... Several species, called

here poules savanne, or savannah hens, (de Verteuil 1884:370)

savannah roseau n Bactris campestris [= B. campestrum
,
B. savan-

narum], a rather small native palm, 5-10 m (16-32'), usu. growing in

clusters at savannah margins. Trunk densely covered with flattened

greyish silvery spines, 1-5 cm (.4-2") long. Leaves 1 m (3.2') long;

leaflets sometimes clustered, 30-50 x 2-5 cm (11.7-19.5" x .8-2'');

leaf stalk thickly covered with greyish spines. Fruits red or orange,

globose, 8 mm (.3") diameter, (fr habitat of Aripo savannah district +

similarity to Bactris major, the black roseau) = savannah bactris,

white-spined bactris, wild grigri
2
9 White-spined bactris, Savanna

bactris, Savanna roseau... Restricted to the Longstretch Reserve

where it is common. Frequent savanna fires justify listing this palm as

threatened. (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:42)

savannah sapphire n arc Chlorostilbon mellisugus, a hummingbird,

7.5 cm (3") long. Male generally brilliant golden green, with white

thighs and steel blue forked tail. = Carib emerald, >saphir-savanne 9

Chlorostilbon atala... called the “Savannah Sapphire.” (Taylor 1864:92)

savannah serrette n Byrsonima crassifolia, a small gnarled native

tree, similar to serrette (B. coriacea var spicata) but with broader

leaves, (fr common savannah habitat + serrette) 9 (Marshall 1934:22)

9 (Beard 1946:31) 9 B. crassifolia, the savanna serrette... is conspicu-

ous in the Aripo savanna and the remnants of savanna at Piarco,

Mausica and Erin. It is a small, gnarled and twisted tree with leaves

that are much larger than those of serrette and very similar yellow

flowers. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:39)

savannah yoke n Anadenanthera peregrina [= Piptadenia peregrina,

Mimosa peregrina, Niopa peregrina

]

(E cohoba), a cultivated tree to

20 m (65'). Leaves of 25+ pairs of leaflets made of 30+ leaflets, lin-

ear, pointed tip, widened at base, unequal-sided, 2-4 mm (.08-16")

long. Flowers in round heads, 1 cm (.4") diameter. Fruit pod oblong,

flat, thick, leathery, margin constricted between seeds, 10-20 cm x

10-18 mm (3. 9-7. 8" x .4-. 7"), smooth with white coating; seeds thick,

flat, roundish, 1 cm (.4") diameter, (fr common savannah habitat +

yoke) = yoke savane 9 (FTT 1931-1-4:293)

savee see SAVVY

savonette 1 n Lonchocarpus punctatus [= L. benthamianus], a small

native evergreen tree, girth to 60 cm (2'). Bark greyish. Leaves com-

pound, transparent dots. Flowers showy, mauve-pink. Fruit a flat pod

15 cm (6") long. /savDnet/ (< Fr savon ‘soap’ fr frothy soap-like

mucus covering + ette Tittle’) 9 Savanetta (Joseph 1 838a: 80) 9 The

Savonette (Sapindus Saponaria), with its pretty blue clusters.

(Vincent 1910:58) 9 (Marshall 1934:35) 9 (Farrell 1981:22)

2 n Lonchocarpus domingensis [= L. sericeus], a native tree to 20 m
(65'). Leaves with 7-9 leaflets, densely hairy when young, leaflets

ovate, to 11 x 7 cm (4.3" x 2.7”), minutely hairy above at first,

beneath esp. on veins, leathery. Flowers deep pink or purplish, green-

ish-white in centre, roundish, upper petals deeply notched, densely

silky-hairy outside at base within; wings purplish, oblong, clawed;

keel petals purplish with white silky hairs, oblong, clawed. Fruit pod

with 1-5 seeds, ovate to oblong, pointed tip, narrowed at base, con-

stricted between seeds; seeds oblong-kidney-shaped, 12-14 x 7 mm
L47-.55" x .28"), dark brown with a white scar. = conore, wild yoke 9

(FTT 1931-1-4:259) 9 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:82-83)

3 n Rypticus saponaceus (E greater soapfish)', a marine fish to 32 cm
(12.5") long. Grayish, with small lighter spots on the body; large

mouth with projecting lower jaw. It has copious and possibly toxic

mucus on its body. 9 (de Verteuil 1858) 9 Anthias Saponarius... Soap-

wort, or savonette. (de Verteuil 1884:388)

savonette jaune n Lonchocarpus heptaphyllus [= L. latifolius, L.

punctatus], a small native evergreen tree to 20 m (65'), girth to 1 m
(3.2'). Leaves compound, 5-9 leaflets, elliptical to oblong, 23 x

10 cm (8.9" x 3.9"), leathery, smooth or hairy above when young,

fine hairs beneath. Flowers purple, numerous, in simple or branched

clusters, purplish, upper petal roundish, slightly notched at tip,

blade 6x8 mm (.24" x .3"), claw 1-1.5 mm (.06") long, wings and

keel hairy. Fruit pod flat, brown, papery, lanceolate, narrowed at

both ends, sometimes with fine hairs, to 6.5 x 2.5 cm (2.5" x 1"),

usu. 1 or 2-seeded. Roots and fruit have insecticidal properties.

Wood hard, heavy, yellowish, /savonet 3on/ (< savonette + Frjaune
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‘yellow’) = yellow savonette 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:260) 0 (Marshall

1934:35) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:83)

savvy, savee, savey, savy, sabby n obs Know; know about, /savi,

sabi/ (< Pt saber ‘know’; a widespread form in other early African-

European contact languages) = saber, sabby 0 He ans[wered], me no

go savy dat, that is, I do not know. (Elliot LMS, WI-Tob-Bl-F2-JB-

Jour 2 July 1809) 0 He says he savy very well parson go tell me that

thieves cannot go to heaven. (Elliot LMS, WI-Tob-Bl-F3-JA-28 July

1810) 0 “Misses, you no peak lie, me savey dat well.” (Carmichael

1833:135)

sawad, sawaad n Taste; flavour, /sawad/ (< H-Bh sawad) 0 “It have

no sawad in the food.” (1990)

sawain, sawine n A sweet pudding made from vermicelli, milk, sugar,

nuts, and dried fruits; eaten esp. on the Muslim festival of Eid.

/sawain/ (< U sawiya ‘milk pudding’) 0 Frozen chicken, Sawine.

[shop sign 1986] 0 1 ate sawine for Eid and celebrated Christmas

although our main emphasis was on Divali, Shiv Ratri and Janamastami.

(EX-S 31 Aug 1988:24) 0 [For Eid] observers prepare sumptuous din-

ners... the traditional dish of Sawine is a requisite on the menu. A rich

concoction of fine vermicelli boiled in milk, it contains raisins, sugar

and chopped almonds. (Ahye 1988b: 108) 0 Ploughing through moun-
tains of curried duck and dhalpourie, yet to face the threat of massive

servings of sawine. (Pires 1 995f: 15) 0 Even his sawine ended up in

my hand. (Pires 1 995f: 15)

sawan n Rainy season, /sawan/ (< Bh sawan ‘month of monsoons’) 0

“All now is sawan.” (1990)

sawati n A rich or socially or politically powerful, prestigious or impor-

tant person. Sometimes used respectfully, sometimes in a negative

way. /sawati/ (< H sawati ‘composed; self-willed; independent’) = big

man, big noise, big pappy, big wah, big whale, weight 0 Sawati, an

important personage (ESTT 1956) 0 Big sawatee. (Mendes 1985:14) 0

“That is the fellow come from America to advise. Big sawati!” (1990)

sawine see sawain

sax n A musical instrument, made from a comb and silver paper. (< E
saxophone

,
fr similar quality of sound) 0 A musically-inclined child

cannot understand what fun his father derived from fig-leaf trumpets

and the comb-and-silver-paper ‘sax,’ since an afro pick does not slide

along the lips very easily. (EX 1980s)

say, sai 1 i’ Tob, Tr arc Used after words such as know ,
think, tell, and

believe, (prob. < E say ‘utter or pronounce a word or words’; also Twi

se ‘say; tell; mention; speak of) 0 Eh! me been tink say da da Jackass

way been da call he picninni me? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 One good lady

an he man wat lib close me tell me say, says-he, dat he go go na town

propos fu see you, fu he tel you bout he himploya wat always pay pan

de Sunday. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 Missa dark tel me sai, cum to

bambo tation on Wensda. (TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 Massa tell em
say one complain bring gains em foo buse me and hask em if he gilty.

(TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 If you owe one merchant in town he no

believe say you ha sugar. (77V 25 Oct 1884) 0 You know say dey lock

up de man. (Ottley 1971:46) 0 Jahnny bwahy nuh guh ah tung... Mi
hayr seh tung nah good ‘I hear that things aren’t good’. (Caesar

1990:34 in James & Youssef 2002:22)

2 v Ask, in reported speech. 0 Mommy say if you have onions.

3 v Know about; be active in; be an expert in. 0 Is Karl say land.

(1979)

say as how see AS HOW
say Greg 1 phr An expression used to indicate a dare or challenge to

someone to do something; indicating speed, with no time or effort. =

gip 0 If you only say greg I go buss yuh arse. 0 If you name man, say

greg nah.

2 phr With before , describing something happening very quickly. 0

Before you could say greg, he gone,

say how see HOW 1

say morning prayers phr Vomit in the morning, usu. said of pregnant

women, (fr common position of kneeling to vomit) 0 “Uh was spend-

ing the morning vomiting at work saying me morning prayers as they

used to say.” (Clarke 1979:74)

say prayers on phr Recite special prayers or psalms in order to ward

off bad effects perceived as coming from particular people, or to per-

suade people towards a particular view. 0 Striking Trintopec workers

are saying “prayers” on the heads of administrative staffers. “Yes, it’s

Psalm 37 for them,” said one worker... Workers feel that the Psalm

which begins “Fret not thyself because of evildoers” is the only thing

that could prevent them from losing their “cool”, and also make the

company see the danger signs. (7TM3 Oct 1989:15)

say prunes phr Used often with a negative to describe someone who
seems to be quiet but turns out to be quite the opposite. = mash ants 0

“Mih mother lookin’ like she cyar say prunes, but doh mash she big

toe!” (Baptiste 1993:143) 0 “Is my neighbours I talkin’ ’bout. Whole
year them people does want to pass you straight like a full maxi. All

the time they nose up in the air like they can't say prunes and jus’

because is Christmas, they want to much-up and expect drinks. They

mus' be think I bom big!” (EX 1 8 Dec 1 994: 1 1

)

scaffles, scaffolds 1 n Scaffolding; a temporary platform or frame-

work usu. supported on poles, used in building, painting a house, etc.

(< E scaffold ‘temporary platform for workmen and materials’) 0 We
make all the scaffles from bamboo.

2«A small level platform built in a tree for hunters to sit and watch for

game. 0 On account of its popularity as a food source for the above

wildlife, some hunters often set barrel traps with ripe fruits, especially

bananas for manicous whenever manicou figs are in fruit. Others set up

what they call “scaffolds" in the branches of adjacent trees and then

they “go on Sentry” during the night. (Morean 1 989b:2 1

)

scaffolds see scaffles

scamp n A wicked person; someone who commits criminal or

immoral acts. (< E scamp ‘a good-for-nothing, worthless person; ras-

cal’) Note: Unlike in SE, this is not used with any affectionate or

admiring connotation. 0 A rogue, a scamp and a vagabond, But,

before you dead, you go pay retribution. (Ziegfield “Hitler” 1939) 0

With these Criminals that they have in La Trinidad, You can have a

penny, you can have a pound. Bet your life these scamps going to

knock you down. (Lord Caruso "Gunslingers” 1959 pr) 0 The girls

are now blind for eternity. And that scamp in Carrera living happily.

(Cypher “Mano Benjamin” pr, Roberts 1965) 0 He did not like that

Dardain. He did not like the way he talked. What did he mean about

stopping his madame from taking things? Ah, that man was a scamp,

a damn thief. (Lovelace 1968:171) 0 That night he found it impossi-

ble to sleep, knowing that Doreen was two rooms away with a man
who was likely to beat her up, kick her up, or even kill her. He was

that sort of damn scamp. (Jones 1973:97) 0 “In return for him fixing

up my business for me, he said, 1 would have to pay him $500... It is

only afterwards that I got to find out this man is a smart man,” the

shop owner said ruefully. “He is a damn scamp.” (TTM 19 Apr

1988:13) 0 You know the scamp went in the woman house and pick

up ting from on she dresser, the pretty mat in front the bed, a new
dress hanging on the wardrobe that Sybil make jus for Independence,

and bottles of perfume and ting she sister send from the States. (Tante

Tante, TG 3 Sept 1991) 0 One onlooker said he was certain he would

recognise the scamps if he saw them again. (EX 28 Nov 1993:18) 0

“They wanted to come and stick me, the scamps... They are a set of

scamps when it comes to sales.” (2000)

scampish adj Wicked; criminal; immoral. 0 [He]... was at a loss to

understand... why a man for whom he has such respect and trust could

turn out so scampish. (Bomb 1 Aug 1986:19) 0 Caught in the scamp-

ish man’s trap [he] said, “The old saying ‘advantage never done,’ is

something that is really true.” (Bomb 20 July 1990:1 1) 0 Fortunately

for the national unity government, your Minister Extraordinaire ANR
Robinson and members of the Tobago NAR are opposed to these

scampish moves in Trinidad. (Bomb 2 Feb 1996:3)

scandalise v Bring disgrace upon; discredit; associate scandal with.

(<dial or obs E scandalise ‘spread scandal about someone’) 0 He

trying to scandalize me wife name and mine, but ax him to tell you

wot I do wid him de odder night I ketch him stooping dong at de back

of de house and listening to we bisnes. (PC 18 June 1904) 0 You
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letting this daughter of yours traipse all over town scandalizing my
name. (Selvon 1 99 1 c: 1 06)

scarce bamboo page n Philaethria dido [~ Metamorpha dido], a but-

terfly, wingspan to 9 cm (3.6"). Vivid green with heavy black mar-

gins and markings on wings. (< E scarce ‘not common’ + similarity

to bamboo page) 0 (Kaye 1921 :27) 0 (Barcant 1970:127)

scarce blue shoemaker n Anaea eribotes, a butterfly, wingspan to

4.4 cm (1.75"). Upper wings pointed at tips and “hooked” at lower

outer edges; small thread tails on lower wings. Male violet blue cen-

trally, bordered by ruddy brown. Female paler blue, bordered by

black; black band across mid-upper wing. Undersides mottled brown;

at rest resembles dry leaf. 0 (Barcant 1970:107)

scarce silver-spotted flambeau n Dione juno, a butterfly, wingspan

to 7.2 cm (2.9"). Wide narrow wings; dark red with black margins

and veins. Underside brownish red with silver spots. = silver-spotted

flambeau
2
0 (Kaye 1921:26) 9 (Barcant 1970:73)

scarlet ibis n Eudocimus ruber [~ Guara rubra. Ibis rubra] (E scarlet

ibis), 57.5 cm (23") tall. Adult brilliant scarlet all over, the 4 longest

wing feathers tipped black; legs, bill and bare face pink; bill long

and down-curved, usu. blackish in breeding season. The immature

bird is grayish brown above, with white rump and underparts.

Between 6-12 months the plumage gradually changes to pink and

then scarlet. Formerly hunted, but legally protected, partially since

1953 with a sanctuary in the Caroni mangrove swamp, and fully since

1965. Formerly this bird bred colonially in Caroni swamp, but now
only roosts there. It has been the national bird of Trinidad since 1962,

and is on the country’s coat of arms along with the Tobagonian

COCRICO. = black ibis
2

,
gray ibis (juvenile); flamant, flamingo 1

,
red

ibis (adult) 9 Then, if you are lucky, come the scarlet ibis, and they

are a truly incredible sight. (Brown 1947:85) 0 Nor must we forget to

mention as peculiar to Trinidad and further south, the beautiful

WF1ITE IBIS, and the still more glorious SCARLET IBIS, which last

many people mistake for the flamingo. (Devas ca 1950:58) 0 The

Scarlet Ibis is easily recognizable by the splendid scarlet colour of the

whole plumage. The young birds are brownish grey above, whitish

below. Not in Tobago. (Jung & Mees 1961:13) 0 Scarlet Ibis or

Flamant... Except in the spring and summer months but few birds are

to be seen but since 1952 from April onwards they may be present in

thousands. The sight of a scarlet flock against a blue sky with white

clouds above the deep green of the mangrove foliage once seen is

never forgotten. (Herklots 1961:40-1) 0 On the seashore there are the

pelican, the booby, and in the Caroni Swamp which is a natural

reserve, may be seen delicately poised on one leg the flaming scarlet

ibis. (Ottley 1971-72:25) 0 The Scarlet Ibis was formerly hunted in

Trinidad but in 1953 it received legal protection during the breeding

season, (ffrench 1980:76)

scatter, scattah 1 v In folk medical belief, make an infection or illness

less acute by dissipating or spreading it into little bits. (< E scatter

‘disperse; separate and drive in various directions’)

2 v Control an infection by the use of antibiotics. 0 Scattah it. (Haynes

1987:76)

scene 1 n With on (a), indicating that someone is insincere in an activ-

ity, acting from political or personal motivation rather than a more

altruistic or acceptable basis. 0 That’s the kind of scene B. is on.

(Bomb 1982) 0 The older girls realise what scene [she] is on, so they

decide to blank her. (Mirror 1983) 0 Yu know, who was the fool dat

say, “To master a woman, yu must strike and beat her”, eh - wha
scene he on? (Hill 1995: 148) 0 I am not talking about those who walk

around town without pants... when you see them you have to watch

out. But at least you know what scene they on. (Keens-Douglas

1984:14) 0 However, his declaration of loyalty to the leader... was a

disclosure that caused many an eyebrow to raise... I am left to wonder
what scene is Ramesh on. (Letter, ND 23 Dec 2005:A-12)

2 n With on (a) + specific word indicating the area of activity, nega-

tively indicating someone’s suspect motivations or actions. 0 “I am
not on a ‘Jesus Scene’, I am a good Christian as anyone else, but I

will still be singing out and jumping at the calypso tent”. ( TG 8 Feb

1973:9) 0 A common question thrown at Servol workers is, “are you

on a political scene?” (Pantin 1979:117) 0 “I am not on any money
scene, so that financing any project of the kind is definitely going to

place a heavy burden on me,” he said. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:29) 9

“Everybody on a smut scene.” (TTM 16 Jan 1994:30)

scheme 1 v Defraud; cheat; rob by confidence tricks. (< E scheme ‘use

ingenuity and contrivance to devise plans, esp. underhand or with sin-

ister motive’) 9 “I want to open a little school. I want to teach them

how to understand people, to know when somebody is scheming

them or not.” (Gosine 1988:47)

2 n The planning and construction of large-scale developments such

as harbours and housing areas. (< E scheme ‘plan of action devised to

attain some end; a purpose together with a system of measure for its

accomplishment; project’) 9 They started work on the harbour

scheme. (Atilla & Beginner “Iere Now and Long Ago” 1935) 9 A
mammoth engineering job has been executed, I mean the harbor

scheme that just been completed (Atilla “The Five Year Plan” 1939) 9

The Government is losing millions through corruption in this new
housing scheme. (Clarke 1979:13) 9 [AJround 1936 construction of a

deep-water harbor began, and youths would often go down to the

“harbor scheme” to pick up empty cement drums. (Stuempfle

1995:37)

school IhA large clump of plants such as FIG or small palms. (< stool

+ E school ‘a mass or crowd’) = >stool
1

9 “He see a school of red fig

and he think is a whole set of people.” (1984)

2 n With have in, confuse or outwit someone. 9 He have that man
in school.

school call phr Of a school bell, ring to indicate the beginning of ses-

sions. 9 Run, boy, school call already!

schoolmaster 1 n Abudefduf saxatilis (E sergeant-major), a marine

fish. (< E schoolmaster ‘the leader of a school of fishes’) =

kakabarry
1

, kaka fish

2 n Lutjanus apodus, an edible marine fish. = pargue, yellow pargue 9

(Vincent 1910:47)

science n Appeal to magic and supernatural forces to bring about

effects from success in love or business to harming an enemy. (< E
science ‘knowledge acquired by study; mastery of an area of learning;

trained skill’) = negromancy, >obeah, obi
2
9 “Alrite, me good ooman,

you use you Bajan siance on me, but ah goine use Trinidad won
pon you.” (PC 20 Aug 1904) 9 I am the Science Master, 1 worse than

Dracula. (Radio “Don’t Break It I Say” 1936) 9 I wouldn’ meddle

with he, na, he know too much o’ science. (Rodman 1971:235) 9

While obeah and returning obeah are equally practised (or held to be

practised) by both sexes, the study of high science (conjuration) is the

particular prerogative of men. The themes of obeah are hot, jealous,

rural, and related to local interests (as the alternative term negro-

mancy suggests), while science is ‘European’, cold, calculating,

urban, elitist and more obviously dedicated to self-interest. Both may
involve the summoning of spirits: in obeah by using body parts in the

bush or the cemetery; in science inside a carefully marked-out area in

one’s house or sometimes the cemetery. Science is a loose amalgam

of the European Hermetic and Kabbalistic traditions through such

texts as The Sixth and Seventh Books of Moses, published by the De
Laurence Company in Chicago, books supposedly banned under the

old colonial anti-sorcery laws... Those I have examined contain a

mixture of extremely cryptic hieroglyphs, pyramids, and pentacles,

descriptions of the earth and the heavenly bodies as sensate, and

instructions for summoning up spirits such as Belial and Lucifer for

healing, vengeance and especially finding buried treasure. Invoca-

tions are addressed to European nature spirits, such as ‘Astarte, Salo-

monis familiarum III, Eegum, spirit of Water, Spirit of Air, Spirit of

Earth’. The poorly printed instructions in Hebrew, Latin and mock
archaic English allow much scope for ritual error and no one claimed

much success with them... Their practical inefficacy in attaining their

highly specific goals and the grim Faustian warnings of spiritual

misadventure they contain leave them seldom consulted, although

formerly science seem to have been associated with the various

lodges, funeral associations and friendly societies. ..the books are dan-

gerous to the possessor, and serious accident or misfortune, including
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madness, is attributed to the turning of spirits summoned with their

aid. (Littlewood 1993:42) 0 But little do they know that The Bas has

some serious pundits and High Science Baptists praying for him. Not

only that, but the sheer “bad mind” of The Bas will make him

recover. (7YM31 Dec 1995:30)

science man n A person who works magic, OBEAH. = >obeahman 0

“Oh Lord, he is smart, oui! he is a science man. He working hard.”

(WG 25 Jan 1919:3) 0 Others felt that it was the lagahoo from Belmont.

He usually changed to a donkey wearing goggles and watchekong and

had good teeth in his mouth. He was supposed to be more of a science-

man than any other lagahoo. (Alladin 1968) 0 “Brebna. There’s a fel-

low, woy! He was a high science man! He uses to tie his wife on his

horse tail. He have a horse. He use to tie the wife on the horse tail, and

run about the village. And anybody laugh, just rub his nose and it will

drop off.” (Tobago Folk Legends, Gayelle 1 Aug 1985)

scientific plant n Aristolochia trilobata, a climbing native plant with

smooth slender stems twining to 7 m (23') or longer. Leaves deeply or

shallowly 3-lobed, very blunt, heart-shaped base, paler green below.

Sometimes planted around a house to protect it from OBEAH or theft,

(fr its magical use in science) = ruda (extrangera)
2

,
three-finger bit-

ters, >tref 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:18) 0 (Morean 1990)

scissors n A technique of picking up a spinning top with a scissors-

like motion. 0 “The force of the spin allowed several “pick ups” using

not the sissy “needle and thread” or “cutlass but the “scissors” where

one finger deftly flicked the top, using the direction of spin, into the

palm of the same hand. One way to stop an opponent from picking up

your spinning top by this technique was to secretly wrap “left-hand”

and spin “right-hand”... the top... would jump - not on to the hand

(palm) - but away, to the dismay of the opponent.” (1990)

scissors-bill n Rynchops niger [= R. nigra

]

(E black skimmer), a sea-

bird, 45 cm (18") long. Generally blackish brown upperparts; fore-

head, sides of head and underparts white. Bill flattened; lower part is

much longer than the upper part, (fr resemblance of bill to a pair of

scissors) = bee a ciseaux, bee de ciseaux, bee en ciseaux 0 Rhynchops

Nigra... Bec-en-ciseaux, or scissors-bill. (de Verteuil 1884:371)

scissor(s)-tail 1 n Tyrannus savana [= Muscivorus tyrannus\ (E fork-

tailed flycatcher), a bird, 30-40 cm (12-16") long. Head black with

concealed yellow crown-patch; back gray with rump and tail black;

wings brown; underparts white. Very long outer tail feathers,

17.5-27.5 cm (7-11") long. Often seen in moult June-September with-

out the long tail feathers. (< E scissor-tail, Milvulus sp. birds; fr

resemblance of long tail feathers to open scissors) = longue-queue,

swallow3
0 The Scissors-Tail... a migratory fly catcher... The most

remarkable feature... of this bird is the long forked tail, the two out-

side feathers being eight inches in length [in the male], very nearly

double the length of the bird from the tip of the beak to the base of the

tail. This tail is opened and shut during flight like the blades of a pair

of scissors. (Mirror 6 Oct 1911)0 The disappearance of these alleged

introduced froghoppers and subsequent freedom from attack are

attributed locally to the abundance of frogs... and also to birds such as

the boat-tail (Holoquiscalus)... scissor-tail (Muscivora),... and swifts...

all of which are extremely abundant. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936d:200) 0

Though usually typically fly-catcher like in their habit of making

short insect catching flights from a look-out perch, the “scissor-tail”

will also make a prolonged flight when insects are numerous, twisting

and turning in a way reminiscent of a swallow. (Vesey-FitzGerald

1 936a: 16) 0 “You know how it is when the rice is heavy with paddy

an’ the water-field’s are thick with those green, brown-head shoot,

then the bird come over, all the bird, all the scissor-tail swallow spe-

cially, looking to get grain in their craw. You know how it is. An’ the

whole work good then... People not even vex with the scissor-tail

because they is a kind of sign that the rice is all that good, an’ they

racing those bird off with a big smile on their face.” (McDonald

1969:178)0 (french 1991:278-80)

2 n Elanoides forficatus [~ Nauclerus furcatus] (E swallow-tailed

kite), a bird, 60 cm (24") long, wingspread 1.2 m (4'). Head, neck and

underparts white; upperparts blackish green; flight feathers and long

forked tail black. = ciseaux, queue-en-ciseaux 0 (Chapman 1894:70)

0(ffrench 1991:90-1)

scootch n A children’s, usu. boys’, game in which one person tries to

throw a ball, usu. a wet flannel (tennis) ball, as hard as possible to hit

someone else, dodging, who then becomes the thrower. Can be

played in the water. 0 Scootch: Two teams tried to catch wind ball,

thrown by partners, to hit opponent, really hard. (Alladin 1970:67)

scorn 1 n Revulsion; disgust. (< E scorn ‘mockery; contempt’) 0 They

look at her with scorn because her face has terrible pimples.

2 v Reject with revulsion or disgust. (< E scorn ‘speak or treat with

contempt and derision; despise’) 0 She said that he scorned her when
she had her periods.

scornful adj Disgusting; disgusted by. 0 I scornful of that. 0 Man, you

too scornful. 0 The wound scornful. 0 Yuh play yuh scornful,

scorpion n A venomous invertebrate; the one most commonly found

is Tityus trinitatis, yellow-brown to dark brown or black, slender, to

about 12.5 cm (5”) long with slender pincers; common in old houses,

under leaves, in cane fields; sting painful, about 4% mortality. T.

tenuicauda [= T. discrepans] is similar, but much less common,
found in bush areas, endemic to Trinidad. Ananteris cussinni is very

small, under 2.5 cm (1") long; slender; mottled dark brownish-black;

rare; found in bush. Broteochactas nitidus is very small, about 5 cm
(2") long; dark-brown to black; chunky body with short rounded pin-

cers; sting painful but not deadly; usu. found under rocks; Trinidad

and Tobago. Broteochactas laid is similar but generally smaller than

B. nitidus; Tobago only. Chactus raymondhansontm [= C. raymond-

hansi
] is a medium to large brown-black species; usu. found in bro-

meliads in mountains; female body chunky, male has long attenuated

pincers. In general the symptoms of scorpion sting are lacrimation,

salivation and sphincter relaxation; muscular cramps, perspiration,

vomiting, and convulsions; pancreatitis and even pancreatic cysts can

result. (< E scorpion, arachnids of the family Scorpionidae) = black

scorpion, gray scorpion 0 There are two species or varieties of scorpi-

ons, known as the grey and the black; they are both venomous, yet

very seldom does death follow their sting, (de Verteuil 1884:102) 0

Our host... announced... that the finding of scorpions and tarantullas

were every day occurrences, the latter dropping from the leafy ceil-

ing. (TG 19 Sept 1919:4) 0 “And sometimes in the night scorpions on

the floor, yes?” she said with gloomy restraint, (de Boissiere

1952:304) 0 Panday told her he had seen a large black scorpion on the

earthen floor. (Ladoo 1972:39) 0 Scorpion... In Trinidad and in South

America, stings by Tityus are common and are sometimes fatal. (Reid

1982:564) 0 The Trinidad population of Tityus discrepans (Karsch

1879) is described as a new species, Tityus tenuicauda, endemic to

Trinidad ... Specimens of Microtitvus collected on Tobago provide

evidence for the synonymy of Microtityus starri Lourengo & Huber

1999 withM rickyi. (Prendini 2001:173)

scorpion bush n Heliotropium indicum, an erect annual native herb.

Flowers small, mauve, in a coiled spike. = bright eye
1

, >eye-bright,

fedogoso, scorpion weed, veven lache-eskupyon 0 Nanna... told

Nanny and Ma to go and get some scorpion bush. (Ladoo 1972:51)

scorpion weed n Heliotropium indicum, an erect annual herb to 60 cm
(23.4"). Leaves ovate, hairy, 7-15 x 4-10 cm (2. 7-5. 8" x 1.6-3. 9").

Flowers small, mauve, in a coiled spike. = bright eye
1

,
>eye-bright,

fedogoso, scorpion bush, veven lache-eskupyon 0 (Morean 1990)

Scotch attorney n obs Ficus sp., a number of introduced parasitic

climbing trees. Note: Some authors also identify species of Clusia

by this name, including the native C. palmacida and C. rosea, (fr ste-

reotype of attorneys from Scotland as greedy and grasping) = agali,

arali, devilwood
2

, figuier
1

, ingratos, >matapal, matapalo, Scotchman,

Scotchman hugging creole, Scottish attorney (Ficus); bowl dish (F.

yoponensis) 0 It looks like a straggling Magnolia, some two feet high.

In fifty years it will be a stately tree. Look at the single long straight

air-root which it is letting down by the side of the tree bole. That root,

if left, will be the destroyer of the whole tree. It will touch the earth,

take root below, send out side-fibres above, call down younger roots

to help it, till the whole bole, clasped and stifled in their embraces,

dies, and rots out, and the Matapalo (or Scotch Attorney, Clusia, as it
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is rudely called here) stands alone on stilted roots, and board walls of

young wood, slowly coalescing into one great trunk; master of the

soil once owned by the patron on whose vitals he has fed; a treacher-

ous tyrant; and yet, like many another treacherous tyrant, beautiful to

see, with his shining evergreen foliage, and grand labyrinth of smooth

roots, standing high in air, or dangling from the boughs in search of

soil below; and last, but not least, his Magnolia-like flowers, rosy or

snowy-white, and green egg-shaped fruits. (Kingsley 1880:104-5) 0

Scarcely less remarkable is the giant fig-tree, resembling a banyan.

As a rule this tree begins its existence in the air. Its seeds, passing

through birds which have eaten its fruit, get embedded in the moss on

the limbs of other trees. Here they germinate, and the young plant

sends down to the earth tender twigs scarcely thicker than string.

These twist round the tree, and on reaching the ground take root, and

increase in size and strength until the tree on which they first came
into existence is literally strangled. For this reason this parasitical fig-

tree was called by the Spaniards el ingrato , and is now known as, the

‘scotch attorney’ or ‘Scotsman hug creole.’ (Aspinall 1928) 9 But

most eerie of all the weird growths is the Clusia rosea , commonly
called the Scotch attorney... it is part of [the foresters’] job to keep an

eye open for the Scotch attorney seedlings, as their long, tenacious

roots can kill the stoutest of forest giants. (Bryans 1967:200) 0 A
strangler fig, aka ficus, aka scotch attorney, prepares to strangle the

host tree by sending its roots down and across the trunk of this huge,

mature tree. (ND 12 Mar 2003:60)

Scotchman n obs Ficus sp., a number of introduced parasitic climbing

trees. = agali, arali, devilwood2
, figuier

1

, ingratos, >matapal, mata-

palo, Scotch attorney, Scotchman hugging creole, Scottish attorney

(Ficus); bowl dish (F. yoponensis) 0 Overhead the Seguines (philo-

dendron) and Aroids interlaced among the Matapalos seem to find

nourishment even in the “Scotchman,” as the Matapalo or tree-killer

is locally named. (Vincent 1910:58)

Scotchman hugging creole n obs Ficus sp., a number of introduced

parasitic climbing trees. = agali, arali, devilwood2 , figuier
1

, ingratos,

>matapal, matapalo, Scotch attorney, Scotchman, Scottish attorney

(Ficus); bowl dish (F. yoponensis) 9 The fig-tree, with its hundred

trunks, twisted its ungrateful leaves... round its neighbouring trees,

which soon must fall beneath its insidious embraces.... The Spaniards

call these leaves, which at first get support from surrounding trees, and

then destroy them, los ingratos. The English negroes give them the less

poetical, but more humorous name of Kotchman (hugging creole).

(Joseph 1 838b-l : 1 39) 9 The Negroes many years ago used, with some
humour, to call this ‘kotchman hugging creole.’ (Collens 1888)

Scottish attorney n obs Ficus sp., a number of introduced parasitic

climbing trees. = agali, arali, devilwood2
,
figuier

1

, ingratos, >mata-

pal, matapalo, Scotch attorney, Scotchman, Scotchman hugging cre-

ole (Ficus); bowl dish (F. yoponensis) 0 The most common trees and

shrubs growing on these pitch islands were Cocoa-plums..., which

previously formed almost pure stands, and Matapals (Clusia rosea),

also called “Scottish attorneys” because of their aerial roots which

strangle other tree species. (Boomert 1984a: 17)

scramble v Grab; take hold of. (< E scramble ‘collect or gather up

hastily or in disorder; cause something to move without proper con-

trol’) 0 The officer was a muscular man, If you see how he scramble

the Grenadian. (Cristo “Yankee Grenadian” 1961 pr) 0 Well the way
he scramble on to she, wey he wanted a blind person could see. (Spar-

row “Take Your Bundle and Go” ca 1963 pr) 0 Me mama get vex and

she scramble me. (Brigo “Mama Popo” 1971 pr) 0 With ah slap to the

shoulder and ah scramble to the collar, You would swear that they

fighting then. (Dougla “Typical Trinidadian” 1973 pr) 0 The specta-

tors laugh, throw more money to the ground. The 2nd robber scram-

ble it all and runs off. (Rollocks 1975:29) 9 [He] said when the man
returned with the cutlass, they all scrambled him and almost threw

him in a drain. (Bomb 12 Sept 1986:32)

scrambler n A device for lifting up harvested cane. 9 (Haynes

1987:186)

scrape-out n Dilation and curettage; cleaning out the uterus. = womb-
clean 9 (Haynes 1987:81) 9 The old lady had was to get a scrape-out.

scraper n A percussion instrument consisting of a ridged surface, of

wood, CALABASH, or metal; scraped with a stick to make a rasping

sound, (fr scraping motion of playing) = >scratcher 9 Houdini himself

plays a scraper, a notched stick which produces a scratchy sound like

a guiro. (Summers 1985:20)

scratch 1 v Itch; experience an irritating feeling of the skin. (< E
scratch ‘rub or scrape the skin with the finger-nails to relieve itch-

ing’) 9 My toes are scratching me. (ESTT 1956) 9 Scratch - itch.

(John 1973) 9 “During sleep, I felt my toes scratching me. But I felt

no pain, so I did not bother about the itching.” (TTM 13 Oct 1989:8) 9

“Since then, he always complained about feeling sick and funny and

about his skin constantly scratching him.” (TTM 13 Oct 1989:32)

2 v Play a SCRATCHER or SCRAPER with a stick. 9 An ah want tuh

scratch too. Like de scratcherman, Leiba, from Tripoli. Dat fella

could ah scratch, boy. (Foster 1990:86)

scratch bush 1 n Urera baccifera [= Urtica baccifera], a native shrub

or small tree, 2-7 m (6.4-23') tall; branches elongated. Young
branches, leaf stems, flowers and leaf-nerves usu. armed with short,

straight, slender stinging spine-like hairs. Leaves 10-25 x 6-20 cm
(4-9.7" x 2. 3-7. 8"), broad-ovate, coarsely toothed, scattered stinging

hairs above, denser beneath. Female flowers white, pinkish-white, or

orange-red. (< scratch, fr intense itching caused by handling the

leaves) = stinging nettle
2
9 (FTT 1982-2-1 1:715-6)

2 n Urera caracasana, a shrub or small tree, 2-10 m (6.4-32') tall;

branches elongate. Young branches, leaf stems, flowers and leaf-

nerves usu. armed with short, straight, slender stinging hairs. =

>stinging nettle
1

scratcher n A percussion instrument consisting of a ridged surface, of

wood, CALABASH, or metal; scraped with a stick to make a rasping

sound, (fr scratching or scraping motion used to play) = scraper 9

Compere Anansi led with his violin. Compere Lion played the

box-bass, Tiger strummed on the quatro, goat played the shak-shak and

Compere Morocoy played the scratcher as they sang into the nights.

(Ramsawack 1983:42) 9 A whistle, a scratcher, a Bele and a Bongo.

(Rudder “The Department of Percussive Energy” 1992, pr) 9 Taken in

by the rhythm of the melodic pan this ‘scratcher’ woman moves to the

beat of the music along Independence Square during the Pan-round-

the-neck preliminaries on Friday night. (EX 30 Jan 1994:3)

scratcherman n A musician who plays the SCRATCHER with a stick

to make a rasping sound. (< scratcher + man~) 9 An ah want tuh

scratch too. Like de scratcherman, Leiba, from Tripoli. Dat fella

could ah scratch, boy. (Foster 1990:86)

scratcher souse n A type of SOUSE made from FOWL feet. 9 It is

souse that is sold every Friday evening outside all Tobago supermar-

kets in the same buckets in which the parts were imported! Pig foot

souse dominates, but there are more modem variations such as

Chicken foot souse (known as ‘Scratcher souse’!) to cater for those

whose religion forbids them to eat pork. (Nelson & Puddy 2004:24)

scream like Tarzan phr Usu. as SCREAM LIKE TEN Tarzans,
shout, yell, scream, complain very loudly and forcefully, (fr well-

known and distinctive yell of the movie character Tarzan) = >bawl
like Tarzan 9 Jenny wanted to make the grand announcement of the

holiday herself and screamed like ten Tarzans when the Ministry of

Information sent out a press release to the media about the big non-

event. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:3)

screel 1 v Squeal; scream; complain, /skril/ (< dial E ‘shriek; squeal;

screech; utter a high-pitched or discordant cry’) 9 Plenty people

go have to screel, when we head out for Wallerfield. (Cypher

“Hippie” 1971)

2 v Tell true tales about someone; inform on someone. (< screed +

AmE squeal ‘inform on criminal behaviour’) 9 After the sentence he

start to screel. (Cypher “Mano Benjamin” 1965 pr, Roberts 1965)

screw n Scheme; trick; tricky behaviour. (< E screw ‘defraud of

money; cheat; deceive’) = skeff, skull 9 I got a screw and always get

through. (Atilla “Vagaries of Women” 1935) 9 You came to me on a

point of view, with ole talk trying yuh screw. (Caresser “Theodore”

1937) 9 Oh, but to live with a police, it ent no sense. Because they got

too much screws and old defense. (Growler “Police Diplomacy”
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1939) 0 You’re using screws to make me a fool. But 1 ent no

mamapoule. (Lion “Buddy Abraham” 1939) 0 You thought Stalin, In

this war would have been assisting. But instead he used a screw. And
demanded part of Poland too. (Lion “The Invasion of Poland” 1940)

0 Through taking bribe, friends, they tie him up... Until the Chinee

man form a screw, And tie up the scamp in a callaloo. (Young

Pretender “Policeman” 1940) 0 That cumulative effect also encour-

aged others to seek ways and means of helping themselves. The pop-

ular catch-phrase was “trying a screw to get through” meaning to use

some very unusual way of achieving success. (Cummings 2004:137)

screw the wrong way phr Annoy or vex someone; irritate, (fr frustrat-

ing action of trying to turn a screw the wrong way) = >cross-thread 0

“Don’t screw me the wrong way, the cork will stick.” (1984)

scrip n A letter of recommendation; testimonial of character. (< E obs

or dial scrip ‘a small piece of paper, usu. with writing on it’) 0 You
are a wellup man. and if I does get a scrip from you I can get a job.

(Tothill 1939)

scrow n arc A rash on the skin, /skau/ (poss. < E scrofula ‘a disease of

the lymphatic glands, which can affect the skin’) 0 He always have a

scrow on he foot.

scrub n A person who sits at a dance for long periods without being

asked to dance. (< E scrub ‘cancel; reject; dismiss; a player belonging

to a second or weaker team’) 0 (Ottley 1971:22)

scrub bench phr Move along a bench while sitting, to move up in a

waiting line. 0 The earlier arrivals occupied the six benches or so

while others stood awaiting a vacated space. Filling the benches as

much as possible was referred to as “make you self small” while the

moving along was referred to as “scrubbing bench.” (Cummings

2004:62)

scrunt 1 v Scrape along financially; barely make a living, (poss. < ScE

scrunt ‘shrivelled stump’; poss. < E scrimp ‘cut short in amount;

economize’ + scrounge ‘live by irregular means; live at the expense

of others’) 0 If the country scrunting that ent nothing. Once oil bread

making, run something. (Black Stalin “Run Something” 1976 pr,

Williams 1976) 0 But just suppose the man in question is 22 years

old, does not know who his father is, has had his mother turn her back

on him, has no job, no wife, no real friend he can trust and is depen-

dent on his wits to scrunt for a place to sleep, for food to eat and for

clothes to wear. (Pantin 1979:125) 0 As a scrunting, untenured lec-

turer at UWI, [he] made his mark writing anti-PNM stories for the

weeklies. (Bomb 19 Dec 1986:5) 0 He claims that many workers with

less service than him are getting work on a fairly regular basis, while

he has to be begging and scrunting around. (Bomb 2 Nov 1990:16) 0

Scrunting... sometimes called ‘hustling’ or ‘scuffling’: borrowing,

running errands, casual daily work, the occasional ‘ten days’, buying

and selling a little in the markets, minor pilfering, i.e. ‘living from

hand to mouth’. (Littlewood 1993:238) 0 Every loser scrunting to rub

two 50p piece together to buy a bread in the morning. (Pires, TG 31

Oct 2003)

2 n Hard times; financially difficult period. 0 The politicians should

now take a bow for reducing us to these dire straits. The scrunt goes

on. (TTM 1985) 0 The fact is that our calypso is being confined to

four hours on a Saturday, and around the Carnival season... They are

putting the soca man on the scrunt. (EX-2 26 July 1987:18)

scrunter n A person who SCRUNTS to live. 0 The 21 -year-old Slinger

Francisco burst on the calypso scene in 1956 and declared war on the

tradition that held that a calypsonian had to be a scrunter. (EX-S 24

Jan 1993:2)

scuffle v Live by hustling, doing odd bits of work, getting help from

others. 0 She scuffled,
getting by with help from relatives and boy

friends: ‘a little job here, a next one there. I often plan to get marry

but something happen. I ai’ fuss.’ (Littlewood 1993:149) 0 A Scuf-

fling of Islands... The name of this paper is meant to suggest the link

between economic necessity, the desperate struggle to survive (“scuf-

fling”) and the insular conflicts (“scuffling” in another sense of the

word) that have attended all efforts at Caribbean Integration.

(Rohlehr 2004:22)

sea almond n Terminalia catappa (E Indian almond), a cultivated tree

to 24 m (77') tall, with whorled horizontal branches. Leaves obovate,

tapering to a shortly lobed base, 20-30 x 6-18 cm (7.8-1 1.7" x 2.3-7"),

smooth above, sometimes brownish-hairy beneath. Flowers in slen-

der, many-flowered spikes, 5-15 cm (2-5.8") long, the male flowers at

tip. Fruit ellipsoidal, pointed, compressed, 4-7 x 3 cm (1.6-2.1" x

1.2"), margins slightly winged. A popular shade tree, esp. for sea

beaches. The ripe seeds are edible; wood rather hard, open-textured,

(fr being commonly found along sea-shore + almond-like nut fruit) =

West Indian almond 0 He romped on the sand and stared disbeliev-

ingly at the sea for long spells, and dashed up to where they sat under

a sea-almond tree. (Selvon 1972:84)

sea ants n A small jellyfish-like marine colonial siphonophore, related

to the Portuguese man-of-war; their stings make swimming uncom-

fortable at certain times of the year, (fr similarity of bites to those of

ants) 0 All along here have too much sea ants.

seaball n The fruit of the GRU-GRU or similar palm. 0 Kicking a sea-

ball along the beach. (Lafortune 1979)

sea balloon n Tob Physalia sp., marine jellyfish. (< E sea, from habi-

tat + balloon, fr translucent balloon-like body) = galla
1

seabass n Diplectrum formosum (E sand seabass), a marine fish. =

pretty fish, salmon3
,
sand gullet 0 (LNP 1985)

sea bath n A dip in the sea, usu. not going in over your head, as

opposed to a swim. 0 “You want to take a sea bath at Carenage on

Saturday?” (de Boissiere 1952:126) 0 I too glad because it mean I

could enjoy mih Discovery weekend an I plannin as usual to go for

mih sea bat. (Mamits LPOS, TG 31 July 1977) 0 A call has gone out

to the Ministry of National Security John Donaldson, to investigate

“racial discrimination against black people seeking to have seabaths

at Goodrich Bay.” (Bomb 1983) 0 Any marcher who reached Cha-

guaramas probably went for a sea-bath. (TG 9 Sept 1990:5) 0 With

the weather staying that way on Sunday, a sea bath really came in

handy. (TG 14 Jan 1994:24) 0 Around 6 a.m. Oliver is said to have

taken the car and said he was feeling to take a “sea bath”. (EX 15 Dec

2003:5)

sea-bathe v Take a dip or immersion in the sea, usu. not going in over

your head, as opposed to a swim. 0 Then we’d regularly go to (sea)-

bathe, ... and sometimes we’d have a car and go on a picnic and so.

(EX 1 1 Jan 1987:21)

sea biscuit n Mellita quinquiesperforata, and a smaller species, M.

sexiosperforata (E sand dollar), small circular flat species of sea

urchins; remains usu. found on beaches. (< E sea biscuit ‘sand dol-

lar’, flattened sea urchins of the order Clypeastroida; fr resemblance

in shape to a baked biscuit composed ofsand-like granules) 0 Sea bis-

cuits - dead starfish with remarkable similarities both in size, colour

and consistency, to a tea biscuit. (Bryans 1967) 0 (Bacon 1978:158)

sea cat n Tob The octopus, Octopus vulgaris. (< E sea-cat ‘squid; cut-

tlefish’) = devilfish
1

0 We had hoped to come upon at least a small

“sea cat,” an octopus. (Bowman & Bowman 1939:48)

sea cockroach 1 n Chiton marmoratus, C. tuberculatus, or Acan-

thopleura granulata, edible marine chitonous molluscs, usu. found on

rocky shores of Tobago and northern Trinidad. (< E sea, fr marine

habitat + cockroach, fr resemblance to immature form - wingless

nymphs - of some of the larger cockroaches) = kochikong
1

, >pacro,

sea tatu
2
0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:128)

2 n Sphaeroma sp., a small, many-legged, millipede-like arthropod

often seen scuttling over rocks and sea-walls.

3 n Emerita portoricensis, an edible crustacean. Small, whitish, with

overlapping bands; digs very quickly into beach sand; found esp.

along eastern coast of Trinidad. = kirtchecom
2

,
kochikong

2
,
kohung ,

>sea tatu
1

sea coconut n The seed of Manicaria saccifera , a native pinnate-

leafed palm. Fruit tuberculate, 1-3-lobed; a hard core covered with a

brittle shell, 4 cm (1.6") diameter. It is a common drift fruit in Trini-

dad, having been carried in ocean currents from the Amazon, Essequ-

ibo and Orinoco, as well as local rivers, (fr resemblance of seed to a

small dry coconut) = >timite 0 This palm exists also in Venezuela.

Many of its nuts fall into the Orinoco and are eventually washed
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ashore in Trinidad, where the local residents call them “sea coco-

nuts.” (Worth 1967:36) 0 He turned to go back, taking up sea-

coconuts - a round fruit like a golfball, and as hard - and tossing

them to try and reach the breakers as they curled over in an arc of

green and blue. (Selvon 1972:85)

sea conch 1 n Strombus gigas, a large edible mollusc. Outside of shell

is whitish, rough, with large projections; inside is bright pink, shiny,

smooth, /si koqk/ (< E sea , from marine habitat, and to distinguish it

from freshwater conks + conch, several large gastropods, esp. S.

gigas) = conk(s), >lambi, queen conch, sea snail 0 Oysters, Conchs

(river) and Lambie (sea conchs) are reported to be in great demand in

several parts of New York by health-conscious Americans. (Bomb 7

Sept 1990:6)

2 n Melongena melongena, Pugilina mono, or Thais haemastoma,

edible marine molluscs, usu. found on mud bottoms in the Gulf of

Paria. = black conch; conk(s) (M. melongena) 0 (Kenny & Bacon

1981:128,137)

sea-cow n Acanthostracion quadricornis (E trunkfish), a marine fish;

head and body are covered with plates of bone; two strong horn-like

spines over the eyes, (fr resemblance of spines to cow horns) = cow-

fish 0 (Vincent 1910:52)

sea-devil n Manta birostris (E giant manta ray), a large marine ray

with very large broad flat “wings”. (< E sea-devil, a name for various

fish considered ugly or strange, including rays) = >devil fish
2

,
devil

ray, diable de la mer, giant ray 0 In Trinidad waters... the Giant Ray,

Sea-Devil or Manta, is far from uncommon... These huge beasts

(often weighing over 1,000 lbs.) hurtle themselves out of the water to

a height of 8 ft. or 10 ft. with their bat-like wings folded back; these

they gradually extend as they come down, reaching the water with a

loud resonant smack, followed by a boom like the meeting of thunder

clouds. (Vincent 1910:28-9)

sea egg n Lytechimis sp., a sea urchin, edible species of echinoderm;

the common West Indian poisonous species are Tripneustes esculen-

tus, Diadema antillarum, Centrechinus antillarum. Round, small,

usu. 7.5-10 cm (3-4") in diameter, covered with thick dark spines. If

stepped on the spines can be very painful; septic lesions can develop

on hands and feet from punctures by the spines. (< arc E sea-egg ‘sea

urchin’) 0 The Sea-Egg is of two sorts: some black, and some grey.

But either sort are guarded and arm'd with Prickles. But the grey eggs

are the Oysters, because resembling them in taste: and are eaten raw,

with Vinegar and Pepper; but better stewed with Wine, and Shellots,

and sometimes with a cast of East-India Spices', which so ordered, I

confess, there’s no richer food. (Poyntz 1683:33) 0 The sea-bathing

was excellent, and quite safe from sharks, or sea-eggs. (Day 1852-

1:311) 0 Fuh food yuh can starv as de potatoes and yams is plentiful

whah wid de fline fish an see eggs a man kin live like a King. (PC 17

Feb 1906)

sea fowl n Dactylopterus volitans (Eflying gurnard), an edible marine

fish with large wing-like pectoral fins, generally feeds and lives along

the ocean floor, (fr resemblance of the large fins to wings) = batfish",

poule de (la) mer, robin
2

, sea robin
1

0 Poule de la Mer, or Sea-Fowl...

no use. (Vincent 1910:53)

sea grape n Coccoloba uvifera, a small straggly native evergreen tree;

grows near the sea. Fruit 1 cm (.4") diameter, round, rose-purple

when mature, in clusters, (fr resemblance of fruit clusters to grapes) =

>seaside grape, shore grape 0 (Young 1809, Stowe 922:14b) 0 It was
a cool day, but perspiration like a bunch of green sea grapes stood on

his forehead. (Lovelace 1968) 0 These baskets contained some of the

best and sweetest fruits on the estate. Mamie-apples, Governor

plums. Sugar apples, wild cherries, Sea-grapes. (LaFortune 1968:18)

seagull see also CIGALE

seagull 1 n Any small whitish seabird, including gulls and terns. (< E
gull, seagull, any long-winged, web-footed bird of the family Lari-

dae, but popularly applied widely) = mauve, pillikins
1
0 Needless to

say, the local names “Pillikins”, “Booby”, “Sea-gull”, etc., refer to all

terns indiscriminately, (french 1991:161)

2 n Larus atricilla [= L. ridibundus\ (E laughing gull), 40 cm (16")

long. Breeding adult: head blackish gray; back and wings gray; outer

wing feathers black; rear edge of wing white; underparts white; bill

and legs dark red. Non-breeding adult has black bill; head white with

mottled black markings. Call is a high scream, often repeated, kah-

kah-kah , etc. = booby, pigeon de mer 0 (ffrench 1991:155-6)

3 n Sternafuscata, a small tern, a marine bird. = booby 1

, mache cara-

bache, >pillikins

seal see also SIL

seal 1 n In Orisha worship, an anointment of the head with oil done

after the first manifestation of a spirit. 0 When a spirit manifests on a

person for the first time, usually possessing him so violently that he

falls speechless to the ground, he is led or carried to the stool of his

power and then to the chapelle. There his head is anointed with sweet

oil to “seal” the power temporarily or the leader “signs” him by dip-

ping a thunder stone in olive oil and tracing the sign of the cross on

his forehead, the palms of his hands, and on his feet. (Simpson

1970:40)

2 n In SHOUTER or Spiritual BAPTIST worship, a ritual during

MOURNING of securing the swaddling bands. 0 Initiates are expected

to mourn-, secluded in a side room, lying in the dust or on pallets of

leaves, and bound about (including the face) with flat swaddling

bands... These bands are ‘sealed with signs’, and the mourner remains

on the ground for a period of three or seven days, attended by the

Mother of the group. (Littlewood 1993:91-92) 0 Shouters admit that

mourning can be dangerous, for the individual when travelling is vul-

nerable to mauvay lespwis (malign spirits) but correct sealing and

guidance by the Mother can usually prevent mishaps. (Littlewood

1993:92)

sea lemon n Tob Passiflora foetida, a native vine; fruit small, ovoid,

yellow, with bitter but edible flesh, (fr resemblance to a lemon in taste

and colour) = jumbie watermelon, >marie gougeat, pop bush

sea mat n Synodus foetens (E lizard-fish), a voracious marine fish

with large jaws; very bony. (< E sea ‘marine’ + mat < TEC matte, a

large lizard, Tupinambus) = lizard fish, stink toe 0 (Vincent 1910:53)

sea moss n Gracilaria sp., Euchema sp., and Gelidium sp. large

marine algae that grow on rocks. Some is harvested along the coast of

Tobago and the north coast of Trinidad, but most is imported, dried,

from other islands. Green when growing, it is very fibrous and

creamy white when cleaned and dried. It is prepared as a sweet bever-

age with milk, and is reputed to have aphrodisiac properties for men.

(< E sea moss ‘ Chondrus crispus, known as carrageen, a seaweed

common on British coasts, of cartilaginous texture and purplish

colour, becoming yellow-white when dried; it yields a nutritive jelly

when boiled’) = string seamoss 0 Yesterday’s Market Prices...

Scarce... ochroes, yams, sea moss. (TG 5 Sept 1917:11) 0 Market,

plentiful: sea moss. (TG 24 Feb 1933:2) 0 Sea moss, eggnog, cheese

and wholesome bread. (Dictator “I Don’t Know Why the Devil I

Can’t Get Fat” 1948 pr) 0 [F]or 30 cents had a generous bull-jowl

sandwich and a bottle of sea-moss to drink. (Bryans 1967:128) 0

Clean wash and soak sea-moss in cold water with sliced lemon or

lime overnight. (Hunt 1985a:50) 0 The “sea moss” or marine algae,

Gracilaria sp. is also held to have [aphrodisiac] properties. (Morean

1991:42) 0 Avoid high-risk foods, especially those containing unpas-

teurised milk products, such as peanut punches, sea moss and other

milk-based drinks, sucker bags and palettes. (TG 1 Jan 1993:3)

sea robin 1 n Dactylopterus volitans [= Cephalacanthus volitans
]
(E

flying gurnard), a marine fish with large pectoral fins. (< E robin,

name of various fishes with large fins) = batfislr. poule de (la) mer,

robin
2

, sea fowl

2 n Prionotus punctuatus, P. roseus (E sea robin), marine fish. 0

(LNP 1985) = fowl fish, robin
3

sea scorpion n Squilla empusa (E mantis shrimp), a marine mantis

shrimp, to 16.5 cm (6..5") long. 0 (LNP 1985)

seaside bean n Canavalia rosea [~ C. obtusifolia], a trailing native

vine, (fr common coastal habitat) 0 The purple seaside bean is, how-
ever, the most common around Mayaro, writhing along the sand.

(Bryans 1967:191)

seaside grape n Coccoloba uvifera [= Polygonum uvifera], a small

straggly native evergreen tree, found growing near the sea. Height to
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6 m (20'), but on the seaward side where it suffers from strong winds,

it may be reduced to about 30 cm (1'). Branches stout, hairy. Bark

smooth, greying with reddish markings. Leaves thick and fleshy

when fresh; large, 6-13 x 8-18 cm (2.3-5. 1" x 3.1-7"); round to

kidney-shaped; tip rounded, straight or indented; base rounded to

broadly heart-shaped, one side often extending around the stalk, pri-

mary veins often brightly coloured. Flowers small, creamy white, in

15 cm (6") racemes. Fruit 1 cm (.4"), round, rose-purple when
mature, in clusters, resembling small grapes. The wood is hard and

heavy, (fr its common coastal habitat) = sea grape, shore grape 0 The

Sea-side Grape... gives a pleasant fruit. It appears so like the real

grape, that the first discoverers of this island mistook it. (Joseph

1838a:79) 0 Iced Coco-nut Cream, with seaside grape jelly. (Vincent

1910:78) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 As the area became less swampy we
began to see... the seaside grape... which is more often seen by the

sea, and which produces bunches of grape like fruit. (Farrell 1984:19)

seaside mahoe 1 n Hibiscus pernambucensis [= H. tiliaceus , Pariti til-

iaceum\ , a small straggly native tree to 8 m (26') tall, usu. found near

the sea coast. Bark thin, peels off in long strips, contains a strong

fibre known internationally as cuba bast. Leaves rounded, heart-

shaped at base, arranged spirally on the twigs; veins prominent on

lower surface, densely covered with silvery hairs. Flowers resemble

the hibiscus; trumpet-shaped, petals about 5 cm (2") long, bright yel-

low with a crimson spot at the base, aging to orange-red by the end of

the day. Fruit a thin-walled, greyish, ovoid capsule about 2.5 cm (1")

long; splits into 5 cells when ripe, revealing numerous small brown-

black seeds, (fr common habitat of seaside + mahoe
,
fr fibrous bark) 0

We descended... to the sea-shore again, at a certain Maraccas bay,

and... rode along the firm sand between the sea and the lagoon,

through the low wood of Shore Grape and Mahaut, Pinguin and

Swamp Seguine. (Kingsley 1880:303) 0 (Marshall 1934:18) 0 SEA-

SIDE MAHOE (Hibiscus tiliaceus) is a common tree of the seashore.

Handsome hibiscus-type flowers which are creamy yellow when
freshly open but soon fade and crumple up, then becoming a purply-

brown. (Alford 1960:84) 0 Seaside mahoe... occurs on and near the

sandy shores of both islands. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:92)

2 n Thespesia populnea, a native shrub or small evergreen tree, height

to 12 m (40'), girth to 1.2 m (4'). Old bark thick, corrugated; young

bark smooth, yields useful fibre known as cuba bast. Leaves leathery,

less rounded than H. tiliaceus. Flowers yellow, crimson-blotched at

base, changing to reddish with age. Seeds brown, hairy, in round seed

capsules 3-4 cm (1.2-1.6") wide. 0 (FTT 1929-1-2:90) 0 (Beard

1946:31) 0 Seaside mahoe grows on or just inland from the sandy

beaches of both Trinidad and Tobago. However, it is only locally

common, e.g. near the mouth of the Couva River... The wood is not

used, but the bark contains a tough fibre that can be used for making

rope. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:120-1)

seaside olivier n Terminalia lucida [= T. nvssaefolia], a native tree

found in coastal woods. Leaves like white OLIVIER; fruit like POIR-

IER, but smaller and has thin wings, (fr seaside habitat + similarity to

white olivier) 0 (Marshall 1934:52)

sea snail n Strombus gigas, the marine conch. = conk(s), >lambi,

queen conch, sea conch
1

0 Would you believe the man who went to

eat larnbie (sea snail) at the place, was instead bitten by the fierce-

looking dog who was loose in the restaurant. (Bomb 1983)

season v Prepare a BOIS or stick used in STICK-FIGHTING by heating,

burying in the ground, and soaking in oil, to make it strong and flexi-

ble. (< E season “prepare or fit for use’) 0 Our sticks, of course, were

our principal weapons and were chosen and treated with the greatest

care. ... Our sticks were cut at Full Moon 8 to 12 weeks before Carni-

val, they were barked, slightly roasted for colour effect, and buried in

mud for a couple of weeks, to “temper” them. They were then soaked

in oil for another few weeks. After such treatment these sticks would

be resilient, tough and of just the right weight. A sharp cutlass would

not even nick such a well seasoned stick. (TG 8 Mar 1919:5)

seasonable adj Not available all year round (E seasonal). (< arc E

seasonable ‘occurring at the right season; opportune; suitable to the

time of year’) 0 All seasonable varieties in stock including... Budded
Oranges... Papaws... Portugals... Cush-Cush. (TG 1 Mar 1933:12)

seasoning 1 n A mixture used to give flavour to meat or fish, typically

consisting of sive, French Thyme, Spanish thyme, and cel-

ery, along with tomato, onion, salt, black pepper, etc. (< E seasoning

‘something used to add flavour, usu. not sweet’) 0 When it was all cut

up she rubbed onion and seasoning into the pieces, covered them up

in a bowl and went to bed. (de Boissiere 1956a: 192)

2 n A small bunch of sive, French thyme or Spanish thyme
and CELERY tied together, sold to be used as seasoning. More
recently may include parsley (Petrosalimun sativum). = (unity, mele“

0 If you going by the market today, get me some seasoning,

sea swallow n Sterna hirundo (E common tern), 35 cm (14") long.

Adult (breeding): black cap; pale gray back; rest white except for

black edges to outer wing-feathers; tail deeply forked; legs reddish;

bill reddish orange with black tip. Adult (non-breeding): fore-crown

white; black patch from eye across nape; black mark on wing shoul-

der; bill blackish, (fr resemblance in size and flight to a swallow) =

pillikins
1

0 (ffrench 1991:160-1)

sea tatu 1 n Emerita portoricensis (E Puerto Rican sand crab; mole

crab), an edible marine crustacean. Small, whitish, with overlapping

bands; digs very quickly into beach sand; found esp. along eastern

coast of Trinidad. (< E sea ‘marine’ + tatu ‘armadillo’ fr resemblance

of body bands) = kirtchecom2 , kochikong
2

, kohung
3

, sea cockroach3

2 n Chiton marmoratus, C. tuberculatus, or Acanthopleura granulata,

edible marine chitonous molluscs found usu. on rocky shores of

Tobago and northern Trinidad. = kochikong
1

, >pacro, sea cockroach 1

0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:128)

sea trout n Croakers and drams, fishes of the family Sciaenidae, par-

ticularly Cynoscion jamaciensis, or C. acoupa, bottom-dwelling

marine fishes, grayish with pink tinge to head, front belly or tail, with

soft white flesh. (< E sea-trout, Salmo trutta, from some resemblance

in colour to the fresh-water trouts) = >salmon, saumon; silver perch

(C. acoupa)

sebby-lebby, sebbee-lebbee, sebbi-lebbi n A gambling game played

with dice (E craps), /sebilebi/ (< seven + eleven
;

in the gambling

game of craps “craps” is a roll of the numbers 7 or 11; thus seven-

eleven for the game) 0 Man! ah stody, ah stody, ah stody wey ah mus
do: ah had won shillin in me pockit, ah say “If ah play sebeelebee,

prehaps ah wud rase som mo, but ah dohn like to gambol becos dat

dos put yuh in jale.” (PC 21 May 1904) 0 “Was waiter for three years

at the King’s Head Hotel, young man, befo’ I lose all me money play-

ing ‘Sebbi-lebbi’ an’ was reduce to make me living in SALVAGING
white people sardines an’ sweet oil.” (Hummingbird 18 June 1904:4)

0 Four men ... were convicted for gambling at the St. Vincent Wharf

on Saturday the 27th last month by indulging in game of sebbee leb-

bee. (TG 8 Oct 1919:7) 0 Whe-Whe “marks” being sold and “burst”

three times a day and men in little groups here and there playing

“wappi” or “sebbe lebbie” keep the place lively from early morning

to late evening. (1VG 6 Oct 1930:3) 0 In some barrack-yards the

[drinking] sessions accompanied gambling with dice in a game

known as “sebby-lebby” (sevens and elevens) and with cards in

games known as “rummy” and “wappy”. (Cummings 2004:101)

sebucan 1 n A long cylindrical basket, which becomes smaller in

diameter when pulled, used to drain grated cassava, to squeeze out

poisonous juice and make the meal suitable for eating, /sebuka/

(< LAS sebucan < Taino sibucan) = cassava squeezer, coulev, matepi

0 [In 1955]... Beryl McBumie presented selected pieces from her

works with new ones such as the Sebucan - a vigorous maypole

dance from the Venezuelan Indians. Sebucan is the name of the

plaited container used for squeezing the juice of the cassava. When
plaited the maypole resembles this object. (Ahye 1983:43) 0 She

assured me that as long as the poison was squeezed out properly there

was no danger. She pointed to the long sebucan in the kitchen. The

sebucan must be filled with the grated cassava and tied at both ends.

‘Then you put a weight on it and all the poison water come out little

by little until everything inside the sebucan get dry, dry.’ (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:184)
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2 n arc A maypole-type dance in which dancers interweave ribbons

fastened to the top of a pole, (fr resemblance of woven ribbons to bas-

ket plaiting of a sebucan *) 0 I think that generally people here are

familiar with the Sebucan or May Pole dance. A pole about eight feet

long and four inches in diameter, at the top of which are attached long

coloured ribbons, is fixed in the ground. Gaily dressed dancers, each

holding the end of one of these ribbons, plait the ribbons around the

pole while dancing and singing the song. (Kassiram ca 1970:5) 0 In

Trinidad, the Sebucan, once a very popular Carnival Dance, is still

seen in the areas where the Hispanic influence is strong. It has been

projected on stage, especially by schools taking part in the Biennial

Art Festival, and in Village Folk Concerts. On some occasions there

is a touch of pageantry preceding the actual dancing... For gaiety,

spectator participation and general interest, the Sebucan is outstand-

ing. I can never forget the joy experienced in childhood at seeing this

colourful spectacle being performed in the streets of San Fernando

during the Carnival. What fascinated me more than anything was the

sight of the pole poised on a steep slope... As the dancers weaved

around and around, they also went up and down. (Ahye 1978:55-6) 0

Old Pedro Dollabaille said, that for as long as he knew the “sebucan"

there was only one tune to which the children danced. The singing

was done in Spanish and while he could not write the words of the

4-line stanza, this is how he translated it: “I see, I see, 1 know, that

they are drunk with cane juice, and the dew of the night, cut out the

drunkenness.” (Chauharjasingh 1982) The whole scene depicted an

Amerindian ceremony. A tall pole (palo or horcon) was placed in the

ground. From the top of the pole hung fourteen multi-coloured rib-

bons which were woven by boys and girls as they sang and danced

around the pole. They sang as they wove the ribbons into the shape of

a sebucan... When the dancing ceased, the pole looked like a pretty

sebucan. The sebucan de parranda was also danced by grown-ups in

fetes and parties, but there was no pole nor ribbons. There has been

some controversy over the origin of the sebucan which greatly resem-

bles the European maypole. However, it is significant that this is the

only instance in Trinidad where the panyols actually chose to disguise

themselves as indigenous characters in the performance of a song or

dance. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:94-5)

secondary school n Any post-primary school, entrance being gained

by an exam. These include the New Sector schools - Junior

Secondary, Senior Secondary, Senior Comprehensive, and Com-
posite, and the Traditional Sector schools - Forms 1-5, ending in O
Level or CXC exams, and Form 6, with A-Levels. (< E secondary

school ‘a school after primary and before higher - college or

university - levels’)

seconde n A type of African drum. (< Fr second
,
seconde ‘second’ ) 0

The drums are headed on both sides... the boula, the seconde, and the

maman; all three are played with sticks, the seconde being played

either with one stick and one hand (as is the boula) or two sticks.

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-Folder 86-D106)

second guts n In the preparation of TERITE stems for weaving, the

layer of the stem underneath the hard outer layers; used for work that is

not as decorative or fine as the outer layer. = repair 0 After the removal

of the “buoyo”, the four strips of the outer layer of the [terite] stem are

further divided. Each strip is deftly split into two firm outer portions

and an inner layer known as the “second guts” or “repair”. The firm

outer portions are known as the main or prime material. Each stem pro-

duces eight pieces of prime material. The latter procedure is known as

the repair process. The prime material consists of very flexible strips...

The “second guts” or “repair” is used for making items such as waste-

paper baskets and other coarse work. It is also used for the insides of

baskets and suit cases. (Morean 1 99 1 i : 1 1 - 1 2)

second pan n obs In the early days of STEELBAND, a PAN with a

slightly lower range than the LEAD PAN. 0 Second pan - one of many
names given in the 1940s and 50s to a supporting pan with a slightly

lower range than the pan which functioned as melodic leader (ping

pong). (Thomas 1985:387)

secoye n arc Sphyraena guachancho , a marine fish. = barracouta,

>bechine, chooka, sennet 0 (Vincent 1910:46) 0 (Mendes 1940:15)

secra banana n obs A banana of the AA group sucrier, widely culti-

vated and highly favoured for its very small, sweet, thin-skinned

fruits. (< sikiye/sucrier )
= >sikiye fig 0 The Secra bananas as well as

the “Ladies’ fingers” are put up in natty little baby crates containing

30 fingers. (Hummingbird 1 Oct 1904:9)

secret order 1 n A social organisation for the financial benefit of its

members, characterized by great amounts of ritual and secrecy con-

cerning its workings. (< E order ‘a body of persons of the same pro-

fession, occupation, or united by some special interest’) 0 Friendly

societies existed in Trinidad probably before Emancipation in 1838,

but on a small scale... The societies fall into two broad classes; the

first type is the local society which emphasizes the financial benefits

to members, and the second is the secret order (of several varieties)

which emphasizes ritual and secret doctrines as much as, or even

more than, the financial benefits. (Fletcher 1990:95-6) 0 Another

provident body to which barrack-yard and apartment dwellers were

attracted were the lodges, more widely known as “secret orders”.

Their membership tended to be of more men than women and their

membership to be of higher earners. They followed the same benefit

principles as the Friendly Societies but they paid higher subscrip-

tions, had more levies and more personal expenditure on regalia for

respective offices. Another of their benefits was the undertaking of

loyal commitment to protect each other’s interest... The lodges tended

to be affiliated to more influential ones in England, Scotland and the

United States. (Cummings 2004:67)

2 n A secretive, very private, person. 0 He’s a secret order by heself.

section n Part of a Carnival mas band in which all the players are

wearing the same costume. (< E section ‘subdivision; one of the parts

into which a thing is divided’) 0 DJ Rene is urging the band to get in

its sections, but nobody takes him on. (Jacob et al 1992:31) 0 Poi-

son’s 1994 presentation, Dancin ' in the Rain, will feature 13 sections

portraying dancers from all over the world - “Dancers of the Orient,

Tribal dancers of New Guinea, Belly Dancers, Chutney,” inter alia.

(TG 16 Jan 1993:13) 0 “The Rio band will have five sections, and we
are catering for between 1200 to 1350 masqueraders on a first-come-

first-serve basis.” ( 7TM23 Jan 1993:8)

secua, sequa n Fevillea cordifolia, a native vine with large leaves.

Fruit contains a very large round flatfish seed about 6. 3-7. 5" (2.5-3")

diameter. The seed oil was used for protection against rust, and

medicinally against snakebite, /sckwa/ (< Sp < Amer) = contraveno
2

,

hunter nut 0 It has - like that curious flat gourd the Sequa (Fevillea

cordifolia) - the property of keeping iron from rust. (Kingsley

1880:321) 0 Secua. rey de cafe. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:140) 0

“That secua nut I find it near Biche.” (1992)

seda see SIDHA

see 1 v Look; look at; behold. 0 ‘I will say, “Phipps, you see me here. I

is a man with five children, and they have to eat.” (Lovelace

1988:100)

2 v Divine; interpret dreams; read messages from the dead. = look
4
0

“Ma Trunko, T-Marie does work obeah, we.” “How you mean?”...

“Ah mean she does give ‘Bush-Bath’ and ‘See’!” (LaFortune

1968:123) 0 [She] says there's another Baptist lady... around the cor-

ner. “She does see good,” she recommended. (EX 13 June 1993:1 1)

see crosses phr An exclamation of complaint. = >look crosses 0 'You

see my crosses,’ she said to Fedosia, smoothing down the back of her

dress. ‘The boy have everybody looking at me.’ (Lovelace 1988:65)

seed n The main part of an edible tuber, which is eaten or planted. 0

The eddo here all seed, no head.

seed-under-leaf n Phyllanthus amarus, a short-lived, usu. erect, little-

branched native plant, 12-80 cm (4.7-31.2") tall, often completely

green, including flowers. Branches resemble compound leaves, but

true leaves are very small, to 14 x 6 mm (.55" x .24"), bearing incon-

spicuous flowers in pairs - usu. one male and one female - in leaf

axils. Seed capsule flattened-round, 2 mm (.08") long, containing

light brown ridged seeds 1 mm (.04") long; thus the tiny roundish

seed capsules appear to be attached "under” the “leaves”, (ff location

of seed capsules along branch stems “under” leaves) = gwen amba fei

0 (FTT 1979-2-10:634-5) 0 Graine Amba Feuille, Granambafeu,
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Seed-Under-Leaf. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:156) 0 Mat
root can be boiled with seed under leaf (Phyllanthus amarus), liane

tasso, (Bauhinia cumcmensis) and Wild River Cane, ( Costus guianen-

sis). Readers should be warned however that many traditional reme-

dies such as the above which purport to cure diabetes, in fact lead to

the conversion of glucose in the blood stream into alcohol, to

increased blood pressure, and to increased likelihood of glaucoma in

preparing a tisane for treating diabetes. (Morean 1990c:30) 0 Seed-

under-leaf. Phyllanthus amarus. A decoction made from the whole

plant is taken, if possible, before the onset of menstrual cramps. (Sea-

forth et al 1998:526) 0 Trinidad hunters bathe dogs for “cross” using

the crushed leaves of sun bush... Plant tops of seed under leaf... are

also used to bathe dogs for “cross.” (Lans 2006:169)

see Easter before Good Friday phr Have sex before marriage. 0

“You don’ see, Balgo, dese two... keah wait to get belly-to-belly. An'

if we put them off, dey boun' to see dey Easter befo' Good Friday.”

(Hercules 1980:300)

see hell phr Have a hard time; be suffering. = catch nenen/royal/tail 0

Well, I would not have made this song at all, But I ent get nothing in

the bobol. While I, poor Atilla, seeing hell, They carrying away cash

and they doing well. (Atilla “Treasury Scandal” 1937) 0 While I, poor

Atilla, seeing hell. They carrying away cash and they doing well.

(Atilla “Treasury Scandal,” 1937) 0 [He] desperately wants to erect a

more elaborate concrete structure but is seeing hell to get material for

the project. (Blast 15 Apr 1988:7) 0 [He] said he was seeing real hell

to support [her] and the kids. (Bomb 4 Mar 1 988:2) 0 If wasn’t for me
and Joe - and we is Creoles, mind you - they see hell to settle down
in that old carat hut. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:5 ) 0 The lottery has been seeing

hell ever since the advent of the other money spinners four months

ago. (TTM 2 Dec 1994:15) 0 Especially doctors like [him], who has

been seeing hell in TnT. (TTM

2

Feb 1996:15)

see me phr In my opinion; as for me. 0 “I saw in the papers the other

day where a man got three years’ hard labour for accepting a stolen

TV. And people were saying that was hard. But you see me? I don’t

care. They coulda lose him in jail from where I stand, because is not

nice to steal, and a TV isn’t exactly an essential vitamin.” (EX 3 Apr

1988:2) 0 Compassion for criminals? Compassion for victims! You
see me - hang them one time!

seemee-deemee see SIMI-DIMI

see moon phr Have a menstrual period. (< E moon ‘lunar month’,

monthly, monthlies ‘period’; widespread WAfr use of words for moon
‘menstruation’) = see periods, see things, tanty come to town 0 She

inside today, she seeing she moon.

see more, ever see EVER SEE MORE

see periods phr Have a menstrual period. (< see the moon + periods)

= see moon, see things, tanty come to town 0 When I see my periods I

get pains in my belly. 0 Women seeing their menstrual periods have

their pads ripped out by the officers who search for hidden currencies

and gold. (Bomb 1984) 0 “He made me take off my panty and despite

my pleas that I was seeing my periods he only laughed.” (TTM 19

Aug 1986:10) 0 [He] had an extra heat in him which caused him on

many occasions to sleep with his own flesh and blood, when wifey

was seeing her periods. (Bomb 12 June 1987:9)

seer(-manAvoman) n A diviner; dream interpreter; maker of amulets.

(< E seer ‘person gifted with spiritual insight; magician; diviner’) =

finder, >lookman 0 So a friend brought me to a see-er man in the

country. Well hear the things he said that happen to me. (Viper “The

See-er Man at La Brea” 1956 pr) 0 I went South by a seer man. (Pink

Panther 1993) 0 ’Til next week, if you have tabanca, tabuki or

tarangi, don’t do anything rash, go check out a seer-man, healer man,

pundit or Baptist woman. (TTM 19 Sept 1993:30) 0 The specialist in

guards, the obeahman, prefers to be called a seeman (seerman ,
look-

man) because of his ability to predict the future or distant causes.

(Littlewood 1993:41) 0 ‘And sometimes the Bible does fall,’ Martina

said. ‘How you know so much about it?’ Prince asked. ‘Like you used

to be a see-er woman?’ (Boodhoo 1994:246) 0 Prostitutes, preachers,

policemen, pimps, a small-time poultry farmer, a furniture maker.

a scrapyard, a shango man, a seer woman, and at least one plainly

mad woman, lived side by side on that street. (TG 21 Dec 2003)

seerr, sir n In GHATKA, a variation played squatting, with strokes

directed at opponent’s head, /sir/ (< H-Bh sir ‘head; top’) 0 Seerr.

(Palladin 1970)

see skin phr Have difficulty; hard times. = see tail, see trouble 0 SEE

ONE’S SKIN, SEE ONE’S TAIL, to have a lot of trouble. (Rodman
1971:235)

see tail phr Have difficulty; difficult times. = see skin, see trouble 0

SEE ONE’S SKIN, SEE one’s TAIL, to have a lot of trouble. (Rod-

man 1971:235)

see things phr Have a menstrual period, usu. with those or dem. = see

periods, see moon, tantie come to town 0 The doctor’s voice filled the

clinic, “When last yuh see those things eh? Answer loud, I aint talk-

ing any dam secret with yuh.” (Lewis 1972:48) 0 (Haynes 1987:79)

see trouble phr Have difficulties. = see skin, see tail 0 See trouble -

plagued by misfortune. (John 1973) 0 He built a house on it and

planted up some cocoa and fruit trees. And here he began, after a

while, to “see trouble” again. (Espinet 1984:15) 0 Ah kinn/can see

trouble: that matter or person is likely to cause problems. Also, look-

ah trouble! (Haynes 1987:107) 0 One day my neighbour with whom I

had developed a close relationship came to the fence between us and

said: “Francis, boy, ah seeing trouble”. For a moment I thought she

might be terribly ill or that some other misfortune had befallen her...

Then she continued, “Is not ganja you have growing dey?” “No”, I

replied. (Morean 199 If: 18) 0 “I see real trouble to send my children

to school, for food, for clothes, every every thing.” (Mahabir 2000:5)

see way phr Succeed; get by. 0 “All I looking for is a little job to ease-

up the position. You don’t know anything going eh? I could do any-

thing. I have a wife and four children and I just can’t see my way.”

(“Oily Portraits”, Hill 1966:14)

see with phr Agree with; share the same view. (prob. < E see eye to

eye with) 0 SEE, v., agree, e.g., I don’ see with you at all. (Rodman
1971:235) 0 I well see wid de Doc dere. If we has money to bum is

to spen it on de chirren an dem and buy books. (Mamits LPOS, TG
10 July 1977)

see yow see SHEE YOW
seezo, seizo n A small specimen of the CARITE fish, Scomberomorus

brasiliensis [= S. maculatus\. = >carite

seguine, sijin 1 n Philodendron sp., a number of native vines, used in

making baskets, /sicfein/ 0 They are covered... almost exclusively by

Matapalos... till little but the ubiquitous Seguine (Philodendron) and

Pinguins (Bromelia) find room or sustenance among them. (Kingsley

1880:117) 0 The varied mass of greens, browns and yellows of the

Enare (Geonoma enure), Terite, Manac and other palms, the large

leafed Seguines (Philodendron sp.). (JFNC Feb 1895:157) 0 Over-

head the Seguines (philodendron) and Aroids interlaced among the

Matapalos seem to find nourishment even in the “Scotchman,” as the

Matapalo or tree-killer is locally named. (Vincent 1910:58) 0 Seguine

is a vine found growing high on trees in the forest, with its aerial roots

growing downwards. These are pulled and they produce the material

which is used in basketry. (Green & Maunday 1968:3)

2 n Dieffenbachia seguine [~ Arum seguine, D. picta\ (E dumb cane),

a cultivated plant; erect to 60 cm (23.4") tall, or a trailing stem, to

2 cm (.8") diameter. Thick white sap can cause numbing and severe

irritation if eaten. Leaves 27-35 x 11-15 cm (10.5-13.6" x 4.3-5. 8"),

ovate or oblong-ovate, dark green or green with white flecks and

spots. Fruit rounded berries, .6-. 8 cm (,23-.3") diameter, in clusters,

green ripening to scarlet, 1 -seeded. = seguine diable 0 (FTT 1986-3-

4:316-8)

seguine diable n Dieffenbachia seguine [= Arum seguine, D. picta], a

cultivated plant. Erect to 60 cm (23.4") tall, or a trailing stem, to 2 cm
(.8") diameter. Thick white sap can cause numbing and severe irrita-

tion if eaten. Leaves 27-35 x 1 1-15 cm (10.5-13.6" x 4. 3-5. 8"), ovate

or oblong-ovate, dark green or green with white flecks and spots.

Fruit rounded berries, .6-. 8 cm (.23-.3 ") diameter, in clusters, green

ripening to scarlet, 1 -seeded, /sicbjin c^ab/ = seguine
2 0 Among the
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white-flowered Arums are other Arums, stalked and spotted, of which

beware; for they are the poisonous Seguine-diable (Dieffenbachia),

the dumb-cane, of which evil tales were told in the days of slavery. A
few drops of its milk, put into the mouth of a refractory slave, or

again into the food of a cruel master, could cause swelling, choking,

and burning agony for many hours. (Kingsley 1880: 169)

sehur n Euphorbia neriifolia, a cactus-like introduced and cultivated

shrub, with thick green branches containing a milky sap, used medici-

nally. Leaves small, wider at rounded tip, spines at base. Small green-

ish-yellow flowers, /sehur/ (< H sehmur ‘milk-hedge or milk bush, a

species of Euphorbia’’) = >cactus hedge 0 Sehur... Pieces of the stem

are hung around the doorway to keep away bats and [evil] spirits

especially in the home of the newborn. The plant is grown to make a

thick-set formidable hedge or boundary fence. (Mahabir 1991 : 130)

seim, saim, same, sem, sim n Lablab purpureus [~ L. niger
]
(E hya-

cinth bean, lablab bean), a cultivated edible pod legume, having vari-

able pods, usu. broad and flat with slightly serrated edges, /sem/ (< H
sem ‘flat bean’) = bona bean, bonavis(t) bean/pea, white bean 0 In

this backyard garden was planted foodcrops such as tomatoes,

eddoes, cassava, yams, com, ochroes, melongene, pigeon peas and

vine crops such as sim, bodi, karaila, pumpkin and gourd. (Alladin

1970:10) 0 Many East Indians earn their living by cultivating and

selling vegetables such as gobi (cabbage), damadhol (tomato), baigan

(melongene), and beans like bodi and saim. (Boodoosingh 1976:24) 0

They were building a trellis of bamboo branches, posts and rafters.

“A machan,” Rampat said, “for the same and bodi vines boss.”

(Hosein 1980:35) 0 Seim... The juice of the cmshed leaves is used in

the treatment of lotah. (Mahabir 1991:132) 0 “Is a little same ah pick

to go with mih sada roti for lunch.” (Baptiste 1993:141) 0 A woman
stopped and asked, “How much for the sem?” (Pierre 2001)

seize 1 n Haemulon aurolineatum [= Bathystoma rimator

\

(E tomatate

grunt), a marine fish, /siz/ 0 Seize. (Vincent 1910:46) 0 Scie. (Mendes

1940:15)

2

v In making candy such as NUT CAKE, for the sugar symp and nuts

poured onto a slab of marble to become shiny. (< E seize ‘take hold

of’) 0 [The piece of marble is to] seize de sugar and make it look

glassy. (Gale, WG 5 July 1919)

seizo see SEEZO

seke, saykay v Turn a ROTI, esp. a SADA ROTI, over a flame to cook
the edge and swell it. /seke/ (< H-Bh sekna ‘bake by making some-
thing swell’) 0 “De roti seke good in de choolha.” (1990) 0 You use

bhaigan... when you get lash in your eye. You warm the fruit and pass

it by the eye - you seke ... it I see my ajee used to do that. If anybody
have red-eye and t’ing, they use that. (Mahabir 1991:153)

seke-seke, saka-saka adj Tob arc Disorderly; messy; uneven. =

shaka-shaka (< Yor sdkasdka ‘with a rough surface’; Bobangi, east-

ern Kikongo chakakala ‘be disarranged; be uncovered and likely to

spoil’; Kikongo saka ‘cut; cut or saw badly’) 0 Saca-saca. (Uh
1883:252) 0 That fowl looking seke-seke.

self 1 pron Indicating emphasis, usu. after a person’s name or a per-

sonal pronoun such as me\ usu. equivalent to E himself, herself, itself

etc. or even. (< E self ‘with a noun or pronoun, indicating emphati-

cally that the reference is to that, not something else’; this use gener-

ally replaced by myself etc.) 0 “Him imp’rence feller of course, Da
Gobbener self no talk bigger.” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 9 A drink tesan ta me
self weary. (TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0 Ye-e-s, da he self. (TSp 30 Aug 1845)

0 Eben dem lilly pickny self da go na mm shap - dem da look pon
dem dady an mamy da fite lika game-cock. (TSp3\ Mar 1847:2) 0 “Is

that you, Cudjoe?” she inquired. “Yes, da he sel,” answered the

negro. (TRD 19 Feb 1853:3) 0 ’Tis a true fack bout de chickens,

becos Jemima dardy self tell me he see him. (PC 18 June 1904) 0 Bill

- Alice you no de dispencer in de hospital. Alice - Who! you mean
dat pompas man. Bill — Yes! he self - why all dem girls da love and
want to fite for he. (PC 17 Mar 1906) 0 “Well, we go beat him up
then.” “Chinee Alec?” “What happen, I ain’t talking English? He
self.” “Okay by me.” “And thief him out beside.” “’Case!” (Hill

1966c:7) 0 ‘Is only two months since I bring in the cocoa, and is you
self that take out your share, and give me the balance of the money.’

(Lovelace 1968:169) 0 ‘Suppose is Pedro? Suppose is the boy self do

the job? Eh?’ (Lovelace 1968:176) 0 “Ghany, you self was in the

Oval. What you know bout leg-break an off-side?” (Ramkeesoon

1975:24) 0 Yu self ehn hear me say fen-hikes an no everys? An wha
yu brushing dat dust for, Yu ehn hear me say fen-brush? (Keens-

Douglas 1975:44). 0 Every day is more action dan John Wain self

uses to have. (Mamits LPOS, TG 17 July 1979) 0 A Trini go cuss yeh

and use all the unwritten vocabulary, but if yuh fall an break yuh foot,

he self go turn to lend a helping hand. (EX-S 31 Aug 1988:34)

2 adv Indicating emphasis, with an expression of possibility such as

perhaps or yet/even. 0 A fourth was more personal: “Dat fellah Ubut

Gray, way he know? P’raps self de gal go keep de books.” (Cobham
1907:16) 0 ‘You drunk again? Look man, ah fed up with you, yes.

You mean you kyah come home sober one day self? Rum!’ (Narine

1977:47) 0 “Do you find it sad, the feeling that your work is more
appreciated outside of Trinidad that here at home?” “Yeah, well,

that’s how we people go. But yet self, I still love them.” (EX 12 Oct

1986:31) 0 “Sir, take the child, nuh, and do what you want with he,

see nuh, Sir, even make he a teacher self.” (EX-2 18 Oct 1987:3)

3 adv Indicating emphasis, with an expression of time such as today. 0

Before they went to bed they had planned to marry in February. “Why
not December?” she insisted. “Tomorrow, ’self!” (de Boissiere

1956a:212) 0 ‘Kill me now self.’ (Naipaul 1958) 0 “Boy I better go on

a serious diet yes, because ah hear when yu nearin’ forty is den self

heart attack does take yu.” (Keens-Douglas 1984:86-87) 0 ‘And then I

say to meself, Dhiraj, boy, don’t only say it go change, but something

to change it. Is that time self that I ask Bal and Savi to teach me to read

and write.’ (Gosine 1992:166) 0 “Is yesterday self ah see she limin’

with de good fuh nuttin’.” (Baptiste 1993:170) 0 “Baseeran? Is

Baseeran you say? That is what my bhabi name - Hai Ram, I really

want to meet she and just see mih brother face one time self, even if he

don’t want to see me.” (Deen 1994: 142) 0 Yes, they coming today self.

4 adv Indicating emphasis, in regard to a place. 0 -SELF, suffix,

exactly, right, e.g., I livin’ here-self since 1960. (Rodman 1971 :235) 0

Ah put some frens of mine from St. Thomas to stay at the Hilton, and

one night right after Carnival, ah invited dem for dinner at the Hilton

self. (Forum 17-24 Apr 1988:5) 0 ‘I going out with me father and

them. He going to cut wood.’ ‘In the delki?’ ‘There self’ ‘Ah could

go with all you?’ (Gosine 1992:18) 0 Body; person. 0 At the comer
Ma Jacobs had just settled her huge self down to sell black pudding

and souse. (Jones 1973:124) 0 Walking down the boulevard, you

would suddenly hear, nice thing, sexy thing, good-looking, you

ignore him and he then shouts “gone with your ugly self’, - a sure

Trini. (EX-S31 Aug 1988:34)

5 adv Indicating emphasis, that one indeed; equivalent to SE self-

same. 0 ‘Is dat selfpan what go win de competition - tonight oui. You
does get on like a frizzle fowl sometimes.’ (Hill 1966 [1952]: 11)

6 adv Indicating emphasis, in exactly that fashion; with exactly that

action. 0 “You want to mn him out o’ town?” “That self.” (Hill

1966c:8) 0 “’E does make way way wid she pussy. And is so self she

does go an’ boas’ how de Brodder very good too.” (Bain 1974:50)

7 adv Indicating emphasis, like the essence of the thing, equivalent to

SE itself. 0 The meat, man, the meat sweet too-much. Sweet like

sweet ’self. (Hercules 1980:11) 0 “O God!... But it cold, eh!” “Like

dog’ nose-’self, man.” (Hercules 1980:307) 0 “De whole night allyuh

only torkin’ ah set ah choopidness, people cyah even tek ah little

sleep self!” (Ramsawack 1983:2) 0 Yuh mad self: mad is what you

are. (Haynes 1987:212) 0 Accra used to be the thing self in the fry

shops. (EX 17 Feb 1993:35)

selfish adj A state of mind in which the person does not wish to be

with other people. Note: This sense unlike SE selfish ‘unsharing;

greedy; ungenerous’. 0 Studiation madness... is recognised through

social withdrawal (becoming selfish), aloofness, emotional distance

and ultimately total self-absorption. (Littlewood 1993:44-5)

sell as buy phr Usu. used to indicate that news, information or gossip

being passed along has not been made up or altered by the speaker,

esp. when the story is unbelievable or unlikely. = sell as get, so buy so

sell 0 Whether this tradition, which is pretty generally believed, be, or
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be not founded in fact, 1 cannot determine. To use the proverb of the

negro, “I sell the story for the same price I bought it.” (Joseph 1838b-

1:99) 0 “That's all I heard. I’m selling it as I got it from the care-

taker. He just came back from town.” (Clarke 1979:47) 0 Sell it as ah

buy it - I'm telling you it as 1 heard it. (Mendes 1985:3) 0 Ah sellin’ it

as ah buy it: exactly what I heard - no more, no less. (Haynes

1987:20) 0 While 1 like his stories, I cannot accept them as fact, but I

report them as he tells them, making, as they say in the trade, no

profit on them. (EX-2 23 Sept 1990:5) 0 How I buy the story is just so

1 sell. (Sugar Aloes “Reply to Cro-Cro” 1993) 0 Look, believe me or

not, I selling this to you, just as I buy it.

sell out v Sell everything. (< E sell out ‘sell all', but with no object, as

in ‘the plants are sold out') 0 “Ah sell out everyt'ing boy Countryman

an’ Ah done packup all mih clothes an' t'ing in de big grip.”

(Ramsawack 1983: 1 1 ) 0 Most of the Trinidadians confessed that they

had sold out all their possessions (cars, homes and furniture) after

reading ads in the Express promising them jobs, accommodations and

Canadian documents. (TTA1 5 June 1987:1) 0 ‘One day I going to sell

out all the shoes that people leave here.’ (Lovelace 1988:129)

sem n arc Seed. (< FC semen ‘seed’ < Fr sentence) 0 All that sem
didn’t catch.

sembwa n arc A large pannier basket transported by hanging on the

side of a donkey. (< FC sabwa) 0 That sembwa mash up so we keep it

in the yard.

semen contra, seme contra, simen contra n Chenopodium antbro-

sioides, a bushy native plant to 1 m (3.2') high, usu. smaller; plant has

a strong distinctive unpleasant smell, esp. the roots, /ssma kDntra/

(< FC sime kontwa, < Fr sentence contre les vers ‘seed against

worms’) = fit weed', worm bush", >worm grass 0 Materials used in

healing and conjuring. Grasses... worm (“fit” weed). Chenopodium

ambrosiodes. Known also as Mexican Tea and as Semen-Contra.

(Simpson 1962:329) 0 Seme Contra, Simen Contra, Worm Grass.

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:50) 0 Ma Juana had a dog... It

stood up, stretched both its fore and hind legs. I thought it was lazy,

but Ma Juana said it had worms, which was why it stretched its legs

in that way. She was going to give it some worm grass tea, pazote,

siment control', in English, Spanish, French patois. (Moodie-Kublals-

ingh 1994:111)

semi-tone n arc A term characterising some types of CALYPSO 1

;

although it can indicate a syncopated rhythm, it is also used for old-

style call-and-response verses in which each verse is one line, fol-

lowed by a refrain. = >half-tone 0 Bitter-Man Pops, and Bettersby,

Chop in with a semitone melody. (Kitchener “The Steel Band” 1948

pr) 0 ‘You mean when we leggo “Moonlight Magic” in rumba time. I

beating semi-tone. De crafts go fall like ripe mango in rain.’ (Hill

1966 [1952]: 10)

semp n Etipltonia violacea [= Tanagra violacea lichtensteini] (E

violaceous euphonia), a highly prized cage-bird, 1 1.2 cm (4.5") long.

Adult male: head and upperparts black glossed blue; forehead and

underparts golden yellow. Female olive green above; yellowish olive

below. Song is a varied series of of notes and chatters, /semp/ (< FC
setup < Fr simple < Fr lon is d’or simple

,
a very bright gold French

coin) = louis d’or. louis d’or simple 0 Semp, acravat and picoplat

perched on spice tree twigs of among dwarf mango branches,

accorded harmonious soprano. (Cobham 1907:67) 0 “She [lose] she

little semp... One morning she get up and find the cage open and de

semp gone.” (Gale, WG 16 Aug 1919) 0 Semp... The male is a good

singer, and on that account favoured by the natives as a cage-bird.

(Belcher & Smooker 1937b:532) 0 The best of our song-birds are the

simple (semp), spotted (tarode), ringed-neck (acravat), grass-bird

(sisi-zeb), Colorado or the cardinal bird and picoplat or silver beak.

(De Suze 1941 rev. Hart 1960) 0 I made “lecole-biche”,/ To hunt for

“semp” and “acravat”,/ And “tete-blue”, “towday”, “picoplat”. With

“cocoyay” and yellow fig/ And Breadfruit “laglee” on a twig. (For-

tune ca 1950-59: 11)0 Passing by I would find Shahdeed... mixing the

milk of breadfruit with rubber tree sap before going off to catch birds.

He placed this sticky mixture on top of a decoy cage which usually

contained a young male semp of the tanager family. (Biyans

1967:188) 0 Cages made of cocoyea and bois-canoe leaf stalk used

for keeping birds (sikiyea, semp, housebird). (Alladin 1970:66) 0

Bluejeans and keskidees, pickoplat and humming bird, semp and cra-

vat... There was not a variety of birdlife not whirring and flashing in

the trees. (Selvon 1972:54-5) 0 Although we acknowledge the

hunter’s devotion to his sport, we are asking them to also acknowl-

edge the disappearance of the blue and yellow macaw of the Nariva

Swamp and of song birds like the... picoplat... robin, twatwa, bull-

finch, chickichong, silver beak, semp, chat and cravat. (EX-2 26 July

1987:18) 0 Semp... Song is an extremely varied series of musical

notes interspersed with chatters and squeaks; often included are imi-

tations of the calls of other species, (ffrench 1991:365) 0 The bird-

men... hardly bother even with semps and sucriers. “Semps whistle

too easily, they don’t need training... Put a semp in a cage and tomor-

row it whistling. You could see five semps in a tree whistling, but not

chilpchong, not robin.” (EX 21 Mar 1993:2) 0 “Like yuh happy

today? You singin’ like ah semp.” (Baptiste 1993:143)

sencillo n obs A Spanish silver coin worth eight tenths of a dollar.

(< Sp sencillo) 0 Piastre: A Spanish silver piece. The large or fat

(Gorda) piastre, worth a dollar was called a Gourde (French). The

small (simple) silver piece or Sencillo was worth eight tenths of the

Gourde. It was divided into half and quarter pieces, (de Verteuil

1992:380-1
) 0 Sencillo: or simple piastre, worth 80 cents, (de Verteuil

1992:381)

send 1 v Usu. with who, a negative or somewhat unsympathetic

response to someone’s behaviour; similar to E “Who told you to do

that?” 0 “‘Who send she tuh mek baby.’ Somebody always sends

somebody to do something. We never do them of our accord.” (Ottley

ca 1970) 0 And who send you to talk to him like that?! Of course

he vex!

2 v In regard to a SPIRITUAL BAPTIST placement, leading a particu-

lar church as an assignment from church authority. 0 Baptists make a

distinction between paramount leaders who are “called” to a church

and paramount leaders who are “sent” to a church. If one is sent to a

church, he is directed to that church on the recommendation of his

bishop; whereas, if he is called to a church, he goes to that church on

his own initiative. In most cases, there is no advantage in being sent

by a bishop. Many churches do not recognize an individual bishop’s

authority. (Glazier 1983:81)

send for v Send to someone for his or her use; give on behalf of. 0

Look, he borrow some money from me, to send for he girl in BG.

(Sparrow "Melody Lie” 1972 pr)

send to say how phr Send a message to give greetings. (</?ou ,/
) 0

Then he heard clearly out of the side of the mouth of the small Indian

on his left, “Ramcharitar send to say how.” (Andersen 2004:267)

senior comprehensive school n A level of school consisting of both a

JUNIOR SECONDARY and SENIOR SECONDARY school. 0 They

building a new senior comprehensive school down the road. If it

finish in time, I would like my daughter to go there.

senior secondary n A level of school with entrance after the 14+

exam. It comprises Forms IV and V, with O Level/CXC exams, and

Form 6, for A Level exams. 0 Next year he would be going to

St. Augustine Senior Secondary.

sennet n arc Spltvraena picudilla or S. guacltancho, marine fish. =

barracouta, >bechine, chooka, secoye

sensa fowl, senseh fowl n A chicken whose feathers grow upright and

stick out from the body. (< Twi assnse ‘a fowl with curled ruffled

feathers’) = frazzle fowl, >frizzle fowl
1

, frizzled fowl 0 A sen-seh

fowl - a fowl with ruffled feathers (frilly). (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0

Sensah fowl never asked for feathers, it asked for long life, (proverb)

0 To expel evil magic which may be buried in the ground, feathered

sensa-fowls strutted the yard and pigeons circled overhead. (Lewis

1983:271)

sensible 1 adj Of a person, someone who is very aware of others’

emotional states, quick to perceive a situation, as well as reacting in

an intelligent way. (a combination of older E meanings of sensible

‘perceptible by the mind or inward feelings; quickly or acutely

affected; sensitive to’ + ‘endowed with good sense; intelligent;
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reasonable; judicious’ + Fr sensible ‘sensitive; perceptible; notice-

able’) 0 She was always a sensible child.

2 adj Able to see spirits. 9 My grandmother was a sensible woman,

sensible plant n arc Mimosa pudica, a native plant; leaflets fold

together when touched. (< arc E sensible ‘quickly affected by; sensi-

tive to’ + Fr sensible ‘sensitive to’) = chooi-mooi, lajoutrioghas,

mary-shut-your-door, mary-shut-your-gate, mazay-marie, old lady
1

,

shame bush, shame Charlotte, shame plant, >ti-marie 9 And the

Sensible Plant, which contracts it self as soon as you touch it. .. grows

plentifully here. (Poyntz 1683:42)

sensitive plant see SENSIBLE PLANT

sentry 1 n A way of hunting wild animals in which the hunter hides

and waits for the game to approach. (< E sentry ‘an armed soldier

posted at a specified point to keep guard’) The Sentry hunt, also

known as “Vieille” among the patois folks is less tiresome. This type

of hunting is mostly carried on at night and sometimes proves more
fruitful than a daylight hunt... Before proceeding, an area is surveyed

for any fruit trees from which fruit has fallen. Having found such a

tree, the hunter inspects the fallen fruit to make sure they are being

bitten by wild animals... he sets about building a comfortable seat or

perch preferably on an adjacent tree. If there is no suitable branch to

be found where he can sit in comfort and operate his gun freely, he

cuts about three or four pieces of wood, three to four inches in cir-

cumference and fastens them in a suitable position on any tree. The
main object is to be off the ground... the hunter begins his preparation

for the Sentry hunt. (Rampersad 1963:93) 0 On account of its popu-

larity as a food source for the above wildlife, some hunters often set

barrel traps with ripe fruits, especially bananas for manicous when-
ever manicou figs are in fruit. Others set up what they call “scaffolds”

in the branches of adjacent trees and then they “go on Sentry” during

the night. (Morean 1 989b:2 1

)

2 v Wait in hiding, normally in a tree, when hunting an animal. Some-
times used humorously in regard to a man courting a woman by
waiting for her. (< E sentry ‘guard as a sentry; perform the office of

a sentry’) 0 ‘You are going to hunt?’ ‘I going to sentry a lappe.’

(Lovelace 1968:168) 0 “He sentrying a craft.” (1990)

seow see SHEE YOW
separ n A large structure representing a half moon, weighing up to

200 lbs, held by a dancer during the MOON DANCE performed during

Hosay. /separ/ (< U sephar ‘half-moon; crescent moon’) = half

moon, >rnoon 9 Two large crescents (separs), red representing the

slaying of Husain and green or blue representing the poisoning of

Hassan are manoeuvred skillfully on the shoulders of dancers. At
midnight on the tenth night of Muharram the two moons meet, sym-
bolizing the final parting of the brothers. (Ramlakhan 1990b:35)

separate ratshit from coffee phr Distinguish the good from the bad,

esp. when it involves people performing well, (fr superficial similar

appearance of rat feces and coffee beans) 9 “That hike separate the

ratshit from the coffee!” (1986)

sepee, sepi, zeppo, zeppy 1 n Recipe; method, /sepi, zepi/ (< E recipe

‘set of instructions, esp. for cooking’) 0 The game continues tomor-

row, but now that the “seppy” has been published, we can confidently

expect that the rules will be changed to protect the guilty. (TG 23 Sept

1990:10) 9 I will give you a sepee how to make this cake.

2 n A trick, spell, piece of magic or something designed to bring

luck, particularly for a hunter or gambler. 9 “Find out how much
Chinee Alec paying this week. See if you could get he new side-man

to give we seppi. Tell him he could make good money if he smart.”

(Hill 1 966c: 1 0) 9 “Some hole in the set-up, and a rat sneaking in and
out. Only one person beside me could give punters seppi.” (Hill

1966c:22) 9 ‘Touch the net Manko!’ she thrust it at him. ‘Put little

zeppy on it to make it catch plenty!’ (Selvon 1972) 9 For when I am
gone, you have the sepi. (Scrunter “The Will” 1982 pr) 9 “You tie

them out in the morning sun, sponge them off - everybody have a

different sepee.” (1990)

sepetarre n arc A sticky red clay, the colour coming from the iron it

contains. = cheetah dirt, >sapatay 9 North and South Naparima, and
Savanna Grande. The inhabitants of these fertile quarters distinguish

two kinds of soil, one they denominate Sepetarre, from trees so called

found growing on it; the other they call Figuer, from the variety of

wild fig trees which it produces. Both these are luxuriant, the latter

remarkably so; the former has a dark reddish appearance... both are

very deep. During the dry season this soil crumbles into powder on

being touched, and in wet weather it turns to heavy, deep and adhe-

sive mud, hence there is great difficulty in making good roads in

these quarters. The mud ofNaparima stains the skin with a dye that is

too permanent to be easily removed. (Joseph 1838a:26)

sepi, seppy see SEPEE

sequa see SECUA

serenal n A type of PARANG song, /serenal/ (< Sp serenata ‘sere-

nade; serenade music’) 9 ‘I myself buy rum for when the neighbours

come over, and when the paran pass playing the quatros and singing

the serenales for Christmas.’ (Lovelace 1968:82) 9 Sotero explained

that the aguinaldo and serenal were the same song. An aguinaldo

was sung when serenaders arrived at the home; they also sang it upon
leaving, but with a different tonada, a different air. The named sere-

nal was associated with the well-known refrain ‘Sereno, sereno,

sereno sera, esos son serenos de la madrugd'. Here reference was
made to the night dew, or sereno, to which the serenaders were

exposed as they moved from house to house. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:69) 9 The older folk classified the songs of their parranda

according to the theme and musical measurement of the compositions

as was the custom in Venezuela. Aguinaldos, also known as serenales

in Trinidad, are songs which relate to the story of the birth of Jesus

Christ. They are Hispanic Christmas carols sung originally for solicit-

ing gifts during the Christmas season... The word aguinaldo itself

means ‘Christmas gift’. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:66)

serio, cereal, cerio, sirio, siriyo, sirrio, syrio 1 n Sambucus canaden-

sis [~ S. simpsoni, S. intermedia

]

(E West Indian elder), an introduced

and cultivated shrub or small tree to 4 m (13'). Leaves opposite, the

petioles clasping at base; blade compound with up to 7 leaflets to 1 1 x

3 cm (4.3" x 1.2"). Flowers numerous in terminal clusters, white, with

5 rounded lobes. Fruit a blue-black berry about 3 mm (.12") diameter,

/sirio/ 9 Is true sa’ I has me little c’lection o’ bitters aloes, an serio, an

sich like as we po’ peoples dos use for remedys. (POSG 15 Dec
1907:6) 9 Cereal bush blossoms. (Simpson 1970:58) 9 Chest Cold

and Cough: Bamboo Leaves... Santa Maria... Ballea Doo... Christmas

Bush... Serio Blossom... Bois Canoe... Jerry Toot. (Bush Medicine

1976b: 19) 9 The flowers of the West Indian elder or seriyo, Sam-
bucus simpsonii, are used with other herbs in preparing herbal cough

syrups or “locks” as they are locally called. (Morean 1991:43) 9

Sirrio. Sambucus simpsonii. Infusions of the aerial parts are taken as

required for colds and fever. (Seaforth et al 1998:526)

2 n Phyllanthus acidus, a small cultivated tree. Fruits 1 .9-2.5 cm (.75-

1"), green-yellow, round with several ribs; flesh acid, used for pre-

serves. = >damsel, sour cherry 9 (Williams & Williams 1951:255)

serious adj Important; substantial. (< E serious ‘having depth of char-

acter; not for amusement; important’) 9 Wen I man hungry ah doh
make joke wit meh food. Perhaps de reason ah make ah fuss an long

up meh mout was because ah did know dat just above meh head in de

overhead compartment was ah serious oildown. (Foster 1990:33)

serpent n Micrurus circinalis, the smaller of the two coral snake spe-

cies in Trinidad. Bright bands consist of single black bands, outlined

in white and separated by broad red bands. = common coral (snake),

corail
1

, >coral (snake)
1

,
male coral (snake), small coral (snake), Trin-

idad northern coral (snake)

serpent a deux tetes n obs Amphisbaenafuliginosa or A. alba, legless

lizards resembling snakes. (< Fr serpent ‘snake’ + a deux tetes ‘with

two heads’) = bachac snake , double-head(ed) serpent/snake
1

,
mother

of the ants
1

,
>two-head(ed) snake {Amphisbaena alba)', bachac

snake2
,
black and white coral, >black and white two-head(ed) snake,

double-head(ed) serpent/snake
2

,
mother of the ants

2
,
spotted worm

snake, two-head(ed) snake (A. fuliginosa) 9 (de Verteuil 1858) 9

Double-headed serpent, or serpent-a-deux-tetes. (de Verteuil

1884:382)
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serpent corail n Micrurus lemniscatus diutius , the larger of the two

venomous coral snakes in Trinidad, /sirpa korai/ (< Fr serpent ‘snake’

+ FC koray < Fr corail ‘coral’) = coraiL, >coral (snake)
,
female

coral (snake), large coral (snake), Trinidad ribbon coral (snake) 0

(Boos 2001a: 146)

Serpent’s Mouth n The sea channel between the southern shore of

Trinidad and Venezuela on the South American mainland. (< Sp boca

‘mouth’ + del ‘of + serpiente ‘serpent’) 0 Owing to the certain

amount of risk attendant on the ingress and egress of ships to and

from this port through the Serpent’s Mouth, navigators have consid-

ered it prudent to confine themselves to the Grand Boca. (POSG 1

Sept 1907:14) 0 The Gulf of Paria with its two entrances - the

Serpent's Mouth in the south and the Dragon’s Mouth in the north -

separates the island from the continent. (Ottley 1971-72:5)

serrette, ceret, surette 1 n Byrsonima coriacea var. spicata [~ B. spi-

cata], a large native evergreen tree, girth to 40 m (130’) tall. Bark

smooth, thick, soft, grey. Leaves narrow, lanceolate, about 1 5 x 5 cm
(5.8" x 2"), tapering at tip. Flowers about 1 .5 cm (.6") across, with 5

unequal yellow petals; borne abundantly on upright clusters. Fruit a

berry 1 cm (.4") in diameter, with a hard bony seed. Wood hard,

medium weight, brownish, /seret/ (< FC siret poss. < Fr surette, a

tree) = rosewood, wild cherry
2

0 Surette. (Hart 1866:64) 0 (FTT
1929-1-2:141) 0 (Marshall 1934:22) 0 (Beard 1946:31) 0 (Farrell

1980b: 15)6 Serrette is widespread in the Northern range and in low-

land forest in Trinidad... It is the most common upper-storey tree in

the lower [montane] forests of Tobago... Serrette produces a useful

timber which is fairly hard and brownish in colour; the bark is used

for tanning. It deserves a place in parks and gardens as an ornamental.

Fruits can be used for jelly or jam. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:38-9)

2

n Sacoglottis amazonica , a large native evergreen tree, girth to

2.4 m (8')- Light-grey smooth thick bark. Fruit pit is common on the

seashore as a drift fruit, noticeable for its resin-filled cavities. Wood
hard and reddish-brown. = bois coucou, cojon de burro, >red serrette

6 Ceret. (Marshall 1934:24)

serrette guava n Eugenia domingensis [~ E. aeruginea], a small to

medium evergreen tree, to 20 m (65'). Bark greyish, smooth, scaly;

outer layer almost mealy. Leaves usu. elliptical, 6-12.5 x 3.5-5 cm
(2. 3-4.9" x 1.4-2"), papery, numerously transparent-dotted, pitted

above, with raised dots beneath, drip tip. Flowers white, in simple

racemes, 3-4.5 cm (1.2- 1.8") long. Fruit ellipsoidal or roundish, red

or purplish, 1-3 x .5 cm (.4-1.2" x .2") diameter, 1-seeded. Wood
hard, heavy, (fr resemblance of fruit to a guava) = wild guava4 , wild

serrette 6 (FTT 1934-1-6:351) 6 (Marshall 1934:54)

serrio see SIRIYO

sesi zebe see CIC1 ZEB

set 1 v' Leave dough before forming it into shape for cooking; leave a

beverage to ferment. (< E set ‘put to harden or achieve a certain con-

dition’) 0 On the window-sill there was the huge decanter of ginger-

beer in the sun. The ginger-beer was supposed to be still setting and

there was a white cloth over the top of the decanter. (Anthony

1967:123) 6 The large jar of ginger beer which has “set” a week ago

has to be sweetened and bottled... In every house in the village at

Christmas the familiar bottles greet the eye, filled with the ubiquitous

ginger beer, without which Christmas is not Christmas. (Ottley

1969:67) 0 Add water until you have a soft liquid paste. Leave this to

set for about an hour. (Ramrattan 1982)

2 v Lend marbles to a player who is CROAKS. If the player does not

win any marbles, he will have to surrender his taw to his guarantor.

(< E set up ‘stake; give amount to start up’)

3 v Arrange a gun in a trap, so that it is fired when an animal pushes

against a string attached to the trigger. (< E set, set up ‘establish; put

in place’) 6 A gun is set by being fixed on a couple of rests, with

twine attached to the trigger and bait, (de Verteuil 1 858:421)

4 v Of sugarcane, put small cane roots in the ground to HATCH. (< E
set ‘put a shoot or young plant into the ground to grow’) 6 All here

they setting cane.

5 v With face, put on an unpleasant expression, esp. sulky or vexed.

(< E set ‘tendency; inclination; determination; position or attitude of

a limb or part of the body’) 6 Immediately his face swelled up and set

like a carterman’s sponge. (Araujo 1984: 17) 6 She only laugh, but my
face was set. (Doh Say Dat, TG 8 Sept 1991) 0 Look he walking there

with he face set like a carterman sponge.

6 adj Ready to attack; prepared to take advantage of a situation. (< E
set

,
set up ‘establish; put in place’) 0 To be alert, poised to spring, or

to take advantage of a situation, in Trinidad, is to be “set like a

mapepire” . “Set” - a local term for “poised to strike” - a mapepire is

always thought to have a single, evil purpose, not to bite anyone at

random passing by, but, as Roosevelt (1917) retold A.B. Carr’s tale,

the last man in a single row of hunters or walkers filing past. (Hans

Boos pers comm 1998)

7 n Of fowl, a brood of young; a group of babies. (< E set ‘a number of

things connected in time or space by natural production or formation’)

6 My fowl came out with a set (brood) of chickens. (ESTT 1956)

-8 n With o/(also spelled a), a group of people seen as sharing some
characteristic. (< E set ‘a company or group of persons associated by

community of status, habit, occupation, etc.) 6 Anodder set go Todd’s

Rode in a raffelin, foo meke dem monie com plentee, ah fore wan
does call dat gamblin, dem lose all dem monie dem Chinee win dem,

dem com backe sorroin. (PC 1 Oct 1904) 0 [He] gave up the Secre-

taryship [of the Wing Sang Club] because he was not pleased to see a

set of coolies and creoles in the place and they did not belong to the

club. (TG 3 July 1919:7) 6 “The whole set of you are the same thing.”

(TG 23 Apr 1933:3) 0 De poleece startin to slap ticket charge on all

who drivin bad. Ah feel plenty bike rider... go get charge because ah

whole setta dem does ride in an outa cars and only las week one

nearly lick mih dong. (Mamits LPOS, TG 22 Oct 1979) 6 “I used to

sew and stitch shoes,” Joe said, trying to explain the old method.

“Then a set of young shoe-makers came on the scene using glue to

stick shoes.” (Punch 8 Oct 1989:31) 6 And then, dry so, a propos of

nothing, a four-wheel drive pull up and over the bannister I see one

setta man with guitar coming upstairs. (Pires 1 995e: 15)

9 n With of (also spelled a), a large amount, number or piece of. Most

commonly used with money, noise, rain and stupidness. (< E set ‘a

number or collection of things thought of as a whole’) 6 She didn well

turn she back befo a black cat eat up a good set ah de belly way she

did done wash alreaddy. (PC 17 Sept 1904) 6 “They make a set-a

noise with pan and t’ing and shuffle they feet.” (de Boissiere

1956:21) 6 They had hardly got outside when they heard someone

screaming upstairs. ‘Herbert,’ Foam said. ‘He does always make that

particular set of noise when they beat him.’ (Naipaul 1958:22) 6 One
set of rain start to fall suddenly. (Selvon 1 960b: 1 10) 6 Right now we
should be thinking. Of all the ways we could. So we could stop buy-

ing this big seta foreign goods. (Sniper “Way to Success” 1966 pr) 0

When you see the post man passing is one set ah mails she getting.

(Duke “Big Shot Neighbour” 1973 pr) 0 TTT done buy it already, so

is how dey could come now an’ say dey change dey mind? Waste ah

time! De whole board ah directors at TTT go get one set ah cattle-boil

over dey eye 1 if dey ever give back dat paintin’. (Keens-Douglas

1984:3) 6 She make one set ah noise but Robbie an dem eh take she

on yet. (Forum 17 Apr 1988:18) 6 “I handled his business insurance,

and I can tell people [he] had no big set of money, as some thought.”

(Punch 19 Nov 1989:32) 0 Dem fellas hidin in de big canal an de

bushes, An is one set ah big stone in yuh tail. (Foster 1990:17) 6

Sometimes de lecture was more painful an embarrassin dan de blows

itself. Yuh use tuh feel like sayin: “Awright, Rampey, cut out de set ah

talk an gimme de two lash nah.” But yuh did know better. (Foster

1990:62) 6 It have one set of water on the ground. (Solomon 1993:54)

6 “Is a setta damn chupidness. They doh want to realise that culture

an’ politics doh mix.” (“Taxi” EX21 Aug 1995)

10 n A series of dance songs played almost continuously; usu. one

dances an entire set with the same partner. (< E set ‘period of play-

ing music by a band or dance orchestra, with intermissions between

sets) 6 After the first dance 1 was so hot I took my coat off and hung

it up. Then I went up and asked a girl for a ‘set’.* “O.K.,” she said.

“Put your coat on.” *One does not dance dances, but ‘sets’ in

Trinidad. And that is not just another name for a dance. A set goes

on for anything form twenty minutes to half an hour with a couple
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of thirty-second intervals in which to clap the hand for encourage-

ment. (Calder-Marshall 1939:157)

set face see SET 5

set up 1 v Of clouds, going to rain. (< E set up ‘establish; begin a pro-

cess’; also obs/dial E set ‘a spell of weather of any kind’) 0 Trouble

don’ set up like rain. Trouble comes without even giving as much
warning as rain. The saying is used to warn a person who gives

advice too freely that he should talk less. (Herskovits 1945:203) 0

“Rain set up an ah jes hang de clothes out to dry.” (Baptiste

1993:135) 0 The day well set up.

2 adj Of a facial expression, looking strange, screwed-up, heavy,

ready to cry. (< sefi + E set offeatures Tines of a person’s face’) 0

When ah go see all de children bawlin’ an’ sayin’ dey doan want de

food an’ madam self set up she face like she want to cry. (Macaw

1960:3) 0 Eddison steups and steups and set his face up as though he

was wondering when George was going to finish his address. (Bomb
1985) 0 Everything was fine, until she started to dance with other

men who were not at their table. Right away Vincente started to set up

his face and to drink heavier and he nearly got into a row. (Lovelace

1988:69) 0 Felix shook his head. His clayey brown face was ‘set up’.

It looked heavy. (Moodie Kublalsingh 1994:170)

seuss see suss

seva, sewa n Caring; act of charity, good deed, /ssva/ (< Bh sewa, H
sevd ‘service; attendance’) 0 The duties of the Treasurer, therfore,

revolve around the dissemination of funds for “seva” - for good

works. (Klass 1991:126) 0 Most specifically, each Centre - to be

accepted as such - must undertake “seva” projects in its neighbor-

hood, and is responsible for the administering of its own program of

religious education, in accordance with the nationwide program.

(Klass 1991:127) 0 “In this yug is good to perform sewaa to have ah

good karma.” (1990) 0 Rukminee is also engaged in seva in both

islands in Trinidad and in Tobago, through performances, teaching

and voluntary service. (Holass-Beepath 2002 :iii)

seven bass n An uncommon grouping of seven BASS PANS played by

one player. 0 To call [her] a pannist or violinist would be too simplis-

tic. Yes, she can play the piano, violin, pan, viola, guitar, cuatro and

tenor, double seconds, seven bass and nine bass pans. Chances are if

another 1 0 instruments come to mind, she can play those as well. {EX
3 Jan 1993:11)

seven-coloured parrakeet n Touit batavica [= Urochroma cingulata,

U. melanoptera, Psittacula batavica\, a bird, 15 cm (6") long. Head
green with yellow forehead; upperparts blackish with broad yellowish-

green band across wings; tail light purple with black band; underparts

bluish-green; fore-edge of underwing red; bill yellowish gray. A
common resident in forested areas of Trinidad, (fr seven colours of

feathers) = perruche a sept couleurs 0 Seven-colored Paroquet.

(Chapman 1894:67) 0 (ffrench 1991:185)

seven colours n Poecilia reticulata
, a small freshwater fish. Females

larger, light brown; males smaller, light brown with brightly coloured

spots and markings, esp. on tail, (fr variety of colours on tail) = belly

fish, big belly fish, >guppy, guppy-fish, millions
1

,
mosquito fish,

rainbow fish 0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:57)

Seven Day(s) n A person who is a Seventh Day Adventist. (< Seventh

Day Adventist) 0 The Lord was in love with a seven day mopsy.

(Eisenhower “Seven Day Mopsy” 1956, in Rodman 1971:212) 0 I say

yes Mavis you mine for as I can see, But you is seven days you cant

spend anglican money. (Eisenhower “Seven Day Mopsy” 1956, in

Rodman 1971:213) 0 “The whole family turn Seven Days.” (1996)

seven-hole n A marble game involving pitching the marble sequentially

into three holes in a line seven times, i.e. in the order 1 -2-3-2- 1-2-3. 0

Three-hole and Seven-hole are variants of the same game. Three holes

are smoothed out in the ground, by turning on your heel, about 1 8-24

inches apart. Hole 3 is at the bounce, followed at intervals - usu. a pace
- by hole 2 and hole 1 . The sequence must be completed by potting

holes in order: 1-2-3 for three-hole, and 1 -2-3-2- 1-2-3 for seven-hole.

The potting of the last hole makes a winner. If a player misses a hole,

he relinquishes his turn. If a marble goes into the wrong hole, out of

sequence, the player loses the game. In seven-hole, the direction ofplay

is referred to as going up (3-2-1 ) or going down (1-2-3).

seven-mile jep n Synoeca surinama , a dark metallic blue-black wasp

which makes a large mud-carton nest on a tree branch, (fr supposed

tendency of this wasp to chase people for up to seven miles) = jep

tatu
1

,
kohung 1-2

,
two-mile jep

seven-pot pepper n Any extremely hot pepper, most commonly Cap-

sicum chinense var. habanero, about 2.5 cm (1") diameter, round

with creases and bulges. Usu. green, yellow or red, but occasionally

dark brown, (fr supposed ability to give heat to seven pots of food) =

congo pepper, nigger pepper, >pepper'; chocolate pepper, coffee pep-

per (brown variety)

seven sisters n obs A particular clump of cabbage palms, now gone, in

the Queen’s Park Savannah. 0 Though it is officially called

Queen’s Park, it has few trees except round the edge, but on the far

side a clump of cabbage-palms known as the ‘seven sisters’ is con-

spicuous. (Aspinall 1928:69)

seven veins of life n Gouania lupuloides, a native woody forest vine;

yields a reddish brown sap used medicinally. = bejuco de moreno,

bejuco de raina, fat bush, liane savonette, nine veins of life, soap

bush, >soap vine 0 (Morean 1990) 0 In Trinidad, rheumatic pains, as

well as arthritis and strokes are treated using an alcoholic extract of

the stems and leaves of Mardi Gras, combined with cloves and the

stems of the “Seven-veins of Life” plant (Bignoniaceae). This extract

is used to massage the afflicted areas. (Morean 1 9927:35)

Seville orange, civil orange, sivil orange, swivel orange n Citrus

aurantium, a cultivated tree bearing round orange citrus fruit with bit-

ter pulp; peel is used for seasoning, candy, and medicine. (E Seville

orange), /sevil, srvil/ = gospo orange, sour orange 0 Medicinal woods

are Simiruba, Balsan... Lime, Civil Orange. (Explication 1769) 0

MENU... Roast Lap, Seville Orange sauce. (Vincent 1910:78) 0 The

inner white skin of the Sivil Sweet or Gospo orange, boil and add

molasses. (Pavy 1987:21)

sewa, sewaa see SEVA

sewer trace n In areas of Woodbrook and St. Clair in Port of Spain,

the space between rows of houses under which runs a sewer. (< E
sewer ‘an artificial watercourse for carrying off surface water’ +

trace) 0 They find the dog in the sewer trace.

sex v Have sexual relations with, (used similarly in slang E from

1 960s) 0 He sexed her at leisure and left her in the office by herself.

(Bomb 17 Nov 1989:9) 0 [He] never suspected for one minute this...

priest was also ‘sexing’ his wife. {Bomb 14 Nov 1986:9) 9 Now Trin-

idadian women, gullible and foolish, are taking up to TT $800 to be

“sexed and abandoned!” (Bomb 20 July 1990:2) 0 It was discovered

that he was “sexing” one of his male students with impunity. (Bomb
22 Jan 1993:9)

shabeen n A person with a light or RED complexion, curly often red-

dish hair, “Negro” features; often with freckles and light-coloured

eyes. /Jabin/ (< FC chabin ‘female’, chabe ‘male’ Tight-skinned per-

son’ < Fr chabin, a kind of sheep with long thick wool, once thought

to be a hybrid of sheep and goat) = beke neg 1
0 Chabeen, mulatto of

fair complexion with reddish negroid hair. (ESTT 1956) 0 Shabeen,

shabine. (ESTT 1956) 0 “Another shabeen again!... Since a living

here these ten years, I eh see one nigger child enter that gate.” (LaFor-

tune 1968:58) 0 Louis was a tall thin boy with freckles and yellow

kinky hair, sometimes known as ‘Reds’ and sometimes known as

‘Shabeen’. (Jones 1973:2) 0 When he was young they used to call

him “Shabeen” and he was still very light skinned, still had hair that

was so kinky that Leslie wondered if he could get a comb through it,

still had the large beautiful green eyes that changed to blue or to grey

with the light. (Jones 1973:86) 0 “Where yuh get that shabine child

from?” (Baptiste 1993:144)

shabeen dore n obs A light, or yellowish red-skin person, with curly,

often reddish, hair and African/Negro features. (< shabeen + Fr dore

‘golden; gilded’) 0 Shabeen doreh - a fair skin person with unsuitable

hair (ESTT 1956)

shackal see SHAKAL
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shac-shac, chac-chac, shack-shack, shak-shak, shark-shark,

shock-shock 1 n Crotalaria incana or C. retusa, native plants to

1 m (3.2') tall. Flowers large, pea-like, yellow and brown; base cup-

shaped; largest and uppermost petal kidney- to heart-shaped, often

with brown markings at base; 2 lateral petals ovate, 2 lower petals

fused to form a boat-shaped structure. Fruit pods rattle when dry.

/JakJak/ (poss. < Arawak saka ‘dry’; E shake ‘move quickly back

and forth’; Yor shekere, Hausa tshaki , Arabic shagshag , Kikongo

saka ‘shake’, Yor shakara ‘gourd rattle’) = fei shac-shac
1

, maraki,

platamisia, wild sweet pea, yellow flowers, yellow shac-shac 0

Crotalaria spp... A number of herbaceous plants, most of which

bear bright yellow flowers. The flowers are typically pea-shaped.

They are all common on waste ground and along roadsides. All the

plants are locally called by one name, SHACK-SHACK, presumably

because the seeds rattle in their pods when dry. There are a number
of plants bearing the same pea-type flowers, but many are grown as

food plants or as cover plants, and it is difficult therefore to say

whether these are truly indigenous or are cultivation escapes.

(Alford 1960:83)

2 n Leucaena leucocephala \~ L. glauca, Mimosa glauca], a fast-

growing naturalized leguminous shrub or small tree 5-10 m (16-32')

tall. Leaves 10-20 cm (3. 9-7. 8") long, with 10-29 pairs of leaflets,

linear-oblong, unequal-sided, pale beneath, 8-15 x 2-3.5 mm (.3-. 6" x

.8-1.4"), smooth except on margin. Flowers in small clusters at base

of leaf stems or at tops of branches, 1.5-3 cm (.6-1.2") diameter. Fruit

pods usu. clustered, linear, 10-18 cm x 15-18 mm (3.9-7" x .6-. 7"),

tapered at base, finely hairy. Seeds numerous, oblong, 6-9 mm (.24-

.35") long, with a long thread-like stalk. Used as high protein forage

for livestock, fuel, timber for posts and stakes, erosion control. = fei

shac-shac, wild tamarind 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:296)

3 n Albizia lebbek (E West Indian ebony), a naturalized tree. Leaves

bipinnate. Flowers several together in the axils of the leaves, conspic-

uous owing to the number of yellow-green stamens. Fruit pods 30.5

cm (12") long, rattle when dry. Wood hard, taking a good finish. =

woman's tongue 0 [T]he tree is quite pretty when in full bloom. The

pods, about 12 inches, become dry as they ripen, rattle incessantly in

the wind, whence, it is stated, one of the common names. (Williams

& Williams 1941:55)

4 n A rattle-type musical percussion rhythm instrument made of

something hollow and spherical, such as a very small calabash,
containing a number of seeds, with an attached handle, or a large seed

pod such as that of the FLAMBOYANT tree; when shaken the seeds

make a sound. (< LAS shac-shac < Amer, fr sound) 0 Yet when arise

the Drum and Shack-shack’s notes... (POSG June 1825, in de Verteuil

1992:157) 0 And be it enacted. That it shall not be lawful for any per-

son to beat or play any drum, gong, tambour, bangee, or chac-chac

within the Town of Port of Spain or the suburbs thereof at any hour on

any day earlier than the hour of five and later than the hour of eight in

the afternoon. (Ordinance 4, 7 Sept 1835) 0 The Carnival. ...Bands of

music (soi disant), including those “elegant” instruments the tin kettle

and salt box, the banjee and schack-schack, have paraded the town in

all parts, and at all hours of the day and night. (POSG 20 Feb 1849:2)

0 Each of the characters [was] holding in her hand a “shock-shock,” a

little calibash, filled with peas, by shaking which a rattling is pro-

duced in cadence with the tambours , which keep admirable time.

(Day 1852-1:296) 0 The Congo yard, where three or four nights every

week they hold public dances, to the music of the banjee drum and

shack-shack until the hour of 10 p.m. - and often much later (POSG
12 Nov 1853:2) 0 Maraca was the Indian name of the rattle or shak-

shak, the fruit of the wild calabash tree, the Crescentia latifolia, a tall

erect forest tree... it bears a small spherical calabash (in Spanish

Totumo), into which, when dry, hard, and cleaned out, was dropped

through the small hole through which it has been cleaned a number of

Indian shot (the hard black shot-like seed of the Tuloma or Toulema

(creole, Tous-les-mois) a species of Canna, called by Schomburgk C.

achiras, Gillies. The further end of a short stick was then run through

the shak-shak, and with one of these sticks in each hand, the chef

d’orchestre, properly oiled, painted and refreshed no doubt, was

ready to commence operations. Time was sharply and exactly marked
by him, accompanied by an action reminding one of castanets. (Carr

1869:400) 0 To the music of tom-tom and chac-chac, the coloured

folk would dance perpetually till ten o’clock, after which time the

rites of Mylitta are silenced by the policeman, for the sake of quiet

folk in bed. (Kingsley 1880:369) 0 “Between the hours of eight of the

clock in the evening and six of the clock in the morning; [anyone

who] plays any drums, gong, bangee, chac-chac, barrel organ, hurdy-

gurdy, harp, violin, violincello [sic], trombone, castanet, rattle, bag-

pipes or other instrument adapted for producing or imitating music,

whistling, screeching, barking, hooting, cock-crowing or any other

noise shall on conviction thereof forfeit any sum not exceeding ten

pounds and in default of immediate payment shall be imprisoned with

or without hard labour for any term not exceeding one month.”

(POSG 10 Feb 1883:4) 0 They had “shark sharks” and were dis-

guised. (POSG 10 Feb 1891:6) 0 The ancient and time-honored

amusement of the people is over for this time. The last shack-shack

has been shaken, the last calenda sung, the last quatro strummed, the

last clarionet squeaked and quiet reigns once more. (POSG 26 Feb

1898:5) 0 Small bands of masqueraders, gaudily attired in costumes

of various colours, some headed by string bands others with shac

shacs, sang and danced along the streets, and were very pleasant to

look upon. (POSG 16 Feb 1899:6) 0 Music is generally supplied by

those members who possess a little of the coveted art. They arm

themselves with guitars, quartros [j/c], shac shacs, veeras, and two

short pieces of bomboo [s/c] which they strike one against the other.

Occasionally, a stray violinist is seen among them. (Argos 15 Feb

1912:6) 0 Flere the musical paraphernalia were confined to the popu-

lar “instruments” of the proletariat, which consisted of lengths of hol-

low reeds of bamboo, a small grater operated on by a musician with a

stick, a “schack schack” and the inevitable empty gin flask with a tin

spoon as a beater. (TG 23 Feb 1919:5) 0 The Shac Shac player and the

bottle and spoon operators completed the orchestra, and the music

was furnished by the chanting of a “single re” by the director in a

high-pitched tenor, and then taken up in chorus by other members of

the band, not excluding the orchestra. (WG 1 Feb 1920, in Rohlehr

1990:70) 0 The saucy piccolos, the soothing flutes, the noisy shak-

shaks. (Masson 1927:40) 0 [For] the vielle croix... such musical

instruments as the maraque or shack-shack; the teplee, the flute...

make their appearance. (Aspinall 1928) 0 Carnival of long ago you

used to see, Half-naked women called the pissani, With shac-shac and

vira held in their hand. Twisting their body as they led the band.

(Atilla “History of Carnival” 1935) 0 Drums are beaten and the shak-

shaks (the long thin pod of the flamboyant trees which are filled with

seeds) are shaken. (Brown 1947:270) 0 Every person or occupier of

any house, building, yard or other place who shall - (1) without

license under the hand of a Gazetted Police Officer, permit any per-

sons to assemble and play or dance herein to any drums, gong, tam-

bour, bangee, chac-chac, or other similar instrument of music, at any

time between the hour of ten o’clock in the evening of one day, and

the hour of six o’clock in the morning of the next day... shall... be

liable to a fine of forty-eight dollars.... (T&T, Revised Ordinances,

1950,1:536, in Simpson 1970:83) 0 She measured the drinks into the

shaker and while shaking them up with ice - perhaps it was the ice

rattling like a shak-shak that caused it. (de Boissiere 1952:120) 0

Mighty Dictator (with chac-chacs). (TG 26 Feb 1955:2) 0 Chac-chac

- a small calabash filled with seeds or beads which is being shaken

while singing or dancing (ESTT 1956) 0 The musical instruments

used in a Shango ceremony consist mainly of a set of three drums and

from three to a dozen or more pairs of chac-chacs (rattles)... small,

round, seed-filled calabashes to which handles have been attached.

(Simpson 1961:1) 0 Prior to about 1898 all calypsoes were sung in

Patois with an accompaniment of goat-skin drums and “shac-shacs”

(maracas). (Pitts 1962:41) 0 The chac-chac... was made by filling a

hollowed gourd with beads. (LaFortune 1968:25) 0 Chac-chacs are

small, round, seed-filled calabashes to which handles have been

attached. (Simpson 1970:36) 0 Compere Anansi led with his violin.

Compere Lion played the box-bass, Tiger strummed on the quatro,

goat played the shak-shak and Compere Morocoy played the
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scratcher as they sang into the nights. (Ramsawack 1983:42) 0 The

fellas had made crude guitars and shak shak and thing, and were

paranging, singing and having a great time on the morning. (EX 18

Dec 1994:24) 0 And who don’t like it could ketch fits and shake like a

shac-shac, I don’t care. (TTM21 Apr 1997:27)

shac-shac tree n Tob Acrocomia aculeata, a native palm tree, 10-20 m
(32-64') tall; usu. solitary; trunk often swollen at top, armed with

rings of black spines. Leaves 3 m (10') long, composed of 50-60 pairs

of leaflets 2-4 cm (1-1.5") wide, attached in different planes along the

midrib, giving the whole leaf a feathery appearance. Fruits olive-

green to yellow-brown, smooth, globose, 4 cm (1.6") diameter, usu.

1 -seeded. = banga 1

,
goo-goo-loo, >gru-gru’, gru-gru bef, sticky

banga 0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:40)

shade v In agricultural practice, plant quick-growing tall trees to pro-

tect young trees from too much direct sunlight. (< E shade ‘screen to

protect from light or heat’) 0 Why do most planters shade their cacao?

first to keep down weeds and grass, second to prevent damage by the

wind and to keep the atmosphere about the cacao tree more humid,

third to furnish nitrogen to the soil.... The young cacao tree needs very

much more protection from wind and weeds than does the old tree;

the planter knows this well, yet he gives it much less. By the usual

haphazard methods of the contractor the young seedling has to strug-

gle against many difficulties and is generally two or three years late in

coming into bearing. But the shade tree soon outstrips the cacoa, and

on some estates at the end of 1 5 or 20 years the crop of pods is quite

too heavy, - speaking of “immortelle” pods. Long before the diseased

and decrepit shade tree has succeeded in getting the upper hand of the

coca, it has begun to shower down a generous quantity of limbs on to

the brittle cocoa branches, and the former are believed by many plant-

ers to spread some sort of “die back” disease to the latter. And when
the dying immortelle itself crashes down on to the cocoa the planter

can usually figure up his loss at from $10 to $15 per crash... Planted

as a cutting the immortelle has of course, no tap root; it easily blows

down, its soft wood fragile branches are snapped by every strong

wind. Wood-boring and leaf eating insects live in and upon the shade

and readily spread to the crop tree. (POSG 23 Oct 1907:5)

shado beni, chadon beni, jardin benit, shaddow benny, shadow
benny n Eryngium foetidum, a native herb. Leaves long, in a rosette

close to the ground, with spiny-serrated edges, and having a strong

odour. Flowers in a dense head on a spiky central stalk, with white pet-

als so small that the flower appears light green. Used in seasoning food

and as medicine. /Jado beni/ (< FC chado beni < Fr chardon benit

‘blessed thistle’) = bhandania, cardo benito, cardo santo, cilantro,

culantro, fit weed 1

,
pull and throw, spiny coriander 0 Shining bush and

shadow benny were used for colds. ( Alladin 1970: 1 8) 0 The treatment...

male pawpaw root, sado beni, black sage, mahoe gousse, sasafras bark,

coully shandylay, nest of the wood lice - to be boiled together and bot-

tled. (Bush Medicine 1976a: 14) 0 Shado beni. (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:76) 0 Granny Backbone and Shado Beni, when mixed,

boiled and drunk, is good for bladder ailments. (EN 10 Sept 1989) 0

The leaves of the Shado-beni, Eryngium foetidum ,
are used in cooking

in Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana, and much of Latin America. Recent

years have seen an almost dramatic increase in its presence in kitchens

throughout this country in particular, largely as a consequence of the

growing assimilation of East Indian culture into the mainstream of

national life... Among Indo-Trinidadians, the herb is used mainly in

curries and in condiments such as chutneys, amchars, and kuchelas,

and in the ever-popular mango chow... Oyster vendors and Maracas

shark-and-bake vendors owe no small part of the distinction of the fla-

vour of their cocktails and sauces to the unique pungency of Shado-

beni... So popular and widespread has its use become that Shado-beni

can now be bought in vegetable markets everywhere as well as in some
supermarkets. Tied in compact bundles of about 5 cm thick, the young
leaves are sold for about $1.00 per bundle. (Morean 1992h:28) 0 Fit

weed, Shado beni (Shadon beny), Spiny coriander... commonly found

in waste or cultivated ground. (Duncan 1993:61) 0 Saffron and chadon

beni grew wild. (Deen 1994:30) 0 Shado beni. Whole plant is macer-

ated and the infusion is taken either for colds or for gas and stomach

pains. (Seaforth et al 1998:525) 0 “Shado beni”... Due to its easy avail-

ability as a weed of “waste places” and due to the increasing numbers

of vendors engaged in its trade as a consequence of unemployment that

market has become saturated with the product and there is a growing

tendency to sell the herb in mixed bundles or “mele”, with other culi-

nary herbs such as basil and thyme. (HERBS STAR 4 June 2000: 13) 0 I

put my nose into it and sniff; the aroma is a pungent slap in the face...

In Trinidadian cooking, shadow benny is used in intensely flavored

dishes because it tends to overpower almost any other taste, but it is

just the herb to stand up to the full fury of Trinidad’s congo peppers.

(Walsh 2003:4-5)

shadow benny see SHADO BENI

shagby n An African type of drum made from a large round CALA-

BASH, the top of which has been cut off and replaced with goatskin.

/Jagbi/ (< Fon asongwe ‘calabash with buttons’, Yor sse agbe ‘play

calabash’) 0 Seen less frequently at Shango ceremonies [is]... the

shagby, a large, round calabash (from fifteen to eighteen inches in

diameter) whose top has been cut off and replaced with a piece of

goatskin, which is used as a drum. (Simpson 1961:1-2) 0 Trinidadian

shangoists have two instruments which, taken together, are the musi-

cal equivalent of the shekere rattle among the Yoruba. The shagby in

Trinidad is a drum made from a large, round calabash whose top has

been replaced with a piece of goatskin. (Simpson 1970:91)

shaitan, saitan n The Devil; Satan; an evil or wicked attitude or incli-

nation. /Jaitan/ (< H-U shaitan ‘the Devil; Satan’) 0 “Like Shaitan get

in this child.” (1990)

shakal, chacal, shackai adj Untidy; unkempt; shabby; worn. Also

feeling slightly unwell, under the weather, not in top form, either

physically or emotionally. /Jakal/ (< FC chacal ‘sickly; stunted;

shabby’ < southern Kikongo sakalala ‘become the underdog; become
incapable; lose; weaken’) 6 Shakal - bedraggled, tattered (ESTT

1956) 0 Chacal - ragged, bedraggled (ESTT 1956) 0 (Macaw 1960)0

“How come yuh lookin’ so shakal today?” (Baptiste 1993:144) 0

Shakal - stingy, shabby. (Wamer-Lewis 1994: 1 1

)

shaka-shaka, chaka-chaka adj Unevenly cut; untidy. /JakaJaka,

tfakatfaka/ (< siiaka ~ tsiiaka ‘separate; scatter in disorder’; Bobangi

[eastern Kikongo] chakakala ‘be disarranged; be uncovered and thus

likely to spoil’; Kikongo saka ‘cut; cut or saw badly’) = >seke-seke 0

Shaka-shaka, chaka-chaka. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:5)

shake hand n Tob A gift of money passed from hand to hand. 0

[S]hake han’... the giver took care not to draw attention to the act of

giving. (Craig-James 2008:11-297)

shakes (mine) phr In PITCH, an advantage asked for by a player

before his turn to allow him to be awarded points even though he has

missed his target, because he has stmck the dirt near the target, which

may cause it to shake. Shakes mine is shouted to claim a hit when a

marble is not actually hit but did shake as a result of the taw brushing

away part of the bombay. 0 Bombay is the mound of dirt you can

build under an opponent’s marble to have a better shot at it and

shakes mine gives the marble to whoeverfens shakes mine on a bom-

bay. (Fires 1991:8)

shake waist phr Make rotating pelvic movements, esp. when dancing.

(< E shake ‘quiver; vibrate; tremble’ + waist)
= >wine 0 Regardless

of colour, creed or race, Jump up and shake your waist, This is the

spirit of Carnival, It is a creole bacchanal. (Sparrow “Trinidad Carni-

val” 1957) 0 Because I know this hula hoop, Teaching the children to

shake they waist. (King Striker “Ban the Hula Hoop” 1959 pr) 0

Sweet music in the place, woman shaking dey waist. (Pan on the Run,

TG 17 Feb 1973:7) 0 [She] even imposed herself on a television

“Strike Force” video, shaking her waist for the vote. (TTM 24 Nov
1989:37) 0 Parang is to be approached respectfully, Voisin said, since

many of the songs have to do with the birth of Christ. “You have no

right to be shaking up your waist on the stage. Everything they sing-

ing, they ‘wining.’” (EX 23 Dec 1990:15) 0 ‘Man must sing praises to

the Lord not obscene calypsoes about shakin’ your waist and windin’

and what they goin’ to do with their “Mopsy”.’ (Boodhoo 1994:199)

shak-shak see SHAC-SHAC

shakti n Spiritual strength; power. /Jakti/ (< H shakti ‘ability; power;

strength’) 0 “He have shakti.” (1990)
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shalbahay n Pityrogramma calomelanos

,

a native fern; the underside

is covered with a white powder that shows the pattern of the leaf

when pressed again the skin. /Jalbahe/ = >stamp fern 0 “When that

burst blood come through you nose, mouth, inside. Wash shalbahay

leaves. Drink it.” (Morean M-79)

shallay, shalley 1 v Move in an easy, vigorous, rhythmic response to an

inner feeling of heat. /Jale/ (< FC elude < Fr chaleur ‘heat’) 0 “W’ite

people? Wey yo sayin’, Et’el? W'ite people too stiff, man - Yo’ ever

see w’ite people dance?... Trouble wid w’ite people... dey blood too

cole.” “W’ite people keah even ketch a ‘shallay’ Carnival time.”

Clarice giggled deprecatingly at the white people’s lack of chaleur.

(Hercules 1961:1 11)0 Mama she wining on the street, I myself catch

shalley, ah start moving fooben. (Kitchener “Mrs. Harriman 1972, pr)

2 n With take, become enthusiastic or interested; change your mind;

become more positive in attitude. 0 To tek shallay - a change of atti-

tude for better. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 Shallay - take shallay - change

attitude for better, especially in male-female relations. (Daniel 1990)

shalopeh, chalopy, shalopay n obs Flour-bag or food sack cloth, used

for clothing. /Jalope, tfalops/ 0 Chalopy. (Ottley 1971:64) 0 “Is

shalopeh trousers mill great grand mudder used to make for she chil-

ren and dem.” (Baptiste 1993:144) 0 Ah under de shallopeh coverlet.

(Macfarlane 1997:61)

shalwar, salvvar, sharwar n A traditional Indian woman’s trousers,

narrow at the ankles, usu. worn with a long KAMEEZ top. /salwar,

Jalwar/ (< H sarwal, shalwar ‘trousers’) 0 [For Eid] everyone dresses

in traditional wear, with the women in shalwar and kameez (long

tapered trousers with matching long tunic tops). (Ahye 1988b: 108) 0

Proud to be Trinidadian, she scoffs at the hue and cry over “Mother

India” and “Mother Africa.” She maintains that although ethnically

East Indian, she was raised in the Western world and identifies Trini-

dad as her homeland. “I feel like a foreigner if I were even to put on a

salwar,” she declares. ( TG 8 Aug 1993:13) 0 She wore a flowing

gangree and the ubiquitous gauzy orhni if she were Hindu, or the

shalwar if she were Muslim. (Singh-Ramjattan 2003)

shalvvar-kameez, salwar-kameez n A traditional Indian woman’s

clothing consisting of tight trousers and a long loose shirt, /salwar

kamiz/ (< H sarwal ‘trousers’ + kamis ‘shirt’) 0 Salwar-Kameez :

Knee-length dress worn over tight fitting trousers. A dupatta or

veil worn across both shoulders, completed this outfit. (Ramlakhan

1990a:6) 0 During this period Muslim dress differed according to

regional area rather than religion. The shalwar-kameez (tunic and

loose trousers) was Punjabi-wear. (Ramesar 1999/2000:120)

shalwar suit n Traditional Indian women's clothing consisting of a

long shirt or tunic (KAMEEZ) with loose-fitting trousers (SHALWAR).

0 Divali Sale... Just Received Wide Assortment of 3pc. Shalwar

Suits, (ad, EX 19 Oct 1986)

shame (for) 1 v Be or feel ashamed. (< dial E shame ‘be ashamed’) =

feel shame 0 Ah membah dat ah bin in jale alreddy, but ah aint like it

becos ah does shame fo let peeple see me in de strete wid ah prizener

cap on me head. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 Look how you have made your

family shame. So many people talking your name. (Radio, Tiger &
Lion “War” 1936) 0 She belly big I does shame for she in the street.

(Sparrow "Don’t Go Joe”, ca 1963 pr) 0 “When you feel pickish, say.

We have plenty roti in the bag.” I said nothing. He looked at me as if

doubtful, “You ain’t one of those creole who shame to eat roti!”

(Anthony 1967:29) 0 “That little... girl have a pleasant little face and

she look as if she have nice ways, so if you like her, boy, nothing to

shame for in that.” (Anthony 1967:82) 0 “You mean to say is you

who been stealing all my bananas. A big old woman like you. I really

shame for you.” (Ottley 1969:84) 0 “If me children see me in jail,

they go even shame to watch me face.” (1979) 0 “Tell me: you is a

ho’, eh? Tell me de tru'. You don’ have to shame. God will help you.”

(Hercules 1980:247)

2 adj Ashamed; feeling ashamed. 0 But girl, Hyacinth is something

else. She so want everybody in the waving gallery to know that she

have family going away, she bend over the rail and bawling at the top

of she voice. Girl, I was shame too bad. She only calling out your

name in the place. (Doh Say Dat, TG 15 Sept 1991:13) 0 Russell

steupsed. “Look at that,” he said. “A big, strong, ugly man like he

bowling spin. He ain't shame?” (Pires 1 995g: 13)

shame bush n Mimosa pudica, a native plant to 50 cm (19.5") high.

Leaves have 15-25 pairs of leaflets, linear, pointed tip; leaflets

respond to touch or heat by collapsing shut, (fr leaves folding up as if

in shame) = chooi-mooi, lajoutrioghas, mary-shut-your-door, mary-

shut-your-gate, mazay marie, old lady
1

, sensible plant, shame Char-

lotte, shame plant, >ti marie 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:290) 0 Mazay Marie,

Sensitive Plant, Shame Bush, Ti Marie. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:130)0 (Wallace 2002:36)

shame Charlotte n Mimosa pudica , a native plant to 50 cm (19.5")

high. Leaflets respond to touch or heat by collapsing shut, (fr leaves

folding up as if in shame) = chooi-mooi, lajoutrioghas, mary-shut-

your-door, mary-shut-your-gate, mazay marie, old lady
1

, sensible

plant, shame bush, shame plant, >ti marie 0 Shame Charlotte... A
decoction is taken to treat hypertension and also venereal diseases in

men. (Seaforth et al 1998:526) 0 Painful menstruation: Hibiscus

Flowers, Vervain, Christmas bush, shame charlotte and female sting-

ing nettle (runs along the ground). (Wallace 2002:36)

shameface see TAKE shameface

shame plant n Mimosa pudica, a native plant to 50 cm (19.5") high.

Leaflets respond to touch or heat by collapsing shut, (fr leaves folding

up as if in shame) = chooi-mooi, lajoutrioghas, mary-shut-your-gate,

mazay marie, old lady
1

,
sensible plant, shame bush, shame Charlotte,

>ti marie 0 The grass which grows in the savannah and along road-

sides all over the island... was the fascinating Mimosa pudica ,
called

sensitive plant or shame plant. Gardeners dislike it as a lawn weed,

but children find endless delight in the sensitive grass, for at the

slightest touch the leaves and stalks fold up and collapse as though

worked by mechanisms, while the minor branches bend up like music

stands... When collapsed the sensitive grass looks long dead and

decayed. After a few minutes, if left untouched, it gradually opens up

again. (Bryans 1967) 0 Ti Marie, Sensitive Plant, Shame weed.

(Duncan 1993:40)

shamoti, shamotee n A heavy belt used to support the bottom end of a

pole carrying one of the MOONS for HOSAY. /Jamoti/ (< H-U
sametna ‘gather up; gather together’) 0 The moons are placed over

one shoulder with the pole end stuck in the Shamotee at the waist... At

midnight, there is a ritual kissing of the two moons as the dancers

come together with great ceremony and allow the moons to meet as if

in brotherly embrace. (Ahye 1988b: 105-6)

shamrock n Oxalis corymbosa, a cultivated plant; leaves arise from a

scaly bulb with orange lines; leaves have 3 triangular leaflets,

notched at the tip, and rounded at the angles, hairy below. Flowers

purplish-pink, petals reddish-streaked, pale yellow-green at centre, (fr

similarity of three-leaflet shape to E shamrock, usu. the lesser yellow

trefoil Trifolium minus) = >pink sorrel, violet sorrel 0 Pmk Sorrel,

Shamrock... a delicate herb which grows in rounded patches on lawns

and in gardens, where it can be a troublesome weed. (Duncan

1993:24)

shandilay, chandelier, shandelia, shandella n Leonotis nepetifolia, a

naturalized erect annual plant to 1.5 m (5') tall. Leaves broadly ovate,

toothed margins, hairy, opposite in pairs. Flowers orange, in spherical

clusters at the upper nodes of a tall stalk; prickly. /Jandile/ (< FC
chadilye < Fr chandelier, fr round shape of flower resembling a

crystal chandelier) = ball bush, ball-head bush, cartwright bump,

Christmas candlestick, honeysuckle, man piaba, wild hops" 0 She

was greatly amused at the mention of gereytoute, shandella, gully

root, cousin mahaut, patte chien, and herb-a-femme, and she said,

“You know a lot about the old-time Creole remedies, don’t you?”

(Simpson 1962:326) 0 Around the village could be found several

other useful shrubs and herbs whose leaves or flowers or roots were

used as medicines, e.g. Zeb-a-pique, cojo root, karaila and chandelier.

(Alladin 1970:18) 0 The treatment: Wild coffee, St. John bush...

coully shandylay, nest of the wood lice - to be boiled together and

bottled. (Bush Medicine 1976a: 14) 0 Grind shandelia fresh every

morning to a !4 glass of juice with a tip of pot salt for nine mornings

cures ulcerated stomach. (Pavy 1987:31) 0 Black sage... shandilay...
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fever grass... ginger... are considered hot. (Morean 1991:9) 0 The

dried fruits of our shandilay Leonotis nepetifolia, the degonfle Hyptis

sp and the wild hops Flemingia strobilifera are useful in the prepara-

tion of dried arrangements. (Morean 1991:64) 0 ‘Last year ah had a

lotta good shandilay... growing by the fence over there. He eh leave

ah single plant.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:142) 0 Shandilay. Leonotis

nepetifolia. Infusions are taken to treat colds and menstrual pain.

(Seaforthetal 1998:525)

Shango n An African religion, mostly of Yoruba origin, now known
more widely as Orisha, based on the worship of numerous ORISHAS

(deities), who also have Catholic counterparts. Worship includes ani-

mal sacrifice, spirit possession, drumming, dancing and chanting.

Severely repressed at times during the past, it has survived, and is

now more openly accepted. /Jaqgo/ (< Yor Sango
,
god of lightning

and thunder) = African work, >Orisha 1
0 It is time that something be

done to rid the district of this Shango Band. The worst feature of their

practice is the giving of baths in cases of illness. (WG 27 Oct 1930:5)

0 Climaxing weeks of preparation and fasting, Shango dancers of the

District, imploring Divine aid for Ethiopia in her present strait, will

commence their grand sacrifice today. (TG 1 Jan 1936:4) 0 One day

to Grenada I went. And paid a visit to a Shango tent. (Lion “Elsie

Jambie” 1939) 0 She and her group gave an exhibition depicting the

practices of the African in the fields, and in the Shango tent. (TG

28 Mar 1945 in Ahye 1983:19) 0 Shango has three meanings. It is a

religion, the name of a deity, and a dance. (Brown 1947:265) 0 She

realised she would seek help from the Orisha.... Cassie’s mother had

belonged to the Shangoes. (de Boissiere 1952:120) 0 Shango. Come
in de shango tent and dance de shango. A type of ritual of Afro-

Origin. (ESTT 1956) 0 In Nigeria, Shango, god of thunder, is the only

deity worshipped in the Shango cult. Other Yoruba gods have their

own priests, societies, and cult centers... In Trinidad, Shango is only

one of dozens of “powers,” including fifteen or more Yoruba deities,

who are followed by persons engaged in “African work.” (Simpson

1970:86) 0 During the summer months in Trinidad those people who
are committed practitioners of what is called Shango have the oppor-

tunity to attend a dozen or so major cult festivals throughout the

island. These are organized and conducted as three day long celebra-

tions aimed to propitiate and to cajole gods, as well as to bring about

an ecstatic ambience where intense social rapport and enduring per-

sonal serenity may be achieved... At these festivals or feasts dozens

of women, men and children come together under the guidance of

several amombahs, typically older women who are viewed as ritual

specialists and religious sophisticates. (Lieber 198 lb: 126) 0 My pre-

diction that Shango would die out as a religious force was, by the

mid-sixties, about to be fulfilled. By the early and mid-seventies,

however, astonishing resurgence of the Shango group took place and

reports were that both the membership and the number of ceremonial

establishments had increased.... the old view, held particularly by

middle-class people, that Shango was African, savage, involved

blood rituals and was a degenerate form of religion, had not only dis-

appeared but out and out approval of its Africanness had been substi-

tuted. (Henry 1983:63-4) 0 The Roman Catholic church denied

Catholics who were also known to be members of Shango, commu-
nion, confession, baptism and other important rites of the church....

The middle and upper classes in society, while publicly denouncing

Shango as barbarian, did nevertheless, on occasion consult Shango

healers for medical and often psychological advice... In recent times,

however, these middle-class supporters have not only increased in

numbers but they have also ‘come out of the closet’... It has become
almost a mark of prestige particularly among younger. University

educated persons to not only admit to, but brag about, having con-

sulted a Shango healer or attended a Shango feast.. (Henry 1983:63-

5) 0 She was the Shango Priestess of a local church who had just

reached the house a few minutes before. (James 1990:269) 0 Shango:

The Yoruba god of thunder, lightning, and fire. The name is some-
times used synonymously with “Orisha religion,” an indication of the

traditional popularity of this Orisha in Trinidad. (Houk 1992:220) 0

All Stars’ Prince Batson has argued the shango influence initially

made east Port of Spain bands more rhythmic, and less interested in

melody and harmony, than the western ones. (EX 24 Jan 1993:33) 0

Shango - deity of thunder and lightning; religion venerating Yoruba

deities or orisa < Sango, deity of thunder and lightning. (Wamer-

Lewis 1996:197) 0 Shango Pilgrimage. The Opa Orisha (Shango) of

Trinidad and Tobago announces its Annual Oshun Pilgrimage to

Salybia Beach from 10am. (IND 15 Aug 1998:21)

Shango Baptist n A popular designation of worship seen to combine

elements of both Shango and Spiritual Baptist traditions, such

as drumming; however, practitioners of such worship do not combine

the names. 0 Many Trinidadians confuse the Baptists with a local

African derived cult group known as Shango... They lump Shango

centers and Baptist churches under the rubric “Shango Baptists,” and

suppose that Baptist and Shango rituals are identical. (Glazier

1983:4) 0 Spiritual Baptism and shango were once closely associated,

and some followers of shango still refer to themselves as ‘Shango

Baptists’. (Littlewood 1993:90) 0 Today, despite the assertion by

some that ‘Shango Baptists’ don’t exist and despite the strong

attempts to Africanize the religion, the syncretism with Baptism is

still very strong and much evident in Orisha ritual and ceremonies.

While it is normally assumed that Orisha people bring Baptism into

their worship, today the process is also being reversed. There are a

number of people well versed in the Yoruban tradition who are actu-

ally teaching Baptists some of the Orisha traditions. (Henry 2002:1-2)

Shango yard n An area in which Shango worship is held, usu. the

yard of a house or a compound for several houses. 0 Do you visit any

Shango yards now at all, to see how things have progressed? (EX-2

6 Mar 1988:13)

shanting n Tob Competitive singing; usually during CARNIVAL. 0

(Craig-James 2008:11-297)

shao, sheea n The sound of meat hitting hot oil. /Jao/ (poss. < Gs
shwa, tsowa ‘sizzling of cooking oil’, Kikongo shiashia ‘splutter in

cooking’) = shrah 0 “Where’s the food? I eh hear no shao.” (1984) 0

Every time a new bit of dough hit the pot the oil went ‘Shee-a,

shee-a’, and when, being already browned on one side, it was turned

on the other, it made the same noise again. (Anthony 1965: 108)

shapat see SAPAT

shapely snake n obs Pseustespoecilonotus polylepis, a snake. = bird-

eating snake, cutlah, cutlass
5

, >dos cocorite, mahogany rat snake,

olive-brown snake, puffing snake
1

0 (Zoological Society of London

1898) 0 (Sclater 1899)

shaplaysee CHAPLET

shapot n Pouteria sapota, a native tree whose seeds are used as fla-

vouring. /Japot/ = >mamee sapote, sapote 0 When [the cocoa] is

being pounded, spice, nutmeg, bay leaves and chapote (which resem-

bles mammy sepote) is put in. It is left to dry for use the next morn-

ing. (Woodroffe 1974:22) 0 The grated seeds of the shapot or mamey
sapote [Calocarpum] mammasum. the nutmeg Myristica fragrans

and the tonca beans Dipteryx odorata are used in the flavouring of

cakes and other sweetmeats. (Morean 1991:44)

sharbat, sarabet 1 n A traditional drink made of water, sugar and

ground spices, usu. served with a handful of soft-dried channa to

individuals after a Hindu shaving ceremony for the dead. Also more
generally, any sweet drink, such as a carbonated SWEET DRINK, fruit

juice, or sugar water. /Jarbat/ (U < Arabic sharbah < Turkish/Persian

sherbet ‘drink’) 0 “Drink de sharbat before yuh go inside, yuh now
come from de cemetery.” (1990)

2 n A Muslim ritual during the wedding ceremony where the couple

drink from the same glass, as a pledge of eternal marriage bliss. 0

When they do the sharbat, is that time they truly together,

share 1 v Give, take, or distribute one or more portions of something.

(< arc E share ‘divide and apportion in pieces between two or more
recipients’) 0 But as roti was sharing, I wanted a taste. (Killer "Indian

Dinner” late 1940s, in Rohlehr 1990:499) 0 He shared himself a bowl

of soup. (Bain 1974:56) 0 All about men were in jackets and ties in

the hot afternoon and food was sharing and people were eating.

(Lovelace 1988:13) 0 Leroy you share the chips around and put up

the usual stakes. (Hill 1995:11)
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2 v Of blows, LICKS, punishment or suffering; be administered;

given; happen. (< arc E share ‘apportion to an individual as his

share') 0 These days the AG is riding a high horse and he is sharing

blows left, right and centre. (Mirror 1983) 0 “Where have you been?

It’s real cut tail sharing here,” he said, as the agent sat down in front

of the TV. (EX-S 25 Jan 1987:29) 0 ‘People say is fake, but the licks I

see those wrestlers sharing look real enough to me.’ (Lovelace

1988:71) 0 [They] did not even give him a chance to finish his story

before they started sharing blows like peas... “We gave that man so

much licks with a four-inch leather belt, the belt break up on him.”

(Heat 14 Oct 1989:7)

3 n Tob In fishing, a turn at casting a seine into the sea. 0 There are

commonly eleven to thirteen seines on the beach, and because of the

size of the beach, only two can be cast at a time. The crews, therefore,

have to wait their turn, or, as it is called in Plymouth, their share. This

means that a seine will be thrown until a good catch is made, which

may take as long as a week, though usually it is one day or less. The

others must wait. Because everyone helps pull in the seine, it is virtu-

ally guaranteed that everyone will have some piece offish for his pot

that night. (Abrahams 1974:26-7)

share away v Give away most or all of something. 0 “We does make it

and share it away.” (1990)

share out v Give parts of something to individuals as their shares.

(< arc E share out ‘apportion to an individual as his share’) 0 Den de

people way had tables share out a lot a cake and i screem to every-

body me and all, I did like de i screem. (PC 24 Sept 1904) 0 [H]e

always came with an armful of cane he had pulled from the cane-

wagons and he would have all the boys around him while he shared

out joint by joint. (Anthony 1965:55) 0 Nanny carried the small

wooden tray and shared out the biscuits. (Ladoo 1 972:89) 0 “Oh Lorrrd!

Look at money sharin' out. De million draw come an’ gone. Now de

1/2 million giant draw too, an’ I cyah win.” (Sweetbread, EX 17 July

1990:9) 0 Muslim Indo-Trinidadians also “share out” divine blessings

in similar fashion, but these are blessings from Allah. Muslims make
sirni (or melida) for their own devotional worship, from ingredients

that are similar to prasad. (Khan 1994:256) 0 My mother does share

out the pot with a heavy hand. Everybody get plenty.

shareposh see SAREPOSH

share up v Take or give portions of the same thing. 0 But they share up

the ting and forget me in the comer. (Doh Say Dat, TG 8 Sept 1991)

sharing n An agreement by which a landowner and an agricultural

worker share both expenses and returns on the harvest. 0 [The] owner

of a cocoa or coconut field may enter into a “sharing” agreement,

under which owner and worker share equally the expenses and

returns from the yield of the trees. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:55)

shark 1 n Carcharinus limbatus (E common blacktip shark or blackfm

shark), a shark. (< E shark ‘a fish of the sub-order Squali, usu. the

large and voracious species) = black fin shark, black tip shark 0

(Kenny & Bacon 1981:120)

2 n Mustelus cams (E dusky smooth hound or smooth dogfish), a

shark. 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

3 n Mustelus higmani (E small-eye smooth hound), a shark. 0

(LNP 1985)

4 n Isogomphodon oxyrhyncus (E sharp-nosed shark), a shark. 0

(Vincent 1910)

5 n Squalus cubensis [poss. ~ Acanthias vulgaris] (E puppy shark or

dog-fish), a shark. = dogfish, puppy shark 0 (Vincent 1910)

6 n Any shark with large “eye-stalks” on head, including Sphyrna

tiburo (E hammerhead shark), S. lewini (E scalloped hammerhead),

and S. zygaena. - zigene (S. zygaena); pantoufflier, piss-a-bed shark,

shovel(head) shark (S. lewini)

shark and bake n A popular snack food consisting of a FRY BAKE and

fried seasoned shark, esp. well known from Maracas Bay in north

Trinidad. = >bake and shark 0 One gets the impression that the Shark

and Bake that Maracas Bay visitors enjoy could also qualify for exclu-

sive one-island status. (EX-2 18 Oct 1987:15) 0 “Why ANR Robinson

take away the schoolchildren food? Why he was so wicked when God
feed the multitudes with six barley loaf and three fish - why Robinson

couldn’t even give the chirren a shark and bake?” (Pires 1992b:5) 0

The leaves of the Shado-beni, Eryngium foetidum, are used in cook-

ing... Oyster vendors and Maracas shark-and-bake vendors owe no

small part of the distinction of the flavour of their cocktails and sauces

to the unique pungency of Shado-beni. (Morean 1992h:28)

shark and bread n A snack food consisting of bread and fried sea-

soned shark. 0 Santiago would buy from the vendors touloom, cas-

sava bread, peewah, mamesepote, chenette, topitambo and sometimes

shark and bread and pack them in her bag. (Doodnath 1 989: 1
1

)

shark and hops n A snack food consisting of HOPS BREAD and fried

seasoned shark. = bread and shark 0 For somebody like me who could

only buy shark an hops, it was too dear. (Mamits LPOS, TG 1 May
1977) 0 “She will get up to sell shark an’ hops bread an’ catch we!”

(Ramsawack 1983:1 1) 0 From the shark and hops, sweet drinks and

doubles vendors, to the odd toolum, sugar cake and anchar vendors,

sales are booming so much that they have increased their delicacies

and drinks to accommodate the hundreds of on-lookers around the

court. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:23)

shark oil n Oil rendered from shark skin, usu. used medicinally. 0

Tante does put shark oil in the loch. (1979) 0 Add lime juice to shark

oil and drink for three days. (Wallace 2002:35)

shark swim n A type of swimming stroke in which the hands are held

together above the head. 0 He floated in the water, did the back swim,

the dog swim, the shark swim, and the breast stroke swim. (Narine

1979:58)

sharpman n A conman; someone who takes advantage of or cheats

others in business dealings or financial transactions. (< E sharp

‘keen-witted and alert in business matters; businesslike; smart; often

with unfavourable implications, i.e. quick to take unfair advantage of

others’) 0 Longtime like every man had ah role an responsibility. It

had de preacherman, icecream-man, iceman, papersman, paletman,

taximan, policeman, fireman, teacherman, waterwoman, garbageman

an de sharpman. (Foster 1990:81)

sharp-nosed tree snake n obs Oxybelis aeneus, a slender non-venomous

snake, (fr sharp pointy nose) = ash-coloured horsewhip, ashy whip

snake, >horsewhip, liguez, pike-headed snake, rigoise, rigoise argen-

tee, tan horsewhip, vine snake
2

,
whip snake 0 (Ditmars 1915a)

shataigne see CHATAIGNE

shave v Cut off almost all head hair of male mourners after a Hindu

funeral. (< E shave ‘cut off hair close to the skin’) = >shradh, shaving

0 “[Florida and Kananga Waters are] used especially by Hindus when
they shave their eldest sons, while the Baptists use them when they

give persons a bush bath.” (EX-2 20 Oct 1 991 :3) 0 “Put one place for

the Baptists to light their candles, one place for the Hindus to shave

their heads, make people respect the river.” (Pires 1 995h: 13)

shave ice 1 n Ice scraped or cut off a large ice block in small bits, or

crushed, pressed into a container, keeping its form, with flavoured

syrup poured over it. See also PRESS 2
. (< E shave ‘scrape off; cut

down; pare away with a sharp tool in thin portions’) = >sno-cone,

snowball 0 ‘Snow... what it look like? Mr Franklin tell me it like

shave-ice.’ (Selvon 1972) 0 Fifty years ago... the trams were running

on the Savannah and gaily dressed couples walked the streets and

bought shave ice wrapped in a brown paper cone. (Punch 1977)

2 adv An expression of amazement, surprise, disappointment, anger,

disgust, or annoyance. = shimes, shimmons, shims, shite, >shits 0

‘ Jaillin, you know it bite Ram Ali direc’ in he arse. Shave ice, you

shouda hear he bawl! When I tell you we laugh!’ (McDonald 1969:77)

shaver man n A man who likes to cut or slash people. 0 (Haynes

1987:90)

shaving n A Hindu ritual of cutting off almost all head hair of male

mourners after a funeral. (< E shaving ‘cutting off hair close to the

skin’) = shave, >shradh 0 The period of mourning is nine days for a

woman and ten days for a man, during which time the men may not

shave and no one may cut his or her nails. At the end of this time the

“shaving” takes place on the bank of the river... A member of the No
(barber) caste comes to the house of mourning and cuts the nails of

the women. He then walks to the riverbank with the men of the
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family, accompanied by the male friends of the family, and particu-

larly of the deceased. Donning a dhoti, one male member of the fam-

ily (the son of the deceased, if there is one, or a brother) is shaved -

head, face, and armpits. One tiny lock of hair - the curki

-

is left on

the back of his head. Other male members of the family have their

faces shaved, as do all men who wish to pay their respects to the dead.

(Klass 1961:130) 0 About a week and a half after the cremation cere-

mony the rites of “shaving" and “bandara” must be performed. The

person who is responsible for the rites must sleep for 10 days in

the same spot and in the same position in which the coffin was put in

the home. The “shaving" however is one of the most important rites.

Hindus believe before the soul reaches God for judgement it must

undertake a journey and the “shaving” is a ritual geared to help the

soul along the way. (Heat 10 Oct 1991:3)

Shaw’s black-backed snake n obs Liophis melanotus nesos, a small

non-venomous snake. = beauty of the road, >bebel (chemin), belle

chemin, black-backed snake, doctor snake“, squirrel snake 0 (Dixon

& Michaud 1992:250)

shayshay n A type of broom used in Shango rituals. /JeJe/ (< Yor
sesere ‘broom’) = >shesheray 0 Materials used in healing and conjur-

ing. Accessories... Broom (shayshay). (Simpson 1962:331) 0 These

powers beat on offender with a shayshay (broom) and require him to

kneel in front of the person he has wronged and ask his pardon.

(Simpson 1970:26-7)

shavshayray see SHESHERAY

she 1 pron Third person singular female subject. Note: In some cases,

the repetition of this pronoun at the head of the sentence can indicate

contempt for that person (see 1979 citation below). (< E she, third

person singular female subject) 0 She gat plenty monee foo teke liar,

eff wan bete she she dont mine foo pay ah man like maggermush an

plentee more bad fellers way a working pan she estate foo beete dem
and paa fore dem befo de law. (PC 1 Oct 1904) 0 “She min worryin

she too bad... But she husban give me some rum to give she. She go

feel good just now.” (Ladoo 1972:80) 0 She - the speaker may
express his contempt for another person by repeating the personal

pronoun which is at the head of the sentence, [about Maeve]... si, si

nA du si wAk. Stupid Maeve has not done her work. (Webster 1979)

2 pron Third person singular female object. 9 Tell she ah wud like to

see she to tell she wot ah tink bout she an she pedigree way she

always toking bout. (PC 30 July 1904) 0 As ah fool ah money ah ent

care one ting bout she or anybody else. (PC 14 Sept 1904) 0 Ah
wos’n near enuff to ketch she but some odder fellars save she from

brakin she foot; or she han, and perhaps she neck. (PC 29 Oct 1904) 0

“I is Ramlal, from Fly Village.” “Oh ho. Is I dat tell she about you.

Pass round in de back.” (Selvon 1948:3) 0 “She min worryin she too

bad... But she husban give me some rum to give she. She go feel good

just now.” (Ladoo 1972:80) 0 ‘Well,’ she said, ‘you can bring she. Is

pack I going to pack; is me mooma and me poopa I going back to.’

(Naipaul 1976:107)

3 pron Third person singular female possessive. 0 Ah wud like to no

way kine ah ooman she is, she an she Joe. (PC 30 July 1904) 0 She

gat plenty monee foo teke liar, effwan bete she she dont mine foo pay

ah man like maggermush an plentee more bad fellers way a working

pan she estate foo beete dem and paa fore dem befo de law. (PC 1 Oct

1904) 0 Ah wos’n near enuff to ketch she but some odder fellars save

she from brakin she foot; or she han, and perhaps she neck. (PC 29

Oct 1904) 0 That is not she house, that is my own.

sheea see SHAO

sheek 1 n obs Long sideburns, (fr Rudolph Valentino’s hairstyle in the

movie “The Sheik”) 0 When you got money they will call you papito.

Tell you how yuh sheek resemble Ramon Navarro (Growler “Women
Diplomacy” 1940) 0 We have an old photo of my father with a sheek

and a little moustache.

2 n obs A woman considered to have loose morals. 0 Shek (sheek) - a

female of easy virtue. Any girl with so many men must be a shek.

(ESTT 1956)

shee yow, seow, ciao, see yau, siaw n Soy sauce; a dark-coloured,

salty sauce made from soybeans, used esp. in Chinese cooking. /Jiao,

siau/ (< Ch shi-yu, shi-yau < shi ‘salted beans’ + yu ‘oil’) 0 Put more

shee-yow in that, nah. 0 The main ingredients in Chinese cooking are:

soya bean sauce (see yau)... (Millett 1993:1 15)

shekashek see CHECK-A-CHECK

shekere, shwkere n An African type of percussion instrument consist-

ing of a hollowed CALABASH covered with a string net to which

shells or large seeds are fastened; when shaken it serves as a rattle,

and it can also be beaten like a drum. /Jskere/ (< Yor shekere ‘a large

calabash covered with a string net to which cowry shells are

fastened’) 0 Many musical instruments found among Black folk

musicians in Trinidad and Tobago are identical with their counter-

parts inside Africa. Examples of these are the sanza (mbira), emele

(omele), dun-dun and shwkere. (Elder 1988:101

)

shekeshek see CHECK-A-CHECK

shell 1 n In com, the leaves covering the edible kernels. = huks 0 Take

out the shell from all the com.

2 v Remove green leaf SHELL fr com; or remove com kernels fr inner

HUKS. (< dial E ‘separate grain fr husk’) 0 Shell all this com before

you go.

shell corn, shelled corn n Com grains removed from the inner

cob/HUKS/STICK. (<AmE shelled corn ‘Indian com removed fr cob’)

9 The parcel contained shelled com. (POSG 8 Nov 1907:6) 0 Farm-

ers! Farmers! Do you have clean dry shell com to sell? Yes! Good
Price Offer, (ad, TN 28 Sept 1990:2)

shelter v Take shelter from rain. Note: SE equivalent is take shelter, or

shelterfrom [xj. (< E shelter ‘provide refuge; harbour; protect’, shel-

ter oneself ‘take shelter; protect oneself) 0 The police-man on the

beat has put on his overcoat and is sheltering with a handful of men
and women under the eaves of a shop a few yards along the Boule-

vard. (Archibald 1937:45) 0 It only have few people sheltering rain on

the pavement. (Selvon 1960b: 1 07) 0 ‘The rain did not wet you. Papa?’

‘It sprinkle me a little. I had to shelter.' (Lovelace 1968) 0 “That night

rain fell and the baby got soaking wet, while I tried to secure some-

thing for them to shelter.” (TTM 1983) 9 “Yuh cyah shelter here! Go
over de road by de rumshop; dat is de place foh yuh to shelter!" (Ram-

sawack 1983:4) 9 “Man, when the rainy season start, we fellas does

buy an Angel News and share it up to shelter.” (EX-2 8 May 1988:6) 9

The only place for me and the motor-cycle to shelter was under Gran-

Gran’s house. (Stewart 1989:119) 9 Jean: H’mm. What happen when
rain fall? Taj: When rain fall? You and me will be inside cuddling up

and sheltering, Jeanie. (Selvon 1991c: 120) 9 ‘Bal, it look like plenty

rain going to fall this time, boy. Look how dark the clouds is.’ ‘Sure,

Savi. You sure right... I think we have to shelter.’ (Gosine 1992:106)

9 “We used to travel by truck and when rain start to fall, we jump out

and shelter under a mango tree.” (EX 3 Jan 2003:27)

shepherd n A rank of Spiritual Baptists. (< E shepherd ‘spiritual

guardian or pastor of a congregation’) 9 Shepherds care for children.

They remove disruptive youngsters from the place of worship and may
suggest a particular child as a candidate for baptism. (Glazier 1983:52)

9 Groups are locally organised and fissiporous, and many do not sub-

scribe to recent attempts at centralisation such as the election of bish-

ops... members also attend the more established churches, particularly

the Catholics, and infant baptism and marriage have usually been

performed by the ministers of other churches. Baptist Shepherds and

Mothers, however, are now being increasingly ordained like the clergy

of the major denominations. (Littlewood 1993:91

)

sherni see SIRNI

shervani n A traditional Indian man’s garment: a long jacket having

long sleeves, a high collar, and small buttons down the front. /Jervani/

(< H-U shervani Tong coat-like garment’) 9 All clothing worn [at

this puja] was western except for a Gandhi cap and an Indian coat

(shervani) worn by one pundit. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:1 18)

shesheray, shayshayray n A type of broom used in Shango rituals.

/JeJere/ (<Yor sesere ‘broom’) = shayshay 9 sesere: broom made
of cocoyea... and used as insignia of certain orisha, particularly

Shakpana and Osain. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:233) 9 This spectator ends

up “dancing with all (his) might", being beaten with the shayshayray

broom, drinking water from a goblet, tasting coo coo and the sacrificed
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goat, and witnessing the unusual behaviour of the possessed.

(Rohlehr 1990:157)

shibala see saibala

shibbyshoe n Bad-smelling toes or shoes. /JibiJu/ (poss. < shitty shoe ;

poss. < Kikongo nsudi ‘bad odour’) 0 Take your shibbyshoe outside.

0 That smelling a real shibbyshoe.

shift self to suit selfphr Take steps to look after your own interests in

the best way possible. 0 (Ottley 1971:53) 0 He would always shift

heself to suit heself.

shilling 1 n obs A coin worth one ninth of a Spanish dollar. (< BrE
shilling ‘coin worth one twentieth of a pound’) = >bit 0 1811. Spanish

dollars pierced with a central octagonal hole and the octagonal

segment stamped with a letter T. Nine Shillings or Nine Bitts... One
Shilling or Bitt. Octagonal centre segment from the Spanish dollar.

Stamped T incuse... Approval was given... on 17th June 1811 to cut a

quantity of dollars not exceeding 25,000. A piece the weight of one

bitt (46 grains) to be cut from the centre and the resulting dollar ring

and the centre segment to be given circulation at the rate of 9- and
1/- respectively. (Pridmore 1965:223)

2 n obs A British colonial coin worth twelve pence, or one twentieth

of a pound sterling, equal to 24 cents in the Trinidad & Tobago dollar

system of currency. In this system, one DOLLAR was made up of

100 British halfpennies, each called a CENT or a SMALL CENT; or

50 British pennies, called a two cents; or four shillings plus four

cents. A British threepenny piece was called a SIX-CENTS. A two-

shilling piece was worth 48 cents. The coin was introduced in 1845,

and withdrawn in 1956, with the change to a decimal system. =

twenty-five cents 0 English copper coin will be refused by the

negroes, a silver stampee (penny farthing) being the lowest coin that

will be taken. Indeed, for a British colony, the monetary system of

Trinidad is most disgraceful. An English sixpence will only pass for a

bit (fivepence here), and a shilling for a franc. This leads to all sorts

of frauds upon strangers. Surely the money should be made exclu-

sively British. If any coin at all depreciates in an English colony, it

ought surely to be foreign, and not British. (Day 1852,1:176) 0 Field

labourers, even coolies, get four bits (one shilling and eightpence) a

day, whilst artisans and street labourers are paid in proportion, when
you can get them so far to favour you as to work at all. (Day

1852,1:180) 0 After payment, he still had several shillings in his

purse. (POSG 3 Sept 1 907:5) 0 To hear them make the old talk, “dou-

dou, darling”, That is when you give them twenty shilling. (Growler

‘‘Advantageous Young Girls” 1939) 0 They looked contemptuously at

the vegetables, squeezed them and turned away with sneers and sighs

when told: ‘‘Twelve cents, dearie,” or: “Shillin’ a pound, dearie.” (de

Boissiere 1956a: 141) 0 She wanted a shilling to go to Matinee. (Viper

“Some Peculiar People” 1956 pr) 0 Suddenly she rose and went to her

teabox to count her money. A dollar, two shillings, and three pennies.

(Holder 1959: 1 52) 0 ‘Oh come nuh man, lemme take way couple-few

shilling before you go.’ (Hill 1966 [
1 952] : 1 0) 0 Except when he was

voluntarily made a gift of a shilling or two, he did not as a rule exact

payments for his services. (Naipaul 1976:138) 0 Then the boy saw his

father place one hand in his trouser pocket and extract some money —
a two-dollar and one-dollar bill, a shilling and two pennies. With

shaking hands, his old man sorted out a twenty-four cent piece.

(Narine 1977:47) 0 “That dog’s asshole shining like a shilling in the

moonlight.” (1984) 0 SHILLING. A British coin worth twelve

pence... or one twentieth of a pound sterling, i.e. 24 cents. It was
introduced into Trinidad in 1 845 and withdrawn on decimalization in

1956. It was minted of silver until 1922, of 50 percent silver until

1937, and of cupro-nickel thereafter. (Anthony 1997:525) 0 He put

the silver shilling in his fob, carefully tapped the pocket from the out-

side with his index to feel if the shilling had settled safely, then he

took-off. (Andersen 2004:62)

3 n obs In the new decimal system introduced in 1956, the twenty-

five cents coin, worth one quarter of a dollar. This term was retained

for a time, though eventually replaced by a twenty-five CENTS. 0

“If 1 want a shilling to buy grog I don’t have to ask mi wife.” (Stewart

1989:92)

4

n arc Money; living; livelihood. = bob 0 I don’t know how the

young men living. They never have a shilling. (Executor “I Don’t

Know How the Young Men Living” 1937) 0 “[He] came and asked

me what I was doing, although he saw me selling, and I told him I

was just trying to make a shilling.” (Bomb 31 July 1987:25)

shilling mango n A variety of cultivated mango. 0 Barry went on to

talk about shilling mango, fancy mango, mango camel, mango ice

cream and La Brea girl. (EX 14 Aug 1994:25)

shim n A male homosexual, esp. one considered to be acting in a fem-

inine manner. /Jim/ (< she + him) 0 “All I know is that this fellow

chucked off this ‘shim’ (homo), and a whole group of them jumped
on him and started stabbing him all over.” (Mirror 1985)

shimes intj An expression of amazement, surprise, disappointment,

anger, disgust, or annoyance. /Jaimz/ (< shims)
= shave ice, shim-

mons, shims, shite, shits

shimmons intj An expression of amazement, surprise, disappoint-

ment, anger, disgust, or annoyance. /Jimanz/ = shave ice, shimes,

shims, shite, shits 0 “Oh, shimmons!” (de Boissiere 1937)

shims intj An expression of amazement, surprise, disappointment,

anger, disgust, or annoyance. (< E shit, a coarse exclamation of

annoyance or disgust = shave ice, shimes, shimmons, shite, shits

shindig boots n arc A style of mid-calf boot with low heels popular in

the late 1960s. (fr this style on the American television dance show
“Shindig”) 0 We wanted those plastic pointy-tip backless shoes just

so we could have new ones every two months. And how we longed

for shindig boots! (T&T Yesteryear 1995:8)

shindig hat n arc A colourful conical hat style worn during Carni-
val in the early 1960s. (fr this style on the American television

dance show “Shindig”)

shine bush n Porophyllum ruderale, a native aromatic erect plant to

1 m (3.2') or more tall. Leaves spirally arranged, elliptic-oblong, to

6 x 2.5 cm (2.3" x 1"), narrowed at base into slender stalk. Flower-

stalks swollen upwards, 2-4 cm (.8-1.6") long, solitary or few together;

flower heads 2.5 cm x 5 mm (1" x .2"), with about 30 green, purple-

tipped florets. 0 Shine Bush... A quantity of the entire bush is boiled

in water, and then left to stand overnight in the dew. The aqueous

extract is then used as an eye-wash. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:168)

shine lizard n Mabuya bistriata, a skink lizard, somewhat resembles a

ZANDOLEE, but stouter, shorter, head pointy, bronze colour with two

darker lateral lines, 20-22.5 cm (8-9") long, (fr its shiny skin)

Shine’s Pasture n obs An area in Port of Spain, now Victoria Square.

0 It is hoped that the remnant of Shine’s Pasture which now forms

Victoria Square will soon be put in respectable order. (POSG 7 Sept

1907:7) 0 Of course “bat and ball” was being indulged in all over

the country long before [the removal of bulls from Queen’s Park

Savannah] whether in Shine’s Pasture (Victoria Square) in Port of

Spain, or in Paradise Pasture in the southern capital, San Fernando.

(Ottley 1978:80)

shining bush 1 n Peperomia pellucida [= P. concinna. Piper pellu-

cidum, P. concinnum ], a native succulent plant to 35 cm (13.6") tall,

delicate, erect, with smooth shiny leaves, 10-30 x 10-25 mm (.4-. 9"),

broadly ovate. Flower spikes simple, slender 2-8 cm (.8-3") long.

Fruit ovoid, longitudinally ribbed, 1 mm (.04") long, (fr shiny leaves)

= shiny bush, zeb couresse 0 Shining bush has been used in Trinidad

for a number of years for a variety of reasons with excellent results.

As a cooling it has no equal. For a bush bath, it is miraculous. In

times of distress - death, birth, court cases, and P.N.M. victories - it

is a tremendous comfort when tied to the waist, next the skin, with a

clean white cloth. (Macaw 1960:54) 0 Shining bush and shadow

benny were used for colds. (Alladin 1970:18) 0 Gargle with boiled

shining bush water. (Pavy 1987:37) 0 Both plants and diseases are

classified as being either “hot” or “cold” and they are used to comple-

ment each other, “hot” herbs being administered in “cold” diseases

and vice-versa... Some herbs which are considered cold include water

grass... shining bush... and minnie root. (Morean 1991:9) 0 Pepero-

mia pellucida, the succulent shining bush or stone cressles found
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among damp, rocky sunlit spots in most yards. (Morean 1992a:30) 0

(MNP 2007)

2 n Cordia curassavica, a plant. = >black sage
1

(fr use in shining

horses’ coats) 0 A bundle of branch tips of black sage... (also called

shining bush in the horse racing industry) is used before horses race

to make the horse’s coat shiny, as a coat cleaner and to remove the

superficial dust. The dust from the horse’s skin turns the bunch of

leaves brown. (Lans 2006:73)

shinney, shinney worm, shinny makak, chenille n Any caterpillar

covered with hairs; many of the hairs are stiff and very irritating.

/Jini, Jini makak/ (< FC chini < Fr chenille ‘velvet; plush’ from hair-

like covering; + FC makak ‘monkey’ < Kikongo makakii ‘monkey’) 0

Tommy had already told me of a species of silk moth that habitually

lays its eggs on avocado leaves... He said that the caterpillars were

reputed to have venomous spines and were locally called “shinneys.”

This is a Trinidadian corruption of the French word chenille, meaning

“caterpillar” or “worm.” It has nothing to do with boys’ being stung

as they “shinnied” up tree trunks, as I at first assumed. (Worth

1967:89)

shiny bush n Peperomia pellucida , a small native plant, with smooth

shiny leaves. = >shining bush 1

,
zeb couresse 0 Shining Bush, Shiny

Bush. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:148)

shiny lizard n Gymnophthalmus underwoodi [~ G. lineatus], a small

lizard, about 8.7 cm (3.5") long. Back shiny, mahogany brown-black

with a paler stripe on each side and light patch on throat. Belly gray-

white, but each belly scale has a patch of brown pigment, giving over-

all dark appearance. All individuals in this species are female. Found

in dry areas including savannas, lawns, gardens, where it can be seen

slithering through the grass when it is very hot and sunny, (fr its shiny

skin) 0 Encourage the Zandolie to live in your garden, the Shiny

Lizard in your grass, for they are doing an effective job on your mole

crickets and other insects. (Boos 1978:31) 0 (Murphy 1997:136)

shiny sale n A store sale in which all the things on sale are shiny and

low-cost. 0 (Haynes 1987:24)

ship-sail n obs A game in which marbles or grains of com are held in

a closed fist by one player, who says, “Ship sail, sail fast. How many
men on board?” A guess is made by the opponent; if the actual num-
ber is less he has to give as many as will make up the true number, if

more, as many as he said over. If the guess is correct he takes them

and starts over in turn (or eats the captured grains). 0 (Inniss 1932:26)

shirt-jac, shirt-jak n A style of man's short-sleeved shirt worn out-

side the trousers, often having some decoration on the front; designed

to replace the traditional formal jacket and tie. (< E shirt + jacket) 0

Davis was dressed in a shirt-jac of African print, open at the neck

with short sleeves and worn loose over dark terylene trousers.

(Ramkeesoon 1975:6) 0 [He] has argued that as a member of the rac-

ing authority, which has given shirt-jacs its official blessing, he is

entitled to blank the traditional jacket and tie. (Punch 1977) 0 [He

wasn’t] looking hot and sweaty in his old colonial garb. Instead, he

was sporting the more trendy shirt jac outfit. (Mirror 1983) 0 [They]

were introduced individually to the audience by a shirt-jacked M.C.

with an organiser’s sense of command. (Espinet 1984:9) 0 His dress

is casual. A simple shirt and pair of slacks. No three-piece suit or for-

mal shirt-jac here. (£X20 Dec 1987: 19) 0 Will shirt-jaks replace coat

and ties for parliamentarians during sittings? (TG 20 Aug 1990:9) 0

Hanuman Man keeps his secret identity secret by wearing a shirtjak

and jowls. (ND 17 Oct 2003)

shirt-jac suit n arc A style of man’s matching SHIRT-JAC and trou-

sers. 0 Parliamentary Secretary... Eden Shand (shirt-jac suit) heaped

praise on the month-long Hi-Lo/National Fisheries National Fish

Festival, (photo caption, EX-S 15 Mar 1987:68) 0 It was also late

Wednesday night when the be-suited and tied McLeod confessed that

only his mother and his eldest daughter had, before this, caused him
to throw off his trademark blue shirt-jac suit in favour of the “lounge

suit” called for in the invitations. (TG 23 Jan 1994:5)

shirt-tail adj Childish; clinging to an adult. (< E shirt-tail ‘small, as a

young child') 0 Left me out of it. I not no shirt-tail man like Tiger!

(Selvon 1 99 1 a:25

)

shishya n A student of a PANDIT or teacher. /JiJja/ (< H shishya ‘dis-

ciple; scholar; pupil’) 0 The shishya (student) too is enjoined to look

upon the teacher as a parent. (TG 23 Sept 1990:33)

shite(s) intj An expression of amazement, surprise, disappointment,

anger, disgust, or annoyance. /Jait, Jaits/ (< E shite, variant of shit, a

coarse exclamation of annoyance or disgust) = shave ice, shimes,

shimmons, shims, shits 0 “Ah, shite, maan, shite! Dem bastards who
call me nigger! Ah’m white, maan, white!” (Chandos 1955)

shit-hound n A person who is untrustworthy, inflated with self-

importance. (< E shit-, indicating disgust or contempt) 0 Shit-houng

(hound). Look the nonsense de shit-houng do nah. - Look what the

shallow-brains did! (ESTT 1956) 0 Man, this man is a shit hound.

(Bain 1974:84) 0 You always talkin about how changes come and

how we mus make dem. an’ now de time come - you playin’ mas.

you goin’ on like a real shit-hound man. (Maxwell 1976) 0 Just

when I thought I was through with Deans of Discipline for the rest

of me life, here is this shit-hound Keekee at a quarter to eight on a

triumphant morning giving me a hard time. (Andersen 2004:61

)

shits intj An expression of amazement, surprise, disappointment,

anger, disgust, or annoyance. (< E shit, a coarse exclamation of

annoyance or disgust) = shave ice, shimes, shimmons, shims, shite 0

Oh shits! I completely forget!

shit-talk n Nonsense; stupid talk; idle or entertaining conversation.

(< E shit ‘rubbish; something worthless’) 0 “Shit talk! Shit talk!” the

one-legged man shouted. “Soomintra good lookin, but she not better

dan Ama.” (Ladoo 1972:75) 0 Done with the shit-talk,

shit-talker n A person known for their entertaining but unimportant

conversation. (< shit-talk + -er ‘one who does’) 0 Playing mas...

20 years ago... “We had people sleeping in the camp... it was differ-

ent... it was more family-like. You had a lot of sh-t-talkers in dem
days... laughing whole day while they making costumes and so on.”

(TG9 Jan 1994:2)

shit up v Let down; be unreliable; cause problems for. (< E shit ‘defile

with excrement’) 0 “Yuh well shit me up.” (1990)

Shivala see SIWALA

Shivratri, Shiva-Ratri n A Hindu festival honouring the deity Shiva,

held once a year from midnight to noon. /Jivratri/ (< H Shiva, the

deity + ratri ‘night’) 0 Shiva-Ratri, the Sacred Annual Festival of the

Hindoos, will be celebrated at the Tunapuna Shivalia... with a view of

improving the tone and rendition of the Chowtal (Sacred hymns and

compositions) recited and sung at this festival, this year's rendition

will be in the form of a competition. (TG 5 Feb 1933:7) 0 The one

ceremonial occasion when most Hindus go to temples is Shivratri or

Shiva Night. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:114) 0 [0]n the approach of

the holy festival of Shiva-Ratri he walked barefooted, brass jug in

hand, to the nearest temple and there performed an ablution on the

idol of Shiva. (Naipaul 1976:75) 0 I ate sawine for Eid and celebrated

Christmas although our main emphasis was on Divali, Shiv Ratri and

Janamastami. (EX-S 31 Aug 1988:24) 0 Shivratri, commemoration of

the birth of Shiva, is an important Hindu springtime festival...

observed on the 13th day of Phagun, around March. The temples are

decorated with streamers. Beggars come from outside the village and

wait in the temple yards to receive alms... Villagers start going to the

temple about midnight and the procession continues until noon of the

following day. The Trinidad Sevashram Sangha on Nolan Street has a

24-hour-kirtan devotional session on Shivratri, with groups of singers

performing in relay to complete a whole day and night of continuous

singing. (Myers 1998:72)

Shiv Shobha Yatra n Installation of a new MURTI of the Hindu deity

Shiva in a MANDIR. /JrvJobha jatra/ (< H shobha ‘splendour’ +

yatra ‘procession’) 0 A murti of the image of the Hindu God Lord

Shiva will today be taken through the streets of Couva in a public

procession on its way for its installation in the California Hindu
Mandir... The event called the Shiv Shobha Yatra is one of the first

such in this country. Hundreds of members of the mandir and

residents of the area will carry the murti in a nagar sankirtan chant-

ing procession. (EX 9 Nov 1986:36)
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shoemaker 1 n Various flat, edible marine fishes with leathery skin,

usu. Chloroscombrus chrysurus, Oligoplites palometa (E Maracaibo

leatherjaeket), O. saurus and (). saliens. (< E shoemaker , the name
of various leathery-skinned fishes) = plateau (C. chrysurus)', sapatay

(O .

palometa, O. saliens , O. saurus)', tie-pin, zapate, >zapatero

(O. saurus) 0 [(). saurus] (Vincent 1910:48) 0 (C. chrysurus) (LNP
1985) 0 Did you know that salmon, blackjack and plateau are excel-

lent sources of Vitamin A. (EX-S 15 Mar 1987:5)

2 n arc Archaeopreopona demophon ilmatur

,

a butterfly, wingspan to

9.7 cm (3.9"). Black with a wide central band of bright iridescent blue

crossing both wings. Undersides light silver with black markings. =

>king shoemaker, silver king shoemaker 0 (Kaye 1904) 0 (Kaye

1921:45-4)

3 n Prepona omphale, a butterfly, wingspan to 10 cm (4"). Black with

bright blue vertical central bands from mid-upper wing to lower wing

margin; inner side of upper wings is dark bright purple. = king king

shoemaker, >purple king shoemaker

4 n Historis odius orion, a butterfly. = >grape shoemaker 0 (Caracciolo,

JTFNCmA)
shokotoe adv In SHANGO worship, greet someone by shaking hands

with wrists crossed. 0 When two possessed persons meet at some spot

in the palais they may greet each other by shaking hands shokotoe

(with wrists crossed) and give each other water to drink. (Simpson

1970:33)

shook see SOOK

shoo-shoo, shu-shu 1 n Rumour; gossip; secrets, /juju/ (prob. < Fr

chuchoter ‘whisper’; also poss. Kikongo shishisa ‘intimidate by

mouth; Vai sisi ‘rumour’, Twi nsisi ‘deceit’) = phoos-phoos 1

0 Is then

1 hear the shu-shu, Charlie, I got feelings too. (Sparrow “Charlie”, ca

1960 pr) 0 The shoo-shoo is that the women are not pleased. (EX 27

Nov 1994:11) 0 Meanwhile, the shoo-shoo is that he is being regu-

larly paid his full salary ever since he was ordered to come back to

work in September. (EX 4 Dec 1 994: 11)0 Check their shocking lack

of vision and courage, not to mention common sense. So let the shoo-

shooing and the blushing continue. Let the ignorance continue... Let

HIV/AIDS and unplanned pregnancies rage on. (EX 1 1 Aug 2007:14)

2 v Speak at close range in a soft whisper. Often for gossiping, talking

at low volume because the subject is critical or secret. (< FC < Fr

chuchoter ‘to whisper’) 0 (Haynes 1987:187) 0 “All dem good to do

is shoo shoo all day. Dey sickenin’ man!” (Baptiste 1993:145)

3 v Urinate, usu. used for children. 0 “Why you shushu de? You
naughty.” (1979)

shoot v When boiling a ham, the point when the meat shrinks notice-

ably from the end of the bone. 0 De fellas take de ham just before de

bone shoot, an put ah big stone in de water. (Foster 1990:53)

shoot blag phr Talk idly, in an entertaining conversational manner.

(< blag~) 0 Shoot blag - To shoot a blag - to hold a lime. (Wright

1977:14) 0 Dey shootin' blag an’ eh studyin’ me. They are talking

[ole talk] and not considering me. (Haynes 1987:21)

shooter 1 n A large, lucky, or choice marble used to shoot at other

marbles, rarely parted with or betted.(< E shoot ‘propel;) = >taw 0 If

marbles were scarce, you could play with buttons, and your shooter

of course, or play for “bokie” where you returned your winnings, but

the loser would submit to placing his closed fist on the ground,

knuckles down, and the winner would pitch his taw against the joints

of one’s fingers for five or ten or however many “bokies” were bet

or “cut for.”

2 n The person who is currently PITCHING in a game of marbles. =

>pitcher 0 He is the best shooter I ever see.

shop n A full-time enterprise, more solidly built than a PARLOUR,
selling foodstuffs and small items, and licensed for rum and beer. 0

The tenn “shop” is used for what is really a kind of general store -

one that sells food, hardware, etc. Almost every shop is also a “rum-

shop.” One comer is usually set aside for the sale of “spirituous

liquors,” particularly beer and rum. (Klass 1961:53-4) 0 (Clark

1966:120)

shoppy n A kite made fr thin brown shop paper; similar to but smaller

than a COBO KITE, (fr being made from paper used to wrap parcels in

shops) 0 “Shoppies” were kites made from brown paper (usually used

to cover school books) which could be bought at almost any shop.

(Rampersad 1993:10)

shore grape n Coccoloba uvifera, a small straggly native evergreen

tree; grows near the sea. Fruit 1 cm (.4") diameter, round, rose-purple

when mature; in clusters, resembling small grapes, (fr seashore

habitat and grape-like fruits) = sea grape, >seaside grape 0 We
descended... to the sea-shore again, at a certain Maraccas bay, and...

rode along the firm sand between the sea and the lagoon, through the

low wood of Shore Grape and Mahaut... (Kingsley 1880:303)

short crop n Quick-growing agricultural crops grown for commercial

sale. 0 In addition to carrying out her social work, she planted short

crops which she sold in the local market and the groceries. (Gosine

1988:51)

short crutch adj Of a person or animal, short in height. (< E crotch,

crutch ‘the division of the human body where the legs join the trunk’)

0*He is from that short-crutch family in Siparia.

short drop n A short distance in a taxi; a small part of a taxi’s route

for which a lower fare is paid than for the entire route. (< drop') 0

Now things change their engines all gone, They can’t even make a six

cent short drop in town. (Dictator “The Zephyr Zodiak” 1956 pr) 0 A
marked reduction in a number of short drops on the various routes

have also been instituted. (EX 29 Mar 1987)

short pants 1 n Boys’ trousers that end above the knees; typical for

primary school uniforms. Also any trousers that end above the knees,

often long trousers that have been cut off. (< AmE pants ‘trousers’0

In place of the Jour Ouvert we now have a very ugly looking band of

men and women led by the Steel Band, some of its players bare-

backed with a pair of short pants, an old hat tom in several places.

(Jones 1947:63) 0 Thinking to make more speed, I stopped for a

while and divested myself of my shirt and my shortpants. (Ottley

1962: 11)0 Every morning I see this man, dressed in a short pants, an

old jersey and wearing dark shades, sitting on a bench not too far

from his posh home. (TTM22 Aug 1986:6) 0 [He] appeared in blouse

and short pants to answer to the crime. (TTM 13 Oct 1989:12) 0

Kamal would come out in home clothes; Ah short pants an merino an

ah slipper. An listen tuh yuh problem. (Foster 1990:76) 0 A raggedy

short pants vagrant. (Heat 10 Oct 1991 : 7) 0 But you must never sing

in no short-pants, Your fans won’t be please. (Boyie Mitchell “The

Way to Go” 1992) 0 “This Speech Band came as an ‘After the Crop’

fete. Well these guys use to dress like Robin Hood. A short pants,

knicker-bucker, and this bodice, pretty, pretty. Most of them were

barefoot or had on sapats and have feathers around here (points to

calves and ankles).” (Hall 1998:46)

2 phr Of a bottle of liquor, almost finished; usu. with put in. 0 (de

Boissiere 1956:216) 0 Manko put the bottle in short pants with

another drink. (Selvon 1973:90)

short plant n Piece of sugar cane, about 12" long with at least three

growing eyes, used for planting new canes. 0 You throw the short

plant in the furrow and cover it.

short-tailed fruit bat n Carollia perspecillata perspicillata, a fruit-

eating bat with a short tail. 0 (Alkins 1979:55)

short-tailed ground snake n Atractus trilineatus, a snake, (fr shortness

of tail relative to body) = ground snake, stub-tailed snake, >three-lined

ground snake, three-lined worm snake 0 (Boos 200 1 a: 1 10)

shot n Romantic or sexual pass or move. 0 Blast understands that the

girl accepted his advances and began going out with him a few weeks

later. But this has not been the first time he tried “shots” behind his

students. (Blast 22 Aug 1986:9)

shot on the hip phr In cockfighting, a kind of injury to the bird. 0

“When the cock get shot on the hip, the spur touch a nerve. He get

tumbau and cannot stand up, sometimes they remain with the tumbau,

sometimes they would work it out.” (1990)

shoulda, should ah, shud ah v A modal verb indicating an expression

of desire or obligation, in referring to past time; equivalent to E

should have, shoulda. /Judo/ (< E shoulda, a common oral contrac-

tion of should have) 0 Wan ah me frens tell me ah shud a charg he at
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60 cents ah day an dat wud ah wek it cum to $4.20. (PC 4 June 1904)

0 Boy! you shud ah see she. (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 “An’ wey yuh now
from, Mister? You shoulda be home ’bout four hours now! An I wor-

ryin' up mih brains hopin’ nottin’ eh happen to you!” (Sweetbread,

EX 29 Dec 1976:23) 0 ‘Out of spite, he shoot the horse. I shoulda kill

Captain Grant... But for that, they hang people.’ (Lovelace 1986:87) 0

“Robbie should ah stay home, ah doh know whey he put on that red

cap and red shirt for, he blight them fellas.” (Blast 24 Nov 1989:22) 0

Man, yuh shouda smell dat pot. It wake up everybody. (Foster

1990:33) 0 “He shoulda tell she all he life he living by he Sasur” (in

laws). (Maharaj 1994b:27) 0 “They shoulda charge the woman.” (EX
21 May 1995:11)

should did v A modal verb combining past time with a desired

condition; equivalent to E should have. 0 But Mistah Edditer, ah did

jess reech when Mistah Roberts coll owt fo de fire, and den you shud

did see how de men get confuse and begin to bustle all about. (PC
29 Oct 1904)

Shouter n A member of the Shouter Baptist or Spiritual Bap-
tist sect. This term is now considered negative by many members,

who now prefer the latter name, (fr occurrence of shouting during

worship) = Shouter Baptist, Spiritual Baptist 0 A shouter was vigor-

ously expounding the text, “There shall be weeping and gnashing of

teeth.” (Hummingbird 3 Sept 1904:12) 0 Inspector Greig said the

defendants were a class of people who went to the shouters’ meetings

- it was a form of worship - and these boys went there to mock at

them. The police had to send men to stop them. These persons were

outside of the ring, but interfered with the Shouters, and when the

Police interfered they pelted stones at the Constables. (POSG 26 Sept

1907:3) 0 The Shouters Again: Despite the fact that no quarter is

allowed them by the police to carry on their meetings, some of the

leaders of the “Shouting Congregation” nevertheless try to flout all

authority and assembled their flock whenever there seems to be a

suitable opportunity. (TG 16 Sept 1919:12) 0 An elderly man from

Enterprise Village... [was] charged... with allowing his house to be

used for the purpose of a Shouter’ s meeting. (TG 9 Oct 1919:7) 0 It

seems as though me wife is going mad, Because I left the Shouters,

she talk me bad. (Growler “The Coldness of the Water” 1939) 0 The
magistrate is the one who convicted the “shouters”. (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D16) 0 The varied programme will

include calypsoes of all the various periods of Trinidad’s history, the

calenda, drumming, the leggo, the bongo, stick-playing, the belaire,

the singing of African religious songs from the shango, as well as

samples of the West Indian Negro spirituals as sung by the “Shouter”

cult, the gayap and work songs, and a few pure African chants. The
programme will end with a calypso “War.” (TG 26 Feb 1943 in Ahye
1983:12) 0 Her head was tied with a white cloth, Shouter fashion, and

she was talking loudly as though possessed by a spirit, (de Boissiere

1952:101) 0 Shouters from all around. That day invade the burial

ground. (Cristo “Barman Henry” 1956 pr) 0 The law known as “An
Ordinance to render Illegal Indulgence in the Practices of the Body
known as the Shouters,” passed on November 27, 1917, was repealed

on April 26, 1961. (Simpson 1970:84) 0 Earlier studies of the reli-

gion... referred to the group as the Shouters, an appellation members
neither use nor appreciate. Believers refer to their faith as the Spiri-

tual Baptist church or, more commonly, as the Baptists. (Glazier

1983:3) 0 Though Governor Chancellor was praised for allowing the

masked carnival, it was the only liberal measure that distinguished an

otherwise flawlessly repressive regime which saw the passing of the

Shouters’ Prohibition Ordinance in 1917, the Seditious Acts and Pro-

hibitions Ordinance in 1920, and the approved establishment of

armed white vigilante groups in terrified reaction to the emergence of

mild proletarian militancy in 1919. (Rohlehr 1986:22) 0 The first

Calypso Drama for 1934 was about “a Shouters’ meeting in which the

Shouter ’Leader’ of Port of Spain [met] the ‘Leader’ of the South in a

battle for supremacy.” (Rohlehr 1990:137-8) 0 Shouter teaching is

that of Christian fundamentalism - belief in the Trinity, a literal

approach to the Bible as recent and authoritative history, adult

baptism by total immersion (for Shouters in the sea), possession by
the Holy Spirit and frequent signs of divine intervention. Groups are

locally organised and fissiporous, and many do not subscribe to

recent attempts at centralisation such as the election of bishops...

members also attend the more established churches, particularly the

Catholics, and infant baptism and marriage have usually been per-

formed by the ministers of other churches. Baptist Shepherds and

Mothers, however, are now being increasingly ordained like the

clergy of the major denominations. (Littlewood 1993:91)

Shouter Baptist n A Baptist sect generally characterized by spirit pos-

session, causing participants to shake, dance, prophesy, sing, and

SHOUT. = Shouter, Spiritual Baptist 0 The Shouter Baptists in their

long white or purple robes, chanted their hymns and the women
wailed. They threw com and flowers on the coffin and grunted halle-

luliahs. (Jones 1973:141) 0 Zandoli became a wayside Shouter Bap-

tist preacher who converted many sinners and died a respected man.

(Brereton 1979:169) 0 There is a clear distinction between the Spiri-

tual Baptists and the Shouter Baptists of the faith practised by the

Astar Circle... Mr Bradshaw described the Astar Circle as “neither a

Baptist organisation nor a Christian religion.” It was based, he added,

on a belief system of ancient African origin with Egypt as the source.

He pointed out that of all the Christian religious bodies in the Repub-

lic, the Baptists alone had not been introduced by Europeans or white

North Americans. Afro-Americans had brought the faith when trans-

planted here by the British in 1816. Six variants had developed: the

Independent Baptists mainly in the South; the Candle or Wayside

Baptists mainly in the North; the fundamental Baptists; the Sovereign

Grace Missionary Baptists; the Baptist Association and the Baptists

Union (formerly the British Missionary Society). There are now
seven bodies incorporated by act of Parliament, a further sixteen reg-

istered under the aegis of the President of the Republic and hundreds

of unaffiliated churches. (777? Sept 1992:10) 0 The Shouter/Spiritual

Baptists were forbidden by ordinance from holding public services of

worship between 1917 and 1951. To preserve the faith, therefore, was
an act of resistance. (Brereton 1993:50) 0 The other [photo], dated

March 30th, 1951, depicts the first legal Shouter Baptist Service since

the 1917 Prohibition. (OPNL June 1994:1)

Shouter Baptist Liberation Day see Spiritual/Shouter Baptist Liber-

ation Day

shouting n A form of religious worship in which sounds, often loud,

are made by the congregants; usu. in regard to Baptists, SHOUT-
ERS, Shouter Baptists, or Spiritual Baptists. (<E shouting

‘loud crying; uproar; acclamation’) 0 The bells were run in the four

comers of the tent and shouting followed. (WG 8 Dec 1930:5) 0 [She]

had been fined $60 for shouting. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:Box 15-F85-D28) 0 During the “hot” parts of service, deliber-

ate attempts are made to induce manifestations of the Holy Ghost.

Various techniques are used, including hymn singing, hand clapping,

and “adoption” (a form of hyperventilation). The combination of

these techniques is known as “shouting” or “trumpeting in the Spirit.”

(Glazier 1983:43) 0 “Shouting” takes a wide variety of forms. A
grunt, a whisper, or a sigh may be interpreted as a manifestation of

the Holy Ghost, while ten minutes of barks and nonsense syllables

may not be so interpreted. (Glazier 1983:44-5) 0 Archbishop Douglas

referred to the practice of shouting shared by both Baptists and Shout-

ers. The virtue of shouting, he explained, was that it served to join the

individual to the chorus of the universe so that microcosm and macro-

cosm achieved a unison. (TTR Sept 1992:11) 0 The National Con-
gress of Incorporated Baptists of Trinidad and Tobago informs its

membership and the people of Trinidad and Tobago that the term

“spiritual baptists” refers to that grouping of Christians in Trinidad

and Tobago whose worship is characterised by “shouting”, “catching

the power” and “mourning". (EX 23 Jan 1993:9)

shove along n A traditional African-based dance similar to the PIQUE.

0 The Chirrup and Shove Along are almost identical and employ the

same drum rhythm as the Pique. Variations are however noted in the

dragging foot movement with an accentuated dip on the second beat

which gently tilts the pelvis forward. The skirt is gathered with

both hands at waist level, back of the dancer, and the turns resemble

the mating dance of a bird. (Ahye 1978:46)
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shovel (head) shark n Sphyrna lewini, (E scalloped hammerhead), a

shark to 4.2 m (13.4') long, with large sideways eye stalks on head.

Caught on long lines, flesh usu. sold salted, or without the head if

fresh. (< E shovel ‘a digging implement with a broad blade’, ff shape

of the sides of the head) = piss-a-bed shark, shark
6
0 (LNP 1985)

show bad face phr Unsmiling; barely responding; usu. to indicate that

you do not want someone’s company. 0 Yuh tantie come to visit and

you only showing bad face.

Showboy n One of the character players in a Tobago SPEECH BAND.

(< E show ‘present for viewing or exhibit’) 0 Showboy would be

ahead of the band and make the people aware of the speech band’s

coming. Followed by the Robins, next by the Champions, then by

King George himself. (OPNL Sept 1988:3) 0 The showboy, Robin...

that bring me to this ball/is to appear first Robin in this... The others

would come and say theirs and then you’d have the announcement of

a play... then we call on South Hampton, then South Hampton call on

Sealey and Sealey call on Popool... They will tell of events in the

village and they will tell of the character of each other... The present

arrangement is that some men would go on stage and say a speech on

anybody or any political business or any business of the village.

(OPNL Sept 1988:3) 0 “The one from the band coming from

Medford, they call him the Show Boy, he come up. He dress up, you

know, and he try to meet the junction before any other band. And one

coming from the North Side Road, they draw the line. And another

one coming from by here, they draw the line and they block the road.

And he stand up with a sword. They call him the Show boy.”

(Hall 1998:45)

shower of gold 1 n Macfadyena unguis-cati, a native climbing plant.

Each leaf has a trifid tendril arising just behind the bifurcation of the

pair of leaflets, bearing hooked tips. In many cases an additional ten-

dril with “cats claws” tips also arise at the node instead of another

leaf. Branches tend to droop downwards from the branches of the

trees. Flowers yellow, bell-shaped, in long cascades, appear almost

overnight towards the end of the dry season. The flowering period

lasts a few days only and almost all the plants, in any given area,

flower at about the same time, (fr bright yellow colour and cascade of

flowers) = >cat’s-claw (creeper), claw vine, griffe chat 0 The “piece

de resistance” of the picture is a large Pois doux (Inga), which has

been entirely monopolized by the cat’s claw vine now in flower, and

covering the tree with a veritable shower of gold. (Vincent 1910:74) 0

The Shower of Gold or Cat’s Claw creeper... is by far one of the most

spectacular wild flowers in Trinidad and Tobago. (Morean 1 99 1 d:25)

2 n Argyrogramma holosticta, a small butterfly, wingspan to 2.25 cm
(.9"). Bright yellow covered with tiny black dots. 0 (Barcant

1970:126)

shradh, sharadh, shraddha, shradh n A Hindu ritual honouring a

deceased person, in which the heads of close male relatives are

shaved. Traditionally, the first ceremony is performed on the day

after the 10 days of mourning are over, then usu. repeated once a

month for the first year, afterwards once a year. In Trinidad, this word

often refers only to the first ceremony. See also SARAD PUJA. /Jrad/

(< H shraddh, shraddha ‘faith; trust; ceremonial periodic rituals in

which food and water are offered in honour and for the benefit of a

deceased relative’) = shaving 0 Religious rites, particularly the srad-

dha ceremony which is given for the souls of the ancestral dead, are a

family function. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:99) 0 Congolala... is used

in shradh (post death) ceremonies. (Lackhan ca 1983-86:15) 0 Khus-

Khus... Traditionally used in shradh ceremonies. Once burial has

occurred, the leaves are planted in a suitable area, and one takes a lota

of water and pours it directly onto the leaves, while praying. This is

done for ten (10) consecutive days until the bandara is finished. A
nawe is required to remove the planted leaves. The base of the bedi is

normally formed with this grass. The leaves are also used to make the

ring worn in the sharadh ceremonies. The dried leaves are used to

make the prayer mat on which one sits while in worship. (Lackhan ca

1983-86:31) 0 Four youngsters of the Couva/Califomia area are

wanted to make a river lime at the Massala river, felt that the devotees

of the ‘shraad’ were hindering them from the river lime. (Bomb 22

May 1987:4) 0 Finally, the shraddha rite performed ten days after a

burial was always carried out by a mahapater (also called mahabrah-

man in India), a Brahman who specializes in this particular rite.

(Vertovec 1992:1 13) 0 When you doing the shraad you does use the

dona for hawan to dip.

shrah adv The sound of meat hitting hot oil. = shao 0 One ah de

sweetest sounds yuh could hear on ah Sunday is wen yuh mudder
throw de meat in de iron pot tuh brown. Shrah, Shrah. Dat is ah exci-

tin, promisin sound. De number ah Shrahs yuh hear could tell yuh

how much meat dey cookin. Is roughly two shrahs tuh ah pound ah

meat. (Foster 1990:88)

shucks intj A strong but still non-vulgar expression of annoyance.

(< E shucks, a mild expression of disappointment) 0 Oh shucks! I for-

get the damn car!

shugs n Person of African descent with red or reddish-yellow hair.

(< sugars) = gingerhead, >sugar head, sugars 0 We does call

him ’‘Shugs”.

shunghroo see GUNGHROOS

shunnuh foot n obs A crippled foot that twists or turns inward. 0 He
have shunnuh foot long time,

shu-shu see SHOO-SHOO

shushumber see SUSUMBA

shut v Make a type of hit in PITCH. 0 Your share in the ring is three,

and if you dab or shut a man, you would entitle to take out three mar-

bles out of the ring. (Banyan 1985)

shut-eye country n obs Death; the land of the dead; usu. with go.

(fr eyes of the dead being shut closed) 0 He gone ah shut-eye country,

shwa malewez phr Said to someone in anger, often accompanied by

spitting, indicating strong disapproval. (< FC < Fr malheureux

‘unhappy one’) 0 Shwa malewez, to hell with you, you wretched

scamp!

shwimps n Any of several edible marine shrimp, including Peneaus

brasiliensis, P. notialis, P. schmitti, P. subtilis, Trachypoeneaus

similis, and Xiphopeneaus kroyeri. /Jwimps/ = strimps 0 (Haynes

1987:34)

shwkere see SHEKERE

shyala n arc A type of traditional Indian earthen vessel. /Jaiala/

(< H-Bh shyala ‘earthenware’) 0 The Mahant gives the son [of a

Madrassie deceased] a
‘

shyala ’ an earthen vessel. The son rests this

on his left shoulder and walks around the grave five times with it...

and shatters it on the stone. (Ali 1975:25)

shy for shy phr arc A bartered haircut or other service between men
who are not professionals, (poss. < E shy ‘throw; try; experiment’) 0

The youths who remained in the barrack-yards did “shy for shy” or

carried on with “ole talk”. “Shy for Shy” was a reciprocal practice by

which young men barbered one another free of charge. Some who
could not barber performed other services in return; for example

cleaning shoes, pressing trousers both necessary for the Sunday after-

noon walk. (Cummings 2004:100)

siaw see SHEE YOW
sibala see SAIBALA

sibundi see SIBUNDI

sic-dorge n arc A hard sweet made fr barley sugar moulded into dif-

ferent shapes on the end of a COCOYEA stick. (< Fr sucre d’orge ‘bar-

ley-sugar’)

sick 1 v Be sick; get or become sick. (< E sick ‘suffering fr illness;

unwell’) 0 She didn sick. 0 At the basilectal level... in the past, “did”

is habitual and progressive is marked by both “did” and -ing; in them

days I did eat plenty/sick plenty; I did eating the rice “I was eating the

rice”. (Solomon 1993:122-3)

2 n A sick person. (< dial BrE sick ‘a sick person’) 0 Doolarie replied,

“Ah goin to see a sick in de hospital.” (Lewis 1972:19) 0 As we gal-

loped along we would overtake a party of sweating porters taking a

“sick” to the doctor’s. A hammock is slung on a long bamboo pole.

Under each end of the pole is a strong man’s shoulder as they hurry

along at a jog-trot. The “sick” is in the hammock and several other
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relief porters jog alongside and while still on the jog the hammock is

passed over to these reliefs. (O’Connor 1978:56) 0 It is believed that

herbs should not be picked after sunset since the plant has gone to

sleep. If one has need to gather herbs at those times, one has to speak

to the plant, saying something like this: “Good night plant, sorry to

disturb you, but I have a sick”. One then breaks and throws away a

piece of the herb before gathering what one wishes to use. (Morean

1991:56) 0 Something always in me, when I see a sick I feel I should

be able to help them. (Littlewood 1993:68) 0 ‘And if the sick had to

go to the doctor, in those days it didn’t have no motor car. Motor car!

It was hammock! They used to make a hammock, put the sick man in

it and carry him over the hills through the high woods... for miles

from La Pastora, even from La Laja, right to Tunapuna. The men used

to wait for the doctor to attend to the sick man.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:46-7)

3 adj Hurt, ill, in a part of the body. Note: In SE, this is usu. used for

the whole person, sometimes with internal organs, e.g. stomach. (< E
sick ‘of parts of the body, not in a sound or healthy state’) 0 I have a

sick (sore or lame) foot. (ESTT 1956) 0 Mih harT sick. (Haynes

1987:76) 0 The old lady with the sick foot. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:5)

4 adv Good; well; thoroughly. 0 He beat up the man real sick. 0 The

music sick.

sickest adj Best; liveliest. (< sick
4
) 0 De party swingin’: ah good time

is bein’ had by all; also (paradox), Is de sickist/sickest, opposite to

“de party real dead”. (Haynes 1987:41)

side 1 n Group of friends; a band; sports team, etc. (< E side ‘one of

the parties in an athletic or sporting contest or game of skill’) 0 He
still wore the silver watch the pan beating side had put together to buy

for him. (Jones 1973:68) 0 Well he was las one lef since Gomes an de

res arready dead, so now de whole side gom. (Mamits LPOS, TG 8

Apr 1979) 0 “Gyul, is four o’clock awready. We bettah get up one

time an’ tek out de rum an’ t’ing. Ah done hear Pinto them cornin’

wid dey Parang side.” (Ramsawack 1983:36) 0 “We had a nice thing

going on, because we had a little football side among ourselves.” (EX
12 Oct 1986:3) 0 “We come down by Selwyn and was practising in

his yard, and opposite his yard had a vacant lot, all bush and thing,

and we just clear out a little spot and move in the pans and that is

where the panyard presently is. Just a small side, at first.” (EX 12 Oct

1986:30) 0 ‘Wanderers is not a side. Wanderers is a club. A club is

not a side. A side is when you pick up eleven fellars to play a match

and next week you have to look to pick up eleven fellars again. A
club is solid. It is something to belong to.’ (Lovelace 1988:137) 0 A
young BWIA pilot, who went to witness the match along with “a big

side of friends” in the $50 section, left the venue in disgust. (Heat 25

Nov 1989:2) 0 “Yes man, me a come, but we have fu finish early

because we playin’ ball in de evenin’.” “A true, because we playin’

Plymouth nex’ week Saturday an’ we have fu practice, because dah

Plymouth side strong, boy.” (Phillips 1991:48) 0 “Some coming from

Arima, one fella does come from Carenage, a whole side does come
from South.” (EX 21 Mar 1993:2) 0 ‘My big son used to be in a

parang side, but he say everybody now want to go in competition, like

if is a business.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:185) 0 “Any big firm,”

Tara explained, “they just sponsor a side to play music, to play pan.”

(Myers 1998:68)

2

n One of a pair, e.g. shoes, earrings. (< E side ‘either of two lateral

surfaces of an object’) 0 She alleged that the defendant stole the side

of a gold bracelet she had, which he denied. (TG 1 August 1919:3) 0

We... had been sitting in the back yard idly shoving a side of skate

with a candle on it from boy to boy. (Araujo 1984:44) 0 Norbert

would steal Arnold’s money, sell a pair of shoes, lose a side of shoes,

charge people and pocket the money, not charge some people at all.

(Lovelace 1988:126) 0 The man was wearing one side of earring.

(1990) 0 The stairway is littered with spent cartridges, blood, pieces

of clothing, a side of shoe and cigarette butts... [in the library] a hand-

bag... sits next to a shoe... there is a pair of shoes, one side winged by
a bullet. (EX 5 Aug 1990:3) 0 When he got home, the man discovered

he had 21 “right sides” of shoes. The latest roving Eye heard, he’s

looking for a looter with 21 “left sides”. (Punch 19 Aug 1990:29) 0

“One side of earring has been found in the aft washroom.” (BWIA

flight announcement, Dec 1992) 0 A neighbour... found a side of

Rampersad’s slippers, some hair, and blood on the highway. (TG

10 Jan 1994: 1) 0 He continued to apologise for the two different sides

of tie-dye coloured rubber slippers he wore to court. (EX 1

1

Dec

1994:11) 0 [He] was wearing only one shoe. The other side had been

found in the couple’s car. (EX 8 Aug 2002:3)

3 n Of mango, a slice taken parallel to the seed, having few strings.

(< E side ‘one or other of the two longer, usu. vertical, surfaces of an

object, in contrast to the ends’) = face 0 Blim and Alligator were to

get a face each and John was to get the seed and two sides... This

manner of sharing a mango among three was standard and considered

fair. (Bynoe 1985:5)

4 n In the neighbourhood of; place; area. (< E side ‘a region or dis-

trict; suffixed to the names of places to indicate in, on, or towards the

area specified’) 0 When Ma Holder died her son living Sangre

Grande side brought his outside woman to occupy the house. (Stewart

1989:160) 0 ‘Momin’, Mister Pierre, momin’,’ Prince said. ‘Long

time you didn’t come this side.’ (Boodhoo 1994:63)

5 n A set of kinship relationships established through religious affilia-

tion. 0 Orisha worshipers recognize a similar fictive kin network. A
person who undergoes a baptism “on the Baptist side” and head

washing and incising “on the African side” will have two sets of fic-

tive kin if the baptizing Leader or Mother is not also functioning as

the Orisha priest or priestess. (Houk 1992:80-1)

sidebanker 1 n In WHE-WHE, an assistant to the BANKER. (< E side

‘secondary; supplemental’ + banker *) = sideman 1

0 Those taking part

are: (i) the Banker, who runs the game. He begins by declaring the

amount of his bank; (ii) the Sidebanker or banker’s assistant, who
receives the bets from the Markers and helps to make up the abstract;

(iii) the Markers, who go around collecting bets from the Punters;

(iv) the Punters or bettors, usually housewives, store clerks, market

vendors, school children, and such like of the working class. (Hill

1966c:3)

2 n A subordinate or supplementary WHE-WHE BANKER who takes

small bets on the mark played by a BANKER. 0 There were also “side

bankers”. The side bankers were people of lesser financial standing as

well as lower social status than the bankers. They had a smaller

marker clientele, they did not buss their own mark. They guaranteed

their markers to pay winnings on the basis of the mark that was

bussed by the particular bankers to whom they had allied themselves.

The bankers did not give the side bankers any indication of the marks

they intended to buss from day to day. There was no arrangement or

formal agreement between them. (Cummings 2004: 124)

side kittle n An early type of metal drum. = tenor kittle 0 The lead

instrument was the kittle (sometimes called a tenor kittle or side kittle),

which was typically made from a zinc or paint can. The original kittle

had three notes and phrases were played over and over again with two

sticks. (Stuempfle 1995:38)

sideman 1 n In WHE-WHE, an assistant to the BANKER. (< E side ‘sec-

ondary; supplemental’) = sidebanker 0 “Find out how much Chinee

Alec paying this week. See if you could get he new side-man to give

we seppi. Tell him he could make good money if he smart." (Hill

1966c: 10)

2 n In a DEVIL BAND, one kind of IMP. 0 [Devil mas] was a mas’

played over a lifetime. The new player began playing imp, the low-

est in the hierarchy. “No matter how much money you had you

couldn’t just come in and play Lucifer. You had to start playing imp,

and work your way up. It had the axe man, (who carried an axe) the

side man (and other imps who carried a variety of implements: dice,

scrolls, scales with weights) all the way up to King Imp who carried

a bell or face (playing) card, and there was the Beast of course.”

(EX-2 13 Feb 1994:3)

side-neck galap n Phrynops gibbus (E gibba turtle), a fresh-water

turtle, carapace to 23.5 cm (9.2"), dark brown or black, underside

dark or light brown to yellow. Head wide and flat; withdrawn back

into shell sideways close to body. Gives off offensive odor from

glands when disturbed, (fr animal resting its neck along side of body)
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side-to-side phr In whe-whe, when the BANKER repeats a play or

chooses a SPIRIT NUMBER on the same day. This is considered cheat-

ing, unless the banker has previously declared that a particular game

will allow this. = damblay" 0 Damblay. Play the same number that

called in the second-to-last draw (the draw before the Dead Mark).

Also called ‘Side to Side’. (Besson 1999:49)

sidha, seedha n Gifts; offering or alms; usu. a meal, but also food,

clothing, money, /sidha/ (< H sidha ‘provisions; victuals’) 0 The

offering of... dakshina (in cash) and sidha (in kind, usually rice and

dal)... in the beginning of a puja - [is] the same in Trinidad Hindu

puja and have havan as have been done in North India for ages. (Jha

1973:35) 0 During the days of the [Ramleela] performance, the actors

maintained the minimum of contact with the outside world. “Seed-

has” or parcels of foodstuff were given to them and that took care of

their dietary requirements. (TG-S 14 Oct 1990:46) 0 “You have to

feed the agni, take out sidha and pay respect to the fire before you use

it.’’ (1990) 0 For all ritual services, the pundit received dakshina (an

appreciative offering, rather than mere ‘payment’): this included

seedha (rice and produce), a kurta (shirt) and dhoti (loincloth), and

sometimes even a cow or land. The pundit would usually bless the

seedha and give part of it back to the sponsoring jajman. In later

years, money came to be the main contribution of dakshina, although

seedha and cloth were usually maintained ceremonially. (Vertovec

1992:1 14) 0 They offered pooja, havan, aartee, flowers, prasad and

seedhaas at all mandirs. (TG 26 Nov 1995:1 1) 0 Before she leaves [to

get earth], the mother and four ladies will do maandar puja, where she

will teekay the base drum with sindoor and put paan leaf with sopari,

flowers, rice and a coin on the base drum and allow these items to be

collected in the orhni of the dulaha’s or dulahin’s mother. This will be

done five times and the drummer is given a seedha. (Holass-Beepath

2002:23)

siding prep Along the edge of, e.g., a road or house. 0 “But why he eh

see about all them big grass whey growin' sidin' the road. Not me and

NAR again nuh!” (Bomb 9 Nov 1990:13) 0 Put the fence post sidin

the road. 0 “They cutting all the grass siding the road.” (2006)

sie, siela v Sew. /sie, siela/ (< H-Bh) 0 “She siela all the children

clothes.” (1990)

sign v A Spiritual Baptist ritual in which the sign of the cross is

made on a person’s head. (< E sign ‘mark, protect, with the sign of

the cross’) 0 At the time of his first possession, a person is advised to

have his head washed. Otherwise, he is told, whenever he hears the

drums beat for the power that has manifested on him, he will fall to

the ground... The leader dips a finger in fowl’s blood and “signs” the

novice’s head. He then washes the person’s head. (Simpson 1970:44)

0 When a spirit manifests on a person for the first time, usually pos-

sessing him so violently that he falls speechless to the ground, he is

led or carried to the stool of his power and then to the chapelle. There

his head is anointed with sweet oil to “seal” the power temporarily or

the leader “signs” him by dipping a thunder stone in olive oil and

tracing the sign of the cross on his forehead, the palms of his hands,

and on his feet. (Simpson 1970:40) 0 On the seventh day (Saturday)

the pilgrims are brought into the church and asked to sit on the Mercy

Seat, a front bench which has been “signed” with a piece of white

chalk in much the same way that the eye-bands which are described

later are inscribed. (Simpson 1970:143)

sight up v See; meet. (< E sight ‘get or catch sight of; see; go within

sight of) 0 I ent sight him up in years,

sijin see SEGUINE

sikhara n A pointed style of roof on a Hindu religious building. (< H
sikhar ‘top; summit; peak; pinnacle’) 0 The Hindu sanctuary will

consist of a small, unlit shrine called the ‘gurbha-griha’ crowned with

the spire-shaped sikhara roof and porch-like hall or mandapa, which

will be used for religious dancing and music. (Bomb 14 Aug 1987:13)

sikiye (fig), sikiay, sucrier (fig), sucre n A cultivated banana of the

AA sucrier or lady finger group, a diploid Musa acuminata type.

Widely cultivated and highly favoured for its sweet, thin-skinned

fruits; soft fruits do not travel well. Rich chocolate-brown sheaths,

leaves yellowish and virtually waxless. Fruit bunches small, yield

poor. (< FC sikiye < Fr sucre ‘sugary; sweet’, sucrier ‘sugar-maker’)

= chiquito fig, secra banana 0 The Lady’s Finger or Sucres, very

small in size but very sweet. It is an excellent dessert fruit. Then there

are the Silk Figs and Red Figs, the Governor Fig and many others.

(Rampersad 1963) 0 I went into the pantry and took two sucrier figs

and some cow’s milk. (Araujo 1984:86) 0 Bananas and Plantain:

extensive defoliation by hoppers frequent and severe... Sucrier vari-

ety is more susceptible to damage than others. (Popov et al 1994:56)

0 “[I]f you so stupid as to ask some coolie Mai for sikiay bananas,

boy, they would gallop you arse up Charlotte Street right into the

St. Ann’s mad-house.”(Andersen 2004:278)

sil, seal, seel n A flat or slightly curved stone used as a base to grind

spices and seasonings with a LORHA. /sil/ (< H sil ‘a stone on which

spices etc. are ground or knives sharpened’) = masala stone 0 Under

the dresser there were two earthenware jars, a ‘seal’ or stone for

grinding massala, a ‘peera’ or little wooden stool and a mortar and

pestle. (Lewis 1972:15) 0 “The seal and the doolha - when we have

to grind massala, we put the massala in that - onion, garlic, pepper,

everything we have, we grind the massala fine... When it done grind

it... we take it up.” (“Indian Cooking Utensils”, Gayelle 17 July 1986)

0 The sil was a stone rectangle with the upper surface chiselled to

make rough. The lorha was smooth, made of stone, and cylindrical in

shape. This was used for grinding the spices. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 12)

0 The spices are pre-measured and mixed, and have to be parched and

finely ground. The traditional way of grinding is of course with the

grinding stones, one flat (the lorhaa) and one round (the sil) which

must be from natural stone and are generally found near rivers. (TTR

Oct 1990:29) 0 He soon realised that women in Trinidad were mov-

ing away from their mothers’ chores of grinding spices with the flat

and round stones — “sil and lorha.” (Deen 1994:175) 0 When the

devta puja is finished, the pundit will tie nine kangans in several

places. A kangan is a strip of yellow cloth, knotted with yellow rice,

sopari, coins, jawine and a pair of clove. Only in one kangan will a

small penknife be tied... around the wrist of the dulaha or dulahin...

The pundit will then tie the other eight kangans around the kalsa,

hareesh, okhri, moosar, sil, lorha, peerha and lota. (Holass-Beepath

2002:41)

silk cotton n Ceiba pentandra, an extremely large native tree, to 60 m
(192') tall and 2 m (6.4') in diameter, with huge buttresses at the base

of the trunk. The relatively horizontal branches begin high up the

trunk. Bark smooth, brownish-grey, covered with cone-shaped prick-

les in young trees. Leaves palmate with 5-9 lance-shaped leaflets.

Flowers large, white or pink, woolly on the outside, appearing after

the leaves have dropped. Fruit pods 7.5-10 cm (3-4") long, in 5 seg-

ments, filled with black seeds imbedded in a silky whitish fibre for-

merly used for stuffing cushions, lifebelts, etc. A shorter variety, is

the commercial source of the floss known as kapok. In folk belief, it is

the home of SOUCOUYANTS, JUMBIES and other spirits. (< E silk-

cotton ‘the silky, elastic down or fibre obtained for various trees;

these species of trees’) = ceiba, fromagier, kapok, soucouyant wood 0

In the Savannah, which closely resembles an English park, herds of

cattle grazed beneath the shade of huge silk-cotton trees and acacias.

(Brassey 1885:99) 0 Here and there huge Silk-cottons, Cedars, Figui-

ers and Balatas were seen. (A.B. Carr 1894:270) 0 Silk Cotton tree.

Eriodendron anfractuosum... An immense tree at a ripe old age, 120-

150 feet high, supported by great buttresses; the wood white, soft,

valueless; the great horizontal, dangerously brittle, branches, each in

bulk and weight a tree, thrown out at 80-90 feet above the ground,

loaded - from the fork - with lodgers: epiphytes, parasites, bromeli-

ads, orchids, sedges, cacti, and other plants, among which nestle quite

a colony of insects, birds, snakes, lizards, opossums. (T.W. Carr

1894:274-5) 0 SILK COTTON TREE. CEIBA... As a street tree it is not

to be recommended on account of its large roots, and the slippery

mess caused by the fallen flowers. Like other plants of this order it is

a host of the cotton Stainer and should not be grown adjacent to cotton

cultivation. (Williams & Williams 1941:94) 0 The promises of

government had been like so many promises, light as the cotton that

flies from the silk-cotton tree in March, but seedless, fruitless, (de

Boissiere 1952:308) 0 The silk-cotton tree was out of bounds. Its
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roots grew high out of the ground, forming caves in which the chil-

dren hid in the daytime. The old folks said that soucouyants came out

of the roots at night, (de Boissiere 1956:17) 0 Various parts of the silk

cotton Ceiba pentandra find useful medical application; however, the

superstitions surrounding this massive tree has negated against its

widespread use in native folk medicine. (Morean 1991:45) 0 Jumbie

beads in profusion, bright red and black for necklaces to ward off the

jumbies that romp and play, invisible like music, under the silk cotton

tree. (Macfarlane 1997:23) 0 Silk cotton is scattered here and there in

the forests of both Trinidad and Tobago without being common any-

where and is described as an emergent because its crown is usually

above the level of the forest canopy... The seeds are widely distrib-

uted by the wind as the silky fibre attached to them acts like a

parachute enabling them to float for a long time. (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:48-9)

silk fig n A cultivated banana of the Musa acuminata AAB group;

fruit about 5" long and relatively thick; slightly larger than a SIKIEY

FIG, smaller than a GOVERNOR FIG, edible raw when ripe, with light

yellow skin. 0 Then there are the Silk Figs and Red Figs, the Gover-

nor Fig and many others. (Rampersad 1963) 0 Lying next to the scale

were bananas - gros michel, silk and chiquito. (Narine 1977:31) 9

“Not me and silk fig. That would tie up my mouth for hours!” (2005)

silky anteater n Cyclopes didactylus didactylus, a mammal, body

17.5 cm (7'') long + 20 cm (8") tail. Tapered snout; some claws long.

Fur soft, silky, pale yellowish brown; darker above with dark line

along top of head, neck and back. Slow-moving; spends day rolled in

a ball on tree branches, (ft soft silky appearance and feel of fur) = ai

paresseux, >poor-me-one2
,
sloth 0 (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 164) 0

(Alkins 1979:19-20) 0 Travelling up the Blue River we saw in the

mangroves a silky anteater or poor-me-one. (Farrell 1985)

silky shark n Carcharhinusfalciformis, a shark, to 3.5 m (1 1.2') long.

= tinterero 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

silver beak 1 n Ramphocelus carbo magnirostris [= R. jacapa mag-

nirostris
, R. magnirostris, R. jacapa, Thanphocelusjacapa

]
(E silver-

beaked tanager), a bird, 17.5 cm (7") long. Male velvety black tinged

with crimson; throat and upper breast deep crimson; upper mandible

of beak black; lower mandible much enlarged at base and pale bluish,

appearing silvery. Female and immature dull reddish brown; rump
and underparts dull maroon red; bill black, (fr bright silver appear-

ance of male bird’s beak) = bee d’argent
1

,
picoplat

2
0 Silver-beak.

(Chapman 1894:30) 0 Although known as the “silverbeak” this bird

gets its name from a white area at the base of the lower mandible; the

beak proper is dark. (Williams 1922:131) 0 (Belcher & Smooker

1937b:536) 0 (Laurence 1970)

2 n Sporophila nigricollis (E yellow-bellied seedeater), a bird, 1 1.2 cm
(4.5") long. Male: head, neck and upper breast blackish; upperparts

dull olive; rest of underparts pale yellow; bill pale blue-gray, appear-

ing whitish at a distance, (fr silver-white appearance of male bird’s

beak) = bee d’argent
2

,
cici-zebe a ventre jaune, grass-bird

5
, >ring-

neck
2

,
yellow-bellied finch 0 Although we acknowledge the hunter’s

devotion to his sport, we are asking them to also acknowledge the dis-

appearance of the blue and yellow macaw of the Nariva Swamp and

of song birds like the... picoplat... robin, twatwa, bull-finch, chicki-

chong, silver beak, semp, chat and cravat. (EX-2 26 July 1987:18)

silver catfish n Any silvery coloured catfish, including the fresh or

brackish water Rhamdia quelen, and the marine or brackish water

Arius herzbergii and Cathorops spixii. A. herzbergii, to 50 cm long.

Snout broad and rounded; upper jaw projecting slightly beyond lower

jaw; 3 pairs of fleshy whiskers including long pair on upper jaw; con-

spicuous head shield; fine teeth in bands on the jaws and forming a

U-shaped patch on roof of mouth. Pectoral and back fins each with a

stout serrated spine that can be locked in an upright position. A com-
mercial food fish; found in Trinidad in estuaries, lagoons and lower

parts of rivers. C. spixii, to 30 cm long. Snout narrow and rounded;

mouth on underside of snout; 3 pairs of whiskers with pair on upper

jaw very long; conspicuous head shield. Pectoral and back fins each

with a stout serrated spine that can be locked in an upright position. A
commercial food fish; found in Trinidad in brackish and shallow

coastal waters. = bagre, barbe, barbel, catfish, common catfish,

machoiran; cacalaw, >river catfish (R. quelen ) 0 Arius spixii... silver

catfish... Essentially, this is not a fresh-water species, though it fre-

quently ventures upstream into completely fresh water. (Boeseman

1960:99) 0 Selenaspis herzbergii... silver catfish. (Boeseman 1960:100)

0 Rhamdia quelen... the “Catfish” or “Silver Catfish” is widespread

and common, mainly in flowing water in all drainages to the south of

the Northern Range... Barbel length is extremely variable. In some

specimens the tips may extend beyond the caudal fin while in the

blind form found in the Oropouche Cave they may be shortest.

Although generally grey and without markingsj, small] specimens

may have a prominent black stripe in the lateral line... It is largely

nocturnal and it may be locally abundant, where there are suitable ref-

uges. Bridge abutments are a favoured refuge. (Kenny 1995:55) 0

(Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:55,63)

silver-fish n Steindachnerina argentea, a small freshwater fish, 7-10 cm
(2. 7-3.9") long. Silvery; blackish spot on base of tail and bottom of

back fin. = humpback(ed) sardine, >stout sardine 0 Silverfish. (Gill

1858:422) 0 (Boeseman 1960:87)

silver hatchet fish n Gasteropelecus sternicla, a small freshwater fish

with a deeply keeled hatchet-shaped body, that is with breast protrud-

ing and sharp-edged, and long curved pectoral fins. Mouth located at

top of snout; upper jaw toothed. Body silver, with back slightly

darker, fins plain. It often jumps out of water to catch insects flying

near the surface. Found in Trinidad in streams draining into the

Nariva Swamp on the east coast, and streams near the tip of the south-

western peninsula. Commercial aquarium fish based mainly on

capture from the wild. (< E hatchetfish ‘several hatchet-shaped South

American flying characin fish, family Gasteropelecidae’) 0 The

hatchet fishes are represented in Trinidad by a single species, the

“Silver Hatchet Fish” Gasteropelecus sternicia... It is known from

Chatham, in particular from the Carlisle River. (Kenny 1995:47) 0

(Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:44)

silver king shoemaker n Archaeoprepona demophon ilmatur, a but-

terfly, wingspan to 10.6 cm (4.25"). Black with a wide central band of

bright iridescent blue crossing both wings. Underside silver with

indistinct black markings, (fr silvery underside + king shoemaker)
=

>king shoemaker, shoemaker 0 (Barcant 1970:168-9)

silver perch n A number of silvery marine fishes: Ctenosciaena gracil-

icirrhus (E barbel drum), to 21 cm (8.2") long; Cynoscion acoupa; C.

jamaicensis; Stellifer sp. = >salmon’, saumon, sea trout 0 (LNP 1985)

silvers 1 n Coins of any kind. (< E silver ‘silver coins’) 0 So bold

faced was the intruder, that he left behind all the single dollars and

silvers and moved off with the other notes. ( Target 1982)

2 n Silverware; cutlery; spoons, forks, knives for table use. (< E sil-

veni’are ‘implements for eating, esp. when made of silver’) 0 “I see

one time he suspec’ an Indian jeweller of stealin’ silvers and meltin’

them down, but he couldn’t prove it.” (de Boissiere 1952:149)

silver-spotted flambeau 1 n Agraulis vanillae [= Dione vanillae], a

butterfly, wingspan to 6.2 cm (2.5"). Orange red; black markings

surround wing margin at ends of each vein. Markings on lower wing

are circular with red centres. Silver spots splash underside of wings,

(fr silver spots + flambeau2
) 0 (Kaye 1904) 0 (Kaye 1921:26) 0

(Barcant 1970:73-4)

2 n Dione juno, a butterfly, wingspan to 7.2 cm (2.9"). Wide narrow

wings; dark red with black margins and black band across middle of

upper wing. On underside, silver spots splash a background of brown-

ish red. = scarce silver-spotted flambeau 0 (Kaye 1904) 0 (Kaye

1921:260)

silver tetra n Gymnocorymbus thayeri [= Moenkhausia bondi, M. pro-

funda, Phenacogaster bondi, Tetragonopterus chalceus
\

(E false

black tetra), a small silvery freshwater fish. Body deep and laterally

flattened, giving a rhomboid or disc-like appearance; top of head

slightly rounded outward; to 4 cm long. Body light silver in colour,

with two faint vertical shoulder bars; unpaired fins usu. orange. A
commercial aquarium fish. = black tetra, false black tetra 0 (Boeseman

1960:89) 0 The “Silver Tetra”, Moenkhausia bondi... is known from
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two localities, both on the south-western peninsula. (Kenny 1995:48)

0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 2001:27-8)

silver thatch palm n Tob Coccothrinax barbcidensis, a native palm

tree; leaves used to make brooms and other items. (< E silver-leaved

palmetto , silver-top palmetto
, silver thatch , a number of Caribbean

palm species used for thatching, fr shiny silvery underside of the leaf

fronds) = >big thatch, broom palm, fan palm, latanier 0 The heart

leaves of the silver thatch are removed before they open... these

straws are used for braids, handbags, table mats, shopping and fancy

bags, hat boxes, lamp shades and screens. (Green & Maunday ca

1968:2) 0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:12)

simi-dimi, simidimee, seemeedeemee n Behaviour that is overly

fussy, secretive, or even semi-magical, /simidimi, simidimi/ 0 [S]imi-

dimee (see-mee-dee-mee) Much fuss and bother; full of sound and

fury but signifying nothing. “I can’t work with her at all! She too full

of simidimee.” (Baptiste 1993:145) 0 [I]n spite of reading the text of

the ritual for meaning, we prefer to perpetuate the form. The conse-

quence is that even the word Pitri Paksha has become a stranger to

Hindus and now exists in a shadowy realm of simidimi, fear, ambiva-

lence even rejection. (Ravi Ji, TG 6 Oct 2004)

sinban n Tob A limp. (poss. < ting-band) = ting-band 0 “He walks

with a sinban.” (1990)

since 1 conj Commonly used with a specific indication of time plus a

simple past verb, when it has continuing consequences. Note: In SE,

this would require the present perfect, e.g. has been , has had. (< E
since ‘front that time till now, implying continuity of action’; ‘ever or

continuously from a specified time, etc. till now, with object’; ‘during

the period between a specified time and now’) 0 [He] was charged

since December 2 1987, with inflicting bodily harm on a ... student.

(TTM 10 July 1990:3) 0 [The attorney] reminded the jury that two

witnesses had testified that they know the accused had a large scar on

his jaw since 1983. (EX 15 Apr 1988:2) 0 To know [him] we must

first know his uncle who became his guardian since the death of his

parents. (TTM 10 July 1990:28) 0 Since the beginning of 1987, the

roads were never repaired. (Bomb 13 July 1990:6) 0 According to

[him], the items were sent through the post since in May, but he

hasn’t gotten them. (TTM 13 July 1990:15) 0 “It is important to

understand that plans and all the necessary resources have been put in

place. In fact, since 1988 when I was Mayor the council got approval

for the building of the hospital.” (TTM 13 July 1990: 16)

2 conj Sometimes used with from, indicating a period of time at

which the condition or action began. Note: In SE, either one, not both,

could be used. 0 It is believed that he owned a house in Trinidad from

since in his early days as a lawyer. (EX 19 July 1987:8)

since cock/hen have teeth phr For a very long time; forever, (based

on E pattern, e.g. since Pontius was a pilot, since Christ was a corpo-

ral, since Hector was a pup. since Noah was a sailor)
= since God

make morning, since the year was one 0 That house there since cock

have teeth.

since God make morning phr For a very long time; forever. = since

cock/hen have teeth, since the year was one 0 (Haynes 1987:150)

since the year was one phr For a very long time; forever. = since

cock/hen have teeth, since God make morning 0 He the leader since

the year was one.

sindur, sindoor n Vermillion powder, used to make the red mark in

the part of a married Hindu woman's hair, and to make TIKA marks

on the forehead, etc. (< H sindur, sindur ‘red lead; rouge; vermilion’)

0 When a husband dies, his hand is used to put red powder, sindhur,

on his wife’s forehead. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:133) 0 Sindoor:

These are songs sung while the bride and bridegroom circle the

“Chowk” five times. (Ahyoung 1977:74) 0 To climb the pole for the

Fire Pass Ceremony... The tallest pole was cut from the forest (50'),

twenty one steps were cut in the pole. A tray was built at the top. In

the tray they put fig, sindhoor and limes. (Anthony Thomas 1982, in

La Guerre 1985:187) 0 “I am a Hindu, and it is traditional that we
‘remove the sindoor’ (where the husband places vermillion on the

wife’s forehead, and symbolically removes it in death) from her fore-

head, and they never let me perform that last rite.” (Bomb 1 Aug

1986:15) 0 The couple were covered with a white sheet, while the

bridegroom rubbed red powder (sindoor) into the parting of the

bride’s hair to signify her entry into the married state. (Clarke

1986:122) 0 The celebration of Holi or “Phagwa” as we call it, started

two Saturdays ago with a “Rang Tarang” (wave of colours) in the

Lions Civic Centre. Bright pink powder, “Sindhoor”, was used to dot

the foreheads of the large gathering of guests who noticeably under-

stood and appreciated the performances in Hindi by the many artistes

who are students of “Hindi Siksha”, a programme organised by the

India High Commission. (EX 15 Mar 1987:26) 0 The sacred knot was

tied making them man and wife. The [dulahin] was now entitled to

use the sindoor on the parting of her hair. (Doodnath 1989:47) 0 On
the same day the tilaka, another ceremony was observed, when the

forehead of the intended son-in-law was [annointed] with vermilion

powder, (sindoor) and a dowry was given in the form of money, land

and household articles and the date for the wedding was fixed. (Doo-

dnath 1989:46) 0 Sindoor. A red powder that was worn in the middle

part of the head. Wearing sindoor signified that a woman was mar-

ried. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 7) 0 “Doh interfere with de sindoor, only

married people could interfere in it.” (1990) 0 [In] their own home -

now a Bhajan Mandali in which satsangs are held twice a month -

they have a very special shrine to Sai Baba: a room filled with mirac-

ulous pictures (of both Sai Babas, of Hindu deities, of Jesus Christ)

which continually and regularly exude vibhuti, “sindur” (the vermil-

lion pigment used in Hindu rituals and known also as “kum-kum” and

a transparent sticky substance believed by devotees to be amrita or

divine nectar. (Klass 1991 : 121 ) 0 After this Mala’s head was covered

with a sheet and Sookram was soon beneath it also applying the red

smear of sindoor to her scalp between her forelock, at the same time

sneaking a quick kiss. (Ali 1993:4) 0 The dulaha and dulahin will per-

form the seven steps around the fire. He will then put sindoor for the

dulahin. They will exchange malas and then he will take her away in

the wedding car. (Holass-Beepath 2002:99)

singbare, singbehreh n An Orisha riFual involving small incisions

in the head and upper body, as part of the basic initiation or affilia-

tion. (< Yor sin gbere ‘cut incisions’) 0 Singbehreh (head gashing)

may be done at any time after a person’s head has been washed...

After reciting a prayer in unison and singing a song in honor of the

power concerned, the Master of Ceremonies makes three or five

small gashes with a razor or a razor blade on the follower’s forehead,

chin, and arms... A paste... is rubbed into the cuts... the follower

offers a prayer thanking God and the powers for having received the

secrets of orisha. (Simpson 1970:44-5) 0 singbare : That part of an

Orisha initiation involving the incising of the head. (Houk 1995:220)

0 Adherents recognize three basic initiation ceremonies - baptism,

desieni (head washing), and singbare (head incising) - but potential

orisha worshipers are not necessarily required to participate in any of

the three. (Houk 1995:137) 0 The singbare or head incising prepares

the worshiper for possession; it is said that her or his head is “seated”

for a particular orisha. (Houk 1995:138) 0 Singbere - singbere: cere-

mony in which tiny incisions are made on the scalp and ritual oint-

ments rubbed in. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:92)

singer n In a kite, a paper fringe added to make a steady low noise

while flying. See also SINGING ANGEL. 0 The compass is put on and

the string attached to the center, and then the kite maker adds a

“singer” - a paper fringe on a small cross string attached inside a

curved funnel. When the singer flutters in the wind, it makes a steady

booming sound. In Charlotteville, a kite that did not sing was

regarded as defective. (Elder 1997:184)

singhasan, singasant, singasan, sinhasan n A small decorated seat or

stage on which a PANDIT sits during an extended prayer session. (< H
singhasan ‘throne; elevated seat’) 0 The Madrasies observe the shav-

ing on the sixteenth day after the burial and not on the tenth as most

others do... While the chief mourner is [being shaved and bathed]...

the Mahant is preparing a
“
sing-a-sant" on the river bank. A ‘

sing-a

-

sant' is a rectangular mound of earth prepared like the bedi. (Ali

1975:30) 0 When all was finished he made Ratni daub the walls, in an

out, with the earth-and-cowdung wash; also the floor and the altar,

which later Gurudeva called the singhasan, which was another name
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for an altar or throne... He draped the singhasan with red cotton, and

placed upon it a brass image of God Krishna, and another of

Krishna’s other half, Radha... At the foot of the singhasan he placed a

short slab of stone that he had picked up in the river, and on the flat

stone a four-inch stick of sandalwood. His delight would have been

complete had he had a tiny bell and a white conch-shell... The tiny

bell and the conch, and pictures of the four-armed Vishnu and of

Shiva the destroyer and of Hanuman the Monkey God, and maybe a

print or two of Goddess Kali - he would obtain from Kalinath, the

dealer in Indian goods, the first time he went to Port of Spain.

(Naipaul 1976:68) 0 Singhasan. (Dwarika 1984:38) 0 “De singhasan

well decorate and it big.” (1990) 0 Eventually, [Hindu] temples were

constructed in Trinidad with more and more structural similarity to

Christian churches (including a large, open space which in later years

came to be filled with rows of benches, a stage-like platform in the

front with a central vedi [altar for performing puja], a central wall

niche behind the vedi for displaying murtis [statues of deities], and -

reminiscent of a pulpit - a sinhasan [raised chair] for seating a pundit

during the course of his sermon); this temple architecture is now com-

mon. (Vertovec 1992:121)

singhasan pandit n A senior PANDIT who performs the highest tasks,

such as discoursing on the sacred texts. 0 The typical pandit in

Trinidad begins his vocation as a “ground or fire” pandit and aspires

to become a singhasan pandit. The “ground or fire” pandit is one who
merely performs the sacrificial rites. The singhasan pandit is one who
performs the function of expounding the scriptures from the

“throne”... They are the chosen few, who... tends to monopolise the

yagnas. (Maharaj 1991:21)

sing in choir phr Usu. said in the negative to indicate that you are not

a member of a group, usu. one considered socially or economically

higher. 0 Ah cyar sing in deir cuh-wie-yuh/choir: I am not of their

elevated socio-economic status; I can’t bat in deir league. (Haynes

1987:188)

singing angel n A MADBULL kite made with an extended nose, with

extra TONGUES or BULLS on support strings to make noise when the

kite is flying. See also SINGER. (< E singing ‘making a pleasant

noise’ + angel, fr sound coming fr sky, where angels are supposed

to live, but also known elsewhere in the Caribbean as singing

engine, which may be the original source) 0 I rather a madbull with

singing angel.

single chaconia n Warszewiczia coccinea, a small native evergreen

tree to 6 m (20'), native to Trinidad; the national flower of Trinidad

and Tobago. Flowers small, yellow, some with one scarlet sepal

enlarged. Flowers arranged in groups of 30-60 along the elongated

axis about 40-60 cm (15.6-23.4") long, with over 1,000 flowers in

each inflorescence. Highly ornamental in flower, (in contrast to dou-

ble chaconia) = >chaconia, Trinidad pride, wakamy, wild poinsettia

single-shell n A call made on a conch shell trumpet to announce the

availability of fish for sale. See also DOUBLE-SHELL, (fr one shell

trumpet being used rather than two) 0 As a musical instrument, the

“Conch Shell” (Sea Conch) is a relic of the Amerindian heritage of

Tobago. An aperture, cut at the closed end, serves as a mouth-piece

into which air is blown in a spitting action through terse lips, to create

sound. A single shell can sound only one tone; therefore, in order to

create that exciting, “hocketing” pattern called “double-shell”, (which

signals the sale of “jacks” as opposed to the “single-shell” which sig-

nals the sale of big fish), two shells of different pitch must be sounded

alternately in quick succession..... Annually, much discussion arises

over the interplay of the staccato deliveries of the players of the

“Double-shell”. Tobago has its ranking of Conch Shell Players and

the daily routine of “blowing” to signal the arrival of jacks is,

among other thing, a form of practice, in preparation for the Festi-

val. (Alleyne-Pilgrim 1995:2)

single-staff weave n A type of weave used in working with TERITE

strips. (< E weave ‘a particular method or pattern of weaving’) = ran-

dom weave 0 There are several techniques used in the weaving of fin-

ite, the actual choice is usually dependent upon the item being

[produced]... The single staff weave... is also called the “random

weave” and has the same applications and use as the “double staff

weave”. (Morean 1 99 1 i: 12-13)

single tone n In CALYPSO 1

, a traditional style of a single melody with

a four-line verse sung with one tune by the CALYPSONIAN, and usu. a

line for the chorus. 0 Calypso was then on a higher sale than at pres-

ent, for there being many tents around the city, the chantrels had to

give of their best and in the event of anyone hearing of another with

much fame, he in turn would go to that tent and do his best to give out

a better song in order to prove he could sing. Calypso not being

commercialised as it is today, there was a greater feeling of enjoy-

ment on the whole, and so for the few weeks preceding Carnival,

folks had the pleasure of listening to real intellectual singing, so great

and wonderful was their rendition of songs, and as the songs were all

sung in Patois, there was a single tone and other minors that are now
lacking. (Jones 1947:17) 0 The melodic line of the calypso remained

“single-toned” - four-line stanzas with a final line for the chorus.

(Elder 1964c:39) 0 So the old battle between the “low” picong with

which the single-tone singers of the 1900’s had confronted the Ora-

torical double-tone singers and the grand style rhetoric of Executor,

Marlborough and le Blanc, was still being fought. (Rohlehr 1990:77)

0 The earliest style of ‘calipsos’ were sung originally in French Cre-

ole and called ‘Single Tones.’ They had four stanzas to each verse.

Two strophes might be identical or two might be alternate, one solo

and one chorus. Songs in English were called Double Tone Calipsos.

They had eight stanzas to the verse and first line repetition in the first

verse. They became popular in 1900 and were known as the oratorial

pattern, or ‘oration’ style. (Cowley 1993)

sing on v Criticize or ridicule someone in a CALYPSO 1

.
= make kaiso

on 0 The girls went there one night, met their lovers and had a won-

derful time. However, a Calypsonian saw them and he “sing on

them.” (Connor 1958:29) 0 Anytime they appear, is Kitchener car

what gone, And is so people laughing, When they see me car going. If

you hear them, “Kitch what you go do, You sing on them, so they

sing on you”. (Kitchener “PP 99” 1971 pr) 0 “I go sing calypso on

dem. Ah go threaten dem bitches because dem advantage meh people

and dem advantage me.” (Bomb 13 July 1990:23) 0 “She dead now
but she was ah Vincey an she tort ah de singing on she an she lock

meh out.” {Bomb 20 July 1990:4) 0 If I go to sing on anyone, 1 study

them a while. (Amuser “Sugar Workers March” 1993) 0 That movie,

8 Mile... make yuh boy steups and laugh same time. It show Ameri-

cans fighting with words as if they invent it; as if calypsonian wasn’t

singing on one another before World War II. (Pires, TG 3 1 Oct 2003)

sings n Music with nonsense words used to punctuate tales told to pass

time at wakes and maintain audience participation. 0 Sings: This

genre consists of songs made up of nonsense words. They are sung by

chantuelle and chorus... The music is used to punctuate tales told to

pass the time at Wakes and to maintain audience participation. The

chantuelle is usually the tale-teller. (Ahyoung 1977:52)

sinhasan see singhasan

sink v In making a steel PAN, hammer in or depress the end of an oil

drum to make a concave surface for the notes. (< E sink ‘cause a thing

to descend to a lower level; force, press, or weigh down’) 0 Ellie

Marinette... sank the pan, pounding it inwards, as opposed to out-

wards like all other pans of the time. He made a full chromatic scale,

creating the universally popular “Ellie styling” with its large F-sharp

in the centre... “It was a very mellow tone. Nobody else had pans with

such a rich sound,” says former Invaders double seconds player Ray

Holman. (EX 24 Jan 1993:33)

sinking n In making a steel PAN, the process of hammering in or

depressing the end of an oil drum to make a concave surface for the

notes. (< sink) 0 The forming of the flat bottom of an oil drum into

the concave bowl shape on which will be placed the pitches of the

pan. This is done with a heavy sledge hammer, and is the first step in

making a tuning of a pan. (Thomas 1985:388) 0 Ellie Manette... is

credited with many innovations, one of them being the “sinking” of

the steelpan surface, making it concave, rather than convex, the first

shape given to it. (Anthony 1997:364-5) 0 1945-1950: The steelpan

playing surface changes shape from convex to concave (attributed to
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Ellie Mannette), as more notes over a wider musical range are placed on

it. The larger diameter drum facilitates deeper sinking. 13 to 24 notes

are founded on the ping pong drum of this era. (Derek 1998:65)

sip see CYP

sipar n A shield, symbolizing the courage of the martyr Husayn, car-

ried in HOSAY processions. (
< U sipar) 0 (Korom 2003:278)

Sipari fete n A yearly ceremony and feast of worship held a few

weeks after Easter, in honour of a statue of the Virgin Mary (see

SlPARI Mai) said to have been found in the woods near Siparia, and

housed in a church built there. /sipAri fet/ 0 1 wouldn’t regret if they

stop Siparee fete. Make no fuss by stopping the Christmas, Make no

delay and stop Easter Monday. (Invader “Don't Stop the Carnival”

1939) 0 Over the years this festival has come to be known as the La

Divina Pastora, Siparia Fete or Siparee... The Hindus venerate this

statue on Holy Thursday. There, largely East Indian women make
offerings of jewelry, rice, oil, candles and money to the Saint. Moth-

ers pray to Siparia Mai to help barren wives become fertile, and for

their children to be strong and healthy... The statue of La Divina,

titled "Queen of all saints,” dressed in regal attire, complete with a

tiara on her head, will be mounted atop a vehicle, which will lead the

hymn-singing followers on the street procession. Later in the day, the

streets of Siparia will be transformed by an atmosphere of revelry and

fun, with a number of pay fetes and street DJs providing free music

for revellers. (TG 2 May 1993:16) 0 Sacred activities on the Virgin’s

feast day are followed by a massive fete, Trini-style. Many people

around the island simply refer to the entire day’s events, religious and

otherwise, as “the Siparia fete”. .. In the early 20th century, the Cath-

olic feast grew into a week-long fete that included cycling, horse rac-

ing, carnival rides and other sporting events. This fete became known
as Trinidad's “little carnival”. Older Hindu devotees say that the fes-

tival for the mother of Siparia was holier in days gone by. (McNeal

2002:79)

Sipari Mai, Siparee Mai, Siparu Mai n A statue of the Virgin Mary
said to have been found in the woods near Siparia, and housed in a

church built there. A yearly ceremony and feast of worship, incorpo-

rating both Catholic and Hindu features, is held in her honour. /sipAri

mai/ (< Siparia , the town near which the statue was apparently found

+ H mai ‘mother’) = >La Divina Pastora, Mother of Siparia 0 La

Divina Pastora... is called Siparu Mai by the Indians, which literally

means “mother of Siparia” in Hindi. On the night of Holy Thursday

great crowds of Indians come to the church from all over the island to

pray in Hindi and to make their offerings. Mothers or barren wives

come in particular... Male children have their heads shaved for the

first time... Besides the offering of oil, candles, and rice it is said that

jewelry... and other items of considerable value were left by Indian

women in supplication or gratitude... The fete of Siparu Mai as

observed by the Indians is only tolerated by the church, since it gives

no official sanction and from the point of view of the church leaders

the only Christian aspect of it is the fact that the Virgin is the object

of veneration. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:155-6) 0 [Hindu] pilgrimage

sites, too, were found in two locations: a stone said to drip milk and

grow, dedicated as a Shiva Hnga (phallic representation of the god) in

the town of Penal, and a statue of a black Virgin in Siparia, regarded

as a manifestation of the Goddess and deemed by Hindus Sipari ke

Mai ‘mother of Siparia’) or simply Sipari Mai. (Vertovec 1992:1 11)0

De excursion leaving just now for de visit to Soparee Mai. (Baptiste

1992) 0 The traditional feast of La Divina Pastora, the Blessed

Mother of God, takes place this weekend in Siparia... For over

200 years the festival was held on the second Sunday after Easter, but

in 1990 a change in the church’s calendar brought the festival to...

three Sundays after Easter Sunday. The festival of La Divina Pastora

is an annual day of prayer, procession and revelry which is held in

Siparia under the auspices of the Roman Catholic community. Over

the years this festival has come to be known as the La Divina Pastora,

Siparia Fete or Siparee... the famous statue which the Hindus call

Sipari Mai (Mother of Siparia) was brought to Trinidad in 1871. The

Hindus venerate this statue on Holy Thursday. There, largely East

Indian women make offerings of jewelry, rice, oil, candles and

money to the Saint. Mothers pray to Siparia Mai to help barren wives

become fertile, and for their children to be strong and healthy. There

are several stories about the arrival of the revered statue. Some say it

was brought here by the Capuchin monks after 1703... Others claim

that the statue was brought here from the mainland by Amerindians

via the Quinam beach... The status of La Divina, titled “Queen of all

saints,” dressed in regal attire, complete with a tiara on her head, will

be mounted atop a vehicle, which will lead the hymn-singing follow-

ers on the street procession. Later in the day, the streets of Siparia will

be transformed by an atmosphere of revelry and fun, with a number
of pay fetes and streets DJs providing free music for revellers. (TG 2

May 1993: 16) 0 The statue is in the form of a bust on wooden struts,

with jointed arms that can be moved, a common technique in Spanish

baroque iconography. This gives the impression of a fully figured

statue when dressed. The Mother of Siparia stands 2.5 feet high, and

is made of African cedar, a dark, reddish-brown wood, which is cov-

ered with a thin layer of plaster of Paris that has been smoothed and

painted. Only the face and hands show when the statue is dressed, and

they have been painted a dark copper colour, which gives her an

Amerindian or Indian appearance. The statue also has real, shiny

black, straight hair, which many consider Indian or indigenous Amer-
ican in character. Her clothing is full of significance for her devotees,

and every year she receives a number of new dresses as gifts... The
statue previously wore a crown made of gold offerings, but it was sto-

len in 1974, and its replacement is now kept in a bank safety-deposit

box; it is brought out for her Catholic feast day, which is held after

Easter. The Mother also holds a shepherd’s staff in her right hand,

which is believed to contain of special power of its own. (McNeal

2002:75) 0 Every year on Holy Thursday and Good Friday, thousands

of Trinidadians, including many Hindus of Indian descent, queue up

for hours for the chance to spend a brief moment in front of Siparee

Mai. The name means Mother of Siparia in Hindi, and she is well

known for her many miracles, healings and unanswered prayers.

Many of the devotees are mothers and women hoping to become
pregnant; mothers pray that their children will be strong and healthy,

and childless women pray for fertility. (McNeal 2002:75) 0 Sacred

activities on the Virgin’s feast day are followed by a massive fete,

Trini-style. Many people around the island simply refer to the entire

day’s events, religious and otherwise, as “the Siparia fete”... In the

early 20th century, the Catholic feast grew into a week-long fete that

included cycling, horse racing, carnival rides and other sporting

events. This fete became known as Trinidad’s “little carnival”. Older

Hindu devotees say that the festival for the mother of Siparia was

holier in days gone by. (McNeal 2002:79)

sipple adj Slippery; difficult to hold. (prob. < E supple ‘flexible’ +

slippery) 0 Sipple - slippery. (John 1973)

sir see SEERR

sirbandhi, sibundi n arc A piece of traditional Indian women’s jew-

ellry; a jewelled band placed around the forehead and parting of the

hair, worn usu. by brides and dancers. (< Bh sir ‘head’ + bendi ‘band’)

0 Auction sale: 1 silver sibundi 1 gold Julanie, 3 silver coin necklets, 2

silver earrings... 1 silver pan hycal, 8 silver armlets. (TG 15 Feb

1919:5) 0 Sirbandhi : A highly decorated head chain worn by brides. It

was heart-shaped and decorated with intricate patterns. The chain

going around the fore-head was lined with ghungroos which joined to

form a cluster of three at the centre. At the centre was a special piece of

jewelry called a bindiya which rested in the middle of the fore-head.

The bindiya was also heart-shaped and decorated with ghungroos.

(Ramlakhan 1990a:5) 0 “Dulahin put on yuh sirbandhi.” (1990)

sirdar n obs An Indian estate overseer. (< H sardar ‘headman; chief)

0 Witness is Sirdar on the St. Marie Estate. (TRD 12 Mar 1851:2) 0

About twenty coolies and a sirdar were employed here. (Day 1852-

1:189) 0 The sirdars usually communicate with the managers in

French, which, all things considered, he of the Bellevue gang spoke

remarkably well. (Day 1852-1:199) 0 He had attended a government

school where, in addition to Hindi, the sirdar also taught the boys

some English. (Naipaul 1976:136) 0 Scores of [those] bound for

Trinidad... were recruited by him, he claimed. In virtue of this he was

automatically made a sirdar over his fellow-emigrants the very day he

set foot on board the ship. In virtue of the same fact he continued
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being a sirdar on Tortuga Estate, to which he was indentured. There-

after, his indentureship period over, he kept being a sirdar on one

plantation or another till he moved in with my grandfather Gangaram

to become house son-in-law. And this explains why, in typical sirdar

fashion, he habitually clad himself in khaki trousers and tunic, never

ventured out unless he was well-booted, and never handled a cutlass

or a hoe. Once a sirdar always a sirdar, seemed to be his way.

(Naipaul 1976:136) 0 Arrival Day Festival 1984, in Cedros. A
costume representation of life on the Trinidad plantations in the mid

19th century. Figure in the bush jacket and sun helmet is the sirdar or

overseer. (Espinet 1984:9) 0 In some of these instances, the foremen

were East Indians. These sirdars, as they were called, were often as

vicious in the execution of their duties as their African counterparts

and often imitated the oppressive behavior of the European managers

and owners... In one case, on the Ste. Marie Estate, eleven workers

attacked the sirdar during a dispute over wages and beat him to death.

(Trotman 1986:137-8) 0 Sookoo was a sirdar. The large estate in

Trinidad was usually controlled by a manager with the assistance of

overseers in charge of work gangs; each gang was supervised by a

sirdar (headman). The overseer was generally a white or coloured

creole (though in some cases young Scotsmen were employed), while

the sirdars were Indian immigrants... as early as 1845 it was discovered

that certain sirdars were forcing the immigrants in their charge to pay

them a percentage on all monies they received... They mustered their

men in the morning and overseered their work during the day, and

pushed them to labour hard, and hence they were frequently known as

drivers. Sometimes the overseer was not fluent in Hindustani, so the

sirdar acted as a sort of interpreter, (de Verteuil 1989:82-3)

sirene n Fistularia tabucaria (E trumpetfish or cornetfish), a slender

marine fish with a long very narrow, tapering tail and a long trumpet-

like bill. Note: Joseph’s 1838 description of the sound as made by this

fish is not accurate, and prob. refers to whales. (< Fr sirene ‘hooter;

fog-horn’, from appearance of long snout) = trompetero 0 Not the

least astonishing of our fishes is the Sirene, or Trumpet Fish. This

extraordinary member of the finny tribe is frequently heard at the

Bocas and sometimes off Point-a-Pierre... a deep and not unpleasing

sound, similar to those one might imagine to proceed from a thousand

TEolian harps; this ceased, and deep twanging notes succeeded; these

gradually swelled into an uninterrupted stream of singular sounds like

the booming of a number of Chinese gongs under the water; to these

sounds succeeded notes that had a faint resemblance to a wild chorus

of a hundred human voices singing out of tune in deep bass... it is a

long thin fish... about three inches in circumference, and twenty-two

inches in length, not including a supplementary kind of tail or mem-
brane growing out of its tail, about the thickness of twine, tapering to

a fine thread; this is about five inches in length. The most remarkable

peculiarity is its long bill. (Joseph 1838a:69) 0 (Vincent 1910:52)

sirique see CIRIQUE

sirje v Sprinkle water; sprinkle water or manure between young
plants. (< H-Bh siche ‘irrigate; water’) 0 “Sirje there to settle the

dust.” (1990) 0 “Sirje the box ah tomatoes seeds for me nah.” (1990)

sirni, shirni n In Muslim ritual, food given divine blessing. (< U) =

melida 0 At the end of the [jumaa namaaz] service, blessed food,

called sherni
,
was passed out. This was the same dish as the persad

served by Hindus at the end of their religious functions. (Niehoff &
Niehoff 1960:139) 0 Muslim Indo-Trinidadians also “share out”

divine blessings in similar fashion, but these are blessings from Allah.

Muslims make sirni (or melida) for their own devotional worship,

from ingredients that are similar to prasad. However, they make an

effort to conceptually distinguish simi from prasad; sirni is not

offered to the divine as such, but prayed over by the imam, who asks

for Allah’s blessing. This blessing is most significant to those present

at the occasion for which the simi was made, such as religious

“functions” or home prayers. (Khan 1994:256) 0 He liked to take a

special snack (sirmee) of boiled potato in essence which the Jumma
(Friday Prayer) congregation relished. (Deen 1994:29) 0 Muslim
Indo-Trinidadians also “share out” divine blessings in similar fash-

ion, but these are blessings from Allah. Muslims make sirni (or mel-

ida) for their own devotional worship, from ingredients that are

similar to prasad. However, they make an effort to conceptually dis-

tinguish simi from prasad; simi is not offered to the divine as such,

but prayed over by the imam , who asks for Allah’s blessing. This

blessing is most significant to those present at the occasion for which

the simi was made, such as religious “functions” or home prayers.

Yet blessings can be shared with others as well. Simi is certainly not

divine juthaa, but as ritually blessed food it functions as a means of

conveying divine blessing and, in a sense, good will to various local

networks of people. Again, while I cannot state categorically that its

special quality prevents or inhibits pollution among those sharing the

same portion, simi, like prasad, seems to be more easily shared

among people than other foods which, when becoming juthaa through

human contact, are conduits of pollution. And although they could

conceivably be “juthaa’d” by someone, I never heard simi or prasad

referred to casually as juthaa. I believe this is due to the essential

sacredness and ritual associations of both these blessed foods, which

deters any direct association with juthaa, whose connotation is basi-

cally as something undesirable. (Khan 1994:256)

sissy, sissie, sissee 1 n Sister. (< E sister ‘a female person related by

having the same parents as you’) 0 My own sister came over in the

ship with me... when sissy and I came here we went together to the

Estate. I left my sissy there. (TRD 23 Nov 1850:3)

2 n Term of address or reference to a woman; traditionally used by

close female friends. 0 Why, me no hear with me two ear Judge

Scatl—d say dey for keep you in prisonment for twelve month - how
come you get out so soon, eh me sissee? (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0

And so, me sissee, if you find one buckra’s chest open, or ’spose you

open him and you want to help yourself, neber meddle wid de Dou-

bloon and de Dollar - take de “Moobable Property” - take de Bank

Notes. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 A short conversation which took

place in my hearing between two of “our sable brethren,” or rather a

sable “buddy” and a sable “sissee,” on the subject of the new Govern-

ment Buildings. (POSG 8 Nov 1844:3)

sissy-o, cissy-oh, sissie-o n A ring game, usu. played by girls, in

which players in one ring offer gifts, in song, to someone in another

ring until that person accepts and crosses over to the second ring,

eventually ending in one large circle. (< sissy
1 + o

1

) 0 (Macaw 1960)

0 In a fine castle, do you hear my sissie o? We want one of them,

which of them do you want? (Elder 1973) 0 We turned right and head

up the hill, past the Dediers’ house where the girls were playing “Do
you hear my sissy oh?” (Araujo 1984:66)

sister n A rank of SPIRITUAL Baptists. (< E sister ‘a female fellow-

member of the Christian Church, or ofsome body or association within

this’) 9 Sisters are the lowest-ranking female members of the faith.

They are expected to obey commands from superiors, labor for the

good of the church, buy pilgrimage tickets and contribute to church

assessments, and attend worship regularly. (Glazier 1983:53-4)

sister-boy pants n obs Jeans with a buckle in back at the waist. 0

Think he envies your sister boy pants? Imbeciles! (Macaw 1960:80) 0

That pants looking like a sister-boy pants.

sister-daughter n Tob Niece; the daughter of one’s sister. 0 You don’t

know Martha? That is Geoffrey sister-daughter.

sister isle, sister island n Tobago, as the smaller island component of

Trinidad & Tobago. See also TWIN-ISLAND NATION, (meant to

emphasize partnership of two islands in one state, but though often

used graciously, can be considered condescending as the smaller, less

important, companion island) 0 A very common fish at certain sea-

sons in the Gulf of Paria is the “Paoua” or “Spade" fish... The writer

has only inspected immature specimens of the “Paoua" in Tobago

waters and has never seen any of the jelly-fish in Tobago, which is

used as bait in the sister island. (Guppy 1922b:467) 0 From the very

first round, Dexter, a Trini now living in the Sister Isle, charmed his

way into the judges’ hearts with just his presentation alone. (Heat 25

Nov 1989:5) 0 Tears of sorrow and joy on sister isle. (ND 6 Nov
2007) 0 The sister island of Tobago... is also a rewarding site for bird-

ers. (http://pages.interlog.com/~barrow/, Nov 2007) 0 Trinidad is

located at the southerly tip of Venezuela and is part of the Caribbean.
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It is a twin isle with its other half known as the sister isle of Tobago.

(gonomad.com, Nov 2007)

sister-son n Tob Nephew; the son of one’s sister. 0 He get the job

because he is Godfrey sister-son.

sitar n An Indian musical instrument, usu. held vertically, having a

long fretted neck with a hollow resonator at one or both ends, with

three to seven metal strings played with a plectrum. (< H-U sitar,

musical instrument) 0 Sitar: ... The finger-board is usually eight

centimetres wide, hollow and deeply concave, there are sixteen to

twenty-two slightly curved frets of brass or silver. These are secured

to the finger board by pieces of gut which pass underneath. There are

seven strings fastened to pegs on the neck and sides. There are eleven

or twelve sympathetic strings which run parallel to the main strings

under the fret. These are secured to small pegs fixed at the side of the

finger-board. These are used to produce the scale of melody which is

being played. The sitar is played with wire plectrum (mizrab) worn

on the fore-finger of the right hand. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 8-9) 0 Sitar:

most popular string instrument in India; long-necked combination of

melodic and sympathetically resonating strings played with a pick.

(Ramaya 1992:22) 0 Play yuh sitaar, charm dem now.

Sita-Ram(a) phr A greeting used by Hindus to each other; often

accompanied by a gesture of placing the palms of the hands together,

fingers pointing upwards, (fr Hindu deity Rama or Ramci , the seventh

incarnation of Vishnu, and his wife Sita) 0 “Dada told me to say that

an Indian house always keeps plenty of extra food for when family

comes to visit. Sita Ram." He dashed down, leaving us with this glori-

ous repast. (Klass 1964:24) 0 Without even worrying about Pulbassia

he walked up to the village carpenter. “Sitaram Baba," the village car-

penter said. “Sitaram. How de box cornin'?” (Ladoo 1972:99) 0
‘

Sita-

RamaV said Baigan. Bringing his palms together, he carried the salu-

tation chest high and bent down a little. Seldom did anyone make
obeisance to Romesh in this very ceremonious way. (Naipaul

1976:177) 0 ‘You are very kind, but really I have no appetite...

Achha, Sita-Rama\ Well, God be with you!’ (Naipaul 1976:179) 0
‘

Sita Rome,' said Dwarika to Dinka, who was fixing his apron. Dinkey

returned the salutation. (Narine 1977:36) 0 Sita rome

,

a broken form

of Sita Ram, an Indian salutation. (Narine 1977:98) 0 Hindus greet

one another with
‘

Sita Ram', pressing the palms of their hands

together at the same time, as though in prayer. (Clarke 1986:78) 0

The last night now the baba done say he final prayers and give he

final darshan (blessing) so he gone by Sookdaya and he say,

“Sitaram, sitaram bahen (greetings, sister).” (Maharaj 1990:14) 0

Whereas sanatanis always expressed the greeting ‘Sita Ram’, Arya

Samajis advocated ‘Namaste’. Even in such a simple matter, the two

camps were bitterly opposed. (Vertovec 1992:119) 0 Dear Bahin,

Ram Ram Sita Ram. Forgive me for not coming to see you when I

was at Surinder... I trust you will forgive me and give me your bless-

ings, your choti Bahin. (Persaud 1993:165-8) 0 ‘Momin’ momin’,’ he

said to Prince and Compai. ‘Sita Ram,’ he said to Manu. (Boodhoo

1994:57) 0 ‘Ram Ram Sita Ram, beta.’ ‘Sitaram, pundit.’ (Boodhoo

1994:48) 0 “Sita Ram, Miss Helen,” I heard from a stray schoolgirl,

in uniform, smiling as we passed on the road. “Sita Ram,” I replied.

The village greeting, Sita and Ram, the eternal godly lovers. Warmer
this than the more proper Hindi namaste (“I bow to you”.) (Myers

1998:55)

sit down v In whe-whe, use a strategy of betting on a number one

less than the previous winning number. 0 Sit Down: Play one number

lower than the mark called in the last draw. (Besson 1999:49)

sit on river stone phr In negative, said to indicate that you should not

criticize something or someone from which you are currently deriv-

ing a benefit, (fr proverb, Doh sit on river stone and talk the river

bad.) 0 "Buh even when ah see the drama people was praisin dem,

dey sen security police tuh gi’e dem stick an ah hear dat one say how
dey did come tuh siddong on de river stone an talk de river bad. Dey
eh even lissen tuh wha de people was sayin, buh dey so fraid pong dat

dey get [paranoid].” (Taxi, EX 27 Aug 1995)

sitwonel see CITRONELLE

sive, chive n Allium schoenoprasum , a cultivated onion-like plant,

with thin, rounded, hollow leaves; bulbs and leaves are used for sea-

soning. A variety with darker leaves is known as CREOLE SIVE.

Note: This is the same species, but not the same variety, as North

American chive, which is pronounced /tfaiv/, and whose leaves only

are used, /sarv/ (poss. < E chive + Fr ciboulette) 0 Chives, a perennial

plant of the Onion genus, indigenous to Europe and Asia, 6 to 12

inches high with a much divided rootstock composed of slender

bulbs; propagated by division. It is largely used in Trinidad, for sea-

soning and salads, the chief source of supply being the hills above

Maraval. (Williams & Williams 1941:57) 0 You must have the fol-

lowing ingredients on hand in the kitchen at all times... garlic, onions,

chives, (de Boissiere ca 1945:4) 0 Surrounded on every side by the

raw smell of blood, fish, chive, goats, dirty clothes and human sweat,

George lit his pipe, (de Boissiere 1 956a: 141) 0 Chives. (CFNI

1971:26) 0 Ingredients for the “Callaloo” - Coconut, pepper, chive,

ochroes, pumpkin, onion, crab, and dasheen leaves. (Ottley 1971-

72:23) 0 1 bunch chive, finely chopped. (Hunt 1985a:2) 0 He lists a

range of crops that Caroni doesn’t produce precisely to avert the

heartless corporation image - bodi, melongene, cabbage, cauliflower,

tomatoes, sweet peppers, stringbeans, chive, and ground provisions

(except cassava). (EX-S 29 Mar 1987:8) 0 2 blades chive, chopped.

(TG 19 July 1990:13) 0 “They play more tempo than Maraval have

sive.” (1990) 0 A sea of chive, Spanish thyme and other herbs rip-

pling in the breeze. (TG 4 Dec 1994:5)0 [They] sell mostly chive,

tomatoes and avocadoes by the roadside. Valerie’s plaintive voice

called to passers-by, “Siiive ah dollar, siiive ah dollar!” (Pierre 17 Oct

2001) 0 In dire circumstances very poor dwellers ate “barefooted

rice” as a meal. That was rice simply cooked with onion and or chive

in salted water and eaten. Young children suffered from croup and

vomiting as a result. (Cummings 2004:54)

siwala n A Hindu temple, esp. one dedicated to the deity Shiva. See

also KUTIYA, MANDIR. (< H -Sanskrit sivala ‘temple or shrine dedi-

cated to the deity Siva/Shiva’) 0 Shiva-Ratri, the Sacred Annual Fes-

tival of the Hindoos, will be celebrated at the Tunapuna Shivalia. (TG

5 Feb 1933:7) 0 He has remained in Amity as a spiritual leader and

officiant in Siwala services... he is much more concerned with reorga-

nizing religious observance in Amity, and has provided weekly con-

gregational readings and prayers in the Siwala. (Klass 1961:149-50) 0

Siw Ratrl. The commemoration of Lord Siwa’s birth, observed on the

thirteenth day of the first half of the month of Phagun. Almost every-

one in the village tries to put in an appearance at the Siwala sometime

between midnight and noon the next day. Most people come in the

early morning hours, in order to complete their devotions before

going to work. Devotions begin with the adoration of the flowerbe-

decked linga (stone phallus) representing Siwa ... ending with the dis-

tribution of charity to the rows of beggars all from outside the village)

assembled within the courtyard. (Klass 1961:171 0 A ‘

siwaT literally,

the abode 'aT of Shiva 'siw'. (Singh 1988:20) 0 Amity now boasts a

number of temples in addition to the old “Siwala” (now “Siva

Mandir”). (Klass 1991:62) 0 In many villages Satyanarayan katha

was performed by the local pundit each month on the day of the full

moon (purnima ). This would take place at the village kutiya (or

Shiva/a, a similarly small temple dedicated to Shiva) or at the pun-

dit’s own residence. (Vertovec 1992:1 15)0 When Sastra approached

the door, she stood still before it and waited... She recalled doing the

same before the threshold of the inner sanctum of the siwala.

(Persaud 1993:64)

six-bass n In a STEEL BAND, six BASS PANS arranged in a U-shape

around the player. 0 (Thomas 1985:385) 0 Den some days ah does

want tuh beat ah six-bass. So dat ah could real gallery mehself. Yuh

know how dem bassmen does show orf. (Foster 1990:85) 0 The six

bass shown on Black Stands, [bass, bass lines, bottom chord tones,

synchronized 4ths and 5ths from Bflat] (Panyard Inc. 1997:12)

six-cents n obs A British threepenny (thruppence) coin, often used in

MOUNTING items in OBEAH. Part of the mixed currency system prior

to independence in 1962, in which one dollar equalled 100 British

halfpennies. See CENT.
1
0 My uncle would put a six-cents in my
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pocket for me to find when I reach home. 0 Bobes put a small silver

six-cents coin on the counter. (Andersen 2004:300)

six continent n Hypolimnas misippus, a butterfly, wingspan 6.5 cm
(2.6"). Male overall black; large white areas on both wings; small

white oblong patch, encircled by iridescent purple, at tip of upper

wing. Female light brownish red with black margins and upper wing

tips; white-spotted bar across upper wing, (fr number of white areas

on wings) = four continent
2
0 (Kaye 1921:33)

sixes n obs A small drink of rum. (fr costing six cents) 0 Bo-bo used to

go daily to the village rumshop for a “sixes” and for a chat with his

friends. (Alladin 1968) 0 A sixes - a drink of rum (about 1 oz.)

bought for six cents. (Alladin 1970:70) 0 Four study hard-working

brothers who each took one “sixes” every evening of the week had

several on [Saturday] night and came home drifting about, singing

and cursing. (Alladin 1970:41)

six o’clock n Caligo illioneus saltus, a large butterfly, wingspan to

10 cm (4"). Overall dark dull blue, with more intense blue on interior

of lower wing; conspicuous yellow serrated bands in double row

down upper wings; bands double and heavier in female. “A dusk

flier... confined almost completely to sugar cane estates and districts

immediately surrounding them. Often in estate homes at dusk and at

night. Caroni and Naparima areas.” (Barcant 1970:165) (fr time of

day it is usu. seen) = cane morbleu, morbleu 1

, owl 0 (Kaye 1904) 0

(Kaye 1921 :52) 0 (Barcant 1970:165)

six-tailed brushfoot n Sarota chrysus \~ Charts chrysus\, a small but-

terfly, wingspan to 2.75 cm (1 .1"). Brown with several pale spots on

upper wings and the lower wing-tips; lower wing-tips developed into

a series of short elongations; very hairy legs. (< E six-tailed, from

elongated tails on lower wings + brushfoot , a group of butterflies with

hairy legs) 0 (Barcant 1970:200)

sixty-cent n A British half-crown coin, worth sixty cents in the Trini-

dad & Tobago currency system prior to decimalization in 1956. See

CENT 1

. 0 Believe me, this is what they will say. That only sixty cents

this month is me pay. (Growler “Police Diplomacy” 1939) 0 “Mi bina

monitor but mi only bina get 60cents.” (James & Youssef 2002:35) 0

He dip in he pocket and all he had was a sixty-cent.

size n Height, usu. combined with weight. 0 He take size like

he father.

size alls phr Indicating an amazingly large size of a piece of clothing.

0 “You wouldn't believe de size alls dat dis chile does take in shoes!

An he only 10 years old!” (Baptiste 1993:145)

size up for v Get ready to fight; assess with a view to deciding on a

course of action, usu. implying an intention to be agressive. (< AmE
size up ‘regard to form an opinion of; make an estimate of ) = guff up

0 Dat nearly cause riot in the airport. And you known Hyacinth, she

ent fraid fight. She start to size up for the man, and telling him all

kind ah thing. (Doh Say Dat, TG 15 Sept 1991:13)

skate v Be without money. 0 “Gyul, yuh ent see I skating? If I coulda

pawn this earring now, it gone.” (EX 18 Jan 1996)

skating taranky n A stage of tabanca more advanced than

SAPATAY, and just before ZOP. 0 Oh God, he have a skating taranky

for that woman. (1990)

skeff n Fraud; con game. = scheme 1

,
skull 0 Going to college - boy

that was big ting. You eh leam much - improve yu skeffing. (Keens-

Douglas 1975:45) 0 He running a real skeff with that,

skeffer n A conman, someone who tricks people out of money, etc.

(< skeff) = skullman 0 That fella is a real skeffer.

skellington, skelenton n Skeleton; bones of the body. 0 What I had in

my room was a grinning skelenton with a face of gloom. (Executor

“Three Friends’ Advice” 1937) 0 Come into my den and there you

shall see, Skellingtons and bones of your family. (Beginner “Calypso

War” 1938, in Rohlehr 1990:63) 0 What shock Trinidad, Those seven

skellingtons that the workmen found in that yard (Executor “Seven

Skeletons Found in the Yard” 1938) 0 Now listen to what Jim Congo
had in his room, Seven skellington with a face of gloom, A little

parrot painted in red, With a jumping crapaud without a head (Atilla

& Executor “Jim Congo Meyer” 1938)

skin, kin 1 n Self; body; person. Often used with haul, fire, pelt, haul,

etc. to command someone to leave, e.g. “Haul yuh skin from here!”

= ass
2

,
tail

3
0 She tie round her kin bamboo wrapper. (TG 2 Oct

1 827) 0 No bring you hefty skin com tro um dung in ah me mami
chare excepun you bring de tippit an de shark Ef you doan bring

dem, ar will doss you af. (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 Ah say to meself, “We,

pa pa!” Nat me po crahny bone bwaye go bruck me skin pon dem
wood. (PC 30 July 1904) 0 A familiar expression... is “me skin hut-

ting me” meaning I am not feeling well. (Ottley ca 1970) 0 A hurri-

cane mash up de place... wen ah tell yuh drama in dem skin! (Mamits

LPOS, TG 9 Sept 1979) 0 Keep yuh skin quiet: Keep quiet. (Haynes

1987:189)

2 n arc A woman, as a sexually attractive object; sometimes with

piece of. 0 A Bajan fella shout out “Oy, look a skin. We must get a

special glass case to put her in.” (Radio “Unfortunate Bridegroom”

1936) 0 ‘Which part you get that piece of skin, Jupsingh?’ (Selvon

1960:89)

3 v Stick out your tongue at someone as an insult. 0 He skinning

at me!

4 v Laugh or smile in a nervous, ingratiating, insincere manner. See

also GRIN AND SKIN. 0 Wha you skinning dey for? = >skin teeth
1

skin band n A Carnival BAND in which the costumes are very

revealing, (fr amount of skin exposed) 0 “Skin bands,” replete with

breasts popping from scanty fabric, are taking over. Such bands are

pretty, easy to party in, and their costumes stick to the literal, one

rarely has to engage any visual metaphor or perceptual challenge in

the design. (TG-M 6 Feb 1993:2)

skin drum n Any drum with prepared animal skin as the percussion

surface. 0 To the beat of skin drums, chac-chacs and strumming gui-

tars, the colourfully dressed actors brought the rich ingredients of

local theatre smack in the middle of the Gulf of Paria. (Mirror 1983)

0 Plenty, plenty skin-drum players. I also used to play the skin drum.

Now where we got all the practice on the skin drum now, we had a lot

of Shango up here... So we, now [would play] the drums for the

Shango people to dance. (Alfred 1988, in Stuempfle 1995:39)

skin open v Peel off the skin of a fruit. 0 “How you skin-opening that

orange?” (1986)

skin teeth, kin teet, kin teeth 1 phr Laugh or smile, esp. at an unex-

pected or wrong time. 0 Cousin Amrose skinned his teeth, but didn’t

laugh out loud. “That Gomez too smart,” he said. (Stewart 1989:29) 0

What you skinnin yuh teeth for? = skin
4

2 n Insincere; inappropriate smiling or laughter. 0 All skin teeth

no laugh. (Ottley 1971) 0 “Mek kin teet when belly ache,” or “smile

wryly at a hopeless situation” is what the Graduate Theatre company
of Jamaica does in their current production Whiplash. (EX 16 Aug
1987:2) 0 All skin teet eh laugh. Not every smile is a genuine one.

Beware treachery! (Baptiste 1993:179) 0 “Wrong wedding,” the wife

muttered through a “skin teeth” smile, “let’s go.” (EX 16 Jan 1994:44)

skin up 1 v Expose a woman’s private parts. 0 “Man, she skin up for

me.” (1986)

2 v Expression indicating extreme anger, annoyance. 0 You go to hell!

Skin up yuhself!

skin up nose phr View with disgust. 0 Man, you boun to skin up you

nose at de food. (Ottley 1971:72) 0 Skin up one’s nose - show con-

tempt or dislike. (John 1973)

skin wet phr Be sweating; sweaty. 0 Mi skin wet. ‘I am sweating.’ She

skin was wet. ‘She was sweaty.’

skipjack n Katsuwonus pelamis (E skipjack tuna), an edible marine

fish. (< E skipjack
, various fishes which leap out of the water, esp.

Temnodon or Pomatomus saltator
,
and the skipjack tuna, K. pelamis)

0 The waters around these coasts abound with fish - bonito, yellowfin

tuna, skipjack, king fish, mackerel, cavalli, snapper, amber jack, and

the Jew fish with a record of 200 lb. (Bryans 1967:250)

skippers n arc Any of the hesperiid butterflies, small, dark brown but-

terflies, most of which have no tails on the hind wings. Similar spe-

cies with long tails on hind wings are usu. but not always referred to
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as DOCTOR 1

. (< E skipper, a butterfly of the family Hesperiidae, poss.

from its skipping-like flight) 0 [E. Simplicius

]

(Kaye 1921:122)

skiril see SQUIRREL

skirt(ing) n The lengthwise/vertical rim of a PAN, part of the original

side of the drum barrel; the deeper. 0 If you see here, the skirting have

a crack.

skrep n A worn-out whore, one who also begs or steals, (poss. < E
scrap ‘a remnant; a fragmentary portion remaining; piece of waste’) 0

“I don't know who the woman is this time but it was a little hot tail

skrep from Duke Street last year.” (Jones 1973)

skull n A fraud; con game. (< AmE skullduggery 'underhand dealing;

trickery’) = skeff, scheme 0 People who just don’t care to work for 3,

living, who live off “skulls”, like the list racket. (Punch 1979) 0

Maybe Union Park officials should stop wetting the track before race-

days. Otherwise, trainers based elsewhere will always feel someone is

trying some “skulls” on them. (Mirror 1984) 0 We want to know par-

ticularly what MPs and Senators own now so the population can later

judge who was involved in skull and corruption. (Blast 24 Nov
1989:10) 0 Skul by the jetty (headline)... Rampant skulduggery is tak-

ing place on the Caricom Jetty, involving small-island traders who
come to Trinidad to do business from St. Vincent. (Bomb 27 July

1990:23) 0 “You using skulls on yuh mother again to get to go out an

play in de yard?” (Baptiste 1993:145)

skullman, skullsman n A conman; someone who tricks people out of

money, etc. (< skull + -man~) = skeffer 0 But then these American

reverends ain’t easy too. When it comes to pulling off scams and out-

smarting people, they real massive. Richard’s father, for example, is a

real “skullsman.” Just the other day, he tell people how he had a

dream that God would take his life unless he raised a certain sum of

money by a certain time. And you know people in the world so dot-

ish... that they save the man’s life. (TTM 6 Oct 1989:24) 0 Resi-

dents... are on the lookout for a skullman who have been fooling

innocent people with heartbreak stories. (Bomb 20 July 1990:1 1)

skylark v Take it easy; fool around; not pay attention; act in a light-

hearted or playful manner to neglect duty; not usu. directed at anyone

else. Serious or BAD SKYLARK can be telling a lie, making a joke,

prank, jest, or outright deception. Often used as an admonition, e.g.

doh skylark, doh make skylark. See also MAKE SKYLARK, NIGGER
SKYLARK. (< E skylark ‘frolic; play; play tricks; indulge in rough

sport or horse-play; trick; cheat’) 0 The evidence for the prosecution

showed that the defendant, who was taking some pieces of meat to

the railway, was skylarking with some others, and in throwing a piece

of the meat through a station window he struck the pipe and broke it.

(TTM 4 Jan 1909:13) 0 When you bounce them up trucking. Don’t

think they’re in for skylarking. (Lion “Bad Woman Oh” 1939) 0

“This is no joke, this is no time for skylarkin’’ .” (de Boissiere

1952:82) 0 With all the joke and skylark. Lizard didn’t making fun.

Duty beyond pleasure! As he spot the children, he gone! (Com-
mander “Lizard and Crapaud” [ca 1955], in Rohlehr 1990:484) 0 The

Mayor said the money was wasted on the streets because of “skylark-

ing.” (TG 22 Dec 1956) 0 So shut up and don’t squawk. This ain't no

skylark. When I talk no damn dog bark. (Sparrow “Get to Hell Out of

Here” pr in Roberts 1965) 0 We must produce heavy if we want to

improve. This is not a time for idleness, leh we cut out all this sky-

larking. (Sniper “Way to Success” 1966 pr) 0 “And I hope them chil-

dren all you have there ain’t miserable. Anyway they better don’t

skylark when they with me, or else I go cut they skin.” (Hart 1966:8)

0 “Listen null, you come here to drink or to skylark? What you chink-

sing so for. It have plenty more in the back.” (Hart 1966:23) 0 I said,

“You think he kill it? The little pig.” “Nah!” Mr. Gidharee said.

“Tiger wouldn’t kill it. You think Tiger stupid? He know the differ-

ence between pig and wild-beast. He was only sky-larking.”

(Anthony 1967:1 13) 0 What I am saying is no skylark, they as good

as Hilton and the Queen’s Park. (Gibraltar “Hotels” 1969, pr) 0

Madame he say I ain’t making joke, I don't skylark when it come to

work. (Duke “Big Shot Neighbour 1973 pr) 0 Skylark-act foolishly,

waste time. (John 1973) 0 ‘You can’t skylark when you have a

serious teacher. You can’t skylark at all.’ (Lovelace 1988:15) 0

Calypsonian Mighty Duke once sang that “We’re not a serious people

at all,” and a certain Prime Minister [Eric Williams] caricatured us as

having “a Carnival mentality.” Now, whereas we may have given the

impression that we tend to skylark about serious things, there is little

doubt (as evidenced in our Carnival and Calypso and other areas we
need not mention) that when it comes to skylarking we are dead seri-

ous. (TG 10 Feb 1991:7, in Gallaugher 1991:128) 0 ‘Come on every-

body, work time. It does have too much skylarkin’ on this work.’

(Boodhoo 1994:104) 0 Bobes came to work with a lighter step than

usual, humming ‘Tantum Ergo’ with a slight calypso beat. “Why you

skylarking so early?” the Sahib wanted to know. (Andersen

2004:105)

slack 1 adj Lazy; not conscientious; derelict in duty; sometimes to the

point of being involved in dishonest or criminal behaviour. (< E slack

‘slow; negligent; neglectful’) 0 This alien has to be a prohibited

immigrant from Grenada or St. Vincent and if the immigration wasn’t

so slack, she wouldn’t have been here to say that Trinidad is stink.

(Target 1982) 0 “I just can’t understand how the... police could be so

slack as to allow a no-good thief to continue his no-good doings.”

(Bomb 6 Oct 1989:16) 0 “Some of the guards are very slack in that

they do not carry out their duties competently.” (Heat 25 Nov
1989:10)

2 adj Sexually RUDE, promiscuous or deviant; a very negative and

disapproving term. 0 I was laughing. “Look Pa, I only see the girl

once or twice, yes.” “Once or twice?” he said, looking puzzled. He
was trying to turn his face more towards me... “You ain’t so dam’

slack, boy.” I said nothing. “I mean if you like a girl, don’t feel shame

for that.” (Anthony 1967:82) 0 The young boys took over the center

then, and started carrying on their idleness there - with the one or two

young girls who couldn’t calm their weakness, with their tampi, and

their slack talk. (Stewart 1989:152)

slacking mange n A kite-string coating made of soft bread or boiled

rice and water, used in the kite-fighting tactic of dragging one’s kite

over the opponent’s string and severing it on the outward journey.

(< E slack, slacken ‘make loose’ + mange) 0 The base for both types

was made by grinding soda-water bottles into a fine dust, and mixing

it with rasom - a powdery substance... to make the glass cut better. To
make pulling mange, this base was mixed with dasheen... In slacking

mange this was replaced with “bread pit”... mixed with water, or

boiled rice... Slacking mange is preferred by those who allow the

wind to do the job for them and drag their kite over their opponent’s

string, severing it on the outward journey. (Bickerton 1969:35)

slackness 1 n Dereliction of duty; lack of attention to obligations; lazi-

ness. (< E slackness Tack of diligence or energy’) 0 They claim that

since a TTEC post fell last month, the telephone wires have been left

lying on the ground to the detriment of children and passers-by... and

although I have made several trips to Telco’s office, nothing has yet

been done. This is sheer slackess by a company which is telling peo-

ple that they want to increase their rates. (Letter, Mirror 1983) 0 This

cop may make a good policeman when he grow up, but it’s time he

realises that when in uniform, we citizens expect exemplary behav-

iour and his slackness hardly inspires our confidence. (Letter, EX-2

25 Oct 1987:19) 0 The angry daughter said: “This is too much slack-

ness for a sick patient to fall down and buss up her face.” (Punch 4

Feb 1996:9) 9 “What slackness is this. Tall Boy?... [You] never treat

us like that. We got to stand up at the counter and drink.” (Selvon

1 99 1 a:32)

2 n Dishonest or criminal behaviour. 0 “But this isn’t the first time

this man has been caught in slackness... Just about a month ago, he

was caught selling US currency at three dollars for one.” (TTM 14

Aug 1987:5)

3 n Sexual RUDENESS, promiscuity or deviance, sometimes of a

criminal nature. 0 Yes, I’ll tell you, Lillian, All through your slack-

ness you lose a man (Ziegfield “Lillian’s Slackness” 1940) 0 Every

move he make Dickie blocking, In we house this slackness aint work-

ing. (Dictator “Unreasonable Stepfathers” 1950 pr) 0 He thought, and

said as much, that violence was justifiable only if, as he expressed it,

you caught a man “bam-bam-naked” in bed with your wife. If it

should happen that you caught her in bed with a woman in a similar
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state of undress, then you would be entitled to take a whip to her

behind - not to punish her with undue severity, but simply to chastise

her for what he termed her “slackness”. (Hercules 1980:221) 0 Four

young boys... had accused a man from the area of kidnapping, tortur-

ing and molesting them... “As for the slander their relatives encourag-

ing them to spread about me, I leave them to God. Ah big man like

me with a wife and three children cannot get involved in the kind of

slackness they talking about.” (Blast 15 April 1988:13) 0 The [man]

who attempted to rape a 17-year-old girl... has written a letter to her

parents apologising for his slackness. ( TTM2\ Nov 1989:29)

slangs n Informal expressions often considered bad or incorrect Eng-

lish but popular. Note: SE has slang, or slang expressions, but not

slangs. (< E slang ‘language of a highly informal type, considered

below the level of standard educated speech, mostly consisting of

new words or words employed in a special sense’) 0 November 15th,

I was 24 years in radio, and most of those years I’ve been doing the

morning show with this same rap, this kind of hip. And what I do, I

pick up slangs; in other words, 1 keep current as a dee jay. (EX 4 Jan

1987:25)

slap bass n A percussion instrument made from a large empty

BISCUIT TIN (usu. Bermudez brand); the end produces a bass sound

when slapped. Note: In SE, a slap-bass is an upright string double-

bass played in jazz style, pulling the strings away from the finger-

board and letting them snap back. (<slap ‘strike something sharply

with the open hand or something flat’ + bass Tow in musical range’)

= biscuit drum, biscuit pan, boom, cuffboom 0 The biscuit drum bass

used by early pan bands, which was hung around the neck and

slapped or “cuffed” with one hand. (Thomas 1985:388) 0 Already [by

1946], urban bands were beating zinc or paint can “tenor kittles” or

“ping pongs”, biscuit tin "tenor booms” or “slap bass”, two-note

“bass kittles” or “du dups” from caustic soda drums. (EX 24 Jan

1993:33) 0 One [Destination] Tokyo youth, nicknamed “Slap Bass”

after the instrument he played and tuned, eventually returned to the

ancestral drum. His name was Andrew Beddoe and years later his

rhythms in Tokyo's Ju Ju mas sent women into convulsions. (EA'24

Jan 1993:33) 0 The large biscuit drum was used as a cuffboom or slap

bass, which produced one low sound of indefinite pitch when struck

with a hand wrapped in cloth, a tennis ball, or a stick wrapped with

rubber. Sometimes a player tapped the side of the drum with his other

hand or another individual tapped it with two sticks. (Steumpfle

1995:38)

slaughtery n Abbatoir; a place where animals are killed for food.

(< obs E slaughtery ‘slaughter-house’) 0 [His] shop is on the

St. Joseph's Road, near my Slaughtery. (Letter, FPTN 15 Feb 1883:3)

0 Two carts engaged at Messrs. Ellis Grell & Coy’s slaughtery were

going along South Quay. (POSG 1 June 1907:5) 0 Married man in the

slaughtery, Sweet man eating talkari, yuh run, yuh run, yuh run and

why yuh run? (Invader “Rate Rate Ray” 1941) 0 After he chop you

like a boar hog in the slaughtery. They send a police to caretake your

dead body. (Killer “Habeas Corpus Law” 1950 pr) 0 “They living up

the road by the slaughtery.” (1990)

slave band n A style of broad gold bracelet, usu. worn above the

elbow, (fr apparent resemblance to bracelets worn by enslaved Afri-

cans) 0 “Me cyar wear no slave band now! You want some bandit to

relieve me of it!” (Baptiste 1993: 145)

slave food n Food typically fed to enslaved people and therefore later

considered undesirable or even shameful. 0 That is a true, true story

somebody tell me about his father years ago. And it had plenty more

people like that man, who used to hide to eat their saltfish. Slave

food. That is how people used to malign saltfish, however it was dis-

guised. (EX 17 Feb 1993:35)

sleep away v Fall heavily and suddenly asleep. (< sleep ‘slumber; be

in the state of sleep’ + away2) 0 “I limped to the main road and lay

down on the ground under a drugs store and slept away.” (TTM 2 Dec
1994:11) 0 I came staggering home, high like a kite and stoned...

1 went home and leaned up on the back door of the house... I slept

away and I remember my brother waking me up to carry me inside.

(EX 18 Dec 1994:20-4)

sleeper n Dormitator maculatus (E fat sleeper ), a freshwater fish, to

60 cm. Body deep, flattened: mouth located at tip of snout; several

rows of teeth. Scales are rough to the touch; fins spiny. Body red to

muddy brown; belly reddish; chocolate-brown vertical bands along

body. Head has chocolate-brown markings radiating out from eyes;

bluish area behind gill covers. Back fins with brown spots and pale

cream to orange/red margins. Females paler. In Trinidad found in

coastal areas of streams south of the Northern Range. Commercial

aquarium fish based mainly on captive breeding. (< E sleeper, vari-

ous fishes that appear sluggish or relatively inactive) = dormeuse~ 0

(Boeseman 1960:135-6) 0 (Kenny 1995:24)

sleeping hibiscus n Malvaviscus arboreus var. penduliflorus, a culti-

vated shrub to 5 m (15') tall; with hanging red flowers 5-6 cm (2-3")

long that never fully open. = Christmas flower, datwan 0 ‘Oh, that’s

only Christmas flower,’ [she] explained, though Joseph Benoit had

earlier called it the more usual ‘sleeping hibiscus’. (Bryans 1967:75)

sleeping rattlesnake n obs Corallus ruschenbergerii, a non-venomous

snake, (fr being most commonly seen sleeping in trees during the

daytime + similarity of appearance to rattlesnakes, though not having

an actual rattle on the tail) = >cascabel*, cascabel dormillon, common
tree boa. Cook’s (tree) boa, doghead. dormillon, mango snake, man-

grove cascabel, mapanare, tet-chien, tree boa (constrictor), yellow-

marbled tree boa, yellow tree boa 0 (Boos 200 1 a:6 1

)

sleep out v Sleep away from home; stay out all night either at someone

else’s house or outside without regular shelter. Note: In SE sleep-out

usu. refers to a person such as a servant not sleeping at the place of

work.) 9 Many of those who were convicted summarily for “sleeping

out” as common vagrants were East Indians. (Trotman 1986:211) 0

They knew of all their father’s habits. And one thing they knew was

that he never slept out come-what-may. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:4)

slender tree snake n Imantodes cenchoa cenchoa, a thin-bodied

snake, (fr its slender build + frequent tree habitat) = cenchoa snake,

chunk-head(ed) (snake)
2

, fiddle-string mapepire
1

, fiddle-string snake,

>mapepire corde violon
1

, night climber, thread snake, vine snake
1

,

violin-string snake 0 (Boos 2001a: 114)

slider(s) n Men’s shorts with elastic waist and no buttons, (fr being

put on simply by sliding over the legs) 0 It remaining 1 merino

(undervest) 1 sheet 1 dress 1 white sliders (drawers) to finish iron.

(Bowman & Bowman 1939:108) 0 Sliders - Underpants, drawers.

(Alford 1953:148) 0 Ebenezer hid the money in his slider and led his

donkey back home. (Lewis 1972:4) 0 Three days before he dead 1

come in the office and I see the man with sliders and socks only walk-

ing round and round this table muttering, ‘they are too wicked. Not a

damn seat for them.’ (Maraj 1982:5) 0 From what MP hears, [he]

used to wear balisier “sliders” (long-time undershorts), so PNM was

he. (TTM 14 Aug 1987:4) 0 When liquor fly up in man head so, some
of them drop their trousers and liming in sliders or jockey shorts

alone. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:10) 0 I saw a clownish figure who looked

like a grandfather who had been rudely roused from his bed and

turned out into the cool morning air still wearing only his sliders, and

exposing his thin legs to the ridicule of the crowd. (EX 30 Jan 1994:8)

slight adj In reference to PEPPER SAUCE, a small amount. (< E slight

‘small in amount, quantity, etc.’) 0 “Gimme six - three with slight

pepper and one hot and doh put none in de rest, eh.” (TG 18 April

1988:17) 0 Give me two shark and bake, one plenty pepper, one

slight. (1990) 0 “Gi me a roti.” “Wha kind?” “Chicken.” “Pepper?”

“Slight!” ( 1991 ) 0 “Gi me two shark and bake, one plenty pepper, one

slight.” (1994)

sling n In the production of sugar, the last, rather thick, stage of the

boiled juice, past the LIQUOR and SYRUP stages, that is poured into

coolers to harden into sugar. 0 We indulged in sucking canes, and

drinking what was called “Cold Liquor”, which was really the juice

of the canes before it was boiled, then the “Hot Liquor”, which was

the juice when it became warm in the “Coppers” or Taches, then

when it turned into Syrup, and last when it became “Sling”, the last

stage of boiling, when it was turned on to the “Coolers” to harden into

sugar. (Fraser ca 1942:275) 0 Looking back more than a century

ago... each owner of 400 to 500 acres of land under cane cultivation
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had his factory, which comprised a three or six roller mill driven by a

steam engine, open containers called “Tayches” in which the cane

juice was boiled to a thick syrup (or “sling” as it is known) and large

vats in which were incorporated slow moving paddlers known as

oscillators. The sling from the “Tayches” was put into the oscillators

and upon cooling, formed small crystals or sugar on the paddles.

(Hutchinson & Taylor 1953:42)

slingin(g) shot n Sling shot; a toy or weapon made of a forked stick

and a rubber strap which can propel stones, etc. 0 Because all de

criminal have gun, an’ innocent people like me so, who always out

late at night ’bout me lawful business, can’t even get permission to

own ah ‘Slingin-shot’. (Keens-Douglas 1984:9)

slipney noose n A rope noose or knot which becomes tighter when
pulled. (< E slip-knot noose ‘a type of noose made with a knot that

can slip along the cord around which it is made’) 0 Slipney noose:

slippery noose, gets tighter when tension applied. (Haynes 1987:189)

slipper(s) n Any shoe without laces, and open in back. (< E slipper ‘a

light foot-covering, usu. without a heel, easily slipped on and off,

mostly worn indoors’) 0 Long ago it was a pity to see an Indian girl in

the city. Don't matter how the rain fall she wouldn’t put on a hat at all.

She dressed up with a slippers and orhini, And a Jula and a gangre. But

now they have Port-of-Spain confuse. With they whole dress, they hat

and Brazillian shoes. (Killer “Ramjatia” 1948 pr) 0 Kamal would come
out in home clothes; Ah short pants an merino an ah slipper. (Foster

1990:76) 0 ‘Oh God! Something chook me! My slipper fall out in the

water,’ the small cousin sobbed. (Gosine 1992:123)

slips n In PITCH, a misplay in which the TAW falls from the player’s

hand and the player can try to claim the right to reshoot. (< E slip

‘accidentally fall’) 0 Any time he make a bad shot, he claiming slips,

slip-slap n An old shoe or slipper. 0 Slip-slap - old slippers, esp old

shoes used as this. (John 1973)

sloth n Cyclopes didactylus didactylus, a mammal, body 17.5 cm (7")

long + 20 cm (8") tail. Tapered snout; tail prehensile. Fur soft, silky,

pale yellowish brown; darker above. Slow-moving; spends day rolled

in a ball on tree branches, /slot, slaut/ (< E sloth, ff slow movements
resembling that of the South American mammals Bradypus and

Cholapus) = ai paresseux, >poor-me-one2
,
silky anteater 0 Small

Anteater, or Sloth (Myrmecophaga didactyla). (de Verteuil 1884:360)

0 The song of this goat sucker is remarkably mournful and is

described by the peasantry as “Poor me one,” but is attributed

by them to the little ant-eater... commonly and erroneously known
as the sloth. (JFNC Aug 1894:51-2) 0 Cyclopes didactyles L. “Silky

Anteater”, “Sloth”, “Poor-me-one”. Common especially in the Cen-

tral Range. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 164) 0 (Alkins 1979:19-20)

slow lizard n Polychrus marmoratus, a lizard; body 20 cm (8") long +
thin 25 cm ( 10") tail. Usu. green, sometimes with yellowish or purple

markings on the body. Slow moving, often found on garden bushes,

(fr its slow and deliberate movements) = chameleon, >twenty-four

hours
1

0 (Murphy 1997: 148)

slug(s) n In marbles, a steel ball bearing about 1.5cm in diameter,

which became popular as marbles, esp. as TAWS, during World War
II. They are often favored by poorer pitchers because of their blasting

power and unbreakability. (< E slug ‘a piece of metal for firing fr a

gun; a rough bullet’) = balls bearing, doodle, iron doodle, iron tetay,

ironise 0 I remember my “tor” was an old busted up multi-coloured

“kiaow,” while my brothers favoured the rusty slugs. (TG-M 4 Aug
1991:9)

slug-eating snake n Sibon nebulata nebulata, a small slender snake,

(fr slugs being the main source of its diet) = cloud(ed) snake, >cloudy

snake, fiddle-string mapepire
2

,
mapepire corde violon

2

small 1 n A young age; childhood; generally equivalent to SE when I

was small. (< E small ‘young’) 0 A lot of people don’t know it, but

the guy I married knew me from small. (Punch 1983) 0 “De modder-

ass, you mind de chile from small and bring him big, now he talkin

Latin.” (Ladoo 1974:34) 0 I know Rebecca from small, She have no

behaviour at all. (Blue Boy “Rebecca” 1983 pr, Williams 1983)

2 adj Young in age; youthful. 0 “In those small days too I used to play

mouth organ; I don’t play it again.” (EX 12 Oct 1986:30) 0 You

remember when you did small in Chaguanas, in the canefields?

(Selvon 1991a:27)

3 adj Thinner; usu. as get small, lose weight, become less fat; the

opposite of TAKE ON SIZE. 0 Since she husband dead, she get small.

small band n In Carnival mas competition, a category for BANDS
comprising fewer than 250 members. See also MEDIUM BAND,
LARGE BAND. 0 Sun Dancing Red Injuns: 1492-1992 by Harry Ram-
din and A. Jackman won the small band category. (Jacob et al

1992:15) 0 Neville Aming’s Cavalcade ofAming’s 31 Years won the

small band category. (Jacob et al 1992:27) 0 Since ’69 Jason’s bands

have attracted increasing numbers. Beginning in the small band

category, by 1 972 they went up to the medium band category and for

the past 14 years have been in the large band category. (TG-M 17 Jan

1993:3)

small banded yellow n Eurema elathea, a small butterfly, wingspan

to 2.7 cm (1.1"). Pale yellow to white in upper wing, white lower

wing; black tips on upper wings and sides on lower wings. Male has

black band along inner margin of lower wing. Underside yellow or

white upper wing; greyish white lower wing. Also E. daira, a similar

species. 0 (Barcant 1970:82)

small blue bag n A type of GUARD containing protective elements,

esp. worn by children. 0 Small blue bag: attached to child’s vess/vest,

acts as ‘ah guard’. Contents: Psalm xxiii, 3 grains o’ clove, ah grain

o’ garlic, and blue. (Haynes 1987:11)

small-bottom-pants man n A small, insignificant, puny man. 0

“Small-bottom-pants-man” have no regard for anybody and cannot

behave themselves at all. (TG 3 Feb 1944:4)

small brown shoemaker n Hypanartia lethe, a small butterfly, wing-

span to 5 cm (2"). Variegated rich brown; tip of upper wing black

with irregular brown spotting; black spotting at lower wing-tips;

irregular black band across lower upper wing. Lower wing angular

with slight elongations, black and yellow-brown lines. 0 (Barcant

1970:181-2)

small cacique n Cacicus cela (E yellow-rumped cacique), a black and

yellow bird, 28.8 cm (11.5"). (fr similarity to and smaller size than

cacique
2
)
= arendau, >cacique

,
carouge

2
, combird

2
, merle, merle a

croupion jaune, merle moqueur, mockingbird 1

,
mocking merle,

yellow-backed cacique, yellow-backed combird, yellow plantain 0

Cacicus cela... smaller cacique. (Belcher & Smooker 1937b:524)

small cascadura n Corydoras aeneus, a small grey-gold freshwater

armoured catfish, (fr similarity to, but much smaller size than,

cascadura ’) = cascadura
2

,
goldfish, >pui-pui, river goldfish, souci 0

(Regan 1906:388) 0 (Boeseman 1960:108-9)

small cascarob see SMALL COSCOROB

small cent n In the mixed currency system prior to independence, one

dollar was equal to 100 British halfpennies, called a CENT or a small

cent; or 50 British pennies, called A TWO CENTS; or four shillings

(called A TWENTY-FIVE CENTS) and four cents. A British three-

penny piece was called a SIX-CENTS. 0 “Jestina dughter have twelve

years. Jestina does always send she to buy wey-wey mark, and the lit-

tle girl start to play for sheself too. Betting she small cents.” (Hill

1966c: 17)

small coscarub see SMALL COSCOROB

small chuck 1 n Ixobrychus exilis [~ Ardetta exilis, Ardea exilis] (E

least bittern), a marsh-bird, 27.5 cm (1 1") long. Male blackish above;

nape, cheeks and upper wing-coverts dark red-brown; other coverts

buff; underparts pale buff with a V-shaped black patch across breast;

bill, eye area and legs yellow. Female similar but dark brown above;

streaked with buff below. Voice is “most commonly a churring woh,

also in alarm a loud kock". Remains motionless, with head and neck

stretched up, when alarmed, (fr similarity to and smaller size than

chuck) = quioc jaune, susianna 0 (ffrench 1991:65-6)

2 n Ixobrychus involucris [= Ardea involucris] (E stripe-backed bit-

tern), a marsh-bird, 30 cm (12"). Yellowish buff with black crown

streak; back striped with black and rufous; wings brown with reddish-

brown tips. = quioc jaune raye 0 (ffrench 1991 :65)
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small coral (snake) n Micrurus circinalis, the smaller of the two ven-

omous coral snakes in Trinidad. = >common coral (snake), corail
1

,

coral (snake)
1

, male coral (snake), serpent, Trinidad northern coral

(snake) 0 (Emsley 1977)

small coscorob, small cascarob, small cascarub n Aequidens pul-

cher, a freshwater cichlid fish. Medium-sized, with iridescent blue

markings; develops black bars on sides when territory invaded by

other fish. Sometimes eaten; a commercial aquarium fish, (if smaller

size than other coscorobs )
= >blue coscorob, coscie, coscorob, green

coscorob 0 In such surroundings large numbers of fish may be caught

with a muslin bag net, mostly “Millions” (Lebistes ) and “Small

Coscorob” (Acara pulchar), also the larger “Coscorob” (Cichlosoma

bimaculatum). The large “Guabin” (Hoplias malabaricus) was

hooked several times. (Guppy 1934:1 17) 0 Small Coscorob - Acara

pulchra - A very elegant fish, prettily marked with bright green

and blue spots and with dark cross-bars on sides. (Guppy 1934:122) 0

(Boeseman 1960:133-4)

small coulihou n Probably, small specimens of COOLIHOO, Caran-

gus barthomomaei. 0 Far and away the best bait, especially for troll-

ing, are what are commonly called “sardines” of which there are

several varieties. Their local names in order of merit as fish killers,

are: - 1. Sardines rouges. 2. Anchois. 3. Sardines Dorees. 4. Cha-

Cha. 5. Small Coulihou. 6. Sardines cailleux. (Vincent 1910:21)

small dolphin n Coryphaena equisetis (E dolphin-fish ), a marine fish

of good eating quality, to 75 cm (30") long. Back brilliant blue-green;

sides silvery with golden sheen, black spots, (fir similarity to and

smaller size than C. hippuris) = coulihoo, couliron. jack-fish 0

(Vincent 1910:51)

small eye n Swollen eyelid from an insect bite, blow, etc. (fr affected

eye appearing much smaller than normal) = swell eye 0 He knock

down a jep nest and get two small eyes and swells all over his body.

small flambeau n Euiedes aliphera [~ Heliconius aliphera], a small,

slightly elongated butterfly, wingspan to 5 cm (2"). Orange-red with

narrow black borders; narrow black mark across upper wing-tip.

(fr similarity to and smaller size than flambeau) 0 (Kaye 1904) 0

(Barcant 1970:77)

small free-tailed bat n Molossus major major, an insect-eating bat.

(fr tail standing out fr webbing between the hind legs + smaller size

than similar large free-tailed bat) = small house bat 0 (Alkins

1979:60)

small guabine n Rivulus hartii
,
a small freshwater fish, (fr similarity

to and smaller size than guabine) = guabine2
, Hart’s killifish,

>jumping guabine, leaping fish, leaping guabine, pitch fish, Trinidad

killifish 0 (Regan 1906:389) 0 (Boeseman 1 960: 1 1 9-20)

Small Hosay Night n During HOSAY, the night after Big Hosay
Night, with similar but smaller-scale activities. 0 The eighth of

Muharram, is dedicated to Husayn’s older brother Hassan. This night

is locally known as Small Hosay Night. The sequence of prayer,

drumming, and procession continues, but this time a smaller tadjah

(approximately three feet square) is placed on the platform along with

some of the flags. Once again, the platforms move onto the streets to

the accompaniment of drumming. The crowd is larger on this eve-

ning, even though the largest audience will gather the next night for

the processional display of the big tadjahs... Like the flag-carrying

tradition, the once-prevalent custom of individuals carrying the small

tadjahs the whole night long on their heads is no longer seen in

St. James. However, this practice is known to have been performed in

the recent past in Cedros. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:163-5,172)

small house n Outdoor pit latrine. = banpulis, tutti 0 “Where is Glen?”

“He is in the small house.” (1986)

small house bat n Molossus major major, an insect-eating bat.

(fr smaller size than similar large house bat) = small free-tailed bat 0

(Alkins 1979:60)

smallie 1 n A person from a SMALL ISLAND country such as

St. Vincent and Grenada. = small island
2

, >small islander 0 (Haynes

1987:90)

2 n A small person, sometimes used by men as an affectionate term

for a woman. 0 “Smallie, you lookin nice today.” (2007)

small island 1 n Any of the smaller Caribbean islands, usu. with the

exception of Jamaica and Barbados; particularly referring to the

smaller English Caribbean islands northwest of Trinidad and Tobago,

such as St. Vincent and Grenada. This and other meanings are often

negative. 0 This august gentleman... came from a distinguished fam-

ily in some obscure small island where he outshined everybody aca-

demically and ended up in London to further his studies. (Blast 19 Jan

1990:16) 0 Small islands seek development options. (TG 3 Aug
1993:9) 0 “Is plenty ah we with roots in de small island but we eh

know Caricom self.” (Baptiste 1993:146) 0 Then Bertie came out to

meet him and called out loudly, crassly exaggerating the chatter of

what they called a Small Island nigger. (Andersen 2004:259)

2 n A person from a SMALL ISLAND 1

.
= smallie

1

, small islander 0 No
flour, no rice in the land. Believe me too much Small Island. (Invader

“Small Island” 1945) 0 To live on the moon now they fighting hard.

Why small island cant live in Trinidad. (Striker “Ah Glad for Federa-

tion” 1959 pr) 0 “I’m in love.” “Really, with whom?” “You don’t

know her.” “Don’t be funny. I know everybody on this Island.” “She's

not from here.” “Really... don’t tell me you’re caught up with a small

island?” (Andersen 2004:191)

3 adj Referring to people or customs typical of a SMALL ISLAND 1

. 0

So only hand me a badge and say go to work. And ah beating Small

Island people for joke. (Killer “If I Was an Immigration Officer” 1950

pr) 0 “Like all you small-island boys,” they said. “You come to Trini-

dad, taking the bread from other men's mouths, then you go back in a

swagger coat and we don’t see you no more.” (Salt 1957:14) 0 “That

man is a damn small island good for nothing.” Martin had come from

a respectable family in St. Vincent. (Jones 1973:99) 0 “Gyul behave

yuhself an stop acting so cuyoh over de small island man!” (Baptiste

1993:51) 0 ‘And what happen to all those small island people when
the base close down?’... ‘They all over Trinidad.’ (Boodhoo

1994: 104) 0 Then Bertie came out to meet him and called out loudly,

crassly exaggerating the chatter of what they called a Small Island

nigger. (Andersen 2004:259)

small islander n A person from another Caribbean island, except

Jamaica, particularly fr smaller Caribbean islands northwest of Trini-

dad and Tobago, such as St. Vincent and Grenada; often negative. =

smallie
1

,
small island

2
0 He had found a room but the landlady had

given him notice because a Grenadian working on the naval base had

offered her more money. Charlie’s wages did not allow him to com-

pete with this “small-islander”, (de Boissiere 1956:130) 0 They are

frustrating the hard-pressed Trinidad Immigration services who know
there is a Guyanese or Small Islander under every leaf and stone in

the country. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:19) 0 The fact is that boiled, baked,

fried or roasted, and garnished with salted meat or fish, breadfruit

turned out to be a table delicacy, a discovery that astonished the

proud Trinidadian but which the frugal Bajan and other small island-

ers knew all along. (Hill 1986:79) 0 1 want to know how Leatherface

Ken Gordon could put an outsider Small Islander, a Bajan no less,

like Julian Rogers, to interfere in we business. You think Bajan tele-

vision would allow a Trini to do that in Bimshire? (TTM 26 Nov
1995:30) 0 But there were other consequences of the establishment of

the base. Trinidad labour was in short supply and hundreds of Eastern

Caribbean people, called derisively “small islanders”, invaded the

island for jobs in waiting. (John 2007:75)

small jack n Probably Caranx sp., small edible marine fish, (fr small

size comparative to other jacks) 0 The fishes mostly caught by this

method [of seines] are bonito (Thynnus alliteratus , syn. Sarda sarda),

king fish (Cybium regale) and mackerel (Scombridae); black jack,

small jack, round robin, horse cavalli, karang (Caranx spp:), sardines

(Atherinidae spp:), sprats and small fry (Clupeidae spp:). (Guppy
1922a:443)

small king page n Papilio homothoas, a butterfly, wingspan to 3.25".

Black with narrow vertical-diagonal rows of bright yellow blotches;

tails on lower wings, (fr similarity to and smaller size than king page)

0 (Barcant 1970:188-9)
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small lacewing n Actinote pellenia trinitatis , a butterfly, wingspan to

5 cm (2"). Light brown, almost transparent, with thin black lines; dark

brown wing-tips with yellow bands across tips, (fr lacy net-like dark

lines on wings) 0 (Barcant 1970: 147)

small-leafed wild guava n Myrciaria floribunda, a small native tree

to 10 m (32'). Fruit round, red, yellow or white, 8-15 mm (.3-.6")

diameter, containing 1-2 round seeds; edible flesh, used for jam. (fr

similarity to and smaller size than guava) = >cherry guava, guava

berry 0 (FTT 1934-1-1:346)

small manioc cuckoo n arc Piaya minuta [~ Cuculus cayanensis
]

(E little cuckoo ), a bird, 25 cm (10"). Head and upperparts dark

reddish brown; long tail dark brown tipped broadly with white;

underparts dark reddish brown shading to dark grey belly; bill »

yellow; eye red. An uncommon resident in Trinidad, found mainly

in mangrove swamps, and scrubby woodland near water, (fr similar-

ity to and smaller size than coucou manioc) = petit coucou manioc 0

Cuculus Cayanensis... Petit coucou manioc, or small manioc

cuckoo, (de Verteuil 1884:369)

small postman n Heliconius erato hydara, a butterfly, wingspan 6 cm
(2.5"). Brownish black velvet with a large red patch centrally across

the upper wing, (fr similarity to and smaller size than postman) =

coffee
-
0 (Barcant 1970:1499)

small rare blue transparent n Pteronymia asopo [~ P. amandes], a

rare butterfly, wingspan to 3.75 cm (1.5"). Wings mostly transparent,

with fine black edges, margins and veins. 0 (Barcant 1970:172)

small red-bellied finch n Sporophila minuta minuta, a bird, 10 cm
(4") long. Male: head and upper back bluish grey; wings and tail dark

brown edged grey, with small white patch on wing; lower back and

underparts dark reddish brown. Song is a short series of high-pitched

musical whistles. Popular as a cage bird, (fr similarity to and smaller

size than large red-bellied finch) = cici-zebe a ventre roux, grass-

bird
6

, >robin' 0 (ffrench 1991:391)

small sarhaachi bhaaji n Alternanthera sessilis, a native trailing

plant with fleshy leaves; stem purplish with fine hairs and roots at leaf

nodes. Leaves edible when cooked, (fr similarity to and smaller size

than sarhaachi bhaaji) = bhaaji, >pani ni bhaaji

small shoemaker n Anaea ryphea [~ Anaea phidile], a butterfly. 0

(Kaye 1904)

small sole n Any of several small flat marine fishes: Bothus lunatus, to

45 cm; Cyclopsetta chittendeni, to 32 cm; Paralichthys tropicus, to

50 cm; Symphurus plagusia , to 23 cm. = flounder; aileronde, plate-

fish, saucer fish (C. chittendi) 0 (Vincent 1910:51) 0 [P. tropicus

]

(Kenny & Bacon 1981:122)

small sweet oil n Hypothyris euclea euclea, a small butterfly, wing-

span to 1.9". Orange-brown with elongated wings; black horizontal

bands and margins; bright yellow across upper wing-tips; white dots

in margins, (fr similarity to and smaller size than sweet oil) 0 (Barcant

1970:98)

small virgin orchid n Caularthron bilamellatum, a native orchid.

Flowers white, sometimes tinged with pink or lavender. = >little

virgin orchid

small white n Euremma albula, a small butterfly, wingspan to 3.5 cm
(1.4"). White with fairly wide black marginal bands. 0 (Barcant

1970:156)

small yellow n Eurema leuce, a small butterfly, wingspan to 4 cm
( 1 .6"). Bright yellow with black margin on upper wing-tips and lower

wings. Females sometimes have orange-brown spot on underside of

lower wing. 0 (Barcant 1970:81)

small zanchois n Probably Anchovia delicatissima or any similar very

small silvery marine fish, used for bait. 0 Anchovia delicatissima.

(Vincent 1910:51)

smart 1 v Be smart, intelligent. 0 “He have to smart.” (1990)

2 adj Cunning; clever; involved in schemes; poss. in SKULLS or

OBEAH; cheating people by conning them. 0 “Oh Lord, he is smart,

oui! He is a science man. He working hard.” ( TG 21 Jan 1919:7) 0

This morning you take me dollar, Now you playing smart. This morn-

ing you come we talk we business quiet and soft, Ev’ry time ah come

you making excuses and trying to put it off. (Sparrow “Theresa”

1957, in Rodman 1971:213-4)

smartman n Conman; someone who cheats or deceives people to get

money. (< smart2) 0 [A] ‘Smart Man’ is a crook. (Fermor 1950:176)

0 We worship our “smartmen” instead of regarding them as down-
right crooks. (Lange 1986:1 1) 0 When you sell someone a $40 ticket

marked “Special Reserve” and then fail to provide that person with a

seat or a decent sound system, you are ripping that person off and per-

petuating the “smart man” image that is so characteristic of the Trini-

dadian. (EX 15 March 1987:10) 0 “In return for him fixing up my
business for me, he said, I would have to pay him $500... It is only

afterwards that I got to find out this man is a smart man... He is a

damn scamp.” (TTM 19 April 1988:13) 0 Any side you tu’n is only

thief, smartmen, vagrant and politician you seeing. (Maharaj

1992:28) 0 ‘As soon as people get education and put on collar and tie

they become crook, fief and smart-man.’ (Boodhoo 1994:26) 0

‘Smartmen’ blamed for $200m price hike. (EX 6 Mar 2002:3)

smartness n Con; confidence trick; scheme or SKULL to cheat or

deceive to get money. (< smart
2
) 0 [He] also tried a ‘smartness’ on

the Central Bank, which had demanded exchange given to him.

(Bomb 1 Aug 1986:11)

smell self phr Become adult, esp. become aware of growing up. 0 Is

now yuh start to smell yuhself, you is big man.

smell stink phr Stink; smell bad; have an unpleasant odour. 0 A fella

like me too lazy to even smell stink. (Dougla “World’s Laziest

Man” 1961)

smoke « Not serious; not the real thing; not a real threat. 0 But

Mother, you know Dad is smoke. He’s a faddist! (Hill 1995:76) 0

“When I was a boy, if someone threatened you (fight or other vio-

lence) you could respond by shouting “Smoke!” meaning that the

threat was vain.” (1998)

smoke matchstick fuh cigarette phr Be in economic difficulties,

(fr matches being less expensive than cigarettes) 0 (Ottley 1971:23).

smoke plant n Pilea microphylla, a native plant, to 30 cm (1 1.7") tall

or spreading on ground; densely branched, usu. succulent, sometimes

woody at base. Leaves numerous, obovate, 1-12 mm (.04-.48") long,

those of a pair usu. markedly unequal. Flowers tiny, in very shortly

stalked clusters at nodes. Flowers small, separate male and female;

mature male flowers discharge pollen in a puff of ‘smoke’ when dis-

turbed, esp. in wet weather, (fr resemblance of sudden discharge of

pollen to artillery gunsmoke) = artillery plant, ditay betelmi 0 We
used to put smoke plant seeds on a stick and play gunfighters.

smooth glossy snake n obs Pseudoboa neuwiedii, a non-venomous

snake, (fr appearance) = brown snake, mapepire velour
2

,
moon

snake
1

,
>ratonel, ratonero

1

, velvet mapepire 0 Smooth Glossy Snake

(Cook 1984)

smooth machet savane n Chironius scurrulus, a slim, non-venomous

snake, to 2.2 m (T). Young are dark blue-black or green; adults

lighter yellow or yellow-brown. Doubtful record for Trinidad, (fr

contrast to rougher-scaled machete savane, C. carinatus and C. multi-

ventris septentrionalis) 0 (Boos 200 la: 122)

snackette n A small shop which sells items such as snacks, drinks,

cigarettes and minor groceries. = >parlour 0 Mrs Benjamin left her

husband in the building and went to a snackette on Penitence Street to

buy refreshments. (Lewis 1972:55-6) 0 Wildmeat is served at several

eating places in the city and sold at groceries and snackettes all over

the country and if I have received this information, surely the Game
Warden should be aware. (EX 28 Sept 1986:17) 0 Indian songs

blasted from roadside snackettes. (Lovelace 1988:32) 0 The men who
spend a week on the oil drilling platforms transform the entire string

of snackettes when they move in after their spell offshore. (Bomb 6

Oct 1989:15) 0 This time the confrontation is with people who oper-

ate small business places under their homes, like parlours, shops, gro-

ceries, and snackettes. (TTM 1 Jan 1993:11) 0 Bandits shot a maxi

taxi driver on Tuesday night, minutes after robbing a Petit Valley

snackette. (TG 12 Aug 1993:1) 0 With that, the whole snackette start

to laugh all manner of haar haar and hee hee and gip gip. (TTM 1 June

1997:27)
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snail-eating snake n Dipsas variegata trinitatis [~ D. trinitatis], a slim,

smooth-scaled, brightly coloured non-venomous snake, to 70 cm
(27.3") long, found in Trinidad. Neck very slim; head large and prom-

inent with rounded snout; eyes large and prominent; top of head dark

brown or black. Main body colour is brown, with black flecks; twin

bracket-like yellow bands form partial spots on the sides, enclosing a

black or dark brown center with a lighter brown core. Belly yellow

with dark speckling, (fr snail as major part of diet) = false mapepire
2

,

thirst snake 0 Snail-eating Snake (Emsley 1977) 0 The snail-eating

snake is... a secretive, nocturnal, arboreal snake, often found tightly

coiled among the bracts of bromeliads and the root-masses of tree

orchids and epiphytes. It feeds almost exclusively on small tree snails

and... slugs. (Boos 2001a: 113)

snake r- Make a kite go across the horizon, sideways back and forth, so

that the kite tail wiggles and moves like a snake, esp. for a common
kite tail made of a typewriter ribbon. 0 “They flying kite too?” “Yeah,

don't talk about that, man! The one two years old does only say,

‘Snake it! Snake it!’” (“Kite Flying” Gayelle I, 1986)

snake bird n Anhinga anhinga [~ Plotus anhinga
]
(E American darter

or anhinga), a large bird, 85 cm (34") long. Very long slender neck,

small head, and long pointed bill used to spear fish, long narrow tail.

Male black with white markings on wings; tail tipped buff. Female

has brown head, neck, and upper breast. Bill yellow. When perching,

often stands with wings and tail spread. Lives near inland waters.

May stay underwater for long periods, occasionally putting head up.

Legally protected, but often shot by hunters who think it is a kind of

duck, (fr resemblance of long thin flexible neck to snake) = black

duck 1

,
plongeon-soie, water turkey 0 (ffrench 1991:50)

snake bush n Cissns verticillata [= C. sicyaides], a climbing native

shrub, often with long branches pendulous from the high branches of

trees. A very tenacious vine, it may become troublesome in hedges,

arbours and small trees in which it firmly entangles itself by means of

tough tendrils. The stem produces aerial roots; small fragments of the

stem also easily take root. = blister bush, fei mouche, fly leaf, pud-

ding vine, snake vine 0 (Laurence 1976:3-4)

snake caller n A kind of whistle made from the flower bracts of the

BALISIER; supposed to attract snakes by sounding like a prey animal.

0 That they are supposed to be able to hear is the basis of the stories

told of a snake-man in the Arima/Blanchisseuse valley who could, by

whistling shrilly, call mapepires out of the bamboos, an unlikely

arboreal home for the ground-loving mapepire zanana. But even

Ditmars (1935) tells the same story that my father and uncles told me
when I was a boy on family picnics on the banks of the Caura and

Maracas Rivers, that the flower bracts of the balisier, Heliconia bihai,

when articulated by opening and closing the partially opened ele-

ments, was a “snake caller,” due to the squeaking sound it made.

(Boos 1998)

snake eye n An opaque glassy porcelain marble, white or shell-pink in

color, with thin veins of color running through it. (prob. fr resem-

blance to eye of dead snake) = >veiny

snake fish 1 n Gymnothorax ocellatus (E blackedge moray), a marine

eel; common on sandy or muddy bottoms; variably coloured with

dense light spotting on body; to 60 cm (2.4') long; sometimes eaten,

(fr long thin snake-like body) 9 (LNP 1985)

2 n Lepophidium profundorum , a marine eel, more fish-like than

the moray eel, with large eyes, to .3 m long; often eaten locally. 0

(LNP 1985)

snake gourd see CHICHINDA

snake in the balisier phr A warning to beware of hidden enemies,

(fr belief that snakes hide in a balisier plant) 0 “Snake in the balisier”

is a well known local saying of admonition to beware of a hidden

danger, or unseen enemies. This saying is often used by opponents of

the People’s National Movement political party; the PNM chose this

same inflorescence as their party symbol, to be figured on their

neckties and used to decorate rallies and platforms for political

speeches. (1998) 0 In 1976, as rumours of corruption in high places

increased, Calypsonian Shadow had warned that there were: “Snakes

in the balisier, and they biting hard. Snakes in the balisier, A sorry for

Trinidad.” For the balisier plant is reputed to have snakes in the cool

environment provided by its great plantain-like leaves.... But it was
the calypsonian Frisco who had the last word, and earned many
encores with his popular 1992 rendition of “Snake in the Balisier”

when he explained why A.N.R. Robinson, leader of the deposed NAR
government had lost the election. He said: “Robbie you got a warn-

ing, ’Bout dem ting you were saying. But you never care. All a we
speak to you, You didn’t hear. You didn't like PNM, You wanted to

destroy them. So Election Day, We leggo dem snake. From the

balisier.” (TTR Mar/Apr 1993:38-9)

snake mackerel see COUTELAS 2

snake plant n Dracontiumfoecundum, a native plant to about 60-90 cm
(2.4-3') tall. Tuberous roots, edible. Thick single stalk is mottled

brown and grey; leaves deeply lobed. (fr resemblance of mottled stalk

to a snake) = cascabel plant, >snake tannia, suran 0 (Morean 1990)

snake tannia n Dracontiumfoecundum, a native plant to about 60 cm
(2') tall. Tuberous roots, edible. Thick single stalk is mottled brown

and grey; leaves deeply lobed. Flowers in a compact spike subtended

by a spathe on a stalk similar to, but shorter than, the leaf, (fr resem-

blance of mottled stalk to a snake) = cascabel plant, snake plant, suran

0 (Morean 1993) 0 Herbs like... snake tannia (used as an antidote)

were included among his stock in trade. (Morean M-69)

snake vine n Cissns verticillata, a native climbing shrub, often with

long branches pendulous from the high branches of trees. = blister

bush, fei mouche, fly leaf, pudding vine, >snake bush 0 Snake vine...

Leaf teas are taken for colds. (Seaforth et al 1998:525)

snob v Ignore; ostracize; pay no attention to. Note: In SE this cannot

take a direct object. (< E snob ‘feel superior to someone’ + E snub

‘ignore someone deliberately’) 0 Soon after her pregnancy, [he]

began snobbing her until they both fell out. (Blast 13 Oct 1989:2)

sno-cone, snowcone, sno-kone n Shaved ice, in small pieces, put into

a glass in the past, now into a plastic cup, with fruit syrup and some-

times condensed milk poured over it. More expensive than a PRESS 2
.

= shave ice
1

, snowball 0 It was a very hot day, and the sno-kone

vendors were doing a roaring business. (Clarke 1979:128) 0 An’ of

course, de snocone lovers who feel dey must double-park so dat little

Prince could push de snocone right in dey mouf. (Keens-Douglas

1984:24) 0 The man with the loudspeaker on Frederick Street took a

sip from his sno-cone. (EX 8 Aug 1993:13) 0 The youthful looking

father of nine has been selling sno cones here for “15 years now.” In

preparation for the day’s work Joseph buys about $80 worth of ice

from the district ice factory, mixes his colouring of choice and tops

off with a six-pack of condensed milk. On a good day he sells almost

200 cups of sno cones. (TG 4 Dec 1994:11) 0 Condensed milk on

sno-cone? they ask. Gross... Forget mentioning press or snoball.

(T&T Yesteryear 1995:8) 0 Several times in his undercover letter, he

specifically denies that he is Patrick Manning pretending to be a sno

cone man. (Pires 2000c:9)

snook see BROCHET 1

snout n Libythea carinenta, a small butterfly, wingspan to 4.4 cm
(1.75"); snout-like protrusion on head. Dark brown with small lighter

brown patches and white dots on upper wing tips, (fr snout-like pro-

trusion on head) 0 (Barcant 1970:103-4)

snowball n Shaved or chipped ice pressed into a glass or cup, and cov-

ered with fruit syrup, sometimes with condensed milk poured over it.

See also PRESS 2
' = shave ice

1

,
>sno-cone 0 A signboard [states]...

“fry salt fish and snow ball.” (PC 25 June 1904:10) 0 [They] had on
this night left Rock’s snowball shop. (TG 2 Dec 1919:6) 0 Apart from

trading in liquors he dealt in tram and ice tickets as well. The other

defendant... said that he bought the tickets... from a man who told him
that he used to keep a snow ball shop at St. James and had bought a

book of the tickets at the Electric Co. (TG 4 Dec 1919:7) 0 It has not

been his habit to purchase ‘one-cent snowball’. (TG 9 Jan 1936:11) 0

Pure Flavouring Essences. For Cakes. Ice [Cream], Snowball. Ice

Blocks Etc. (ad, Calypso Souvenir 1959) 0 There was a small boy
drinking snowball and blowing it every now and again, and this made
me chuckle to myself. (Anthony 1967:71 ) 0 Freddie came back, and I

said, “I’ll try a snowball, Fred. Let me see if you could make snow-
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ball.”... I looked round at him as he shaved the ice... Freddie finished

the snowball and it had a lot of condensed milk and red syrup on it. It

looked nice. (Anthony 1967:72) 0 No child brought his books but

everyone brought an enamel or tin cup, and a few brought spoons, for

the snowball treat in the evening... Shaved ice, scraped from 100-lb.

blocks, was placed in buckets and from these each child’s cup was

next poured in. (Alladin 1970:50,53) 0 Sona was the first to purchase

his snowball, for which he paid a penny. The vendor shaved the ice

and pressed it firmly in a plastic glass, then dipped it into two syrups.

One end in red guava syrup and the other end in yellow pineapple.

The boy held the snowball in his bare hands and sucked it to extract

the sweet juice. (Narine 1977:50-1) 0 The prize was snowball and

milk for the winners. (Bynoe 1985:12) 0 She... made excellent lime

and guava favoured syrups, which accounted for a great deal of

the profit she made by selling press and snowball in the parlour.

(EX 23 December 1990:15) 0 He saw a man wheeling a bicycle with

a large tray in front. A wet jute bag wrapped a block of ice. On a shelf

above the tray were bottles of different coloured syrup and a tin of

condensed milk. ‘Snow ball,’ the man said and looked at Mangal

straight in the eye. ‘Press.’ (Boodhoo 1994:208) 0 Condensed milk on

sno-cone? they ask. Gross... Forget mentioning press or snoball.

(T& T Yestei-year 1995:8) 0 Kaiser Balls, and lemon drops, snowballs,

mauby-and-rock, ginger beer, peanut brittle, coconut sugar-cakes.

(Andersen 2004:146)

snowberry n Chiococca alba, a native climbing shrub, 1 m (3.2') or

more. Stem slender, cylindrical; leaves elliptical with bluntish point,

7-10 x 4-5 cm (2. 7-3.9" x 1.6-2") wide, leathery, shiny. Flowers

scented, yellowish, numerous; in panicles which may be longer or

shorter than the leaves. Fruit white, small, roundish 4-5 mm (.16-.2")

diameter, (fr snow-white fruit) = American mint2
,
>brendel, dandy

root, David(‘s) root, vagan

snowcone see SNO-CONE

snow-flake n Leucidia brephos
,
a small fragile butterfly, wingspan to

1
", with wings rounded at all margins. Completely white. Slow, float-

ing flight, (fr resemblance to a white, floating snowflake) 0 (Barcant

1970:123)

so 1 adv Like that; in that way; of that kind; in that fashion; thus. (< E so

‘in this way; thus; as follows’) 0 Him no tink me butt him. When me
hold him, me top for him jaw - Catch him hold him two ear so, an butt

him. ( TG 2 Oct 1 827) 0 So you cud rite and axe de Local Road Board if

dey going to let a wealthy place like La Finette in Maraval to remain so

without road. (PC 15 Oct 1904) 0 “You didn’t bound to do school-

children nutten. But they will watch you straight so and buss you head

in four. For is so all o’ dem does play with Crapaud.” (Commander
“Lizard and Crapaud” [ca 1955], in Rohlehr 1990:484-5) 0 Balraj

twisted as a shadow with fright. He did his hands so, and his feet went

so, and his lips shook as two dry leaves shaking in the wind. (Ladoo

1972:27) 0 “Well, all them people, Grenada, St. Vincent, St. Kitts, all

them so they does lend they wives hell.” (Jones 1973:100) 0 Buh how
people wicked so yuh could tell mih? (Mamits, TG 22 Oct 1979) 0 She

nearly half-kill de chile wit’ cuff before she find out was some bad

food de chile eat dat had she so. (Keens-Douglas 1984: 17) 0 “You ever

see fire so!” (EX 12 April 1987:3) 0 NKM They say when a lady have

big belly, it good for she to plant things. SN Yes, it good for them to

plant grain. Anything they plant it must come good. Long time people

use to plant potato and it used to come big, big so. (OPNL Mar 1989:6)

0 “Allan... oh gosh, Allan,” cried a young woman, “whah he ha dem
snake wid dem chirren so for?” she wondered. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:1 1)

0 Man is a long time I ent laugh so. (Smith 2000a: 17)

2 adv Things like that; associated activities or qualities. (< E and so

on 'et cetera , and such things’) 0 Then we’d regularly go to [sea]-

bathe... and sometimes we’d have a car and go on a picnic and so. (EX
11 Jan 1987:21)

3 adv Easily; readily. 0 When all man belly full on Christmas night, it

was normal to go in the yard and bum Starlight. “We used to light it

and watch it, we got clear instructions not to throw it in the air

because wooden house could bum down easy so.” (TG 18 Dec 1995)

4 adv Suddenly; without warning; often said with an accompanying

hand gesture. = >just so 0 He fall down so.

5 adv To such an extent; to a great degree; so much. 0 “That is the

Campbell boy looking sweet so, in five-piece suit and thing?” (Punch

19 Nov 1989:15)

6 adv In the way suitable for that action or feeling; things like that;

deserving of such treatment. 0 More licks again, he thought. Lord,

what I do so? (Gosine 1992:58)

7 adv Approximately; about; usu. with expressions of time. 0 “Merry

Christmas, Pa.” “Merry Christmas, boy. O God, I sleep like the

devil.” “That’s good. That’s all right. What’s wrong with that?”

“What’s the time like?” “About nine so.” (Anthony 1967:126) 0

Christmas Eve is no surprise to see fishermen making a cook on the

beach. “Evening time so, if we had a good catch, we put on a big pot

over there under the almond tree and men eating from calabash.” (TG
22 Dec 1995:32)

8 adv Usu. after the pronoun DEM/THEM, of that kind, that group. 0

Dem-so cyaan understand what I saying at all.

9 adv An intensifier after a pronoun. 0 If it wasn’t for the chirren, me
so I woulda leff long time.

10 adv In a general direction or area. 0 You would find that bush

down by Icacos so.

11 conj In a parallel structure, indicating that one quality is equal to

another in the phrase form so x, soy. Often used to describe a person’s

character negatively. 0 So de man fall, so he lie. Said of a selfish man.

“Dey wouldn’ go to he face, bold, but de talk would still go abroad.”

(Herskovits 1945:206) 0 So she ugly, So she stupid. (Sparrow “Jean

Marabunta” ca 1958) 0 So she ugly, so she dread. (Target 1982) 0

“Yuh ent getting my beer.” “So yuh belly big, so yuh stingy.” (EX
18 Jan 1996)

soak 1 v Freshen old bread by moistening it, and then putting it in the

oven to reheat. (< E soak ‘allow liquid to sink in; absorb’) 0 All the

bread was unaccountably spoiled; the loaves were damp and moldy.

“De bread didn’t soak long enough, madam,” Leotha suggested... in

Scarborough, if all the bread isn’t sold one day, it is moistened and

put back in the oven to “freshen.” This time the process had not been

quite completed. (Bowman & Bowman 1939:84)

2 v Let dough rest to rise. (< E soak Tie immersed in liquid until satu-

rated or soft’) = relax 0 The dough soaking in the bowl there.

3 v Let kerosene saturate a wick. (< E soak ‘penetrate by saturation or

infiltration’) 0 When the gas is soak you light it and put a pot in the

gas stove.

4 v Beat heavily. (< colloq. AmE soak ‘punish; beat; strike hard’) 0

He gave her the blows - all her bones were dead... Prisoner’s mother

cried out “Soak on! soak on my boy; if you can’t get it out of one,

take it out of the other.” (POSG 13 Dec 1844:2) 0 ‘Look at your

clothes!’... ‘It bad?’... ‘Ma going to soak your tail.’ (Lovelace

1988:29)

soakaway see SUCKAWAY

soap berry n Sapindus saponaria, a large native evergreen tree, to 20 m
(65' ), girth to 2.7 m (9'). Fruit of 1-3 parts, each 1-2 cm (.4-. 8"),

round, brown, with astringent, soapy tasting, gelatinous pulp, con-

taining one hard dark seed. Fruit skin used as soap; seeds used as

beads or marbles, (fr use of fruit as soap) = soap nut, >soap seed
1

,

soap tree, soap wood 1

0 The “soapberry,” or “soap seed,” grows on a

tree some forty feet high, which is in bearing several months in the

year. The seed is black, inclosed within a yellow skin, and is about as

large as a common marble. The creoles use the skin, which is viscid,

as a detergent, in lieu of soap, and it is often used to wash clothes

with. The seeds, after they are cleaned, are worn as beads by the chil-

dren. (Ober 1898:103) 0 (FTT 1930-1-3:191)

soap bush n Gouania lupuloides, a native woody vine with a soapy

taste, (fr use of stem as soap) = bejuco de raime, liane savonette,

>soap vine

soap down v In washing clothes, putting soap on soaked clothes prior

to scrubbing. 0 On Tuesday mornings the soaked clothes would be

wrung and placed in clean water for “soaping down”. The washer-

women chose between cheap caustic soda-based soap that would
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cause skin irritation of their hands but cleaned the clothes quickly and

effectively or slightly more costly ones that were not damaging to

hands and correspondingly took longer to be as effective. The soaps

graded from the more damaging to the least damaging were brown

soap, blue soap, family soap and sunlight soap... Following the “soap-

ing down” was the “jooking” of every piece with bare hands on a

ridged plank that was lodged in the tub for that purpose. (Cummings

2004:72)

soap nut n arc Sapindus saponaria

,

a large native evergreen tree.

Fruit of 1-3 parts, each 1-2 cm (.4-. 8"), round, brown, with astringent,

soapy tasting, gelatinous pulp, containing one hard dark seed. Fruit

skin used as soap; seeds used as beads or marbles, (fr use of fruit as

soap) = soap berry, >soap seed
1

,
soap tree, soap wood 1

0 The soap-

nut with which they had washed their hands. (Broome 1904:159)

soap seed 1 n Sapindus saponaria
,
a large native evergreen tree, to 20 m

(65'), girth to 2.7 m (9'). Bark smooth, thin, dark-grey. Leaves

papery, compound, with 6-10 leaflets. Flowers small, white, in pani-

cles. Fruit of 1-3 parts, each 1-2 cm (.4-. 8"), round, brown, with

astringent, soapy tasting, gelatinous pulp, containing one hard dark

seed. Fruit skin used as soap; seeds used as beads or marbles. Wood
hard, heavy, pale yellow, (fr use of fruit as soap) = soap berry, soap

nut, soap tree, soap wood 1 0 The “soapberry,” or “soap seed,” grows

on a tree some forty feet high, which is in bearing several months in

the year. The seed is black, inclosed within a yellow skin, and is

about as large as a common marble. The creoles use the skin, which is

viscid, as a detergent, in lieu of soap, and it is often used to wash

clothes with. The seeds, after they are cleaned, are worn as beads by

the children. (Ober 1898:103) 0 “But the government does draw

money from sweepstake, oui.” “So what the police drawing from we?

Soapseed?” (Hill 1 966c: 13) 0 With the assistance of a baton (thick

piece of wood used to beat the clothes) and soap seeds picked from

the Soap Seed tree, the women would wet the clothes in the river and

rub them with the soap seed before bundling them on a broad stone

and using the baton until they became clean. (EX 12 Aug 2003:25)

2 n Cordia bicolor, C. panamensis and Cordia sericicalyx, native

mangrove-like trees. All have small, sticky, edible fruits. = >bois

laylay
2

, mapoo (laylay) (C. bicolor)-, bois laylay
3

, >hairy (bois)

laylay, mapoo (laylay) (C. panamensis)-, bois laylay
4

, mapoo (laylay)

(C. sericicalyx)

soap tree n Sapindus saponaria, a large native evergreen tree, to 20 m
(65'), girth to 2.7 m (9'). Fruit of 1-3 parts, each 1-2 cm (.4-. 8"),

round, brown, with astringent, soapy tasting, gelatinous pulp, con-

taining one hard dark seed. Fruit skin used as soap; seeds used as

beads or marbles. Wood hard, heavy, pale yellow, (fr use of fruit as

soap) = soap berry, soap nut, >soap seed
1

, soap wood
1

soap vine n Gouania lupuloides [= G. polygama], a native woody vine

with reddish sap and a soapy taste; pieces of the stem are used to

clean teeth, (fr use of stem as soap) = bejuco de raime, liane

savonette, soap bush 0 Another thing used for removing dirt is the

leaf of the “soap vine,” which is quite common, and is applied with

corncobs, cocoanut husks, etc. (Ober 1898:104-5) 0 Sona went into

the kitchen and unhooked a coil of soap vine. He took his father’s

sharp cutlass from its leather case and cut off about seven inches of

the vine. This was Sona’s toothbrush, called a datwan. As he chewed
one end into fine bristles, it became frothy and had a bitter taste...

Sona continued brushing his teeth, spitting frequently. (Narine

1977:14-5) 0 [T]he soap vine is the multi-tasker of the natural world,

being used for fever, toothpaste, soap and cleansing of the kidneys.

(EX-S 25 May 2003:3)

soap wood 1 n Sapindus saponaria, a large native evergreen tree, to

20 m (65'), girth to 2.7 m (9'). Fruit of 1-3 parts, each 1-2 cm (.4-. 8"),

round, brown, with astringent, soapy tasting, gelatinous pulp, con-

taining one hard dark seed. Fruit skin used as soap; seeds used as

beads or marbles, (fr use of fruit as soap) = soap berry, soap nut,

>soap seed
1

,
soap tree 0 Parrots... feed on the seeds of the milk wood,

soap wood, wild cashew, clammy cherry, pigeon peas, pomme de

lianne, etc., according to the season. (Ober 1898:44)

2 n Tob Abaremajupunba, a large native evergreen tree, found in the

lower montane and lowland forests of Trinidad and Tobago. Bark

dark brown, rough, fissured; in old trees untidy, shaggy, scaling off in

thick pieces. Fruit a small, compressed, irregularly cylindrical woody
pod, constricted between seeds, twisting as it dries, brown outside,

brick red inside, containing brown seeds. Wood hard, medium-

weight, brownish. = >puni 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:136)

sobriquet n A stage name; a name adopted for professional entertain-

ment purposes, esp. by CALYPSONIANS; often grandiose, powerful, or

impressive. (< E sobriquet ‘nickname; epithet’) 0 William Moore,

who also delights in the sobriquet “Muscovy” was charged... with

throwing missiles. (POSG 3 May 1907:5) 0 Consider for a moment
the sobriquets: Lord Executor, The Lord Invader, The Roaring Lion,

The Growling Growler, Atilla the Hun, where also are such grandilo-

quent pseudonyms heard? (TG 13 Feb 1944:4) 0 This 16-year old

goes by the sobriquet [P]rincess Natasha. (Heat 10 Oct 1991:5) 0

Although Baron is said to have “the sweetest voice in calypso” and

although Sparrow’s sobriquet (and its alias “The Birdie”) suggests he

can sing like a bird, having a “good voice” is not a prerequisite for a

calypsonian. (Gallaugher 1991:158) 0 But then we should remember

that Antigua, too, has its Carnival featuring masqueraders parading in

costumes of other lands and other eras, and calypsonians bearing

sobriquets such as “Lord” and “Mighty” and any other risible title

that might come to mind. (John 2007:125) 0 “Mr (Raphael) De Leon

is a calypsonian, a veteran calypsonian who has been singing for

nearly half a century of years under the sobriquet, as they say in the

tents, of Roaring Lion, and all old-time calypsonian wear hats.” (John

2007:148)

so buy so sell phr Usu. used to indicate that news, information or gos-

sip being passed along has not been made up or altered by the speaker,

esp. when the story is unbelievable or unlikely. = >sell as buy, so get

so sell 0 I’m telling you what she said; so I buy it, so I sell it.

soca, sokah n A type of CALYPSO-based music, usu. with a fast dance

beat, and party lyrics, /soka, soko/ (popularly supposed to be < soul

‘an African-American style of popular music’ + calypso, but Shorty's

sokah reflects an East Indian influence, see 1991 citation) 0 To the

rhythm of the tassa we go soca. (Sparrow “Marajhin” 1982) 0 One
respondent noted that his tent was often accused of too much soca and

roadmarch tunes. (Williams & Harvey 1986:32) 0 Soca features furi-

ous tempos, funky, fractured bass lines, hot horn sections with plenty

of riffs, independent rhythms on bass drum and snare, and assorted

percussion to fill out the sound. Soca is an electronic big band assem-

bled in the studio to create sounds nearly impossible to duplicate on

stage. The first to master the new style were Maestro and Lord

[Shorty] (now Ras Shorty I). (Brown 1988:248) 0 Yet despite the fact

that [Shorty] claims to be twinning the funky feeling of soul with the

kaiso, the chorus carried the ‘lay, lay, lah, lah’ refrain that explores

the identical scales and cadences he had used in the obviously Indian-

influenced Indrani of two years earlier. In 1976 he continued with

Sweet Music in which he saw the emerging soca as “music from

within my soul/sweet musical harmony from beyond this world”. In

1977 he did his Sokah the Soul of Calypso in which he continued to

utilise the new musical structure. In 1979 in an interview with Roy
Boyke in the Trinidad Carnival magazine, Shorty laid to rest all argu-

ments and claims both as to the primary musical influence on the

music: “I grew up between Barrackpore and Princes Town and just

hearing the names you could undertsand the East Indian influence...

I was looking for new avenues to improve the music and from

Indrani I went to Soul Calypso Music... Calypso was dying a natural

death... I felt it needed something brand new to hit everybody like a

thunderbolt. I knew what I was doing was incorporating soul with

calypso, but I didn’t want to say soul calypso or calypsoul. So I came
up with the name soca. I invented soca. And I never spell it s-o-c-a. It

was S-O-K-A-H to reflect the East Indian influence in the music.”

(Constance 1991:78) 0 The place hot like pepper sauce, Soca music is

the boss. (Crazy “The Party Now Start” pr, in Williams 1992) 0

Party-lovers say they are becoming increasingly concerned with

regard to the number of fights which keep breaking out almost each

weekend at the many soca fetes all over the country. (Bomb 14 Jan
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1994:26) 0 It was soca flowing like water at yesterday’s Calypso

Monarch ’94 semi-finals in Skinner Park, San Fernando. (EX 6 Feb

1994:2) 0 Soca has in two decades moved from being a trade name
for a variety of calypso-crossover rhythms to a fairly rigid song form

with standard chord structure, melodic lines, and lyrics. The soca

domestic market has created the amazing annual phenomenon over

the last decade or so of over 400 songs, most of which employ the

same two or three chords, the same military stiffness of drum-

machine monotony, and make the same cluster of demands that the

captive audience of dancers collectively kakalaylay their bodies, or

wave a flag, a kerchief, a bat, underwear, anything that their hands

can grab. (Rohlehr 1998:91,95)

soca-chutney n A kind of music combining elements of SOCA and

CHUTNEY 2
. 0 The biggest surprise of the pre-Carnival season is defi-

nitely Chris Garcia whose cross-over soca-chutney hit is heating the

airways. (Heat 3 Feb 1996:9) 0 The designations “chutney soca” and

“soca chutney” are employed to denote a fusion of the artforms,

though such fusion has not essentially taken place. It may be said that

“chutney soca” refers to soca which has assimilated patterns from

chutney. “Soca chutney” refers to chutney which has done likewise in

regard to soca. Judging from the 1997 season and the general trend in

the society, the Afrocentric soca space is not particularly open to such

experimentation. While in the chutney space, it is the “Indian” soca

chutney that will predominate; it is this which has more of a future, at

least in the short run. In Afrocentric soca there was no chutney or

Indian-oriented song in 1997. (Sankeralli 1998:210)

so-called white n A person of very light or white complexion, bom in

Trinidad, whose ancestry may include racial mixture, usu. a negative

term implying that the person is trying to deny mixed heritage. =

>local white, near white, off white, Trinidadian white, white Trinida-

dian 0 The connection between ‘local whites’ and ‘non-white Creoles’

was indicated as well by a pair of additional terms of racial classifica-

tion: ‘Trinidad white’ and the more derogatory ‘so-called white’. As
represented by these figures of speech, the ‘whites’ of Trinidad were

not 'white Trinidadians’, but a marked and modified variant of

‘whiteness’. They were, in short, "so-called whites’ - that is, persons

who, though they may have looked ‘white’, had at least some non-

white ancestors. (Segal 1993:88)

Soca Monarch n The singer judged the best in the annual SOCA com-

petition on Carnival Friday; this is a private for-profit event, not

part of official government-sponsored Carnival celebrations like the

Calypso Monarch contest. 0 By that time, the Soca Monarch had

almost completed his song, but then up came KV Charles to join him

on the stage, “and bacchanal now start”. (TTM 26 Nov 1995:30)

soca-parang n A form of music combining elements of SOCA and

PARANG. See also PARANG-SOCA. 0 The all-time leading Road
March arranger Pelham Goddard says he opted for a more traditional

sound rather than a soca parang when he was chosen to be the

arranger for Come Over For Christmas. (EX 26 Nov 1995:42) 0 “I

decided to make it a soca parang - not a parang soca,” said Phillips.

“To me, soca parang is made on the straight 2/4 beat. Then you put

cuatros and other instruments. Parang soca is built on the triplets. The

beat, to me, is what makes a distinction between the two.” (EX 26

Nov 1995:29)

social adj Snobby; socially pretentious; wanting or pretending to be of

a higher social class. Note: In SE used more as ‘sociable; friendly’.

(< E social ‘of, relating to, or connected with fashionable leisured

society') 0 In a dance I met up with a school teacher. Playing I like

social company. (Spitfire “Dance Hall Distresses” 1956 pr) 0 She

playin social. (Sparrow “Wilhelmina” ca 1971) 0 Now Ann was one

of those foolish people who figures on bluffing their way out with a

fancy twang. Whenever she talked, “I are”, “I has”, “I appreciates”

are strewn all over. She is one of the social prostitutes. (Bain 1974:4)

0 “Allyu only eatin’ ah set ah junk food like dem social bakes dey

does call Pizza, an’ allyu still want to find out why allyu gettin’ fat

an’ obzoky.” (Keens-Douglas 1984:87) 0 Those families who encour-

age their children to leave Pinnacle to continue their education - and

who take on the whole respectable package of restricted public drink-

ing, sobriety, hard work, saving, church attendance, reading the

weekly Catholic News, not going bare back if they are men and not

wearing trousers if women - are accused of being social (preten-

tious). (Littlewood 1993:45)

socialist n A person who is snobby, socially pretentious. (< social) 0

[He] did not want a woman like [her] as his wife and neglected her

because she was not an elegant hostess, was not a big socialist and

other trivialities. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:9)

social union n obs In Carnival, a group of masqueraders, brought

out by a bandleader, and having a unified theme. In early days, during

slavery, such groups may have evolved from West African “secret

societies”, mainly for holding dances. Later on, lower class bands

developed as territorial organisations, esp. active during Carnival.
= >band2

0 The Coronation of the King and Queen of Trafalgar

Social Union took place on Friday night in the presence of hundreds

of spectators. (POSG 15 Feb 1903:5) 0 As is customary, the bands or

“social unions” as they are known in the masquerade world, made
their appearance for the first time during the season, and the gay, and

(in some cases) brilliantly trimmed costumes of the kings and queens

were very much admired. (POSG 17 Feb 1904:4) 0 In the morning

the usual competition for best dressed and most artistically apparalled

band was held. The first prize was deservedly won by the Sweet

Morning Bell Social Union... Other bands competing were the

Ancient Iere, the Modem Iere and the Victoria Social Unions. (Mir-

ror 28 Feb 1906:8) 0 The Punjabese Tay Lay Lay Soap Social Union

of Newtown advertised another brand. (fVG 17 Feb 1923, in Rohlehr

1990:1 17) 0 There are first of all, the recognized bands, or “Social

Unions” as they are called. Each of these bands have a king and

queen, and a chantrelle or songster. In the good old days of which I

am now writing, there were many of these “Social Unions” in Port-

of-Spain. There were the “White Rose” whose colours were Sea

Green and White; “Brigade” sky blue and white; “Artillery,” pink and

white; “Sweet Morning Belle,” old gold and white, and many others.

The rivalry between these was very keen, and the money spent by

them on their various costumes, in their attempt to outdo each other,

was considerable. (TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 After 1884... [t]he stickfight-

ing bands, which had represented and controlled entire districts, were

replaced by the smaller and more manageable “social unions’ whose

venues were the “yards” of Port of Spain, San Fernando, and other

towns. These yards now held annual rehearsals of the Carnival songs

of their respective bands, and were the precursors of the bamboo and

coconut branch (cocoyea) “tents” of the early twentieth century.

(Rohlehr 1990:40)

social worker n Any person who volunteers time to do good works,

active in social and community organizations, visits the sick, helps

the poor, etc. (< E social worker ‘a person who helps people in dis-

tress, usu. someone professionally trained’) 0 The members of the

Village Council saw me in the role of White Well-wisher or Social

Worker. (In Trinidad, a Social Worker is not a government official

but is rather a private citizen who volunteers his time for community

uplift projects.) (Clark 1966:125) 0 My aunt is a real social worker.

During the war, she was on the Win-the-War Committee, and now
she works in a breakfast shed.

soco-gut adj Ill-formed; of inferior quality; worthless; usu. used jok-

ingly and insincerely. /sokogAt/ 0 Look dem two soco-gut pickney.

Why dey have to fuss. 0 I have a little soco-gut house,

sofee-sofee, softy-softy, sorfee-sorfee, sorfy-sorfy adj Overly soft;

mushy; spongy and revolting to touch. (< soft + soft, as emphasis) 0

“Dem arepas tastin’ too sorfee sorfee. Like dey get wet or what?”

(Baptiste 1993:8)

soft, sorf 1 adj Of life, living conditions, finances, etc. easy, without

stress; almost always used in the negative. See also HARD 1

. (< E soft

‘causing or involving little or no discomfort; easily endured’) 0 In this

almighty dry season there is no natural water supply and a truck-

borne water scarcity adds to their woes. Yuh tink it sorf? (Bomb 17

April 1987:17) 0 “In my case, it was never soft. Now it getting more

hard.” (1987) 0 No days soft in Trinidad. No days soft anywhere, and

yet man does ’fraid to die. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:17)
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2 adj Easily manipulated, pushed around, taken advantage of; giving

in. easily. (< E soft ‘gentle or mild in nature; lenient; kind-hearted’) 9

Well if so they want to play, I say to tell them judges if they think we
soft they wrong. (Kitchener “Tell Them Judges” pr, Williams 1975) 0

A real ‘sorf man’, [he] could not deal with the horn. (Bomb 14 Nov
1986:9) 0 “How can I get [my wife] to help with the work around the

house, Nancy? I feel like a mammapoule doing all this hard work by

myself.” Dotish men like you deserve what you get. Ifyou can’t work

things out with your own woman, then stop complaining. Sorf men
like you should simply do as you are told. (Bomb 13 July 1990:9) 0

Kitchener say boy you must treat she rough, Otherwise them women
go say you soft. (Sparrow “Both of Them” pr, in Williams 1992)

3 adj Soft-hearted; seeming to be fierce or harsh, but actually easily

manipulated; usu. of a woman in a position of authority, such as a

mother. See also HARD2
. (< E soft ‘gentle or mild in nature; lenient;

kind-hearted’) 0 Doh worry wid she, man, she well soft.

4 adj Lacking in passion, quality, energy. See also HARD 3
. (< E soft

‘involving little or no exertion or effort; easy; lazy’) 0 Enough is

enough shout Little Man as he pull out he ancient Tenor Pan. The

Carnival soft and that is a fact, So I going in town and bring it back.

(Rudder “The Department of Percussive Energy” 1992, pr)

soft candle n Soft white solid paraffin sold in small cylinders, about

2" x .5" (5x1.5 cm), used medicinally externally, (ff resemblance to

white wax candle) 0 Evidently she had a headache: to either temple

adhered a square of brown paper over a smear of soft candle, (de

Boissiere 1952:300) 0 Leam to do the limbo. First step - visit your

masseur... Do not forget to make sure that he places a lot of soft can-

dle grease on [your muscles], (Ottley 1962:2) 0 Warmed soft candle

for swelling. (Alladin 1970:19) 0 And if she only fall with a belly

pain, She want somebody to rub she down, And when he finish rub

with his, Soft candle you whole bed rample. (Shadow “Bad Neigh-

bours” 1965, in Rodman 1971:221) 0 Soft candle pills cured a multi-

tude of ailments, so there was no need to swallow Dr Smith’s bitter

tablets. (Lewis 1972:57) 0 While boiling add castor oil, epsom salts,

alcohol (puncheon rum), lamp oil, cod liver oil... soft candle...

Canadian healing oil. (Bush Medicine 1976a: 14) 0 The sick person is

dried and then massaged with a mixture of Bengue’s Balm and

melted soft candle. (Morean 1989:29) 0 Juanita had also advised the

use of urine and soft candle... for softening calloused feet. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:1 12 9 “Everything was blue soap. You could even

put it in a poultice together with soft candle to draw out the thing

inside.” (Loubon 2001)

soft chana, soft channa n Cooked curried CHANA, used as the filling

for DOUBLES. = >wet chana 9 In those days... barrah was sold... with

a daub of peppery chutney. The curried channah, sometimes also

called wet or soft channah was sold separately. (TG 1979)

soft coconut n A blow, not very hard, given with the head.

(< coconut
2

) 0 Another boy in school give my son a soft coconut,

soft head adj Easily influenced. 0 (Haynes 1987:18)

soft jelly n The soft, translucent white, semi-gelatinous meat of a

green coconut. 0 I ordered a coconut: “Medium, please.” Medium
means that the nut has some soft jelly - it is not all coconut water.

(Eigeland 1980:12-3) 0 He was a brash ’nuts vendor, selling his

“water or soft jelly?” at the Barataria Roundabout gas station. (TTM
19 Sept 1993:4)

softies n Slippers made from soft cloth. 0 Bring me softies from

the bedroom.

softsoak v Pacify; calm someone’s irritation, esp. by giving presents.

(< E softsoap ‘flatter; cajole’) 0 He know ah vex with him so he

trying to softsoak me with the dress,

softy-softy see SOFEE-SOFEE

so get so sell phr Usu. used to indicate that news, information or gos-

sip being passed along has not been made up or altered by the

speaker, esp. when the story is unbelievable or unlikely. = >sell as

buy, so buy so sell 0 Do I believe all those strange tales that country

folks tell? Like my aunt would say in true folklore fashion: So ah get

it, so ah sell it. (EX1 Aug 1988:18)

sohar n A type of Hindu song usu. sung during CHATTHI and BARAHI
celebrations on the birth of a child, /sohar/ (< H-Bh sohar ‘auspicious

song sung by women of a household on the birth of a son; song or

praise or welcome’) 0 Sohar... is a type of group song. On the occa-

sion of childbirth “sohar” songs are sung by women. The songs con-

tain appropriate themes related to the event. This celebration takes

place on the sixth day after child birth known as “chatti” or on the

twelfth day after childbirth known as “Barahi.” The venue for the cel-

ebration is inside the house where the child is bom. (Ahyoung

1 977:73) 0 “You go hear Pooniyaa Mowsi and them singing sohar for

Ramdial grandson barahi.” (1990) 0 About half a century ago, after

the birth of a child the women celebrated at the chhatti and sang

sohar, songs which were like lullabies, delivered in a slow tempo with

measured beats and rhythms. (Ramaya 1992:22-23) 0 Sohar is sung at

the birth of a child (especially a boy) in an Indian family. Participants

are only women and the songs are rendered on the twelfth night after

the birth. This practice is prevalent in northern India and has retained

its original form in Trinidad... The sohar has only a dholak and dhan-

tal supporting the singer. Sung at informal gatherings 12 days after

the birth of a child, all women in the village knew them and could

join in. Today, however, they are almost completely forgotten and

live only in the memory of some old people. They were never sung

professionally. {EX-2 21 Mar 1999:3)

sohari, soharee, soharie, sohaari 1 n Calathea lutea, a native plant

usu. found on riverbanks. Leaves large, waxy, banana-like, pale green

above, white below, used to line baskets, and as disposable plates for

food, esp. at Indian weddings, religious ceremonies, or charitable

functions, /sohari/ (< H-Bh) 0 Now your sohari must be done up with

dew. (Lion “Ara Da Da” 1939) 9 Santiago along with the other chil-

dren waited for the close of the ceremony when they got a packet of

mohanbhog and they sat on tables with sohari leaves and ate Indian

delicacies. (Doodnath 1989:14) 9 Anyone who has ever sat before a

Hindu feast has most likely encountered the soharie leaf, also known
as cachibou. Everyday, at yagnas, pujas, weddings and other Hindu

festivities, the soharie leaf graces [hundreds] of [tables]. Long the

preserve of the Hindu-Trinidadian community, the soharie leaf is

making a cultural crossover. Increasing numbers of environment-

conscious Trinidadians are switching from styrotex and plastic plates

to Nature’s own plate the soharie leaf.
(
HERBS STAR 4 June 2000: 14)

2 n A small ROTI deep-fried in butter or ghee. (< H-Bh sohari ‘a kind

of fried bread-cake’) 9 For a Hindu Dinner, the food served was

sohari (a thin roti about twelve inches in diameter, cooked with oil),

rice, pumpkin, chataigne and green mango talcaree (curried), and

karhee (ground peas thickly cooked). (Alladin 1970:26-7) 9 All that

the old man had to do was to call Pundit Shivlochan, the priest,

provide some well-cooked mohan-bhog... fry soharis and prepare

tarkaris of pumpkin and of English potatoes, and offer these to Hanu-

man. (Naipaul 1976:55) 9 “Put de lapsi in de sohaari, make nine

share.” (1990) 9 Guests would contribute milk, yoghurt
,
rice, aloe

(potato), channa (chick pea), or flour; these would be eaten with

sohari roti (fried flatbread) off large leaves while all sat in the yard

next to the house and its temporary vedi. (Vertovec 1992:115) 9 ‘If

you went to a Christian wedding, would you expect sohari or saheena,

dhalpuri?’ (Persaud 1993:40-1)

sohay, sohe 1 v Remove weeds from around plants, /sohe/ (< H sohna

‘weed; clear’) 9 Sohay de rice from today.

2 v Take out BUSI (husks) from PADI (raw rice). 9 “Sohay de padi

now for now.” (1990)

soiebo n Garcinia macrophylla [= Rheedia macrophylla) , a medium-

sized everygreen tree. Underbark has yellowish latex. Leaves leath-

ery, oblong. Flowers small, white. Fruit ovoid, yellow, 1.5” (4 cm)

long with 2-3 seeds in edible pulp. 9 (Hart 1866:64) 9 (Marshall

1934:17-8) 9 (Beard 1946:31)

sokhri n A piece of stick with cloth tied to the top used for applying

oil to a ROTI. /sokri/ (< H-Bh sokha ‘dry out; drain’) = oil stick,

>puchara J
9 “Soak de sokhri in de oil we go ready now fuh it.” (1990)

solar n obs A traditional Spanish unit of land measure, five by five

ESTABALS, equal to 18,802.67 square feet or 1746.83 square metres.
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(< Sp solar) 0 The weights and measures were ...“Varas,” 33 inches;

“Estabal,” 10x10 “Varas;” “Solar,” 5x5 “Estabals.” (Pitt 1948:13)

Soldado virus n An arbovirus, TRVL 52214, carried by ticks, first

found near Soldado Rock in 1963.

soidat 1 n Chlosyne saundersii, a small butterfly, wingspan to 1.75".

Reddish brown central areas; wide black wing margins; black and

reddish brown upper wings. /sDldat/ (fr resemblance of black and red

to soldier’s uniforms) = little soldier 0 (Barcant 1970:150)

2 n obs Mycteria americana [= Tantalus loculator
]
(E wood stork), a

large wading bird with long neck and legs; 1.1m (3.5') tall. All white

with black flight feathers and tail; head and upper neck bare and dark;

bill long, thick, down-curved. Formerly an occasional summer visitor

to swamps in Trinidad, (fr tall, often motionless habit resembling a

soldier standing guard) = tantal 0 (Chapman 1894:82)

soidat martinique n arc Danaus plexippus megalippe [~ D. archippus

]

(E monarch), a butterfly, wingspan to 8 cm (3.25"). Interior colour is

rich light orange-brown, with a wide black band completely surround-

ing all margins; white spots speckle the forewing. All wing veins are

conspicuously identified in black. Male scent glands appear as a black

dot on middle of each lower wing. Female has more heavily marked

black veins. In Trinidad, a solitary flyer, and non-migratory. /solda

maitinik/ (< Fr soidat ‘soldier’ ff resemblance to uniform + martinique

‘fr Martinique’) = soldier martinique 0 (Kaye 1904) 0 (Kaye 1921:13)

soldier n Danaus eresimus, a butterfly, wingspan to 7 cm (2.75").

Dark brown wings; bordered by a darker brown band with white

spots; finely marked veins. 0 (Barcant 1970:76-7)

soldier bird n Sturnella militaris [~ Leistes militaris, L. guianensis, L.

americanus] (E red-breasted blackbird), a bird, 17.5 cm (7") long.

Male upperparts, wings and lower underparts black, edged with buff

brown; throat, breast, upper belly and edge of lesser coverts bright

red. Female upperparts blackish broadly edged with buff brown; buff

streaks through crown and above eye; tail barred with greyish brown;

underparts buff tinged red, flanks streaked, (fr military uniform-like

red colour) = Trinidad robin 0 (Chapman 1894:37) 0 (Williams

1922:138) 0 The soldier bird is another common ground feeding bird

of the swamps and wet savannahs. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 17) 0

(ffrench 1991:344)

soldier crab n Coenobita clypeatus (E soldier crab, hermit crab), a

crab that lives in empty mollusk shells; as it grows, these shells are of

increasing size. (< E soldier crab, several crabs of the family Paguridae,

fr being armoured) = land shell soldier

soldier martinique n Danaus plexippus megalippe (E monarch but-

terfly), a large butterfly, wingspan to 8 cm (3.25"). Orange with black

line veins; black wing-tips with white spots. (< E soldier, fr resem-

blance of coloration to soldier’s uniform + martinique ‘fr Martin-

ique’) = >soldat martinique 0 (Barcant 1970: 146)

sole n Trinectes inscriptus, T. maculatus, or T. paulistanus, small flat

marine fish. (< E sole, a number of marine flat-fish, esp. Solea sp.) =

aileronde, flounder, small sole 0 (LNP 1985)

soleil n Flammus marianus (E large-mouth squirrel-fish), a marine

squirrel-fish of inferior eating quality; bright red with large eyes, to

35 cm (14"). /sole/ (< Fr soleil ‘sun’ fr bright colour) 0 (Vincent

1910:49) 0(Mendes 1940:16)

solitary ant n A species of ant, poss. Ectatomma tuberculatum or E.

ruidum, usu. seen singly. (< E solitary Tone; single; only’) 0 We
noted a solitary ant, Ectatomma tuberculatum, running along the stem

of the plant. Every now and again she stopped at the joint where the

leaves sprouted and felt with her mandibles a little round excrescence

growing there... [which] contained a honey sweet liquid which the ant

was extracting. (Mole 1894a: 7)

Solo n A local brand of carbonated soft drink, (fr brand name) 0 A
nice place to get a cold coke or a big bottle of Solo orange. It cost the

same price like coke, but it have two times the amount in a Solo.

(Khan 1987:124) 0 They order Solos and Pow and the salt prunes in

the little packet. (Khan 1987:125) 0 It was great fun tuh get ah whole

Solo fuh yuh own self. (Foster 1990:50) 0 “Gi me a Solo red.” (2002)

so long adv For such a long time. (< E for so long) 0 “So - so long I

send you in the shop and dat - dat - dat” she was emphasising her

words with blows - “is what you let the Chinee man give you for six

cents?” (de Boissiere 1 952: 1 1 1 ) 0 “I come here to learn, man. So long

you been in the union I thought you know somet’ing.” (de Boissiere

1956:131) 0 “What [wrong] with you, man. So long you ain’t see

me... Behave yourself nuh.” (Hart 1966: 14)

solve point phr Tob Settle or resolve a dispute. 0 (Craig-James

2008:1-372)

Somari dance n A traditional South Indian dance with a person cos-

tumed to look as though riding a donkey. (< H-Bh) 0 Gradually, vil-

lage settlements were established and more folk traditions appeared;

so that by the mm of the century there were dances like the Rasman-

dal, Rasdhan, Krishen-Leela and Ram-Leela. The Somari dance and

Nala Charitra were part of the South Indian tradition, the former was
also called the Burrokeet, seen during Carnival. (Ramaya 1992:22)

sombre false coral (snake) n obs Oxyrhopus petola petola, a small

non-venomous snake. (< E sombre ‘dark’ + false coral snake) =
>false coral (snake)

1

,
red chain snake 0 (Emsley 1977)

something so phr Something like that; something of the kind. (< so
1 '2

)

0 She had passed ‘G.C.’ or something so, and was now working in

Port of Spain. (Giuseppi 1975:18)

sometimish adj Unreliable; fickle; unpredictable; esp. someone who
seems to be faithful or friendly and occasionally turns out not to be. 0

Mind the dog, he sometimish. 0 “I doh bother with he at all - he too

sometime-ish.” (Baptiste 1993:146)

so much of, so much a phr So much; such an amount that. (< E so

much) 0 So much a cacao - as to de bananas - lovely bunches, den de

sive - To much money dat side. (PC 15 Oct 1904) 0 “E meckin’ sum-

much o’ money dat ah eh know wha’ e goin’ do wid all-er-it w’en e

done.” He is making so much money that I don't know what he will

do with it eventually. (Haynes 1987:193)

sonaa 1 n Gold, /sona:/ (< H sona ‘gold’) 6 They tief out all she sonaa.

2 n Son; boy. 0 Sonaa come leh we go.

sonari, sonaree n Jewellry shop, esp. one where a goldsmith works,

/sonari/ (< H sunar ‘goldsmith; jeweller’) 0 Abdool had spent many
long hours in his sonaree (jewel shop) creating the finest jewellery he

could. (Deen 1994:25)

songa, sonhaa 1 n A pleasant mellow smoky flavour or smell, as of

food cooking, /soqga/ (< Bh songha su-gandh ' sweet smell; fra-

grance’) 0 “It smelling nice, it smelling sonhaa.” (1990)

2 adj Of dirt or LIPAY, smoky, ashy, burned. 0 “Ai, if the chile belly huttin

1 ghore some ah sonhaa dut from the choolhaa an gi am to drink.” (1990)

song on phr With make or compose, criticize or ridicule someone in a

CALYPSO 1

.
= >sing on, make kaiso on 0 Lancelot Layne, the man

who sunk Leslie “Tiger” Stewart by composing a song on him. turned

up at the National Stadium in the first red dashiki outfit ever seen in

the country. (7TM24 Nov 1989:3)

songster n arc A singer who composes and sings his own songs. =

chantwel4 , >calypsonian 0 There are first of all, the recognized bands,

or “Social Unions” as they are called. Each of these bands have a king

and queen, and a chantrelle or songster. (TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 Each

band had its own tent, which was generally erected two or three

weeks before the Carnival. There they assembled to practice the

songs, which were composed for them by their respective songsters,

and which had to be sung on the days of Carnival. The songsters of

the various bands would exchange visits. One night all of them would

be assembled at one tent; a second night at another tent and so on. On
these occasions, there would be competition between the songsters.

(TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 “Millie would you kindly tell me. How you get

that baby?”, She said to “Mind your business Invader, He's not for a

songster.” (Invader “Dock Site Baby” 1945)

sonhaa see SONGHA

so no fo talk phr Not in a position to say anything; guilty of the same

offence you are criticizing someone else for. 0 Me lazy? Yuh so no

fo talk!
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sonth n Hard dried ginger root. /sDnt/ (< H south ‘dry ginger’) 0

“Sonth good to make phenoos and tea for cold.” (1990)

soo, soop, sup n A long triangular fan, usu. woven from palm leaves,

used to move air into a cooking fire, or to separate rice HUKS and

grains, /su, sup/ (< H-Bh sup ‘winnowing basket’) 0 “The mortar-

pestle... that is to pong the dhan... And then we take the soo and fan

it... When you pong it you take out the shell from the dhan and the

dhan come pure rice... you have to pukney - to fan it with the soo...

The huks gone and the rice remain.” (“Indian Cooking Utensils”,

Gayelle 17 July 1986) 0 Sup: This was made by plaiting straw or from

a thin sheet of galvanize. It was shaped like a “V”, the inside tapered

and was widened slightly and raised. The sup was used for cleaning

dhal, rice and other pulses. The grains were placed in the hollow of

the sup and by separating the grains with the fingers - bits of stone

and other debris were removed. (Ramlakhan 1990a:12)

sook, shook v Set a dog on someone; urge a dog to go away or to go

after someone, /suk, Juk/ (< E sick ‘incite an animal to attack’) =

soot
3
0 When I passed his house he would say to the dogs, “Shook

him!” (Naipaul 1959:23) 0 Similar greetings did not meet four “pot

hounds” that threatened th< speaker wires that lay on the freshly-laid

asphalt and the man who sat by the tree said something like “sook”

and the animals ran off into the darkness. (EX 30 Nov 1986:39) 0 He
accused his relatives of dumping garbage on his premises... ‘shook-

ing’ their dogs at him and his wife, injuring him with a cutlass. (TTM
19 Apr 1988:1)

soor see SUR

soot 1 v arc Make a type of call, a low-key, far-carrying, high-pitched

whistling call, rising at the end, used to get someone’s attention,

particularly used by a man to a sweetheart inside a house, /sut/ 0 He
used to come on nights and stand under the house window and soot

the maid.

2 v Hiss or draw air through pursed lips to get someone’s attention. 0

He was leaving Whitehall just before midnight when a tall slinky girl

came out of the shadows and sooted him. (Bomb Nov 1970) 0 Her

bottom row front teeth protrudes, making her lip hang. “I just want

that when a boy “soots” me from behind, and I turn and give him a

smile, his face doesn’t change.” (Punch 8 Oct 1 989: 1 1 ) 0 Now we can

walk about our business in this area of the city unmolested,

“unsooted,” unimpeded and without the fumes of marijuana smoking.

(EX 10 July 1990:10) 0 [T]he few passengers that trickled out the

sliding door from the departure lounge were hissed, cat-called,

“sooted”, whistled at and harassed, just like gamecocks. (ND 3 Jan

2003:11)

3 v Set a dog on someone; urge a dog to go away or to go after some-

one. = >sook 0 He den dig away de hole and sut the dogs behin’ the

girl, and they tear her up. (Parsons 1933:38)

Soparee Mai see Sipari Mai

sopari see SUPARI

soprano pan n A PAN including notes from a TENOR PAN plus some
higher notes, (fr high range of notes) 0 Subsequently, [Bertie Marshall]

was responsible for several innovations: making pans (that is, steel-

drums) that could be wheeled through the streets at Carnival time, pans

that were covered to protect them from the sun, and amplified pans. He
invented the double tenor and the soprano pans, and a pan of his own
design that he called the Bertfone. (Brown 1990:81)

soraso see SARASO

sorb, sorbe n Lutjanus analis (E mutton fish, mutton snapper), a

marine fish to .76 m long, 10 kg. Back olive green, sides whitish with

red tinge; conspicuous dark spot above lateral lines above anal fin.

Also L. aya and L. synagris, related species. (< FC sob, Fr vivaneau

sorbe) = redfish (L. aya), walliack (L. synagris) 0 The waters [at

Chacachacare] abound with the big red snappers, locally called

“sorbs”. (Vincent 1910:13) 0 The sorb is a fine game fish, and is also

taken trolling, as occasionally is the pargue, which runs to extremely

large size. (Trinidad Riviera, 1924:125) 0 [T]he large grouper and

sorb require live bait to match the size of the hooks. (Mendes
1937:23)0 Sorbe. (Mendes 1940:13) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:122)

sore foot n Any part of the FOOT or leg having a non-healing sore,

ulcer or lesion from infected wounds, parasites, or fungus; considered

a mark of poverty and therefore sometimes used as an insult. (< E

sore ‘wound with broken skin’) 0 [She] has a sore foot and told her

Master she was unable to work in the field. (Protector of Slaves

1 834:394) 0 He tri fo mash me pan me cam, but me go kick e pan he

so-fut. (PC 6 Aug 1904) 0 Look how yuh teeth long like ah fork, And
yuh mouth smell like sore foot cloth. (Rollocks 1975:29) 0 People

shout at me from a car, “Crazy Gina, Crazy Gina, your sorefoot

smelling!” (Hosein 1980:56) 0 Dusty barefoot pickneys, jigger foot,

bounce toe, cut toe, nail jook, bottle cut, so’ foot. (Macfarlane

1997:20)

sore mango n A variety of cultivated mango; medium-sized, round;

gives out a lot of very irritating milky juice, (fr juice causing sores in

or around the mouth) 0 “What happened to the mango tree that was

here?” “We take it out. It was a sore mango.” (1990)

sore mouth n A disease, prob. thrush (Candida albans), characterized

by white patches in the mouth. (< arc E sore ‘in pain; aching' or E

sore ‘wound with broken skin’) = wapia, watia 0 Thrush (sore

mouth). Put ground dogbush leaves in a plain piece of cloth and

squeeze some lime juice on cloth... (Simpson 1970:61

)

sorf see soft

sorfy-sorfy see SOFEE-SOFEE

sorrel, sorrell 1 n Hibiscus sabdarijfa (E red sorrel, Indian sorrel), a

cultivated plant. Flowers red with yellow; sepals used to make a

beverage, usu. around Christmas-time when it blooms. (< E roselle

< Fr I’oseille de Guinee ‘sorrel of Guinea’) 0 (Joseph 1838a:82) 0 At

the Wedding Dinner this Laborer displayed on his festive Board...

puddings such as Guava, cocoa Nut, Mammy Apple, Otaheite Goose-

berry, Sorrel, pine, paupa, etc. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 Peg sorrel

from seed, (de Boissiere ca 1945a:42) 0 Sorrel: This plant grows

annually. When fully grown it is about six feet in height. It has red

stems and red flowers. The sepals are used for making sorrel drink.

(Rampersad 1963) 0 Sorrell Jelly. (Hunt 1985a:49) 0 Well you have a

choice of [banana], orange, sorrel, carambola (five fingers), gulap jar-

moon (java plum), pomerac and passion fruit. (EX 21 Nov 1990:27)

2 n A red, spiced drink traditionally made at Christmastime, made
from the sepals of the sorrel flower. 0 “Bring some of you' sorrel for

us. It’s good. When I tell you - it’s good!” (de Boissiere 1952:37) 0

That is fete papa! With such eating... and drinking: rum, fruit wines

from cashew and guava, and sorrel and mauby. (Lovelace 1968:8) 0 I

home Christmas Eve relaxin’, drinkin’ sorrel, an’ playin’ Carols on

me stereo, when ah hear one set ah knockin’ on me door. (Keens-

Douglas 1984:31) 0 Sorrel, gingerbeer, puncha-crema and home-

made wines and rumpunch have made great strides through what was
traditionally whisky territory. (TTR Nov 1990:23) 0 “Don’t forget the

black cake, de sorrel, de pastels, de toys and de Christmas tree and

Parang side already there.” (EX-CE Dec 1990:1) 0 Christmas time

brings the opportunity for women in our country to revel in the prepa-

ration of dainties like pastelles, storing of dried fruit in rum - a pre-

requisite for rich black cake. Preparation of large quantities of sorrel

and ginger beer has become a ritual. (Maynard 1992:94)

sorrel bounce n arc A beverage made by soaking SORREL flowers in

rum, and sweetening with sugar. 0 Me granny never take a drink, but

Christmastime she used to make a lovely sorrel bounce,

sorrel wine n Fermented alcoholic beverage made from SORREL
drink. 0 We started drinking ginger-beer and then he brought out a

crystal rum called “Captain’s Choice”, and a bottle of carypton, and a

bottle of sorrel wine which he had made himself. (Anthony 1967:132)

sorrow seed n Momordica charantia, a cultivated vine. Fruit 4-6 cm
(1.6-2.3") long, pale to medium green; bitter but edible when cooked,

(prob. < E sorrow ‘great sadness’ fr bitter taste) = balsam apple,

balsam pear, >karaile, maiden’s blush, popololo 0 Caraili, Coraili,

Popilolo, Popolola, Popololo, Sorrow Seed. (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:132)

sorry v Feel sorry for; pity. (< obs E sorry ‘grieve; sorrow for') 0 [D]e

licking ah gon put pon dem, wid me hed an me foot, dey gon sorry

dey had any ting to do wid you. (PC 13 Aug 1904) 0 So now. day, ef
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you come rong to wissle me again, ah will have to sen Samuel owt to

you, an den ah will have to sorry for you. (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 “You
better sorry for a lot of things.” (Gosine 1988:52)

so... so., see SO 1

1

so-so-so-so phr Used to indicate reported speech without being spe-

cific about what was actually said. = coteci-cotela (poss. < Ewe sasa

‘flowing’, Kiksdasa ‘explain; define; clarify’) 0 SO-SO-SO (from two

up to eight or more so’s may be used consecutively), this and that, a

variety of things, e.g., he come up to me and he say so-so-so-so.

(Rodman 1971:235)

so stop phr Like that; in this manner; that is your way. 0 You mean is

so you stop woman, you ain buy a ting to eat. (Ottley 1971:45) 0

Perhaps we are the only nation in the world quite the way we are. To
some it is a complaint. But it is just that We are that way given. To
put it in our local coinage - “Is so we stop.” (ELY-JR 9 Sept 1990: 1 7) 0

Yes. he is a rude man, is so he stop.

so tay adv Tob For a long time. 0 We dance so tay.

so till conj Tob arc Until; up to the time that; implies a long time. 0

Not one ah dem bin no how foo dance am, soom ah dem bin ah gal-

lop, soom bin ah dance paseo an others bin ah waltz am, ah sah, ah

fus ah laff, ah laff so tell me mout nearly tear. (PC 27 Aug 1904)

souari n Caryocar ruciferum , a native tree with an oily nut. /suari/

(Amer) = >butter-nut 0 The souari or butter-nuts... contains even

more oleaginous matter [than the sapucaia nut]. The natives crush

them and make from the oil or milk a stuff called ‘ghee,’ which they

sell in the market, and which is almost undistinguishable from bad

butter. (Brassey 1885:1 12)

souci n Corydoras aeneus, a small grey-gold freshwater armoured cat-

fish. /susi/ (poss. < Fr sneer ‘to suck’, i.e. sucier ‘something that

sucks’) = cascadura
3

,
goldfish, >pui-pui, river goldfish, small casca-

dura 0 Common name: Pui pui, souci, river goldfish, aeneus. (Phillip

& Ramnarine 2001 :23)

soucouyant 1«A person, usu. an old woman, who sheds her skin, trav-

els as a ball of fire and sucks people’s blood, leaving a blue mark.

(< Fulfulde sukunyadyo, Soninke sukunya ‘sorcerers; eaters of human
beings') 0 Soucouyans , have an unnatural and indelicate propensity for

casting off their skin, which they usually conceal in or under a choco-

late mortar. Divested of epidermis, they have the marvellous faculty of

flying through the air, resembling at the time balls of fire. They then,

vampire-like, suck the blood of those against whom they have any ani-

mosity... There are two plans: one is to sprinkle salt upon the cast-off

skin, should you meet with it (there’s the rub!); or when you are

expecting a visit from the ‘thing,’ strew the floor around your bed with

rice. This the Soucouyan, by some mysterious law, will be compelled

to pick up grain by grain, thereby affording you an opportunity for

slaying or otherwise disposing of the monstrosity. (Collens 1888:40-1)

0 After performing the operation of taking off its skin, (just as you pull

off your merino) the Soucouyan hides the unusual garment under a

mortar... And then rising through the air with a shrill screech and

appearing... like a great ball of fire, he or she (most generally a she)

enters the house of some poor unfortunate, through the key hole or

under the door and cooly proceeds to suck the blood from that person’s

heart, they meanwhile cast into a deep sleep taking care however

to return to the mortar before daybreak and re-investing itself in its

skin. The person who is subject to the unwelcome visitations of a

Soucouyan, gradually pines away and finally dies from utter debility.

(Innis 1897:24-5) 0 You membah de time wen you big sister use to run

soo-koo-nyah all about in Belmont, and how dey chase she de nite she

was trying to suck Miss Kitsy. (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 In Trinidad, the

first case of paralytic rabies in animals cropped up in 1925; the first

human case in 1929... the authorities fought to control it, and our prob-

lem was made quite complex by island folklore. The greatest difficulty

lay in persuading the natives to put doors on their houses, so that the

vampires could not enter at night. They live in great terror of a sou-

couyant... which they believe can only enter a house through a key-

hole, and which they placate by omitting doors from their houses.

(Greenhall 1952:56) 0 The silk-cotton tree was out of bounds. Its roots

grew high out of the ground, forming caves in which the children hid

in the daytime. The old folks said that soncouvants came out of the

roots at night, (de Boissiere 1956:17) 0 The small blue spots which

patients identify as mouthprints of sukoiyaa are usually ruptured blood

vessels. (Niehoff& Niehoff 1 960: 1 60) 6 A ball of fire arose and darted

outside. He rushed out and saw it flying away. He realized that it was a

soucouyant that used to suck the blood of animals and people in the

village. (Alladin 1968) 0 Sukuyans are women who fly at night. For-

merly a sukuyan took off her skin at midnight and put it in a barrel of

water to keep it cool. Now she rubs a special kind of oil which she

obtains at the drug store on her body and then flies... Some maintain

that one can identify a sukuyan or a legawu by the red shadows their

eyes have and by their swollen throats. (Simpson 1970:22) 0 “Yester-

day night soucouyant suck me farder... On he leg an he han. It was
looking blue, blue.” (Lewis 1972:73) 0 “[A] man came and threw salt

all over me,” [said the skin]. “What?” screamed the skin-less soucouy-

ant. “Yes,” replied the skin in a tone [of] deep resignation and despair,

“I am as salt as a cod fish. Plenty, plenty.” (Ottley 1979:25) 0 Supersti-

tious people used to believe that by keeping a calabash shell in one’s

house one was protected from the bites of the soucouyant of our folk-

lore. (Morean 1985a: 18) 0 The Creole population felt that it was the

“Soucouyant” a folklore personage of an old woman who shed her

skin and flew off into the night to suck the blood of people while it was

Desmodus rufus that sucked the blood of livestock. (Greenhall, Artois

& Fekadu 1993:47) 0 Sotero and Andres explained how a whip...

made with the stem of the physic nut tree... was placed strategically at

the entrance of the property to ward off evil and to threaten the sou-

couyant if she dared trespass again. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994: 129)

2 n A greedy, cruel person, (fr parallel to blood-sucking activity) 0

“But what wretches!... Are they men? A set of soucouyantsV ’ (de

Boissiere 1952:118) 0 “Suppose the hand good and we make a hun-

dred dollars in punts. We still down eleven. All you follow me now?
You understand what I saying? The man sucking we blood like a sou-

couyant.” (Hill 1966c:24) 0 A new breed of soucouyants is sucking

the life-blood of DEWD! And they are retired civil servants, ex-

policemen, ex-postmen, ex-oil workers and even civil servants who
retired on medical grounds. (Mirror 1985)

3 adj Greedy; cruel. 0 Yes, a soucouyant budget, that’s what we have

to put up with for ’85. (Bomb 1985)

soucouyant wood n Ceiba pentandra, an extremely large native tree,

with gigantic buttresses, (fr folk belief that these trees are inhabited

by SOUCOUYANTS, JUMBIES, etc.) = ceiba, fromagier, kapok, >silk

cotton 0 (Morean M-79)

soul case/casing n A person’s inner fibre; the strongest or deepest part

of a person; the part that can be exasperated, exhausted, worn out, or

seriously irritated. (< soul-carcase , or < AmE soul-case ‘body; the

casing of the soul’, chiefly to express hardship or suffering) = liver

string, soul carcass 0 Workin’ out de livuh string or soul casin’ means

striving wid every nerve an’ sinew. (Haynes 1987:165) 0 Doh harrass

mi soul case, man. 0 I working out mi soulcase, for nutten. 0 She

working she soulcase out for one set of ungrateful chirren.

soul carcass, soul carcase n A person's inner fibre; the strongest or

deepest part of a person, the part that can be exasperated, exhausted,

worn out, or seriously irritated. (< soul-casing + arc E carcass/car-

case ‘dead body of man or animal’, now of humans only with con-

tempt) = liver string, soul case/casing 0 You plaguing my soul carcass!

soupap 1 n Manacus manacus, a bird. 11.2 cm (4.5") long. Male

crown, upper back, wings and tail black; lower back grey; rest of

head, neck and underparts white. In flight the wings make loud snap-

ping noises. The males spend much of their time in elaborate displays

at communal grounds, /supap/ (< Fr soupape ‘valve’, fr clicking

sound like opening and closing valve) = >casse noisette, stickman ,

Trinidad manakin, washerwoman-
0 (ffrench 1991:274)

2 n Control over vaginal muscles such that a woman can squeeze or

“pull in” a man’s penis. (< Fr soupape ‘valve’) 0 “The corporal even

say she had a ‘soupap’ and all”. (Bynoe 1985:48) 0 Soupap - used

erotically to describe the involuntary contractions of the vaginal

sphincter and the activity of organs in the female pelvis, appreciated

by the male during female orgasm. This was the proud boast of many
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men (and women) and several stories of its effect on men circulated,

particularly among the men. Some of them regarded this physio-

logical phenomenon with awe, others related their stories with the

humility of the vanquished, yet others warned younger men of the

“dangers” of a soupap. (Bynoe 1985:70) 0 Prostitutes like Bubuloops,

it must be known, were not simply money-seeking grabbers, nasty,

loose women given to promiscuity, or even man-beaters. Rather, they

earned the reputation of demonstrating mastery of the sex act, having

a “soupape” according to Pete Simon, “minding a sweetman,”

according to deceased sociologist D.W. Rogers, “cooking the best

food on a Sunday (their day off), giving to the unemployed,” and

“robbing” the rich to give to the poor. “What is a soupape?” asked

one young fella? I told him that, in the African tradition, his age

didn’t as yet qualify him to know. (EX 30 Jan 1994:24-5)

soupi, soupie, soupee n A very light airy sweet made with stiffly

beaten egg whites and sugar (E meringue), /supi/ (< FC < Fr soupir

‘sigh’) 0 Soupie. (Macaw 1960)

sour boli phr Prepare a leavening mixture from flour and warm water.

(< E sour ‘ferment’ + boli) 0 “My mother... says that you start leaven

by mixing a small amount of flour with barely warm water and leav-

ing it for a day. At the end of the period it should be fermenting, bub-

bling. That mixture can then be used instead of yeast in your bread

recipe... She adds that in her early days, the process was done in a cal-

abash known in Tobago (and to many Trinidadians) as a boli. The

process was called ‘souring the boli’.” (1991)

sour cherry n Phyllanthus acidus , a small cultivated tree. Fruit green-

skinned, slightly ridged, about 1.3-1.9 cm (.5-. 75") round, with one

small ridged seed. Usu. eaten as preserves with sugar. = >damsel,

serio
2
0 After the pepper sauce has been made as above, pieces of

lime or lime juice, caraiile, “murai” and sour cherries can be added.

(Pariag 1975:27)

sour fly 1 n Any tiny black fruit fly, Drosophila sp.; feeds mainly on

rotting fruit. (< E sour ‘of fruit, fermented, rotting’) = bhungaa, foo-

foo fly, sugar fly
1

0 Why here have so much of sour fly?!

2 n Any tiny black fly or gnat that moves in swarms, sometimes

buzzes. = jingi fly, ning-ning fly

sour grass n Paspalum conjugatum, a native grass, 15-50 cm (5.8-

19.5") tall. (< E sour grass, name generally given to grasses that

animals find unpalatable)= >kambut 0 The rabbit wouldn’t take that,

nah. That is sour grass.

souris jaune n Molloidichthys martinicus [= Upeneus martinicus]

(E yellow goat-fish), a small marine fish of inferior eating quality.

(< Fr souris ‘mouse’ + jaune ‘yellow’) 0 Souris jaune, or Yellow

Goat-fish... Hardly used for food. Too small and coarse. (Vincent

1910:49) 0(Mendes 1940:16)

souris rouge n Pseudopeneus maculatus [= Upeneus maculatus

]

(E red goat-fish), a small marine fish of inferior eating quality.

(< Fr souris ‘mouse’ + rouge ‘red’) 0 (Vincent 1910:49) 0 (Mendes

1940:16)

sour orange n Citrus aurantium (E Seville orange), a cultivated tree

bearing round orange citrus fruit with bitter pulp; peel is used for sea-

soning and candy. = gospo orange, Seville orange 0 The uncarpeted

floor, of narrow planks of the pitch-pine, just freshly scoured with

sour oranges, was white as new wood, and fragrant as the forest

grove. (Wilkins 1854:140) 0 She would... colour Sour Orange juice

so it looked like Port or Claret wine. (EX 8 Oct 1990:25) 0 The green

or yellow [pawpaw] fruit is crushed and mixed with Sour Orange
juice and taken as required to treat high blood pressure. (Seaforth,

Adams & Sylvester 1983:40) 0 “Some people use vaseline to polish

the cocoa beans... the best way is to dance the cocoa... put sour orange

juice in water and just before you finish polish, throw it on the

beans.” (1990) 0 Sour orange juice... is given to pigs to produce lean

meat. (Lans 2006:62)

soursop n Annona muricata, a small cultivated tree, usu. to 8 m (26')

high. Leaves oblong-obovate, 8-25 x 3.5-8 cm (3-9.7" x 1.4-3").

Flowers solitary, hanging, with 6 greenish-yellow thick petals, the

outer 3 about 3 cm (1.2") long and broad, the inner almost as long.

Fruit large, 15-20 x 8-10 cm (5. 8-7. 8" x 3. 1-3.9"), green with long

fleshy curved spines, sweetish white pulp, black or brown seeds.

Juice used in drinks and ice cream. Also used medicinally, esp.

leaves. (< E sour ‘slightly acidic; not sweet’ + sop ‘soft bread, fruit,

etc. holding a lot of water’; prob. originally named in Jamaica) 0

Then there’s the Sower Sop, a mediocrity of nourishment: to some its

meat, when to othersome drink. (Poyntz 1683:15) 0 Sour Sop.

(Joseph 1838a:82) 0 Entering the yard he must have scaled the brick

wall, on to a soursop tree which has grown in such a way as to afford

an easy means of getting on to the wall of the adjoining property,

whence he travelled along to the shop. (TG 4 Nov 1919:7) 0 Soursop

Ice Cream, (de Boissiere ca 1945a:39) 0 Elena brought in a soursop

drink, and cake, (de Boissiere 1956:47) 0 Oye! ah bought a nice sour-

sop, Neighbour ley we swizzle up. (Wrangler “My Neighbour Jac-

queline” 1959 pr) 0 The best [member of the Anona family] perhaps,

is the Soursop, which looks like a green hedgehog and tastes like cot-

tonwool soaked in strawberry juice. (Alford 1960:91) 0 When you

develop a fresh cold, can aspirins and Canadian Healing Oil take the

place of hibiscus tea drawn in a tin and flavoured with a sour sop

leaf? No it cannot. (Macaw 1960:54) 0 Millicent, the wife of the

deceased had fainted... They bathed her head with bayrum and rubbed

her with crushed soursop leaves which they also allowed her to smell.

(Lewis 1972:64) 0 The pupils of the professor’s eyes were black-

black: black as the seeds of that fruit of paradise, the soursop. (Hercu-

les 1980:12-13) 0 Ah Sunday with Soursop or Peanut Punch different

from one wit lime juice or koolaid. (Foster 1990:88) 0 Soursop. Leaf

decoction in a cup is taken to treat insomnia. (Seaforth et al

1998:524)

sour-sweet n arc A bright red, clear, oval, inch-long hard candy, acid

in the centre, with a moulded pattern on top. (fr combination of fla-

vours) 0 My favourite one is sour-sweet.

sousay-matan, souce-ma-tante n A variety of cultivated mango,

/suse matan/ (poss. < FC suse < Fr sucer ‘suck’ + ma tante ‘my aunt’)

0 He had ah wide variety of mango: vere, cora, zabico, starch, cala-

bash, doo-douce, turpentine, sousay-matin, julie an rose. Spanishman

had mango like peas. (Foster 1990:113)

souse, sowse n A dish, usu. made of pig’s trotters or head but some-

times other meat or seafood, marinated in vinegar or lime juice, with

hot pepper, onion and cucumber. (< E souse ‘various parts of a pig or

other animal, esp. feet or ears, prepared or preserved by pickling’) 0

Las week Satiday ah ooman way doz sell black pudden and sowse,

was making de pudden. (PC 17 Sept 1904) 0 If a did eat souse, pig

foot an cucumber a might a did say it was a nite mare dat mek me
dream so. (WG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 All Day Souse Party, at the Palms

Court. (EN2 Sept 1954:2) 0 Miss Ivy’s pig-foot souse, not to mention

her bull jowl, was to him a good part heaven. She seasoned it to a

miraculous bum of peppers, all man-hot. (Holder 1959:175) 0 They
also served bowls of souse made from pieces of pig’s feet in cold

brine with cucumber and onions, limes and spices. (Bryans 1967: 196)

0 All the while he brandished his cutlass and he was swearing to cut

up Manuel and make souse with him. (Lewis 1972) 0 Those Christ-

mases would never come again when the boys and girls went around

singing carols and Marjorie’s parents gave them souse and ice cream.

(Jones 1973:29) 0 Conch Souse... Crab Souse. (Hunt 1985a:3) 0

There will be an abundant supply of black pudding, buljol, souse and

doubles. (EX 28 Feb 1988:12) 0 One woman had souse but no cups.

(Baksh 1992:17) 0 Vincey, who burnt coal pits on the Toco Road stir-

rred a large enamel pot with souse, his wife turned slices of black-

pudding in a black iron pot. (Boodhoo 1994:205) 0 Them only arguin

whether to cook a pot of fish broth or to buy souse. (Maharaj

1994a:25) 0 This assured that every one of the co-owners would have

a leg to bake, a “piece of belly” and ribs... and the relevant pieces to

make into souse or add to pelau or sancoche. (TG 1 1 Dec 1995) 0 It is

souse that is sold every Friday evening outside all Tobago supermar-

kets in the same buckets in which the parts were imported! Pig foot

souse dominates, but there are more modem variations such as

Chicken foot souse (known as ‘Scratcher souse’!) to cater for those

whose religion forbids them to eat pork. (Nelson & Puddy 2004:24)

2 v Prepare meat or seafood by soaking in vinegar or lime juice, onions

and pepper. 0 When your pigs trotters pigs head or whatever it is you
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are going to souse has boiled until it is quite soft in water, place it cut

up in the souse water and let it soak for a few hours, (de Boissiere ca

1945a:39)

sousou see susu

South, south 1 n The southwestern area of Trinidad around San

Fernando. See also Deep South, Southern. = Southland 0 The

South has changed up entirely. (Atilla & Beginner “Iere Now and

Long Ago” 1935) 0 $50 And A Cup For Calypso King In South. (TG
12 Feb 1955:2) 0 And when you go down in south, A different talk

going about. (Kitchener “Carnival 73” 1973 pr) 0 “South is a hell of a

place. I hate South. Can’t leave it quickly enough.” (Jones 1973:48) 0

Papa-Bois walk through all his forest and he only seeing destruction.

He walk through south and he walk through central and he reach the

bottom of El Tucuche with a heavy heart. (Quesnel 1987) 0 Football

Massive was damn stupidness! In Town, Chaguanas and South too.

(Bomb 24 Nov 1989:28) 0 “No one came by me anymore,” Joe, origi-

nally of South, said. (Punch 8 Oct 1989:31) 0 The discovery of oil in

the “South” and “Deep South” and the establishing of an oil refinery

at Point-A-Pierre further contributed to San Fernando earning the title

of 'Industrial Capital’. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:47) 0 South under

water. Southerners... were awakened yesterday by the tail end of the

storm. (EXS Aug 1993:1)

2 adj From or in the South 1

area. 0 South Murder Trial Continues...

at San Fernando Sessions. (TG 5 May 1933:1) 0 Young South man for

Assizes. (TG 23 Jan 1936:2) 0 Rupert Grant, one of Trinidad’s lead-

ing calypsonians... left the Colony yesterday morning with Mr. Cedric

Espinet, South business man, his manager, for a tour of the North

American Republic. (TG 20 Feb 1945:4) 0 King Duke, last year’s

south calypso king, also got tumultuous rounds of applause. (TG 22

Jan 1961:5) 0 The South tent will be opened at the Thunderbird Ter-

race of Golden Rock Hotel... Southerners should not miss the chance

to give it their fullest support. (TG 13 Jan 1973:8) 0 [She] was a

young South girl when her parents divorced and she was sent to stay

with her aunts and uncle in the North. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:9) 0 South

hospital blanks patients. (ND 3 Jan 2003:5)

South American rat snake see TIGRE

Southern adj Referring to the southwestern area of Trinidad around

San Fernando. (< South"

)

0 Meet your Southern Friends at the Most

Modem Soda Fountain in Trinidad and treat them to Ice Cream Sodas

& Sundaes, Pies, Cakes & Pastries, Joseph & Henry Stauble Ltd. (ad,

de Boissiere ca 1945a:49)

southern black-banded white n Itaballia demophile, a butterfly,

wingspan to 5 cm (2"). White with black outer margins; fine black

band across upper part of upper wing from mid-rib to mid-outer mar-

gin where the band spreads in a splash; outer margin of lower wing

also black, (fr usual range in southern Trinidad) 0 (Barcant 1970:184)

southern blue leaf shoemaker n Anaea pithyusa , a butterfly, wing-

span to 5.5 cm (2.2"). Male dark iridescent blue on a background of

black with five spots of light blue on upper wing; lower wing ends in

a small tail. Female reddish brown; large white spots on upper wing;

row of black and white spots along lower wing margin, (fr usual

range in southern Trinidad) 0 (Barcant 1970:168)

southern brown glass-wing n Callithomia lenea, a butterfly, wing-

span to 5.5 cm (2.2"). Elongated, glassy transparent wings suffused

with browns and pearly yellow; dark veins; edged with fine black

margins, (fr usual range in southern Trinidad) 0 (Barcant 1970:185)

southern cattle heart u Parides sesostris sesostris [= Papilio ses-

ostris sesostris], a butterfly, the southern Trinidad species of the cat-

tle heart, wingspan 2.75". Male black with iridescent green markings

on upper wings; inside margins of lower wings white. Female black

with white markings on the upper wings; brick red markings on the

lower wings, (fr usual range in southern Trinidad + cattle heart) =
green cattle heart 0 (Barcant 1970:1 19)

Southerner rt A resident of the southern region of Trinidad, par-

ticularly the south-western area around San Fernando. (< South") 0

The South tent will be opened at the Thunderbird Terrace of Golden

Rock Hotel ... Southerners should not miss the chance to give it their

fullest support. (TG 13 Jan 1973:8) 0 A million rip-offs have plagued

the Christmas programme to create employment ... according to

aggrieved Southerners. (Bomb I Jan 1993:10) 0 South under water.

Southerners ... were awakened yesterday by the tail end of the storm.

(EX 8 Aug 1 993 : 1

)

Southern Range n A low range of hills in southeast Trinidad. See also

Northern Range, Central Range. (< Southern) 0 Three peaks

of the Southern Range presumably inspired him to name La Ysla de

la Trinidad, Isle of the Trinity. (Eigeland 1980:22) 0 The Southern

Range, highest in the east, is a lower, broken range of hills flanking

the south coast. These hills are seldom higher than 150 m, the highest

point being 304 m. These mountains and hills are variably covered

with residual primary forest, secondary growth, and extensive estates

of mixed crops of coffee, cocoa, bananas, and other various fruit and

shade trees. (Boos 2001a:4)

southern sweet oil n Melinaea ethra sola [~ Melinaea lilis sola], a

butterfly, wingspan to 7 cm (3"). Elongated wings; orange-brown

with black upper wing-tips; three yellow upper wing tip spots; broken

black horizontal bands; irregular black margins, (fr usual range in

southern Trinidad + sweet oil) 0 (Barcant 1970:181)

southern white page n Eurvtides telesilaus telesilaus [~ Graphium

telesilaus telesilaus], a butterfly, wingspan to 7 cm (3"). White; vivid

black lines from top of upper wings into mid-wings; black side mar-

gins; yellow on lower wing; long tails, (fr usual range in southern

Trinidad + page !

) 0 (Barcant 1970:93-4)

Southland n The southwestern area of Trinidad around San Fernando;

see also DEEP SOUTH. = >South 0 Also known as a “dinkie” in the

Southland, this simple kite can keep children occupied for hours at

the cost of a few minutes task. (Rampersad 1993:10)

sow-pig n A sow; female pig. See also BOAR-HOG. (< E sow 'female

pig’) 0 That sow-pig ent easy.

sowri masala n A bitter drink, containing a mixture of many spices,

given to women after childbirth, /sauri masala/ (< H-Bh sauri

‘labour’ + masala 'spices’) 0 “Make some strong sowri masala flih

Savi to drink.” (1990)

span, spawn n The distance from thumb to last (little) finger - some-

times to second finger (forefinger). The TAW can be advanced this

distance to improve the shooting position. The thumb is used as a

pivot for a circle, drawing the resulting circumference as the bound-

ary of the EX; pitching is permitting from any point on this line. At

every turn you are allowed to take a SPAN from the edge of the hole

or from the position of your marble when it comes to rest. You replay

until you either miss or hit the marble entirely out of the ring, /span/

(< E span ‘the distance fr the tip of the thumb to the tip of the little

finger, or sometimes to the tip of the forefinger, when the hand is

fully extended’) = ex, ex-span, gab(s), gambi

Spanish 1 adj Of Latin American, usu. Venezuelan, Spanish descent,

often mixed with African or Amerindian. (< E Spanish 'of Spain or

its people’) 0 You say at Toco part of the population is Spanish? -

There are some Spaniards in Toco; a considerable portion of the

cocoa contractors are Venezuelans, but in Toco there are not many

Venezuelans. But are they not creoles of the Island, bom from old

Indians? - Some are creoles of the Island and some come from the

Main. (Comm Franchise 1888-2:24-5) 0 Kalaishi had observed “a

Spanish man” talking to them. Soon after he left a quarrel had broken

out among the men. (de Boissiere 1952:202) 0 'As soon as the Span-

ish people see the lorry, they turn their back. They shut their win-

dow.’ (Naipaul 1958:45) 0 The Trinidad ‘Spanish’ peasant also has

his roots in the Venezuelan peon who travelled to Trinidad at the end

of the eighteenth century and throughout the nineteenth. In Trinidad,

these peons were engaged in petty trade and worked as seasonal

labourers on cacao and sugar estates. Many returned to Venezuela

when the crop was over, but others settled in Trinidad, especially dur-

ing the 1860s. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:2)

2 n A person with a light brown or olive complexion, coppery skin,

and dark curly hair, (fr typical appearance of a person of Spanish
1

descent) 0 [He] loooked very much like what a Trinidadian would

call ‘Spanish’. (777? Nov 1990:16) 0 The “Spanish” woman, who has

been sitting impassively for half an hour, is suddenly transformed.
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She springs to her feet and shakes her fist at the bloodied cocks in the

gayelle. (EX 3 Mar 1991:14) 0 This section shows various percep-

tions of possible criteria for ‘Spanish’ identity, (a) ‘’’Spanish” is white

Negro mixed with Indian. It also have red Negro and black Negro.

White Negro is fair, clear, with straight or straightish hair’... (b) ‘My
daughter-in-law is “a Spanish”. She have a [East] Indian mother and a

Spanish father, [he is] a red [very light-skinned Afro-Euro mix], with

kinda curly hair’... (d) ‘If I see the hair is straightish I will say Span-

ish, and if it is more curly I will say red... I say mixed if they seem

more whiteish, and Spanish or Spanishy if they seem more Negro’...

The two principal constituent qualities of ‘Spanishness’ refer to

appearance: hair texture and skin colouring... cultural characteristics

are not what is salient about ‘Spanishness’ to these respondents. In

this sense the delineation of ‘Spanish’ as an ethnic group is ambigu-

ous. (Khan 1993:196-7) 0 This Shadow, an oldish man of indetermi-

nate race, (although he is often called “Spanish”) a cigarette zoot

always balanced on his lower lip, had accosted me a few minutes

earlier. (TG 16 Jan 1994:7) 0 “Sebas, boy, I knock a master young t’ing

last week. Talk about craft... A mix-up Spanishy-looking child, no

more than twenty two. Talk about figure.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:62)

Spanish creole n arc A person of Spanish (usu. Venezuelan) descent,

bom in the Caribbean, esp. in Trinidad. (< Spanish
1 + creole ') = cre-

ole Spaniard, creole Spanish, panyol
2
0 On Friday 13th instant a

young healthy looking Spanish creole bearing the name Daniel

Lezama... died at Gran Couva. (TG 26 Feb 1 92 1:4) 0 Picton instituted

a council of advise consisting of Don Christoval de Robles (a Spanish

creole), Messrs. John Nihell, John Black and John Nugent (Irishmen)

and M. St. Hilaire Begorrat, a French creole. (Pitt 1948:16)

Spanish Main n The northern coast of South America, esp. Venezu-

ela. (< obs E Spanish Main ‘the mainland of America adjacent to the

Caribbean Sea, esp. that part of the coast from Panama to the Ori-

noco’) = >Main 0 Although the current was against us, we had a

breeze which quickly carried us to the Bocas or Dragon’s Mouths.

This is a scene of peculiar grandeur, the two points of land, one of

Trinidad, the other of the Spanish Main, strongly resembling each

other, being lofty mountains of similar forms, covered with forests,

and distant from each other about fourteen miles. (Joseph 1835:63) 0

The latter had long since left the island, being of the lower class of

Peons, who pass to and fro between Trinidad and the Spanish main,

and which class is stationary nowhere. (Joseph 1 838b- 1 : 1 67) 0 At

daylight we sighted Trinidad, the Spanish main looming like a lofty

island, and by eight o’clock A.M., arrived at the second bocca, De
Huevos. (Day 1852-1:168) 0 The oppressive duty recently exacted on
the jerked beef of the Spanish Main, or “Tasso”. (POSG 15 April

1854:3) 0 He was led to the conclusion that they were taking the

immigrants to the Spanish Main. (POSG 9 Oct 1907:5)

Spanish lime n Melicoccus bijugatus, a large native evergreen tree.

Bisexual and unisexual flowers occur. Fruits 3 cm (1.2") round, with

a green shell-like cover and slightly astringent edible pulp, covering a

large round seed. = >chenet', genip
2

, mapo 0 The SPANISH LIME
(Melicocca bijuga), which is not a lime at all. (Alford 1960:91)

Spanish needle 1 n Tob Agave sp., a plant with long thick tough nar-

row leaves in a spiral rosette; leaves are usu. green, sometimes with

white edges, and have a sharp tip. (fr thread-like fibres hanging fr

leaves + sharp leaf tip) 0 In this vale [in Tobago] you see also the

Spanish needle shrub, the large broad leaves of which, in skilful

hands, make excellent razor straps. (Capadose 1845)

2 n Bidens alba, a native erect hairy plant to 1 m (3.2') high. Flower

heads on terminal stalks; daisy-like, with outer florets white and

spreading, inner florets short, regular, yellow; a rayless form is occa-

sionally found in Trinidad and is apparently the only form found in

Tobago. Fruits black with 2-3 barbs. = jumbie needle, needle bush,

needle grass, >railway daisy, zeb zejwi 0 (FTT 1940-2-2:97-98) 0

(Laurence 1976:2)

Spanish prayers n Prayers, usu. in Spanish or partly in Latin, request-

ing help and protection, esp. against evil spirits. See also SANTIWA. =

loraison, oracion, praise, prayers 0 Another aspect of the use of herbs

by the Spanish in Trinidad is the prevalence of what is called locally

“Spanish prayers” in healing. These are essentially, prayers in Span-

ish to Roman Catholic saints. Many of us may be familiar with the so-

called “Santa guay” in which an individual is flagellated with a small

broom made from the plant of the sweet broom, Scoparia dulcis, to

the accompaniment of prayers said in Spanish. This practice is

believed to break the spell of the evil eye (maljo or mal des yeux) or

other misfortune. (Morean 1 99 1 : 1
1 ) 0 I asked her about prayers,

‘

ora

-

ciones'. She confided that she was not so competent in saying Span-

ish prayers. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:113)

Spanish thyme 1 n Lippia micromera
, a native leafy shrub, with

strong odour of thyme. Small leaves, crowded on twigs, 6-12 x 3-6

mm (.24-.48" x .12-.24"), obovate, narrowed at base. Small flowers in

clusters, white, yellowish throat, about 2 mm (.08") long. = fine-leaf

thyme2
,
piti diten 0 All creole food is, to say the least, well seasoned.

In order to prepare it properly you must have the following ingredi-

ents on hand in the kitchen at all times, Spanish and French thyme...

(de Boissiere ca 1945a:4) 0 (FTT 1955-2-6:390-1) 0 Whooping
Cough: Spanish Thyme - quail leaves over slow fire, extract juice by

grinding. (Bush Medicine 1976b: 19) 0 A sea of chive, Spanish thyme

and other herbs rippling in the breeze. (TG 4 Dec 1994:5)

2 n Plectranthus amboinicus, a cultivated aromatic herb with thick

hairy leaves. = big-leaf thyme, >broad-leaf thyme, French thyme 1

,

podina 0 1 bunch pastelle herbs (French and Spanish thyme and basil

with stems removed). (Hunt 1985a:5) 0 (Morean 1990)

Spanish verveine n Sphagneticola trilobata, a low-growing native

plant, usu. found near the sea. Flowers yellow. = >carpet daisy,^jam-

pana playera, veven kwayib, wild daisy, wild verveine, zebafanr

spanyol, spaniole, spagnol n arc A Spanish-speaking Venezuelan,

/spanjol/ (< Sp espahol ‘Spanish’) = >panyol, Spanish 0 “The span-

ioles are on us.”... [He]... asked the boy who had shot him. He said,

“the Spagnol”. (POSG 22 Dec 1848:2)

spatula, spatule n arc Ajaja ajaja [= Platalea ajaja

]

(E roseate

spoonbill), a very large heron-like waterbird, 30" long. Mainly pink

with bright red patch on wing and tail; neck and upper back white;

head and throat bare, greenish-yellow; bill grey, long, broad, and flat-

tened in a wide spoon-like shape at the tip. A regular summer visitor

in small numbers to the Caroni swamp in Trinidad. (< Fr spatule

‘roseate spoonbill’ < spatule ‘long flattened implement’) 0 [The

Oropouche lagoon]... white and grey herons, crimson spatulas, red

flamingos. (Williams 1881:35) 0 Spatule. (Chapman 1894:82)

spawn see SPAN

speak v' Talk in a socially preferred way with a higher prestige accent;

not to talk either with the DIALECT accent or in DIALECT language

forms. (< E speak deliver a speech or formal address; with a descrip-

tor, speak in a particular style’ + prob. < E speak properly) 0 “Since

she came back from America she speaks.” (1990)

spear-winged cattle heart n Parides neophilus parianus, a butterfly,

wingspan to 2.5". Female black; edged marginally with tiny pink

dots; white upper wing spots; lower wing centrally magenta. Male
similar but has greeny blue patches in central upper wing. 0 (Barcant

1970:101)

speckled grunt n Haemulon parrai, an edible marine fish. = >cro-cro*

0 (Mendes 1940:15)

speckled ramier n arc Columba speciosa (E scaled pigeon ). a bird,

30 cm (12") long. Male dark brownish purple; feathers edged or spot-

ted with white or pale green on mantle, neck and underparts, giving a

scaled appearance; lower underparts whitish edged with purple. (< E
speckled, fr spotted feathers + ramier) = mountain ramier, ramier,

>ramier ginga 0 Amongst a great variety of wild Pigeons... The first

is called the Mangrove Ramier; the second, the Mountain or Speckled

Ramier. (Joseph 1838a:57) 0 The Speckled Ramier... generally seeks

its food... on larger trees, and seldom alights lower, (de Verteuil

1884:93)

speech band n Tob A type of Carnival band played in Tobago. Par-

ticipants wear knee breeches and headwear, such as a sailboat with

paper pennants on wire, and carry a stick; they dance and deliver

satirically derisive tirades, both traditional and extemporaneous. (< E
speech ‘an address or discourse of a more or less formal character
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delivered to an audience or assembly; an oration’) 0 Tobago Speech

Band... Usually they are dressed in satin or lame, made into a type of

knickerbocker with a shirt of contrasting colours. This outfit can be

decorated with braids, fringes, beads or any other embellishments

which they might fancy. Knee length stockings are sometimes worn
and shoes can be decorated with coloured pom-poms or bows. The
focal point however, is their unique headwear which reminds one of a

miniature sailing boat festooned with tiny pennants placed as stream-

ers on taut wire. These are made of tissue paper of many colours and

they flutter with the breeze as the performers move....They take long

strides, energetically crossing each other, abrupt turns and occasional

stamping for emphasis. The hands are used for varied gestures which

naturally correspond with the project movements of the moment...

The entire stage is used as the performers attempt to take in the entire

audience by commanding attention, each one vying for supremacy.

Suddenly one stops the music with a flourish and darts forward to

deliver his short tirade. This is usually directed at one or more of the

members and can be a real masterpiece of derision.... the receiving

party is so busy thinking of how to respond with rapier like repartee

in an effort to go one better than his opponent. (Ahye 1978:41) 0 The
speech band came to Tobago from Europe, mainly England and

France and also part of the African descent. [Its] head is based on

King George in England. In [manoeuvering] the speech band you

have the show boy, tamborin and fiddle music in the back ground.

Showboy would be ahead of the band and make the people aware of

the speech band’s coming. Followed by the Robins, next by the

Champions, then by King George himself. The speech band is not

mainly going on stage and saying a speech, but [it’s] a dialogue

which consists of many parts. The major part on the speech band is

the Robins saying their speeches as Robins, then you have the Champs
with a different type of music, we have South Hampton and you have

Young Sealey, you have Jan Popool. Then you have Valentine who
was very rude to King George himself and usually he got slained.

When he was slain, you had Bushy Dragon, you have Fire Dragon,

you have the Druggists - Punch and Judy, then you have Dr. Lima, he

pronounced the death of Valentine who was slain by King George

after he was dead. Then you have the burial; the burial ceremony and

the crossing and cutting of swords. (OPNL Sept 1988:3) 0 They will

tell of events in the village and they will tell of the character of each

other... The present arrangement is that some men would go on stage

and say a speech on anybody or any political business or any business

of the village. (OPNL Sept 1988:3) 0 “I noticed on Carnival Tuesday

there was a special type of bands they call Speech Bands. Those use

to come from every district. You find one from Bon Accord, Melford,

Plymouth... Every band coming into Scarborough. And those bands

were more or less connected to the estates. You will hear them com-
ing with the beating of the tambrin .” (Hall 1998:45)

speech off v Scold or ridicule someone; publicly embarrass someone;

usu. without cursing or using obscene language. (< dial E speech

‘make a speech to; direct a speech at a person’) 0 You can’t come
here and speech off so.

speechless adj A state of being unconscious or just before losing con-

sciousness. (< dial E speechless ‘temporarily incapable of speaking

through astonishment, fear, or other emotion’) 0 The workman who
had fallen off the roof and surrounded by his fellows sat up and said:

“Ah ain dead, ah only is speechless.” Speechlessness in Tobago signi-

fies the stage before one loses consciousness. (Ottley 1969:95) 0 He
fall down speechless. (Ottley 1971:23)

spell v Hint at; not say directly; esp. in order to obtain favours,

money, etc., usu. used when complaining about or reporting such

behaviour to someone else. See also READ AND SPELL, (dial E spell

‘strive to obtain by hints, without directly asking’) 0 Spellin’: giv-

ing a broad hint that you need something but not actually cornin’

right out an’ sayin' so. (Haynes 1987:190) 0 “She spelling, but 1 eh

take she on.” (1984)

spice n The aromatic dried inner bark of the tree Cinnamomum verum

[~ C. zeylanicum

]

(E cinnamon), powdered or in pieces; imported and

widely used in cooking. (< E spice ‘many strongly flavoured or aro-

matic substances obtained from plants and used in cooking’) = cin-

nement, dalchini 0 Yesterday’s Market Prices:... Ordinary: pomme
malacca, sea moss, spice. (TG 8 Sept 1917:10) 0 1 small piece stick

spice. (Hunt 1985a:49) 0 When somebody baby dead in they belly

you have to make hot spice tea and give them. (OPNL Mar 1989:4) 0

A charming ebony woman offers you a bowl of hot, steaming com
porridge to which she has added small amounts of bay leaves and

“spice” (cinnamon) bark during its boiling at the fireside. (Morean
1989a:29)

spice mango n A variety of cultivated mango. = mango spice 0 I could

not belirve that a former minister in charge of highways could sug-

gest that fruit trees be planted along the Uriah Butler Highway... can

he imagine the danger to life and limb of young children who cannot

resist the sight of a ripe pommerac or a “stocky” julie or spice mango.
(EX 28 June 1987:19)

spicy laurier n Ocotea floribunda , a native tree. A strong, spicy,

pungent smell is yielded by the bark and wood when freshly cut and

by the leaves when crushed, (fr strong spicy smell of bark and wood)
= laurier stinker, >spicy laurier mattack, spicy mattack 0 (Beard

1946:28)

spicy (laurier) mattack n Ocotea floribunda [= O. wachenheimii, O.

arenaensis ], a fairly large native tree, to 25 m (80'), branchlets

minutely hairy. Leaves 6-17 x 2-7.5 cm (2.3-6.6" x .8-2.9"), narrowly

or broadly elliptic-obovate, leathery, smooth above, minutely hairy

beneath. Flowers in panicles to 10 cm (3.9"). Fmit a round greenish

berry on a shallow flattened cupule about 6 mm (.24") diameter.

Wood fairly light weight. Most easily recognised by the strong, spicy,

pungent smell yielded by the bark and wood when freshly cut and by

the leaves when crushed. = laurier stinker, spicy laurier, spicy mat-

tack 0 Spicy laurier mattack. (Marshall 1934:84) 0 Spicy mattack.

(Efr 1978-2-9:573-4)

spider centipede n Scutigera sp., a centipede with very long, spider-

like legs. 0 (Sanderson 1939:45)

spider lily n Hymenocallis tubiflora, a cultivated bulbiferous herb

with soft fleshy lanceolate leaves, to 30 x 10 cm ( 1 1
.7" x 3.9"), in two

rows. Flowers large, fragrant, white, funnel-shaped, 14-30 cm (5.5-

1 1.7") long; long thin inner filaments ascend 5-6 cm (2-2.3") beyond

petals, while narrow petals droop; in umbrella-shaped clusters at tops

of leafless unbranched stalks. Fruit a membranous capsule containing

one or a few fleshy seeds. (< E spider lily ‘bulbous plants Hymeno-
callis or Crinum'

,
having long spider-leg-like segments) = boyapar,

cibouyet, cocoa onion, fountain lily, loyon dil, wild onion 0 Spider

lily... Smooth sword-shaped leaves, flowers pure white, consisting of

a long narrow tube carrying a perianth of long and narrow segments

drooping over. The pollen pouches are gold and below them the sta-

mens are pale green shading to white at their lower ends where they

merge into a pure white, fringed-edge cup. Found in various locali-

ties, both wet and dry. (Alford 1960:75) 0 (FTP 1983-3-3:209) 0

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:96) 0 (Morean 1990)

spider orchid n Epidendrum ciliare, a fragrant native orchid with few

or many flowers. Flowers yellowish-green with whitish lip; sepals

pale green, yellowish or violet, to 9 cm (3.5") long; petals much
smaller, lip conspicuous. (< E spider orchid, the orchid Ophrys aran-

ifera) 0 (Schultes 1960:102)

spider-web (pan) n A STEEL PAN with a network of segments,

resembling a spiderweb; a lead pan based on a cycle of fifths,

invented by Anthony Williams in 1 953. (< E spiden\>eb ‘resembling a

spiderweb or cobweb in appearance’) 0 (Thomas 1985:388) 0 [Tony]

Williams lived entirely for pan and invented the “Spiderweb” (a tun-

ing system with the notes and their octaves next to each other in

sequence), and was also responsible for the steelband moving from

the “Pan round neck” to the conventional style. (EX-2 31 Jan

1988:17) 0 1962: The Spider Web pan (attributed to Anthony Wil-

liams, a member of TASPO) is bom. This instrument is the first to

implement the “4ths & 5ths scale.” In music this scale is known as the

Pythagorean Scale of Consonant Intervals, where the notes go down
by fifths (or up by fourths) within the scale (circle) of 12 notes. This

note arrangement has become the de facto standard to date. However,
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the Spider Web structure has been replaced by “floating” elliptical

and circular notes. (Derek 1998:65)

spin a box on phr Slap violently. (< E spin ‘revolve; whirl around’ +

E box ‘a blow on the ear or side of the head with the hand’) 0 If you

see he spin one box on that child.

spinach n Any cooked green leaves or edible-leaf weedy wild or

cultivated plants, most commonly the native plants Amaranthus

dubius, A. viridis and A. spinosus. (< E spinach ‘Spinacia oleracea, a

plant with large dark green leaves used as a vegetable; also applied to

other species of Spinacia or to several plants resembling these’) =

>bhaaji
2
0 Amaranthus viridus, is cultivated locally largely for use as

a spinach. Other native species such as A. spinosus, and A. tristis

locally known as “Bhaji” are pernicious weeds, but are also used as

spinach. (Williams & Williams 1941:58) 0 Spinach can be made with

many different kinds of green. The best is the one known as Chinese

spinach. This is best steamed in very little salted water... Baghi,

acumah, young pumpkin leaves, young ochro leaves are best when
cooked [with seasoning], (de Boissiere ca 1945a:32) 0 Bhaji... Much
used as spinach locally, sometimes as a constituent of ‘Calalu’. (FTT
1964-2-7:453)0 Rice, rod, curry, dahl, channa and spinach {bhaji),

all widely prepared staples in rural areas, are a regular part of East

Indian diet in San Fernando. (Clarke 1986:78)

spinning bee n Tob On a kite, a kind of pointed nose attached to a kite

to make noise. = >singing angel 0 I want to put a spinning bee on

that kite.

spin top in mud, spin top in sapatay mud phr Try something with-

out success; be frustrated by trying to do something too difficult;

engage in hard but futile activity. Note: In sapatay mud is emphatic,

(ff difficulty or impossibility of spinning a top on soft or muddy
ground) = dance top in mud 0 “I doing my best with the roti shop, but

every day as life come you putting you hand deeper and deeper in my
little savings. Like I spinning top in mud.” (Hill 1966c: 14) 0 “It is

hard to see everyone out there admiring what we have, when here no

one acknowledges it in any substantial way... When we return it will

be just like spinning top in mud.” {EX-2 17 Jan 1988:13) 0 Yuh tryin

that, yuh only spinnin top in sapatay mud.O ‘But when you get to Rio

how you would know which part to go? How you goin’ to travel to

wherever the estate is? This is really spinnin’ top in mud but is your

business.’ (Boodhoo 1994:270) 0 “Spinning top in mud” was an

expression used about anyone making strenuous efforts in an obvi-

ously futile situation. (Cummings 2004:109)

spiny bamboo n Guadua angustifolia [~ Bambusa guadua], an intro-

duced and cultivated bamboo. 6 (Morean M-82)

spiny coriander n Eryngium foetidum, a native herb. Leaves in a

rosette close to the ground, spiny, wide, long, serrated edges, with a

strong odour, (fr serrated or “spiny” leaf margins and resemblance in

smell to E coriander, Coriandrum sativum) = bhandania, cardo

benito, cardo santo, cilantro, culantro, fit weed 1

,
pull and throw,

>shado beni 0 Fit weed, Shado beni (Shadon beny). Spiny coriander.

(Duncan 1993:61)

spiny gecko n Hemidactylus palaichthus [= H. brooki], a savanna and

forest-edge species, occurs on small offshore islands and rocks.

Monos, Chacachacare, Little Tobago; 11.3 cm- 13 cm long, including

tail. Spines in little groups on tubercles on the body and primarily the

tail. Back tan with brown cross-wise bands, a brown streak through

eye, some dark brown spots on head, belly cream, (ff bristly appear-

ance of enlarged tubercles on body and tail) 0 (Boos 1981:48) 0

(Murphy 1997:129)

spiny rat n Proechimys trinitatis, a rodent. Fur yellowish-brown, bris-

tly and spiny in appearance, tipped with buffy-white; undersides

slightly paler, (fr spiny appearance of the stiff fur) = greater Trinida-

dian spiny rat, peelwee, >piloree, porcupine rat 0 Spiny rat. {JFNC
Apr 1893:167) 0 Echimyus armatus Geoff. “Spiny Rat”, “Pilori”,

“Porcupine Rat”... wholly dull drab brown, flecked on spines which
extend from nape to rump with light buff, and the whole underside is

clear buff... There are specimens in the British Museum from Caroni

River, and from Tobago. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 162-3)

spirit 1 n A supernatural being, sometimes the disembodied soul of a

dead person; in folk culture believed able to possess or influence peo-

ple, animals, or objects. (< E spirit ‘a supernatural, incorporeal being,

usu. imperceptible but capable of becoming visible, often considered

troublesome or hostile’) 0 “She say somebody put a bad spirit on the

child.” (Khan 1964:67) 0 Yuh ever notice dat it have some mango
tree dat nobody ever use tuh climb.... peltin mango was plenty fun.

But lookout, oui. If was ah tree wit spirit it would pelt back stone an

bust yuh head. (Foster 1 990: 115)

2 n In Orisha worship, a deity or other supernatural being who can

take or “possess” a worshipper, who takes or catches the spirit. 9 “I

not tired. It’s seldom when the spirit take me I feel tired. I feel fresh as

ever, as if I just wake up from sleep.” (de Boissiere 1952:203)

3 n In WHE-WHE, a number or MARK considered to be related to

another particular mark. = jumbie number 0 The game is played twice

or three times a day. The Banker selects his mark from the thirty-six.

It cannot be one already played that day or the previous day, nor can it

be the “spirit number” (a sort of cousin) to the one played. (Hill

1966c:3) 9 Each number or “mark” represents a particular human,

non-human or inanimate symbol... In addition, each mark has a “part-

ner” and some may also have a “spirit”, which are in effect other

“marks”. For instance the “spirit” of 1 is 4, while its “partner” is 5.

(McCree 1996:4) 9 The mark and its spirit may be played together

because they have the same meaning or may be interpreted similarly,

thus allowing you to hedge your bets on your ‘hunch’. They are

‘relatives’, having in common the same association of ideas. In some
charts, the mark and the spirit are only represented in half of the

36 numbers. (Besson 1999:6-7) 9 The marks were also related to each

other in a system referred to as “partners” and “spirits”. The banker

could not play the partner of a mark in the round immediately after

that particular mark. All its partners were considered “dead”.

(Cummings 2004:123-4)

spirit number see SPIRIT
3

spirit food n Food without salt, offered in rituals to an Orisha deity,

(fr belief that salt prevents desired action) 9 When yuh making spirit

food, yuh must not put salt.

spirit fruit n Morinda citrifolia, a naturalized shrub or small tree, used

medicinally. = fei froid, >pain bush, pain killer

spirit lash n In folk belief, an injury, sometimes fatal, resulting from

malevolent actions of a bad SPIRIT
1

. (< spirit
1 + Iasi7

3
)
= jumbie lash,

lash
3
9 Death itself could only be sent in the form of an obeah spirit

lash. (Ramkeesoon 1975:1) 9 Jumbies were accepted as malevolent

spirits of the dead. They were not fatal. Death itself could only be sent

in the form of an obeah spirit lash. (Ramkeesoon 1975:1) 9 Boy, you

got to brakes for your arse. No one could help you parry blows from a

spirit lash. {Bomb 5 June 1987:3) 9 [He has] warned the NAR it might

get a spirit lash if it were to continue talking about the death and

burial of the PNM. {EX-2 6 Sept 1987:2) The only hand the Lord put-

ting on Iain Duncan Smith is to drop spirit lash on him. This week is

only thunder for IDS. (Pires TG 31 Oct 2003)

spirit take phr Be possessed by a spirit, as in Orisha worship. 9 “I

not tired. It’s seldom when the spirit take me I feel tired. I feel fresh

as ever, as if I just wake up from sleep.” (de Boissiere 1952:203)

Spiritual Baptist n A religious group whose worship includes spirit

possession, MOURNING, and immersion baptism; women members
wear distinctive HEADTIES. Some of their common ritual practices,

such as SHOUTING and drumming, were at times forbidden by law,

and the entire religious group was officially banned between 1917

and 1953. The religion is derived from both Christian and Yoruba
Orisha roots. Although popularly considered synonymous with

SHOUTER or Shouter Baptist, many practitioners make distinc-

tions between them. 9 Earlier studies of the religion... referred to the

group as the Shouters, an appellation members neither use nor appre-

ciate. Believers refer to their faith as the Spiritual Baptist church or.

more commonly, as the Baptists. (Glazier 1983:3) 9 With the assis-

tance of his mother, a Spiritual Baptist, Charles was able to differenti-

ate between the good bush medicines and the poisonous ones. (Bomb
23 Nov 1990: 1 7) 9 Afro-Americans had brought the faith when trans-
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planted here by the British in 1816. Six variants had developed: the

Independent Baptists mainly in the South; the Candle or Wayside

Baptists mainly in the North; the fundamental Baptists; the Sovereign

Grace Missionary Baptists; the Baptist Association and the Baptists

Union (formerly the British Missionary Society). There are now
seven bodies incorporated by act of Parliament, a further sixteen

registered under the aegis of the President of the Republic and hun-

dreds of unaffiliated churches. (TTR Sept 1992:10) 0 The National

Congress of Incorporated Baptists of Trinidad and Tobago informs its

membership and the people of Trinidad and Tobago that the term

“spiritual baptists’’ refers to that grouping of Christians in Trinidad

and Tobago whose worship is characterised by “shouting”, “catching

the power” and "mourning”; who practise baptism by immersion of

consenting individuals; whose female members are recognised by

their “head ties.”.. In the past, the term "shouter” was used to refer to

the spiritual baptists. In the light of the definition of the shouter faith

by the National Conference on the Shouter Faith... 1992, organised by

the Saint Ann’s Astar Circle of Divine Light, that, members of the

shouter faith are adherents to the traditional religion of the Yorubas,

they practise blood sacrifice, they do not believe in the truth of the

Floly Bible... we hereby state that that term “shouter” does not apply

to those of us who profess the Christian Faith... The spiritual baptists

of Trinidad and Tobago are Christians, i.e. followers of and believers

in Jesus Christ. (EX 23 Jan 1993:9) 0 Baptists’ Awards & Dinner. The

Foundation for the Academic Advancement of Spiritual Baptist

Youths will be hosting its first Annual Scholarship Award Function

and Dinner. (IND 15 Aug 1998:21)

Spiritual/Shouter Baptist Liberation Day n A national holiday com-

memorating the repeal, on 30 March 1951, of the Shouter Prohibition

Ordinance of 1917 that made illegal many of the religious activities

of this group. 0 Spiritual/Shouter Baptist Liberation Day... The grant-

ing of an annual holiday has given the Spiritual/Shouter Baptist faith

status and recognition in Trinidad and Tobago. Members no longer

have to hide to practise their religion but can worship openly like

other religious groups. Membership is growing. Today, the religion is

practised not only in Trinidad and Tobago but also in other Caribbean

islands, as well as other countries to which Caribbean people have

migrated, such as the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom.

(http://library2.nalis.gov.tt Dec 2007)

spitework n Action arising fr hostile feeling, insult, malicious intent;

discrimination out of ill-will or for punitive reasons. (< obs E spite

‘action arising from spite, malignant feeling’ + work ‘product of

operation or labour’) 0 Is spitework dat why he mek me loss me
wurk. (Ottley 1971:54)

spit out like a plum seed phr Break off with without ceremony; sud-

denly reject and have nothing more to do with. 0 So long he worked

for them, and they spit him out like a plum seed.

splice v In WHE-WHE, play a number not called in a series called on

the same day in previous draws. 0 Splice: Play the number that has

not called in a straight series of numbers - it has been ‘left in a hole’.

E.g. play 25 this Wednesday if 23, 24, and 26 called the last three

Wednesdays. (Besson 1999:49)

splitter n A person who cuts open dry coconuts for copra processing.

(< E split ‘divide into separate parts’) 0 A splitter is not nearly so well

paid... with the coconut held casually in his left hand, he swipes at it

with his heavy sharp cutlass, tosses it up and one-third around, splits

again, and once again - and there are few casualties. (Bowman &
Bowman 1939:243)

spoat, sport, spote n arc Prostitute. See also SPORT2
, /spot/ (< obs E

sport ‘amorous dalliance or intercourse’ + < obs E sport ‘amuse;

divert oneself; take one’s pleasure’) = >rat 0 The sympathetic word

‘mopsy’ was translated to me as ‘a girl, a little number,’ while ‘spoat’

is a downright whore. (Fermor 1950:176) 0 Fie still held onto the

massive stevedore’s body that had gotten him to easy money and

made him the “spoates”’ favorite. (Holder 1959:175) 0 “Amy isn’t a

spoat,” he told Marjorie. “Isn’t a what?” she asked. “The number of

Yankee so-and-so’s that woman took and you say she wasn’t a

wha..aat? The woman is a damn garden rat.” (Jones 1973:60)

sponge v In cockfighting, apply a mixture of bay rum, root decoctions

and other liquids to the birds with a sponge or cloth. (< E sponge

‘wipe, wet, or moisten with some liquid applied by means of a

sponge’) 0 We going to sponge the cocks.

sponsor v Pay for something for someone; often humorous. (< E spon-

sor ‘pay or contribute toward the expenses of a performance’) 0

Sponsor me a doubles, na.

spoon n A slice of green coconut outer husk used to scoop out JELLY

from nut after the water is drunk. (< E spoon ‘an implement consist-

ing of a straight handle with an enlarged concave end-piece used for

eating soft or liquid food’) 0 Two or three blows with the cutlass, at

the small end of the nut, cut off not only the pitch-coat, but the point

of the shell; and disclose... a cavity full of perfectly clear water,

slightly sweet, and so cold... that you are advised, for fear of cholera,

to flavour it with a little brandy. After draining this natural cup, you

are presented with a natural spoon of rind, green outside and white

within, and told to scoop out and eat the cream which lines the inside

of the shell. (Kingsley 1880:336-7) 0 Through this I drew the cool

liquid, clear and sweet, which fills the ivory chamber within, in quan-

tity nearly a pint, and was about to throw the empty shell away, when
he caught it, with one blow cleft it in twain, and, chipping a spoon

from the rind, handed it to me again, that I might scoop out the trans-

lucent jelly, which is considered a delicacy. (Ober 1898:184) 0 She

put down the nut beside her and I slashed it open in three parts and I

cut her a ‘spoon’ to eat the jelly with. (Anthony 1967:153)

spoonbill duck n Anas clypeata [= Spatula clypeata] (E northern

shoveller duck), 47.5 cm (19") long. Male head dark green; middle of

back dark; breast and sides of back white; flanks and belly dark red-

dish brown; large pale bluish patch on upper wing. Female mottled

brown with bluish wing patch. Bill long, with a flattened, rounded tip.

(< E spoonbill, fr resemblance of bird’s bill to spoon) = canard spat-

ule 0 (ffrench 1991:80)

sport 1 v Enjoy oneself; have a good time. (< E sport ‘amuse; divert

oneself; take one’s pleasure’) 0 He was real sporting off in his new
hot shirt.

2 v Engage in prostitution. See also SPOAt. /spot/ (< obs E sport

‘amourous dalliance or intercourse’ + < E sport ‘amuse; divert one-

self; take one’s pleasure’) 0 “You look like a blooming whore! You
going to sport in Port of Spain for the Yanks?” (Selvon 1 99 1 a:4 1

)

spose conj Suppose; if; in the case that. (< E suppose, introducing a

statement of something possible) 0 You tink she go make lawyer

spose me no sabby write notin - I don’t bleeve so, Massa. (TSn 21

Nov 1846) 0 Do Mr. Spectata, tell awee gobenna fu he tell dem
backra no fu make no more rum fu poor nagar na dis countree. Le he

sen am go backra na Englan spose he like. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2)

spot-nose gecko n Gonatodes humeralis [= Gymnodactylus humera-

lis, G. ferruginous], a small gecko lizard, 54-98.8 mm including tail.

Snout pointed from above, rounded in profile. Male back dark brown

with some black, grey and yellow mottling; flanks have 2 rows of

orange spots; yellow-white streak bordered red on head; light yellow

or grey spot on tip of snout; top of tail has darker bands; underside

grey; throat yellow; under-tail orange. Female back brown-tan with

indistinct mid-back stripe yellow/white bar in front of front legs, dark

brown streaks on head and neck, belly white. Favours tree trunks and

other vertical surfaces, (fr light coloured spot on tip of nose) =

orange-spotted gecko 0 (Boos 1977a) 0 (Murphy 1997:123)

spotted cascadura n Hoplosternum thoracatum, an armoured catfish;

body colour light to dark grey with dark spots, (fr spotted colouring +

cascadura) = bush fish, >cascadu’, cascadura
1

, cascaladoo, cascara-

dura, common cascadura 0 (Boeseman 1960:107-8)

spotted grunt n arc Calames providens (E little-head porgy), an

edible marine fish. 0 (Mendes 1940:16)

spotted worm snake n Amphisbaena fuliginosa, a legless lizard

resembling a snake, i.e. the head and tail look similar; mottled black

and white; often found living in BACHAC nests, (ff spotted colouring

+ worm snake) = bachac snake
2

, black and white coral, >black and

white two-head(ed) snake, double-head(ed) serpent/snake
2

, mother of

the ants
2

,
serpent a deux tetes, two-head(ed) snake
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sprang 1 n Long thin piece of celery, thyme, carrots, twig, etc. (< obs

E sprang ‘shoot or branch’; sprig ‘a shoot, twig, or spray of a plant’)

0 “The caterpillar is variegated colour with all kinda little sprang and

ting.” (1994)

2 n Tine of an agricultural fork. (< E prong ‘an instrument or imple-

ment with two, three or more piercing points or tines; a forked instru-

ment’ dial E prong a pitchfork, digging-fork, etc.) 0 I say a murder at

large is like a two sprang drill. (Bomber “Unsolved Murders 1964”

pr, Roberts 1965)

3 adj High on cocaine, (prob. < slang AmE sprung ‘high on drugs’) 0

Another report came from a top coke pusher who admitted that [she]

was his regular customer and that she was quite “sprang” on coke.

{Bomb 26 Sept 1986:13) 0 The other day I bounce up a piper... But

she bawling Bomber just pass a blues... The woman sprang. (Mighty

Bomber “Misunderstanding” 1993) 0 She was well sprang. Not me
and that.

spranger n A cocaine addict; someone often high on cocaine.

(< sprang + E -er ‘person who’) 0 “They are going about assaulting

all ‘sprangers’ (coke addicts) and coke pushers.” {TTM 14 Nov
1989:5)

sprawl off v Sprawl; lie around in a relaxed manner with limbs spread

out. (< E sprawl ‘stretch out on the ground, etc. in an awkward man-

ner’) = loll off, spread off

sprawl open v Expose; open wide. 0 Chile why you lef de door

sprawling open so? (Ottley 1971:54) 0 (Haynes 1987:191)

spread joy phr Enjoy oneself; have a good time with other people. 0

Spread joy - eating, drinking and carousing. (John 1973) 0 “Every

month end he does go South to spread joy with he drinkin’ friends an

dem.” (Baptiste 1993:148)

spread like a almond tree phr Get broader, wider, (fr an almond
tree’s great width relative to height) 0 (Haynes 1987:60)

spread matting phr Said before beginning a card game, (fr traditional

use of a mat as surface for playing cards) 0 Spread de mattin’, let us

begin the card game. (Haynes 1987:101)

spread off v Lounge; relax; extend and stretch limbs. (< E spread Tie

down with limbs relaxed’ )
= sprawl off, loll off 0 “If you see how dey

come an spread off on mih good carpet.” (Baptiste 1993:148)

spread plant phr Arrange seeds to plant or transplant seedlings from a

nursery bed to final location. 0 We have to spread plant all here.

spreckles n Natural speckles, patches or blotches, as on a pumpkin.

(< dial E spreckle ‘a speckle; spot; a freckle’)

spree 1 n Fun; good time; usu. involving spending money and drink-

ing, often a bit disorderly. (< E spree ‘a lively or boisterous frolic; an

occasion or spell of somewhat disorderly or noisy enjoyment, fre-

quently accompanied by drinking’) 0 Some days afterwards... as he

was going on a spree, he asked Jessie for the watch. (POSG 30 Sept

1845:2) 0 Once on a time, the birds were all invited to a spree in

Cloudland, at the house of Mr Gabilan (Chicken Hawk). (Inniss

1897:31) 0 Constable Primus charged [him] with being drunk and

disorderly on the day previous. The defendant said that he was on a

spree and pleaded ignorance of what occurred. (POSG 7 Feb 1899:6)

0 The evidence showed that there was a spree at Perea’s house from

Saturday night till Sunday morning. (TG 29 Jan 1919:10) 0 Defen-

dant said he had no right to doubt the Constable it being the end of the

month. He was making his usual spree. (ES 14 Oct 1926:6) 0 He
appeared to be on the “spree.” (WG 1 Dec 1930:5) 0 I despise the

gambling society, I love me rum and I love me spree. (Atilla & Exec-

utor “The Drinker and the Gambler” 1938) 0 Just a girl named Doro-

thy, Who love to make plenty spree. (Beginner “Don’t Tickle Me
Dorothy” 1939) 0 “Listen nuh, the madam having a spree here tomor-

row night - some kind o’ surprise party. I ain’t know why they ain’t

tell the man one time.” (Hart 1966:14) 0 Everybody in the village

knew that Sanyasi had got a gratuity and that he had gone and spent a

lot of the money on sprees. (Naipaul 1976:194) 0 Was a time like that

when Papa pick up a fat birdie from the ’Main in a spree on the Cof-

fee one Saturday night. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:49)

2 v Have fun; have a good time; usu. involving spending money and

drinking, often being somewhat disorderly. 0 The prisoner was play-

ing a quatro - it was Discovery Day, and the witnesses were “spree-

ing” at or near the shop when the prisoner offered to play stick.

(POSG 9 Oct 1907:6)

spree boy n A man who likes going on SPREES, partying, feting. 0 In

his younger days the frustrations of colonial life had made Cupid a

spree-boy. (de Boissiere 1956:216) 0 “E ’se ah real spree-boy.”

(Haynes 1987:41)

spree child n A child presumed to have been conceived during a

SPREE. 0 The Trinidad birth rate in October or November is, accord-

ing to the date when Easter falls, two or three times higher than that

of any month. Known as ‘spree children’, they are differentiated from

‘yard children’, ‘own children’, and the less common legitimate

child. A spree child is one whose father metaphorically did not take

off his cap. (Graves 1965:23)

sprigidy adj Full of energy; active, (poss. < E springy ‘elastic; resil-

ient’) 0 “So you buy up you tings for Christmas already?” said

Philmore. “How you looking so sprigidy (agile)?” (Homer 1995)

spring gun n arc In hunting, a kind of trap gun set off by an animal.

One common form is a rat trap attached to a pipe or gun-barrel, with a

spring attached by a string; when an animal trips the string a pin sets

off a cartridge and a bullet comes through the pipe/barrel. (< obs E
spring ‘snare; noose’ + E spring ‘a coiled piece of wire which, when
forced out of its normal shape, can return to it’) = pipe gun, >trap gun

0 Indicted for setting a spring gun... whereby human life was
destroyed. (POSG 27 Dec 1854:3) 0 Francisco Gill, while out hunting

at Siparia, was shot in the leg by a spring gun. On Saturday the leg

was amputated and on Thursday he died after making his will. No
punishment can hardly be too severe for the miscreants who set

spring guns. (Hummingbird 16 July 1904:6) 0 [He] was sent to San

Fernando Assizes to-day for unlawfully [killing] Buckoo... by a set

spring gun. (WG 13 Oct 1930:5) 0 Many a hunted tatou survives to

wander again in the moonlit forest. But, like the lapa, it has the habit

of frequenting certain known runways, and the falling log and the

dangerous ‘spring-gun’ of the reckless Venezuelan or Creole African

often put an abrupt end to its peaceful meanderings. (Gordon

1931:724)

sprinkle, catch see CATCH SPRINKLE

spunks, sponks n Courage; spirit; boldness; brashness. (< E spunk

‘spirit; mettle; courage’) 0 Spunks - courage, boldness (ESTT 1956)

0 Sponks - encouragement. Yuh tryin to give meh sponks to fight.

(ESTT 1956)

spurwing n Jacana jacana [= Parra jacana] (E wattled jacana), a

bird, 25 cm (10") long. Head, neck, breast and upper back black; rest

of upperparts dark reddish brown, but flight feathers greenish yellow

with dark brown tips noticeable in flight; bill yellow; bare wattled

forehead red; legs and very long toes greyish. (< E spurwing ‘having

one or more stiff claws or spurs projecting fr pinion-bone of the wing)
= lily-trotter, paul perruquier, surgeom 0 There were in attendance

from three to five dogs... three macaws... a spur-wing; and... a

black pheasant from South America. (Day 1852-1:268) 0 Spur-wing.

(Chapman 1894:75) 0 The Spurwing is a conspicuous and abundant

resident on all still waterways. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1 936a: 13) 0

(ffrench 1991:126-7)

square one n A bottle of White Star, a local brand of rum. (fr square-

shaped bottle) 0 (Haynes 1987:37)

squeeze v Cause to feel a heavy strangling sort of weight during sleep.

(< E squeeze ‘press or compress hard; crush’) 0 Last night a jumbie

squeeze me, a only feeling this weight on me which a couldn’t get

rid of.

squeeze lime phr Leave a LIME; depart from a FETE or LIME, (fr the

fruit being finished or used up when the juice is squeezed out) = cut

lime 0 Squeeze de lime (breaking up a party) Pardner las nite me an

de boys de liming suddenly ah feel sick ah had to “squeeze de lime.”

(ESTT 1956)
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squinge up 1 v Crouch; cower; huddle. (< E squinge, squinch

‘squeeze up so as to occupy less place; crouch’) 0 Yuh squinging up

there in the comer, yuh think I cyaan see?

2

adj Small; dried-up in appearance. = squingy 0 How much fuh de

squinge up orange and dem? (Ottley 1971:75) 0 “Doh sell meh any

squinge up melongene here dis morning, yuh hear!” (Baptiste

1993:148)

squingy adj Small; dried-up in appearance; worthless. (< E squinge,

squinch ‘squeeze so as to occupy less place; crouch’) = squinge up-
0 «

‘You didn’t see that skinny old man? He skin so squingy and dry, he

look like he dead already!’ (Narine 1977:57) 0 Ah squingy lil girl call

Esmeralda. (Keens-Douglas 1984:27) 0 “If yuh arsk Mr George fuh

some mango, ah sure he would give yuh some.” How could 1 tell she

dat de last time we try dat Pa George gi we some soft, squingy,

buss-up mango. (Foster 1990: 1 16)

squingy-arse adj Shrivelled-up; starved; compressed; wrinkled-up. 0

“Yo’ stannin’ up dey lookin' like a squingy-arse white manicou.”

(Hercules 1980:65) 0 Doh gi me those squingy-arse portugals!

squirrel n Sciurus granatensis chapmani, a squirrel, found in both

islands. Body 31 cm (12.4") long + 30.5 cm (12.2") tail, weight to

.9 kg (2 lbs.). Hair reddish-brown. Spends most of time in trees, may
forage on ground; eats seeds, fruits, shoots, insects, eggs, small birds.

A minor pest to some crops, /skiril, swiril/ (< E squirrel, various

species of slender agile rodents with long bushy tail, usu. Sciurus sp.)

= ecuirel, Trinidad squirrel 0 We have many other species of animals,

Monkeys, Porcupines, Squirrels, Aligators, Snakes. (Cumberland

1802:101) 0 Squirrel... very common, and a great enemy to com, and

particularly to the cacao, of which it is very fond: it devours the bean

of the latter, which it abstracts after having gnawed a hole in the pod.

(de Verteuil 1884:86) 0 The squirrel can be easily tamed also, but it

will carry off anything it can lay hold of to some hiding-place, (de

Verteuil 1884:363) 0 Before taking leave of me he presented me with

some squirrel’s [s/c] tails as a small memento of the occasion. The
Trinidad squirrel is a great enemy to the cacao plantation. (Jay

1900:94-5) 0 Having diurnal habits the squirrel is frequently seen,

and further, being very destructive to cacao, it is well known; it is a

usual practice to pay a bounty of six cents for each tail. This animal is

too common in the cacao and coconut plantations and is also frequent

in forest. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 162) 0 ‘Where are the others?’

‘They chasing squirrels in the cocoa.’ (Lovelace 1968:188) 0 The day

the law is passed to protect the squirrel we can bid the cocoa estate

goodbye. (EX 1 1 Oct 1987:10)

squirrel fish n Holocentrus ascensionis, a marine fish. (< E squirrel

fish, various fish species of Holocentridae) = >marianne 0 The

yellow-tail (Lutianus Chrysurus), “squirrel” fish (Holocentrus ascen-

sionis), and the “goat” fish (Upeneus sp:) are very plentiful around

Buccoo Bay and vicinity, together with a fair sprinkling of “grouper”

(Serranidae), of which there are at least nine different species.

(Guppy 1922:444)

squirrel snake n Liophis melanotus nesos, a small non-venomous

snake, (prob. fr resemblance to North American snake of this name,

as this snake does not eat squirrels) = beauty of the road, >bebel

(chemin), belle chemin, black-backed snake, doctor snake2
, Shaw’s

black-backed snake 0 (Emsley 1977)

squirrel tail n A type of kite tail, consisting of strips of cloth - longer

pieces near the kite and shorter ones near the end - tied to a piece of

heavy twine, ribbon or cloth about 12' long, used to balance a heavy

kite, (fr resemblance to a squirrel’s large fluffy tail) 0 “If a madbull is

large, use a squirrel tail.” (1990)

sradha see SHRAAD

stager n A man who has been around and enjoyed himself for a long

time. (< BrE stager ‘a person who has become qualified by long

experience; a veteran; an old hand’) 0 He is a real stager,

stage side n A smaller version of a larger STEELBAND, used for stage

concerts, fetes and similar events (in contrast to a ROAD BAND or

ROAD SIDE). Also any small ensemble of PANNISTS. (< E stage ‘an

elevated platform for performers’ + side
1

) 0 Stageside - a steel band

organization for concertizing on the stage, rather than playing on the

road. (Thomas 1985:389) 0 Beginning in the 1950s stageside steel

bands began to share the numerous pre-carnival fetes with conven-

tional dance bands playing the standard European, African-American

and Latin-American influenced repertoire of popular music. (Thomas
1986:99)

stain n A birthmark, believed to be caused by the mother not eating

something she wanted during pregnancy. (< E stain ‘a mark or

discolouration on the skin’) = >mark' 0 If she doh have mango now,

the baby would get a stain.

stain finger phr In political elections, vote. (< E stain ‘mark with pig-

ment that penetrates the surface, fr practice of staining a finger after

voting in order to ensure voting only once) = dip finger 0 Register and

vote dem out - if dey duncy Vote dem out. Stain your finger and vote

dem out - show dem no mercy. Vote dem out. (Deple “Vote Dem
Out” 1986-7) 0 “[She] work real hard for this country and if she came
to my [constituency] ah stainin’ meh finger for she.” (Heat 10 Oct

1991:7)

stain mouth, stain mout phr Of certain fruits when astringent and not

ripe, make the lips pucker and the inside of the mouth feel dry and

uncomfortable. = peel mouth, >tie (up) mouth 1

0 Dat sapodilla ain

ripe, e goin stain you mout. (Ottley 1971:55)

stainy adj Of certain fruits when not really ripe, having a sharp astrin-

gent juice. (< stain mouth) = brackish
2

, kacha, kasa, rack
1

, tie mouth 2

0 Doh gi mi no stainy caimet.

stale 1 adj Of food, leftover, not fresh, from the previous day. Note: In

SE this is usu. a condition taking longer. (< E stale Tost its freshness;

altered by keeping’) 0 There was no question of cooking overnight,

not only because there was no place to store all that food, and fridges

had not yet become a standard household fitting - but also there was a

great prejudice against “stale food” and “macafourchette.” (Araujo

1984:72)

2 adj Of a joke, or story, not funny, old, unoriginal. 0 “Dat eh come at

all! You jes like your father wit he stale joke and dem!” (Baptiste

1993:53) 0 The noisy quartet... made really stale, old jokes, but one or

two were good enough to note. (Pires 1995b: 15)

3 adj Of sugarcane, having started to invert sugar in cut cane that was

left too long before processing. 0 All here is stale cane.

4 adj Still drunk hours after drinking. 0 “You were sleeping? “I just

lie down there. I stale drunk, man!” (2000)

stampee, stampe, stampee, tampee 1 n obs An English penny far-

thing, the smallest silver coin. (< Fr etampe < estampille ‘stamp;

seal’, fr overstamp on a coin) 0 The Stampee, is the Currant and gen-

eral medium of purchase, at the weekly markets held in Scarboro’

Town, and is for the most part paid to the Negroe slaves, bringing

from their provision grounds and Gardens, pork, poultry, fruits, and

vegetables for sale. (Young 1809, Stowe 922:74b) 0 A private in the

Regiment... proved that the prisoner... had, on that day, received a

stampee in change from the people at the canteen. (TSt 9 Oct 1840:4)

0 English copper coin will be refused by the negroes, a silver stampee

(penny farthing) being the lowest coin that will be taken. (Day 1852-

1 : 1 76) 0 Plant a stampee and a doubloon will grow (i.e. the soil is fer-

tile). (de Verteuil 1858:304) 0 The half-bit or 5 cent piece was the

most popular coin and half of that called a tampay or stampe was the

smallest quantity which one was supposed to purchase. There being

no actual coin of that value it was made up with a penny and a far-

thing and as the farthing was for some reason or other unobtainable,

the [shopkeepers] used to cut the five cent coin in two and the muti-

lated coin passed currently for a stampe, some went so far as to cut

the ten cent coin in four and the triangular pieces were also cheerfully

accepted as stampes. As time went on and the money market got

tighter, the necessity for a half-stampe was felt and this need was got

over by shopkeepers stamping their initials on a half-penny and giv-

ing and receiving it over the counter as a half-stampe. (Inniss 1932) 0

In 1763, the French Treasury possessed a large stock of the two sols

coins which had been returned from circulation, and... these worn

coins were authorized to be re-issued for colonial use. Previous to

their re-issue, they were overstamped or countermarked at the Paris

mint with a crowned letter C. ... in the French Antilles they were
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known by the name of tempe (estampe). In some of the English

islands this value change of the crowned C type by the French was

also followed, and a new denomination came into local usage; the

Black Dogg or the older issue representing 1 !4 d. or the sixth part of a

Bitt, and the crowned C type, or Stampee as it became known in the

English colonies, for 214 d., or the quarter part of a Bitt... In 1779...

the Paris mint struck the crowned C mark on new flans. This coin

type was also called a Stampee, and passed into circulation as the

quarter part of a bitt. Due to their light weight and convenient values,

these French coin types were popular with the negro population

throughout the area, but as the local currency values exceeded their

intrinsic content, it was not long before forgeries appeared. (Pridmore

1965:1 1-12) 0 Severe penalties were provided for in the act to deter

the import of base and forged coins, but the import of forged

Stampees and Black Dogs became rife. Local tampering was also

common. The TB stamp was identical on both values, and by simply

punching a circle below the TB stamp on the Black Dog, it could be

turned into a Stampee. (Pridmore 1965:215) 0 The impression gained

from this study of the available materials is that only ONE VALUE
was intended by the barber, and that the countermarked coins, irre-

spective of their origin or denomination, simply passed as a

“stampee” (= 2 Cents or Penny)... Two further tokens are minted

issues. Both are undated, but the earliest bears the denomination

Half Stampee... by its style [it] was probably issued sometime in

the early 1860's. At that date, the term Stampee was purely local and

indicated the equivalent of the English penny or 2 cents. The term in

fact, by the middle of the 19th century, was applied to any copper

coin irrespective of the original value of the coin. A halfstampee was

therefore the equivalent of the local cent or halfpenny. The second

minted token is impressed with its value in sterling and was issued

about 1874. (Pridmore 1965:221-2) 0 Minted Tokens. Copper. HALF
STAMPEE REDEEMABLE AT H.E. RAPSEYS BAKERY & GRO-
CERY 9 FREDRICK ST PORT OF SPAIN... Introduced circa 1860.

At that date the local term STAMPEE while applied to any copper

irrespective of the original value of the coin, was generally under-

stood to mean the English penny or 2 cents of the dollar. The Token

was therefore a CENT of the local dollar. (Pridmore 1965:224) 0 By
Woodford’s governorship, the coinage had become so debased that

all lower value coins were withdrawn and a new colonial issue made.

But the new issue proved inadequate for small change and so shop-

keepers issued their own tokens or “marks,” generally for a quarter

real (“demi stampee), or 64th of a dollar. (Anthony 1997:146) 0

STAMPEE. Prior to the 1 849 introduction of British currency, Trini-

dad's smallest silver coin, a medio real, or a sixteenth of a dollar. The

name was usually pronounced tampe in the idiom called Patois, and

sometimes so spelled. (Anthony 1997:543) 0 Stampee Coupe. A
stampee coin cut in half and circulated with the value of one thirty-

second of a dollar, or... just a fraction over a penny-halfpenny

(l-l/2d) British currency. (Anthony 1997:543)

2 n obs An amount worth one STAMPEE. 0 [He] drank a stampee mm.
(POSG 3 Oct 1845:2) 6 I had a stampee bread and a bucket of water

each day. (TRD 8 Nov 1851:2)

stamp fern n Pityrogramma calomelanos (E white-backed fern), a

native fem; the underside is covered with a white powder that shows

the pattern of the leaf when pressed again the skin. (< E stamp ‘mark

material with something impressed in relief and covered with ink or

pigment’) = shalbahay 0 Stamp fem... A leaf decoction is an excellent

treatment for stoppage of water. (Rollocks 1991:141) 0 Stamp fem.

Pityrogramma calomelanos. A decoction of the whole plant is taken

as required for bladder disorder and also for hypertension and diabe-

tes. (Seaforth et al 1998:526)

stand 1 v Stay; be. (< dial E stand ‘of circumstances, be, exist’) 0

Wid you trowsis whay gat patch pan patch, an you close way stan pan

you jes like wen you stuff petatar in a bag fo sell pan de warf. (PC
30 Apr 1904)

2 n Erection of the penis. See also CATCH STAND. (< slang E stand

< cockstand ‘erection’) = cockstand 0 ‘I keeping an eye on it,’

Kamalla said, ‘and as soon as he could catch a stand, I will teach him
what to do with it!’ (Selvon 1972:58) 0 True enough [the man] had a

devil of a stand. However, what was funny to Johnny at least was that

he made no move to hide it. (Bain 1974:51)

3nA metal support for a STEEL PAN, usu. made from welded pieces

of pipe, designed to hold the pan near the player’s waist level. (< E
stand ‘a base, bracket, etc. on which an ornament, instrument, etc. is

set up for display or use’) = pan-stand 0 In 1957... a three-year-old

boy hung out of the window looking on, and that year “Eman”
Thorpe, who was a welder, had to make a special stand for the infant

to play pan. His name was Len "Boogsie” Sharpe. (EX 24 Jan

1993:33)

standard 1 n One pole with a banner, or more frequently two poles

with a banner joining them, to identify a section of a MAS BAND. (< E
standard ‘a flag or other conspicuous object, raised on a pole to indi-

cate the rallying point of an army or one of its parts’) 0 Standard: A
long pole, on top of which is fixed an emblematic representation of a

band’s section. (Scher 2003:186)

2 n A pole decorated with a flag, emblem, etc. carried by individual

masqueraders as part of their costume. 0 Standards may take the form

of an addition to the costume, such as a spear for a warrior, or it may
be a more abstract, symbolic form such as a banner, geometric design,

etc. (Scher 2003:186)

stand bounce phr Be prepared to suffer the consequences of your

action, knowing that it was a risky thing in the first place. (< E stand

‘withstand; stand up to; resist’ + bounce4) 0 “You making the big

profit... and you must stand your bounce too when things brown.”

(Hill 1966c:21-2)0 (Haynes 1987:127)

stand for child phr Be a godparent. (< E standfor godfather/mother

‘act as sponsor for a child’) = stay for child 0 (Haynes 1987:191)

stand grind phr Bear difficulty or frustration without complaining.

(< E stand ‘withstand; stand up to; resist attack’ + grind*) 0 Uh hope

you could stand you’ grin, (de Boissiere 1956) 0 To get time off is

difficult because your bosses figure you want to go for higher, so you

have to “stand your grind in the mill,” and in some cases you are not

entitled to any time off. (Pelican 1971 :44)

stand-home n An item or mixture given to a lover to eat or drink in

order to make him or her faithful and remain at home. (< E stand

‘remain; stay’) = stay-home 0 In the course of the cross-examination,

the defendant denied that he had accused his wife of having adminis-

tered “stand home” to him in his tea. It was explained that it was a

decoction intended to make he or she who took become very homely.

(TG 6 June 1919:7) 0 And what it was, the soup in bottle. And sec-

ondly, the stand-home trouble. And, laws, if I didn’t stall. The woman
woulda gi me bald head and all. (Growler “Soup in Bottle” 1939) 0

You dope me twice in the talkari. But this time you parch the stand-

home for me. (Ziegfield “Lillian’s Slackness” 1940) 0 Stand-home

sauce. (Haynes 1987:192)

stand over 1 v Of sugarcane, leave to be cut much later. (< E stand

over ‘be left or reserved for treatment, consideration or settlement at a

later date’) 0 To attempt to carry canes to the mill in our alluvial land,

after the rains have well set in. would be bad management; hence

many pieces were allowed to “stand over” until October, when dry

weather is expected; but it often happened that between July and

December no permanent dry weather occurred, hence the Trinidad

planters were necessitated to allow some of their cane-pieces to stand

over for the next crop; these were found so beneficial, that the planter

soon did that from choice which he was obliged to do from necessity.

(Joseph 1838a:91-2)

2 nj Sugarcanes not harvested during the regular crop season, and left

to be cut much later. 0 We depend for our crops mainly on what are

called “stand overs” - that is, canes of from 20 to 26 months old...

greater quantities of canes were often risen than could be made into

sugar; this often resulted too from the wet season setting in at an ear-

lier period than it is expected. (Joseph 1 838a;9 1 -2)

standpipe n A water source, usu. at the side of a road, for public use,

consisting of an upright piece of pipe, with a tap attached. (< E stand-

pipe ‘a pipe for attachment to a water-main furnished with a spout or

nozzle to which a hose or tap may be fixed’) 0 At present, although

we pay taxes for water and are bothered about keeping out mosquito
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worms from our water, only a few stand pipes, far and wide apart, are

provided for the poor people who have to go for their water hundreds

of yards, in many cases over a very hilly district. (TTM 1 Jan 1909:2)

0 “You hit him too hard, man,”... “Take him to the standpipe,” Duke
said, (de Boissiere 1952:205) 0 Surveillance [of unmarried girls]... is

complicated by the distance from the house to the nearest “stand-

pipe” (roadside water tap) where water may be obtained, and by the

low pressure in the water pipes... the filling of a pail entails a lengthy

wait. (Klass 1961:191) 0 “Wat yuh was doing talking to Primchafld

by the stand pipe?” (Lewis 1972:23) 0 He returned to the stand pipe,

now intending to bathe right there, no matter who vex. (Bain

1974:20) 0 The boy who forgot himself and called him Hubert, if it

resulted in the latter’s mother calling him home, was held down under

the standpipe, then put on the ground while we played "more weight.”

(Araujo 1984:9) 0 They passed many women and children with buck-

ets on their heads carrying water from the "'standpipe"

.

(Bynoe

1985:5) 0 Kayshee got to get up earlier to catch water by the stand-

pipe, and tie-out the goat. (Selvon 1988:15) 0 Since tap water is not

available in homes at Kowlessar Trace, villagers collected stand-pipe

water. (Bomb 27 July 1990:5) 0 She left the house, in the midst of a

niggling water shortage which had lasted several months, to reach by

the comer to full a gallon bottle from the standpipe. (Bomb 14 Jan

1994:9) 0 “Ma’am, ah was going by the standpipe to wash me hair

and put some straightening in it.” (TTM 26 Nov 1995:14)

standpipe laugh n A loud, free laugh with a carrying sound; can be

considered vulgar, (fr loud sound of laughter and ascription of low

social class in such a public place) 0 That woman have a real stand-

pipe laugh.

stands n In PITCH, an advantage asked for to allow the player to stand

up and pitch the marble down from the hand when you say UPS or

STANDS, instead of stooping. = ups
4

, ups-stand

stand up lv Wait; stop. (< E stand ‘remain motionless on your feet;

cease walking or moving on’) 0 It took me some time to realize that

when a person was said to have “stood up” in the street, it did not

mean that previously he had been reclining on the pavement, or

crouching there, but simply that he had been walking and had now
stopped. (Belcher 1930:324)

2 v In gambling, for a MARKER to keep a bettor’s money. 0 The

marker gets the extra money because of the risk of being arrested.

Sometimes markers might “stand up” on you, meaning they keep

your money and do not bet it, or they keep your winnings. (EX-2 22

July 1990:44)

3 v In WHE-WHE, bet on a MARK one number higher than the previ-

ous winning mark. = wap-wap 0 Stand Up: Play one number higher

than the mark called in the last draw. Also called ‘Wap Wap’. (Besson

1999:49)

stand up with phr Confront an adversary boldly, bravely, strongly.

(< E stand up to ‘confront or encounter boldly’ + obs E stand with

‘strive with; withstand an adversary; contend or dispute with’) 0 ‘I ...

win twenty-nine battles with Hawk alone before they poison him near

the gayelle... none in Kumaca could stand up with Hawk.’ (Lovelace

1968:12)

star n Guzmania lingulata, a native bromeliad; stiff leaves in a rosette,

green, turning red in the centre when in flower; small flower at centre

of rosette, (fr star-like shape of the red centre) 0 Many [bromeliads]

may be collected by exploration of trails. For example, Guzmania
Lingulata, commonly known as The Star, is very common on cocoa

trees in abandoned estates and the flowers are very beautiful. (TG 16

1994:8)

star apple, starapple n ChrysophyIlum cainito , a cultivated tree. Both

tree and fruit have a sticky, milky latex. Flowers in dense clusters.

Fruit edible, rounded, 5-8 cm (2-3") long, (fr star shape revealed

when the fruit is cut crossways) = >caimet' 0 (Joseph 1838a:82) 0

The fruit-eating variety [of bat] is greatly attracted to the Botanical

Gardens by the star-apple trees (Broome 1904:176) 0 (FTT 1947-2-

3:130) 0 Other delicious fruits are, the Mamee Apple, Pawpaw,
Pineapple, Pomerac, Soursop, Sapodilla, Starapple and the Golden

Apple. (Rampersad 1963) 0 There was not the strong smell of star-

apples now, and looking up where they had been I could not see a

fruit on the star-apple trees. Star-apples always seemed to burst into

season suddenly and finish just as suddenly. (Anthony 1967:115) 0

There were mangoes, ... star apples, cherries (West Indian, Governor

and Sour), tamarinds, pommeracs and paw paws, all in just a small

piece of land. (Deen 1994:30)

starboy n Movie star; celebrated entertainer. (< E star ‘celebrated

entertainer’) 0 Come go home by we, You see I am the star boy in my
family. (Brigo “Mama Popo” 1971 pr) 0 You could be a big big star-

boy in town, Just call Bobbie name in you song. (Boyie Mitchell “The

Way to Go” 1992) 0 Nevada as his mother calls him was named after

a star boy in a “Western” movie which was showing at the time of his

birth. (TG 22 Aug 1993:9) 0 He does want to make a move on the girl

but he ain’t getting nowhere. He used to mock them star-boys in

Indian pictures and now he suffering just like they. (Sampath

1993:248) 0 All the wedding formalities now completed, the “star

boy” retired upstairs with his “star girl”. (EXAug 2002:27)

starch n A substance made from CASSAVA flour, usu. used in ironing

clothing. (< E starch ‘a powdery or glutinous substance obtained

from flour, used to stiffen cloth, paper, etc.’) 0 Also from some of the

grated cassava we made starch, and from the juice itself a delicious

tapioca. (Ober 1898:223-4) 0 Peasant Proprietors and others inter-

ested in the cultivation of Vegetables, Fruits &c., are invited to send

exhibits of: yams, cush-cush, sweet potatoes... com, starch, fishing

nets, honey, oils. (POSG 15 Oct 1907:2) 0 Yesterday’s Market

Prices... moko figs; vegetables: talkaree, starch. (TG 1 1 Sept 1917:3)

starch cake n A cake made from CASSAVA flour. 0 Then don’t con-

sider leaving Tobago until you have tasted curried crab and dump-
lings, or a traditional fish broth... or light and cmmbly starch cakes.

(Knox 1987:10)

starch mango n A small variety of cultivated mango; flesh is very

creamy tasting, (fr somewhat starchy taste) = mango starch 0

[Mangos] can be divided into three classes. ...The second type com-

prises the Calabash, Zabricot, Doudouce, Starch and many others

with distinctive names. (Rampersad 1963) 0 Three popular mangoes

in Trinidad are Julie, Starch and Doux-douce. At present they are the

most important commercial varieties and fetch premium prices at the

roadside stalls... The crops of Starch and Doux-douce come from

back-yard and other scattered trees which might have been planted

but most probably arose from discarded seeds. The Julie must be

propagated vegetatively but the other two varieties come fairly true

from seeds.... STARCH. — Fruits are small to medium in size and a

bright yellow colour when ripe. The flesh is very stringy but very

sweet and juicy. The crop is early, May-June and the trees tend to

grow tall with sparse foliage and a silvery, white bark. (Bharath

1965:19) 0 They went towards the starch mango tree where some

boys were picking the mangoes, using stones and pieces of sticks to

knock them down. (Narine 1977:54) 0 He had ah wide variety of

mango: vere, cora, zabico, starch, calabash, doo-douce, turpentine,

sousay-matin, julie an rose. Spanishman had mango like peas. (Foster

1990:113) 0 According to Hume, the starch mango is usually the

most sought after. (EX 1 1 Aug 2000:29)

star flower n Laurentia longiflora [= Hippobroma longiflora, Isotoma

longiflora, Lobelia longiflorum\, a common native roadside herb 20-

50 cm (7.8-19.5") tall; stout pale green stem and tuberous roots; stem

produces milky sap; leaves oblong, 10-20 x 5 cm (3. 9-7.8" x 2"),

tapering sharply to the base, margins coarsely toothed. Flowers white,

with petals forming a tube to 10 cm x 3 mm (3.9" x .12"), ending in

5 free, oblong lobes in a star shape. Plant is said to be poisonous to

livestock, (fr shape of flower) = horse poison, jumbie plant 0 (Beebe

1952)0 (Duncan 1993:72)

star-fruit see FIVE-FINGER

star-gazer n Anableps microlepis or A. anableps , fish with very large

eyes; swims near the water surface with upper part of the eye above

the surface, (fr eyes looking skyward as if gazing at the stars) = >big

eye
2

, four-eye(d) fish, four eyes, gozier
1

,
gros-yeux

1

,
large-eye(d)

fish, star-gazer 0 This little creature (Star-gazer, Anableps

tetropthalmus, as some call him)... looks, on the whole, like a grey
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mullet, with a large blunt head, out of which stand, almost like horns,

the eyes, from which he takes his name. (Kingsley 1880:149-50) 0

(Vincent 1910:54) 0 Four-Eyed fish. In their eyes fishes display some

extraordinary modifications... But of all the instances of this kind,

1 [think] the “Four-eyes” or “Star-gazer” is the most remarkable.

(Mendes 1940:26)

star grass n Rhvnchospora nervosa [= Dichromena ciliata
]
(E star

sedge), a native perennial grass-like sedge commonly found in damp
places. Floral leaves white, green-tipped, spreading radially, (fr star-

like shape of the flower) = wild pied poule 0 (Laurence 1976:5) 0 (TT

postage stamp, 1984)

starlight n A stick, held in the hand, which gives off sparks when lit

(E sparkler), (fr brand name) 0 “[R]ockets”, “starlights”, big “pay-

tahs”. (Fortune ca 1950-59:18) 0 Do not permit the use of starlights

indoors. (EX 25 Dec 1990:25) 0 When all man belly full on Christmas

night, it was normal to go in the yard and bum Starlight. “We used to

light it and watch it, we got clear instructions not to throw it in the air

because wooden house could bum down easy so.” (TG 18 Dec 1995)

star of Bethlehem n Hypoxis decumbens, a native plant with a

swollen, upright, underground stem bearing grass-like leaves to 35 x

1.2 cm (13.6" x .47"). Flowers in clusters of 3-4, on a hairy stalk to

20 cm (7.8") long; 6 petals bright yellow above, greenish and hairy

below. (< E star of Bethlehem, several plants with white, star-like

flowers of radiating petals) 0 (Duncan 1993:51)

star-throat n arc Heliomaster longirostris, a hummingbird, 1 1 .2 cm
(4.5") long. Male upperparts bronze-green; crown blue; outer tail

black tipped white; throat reddish purple, (fr bright red throat) =

>carmine (hummingbird), carmine throat, gorge-carmin 0 Star throat.

(Williams 1922:159) 0 (Belcher & Smooker 1936a:34)

statellite n Satellite. (< E satellite ‘an object placed into orbit’) 9

(Haynes 1987:1 15) 0 “We getting it on the statellite dish.” (1986)

stave-wood n Coccoloba latifolia, a small native tree, often with sev-

eral trunks, to 15 m (50') tall. Branches thick, angular and vertically

ridged when dry, hollow between nodes. Leaves rounded, 13-28 x 10-

28 cm (5.1-11" x 3.9-10.9"); crinkly or bumpy surface. Individual

fruits purplish, ovoid, 7-10 x 5-6 mm (.28-.39" x ,2-.24")
, in clusters

like grapes. Wood tends to be soft, and branches are fragile. (< E
stave-wood, several trees furnishing wood suitable for cask staves) =

big leaf, coccoloba, >cuchape', grape
1

,
wild grape 0 (Hart 1866:64) 9

(FTT 1964-2-7:492-4) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:52-3)

stay 1 v Stop somewhere; be somewhere. Note: In SE, stay means to

continue to remain in one place. (< arc E stay ‘stop; halt; pause to do

something’) 0 He just go stay at the shop.

2 v In a taxi, get out at a particular place. (< E stay ‘remain in a place

or with other people rather than going elsewhere’) 0 You want to

stay here?

stay for child phr Be a godparent for a child. (< stay
1 + < E standfor

child ‘be a godparent’) = stand for child 0 (Haynes 1987:191)

stay-home n An item or mixture given to a lover to eat or drink in order

to make him or her faithful and remain at home. = >stand-home 0 He
burst she head with piece of ice. Just because she give him some stay

home in rice. (Wrangler “All Woman Good” 1967 pr, in Clarke 1967)

steady adv Always; continually. (< dial E steady ‘continuously’) 0 He
steady come and beg.

steal n Illegal taking of money or goods, esp. for a non-violent type of

crime such as fraud or embezzlement. (< E steal ‘take something

belonging to someone else without permission, dishonestly’) 0 I eh

make a borrow, I eh make a steal.

steaming n Preparation of dogs for hunting by giving them special

BUSH BATHS. 0 Preparing dogs for hunting is called “steaming” and

the plants employed are usually administered in baths and are consid-

ered to be mental and/or physical stimulants. The bush bath for

quenk-hunting dogs is prepared the day after the new moon. Dogs are

put into the thick, foamy green liquid and “scrubbed from head to

tail.”... Steaming is also carried out with one type of insect (an

unidentified solitary wasp that hunts spiders). Both the wasp and its

spider prey are put into rum with guinea pepper (Aframomum meleg-

ueta) on a Friday. This solution is then given to the dog, or included

in the bath water, as a stimulant. (Lans 2006:168)

steel n Pieces of metal, esp. car parts, such as brake drums, esp. when
used as musical instruments. (< dial E steel ‘iron of any kind’) = iron

0 An unremitting clash is furnished by the ‘steel’ - a brake drum

beaten with an iron rod - and by the shack-shack. (Fermor 1950:171)

0 “So he will bring his instrument and others will follow him. They

call the instruments: the cutter, the roller, the boom, and the steel.

This make up the tambourine band.” (Hall 1998:51)

steelband n An percussion orchestra consisting of a variety of PANS

or STEEL DRUMS, (fr use of steel drums as instruments) = pan side,

steel orchestra 0 The Andrews Sisters’ rendition of “Rum and Coca

Cola” has proved undoubtedly that the [calypso]... cannot be readily

copied... To a West Indian it sounds like a symphony orchestra

attempting to take the place of the “Steel Band”. (TG 24 Feb 1945:4)

9 With the sanction of local Government, steel bands are permitted,

accompanied by un-masked masqueraders, to parade the streets in

order to practise for Carnival Season. (POSG 2 March 1946:4) 9 As if

the Chinese does get their name. From the beating of the steel band in

Port-of-Spain. (Killer “Chinese Cricket Match” 1948 pr) 9 Well I

heard the beat of the steel band. (Kitchener “The Steel Band” 1 948

pr) 9 His latest composition here is “Going Well,” now being broad-

cast with Desperadoes Steelband accompaniment.. (TG 4 Jan 1955:7)

9 Calypsoes For So Tonight and Every Night at the New Brigade

Tent T’Dad Caypso Club... Music by Steelband and Orchestra. (TG

12 Feb 1955:2) 9 But steelbands, like Russel Henderson’s, were pop-

ular with “the U.K. society people.” (TG 5 Jan 1961:9) 9 Walk
together hand in hand, In this wonderland of calypso in this wonder-

land of steelband. (Baker 1967, in Tarradath 1991:395) 9 “I fear most

the steelbands... Because they are playing names and disregarding

melodies.” (TG 5 Jan 1973:5) 9 Last year it was Pan on the Move -

CIBC Starlift’s first calypso written for the steelband. (TG 17 Feb

1973:7) 9 “[During Carnival]... big air-conditioned cars have to pull

aside for the steel bands.” (Eigeland 1980:28) 9 Although steel bands

today are engaged for fetes, it is not nearly with the frequency of the

past. In many cases their presence appears to be more of a token ges-

ture than the expression of a genuine desire on the part of revelers to

dance and listen to pan music... steel band was used more as a musi-

cal interlude between sets of calypso/soca bands or disk jockeys

(D.J.’s) playing conventional pop music and the current regional pop-

ular tunes; the revelers seemed to respect and appreciate the steel

bands’ efforts more than they were actually moved by them. (Thomas

1986:100) 9 It is unlikely that there was any “first” steelband which

inspired all others. Rather, the evidence suggests that, during the late

1930s, young men in a number of different neighborhoods were

experimenting with the plenitude of metal containers and other

objects that an urban environment like Port of Spain provided... By
the mid- 1940s, panmen began to take advantage of the abundance of

large oil drums that Trinidad’s industries offered. (Steumpfle

1990:52-3) 9 By the early 1940s, a basic steelband had emerged that

had considerable consistency in instrumentation from neighborhood

to neighborhood. The large biscuit drum was used as a cuff boom or

slap bass which produced one low sound of indefinite pitch... The

lead instrument was the kittle (sometimes called a side kittle or tenor

kittle) which was typically made from a zinc or paint can... The third

basic pan was the bass kittle or dud-up which was usually made from

a caustic soda drum... Finally, an iron was struck as a time-keeper...

Chac-chacs and scrapers were also sometimes included as minor

rhythm instruments. This basic steelband did not play full tunes but

simply provided a polyrhythmic background for revellers who sang

call-and-response lavways or other songs. Sometime during the war,

bugles were also introduced into steelbands. The bugles did not serve

as lead or melody instruments but played repeated calls or phrases

from military tunes. (Stuempfle 1990:55) 9 Like many poor parents

with middle-class aspirations, the last thing [Bertie] Marshall’s

mother wanted was for her child to show an interest in steelband or

calypso. Because of his mother’s opposition, Marshall waited for

years, until after her death, before learning to play and make steel-

drums. (Brown 1990:81) 9 Sunday 17th February marked the start of
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the Steelband Panorama (then billed as BEST ROAD MARCH
STEELBAND COMPETITION) with the Preliminaries held at the

Queen’s Park Savannah. Bands throughout Trinidad and Tobago

were free to participate and this was separate and apart from their

appearance in either Tobago or South. (Maxirne 1991:5) 0 While his

return has made many people happy, no group of people is happier

than the Solo Harmonites steelband of Morvant. ( TTM 23 Jan

1993:10) 0 Because of the sun’s heat which put the steelpans out of

tune when steelbands paraded on the streets, in 1964 Bertie Marshall

introduced the canopy, which, by the next year was adopted by most

steelbands, and is used by all steelbands today. (Anthony 1997:372)

steelband clash n arc A confrontation, often accompanied by physical

fighting, usu. associated with traditional STEELBANDS on the road.

(< steelband + E clash 'loud but broken sound of the collision of

weapons’) = clash
1
0 We wish no steelband clashes, no broken pates,

no obscenity. (TG 20 Feb 1955:6) 0 “Were you caught in any of the

steelband clashes?” “No... You know the bands used to clash over ter-

ritory. Green Comer... was the boundary. If the bands of the east were

caught west of that area, they got in trouble with the bands of the west

and vice-versa. But All Stars was never in that. We were always a

peaceful band.” (EX 15 Oct 1989:18) 0 “I find it difficult 40 years

afterwards to convey to the reader the senselessness of the steelband

clashes,” confessed George Goddard. (£A-S 17 Jan 1993:3) 0 We are

taken into the club life, the badjohn steelband clash with Desperadoes

playing Noah ’s Ark. (EX 1 1 Dec 1994: 19)

steelbandman, steelbandsman n Someone who plays PAN; also now
STEELBANDWOMAN. = panman, steelband musician, steel drummer
0 Southern All Stars Steel Orchestra... now features the Stephen

Brothers and a number of top steelbandsmen from Port-of-Spain. (TG
13 Feb 1955:3) 0 Zig himself was a respected and admired steel-

bandsm[a]n who had a direct link with every steelband in the United

Kingdom. He was always welcome at every panyard. (EX 26 Feb

1995:30) 0 Certain steelbandsmen have accused [him] of giving

music sheets to other bands. (TG 10 Jan 1973:1 1)

steelband musician n A person who plays PAN. = panman, steelband-

man, steel drummer 0 But I’m happy to be able to make an award for

the non-sexist advertisement of the week. It goes to Amoco Rene-

gades Steel Orchestra, which advertised for new players in Thurs-

day’s EX and asked not for panmen but for steelband musicians. The
ad even managed to be non-ageist - “We would like to talk to both

young/aspiring and experienced pan musicians.” It made the band

sound like any respectable business enterprise; the only sign that it

wasn’t any ordinary business was the hours during which prospective

recruits were invited to visit the panyard - from 9 a.m. to midnight. It

could, I suppose, be taken as an indication of where pan reach. (EX 1

0

Jan 1993:27)

steelbeam n arc The symbol of the National Alliance for Reconstruc-

tion political party, (fr strength of a steel beam) 0 So the hell with vic-

tory and defeat, away with winners and losers, forget balisier and

steelbeam. Let’s... see in this, and in all of us, one commonality - the

good of the country. One Love! (EX-S 25 Jan 1987:31

)

steel drum n An instrument made from a steel oil-drum, usu. of 55

U.S. gallon capacity, the end hammered in to make different notes.

This term is one more usu. used by foreigners. = >pan4
,
steel pan 0

“The letter stated that we had trespassed into the panyard without his

permission, and placed pan stands and steel drums in it.” (TTM 16 Jan

1994:29)

steel drummer n Someone who plays PAN 4
. = panman, steelband-

man, steelband musician 0 Three girls were teasing a boy by dancing

about him coaxingly and then the obeah man saw the steel drummers
sweating in the heat of the early-morning sun. They alone looked sav-

age, and grim. They alone were not swallowed up by the rhythm of

their own music. (Khan 1964:10)

steelman n A person who plays a brake drum or other IRON to keep

and propel the beat of a band. (< steel)
= >iron-man 0 The bride,

groom and guests arrive and leave the church on foot, accompanied

by the music supplied by fiddlers, goatskin drummers, and steelmen

(men beating triangular pieces of steel). (Ottley 1979)

steel orchestra n An orchestra consisting of a variety of PANS or

STEEL DRUMS. = >steelband 0 The term “educated Trinidadian” is

too good a compliment to be paid to those who are so blind, mentally,

morally and spiritually, as not to see in the steel orchestra the dawn of

a new musical age in Trinidad and the subtle expression of an almost

inexhaustible storehouse of untapped music. (TG 3 Mar 1945 in Ahye
1983:18) 0 I was interested to learn... that our steel orchestras have

advanced to the stage of playing “Ave Maria" in ... the Prince’s

Building. (TG 22 June 1946 in Ahye 1983:17) 0 Already some 30

school steel orchestras have registered. (Punch 8 Oct 1989:9) 0 Werner
told Sunday Mirror there are about 15 schools in Switzerland with

steel orchestras. (TTM 23 Jan 1993:10) 0 The Belmont steel orchestra

spent almost one year on the street since it was thrown out of its pan-

yard on Jemingham Avenue in December 1993. (TG 4 Dec 1994:24)

steel pan n An instrument made from a steel oil-drum, usu. of 55 U.S.

gallon capacity, the end hammered in to make different notes. =

>pan4
,

steel drum 0 Alexander practiced playing his steel pan.

(Anderson 1956:7) 0 “Independence Day is the best day to highlight

our indigenous culture. That’s the day we became an independent

people and steelpan is our thing.” (TTM 19 Aug 1986:21) 0 [In 1972]

Desperadoes, one of the more popular bands, introduced a new
dimension in sound to the steelpans (as subsequent years were to

prove) through the “rocket Pan”. It was well received by the audi-

ence. (Maxirne 1991:20) 0 Ellie Manette... is credited with many
innovations, one of them being the “sinking” of the steelpan surface,

making it concave, rather than convex, the first shape given to it.

(Anthony 1997:364-5)

stepladder n Bauhinia glabra , a large native climbing plant, the stem

flattened and pocketed, (fr resemblance to step ladder + monkey lad-

der) = >monkey ladder, monkey vine 0 (MNP 2007)

step on corn phr Cause injury, pain, or insult to someone, (fr pain

caused when someone accidentally steps on a sore foot, or foot with a

com) = >mash com 0 In such a setting, it was inevitable that some-

where along the line [he] would step on somebody’s corns and would

so create an enemy or enemies for himself. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:5)

step out v Go out visiting or on a LIME, usu. in a well dressed fashion.

(< E step out 'go or come out from a place, usu. for a short distance or

for a short time’) 0 We just stepping out for a few minutes tonight. 0

You real stepping out tonight,

steups see CHEUPS

stew down n A dish of meat or fish cooked with coconut milk. (< E
stew 'cook by boiling slowly in a closed pot') = >oil-down 0 Dem ah

mek coconut (s)tew down. (ESTT 1956)0 “Make a pass by the fellas

and cook a cow head, or a hog head. Out here in the country it have

no special way to cook, one pot boiling with dumpling and banana,

another one have stew with curry. So in one sitting you could eat boil

food, food stew down with coconut, anything.” (TG 22 Dec 1995:32)

stick 1 n A stick used for KALINDA, STICK-FIGHTING, usu. about

3'/2-4 feet long, most commonly made from POUI, gasparee or

ANARE. = bois , fighting stick
1

,
pour, wood 1

0 The rough members

of Belmont, owed some grudge or other to the low classes of Cor-

beaux Town, and entered the preserve of the latter in full force, armed

with the familiar sticks. ...the invaders found the reception accorded

them so warm that they incontinently took to their heels and

bolted. ..More than one of the invaders left the encounter bearing on

his countenance the bloody marks of the prowess of the Corbeau

Town stick fighters. (POSG 28 Feb 1906:7) 0 Our sticks, of course,

were our principal weapons and were chosen and treated with the

greatest care. The principal woods from which the best fighting sticks

are made are Arare, Gasparee, Poui, ’Tifeuille - usually about XA to 4

feet in length, and measured from the ground to a little above the

waste [sic] line; that is the correct length in proportion to the length of

a man’s arms. Our sticks were cut at Full Moon 8 to 12 weeks before

Carnival, they were barked, slightly roasted for colour effect, and

buried in mud for a couple of weeks, to “temper” them. They were

then soaked in oil for another few weeks. After such treatment these

sticks would be resilient, tough and of just the right weight. A sharp

cutlass would not even nick such a well seasoned stick. (WG 8 March
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1919:5) 0 For it was supposed that Gasparillo was the only habitat of

the Baton Gasparee which was recommended by all as being the

weapon par excellence for the part. This stick had to be prepared by

singeing over a fire to remove the bark and then rubbed with coconut

oil in order to be bien bande i.e. properly prepared for use. (Inniss

1932) 0 “Manga” was dubbed “the dentist,” because of the effect of

his stick on one of his adversaries’ teeth. ( TG 7 Feb 1933:4) 0 When
Peter Agent coming to town, All stick players must put they stick

down. (Growler “In the Morning” 1939) 0 He picked up his stick, a

four-foot length of poui wood. Then he began the first movements of

a dance, stepping and jumping with astonishing agility, the stick held

by its ends, now above his head, now twisting down his back or

torso... Another man at last took up the challenge of the strutting

fighter in the ring, and picking up a second stick began his own ver-

sion of the dance. They sized each other up, seeking a chance for the

opening blow which, when it came suddenly and swiftly, made a

swish in the air, aimed directly at the other’s head. But with lightning

speed the blow was caught by the other’s stick held firmly across the

face. Tricks and deceptions and feint attacks were all part of the

game. (Bryans 1967:196-7) 0 Making sticks for fighting purposes

became his hobby... he would cut each stick into the desired length -

from ground level to his lower ribs - and then with cutlass, with bro-

ken bottles with razor-sharp edges, and finally with sandpaper, he

would impart to each stick the smoothness and uniformity of a ruler.

Then he would go to the giant bamboo clump near by and bring forth

a length of bamboo, stout and ripe and roomy in its hollowness, and

an inch or two longer than his stick... Into the bamboo he would

immerse as many of his precious sticks as it could hold. Then he

would stand the vessel in a comer of his room and would not bring

out the sticks from it till ten days or a fortnight... the sticks would be

found to have taken on a rich brown colour and almost twice the

weight they had before their protracted bath. (Naipaul 1976:36-7) 0 It

was in the gayelle where he circled like a hawk on the hot sand, head

tied, and the red end cloth of his stick fluttering in the breeze like a

signal of death, that I saw in him special quality which made him a

champion. (Chen 1988:16) 0 Stickfighters give their sticks names like

“teaser” or “pleaser.” A “mounted stick” is one that has been treated

by an obeah priests to insure injury to an opponent. (Martin

1998:222)

2 n A combat competition between men fighting with long sticks. =

batai-bois, bois
2

, bois-bataille, kalinda
3

,
stickfight, >stickfighting

1

,

stick-playing 0 The best local players had gone up to Sangre Grande

that afternoon, an event which newspapers on Monday referred to as

‘good stick’, and quite a few stitches were sewn into heads around the

countryside. (Bryans 1967)

3 n In GHADKA, a type of stroke. 0 Karak is a difficult stick.

4 n Blows; beating. (< BrE stick ‘a beating with a stick’) 0 “If he

knows what’s good, he better don’t come here today and talk stupid-

ness before he get some good stick.” (TTM 26 Sept 1993:11)

5 n Criticism; verbal criticism or abuse. (< BrE stick ‘harsh criticism;

reproof’) 0 Perhaps 30 years under the PNM boot has so frayed our

nerves, we are determined not a month shall pass before these new-

comers get some stick. (EX 18 Jan 1987:10) 0 The station’s in-house

producers also came in for stick from the Chairman. (TTM 31 July

1987:32) 0 “They looking for stick.” (1990)

6 n A small cutting or piece, usu. without leaves, usu. from a shrubby

plant, used to grow a new plant. 0 [He] was charged] with the larceny

of pieces of cassava sticks valued at 12 cents from the Macqueripe
Estate. (TG 18 Oct 1919:3) 0 There was a new bed of zinnias, and

some poinsettia sticks, just sprouting. (Jones 1973:161)

1 n A short wooden stick, usu. rubber-tipped, used to play PAN. = pan

stick 0 ‘See dat all de pans have straps and de sticks got on dey

rubber.’ (Hill 1966 [
1 952]:9) 0 Tenor sticks are about 8 inches long

and weighs about 3 ounces. The striking end is wrapped with strips

of rubber (cut from bicycle inner tubes) to a thickness of about

1% inches. (Gonzalez 1978:21)

8

n Of com, the central cob stem. 0 The com stick (cob) rolled under

my foot. (ESTT 1956)

9 v Endure; cope with; put up with; usu. with grind. = stand 0 Begin-

ner, me lad, I’ll stick me grind, I know Elaine is mine. (Beginner &
Atilla “Young Girl’s Touch” 1935) 0 Yes, gal, I can’t stick this grind

(Growler “Demi Gal” 1940) 0 When the baby bom stick your grind.

No darling, that child ain’t mine. (Invader “No Darling, This Child

Ain’t Mine” 1942, in Rodman 1971:219) 0 I sticking me pressure,

when I can’t buy milk I use sugar and water. (Sparrow “No Doctor

No” ca 1959)

10 v Glue together. Note: In SE this would be stick together, or stick A
to B. (< E stick ‘fasten by adhesion’) 0 A kite was something you

made for yourself... you went down to Gooding’s store and bought

your bunch of three sheets of different coloured kite paper for a

penny. Your next job was to [make your mother] let you have a half-

used spool of her strongest white thread and some flour to make the

flour paste to stick the kite. (Araujo 1984:20) 0 “I used to sew and

stitch shoes... Then a set of young shoe-makers came on the scene

using glue to stick shoes.” (Punch 8 Oct 1989:31)

11 v Give an injection or draw blood with a needle syringe. (< colloq

AmE stick ‘give a hypodermic injection’) 0 (Haynes 1987:76)

12 v Make the first cut in a birthday or wedding cake, usu. done by a

couple, or the bride and groom together. See STICK CAKE. (< E stick

‘pierce with a sharp implement’) 0 The bestman did the “sticking”

business and in a most antiquated style, leaving his lady quite alone

and not imparting a chaste salute on the cheek. (PC 19 Nov 1904:5)

13 v Sew something thick, like a mattress, with a long needle. 0 The

final phase was the skilled process of “sticking” the mattress which

was to pass long needles of string from the top to the bottom and back

until eventually the area around the sticking became firm. The stick-

ing was repeated at consistent distances by which the whole mattress

became taut, compact and ready for use. (Cummings 2004.T8)

14 v In marble PITCH, shoot the TAW into the ring and have it stay

there, thus enabling other players to hit it out of the ring and claim it.

0 Getting “stuck” in the ring, however, was almost always accompa-

nied by gleeful cries from the opponents since it meant a punishment

was warranted. This ranged from missing a mm, to being forced to

drop out of the game or even replacing those marbles (kodens) you

had already won... The “tors” were very important since they had to

have distinctive features to differentiate them from the rest of the

marbles in the ring. This was to eliminate the possibility of a player

cheating by claiming the marble “stuck” in the ring was not his/her

“tor” but was another marble already knocked out of the ring. (TG 25

March 1993)

15 adj Stuck; in a difficult position with no choice of action; set

someone up to be left to deal with the situation or consequences, usu.

involving trickery, sometimes bad luck. (< E stick, stuck ‘in difficulty

or trouble; unable to proceed’) 0 I buy all the stocks for Carnival,

nobody pass by me, I get well stick.

stick band n obs A group of STICK-FIGHTERS, usu. associated with

Carnival. (< stick
1
) 0 At one time there was a strong indication of a

general fight between two stick bands, but the would-be antagonists

were promptly dismissed. (Mirror 7 Mar 1905:13) 0 Another Stick-

band coming up: WOOEE! They say: “Tonnerre, they have to stop!”

(Fortune ca 1950-59:3) 0 Another account recalls that Peter Agent

was of small stature and a stick man from Belmont, in Port of Spain,

with a reputation as a very dangerous fighter and bad john. Report-

edly, he used baton monte (a means of treating sticks and giving them

magical properties). On moving to the country - Parrylands, or

Siparia - he formed a stickband there. (Cowley & Spottswood

1991:5)

stick break in ears phr Said of someone who is stubborn, hard-
ears, refuses to pay attention, (prob. < Wfr idioms for stubbornness)

0 “How many times ah have tuh tell yuh not tuh do dat, eh? Like

broomstick break in yuh ears or wat? Well, if yuh cyar hear, yuh go

feel.” Wap! Wap! (Foster 1990:63)

stick cake phr Make the first cut in a cake at a wedding or birthday

party. (< E stick ‘pierce with a sharp implement') 0 Following the

couple, the procession was led over the wet, new-cut lawn to a grove

of great laurel trees for the “stickin”’ of the cake. ... The cake was
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“stuck”, first by the bride and groom, then by the bridesmaids.

(Holder 1959:146) 0 Cristo went to the wedding. Reception in Diego

Martin... The young people stick the cake. After the cake sticking.

Plenty eating and dancing. (Cristo “Wicked Professor” 1962 pr) 0

Rare arrangement of fine foods mingled with delicate wines, the cus-

tomary “sticking of the cake”, the toasts, the over-long speeches that

expressed the goodwill of other communities were all in place. (May-

nard 1992:57) 0 They received communion and then proceeded to

stick 27 individual cakes of all shapes, colours and sizes. (TG 25 Jan

1994:1) 0 [He] stamped his foot, made an exclamation and said that

he had forgotten to have the cake stuck! (Alleyne-Forte 1994:27) 0

[She was] told that the guests were about to stick the birthday cake.

(AD 28 Sept 2003:A-6)

stickfight n A combat competition between men fighting with long

sticks, traditionally associated esp. with CANBOULAY And CARNI-
VAL, in NEG JADIN BANDS, but also in YARDS or GAYELS. = batai

bois, bois
2

. bois-bataille, kalinda
3

, stick'. >stickfighting*, stick-playing

0 At the close of the stick-fight, the players were one and all, by order

of His Excellency, treated to refreshments to which they did full jus-

tice. (TC 2 Mar 1881:3) 0 I have come to the conclusion that [Canbou-

lay] means at present the assembling of half intoxicated crowds ofmen
and women for unlimited yelling to the accompaniment of a horrid

drum, varied at intervals by desperate stickfights, assisted by a liberal

use of stones and bottles. (TC 5 Mar 1881:2) 0 There was a “stick"

fight outside Messrs. Julian H. Archer's stores at 9.30 on Thursday

morning. The battle lasted half an hour, and not a policeman could be

found, although the Harbour Police Station is within a hundred yards.

(Hummingbird 7 May 1904:4) 0 Then there are the stick fights; these

are not altogether disgraceful, as they are often contests of skill and the

use of the weapon: but others there are which are a mere means of

venting the spleen engendered by some personal grudge or other, and

these are the encounters which should be put down with the strongest

of hands. (POSG 28 Feb 1906:7) 0 Mr. Frederick Maingot, one of the

most versatile wielders of a stick during the days when “stick-fighting

was a feature of Carnival in Trinidad, died after a short illness, on Sun-

day night in his home in Belmont... “Freddie Manga,” as he was gener-

ally known in stick-fighting circles, was noted for his inevitable

conquests of his adversaries whenever he was engaged in battle.

“Manga” was dubbed “the dentist,” because of the effect of his stick on

one of his adversaries teeth. The late Colonel G.D. Swain, a former

Inspector-General of Constabulary about 20 years ago [actually 1908],

put an end to stick-fighting during Carnival... But “Manga” still carried

on his method of fencing with a few others privately. (TG 7 Feb

1933:4) 0 Stickfights in the yards were held during the daytime so that

the combatants could see. Victor “Totee” Wilson (1988), a tamboo

bamboo man and early panman, describes how fights in the “Big Yard”

in Newtown occurred for about a month before Carnival and began at

three o’clock in the afternoon. People paid six cents to enter the yard

and formed a ring around the fighters. The tamboo bamboo band was

on one side of the ring and, along with the singing, provided a back-

ground for the fights. (Stuempfle 1990:38-9) 0 The Calinda in Trinidad

became inseparably connected with the stickfight, though it is clear

that the Calinda which Borde mentions, and Cable’s Louisiana Calinda

had nothing to do with the stickfight. (Rohlehr 1990:14) 0 Plans,

according to the release, include a stickfighting and midnight robbers

competition on Carnival Friday and a free-for-all jab session. (EX 15

Jan 1994:5)

stick-fighter n A person who engages in STICK-FIGHTING, usu. said

of someone with some skill or who fights on a regular basis. = baton-

ier, stickman, stick player 0 Early in the carnival also it was brought

to the notice of the police that a pitched battle had been planned

between the Corbeau Town and Woodbrook bands of stick fighters,

and those of Belmont. (POSG 8 Mar 1905:5) 0 It is these disorderly,

lawless bands of idle stick fighters... that are a danger to the public

peace on these two days, and tend to give the carnival an even worse

name than otherwise it need have. (POSG 9 Mar 1905:7) 0 Another

regrettable feature of the Carnival was to be found in the presence of

numerous bands of stick-fighters. (POSG 12 Feb 1907:5) 0 Eugene

Mylar, who enjoys the reputation of being a noted stickfighter was

summoned... for assault and battery. (POSG 6 Sept 1907:6) 0 To be

able to indulge in the arts of offence and defence with a stick, one

must be athletic, quicksighted and limbed and have a rapid brain, as

the slightest opening given your opponent is sure to send you either to

the surgery or the grave. Those men practised in certain yards, where

ample space could be had. A large ring was enclosed by a bamboo
fence. Within this the stick fighters fought their tournaments to the

accompaniment of bamboo orchestras. (TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 These

masqueraders were dressed in shabby clothes, but were efficient

stickfighters and it was really worth while watching them displaying

their prowess. How they managed to parry the blows made was
marvellous. Of course there were some wounds caused, but it was all

in a friendly contest and the police never interfered with them. They
would stop on the street, and a ring was formed by the spectators.

After the friendly contest, they would pass the hat and collect fair

sums of money. These bands were quite different from what was
known as the “Diametres”. These were warlike stick fighters, and

when they met rival bands, there was bloodshed, so that the police

were always hot on their path. (Fraser ca 1930s:302) 0 I am a master

stick-fighter, If they want to see me carray, Just stop me on my way,

That would be blood in the gutter. (Invader “Ten Thousand to Bar Me
One” 1939) 0 Charles leaped up and seized an old broomstick. He
held it over his head like a practised stick-fighter, a hand at each end,

and jumped backward as Emelda advanced towards him swinging her

hips invitingly, (de Boissiere 1956:20) 0 On Friday night stickfighters

from all across the country gathered at the popular Lucien’s bar

located at St. Mary's junction. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:5) 0 Bubuloops

and her kind of women date back to the jamette and kalinda days of

the nineteenth century when, according to R.C. Hamilton who inves-

tigated the riots of 1 88 1 , “persons of the lowest character” roamed the

streets supporting the stickfighter and singing carisos while engaging

in “the vilest, filthy and disgusting scenes... beyond description”. (EX
30 Jan 1994:24)

stickfighting 1 n A type of semi-ritualized competitive combat

between two people armed with a fighting STICK
,
usu. accompanied

by boastful and threatening songs and chants. = batai-bois, bois',

bois-bataille, kalinda
3

,
stick

2
, stickfight 0 [They] were convicted on

the clearest evidence of stick-fighting in the streets. (POSG 8 Mar
1905:4) 0 There used to be the stick fighting bands, or “Negre Jar-

din.” ... It is a manly art, and required more than average courage and

skill. (TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 Stickfighting was also a part of the gang

warfare which has played so significant a role in local life. The festi-

val of Canboule (Cannes Brulees), which used to take place at 12

o’clock midnight before the first day of Carnival, consisted of open

warfare between the warriors of adjacent regions. (Pearse 1951:210)

0 This aristocrat’s [neg jad] masque was adopted by batyonye or stick

fighters as the appropriate costume for “kalenda” or stick fighting.

(Crowley 1956a: 194-5) 0 Stickfighting has been hampered in recent

years by a maze of police restrictions, so that batonye are now seen

only occasionally in the country villages. (Crowley 1956a: 195) 0

‘That man comes from a serious stick-fighting place up Sangre

Grande,’ Frank said, indicating the man in the ring. ‘Plenty stick-

fighting later. Plenty head-busting,’ he assured me. (Bryans

1967:197) 0 Stickfighting, against which the 1884 Ordinance was

chiefly levelled, went underground in the urban areas or retreated to

the country districts. Both kalinda and picong songs were fiercely

alive in places like Mayaro long after 1 920, and constituted important

elements of performance there. Stickfighting frequently resurfaced in

the city and towns during the 1900s and pre World War I decade,

proving that it had never died. (Rohlehr 1986:5) 0 “His knowledge of

stick-fighting is so limited, he thinks ‘stick-fighting’ is playing mas’.”

(Heat 18 Nov 1989:7) 0 The stickfighting season got off to a good

start in Central Trinidad over the weekend. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:5) 0

Luis McWilliams has identified five phases of stickfighting: the chal-

lenge; the lavway, or call-and-response chants in either patois or Eng-

lish; the “karray,” or displays of physical prowess in which

stickfighters perform rapid dancelike steps in a crouched position

while circling around one another; the bois, or attack in which oppo-

nents attempt to “bus head” (make blows to the head) with the stick -
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also called bois or pour, the “pas,” during which the defeated is taken

for bloodletting to a blood hole inside the gayelle, the circle formed

by spectators. The unwritten rules of stickfighting include: do not hit

below the waist, don’t beat the defenseless, and fight equals. (Martin

1998:228)

2 n A traditional Indian style of fighting with sticks. = >ghatka 0 A
Hosse took place in 1957 in Siparia where the drummers played all

night while stick fighters contested one another and people sang the

special Hosse songs... On occasion, the Trinidad Moslem stick fight-

ers will deal a hard blow to their opponent but even this is rare. Most

of the fighting is a matter of waving the stick around gracefully and

making mock assaults on the opponent to the rhythm of the drums,

though rarely engaging in serious combat. (Niehoff & Niehoff

1960:144) Gatka is a stickfight dance practiced by Trinidadians of

East Indian descent. (Forms of East Indian martial arts that may be

related to gatka include parikanda, the martial art related to Chhau

dances of Orissa and Bihar in North India, and the Punjabi gutka.)

(Martin 1998:228)

stick grind see stick
8

stick in the back phr Stay unnoticed at the back of an area. 0 “A fam-

ily come up here an ting... they might have one kite. A fellow might

stick quite in the back there, right, and cut that one kite. The man eh

have no money to buy a next kite.” (“Kite Flying” Gayelle 1,1, 1986)

stickish adj Snobbish; condescending; considering yourself socially

superior. 0 “Earline’s an all right craft,” he told his mother, “not

stickish either.” (Jones 1973:119)

stickman 1 n A KALINDA fighter, STICK FIGHTER; person who
engages in combat with a fighting STICK 1

.
= batonier, >stick-fighter,

stick-player 0 The policemen were armed with balata and poui sticks

but were no match - man for man - with the stickmen. (WG 8 Mar
1919:5) 0 There was a most dangerous game played by these men, in

which only experts could participate. A coin would be placed on the

ground, and about 6 or 8 of the most expert stickmen in the island,

would surround it with their sticks in position. The object was to pick

the coin up. (TG 19 Feb 1933) 0 I’m a bom San Femandian, And a

master stickman. (Invader “Ten Thousand to Bar Me One” 1939) 0

Then we had the stick-men. These men disguised themselves in short

pants called “kandal”, with spangled breastplates cut in the shape of a

heart, and adorned with swansdown. They would travel miles to meet

reputable veterans, in order to give a display of their skill in stick-

handling. This too often resulted in bloodshed, and has been sup-

pressed. (TG 3 Mar 1946:6) 0 I hear the stickmen coming down;/ It’s

Bois! (Fortune ca 1950-59:3) 0 The talking dmms of the stick-men

captured this place and this moment... The pulsating ever-changing

beat of the drums came through, and she heard the voice of the

calinda-men as though they were right beside her: “Te mama ya bwa,

Te mama ya bwa calinda.” (Anthony 1963:77) 0 ‘There is no sense in

having sticks without having them mounted... An’ it is jus’ as foolish

to want to become a bad-John without bein’ a able stickman.’

(Naipaul 1976:37) 0 Another account recalls that Peter Agent was of

small stature and a stick man from Belmont, in Port of Spain, with a

reputation as a very dangerous fighter and bad john. (Cowley &
Spottswood 1991:5) 0 O’FARRELL. The name of a famous “stick-

man” of the 1940s. He lived at Grand Lagoon, Mayaro, and at Carni-

val time was the terror of “stickmen” all over Trinidad. (Anthony

1997:408)

2 n Manacus manacus, a bird, 11.2 cm (4.5") long. Male crown,

upper back, wings and tail black; lower back grey; rest of head, neck

and underparts white; legs orange. In flight the wings whir audibly.

The males spend much of their time in elaborate displays at commu-
nal grounds, (fr clicking or snapping noise resembling fighting sticks)

= >casse noisette, soupap 1

, Trinidad manakin, washerwoman' 0

(ffrench 1991:274)

stick-mounter n A person who can ritually endow a fighting STICK 1

with magical protection and force. (< mount1
) 0 He sought out his

father one morning and begged him to help him out of his difficulties.

‘Tell me, Bap,’ he begged, ‘wey I can find a good stick-mounter? I

mean somebody who really know the job.’ (Naipaul 1976:38)

stick-player n A person who engages in STICK-FIGHTING, usu. said

of someone with some skill or who fights on a regular basis. = baton-

ier, >stick-fighter, stickman 0 A few of the ‘Canelles’ and other stick-

players... no doubt inflamed by liquor, attempted to pass and were

met by the Police, when the Queen’s staff was opposed to the Creole

baton, with the result of a full crop of broken heads. (TC 2 Mar
1881:3) 0 Besides these large bands there were several smaller ones

and the usual other amusements going on in the way of bands of

“Matadors”, “School Girls”, “Stick Players”, “Yankees” etc. (POSG
13 Feb 1902:4) 0 The stick-players had their usual little disturbances

which were quickly quelled by the police. (Mirror 4 Feb 1913:7) 0

When Peter Agent coming to town. All stick players must put they

stick down. (Growler “In the Morning” 1939) 0 Fitzy Banry once

king of his band was acclaimed the fastest stick-player in history and

was able to hold his own for many a year. (Jones 1947:43)

stick-playing n A type of semi-ritualized combat between two people

armed with fighting STICKS; usu. accompanied by boastful and

threatening songs and chants. = batai-bois, bois
2

, bois-bataille,

kalinda
3

, stick
2

,
stickfight, >stickfighting' 0 A well-known Cane

Farmer of the district was, along with many others, looking on at an

exhibition of stick playing. (POSG 13 Feb 1907:4) 0 Jones... fell a

victim to an accidental blow from one of the players, which resulted

in the loss of an eye. The victim is a famous stick player and had

indulged in that amusement earlier in the day, when he exhibited the

finest feats of stick-playing drawing blood on two occasions from his

comrades’ heads. (TG 11 Mar 1919:3) 0 The varied programme will

include calypsoes of all the various periods of Trinidad’s history, the

calenda, drumming, the leggo, the bongo, stick-playing, the belaire...

The programme will end with a calypso “War.” (TG 26 Feb 1943 in

Ahye 1983:12) 0 Plans are afoot to have a King and Queen of the

bands competition, Old Mas’ competition, a stick playing contest, as

well as steelband competitions for bands and individuals. (TG 16 Feb

1973:12)

stick up 1 v Come and stay; not leave; said to imply that this is not

welcome. 0 Why them Bajans stick up in this land? (Sparrow “Smart

Barbadians” ca 1962) 0 She cousins come for a few days and now
they sticking up.

2 v Persevere with; continue with. 6 Wasn’t a girl in this village he

couldn’t get if he wanted, but no. He stick up with this Indian girl.

(Stewart 1989:124)

3 v Engaged in sexual intercourse, usu. said of dogs who cannot

uncouple for some time. = tie 0 “Like you tinkin about de time you

and Basdai de stick up like dogs, boy Choon?” (Ladoo 1974:36)

sticky banga n Acrocomia aculeata, a native palm tree, 10-20 m (32-

64') tall; trunk often swollen at top, armed with rings of black spines.

Fruits olive-green to yellow-brown, smooth, globose, 4 cm (1.6")

diameter, usu. 1 -seeded. The kernel yields edible oil; the trunk is used

in rough planks for building. = banga 1

,
goo-goo-loo, >gru-gru

1

,
gru-

gru bef, shac-shac tree 0 Residents of the Point Fortin district

describe the gru-gru or Acrocomia as “sticky banga” to distinguish it

from their use of the term banga to describe Astrocaryum. (TTR Nov
1990:32) 0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:40)

sticky end of the stick phr The worst part. = shitty end of the stick 0

Doh intafay wid husban’-an’-wife business: or else you might end up

getting de sticky enn o’ de stick. (Haynes 1987:107)

still n In the processing of PITCH, an apparatus for distillation of crude

to semi-refined product. May be used also for similar equipment in

the processing of oil. (< E still ‘device for distillation’) 0 In actual

production the crude material is dug from the surface of the lake and

broken-up into manageable chunks. This is loaded unto [frc] a chain

of railway wagons on the edge of the lake. The wagons when filled

are drawn by cables up a trestle to the tanks of the refinery. These

tanks or “stills” as they are referred to, are open-topped vessels which

hold some 125 tons of crude Asphalt each. They are really like huge

boiling pots, fitted with steam coils and perforated pipes at the bottom

for the introduction of steam, and for agitating the pitch during melt-

ing. This process lasts about 18 hours after which the melted matter is

drawn out of the bottom of the stills and passed through a fine screen
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for removing extraneous matter. The refined Asphalt... is then poured

into fibre-glass drums, each with a capacity of 240 kilos. (James

1976:19-20)

stilt dancer n obs A Carnival mas in which the costumed player

walks and dances on stilts. (< E stilt ‘a slender wooden pole with a

foot-rest some distance above the lower end') = >moko jumbie 0 The
stilt dancers were refreshers to the eye; one thin gaunt-looking chap,

dressed in a loose red gown, stalked through the streets to the strains

of drum and fife. He was fully 20 feet tall and commanded from his

lofty height a perspective of all the upper storied drawing and bed-

rooms that he passed. (Mirror 27 Feb 1900: 10)

stilted (house) n A house resting on tall pillars, so that there is consid-

erable space underneath the house floor. (< E stilt ‘a long slender sup-

port’) = tall house, >upstairs house 0 On a single lot of land were two

houses. The stilted one was his castle, while [she] lived in the unfin-

ished flat. (Bomb 10 July 1987:1)

sting v Of an animal, bite or cause pain in any way, e.g. sharp spines.

Snakes are mistakenly thought to sting with the tail; insects are usu.

said to BITE. (< E sting 'pierce or wound with a point darted out, e.g.

a wasp’) 0 “Don’t bother about the snake - he is our concern. We are

going to catch it.”... “Oh, no, Sah, look at trouble noo; we came to

shoot babiche Sah, an' no catch snake sah; him ‘ting yo’ Sah; bes’

way shoot he Sah." (JFNC Oct 1892:96) 0 “You mean this porcupine

brave, we!... You mean it leave all the bushes yonder to come to sting

May-May quite in Mr. Sedeno’s house." (LaFortune 1968:87)

stingaray 1 n A number of marine stingrays: Dasyatis americana (E

southern stingray,) to 3 m long; D. guttata (E long-nose stingray), to

3.4 m long; Himantura schmardae (E chupara stingray), to 1 .8 m. All

have long tapering tails armed near the mid-point with a flattened,

sharp-pointed bony spine, serrated on both sides, capable of inflicting

a severe wound. (< E stingray, several of the Trygonidae; dial AmE.
AusE stingaree) = tactay stingaray, wacawa 0 (Laurence 1970) 0

(LNP 1985)

2

n Someone with a fierce temper. 0 “Watch yuh mouth yuh little

sting ah ray you!” (Baptiste 1993: 149)

stinging ants n Probably Solenopsis spp.; any small fast-moving ant,

usu. brownish-red, that tends to swarm and sting. = red ants, sugar

ants 0 Oh, they come in here just like stinging ants, Some of them in

they gun-mouth pants. (Growler “Too Botheration” 1938)

stinging nettle 1 n Urera caracasana [~ Urtica caracasana], a native

shrub or small tree, 2-10 m (6.4-32') tall, branches elongate. Young
branches, leaf stems, flowers and leaf-nerves usu. armed with short,

straight, slender stinging hairs. Leaves 9-26 x 5-25 cm (3.5-10" x

2-9.1"), broad-ovate, sometimes with toothed or scalloped margins.

Male and orange-red female flowers in separate clusters. Fruit one-

seeded, .5-1 mm (,2-.4") long, orange-red. (< E stinging nettle ‘ Urtica

sp., several plants noted for the stinging property of the leaf hairs,

which can cause severe irritation, itching and burning sensations on

skin’) = scratch bush2
0 (FTT 1982-2-1 1:715-6) 0 He told me when

[I'm] bathing bathe without clothes. And rub stinging nettle bush all

inside me nose. Stupid as I am I took his advice. And found myself in

a moosh and vice, Well the hairs in my nose began to drop off. Like

when powder dropping from a powder puff. (Mighty Viper “The

See-er Man at La Brea” 1956 pr)

2 n Urera baccifera , a native shrub or small tree, 2-7 m (6.4-23') tall,

sparsely or densely covered throughout with coarse, broad-based,

stinging, spine-like hairs. Leaves 10-25 x 6-20 cm (3. 9-9. 7" x 2.3-

7.8"), broad-ovate, coarsely toothed margins, scattered stinging hairs

above, denser beneath. = >scratch bush
1

0 (FTT 1982-2-11:715)

3 n Tragia volubilis, a slender, twisting native plant, all above-ground

parts covered with stiff stinging hairs. = cowitch4 , female stinging

nettle, nettle vine, >twining cowitch, zooti
2
0 STINGING NETTLE

(Tragia volubilis, Euphorbiaceae). A small twining vine found in

waste places. Its stems and leaves are covered with badly stinging

hairs. Leaves oblong, up to three and a half inches long by one and a

half inches, with stalks one to one and a half inches long. Flowers

minute, inconspicuous. (Alford 1960:87) 0 (FTT 1979-2-10:673-4)

4

n Laportea aestuans, a native erect branched plant to 1.2 m (3.8')

high. Leaves spirally arranged, with bristly pungent hairs that may
irritate skin. = red stinging nettle, waritote, white scratch bush, white

stinging nettle, >zooti
2
0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:108)

stingy brim n arc A type of man's straw hat, popular during the

1950s, with a narrow brim. (< AmE stingy brim ‘a narrow-brimmed

hat’ < E stingy ‘meager; poor in quantity or amount’) 0 “Daddy still

have dat stingy brim you see he wearin’ in de photo album.” (Baptiste

1993:149)

stink 1 adj Stinking; stinky; foul-smelling. Note: In SE, the adjective

form is stinking or stinky. In TEC, verb form is usu. smell stink, rather

than SE stink. (< E stink ‘foul odour; smell bad’) 0 He preferred to...

walk along the banks of the Dry River and throw stones into the stink

water and collect the guppies into bottles of fresh water. (Gomes
1978:7) 0 The shell-fish were still turning up dead and... the beach

was covered with the thin film of brown oily substance resembling

gas oil. Reports said that a “fresh, stink scent” was coming from the

beach and could discourage sea-bathing for some time to come. (EX
22 March 1987:5) 0 De urinal was ah half ah drum with some cam-

phor balls in it. It was stink, stink, stink. An tuh make matters worse it

was emptyin in ah drain leadin tuh de same canal dat we use tuh run

jockey race in. (Foster 1990:41) 0 ‘Mangal,’ his mother called, ‘what

you doin’ with that stink dog? That dog is smellin' from here. That

dog look like it got mange.’ (Boodhoo 1994:45) 0 “These are the pap-

ilio and anchisiades larvae, commonly called ‘orange dog’... If you

touch them they throw out something stink. That’s why you call them

‘orange dog’.” (TG-S 5 Jan 2003: 1 ) 0 [W]hile in flight it looked every

bit like a stink cobo from Cobotown. (Andersen 2004:41) 0 “Bobes is

me friend, and no big and stink nigger go tell me when I should talk

to him.” (Andersen 2004:293)

2 adj Corrupt; disgraceful; unprincipled. 0 Imagine big-shot mer-

chants and businessmen... using the beautiful Caura Valley as their

dumping ground - without a care for the environment. These stink

people are doing their dirty work under cover of darkness and are fast

turning [the area] into a stinking la basse. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:19) 0

The entire episode is so stink that [the principal] himself had asked

for an immediate transfer of the teacher. (TTM 10 March 1987) 0

Meantime temperatures are rising that Sangre Grande is becoming

real stink, since speculation is high that the pusher might have been

involved with many other women in the area. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:19)

3 adv Badly; thoroughly; forcefully. 0 The man abuse she stink.

(Ottley 1971:63) 0 “He makes anybody shame when he’s drunk,

because he curses ‘stink’ and pelts bottles like mad!” (Bomb 31 July

1987:13)

4 adv With cuss, use obscenities while cursing; use language consid-

ered unacceptable or offensive. (< E stink ‘be offensive, abhorrent;

smell offensively of something’) 0 You could imagine how he curse

stink; everybody only standing up and laughin like hell. (Selvon

1960b: 111)0 [She] acted the perfect jamette, by going to [his] office

and cussing him stink, for all his patients to hear. (Bomb 8 May
1987:9)

stink horn n Dictyophora indusiata, a native fungus often found near

bamboo. The young fungus resembles an egg. Later a stalk emerges

with a brown hood having a foul odour; this attracts carrion flies

which feed on it and disperse its spores. A wide-meshed white ‘veil'

hangs beneath the hood and surrounds the stalk. (< E stink-horn ‘a

name for various bad-smelling fungi’) 0 (Duncan & Adam 1986:17)

Stinking Corner n obs An area of Port of Spain between Indepen-

dence Square and the St. Vincent jetty. 0 The third reclamation of the

southern part of the town took place in 1906. At that time the sea

came up along St. Vincent Street as far as the Central Bank and the

continuation of King Street (Independence Square north), to the Trin-

idad Trading Company (now Furness Withy & Co. Ltd.). This area

was known as “The Stinking Comer.” Here the schooners came

alongside what was then the St. Vincent Wharf, and rolled their

cargoes across into the warehouses of the business places. After this

reclamation, Edward and Richmond Streets were extended to meet

Marine Square south. (Mavrogordato 1977:44)
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stinking lepinet n Zanthoxylum sp., a large native tree; conical spines

on trunk when young. Leaves have an unpleasant smell when
crushed. 0 Stinking Lepinet. (Marshall 1934:24)

stinking suzy 1 n Tagetes patula (E French marigold), a cultivated

erect leafy plant to 40 cm (15.6") high. Flower heads 4 cm (1.6")

across on erect stalks, with marginal petals and central small tubular

disk-florets, usu. orange, yellow or red. (< E stinking 'having a strong

unpleasant smell) = gainder, marigold, pot marigold
1

,
susi 0 Mari-

gold, Stinking Suzy, Susi. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:190)

2 n Sometimes Calendula officinalis, a cultivated plant with bright

orange flowers and strongly scented leaves. Flowers used in Hindu

religious ceremonies, (fr resemblance to Tagetes ) = pot marigold
2

stinking toe n Hvmenaea courbaril, a large native evergreen tree, to

35 m (1 12') or more high, girth to 6 m (19'). Bark hard, smooth, grey,

thick; underbark wine-red with light mottlings. Bark exudes gum.

Flowers 2.5-3 cm (1-1.2") long with 5 white, unequal petals, in pani-

cles 10-15 cm (3. 9-5. 8") long. Fruit pod glossy brown, hard, 12 x 6

cm (4.7" x 2.3"), containing 4-6 seeds in thick mealy strong-smelling

but edible pulp. Wood hard, heavy, tough, close-grained, yellowish-

brown when cut, darkening to reddish-brown with age; used for

furniture. (< E stinking ‘having a strong unpleasant smell + toe, fr

resemblance of pod to a large toe) = courbaril, >locust 0 Courbaril.

Locust. Stinking Toe... The wood is used for wheelwrights work and

formerly for furniture making. It does not last well in the ground.

(FTT 1931-1-4:283) 0 As one woman said: “Newt is like a stinking

toe - you know the smelly Trinidad fruit. A stinking toe by any other

name is just as stink.” (Bomb 1983) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:133)

stinking weed n Senna occidentalis, an erect shrubby native plant 1-2

m (3-6') tall. Leaves compound, often with a narrow red margin.

Flowers yellow, 10-14 mm (.4-. 54") long, obovate-elliptical. Fruit

pod oblong with abruptly pointed tip, compressed or somewhat swol-

len when ripe; seeds in one row, broadly ovoid, dark brown, 4 mm
(.16") long. Parched seeds are used for making a bitter coffee-like

beverage. = bruca, cafe boucat, cafe zeb payi, granny coffee, jumbie

coffee, mayomal (coffee), negro coffee, >wild coffee
1

, zeba coffee,

zebian coffee 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:273) 0 Materials used in healing and

conjuring. Roots... wild coffee (Cafe zeb peean). Cassia occidentalis.

Also called: Stinking Weed; Jumbie Coffee; Negro Coffee. (Simpson

1962:330)

stink mouth 1 phr Bad breath. 0 (Haynes 1987:192) 0 If you have

stink mouth, use more Colgate.

2 adj Using obscene language. 0 (Haynes 1987:192) 0 Haul yuh

stink-mouth self out mi yard.

stink toe n Synodus foetens, a marine fish. = lizard fish, sea mat 0

(LNP 1985)

stink with selfphr Going into too much detail about a disgusting sub-

ject. 0 “I say don’t put these calypsonians in no tent and on no stage.

Put them in a ‘WC’, an old break-down latrine that smelling real

stink, with cocoroaches to crawl on them. The kind of latrine that

when you get a call in the night, you ’fraid to go there, because you
have to pass through big bush and high grass with snake, and you

only praying that the flambeau inside the sh-thouse have enough

pitchoil.” Well, my pardner open his eyes wide in amazement and

told me: “Flags, boy, you ent betting you stink with yourself, nah!”

(TTM 16 Jan 1994:30)

stipendiary magistrate n A full-time, salaried magistrate in charge of

a district; often but not always a barrister. (< BrE stipendiary magis-

trate ‘a salaried official exercising judicial functions similar to those

of an unpaid justice of the peace’) 0 In addition to serving as stipendi-

ary magistrate and warden in southern Trinidad, [Robert] Guppy was
Mayor of San Fernando for thirteen consecutive years. Prominent in

the reform movement, he also took up the cause of the indentured

Indian, and splendidly denounced the immigration system to the

Royal Franchise Commission of which he was a member. (Brereton

1979:56)

stir v Of an illness, go around, spread, infect. 0 (Haynes 1987:76)

stocks n Supply of food, snacks, drinks, prepared in anticipation of

entertainment, brought out for guests. (< E stock ‘a quantity of some-

thing accumulated for future use; a store or provision to be used when
neeeded’) 0 We use tuh go from house tuh house beatin people

stocks... One was wen three teachers finally catch up wit ah fellow-

teacher who stocks nobody ever beat. He was one ah dem who always

have ah “prior engagement” or always “just on the way out”. Yuh
know dat kind?... De fella bring out... ah full, unopened bottle ah

Ballantine Scotch Whisky. He also bring out ah whole black cake.

Man, ah hear dem two guys an de lady went tuh wuk on de stocks wit

ah vengeance. (Foster 1990:52)

Stollmeyer’s Castle n One of the MAGNIFICENT SEVEN buildings

on the Queen’s Park Savannah, modelled after Balmoral Castle

in Scotland. Built in 1904, of brick and limestone, with towers, it

was owned by the Stollmeyer family until purchased by the govern-

ment in 1979. = Killamey 0 Michael’s kite was cut, and fluttered

sadly away in the direction of Stollmeyer’s castle. (Araujo 1984:22) 0

“Stollmeyer’s Castle is no place to keep any function... the place,

although beautiful, is unsafe.” (Punch 3 Jan 1993:9) 0 Killamey, also

known as Stolmeyer’s [sic] Castle, 1904, was designed by a Scottish

firm. The design employs a number of elements from Balmoral Cas-

tle in Scotland, such as the tower and the pepperpot turret that is cor-

beled from its wall. The diagonal wing projecting from the comer has

a steep roof with a crowstep gable. A combination of pale yellow

brick and blue-gray dressed stone, the building is now owned by the

government of Trinidad and Tobago. (Crain 1994:109)

stomach n The part of the body between the neck and the waistline

(E chest). (< dial E stomach ‘the entire front of the human trunk’;

poss. WAfr sources) 0 The man pelt him a lash in the stomach and

break a rib.

stone bruise n An injury to the foot, usu. a sometimes painful thicken-

ing of the skin on the sole, from walking on pebbles or stony ground.

= >fish-eye
2

, taba foot 0 The stone braize is now quite well only that

the skin is a little tender. (Protector of Slaves 1834:395) 0 (Haynes

1987:76)

stone bull n An intact bull; uncastrated male cattle. (< dial E stone ‘of

male domestic animals, not castrated’ < obs E stone ‘testicle; usu. in

plural’) 0 Leave that alone! That is a stone bull, you know, not

a puppy!

stone-crab n Probably Carpilius corallinus, a marine crab that lives

under and between stones in shallow or deeper water, more common
in Tobago. Brick red with irregular spots and blotches; front sides

paler red; back cream-yellow; legs peach and yellow with purple tips;

claws purple with cream-yellow patterns and black tips; to 14 cm
wide across back. Its vivid colour and large size have made preserved

specimens popular as souvenirs, (fr being commonly seen among
stones) 0 (Stoneley 1971:227) 0 [Xanthidae sp.] (LNP 1985)

stones n Testicles (usu. used in plural). (< obs E stone ‘testicle; usu. in

plural’) = agates 0 Here’s the plan I draff for Joe Louis, Two big

stones and a first class piece of poui. (Terror “My Plan to Beat Joe

Louis” 1950 pr) 0 ‘You will do it, Assivero?’ ‘Dardain, you squeeze

my stones. Why you do this?’ (Lovelace 1968:180) 0 It got some
careless men in the West Indies, Because 1 found stones between

black eye peas. (Relator “Insanitary Foods" 1973 pr) 0 “If I wasn't a

man of God, I wouda done wring out you stones aready. You makin

joke wid me Tailor.” (Ladoo 1974:10) 0 We want to fin out how de

hell we go share five stones between five tesses...so dat mean is one

stones for every man! not so Toto? but dat cyar wuk! In odder words

den dat mean dat each ah dem go be one stones short! (Zingay Talala,

Bomb 1977) 0 “It shining like dog-stones in the moonlight.” (1986) 0

“And to stop pressure both reins and the stirrup too, if not you will sit

on both your stones.” (Andersen 2004:438)

stool 1 n A stand or clump of plants, particularly bananas, sugar cane,

or bamboo. (< E stool ‘cluster of stems or foliage springing from the

same root’) = school
1

0 The canes from the old ‘stools’ (roots) have

grown up weakly and scatteredly, for no care has been taken of them;

and the ‘cane-piece’ (field) is choked with weeds, and there are only

three or four canes in each stool, instead of some dozen or more. (On
a sugar estate 1882:222) 0 There is an imposing stool of Bourbon

canes of unusual length and apparently very juicy. (TTM 22 Jan
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1 909: 12) 0 Last Sunday morning they went to plant some figs and dig

up yam stools. (EX 8 Nov 1987:3)

2 n An Orisha altar, formed by a mound of earth or concrete, usu.

6-18" high, on which candles, flags, etc. are placed. (< E stool ‘a seat

for a person of authority; a throne’; widely used in WAf for tribal lead-

ers) = orogun, >perogun' 0 (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947) 0 Entering

a [Shango] cult center through the front gate, the first paraphernalia

seen are the “stools” (shrines) in front and on one or both sides 6f the

main dwelling. Usually there are from five to a dozen stools outside the

chapelle for the most important "powers” of the leader and his follow-

ers... The typical stool is an earthen or concrete mound from six to

eighteen inches high, on which are placed candles, a pot of water, and

in Ogun's case, certain “implements” (a cutlass and a wooden sword).

(Simpson 1970:35) 0 Procedures vary somewhat in the laying of stools

for different powers... for laying Ogun’s shrine [a] hole three feet deep

and two and one-half feet wide is dug, one yard of red cotton cloth is

spread inside the hole, and a lighted candle is placed in the center...

[for] Shango’s stool... no hole is dug... a mount of earth is built up into

a hollow. White cloth instead of red is used and rum has no place in this

rite. (Simpson 1970:46-7) 0 “Stools” are concrete mounds raised six to

twelve inches, on which are placed candles, a pot of water, a flag, and

one or more of the god’s implements. (Glazier 1983:131) 0 Stool: A
small shrine for an orisha , saint. Baptist power, Hindu deity, or

Kabbalah entity, generally consisting of various materials and para-

phernalia (some of which may be buried) and a flag. (Houk 1995:220)

0 ‘Stool’ is used as a synonym of perogun, the locus of the orisha's

ashe or power. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:95) 0 At the famous Cyrus

shrine... [is] a shrine dedicated to the Cyrus ancestors and many stools

to the Orisha deities. (Henry 2002:2)

stoop n A children’s game of tag in which the chased person has five

safe stoops and then must “run for your life” to a safe place. (< AmE
stoop-tag ‘a child’s game of tag in which a player may gain tempo-

rary protection by stooping’ < stoop Tower the body by bending the

head and shoulders forward, sometimes bending the knee’) 0 The

children playing stoop in the yard all evening.

stop 1 v Stay; remain; reside; live. (< dial E stop ‘stay; lodge’ < stop

‘bring to a state of rest’) 0 “Will you carry a letter from me to him?”

“To be sure 1 will. But where do you stop (reside)?” (Joseph 1838b-

3:97) 0 Old woman dar house, he better dan house top so = ‘It is

better to leave an old woman in the house than to leave the house

empty’, house top so (‘empty); top is used in place of stop so or

remain so , ‘unused’, and it means the same thing. (Uh 1883:256) 0

Sangree Gran is a very nice place wen it dry, but ef de rane foil, ah

man cahn pass no way fuh mud an wotah, so ah dont no how to mek
me mine to stop day. (PC 6 Aug 1904) 0 “Put this there and lef it stop

there til it get hard.” “All right, well don’t stop whole day down Plai-

sance.” (Anthony 1967:1 1) 0 Dey come from all over de wurl, includ-

ing quite up dere by way yuh stoppin dese days. (Mamits LPOS, TG 5

Aug 1977) 0 Not me an no beach fete wen yuh see it have holiday in

de place. People here does get on too ignorant an is only one setta

eatin and drinkin an driving like dey mad an killin innocent people. I

stoppin home an read mih book. (Mamits LPOS, TG 21 Oct 1979) 0

He say I must look good. And I mustn’t stop barefooted. So 1 had was
to buy a pair of new shoes. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:38) 0 “It [new cutlass han-

dle] wouldn’t stop so. not strong enough.” (2002)

2 v Behave; be like.= stand
1

, stay
1

9 Ever since you see Shadow come
quite from Tobago an win Road March an den Rose follow soot and

win calypso crown and road march too besides, dem Tobago people

like dey decide dat dem ent stopping quiet again at all. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 1 9 Feb 1 978 ) 0 “How de new fridge stop?” - either “is the

new fridge working properly” or, “what does the new fridge look

like?” Even for creole speakers there is some ambiguity here that may
not be resolved by pragmatic information. The best bet lies in

describing the refridgerator in its entirety. (Singh 1988:32) 9 “He start

going big school, travelling in maxi and playing he ‘ranking’ you

know how the youth stop, but to say kill somebody, me ent believe

that, I doh care what nobody say.” (TG 3 July 1993:1) 9 “Why she

was so?” I asked, “You ever figure out?” “I doh know, you know how
dem ole people stop.” (Deen 1994:167) 9 ‘The comae say: “Look,

you know how these Chinee people stop. You look out for yourself. If

anything happen to him, the family will come and take everything

and throw you out.’” (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:173)

stop 1 v Stay at; reside at; live. (< E stop ‘remain; prolong one’s stay in

a place for dinner, etc.’) 9 Sangree Gran is a very nice place wen it dry,

but ef de rane foil, ah man cahn pass no way fuh mud an wotah, so ah

dont no how to mek me mine to stop day. (PC 6 Aug 1904)

stop coming and come phr Said to indicate impatience with delay. 9

Will somebody tell Martin Daly to stop coming and come? He keeps

saying that Scouting for Talent and Mastana Bahar will be back on

the air soon. He keeps saying that more local programmes will be

there to replace the foreign ones and all the time we just keep seeing

more and more foreign shows. (Letter, EX 23 Aug 1987:18)

storm v Go to a FETE, concert, etc. without an invitation or without

paying the required entrance fee (E gatecrash). (< E storm ‘make an

assault on a fortified position’) 9 They never had a fete in Trinidad

yet, without somebody ain’t storm (Chalkie, “You Can’t Stop a Trini-

dadian” 1969) 9 On the block they would muse, much to my discom-

fort, that the only function I had not “stormed” was a wake and it was
because that was free. (EX-2 16 Aug 1987:6) 9 Storm... To appear at a

social gathering or fete uninvited or without paying admission. Typi-

cally done in the company of one’s
“
breds”. (www.skettel.com 25

Apr 2001)

storm carpenter n An unskilled or incompetent carpenter, (fr being

considered competent only in an emergency) = cutlass carpenter 9

Who by the regulars are abused and derided as “storm masons” and

“storm carpenters”. (TG 7 Oct 1831)

stormer n A person who goes to a FETE, concert, etc. without an invi-

tation or without paying the entrance fee. (E gate-crasher). (< storm)

9 The guards began to turn the heat on other people. Their main target

now was the “stormers”. One guard began to “cuss” anyone seen

walking near the fence. When they saw how vicious the guards had

become, many would-be stormers also fled the scene. (TTM 13 July

1990:8) 9 Fete storming used to be a transient experience associated

with the rites of invitation, as young men attempted the hurdles

involved in their coming of age. Very few stormers sought to perfect

this art, once some form of income or intimacy obtained, and the

money or the girl persuaded against such behaviour. (TTR Feb

1991:10) 9 “We don’t regiment people. They behave themselves and

we have never had any big fights in the band, although we see the

occasional stormer... but the more, the merrier!” (TG 9 Jan 1994:2)

storming n The act of going to an event without an invitation or pay-

ing entrance fee. 9 Fete storming used to be a transient experience

associated with the rites of invitation, as young men attempted the

hurdles involved in their coming of age. (TTR Feb 1991 : 10)

storm mason n An unskilled or incompetent MASON, (fr being con-

sidered competent only in an emergency) 9 Who by the regulars are

abused and derided as “storm masons” and “storm carpenters”. (TG 7

Oct 1831)

story jump out phr Tell something without planning or meaning to;

reveal a story or information without thinking, esp. to tell something

secret or private. = >mouth open, story jump out 9 She only hear de

driver bawl going south. She run home to she friend and story jump
out. (Cristo “Yankee Man" 1970 pr) 9 The talk spread, “tory jump
out” and [he] was disliked for a time. (Pelican 1 97 1:9)

story yellow, tory yellow phr Lie; untruth. 9 Na, yuh tory yellow,

stout sardine n Steindachnerina argentea [= Curimata argenta, Curi-

matus argenteus], a small freshwater fish, 70- 100mm long. Body
only slightly laterally flattened, giving it a more cylindrical appear-

ance than most other SARDINES; mouth located at tip of snout; jaws

toothless; tail fin forked. Back and sides silvery; fins colourless

except for large black spot at base of back fin and small black spot at

base of tail fin. (< E stout ‘thick in the body' + sardine) = hump-

backed) sardine, silver-fish 9 (Regan 1906:385-6) 9 (Guppy 1934:122)

9 The Family Curimatidae is represented in Trinidad by a single spe-

cies, the “Stout Sardine”, Steindachnerina argentea... This species

was common in the lower courses of streams draining the Northern

Range, drainage ditches and ponds, generally in clear to mildly turbid
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waters... It has disappeared or been very much reduced in population

size in such rivers as the San Juan, St. Joseph and Tacarigua rivers in

the west, owing to habitat degradation, mainly from pollution, but is

still common in more easterly rivers. (Kenny 1995:46) 0 (Phillip &
Ramnarine 2001:38)

straight 1 adv Emphasising great amount or intensity; without

hesitation. 0 “Look how ah pay de ait shillins strate fuh de too monts

wey ah o.” (PC 21 May 1904) 0 No mo mas he big toe, if you name

man, or watch he trait ar he face an na say howdy. (PC 24 Feb 1906) 0

Yesterday morning the lender man come asking me for information.

Mam ah take him straight and ah put him in front ah me neighbour

gate. (Duke “Big Shot Neighbour” 1973 pr) 0 “I slipped... All you

don’t know a slip when you see one?”... “You does slip high boy”...

“That was no slip, that is straight high fall, and is only because I know
you why I did not give you a harder fall.” (Bynoe 1985:16)

2 adj Describing a nose which tends to be long, high, narrow or

pointed, a European nose; as opposed to a broad (African) nose. 0 You

see the one with the straight nose?

3 n In a MADBULL or MOON KITE, the straight pieces of stick supporting

the kite paper. = arrow, straight-piece 0 Making a “mad bull” requires

great skill... Thread, cocoyea and kite paper are replaced by stronger

materials such as rope or fishing cord, bamboo sticks and plastic. The

“mad bull” can be constructed with any number of sides, with matching

number of “straights” or arrows. (Rampersad 1993:10)

straight case phr Without doubt; unequivocal; without argument. 0 Is

ah straight case of insure an’ bum. Dey bumin’ down de place to col-

lect insurance money (EX 1983) 0 She grandmudder tell she is ah

straight case ah obeah, an’ dat Johnny is really ah fowl-cock in dis-

guise, an’ dat in trut’ an’ in fact he still in Trinidad. (Keens-Douglas

1984:48) 0 The IMF... is extremely detrimental to the welfare of

Third World peoples. It is not simply a matter of whether or not we
need to go or don’t need to go. It is a straight case that if you go you

are committing the most serious economic mistake possible. (EX 3

July 1988:25) 0 “It is a straight case of the blind leading the blind.”

(Bomb 17 Nov 1989:23)

straight-guts adj Referring to an animal, esp. ducks, or a person in

whom food is digested and excreted quickly. 0 “I eh like mindin ducks,

duck eatin now and filth now, too straight-guts.” (1979)

straight-piece n In a MADBULL or MOON KITE, the straight pieces of

stick supporting the kite paper. = arrow, straight 0 I gave up on mad-
bulls and plumped for those ordinary little square kites, made with a

“bow and straight-piece” and which don’t look like much but are the

most marvellously acrobatic kites in the world. (TTY 1995:7)

straight-pitch n In kite-flying, a movement in which the kite makes a

long straight downward dive. 0 And if you knew someone who worked

in an office and could get you the odd used typewriter ribbon, you were

a hero because then you could fly a “latch” - one of those elegant kites

with long, long tails which looked so spectacular when you made a

“straightpitch”. A “straightpitch" is a manoeuvre that begins with a

duck which is then exaggerated by the flier quickly pulling in a lot of

thread; the kite then makes a spectacular dive straight for the ground.

The manoeuvre is discontinued by the flier allowing the kite some
slack, whereupon it turns skywards again and seems to climb back up

its long tail. (TTY 1995:7)

strainer 1 v Strain; remove water by placing something in a bowl with

holes, etc. (< E strainer ‘filter; a device for straining liquid’ < strain

‘filter; press a liquid through a porous or perforated layer that keeps

back denser or solid matter’; see also GRATER2
) 0 “Strainer the com.”

(1990)

2 n The fibrous mesh-like part of the sheath at the bottom of emerging

coconut leaves. 0 Coconut. The Sheath. This is commonly referred to

as the ‘Strainer’. It may be pulled out from the base of the stems or it

may be found on the ground, in which case it may lose its colour or

become weak due to its exposure to moisture. The sheath may be cut to

make handbags, change purses, belts, slipper tops, and shopping bags.

(Green & Maunday 1968:4)

strainer brain n Having difficulty remembering information or ideas. 0

Like you have a strainer brain today.

strakes 1 v Make someone else lose everything, usu. in marbles. 0 “I

strakes them.” (1986)

2 v With get, lose everything, usu. in marbles. 0 “I get strakes, man.

1 loss everything.”

straw man n Basket maker. (< straw, from material + man2
) 0 (De

Lima 1988:186)

straw mattress n arc A sleeping mattress made of cloth stuffed with

dried grass, or fibres taken from the dry coconut. = palliasse-paille 0

Any time you make a move on a straw mattress, anyone could hear you.

streak lizard n Gonatodes vittatus, a small gecko lizard, 7.5 cm (3")

long. Male grey brown with a white stripe edged with black spots down
the centre of the back. Female brown with darker spots. Frequently

curls or raises its tail; lives in forest edge or open shade. 0 (Quesnel

1957:5) 0 (Boos & Quesnel 1969:26)

street arab n Haematerapyramus rubra
,
a small butterfly, wingspan to

3.5 cm (1.4"). Black with bright red marks on inner upper wings; male

has red dots on lower wings. 0 (Kaye 1921:36) 0 (Barcant 1970:91)

street mas see MAS

stretch n Any long straight section of road, e.g. McBean Stretch,

Mosquito Stretch; esp. the Valencia Stretch, about 8 miles between the

Valencia Junction and the outskirts of Sangre Grande in Trinidad. 0 The

quarrying operation... is sited on the reserve, an area stretching from

Arima to the beginning of the Valencia Stretch. ( TTM 23 Jan 1993:3)

strike 1 v Discharge or empty a pan; bale sugar liquor out of the TACHE
into spouts leading to coolers. This involves about 20 tonnes of sugar at

a time and takes from 2-12 hours. 0 What we often had were Sweet

Potatoes thrown into the boiling syrup and allowed to cook. These

would be scooped up for us by the men employed in striking the boiling

liquor. (Fraser ca 1942:275)

2 n The contents of one TACHE when ready to be emptied into the

coolers. 0 [T]he original crystals can be grown without the formation

of additional crystals, so that when the pan is just full, the crystals are

all of the desired size, and the crystals and syrup form a dense mass

known as “massecuite” (also called “fillmass”...). The “strike” (or

contents of the pan) is then discharged through a foot valve into a

mixer or crystallizer. (Meade & Chen 1977:45) 0 Right away the

stench came. The left-behind from a strike when it sit down for days

in the sun doesn’t smell good. (Stewart 1989:213)

strike a bow phr Do anything worthwhile, positive, effective; but usu.

in negative. 0 I had reached lesson 35 in typing but I haven’t typed for

so long now I don’t know if I could strike a bow. 0 He was a good bats-

man in his day but he can’t strike a bow now.

strike sugar n arc Sugar that is mostly thick, almost black, syrup, with

some grains; no longer commercially produced. = tulunr, >wet sugar 0

She used to use strike sugar to make she tulum.

strimps n Any edible marine shrimp. (< E shrimps) = shwimps 0

(Haynes 1987:34) 0 Fish, ancho, moonshine, grunt and strimps.

(Espinet 1988:132)

string n Fibre on a mango seed. = thread 0 Not me and mango vert - too

much a string.

string band 1 n arc A small orchestra, usu. including CUATRO, MANDO-
LIN, BANDOLA, and guitar, often with SHAC-SHAC, and sometimes violin

and flute. 0 The police band was well represented by a string band.

(Mirror 14 Feb 1899:8) 0 String Bands innumerable, amongst them

prominent to the front being the Excelsior under the leadership of

Martines. (POSG 27 Feb 1900:6) 0 The music [was] supplied by the

Bande L’Est Road String Band. (POSG 2 June 1907:3) 0 A pleasant

feature was the increase of string bands and the decrease of tinpans,

bamboo, graters, and bottle and spoon bands. (Mirror 28 Feb 1911:7)0

There were the usual Coon bands, string bands; and snake charmers;

and some clowns and bats. (POSG 17 Feb 1915:3) 0 Dame Lorine was

a masque played not in the streets but in private yards... The dancing

was done to a small string band. (Crowley 1 956a: 1 95-6) 0 String bands

were used to accompany the calypso singer both in his tent perfor-

mance and during the street masquerade (Hill 1972:46) 0 String band

players held their own festivals, during which the singing of traditional

Hispanic type songs was prominent. (Ahyoung 1977:33) 0 The 1890’s
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saw the growing popularity of Venezuelan-type string bands, which

consisted of guitar, cuatro. mandolin, banjo and shak shak, and proba-

bly had the flute and violin added to them in Trinidad... In some bands,

the ‘vira’ (vera) substituted for the shak shak. (Rohlehr 1990:41) 0

‘String band music sweet too bad. But the sound doesn’t carry.'

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:44)

2 n A large group, esp. of children belonging to one family. 0 Without

warning, a woman and her string band of children started living’next

door and it was then all the bacchanal started. (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:16) 0

“Like who so?” And Sebastien call a string band of names for him.

(Alleyne-Forte 1994:63) 0 Tiger, for example, an extremely sensitive

chronicler of the worker’s plight in the years before the Butler Riots,

betrays no compassion for his next door neighbour, with her stringband

of ‘fatherless’ children. (Rohlehr 1990:226) 0 ‘That man, he like too

much woman, yes... he left one string-band of children all about where

he went.’ (Boodhoo 1994:66)

string bean n Phaseolus vulgaris , a cultivated edible dark red, kidney-

shaped bean. Note: SE string bean ox green bean usu. refers to types of

young bean pod and seeds eaten whole and green. = >red bean, salad

bean 0 Put more string bean in the salad, na.

string orchestra n arc A small musical orchestra, usu. including CUA-

TRO, MANDOLIN, BANDOLA, and guitar, often with SHAC-SHAC, and

sometimes violin and flute. = >string band 0 The four-piece string

orchestra which the obsolete mandolin plays an indispensable part.

(Greenidge 1938:61) 0 An 1883 ban on drum-playing presented the

masquerade bands with a serious deficiency... When in the 1890s, sec-

tions of the middle-class began to participate, tentatively, in the street

parades, their music was supplied by the Venezuelan string orchestras

which were eventually superseded by the jazz band of the 1920s. (Hill

1984:22)

string sea moss n Gracilaria sp., Euchema sp., and Gelidium sp. large

marine algae that grow on rocks. Fibrous and white when cleaned and

dried, it is prepared as a sweet beverage with milk, (fr stringy appear-

ance + sea moss)
= >sea moss

string vine n Abrus precatorius , a slender, somewhat woody native

vine; seeds are red with a black spot. = crab(’s) eye, devil eye, >jumbie

bead", licorice, rosary bead 0 The string vine should be cultivated

extensively throughout the colony, now that there is an acutely felt

shortage of twine and rope here... It also produces the decorative and

attractive “crab eyes” or “the devil’s eyes beads,” which are used for

various ornamental and household as well as personal purposes such as

necklaces, fancy mats and vanity cases. (TG 8 Feb 1944:4)

stripe n Tripe; the first or second stomach of a cow, prepared as food.

(< E tripe) 0 He does make a sweet curry stripe.

striped swamp snake n Thamnodynastes sp., a very rare, non-venomous

snake, to 50 cm (19.5") long. Found in southwestern Trinidad, poss. a

recent immigrant from mainland Venezuela. Pale brown of the back is

separated from the darker brown of the sides by a pair of light longitu-

dinal narrow stripes; back and upper sides have irregular black spot-

ting. Belly whitish with two lateral, longitudinal, light-centered dark

stripes. Head darker and more heavily black-spotted, (ff stripes on body

+ swamp typical habitat) 0 (Boos 2001a: 108)

strolling n Trolling; fishing by holding baited lines over the stem or

side of a moving boat. (< E trolling ‘fishing with a baited line dragged

behind a boat’) 0 The owner of a boat furnishes hooks and lines for

“strolling” (trolling), but in fishing off the banks each fisherman fur-

nishes his own. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:70)

strong n Liquor; alcohol. 0 “I is one woman dat when you see mih

friends come to look fer mih, dey does jes’ siddong an’ perhaps take a

little strong or so.” (Macaw 1960:76) 0 Some brought flour and salt to

make dumpling, and sweet drinks for the women who don’t take

strong. (Stewart 1989: 137) 0 Scraps of [pork] fat were highly seasoned,

and on Christmas Eve, put into a heavy pot or frying pan, to slowly

express its oil. This would be drained into a container, and the strips

continued to cook until they became crisp bits of what was called

“chicharone.” These were savoured by children, and also by elders

whose palates demanded “something salt” while they consumed

“something strong.” (TG 11 Dec 1995)

strong-back adj Virile; sexually powerful; usu. said of men; aphrodi-

siac, of a drink. (< bade1

) 0 That is one strong-back man!

2 v With so, indicating that this is the natural or basic character or man-
ner of a person. 0 Wha yuh go do - is so he stop.

stub-tailed snake n Atractus trilineatus, a non-venomous snake. (< E
stub ‘something that looks stunted or cut short’, fr its relatively short

length of tail compared to the body) = ground snake, short-tailed

ground snake, >three-lined ground snake, three-lined worm snake 0

(Boos 200 1 a: 1 10)

studiation n Excessive preoccupation with and study of any topic, par-

ticularly of knowledge gained from books; hence, study and working

with SCIENCE. (< study' + E -ation, suffix making noun fr action) 0

Madness in a friend or relative may be the consequence of studiation,

or receiving bad news, or pressure, grinding and tabanka, or of the pur-

suit of vices... Studiation refers to both the study of high science but

also to any undesirable habit (‘they study meanness and commonness’)

or to excessive mental emphasis or opinion on any subject, especially

when acquired through reading: ... Studiation madness... is recognised

through social withdrawal (becoming selfish), aloofness, emotional dis-

tance and ultimately total self-absorption... Excessive study of any type

may be described as ti-avelling, lost in a personal world, out of touch

with reality, the word used to describe the experience of Baptist mourn-

ing. Studiation has a morally as well as a practically ambiguous conno-

tation, as if, like high science, it somehow involved unhallowed

domains: certainly book study is not regarded highly, for it involves

leaving the community for self-betterment, a denial of local solidarity...

Studiation is not only an intense concentration on books but preoc-

cupation with anything, particularly worries or slights which cannot be

resolved. The breaking of bad news too harshly or too suddenly may
precipitate madness by causing overwhelming pressure (sudden worry).

It is sometimes likened to a blow on the head... But such madness is

usually short lived. (Littlewood 1993:45)

study 1 v Think about something seriously; often to worry or brood

about something. (< dial E study’ ‘think; ponder; consider’) 0 Ah tell

yuh dat ah livin like a lard, but now I come to stody pon it, ah fine dat

ah livin mo like ah owtlard. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 Ah wos tryin to

remembah way ah did ketch de coal and wen ah stody good a remem-

bah dat it was at de fire in Edward Strete. (PC 29 Oct 1904) 0 Now ah

start to study, What to do to win the young lady. (Bomber “The Marble

Game” 1959 pr) 0 STUDY, v„ to be interested in, to be concerned about,

to be thinking of, usually with evil intent, e.g., maybe he tell you he for-

give you, but he still studyin’ that. (Rodman 1971:235) 0 “Supposin’ ah

bomb fall on me granmudder house, wha’ yu tink go happen?” He part-

ner tell him, “Yu studyin’ yu granmudder? She done reach 80 already.

Study dem young people who deadin’ stupid, stupid so.” (Keens-Doug-

las 1984:101) 0 Still in hospital, [he] said he began studying his wife

and two babies at home. “I wondered to myself where they staying,

what they eating, and what they wearing.” (TTM 17 Feb 1987:14) 0

The woman explained that her husband left home the morning of the

match with his partners to go and see the game and he told her not to

cook. “When we win, who studying old food at home,” he had told her.

(TTM 24 Nov 1989:17) 0 Drinks is all you study! It have plenty other

things to buy. (Selvon 1 99 1 b:66) 0 “The people in the back here don’t

make so much noise, so you will find that the government don’t have

us to study,” one villager lamented. (TTM 3 Jan 1993:26) 0 “Flags,

hush you mouth nah. You only studying about politics, while 1 thinking

about how people would ketch their nennen to afford doctors’ fees.”

(TTM 26 Sept 1993:30) 0 “And you,” she said, “you studying to leave

your parents’ house, you stay right there. How old you is? Eighteen!

Child, you is a baby, you should take licks.” (Pires 1 994d: 15)0 “Where

money is concerned, I don’t think too much about that. I only studying

the happiness I get from the song.” (TTM

4

Feb 1996:9)

2 v Studying to attain a profession; learning a trade or a profession. =

study for 0 “I used to say, “One day, one day I go study a big work.”

(Khan 1964:66) 0 “He studyin’ doctor in England now.” (Hercules

1980:279) 0 “Ah want yuh to study doctah w’en yuh come big.”

(Ramsawack 1983:63) 0 ‘You can’t study doctor here, you have to go

to England.’ (Boodhoo 1994:70)
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study back v Think back; try to remember. 0 When I really study back,

1 remember.

study for v Follow a course of study towards a particular profession. =

>study
2
0 “Whoever thought I could have a son to go through school-

ing and studying for lawyer?” (Stewart 1989:85)

study head phr Think seriously; ponder; think carefully. 0 “Study you’

head good. If I say do not strike yet, it is because I don’t want the Wel-

fare destroyed.” (de Boissiere 1952:239) 0 Boy when ah tell you, when

ah was halfway across the river, when ah look so ah see a twenty-foot

macajuel snake with he mout wide open waiting fuh me. Wha you tink

ah do? Boy, well ah study me head. Ah say is either me get manicou or

macajuel snake get me. So ah take one big breath, and ah ain lying, ah

stop right there above the water, and swing right round back and land

back from the very same place from where ah did take off. (Ottley

1972: 10) 0 These army fellas should study their heads real good before

they decide to try any more foolishness in the town (Mirror 1983)

stu turner v Stammer; faltering or stumbling in speaking. 0 (Haynes

1987:187)

stump v Strike the toe or foot unexpectedly and painfully against a rock

or other hard object. (< AmE stump ‘strike the toe unintentionally

against a stone etc.’) 0 If, while you are going on important business,

you should have the misfortune to strike the left foot - ‘stump’ is the

Trinidad way of putting it - against an unperceived obstacle (coine le

mauvais pied, in patois), it is all up as regards the success of the busi-

ness, and you may as well right-about-turn and wend your way home.

On the other hand, if it is your right foot that ‘stumps,’ it is a capital

portent, and things look promising ahead. (Collens 1888:40) 0 “Blasted

thing! I stump my toe on a caneroot!” (Selvon 1 99 1 d: 1 65)

stupidee, stupidy, chupidee 1 n A stupid person. 0 She said stupidy

you slip. No one man in this world can full woman grip. (Small Island

Pride “Mildred Don’t Cry” 1959 pr)

2 n An insignificant or worthless person. 0 She has worked with

various women’s organisations throughout the world and has a

respected opinion. Lo and behold, she comes to TnT and she is spirited

around town as if she is “some little stupidy”. ( TTM22 Aug 1986:26) 0

How he could feel all ah we is stupidee!? (trinicenter.com/keithsmith

25 Jan 2001)

3 adj Stupid; dazed; fooled; hoodwinked. 0 Dey hit you a right, then

you get stupidy, like Somebody boobolee. (Shadow “Soucouyant” pr,

in Williams 1992) 0 People say she have me stupidy, she is taking man
on me head and I can’t see” (Sparrow, “The Puddin” ca 1961)

stupidness, chupidness n Nonsense; rigamarole; foolishness; worth-

lessness; a dangerous, damaging action. 0 I said, “Woman you better

stop you stupidness. You always calling me for foolishness.” (Lion

“Netty, Netty” 1937) 9 Talk about a woman who love her stupidness,

Always quarreling, I mean, for foolishness. (Lion “Deliso” 1940) 0 To
me songs as those were real stupidness. (Lord Wonder “I was Bom for

Calypso” 1950 pr) 0 She wept. “What’s the matter?” “You going to

leave me.” “Don’t talk stupidness.” (de Boissiere 1956:44) 0 “They had

no mercy in bawling down people if you ain’t come good. When you

see they pay that six cents and eight cents to go in, they want to hear

Calypso. You can’t come with stupidness and waste their time; espe-

cially [when] good men standing there, see.” (Beginner 1971, in

Rohlehr 1990: 121) 0 Most ah de time people ent getting no water only

ah set ah sweet speech... about wet season of unusual dryness... an how
is only lil intempt dem interuptin de water supply... Ah could tell him
dat de onliest intempt is wen ah lil water come dong de pipe an disturb

de air dat dere all de time. So he bes hads not tell people no choopid-

ness an get dem blasted vex. (Mamits LPOS, TG 29 Jan 1978) 0 “That

hurt me so much, to say look how we people mind small. Because to

think about race in this part of the world, that is stupidness. We sup-

posed to. live in love and harmony. This is a cosmopolitan country,

right? So I don’t check for race at all.” (EX 12 Oct 1986:31) 0 All the

time we just keep seeing more and more foreign shows and even when
a new show comes on it is a set of stupidness like the nonsense when
the young people keep trying to act like a set of Yankees. (EX 23 Aug
1987:18) 9 ‘Ma, what stupidness you trying to get me in? You know I

don’t believe in the negromancy business. What blight you want to fall

on me now?’ (Lovelace 1988:1 14) 9 What was so great about being a

policeman. “It’s a wuk... De money good.” ... “I can be a real big shot

on the block.”... [Then one] lad said, “I want to protect and serve.” All

heads jerked in his direction to see who was talking such stupidness.

(EN 2 Oct 1989:13) 9 “He was released from jail early this month and

since then he... is now carrying on with his same stupidness of smoking

drugs, selling cocaine and stealing.” (Heat 25 Nov 1989:10) 9 “Imag-

ine, they (police) charge a friend of mine last Carnival for using his

knife to cut pumpkin, you ever see more? They throw out the case too,

cause it was stupidness, man.” (Pierre 2001

)

stups see cheups

su intj arc Said to urge a dog into action, to go behind someone. 9 Su

boy, su boy, no new thing fo gutty. = ‘Chase him, chase him, this no

new thing for rabbit.’ You can spank the child but it won’t be any-

thing new for him. Su is not sa. Su is used to get a dog into action...

To call a dog back, one says ‘you sir’. (Uh 1883:257) = shook, >sook

substract v Take away one number or quantity from another, as in

arithmetic; E subtract. (< arc E substract ‘take one number of quan-

tity from or out of another’) 9 Let him talk nah! Ah go work arithme-

tic in he mouth, dat is ah go substract he teeth. (Hill 1995:94)

substraction n Taking away one number or quantity from another, as

in arithmetic; E subtraction. (< arc E substraction ‘the process of tak-

ing one number of quantity from or out of another’) 9 In my experi-

ence... [of] school management, I have invariably found students,

who were supposed to be pupil teachers before, ignorant of what I

term “legitimate methods” in teaching even the Simple Rules; sub-

straction for instance. (TG 30 Mar 1921:5)

suck 1 v Of a fruit, esp. mango or sugarcane, extract juice and flesh by

a vacuum-like motion of the lips, cheeks and tongue. Note: SE suck

usu. includes either on , e.g. suck on a mango seed, or a more specific

object, e.g. suck the juice from a mango seed. (< E suck ‘apply lips

and tongue to something for the purpose of eating; extract fluid con-

tents by vacuum-like action’) 9 It was funny to me, in a way, because

my father sucked orange just like that. I supposed it was the old time

way to do it. (Anthony 1967:26) 9 While dem fellars wocking, Is a

thing they does boast about, How so much cane they sucking.

(Penguin “Sugar” 1971 pr) 9 They say Adam and Eve used to suck

mango... they say it was a rosy red fruit. So it was mango rose in

truth. (Fluke “Adam and Eve” pr, Williams 1983) 9 “We suck cane

for tea, breakfast and dinner, and if we did not have the cane nearby

we might have already starved to death.” (TTM 21 Nov 1989:30) 9

Wen yuh really come out tuh suck mango, Yuh doh jus suck one or

two mango an call dat George. Yuh must suck mango until yuh belly

full; Until yuh jaws tired; Juice must run down thru yuh fingers an

reach yuh elbow. An yuh must lick it orf. Yuh remember suckin ah

mango seed until it white? Man, it have some seed dat yuh just have

tuh suck an scrape wit yuh teeth till yuh get out every ounce ah sweet-

ness. (Foster 1990:113) 9 Kumar and Preston... walk in the yard by

Glen in River Estate where we were, sucking two big macco mango,

and the talk swing one time from small business to mango. (EX 14

Aug 1994:25)

2 v Of a SOUCOUYANT, extract blood from a sleeping person by a

sucking action. 9 You membah de time wen you big sister use to run

soo-koo-nyah all about in Belmont, and how dey chase she de nite

she was trying to suck Miss Kitsy. (PC 19 Nov 1904)

suckabag, sucker bag n A sweet flavoured ice in a plastic tube,

(fr sucking the ice out of plastic bag) = >pennacool 9 Look how you

get suckabag ice all on yuh shirt!

suckaway n A pit filled with small rocks used as a drain. (< E soakaway

‘a pit, usu. filled with rough bits of material into which water etc. flows

and goes slowly into the surrounding soil’ + prob. fr idea of water being

sucked into the pit) 9 I was asked to help in the beginning of a suck-

away (Kitchener “Parmasar Christina Gardens Murder" 1 973)

suck breast see SUCK BREATH

suck breath phr Make a sharp intake of breath, particularly when
repeated, as after eating very hot pepper. Also sometimes heard as

suck breast, suck press. 9 That pepper so hot, the man only sucking

breath.
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sucker-foot bat n Thvroptera tricolor tricolor , a bat with circular suc-

tion cups on wrists and ankles, enabling it to cling to smooth surfaces.

Long slender muzzle; unlike other bats, it hangs with head upwards.

(< E sucker ‘a part or organ using suction to adhere to an object’) =

disc-winged bat 0 (Alkins 1979:61)

suckeye, sockeye adj Easy; without difficulty; esp. easy to win or to

beat opponents. /sAkai, sDkai / = easy as paps and water, easy-kai, veasy

like kissing hand, easy so 0 (Haynes 1987:65) 0 Suckeye - Make it

easy on yourself the next time you are buying paint... ask for Berger

Magicote. (ad TTM 14 Nov 1989:21) 0 Like many other citizens, [he]

thought the visitors were “suckeye” and so the celebrations began long

before the match. (TTM 24 Nov 1989:6) 0 “That is a real suckeye job

for them.” (1994) 0 Once the diagnosis is made, treatment is “suckeye”.

(TG 12 Mar 2002:10) 0 Barely had de Silva sat before the session was

adjourned, prompting one public gallery regular to declare that the

three would earn “suckeye money” for their abbreviated acting duties,

roughly $425 for each session. (TG 23 Apr 2006:26)

suck finger phr Suck on the thumb, esp. a young child’s behaviour. 0

Boobs use tuh suck finger. (Foster 1990:1 12) 0 “You still suckin fin-

ger and you so old?” (1994)

suck press see SUCK BREATH

suck salt phr Have difficulties, troubles; fail. = sweeten tea with salt 0

‘But if dey expect to succeed in any last minute raid dey go suck salt.’

(Hill 1966 [1952]: 10) 0 [T]hat was the month with taxes, the way
they always taxing poor people ain’t funny... And is nen nen they

catch to put the boy there! Real salt, they suck salt that month. (Jones

1976:29) 0 There was a gnawing in his stomach as he walked down
the road. Tonight, again, he would give silent thanks to the old lady

who taught him how to suck salt... many nights he would go hungry,

he said. Then an old lady taught him how to suck salt. He would put it

under his tongue, he said, then drink some water and go to sleep.

(EX-2 17 Jan 1988: 13) 0 “That is my child. I can’t give her no luxury,

but we have love. If we have to suck salt together to survive we
would survive as a family,” she said proudly. (TG 22 Nov 1995:1)

suck teeth phr Make a sound by sucking air in over the tongue with

the mouth almost closed; usu. indicates disgust or disapproval. =

>cheups, steups
1

0 Clerk: ‘well. I’ll give it you for half a dollar.’

Lady, without condescending a reply, sucks her teeth, with an air of

supreme contempt, wheels round and proceeds to leave the store with

much dignity... in the foregoing dialogue it will have been noticed

that one of the parties ‘sucked teeth.’ This is a most impressive form

of speech, and means volumes. You require to see it to appreciate its

full significance. Whole pages, quires, reams of words could not

express more forcibly disgust or withering contempt than does this

apparently harmless and facile proceeding (Collens 1888) 0 Don’t

suck your teeth at me. (ESTT 1956) 0 Dhaniram’s wife called queru-

lously from her room. The doolahin sucked her teeth and went.

(Naipaul 1958:51) 0 Judy sucked her teeth. “No thanks. Not me an

[him], if you please.” (Ramkeesoon 1975:38) 0 The old preacher

looked him up and down, then he sucked his teeth at him and dis-

missed him. (Khan 1987:24) 0 The opposing polling agents, lovely

ladies, they are, sucked their teeth and cleared their throats in a

refined matter. (£A-S 25 Jan 1987:28) 0 Then he sucked his teeth,

sounding like a sad keskidee. This was commonly done derisively,

but in this case Harrilal was feeling sorry for himself. (Andersen

2004:109)

sucrier see also SIKIYE

sucrier, sikiey, sikiyea n Coereba flaveola [~ Mniotilta venusta, Cer-

thiola luteola, Coereba Iuteola, Certhiola flaveola] (E bananaquit), a

small bird, 10 cm (4") long. Head and upperparts black with white

streak above eye; white patch at base of flight feathers on wing; yel-

low rump; chin and throat grey; rest of underparts yellow; outer tail

tipped white; bill black, slightly down-curved. Eats mainly flower

nectar; also takes sugar from inside houses. This name is more com-

mon in Trinidad; SUGAR-BIRD is more common in Tobago, /sikije/

(< Fr sucrier ‘sugar-eater’) = sugar-bird, sugar-eater 0 Creole name,

“Sucrier." (Taylor 1864:81) 0 The blue bird... and the “Sucrier”...

were flying from tree to tree. (JFNC Feb 1894:304) 0 “Honey-

creeper” or “sucrier”; very common, notes cheery, though not (to my
ear) particularly sweet. (Russell 1922:46) 0 The birds thrust their

beaks into the mass of sugar and extend their long forked saliva-

covered tongue to lick the sweet liquor about the corks of the bottles

to which the grains adhere. This unique feeding habit has given rise to

the well merited local name “Sucrie” or “Sugar Bird” on Tobago
Island. (Gross 1958:8) 0 Cages made of cocoyea and bois-canoe leaf

stalk used for keeping birds (sikiyea, semp, housebird). (Alladin

1970:66) 0 Sucriers, or bananaquits, abound everywhere, and the dis-

covery of an untidy ball of a nest with a concealed side entrance on a

local walk may be common... Their monotonous cheeping always

notifies the passerby of their whereabouts. (Powell 1983:61) 0 [H]e

and Pappa Bois return home, happier than a grap of sickia in a riping

mango rose tree. (Narine 1996:29)

sucrier des mangles n obs Conirostrum bicolor bicolor [= Ateleo-

dacnis bicolor, Dacnis plumbea, Mniotilta bicolor] (E bicolored

conebill
,
grey dacnis , blue-grey honeycreeper), a bird, 1 1.3 cm (4.5")

long. Resident in Trinidad, including Monos Island, mainly in man-
grove swamps and neighbouring woodland. Upperparts greyish blue,

primaries brown edged bluish; underparts grey tinged with creamy

buff. (< sucrier, fr resemblance to sucrier + Fr des mangles ‘of the

mangroves’, fr usual habitat) 0 (Chapman 1894:26)

sucrier dore n obs Parula pitiayumi elegans, a bird, 10 cm (4") long.

Male: head and upperparts blue-grey; mantle olive green; eye-area

black; throat and upper breast orange-yellow; lower underparts yel-

low. (< Fr dore ‘golden; gilded’ fr its overall more yellow appearance

than the sucrier) = >golden sucrier 0 (Chapman 1894:24)

sucrier martinique n Tangara mexicana vielloti [= Calliste flaviven-

tris, C. vieillotii] (E turquoise tanager), a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long.

Fore-crown, face and breast dark blue; eye area black; hind-crown,

back, wings and tail black; rump blue; turquoise patch on wing; sides

dark blue spotted with black; lower underparts yellow. Trinidad spe-

cies has more vivid yellow underparts and darker blue head and

breast than elsewhere. (< Fr martinique ‘from Martinique’) = diable

enrhume, Mexican tanager 0 (ffrench 1991:367-8)

sucrie tout n obs Pluchea carolinensis, a native shrub, 1-2 m tall

(3.2-6'). Plant faintly aromatic. = cereal bush, cure-all, >geritout 0

(National Herbarium specimen sheet, 1861)

suerte n obs A traditional Spanish unit of land measure, 2 by 2 FANE-

GAS, equal to 75,210.69 square feet, or 6987.30 square metres. (< Sp

suerte ‘a land measure of 4 square fanegas) 0 Fifteen “Fanegas” of

land was equal to 1 12 acres and one “Suerte” was 2x2 “Fanegas.”

(Pitt 1948:13)

suffer v Make someone suffer. (< dial E suffer ‘punish’) 0 “It’s four

months that you haven’t paid anything... You are suffering the chil-

dren!” (TTM21 March 1987:12)

sufferation n Hard times; suffering. 0 They went through real suffera-

tion. 0 Almost immediately he debunked the myth of “the fantastic

University scholarship opportunity”, an experience he described as

“pure sufferation”. (EX-2 23 July 2007: 1)

sufferer 1 n A negative term for a person friendly to or supportive of a

category of people or an ideology. See also Yankee SUFFERER.

(< arc E suffer ‘ensure the existence, presence or activity of a person;

tolerate’) 0 Kitchener, singing in a “House of Lords” tent competition

on Thursday night earned first place with his ‘sufferers’ - dealing

with the position of the local ladies now that their American “boy

friends” have gone - and beating Lord Caresser with his “Alphabeti-

cal Ode to the United Nations.” (TG 14 Jan 1945:2) 0 Yankee suf-

ferer. We don’t want no communist sufferer, Trinidad will support

America (Wrangler “Khrushchev” 1963)

2 n Someone who is poor, having a hard time. (< E sufferer ‘one who
suffers pain, tribulation, injury, illness, etc.’) 0 “Dem is sufferer.”

(1984)

suffer for v Experiencing distress, injury, or loss because of lack of a

particular item. Generally equivalent to E sufferfrom a lack of 0 San

Francique suffering for water. (EX 16 Jan 1993:9) 0 “We believe this

is one of the main reasons why so many of our pumps in that area are
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down, and why so many WASA subscribers are suffering for an ade-

quate supply of water.” (TTM 23 Jan 1993:3)

sugar 1 n Diabetes; a disease in which the body has difficulty regulat-

ing blood sugar. (< blood sugar ‘glucose contained in the blood’) 0

The neem leaf was good for “sugar” and this leaf was also used for

bathing the dead before burial. (Alladin 1970:18) 0 “Hold the dogs

before they bite me. With this sugar in my blood, I can’t take a dog

bite, you know.” (Lovelace 1988:100) 0 “She have sugar, and loss

one toe aready.” (1990) 0 Fuh she sugar, me mooma used to use de

white bachelor, ’tis de button, fuh years an years, an she live lang

lang. (Macfarlane 1997:34)

2 n Describing anything considered sweet, e.g. music. (< sweet 1 '2
) 0

‘Dis pan got more sugar dan de whole of Usine. It tune up like a race-

horse.’ (Hill 1966 [
1 952]:9)

sugar-ants n Probably Soleuopsis sp.; any small, fast-moving ant, usu.

brownish-red, that tends to swarm and sting. Often found eating

spilled sugar on kitchen counters or floors, (fr attraction to sugar) =

red ants, stinging ants 0 There are two species of the red stinging ant,

one of which, called the sugar-ant, seems to be the smallest of all the

kinds here; they both sting, particularly the smaller one, and the

burning and itching sensation they cause lasts more than half an hour.

They are very fond of sweets and olive oil. (de Verteuil 1884:109)

sugar apple n Annona squamosa , a small cultivated tree, 5-6 m (16-

19'). Leaves thin, dull-green, ovate-lanceolate. Flowers 2 cm (.8")

long, narrow, fleshy, triangular. Fruits heart-shaped, 7.5-10 cm (3-4")

diameter, greenish-yellow, bumpy; sweet pulp whitish tinged yellow.

= pomme canelle, sweetsop 0 (Joseph 1838a:82) 0 Custard or ‘sugar

apples,’ as they call them here. (Brassey 1885:158) 0 (National

Herbarium specimen sheet, 1918) 0 (FTT 1928-1-1:14) 0 The fruit

section boasted avocado, bananas, oranges, sour sops, sugar apples,

mangoes, chinettes, plums and sapodillas. (EN 2 Sept 1954:3) 0

Fruits grown on the island [of Tobago] include ... soursop, sugar

apple, avocado pears, mamee apple... and chinettes. (Ottley 1969:56)

0 In the east, the Sugar Apple is known as the Custard Apple. But in

the West Indies, the Custard Apple is Anona reticulata. (TN
May/June 1981:37) 0 An infusion is made from... Sugar Apple bush.

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:1 12) 0 At this workshop, Santa’s

helpers are busy stacking piles of breadfruit, coconuts, figs and sugar

apples destined for ceramic fruit baskets. (EX 16 Dec 1990:23) 0

There were mangoes, oranges, portugals... sugar apples, star apples...

and paw paws, all in just a small piece of land. (Deen 1994:30) 0 He
opened the bundle to show six large sugar-apples that had been left

somewhere hidden to ripen. The young man gave him one, which he

broke open showing the lily white pulp that encased each individual

black seed. (Andersen 2004:457)

sugar belt n A crescent-shaped geographical area of Trinidad, from

the southern part of Caroni, south into Savonetta, west of the

Montserrat Hills, expanding into the Naparima plains and the area of

Usine Ste. Madeleine towards Moruga. (< E belt ‘a zone or district

with a term denoting the principal product or characteristic’) 0 The...

major sugar estates... were concentrated in the flatlands or rolling

hills of the western side of the island, situated in what later became

known as the ‘sugar belt’. (Vertovec 1992:69)

sugar-bird n Tob Coereba flaveola, a bird, 10 cm (4") long. Head and

upperparts black with white streak above eye; white patch at base of

flight feathers on wing; yellow rump; chin and throat grey; rest of

underparts yellow; outer tail tipped white; bill black, slightly down-

curved. Eats mainly flower nectar; also takes sugar from tables inside

houses, (fr its fondness for eating sugar) = >sucrier, sugar-eater 0 A
small sugar-bird, with a yellow gown and a little black cap, perched

in the pulpit. (Phillpotts 1894:168) 0 On Tobago the Bananaquits

have an insatiable appetite for sugar or sweetened water... These con-

fiding, fearless little birds are quick to come to a feeding shelf or even

to enter the homes of man including the dining rooms of the hotels to

feed on sugar in sugar bowls or the remains of undissolved sugar left

in the bottoms of coffee or tea cups.... The birds thrust their beaks into

the mass of sugar and extend their long forked saliva-covered tongue

to lick the sweet liquor about the corks of the bottles to which the

grains adhere. This unique feeding habit has given rise to the well

merited local name “Sucrie” or “Sugar Bird” on Tobago Island.

(Gross 1958:8) 0 The sugar bird is unafraid of human habitations and

builds its domed, grassy nest around the house... Mother Vincent said

that when she turned the electric fan off the sugar birds would be in

the house, and in a single morning might have stuffed the fan with

new nests.... At breakfast-time the birds thought it their right to dash

in and sample the honey or syrup on the table. (Bryans 1967:228) 0

(ffrench 1991:356-8)

sugar bladder n A fluid-filled blister, believed to result fr diabetes.

(< sugar
1 + bladder~) 0 She have endless trouble with sugar bladders.

sugar-cake, sugar cake, sugarcake n A sweet made from chipped

coconut and sugar, sometimes with condensed milk. = coconut cake,

cake 0 The maskers representing policemen were very busy and offi-

cious, and caused a good deal of amusement, as also did the lady with

the sugar cakes and that other lady with the baby which she presented

to all her friends and acquaintance. (Mirror 14 Feb 1899:9) 0 You
mek me trus up all ar Sofee black tooloom sugar cake. (PC 30 April

1904) 0 Christina Alexander, a well known cake vendor... was boiling

sugar cakes in a canaree [on] the coal pot being mounted upon a table.

(TG 8 Aug 1919:10) 0 You are charged with stealing two tolums and

three sugar-cakes. (Naipaul 1959:68) 0 It gave him such pleasure to

be able afterwards to announce his successes: ‘the sugarcake stall,

eleven dollars and thirty-three cents... the hat stall... the raffle.’

(McDonald 1969:149) 0 Is my cousin Gemma who give me the rake,

She found a hair pin in a sugar cake. (Relator “Insanitary Foods”

1973, pr) 0 “What lovely nuts!” said Mummie. “It is a long time since

1 made sugar-cakes for the children”... Mummie cut a large fig leaf

and sprinkled it with water. Then laying it on the table she started to

drop from a large pot-spoon the first half of her sugar-cakes which

were white. Stirring a little pink colouring into the remaining mixture,

she further dropped some really pretty pink sugar-cakes onto the leaf.

My! they did look tempting, as they were left to set and dry.

(Woolward 1976:22) 0 We decided to walk home instead via Victoria

Avenue and the Savannah, and use the money to buy some carioca

biscuits and sugar cakes. (Araujo 1984:62) 0 Her sugar cakes of var-

ied hues were more delicate-looking than those of the other vendors

in the town. (Maynard 1992:26) 0 In her mind she could see a small

parlour selling drinks and sugar-cakes and sweets to the children.

(Boodhoo 1994:181) 0 Purchase one hops bread for one cent, one

sugar cake for one cent, put it inside the bread and you happy for so!

(Pantino 1999:32)

sugar-eater n Tob Coereba flaveola , a bird, 10 cm (4") long. Head
and upperparts black with white streak above eye; yellow rump; chin

and throat grey; rest of underparts yellow; bill black, slightly down-

curved. Eats mainly flower nectar; also takes sugar from inside

houses, (fr its fondness for eating sugar) = sucrier, >sugar bird 0 The

first bird I shot there [Tobago] was a black and yellow “sugar-eater,”

which fell into a dense cluster of sea grapes. (Ober 1898:231) 0

Sugar-eater, Coeruba luteola luteola. (Roberts 1934:98)

sugar fly 1 n Any tiny black fruit fly, Drosophila sp.; feeds mainly on

rotting fruit, (fr attraction to sugar and other sweet foods) = bhungaa,

foofoo fly, sour fly
1

0 I cyaan take all dem sugar fly in the kitchen!

2 n Tob Plebeia sp., a very small stingless bee.

sugar head n Describing a person of African descent with red or red-

dish-yellow colour hair. = gingerhead, shugs, sugars 0 Your hair red

and pickey. You name sugar head. (Penguin “Sugar” 1971) 0 Friends

used to call him Pretty Boy and Sugar Head because of his “bluish”

eyes and red hair. (EX 26 Nov 1995:5)

sugar mango n A variety of cultivated mango. Fruit similar to DOO-
DOOS MANGO; small, round; skin thick, yellow with many small

black spots when ripe. Flesh light orange, fairly sweet, slightly

watery with a taste like light sugar cane syrup. Seed large in propor-

tion to fruit, many threads; popular in north-eastern Trinidad. 6

Tom... swing the talk to the different kinds of mangoes Trinidad

have: vert or long mango (hog mango to Tobagonians), cutlass,

starch, doudouce, teen, sugar, graham, rose... (EX 14 Aug 1994:25)
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sugars n Describing a person of African descent with red or reddish-

yellow hair. (< sugar head) = gingerhead, shugs, >sugar head

sugar stick n The stem of sugarcane, as opposed to leaves. 0 The plant

canes put in last season are coming on remarkably well; some fields

of them were already showing long joints of “sugar sticks’’. (POSG
26 May 1907:5)

sugar water n A drink made from sugar and water. = beverage
3

,

sweet water 0 If money is not available, [he] asks for food, a piece of

bread, some “sugar-water” or a soft drink and moves on to the next-

door neighbour. (Heat 25 July 1987:4)

sughar adj Nice; pretty. (< Bh, H sundar ‘beautiful; delightful’) =

sundar 0 “Yuh bahu well sughar yuh know.” (1990)

suh adv A marker of emphasis or precision. 0 Buh look who talkin

bout man. You suh nuh fuh talk. ‘But you of all persons should not

talk about men.’ (Ottley 1971:78) 0 This very mango, da maqgo ya

sa. That very school, da skul de sa. (Webster 1979)

suhari see SOHARI

sui n arc Needle. (< H-Bh) 0 This sui not sharp again,

suit n Tob Bread and fish. 0 (Craig-James 2008:11-297)

suitcase trade n Small-scale trading, usu. of clothing and household

goods, in which individual traders go outside the country, usu. to

Venezuela or Miami, and bring back goods to resell, (fr transport of

goods in large suitcases) 0 Arrangements are being finalised to have a

special area to deal exclusively with people in the suitcase trade... In

the case of the suitcase trade, renovations are now being undertaken

to prepare the area formerly used for “Left Luggage”, just outside the

Baggage Hall, to be used exclusively for processing people in that

trade. (TG 1 7 Jan 1 994: 1

)

suitcase trader n A person, usu. a woman, who carries out SUITCASE
TRADE. 0 To get garments for her stall which is draped with clothes,

Rosie says she makes an occasional trip to neighbouring Caracas, or

Margarita. “When I can’t make the passage,” she explains, the net

option is to buy from a suitcase trader or visiting Guyanese vendors.

(TG 4 Dec 1994:1 1)

sumari n A figure representing a highly decorated donkey and rider in

the Somari dance-drama of the Indian tradition. Also sometimes used

as a Carnival mas, when it is usu. known as burrokeet. (< Bh
savarl ‘conveyance; ride’) 0 Seen very rarely in the rural areas today,

Sumari - Soomaree, usually takes the form of a dance drama. Nor-

mally there are a king and queen in their splendid dresses complete

with crowns... Mounted on their papier mache steeds with rich bro-

cade skirts over bamboo frames, complete with reins in the style of

the Burroquite, they make similar movements to that masquerade

accompanied by singing and drumming. Make-up is distinctive, con-

sisting of whitened faces with blobs of rouge and red dots. (Ahye

1978:72) 0 There is a distinct Indian version of Burroquite taken from

the leela of the Hindu goddess Durga... referred to as the harichand

dance. The mas is called Sumari : The costume consists of an ornately

decorated bamboo frame in the shape of a horse with a hole in the

‘horse’s’ back. The masquerader enters this hole and is attached to

the frame by a series of straps. He hold the reins of the ‘horse’ and

dances. He moves the ‘horse’ forward and backward to give the illu-

sion of riding on horseback. (Singh 1997, in Sankeralli 1998:205-6) 0

Soumarie, Sou-marie, Sumari. A traditional Carnival character, once

common in Carapichaima, now found in Penal, consisting of an

Indian horse and rider... the East Indian version of this costume is

smaller than the Burokeet. (Martin 1998:233)

sumati n Peace; harmony. (< H-Bh sumati ‘perceptive; good under-

standing’) 0 “Look how they have a nice sumati.” (1990)

sumraa adj Stingy; reluctant to spend money. (< H-Bh, poss. surma

‘hero; acting like a hero; acting smart’) 0 “Yuh too sumraa.” (1990)

sundar adj Beautiful. (< H sundar ‘beautiful; delightful’) = sughar 0

“That girl is bahoot soondar.” (1990)

Sunday wine n obs An alcoholic beverage, (ff restrictions on alcohol

sales on Sundays) 0 ‘Sunday wine’ which is nearly as strong [as rum],

is sold on Sunday. Drunkenness on Sunday in most districts is alarm-

ingly prevalent. (Morton 1916:231-2)

sundew n Drosera capillaris [= D. longifolia , D. tenella, D. intermedia

var. americana], a small native plant, with rosettes of leaves 3-5 cm
(1.2-2") long, covered above with long, red, sticky hairs used to catch

insects for food. Flowers small, white, in elongated racemes. (< E
sundew ‘any plant of the genus Drosera') 0 (FTT 1932-1-5:321)

sunflower mango n A variety of cultivated mango; large, yellow skin

with a red blush, pale yellow flesh, large flat seed without threads, (ff

resemblance to sunflower when skin is pulled back in sections)

sun hat n Pothomorphe peltata, a native large plant or small shrub

.5-2 m (1. 6-6.4') tall. Leaves ovate, 18-42 cm (7-16.4") long, smooth

except for tiny hairs on nerves; can be used to shade the head, (fr use

of leaves as shade) = >cowfoot, cowheel bush, fei solei, jumbie

candle
2

, lani bois
2

sup see SOO(P)

supari, supharie, sopari n Areca catechu (E betel nut palm, areca nut

palm) a cultivated slender-stemmed palm tree, height to 15 m (49'),

with a small crown of pinnate leaves. Fruit reddish-orange, egg-

shaped, with a smooth thick fibrous rind, with one astringent, nut-

meg-like seed. Seeds are used medicinally and in Hindu rituals, are

part of the PAAN KE BIRA and are eaten after meals, offered to visi-

tors towards the end of the visit, and used in PUJAS. (< H supari

‘betel-nut; the areca-palm nut chewed with betel leaves’) = kasaile 0

Betel (paan) and nut (supari) chewing... and other such things have

almost disappeared. (Jha 1973:39) 0 Supharie and betel pepper (Paan

bera) is traditionally offered to visitors at home after a meal. The
supharie is used in all worship. It signifies prosperity in life. (Lackhan

ca 1983-86:56) “Get the supaari for the poojaa tomorrow.” (1990) 0

Then he gives the dulaha tilak or gifts of gold, money, clothes, sweets

and coconuts, flowers, sopari and paan wrapped in yellow cloth.

(Holass-Beepath 2002:82)

Supari Mai see Soparee Mai

super sergeant n obs A high-ranking but non-commissioned officer in

the police force. 0 Supt.-Sergt. Nurse (POSG 5 Oct 1907:6) 0 Super-

Sergeants. (People 19 Feb 1938:9) 0 It was a popular belief that

policemen were evil people... There was a popular feeling that people

did not like their sons to join the “Constabulary”... there was a sub-

conscious feeling of oppression, that the colonisers were using the

colonized to do their “dirty” work... Nor were people insensitive to

the fact that a black man rarely rose above the rank of ‘super ser-

geant’. This rank was eventually abolished. (Bynoe 1985:71)

supharie see SUPARI

supple-jack 1 n Paullina pinnata or Serjania paucidentata, native

climbing shrubs. Both are used as fish poisons. (< E supple-jack ‘var-

ious climbing and twining shrubs with tough pliable stems’) = balbac

vine, fishing vine, liane balbac 0 My cutlass was caught, in its

descent, by one of those tough withes called supple-jacks: this balked

the blow, although I severed the liane. (Joseph 1 838b-3: 1 59) 0 A
method of banking in use off Tobago. A piece of “supple-jack”

(Paullinea Sp.) stem six feet long, with bend at the end B in which a

weight is fixed. Hooks are placed at intervals, and the “supple-jack”

is sunk in deep water with a strong deep sea line from the boat.

(Guppy 1922:444-5)

2 n A thick rod made from a SUPPLE-JACK 1

vine. 0 The Indians in

the ‘missions’ lived subject to the authority, temporal as well as spiri-

tual, of their missionaries, and the civil arm of the law was only

applied at the express request of the monks, who themselves applied

corporal punishment to their charges, when necessary, by whips, vine

stalks (still popular as riding-whips under the name ‘supple jacks’),

and irons. (Aspinall 1928) 0 The horse-whip and supple-jack which

“talk on the back” (of the new bride) represent the seamy side of wed-

dings. A supple-jack is a thick cane made from the serpent-vine, a

thick liane. (Elder 1973)

3 v Beat or whip someone with a SUPPLE-JACK 2
. 0 To beat a man

with a supple-jack is very insulting in the Caribbean. Only in extreme

cases will a Caribbean male “supple-jack” his wife, for it is a crime

punishable by several years in prison. (Elder 1973)

supply 1 v In agriculture, fill in a bare spot where original plant did

not sprout or survive by planting a new one. (< obs E supply ‘make
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up a whole by adding something to fill up or complete’) 6 Supplying

should not be confined to replacing dead rooted cuttings but should

be extended to include those damaged and stunted cuttings which

offer little promise of developing into vigorous trees. (Urquhart

1955:116) 0 The subsequent supplying of these plantations either by

casual planting in gaps that arose or by leaving these to be filled in by

‘drop nuts’ conveniently germinating near the right place brought

losses to such plantations, because of the younger trees. (Griffith

1973:104) 0 “We going to supply the cane all here.” (1990)

2 n A plant replacing an original plant that has died. 0 Above all, the

young cacao supplies must be protected from injury. Careless cutlass-

ers cause untold damage in their anxiety to complete their tasks. (TA

1936, 13,4:89) 0 The contract worker had to plant out cacao and bring

it into bearing within the five years.... He was paid at the end of the

contract for each tree (usually between 15 and 25 cents for each bear-

ing tree, and half of that amount for each ‘supply’ - that is, a non-

bearing tree more than two years old). No payment was made for

‘supplies’ less than two years old, and the owner deducted the value

of a bearing tree for each unplanted space. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:5-7)

suppose 1 v Think that something ought to or should be; generally

equivalent to E is supposed to be. (< E supposed ‘be obliged; have as

a duty’) 0 “I suppose he is by he tanty.” (2002)

2 conj If; supposing that; in case. (< E suppose ‘assume as a basis of

argument’) 0 Ah! ’spose me been know all this a-board de Drozher,

me neber bin gib up de Bank Note so easily - but me bin young ting,

and dey impose upon me innocence. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 Sup-

pose is a favourite word with them; they use it on all occasions. I

asked a woman to sell me one of her bracelets; she said: “suppose

want ’em mange (food) must sell ’em; no want ’em mange, no sell

’em; too much naked arm.” (Morton 1916 [1868]) 0 The children are

usually stout and healthy-looking; I think it is because [the Indians]

use so much cocoanut oil; they are rubbed with it daily, all over the

body. I have witnessed the process with young babies and they

seemed to enjoy it exceedingly. I asked one young mother why she

did it; she answered, “suppose no do ’em so, picknie no get ’em fat.”

(Morton 1916 [1868])

sur, soor, swar n Feelings, emotions, esp. in music.(< H-Bh sur

‘tune’) 6 He music have no soor. (1990) 0 The musical score will

facilitate the correct “swar” of the raaga. (TG-S 14 Oct 1990:56)

sura n A chapter or section of the Koran. (< Arabic suurah) 0 The boys

by attending masjid for namaaz (prayers) stood a better chance of

improving their religious and linguistic education from the suras

(chapters) read by the imam and the khutba (sermon) for the Jum 'a

namaaz (Friday early afternoon prayers). The women were not so for-

tunate. It was not until circa 1928 that they began attending the masjids

for namaaz , and only for selective prayers. (Kassim 2000:6-7)

suran n Dracontium foecundum, a native plant with edible tubers.

Stem mottled, leaves with long banded and mottled stalks. Much
divided leaf blades arise from tubers at ground level. (< H suran

‘Arum campanulatum, an edible tuberous root’) = cascabel plant,

snake plant, >snake tannia 0 Suran... the tuber is cooked like yams
and is used to make talkari. (Mahabir 1991:149) 0 “I have plenty

suran... tree... That is used for piles. An India-man cure my daughter

with it. You grate the suran and mix it with dahi (yogurt) and drink

it; just a cup full, two or three times. It is good as a cooling too.”

(Mahabir 1991:153)

surbahar n A large, low-toned traditional Indian stringed instrument.

(< H-Bh sur ‘melody’ + bahar ‘beautiful’) 0 Surbahar: bass sitar.

(Ramaya 1992:22)

surette see SERRETTE

surety n Certainty; confidence; knowledge. (< obs E surety 'reliabil-

ity; accuracy; feeling of safety, confidence') 0 Run your run, Adolf

Hitler, run your run. Run your run, Adolf Hitler, run your run. Hear

what Chamberlain say, cheer, boys, cheer, Surety and security, we
will capture Germany. (Beginner “Run Your Run Hitler” 1940) 0

“You sure your godfather two horse going to win?” “Surety. They

win all the time.” (Stewart 1 989:98) 0 “This is a day full of surety and

determination.” (1990)

surgay v Of a fire that is almost out, blaze up again. (< H-Bh sulgana

‘of blaze; light fire’) 0 “Run fas, look de fire soorgay again.” (1990)

surgeon 1 n Desmodus rotundus rotundus, a vampire bat. It often

attacks cattle and horses, and sometimes humans. It makes a small

bite, and laps up blood that flows; its saliva delays coagulation of the

blood. It can transmit diseases such as rabies. (< E surgeon , a doctor

who makes cuts in a patient, who then bleeds) = blood-sucking bat,

>Desmodus (rufus), poison bat, rabies bat 6 Natives who live in some

bat-infested areas - like Trinidad - refer to the vampire as “The Sur-

geon”. “Did the Surgeon visit you last night?” often becomes a more

commonplace greeting than “Good morning.” (Greenhall 1952:54) 0

The Vampire bats had always been a nuisance in Trinidad... in the

islands of Monos and Gasparee where there are many caves and little

livestock, human beings were a favorite target of the ‘surgeon’ as it

was sometimes known, (de Verteuil 1993:51)

2 n Jacana jacana, a long-legged, long-toed wading bird. (< E
surgeon-bird, Jacana sp. poss. from long foot spur resembling a

surgeon’s knife) = lily-trotter, paul perruquier, >spurwing 0 [These

birds] visit the island during September, together with hosts of

chevaliers, sandpipers, curlews, and even snipes... as also the surgeon

(Jacana). (de Verteuil 1884:95) 0 Parra Jacana... Surgeon, (de Ver-

teuil 1884:370)

surhaawe 1 v Fondle or pat someone; gently rub or caress; specifi-

cally, massage the hard swollen udder of a cow or goat suffering from

mastitis. (< H-Bh sarsanana ‘creep; tingler’) 0 “Well soorhawe de

cow breast, it swell up.” (1990)

2 v Try to curry favour, ingratiate oneself, by doing things for some-

one without being asked. (< H-Bh su-rasa ‘juicy; flavourful’) 0 “He

like to soorhaawe man like heself.” (1990)

Surinam cherry n Eugenia uniflora , a cultivated shrub or small tree.

White flowers. Fruit a small, red, ribbed, cherry-like fruit, with a

slight smell like car grease, (fr being native to Suriname and neigh-

bouring areas = pitanga 0 (FTT 1934-1-6:345) 0 The extravagant pat-

tern of extravagantly shaped leaves, of... guava and Suriname cherry,

Java plum and water lemon. (Bryans 1967:84)

surmandal n A traditional Indian stringed instrument. (< H-Bh sur

‘melody’ + mandal ‘association’) 0 Surmandal: zither- or autoharp-

like instrument. (Ramaya 1992:22)

surveyor n A rank of Spiritual Baptists whose role is to deter-

mine appropriate places for baptism. (< E surveyor ‘one who exam-

ines and determines the condition or situation of boundaries and

condition of property’) 0 Surveyors test the water prior to baptism.

They ascertain that the water is “clean" (free of orisha) and at times

may be asked to recommend suitable baptism sites. (Glazier 1983:53)

surwa, soorwaa, suruwah n Sauce; the gravy of a TALKARI. (< Bh
soorwa ‘curry; tasty liquid’) 0 Goat meat cooked by ajee, with runny

“soorwa” laced with methi and bandhania. (TG 23 Dec 1990:14) 0

“I like plenty soorwaa in talkari.” (1990)

susi n Tagetes patula, a cultivated low-growing plant with bright

yellow, orange, and red flowers, esp. prized for puja offerings. The

leaves have a very strong smell. = >gainder, marigold, pot marigold
1

,

stinking suzy
1

0 Marigold, Stinking Suzy, Susi. (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:190)

susianna n Ixobrychus exilis, a marsh-bird, 27.5 cm (11") long. Male
blackish above; nape, cheeks and upper wing-coverts reddish brown;

other coverts buff; underparts pale buff with a V-shaped black patch

across breast; bill, eye area, and legs yellow. = quioc jaune, >small

chuck 1

0(ffrench 1991:65-6)

suskay v Inhale while crying; make choked sobs. (< Bh suski ‘hiccups

and gasping’) 0 When the baba (priest) reading he book an ting he

seeing how Sookdaya listening and sometimes she suskaying

(sobbing) and crying. (Maharaj 1990:14) 0 “Dis chile over sooskay-

ing.” (1990)

suss, seuss n A hissing noise made to get someone’s attention. =

>soot
2
0 Last Friday 1 was about to get back into my car having run a
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quick errand when I heard one of those “seussing” noises behind me
which women automatically block out. (EX-2 14 Oct 1990:27)

susu, sou-sou, sue-sue n A cooperative savings system in which each

person contributes the same fixed amount each week, and the whole

amount, the HAND, is taken by a different member each time. (< Yor
esusit, bsusu ‘system of pooled savings’) 0 Claim for 18s 9d, “sou-

sou” money. Judgment for plaintiff for the amount claimed v^ith

costs. (TG 31 Dec 1919:3) 0 [He] based “sue-sue” as his defence

and... said that the marks were in connection with a sweepstake...

[but] the ample evidence of the prosecution [was] that the marks were

whe-whe marks. (TG 8 Jan 1936:3) 0 Susu... a kind of mutual aid

affair... each week one member draws his “hand” - the total for that

week, which means that he has ready money to buy things he would

otherwise not save for. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-

D58) 0 This month, say, Juana would get her “hand”, fifty dollars, a

purse made up by ten sou-sou members at five dollars a head. Next

month it would be Popito’s turn, and the next Aurelia’s, (de Boissiere

1952:10) 0 Yes, just whisper into that better ear of hers that there is a

S-A-L-E on at one of the larger stores... And, papayoe, she will leave

the baby unfed, she will stop stirring the cookoo, she will dress her-

self in a flash, and, taking up the rent money plus the sou-sou money,

she will use the shortest and fastest route to that store. (EN 29 Sept

1954:12) 0 Soo-soo. Let’s thro up a soo-soo between we, ah brakes.

(ESTT 1956) 0 [T]he problem of collection is of major concern to all

shopkeepers. This particular shopkeeper solves it by insisting that all

customers join a “susu” for the five months of crop-time. ..The shop-

keeper holds all susu money. When the “hand” falls due, he keeps

whatever is necessary to pay the accrued debt, giving the customer

the remainder. (Klass 1961:91) 0 Shango members [of Spiritual Bap-

tists] say that they make ‘susu' with African gods. (Glazier 1983:68)

0 “Is five years we runnin' dis sou-sou an’ not ah man ever miss ah

hand. Now he say people takin’ out dey money from de bank, so he

takin’ out he money from de sou-sou until de economy stabalise. Ah
tell him how Central Bank backin’ ITL. He say yes, but dey not

backin’ sou-sou!”... After dat everybody start talkin' how sou-sou

safer dan bankin’. (Keens-Douglas 1984:90) 0 [He] has been ‘ripped

off the sum of $1,500 in a ‘sou-sou.’ He has been paying his ‘hand’

but still cannot collect. (Bomb 12 Dec 1986:12) 0 One of the big pur-

chasers over the last two years has been Sou-Sou Land Limited, a

company which has been buying land and developing on behalf of the

landless for housing. Sou-Sou is a patois word meaning penny by

penny, and is a traditional form of banking among low income groups

in Trinidad. (De Lima 1988:184) 0 “The Chinese relied on private

sou-sous to obtain funds for business. Family and friends also lent

money. No interest was charged.” (Millett 1993:154-5) 0 The sou-sou

did not hold assets and had no expenditure charged upon the partici-

pants. Very few had more than thirty members; they were localized,

informal and easily dissolved. It was a system based on absolute trust

and a strong sense of responsibility. (Cummings 2004:64)

susumba, shushumber n Tob Solatium torvum , a native plant. Fruit

small, green, berry-like, edible, containing many tiny seeds; used for

seasoning and soup, /susumbx, Jufumbx/ (< Ewe susitme ‘an aro-

matic plant used in preparing soups’, Twi nsusiiaa ‘a pot-herb’ + mba
‘young plant’) 0 The callaloo is made with small pieces of salt beef

and pigtail, chives, onions, garlic and thyme, to which is added a

quantity of ochroes cut small and a few handfuls of sususumber [s/c]

berries, (de Boissiere ca 1945a:8) 0 Shushumber. (CFNI 1971:31) 0

The young leaves of the agouma Solarium nigrum and the deer’s meat

... can also be used as pot herbs, as can the young fruits of the susum-

ber Solarium torvum. Care must be taken in cooking these herbs by

first briefly scalding them in hot water which should be discarded.

This reduces their potential toxicity. (Morean 1991:43-4)

sutal adj Asleep. (< Bh, H sona ‘sleep; lie down’) = sutawe 0 “He
sootal, yes.” (1990)

sutawe n Sleep; sleeping. (< Bh, H sulana ‘make sleep’) = sutal 0

Sutawe (sleeping)... [is a] linguistic [legacy] from U.P. and Bihar.

(Jha 1973:40)

suthani n Calathea allouia, a cultivated plant with edible tubers. (< H
sutlmi

‘

Dioscoreafasciculata , an edible roof) = alluya, >topitamboo

0 Suthani: topitambo (Trinidad), an edible root vegetable. (Dukhedin-

Lalla 1974:20)

suwar, suar n A pig. (< H-Bh suar ‘pig’) 0 That family use to mind
suwar in South.

swag 1 n A drink made from sugar, water, and lime juice. 0 “Leh me
make swag.” (1986)

2

n Tob A hot drink made from grated COCOA STICKS, milk, sugar and

spices. = chocolate tea, cocoa3
, cocoa tea, creole chocolate, creole

cocoa
2
9 (Craig-James 2008:11-295)

swallow 1 n Progne dominicensis (E Caribbean martin), a bird,

18.8 cm (7.5") long. Male glossy blue-black, with contrasting white

lower underparts. Tail forked; broader wings than other swallows.

(< E swallow, Hirundo sp., fr resemblance of long pointed wings,

swift curving flight, and twittering cry) = purple martin, >rainbird
2
0

(ffrench 1991:311-2)

2 n Progne chalybea, a bird. = hirondelle noire, martin, >rainbird
3

3 n Tyrannus savana, a bird; outer tail feathers 17.5-27.5 cm (7-11")

long. = longue-queue, >scissors-tail 0 (ffrench 1991:278-80)

4 n Notiochelidon cyanoleuca [= Atticora cyanoleuca, Hirundo

albiventer] (E blue-and-white swallow), a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long.

Upperparts blue-black, wings and tail black, underparts white

from throat to belly. Tail slightly forked. = hirondelle ventre blanc 0

(Chapman 1894:28)

5 n Tachycineta albiventer [= T. albiventris, Hirundo albiventer

\

(E white-winged swallow), a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long. Head and

most of upperparts blackish glossed blue-green; rump, underparts and

inner secondary feathers white. Tail forked. = hirondelle a dos vert 0

(Chapman 1894:28)

6 n Stelgidopteryx ruficollis aequilis [= S. uropygialis, Cotyle uropy-

gialis] (E southern rough-winged swallow), a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5")

long. Upperparts brown with pale greyish rump; wings and tail black-

ish; throat and lower face pale reddish-brown; lower underparts yel-

lowish white. A fairly common resident in Trinidad and the Bocas

islands. = hirondelle a ventre jaune 0 (Chapman 1894:28)

7 n Hirundo rustica [= Chelidon erythrogaster, H. rufa\ (E barn swal-

low, swallow), a bird, 17.5 cm (7") long. Upperparts glossy dark blue;

forehead and throat reddish brown; partial blue-black collar extend-

ing down to sides of breast; lower underparts pale reddish brown;

white spots on tail, whose very long narrow outer feathers form a

deep fork. = hirondelle a ventre roux

swallow-tail sardine n Corynopoma riisei (E swordtail characin), a

small fresh or brackish water fish. Scales faintly defined, generally

silvery, back translucent greenish. Males have greatly enlarged fins,

(fr resemblance of elongated fins to elongated forked tail feathers of

swallow) = sardine
10

, sword-tail(ed) sardine, sword-tail(ed) tetra 0

The ‘Swallow-tailed Sardine’ is fairly plentiful in the Tacarigua

River. Some have a peculiar pair of ‘paddles’ attached to the gill-

covers, whilst others have no trace of them nor do they have the exag-

gerated fins which the ones with ‘paddles’ possess. (Regan 1906:383)

0 (Guppy 1934:122) 0 (Boeseman 1960:94-5)

swami, swaami n A person of high Hindu religious status, often from

India. (< H swami ‘Hindu religious leader’) 0 “Swami an dem coming

today.” (1990)

swamp bloodwood 1 n Pterocarpus officinalis, a native tree, similar

to P. rohrii, swamp BLOODWOOD 2
, but smaller; blood-coloured sap.

Flower spikes hang down, rather than stand upright. Fruit broad,

winged on one side, with 1 seed. = bloodwood , dragon’s blood
3
0

(Marshall 1934:37) 0 The trees commonly found in these areas, apart

from the palms, are Crappo... and Swamp Bloodwood. (Farrell

1980b: 15) 0 P. officinalis... is swamp bloodwood which grows only

on the edges of the Nariva Swamp and the North Oropouche Swamp
in Trinidad. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:99)

2 n Pterocarpus rohrii, a large native evergreen tree, girth to 3 m
(10'), spreading buttresses. Bark smooth, grey, blood-coloured gum
flows freely, (fr similarity to P. officinalis) = bloodwood2

0 (Marshall

1934:37) 0 The trees commonly found in these areas, apart from the
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palms, are Crappo ( Carapa guianensis)... Chataigne (Pachira insig-

nis ) and Swamp Bloodwood (Pterocarpus rohrii or officinalis).

(Farrell 1980b: 15)

swamp cabbage n Ipomoea aquatica
,
a cultivated plant; leaves edible

when cooked. = bhaaji, >karmi (bhaaji), marmi (bhaaji) 0 Kaarme or

Marmi Bhagi or Swamp Cabbage, Ipomoea reptans (Pariag 1975:40)

swamp eel n Synbranchus marmoratus (E marbled swamp eel), a

fresh or brackish water eel. In Trinidad found in streams to the south

of the Northern Range, and streams on north coast. Lives on or near

river beds, usu. in streams, ponds, canals and drains in clear or turbid

water. = anguille tet chien
,
dog-head(ed) eel, eel

1

,
swamp eel, >zanji

0 (Phillip & Ramnarine 200 1 :60- 1

)

swamp guppy n Poecilia picta, a small brackish water fish. = brack-

ish water guppy, Mayaro millions, millions
3
0 “Millions” or “Swamp

Guppies”... while distributed over the same range as Poecilia

vivipara, and frequenting the same habitat, does venture far inland,

where it can be seen mixed in with schools of Poecilia reticulata and

other species. I have collected both the above species in both standing

and moving waters, both clear and turbid. (Kenny 1995:58)

swamp immortelle n Erythrina fusca, a cultivated and naturalized

tree with orange flowers, used as shade for young cocoa trees, (fr

common habitat in damp areas) = >bocare (immortelle), immortelle
2

,

water immortelle 0 The visitor arriving here during the winter months

will gaze with delight upon the steep slopes of the innumerable

valleys in which cocoa is being cultivated and in which occur masses

of the two trees, the Swamp Immortelle (Erythrina glauca), in bright

salmon, at the lower levels, and the Mountain Immortelle (Erythrina

poeppigiana), a rich scarlet, higher up, both used as shade trees for

the cocoa beneath them. (Alford 1960:73) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:62)

swamp seguine n Montrichardia arborescens, a native slender-

stemmed tree-like plant to 3 m (10'
) tall; swollen at base; prickles on

stem. Leaves large, arrowhead shaped, 20-30 cm (7.8-11.7") long.

Fruit looks like a small pineapple, 15 x 10 cm (5.8" x 3.9"). (fr com-
mon habitat + seguine

1
,
poss. fr being often covered by these plants)

0 We descended... to the sea-shore again, at a certain Maraccas bay,

and... rode along the firm sand between the sea and the lagoon,

through the low wood of Shore Grape and Mahaut, Pinguin and

Swamp Seguine (Montrichardia) - which last is an Arum with a knot-

ted stem, from three to twelve feet high. (Kingsley 1880:303)

swan flower n Aristolochia grandiflora [~ A. cordiflora, A. gigas, A.

gigantea], a naturalized plant with smooth stems, twining to 3 m (10')

or longer. Leaves broadly triangular-ovate, deeply heart-shaped,

10-22 x 8-15 cm (3. 9-8.6" x 3-5.8"). Flower 6-12 cm broad x 7-20 cm
long (2. 3-4.7" x 2. 7-7. 8"), broadly salver-shaped, narrowing into a

tape-like appendage to 22 cm (8.6") long; purple, light brown, and

cream, with a strong unpleasant smell. Capsule oblong, to 6 x 2.5 cm
(2.3" x T'); seeds 10x8 mm (.4" x .3"), flattened triangular, smooth,

pale brown, (fr white colour + large gracefully curving somewhat
swan-like shape of blossom) 0 (FTT 1977-2-8:504)

swappay see PLAY swappay

swar see SOOR

sway n A children’s game, usu. played by girls, in which a small bag

of seeds is thrown at players who try to avoid getting hit. = bean bag 0

Schoolgirls collect the seeds [of the tamarind tree] and enclose them
in a cloth bag which they use in a throwing-dodging game called

“sway” or “bean bag.” (Morean 1986:13)

swear away 1 v Give false witness. 0 One of these days, I’ll swear

you away.

2 v Give up on; cut all relationship with. 0 (ESTT 1956)

sweat 1 v In processing cocoa beans, put beans in a SWEAT BOX,
covered with banana leaves, to help fermentation and loss of juicy

pulp surrounding beans. The beans are turned every two days, for

6-9 days; slow drying helps prevent shrinkage. (< E sweat ‘exude

moisture so that it appears in drops on the surface’) 0 He could see the

cocoa had been prepared by a man who had to hand very good sweat-

ing facilities. (TG 14 July 1921:7) 0 The object being to remove the

pulp adhering to the beans after they have been ‘sweated’ or allowed

to ferment in large boxes (Aspinall 1928) 0 (Moore 1980:16) 0 Papa

Goon explained that the small man did not have a building for sweat-

ing the cacao. He used plantain or fig leaves - hoja de guineo - with

which he covered the beans for a period of three to eight days.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:19)

2 v A magical practice to make a lover remain faithful, in which a

woman squats over a bowl of food, such as hot rice, lets her sweat

drip into it, and gives it to the man to eat. See also SWEAT RICE. 0 A
number of the more widely recognized practices to insure fidelity

include cooking food, and “sweating it with herself’. (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1947:238) 0 Ah never cook rice and sweat it for he. (Duke

“Melvie and Yvonne” 1971)

sweat as a pan cover, sweat like a pot cover phr Sweat plentifully;

have sweat beading and trickling off. 0 I began sweating as a pan

cover over a pot of hot water.

sweat box n A wooden box, about 6-7' square, 3' deep, with a bottom,

having a small drainage hole, raised above the floor, in which cocoa

seeds are placed to ferment. 0 The cocoa on [this] estate when taken

from the pod is not put into ordinary sweat boxes, where it has to be

continually turned by labourers, who, with bare feet, shuffle after one

another in a circle, the object being to remove the pulp adhering to the

beans after they have been ‘sweated’ or allowed to ferment in large

boxes but is placed in huge cylinders, each capable of containing

20 barrels. These cylinders, of which there are four, are turned twice

in the 24 hours. (Hummingbird 4 June 1904:1) 0 They were kept in

the storeroom near the sweatbox. (WG 29 Dec 1930:8) 0 The cocoa

harvest goes on through most of the year as the pods ripen so that

their beans can be taken out to ferment and dry in the ‘sweat boxes’.

(Bryans 1967:163) 0 “The average farmer does not have facilities to

produce good cocoa grades. The average farmer does not have the

proper sweat box and drying facilities.” (EX 19 Oct 1986:4) 0 “Two
weeks pass since ah samblay (gather) me cacao. Ah crack dem an put

dem in de sweat box. But de rain cyar pass at all for me to dry de

cacao.” (Homer 1995)

sweating house n A building containing a number of SWEAT BOXES
for processing cocoa beans. 0 Juancito has secrets in the preparation of

Cocoa of which he is very proud; they mostly consist of three days in

the sweating house (as on the Main) six hours’ sun only for the three

following days (the Cocoa being heaped up or sweated in sacks when
the Cocoa house is closed up) and full exposure for the number of days

required afterwards and which would depend of course on the weather.

(Agricultural Record 1889, in Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:20)

sweat rice n Rice into which a woman has sweat 2
,
given to a man to

make him remain faithful. = steam rice 0 “Sweat rice” was supposed

to be one of the more potent aphrodisiacs employed to “tie” men.

(Rohlehr 1990:259) 0 Sweat rice... A meal of rice, which a women
prepares when she wants to trap a man. The woman prepares this by

squatting over steaming rice, and allowing her vaginal juices to

“sweat into the rice.” (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

sweeper n obs An OLD MAS for Carnival; a person with a broom
sweeps and then demands a payment. 0 Then they were the Sweepers,

an old mask armed with a broom would enter into a yard or office and

start a brisk sweeping, putting things in order and setting all to shape,

he would leave when he received his fee. It was rather amusing to be

surprised by these sweepers, not asking any questions, they came to

do their work in such a serious and honest manner - these too are

gone. (Jones 1947:25)

sweet 1 adj Attractive; nice-looking; pretty. (< E sweet ‘pleasing;

agreeable; delightful; charming’) 0 The occupants of this very tasteful

equipage were all attired in pink to match the embellishments of the

carriage; and looked as a spectator well expressed it “too sweet”.

(POSG 27 Feb 1906:5) 0 “I mean, she really nice. I only see her once

though.” “That is the sweetest thing in the whole of Mayaro,”

Lennard said. (Anthony 1967:18) 0 He would make sure it have a

nice sounding tape check, and the motor car looking sweet. (Dougla

“Typical Trinidadian” 1973 pr) 0 “But look how muh pikny (child) ah
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look... Aye Aye Paul that’s you?” “That is the Campbell boy looking

sweet so. In five-piece suit and thing?” (Punch 19 Nov 1989: 1 5)

2 adj Pleasing; interesting; impressive; delightful. 0 “You see that!

You see that!... That jockey sweet too bad.” (Stewart 1989:100) 0

“This juk is a sweet word. It could mean so many things.” (1990) 0

One ah de sweetest sounds yuh could hear on ah Sunday is wen yuh

mudder throw de meat in de iron pot tuh brown. Shrah, Shrah. Dat is

ah excitin, promisin sound. De number ah Shrahs yuh hear could fell

yuh how much meat dey cookin. Is roughly two shrahs tuh ah pound

ah meat. (Foster 1990:88) 0 Don’t make trouble now. The fete going

sweet. (Selvon 1 99 1 b: 80) 0 Sticky mud, sour pholouri, but stickfight

-sweet too bad. (Baksh 1992:16)

3 adj Of music, played or sung well, esp. of a PAN. (< E sweet ‘pleas-

ing to the ear; having a musical, melodious, harmonious sound’) 0

The music sounding so sweet from far. Hear the sound of the sweet

guitar. (Houdini “Good-Night Ladies and Gents” 1927) 0 She said

that “The music sweet”, And when the rhumba play, She hold on to

she waist and she break-away. (Beginner & Atilla “Young Girl’s

Touch” 1935) 0 Destination Tokyo, Coming down with a sweet

leggo. (Wonder “Chinese on Carnival Day” 1948 pr) 0 Because we
beating sweet, have people wild on dey feet. (Pan on the Run, TG 17

Feb 1973:7) 0 Pan, sweet pan, never sounded better. (EX 1 March

1987) 0 [She] had lots of men under her spell as she jumped and

gyrated to the sweet soca music. (Heat 18 Nov 1989:2) 0 The sweet

sounds of steelpan from the Regiment band. (EX 18 Dec 1994:4)

4 adj Pleasing to the sense of taste in any way, not necessarily sugary.

(< E sweet ‘having a pleasing taste, esp. of sugar, honey, fruits’) 0

What does sweet goat mouth does run he belly, (proverb) 0 Common
fowl can be cooked in a variety of ways... It is the one meat that is

still referred to as “sweet”. (EX-S 25 Dec 2002:1) 0 “When you make
ah soup with common fowl meat, man that thing sweet, sweet,

sweet.” (EX-2 5 Mar 2005: 1

)

5 adj Tipsy; slightly intoxicated. 0 “Make some spree!” “What hap-

pen, girl, you sweet or what?” “Listen nuh, you ever know me to get

drunk? I is a old rum tess, oui.” (Hart 1966:23) 0 In between, the

friends swapped old talk flavoured with strong language. Whenever a

fellow became too “sweet” he left the party and went home. (Alladin

1970:59) 0 The fellows at the rumshop had stood one another drinks.

If he didn't stand his hand when his turn came, he would have been

called a nail. It was true he had got himself a little sweet, but it was

only because he had to keep his self-respect. (Naipaul 1976:189)

6 adj Romantically interested or involved. (< E sweet on ‘have a

romantic affection for; enamoured of’) 0 [He] said that the woman
was a married woman with whom he was “sweet”. (TG 7 Feb 1919:5)

7 v Please; interest; impress; delight. (< arc E sweet ‘delight; gratify;

give pleasure to’) 0 [I]t doesn't sweet “it isn’t nice” (if stories are not

skilfully told) (Solomon 1993:124)

sweet basil n Ocimum basilicum , a cultivated and naturalized aro-

matic herb. = goat seasoning, vierres de ciel 0 The cocoa panyols...

practised keeping on their person, certain plant parts which they

believed protected them from harm, for example, they often kept in

their pockets, one variety of sweet basil Ocimum basilicum , which

they called “Vierres de ciel” (and which is a corruption of the Spanish

“Vierge de cielo” for “the angel in heaven”), whenever they would

have cause to be outdoors at night. ( Morean 1 99 1 : 1 1

)

sweetbread n A heavy cake made with flour, grated coconut, sugar;

usu. with raisins, sometimes candied fruit peel. 0 Sweet bread pellets

were thrown along with shy glances. (Urich Diary, 5 Dec 1830) 0 She

had been to the oven with some sweet-bread, and was returning.

(POSG 13 Dec. 1844:2) 0 Begging The Governor to order the Food

Controller to permit for sale Sweetbread, Pone, Muffins, Belly Full,

Gratotan, Rock-Cake, the Quick Chief Food of the Poor Working

man. (POSG 16 Jan 1944, in Rohlehr 1990:376) 0 I see the saga boys

were badly fed... only used to show mauby and sweetbread. (Superior

“Dream of the Food Register” 1956, in Rodman 1971:206) 0 SWEET-
BREAD, n., a bread made with sugar, grated coconut, raisins, or other

sweet ingredients. (Rodman 1971:235) 0 All kinds of stuff would

now be poured and stirred into various bowls and tins while the bread

was being kneaded and coconut grated for sweetbread. (Araujo

1984:24) 0 When you travelling abroad, ah Trini always want you to

carry a sweetbread and pepper sauce for they tanty, and bring back a

shoe and dress for she. (EX-S 31 Aug 1988:36) 0 She asked the

grand-daughter who was living with her then to bring out tea and

sweetbread. (Stewart 1989:120) 0 “And you always in the safe pinch-

ing the sweet bread. Ent you is a man say how you like sweet bread so

much?” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:13)

sweet broom n Scoparia dulcis , a native, much-branched, erect plant

to 60 cm (23.4") high. Stems slender, smooth, with opposite or

whorled leaves. Leaves linear to oblong-elliptical, sometimes with

toothed margins, to 5 x 1 cm (2" x .4"). Flowers commonly paired in

the upper leaf axils, stalked, white, 3-4 mm (.12-. 16") across, densely

bearded at base. Capsule ovoid. Used medicinally and in healing.

(<Fr ba/ayer ‘sweep’/balai ‘broom’ + doux ‘sweet’ fr slightly sweet

taste in tea) = balie doux, escobilla 0 Then I will bathe you with some
sweet broom and some gully root too. And bet you life you must get

through. (Invader “Obeah Man” 1939, in Rohlehr 1990:164) 0 Mate-

rials used in healing and conjuring. Leaves... sweet broom. (Simpson

1962:329) 0 Look what a little time it took for the sweetbroom to

spring up so. If it was something useful or something that even bore a

nice tlower, you would have had to tend it carefully and do all sorts of

things to get it to flourish like this. But because it was sweetbroom it

just sprang up without any trouble. (Anthony 1965:131) 0 Every baby

was bathed in water mixed with sweet-broom grass. (Alladin

1970:18) 0 A long time purge to clear you bladder, castor oil, sweet

broom tea or a good senner. (Relator “Bush Medicine” pr 1971) 0 If

the child does have [maljo], he is put to lie down, while the healer,

using a piece of blessed palm (fr Palm Sunday) or a piece of the sweet

broom plant, dips it into a container of Holy Water and taps the child

all over its body while praying in Spanish. (Thompson 1983:15-6) 0

Sweetbroom. Scoparia dulcis. Leaf decoctions are taken for fevers

and colds. (Seaforth et al 1998:526)

sweet cassava n Manihot esculenta , a cultivated plant with edible

tubers. Similar to BITTER CASSAVA, but the roots do not run as large;

skin is thick and fibrous, and peels off in flakes. If gently broken

while raw, the two parts remain bound together by a central ligneous

fibre. Compared to bitter cassava, it has less starch, and does not have

toxin that must be removed before eating, (fr having less starch and

toxin than bitter cassava)
= boiling cassava 0 Best Guinea Yams...

Sweet Cassava. (POSG 7 Oct 1854:2) 0 The meals, consisting usually

of plantain, buc-buc... sweet or bitter cassava in various forms, and

salt fish were prepared in that part of the hut which was left open.

(Valerio 1909:11) 0 You could give them chicken and turkey, but

bring a sweet cassava for me. (Dictator “Strange Christmas Present”

pr 1951)0 The Cassava are of two kinds, the bitter and the sweet. The

sweet Cassava is distinguished from the bitter type by the difference

of leaf formation. ..The Sweet Cassava is boiled and eaten as a vegeta-

ble. (Rampersad 1963) 0 The “sweet” (boiling) cassava which is also

known as “kam-manioc” is also processed... The starch from the

“sweet” variety is, however, very useful as a food ingredient, and is in

fact widely used by the Chinese for both home and commercial cook-

ing. (TG-M 17 Jan 1992)

sweet chat n Flattery; flirtatious, complimentary talk. (< E sweet ‘of

poetry, etc. pleasant to hear or listen to; persuasive; winning; entic-

ing’; Yor enu ‘mouth’ didim ‘sweet’, i.e. flattering speech) = sweet

talk 0 Jungait said he was approached by a couple, a man in a “Rasta

hairdo”, and his girlfriend, who was tryin to lure him with “sweet

chat.” (EX 1977)

sweet drink n Any aerated or carbonated beverage; flavoured soda;

soft drink. 0 He was standing in the back of Simpson’s sweet drink

shop in Mucurapo Street. (TG 16 Feb 1921:10) 0 Both at the Obser-

vatory Street parlour and elsewhere there were many explosions of

bottles of sweet drinks manufactured by the defendants at that time.

(TG 31 May 1933:2) 0 Meanwhile... [the] stewardess, brought sweet-

drinks for the girls and kept them in chat. (EN 5 Oct 1954:4) 0 Baksh

said, ‘Foam, cut across to Haq and bring some sweet drink and cake

for the boss.’ (Naipaul 1958:21) 0 In the sweet drink you finding

cockroach leg. In the Ice cream you finding cockroach egg. (Relator
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“Insanitary Foods” 1973 pr) 0 A little girl came towards him with an

empty sweet drink bottle in her hand.... she was on her way to change

it for a full one in the neighbourhood parlour. (Narine 1977:2) 0 If

you did not have to run from their band when people started fighting

with cutlasses, you would have to do so to evade the hundreds of

“sweet drink” bottles that would be tossed into the war zone at the

drop of a pin. (TTM 16 Jan 1994:7) 0 The worst part about it was that

his fellow villagers never even offered him a sweet drink or Malta

when they won. (Maharaj 1994:3) 0 Almost everything was sold

here: flour, cologne, sweetdrink, Guinness, writing paper. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:33) 0 “They throw pitch oil on me and light me on

fire just because I drink some of their sweet drink.” (TG 4 Dec

1994:6)

sweeten tea with salt phr Be in great distress. = >suck salt 0 (Ottley

1971:23)

sweet eye 1 n A loving or flirtatious wink. 0 Your character you can’t

defend, If you made sweet eye for the young men. (Ziegfeld “I Don’t

Want No Young Girl” 1937, in Rohlehr 1990:235) 0 Yeux-doux.

Sweet eye (winking the eyes). (ESTT 1956) 0 Wha you mekking

sweet eye gie me for me and you ain company. (Ottley 1971) 0 On
another occasion Nen-nen slapped Melda because Mrs Watts told her

that Melda was making ‘sweet eye’ for an American soldier who was

a house guest. (Lewis 1972:41) 0 “He better ask his daddy what to do

when his girl start making sweet-eyes at another man.” (Stewart

1989:62) 0 It had thisjarnette woman (whore), soon as ah reach inside

she only giving me sweet eye. (Maharaj 1994:4)

In A. photosensitive cell used to turn street lights on and off automat-

ically in response to light levels. 0 This sweet eye gone through,

sweet hand n Said of a good cook, ability to cook well. (< E sweet

‘having a pleasing taste, esp. of sugar, honey, fruits’) 0 Gyul, dis

curry make with real sweet hand. (Baptiste 1992) 0 Nicolasa had a

sweet hand. She cooked very well. I asked her to share her culinary

secrets with me. Her reply was direct: ‘I can’t tell you my secret.’

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:42) 0 “If she could cook? You talk about

sweet hand!” (2002) 0 “Now I have d’ sweet han’”: Add Maggi Fla-

vour D’ Pot to the Pot! (Ad, TG 7 Aug 2007:G-32)

sweetheart 1 n Desmodium adscendens, D. affine, and D. incanum,

native spreading plants. D. adscendens has reddish-brown stems,

younger ones hairy, older ones woody. Leaves compound, 3 leaflets,

ovate with pointed or rounded tips to 2.5 x 1.7 cm (1" x .7"); some
leaflets paler along centre vein. Flowers borne on upright stems, only

a few on each stem; dark pink above, light pink below, white centres,

upper petals broad, lower ones partly fused. All species have seed

pods of small, flat, half-circle-shaped segments which stick easily to

clothing or fur. (< E sweetheart ‘romantic object of affection’, fr

being “in love” as to stick to someone) = budbudy, caddy, kuzen, pis-

tache marron, wild groundnut 0 Even some common weeds such as

sweethearts and railway daisy [can be found] near the Chacachacare

Lighthouse. (Farrell 1981:22) 0 Sweet heart... found along roadsides,

in waste places and on lawns. (Duncan 1993:21-2)

2 n Talinwn frnticosum [= T. triangulare\, a native succulent herb.

Flowers few, pink or yellow; small triangular brown seeds stick to

clothing. = purslane, wild ginseng 0 (FTT 1929-1-2:51) 0 (Laurence

1976:13) 0 (Morean M-82)

sweetie n Any kind of candy. (< BrE sweetie ‘sweetmeat; lollipop;

sweet cake’) 0 Sweetie - any sweet, bright-coloured solid piece of

preserve. (Alladin 1970:70) 0 Children bought sweet drinks, sweeties

(caesar ball, fowl gizzard and harlay), balloons, flutes and tiny cap-

guns. (Alladin 1970:55) 0 SWEET, sweetie, n., candy (source:

British). (Rodman 1971:235) 0 Dates, nuts, apple, grapes, portugal an

sweetie went down de hatch too. (Foster 1990:50) 0 “She never give

you sweetie and thing,” I egged on. (Deen 1994: 167) 0 “We make tea

with dinnermint, sweetie. Throw it in the Lipton. I myself like to

experiment too bad.” (1994)

sweet lime n Citrus limetta, a variety of cultivated lime fruit. 0 Two of

us stayed there behind the sweet lime tree. (Araujo 1984:44)

sweetman, sweet man InA man whose main occupation is being a

woman’s lover. (< E sweet "pleasing; delightful; charming’) 0 Many

of the young chaps are... what they call a “sweet man”... “they go

about with a silk shirt and white pants.” (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:Box 15-F85-D71) 0 The ‘sweet man’ is kept by his woman in

return for his favours. But he has almost none of the stigma of the

European gigolo. He is envied, and his supposed sexual superiority is

a matter of admiration. Maintenance of “sweet men’ is not confined

to prostitutes and Society women, as in more civilised communites.

Peasant women have them, too: and all they demand is fidelity.

(Calder-Marshall 1939:116) 0 Married man in the slaughtery. Sweet

man eating talkari. (Invader “Rate Rate Ray” 1941 ) 0 He is ah sweet-

man. - He is an idler (a tout, parasite or lazy, stay-at-home male).

(ESTT 1956) 0 “You is sweet man to all them woman?” (Khan

1964:37) 0 ‘He playin’ sweet-man these days. He puttin’ handker-

chief rong ’e neck and shoes in ’e foot, and ’e partin’ ’e hair and goin’

out for walk. You will fine ’im sittin’ on the culvert by the river.’

(Naipaul 1976:163) 0 The colourfully dressed and bejewelled

“Jamettes” (diametres) and “Matadors”, women of questionable vir-

tue, and their “Sweetmen” who sometimes lived off their earnings

and altogether lived a life of free-wheeling and dealing, were the

most overt in their expression of the Leggo. (Ahye 1978:22) 0 Her

“Potagee sweetman”. (Hercules 1980:64) 0 I was a sweetman in the

old days from what was the dirty part of town, smelling nice, rubbed

down with bay rum, women said ah was sweet, as sweet as sugar.

(A. De Lima 1982:7) 0 [She] used to even take her husband’s money
and give it to [her] sweet-man. (Bomb 19 Dec 1986:9) 0 A calypso

like this one, which openly celebrated the traditional image of the

calypsonian as sweetman, rebel and outsider in a world dominated by

the ethic of work, ran the risk of prohibition. (Rohlehr 1986:48) 0

Every village have ah sweetman, de Village Ram. Dat is de man who
have plenty woman, doh wuk noway, always lookin sharp an have

chirren all over de place. (Foster 1990:80) 0 “Sweetmen” were dan-

dies supported by women to pander to their excessive pleasures. The
well-spoken, self-assured dandy was classified as a “tie pin”. That

was in terms of the decorative pin on the knot of a tie - one just had to

take note. French-Creole speakers referred to them as “negre dore”

(dorade). (Cummings 2004:10)

2 n A maker of sweets and candies. 0 Babu Narinesingh Dass came to

Trinidad as an indentured immigrant in the 1880s and brought with

him the art of making Indian sweets. He was a full-time “sweetman”,

said grandson Ramesar. (EX 8 Sept 2003:27)

sweet mouth, sweet mout 1 n Having plenty of SWEET TALK. (< Yor
enu ‘mouth’ didim ‘sweet’ i.e. flattering speech; Twi ano ede r, Igbo

onwa suso ‘mouth sweet’ i.e. flatter; also poss. < E sweet ‘of poetry,

etc. pleasant to hear or listen to; persuasive; winning; enticing’) 0 TE
sweet mouth, i.e., flattery, flattering language. (Wamer-Lewis
1996:199)

2 adj Liking to eat a lot. 0 In the day he walk about, only coming with

his sweet mouth, calling for... fowl, pound plantain and callaloo.

(Executor “I Don’t Know How the Young Men Living” 1937) 0 Big

sweet-mouth man. (Haynes 1987:51)

sweet myers n Nectandra membranacea, a medium-sized native ever-

green tree, to 15 m (50'), girth to 1.2 m (4'); found mostly in Tobago.

Leaves alternate, 10-22 x 2.5-6 cm (3. 9-8. 6" x 1-2.3"), with long drip

tip, elliptic to oblong-ovate, undersurface nerves woolly. Flowers

small, 4-5 mm (T6-.2") diameter, white, in hairy panicles. Fruit a

roundish green berry, 10 mm (.4") diameter, cupule saucer-shaped,

6-7 mm (.24-.28") diameter, warty. = >black cedar
1

0 (Marshall

1934:83) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:582-3)

sweet name n An affectionate nickname. (< E sweet ‘pleasing;

agreeable; delightful; charming’) 0 SWEET NAME, n., a pet name.

(Rodman 1971:235)

sweetness n Term of address to women, esp. called by men at passing

women. 0 “Sweetness, behave nuh. I love you bad.” (Hart 1966:14) 0

(Haynes 1987:193) 0 “Ah gone sweetness, ah go see yuh tomorrow.”

(Ali 1993:7)

sweet oil 1 n Any sweet fragrant cooking oil, usu. olive oil, with a

bright yellow colour; although used for cooking, it is esp. valued for

medicinal and ritual purposes. (< E sweet oil ‘any oil of pleasant or
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mild taste, specifically olive oil’) 0 He had simply wiped his face

with his handkerchief, and had got the acrid manchineel milk into his

eyes. Remedies of various sorts were tried; sweet-oil, sea-water, &c.,

but nothing gave him relief, and for many hours he suffered the most

excruciating agony. (Day 1852-1 :302-3) 0 [He was charged] with the

larceny of a bottle of sweet oil, and two candles. (POSG 25 Oct

1 907:5 ) 0 They had hoped that another ship laden with sweet oil and

wine from Martinique, had brought them such a harvest as thty

reaped long years ago. (TG 20 Jan 1919) 0 “Why you don’t get a hus-

band?” he retorted. “You’ tongue would lose its sting, it would get

sweet like the good sweet-oil.” (de Boissiere 1956:37) 0 A Shango

healer who is a follower of Ogun (St. Michael) would... bathe the cut-

lass in “sweet oil” (olive oil), pour water around the cutlass, drink

some sweet oil, touch his head to the ground three times. (Simpson

1962:328) 0 Cooper had in his possession at the time of his arrest two

bottles (one of rum and one of sweet oil), two fowls (one dead and

one alive), a piece of bone, some powder, and some shells. This was

considered to be the paraphernalia of an obeah man. (Trotman

1986:225-6) 0 Saltfish was cheaper than beef. Saltfish was also eaten

fried or in its raw state by garnishing it with onion, chive, pepper and

sweet oil, cooking oil or olive oil. This was known as “saltfish bul-

jol”. (Cummings 2004:55)

2 n Any of several butterflies of the genus Mechanitis, including M.

lysimnia solaria [~ M. polymnia solaria\, M. menapis caribensis
, and

the most common one, M. isthmia kayei. All have elongated wings;

light brown to orange-brown with black upper wing-tips, yellow and

black broken irregular horizontal bands, and irregular black margins.

Also sometimes Tithorea harmonia megara. (poss. fr resemblance of

yellow colour to bright sweet oil *) = tiger
1

( T.h. megara) 0 The butter-

fly described is the common “sweet oil” (local name of Trinidad)...

although extremely common with us, it was unknown to science.

(Kirby 1892:70) 0 (TG 7 Sept 1919:7) 0 (Kaye 1921:15) 0 (Barcant

1970448,189,190)

sweet-oil with tails n Consul fabius ochraceus [= Anaea fabius, Pro-

togonius ochraceus], a butterfly, (fr resemblance to sweet-oiT + tails ,

from elongations on wings) = tiger with tails 0 (Kaye 1910)

sweet orange n Citrus sinensis, a cultivated sweet-fleshed, low-acid,

orange. = cocoa orange

sweet pepper n Capsicum annuum (E red or green bell pepper), a cul-

tivated large pepper, usu. green or red, but not at all hot. 0 (CFNI

1971:30)

sweet potato n Ipomoea batatas [= Convolvulus batatas], a cultivated

plant with trailing thick, angular stems rooting at the nodes. Roots

tuberous, edible; usu. with thin reddish skin and white flesh. Leaves

variable, ovate or round, usu. heart-shaped at base, lobed nearly to the

base with 5-7 oval-lanceolate segments, 6-12 cm (2. 3-4. 7") long,

tapering to the tip. on long slender stems. Flowers bell-shaped, purple

or white, 5 cm (2") long. Note: This is not the same as Batatas edulis,

the AmE sweet potato or yam

,

which has orange flesh, and is ovoid

with tapered ends. 0 Placed on board, by way of sea stores, such a

collection of sheep, goats, turtle, poultry, plantains, yams, sweet pota-

toes,... I was well provisioned to go round the world. (Joseph 1838b-

1 :239) 0 Awee free man lek a wee so no blige fou work two bit a day

when no hab sweet patata, no hab yam... me go wak garden fou

meself fou plant ebry ting. ( TSn 8 Apr 1858) 0 The plot of creeping

convolvulus-like plants, with purple flowers, is the Sweet, or true.

Potato (Ipomoea Batatas). (Kingsley 1880:376) 0 Gripping the shafts

of the cart he strained forward, the sweat pouring in streams from his

black face, while he cried in resonant pleading tones: “Sweet potay-

toe? Mammy, look Pappy. Sweet potay-toe?” (de Boissiere 1952:17)

0 English and sweet potatoes. (EN 2 Sept 1954:3) 0 Christmas lunch

was something the family looked forward to. It was ‘common’ fowl

in curry and stew with macaroni, rice and sweet potato and plantain.

(EX 23 Dec 1990:32)

sweets n A common term of affection or friendship. (< sweet^ + -s) 0

She thanked him and walked out of the gate calling “see yuh sweets”

behind her as she left. (Ali 1993:59)

sweet soap n Hard scented soap, considered good quality for washing

the body. 0 He specialized in “sweet soap” though, and passed this

assortment of scented packets so rapidly under your nose you
scarcely knew which one you had at last “selected.” (TG 5 Feb

1933:2) 0 Taking up the sweet soap and the perfume. Trying to get in

the bathroom. (Cristo “Isobel” 1959 pr) 0 “I need some sweet soap,

yes.” ( 1990) 0 “Plenty poor people use blue soap. People... does take

a blue soap and a torchon and scrub their skin. No other soap can do

it. The sweet soap does finish now for now.” (Loubon 2001)

sweetsop n Annona squamosa, a cultivated small tree, 5-6 m (16-19').

Fruits heart-shaped, 7.5-10 cm (3-4") diameter, greenish-yellow,

bumpy; pulp whitish tinged yellow; used for desserts. = pomme
canelle, >sugar apple 0 Sweet-sop. (Kingsley 1880:373) 0 (National

Herbarium specimen sheet, 1918) 0 (FTT 1928-1-1:14) 0 The soursop

and sweetsop, custard apples. (Bryans 1967:85)

sweet talk 1 n Flattery; flirtatious; complimentary talk. (< AmE sweet

talk ‘endearment; flattery’; Yor enu ‘mouth’ didim ‘sweet’ i.e. flatter-

ing speech) = sweet chat 0 “Trinidad boys? Many of them are nice,

but there is too much ‘sweet talk’ about them.” (TG 9 May 1933:1) 0

It looks like this woman has you on a leash and she is using sex and

sweet talk to keep you that way. (Heat 25 Nov 1989: 13)

2 v Talk in a way designed to cajole, flatter, convince. 0 ‘Don’t try an’

sweet talk me at all. I not givin.’ (McDonald 1969:23)

sw'eet water 1 n A drink made from sugar and water, usu. as a food for

poor people. = beverage3
, sugar water 0 She could live on sweet

water, biscuit and bread. (Tiger “Gertrude” 1938) 0 Visitation of

ancestral entities is experienced mainly between 10:00 p.m. and

12:00 midnight. If no visitation takes place before midnight, such a

phenomenon may not occur until 2:00 a.m. or 4:00 a.m. the next

morning. The drummers... will rest for a while, then repeat the ritual

from the road junction. This time much more sweet water is used.

(Moore 2004:30) 0 That baby living only on paps and sweet water.

2 n Spermatic fluid; man’s ejaculate. = >water 0 Just imagine friends

how ah frighten. Since I’m selling that never happen. So I make some
sweet water, She pushed me back and told me don’t bother, Yet she

making so much noise inside me place. She aint choking she mouth

have plenty more space. (Dictator “The Peppery Pudding” 1948 pr)

sw'eet waterwood n Brownea coccinea, a small native evergreen tree.

= bois rose, >cooperhoop, cooperwood, copperhoop, hunter’s tea,

monta del rose, mountain rose, palo rosa, rosa del monte, rose mon-

tagne, Tobago beau 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:280-1

)

swell 1 n A swelling, a swollen or puffy area, esp. of the body. 0 To
put her hands in cold water and then immediately use a hot iron

would give them the “swells.” Martin himself showed us a great

raised place on the back of his hand from such a quick conjunction of

hot and cold; he said he had stuck a wet fist into the oven. (Bowman
& Bowman 1939:107) 0 He knock down a jack Spaniard nest and get

two small eyes and swells all over his body.

2 v Cause to puff up, swell, sometimes through poison or OBEAH. 0

Well, it happened once, twice, and I doubt it will have a third time

before I swell those cats’ belly. (1990)

swell eye n Swollen eyelid, e.g. fr an insect bite. = small eye 0 ‘Cas-

sique nes’ an’ ’bunta nes’ look jus’ the same. Don’ stick up you han’

near one so or you going get bite like dog. I self had swell eye fo’ two

week one time fo’ doing that same thing.’ (McDonald 1969: 1 1

)

swell (up) face phr Glare severely, frown, hold a deep breath and look

disapproving. 0 If you see how she swell up she face at me. (Sparrow

“Country Girl” 1958 pr) 0 Everytime ah move, she swell up she face

and she disapprove. (Kitchener “Mrs. Harriman” 1972, pr) 0 Immedi-

ately his face swelled up and set like a carterman’s sponge. (Araujo

1984: 17) 0 “If you only swell up yuh face for me, ah go let you have

it.” (Baptiste 1993:151)

swim n A swimming stroke; e.g. shark swim, dog swim. 0 (Narine

1979)

swimming crab n Callinectes sapidus, a marine crab, (fr being often

seen swimming in the ocean) = blue-back crab
-

, blue swimmer,

>cirique
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swinge v Prepare an animal, e.g. crab, fowl, wild meat, for cooking by

burning the small feathers or hairs off before cooking it, or by scald-

ing in hot water. (< dial E swinge ‘singe; scorch’)

swipe v Cut grass with a SWIPER or BRUSHING CUTLASS, using long,

circular strokes. (< E swipe ‘strike at with the full swing of the arms’)

0 As we got deeper into the country, people stopped swiping grass to

stare while others hung over the galleries of elaborate country houses.

(EX 13 Mar 1987:18)

swiper n A scythe-like CUTLASS on a handle; the blade is turned at a

right angle to the handle. It is moved in long, circular strokes. (< E
swipe ‘strike at with the full swing of the arms’) = >brushing cutlass 0

“The swiper he was using hit a water drum where the bees were

swarming.” (Bomb 5 Sept 1986:5) 0 He was on his feet, and running

for his “swiper” when he identified the shadow as a dark shape open-

ing his back door... The homeowner blocked the chop with the handle

of his “swiper” shouting “Thief! thief!” The man “fired two more

chops with a poignard (straight cutlass)” before making a hasty exit

over the short wall. (EX 13 June 1993:10) 0 They each took a width

of four cocoa trees and began swinging their curved ‘swipers’ hook-

ing the grass with their crooksticks in their left hands and with the

same motion, pulled the cut grass away. (Boodhoo 1994:23) 0 ‘It

ain’t have a man anywhere could pull a swiper with me. I could cut-

lass a hundred and fifty cocoa trees before breakfast. Before twelve.

And I still fresh. And don’t talk about trimmin’ cocoa tree. I does

make that cocoa-knife sing.’ (Boodhoo 1994:2) 0 “In the rainy season

1 pick up my crook and swiper and went Sangre Grande in the estate -

is there my father came as a bound coolie.” (Johnson 2003b:23) 0 The

land for the cultivation of sugar cane was cleared with a swiper and a

wooden or bamboo crook was used to remove the weeds and shrubs

after they were cut. (Chandool 2003)

switch-board n obs In the mining of PITCH, the system of regulating

the movement of wagons carrying raw pitch. (< E switchboard ‘a

board or frame with a set of switches for connecting and disconnect-

ing various circuits of an electrical system’) 0 Up to 1957, the mining

and loading aspects of [asphalt] production employed some 85 men:

The team of workers included... 2 Switch-board operators. In 1957

the services of most of these men were made obsolete by the intro-

duction of a Barber-Green ditcher on the Lake; and around 1967-

1968, Caterpillars were introduced. [Switchboard] operators are

needed to regulate the movement of wagons from Lake to refinery.

(James 1976:20-8)

swivel orange see SEVILLE ORANGE

swizzle 1 v Stir a liquid with a pronged or looped stick in order to

break up solid pieces, or to mix thoroughly. = lele
1

0 Rum, one large

wineglassful; syrup, two small dessert-spoonfuls; Angostura bitters,

half a teaspoonful; two fresh eggs, raw. The whole is mixed with

powdered ice, and stirred or ‘swizzled’ until it froths well. (Brassey

1885:151) 0 Much of the success of the preparations depends upon

whether there is a proper froth and this is simply dependent on suffi-

cient churning or “swizzling.” (JFNC Oct 1895:254) 0 “Hippolyte,

boy, you just in time to swizzle the Callaloo,” his mother said.

(Anderson 1956:3) 0 Oye! ah bought a nice soursop. Neighbour ley

we swizzle up. Bring the lay lay stick ah got me glass cup. Neighbour

ley we swizzle up. (Small Island Pride “Stickmen Bacchanal” 1959

pr) 0 Creole cooks still serve chicken on Sunday, roasted or stewed to

a rich brown colour with lots of gravy, and accompanying callaloo

swizzled to superfine smoothness with ochroes and flaked crab meat,

served with steaming fluffy white rice. (Hunt 1985:1) 0 [0]n a Sun-

day evening she emerges from the kitchen with a mug of creamy

thick liquid... swizzled and sweetened, set on a tray with glasses with

ice. (Lovelace 1988:4) 0 Bobes signalled for two more ginger beers.

Emily swizzled it rapidly and served them with a big head of froth.

(Andersen 2004:293)

2 v Move in a manner resembling a SWIZZLE action, esp. sexually. =

lele
2
0 I stood in anticipation, With me lay-lay stick done [s/c] in

action, I swizzling but was in vain. (Wonder “Today’s Favourite Bev-

erages JU-C” 1950 pr) 0 Yes, the girl who went down on all fours last

year to “Wine like a dog” and who has been swizzling her behind.

defying gravity and other laws of nature with this year’s “Kaka Lele”.

(EX 26 Feb 1995:27)

3 n A wooden stick having wooden prongs, wire loops or a notched

wooden disk on one end, used to mix drinks or break up solid pieces

in soup by rolling the stick vertically between the palms of the hands.

See also DAL GHOTNI, GHOTNI. = bati-lele, baton-lele, >swizzle

stick 0 A swizzle made from a twig with five smaller sprouting twigs

cut about two inches. (Boodhoo 1994: 11)

4 n arc A kind of cocktail, mixed alcoholic beverage, (prob.

< swizzle
,
poss. related to E swizzle or switchel, a type of molasses-

based beverage) 0 The airy, comfortable bar [in the Queen’s Park

Hotel] supplies the world famous “swizzles”, and is stocked with the

best of wines and liquors. ...The bar [in the Ice House Hotel] is noted

for its excellent “swizzles” and other refreshing drinks. (Trinidad:

The Riviera 1924:25) 0 Swizzle. Into a deep glass jug pour one pint

rum; Add juice of six limes or lemons; 4 Tablespoons of Sugar; Some
Pieces of Green Mint; Add ice and mix with swizzle stick until

frothed. (CWIM Dec 1932:6) 0 The House of Angostura, Internation-

ally Famous since 1824, Trinidad Liquor Specialists. Producers of:

Angostura Aromatic Bitters, Old Oak Rum, Angos Distilled Dry Gin,

Double Eagle Vodka, Mokatia Coffee Liqueur, Carypton Green

Swizzle, TDL Puncheon Rum, TDL Highest Quality Alcohols, (ad in

WICYB 1963:350)

swizzle-stick n A wooden stick having wooden prongs, wire loops or

a wooden disk on one end, used to mix drinks or break up solid pieces

in soup by rolling the stick vertically between the palms of the hands.

See also DAL GHOTNI, GHOTNI. = bati-lele, baton-lele, swizzle
3
0

Stirred briskly with a ‘swizzle-stick,’ rubbed rapidly between the

hands... 1 mean... to take home some ‘swizzle-sticks.’ They are cut

from some kind of creeper, close to a joint, where four or five shoots

branch out at right angles to the stem, so as to produce a star-like cir-

cle, resembling the spokes of a wheel, each radiating twig being about

two inches long. (Brassey 1885:152) 0 One morning [Ned] came up

the hill in great glee, bearing an armful of sticks with pronged ends,

and stripped of their bark. “Look a da, ma massa, see de swizzle-stick

me fin’ down by da pon’.” These sticks were slender and straight,

each one with four or five prongs at the end, at right angles to the

stem, and from their peculiar shape they are used as egg-beaters and

mixers of beverages. (Ober 1 898: 1 85-6) 0 “Go out and cut me a good

swizzle stick,” Mooma said quickly... Sombo picked a strong slim

cocoa branch, with lots of little twigs like fingers sticking out of one

end. On the way home, he peeled the bark off and had a nice new-

clean swizzle stick to hand Mooma... Mary took the swizzle stick

between her two palms (the end with the little twigs in the bowl) and

rolled the stick back and forth between her palms, swizzling the mix-

ture. (Pollack 1943:25-7) 0 And knowing journalists as we do, we
think it is quite likely that the many gay chirpers that sing and whistle

madly all during the early morning gave their performances just a tri-

fle too early for those who listened to the song of the swizzle-stick

until it was nearly time for the feathered songsters to begin. (J. de

Boissiere 1945c:29) 0 Swizzle stick: A cooking implement made
from a small tree-branch pronged at one end. It is used in every

Trinidad kitchen for beating and stirring, and always for Callalloo,

because a metal spoon is said to make the soup thin. (Anderson

1956:39) 0 “Now I have two swizzle sticks, but you see this one like

the propellor, whenever you put it in the pot, and you make a thing so

(he makes a swizzling motion), you get all the bush and the ochro

mash up fine.” (EX 5 Aug 1987:19)

sword bean n Canavalia gladiata , a cultivated plant. Similar to C.

ensiformis (horse bean ) but climbing, shorter, with broader pods,

dark red seeds. (< E sword-bean ‘Entada and Canavalia sp., fr large

flat sword-like pods’) 0 (Williams & Williams 1949:103) 0 Members
of the canavalia family are prevalent, and some, like the horse bean

and sword bean, are often sown deliberately to provide cover-crop in

the plantations. (Bryans 1967:191)

sword flower n Erythrina pallida, a cultivated and naturalized small

tree. Fruit pod very constricted between seeds, contains 5-10 scarlet

seeds with a black spot. = beau mortel, coral bean, imotel bod lame,

jumbie bead 3
,
>wild immortelle
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sword-tail(ed) sardine n Corynopoma nisei , a small fresh-water fish

with feathery pectoral and anal fins in male. Body slender and later-

ally flattened, to 8 cm (3") long. Mouth at top of snout; two rows of

heavy teeth on upper jaw. Males have prolonged gill-cover exten-

sions with paddle-like ends reaching up to halfway toward the tail.

Males have more elaborate fins than females, and a sword-like forked

tail fin; lower tail rays in males form a spur. Back creamy-brown;

sides silver with thin dark horizontal stripe; belly whitish. Back afid

anal fins tinged orange; tail fins yellow. Lives on or near riverbeds in

streams to the south of the Northern Range. Commercially important

aquarium fish based mainly on capture from the wild. (< E sword-

tail
.,
having a long sharp sword-shaped tail + sardine) = sardine

10
,

swallow-tail(ed) sardine, sword-tail(ed) tetra 0 [T]he “Sword-tailed

Sardine”, is another widely distributed characid, found over the same

range as Hemigrammus unilineatus [featherfin sardine] and in the

same wide range of habitats, again not penetrating far into the valleys,

or brackish waters. (Kenny 1995:51) 0 Swordtail sardine. (Phillip &
Ramnarine 2001:26)

sword-tail(ed) tetra n Corynopoma riisei, a small fresh-water fish

with feathery pectoral and anal fins in male. (< E sword-tail , having

a long sharp sword-shaped tail + tetra , various small South Ameri-

can characin fishes) = sardine
10

, swallow-tail(ed) sardine, sword-

tail(ed) sardine

sylvestris cacao n obs A variety of cultivated cocoa. 0 There are two

species belonging to this genus growing wild in our forests, viz.

Sylvestris Cacao, and that denominated Guiaenees Cacao. (Joseph

1838a:84)

Syndic n obs Under the Spanish colonial government, a kind of Attor-

ney General. (< Sp sindic ‘receiver') 0 Members of the Cabildo elected

the Alcaldes in Ordinary, the Alcaldes Provincial, and the Syndic, or

Attorney-General, whose duty it was to see that all the proposals of the

Cabildo were for the benefit of the public. (Note on the Cabildo,

Enclosed in CO 295/8 Hislop to Camden 9/7/1804; in UWI-HT)

Syndic Procurador, Syndic Procurator n obs Under the Spanish

colonial government, a kind of Attorney General. (< syndic + Sp pro-

curador ‘attorney’) = Procurador Syndic 0 We, His Majesty’s most

dutiful and loyal subjects, the Alcaldes in Ordinary, the Regidors and

Syndic Procurador General of the Town of Port-of-Spain, in Cabildo

assembled, most respectfully meet your Lordship’s person with feel-

ings of the utmost reverence. (1820. in Fraser 1896:108) 0 Besides

the absurdity of appointing a slave-holder to be the “Protector of

Slaves”, it is well known, that on more than one occasion, the “Syn-

dic Procurador” has been taxed by proprietors of keeping their slaves

working in his Guinea grass, at Maraval, during the time that

Mr. Fuller was inquiring into the particulars of a complaint. (Jean-

Baptiste Philippe 1824, in UWI-HT) 0 At a Meeting of the Cabildo,

held 31st May, 1802, Present... St. Hilaire Begorrat, Syndic Procura-

tor. (Fraser 1891:141)

Syrian n A person of Middle Eastern background; an immigrant or

descendant of immigrants mostly from Syria or Lebanon. 0 For some
considerable time the practice has been in evidence of the congregat-

ing along King Street of what are locally known as the Syrian pedlars,

who there expose for sale their various articles of merchandise.

(POSG 3 May 1907:7) 0 One must be an East Indian, one a Syrian,

And a bom American (Growler “Only Foreigners” 1938) 0 Under the

immense iron roof that stretched from Charlotte Street to George

Street Negroes, Indians, Syrians, Chinese and mixtures of these and

other nationalities stood in dense crowds about the stalls, (de

Boissiere 1956: 141 ) 0 Nicholas was aware that the Syrians were increas-

ingly resented by the rank and file of party support. (Ramkeesoon

1975:16) 0 She was the only coloured child selected... all the other

children being either white European or Syrian children. (Clarke

1979:4) 0 What you going to buy from the Syrian man, girl? (Selvon

1 99 1 b:6 1 ) 0 Prominent steelband personalities include East Indians,

Syrians,. Chinese, French-Creoles and women. (Tarradath 1991:379)

0 According to Lizard, most police officers are corrupt. “Most of

them are on the payroll of drag lords from the deep South and the

Syrian community.” (TTM 28 Nov 1993:2) 0 For some reason lost

with time all Middle Easterners were designated “Syrians”. Some
eventually became well-established local businessmen. (Cummings
2004:49)

syrio see SERIO

syrup n A thick heavy sugar LIQUOR, dark brown in colour. 0 In

refining, the term “liquor” applies to a heavy sugar solution from

which no sugar has been removed by crystallization, since its last

treatment or char filtration; “syrup” is a heavy solution from which

sugar has just been crystallized. Thus syrup in the refinery corre-

sponds to molasses in the raw factory, where “syrup” means a con-

centrated sugar solution that has not been subjected to purification by

crystallization (i.e., the same as liquor in the refinery)... Strictly

speaking, a “magma” is an artificial mixture of crystals and syrup, but

the term is occasionally used to mean massecuite, which has the same

meaning as in the raw factory. (Meade & Chen 1977:426)
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taag paath, thaag paath n A yam necklace with three PUDNA (bob-

bles), worn by a Hindu bride, given to her by the groom’s elder

brother. /ta:g pa:t
h
/ (< H tag ‘thread’) 0 “Devish, yuh buy de thaag

paath to throw fuh Suresh dulahin?” (1990) 0 Taag Paat. In this cere-

mony, the elder brother of the dulaha comes to the bedi and after

doing his purification mantras, takes the taag paaat which is usually a

pink woollen garland, and touches it to the hareesh, then to the dula-

hin. This is done five times, then he places it around the dulahin’s

neck, while the pundit recites the mantras. (Holass-Beepath

2002:115)

taane v Cover, e.g. a cooking pot. /ta:ne/ (< H-Bh tana ‘wrap’) 0

“Taane the talkari, na.” (1990)

taar n arc Wire. /ta:r/ (< H tar ‘thread; wire’) 0 “Bring a piece of taarr

for me.” (1990)

tabac n Peprilus paru , a marine fish that feeds on jellyfish, /tabak/

(< Fr tabac ‘tobacco; of a deep shade of brown; tobacco-coloured’) =

butterfish
1

,
palomette

1

0 (LNP 1985)

tabac wari n Acnistus arborescens, a native shmb or small tree, /tabak

wari/ = >wild tobacco 0 (Morean M-82)

taba foot, tobo foot, tubu foot n A sometimes painful thickening of

the skin on the sole of the foot, /taba, tobo, tubu/ (prob. < Yor tobo

‘piece of flesh’) = >fish-eye
2

,
stone bruise 0 Nor will many eat the

Hawksbill Turtle because it is said to produce a disease called

“Tubu” or proud flesh on the sole of the foot. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843)

0 With he big brambashoes, And he lili taba foot. And he cap with

the ears turn down. (“You Know One Joseph Keeba” Herskovits &
Herskovits 1939b) 0 (Haynes 1987:76)

tabanca, tabanka, tabankca, tobanca 1 n A painful feeling of unre-

quited love, fr loving someone who does not love in return, esp.

someone who was once a lover or spouse, /tabaqka/ (no reliable deri-

vation has been found for this word, though some possibilities have

been proposed, e.g. < Kikongo tabaka ‘sell out or buy up com-

pletely’) 0 It’s the same behavior, Horn like fire, I can’t take it no lon-

ger, You know I nearly dead with tabanca. (Sparrow “A Sailor Man”
1957, in Rodman 1971:217) 0 “Then he tangle with me. Me, Dagger,

the man try to tobanca me. Well, you could curse me mother and me
father, thief me money and me clothes, call me mook, but one thing:

don’t trouble me ooman.” (Hill 1966c:25) 0 His reconciliation efforts

have so far failed and he has ended up with seven charges regarding

his alledgedly violent behaviour... Tabanca caused him also to be sus-

pended from duty pending the outcome of the charges. (Bomb 27 July

1990: 13) 0 I goin’ to write ah letter of protest to dem scientists. Is high

time dey find ah cure for tabanca an’ de common cold. (Sweetbread,

EX 18 Jan 1993:29) 0 Pertaining especially to young village men is

tabanka. As suggested above, it occurs among Afro-Trinidadians

when a woman’s affections are lost to another man... But since

Indian adolescents have few real opportunities to engage in active

heterosexual relationships in the first place, the term tabanka has

been extended by them to describe a state of unrequited love, where a

macho reputation has been prevented, rather than lost. (Sampath

1993:248) 0 The acknowledgement of tabanka is necessarily private,

for its public recognition provokes barbed jests and humiliation... Its

resolution involves the victim being encouraged by other men,

usually close friends, to turn his mind to other interests... The hilarity

of tabanka lies not in any contravention of acceptable behaviour

(indeed it is almost regarded as inevitable) but in the infatuation of

the deserted man. (Littlewood 1993:49) 0 One form of grinding has a

specific name. Tabanka occurs ‘when you’ wife left you and you take

it on, keep study it’, especially when deserted for another man... It is

characterised by a ‘heavy heart’, by lassitude, loss of appetite,

stomach cramps, insomnia and a loss of interest in work or social life.

The tabanked male wanders about or remains alone at home, continu-

ally turning over in his mind thoughts of the faithless one... The word

may refer to other losses but is then less severe and only used with the

primary sense, sexual desertion, still in mind: ‘Love is the first thing.

It must damage your love. If someone rob your house you don’t take

it on so.’ The consequences of tabanka can include death from acci-

dents whilst drunk or the loss of work... If unresolved it can lead to

murder or suicide. (Littlewood 1993:47-8)

2 n A painful feeling of loss of something desirable, often in refer-

ence to political office. 0 Would you believe Works Minister Hector

McClean is suffering from political tabanca these days. (Bomb 1977)

0 Some people are still suffering from what I call a “boom-years

tabanca.” (EX-2 17 Jan 1988:3) 0 Come elections 1991... when the

politics stabilize, and when real battles will be fought and big, big

men find themselves crying for their deposits, some of these jokers

will end up with chronic tabancas... for which there is no cure. (TTM
13 July 1990:4) 0 Dealing with political ‘tabanca’: Ex-candidates say

it’s a depressing experience. (TG 2 May 1993:10)

tabij, tabeche, tabeej, tabeez n A lucky pendant, usu. worn around

the neck to ward off evil, /tabid^ (< H-U taviz ‘amulet; charmed

locket’) = guard 1

,
jaantar 0 Animals are protected by having blue

spots painted on their foreheads, black ribbons tied around their

horns, or cords around the necks on which have been fastened a tabiz

or charm. (Niehoff& Niehoff 1960: 167) 0 The tabij or “guard” had to

be worn on a string at the right side of the waist. It was a small metal

cylinder containing two long strips of school-tablet paper... [with]

inscriptions. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:178) 0 A few adults wore a

tabeej or “guard” (an amulet) on a strand of coloured string on the

upper arm or around the waist. The prayer was written on a tiny bit of

paper by a priest. This tabeej cost just a few cents but was supposed

to guard the wearer against evil spirits and divers diseases. (Alladin

1970:15) 0 Tabiz “lucky charm”, which can be heard as tabij as well.

(Singh 1988:29)

tabiz see TABIJ

tabla, tablaa n A pair of small Indian drums played with the fingers;

the larger, left-hand one, is the bass and the right-hand one a tenor,

/tabla, tabla:/ (< H tablak, a small drum) 0 It is the beat of the Tablah,

the Dholak, the big bass drum, the Dhantal, and the Mangeera, accen-

tuated with a melodious voice and the timely dancing of an individ-

ual. Of course! one will say that the East Indians are celebrating, but

the onlooker will be much surprised to see negroes either beating the

Tablah, the big bass drum, or singing Hindustani Songs. (Rampersad

1963) 0 Among the musical instruments, sarangi, sitar, dholak (‘a

small barrel-shaped drum which is struck sharply and rhythmically

with the fingers at one end and the palm of the hand at the other’),

tabla, harmonium, dhan-tala, kartal, etc. are still popular. (Jha

1973:35) 0 Tabla : consists of a pair of drums - the bayan played with

the left hand and the dayan played with the right hand. The bayan is

made either of clay or copper whilst the dayan is hollowed out of a

block of wood. Both are covered with skin fastened to leather hoops

which are stretched over the body of the drum by means of leather

braces. Cylindrical blocks of wood are wedged between the braces

and the wall of the tabla. These can be pushed up or down to raise or

lower the pitch. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 10) 0 Tabla: most popular North

Indian hand drum; consists of two variable-pitch drums, the right-

hand tabla and left hand bayan. (Ramaya 1992:22) 0 ‘Thinking of pul-

sating beats? Nothing to compare with the tabla and tassa drumming
at its best.’ (Persaud 1993:80)

table wedding n A Hindu wedding in which the bride and groom wear

Western rather than traditional Indian clothing, and participate in a

very brief series of rituals, (fr use of a table rather than a bedi as focal
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point) 0 In the 1960s the most prevalent form of Hindu marriage cer-

emony to arise was that known as the 'table wedding’. In this style of

ceremony, bride and groom wore tuxedo and white wedding dress (as

opposed to jorajama and red sari). They made their vows while

standing at a modestly decorated table, instead of seated on the floor

around a special vedi. The ceremony itself was extremely brief —

about one hour - compared with the all-day series of rites surround-

ing the longstanding wedding ceremony. (Vertovec 1992:124)

taboot, tabooth, tabot, tabut, thaboot, thabooth n A wooden box,

used to carry the body to the cemetery for a Muslim funeral, /tabut/

(< U < Ar tabut 'coffin; bier; box’) 0 The deceased was buried with

full Muslim rites. The Janaza (corpse) was conveyed to the cemetery

in the Thabooth (wooden hearse). (TG 1 Jan 1936:4) 0 The Muslim
body was wrapped in white cotton, transported on a taboot (shoulder

carrier) to the graveside and after prayers by the Imam, the body was

put in the grave. (Alladin 1970:25) 0 When the body is bathed and

clothed, it is placed in a 'tabot’ (special container made to take the

body to the cemetery. This is kept in the Mosque) or if the family so

desires, a coffin. (Ali 1975:37)

tabuki n A severe form of TABANCA. /tabuki/ 0 ’Til next week, if you
have tabanca, tabuki or tarangi, don’t do anything rash, go check out

a seer-man, healer man, pundit or Baptist woman. ( TTM 19 Sept

1993:30)

tabut see TABOOT

Tacaribe virus n An arbovirus, carried by bats and mosquitoes,

apparently not affecting humans, /takarib/ (fr Tacaribe Valley being

where originally found) 0 In n test, TRVL 9223 virus was not neutral-

ized by mouse hyperimmune sera prepared from Trinidadian strains

of Manzanilla, Wyeomyia, Bimiti, Kairi, Melao, Oropouche, Tacaribe

and Cache Valley viruses. (Spence et al 1966:232) 0 We have only

negative evidence bearing on infections in man, no Tacaribe virus

isolations having been made from the serum of over 2,500 cases of

undiagnosed febrile illness examined over the past 7 years... Isolation

of a new entity, Tacaribe virus, from Artibeus bats and from mosqui-

toes, in Trinidad, is described. (Downs et al 1963:640)

tache n A very large copper pot used in the last stage of sugar refining,

/taj/ (< LAS tacho 'large shallow sugar evaporating pan’) = cauldron",

copper 1

0 Snatching the panful of sugar from his hand, I flung it,

sugar and all, into the tache, from which I knew nothing short of a

miracle could recover it. (Kingsley 1880:293) 0 The liquor is now of

a pale amber colour, and is fit to undergo the process of boiling... The

liquor runs first into the ‘grand,’ or pan farthest from the furnace,

which holds about six hundred gallons. As it evaporates, it is passed

on, by means of ladles, to the next pan, and from it to the next; and so

on, getting thicker and more sirupy, until it reaches the 'tache,’ which

is the smallest of the pans, and holds one hundred and twenty gallons.

The tache is nearly directly over the furnace, and is in a state of furi-

ous ebullition until all the water is evaporated from its contents,

which is then a mixture of molasses (treacle) and sugar, and rises in

large swelling bubbles, from which but little steam issues. (On a

sugar estate 1882:255) 0 We indulged in sucking canes, and drinking

what was called “Cold Liquor”, which was really the juice of the

canes before it was boiled, then the “Hot Liquor”, which was the juice

when it became warm in the “Coppers” or Taches, then when it

turned into Syrup, and last when it became “Sling”, the last stage of

boiling, when it was turned on to the “Coolers” to harden into sugar.

(Fraser ca 1942:275) 0 Looking back more than a century ago... each

owner of 400 to 500 acres of land under cane cultivation had his fac-

tory, which comprised a three or six roller mill driven by a steam

engine, open containers called “Tayches” in which the cane juice was

boiled to a thick syrup (or “sling” as it is known). (Hutchinson &
Taylor 1953:42)

tack n A move; a romantic pass; a series of moves in a game.

(< E tack 'of a ship, make a course obliquely against the wind; beat

windward') 0 If you get damage on work. They can’t say is through

tack. (Beginner "Captain Cipriani” 1935) 0 “Chile! Is months now he

tryin’ a tac by me!” (Baptiste 1993:152)

tack back v Return, esp. to go and come back within a relatively short

period of time. (< E tack 'of a ship, make a course obliquely against

the wind; beat windward’) 0 “Ah go tack back and check you.”

(1998)

tackle v Approach with romantic or sexual intentions, esp. said of a

man trying to attract a woman. (< E tackle 'take in hand; deal with;

encounter’ )
= make tack, push move, track 0 (Haynes 1 987: 1 8 1 ) 0 He

met the young African woman in a bar on Mucurapo Street. “We
drank for a while,” he claimed. “Then I tackled her and she agreed to

make me feel good.” But [he] complained that when they reached the

cemetery and were about to get started, the woman bit him on his

hand, took away his $200 and ran away (TTM 5 Oct 1990:6)

tac-tac n Odontomachus spp. (E snap-jaw ant, snapping-mandible

ant), a large slim black ant which clicks its mandibles loudly when
disturbed, and has a painful bite, /taktak/ (poss. < Buie bikatak

,
prob.

fr sound of clicking jaws) = tick-tack 0 Anything, Singh. Tack-tack

ants, blight, a tree stunt, or it ain’t growing properly... anything at all.

And especially watch out for frog-hopper. (Selvon 1 99 1 b:57) 0 Tak-

tak - tiktak... species of ants. (Aub-Buscher 1989:10)

tactay adj Spotted, e.g. a ripe fruit, /takte/ (< FC tacte < Fr tachete

‘spotted; mottled; stained’) 0 I wouldn’t eat no tactay mango.

tactay stingaray n Marine stingrays, including Aetobatus narinari

and Dasvatis guttata , with dark dorsal spots. (< tactay + stingaray) =
stingaray

1

; >wacawa (A. marinari)

tadjah, tajiah, taziah, tazzia n A large, decorated, paper and bamboo
model of the tomb of a martyred grandson of the prophet Mohammed,
paraded during HOSAY. /tadja/ (< U tazia 'model of the tombs of

Husain and Hassan carried in the Muharram festival procession, and

afterwards thrown into water or buried’ < Arabic ta'zyat ‘consolation;

condolence’) = hosay
2
0 The... procession is formed, and with much

noise and rejoicing, these tazzias are carried to the sea-side, or to the

banks of a river, and then thrown into the water. (Gamble 1866: 45-6)

0 The Hosays (the pagoda-like models are here meant) are called

Tazzias from the Arabic word, Tazzia - meaning ‘mourning’ or ‘con-

dolence’. They are representations of models of Hassan and Hussein.

In all of the tazzias there are two small coffins... The tazzias are not

always thrown into the sea or river. In India they are often buried in

the earth... Some of the small tazzias contain no coffins. They are

made by Hindoos as well as Muslims as votive offerings. If a child is

sick, one is vowed to God if he would cause it (the child) to recover,

and persons who are childless sometimes make one (tazzia) that God
may be pleased to give them a child. Poor Hindoos also help to carry

the tazzias in the hope that when they are dead God will incline some-

one to give them a decent burial and carry them respectably to the

grave. (Letter fr John Morton, TC 1 1 Apr 1871, in Singh 1988:46-47)

0 The Hosein was neither so numerously attended this year as it had

hitherto been, nor was there by any means the same interest taken

therein as in other years. In point of fact, there was a remarkable want

of interest displayed; and the number of tadjahs and other religious

paraphernalia common to other years were remarkable for their

absence this year. (SFG 25 Nov 1882 in Singh 1988:65) 0 One band,

dressed East Indian fashion and carrying a ‘tadjah’ commonly called

‘Hosea,’ was the only item in the day’s doings that showed to advan-

tage. (POSG 20 Feb 1912:7) 0 On the top of the largest Taja was a

large globe about sixty inches in circumference. (IVG 14 June 1930:3)

0 The tadjah in the lagoon area was from 10 to 15 feet high, a frame

constructed of bamboo on which various colored tissue papers had

been pasted. Tinfoil and small mirrors were also used... There is a

dome on top, often with a paper airplane or bird at the peak. While

the tadjah is left on view, there are various activities taking place. A
Hosse took place in 1957 in Siparia where the drummers played all

night while stick fighters contested one another and people sang the

special Hosse songs... After a number of blessing rites, the tadjah was

taken up by four men and a procession was formed to take the struc-

ture to the river bank... At the river's edge more rituals were per-

formed and then the whole structure, minus the airplane from the

dome, was tossed into the water. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:144) 0 In

Hosein similar efforts are expended on the ‘tadjahs’. These are
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portable mosques built and covered with mirrors and tinsel, coloured

glass and gaudy paper and anything which glitters but is not actually

gold... The tadjahs have greater and lesser domes, plain or onion in

form, with barley-sugar columns and panels and tympanums loaded

with diaper and floral patterns, and comer pavilions with round-

headed arches all brilliant as jewels. Mounted on low trolleys, the

tadjahs... are paraded through the streets on the last day of Hosein,

followed by large crowds in which women predominated, chanting

Indian songs in honour of the two saints. (Bryans 1967:48-9) 0 In

order to build a hosay or tadjah and have a proper celebration, the

headman of the organizing team had to get a licence from the police.

A village group built the hosay with funds raised by collecting from

villagers at each house where, only the few cents that could be

afforded, were donated. (Alladin 1970:30) 0 Though Trinidad tadjah

vary, most conform to certain general rules. In 1986, the four St.

James tadjah rested on platform bases and consisted of two primary

sections, the walls of the tombs and the upper section decorated with

turrets, finials and domes. The wall sections were surfaced with many
colors of tinsel paper, glass bulbs, flowers, and cloth to compose a

complex all-over pattern, in accordance with the Islamic preference

for rich texture and complicated abstract design... The design of

wall sections ranged from simple to complicated. The Mathura and

Carlton Street tadjah consisted of recessed ojival-shaped niches and

hundreds of conical ornaments. In artificial light at night, or in ambi-

ent daylight, the niches broke up the light, further varying the surface

of the objects and attracting the eye. The upper portions of the tadjah

may feature the sacred hands, sometimes supporting a turret or a

dome. The crescent moon, with or without the five-pointed star, is

also commonly displayed. In Cedros... the upper part of tadjah are

decorated with birds that carry the souls of the deceased to heaven.

Large rosettes, floral motifs, and other geometric patterns are repro-

duced in colored paper to enhance both upper and lower sections.

(Nunley & Bettelheim 1988:133) 0 For the construction of tazias for

the Hosay celebration, the estate provided a few empty barrack

rooms; and the savannah was always there for enacting the religious

drama from the epic Ramayan, Ramleela, amateurish though it was at

that time. (Ramaya 1992:22) 0 The building of replicas of Husayn’s

tomb... [which] are called tadjah, although today the use of the term

in everyday discourse is less current, and Hosay has come to mean
both the rituals and the edifices themselves... In addition, there is the

building of a small tadjah which is devoted to Hassan, the brother of

Husayn. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:158-9) 0 The process of build-

ing the large tadjah used to take 40 days, but now, due to modem con-

struction methods and materials (such as styrotex), the length of time

spent on construction has become more flexible... The minimum
required, however, is to begin on the first day of Muharram, as is

common in many places in the south.... In both north and south the

height of the tadjah is currently limited to 15.5 feet due to the height

of electrical and telephone wires in the streets, but some tadjahs were

20 or more feet high in the past. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:159-

160) 0 The cart, or rather the chariot, arrived at 10.30 a.m.... It was

tugged along by a pick-up, decorated with flowers... The chariot

looked like a little tadjah... It had a seat within and a seat belt to boot.

(EX 13 Aug 2002:23)

tadpole n Syrmatia aethiops, a small butterfly, wingspan 1.9 cm
(.75"). Black with grey upper wing-tips; very long, twisted tails on

lower wings. (< E tadpole ‘young frog or toad, when it consists of a

round head with a long tail’) 0 (Barcant 1970:205-6)

taffia n obs Newly made mm. /tafja/ (< CarE tafia ‘a rum-like liquor

obtained fr lower grades of molasses’ prob. < Kikongo ntufia ‘fire’ )

0 [The] adjoint-commandant... retails by license a (no very) slow poi-

son, called
“
taffia,” better known to the English reader by the name of

new mm. (Joseph 1835:68) 0 He is a steady seaman when sober, and

sober he must have been last night, for yesterday he sent to me for a

little taffia*, (*New rum.) protesting he had not a drop on board; but

this I took care to forget to send.” (Joseph 1838b- 1:22-3)

tagre, tagraawe v Heat solid ghee or oil to melt it. /tagre, tagraiwe/

(< H taghalna ‘be melted') 0 “You go ha to tegraawe de gheew
before you use it.” (1990)

tail 1 n Buttocks; backside; general area of the body. (< AmE tail

Tower and hinder part of the human body; posterior; buttocks; back-

side’) = ass
1

,
gaar 0 ‘Before I do anything, I have to cut his little lying

tail.’ (Naipaul 1958:63) 0 “Man I tell all you, dat priest start to make

ruction. He put Ama down and trow able ledder on she. Well de

Pandit give she good in she tail.” (Ladoo 1972:80-1 ) 0 ‘Ah go break

you blasted back! This damn boy playing man already. He only cuss-

ing in me house. When you fadder come home, ah go make him break

you tail!’ (Narine 1977:2) 0 The girl stamped her foot angrily. ‘But

what happen to this boy, Sona?’ she enquired. ‘You dutty up me
clothes. You think you mudder does wash me clothes, eh? Ah go tell

me fadder when ah go back home! He go bust you tail!’ (Narine

1 977:2-3) 0 “If you cry there, man, I go blaze yuh tail.” (7TM31 July

1987:11) 0 “Anyone ah you come inside is broom in a you’ tail.”

(Mahabir 2005:80)

2 n With keep quiet , remain silent; not protest. 0 “This time round,

you have to take orders from them, an you grinding. It damn good for

you! You should have kept your tail quiet!” (Ramkeesoon 1975:77) 0

You keep you tail quiet. (Matura 1982:13)

3 n Self; person; body. = ass
2

, skin
1

0 [He] kept bad company, he had

no mind, he was always finding his tail up Picadilly. (Jones 1973:5) 0

“An’ when yuh fadder gettin’ pay, Mr Boom-Boom?” “Me eh know
nuh... because dey fire ’e tail yesterday!” (Sweetbread, EX 27 Jan

1977:23) ‘Moses going up in the bush. Rain going to soak his tail.’

(Lovelace 1988:128) 0 “They still making mistake left and right.”

“All yuh ent cuss they tail?” (Stewart 1989:84) 0 “You can’t go up

Wallerfield, any strange person up there, soldiers go contain yuh tail.”

(1990) 0 Some people say they feel that Tommy was told to “watch

his tail,” in light of the recent arrest of three people. (Heat 10 Oct

1991:21) 0 ‘You know I could shoot his tail right there.’ (Boodhoo

1994:92)

tail cut see CUT TAIL

tailed flambeau n Marpesia petrius [= Megaleura peleus], a butterfly.

(< E tailed, fr extensions on lower wings + flambeau1 ) 0 (Kaye

1921:37)

tail-less long-tongued bat n Anoura geoffroyi geoffiroyi, a bat with a

long snout and a long extensible tongue used to feed on fruit and

nectar. 0 (Alkins 1979:55)

tail pain n Pain or cramps in the anal area. (< tail ') 0 He get bad tail

pain, he can’t move. (1990)

tairico n Scaphidura oryzivora, a bird, 35 cm (14") long. All black,

glossed purple; neck feathers form a ruff, giving the bird a hunch-

backed appearance, /tairiko/ (< Amer) = black combird, >jackdaw,

merle cavalier 0 Tarico. (Chapman 1894:37)

tajah see TADJAH

taka n In rummy, a tactic of using hidden cards at the end of the game
to gain unexpected points at the end of the game by adding them onto

existing sequences, an action usu. accompanied by the player shout-

ing “Taka!” /taka/ (poss. <E tack on ‘fasten on loosely; add at the

end’) 0 In five hundred, you can taka, add on to an already tabled hand,

take 1 v Pose for a photograph; have someone take a photograph of.

(< E take ‘perform the action of making a photograph’) 0 “Tell them

they will have to excuse me, because I don't really smile when I take

pictures. If s just my way.” (Punch 1977)

2 i’ Become; suit. 0 “Dat dress take you nice nice.” (Baptiste 1993:90)

take advantage on phr Take advantage of; bully; cheat; oppress;

exploit. (< advantage!
) = advantage 1

0 Shame on people who take

advantage on blind folks who are practically helpless, physically.

(Blast 15 Apr 1988:8)

take agouti ground phr Take or steal something that belongs to or

seems to be promised to someone else, e.g. a lover or employment. 0

Johnny - His father-in-law can’t employ him? Mary - Doan let dem
hear you sar, dem no lik am at tall, only de madam. Johnny - Why did

they marry him then? Mary - Becase he white bacra sar. Johnny -

Oui foute, poor Pat has taken Agouti ground boy. (PC 17 Mar 1906)

take ... baby phr Deliver a baby by Caesarean section. 0 Dey had wuz
to teck de baby: I had to have a Caesarean Section. (Haynes 1987:81)
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take basket see BASKET 2

take behind v Attack, from any direction. 0 Wen de bull dog tek

behind him, he jump ovar Mistah Little fence and get way. (PC
18 June 1904)

take ... bite phr Usu. in the negative, withstand the consequences of

an action. 0 Not me and a married man - I can’t take that bite. «,

take bush tea/medicine for phr With other people’s fever, friend

fever, etc., take on someone else’s responsibilities or problems. =

drink bush (tea) for 9 “This policeman is taking medicine for some-

body else’s cold. I don’t know why he doesn’t leave me alone. He, as

a big man, should know better than to interfere in husband and wife

business.” (TTM 23 Oct 1990:11)

take care 1 phr Said to warn someone not to do something. Note: In

SE, take care is used with a negative, e.g. Take care not to dirty your

clothes. (< E take care ‘be careful to’) = mind2
0 “Take care he bust a

bad obeah in you tail, boy! Don’t argue with him.” (Khan 1964:43) 0

The children especially were fascinated by her because the wearing of

stockings was a novelty in those days. Whenever she sat at her desk

in the clinic, the children who came for treatment would creep under

the desk and pass their hands along her legs to feel the smoothness of

the stockings. Some mothers would shout: “Take care yuh tear Nussie

stockins.” (Lewis 1972:47) 0 “Tek care yuh fall dong." (Ramsawack

1983:68) 0 ‘[The] two friends come back they tell him: “Come out!

Take care they hit you!”‘ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:200)

2 phr Be sure; check and make certain. 0 He asked, “You mean
Choon didnt come home yet? Like he shit out he guts and dead or

wot?”... Rookmin panicked. She jumped up from her chair and said,

“Take care de man really dead yeh.” (Ladoo 1974:82) 0 “Take care is

dwen playing with her.” (1990) 0 Take care we standin here and the

man really dying. (1996)

take cold phr Catch a cold. (< obs E take a cold ‘catch a cold’; E taken

with + illness ‘attacked or affected by disease’; taken ‘seized with

sudden illness’, e.g. taken in the joints’) 0 She take a cold. (Inniss 1910)

take courage phr Summon up courage; keep up motivation in the face

of difficulties. 0 Den ah ooman axe me “Why yuh dohn try at de Red
House?” So ah take korrige, an ah go an ax de man wey ah see in

charg, an he tell me dat he aint reddy fuh mo hans yet, but if ah wate

fuh a fue weekes he wid gi me ah job wen dey gwine mix concrit. (PC
21 May 1904)

take dew 1 phr Be outside late at night. (< dew!
) 0 “He taking dew

every night, liming by the comer.” (1984)

2 phr Catch a cold, (fr folk belief that dew falls fr cool night air and

causes colds) 0 He take dew since Sunday last,

take down 1 v Take a cooking pot off the fire or stove. (< E take down
‘remove fr higher to lower position’) 0 Take down the big pot and put

it on the table.

2 v Take apart; rebuild. (< E take down ‘pull down; take to pieces’) 0

“Take down a motor car engine and put it up again.” (EX 25 Jan 1987)

3 v Take into custody. 0 I saw several security guards and a policeman

“taking a thief down” who they had caught stealing windshield wip-

ers off parked cars. They were taking him into the Police HQ on the

comer of Park and Richmond when a fellow standing beside me said,

“They should take him inside and rinse his arse with licks.” (1992)

take ex see EX 3

take fastness phr Said to criticize someone who is interfering in other

people’s business. (< fastness) 0 “Take your fastness and go away
from here.” (1986)

take fay on phr Beat; criticise; abuse; strike, /tek fe/ 0 Fay or fait.

Everybody taking fay on de boboley. - Taking advantage on unfairly

or seizing the opportunity to beat. (ESTT 1956)

take for v Take someone’s side in an argument; join in support of. =

pick up for, take up for 0 ‘So when they raise up, you know, well you

have your family taking for you. My family taking for me. Well is a

riot! Papa! Fight! Cuff by here! Cuff by there! Stone! Bottle!’

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:200)

take front phr Act or say something in your own interest or defence

before someone else can use the same point against you; anticipate

and avoid an accusation or argument by starting oneself. = >take in

front 0 It may lead to some unnecessary and unwanted embarrass-

ment in turning away people, but it is a case of “taking front before

front take you” since the hosts... could also have been totally embar-

rassed if their invited guests had to go without food while the unin-

vited ate. (EX 20 Dec 1987:24) 0 Suppose I informed the “tradesman”

that I was going to the Police, because I was determined not to be

ripped off by any “tradesman” any more - would you believe he

would rush to “take front” and “bring me up” for cussing? (TTM 27

Nov 1994:30)

take in v Become ill or sick, esp. suddenly; TAKE IN WITH used to

specify the type of illness. (< dial E take + illness, e.g. take the mea-

sles', E taken with + illness ‘attacked or affected by disease’; taken

‘seized with sudden illness’, e.g. taken in the joints’) = take in ill/sick

0 ‘Herbert take in with one belly pain, Ma. All the way home he hold-

ing his belly and bawling.’ (Naipaul 1958:57) 0 Miss Percy ran an

eye over the whole scene and asked, “How long she take een?”

(Macaw 1960:8) 0 TAKE IN, v., fall ill suddenly, e.g., if I take in, she

will call a doctor. (Rodman 1971:236) 0 Shortly after midnight one

night, his wife took in with labour pains. (Bomb 2 Nov 1990:8) 0 De
wife fall sick wit belly pain. Yuh know how dem woman does take in

sometimes, nah. (Foster 1990:59) 0 “Shortly after eating, we all

began to suffer with cramps in our stomachs, and then we took in

with severe vomiting.” (TTM 30 Jan 1994:13) 0 “My mother leave

home in Dow Village, California, to spend some time by my other

sister in Arima, but she take in sick there.” (Punch 4 Feb 1996:9)

take in front phr Act or say something in your own interest or defence

before someone else can use the same point against you; anticipate

and avoid an accusation or argument by starting oneself. = take front

0 De steelban an dem had big clash... and one time dey call orf Pan-

orama... but Despers say dey is dey own boss an dey play in de

Savannah on Carnival Tuesday an by Wednesday dey lef Pantrinbago

in what Tanty Merle woulda call taking in front before in front take

you. (Mamits LPOS, TG 1 1 Mar 1979) 0 Ah don’t know ’bout allyu,

but I takin’ in front before in front take me. I not waitin’ to find out

what Georgie have for me in de budget, I takin’ evasive action right

now. (Keens-Douglas 1984:5) 0 [He said] that he was sacked by the

weekly newspaper on Monday after he took a day off. “The company
claimed that I walked out of the job... They decided to take in front

before in front took them... I had planned to leave the company in any

case.” (TTM 22 Aug 1986:5) 0 They seem better at making excuses,

than preparing contingencies, be sure that you are not one of them.

Anticipate as much as possible and “take in front”. (EX-S Dec

1990:3) 0 “You get a regular work yet?” Sebastien did ask him. “I

know what you coming wid,” Boris did take in front. “Since I only

get six months crop-season work in the sugar factory, I should save

my money and do something constructive. Ent is that you going to

say?” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:58)

take in ill/sick phr Become ill or sick, esp. suddenly. = Make in 0 My
son took in ill on Monday, August 21, and in five days time he was a

dead man. (Mirror 1983)

take in tail phr Go after ferociously or viciously, e.g. of dogs. 0

De dogs take in we tail; Pa open de back door an start tuh cuss too.

(Foster 1990:116)

take it phr A request to a taxi driver from a passenger to stop to let the

passenger out. 0 Driver, I go take it here.

take lag in tail phr Chide someone; quarrel with; scold. (< obs E take

‘take to task; reprehend; rebuke’) 0 “I intend to take a lag in your tail

until you grant Tobago independence.” (Bomb 1977) 0 “When ah

give he de report he take one lag in mih tail.” (Baptiste 1993:99) 0

“I go have to take a lag in he tail to get him to come home early.”

(Baptiste 1993:152) 0 Boy ah always telling you when he take ah lag

in you tail you go get straight. 0 “When you see yuh father coming, he

go take a lag in yuh tail. ”(2002)

take lam on phr Take advantage of; beat badly; sometimes to criticize

or abuse verbally. (< lambase) 0 I will take Tam on some of them. Is

bless for them. (Bynoe 1985:52) 0 “You are a . . . bully... you took lam

of [sz'c] those people this afternoon.” (Andersen 2004:427)
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take shame out eye

take licks phr Suffer from or endure blows. (< E take ‘receive’ +

licks
1

) 0 Unlike many women in her neighbourhood who had to ‘take

licks’, Dassie was one of the more fortunate. (Mohammed 1993:226)

take like London phr Withstand misfortune with strength and forti-

tude. (fr resistance of the London population during the Blitz of

World War II) 0 I took the results [i.e., losing] like London. (Sugar

Aloes “Reply to Cro-Cro’’ 1993)

take man phr Have sex with a man, esp. a short-term affair. Some-

times refers to working as a prostitute. 0 All day, all night, Miss Mary
Ann, down by the seaside she taking man. (1940s calypso) 0 “You
old bitch you! you dont see dat you wife gone Tolaville to take man...

just now horn goin to grow on you bald head.” (Ladoo 1974:10) 0

“All you watch good! Watch de nice fat ting I have. Sook does leave

dis fat ting to go and take man. Tell me if dis world have any reason

in it?”(Ladoo 1974:110) 0 “Anytime I... take a man is just [because]

1 want a man for myself.” (Bam 1974:63)

take mark phr Have a shave and/or trim the hair around the margin of

a man’s head when it grows to exceed the last haircut, with a straight

razor or razor-blade. 0 There were two guys, one sitting on a culvert,

and the other shaving him with a razor blade, in what looked like a

painful procedure, as he ran the dry blade over the angle of the fel-

low’s jaw towards his chin with a deliberate scraping and slow

motion. Jero dryly remarked, “He taking a mark.” (2001) 0 Ah was

taking a mark by the comer when the man come up to the fellow trim-

ming me an begin to bring off on him.

take medicine phr Take a purge to empty or cleanse the bowels. 0

(Ottley 1971:24)

take medicine for see TAKE BUSH TEA

take mud and make man phr Do something virtually impossible. 0

Take mud and make man - Said of super-surgeon. (Haynes

1987:170) 0 Like yuh want me to take mud and make man.

take night to make day phr Make an all-out effort; work harder than

imaginable. 0 I have eight mouths to feed by my taxi, my wife is

unemployed and I have to take night to make day to make a shilling,

and at the same time see policemen, firemen, soldiers, teachers,

prison officers and other public servants competing with me for a dol-

lar on the road. (EX 26 Oct 1986: 10) 0 Your main responsibility is to

support your children. Even if it means taking night and making day.

(Heat 18 Nov 1989:12)

take off 1 v Turn off; shut off; e.g. lights or radio. (< E take off

‘remove; diminish’) 0 ‘Take the damn thing off,’ Tampiari’s husband

shouted... The radio was turned off. (Naipaul 1958:176) 0 Yuh did

take the stove off? (1980) 0 As the moment drew near for the turning

of the switch, the lights were taken off until Mrs. Clarke re-lit them.

(EX 21 Dec 1986:30) 0 She would take off the television, “eef she

doh like de picture or eef she can't understand what CNN talking

about,” said one disgruntled patron. (Bomb 14 Sept 1990:18) 0 And:

“Yuh take off the radio?” “Yes, dear.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:9) 0

“Driver take off that music, it too loud.” (TTM 16 Jan 1994:24)

2 v arc Harvest a crop, esp. sugarcane. (< E take offf remove; clear’) 0

My grandfather, Jose, brother of Uncle Paul, was always given the

job of taking off the crop at “New Works”, and we invariably spent

our holidays there with him. (Fraser ca 1942:274) 0 During the taking

off of the crop we always had in our homes huge pieces of the hard-

ened Muscovado, sent us by our grandfather, and at the conclusion

of the manufacture of the sugar, by order of our granduncle, a bag of

sugar would be sent to each of the near relatives. (Fraser ca 1942:276)

take off on v Start in on someone; turn on someone with criticism or

abuse. (< E take off' rise steeply; go into flight’) 0 I tell her morning

and she just take off on me.

take off spirit phr In OBEAH practice, remove the presence of an evil

spirit or harmful spell from someone. 0 Nussie tried to impress upon
these people that they were wasting time and money, but they had

faith in the snake man. Mrs Benjamin would say: “Nussie, he good.

Yuh know how much spirit he take off ah people?” (Lewis 1972:50)

take on v Follow advice; take seriously; respond to; be concerned

about. (< dial E take on ‘be agitated; make a fuss or outcry; distress

oneself) 0 De onliest trip I wants him to make is to workin de morn-

ing, buh he ent taking om at all. (Mamits LPOS, TG 19 June 1977) 0

Over 17 families have to depend on the rain to fill up their barrels and

pans, since WASA wasn’t taking them on. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:12) 0

Nobody took him on much the first few times he came around, as far

as I can remember, but he became part of the scene that attended the

nightly practice session... we found, to our astonishment, that he

knew all the arrangements in his head. (EX 22 Feb 1987:25) 0 [The

prime minister] said yesterday “he will not take on” those who seek to

criticise his government’s attempts at streamlining the administration

and stamping out corruption and inefficiency. (EX 28 Feb 1988:2) 0

“Sir, don’t take she on she crazy.” (Gosine 1988:44) 0 Some “cruel

people” heckle her about the way she looks. “I don’t really take them

on,” she says. (Punch 8 Oct 1989:1 1) 0 DJ Rene is urging the band to

get in its sections, but nobody takes him on. (Jacob et al. 1992:31) 0

They determined more than ever now to make their lives happy and

not ‘take on people.’ (Ali 1993:158) 0 Tabanka occurs ‘when you’

wife left you and you take it on, keep study it’, especially when
deserted for another man.... ‘If someone rob your house you don’t

take it on so.’ (Littlewood 1993:47-8) 0 “But my mother told us she

wanted to urinate and she ask for a bed pan but the nurses weren’t

taking her on.” (Punch 4 Feb 1996:9)

take on size phr Gain weight, or height and weight. = pick up size, put

on size 0 He real take on size this year.

take out 1 v Take; put aside; remove a portion; esp. of food. (< E take

out ‘remove fr a place; withdraw fr a set’) 0 ‘All right, come up and

take out something. If you ain’t careful you go get fat and blow-up

like me.’ (Naipaul 1958:58) 0 She turned to the boys. ‘All your food

take out and waiting for all-you in the kitchen. It must be cold as dog

nose now.’ (Naipaul 1958:119)

2 v Take off; remove. (< E take out ‘withdraw or remove fr within

something’) 0 But I got an old cutlass below me bed. And ah waiting

to take out one of them head. (Zebra “Quay Brand Beer” 1950 pr) 0

He carefully took out the skin and mounted it as real, a life like

appearance. (Doodnath 1989:28) 0 Entering a mosque with shoes on

is against Islamic law. Even Moses had to take out his shoes when he

entered holy ground. (TG 13 Aug 1990:6) 0 Take out the cover from

the pot. 0 Who take out the plaster from your hand?

3 v Take a photograph of. = draw 1

0 I cant see she to gie she de fatige

yet, but she go get it in de “Penny Cuts” if I could ah teke out picture

I was going to sen de picture for you. (PC 22 Oct 1904) 0 “You

remember when all of we did take out that picture there, eh? You
know how many times I look at it and remember the days?” (Jones

1973:86) 0 Why is parade so dey like an wid one setta cameraman to

take out de picktures. Cheups man. (Mamits LPOS, TG 29 July 1979)

0 “Yuh take out yuh photo in a black bun pan?” (1990) 0 He is even

more certain that someone is walking around in a pair of Reebok

shoes and taking out pictures with a new Instamatic camera. (Bomb
15 Jan 1993:10) 0 “I is ah photo-takeouter and ah artist.” (Maharaj

1994b:27)

take out eyes phr Open the eyes wide in surprise or disbelief. 0 Pa

...told the holy man how Ma was drunk in the kitchen. The priest took

out he eyes and said, “But you wife playin in she ass really. You
mean she son dead and she drinkin rum?” (Ladoo 1972:82) 0 With a

good heart Sook would tell the villager that he owed him fifty dollars.

The villager would take out his eyes and say that he only owed him
about twenty dollars. (Ladoo 1974:24)

take physic phr arc Take any kind of medication. (< E physic ‘cathar-

tic; purge; remedy’) 0 To tek physic - to take medication. (Daniel

ms2 ca 1960)

take shallay see SHALLAY2

take shameface phr Usu. in negative, (not) to be ashamed to do some-

thing. 0 No take shameface and shake cocobay nigger hand. 0 Doh
take shameface, tell the man yuh sorry.

take shame out eye phr Act in a proper or polite way so as not to feel

ashamed, esp. being generous, to prevent someone else from feeling

shame. 0 Is only to tek shame out me eye, why ah offer him de food.

(Ottley 1971:55) 0 He take shame out mi eye, and I appreciate that.
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take six for nine phr Make a mistake by misidentifying or misunder-

standing something, (fr identical appearance of numerals 6 and 9

when reversed) 0 Take a six for a nine. To be misled and therefore

conned into a silly situation. (Baptiste 1993:178) 0 The Express took

a six for a nine when it published the results of Friday night’s Draw
and reported that 09 was one of the winning numbers. In fact it was

06. (EX 21 Nov 1994:3)

take so phr Accept without protest, usu. in negative. (< so
4

‘easily’) 0

In great rage he walked down to the Education Office which was then

located in the Red House. There he protested vigorously. As we say

in local parlance, “He didn’t take it so!” (Maynard 1992:17)

take sun phr Put directly in the sunlight. 0 “Put all those cushions to

take sun.” (1978)

take time and do fast phr Hurry up, telling someone to do something

quickly but with care. 0 Teck yuh time an’ do fass/fast: move speed-

ily but carefully while doing. (Haynes 1987:197) 0 “Take yuh time

and do it fast. I don't want to have to come back tomorrow.” (1990)

take time to kill ants phr Be patient in order to overcome an oppo-

nent. 0 (Haynes 1987: 120)

take trick to make luck phr Do something hoping it will be success-

ful, esp. something based on a misrepresentation or bluff. = try thing
1

0 “They miscalculated,” he said, “over reached themselves. They

were really trying to bluff you into conformity. But, as we say in this

Island, they ‘took a six for a nine.’” “I prefer another way of putting it

- also Trinidadian," Griffiths retorted. “They ‘took trick to make
luck’.” (Hercules 1961:43) 0 Don’ tek trick to make luck. (Hercules

1980:77) 0 "There was nothing wrong with him? He was making

tricks?” “Tricks to make luck! He had it made for about two months

and now he’s on his way back to Grenada fattened and fit.” (Andersen

2004:302)

take turn in skin/tail 1 phr Beat; lash; hit. 0 He take a turn in she

skin. 0 "Three rabs and me, take a turn behind a poeteegee fella.”

(Andersen 2004:37)

2

phr Shout at in anger; criticize severely. 0 De woman watch de tree

an’ she start to bawl, if yu hear she, Allyu spoil me tree, it too short

now. Allyu cut off to much! Den she take ah turn in de manager tail,

tellin' him how is he fault. (Keens-Douglas 1984:32) 0 But as we
reach de front steps we see all man had dey book an some ah dem was

cryin. Den Miss Maude spot we an take ah tu’n in we tail wit she big

words an good English. Boy, we take orf thru de hibiscus fence after

makin monkey face behine she back. (Foster 1990:120)

take up 1 v Pick up; find and take. 0 He suggested that defendant went

into some yard at Maraval and took up the merino from a bleach. (777

22 Aug 1919:7) 0 A dog can walk about and take up bone, fowl head,

stale bread, fish tail and pone. (Tiger “Money is King” 1935)

2 v Study a subject to prepare for a profession. 0 Take up doctoring -

to study to become a doctor. (Haynes 1987:73)

take up fire-rage phr Become VEXED or angry on someone else’s

behalf, for their cause. 0 “You’re only doing that because you’re tak-

ing up her fire rage.” (1992)

take up for phr With /or, take someone’s side in an argument; join in

support of. = pick up for, take for 0 “Taking up for her already, eh.”

(Ramkeesoon 1975:23) 0 ‘Wha’ happen, Compai, like you takin’ up

for the damn’ 'pagniol overseer?’ (Boodhoo 1994:253)

take up in head phr Start being concerned with, caught up in, inter-

ested in, infatuated with. 0 She take that boy up in she head. 0 He take

up that book in he head.

take Vicks phr An indirect way of telling someone to go away or be

quiet about something; in full, “take Vicks for cough”, (fr this adver-

tising slogan and similarity in sound offor cough and E fuck off, an

extremely rude way to tell someone to stop or go away) 0 He telling

me how 1 should do this and do that, and I tell he to take Vicks. 0 “He
always behind me, behind me, and finally I just tell the man take

Vicks.” (1992)

take way speech phr Become or make speechless, incapable of speaking,

usu. from shock or surprise. 0 Take way mih speech (bret/breath): put

me in a state of shock. (Haynes 1987:197)

take wind phr Catch your breath by breathing quickly and deeply

after heavy exertion. (< E wind ‘air inhaled and exhaled by the

lungs’) 0 “I feel me hips was goin to turn in soup, an me body like it

was in a vice til I can’t even take win good!” (777 10 May 1933)

take with v Begin to have a romantic or sexual relationship with

someone. (< obs E take with ‘take up with; have to do with; agree

with’) 0 TAKE WITH, v„ to start to FRIEND with or to live with, e.g.,

1 take with she last year. (Rodman 1971:236)

takiyaa n Pillow; headrest, /takija/ (< Bh takiya ‘pillow’) 0 “Bring a

takiyaa to put under mi head.” (1990)

talala 1 n Confusion; fuss; commotion, /talalat (< FC talala ‘fuss; to-

do’ poss. < Kikongo talala ‘vivacity; arrive flying and bump into

something’) 0 Talala - loud gossip (ESTT 1956) 0 Taalala. Dey make
one big taalala in de neighbourhood. - To create a scene or disturb the

peace. (ESTT 1956) 0 Nancy “performs” in the conditions of rural

life, Polycarp in the more subtle “ta-la-la” of the “town.” (Baka 1968)

0 Leave me outa allyou talala oui. (Ottley 1971:76) 0 Exclude me
from all this ta-la-la in the village. I work in the town, thank God.

(Selvon 1991a:35)

2 n A long, drawn-out, confused story, usu. an explanation, some-

times considered an elaborate excuse or lie. = nancy story
3
0 Doh gi

me all yuh talala, just go inside!

3 n Dress made from cheap fabric. (< taylaylay
1

) 0 I dress up in a

kimona and Wonder dress up in he girl friend talala. (Spoiler

“Barbados Carnival” 1950 pr)

4 n Female genitals; private parts. (< taylaylay
2
) 0 They have one

they call off the shoulder, Fitting them tight across their talala. And
when they step and they bounce their knee, It means everything under

lock and key. (Tiny Terror “Leave the Young Girls Alone” 1959 pr)

5 adj In the negative, not in good shape; not working well. (poss.

< H-Bh tarar ‘quick; active’) 0 Ah taking taxi these days, man, the

car not so talala.

talalines v Of a pitched marble, stop on the line of the circle, and

therefore be out of play, /talalamz/ (< E taw line Tine towards which

marbles are rolled to determine order of shooting or from which mar-

bles are shot towards the ring’) 0 Yuh own talalines, nah.

talcari see TALKAREE

talizalio n A fighting cock having a dark body colour with light

coloured wing feathers. (< Sp) 0 He pointed out the different colours

and told me their names. .. hens and cocks were grouped according to

their colouring... camagiiey (pale yellow and black), zambo (red), tal-

izalio (dark body colour with lightly coloured wings), zambo-caribe

(red with spots of black). (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)

talk 1 v Criticize or gossip maliciously about someone. = talk bad 0

Man sidown a rock ’tone and talk de ribba. A rebuke for one who
gossips about a person who has helped him. (Herskovits 1945:199) 0

Buh he like to talk people too much. (Ottley 1971:55) 0 Nobody na

a sidong pan river rackstone an talk crayfish, (proverb)

2 v Say; talk about. (< dial E talk ‘say; utter’) 0 He can talk what he

likes, but I have no comment to make until the appointments are official,

talkalypso n A performance art in which lyrics to calypso and similar

works is recited in the style of spoken poetry. 0 There have also been

“talkalypso” competitions, in which the calypso lyrics are recited and

performed as poetry. Often these competitions emphasize humour.

The existence and rapid development of rapso chanters such as

Brother Resistance, Bro. Shortman, and groups such as Kindred has

further narrowed the gap between song and talk. (Rohlehr 1998:93)

talkari, talcari, talcarry, talcurry, talkaree, talkarie, tarkaari n A
side dish usu. of vegetables made with sauce or gravy to go with rice

or ROTI. /talkari/ (< H-Bh tarkari ‘edible vegetables’) /talkari,

tarkari/ 0 The teachers and scholars of the Icacos Government School

had a “Talcari party” on Monday. (Hummingbird 28 May 1904:5) 0

As soon as you talk bout matrimony. The first meal they give you is

talkaree. (Growler “I Don’t Want No Calaloo” 1939) 0 You dope me
twice in the talkari, But this time you parch the standhome for me.

(Ziegfield “Lillian’s Slackness” 1940) 0 Married man in the slaugh-

tery, Sweet man eating talkari, yuh run, yuh run, yuh run and why yuh
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talparo

run? (Invader “Rate Rate Ray” 1941) 0 When did we get from India,

But foods that now make creole spree, Tarkaree, Bhajee, Curried

meat. With Roti, Ghana, Dalpuree! (Fortune ca 1950-59:7) 0 For a

Hindu Dinner, the food served was sohari (a thin roti about twelve

inches in diameter, cooked with oil), rice, pumpkin, chataigne and

green mango talcaree (curried), and karhee (ground peas thickly

cooked). (Alladin 1970:26-7) 0 Tarkari. (Jha 1973:42) 0 Talkari, tal-

cari, tilcari /talka:ri, tilka:ri/ any kind of vegetable or meat stew; the

vegetables used to make the stew. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:20) 0 Lunch

usually consists of a slice of roti filled with tarkaari, which is usually

wrapped in brown paper and stuffed in the women’s pockets. (.EX-4

22 July 1990:17) 0 An East Indian dish consisting mainly of vegeta-

bles, talcarry (talkarie, talcarie) had made a surprising migration into

the vocabulary of calypsoes of the thirties. The “thing in the talcarry”

could be literally some sort of obeah love potion deliberately mixed

up in food which the woman gives to her lover in order to bind his

affection to herself. (Rohlehr 1990:231) 0 “Coming from a poor fam-

ily, my six brothers and I were forced to work hard in order to put roti

and thalkari on our table.” (Bomb 19 Oct 1990:15) 0 If dey had curry

channa or pumpkin talcarie was en’less boundary. Mankind had tuh

loosen dey belt. (Foster 1990:78) 0 Whatever little money is earned...

goes towards purchasing one main item: food for the family. This

could be roti and margarine; bake with ketchup, or whatever talkari

that can be cooked up from seasonal vegetables. (EX

4

Dec 1994:5)

talk bad phr Criticize or gossip maliciously about someone. = talk
1

0

It seems as though me wife is going mad, Because I left the Shouters,

she talk me bad (Growler "The Coldness of the Water” 1939) 0 Don’t

sit on riverstone and talk di river bad. (proverb)

talk broad phr Speak in a variety of local VERNACULAR considered

“deep” creole, usu. considered an old-fashioned, uneducated manner.

(< E broad ‘with a strongly marked dialectal or vulgar pronuncia-

tion’) 0 The woman talk so broad, the tourist couldn’t understand her.

talk business phr Discuss private affairs; usu. used to criticize a gos-

sip who is talking about other people’s private business. 0 Sometimes

she ent make up the bed yet but talking people business under the

mango tree. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:6)

talk English phr A style of English characterized by many hypercor-

rect forms, such as GREEN VERBS, in which the speakers are trying to

sound more educated and competent in a formal style of English than

they can really control. Also used for elaborate, evasive or deceptive

language, (fr colonial evaluation of formal English as better than

local varieties) 0 “Dese yong Indian boys and dem, dey drinkin rum
and talkin English too bad man. De more dey does drink rum is de

more dey does talk English.” (Ladoo 1974:34) 0 “Na talk English gi

me” — don’t worry to give me excuses. (N. Daniel 1990)

talk foolishness phr Say things that are ridiculous, stupid, impossible.

(< E foolishness ‘a foolish practice, act or thing; an absurdity’) 0 Ef
Lizzie and Joe bye lan for true day mus be teef de money or else day

mus be fine de money way de Potigee man loose in Belmont becos ah

kwite shore dat if day did even starv dayself, day cundnt save any-

thing owt ah wot Joe wukin for, expresly how ah doz see him laying

dong in de gutter drunk, so day need'nt tork foollishness. (PC 19 Nov
1904) 0 ‘One of these days you will hit me and I will crank your old

tail, you know, Prince.’ ‘Well, you shouldn't talk foolishness.’

(Boodhoo 1994:27)

talk hard phr Speak in a loud voice. (< E hard ‘with effort, energy or

violence; vigorously’) 0 (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Doh talk so hard -

you want all-man to hear?

talk name phr Talk about someone, often in a negative or malicious

way. 0 See Lil-Lil on the esplanade. Only talking me name with she

camarade (Harmony Kings’ Orchestra “O Lil’ Lil’ Gal” 1938) 0

Were yoah/your aise/ears ringin’ las’ Tuesd’y: in other words, we
were “talkin’ yuh name”, about you, on that day. (Haynes 1987:21)

talk rubbish phr Speak nonsense; tell lies; say things that are stupid

or absurd. (< E rubbish ‘worthless, ridiculous, nonsensical ideas or

discourse’) = talk foolishness, talk shit, talk stupidness, talk up in tail

0 You sick in truth... You going off your head and talking rubbish.

(Selvon 199 Id: 176)

talks 1 n Something to say, comments, esp. directed by men to women
in the hopes of a positive reaction. (< E talk ‘speech; conversation’) 0

They would hang around the shop, and every chance they get they’d

have talks for her. (Stewart 1989:124)

2 n Rumour; a piece of gossip. (< dial E talk ‘gossip’) 0 I hear a talks.

talk shit phr Speak nonsense; tell lies; say things that are stupid or

absurd. (< E shit ‘rubbish; trash’) = talk foolishness, talk rubbish, talk

stupidness, talk up in tail 0 Man, yuh only talking shit - why yuh doh

go from here!

talk stupidness phr Speak nonsense; say foolish or stupid things.

(< stupidness) = talk foolishness, talk rubbish, talk shit, talk up in tail

0 “But the government does draw money from sweepstake, oui.” “So

what the police drawing from we? Soapseed? “You could talk stupid-

ness, oui.” (Hill 1966c: 13) 0 “Look, Harry why yuh doh shut yuh

mout an siddong. Yuh talkin choopidness. Here, take anodder drink.”

(Foster 1990:43)

talk talk phr Go ahead and talk, even though the listener doesn’t

agree. 0 (Haynes 1987:195) “Man, talk yuh talk.” (1990)

talk tent n A place of entertainment, where a singing emcee musically

introduces talk-masters who perform dub, story-telling, RAPSO,

EXTEMPO 1

,
etc. Talk tents began as special programs in 1981 to give

Caribbean storyteller-comedians a showcase for talents. (< ten? ) 0

“Is to look out for Paul Keens Douglas an he Talk Tent for Carnival.”

(Baptiste 1993:153) 0 The “talk tents,” which feature comedians such

as Tommy Joseph, Barbados’s McFingall, Sprangalang, Paul

Keens-Douglas, and occasionally a moral humorist such as Deborah

Jean Baptiste-Samuel, are partially a recognition of the waning of

humour in the traditional calypso tent. There have also been “talka-

lypso” competitions, in which the calypso lyrics are recited and per-

formed as poetry. Often these competitions emphasize humour. The
existence and rapid development of rapso chanters such as Brother

Resistance, Bro. Shortman, and groups such as Kindred has further

narrowed the gap between song and talk. (Rohlehr 1998:93)

talk up in tail/ass phr Speak nonsense; tell lies; say things that are

stupid or absurd. = talk rubbish, talk shit, talk stupidness 0 “Manning
go be de next Prime Minister ah dis country.” The reply was, “Yuh
talkin up in yuh tail or what? When Manning go come Prime Minister?”

(Bomb 14 Sept 1990: 16) 0 When you say that, you talking up in your ass.

tall adv Emphatic used after a negative - present or implied, usu. not :

in any way, the least bit. See also AT ALL. /tol/ (< E at all ‘in every

way; in any way’, used after a negative, usu. not) = >at all
1

0 Dis

payin pon de Sunda no good tall fu poor people wat work in de field

(TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 If I bin link say Missa - bin go treet me like

dat, I no bin bring me complain taal Sir, - I bin fling de man one kik...

an finish wid em. (TSp 8 Jan 1848:2)

tall boots n Rubber boots that go almost up to the knee, usu. worn while

farming or in the woods.= tall tops 0 These are the people who once

they hear a tree-planting exercise is on in the northern range would
cheerfully don their tall boots and work with a will. (Bomb 6 Oct

1989:22) 0 Only wen ahwe want tallboots and shoes and mohair suit

ahwe use’ to goh and wuk pan the bakra estate. (TG 27 July 1998:1 1 ) 0

[S]he would use blue soap to clean her tall boots. (Loubon 200 1

)

tall house n A house built on pillars, usu. with the ground floor not

fully enclosed and therefore having a very high open space below the

flooring. = stilted house, >upstairs house 0 He living in a tall house

up Chickland Road.

tall tops n Rubber boots that go almost up to the knee, usu. worn while

farming or in the woods.= tall boots 0 The nail juk him right through

he tall tops.

tall wine n A sexual position in which the woman supports the man
during sexual intercourse by moving without her buttocks touching

the bed. (< wine) = high waist, >high wine 0 “Oh God, she gi me tall

wine. Serious woman!” (1986)

talparo n Amphitecna latifolia, a native tree; similar to Crescentia

cujete (calabash '); leaves more ovate; fruit smaller, /talparo/ =

calabash
2

,
taparo
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taniado n Solatium esculentum , a cultivated plant and fruit, /tamado/

(< E tomato + H-Bh dhomadol < E tomato) = >damadhol 9 Papito

who sold green figs, plantains, ochroes and “tamadoes” from his

push-cart. (Araujo 1984:27)

tamandua n Tamandua longicaudata longicaudata , a mammal,
/tamandua/ (< LAS tamandua < Guarani) = >matapel, mataperro, 4

yellow tamandua 0 (JFNC Oct 1894:94) 0 (Alkins 1979:17-8)

tamarind see also TAMBRAN

tamarind rod n A small flexible whip made from a slender branch of

the tamarind tree, Tamarindus indica. 0 Nor will they easily forget

the terrible quantity of tamarind-rods. (Joseph 1838b- 1:128) 0 The

boy could be flogged for simple larceny, the number of strokes not to

exceed 12, with a tamarind rod. (POSG 2 Nov 1907:6) 0 The wood of

the tree is hard and is used for furniture. The young branches, known
as “tamarind rods" were used as birches by village schoolmasters on

recalcitrant schoolboys. (Morean 1986:13) 0 A tamarind rod for

young OWTU. (Letter, TG 15 Oct 1989:9) 9 Nor, in this imagined

scenario, can he ... ask the M.P. to bend over for six of the best from

his tamarind rod. (John 2007:170)

tamasha n Noise; confusion involving noise, /tamaja/ (< Anglo-

Indian tamasha ‘fuss; commotion’ < H-U tamasha ‘public function;

entertainment; display; show; spectacle’) 0 Getting up? The “tamasha”

the cows made was enough to wake up even Kumbhkaran. ( TG 23 Dec
1990:14)

tamboline, tambline n Epinephelus striatus (E Nassau grouper), an

edible deep-water marine fish; light olive brown with dark brown

bands. This name is apparently used more for small specimens, /tam-

bolin, tamblin/ (prob. < E tambour
, tambor ‘a fish which makes a

drumming noise or which resembles a drum in form') = tienne, white

grouper
1

9 “Tambolines are small, one pound or so, caught in rela-

tively shallow water in the Bocas.” (2001)

tamboo bamboo, tambour bamboo n obs A musical instrument

made of a length of bamboo, of various lengths and diameters, each

producing a different note when held vertically and struck with sticks

or stamped on the ground to produce varying pitches: BOOM (BASS),

CHANDLER, BOULA (BULLER), FOULA (FULLER) and CUTTER.

Also a band composed of a number of such instruments. Probably

developed in the late 19th century in response to official bans on skin

and wooden drums. They are now rarely if ever used, /tambu bambu/

(< FC tambu ‘drum’ + bambu ‘bamboo’ < Fr tambour ‘drum’ + de

bamboo ‘of bamboo’; poss. Kikongo ntambu ‘drum’) = bamboo
band, bamboo orchestra, >bamboo tamboo 9 She heard a gin bottle

with a wicked roll, A tamboo bamboo nearly make her lose control.

(Lion “Netty, Netty" 1937) 9 Five to twenty stickmen formed a band

and went about the streets on Carnival days fighting rival bands. Both

groups were accompanied by drummers and/or tamboo bamboo
bands. (Crowley 1956a: 195) 9 An 1883 ban on drum-playing pre-

sented the masquerade bands with a serious deficiency. For some
years the shack-shack, complemented by improvised beating on ran-

dom old boxes and bits of metal, [was] a poor substitute for the vari-

eties of skin drum. Then tambour-bamboo bands came to the rescue...

The technique of cutting, curing, and playing the bamboo stems was

reduced to a fine art, the music was harmonized from cutter to boom,

with bottle-and-spoon players completing the orchestra. These rude

instruments contributed their singular music to the carnival festivities

for almost half-a-century until they were displaced by the emergence

of the steel band. (Hill 1984:22) 9 Tamboo-bamboo - music ensem-

ble. Bamboo tubes - stamped on ground or struck. + bottle and spoon,

shackshack, tins and scrap metal. (Thomas 1985:389) 9 Tamboo
bamboo music was never banned, and although efforts were made to

phase it out in the 1920’s, it continued to be the most vibrant people’s

music at Carnival time. (Rohlehr 1990:40) 9 “Alexander’s Ragtime

Band” of Newtown is given the credit for the change from tamboo

bamboo to metal band, but who is to discredit the claim of Mussel Rat

and the Gonzales Tamboo Bamboo band? (Tarradath 1991:379) 9

The clash of bottle and spoon augmented the sound of tamboo-bamboo

bands when they marched in parade. (Cowley & Spottswood 1991:1)

9 ‘Canboulay’ was abolished and these hostilities curtailed by two

ordinances in 1884; these, together with other constraints, respec-

tively prohibited the use of drums in processions and restricted their

playing at other assemblies. Tamboo-bamboo stamping tubes were

adopted subsequently as accompaniment by the stickfighters,

although drums remained in use in rural areas. From about 1905,

bands of tamboo-bamboo players also marched in procession in

Carnival. They sang kalenda-based call-and-response Teggos’, ‘lavways’

or road marches (like Caroline) to the accompaniment of their instru-

ments. Tamboo-bamboo groups were replaced gradually by steel

bands in the 1940s. (Cowley 1993:1 1) 9 The instruments in the tam-

boo bamboo band and their uses were by no means standardized. For

example, Lennox Pierre... describes a three-foot boom; a buller and

fuller (foule) which consisted of pieces of the same length but with

different numbers of joints; and a cutter that was tapped with a stick

and, when a band was stationary, was also struck on the ground. In

addition, Anthony Prospect... mentions a chandler, which was a little

longer than the cutter, and states that the boom was simultaneously

struck with a stick while being stamped on the ground in order to pro-

duce two different rhythms. Along with these various bamboo instru-

ments, every tamboo bamboo band had bottles that were struck with

spoons to keep time... Chac-chacs and scrapers were also sometimes

employed. Though the tamboo bamboo ensembles included a range

of tones, they did not play melodies. Their objective was to create an

intense polyrhythmic background to the call and response singing of a

chantwell and chorus. (Stuempfle 1995:24)

tambour n obs Drum, esp. an African drum with a skin top. (< FC
tambu < Fr tambour ‘drum’) 9 And be it enacted. That it shall not be

lawful for any person to beat or play any drum, gong, tambour, ban-

gee, or chac-chac within the Town of Port of Spain or the suburbs

thereof at any hour on any day earlier than the hour of five and later

than the hour of eight in the afternoon. (Ordinance 4, 7 Sept 1835)

tambourer n obs Drummer, particularly a player on African drums. 9

The grand tambour, undoubtedly of African origin, and when manip-

ulated by a skilful beater made rude music, but when the tambourer

became elevated by [frequent] draughts of “cacapoule”, the local

stimulant, it produced ear-splitting noises from which Morpheus flew

in terror. (Inniss 1932 [1858])

tambran, tambrand, tamarind 1 n Tamarindus indica (E tamarind),

a cultivated tree. Pods brown; juice and pulp used for sweets, bever-

ages, and flavouring, /tambran/ (< tamarind) = >imli 9 (CFNI

1971:5) 9 The leaves of the “tambran” tree (tamarind) were boiled

and drunk to relieve high blood pressure. (Cummings 2004:61)

2 n A soft, round, sour sweet made from tamarind fruit pulp, sugar,

and pepper. = >tambran ball 9 And “tambran”, “zeekak”, “balata”.

(Fortune ca 1950-59:1 1) 9 She had all kinds of things in her tray: chili

plums and some governor plums, topi-tambo, pois doux, peewah,

tamarind (known to us as tambran), and one solitary bunch of gri-gri.

(Araujo 1984:67)

tambran ball, tamarind ball, tambrand ball n A soft, round, sour

sweet made from tamarind fruit pulp, sugar, and pepper. = tambran
2
9

You are my harley sweetie, You so long and sticky, My girl tambrand

ball, You only sour and that is all. (Young Killer “Millie vs Killer” pr

in Roberts 1965) 9 Tamarind Balls... 4 cups tamarinds without shells

strings removed. (Hunt 1985b:26) 9 [His] mother ran a parlour selling

tamarind balls and ice blocks. (EX 16 Sept 1990:18) 9 “See if they

have tambrand (tamarind) balls please.” (Ali 1993:189) 9 Tambran

Balls.... A favourite sweet combining the sweetness of the sugar, the

sourness of the tamarind and the heat from the hot pepper! (Nelson &
Puddy 2004:52)

tambran desin, tamarind-des-lndes, tambran dasan 1 n Vangueria

madagascariensis [~ V. edulis], a cultivated large spreading shrub.

Abundant small flowers. Fruit roughly spherical or oval, about 3.8-5

cm (1.5-2") diameter; skin leathery, greenish when ripe, but usu. left

to QUAIL until yellowish. Contains 2-3 seeds similar to tamarind but

remaining fuzzy even after flesh is sucked off; embedded in a musky,

dark-brown pasty pulp. Fruit is rolled and pulp sucked out. /tambran

dezT/ (< FC tamaren dezen < Fr tamarind des indes ‘tamarind of

India’) = chinee tambran 9 Market - Ordinary:... tamarind-des-lndes.
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( TG 22 Jan 1933:9) 0 Tamarin-dezenne, a round, brown fruit with

seeds. (ESTT 1956) 0 Chinee tamarind (chin-nee tam-bran). This is

the same as “tambran dasan,” a small brown fruit with acid seeds.

You have to roll and soften it before eating... “Ah see dey sellin’

Chinee tamarind on Frederick Street.” (Baptiste 1993:36)

2 n arc A sour, hard candy made from tamarind pulp. 0 They calling

this tambran desin, but in mi boy days that was real sour.

tambrin band, tambourine band n Tob A musical band consisting of

5-8 TAMBRIN drums, usu. together with a violin and triangle. See

BOOM 1

,
BOULA (BULLER)2

,
ROLLER5

, FOULE (FULLER)
1

,
CUTTER 1

. 0

Tambrin band, tamb’rin band, tambourine band. A band originating

in Tobago consisting of fiddles, a steel triangle, and goat-skin drums.

(Martin 1998:234) 0 “And they beating their pitch-oil tins and thing

all around town. Everybody following them. And he eventually

became a parson in the same church there. You know, about the

music, there were some members of tambourine bands who might be

a member of your band. So he will bring his instrument and others

will follow him. They call the instruments: the cutter, the roller, the

boom, and the steel. This make up the tambourine band. They didn’t

know about this shac-shac that the tamboo bamboo people bring in.”

(Hall 1998:51)

tambrin drum n Tob A shallow-skirted goat-skin frame drum, about

!4"-20" (35 x 50 cm) in diameter, with a round wooden frame, often

made from MAYOR SHAPEL, about 2" (5 cm) deep. The drum is held

vertically in one hand, and struck with one or more fingers or the

palm of the other hand, /tambrin/ (< Fr tambourin ‘a long narrow

drum or tabor’ or < E tambourine 'a wooden hoop with skin stretched

over one side and pairs of small cymbals placed in slots round the cir-

cumference; played by shaking, striking with the knuckles, or draw-

ing the fingers across the skin’) 0 In [manoeuvering] the speech band

you have the show boy, tamborin and fiddle music in the back

ground. (OPNL Sept 1988:3) 0 In celebration of Tobago’s only indig-

enous musical instrument, “The Tarmbrin (Tambourine) Festival”

(Culloden). (Alleyne-Pilgrim 1995:1) 0 “I noticed on Carnival Tues-

day there was a special type of bands they call Speech Bands. Those

use to come from every district. You find one from Bon Accord,

Melford, Plymouth... Every band coming into Scarborough. And
those bands were more or less connected to the estates. You will hear

them coming with the beating of the tambrin.” (Hall 1998:45) 0

There are three tambrin drums in the tambrin instrument ensemble.

These are: the boom, which carries the lowest pitch, the roller, or

fuller, which carries a higher pitch and the cutter which carries the

highest pitch. The fiddle (violin)... and the triangle are the other

instruments. The tambrin drum in this ensemble is prepared for per-

formance by warming the membrane. (Moore 2004:35)

tambura, tanpura n An Indian musical instrument with a long fret-

board ending in a large bowl-shaped resonator, and four metal strings,

plucked by the fingers. It is used as a drone, accompanying the main

instrument, such as sitar or veena, in classical Indian music, /tambura,

tanpura/ (< H tanpura, a stringed musical instrument) 0 Tanpura :

consists of a long fretboard about one metre long and ending [in] a

large bowl. The bowl is usually about fifteen centimetres wide. The
bridge, made of wood or ivory, is placed in the centre of the bowl.

There are four metal strings - three made of steel and the fourth of

brass. The strings pass through holes in a ledge near the peg. Beads

are threaded on the strings which act like a wedge between the belly

and the strings. The tanpura is usually held upright, the body resting

on the ground in front of the performer. Sometimes the bowl is placed

on the right. This is not a main instrument in any performance but is

used to keep the rhythm flowing. (Ramlakhan 1990a:8) 0 Tamboura:

unfretted, stringed drone instrument heard in background of classical

music performance. (Ramaya 1992:22)

tampee, tampay, tampi, tompi n obs A coin of low value, /tampe,

tampi/ (< stampee)
= >stampee 0 “So,” said the old lady, “I own all

this land, and often have not half a bit (twopence halfpenny) to buy
salt fish. They plunder my provision-grounds, steal my fowls, and

laugh me to scorn... I nebber get one ’tampee (stampee) [in compen-
sation].” (Day 1852-1 :303) 0 Tampi buy trouble Job can’t cure = ‘for

a penny (Stampi = tampi = penny) you can buy so many troubles

which Job with all his riches could not undo’. (Uh 1883:255) 0 A bit

was the unit of comparison and all prices were quoted in Bits and half

Bits; the Bit being of the value of 10 cents. The half-bit or 5 cent

piece was the most popular coin and half of that called a tampay or

stampe was the smallest quantity which one was supposed to pur-

chase. There being no actual coin of that value it was made up with a

penny and a farthing and as the farthing was for some reason or other

unobtainable, the [shopkeepers] used to cut the five cent coin in two

and the mutilated coin passed... for a stampe, some went so far as to

cut the ten cent coin in four and the triangular pieces were also cheer-

fully accepted as stampes. As time went on and the money market got

tighter, the necessity for a half-stampe was felt and this need was got

over by shopkeepers stamping their initials on a half-penny and giv-

ing and receiving it over the counter as a half-stampe. (Inniss 1932) 0

Tompi buy trouble, Job cyan ' cure 'em. A comment when a person is

talking about his troubles. (Herskovits 1945: 197)

tampi n Marijuana; ganja. /tampi/ = >ganja0 And when it come to

“grass”, ah hope yuh know dat de onliest grass dem students know is

tampee! (Zingay Talala, Bomb 1977) 0 Nowadays it is a different

kind of ‘coke’ and ‘tampee’ (weed, stick, joint) is everywhere.

(Lange 1986:6) 0 Blast the music (the louder the better), run the

tampee and grog. (Lange 1986:14) 0 More ofthem are making money
selling tampi. (Stewart 1989:129)

tan see TAN LIKE

tang, tong n Acanthurus coeruleus [= Teuthis caeruleus

]

(E blue tang

or surgeonfish), a marine fish, purplish grey to blue, with narrow grey

longitudinal bands, to .36 m long. High-bodied, laterally compressed,

with a sharp pointed bone on each side of the tail, /tar), tDi]/ (< E tang,

various surgeon-fish, fr knife-like extensions on tail) = blue doctor

fish, chirugeon 0 Tong. (Carmichael 1833) 0 (Vincent 1910:50)

tan horsewhip n Oxybelis aeneus, a slender non-venomous snake.

(< E tan ‘brown colour’ + horsewhip) = ash-coloured horsewhip,

ashy whip snake, >horsewhip, liguez, pike-headed snake, rigoise,

rigoise argentee, sharp-nosed tree snake, vine snake", whip snake
1

0

(Boos 2001a:133)

tank n arc Woman, esp. a heavy, thick-set one. (< E tank ‘a large

armoured military vehicle’) 0 Believe me friends I am talking frank,

Ma mouth start to dribble when ah watch the tank. She had a face

like a movie star, And ah figure like a car. With too much bumper.

(Composer “Supposing” 1964, in Graves 1965:27)

tanka lanka phr Expression meaning “you’re going to get in trouble”,

used by schoolchildren, usu. accompanied by shaking of one hand,

/tarjka laqka/ 0 “Tanka lanka! I goin’ to tell Miss what you say 'bout

she husban’!” (Baptiste 1993:153)

tan like, tan laka, tan likka phr arc Be; appear. (< E stand ‘stay; be

like’ + like ‘in the manner of) 0 “He face tan like Jumbee-bird Owl,
(For true, he bin dam ug’y feller). He mout tan like Hog da yam fowl,

He crapeau yie shine like two dollar. (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 As foo you
toe dem, chigah nyam dem so tay dem tan likka wen ginga meet good

dutty. (PC 9 July 1904)

tannia, tania, tanya, tanier n Xanthosoma sagittifolium, a cultivated

plant with edible tubers. Leaves large, dark green, arrowhead-shaped.

Tubers usu. long and thin, with rough hairy dark brown skin, edible

white flesh, /tanja/ (< taya, taya Tupi-Guarani) = chou 0 For you me
broke stone, sell me tannia. (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 Another change is

Tannia Soup. That is the soup of the Tannia boiled up with Salt pork

and fresh peppers, with which they eat bitter Casava bread. (Dowland
1 Sept 1843) 0 Concealed in a basket under some tanyas. (TDN
19 Mar 1851 :2) 0 Best Guinea Yams, Water Yams, Cush Cush, Sweet

Cassava, Cassava Cakes, Farine Manioc, Tanias, Yams, Potatos or

other Provisions. (POSG 7 Oct 1854:2) 0 The weeds were probably

of only six weeks’ growth; and when they got so high that he actually

could not find his tanias among them, he would take cutlass and hoe,

and make a lazy raid upon them. (Kingsley 1880:141) 0 In addition

to a few northern vegetables, the [school] gardens as a rule grow
yams, tannias, ochroes, eddoes, egg plant, cassava, and a long list of

smaller products. (Morton 1916) 0 Yesterday's Market Prices... Ordi-

nary: Chinese eddoes, cassava, tannias. (TG 5 Sept 1917:11) 0
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Market-Ordinary:... tannia. (TG 22 Jan 1933:9) 0 Well now, you got

no yams in Germany, and that we know, No tannias, no cush-cush,

nor potatoes. (Lion “Hitler’s Mistake” 1940) 0 Some Chinese putting

milk in me coffee, For when I plant com I reaping tannia. (Terror

“Chinese Children Calling Me Daddy” 1950 pr) 0 “Suppose him buy
tania, dat mo’ money. Suppose him buy red beans, dat mo’ money
again. Plantain - all dem foods is mo’ money dan rice.” (de Boissiere

'

1952:265) 0 Sweet potatoes, cassava, yams, tannias, dasheen,

bananas, peas, plantains, form the base of the crops grown in the

“gardens” as the provision grounds of the peasants are called. (Ottley

1969:56) 0 Tannia Soup. (Hunt 1985a:26) 0 In the early days, Ema-
mally and his sons carried their garden produce to the Waterloo and

Chaguanas markets. This included eddoes, dasheen, tannia, and cas-

sava. (Deen 1994:178)

tannia cake, tanya cake n A round, somewhat flattened, food made
mostly of fried grated tannia. = tannia fritter 0 I could never resist the

tanya cakes she made. ‘Eh, eh, you ent eatin at all today, Master Alan,’

she said, as I refused a third helping of those brown crusted purple suc-

culent cakes done to a turn on her smoky coalpot. (McDonald

1969:35)

tanpura see TAMBURA

tan sangit, tan sangeet n A traditional North Indian style of music

and dance, /tan sangit/ (< H tan ‘note in music; tone’ + sangit ‘music;

singing; concert') 0 Tan sangeet, a traditional style of concert music

and dance, along with chutney, the spicy Caribbean version, were the

two offerings on the musical menu that night... Pareles traced the his-

tory of Tan sangeet back to Northern India. Described as “Indian

classical and folk music,” the songs are sung in Hindi and refer to

Hindu deities like Ganesh and Krishna. {EX 1 1 Aug 2000:27)

tansy n Ambrosia cumanensis, a cultivated plant, with deeply cut and

divided leaves, and small yellow flowers, (fr resemblance to E tansy
‘ Tanacetnm vulgare) 0 (Morean M-82)

tantakayo n Albizia niopoides [= A. caribaea, Pithecolobium carib-

aeum\, a large deciduous native tree to 30 m (98'), girth to 3 m (10'),

long clean trunk; lofty feathery crown; a favoured nesting spot for

CORNBIRDS. Leaves have 30-50 pairs of leaflets, 5-llxl mm (.2-.4 x

.4"), mid-rib nearer one side, sometimes minutely fringed margins.

Flower heads whitish, inconspicuous, round, 10-12 mm (.4-.47")

diameter. Fruit pods 6-15 x 11-27 cm, containing 7-10 seeds. Wood
heavy, yellowish-white, hard and strong, little utilized except for

indoor construction work, /tantakajo/ (< Amer) = naked Indian
2
0

(FTT 1931-1-4:302) 0 “Tantakayo... [is] useful as a shade and orna-

mental tree, chiefly conspicuous during the early months of the year,

when it is without leaves, for the gaunt, bare trunk and branches.

Marshall states the wood is fairly soft, medium weight, and of a yel-

lowish colour. The tree is a favourite resting place for com birds.”

(Williams & Williams 1941 :55) 0 (Beard 1946:32)

tantal n obs Mycteria americana , a large wading bird with long neck

and legs; 1.2 m (3.5') tall. All white with black flight feathers and tail;

head and upper neck bare and dark; bill long, thick, down-curved.

Formerly an occasional summer visitor to swamps in Trinidad, /tan-

tal/ (< E Tantalinae, the family of wood storks, usu. Tantalus sp.) =

>soldat“ 0 Marsh birds... are remarkable, not only for their number,

but also for their large size... the great egret {Ardea major), is [more

than four feet when erect], and the tantal, of the same height, is larger

in body, (de Verteuil 1884:372)

tan-tan n Aunt; respectful or affectionate term for an older woman,
/tantan/ = >tantie 0 Tan-tan - aunt. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 In a little

while another set of dancers took the floor, and in a short time

Henry's Tan Tan returned from the spirit world. (Ottley 1962:64) 0

Tan tan, tantie. (John 1973) 0 “Yo’ tan’-tan’ go vex, boy.” (Hercules

1980:264) 0 Tan Tan Crosby, an energetic lady, no more than five

feet three inches tall from Zion Hill was proud to be supervisor of the

baking. (James 1990:261)

tantana n A lot of fuss, /tantana/ < H tanta, tantal ‘wrangling; alterca-

tion’) 0 “Doh give me so much tantana. Yuh cornin’ with me or not?”

(Baptiste 1993:154)

tantan fowl-back, tantan fall-back 1 n Flemingia strobilifera, a nat-

uralized leguminous plant whose light brown bracts enclose flowers,

like hops. = Chinese peas, hops, kidney bush
2

, mang bush, money
bush

3
,
money plant, >wild hops

1

(poss. fr resemblance of bracts to

fowl backbone) 0 Among those herbs with which [Mayok Shapelle]

is known to be boiled are the leaves of the tan-tan fowl back,

Flemingia strobilifera, the stems of wild cane, and ollivere bark.

(Morean 1992n:30) 0 (Morean M-82)

2 n Pfaffia iresinoides, a naturalized sprawling plant, usu. found in

shady places; somewhat spindly. Older stems greyish-green and

warty, younger ones green or reddish. Leaves, opposite, fuzzy under-

neath. Flower is a diffuse leafy panicle of small whitish flower clus-

ters. A favourite food of goats. 0 Tan-tan-fall-back. (Laurence

1976: 11) = female man-better-man

tantie, tante, tanty 1 n Aunt, /tanti/ (< Fr tante ‘aunt’ + E auntie

‘affectionate term for aunt’) 0 It was a big bachannal with my tantie

Alma, And she picky head little daughter. (Spoiler “Ugly Girls with

Lovely Names” 1951 pr) 0 TANTIE, TANT, TAN’, n., aunt. (Rodman
1971:236)

2 n Term of affection or respect for any older woman. 0 “Tantie,” he

said, “the writing on this paper says you ‘received one hundred dol-

lars for a Tobago mule’.” (Carr 1964) 0 [B]ig excitement in the street

because a ton load ah people come at 7 o’clock in the morning to

repair the 200 yard road. Well boy all that excitement evaporate quick

when they tell the godmother neighbour, “Don’t excite yourself you

know, tantee, because we could be here for months.” (Sundries, Sun

1977) 0 Even on Christmas Day, she’ll be out performing instead of

heeding cries of “More please, Tante,” and serving pastelles and sor-

rel. {EX 23 Dec 1990:15) 0 ‘Tantie, try the wedding cake.’... ‘Beti

after all that good good wedding food? A little, later.’ (Persaud

1993:40) 0 I’m definitely still at the Family stage. That’s what all the

maxi-taxi touts call me. You know what comes after Tantie? Mammy,
that’s what. {EX 29 Jan 1997:31)

tantie come to town phr Have a menstrual period. = see periods, see

moon, see things 0 “I don’t know why, but every time we make a

plan, tantie come to town.” (1986)

tap see also TAP UP

tap v Cut the head off a coffee tree to enable it to spread. (< E top

‘remove the top part of a tree’) = >top 0 (Moore 1980: 19)

tapaawe v Spiritually offer alcoholic beverages, throwing a few drops

of a newly opened bottle on the ground, also done by cane cutters

before harvest, /taparwe/ (< Bh tapkawe ‘drop slowly’) 0 “Tapaawe

de bottle only yuh open it.” (1990)

tapana n Hieronyma laxiflora [= H. caribaea], timber trade name
suradain

,
a large native evergreen tree, height to 30 m (98'), girth to

3 m (10'), trunk has shallow buttresses. Found in lowland wet forest

in both Trinidad and Tobago. Bark reddish brown, lightly fissured.

Leaves mostly elliptical, to 25 x 15 cm (9.7 x 5.8"); usu. some leaves

red. Flowers very small and without petals; male and female flowers

borne on separate trees. Fruit a small brownish black drupe, one tiny

hairy brown seed. Wood coarse-grained, heavy, dark brown, broadly

striped in crimson and yellow, /tapana/ (prob. < Amer) = horseflesh 0

(Joseph 1838a:80) 0 Among those of our more useful forest trees

which peculiarly affect the mountains are... Tapana, Guatapana (our

beefwood), Locust... (Carr 1869:403-4) 0 The Tapana is chiefly used

by wheel wrights. (Williams 1882) 0 (Marshall 1934:89) 0 Materials

used in healing and conjuring. Leaves... tapana. (Simpson 1962:329)

0 There were logs of all qualities - crappo, tapana, ftddlewood, cedar,

mahogany and apamate. (Narine 1977:3) 0 He swept the

shavings past the knee-high house stilts that he had axed from the

first tapana his men had felled. (Hosein 1980:82) 0 Prince is a big

man too, six foot three, thick hands, and back broad like a tapana tree.

(Lovelace 1982) 0 (Johnson 2004:3)

taparo n Amphitecna latifolia, a native tree; similar to Crescentia

cujete {calabash
!

); leaves more ovate; fruit smaller, /taparo/

(< Amer) = calabash
2

, >talparo

taparonn obs Couroupita guianensis, a large native tree with large

round fruits. (< Amer) = >cannonball tree, jumbie calabash, moke 0
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We also saw several Taparons or Cannon ball trees. (JFNC Feb

1895:155)

tapasia n Self-sacrifice; denying yourself in order to perform duty or

obligations, /tapasja/ (< H tapaswi ‘devotee; devotion; asceticism’) 0

“When the parents old, she do tapasia, take care of them and give up

her own happiness.” (1990)

tapia 1 n A house-building material made of mud mixed with grass

applied to a stick framework; wattle and daub, /tapis/ (< Sp tapia

‘earth bricks’ < Latin < Arabic) 0 Three sides of the house are sur-

rounded with tapia. (Caracchiolo 1904:104) 0 The destroyed build-

ing... measured 40 feet x 24 feet, on pillars four feet high and was

constructed of concrete and tapia. (TG 17 Jan 1936:3) 0 She lived

now near the waterfront in a tiny ancient house of tapia. (de Boissiere

1952:1 1) 0 The rainwater barrel was almost touching the tapia wall at

the eastern side of the house. (Ladoo 1972:17) 0 Nanna told Sunaree

and Panday to get some ricebags and spread them out by the tapia

wall. (Ladoo 1972:49) 0 Now she and Tommy were living in that lit-

tle tapia house among strangers. (Giuseppi 1975:8) 0 Most peasants

lived in small huts made of tapia, and thatched with palm trash. In

Blachisseuse in 1885, there were only three or four ‘houses’, made of

wood; everyone else lived in tapia huts. (Brereton 1979:142) 0 The

tapia was made of clay earth mixed with grasses (such as kus-kus) as

a binder. (Lewis 1983:83) 0 The walls were constructed out of tapia;

the floor and partitions of wood and the roof of galvanise. (Riley

1992:26) 0 The two factories have given the village a suburban

appearance along Longdenville Road, with brick houses where, in

another area, there would be wood or tapia. (EX 13 June 1993:1 1) 0

“Dardee had a room downstairs for she mother with tapia wall, and

and a bed called a Cattya.” (Deen 1994:167)

2 v Fill in framework with TAPIA to make walls. 0 [T]he gayap also

takes the form of a house-building “bee,” and for "tapayarin”’ - plas-

tering - a house when the builder does not have the means to hire a

professional to do this work. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:63) 0

Tapia-ing of the walls was now done. In a shallow hole dug in the

yard, water was poured into the loosely dug-up earth to make it

muddy. Tapia, a fine, two-foot-blade grass was scattered over this

mud and danced into it. The tapia-ed mud was taken in large chunks

and placed with both hands over and to the horizontal wall rafters on

both sides to a thickness of five or six inches and then plastered and

levelled over, hence making the wall smooth on either face. One-inch

holes were later dug into the mud wall. Tapia-ing started at the bot-

tom and ended at the top of the wall. The entrance door, and two

upper halves of the gallery wall, and also the three inside doors and

any window area, were left untouched. One or two holes six inches in

diameter might have been left about half way up a wall or two for

ventilation. (Alladin 1970:7-8)

tapia grass n Sporobolus indicus and 5. jacquemontii

,

introduced

grasses 30-60 cm (12-24") tall, used for tapia HOUSE construction,

(ff common use to make tapia) = hay grass, hay seed, wire grass;

mulatto plait (S.

jacquemontii) 0 Tapia-ing of the walls was now
done. In a shallow hole dug in the yard, water was poured into the

loosely dug-up earth to make it muddy. Tapia, a fine, two-foot-blade

grass was scattered over this mud and danced into it. (Alladin 1970:7-

8) 0 He was all in a recumbent heap on a bed of stripped bois-canot

overlaid with dry tapia grass and sugar-bags and flour-sacks. (Nai-

paul 1976:39) 0 Straw-thatching is wide-spread among the older gen-

eration of Blacks. In this craft, [certain] wild grasses like tapia grass,

mulatto plait and palms like tirite,palmiste and the cabbage palm, all

having fronds resembling the African palms, are used. (Elder

1988:48)

tapia house n A traditional house construction, with walls made of

TAPIA, clay mud mixed with long grass. = dirt house, mud house 0 I

entered a decent-looking tapia house.* (*Tapia is a wall composed of

reeds, clay, and grass.) (Joseph 1 838b-3: 167) 0 A dream a was talk-

ing to a fairy god moda wen a did sleep in Speyside, Tobago in one a

dem tapia ouse by de sea. (WG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 Many tapia houses in

Fyzabad and in Penal were blown down. (TG 29 June 1933:1) 0 The
Trinidad tapia house continued on its way using Amerindian

techniques for walls and roof but with increasing prefabrication of

structural supports by the use of pre-sawn timber. (Lewis 1983:83)

tappu drum n A kind of goatskin-headed drum used during worship

of the Hindu goddess Kali, /tapu/ (prob. < Tamil) 0 Performance of

the various deity pujas and the making of offerings is accompanied by

devotional songs sung in varying combination of Hindi, Tamil, and

English and musically driven by the rhythmic percussion of three to

five tappu drums - special, thin, goat-skin drums held between the

shoulder [and] the forearm, played upon using two thin sticks, and

found only in Kali temples in Trinidad. (McNeal 2000:4)

tap up 1 v Slap or hit, esp. more than once. (< E tap ‘a light blow or

hit’ + up4 ) 0 ‘One day... ah find ah big bobbin in the grass. Ah say in

me mind ah woulda make a nice tractor with it... Well, same time

Mano come and say the bobbin is he own. He take it away from me.

And tap me up and cuff me.’ (Narine 1977:28-9) 0 ‘I should go and

tap up the man. Imagine beatin’ the boy the first day he go to school.’

(Boodhoo 1994:26) 0 ‘Boy, you harden, yes... I tell you wait and I

ain’t go for two minutes and you run off. I really feel I could tap you

up, yes.’ (Boodhoo 1994:213)

2 v In making a PAN, hit the surface of the drum from underneath to

form the desired convex shapes on top. (tap + up ‘going higher;

upwards’) 0 The drum is allowed to cool and is then washed out with

water to clean it. After this, the concave section[s] of the drum are

tapped from inside in the opposite direction, so as to produce a con-

vex shape. This is called ‘tapping up’. (Gonzalez 1978:16-18)

3 n Beating; roughing up. 0 Especially when you get a haircut, you

had to get a tap up.

tar 1 n Rum. = >grog 0 He in he tar.

2 adj Drunk or inebriated, usu. from rum. 0 He well tar.

taranj, tarangi, taranjee n An advanced stage of TABANCA. /taranji/ =

tarankee 0 At firse, Is tabanka dey may get. W’en yuh get mo'e dis-

turb’d, De nex’ stage, taranji, is in sight. Dah’s w’en yuh begin to fall

‘way Visibly an’ lose all yuh appetite...Tabanka... may reach full blown

irreversible stage-through taranji to zup-foofooroo-bubbuliptruhps.

(Haynes 1987:69 194) 0 ’Til next week, if you have tabanca, tabuki or

tarangi, don’t do anything rash, go check out a seer-man, healer man,

pundit or Baptist woman. (TTM 19 Sept 1993:30)

tarantan n Senna alata, a small native tree to 5 m (16') high. Leaves

compound, 6-12 pairs of broadly oblong leaflets, blunt at tip, unequal

at base. Flowers roundish in compact racemes; golden-yellow, very

showy. Pods 4-winged, 10-15 cm (3. 9-5. 8") long, black when ripe,

containing angular seeds, /taranta/ = French guava, >ringworm bush,

wild senna 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:42)

tarantula n Any large hairy spider, of the family Theraphosideae, par-

ticularly Avicularia avicularia (E bird-eating spider), a large black

spider with pink hairs on the ends of the legs. (< E tarantula , Euro-

pean hairy spiders of the Lycosidae) = crab spider (A. avicularia) 0 A
gentleman who was so affected by... Mozart and Rossini... as to make
me imagine that the poor man had been bitten by a Trinidad Tarantula.

(TG 29 Apr 1831:2) 0 The conversation was resumed this time with

many a tale of like rencontres: how one gentleman got bitten by a

tarantula, and died two hours afterwards. (Wilkins 1854:24) 0 Imme-
diately the bite was given a shout went up “the man is bitten by a big

black spider, a tarantula.” This made the bitten one almost frantic

with fright and he cried piteously, “Me God, em go die in gaol, me
God,” &c. (JFNC Dec 1892:118) 0 A half-drowned mygale

(Eurypelma virsicolor, locally known as Tarantula) had been proba-

bly washed down by the heavy shower which had just fallen, from the

branches of the tree above. (Mole 1894a: 13) 0 Our host...

announced... that the finding of scorpions and tarantullas were every

day occurrences, the latter dropping from the leafy ceiling. (TG
19 Sept 1919:4) 0 A big tarantula, furry, with red-tipped legs, was
crawling down the wall, (de Boissiere 1952:304)

tarara adj Usu. in negative, not in good shape, not working well,

/tarara/ (poss. < H-Bh tarar ‘quick; active’) = >talala
5

taria see THARIA
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tariff n A prostitute’s fee. (< E tariff ‘a classified list or scale of

charges made in private or public business, e.g. for hotels, railroads’)

= >fares

tarkaari n A side dish usu. of vegetables made with sauce or gravy to

go with rice or ROTI. /tarkari/ (< H tarkari ‘esculent vegetables’) =

>talkari 0 When did we get from India, But foods that now make creole
*

spree, Tarkaree, Bhajee, Curried meat. With Roti, Chana, Dalpuree!

(Fortune ca 1950-59:7) 0 Tarkari. (Jha 1973:42) 0 Lunch usually con-

sists of a slice of roti filled with tarkaari. (EX-4 22 July 1990: 17)

tarki n A style of traditional Indian woman’s earring, usu. large and

heavy, fastened to fine chains that go around the ears or hook into the

hair, /tarki/ 0 Mostly now is dulahin and dancers does wear tarki.

tarode see TAWODE

tarra det arc Other; the other. = >toder 0 You no see one man kill one

tarra one na Cowra tarra day? ( TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0 Da one wa lib na

Arima de, he ax de tarra one wid de trash hat wa kine a house dis ya?

(TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Tarra mamin me walk in lek a decent fella wid

me battle a Ginger Beer fou tek me mamin da Jacobson, lek backra da

tek fou he da Ice House wid Soda. ( TSn 8 Apr 1 858)

tarria see TARIA

tarwaar n A type of CUTLASS with a long blade and short handle; the

blade is much wider at the tip than the base, /tarwair/ (< H tarwar

‘sword; scimitar') = pen-cutlass 0 Tarwaar. This consisted largely of

a long blade (750 centimetres), and a very short handle at the top. The

blade was narrow nearest the handle (150 cm) and widest at the

[blade] (about 350 cm). This was commonly called a pen-cutlass and

was used for cleaning cow-pens and also for digging. (Ramlakhan

1990a: 14)

tarwat n Genyatremus luteus, a marine gmnt fish, silvery yellow

body, to .35 m (13.6") long. 0 (LNP 1985)

tasard see tassard

task n A specified job or amount of work done for a fixed rate of pay,

as opposed to an hourly or daily wage rate, and roughly considered to

be a day’s work. Sometimes a worker contracts for more than one

task per day. Although used in any kind of manual labour, it is most

common in agriculture. For example, a task might be to CUTLASS,

SALT, or cut cane, e.g. cutting all the sugarcane in an area 120 x 120 feet.

A task used to be measured by number of rows times rods, accord-

ing to yield. For a yield of 30 tons per acre, one task was typically

10 rods x 5 rows, yielding 2.5 tons, and cutters only cut, leaving

canes for carters; a cutter typically did two tasks a day. Now cane

tasks tend to be measured in weight; a cutter cuts and bundles two

tons per task. In cocoa, a typical task might be to pick one FANEGA of

beans. (< dial E task ‘a given quantity of work; work to be done by

the piece') 0 They had a task of 40 trees of cocoa, and they only per-

formed some. (Protector of Slaves 1825:77) 0 Each negro had a task

to perform out of crop; this he generally accomplished between the

hours of 6 and 10 a.m. His people, after finishing their task, would go

and work other tasks on a neighbouring estate for wages. (Joseph

1838a:93) 0 The 'weeding gang' is next reached, where one hundred

and sixty hoes are at work. Weeding is done by piecework, or the

‘task’ as it is called. Each person gets a certain number of square feet

to do, and can leave when he or she has done it. The ‘tasks’ are mea-

sured by the drivers, who carry a ‘ten-foot rod’ for this purpose. (On a

sugar estate 1882:223) 0 Their complaint is generally that their task

work is excessive. Nearly all work is done by task. This complaint is

not real, as they always refuse to work by time instead of by task. The

minimum amount they get for the daily task is 25 cents; some estates

pay as much as 30 cents. The tasks this year are, 1 think, a little

heavier than they have been before, owing to the low price of sugar.

(Mitchell, Testimony, C.4366, 1885 in Singh 1988:121) 0 The

labourers were on task work and were earning 70 cents and 80 cents a

day. By “a day” one means a Tobago day from 7 a.m. to 12 noon or 1

p.m. (WG 1 Mar 1930:14) 0 The size of a task will vary according to

existing conditions, such as the state of the field to be worked, the

nature of the soil, the quality of work required, and in the case of har-

vesting, the yield of cane per acre. (Hutchinson & Taylor 1953:36) 0

Out in the field, he was soon assigned his task by the driver - the

labour supervisor - for he wanted to get through as much as possible

in the cool of the day and return home by 1 .00 p.m. Work was allo-

cated in tasks which differed according to the nature of activity and

physical conditions prevailing, e.g. height and type of grass and hard-

ness of soil. A weeding task could be anything between ten and

twenty rods-a rod of ten feet being used to measure the work on com-
pletion and sometimes on assignation... An Estate worker returned

home after having completed one-and-a-half to two tasks - at, he

said, thirty cents per task, payment to be received in the Yard on Sat-

urday afternoon, i.e. payday. (Alladin 1970:13) 0 ‘B-but I work
mor’an fifteen years.’ ‘Yes,’ said Mr Butter. ‘But mostly tasks. Task

is contract. Contract doesn’t count.’ (Naipaul 1976:191) 0 The inden-

tured labourer was guaranteed in law 280 days’ work per calendar

year, with five days a week out of crop and six days during crop.

Most field work was assigned on a task basis in Trinidad, and a task

was supposed to be what an able-bodied labourer could perform in

seven hours; for day-work a limit of nine hours was set in the field,

but in the factory, during crop, fifteen-hour days were permitted.

(Brereton 1979:178) 0 “For one task, if you get 8, 10 rod that is

plenty.” (1990) 0 Some 80-90 per cent of men’s work was done

according to task, or the amount an able-bodied labourer could be

expected to perform in nine hours. Most days actually lasted between

six-and-a-half to seven hours, as the task basis of work gave incentive

for quick performance. (Vertovec 1992:71) 0 ‘Is day-work we doin’

or task-work?’ ‘Anybody mention task work?’ Gomez asked. ‘I pre-

fer task-work,’ Manu said. ‘Nuh. I prefer day-work. Six to six. We
ain’t have no lazy people here.’ ‘But you get more done in task work,’

Manu persisted. ‘You set a man a piece of work and when he done, he

done. He could go home and do something else. All about they stop

this day-work business. That is real lazy-man work. Whole day you

beatin’ the bush instead of cutlassin’.’ (Boodhoo 1994:22-3)

tasker n A large truck with open sides that carries sugar canes from

field to mill; holds about 12-15 tons, (fr brand name of machine man-

ufacturer) = cane truck 0 Dead is ... a 40-year-old tasker driver of

Borde Narive village off Princes Town. (Mirror 1983)

task labour n An agricultural work system based on the performance

of fixed amount of work to be done for fixed amounts of pay. (< task)

0 Task-labour is one of the evils entailed upon us by Slavery. It began

in a desire to encourage the slave to put forth his energies, but it has

ended in making the same laborer, now that he is free, consider that

working until 11 or 12 o’clock is doing a day’s work. (TSt 3 Feb

1842:3)

task-work n Work paid for on the basis of a pre-fixed amount.

(< task) 0 Let the reader calmly calculate the following “task-work”

required from all the females, and then say whether it be not suffi-

cient to drag even a strong and healthy woman to the grave, and much
more one who is weak and sickly. (Hodgson 1838:141) 0 “Our type

of cultivation allows us to give the slaves task work for at least two-

thirds of the year - for this they usually start at seven or eight in the

morning and finish by one o’clock.” (CO 295/60 1823, in de Verteuil

1992:385) 0 “I doing task-work today.” (2000)

tassa see also TASSO, TAZA

tassa n A traditional one-sided or two-sided Indian drum, in various

sizes; usu. hung from the neck horizontally and played with hand,

stick, or both. See also BASS, FOULE (FULLER) , CUTTER, /tasa/

(< H tasa, this kind of drum) 0 On their tassa they beating some

Indian song. (Wonder “Chinese on Carnival Day” 1948 pr) 0 There

was one old Indian drummer from Penal who would join a steel band

on occasion, where he would play accompaniment with his tasa (pot-

tery drum) to the melody of the steel band. (Niehoff & Niehoff

1960:72) 0 Every night now hosay drums were beaten. The ensemble

consisted of one or two bass drums made of a part of a hollowed-out

silk cotton or cedar trunk about two-and-a-half feet in diameter and

covered at both ends with cured goat-skin; three to five tassas in large

bowl-shaped clay or thin metal drums covered with goat-skin, and the

jhanj or cymbals. The tassas were heated at a wood or grass fire

tended by boys and “beaten” with two chopes or short limber sticks

wrapped tightly at the ends with strips of cloth. The tassas hung from
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the neck in front of the waist. The bass was beaten with one hand and

with the curve of a short, thick stick held in the other. The drummers

stood in an almost circular formation in front of the hosay. The cutter

(lead tassa) started off; the “foolayers” beat one characteristic

rhythm; and the bass-man struck out the deep, basic rhythm while the

jhanj clashed its own peculiar sound and rhythm in between. The

hosay hands (tunes) are special ones and are quite different from the

wedding hands. All the young men and boys tried to “get” a hand

whenever they could. (Alladin 1970:32) 0 But when it came to beat-

ing a drum Morris far preferred the tassa string around his neck and in

his hands, the two sticks flying upon the taut goatskin while the circu-

lar woven base rested on his thighs as he walked in the Husain pro-

cession. (Hosein 1980: 1 15) 0 To the rhythm of the tassa we go soca.

(Sparrow “Marajin” 1982) 0 The village was awake to the wedding

day, and anxiety stirred with the rolling tassa drums on that Sunday

morning. (Ramsawack 1983:3) 0 Tassa : consists of two small drums

and one large drum called the bass. The two small drums are made of

clay and shaped like huge bowls (diameter about seventy-five centi-

metres). Goatskin is stretched over the mouth and fastened with strips

of deerskin. The strips are then stretched over the body of the tassa

drums and held at the bottom with a single large brass ring. These

drums are played with a pair of chope - thin, long sticks with leather

head. The bass is a large wooden, cylindrical drum covered with goat-

skin on both ends. Again the goatskin is fastened with strips of deer-

skin. This is pulled over the frame. The bass is played with both

hands. These drums, when being played, are hung over the neck and

shoulders with strong leather straps. To achieve the correct pitch and

tone the drums are heated before playing... The tassa... is used for

weddings and during the Hosay celebrations. (Ramlakhan 1990a: 10-1)

0 In keeping with the harmonious spirit of Carnival, tassa drumming
would also be featured, in addition to pan-around-the-neck steel

bands... as well as conventional bands. (TG 10 Jan 1994:12) 0 While

celebrations were taken to the streets with the tassa drumming and

the spraying of abeer, many converged on the Kashi grounds in

Longdenville where the competition took place. (TG-S 16 Jan

1994:4) 0 The shell of the tassa is ceramic and kettle-shaped. It is

covered with a cured goat skin and is beaten with two wooden sticks

known as “chops.” The bass drums are cylindrical, made out of hol-

lowed mango or cedar stumps covered with heavier goat skins on

both ends. Many of the drums must be reskinned every year as the

heads tear due to intense beating, humidity, and change of tempera-

ture. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:171) 0 Panday... had arrived to

tassa rhythms during Maharaj’s speech. (EX 8 Jan 1995:5) 0 A fourth

model for the early steelband was the Indian tassa drum ensemble.

These ensembles, which perform for the celebration of Hosay (the

Muslim observance of Muharram) and at other occasions, are similar

in structure to tamboo bamboo bands and steelbands... one tassa drum
is employed as a cutter while the others serve as foules (terms used by
tassa drummers). There are also large drums for the bass line and

small, high-pitched cymbals that keep time. Tassa ensembles play a

variety of distinct hands (rhythms), some of which have been influ-

enced by Afro-Trinidadian rhythms. (Stuempfle 1995:40) 0 How,
come Divali time, the people at the centre in the Centre in Laventille,

for example, could use that space to have the Hindus living there

engage the rest of the community in talk not only about that religion

but about “Indian music” with the Laventille Rhythm Section beating

out (as they do) tassa rhythms with nary a tassa drum in sight, all this,

assuming of course, that the Laventille Hindus have not all become so

ultra-creolised that for them, not even the basic puja has any meaning.

(K. Smith, 8 Feb 2001, Trinicenter.com) 0 Called the fibre tassa, the

new synthetic skin tassa looks like and sounds like the original goat-

skin tassa, with one difference - no goat has to sacrifice its hide.

While introduced from as early as 1998 by the Malick Folk Performers,

the fibre tassa which is made out of an oval clay foundation, with the

synthetic plastic covering on the face, is now slowly catching the eyes

of tassa sides around the country... with the fibre tassa, there is no
need to heat the tassa in order to get the correct pitch... Heating is

absolutely vital with the traditional goatskin tassa, if the right melody
is to be derived... The synthetic plastic, called “trap skin” which is the

plastic covering made for normal plastic oil or water drums, is

stretched to various degrees using rope, in order to get certain melo-

dies consistent with a goat skin tassa... However, while the fibre skin

has eliminated the need for heating there is one big disadvantage.

“The trap skins are not very durable and cannot be roughed up. They
are also very costly and sometimes you may have to spend upwards

of $100 for one skin, and not all skin is the same - they will have dif-

ferent musical pitches in them and it may be costly to source the right

skin.” (A® 29 Dec 2003:A-9)

tassard see TAZA

tassajo n arc Salted dried beef, /tasaho/ = tassa sale, >tasso 0 just

RECEIVED: Ex S.S. ‘William Cliff.’ 250 Bags UHUR DHOLL. 25 Drums
MUSTARD OIL. ..50 Bags SEETA (or No. 1) RICE. Also: TASSAJO, Ex
Last Mail Steamer, (ad, POSG 8 Sept 1907:4) 0 Outside of the hunting

season he and his family sometimes ate dried meat from Venezuela,

tasajo and bacalao (salted fish), as well as chicharron (crisply fried

pork). (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:207)

tassarama n A musical competition featuring TASSA drums, similar

to PANORAMA for PAN music. (< tassa + E -orama , indicating great

size or extent’) 0 Tassa is usually a feature of Hindu weddings.

Recently however, tassa competitions (tassaramas) have been intro-

duced. (Dukhedin-Lalla 1974:22)

tassa sale n arc Salted dried beef. = tassajo, >tasso 0 (Laurence 1970)

0 (Bridges 1980:44)

tassel flower n Emilia fosbergii [= E. coccinea], a small native plant;

leaves hairy; flowerheads cylindrical, pink, brush-like or tassel-like

on long upright stems, (fr tassel-shaped flower) 0 Look tassel flower

here all along the wall.

tassik n A flat open area, without vegetation, surrounding a mud vol-

cano. (< E < Moluccan tassik ‘open bare area in the forest’) 0 A com-

mon feature of almost all the active Trinidad mud volcanoes is the

development of an open area in the midst of thick vegetation. The
term tassik was used by HEIM (1940) in his description of active dia-

pirism in the South East Moluccas. He was following native usage of

a term for a circular opening in the forest without vegetation due to

the presence of blocky clays. We would consider the term tassik to be

well suited as a descriptive term for the open areas associated with

mud volcanoes in similar forested areas. The most spectacular tassik

area in Trinidad is that of the Moruga Bouffe mud volcano... in area it

is approximately two hectares (Higgins & Saunders 1974: 105) 0 Aer-

ial view of part of Moruga Bouffe tassik, looking northeast. (Higgins

& Saunders 1974:108) 0 We came out of the jungle and climbed up

onto the tassik.

tasso, tassa n arc Salted dried beef, usu. imported from Venezuela,

/taso, tasa/ (< Sp tasajo ‘dry salted smoked meat’) = tassa sale, tas-

sajo 0 Its cargo was of the true Noah’s ark description: it was made up

of tasso,* wild hog’s flesh, smoked goat’s flesh; several kinds of

dried fish... (* Smoked beef.) (Joseph 1 838b- 1 :202) 0 Their food was
tasso (tasajo), beef cut into strips and dried in the sun. the most abom-
inable cag-mag in appearance that could be imagined. This black

horseflesh-looking stuff was roasted, and pronounced by some of our

French negroes on board to be muy bueno, tres bon , first rate. The
smell, however, was sickening, much like that of stale meat in the

dog-days. (Day 1852-1:168) 0 An annual importation of an ascer-

tained number of arrobas of Tasso - of salted Hog - and of dried

Fish... the oppressive duty recently exacted on the jerked beef of the

Spanish Main, or “Tasso”. (POSG 15 April 1854:3) 0 [He] was
charged... with conveying two pieces of tasso suspected to have been

stolen. (POSG 19 Oct 1907:2) 0 (Brierly 1912) 0 In my time there

were some imports from the Main which seem to have ceased, among
which were tasso, hurelle and corned pork (Inniss 1932 [1840s]) 0

Many of us today are familiar with the expression, “as hard as tasso”

used to describe a tough piece of meat. The original word was
“tasajo” which referred to dry beef... the Venezuelan meat dealer cut

up the beef into big slabs about three inches thick; grooves were dug

out about two inches apart and packed with salt; then the whole piece

of meat was put in the sun to dry. The housewife, to prepare "tasso”

for cooking had to pound it until [it was] fibrous and soak [it] for
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several hours to extract the salt. (Kassiram ca 1970:7-8) 0 The
“tasajo” sold in Port of Spain shops was hard, compressed and said to

be horse flesh. The Downtown barrack-yard dwellers found cooking

“tasajo” as their cheapest meat took too much charcoal so they...

soaked it overnight and the next day threw off the water, then ham-

mered it, as this was said to bring it to “Christian feeling” (tender-

ized). It was then placed into a very large tin of water and cooked in

the barrack-yard over a fire-place of three stones or bricks fired by

bits of wood, until sufficiently tender to chew. (Cummings 2004:164)

taste hand phr Try or eat someone’s cooking. 0 “That man could

cook. You never taste he hand?” (1986) 0 “You have a sweet hand,

girl.” (1990)

tata see also TETA

tata 1 n Feces; shit, /tata/ (< dial E tata ‘excrement’; poss. also Hausa

tutu ‘feces’) 0 Clean up all the dog tata in the yard.

2 n Rubbish; nonsense; bullshit. 0 Right now, though, Robinson

and his crew... are talking so much tata, they must have the whole

world wondering whether the entire nation has not gone bananas.

(TTM 19 Oct 1990:4) 0 “He talkin like he have a doctorate in tatal-

ogy.” (1990) 0 “Dat is horse tata!” I sneered, “Yuh tink he have so

much belly?” (TG 29 Oct 1994) 0 More than anything else tha' is

what I cyar take! The contempt displayed for the population. How
he could feel we woulda take that ta-ta? (trinicenter.com/keithsmith

25 Jan 2001)

tata-basket n A person with large buttocks, a big backside, (fr carry-

ing a load of tata
]

) 0 “Look a tata-basket!” (1994)

tatounus, tatoonus u Tetanus; lockjaw. /tatunAs/ (< E tetanus + poss.

hunters of TATU needing nurse ‘medical attention’) 0 Doh kneel

down there you would get tatouness.

tatsee n Rubbish; nonsense; bullshit, /tatsi/ (< tata
1

) 0 By and large,

the crop of tunes in 1994 is a tonload of tatsee. A pardner bounce me
up the other day and put it to me: “Oh God, Flags boy, you ain’t listen

to dem kaiso this year? Is real sh-t dey singing. Eh? Kaiso gone

through.” ( TTM 16 Jan 1994:30)

tatu, tatoe, tatoo, tatou, tattoo n Dasypus novemcinctus novemcinc-

tus (E nine-banded armadillo), a mammal. Body (17") long + (15")

tail, height at shoulders (9"), weight to (17.5 lbs). Pointed muzzle;

small peg-like teeth; body broad and legs short; hard shoulder and

body shield plates with 7-10 bands, usu. 9; almost no hairs on upper-

parts, sparse below; body mottled brownish or yellowish-white.

Grunts constantly while foraging for food, poking into leaf piles and

holes with snout, an action locally called PLOUGHING. Constructs

burrows, also used by other animals; defends itself by running to bur-

row and curling into ball. Frequently hunted for meat, /tatu/ (< LAS
tatu ‘armadillo’ prob. < Guarani tatu) = brambadilla, cachicam(a),

hag-nama, kirtchecom
1

, kochikong’ 0 Then here's great quantities of

the Armidillas (which the Hollander calls Tattoos) that are Arm’d
with Armour on their Backs; and the largest amongst them but of an

indifferent size, seldom exceeding one foot in height. They are a

Creature that generally feeds upon Fruits, and Roots; and when
roasted have the natural taste of a Pigg. (Poyntz 1683:20) 0 The

Tatous or Armadillos, so called from their being defended by a Coat

of Mail composed of very beautiful and shining Scales. This Creature

has a Head and Snout like a Hog, with which it routs in the Earth, five

short Nails upon each Foot, with which it tears up the Soil to come at

the Roots, which it feeds upon in the Night; the Flesh is equally pleas-

ant and wholesome... When these Creatures either sleep, (as they

commonly do all Day long) or are pursued, they roll themselves up...

and are then impenetrable and free from Danger. (Tabago 1750:14) 0

She had nothing in the way of meat, except a piece of tatoe her

mother gave [the] prisoner to bring her. (TON 19/22 June 1851:2) 0

Hag-nama or tattoo or brambadilla, “armadillo”... “an animal not

often seen here.” (Uh 1883:249) 0 Cachicame, Armadillo, or Tatou...

The tatou haunts the high woods and subsists partly on vegetables,

partly on insects; it burrows, closes the entrance of its burrow with

leaves, and ventures out at night... Though not very fleet, the cachi-

came is not easily caught by dogs on account of its hard shell. When
tastily prepared, it forms a very delicate dish, (de Verteuil 1884:87) 0

The tatou is always killed in its burrow, and it is necessary to dig or

smoke it out when there is too great a difficulty in reaching it. (de

Verteuil 1884:364) 0 Coffee-Digger... this grubbing spade is always

taken by the hunter who hopes to meet a lapp or tatou (armadillo or

hog-in-armour of the 17-18 century planters). With it he digs down to

* the game in the tunnel he has burrowed and retreated into. When the

back of this animal is exposed to view, the digger is thrown aside to

give the coup de grace to the poor beast by the lance (the old bayo-

net); then the hole is widened to draw it to grass. (T.W. Carr

1 894:274) 0 A pick and a spade, a sack and a box of matches, with a

good ‘tatou dog’ as an indispensable adjunct, are all that is necessary

to hunt the armadillo. A bright moonlight night is chosen, as such

nights are the most favoured by the tatou in its lonely prowling for

grubs and insects. (Gordon 1931:724) 0 On Christmas Eve the men
go out to make that final hunt perhaps to catch that last tatoo or mani-

cou to be used on Christmas day or boucanned for Boxing Day. (The

Nation, Christmas Annual, 1959:44) 0 Aunt Jocasta feeling that she

better get me quick out of that tatou-hole (that is a place where

Mapepire Zanana like to sleep). (Hercules 1980:77) 0 A Checklist of

animals which are usually hunted during the close season, such as

agouti, deer, tattoo, lappe, manicou and iguana, is being drawn up so

that the authorities can closely monitor the situation and enforce the

ban. (EX 25 June 1987:3) 0 Old Year’s Night Dinner & Dance on Fri-

day 31st December, 1993. Come Ring in the New Year and savour

our Wild Meat specials. Menu: Coconut Rice. Stew Peas. Common
Fowl. Duck. Lappe. Wild Hog. Deer. Tattoo. Agouti. Shrimp. Salad.

(TG 29 Dec 1993:3)

tatu fig, tatoo fig, tatou fig n Bromelia plumieri, a native ground bro-

meliad plant with long, spiny-margined leaves. Fruits like plums or

very short FIGS, in bunches on a short stem, (fr being liked by TATU
and other animals) = agouti fig, gouti fig, karata, >manicou fig

1

,
pin-

guin, wild pine
1

0 Terrestrial bromeliads are found... in a few species

of... Bromelia. Among the latter is the “manicou fig” Bromelia plum-

ieri (Moren) which is also known in Trinidad by the names “tatou

fig”, “pinguin” or “pingwing”... The “manicou fig” derives [its] local

name from the fact that opossum or Manicou... feeds on the fruits of

this plant. The armadillo or tatoo... also feeds on the fruits hence the

alternative local name “tatoo fig”. On account of its popularity as a

food source for the above wildlife, some hunters often set barrel traps

with ripe fruits, especially bananas for manicous whenever manicou

figs are in fruit... The fruits of the manicou fig are found in compact

masses in the heart of the individual bromeliad. Each fruit is fusiform,

about 8 cm long and 2 cm in diameter. (Morean 1 989b:2 1 -22)

tatu gang n In jobs requiring digging of earth, the gang of workers

who dig and take away earth, (fr digging ability of the TATU) 0 The

tatu gang used to look like a line of bachac.

tatu wasp, tatou wasp n Synoeca surinama, a social wasp that makes

a nest on trees, (fr resemblance of nest shape to TATU shell) = >jep

tatu 0 Six or seven species of wasps exist in the island, some of them

building very ingenious nests, and several stinging very severely,

viz... the species called here the Tatou wasp (Po/istes ), from the

resemblance of its nest to the barred shell of the armadillo. Of this

wasp there are two species; they build their nests against the trunk or

the larger branches of trees, with an entrance-hole at the lower

extremity. The smaller species of the tatou wasp is more than half an

inch long; the larger above one inch. They are of a bluish colour, and

fever is generally brought on by their sting, (de Verteuil 1884:107)

taw, tor n A large, lucky, or choice marble, used to shoot at other mar-

bles, rarely parted with or betted, /to:/ (< E taw ‘a large, choice or

fancy marble, with which the player shoots’) = shooter
1

0 The taw

slip and went in a hole, She snatch at the taw like she going mad. And
shout butad, butad, butad. (Bomber “The Marble Game” 1959 pr) 0

“Tor” shouted one of the boys and there was a scramble which left

one boy rolling in the dust and the other one squaring up his fists for

all comers. (Jones 1973:126) 0 Partner, we dont play with no doogle,

Dat is not real marble, Dat is balls-bearing... Yu want to mash up peo-

ple taw? (Keens-Douglas 1975:44) 0 Whenever we got our hands on

a sweet drink bottle... we would extract the glass ball, which then

became your crystal taw. The only problem with them was that... a
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fiercely pitched iron taw could shatter a crystal. (Araujo 1984:18) 0

Your tor could have been a simple tor, or a slug, kiaow, crystal, iron

doogle or big tor. (Pires 1991:8) 0 My favourite “tor” was a busted-

up old multi-coloured “kiaow,” while my brothers favoured rusty

“slugs”... Everyone had a “tor” with which they would not part, even

for money, and to lose a “tor” in a game was a most humiliating thing.

So, when playing “winner-take-all,” you never included your favou-

rite marble... The “tors” were very important since they had to have

distinctive features to differentiate them from the rest of the marbles

in the ring. This was to eliminate the possibility of a player cheating

by claiming the marble “stuck” in the ring was not his/her “tor” but

was another marble already knocked out of the ring. (TG 25 March

1993) 0 The marbles rolled slower on the dirt. The player could

employ better control in directing his “tor” (marble) to that of another

player’s or to the ring where the stakes were placed. The French

expression “tor pedi place” or “tor ped” was used when a player’s

“tor” was accidentally moved or dropped. It had lost its original

place. (Cummings 2004:108) 0 Somewhere under that old wooden

house now lies... heavy steel dougles (ball bearings) used as pitching

tours, donkey eyes. (Kissoon 2007:10)

tawa, tawah, tarwa, taawaa n A flat circular metal griddle used for

cooking flat breads such as ROTI. /tawa/ (< H tava ‘iron plate on

which bread is baked’) = baking stone, platen 0 The huge pot and the

large tawa (baking iron) were placed on it. (Alladin 1970:26) 0

Dummy had the fire going and the tawah, a flat circle of iron, already

heating. (Selvon 1972:60) 0 “You put it on the tawa... You have to

take it and turn it... When it get brown one side, you feel it get brown,

you fry the other side.” (Gayelle, 17 July 1986) 0 For best results

[cooking paratha roti], you will need a tawah. A tawah is a round, flat

type of griddle, also called a baking stone. They are made of cast iron

and have a handle on one side. (Sandpiper 1990:36) 0 Roties lifting

themselves from hot iron tarwas. (Persaud 1990:86) 0 Tawa

:

a round

flat iron object varying in size, from a diameter of thirty centimetres

to almost one metre. This was used to cook roti. (Ramlakhan

1990a: 1 1) 0 Savitri said nothing and turned her attention to the rotis

cooking on the tawa. (Gosine 1992:116) 0 Ramroop was a skillful

roti maker, and he tossed the large paratha around on its way to the

tawa, with greatest ease and dexterity. He had learnt well, both on the

boat coming to Trinidad and on the many communal activities at the

barracks - Weddings, Barahis, Mouloods, and Ramayan Jhags. (Deen

1994:140)

tawah see TAWA

tawny owl n arc Ciccaba virgata [= Syrnium virgatum\ (E mottled

owl), a bird, 35 cm (14") long. Upperparts dark brown, mottled with

buff; near beak and streak above eyes buff; underparts buffy brown

boldly streaked with dark brown; tail longish, dark brown with sev-

eral white bars. There are two phases, dark and light. Voice is a deep

guttural hoot, repeated 2-3 times at 1 -second intervals; also a long,

drawn-out, single note with rising inflection. A rarely seen resident in

Trinidad, active at night. (< E tawny ‘brown; yellowish-brown’) =

chat-huant 0 (Chapman 1894:67)

tawode, tarode, towday, tawode 1 n Of birds, usu. a finch, the life

stage in which a juvenile male (JEUN-MAL) is changing to adult male

(VIE-MAL) feathers, and is therefore only partly in adult plumage,

/tawode/ (< FC tawude) = three-quarter male 0 To hunt for “semp”

and “acravat”,/ And “tete-blue”, “towday”, “picoplat”, With “cocoyay”

and yellow fig/ And Breadfruit “laglee” on a twig. (Fortune ca 1950-

59:1 1) 0 For singing, semps and tarodes I liked better than any others.

The jeune male was all right, but when it began to turn vieux male

that was the time it became pretty. (Anthony 1967: 1 17) 0 Eudocimus

ruber, the scarlet ibis. The immature bird is greyish brown above,

with white rump and underparts, and is locally known as Black Ibis or

Grey Ibis. Between 6-12 months the plumage gradually changes to

pink (locally “Tawode”) and then scarlet, (ffrench 1991:69-71)

2 adj Looking mottled, spotty, discoloured, out of sorts, sickly. 0 Yuh
looking tawode there, man.

taw ped, tor paid phr Shouted to a player who touches his marble

before his turn. He may be allowed to put one marble in the ring and

return to the BOUNCE, /to: ped/ (< taw + FC ped(i) ‘lost’ < Fr perdu)
= handle taw 0 The ability to play within and abide by the rules was

of paramount importance. If for instance the game was “pitching” or

marbles, over stepping the “bounce” or “bringsing” were not

allowed. The practice of “chinksing” was considered cowardice and

on no account were “raffing” and “paid” permitted. In fact, the dis-

covery of any such action led to uncontrollable anger and “heave”.

(EX 9 Aug 1987:6) 0 The French expression “tor pedi place” or “tor

ped” was used when a player’s “tor” was accidentally moved or

dropped. It had lost its original place. (Cummings 2004:108)

tax n Court-ordered child support payments. (< khaki tax, or < E tax

‘compulsory contribution to the support of government’) = cocktax,

>khaki tax 0 And they leave you with that baby shedding tears. And
now you want me to pay the tax, Go and cut down your tree where

you grind your axe. (Invader “Brown Skin Gal” 1955 pr)

taxador n obs Under Spanish colonial and civil law, a public tax

assessor. (< Sp tasador ‘tax assessor’) 0 Taxador’s Office... the taxa-

tion of costs in this matter have been returned into the office of the

Escribano. (7(7 31 Mar 1826:31)

tay conj arc Until; only after a certain point. 0 Monkey don’t cry tay

he catch the chain, tay = ‘till’; catch = ‘get’. ‘A man won’t cry out

until he feels the punishment.’ (Uh 1883:255)

taylaylay, twailailay 1 n arc A cheap coarse printed cotton calico

cloth, patterned roughly in a trial run from the factory and used to

clean dye from the machine, sold very cheaply at a penny to three

cents a yard, bought to make clothing by the poor, and by others as

cover for bedsprings, or for practice cloth in teaching sewing, /telele/

(< E tailing ‘in calico-printing, an impression fault causing blurred

colours’) 6 They stroll into a space of green on South Quay and sit

down to rest. There a woman in a ‘twailailay’ dress is lying asleep

under the tree, on a board propped up on two boxes. (Archibald

1937:48) 0 And when she was single talaylay her heart would please.

When she marry she want silk celanese. (Atilla “No Wedding Bells

For Me” 1940 pr) 0 Tay-lay-lay. De ole lady waring ah taylaylay

dress. - The name of probably the cheapest, weirdest, dirty-looking

grey linen used by anyone. (ESTT 1956) 0 He looked as though he

had changed his clothes, so profusely had he sweated that the colours

of his tay lay lay shirt ran, one into the other, on to his dark and shin-

ing skin, and that part of his pants near the waist was like a rainbow.

To those unfamiliar with the qualities of tay lay lay' he might have

been sweating a mixture of blood, muddy water and calaloo, or he

might have been a member of ajour ouvert band, except that children

were never to be seen in such bands. The colours of this “Empire”

cloth had truly “run a mile and a half’. (Bynoe 1985:45) 0 Dinah is

disappointed there is no ‘tey lay lay’ on sale. (TG 20 Nov 1994) 0 The
line is not “Old lady walk a mile and a half-and she taylaylay”, but

rather, “in she taylaylay”.”.. what Kitch was talking about and what

“taylaylay” was, was the fabric that printers would use long ago to

test the patterns and dyes on to ensure the colours and quality of the

dyes were satisfactory before making the application to the final bolt

of fabric which would be sold in the stores. The test cloth would usu-

ally be a cotton of some poor quality and this too would be sent to the

stores where it would be sold at some very, very cheap price. It was

usually used by housewives to make pillow sacks and bed spreads.

When Kitchener made reference to the woman “in she taylaylay”, he

was, in fact, not too kindly, poking fun at the dame. (Letter, EX
20 Mar 1997) 0 “[T]ay-lay-lay” (te-le-le) ... was a softer patterned

material more looking like a discoloured African print. (Cummings
2004:17)

2 n Female genitals, (poss. also < E tail ‘genitals’) 0 Take that in

yuh taylaylay!

3 v Have sexual intercourse with. 0 Here he was... about to “tay-lay-

lay” with one-maybe two-girls. (Hercules 1980:241)

tayra n Eira barbara trinitatis, a weasel-like mammal. Long slender

body about 65 cm (26”) long + 46.2 cm ( 1 8.5") tail, weight about 4 kg

(9 lbs). Short legs, head broad, ears rounded, neck long, strong claws.

Fur coarse and short; body rich brown with yellowish head and cream

star-shaped patch under neck. Emits strong musky odour. /tairA/
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(< Tupi taira) = chien bois, faica, gato-melao, high woods dog, water

weasel, wood dog 0 Tayra, Wood dog, Chien bois. (JFNC Apr
1893:167) 0 (Alkins 1979:40-1)

tay-tay worm, tete worm 1 n A small white parasitic worm that

attacks the soles of the feet, now rare or extinct. Some doctors have

identified this as Dracunculus medinensis , the guinea worm, but that

is generally much bigger, and is often seen when it erupts through the

skin of the body, legs or arms, /tete/ (poss. < Arawak tete ‘itchy’; also

< E tetter ‘a general term for any pustular eruption of the skin’) 0

Tetteh worm: 1. Red physic nut leaves, (3) soft candle, linseed oil, a

dust of blue stone, oil meal. Stir together over flame and apply to

area. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 There is a belief in Trinidad among the

lay folk, especially in the country areas, that there is a disease entity

called taytay worm. This is supposed to be a worm that lives under

the skin. The infection is supposed to be had from bathing in dirty

water or from flies laying eggs under the skin. The symptoms are

severe itching with papular and vesicular formation. Some unpub-

lished reports have stated that any itching that is prolonged is

regarded as taytay worm and it is actually an allergic reaction to some
unknown causative factor. The treatment I have seen is quite radical

with the application of extremely corrosive substances... on the

affected area. The skin is eroded and breaks down so that when the

medicine is removed (two weeks later), large holes about one to three

centimetres in diameter are left in the skin. The remaining material is

necrotic tissue broken up in small pieces which are called worms and

are removed with a pin. The area is allowed to heal. The treatment is

painful and can be complicated by severe infection at which time the

patient goes to a hospital or doctor seeking treatment. (Bush Medicine

1976b: 18) 0 Leaf-of-Life, Never Dead, Parvu, Wonder-of-the-

World.... The heated leaves are also applied topically to treat sprains,

bruises, ulcers, swellings and even arthritis and tay tay wonn. It is

reported that sometimes this treatment produces severe skin blisters.

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:32) 0 TETE WORMS. Preparation

of Poultice: To 1 lb com meal add 1/2 lb of sulphate of zinc. Boil like

com coocoo. When boiled add 4 spoons of lime juice. Let cool. Wash
affected area with lime juice. Get young Moko or Balisier leaf, warm
over fire. Apply medicine on affected area. Cover with leaf, bandage

and tie, leave for 3 days. After removing contents there will be some
white little objects like jiggers; take them out with a pointed small

stick. (Pavy 1987:61) 0 One dermatologist has noted that most of the

people whom he have treated and who have diagnosed themselves as

having “tete worm” have evidence of stasis (poor blood circulation)

in their legs. The sensation of itching which they experienced and

thought were worms were actually due to the pooling of blood.

(Morean 1991:54)

2 n Sores or recurring itching rash on foot believed caused by worms.

Usu. the result of treating some initial itch or sore with BLUE STONE
(copper sulfate), resulting in a large circular lesion which crusts and

heals, scab falls off leaving little pits believed to be “worm holes”. 0

“We always used to keep blue stone for tete worm.” (1984)

taza, tassard, tasard, tazac, tazar n arc Scomberomorus cavalla, a

prized edible marine fish, /tasa:, taza/ = >kingfish 0 Tazac. (Carmichael

1833) 0 King-fish, or tassard. (de Verteuil 1884:389) 0 (Vincent

1910:48) 0 The King-Fish or Tasard. This fine game-fish... may also

be often seen jumping out of the water... He also affords great sport

with trolling gear, but he has not the bulldog tenacity of the carangue,

and does not fight as long. He is much wilier, however, in his tactics,

and if he begins to zigzag on the wire, you need all your skill and grit

to hold him. (Vincent 1910:25) 0 The king fish, or tazar, is another

fine game fish, and in addition is a first class eating fish; when on the

feed it will bite in no undecided fashion. (Trinidad Riviera, 1924: 124)

0 Tassard... Sierra cavalla, E. kingfish. (AAC 1945:108) 0 Main
catches are of carite... and kingfish or tassard. (WICYB 1963:333) 0

The only people who looked forward to Lent must have been the fish

vendors, who appeared on Wednesday and Friday mornings with

their “Poisson frais! Nice Tarzah Carite! How much you want,

pratique?” (Araujo 1984:40)

taza sale, tassard sale n obs Locally dried and salted KINGFISH. 0

The king-fish there average from 30 lbs. to 50 lbs. and often larger;

they fight very hard, so you must have strong tackle and a good wrist,

not forgetting tough fingers. The Bocas fishermen at this season go to

La Pena for a week or ten days at a time, camping out on the rocks,

fishing, and salting as fast as they catch, often returning with 500 lbs.

to 1,000 lbs. of salted fish, locally called “tassard sale.” This is

« eagerly bought up in Port of Spain for local consumption. (Vincent

1910:18) 0 Court-Bouillion fo[r] Taza Sale. Soak the salted Kingfish

(taza sale) for some hours, (de Boissiere ca 1 945a: 15)

tazia see tadja

tchoque see CHUCK

tea 1 n Any hot beverage, including COCOA TEA, GREEN TEA. 0

‘What sort of tea you want, eh, Mr Harbans? Chocolate, coffee or

green tea?’ (Naipaul 1958:45) 0 For breakfast, there was hot roti

(thick bread pancakes) and “tea” - Milo, Horlicks, Ovaltine, or Nes-

cafe. (Myers 1998:51) 0 Tea was not necessarily tea, it was any

boiled substance that could be drunk as a beverage; consequently

there was coffee tea, cocoa tea, chocolate tea, lime-bud tea, orange

peel tea, or bush (herb) tea made from the leaves of several plants and

trees. Green tea was the packaged variety, imported from Ceylon,

India and other places. “Compressed” tea was also an imported item

and it was the cheapest. The name was more descriptive than any

indication of quality. Compressed into a solid lump was tea dust,

about the size of the joint of a finger. The benefit to the beleaguered

barrack-yard consumer was that any of those could be boiled more
than once and still be reasonably satisfactory in the circumstances.

(Cummings 2004:80)

2 n The first meal early in the morning, often consisting of some kind

of TEA and BAKE. (< E tea ‘a meal or social entertainment at which

tea is served; esp. an ordinary afternoon or evening meal at which the

usual beverage is tea') = coffee 0 The day begins with “morning tea”

at seven o’clock. (Rutter 1933:48) 0 Until her husband came home
for his “tea”. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D83) 0

Mother gave us cocoa for our tea (breakfast) at 7 a.m. (ESTT 1956)

0 Back at home after “tea” (dinner) the children did their home les-

sons by a little home-made pitch-oil light as they sat on the floor.

(Alladin 1970:14) 0 The wife got up at “four-day” (or “fore-day”)

morning and prepared tea - roti and coffee or cocoa - and food for

breakfast (lunch) - roti and talcaree, i.e. curried vegetables. (Alladin

1970:12-3) 0 The first meal of the day, around 6-7 a.m. is called

“tea”, the meal around midday is called “breakfast” and the meal

around 5-7 p.m. is called “dinner”. In some homes the midday meal

or “breakfast” is the heaviest meal while in others “dinner” or the

evening meal is the heaviest. (Pariag 1975:15) 0 By six [a.m.], every-

body have tuh line up to bathe... After we dun bathe, we line up again

for tea. Tea is cocoa and a slice of bread wid some butter on one side.

(Bomb 13 July 1990:23)

3 n A medicinal herbal infusion, with or without sugar. = bush tea, hot

tea, >tisan 0 You must take some tea for that cold. 0 A tea is either a

decoction or infusion of plant parts, and is made fresh each time...

Teas are taken for ‘cooling’. (Lans 2006:60)

tea, breakfast and dinner 1 phr Of food, eaten at all meals; also indi-

cating something very common or frequent. Now also breakfast,

lunch and dinner. 0 ‘We used to eat it for tea, breakfast and dinner.'

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:184) 0 In rural areas, many people called

the mid-day meal ‘breakfast,’ so that the three meals of the day were

tea, breakfast and dinner, so it was not uncommon to see children

striking others, as a farewell, saying ‘Tea, breakfast, dinner,’ a stroke

for each meal. (Narine 1977:68)

2 phr Everything; the most important thing for someone. 0 “I know
him well. All-fours could be his breakfast, lunch and dinner.” (James

1990:176)

teacher n A rank of Spiritual Baptists. 0 The teacher told me
when I meet to Galilee, All me sins would be washed away entirely

(Growler “The Coldness of the Water” 1939) 0 The “teacher” as the

leader is called... One lad who was to be baptised... kept calling out

“Teacher, teacher, there is danger” before the police came. (Herskovits

& Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D7 11)0 For I have a teacher there

who is thirty days mourning. Today, well, he will be tract bringing.
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(Lion “Happy Land of Canaan” 1940) 0 Teachers recommend

candidates for baptism. They provide instruction to candidates, often

selecting children for baptism. (Glazier 1983:53)

tear down v Rip off; grab at and rip or tear; esp. of clothing. 0 Davis

knocked a dish of pelau out of Carter’s hands, Carter caught hold of

her, she tore down her bodice and they were separated. (POSG
18 Dec 1907:5) 0 She refused to make up the first case... during

which he tore down her clothes. (TG 18 Jan 1921:7)

tears n A situation that is laughable, ridiculous, or frustrating to the

point that it could make you cry. 0 He is tears; he is a real pain in the

neck; real incident prone and should be fed wid ah long spoon.

(Haynes 1987:195) 0 “Look dat girl is tears yes! Look how she dress

cosquelle.” (Baptiste 1993:155)

teaster see TEESTER

Teeja Day n During HOSAY, the day when the ceremony of carrying

the TADJAS to the sea and immersing them; traditionally the day after

Karbala Day. (< H-B tej ‘ardour; glory; strength’) 0 In St. James,

a complete day of rest follows [Karbala Day] before Teeja Day, the

occasion for destroying and immersing the tadjahs... in Cedros... the

tadjahs are moved to their appointed places at approximately

6:00 p.m. on Karbala Day. The mojawir, as the imam is called in the

south, says a short prayer, a farewell marsiya (elegy) is sung in

Bhojpuri (a Hindi dialect), and finally the tadjahs are lifted on the

shoulders of male volunteers and carried to the sea as the sun sets

over the horizon. The tadjah floats for a brief time, but is soon toppled

by the waves as darkness falls... The next day, when the tadjahs, or

parts of them, wash up on shore, the people of the camps gather the

remains and bury them. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994: 167)

teeming day-clean n Tob Mimus gilvus, a bird; among the first to sing

early in the morning. (< E teeming ‘abundant’ + day-clean) = chow-

chow, day-clean
2

,
>mockingbird

2
,
paraulata, yard-boy 0 [In] Tobago...

colloquially it is known as the “Teeming Day clean.” It has no bright

plumage to commend it as it possessed a dull drab coat... Of a gregar-

ious disposition this bird is always to be found in company of its kind

and is found around houses and other buildings. (WG2\ June 1930:3)

teester, teaster, tester, tiester n A bed with four posters designed to

hold a cloth top; netting is usu. hung around the sides, /tisto/ (< E tes-

ter ‘a canopy over a bed, supported on the posts of the bedstead or

suspended ff ceiling; sometimes refers to the framework supporting

the canopy and curtains’) 0 Quite recently a friend of the writer went

into a shop to buy a bed. He was shown one which the salesman rec-

ommended as being an excellent article. “But it has no tester to hold

the mosquito net,” said the would-be purchaser. “Mosquito nets are

not required now.” (Masson 1927:41) 0 It is one of those huge, high

old four-poster beds upon sight of which most people exclaim:

“Grandmother had one of those! I remember I had to polish and pol-

ish the brass every week.” The brass on this one is painted - silver. It

is ornamented with a white tiester curtain and mosquito net which can

be pulled to hang all around. {The Nation, Christmas Annual

1959:45) 0 The four-poster beds displaying their brass work stood

proudly with new valance and teaster put on. (TG-S 23 Dec 1990:21)

teet n One tooth or two or more teeth, /tit/ (< E teeth, plural of tooth) 0

Julian was destined to be a doctor - or a dentist. ... ‘Both have a lot of

money in it these days. One jab with the needle worth ten dollars

nowadays. You pull out one small teeth - twenty dollars and no

questions asked.’ (Naipaul 1973:102-3) 0 “Ah have ah tootache. Mih
teet have ah hole. Yuh tink ah should go to the dentis’ an’ leh ’im full it

up?” (Sweetbread, EX 31 Jan 1977:23) 0 Everybody know dat

Blackie grandmudder don’t have one teet in she mout’. (Keens-Doug-

las 1984:59)

tekoe n Tob A kind of cultivated yam. (note LAS tegae, a type of

tuber) = wereke

teli n arc A traditional Indian cooking oil processor and vendor, /teli/

(< H tel ‘oil’) 0 Gradually with the village settlements coming up, the

professional distribution and specialization was done. Thus the teli

(oil-processor)... [took] to his own [traditional work]. (Jha 1973:36)

tell good phr Give a story in detail, with good expression. 0 Tell mih

good: give me chapter and verse; ah ball by ball commentary.

(Haynes 1987:197)

tell lies on phr Tell lies about someone. 0 He always telling lies on

people.

tell time phr Expose the person responsible. 0 “I’m not going to take

that blame. I will tell the time.” (1986)

tembladol n Narcine brasiliensis (E electric ray, torpedo ray), a soft-

bodied bottom-dwelling fish found on shallow sandy areas. It has a

flattened circular body with broad tapering tail-bearing fins; colour

greyish brown, usu. with darker blotches. Said to be able to produce a

shock strong enough to knock a person down, /tembladol/ (< Sp tem-

blador ‘trembling; quivering; shaking’) 0 Ternbandol, tembladol,

electric eel. (Thomas 1869:23) 0 (Laurence 1970)

temiterna n obs An Indian ritual in which dancers walk forward,

while chanting prayers, over hot coals in a pit. (< Tamil temiterna

‘fireplace ceremony’) = >fire pass, fire walking, pass-fire 0 Regula-

tions... for the government of the MOHURRUM FESTIVAL, com-

monly called here the HOSE, and the TEMITERNA FESTIVAL, and

of the Processions held in connexion therewith. 1. Indian immigrants

living on any plantation or in any village intending to celebrate the

Mohurrum Festival, commonly called Madrassee Festival, and the

processions connected with such festivals must choose from amongst

themselves headmen, not exceeding six in number, whose duty it will

be to regulate, control, and take charge of any such procession.

(Regulations, Ord. 9, 1882 in Singh 1988:80)

Temne n arc A traditional dance of African origin. (< Temne ‘an

African people of present-day Sierra Leone’) 0 The stately Temne is

danced with a flat shuffle, each foot marking 1, 2, right and left

describing slight outside circles, travelling in half turns, while the

hands hold out the ends of the skirt, or are poised in open position at

waist level. There is a jump to the side with legs apart and knees bent.

The action is made on two counts to the right and two to the left. It is

said that the real Temne, danced at the death of a mother in particular,

is a very mournful dance. The quieter movements are used at that

time. (Ahye 1978:109)

temper 1 v Prepare fighting sticks by heating and burying in mud to

increase resilience, flexibility, and toughness. (< E temper ‘bring to a

proper or suitable condition or quality by mingling with something

else’) OThe principal woods from which the best fighting sticks are

made are Arare, Gasparee, Poui, ’Tifeuille - usually about 2>/i to

4 feet in length, and measured from the ground to a little above the

waste [sic] line; that is the correct length in proportion to the length of

a man’s arms. Our sticks were cut at Full Moon 8 to 12 weeks before

Carnival, they were barked, slightly roasted for colour effect, and

buried in mud for a couple of weeks, to “temper" them. They were

then soaked in oil for another few weeks. After such treatment these

sticks would be resilient, tough and of just the right weight. A sharp

cutlass would not even nick such a well seasoned stick. (TG 8 Mar
1919:5)

2 v In the process of making a pan, heat the metal in fire and then

cool it quickly with water. (< E temper ‘bring steel to a suitable

degree of hardness and resiliency by heating it and immersing it while

hot in liquid’) 0 ‘Burning’ of the boom is done next by turning the

[steel] drum face down over an open wood fire for about four

minutes. As the drum is taken from the fire, a bucket of water is

thrown into the hot drum. This is called ‘tempering’ and is done to fur-

ther insulate the notes and prevent overtones. (Gonzalez 1978:16-8)

temple n In the costume of a Midnight Robber, the very large hat

with a fringed brim. (< E temple ‘sacred building’) 0 The cowboy’s

wide-brimmed Stetson was converted into the “temple,” a large hat

with fringed brims resembling the image of an East Indian “tadjah";

the chaps served as a pattern for the flour bag pants. (Wuest 1990:45)

tempo n Of music, pace, proper rhythm, usu. fast. (< E tempo ‘relative

speed or rate of movement; proper or characteristic speed and rhythm

of a dance or tune’) 0 It was cuatros, guitars, iron and everything to

go with the rhythm along with calypsonian Gregory "GB" Ballantyne
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who provided the tempo for the St. Benedict’s posse. (Heat 10 Oct

1991:13)

Tempter n One of the characters in a traditional DEVIL band.
(< tempter 'one who entices to evil; the devil’) 0 [T]he Carrier of the

Book of Laws, the Tempter, the Reckoner with long nails and a pair

of dice in his right hand and in the midst of the band the monster held

by four Imps, while the Tempter does his best to tease him and the

King, fork in hand, waiting to defend himself from the monster.

(Jones 1947:45)

ten cents n A coin worth ten cents in a dollar-based system. (< E ten-

cent com < AmE cent ‘in various monetary systems, the hundredth

part of a standard unit’) 0 Gi mi a ten cents.

ten commandments (on the ground) n Toes; bare feet. (< slang E ten

commandments ‘ten fingers’) 0 (Ottley 1971:39) 0 I walking with mi

ten commandments. 0 “Lawd! Look how he come back from school

with he ten commandments on de ground! Boy! where yuh Ree-

boks?” (Baptiste 1993:155) 0 Eager-looking children on their way to

and from school, very few in uniform but tidily dressed, their feet

invariably indicating the status and location of the schools they

attended - shoes and socks, rubber-soled canvas top plimsoll called

“watchekong”, leather-soled knitted string top called “alpagatas” and

bare feet referred to as “ten commandments on the ground”. (Cummings

2004:138)

ten days 1 n A public works contract for which a worker is given tem-

porary employment for a period of ten days. (< make days) 0 Uncle

Charlie get a ten days to help fix some pavement and up to now he ent

move ah shovel, much less fix de people pavement. (Mamits LPOS,
TG 8 Apr 1979) 0 Jolly’s play... is a comedy whose central character

is Gerald Martin the “don’t care husband” who hangs about the rum

shop waiting for a free drink and loafing about hoping for a “ten

days” job. (EX 16 Nov 1986:43) 0 “A couple times certain officers

approached me for money, saying that if they give me a “ten days”,

they want $100 in return.” (TTM 6 Mar 1987:20) 0 “All we are asking

for is one ten-days before Christmas for the brothers.” (EX 2 1 Nov
1990:3) 0 Since returning to Trinidad, [he] got a “10-days” with the

Unemployment Relief Programme and has been working as a con-

ductor on a maxi-taxi on the San Femando-Siparia route. (EX 2 1 Jan

1993:21) 0 For the villagers, the contract to clear the turnpike as a ten

days is an important part of their cash income: many of them once

lived near the track and still own the land on either side. (Littlewood

1993:8) 0 She is unemployed, hoping for a “ten days” now and again.

(TG 22 Aug 1993:9) 0 He said John just got a URP “10 days” and had

come down on the block early to breeze. (TG 29 June 2002:4)

2 n Any temporary position or job. 0 The position is only up to

September, and party observers felt that Hugh did not want a 10 days

in the chair; he will wait for the whole hog in September (Bomb 1984)

0 Wahab, however, who occasionally gets a ‘ten days’ as a Govern-

ment senator is the real licker. (Bomb 20 July 1990:3)

tengle n A musical percussive instrument made of a metal rod curved

into a triangle shape, slightly open at one comer, struck with a short

straight metal rod (E triangle), /teql/' (< E triangle , this instrument) 0

Goatskin an’ tengle mek niggah drunk. (An excess of feting can cause

an irresponsible attitude.) (Daniel msl ca 1960)

tenor bass n A set of four bass PANS, with a higher range than a SIX-

BASS. 0 Tenor (high) bass - one of the upper bass sets widely used

today. (Thomas 1985:390)

tenor boom n obs A pair of pans that replaced the single TUNE BOOM
in the early 1950s. 0 Tenor boom. (Thomas 1985:390) 0 Griffith also

wanted a pair of tune booms consisting of fourteen notes, but it was

only possible to tune a maximum of five notes on a biscuit dram,

given the size of the container and the low quality of the metal. Thus

Anthony Williams replaced the tune boom with a tenor boom, a pair

of pans made from large oil drums, each of which included seven

notes. (Steumpfle 1995:95)

tenor kittle, tenor kettle n An early type of metal dram. = side kittle 0

The best steel bands, such as the Invaders, contain ... several tenor

and bass kettles, half drams with one to five notes. (Leaf 1948:196) 0

(Bryans 1967:93) 0 Tenor kittle = tenor boom. (Thomas 1985:390)

0 The lead instrument was the kittle (sometimes called a tenor kittle

or side kittle), which was typically made from a zinc or paint can. The
original kittle had three notes and phrases of notes were played over

and over again with two sticks. (Stuempfle 1995:38)

tenor pan n The lead PAN, which carries the melody, with an approx-

imately two and a half octave range, (fr its tenor range) = lead pan,

melody pan, piano pan, ping-pong 0 (TG 25 Feb 1962:23) 0 Dey
mash-up we tenor, and throw down we bass. (“Pan on the Run" TG
17 Feb 1973:7) 0 The steelband movement has become both a power

base and a power broker. The same people who complained to the

police about the loss of their garbage bins which later became instru-

ments, now have finely tuned chrome plated tenor pans on collapsible

stands in their living rooms alongside the piano for the use of their

grand children. (Tarradath 1991:379)

ten-pound mango n A large variety of grafted cultivated mango, usu.

used for preserves. 0 “In Penal, we does call bullstones mango as

donkey-stones mango, or ten-pound mango.” (2000) = >bullstones

mango, donkey-stones mango, mango bullstones

tensil n Chamberpot. /tensil/(< utensil) = >po, utensil 9 “Hand meh
the tensil.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:22)

tent 1 n A temporary structure, thatched or covered with galvanized

tin sheets, usu. in the backyard or at the side of a house. = tonnelle 9

There was a kind of “tent” - tonnelle, but a swell one, roofed with

“galvanized” at the side of the house. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:Box 15-F85-D67) 9 Days before the dinner, a tent of bamboo
frame, coconut branch walls and galvanized-sheet roof was erected

by friends and relatives. (Alladin 1970:26) 9 Abdool was taken to a

stage which was specially built in one comer of the huge bamboo tent

with its ‘carat’ roof, and walls of coconut branches to keep away the

rain. (Deen 1994:24)

2 n A place where CALYPSO 1

is sung and performed. Originally these

were fairly temporary structures with bamboo framework; now usu.

refers to a more permanent venue. = calypso tent 9 The streets of the

Borough are crowded with streams of people travelling from one part

of the town to another to attend the rehearsals of their tents of the var-

ious regularly organised Carnival Bands... The tents are about as well

made as they are anywhere else, and with their floral decorations of

palm and croton leaves set off against walls of matted cocoanut leaf,

and the whole structure brilliantly illuminated with a flood of light

from a number of vari-coloured Chinese lanterns, presents a very pic-

turesque appearance. In these tents for two or three hours at a stretch

on these nights twenty or thirty of the members of the bands assemble

and rehearse the songs with stringed instrument accompaniment,

which they intend singing at the Carnival. (POSG 30 Jan 1903:3) 9

Tents are now in course of erection, one at Lengua, another at Table-

land and a third at North Trace. (TTM2X Jan 1909:8) 9 Each band had

its own tent, which was generally erected two or three weeks before

the Carnival. There they assembled to practice the songs, which were

composed for them by their respective songsters, and which had to be

sung on the days of Carnival. The songsters of the various bands

would exchange visits. One night all of them would be assembled at

one tent; a second night at another tent and so on. On these occasions,

there would be competition between the songsters. (TG 19 Feb 1933)

9 Calypso singers are working hard these days, not only with the

calypsos that everyone has heard, but in bringing out new ones. Each

night at the tents the confirmed calypso attendant hears new airs and

words and some of the newer songs are much better than those heard

some weeks ago. The singers are the same, but the topics have

changed. (TG 11 Feb 1934:15) 9 I’ll build tent to practice annually.

(Tiger “Civil War in Spain” 1938) 9 I was singing in a tent at Caroni,

My terrible mi minor melody. (Executor “My Indian Girl Love”

1939) 9 The “tent”... let me say how much I deplore the passing of the

bamboo poles to support the rough roof: they created atmosphere and

lent the structure an intimacy that is gone. (TG 13 Feb 1944:4) 9

Actually a “tent” is not a tent at all. It’s simply a back yard covered

over with bamboo and banana leaves and lined with strips of corru-

gated tin. In these tents the Calypsonians practice their songs in order

to compete for Calypso King of the Carnival. Top admission used to

be twenty-four cents before the “Yankee Soldier” arrived. Now the
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price has gone up to a couple of dollars for front benches. (Brown

.1947:254-5) 0 The Tent of long ago. Built of bamboo, with coconut

palms for a roof, lovely lace curtains, with ribbons to hold them in

place and in the centre of the Tent, on a table set there for that

purpose, a lovely bowl of Roses or other Flowers. For seats there

were benches made of bamboo set around the Tent or a few chairs.

There were no electric lights. In place of that lamps made of tin or

large bottles called Flambeaux were placed all around the tent, giving

a lovely soft glow to the surroundings. The Tents of long ago were

built from donations of certain prominent people in the city who were

lovers of the Calypso... The Tent of today is built with a galvanised

roof, and in place of the seats of long ago, there are rows and rows of

chairs. There is also a stage decorated with flags, Theatre posters,

other advertisements... For music they now have trumpet, drums, sax-

ophones, guitar, bass... on the stage the singers go up night after night

till the season is over to sing to an ever enthusiastic audience. (Jones

1947:13,17) 0 From early January until Lent one went to the calypso

tents - affairs of bamboo and plaited palm leaves, shadows flickering

under slit bamboo lamps, (de Boissiere 1952:48) 0 For the first time

in years the Calypso season opened in Port-of-Spain with only one

tent in operation. (TG 7 Jan 1962:3) 0 Going to the tents is a Trinidad

creole pastime in Carnival season, but tradition does not give poor

singers licence to bore the aficionados with sub-standard perfor-

mances. (TG 22 Feb 1973:4) 0 Now in the calypso tent, they never

had any beautiful buildings like now, it was bamboo tent. And some-

times you get bamboo benches for people to sit on. In the front sec-

tion, which would be like Balcony and House, you get folding chairs,

you see? And the price used to be a $1 for up front and 50 cents in the

back. (EX-2 8 Nov 1987:13) 0 But even before they reach the tents

for the upcoming Carnival season, calypsoes may fall under the axe

of Government censors, who are now closely examining their respon-

sibility to ensure fair trials all around. (EX 21 Nov 1994:3) 0 I am for

PPP, The Poor People’s Party, Is them I represent. And the kaiso tent

is mih Parliament. (Chalkdust “The Tent is the Thing” 2001 pr) 0

Tent: Location where calypsos are sung and calypso competitions

held. Admission is generally charged. (Scher 2003:186)

3 n A place where Shango rituals are carried out. = palace, >palais 0

Shango festivals are held irregularly at Shango tents on the outskirts

of Port-of-Spain... The Shango ceremony takes place in a theater

which is often called a “tent.” The tent is an enclosed place about

twenty feet square. This enclosure is made of bamboo poles and is

covered over with coconut branches. Within the tent is a small altar

dedicated to the War God, Ogun... The rest of the [Shango] tent is

used for ceremonial dances and is called the Pallay. This is left bare

except for two “fig” trees... and an iron rod which is dug deep into the

earth. The rod is very important, for it acts as a conductor from the

deep Mother Earth to her servants assembled on the earth’s surface.

(Brown 1947:266-8) 0 The basic establishment of a Shango (also

called orisha, Yoruba, or African) cult consists of (a) a shrine area

where five to ten “stools” for the most important “powers” of the cen-

ter are located; (b) a “chapelle” or small cult house; and (c) the “pal-

ais” or “tent” where ceremonies are held and some healing is done.

(Simpson 1961:1)

tent-making bat n Uroderma bilobatum bilobatum , a bat which

makes a tent-like shelter by cutting palm fronds or banana leaves, (fr

making tent-like shelter fr leaves) = yellow-eared bat 0 (Alkins

1979:55)

tent season n The period of the year when CALYPSO TENTS are open

for CALYPSONIANS to sing their new calypsos for the year, usu. from

early January until the end of Carnival. (< tent
2
') 9 In effect, “A

Toast to Calypso” is the last of the big calypso shows for 1986, and

the first for 1987 and since the official tent season is not likely to

open before mid-January, these shows will be the only first opportu-

nity for calypso fans to see these top calypsonians perform their ’87

hits. (EX 30 Nov 1986:45)

tentyard n arc A BARRACK-YARD in which a temporary CALYPSO
TENT is erected. 0 The calypso tents were temporary structures built

ofbamboo and enclosed with branches of the coconut tree. They were

erected in the larger barrack-yards with the agreement of the house

agent. The tents that charged higher entrance fees and had “better”

patrons provided folding chairs for seating. Those without such a

patronage had benches. In either case they were lighted by hurricane

lanterns and carbide lamps. Dwellers in those barrack-yards accepted

whatever inconveniences in the spirit of Carnival, especially as the

tents gave their yards status as well as giving them certain advan-

tages. They had no need to give anyone the name of their street or the

number of their barrack-yard. The name of the tent or the name of the

band that occupied it was sufficient. Thus there were “Millionaire

Yard”, “Red Dragon Yard”, and “M’Fumbo Yard”. Some of the

advantages of living in a “tent yard” were that one did not have to pay

to hear the calypsos, they could be heard from one’s barrack-room.

(Cummings 2004:94)

tereen see TURIN

terhi adj Uncooperative; stubborn; unwilling, /terhi/ (< H terha

‘crooked; bent; twisted’) 0 “Dis boy over terhi.” (1990)

terital n A place with many TERITE canes, Ischnosiphon arouma. /ter-

ital/ (< LASp < terite + -al) 9 The razor grass crossed, we entered the

terital (terite grows in large patches which are locally called “terital”).

(JFNC Feb 1895:150)

terite, tirit, tirite n Ischnosiphon arouma , a native reed-like plant, 2-3 m
(6.4-10') tall, leafless below, bearing a crown of leaves and flower

stalk above. Leaves loosely sheathing. Flowers 2 per bract, pink, sta-

mens yellow with crimson margins. Stems traditionally used for

weaving mats and baskets; stems dyed darker by drying and burying

in mud, water or leaves, /terit, tirit/ (< Sp < Amer) = arouma, gouti

bush 0 A huge piece of croc-chien (Dilleniaceae) was cut down, from

which dripped the clearest and most palatable of water, which we
tasted in an impromptu cup made of the broad leaves of the terete

(Ichnosiphon sp.). (Mole 1894b:48) 9 He got himself a big “tints”

basket and came back beside Poopa, who was picking cocoa. (Pollack

1943:12) 9 Terite Frames with Mahogany Hand-Carved Wall

Plaques, (ad for V. Kacal’s Studio and Factory, in Rampersad 1963) 9

(FTT 1967-3-2:30) 9 Ma Mathilda had been taught to use Terite

by her grandmother and mother who made a living for themselves by

making baskets, big ones and small ones, from Terite. Terite was also

used to make fans to fan the cooking fires at home and to make the

“Culeve,” a long pliable hose in which cassava was squeezed... [She

chose] the three natural colours of cream, brown and black that the

Caribs used. (L. Farrell 1973) 9 ‘You madam send you breakfast for

you,’ said Dinky, handing Dwarika a basket made of terite. (Narine

1977:39) 9 [Cassava pulp] is strained through a “couleve”... a tube-

like article, woven out of “terite.” (Chauharjasingh 1982) 9 Terite is a

valuable reed that grows only in forested areas, and is one of this

nation’s “protected plants”. Only qualified persons are granted a

license to harvest Terite. (EX 23 Dec 1990:47) 9 The first state in the

processing of terite is the splitting of the fresh stems into 4 quarters...

The next stage called the peeling process involves the removal of

the soft, inner portion... called the “bouyo”... After [this] removal, the

four strips of the outer layer of the stem are further divided. Each strip

is deftly split into two firm outer portions and an inner layer known as

the “second guts” or “repair”. The firm outer portions are known as

the main or prime material. Each stem produces eight pieces of prime

material. The latter procedure is known as the repair process. The

prime material consists of very flexible strips. The next stage

involves the colouration of the raw product... The next stage involves

weaving... The prime material is used for external work and finished

products such as place mats and waiters. The “second guts” or

“repair” is used for making items such as wastepaper baskets and

other coarse work. (Morean 1991) 9 As we entered more of the

Seasonal Evergreen vegetation in the area, the understory was domi-

nated by Tirite. (Johnson 2004:4)

terite stick n A leaf stalk of TERITE, Ischnosiphon arouma , used in

folk practice as a snake repellant. 9 (Morean 1990)

terrine see TURIN

tess, test n A man, in the past esp. someone involved in criminal

behaviour or who has a dangerous reputation, /tes/ 9 The first time I

meet this test was one night Jarvis and me coming the Bayswater road
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late to see if we could pick up a little thing to pass the time away.

(Selvon 1960:88) 0 “When he ain’t tangling with a tess ooman, is

thief he thiefing you in some card game.” (Hill 1966c:25) 0 “I didn’

like da tess at all ah tell yo’ bout yesterday.” (Henry 1970:16) 0 Trou-

ble in the back of Arima, four tesses involve in murder. (Kitchener

“Parmasar Christina Gardens Murder” 1973) 0 “So is to get a jail

beating up them people up Laventille, and them tesses from up

Belmont.” (Jones 1973:126-7) 0 “We got to get help man. About half

mile down ah know some tesses living in a bachy. I’ll check dem
out.” (Bain 1974:69) 0 It even havin more ertquake dan ever before

an som tess up in de university say we bes hads watch out because it

could mean a big one. (Mamits LPOS, TG 9 Oct 1977) 0 Them can’t

get on the stage until it get dark. So say a test from the NCC. (David

Rudder “De Long Time Band” pr, Williams 1992) 0 2:00 p.m. by

Memorial park. Them can’t get on the stage until it get dark. So say a

test from the NCC. (David Rudder “De Long Time Band" 1992, pr) 0

“This guy Gibbs. He was a Carnival test going to Trinidad. So he

went down there and observed this beating steel business. He was

from Les Couteaux. So he come back and start up with little grape-

fruit tins.” (Hall 1998:52) 0 When I was growing up a “tess” was a

“bad John” or tough person, or sometimes any man with attitude. You
didn’t pass a “tess”, the “tess” or “tessie” passed you “guffing up” or

pushing out his chest while “chipping” with a “hop and drop” walk.

(EX 3 Sept 2003) 0 Iain Duncan Smith is the tess who take over run-

ning the Conservative Party two-three years ago. (Pires, TG 31 Oct

2003) 0 No one needed an invitation to a Wake. Some men so liked

the atmosphere of Wakes that they went around seeking them and

were known as... “Wake Tests”. (Cummings 2004:146)

teta, tata 1 n Hypostomus robinii [= H. robinii , Plecostomus rob-

inii], an armoured freshwater catfish; 15-22.5 cm (6-9") long, occa-

sionally to 30.5 cm (12"). Snout and tail tapering; head flattened

from top to bottom; belly flat. Mouth located on underside of snout,

with lips forming a sucker; one pair of reduced fleshy whiskers

around mouth. Body covered to 4-5 lateral rows of bony plates on

either side; except for soft belly, body is covered with ridged scales,

each scale having several horizontal parallel ridges ending in

spines. Fins spiny, spotted; tail fin forked, with dark brown bands.

Body brown with dark spots, larger and less closely spaced on body
than on head; base of tail has two rows of dark brown spots; spots

faded on belly. In Trinidad found throughout streams south of the

Northern Range, on river beds in various habitats from free-flowing

clear-water streams to turbid stagnant waters. A commercial aquar-

ium fish; also eaten as a delicacy. The name plecostomus is now
mostly used by fish fanciers and the international aquarium trade,

/teta, tata/ (< Sp tetar ‘suck’, fr mouth action when feeding) = anne-

marie, mama cascadura, mama teta 0 The “Anne Marie,” or “Tata,”

as it appears to be more commonly called, is rightly identified as

belong to the genus Hypostomus. (Gill 1858:368,406) 0 (Boeseman
1960:109-15) 0 In the past 30 years, there has developed a signifi-

cant export trade of the two species Hypostomus robinii
,
the teta,

and Corydoras aeneus, the pui pui, mainly to the North American
[aquarium] market. (Kenny & Bacon 1981:132) 0 [T]he “Teta”, is

extensively exploited in Trinidad, both for food as well as in the

aquarium fish export trade. It is widely distributed in streams but is

not found in north draining streams of the Northern Range. Given

its morphology, with inferior mouth and rasping dentition, it is gen-

erally assumed to be a fish of clear fast flowing streams where it

browses and grazes on periphyton. This is clearly not the case for it

will be found in highly turbid conditions and occasionally in muddy
conditions. I assume that as long as there is hard substratum on

which to browse it will adapt. (Kenny 1995:54-5) 0 The most

diverse fish communities occur in streams draining the lowland

areas of Trinidad. Common to these areas are the many species of

freshwater sardines, the guabine, the pui pui Corydoras aeneus , teta

Hypostomus robinii , the coscie Aequidens pulcher and the river cat-

fish Rhamdia quelen to name a few. (Phillip & Ramnarine 200 1:5) 0

The capture of wild fish is also practised. The teta is still fished

from our local rivers and streams using such methods as carbide

blasting and digging in banks for eggs and young ones. (EX 6 Mar
2002:40)

2 n Ancistrus cirrhosus, a freshwater armored catfish with many
fleshy barbels around the mouth. = bearded teta, doctor fish

2
,
doctor

teta, >jumbie teta, peignelle 0 Tata. (Boeseman 1960:115-6)

tetai, tetay 1 n The size and sometimes shape of a vine, e.g. yam,
pumpkin, used to tell the variety and whether the fruit is ready to

pick, /tetai/ 0 You does know yam by it tetie.

2 n String. 0 Tetay. (Uh 1883:252)

teta mouth n A large mouth, used to describe someone who talks a

lot, esp. more talk than action. (< teta, a fish with a large sucking

mouth) 0 “He just good for politics with he teta mouth.” (Baptiste

1993:155)

tetar n A girl bom after three brothers, or a boy bom after three sis-

ters, believed to be an esp. lucky or unlucky person, respectively,

/tetar/ (< Bh tetar ‘third one’) 0 My mother is a tetar beti.

tetay see TETAI

tet bleu, tete bleu n arc Euphonia cyanocephala [= E. nigricollis, E.

musica, E. aureata] (E golden-rumped euphonia), a bird, 12.5 cm
(5") long. Male crown and nape light blue; rest of head, neck and

upperparts black glossed violet, but ramp golden yellow; breast and

belly yellow. Female greenish with small golden patch on forehead.

(< FC < Fr tete ‘head’ + bleu ‘blue’) = louis d’or a tete bleu 0 To hunt

for “semp” and “acravat”,/ And “tete-blue”, “towday”, “picoplat”,

With “cocoyay” and yellow fig/ And Breadfruit “laglee” on a twig.

(Fortune ca 1950-59:11)

tet-chien, tete chienn n Corallus ruschenbergerii, a non-venomous

snake, /tet jje / (< FC < Fr tete ‘head’ + chien ‘dog’, fr similar shape

of head) = >cascabel\ cascabel dormillon, common tree boa, Cook’s

(tree) boa, doghead, dormillon, mango snake, mangrove cascabel,

mapanare, sleeping rattlesnake, tree boa (constrictor), yellow-

marbled tree boa, yellow tree boa 0 (Emsley 1977)

tete see TET

tete n A woman’s breast, /tete, tete/ (< FC tete < Fr tetin ‘teat; nipple’)

= titi
1

tete worm see TAYTAY WORM
tet kako, tete cacao n Tangara gyrola, a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long.

Green with dark red-brown head, narrow collar of gold behind head;

upperparts tinged with gold, /tet kako/ (< FC < Fr tete ‘head’ + cacao

‘cocoa’, fr brown head) = brown-headed vert-vert, cocoa-headed tan-

ager, police bird, tet mazet, vert-vert tete cacao, >worthless 0 Tet

kako. (Alleyne 1974-80)

tet mazet, tete mazet n Tangara gyrola, a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long.

Green with bright reddish-brown head; narrow gold collar behind

head; upperparts tinged gold, /tet mazst/ (< Fr tete ‘head’ + poss. Fr

mazet ‘clumsy person; maladroit’) = brown headed vert-vert, police

bird, tete kako, tet mazet, >worthless 0 (Alleyne 1974-80)

tet ronde, tete ronde n Rhomboplites aurorubens , an edible marine

fish. Generally dark red; front of head very rounded, /tet rop, tet wop/

(< Fr tete ‘head’ + ronde ‘round’, fr rounded mouth area of the head;

related FC tet wo is a different fish) = cola
3
0 Bank Vincent... can be

fished from half to full tide. Good for “vivanot”, “walliacke,” and

“tete-ronde.” (Vincent 1910:13) 0 Tete ronde. (Vincent 1910:47)

teytey worm see TAYTAY WORM
thaape v Pat firmly; pat down GOBAR in place; pat someone on the

back (considered to wish someone ill). /t
h
a:pe/ (< H-Bh thapna

‘stamp’) 0 “Doh leh nobody thaape yuh on yuh back.” (1990)

thaapnaa n A flat handprint, usu. made with blue paint, made on the

walls of a house during a Hindu wedding ceremony. See also

MUKHA. /^aipna:/ (< H-Bh thapna ‘imprint; stamp’) 0 “Kaaki and

dem de do thaapnaa on we house fuh de wedding.” (1990)

thabooth see TABOOT

thali n A metal dish or plate on which Indian food is served, /tali, t
h
ali/

(< H thali ‘metal platter or flat serving dish’) 0 The tali is used for rit-

ual purposes only by ordinary Indians. At Hindu weddings it is tradi-

tional for friends and relatives to give these brass trays to the

bridegroom. Sometimes he gets as many as fifty or sixty of them.
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(Niehoff& Niehoff 1960:95) 0 From the matchan immediately above

[the chulha] she took down a shining thali, a brass plate, and started

to spoon out rice in it. She did it neatly, gracefully, as though per-

forming a ritual, leaving half the thali bare for the dahl. On top of the

rice she put a lump of chutney. (Naipaul 1976:153) 0 “Even now,

whenever Pooja is being performed, 1 actually see a little boy wearing

white short pants and a white shirt, walking with a thali full of flow-

ers - for this is how my mother readied me on Sunday morning to...

attend the Sunday School at Tunapuna Hindu School.” ( TG 23 Sept

1990:33) 0 Brass Thali Lotas & Murties. (ad on store bag 1990) 0

When the dulaha or dulahin reaches the bedi he/she puts the rice and

other items in a thaali near the bedi. (Holass-Beepath 2002:28)

thanailee n Inflamed or hardened breast in woman, or udder in cows;

mastitis, /t^anaili/ (< H-Bh thanna ‘be determined’) 0 (Dwarika

1984:38) 0 “De cow breast ha thanaili.” (1990)

thanksgiving n A religious feast given at home to celebrate thanks.

(< E thanksgiving ‘a prayer or religious service rendering thanks for

divine benefits’) 0 Baptists who maintain saints’ shrines sponsor

feasts known as “Thanksgivings.” (Glazier 1983:68) 0 Thanksgiving:

A Spiritual Baptist ceremony involving praying, singing, and the

feeding of children. (Houk 1995:220) 0 A thanksgiving generally

involves services for both children and adults. (Houk 1995:81)

tharia, taria, tarria, tarriah, tarrier n A brass plate used in Hindu

PUJA. /taria, t
h
aria/ (< H thar Targe dish; tray’) 0 If it is an Indian

spirit, he puts ganja (marijuana), puncheon rum, and an egg in a

tarrier (platter) with mentholated spirits. (Simpson 1970:67) 0 Nanna

went outside and got a taria. He held it in his hands. Nanny placed a

block of camphor in the brassware, and lighted it. (Ladoo 1972:104) 0

Everyday food is served on enamel or china plates, but Hindu homes

usually have brass containers (lotah and tarriah) for use at religious

events. (Clarke 1986:78-9) 0 They have to get mustard oil, tharia

(brass plate) and a fine piece of cloth to cover the child. (OPNL Mar
1989:6) 0 Pipul, neem, and tulsi trees, bells, lotahs and tariahs were

all imported to Trinidad. (Vertovec 1992:111) 0 She could see the

‘tharia’ - the brass plate with flowers and bits of fruit, bananas and

coconut and the small fire with the scent of burning ghee rising with

the curling smoke. (Boodhoo 1994:47) 0 Many of the Hindu passen-

gers brought along “lothas and tarrias”, but hardly anything else.

(Deen 1994:233) 0 So one take out de daal (split peas) an’ she start to

pick it an’ t’ ing. One take out de tharia (brass plate), washing de rice

quick, quick. (Mahabir 2005:49)

tharki n In traditional Indian jewellry, a gold or silver flower-shaped

earring with petals made from thin wire. /t
h
arki/ (< H-Bh tharki ‘flo-

ral earring’) 0 Tharki'. Another flower-shaped ear-ring. The petals of

the ear-rings were shaped with wire and coated in gold or silver liq-

uid. The piece that went through the ear was straight and hollow. The

backpiece had a thin stem which fitted into the hollow and hooked the

ear-ring in place. (Ramlakhan 1990a:5)

tharthar adj Trembling. /t
h
art

h
ar/ (< H-Bh tharthar ‘shiver; tremble’)

0 “How yuh dey so tharthar like yuh gone through or what.” (1990)

thasore v Fling; cast aside; throw something carelessly; sit down in a

flopping and careless manner. /t
h
asore/ (< H-Bh thasorna ‘fill; cram’)

0 “Look how she thasore the bag in the comer.” (1990) 0 “That oman
dey like ah bhais and look how she thasore she self and sit down.”

(1990)

that and God face see God FACE

that side phr There; in that place. 0 “You droppin that side?” (1979) 0

“Yes, I know there, I know that side.” (1990)

that time, dat time phr At that time; during that period of time; then.

0 "Dat time me come back, go n’a house. Dry for water, hungry for

supper.” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 Take care one day, one day, dem no mash
you mout again like dem do terra day, cause da time you drink mm
you like make yanga too much ( TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0 She continued

bawling for murder. That time people started to gather. (Dictator

“The Peppery Pudding” 1948 pr) 0 “One shillin a day was enuff to

keep him livin, because dat time Hoodlee eh de have no wife.”

(Ladoo 1972:91) 0 That time in Cunaripo everybody was young.

(Lovelace 1988:32) 0 NKM How long you doing midwife work? SN

Since I was 20 years old I putting women to bed. Thousands of them.

NKM Who teach you about that? SN That time it had India people.

Them was [cjhagrin (midwife). I learn from them. (OPNL Mar

1989:4) 0 That time they used to make the seat out of bamboo and

they had was to put a box below my feet to keep up the drum for I to

beat. (OPNL June 1994:6)

the det Used for certain holidays, esp. Christmas. 0 “Run the bread for

the Christmas.” (1988) 0 “We getting ready for the Carnival.” (1996)

them 1 pi Plural marker for nouns. = an dem, >dem 0 And you want

we to come back in the morning, after you talk with the spirits-them?

(Selvon 1972:93) 0 The police had all of them big stick them and all

of them horses and they just ride right through all of them people bus-

tin’ licks in dey ass, man, woman and child. (Khan 1987:92) 0 Why
he got to separate we from the Americans-them? They don't buy no

goods. They only drop in for drinks. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:33)

2 pron Third person plural pronoun used as subject, generally equiva-

lent to E they. Note: Also used for direct and indirect object as in SE.

= >dem 0 ‘But I kian’t stop them... I will be shame to stop them.

Them is not fowl and dog. You better stop them you’self.’ (Naipaul

1976:67) 0 Them is one set a thief.

3 pron Third person plural pronoun used as possessive, generally

equivalent to E their. 0 The police had all of them big stick them and

all of them horses and they just ride right through all of them people

bustin’ licks in dey ass, man, woman and child. (Khan 1987:92) 0

The dogs hate those birds - dem does bus up dem nest all the time.

4 pron As antecedent or demonstrative pronoun, generally equivalent

to E those. (< dial E them ‘those’) 0 Them young girls in Trinidad,

they so glad, they must be glad. (Houdini “No Mo’ Bench and Board”

1931) 0 I near get meh backside lock up when they break them show-

cases on High Street. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:52) 0 What about fishing, I

ask. Kalliy laughs. Once a year them boat does float, he says. (Pires

1994b: 15)

them things phr A menstrual period. 0 “Is four years now I eh see

them things again.” (1980)

the old phr A term used before someone’s name to indicate familiar-

ity, being accustomed to that person’s ways. 0 From today the old CJ

is going to stick like a tick in a cow’s arse behind AG Russell Mar-

tineau. (Bomb 1982) 0 People look like they does just wait to jump in

Rueben maxi before they start minding other people business and the

old Rueben too, he not easy eh, because this ears here like a funnel

and the whole day it just absorbing information. (Maharaj 1992:29)

there 1 n That place. (< E there ‘in or at that place; in place indicated

or referred to and away fr speaker’ + Twi eho ‘there; that place’) 0

“Sangre Grande seems a nice place," I said. “You know there?” “No.

It looks nice on the map." (Anthony 1967:46) 0 “On top there rusty.”

(1978) 0 There have endless mosquitoes.

2 adv In that general area. (< E there; around there ‘in or at that

place; in the place indicated or referred to and away from the

speaker’) 0 The woman from “Demerara or Suriname, somewhere

there”. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D48)

thethar adj Stubborn. /t
h
st

h
ar/ (< Bh thethar ‘stubborn’) 0 “Dis gyul

over thethar, yuh cyan telk to she atall.” ( 1 990)

they see DEY

thick 1 adj Full-bodied, heavy, plump, esp. of a woman. (< dial E
thick ‘of a person or animal, thickset, stout, burly’) 0 If your girl

friend happened to be ‘zenglay’ then one had to look for something

more “thick” (less bone). (Lange 1986:6) 0 The thick-set “Ethel,”

who wined her way to fame, was accused. (Punch 8 Oct 1989:1) 0

[He] cast one glance at her extremely thick body and decided she

must be his own. (Bomb 13 Oct 1989:22) 0 Thick and sexy Claire...

has been causing big, hard-back men to sweat from head to toe each

time she swings those delectable hips. (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:13) 0 The
audience was... sitting quietly except when the thick black woman in

the green tights passed in front them. (EA'9 Jan 1993:8) 0 That eve-

ning he pass across by Sebastien with a young thick saucy-face darkie

on the pillion. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:82) 0 Boy, w’en ah tell yuh she

nice! Look, she tick, tick, like a t’ree-speed bicycle! (Elcock 1997) 0

[Y]ou know you are a true Trini if, among a long list of other things...
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You’ve called someone (or been called) chunkalunks, thick ting, fam-

ily (even if she’s not remotely related to you!), doo-doo, dahlin’, reds,

breds, horse or partner. (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17)

2 adj Close; good friends; partners; often while saying this the first

two fingers on one hand are crossed. (< E thick ‘close in confidence

and association; intimate’, often with a negative implication, as in

thick as thieves) 0 “But you and this Gidharee well thick,’’ he said.

(Anthony 1967:19)

thick like mud phr Describing a person with plentiful, uniformly dis-

tributed fat. 0 (Haynes 1987:65)

thick-necked tree boa n obs Epicrates cenchria maurus, a non-

venomous snake. 0 (Zoological Society of London 1898) = jack

(snake), mapepire velour
1

, >rainbow boa, ratonero
2

, ringed boa,

velvet mapapire

thief, tief, teaf 1 v Steal something; take something that belongs to

someone else without permission. (< E thiefa person who takes por-

table property fr another without knowledge or consent of the owner’;

thieve ‘act as a thief; steal’) = huff
2

,
ups3 vO “No me tief for you till

me get flog?” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 She then... told him, “they tief her

trunk.” (POSG 15 March 1843:2) 0 “I no tief no money.” (POSG
2 July 1847:3) 0 He did see you wen you teef de chickens out ar de

fowl coob. (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 Ef Lizzie and Joe bye lan for true day

mus be teef de money. (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 Girl, you’re bound to

thief and then go to gaol. (Black Prince “You Pelt Me Bundle Before

the Door” 1939) 0 When black man t'ief, he t’ief penny coconut;

when bak[r]a man t’ief, he t’ief million. A person with power can do

with impunity what an humble man will be punished for doing. (Her-

skovits 1945:203) 0 The robber thief $6.00. (ESTT 1956) 0 She said

officer dont mine she old speech. She accustomed thiefmg clothes

of[f] the bleach. (Small Island Pride “Bacchanal Woman” 1959 pr) 0

“When you thiefmg, thief big. Don’t push your hand in fire for no

jumbie-bead.” (Hill 1966c: 10) 0 O God, de wife gone out an’ teaf

break in an’ teaf me T.V. (Keens-Douglas 1984:26) 0 He “thief’

money from the house, paid the passage for himself and a “pardner”.

(Espinet 1984:13) 0 “They tief, just like anybody in the PNM. Now
they talkin’ accountability like they just come down from Heaven.”

(EX-S 21 Dec 1986:21) 0 “The spirit of Carnival is lost,” he says,

“and playing mas' is just not fun anymore. I remember, long time, on

the night before Carnival, we could thief a fowl and make a cook in

somebody’s yard and sit and talk until the break of Carnival morning.

Now you have to pay even for a cup of water,” he said. (EX 8 Feb

1987:29) 0 We use tuh tief he bottles an sell dem back tuh him. (Fos-

ter 1990:80) 0 She come out with sleep in she face and yampee in she

eye, and want to know why we waking her up so early in the morning.

She swear that she was never out the house, and how she ent tief

nothing. (Tante Tante, TG 3 Sept 1991) 0 ‘I sure is somebody who
accustom thiefmg thief this damn thing. This man know how to thief

good. This is why we ent seeing where he pass.’ (Gosine 1992:73) 0

“You can’t leave your slippers outside, they going with that. If you

wash your shirt to go in a wedding, you have to stand up next to the

line and watch it dry. I tell you... these fellas thiefmg wind.” (Pires

1 995i: 13)

2 v Rob; steal from someone; take something from someone. 0 From
the folds of the plastic bag under his arm he draws out the taxi-

driver’s cash pan. “Dat is Hardy. De big tief He always tiefin people.

Well dis time is he tuh ketch!” (Strasser 1990:128-9) 0 The woman
also claimed that one of [his] relatives uses to “thief people.” (TTM
14 Jan 1994:9)

thief from thiefphr From the proverb Tieffrom tiefmake God laugh,

indicating the irony or humour of a situation in which a thief becomes

the victim in turn of another thief. 0 T'ieffrom t’ief make God laugh.

(Herskovits 1945:197) 0 As a young girl, [her] mother had always

taught her that all was fair in love and war... But what [her] mother

didn’t tell her was that “horn from horn does make God laugh.”

(Bomb 26 Oct 1990:9)

thief head, thiefhead, tiefhead 1 v Discourage; dishearten; deceive. 0

Government is “thiefmg our heads and minds” now that elections are

around the comer. (TG 19 Nov 1990:3) 0 The act of playing mind

games - e.g.
“Dwain likes to tiefmy head." ... “How come the politi-

cians only ‘tiefin’ the people head? - Well is Trinidad” or “Why are

the roads so bad? - Well is Trinidad.” (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001)

2 n A person who takes the spirit out of others, or who is untrust-

worthy. 0 Tiefhead... 1. One who is capable, by their very [presence],

to have a sobering effect on a festive occasion or mood, ruining it for

all concerned. 2. One who is the [epitome] of everything considered

uncool or bad, e.g.
“
Tomica is a real tiefhead.” (www.skettel.com

25 Apr 2001)

thief out, tief out v Take all or very large amounts or proportions of

something belonging to someone else. (< thief+ out
5
) 0 Me dardy say

he gwine put an de biggest pare ah army bluka boots whay he ha fo

kick you wid, you ungratful, good-fo-noten wottles teefin ting you; he

sey you aint got de tort dat he did see you wen you teef de chickens

out ar de fowl coob. (PC Apr 30 1904) 0 “He feel dat Pandit only

offerin dat money because he want to tief out wot we have.” (Ladoo

1974:28) 0 “For months these people thiefmg out crops from all the

gardens in the area and now their parents encouraging them to frame

me up.” (Blast 15 Apr 1988:13) 0 She tief out Wilson fowl. (Tante

Tante, TG 3 Sept 1991)

thief white fowl, tief white fowl phr Do something terrible and unfor-

givable to someone, (fr importance of white fowls for Orisha rituals)

= eat white fowl 0 Like dey fief yuh w’ite fowl: some unnatural and

adverse forces seem to be working against you. (Haynes 1987:208)

thin-foot adj A negative term for legs considered too thin or skinny.

(<foot
x

) 0 “That thin-foot bhati could win any thing! You eh see,

[she] have long black hair right down she waist!” (Ramkeesoon

1975:24)

thing see TING

things brown see BROWN2

thing self see SELF

think easy see EASY

think father is a glass maker see FATHER IS A GLASS MAKER

third night n A memorial service held on the third night after some-

one’s death. 0 Members of some families hold a wake and one or

more of the following: Third Night; Nine Night; Forty Day; Annual

Memorial. (Simpson 1970:50)

thirst snake n Dipsas variegata trinitatis, a small non-venomous

snake. = false mapepire
2

,
>snail-eating snake 0 (Boos 2001a: 1 13)

this side, dis side 1 phr Here; over here; in this place or a nearby area.

(< E this ‘closer; nearer’ + side
4
) 0 I ben too glad fu see dat you rite

one pece berry good Englis, fu dem backra down dis side bout pay

dem people pon de Sunday. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 De people dem
dis side lib well for true. (Uh 1883:253) 0 “Come dis side nuh gal.

Wot de ass you doin by de mens all de time?” (Ladoo 1972:80) 0

“Dem rango dis side here, dey have head.” (1980) 0 ‘Come this side,

Bal, and drink ah sweet drink, boy.’ (Gosine 1992:93)

2 phr In negative, be out of touch with reality. 0 “Your husband say he

wants five more children, girl.” “Don’t bother with him, he en de this

side, man.” (1998)

3 phr In negative, be critically ill. 0 He sick too bad. I went to visit

him today and believe me he no deh this side.

this time (so), dis time (so) phr During that period of time, esp. to

emphasize the whole or entire time; at that very moment; now. 0 Dis

time is to hear how Mister Crapaud commenting. But Lizard looking

to see if more children coming. (Commander “Lizard and Crapaud”

ca 1955, in Rohlehr 1990:485) 0 The song make money like hell, it

was on Hit Parade and all; wherever you turn, you could hear people

singing that calypso. This time so, the poor calypsonian who really

write the song catching hell in Trinidad. (Selvon 1960b: 109) 0 “Dis

time moon light bright like day, so we decide to go in de bush.”

(Lewis 1972:89) 0 “He tell me speak good and this time he talkin

dialect.” (1990) 0 If a dog bite you... ‘you take a leaf and you put it

on the spot... It will suck out all the poison from the dog bite.

This time so, the dog dying. When you get better, the dog dead.’

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:117) 0 “Dis time de car coming down,

and he eh see the car.” (1998)
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this week phr Of a day, indicating an upcoming date within the

Sunday-Saturday week, as opposed to next week or last week. 0 I

would see them this week Wednesday.

this year phr For CALYPSOS, from the beginning of a season, about

mid-October, when new calypsos for the competition are brought out,

through CARNIVAL and competitions, until the beginning of the next

season. 0 He come good this year.

thope ek phr Little bit. /t
h
ope ek/(< Bh thore ‘little bit’ + ek ‘one’) 0

“Watch ah want so much, eh, thope ek.” (1990)

thoraa se phr A small amount, used to ask for something. (< H-Bh
thore ‘little bit’) 0 “You want some?” “Yes, thoraa se.” (1990)

thorn apple see DHATUR

thrash out v Of clothes, soap and wash, esp. by beating them on river

stones or on a JUKKING BOARD. 0 Thrash out all these shirts for me.

thread 1 n Fibers on a fruit seed, esp. mangos. (< E thread ‘very long

thin fibre or cord’) = string 0 Not me an mango long, too much threads.

2 n A strong sewing thread or very thin string used for flying kites. 0

Mangal... was now trying to fly his brown-paper kite with his few

yards of thread. (Boodhoo 1994:195)

thread blight n A type of fungus, Corticium sp. whose white myce-

lium runs along twigs and branches to leaves until they become cov-

ered in fine threads; the leaves are killed, but remain suspended from

twigs, (fr thread-like filaments + blight) 0 (Urquhart 1955:139)

thread snake n obs Imantodes cenchoa cenchoa, a very thin nonven-

omous snake. (< E thread ‘very long thin fibre or cord’) = cenchoa

snake, chunk-head(ed) (snake)
2

, fiddle-string mapepire
1

, fiddle-string

snake, >mapepire corde violon
1

, night climber, slender tree snake,

vine snake
1

,
violin-string snake 0 (Boos 200 1 a: 1 14)

three-ay see TRIAY

three card, three-cards, three card game n A gambling game, often

involving swindling by the dealer palming a card, in which three

cards (sometimes other objects) are identified, turned upside down,

and moved around; people then bet on which is the one originally

designated. (< E three-card monte, three-card trick ‘a gambling game
in which the operator shows a particular card, then places three cards

face downward on the table and offers to bet that the victim cannot

pick the card he was shown’) 0 [He] went to the Savannah on Boxing

day to play the “three cards” game... [He] went to the Savannah with

a friend... to gamble at the “three card” game. (WG 22 Feb 1930:5) 0

A “three card” game of chance... had its end in the City Magistrate’s

Court. (TG 13 June 1933:3) 0 Once upon a time, there were gangs of

tricksters roaming the place looking for suckers to ketch in their

three-card game. (Mirror 1985)

three days n A Muslim ceremony held three days after someone’s

death. 0 They all acted on her advice and held a belated Janaza here

for Emamally. They also observed Muslim tradition by having a

special prayers for his “Three days and Forty days”. All the Trinidad

relatives and friends met and offered their special “duahs”. (Deen

1994:180)

three-finger bitters n Aristolochia trilobata, a native plant. = ruda

(extrangera)
2

, scientific plant, >tref 0 (Morean 1990)

three-hole n A marble game in which three holes are scooped out in

the ground, and each marble must be put into the holes in order.

Three-hole and SEVEN-HOLE are variants of the same game. Three

holes are smoothed out in the ground, by turning on your heel, about

18-24 inches apart. Hole 3 is at the BOUNCE, followed at intervals -

usually a pace - by hole 2 and hole 1. The sequence must be

completed by potting holes in order: 1-2-3 for three-hole, and
1-2-3-2-1-2-3 for seven-hole. The potting of the last hole makes a

winner. If a player misses a hole, he relinquishes his turn. If a marble

goes into the wrong hole, out of sequence, the player loses the game.

In seven-hole, the direction of play is referred to as going up (3-2-1)

or going down (1-2-3). 0 Like marble pitching which can only be

enjoyed when played in a large outdoor yard, there is a type of

pitching which can be played in a small enclosed area, especially

under houses which are built about five or six feet high, and are not

paved with concrete. Having such ideal conditions, the main item

being the earthen floor and at the same time the house to protect them

from the rain, the children set about their business. This game is called

“Three Holes”. These holes are made three feet from one another,

about three or four inches in depth and about three inches in diameter.

They must be made in a straight line.... The winner will be the first

boy who is fortunate to pitch his marble into the three holes both in

ascending and descending order. There are many obstructions and

formalities which make the game very interesting. (Rampersad

1963:98) 0 Playing three hole was enjoyable too. (Foster 1990:27)

three-lined ground snake nAtractus trilineatus, a small non-venomous

burrowing snake, to 24.5 cm (9.5") long; found in Trinidad and

Tobago. Light brown back with three darker longitudinal stripes or

lines; belly pale yellowish-white; no distinct neck. Tail ends in a

sharp spine-like scale, often wrongly identified as a “sting”. Usu.

found in a tight ball under rotting vegetation, easily mistaken for a

worm. (< E three-lined, fr three darker lines on back + ground, fr bur-

rowing habit) = ground snake, short-tailed ground snake, stub-tailed

snake, three-lined worm snake 0 (Alford 1960:103) 0 (Boos

2001a: 110)

three-lined worm snake n Atractus trilineatus, a small snake, usu.

found in a tight ball under rotting vegetation, easily mistaken for a

worm. (< E three-lined, fr three darker lines on back + worms , fr

resemblance to worm rather than snake) = ground snake, short-tailed

ground snake, stub-tailed snake, >three-lined ground snake 0 (Boos

2001a: 1 10)

three-quarter male n The life stage in which a juvenile male bird

(JEUN-MAL) is changing to adult male (VIE-MAL) feathers, and is

therefore only partly in adult plumage. = >tawode 0 That is not a vie

mal, that is just a three-quarter male.

thrim-thrim n Tob obs A dish made from pounded and crushed

cooked PLANTAIN or GREEN FIG. = pong plantain, >tum-tum 0

Sometimes boiled plantains crushed (called ‘Thrim-thrim’) is eaten

with Soup. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843)

through the chute 1 phr Smuggled, contraband, usu. to or from

Venezuela. (< chute) 0 (Haynes 1987:131) 0 He used to take people

through the chute in that pirogue.

2

phr Be wiped out, finished, demolished, failed. (< E gone Tost;

ruined’ )= >go through
2
0 Adam was honest and look for truth. But

Eve decided to put him through the shoot, And didnt make an out. To

place the apple inside his mouth. (Radio “Men Smart but Women
Smarter” 1959 pr) 0 The business gone through the chute.

throw, trow 1 v Pour; distribute something liquid or runny. (< Yor

domi ‘throw/pour water’ + E throw ‘project or propel through the air;

fling’) 0 Evry day ah does membah de kis way you gi me pan me jar,

way bun me same lak wen you tro fiah wartar pan so-foot. (PC
30 Apr 1904) 0 “All ah arks is if you want mih to t’row de coffee

from de kitchen or if you want mih to put it in de coffee pot and bring

it to de table.” (Macaw 1960:6) 0 Paulaine himself distributed the

liquor... ‘I throw too much for you, Henry. But go on. You are going

to sleep in a little while.’ (Lovelace 1968:52) 0 Throw one deh fuh meh.

(He pours out a drink for Felix and hands it to him). (Rollocks

1975:23)

2 v Hand to someone; bring to someone; get for someone. (< E throw

‘project or propel through the air; fling; cast by a sudden jerk or

straightening of the arm’) 0 Throw the liniment for me please.

3 v Knock out; push or shove something down. 0 Jeffrey took up a

piece of iron pot and was going to throw it into the house, when
someone threw it out of his hand. (TRD 23/27 Mar 1850:2)

4 v Throw or toss substances onto masqueraders and onlookers during

Carnival, usu. associated with sailor mas. See throw flour,

THROW powder. 0 Persons wishing to appear disguised in the dress

and character generally known under the name of “PIERROTS” must

obtain permission from the Police not later than Saturday, the

11th February. It is notified that the throwing of FLOUR and other

missiles amounts to an assault, and offenders in this respect will be

dealt with according to Law. (TRG 18 Jan 1893:45) 0 Good order

prevailed and only one arrest, for flour throwing, had been made up to

the time of writing. (POSG 25 Feb 1914:3)
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|
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5 v Something said or sung to be heard by a particular audience,

seemingly accidentally, or to get their attention. 0 Apart from being

sung by excursionists, this song is “thrown” by young men infatuated

with girls in the village. Generally, such infatuation is unrequited.

(Alladin 1969:28)

6 v With baby or child, abort intentionally; have an abortion or cause

a miscarriage. (< E throw ‘cast away out of one’s hands or possession

as useless or unneeded’) = throw away 1

0 “I see no indication of

any situation arising where any pregnant women in any part of the

Caribbean could “jes’ so” jet to that country to “t’row childe”, nor do

1 observe that abortions would be given on demand.” {EX 1983) 0

(Haynes 1987:79)

7 v Organize a cooperative endeavour, such as a GAYAP or a SUSU;

put money into a SUSU. 0 Throw a gayap... Throw a sousou. (ESTT
1956) 0 THROW, v., to pay money into a SUSU, e.g., I throw my two

dollars every fortnight, and then when I draw my hand I can do some-

thing with the money. (Rodman 1971:236)

8 v Mate with; have sex with; usu. of animals. With men, often

THROW IRON, THROW LEATHER. = cover, ride
3
0 “Man I tell all you,

dat priest start to make ruction. He put Ama down and trow able led-

der on she. Well de Pandit give she good in she tail.” (Ladoo 1972:80-

1 ) 0 “I sure you never ride a woman in you life. De day a woman lie

down for you, you go run like a mule. You modderass one foot bitch!”

“Well you lie down for me nuh. Do it and see if wouldnt trow some
good wood on you.” (Ladoo 1972:76) 0 The bull throw one on the

cow.

9 v Produce offspring having certain characteristics. (< E throw ‘of

domestic animals, produce as offspring, give birth to’) 0 “You expect

it to throw a brown-red or a pint.” (1990)

10 phr With totee, iron, leather, wood, etc. make vigorous sex, usu.

used by men. = pelf
s
0 “I sure you never ride a woman in you life. De

day a woman lie down for you, you go run like a mule. You modder-

ass one foot bitch!” “Well you lie down for me nuh. Do it and see if

wouldnt trow some good wood on you.” (Ladoo 1972:76) 0 “Man I

tell all you, dat priest start to make ruction. He put Ama down and

trow able ledder on she. Well de Pandit give she good in she tail.”

(Ladoo 1972:80-1) 0 That man could throw iron, boy.

throw away, throw way 1 phr Abort a baby intentionally. (< E throw

away ‘cast away fr oneself; reject; refuse to admit or accept’) =

throw6 0 Young girl, eat green pine to t’row away. (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D73) 0 “She throw way the baby.”

(1978) 0 Some people say she had child up there that was dohgla and

they threw it away. 1 don’t know. (Stewart 1989:129)

2 phr Spill; pour out unintentionally; waste. (< E throw away ‘cast

away oneself; reject; refuse to admit or accept’ 0 “Down she fall an

brek de groobby, an all de molasses trow way.” (Gale WG 21 June

1919)

3 phr Offer food to the spirits of the dead. 0 A piece of the fowl,

boiled together with the unsalted rice is “thrown away” outside the

house on the ground, and with it is “thrown away” water and rum.

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1947: 1 12)

4 phr Of a person, give up, not visit, forget about. 0 1 say you throw

me away!

throw baby see THROW6

throw blow phr Aim a blow at someone. 0 “He throw a blow at me,

but I move too fast.” (1986)

throw child see THROW6

throw cork phr A game played while swimming, in which players

dive under water and slash down on other players with their legs. 0

Bobby could well throw cork in the river.

throw down 1 v Push down; knock down. (< E throw down ‘cause to

fall; overthrow; demolish’) 0 He pulled back... staggering till he

bounced against a bamboo support... The whole tent shook. “Aye!

Aye!” a woman’s voice shouted through the tent. “Is like allyuh want

to t’row dong de darm tent here tonight!” (Ramsawack 1983:2)

2 v Conquer someone; beat in a fight. 0 I can throw you down any

time you're ready. (ESTT 1956)

3 v Suffer a severe blow, set-back. 0 “This thing really throw me
down, boy.” (2002)

throw dust in eyes phr Distract; make someone blind to the truth. 0

All that talk about the 36 cents a day extra is to take our minds off the

fact that Bread is going up. I’ll never forget that business with the

Immigration drive against the “small-islands” in Trinidad. They have

all the dust to throw in people’s eyes. (EN 24 Sept 1954:9)

throw eye phr Look at from time to time; keep an eye on. 0 T’row ah

eye: take an occasional peep at to make sure things going o.k.

(Haynes 1987:200) 0 It was customary for domestics who were moth-

ers of young children to depend upon kindly neighbours in the bar-

rack-yard to “throw an eye on the children” during the day. In turn the

domestics showed their appreciation by taking macro-fouchettes

(left-over foods) and cast-off clothing to the more needy. Cooks who
got “lan yap” (langniappe) (extra for good custom) at the market gave

them to neighbours as forms of appreciation. (Cummings 2004:75)

throw flour phr Throw or toss flour onto masqueraders and onlookers

during CARNIVAL, usu. associated with SAILOR MAS. See also

THROW4
,
THROW POWDER. 0 It is notified that the throwing of

FLOUR and other missiles amounts to an assault, and offenders in

this respect will be dealt with according to Law. (TRG 18 Jan

1893:45) 0 Seven young gentlemen were arrested for throwing flour

at passengers. {Mirror-S 27 Feb 1903:11) 0 The lawless and danger-

ous act of throwing flour and powder was strictly warned off the

streets and if anything of the like was at all indulged in, it was con-

fined to the four comers of private residences. {POSG 28 Feb 191 1:9)

0 A few maskers were arrested for fighting, and we understand, one

person was arrested for throwing flour. {Mirror 24 Feb 1914:6) 0 “A
few people, particularly some who were not masked, still threw pow-
der or flour, but these soon stopped it.” {TG 6 Mar 1919:7)

throw fresh phr Throw live bait into the water to attract fish. = make a

fresh 0 You wouldn’t catch anything here so, you have to throw fresh.

throw grass phr Bring grass in and give to livestock. 0 Nurses having

children at the breast shall be permitted to leave the field at noon and

night, half an hour before the others, and are exempted of throwing

grass. (Ordinance of Governor Picton, June 30, 1800, in UWI-HT) 0

[The Manager] would not suffer them to throw grass till after the time

of [church] service was over, which was near 8 o’clock, and the usual

time for throwing grass is sun set, out of crop. (Elliot, LMS Tob-1-

F4-JA 28 Mar 1811) 0 He disliked intensely doing other work and

in particular ‘throwing grass’, which meant that at the end of the

day’s work, each slave had to bring in grass for the mules and horses.

(deVerteuil 1992:180)

throw hand phr Contribute a fixed sum to a SUSU at regular intervals.

(< throw6 + hand5 ) 0 SUSU. Also spelt Sou-sou... consists of each

member of the group contributing a fixed sum (called “throwing a

hand”) every week or fortnight as the case may be, for as many
“hands” as there are members. The objective is that each member of

the group benefits, in turn, from the total sum of money contributed.

For example, if there are twelve persons in a sou-sou then there are

twelve “hands”, and if a “hand” is worth $100.00 then every week (or

fortnight as the case may be) the total sum contributed would be

$1,200.00. Each member is turn receives that sum, being a “hand,”

and by agreement any member could receive any hand, from the first

to the twelfth. By this means a member is likely to find himself rich

when his turn comes. Although Susu used to be popular in an earlier

day, especially in the country districts, some people have always felt

there is nothing to be gained from this custom, since, they say, putting

aside the value of a “hand” every week would achieve the same

result, and with more privacy. Also it has been notorious that the per-

son who collects an early “windfall” loses the enthusiasm to continu-

ing “throwing his hand” (paying) until the end of the sou-sou, and in

some cases, absconds. (Anthony 1997:555-6)

throw in a reverse phr Put a car into reverse gear suddenly. = pelt in a

reverse 0 To pelt/t’row in ah reverse: to reverse one’s car abruptly

and evasively. (Haynes 1987:1 14)
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throw in bamboo phr Make someone vulnerable; put them in a very

difficult position. 0 “You go an throw mih in de bamboo wit mih wife

an yuh nancy story ’bout ah accident.” (Baptiste 1993:155)

throw move phr Approach with romantic or sexual intentions. = >push

a move, tackle, track 0 Throw a move = push a move. (John 1973)

throw powder phr Throw or toss powder onto masqueraders and

onlookers during Carnival, particularly associated with SAILOR
MAS. See also THROW4

,
THROW FLOUR. Widely known in the prov-

erb Yuh cyan play mas andfraidpowder. 0 The mere throwing of the

confetti and paper seems not to be forbidden, but only of such other

substances as powder, flour, rice, peas &c. (Mirror 8 Feb 1910:7) 0

Constable Bell charged Raymond Portillo, a Venezuelan, with throw-

ing powder on one White, in Frederick Street. Defendant pleaded

guilty, and stated that in his country it is the habit to throw powder on

those days, and further alleged that others had thrown on him. His

Worship said that if others threw that was no excuse. Special regula-

tions had been issued against powder-throwing and defendant had

been in the colony long enough to know. (Mirror 25 Feb 1914:2) 0

Confetti and serpentine throwing was indulged in to a very great

extent, and powder throwing was also en evidence. (POSG 25 Feb

1914:3) 0 On the whole the behaviour of the masquers and spectators

was good and arrests were very few. There was still a little powder
throwing and one offender will be put before the City Magistrate

today. (Mirror 8 Mar 1916:2)

throw sand in rice phr Spoil something; prevent success. 0 Is to hear

the stories now... but before any body say ah throwing sand in dey

rice. I’ll invent a street name to call the place. (Sundries, Sun 1977) 0

“Doh throw sand in mi rice, na man.” (1990)

throw up v Abort spontaneously; miscarry. (< E throw up ‘discharge

by vomiting’) = chuck up 0 She throw up the baby,

throw waist phr A man’s vigorous thrusting in sexual intercourse. =

pelt leather 0 I was throwing waist on she.

throw water in eyephr Make someone cry; do something to hurt some-

one. = >put water in eye 0 Before she throw water in my eye, I live a

single life til I die. (Joe Coggins “Give Me Back My Ring” 1938)

throw water on phr Useless; having no effect. (< E like water off a

duck’s back ‘having no effect; unfelt’) 0 “I don’t have the spunk. I

feel it would be throwing water on a donkey back... Chambers and

dem boys not listening to anything you sing.” (EX 1985) 0 “You
could talk to him, but is to throw water on a duck’s back.” (1990)

throw way see THROW away
throw words phr Ridicule or criticize someone publicly in a manner
characterized by insinuation and a display of fancy words. (< E throw

words ‘direct words or utterance towards someone, esp. in hostility or

contempt’) = pass remarks 0 “Miss Rosa, you could lie. I hit you?

Miss Rosa, you is a big woman to me. I go look to hit you. Miss Rosa,

is you what start t’rowin’ words yes.” (Macaw 1960:2) 0 “Ay ay

Fordie, like yuh throwin words for Rapsey,” said Nen-nen, and they

all laughed. (Lewis 1972:61) 0 As the campaign went on, open hostil-

ity developed among certain neighbours. They “threw words,” had

long heated arguments than often stopped just short of coming to

blows, or, most significantly, they simply developed patterns of

avoidance so as to withdraw from any interaction involving those

with whom they disagreed. ( Stewart 1991:156)

thuk v Spit; eject saliva. /t
h
uk/ (< H-Bh thuk ‘saliva; spittle’) 0 “Yuh

only dey thook, thook all over de place, what wrong wid yuh.” (1990)

thumbless bat n Furipterus horrens, an insect-eating bat. Ears large

and funnel-shaped; nose long. 0 (Alkins 1979:58)

thumri n A form of North Indian vocal or instrumental music based

on romantic-religious literature, /ftumri/ (< H thumri ‘a type of song

for two voices; a type of courtesan’s song’) 0 Thumri and Gazal are

also heard sometimes. (Jha 1973:35) 0 [They] pledge to stir every

emotional fibre of patrons with a mixture of Thumri, Ghazal, Khimta
(chutney) and a number of other classical songs. (EX-2 28 Oct

1990:9) 0 Then there is a beautifully rendered thumri by Seebalak in a

style known as Tan singing which developed in Trinidad after under-

going some changes over the years... The Thumri represents the clas-

sical style of singing here, as Taran Persad, Ramdhani Sharma and

others practised up to the 1950s. It is a spare music, consisting of har-

monium, dholak and dhantal and, in the foreground, the singer, whose

talents must stand out. (EX-2 21 Mar 1999:3) 0 He had a good voice.

He sang at weddings and other functions... not the modem film songs.

“...We sing classical thumri, quawal, ghazal.” (Johnson 2003b:23)

thunder 1 n Beating; blows. (< dial E thunder ‘a heavy blow’) 0 “But

when we catch him, it’s thunder unless he pays up that money.” (TTM
10 Apr 1987:7)

2 n Criticism; difficulties; trouble. 0 When the [PNM] convention

broke into committees shortly after 4 p.m. yesterday, a steady stream

of delegates, observers, and guests left the convention centre... saving

their energy and their excitement for the march on Woodford Square

this evening, for the thunder that is to come. (EX 9 Nov 1986:6) 0 But

our own Bishop Abdullah made it clear last Thursday that

Archbishop Tutu, having been informed by the Bishop about the elec-

tion date, and then having received a telex from Michael Williams,

spelling out his potential use as a political bobolee, simply and hon-

estly decided he could do without that thunder. (EX 16 Nov 1986:27)

0 A 14-year-old school girl who was giving her adopted father “thun-

der” was sent for two weeks to a correctional home by a magistrate to

curb her waywardness. (Blast 6 Oct 1989:9)

3 n Male sexual potency. 0 Cheryl, owner of The Herbarium, put

together a concoction of ginseng, “granny backbone” and bois bande

and came up with “Thunder” to help spruce up the love lives of our

men. “Bois bande, mystical for its aphrodisiac quality, is still popu-

larly requested in Trinidad.”... All [the guys] are interested in is get-

ting, or maybe giving, “Thunder.” (Punch 26 Nov 1989:5)

thunderbolt n obs Stone, often an Amerindian axe-head, believed to

be formed by the action of thunder or lightning, used in divination

and curing. (< E thunderbolt ‘various stones, fossils, prehistoric tools,

etc. identified as a supposed bolt or dart of lightning that strikes

something’) = pierre, >thunderstone 0 The temple, which is dedicated

to St. Michael, contains two alters [sic] at one of which prayers are

offered with the assistance of “thunder bolts” (Carib tools), while the

other serves as a sacrificing block. (TG 6 Dec 1935:2)

thunderstone n Stone, often an Amerindian axe-head, believed to be

formed by the action of thunder or lightning, used in divination and

curing. (< E thunder-stone ‘various stones, fossils, prehistoric tools,

etc. identified with thunderbolts, a supposed bolt or dart of lightning

that strikes something’) = pierre, thunderbolt 0 She was bom in Trini-

dad of Yaraba descent and was brought up by her parents. Yarabas

had a particular form of worship but she believed in God. Their wor-

ship was like the Roman Catholic, but they made sacrifices and the

thunder stone was used. (TG 18 May 1919:3) 0 This must contain a

thunderstone, which is a rock shaped like an Indian arrowhead. Thun-

derstones are found in various parts of Trinidad and are believed to be

the spent weapons of the Thunder God. (Brown 1947:267) 0 Every

shango temple in Trinidad has a collection of “pierres” (thunder

stones) which are believed to have fallen from the sky. These small,

smooth stones, which resemble neolithic celts, are kept on white

plates in the chapelle. Some leaders insist that there must be a special

type of stone for each of the major powers. For example, one of these

officiants said that Shango ’s stone is shaped like a hatchet or axe,

Shakpana’s stone is oblong... The test used to determine whether a

stone is a thunder stone consists of tying a white cotton thread around

it and holding it over a lighted candle or a coal pot fire. If it is a

pierre, the thread doesn’t bum... The sacred stones of shango have to

be purified by washing them with certain leaves which are crushed

and mixed with water... the stones must be fed several times a year.

Ordinarily the feeding consists of pouring olive oil on them, but, in

addition, a leader may arrange such ingredients as the following

around an important stone: five slices of obi seed, five grains of

Guinea pepper, and a small quantity of cow’s milk. (Simpson

1970:32) 0 The stones seem to be used principally in (1) “signing”

(calming) a person when he “falls” (is possessed) the first time, and

(2) in healing. In the first case, the possessed person is taken from the

palais to the chapelle where one of the officiants makes the sign of
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the cross on his forehead with a thunder stone which has been dipped

in olive oil. (Simpson 1970:33)

thuthaa adj Of a tree, leafless, bare. /tNit^a:/ (< H-Bh thumtha

‘reduced to a stump or trunk; having lopped or bare branches’) 0

“Yuh leave de tree thoothaa after yuh done pick flowers.” (1990)

tia poco, pia poco n Ramphastos vitellinus , a large bird, 50 cm (20")

long. Black breast-band; upper- and under-tail coverts red; sides of

neck and throat white; upper breast orange-yellow. Bill is huge,

mostly black; base and bare face-patch light blue. Occasionally kept

as pets; though legally protected, sometimes shot for food, /tia poko/

(< Sp piapoco <Carib) = >tocan, toka
1

,
toucan 0 (Belcher &

Smooker 1936b:796) 0 Piapoco - Ramphastos vitellinus (toucan)

(Phelps 1955:44) 0 Several wide black feathers rose slowly from

behind a leaf and a second or two later, around the margin of the same

leaf, protruded a five-inch thick, black beak followed by a bright blue

face. It was a twenty-inch “Tia Poco”... Soon it hopped with great

dexterity onto a more or less horizontal liana, looked at me out of one

watery, pale blue eye, which was surrounded by equally blue and

heavily wrinkled bare skin, and announced with intense satisfaction,

pee-o... Now the tail rose with great deliberation until it stood up like

a wren’s... It seemed incredible that crow-sized birds, black with blue

faces, yellow-orange chests, red rumps, and bright cobalt-blue feet

could so merge themselves with the almost uninterrupted green of the

forest. (Shorn 1975:1 18-9) 0 (ffrench 1991:243-4)

ti-baume see PETIT BAUME

ti-bois n A small piece of hollow wood, usu. LIMEWOOD, with a barb-

less hook, often with feathers or string, used in ocean fishing with a

KULIKA fishing pole, /ti bwa/ (< Fr petit ‘small’ + bois ‘wood’)

ti-careme n A short dry period which sometimes occurs during the

wet season, usu. mid-July to mid-August, but as late as September or

October, /ti karF.m/ (< FC < Fr petit ‘little’ + careme) = >petit careme

0 We may be going into the little dry season, the “ti careme”, since

we’ve only had a few showers these past days. (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D41)

tick-bird 1 n Crotophaga ani (E smooth-billed ani), a bird, 32.5 cm
(13") long. Black glossed with purple; tail long; bill black with upper

part arched. Very sociable; often found on grass near grazing cattle,

feeding on insects stirred up by the larger animals. (< E tickbird, ‘sev-

eral birds that frequently associate with grazing animals, eating

insects stirred up by the animals’ movements; some eat ticks on the

animals themselves’) = blackbird
2

,
cow-bird, mel cobo, old witch,

savannah blackbird 0 [The] “Blackbird” or “Tickbird”... is very tame

and familiar. (Taylor 1864:92) 0 So we shall see and hear but few

birds round Port of Spain, save the black vultures... and the black

“tick birds,” (Crotophaga Ani), a little larger than our English black-

bird, with a long tail and a thick-hooked bill. (Kingsley 1880:108) 0

A loud discordant cry, and amongst the branches lower down we see

three or four mel corbeaux or black tick birds hopping about, and bal-

ancing themselves with their long tails while they erectly hold their

heavily billed and clumsily formed heads, watching our approach.

(JFNC Oct 1892:99) 0 The Tick-Bird... is a very common bird with

black plumage, arched beak and a long tail... they do not however...

gain their living by picking the parasites off the backs of cattle... they

have found out that the passage of a cow or horse through the grass

disturbs numerous insects on which they can feed. (Mirror 6 Oct

1911) 0 The very ugly, but useful tick bird is comparatively uncom-

mon in certain districts of the colony now. (TG 12 Sept 1917:6) 0 The

tick bird... has also been observed to eat the noxious mole cricket,

Giyllotalpa. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 15) 0 Tick birds and black-

birds flew down upon the mown spaces and upon the donkey, and

hopped out of the path of the scythe blade, balancing themselves with

their tails, (de Boissiere 1952:84) 0 (ffrench 1991:193-4)

2 n Bubulcus ibis [= Ardeola ibis] (E cattle egret), a long-legged bird,

52.5 cm (21") tall. First recorded in Trinidad in 1951, in Tobago in

early 1960s, now the commonest, most conspicuous heron. White

with yellow bill; legs from yellow to olive to blackish. At beginning

of breeding season, the crest, breast, and back plumes are buff-

coloured; bill becomes red, tipped yellow; legs become bright yellow

or reddish. Often feed on insects disturbed by grazing animals or

mowing machines. 0 (ffrench 1991:60-2)

ticket 1 n A written permit allowing a cane farmer to bring cane to the

USINE. (< arc E ticket ‘certificate; voucher; licence; permit’) 0 The
small farmer must wait for a “ticket” to bring his cane to the factory

of Estate B, and this is not usually forthcoming until the estate has cut

the bulk of its own cane. This frequently means not until April or

later, by which time some of the cane has spoiled. (Klass 1961:74)

2 n arc In WHE-WHE, a record of MARKS chosen by bettors, and the

amounts of money bet. (< E ticket ‘a slip of paper, etc. bearing evi-

dence of the holder’s title to a service or privilege’) 0 A whe-whe
ticket. (Alexander 1909) 0 After the “mark” or “marks” were chosen,

they were then communicated to the person who was responsible for

collecting the wagers, selecting the winning “mark”, and paying those

who chose the correct mark. This ... banker would then record the

chosen “marks” on a piece of paper which was first called a “ticket”.

This format was altered in the 20th century as punters were allowed

to record the chosen numbers themselves on what were now called

“lists”. At the bottom of each “list”, the amount of the bets was

totalled and a special code written to identify the person who
wagered. Following this, the list or “pot”, as the bet was popularly

called, was handed over to the banker. (McCree 1996:4)

3 n BUSH; an area of heavy plant growth. (< E thicket ‘a dense

growth of shrubs, underwood, and small trees’) = >ticky 0 They

always go in the ticket.

tick in a cow’s arse phr Usu. with like, very close, inseparable, esp. to

oversee or keep an eye on someone you do not trust. = white on rice 0

From today the old CJ is going to stick like a tick in a cow’s arse

behind AG Russell Martineau. (Bomb 1982)

tickle fire 1 phr Shake up or poking a fire gently to keep it going. (< E
tickle ‘touch or stroke lightly’) 0 The star witness.... related how [the

man] was chopped to death inside a still, where he was “tickling” a

fire over which a barrel of molasses was boiling. {EX 13 Oct 1989:3)

2 phr Stir up trouble between people. = poke fire, >push fire 0 “She

only put she mouth in and tickle fire.” (1990)

tick-tack n Odontomachus spp., a large slim black ant which clicks its

mandibles loudly when disturbed, and has a painful bite, /tik tak/

(prob. < Buie bikatak, fr sound of clicking jaws) = >tac-tac 0 [We
saw] one or two of the ants locally known as tick-tacks from the snap-

ping noise they make with their jaws... At the risk of many a bite we
picked up the winged individuals... when threatened with a stick, or

the point of a cutlass they have a trick ofjumping backwards with a

sharp jerky movement. (Mole 1894a:6)

tick-tick n A three-speed bicycle, (fr sound of moving sprocket) 0 He
was going down the road on his tick-tick.

ticky n Tob Overgrown land; an area of heavy plant growth. (< E

thicket ‘a dense growth of shrubs, underwood, and small trees’) =

ticket
3 0 Ticky... from thicket

;
however, most of the time people say

the land is running into bush when a field is not being looked after.

(Uh 1883:252)

tidy v Wash the genitals, usu. of girls. (< E tidy ‘make orderly; arrange

neatly’) 0 “Yuh bathe?” “I tidy but I eh bathe.” (1978)

tie 1 v Carry out a ritual intended to ensure that a person is faithful or

under control. (< E tie ‘bind; fasten two or more things together’) 0

The process of tying must be done with the utmost sureness of touch,

and so lightly that the man will not awaken, for it is done at night

while he is asleep... She takes a piece of twine, measures him from

head to foot, and calls his name three times. She calls and makes a

knot, calls for the second time, and makes another, calls for the third

time and knots, then ties the twine about her waist, calling his name

again as she does this. “She say, ‘Never leave me, Andrew, to follow

the nex’ woman.’” If this should prove of no immediate avail, she

will repeat the tying ritual, but this second time will take care to bury

the string at the door leading to the street. Another way of tying is to

rip open the pillow on which the man sleeps and put the twine inside

it, saying, “I tie you down there. I fasten you there. You mus’ never

get out.” But men are not unaware of these practices... Men practice

tying as well as do women. “Man does tie a woman too much time...
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A man does take woman towel, soiled one, and carry it to lookman.

He make something for tie... People does tie you. If someone call

you, you must never answer the first time, because if you answer

the first time and they make a knot, they got you.” (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1947:238-9) 0 “This is a ticklish matter, because the

woman tie him. She hold him in calloo.” (Lewis 1972:52)

2 v Carry out a ritual intended to prevent the birth of a baby. 0 If the

birth is a difficult one, someone has “tied the baby in her belly.” The

same is believed if the pregnancy is prolonged a month or two.

“Somebody is doing things to keep it from being bom”. (Herskovits

& Herskovits 1947:114)

3 v Protect yourself from spirits, usu. by walking with the arms folded

across the chest, or with a stick held across the back behind the neck,

to make a cross shape. (< E tie ‘hinder the free movement or working

of’) 0 Without interrupting her singing Cassie stepped forward and

gave Popito a shak-shak, motioning him to shake it and not fold his

arms - by folding his arms, the belief was, he would “tie the spirit”

and prevent it entering him. (de Boissiere 1952:198-9) 0 A person

may try to prevent a power from possessing him. He attempts to “tie”

the god by crossing two pins or using a needle with a black thread to

fasten his shirt or undershirt. (Simpson 1970:28)

4 v Carry out a ritual to ensure that the spirit of a dead person does not

wander and disturb people. = tie down 0 “You must tie the dead, they

wouldn’t roam.”

5 v Fasten strips of rubber around a pan stick. = >wrap 0 Well, Pan

Jumbie done fix up his umbrella in case rain falls, help his wife cook

a big pot of pelau, and tie 43 pan sticks. (EX-2 31 Jan 1988:17)

6 v Make a new seine net from MARLIN twine by tying knots. = knit 0

This cooperative attitude is extended to the knitting or tying of new
seines. In Plymouth, as opposed to most other parts of the island

[Tobago], it is not necessary to pay for help in making a seine, since

all the good knitters (always men) will volunteer or be asked. A cer-

tain amount of prestige is involved in being a part of such an

endeavor. (Abrahams 1974:28)

tie across v Wrap a cloth across the head, often as a sign of mourning.

0 Here and there a hugely fat Negress, possibly with her “head tied

across” in a white turban (sign of mourning), sells, or tries to sell,

abominable sweetmeats, strange fruits, and junks of sugar-cane, to be

gnawed by the dawdlers in mid-street, while they carry on their heads

everything and anything. (Kingsley 1880:88) 0 “Oh, Mr. Barton, I

sarry for your loss; If you no believe me, I tie my head across.” That

is - go into mourning. But no one seemed inclined to tie their heads

across that day. (Kingsley 1880:367)

tie belly 1 phr Protect the body from physical strain of childbirth,

work or grief, by wrapping a cloth band around the waist and belly as

support. = >band belly

2 phr Work OBEAH upon someone. (< E tie ‘hinder the free move-
ment or working of’) 0 You does have to get a picture of the person to

tie they belly. Negro people know about that. (OPNL Mar 1989:6)

tie down v A ritual and prayers done to ensure that the spirit of a dead

person would not wander and disturb people. (< E tie down ‘fasten

down or confine by tying’) = tie
4
0 According to the obeahman, this

present wife was being troubled because she was treating the

deceased wife’s children badly... The obeahman “tied the spirit

down.”... The wife became well for two weeks, but then became ill

again. The obeahman said the spirit had gotten loose so he “tied it

down” again. After this the wife recovered completely. (Niehoff &
Niehoff 1960:172)

tief see THIEF

tie foot phr Prevent people from acting according to their own wishes

(E tie hands). (< E tie ‘hinder the free movement or working of) =

hold foot 0 But Chambers is a crafty one and he knows people might

never forgive him for an outright attack on press freedom... so Cham-
bers had to find a way to tie the press foot. (Mirror 1985) 0 I would
very much like to be able to step out tomorrow to watch my friend...

tie the knot and his feet. (EX 9 Sept 1990:26) 0 He sees about 12 cli-

ents a day, mostly women who are intent on tying a man’s foot for

life. (Bomb 16 Nov 1990:15) 0 “Boy, don’ let them tie up you foot,

you know. Is only talk ’bout have a happy Christmas and a prosper-

ous New Year but they don’t mean it. Is drinks they want, so don’t

fall for that stupidness. Watch them straight in they face until they

ready to leave.” (EX 18 Dec 1994:1 1)

tie head 1 phr Wrap and fasten a cloth around the head covering the

hair. Almost always of women, this can be for religious, work, or

fashion purposes. (< E tie ‘bind; fasten two or more things together’)

= tie up head 1

0 The women... had their heads tied with white linen.

(WG 18 Jan 1930:4) 0 “Females always tie day head or wear hat.”

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D96) 0 ’Tis the thing

for the foolish but not the wise. To be tying up your head and binding

down your eyes. (Growler “The Coldness of the Water” 1939) 0 Her

head was tied with a white cloth, Shouter fashion, and she was talking

loudly as though possessed by a spirit, (de Boissiere 1952:101) 0 It

was in the gayelle where he circled like a hawk on the hot sand, head

tied, and the red end cloth of his stick fluttering in the breeze like a

signal of death, that I saw in him special quality which made him a

champion. (Chen 1988:16) 0 Take soursop bush, dry tobacco bush

and Wonder-of-the-world, place in a head-tie and tie the head for at

least five [consecutive] days. (Rollocks 1991:169)

2 n A piece of cloth tied on the head, commonly worn by women
either regularly, for modesty, to indicate mourning, or for headache.

Worn by men when stickfighting. = >head-tie 0 Tie-head: head-tie for

headaches especially at period times, for de monthlies. (Haynes

1987:197) 0 A tie-head known in Nigeria has persisted among Trini-

dad and Tobago peasant women. It goes under other names, e.g., tete-

marlin, madrasse, daizen. (Elder 1988:103)

tie jaw phr Band a dead person’s head so that the mouth stays closed.

0 The truck-driver who discovered [the man who died] and stayed

with him and “tied his jaw” says that the unfortunate creature cursed

liberally before he passed out. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939:Box

15-F85-D62)

tienne n arc Epinephelus striatus (E Nassau grouper ), an large edible

marine fish; light olive brown with dark brown bands. This name is

apparently used more for larger specimens. = tamboline, white

grouper
1

0 (Vincent 1910:47) 0 (TG 21 Mar 1937:4) 0 Another deep

sea grouper of good food value is the “Tienne” specimens of 200 lbs

being commonly caught. (Mendes 1940:21)

tie-pin 1 n Oligoplites saurus , a long thin marine fish, /taipin/ (fr

resemblance of shape to a tie-pin) = sapatay (O. palometa, O.

saliens)', shoemaker 1
(O. palometa , O. saliens, O. saurus)', zapate,

>zapatero (O. saurus) 0 (LNP 1985)

2 n arc A very fashionably dressed man; a dandy, (fr characteristic

fashion of wearing a tie-pin) 0 “Sweetmen” were dandies supported

by women to pander to their excessive pleasures. The well-spoken,

self-assured dandy was classified as a “tie pin”. That was in terms of

the decorative pin on the knot of a tie - one just had to take note.

French-Creole speakers referred to them as “negre dore” (dorade).

(Cummings 2004:10)

tie-tie n arc A carrying bag made from string or fibre. (< Kikongo
ntete ‘basket of woven palm fronds’) 0 Martin... saw Jean... pass into

the estate provision ground with three bottles of rum in his tie-tie

(string bag). (POSG 8 Dec 1824 in de Verteuil 1992:1 14)

tie-tongue n A speech problem in which certain sounds are replaced

by other sounds; a lisp. Occasionally, an affected or pretentious man-
ner of speaking. (< E tie tongue ‘prevent someone fr speaking') = lolo

tongue 0 With a tie-tongue language the mopsy said, Yord Tichener,

daryin, det up, me danmudda tomin twelve o tock. (Kitchener “Tie-

Tongue Mopsy” 1946) 0 “They helped build the house and now they

talking about traitors... and this tin-pan tie-tongue fella talking about

drugs while they defending pushers in court.” (EX 30 Nov 1 986: 17)0
“Doh mind he tie tongue, he win de public speaking contest, yes!”

(Baptiste 1993:156)

tie up 1 v Draw together parts of a long skirt and fasten in a knot in

order to be able to move or run more freely. (< E tie ‘join closely or

firmly’) 0 Down de road, mama, down de road. Tie up you dress and

run down de road. (Tiger “Down the Road” 1938)
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2 v Seriously involved with someone or something. (< E tie ‘unite,

e.g. in marriage’ + tie up ‘fasten with cord to prevent something

moving or falling loose’) 0 “You can’t come to lime now since yuh tie

up with de mister - eh?” (Baptiste 1993:156)

3 v Bound to someone; united; with the implication of being

enthralled or put under a spell. 0 ‘A woman fall for me bad and my
father say she too old for me. He send me back to Caura. I doh know,

1 was very young then, but people say that she tie me up.’ (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:28)

4 v Take action to immobilize a SOUCOUYANT or evil spirit. (< E tie

‘check or hinder the free movement or working of’) 0 That obeahman
is very good if you need to tie up a soucouyant.

5 v Of dogs, during mating, unable to separate. Sometimes applied to

people. (< E tie ‘of a dog or bitch, remain linked for a period during

copulation') 0 Just because Harry and Grace tie up in the trace, the

man wouldn't leave the place. (Poser “Day up Break” 1972)

6 v Confuse; use complicated strategies or wrong information in argu-

ment. = tie up head
-
0 She tie me up in her sweet old talk. And say,

“Compere, let’s dance the Lambeth Walk” (Pretender “Adeline”

1939) 0 Through taking bribe, friends, they tie him up... Until the

Chinee man form a screw. And tie up the scamp in a callaloo (Young

Pretender "Policeman” 1940) 0 Aha, he trying to tie me up. Tiger? He
think I fall off a tree? The deal off. (Selvon 1 99 1 b:70) 0 I interrupted

her. “But wasn’t it Job who turned into a pillar of salt?” I asked. She

glared at me. “You trying to tie me up, Missa Mark Friend,” she said,

“but 1 go untie myself. Job didn’t have no salt. Neither God. Satan did

try to tempt God by offering the whole city and God did run Satan.

He say, get thee behind me, and he refuse the whole city.” (Pires

1992b:5)

7 v Strengthen walls of earth dividers in wet rice fields before flooding

them. 0 The process of hengawe (harrowing) follows the ploughing.

First the mens are “tied up” (shored) to retain water and the kola is

flooded. (Klass 1961:83)

tie up head 1 phr Wrap the head in a piece of cloth, customarily done

by women. = >tie head
1

0 But Ma was determined. She tied up her

head with an old floursack, took the brushing cutlass and the crook-

stick and started to cut the grass. (Ladoo 1972:1 15)

2 phr Confuse; use complicated strategies or wrong information in

argument. = tie up
1
’ 0 Tie up someone’s head: to confuse a person.

(Haynes 1987:197) 0 The man... tie up sugar workers’ head. (Amuser

“Sugar Workers March” 1993)

tie mouth, tie up mouth 1 phr Of certain fruits when astringent and

not ripe, make the lips pucker and the inside of the mouth feel dry and

uncomfortable, (fr puckering of lips and closing of mouth as a result)

= peel mouth, stain mouth 0 “Dey is de best part ah de cashew...

Sometimes de fruit part is sweet, but often dey does tie-up you mout.”

(Gale, WG 13 Sept 1919) 0 That caimet full but it not ripe, it go tie up

yuh mouth.

2 phr Of certain fruits when not really ripe, having a sharp astringent

juice. = brackislr. kacha, kasa, rack , stainy 0 That is a real tie

mouth caimet!

ti-fay n Euphorbia sp., a small evergreen tree, height to 18m (60'),

girth to 1.2 m (4'). Bark greyish, thin, smoothish, slightly scaly;

underbark pinkish, sapwood white, smooth and damp. Leaves small.

Flowers small, inconspicuous. Wood soft, light, whitish, /ti fe/ (< FC
< Fr petit ‘small’ + feui/le ‘leaf) = petite feuille

1

0 The principal

woods from which the best fighting sticks are made are Arare,

Gasparee, Poui, ’Tifeuille. (WG 8 Mar 1919:5) 0 (Marshall 1934:89)

tiger n Tithorea harmonia megara, a butterfly, wingspan 5.6 cm
(2.25"). Black, yellow and yellowish-brown in irregular bands and

spottings; black at tips and margins; has a generally striped appear-

ance. (fr resemblance to a tiger’s black and orange stripes) = sweet

oil
2
0 (Barcant 1970:95)

tiger cat n Felis pardalis (E ocelot ), a small wild cat found in Trini-

dad, but now very rare due to hunting. Body 1.25 m (50") long + 37.5

cm (15") tail, height at shoulder 37.5 cm (15"), weight to 15 kg (33

lbs). Short-haired coat; light grey or yellowish-grey to light brown,

marked with rows of irregular brown blotches rimmed with black;

rows merge to black streaks on head and chest. (< E tiger-cat, any

feline animal resembling the tiger in its markings) = chat tig, tigre“.

tigrito 0 The tiger-cat is as big as a good sized dog; it is an active but

not a- brave animal. (Joseph 1838a:40) 0 These woods we knew
abounded in parrots, monkeys, tiger-cats, and boa-constrictors, but

we neither heard nor saw any of them. (Day 1852-1:193) 0 Tiger-cat

or ocelot... This is the most beautiful of the feline tribe... [it] preys

upon all sorts of small animals, is particularly fond of poultry... it

climbs the highest trees... when hunted down, or hard pressed by

dogs, it backs against the trunk of some tree, and keeps its enemies at

bay with its powerful paws, (de Verteuil 1884:86) 0 Ocelot, Tiger-

Cat, Chat-tigre. (JFNC Apr 1893:167) 0 The tiger-cat in the cacao

tree, on finding itself surrounded by the men, immediately showed
fight, clawing and snarling viciously at the long cacao-pickers and

pruning hooks with which the Negroes commenced to stab it.

(Gordon 1931:722) 0 Leopardus pardalis L. “Tiger Cat”, “Chat

Tigre”. Skins are frequently brought in by hunters from the forest belt

between Mayaro and Moruga... and from the forests of the Northern

Range. (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 163) 0 They caught a tiger cat

somewhere in Valencia. (Invader “Keyhole Calypso” ca 1950-52 pr)

0 (Alkins 1979:43-44) 0 That doesn’t impress Michael, who wears a

tiger-cat tooth around his neck. (Pires 1 995c: 15)

tiger knife fish n Gymnotus carapo , a fish. = coutelas
1

, >cutlass-fish,

knife-fish

tiger shark n Galeocerdo cuvieri, a shark. (< E tiger-shark
,
various

voracious sharks, including G. maculatus and Stegostoma tigrinum ) 0

(Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

tiger snake n Spilotes pullatus, a non-venomous snake, 2.4-2. 7 m (8-9')

long. Black with pale yellow stripes on the first third of its length, (fr

resemblance to a tiger’s black and orange stripes) = black and yellow

rat snake, clibo
2

,
>tigre\ tigrel; black snake, black tigre, cribo noir,

tigro, widow (black form) 0 (Mole & Urich 1891) 0 This large black

snake with pale yellow markings is known in Trinidad as the Tigre or

Tiger. It has the reputation of being very fierce, but our experience...

is the reverse... It is very rapid in its movements, and is found in trees

as well as on the ground... The Tigres and Machetes, with many other

colubrine snakes in Trinidad, have a very curious habit of agitating

the tail with great rapidity when excited, producing a sharp tapping

sound as if imitating the Mapepi... and Rattlesnake. (Mole & Urich

1892b:20) 0 (Boos 2001a: 140)

tiger tanager n Tangara chrysophrys (E speckled tanager), a bird,

13.7 cm (5.5") long. Upperparts yellowish green; feathers with black

centres appearing as spots; fore-crown and face yellowish; eye area

black; wings and tail blackish edged green; underparts bluish white

with black spots. = >arrivant 0 Decidedly the rarest of the three spe-

cies of Calliste found in Trinidad. Local name, “Tiger Tanager.”

(Taylor 1864:82) 0 (Roberts 1934:99)

tiger with tails n Consulfabius ochraceus [= Anaeafabius], a butter-

fly, wingspan to 7.25 cm (2.9"). Dark yellow with black bands and

margins; brown towards central wing; elongations from lower wings.

= sweet-oil with tails 0 (Barcant 1970:107)

tighten waist phr Economise; spend less, even on essentials such as

food. (< E tighten belt ‘economise’ + waist
2

) 0 Tings brown, you

must tighten yuh waist.

tigre 1 n Spilotes pullatus pullatus [= S. variabilis] (E South American

rat snake), a large, non-venomous snake, to 3 m (10') long. Black

with bright yellow stripes and markings on the face and fore-body;

sometimes it is pure black; there is yellow or orange skin between

scales in neck area. Belly and below tail are black. Juveniles are strik-

ingly marked with black and yellow striping. Found in Trinidad and

Tobago. It lives mostly in low trees, where it feeds on small animals.

It will inflate its neck to a great extent, and, rattling its tail vigorously,

try to bluff its way out of being cornered, but will bite fiercely to

defend itself, /tigre/ (< Sp tigre ‘tiger’ fr black and yellow stripes

resembling tiger) = black and yellow rat snake, clibo
2

,
tiger snake,

tigrel; black snake, black tigre, tigro, widow-
(black form) 0 This

large black snake with pale yellow markings is known in Trinidad as

the Tigre or Tiger. It has the reputation of being very fierce, but our
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experience... is the reverse... It is very rapid in its movements, and is

found in trees as well as on the ground. There is a larger variety

entirely black, which is known as “the widow”. The Tigres and

Machetes, with many other colubrine snakes in Trinidad, have a very

curious habit of agitating the tail with great rapidity when excited,

producing a sharp tapping sound as if imitating the Mapepi... and

Rattlesnake. (Mole & Urich 1892b:20) 0 We saw the ancient slough

or cast skin of a large “tigre.”... The tigre had good reasons for visit-

ing the house. He had secured a rat... the tigre is essentially a tree

snake. (Mole 1894b:44-45) 0 Spilotes p. pullatus (TIGRE). A large

black snake with yellow stripes and up to eight feet in length. Is

inclined to be aggressive if cornered and shakes its tail vigorously

when annoyed. (Alford 1960:101) 0 The Tigre is the snake that many
hunters say will ‘chase a man’. This is very unlikely, but the Tigre

will stand its ground and if a man stands in its way, it will rush past

him, to continue where it is going.... This is one of the most beauti-

fully coloured snakes in Trinidad. It is a shiny black, slim snake with

bright yellow stripes on the front half of the body. On the lower jaw

and lips there are spots and stripes of yellow. This snake grows up to

9 feet in length and moves swiftly through the grass and cocoa-trees

where it often waits for young birds, squirrels and rats... If surprised

and forced to stand, the Tigre will poise himself to strike, and will

inflate its neck in a show of aggression. It will even strike out, giving

little hissing sounds with each lunge. If left alone it will silently and

swiftly move away. If caught or molested it will bite savagely, but

there is no poison in the Tigre’s bite. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:12) 0

When he looked closely he realised it was a snake, a large tigre com-

pletely black except for the small portion of underside that showed

yellow under its head. (Ali 1993:203-4) 0 The tigre... has a reputation

for “running down” humans. Time and again stories are told of it

chasing hunters. The truth is that Spilotes is probably highly territo-

rial; discovered moving through a jungle trail, the snake has a fixed

direction in which it wants to proceed. Being aggressive, it may not

give way to anyone standing in its path, though it will flee swiftly if

any attempt to capture it is made. (Boos 2001a: 140)

2 n arc Felis pardalis (E ocelot), a small wild cat, prob. hunted to

extinction in Trinidad. Fur light grey or yellowish-grey to light

brown, marked with rows of irregular brown blotches rimmed with

black; rows merge to black streaks on head and chest. = chat tig,

>tiger cat, tigrito 0 The jaguar... has long since ceased to exist,

although the skin of El Tigre, imported from the Orinoco, is a com-

mon object of display along the water front in Port of Spain. (Gordon

1931:721) 0 He had once seen a goto melao and knew of someone

who said he had shot a tigre. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:207)

tigrel n Spilotes pullatus, a non-venomous snake, 2.4-2. 7 m (8-9')

long. Black with pale yellow stripes on the first third of its length,

/tigrel/ = black and yellow rat snake, clibo
2

,
tiger snake, >t:gre‘;

black snake, black tigre, tigro, widow2
(black form)

tigrito n arc Felis pardalis (E ocelot), a small wild cat. Fur light grey

or yellowish-grey to light brown, marked with rows of irregular

brown blotches rimmed with black; rows merge to black streaks on

head and chest, /tigrito/ (< Sp tigre ‘tiger’ + -ito Tittle’) = chat tig,

>tiger cat, tigre
2
0 The ocelot {Felis pardalis) or Tigrito of the Creole

hunter, common in Venezuela, lives in the high woods in Trinidad,

but, having an incurable taste for poultry, occasionally ventures upon

the fringes of cultivation in pursuit of the nondescript fowls which

often stray for long distances away from the plantation buildings.

Such a foraging tiger-cat is sometimes taken at a disadvantage in the

open by mongrel dogs, when, backing up against a convenient stone,

it sells its life as dearly as possible, rendering a good account of itself

with tooth and claw before its tormentors eventually overwhelm it.

When hunted amongst wooded country, the tigrito seeks refuge

above the dogs, lying flat along some branch, until the barking of

the pack summons the hunter with his deadly shotgun. (Gordon

1931:722)

tigro n Spilotes pullatus pullatus, a non-venomous snake; the black or

melanistic form of the yellow and black striped TIGRE. = black and

yellow rat snake, clibo
2

, tiger snake, ^Higre
1

,
tigrel; black snake,

black tigre, widow2
(black form) 0 Pa sat like a tigro snake on the

potato crate. (Ladoo 1972:125) 0 (Emsley 1977) 0 Pure black speci-

mens, known on Trinidad as “Tigro,” have been collected in the Mt.

Tamana area and on Tobago (Boos 2001 a: 140)

tija n In Muslim practice, the third day after the death of a family

member on which offerings are made, /ticfea/ (< U tija) 0 (Korom

2003:278)

tika, teeka, tikka n A red or white mark on the forehead made with

SINDUR, CHANDAN or VIBHUTE, as an ornament, to mark religious

affiliation or devotion, or betrothal; or in the parting of a married

woman’s hair, /tika/ (< H-Bh tika, Sanskrit tilak ‘a mark on the fore-

head indicating religious and other distinctions’) 0 [During] the

Tilak... the bride’s brother places a white channan (sandal wood
paste) or tika on the groom’s forehead, and presents him with [gifts],

(Sankar 1972:2) 0 [A tika is]... a paste applied to the forehead of all

who have participated in the spiritual cleansing of a [puja], but its

sense has been expanded to include that of the [bhindi] - the red dot

of [sindur] women wear to symbolise their married state. (Singh

1988:25) 0 There was a brillliant red tikka or bindi on her forehead

such as Hindu women traditionally wear. ( TG 28 Oct 1990:23) 0 She

steps forward, hands the parcel of sweets to a sadhu in the comer. He
blesses her and puts a tika on her forehead. (Persaud 1990:45) 0 The

brother traditionally wears a [pagree] or places a cloth on the head as

the sister approaches him. She puts a tikka of sandal paste, rori or

kumkum, on the forehead. She offers a mala then ties the rakhee on

the right wrist with the appropriate mantras being chanted by all

present. (TG-S 30 Oct 1994:14)

tikay v Apply TIKA on someone or something, /tike/ (< tika) 0 “Get

yuh mudder leh she tikay de drum ta.” (1990) 0 They tikaying the

dulahin. 0 Before she leaves [to get earth], the mother and four ladies

will do maandar puja, where she will teekay the base [sic) drum with

sindoor and put paan leaf with sopari, flowers, rice and a coin on the

base drum and allow these items to be collected in the orhni of the

dulaha’s or dulahin’s mother. This will be done five times and the

drummer is given a seedha. (Holass-Beepath 2002:23)

tikilay n arc A hard rough cotton cloth, /tikile/ (< E ticking ‘case or

cover containing feathers etc. for a mattress or pillow, usu. of a strong

hard linen or cotton material’) 0 The shirt on my back was a motocar

bag, and the coat on me back was a tickilay rag. (Executor “Three

Friends’ Advice” 1937)

tikka see TIKA

tikoraa n A type of dance and accompanying rhythmic pattern on a

drum; a traditional tassa hand, /tikora/ (< H tikana ‘base; support’) 0

“Dis han de playing now is tikoraa.” (1990)

til n Sesamum orientale (E sesame), a cultivated plant with edible oily

white seeds, /til/ (< H til 'S. orientale') = >bene, gigiree, tillee 0 Til...

the white form is added to chutni and kitcharee. (Mahabir 1991 : 144)

tilak, teeiak, teeluck, tilaka, tillack, tiluk 1 n In a Hindu marriage, a

betrothal ceremony in which a bride's dowry is given to the bride-

groom. Formerly held two weeks before the wedding at the boy’s

home, it is now given during the opening ceremonies of the wedding

itself, /tilak/ (< Sanskrit tilak ‘ornamental mark made on the fore-

head’) 0 At the Tillack (betrothal) held on the previous Sunday the

bride's father presented the bridegroom with $500. (Hiunminghird 7

May 1904:4) 0 [During] the Tilak... the bride’s father and his delega-

tion... travel to the bridegroom’s residence with gifts. (Sankar 1972:2)

0 About one week before the wedding, the betrothal (tilak) is held.

The bride’s father accompanied by his pundit and a small body of

male relatives and friends travels to the home of the prospective bride-

groom, carrying the traditional betrothal gifts. (Balkissoon ca 1975:7)

0 Shortly before the wedding a tilak or betrothal was held at the home
of the bride’s parents. (Clarke 1986:121)

2 n In a Hindu marriage, the dowry itself; gifts from the bride's family

to the groom. 0 There are several times when the boy receives money
but the two main ones are the chekhai , the engagement, and the tilluk,

the dowry proper. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:103) 0 It is becoming

more and more customary to forego the tilak ceremony (giving of

the dowry to the boy), formerly held two weeks before the wedding at

the boy’s home. Tilak is now given during the opening ceremonies
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of the wedding itself. (Klass 1961:123) 0 The chekee (engagement)

takes place in the respective homes; the bride’s father and the pundit

go to the boy's home and offer the dowry... called the tilak which

formerly consisted of offering livestock - goats, sheep etc. to the

groom but now the bride’s male relatives offer him shirts, pants, tha-

rias , lotas. (Boodoosingh 1976:23) 0 'I shall give the boy a good tee-

luck - a good dowry; say, two hundred dollars. Now what do you

say?’ (Naipaul 1976:178) 0 “She have plenty tilak to give them.”

(1990) 0 Then he gives the dulaha tilak or gifts of gold, money,

clothes, sweets and coconuts, flowers, sopari and paan wrapped in

yellow cloth... appropriate mantras are recited by the pundits.

(Holass-Beepath 2002:82)

tillee n Sesamum orientate (E sesame ), a cultivated plant with edible

white seeds, /tili/ ( H tilha, tilhi (fern.) ‘oily’) = >bene, gigiree, til 0

Chutney is made from mango, pommecythere, Spanish thyme or

“podina”, tillee (sesame seed), bandhania or “shadow beni” and

roasted coconuts. (Pariag 1975:27)

tillon n arc Elaenia flavogaster (E yellow-bellied elaenia), a common
flycatcher bird. 0 (Chapman 1894:38) 0 (Williams 1922:144) = cut-

terhead, jay, johnny head-in-air, >top-knot

tillon a large bee n obs Tolmomyias sulplmrescens berlepschi, a bird,

15 cm (6") long. Crown grey, tinged olive, upperparts olive green;

relatively large bill black above, pinkish white below. (< Fr a large

bee ‘with a large beak’) = >broad-bill
3
0 (Chapman 1894:39)

ti-marie, ti marie, P’tit’ Marie, tee Marie, ti mawi, tit Marie n

Mimosa pudica (E sensitive plant), a native plant to 50 cm (19.5")

high, woody at the base. Stems erect or along the ground, with dis-

tinct spreading hairs and armed with stout recurved prickles. Leaves

have 15-25 pairs of leaflets, linear, pointed tip, obliquely rounded

base, 6-10 x 1.5-2 mm (.24-.4 x .06-.08"), with flat bristle-like hairs

on margin; dull green above and purplish below; leaves respond to

touch or heat by leaflets all collapsing shut. Flower heads round,

1-1.5 cm (.4-.6") diameter, with long conspicuous pink fdaments on

stamens. Fruit pod linear-oblong, constricted at joints, 1-1.5 cm x

3-4 mm (.4-. 6 x .12-. 16"), with long bristles on margins, 1-4 joints;

seeds ovate-roundish about 2.5 mm (1") long. A common plant in

lawns, pastures and grassy places, /ti mari, ti mawi/ (< FC ti-mawi

< Fr petit ‘small’ + Marie, a woman’s name) = chooi-mooi,

lajoutrioghas, mary-shut-your-door, mary-shut-your-gate, mazay

marie, old lady
1

, sensible plant, shame bush, shame Charlotte, shame

plant, shame weed 0 “Dey is Tit Maries... dey don like nobody touch

dem.” (Gale, WG 28 June 1919) 0 The Tit Maries are out in full force

in the savannah; revelling in the alternate spells of intense heat and

the sudden showers... One cannot help walking over them in hun-

dreds, but they only close their sensitive leaves, and as soon as they

are left alone their rosy puffs stand up more stiffly than before. ( TG
23 Nov 1919:4) 0 (FTT 193 1-1-4:290) 9 “Look your namesake.” Fred

was pointing out the P’tit’ Marie with its ball-like flowers. She

touched it with her toe. The tiny leaves folded, the branches drooped.

“That is me? That’s not me. I could never live like that.” (de Boissiere

1956:192) 0 The old Trinidad rhyme used when jumping up and

down on the sensitive grass to make it close, ti marie, ti marie, close

your eye, the governor is passing by. (Bryans 1967:32) 0 Dysentery:

Tee Marie... Cashew Bark... De-Ta-Patee. (Bush Medicine 1 976b: 1 9)

0 Mazay Marie, Sensitive Plant, Shame Bush, Ti Marie. (Seaforth,

Adams & Sylvester 1983:130) 0 [It] was handed over to the local

Government and saved from being overgrown by prickly ti-marie.

(Lange 1986:5) 0 [He] asked [him] where he had been while

Diamond Vale and other such lands in Diego Martin were falling

under steel and cement. “Why not Wallerfield,” he asked, “Where

only ti-marie could grow?” (TTM22 May 1987:7) 0 A tea made from

kooze mahoe combined with other diuretic herbs such as fiddle bush

Lygodium volubilis, Ti Marie (Sensitive Plant) Mimosa pudica and

parsley leaves Pelroselinum crispum results in the smooth and rela-

tively pain free expulsion of “stones”. (Morean 1 99 1 e:25) 0 [To] the

left of the bamboo patch, devil grass and tee-marie bush, there is a

large camp fire. (Hill 1995:7)

timber fiddlewood n Tob Vitex divaricata, a large native tree to 20 m
(65') high, trunk often fluted, with small buttresses. Flowers small,

8- 10'mm (.3-.4") long, pale bluish purple, densely hairy, in loose

clusters of 6-3 1 flowers on long branched stalks; tree very ornamental

when in flower. Fruit a fleshy rounded ovoid about 1.3 cm (.5") long,

purplish-black when ripe, containing 1 hard seed. Wood light to dark

brown, moderately hard, medium weight, very durable, lasts well in

contact with the ground, sometimes used in house building. (< E tim-

ber ‘wood used as a material, esp. for building’ + fiddlewood1

) =
>black fiddlewood, bois lezard 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000: 126-7)

time see also A TIME

time 1 adv At the time that; when; as soon as. 0 Time I hear this quiet-

ness, I start to worry.

2 v Usu. in negative, to move very quickly. 0 One minute he here, one

minute he down the road. You can’t time him at all.

timeditel n arc An Indian ritual dance in which dancers walk forward,

while chanting prayers, over hot coals in a pit. (poss. < Tamil) = fire

pass 0 La plus grande fete des coolies paiens de madras, le timeditel,

ou le passage par le feu. (Cothonay 1893) 0 Fire Pass was celebrated

quite early. The diary of Catholic Priest, Fr. Pierre Cothoney carries

detailed accounts of the life of the East Indians in Peru village [now

St. James] and of the Timeditel festival, once the name of the Fire

Pass ceremony. (Ramaya 1992:22)

time-expired adj obs Of an indentured labourer, finished the terms of

a contract. 0 The settlement was originally granted in blocks to time

expired Indians in lieu of return passages. (TTM 1 Jan 1909:10) 0

Time-Expired Immigrants. The question of the repatriation of free

East Indian immigrants who are desirous of returning to their native

land... is engaging the attention of the Government... The difficulty

that confronts the local authorities is purely one of shipping facilities.

(TG 6 Mar 1919:10) 9 The essential element of the indentureship sys-

tem was a long contract with a single employer, maintained by the

sanctions of the criminal law. From 1 862, immigrants signed up for a

five-year indenture, during which they could not leave their

employer, demand higher wages, live off the estate they were

assigned to, or refuse the work given them to do... Once the indenture

had expired, however, they became free, although even time-expired

Indians continued to be subjected to certain restrictions which did not

apply to the rest of the population. After the indentureship was over,

the Indian was granted a ‘certificate of industrial residence’, a sort of

‘free paper’ certifying that the person’s indenture had expired and

that he was a ‘free’ Indian. Even then, he was not entitled to a free

return passage until a total of ten year’s residence in the colony had

been completed. After 1 895, immigrants had to pay a proportion of

the cost of their repatriation. (Brereton 1979:178) 9 From 1869, “time

expired” East Indians in the south began buying land, getting into

business, building homes, settling down. (TTY 1995:19) 9 Clothing

Styles and Standard Among Time-Expired Indians. (Ramesar

1999/2000:121) 9 Tikasingh tells us that firepass was celebrated by

time-expired Indians whereas Hosay was celebrated by estate-

resident Indians, and that firepass was the one with “greater religious

content.” (McNeal 2000:8)

time longer than rope/twine phr Said to counsel patience, usu. that

you must wait for revenge or justice, or that you must be wait until

times are better or the situation changes. 9 “Chile, me heart full, but

time longer dan twine. Grenada go still be dere after all ah we gone.”

(Keens-Douglas 1984:100) 9 I go get you, yuh know. Time longer

than rope.

time reach phr The fated moment of death. 9 Ah tink ah was goin

dead but all ah cam say is me time ain reach. (Ottley 1971:76)

timital n A place with many TIMITE palms, Manicaria saccifera. /timi-

tal, timitaF (< Amer timite + Sp -al ‘place full of a plant’) 9 (Thomp-

son 1966:12)

timite n Manicaria saccifera [= M. plukenetii], a fairly large native

palm tree, height to 6 m (19'), usu. solitary. Trunk often covered with

the remains of old leaf-sheaths. Crown very leafy, erect or arching.

Leaves large, 1-2 m x 50-60 cm (3. 2-6.4 x 19.5-23.4"); blades divided

to various degrees. Fruit borne in large bunches, solitary or 2-3 joined
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together. Each fruit about 6 cm (2.3") diameter, densely covered with

rather coarse wood prickles, containing 1-3 seeds. Fruit is a common
drift fruit known as SEA COCONUT on Trinidad beaches, having been

carried in ocean currents from the Amazon, Essequibo and Orinoco,

as well as local rivers. Leaves are not very flammable, and were once

used extensively for thatching; fibre from the floral spathe is used for

mats, /timit, timit/ (< Arawak timiti) 0 The house was thatched, one

half with timite and one half with carafe. {TDN 15 Mar 1851:2) 0

About five-and-twenty huts, built of roseau, wattled with the incom-

bustible timmeet, and then plastered with yellow mud - this was

Siparia. (Day 1852-1:318) 0 Temichal, from Temiche, our service-

able Timite, so much valued for its uninflammable leaves as a thatch-

ing material. (Carr 1869:396-7) 0 The spathe of the Timit palm...

encloses, as in most palms, a branched spadix covered with innumer-

able round buds, most like a head of millet, two feet and a half long:

but the spathe, instead of splitting and forming a hood over the flow-

ers, as in the Cocorite and most palms, remains entire, and slips off

like the finger of a glove. When slipt off, it is found to be made of two

transverse layers of fibre - a bit of veritable natural lace. (Kingsley

1880:325) 0 A species of palm... namely, the Timit (Manicaria), the

leaves of which are used as thatch. A low tree, seldom rising more

than twenty or thirty feet long, sometimes all but entire, sometimes

irregularly pinnate, because the space between the straight and paral-

lel side nerves has not been filled up. These flat wedge-shaped sheets,

often six feet across, and the oblong pinnae, some three feet long by

six inches to a foot in breadth, make admirable thatch; and on emer-

gency, as we often saw that day, good umbrellas. Bundles of them lay

along the road-side, tied up, ready for carrying away, and each Negro

or Negress whom we passed carried a Timit-leaf, and hooked it on to

his head when a gush of rain came down. (Kingsley 1 880:3 1 0-1 ) 0 He
carried on an extensive merchandise business of a general nature in

large premises covered with straw (timite). (Burkett 1914:5) 0 (Beard

1946:36) 0 A characteristic feature is the abundance of palms of

which the most common are Roseau or Pic-Moc (Bactris major)

when the soil is clayey and Timite (Manicaria saccifera) on sandy

soils. (Farrell 1980b: 15) 0 A sebucan was a kind of strainer made
from timite and other vines ingeniously plaited together. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:94-5) 0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:18) =

sea coconut

tim-tim phr A ritual opening to a story said by the story-teller, usu.

replied to by the listeners with bois sec. /tim tim/ (also FC, prob. Afri-

can origin, poss. < Efik tim ‘do properly, completely’) 0 Before com-

mencing one of these contes, the raconteur always says “tim tim?”

and the audience reply “bois sec”. (Inniss 1910) 0 “I’ve finished,

Debbie, Tim Tim,” he said all in one breath, and Debbie began [the

story], (Gale, WG 12 July 1919)

tin 1 n Galvanised tin sheets, primarily used for roofing or fencing. =

>galvanise 0 But for the fact that the sides of the building were cov-

ered with sheets of tin or galvanised iron the fire would certainly have

spread with greater rapidity. {WG 1 1 Jan 1930:7)

2

n A unit of about twenty pounds. 0 Before it can be used, the rice

will have to be dried in the sun again for a whole day, and then carried

to one of the rice mills of Amity, where it can be milled at a cost of

six cents a “tin” (about twenty pounds). (Klass 1961 : 85)

tin chopra n One of the traditional Indian TASSA drum HANDS, usu.

played during Hosay. /tin tfopra/ (< H) 0 Tassa drummers play a

variety of beats called “hands.” Hands like chowbola and nagara are

played at Hindu weddings, while during occasions like “Hosay”

hands like the saada mahatam and teen chopra hold sway. (Anthony

1997:557)

tin-cup n A cup made of tin, usu. an empty milk tin, with a curved

handle fastened with solder and sometimes rivets, /tin kvp/ 0 I saw a

motor-car squeezed up like a bent up tincup. = tinnin cup

ti-neg n A small, pure black, marine damselfish, /ti neg/ (< FC ti

‘small’ + FC neg ‘black’)

ting, thing 1 n Times; life; situation; predicament, /tig/ (< E things

‘business; concern; matters’) 0 To make her predicament even more
traumatic, a certain policeman had the gall to tell her that “ting bad”

and if he could get a “little ting” from her, he could look into the mat-

ter. (Heat 14 Oct 1989:5) 0 Trying to see about myself and look after

the tent was a whole kinda “ting,” because I had to be digging into my
pocket and paying men. {EX-2 20 Sept 1987: 13)

2 n Money; payment; esp. as the result of a bribe or HUSTLE. 0 To

make her predicament even more traumatic, a certain policeman had

the gall to tell her that “ting bad” and if he could get a “little ting”

from her, he could look into the matter. {Heat 14 Oct 1989:5)

3 n Used to refer to a person whose name you cannot remember.

(< Kikongo tengi ‘someone whose name one does not wish to call’ +

E Thing, esp. after a title, e.g. Miss Thing, Mrs Thing, for the proper

name of a person the speaker cannot recall) 0 ting - ‘reference to per-

son whose name one cannot remember’; “Ting, na!” “Wha di man
name, ting na?” (Wamer-Lewis 1994:12)

4 n A young woman, woman, girl; usu. used by men. 0 The thing

shake hands with we. She had a babydoll face. (Selvon 1960:88) 0

Len turned to the pelter again. “So how your little jane? Let’s talk

about your little thing, man.” (Anthony 1967:13) 0 Some ah de best

relationships an marriage is ah result of bouncin up ah ting in ah lime.

(Foster 1990:13) 0 Aye, Singh, you seen that little thing Otto get from

Paradise? She got him moving like a bullet! (Selvon 1 99 1 b:75) 0

“Sebas, boy, I knock a master young t’ing last week. Talk about

craft.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:62)

tingband n arc A limp; uneven walk, /tigban/ (poss. < E hamstring

‘cut the hamstring, the large tendon behind the knee; disable or crip-

ple’) = sinban 0 Ting-band - to walk limpingly. (ESTT 1956)

ting up adj Conceited; arrogant. 0 “She ugly for days yet she so ting

up with sheself!” (Baptiste 1993:156)

tinin see TINNIN

tin ke lackri n In GHATKA, a combination stroke made up of strokes

to the ankle, head, and temple, /tin ke lakri/ (< H-Bh tin ‘three’ + ke

‘of + lakri ‘wood; staff)

tin-kettle n obs A kind of drum made from an empty tin or metal con-

tainer. See also BISCUIT DRUM, KITTLE, /tin ketl/ 0 The Carnival...

Bands of music {soi disant), including those “elegant” instruments,

the tin kettle and salt box, the banjee and schack schack, have paraded

the town in all parts, and at all hours of the day and night. (POSG 20

Feb 1849)

tinnen, tinin adj Of an object, made of tin or other metal; also of

GALVANIZE or any piece of sheet metal, /tinen, tinin/ (< obs E tinnen

‘made or consisting of tin’) 0 A tinin pan ‘a tin’ or ‘a tin can’. (Ottley

1971:55) 0 Tinnin, tinnen cup-a cup made of tin; empty milk can.

(John 1973) 0 “Ah get dis cut from a fall ah had on a piece of tin-

ning.” (Baptiste 1993:156)

tinnin cup n A cup made of tin, usu. an empty milk tin. (< obs E tin-

nen ‘made or consisting of tin’) = tin-cup 0 (Ottley 1971:55)

tin pan n Large metal containers, usu. for dried milk, etc., used as a

drum. (< E tin fr metal + pan 3 ’4
) 0 A pleasant feature was the increase

of string bands and the decrease of tinpans, bamboo, graters, and bot-

tle and spoon bands. {Mirror 28 Feb 191 1:7) 0 I watching Matthew

Guadeloupe playing his tin pans and I can’t doubt is love. 24 ordinary

Klim, Femleaf, Nescafe tins, painted green, upside-down on a tray,

and Matthew ringing out all kinds of tunes: calypso, classical, pop,

dub. (Pires 1 995e: 15)

tinshupa n A traditional Indian tassa drum HAND (rhythm) associ-

ated with HOSAY observances, /tinjupa/ (< H-U tinshupa ‘basic

re-enactment’) 0 The battle of Karbala [during Hosay] is re-enacted

to the military beat of the tassa. The special rhythms are identified as

“kuburkana”, “narvisarvat”, “tinshupa” and “Mahatam”... “when
the women sing their elegies of Husain and Hassan, the thunder of the

drums blend with their voices.” (Ramlakhan 1990b:34)

tinterero, tintorelle n Carcharhinus falciformis (E olive shark), a

shark, /tinterero/ (< Sp tintero ‘inkwell’, fr dark spots) = silky shark 0

(Vincent 1910:53) 0 This blood had already attracted hordes of preda-

ceous fish, conspicuous amongst them being the dreaded “tintorelles”

or spotted sharks, the most fearless and voracious of all. (Vincent
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1910:95) 0 Tinterero... Eulamia falciformis, E[ng]. olive shark. (AAC
1945:108)

tintorelle see TINTERERO

tip(s) v Slightly hit a marble to register a hit, but not disturb its posi-

tion, or slightly move the marble and carry it along with you, to

continue to use each hit or TIP(S) to continue your turn. (< E tip

‘strike or hit smartly but lightly; give a slight blow, knock, or touch

to') 0 ‘Because ah lae lae up close yu grinding? Is not tips we playing

yu know.'(Keens-Douglas 1975:44)

tipi tambo see TOPI TAMBOO
tiple, tipple n A small treble, metral-stringed, 8-string CUATRO, hav-

ing four double strings, /tiple/ (< Sp tiple , of uncertain origin) 0 The

tiple is exactly like the bandol or bandola except that it is smaller and

all the strings are metal. Its sound is the most treble of the instruments

used in parang and consequently it is called the soprano. (Taylor

1977:36) 0 Veiquoix... is a kind of song that is... accompanied by tip-

ple, cuatro, bandol, guitar, and shak-shak. (Ahyoung 1977:31) 0 Most

treble instrument in parang, stringed... instrument like bandola, but

smaller and with all metal strings. (Silva 1989:25)

tipple see TIPLE

tippy-tap n Tob The top back yoke of a man’s shirt, /tipi tap/ (poss.

< E tip-top ‘very top; highest point or part') 0 “Put the tippy-tap in the

other way.’’ (1990)

tirath n A Hindu pilgrimage involving ritual bathing. /t
h
irat

h
/ (< H

tirath ‘pilgrimage’) 0 “We going to do tirath.” (1990) 0 She left Cha-

guanas at 7 am that morning on teerath aiming to have darshan at nine

selected mandirs across the nation. (TG 26 Nov 1995:1 1)

tired 1 adj Tired of; weary of; impatient with. (< E tired ‘weakened or

exhausted by exertion’) 0 The Marshal of the place then came up and

said he was tired speaking to George of the rum selling which went

on there. (TG 10 May 1921:3) 0 “Harry, I tired begging you to give

up this wey-wey business.” (Hill 1966c: 12) 0 The man shouted at

him: ‘Whe’ you going, boy?’ ‘I tired pull,’ Kaiser called over his

shoulder. ‘You fo’get the money, boy!’ ‘Don’ min’ that. I done pull-

ing.’ (McDonald 1969: 123) 0 “I tired tell you that the night air would

make you catch cold after all that hot sun in the day.” (Selvon

1972:40) 0 “Mary, ah tired tell yuh yuh does shout too much!” “I

does shout too much?” “Yes!”
“
Well

,
yuh talkin’ stupidness!! Yuh

always talkin' stupidness!! 1 does shout... I nevah see morel!”

(Sweetbread, EX 15 Mar 1977:17) 0 This proud [calypsonian] “tired

get rob by the people who do my productions abroad.” (Bomb 13 July

1990: 19) 0 “She say me can do weh me want because she tired fight;

She say a fu me head an’ a me weh a live wid am.” (Phillips 1991:61)

0 I tired tell both of you nobody must read the papers before me. (Sel-

von 1991c: 105) 0 “I really giving up you know, I tired fighting.” (TG-

M 22 Aug 1993:5) 0 ‘[He] always gallivanting by the comer with a

setta good for nothing friend. The mother doh tell him nothing self

He father say he tired talk.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994: 143)

2 v Become tired; tire. 0 ‘Come, Sebastian, you only tiredin out your-

self. You should go home and rest, man.’ (Naipaul 1958:128) 0 “Ah
di workin, ah di workin an ah di tiredin.” (1980)

tirite see TERITE

tisan, tesan, tizan, tysane n An infusion, usu. of several plants in

water, often drunk in regular doses over a specified period of time. It

is usu. unsweetened, and generally considered to have medicinal

properties, /tizan/ (< FC tisan < Fr/E tisane ‘a medicinal tea or infu-

sion made fr herbs’, although modem E usage more usu. refers to any

non-caffeinated tea) = bush tea, hot tea, tea
3
0 Tysanes composed of

simple herbs and roots of slight sensible qualities are much in use.

(CO-295-81 1829:330b) 0 He demanded that the “Tysan” should be

handed to him, although it was standing near his bed. (Urich Diary 29

Apr 1832) 0 [He] ordered a tisan besides. (Protector of Slaves

1834:391a) 0 A drink tesan ta me self weary. (TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0

Price 2/- for one packet or 5/- for 3 packets (making three pint bottles

of Tesan). (People 12 Feb 1938:2) 0 If the treatment is not satisfac-

tory repeat the medicine stronger. Tisane medicine should be drunk to

cleanse the blood. (Pavy 1987:61) 0 In this still place she would mix

her magic healing brews. Her sugar and honey-laden “lochs”; her

blood-purifying “tisanes”; her terrible-tasting “leposems” and “com-

posites” that would purge any stomach. (TTR Sept 1990:40)

titaawe adj Bitter-tasting, /titaiwe/ (< H tlta ‘bitter; pungent; acrid’) 0

Something tasting teetaawe in de mango talkaaree.

titi 1 n A woman’s breast, /titi/ (< colloq E titty + FC tete ‘nipple; teat;

breast’) = >tete

2 n Tob An affectionate name for grandmother. 0 “[S]he didn’t want

to go back and my father said all right, we’ll stay with Titi, that’s mi

grandmother... it was difficult to keep me away from that old lady

after that... every weekend I had to go to see Titi. And holiday times,

well, better still.” (N. Daniel interview, 1990, in Winer 1993:315-6)

titipay n Capraria biflora , a native erect bushy plant to about 1.5 m
(5') high, /titipe/ (< FC ti ditav pavi < Fr petit du the pays , ‘small tea

of the country’) = >ditay payi, fregosa, friosa, goatweed 0 Ditay

Payee, Fregosa, Friosa, Titi Pay. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:36)

ti-ti-ti intj A way to call YARD FOWL, e.g. for feeding, /ti ti ti/ = kip

kip kip 0 She de in de yard. Yuh doh hear she calling the fowl ti-ti-ti?

titivate v Get dressed up; put on make-up; look one’s best. (< dial E
titivate ‘make adjustments to clothing and makeup’) 0 “I will titivate

your face again, then you can show yourself.” (Bridges 1980:163) 0

Already the young women of Cordoba titivated themselves for the

half-dozen young men with the half-dozen new jobs that had fallen

into their laps. (Hosein 1980:82)

title n A last or family name; a woman’s married name. (< E title ‘an

appellation attaching to an individual or family to indicate rank, func-

tion, office, attainment, or honour’) 0 Evelyn, give me back my ring,

Keep my title but give me back my ring. (Joe Coggins “Give Me
Back My Ring” 1938) 0 “What is your title, sir?” she asked Heath

with that frank abruptness which sounds so brash but is only a lack of

artificial manners. By “title” she meant, what was our name. (Bowman
& Bowman 1939:302) 9 “She say, ‘You is Mistress Quammie?’ Ah
say, ‘No, Quammie ent my title. Quammie is Bernice title an Bernice

fadder title.’” “She say, ‘You ent married to Mr. Quammie?’ Ah say,

‘Who me? What ah go look to married he for?”’ (Macaw 1960:52) 0

A villager usually considers that he has only one name, his “calling

name,” and he carries his father’s “calling name” as his own “title” or

surname. A woman uses her father’s name as a “title” until she mar-

ries, after which she is called by her husband’s “calling name.” Thus,

Bhola. the son of Sookdeo Gopal, would call himself Bhola Sookdeo.

If he marries Soolin Baljit, she would become “Mistress Bhola.”

(Klass 1961:119) 0 The immigration authorities, he says, asked him

only for his name and not his “title.” Had they asked for his “title” as

well as his name he would have told them Sankar Sital. (Espinet

1984:13) 0 “I think he carrying Ramessar as a title.” (1990) 0 ‘My
grandfather by father was Jose Antonio Jimenez. My title is Jimenez

but my mother was Tomas. Sometimes I carry Juan Tomas Jimenez.

My father was Juan Jimenez.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994: 190)

tit marie see ti-marie

tizan see TISAN

tizik 1 n A mild affliction, like a sneezing fit; a cold, esp. a very bad

cold. To get, have or catch (a) tizick is to go into a mild frenzy, a ner-

vous twitching, /tizik/ (< arc E phthisic /tizik/ ‘a wasting disease of

the lungs; pulmonary consumption’) 0 “Cats get tizik - they sneeze.

Cats catch a tizik when they have a sneezing fit, usually from a hair

ball.” (1987)

2 adj Very good; excellent. = cork, hard
3
0 “That thing real tizik.” 0

“She tizik - looking hard, yes.” (1990)

toach n A tool for catching fish, made from a dull-edged wide forked

metal piece, usu. cut from a cutlass blade, wired to a wooden handle,

used to pin fish against the river or sea bed. Most often used in north-

eastern Trinidad, /totf/ 0 I doh know how it happen, but he juk the

toach in he left foot,

toad-fish see crapaud 6

toad-pagre n obs Gobiomorus dormitor, a fresh or brackish water

fish, to 60 cm long. Head and body strongly fattened, body slender;

very large mouth, lower jaw projecting beyond upper jaw. (< E
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< toad,
resembling a toad; toad-fish, several fishes considered to

resemble toads + pagre) = bagre-sapo, >guabine3
,
sand guabine 0

Another large fish - weighing upwards of 100 lbs. when of full size -

is common in estuaries, on the northern and eastern coasts; it is called

by the Spanish peons Bagre-sapo, or toad-pagre, and is excellent eat-

ing. (de Verteuil 1884:392)

to age phr With a possessive pronoun, indicating a large amount, high

number. 0 “Plenty book, book to me age.” (1984) 0 “Fellow gi me
lash to me age.” (1986) 0 “Fete father! Ah get food to me age.” (1994)

Tobago 1 n An island 21 miles (34 km) north-east of the island of

Trinidad, and thus the second-most southern island of the Carib-

bean. It is an elongated ellipse in shape, approximately 48 km
(30 miles) long and 16 km (10 miles) across at the widest point. Its

coastline is deeply indented with bays. The mountainous Main Ridge

runs north-east to south-west throughout most of the island; its high-

est point is the 550 m (1800') Pigeon Peak. The capital and largest

town is Scarborough, on the southeast coast, and the second largest

town is Charlotteville, on the northwest coast. /tAbego, tobego/ (early

Spanish sources considered this to be derived from a Carib word

meaning either a cigar-like roll of tobacco leaf or a Y-shaped pipe

used to smoke it; esp. Guarani taboca) 0 Discovered by Columbus

1496, named the Island ‘Tobago’, from a supposed resemblance in its

form, to an Instrument so called by which the Natives inhaled the

‘Kohiba’ or Tobacco; an Etymology deserving mention, as in proof

that Tobacco was an ancient, and probably a natural production of the

Island. (Young 1809, Stowe 922) 0 Tobago loomed faintly through

the mist of twilight, looking like a long tube* on the horizon. (*Hence

its name. Tobago, in the Indian language, signifies either tobacco or

the tube used in smoking it.) (Joseph 1835:65) 0 There is little doubt

that the name Tobago has undergone many changes since its first

Carib inhabitants lived there. It was in fact called “Tavaco” by them.

Tavaco was the name of the long-stemmed pipe with two nose pieces

with which the Caribs smoked the native tobacco as a communal
exercise... The Dutch changed the name to New Walcheren in the

17th century, and the French who occupied the island on several

occasions, strange to say continued to call the island Tobago, the

transformation in spelling having been accomplished by the

Spaniards. (Ottley 1969:42) 0 From all the evidence, this comes from

“tobacco,” the chief crop of the island’s aboriginal Caribs. (Anthony

1997:564)

2 adj In regard to particular animal or plant species, designating an

apparently local unique or endemic species. 0 Re Tobago and Trinidad

[labels]... People in the past frequently used island names before spe-

cific ones to separate populations. This can be justified where there are

subspecific differences, but not otherwise. (R. ffrench pers comm 1993)

Tobago beau n Brownea coccinea, a small native evergreen tree. =

bois rose, >cooperhoop, cooperwood, copperwood, hunter’s tea,

monta del rose, mountain rose, palo rosa, rosa del monte, rose mon-
tagne, sweet waterwood 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:34-35) 0 Tobago

bow. (Wallace 2002:36)

Tobago bee n Tob Meliponafavosa, a small, stingless, honey-producing

bee. = bee3
, moko chiquite 0 The small Tobago Bee which hives in

the woods and the Honey there often found, is brought by the

Negroes to Scarboro’ market: - an agreeable acidity correcting the

luscious sweet gives it a delicious flavour. (Young 1809, Stowe

922:15b)

Tobago carite n Scomberomorus regalis (E cero), an edible marine

fish; back iridescent bluish green; sides silvery; mid-lateral row of

yellow/orange streaks; to 80 cm (31.2") long. = painted mackerel 0

(Sturm 1984)

Tobago dog n arc A local breed of dog, generally large and heavy;

short flat smooth fur; usu. black with brown around eyebrows, feet,

chest; valued as guard and hunting dogs. 0 Mr Gidharee’s dogs were

very big Tobago dogs and I knew he had only to let one of them loose

to have the others scurrying in again. (Anthony 1967:7)

Tobago false coral (snake) n Tob Erythrolamprus ocellatus, a non-

venomous snake found only in northern Tobago. Bright red; large

round black spots with white centres along the back. = coral (snake)
2

,

doctor snake
1

,
false coral (snake)

5
, >red snake 0 (Boos 2001a:93)

Tobago flatbill n Platyrinchus mystaceus [= Platyrhynchus mystaceus

insularis, P. cancromus
]
(E white-throated spadebill), a bird, 10 cm

(4"), found in both Tobago and Trinidad. Crown dark brownish olive

with concealed yellow crown-patch; long yellow streak through eye

curving down behind blackish ear coverts; eye-ring yellow; cheek

patch yellowish with blackish streak below; throat white; upperparts

olive brown; tail very short; rest of underparts buff; bill very broad

and flat, black above, pale brown below, (fr its broad flat bill) =

broad-bill, gobe-mouche a bee plat 0 (Roberts 1934:97) 0 (ffrench

1991:295)

Tobago froghopper n Aeneolamia varia carmodyi [= Tomaspis car-

modyi], the Tobago species of spittlebug which attacks sugar cane by

sucking out the juice. Considered a serious agricultural pest. = blight,

cock-and-hen, >ffoghopper 0 The Tobago froghopper, Tomaspis car-

modyi Kershaw, is very similar to, though considered specifically dis-

tinct from, the destructive Trinidad froghopper Tomaspis saccharina

Dist. This species was described by Kershaw in 1913, and was then

considered to be confined to Tobago. It has however been recently

suggested that this species may also occur on the North Coast of Trin-

idad. (Vesey-Fitzgerald 1936d:200)

Tobago grey-rumped thrush n obs Turdus albicollis, a bird, 20 cm
(8"). Upperparts dark olive brown; upper throat white streaked with

dark brown; lower throat white; underparts greyish. Less common in

Tobago than Trinidad, esp. since 1963; now not generally considered

separate from the Trinidad population. Song is a slow, melancholy,

tuneful series of paired notes; one of the earliest morning forest sing-

ers. = white-necked robin, >white-necked thrush, white-throated

thrush 0 Turdus albicolllis phaeopygoides... Tobago gray-rumped

thrush. (Street 1946:375)

Tobago house-wren n Trogolodytes aedon tobagensis (E house

wren), a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. = >god(‘s)-bird, house bird, housie,

kakarachi, nightingale, rossignol; Trinidad house wren (T.a. albicans )

0 The Tobago housewren’s loud and melodic song filled gardens and

plantations. (Bryans 1967:226)

Tobago hummingbird n obs Poss. Campylopterus ensipennis (E

white-tailed sabrewing hummingbird), 12.5 cm (5"). Bright green,

with dark blue throat and white moustache streak; outer 3 pairs of

tail-feathers mainly white; bill black, slightly down-curved, (fr being

found in Tobago, not in Trinidad) 0 (Joseph 1838a:53)

Tobago hylophilus n Hylophilusfavipes insularis (E scrub greenlet),

a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Head olive brown, upperparts greenish,

brighter on rump and wings; underparts yellowish, bill mainly dark

with some yellow at base, legs pale. 0 (Belcher & Smooker
1 937b:5 1 5) 0 (ffrench 1991:333)

Tobago ice-water n A humorous reference to sucking a dinner mint

and drinking pipe water afterwards to give a cold water effect when
ice is not available, (fr denigration of living conditions fr the view of

a less sophisticated Tobago) 0 Yuh have to take Tobago ice-water.

Tobago love n Said of a relationship characterized by lack of demon-
stration of affection, or by fighting. Can also refer to a hidden love,

when someone pretends not to like another person, not showing feel-

ings directly but in another way. (fr denigration of Tobago viewed as

less sophisticated) 0 “Is only sweetie he sending she by de post - like

is Tobago love or what?” (Baptiste 1993:157) 0 Tobago love.. The act

of beating one’s female partner to prove one’s love. Submitter’s Note:

it has been noted in cases where women who were NOT beaten

believed their male partner did not truly love them. This in no way
indicates that Tobagonians are generally wife-beaters.... A relationship

between two persons that are constantly fighting like cats and dogs,

but secretly long for one another, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001

)

Tobago manakin n Chiroxiphia pareola atlantica (E blue-backed

manakin), a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5"); found in Tobago. Male: black with

scarlet V-shaped patch on crown and sky blue mantle; legs pale

orange. Groups of males perform displays from display perches in a

forest area. = >weeks 0 (ffrench 1991 :273-4)
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Tobagonese n The local vernacular language of Tobago, consid-

ered as a variety or dialect of English, or as an English-related

creole language; this term is sometimes used jokingly. See also

BROKEN ENGLISH, DIALECT, ENGLISH CREOLE, NEGRO ENGLISH,

TRINGLISH, TRINIDADIANESE, TRINI TALK, VERNACULAR. 0 All

true, true Trinidadian or Tobagonian have two distinct language:

Trinidadianese/Tobagonese an English Language, the Queen’s Eng-

lish. English Language is someting else. Wen yuh really check out

Standard English Language an wat we does talk an how we does

tink most ah de time, Yuh have tuh admit dat we bi-lingual. We
people real brilliant, oui. (Foster 1990:28-9)

Tobago one-lined snake n Atractus univittatus, a Tobago snake, very

rare, non-venomous; dark brown on back, with at least one indistinct,

darker, longitudinal line; belly is dull white. 0 (Boos 200 la: 11 2)

Tobago orange-winged parrot n arc Amazona amazonica tobagensis

(E orange-wingedparrot), 32.5 cm (13") long. Generally green, with

blue forehead; yellow on crown and cheeks; wing-patch orange; some

orange in tail. This subspecies is larger, with more orange in the

wing. Found in both Trinidad and Tobago. 0 (Street 1946:372) =

cocotte
-

,
green parrot, gros jacquot, >orange-winged parrot, parrot

Tobago partridge n obs Geotrygon linearis trinitatis (E lined quail-

dove), 27.5 cm (11") long. Upperparts dark purplish brown; forehead

reddish-brown; long dark-grey streak above eye, broad buff streak

below eye, with a conspicuous black streak below; underparts rufous,

paler below. Note: Although Kirk meant G. montana, he was prob.

mistaken; the Tobago quail-dove is G. linearis. (< E partridge, a

number of dove-, grouse- or quail-like birds) = >mountain dove3
,

mountain ground dove 0 Oreopeleia montana ... Kirk lists it for

Tobago under the name “Tobago Partridge, Peristera cuprea.”

(Belcher & Smooker 1936a:7-8)

Tobago pheasant n obs Ortalis ruficauda, a large turkey-like bird, 55

cm (22") long; found in Tobago. (< E pheasant, fr similarity to Euro-

pean gamebird, Phasianus) = >cocrico, katraka, pheasant 0 The

Cockerrico is the Indian name for the Tobago Phesants, which are as

large, and as fair as our English Phesants; and those that have fed

upon them, say, they are better food. (Poyntz 1683:37)

Tobago picoplat n Sporophila americana (E variable seedeater),

popular as a cage bird. 1 1 .2 cm (4.5") long. Male head, sides of face,

upper back, wings and tail black; lower back grey; wing-coverts

tipped white; throat and sides of neck white; narrow blackish band

across lower throat; rest of underparts pale grey. Female upperparts

buffish brown; paler below. “Song is a pleasant, musical series of

considerable length but little intensity, consisting of rapid twitters,

trills and isolated whistled notes, tapering off to a chatter; also utters a

single musical note.” (ffrench 1991:388) (< picoplat, fr similar

appearance) 0 (JTFNC 1884) 0 (ffrench 1991:387-8)

Tobago redwood n Ternstroemia oligostemon, a large native ever-

green tree, girth to 3 m ( 1 O'). Bark reddish-brown, thick, scaly, soft;

underbark salmon-pink with darker streaks. Leaves smooth, to 15 x

6.3 cm (6 x 2.5"), mid-rib brownish beneath. Wood medium weight,

reddish with broad rays, (fr wide distribution in Tobago, not found in

Trinidad + reddish colour ofwood and bark) 0 (Marshall 1934: 101) 0

(Beard 1944:144)

Tobago reel n A couple dance based on African (Congo) drumming
and dancing, and the European (Scottish) reel. It is held on ritual

occasions such as weddings and wakes to solicit help of ancestral

spirits, and is usu. characterized by spirit possession, (fr being danced

almost exclusively in Tobago) = >reel (dance) 0 They will have a

good demonstration of the Tobago reel at the Heritage Festival.

Tobago sandbox n Apeiba schomburgkii, a medium-sized deciduous

native tree to 20 m (65'). Bark whitish-grey; twigs shaggy. Flowers

with yellow sepals, hairy on the outside, 4-5 white petals. Fruit black,

prickly, about 6 cm (2.3") in diameter, resembling a SEA EGG. =

>mahoe chardon, wild breadnut
2
0 (FTT 1929-1-2:108) 0 (Marshall

1934:21)0 (Beard 1944:155)

Tobago turk’s cap n Melocactus broadwayi [= Cactus broadwayi], a

native cactus plant, a little longer than thick, 10-20 cm high,

yellowish green. Ribs 14-18, sometimes branching above, rather

low, 1-1.5 x 1-2 cm at base, rounded. Spines horn-coloured, often

with'brownish tips, some brown throughout. Radial spines 8-10,

1.1 -1.5 cm long, somewhat incurved, central spines usu. one, some-

times 1-3, a little stouter. Flower small, purplish, in a small mass,

6-7 cm broad at base, 2-3 cm high, made up of soft brown bristles and

white wool. Fruit club-shaped, 2.5 cm long, purple; seeds black, (fr

being found in Tobago, not Trinidad) 0 (FTT 1940-1-7:461

)

Tobago watercare n Eschweilera decolorans, a native tree. =

>devilwood’

Tobago yoke n Sloanea purdiaei [= Apeiba purdiaei\, an uncommon
tree endemic to Tobago and Trinidad; large leaves oblong-elliptical to

23 x 8.5 cm, wavy margins. 0 (Beard 1944:150,153,158,161)

Tobago sugar n Fine shreds of wood waste made by termites, usu.

found on the floor near furniture, (fr resemblance to brown sugar +

negative stereotype of Tobago) 0 Look all this Tobago sugar here,

tobesides see TOO BESIDES

tobi oxen 1 n Tob Large cattle, /tobi/ (< Yor tobi, titobi 'big; large’) 0

Tobi oxen (big cows). (Elder 1988:41)

2

n Tob Big hefty person, often derogatory or not impressed. 0 “You
bringing that big tobi oxen home?” (1990)

tobo foot see TABA FOOT

toca see TOKA

tocan n Ramphastos vitellinus (E channel-billed toucan), a large bird,

50 cm (20") long. Black breast-band; upper- and under-tail coverts

red; sides of neck and throat white; upper breast orange-yellow. Bill

is huge, mostly black; base and bare face-patch light blue. Occasion-

ally kept as a pet; though legally protected, sometimes shot for food.

(< F toucan/Sp tucanlPtg tucano < Tupi tucana < Guarani tuca, tucd)

= tia poco, toka
1

, toucan 0 (ffrench 1991 :243-4)

tock-tock see TOC-TOC

toco n Morisonia americana, a small native tree, /toko/ = sapotille

marron, >wild sapodilla 0 (Beard 1946:28)

Toco fig n A kind of cultivated banana, /toko fig/ 0 The next common-
est [export] banana is the Canary (called Toco or Governor locally).

(Alford 1960:89)

to come phr Next, usu. of a date. See also NEXT WEEK. = coming 0

They reaching on Monday to come.

toc-toc, tock-tock, talk-talk 1 n Tropidurus plica, an iguanid lizard.

/tDk tok/ (fr a noise made by woodpeckers attributed to the lizard,

both often found on the sides of trees) = matoclett, >old man 1

2 n A musical instrument, (fr sound) 0 The best steel bands... contain

a talk-talk (bamboo). (Leaf 1948) 0 The tock-tock is the sawn-off bot-

tom of a cylindrical kerosene tin, and the different notes are made by

striking with a spanner or with a metal bar the different-sized trian-

gles enclosed between segments of the rim and the two radii that

enclose them. Each radius is hammered into a groove, to detach the

resonance of the triangles from those of the ones on either side, and

fourteen radii produced fourteen distinct notes, varying in pitch

according to the distance between the enclosing grooves. (Fermor

1950:171) 0 Benedict said that the box bass was introduced because

of the need for more rhythm and the toctoc was used for keeping the

beat. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:75)

3 n A variation of the game of TRIAY, in which a pebble must be

knocked twice on the ground before being picked up. 0 To play Tok-

Tok the procedure was the same [as for Three-A] but on the toss of

the catalyst into the air each pebble left on the ground had to be audi-

bly knocked twice on the ground then picked up before catching the

falling catalyst. Tok-Tok was therefore the sound of the two knocks

that had to be made. (Cummings 2004: 111)

4 adj Half mad. (poss. as half of tick-tock, the sound of a working

clock) 0 (Graves 1965:35)

today adv With negative, indicating a long period of time, not just

recently. 0 “It eh today 1 de, yuh know. I know that man long time.”

(1990) 0 “It eh today I livin' Dry River nuh! Dat is how come I know

all-yuh business!” (Baptiste 1993:61)

today for phr An expression indicating that while the speaker is

currently experiencing difficulty, the other person will have (such)
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difficulty one day. 0 Todayfo ' me, tomorrowfo’ you. Used in a quar-

rel, or “in speakin’,” or as a rebuke when someone rejoices in the bad

fortune of another. (Herskovits 1945:206) 0 Today for me, tomorrow

for you. It may seem that my trouble will never end, but your turn will

come. (Baptiste 1993:176)

today is today phr Right now; without delay. 0 Is me and you boy,

today is today. (Ottley 1971:55)

today story phr Young in age, usu. used in the negative. 0 She suh ain

today story. ‘She is old.’ (Ottley 1971 :77)

todder see TODER

toddy n obs A number of beverages, most non-alcoholic, often includ-

ing milk. (< E toddy ‘a beverage made from whiskey or other alcohol

mixed with hot water and sugar’ < H tan ‘beverage of fermented

palm sap’) 0 “What about some toddy?”... They drank three tumblers

full. (Evans 1937) 0 When you asked for toddy you were served with

a different kind of yeasty drink that looked whiter - boscoe had a

creamy, pinky look. (Mittelholzer 1958:42) 0 Frequently, the musi-

cians secured the sponsorship of businessmen in return for advertis-

ing. The Toddy Syndicate, for example, took its name from a

chocolate malt drink. Their jingle in praise of it seemed to herald the

transition from folk songs to professional entertainment. (Brown

1988:236)

toder, todder, tother, tudder det obs The other; another; other. (< E
the other, dial E tother ‘a contraction of that other') = tarra 0 I got

sumtin more tu tell you bout one toder manega - but he no backra.

(TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 Wei Massa - me make one complain toder

day. (TSp 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 “Wa, yes, suppose you lek you sabby help

poor Cudjoe, suppose you no lek, well you sabby do t’oder ting.”

(TRD 12 Feb 1853:3) 0 “I sent in some of the new niggers, where are

they?”... “Down yander, Mas’r, a toder room; dey no bad enough for

want bed, so me put ’em in de piccaninny ward.” (Wilkins 1854:214)

0 “When yo’ well ’nough to dispense wiv ma services, me seek um
house at tudder end ob island, sah.” (Ober 1898: 166)

toe blind phr Said to or of someone who often hurts the big toe. 0 Toe

bline/blind: said if you keep stubbing your big toe. Ah bit o’ black

t’read den tied arong it. (Haynes 1987:12)

toforite n Hernandia guianensis, a native tree to 10 m (32') tall,

/toforit/ = foforite, fro-fro, >toporite 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:587-8) 0

(Beard 1946:28)

toka, toca 1 n Ramphastos vitellinus (E channel-billed toucan), a

large bird, /toka/ (< Sp paloma de toca ‘pigeon; nun’s dove’ < Sp
toca ‘wimple; headdress’) = tia poco, >tocan, toucan 9 (Alleyne

1974-80)

2 v Make a whistle or flute-like noise, either by putting two fingers

into the mouth and blowing to whistle, or by cupping two hands,

palms together, and blowing through the hollow closed fists, /toka/ 0

“Colly” was the best man for “toca-ing” (making music with fingers)

in San Juan. (Bomb 1982)

tokay v Interrupt; disturb, /toke/ (< H-Bh tokna ‘interrogate; chal-

lenge; accost’) 0 “Look how he tokay me.” (1990)

toke n Crateva tapia [~ C. gynandra], a large deciduous native tree,

with thick soft grey rough bark. Leaves alternate, stems to 15 cm
(5.8"); 3 leaflets ovate, to 18x8 cm (6.3"), terminal one rounded or

wedge-shaped at base, lateral ones unequal-sided, becoming papery

or somewhat leathery. Flowers yellow, in dense terminal clusters.

Fruit brownish-green, round, 3.5-4 cm (1.4-1.6") diameter, /tok/ 0

(Marshall 1934:13) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 (FTT 1947-1-8:480)

tok-tok see TOC-TOC

tolum see TULUM
tomato 1 n Anartia amathea, a butterfly. = >coolie

6
0 (Kaye 1921 :29)

2 n Temenis laothoe pseudoariadne, a small butterfly, wingspan 4 cm
(1.6"). Reddish-orange with darker brown upper wing-tips. = black

tomato, boat-tail
2
0 (Barcant 1970:88)

tomb n A marker dedicated to one of the ORISHA. (< E tomb ‘place or

chamber of burial’) 0 A [Shango] establishment consists of a leader’s

home and a court yard which includes the ceremonial area called the

“palais”; a small church called the “chapelle” and a number ofmemo-

rial stones or slabs dedicated to the major deities and called the

“tombs.” The ceremonies themselves are called “feasts” and run for

4 consecutive days and nights. (Hemy 1983:69)

tombay v Of a fish catch, be very abundant; fall into the net. /tombe/

(< FC < Fr tomber ‘fall’) 0 “Fish tombay, boy.” (1986)

tombo intj obs An expression of irritation, vexation, annoyance, aston-

ishment. /tombo/ 0 Tombo partna! ah wos vex. (PC 21 May 1904) 0

Tombo! Man, - Ah stan an ah stody to meself how de man provokin

me. (PC 23 July 1904) 9 Tombo, she tong hot! Man, she leg go some

wods day pon me fuh tru, but de wod way sting me de mos is when
she call me a jale bud. (PC 20 Aug 1904) 9 I suppose you been round

to see de Maillard’s store anivorsary. Tombo! it was gran! So much
ah muzick, and ah lot ah electrick lites. (PC 8 Oct 1904)

Tom, Dick and Harrilal phr Everyone; anyone. Often used with

name variations to indicate greater ethnic diversity. (< E Tom, Dick

and Harry ‘any men taken at random’ + Harrilal, a common Indian

man’s name) = >all man, man jack, tout moun 9 Looking around in

the [traffic] jam, I leam that more men use the car mirrors to primp

themselves and fix their hair than women. Vanity, thy name is Tom,
Dick, or Harrilal. (EX-2 28 Oct 1990:6) 9 Every Tom, Dick and

Baboolal was fair game for [her]. Her only condition was a small

present ever so often, like a microwave oven, a lil washing machine, a

hair dryer you know, anything small. (Bomb 1 Jan 1993:9) 9 Every

Tom Dick and Harrilal is buying CONTEC. (EX 3 Jan 1993:4) 9

“This is what ah looking for man... me eh have to worry about mak-

ing shoes and slippers for Tom, Dick or Harrilal again.” (Maharaj

1994:41) 9 “Times hard - every Tom, Dick an’ Harry feelin’ pres-

sure.” “Yeh... But we have to stop sayin’ ‘Tom, Dick an’ Harry’. Dis

is not long time again nuh. Is every Tom, Lall an’ Muhammad now.”

(Sweetbread, EX 22 Dec 1995)

tom-tom see TUM-TUM

tone 1 n Rude, insulting, or severely teasing talk. 9 [I]t was so cold

poor Mangohead was shivering. And them other English fellars giv-

ing him tone, asking him if he wouldn't like to be in the tropics right

now. (Selvon 1957:161) 9 We did not allow our superior position to

go unnoticed, and tone started to fly. “Beware, Hunter coming

down.” (Araujo 1984:9) 9 “Yuh know how ah like to give you tone

’bout de boy nex door!” (Baptiste 1993:157)

2 n arc Quality of singing calypso. 9 It is only sheer love of their own
ability and worth which causes them to persevere in their noble task.

As one remarked - ‘That man prevent the people dem from hearing

me tone? Man if you here me double-ray on the Cricketers.’ (PC Feb

1906:3)

tong see TANG, TOWN

tongue 1 n An additional flap of paper attached to a kite bowstring, on
the support strings, put in order to make noise when the kite flies, (fr

tongue-like shape) = bull
5
9 The tongue, so-called because when the

wind passes through the bow, it causes the tongue to vibrate creating

a sort of snorting sound. The tongue is made by folding a piece of

brown paper and cutting a semi-circle cut. It is glued in place on the

bow’s thread... and slits are then cut into the two halves of the semi-

circle. (Greenhall 1976:21)

2 n Clitoris; a small area of genital erectile tissue at the top of the

vulva with highly sensitive nerve endings. = pirn 9 “She have a long

tongue.” (1990) 9 “You have to feel the tongue, boy.” (2002)

tongue dutty see DUTTY4

tongue hot see HOT 5

tongue scraper n A small plastic or metal scraper, with a 5-6" blade

and two handles at right angles, used to scrape the tongue in the belief

that this is a cleansing practice. 9 “If you see the number of serious

problems we get from those tongue scrapers, endless bleeding and

sores.” (1986) 9 “You can see some real damage from those tongue

scrapers.” (1986)

tongue-string n The frenulum, a soft ridge under the tongue, some-

times cut in the mistaken belief that this will cure TIE-TONGUE. 9 He
father shoulda cut he tongue-string.
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tonic n Liquid poison, usu. pesticide or herbicide, taken to commit

suicide. (< coolie tonic, Indian tonic) = coolie tonic, Indian cham-

pagne, >Indian tonic, Indian cocktail 6 She take the tonic,

tonka bean, tonca bean n Diptervx odorata , a large native tree. Flow-

ers small, pea-like. Fruit 12 cm oval, brown-skinned, very fibrous,

pulp edible. Seeds 5 cm (2") long, glossy, corrugated, dark-brown to

black. Pulp and seeds have a very strong odour, the seeds used in

cooking and perfumery. Tonca bean usu. refers to the seeds only,

/topko/ (< E tonka
,
prob. < Amer) 0 The tonca beans... were used at

the factory for flavouring tobacco. ( TG 23 Oct 1919:3) 0 Sell your

crop of Tonca Beans to W.D. Henderson. (TG 18 Mar 1933:6) 0 He
had a small dairy and estates of grapefruit, cocoa and tonca beans, (de

Boissiere 1952:263) 0 Tonca beans are not gathered until fully ripe

and fallen. Then women spread them out to dry, though not in the sun

like cocoa beans. After ‘curing’ by soaking for two days in rum and

then being dried in the shade once more, the beans are ready for mar-

ket. (Bryans 1967:66) 0 Ramdeen stayed outside under the tonca-

bean tree, nursing his pride with a bottle of rum. (Selvon 1972:63) 0

In those days a rum bottle was never brought out, everything was

served discreetly in decanters with a tonka bean and some orange peel

in it, I suppose to give it body. (Araujo 1984:24) 0 The grated seeds

of the shapot or mamey sapote Calocarpwn mammoswn , the nutmeg

Myristica fragrans and the tonca beans Dipteryx odorata are used in

the flavouring of cakes and other sweetmeats. (Morean 1991 :44)

tonnay see TONNERE

tonnelle n obs A roofed area, usu. next to a house, often temporary.

(< Fr tonnelle ‘arbour; bower’) = >tent' 0 There was a kind of “tent”

- tonnelle , but a swell one, roofed with “galvanized” at the side of the

house. (Herskovits & Herskovits 1939a:Box 15-F85-D67)

tonnere, tonnay, tonnier intj Exclamation of surprise, vexation,

annoyance, /tons/ 0 (< FC < Fr tonnere ‘thunder’, an expression of

anger) 0 To set all doubt at rest, “Kola” sent for a hatchet to open the

box, but on helping down the porter, so pronounced was its weight,

that he laughingly exclaimed: “Eh, eh, tonnere , these tomatoes heavy,

too.” (Alexander 1909:222) 0 “B-b-boss, O!” he asked on the occa-

sion of his first visit, “when d-d-de m-man sh-shoot you, why you en

s-s-sen fo’ me? T-t-tonnier... ” swore Pierre, rising from his chair at

the bedside and dashing down his soft felt hat. (Cobham 1907:104) 0

“Tonnerre! Foute!” Le Maitre swore softly, slapping his knee, (de

Boissiere 1952:244) 0 “Tonnerre! It have plenty people in dis fete!”

(Baptiste 1993:157)

too 1 adv Very; extraordinarily; extremely; overly. (< dial E too

‘very’) 0 “They’ll all be too * glad to see you.” (*Too glad, i.e. very

glad.) (Joseph 1838b-3:95) 0 Ah! Massa And— n, and de dear Judge

- we go hug him up, and kiss him whereber we see him - he too good

buckra. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 I ben too glad fu see dat you rite one

pece berry good Englis. (TSp 31 March 1847:2) 0 The defendant...

begged earnestly to be allowed to bring a counter-charge of assault

against a wicked old man who ‘beat him too bad.’ (Collens 1888:45)

0 “By the way, you have anything there to eat? I hungry too bad.”

(Hart 1966:7) 0 “[T]oo” introduces a form of comparison - it too big

“it’s too big (for me to eat”) - but it can also be an intensifier of an

adjectival predicator, esp. when the predicator is immediately fol-

lowed by “again” (pronounced /egen/): you too coward “what a cow-

ard you are!” you too coward again “what a coward you are, to be

sure!”. This use of “too” is, however, semi-humorous. It cannot,

therefore, be used as an intensifier in serious contexts: *you too sick

cannot be used to mean “you’re very ill”. (Solomon 1993:57-8)

2 adv Very much; at all; too much. 0 “He didn’t too like what was

going on.” (1982) 0 “That man doh too like black people.” (1986) 0

“The Americans didn’t too care for the British.” (1990)

too bad, too bard adv Very much; a lot; plenty. = bad-bad 1 0 Ah! Mr.

Edditer dem peeple a vex to bad. as foo de bruk back grecian, oui

foote! she an she peeple dem nearly bun down de place. (PC 20 Aug
1904) 0 “When you get tired let me take over, boy... I love that boy

too bad-bad-bad,” they jibed. (Khan 1964:54) 0 ‘Everybody does

have a nice time with Pa. Pa funny too bad.’ (Anthony 1967:3 1 ) 0 He
asked me a few more questions and I answered them and he called to

my*, mother: “Evelyn, girl, this boy sharp too bad.” (Anthony

1967:167) 0 TOO bad, very much, a great deal, e.g., I like that too

bad, man. (Rodman 1971:236) 0 “Boy Choon, dis life eh play, it have

trobble null.” “Yeh boy Rag, dis life have trobble too bad.” (Ladoo

1974:22) 0 “Life funny too bad. It take people trying to go dem own
way to bring de opposition togedder.” (Mamits, LPOS, TG 19 Aug
1979) 0 I know to sing too bad, you know. Wedding song. When we
go to plant rice, we singing, too. (OPNL Mar 1989:4) 0 So all ah

alyuh who suddenly discover dat pork eh good fuh yuh, I glad too

bad. Is more meat fuh me. (Foster 1990:53) 0 “We make tea with din-

nermint, sweetie. Throw it in the Lipton. I myself like to experiment

too bad.” (1990) 0 Sticky mud, sour pholouri, but stickfight - sweet

too bad. (Baksh 1992:16) 0 He like woman bad... He like woman
too bad... He like woman bad too bad... (Solomon 1993:55) 0 “Ram-
janee used to play with all you as children?”... “Nah!! She eh play

with we. She used to beat we too bad..” (Deen 1994:167)

too bard see TOO BAD

too besides, tobesides, to besides, tuh besides adv In addition; more-

over; as well; besides; also. (< E too ‘also’ + E besides ‘in addition;

furthermore’) 0 ‘You know how much they giving taxi-drivers in Port

of Spain? Thirty dollars a day. And then in addition too besides, they

fulling up your tank for you, you hear.’ (Naipaul 1958: 1 82) 0 People

got enough worries without imagining. And too besides, you getting

on as if Mr Johnson going to stay in Sans Souci for ever. (Selvon

1972:95) 0 She reminded Rookmin that Poonwa was only a clerk; a

lawyer’s clerk too besides. (Ladoo 1 974:27) 0 “Once you in jail the

government make sure and give you good clothes to wear and you get

to bathe everyday. And too besides, jail does be less crowded. Give

me jail any day boy, I really ent able with [the remand yard].” (TTM
10 July 1990:20) 0 After all, Henry Morgan an dem was nutten more

than crooks wit de King an Queen’s blessings. Tuh besides ah pirate

is ah tief, plain an simple. (Foster 1990:30) 0 “You not listening, and

too besides you don’t have to shout at the damn bird so!” (EX
21 March 1993:3) 0 ‘Too besides he is not even Spanish. He is Pota-

gee.’ (Boodhoo 1994:15) 0 ‘Is all right, Prince, I couldn’t sleep any-

how. Not in this noise. Too besides, somebody had to remain up.’

(Boodhoo 1994:76) 0 “Not even for one dollar. And to besides I ehn

even see the merchandise as yet.” (Andersen 2004:309)

too brave adv arc With confidence, even over-confidence. = >brave,

bravay danjay
1

,
go brave 0 Job Richards said he [himself] had spoken

too brave , and said, “if it was noise he wanted, he would have plenty

just now.” (POSG 22 March 1844:1)

toody adj arc Giddy; unsteady; dazed, /tudi/ (< Fr etourdi ‘stunned;

made giddy’) 0 The child became a bit toody after drinking the

father’s glass of beer. (ESTT 1956) 0 Toudee, ti-bolomh - giddy; a

lad. (ESTT 1956)

too fast with self see FAST WITH SELF

tooloom see TULUM

tooloma see TOULEMA

toolsi see TULSI

toolum see TULUM

too much adv Very much; a lot; plenty. Note: Unlike SE, this does not

imply something unacceptable or excessive. = >plenty' 0 “Me bin

feel glad till me sorry, for though me happy too much my yie run over

like dry ribber in a rainy season.” (TG 7 June 1 83 1:2) 0 Dey neber get

you into trouble - or ’spose dey get you into trouble, dey take you out

easy too much. (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 0 So much a cacao - as to de

bananas - lovely bunches, den de sive - To much money dat side.

(PC 15 Oct 1904)

too sweet adj Very sweet, very nice, usu. of a person. 0 ‘You think

I sorry 1 left Barataria? Not at all. Life too sweet in the country.’

(Gosine 1992:125)

toot see TOUT

tootoo see TUTU

tootoolbay, totolbay adj Confused; distracted; disoriented; unaware

of surroundings. Often associated with being in love. See also

BASODI 2
. /tutulbe, totDlbe/ (poss. < Fr tout trouble ‘very disturbed;
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completely upset’) 0 You can see that villain next day, half crazy and

totolbay. (Executor “I Don’t Know How the Young Men Living”

1937) 0 Well, thinking of a craft, I am bound to say, Janie is the one

who had me totolbay (Lion “Ting A Ling Mi Bangola” 1938) 0 Girl,

why you doing things such a way, As if you want to have Lion totol-

bay? (Lion “Emmalene” 1938) 0 Tootoobay - bewitched... befud-

dled. (ESTT 1956) 0 Too tool beh - stupid. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0

The high-flying aging playboy of the Kirpalani empire, is so “tootool-

bay” these days, he has become like a dog biting its own tail. (Bomb
22 Aug 1986:3) 0 “Normal people like they does get tootoolbay when
it come to Christmas.” (EX 4 Dec 1994: 1 1) 0 Yea boy. Give the man
a fat chance. He eh the first, and he eh go be the last man to get toe-

toll bay. (Hill 1995:13) 0 Tootoolbey... A state of extreme stupor

associated with the attraction for the opposite sex. (www.skettel.com

25 Apr 2001)

top v Cut the head or growing tip off a young coffee tree to encourage

it to spread. (< E top ‘cut off the top of a growing tree; prune or

shorten branches, etc.’) = tap
-
0 (Moore 1980: 19)

topatop n Physalis angulata, a native plant. Fruit resembles a spin-

ning-top. (< Sp topotopo a plant < Amer) = hogweed

topaze n obs A person of the lowest Hindu caste whose job is to clean.

(< H topna 'bury; cover’) 0 Other crewmen in charge of the coolies

were the third mate (in charge of stores and rations) and certain

Indian employees: compounders (translators and intermediaries),

sardars (to maintain discipline and distribute rations), and topazes

(sweepers). (Vertovec 1992:68)

topee n Pradosia caracasana
,
a large native evergreen tree, girth to

2.4 m (8'); trunk buttressed. Bark greyish, smooth to scaly, fairly

thick; underbark salmon coloured, contains a milky latex. Leaves

large. Fruit to 6.5 cm (2.5") long, a top-shaped, woody capsule. Wood
fairly hard, heavy, cream coloured, /topi/ = acoma topee, coopey 0

(Marshall 1934:68)

topi n A hat, of varying style according to religion, /topi/ (< H topi

‘hat’) 0 Pandit Puru was dressed in a clean Brahmin’s gown, but he

wasn’t wearing the pandit’s topee. (Ladoo 1974:87) 0 The topi ... was

a piece of cloth worn loose over the head. (Raghoo 1984:4) 0 “Hardly

pandit does wear topi.” (1990) 0 “He is a Black Muslim, that why he

wearing the white topi.” (1990) 0 A photo of Muslim men at prayer in

preparation for departure for the West Indies shows them standing

upright, in a single row. Each wears a white kurta orjama, with lungi

(the long skirt-like dhoti). Some wear pugree, some topi. (Ramesar

1999/2000:120)

topia n arc One of usu. three stones used to support cooking pot on a

FIRESIDE. = firestone

topie tambour see TOPI TAMBOO

top in mud see SPIN TOP IN MUD, DANCE TOP IN MUD

topitamboo, topie tambour, topitambo, topitambu n Calathea

allouia, a cultivated perennial plant, 45-60 cm (1.5-2') high. Leaves

on long stalks, blade oval, 30-60 cm (1-2') long, greyish beneath.

Flowers white. Small edible white-fleshed underground tubers; prop-

agated by division of roots, /topitambu, topitambo/ (< FC topitambu

< Fr topinambour < Topinamboux, a Brazilian tribe fr plant’s area of

origin) = alluya, suthani 0 “Topie tambour” of markets of Port-of-

Spain. (JFNC Dec 1892:108) 0 Scarce: topi tambou. (TG 18 Jan

1919:7) 0 Market-Scarce... topi tambou. (TG 22 Jan 1933:9) 0

(Williams & Williams 1949:99) 0 The “Topee-tambou”, “chau”,

“kaimit”. (Fortune ca 1950-59:11) 0 Topee-tamboo, a small fruit

grown in the ground. (ESTT 1956) 0 We are trying to support local

industry, to promote local culture. That is the raison d’etre of the

Canned Topitamboo Committee and the Governor Plum Jam in Gru-

Gru Sauce Committee which are to look into the matter. (Macaw
1960:37) 0 (CFNI 1971:27) 9 She had all kinds of things in her tray:

chili plums and some governor plums, topi-tambo, pois doux, pee-

wah. (Araujo 1984:67) 0 Serve stewed topitambu with the chicken.

(Hunt 1 985a: 1 ) 0 Garlic is going as well. I can get along without it,

but how will Dean’s mother ward off evil spirits? Would topi-tambo

work, I wonder. Chadon Beni definitely will. (EX-2 29 May 1988:6)

top-knot n Elaenia flavogaster [= E. pagana , Myiobius martinicus
]

(E yellow-bellied elaenia), a bird, 16.2 cm (6.5"). Prominent crest,

often seeming 2-homed, with white crown-patch (only seen when
crest is raised). Head and upperparts greyish olive brown; wings

brown with 2 white wing-bars; tail brown; throat whitish; breast grey-

ish yellow; lower underparts pale yellow; bill black above, whitish

pink below. Noisy and conspicuous, raises its crest frequently. (< E
topknot ‘a plume or crest of feathers on the head of a bird’) = cutter-

head, jay, johnny head-in-air, tillon 0 (ffrench 1991:299-300)

toporite n Hernandia guianensis [= H. sonora , H. sonora var. guade-

loupensis, H. peltata], a large native evergreen tree native to Trinidad,

rare in Tobago, to 30 m (98') tall. Large trees sometimes have small

buttresses. Bark thick, buff coloured, covered with short corky warts;

underbark soft and corky, light coloured with whitish streaks. Leaves

alternate, to 30 x 24 cm ( 1 1 .7 x 9.4"), attached to the stalk inside the

margin above the leaf-base, broadly lanceolate-ovate. Flowers male

or female, whitish, near top of branches in clusters to 30 cm (1 1.7")

long including stem. Fruit black, ovoid, about 2.5 cm (1") long with

6-8 longitudinal ribs, enclosed in an inflated, fleshy, yellowish, trans-

lucent bladder to 6 cm (2.3") in diameter. Wood soft, light, easily

worked, widely used for building. Tree is often used for shading

young cocoa trees, /toporit/ (< Amer) = foforite, fro-fro, toforite 0

(Marshall 1934:87) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 The Department disposes of

sawn lumber, cordage and charcoal. Among the timbers so used are

Balota [s/c], Cypre, Cedar, Crappo, Olivier, Mora, Sandbox, Mahoe,

Cajuea and Toporite. (WICYB 1963:333) 0 Other trees and shrubs

used for shading are... the toporite, angelin, balisier and banana.

(Bryans 1967:162) 0 (FTT 1978-2-9:587-8) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:72-73) 0 Dan showed us the hollow fruits of the Toporite Her-

nandia sonora which, he demonstrated, can be blown like a whistle.

(Johnson 2004:3)

top-side n Tob In Tobago, the windward side of the island, the areas

around Roxborough, Charlotteville, Bayside; across from the LOW-

SIDE. (< E topside ‘the upper side of anything’) = country-side 0

Topside - windward area Tobago. (John 1973) 0 He livin topside

these days.

tor see TAW

torch v Hunt at night by torchlight. 9 “It was the first time in my life 1

went to torch crab.” (1990)

torchon, toshon 1 n Luffa aegyptiaca \~ L. cylindrical (E loofah), a

naturalized climbing plant. Fruit long, oval, fibrous; cleaned, dried

and used for scrubbing and to make bags. /tojB/ (< FC tocho / Fr tor-

chon ‘housecloth; dishtowel’) = nenwa 9 Torchon. This is a fine vine

found in home gardens and can be seen running across the electric

lines in certain parts of the country. The fruit of this vine is used in

craftwork. When full the skin is removed and the seeds beaten out. In

this state it serves well as a scouring pad. When opened flat, the heart

is removed and we are left with material suitable for the making of

handbags, slipper tops, table mats... tea cosies and table centrepieces.

(Green & Maunday 1968:2) 9 Her large picture hat was made from

loofahs or “torchon” as it is locally known, trimmed with rabbits, lil-

ies and even the aloe plant, all made from the torchon. (EX 15 Apr
1988:27) 9 “Leave de torchon dere on de wire fence for mih please.”

(Baptiste 1993:158)

2 n Luffa acutangula (E loofah), a naturalized climbing plant. Leaves

large, ovate, 5-7 lobed; stems angled, ridged, slightly hairy. Male
flowers in racemes, female flowers solitary; flowers fragrant, yellow,

open in late afternoon. Fruit club-shaped, light green, slightly-ribbed,

20 cm long. Seeds flat, black, glossy. Young fruits edible; mature fruits

have fibrous tissue inside which is cleaned and dried; the fibre used for

making mats, pot cleaners, etc. = Chinee ochro, >jhingi, satputia

torchwood 1 n Jacquinia armillaris [~ J. barbasco ], a native shrub or

small tree, to 5 m (16') high, branches woolly. Leaves in whorls,

oblong or obovate, variable in size, shiny above. Flowers white or

yellowish, bell-shaped, in terminal clusters often longer than the

leaves. Fruit bright red, round, about 12 mm (.47") diameter. Usu.

found on sea beaches and cliffs in Tobago. (< E torch-wood ‘resinous

wood ff which torches are made’) 9 (FTT 1 940-2-2: 1 22)
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n Amvris ignea, a native tree, with very resinous wood; sometimes

the torch made from it. = >canta’ 0 (National Herbarium specimen

sheet, 1993)

toreal see TURAL

torr n In a TADJA, one of the vertical layers or storeys of the large

structure, /tor/ (< H-U taur ‘manner; condition; method’) 0 First, a

bamboo frame was constructed to a measurement of about ten feet

square and up to eight feet high, this being the first torr or storey. Two
or three torrs smaller in size, and each fitting into the lower one, were

also built, the total height eventually reaching up to twenty-five and

even thirty feet. (Alladin 1970:30) 0 All the torrs or sections were

then decorated with tinsel used in different forms, e.g. a piece on each

batassah, and in masses to form stars, or hanging “hearts”. (Alladin

1970:32)

tory jump out see STORY JUMP OUT

tory yellow, tory yalla 1 adj Of gossip or a story, interesting, serious,

intriguing. 0 Tory yallah! (Daniel msl ca 1960)

2 adj Of a story, untrue. 0 Tory yallah! (Daniel ms ca 1960)

3 adj Describing a bad situation, or unpleasant conditions. 0 Tory

(story) yella (yellow). Conditions are bad. This saying makes refer-

ence to the yellow colour into which water standing in the gourd or

calabash, turns if left stagnant for a few days. The water also develops

a very pungent odour. (Ottley 1962:30)

toshon see TORCHON

tota n Parrot; male parrot, /tota/ (< H tota ‘parrot; male parrot’)

tote v’ Carry a heavy burden, esp. on the head. (< E tote ‘carry as a bur-

den or load’, origin uncertain, known in AmE fr 17th century; also

poss. Kikongo tuta, tota ‘carry; load’, tota ‘pick up’; Kimbundu tuta

‘carry’) 0 She say agen she no me toating sugar in Couva, but Mr.

Eddita ask she good gie me if she fooget wen she fus com from she

cus lan, Barbados, how ah use to gie she an Joe job to toat harse an

cow down, foo put round me cocoa tree. (PC 24 Sept 1904) 0 The

overseer was Lewis a Barbadian who was in charge of the gang, one

of whom was involved in toting cane. (Pundit Ragbir 1982, in

La Guerre 1985:188) 0 In the dry season, his work was mostly cutting

and loading cane, toting it on his head to the carts. (Deen 1994:239) 0

“All you tote me an’ bring me here.” (Mahabir 2005:50)

totee, totey, totie n Penis; man’s sexual organ. (< Kikongo ton. toto

‘penis’) /toti/ = big bamboo, boutou
4

,
iron, lolo, toto, wood 0 “Sap-

pose a man hold she down? Sappose a man leggo some totey on she

one night, boy Choon?” (Ladoo 1974:35) 0 “You cant fool me
Choonilal! You could never fool me. Your totey cant stand up. If you

totey stand up, I drop dead right in dis yard of yours. You dont see dat

Basdai have too much backside for you?” (Ladoo 1974:10) 0 “He
pulled out his totee before some school girls.” (Clarke 1979:103) 0

Stickfights in the yards were held during the daytime so that the com-

batants could see. Victor "Totee” Wilson, a tamboo bamboo man and

early panman, describes how fights in the "Big Yard” in Newtown
occurred for about a month before Carnival and began at three o’clock

in the afternoon. People paid six cents to enter the yard and formed a

ring around the fighters. The tamboo bamboo band was on one side of

the ring and, along with the singing, provided a background for the

fights. (Stuempfle 1995:25) 0 “You come in here wid yo’ open teet’

an' yo’ big totee... macco-in’ people business.” (Hercules 1980:65) 0

Totie... Male reproductive organ, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001

)

tother see TODER

toti n Female parrot, /toti/ (< H tota ‘parrot’ + -i, feminine) 0 “We had

two parrot, ah tota and ah totee, dey use to well talk!” (1990)

totka, tutka n Items used in offerings to JHARAY in order to break a

spell (e.g. childless woman, someone who is always sick) consisting of

things like cloth, spices, COCOYEA. /totka, tAtka/ (< H totka ‘charm;

amulet’) 0 "When too much people die, they does totka for that.”

(1990)

toto n Penis, esp. for young boys, /toto/ = big bamboo, boutou
4

, iron,

lolo, totee, wood 0 A man is not a man when you cut off he toto or

when you take way he livin’ from he, he is only a cripple, and that

wasn't fair at all. (Khan 1987:97)

4

totolbay see TOOTOOLBAY

totonol n A joking term for regular sex, viewed as a medicine for

women, /totonol/ (< toto. totee + Eng -nol, as in medicines such as

FerronoY) 0 She want a doctor to prescribe she some totonol!

tototo n Breast; breasts; bosom, /tototo/ = bobots, bubbus, >bubby,

tot-tots 0 Tototo - teets, breasts. (ESTT 1956)

tot-tots, tottots, tut-tuts n Breast; breasts; bosom. /tDtDts/ = bobots,

bubbus, >bubby tototo 0 Tuts tuts, breasts, teets. (ESTT 1956) 0

Tuttuts - breasts. (John 1973) 0 “You ain’t ’fraid me at all nuh?” he

chuckled, looking directly at her now partially exposed totoots.

“What for” she asked. “Ah lorse me maid long.” and with a dreamy
air she continued, “lo-ng-g ago,” her eyes closed. (Bain 1974:76) 0

Transfixed by the sight of Sita’s cinnamon-hued “tottots”. (Hercules

1980:277) 0 [Both women] ripped away each other’s bikini top and

their ‘tot-tots’ popped out, swaying left and right in the fracas. (Bomb
21 Nov 1986:9) 0 “Come lie down on Mammy tot tots an go to

sleep.” (Baptiste 1993:158)

toucan n Ramphastos vitellinus (E channel-billed toucan ), a large

bird, 50 cm (20") long. Black breast-band; upper- and under-tail

coverts red; sides of neck and throat white; upper breast orange-

yellow. Bill is huge, mostly black; base and bare face-patch light

blue. Occasionally kept as a pet; though legally protected, sometimes

shot for food. (< F toucan/ Sp tucan! Ptg tucano < Tupi tucana

< Guarani tuca, tuca) = tia poco, >tocan, toka
1

0 (Chapman 1894:65)

0(ffrench 1991:243-4)

toucan sardine n Laetia procera, a native tree. = bois toucan,

>sardine
14

,
warakarajo 0 The same name may apply to dissimilar spe-

cies in the same locality for no apparent reason. Such examples are

luckily rare and an attempt is made to popularize the use of prefixes,

e.g., ‘Toucan’ sardine (Laetia procera) and ‘Arena’ sardine (Pera

arborea). (Beard 1946:26)

toucan tree n Virola surinamensis , a native tree. = >cajuca, wild nut-

meg 0 (Morean 1993) 0 Toucan tree... The toucans feed on the seeds

and arils of this plant. This term is of recent coinage within the tour-

ism industry, especially by guides at the Asa Wright Nature Centre.

(Morean M-29)

touche, tush 1 n A slight touch or contact, /tuj/ (< FC < Fr toucher

‘touch; handle’) 0 (Haynes 1987:199) 0 “I hit me car a touche.”

(1990) 0 “Watch yuh doh tush mih when yuh backin’ back in de

yard!” (Baptiste 1993:161) 0 “He give the fender a little touche.”

(1994)

2 n In marbles, a slight bump or touch of a marble by the TAW, usu.

not enough to knock it out of the ring. 0 Tush, it should be explained,

acquired his name in pitching marbles. (Pires 1 995a: 15)

3 n In top-spinning, a slight touch on a top on the ground by the oppo-

nent’s just released top, gaining the latter a point. 0 Yes, my own
make a touche!

4 n A small piece; small amount; not the full amount. = tups 0 “I gi

them a little touche.”

5 n A small attempt or try at doing something. (< FC < Fr touche

‘touch; assay; trial’) 0 “I cut my fingernails tonight because I knew I

had to have a touche [on that violin].” (2002)

6 n A short ride in a car. 0 Take a tush on a car. (Alleyne 1974-80) 0

We taking a little touche in the car.

touchinay zwill, touchine zwill phr A kite-fighting tactic in which the

aggressor flies a kite above and a little to the side of opponent’s kite,

then slackens the string suddenly so that the tail cuts the opponent’s

kite string from the front, /tujine zwil/ (< zwill
2
) 0 Zwill is especially

useful in the manoeuvre known as touchine zwill. This one is for

experts only. Normally the kite-fighter aims to work his kite so that it

crosses his opponent’s string at an angle, so that the cutting of it -

whether with zwill-barbed tail or mange-covered thread - is made

comparatively easy. In touchine zwill, the aggressor flies his kite above

but a little to one side of the enemy kite, then slacks his string suddenly

so that the tail cuts forward instead of across. (Bickerton 1969:35)

touchous 1 adj Disagreable; touchy; irritable; very sensitive. /tAtfAs/

(< dial E touchous ‘easily offended; sensitive’) 0 Touchous - highly
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sensitive. (ESTT 1956) 0 Touchous - sensitive. (ESTT 1956) 0 Touc-

hous - hyper-sensitive; (ESTT 1956) 0 Touchous - irritable, dis-

agreeable. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 But why yuh so touchous? (Ottley

1971:77) 0 TOUCHOUS, adj., touchy, concerned, interested in, e.g., a

boy does be more touchous about the money he give his parents than

a girl. (Rodman 1971:236) 0 Romesh: Just leave me alone... Seeta:

My! These days you really getting touch-ous. (Selvon 1 99 1 d: 1 67) 0

One evening before eating, Potato stalked off to the wood-chopping

area complaining loudly about a satirical song Pomme Cythere had

just sung about him. The latter, disconcerted, remarked that Potato

was just touchous because of an earlier discussion. (Littlewood

1993:211)

2 adj In the habit of touching people too much. 0 Oh gosh, man, leave

me alone, yuh too touchous!

touch up v Touch in an unwelcome, too intimate manner. (< E touch

‘put the hand or finger into contact with something to feel it’ + up3
) 9

The woman feel so bad when that nasty man touch she up, she didn’t

know what to do. (Doh Say Dat, TG 27 Oct 1991:16)

toucouma see TUCUMA
toulema, tooloma, toulomon, tulema, tuluma n Carina indica [= C.

edulis

]

(E Queensland arrowroot), a native plant with erect leafy

shoots; red flowers on spikes. Hard black round seeds used in SHAC-
SHACS. Underground rhizomes are rich in starch, /tulema, tuluma/

(< FC < Fr tous les mois ‘all months’ and/or Amer toulomon ‘bal-

isier’) 9 Best starch for clothes, not Arrow-root or Tulema. (POSG 7

Oct 1854:2) 0 Tous Les Mois from St. Kitts, daily expected. (POSG
24 Nov 1855:3) 0 Toulomon. (de Verteuil 1858:271) 0 [Tjhe wild

calabash tree, the Crescentia latifolia ... bears a small spherical cala-

bash... into which, when dry, hard, and cleaned out, was dropped

through the small hole through which it has been cleaned a number of

Indian shot (the hard black shot-like seed of the Tuloma or Toulema
(creole, Tous-les-mois) a species of Canna, called by Schomburgk C.

achiras. Gillies. The further end of a short stick was then run through

the shak-shak. (Carr 1869:400) 0 Below was Mamure, Roseau, limit,

Aroumas, and Tulumas (Manna). (Kingsley 1880:322) 0 (Williams &
Williams 1949:103-104) 0 “When you wanted to wean a baby, the

mother put this tuluma in her mouth, and then pass it to the baby.”

(1990) 0 Tous-les mois is a nourishing food. Like arrowroot. Good
food for children. It bears abundantly. Flowers are very very red. It

dries down like toppee tamboo in the dry season. You can boil it like

yam or grate it and take out the starch from the magasse. Feed cows
and goats with the magasse and keep the powder. Dry it in the sun or

cocoa house. (Morean 1998)

toulomon see TOULEMA

touloom see TULUM
touloulou crab n Cancer irraratus, a rock crab. 0 You wouldn’t find

touloulou crab dey.

touloum see TULUM
Tourist Annie n A woman who walked around Port of Spain, esp.

lower Frederick Street, active in the 1950s and 1960s. She dressed

in colourful traditional-style clothing. 0 Tourist Annie and Calypso-

nian in down town Port-of-Spain. (Ottley 1971-72:12) 0 This goodly

lady reminded me so much of Tourist Annie that I couldn’t resist

clicking away with my automatic camera. There she was, just like the

Annie of old of Frederick Street with chac-chac in hand shaking for

all to hear and see. The bag she carried, while not as flamboyant as

Tourist Annie’s, was colourful all the same. Her hat although not

resembling Annie’s turban, was flowery at the sides and also at the

top. (1977)

tourterelle n obs Leptotila rufaxilla hellmayri (E grey-fronted dove),

a bird, 27.5 cm (11") long. Forehead and crown conspicuously pale

bluish grey; bare skin around eye red; rest of head and neck grey with

green-purple iridescence on nape and mantle; upperparts and wings

brown; tail broadly tipped white; underparts whitish; breast tinged

pink. (< Fr tourterelle, ‘turtledove’) = ground dove", >mountain
dove 2

, tourterelle a paupieres rouges 0 (Chapman 1894:73)

tourterelle a paupieres bleues n obs Leptotila verreauxi verreauxi

(Trin) andZ.v. tobagensis (Tob), a bird. (< Fr tourterelle, ‘turtledove’

+ a paupieres bleues ‘with blue eyelids’) = ground dove3
, >mountain

dove 1

,
rusty dove 0 (Chapman 1894:74)

tourterelle a paupieres rouges n obs Leptotila rufaxilla hellmayri (E

grey-fronted dove), a bird. (< Fr tourterelle + a paupieres rouges

‘with red eyelids’ fr bare red skin around eyes) = ground dove2
,

>mountain dove2
,
tourtuelle 0 (Chapman 1894:73)

tout n In WHE-WHE, a person who collects and records bets, brings

them in to the BANKER, and helps distribute the winnings, /taut/ (< E
tout ‘a person who solicits customers’) = courier, >marker, runner,

travelling agent 0 A very important aspect of the early game was the

role played by individuals variously called “touts”, “travelling

agents”, “markers”, and “couriers”... they helped punters to choose

“marks” by interpreting dreams and events, and even the Chinese

nomenclature. To help players choose a “mark”, “touts” also used as

aids numerical charts and a logbook in which they recorded the

“marks” that were played each day. (McCree 1996:5-6)

tout bagai, toot bagai, tout bagaille 1 pron Everything; all sorts of

things, /tut bagai/ (< FC tout ‘all’ + bagai ‘thing’) 9 Toute moon,
toute baggai an’ toute! (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 9 “What you planting

today - peas?” “Everything. Toute bagaillee. You know any patois?”

“A little bit. I know what toute bagaille is.” He smiled. “Well that’s

what we planting today, Shell boy. Everything. Just take a look in

those bags.” I got up and I looked into the sacks. Some had com,

some had dasheen slips, tania slips, and cassava stems; some had red

beans, and black-eye peas, and pigeon peas, and there was a sack with

some young banana shoots in it. (Anthony 1967) 9 “It have tout bagai

in dis dress shop.” (Baptiste 1993:158)

2 adv Wholly; all together. 9 Why do dark hints keep being dropped

in the press that we should close down Port of Spain General Hospital

and transfer the confusion toute bagai out to Mt Hope? {EX 1 5 March
1987:23)

tout moun, toot moon pron Everyone; all people, /tut mun/ (< FC
toute-moune ‘everybody’ < tout ‘all’ + moun ‘person’) = all man,

man jack, Tom, Dick and Harrilal 9 Toute moon, toute baggai an’

toute! (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 9 Everybody does chip in! Toot moon!
(Bomb 1973) 9 “Is a t’ing does happen to everybody - king, gover-

nor, priest... ‘toot moon’.” (Hercules 1980:264) 9 Dey would tell yuh

bout yuh mudder, yuh fadder, yuh sister; everybody in yuh family.

Toute monde baggai. (Foster 1990:15) 9 “Toute monde, come over

here by de stage an leh we sing de chorus.” (Baptiste 1993:158) 9

Well, as most of us would observe, Basil is no respecter of persons,

high, low, middle-class, man woman, toot-moon, all have to go, dust

to dust, ashes to ashes. (TTM 3 Jan 1993:4) 9 Well, everybody, the

marish and the parish, toute moon, toute bagai, todo el mundo, one

time start to laugh, “kyah, kyah”, “kif kif ’, “gil fil”, “gib gib” and

“uh, Lard, hold me, hold me!” ( 7YA/24 Jan 1993:30)

tow v Give someone a ride on the handlebar or crosspiece of a bicycle,

usu. illegal, /to/ (< E tow ‘drag or pull by means of a rope’) 9 To me
towing on bicycles was one of the deep, tempting illegalities. It ranked

with cycling at night without a light or riding an unlicensed bicycle.

(Naipaul 1967:124) 9 In those days [1930s], towing on bicycles was
legal, there not being very many cars on the road, and I got on to the

sturdy carrier on the back of her bike and put my feet in the two little

projecting footholds coming out near the axle. (Araujo 1984:29) 9

Boy, your uncle brave! Towing in front the police station!

toway, towe v Feel with fingers, e.g. search for lice, pick rice, feel

things when blind, /towe/ (< H-Bh thona ‘feel’) 9 “She siddong

whole day and towaying lice.” (1990)

towday see TAWODE
towe see TOWAY
tow line, toe line n Companion; someone who accompanies you. (< E
tow-line ‘a line or rope by which something is towed or pulled’) 9 Ah
going down de road ah want ah toe line. (ESTT 1956)

town, Town n Port of Spain, for Trinidad, except for the immediate

area around San Fernando, where this refers to San Fernando, and to

Scarborough in Tobago. /tDg/ (< E town ‘the chief town of the district

or province’) 9 And is to hear me. Me one - Me one, A walking from
town to John John. (Small Island Pride “Stickmen Bacchanal” 1959
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pr) 0 From Grande to Sans Souci, from Toco to Town, de maestro

been known to all. (Rollocks 1975:3) 0 Football Massive was damn
stupidness! In Town, Chaguanas and South too. (Bomb 24 Nov
1989:28) 0 "It all began... when I boarded a maxi taxi in town for La

Horquetta last Friday night.” (Punch 19 Nov 1989:4) 0 ‘After he bum
the clothes he take me to town - not Arima, you know, to town, Port

of Spain - and he buy back everything new.’ (Boodhoo 1994:162-3)

0 “You hearing fellas [in Tobago] talking about they want to establish

a band because they went to ‘town.’ They never call it Trinidad. They

call it ‘town.’ Is really Port of Spain they mean.” (Hall 1998:51) 0

Point Lisas is the biggest industrial estate in the country and all the

businesses have to go to “Town” or San Fernando to pay their VAT.
(Letter, EX 23 Dec 2006: 1 3)

town corbeau n obs Coragyps atratus

,

a large bird, 62.5 cm (25")

long, wingspread 1.37 m (4.5')- A very common resident in Trinidad,

not found in Tobago. Black; head and upper neck bare. Eats mostly

carrion and refuse. (< town, fr being seen commonly on town streets

+ corbeau ‘crow’ see COBO) = black corbeau, >cobo, john(ny) crow

0 Town Corbeau. Corbeau. (Chapman 1894:69)

town say phr An expression indicating general public opinion. 0 Win-

ing Competition or Wine Festival, ah Trini could fit in anywhere... is

town say so. (Keens-Douglas 1984:8) 0 Arguments in Trinidad... are

a rather inexpensive form of therapy for people who are afraid to go

to the psychiatrist because town might say they mad or ‘going off.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:13-4) 0 In some years it use tuh be ah special

item. Ah remember de year like town did say “Banlon Jersey fuh yuh

man”. Man, Habib’s an Manshop make ah jail fuh dem. (Foster

1990:5 1 ) 0 “Is not me! Is town whey say dat is de man self who really

make she go mad!” (Baptiste 1993:158) 0 For when Gypsy cause the

uproar. And went through the UNC door. Town say his action break

the law. (Chalkdust “The Tent is the Thing” 2001 pr)

towonde n The main drum used in Rada ceremonies. See also

WYANDE, HWENDO-MASU. (< Ewe/Fon) 0 The main drum, beaten

by the head drummer, and occupying the central position is called

Towonde. It is beaten with a 14-inch stick crooked at the tip, and the

palm of the hand. It cuts into the rhythm with a sort of sharp synco-

pated movement. On the right of this drum is Wyande... These two

drums are made from the trunk of the Zaboca... tree... deerskin is used

on the main drum because of its greater durability and better reso-

nance. (Carr 1953:48-9)

toy n A term of affection or endearment, usu. used by a woman to a

man. 0 That Sunday, when you come to take you lunch, Doudou, toy,

choonks, love, and honey, but. When you unable to meet with those

demand, You just like Moses watching at the promised land.

(Growler “Women Diplomacy” 1940)

trabesau see travesau

trace n A small unpaved pathway or road. (poss. < AmE trace ‘a

beaten path through a wild or unenclosed region, made by the passage

of people or animals’ < E trace ‘mark remaining and indicating the

former presence, existence or action of something’) = track
1

0 I found

the woman lying in the cane trace. (POSG 23 Dec 1854:2) 0 A grass

drive, as we should call it in England - a “trace,” as it is called in the

West Indies. (Kingsley 1880:322) 0 Mr. Mitchell, therefore, recom-

mended that a sum not exceeding £72 should be expended in cutting

and clearing a trace five yards wide and five miles long, leading from

Savanna Grande to the River Ortoire, and that the lands each side of

this trace should be so laid out as to give to each a frontage on the

road. (Minutes of Council 1 Oct 1818, in Fraser 1896:92) 0 [They

were] going to their houses along the trace leading to Akoo’s cocoa.

(POSG 15 Oct 1907:4) 0 We tried to make a trace to stop the fire [in

the cane]... Besides making traces the labourers beat the fire with

cane tops and guava bush. (TG 2 Feb 1933:2) 0 In the cocoa we met a

trace, and Chaila told me ‘Let us pass through this cocoa and we will

reach home quickly.’ (TG 12 Jan 1936:2) 0 By the time Morrison had

turned off on an obscure “trace” that seemed to lead right into a wall

of entangled vines and trees, we were nearly to the end of the wide

part of the road. (Bowman & Bowman 1939:86) 0 He dropped them

both off at a trace not far from Chittaranjan’s. (Naipaul 1958:89) 0 “I

do not think there is a law laid down, but custom is that you name a

road or trace after a landowner on the trace or road or an old liver in

the vicinity or ward or county who did much for the area.” (Punch

1967:141) 0 “One night he walkin by de trace near de swamp. He
walkin quiet and good.” (Ladoo 1972:77) 0 [T]hen he pouted his lips,

pointing to the crossing of the trace they were approaching. (Ander-

sen 2004:470)

trace mule boy n arc A worker who rides a mule and pulls out stuck

carts with ropes.

track 1 n A small unpaved path or road. More recently, usu. consid-

ered smaller and used by fewer people than a TRACE. (< E track ‘a

way made or beaten by the feet of people or animals; a rough path’) =

>trace 0 Witness said he was a native. / How old are you? - Sixty-

four... / How long has this road been made that comes here? - I bom
and met it a track. / You met it a track? - Yes. / Is it an old Indian

track? - It seems to be so. The place was all in woods in those days.

(Comm Franchise 1888:3) 0 We turned into a track on the right, lead-

ing through Mr. Zepero’s cocoa estate, and soon halted on the bank of

a clear brook. (JFNC Oct 1894:106) 0 Following the trace from the

junction and going towards Black’s cocoa estate to the north, and on

the other side of the Anglican Church and the Cemetery, there was a

track leading down and back of the Church and passing aback of Lee

Lum’s shop. (POSG 15 Oct 1907:4) 0 The track was a beaten one and

had been used by many people. (POSG 3 Dec 1907:6) 0 One night the

Constabulary were attacked and had to use a back track to get to the

station. (WG 6 Oct 1930:3) 0 Approximately 8 miles from Sangre

Grande just after the main road (then a track) crossed the L’Ebranche

river, (de Verteuil 1989:165) 0 His decomposed body was found in a

track some 50 feet away from the home of the accused one week
later. (EX 6 Oct 1990:2)

2 n During PANORAMA and CARNIVAL, the area leading to the stage

on the Queen’s Park Savannah. 0 Track, the: The pathway lead-

ing up to the Savannah stage. This is the area where steelbands (also

known as pan sides) wait and rehearse before performing during

Panorama. The track is also used during the King and Queen of

Carnival competitions. (Scher 2003:186)

3 v Go after, particularly a man courting a woman. (< E track ‘follow

up the track or footsteps of; pursue by or as by the track left’) = make
a tack, push a move, tackle 0 “As I grew up, he started to “track” me
but I never said a word to him.” (Punch 1983) 0 “When ah tell you ah

trackin’ one nice devil dese days!” (Baptiste 1993:54) 0 “You eh hear

Joey trackin' Rita right under Doris nose?” (Baptiste 1993:159)

tract n In SPIRITUAL Baptist worship, a public statement reporting

a MOURNER’S visions. (< E tract ‘a short pamphlet on a religious,

political or other topic, suitable for distribution’) 0 Then they pull a

doption and a tract they bring. Who shall view tonight came here with

sin. If there be any, let him take the trip. For to the river Jordan we are

going to dip. (Lion “Elsie Jambie” 1939) 0 For I have a teacher there

who is thirty days mourning. Today, well, he will be tract bringing.

(Lion “Happy Land of Canaan” 1940) 0 The pilgrim turns, faces the

congregation, and “reads her tracts” (tells about her spiritual travels).

(Simpson 1970:149) 0 Public statements by mourners, also known as

“tracts,” are carefully rehearsed with church elders prior to presenta-

tion. (Glazier 1983:55)

tractor n A child’s toy made from a wooden BOBEEN, candle bear-

ings, and a COCOYEA axle, powered by a twisted rubber band. (< fr

slow tractor-like motion forward) = >bobeen tractor, Johnny Walker

0 “And just in front the house, wey dem two old lady does live, ah

find ah big bobbin in the grass. Ah say in me mind ah woulda make a

nice tractor with it.” (Narine 1979:28)

traditional mas n A number of Carnival mas characters of long-

standing traditional practice, remaining very similar from year to

year. 0 The traditional mas bands are local and individual in tone as

distinct from the massive fancy mas bands. In traditional mas the

interactions of traditional characters tend to be on a small scale. The

characters interact with spectators and are meant to be seen and heard

in close proximity. Baby Dolls, Moko Jumbles, Blue Devils, and

Midnight Robbers provoke spectators into giving them money. The
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stories of Pierrot Grenades were meant to be heard, as is the robber

talk of the Midnight Robber and the lost language of Black Indians.

Many traditional characters are now performed by both men and

women. In 1998 I saw women and girls play Pierrot Grenade , Clown,

Bat, Midnight Robber, and Moko Jumbie as well as Baby Dolls and

Dame Lorraine... Most, but not all, traditional characters are in one of

the following categories: Beast mas. Clown mas, Devil mas, Indian

mas, military mas, warrior mas. (Martin 1998:234)

trafficker n A person who sells goods between islands, or between,

e.g., Miami and one or more islands. See also SUITCASE TRADE. Note:

This does not have the drug-related or illegal connotation of usual

current SE. (< E trafficker ‘trader; merchant; dealer’) 0 (Craig-James

2008:11-297)

trago n A drink of rum. /trago/ 0 The men then went to take a little

drink with their friends. Chambito wanted his trago, too, not wishing

to be left out. The men protested. ‘You cyah be taking doctor medi-

cine and drinking grog!’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:37)

traguito n A small drink of rum. /tragito/ (< trago + Sp -ito ‘small’) =

paleets
2

,
palito 0 Easter was a time of celebration... my father, who

did not drink during Lent, had himself a couple of traguitos at about

ten o’clock and his friends came over to join him both in talk and cel-

ebration. (Araujo 1984:41)

trailer n A flat-bottomed wheeled structure, pulled by a truck or trac-

tor, with high frameworks on the sides, used to transport sugarcanes.

9 The four-wheeled trailers consist of an ordinary flat-bottom trailer,

onto which has been mounted a metal framework about five feet high.

This trailer can carry up to seven tons of cane at a “lift.” This equip-

ment is used where a field being reaped is situated at some distance

from the railroad... A loading point with a crane is established near to

the field, thus reducing to a minimum the “lifts” by the animal drawn

carts from the field. (Hutchinson & Taylor 1953:32)

training n Manners; being properly brought-up. 0 How they nyaming

like they have no training at all. = >brought-upcy

tranger nigger n arc Tob A non-Tobagonian of African descent, an out-

sider. /treindja mga/ (< E stranger ‘one who belongs to another coun-

try; a foreigner, esp. one who resides in or comes to a country in which

he is a foreigner’) 0 She married to a tranger nigger from Grenada,

transparent cane n arc Sacchamm ojficinarum var., an older culti-

vated variety of relatively soft-stemmed sugar cane. 0 The factories

[in Tobago] are archaic, manufacturing for local use a crude sugar

by the open pan method... Only the old soft varieties of cane are

therefore suitable, and “Bourbon” cane and another kind known
locally as “Transparent” cane are the chief varieties cultivated.

(Vesey-Fitzgerald 1936d:200)

transport n Any means of transportation, being carried from one

place to another, usu. motorized, e.g. car, bus. (< E transport ‘a

means of transportation or conveyance; usu. in a general, military or

prison context’) 0 He has to... see bout de buses an ting so dat people

ent get so tired out waitin for transport. (Mamits LPOS, TG 27 May
1979) 0 If yu hear she. Is Christmas Eve an’ ah can’t get no transport.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:31) 0 “We have a situation where evidence was
destroyed because some senior officers wanted transport to move
away from the scene. The last remnants of glass from the windscreen

were shattered with the movement of the bus.” {EX 13 June 1993:15)

0 ‘We left to get transport.’ (Boodhoo 1994:253) 0 The bird say she

doesn’t have any transport. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:83)

trap n arc Someone who was supposed to give a good performance, but

who failed to deliver. (< E trap ‘a snare; pitfall; something by which a

person is unsuspectingly caught’) 0 Despite his brilliant past perfor-

mances Neil Harvey proved to be a real trap this summer. (ESTT 1 956)

trap gun n A hidden gun set off by a trip mechanism. In one common
form, a rat trap is attached to a piece of pipe or gun-barrel, the spring

attached by a string; when an animal trips the string a pin sets off a

cartridge and a bullet comes through the pipe or barrel. Though used

mostly in the past for hunting game, they are now used mostly to pro-

tect illegal GANJA plantings. (< E trap-gun ‘a device designed to

shoot automatically at people or animals that come into the line of

fire, usu. set off by the tripping of a wire or cord’) = pipe gun, spring

gun 9 Customs officer Blane... was wounded by a trap gun in the

Biche Forest during a rum raid. (TG 15 Feb 1933:1) 9 Deadly trap

guns are set in all directions to ward off intruders. (Bomb 16 Nov
1990:15) 9 Dozens of hidden trapguns await the unwary in the thick

forests of this town... The guns are made with one-inch pipe with a rat

trap attached. A long string is tied to the trap. When the trap springs,

it triggers a nail placed at the top of the cartridge and a bullet is shot.

The effect is either a severed leg or death. (EX 13 June 1993:13) 9

Trap gun kills man in Aripo Forest. (TG 16 Jan 1994:3) 9 Hunters

claim that some of the forested areas in Toco and Matelot are being

used to set trap guns for the wild meat trade. (Wire 3 Jan 2003:7)

trapiche n arc A hand-operated lever mill for pressing juice from

sugar-cane. A hole is made in a tree trunk at about waist height. A
long pole is inserted into the hole. A short flat board is nailed to verti-

cal supports held by boards nailed to the tree sideways; thus the board

is placed horizontally directly under the hole. A piece of cane is

placed between the pole and the board. One person sits on the end of

the pole and moves it up and down. Another person feeds cane in to

be pressed, and the juice runs down the downward-slanting board into

a bucket, /trapitf/ (< Sp trapiche) = batty-mill, cane squeezer, kholu,

mulaa 9 “I have been a resident in this Colony since April, 1784. On
my first arrival there were but two estates which could be called

“sugar estates;” there were some small establishments called
“
trapi-

ches” which manufactured a low description of sugar called

“papelon,” from which the molasses was not extracted, which was
wrapped up in a piece of dried plantain leaf, and generally in forms of

about 3 lbs. weight.” (Begorrat 1825, in Fraser 1896:79) 9 The juice

is extracted from the sugar cane... by means of a ‘trapitch’. A hole is

made in a tree and a big plank of wood is inserted and propped at the

unsupported ends. The wood is scooped towards the end to form a

drain or spout through which the liquid is to run. At the other end of

plank nearest the hole, there is a lever-like operation made with

another [piece] of wood and two men are able to extract the juice in

this way. The cane is put under the lever and squeezed under the pres-

sure exerted by one man, while the other catches the liquid in a con-

tainer at the end of the spout. (Woodroffe 1974:11-2) 9 ‘She used to

work hard, make garden, pick coffee, dance cacao, wash, iron, make
cazabe, get firewood, make guarapo everything, todo negocio\ she

used to work the trapiche (hand-operated sugar mill) to get out the

cane juice for the warap...' (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:176)

trash 1 n Dead leaves on or fallen from sugarcane stalks, palm trees, etc.

(< CarE trash ‘refuse of sugar-canes after the juice has been squeezed

out; dried leaves and tops of canes stripped from growing plants’ < BrE
trash ‘things broken or cut off in preparation for use; cuttings; broken

or tom pieces’) 9 He was seen in the act of setting fire to the trash of a

piece of canes. (POSG 10 July 1846:2) 9 [T]he canes have already been

cut and carted, leaving behind only a mixture of cane-tops, leaves, and

arrows, which soon withers in the sun, and is then called ‘trash,’ cover-

ing the ground about a foot in depth. (On a sugar estate 1882:254) 9

The [bananas] are first swathed in cotton wool, then in paper, and are

finally surrounded by dried leaves and stalks of the banana, locally

called “trash”, which holds the clusters of fruits firmly in the crates.

(Hummingbird 9 July 1904:12) 9 Dry trash (cane leaves) is removed

from the cane stools, making heaps at about ten to fifteen feet intervals

along the cane rows. (Hutchison & Taylor 1953:19) 9 In Trinidad, cane

trash (dead leaf tissue) is burnt both before and after harvest. However,

by the time that most fields are treated for froghopper nymph control

(August and September), a considerable amount of trash is usually

present. (Fewkes 1969b:3 1 2) 9 So, after dinner that evening, I take a

stroll to Dinnoo’s house in me own village. I meet Dinnoo's mooma
sweeping the cane-trash and things in the yard in front her house.

(Naipaul 1976:163) 9 “Sometimes when I make a pretty dress for a

wedding and I go to work, a cane trash come and cut me on my face.

One ugly mark. It used to be so deep, the flesh used to show white.”

(Diptee 1992:244) 9 “Not only he sufferin bhai. All ah we get jigger.

Look at mih foot... look how it swell up and bleeding. It en easy to walk

on dat cane trash you know.” (Ramlakhan 1994:30)

2 n Cut leaves, usu. large palm fronds, used for roof thatching,

AJOUPA walls, hats, etc. 9 After trial it was found that the Negro pre-
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ferred, as heretofore, his house roofed with Cane trash, and the sides

made of White Pine, or the Bark of a Prickly Palm called the

Grew-grew, the latter materials causing the habitation to be cooler by

day & warmer by night, and about the 4th part the expense of a Shin-

gled house above described. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 Da one wa lib

na Arima de, he ax de tarra one wid de trash hat wa kine a house dis

ya? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 I had a small trash hut built near to the

work, where I had my lunch. (Fraser ca 1942:201 ) 0 Certainly anyone

who lives in a “trash house” - one that is thatched - is deemed poor.

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:35) 0 Most peasants lived in small

huts made of tapia, and thatched with palm trash. In Blanchisseuse in

1 885, there were only three or four 'houses’, made of wood: everyone

else lived in tapia huts. (Brereton 1979:142)

3 v Remove or pull down dry leaves from palm trees, etc. 0 Trash all

these trees here.

4 adj Thatched; having a roof made of dried cut leaves, usu. from the

CARAT palm. Note: Sometimes found as trashed, by false derivation

from a non-existent verb form parallel to thatch which would mean
‘to cover with trash’, instead of the noun > adjective, i.e. made of

trash. See also CARAT HOUSE. 0 Trashed roof. (Dowland 1 Sept

1843) 0 It was a trash house, worth about £5. (POSG 15 Oct 1907:4)

0 Trash huts on the edge of the high woods, Trinidad, (photo caption,

Treves 1925:78) 0 Ajoupa : This is the “trash house” considered in

Trinidad to be typical of the poor rural East Indian. It has mud walls

constructed around a simple wood frame, a mud floor and a thatched

(“trash”) roof. (Klass 1961 :45) 0 People who had passed by the small

trash house perched on the hill, told tales of having heard the old man
with the bent back and one eye conversing with Satan. (Ottley

1962:53)

trash palm n Attalea butyracea [= Scheelea butyracea, S. curvifrons,

S. urbaniana], a native palm tree, stout and solitary to 16 m (5T) tall.

Trunk ringed with leaf scars, no crownshaft. Leaves erect when
young, forming large spreading crown when older. Leaves com-
pound, 4-5 m (13-16') long, recurved at the tip, leaf blade flat

with plane vertical (perpendicular to ground); leaflets rigid, with

pattern of ridges and furrows; spaced 5-6 cm (2-2.3") along the

midrib, 1 m x 3-5 cm (39 x 1.2-2"). Flowers have a strong turpentine-

like odour. Fruits brown, finely ridged, oblong, 6 cm (2.3"), 1-2

seeds; in clusters, (fr leaves drying into trash and hanging on the stem

for a long time) = cocorite
-

,
rough palm 0 (Beard 1946:36) 0

(Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:36-7)

travel 1 v Go somewhere by taxi, rather than a private car. (< E travel

‘make a journey’) 0 I was to travel on the Friday. It would be wonder-

ful to see my father again and to come home and report about him. I

had never been to Port-of-Spain in my life but I knew I would be able

to find the Colonial Hospital. (Anthony 1967:69) 0 “Mih fadder car

break down so ah had was to travel to work dis momin’.” (Baptiste

1993:159) 0 1 don’t have a car. I travel to go to work.

2 v Be dying, at a specific stage when the soul is assumed to be travel-

ling, poss. visiting loved ones or people who should know of the pass-

ing. 0 Travelling - to be dying - “De ole lady nex’ door travellin’.

She doh have too much time left.” (Baptiste 1993:159)

3 v In SPIRITUAL baptist worship, take a spiritual journey. = travel

in the spirit 0 Most worshipers are Spiritual Baptists before they affil-

iate with the Orisha religion. Typically, one “travels” to Africa while

mourning, or is otherwise given African work to do. (Houk 1992: 137)

0 The Spiritual Baptists of whom Mother Earth was once a member,

practice mourning in which initiates are blindfolded and laid on the

earth in a small room next to their chapel. Over the succeeding days

mourners remain on the ground where they travel in visions to meet

spirit guides, including biblical figures and other spiritual adepts.

Although the practice is regarded as ‘Christian’ there is always the

possibility of encountering a malign spirit. The mourner is guided

through her journey by the Baptist Mother to whom she recounts her

travels. If the Mother fails to protect her, permanent possession by an

evil spirit and madness may occur. (Littlewood 1993:43) 0 Shouters

admit that mourning can be dangerous, for the individual when trav-

elling is vulnerable to mauvav lespwis (malign spirits) but correct

sealing and guidance by the Mother can usually prevent mishaps.

(Littlewood 1993:92)

travel in spirit phr A spiritual journey. = >travel
3
0 Mourning is actu-

ally the period during which a cult member fasts, prays, and meditates

under the direction and guidance of experienced cult members... the

candidate is expected to receive visions and to travel astrally or as is

commonly said, to travel in the spirit. (Ahyoung 1977:53-4) 0 “She

had just come out a day or two before I went there. So it is quite

possible that when I was having those dreams about her, she was trav-

elling in the spirit.” (Rollocks 1991:118).

travel in wrong direction phr A spiritual journey in which the per-

son is misguided and becomes mentally disturbed or ill. 0 On the one

hand, [mourning] is the most sacred of all church rites; on the other

hand, it is believed to be potentially dangerous. If one does not take

his or her mourning vows seriously, he or she may become insane or,

as the Baptists say, “travel in the wrong direction.” (Glazier

1983:51)

travelling agent n In WHE-WHE, a person who collects and records

bets, brings them in to the BANKER, and helps distribute the win-

nings. (< E travel ‘move; pass from one point or place to another’) =

courier, >marker, runner, tout 0 A very important aspect of the early

game was the role played by individuals variously called “touts”,

“travelling agents”, “markers”, and “couriers”. These served gener-

ally as intermediaries or middlemen between the punters and the

banker. They performed several important tasks which included com-

municating “pots” to the banker on behalf of people who may have

feared being caught and prosecuted, and collecting winnings on their

behalf. In addition, they helped punters to choose “marks” by inter-

preting dreams and events, and even the Chinese nomenclature. To
help players choose a “mark”, “touts” also used as aids numerical

charts and a logbook in which they recorded the “marks” that were

played each day. For their assistance, “touts” normally received a

commission or “waters” as it was called. It could be said that “touts”

operated a veritable consultancy, and played a significant role in the

spread and development of the game. (McCree 1996:5-6)

travesao, trabesau, travaseau, travesau 1 n A person of mixed race,

particularly European-Negro, Spanish 2
in appearance, /trabesau,

travesau/ (< Sp atravesado ‘mulatto; mixed race’) 0 Trabesau.

(Laurence 1970) 0 A tall one, a travaseau , a mix up one, brown,

smooth, slatternly, with careless languorous movements and a face

without shame. (Lovelace 1988:98) 0 This knowledge was bolstered

by what he “inherited” from his father... who was of “strong Carib

blood mixed with that of French Creole and Spanish - a Travesau.”

(Brunton 1988:i) 0 “He’s a damn travesaou wha lan’ up here from

Aruba.” (Baptiste 1993:159)

2 n A mixed breed of livestock, esp. fighting cocks. 0 ‘Antonito say he

have a travesao running about in the yard, that was all. A travesao is a

mix breed, from common fowl and gamecock.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:60)

Tray n arc A large area of ground lower than the surroundings in

which is built the Naparima Bowl stadium. (< E tray ‘a flat board

with a raised rim’) 0 From the outside it is hard to gauge the true size

of the [Naparima] Bowl, which nestles in a hollow once known as

“the Tray.” Although it stands only a few hundred yards from

Independence Avenue, in the shadow of the San Fernando General

Hospital, from the road you would not know it was there. (EX 28 Oct

1990:13)

tread-mill n obs A mechanism of punishment consisting of a large

cylinder with steps around the outside; prisoners are made to walk on

the steps and make the cylinder revolve. (< obs BrE treadmill ‘a hori-

zontal cylinder made to revolve by the weight of persons treading on

boards around the outside, used as an instrument of prison disci-

pline’) 0 The Tread Mill has been employed as a correctional Punish-

ment in the Royal Gaol of Port of Spain, since the 28th of April,

1823... a quick and slow motion should be employed according to the

age, strength and offence of the persons to be punished, and the appli-

cation limited to three spells of either motion, in one day... The Mill...

[is] 3 feet 10% inches in diameter, and the Stepping boards 6 inches
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apart... as the population of these latitudes is neither as robust nor as

capable of fatigue as that of England, it was soon found that it would

require seven men [rather than 5] on an average to work it. (Fuller &
Gloster 1823:5) 0 I am however somewhat better acquainted with the

tread-mill, where I sent a rascally servant of mine, who stole six dol-

lars from my table drawer; and the next day went to see him foot it on

the wheel. (Bayley 1833:217) 0 When the treadmill was revolving at

great speed, it was difficult to keep step and many a prisoner

stumbled, fell and was badly bruised. Women as well as men were

subjected to it, and stumbling and falling could lead to a flogging.

(Dowland 1 April 1844) 0 The treadmill

,

perfected in England a short

time before, to ensure the productive labour of prisoners, was intro-

duced to the Port of Spain goal in 1824... The tread mill in Port of

Spain was used for grinding meal. Slaves condemned to the treadmill

did not work it for more than three hours a day, working alternately in

spells of fifteen minutes a time for six hours, (de Verteuil 1992:56)

treble bamboo n In a TAMBOO BAMBOO orchestra, the smallest

length, and therefore highest pitched, instruments. (< E treble ‘the

highest part in harmonized musical composition’) 0 Within this the

stick fighters fought their tournaments to the accompaniment of bam-

boo orchestras. A bamboo orchestra is a marvel. There is science and

technique in it. Bamboos are cut of various lengths and diameters,

each producing a different note. There is first of all the bass; which is

the largest, and is generally long enough for the operator to stand

while beating it on the ground. There are the “fullers,” and then the

small treble bamboos. (TG 19 Feb 1933)

tree n Any plant, esp. one with one main stem. (< E tree ‘a perennial

plant having a self-supporting woody main stem or trunk, with woody
branches, growing to a considerable height and size’) 0 [The] cow
entered upon complainant’s land and ate a few com trees. (POSG
1 1 Sept 1907:5) 0 The amombah stays home, gets a Ti Mawee tree

and makes a wreath. (Simpson 1970:72) 0 A gang of thieves attacked

and swiped thousands of dollars worth of celery trees along the

Beetham Highway last week Wednesday night. (TTM 31 July

1987:19) 0 I hope it don’t blow down the bigan trees in the garden.

(Selvon 1 99 1 a: 1 6) 0 ‘I over here. Ram,’ Seema answered. ‘Right

over here.’ ‘Which part?’ ‘Over here. Right over here.’ ‘Where is

over here? Which part you is, girl? Tell me the place.’ ‘By the tomato

tree and them, you monkey.’ (Gosine 1992:17)

tree-ay see TRIAY

tree boa (constrictor) n Corallus ruschenbergerii, a non-venomous

snake, (fr being often seen sleeping in trees during the daytime) =

>cascabel*, cascabel dormillon, common tree boa, Cook’s (tree) boa,

doghead, dormillon, mango snake, mangrove cascabel, mapanare,

sleeping rattlesnake, tet-chien, yellow-marbled tree boa, yellow tree

boa 0 (Boos 2001 a:60)

tree crab n Aratus pisoni, a small crab that lives in mangrove trees.

Dark green-brown in colour, with small yellow spots. The crab’s

body is long rather than wide; it climbs forwards up and down rather

than sideways. 0 (Innes 1 985b:2 1

)

tree lizard n Any of several species of Anolis lizards; all are small,

slim, green/brown, and relatively recent introductions to Trinidad:

A. aeneus (fr Grenada); A. extremus (Barbados); A. trinitatus

(St. Vincent); and A. wattsi (Antigua). So far, all have very restricted

and localized habitats, (fr being found often on trees) = green anole

(A. trinitatus)', garden lizard
1

,
grey-speckled anole (A. aeneus)

tree of sadness n Nyctanthes arbor-tristis, an introduced and culti-

vated large shrub or small tree with drooping branches. Flowers fra-

grant, with orange-red corolla-tubes and white spreading lobes,

bloom at night, (fr drooping, thus “sad”, shape of tree branches) =

belle-de-nuit, har singer, jasmine, >lady of the night
1

tree oyster 1 n Crassostrea rhizophorae, a common edible shellfish,

found on mangrove roots. (< E tree, fr growing on tree roots + oyster,

edible bivalve molluscs of the family Ostreidae, usu. Ostrea sp.) =

>oyster 0 With a scraping twist of a short-bladed knife the seller

opened the shells he had collected earlier in the day... There was no
doubt that the youth’s wares were genuine tree-oysters, because I

often found pieces of bark stuck to the shells. (Bryans 1967:18)

2 n Isognomon alatus (E flat tree oyster), an edible shellfish. Shell

5-7.5 cm (2-3") long, dull grey or purplish, interior pearly; fan-shaped

with very flat valves, 8-12 parallel grooves on the hinge. Found

on mangrove roots in shallow water, or on objects in protected

bays. = >oyster

tree rat n Rhipidomys cotesi, a rodent, body to 21.2 cm (8.5") long +

27 cm (10.8") tail. Hind feet short and broad; claws large and curved.

Upperparts reddish-brown; underparts yellowish-white; upper side of

hind foot blackish to base of toes; hairy tail. Spends most of its time

in trees. 0 (Alkins 1979:27)

tref, twef, trefle n Aristolochia trilobata [~ A. trifida, A. triloba, A.

surinamensis], a native climbing plant with smooth slender stems

twining to 7 m (23') or longer. Roots from the nodes when trailing on

the ground. Leaves deeply or shallowly rounded three-lobed, heart-

shaped base, 4-10 x 4-13 cm (1.6-3.9 x 1.6-5 1"), paler green below.

Flower solitary, upper lip short and heart-shaped, about 2.5 cm (1")

broad, lower lip long-tailed to 35 cm long (13.6") but only 2-3 mm
(.08-. 12") broad. Fruit capsule cylindrical, 6-lobed, to 9 x 2-3 cm
(3.5 x .8-1.2"); seeds 8 mm (.3") long and broad, triangular, flattened.

Sometimes planted around a house to protect it from OBEAH or theft,

/twef, tref/ (< FC < Fr trefle ‘three-leafed clover’) = ruda (extrang-

era)
2

,
scientific plant, three finger bitters 0 He told me that he wanted

certain material like “trefle” and “laman garcia.” I gave him the dollar

because he said that he would give me a bath and charm to make me
get work. (Alexander 1909:97) 0 Materials used in healing and con-

juring. Leaves... treff. (Simpson 1962:329) 0 Her treatment: Boil tref,

gully root... epsom salts... one green pawpaw. (Bush Medicine

1976a: 14-5) 0 Apply nine leaves of the Tref vine in a large bottle of

White wine. (Pavy 1987:58) 0 The cocoa panyols... engaged too in

the planting of herbs in their yards which they used as “guards” or

protectors of their place of abode from the evil eye. These plants

include ...the tref Aristolochia trilobata ...These plants they called

turials. (Morean 1991:11) 0 Some householders would not allow a

visitor to break their herbs for the latter’s use. Rather, they would do

it themselves since they believe that the plant may be affected by the

presence of the visitor. In the case of some plants such as the tref or

three finger bitters, Aristolochia trilobata, this practice is more rig-

idly upheld since this plant is believed to be very sensitive to the

vibrations of some individuals. (Morean 1991:57)

trefle see TREF

trembling pin n obs A traditional piece ofjewellery worn by women
dressed in Martiniquan style. Attached to the head-tie, it is usu.

a gold pin with an ornament which moves or trembles with the

wearer’s movements. 0 When these coloured women were dressed for

a celebration, they were indeed a delight to the eye, with their full

costume, including violet or crimson petticoat of silk or satin, che-

mise with half-sleeves and much embroidery or lace, ‘trembling pins’

of gold to attach the folds of the turban-like headdress, and often jew-

elry - the great necklace of three or four string of (gold) beads bigger

than peas, earrings, immense but light as egg-shells, big [brooches]

for the chemise, (de Verteuil 1992:218-9)

tremolos n arc A type of large yellow bean, often known in English

by its Italian name, lupino\ a Portuguese delicacy imported from

Madeira. (< Ptg tremolos) 0 Tremolos (lupine [s/c] seeds) are large

pulses that are soaked for about half an hour to remove the bitterness.

After boiling them in salted water, the seeds are squeezed out of the

remaining skin and eaten. They were a great treat, especially for the

youth who, according to a respondent, sometimes had competitions to

determine who could consume the most. The cake and biscuits could

be made locally but the lupine seeds had to be imported. These are all

commercially available in Madeira, and visitors to that island would

return with Madeiran wicker baskets full of bags of these delicacies,

much to the delight of their relatives and friends in Trinidad. (Ferreira

1994:84-5)

triay, tree-ay, three-ay, three year, t’ree An A game usu. played by

schoolchildren, esp. girls. The player throws down five small stones

or seeds, then picks them up by ones, by twos, etc. while one rock or

seed is tossed in the air. /trie/ (< Fr trier ‘pick; choose; select; sort
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out’) 0 Jagee Mahomed invited him to play a game of "Three A’’... a

game mostly indulged in by children. (TG 14 Oct 1919:10) 0

[Djespite the heavy downpour of rain, the game goes on as long as a

high house is available in the vicinity. Other games which are played

during the wet season are “Tick-Tack-Toe”, “Three A’s” and to a

large extent “Blind Man Bluff'. (Rampersad 1963:99) 0 Girls played

“Three Year” (with five stones), "Dolly” (with home-made and

purchased dolls), skipping. (Alladin 1970:67) 0 "He has offered to

provide a guard at the graveside from six in the morning to six in the

afternoon to see that nobody steals the stones. Especially, he says, the

Tranquillity schoolchildren to play t’ree A.” (Jones 1973:168) 0 The

“Three-A” and its variations, "Tok-Tok”, were girls’ games in which

boys sometimes participated and on occasions women did. The

games were played with five pebbles. The five pebbles were scram-

bled on the ground then taken (not placed) in the palm of the hand and

tossed about nine to twelve inches in the air and caught on the back of

the hand. If none was caught the player was out and another player

took the turn. If some were caught, the return process took place by

tossing those caught and catching them in the palm of the hand. At

that stage all had to be caught to enable the player to continue in the

round. To continue, the player would transfer all but one of those

caught to the other hand. That one then became the catalyst to be

tossed in the air while deftly taking up one by one those that had

fallen in the first toss and catching the catalyst in the palm of the hand

as it came down. Both would then be in the playing hand and the

player’s turn would end successfully, except there were more pebbles

to be picked up in the same way. A further test of dexterity was a sys-

tem by which instead of the pebbles caught from the back of the hand

being transferred to the other hand and one used as a catalyst, all were

held in the playing hand and thrown up as catalysts while making

a grab for whatever pebbles had remained on the ground from the

first throw... Three-A stakes were called “pinch and slap” (Jacks).

(Cummings 2004:110-1)

trick n A charm, or amulet used to protect oneself; a spell, often made
to do someone harm, or to ensure fidelity. (< E trick ‘a crafty or

fraudulent device’) 0 She put a trick against the man.

Trickidadian n A humorous term for a Trinidadian; can be negative

or admiring. 0 We are abused and villified and called Trickidadians

and told that we are dishonest people and tricksters. (Bomb 1982) 0

Trinidadians visiting other Caribbean countries are tired of being

looked down on as “Trikidadians”. They resent the Trinidadian repu-

tation for being corrupt, that every new scandal confirms as the

national character. (EX2\ Dec 1986:9) 0 The experience of growing

up in a multicultural setting, and the continuous exposure to interna-

tional currents, make the Trinidadian an eminently flexible person,

able to adapt to a variety of situations, able to continually absorb new
experiences and learn new roles. Trinis sometimes are referred to as

“Trickidadians” by other Caribbean people, for what may be per-

ceived as chameleon behavior. (Hodge 1988:82)

Trickydad n A humorous term for Trinidad; usu. negative. (< E tricky

‘crafty; skilled in performing tricks and deceptions’ + Trinidad) 0

This first impression of evil and corruption is partial, but not untrue.

It is recognised by the natives, who talk of their island as ‘Trickydad.’

(Calder-Marshall 1939:93)

tricoloured forest bat n Micronvcteris sylvestris, a bat. 0 (Alkins

1979:54)

Trinago n A rare name for the TWIN-ISLAND NATION of Trinidad

and Tobago, emphasizing unity of the two parts. See also SISTER

ISLE. (< Trin- < Trinidad + -ago < Tobago) = >Trinbago 0 But in Tri-

nago, man. The life sweet for so. (Pelican 1 97 1:21)01 can assure you

that this is Trinago’s current scene. (Lange 1986:26) 0 We call on the

Prime Minister to act now to remove this potential aspect of divisive-

ness in our twin-nation. We suggest one of the following names for

our independent state: - TRINBAGO - so that the citizen could write

TRINBAGONIAN. TRINAGO - so that the citizen could write trina-

GONIAN. TRINGO - so that the citizen could write TRINGONIAN.
Thse words may sound a bit outlandish but it is not the PHONETICS
that matters; it is what the word reflects. (Forum 1 7/24 Apr 1 988: 1 9)

Trinbago n A name for the TWIN-ISLAND NATION of Trinidad and

Tobago, emphasizing unity of the two parts. See also SISTER ISLE.

(< Trin- < Trinidad + -bago < Tobago) = Trinago 0 It is not going to

be easy to change the habits of our present sophisticated tastes but it

can be done and if it is done Trinbago can become the hub of the ex-

British territories and have besides an impact on the other Caribbean

nations. (EX-S 9 Aug 1987:6) 0 We stretch and strain to legitimise the

term “Trinbago” as a means of consolidating our nationality. (TG
15 Oct 1989:7) 0 Long before the nation had been given the call to

Rally Again, as if in need of a voice for its hopes and frustrations,

Trinbagonians began singing snippets from a 30-second commercial

that was being broadcast on radio and television. (EX 1 1 Sept

1990:13) 0 The very name of our country speaks for itself - Trinidad

AND Tobago. To lump Tobago as being physically part of Trinidad,

the same as Tunapuna, Diego Martin, etc., all parts of Trinidad, is a

common error that is made. If Tobago were a part of Trinidad, the

country would be called Trinidad, or, as has been suggested, it be

named Trinbago - God Forbid! (TN 21 Dec 1990:6) 0 PAN TRIN-

BAGO. An organization formed in 1975 to take control of all steel-

band affairs in Trinidad and Tobago. (Anthony 1997:416)

Trinbagonian n A name for a citizen of the TWIN-ISLAND nation of

Trinidad and Tobago, emphasizing unity of the two parts.

(< Trinbago + -onian ‘resident or national of) = Trinigonian 0 One
such cultural attribute which is uniquely “Trinbagonian” is the art of

kite-making and flying. (Greenhall 1976:17) 0 “It shows also, from

the wide cross-section of calypsonians singing these things, that deep

down inside the Trinbagonian, there’s a great national feeling, eh - a

love for this country.” (EX-2 16 Aug 1987:13) 0 In Mexico, the sauce

is called “Mole” and its main ingredient is the equivalent of what

Trinbagonians call “Creole cocoa” or “Chocolate tea!” (EX 23

December 1990:33) 0 On the one hand, as we have seen, by the sum-

mer of 1985 most of the former “East Indians” of Trinidad and

Tobago had adopted the “Trinbagonian” way of life - in language, in

social and economic patterns, in material goods, and in aspirations.

(Klass 1991 : 59) 0 As far back as I can remember, I have been hearing

the term “Trini time” frequently used as an excuse for tardiness. It

seems to describe a negligence towards punctuality, consistent among
Trinbagonians. (TG 12 Apr 1997:17)

Tringlish n A humorous name for the local vernacular, considered as

a variety or dialect of English, or as an English-related creole lan-

guage. See also BROKEN ENGLISH, DIALECT, ENGLISH CREOLE,

NEGRO ENGLISH, TOBAGONESE, TRINIDADIANESE, TRINI TALK,

VERNACULAR 0 Yuh see, we in dis country does talk a t'ing we call

“Tringlish” - Is a kinda secon’ language to true, true English and to-

beside we does talk it fas’, fas' and put een plenty ah we own local

words like: obzokee, mamaguy , mehrazmee, tootoolbay, tobiaxee

[s/c] an’ t’ing. (Elcock 1997)

Trini 1 n Trinidadian; a national of Trinidad and Tobago, but often

referring to Trinidad rather than Tobago. 0 "Why do Trinidadians

insist on looking so far afield for their roots?” Let’s consider our-

selves Trinis and treat the Fatel Rozacks’ and Ganges’ as part of our

history. (EX 25 Oct 1987:22) 0 The “ban” stems from the wild behav-

iour of some Trini tourists. (Punch 8 Oct 1989:28) 0 From the very

first round, Dexter, a Trini now living in the Sister Isle, charmed his

way into the judges’ hearts with just his presentation alone. (Heat 25

Nov 1989:5) 0 While thousands of goal-hungry Trinis were caught up

in soccer frenzy Sunday last, violent dramas were played out outside

Queen’s Park Oval and the National Stadium. (Punch 26 Nov 1 989: 1

)

0 So American, wen yuh have Trini on board yuh plane, Doh serve no

patty. Serve chicken wit bone in it. Even if is back’n’ neck self. (Fos-

ter 1990:34) 0 [She] was interviewed... as part of a wider story on

how Trini families react to the loss of a loved one. (Heat 10 Oct

1991:3) 0 The sound of rain falling bucket-a-drop on galvanise, roar-

ing like the Niagara, lingers in the memory of all Trinis living in

exile. To those at home it evokes a mood of tenderness, vulnerability,

safety, as the cosiness of being indoors and in love is heightened.

(EX-S 27 June 1992:2) 0 Fancy a person who heads our Film Cen-

sors’ board who accepts obscene language as the norm. Lord help our

nation! As a true Trini, I would like to suggest that Mr Seyon should
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be asked to resign from this top post. (EX 16 Jan 1993:9) 0 “The big-

gest problem we had was the crowd. Yuh know how Trini fass.

Something happen everybody want to see and they only humbugging

who want to help.’’ (Ali 1993:48) 0 [Y]ou know you are a true Trini

if, among a long list of other things... You refer to all powdered clean-

ing agents as Vim. (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17)

2 adj Of or pertaining to Trinidad. 0 The Trini media hate the man
bad. They say how he is raving mad. But Morgue tell them dat isn’t

true. How Keith Smith, Sheppy and Shah is boo. (TTM 27 Apr

1997:27)

3 adj Characteristic of a Trinidadian manner or way of doing things;

often used to describe traits of both positive and negative value, such

as liking FETE, BACCHANAL, gossip, etc. 0 On this occasion the

“love-birds” were caught by a security guard, who, in true-true Trini

style, could not keep his mouth shut. (Bomb 10 Oct 1986:19) 0 The

whole country seemed consumed emotionally and frenziedly by “one

love”. Yet, with the passage of days, the “Trini” penchant for grum-

bling has reasserted itself with a vengeance. (EX-S 25 Jan 1987:1) 0

His chunkalunks came on stage... a towering, quivering mountain of

jello - to do the butterfly and demonstrate the Trini ability to carry

tastelessness and vulgarity to a surrealistic dimension. (EX 9 Jan

1993:8) 0 Because the general audience is largely non-Muslim, con-

sisting of people from all walks of Trinidadian life, they do not under-

stand, nor are they interested in, the sacred dimension of Hosay. For

many of them, the occasion is a “Trini thing,” a display of national

identity that transcends ethnic peculiarities as it obliterates religious

significance. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:169) 0 Sacred activities on

the Virgin’s feast day are followed by a massive fete, Trini-style.

Many people around the island simply refer to the entire day’s events,

religious and otherwise, as “the Siparia fete”. (McNeal 2002:79)

Trini by boat phr An immigrant of long-standing residence in Trini-

dad; as opposed to Trini by birth, (fr most immigrants from other

islands, esp. illegal ones, traditionally arriving by boat) 0 (Haynes

1987:91)

Trinidad 1 n The most southern of the Caribbean islands, and the

largest of the islands of the Lesser Antilles, 21 miles (34 km) south-

west of TOBAGO. It is approximately 4800 km-
(1850 sq miles) in

area, generally flat but with three distinct east-west series of moun-
tains: the Northern Range, and the much smaller Central and South-

ern Ranges. The two highest peaks in the Northern Range are El

Cerro del Aripo and El Tucuche, about 900 m (3,000') in height. The
major rivers are the Caroni, the Ortoire, and the Oropouche. The two

cities are Port of Spain, the capital of the country of Trinidad and

Tobago, and San Fernando, in the southern part of the island, /trim-

dad/ (< Sp La Trinidad ‘The Trinity’, by Columbus, either in honour

of the Holy Trinity or after the three peaks visible off the southern

coast) = Iere, Kairi, La Belle Trinidad, La Belle Trinite, Land of

Calypso, Land of the Hummingbird, La Trinidad, La Trinite, La
Trinity, Trinidada 0 Trinidad was named (for the Holy Trinity) by
Christopher Columbus, who, before departing from Spain on his third

voyage, promised to name the first land he came to after the Holy
Trinity. (Anthony 1997:571)

2 adj Characteristic of, or specific to, the island of Trinidad. In regard to

particular animal or plant species, designating an apparently local or

endemic species. = Trini
2

, Trinidadian 0 Re Tobago and Trinidad

[labels]... People in the past frequently used island names before spe-

cific ones to separate populations. This can be justified where there are

subspecific differences, but not otherwise. (R. ffrench pers comm 1993)

Trinidada n obs The island of Trinidad. = Iere, Kairi, La Belle Trini-

dad, La Belle Trinite, Land of Calypso, Land of the Hummingbird, La
Trinidad, La Trinite, >Trinidad 0 The tobacco of Trinidada is the best

in the knowne World. (Scott 1669:43b)

Trinidad antpitta n arc Grallaria guatimalensis aripoensis (E scaled

antpitta), a bird, 18.8 cm (7.5"). Crown dark grey; forehead spotted

with buff; upperparts olive brown; feathers of crown, nape and back

edged black, giving a scaled appearance; wings brown; face dark

grey streaked pale brownish red; throat paler, edged black; rest of

underparts bright brownish red; tail very short; legs long; bill stout. =

Trinidad ant-thrush 0 (ffrench 1991 :267)

Trinidad ant-thrush n obs Grallaria guatimalensis aripoensis, a

bird, 18.8 cm (7.5") long. Feathers of crown, nape and back edged

black, giving a scaled appearance. = >Trinidad antpitta 0 (Roberts

1934:95)

Trinidad ant-wren n Ramphocaenus melanurus trinitatis [= Rham-
phocoenus melanurus trinitatis, R. trinitatis, R. melanurus

]
(E long-

billed gnatwren), a bird, 12.5 cm (5"). Upperparts greyish brown; tail

blackish; throat whitish; rest of underparts pale; bill long and slender.

Often wags tail. = echelette 0 (Roberts 1934:95)

Trinidad black-crested ant shrike n Sakesphorus canadensis trinita-

tis [~ Thamnophilus cirrhatus, T. atricapillus, Formicarius cirrhatus
]

(E black-crested ant shrike), a bird, 16.2 cm (6.5") long. Male head

and crest black; back brown with rufous mantle; wings black with

white bars; short black tail; throat and breast black; rest of underparts

grey; bill short, stout, hooked. Female: head and crest dark red-

brown; cheeks barred black and white; breast dull buff streaked with

black; tail browner tipped white. = charbonnier 0 (Street 1946:373)

Trinidad blue-grey tanager n obs Thraupis episcopus nesophila, a

common bird, 17.5 cm (7") long. Generally greyish blue; brighter

blue rump and upperparts; patch of bright violet-blue on wings. The

Tobago variety, T.e. berlepschi , has brighter and darker blue on rump
and shoulder patch. = >bluebird, blue jay, blue jean(s), ladwez 0

(Roberts 1934:99)

Trinidad boat-tail n Quiscalus lugubris, a common bird in both

islands, 26.2 cm (10.5") long. Black, glossed purple and green; tail

long, keel-shaped, (fr keel-shaped tail) = blackbird
1

, >boat-tail',

common blackbird, merle a queue en bateau 0 (Chapman 1894:37)

Trinidad bollworm n Sacadodes pyralis, the larval stage of a moth;

pest of cotton. (< E boll-worm, an insect which destroys cotton bolls

or pods) 0 (Harland 1936:32)

Trinidad brown-band spider n Avicularia velutina, a large tarantula

spider. 0 A rare species of Tarantula spider that has not been seen

since 1889 in Trinidad... “Trinidad... is harbouring a spider that has

been sought by several traders over the past five years, but which has

never been found”... the “Trinidad brown-band spider.” The spider, it

is believed, lives on the upper crown of trees. (IND Oct 1996)

Trinidad burrowing snake n Typhlops trinitatus [= T. trinitatis], a

small burrowing snake, to 24 cm (9.4"), often mistaken for an earth-

worm. Inhabits Trinidad and Tobago; found mainly in rotting wood
and under loose earth. Body cylindrical; back patterned with rows of

brown dots on yellow background. Snout area and tail tip yellow;

belly yellow. Terminal spine on tail (thus falsely believed to have a

venomous sting). 0 (Boos 2001a:45)

Trinidad butterfly plant n Oncidium papilio, a native orchid that

grows on trees. Flowers pale yellow-brown, with deep yellow veins

and the lip centrally medium yellow; on few-flowered, unbranched

raceme, 60-120 cm long. = >butterfly orchid, butterfly plant 0

(Schultes 1960:209) 0 (FTT 1967-3-1:178-9) 0 Mention is made in a

‘Flora Barbadensis’ of 1830 of the ‘Trinidad Butterfly Plant’...

Oncidum papilio. (Moll 1982:58)

Trinidad canary 1 n arc Dendroica petechia [= D. aestiva, Mniotilta

petechia

\

(E yellow warbler), a bird, 1 1 .2 cm (4.5") long. Male: head

yellow; upperparts yellowish green; wings darker edged yellow; tail

brown edged yellowish; underparts bright yellow with dark red-

brown streaks. (< E canary, a type of singing finch, usu. yellow) =

canary, >figuier 0 (Williams 1922:127) 0 (ffrench 1991:348)

2 n Sicalis fiaveola (E saffron finch), a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long.

Male upperparts greenish yellow; crown bright orange; wings and

tail brownish edged yellow; underparts bright yellow. 0 (ffrench

1991:393-4)

Trinidad cedar n Cedrela odorata, a large native tree. = acajou
2

,

cajou, >cedar, coparo, copayre, red cedar. West Indian cedar 0 The
Trinidad Cedar, little inferior in beauty or durability to that of

Bermuda, and much larger. (Joseph 1838a:80)
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Trinidad clapper rail n arc Rallus longirostris

,

a bird, 32.5 cm (13")

long. Back and wings brown broadly streaked with black; sides dark,

barred with white; underparts pale brown to white. Bill long, nearly

straight, mainly orange-red. Legs reddish with long toes adapted to

walking on floating vegetation; short tail. = dahoe, long-beak, 5-man-

grove hen, poule d’eau ginga, poule de bois, wood hen 0 (Street

1946:371)

Trinidad euphonia n Euphonia trinitatis , a popular cage bird, 11.2

cm (4.5") long. Male head, throat and upperparts black glossed blue;

forehead and underparts bright yellow (resembles the SEMP, but has

black throat). = acravat, >cravat, louis d’or, louis d’or a cravat 0

(ffrench 1991:364)

Trinidad ferruginous pygmv-owl n obs Glaucidium brasilianum

phaloenoides

,

a very small owl, 15 cm (6") long. Generally brown

above; no ear-tufts. There are two phases, greyish brown and rufous.

G.b. phaloenoides is found only in Trinidad, the rufous phase being

more reddish and less grey on the upperparts than the South American

forms. = >jumbie bird, little brown owl, petite chouette, pol-pol

(owl), ulu 0 Trinidad ferruginous pygmy-owl. (Street 1946:372)

Trinidad garden snake n Leptodeira anmdata ashmeadi, a non-

venomous snake, (fr often being seen at night in residential gardens)

= annulated night snake, banded night snake, cat-eyed (night) snake,

chunkhead(ed) (snake)
1

, >false mapepire 1

,
garden snake, mapepire 3

,

mapipire balsain , night snake 0 The Trinidad garden snake... seems

to favour the nests of Acromyrmex [ants]... as brood chambers for

their eggs. (Riley 1985:22)

Trinidad governor (fig) n A variety of cultivated banana, medium-

sized, yellow-skinned when ripe, sweet. = >govemor fig 0 So far, ripe

fruits of the Gros Michel, Giant Governor, and Trinidad Governor

varieties have seldom been sufficiently spotted as to be unsightly,

while destruction of the flesh by the inward extension of the spots has

not been observed. (Wardlaw 1934:13)

Trinidad green woodpecker n Piculus rubiginosus trinitatis (E

golden-olive woodpecker ), a bird, 18.8 cm (7.5") long. Male: upper-

parts golden olive; under-tail and outer tail barred; fore-crown dark

greyish blue. Found in Trinidad; slightly smaller, with a less heavy

bill, than P.r. tobagensis. = >blue-headed woodpecker, carpenter

(bird), charpentier, cocoa eater, green woodpecker, mangeur de

cacao, petit charpentier fr tte rouge 0 (Roberts 1934:95)

Trinidad heather n arc Probably Cuphea denticulata, a native plant.

0 Numberless tiny bells of white and purple and reddish mauve
grown in close patches in the grass; some people call them Trinidad

Heather. They have a faint sweet scent. ( TG 23 Nov 1919:4)

Trinidad hermit n obs Glands hirsuta (E rufous-breasted humming-

bird or hairy hermit), a hummingbird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Head dark

brown with buff streaks; upperparts bronze-green; underparts pale

reddish-brown; tail rounded, white-tipped, outer four tail-feathers

bright reddish brown; long down-curved bill. = >balisier
7

,
brown-

breast, doctor
2

, hairy hermit 0 (Street 1946:372)

Trinidad heron n Egretta tricolor [= Hydranassa tricolor, Ardea tri-

color ruficollis, A. leucogaster
]
(E tricolored heron), a bird, 62.5 cm

(25") tall. Adult mainly dark slate grey above, white below; crest and

rump white; slender neck streaked rufous and white; bill long, yel-

lowish tipped black; legs yellow. = aigrette a ventre blanc 0 (ffrench

1991:57-8)

Trinidad honeycreeper n arc Cyanerpes caeruleus, a bird, 1 1.2 cm
(4.5") long. Male: generally violet blue with black eye-stripe, throat,

wings and tail; bill black, down-curved and fairly long; legs bright

yellow. = grampo", green-legged grampo, >yellow-legged grampo 0

(Street 1946:375)

Trinidad house-wren n Trogolodytes aedon albicans, 12.5 cm (5")

long. Crown and upperparts brown; rump reddish brown; wings and

tail barred; sides of head, throat and belly whitish; breast, flanks and

under-tail coverts buff; bill light brown. Commonly resident in gar-

dens near houses. = >god(’s)-bird, house bird, housie, kakarachi,

nightingale, rossignol; Tobago house wren ( T.a . tobagensis) 0 [A]ny

one familiar with the song of the House Wren (Troglodytes adon)

would at once recognize the Trinidad House Wren by its song.

(Chapman 1894:17) 0 Trinidad house-wren... Song is variable, a bril-

liant, loud, warbling series, usually with a trill in the middle and end-

ing with a rise in pitch; often prolonged by several more chattering

notes, which, along with scolding churrs, are also heard separately.

One of the first species to sing at dawn, (ffrench 1991:319-20)

Trinidadian 1 n A native or citizen of Trinidad, sometimes of Trini-

dad and Tobago, /trimdadion, trinidedion/ = Trini
1

0 Trinidadian...

Bom in Trinidad. The way this word is pronounced is determined by

class. Higher up the social ladder one tends to say Trin-nih-ddcfe-ian.

Most people however call the natives Trih-nih-a'acf-ians. (Baptiste

1993:160)

2 adj Characteristic of, or specific to, the island of Trinidad. In regard

to particular animal or plant species, designating an apparently local

unique or endemic species. = Trini", Trinidad"

Trinidadian cane rat n Zygodontomys brevicauda brevicauda, a

small rodent, body 15.5 cm (6.2") long + 12.5 cm (5") tail. Hair mod-
erately long, thick and coarse; upperparts reddish-brown; underparts

white. = cane rat 0 (Alkins 1979:26-7)

Trinidadian dog-faced bat n Molossops greenhalli, an insect-eating

bat. 0( Alkins 1979:60)

Trinidadianese n The local vernacular language, considered as a

variety or dialect of English, or as an English-related creole language.

See also BROKEN ENGLISH, DIALECT, ENGLISH CREOLE, NEGRO
ENGLISH, TOBAGONESE, TRINGLISH, TRINIDADIANESE, TRINI

TALK, VERNACULAR. 0 All true, true Trinidadian or Tobagonian

have two distinct language: Trinidadianese/Tobagonese an English

Language, the Queen’s English. English Language is someting else.

Wen yuh really check out Standard English Language an wat we does

talk an how we does tink most ah de time, Yuh have tuh admit dat we
bi-lingual. We people real brilliant, oui. (Foster 1990:28-9)

Trinidadian funnel-eared bat n Natalus tumidirostris haymani, an

insect-eating bat. 0 (Alkins 1979:58)

Trinidadian greater two-lined bat n Saccopteryx bilineata perspicil-

lifer, an insect-eating bat. 0 (Alkins 1979:52)

Trinidadian leaf-chinned bat n Mormoops megalophylla tumidiceps,

a bat. 0 (Alkins 1979:53)

Trinidadian little yellow bat n Rhogessa tumida riparia, an insect-

eating bat. 0 (Alkins 1979:59)

Trinidadian long-nosed bat n Choeroniscus intermedins, a bat with a

long snout and long extensible tongue used to feed on fruit, nectar

and insects. 0 (Alkins 1979:55)

Trinidadian long-tongued bat n Glossophaga longirostris major, a

bat with a long snout and long extensible tongue used to feed on fruit

and nectar. 0 (Alkins 1979:55)

Trinidadian water rat n Nectomys squamipes palmipes, a rodent,

body 22.5 cm (9") + tail 25 cm (10"), weight to .4 kg (.9 lb.). Tail

scaly; toes webbed. Hair soft, full, with long glossy guard hairs;

upperparts blackish-brown to buff on sides and dark white on under-

parts; tail and hind foot have swimming fringe of short stiff hairs on

underside. = bank rat, mangrove rat, water rat 0 (Alkins 1979:28)

Trinidadian white-lined bat n Vampyrodes caraccioloi caraccioloi,

a fruit-eating bat. 0 (Alkins 1979:56)

Trinidadian yellow-shouldered bat n Sturniara lilium lilium, a fruit-

eating bat. 0 (Alkins 1979:55)

Trinidadian yellow-throated bat n Micronycteris brachyotis, a bat. 0

(Alkins 1979:54)

Trinidad killifish n Rivulus hartii, a very small freshwater fish, to 10

cm (4") long. Usu. pale to silvery blue with darker shades on back;

tail blue-black, with white margin above and below; sides of body

greenish with lengthwise rows of reddish spots. This name usu. inter-

national scientific or aquarium trade use. = guabine
2

. Hart’s killifish,

>jumping guabine, leaping fish, leaping guabine, pitch fish, small

guabine 0 We tested individuals of the Trinidad killifish Rivulus

hartii for boldness in a tank test and released them back into their

native stream. (Fraser et al. 2001 : 124)

Trinidad kiskadee flycatcher n arc Pitangus sulphuratus trinitatis,

a bird. = common kiskadee, >kiskadee, qu’est-ce-qu’il-dit a bee etroit
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0 Trinidad Kiskadee Flycatcher. - The Kiskadee seems to be the best

known bird in Trinidad. (Street 1946:374)

Trinidad manakin n obs Manacus manacus, a bird, 11.2 cm (4.5")

long. Male: crown, upper back, wings and tail black; lower back grey;

underparts white. In flight the wings whir audibly. The males spend

much of their time in elaborate displays at communal grounds. =

>casse noisette, soupap
1

, stickman
2

,
washerwoman2

0 (Street

1946:374)

Trinidad Marsh (grapefruit) n Citrus x paradisi, a widely cultivated

variety of grapefruit. = >grapefruit 0 In general, Trinidad Marsh

grapefruit compares favourably as regards storage behaviour with

that grown elsewhere. (Leonard 1936:83)

Trinidad northern coral (snake) n Micrurus circinalis, a venomous

snake. = common coral (snake), corail
1

, >coral (snake)
1

, male coral

(snake), serpent
2

, small coral (snake) 0 (Roze 1996:149)

Trinidado n obs A kind of tobacco, presumably grown in Trinidad.

(< Sp Trinidad

,

the name of the island + -o, adjective) 0 Here is a

Pipe of right Trinidado for him. (Henry Buttes, Dyets drie dinner

1599, OED) 0 To drinke a pipe of Trinedado. (Rowlands 1600:ii) 0 A
pipe of Trinidado is all I require. (Doyle 1889:180)

Trinidad oriole n arc Icterus nigrogularis, a bird, 20 cm (8") long.

Mostly yellow, head golden; rest black; white edges on wings. (< E
oriole, various yellow or orange and black species of Oriolus)

=

cacique
2

, carouge
1

, common combird, >combird2
,
golden oriole 0

(Street 1946:376)

Trinidad piping guan n Aburria pipile, a large bird. Voice is a thin

piping sound. (< E piping, ff voice + CarE guan, one of the Pelopi-

nae, gallinacious birds of South America < Amer) = >pawi, wild

turkey
2

,
yacou

Trinidad pleco n Hypostomus punctatus, a white-spotted dark brown
fresh-water sucker-mouth catfish to about 27.5 cm (11"); almost

identical to H. plecostomus, but having at least ten rays in dorsal fin.

(< this or similar species found in Trinidad + E plecostomus, a

number of brown sucker-mouth catfish) 0 [I] have a common trinidad

pleco in with a red belly piranaha now. (answers@yahoo.com,

Nov 2007)

Trinidad pride n Warszewiczia coccinea, a small native evergreen

tree to 6 m (20'), native to Trinidad; the national flower of Trinidad

and Tobago. Flowers small, yellow, some with one scarlet sepal

enlarged. Flowers arranged in groups of 30-60 along the elongated

axis about 40-60 cm (15.6-23.4") long, with over 1,000 flowers in

each inflorescence. Highly ornamental in flower. = >chaconia, single

chaconia, wakamy, wild poinsettia 0 (FTT 1928-2-1:10) 0 A brilliant

shrub is the Trinidad Pride... somewhat resembling a Poinsettia.

(Dean 1937:30) 0 Chaconia Trinidad pride, Wild poinsettia. (Duncan

1993:34)

Trinidad pygmy-owl see Trinidad ferruginous pygmy-owl

Trinidad red ant tanager n obs Habia rubia rubra (E red-crowned

ant-tanager), a bird, 17.5 cm (7") long. Male dull brownish red,

brighter red below; brilliant scarlet stripe through crown, bordered

black, forming a crest. = >cardinal
2
0 (Street 1946:377)

Trinidad ribbon coral (snake) n Micrurus lemniscatus diutius, a

venomous snake. (< E ribbon, fr ribbon-like markings) = corail
2

,

>coral (snake)
1

, female coral (snake), large coral (snake), serpent

corail 0 (Roze 1996:190)

Trinidad robin n Sturnella militaris, 17.5 cm (7") long. Male upper-

parts, wings and lower underparts black, edged with buff brown;

throat, breast, upper belly and edge of lesser coverts bright red. (ff

similarity of coloring to the European redbreast or robin, Erithacus

rubecula) = >soldier bird 0 (Williams 1922:138) 0 (ffrench 1991:344)

Trinidad root disease n obs A disease of coconuts caused by a nema-
tode transmitted by palm weevils. The disease was first described

from Trinidad in 1905, and given this name in 1906, when it was
thought to be caused by a root-killing fungus, (fr cause attributed to

root fungus) = >red ring 0 (Stockdale 1906)

Trinidad roseau n Bactris major, a native palm tree, height 5-10 m
(16-32'), usu. grows in clumps; trunk and leaf margins have black

spines. Also the similar B. cruegeriana. = black roseau, pikmok,

>roseau 0 Not to be lightly passed over... was the pit-muck, or

Trinidad roseau, a shrub fifteen feet high, growing in clusters, allied

but too closely to the gru-gru, as it was covered with sharp thorns two

inches and a half long. This formidable shrub hemmed us in on either

side so closely that it was with the utmost difficulty we could avoid

being pierced by its spines. It seemed positively to fill up every

interstice of the forest, rendering it impossible to penetrate in any

direction but that in which we were going. (Day 1852-1:192-3)

Trinidad spinetail n Synallaxis cinnamomea [= S. ruficauda ] (E

stripe-breasted spinetail), a bird, 15 cm (6") long. S.c. carri (Trin),

darker with a few pale streaks on upper breast; S.c. terrestris (Tob),

larger and paler, more pronounced pale streaks on breast. Head and

upperparts dark reddish brown; wing-coverts dark red-brown; throat

black streaked with white; rest of underparts brown, streaked buff;

tail fairly long and graduated. (< E spinetail , any bird with stiff,

spine-like tailfeathers) = guiouti a gorge ginga, guiouti des joncs 0

(Roberts 1934:95)

Trinidad spiny pocket mouse n obs Heteromys anomalus anomalus,

a small mouse-like rodent, body to 16 cm (6.4") + 20 cm (8") tail.

Hind feet long and narrow; external fur-lined cheek pouches used for

carrying food. Hair contains many stiff bristles or spines; upperparts

blackish-brown, underparts white. = pouched rat 0 (Alkins 1979:31-2)

Trinidad squirrel n Sciurus granatensis chapmani, a squirrel found

in both islands. = ecuirel, >squirrel 0 A Trinidad Squirrel chattered at

me. (Shortt 1975: 1 14)

Trinidad squirrel cuckoo n arc Piaya cayana insulana, a large bird.

= bucutu, >coucou manioc 1

,
grand coucou manioc 0 (Street

1946:372)

Trinidad thrush n obs Turdus fumigatus aquilonalis (E cocoa

thrush ), a bird, 22.5 cm (9") long. Upperparts dark red-brown, paler

brown below; bill brown. 0 Trinidad Thrush. - This Cocoa Thrush is

abundant in the cocoa groves. (Street 1946:375)

Trinidad tiger n Lachesis muta muta, a venomous snake, found in

Trinidad. (< fr location + tiger, fr ferocity and danger) = bushmaster,

cascabela muda, mapepire
1

, mapepire galle, >mapepire zanana, mute

crotal, pineapple mapepire, pineapple snake, true mapepire2
0 Lappe

holes are also known to be the favourite haunts of the dreaded

Mapipire Snakes, commonly called the “Trinidad Tiger”. These

snakes are said to relish the idea of entering the holes for their daily

sleep and are repeatedly disturbed by the unexpected and hurried

entry of the lappe. The snake, which is trampled by the lappe on his

hurried approach is now awakened from slumber and is prepared to

strike at the first intruder... Some hunters are able to detect whenever

there is a snake in the lappe hole, which is more or less about two or

three feet from the entrance. It is then killed and so ensures the safety

of his dogs and the hunter to catch the lappe. (Rampersad 1963:93)

Trinidad time phr A humorous or disapproving referral to a general

custom of not arriving for or beginning certain activities at the

announced time; this might include fetes, concerts, speeches, etc. but

not bank or school hours, etc. = Trini time 0 Promptly at 8 pm Trini-

dad time, which was, of course, 8:30 pm.... the concert began. (TG 23

Dec 1990:21) 0 “He tell me to meet him at seven o’clock - meanin'

after seven-thirty Trinidad time. He go be late for he own funeral!”

(Baptiste 1993:159)

Trinidad white n A person of very light or white complexion, bom in

Trinidad, whose ancestry may include racial mixture. = >local white,

near white, off white
1

, so-called white, white Trinidadian 0 The so-

called “Trinidad whites”, the locally-born people who are not demon-
strably coloured. (Belcher 1930:317) 0 The term ‘Trinidad white’ is...

used not merely as a means of identifying place of origin of the indi-

vidual being described, but frequently, too, as indicating that the per-

son is not really white but passes for white. (Brathwaite 1975

[
1 953] :83, in Segal 1993:89) 0 Now here was a boy who looked as

white as any white man... and still and all he wasn’t too proud to

come to her parties... And wasn’t he engaged to one of the Delorme

girls, who, as everybody knew, were white - not really white, you
know, but Trinidad white? (Hercules 1961:10) 0 Dr Smith was the
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physician attached to the clinic. He was a Trinidadian-white. (Lewis

1972:47) 0 Thus the great majority of Trinidad whites might have had

the physical characteristics of the ‘white race’, but in sociological

terms they were marginal, not to their own society, but to the metro-

politan society. They had a double frame of reference: one for exter-

nal use, applied to contacts with outside whites, one for internal use,

applied to relations with non-whites of their own society. The first

was identical to that of the metropolitan white, egalitarian and ‘mod-

em' when not concerned with race; the second was framed by histori-

cal factors: slavery, plantation society, the patriarchal milieu.

(Brereton 1979:35) 0 There is a difference between ‘white’ (most

notably the English) and ‘Trinidad white' - those Europeans alleged

to be variously if minutely ‘mixed’ with non-Europeans (notably

Africans) or Europeans assumed to be ‘darker’ than northern Europe-

ans. These can include French Creoles, Portuguese, and Spaniards.

(Khan 1993:190) 0 The connection between ‘local whites' and ‘non-

white Creoles’ was indicated as well by a pair of additional terms of

racial classification: ‘Trinidad white’ and the more derogatory ‘so-

called white’. As represented by these figures of speech, the ‘whites’

of Trinidad were not ‘white Trinidadians’, but a marked and modified

variant of ‘whiteness’. They were, in short, ‘so-called whites’ - that

is, persons who, though they may have looked ‘white’, had at least

some non-white ancestors. (Segal 1993:88)

Trinigonian n A citizen of Trinidad and Tobago. = >Trinbagonian 0

(Trinidad Rio “Independence Calypso” 1987) 0 Trinigonians ought

not to be condemned to a slow death from food poisoning through

overuse of chemical preservatives in food. (TTM21 Mar 1987:9)

Trini talk n The local vernacular, considered as a variety or dialect of

English, or as an English-related creole language. See also BROKEN
ENGLISH, DIALECT, ENGLISH CREOLE, NEGRO ENGLISH,

TOBAGONESE, TRINGLISH, TRINIDADIANESE, VERNACULAR. 0

Trini talk... A hybrid of languages from all comers of the globe but

with a definite French influence. It is unique to Trinidad and Tobago.

“Dis Trini talk swet fuh so!” (Baptiste 1993:159)

trinitario n A cultivated cocoa hybrid of CRIOLLO and FORASTERO;
pods yellow, orange or red when ripe; seeds range from white to dark

purple; a hardy and productive variety, /trinitario/ (< Sp Trinitario

‘from Trinidad’) 0 Until the end of the last century Trinidad’s fine-

grade quality cacao was in high demand. Most of the cacao used by

chocolate manufacturers was either criollo or trinitario (Trinidadian).

The main use was for plain chocolate where blends of different pro-

portions of a number of origins were used to produce a variety of fla-

vour effects. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:24)

trinite n obs Tapera naevia, a bird, 26.2 cm (10.5") long. Upperparts

greyish brown streaked black and buff; crest-like crown dark red-

brown and black; long black feathers at wing-shoulder; long gradu-

ated tail. (< Fr trinite ‘trinity, fr its 3-note call’) = four-wing(ed), trin-

ite quatre ailes, >wife-sick 0 Diplopterus naevius... Creole name, "La

Trinite.
"
(Taylor 1864:93) 0 Cuculus Naevius... Trinite, from its note,

(de Verteuil 1884:369) 0 It is rather curious that a diurnal bird, the

trinite (Cuculus naevius), sometimes makes its cry to be heard during

the night: whilst its companions of the day are in deep repose, it

wakes on the branch, and each hour gives forth its notes, which night

renders querulous, but which in turn make night more mournful still,

(de Verteuil 1884:380)

trinite quatre ailes n obs Tapera naevia , a bird, 26.2 cm (10.5") long.

Upperparts greyish brown streaked black and buff; crest-like crown

dark red-brown and black; long black feathers at wing-shoulder;

underparts whitish; long graduated tail. (< trinite + quatre ailes ‘four

wings’, fr prominent feathers at wing shoulders appearing to be two

additional wings) = four-wing(ed), trinite, >wife-sick 0 Trinite.

Trinite quatre ailes. (Chapman 1894:64) 0 Wife-sick; Trinite Quatre-

Ailes. (Belcher & Smooker 1936a: 10)

Trini time phr A humorous or disapproving referral to a general cus-

tom of not arriving for or beginning certain activities at the

announced time; this might include fetes, concerts, speeches, etc. but

not bank or school hours, etc. = Trinidad time 0 As far back as I can

remember, I have been hearing the term “Trini time” frequently used

as an excuse for tardiness. It seems to describe a negligence towards

punctuality, consistent among Trinbagonians. (TG 12 Apr 1997:17)

Triniti virus n An arbovirus carried by mosquitoes, found in the

Arena Forest area in Central Trinidad. (< La Trinite ‘Trinidad’, fr

location) 0 No isolations of Triniti virus were made from over 2,800

human fever cases tested for virus in Trinidad from 1953 to 1960.

(Spence et al. 1964:117) 0 TRVL 9223 virus was found to be

unrelated to any previously described virus except Triniti, a new
agent from Trinidad. (Spence et al. 1966:232)

triple tenor, triple tenor harmony pan n Three TENOR PANS, usu.

arranged two in front of the player, one mounted above to be played

horizontally; gives a higher and lower range than a DOUBLE TENOR.
0 In 1971 [Rudolph Charles] invented the nine bass 1972, the rocket

pans shaped to contain sound. In 1973, he invented the 12 bass; 1974,

the quadrophonic. In 1976, the triple tenor harmony pan and in 1977,

the pan harmony (six pans). (TTM 25 Feb 1983:13) 0 (Thomas

1985:385)

trolley n A small wooden box on wheels, steered by the feet, usu. built

and played with by children. = >boxcart (< BrE trolley Tow cart of

various kinds’) 0 These kids, who never acquired the art of building

‘trolley,’ and other joyrides because cars are busy carrying grown-ups

and may crush their boxcarts flat. (EX ca 1983) 0 “They playing trol-

ley in the road.” (1986)

trompetero n Fistularia tabacaria (E trumpet fish or cornet fish), to

2 m (6.4') long, a marine fish not eaten; also Aulostomus maculatus ,

to 75 cm (29") long, /trompetero/ (< Sp trompetero ‘trumpet-fish;

trumpet-player’, fr long, trumpet-like, tubular snout; mistakenly

thought to produce a trumpet-like sound) = >sirene 0 (Vincent

1910:52)

trouble see WHAT TROUBLE

trouble in Arima phr Used to describe any difficult, dangerous or

troublesome situation, (fr Lord Kitchener's 1954 calypso “Trouble in

Arima”) = trouble in the camp 0 (Haynes 1987:109)

trouble in camp phr Used to describe any difficult, dangerous or trou-

blesome situation. = trouble in Arima 0 (Haynes 1987:109) 0 You see

all dem big pappy resign - trouble in the camp!

trouble tree n Causing people endless trouble; always attracting or

causing difficulties. 0 E’se ah real trouble tree: he gives plenty trou-

ble indeed. (Haynes 1987:109) 0 “Trouble all how. That boy is a

trouble tree.” (1990) 0 “You’re a real trouble tree.” (1990)

trow see THROW

truck-band, truck-mas n obs A Carnival band of masqueraders

on a truck decorated with banners and signs advertising a product or

sponsor. = advertisement/advertising band 0 At least as young lads

we could have chased after the “truck-bands” and got a few goodies

from the players who threw out some of the merchandise they were

advertising, which was the main idea behind the truck-mas’. (Letter,

EX-2 6 Mar 1988:18)

true cascabel n obs Bothrops atrox, a venomous snake, (fr being truly

venomous, unlike the Trinidad cascabel, which it resembles) = bal-

sain, barba amarilla, basin snake, cascabel , fer-de-lance, mapepire ,

>mapepire balsain
1

, rabo frito, true mapepire
1

, valsin 0 (Kingsley

1877)

true mapepire 1 n Bothrops atrox, a venomous snake, (fr being truly

venomous, as opposed to non-venomous snakes commonly called

mapepire
^

= balsain, barba amarilla, basin snake, cascabel
2

,

mapepire
-

, >mapepire balsain
1

,
rabo frito, true cascabel, valsin 0

(Greenhall 1977) 0 (Greenhall 1978)

2 n Lachesis muta muta, a venomous snake. = bushmaster, cascabela

muda, mapepire 1

,
mapepire galle, >mapepire zanana, mute crotal,

pineapple mapepire, pineapple snake, Trinidad tiger 0 (Greenhall 1977)

true member n Usu. in negative, not fully committed, loyal or honest.

0 “Doh worry to include he in de lime. He done eh no true member

from what ah hear.” (Baptiste 1993:64)

true-true adj Real; genuine; authentic. 0 This is a true-true one about

the 1914-18 war. (Ottley 1972:7) 0 The “sounds” was provided by

“D.J. Glad Sounds”. This does not mean that “Glad-Sounds” was any
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true true disc jockey. He was simply one of the black brothers who
bought a tape recorder, a sound system, and took the trouble to tape a

few songs - or buy a few taped cassettes. He was then a disc jockey -

self proclaimed. (Bain 1974:52) 0 De las American ambassador

wanted to bring down he own mareen an dem here to keep guard in

Marli Street... if is true true mareen dem want in uniform an ting why
dey ent choose out some las carnival wen it had all type dress up

to kill jumpin up in carnival ban? (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 April 1977)

0 The Minister was told to give back the portfolio to [the] Prime

Minister... if his Cabinet colleagues would not permit him to perform

like a “true-true” Minister. (TG 22 July 1987:1) 0 The pugnacious

performer developed an entire routine for his nightclub and hotel

appearances wherein he would deliver several songs, Belafonte style,

taking pains to identify this to patrons, then perform the same tunes in

true-true calypso, T&T style, to remove any misconceptions about, as

it were, the “goat” and the “sheep”! (EX 1 May 1988:15) 0 “Now that

we’re getting back the 10 per cent I'm giving my children a true, true

Christmas. I must make it good after they had nothing for so long.”

(EX 23 Dec 1990:14) 0 [0]ne cannot be recognized as a true true

Trini unless one understands the art of liming, even if one happens to

be prime minister. (Eriksen 1990:40) 0 It was bad enough when
calypsonians came up with what is called “parang soca” and pushed

traditional Christmas music, especially religious songs and “true, true

parang” off the air. (EX 1 Jan 1993:25) 0 I am a true-true Trini, I do

things ‘vai-qui-vai’, I don’t need to answer questions, Like who,

when, what, where, why? I live the carefree now-for-now. Worship

the nine-day-wonder, I have no future plans or hopes, No scruples

to live under. (Wilkes 1994) 0 She was ‘Carib’, Amerindian, with

some sprinkling of creole African blood: a true, true panyol.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:33) 0 [It] not only restores one aspect of

the art form that has been buried under a tidal wave of “flags, rags

and raised hands”, but moreso, it makes "true true” kaiso acceptable

to the youths. (Punch 4 Feb 1 996: 1 1

)

true-true fatigue n Criticism not meant in jest; criticism or teasing

made as a joke which the hearer is not willing to accept. 0 He really

make the man fart, he gi de man some true-true fatigue, an he get vex.

0 You doh make true-true joke with him, doh give the man fatigue

about his wife.

trump v Make repetitive movements of the body together with syn-

chronised shouted prayers or rhythmic breathing approaching hyper-

ventilation; part of the religious worship in SPIRITUAL BAPTIST or

SHOUTER services. (< E trump ‘sound as a trumpet; extol or cele-

brate as with a trumpet') 0 She say ‘I come to help you see yourself

and she started to trump. I started to trump with her and I started to

see myself - down in a grave, swaddled from head to foot like a

mummy... Trump : repetitive swings of the body with synchronised

shouted snatches of prayer or rhythmic breathing. Trumping may
continue for several hours and is usually performed whilst standing.

(Littlewood 1993:68,268)

trumpet 1 h A child’s toy trumpet made from a rolled up leaf and

blown through, usu. made from FIG or coconut leaf. 0 My uncle Pat

could make a boss trumpet.

2

n A doctor’s stethoscope. (< arc E ear trumpet ‘a device in form of

a straight or convoluted tube used by people who are hard of hearing,

to enable them to hear more distinctly’) 0 “De Doc soun’ meh wid e

trumpet.” (Haynes 1987:76)

in A. type of Protestant hymn sung in harmony. 0 Sankies & Trumpets:

Choral singing of hymns with four-part harmony. It is used in the Prot-

estant churches of local formation. The music is sometimes sung as a

dirge and varied with the addition of highly rhythmic modifications

and hand-clapping, among certain African-influenced cults, e.g.,

Shouter Baptists. (Ahyoung 1977:44-5)

trumpet blower n In Spiritual Baptist worship, a singer or song

leader. 0 Some “come out” as Trumpet Blowers, that is, as singers or

song leaders. Such a person sings the song she heard herself singing

during her “vision.” (Simpson 1970:150)

trumpet bush n Cecropia peltata, a native tree to 20 m (65') tall;

hollow branches long-spreading and ascending. Leaves large, to 55 x

55 cm (21 x 21"), 8-11 deep lobes; undersurface hairy, whitish. =

>bois cano, trumpet tree, trumpet wood 0 Trumpet bush. Cecropia

peltata. An infusion of the mature dried leaf is taken to treat diarrhoea

and colds. (Seaforth et al 1998:524) 0 (Wallace 2002:29)

trumpet in spirit phr In Spiritual Baptist worship, a very fervent

loud singing, clapping and breathing. 0 During the “hot” parts of ser-

vice, deliberate attempts are made to induce manifestations of the

Holy Ghost. Various techniques are used, including hymn singing,

hand clapping, and “adoption” (a form of hyperventilation). The com-

bination of these techniques is known as “shouting” or “trumpeting in

the Spirit.” (Glazier 1983:43)

trumpet tree n Tob Cecropia peltata, a native tree to 20 m (65') tall;

hollow branches long-spreading and ascending. Leaves large, to 55 x

55 cm (21 x 21"), 8-11 deep lobes; undersurface hairy, whitish. =

>bois cano, trumpet bush, trumpet wood 0 (FTT 1982-2-1 1:748-9) 0

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:48)

trumpet vine n Pyrostegia venusta (E golden shower ), a native vine

with bright orange-red flowers, (fr similarity to E trumpet vine
,

Tecoma sp.) 0 The spectacular orange trumpet vine whose bunches of

slender flowers blaze for many months. (Bryans 1967)

trumpet wood n Cecropia peltata, a native tree, (fr use of hollow

branches as musical instrument) = >bois cano, trumpet bush, trumpet

tree 0 A tall stick, thirty feet high, with a flat top of gigantic curly

horse-chestnut leaves, which is a Trumpet-tree (Cecropia). (Kingsley

1880:97) 0 Higher up is ... the trumpet tree, from the wood of which

the Negro carves his flute. (Harris 1905) 0 (Beard 1946:33)

trust 1 v Get or give goods on credit, i.e. for a promise of later pay-

ment. (< obs E trust ‘give a person goods on credit’) 0 You mek me
trus up all ar Sofee black tooloom sugar cake. (PC 30 April 1904) 0

Ah pay ah Potigeeman half-ah-shilling fo bred wey ah did truss from

him. (PC 23 July 1904) 0 A man with a collar, tie and waistcoat. Ask

the Chinee man to trust him accra and float. (Tiger “Money is King”

1935) 0 They eat all the Chinese biscuits and sardine. Trust all the

rotis from madam Ramdeen. (Spoiler “Schemers with Brief Cases”

1950 pr) 0 Chin tell him no more trusting until he pay all he owe.

(Selvon 1960b: 106) 0 The shops closed later [on Saturday night] - at

8.00 o’clock, for they received some little payments from customers

who “trusted” goods during the week. (Alladin 1970:41) 0 Nex’ ting

ah see Lai bring out he Credit Book where he does keep track of all de

drinks we does trus’ from him. (Keens-Douglas 1984:62) 0 The

house... was totally demolished and household articles and clothing,

including [the] “$50 grocery I just trust from the shop,” were strewn

all over the area. (EX 13 Dec 1987:2) 0 Charlie liked to give them talk

whenever he had to trust them rum and cigarettes, cheese and bis-

cuits. (Stewart 1989:80) 0 I was thirsty, but Tall Boy wouldn't trust

me. (Selvon 1 99 1 a:7) 0 “Remember if you trust today and dead

tomorrow, who is going to pay?” (Pires 1995c: 15)

2 adj Of goods, given to the customer on credit. 0 Some days there

would be no food to eat for the wages were late, and the money
earned by their parents was mere pittance used to pay for “trust”

goods in the nearby parlour. (Bomb 19 Oct 1990: 15)

3 adv On credit; with delayed payment. 0 TRUST, TRUS’, adv., on

credit, e.g., give me the bread trust. (Rodman 1971:236)

4 n The practice of supplying goods to a customer on credit, for future

payment. (< E on trust ‘confidence in the ability and intention of a

buyer to pay at a future time for goods supplied without immediate

payment’) 0 ‘She wants some money to buy goods... She doesn’t have

anything in the house and she doesn’t like trust.’ (Persaud 1990:39) 0

‘I always tell you don't give so much trust,’ Mangru’s wife came
from behind the counter. ‘Look how the man runnin’ away and he

owin’ so much money.’ (Boodhoo 1994:13) 0 It was also easier for

them to get “trust” (credit) because the shop staff knew where to find

them. (Cummings 2004:6)

try 1 v Try to; attempt to; make an effort to do something; in negative,

try not to. 0 But [he] alledgedly replied: “We tried talk to the man. He
has no manners. Speaking to him would make no difference.” ( TTM
24 Nov 1989:34) 0 Try ring this number for me, nuh. 0 Try doh break

my plate.
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2 v Usu. in the phrase doh try dat, do something foolish, illegal,

unwelcome, undesirable, unbelievable. 0 Eh, eh Lawrence, doh try

dat! A young man of Southern Main Road, Curepe, was caught red-

handed stealing a dust cap from a parked car. (Heat 18 Nov 1989:5)

try screw phr Use unfair means; cheat. 0 Imagine, they’re trying old

screw. If you ent smart, they will put you through. (Tiger “The Rats”

1936) 0 After all, there is no work to do. We boun’ to try a screw to

get through. (Tiger “Try a Screw to Get Through” 1936)

try thing, try ting 1 phr Use unfair methods; trick; deceive. = take

trick to make luck 0 Try a little thing. (Ottley 1971:56) 0 Try a ting -

to attempt anything in the hope of “fooling” someone or getting big

returns for little output. (John 1973)

2 phr Try something new; take a chance with; try out or test some-

thing. 0 Music will be by DJ Doc and any other dustbin or old drum
the night revellers can put their hands on. “We are trying a ting," [he]

smilingly told the Bomb. (Bomb 1985) 0 Earlier the trade unionists

had tried a thing in the Square. Someone on the podium was calling

out a rallying song but no one was responding. (EX 1 May 1988:7) 0

“Deese fellas should realise dat everybody trying a ting to survive,

and if we do the right ting then all ah we go live,” exclaimed an angry

driver. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:19)

try ting see TRY THING

tubu foot see TABA FOOT

Tucuma n are In traditional stories of African origin, a spider who is

the brother of ANANSE. (< Twi ntikiima ‘son of Anansi’) 0 Dat was

Ber Tukuma used to go in de night and steal all de com. (Parsons

1933:20) 0 Well Nancy became the watchman on the banana estate.

A few weeks afterwards Brer Tucuma noticed that normal yield had

fallen considerably. (Ottley 1962:71) 0 He was particularly good at

telling “Anancie stories”. How Brer Toucouma, Brer Spider and

[Brer] Anancie ate the inside of the pumpkins in the field during the

night, then filled them again with water. (LaFortune 1968:82) 0 Brer

Nancy was looking for a job. He approached the plantation in Buccoo

Point where Brer Tucuma was in change. (Ottley 1969:83) 0 Animal

stories about characters such as Brer Nancy, Brer Goat and Brer

Tucuma were narrated. (Clarke 1990:16)

Tucuche adelpha n Adelpha seriphia barcanti, a butterfly, wingspan

4.4 cm ( 1.75") male, 4.7 cm (1.9") female. Female has more rounded

margins, and brown borders are more segregated into several paler

lineal stripes within the brown. Very rare; reported only from the

summit of El Tucuche in the Northern Range of Trinidad, /tukutf

adslfo/ 0 (Barcant 1970:131) 0 In a recent major revision of the large

and complicated nymphalid genus Adelpha, Willmott (2003)

described the Tucuche Adelpha as a new subspecies, A. seriphia

barcanti. He named it after Trinidadian collector Malcolm Barcant,

who first illustrated it... This subspecies is only known from El

Tucuche... It is therefore valuable and vulnerable as one of a small

number of Trinidad endemic butterflies... it seems quite likely that

wild clove will prove to be the food plant. (Cock 2004:15)

tudder see TODER

tukra 1 n A small piece, /tukra/ (< H tukra ‘bit; portion’) 0 “Gi me a

tukra, gi me a piece a roti.” ( 1990)

2 adv Piece by piece; a small piece at a time. 0 “Break up the roti for

the fowl, tukra-tukra.” (1990)

tuku-tuku v Tob Struggle or have difficulty with a load, /tuku tuku/

(< Kikongo ntiiku ‘turmoil; agony’ + ntu ‘head’) = kutukutu 0 Tuku
tuku-to struggle with a load. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

tulema see TOULEMA

tulsi, toolsi, toolsie, tulasi, tulsee n Ocimum tenuiflorum [~ O. sanc-

tum ], a cultivated bushy herb. Branches and stems hairy, purple.

Leaves aromatic, splotched with light purple. Flowers pink, in spikes,

/tulsi/ (< H tulsi ‘O. sanctum ,
the holy basil-plant of the Hindus,

sacred to Vishnu and frequently planted near a Hindu temple or

domestic shrine’ Lewis 1991:240) = brimstone bush 0 On the grounds

of the fairly large temple between Penal and Debe the saddhu main-

tained a tulsi plant, a bel tree, and a pipal tree. (Niehoff & Niehoff

1960:113-114) 0 Tulsi, tulasi.. Ocimum sanctum... used in worship.

fragrance drives away evil and medicinal. (Lackhan ca 1983-

86:56-61) 0 Ocimum sanctum, known as Toolsie, is a sacred plant of

Hindus, and is also introduced in Trinidad. (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:142) 0 Leaves [of tulsi] are placed in the mouth and

on the face, eyes, ears and chest of a dying/dead Hindu to assist

him/her in gaining salvation. A branch of the tulsi is also used to

sprinkle the deceased from head to foot. (Mahabir 1991:147) 0 The
wind... compelled her to return indoors with only a spray of tulsi and

a single marigold. (Persaud 1993:15) 0 In this “Kanyadaan” cere-

mony, the dulahin’s mother and father formally give their daughter

away... A piece of (new) gold, sopari, coloured rice, chandan, doob
grass, tulsee leaf, silver coins and flowers are placed in a loya of flour

and placed in the palms of the dulahin. (Holass-Beepath 2002:95) 0

During the month of Kartik, early rising, ritual bath, japan (mantra)

and eating once a day are observed. Giving of charity is also a signif-

icant act during the holy month. On the final day a deya is lit at sacred

trees like the pipal and tulsi. (EX 12 Nov 2003:7)

tulum, tooloom, toolum, tullum 1 n A thick, stiff, dark brown, sticky

sweet made mostly of grated coconut and molasses. Note: In

Martinique, toulouma is a sweet made from cornstarch or arrowroot

(see TOULEMA), sugar, water and orange peel, /tulum, tulum/ (< FC
touloume, touroume ‘coarse kind of sugar cake; poss. < touluma

‘arrowroot’; also poss. northern Kikongo tolumuka ‘lose one’s teeth’)

0 You mek me trus up all ar Sofee black tooloom sugar cake. (PC Apr
30 1904) 0 Wayside refreshment vendors [were] carrying on a brisk

sale of comestibles and non-alcoholic drinks, ranging in variety from

the ancient toolum to the foaming mystery of the modem milk bub.

(WG 1 1 Oct 1919:8) 0 Pomdilian”, “halay”, “tuloom” sweet. (Fortune

ca 1950-59: 11)0 ‘You are charged with stealing two tolums and three

sugar-cakes.’ (Naipaul 1959:68) 0 [T]hree chocolate-brown, gluti-

nous balls called tulum which Mistress Cooper herself had made from

coconut, molasses, sugar and spices, all vigorously boiled together

and stirred and finally doled out as irresistably rich round dollops.

(Bryans 1967:73) 0 The African slaves had [a great fancy] for

sweets... Those who worked on the sugar estates were given part of

their wages in sugar and molasses. They then used these to make any

number of delicious sweetmeats... [such as] toolum, made with

molasses and coconut. (Hunt 1985a:i-ii) 0 Good “Boy Days”, when
any boy who was lucky to have six cents or twelve cents, would with

his gang feast on pay-me, chilly-bee-bee, pistache, pone, sugarcake,

tooloom, tamerind-deuxans, and convert de pot chambre. (Bynoe

1985:vi) 0 The war also limited the availability of commercial

sweets, while homemade and commercial cakes and desserts were

replaced by those which could be made with strictly local ingredients.

Consequently the children who grew up in the Caribbean during

World War II catered to their sweet tooth with iron-rich toolum, and

such “solid” fare as paymee, cassava, sweet potato and com pones.

(EX 22 Aug 1988:17) 0 The war also limited the availability of com-

mercial sweets, while homemade and commercial cakes and desserts

were replaced by those which could be made with strictly local ingre-

dients. Consequently the children who grew up in the Caribbean dur-

ing World War II catered to their sweet tooth with iron-rich toolum,

and such “solid” fare as paymee, cassava, sweet potato and com
pones. (EX 22 Aug 1988:17) 0 Unless something is done about her,

chances are that BeeWee’s best assets would fly the airline’s coop,

“even if we end up selling tooloom,” as one experienced stewardess

told Sunday Mirror. (TTM 23 Jan 1993:30) 0 (Wamer-Lewis

1994: 12) 0 [0]lder girls were allowed to take the grated coconut from

which the milk was extracted, add sugar to it and eat it as a sweet.

They also cooked it with a little water until it caramelized into what

was called “sugar cake.” the more enthusiastic further added a touch

of molasses and made “touloume”. Ordinarily both sugar cake and

touloume were sold at a penny each. (Cummings 2004:55)

2 n arc Sugar that is mostly thick, almost black, symp, with some

grains; no longer commercially produced. = strike sugar, >wet sugar

tuluma see TOULEMA

tumbau n In cockfighting, an injury in which one cock’s spur touches

a nerve in the wounded cock’s leg, resulting in an inability to stand,

sometimes permanent, /tumbau/ (< Sp tumbado ‘knocked down;
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stunned; overcome’) 0 “If they get tumbau they cannot stand up;

. sometimes they remain with the tumbau, sometimes they would work

it out.” (1990)

tum-tum, tom-tom n Tob A dish made from cooked pounded PLAN-

TAIN or GREEN FIG. (< Twi tumtum ‘mashed green bananas’,

Kikongo ntdoto ‘ripe banana’) = >pong plantain, thrim-thrim 0 They

often have tum-tum - made of plantains boiled quite soft, and beat in

a wooden mortar. (Carmichael 1833:183) 0 “Tom-tom-Banan”,

“farine”, “pastelles”. (Fortune ca 1950-59:18) 0 I going to eat plenty

tumtum tonight. (1990) 0 And the slaves prepared the food to suit

their taste, boiled plantain eaten with salt, or dried and pounded and

made into a pudding called tum-tum. (de Verteuil 1992:36)

tum-tum plantain n A variety of cultivated plantain, eaten cooked. 0

Long lines of booths had been built supplying every kind of Trinida-

dian sweetmeat and snack... tree oysters and crab-backs, mashed tum-

tum plantains and corncobs. (Bryans 1967:201)

tun see TURN

tune v Make the notes on a STEELPAN; fabricate the instrument. See

also BLEND. (< E time ‘adjust the tones of a musical instrument to a

standard of pitch’) 0 In the course of the 1940s the basic steelband

was expanded and tremendous advancements were made in the tun-

ing (fashioning) of pans. The most important breakthrough was the

development of the ping pong , which replaced the kittle as the lead

pan. (Stuempfle 1995:40)

tune boom n An early PAN made from a BISCUIT DRUM, with three

or more notes. A development from the BOOM-PAN, it could play a

simple tune. 0 (Bryans 1967:93)

tuner n A person who fabricates STEEL PANS, or re-tunes the instru-

ments after they have been played. 0 Anthony Williams (1988a), a

master tuner (pan-maker) from St. James, explains that panmen were

motivated to expand the range of their ping pongs by the desire to

play popular tunes that they heard in the movies or on the radio.

Someone would hear a tune and then would fashion a pan with the

notes necessary to play that particular piece. (Steumpfle 1995:41) 0

At the time when he still played biscuit drum, pans beat mainly

rhythm. “If you had six fellas with ping pongs, everybody beating a

different tune in a different key,” recalls “Ocean” from [Destination]

Tokyo, “ft didn’t have no styling - wherever a tuner got a note, that’s

where he left it. The first styling was the Invaders styling.” That is,

Elliot Mannette. (EX 24 Jan 1993:33)

tuntun n Vagina; female genitals, /tunun/ (< Makhuwa ethuna,

ethuni, Bambara tutunin ‘female genitals; Mandinka toto, tutu

‘vulva’) 0 Take that in yuh tun-tun!

tuppence n obs A coin worth two pence in the pound system, four

cents in the dollar system. 0 Tuppence - two pence or four cents.

(Daniel ms 1 ca 1960)

tups n A very small piece, /tups/ = touche
4
0 (Haynes 1987:199)

tural, turial, toreal, toural, tourial n Any of several plants com-
monly used in healing and OBEAH, considered in folk belief to have

magical properties, including protecting a house from evil spirits or

thieves by whistling a warning, /tural, turjal/ (< Sp turada , tulala

< LAS turada, tura < Carib turara ‘ Caladium bicolor') 0 Toural,

tourial, a talismanic leaf. (Thomas 1869:21) 0 Materials used in heal-

ing and conjuring. Leaves... toreal. (Simpson 1962:329) 0 There

remain occasions where there are very close correlations between the

physical attributes of an herb and its medicinal value. A very good

example is the herb Eleutherine bulbosa known locally as dragon’s

blood, red onion, turial and calenda... The plant is mainly found in the

yards of people of Spanish ancestry who consider it to have magico-

spiritual properties. It is one of the main plants which they call a turial

and which is believed to protect householders from evil spirits as well

as ensure there is harmony in the home. Turials, such as dragon’s

blood, used to be “mounted” by older Spanish citizens. Prayers were

chanted over the plant in the Spanish language and money was paid to

the plant (usually coins). Tradition holds that whenever the house-

holder travels the “mounted" plant would whistle to him/her in the

event that anyone visits or trespasses upon his property... Its strong,

fibrous leaves are used by some local herb vendors to tie small

bundles of herbs. (Morean 1990d:26) 0 ‘That is pachuli,’ she said... A
silver coin was buried at the root; it was specially ‘mounted’ and

cared for. It granted favours to the person who tended it. It attracted

good fortune... As time went by I heard about similar plants or tural...

Ma Juana said that the pachuli must be greeted affectionately because

it was a living thing... When one obtained the favour one must then

pray and thank the plant. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994: 1 1 1 ) 0 If it was
properly ‘mounted’ it empowered the ‘owner’ with great physical

strength... the plant would inform the owner of any impending peril.

One man told me the story of his uncle who was able to disappear at

will because he had a tural mounted on his property... Apparently

there were many turales... Some of the turals were also helpful to

the hunter... If the hunting dog was rubbed with the leaves of its

corresponding plant the hunter would be assured of success.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:122-3)

tureen, tereen, terrine, turin n A large bowl, originally earthenware,

now usu. metal, enamel, or glass, /terin, turin/ (< E tureen ‘a deep

earthenware or plated vessel, usu. oval, with a lid, used for serving

soup’) 0 He bought a pint size enamel cup, a clay turin and a platter of

about twelve inches in diameter... at nights he ate the turin full of

fried bakes and accra or herring fish and he drank another pint of bush

tea. (Lewis 1972:7) 0 There was a technique that had to be followed if

the bread was to be a success. One had to set it in a calabash or tureen

and leave it for a day. (TG-S 23 Dec 1990:21) 0 On the other high

shelf were placed a wide open clay tureen in which cakes were mixed

and a medium sized clay pot with handles on either side. This latter

was convenient for making jam or confetti. (Maynard 1992:93)

turial see TURAL

turf n The place where a whe-whe game is played, where the banker

runs the game. (< E turf ‘racetrack’) 0 “Turf’, the place where the

play is disclosed. (Hill 1966c:4) 0 Less than a quarter mile away...

another ‘turf is operated. (Bomb 14 Nov 1986:15) 0 It would be

really dotish of her... to be caught on the turf when the cops drop in

on official business. (TTM 31 July 1987:1 1) 0 A “whe whe” banker

was taken by surprise while he was on his way to a turf by a party of

policemen. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:9) 0 Payment in whe whe is 30 to 1.

That means, for every cent bet on the winning number the payment is

30 cents. That is if you carry the “marks” or bets to the “turf
’
(wher-

ever the particular play is held, generally in a very secluded or safe

area) yourself. Since this act can be risky, or since you might not be

able to go to the turf, the person who takes the bet... to the turf gets

six cents on every 30 cents won. (EX-2 22 July 1990:44) 0 The game
could be played in a variety of locations such as “houses, savannahs

and other open spaces”, which were “clandestinely” positioned and

supposed secret... The place where a game was played was called a

“turf’ or a “whe whe turf.” (McCree 1996:5)

turin see TUREEN

turn v Become; turn into. (< E turn into ‘change, transform, or convert

into; become something else’) = mm in 0 Old Coolies who have

served their time and saved money find it convenient to mm rice-

sellers or money-lenders. (Kingsley 1 880: 1 1 8) 0 My Honor you si dis

head? He tun crook fe carry cane plant from provision ground to cane

piece. (77V 25 Oct 1884) 0 It seems that everybody is turning “bad

john” these days. Even in football. Take that fight... on Wednesday
afternoon, for instance. (EN 30 Sept 1954:9) 0 “Who the hell you

think you is at all... a pissin’ tail rumsucker who mm obeah man and

giving the island a bad name with all your nonsense.” (Khan

1964:141) 0 “Like they turning Catholic?... I see a chaplet on the new
chest of drawers.” (Hosein 1980:78) 0 ‘Maybe he going to attend his

coal pit, to watch it that the coals don’t bum up and turn powder.’

(Lovelace 1988:128) 0 [She] had to mm a “drug pusher” to maintain

her children. (Bomb 21 Sept 1990:17) 0 “Every Sunday is church -

just now ah go mm a hymn book.” (1994)

turn beast 1 phr Change form from human to animal, particularly at

night, usu. said of a LAGAHOO. (< E turn into , turn to ‘change, trans-

form, or convert into; become something else’) 0 I hear the old man
uses to turn beast and go all about.



turn belly
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turtle botheration 922

2 phr Become violent, irrational. 0 To “ton beas’” you may guess to

mean “like wild beast to behave”. (Henry 1970:17) 0 It good to be ah

gentleman sometimes, but dey have times when yu have to turn beast

to get wha’ yu want. (Keens-Douglas 1984:40) 0 They get a lot of

free rum and when they get drunk, they turn beast. (Bomb 5 Sept

1986:21) 0 In a post office [in New York] I watched a human queue

suddenly turn beast, reviling to tears a... girl who, with little English,

had mistakenly approached one of the windows. (EX 7 Feb 1988:13)

0 ‘Well, we better go in the yard and see how the work coming before

the real foreman start to turn beast.’ (Lovelace 1988:108)

turn belly phr Turn the stomach; nauseate; cause to reject or revolt

against food. (< E turn stomach ‘nauseate; disgust; cause to reject or

revolt against food’) 0 Tu’n/tum mih belly: upset my stomach.

(Haynes 1987:201 ) 0 Even tea would turn her belly now.

turn cocoa phr A part of the fermentation process of preparing raw

cocoa in which beans in boxes are turned and mixed together to

ensure even fermentation. (< E turn ‘revolve; change position’) 0

After 3-4 days fermentation, cocoa beans at top of box are placed

below and those below on top by tipping directly from one box to

another. (Moore 1980:16)

turn day to night phr Make an enormous effort. 0 Dressed in white.

Job is in full flight, Ramajaying with all his might, He turning day

into night, To show that Pam and Hilson is blight. (TTM 27 Apr
1997:27)

turn down pot 1 phr Stop what you are doing. 0 Turn down yuh pot

and come down to the savannah! was the appeal by the first ever

National Folk Fair anthem as a river of culture flowed at the Queen’s

Park Savannah yesterday. (EX 5 Nov 1990:3)

2 phr Stop talking nonsense. 0 “Turn down yuh pot, we hear that

already.” (1986)

turn eye, tun eye 1 phr Become or make dizzy. = head turn 0 I stand

up quickly and it turn me eye. 0 That light could turn mi eye.

2 n Dizziness. = turn-head 0 I get a little turn-eye.

turn-hand, tun han n Negligible profit. 0 Ah only meking a little tun

han heah, wid dese sugar cakes. (Ottley 1971:56)

turn-head n Dizziness; dizzy spell. (< head turn) = turn-eye 0 The sun

gi she turn-head.

turn in v Turn into; become. (< E turn into ‘change, transform, or con-

vert into; become something else’) = >tum 0 “Dis time we two beat

down de high bush all about like a steam roller did pass. Sometimes,

get to stan up, but mostly we two hugging one anodder on de ground.

1 feel me hips was goin to turn in soup, an me body like it was in a

vice til I can’t even take win good!” (TG 10 May 1933) 0 “We took

the wash house and turn it in a club house.” (1990)

turn like milk phr Turn sour; tum bad; usu. of a relationship. 0 “I

know people who left their good jobs to go and work ten-days, and

now they can't get work, they tum like milk,” he said. “We need a

change badly.” (EX 1 9 Oct 1 986:3 1

)

turn man 1 phr Of a boy, to become mature, independent, beyond

parental control. 0 “She say me can do weh me want because she tired

fight; She say a fu me head an’ a me weh a live wid am. An’ beside,

jus’ now, me a tum man.” (Phillips 1 99 1:61)0 ‘You can’t keep she at

home too long now. Bal go mm man soon and then people could

talk.’ (Gosine 1992:165)

2 phr Of plants, to revert to a wild type, or not to bear fruit. 0 If you

plant a piece of a grafted tree, it wouldn’t bear, it just tum man. 0

Many kinds of plants are known to “bring” just the opposite when
cultivated, the folk say they “mm man”. (1990)

turn man in hand phr Have someone under control, wrapped around

one’s little finger. 0 De woman tun man in she han. (Ottley 1971:28)

turn old mas phr Degenerate into massive confusion and disorder.

(< old mas2
) 0 ‘Well, if you ain’t going to eat I ain’t going to eat

either. Is for you we cook these things, and if you ain’t eating, who
care to eat?... Bap, don’ eat. Makhan, don’ eat. Everything mm old

mas’.’ (Naipaul 1976:61) 0 “From de time dis man come back here

everything tum ole mas.” (Baptiste 1993:160)

turn out v Become a running sore or abscess. (< E turn out to be ‘end

up as; become; develop into’) 0 Ah got ah little cut on my leg an’ den
it mm out (became ah dischargin’ abscess). (Haynes 1987:201)

turn out sharp phr Leave quickly. 0 To hurry away earnestly.

(Alleyne 1974-80)

turn round 1 v Waste time. 0 (Haynes 1987:201) 0 He only

turning round.

2 v Change your mind; do something unexpected. 0 ‘Aftah all ah do

fuh e, e tu'n roun’ an’ kick me in de teet.’ (Haynes 1987:201)

turn stick n A wooden implement used to stir food. 0 Wet the corn-

meal before adding to the pot as this will help prevent it going lumpy.

Add and mm the Coo Coo using a three pronged stick (called a ‘mm’
stick!) or a wooden palette will do. (Nelson & Puddy 2004:27)

turnstone v Arenaria interpres morinella [= Cinclus interpres] (E

ruddy turnstone), a stocky shorebird, 22.5 cm (9") long. Winter:

black-and-brown-pattemed head, upperparts and upperbreast; rest of

underparts white; white on wings, ramp and tail. Legs orange; bill

black, rather short, slightly upturned. While feeding, it turns over

stones to get at crustaceans and other food items underneath. A winter

visitor to Trinidad and Tobago. (< E turnstone, Strepsilas interpres , a

shorebird that turns over stones while feeding) = pluvier de mer 0

Turnstone. Pluvier de mer. (Chapman 1894:75)

turn stupid, tun stupit phr Become confused. 0 Wen he see de situa-

tion he wife was in man, he tun stupit. (Ottley 1971:56)

turn tongue, tun tongue 1 v Change your story; lie. 0 But gal you can

tun you tongue eh. (Ottley 1971:77)

2 adj Changing your story; lying. 0 Buh you is a tun tongue Hard.

(Ottley 1971:77)

turn upside(d) down phr Put someone in a bad mood, annoy. 0 “Boy,

doh mm me upsided down at all.” (1990)

turn wrongside phr Put someone in a bad mood. = get wrongside,

mm upside down 0 “Boy, doh tum me wrongside.” (2002)

turpentine mango n A variety of cultivated mango; large, with a

strong turpentine taste. = mango turpentine 0 Mangoes: Could be

classified as the King of all tropical fruits. A very tasty fruit. They can

be divided into three classes. Of the first type there is the Julie, Peter,

Gordon, Graham, D or and the Martin. The second type comprises the

Calabash, Zabricot, Doudouce, Starch and many others with distinc-

tive names. The third class a common type, comprises the Verts, Rose

and Turpentine. (Rampersad 1963) 0 He had ah wide variety of

mango: vere, cora, zabico, starch, calabash, doo-douce, turpentine,

sousay-matin, julie an rose. Spanishman had mango like peas. (Foster

1990:113)

turpentine tree n Bursera simaruba

,

a medium-sized, rather crooked-

growing, native deciduous tree. Outer bark thin, papery, copper-

coloured, peels off in large flakes, exposing the smooth green

undersurface. All parts of the tree yield a clear sap with a turpentine-

like odour; this is evaporated until dark, used as varnish, or until

gummy, used as incense. = gommier 1

, incense (tree)
1

,
naked boy2

,

>naked Indian
1

,
peeling bark gommier 0 Trees of which logs have

been recovered from the lake include Mangoes... Turpentine trees

(Bursera simaruba). Horseradish trees (Moringa oleifera), Galbas

(Calophyllum lucidum), and Matapals. (Boomert 1984a: 19)

turpial n Icterus icterus (E troupial), a bird, 25 cm (10") long. Head,

mantle, upper breast and tail black; wings black with broad white

stripe and yellow towards body; nape, lower back and underparts

bright orange-yellow; bill black, grey at base. Specimens in Trinidad

are usu. escaped cage-birds or visitors fr mainland. /t3:pjal/ (< E trou-

pialfF troupiale a bird, ‘living in flocks’) 0 (ffrench 1991:342)

turtle botheration n A preparation of a turtle penis in mm, of which

small sips are taken as a male aphrodisiac. 0 Not even turtle bother-

ation could help he these days. 0 Turtle Penis (Turtle Boderation).

Aphrodisiac. (Wallace 2002:33) 0 Most Man Foods are made by boil-

ing some animal or vegetable part and then adding the resultant liquor

to other ingredients to make a ‘Punch’. ... And here are a few exam-

ples: Pacro, a small crustacean living on the rocks. Turtle penis (the

punch is known as Turtle Botheration!). Shark head and Shark fin.
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Linseed oil, Cow skin, Fish roe and melt (eggs and sperm of fish),

. ‘Naked Boy’ tree bark. (Nelson & Puddy 2004:50)

tush see TOUCHE

tutti, tuttee, tati n Latrine; outdoor privy; toilet. /tAti, tati/ (< Bh tatti

‘latrine’) = banpulis, small house 0 Fix up the tuttee in the back,

tut-tuts see TOT-TOTS

tutu n arc A hollow CALABASH 3
,
used to hold liquid, often with a

small stick across the hole at one end fastened to a stick or string so

that it can hang. (< Kikongo tutu ‘little calabash; box’) = agba, boli,

>calabash3
,
gubby 0 Bulli or tutu ‘a calabash bored at one end’ (Uh

1883:247) 0 In fact, tutu was used in nineteenth-century Trinidad to

refer to small calabashes, which served as containers - both as ladies’

purses and male carry-alls. (Wamer-Lewis 2003:329)

twailailay see TAYLAYLAY

twang n Accent in speech; way of talking; regional dialect. (< E twang

‘a distinctive manner of pronunciation or intonation, usu. associated

with a particular locality, differing fr that usual or regarded as stan-

dard’) 0 Ah tell she yes, den she tell in she Bajan twang dat “um is

you uh did wantah meet, ho’cum yuh kin tek de liberties tuh intuhfare

wid muh?” So I ax she who she be and she tell me, “um is me,

Lizzie.” (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 The unknown twang on River Jordan,

That is the thing I can’t understand. (Tiger “What Is the Shouter”

1939, in Rohlehr 1990:157) 0 But Small Island Pride I will throw him
down, He is one of the biggest eaters in town. He can’t change up he

twang at all, I licking him until he backbone get gall. (Mighty Killer

“I Was an Immigration Officer” 1950 pr) 0 Now Ann was one of

those foolish people who figures on bluffing their way out with a

fancy twang. Whenever she talked, “I are”, “I has”, “I appreciates”

are strewn all over. (Bain 1974:4) 0 He adopted the fighting name
Alii when an announcer misunderstood his heavy Guyanese twang.

(EX 26 Oct 1986:16) 0 “She does call the name good. Real Madras
twang.” (1990) 0 At first, she didn’t understand the “local twang”. It

took a while for the meanings of “come nah, leh we go, go dey, and

wuh yuh saying”, to sink in. (EX 5 Dec 1993:23)

twa-twa n Oryzoborus crassirostris [~ Spermophila crassirostris] (E

large-billed seed-finch), a bird, 15 cm (6") long. Adult male: black,

with large white wing-patch; bill massive, whitish to bluish. Female:

upperparts brown; rufous brown below; bill dark. Song is a rich and

musical whistling. Popular as a cage bird; now extremely rare, /twa

twa/ (poss. Amer) = grassbird
7

,
gros cici-zebe noir, large black

(finch) 0 Twa Twa (JFNC 1884) 0 (Williams 1922:135) 0 Although

we acknowledge the hunter’s devotion for his sport, we are asking

them to also acknowledge the disappearance of the blue and yellow

macaw of the Nariva Swamp and of song birds like the pawi, pico-

plat... twatwa, bull-finch, chickichong, silver beak, semp, chat and

cravat. (EX-2 26 July 1987:18) 0 “Twa-twa is a rare one, I last saw
one in the sixties.” (1990) 0 (ffrench 1991:391) 0 Formerly one

permit applied for all birds but now one has to get a permit for each

species, and there are none to be had for robins and twa-twa. (EX 2

1

Mar 1993:2)

twef see TREF

twelve bass n A set of twelve BASS PANS, arranged with six on the

ground and six in the air, used by some steelbands. 0 In 1971

[Rudolph Charles] invented the nine bass 1972, the rocket pans

shaped to contain sound. In 1973, he invented the 12 bass; 1974, the

quadrophonic. In 1976, the triple tenor harmony pan and in 1977, the

pan harmony (six pans). (TTM25 Feb 1983: 13) 0 (Thomas 1985:390)

0 Rudolph Charles - Innovator, tuner and leader of the Desperadoes,

familiar to all as ‘the man with the Hammer’ was responsible for the

creation of the “quadraphonic pan”, “whistle tenor”, “rocket cello”-9

and 12 Bass and the famous “Soca Bass”. (Bacchus-Xavier 1991:29)

twelve-cents piece n obs A six-pence coin. See DOLLARS AND
PENCE. 0 My grandfather give me and my brother each a twelve-

cents piece.

twelve-day n A traditional Indian ceremony conducted as part of a

Hindu wedding. 0 She had stayed past the twelfth-day ceremony
when there was the ritual bathing and the making of ‘halwah’, when
relatives were invited - especially the woman and they had sung and

danced keeping rhythm with the ‘dholak’ and the lotah beating it with

two spoons. (Boodhoo 1994:76)

twenty-five cents n A coin worth twenty-five cents. 0 Calling from

house to house, he will either recite a nursery rhyme, chant part of a

hymn or the chorus to a popular calypso or even do a dance. This is

followed by his regular request: “Well, give me a 25 cents nah, man.”

(Heat 25 July 1987:4)

twenty-four cents piece n obs A coin worth twenty-four cents; a shil-

ling. 0 Then the boy saw his father place one hand in his trouser

pocket and extract some money - a two-dollar and one-dollar bill, a

shilling and two pennies. With shaking hands, his old man sorted out

a twenty-four cent piece. (Narine 1977:47)

twenty-four hours 1 n Polychrus marmoratus [~ Lacertus marmora-
tus ], a lizard; 20 cm (8") long + 25 cm (10") thin tail. Hind legs rela-

tively short; snout pointed. Back green with 5-6 lengthwise bands,

yellow bordered with black; belly white; sometimes with yellowish or

purple markings on the body. Both sexes have a dull orange dewlap

or GILL. Juveniles are green overall. Slow moving, often found on

garden bushes, in forests and at forest-edge. Also sometimes Hemi-
dactylus mabouia,, the MABOUIA 1

. (fr incorrect folk belief that a per-

son bitten or even touched by one will die within 24 hours) =

chameleon, slow lizard 0 Most lizards according to popular belief are

poisonous and the common gecko [H. mabuia] is a very Borgia

among the saurians, if vulgar report is to be believed. They are called

“wood-slaves,” “vingt-quatre heures” or “Twenty-four hours,” yet

they are perfectly harmless and useful things... They are supposed to

poison food by their touch and the country people in Trinidad tell you
that when they see you approaching they first “take your colour” and

then jump upon you and stick to you until death releases you twenty-

four hours after this extraordinary performance. (Urich 1894:131-2) 0

The “Chamaeleon” [Polychrus marmaroatus] is slaughtered without

mercy. With the Gecko, they also rejoice in the appellation of

“twenty-four hours” and they are supposed to be fearfully poisonous.

This lizard possesses the power, together with the gecko and anole, of

changing its colour. (Urich 1894:133) 0 The bright-green lizard we
often see and admire about the garden is actually a dangerous beast...

They call it a “twenty-four-hour” lizard, because it is supposed to

clamp itself upon a person’s arm with such tenacity that only a hot

iron applied to the green back will remove it. The remedy, however,

is of no avail; within twenty-four hours the victim will die. (Bowman
& Bowman 1939:251) 0 The [Polychrus], or to give it its misleading

local name, “Twenty Four Hours” is... a slow moving lizard that is

often found in gardens... Its movements are slow and deliberate, but if

scared it can scuttle away awkwardly and will jump from a tree with

its belly flattened and its legs outspread to land with a loud “plop” on

the ground below. It lives on insects which it catches with a quick

rush. It also likes young leaves and flowers... According to some folk

tales, when it jumps on a person it stays for 24 hours on the victim;

others say that the victim will die in 24 hours. Neither of these super-

stitions is true, however, and [Polychrus] actually [becomes] quite

tame and makes a good pet. If there is an abundance of food and no

predators, a [Polychrus] will stay in a garden for months, becoming
so tame that it will take food from the fingers. (Boos & Quesnel

1969:25) 0 “You cyar see twenty-four hours is a harmless house liz-

ard!” (Baptiste 1993:161)

2 n Any of the Scorpaenidae, scorpion-fishes, bottom-dwelling fish

with poisonous spines in elaborate shapes and colours for camou-
flage. They can cause severe injury or death to humans, (ft belief that

a person dies within 24 hours of being pierced by one of the poison-

ous dorsal spines) = vingt-quatre heures“ 0 (de Verteuil 1858)

twet n arc Woman; girlfriend, /twet/ (poss. < E twat, very vulgar for

‘woman; woman’s private parts’) 0 What the Trinidadians call a fete,

is a bottle of rum to give a twet. (Williams 1958)

twin n A pair of twins; two siblings bom at the same time; one such

person is one side ofa twin. (< E twin ‘one of a pair of twins; one of

two siblings bom together’). 0 “The two of them is a twin.” (2007)

twin brother n An exceptionally good friend, usu. used by men. 0

(Ottley 1971:25)



twining cowitch
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two-spotted sardine 924

twining cowitch n Tragia volubilis

,

a slender, twisting native plant,

all above-ground parts covered with stiff stinging hairs. Leaves

1. 8-9 x.4-3. 5 cm (.7-3.5 x .2-1.4"), oblong-lanceolate, pointed tip,

base heart-shaped or rounded, toothed margin. Flowers in axils;

numerous orange- to reddish-brown male flowers, with one female

flower at base. Fmit 5 mm (.2") diameter, deeply 3-lobed. = cowitch
4

,

female stinging nettle, nettle vine, stinging nettle
4

, zooti
3
0 (FTT

1979-2-10:673-4)

twin-island nation/state n Referring to Trinidad and Tobago as two

geographic island entities united as one political nation. See also

SISTER ISLE. (< E twin ‘forming a pair or couple; closely associated

or connected’) 0 One of the most important tasks carried out by the

committee has been to ensure that the best calypso and steelband per-

formances are heard at different places in the twin-island nation, thus

counteracting the tendency of performers to concentrate their talents

in the two population centers of Port of Spain and San Fernando. (Flill

1984:33) 0 Fie also knew that the Professor’s greatest hope was to see

the twin-island state evolve into a self-sufficient system in which all

of its citizens could enjoy the good life. (James 1990:184)

twist n Home-made alcoholic liquor. = >babash, bush rum, daru,

mountain dew 0 Moruga is famous for a few infamous things: bab-

bash, twist or bush rum, whichever name you prefer, fields of mari-

juana deep in the forest, and oh yes, the “very, very good obeahmen

and women.” (EX 7 Aug 1988:15)

twist guts n A blockage of the intestines. 0 (Haynes 1987:77)

twist mouth n A mouth with one side pulled down because of stroke

or facial paralysis. 0 (Haynes 1987:15)

two adj Another; used loosely as an intensifier. 0 Two look ah look. T
looked long and hard.’ Two fight ah fight, two try ah try. (Ottley

1971:77)

two bit n obs A coin valued at sixteen cents. Note: AmE still uses two

bits for twenty-five cents, a quarter of a dollar. (< bit valued at eight

cents) 0 Two-bit - sixteen cents. (Daniel msl ca 1960)

two boar rat phr Said to indicate that two strong-willed, competitive

or dominant men cannot share power, (fr proverb, two boar rat cyan

live in one hole) = two man rat 0 Bhoe and Suruj Can’t Live in One
Hole... Ray, your plan to put “two male rats” in the Ministry of State

Enterprises... is bringing about the clash you planned. (Bomb 12 Oct

1990:3)

two by four, two-by-four adj Insignificant; too small; cramped. Note:

SE use almost always refers only to a building or room, which use is

common in TT also. (< AmE two-by-four ‘a piece of lumber measur-

ing two by four inches in cross-section’; also ‘small; insignificant;

cramped’) 0 “We want men who know something, who have been to

college, men from somewhere, not these little two by four money
grabbers out to snatch as snatch can.” (Jones 1973:1 17) 0 “She'll get

a two by four pension that she couldn’t buy saltfish on.” (Jones

1973:166) 0 Because every artist in town go feel dat he could get

$90,000 for he two-by-four paintin' too. (Keens-Douglas 1984:4) 0

Eve lost a few, good friends to Trinidad. And no matter how frus-

trated or angry 1 get... I have to bear in mind that these people, good

people, some of them died for, believing in this little two-by-four

island. (EX 3 July 1 988:37) 0 “I am not the kind of two by four politi-

cian to bark at every expression... [he] could talk whatever he wants;

he always does.” (EX 29 Aug 1990:22)

two-eents n obs A British PENNY, equal to two CENTS or SMALL
CENTS. See CENT 1

. 0 “Two cents, madam - one whole penny,” they

explained, and she would be lost again. (Bowman & Bowman
1939:41) 0 Lynchy’s teashop had a reputation for attractive servings,

the most attractive being hops bread with pieces of ham for a penny

(two cents). (Cummings 2004:48)

two eyes phr Knowing the bad situation ahead of time; with full prior

knowledge. 0 “She went with she own two eyes and marry an alco-

holic.” (1990)

two hand swinging phr Usu. after with, empty-handed, esp. coming

without any contribution to a FETE or lime. See also WALK with
TWO HAND SWINGING, (fr swinging of an empty hand) = hand

swinging 0 But it have some bof face Trini who would turn up at de

lime wit dey two long hand swingin. An is dem so who does eat an

drink more dan everybody else. Yes boy, some ah we eh easy at all.

(Foster 1990:13) 0 You not walkin wid yuh two hand swinging -

have some behaviour!

two-head(ed) snake n Either of two non-venomous snake-like legless

lizards, whose tail end resembles the head end. Amphisbaena fuligi-

nosa (E spotted worm snake), is mottled black and white, to 30.5 cm
(12") long, slow-moving. A. alba (E red worm lizard), ranges in

colour from deep yellowish red-brown on the back to a pale cream

colour all over; to 60 cm (2') long. It is often found in large bachac

nests. (< E two-headed snake/worm, amphisbaenid snakes, formerly

supposed to have two heads, one at each end of the body) = bachac

snake 1

,
double-head(ed) serpent/snake

1

, mother of the ants
1

, serpent

a deux tetes (A. alba)', bachac snake
2

,
black and white coral, black

and white two-head(ed) snake, double-head(ed) serpent/snake
2

,

mother of the ants
2

, serpent a deux tetes, spotted worm snake

(A. fuliginosa) 0 (de Verteuil 1858) 0 What seems to attract [Amphis-

baenae and Typhlops to parasol ant nests] is the number of worms in

the loose soil brought up by the ants... This of course only applies to

very large nests, and the country people all say that “Two-headed

snakes” as the Amphisbaenae are called, are only found in very large

nests. (JFNC Apr 1895:182) 0 The “two-headed snake,” which unde-

niably looks like a snake - we picked up a dead one, two feet long, on

the road up to the guacharo gorge - but certainly isn’t a snake. It is a

lizard, and demonstrably has not two heads, but only one. (Ditmars &
Bridges 1935:154-5) 0 [This] legless lizard is often called the “Two
head snake” by the uninformed... it is... a lizard that has no legs and

[is] not a snake at all. Because it lives almost entirely underground

this lizard has lost all external evidence of legs and crawls very much
like a large fat worm or snake. .. [It] is often found in bachac nests

where it probably feeds on the young ants and the eggs. It is called

“two-headed” because both the head and tail are blunt and there is no

indentation for neck or thinning for tail. Only on close examination

can the mouth and small black eyes be seen... This lizard does a lot of

good and should be left alone. It is not a snake and is in no way poi-

sonous. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:18) 0 The Amphisbaenids... legless

lizards... look more like large earth worms or snakes... reflected in the

common names. Worm Lizard or Two-Headed Snake. (Boos

1979:84)

two hills meet phr arc Usu. in the negative, with a positive contrast

said or implied, to or about someone who is trying to avoid you,

meaning that some day you will meet. 0 Two hills doh meet, but two

Christians meet.

two man-rat phr Said to indicate that two strong-willed, competitive

or dominant men cannot share power, (fr proverb, Two boar rat

cyan live in one hole) = two boar rat 0 Marry now for now or he’ll tell

you bold. He never see two man rats living in one hole. (Dictator

“Unreasonable Stepfathers” 1950 pr)

two-mile jep n Synoeca surinama, a dark metallic blue-black wasp

which makes a large mud-carton nest resembling a TATU shell under-

neath a tree branch or overhang, (ff folk belief that this wasp will

chase and sting up to two miles) = jep tatu
1

,
jep two, kohung", seven-

mile jep

twos 1 n Defecation; a bowel movement. See also NUMBERS. (< E

number two ‘feces’, child language) 0 It is about the W.C. It is all

very well clogged up. You must do your ‘ones’ and ‘twos’ at home.

(Hill 1995:98)

2 v Defecate; have a bowel movement. = twozee 0 (Haynes 1987:86)

two shilling n The British florin, a coin worth 48 cents. See DOLLAR
AND PENCE. 0 They sit in their crumpled two-shilling satin sur-

rounded by gramophones, thermos flasks, records and gold ear-rings.

(J. de Boissiere 1945c: 12) 0 All a dem that use to make style, Taking

they two shilling with a smile. (Sparrow “Jean and Dinah” 1956)

two-spotted sardine n Astvanax bimaculatus, a small freshwater fish.

Silvery body, back darker; bright pink-red tail; two black spots on

each side of the body, one behind head, the other in front of the tail,

(fr two large spots on sides of body) = pink-fin(ned) sardine, sardine
9

,

sardine d’or, >sardine doree 0 [The] “Sardine Doree” or “Two
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Spotted Sardine” is probably the most widely distributed species [of

• Characidae], both in terms of geographical distribution as well as

stream distribution... Its distribution confirms it as adapting to an

extremely wide range of habitats, including artificial ponds

and impoundments, large free flowing clear rivers, small streams and

drainage ditches. (Kenny 1995:50)

two-three adj Two or three; a few; several. (< dial E two or three ‘a

few’) 0 “Two-three times he send me.” (Selvon 1960:96) 0 [They]

went back to the country and they little garden and cow and two three

goat and chicken. (Khan 1987:51) 0 ‘He don’t bring no wife, though

somebody say he had one in Curupita. But he came with hand

swingin’. No wife, no pickney. In two weeks he got some woman in

the house he say is housekeeper. Well it didn’t have two-three months

she belly big.’ (Boodhoo 1994:66) 0 T intend this time to spend about

two-three days as usual.’ (Boodhoo 1994:34) 0 Iain Duncan Smith is

the tess who take over running the Conservative Party two-three years

ago. (Pires, TG 31 Oct 2003)

two-twos, in phr Immediately; quickly; instantly; in a very short

period of time. (< arc BrE two-twos ‘a very short period of time’ 0 In

two two’s ah see a thin black lengere Indian woman coming to me.

(Forum 17/24 April 1988:5) 0 Pastor Richards blessed everything and

we built that community center in two two’s. (Stewart 1989:137) 0

Aye, yuh remember dem hurrypot yuh mudder use tuh cook

longtime? Dat food sweet too bad. Ah could still remember one ah de

hurriest pot: Com beef an rice. Every now an den, I mehself does

drop ah com beef an rice on dem. In two-twos I could fix yuh up.

(Foster 1990:47) 0 In two-two’s [he] spin around and “duss it” back

among the shadows. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:25) 0 “Nobby treatin’ the

boys.” And in two-twos the mm shop full up with people, and a big

big fete start up - one time! (Alleyne-Forte 1994:10) 0 ‘In two twos

the dry cassava does curdle.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:184) 0

[W]hen the sun came out he would be dry in two-twos. (Andersen

2004:272)

twozee v Defecate; have a bowel movement; usu. child use. = twos 2 0

“I going and twozee.” (1986)



uglay, ugle v Spit up; vomit; blow liquid back into the cup while

drinking. (< H ugalna ‘spit out; vomit’) 0 The baby only ugleing the

tea because she belly full.

uka, ooka n arc Sugar cane. (< Bh Tkh ‘sugarcane’) 0 The word used

by the indentured immigrants for sugar cane and still used by some

elders today is “Ooka.” This word is a bhojpurized form of ‘Eeka’

which means sugar cane. (TG-S 14 Oct 1990:45)

ukee(-ukee), yuki-yuki n Martinella obovata, a woody tendril-

climbing native plant. 0 He knew where to find them and how to use

them. Herbs like ukee ukee, traditionally used in treating conjunctivi-

tis, glaucoma and cataract. (Morean M-64) 0 Yuki yuki is described

as being good for diarrhoea and abdominal cramps. (EX-S 25 May
2003:3)

ukhaare, ookharay v Pull out; rip out; break up; esp. to pull up rooted

or buried things. (< H ukharna ‘rooted up; plucked up; raised up’) 0

(Dwarika 1984:36) 0 “De last thing remain is de house roof and dey

ookaareing it.” (1990) 0 “Ukhaare a root a eddoes fuh me na.” (1990)

ukhal, ukhar v Pull out a plant by the roots. (< H ukharna ‘be rooted

up, plucked up, raised up’) 0 “Paa, jes ukhare de big peas tree.” (1990)

ukhre, ookre v Dislocate, strain, of a VEIN or muscle, usu. in the

abdomen or groin. See also NARA 2
. (< H ukharna ‘dislocate’) 0

“Mi naaraa ukre when ah lift up de bag.” ( 1 990)

ukhri, ookhri n arc A large wooden container made from a hollowed

tree trunk. (< H ukhlY ‘mortar’) 0 Ookhri: A wooden vessel made
from the trunk of a tree. The inside of the trunk was dug out and made
hollow. The vessel was wide at the mouth and tapered at the base

(about one metre high). (Ramlakhan 1990a: 12)

ulara n A traditional Indian song sung mostly during PHAGWA, for

religious or entertainment purposes, with chorus and solo. (< H-Bh
ulah ‘thrill with emotion’) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 “We go practise

some ulara too fuh Phagwa.” (1990) 0 The term chautal refers to the

entire repertory of Phagua songs, and also to one of the three main

subtypes of this genre, that also includes jhurnar and ulara. Most

songs... relate episodes from the Ramayan, the Mahdbharata, and the

Puranas (all Hindu epic texts). (Myers 1998:74)

ulu, ooloo 1 n An owl, esp. Glaucidium brasilianum phaloenoides, a

small brown owl. (< H ullu ‘owl’ or Arawak uru-uru
,
this owl) =

>jumbie bird, little brown owl, petite chouette, pol-pol (owl), Trinidad

ferruginous pygmy owl 0 Dat ulu eh leh me sleep whole night. (1990)

2 n A stupid foolish person. 0 He over ooloo. (1990)

um see AM
umbrella jep n Apoica sp., several species of medium-sized wasps.

Usu. light yellow-brown, with white tip at end of belly; painful sting.

Usu. seen around house lights at night. Nest is an upside-down cone

that adult wasps hang onto during the day in a shape resembling an

upside-down umbrella. (< fr umbrella-like shape of insects on the

nest) = night-time jep, >white jep

uncle n A term of respect for any older man. (< dial E uncle ‘a term of

respect or familiarity used in speaking of or to an elderly man, not

necessarily implying relationship’) 0 One of the players, going past

him, put a hand on his shoulder and said, ‘Hard game, uncle. Hard

game!’ and went on. (Lovelace 1988:92)

uncross v Undo, neutralize, or negate bad luck or negative supernatu-

ral powers directed against you. 0 (Rollocks 1991 : 1 79) 0 Apart from

its medicinal use, magic-spiritual properties are also attributed to

Mardi Gras in Trinidad. The plant is used by hunters to bathe their

dogs in the belief and hope that the dogs would become more effi-

cient in capturing game. A bath made from Mardi Gras is also

believed to “uncross” dogs that get lost in the woods... Oils and

creams are also produced in Trinidad to “uncross” the negative

vibrations of individuals or households... it is used for making Mardi

Gras Incense. The latter is considered wonderful for “uncrossing”

court matters and other matters of difficulty. (Morean 19921:35)

uncustomed adj Not having had customs duty paid; smuggled. (< dial

E uncustomed ‘smuggled; not having paid duty on’) 0 They charge

him with holding uncustomed goods.

under 1 prep Describing land, planted with or growing a particular

kind of vegetation. (< E under ‘planted, stocked or seeded with; used

for growing’) 0 Up to now, the area is under bamboo, bush, etc. and

just lying around not producing anything. (TTM 3 Feb 1987)

2 phr With the cocoa, the coffee, etc., the area beneath these trees

planted on an ESTATE; generally considered a pleasant environment,

esp. for walking. 0 Ah going for a walk under the cocoa (Moore

1980:16)

under and over the lucky seven n A gambling game with a board

divided into three parts: the left side is "under 2-1”, the middle “lucky

7”, and the right side “over 2-1”. Odds, usu. 2-1 or higher, are given on

the bet placed on over-7 or under-7 when a pair of dice are thrown by

the punter. = lucky seven 0 It had been an all-day affair, with stalls and

people jamming to a DJ and even an under-and-over-the-lucky-7

game, with takers, it had been a rally, a fair, a gathering of the already

converted. (EX 14 Dec 1986:6) 0 “The board for under-and-over the

lucky seven is a simple folding-into-3 - for quick dismantling and run-

ning away from cops except on race days at the Savanna and elsewhere

where a blind eye is turned to this and other games of chance.” (1988)

under bamboo phr Of a marriage ceremony, conducted according to

Hindu religious rites. Such ceremonies were not recognized as legal

unions until 1946. (< E under ‘subject to the authority or control’ +
bamboo, fr usual building material for wedding area) = under Hindu

rites, under fig tree 0 Unregistered marriages came to be known, as

they still are today, as “under the bamboo.” (Niehoff & Niehoff

1960:101) 0 [N]o Hindu pandit (priest) could legally marry anyone

until the passage of the Hindu Marriage Ordinance in 1946. A couple

united only by a pandit according to the rites of the Hindu religion

were said, in Trinidad, to be “married under the bamboo,” and the

union had no legal standing whatever. (Klass 1961:108) 0 Despite the

fact that until a decade ago Hindu marriages were not recognized by

law and the issue of unions contracted “under the bamboo” were con-

sidered illegitimate, almost every first marriage in Amity has been -

and is - solemnized in this manner. (Klass 1961:238) 0 “Dey marri-

din under bamboo.” (Lewis 1972:14)

underbrush v Cut and clear small plants and bush around trees, leav-

ing big trees for shade; clear land before cut and bum, esp. in a new
field. (< E underbrush ‘shrubs and small trees forming the under-

growth in a forest’) 0 (Moore 1980:23)

under fig tree phr Of a marriage ceremony, conducted according to

Hindu religious rites. (< E under ‘subject to the authority or control’

+ fig tree fr leaves used as roofing for ceremonial area) = >under

bamboo, under Hindu rites 0 She not marriedin under no fig tree like

she grandmother.

under four eyes 1 phr Face-to-face; one-to-one; person-to-person;

two people only without others watching. See also UNDER TWO
EYES. 0 “If we are ever in the Caroni Swamp under four eyes, I go

kill him.” (1990) 0 “If someone giving you fatigue, from a distance,

you say, ‘When I meet you under four eyes. I’ll give you the answer.’

1 don’t want to yell, it’s so bad.” (1990)

2 phr Closely; with great care and attention. 0 [The cafe], Port-of-

Spain’s wildest booze and girlie show joint on Broadway... is now
reeling under heavy manners from cops and soldiers. Members of the

security services, who have made [the cafe] their favourite freeing up
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pre-curfew hours spot are now said to be watching the place under

four eyes. (TTM 9 Oct 1990:9)

under Hindu rites phr Of a ceremony, usu. a wedding or funeral,

conducted according to Hindu religious rites. (< E under ‘subject to

the authority or control’) = >under bamboo, under fig tree 0 I recently

dreamt that we were marrying under Hindu rites. (Blast 13 Oct

1989:14)

under house, underneath house phr The space underneath the floor

of a house that is built on pillars, often quite high and used for cook-

ing, parking, laundry, resting, etc. 0 An wen nite com ah beg full

lorgin oil bowt an dey refuse me, so ah went to sleep undar ah house,

an ah poleeceman hole me. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 He left the step and

went under the house. (TG 21 Mar 1919:10) 0 Six men playing

Romey for stakes under a house at Cocoyea Village at noon were

raided. (WG 1 Dec 1930:7) 0 “Where you livin’ now?” “Under a

house.”... “Under a house? You and the fowls keepin’ company?” (de

Boissiere 1956:116-7) 0 Still fresh in her mind the time he left with

the key in his pocket and went seventeen miles to Mamoral to

gamble and they had to keep the meeting underneath the school

house. (Lovelace 1988:59) 0 The mosquitoes have been a worry...

One villager told the BLAST that soon as it gets dark he has to leave

under his two storey house and cannot even sit in the gallery. (Blast

6 Oct 1989: 1 1 ) 0 We gone out in the yard, and I wondering where she

could hide these things. We look under the house, and still nothing.

(Tante Tante, TG 3 Sept 1991) 0 “I gave chase and held him under a

house,” said the officer. (TTM2 Feb 1996:28)

underleaf n Melanis iarbas \~ Lymnas iarbus], a butterfly, wingspan

3.8 cm (1.5"). Jet black with orange bands across the central upper

wings and at the outer margin of the lower wings; four large red dots,

one on each wing near base. 0 (Kaye 1910) 0 (Kaye 1921:69) 0

(Barcant 1970:203-4)

under mark 1 n A strategy used by a WHE-WHE BANKER, in which

the same MARK is played on the same day for more than a week. 0

When Play Whe was still called Whe Whe, it acquired several terms to

describe its various aspects, such as ‘mark-under’ or ‘mark-under-mark’.

This is a strategy used by a banker to throw the players off. For

instance, the mark played on Wednesday is played the following

Wednesday at the same time. (Besson 1999:46)

2 adj Of a WHE-WHE BANKER, using the under mark strategy. 0 A
banker is thought to be ‘under mark’ when it is observed that he plays

that number on a particular weekday for more than one week.

(Besson 1999:46)

underplant 1 v Put quick, temporary crops under permanent crops, or

put new plants where old ones have died or been taken out. This tech-

nique can be done on a continued basis, or to rehabilitate an old plant-

ing. (< E underplant ‘plant or cultivate the ground about a tall plant

with smaller ones’) 0 (Moore 1980:23)

2 n Temporary cropping under permanent crops. 0 In a whole under-

plant
,
the entire area is lined again as if no plants were there, the new

plants are put in right through, and old plants are then trimmed to

allow in enough sun. In a partial underplant, up to about half the

picket spaces are replanted, often with a new plant next to an old one.

In a supply underplant, the occasional missing plant is replaced, up to

about 10% of the total, usu. during the first 1-2 years of the main

planting.

under the cocoa see UNDER"

under two eyes phr Face-to-face; one-to-one; person-to-person; alone

without others watching. See also UNDER FOUR EYES. 0 “I’d like to

get that man under two eyes and give him a good cut-tail.” (1990)

undone adj Without support; without help. (< E undone ‘ruined;

destroyed’) 0 “He was really a nice son and never left me undone,”

she cried. (Mirror 1983)

unfinancial see FINANCIAL

University of Woodford Square n A reference to the use of

Woodford Park in Port of Spain, as a site for public addresses and dis-

course, and an evocation of its role in the lead-up to independence in

the 1950s, when Eric Williams lectured on politics to the masses

there. The square is bordered by Frederick, Abercromby, Knox and

Hart Streets. It is a focal point for preachers, politicians, and debate

on all topics, (fr public lectures given there esp. by Dr. Eric Williams,

making it a university for the masses, parallel to the University ofthe

West Indies) 0 [In] Woodford Square ... free, and more often than not

loudspeaker, speech is practised in the manner of Speakers’ Comer at

London’s Hyde Park, a free speech ranging over the usual soap-box

subjects of politics and religion. Party politics did not exist in Trini-

dad until 1956, and this fomm for free and lively debates on island

affairs was an important aspect of life in Port-of-Spain - so important

that the square’s activity was referred to as the ‘University of

Woodford Square’. (Bryans 1967:22) 0 [In 1955] Williams vowed,

“I am going to let down my bucket where I am, right here with you in

the British West Indies.” A new series of lectures was started, and so

was founded a new politics based on public education and national-

ism... “Now that I have resigned my position at Howard University in

the USA,” the Doctor promised them, “the only university in which I

shall lecture in future is the University of Woodford Square and its

several branches throughout the length and breadth of Trinidad and

Tobago.” (Johnson 1988c:50-51) 0 [He] expounded to his heart’s

content from his grassy platform in front of the public convenience in

the “University” of Woodford Square, Port of Spain. (Heat 10 Oct

1991:7) 0 I first met Aaron in Woodford Square in Port of Spain on

November 29, 1988, where he was one of the major disputants in an

informal public debate... Discussions at the “University of Woodford
Square,” as it is called, are taken seriously; participants include some
of the most famous Trini scholars and personalities. (Houk 1992:9) 9

If downtown has a middle, it would be Woodford Square. Even if it

were tucked into a comer, Woodford Square would seem like the cen-

tre of town. It is in many ways the centre of the country. Like Hyde
Park’s Speakers’ Comer, the “University of Woodford Square” is a

rallying point for unions, campaigners, and protester; aspiring politi-

cians used to cut their teeth here. (Eliot 2005:59)

unloosen v Untie; untangle. (< E unloose ‘undo; untie; unfasten a

knot, belt, band, bundle etc.’ + E loosen ‘make less tight’) 0 Unloosen

(disentangle) the rope of the goat. (ESTT 1956)

Unofficial n obs In Trinidad, during the period of CROWN COLONY
government 1831-1924, a person appointed to represent special prop-

erty interests. (< E unofficial ‘not holding an official position; not act-

ing in an official capacity’) 9 Trinidad was a ‘pure’ Crown Colony

between 1831 and 1924, governed by an entirely official Executive

Council and a Legislative Council composed of officials and nomi-

nated Unofficials... the poor had no access to the policy-makers,

while the propertied interests, through the Unofficial members of the

Legislative Council, could lobby effectively... Unofficials were nom-
inated to represent the leading economic sectors of the island, sugar,

cocoa, and commerce. (Brereton 1979:24-6) 9 G.L. Garcia, a white

Unofficial, opposing the bill, said that drum-beating was the chief

form of recreation for certain classes. It was much abused by vaga-

bonds and prostitutes, but the past traditions of Trinidad knew the

drum dance as the Bamboula, at which ‘respectable peasants’ enjoyed

themselves after the day’s toil. (Brereton 1979:161)

unstuff v Unload; used in reference shipping containers. (< colloq E
stuff"pack or load a freight container’) 9 The Trinidad and Tobago
Labour Congress supports the action taken by the Port Authority in

the unstuffing of FCL (full container load) containers at the Port. (EX
29 Aug 1990:8)

unwashed adj Of green coffee, processed by a dry method, without

water processing. 9 (Moore 1980:19)

up 1 v Raise; lift; lift up; esp. in a fight. (< colloq E up ‘raise, e.g. the

arm; elevate; lift; pick up’) = ups“ 9 De ol' witch get angry, up wid de

mortar and pistle, and start singin’. (Parsons 1933:38) 9 But the first

one a them only get me red, I’m going to up with me poui and bust

they bald head. (Growler “Old Man” 1938) 9 Up to now she’d be bat-

ting still, But I up me ball and run out the field. (Dictator “The

Female Cricketer” 1948 pr) 9 “I thought of upping my foot and letting

him have it.” (Bomb Aug 1970) 9 Then Mr Malik up with a cutlass

and chop him upon his neck. (Lord Kitchener “Parmasar Christina

Gardens Murder” 1973) 9 “I tell you the woman good till she foolish.
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that's what happen to her. The man up fist and beat her up." (Jones

1973: 101)0 Up your hands! (Hill 1995:57)

2 v Raise a bet, e.g. in marbles. (< E up 'advance or increase in value

or number’) 0 How much yu upping? (Keens-Douglas 1975:44)

3 adv Of location, near, out by, in the area of; not necessarily a physi-

cally elevated location. (< E up 'to or towards a point or place higher

than another and lying directly above it’) 0 'That man comes from a

serious stick-fighting place up Sangre Grande.’ (Bryans 1967:197) 0

He really was getting somewhere on his last petition. It was for lava-

tories up Laventille. (Jones 1973:63)

4 adv An intensifer or emphatic, indicating completely, thoroughly,

severely. (< E up, with a verb, indicating completeness) 0 As he reach

home, his mother boof him up. The boy couldn't take that kinda boof.

0 “So you buy up you tings for Christmas already?” said Philmore.

“How you looking so sprigidy (agile)?” (Homer 1995) 0 “Shark is

trouble, only two weeks ago my brother get about 30 stitches after

one bite up all his foot and leg.” ( TG 22 Dec 1995:32)

5 adj Pregnant; expecting a child. = in baby, >in the way, making

baby 0 Up, be up, gom up - pregnant. (John 1973) 0 “I have a girl-

friend, she up for me.” (1991

)

up here adv In or at this place; not necessarily an elevated location. 0

“Is time the government do something about up here. “ (EX 18 Jan

1987:6)

up islands 1 n The islands of the Eastern Caribbean north and west of

Trinidad and Tobago, e.g. Barbados, Grenada, St. Vincent, St. Lucia.

See also down the ISLANDS. (< E up 'towards the part considered

more remote fr a chief centre; northwards’) 0 Stealing a march on the

field are the calypsonians from “up-the-islands” by virtue of their

releases coming out at least six months before the locals, for their

respective carnivals. (EX 9 Nov 1 986:3 1

)

2

adv In the islands of the Eastern Caribbean. 0 Just as well-liked 'up

the islands’ as it is in Trinidad, the Fitz Vaughn Bryan Orchestra. (TG
15 Jan 1961:11) 0 Forget politics man, tell we 'bout yu adventures up

de islands! (Keens-Douglas 1984:1)

upliftment n Social and moral improvement. Note: In international E
chiefly “Black and Indian”. (< E upliftment ‘action or process of

improving or raising to a new standard; betterment of economic or

social conditions’) 0 Upliftment - improvement, esp. in standard of

life; also, morally and socially... being frequently employed by social

workers and religious leaders. (John 1973)

up on knucks phr In PITCH, resting the marble on top of your other

hand, in a fist, placed on the ground, to provide a higher place to pitch

from. (< up + on + knuckles) = cup on knucks, hike 0 He was always

claiming up on knucks.

uppish adj Arrogant; feeling superior and without consideration

for others. (< E uppish ‘inclined to be stuck up; putting on airs’) 0

(Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

up road phr A short distance, usu. said when going to LIME or visit;

no fixed distance or direction; a slight rise in the road in that direction

favours this over down the road. (< E up 'along; in a horizontal

direction or straight course; towards the part considered more remote

fr a chief centre’) 0 “He jes gone up de road for a jog.” (Baptiste

1 993 : 1 62) 0 “I goin up the road.” ( 1 990)

ups 1 v Do something suddenly, without warning. (< dial E up ‘start

up; begin abruptly or boldly to do something’ usu. followed by and',

e.g. He upped and died.) 0 Instead of Doris tellin’ de lady dat she

don’t want dat com she want ah nex’ one, she ups an’ tell de lady,

“Yu should be ashamed of yuself sellin’ people dem kind ah maga
com. Dis kind ah com allyu sellin’ here is uncomstitutional!” Well is

what de lady eh tell Doris. (Keens-Douglas 1984:92) 0 I done tell

Sybil that one day I will just ups and sell the maxi and pay off the

bank and dust it to the cold. (Maharaj 1992:28) 0 “That is why I does

juss ups an apologise,” said the driver. (Taxi, EX 21 Aug 1995)

2 v Raise; lift; lift up; esp. in a fight. (< coll. E up 'raise, e.g. the

arm; elevate; lift; pick up’) = up 1

0 She was eating lunch when this

woman walked into her house and ups with a stone to let her have it

in the face.

3 v Steal; take something that does not belong to you. (prob. < colloq

E up 'raise, e.g. the arm; elevate; lift; pick up’) = huff, >tief 0 1 ent see

it, but I know is he ups my bag.

4 n In marbles PITCH, an advantage asked for to allow the player to

stand and pitch instead of stooping, as is normally done. = stands,

upstands 0 No ups, no downs, no chinksin in holes, no fens, and

you’re allowed the normal game, you can fats, you go back to

bounds, if you get dab you go back to bounds and you remain in the

game. (Gayelle, Banyan 1985) 0 The air rang with shouts of ‘every’

when the ground was smoothed so that there was no impediment to

prevent one’s marble being hit by the person pitching, and ‘ups’ if a

marble came in contact with someone’s foot... ‘Ups,’ cried Stalin as

Tommy’s marble struck Mangal’s foot. 'Fen' taw ped,’ Tommy cried.

‘I said “fen” taw-ped’ before you said “ups”.’ ‘You lie!’ screamed

Stalin. (Boodhoo 1994:60)

upsided down 1 adj Upside down; with the top on the bottom side, so

that the upper part or surface becomes the under or lower. (< E upside

down) 0 You have your book upsided down. (ESTT 1956) 0 At long

last Uncle Charlie get a chance to dance in de Hilton... Ever since you

see dat place open up, Uncle Charlie plannin for dem, but somehow
he never make de grade to get invite to a fete dere and it had a time he

was only saying he ent want to go anyway because de place too

upsided down. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 July 1977) 0 He tun she

upsided down and put blows in she tail.

2 adj Confused; dazed; disoriented. 0 For she turn my old head

upsided down. When she offer cocoa tea. (Beginner “Cocoa Tea Puz-

zle to Me” 1940) 0 The details of her cosmology are debated, for

there is widespread agreement that the Bible had indeed got some

things ‘upsided down’. (Littlewood 1993:9)

3 adv Severely; for a long time; thoroughly; usu. with cuss or abuse.

= black is white
1

, left is right 0 Well de Englishman was so high

strung. He start to buse de Chinee upsided down. (Cristo “China

Man” 1971 pr) 0 Cuss upside down. (Ottley 1971:12)

ups kabat n A marbles game in which the item played for is JUMBIE

BEADS. /Aps kabat/ 0 (Ashby 1981:23)

ups-stand v Stand up and pitch the marble down from the hand when
you say UPS or STANDS. = stands, ups

4

upstairs prep Upstairs from; on the next higher floor. (< E upstairs

from 'on a higher story’) 0 By a man who frequented the gambling

club, which was upstairs one of the buildings which was burnt down.

(7TM4 Feb 1996:3)

upstairs and downstairs house n A two-story house built on tall pil-

lars, usu. with the ground floor (downstairs) enclosed. (< E upstairs

‘the second or higher floor or story of a house’ + downstairs ‘a lower

floor’) 0 Ah no tink dey go keep de snow bal dance ah Ramdeen hal

agen, me here ah foo tek place ah de Coonoopeer junction Rode ah

one big upsteers house. (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 He owned a large

upstairs and downstairs house... There were four bedrooms upstairs,

and two rooms downstairs. (Lewis 1972:15)

upstairs house n A house built on tall pillars, usu. with the ground floor

not fully enclosed and therefore open. See UNDER HOUSE. (< E upstairs

‘having more than one story’ < upstairs 'the second or higher floor or

story of a house’) = stilted (house), tall house 0 Ah no tink dey go keep

de snow bal dance ah Ramdeen hal agen, me here ah foo tek place ah

de Coonoopeer junction Rode ah one big upsteers house. (PC 20 Aug

1904) 0 He, his wife and several children had lived in an upstairs house

which was so large that it took grown-ups quite some time to walk from

one end to the next. (Persaud 1990:71) 0 [T]he many “upstairs houses,”

supported by six or eight sturdy concrete pillars. (Myers 1998:54)

up(s) taw intj In PITCH, shouted to a player who plays a marble out of

turn, poss. costing him his turn or even his game. 0 How you mean

‘ups taw’! Is my turn!

urdhi, oordhi, urdi, urti n Phaseolus mungo (E mung bean, black

gram or woolly pyrol), a cultivated plant, erect or trailing. Leaves

with 3 leaflets. Flowers pale yellow. Pods buff or brown, hairy with

short hooked beak, containing 6-10 oblong, black or green seeds.

Green pods are edible. Seeds boiled, or dried and made into flour.

(H-Bh urad ‘pulse; yellow pulse’) 0 (CFNI 1971:29) 0 “Make some
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baaraa with urdi.” (1990) 0 There is the need for agriculturalists to

' pay greater attention to cultivated rare plants like the urdi... and black

pepper... before they disappear altogether. (Mahabir 1991 :vi) 0 “We
use the urdi when we doing puja and for making bara... When my
father was living, we used to pick urdi by the bags. Now they eh ha’

urdi. They used to pound it up in a bucket and give the cow to drink

with water for it to give more milk.” (Mahabir 1991:152) 0 Urdi was

also used for making bara which is the fore-runner of doubles.

(Chandool 2003)

urdhi mur n A mixture of small split peas and DAL. 0 The second

meal was of a yellow rice he called Emispee rice, dhal, pigeon peas or

oordee moor with pumkin and bygan (egg plant). (Deen 1994:232)

urine bush n Euphorbia oerstediana [= Poinsettia oerstediana,

Dichylium oerstedianum ], a weak, erect, little-branched native plant

to 50 cm (19.5") tall; stems hollow between joints. Leaves 1.8-10 x

1-4.5 cm (.7-3.9 x .3-1.8"), alternate below, opposite or whorled

above, ovate to oblong-elliptic, pointed tip, base wedge-shaped or

rounded. Fruit capsule 3 mm (.12”) long, 4 mm (.16") diameter.

Seeds 1.5-2 mm (.06-.08") long, ellipsoid, greyish, warty, (fr use to

induce urination) = fei pisa 0 (FTT 1979-2-10:697) 0 (Seaforth,

Adams & Sylvester 1983:86)

usanaa n Rice milled after soaking the paddy in water, (prob. < H
usanna ‘boil; simmer’) 0 (Jha 1973:39)

use v Be utilized; be used. = nuse 0 “This stove doesn’t use. I don’t

know why it still here.” (1986)

uses to v Have/has or had the habit of; do(es) or did regularly. = use to

0 She started to relate her dressing career. How she uses to dress

when going to praise. (Small Island Pride “Bacchanal Women” 1959

pr) 0 He begin to think again about the last calypso season, when he

was holding big, and uses to go up by the high-class chinee restaurant

in St. Vincent Street. (Selvon 1960b: 108) 0 “I uses to think that you

had so much feelin’s, but I don’t think you know the first thing about

people.” (Khan 1964:63) 0 “I uses to work by some people name
Smith. I think the mister is a Doc too.” (Hart 1966:6) 0 USES, v.,

used, e.g., he uses to call me John. (Rodman 1971:236) 0 “I have to

talk to she. When she was a little girl she uses to fan de coalpot for me
when ah was ironing, but now she only want to gallivant all about.”

(Bowyer ca 1974:24) 0 “What about Gangan Sarah?” “She came here

as an African slave, and she uses to, say, go about, performing mira-

cles and so on. She used to fly, telling them not to use salt and thing.”

(Gayelle, Aug 1985) 0 I remember long time when I was driving taxi

for a Indian fella name Palloo, I only uses to have nice music by

James Brown and Kitch and Sparrow and everybody in the car happy

like pappy. (Maharaj 1992:28)

use to, used to v Have/has or had the habit of; do(es) or did regularly.

Note: In SE used to is only for past habits no longer current. (< E
used to ‘was accustomed to do’) = uses to 0 I said, “Joan, I didn’t

know you used to wear that already?” “What?” I told her and she

quickly slapped my face. “That’s for being fresh! I didn’t even know
you knew about those things.” (Anthony 1967:160) 0 If they used to

visit here a little more often, they would be aware of the appalling

conditions that we are faced with. ( Target 1982)

usine, nusine 1 n Sugar refining factory; term used widely in the

English Caribbean, /iuzin, niuzin/ (< Fr usine ‘factory; water-mill’) 0

Mudar Buccus, a Mahometan free Coolie on the Usine Estate belong-

ing to the Colonial Company. (Testimony, C.4366, 1885 in Singh

1988: 125) 0 Here and there we passed ruined sugar usines, with valu-

able plant lying about the road abandoned because it was no longer

worth the expense of moving it for the price it would fetch. (Jay

1900:95) 0 Drove off early to see the great “Usine” of St. Madeleine,

five miles distant. (Des Voeux 1903:301) 0 Rum for local use and for

exportation is made at the distilleries connected with the large sugar

usines. (Collens 1912:74-5) 0 Wanted. For Waterloo Usine, one fac-

tory overseer, salary $75.00 per month. Applicant must be of

European parentage and preferably have served at the front. (TG
18 Oct 1919) 0 For sugar cane Usine, B.C. Caroni. (Wonder “Sweet

La Trinidad” 1948 pr) 0 Usine Sainte Madeleine. A usine or sugar

factory built on Petit Mome Estate and inaugurated in March 1874,

by the Colonial Company. (Anthony 1997:588-9)

2 adj Manufactured in a USINE. 0 Gimme haff ponng nusine shuggah

at 3 cts. (PC 17 Sept 1904) 0 The days of Muscovado Sugar have

passed away. Only Crystals, or what is known as “Usine” sugar is

now manufactured, and the process is highly scientific but far less

interesting to me than the good old Muscovado days. (Fraser ca

1942:276)

uskuna n Cloth or fibre scrubber used to wash WARES. (< H-Bh
uskuna ‘cloth used to majna, scrub’) = majna 0 Pass me the uskuna,

nah.

ustad, oostad, oustard, ustaad 1 n Leader of a singing and musical

group; learned man; teacher. (< H-U ustad ‘master; teacher’) 0 “He is

my ustad.” (1990) 0 For lessons we had to go to the ustad.

2 n In GHATKA, traditional Indian stick-fighting, the defending cham-

pion. 0 And when Gurudeva sought out an oustard or veteran stick-

man and at his guidance began practising on evenings at gatka, which

they play at Hosey time; and at creole stick, which they play at Carni-

val time and in fighting mmelees generally, old Jaimungal positively

began to boast. (Naipaul 1976:41) 0 The champion stick man (ustad)

steps into the ring and challenges the fighters of the other procession.

(Ramlakhan 1990b:34) 0 Combatants fought with a shield (fenner)

and a stick (lathi) in postures varying from standing to bending on

one knee to rolling on the ground. When two Hosay processions met,

the champion stickman (oustad) from one side would step into a ring

in the street, throw his stick on the ground, and issue challenges to his

prospective opponent. (Mahabir 2003)

utensil n Chamberpot; a container, mostly for urine passed at night.

(< E chamber utensil ‘a vessel used in a bedchamber for urine and

slops’) = >po, po-cham, tensil 0 He found several bottles tied together

in a comer. He also found a utensil in which was a tin containing oil

which was burning at the time of his search. (Alexander 1909:124) 0

Stella walked by at that moment, taking a bedroom utensil into the

yard. (Mendes 1934:150) 0 And keeping things in utensils until it

start to smell ever more. Wake up next morning and throw it in front

the neighbour door. (Power “Live and Let Live” pr, in Roberts 1965)

0 Two women in maxi skirts strolled onstage at Queen’s Park Savan-

nah last week Wednesday, dragging tensils behind them. (Mirror

1983) 0 He heard her using the utensil, the shuffle of her slippers as

she comes to the bed. (Strasser 1990:127)

uthawe 1 v Get up; arise. (< H uthna ‘raise up; go away’) 0 Uthawe

(getting up)... [is a] linguistic [legacy] from U.P. and Bihar. (Jha

1973:40)

2 v Lift, raise up something. (< H uthwana ‘cause to be raised up’) 0

“Uthawe the child and take him inside.” (1990)

uthawe hardi n A ceremony on the Friday preceding a Hindu wed-

ding, when the bride and groom, in their respective houses, are

daubed with HARDI. 0 The wedding proper may be said to begin with

the ceremony of iithawe hardi
,
in which the boy and girl - each in his

own home - is daubed with saffron. This takes place on the Friday

preceding the Sunday wedding. From then until the third day after the

wedding, the boy and girl are considered to be in a state of “danger.”

Neither may leave his house unaccompanied during this period, and

both must wear amulet bracelets containing iron to protect them from

malevolent spirits. (Klass 1961:125-6) 0 “We ha to go today by Sar-

joo, dey uthaweing hardi.” (1990)

utho, ootho v Get up; awake; arise. (< H uthna ‘raise up; go away’) 0

“Utho! It getting late.” (1990)

uva grass n Gynerium sagittatum, a tall, cane-like native grass; leaf-

margins spiny at base. = cane riviere
2

, river cane, >white roseau, wild

cane 0 By the river side we saw uva grass or white roseau, the stems

of which are used for laths and the leaves for thatching. (Farrell

1984:21)
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vadray v Wander from place to place, (prob. < Fr divaguer ‘wander;

roam') 0 Vadraih. (ESTT 1956)

vagan n Chiococa alba

,

a climbing native plant; used medicinally,

esp. in Tobago. = American mint", >brendel, dandy root, David(‘s)

root, mapepire roof, snowberry 0 (Morean 1990)

vage n Any of several native parasitic climbing plants, esp. Phthirusa

adunca , Phoradendron piperoides , and Loranthus sp., usu. growing

on trees, /va3/ = >bird vine, kaka-zwazo, guatepajaro, mistletoe
1

0 I

know a lady... who for the sake of the wild birds of her district actu-

ally harbours bird-vine (vage) to thrive upon the trees near her house

[to]... afford food for her pets. ( TG 4 Oct 1922:7) 0 Vage... This

whole group of plants, the Loranthaceae, are very noxious weeds and

are proclaimed pests under the Plant Protection Ordinance. They are

parasites or semi-parasites on orchard and forest trees. (Laurence

1976:11) 0 One woman of thirty-one remembered something called

“vage”... Apparently, it is a tree on which birds feed. They sometimes

transfer the seeds of this tree to other spots where a plant later grows.

(Thompson 1983:17)

vai-ki-vai, vaille-que-vaille, vai-qui-vai, vie-que-vie, vike-e-vike,

vi-ke-vi, vikey-vy, vy-kee-vy, vy-ki-vy 1 adj Lackadaisical; disor-

derly; unplanned; chaotic; irresponsible; without care or thought, /vai

ki vai/ (< FC vai ki vai < Fr vaille que vaille ‘for better or worse’) 0

Don’t go lamblash and vikey-vikey. Eating sugar mad. (Penguin

“Sugar” 1971 pr) 0 What kind of vikey vike law is this, that Central

Bank Governor Victor Bruce pulled out of his money hat. (Bomb

1983) 0 [Fie said] that Robinson had taken to ruling “in a vaille-que-

vaille way - draconian today, laissez faire tomorrow, dictator the

next”. (EX 8 May 1988)

2 adv In a manner considered lackadaisical, disorderly, unplanned,

chaotic, irresponsible. 0 Vie que vie (corrup. fr. vaille qui vaille) - at

all cost, any how. (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 Dont tink I feel [he] could

do as he like in he job and reach to teach de people chirren vikey vy.

Ehn ehn. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 Apr 1977) 0 When accountants pre-

tend that they know about inflation and recession, and bankers don’t

do their homework, they lend out millions of dollars of other people’s

deposits and savings, vike-e-vike. (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:19) 0 The

company’s culture and climate would indiate whether the company

has good industrial relations, high morale and is committed to pro-

ductivity or whether the company is just operating “vy-kie-vy”. (TG
24 Aug 1986:12) 0 1 am a true-true Trini, 1 do things ‘vai-qui-vai’, I

don’t need to answer questions. Like who, when, what, where, why?
I live the carefree now-for-now. Worship the nine-day-wonder, I have

no future plans or hopes, No scruples to live under. (Wilkes 1994)

Valencia redbark n Pouteria beardii , a native tree. 0 (Beard 1946:34)

Valentine n A character killed by Saint George in a traditional Tobago

SPEECH BAND. (< E Valentine , a traditional character in English

mummer’s plays) 0 Then you have Valentine who was very rude to

King George himself and usually he got slained. When he was slain,

you had Bushy Dragon, you have Fire Dragon, you have the Drug-

gists - Punch and Judy, then you have Dr. Lima, he pronounced the

death of Valentine who was slain by King George after he was dead.

Then you have the burial; the burial ceremony and the crossing and

cutting of swords. (OPNL Sept 1988:3)

valsin, balsin n Bothrops atrox , a venomous snake. (< Fr valsant

‘waltzing’, fr swaying motion when partly coiled) = balsain, barba

amarilla, basin snake, cascaber, fer-de-lance, mapepire“, >mapepire

balsain
1

, rabo frito, true cascabel, true mapepire
1

0 (Boos 200 la: 156)

vamp 1 v Smell bad, unwashed or sweaty; stink. 0 Vamp-to smell

offensive (esp. of toilet). (John 1973) 0 The dogs vamping. 0 That man
really vamping.

2 v Go well; be lively, e.g. a fete. 0 Yes! The fete vamping!

vampire n A type of BAT MAS portraying the local vampire bat,

Desmodus rufus. = Desmodus 0 Mr. Harry Laughlin was awarded the

prize for the most original as the Vampire Bat. (POSG 18 Feb

1896:5) 0 Another type of individual player was the Bat. These play-

ers dressed in the colour of costume to look like the real thing. There

were the Monster Bat, the Vampire Bat, ordinary fancy Bat, and in

the later years, the Desmodus Rufus.... The Vampire chose their cos-

tumes of very dark grey or black and they also were very pretty with

their wings, teeth, claws, mask, etc. They certainly looked like a real

big bat. (Jones 1947:54-5)

vandoras n obs Probably Dermochelys coriacea, a large marine turtle.

Note: Trinidad has several protected nesting areas for this turtle, com-

monly called by the SE name leatherback turtle. 0 Of the fish called

Turtle, there are various sorts; the Hawks-bill, the Vandoras, the

Logerhead, and the green Turtle... whose fish is flesh, and admits of

various tastes; as of Veal, of Beef, but the fat is green, and eats like

Marrow; and their Eggs undistinguishable from those of a Hen; which

is pickled, strung up, and barbacued in the Sun, are little or nothing

inferiour to Buttargo. And though notwithstanding the Vandoras

Turtle assimilates some what the Nature of the Green, yet is her fat

not by half so sweet; and is of a more yellowish Complexion. (Poyntz

1683:25-26)

van-van n arc Scandalous affairs; serious neighbourly discord, (poss.

< vonvori) 0 (ESTT 1956)

vantay, vante v Show off; boast; praise yourself. (< Fr vanter ‘praise;

commend; extol’, se vanter ‘boast; pride oneself on’) See also MAKE
STYLE. 0 Vante bouillon, to praise one’s self. (ESTT 1956) 0 To van-

tay (vante?) - show off, “cut style”. (Daniel ms2 ca 1960)

vap, vaps n A whim, caprice, sudden urge or desire to do or have

something; usu. implying some irrationality, i.e. you wouldn’t get a

vaps to do anything sensible, /vap, vaps/ (< FC vaps ‘sudden anger,

depression or hysteria’, poss. < Fr vapeur ‘dizziness’ or arc E vapour

‘fancy or fantastic idea’) = bap(s)“ 0 This was not the first time Man-

gohead get vap to create calypso. (Selvon 1957:127) 0 And jest like

dat guess what happen? How yuh ent know we get a vaps and we
make a grancharge and we say we go bring a ting dis year! (Zingay

Talala, Bomb 1977) 0 All of a sudden it is very quiet. People tired

outside sitting. Then they get a ‘vaps’ the music start up, a violin, a

flute and a cuatro going, the whole crowd doing the new thing, (de

Lima 1982:19) 0 It is this consistent failure to take a political view

which has obliged the incumbents to govern by vaps. (TTR Nov

1990:2) 0 I just ketch ah vaps and felt like digressing, because I ain’t

do so for a long time, with all them serious thing I was writing about.

(7TM31 Dec 1995:30)

vara, varra 1 n A traditional Spanish linear measure, equal to 32.9095

inches, or 83.59cm, used in surveying. (< Sp vara < Latin) 0 The

weights and measures were ...“Varas,” 33 inches; “Estabal,” 10x10
“Varas;” “Solar,” 5x5 “Estabals.” (Pitt 1948:13)

2 n A measure of land area equal to about 3.5 acres. (< Sp vara

< Latin) 0 The distance at which cocoa is planted in this island differs

from four to five varras... At that distance there are about 800 trees in

a quarree, which is the old Spanish measurement of 3 1-5 English

acres. (Hart 1866:20)

vari 1 v In dancing, change steps in an interesting way. (< E vary

‘change; alter; pass fr one condition to another esp. with frequent or

ready change within certain limits’) 0 How fuh vari yuhself pan stage,

meh cyar show yuh dat, but with meh boy, yuh have fuh bom with dat

des suh. (Rollocks 1975:5)
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2 n With make, do a variation of a dance step, often individual and
• improvisational. 0 Long time, when yuh ah dance pretty, ole people

never use fuh seh you are dance pretty. Weh deh use fuh seh? Nah yuh

ah mek vari? (Rollocks 1975:28)

3 n With make , do something for a time, show some activity. 0 He’s

wanting me to come now, but 1 tell him to make a vari and come back.

varico vein n In folk medicine, a physical condition believed to cause

of many superficial pains. (< E varicose vein ‘an unnaturally swollen

vein, visibly knotty and irregular’) = bellicose vein, choke vein, vari-

ous vein 0 (Haynes 1987:77)

variegated jacquot n Scants vetula (E queen parrotfish), a marine

parrotfish of inferior eating quality, to 50 cm (19.5") long. = vieia 0

(Vincent 1910:49)

variegated snake n Siphlophis cervinus, a non-venomous snake. =

>checkerbelly 0 Variegated Snake. (Emsley 1977)

varieties n Barite, a chemical used in the oil industry. (< E barite
,

chemical name + E varieties ‘kinds; types’) 0 I was carrying up vari-

eties on the flatform.

various vein n In folk medicine, a physical condition believed to

cause of many superficial pains. (< E varicose vein ‘an unnaturally

swollen vein, visibly knotty and irregular’) + E various ‘different;

changeful’) = bellicose vein, choke vein, varico vein 0 (Haynes

1987:77)

var ke pani n During a Hindu wedding, water used to bathe the head

of the bridegroom. (< H-Bh + ke pani ‘of water’) 0 Some of the water

that has fallen from the dulaha’s head while bathing is collected “Var

Ki Paani,” and is usually given to the dulahin when the baraat arrives

at her home. This she will sprinkle on her head. (Holass-Beepath

2002:65)

varna n arc A traditional Indian social division. (< H varn ‘colour;

division; caste’) 0 In Trinidad... the ‘all-India’ framework of varna

has come to ‘replace’ caste as an endogamous unit and criterion of

status... Most members of younger generations of Indo-Trinidadians,

however, have lost practically all concern for caste: although many
are still able to identify their caste group or varna , most young people

simply shrug and say that caste is ‘an of time Indian t’ ing’ best for-

gotten. (Vertovec 1992:99-100)

varra see VARA

vaymal see VIE MAL

vedi n A Hindu altar, made of earth, colourfully decorated for reli-

gious ceremonies. (< H veddi ‘altar’) = >bedi 0 The making of vedi

(altar)... in the beginning of a puja - [is] the same in Trinidad Hindu
puja and have havan as have been done in North India for ages. (Jha

1973:35) 0 Religious ceremonies were held at home... You could take

part in the ceremony alone with the pundit, or ‘sit’ around the vedi

with your husband or your children or any member of your extended

family. (Persaud 1990:128) 0 These pujas were generally small, but

public affairs involving extended kin and invited members of the vil-

lage. Guests ... all sat in the yard next to the house and its temporary

vedi (altar for puja). (Vertovec 1992:1 15)

veej n With make (a), take an illegal action, cheat, esp. by looking at

something secretly. /vic^/ 0 He make a veej and pass the exam. 0

I will make a little veej and constackle it for you.

veena n An Indian musical instrument with fretted finger-board to

which seven strings fitted with pegs are attached, with a gourd at each

end, played by plucking the string. (< H vina ‘a seven-stringed musi-

cal instrument’) 0 Veena: consists of a large body hollowed out of a

block of wood. The stem of the instrument is also made of the same
kind of wood and the bridge is placed on the flat top of the body. The
neck is attached to the stem and is usually carved in the shape of a

dragon’s head. Another smaller gourd is fixed underneath the neck

and forms a support for the instrument. Twenty-four metallic frets are

fixed to the stem by means of resinous substance. There are seven

strings - four main strings attached to the pegs on the neck and three

side strings (for drone and rhythm accompaniment) which pass over

an arched brass bridge. (Ramlakhan 1990a:9) 0 Veena: ancestor of

the sitar, still main accompanying instrument in South India.

(Ramaya 1992:22)

veeyo n An unidentified species of small edible mollusc found in the

sand, mostly along the south-eastern coast of Trinidad; shaped like a

small conch; shell white.

vega n arc A river valley or hollow. (< Sp vega ‘fertile, grass-covered

lowland’) 0 (de Verteuil 1858) 0 We bent our way homewards
through the rich vega, spending a long time collecting shells. The for-

est is here very dense and damp. (JFNC Aug 1895:233) 0 Princes

Town... is a large and rising village, being the outlet for the cocoa

which is grown on the vegas lying eastward of it. (Inniss 1897:14) 0

Broad, flat vegas spread on either hand beyond the old Spanish capi-

tal, the northern range of hills withdrawing to the edge of the horizon

(Franck 1921:397)

veil n A caul; a membrane which sometimes covers a newborn infant’s

head. (< E veil ‘the caul of a child’) 0 “I was bom with the veil, so I

can see spirits.” (1982)

Veille Croix, vieil croix, veiquoix n A religious ceremony of Catholic

origin, usu. held on the Saturday before Easter Sunday, dedicated to

telling the story of the Crucifixion and Resurrection. Note: Often now
spelled vielle or vieille croix, because of similarity to Fr vieille ‘old’.

(< Fr veille ‘wake; watch after death’ + croix ‘cross’) = Cross Wake,

Vigilia de la Cruz 0 On the Main, the vielle croix is an annual semi-

religious function held throughout May, when there are special ser-

vices in the churches followed by mm drinking and a general spree.

In Trinidad, only the time of year and subjects of the songs are differ-

ent. (Aspinall 1928:78) 0 Here orthodox old-timers revolt against the

inroads of tap-dancing and the jazz by persistently indulging in their

old “harrop” dance in the same old way, the same modest, animated

step, to the music of guitar, quarto [szc], mandolin and shackshack,

and vivacious chanting of lively Spanish chomses; here the “Veille

Croix” (Cross Wake) is as live an institution as ever. (Greenidge

1938:61) 0 Another Spanish religious observance that has almost

disppeared from our society is the “Vigilia de la Cruz” better known
to many by the French name “Veille Croix”. Until about thirty years

ago these “wakes” were quite common in districts predominantly

Spanish, but today in only a few remote districts like Matura and

Rampanalgas is the custom observed. When a person wishes to hold a

“Veille Croix” he erects a large wooden cross on an altar decorated

with fruit, flowers, and candles, Neighbours and friends are invited to

participate in the singing of hymns which narrate the Crucifixion and

Resurrection of the Saviour. Incidentally, this ceremony is held

usually on Gloria Saturday, that is, the Saturday preceding Easter

Sunday. (Kassiram ca 1970:10) 0 She outlined the finer details of the

Vieil Croix or Cross Wake. For years Juanita had been an ama of the

cross. This meant that she was responsible for organizing a velorio at

her residence. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:113)

veille rouge n Epinephelus morio (E red grouper), an edible marine

fish, to 72 cm (28") long. Body brownish red with patterns of whitish

spots and/or bars. (< Fr vielle ‘old’ + rouge ‘red’) = red grouper,

vielle 0 (Vincent 1910:47) 0 (TG 21 Mar 1937:4) 0 The Red Grouper,

or Veille Rouge, is the only game fish of the Grouper family that can

be caught trolling. In my opinon, this fairly rare fish, which attains a

weight of 50 pounds, is one of the best of our food fishes, its flesh

being white and of excellent quality. (Mendes 1940:21) 0 Vieille

rouge... Epinephelus morio, E. red grouper. (AAC 1945:108)

vein n A tendon in the neck, or a muscle, usu. in the abdomen. (< E
vein ‘blood vessel’) 0 I pull a vein and I can’t turn my head at all.

vein puller n A folk healer who is believed to cure by physically

manipulating parts of the body. 0 Trinidad has Indo-cultural special-

ists such as ‘vein pullers’ and masseurs who may be consulted for

sick animals. One vein puller interviewed [said]... “I treat people as

well as animals. I am the eldest son, a vein puller. When doctors

‘band’ a sprain, I will pull it. If neighbours animals have trouble giv-

ing birth I will go. But if the ‘young’ dies and the animals belly is

swollen I call Dr. G.” (Lans 2006:157)

veiny n An opaque glassy porcelain marble, white or shell-pink in

color, with thin lines or veins of color running through it. /veni/ (< E
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veiny ‘marked by veins or streaks of colour’) = snake eye 0 Ah lose

five veiney already. All yu too damn teaf. (Keens-Douglas 1975:44)

veiquoix see Vielle Croix

Velorio de Cruz n A religious ceremony of Catholic origin, usu. held

on the Saturday before Easter Sunday, dedicated to telling the story of

the Crucifixion and Resurrection, /velorio de kruz/ (Sp velorio ‘wake;

service’ + de Cruz ‘of the Cross’) = Cross Wake, Vielle Croix 0 ‘To

prepare the velorio de cruz ...You must have three white sheets for the

altar. You have to look for nice flowers too... You have to put up

different pictures and statues of the Virgin Mary, St Anne,

St Anthony, you know the saints.' The cross occupied the most prom-

inent position, dressed in gold, garlanded with fine trinkets... There

were candles and a dish with holy water with which the altar was
blessed before the ceremony started. On the evening of the velorio

,

the cross was ceremoniously raised step by step on the altar. A loud

noise... the retort of exploding bamboo, marked each of the three

steps on which the cross was placed.... [and] at the end of the service

when the cross was being lowered early next morning. No one was
supposed to eat or drink before the first rosary was said... the night

was long and there was a lot of praying, singing and eating to be

done... According to strict tradition [the punto) was sung, not early in

the night, but at about three in the morning or even at sunrise... after

the punto, the malaguena could be sung and danced. The participants

went around the house three times. The malaguena signalled the end

of the velorio... at the end of the velorio the cross was lowered.... In

ideal cases those attending the ceremony observed the propriety

required on such occasions. However many misunderstood what the

spirit of the evening demanded. There was an abuse of familiarity...

Few velorios have survived in Trinidad. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:113-115)

velven see VEVEN

velvet leaf n Cissampelos pareira, a climbing native shrub. Leaves

roundish to heart-shaped, sparsely or felty hairy beneath. (< E velvet

‘fabric having a short, dense, smooth piled surface’) = cats ear bush,

graveyard bush, >patacon 0 (FTT 1 928- 1-1:19)

velvet mapepire n Pseudoboa neuwiedii or Epicrates cenchria mou-
nts, non-venomous snakes with an iridescent sheen on the skin in

sunlight. (E velvet fr appearance of new skin + mapepire )
= brown

snake, mapepire velour
2

,
moon snake

1

, >ratonel, ratonero
1

, smooth

glossy snake (Pseudoboa)', jack (snake), mapepire velour
1

,
>rainbow

boa. ratonero”, ringed boa, thick-necked tree boa (Epicrates) 0

“When the snake has recently changed his skin the dark or reddish-

brown closely scaled coat, when seen in daylight, is glorious, with a

lovely iridescent peacock-blue”. (Mole & Urich 1894)

vendor n A person who sells in small quantities, usu. from a street

stall or a moving cart. (< E vendor ‘seller’) = marchand 0 “Some days

ago I was called to the door to see two vendors
;
you remember what

they are, - Negro-women with trays upon their heads, going from

house to house with articles for sale.” (Wilkins 1854:350) 0 Fowl
Vendor. ‘Bully, dey does caal me, but 1 is name Ralph Woodford

Jones.’ (Collens 1888:43) 0 “The removal of the highway vendors on

Monday was done in a most humane manner, not a tomato was
crushed.” ( TTR Feb 1991:11) 0 I am not sure that the city and bor-

ough corporations at the Local Government level are doing enough to

strike a level of compromise with vendors to bring them into a system

that can develop their entrepreneurial skills. (EX 18 May 1993:8) 9

He said a decision has been taken to obtain a plot of land at Ramsaran
Plaza to build a mall for street vendors. (EX 20 June 1993:55) 0 At

the comer of the market street the vendors bunched. The smell of

roast com. and com boiled in salted beef stock, of fish frying and

‘accra’ or salt-fish cakes mingled with the scent of powder and cheap

perfume in unidentified bottles. (Boodhoo 1994:207)

Venezuelan, venezuelian 1 n Spiza americana, a small bird. In Trini-

dad, resident December-mid-April; mostly eats rice taken from

ground or stacks of rice straw left after the November harvest. =

moineau, >rice-bird, venezuelian
1

0 (ffrench 1991:381-3)

2 n A PICOPLAT that comes from Venezuela; Sporophila intermedia,

a small songbird. = cici-zebe gris, grass-bird
1

,
grey grass-bird.

>picoplat', ring-neck
1

, venezuelian
2

, veni 0 Picoplat: a whistling sen-

sation, ‘silver-beak and nun’ types. Venezuelan picoplat with pink

legs called “ah veni”. (Haynes 1987:31)

Venezuelian n Venezuelan; a native of Venezuela. 0 (WTG 1 Feb
1919: 1 1) 0 My mother is a Venezuelian. (1987) 0 Venezulian Ambas-
sador, Hector Cassy Azocar and his wife. (TG 3 Dec 2001:14)

vengeance of Moko n Invoked to indicate that an evil action will

eventually be punished in some unforeseen but divinely ordained

way. See also Moko. (prob. < Kikongo moko ‘diviner; priest’; poss.

< Efik moko ‘deity in the Ekpe secret society, i.e. a vague punitive

force’) 0 The “Evening News,” bearing in mind what was written on
the coffin, kept a close eye on the City Courts today to see if in any of

them stalked the “Vengeance of Mokoe,” but nothing to that effect

was reported. (EN 8 Jan 1937: 1 ) 0 These funny characters sometimes

clad in clean clothes, but most of the times clad in tattered and over-

size garments and with the most peculiar mannerisms, could be a

spectacle of pity or entertainment. There is an old saying that they are

either suffering from the “vengeance of Moko” or are trying to gain

an easy livelihood by making such funny antics. (Rampersad

1963:1 18) 0 All Ma Cuffie did was to lament and call down the ven-

geance of Moko on Melda. (Lewis 1972:41) 0 I tink is time for me to

leave dis country before de vengeance ah Moko begin to fall on it.

(Keens-Douglas 1984:47) 0 The vengeance of Moko. Trinidad and

Tobago’s Strike Squad was booted out of the 1990 World Cup tour-

nament on Sunday because they had no plan. (TTM24 Nov 1989:10)

0 However, Ibibio seems another name for the Moko /moko/ from

Calabar near the Niger Delta whose memory survives in the word
moko-jumbi which refers to the masquerader who walks on stilts and

in the phrase ‘the vengeance of Moko’ - an unrelenting punitive

force. (Wamer-Lewis 1 99 1:16) 0 Thank the lucky stars he is an idiot,

but anyway tears of children are going to fall on him for putting their

fathers out of bread. In the final analysis the vengeance of moko will

fall on him, that Mr Perfect Traitor. (Bomb 1 5 Jan 1993:22)

veni 1 n A bird, sometimes a person, from Venezuela. (< Venezuelan,

fr place of origin) = Venezuelan
1

0 “This bird, this one here is a

veni.” (1990)

2 n A PICOPLAT that comes from Venezuela; Sporophila intermedia
,

a small songbird. (< Venezuelian fr place of origin) = cici-zebe gris,

grey grass-bird, grass-bird
1

, >picoplat
1

,
ring-neck

1

,
Venezuelan2 ,

venezuelian” 0 Picoplat: a whistling sensation, ‘silver-beak and nun’

types. Venezuelan picoplat with pink legs called “ah veni”. (Haynes

1987:31)

veni manjay intj Said as an invitation to come and eat. (< FC veni

‘come’ + manje ‘eat’ < Fr venir manger) 0 (Haynes 1987:203)

venzen n A small grey round river stone used as a marble, usu. worth

two. 0 An we dont play no joke game neither. No two-six starting no

game. Is ah venzen up or nutten doing. (Keens-Douglas 1975:44)

verdigree, vert de gris n obs Dacnis cayana (E blue dacnis, turquoise

honeycreeper), a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Commonly resident in Trin-

idad, forest edges. Male bright turquoise blue with black forehead,

throat and mantle; wings and tail black edged with turquoise. Female

generally green with blue head, wings brown edged with green. (< E
verdigris / Fr vert-de-gris ‘a green or greenish blue colour, like that

obtained by the action of acid or oxidation on copper or brass) 0 Ver-

digree. Vert de gris. (Chapman 1894:26)

vernacular n The local variety of English Creole. This term is consid-

ered less negative than BROKEN. (< E vernacular ‘that language or

dialect naturally spoken by the people of a particular area’) = See also

BROKEN ENGLISH, DIALECT, ENGLISH CREOLE, NEGRO ENGLISH,

TOBAGONESE, TRINGLISH, TRINIDADIANESE, TRINI TALK. 0

“You’re my wife now and ah tellin yuh something” Umar went into

the vernacular to emphasise what he was saying. (Ali 1993: 174)

vert-perle n Polytmus guainumbi [~ P. thaumantis, Chrysobronchus

virescens, Polytmus viridis] (E white-tailed goldenthroat hummingbird),

a hummingbird, 10 cm (4") long. Male: upperparts pale bronze-green;

head brownish with white streaks above and below eye; underparts

leaf green with whitish belly; throat glittering green; outer tail tipped

and edged white. Bill slightly down-curved, black above, reddish
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below. Female with facial streaks and underparts tinged reddish-

brown. (< Fr vert ‘green’ + perle ‘pearly’ fr colours < colibri vert-

perle) = colibri vert-perle, pearl 0 Vert-perle. (Chapman 1894:57) 0

Vert-perle. (Belcher & Smooker 1936a:34) 0 (ffrench 1991:230)

vert-vert a tete cacao n obs Tangara gyrola [= T. desmaresti , Calliste

desmaresti
]
(E bay-headed tanager), a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5"). Green

with dark red-brown head; narrow collar of gold behind head; upper-

parts tinged with gold. (< Fr a tete cacao ‘brown-headed’) = brown-

headed vert-vert, cocoa-headed tanager, police bird, tet kako, tet

mazet, >worthless 0 (Chapman 1894:29) 0 (Belcher & Smooker

1937b:533)

vert-vert a tete noire n obs Chlorophanes spiza (E green honey-

creeper
,
black-crowned honeycreeper), a bird, 13.7 cm (5.5") long.

Male green with black crown, nape and cheeks. (< Fr a tete noire

‘with a black head’) = black-headed green honey sucker, >black-

head(ed) vert-vert 0 Vert-vert-a-tete-noire, or black-headed vert-vert.

Certhia Coerulea. (de Verteuil 1884:368) 0 (Chapman 1894:26)

verven see VEVEN

veuve n obs Fluvicola pica, a bird, 1 5 cm (6") long. White with black

wings, tail, nape and mantle. (< Fr veuve ‘widow’, fr black mantle) =

nun, Washerwoman 1

,
white-shouldered washerwoman, widow3

0

(Chapman 1894:37)

veuve a tete blanche n obs Arundinicola leucocephala (E white-

headed marsh tyrant), a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Male black with

entire head and neck white; lower mandible of bill yellow. (< Fr

veuve ‘widow’ + a tete blanche ‘with a white head’) = nun2
, white-

headed widow, >widow ]

0 (Chapman 1894:37)

very well adv An intensifier following an expression of quantity or

time. (< well ‘very; really’, influenced by E very well, indicating

approval, agreement’) 0 “[V]ery well” has the same meaning [as

“well”] when it precedes any of the elements in the sentences above,

but it can also follow a quantitative or temporal expression. He have

fourteen children very well “he has fourteen children if he has one.”

(Solomon 1993:56)

vetive, vertivert, vertivier grass, veteeveh n Vetiveria zizanioides, a

cultivated sweet-smelling grass used for making mats; the dried roots

are used to protect clothes from insects and in binding earthworks.

(< Fr vetiver < Tamil vettivru ‘spear-grass; lit. the root that is dug up’,

fr use of the roots) = bed grass, khus-khus 0 The warm air in the

church was as usual thick with scents: the delicate rooty odour of

vetiver which full dark bosoms exuded in their breathing; the eau-de-

cologne from the handkerchiefs that fanned perspiring faces; the bay

rum in the scanty hair of oldish men. (de Boissiere 1952:66) 0

Vertiver, cus-cus grass. (ESTT 1956) 0 Khus-khus (verti-vert). This

grass is found growing in thick ‘tufts’ and as its name implies, it is

always green... In some districts the plant is grown mainly for the

roots which are sold in small bundles as protectors of and perfumes

for clothes... They can... be sewn straight to make fans and mats. The
leaves are today plaited to form the ever popular ‘Dominican mat’ - a

specialty of Sangre Grande. (Green & Maunday ca 1968:2) 0 Instead

of taking a bit of logical advice, they preferred him to bum some
veteeveh bush over a smoky fire and chant incantations. (Selvon

1972:16) 0 There was a faint, pleasant smell of cedar in the room,

mingling with veteeveh, a straggly root people put in clothes cup-

boards to keep the linen fresh and fragrant. (Selvon 1972:150) 0 The
use of vetivier as a wardrobe sachet [is] as practical as [it is] reward-

ing. (Bush Medicine 1976b: 17) 0 The girls clustered like bouquets of

variegated croton between the clumps of vertivier grass sprouting

from the terraced hillside. (Lovelace 1988:32) 0 She had a big, three-

door “press” which smelled of vert-ti-vert and was full of wondrous

things. (EX 7 Oct 1990:8) 0 Enhancement [of the environment] was
achieved by the planting of grass barriers using ‘vetivert’. (£X-CE
Dec 1990:14) 0 Sheep grazing near clumps of Vetiver growing along

Claude Noel Highway. (HERBS STAR 4 June 2000:8)

vetsin n Monosodium glutamate, a flavour enhancer used in Chinese

cooking. (< Ch wei ching, ve-tsin ‘flavour essence’) 0 Chinee food.

Any oriental type cuisine with Ve-Tsin powder and soy sauce. “Trini

Chinee food doh taste de same nowhere else but home.” (Baptiste

1993:36)

veven, velven, vervain, verveine, verven 1 n Stachvtarpheta jamai-

censis, a cultivated plant with ascending branches to about 1 m (3.2')

high. Leaves coarsely notched; opposite in pairs, oblong-elliptical,

blunt tip, toothed margin, to 9 x 4.5 cm (3.5 x 1.8"). Flowers small,

deep violet-blue, in erect spikes 15-30 cm (6-12") long, flowers partly

embedded. Used medicinally. (< E verveine, Verbena officinalis , a

medicinal plant, fr similarity of flowers) = blue top, blue veven, gwan
veven, gwo veven, vori-vine 0 Around the clearing where Cinta’s

camp stands, and for that matter along most roadsides, there grew the

long spikes full of little blue flowers of a native weed. ‘That’s ver-

vain,’ Cucus declared without hesitation, ‘leaves very good for

makin’ a bush tea.’ (Bryans 1967:178) 0 Vervine. Stachytarfiheta

[s/c] jamaicensis. (Bush Medicine 1976b: 18) 0 Vervine, Vori-Vine.

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:188) 0 Both plants and diseases

are classified as being either “hot” or “cold” and they are used to

complement each other, “hot” herbs being administered in “cold” dis-

eases and vice-versa... Some herbs which are considered cold include

water grass... verveine... shining bush, zeb-a-femme... ditay payee...

St. John bush... and minnie root. (Morean 1991:9) 0 How well do I

remember the smell of mixed dried herbs in my mother’s kitchen.

Every child then was familiar with shadow beni, orange peel, lime

bud ... vervine... and any number of other natural remedies. (Maynard

1992:83) 0 Vervine. Young leaf infusions are taken to expel worms
and also for colds and fever. (Seaforth et al 1998:527)

2 n Stachvtarpheta cayennensis, a straggly native herb with opposite

leaves; flowers sparse, light blue, in long thin spikes. = rat-tail

verveine, >veven lache-wat, wild broom 0 Veven. (Laurence

1976:13)

veven kwayib, veven caribe n Sphagneticola trilobata, a low-growing

native plant, usu. found near the sea. Flowers yellow. (< FC < Fr

ven’eine caribe, ‘Carib verveine’) = >carpet daisy, jampana playera,

Spanish verveine, wild daisy, wild verveine, zebafam2

veven lache-eskupyon n Heliotropium indicum, a native plant. (< FC
veven ‘verveine’ + lache ‘tail’ + eskupyon ‘scorpion’) = bright eye

1

,

>eye-bright, fedogoso, scorpion bush, scorpion weed

veven lache-wat, veven latchaywhat n Stachvtarpheta cayennensis, a

straggly native herb with opposite leaves; flowers light blue, sparse,

in long thin spikes. (< FC < Fr verveine queue de rat ‘rat-tailed

verveine’, fr resemblance of flower axis to rat’s tail) = rat-tail

verveine, veven", wild broom 0 Materials used in healing and conjur-

ing. Leaves... vevenlatehaywhat [sic], (Simpson 1962:329) 0 Boil

vevenlatchaywhat (rat-tail) leaves. (Simpson 1970:65) 0 [L]acher rat

Stachytarpheta cayennensis... boss for cataract. Pass it over fire, let it

get soft. Place in a clean cloth and place the liquid in the eye. (Morean

M-70)

vex, bex v Irritate; make angry; annoy. (< E vex ‘puzzle; trouble; har-

rass’) 0 “And wha’ for you look for so black? You heart bum, no so

bex, Buddy Quaco?” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 Ah! Mr. Edditer dem peeple

a vex to bad, as foo de bmk back grecian, oui foote! she an she peeple

dem nearly bun down de place. (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 ‘I is a frank

man,’ Chittaranjan said... ‘I does say my mind, and who want to vex,

let them vex.’ (Naipaul 1958:90) 0 Kaiser began to wheedle; his

voice got as sweet as syrup. ‘Ey, ey, chile. What, you vex wid you’

brother? Don’t vex so. You know I love you too bad.’ (McDonald

1969:23) 0 vex, v., to get vexed, to get angry with, e.g., 1 fuss, I vex!

(Rodman 1971 :236) 0 An’ is like de roundabout so big dat it does get

some ah dem bazody, because man does be drivin’ cool, cool so on de

left, like dey goin’ Maraval, den braps, dey cut across an’ head for de

Zoo, no signal, no hom, no nutten, who vex, vex. (Keens-Douglas

1984:23) 0 When I finish 1 know plenty people go vex but, like the

old deafie uses to say, ‘Who don’t like it, could go to hell.’ (Maharaj

1992:29) 0 “If me or tnih brother Omar go, she used to vex. She used

to quarrel.” (Deen 1994:167)

vex(ed) adj Irritated; angry; annoyed. 0 “Anty Mimba me no tink tan

such; Wha she do make me bex till me blue oui.” (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0

[He] gave him a back handed blow... because he was vexed. (POSG
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20 Dec 1844:2) 0 Mr. Wat you call em son got bex bout it. (TRD 7

May 1851:3) 0 Tombo partna! ah wos vex. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 She

get so vex dat she would ah did kill de cat. (PC 17 Sept 1904) 0 I saw

the accused who was looking very vex. (Alexander 1909) 0 That

night Uncle Joe was so vex. (Houdini “Uncle Jo’ Gimme Mo’!”

1928) 0 And if 1 play vex she send for a Manicou. (Kitchener “Take

Me To Trinidad” 1948 pr) 0 I did not want Lennard to rub up on me.

He saw I was annoyed and he was highly amused at this, and he said:

“So you vex then, old man!” (Anthony 1967:41) 0 Kaiser began to

wheedle; his voice got as sweet as syrup. 'Ey, ey, chile. What, you

vex wid you’ brother? Don’t vex so.’ (McDonald 1969:23) 0 Me
mama get vex and she scramble me. (Brigo “Mama Popo” 1971 pr) 0

Ah hear [the] Foreign Minister... also vex with CNN because after all

his gallerying about the impact we have made on the world stage

CNN was still referring to us as an obscure, tiny island off the coast

of Venezuela. (Blast 24 Nov 1989:4) 0 The new lady batsperson hit

the ball hard and it went over the flats and couldn't be reached. Now
the men showed their disapproval by booing. “They only vex because

she batting better than them." (EX-2 14 Oct 1990:24) 0 ‘You not vex

though?’ ‘For what? For that? Na, girl.' (Gosine 1992:132) 0 Riding

to work on his bicycle one day, a man was attacked by some

pothounds. He fired a kick at the dogs, lost his balance and his lunch

pail fell, spilling the contents all over the road. He was so vexed, he

didn’t even stop to pick up his pail, not because he’d lost his lunch

but because he was so ashamed that the whole street knew he was
having saltfish and ground provision for lunch. (EX 17 Feb 1993:35)

vibhute, vibhuti n The ash from a sacred Hindu fire, used in ritual

offerings, and to mark TIKA on the forehead. (< H vibhutti ‘sacred

ash’) 0 The corpse is garlanded with all kinds of flowers. A hawan
fire is lit near the corpse. Then vibhute (ashes) is offered. (Ali

1975:18) 0 “Well, Ford, I am suffering with this pain, and my friend

brought this vibhuti and I think it can help!” (Klass 1991:122) 0

[That]... put me in the state of mind and body to accept the vibhuti

(sacred ash), tika (the mark of the third eye in the centre of the fore-

head), and to welcome a little impromptu satsang (holy teaching).

(Pires 1994c: 15)

vicey adj Depraved; corrupt; rude of thought or action. (E vice

‘depravity; immoral conduct’ + -y, making an adj) 0 “You tink I

coulda have vicey thoughts? It was confession in mih skin!” (Baptiste

1993:163)

vicissi see OUIKIKI 3

Vicks, take see TAKE Vicks

vico n obs An alcoholic beverage made from rum and fruit juices. 0

[The] Caribs... at Toco and Cumana... never smile on any occasion,

and seldom speak, except when animated with vico, a strong mixture

of rum, banana juice, coconut water, &c. (Columbine 1803, in POSG
10 Aug 1849:2)

vidua n Clelia clelia clelia. a non-venomous snake, in its black phase.

(< Sp viuda ‘widow’ ff all-black colour like widow’s clothing) =

>black cribo, buda, clibo
3

, cribo
2

, cribo noir, moon snake
2

, mus-

surana 0 [He] met with a black Cribo, called by the peones, “Vidua,”

and was preparing to dispatch it, when he was entreated by a peon

who accompanied him not to kill the innocuous best, as it was a

deadly enemy of the [venomous] snakes, (de Verteuil 1884:98-9) 0

(Emsley 1977) 0 (Boos 2001a:86)

vieja n arc Scarus vetula (E queen parrotfish), a marine parrotfish of

inferior eating quality. = variegated jacquot 0 (Mendes 1940:16)

vie ki vie see vy-ki-vy

vielle n Epinephelus mono
,
an edible marine grouper fish. (< FC vyey,

prob. < Fr) = red grouper, vielle rouge 0 Grouper or vielle, is also

very good, but harder, and is best stewed. (Carmichael 1833) 0 Gruper,

or vieille. (de Verteuil 1884:388)

vielle croix see VEILLE CROIX

vielle rouge see VEILLE ROUGE

vie mal, vaymal, vieux male n A male bird in full adult plumage.

(< FC vie ‘old; adult’ + mal ‘male’ < Fr vieux male) 0 For singing,

semps and tarodes I liked better than any others. The jeune male was

all right, but when it began to turn vieux male that was the time it

became pretty. (Anthony 1967:117) 0 Sona remembered his vaymal

in the cage, the cage was made from the stems of the bois flot tree and

the mid-ribs of the leaves of the coconut branches. (Narine 1977:29)

0 The 30 or 40 birdmen who are now gathered mainly have chi-

kichongs, which are faster than picoplats though slower than robins...

They are all adult males, vie mal in patois - the younger males and

females being brown - because cut berlin or bird racing is about male

competition. (EX 21 Mar 1993:2) 0 “He would moulter and he would

come blue viey mal.” (1990)

vie neg n Negative term for a rough, bad person; someone behaving

badly. (< FC vie ‘old’ + neg ‘black person; nigger’) = >old nigger 0

He always getting on like a vie neg.

vierres de ciel n Ocimum basilicum , a cultivated and naturalized aro-

matic herb. (< Sp vierge de cielo ‘virgin in heaven’) = goat seasoning,

sweet basil 0 The cocoa panyols... practised keeping on their person,

certain plant parts which they believed protected them from harm, for

example, they often kept in their pockets, one variety of sweet basil

Ocimum basilicum , which they called “Vierres de ciel” (and which is

a corruption of the Spanish “Vierge de cielo” for “the angel in

heaven”), whenever they would have cause to be outdoors at night.

(Morean 1991:11)

vieux neg see VIE NEG

Vigilia de la Cruz n A religious ceremony of Catholic origin, usu.

held on the Saturday before Easter Sunday, dedicated to telling the

story of the Crucifixion and Resurrection. (< Sp vigilia ‘vigil; watch-

ing’ + de la ‘of the’ + cruz ‘cross’) = Cross Wake, >Vielle Croix 0

Another Spanish religious observance that has almost disppeared

from our society is the “Vigilia de la Cruz” better known to many by

the French name “Veille Croix”... Neighbours and friends are invited

to participate in the singing of hymns which narrate the Crucifixion

and Resurrection of the Saviour. Incidentally, this ceremony is held

usually on Gloria Saturday, that is, the Saturday preceding Easter

Sunday. (Kassiram ca 1970:10)

village ram n A sexually dominant and promiscuous male, (fr there

being usu. one dominant ram within a village area; prob. used previ-

ously, but certainly made famous by Sparrow’s calypso of this name,

ca 1964) 0 Is me, the village ram... And not a woman ever complain.

(Sparrow “Village Ram” ca 1964) 0 Unlike other, better brought-up

birds, that mate for life and jointly care for nest and nestlings, this lot

[yellow tails] do a lot of polygamous mate-swapping. Usually, in

each village, there will be one dominant male (the village ram, so to

speak) and several subordinate males, but - wouldn’t you know it?

Only the females feed the chicks and look after the nest. (EX 16 Nov
1986:9) 0 Many village rams were caught lying about their salaries.

(TTM 3 Apr 1987:14) 0 Dis Romeo was givin he common-law wife

some horrors wit ah young chick. So she decide tuh do fuh him. She

come down by de rumshop dress tuh kill. If yuh see mini. In ah loud

voice, she shout out: “Aye Harry, yuh know yuh shouldn’t be drinkin

all dat set ah rum. Yuh know wey does happen wen nite come. All

yuh does want tuh do is sleep. Ah cyar take dis frustration no more.

Ah gom.” Ah hear everybody stop drinkin an him up dey macometer.

In two-twos Harry disappear... De talk is dat de Village Ram plantin

garden in Toco. (Foster 1990:44) 0 Every village have ah sweetman,

de Village Ram. Dat is de man who have plenty woman, doh wuk
noway, always lookin sharp an have chirren all over de place. (Foster

1990:80)

Vim n Any dry cleaning powder. (< Vim, a brand name) 0 [Y]ou know
you are a true Trini if, among a long list of other things... You refer to

all powdered cleaning agents as Vim. (Sylvester, in Smith 2000c: 17)

0 You refer to all powdered cleaning agents as “Vim”. (Net Talk, TG
10 Dec 2002:30)

Vincelonian n obs A person from St. Vincent; now widely Vincentian.

See also ANTIGONIAN. (< Saint Vincent + -onian ‘resident of, poss.

influenced by Tobagonian

)

= Vincey 1

0 The defendant said that the

wire was given to him by a Vincelonian man who was brushing near

the Railway line. (TG 20 Sept 1919:8) 0 There were 16 cases of mur-

der, two less than last year. Twenty-one persons were charged and
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seventeen were convicted. Eight of these were Free East Indians,

eight Trinidadians and one Vincelonian. (TG 23 Aug 1919:10) 9

Mary Clarke, a short Vincelonian woman of about thirty-five, then

entered the witness box. (TG 28 Apr 1921:7)

Vincey 1«A person from St. Vincent. More commonly Vincentian,

this use is usu. affectionate or humorous. (< Vincent + E -y, affec-

tionate suffix, esp. in names) 0 “She dead now but she was ah Vincey

an she tort ah de singing on she an she lock meh out.” (Bomb 20 July

1990:4) 0 Yuh could tell ah Vincie by the way he say “bax” for box.

(Baptiste 1992)

2 adj From Saint Vincent, or in a style typical of that country.

(< Vincent + -y, adj ‘characteristic of’) 0 Vincey trade hits rock bot-

tom. (Bomb 27 July 1990:23) 0 Vincey mas sweet!

vine gang n obs Under slavery, child labour of picking vines and fod-

der for livestock. = hog-meat gang 0 It is the custom for all children

in Trinidad, from four years of age upwords, to enter what is called

the “vine gang;” that is, they pick here and there, among the fences

and cane pieces, wild vines for the sheep, under the inspection of

some trusty elderly female negro. (Carmichael 1833:138)

vine nettle n Tragia volubilis or Dalechampia tiliifolia, slender, twist-

ing native plants; all above-ground parts covered with stiff stinging

hairs. = cowitch
4

,
female stinging nettle, nettle vine, stinging nettle ,

>twining cowitch, zooti
3
(T. volubilis); >cowitch2 , zooti

1

(D. tiliifolia)

vine snake 1 n Imantodes cenchoa cenchoa , a non-venomous snake,

to 90 cm (3') long, very thin, (fr resemblance to a thin twisting vine) =

cenchoa snake, chunk-head(ed) (snake)
2

,
fiddle-string mapepire 1

, fid-

dle-string snake, >mapepire corde violon
1

, night climber, slender tree

snake, thread snake, violin-string snake 0 Draped over the bush and

looking for all the world like a sundried vine was a slender little whip

snake - the vine snake, or violin-string snake as they call it in Trini-

dad. It was one of the slenderest and most graceful of all tropical

snakes, three feet long and no larger than a leadpencil in its thickest

parts... The creature made a great show of defence by wriggling his

green and brown head and opening his pink mouth... Easy as it was to

grab the snake, it was not quite so easy to untangle him from the bush.

Every inch of that slender body seemed determined to cling to the last

and... he had to be unwrapped inch by inch. (Ditmars & Bridges

1935:150-1)

2 n Oxvbelis aeneus, a long, thin, non-venomous snake, (fr resem-

blance to thin vine) = ash-coloured horsewhip, ashy whip snake,

>horsewhip, liguez, pike-headed snake, rigoise, rigoise argentee,

sharp-nosed tree snake, tan horsewhip, whip snake
1

9 (Boos

2001a: 133)

vingeon n arc Nomonyx dominions [= Oxyura dominica
,
Erismatura

dominica

\

(E masked duck), a water bird, 35 cm (14") long. Male gen-

erally rufous brown; back spotted and streaked with black; front of

head black; white wing patch; tail black, fan-shaped, often held erect.

9 It is a native of Trinidad, as are also the Vigeon (Anas Dominica),

Quikiki (Anas autumnalis , A. viduata), and the Teal (Anas discors).

(de Verteuil 1884:95) 9 Vingeon. (Chapman 1894:82)

vingt-quatre heures 1 n arc Any of several small lizards, esp. Hemi-

dactylus mabouia and Thecadactylus rapicauda. (< FC venkatre < Fr

vingt-quatre heures ‘twenty-four hours’ fr false belief that it can kill a

person in that time) = check-a-check, house lizard, >mabouia*,

mabouia des murailles, wall mabouia (H. mabouia); mabouia des

bananiers, plantain mabouia, twenty-four hours
1

,
>wood-slave

(T. rapicauda) 9 Most lizards according to popular belief are poison-

ous and the common gecko [H. mabuia] is a very Borgia among the

saurians, if vulgar report is to be believed. They are called “wood-
slaves,” “vingt-quatre heures” or “Twenty-four hours,” yet they are

perfectly harmless and useful things... They are supposed to poison

food by their touch and the country people in Trinidad tell you that

when they see you approaching they first “take your colour” and then

jump upon you and stick to you until death releases you twenty-four

hours after this extraordinary performance. (Urich 1894:131-2)

2 n Any of the Scorpaenidae, scorpion-fishes, bottom-dwelling fish

with poisonous spines in elaborate shapes and colours for camou-
flage. (fr incorrect folk belief that a person pierced by one of the

poisonous dorsal spines will die within 24 hours) = twenty-four hours

9 (de Verteuil 1858) 9 Scorpoena. 1 species.... Vingt-quatre-heures.

(de Verteuil 1884:388) 9 Vingt-quatre Heures or Scorpion Fish...

Scorpaena grandicomis. (Vincent 1910:52)

violet sorrel n Oxalis corymbosa, a cultivated plant; flowers purplish-

pink, petals reddish-streaked, pale yellow-green at centre. = >pink

sorrel, shamrock

violin n Brenthus anchorago, a long-nosed black beetle. (< E violin fr

resemblance of shape to this instrument) = violon 9 (Caracciolo,

JTFNC 1893)

violin-string snake n Imantodes cenchoa cenchoa, a thin non-

venomous snake. (< E violin-string fr thin flexible body) = cenchoa

snake, chunk-head(ed) (snake)
2

, fiddle-string mapepire
1

, fiddle-string

snake, >mapepire corde violon
1

,
night climber, slender tree snake,

thread snake, vine snake
1

9 Draped over the bush and looking for all

the world like a sundried vine was a slender little whip snake - the

vine snake, or violin-string snake as they call it in Trinidad. It was

one of the slenderest and most graceful of all tropical snakes, three

feet long and no larger than a leadpencil in its thickest parts... The

creature made a great show of defence by wriggling his green and

brown head and opening his pink mouth... Easy as it was to grab the

snake, it was not quite os easy to untangle him from the bush. Every

inch of that slender body seemed determined to cling to the last and...

he had to be unwrapped inch by inch. (Ditmars & Bridges

1935:150-1) 9 (Boos 2001a:l 14)

violon n Brenthus anchorago, a long-nosed black beetle. (< Fr violon

‘violin’ fr resemblance of shape to this instrument) = violin 9 Next

comes a most peculiar insect which for its similarity to a violin has

been locally called, “violon.” This is the
“
Brenthus Anchorago a bee-

tle belonging to the family Brenthidae. This beetle is elongated and

black... The antennae are very moveable... [it] has a groove extending

from the middle [of the thorax] to the base... The elytra are deeply

grooved near the suture and marked with punctured lines on the side,

having two stripes of yellow on each side... [it] lives under the bark of

trees... in communities. (JFNC Feb 1893:149)

vipere n obs Any of several small lizards with very long tails and very

tiny legs, giving them a somewhat snake-like appearance, usu.

Bachia heteropa trinitatis, B. heteropa alleni, and B. flavicens. (< Fr

vipere ‘viper; venomous snake’ fr incorrect folk beliefs that it is both

venomous and a snake) = ground puppy3
9 (JFNC 1 893)

vira n A musical instrument made from a section of tin can, some-

times curved, punched with nail holes and played by lightly scraping

with a small metal rod. 9 The instruments used were violins, a pic-

colo, a concertina, and a tin vessel scratched with a small iron rod,

corresponding to the “shack shack” of Trinidad and known in Barba-

dos as a “vira.” (POSG 23 Jan 1889, in Rohlehr 1990:41) 9 Music is

generally supplied by those members who posses a little of the cov-

eted art. They arm themselves with guitars, quartos, shac shacs,

veeras, and two short pieces of [bamboo] which they strike one

against the other. Occasionally a stray violinist is seen among them.

(Argos 15 Feb 1912:6) 9 Carnival of long ago you used to see. Half-

naked women called the pissani. With shac-shac and vira held in their

hand. (Atilla “History of Carnival” 1935) 9 The 1890’s saw the grow-

ing popularity of Venezuelan-type string bands, which consisted of

guitar, cuatro, mandolin, banjo and shak shak, and probably had the

flute and violin added to them in Trinidad... In some bands, the ‘vira’

(vera) substituted for the shak shak. (Rohlehr 1990:41)

Virgin, Virgin orchid n Caularthron bicornutum \~ Diacrium bicor-

nutum], a native orchid. Flowers white, fragrant, with broad petals;

several or many on a stem, (fr resemblance of inner parts of the

flower to a statue of the Virgin Mary) = Virgin Mary 9 The Diacrium

(Epidendrum) bicornutum, known locally as the Virgin or Virgin

Mary. It grows wild in the richest profusion on Gasparilla and the

Bocas islands, and in the early months of the year, when it is in full

flower, adds greatly to the beauty of the wooded hillsides. (Clark

1893:91) 9 There is the beautiful Diacrum bicornutum (known

locally as the “Virgin” from a fancied resemblance in the shape of the

column to a statue of The Holy Mother) with its almost white sweetly
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scented blossoms. (JFNC Oct 1895:243) 0 The first and the best

[orchid in Tobago] is known as THE VIRGIN... This orchid is only

found north of a line drawn from east to west about half-way up the

Island... It grows commonly and strongly in large clumps on the

rocks, rocky rough cliffs, and trees overlooking the sea, and undoubt-

edly thrives under continuous wind and salt spray. The largest clumps

the writer has come across occur on Goat Island, where they approxi-

mate to the size of a full-grown man’s torso. The pure white flowers,

with central crimson spots and marks, are carried to the number of ten

or twelve, on very long stems. (Alford 1960:85) 0 Virgin orchid.

(FTT 1967-3-1:121)

Virgin Mary, Virgin Mary orchid n Caularthron bicornutum , a

native orchid. Flowers white, fragrant, several or many on a stem,

broad petals. = >virgin (orchid) 0 The Diacrium (Epidendrum ) bicor-

nutumi, known locally as the Virgin or Virgin Mary. (Clark 1893:91)

0 (Schultes 1960:132)

visada n A very bad feeling of confusion, despair, depression, caused

by spiritual unbalance. (< Bh bishad ‘confusion’) 0 The pundit

thought Mr. Kareem had been overcome by visada - confusion and

despair - and had gone away to live a secret life of austerity. (Hosein

1980:22)

visarjan n The ritual of immersing a deity’s image in water after a

PUJA. (< H-Bh visarjan ‘complete; last rites’) 0 (Korom 2003:278)

visiting ant n obs Eciton sp., esp. E. burchelli, a nomadic ant that trav-

els in large groups. (< E visiting , fr habit of travelling, coming into

houses, etc.) = army ant, chasseur ant, >hunter ant, hunting ant 0 The

hunter [ant]... or visiting ant, called also Fourmi chasseuse... is of a

brown colour, but the abdomen of a lighter hue than the thorax and

head; when full grown it is about one-third of an inch long. This ant is

very active and quick in its movements, stings most severely, and

may be said to be excessively fierce in its attack. It is exclusively car-

nivorous, and, after killing its prey, divides it into portions, each ant

carrying its share of the spoil. The hunter ants do not build nests, but

choose recesses in some decayed tree, or among dry leaves, fonning a

sort of mass, sometimes two feet in diameter... They are nomadic,

being always engaged in some predatory excursions, (de Verteuil

1884:110-1)

Vistabella coal n arc A type of PITCH; brittle, nearly pure bitumen,

found near the surface and in seams; not much found, not produced in

commercial quantities, (fr locality in Vistabella, southern Trinidad,

where it was first found) 0 (Jackson 1904:25)

vittle n obs Food; foodstuffs. (< dial, arc E vittle < E victual ‘article of

food; supplies’) 0 You raten vagibond to rab ahwe aftar you don stuff

you greedy guts wid all de chilran vittle. (PC 30 Apr 1904)

vivanot n Lutianus vivanus (E silk snapper an edible marine fish,

/vivano/ (< FC/Fr vivanot ‘snapper’) = cola“ 0 Good “vivanot” bank

to be fished on the falling tide. (Vincent 1910: 13) 0 (Vincent 1910:47)

0 The white flesh of either a “Vivanot" or “Vivanot Jolle-bleu” is

considered one of the most excellent of our table fishes. (Mendes

1940:19) 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:122)

vivanot jolle-bleu, vivanot geule-bleu n Lutianus campechanus (E

northern red snapper, dog snapper), an edible marine fish, to 80 cm
(31.2") long. Back and upper sides scarlet to brick red, lower sides

and belly rosy; electric blue stripe on the exterior of the jaw. (< Fr

vivanot ‘snapper’ + FC jolle-bleu < Fr 'blue jaw’) 0 Large catches of

the fine snapper, locally called “vivanot jolle bleu” are made here at

certain seasons. (Vincent 1910:13) 0 The white flesh of either a

“Vivanot” or “Vivanot Jolle-bleu” is considered one of the most

excellent of our table fishes. (Mendes 1940: 19) 0 (AAC 1945:108)

Vo n In Rada religious practice, a sacrificial ceremony to counter ill-

ness. (< Ewe/Fon) 0 In times of illness and particularly in the case of

an epidemic, this type of sacrificial ceremony is held. Sometimes, the

warning of impending illness is given by the Big People themselves,

with appropriate instructions, or the need for a V5 is implied from the

interpretation of dreams. The special part of the ceremony is carried

out during the Wednesday night’s vigil, when a parcel of secret ingre-

dients called the v5, is made up and sent away by messengers during

the early hours of the morning. Usually two, they must be back for the

morning sacrifice at 6 o’clock The v3 is sent to the cross-roads if it is

a small affair. On occasions, it may be merely a live fowl which is

liberated, symbolically taking the ill-luck to the four winds. On more
important occasions, the v5 has to be sent to the forest, to the sea, or

to some large open space. (Carr 1953:46)

vodunkwe n In Rada religious practice, a building that houses stat-

ues of the deities and other sacred objects. (< Ewe/Fon) = >chapelle 0

The compound began with one house built on the land to accommo-
date the small family; a chapel or vodunkwe (house of the gods), and

a tent or covered shed adjoining the house on its southern side, and

facing the road. Here dancing to the drums took place. (Carr 1953:39)

0 The vodunkwe or house of the gods, nearly always referred to as

the chapelle... a small house about thirteen feet long and ten feet

wide, it is divided into two sections. Drums, accoutrements and sym-

bols are stored in the back portion, and an altar stands at the western

end of the front room upon which are sacred objects - crucifix and

statuettes of Christian saints. On the ground at the foot of the altar are

the [sacred] goblets, plates for offerings of food at sacrificial ceremo-

nies, and a dish with thunderstones - sosiyovi - (neolithic celts recog-

nised here as Carib or Arawak stone implements). Pictures of

Christian saints adorn its walls. Two benches provide seating accom-

modation and its two doors, on the east and south sides, are covered

by light curtains. Aza, a sparse girdle of palm fronds, hangs over the

doors on ceremonial occasions. (Carr 1953:41)

vodunsi n In Rada religious practice, a devotee of a particular deity.

(< Ewe/Fon) 0 Occasionally, the vodunsis dance with the symbols,

but always they use a hat-band or sometimes a sash of the appropriate

symbolic colours. (Carr 1953:51) 0 After a few dances, during which

time no unpossessed person dances, the saint bids adieu, the vodunsi

retiring to the vodunkwe or to the convent where possession quickly

passes away. (Carr 1953:51) 0 Invited are a few friends, the vodunsis,

the hobono or high priest, and probably the heads of the compound.

Possession usually takes place, or in other words: one or two of the

saints usually come. (Carr 1953:46)

vodunu n In the Rada religion, a ceremony involving sacrifice to one

or more deities. Note: This is the same word and very closely related

to the Haitian religion of Vodun (Voodoo). (< Ewe/Fon) 0 The reli-

gious ceremony or vodunu (sacrifice to the gods) may be seasonal or

non-seasonal. (Carr 1953:45)

volcano n A seepage of water and mud through fissures in the earth,

impelled by methane and other underground gasses. Usu. a crater-like

area of soupy mud, bubbling and spewing mud into an area around it.

(< E volcano ‘a more or less conical hill or mountain, composed of

discharged matter, from which gases, ashes, rocks and molten lava

are ejected’, fr similarity to the action of mud eruptions) = >mud vol-

cano, bouffe 0 [We] set out for the volcanoes. (TSt 1 1 Mar 1841:3)

vomit v Cause to vomit; make someone throw up. (< arc E vomit

‘cause a person to vomit’) 0 They eat that pizza, and it vomit them.

vonvon, vont vont v Fly in a frenzied manner; flutter. (< Yaunde m-

fofon ‘bee’, Fang m-vofom/vufon ‘bee’, Mende vorj ‘sound of mosqui-

toes, beetles, etc in flight’, Mende divar/vorj ‘flying insect) = >von-

vonay 0 And how I long for the delight/ Of playing with my
“madbull” kite,/ With “manje” on thread, and “zwill” on tail,/ And
wings to “vont! vont!” in the gale. (Fortune ca 1950-59:1 1)

vonvonay v Fly in a frenzied way, usu. of a bird flying about in a cage.

(< FC vonvone ‘make a low buzzing sound’ < vonvon) = vonvon 0

That semp only vonvonay, he wouldn’t quiet.

vonvon beetle n obs Rhynchophora palmarum (E palm weevil), a bee-

tle; the larva is the edible GROO-GROO worm or PALMISTE WORM.
0 Yesterday we felled a royal palm... and by-and-by, when the von-

von beetle has laid its grubs in the pitch, our women will melt them

and clarify them for butter. (Wilkins 1854:43)

voop(s) 1 v Strike recklessly or wildly at a ball in cricket. Often to

miss hitting the ball after a particularly strong swing. (< BrE voop in

cricket, try to save the day when the side is losing by replacing style

and elegance with reckless action) 0 Voop - to strike, swing wildly at

a ball in cricket. (John 1973)
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2 v Give all your effort; do your best. 0 At last the Prime Minister

came in to bat again, late Friday afternoon, cutting and driving, snick-

ing through slips, and once vooping right over Patrick Manning’s

head - about the book grant of course. (EX 1 7 Jan 1 988:2)

vori-vine n Stachytarpheta jamaicensis, a cultivated plant; erect

spikes of small blue flowers. (< E verx’eine, Verbena officinalis, a

medicinal plant, fr similarity of flowers) = blue top, blue veven, gwa
veven, gwo veven, >veven r

0 Vervine, Vori-Vine. (Seaforth, Adams
& Sylvester 1983:188)

voutou n Momotus momota
,
a large bird. Voice is a soft, deep, hoot-

ing note, sometimes double, whoop or whoo-hoop\ often longer notes

are uttered, with a roll or ripple in the tone, (fr soft, hooting call) =

bouhoutou, houtou, king of the forest, >king of the wood(s),

wutetetoo 0 Voutou. (de Verteuil 1858:121) 0 Voutou or Mot-mot

(Prionites Brasiliensis). (de Verteuil 1884:92)

vy-ki-vy see VAI-KI-VAI
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wa see WHA
wabeen see also GUABINE

wabeen, wahbeen n A promiscuous, common, woman, of loose mor-

als; a part-time, amateur prostitute. (< wabeen, guabine ‘a small com-

mon freshwater fish, often found in drains’ < LASp < Amer) 0 Buy a

cartoon of bad mm. Sugar in the case. Soon as a wahbeen drink some.

Sugar in she waist. (Penguin “Sugar” 1971 pr) 0 Child father, well

they mamaguy me, Child father well ah go half kill somebody, Them
wahbeen women in true they making me hop. But unless you lick

them down this nonsense won’t stop. (Sparrow “Child Father” 1963,

in Rodman 1971:220) 0 wahbeen, whabeen, n., a promiscuous

woman, prostitute. (Rodman 1971:236) 0 Dem wabeen woman dey

mind so low, If a razor blade fall dey could pass below,

wabin guava n Eugenia sp., a small native evergreen tree, height to

12 m (40'), girth to .9 m (3'). Bark greyish, smooth, thin. Leaves

small, thin, leathery, long drip tip. Flowers small, in panicles. Wood
hard, heavy; lasts well in contact with the ground. 0 (Marshall

1934:57)

wacawa, wackawa n Aetobatus narinari (E eagle ray), a marine ray.

= tactay stingaray 0 If the angler is keen on shark-fishing, there is no

bait more sure than a piece of ray, wackawa, or devil-fish (they are all

of the same family), to entrap the tiger of the sea. (Vincent 1910:23) 0

Another fairly common ray is the “Wacawa” (Aetobatus narinari).

This ray is easily identified by the spots on its upper surface, with a

slender tail that is more than four times the length of the body. It is

armed with two and in some specimens, three serrated spines. The

wings when cured and cooked are considered an excellent dish by

native fishermen. (Mendes 1940:12)

wachapay v Cut down large bushes around coffee or cocoa plants;

give a quick cutlassing. = >bram ’ 0 Watchape - chop down big

bushes around cocoa and coffee plants (Moore 1980:23)

wachekong see washikong

waddam adv The sound of something large or heavy falling on the

ground, or of a heavy blow, not usu. very serious. = badam 0 “Ah hit

’im one, waddam!” (Haynes 1987:29)

waff see RAFF

wahbeen see WABEEN

wah-wah, waa-hu-waa intj A shout of appreciation; bravo; well done.

(H-U wah-wah ‘bravo; well-done’)

wail see WALE

wail down place phr Dance; jump; prance; GET ON at the borderline

of vulgarity, esp. during CARNIVAL or a FETE. 0 Students... traversed

the Signal Hill stage churning up performances from ballet to bele...

ending a grand finale when dancers gave unique performances of

“wailing down” the place. (77V 30 Nov 1990:10) 0 “Is to see dem
social people from St Clair wail down de place at dem Carnival

fetes!” (Baptiste 1993:165) 0 On the other side, over in the North

Stands, there is a mixed gathering of people, on their feet, most of

them, the majority in their own contained and rambunctious party.

For them the activities on the stage are the background to their own
celebrations, which they carry on most wonderfully during the inter-

vals when the bands are setting up onstage, beating dudups and iron

and wailing down the place. (Lovelace 1998:58)

waina n A food made from rice and sugar. 0 White rice was soaked

overnight... [and] used to make waina. This was made by mixing the

soaked rice with white sugar and keeping the mixture damp. It was

then served on top of the akara. (Woodroffe 1974:15)

waist 1 n The entire abdominal area; the body from below the ribs to

the top of the legs. (< E waist ‘the portion of the body between the

ribs and the hip-bones’; now usu. referring to a line around the nar-

rowest point) 0 She said that “The music sweet”. And when the

rhumba play. She hold on to she waist and she break-away. (Beginner

& Atilla “Young Girl’s Touch” 1935) 0 Blows in Nancy’ waist.

(Baka 1968) 0 It had a time me daddy want to break me waist,

Because I tell him that his nose too big for he face. (Brigo “Mama
Popo” 1971 pr) 0 If the problems are: period pains! irregular periods!

lower waist pains!... consult the specialist now. (ad, Bomb 1985) 0

[His] waist was ruling his mind. (Bomb 7 Aug 1987:9) 0 Kitchener

proved once again he is the master with his rendition of “Steel

Wheel” and was easily able to match the “waist talent” of his new
winer girl. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:3) 0 One woman was shot in the waist.

(TTM 1 Aug 1990:6) 0 “I take in with a pain in the waist.” (1990) 0

They were going down low, back, forward and all around, with the

guy in the red Speedo getting in his share of waist as Trotter stirred

his hot com soup in the background. (Jacob et al 1992:36)

2 n With make, make pelvic movements during sexual intercourse or

dancing. (< waist
1

)
= >wine 0 [M]en and women competed to see

who could “make the best waist.” (EN 18 Feb 1971:15) 0 If yuh

see she making waist!

3 n With high, strong physical lovemaking, usu. said of a woman.
(high fr ability to lift man up + waisr) = >high wine, tall wine 0 I

does get plenty high waist at home.

4 n Waistband; top of trousers or skirt. (< E waistband ‘a band fitting

about the waist that forms the upper part of a lower garment and

serves to stiffen or maintain it’; E waist ‘the part of a garment that

covers the waist; the narrowed part of a garment corresponding to the

narrowing of the body at the waist, but sometimes worn higher or

lower according to fashion’) 0 “God put something in me head; I

leggo wid me right han an pull out a coil of the rope I always carry in

me waist.” (TG 10 May 1933) 0 The victim ran behind the [vice-

principal] and it was then the attacker allegedly pulled the gun, but

quickly put it back into his waist and ran off in the opposite direction.

(TTM 10 Oct 1989:25) 0 I drew my Hibiscus whip from my waist and

dealt him a lash across his back. (Pantino 1999:41)

wait-a-minute n arc Desmoncus orthacanthos, a vigorous native

spiny climbing palm with a flexible stem, used for baskets and whips.

Also the similar Desmoncus polyacanthos, a slender spiny climbing

palm, with recurved hooks to 1.5 cm (.6") long on the leaf stalk

instead of straight spines; ovate leaflets. = >camwell, climbing palm,

croc-chien
1

,
gri-gri vine, lattan, pessy

3
,
policeman, wait-a-minute 0

Among the Palms a native genus is found which condescends to play

the climber, armed with fierce, metal-like hooks. It is called ‘wait-a-

minute’ by the English, and croc-chien or dog [tusk] by the creole

woodmen. (T.W. Carr 1894:314) 0 I was... always much impeded by

certain curious, and extremely annoying creeping palms, armed with

long thorns and which are capitally described by their local name of

“Wait a minute” (Desmoncus major). (JFNC Feb 1 895 : 1 5 1

)

waiter 1 n Any serving tray. (< E waiter ‘a salver; small tray; waiting-

board’) 0 She took a golden waiter and a gold rimmed glass and

brought the water to him. (Parsons 1933:28) 0 [She] was sentenced...

for stealing a quantity of articles, which articles... included... a waiter,

three drinking glasses and an enamel mug. (TG 28 Jan 1936:3) 0 So

they pass round the waiter with roti. (Cristo “Wicked Professor” 1962

pr) 0 “You will find some of our black sisters with bags and waiters at

the gates. You can give them any contribution you can make.”

(Clarke 1979:120) 0 Remove from hook by cutting sections off. Cut

into desired sizes and put on oiled waiter to get cold before wrapping

or storing in an airtight container. (Hunt 1985:14) 0 When he brought

the liquor home, he put it on the table along with a bottle of Gilbey

wine and a bottle of Puncheon on the round waiter. (TG 23 Dec
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1990:14) 0 During Raksha Bandhan. - Sajawaying, Decorating the

Thaali. Sisters: The following should be placed in a thali (tharia) or

small waiter. A Rakhee, flowers, malas, a lit deyaa, chandan (sandal

paste) for tikka and sweets. A lota with fresh water with a mango leaf

spoon. (TG-S 30 Oct 1994:14) 0 Phyllistra’s mother passed with a

waiter of sandwiches. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:26)

2 n arc A flat wooden cutout in the stylized shape of a person holding

a small tray, fastened to a base, used to hold an ashtray, glass, etc.

Note: These are known from the U.S. also, but the derivation of item

and name is not clear. 0 Nelly Chittaranjan came and placed two

wooden Negro waiters next to Harbans and Foam. (Naipaul 1959:30)

wait nuh phr Listen; hold on a moment while something is consid-

ered; an expression of some disbelief; usu. with but. 0 Buh wait nuh,

what it is you really telling me?

wait with cutlass and bag phr Wait or remain quiet in order to catch

someone, usu. in some illegal activity. = >play dead to catch cobo

alive 0 “He thiefing plenty but I waiting with cutlass and bag.” (1986)

waj n An important, powerful person. (< H-U wajh ‘power; strength’)

= wah 0 Of course, if it was a big PNM waj they would side-step and

laugh it off as a joke, but the idea of arresting respectable citizens

who make a small mistake seems to appeal to them (Bomb 1977) 0

Russel was talking like a big ‘waj’ in Parliament last Friday when he

said how government had received info that Trinis had taken bribes

from [X] who has a $72 million contract at the Caroni racing

complex. (Bomb 1982)

wajang, wajank n A person, usu. a woman, who is often drunk, or

acts in a vulgar way, GETS ON BAD, is violent, etc. (poss. < H-U
wajang ‘powerful; great’) 0 In spite of the way she behaves like a

“wajank” on occasions, Fatima wants everybody to look on her like

areal lady and a great orator. (Mirror 1983) 0 Underneath she’s a

wajang, a cussbud to say the least. (Bomb 24 Oct 1986:9) 0 “She is

a real wajang - a tough girl who could turn you on to some serious

horrors. She would take up a bottle, buss yuh face, do anything.”

(1990) 0 “Like he never hear about [us]?” a fuming, wajank-sounding

mama shouted into the phone. (TTM 17 August 1990:4) 0 “We mus’

do someting about dem little wajang we breedin' in de place.”

(Baptiste 1993:165) 0 Wajang... A girl who does get on real dutty

with more [than] one fella in a night, (www.skettel.com 25 Apr 2001

)

wakamayo, wakamy, guacamavo n Warszewiczia coccinea, a small

native evergreen tree to 6 m (20'), native to Trinidad; the national

flower of Trinidad and Tobago. Flowers small, yellow, some with

one scarlet sepal enlarged. Flowers arranged in groups of 30-60 along

the elongated axis about 40-60 cm (15.6-23.4") long, with over 1,000

flowers in each inflorescence. Highly ornamental in flower, /wakam-
ajo, wakami/ (prob. < Guarani guacamayo, a climbing plant) = >cha-

conia, single chaconia, Trinidad pride, wild poinsettia 0 Wakamy...

the tree is very ornamental in flower. It is often conspicuous along

the fringe of the forest. (Marshall 1934:65) 0 In some cases a near-

sounding English word has been substituted. Examples are Wakamy
(from Guacamayo), L’epinet (L’epineux), Cabrehash (Quebra-Hacho),

Bois l’agli (B. la glu), and Cutlet (Bois cotelette). (Beard 1946:27) 0

The Chaconia is also known in Trinidad as “Wakamy” from the

Spanish “Guaca Mayo” (macaws), clearly a reference to the brilliant

colour and beauty of the flowers... The plant is also known in

Trinidad as the “wild Poinsettia” — on account of its superficial

resemblance to the ornamental Poinsettia which blooms around

Christmas time with bright red bracts. (Morean 1992k:26) 0

Chaconia, Chaconier, Wild poinsettia, Wakamy... The tree is too

small to provide a useful timber but in flower it is highly ornamental.

(Quesnel & Farrell 2000: 128)

wake 1 n The observances, usu. at night, of relatives and friends

beside the body of a dead person from death to burial. Although such

a custom is widespread, most references to wakes in Trinidad and

Tobago, esp. in early legal and newspaper reports, focus on the par-

ticular activities associated with African-influenced observances,

such as drumming, dancing such as BONGO, card-playing, and loud

praying and singing. (< E wake ‘the watching, esp. by night, of rela-

tives and friends beside the body of a dead person from death to

burial, or during a part of that time, the drinking, feasting and other

observances incidental to this; now chiefly Anglo-Irish; also applied

to similar funeral customs in other times or among non-Christian peo-

ples’) 0 Wakes, and sometimes the anniversaries of wakes, are kept

up, either by psalm-singing of a very dismal character, or in a more

objectionable manner. (Collens 1888:44) 0 The evidence for the pros-

ecution showed that a “wake” was held at Manahanbra Village, and a

number of the new Barbadian labourers of Cedar Hall Estate

attended; there were also a good number of the villagers present and a

dispute arose over the singing of the Sankey Hymns. The Barbadians

claimed that their singing was much better than that of the Manaham-
bre folks who pride themselves on being able to sing sweetly. (POSG
29 Oct 1919) 0 The “wake” at which half the settlement has assem-

bled is regarded as a social function. A batch of cronies begin the

show by “passing the chaplet” and stringing tedious litanies. After-

wards an impromptu choir arranges itself around a table for all-night

hymn-singing. Soon, after a few rounds of rum and warap, biscuits

and cheese, the pleasure-seekers in the flambeau-lighted yard break

up into four camps. In one comer silent card players huddle around

tables or stoop beside wooden benches; not far distant a crowd ofmen
mingle impious ribaldry with the indoor hymns; yonder the Jeunesse

doree are playing games, all of which terminate in the exchange of

kisses between lass and lad; while in indelicate proximity a notorious

raconteur is entertaining a leering audience to such coarse “nancy sto-

ries” as would have shamed Boccaccio. The “bungo” is in full swing!

(Greenidge 1938:61) 0 The wake after the funeral is very different

from that of the first night when the body is still in the house. The

purpose of the first wake is not only to pray for the soul of the

departed but also is a means of giving moral support to those of the

villagers who have to build the coffin and erect the shed for the

crowd. The later wakes are mainly for mourning with the bereaved

family. Praying and singing go on through the night until 5.00 a.m.

Between prayers, refreshments are served. To pass the time bongo

dancing and games are favourites. (Thompson 1983:27)

2 v Of a deceased person, observe rituals and keep company before

burial. 0 [W]hen any of the society die, whether in the town or envi-

rons, the dead body is brought to this yard to be “waked,” as it is

termed; on which occasions the whole neighbourhood are obliged to

pass a sleepless night. (POSG 12 Nov 1853:2)

wakeel n In a Muslim wedding, the representative of the bride during

parts of the ceremony. (< H-U vakil, wakll ‘agent; lawyer; representa-

tive’) 0 A Wakeel was going to represent the bride who would have

remained in her bedroom during this early part of the programme.

(Deen 1994:24)

wake house n The house in which the wake for a dead person is held,

usu. the same as the HOUSE OF MOURNING and the DEAD HOUSE. 0

He saw the Augustine brothers fighting with Joseph Charles in the

yard next to where the wake was held. He separated them and said:

“Finish with that, boy.” When they stopped he returned to the wake
house. (TG 6 Feb 1919:2) 0 He was standing by the wake house. (IVG

27 Oct 1930:3)

waker n A person participating in the observances of a WAKE. 0 Later

on in the night, when the flour “bakes” and cocoa had been served to

the many “wakers”, Percy Huggins became the chief teller of tales to

the little group which had forsaken both the singers of hymns inside

the house and the card players who sat under the dome of heaven and

played their games to the light of short spluttering candles. (Ottley

1962:20) 0 The much worn floor... threatened to give way at the

entrance of every new “waker.” (Ottley 1969:74)

wake-up face n The wrinkled, sleepy-eyed look on someone’s face

just after waking. 0 “Like yuh wearing yuh wake-up face.” (1975)

waku, guaco, wakoo n Mikania micrantha [= M. guaco , M. orinocensis,

M. scandens ], a slender twining native plant. Leaves thin, ovate, to

12x8 cm (4.7 x 3.1"), but usu. smaller, base deeply heart- or arrow-

head-shaped. margins usu. coarsely toothed. Flowers white, fragrant,

in small heads in long panicles, /wako/ (< LAS guaco a plant < Taino

guaco) 0 Guaco, the expressed juice of which is given externally for

the cure of the bite of snakes. (CO/295/81 1829:328) 0 Guaco. (FTT
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1940-2-2:75) 0 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Leaves...

wakoo. (Simpson 1962:329) 0 Grind leaves of the wakoo bush and

longbeth (lapit) leaves in some water and bathe the child. (Simpson

1970:64) 0 (Morean 1990)

wale, weal, wail n Marks or ridges on the flesh from blows with a

stick, belt, whip, etc. /wel/ (< E wale, weal ‘mark or ridge raised on

the flesh by the blow of a rod, lash, etc.; mark the flesh with wales’) 0

Skin w’ale-in. (Haynes 1987:189) 0 ‘The next day, I hear how Bal

auntie well beat him, and weal he back and cut he all over.’ (Gosine

1992:127) 0 I peeped and saw a nice long wail on his back;

my Mother said, “alright - I will cut his bottom when he comes.”

(Pantino 1999:41)

walima, walleema n A Muslim feast celebrating a wedding. (< U
walima ‘feast’) 0 “Why don’t we do it the day of Eid and have the

Walima (wedding feast) the following Sunday.” (Ali 1993:147) 0 The

feasting or Walleema followed as roti, rice, curried goat, chicken,

pumpkin, chataigne etc. flowed freely. Abdool’s party called the

Baratians would have been fed first. (Deen 1994:25)

walk 1 n An area on an estate planted with cocoa, plantain, coconut

or other fruit-bearing trees. (< E walk ‘a broad path in a garden or

pleasure-ground’) 0 The plantations, or cocoa walks, have been so

neglected since the year 1727, that there are scarce any left now in the

island [of Trinidad], (Mallet 1797:4) 0 Robbing the plantain walk.

(Protector of Slaves 1825:87) 0 Me go pick a vine in the plantain

walk with Mama J and the pic-a-ninny. (Carmichael 1833:144) 0 For

ten miles along the eastern coast there is a most beautiful coconut

walk, extending about 30 yards inland from the sea. (Joseph

1838a:82-3) 0 The proud and independent position in which the pos-

sessor of a thriving plantain walk, or field of yams would place them.

(TSp 21 Feb 1846:3) 0 She... ran to her plantain walk. (TRD 12 Mar
1851:2) 0 The ground is then prepared for the reception of the cacao-

pods, which are planted in rows called ‘cacao-walks.’ (Brassey

1885:140) 0 They broke ranks and fled through the coconut walk,

leaving the two bags of coconuts which they had stolen behind. (Ott-

ley 1969:95)

2 n A stretch of formal walkway, usu. lined on both sides with palm

trees, esp. leading up to the front door of an ESTATE house. See also

Pitch Walk. (< E walk ‘an avenue bordered by trees’) 0 The Palm

walk leading to the governor’s cottage is very pretty. (Jardine 1861:32)

0 There is a very nice palm walk at Brechin Castle usine. (1990)

3 v Go astray; wander; get into trouble. (< obs E walk ‘go from place

to place; journey; wander’) = dreevay, knock about 0 “That girl like

to walk too much.” (1990)

4 v Move a kite horizontally, usu. to get away from an enemy kite

with zwill. (< E walk ‘travel or move about on foot; cause or induce

a person to walk’; in contrast to the kite’s more usual vertical motion)

0 But then along came a black and yellow kite walking across the sky,

obviously bent on battle, flown by a boy standing some distance away

near the palm trees. (Araujo 1984:22) 0 By “maneger-ing” or “fer

maniement”, the kite flyer demonstrated the skill of “mounting” the

kite so it ascended; ducking it so it made a sharp downward turn and

taking it back up or “walking it”; in which case the kite was made to

move along to right or left in an apparently measured manner. Some-

one who tied a stone to a length of thread and catapulted it at a kite in

the air, usually with the intention of bringing it down, was said to

“floner" the kite. (Cummings 2004:107)

5 v Of a snake, go, move. 0 ‘Snake! Miguel!’ he shouted in an urgent

whisper. ‘Cousin Miguel! Do not move! Behind you! A snake!

Mappipire!’ The old one opened his other eye, became alert. ‘No!’

Pedro pleaded. ‘Do not turn! Quiet! Wait! It is walking away. Wait!’

(Lovelace 1968: 1 1)

walk boundary 1 phr Walk along the edges of your property to check

that all is in order. 0 Walk de bong/bound(dary): walk around the

perimeter of your land. (Haynes 1987:85)

2 phr Reaching the limit of acceptable behaviour. 0 “You late for

work again, you walking the boundary.”

walk-fast n Xiphidium caeruleum, a native rhizomatous plant that

spreads very quickly along river banks. Leaves flattened in a kind of

“plait”, 60 x 6 cm (23.4 x 2.3"). Flowers white, 6.5 mm (.26") long.

Fruit bright red fleshy berry, (fr use of infusions to help children learn

to walk, fr its fast-spreading habit) = carmina de sierra, corrimento 0

Materials used in healing and conjuring. Leaves... walkfast. (Simpson

1962:329) 0 Guaco and corrimiento were useful to the hunter too. He
bathed his dogs with them... [it] helped the dogs to run fast... ‘And it

make children walk.’ The English name, ‘walkfast’, suggested that

too. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:124)

walk-fast powder n In folk practice, a powder believed to help chil-

dren learning to walk; or a magic powder believed to make an

unwanted spouse or lover depart quickly; or a magic powder believed

to make people walk fast as if they are mad. (fr use in helping chil-

dren learn to walk) 0 Yuh best gi the chile walk-fast powder.

walk good foot phr Be lucky; go or arrive somewhere at a fortunate

moment. 0 Man, you walk a good foot ah jus puttin om de pot.

(Ottley 1971:56)

walking funeral n A funeral procession in which the mourners follow

the coffin on foot; typical of smaller villages, (fr mourners walking

rather than riding in vehicles)

walking iris n Trimezia marticinensis, a native plant. Leaves erect,

sword-like, 60-69 x 3.8 cm (23.4-27 x 1.5"), arise in groups, sheath-

ing one another at the base. Flower stalk 30-90 cm (1 1.7-35.1") long,,

bears a succession of flowers from a green spathe, 2.5 cm (1") long.

Flowers 2.5-5 cm (1-2") wide, each having 3 large outer segments,

yellow dotted with dark brown or dark red at the base. Grows from

underground dark yellow swollen stem, (fr rooting along the stalk and

thereby “walking” forward + resemblance of flowers to European

iris) = >calenda“ 0 [The plant] can be easily recognized by its iris-

type flowers which are borne on a stalk which tends to sometimes

develop plantlets. The stalk, weighted by the plantlets, tend to bend to

the ground where the plantlets take root. For this reason it is known as

the walking iris. (Morean 1990d:26)

walk lash v Strike; hit. 0 (Ottley 1971:78) 0 Walk a lash - to give a

hard blow. (John 1973)

walk out 1 v Said of animals which come out at a regular time, e.g.,

early in the morning. 0 From all reliable accounts the creature (bush-

master-mapipire z’anana) is largely nocturnal in its habits and “walks

out”, as they say, chiefly in the very early morning or the late after-

noon when the dark-prowling rodents are abroad. (Ditmars & Bridges

1935:197)

2 v Take somebody for a walk; walk with somebody under your

charge and care. 0 Every morning I walk out the baby. 0 Or dey might

tell de girl: “Miss Lady, ah see yuh walkin out yuh dog.” (Foster

1990:15)

3 v Take a walk away from where you live. 0 And when you want to

walk out at night. He can always give you a good torch light.

(Keskidee Trio “Sa Gomes’ Emporiums” 1935) 0 What are you doing

in the park? Like you walking out or what?

walk shirt-tail phr Usu. of a child, wearing only a top and no pants. 0

You always see a string-band a chirren walking shirt-tail in she yard.

walk with v Bring; carry; have with you. 0 Inspector Power said

Haynes was a most notorious character. He always walked with a

candle and a box. (TG 30 June 1921 :7) 0 ‘You were lucky. I have not

seen, ever, such a huge size of mappipire. Do you walk with old

Spanish prayers to protect yourself?’ (Lovelace 1968:11) 0 Please

walk with your own eggs flatts. (Notice 1979) 0 Patchoy, dumplins,

vegetables, ground provisions, coconut bake, baggie, callaloo bush,

macaroni pie, mauby fizz. Walk wid your own fruits if desired, (ad,

Quamina 1982:3) 0 “Well don’t you know you musn't lie. You’ll

never get to heaven if you lie.” “Suppose ah walk wit ah reference?”

(Sweetbread, EX 21 July 1982:42) 0 When de people come an’ meet

he, sometimes dey does have ah bad habit of walkin’ wit’ plenty big

stick an’ boulder to emphasise dey points. (Keens-Douglas 1984: 16-7)

0 Scared residents... are warning all visitors in the area to walk with

their chaplets and any other form of protection they could [find].

(TTM 5 May 1987:18) 0 Q: Now you guys used to walk with your

own accompaniment? A: Yes, a guitar. We walked with a guitar and

accompanied ourselves and “answered chorus” for each other. (EX-2
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8 Nov 1987:13) 0 Every time drug dealers deliver a shipment of

cocaine into Trinidad, they walk with several guns which they leave

behind. (EX 6 Dec 1987:6) 0 There was once a time when going to a

test match was a picnic and everyone walked with their bags and

baskets, in the tradition of Tantie Merle, full of food and drink. (EX
17 Apr 1988:8) 0 Patients entering the Scarborough Hospital do not

have to walk with their own linen. (77V 23 Nov 1990:8) 9 “My rum,

beer, are sweet like honey,” it reads, “when you come, please walk

with your money.” (Pires 1995d: 15)

walk with two long hands/with two hand swinging phr Go some-

where empty-handed, without gifts or contribution. (< two hand

swinging) 0 You don’t think I’m going walking with mi two long

hand! 0 He is the kind of fella would walk with he two hand swinging

and then drink out all the Scotch.

Wallahoon see WARAHOON
walliack, wailiacke n Lutjanus synagris (E red-tailed snapper), an

edible marine snapper fish. = pargue, red fish, sorb (L . analis, L. aya)

0 Bank Vincent... can be fished from half to full tide. Good for

“vivanot”, “wailiacke,” and “tete-ronde.” (Vincent 1910:13) 0

(Vincent 1910:47) 0 Wailiacke. (Mendes 1940:13) 0 Wailiacke...

Lutianus synagris , E lane snapper. (AAC 1945:108) 9 (Kenny &
Bacon 1981:122) 9 The lutjanids or snappers are well known com-

mercial fish, esp. in Tobago. The most abundant of the snappers in

Trinidad is the walliack Lutjanus syangris. (Sturm 1984)

wall mabouia n Hemidactylus mabouia, a common gecko house liz-

ard; pasty yellow with darker cross bands of brown on the back and

tail. Skin soft, almost transparent, (fr being commonly seen on house

walls + mabouia

)

= check-a-check, house lizard, >mabouia*,

mabouia des murailles 9 (de Verteuil 1858) 9 Wall Mabuia, or

mabouia des murailles. (de Verteuil 1884:381)

wan see ONE

wang 1 n obs A lower-class dance hall or entertainment space, often

characterized by rough behaviour, fights, etc. 9 Amongst the objects

of the work which is being undertaken by the League of Social Wel-

fare is the improvement of the tone of the numerous dance halls in the

city and the suppression of those which are conducted in such a man-

ner as to become the habitual resorts of vicious characters... I

approach this subject ... as one who has knowledge of the order of the

day at “Wangs,” as they are popularly called. (TG 6 Feb 1921:7) 9

[They sang]... White man sweet man and black man drinking rum in

the wang. (Bynoe 1985:33) 9 Both dances and dance-halls varied

considerably in the twenties. The cheapest and rowdiest dances, for

which twelve cents admission fee was charged, were held in the heart

of the city in venues which were termed “the Wang”. These dances

were noted for the fights which frequently broke out and were, per-

haps, their main attraction. (Rohlehr 1986:25) 9 Later some property-

owners maximized their incomes by converting the upstairs into

meeting places for friendly societies, fraternal lodges, recreation

clubs and “Wangs”. Wangs were places where with music and drink,

prostitutes plied their trade on Saturday nights and men promoted

their amorous skills in speech, dance and dress. (Cummings 2004:2)

2 n obs An uninhibited, rough, disorderly fete or dance. 9 Wang, bram
- a rowdy ball (ESTT 1956) 9 Wang - A wild celebration or dance

with the same characteristics as a “bram”. The word “sanga wanger”

also “sanga banga” definitely had erotic connotations and probably

derives from “wang”. (Bynoe 1985:66)

wanga n A spell, charm, or piece of OBEAH. (< Kikongo mbwanga
‘group of fetish objects’; Kimbundu wanga ‘witchcraft’, Tshiluba

bwanga, Temne, Mandinka wanka ‘charm; fetish’) 9 I don’t want no

old lady, To shake she wanga on me. (Lion “Wanga” [ca 1938], in

Rohlehr 1990:259) 9 I didn’t know she buy a ... too. To hit me the

wanga in calaloo. (Lion “I Send My Wife to the Market” 1940) 9

Some say malaria. But I says the wanga of the Sahara, what you

think. (Caresser “If They Follow Me They Get Fever” 1939) 9 Wanga
- jinkz - a wanga bewitchment. (ESTT 1956) 9 Wanga - charm for

evil intent (African) an evil keepsake. (ESTT 1956) 9 The same word
“wanga” (“ouanga”) was employed to describe the obeahman’s
power to cast spells and the much-feared sexuality of the old woman

which could ‘blight’ a young man... Women who resorted to obeah

were trying to employ the wanga against men, by appropriating the

most ancient ancestral source of power. (Rohlehr 1990:259)

want 1 v Need; require; have too little of. (< arc E want ‘need; lack;

deficient in’) 9 WANT, v., need, e.g., the house want repairs. (Rodman
1971:236)

2 v Want to. 9 want he want go Barbados “he wants to go to Barbados”

(Solomon 1993:109)

want to feel phr Be fairly certain; think that something is doubtless

true. 9 I want to feel he will win this year.

want to look like phr Resemble; favour; look like. 9 He wants to look

like he farda oui. (Ottley 1971:78)

want to think phr Have a strong suspicion; think that something is

prob. true. 9 I want to think is he who tell them,

wapee, wappee, wapi, wappie, wappy, whapee, whappee, whappie
n A card game usu. accompanied by betting. The dealer gives each

player one card, and turns over cards in the pack one at a time; the

first matching card to come up again wins. 9 He heard “I nick you”

“I cut you” and he knew that wappie or wap was being played... He
said the cards were shuffled and the player called “I nick you.” The

one who would bet cut the cards and said “You out.” The first one

would then turn up the first two cards. The bets were then made and

he would take out card after card until a corresponding one came out

which would decide the winner. (TG 8 Oct 1919:7) 9 The Detec-

tives... rushed in on them as they played at “Wappi.” (WG 4 Jan

1930:9) 9 Whe-Whe “marks” being sold and “burst” three times a day

and men in little groups here and there playing “wappi” or “sebbe

lebbie” keep the place lively from early morning to late evening. (WG
6 Oct 1930:3) 9 Gateways, yards and sheds are used for gambling

purposes. There was a concourse of men of all shades gathered in

them... playing poker, wappi, romee and baccarat. (TG 2 May 1933:1)

9 After supper they play games: bridge or poker if they are

white; romey, whappy, all fours, fantan or dice if they are poor.

(Calder-Marshall 1939:74) 9 Wappy - a game of cards. (ESTT 1956)

9 They played wappee and drank rum and smoked. (Naipaul 1959:1 1)

9 The dealer turned up two cards, and after bets were placed turned

up the rest of the pack until one showed up to match one of the origi-

nal two. It was called “wapee,” and was illegal, but Norbert knew
most of the players and turned a blind eye. (Selvon 1988:18) 9 For

three days straight he win out the wappie. (Lovelace 1988:111) 9

Wappie big boys lose to bandits. (EX 28 Nov 1993:18) 9 “Long
before she see me Ah see she coming so Ah duck below the wappie

table with the casa and mih pardners hiding me.” (EX 1 1 Dec 2003)

wapia 1 n Saliva in comer of mouth, often after much talking. 9

“Wipe de wappia from yuh mouth and cool de ole talk.” (Baptiste

1993:165)

2 n arc A disease, prob. thrush (Candida albans), characterized by

white patches in the mouth, (poss. < Sp gapia) = sore mouth, watia

wappie see wapee

waps adv The sound of a blow. = waddam 9 Ah was in time to see a

blind fella, Kne[e]ling down in front the faith healer, Wapps he got

back his sight. And he went to Theatre the very night. (Spoiler “The

Faith Healer” 1951 pr) 9 (Haynes 1987:29)

wap-wap v In whe-whe, bet on a MARK one number higher than the

previous winning mark. = stand up 3
9 Stand Up: Play one number

higher than the mark called in the last draw. Also called ‘Wap Wap'.

(Besson 1999:49)

war 1 n A CALYPSO competition between two or more singers, or

sung in a militant fashion. = war calypso 9 Suddenly there came a cry

for “War!” and four of the champions appeared on the platform and in

turn improvised stanzas in glorification of themselves and disparage-

ment of their rivals, becoming more and more abusive as they pro-

ceeded... it was a perfectly good-humoured contest, even when the

crowd yelled its approval of a hit; and although one singer was
howled down because he had given the audience an old verse he took

it in good part... I noticed that during “War” the champion of San

Fernando, who had been at Henry Street the night before, used

several of his old gags (which are supposed to be ex tempore), but the
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crowd must have been a fresh one, for he got away with them without

any expostulation from the audience. (Rutter 1933:104, 106) 0 Later

on they "have a war,” in which three singers take the platform and

challenge each other for the highest honors. First, one begins with a

verse attacking the personal appearance, manners and moral habits of

the other two. The others reply also in verse and do their best to get

off a good dig at the expense of the others. When the ‘debate’ is really

wanned up, they ply each other with only single lines always in

rhyme. This calls for extemporizing on the spot. (Quevedo 1939:3) 0

The varied programme will include calypsoes of all the various peri-

ods of Trinidad’s history, the calenda, drumming, the leggo, the

bongo, stick-playing, the belaire, the singing of African religious

songs from the shango, as well as samples of the West Indian Negro

spirituals as sung by the “Shouter” cult, the gayap and work songs,

and a few pure African chants. The programme will end with a

calypso “War.” ( TG 26 Feb 1943, in Ahye 1983:12) 0 Remember
that, so far, calypso singing was a strictly amateur art, and by no

means restricted to the Carnival season. All through the year the vari-

ous cliques gathered - usually on Saturday nights - in their own, or

friends’, private homes and sang on topics of the moment. Also, for

special public events such as the Siparia Fete and Race days, many of

the bands would gather at the particular venue and compete with each

other for public acclaim and, perhaps, a few free “grogs”. These

special public performances did much to promote the spirit of

competition and led to the most famous and skilled form of the

calypso - “War!” - which is, alas, now virtually dead. (Pitts 1962:41)

0 “That night, in a tent, I had a war with some old Calypsonians. A
tent is a bamboo shack with a palm roof. The Calypsonians sing in

them during carnival and charge admission. A ‘war’ is where three

Calypsonians stand up on the platform in a tent and improvise in

verse. One man begins in verse, telling about the ugly faces and

impure morals of the other two. Then the next man picks up the song

and proceeds with it. On and on it goes. If you falter when it comes to

your turn, you don’t dare to call yourself a Calypsonian. Most ‘war’

songs are made up of insults. You give out your insults, and then the

next man insults you. The man who gives out the biggest insults is the

winner. I was so insulting in my first ‘war’ the other men congratu-

lated me. Since then I maintain my prestige and integrity as Floudini

the Calypsonian.” (Summers 1985:20)

2 n Attacking other kite strings to cut them and release the kites. =

>kite-fight 0 Making a “mad bull” requires great skill. This type of

kite is so named because of its penchant for “behaving badly" in the

air. Thread, cocoyea and kite paper are replaced by stronger materials

such as rope or fishing cord, bamboo sticks and plastic... These are

not made to “go to war,” however, since they are kites which do not

obey commands and are unable to fly very high. (Rampersad

1993:10)

Warahoon, Guarahoon, Guaraoon, Wallahoon 1 n An Amerindian

group mainly resident in the Orinoco delta, usu. now referred to as

Guarahoon , Guarao or Warao. In the past, they occasionally traded

with or resided in Trinidad; no longer a recognizable group in Trinidad.

(< Sp Guarauno / FC warahon < Amer) = Wild Indian* 0 [Opposite

Point Ycaque... low swamp and trees, channels of the Orinoque]

inhabited by the Guaraones, a mild, inoffensive race of Indians, who
build their wretched hovels amongst the branches, and live on fish

and the fruit of trees. They carry on an insignificant traffic with

Trinidad in baskets, nets, and fish. (Columbine 1803, in POSG
14 Aug 1849:2) 0 Before the maison of Mademoiselle Joseph, lay

seven or eight lean, lank, Wallahoon hunting dogs, in appearance the

veriest curs, but fierce and bold in the forest. (Day 1852-2:1 1) 0 In the

winter, or rainy season, the Wallahoon Indians often come over in

their corrials to work a few days for Harry Lumez. They bring for sale

dogs, and chinchorros, or grass hammocks. They work very well for a

few days, but get tired. They sleep in the woods; and behave very

peaceably. (Day 1852-2:40) 0 “What do I see but a lot of naked

Indians they call Warahoons, all on the tree-tops.” (Wilkins

1854:233) 0 In half an hour more we were on shore, amid Negros,

Coolies, Chinese, French, Spaniards, short-legged Guaraon dogs, and

black vultures. (Kingsley 1880:66) 0 Scores of Waraoon Indians,

guaraunos, from the Orinoco delta, carried on trade on the streets of

the towns, especially in the southern part of the island. (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:159)

2 n A Carnival mas in which players dress and act in a manner
supposed to be like this Amerindian group. = >Wild Indian

2
0 There

were three main types of Indians. The Wild Indians, Red, Blue or

Black, were the original Indians... also called the “Warahoons,” for

the actual tribe of aboriginal Indians from the Orinoco delta, and

Venezuela, who came to Trinidad to trade in the twenties and left

roots here... This was the type of Wild Indian mas, according to

Bailey, that would cause people “to forget was mas they playin’ and

want to scalp people an’ ting.” They walked around in small bands of

no more than about 20 people, singing, dancing, generally playing the

mas and looking for other bands to challenge. Challenges would
involve lengthy speeches in their particular “language,” of their own
prowess and accomplishments, much like the Midnight Robber dia-

logues. Real, serious violence could result if a challenge could not be

answered properly. (TG-M 24 Jan 1993:2)

3 n arc A negative term for an uncouth, dirty, or uncivilized person. 0

“She was fightin’ up in de sale like a warahoon.” (Baptiste 1993: 165)

0 I listened carefully for the explanation, which was no help. It con-

sisted of a (rather warahoon-esque) laugh, followed by a jocular

throwaway line about not wanting to miss the ride. (TG-M 24 Jan

1993:4)

warakarajo n Laetia procera, a native tree. (< LAS guaracaro
< Arawak warakaioro) = bois toucan, >sardine

14
, toucan sardine

warap, guarap, warrap 1 n Sugar cane juice. (< LAS < guarapo

poss. < Quechua huarapu
) 0 [For] the making of sugar for household

uses... the cane juice called warrap is boiled so that it would not [fer-

ment] and spoil. While this is being boiled, a ‘bois canot’ leaf is put

in. The leaf is removed and the scum and froth with it. By then the

juice has changed to syrup. It is beaten until cold[;] the next morning

it is crytallized into sugar. (Woodroffe 1974:11) 0 Guarap - cane

juice. (Silva 1989:14)

2 n A drink, usu. fermented, made from sugar cane juice. =

warawarap 0 The muleteer commenced drinking gurapo... [a] fer-

mented liquor, often made of cane-juice and pineapples. (Joseph

1838b-2:2 10-11) 0 “Guarap”. (Fortune ca 1950-59:18) 0 The

“guarapa” commonly known as ‘warap” is still popular in Arima. It is

a beverage similar to mauby in appearance made by boiling the juice

of sugar-cane with [cinnamon] and cloves. (Kassiram ca 1970:7) 0

“The Carib Community will have seasonal fare and traditional Carib

beverages including “Warrap” on sale!” (EX 23 Dec 1990:12) 0

Guarapo, the sweet juice of the sugar cane. (Moodie-Kublalsingh

1994:74)

3 n A type of PARANG song with a fast beat, usu. sung by men.

(< LASp) 0 (Silva 1989:26) 0 Luciano added his voice in the singing

of a guarapo, the sweet juice of the sugar cane... Many stanzas of

guarapo were sung that afternoon. Almost everyone came up with

two or more different ones. Warap, the anglicized form of guarapo,

was a favourite. The guarapo remained popular among Trinidadians

for a long time, but in Eastern Venezuela it has long disappeared.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:74)

waratal n A reddish grey quartz stone, often found in large pieces in

rivers interbedded with white limestone in the Northern Range, sharp

when broken up, used for SUCKAWAYS. 0 You see they quarrying

waratal all here.

warawarap n A drink, usu. fermented, made fr sugar cane juice.

(< warap\ poss. a humorous form) = >warap 2
0 An den ah we ha fo

tek a quart ah surrop fo mix um up in a lard pan full ah warawarap for

full de creases in ar you greedee gut. (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 Prehaps you

guts must be now biting you. Ah no dat you miss de koo-koo and de

wara-warap way you use to get fram me. (PC 19 Nov 1904)

war bread n obs During the first and second world wars, a bread

made from PROVISIONS rather than from imported flour, which was

in short supply. 0 “War bread,” made of meal from bananas, cassava,

dasheen and sweet potatoes. It is most palatable and nutritious.

(Knapp 1918)
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war calypso n A form of calypso emphasizing a fierce competition

between two or more singers, or sung in a militant fashion. = >war’ 0

The war calypso may take many forms. If based on the calinda, it will

consist of short verses and a short repetitive chorus that is delivered in

rapid-fire manner not unlike the insistent drum-beats that drive baton-

niers into the frenzy of battle. But there are also eulogistic war calyp-

soes that extol the nobility and valor of the warrior or warrior-country

and take the form of a patriotic ode. In fact this appellation is still

occasionally used for calypsoes of this type. There is, as well, the bal-

lad or narrative war calypso which attempts to relate in sequential

fashion the progress of a conflict, usually with a promise that the hero

will emerge victorious at the end. (Hill 1986:69-70)

Ward, ward n An administrative district. A common misconception

is that the island of Tobago became a “ward” - in the sense of depen-

dent, minor, inferior - of Trinidad; in fact, it became a Ward, or

administrative division, of the united colony of Trinidad and Tobago.

The entire country was divided into Wards, of which Tobago consti-

tuted one. (< E ward ‘an administrative division of a borough or city’)

0 Ward, Ward Union: in 1849 Governor Lord Harris divided Trinidad

into forty-one wards or administrative districts; in 1855 the wards

were grouped together in ten Ward Unions under wardens who were

full-time salaried civil servants. (Brereton 1979:x)

ware adj Of dishes, plates, and cups, made from china or glass, not

metal or enamel. (< E ware ‘vessels, etc. made of baked clay; china,

pottery etc.’ 0 I ain’t have nothing! Not even a ware plate! (Selvon

1991a:38)

wares n Dishes; pots and pans; eating and cooking items. (< E ware

‘articles of merchandise or manufacture; commodities; goods', also

kitchenware ‘cooking tools and items’, silverware ‘cutlery’) = bartan

0 She will say, “Darling, leh we buy some chairs, Bed, bureau, and

fancy wares.” (Beginner “Second Hand Girls” 1940) 0 De nex time I

turn om mih tap an it ent have no water, I puttin om my bikini, cool

breeze, and takin de wares to wash by de fus swimmin pool I bounce

up. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 Apr 1977) 0 The wares, cup in plate, he

put to be washed. (Narine 1977:13) 0 “They threw out everything

from our home - clothes, wardrobe, wares, goods, stoves, bed, every-

thing.” (Bomb 22 Aug 1986:5) 0 “We left her in the back washing

some wares, but by the time lunch was ready that day, she was gone

again.” (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:15) 0 Add tuh dat de number ah times ah

wash up wares. (Foster 1990:60) 0 Their hams, cakes, sorrel, wares,

clothing, TV were stolen. (TTM 24 Jan 1993:8) 0 One teaspoon of

liquid detergent will clean all your wares till they’re shiny. (TG-M
22 Aug 1993:4)

wares-stand, warestand n A wooden table or framework used for

washing and resting WARES. = >machan !

0 He looked back at the

chataigne tree, the leaning warestand, remains of the animal pen and

the hut. (Ramsawack 1983:51)

war hand n A traditional Indian TASSA drum rhythm. (< hancft) 0

The “competition” among the various camps as to who built the finest

tadjah is openly discussed by the crowd. There is competition among
the drummers as well in the form of a clash, when two yards face off

to beat the “war hand.” But for all of this, there are no judges and no

awarding of prizes for the “best." (Korom & Chelkowski 1994: 165-7)

waritote n Laportea aestuans , an erect branched native plant to 1 .2 m
(3.8') high. Leaves spirally arranged, with bristly pungent hairs that

are irritating to some people’s skin. (prob. < Amer) = red stinging

nettle, stinging nettle , white scratch bush, white stinging nettle,

>zooti
2

0 Stinging Nettle, Waritote, Zooti. (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:108) 0 If ah woman making a baby, pass a broom and

make 3 signs of the cross on she belly. Give she waritot tea to drink

with a little holy water. (Morean M-79)

warm 1 adj Describing something plentiful, e.g. money, blows. 0 Is

he to pay - he have warm coins! 0 E spen’ some warm coppers

dere/there, he spent plenty money. (Haynes 1987:190) 0 “That house

is warm dollars.” (2002) 0 We getting some warm rain all now.

2

adj In reference to the folk medical system, “hot”, i.e. opposite of

“cold” substances or illnesses. (< hot
1
) 0 Hers was a world of folk

mysticism and communion. Of numbers and lunar influences. Of

plant spirits and the influence of human beings on plants. Of “warm”
herbs that could heal and also harm if not used with care. And of

“cold” herbs. Of secret traditions that she would reveal only unto a

few. (Morean 1990e:40)

warm floor, warm flooring phr Allow sun to dry the bottom of dry-

ing trays after banking cocoa beans. 0 (Moore 1980: 1 7)

warra intrg obs What; an interrogative word. 0 Me say, warra disha?

Da true wha French nagar say, ‘baton changez boutle’ - eh, eh. did

time na lek Merriky war. (TSn 8 Apr 1 858)

warrior n A high rank of SPIRITUAL Baptists. 0 Warriors,

Commanders, Inspectors, and Judges are the highest-ranking church

members. They settle disputes among other high-ranking church

members, oversee mission programs, and serve as a court of appeal

on matters of church policy. (Glazier 1983:54)

was v Introducing a statement, parallel to is in the present, generally

equivalent to E it is. See also IS
1

. 0 Was the night before Christmas.

(TG-S 23 Dec 1990:21) 0 So de odder day wen was lunchtime on

one ah dem big airline; An dey serve chicken patty ah was real vex.

(Foster 1990:33)

wash 1 v With skin, etc., bathe, clean the body with water, usu. done

by the person herself or himself. 0 “Go wash yuh skin.” ( 1 990)

2 v With a part of the body or a person, beat, hit, strike or whip repeat-

edly. = rinse , wash down 0 “Teacher, doh wash yuh hand on my
chile.” (1984)

3 v In Orisha practice, ritually wash the head to formally designate

membership in the religion. 0 The desieni or head washing ritual for-

mally designates one’s membership in the Orisha religion... When a

person is possessed for the first time, he or she is sometimes washed

and incised on the spot or only a short time later. One does not neces-

sarily have to undergo head washing and incising after the first pos-

session, but it is customary and expected of worshipers who intend to

continue their affiliation with the religion. The individual is usually

washed and incised “under” or in the name of the possessing orisha...

[A] shrine head and elder... “fell” (became possessed) during an elefa

offering when he was seven years old, and the elders in attendance

promptly washed his head... because of his young age he could not

deal with and relate to such a strong orisha, so he subsequently

“washed” under Emenje. (Houk 1992:138-9)

4 n In rum-making, a mixture of raw sugar, molasses and sometimes

fruits, more economical than using refined sugar. (< E wash ‘water

used in washing; watery infusion or mixture’) 0 There’s been a very

‘rummy’ case at Tunapuna. There was plenty of ‘wash’ about it too.

Fancy [a] £100 fine for a common garden home-made still. (PC 30

Apr 1904) 0 [He was accused] of having molasses wash for distilla-

tion. (WG 3 May 1930:5) 0 A man alleged to have been in possession

of liquid suspected to be bush rum wash and also parts of a rum still

was arrested the same night. (TG 23 May 1933:2) 0 Customs and

Constabulary officers took possession of a quantity of wash and a dis-

tilling apparatus... [he was charged with] keeping on his premises a

quantity of “wash” for the purposes of distilling rum. (TG 11 June

1933:3)

wash down v With a person, + with licks, blows , etc., beat someone

severely. = rinse
1

, wash
2
0 All the women in the village threaten to

wash me down with licks and stop buying in the shop, if I give you-

all any more credit for drink. Only cash. (Selvon 1 99 1 b:90

)

washed grey, wash grey n A light silvery brown crystalline sugar

made from molasses and sugar crystals; part of the molasses coating

of the crystals has been removed by spraying water into the centrifu-

gals. Produced for local consumption, sometimes exported for further

refining. = grey crystals 0 (Blackburn 1984:290) 0 You would get all

the wash grey you need here, you wouldn't need to bring in any from

Guyana. (1990)

washerwoman 1 n Fluvicola pica (E pied water-tyrant), a small bird,

15 cm (6"). White with black wings, tail, nape and mantle. (< E wash-

erwoman ‘for birds, a number of wagtails, fr motions’) = nun 1

, veuve,

white-shouldered washerwoman, widow3
0 (Williams 1922:141) 0

Commonly known as the “washer women” [sz'c], this is a most con-

spicuously marked black and white bird about the size of a sparrow...
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The “washer woman” follows the larger drains into the cane fields.

(Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 15) 0 The Whiteshouldered Water Tyrant,

resembling in its pattern a diminutive magpie, perched on limbs over-

hanging the water, wagging its tail and darting out over the surface to

snap up emerging insects... These two little birds are well known to

the Trinidadian, who has his own inimitable names for them: the for-

mer is the “washerwoman”. (Shortt 1975:107) 0 (ffrench 1991:276-7)

2 n Manacus manacus, 11.3 cm (4.5"). Male crown, upper back,

wings and tail black; lower back gray; rest of head, neck and under-

parts white; female generally olive green. In flight the wings whir

audibly. The males spend much of their time in elaborate displays at

communal grounds. = >casse-noisette, soupap
1

, stickman
2

, Trinidad

manakin 0 (Chapman 1894:45)

wash foot phr Said to indicate an open and impromptu informal invi-

tation to participate. May also be used to criticize someone for joining

into without being wanted. 0 There are no formal [wedding] invita-

tions. The whole village “wash their feet” and attend. (Ottley 1979) 0

Rumours are flying thick and fast which are creating the impression

that the McEneamey takeover has become a “wash your foot and

jump in” scenario. (Blast 22 Aug 1986:8) 0 “Who invite you, you

wash yuh foot to come in here.” (2001)

wash grey see washed GREY

washikong, wachekong, washeekong, watchekong, watchi-kong n

Rubber-soled canvas shoes; sneakers; plimsolls; running shoes.

/waJikDi], watfikoq/ (origin unknown, though there are two widely

held but unlikely theories: < Fr caoutchouc ‘rubber', and < Ch, per-

haps Mandarin, kong hua xie ‘flower sandal’) 0 Referring to the fee

received for the job, Mr Annisette asked: “You got a pair of wachek-

ongs for your trouble?” Witness: “No. I bought them myself.” (TG
19 July 1919:7) 0 She was wearing a white muslin dress, cut in the

latest fashion, a pair of white stockings and a pair of wachekongs.

(Mendes 1934:53) 0 Remember the fifteen cents watchikong. (Lion

“Bargee Pelauri” 1936) 0 This is he walk bout round the town, With a

tear-up suit and a washikong. (Executor “Christmas is a Joyful Day”

1937) 0 She haven’t nothing really to eat, Only knocking bout in

washikong bout the street. (Tiger “Next Door Neighbour” 1938) 0

Washe-e-com’ - three a year at 50 cents. (Herskovits & Herskovits

1939a:Box 15-F92-Sel. 8/5) 0 She look like a limbo queen... but

when ah look down all she had was a buss-up pair of watchikong.

(Nelson Cato “Watchi-kong Girl” 1960) 0 A few even had shoes -

watch-kongs, but no socks. (Alladin 1970:48) 0 On being informed

by the manager that he must wear boots when he played against the

English batsmen [S. “Floats”] Woods replied, “How then am I to get

a grip with my toes.” When the match came off Woods appeared on

the field in a pair of watchecongs (plimsoles), the soles of which were

cut clear off. (Ottley 1978:83) 0 Occasionally he considered his new
Bata washecongs, the white canvas sparkling with Blanco; they were

a good buy. (Hosein 1980:125) 0 Those of us who were barefooted

felt more at home in direct contact with the turf, but when a watchek-

onged foot smote you in the shin, you could feel it all through your

body... We all stopped in horror as we saw Nelson’s left side of

watchekong, which had left his foot at the same time as the ball, con-

tinuing onward in a higher trajectory towards the tramcar. (Araujo

1984:70) 0 He wore black watchekongs, felt hat and full, cotton pants

with two inch folds just above the ankle. (EX 12 July 1990:23) 0

Eager-looking children on their way to and from school, very few in

uniform but tidily dressed, their feet invariably indicating the status

and location of the schools they attended - shoes and socks, rubber-

soled canvas top plimsoll called “watchekong”, leather-soled knitted

string top called “alpagatas” and bare feet referred to as “ten com-

mandments on the ground”. (Cummings 2004:138)

washing 1 n A step in the process of making sugar in which molasses

is removed from raw crystals. (< E washing ‘cleansing by water’) 0

The first step in the refining process is called affmation, or washing,

and consists of removing the adhering film of molasses from the

surface of the raw sugar crystal. The molasses film has a purity of 65

or lower, whereas the crystal itself consists of nearly pure sucrose.

The separation involves mingling the raw with a heavy syrup... then

purging the mixture in centrifugals... and washing with hot water

after the syrup has been spun off. Since the primary purpose of affina-

tion is to loosen the sticky molasses film, the viscosity is best reduced

by heating the syrup and the magma. (Meade & Chen 1977:427)

2 n In ORISHA practice, a ritual of washing the head that formally

designates membership in the religion. (< wash3
) 0 The desieni or

head washing ritual formally designates one’s membership in the

Orisha religion... When a person is possessed for the first time, he or

she is sometimes washed and incised on the spot or only a short time

later. One does not necessarily have to undergo head washing and

incising after the first possession, but it is customary and expected of

worshipers who intend to continue their affiliation with the religion.

The individual is usually washed and incised “under” or in the name
of the possessing orisha... [A] shrine head and elder... “fell” (became

possessed) during an elefa offering when he was seven years old, and

the elders in attendance promptly washed his head... because of his

young age he could not deal with and relate to such a strong orisha
,

so he subsequently “washed” under Emenje. (Houk 1992:138-9)

wash-mouth n Tob A drink, esp. a sweetened drink such as sugar,

water and juice; sometimes more generally a small snack. 0 A carpen-

ter has just told me that the laborers going to work quickly grab a

ship’s biscuit and call this a rashin or jack-ratta , or, if some sugar

water is added, a washmot. (Uh 1883:251) 0 “Come get some wash-

mouth, man.” (1990) 0 (N. Daniel 1990) 0 The whole family rises

early, at five in the morning, for a meal must be prepared for the man
to go to work at seven. He must have his “wash-mouth,” a so-called

token meal. If a man is a heavy eater, he might eat five johnny-cakes

and a mug of chocolate for his wash-mouth. (Elder 1997:181)

wash... mouth phr Usu. with on, criticize freely. (< E wash ‘clean

with water’) 0 “What I will say is that I did not like the way in which

some of those “nincompoops” and "pipsqueaks” on the other side

were washing their mouths all over the place about Chambers.” (EX
21 Dec 1986:5) 0 Washin’ mout ’pon: criticising. (Haynes 1987:205)

wash ofphr Plenty; many. (< E awash ‘full; overflowing’) 0 Ah wash

o’ people. (Haynes 1987:205)

wash-pot n A person who is common, ordinary, vulgar, easy-to-get.

(< E wash-pot ‘a vessel for washing one’s hands') 0 She suh is a

wash-pot. You ain see how she walking common. (Ottley 1971)

wasin mapepi n Plumbago auriculata [~ P. capensis], a cultivated plant.

(< FC wasin ‘root’ + mapepire, fr folk use as a snakebite antidote)

wassy, wasi 1 v Act in a sexually or verbally bold and provocative;

come on in a provocative manner, sometimes considered unbecom-

ing. (< FC wasi, poss. < Kikongo waazi ‘thing done to draw praise or

attract attention’, Bamana waso ‘ostentation’) 0 I am speaking espe-

cially of the “ladies” who “wassy” or “wine down the place.” (EX-2

10 Mar 1987:19) 0 [He] is all jerry-curled, Pierre Cardin shirt’d,

snake-skin booted, wassying at Atlantis. (EX-2 14 Feb 1988:18)

2 adj Sexually or verbally bold and provocative, sometimes consid-

ered unbecoming. 0 Believe it or not, the wassy bandleader of Sound

Revolution is one and the same as the well-dressed acting General

Manager of the Port Authority. (EX 14 Feb 1988:2) 0 The locals in

the crowd competed with the white sailors to see who could get on

wassier than who. (Bomb 27 July 1990:23) 0 From the moment they

struck up the first few chords... the women in the dance hall began to

get on wassy. (Heat 10 Oct 1991 : 1 5 ) 0 (Wamer-Lewis 1994:12)

waste-down 1 n Useless; good-for-nothing; worthless. 0 Yuh ent tink

all dat comesse was one waste dong? If yuh ask mill ah never see so

much choopidness as went om in all mih bom days. (Mamits LPOS,

TG 27 May 1979) 0 Prime Minister George Chambers should find out

the score from Rakeeb who, people confidently predicted, would be

more of a waste-down than his predecessor. (Mirror 1983) 0 Is like

de government don’t care ’bout dat, once dey collect money to pay

for dey waste-down projects. (Keens-Douglas 1984:35) 0 “That man

is a real waste-down.” (1990)

2 v Finish; wipe out; esp. when taking too much food. 0 “You know

he go an waste down de last ah mih groceries?” (Baptiste 1993: 166)

watake see GUATECARE

watamal, guatamare 1 n Myrospermum frutescens, a native shrub or

small tree, 20 m (65')- Flowers in racemes 7-10 cm (.28-.4"). Fmit
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pod 5-8 x 1-2 cm (2-3 x .4-. 8"), shortly stalked, with membranous

wing.(< FC < Sp guatamare) 0 Wattama. (FTT 1931-1-4:203-204) 0

“Wattamal... Maraval have plenty trees. Boil and drink the seed for

gas. Pound it. Buss it in half. Pak! ! and boil it. It tastes like pepper.”

(Morean M-74)

2 n Creniciehla alta or C. saxatalis, a freshwater cichlid fish with

long slender body and pointed head; silvery with black stripe along

either side and eye spot at tail; eats smaller fish. = brochet
2

,

>matawal', millet (C. alta)\ >matawal2
, mulet (C. saxatalis)

watap adv Sound of a flat slapping blow, e.g., from a slipper or cut-

lass. 0 He hit him watap!

watch 1 v Look; look at. (< E watch ‘keep something in view in order

to observe any actions, movements, or changes’) = watch at 0 Watch

some of them again they ugly as sin. Yet their names is Patricia and

Madeline. (Spoiler “Ugly Girls with Lovely Names” 1951 pr) 0 She

watch me in me face and start to yawn. (Sparrow “Country Girl”

1958) 0 “Going to watch that piece of cocoa. Stay here a minute.”

(Anthony 1967:177) 0 ‘Watch if you have eyes in your head. Watch

the girl.’ (Lovelace 1968:176) 0 “Hoodlee get up. He watch de

woman from head to foot.” (Ladoo 1972:91) 0 “If me chirren see me
in jail they go even shame to watch me face.” (1982) 0 Another prin-

cipal... added that “children were coming [to school] without any-

thing to eat and watching me in my eye.” (EX 7 Feb 1988:5) 0 “Yuh
think yuh wife have no friends? Watch yuh last child and watch me.

Watch me and watch the child!” (1990) 0 What I watching is them

couple-few carat huts. I could see only two house what have galvan-

ise roof. (Selvon 1 99 1 b:56) 0 “She watching the food and it ugly.”

(1994) 0 He watch the sign and say, “Yeah, that is what it say.”

{Independent 20 Sept 1997)

2 v Compare with; compete with; surpass; usu. in negative. 0 Boy,

you could eat. Your bigger brother can’t watch you for eating,

watch at v Look; look at. (< E watch ‘keep something in view in order

to observe any actions, movements, or changes’) = >watch' 0 He
watched at me, said ‘well,’ and then shot me. {TG 24 Jan 1933:2) 0

Then she watch at me with a Chinese smile. (Small Island Pride

“French Romance” 1959 pr) 0 All dis time [she] watching at meh
drink and is den dat ah get de picture. She... feel dat I pick up de

drink from de people party. (Forum 17-24 Apr 1988:18) 0 Vampire

ketching dey nennen now. They sucking de goat, an sucking de

cow. Watching at all de nice little gal. (Shadow “Soucouyant” pr in

Williams 1992)

watch bad-eye phr Watch in a vexed manner. 0 “He watching me
bad-eye.” (1978)

watch case phr Said to warn someone to be careful with someone. 0

Watch yuh case wid me - Beware of me. (Ottley 1 97 1:78)

watch contents phr A warning to someone to be careful, to be honest,

to make sure they are behaving properly. 0 Again it is said that there

is none so blind as he who can see but will not see. Mr Cadiz, watch

your contents. (EX 10 Aug 2007:15)

watch-house n Tob A small structure used for shelter in guarding

crops. (< E watch ‘guard; surveille’) 0 [WJatch house. A small hut,

usually built on remote garden lands. (Craig-James 2008:11-297)

watchi-kong see WASHIKONG
watchman 1 v Watch over; guard. (< E watchman ‘a man employed to

guard private property while the owner or employees are away, esp.

at night’) 0 Ah take me little brudder from the country, an ah bring

the little boy home to watchman she. (Mighty Gypsy “Fo’ Cane”

1972) 0 Some get so desperate. They begging me to watchman their

gate. (Watchman “Leader of the Opposition” pr in Williams 1992) 0

“Maa, pack me lunch I going today to ask for a wuk by Seegobin, ah

hear he buy ah tractor and he want somebody to watchman for he”

Hanooman said to his mother. (Maharaj 1994:13) 0 We heard about

the watchman who said that he was employed to ‘watch man’ not

hold man when a man was caught red-handed at praedial larceny.

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:203)

2 n A rank of SPIRITUAL BAPTISTS. (< obs E watchman ‘a person

who watches over or guards a person or thing’) 0 Watchmen help

church visitors find a seat and make them feel comfortable.

Watchmen are given responsibility for recruitment and are always on

the lookout for new members. (Glazier 1983:53)

watchman of the road n arc Nyctidromus albicollis, a large night-

bird, often seen at night on or beside minor roads; its yellow-orange

eyes reflect the headlights of passing cars.(fr often being seen at night

beside roads like a watchman) = cuiejo, engoulevent des chemins,

>huyu, who-are-you 0 [He discussed] the nesting habits of the small

nightjar (Nyctidromus albicollis)... Eggs of the Trinidad bird, which

is popularly known as “Watchman of the Road,” were handed round

for examination. (JFNC Aug 1894:52)

watch nuh phr Pay attention; listen; usu. given as a command. 0

Watch nuh, leh me gie you de rake. (Ottley 1971:78)

watch with a different eye phr Have a different attitude towards some-

one. 0 I like the fella at first, but now I watch he with a different eye.

water, wortta 1 n Tears. (< eye water) = eye water 0 But the breakup

was traumatic. I literally cried, wept, several times, when I considered

that I had to leave my son, who at the time was nine. At night I’d go

and look at him on the bed sleeping, and water would feel [sz'c] my
eyes. (EX 4 Jan 1987:25) 0 Some people eye does run water when dey

peelin onion. 0 Look he standin up dey cryin big water.

2 n Sperm; male sexual reproductive fluid. = sweet water2 0 “But he

[had] to leggo some wortta inside she to make chile.” (Ladoo

1974:105) 0 The waterless women asked him: “What do you expect

us to do when our husbands have to go all over the country looking

for water in the night time? When we want water, what you want us to

do?”... a big uproar took place on both sides of the house as well as in

the public gallery. (Mirror 1983)

3 n The tax or house cut on bets. 0 Chinese are more reasonable in

“water”, their term for tax on bets, which is a penny on the dollar.

(Punch 1979) 0 “[Pedro] is just wonderful and self satisfying... if you

play rummy you at least need water [of] five cents. But in pedro you

don’t need to have anything at stake, but your pride.” (EX 23 June

1991:15) 0 A very important aspect of the early game was the role

played by individuals variously called “touts”, “travelling agents”,

“markers”, and “couriers”. These served generally as intermediaries or

middlemen between the punters and the banker. They performed sev-

eral important tasks... For their assistance, “touts” normally received a

commission or “waters” as it was called. (McCree 1996:5-6)

water bag n The amniotic sac which surrounds an unborn child or ani-

mal; it breaks in the first stage of giving birth. (< E water ‘fluid con-

tained in the amniotic cavity which precedes the emergence of a

baby’) 0 (Haynes 1987:26) 0 Then around 7:30 that night [the cow’s]

water-bag burst. (Bomb 17 Nov 1989:13) 0 Then his wife’s water-bag

burst around 4 o’clock. (Bomb 2 Nov 1990:8)

water bladder n A blister on the skin. (< obs E bladder ‘a boil, blis-

ter, or pustule’ + water fr fluid inside) = bladder
2

,
jhalkaa 0 (Haynes

1987:77) 0 “The shoe is too tight. It gave me a water-bladder.” (1986)

water boa n arc Eunectes murinus gigas, a very large, mostly aquatic,

nonvenomous snake, (fr being seen almost always in or near water) =

boa murina, >huille, huilla, water snake , wheel snake 0 The houillia

(weelia) or water-boa. (De Suze 1941, rev. Hart 1960) 0 The snakes

range in size from the tiny white-faced worm to the twenty-five-foot-

long water-boa known locally as the houillia. (Bryans 1967: 107) This

time James assured me that there was a “big wheel” in Petit Bush
Bush Swamp. My ears had not failed me, though the orthography

was wrong. Anacondas, or water boas, are locally called “huilles.”

(Worth 1967:234) 0 Quite often there would be an alligator or two

wallowing in the mud, or a water-boa (houille). (Samaroo 1973) 0

(Boos 2001a:67)

watercare see GUATECARE

water carrier 1 n A person, usu. a woman, who carries water to

labourers at work. 0 My mother was a water carrier on the estate.

2 n A rank of SPIRITUAL BAPTISTS. 0 Water Carriers lead candi-

dates for baptism to a moving body of water, where immersion takes

place. They may also, at the discretion of church leaders, strew per-

fumed water during worship services, especially if a member is

believed to be possessed by a Shango deity. (Glazier 1983:52-3)
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3 n The smallest pig in a litter; the last child, esp. one bom long after

the other children. See also RATOON". 0 She is my water carrier,

water-coconut n arc A green coconut containing all or mostly water

inside rather than SOFT or HARD JELLY lining the inside. = >water-

nut 0 An elderly Indian man. who seemed to have a penchant for

stealing water-coconuts. (TG 16 Jan 1936:12)

water coral (snake) n Hydrops triangularis neglectus, a non-venomous,

smooth-scaled cylindrical-bodied water snake, to 78 cm (30"). Head

not very distinct fr neck and body, has alternating bands of dark

brown or green-brown and dull pink; belly pinkish with dark cross

bands. Young are brighter coloured. Inhabits Trinidad in swamps and

estuaries, (fr common habitat + reddish bands considered to resemble

the coral snake) = false coral (snake)
4

, water false coral (snake),

water snake-
0 Water (False) Coral. Nocturnal. Semi-aquatic, bur-

rows into very moist soil. (Greenhall 1976b: 17) 0 They said the stag-

nant water in the drains is a breeding ground for mosquitoes, and two

water-coral snakes were found in the drain and killed by villagers.

(Bomb 1 Aug 1986:24) 0 (Boos 2001a:97)

water cressles n Nasturtium officinale (E water-cress ), a cultivated

water-loving plant with edible leaves, eaten raw as salad. = >cressles

0 Take a cow's heart, a whole one with the blood everything. Chip it

up fine. Boil this with a bunch of water cressles. (Morean M-l)

water crystal n A type of glass marble, somewhat larger than a

CRYSTAL, in different colors but usu. clear and transparent with a

green tinge; imported in the post-World War II period. = cent marble,

penny marble 0 She said fen and no draws out pal. You go mash up

me new water crystal. (Mighty Bomber “The Marble Game” 1959 pr)

water dog n Lutra longicaudis [= L. enudris

\

(E river otter), a mam-
mal, body 78 cm (31") long + 48 cm (19") tail, weight to 13.6 kg

(30 lbs.). Head flattened and rounded; small ears; neck short; trunk

cylindrical; tail thick at base tapering to end; legs short; toes webbed.

Fur short and dense; upperparts dark brown; underparts paler. Excel-

lent swimmer and diver, (fr habitat + E dog ‘various animals in some

respect resembling the dog’) = chien glo, otter, river dog 0 Otter,

Chien d'leau. Water dog. (JFNC Apr 1893:167) 0 Lutra enudris (F.

Cuv.). “Water Dog”, “Otter”... Though plentiful in the Northern

Oropouche River in 1895... the otter is now rarely heard of in the

northern part of the island... In the south it is more frequent, being

fairly common in the Moruga River between 1921 and 1925. (Vesey-

FitzGerald 1936c: 163) 0 (Alkins 1979:39-40)

water false coral (snake) n Hydrops triangularis neglectus, a non-ven-

ornous snake, (fr usual habitat + resemblance to coral snake) = false

coral (snake)
4

,
>water coral (snake), water snake

-
0 (Boos 2001a:97)

water grass n Commelina erecta [= C. elegans], a small creeping

native plant, commonly found in damp places; succulent stems bear

leaves which taper at base and tip; some stems grow upright to 30 cm
(11.7"); flowers borne singly or in groups. Flowers irregular, 2 cm
(.8") diameter; 2 large blue upper petals; very conspicuous yellow

anthers, (fr common habitat) = common dayflower, dayflower,

frenchweed, pond grass, zeb gwa 0 Materials used in healing and con-

juring. Grasses... water. Commelina elegans. (Simpson 1962:329) 0

(Bush Medicine 1976a.T5) 0 Treatment: Zeba femme, watergrass and

vervine. Boil water and throw it on to the bushes in a pot and allow to

draw. (Bush Medicine 1976b:23) 0 Additional ingredients may
include... Water grass. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:180) 0

Some herbs which are considered cold include water grass...

verveine... shining bush, zeb-a-femme... ditay payee... St. John bush...

and minnie root. (Morean 1991:9) 0 Meanwhile, Balwant, handi-

capped by the pain in his foot, crept in the tall water-grass which

lined the banks of the river. (Gosine 1992:24) 0 Watergrass. Com-
melina elegans. An infusion in water of the aerial parts is taken as a

cooling. (Seaforth et al 1998:525)

water-hen 1 n Gallinula chloropus (E common moorhen, Florida

gallinule), a waterbird, 32.5 cm (13") long, with a chicken-like bill

and very long toes. Slate gray, back tinged brownish, white on flanks

and sides of under-tail-coverts; bill and frontal shield bright red, bill

tipped yellow; legs greenish, (fr common habitat + resemblance in

shape to a fowl hen) = coq-lagon, poule d’eau a cachet rouge, red-seal

coot 0 Our Rails are seldom served on table; the same remark is

applicable to our water-hens (Gallinula chloropus and Porphirio

Tavoua). (de Verteuil 1884:95) 0 (ffrench 1991:121-2)

2 n Porphyrula martinica [= lonornis martinica, Porphvrio marti-

nica] (E purple gallinule) a bird, 32.5 cm (13") long. Generally bril-

liant dark blue glossed violet; mid-back greenish blue; under-tail

white; frontal shield pale blue; bill red, tipped yellow; legs yellow;

toes very long. = blue-seal coot, blue waterfowl, poule d’eau a cachet

bleu 0 Our Rails are seldom served on table; the same remark is appli-

cable to our water-hens (Gallinula chloropus and Porphirio Tavoua).

(de Verteuil 1884:95)

water immortelle n Erythrinafiusca, a cultivated tree with orange flow-

ers, used widely as shade for cocoa trees in lower moist lands. It is

larger than the MOUNTAIN IMMORTELLE, and sometimes provides too

much shade, (fr typical swamp habitat) = >bocare (immortelle),

immortelle
2

,
swamp immortelle 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:224) 0 (Marshall

1934:33) 0 The water immortelle or bocare... is a tree well suited to

swamp conditions... The undersides of its leaves are glossy and when
the wind blows strongly enough to turn the leaves over, the tree

appears to have a silvery sheen. (Farrell 1985:53) 0 (Morean 1 992b:3 1

)

waterish adj Of CASSAVA, YAM, or other GROUND provisions,

poor in quality, soft, without much flavour. (< E waterish ‘having an

excess of water; loose in texture’) 0 Doh gi me that waterish cassava.

water lemon n Passifiora laurifolia, a native climbing plant. Fruit

round to ovoid, 6-8 cm (2.3-3. 1") long, with a hard yellow shell; edi-

ble pulp used for drinks. = belle apple, golden apple
-

,
pomme de

liane, water melon 0 (Joseph 1838a:82) 0 Two passion flowers with

edible fruit grow in the Island: Passionfiora laurifolia [s7c] and P.

quadrangularis

.

The fruit of the former is known as the Water Melon

or Belle Apple, and that of the latter as the Barbadeen or Granadilla.

The Water Melon closely resembles the passion fruit that is found on

some European and many sub-tropical markets; it is acid, fragrant,

and strongly flavoured, and is useful for adding an unusual touch to

fruit salads and cocktails. (Alford 1960:91) 0 The extravagant pattern

of extravagantly shaped leaves... Java plum and water lemon. (Bryans

1967:84) 0 (CFNI 1971:11)

waterline v Beat severely. = water-wash 0 He waterline the child with

licks. 0 They water-line de chile ass with licks.

water locust n Crudia glaberrima [= C. obliqua, C. oblonga], a tree.

Leaves 15-22 cm (5. 8-8. 6") long, with 4-7 leaflets, oblong, long

pointed tip, unequally and broadly wedge-shaped or rounded at base,

3.5-18 x 2-6 cm (1.4-7 x .8-2.3"), smooth or minutely hairy beneath

when young. Flowers numerous, whitish, fragrant, in loose long clus-

ters 10-20 cm (3. 9-7. 8") long. Fruit pod roundish to oblong, com-

pressed, rounded at both ends, 5-19 x 3.5-10.5 cm (2-7.4 x 1.4-4.1"),

densely rusty-woolly, very veiny. = rosomacho 0 (FTT 1931-1-4:284)

0 (Marshall 1934:40) 0 (Beard 1946:32)

water mama see SWAMP IMMORTELLE

water man n Kinosternon scorpioides, a fresh-water turtle. = >hinge

galap 0 You could see plenty water man in the river there.

water mapepire n Helicops angulatus, a thick-bodied, water-dwelling,

non-venomous snake, 78 cm (30") long. Inhabits Trinidad; almost

totally aquatic. Body has cross-bands of varying shades of dull brown

or light and dark green with dark margins. Belly dull yellow or brick-

red with dark brown or black cross-bars and spots. Back scales are

prominently keeled; tail narrows conspicuously. The eyes and nos-

trils, placed almost at the top of the head, allow both vision and

breathing while the rest of the body is totally submerged. It flattens

itself when threatened, (fr habitat + resemblance to mapepire) =

angulated snake, brown-banded water snake, water snake
4
0 Water

Mapepire. Nocturnal. Aquatic, slow flowing streams, ponds, perhaps

ditches. (Greenhall 1 976b: 1 7) 0 The water mapepire Helicops argula-

tus... [is] harmless. (Morean 1990a:24) 0 The banded pattern and its

willingness to bite have earned this snake the local name of water

mapepire. (Boos 2001a:96)

water melon n Passifiora laurifolia, a native climbing plant. Fruit

round to ovoid, 6-8 cm long (2.3-3. 1"), with a hard yellow shell; edi-

ble pulp used for drinks. = belle apple, golden apple
-

,
>pomme de
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liane, water lemon 0 Two passion flowers with edible fruit grow in

the Island: Passionflora laurifolia [s/c] and P. quadrangularis. The

fruit of the former is known as the Water Melon or Belle Apple, and

that of the latter as the Barbadeen or Granadilla. The Water Melon

closely resembles the passion fruit that is found on some European

and many sub-tropical markets; it is acid, fragrant, and strongly fla-

voured, and is useful for adding an unusual touch to fruit salads and

cocktails. (Alford 1960:91)

water more than flour phr The situation is difficult; there is not

enough to survive on. 0 ‘I will make water more than flour for you... I

going fix you up.’ (Naipaul 1976:85) 0 [Otherwise you would soon

discover that existence could be a devilishly hazardous business; or,

as young Dookhoo the grass-cutter put it, ‘Living would become

water more than flour for you’. (Naipaul 1976:135)

watermouth n A gossip; a person who talks too much about other

people’s business. 0 Doh tell she no secrets, nah, that one is a real

watermouth.

water-nut n A green coconut containing all or mostly water inside

rather than SOFT or HARD JELLY lining the inside. = water-coconut 0

Although most coconuts in Trinidad and Tobago are destined for the

copra industry, many “water nuts” are sold by street vendors to an

eager public. (GTT 1962) 0 The ‘watemut’ seller serves his street

customers by seizing the huge green shell, cutting off one end and

trimming sufficient of the outer casing to allow a two-inch hole for

drinking the sweet water. The whole operation takes only a few sec-

onds. (Bryans 1967:20-1) 0 Some bring water nuts. One or two

brought rum made right there in their backyards. (Stewart 1989:137)

0 A jeep-load of soldiers... hours past midnight, swooped on a cart-

load of ice-cold water nuts outside Queen’s Royal College. (Bomb
26 Oct 1990:28) 9 He was a brash ’nuts vendor, selling his “water or

soft jelly?” at the Barataria Roundabout gas station. (TTM 19 Sept

1993:4)

water poppy n Hvdrocleys nymphoides, a native aquatic plant, rooting

in mud; stems elongate, trailing, rooting at nodes. Leaves clustered,

3.5-10 x 3.5-8 cm (1.4-3.9 x 1.4-3. 1"), rounded, somewhat heart-

shaped at base. Flowers yellow, solitary or several clustered together,

(fr habitat + resemblance of flower to E poppy
,
Papaver) 0 (FTT

1986-3-4:375)

water rat n Nectomys squamipes palmipes, a rodent found in or near

streams. = bank rat, mangrove rat, >Trinidadian water rat 0 Nectomys

palmipes (Allen and Chapman). “Water Rat”. Frequents stream sides.

(Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 162)

water rice n A general name for any variety of rice that grows in

standing water. = wet rice 0 The variety of rice cultivated in the

swamps, and therefore, in water, used to be known by the general

name of “water rice.” This was to differentiate it from the red-husked

or “hill” variety called “creole rice,” and which was apparently

brought here by the Africans. (Anthony 1997:478)

water snake 1 n Eunectes murimts gigas (E anaconda), a large,

mostly aquatic, non-venomous snake, (fr being almost always seen in

or near water) = boa murina, >huille, huilla, water boa, wheel snake 0

An armour of shiny scales covered her upper body and arms, and

from her waist down was coiled; for that portion of her was

unmistakeably Zanjee or Watersnake. (Ramsawack 1983:57)

2 n Hydrops triangularis neglectus, a snake; often found near water. =

false coral (snake)
4

, >water coral (snake), water false coral (snake) 0

(Boos 2001a:97)

3 n Liophis cobellus cobellus, a nonvenomous snake, to 79.5 cm;

aquatic and smooth-scaled. Light or olive green to green-black; belly

light green speckled or barred with dark greenish black. Found
mainly in low-lying swampy areas. = mangrove mapepire, >man-
grove snake, mapepire mangue, water snake3

0 (Boos 2001a:98)

4 n Helicops angidatus, an aquatic snake. = angulated water snake,

brown-banded water snake, >water mapepire 0 (Boos 2001a:96)

water-system n Water cistern; storage tank for water. (< E cistern

‘water storage tank’ + E system ‘objects arranged for a special pur-

pose’) 0 On Chac you could see the old water-system by the nuns’

residence.

water throw way phr Said to console someone after a failure, esp. to a

woman who has miscarried, (fr several African proverbs) 0 De water

trow way buh de jug nuh bruck. (If at first you don’t succeed, try

again.) 0 (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 In Tobago the villagers comfort a

man whose child has died but whose wife survives with: “Water

throw ’way, Coco no broke.” (TG 7 Jan 1973:2)

waterthrush n Seiurus noveboracensis [~ Enicocichla noveboracensis
]

(E northern waterthrush ), a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Upperparts olive

brown; underparts whitish to yellowish; heavily streaked with dark

brown. Commonly resident during the winter months in both islands;

found in mangroves, rivers, streams, and cultivated areas near water.

Usu. seen on the ground, walking with a constant bobbing motion. =

batte-queue 0 Water thrush. (Chapman 1894:24)

water tobacco n Polygonum acuminatum [~ P. cuspidatum, P. erection,

Persicaria acuminata], a native plant. Grows in wet places, some-

times in 60-90 cm (2-3') of water. Leaves lanceolate, 10-30 x 2.3-

5 cm (3.9-1 1.7 x .9-2"). Flowers white, in densely flowered racemes,

(fr habitat + resemblance of leaf to that of tobacco, Nicotiana

tabacum

)

0 (FTT 1964-2-7:482)

water turkey n Anhinga anhinga (E American darter or anhinga), a

large bird, 85 cm (34") long. Very long slender neck, small head, and

long pointed bill used to spear fish. Tail is long and shaped like a nar-

row fan in flight. Male: black with white markings on wings; tail

broadly tipped buff. When perching, often stands with wings and tail

spread. Resides near inland waters; may stay submerged for long

periods, putting head up and withdrawing it again. Legally protected,

but often shot by hunters who think it is a kind of duck, (fr habitat +

resemblance in size and shape to a wild turkey) = black duck 1

, >snake

bird 0 (ffrench 1992:50-1)

water under heart n A folk medicine diagnosis of an illness charac-

terized by shortness of breath, sometimes a swollen belly. 0 “Sick?

With what?” “Something like water under the heart.” (Anthony

1967:8)

water-wash 1 adj Clean dry clothing washed and dried and ready for

ironing. 0 Clothes were worn without ironing and were referred to as

“water-washed” clothes. (Alladin 1970:45) 0 Water-wash clothes -

clean, dry, ready to iron. (John 1973) 0 The women... came with oiled

feet, dressed in their waterwashed tunics, unstarched orhnis, with

glinting bangles and nose rings and with baskets under their arms.

(Chen 1988:21) 0 “Buy gyul, yuh cyar go to school in dat water wash

uniform!” (Baptiste 1993:166) 0 When our driver arrived at 7 a.m., he

pretended not to know us. That was not too difficult really, for over

the last few months, for me it was just “water-washed” khaki pants, a

long sleeved shirt, and my sneakers now turning dusty brown from its

original white. (Deen 1998:154)3

2 v Beat severely, (fr clothes being washed in water and beaten on

rocks or with sticks) = waterline 0 They’ll waterwash you with licks,

water weasel n obs Eira barbara trinitatis, a mammal. Long slender

body about 65 cm (26”) long + 46 cm (18.5") tail, weight about 4 kg

(9 lbs.). Short legs; head broad; ears rounded; neck long; strong

claws, (fr habitat + resemblance to E weasel, Putorius) = chien bois,

faica, gato-melao, high woods dog, >tayra, wood dog 9 (de Verteuil

1858:84)

water-wood n Chimarrhis cymosa, a native tree, 10-25 m (32-80')

tall. Leaves obovate-elliptical, 15-30 cm (5.8-1 1.7") long, veins hairy

beneath. Flowers white, 4-6 mm (.16-.24") long, densely hairy in the

throat, in much-branched clusters. Fruit capsule 2-5 mm (.08-.2")

long. Usu. grows in damp areas, (fr common habitat) = >bois riviere 9

Water-wood. {FTT 1928-2-1:9) 9 Water-wood. (Beard 1946:35)

water wren n Sclateria naevia naevia [= Heterocnemis naevia,

Formicarius lineatus] (E silvered antbird), a bird, 15 cm (6") long.

Male upperparts dark grayish brown; wing coverts tipped white;

throat white with dark streaks; rest of underparts gray streaked, spot-

ted with white; tail short; bill long, thin, black; legs long, (fr usu.

being found beside streams + similar shape and size to E wren,

Troglodites) = becassine a riviere 9 (Roberts 1934:95)

watery 1 adj Said of a fruit that is expected to be sweet when ripe but

is found to be tasteless. 9 (Haynes 1987:195)
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2 adj Of talk, without meaning, shallow. 0 Watery speech. (ESTT 1956)

water yam n Dioscorea alata, a type of cultivated yam with very

large edible tubers, round or ovoid; dark brown skin, white or

pinkish-white flesh. = chupri alu, coconut yam, greater Asiatic yam,

>Lisbon yam, oriental yam, St. Vincent red yam, white yam 0 (Joseph

1 838a:82 ) 0 Best Guinea Yams, Water Yams, Cush Cush, Sweet

Cassava, Cassava Cakes, Farine Manioc, Tanias, Yams, Potatos or

other Provisions. (POSG 7 Oct 1854:2)

watia see WAPIA

waving gallery n obs An area of the former airport building at Piarco,

Trinidad, where people waiting for arriving passengers could see and

wave to them as they came in. 0 "He tell me: ‘let’s go to de waving

gallery.’ So 1 agree, because I know dat de [place] have plenty peo-

ple. So I know dat 1 am quite safe while I am dere. ’E cyant try a

ting.” (Bain 1974:64) 0 He... was plannin to go in de waving gallery

where Penny bong to see him wen she come orf de plane. (Mamits

LPOS, TG 31 July 1977) 0 We stand up in the waving gallery and

watch you pulling the bag, I could imagine how your hand feeling.

(Doh Say Dat, TG 1 5 Sept 1991:13)0 Me and Cyril we walking to the

Terminal, when ah look up in the waving gallery, ah see meh mother,

brother, aunt from Mayaro, sisters and old girl friends. Everybody

come to meet meh. (Gallaugher 1991:271) 0 Yuh MUSSS vex dat it

eh have no wavin gyallaree in Piarco again. (Net Talk, TG 10 Dec
2002:30)

wawet n Seaweed, (prob. < FC) 0 “Seine feeling heavy heavy and is

only wawet.” (1988)

way, wey see also FEEL A way, no way
way see also wey, whe, wha
way 1 adv In the direction of; near. (< dial E way ‘the direction of) 0

They living Cedros-Icacos way.

2 intrg Question word, generally equivalent to E what. (< E what) =
>wha 0 Way you ar say Charlie! ar true? (PC 24 Feb 1 906) 0 Way you

talkin gal, food fuh so. ‘of course there was plenty of food.’ (Ottley

1971:78)

wayahs see GUAYAS

waylav-waylay see WELEWELE

ways n Manners; typical behaviour; politeness; consideration for oth-

ers. (< E ways ‘habits of life, esp. moral conduct’) 0 She is a damn
pretty black woman. I hope her ways are nice. (Alleyne-Forte

1994:78)

we 1 pron First person plural pronoun, used as subject; generally

equivalent to E we. See also WESELF. (< E we, first person plural sub-

ject pronoun) = awe 0 So yoo see we mos teke ebryting, but de stake

too smal, cant paa fo wash close an put sole pan al we boot, wen de

race dun, anneddah trubble to go out, ah can get ah cab, eff yoo bin

dey to see we in de mud, an jess bout dis time ah fite raze. (PC 10

Sept 1904) 0 We is we: we are all one family. (Haynes 1987:206)

2 pron First person plural pronoun, used as object; generally equiva-

lent to E us. (< E we, first person plural subject pronoun) 0 He leave

Massa Chase and Massa Crawford Parson for we - who saber only

for say the Amen!! (TRD 23 June 1849:2) 0 “All she concern is the

both ah we.” (Unity “My Indian Wife” 1972) 0 Me an Sample use tuh

go by Pa George before day clean. Sometimes yuh could bounce up

odder fellas dey too. If yuh see we feelin in de dark fuh mango.

(Foster 1990: 1 16) 0 A young man... said: “In the bakery, in the shops,

them people treat we like dogs. When we go to their shops, they

watch we like we come to thief and then chase we out of their stores.”

(TG 15 Aug 1993:19) 0 “All you living so far and it so lonely up on

that hill, 1 going to build a house for all you nearer by we.” (Moodie-

Kublalsingh 1994:47)

3 pron First person plural pronoun, used as possessive; generally

equivalent to E our. (< E we, first person plural subject pronoun; also

dial E possessive) 0 Ef we don sen we chile, eh canot gat skool. (PC
1 Oct 1904) 0 At that time the Canadian government had just pre-

sented Trinidad with two ships - the Federal Palm and the Federal

Maple - for inter-island transport. At a dedication ceremony in Port-

of-Spain harbor, official dignitaries boarded one of the ships for a

celebration. When numerous poor “nonofficial” Trinidadians also

attempted to board, they were rudely turned away. “But this is we
ship,” they clamored. (Worth 1967:24) 0 “Is too many nights me an’

me wife can’t sleep with all you boys beating pan in we ears all ‘fore

day momin’.” (Jones 1973:126)

weaky-weaky adj Frail looking; not strong; sickly in appearance or

feeling. (< E weak ‘not strong’ + -y, adjective) 0 (Haynes 1987:205)

weal see WALE

wealthy as a Tobago planter phr obs Very wealthy, (ff wealth that

could, during certain periods, be made by estates in Tobago) 0 The
per capita wealth, consequently, was far greater than that of any of the

other islands. No wonder that the expression in London soon became:

“wealthy as a Tobago planter”! (Bowman & Bowman 1939:155)

wedding hat n A Hindu groom’s crown. = maur 0 And then, too, a

doolaha or bridegroom looked so much the more picturesque in his

flowing wedding gown and tall scintillating crown if his face behind

the low-hanging tassels of the crown - colloquially called a wedding

hat - was a boyish face; not one marred by whiskers. (Naipaul 1976:25)

wedding reel see REEL

wedger n Any sharp, short weapon with a curved blade and a spring,

such as a flick-knife; usu. carried by hiding in the waistband of

trousers. 0 (Haynes 1987:206)

wee fute see oui foute

weed v Remove plants in a particular area. (< E weed ‘selectively

remove unwanted plants’) 0 I ask the man to fix up the tomato trees

an he weed them all.

weeks n Chiroxiphia pareola atlantica (E blue-backed manakin or

Tobago manakin), a bird, 13.8 cm (5.5"”) long; found in Tobago.

Male black with scarlet V-shaped patch on crown and sky blue

mantle; legs pale orange. Female olive green; lower underparts

yellowish; legs yellow. Groups of males perform displays from

perches in a cleared forest area, (ff sound of call) = Tobago manakin

0 “Weeks”. . . Voice = Frequently a soft chirrup. Various other calls. .

.

include (ffrench 1991:273-4) Voice calls “include a sharp, high-

pitched single or double note, whee or whee-whew, a rolling churr,

followed by an abrupt chup”.

weeping ape n Cebus albifrons trinitatis (E capuchin monkey’), a mon-

key. (< E weeping ‘tearful lament; crying’, fr sound of its call) =

matchin, sakiwinki, >sapajou, weeping capuchin, weeping monkey,

white monkey 0 The Howling Monkey and Weeping Ape. (de Verteuil

1884:54)

weeping capuchin n Cebus albifrons trinitatis (E capuchin monkey),

a monkey. (< E weeping ‘tearful lament; crying’, fr sound of its call)

= matchin, sakiwinki, >sapajou, weeping ape, weeping monkey,

white monkey 0 Cebus apella L. “Weeping Capuchin”. Troops com-

monly seen in the neighbourhood of the Trinity Hills. (Vesey-

FitzGerald 1936c: 161) 0 (Alkins 1979:16-7) 0 Non-game protected

animals have not been spared. The macajuel, porcupine, high-woods

dog, mangrove dog, water dog, anteater, manatee, ocelot, red howler

monkey and the weeping capuchin monkey have become rare sight-

ings and some are on the verge of extinction. (EX-2 26 July 1987:18)

weeping monkey n Cebus albifrons trinitatis (E capuchin monkey), a

monkey. (< E weeping ‘tearful lament; crying’, fr sound of its call) =

matchin, sakiwinki, sapajou, weeping ape, >weeping capuchin, white

monkey 0 (de Verteuil 1858) 0 Like all other sapajous it has a soft

plaintive tone, which has gained for it the name of the weeping mon-

key... it can be rendered remarkably tame, (de Verteuil 1884:85) 0

Both the howling and weeping monkeys shun the presence of man.

(de Verteuil 1884:361) 0 The whitish monkey or sapajou, also known

as the weeping monkey, from its plaintive cries... is an inquisitive lit-

tle creature. (De Suze 1941, rev. Hunt 1960)

weezee v Urinate; usu. child use. = shushu 0 “Yuh want to

weezee?” (1986)

weh see wey, wha, whe
welewele n Confusion; commotion; noise. (< Kikoongo kelele ‘clam-

our; roar; disorder; scandal’; wele-wele ‘confusion; movement in

different directions’; Ewe lelele ‘loud; yelling’; also poss. < FC
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hele-hele < Fr heler ‘hail; shout to’) 0 Waylaylay - a big noise.

(ESTT 1956) 0 They were distracted by a noise. Shouts were issuing

from the tent. “Wuh dat waylay-waylay for?” asked Nen-nen. (Lewis

1972:61) 0 Make waylay waylay. To make a noisy fuss. (Haynes

1987:170) 9 “What is all that wele-wele?” (1990) 0 “There was this

waylay-waylay coming up the street.” (1990) 0 Wele, wele-wele -

confusion. (Wamer-Lewis 1994:12) 0 “Allyuh have no proof of

corruption, favouritism, croneyism, insider dealing, nepotism or any

such thing. So you have no case... all you have is a lot of mauvais

langue, ratiray, niggergram, and waylay, waylay.” (TTM 17 Nov
1996:27)

welk see WHELK

well adv Very; really. Note: Used with a wider range of words, includ-

ing negative ones such as sick , than in SE. (< E well , used as an inten-

sifier with some adjectives, adverbs and verbs; arc ‘fully; completely;

fairly; considerably; rather’ used for intensification of positive, not

negative, items) 0 “Oh God! I am well cut”... “O God, you are well

cut up.” (POSG 15 June 1849:2) 0 Ah did charg de man 12/- fuh de

job an he cut me down to 10/-, ah say yes ah wud take de 10/- becos

ah well hardup. (PC 4 June 1904) 0 Ah know, fuh me! I know de

number of me room in jale alreddy, an so long as I ain’t go in day fo

teefin, ah well satisfy to go fo beating Lizzie. (PC 3 Sept 1904) 0 She

didn well turn she back befo a black cat eat up a good set ah de belly

way she did done wash alreaddy. (PC 17 Sept 1904) 0 “Wen he reach

home his mudder call out: Dat you Benje? You well late.” (Gale WG
6 Sept 1919) 0 "Dis misery taste well nice.” (Gale WG 21 June 1919)

0 You ent well six months from the Royal Gaol. (Tiger “Down the

Road” 1938) 0 “Le Maitre cornin’ out,” he replied with a smile. “In

truth?” she said with surprise and pleasure. “I well glad to hear. He
been in there long enough.” (de Boissiere 1956:235) 0 I am well glad

that tomorrow is a holiday. - very (ESTT 1956) 9 "They must be well

steal all-a that food from the base.” (de Boissiere 1956:90) 9 Wen you

own house bite you, you well bite. (The hurt is more deeply felt when
caused by close associations.) (Daniel msl ca 1960) 9 “You’re well

quiet,” Joan said. (Anthony 1967:161) 9 “You don’t know yet that

you mus’ never whatever you do in this work try catch two butterflies

who join up like that. You well escape. You don't know if you had

catch them you would ha' pee your bed all nex’ week.” (McDonald
1969:3-4) 9 WELL, adv., very, e.g., he well right, or, he well bad.

(Rodman 1971:236) 9 In de ole days you could buy a copy book for

five cents. You know what it is today Boysie? More dan fifty cents

yes boy, and it well slim too besides. (Mamits LPOS, TG 10 July

1977) 9 He stab tree people to deat and ah nex one well sick in de

horspital. (Mamits LPOS, TG 16 Oct 1977) 9 “It’s taken? And he

well wanted a place to stay.” (1980) 9 De inhabitants of Lai shop well

ready for de budget, no matter how it come. (Keens-Douglas 1984:6)

9 Maisie girl, if you see how big she son get. Yes, the same snatty

nose one who used to playin the sand by you. He well big with heself,

and he starting to look like Uncle Ivan. (Doh Say Dat, TG 8 Sept

1991) 9 ‘The next day, I hear how Bal auntie well beat him, and weal

he back and cut he all over.’ (Gosine 1992: 127) 9 “Well” intensifies a

predicate element - verb, adjective, locative or noun. It often has the

sense of “in spite of anything you may hear or think to the contrary”.

he well like she “he likes her, all right” (whether he admits it or not);

he well sick “he is thoroughly ill”; he well up in the tree “he is up the

tree, all right” (not “he is high up the tree”)... “very well” has

the same meaning [as “well”] when it precedes any of the elements in

the sentences above, but it can also follow a quantitative or temporal

expression, he have fourteen children very well “he has fourteen

children if he has one.” (Solomon 1993:56) 9 “The day me and meh
wife mash up she did say a Old Papa like me playing young in the

town,” Papa did tell him. “That was twenty years ago but the name
well stick.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:49) 9 ‘The man was well dead inside

the hammock.' (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:40) 9 “You could put on a

fan? It is well fan time.” (1994)

well up 1 v Heal. (< E well ‘in a state of good health’) 9 Like the boy
sore foot well up.

2 adj Well to do; prosperous; well known; respectable. 9 You are a

well-up man.

wepa, weps intj An exclamation, usu. of surprise, delight, or apprecia-

tion. (< Sp epa ‘cheer up; animate’) = weps 9 (Alleyne 1974-80)

wereke n Tob A variety of cultivated yam with broad leaves and edi-

ble tubers. = tekoe

weselfpron First person plural reflexive pronoun; for our own benefit

or by our own selves, generally equivalent to E ourselves. (< we2
) 9

He said they called the E-999 Rapid Response and the ambulance ser-

vice but that “they were taking too long so we take him for treatment

for weself’. (£*19 Aug 2002:3)

West Indian almond n Terminalia catappa (E Indian almond), a cul-

tivated tree to 24 m (77'), with whorled horizontal branches. Fruit

ellipsoidal, pointed, compressed, 4-7 x 3 cm (1.6-2. 7 x 1.2"), margins

slightly winged; ripe seeds are edible. A popular shade tree, esp. for

sea beaches. = >sea almond

West Indian cedar n Cedrela odorata, a native tree with valuable wood.
= acajou

2,
cajou, >cedar, coparo, copayre, red cedar, Trinidad cedar

West Indian cherry n Malpighia emarginata, a medium-sized culti-

vated tree to 8 m (26'). Leaves variable; flowers pink. Fruit small,

1.3 cm (.5") diameter, bright red skin, small amount of edible yellow

pulp; rounded seed split in 2-3 sections, outsides slightly ridged. =

Barbados cherry, >cherry’ 9 (National Herbarium specimen sheet,

1921) 9 (FTT 1929-1-2:143) 9 (Beard 1946:31) 9 (CFNI 1971:7) 9

There were mangoes, oranges, portugals, shaddocks, chenettes,

mamee apples, avocados, sapodillas, caimettes, sugar apples, star

apples, cherries (West Indian, Governor and Sour), tamarinds, pom-
meracs and paw paws, all in just a small piece of land. (Deen

1994:30)

West Indian elm n Guazuma ulmifolia , a native tree. = bastard cedar,

>bois d’orme, bois Forme, kaka-jab
2

West Indian gherkin see KAKRI

wet v With plants, give water to, put water on (E water). (< E wet

‘make humid or moist by the application of water or other liquid’) 9

Staying home meant doing the chores. “Wet the plants, sweep the

yard; wash the wares; bathe the dog.” (Warner 1974:42) 9 The

balisier plant now you must wet it each day. (Sugar Aloes “Man to

Manning,” 1993) 9 You feel dat WASA who takin people to court for

wettin dey plants have any rite to sell water for swimmin pool?

(Mamits LPOS, TG 10 Apr 1977) 9 “Even the gardener has keys to

the rooms... and he’s always coming in to wet the plants!” (Bomb
22 Aug 1986:3)

wet chana n Cooked curried CHANA, used as the filling for DOUBLES.
= soft chana 9 In those days... barrah was sold... with a daub of pep-

pery chutney. The curried channah, sometimes also called wet or soft

channah was sold separately. (TG 1979)

wet cocoa n Fresh cocoa beans, just removed from the pod, before

being dried. 9 The amendment [to the charge] was bad because it

blended the offence of obtaining two barrels of wet cocoa by false

pretences on a certain day with the larceny at another time and place

of dried cocoa. (TTM 6 Jan 1909:19)

wet ground phr An African-derived custom of paying respect to

ancestors by pouring the first few drops from a newly opened bottle

of rum onto the ground. 9 Sweet Ken reach with the two red women
from south, All you know the two that I talkin' about. They bust a

flask of rum and they wet the ground. And cock their bottoms in the

direction to town. (David Rudder “De Long Time Band” 1992)

wet paper could cut phr Describing a situation in which everything

goes wrong for you; continued misfortune, (fr idea that even some-

thing as soft as wet paper could hurt you) 9 When misfortune smiles,

all things go contrariwise, it is said that even wet paper will cut you.

(Doodnath 1989:5) 9 Manu thought he heard a click. O Father! He
shook his head in the dark. When things start to go bad for you even

wet paper could cut you. (Boodhoo 1994:92)

wet rice n A general name for any variety of rice that grows in stand-

ing water = water rice 9 [Indentured Indians] became peasant propri-

etors, growing ‘wet’ rice, sugarcane and vegetables on land received

in lieu of a return trip or purchased from the Crown. (Johnson

1988b:34)
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wet season n That part of the year in which most rain falls, usu. from

the beginning of June to the middle of December. = >rainy season 0

The negroes on sugar estates generally receive rum in the wet season

and sugar in the dry, and a suit of clothes at Xmas. (Trinidad CO
295/44, Woodford to Goulbum, Aug 3, 1817, UWI-HT) 0 [She] was

married to him during the wet season, about four months ago. (POSG
20 Dec 1844:2) 0 It seems that of late years, the wet and dry seasons,

which were so marked in those days, have become so mixed up, that

one can never say definitely which is which. (Inniss 1910:83-4) 0 In

former years the water was regularly cut off for several hours during

the day in the dry season, and, not infrequently also, in the wet sea-

son, when the Maraval and St. Ann's rivers, the only sources of sup-

ply, were in spate, and the muddy waters shut off from the reservoirs

and allowed to run to waste. (Masson 1927:41) 0 In the wet season

the dusty roads gave place to the muddy roads. (Masson 1927:41) 0

The “dry" season lasts from January to May, and the “wet” season

from June to December. Rainfall in the wettest month is usually

heavy but of short duration and quickly followed by brilliant sun-

shine. (WICYB 1963:297) 0 In the wet season when the mosquitoes

were most vicious, it was necessary to make a fire, then pack green

bush atop it so that there would be lots of smoke. This drove the mos-

quitoes away. (Lovelace 1968:46) 0 Like any other civilized country,

Trinidad had four seasons: Wet Season, Dry Season, Football Season

and Mango Season. (Andersen 2006:1 19)

wet skin phr A quick, emergency wash. = bathe off, rinse skin, make
the sign of the cross, take a cowboy 0 Leh me just wet mi skin and

then we could go.

wet sugar n A stage in the production of sugar that is mostly thick

very dark syrup, with some grains; no longer commercially produced.

= strike sugar, tuluirr 0 Wet sugar. (John 1973) 0 Toward sunset the

bubbling syrup turned yellowish-brown and gave off a delicious

smell; it was strained through clean cloth into big pans to yield “wet

sugar” with a distinctive homemade flavor. (Eigeland 1980:33)

wet up v Get very wet, esp. when not wanted. 0 You wetting up the

ground there boy!

we we see WHE-WHE

wey see also whe

wey, way, whe, weh, whey, wha, whay rel A word referring to a pre-

viously mentioned subject or object; referring to a noun or pronoun

including persons; generally equivalent to E relativizers that, which,

who, whatever. (< E what ‘that which; the thing which’, a relative

used to refer to a preceding noun, not usu. for persons) = what^ 0 As
the line was forming, my father heard the sergeant-major of the black

regiment give, what, time out of mind, was a standing order in all

West India militias, which he did in these words: “A you wa no hab

no shoe no 'tocking, tan in a rear” (Anglice, “All you who have nei-

ther shoes nor stockings, stand in the rear”). (Joseph 1 838b- 1:4) 0 Da
one wa lib na Arima de, he ax de tarra one wid de trash hat wa kine a

house dis ya? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 You know dem two Backra wey
pass de jis now? ( TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 You no no da lang Backra wey
hab red wiska - wen he da talk like a ya so na road, eh? you sabbie

yerry am clay na Backra house yandar? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 He
more worser more an all dem wat dis side. (TSp 3 1 Mar 1847:2) 0 Me
no know xactly. Sambo, but me member somtim wat happen in

tation-house one day bout a quarrel, and Magistrate fine somebody

cause he no been say good someting, and cause parson no like em;

Mr. Wat you call em son got bex bout it. (TRD 7 May 1851:3) 0 Oh!

yes, Quacco, me member: one good lady wat been fine; me tink dem
say he da buckra too and parson no like it? (TRD 7 May 1851:3) 0 An
Jan, com hoam fo see me, and wen you comin no foget to bring de

tippit, and de sharl way you pramiss me. (PC Apr 30 1904) 0 So ah

take korrige, an ah go an ax de man wey ah see in charg. (PC 21 May
1904) 0 I wud did lock him up but Jemima beg fuh lay he go, but I

wos sorry nex morning becos I miss a pare of the fattist ducks wey I

had, anyhow I got to hold him agen. (PC 18 June 1904) 0 You no dat

I is ah fellah way aint fraid noting like peeple, so ah mek up me mine

won time to look out fuh she in de nite, becos I is ah fellah way doz

walk all about at any hour. (PC 20 Aug 1904) 0 Ah is ah ooman wey

dont stan nonsense too long. (PC 24 Sept 1904) 0 You mus’nt let me
husban no is me way sen it. (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0 Ef Lizzie and Joe

bye lan for true day mus be teef de money or else day mus be fine de

money way de Potigee man loose in Belmont. (PC 19 Nov 1904) 0

De landlard com wid ah Bayleef an seeze evryting wey ah had in de

roum an gi me fohteen days notiss. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 As uh bin

promise foo sen tell you al bout de gran snow bal wey bin tek place

on de 19 of dis mont. (PC 27 Aug 1904) 0 The music dey go wan wey
and the peeple de oder perticuler de dispenser wha dos wuk fuh de

govment. (PC 17 Feb 1906) 0 Of an afternoon when young men
flocked at the store, Pierre would stand by swallowing every word his

hero uttered. Then turning to the bystanders, he would exclaim: “Is

man way talk, you hear!” (Cobham 1907:109) 0 Ah lil kaka weh a

pwile big man trowsis. (It’s the little things that are harmful.) (Daniel

msl ca 1960) 0 “Me, if he was my mam I dun leave he and buss it. Is

either de snake or me. He done have ah snake wey God gee he, wha'

he want wit more?” (Bomb 24 Nov 1989: 1 1) 0 “I telephone the police

and not fuh hell dey would come. People could get dey backside lick-

up and de police an dem only checking fuh woman in dem new car

wey [the minister] gee dem.” (Bomb 20 July 1990:7) 0 “Ah go lick

dong Mary an all dem people wey dey have on dem wall.” (Bomb 27

July 1990:19) 0 Dem way ha di battam na ha di bench. (N. Daniel

1990) 0 “We sick ah dis set ah shit what goin’ ora.” (Bomb 9 Nov
1990:13) 0 In Trinidadian those clauses referring to inanimate ante-

cedents (those introduced by /we/) can also occur in direct object

position: give me /we/ you have “give me what you have” or as object

of a preposition: he go have to do it with /we/ he could find “he’ll

have to do it with whatever he can find”. (Solomon 1993:85) 0 Every

loser scrunting to mb two 5Op piece together to buy a bread in the

morning like to talk about how so-and-so, who write some little kiss-

mih-arse poem whey don’t even rhyme, is some big thing in litera-

ture. (Pires, TG 31 Oct 2003)

wey de arse phr An expression of disgust, disapproval. 0 “Bu’ wey de

arse is dat? Since when you become church defender.” (Bain

1974:50) 0 “Wey de arse you doin’ here in Joe room?” (Hercules

1980:61) 0 “Wey de arse wrong wi dem f—g police. Dey feel dis is

ah station or what? Dis is we team and is we who was supporting

them all de time.” (Bomb 24 Nov 1989:28)

wha see also WHAT, WEY
wha, wa, whah, whay, whe intrg pron A question word, usu. used at

the beginning of a sentence to form a question; generally equivalent

to E what. (< E what, used to make a question) = way“ 0 Da one wa
lib na Arima de, he ax de tarra one wid de trash hat wa kine a house

dis ya? (TSp 30 Aug 1845) 0 Wa you say, Quacco, me tink better get

cappy book from Magistrate, bout ebery ting wat pass, and I go send

em gie news-paper massa. (TRD 7 May 1 85 1 :3) 0 Is a lang time ah no

see yu, whay mek you ran way, ah langing to tare open me eye-bals

pan you. (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 A say “Godmoda, is wa we go do wid

all a dis money.” (WG 8 Mar 1919:5)

wha-appen to dat see wha happen

wha do intrg A question fonn indicating why; for what reason; specif-

ically, what happened to someone to make them this way. 0 Wha’ do

he: why is he behaving like that? (Haynes 1987:206)

wha for intrg A question form indicating why, for what reason. 0

“Wha for you no curse Mimba no?... Me say - Wha for Mimba do

so?” (TG 2 Oct 1827)

wha fuh do phr A question indicating ‘what to do? what can I do?’,

usu. not expecting a reply but expressing resignation about a difficult

situation. 0 Whah fuh duh/do: what is there to do (about this difficult,

unfortunate situation?) (Haynes 1987:206) 0 “Oh laws, whe fuh do.”

(1990)

wha goin on phr An informal friendly greeting. 0 Ah mean tuh say,

how yuh go greet de respectable-lookin citizen in de presence of his

wife an chirren with: “Wey goin om Sapat Mouth?” (Foster 1990:38)

wha happen, whahappen phr A question as to what is wrong.

(< what happen) = what happen OWha-appen to dat? (Ottley 1 97 1 :26)

0 “Wha happen, yuh eh doing Accounting again?” (Ali 1993:27) 0

“Whahappen now, like yuh change yuh mind or what?” (Baptiste
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1993:166) 0 ‘Wha’ happen, man, like we ain’t talkin’ or what? How
you goin’ quiet quiet so? Like a secret. Come, man, and take a little

one for the road. You can’t go just so.’ (Boodhoo 1994:13) 0 Mean-

while the subject of all this contusion, looking all innocence, joins the

whahappen chorus. (EX 30 Apr 1997)

wha happenin phr An informal friendly greeting. (< what 's happen-

ing)0 I set out through the Savannah in late afternoon to find a coco-

nut vendor. The first one I met, a skinny old East Indian in faded blue

denim, greeted me: “Eh-eh, wha’ happenin’, man?”

wha lef to say phr Said to indicate that you have no response to some-

one’s complaint, usu. because you are not really sympathetic. Note:

In SE, what ’s left to say generally indicates agreement with previous

speaker, who has said everything you could have thought of. 0 Whah
yuh lef/leave me to seh/say: said in reply when a person, in far better

position, complains. (Haynes 1987:207)

whale oil n Oil taken from the head of the pilot whale or blackfish,

imported from St. Vincent; used medicinally and for massage. =

melon oil 0 Mi granny used to put whale oil on your skin to rub.

whapie, whappee see WAPEE

what 1 intrg pron With a unit of measure, asking how much, what

price. 0 “What a bottle?” Miss Swinburne enquired. (Broomes

1973:51) 0 ‘Mmmmmm what a yard did you say this was?’ (Persaud

1 990: 113)0 What a pound (for) the yam?

2 intj An expression of sharp disbelief, contradiction, usu. at the end

of a sentence. “That kear [car] must be break down,” said the shorter

of the two men. “Break down what!” answered the other contemptu-

ously. (de Boissiere 1937:28)

3 rel A word referring to a previously mentioned subject or object;

referring to a noun or pronoun including persons; generally equiva-

lent to E relativizers that, which, who, whatever. (< E what ‘that

which; the thing which’, a relative used to refer to a preceding noun,

not usu. for persons) = >wey 0 “Give me my money what I work for

already.” {POSG 3 Sept 1907:5) 0 De man wat was use to be inspec-

tor at Ginger Jane’s yad, is goin’ to repo’t me to pay £1 fo’ a garden

tap. {POSG 15 Dec 1907:6)

what france intj An expression of anger, disgust, disbelief. (< France

+ E what the hell) 0 Joan wrote to me that she would like to know
what the france was going on between me and this Sonia so I’d better

let her know at once. (Anthony 1967: 105)

what happen phr Usu. with to + person, asking what is wrong with

someone; also complaining about or objecting to someone’s appear-

ance or behaviour. = >wha happen 0 The girl stamped her foot

angrily. ‘But what happen to this boy, Sona?’ she enquired. ‘You

dutty up me clothes. You think you mudder does wash me clothes,

eh? Ah go tell me fadder when ah go back home! He go bust you

tail!’ (Narine 1977:2-3)

what happen in dark phr A proverbial expression, in full What hap-

pen in the dark bound to come out in the day, said to indicate that no

matter how hard someone tries to hide a (bad) deed, people will find

out about it. 9 Everyday in dis place yuh brain gettin licks, fus it have

people who feel dey could do as dey please wen de daycome. Buh as

Tanty Merle uses to say what ever happen in de dark bong to come
out in de day time. (Mamits LPOS, TG 19 June 1977)

what jail is this phr An expression of annoyance, surprise, or disbelief

about finding yourself in an unexpected difficulty; often preceded by
but. 0 (Mendes 1985:22) 0 How you mean she making baby! What
jail is this?

what know about phr Said to indicate that someone does not know
anything about a particular subject. 0 “The other day he came in and

found her making a cake - well, he don’t like cake: what he know
’bout cake? The man accustom to his hard, hard coconut rock, he

don’t know a thing about cake.” (Jones 1973:100) 0 “What bandar

know bout aadhi?” [What monkey know bout ginger?] (1990)

what sign phr An expression of delighted surprise that something nice

happened, unexpectedly. 0 The girl go and get the wuk one time!

What a sign!

what sweet phr A proverbial expression, in full What sweet in goat

mouth does sour in he bambam , said to indicate that something that

starts out well may end in disaster, (fr goats finding everything good

to eat, but sometimes causing bellyache) 0 The old saying about

“what sweet in goat mouth...” applies to tourism as much as to any

other sphere of business. And for those who are currently basking in

the glow that tourists HAVE to fly with us, they have no choice, etc.,

a lengthening of the vision is advisable. (77V 13 Aug 1993:2)

what to do intj An expression of agreement, modest acknowledge-

ment. 0 Every now and then when the music was too much for me, I

let her go and did my pretty things. I was doing them now and she

looked highly delighted and amused and 1 held her in again and I

squeezed her a little. She looked up into my face: “And you said you

couldn't rhumba!” “What to do. I have to try, mammie, O God!”

(Anthony 1967:46)

what trouble is this intj An expression of dismay, woe; often pre-

ceded by but. 0 “So what?! Buh wha’ trouble is dis, boy? What hor-

rors scene you really on?” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:50) 0 The plane not

comin again? But what trouble is this!

whay see WHA, WHE, WEY
whe see also WHA, WEY
whe, weh, wey, way, whay 1 intrg pron Where; in what place; gener-

ally equivalent to E where. {< E where) 0 ‘Wey the alligator dey,

boy?’ asked one of the boys. It was Sampson who had supposedly

seen the alligator. (Narine 1977:5) 0 ‘Wey you was all the time,

Bobo?’ his father demanded. (Narine 1977:9)

2 rel Where, in what place; generally equivalent to E where. (< E

where) 0 Man, wen a reech ah hardly see any police and ah wos
wondarin way de Fire Bregade was. (PC Oct 29 1904) 0 “He asked de

ole woman, whay she get de molasses, an she tell him.” (Gale, WG
21 June 1919) 0 “Is dis way Mrs. Bellflent live?” (Selvon 1948:16) 0

Las week de Kommon Entrance result come out an if yuh see chirren

name in de Guardian you bong to wonder whay all dem coming from

and whay it is dey going. Is chirren like bush. (Mamits LPOS, TG
10 July 1977)

wheel n arc A device used by a sweets VENDOR, consisting of a wheel

marked off in sections for different sweets or in different numbers,

and a COCOYEA pointer. The wheel was spun with a finger to deter-

mine which sweet or how many the buyer received. 0 [He] was

charged with playing a game of chance in a public place. - Inspector

Greig said this man was a seller of “sweets” and on payment of a cent

the buyer turned a wheel with the chance of getting two or four but

not less than two. The Magistrate directed the accused to be informed

that this was not allowed. (POSG 22 Sept 1907:6) 0 The “special" of

Arima polo was the lavanie man! “Lavanie” was an Ariina institution

and the friend of all children. On his tray of sweets he had a small

roulette wheel; for one cent you spun the wheel and scored one, two

or three of his delicious sticks of peppermint, aniseed or other won-

derful flavour! (O’Connor 1978:68) 0 Mention of vending reminds

me of the traditional sweet vendors who used to go around the towns

and villages of Trinidad on a Saturday with their trays of local sweets

such as Lavanee. These trays often had a spinning wheel. You paid

your penny and turned the wheel and depending on the number where

the wheel stopped you got a similar number of sweets. Lucky people

could get as many as 50 sweets for one penny. (Hunt 1985b:v)

wheel (snake) n Eunectes murinus gigas (E anaconda), a very large,

mostly aquatic, non-venomous snake. (< TEC huille + E wheel, poss.

influenced by an erroneous belief that the snake can put the end of its

tail in its mouth and roll along like a wheel) = boa murina, >huille,

huillia, water boa, water snake
1

0 This time James assured me that

there was a “big wheel” in Petit Bush Bush Swamp. My ears had not

failed me, though the orthography was wrong. Anacondas, or water

boas, are locally called "huilles.” (Worth 1967:234) 0 Everybody

knows how these Guyanese aliens slippery like ‘wheel snake’. (Bomb
22 Aug 1986: 19) 0 One concrete water tank had a big anaconda or “a

wheel.” (Sudan 2007:40)

wheelman n obs A Carnival mas played by costumed bicycle rid-

ers. 0 In 1 896 the first fancy dress competition took place among the
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wheelmen of Port of Spain. These were costumed cyclists who
paraded through the city by day, and at night with lanterns and

received prizes for the best costume and the best decorated wheel.

(Hill 1984:26)

wheet 1 n In bird-racing, a kind of call, (fr sound) 0 My bird

wheeting better.

2 n A kind of PICOPLAT that usu. includes a series of wheets in its

song repertoire. 0 He have two picoplat, but only one is a wheet.

whelk, welk, whilk n Tob Cittarium pica [= Livona pica
]
(E West

Indian top shell), a flattish, round, univalve shellfish about 7.5 cm
(3") across, found in Tobago. Shell is grayish cream with zigzag

blotches of purplish black. Shells are commonly seen inhabited by

terrestrial hermit crabs throughout Tobago, often some distance from

the sea. Edible; overexploited; live whelks are now rarely found,

/wilk/ (< E whelk ‘an edible marine gastropod, Buccinum sp, having

a turban-shaped shell’) 0 The Estates near the Sea Side afford a vari-

ety of fish to those who seek it, such as... Whilks, Rock snappers...

(Dowland 1843, in Archibald 2003:100) 0 Magpie shell (Livona

pica). Another very handsome shell with beautiful mother-of-pearl

inside. The colour is black, heavily splashed with zigzag markings of

white. About three to five inches in diameter. Many “dead” ones are

found buried in gardens not far from the sea. These are called

Whelks, and are often curried by the local inhabitants. (Alford

1960:59) 0 The weIks (welkin) from the rocky coast and the blue

land-crabs are delicacies however for the peasants. (Elder 1988:103)

when cock/fowl have teet phr In the expression When cock get/have

teet, indicating never; under no circumstances, (fr impossibility of a

fowl having teeth) = that and God face 0 You will see dat t 'ing not till

fowl hab teeth. Comment made when a promise, constantly renewed,

has not been fulfilled. (Herskovits 1945:205) 0 Me married again?

When cock get teeth!

when cocoa was king phr Indicating a period of time when cocoa was

a major contributor to the economy, roughly between the 1860s and

the 1920s; replaced by sugar. 0 The traditional celebration of Christ-

mas begins officially at midnight on December 25 and continues to

January 6, “the twelfth day of Christmas.” In those years “when

cocoa was king” in Trinidad, that is between the 1860s to the early

1920s, many people did not have to report to work during that period.

(TG 1 1 Dec 1995) 0 Quality cocoa grew at El Quemado, too, in an era

when “cocoa was king,” but he lamented the estates had “fallen into

abandon.” (TG 14 Dec 2003:65)

when done phr After all is said and done; finally. 0 He reach me, wen
done, he ain bring de bottle. (Ottley 1971:57)

when fowl see when COCK

when ... tell you phr Usu. with the pronoun I/ah, said to indicate

emphasis. 0 “Bring some of you’ sorrel for us. It’s good. When I tell

you — it’s good!” (de Boissiere 1952:37) 0 Wen ah tell you de fete

was nice, guryl. (Ottley 1971:57) 0 “When ah tell you ah trackin’ one

nice devil dese days!” (Baptiste 1993:54)

where catch a cold phr In the expression Where you catch a cold,

blow your nose, indicating that you should handle your problems

where they originate, not bring them home. 0 She come home with a

belly and all she mother tells her is “where you catch a cold.”

where horse tie phr In the expression Where horse tie a de he a graze,

indicating that if a particular situation arises it is open to advantage;

sometimes that anything in sight is yours. 0 You complaining because

you gone foreign six years and a next man move in? What you think -

where horse tie!

where it hang it swing phr In the expression Where it hang, it swing,

indicating that whatever happens is bound to happen, and you should

just accept it. 0 He kyaan do nothing with them, where it hang it

swing.

whe-whe, we-we, whay-whay, whe-whe, whey whey n A gambling

game of Chinese origin, in which the organizer or BANKER chooses

one number or mark from a set of numbers and seals it in an enve-

lope; people then bet on what number it is, traditionally according to

dreams. See also ABSTRACT, BACK PLAY, BANK4
’
7

,
BANKER,

BIRDS OF FEATHERS, BUSS MARK, CHINAPOO, COW COON,
CREOLE JUMBIE, CHINEE WHE-WHE, DAMBLAY2

,
DEAD MARK,

HIDING MARK, HIT, HOP-TON, KISS NUMBERS, LINE4 , LIST,

MARK, MARK BUSS 1

, MARK COUPLE, MARKER, MARK FAMILY,
MARK PAIR, MARK STORY, MARK-UNDER-MARK, MIND MARK,
PARDNER 3

,
PASS AND PULL, PIP, PLAY MARK, PLAY-WHE, POT2

,

PULL DOWN, PULL FROM BEHIND, PULL FROM FRONT, PUNT 1

,

PUNTER, TICKET 2
, TOUT, TRAVELLING AGENT, TURF, UNDER

MARK, wap-wap. (< Ch, prob. Hakka) 0 [T]he abominable Whe
Whe - a Chinese form of gambling... is in full operation for many
weeks in the Chinese quarter of Port-of-Spain (we mean Upper Prince

Street), working a serious amount of demoralization amongst a class

of people always open to temptation and already deeply sunk in ...

dangerous and corrupt ways. (TC 18 Feb 1882 in McCree 1996:7) 0

“The Chinese are gambling kings in whe-whe palaces. The poorer

ones sell coal or parch coffee at twilight.” (Cobham 1907:1 14) 0 The

paper contained seven Chinese marks known in whe whe as the

“seven birds of feathers”... each mark on the paper was sold for a

penny. (Alexander 1909) 0 Defendant was an old expert whe whe
player. (WG 10 May 1930:5) 0 I have known of similar games in

other Colonies under different names such as “Drop Pan” and the

more oriental name of “Peaka Pow”, but I must say that the ethics of

those games are on a much higher standard than those of whe whe,

for at least those who contribute are given a sporting chance... of

some success, but the game as played here has no redeeming feature

whatever, I am sorry to say. It is impossible to control those who pro-

mote the game, and they are so able to manipulate the winning num-
bers that they choose those on which there has been the least amount

of contributions, and by that way they are able to retain by far the

largest amount of money involved... the whole thing is nothing but a

swindle which benefits very few men who are known as
“ Whe-whe

kings”. (Govt T&T, Legislative Council Ordinances 1932 in McCree

1996:13) 0 According to Constable Quashie, whe whe expert of the

Trinidad Constabulary, No. 12 (Tiepin), No. 4 (Dead Man), No. 20

(Dog) and No. 6 (Belly) were the whe whe marks which appeared on

a piece of cigarette box found on Herman Shave on Marine Square

last month. (TG 2 May 1933:3) 0 Collegiates are walking to Toco

Bay, Wearing their suits, can’t get work today. With all their educa-

tion, some bite their nails, Play whe-whe, break shop or live in jail.

(Tiger “Try a Screw to Get Through” 1936) 0 If I was a banker, Play-

ing whe-whe every day... I would play santapee and damblay belly.

(Radio, Lion & Tiger “Ask No Questions” 1936) 0 [He] based “sue-

sue” as his defence and... said that the marks were in connection with

a sweepstake... [but] the ample evidence of the prosecution [was] that

the marks were whe-whe marks. (TG 8 Jan 1936:3) 0 It worse than

whe whe friends dont be fooled. This new game that they got called

the Foot Ball Pool. (Pride “Government Should Schedule New Rule

for the Football Pool” 195
1
pr) 0 Wey-Wey (sometimes written Whe-

Whe) is the Trinidad version of the numbers game. It originates in the

Old Chinese game of Chinapoo and is said to have come to the island

with the Chinese immigrants. The game consists of thirty-six num-

bers, called “marks” which represent man and animal life... The game

is played twice or three times a day. The Banker selects his mark

from the thirty-six. It cannot be one already played that day or the

previous day, nor can it be the “spirit number” (a sort of cousin) to the

one played. The Banker writes his chosen mark on a slip of paper

which he puts in an agreed place. The Markers patrol the district and

collect bets. These bets are governed by dreams, signs and omens.

Each Marker writes his bets down on a slip of paper thus: “2 x 6”

which means that number 2 (“old lady”) is bought for six cents. He
hands a receipt to the Punter with his private identification sign on the

back. At the appointed time and place, all the Markers gather round

the Banker and his assistant. They hand in their lists and the money

collected, then the Banker invites one of them to expose the mark

chosen for that play. This is declared, the lists checked, and the win-

ning number paid. The Markers collect their winnings and return to

pay off the Punters and collect fresh marks for the following play.

(Hill 1966c:3) 0 “They have thirty-six different numbers in wey-wey

people could choose from. They have ‘santapee’, that is number one;
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they have ‘dead man’, that is number 4, ‘ground worm’, number 5; it

have ‘monkey’ and ‘corbeau’, 10 and 1 1; ‘dog’, ‘cat’, and ‘rat’, ‘ele-

phant’ and ‘morocoy’; ‘big snake’, ‘jackass’, and a heap o’ others.

Thirty-six number altogether”. (Hill 1966c:24) 0 Some also believed

that if one dreamt of the dead, one would be lucky in gambling. In the

next game of “way-way”, one would be sure to play the number that

signified death. (Thompson 1983:29) 0 The elite also outlawed whe-

whe... Chinese immigrants introduced the game, and though at first

restricted to that community, it became popular among all sections of

the lower class. The Chinese used the profits from the game to sup-

port the distressed and to pay for the burial of the indigent within their

community... it became necessary to introduce Ordinance 5 of 1888

to deal specifically with the game of whe-whe... the game was an

intolerable nuisance that had led to much demoralization among ser-

vants and the laboring classes ... Furthermore, games like whe-whe, in

which the participants used their interpretations of dreams in order to

make their wagers, defied the scientific rationality that nineteenth

century Victorians worshipped... and reinforced the superstitious

beliefs of the lower orders. (Trotman 1986:262-3) 0 Today whey
whey is right in town and widespread over the land. (EX 1 1 Oct

1987:10) 0 Like whe whe and bush rum, cock-fighting is culturally

embedded, attractive to the high and the low of society, and the law is

considered a nuisance, rather than a deterrent. (EX 3 Mar 1991:14) 0

While thousands of punters around the country were checking to see

whether they had the winning numbers in Friday night’s million-dol-

lar Lotto, policemen from the Morvant Police Station were at a recre-

ation club in San Juan raiding a “back yard” whe whe turf... As
several officers explained “punters should play Play Whe and not

Whe Whe.” (TG 4 Dec 1994:3) 0 While it is generally accepted that

the game of whe whe is Chinese in origin, there is uncertainty over its

original Chinese name. For instance, Chinapoo... suggests that the

original name is “Marchong”. Besson [suggests]... “Chinapoo”, while

Lee... suggests... “Pakkin Pin”. The author was unable to ascertain

whether these were merely different ways of referring to the same

game. In addition, how the game came to be termed whe whe locally

is still not known. Originally, there was a tendency to spell the term

whe whe , in French fashion... This spelling persisted into the 20th

century, but whe whe became the dominant orthographic practice as

the century progressed. (McCree 1996:3-4)

whe-whe bank n A WHE-WHE game run by a particular BANKER on a

continued basis. 0 He is also known to be the sponsor of a whe-whe
bank in the Moruga district, and the same white Sunny motor car

usually provides the transport, with a former recreation club owner

“bussin mark.” (Bomb 7 Sept 1990:5)

whe-whe banker n In WHE-WHE, the person who runs the game,

selecting the winning MARK and paying those who bet on it. = banker

0 The angry villagers, most of whom are parents, charged that the

‘whe whe’ banker, who controls two turfs, has been encouraging stu-

dents attending primary schools in the area to bet their lunch monies

on the illegal game. (Bomb 20 July 1990:17) 0 Find out which detec-

tive corporal of police collected a whopping $5,000 in cash from a

Penal whe-whe banker. (Bomb 7 Sept 1990:5) 0 In creating the legis-

lative framework for the establishment of the game, the state was cre-

ating the basis for its own involvement in the game as owner and

manager. As a result, it has become the biggest “whe whe banker” in

the country. (McCree 1996:22) 0 After the “mark” or “marks” were

chosen, they were then communicated to the person who was respon-

sible for collecting the wagers, selecting the winning “mark”, and

paying those who chose the correct mark. This person is known as the

“banker” or “whe whe banker.” The banker would then record the

chosen “marks” on a piece of paper which was first called a “ticket”...

Following this, the list or “pot”, as the bet was popularly called, was
handed over to the banker. (McCree 1996:4)

whe-whe mark n In WHE-WHE, one of 36 numbers that can be chosen

by a BANKER; players bet on which number is the winning one.=

>mark, punt
1

0 According to Constable Quashie, whe whe expert of

the Trinidad Constabulary, No. 12 (Tiepin), No. 4 (Dead Man), No.

20 (Dog) and No. 6 (Belly) were the whe whe marks which appeared

on a piece of cigarette box found on Herman Shave on Marine Square

last month... He said he found No. 12, which represented Tiepin, on

which six cents were betted. No. 4 representing Dead Man on which

seven cents were betted, No. 20, representing Dog, on which three

cents were betted, and No. 4, representing Belly on which six cents

were betted. (TG 2 May 1933:3) 0 [He] pleaded guilty of being found

in possession of whe-whe marks. (TG 27 Jan 1933:3) 0 Clause 2 cre-

ates two new offences.... secondly, having in one’s possession or

under one’s control what are known as “whe-whe” marks. (Govt

T&T, 1932 Legislative Council Ordinances, in McCree 1996:14) 0

[He] based “sue-sue” as his defence and... said that the marks were in

connection with a sweepstake... [but] the ample evidence of the pros-

ecution [was] that the marks were whe-whe marks. (TG 8 Jan 1936:3)

whe-whe turf n The place where a WHE-WHE BANKER runs the

game. = turf 0 He described himself at varying times as an odd-job

man, a man who would run errands for his employers, who would

clean their yards and their dog-houses, but a man, who would also be

called upon to provide security, gun stuck in his waist, when they

went to drop the mark on the whe-whe-turf or to pick up some illegal

shipment. (EX 22 Jan 1987:5) 0 A friend of mine was on the whe whe
turf when the police raided. He got hit with a bull-pistle wielded by a

massive policeman and flew straight up a “banga” tree. (EX-2 22 July

1990:44) 0 The legalised game has given the traditional, illegal whe-

whe so much thunder that the local whe-whe turf has had to enhance

its appeal by paying 31 to 1, and taxing one dollar in every winning

mark towards a Sunday jackpot. (Pires 1 994e: 15) 0 The police were

known to have protected
“whe whe turfs” in return for financial

rewards. (McCree 1996:19)

whey see WEY
which part 1 intrg Where; what location. (< FC ki kote ‘which side;

where’, prob. influenced by WAfr languages, e.g. Akan ehene ‘which

place; where’) = which side 0 “But which part I go get de money boy

Poon?” (Ladoo 1974:31) 0 Rusty - Where you bom? Raskat - in

Tunapuna. Rusty - Eh-eh, which part? Raskat - Muh whole body!

(Giroux 1982) 0 “Which part they living?” “Quite down.” (1990) 0

“Boy, you come from de BUSH; which part up in deh you live?”

(Phillips 1991:35) 0 Harrilal: Tell him I want to see him on some

business, but not to come to the house. Teeka: Which part then? (Sel-

von 1 99 1 d: 1 34) 0 ‘I over here. Ram,’ Seema answered. ‘Right over

here.’ ‘Which part?’ ‘Over here. Right over here.’ ‘Where is over

here? Which part you is, girl? Tell me the place.’ 'By the tomato tree

and them, you monkey.’ (Gosine 1992:17)

2 rel Where. 0 Razor Blade start making a tack for the tailor shop

which part One Foot does always be hanging out. (Selvon 1960b: 111)

0 “I eh know which part he livin.” (1979) 0 Look at all them women
coming down the road, I wonder which part they going? (Selvon

1 99 1 b: 89) 0 ‘But when you get to Rio how you would know
which part to go? How you goin’ to travel to wherever the estate is?’

(Boodhoo 1994:270) 0 I ask a woman which part SuperBlue, the

calypsonian, living. (Pires 1 995e: 15)

which side intrg Where; asking about location. = which part 0 He
searched the rooms downstairs, the cow pen and the shrubbery

around the house. All the time he kept calling the child, “Batah! Look
Ramong calling yuh. Batah! Batah! Which side my batah dey? Come
to Ramong, batah!” (Lewis 1972:95)

while n A period of time. (< E while ‘a portion of time; with respect to

duration, now usu. replaced by time') 0 I haven’t seen him for the

longest while.

whilk see WHELK
whiplash n Leptophis ahaetulla coeruleodorsus, a very thin-bodied

snake. (< E whiplash ‘an object resembling the lash of a whip’) =

green horsewhip, green machet, green rigoise, Mora, parrot snake,

rigoise verte, whip snake" 0 (Emsley 1977)

whip snake 1 n Oxybelis aeneus , a very slender, non-venomous tree-

snake, to 2.1 m (7') long. Head is very thin, and pointed at the snout,

(fr slender, whip-like shape and flexibility) = ash-coloured horse-

whip, ashy whip snake, >horsewhip, liguez, pike-headed snake, rigo-

ise, rigoise argentee, sharp-nosed tree snake, tan horsewhip, vine

snake" 0 Oxybelis a. aeneus (WHIP SNAKE). A fairly common slen-
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der tree snake up to 4 1/2 feet in length. Ashy-coloured and with a

prominent long pointed head. (Alford 1960:103) 0 Remember your

childhood days of raiding mango trees? And seeing vines in the

branches, and then watching one of the vines slither away almost as

fast as it took to blink an eye. Perhaps it was a Whip snake we saw?

(Greenhall 1976b: 13)

2 n Leptophis ahaetulla coeruleodorsus, a slender non-venomous

snake. = green horsewhip, green machet, green rigoise, >lora, parrot

snake, rigoise verte, whiplash 0 We waded stream after stream under

the bamboo clumps, and in one of them we saw swimming a green

rigoise, or whip-snake, which must have been nearly ten feet long. It

swam with its head and the first two feet of its body curved aloft like

a swan, while the rest of the body lay along the surface of the water in

many curves - a most graceful object as it glided away into dark

shadow along an oily pool. (Kingsley 1880:325)

3 n Tripanurgos compressus, a non-venomous snake. = false coral

(snake)", false false coral (snake), fire mapepire, >mapepire dife,

pseudofalse coral (snake), red-headed water snake 0 (Boos

2001a: 109)

whip-whap 1 adv Quickly; without hesitation or distraction; strongly.

= woop-wap 1

0 “They lick up the work, whip-whap.” (1990)

2 adj Of a person, acting quickly, without hesitation. = woop-wap 2
0

“He’s a whip-whap man." ( 1986)

whiskerando n obs Lophomis ornata (E tufted coquette hummingbird),

a hummingbird. = coquette, >huppe-col, king
4
0 (Chapman 1894:56)

whistling frog n Leptodactylus fuscus, a frog. Olive or olive-brown

above with large black spots and pale cream below. Six folds in the

skin run from the head almost the entire length of the back; smooth

skin has little knobs. Call is a loud wheep wheep, heard at night, (fr

whistling call) 0 [The] whistling frog... is seldom seen, for as a rule it

remains well hidden in the grassy places it favours, but its call, a loud

‘wheep, wheep,’ must be familiar to everyone. It is about two inches

long... Although there are also little wart-like knobs in the skin, it is

by no means rough; in fact, this is probably the slipperiest frog in

Trinidad. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:38)

whistling pine n Casuarina equisetifolia, a cultivated tree to 20 m
(65'); bark dark brown, furrowed. Branches long, slender. Leaves

scale-like, 1-2 mm (.04-. 08") long, 6-8 in each whorl, (fr whistling

sound made by wind blowing through its very fine branches) = whis-

tling willow, >willow 0 (FTT 1982-2-1 1:751)

whistling willow n Casuarina equisetifolia, a cultivated tree to 20 m
(65'); bark dark brown, furrowed; branches long, slender. Leaves

scale-like, 1-2 mm (.04-.08") long, 6-8 in each whorl, (fr whistling

sound made by wind blowing through its very fine branches) = whis-

tling pine, >willow 0 further on... the whistling willow. (JFNC Feb

1894-1-12:305)

white ants n A general term for termites, order Isoptera, commonly
applied to the most conspicuous species, Nasutitermes costalis, N.

ephratae and Microcerotermes arboreus, all small, with a black head.

They live in large ground or tree nests. They often eat wood products

such as furniture and books; when the affected item is touched, it

crumbles into dust. (< E white ant, poss. < Ptg formigas branchas,

but also medieval use and Anglo-Indian) = poubwa, wood ants,

wood-louse 0 “It was but yesterday I was turning over our stock of

flowers, fringes, and feathers: bargame Dios ! they all fell in powder

as I touched them, - devoured, I tell you, by the white ants; and the

cockroaches have got to their laces; so what we are to do I don’t

know.” (Wilkins 1854:21-2) 0 Up a smooth stem ran a little rib,

seemingly of earth and dead wood, almost straight, and about half an

inch across, leading to a great brown lump among the branches, as big

as a bushel basket. We broke it open, and found it a covered gallery,

swarming with life. Brown, ant-like creatures, white, maggot-like

creatures, of several shapes and sizes, were hurrying up and down...

they were Termites, “white ants” - of which of the many species I

know not - and the lump above was their nest. (Kingsley 1880: 197) 0

All the experienced timber people of Europe and America know that

wood after being squared or sawn, should be carefully stacked in a

dry situation and thoroughly protected from the weather until it is

quite cured, generally taking a couple of years for that process. The

good people of Trinidad do not seem to realize this, if they did there

would be less disappointment and outcry about warp, rot, and ter-

mites or white ants. (Vincent 1910:68)

white Aripo orchid n Otostylis lepida, a native ground orchid, height

to 50 cm (19.5"). Leaves grass-like; inflorescence erect with moder-

ate size, showy, white flowers with yellow spot near centre, (fr colour

+ habitat) = >Aripo ground orchid 0 (Schultes 1960:194) 0 (FTT
1967-3-1:146-7)

white bachelor button see BACHELOR BUTTON

white-back fern see SHALBAHAY, STAMP FERN

white bakra, white bukra n obs A white man, of European descent. =

beke, >bakra', Quackie 0 Johnny - His father-in-law can’t employ

him? Mary - Doan let dem hear you sar, dem no lik am at tall, only de

madam. Johnny - Why did they marry him then? Mary - Becase he

white bacra sar. (PC 17 Mar 1906)

white bean n Lablab purpureus, a cultivated edible pod bean. = bona

bean, bonavis(t) bean/pea, >seim

white-belly n Anas americana [= Mareca americana] (E baldpate or

American wigeon), a fresh-water duck, 50 cm (20") long. Male gener-

ally brown; white crown; green patch on sides of head; large white

patch on front part of wing; breast dark; belly white. = canvasback,

jensen 0 (ffrench 1991:77-8)

white-breast n obs Amazilia chionopectus [= Agyrtria chionipectus,

Thaumantias chionipectus, Polytmus chionopectus

]

(E white-chested

hummingbird or white-breasted emerald hummingbird), a humming-

bird, 9.4 cm (3.75") long, common resident in Trinidad. Upperparts

brilliant golden green, glossed bronze; tail tipped purplish black,

sometimes with narrow white edge; underparts white with sides green

or white spotted with green; bill straight, fairly long, all black, (fr

white breast feathers) = colibri a gorge blanche, white-throated hum-

mingbird 9 (Chapman 1894:57)

white broom 1 n Spermacoce assurgens, a native plant; prostrate to

erect; stem to 50 cm (19.5"). Leaves elliptical-lanceolate, 5 x 1.5 cm
(2 x .6"), blades spread horizontally; each pair appears flattened.

Flowers in clusters at leaf bases or ends of branch, short white tube,

light purplish-white petals. Used medicinally. (< E white broom

‘Cvtisus albus, a shrub’) 0 Button weed, Iron grass. White broom... a

common weed in grass, along roadsides and in waste places in gen-

eral... The flowers in a given cluster open over a period of time, 4 to 6

opening per day. They fade shortly after midday. (Duncan 1993:76) =

balie jab, buttonweed, iron grass
2

,
man-to-man root, nigger-head

2
,

>white-head broom 2

2 n Spermacoce verticillata, a native plant. 0 (National Herbarium

specimen sheet, 1864) 0 (Laurence 1976:3) = man-to-man root,

>white-head (broom)2

white bukra see WHITE BAKRA

white cedar n Tob Tabebuia pallida [= Bignonia pallida, T. hetero-

phylla], a shrub or medium-sized tree, native to Tobago. Flowers pale

lilac with yellow throat. Wood whitish. = white wood 0 (Young 1809,

Stowe 922:14b) 9 (FTT 1954-2-5:324)

white cockroach n A negative term for a white person, (fr sickly

white colour of an immature cockroach) = cockroach
2

, whitey cock-

roach, whitey pokey 9 When those suspicions were awoke, the whole

black train, men, women, and children, would give tongue to the wor-

thy Irishwoman, calling her a white cockroach, (a name of reproach

for a white person) and flat-footed buckra (a European of low origin).

(Joseph 1 838b- 1 :48) 9 “I... tell you that yonder white cockroach at

this moment knows who you are.” (Joseph 1 838b-3 : 1 1 6) 9 Me bin go

tell dat ugly white cockroach of a Schoolmaster, “da no you property

- da moobable property, Saar.” (POSG 10 Oct 1843:2) 9 My big

bones were covered with tender, pampered flesh, and in contrast with

his brown and shining skin my milky complexion seemed to proclaim

a sickly weakness. Sometimes he called me White Cockroach, terri-

ble insult! (McDonald 1969:7)

white cong n Lycodontis sp., prob. L. vicinus (E yellow cong), which

has a white lower jaw. = anguille tet chien
2

,
yellow cong 9 Lycodontis
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albimentis... White Cong... Caught on deep sea bottom in mud. Use-

less. (Vincent 1910:53)

white crab n Prob. either a large old specimen of Cardisoma guan-

humi

,

the BLUE CRAB, tending to be dull whitish; or Ocypode

quadrata, the beach-living ghost crab. = blue-back crab, >blue crab,

bush crab, callaloo crab, ironback crab (C. guanhumi); chevalier crab,

>ghost crab, jamette crab, sand crab (O
.

quadrata) 0 Then there’s the

White Crab (larger then the rest) that generally lives in swamps, and

miery places: I know not what they feed on, but are of themselves

most delicious food... These Crabs we call Delvers, because of their

Undermining. (Poyntz 1683:23)

white creole n obs A white person of (primarily) European descent,

bom in Trinidad or Tobago. Also such a person bom elsewhere in the

Caribbean. (< creole
1

) 0 ‘Creole’ is a word which has accumulated

many meanings. In the later nineteenth century, it meant a peson bom
in Trinidad of European and/or African descent... A ‘white Creole’

was a person bom in the island of European descent; a ‘Creole

Indian’ was bom in Trinidad of East Indian descent; a ‘Creole Span-

iard’ was an individual of Spanish (and often African and Amerin-

dian) descent bom in the island. (Brereton 1979:2)

white cypress n obs Tob Cordia alliodora, a native tree. = >cyp,

cypress 0 The cypresses are of two kinds, the white, which has a

wood light and sweet smelling, and the black, which is very dark.

(Ober 1898:135)

white dasheen n Colocasia esculenta var., a cultivated plant with

large edible white-fleshed tubers. = Chinese eddo, >dasheen, malanga

white dirt n A type of clay, sticky, very plastic, and light grey in

colour, used to LIPAY. 0 They bringing white dirt to lipay the chulha.

white donkey n A banana of the AAA group green red; plants tall,

bunches of fruit rather small. = >green red, white mataburro 0 (Stover

& Simmonds 1987:1 19,163)

white egret n Ardea alba [= A. egretta, Casmerodius albus, Egretta

alba
]
(BrE great egret , AmE common egret

,
American egret), a large

heron-like bird, 1 m (39") tall. All white, with yellow bill and black

legs. A fairly common visitor to Trinidad and Tobago, esp. in the

Caroni and Nariva swamps, where they roost in large groups. =

grande aigrette, long gaulin 0 (Chapman 1894:81)

white-faced worm snake n Leptotyphlops albifrons, a very small

brown burrowing snake, to 22.5 cm (9”) long, with a white mark on

the snout. = burrowing snake
2

,
>ground puppy 1

,
worm snake, yellow-

headed worm snake 0 (Alford 1 960: 101)

white fiddlewood 1 n Citharexylum spinosum [= C. fruticosum, C.

cinereum, C. coriaceum ; C. fruticosum var. brittonii, C. broadwayi\,

a small native tree, to 16 m (50') tall, found in the drier parts of both

islands. Bark pale tan, peeling off in fibrous strips. Branches and

branchlets grey, squarish, often ribbed; twigs and shoots light brown,

acutely squared, often ribbed. Leaves oblong or elliptic, 10 x 3 cm
(3.9 x 1.2") large, coarsely serrate on young shoots, stiff, very glossy.

Flowers funnel-shaped, white, tube about 5 mm (.2"), in hanging

racemes to 26 cm (10") long. Fruit cup-like, 2-3 x 5-6 mm (.08-. 12 x

.2-.24"), rim irregularly and shallowly lobed; juicy pulp surrounds

two hard seeds. = hairy cutlet 0 (FTT 1955-2-6:401-2) 0 (Quesnel &
Farrell 2000:130)

2 n Vitex capitata, a small tree to 10 m (30') tall, branchlets and twigs

densely hairy when young. Leaves 3- or 5-leaflets. Flowers blue,

hairy, 10-12 mm L4-.47") long, in densely many-flowered clusters.

Fruit oblong 12-14 x 8-9 mm (.47-. 55 x .3-.35"), black. Wood pale

brown. This tree resembles the BLACK FIDDLEWOOD but compound
leaves have 5 leaflets, flowers are more contracted into a head, fruit is

larger, and wood is not as durable. = five-leaf fiddlewood 0 (Marshall

1934:77) 0 (Beard 1946:35) 0 {FTT 1955-2-6:412-3)

white gasparee n Esenbeckia attenuata var., a small native evergreen

tree, girth to 90 cm (3'). Bark thin, smooth, dark; leaves leathery, dot-

ted. Fruit a rounded 2.5 cm (1") diameter, 5-lobed capsule covered

with short woody prickles. Wood olive-brown, colour may vary with

age. Young twigs are used for SWIZZLE STICKS; larger sticks for walk-

ing or fighting. = >gasparee, gasparil, gasparillo, yellow gasparee 0

(Marshall 1934:23)

white gaulin n Egretta thula (E snowy egret), a heron, 58 cm (23")

tall, all white. Also the immature white form of Egretta caendea

(E little blue heron), 60 cm (24") tall. = >aigrette, aigrette a

panache, white gaulin (E. thula); aigrette bleu, black egret, >blue

gaulin (E . caerulea)

white gavilan n arc Leucopternis albicollis albicollis [~ Urubitinga

albicollis, Buteo albicollis, B. poecilinotus] (E white hawk), a large

hawk, 45 cm (18") long. White with black wings and black spots on

upper back; tail black with broad white band. The Trinidad form is

darker on the back than the Central American form. (<gabilan

)

=

gabilan, gabilan a dos noir 0 The White Gavilan is somewhat smaller

than the crested; it is a great destroyer of chickens, (de Verteuil

1884:90)

white grape n Coccoloba venosa, a native tree, (fr small grape-like

but inedible fruits) 0 (Beard 1946:28)

white grouper 1 n Epinephelus striatus (E Nassau grouper), an edible

deep-water marine fish; light olive-brown with dark brown bands. =

tamboline, tienne 0 (Vincent 1910:47) 0 (TG 21 Mar 1937:4)

2 n Mycteroperca cidi (E Venezuelan grouper), a large marine fish,

uniform gray-brown, to 1 m long. 0 (Kenny & Bacon 1981:121)

white grunt n Elaemulon plumieri, an edible marine fish. = common
grunt, >cro-cro 0 (Vincent 1910:46)

Whitehall n One of the Magnificent Seven buildings on the

Queen’s Park Savannah, a Venetian style white building. Orig-

inally the residence of J.L. Agostini, it was occupied by U.S. Armed
Forces during WWII, and purchased by the government in 1957; it

now houses part of the Office of the Prime Minister and other govern-

ment departments. (< BrE Whitehall ‘a street in London where gov-

ernment offices are located; also used to designate government or

civil service in general’; also fr building being white) 0 The Osbornes

lived in St Clair. St Clair, with its “Whitehall” (an enormous white

stone and marble mansion), its replica of Balmoral Castle, its huge

baroque and ornate houses, relics of the good old days of cocoa, is

one of the oldest and most fashionable districts of Port-of-Spain. (de

Boissiere 1952:1 1) 0 White Hall, 29 Maraval Road 1904... This resi-

dence, the largest of the five private homes on Maraval Road, was

built of Barbados coral, brought to Trinidad by sloop. (Mavrogordato

1977:128) 0 Whitehall... is one of the few buildings in Trinidad

which gives the impression that it could have been carved out of a

single block. It has a parapet to hide the roof; a rarity in Trinidad...

The main theme is the use of trefoilated arches of Moorish origin.

(Lewis 1983:249) 0 Whitehall was built of white coral limestone

from Barbados by the owner of a large cocoa estate in 1903. Its basic

shape is a rectangle, with occasional slight projections and strong

horizontal accents. A balustrade conceals the roof. From the base-

ment a double exterior stair leads up to the main level; there are two

more floors. Engaged columns accent the front elevation, and many
of the windows have ornate trefoil-arch heads. Whitehall once housed

the offices of the prime minister and now houses the Ministry of

Environment and National Service. (Crain 1994:108-9) 0 Building

landmark, Whitehall, is again under repairs. The building, one of the

so-called Magnificent Seven, was the official office of three Prime

Ministers - Eric Williams, George Chambers and A.N.R. Robinson.

(TTM9 Dec 1994:5)

white-head (broom) 1 n Parthenium hysterophoms, a native,

straggly, weedy, diffusely branched aromatic herb to 1.2 m (3.8')

high, usu. smaller. Leaves alternate, deeply cut to segments about 2-

4 mm x 15 cm (.08-. 1 6 x 5.8"), hairy. Flower-heads small, white, on

slender stalks in loose panicles. Seeds black, flat, 2 mm (.08") long.

Used medicinally, (fr rounded flower clusters at the ends of the

stalks) = bitterweed, country wormwood, white-top, wormwood' 0

Mr. T.W. CARR writes of this - In look and smell it so recalls Worm-
wood {Artemisia) that 1 call it in my M.S. flora “Country Worm-
wood,” or “Bitterweed.” {JFNC Aug 1893:213) 0 Materials used in

healing and conjuring. Leaves... whitehead broom. (Simpson

1962:329) 0 Whitehead... Whitehead broom. (Laurence 1976:10) 0

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:144) 0 Very often when I carry

green wormwood Artemisia absinthium leaves to the market, casual
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observers would derisively remark, “I have that growing wild all over

my garden; I could sell you that”. Unfortunately they are mistaking

this herb for the ubiquitous local weed, whitehead broom, Parthenium

hysterophorus, which has a similarly shaped leaf. (Morean 1991:51)

2 n Spermacoce assurgens, a native plant, prostrate to erect. Stem to

50 cm (19.5"), slightly ribbed. Leaves hairy on margins, elliptical-

lanceolate, usu. 5 x 1.5 cm (2 x .6"), blades spread horizontally; each

pair appears flattened. Flowers in clusters at leaf bases or ends of

branch, short white tube, light purplish-white petals with long hairs

on both surfaces, prominent stamens. Used medicinally. = balie jab,

buttonweed, iron grass
2

, man-to-man root, nigger-head
2

, white

broom 1

0 (FTT 1928-2-1:45) 0 (Wong 1976:139) 0 (Laurence

1976:3)0 (MNP 2007)

white-headed widow n Arundinicola leucocephala (E white-headed

marsh tyrant ), a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Male: black with entire head

and neck white. (< widow

\

with a white head) = nun2
, veuve a tete

blanche, >widow' 0 (Chapman 1894:37) 0 (Williams 1922:143) 0

The “white headed widow” is frequently seen together with the

[washer woman], which it resembles in habit and size. (Vesey-

FitzGerald 1936a: 15)

w hite incense n Protium guianese, a native tree; fragrant milky sap is

burned as incense, (fr white colour of sap + use as incense) = bois

d’encens, >incense (tree)
-

, kourouky, loban
2

white jep n Apoica sp., a number of medium-sized wasps in Trinidad.

Light yellow-brown, with white tip at end of belly; painful sting. Usu.

seen around house lights at night. Nest an upside-down cone that

adults hang onto during the day in a shape resembling an upside-

down umbrella. (< E white fr light colour and white tip + jep ’) =

night-time jep, umbrella jep

white like booby two-twos phr Bright or chalky white in colour.

(< booby4 + twos, fr bright white colour of seabird feces on sea rocks)

0 Yuh pants w’ite like boubi/pelican two-two’s: white indeed.

(Haynes 1987:63)

white-lined big-eared bat n Micronycteris nicefori, a bat. 0 (Alkins

1979:54)

white mahoe n Heliocarpus trichopodus, a small tree, native in

Trinidad, to 20 m (65'); bark smooth, greyish, often with leaf scars

and horizontal ridges. Leaves slightly heart-shaped, to 14 x 12 cm
(5.5 x 4.7"), indistinctly 3-lobed, and with irregularly toothed mar-

gins. Flowers are individually small, purplish, borne in large, con-

spicuous, densely hairy clusters. Fruit purplish brown, 3 mm (.12")

long, with a fringe of stiff bristles and hairs. 0 (Beard 1946:31) 0

White mahoe is too small a tree to provide useful timber but it may
find a place in gardens as an ornamental or a curiosity because of the

unusual fringed fruit. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:70)

white maid n Catharanthus roseus var. alba , a cultivated white

variety of OLD MAID, an erect or bushy straggling plant, 40-80 cm
(15-30") high. Used medicinally, but can be toxic. = cacapoule

2
,
>old

maid, periwinkle 0 Chew raw and [swallow] a couple of the leaves

and flowers of the white maid (periwinkle). (Pavy 1987:6)

white-man n A scrape or other minor injury that leaves a temporary

white mark on the skin, (fr resemblance of newly growing skin to a

white man’s skin colour) 0 “But as a boy-hood pastime canal-cart rac-

ing was much fun, and gave us many a skinned knee - a bruise that is

called a ’white-man’ by blacks.” (1991)

white mangrove 1 n Laguncularia racemosa [= Conocarpus racemo-

sms], a small native evergreen tree to 20 m (65'), found in the inner

parts of mangrove swamps of both islands. Crown umbrella-shaped,

aerial roots. Bark red-brown, rugged, deeply fissured bark that peels

off in long strips; contains a large amount of tannin. Leaves opposite,

oblong or elliptical, rounded or notched at tip, wedge-shaped or

rounded at base, 5-11 x 2.5-6 cm (2-4.3 x 1-2.3"), finely-veined.

Flowers small, greenish-white petals, on short spikes. Fruit obovoid,

unequally ribbed, the ribs protruding into narrow wings, 1 -seeded.

Unlike other mangroves, the seed does not germinate while on the

tree. Wood rather heavy, hard, white, strong, used for fuel. 0 (Joseph

1838a:80) 0 (Marshall 1934:59) 0 (National Herbarium specimen

sheet, 1961) 0 (Farrell 1980a:20) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:134)

2 n Avicennia schaueriana or A. germinans [= A. nitida], native man-
grove trees, to 16 m (51') tall, found in brackish coastal swamps.
Branchlets and twigs slender, mostly dark brown or blackish. Leaves

dark green above, blackish on drying. A. germinans is found in both

Trinidad and Tobago, and has pointed leaf tips; A. schaueriana has

rounded leaf-tips and is not found in Tobago. = >black mangrove;

limewood (A. germinans) 0 Here the wood which hid the margin was
altogether of mangrove; the common Rhizophoras, or black man-
groves, being, of course, the most abundant. Over them, however,

rose the statelier Avicennias, or white mangroves, to a height of fifty

or sixty feet, and poured down from their upper branches whole

streams of air-roots, which waved and creaked dolefully in the breeze

overhead. (Kingsley 1880:335-6) 0 On gaining the other bank of the

Ortoire we left the beach and drove on the burnt clay road past swamp
land heavily fenced in with lofty red mangroves (Rhizophora), and

white mangroves (Avicennia nitida). There ought to be dollars in the

exploitation of this swamp, for these splendid poles, 40 ft. to 60 ft. in

height... The difficulty lies in getting the poles out, for there is not

sufficient water to float a punt, while there is too much for cattle to be

used as haulage. (Vincent 1910:80) 0 (FTT 1955-2-6:419-20) 0 Avi-

cennia schaueriana has been called both white mangrove and black

mangrove by different authors. (Quesnel 1985:35)

white mangue n Bravaisia integerrima, a large dense native ever-

green tree, to 10 m (32') tall, girth to 3 m (10'); usu. has stilt roots. =

bois negresse, >jiggerwood4 0 (Marshall 1934:74) 0 (Beard 1946:35)

0 (FTT 1954-2-5:366-7)

white marguerite n Gomphrena globosa, a bushy cultivated plant,

50-80 cm (19.5-31.2") high. Leaves opposite, oblong, 2-10 x 4 cm
(.8-3.9 x 1.6"). Flower-heads roundish, 2-3 x 2 cm (.8-1.2 x .8"), usu.

with magenta or mauve flowers, but occasionally white. = >bachelor

button 0 Bachelor Button, White Marguerite. (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:90)

white mataburro n A cultivated banana of the AAA group green

red ; the plants are tall and vigorous, the bunches rather small. =

>green red, white donkey 0 (Stover & Simmonds 1987:1 19, 163)

white meat n A white woman as a male sexual object, (fr Sparrow’s

calypso “Congo Man” 1965, about two white women travelling

through Africa, who are pounced on by a “Congo man”) 0 He eat till

he stomach upset... I never eat a white meat yet. (Sparrow “Congo

Man” 1965) 0 All he wanted at first was to savour a white woman, a

white meat as the calypsonian had said. (Broomes 1973:45) 0 “You
go blaze a lot of white meat for sure,” Papa tell him. (Alleyne-Forte

1994:64)

white monkey n Cebus albifrons trinitatis, a monkey. = matchin, sak-

iwinki, >sapajou, weeping ape, weeping capuchin, weeping monkey
0 Cebus monkeys - the familiar capuchin companions of organ-

grinders - also inhabit Trinidad... Will told me that when he and

James were shooting monkeys, they sometimes bagged a cebus that

was pierced by the long spines of slender palms that grow only along

the swamp edge. Moon and James called these “white monkeys”.

(Worth 1967:51)

white monkey bone n Mouriri rhizophorifolia, a native tree to 1.5 m
(5') diameter. Bark thin, papery, flaky. Leaves elliptical, leathery.

Fruit an orange-yellow berry to 22 mm (.8") diameter, containing up

to 5 seeds. Wood hard, heavy, pinkish-brown. = >monkey bone 1

0

(FTT 1934-1-6:410)

white mora n Mora excelsa, a native tree to 40 m (130'), buttressed.

Leaves composed of 3-4 pairs of leaflets, rarely having one terminal;

leaflets 8-25 x 3. 5-7. 5 cm (3. 1-9.7 x 1.4-2. 9"), with considerable

variation in leaf shape. = >mora, red mora 0 In the forest the trees are

known as red and white Mora by foresters, but no reliable field differ-

entiation in the trees or timber is known... A gregarious tree covering

large forest areas between Sangre Grande and Matura and near

Mayaro, Trinidad. Although termed a first class timber it is not

largely used. (FTT 1931-1-4:285-6) 0 Local names recognize variet-

ies which cannot be established botanically - e.g. red mora and white

mora. (Beard 1946:26)
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white mullet n Mugil liza , an edible marine fish. = garmot, large mul-

let, lebranche, >mullet* 0 (Vincent 1910:49) 0 (Mendes 1940:16)

white-necked robin n Turdus albicollis, a bird, about 20 cm (8") long.

Upperparts dark olive brown; upper throat white streaked with dark

brown; lower throat very white. Underparts grayish. = Tobago gray-

rumped thrush, >white-necked thrush, white-throated thrush 0

(ffrench 1991:327)

white-necked thrush n Turdus albicollis [= Merula phaeopvgus, Tur-

dus phaeopigus ], a bird, about 20 cm (8") long. Upperparts dark olive

brown; upper throat white streaked with dark brown; lower throat

very white. Song is a slow and melancholy, but tuneful series of

paired notes; one of the earliest morning forest singers. = grive a cra-

vatte, Tobago gray-rumped thrush, white-necked robin, white-

throated thrush 0 (ffrench 1991:327)

white olivier n Terminalia amazouia, a very large native tree, height

to 50 m (162'). Bark brown; underbark reddish-brown (underbark of

yellow olivier is yellow). Leaves vary from 3-14 x 1.5-6 cm (1.2-5. 5 x

.6-2.3"), but smaller sizes more common, usu. clustered at ends of

twigs. Flowers greenish, in many-flowered woolly spikes. Wood
fairly hard, heavy, light yellowish brown, often with red markings. =

>olivier' 0 (FTT 1932-1-5:327-8) 0 (Marshall 1934:51) 0 (Beard

1946:30) 0 White olivier is quite common and occurs in all types of

forest both in the Northern Range and elsewhere, but it does not occur

in Tobago. Flowering usually in May and at the time the trees may
become very conspicuous because of their abundance in spite of the

small dull-coloured flowers. The fact that the tree sheds its leaves just

before flowering intensifies the effect... The timber is fairly hard and

heavy, yellow in colour with reddish markings. It is used in construc-

tion. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:1 18-9)

white on rice phr Usu. with like, very close, inseparable, esp. to over-

see or keep an eye on someone you do not trust. = tick in a cow’s arse

0 Once you do that, I go be on you like white on rice,

white people n People of European descent, living locally or abroad;

the ruling economic social class, or culture associated with such peo-

ple. 0 “Wha wrong wid you boy. You doan go to school? You cam
read de white people sign in big letters up there? Look the sign there,

STAP.” He slowly spelled out the sign without looking up. (Ottley

1972:1 1) 0 Look how cool cool so ah leady take over de big white

people an dem Parleement in England nuh boy! (Mamits LPOS, TG 5

May 1979) 0 So dey go to ah caterer an’ order turkey an’ one set ah

white-people food. (Keens-Douglas 1984:30) 0 “You couldn't do

domestic work then, it was only white-people who had servants and

we couldn’t cook white-people food.” (Diptee 1992:244) 0 “So how
has it been with you, my lady?” she said, clearly in rehearsal for some
grand performance. “I could talk white-people kinda talk you know.”

(EX 18 Dec 1994:1 1) 0 “For Christ sakes don’t go and make jokes in

the white-people court, nuh, because they go lose you in the Royal

Gaol.” (Andersen 2006: 10)

white-people work phr The job or work that the boss expects to be

done; said to indicate doing the work without fuss, but not doing

more than necessary, (fr most bosses in the past being white) 0 “I too

tired to argue with you, you hear, woman. I goin’ to sleep so I could

go and do the white-people work tomorrow, please God.” (Khan

1987:58) 0 “White-people work. It just means to do what you are paid

for. But it’s usually said when it’s a matter of your conscience prick-

ing you, and you have to do enough to satisfy the boss.” (1990)

white petrea n Petrea volubilis var. alba , a cultivated variety of BLUE
PETREA, a small tree or climber. Leaves opposite, elliptic, 6.5-16 cm
(2.5-6") long, wavy along margins, heart-shaped at base, rough on

both surfaces. Flowers white, in leaf axils. = petrea' 0 (FTT 1955-2-

6:400)

white physic nut (bush) n Jatropha curcas , a cultivated shrub. (< E
physic 'medicinal; purgative’) = >physic nut 0 The seeds of the

white physic nut Jatropha curcas are strongly cathartic if consumed
raw, but are roasted and eaten as “chestnuts” by children, without

any harm being done in most instances. (Morean 1991:53) 0 Most
people knew that white physic nut, (Spanish pihon, patois: medicien

blanc ) was a deterrent against all kinds of evil spirits, including the

soucouyant or bruja. This plant was placed at strategic spots of a

person’s property, particularly at the entrance or at its four comers

to avoid access beyond that point. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:121)

0 White/red physic nut (Jatropha curcas/gossypifolia, Euphori-

aceae), if cut on Good Friday would produce the blood of Jesus.

(Lans 2006:155)

white rain 1 n Rain falling from large white clouds, esp. a heavy rain,

usu. falling towards the end of December, (fr rain clouds being white,

rather than the more common dark grey-black) 0 We getting plenty

white rain these days.

2 n Very heavy rain, (fr overall white impression of sheets of rain) 0 If

you see, white rain falling.

white robber n A style of Midnight Robber Carnival mas
dressed all in white. 0 Fifty or sixty years ago “bag robbers,” “hunting

robbers,” or “white robbers” were the most spectacular ones. (Wuest

1990:45) 0 “I remember those white robbers, all in a kinda silky

white shiny cloth, with sequins and mirrors and fringe. And they had

the two pistols and the whistle.” (1997)

white roseau n Gynerium sagittatum , a tall, cane-like native grass;

leaf margins spiny at base. Grows near rivers. See also ROSEAU. =

cane riviere
2

, river cane, uva grass, wild cane
1

0 During the dry sea-

son it must remain a stagnant pond, filling gradually with festering

vegetable matter from the hills, beer-coloured, and as hideous to look

at as it is to smell... there it all lies, festering in the sun, and cooking

poison day and night; while the mangroves and graceful white

roseaux (Gynerium saccharoides) (tall canes) kindly do their best to

lessen the mischief, by rooting in the slush, and absorbing the poison

with their leaves. (Kingsley 1880:141) 0 By the river side we saw uva

grass or white roseau, the stems of which are used for laths and the

leaves forthatching. (Farrell 1984:21)

white sage 1 n Trema micranthum [~ Sponia micrantha], a small

native tree, /wait sec^/ 0 (Kaye 1921:37) 0 (FTT 1982-2-1 1:719)

2 u Lantana camara, a loosely erect or scrambling native shrub with

rough, angular, sometimes prickly, stems. Leaves ovate, aromatic.

Flowers small, yellow turning orange or pinkish-red, in stalked clus-

ters. /wait secty = black sage”, grater wood, >kayakeet, ramongsi,

rock sage, wild sage, zeb kayakeet 0 (Laurence 1976:6) 0 (EX-S 26

July 1987:10)

white savonette n Lonchocarpus latifolius, a native tree. 0 (Beard

1946:32)

white scratch bush n Tob Laportea aestuans, a native plant; leaves

very irritant to the skin. = red stinging nettle, stinging nettle
4

, wari-

tote, white stinging nettle, >zooti”

white shark n Carcharhinus porosus , a marine fish. 0 (LNP 1985)

white-shouldered washerwoman n Fluvicola pica (E pied water-

tyrant), a bird, 15 cm (6") long. White with black wings, tail, nape

and mantle, (white-shouldered fr white area around the neck above

the wings) = nun 1

, veuve, Washerwoman 1

, widow
2
0 One of the

many species of tyrant flycatchers went by the name of ‘white-

shouldered washerwoman' and was also called 'the nun', although 1

did not see either this quite common bird or any nuns near the laughing

black-shouldered washerwomen of Blanchisseuse. (Bryans 1967:75)

white-spined bactris n Bactris campestris, a rather small native palm,

5-10 m (16-32'). Trunk densely covered with flattened greyish silvery

spines, 1-5 cm (.4-2") long. Leaves 1 m (3.2') long; leaflets some-

times clustered; leaf stalk thickly covered with greyish spines. Fruits

red or orange, globose, 8 mm (.3") diameter, (fr whitish spines on

trunk and leaf stalk) = savanna bactris, >savanna roseau, wild grigri”

0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:42)

white stinging nettle n Laportea aestuans, a native plant; leaves very

irritant to the skin. = red stinging nettle, stinging nettle
4

, waritote,

white scratch bush, >zooti
2

white-tail(ed) (page) n Urania leilus , a day-flying moth. The caterpil-

lar is green with a blue head, /wait tel pa^ = green page, page” 9

White-tailed page (JFNC Apr 1892 in Quesnel 1980c:32) 0 A “white

tail” floating idly by. (TG 7 Sept 1919:7) 0 Since two weeks past

there is a migration of the Page butterflies. The boys call them
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whitetails... boys with net and coconut branches, boys with caps, and

small sticks are seen in every quarter in the Woodbrook quarter trying

to catch, maim or destroy these beautiful things. (ES 23 Sept 1926) 0

The White-tailed Page or Green Page of Trinidad (Urania leilus) lives

not only in Trinidad but also in Venezuela, the Guyanas and Brazil.

(Quesnel 1980c:32) 0 Childhood memories are usually persistent and

I still have a vivid recollection of chasing White-tailed pages*

through the Queen's Park Savannah in a determined effort to catch

them... It is a moth, remarkable not only for its bright colours... but

also for its spectacular migrations. (*In Trinidad the word Page used

in the names of butterflies and moths is always pronounced as a

French word not an English one.) (Quesnel 1980c:32) 0 The day-

flying moth, the white-tailed page, was in constant evidence. (Rooks

1985b:7)

white-throated hummingbird n Amazilia chionopectus, 9.4 cm
(3.75"), a hummingbird. Upperparts brilliant golden green, glossed

bronze; underparts white with sides green or white spotted green. =

colibri a gorge blanche, >white-breast 0 Thaumantias chionipectus...

Local name, “White-throated Humming-bird.” (Taylor 1864:92)

white-throated thrush n Turdus albicollis, a bird, about 20 cm (8")

long. Upperparts dark olive brown; upper throat white streaked with

dark brown; lower throat very white. Underparts greyish. Song is

slow and melancholy, but tuneful series of paired notes; one of the

earliest morning forest singers. 0 (ffrench 1991:327) = Tobago gray-

rumped thrush, white-necked robin, >white-necked thrush

white-top n Parthenium hysterophorns, a native, straggly, weedy, dif-

fusely branched aromatic herb to 1.2 m (3.8') high, usu. smaller.

Flower-heads small, white, on slender stalks in loose panicles. Used

medicinally, (fr rounded flower clusters at the ends/tops of the stalks^

= bitterweed, country wormwood, >whitehead (broom) 1

, wormwood
-

0 (Laurence 1976:10)

white Trinidadian n A person of very light or white complexion,

bom in Trinidad, whose ancestry may include racial mixture. = >local

white, near white, off white
1

, so-called white, Trinidad white 0 My
first real sweetheart... a ‘white’ Trinidadian who was a member of the

group of young people with whom I had gone dancing. (Ward

1983:26)

white two-headed snake n Amphisbaena alba , a legless lizard, (fr

overall light colour) = bachac snake
1

,
double head(ed)

serpent
1

/snake
1

, mother of the ants
1

, serpent a deux fetes, >two-

head(ed) snake 0 (White) Two-Headed Snake. Nocturnal. Subterra-

nean, burrows in loose soil, compost heaps, bachac ant and termite

nests. (Greenhall 1 976b: 1 7)

white white adj Of people, of supposedly pure unmixed “white” racial

stock, generally applied to people from Europe and North America. 0

On de left hand side of de balcony, in a spot a little higher dan we
some white white people from England... was having a party... Now
nobody aint interfere wid de white white people. I sit down at de

odder extreme end wid meh people plus 1 or 3 more local French cre-

oles sipping meh punch. (Forum 17-24 Apr 1988:5)

white-wing n Catoptrophorus semipalmatus semipalmatus and

C.sdnornatus [= Symphemia semipalmata, Totamis semipalmatus

]

(E

willel), a shorebird, 37.5 cm ( 15") long. Generally grey-brown above,

white below; in flight shows a broad white bar across wings; bluish

grey legs. Uncommon winter visitor to both Trinidad and Tobago,

coasts, mudflats, inland swamps, (fr white bar across wings, visible in

flight) = ailes blanches 0 Totamis semi-palmatus... Aile-blanche, or

white-wing, (de Verteuil 1884:370)

white-winged ouikiki n Dendrocygna autumnalis discolor [= D. dis-

color, D. autumnalis] (E black-bellied whistling-duck), a duck,

52.5 cm (21") long. Large white wing-patch. Voice is a high series of

whistles, (fr sound of whistling call + white wing-patch) = >ouikikr

,

ouikiki ailes blanches 0 Anas Autumnalis... White-winged ouikiki, or

vicissi. (de Verteuil 1884:371)

white-winged vampire bat n Diaemus youngi, a species of vampire

bat; head and body length about 85 mm, no external tail, forearm

length about 50-56 mm; adult weight 30-45g. Fur glossy dark grey,

light brown, or dark reddish brown; edges of wings and membrane

between second and third fingers are white. It prefers blood from

goats and birds, (ff white edges of the wings) 0 (Alkins 1979:57-8) 0

The white-winged vampire pup, her mother and nine other bats were

brought to this rural town in the eastern Sandia Mountains from an

almost certain death on the island of Trinidad... “In Trinidad, the

white-winged vampire bat population is definitely dwindling and the

population will be extinct in ten years... That’s partially because they

are considered an agricultural pest and because of habitat destruc-

tion.” As rain forests are cut down to make room for grazing and

farmers increasingly depend on the government’s Ministry of Agri-

culture to take care of “pests,” the bats are caught in nets and

destroyed. (EX 30 Jan 2003:27)

white wood n obs Tabebuia pallida, a native tree with very light-

coloured wood. = >white cedar 0 The White-wood is a Tree of that

singular vertue, the worm will seldom touch it, therefore have the

English Americans consulted with this Timber to build their shipping,

in regard of the singularity and durability of the Wood. (Poyntz

1683:39)

white yam n Dioscorea alata, a cultivated vine yielding edible tubers;

stems conspicuously 4-winged or 4-angled; leaves opposite, ovate to

round, often deeply heart-shaped at base, (ff white flesh) = chupri

aloo, coconut yam, greater Asiatic yam, Lisbon yam, oriental yam, St.

Vincent red yam, water yam 0 Planting is governed by the phases of

the moon... it is held that tannia is best put in three days after the first

quarter, dasheen, white and otutu yams three days after the full moon,

guinea yams three days after the first quarter, red yams “from new
moon down, in between moon changes,” while Ibo yams are planted

“full moon today, tomorrow put them in the hole, and they’ll come
fine and nice.” (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:67) 0 (FTT 1983-3-

3:225)

whitey cockroach n A derogatory term for a white person, (fr sickly

white colour of an immature cockroach) = cockroach
2

,
>white cock-

roach, whitey pokey 0 He... started calling everybody “brother,” but

he was neither black, nor brown, nor white, and with his sickly color

like a whitey cockroach nobody in the village wanted to be his

brother. (Stewart 1989:62) 0 Whitey Cockroach was de name fuh de

baccra. (Foster 1990:36)

whitey pokey n arc A derogatory term for a white person. =

cockroach
2

,
>white cockroach, whitey cockroach 0 ‘I hear that you

are going to England,’ Mrs Deschampneufs said. ‘I wonder how
you’ll like it’... I thought she was going to make some remark about

the rain or the cold. But what she said, making a face, was, ‘Whitey-

pokey.’ (Naipaul 1967:170) 0 Another hallooed, “Clean up you mess,

whitey pokey!” (Andersen 2006:53)

whizz n Effervescent tablet used for indigestion or as a purge, (ff

sound of the tablet dissolving in water) 0 ‘Ah had some drinks Sun-

day and ah get real charge up. Man, yesterday ah was feeling sick for

so! One big, big headache eh, man. Ah take four whizz and ah strong

dose ah Andrews.’ (Narine 1977:36)

who 1 n With a personal name or pronoun, asking which one. (< E

who ‘interrogative pronoun used of a person or persons’, also substi-

tuted for the name of a person in asking for explanation, e.g. Sam
who?) 0 Who he Quaccoo? (TRD 7 May 1851:3) 0 “Michael? Who
Michael is that?” (1978) 0 “What you think of she?” “Who she?”

(Selvon 1 99 1 b:65)

2 pron Whoever; anybody. 0 “I does say my mind, and who want to

vex, let them vex.” (Naipaul 1958:90) 0 Yet, even while [the] Attor-

ney-General... concedes that the provisions are draconian, he insists

that “what the public wants, the public gets and who vex vex.” (EX
24 Apr 1988:1) 0 Ash Wednesday morning. Carnival done. Who not

stale drunk, still groggy. (Lovelace 1988:104) 0 Who get blow up, get

blow up; who dead, well dead. I have me own worries to study.

(Maharaj 1992:28) 0 Who have bikes is that they riding. (Alleyne-

Forte 1994:40) 0 Once, a story goes. Spree got fed up with the band’s

progress and flung an iron into it — who get lash, get lash. (EX 17 Jan

1993:2) 0 [W]ho /£/ like it could left “whoever doesn't like it can

leave”. (Solomon 1993:85)
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3 pron Whose; belonging to. 0 ‘Now tell me who hen is that?’

(Gosine 1992:77)

4 rel With is man or is woman, indicating superiority, strength, com-

petence. 0 The high-brown girl winked at Norbert, and shouted: “Let

we see who is man today! Mr. Norbert the policeman, or the coolie

from the sugar estate!”... I would show she who is man, he thought,

and then she could show me who is woman... (Selvon 1988:21)

who-and-who phr Who; those people. 0 Baigan choka in Chaguanas,

the wild meat in Moruga - Keith want to dead. But when he hear

about who-and-who I meet, he want to kill me. (Pires 1 995e: 15)

who-are-you n Nyctidromus albicollis, a large, nocturnal, long-tailed

bird, 27.5 cm (11") long, (fr sound of call) = cuiejo, engoulevent des

chemins, >huyu, watchman of the road 0 (Roberts 1934) 0 Who-are-

you. (Belcher & Smooker 1936a:22) 0 (Street 1946:372) 0 Voice is

“a far-carrying whistle... based upon a loud, high note followed by a

shorter, low one; thus, ker-whee-oo, with accent on middle syllable,

sometimes rendered ‘Who-are-you?’.” (ffrench 1991:209)

who cap fit phr In full, the proverb Who the cap fit, let them pull/draw

the string, often said to indicate that some negative remark is suitable

or appropriate for a particular person. 0 (Herskovits 1945:207)

who-cut-your-head phr Term of abuse; stupid ass. 0 Then he turned

round at the dogs. “Look what you bitches do to my garden. Look at

the rice! Look at the potato vine! You blasted lot of who-cut-your-

head!” (Anthony 1967:180)

who-in-the-fire n A children’s game like hide-and-seek. See also

NANCY tweet-tweet. 0 “Who in the Fire” - the players turned

their backs while one went away to hide a belt. When the belt was
hidden, the player started the search by announcing “Nancy tweet-

tweet”. Anyone near the hiding place was said to be in the “fire” so

from time to time the searchers called out, “Who in the fire”. The one

who found the belt had the pleasure of whipping the others till they

got back to base. If after much searching the belt could not be found,

the one who hid it earned another opportunity at doing the hiding.

(Cummings 2004: 1 1 2)

whole grain(ed) adj Of MASALA, made from fresh whole spices

ground just before use. 0 The families interviewed made a distinction

between curry and massala. Curry they claim has a different taste and

lacks some of the important ingredients which give the food that extra

Indian flavour. They argue that curry is mainly “saffron” or “haldi”

(tumeric) and most of the other tasty ingredients are missing in curry.

... Most of the families, especially the older generation prefer to buy
the different ingredients and mix their own massala. This they refer to

as “whole-grained massala”, which is ground on the massala stone

just before use. (Pariag 1975:13) 0 As a young boy of eight, Sayeed

worked in his father’s shop where he would mix spices like whole

grain massalas of geera, tumeric, agwain and others in varying pro-

portions to create a whole drum of this mixture. (Deen 1994: 175)

whole halfphr All; whole; entire, usu. in reference to time or money.

(< E whole ‘all; entire’) 0 Whole half day you teking to do dat job

man. (Ottley 1971:57)

whoop see HOOP

whoop-whap see WOOP-WAP

whooroomby n obs Apparently a kind of African-derived dance. 0 If

the dancing academies of London wished to go one better than the

Charleston and Black Bottom, they might send a mission to Trinidad

to learn from some old-time negroes the steps of the ‘whooroomby’,

an African dance that could hardly be described in these pages. (Aspi-

nall 1928:73)

who own phr Whose; asking to whom something belongs. (< win? +

own) 0 “So who own is dis?” he said, pointing to a third [suitcase]. “I

don’t know,” I said ... Luckily a lady say, “Is mine.” (Gallaugher

1991:276-7)

who send phr Said in a rueful or wry manner to indicate that the

responsibility for something bad happening is solely with the person

to whom it happened. = who tell 0 Who sen’/send me: how did I man-
age to get caught up in this affair? (Haynes 1987:207) 0 Well, who
send you to do that?

who tell phr Said in a rueful or wry manner to indicate that the respon-

sibility for something bad happening is solely with the person to

whom it happened. = who send 0 Dese NASA people an dem well

bole face yes. Who tell dem to sen up rocket in de air and den come
cool cool so and say dat it gone outa control. (Mamits LPOS, TG 15

July 1979) 0 Dey call an tell him dat dey jus ah few houses away an

dey comin over. Who tell him say “All Right”? (Foster 1990:52)

why for intrg phr Asking why, for what reason. 0 “Why yuh mash up

mih chickee chong for?” (Baptiste 1993:36)

wiahs see GUAYAS

wichichi see OUIKIKI

wickedness n Something wrong, unfair, or unkind. (< arc E wicked-

ness ‘a wicked act or proceeding; bad or immoral conduct; a piece of

wickedness’) 0 He did her a wickedness. (ESTT 1956) 0 Ah wickid-

niss / wickedness: something done deliberately to person to make him

suffer. (Haynes 1987:207) 0 “He do me a wickedness, he tell mummy
1 take the biscuits.” (1993)

widow 1 n Arandinicola leucocephala (E white-headed marsh tyrant),

a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long. Male black with entire head and neck white;

lower mandible of bill yellow. Female upperparts gray with dark

brown wings; forehead, sides of head and underparts white, (fr over-

all black appearance, like widow’s clothing) = nun“, veuve a tete

blanche, white-headed widow 0 The other species - the Whiteheaded

Water Tyrant - was all black save for a pure white head. Its behaviour

was a little more sedate... these little birds are well known to the Trin-

idadian, who has his own inimitable names for them... the latter [is]

the “widow”. (Shortt 1975:107) 0 (ffrench 1991:277)

2 n Spilotes pidlatus pidlatus, a nonvenomous snake, in its all-black

or melanistic form. = black and yellow rat snake, clibo
2

, tiger snake,

>tigre', tigrel; black snake, black tigre, tigro (black form) 0 (Mole &
Urich 1891) 0 This large black snake with pale yellow markings is

known in Trinidad as the Tigre or Tiger. It has the reputation of being

very fierce, but our experience... is the reverse... It is very rapid in its

movements, and is found in trees as well as on the ground. There is a

larger variety entirely black, which is known as “the widow”. The

Tigres and Machetes, with many other colubrine snakes in Trinidad,

have a very curious habit of agitating the tail with great rapidity when
excited, producing a sharp tapping sound as if imitating the Mapepi...

and Rattlesnake. (Mole & Urich 1892b:20)

3 n Fluvicola pica, a bird, 15 cm (6") long. White with black wings,

tail, nape and mantle. = nun 1

, veuve, Washerwoman 1

, white-shoul-

dered washerwoman 0 (Chapman 1894:37)

wife n A woman who is living with a man, with or without legal mar-

riage. (< E wife ‘a woman joined to a man by marriage; a married

woman’) 0 WIFE, n., a woman that a man is LIVING with or married

to, e.g., if you livin’ under one roof with she, she your wife. (Rodman
1971:236)

wife-sick n Tapera naevia (E striped cuckoo), a bird, 26.3 cm ( 10.5")

long. Upperparts grayish brown streaked with black and buff; crown

reddish brown and black; white streak above eye; underparts whit-

ish; tail long, graduated. The female lays eggs in the nests of other

bird species, so the young are raised by “foster” parents, (fr wife

being “sick” and unable to take care of own eggs and young) = four-

wing(ed), trinite, trinite quatre ailes 0 (Roberts 1934:92) 0 Wife-

sick; Trinite Quatre-Ailes. (Belcher & Smooker 1936a: 10) 0 Wife-

sick... Voice. A clear musical whistle in a repeated series of usually

2 notes, the second one semi-tone above the first; another call is sim-

ilar but has 3 notes, the first 2 being of even pitch. Sometimes, also...

a 4- or 5-note call... The far-carrying 2- or 3-note calls are usually

repeated for minutes on end at regular intervals ranging from 5 to 10

seconds, and may be heard at any time of night as well as during the

day.” (ffrench 1991:195)

wild 1 adv In an extravagant or indiscriminate manner. (< E like wild

‘with passionate eagerness; with great excitement’) 0 In the Garden

of Eden when he should be near, Adam was hunting for another

mopsy everywhere. Eve got so lonesome and was searching wild.

(Dictator “Men Are Too Advantageous” 1948 pr) 0 “People full o’

money so they throwin fete wild.” (McDonald 1969) 0 She buying
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toys wild. 0 "Now the boys in Tobago didn’t know much about the

pan and they went down to Trinidad and they watched the movement
of the thing. It was mainly old iron, not much of a steel pan. All those

motorcar brake rims and pieces of steel they pick up and they just

beating them wild.” (Hall 1998:51-2)

2 v Treat a person or animal in a harsh or rough way, so that they

become wary, untrusting and nervous. (< obs E wild ‘make wild;

madden’) 0 "Police headquarters, P.C. Edwards,” came through the

line... "Put on Joseph... Joseph! Let your pigeon fly for a while. We
don’t wan’ to wild him.” (Bain 1974:84) 0 Doh wild that cattle, boy. 0
"1 know the boy on drugs, yes, but I wouldn’t wild him. I wouldn’t go

behind him. When he mind tell he, I will help him go straight.”

(1990)

3 adj Of a woman, difficult to get to respond to romantic advances.

(< E wild ‘of an animal, not tame; not domesticated; shy; afraid;

timid') 0 “She wild. I can’t tame she at all.” (2001)

4 adj Of a woman, liking to have a lot of men, lovers. (< E wild

‘licentious; dissolute; sexually loose’) 0 “She man wild, full of man,

she like plenty man.” (1993)

5 adj Resembling a cultivated plant but having inferior qualities, such

as lighter colour, less sweet fruit, smaller size. For animals, usu. of a

species that resembles another better-known animal, sometimes

domesticated. In this sense used as a prefix; see following entries. In

E, used more for domesticated plants that have escaped from cultiva-

tion, or in the sense of not domesticated at all. (< E wild ‘produced or

yielded by wild animals or plants, without cultivation, sometimes

having the characteristic, usu. inferior, quality of such productions’)

wild apple n Duguetia lucida, a native tree. Fruit reddish, 7 x 5 cm
(3 x 2"), edible. Wood heavy and yellowish, (fr resemblance of fruit

to a small apple) = >balbac, coco bourrique

wild bhaaji n Amaranthus sp., any wild-growing, usu. native, variety

of BHAAJI, low-growing plants whose dark green leaves are edible

when cooked. = bhaaji 0 Residents... are making an urgent appeal to

the Health authorities... to ban the sale of a form of wild bhagie which

grows out of a river in their area... “Carcasses are left to rot among
the bhagie which is sold in markets across the country,” they com-
plained. (TTM 10 July 1990:6)

wild breadnut 1 n Tob Pachira insignis , a large naturalized tree;

fruits have large brown edible seeds. = chataigne
-

, chataigne maron,

wild chataigne, wild chestnut
2
0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:90)

2 n Tob Apeiba schomburgkii, a medium-sized native tree. Leaves

large, heart-shaped, hairy. Flowers have 5 yellow sepals, hairy on the

outside, 4-5 white petals. Fruit black, prickly, about 6 cm in diameter,

resembling a SEA EGG. = >mahoe chardon, Tobago sandbox 0 (Beard

1944:155) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:130)

wild broom n Stachytarpheta cayennensis, a native straggly herb with

opposite leaves; flowers light blue, sparse, in long thin spikes. = rat-

tail verveine, veven 2
,
>veven lache-wat

wild bush n Plants having no commercial or other use. (< wild5 +

bush
6
) 0 All here is wild bush.

wild caimet, wild kaimite 1 n Chrysophyllum argenteum [= C.

glabrum, C. immersum], a large native evergreen tree, girth to 2.7 m
(9'). Bark rough, thick; underbark maroon red on old trees, with a

copious milky latex. Branchlets, stems and backs of young leaves

have fine silvery hairs. Leaves elliptical-oblong, rounded towards

base, 8-14 x 3-7 cm (3. 1-5.5 x 1.2-2. 7"). Flowers small, in dense,

rusty hairy clusters. Fruit ovoid to round, 1.5 cm (.6") long. Wood
hard, heavy, (fr similarity to caimet ) = broad-leaf wild caimet 0

(Marshall 1934:66) 0 (Beard 1946:34) 0 {FTT 1947-2-3:130-1)

2 n Micropholis guvanensis [~ M. cruegeriana], a cultivated tree.

Leaves elliptic-oblong, 11-17 x 2.5-8 cm (4. 3-6.6 x 1 "-3.
1

"), smooth

above, dense rusty-red woolly below. Flowers greenish-cream, 3 mm
(.12") long, in clusters. Fruit ovoid, 2 cm (.8") long, (fr similarity to

caimet ') = caimet
2
0 (FTT 1947-2-3:129)

wild calabash n Tabebuia stenocalyx, a native evergreen tree, girth to

1.8 m (6'); found in Trinidad. Bark greyish, smooth. Leaves simple,

large, glossy, leathery. Flowers white with a yellow throat, funnel-

shaped, 7.5 cm (3") long. Fruit a thin pod-like capsule containing

numerous double-winged seeds. Wood light coloured, fairly hard,

heavy. 0 (Marshall 1934:74) 0 (Beard 1946:35) 0 {FTT 1954-2-5:325)

0 It is known as wild calabash, probably because the leaves are oblan-

ceolate like those of the calabash... and not palmate like those of the

pouis. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:1 17)

wild cane 1 n Gvnerium sagittatum , a tall, cane-like native grass; leaf-

margins spiny at base. = cane riviere
2

, river cane, uva grass, >white

roseau 0 There he cut off a piece of wild cane... and split it in two. He
rubbed his nails against the soft, white substance inside. It worked

like magic. All dirt was removed. (Narine 1977:16) 0 Moving north-

wards from the swamp, there was the tall watergrass known as wild

cane, which gradually gave way to natural savannah and then to for-

est. (de Verteuil 1992:162) 0 Among those herbs with which [Mayok
Shapelle] is known to be boiled are the leaves of the tan-tan fowl

back... the stems of wild cane, and ollivere bark. (Morean 1992n:30)

2 n Costus speciosus, a native plant with brownish-red stems to 2.4 m
(8') tall. Leaves arranged spirally, about 30.5 cm (L) long, drooping,

(fr resemblance to sugar cane) = cane reed, >cane riviere
1

,
jumbie

ginger, wild river cane 0 Tisane Preparation ... Canrivere or Wild

Cane Root, Cass Root or Bark ... wash roots, boil, settle overnight,

strain, bottle. (Pavy 1987:67)

wild cashima 1 n Rollinia mucosa
, a large native evergreen tree,

height 10-15 m (32-48'), girth to 2.1 m (7'). Bark dark grey with

horizontal corrugations tending to split vertically. Young branches

hairy. Leaves large, oblong, hairy. Flowers yellow, densely cottony,

3-bladed, propeller-like. Fruit an edible sugar-apple type 8.8 x 6.3 cm
(3.5 x 2.5"), skin minutely hairy, yellow when ripe; containing grey-

brown 6 mm (.25") seeds. Wood soft, whitish. = large wild cashima,

wild sugar apple
1
0 {FTT 1928-1-1 : 15) 0 (Marshall 1934:12) 0 (Beard

1946:28)

2 n Rollinia exsucca [= R. multiflora], a small native evergreen tree,

to 12 m (38'). Bark greyish or purplish, thick, smooth, slightly

fissured. Leaves alternate, oblong, somewhat leathery, hairy,

grey-brown underneath, 8-16 x 3-6 cm (3. 1-6.2 x 1.2-2. 3"). Flowers

3-bladed, propeller-like, densely cottony, rusty-brown. Fruit small,

round, 1-2 cm (.4-.8") in diameter, covered with minute rusty brown

hairs; containing 40 sticky pulp-covered shiny brown 7x3 mm (.28 x

.12") seeds, usu. ovoid. = wild sugar apple
-
0 {FTT 1928-1-1:15) 0

(Marshall 1934:12) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 Wild cashima is widespread

in Trinidad both in the lowlands and in the Northern Range but does

not occur in Tobago... The tree is too small to provide a useful timber.

(Quesnel & Farrell 2000:102-3)

wild cassava n Jatropha gossypifolia , a cultivated shrub to 1.5 m (5')

tall, woody below. Branches, esp. when young, sparingly covered

with long hairs. Leaves 4.5-13 x 4-19 cm (1.8-5. 1 x 1.6-7. 4"), with

3-5 deep lobes, bluntly pointed at tip, heart-shaped base; smooth

above, somewhat hairy beneath, margin toothed. Seeds 7x4 mm
(.28-. 16"), oblong, brown. = bellyache bush, physic nut bush2 , red

physic nut bush 0 {FTT 1979-2-10:658-9)

wild cerise n Xvlosma sanctae-annae, a native tree. = >bois lagli
2 0

(Beard 1946:29)

wild chataigne 1 n Pachira aquatica, a cultivated tree with spreading

branches. Leaflets 5-9, elliptical-oblong. Flowers greenish or brown-

ish yellow, 28 x 12 mm (1.1 x .47"), stamens white with crimson tips.

Seed pods 3-5 cm (1.2-2"), ovoid-oblong, exterior ridged, furrowed,

rough, brownish, interior felted; seeds 3 cm (1.2") diameter. =

chataigne maron, wild breadnut, wild chestnut
2
0 The Forest Depart-

ment has recently been trying some experiments with inferior native

timber, with a view to discovering whether these woods are of any

good for local use. The following have been taken as samples: “Hog

Plum,” “Mahoe,” “Jigger Wood,” “Bois Lais Lais,” “Silk Cotton,”

and “Wild Chataigne.” (WG 13 Sept 1919:6) 0 {FTT 1929-1-2:93) 0

(At the extreme western end of this lawn, near the rockery, are two

species of Pachira , viz.: P. insignis and P. aquatica. These trees are

native of the West Indies, and are known as wild Chataigne, or wild

Chestnut. They have large flowers, conspicuous as a mass of brightly-

coloured stamens, opening in the evening or early morning, and grad-

ually fading away with the mid-day sun. Fresh pieces of the wood are
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used as traps for cacao beetles. (Dean 1937:3) 0 The wild chataigne...

has flowers a foot long, crammed with crimson-topped stamens.

Although it blooms in abundance throughout most of the year, each

scented bud which opens in the evening has only a short-lived hour of

glory, for the next day’s high noon sun destroys them. (Bryans

1967:142) 0 Wild Chataigne. (Johnson 2004:3)

2

n Pachira insignis , a naturalized tall tree to 30 m (98'); sometimes

stilt-rooted and buttressed at base. Bark smooth, reddish-brown,

lightly fissured. Leaves compound, palmate, with 3-7 leaflets up to

35 x 12 cm (13.6 x 4.7"), lower surfaces much lighter than the upper.

Flowers large and solitary, with 5 thick crimson petals up to 28 cm
(10.9") long, and many long white thread-like white stamens. Fruit an

oval-shaped, brown, velvety capsule about 20 cm (7.8"), long with

many edible seeds, each about 2 cm (.8") long. Wood is soft, light,

buff-coloured; fresh pieces are used to attract and trap cocoa beetles,

which lay eggs on the trunk and branches. = chataigne
2

,
chataigne

maron, wild breadnut
1

, wild chestnut
2
0 (FTT 1929-1-2:93) 0 At the

extreme western end of this lawn, near the rockery, are two species of

Pachira, viz.: P insignis and P. aquatica. These trees are native of the

West Indies, and are known as wild Chataigne, or wild Chestnut.

They have large flowers, conspicuous as a mass of brightly-coloured

stamens, opening in the evening or early morning, and gradually fad-

ing away with the mid-day sun. Fresh pieces of the wood are used as

traps for cacao beetles. (Dean 1937:3) 0 (Beard 1946:31) 0 The trees

commonly found in these areas, apart from the palms, are... Cajuca or

Wild Nutmeg ( Virola surinamensis ), Wild Chataigne (Pachira insig-

nis) and Swamp Bloodwood (Pterocarpus rohrii or officinalis).

(Farrell 1 980b: 1 5) 0 Wild chataigne is common in wet seasonal forest

especially on the lower slopes of the Northern Range and the lime-

stone areas above 500 m. Though present in Tobago it is rare because

its habitat, the lower montane forest, has been destroyed by agricul-

ture. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:90-91)

wild cherry 1 n Casearia decandra, a native shrub or small tree up to

10 m (32'). Leaves elliptical to obovate, long tapering tip, toothed,

3-8 x 1-4 cm (1.2-3. 1 x .4-1.6"). Fruit red, round, fleshy, 1 cm (.4")

diameter. = >biscuitwood2
,
pipewood 1

0 (FTT 1940-1-7:422)

2 n Byrsonima coriacea var. spicata [= B. spicata], a large native

evergreen tree, to 40 m (130') tall. Flowers about 1.5 cm (.8") across,

with 5 unequal yellow petals; borne abundantly on upright clusters.

Fruit is a slightly flattened globe about 1 cm (.4") in diameter, with

one hard bony seed. = rosewood, >serrette' 0 Wild Cherry Bark...

Boil the outer bark together with the under bark for fifteen minutes...

The water becomes reddish in colour. (Morean M-71)

wild chestnut 1 n Pachira aquatica, a cultivated tree with spreading

branches. Leaflets 5-9, elliptical-oblong. Flowers greenish or brown-

ish yellow, 28 x 12 mm (1 x .47"), stamens white with crimson tips.

Seed pods 3-5 cm (1.2-2"), ovoid-oblong, exterior ridged and fur-

rowed, rough and brownish, interior felted; seeds 3 cm (1.2") diame-

ter. = >wild chataigne
1

2 n Pachira insignis, a tall naturalized tree. Compound leaves with 7

leaflets. Pink flowers 23 x 2 cm (8.9 x .8"), stamens white. Fruit pods

roundish at base; large edible seeds. Fresh pieces of the wood are

used to attract and trap cocoa beetles, which lay eggs on the trunk and

branches. = bois chataigne, chataigne
2

,
chataigne maron, wild

breadnut
1

,
>wild chataigne

2

wild clove 1 n Psammisia urichiana, a woody native vine, much
branched, branchlets slender, round. Leaves ovate-oblong, 15-25 x

5-12 cm (5. 8-9. 7 x 2-4.7"). Flowers scarlet, almost cylindrical, about

2 cm (.8") long, in clusters. 0 (FTT 1940-2-2:1 1 1-2)

2 n Ludwigia octovalvis , an erect native plant to 2 m (6'); stems

hairy, often woody at base. Leaves simple, alternate, lanceolate, to

9 x 2.5 cm (3.5 x 1"), conspicuously veined. Flowers solitary, on a

short stalk,; 4 yellow heart-shaped petals alternate conspicuously

with green sepals below. = wild clove
2
0 Wild clove, Zeb a pik...

usually found in very damp to wet places. It is sometimes found as a

weed in areas in which vegetables are cultivated. (Duncan 1993:53-4)

0 A. seriphia barcanti... subspecies is only known from El Tucuche...

it seems quite likely that wild clove will prove to be the food plant.

(Cock 2004:15)

3

n Hamelia patens, a shrub with leaves whorled in threes or fours.

Flowers tubular, 1.5-2 cm (.6-. 8") long, orange-red fading crimson.

Ripe berries black. = >monkey bone2 0 (MNP 2007)

wild cocaine n Erythroxylum novogranatense, a native shrub; can be

used to obtain coca. = >cocaine plant, iron wood 3

wild cocoa 1 n Licania heteromorpha, a native tree. Fruit round,

1-2 cm (.4-. 8") diameter, ridged; seeds 10-12 mm L4-.47") diameter.

= >wild debasse, wild gasparee 0 The name wild cocoa is used indis-

criminately for a number of species unrelated to cocoa and should be

discontinued. (Marshall 1934:16) 0 (Beard 1946:32)

2 n Marila grandiflora, a medium-sized native evergreen tree, girth to

1.5 m (5'), with occasional aerial roots. Leaves large, ovate, with

many transparent dots and conspicuous veins. White flowers in clus-

ters. Fruit a 4-valved capsule with minute seeds. Wood hard, heavy,

reddish. = coco mangue2
, >red mangue 1

0 (Marshall 1934:16) 0

(Beard 1946:31)

wild coffee 1 n Senna occidentalis [= Cassia occidentalis, Ditremexa

occidentalism a native upright shrubby plant 1-2 m (3-6') tall; young

stems bright red. Leaves compound, usu. 4-6 pairs of ovate-lanceo-

late leaflets to 10 cm (3.9") long, often with a narrow red margin,

smooth except for minutely fringed margin. Flowers yellow,

10-14 mm (.4-. 55") long, obovate-elliptical. Fruit pod oblong with

abruptly pointed tip, compressed or somewhat swollen when ripe,

6-12 x 5-9 mm (2. 3-4.7 x .2-.35") wide, containing one row of brown

seeds, broadly ovoid, 4 mm (.16") long. Parched seeds are used for

making a bitter coffee-like beverage. = bruca, cafe boucat, cafe zeb

payi, granny coffee, jumbie coffee, mayamol (coffee), negro coffee,

stinking weed, zeba coffee, zebian coffee 0 A hedge of wild coffee

joined the limona and shut out the road. (Gale, WG 16 Aug 1919) 0

(FTT 1931-1-4:273) 0 Cassia occidentalis. stinking weed, jumbie

coffee, wild coffee, negro coffee, miamol. (Williams & Williams

1949:109) 9 Materials used in healing and conjuring. Roots... wild

coffee (Cafe zeb peean). Cassia occidentalis. Also called: Stinking

Weed; Jumbie Coffee; Negro Coffee. (Simpson 1962:330) 0 The

treatment: Wild coffee, St. John bush... (Bush Medicine 1976a: 14) 0

We have to boil wild coffee root. That good for people who have cold

in they belly, too. (OPNL Mar 1989:4) 0 The raw seeds of the wild

coffee Cassia occidentalis are toxic but the parched seeds are safely

used as a coffee substitute. (Morean 1991:53) 9 Wild coffee. Senna

occidentalis. An infusion of the dried seed is taken for colds.

(Seaforth et al. 1998:526)

2 n Tob Casearia guianensis, a native shrub. Twigs used to clean the

teeth. = pipewood2
, >clean teeth 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:iv)

3 n Senna obtusifolia [~ Cassia obtusifolia], a native shrubby annual

plant to 1 m (39") tall, stems hairy. Leaves 5-9 cm (2-3.5") long, leaf-

lets 3 pairs, obovate-oblong, upper broadly wedge-shaped, terminated

by a bristle, a linear orange-coloured gland 2 mm (.08") long between

the lowest, sometimes also the middle, pair, 2-5 x 1-2.5 cm (.8-2 x

.4-1”), smooth above, hairy beneath. Flowers bright yellow, in pairs

on a short stem, 3 of the petals longer than the other 2. Fruit pod

narrowly linear, compressed, long pointed tip, margin thickened,

10-15 cm x 3-5 mm (3. 9-5. 8 x .12-.2") wide; seeds oblong, parallel

with pod, shiny dark brown, compressed, 4-5 x 2 mm (.16-.2 x .08").

0 (FTT 1931-1-4:271-2)

4 n Eugenia confusa, a native evergreen tree to 18 m (60'), often

smaller. Fruit a one-seeded rounded berry nearly 1 .3 cm (.5") diame-

ter. Wood orange-brown, heavy, hard, durable, lasts well in contact

with the ground, a useful timber tree. = >coffee guava 0 (FTT 1 934- 1
-

6:349) 0 Coffee Guava, Wild Coffee... is mainly found in the vicinity

of the Long Stretch in the north of the Island. The wood... lasts well in

contact with the ground. Although not obtainable in big sizes it is

used in bridge work, etc. (Marshall 1934:55)

5 n Polyscias guilfoylei, a native plant. 9 Along highways plant

hedges of Bauhinia, or of “wild coffee” (Aralia guilfoylei) and let

them grow as tall and dense as possible. (POSG 23 Oct 1907:6)
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6 n Casearia sylvestris, a native shrub or small tree. Leaves elliptical,

sometimes with small toothed margin, usu. slightly unequal-sided, up

to 16 x 7 cm (6.24 x 2.7"). Flowers clustered in the leaf-axils, white,

fragrant. Fruit ovoid-round, smooth, red or orange, about 4 mm (.16")

diameter, opening in 3 valves; seeds in red, sticky arils. 0 (FTT 1940-

1-

7:421)

7 n Faramea occidentals \~ F. odoratissima\, a native shrub or small

tree 3-15 m (
10'-49') tall. Leaves 10-15 x 4-7 cm (3. 9-5. 8 x 1.6-2, 7"),

elliptical-oblong with long point. Flowers white, a few together. Fruit

roundish, 1 cm x 8 mm (.4 x .3"), containing brown seeds, deeply hol-

lowed below, with a cross-shaped furrow extending fr the pit. = wild

jasmine 3
0 (FTT 1928-2-1:30)

wild crocus n Zephyranthes citrina , a cultivated and naturalized bulb,

3-5 narrow leaves 10-35 cm (3.9-13.6") long; flowers erect on

2-

3.5 cm (.8-1.4") stems, yellow, fragrant. Also Z. rosea, similar,

with shorter leaves, flowers rose-pink. = crocus, >wind flower, wish

flower 0 Wind Flower or Wild Crocus (Zephyranthes spp.) With

narrow rush-like or grass-like leaves about a foot high, the flowers

are white, pink or yellow and about the same size as, and not unlike,

our common crocus. It flowers at intervals almost throughout the

year. A very good stand of this flower is to be seen on the headland at

Plymouth. (Alford 1960:75)

wild cucumber n Melothria pendula [~ M. guadalupensis], a native

creeping plant with small cucumber-like fruits. = cucum sauvage 0

Ordinary: pois salad, Scarce: Barbados eddoes, wild cucumber, Plen-

tiful: chinette. (TG 12 July 1919:9) 0 (Laurence 1976:9)

wild dasheen n Colocasia esculenta var., a cultivated plant with edi-

ble tubers; stems purple; leaves very irritating to the skin. Tubers are

small, now rarely eaten. 0 A naturalized variety of [Colocasia escu-

lenta] occurs in damp soils in Trinidad, and is abundant in the Sangre

Grande area. It is known locally as “Wild Dasheen”, and is not used

for food. This variety is characterised by purple petioles and long,

vigorously growing rhizomes that form extensive underground net-

works. The tuber is small and often hardly developed; handling the

plant is known to cause considerable skin irritation. (FTT 1986-3-

4:366) 0 Wild Dasheen. (Johnson 2004:3)

wild debasse n Licania heteromorpha [= L. biglandulosa], a medium-

sized native evergreen tree up to 25 m (80') tall, 2 m (6.4') girth. Bark

thin, smooth, dark brown. Young twigs yellow-hairy. Leaves broad,

obovate, elliptical, to 24 x 12 cm (9.4 x 4.7"), at first yellow-hairy on

the nerves beneath, becoming papery-leathery. Flowers small, hairy,

white, yellowish-woolly, in 1-5-flowered clusters. Fruit round,

1-2 cm (.4-. 8") diameter, ridged; seeds 10-12 mm (.4-.47") diameter.

Wood hard, light-coloured, durable. = wild cocoa, wild gasparee 0

(Marshall 1934:48) 0 (Beard 1946:32)

wild duck n Gonolobus broadwayi , a high-climbing woody native

vine, often growing on the canopy of forest trees, including shade

trees for cocoa. Leaves and stems yield a milky sap when cut. 0 Wild

duck... (recent coinage, most likely). (Morean M-9, M-17)

wild gasparee n Licania heteromorpha , a native tree up to 25 m (80')

tall. Leaves obovate, elliptical, up to 24 x 12 cm (9.4 x 4.7"), at first

yellow-hairy on the nerves beneath, becoming papery-leathery. Flow-

ers white, yellowish-woolly, in 1-5-flowered clusters. Fruit round,

1-2 cm (.4-. 8") diameter, ridged; seeds 10-12 mm L4-.47") diameter.

Wood hard, light-coloured, durable. = wild cocoa, >wild debasseO

(FTT 1932-1-5:313)

wild gerbera n Chaptalia nutans , a native plant with white underleaf.

= >doblan 0 (Morean M-85)

wild ginger n Heliconia psittacorum, a native plant with showy

orange flowers. = balisier
4

,
>canal lily, Mayaro lily 0 “Wild Gin-

ger”... a plant which covers considerable areas of wet savannah... as

well as colonising the floor of open second growth forest and coconut

plantations. (Vesey-Fitzgerald 1936b:37) 0 To keep company with

the wind flowers were wild gingers which flourished here as every-

where along the fifty-two crooked miles north to Toco. (Bryans

1967:176) 0 Wild ginger was also in evidence with its small banana-

like leaves and its black-tipped orange flowers appearing at the top of

shoots two to three feet high. (Farrell 1985)

wild ginseng n Talinum fruticosum, a native plant. = purslane,

>sweetheart“ 0 Wild ginseng... (recent coinage). (Morean M-82)

wild grape n Coccoloba latifolia, a small native tree, often with several

slender main trunks, to 15 m (49') tall. Branches thick, fragile, angular,

vertically ridged when dry, hollow between nodes. Leaves rounded,

about 30 cm ( 1 1 .7") in diameter, with prominent veins and a crinkly or

bumpy surface, sometimes with scattered hairs. Flowers small, whit-

ish, in large spreading panicles. Individual fruits brownish-purple,

spherical, about 1 cm (.4") diameter, borne in clusters like grapes, con-

taining 1 seed with 3 prominent ridges. = big leaf, coccoloba,

>cuchape*, grape
1

, stave-wood 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:52-53)

wild grigri 1 n Bactris setulosa, a spiny native palm, to 9 m (30') tall.

Grows in moist areas, in small clumps of 3-4 stems, covered with

sharp 7.5 cm (3") black spines in bands. Leaves large, to 2.4 m (8')

long, with 61 cm (2') leaflets, slightly hairy beneath. Leaf stalk cov-

ered with slender sticks up to 2.5 cm Q") long pointing in various

directions. = cow gri-gri, cuesa, >gri-gri, mararave, sampson palm 0

(Marshall 1934:95)

2

n Bactris campestris, a rather small native palm, 5-10 m (16-32').

Trunk densely covered with flattened greyish silvery spines, 1-5 cm
(.4-2") long. Leaves 1 m (39"=”) long; leaflets sometimes clustered;

leaf stalk thickly covered with greyish spines. Fruits red or orange,

globose, 8 mm (.3") diameter, (fr habitat of Aripo savanna district) =

savanna bactris, >savanna roseau, white-spined bactris 0 (Marshall

1934:95)

wild groundnut n Desmodium adscendens or D. affine, native plants

with small flat brown half-circle shaped pod-segments that stick eas-

ily, e.g. to clothing or fur. = budbud, caddy, kuzen, pistache marron,

Sweetheart 1

wild guava 1 n Any of a number of small native trees of the guava

family, Myrtaceae, girth to 91 cm (3'), height 15 m (50') or less, hav-

ing thin, papery bark. Includes Eugenia sp. (see wild guava
4
), Myrcia

arimensis, Myrcia fallax [~ M. berberis], M. dumosa, M. leptoclada

(see wild guavcr), M. splendens ,
Marlierea ferruginea [= Krugiafer-

ruginea], M. guildingiana. Most occur as understory trees, and have a

characteristic smooth bark and other similarities to the guava, Psid-

ium guajava. = bois biche, >debasse~ (M. guildingiana ) 0 (Marshall

1934:52, 57-63) 0 Wild guava... Calycolpus glaber, Eugenia albicans,

Eugenia cruegeri, E. floribunda, E. ligustrina, E. monticola, E. perpl-

exans, E. procera, E. trinitatis, Krugia ferruginea, trees. (Beard

1946:29) 0 Several trees of Wild Guava Eugenia sp. were observed

with the distinct peeling off, orange red bark. (Johnson 2004:4)

2 n Myrcia leptoclada, a native shrub or tree to 10 m (32') tall. Leaves

ovate (M. guildingiana)-lanceolate to elliptical, base broadly wedge-

shaped, 5-12 x 2-5 cm (2-4.7 x .8-2"), thinly leathery, lateral veins

prominent on both sides. = bois biche, >debasse~ 0 (FTT 1934-1-

6:339-40)

3 n Calycolpus glaber, a small native tree to 14 m (45'). Leaves ellip-

tical-oblong, 10-17.5 x 2. 5-7. 3 cm (3. 9-6. 8 x 1-2.8"), leathery, veins

prominent, more so beneath, with minute numerous transparent dots.

Small white flowers in clusters. Fruit globose, 1 cm (.4") diameter. =

>bamboo guava 0 (FTT 1934-1-6:343)

4 Eugenia domingensis, a native tree. = wild guava
4

, wild serrette 0

(Beard 1946:29)

wild hog n Tayassu tajacu, a wild pig. = cuenco, musk hog, >quenk 0

In one house we saw five quanks, or wild hogs, buccanneed, i.e.

salted and smoked. (Day 1852-1:319) 0 Wild Hog, Cuenco, or Pecari

(Dycotiles)... They range in small bands of five or eight, or in larger,

of fifty and above; they haunt the high woods... it makes a formidable

and often a successful defence with its tusks... when young, and in

good season and condition, the cuenco is most delicate eating.

(deVerteuil 1884:88) 0 Dicotyles tajacu L. “Peccary”, “Quenk”,

“Wild Hog”. Still frequents the larger and more remote forest areas,

though their range has been considerably reduced during recent years.

(Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 164) 0 (Alkins 1979:46-7) 0 [He] was

charged $700 for having on his premises tattoo, wild hog and deer

meat in his freezers. (EX 18 Oct 1987:3) 0 Old Year’s Night Dinner

& Dance on Friday 31st December, 1993. Come Ring in the New
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• Year and savour our Wild Meat specials. Menu: Coconut Rice. Stew

Peas. Common Fowl. Duck. Lappe. Wild Hog. Deer. Tattoo. Agouti.

Shrimp. Salad. (TG 29 Dec 1993:3)

wild hops 1 n Usu. Flemingia strobilifera , a naturalized leguminous

shrub, 1-1.5 m (3.2-5')- Flowers 5-15 cm (2-5.8"), light brown bracts

enclose flowers like hops. Pods 7-12 mm (.28-.47''); seeds 1-2, black,

rounded, (fr resemblance of flowers to those of hops, Humulus sp.) =

Chinese peas, hops, kidney bush2
,
mang bush, money bush

3
, money

plant, tantan fowl-back
1

0 (FTT 1931-1-4:218) 0 The dried fruits of

our shandilay Leonotis nepetifolia, the degonfle Hyptis sp and the

wild hops Flemingia strobilifera are useful in the preparation of dried

arrangements. (Morean 1991:64) 0 (National Herbarium specimen

sheet, 1995)

2 n Leonotis nepetifolia, a cultivated and naturalized erect annual

plant. Flowers orange, in spherical clusters; very prickly. = ball bush,

ball-head bush, Cartwright bump, Christmas candlestick, honey-

suckle, man piaba, >shandilay 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:1 10)0 (Duncan 1993:46)

wild immortelle n Erythrina pallida, a cultivated and naturalized

medium-sized deciduous tree, to 20 m (65'), of sprawling growth,

very spiny, sometimes used for hedges. Bark is smooth, greenish

grey, with alternating lighter and darker streaks. Leaves alternate and

compound, with 3 triangular leaflets, spines at base. Flowers 5-6 cm
(2-2.3") long, coral-pink, in clusters at the ends of the branches when
the tree is leafless. Fruit are long, narrow, cylindrical pods, con-

stricted between the seeds. The pod walls curl and twist as the fruit

dries and splits to reveal the shiny, brightly coloured seeds, scarlet

with a black spot at one end. = beau mortel, coral bean, imortel bod

lame, jumbie bead 5
, sword flower 0 (Beard 1946:32) 0 (Quesnel &

Farrell 2000:64)

Wild Indian InA person belonging to an Amerindian group mainly

resident in the Orinoco delta. In the past, they occasionally traded

with or resided in Trinidad; no longer a recognizable group in Trini-

dad. = >Warahoon 0 The Wild Indians, Red, Blue or Black, were the

original Indians... also called the “Warahoons,” for the actual tribe of

aboriginal Indians from the Orinoco delta, and Venezuela, who came
to Trinidad to trade in the twenties and left roots here. (TG-M 24 Jan

1993:2)

2 n A Carnival mas based on a combination of the local Wara-
HOON groups and the Amerindian groups of North America. = Red
Indian 0 There was a noticeable increase in the clown and wild Indian

bands, the latter of which afforded much amusement by their queer

antics. (POSG 17 Feb 1904:4) 0 Several wild Indian bands were out

and about and the first prize of a cup offered by the proprietors of La

India Establishment to the best dressed of them, was captured by Bel-

mont Red Indian band. (POSG 1 Mar 1911:5) 0 There are bands of

masqueraders who style themselves “Wild Indians.” They jabber

crude and discordant [sjounds which would puzzle the genuine Indi-

ans that they are imitating to solve. Some dart here and there armed

with wooden weapons, some are seen perched on boxes, their counte-

nances exhibiting all imaginable grimaces and contortions. Judging

from the excruciating exercises they undergoes [sic] one can firmly

believe that they possess a sound physical structure. (Argos 15 Feb

1912:6) 0 There was also a goodly sprinkling of Wild Indians and

clowns the former of which seems to be the substitute of the “negre

jardin,” which has been put down by the police, the swords of the

Indians forming effective weapons in a general mix up. (Mirror 5 Feb

1913:6) 0 Four “Wild Indians” with enormous head dresses rose from

the dock and were placed in a line before the Magistrate. (TG 13 Feb

1918:6) 0 The centres extend from Woodford Street, Woodbrook, to

Prince and George Streets in the heart of Port-of-Spain, on to the

Belmont district, including Bedford Lane, where the Wild Indian

band are located. (TG 23 Feb 1919:4) 0 The prosecution showed that

the complainant went out on the night in question to look for his little

daughter who was playing “Wild Indian.” (TG 12 Mar 1919:16) 0

Two Wild Indians on horseback were awarded a prize (TG 1 March
1933:1) 0 Going back still we found the Wild Indians. These play-

ers... had beads of various colours adorning their neck and arms some
with a boat-shaped hat, or a lovely bird for a head dress, there were

the Red Indians, Blue Indians, and the loveliest of all the White Indi-

ans, their backs bare and with a shield, axe, bag of arrows slung over

[one] shoulder, they wore long hair made of rope, painted to suit the

caste or colour they represented. For many months they would gather

the wild seeds around our forests, pain them and have them in readi-

ness for the Carnival. They had many bracelets made of these beads,

and rows on rows of the same beads falling on their chest as an adorn-

ment. They... did not sing but had a chant when on the march... On
meeting a rival band, it was lovely to see the way they carried on,

with the impression of real wild people they would run up one way,

down the same way, all the while yelling and gesticulating, then as

the band drew near, the Kings would advance to exchange greetings,

the other players then looking with an appearance of great fright.

There would be an interlude of speech, they in reality imitating the

dialect of whatever the Indians use, the two Kings would pass the

sword, and after mixing a little the two bands would separate, each

going his way chanting in their strange jargon. There was nothing left

out, even to the Squaw with her baby on her back; some carried the

Wigwam along. (Jones 1947:45) 0 When it come to Carnival Mon-
day, Fuss ah like to play me jacoulay. With me lance and spear in

hand. And ah playing me robust wild Indian, Singing: Dahey chima,

dahey pacaleeco, chima. (Killer “Trinidad Carnival of Long Ago”

1948 pr) 0 “When you see I play Wild Indian nutten to beat me! My
band get first prize three years runnin’.” (de Boissiere 1956:21) 0

Jour Ouvert Monday morning burst on Port of Spain... Clowns, Wild

Indians, Negres Jardin... Burriquit and Ju-Ju warriors all joined in the

riotous Dimanche Gras. (LaFortune 1968:103) 0 However, sad to say,

except for the odd Wild Indian here and there, this fiery tradition is on

the verge of becoming extinct. (TTM 24 Jan 1993:8) 0 The final

development in the Wild Indian mas was inevitably the emergence of

large scale presentations involving hundreds of masqueraders and the

few elaborate “Fancy” individual characters. In this period, in the six-

ties, bandleaders and players began studying history books and send-

ing to the American Film Studios for pictures of the characters of the

then popular Westerns and copying them in detail. It was then into the

late sixties that the bands began taking names like Sioux, Seminole

and Hopi as representative of American Indians as opposed to depic-

tions of the indigenous aboriginal Indians. [Their] language also

began to atrophy. (TG-M 24 Jan 1993:2) 0 George “Sitting” John

reminisces about the days when Wild Indians roamed the streets of

Trinidad during Carnival. "Radi-o-yaka Radi-o-yaka heeaaahh! Radi-

0-

yaka Radi-o-yaka heeaaahh! That’s all I can remember.” But what

does it mean? “Mean? It has to mean something?” “Floating” Skye is

a little more articulate, “It means ‘give me money’.” (TG-M 24 Jan

1993:2) 0 There were three main types of Indians. The Wild Indians,

Red, Blue or Black, were the original Indians... also called the “Wara-

hoons,” for the actual tribe of aboriginal Indians from the Orinoco

delta, and Venezuela, who came to Trinidad to trade in the twenties

and left roots here... This was the type of Wild Indian mas, according

to Bailey, that would cause people “to forget was mas they playin’

and want to scalp people an’ ting.” They walked around in small

bands of no more than about 20 people, singing, dancing, generally

playing the mas and looking for other bands to challenge. Challenges

would involve lengthy speeches in their particular “language,” of

their own prowess and accomplishments, much like the Midnight

Robber dialogues. Real, serious violence could result if a challenge

could not be answered properly. (TG-M 24 Jan 1993:2) 0 Indians

were attracted to the Devils because they evoke images from Indian

mythology. Indians also played Red or Wild Indian (Amerindian),

with a creative “confusion” both by Indian and Creole of the very

word “Indian.” (Sankeralli 1998:205)

wild indigo n Indigofera suffruticosa [~ I. anil], a native erect shrub

1-

1.5 m (3.2-5') high, stems with dense white hairs lying down close

to the surface. Leaflets 11-13, oblong, with rounded or short sharp tip,

1-3 cm x 5-8 mm (.4-1.2 x .2-. 3"), hairs on both sides. Flowers

numerous, crowded. Fruit pod sickle-shaped, 10-15 x 2 mm (.4-.6 x

.08"), ridged along margins, smooth or hairy, 3-8 seeds, seeds cylin-

drical or angled, 1.5-2 mm (.06-.08") long. = fendigo bush 0 Shade

the ground round your young tree from the very first with some
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nodule-bearing leguminous cover crop such as the native carpet-like

begger weeds (Meibomia sp) and some erect herbaceous species like

the cow pea, or black eye pea (vigna catjang) or the wild indigo

(indigofera anil) flanked by a wild fence of pigeon pease, Gliricidia

maculata or some shrubby rapid growing legume. (POSG 23 Oct

1907:5) 0 (FTT 193 1-1-4:247)

wild ipecacuanha n Psychotria poeppigiana subsp. poeppigiana \~

Cephctelis tomentosa], a native plant. Flowers subtended by scarlet

bracts; edible blue fruits.

wild iris see WALKING IRIS

wild ixora n Isertia paiv’iflora , a small native tree 6-8 m (19-26') tall.

Grows in the remnant forests of the Caroni plain and nearby mountain

slopes. Leaves opposite, oblong-elliptical, to 30 x 15 cm (1 1.7 x 5.8")

wide. Flowers pink, hairy within, petals shorter and paler in colour

than the tube, with a red spot on each, crowded together in conical

heads, making the tree ornamental in flower. Fruit a black berry,

3-5 mm (. 12-.2") broad. = bois cacao, bois fer
2
0 (FTT 1928-2-1 : 14) 0

(Quesnel & Farrell 2000:134)

wild jasmine 1 n Several native species of Tabernaemontana, mostly

low growing shrubs. Most commonly T. cymosa
,
a medium tree;

flowering profusely when out of leaf. Flowers small but numerous, in

dense terminal clusters, first pale yellow, soon darkening to orange,

with propeller-like petals. = >borache, coco cochon 0 (Marshall

1934:69-70) 0 Wild jasmine... Tabernaemontana attenuata. (Beard

1946:34) 0 (FTT 1947-2-3: 148-89) 0 The term “Wild Jasmine” is also

used to describe several other species of Tabernaemontana which

are, in the main, low-growing shrubs. (Morean 1 992f: 18)

2 n Tabernaemontana undulata , a small native tree. = rai de mapipire,

>roi de mapipire 0 In the valleys of the Northern Range, hunters and

woodsmen value several local plants for their reputed antidote prop-

erties in the treatment of snake bites. One such plant is Tabernaemon-

tana undulata , a small understory tree. This plant is called Roi de

Mapipire or Rai de Mapipire in allusion to its effectiveness as an anti-

dote to the venom of the local pit vipers, known here [as] Mapipire

z’anana... The plant is also known as “Wild Jasmine”. (Morean

1 992f: 18)

3 n Faramea occidentalis, a native shrub or small tree 3-15 m
(10-49') tall. Flowers white, a few together. Fruit roundish, 1 cm (.4")

broad, broader than long. Seeds brown, 8 mm wide (.3"), deeply hol-

lowed below, with a cross-shaped furrow extending from the pit. =

>wild coffee
7
0 (FTT 1 928-2- 1:30)

4 n Randiaformosa, a native shrub. 0 (Morean M-86)

wild kaimite see wild caimet

wild karile n Momordica charantia var., a cultivated vine with deeply

lobed leaves, yellow flowers and bearing small inedible green fruits

with bumpy skin; seeds covered by bright red aril. = bhankarile 0

(Morean 1990) 0 The leaves of the black sage Cordia curassavica,

the wild coraille Momordica charantia and the gully root Petiveria

alliacea have been used to prepare the nests for hens to lay and incu-

bate their eggs, being useful in keeping lice and ticks away. (Morean

1991:42)

wild meat n Game; meat from animals killed by hunting; most com-

monly DEER, QUENK, MANICOU, TATU and LAP. 0 Johnny - Now
where is the Yank himself? Mary - He da mo live in de woods sar

becase de madam want wild meat. (PC 17 Mar 1906) 0 With such

eating: wild meats caught by the men and prepared by the women...

(Lovelace 1968:8) 0 Poor Ethel had been on her legs all day preparing

the roast pork, duck, cakes, pastries and wild meat. (Lewis 1972:77) 0

I stay home on Christmas for most of the day and I do a lot of the

cooking - wild meat and plenty of pork. (EX 23 Dec 1990:15) 0 For

dinner Buju savoured the zesty flavour of wild meat, stewed fish, pro-

visions and vegetables. (TG 27 Nov 1993:15) 0 Vendors from far and

wide also sell at Penal on Saturdays, and every conceivable item from

rice cake and creole rice to wildmeat, clothing and agricultural pro-

duce as well as small kitchen items are on sale. (Bomb 22 Jan

1993:26) 0 ‘Wild meat was the only fresh meat we used to eat long

time.’ (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:207) 0 When he hear about the

food - the smoked fish in Grande Riviere, the baigan choka in

Chaguanas, the wild meat in Moruga - Keith want to dead. But when
he hear about who-and-who I meet, he want to kill me. (Pires

1 995e: 15) 0 Hunters claim that some of the forested areas in Toco
and Matelot are being used to set trap guns for the wild meat trade.

(Wire 3 Jan 2003:7)

wild meat-cue, wild meat que n A fundraiser featuring barbequed

WILD MEAT. See also CURRY-CUE. 0 All Fete & No Sleep Posse pres-

ent the third edition of The Original Wild meat Que, with a Christmas

Flavour, (ticket, 4 Dec 2004)

wild mint 1 n Hyptis atrorubens, a creeping native plant with long

slender stems rooting at the nodes, ascending flowering branches to

25 cm (9.7") high. Leaves ovate in opposite pairs, 1.5-4. 5 x 2 cm
(.6-1.8 x .8"), distantly spaced. Flowers white with mauve marks on

lip, in heads about 1 cm (.4") across. Used medicinally. = ground

mint, mange lapin 0 (Laurence 1976:6) 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester

1983:98)

2 n Salvia occidentalis , an aromatic native plant. = >sage2

wild mustard n Brassica juncea [= B. willdenowii], a cultivated her-

baceous plant, 8 cm (3.
1

") tall. Leaves variable in size and shape, edi-

ble. Showy yellow flowers in long racemes. = Indian mustard,

moutarde, mustard 0 (FTT 1929-1-1:25) 0 (Laurence 1976:3)

wild nutmeg n Virola surinamensis, a very large native evergreen

tree, to 45 m (144') tall; trunk buttressed with roots spreading out

from the buttresses, sometimes has stilt roots. Main branches grow in

whorls and are almost horizontal. Fruits and seeds resemble nutmeg

but without the fragrance. Wood soft, light and easy to work. =

>cajuca, toucan tree 0 Medicinal woods are Simiruba, Balsan, Capivi,

Cassia, Wild Nutmeg (Explication 1769) 0 Wild nutmeg... is used

for interior purposes and has also been found to be a suitable wood
for battery separators. (Marshall 1934:80) 0 The trees commonly
found in these areas, apart from the palms, are Crappo (Carapa gui-

anensis)... Cajuca or Wild Nutmeg (Virola surinamensis)... (Farrell

1 980b: 15) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:122)

wild okro, wild ochro n Abelmoschus moschatus, a cultivated plant

similar to the edible OCHRO (A. esculentus), but with stiff reflexed

bristly hairs on the stem. = >gumbo mis, musk ochro 0 Boil together:

a small maromay (milkweed) plant, mashupon leaves, and wild okra

root. (Simpson 1970:65) 0 Gumbo Mis, Gumbo Mus, Wild Ochro.

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:x)

wild onion n Hymenocallis tubiflora , a cultivated and naturalized bul-

biferous herb with soft fleshy lanceolate leaves, to 30 x 10 cm
(12 x 4”), in two rows. Flowers in umbrella-shaped clusters at tops of

leafless unbranched stalks, white, fragrant; long thin stamens ascend,

while narrow petals droop. Fruit a membranous capsule containing

one or a few fleshy seeds. = boyapar, cibouyet, cocoa onion, fountain

lily, loyon dil, >spider lily 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:96)

wild orange n Swartzia simplex, a small native evergreen tree, height

to 91.5 m (30'), girth to 61 cm (2'). Leaves smooth, leathery. Flowers

orange-yellow, in short racemes, fan-shaped petals. Fruit a bright

orange pod pointed at ends, 3.1 cm (1.2") long, contains one dark

brown crescent-shaped seed. Wood hard, heavy, yellowish. 0 (Mar-

shall 1934:38) 0 (Beard 1946:33)

wild pied poule n Rhynchospora nervosa, a grass-like perennial

sedge. = >star grass 0 (Laurence 1976:5)

wild pinder n Desmodium incanum, a native leguminous weedy herb

with a segmented fruit pod. (< E pinda. pinder < Kikongo mpinda

‘groundnut or peanut, Arachis hypogaea') = Sweetheart 1

0 (Sea-

forth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:108)

wild pine 1 n Any native epiphytic or terrestrial bromeliad, not par-

asitic. Plants with coarse spiky or spiny-margined leaves in a

rosette; usu. found on branches of trees, (fr resemblance of leaves

to pine) = agouti fig, gouti fig, karata, >manicou fig
1

,
pinguin,

tatou fig (Bromelia plumieri) 0 [There] a single wild cotton-tree,

with its endless variety of mosses, wild pines, and parasites, would

afford him study for a day. It was to him a living volume of botany.

(Joseph 1835:56) 0 The only pleasant reminiscence which I have

about it was the finding in flower a beautiful parasite, undescribed

by Griesbach [s/c]; a “wild pine” with a branching spike of crimson
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flowers, purple tipped. (Kingsley 1880:234) 0 The trees... were

dense and festooned with bank upon bank of bromeliads. These are

parasitic plants, looking much like the growth that gives rise to a

pineapple, and they are, in fact, called “wild pines” in several

countries. (Sanderson 1939:85) 0 None of these Bromeliads has

any particular local name and the inhabitants of the Island [of

Tobago] simply call them all “Wild Pine”. (Alford 1960:78) 0 His

collection of bromeliads - “wild pineapples,” “air plants” - repeat-

edly has won prizes at the annual exhibition. (Worth 1967:16) 0

Orchids, bromeliads called “wild pines,” and liana vines grow in

profusion on their trunks and limbs and even telephone wires.

(Lambie 1988:217) 0 The blossoms of the wild pine Vriesia splen-

dens can be found here and there, pointing skywards like flaming

scarlet and golden swords. (Morean 1991a:24-25) 0 She had seen a

few examples of this where bird vine and wild-pine smothered the

cocoa trees. (Boodhoo 1994:140)

2 n Podocarpus coriaceus (E podocarp), the only native coniferous

tree in both islands; found in the lowland areas near Valencia in

Trinidad and in montane forests of both islands. Fairly large with

girth to 2.1 m (7'); trunk often fluted. Bark dark greyish-brown, fis-

sured, peeling off in strips; underbark pinkish red to almost white.

Leaves long and narrow, 10 x 1 cm (3.9 x A"), dark green and shiny

on the upper surface and paler on the lower, pointed, marked midrib;

arranged in spirals. Male and female flowers small, borne separately,

male flowers in thin upright catkins. Seed ovoid, nearly .5 cm (.2")

long, on a fleshy cup receptacle of the same length. Wood soft, fairly

light, creamy yellow. 0 (Marshall 1934:94) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0

Besides the palms the tree species found [here] are Galba (Calophyl-

lum antillanum), Crappo, Olivier (Terminalia obovata)... Podocarp or

Wild Pine (Podocarpus coriaceus), our only true conifer. (Farrell

1 980b: 1 5) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:136)

wild plantain n Heliconia bihai, a native plant to about 4 m (13') tall,

stems banana-like, growing in upright clumps, from short rhizomes.

Leaves lanceolate, banana-like, up to 2.5 m x 50 cm (8' x 19.5").

Flowers small, white, numerous in tight clusters, hidden within large

tough, leathery, boat-shaped spathes, which are bright scarlet with

variably green or yellow outer margin and point. = >balisier
1

0 Under

the shade of great Balisiers or wild plantains (Heliconia), with leaves

six or eight feet long. (Kingsley 1880:142) 0 WILD PLANTAIN (Heli-

conia bihai). The commonest of the Heliconias, and found in thick

masses on most sheltered shady hillsides which are not under cultiva-

tion. Large banana-like stems and leaves up to twenty feet in height.

The flower stalks bear scarlet boat-shaped sheaths, bordered with yel-

low. The flowers themselves are inconspicuous, opening in relays

from the interior of the boats and only just visible above the thwarts.

They are yellow with black stamens. (Alford 1960:84) 0 Balisier,

Wild plantain. The plant, found in moist, shady places along streams,

in forest clearings and in abandoned cocoa estates, but never in high

forest. (Duncan 1993:32)

wild plum n Spondias mombin , lumber trade name mope, a large

deciduous native tree. Fruit 3-4 cm (1.2- 1.6") oblong, yellow, aro-

matic, juicy, with a small amount of highly acidic translucent yellow

pulp and a large hard fibrous pit containing several seeds. Fruit often

used to make wine and jam. = creole plum, >hog plum, mombin,
plum bush

wild poinsettia n Warszewiczia coccinea, a small native evergreen

tree to 6 m (20'), native to Trinidad; the national flower of Trinidad

and Tobago. Flowers small, yellow, some with one scarlet sepal

enlarged. Flowers arranged in groups of 30-60 along the elongated

axis about 40-60 cm (15.6-23.4") long, with over 1,000 flowers in

each inflorescence. Highly ornamental in flower. = >chaconia, single

chaconia, Trinidad pride, wakamy 0 (FTT 1928-2-1:10) 0 (Marshall

1934:65) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:128)

wild pois doux n Several native species of Inga, trees similar to POIS

DOUX but with wingless compound leaves. Most commonly refers to I.

laurina, I. heterophylla, I. punctata, and I. thibaudiana. = black pois

doux, >sackysac 0 As a wind belt tree I believe you will find few bet-

ter than the Pois doux (Inga laurina) which forms a close head of short

branches densely covered with dark green leaves. A sister species, [is]

the wild Pois doux (Inga vera) unfortunately, and I believe quite

unjustly regarded with disfavour here. (POSG 23 Oct 1907:6)

wild pomme rose n Rheedia acuminata, a native tree. Underbark

yields yellow latex. Fruit a large warty yellow berry. 0 (Marshall

1934:18)0 (Beard 1946:31)

wild river cane n Costus guanaiensis [= C. niveo-purpureus ], a gin-

ger-like native plant, 3-4 m (10-13') tall, several stems together.

Leaves obovate, 45 x 13 cm (14.6 x 4.2") with pointed tip. Green

bracts with large showy red flowers sticking out, white petals in cen-

tre. 0 Mat root can be boiled with seed under leaf (Phyllanthus ama-

rus), liane tasso, (Bauhinia cumanensis) and Wild River Cane

(Costus guianensis). Readers should be warned however that many
traditional remedies such as the above which purport to cure diabetes,

in fact lead to the conversion of glucose in the blood stream into alco-

hol, to increased blood pressure, and to increased likelihood of glau-

coma in preparing a tisane for treating diabetes. (Morean 1990c:30)

wild roucou n Croton corylifolius, a native tree. 0 (Beard 1946:31)

wild saffron n Curcuma zedoaria, a cultivated plant with clumped

tuberous rhizomes having a pale yellow aromatic flesh. Leafy shoots

very short, dense, dying down in the dry season. Leaves narrowed at

base, lanceolate, with pale purplish flush along midrib. Flowering

shoots lateral, spring up in dry season after leafy shoots have died.

Flower bracts magenta-purple, 2-3 cm (.8-1.2") wide, small pale yel-

low flowers concealed within. = wild turmeric 0 (Morean 1998)

wild sage n Lantana camara, a loosely erect or scrambling native

shrub with rough, angular, sometimes prickly, stems. Leaves ovate,

aromatic. Flowers small, yellow turning orange or pinkish-red, in

stalked clusters. = black sage
2

,
grater wood, >kayakeet, ramongsi,

rock sage, white sage
2

,
zeb kayakeet 0 (FTT 1955-2-6:386) 0 wild

SAGE (Lantana Camara). A common roadside shrub with rough

leaves smelling strongly aromatic when crushed. Individual flowers

are small in crowded terminal corymbs of varying tints in red, orange

and white. The flowers vary greatly in the distribution of these

colours. One variety has pure orange flowers and does not vary at all.

(Alford 1960:86) 0 Dummy held Garry’s hand and led him off the

track, through clumps of guava and wild sage. (Selvon 1972:1 10) 0

(Laurence 1976:6) 0 (Duncan 1993:38) 0 (National Herbarium speci-

men sheet, 1 994)

wild sapodilla n Morisonia americana, a small native evergreen tree.

Twigs and leaves scaly when young. Leaves leathery, finely net-

veined, oval. Flowers in clusters. Fruit a greenish berry, 3.5-4 cm
(1.4-1.6") diameter, with 4-5 seeds, 7-10 mm (.28-. 39"), in white

pulp, (fr resemblance of fruit to the sapodilla) = sapotille marron,

toco 0 (National Herbarium specimen sheet, 1866) 0 (Marshall

1934:13) 0 (Beard 1946:28)

wild sapote n Pouteria guianensis, a large native evergreen tree, girth

to 2.7 m (9'), small buttresses. Bark thin, brownish. Tree contains

milky latex. Leaves very large, lanceolate, hairy below. Flowers few,

in leaf axils. Fruit an orange or yellowish-brown berry 5-8 cm
(2-3.1") diameter, rough skin somewhat hard; contains 3-4 large

shiny brown seeds. = >contravent, yellow star-apple 0 (Marshall

1934:67) 0 Trees such as the wild shapport and the “incense” were

easy landmarks along the way. (TG 16 Aug 1993: 13)

wild senna n Senna alata, a small native tree to 5 m ( 16') high. Leaves

compound, 8-10 pairs of broadly oblong leaflets, blunt at tip, unequal

at base. Flowers roundish in compact racemes, golden-yellow, very

showy. Pods 4-winged, 10-15 cm (3. 9-5. 8") long, black when ripe,

containing angular seeds. 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:42) 0

Apply on Lota and other spots crushed Wild Senna leaves in a little

water added to a tip of pot salt. (Pavy 1987:58) 0 We have to boil

wild coffee root. That good for people who have cold in they belly,

too. Then you have to get wild senneh root, wash it and pound it and

boil it to make medicine. (OPNL Mar 1989:4) 0 Tea made from the

leaves is used as a treatment for constipation and intestinal worms.

(Quesnel & Farrell 2000:106-7) = French guava, >ringworm bush,

tarantan

wild serrette n Eugenia domingensis, a native tree. 0 (Beard 1946:29)
= >serrette guava, wild guava^
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wild soursop n Annona montana, a cultivated tree. 0 {FTT 1928-1-

1:12-13) = mountain soursop

wild sugar-apple 1 n Rollinia mucosa

,

a large native evergreen tree

bearing a small fruit about 9 x 5 cm (3.5 x 2.5"), yellow when ripe,

minutely hairy, containing flattish grey-brown seeds. = large wild

cashima, >wild cashima 1
0 (Marshall 1934) 0 (Beard 1946:28)

2 n Rollinia exsucca, a native tree with a small fruit, 1-2 cm (.4-. 8") in

diameter, containing about 40 small sticky brown seeds. = >wild

cashima
2
0 (Marshall 1934) 0 (Beard 1946:28) 0 (Quesnel & Farrell

2000:102)

wild sweet pea n Crotalaria retusa or C. meana, native plants whose

pea-like pods rattle when dry. (fr resemblance to E sweetpea flowers)

= fei shac-shac
1

,
maraki, platamisia, >shac-shac’, yellow flowers,

yellow shac-shac 0 Yellow shak-shak, Wild sweet pea. (Duncan

1993:50)

wild tamarind 1 n Pentaclethra macroloba , a native evergreen tree

10-15 m (32-48') tall. Leaves 20-40 cm (7.8-15.6") long, of 10-20

pairs of leaflets, somewhat sickle-shaped, pointed tip. Fruit a flattish

brown woody pod, about 30.5 x 5 cm (12 x 2"), containing 6 large

brown seeds; the pod twists up as it dries. Wood hard, brownish, (fr

resemblance of fruit pod to tamarind) = >bois mulatre, fine leaf 0

(Young 1809, Stowe 922:14b) 0 We... soon arrived at a Bois Mulatre

or wild Tamarind tree which had been half blown down by the wind.

(JFNC Feb 1895:154)

2 n Randia nitida
,
a native tree. = camayung~ 0 (Beard 1946:35)

3 n Leucaena leucocephala, a fast-growing, naturalized, leguminous

shrub, used as high protein forage for livestock, fuel, posts and stakes,

and erosion control. = fei shac-shac", >shac-shac" 0 (Morean 1988b:23)

wild tannia n Xanthosoma undipes, a large native plant with greyish,

bad-smelling latex, stem massive, trailing, erect or ascending, up to

3 m (10') long, 20 cm (7.8") thick, with cylindrical thick rhizome.

Leaves ovate-triangular, to 80 x 60 cm (26 x 23.4"), base usu. arrow-

head-shaped. Fruit berries with numerous, longitudinally-ridged,

broadly elliptical seeds 1 mm (.4") long. Found throughout the wetter,

northern parts of Trinidad, characteristic of wet, rocky streamsides

and ravines in forest and cocoa estates. Similar to X. sagittifolium

,

cultivated tannia, but not cultivated. Irritating to skin, and reputedly

poisonous. = hog tannia 0 Wild tannia... with a head of spreading

leaves... has a stem or trunk looking for all the world like a palm tree

and just about as solid. In point of fact... a plant with a diameter of

eight inches may be slashed through with a machete in one stroke and

the greatest of ease. Its juice, however - in which, by the way, live a

vast quantity of minute parasitic worms - spurts everywhere and

reacts on the skin much like vitriol, stinging gruesomely and, if

plentiful enough, producing red patches that smart or even blister.

(Sanderson 1939:26) 0 {FTT 1986-3-4:364-5)

wild tapana n Cletlira lanata [== C. broadwavana], a native tree. 0

(Beard 1946:34)

wild tobacco n Acnistus arborescens [= A. punctatus, Dunalia arbore-

scens, Atropa arborescens], a native small straggly shrub or tree,

5-7 m ( 1 6-23') tall, with an open branching pattern. Leaves elliptical,

35 cm (13.6") long or less, pointed at both ends, young ones densely

whitish hairy. Flowers fragrant, abundant in clusters along the

branches, small 1-2 cm (.4-. 8"), green with white margins, tubular,

vase-like, supported on a short stalk, stamens project outside petals,

7 mm (.28") diameter and 8 mm (.31") long, 5 recurved lobes. Fruit a

small orange gelatinous berry 5-10 mm (.2-3.9") wide, containing

many tiny pale yellow, rough seeds, much eaten by birds, (fr resem-

blance of leaves to tobacco plant) = tabac wari 0 (Marshall 1934:72) 0

Acnistus arborescens... Wild Tobacco, a native shrub or small tree...

Flowers about 3
/s inch in diameter, white outside green within mar-

gined with white... They are borne in great abundance on the younger

branches below the leaves. Fruits orange coloured. (Williams &
Williams 1941:53) 0 {FTT 1953-2-4:246) 0 Bobo observed the

freshly-cut wild tobacco branch lying on the floor. Fie remembered

how the birds flew to the tree and ate the ripe red fruit. He and his

brothers and sisters ate the fruit, too. The leaves of the wild tobacco

tree are sometimes tied to the heads of persons who are suffering

from fever. (Narine 1977:9) 0 The name wild tobacco is given in

Trinidad and Tobago to the common shrub, Dunalia arborescens

{Acnistus arborescens), on account of the resemblance to the leaves

to that of the tobacco, Nicotiana tabacum... Apart from bats, the wild

tobacco flowers are also visited nightly by moths and by crane flies...

The scaled pigeon or ramier can sometimes be seen taking berries

where wild tobacco is found growing close to forest edges... The deli-

cate fragrance of the wild tobacco flowers pervades the atmosphere,

and a late evening walk along the roadways leading through the

Guanapa, Lopinot, Arima or Aripo valleys when the plant is in bloom
is an experience to be treasured. The fragrance is much more subtle

than those of other sweet-smelling... [night-blooming] plants... farm-

ers on the Northern Range who cultivate christophenes often use this

plant as a trellis... The leaves of [wild tobacco] are warmed with

coconut or soft candle and used as a poultice in treating headaches

and migraines. The leaves are also boiled and used to “sap” the feet of

individuals afflicted with rheumatism and arthritis. (Morean

1990b:25-6,28) 0 (MNP 2007)

wild tomato 1 n Ambrosia peruviana, a cultivated plant, used medici-

nally. Fruit spiny, ovoid, angled, hard, beaked, 2-3 mm (.12-. 16")

long. (< Sp altamisa, artemisa, or Fr artemisia < artemis) = >alti-

mis(ia), high mass 0 The herb altamis. Ambrosia cumanensis, also

known as altamisia, high mass or wild tomato is one of the herbs

grown in Trinidad. (Morean 1 99 1 f: 1 8)

2 n Solanum stramoniifolium, a native shrub; strongly armed on the

branches, stems and leaf ribs with straight or recurved spines. Leaves

spiny on both sides. Fruit a red berry about 1 cm (.4") diameter, with

short forked hairs which are easily rubbed off. (fr resemblance of fruit

to E tomato) = >coco-chat*, dog-teeth, prick-a-plant 0 (MNP 2007)

wild tref n Aristolocbia rugosa, a slender climbing native plant, stem

somewhat hairy at first. Leaves broadly ovate-oblong, often concave

on the sides, tip rounded, base deeply heart-shaped, tiny hairs

beneath, to 1 1 x 6 cm (4.3 x 2.3"). Used medicinally, (fr similarity to

tref) = gall root, >mat root, reidemat 0 Mat root shares many medici-

nal attributes with tref and can be used as a substitute for it in most

instances. It is however, more easily available than tref... The plant

can be recognised by its deeply lobed leaf which resembles a pair of

lungs placed adjacent to each other... On account of this resemblance

to the cultivated tref, it is called wild tref. (Morean 1 990c:30-3 1

)

wild turkey 1 n Anhima cornuta, a heavy turkey-like bird; 65 cm
(26") long; black with crown and nape speckled white; white patch on

wings; lower underparts and underwing white. A horn-like quill,

5-7.5 cm (2-3") long, projects from forehead; wings have sharp spurs.

Formerly resident in Nariva swamp, Trinidad, now locally extinct, (fr

resemblance to E turkey) = codinne-bois, >kamichi 0 Anhima cor-

nuta... This bird is now either extinct or verging on extinction... Hunt-

ers called the bird “Wild Turkey,” a name also give to Pipile, but they

were not confused. (Belcher & Smooker 1934:583) 0 (ffrench

1991:73)

2 n Aburria pipile, a large bird, now very rare, (fr resemblance to E
turkey) = >pawi, Trinidad piping guan, yacou 0 The Pauxis... well

known here under the denominations of Pauie, and Wild Turkey, is a

fine bird, and the most delicious of our feathered game. Many a time

has the cackle of this bird awoke me when sleeping in the woods of

Trinidad. (Joseph 1838a:56) 0 Occurs in Trinidad, where it is called

the “Wild Turkey”; it is usually to be seen at the top of a high tree.

(Taylor 1864:95) 0 Penelope Pipile... Pajui, sometimes called the

wild turkey, (de Verteuil 1884:369) 0 Anhima cornuta... This bird is

now either extinct or verging on extinction... Hunters called the bird

“Wild Turkey,” a name also give to Pipile, but they were not con-

fused. (Belcher & Smooker 1934:583) 0 The pawi, a wild turkey, is

found only in this country but is now almost extinct. {EX 4 Oct

1987:8)

wild turmeric n Curcuma zedoaria, a cultivated plant with clumped

tuberous rhizomes having a pale yellow aromatic flesh. = >wild saf-

fron 0 {FTT 1967-3-2:15-16)

wild up v Disturb; make nervous. (< wild1 + up3
) 0 “The smoke was

wilding up the birds.” (1998)
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wild vermicelli n Cuscuta americana (E dodder), a native leafless

twiner with smooth slender yellow or orange stems, parasitic on

grass, shrubs, and low trees, etc. (fr resemblance to long thin strands

of vermicelli pasta) = devil’s guts, >love vine, love weed

wild verveine n Sphagneticola trilobata, a native low-growing plant,

usu. found near the sea. Flowers yellow. = >carpet daisy, jampana

playera, Spanish vervein, veven kwayib, wild daisy, zebafam"

wild vine n Norantea guianensis, a native climbing shrub. = >beacon.

Prince of Wales feather, red-hot poker 0 On this shadier, northern

face of the mountains the immortelles were not so plentiful, although

here and there I saw unusually tall trees supporting a mass of long

orange flowers. Joseph Benoit insisted on calling these flowers wild

vine... Norantea guianensis. (Bryans 1967:68)

wild white plumbago n Plumbago scandens, a native straggling or

climbing shrub. Leaves ovate-oblong-lanceolate, 5-12 x 2-6 cm
(2-4.7 x .8-2.3"), slightly wavy at margins. Flowers white, with a

slender tube and spreading 5-lobed limb, 5 mm (.2") long, in spikes,

of several to many flowers, 10-15 cm (3. 9-5. 8") long at the ends of

the branches. 0 (FTT 1940-2-2: 116)

wild yam n Any variety of yam that grows wild, without direct culti-

vation; usu. very large, and very irregular in shape. 0 Some of them

feet bigger than old wild yam, now they want to abuse the one who
learn them to walk in shoes. (Executor “I Don't Know How the

Young Men Living” 1937)

wild yoke n Tob Lonchocarpus domingensis, a native tree to 20 m
(65'). Leaves with 7-9 leaflets, densely hairy when young, leaflets

ovate, to 1 1 x 7 cm (4.3 x 2.7”), leathery. Flowers deep pink or pur-

plish, greenish-white centre, roundish, upper petals deeply notched,

11 x 12-14 mm (.4 x ,47-.54"), densely silky-hairy outside at base

within; wings purplish, oblong, 12-15 x 4-5 mm (.47-.58 x .16-.2");

keel petals purplish with white silky hairs, oblong, clawed. Fruit pod

with 1-5 seeds, ovate to oblong, pointed tip, narrowed at base, con-

stricted between seeds, 5-12 x 2-3 cm (2-4.7 x .8-1.2"); seeds oblong-

kidney-shaped, 12-14 x 7 mm (.47-.54 x .28"), dark brown with a

white scar. = conore, savonette" 0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:82-3)

will v A modal indicating a conditional, that is, a desire or intent, or

something depending on a previous condition being fulfilled. Gener-

ally equivalent to E would. See also WOULD. 0 “My client has been

refused bail. We will like to get my client bailed. Your Worship.”

(Clarke 1979:8) 0 “Then the cop who arrested me placed me to sit on

a stand pipe and said he will shoot me if I run.” (TTM 19 Aug
1986:10) 0 In my dreams he is always coming and hugging me up,

and we are making jokes with one another and laughing. I will like to

know what this dream means. (Blast 13 Oct 1989:14) 0 The Arima
beauty is a contestant in the upcoming “Miss Cosmopolitan Queen
Show.” Her ambition? “I will like to be a professional entertainer,”

she says coyly. (Punch 26 Nov 1989:27) 0 Nigerians... made empty
promises to them that they (the Nigerians) will marry them and take

the Trini women back home to Nigeria to enjoy a life of unlimited

wealth. (Bomb 20 July 1990:1) 0 There were a few delinquent mem-
bers of the business community. “I will like to serve notice of taking a

stronger line of action. A word to the wise - those at risk know them-

selves.” (EX 14 Oct 1990:4) 0 Let’s call the SE sentence with would
an unreal conditional and the SE sentence with will a real conditional.

It should be evident that the situation in the main clause of both of

them has not occurred at the time of speech. That is, the going in /

will go and 1 would go can only happen after the time of speech, and

in the future. It is because of this fact that both would and will are per-

ceived by Trinbagonians as future particles. Not only that, but Trin-

bagonians are also looking for a more respectable English substitute

for EC go in formal language, both spoken and written, and go stands

alone as future particle in EC... For most of us, would and will are one

and the same thing: a particle that signals future... The semantics of

go are copied onto would and will, which are really go in two other

forms, as in: Government would shortly be tabling legislation to ban
pitbulls and the legislation will restore the sense of security of citi-

zens as they walk or jog on our roads or stroll in our parks. (James

1998:10)

willow n Casuarina equisetifolia , an cultivated tree to 20 m (65'); bark

dark brown, furrowed. Branches long, slender. Leaves scale-like,

1-2 mm (.04-.08") long, 6-8 in each whorl. Male flowers in slender

cylindric terminal spikes, female flowers in dense globose heads, to

2 cm (.8") diameter; fruit cone-like. (< E willow ‘plants of the genus

Salix ’) = whistling pine, whistling willow 0 (FTT 1982-2-1 1:751)

willows n Tiny bells attached to the waist and knees of a jabjab or

KALINDA costume = ghungru 0 The costume was trimmed with “wil-

lows”, (fr “gle gle ulu”, the onomatopoeic representation of their

sound) which are small imported bells or home-made rattles of “gal-

vanize” loosely bent around a pebble. (Crowley 1956a: 195) 0 The

Jab-jab is a traditional Carnival character who moves from village to

village chipping along the road to this chant... His dress is made of

satin in a two-colour counter-change scheme similar to that of the

Court jesters of the Middle Ages... “Willows” (tiny bells) are attached

to the waist and knees. (Alladin 1969:32) 0 The Jab Jab’s colourful

costume [includes]... Knee or thigh length breeches or pantaloons

with long sleeved, hip length shirt, accentuated at the neck, hips and

knees with points onto which are sewn willows or metal jingles.

(Ahye 1978:29,32)

win 1 v Conquer; overcome; defeat; beat; usu. in a game or match.

(< obs E win ‘conquer; subdue; overcome’) 0 Anodder set go Todd’s

Rode in a raffelin, foo meke dem monie com plentee, ah fore wan
does call dat gamblin, dem lose all dem monie dem Chinee win dem,

dem com backe sorroin. (PC 1 Oct 1904) 0 Nancy bawl, “Don’ feel

now! Because you know 1 win you, you want to fee’.” (Parsons

1933:21) 0 Now ah start to study. What to do to win the young lady,

Every game she win me, She only shouting come for you bokey.

(Bomber “The Marble Game” 1959 pr) 0 “Boom-Boom, ah hear yuh

beat up Ralfie.” “Yeh. He is mih bes’ frien’, but ’e make two bad mis-

takes... de fus mistake ’e make was when ’e win mih mih five new
marbles... ah’ de secon’ was when ’e refuse to give mih back!”

(Sweetbread, EX 18 Sept 1980:33) 0 Albon and Ram was winning

everybody. (Lovelace 1988:1 13) 0 “Come on. Red Ants, come or-r-m.

They cyar win we so-o-o-o. We stronger than them. Come on, son.

Get up, son. Get up. Red Ants,” one loser yells hoarsely at a ginger

cock. (EX 3 Mar 1991:16)

2 n Used to designate the type of stakes being played for in a ring or

marbles game; e.g., if tamarind seeds, tambran win , if buttons, button

win. Esp. for a game of PITCH with seeds or buttons in the middle of

the ring, to be hit with a pitched marble. 0 We playing tambran win.

wind see WINE

windball InA tennis ball, thus any game played with this ball instead

of the regulation type. (< E wind-ball ‘an inflated ball; a game played

with such a ball by striking it with the fist’) = flannel ball 0 Another

game played by a few people - mainly children - in the savannah on

Sundays was “Rounders” in which a windball or flannel ball (tennis

ball) was used. (Alladin 1970:48) 0 After paving, the [Dry] River

became much less of a sewer and children played “windball” cricket

and “windball” football which was to adapt used tennis balls for both

games. The children clubbed together and bought the tennis balls

from the groundsmen of the tennis clubs. (Cummings 2004:1 10)

2 n Intestinal gas pain, colic, hernia, or gas abcess. 0 (Haynes

1987:77)

windball cricket n An informal game of cricket played with a tennis

ball. 0 Remember, oil stoves making coffee in the mornings? Waking
up to sounds of waves crashing on the beach?... The great windball

cricket matches? (EX-2 23 Sept 1990:6) 0 We were deeply

entrenched in a Sunday windball cricket match over by some flats in

Petit Valley. (EX-2 14 Oct 1990:24) 0 [E]very damn corn-soup ven-

dor and windball-cricketer in town would vote for him. (Pires

2000a:9) 0 After paving, the [Dry] River became much less of a

sewer and children played “windball” cricket and “windball” football

which was to adapt used tennis balls for both games. (Cummings
2004:110)

wind flower n Zephyranthes citrina, a cultivated and naturalized bul-

bous plant, 3-5 narrow leaves 10-35 cm (3.9-13.6") long; flowers

erect on 2-3.5 cm (.8-1.4") stems, yellow, fragrant. Also Z. rosea,
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similar, with shorter leaves; flowers erect on slender 2.5 cm (1")

stems, flower 2. 5-3. 5 cm (1-1.4") long, rose-pink, greenish at base.

(< E wind-flower ‘the wood-anemone. Anemone nemorosa\ ft slight

resemblance of the flowers) = crocus, wild crocus, wish flower 0

Wind Flower or Wild Crocus (Zephvranthes spp .) With narrow rush-

like or grass-like leaves about a foot high, the flowers are white, pink

or yellow and about the same size as, and not unlike, our common
crocus. It flowers at intervals almost throughout the year. A very

good stand of this flower is to be seen on the headland at Plymouth.

(Alford 1960:75) 0 Clumps of the lovely Zephvranthes rosea , locally

called crocus or wind flowers, were to be seen along the sun- and

shade-dappled lane... it appears after the first heavy rains. These

small, pink lilies each have a flower like a crocus, borne singly on

8-inch stalks. (Bryans 1967:176) 0 (FTT 1983-3-3:213)

winding bone see winin BONE

wind-pie/windpipe (and nothing chops) phr Imaginary food; lack of

food to eat. (< E wind ‘air; something insubstantial; gas internal to the

body’ + wind-pipe , as connected to the mouth, and sounding like pie',

nuttin < E nothing + /nxtn/ thus sounding like mutton chops) 0 Don’t

you think it’s a mortal sin. For me to be daily living on wind?

(Caresser ‘‘Paramaribo” 1937) 0 Win(d) pies: having nothing to eat at

meal times. (Flaynes 1987:208) 0 The hours and days they endure

with only ‘wind-pipe and nothing chops’ in their stomachs were

shrugged aside by the orphans. (TTM 21 Nov 1989:19) 0 ‘Nothing

about if their wife and children starve or if they eat or if all they had

was wind-pie.’ (Boodhoo 1994:168) 0 “What’s for supper?” “Wind
pies and nothing chops!” (2003)

wine, wind v Make a rhythmic, gyrating pelvic movement, sometimes

overtly sexual, as in dancing. The motion usu. consists of a wriggle-

dance, in which the pelvic region is gyrated, or the whole spinal col-

umn is rippled upward and downward. (< wind ‘move in a curve;

turn; move along in a sinuous course’) = shake waist 0 He had seen

some women “winding” and some men dancing. (POSG 16 Aug
1916:8) 0 Tell the world I am going to wine from eight o'clock to

half-past nine. (Houdini “Uncle Jo’ Gimme Mo’!” 1928) 0 Pissenlit...

was evidently very popular the last quarter of the century... They
danced an early version of “winin”, the rapid shifting of the pelvis

backward and from side to side, and sang songs which the Port-of-

Spain Gazette in 1884 described as “obscenity of gesture and lan-

guage”. (Crowley 1956a: 196) 0 “Chuts, man,” she disclosed... “To
play Carnival, yo’ have to know how to wind.” She revolved her

backside expertly with a rippling, lubricated ease. (Hercules

1961:111) 0 Jump if you jumping, wine if you wining. (Kitchener

“Play Mas” 1971 pr) 0 Apart from donkey-like movements, [the bur-

roquite rider] also performs human-like ones such as shaking the

hips. This is when the crowd roars with laughter; to see a “wining”

donkey. (Ahye 1978:36) 0 [In the 1960s] “Decent” girls just did not

“wine” (wiggle) in public. (Ahye 1983:75) 0 “Nobody not winin' in

my house. It have wine an' it have wine. If yu move yu waist from

left to right dat is art, but if yu put it forward an’ backward dat is

vulgar.” (Keens-Douglas 1984:68) 0 The greatest amount of move-
ment occurs throughout the lower torso, particularly the hips and

pelvic region which, because of their exaggerated movement, are

really the central point of the dance from which all other movements
radiate. The hips rock from side to side in keeping with the beat of the

music, they may be used to describe circles with the pelvis or they

may be used to perform pelvic tilts, both forward and backward.

Rotational hip movements are usually referred to as “winding” (pro-

nounced “winin’”) while pelvic tilt movements are called “chuckin’.”

(Gallaugher 1991:165) 0 So now is the time, Gee granny ah lil time

leh she wine. (Poser “Ah Ent Leaving” pr, Williams 1992) 0 He really

try to cool she down for truth. She fling him off, not for hell she

wouldn’t listen. Then she start to wine like she never christened. Like

she body made from blood and bacchanal. (Rudder “De Long Time
Band” 1992) 0 The fellow started win 'in’, and the woman started

win 'in , too... Popo loose his shirt and jump in the circle and start

win 'in inside outside, outside inside, left to right and right to left.

(Alleyne-Forte 1994:1) 0 The 20,000-strong crowd... included several

government ministers, jumped and wined and churned the field into

mud. {EX 6 Feb 1994:2) 0 When they sang “Show me your motion”
in the game, then that child is supposed to wind his little bottom. If he

didn't show his motion, his mother would call. “Come on, boy,” and
if he still didn’t do it, she would come and hit him two slaps. But
don't do that winding in public, outside that game. If someone says,

“Mrs. Elder, I met your little boy down there winding his bottom,” his

mother would give him a beating. (Elder 1997:182)

wine and jam n Calypso focusing on encouraging people to dance and

WINE, rather than on quality of lyrics. 0 While people are trying to

win Road March with wine and jam songs. I’m taking a different

road. {EX 11 Jan 1987:25) 0 The protests against “wine and jam”
calypsoes were louder this year and came from all quarters. (Jacob et

al 1992:7) 0 Wine and jam is overbearing to hear the same year after

year. {EX 21 Jan 1993:9) 0 Wayne T, like so many other calypso-

nians, believes that the artform is being watered down by far too

much “wine and jam” foolishness. (Bomb 14 Jan 1994:14) = >jam
and wine

wine back 1 v WINE backwards onto someone, usu. with one person

moving their backside into another person’s belly while dancing.

Also to respond by wining to someone else’s wining. 0 [J]ust as I

made those steps there was a collective wine back and had I not my
bulk to save me I fear I would have been hurled to my death over the

protective barricade. (EX 29 Jan 1997)

2 v Respond in kind to an advance or action, not necessarily sexual or

physical. 0 “She told me how much she appreciated my efforts.”

“And what you say?” “I wine back.” (2007)

wine dowm v Wine in a spectacular, enthusiastic, full-force manner. 0

Then off [the Jab Molasi] goes with pelvic gyrating, literally “wining

down the place”... his greasy torso glistening in the sunlight, his only

costuming being a tight fitted brief shorts. (Ahye 1978:29) 0 She

wined down the Complex like a teenager when she leamt that the

Manzanilla outfit scored [high] points. (Punch 19 Nov 1989:15)

wine on v Wine while maintaining physical contact with another per-

son, usu. the buttocks or belly, esp. when done in a sexually provoca-

tive manner. 0 Mister wine you wine but don wine on me. (Kitchener

“Mrs. Harriman” 1972) 0 I am glad that you cautioned [them] about

women wining on men in front and behind them. (EX-2 28 Feb

1988:6) 0 Ah feeling to wine on something. (Super Blue “Wine on

Something” pr, Williams 1992) 0 Bumsee’s set to roll in poom poom
shorts; Men all set to wine on ah woman. (Bomb 15 Jan 1993:21) 0 A
man who was accused of “wining” on someone else’s woman was
stabbed to death... At about 12.40 am one of the men liming with

[him] started accusing him of wining on a woman with whom he (the

accuser) had been friendly. (IND 22 Aug 1997)

wine plantain n A cultivated plantain of the AAB group French
PLANTAIN. Sheaths and midribs bright red. (fr wine-red colour of the

sheaths) 0 (Stover & Simmonds 1987:122,164)

winer n A person who is an expert at WINING, often referring to some-

one showing off during a dance or fete. 0 She mumblin’ to she friend

how when it come to ‘wining’ you can’t beat Princes Town, an’ if

wasn’t for de ‘ fibrositis’ in she back she would ah show dem. Well by

de time Babsy breaks Holiday Inn door, she realise wha’ goin’ on.

Was wine for days... Before yu could say ‘cheers!’ she go from

‘winer expert’ to ‘wine expert!’. (Keens-Douglas 1984:7) 0 Dance

competitors doing “chutney dances” on stage took over from the

usual “floor winers” at... the semi-finals last weekend of the 17th

annual Indian Cultural Pageant. (EX-2 16 Dec 1990:34) 0 Aestheti-

cally, things boil down to a choice of kaiso or soca - political songs

or “smut,” patriarchs or winer women. (Rohlehr 1998:87) 0 In ’76,

Kitchener... “got down” on his Flagwoman, a winer girl of renown.

(Ganase 2000:70)

winer boy n A man who is an expert at WINING, often referring to

someone showing off during a dance or fete. 0 Winer boys and

ordinary women. There are three reasons why normally calm and

composed Trinibagonian women change (some say mutate) into vir-

tual savages at Carnival time... They are simply: Eddie Charles...

Leon Coldero and Machel Montano. (EX 16 Jan 1996)
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winer girl n A woman who is an expert at WINING, often referring to

someone showing off during a dance or fete, and esp. to woman who
dance to accompany a performer or CALYPSONIAN on stage. 0 Kitch-

ener proved once again he is the master with his rendition of “Steel

Wheel” and was easily able to match the “waist talent” of his new
winer girl. (Blast 19 Jan 1990:3) 0 “Yuh gettin’ on jes like de winer

gyul an dem from Princes Town!” (Baptiste 1993:167) 0 German

calypsonian Chako... stole the show... ably backed up by his own
“winer gyul”. (TG 17 Jan 1994:1)

wing break phr Be in a helpless position, handicapped in a difficult

situation, and therefore having to do the best that one can. (fr proverb

when cobo wing break he band with fowl) 0 So you see Mistah

Edditer I tink dat I will hav to go back and take de 7/6 you see sah, as

how me wing brake I can’t do better. (PC 4 June 1904)

wingy adj A state of unaccustomed thinness that causes a man’s pants

to fold or pleat under his belt; an outfit that is odd and loose-fitting,

/wrnc^i/ 0 “Like yuh losin’ weight! How come yuh pants fittin’ yuh

so wingy?” (Baptiste 1993:167)

winin bone, winding bone n The part of the back-bone considered

crucial for being able to WINE properly. 0 Wine-ing (winding) bone:

the bone responsible for revellers (esp. females) gyrating at Carnival

and other fetes. When one can’t wind properly one is said to have

injured same. (Haynes 1987:42)

wining n A rhythmic, gyrating pelvic movement, sometimes overtly

sexual, as in dancing. The motion usu. consists of a wriggle-dance, in

which the pelvic region is gyrated, or the whole spinal column is rip-

pled upward and downward. (< wine) 0 Jump in meh band, And you

must feel fine, Is heavy wining. Left right front and behind. (Terror

“Jump in Meh Band” 1975 pr) 0 As a Hindu, singing about God in an

environment of alcohol and lewd and suggestive “wining”, I feel this

consists of a desecration of my religion. (TG 28 Nov 1990:8) 0 There

was a wining competition outside Smokey and Bunty’s Sports Bar.

Black woman, red woman, white woman, brown woman. (Jacob et al

1992:36) 0 Leon Coldero is another wining phenomenon. His waist

defies the natural laws of flexibility. (EX 16 Jan 1996) 0 When
exactly did “wining” start? Perhaps it took hold seriously in the

seventies - the decade of liberation. (Ganase 2000:69-70)

win out v Win completely, thoroughly. (<win
1 + out

5
) 0 For three

days straight he win out the wappie. (Lovelace 1988: 1 1 1)

wire 1 n News; tip; secret; message; transmitted in any form, usu.

orally and privately. 0 The police got a wire one day, I understand,

They hustled out in force but they didn’t get the man. (Atilla “Where
Was Butler?" 1938) 0 It’s your neighbor gave me the wire, All the

time to me you was tire. (Lion “Tina” 1938) 0 You didn’t know that I,

Was to get the wire from Vi. (Lion “Buddy Abraham” 1939) 0 Wen
ah get de wire so ah put on me clothes and a bail him out. - When I

heard the news about his arrest I was able to go and stand bail for

him. (ESTT 1956) 0 When Small Change get the wire that they

recruiting fellars to go to England and work, he left the barge same

time and went home and put on some clean clothes and went to the

office where they was recruiting these fellars. (Selvon 1957:132) 0

Ah got ah wieyuh/wire: I heard; “ah little fairy tole me”. (Haynes

1987:20)

2 n Backside; buttocks; ass. 0 Ah go cut yuh blasted wire. 0 She get

licks in she wire. 0 If you hear she fire, fire, In me wire, wire. Ah ay,

ay, oy, oy, oy. Fire Fire Binaga Pepito, Damey mucho agua heat for

so. (“Fire in Your Wire” 1968 pr. Roberts 1968)

wire bend phr A conventional ending for a traditional folktale. See

also BOIS SEC, CRICK-CRACK. 0 And de wire ben and de storie en.

(Ottley 1962:40) 0 “And the wire bend and the story end.” (Ottley

1969:84) 0 “The other day you cuss-up you old friend Ramcharitar

because he was telling you about karma, and you tell me to cut out

that shit about karma, so crick-crack the wire bend, the story end.”

(Andersen 2006:104)

wire bender n A person who specializes in curving and bending stiff

wire to make frames, large masks, etc. for Carnival mas cos-

tumes. 0 Standing tall among the pioneers of Trinidad Carnival, tradi-

tional wire-bender Velasquez remembers long time Carnival, playing

the mas he loved, without the glitter that has become synonymous

with modem day presentations. (EX 8 Feb 1987:29) 0 In mas we had

bandleaders like Cito Velasquez and Gerald Viera. Dem was great

wirebenders dat use tuh bring some good mas. (Foster 1990:74) 0

Wire benders also provided stands for either side of the cab, where

enclosed pitch oil lamps were placed for night service. Though they

did not light the way too much, the lamps helped to alert people of the

horse and cabs coming in the distance. (Deen 1994:68) 0 “In 1959 1

started bending wire in the yard of Cito Valesquez, one of the great

wire benders, ten years my senior. We brought Fruits and Flowers .”

(Vieira 1998:195) 0 Wirebender: Carnival craftsman responsible for

shaping the wire structures upon which costumes are created. (Scher

2003:187)

wire-bending n The process of curving and bending stiff wire to make
frames, large masks, etc. for Carnival MAS costumes. 0 Carnival...

is not only “theatre of the streets” but it is also a showcase for the

plastic arts, especially the art of wire-bending. (Millett 1993:271) 0

The Red and Blue Indians were less formalistic. They merely wan-

dered around town in small groups painted red or blue and singing

and challenging any other bands they met. From the competition

between the more pacifist Indians, who were more concerned with

aesthetics than violence, the tradition of the elaborate Fancy Indians

evolved. It was from this development, says [Albert] Bailey, that the

arts of (especially) wire bending, beadwork, and other aspects of

design really became disciplines. (TG-M 24 Jan 1993:2) 0 They are

trying to run a course in wire-bending. (ND 8 Jan 1 994:7)

wire grass n Sporobolus jacquemontii, an introduced grass, used in

thatching roofs. (< E wire-grass, various grasses or grass-like plans

having wiry stems) = hay grass, hay seed, mulatto plait, >tapia grass

wires see guayare

wis, wiz n A bunch of dried plant material, used for rubbing down race

horses, /wis/ (< E wisp ‘handful; small bundle’) 0 Wiz is the horse

racing term for a ball of dried plant material used for grooming. A
wiz may be made up of wild carailli leaves... elephant or guinea

grass... or wild senna leaves... A bundle of this dry grass is beaten on

a wall and stripped thin. It is then rolled into a ball and placed in the

sun to dry. A wiz is best if left to age. This matted bundle is then

rubbed on the horses’ skin and is said to make the skin shiny. A wiz is

used only on a clean horse. (Lans 2006:73)

wish flower n Zephyranthes citrina, a cultivated and naturalized bul-

bous plant; 3-5 narrow leaves 10-35 cm (3.9"- 1.1'), flowers erect on

2-3.5 cm (.8-1.4") stems, yellow, fragrant. Also Z. rosea , similar,

with shorter leaves, flowers rose-pink, (fr custom of making a wish

on the flower) = crocus, wild crocus, >wind flower 0 The “wish flow-

ers”... grow two at a time but far apart - about the distance of a yard

from each other... suddenly a bright yellow cup on a slender stem shot

up in the grass. Whoever picks this flower and makes a wish gets it

granted before the year is out. (TG 28 Sept 1919: 10)

wishy-washy adj Cheap; low quality; poor condition. (< E wishy-

washy ‘of drink or liquid food, weak and insipid; feeble or poor in

condition or quality’) 0 Me na buy dem wishy-washy ting. 0

“Because the Nursing Council has not given Servol the authority to

teach the course autonomously, other ‘wishy-washy’ schools are

springing up all over the country.” (TTM 25 July 1993:8)

witch broom n A fungus, Marasmius perniciosus, or Botiyodiploidia

theobromoe, which attacks cocoa trees, distorting them by encourag-

ing a proliferation of branches and shoots. The CHERELLES become
carrot-shaped and turn black and hard before reaching maturity; small

pods become distorted, and large pods develop hard blackened areas.

(< E witchbroom , similar fungi, on a variety of trees, that cause dis-

torted branches to resemble witches’ brooms of European folklore) =

die-back 0 A landowner... was yesterday fined... on an accusation of

failing to notify the Witchbroom Department of an outbreak of witch-

broom disease on his land at Diego Martin. (TG 11 Feb 1933:1) 0

Witches’ broom disease... In 1928 the disease was found in Trinidad.

The most obvious symptoms of the disease are the brooms or hyper-

trophied shoots which are much thicker than healthy shoots and bear

many short lateral shoots with undeveloped leaves pods are
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formed but these do not develop to maturity... If the disease is uncon-

trolled, the trees will become covered with hundreds of brooms, and

pod losses may rise as high as 70 per cent. Losses can be reduced by

the periodic removal of brooms. (Urquhart 1955:135-6) 0 Dummy
held Garry’s hand and led him off the track, through clumps of guava

and wild sage. It took five years for the trees to mature and yield, and

after that, barring the dreaded witchbroom - the parasite that was the

bane of all cacao estates - it was only a matter of maintaining them

and reaping the harvest before the trees expired after twenty years or

so. (Selvon 1972:129) 0 The collapse of the world market for cocoa

following the end of World War I, as well as the incidence of

witchbroom disease, marked the decline of the cocoa industry in this

period. (Anthony 1997:142) 0 “What else do you know about witch-

broom?” “What the papers say about cocoa estates taking a beating.”

(Andersen 2004:342)

with mouth phr Said to indicate that someone is not sincere. 0 You
comin home tomorrow wid you mout. (Ottley 1971:49) 0 You always

telling me you go bring it, but you only talking with your mouth.

wiz see WIS

womanish adj Said of a small girl trying inappropriately to act like a

grown woman, esp. sexually. 0 “Ah know dat woulder happen. You
doh see how she does shake she bam-bam when she walk! The little

girl 'omanish too much oui. When she been smaller dose little boys

use to take ’er an go an' make banquit.” (Bain 1974:1 1)

woman’s tongue n Albizia lebbeck (E West Indian ebony), a natural-

ized tree. Leaves bipinnate. Flowers several together in the axils of the

leaves, conspicuous owing to the number of yellow-green stamens.

Fruit pods 30.5 cm (12") long, rattle when dry. Wood hard, taking a

good finish, (fr comparison of the long thick tough pods to a tongue,

and the almost continuous shaking of the seeds inside to a woman’s

supposed endless talking) = >shac-shac
4
0 Women’s tongue-trees with

long pendulous pods that incessantly rattle. (Aspinall 1928:72) 0 Albi-

zzia lebbek... leaves pinnate, flowers several together in the axils of

the leaves, conspicuous owing to the number of greenish stamens; the

tree is quite pretty when in full bloom. The pods, about 12 inches,

become dry as they ripen, rattle incessantly in the wind, whence, it is

stated, one of the common names. The chief value of the tree is for its

wood, which is hard, heavy and takes a good finish. (Williams & Wil-

liams 1941:55)

womb-clean n A cleansing of the uterus after childbirth, by dilation

and curettage, or by BUSH MEDICINE. = scrape-out 0 (Haynes

1987:81)

wonder-of-the-world n B)yophyllwn pinnatum [= Cotyledon pinnata,

B. calycinum], a cultivated fleshy plant, to 1 m (39") high. Leaves

opposite in pairs, compound on upper parts, leaflets to 18 x 12 cm
(7 x 4.7"), largest on the end; curved notches on margin. Flower red-

dish. oblong-bell-shaped, to 3.5 cm (1.4") long in terminal panicles.

The leaves are noted for their ability to produce young plants on the

margins even under very dry conditions, such as in between pages of

a book. Used medicinally. (< E wonder ofthe world ‘a marvelous and

admirable object’) = leaf-of-life, leeveltar rola, sajwan, never-dead,

parvu 9 The negroes call it “wonder of the world,”... a leaf, plucked

off the plant and hung up somewhere, will, in the space of ten days or

a fortnight, shoot forth a dozen infant plants all round its edges.

(Phillpotts 1894:149) 0 A very remarkable plant which we sometimes

find growing on waste or abandoned land is possessed of a feature

which recommends it to notice: it has the property of developing

young plants from the margins of its leaves... it is commonly called

“Wonder of the World”. (Guppy 1907:5) 0 Materials used in healing

and conjuring. Leaves... wonder of the world. Kalanchoe. (Simpson

1962:329) 0 Treatment: Wonder of the world... Christmas bush... cor-

eilli... carpenter grass - a handful, lemon grass - a handful. (Bush

Medicine 1 976b:24) 0 Leaf-of-Life, Never Dead, Parvu, Wonder-of-

the-World.... The heated leaves are also applied topically to treat

sprains, bruises, ulcers, swellings and even arthritis and tay tay worm.

It is reported that sometimes this treatment produces severe skin

blisters. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:32) 0 Drink Love Vine

cooling, or Wonder of the World, or White Bachelor Button. (Pavy

1987: 15) 0 The use of wonder-of-the-world Bryophvllum pinnatum as

a poultice in the treatment of diseases known locally as “tay-tay

worms”, ground itch or wazzi poule (swollen feet), and for relief of

sprains and bruises is possibly derived from the use in India of this

plant in almost identical ways. (Morean 1991:31) 0 De wonder-of-

the-world leaves smooth an thick, just what yuh need when sick, ear-

ache toothache headache, all dem kinda ache dat yuh doh want gie ah

break. (Macfarlane 1997:36) 0 Wonder-of-the-world. Kalanchoe pin-

nata. Leaves are heated and applied while still warm as a poultice to

swollen and braised limbs. A leaf decoction is also taken as a full tea-

cup daily for the same condition. (Seaforth et al 1998:525)

wood 1 n A stick used for KAUNDA, STICK-FIGHTING. = >bois',

fighting stick, pour, >stick*

2 n Blows, licks, esp. with a stick. 0 And them tell you go up to the

shop and come back? Don’t say you ain’t going because you getting

some good wood. (Sampath 1993:246)

3 n Penis; male sexual organ, (prob. < Twi dua ‘stick; wood; penis’) =

big bamboo, boutou4
, iron, lolo, totee, toto 0 He said I hear you does

cut wood good. But you frighten for the saw when you see hard

wood. (Terror “The Female Sawmill Owner” 1950 pr) 0 Darling keep

the home fires burning good. Use gas dear dont use any wood.

(Dictator “Keep the Home Fires Burning” 1956 pr) 0 “The man pull

down ’e zip. He take out his wood.” (Bain 1974:65) 0 Would you

believe the farmers say they’re making a grand effort to survive by

agriculture, but Elmina prefers to spend taxpayers money on lumber.

Would you believe they say Elmina like wood. (Bomb 1984)

4 intj A shout of encouragement or challenge by fighters or onlookers

at a STICKFIGHT. = >bois, poui

wood ants n A general term for termites, order Isoptera, usu. applied

to the most conspicuous species, Nasutitermes costalis, N. ephratae

and Microcerotermes arboreus\ small, with a black head. They live in

large ground or tree nests. They often eat wood products such as fur-

niture and books; when the affected item is touched, it crumbles into

dust, (fr resemblance to ants and living in and eating of wood; note E
wood-ant, a large ant that lives in wooded areas) = poubwa, white

ants, wood-louse 0 A cane trash roof requires patching and renewing

every two years, and the wood part is generally injured in that period

by the wood Ants which are very destructive to all kinds of Soft

wood. (Dowland 1 Sept 1843) 0 The rotten trank... sank beneath his

weight, all alive with wood-ants. (Wilkins 1854:196) 0 In one comer

the wood ants (Termes sp.) had constructed a mighty nest undis-

turbed. (Mole 1894b:44) 0 In the country districts... They eject [mos-

quitoes] from the houses in the evening, a piece of wood-ants’ nest

was put into a coal-pot of lighted coals, where it emitted an acrid

smoke before which anopheles and stygomias fled in disgust. (Inniss

1932) 0 Nest made by wood ants. (Simpson 1970:60)

wood dog n Eira barbara trinitatis, a small mammal. Long slender

body about 65 cm (26") long + 46 cm (18.5") tail, weight about 4 kg

(9 lbs). Legs strong; head broad; ears rounded; neck long; strong

claws. (< FC chien bois ‘dog of the woods’, fr dog-like appearance

and forest habitat) = chien bois, faica, gato melao, high woods dog,

>tayra, water weasel 0 Gato-Melao, or Wood-dog... can ascend the

loftiest trees, invariably descending head downwards, (de Verteuil

1884:86) 0 Tayra, Wood dog, Chien bois. (JFNC Apr 1893:167) 0

(Alkins 1979:40-1) 0 How many of us can say we know and have

seen a Poor-me-one, or a lappe, or a wooddog in the wild? (EX 1 1 Oct

1987:10)

wood dove n Zenaida auriculata (E eared dove), a bird, 22.5 cm (9")

long. Crown gray; upperparts olive brown, with conspicuous black

spots on wings; black streak behind eye; black patch below ear area;

tail graduated, tipped broadly with cinnamon; underparts dark red-

dish; bill black; legs dark red. (fr habitat in wooded mangrove

swamps and neighbouring savannahs) 0 “Wood Dove”... Though

legally protected, this dove is subject to persecution from hunters,

especially in SW Tobago, where they are shot at the time when they

most tend to flock. The excuse given is that the species is a ‘type of

Ramier’ (i.e., Columba sp ), which may be shot in the open season,

(ffrench 1991:174-5)
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-Woodford Lodge n In the sugar industry, a particular system of land

management, (fr development at Woodford Lodge , a sugar estate in

Trinidad) 0 The Trinidad sugar industry has played a leading part in

the application of mechanical methods to field operations including

drainage, and one estate, Woodford Lodge, has given its name to a

system of land management involving the use of cambered beds, with

a special ploughing technique, and inter-row cultivation by the rotary

hoe. (Barnes 1953:25)

wood hen n Rallus longirostris (E clapper rail), a large bird, 32.5 cm
(13") long. (< E wood-hen 'a female woodcock or any flightless rail’)

= dahoe, long-beak, >mangrove hen, poule d’eau ginga, poule de

bois, Trinidad clapper rail 0 Though very common, particularly the

wood-hen (Rallus longirostris ), our Rails are seldom served on table,

(de Verteuil 1884:95) 0 Rallus Longirostris... Poule-de-bois, or

wood-hen. (de Verteuil 1884:370)

wooding n Severe beating or criticism. (< woocfi) 0 Acting President

Wahid Ali is also president of the senate, but even all these high titles

could not make him escape from the “wooding” he got publicly from

PNM auditors over the bad pay affair. (Bomb 1980s)

wood-louse n A general term for termites, order Isoptera, although

most commonly applied to the most conspicuous species, Nasuti-

termes costalis, N. ephratae and Microcerotermes arboreus; small,

with black head. They live in large ground or tree nests. They often

eat wood products such as furniture and books; when the affected

item is touched, it crumbles into dust. (< E wood-louse ‘a small iso-

pod crustacean of the genus Oniscus , found in old wood, under rocks,

etc. and able to roll up into a ball’) = poubwa, white ants, wood ants 0

In the mangrove swamps [love-birds] nest in the huge rounded black

nests of “wood-lice” (termites), hollowing out sufficient of the “hon-

eycomby” interior. (Belcher & Smooker 1936a: 14)

woodslave 1 n Thecadactylus rapicauda [~ Gekko rapicauda , Platy-

dactylus pheconvx, P. theconyx], a soft-bodied gecko lizard, to 12 cm
(4.7"). Toes are specially adapted with millions of microscopic

hooked hairs that enable the lizard to walk upside down on ceilings.

Colour is golden or grayish brown with darker markings, but it can

change to a pale cream. Large bulging eyes. Tail is often thick and

fleshy at the base and almost always appears damaged from partial

regeneration. Variety of habitats including forest, savanna and build-

ings. (prob. < Yor omo He ‘child-slave-subject of house’, a whitish,

house-dwelling lizard) = mabouia des bananiers, plantain mabouia,

vingt-quatre heures
1

,
twenty-four hours

2
0 The Woodslave is the only

lizard in Trinidad that has a voice... at night, it can be heard making

noises that sound like the swift tappings of a small hammer. The
sound of “Kek Kek Kek Kek” tells that the Woodslave is hunting for

spiders and cockroaches among the beams of the roof... During the

day the Woodslave lives in cracks and crevices or behind picture

frames... This lizard is supposed to stick on to people with fatal

results. This is only an old superstition, however, for the Woodslave
can do no harm... It is about 7 inches long and should not be confused

with the other pale house gecko that also lives behind picture frames

in houses. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:21) 0 One [Beast] had pointed toes,

another had claws, sticking to the ground like the feet of a woodslave

on the wall. (EX 1 Mar 2003:30)

2

n Hemidactylus mabouia , a common gecko lizard, often found on

walls and ceilings inside houses. = check-a-check, house lizard,

>mabouia’, mabouia des murailles, twenty-four hours
1

, vingt-quatre

heures
1

, wall mabouia 0 Most lizards according to popular belief are

poisonous and the common gecko [H. mabuia
]

is a very Borgia

among the saurians, if vulgar report is to be believed. They are called

“wood-slaves,” “vingt-quatre heures” or “Twenty-four hours,” yet

they are perfectly harmless and useful things... They are supposed to

poison food by their touch and the country people in Trinidad tell

you that when they see you approaching they first “take your colour”

and then jump upon you and stick to you until death releases you
twenty-four hours after this extraordinary performance. (Urich

1894:131-132)

woop-wap 1 adv Quickly; without hesitation or distraction; strongly.

= whip-whap 1

0 The dog kill out the rat woop-wap.

2 adj Acting quickly, without hesitation. = whip-whap2
0 Woop-wap:

No nonsense person; one who jumps to action quickly - rightly or

wrongly; one who doesn’t skylark; to take on anything no matter

what the consequences. (DEW nd)

work, wuk, wock 1 v Work in a place; work at an occupation. 0 But

dat is a shame an ah egsvantage, an dat is why plenty ah poar class ah

peple don’t like to lem to plant an mek garden, becos, dem who can

affode to buy de lan dose rob doze dat wuk it up gie dem. (PC 4 June

1904) 0 Yer lucky if yer find any girl nowadays who want ter work

servant. (Matura 1982:11) 0 “I worked fireman on ships.” (EX-2

8 Nov 1987:13) 0 “The man used to work agriculture.” (1990) 0

“After the party, a maxi dropped us in San Juan, and a rented car was

working taxi.” (TTM

4

Feb 1996:5)

2 v’ Give strenuous sexual exercise. 0 “She work him good.” ( 1990)

3 v Of beer or fruit drinks, ferment and foam. (< E work ‘make, form,

or fashion into something’) 0 I am still to understand why they were

put in the sun for days before they are actually blended. My mother

always maintained that the reason for the “sunning” was to get it to

“work” before being bottled. Maybe it worked because a homemade
sorrel [or] gingerbeer is most definitely different from the assembly-

line stuff. (TG-S 23 Dec 1990:19)

4 v Cause stomach cramps or diarrhoea, (prob. < E work ‘move into

or out of position’) 0 “You do’ know too much rich food does make
po’ belly work?” (de Boissiere 1956)

5 v Outsmart; get the better of. 0 Ah wuck 'im: I out-manoeuvered

him. (Haynes 1987:209)

6 n A job; short- or long-term employment. NB: This is usu. a work

or a wuk, equivalent to E ajob. (< E work ‘occupation; employment;

business; function’) 0 “Wuk. He m-make d-de boss loss ’e wuk.”

(Cobham 1907:142) 0 It don't take plenty to make a t’ief. All you

have to do is have a fellar catching his royal, and can't get a work
noway. (Selvon 1960b: 107) 0 “I want a work bad, girl... I ain’t pick

up nothing yet, girl, but I still trying.” (Hart 1966: 13) 0 “Like this guy

feel because he have a bigger wuk than you and he white he can just

walk in here and take ’way you’ woman?” (Broomes 1973:35) 0 I

tink Maisie deserve to get ah wuk as a government adviser, because

no matter what de subject, Maisie have ah opinion to give. (Keens-

Douglas 1984:25) 0 “He ask the girl if she want a servant work.”

(1984) 0 The boy only have sixteen years, and when he see that it

look like they can’t afford to feed he and mind he, he had to leave

school and find a work. (Khan 1987:51) 0 I decided to talk to some of

these people and find out what was so great about being a policeman.

“It’s a wuk,” a tall, lanky fellow replied quickly, “De money good.”...

Generally this was the kind of response I was getting, until one... lad

said, “I want to protect and serve.” All heads jerked in his direction to

see who was talking such stupidness. (EN 2 Oct 1 989: 13)0 “An' yuh

see, when you escape you making me lose my wuk. When I lose my
wuk you cyar feed my children.” (Bomb 6 Oct 1989:11) 0 The court

heard that on September 21, [he] put down “ah serious bandit wuk”...

in the heart of the city. (Heat 7 Oct 1989:5) 0 “Maa, pack me lunch I

going today to ask for a wuk by Seegobin, ah hear he buy ah tractor

and he want somebody to watchman for he.” (Maharaj 1994: 13) 0 At
the end of [his] tour, you will clap with enthusiasm... “When I put

down that kind of wuk on tourists,” he says, “they does remember
me.” (Pires 1 994f: 15) 0 “Is only in URP you could ain’ go to the wuk
an’ still get pay.” (EX 21 May 1995: 1

1 ) 0 Crime team not looking for

‘wuk’. (TTM

2

Feb 1996:10)

7 v Put a magical spell or OBEAH on someone. 0 “Alec must be work-

ing on you.”... “Eh-heh. He must be working on me. You ain't know
how? He throw forty-four bad spirit from Bournes Road burial

ground pon me. And you ain’t know what else? He pay the ole obeah-

man in Mayaro to bum candle on me head.” (Hill 1 966c: 7)

8 n Usu. with African, Yoruba or Orisha , the practice of the SHANGO
or Orisha religion. 0 In Nigeria. Shango, god of thunder, is the only

deity worshipped in the Shango cult. Other Yoruba gods have their

own priests, societies, and cult centers... In Trinidad. Shango is only

one of dozens of "powers,” including fifteen or more Yoruba deities,

who are followed by persons engaged in "African work.” (Simpson

1970:86) 0 Changes which have been taking place in the relationships
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between “Yoruba work” (the Shango cult) and the “work” of the Spir-

itual Baptists. (Simpson 1970:69) 0 The practice of orisha ceremonial

is commonly referred to as Yaraba work, orisha work, work , a transla-

tion of ise ‘work’, which in Yoruba embraces both secular and spiri-

tual tasks. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:94)

9 n In Shango, a person’s fated or designated religious task. 0 Dur-

ing “mourning” a devotee of the shango cult or of the Shouters

church... receives a “gift,” that is, he discovers what his “work” (fate)

in the cult is. One may return to the “mourning” house several times

to “build” and may thus receive new spiritual gifts. (Simpson

1970:97)

work bull n Control and guide a bull used as a draft animal, e.g. in

logging or agriculture. 0 ‘And a man does have to learn things in the

world, because it is not only cocoa and wild beast in the bush that in

the world, and cutting down forest trees, and working the bull pulling

out the logs.’ (Lovelace 1968:53)

work gang see GANG

work garden phr Prepare and cultivate any agricultural area. (< work2

+ garden) 0 He working garden day-clean to night-fall,

work head phr Play a trick on someone; fool or deceive. 0 Ah work a

head on he and he gie me ten dollars. (Ottley 1971:78)

work-house n Hard worker; someone who labours long hours, (prob.

< E work-horse ‘a horse used for work on a farm; a machine or per-

son that dependably performs hard labour’) 0 To be a hard worker is

to be a work-house. (ESTT 1956) 0 His wife was a work house and

looked it. She laboured all day and most of the night. (Persaud

1990:123)

work life out see WORK OUT2

workman n An OBEAHMAN; a person who works magic. (< work9 ) 0

(Herskovits & Herskovits 1947)

work obeah phr Put a magic spell or act of OBEAH on someone, usu.

for evil purpose. = work science 0 When a peasant contractor, step-

ping out of his hut one morning, finds a sealed bottle lying at the

entrance... his heart sinks within him... Somebody - one of his ene-

mies - is working ‘obeah’ on him. His children will get ‘yaws,’ his

cow dry up, his crops will fail... all will go wrong with him unless he

can counteract or overcome the evil. (Collens 1888:41) 0 Mr. J.: You
know [water cresses] are healthy and cooling, and good for the kid-

neys too? C: That is so. Mr. J: If a man were to advise someone to

take water cresses, that it was cooling medicine, you would not say

that he was working obeah. C: No. (POSG 14 Nov 1907:5) 0 Valen-

tine said he was not working obeah, but had a prayer meeting. (TG
1 1 Mar 1919:3) 0 “And now this boy father decide to tell people that

if they vote for Harbans, Preacher going to work magic and obeah

on them. All-you go ahead. See if that is the way to win election.”

(Naipaul 1958:91) 0 "Work a obeah on she, make she sick, make she

come down with a fever or something.” (Khan 1964:27) 0 ‘We could

do for him,’ Compai said quietly. ‘How?’ ‘We could put a light on his

head.’ ‘You mean work obeah?’ ‘Obeah voodoo jingay... those things

ain’t so foolish as people think.’ (Boodhoo 1994:266)

work out 1 v obs Of a slave or indentured labourer, work outside their

estate by agreement with the estate owner. 0 They cannot work out

without a permission from me, and a contract is entered with before

me between the parties. (Character, 1825, CO 295-66:15)

2 v Usu. with LIFE, LIVER-STRING, or SOUL-CASE, work very hard,

sometimes to the detriment of health and life. 0 It is believed that his

wife returned not long afterwards and [he] “worked his life out” send-

ing money back to the woman of his heart, in Trinidad. (Bomb 2 Nov
1990:16) 0 “If one is working or has worked very hard, one can refer

to working out one’s liver string, same as working out one’s soul

case.” (1990) 0 “The man work he soulcase out, and now he have

nuttin.” (1994)

work science phr Put a magic spell or act of OBEAH on someone, usu.

for evil purpose. = >work (a) obeah 0 (Punch 1982)

work up belly phr A kind of WINING, in which the person makes a

rhythmic pulsing movement of the belly. 0 She forget she was cookin

fus she amazed. This looking like a band from my jammette days. She

pull up she dress and she cock she mouth, And start to work up she

belly inside and out. (David Rudder “De Long Time Band” pr,

Williams 1992)

worm bush 1 n Spigelia anthelmia, a smooth native plant, stem usu.

with a pair of branches, then simple and leafless to a height of

10-20 cm (3. 9-7. 8"), bearing one large and one small pair of leaves at

the top, with another pair of branches in the axils of the smaller

leaves. Leaves lanceolate, from 3-5 x 1-2 cm (1.2-2 x .4-. 8") to

10 x 4 cm (3.9 x 1.6"), readily blackening on injury or drying. Flow-

ers 1 cm long, pink or lilac, funnel-shaped. Fruit a warty capsule

4 mm long, 6 mm wide, deeply lobed, seeds rough, (fr use against

intestinal worms) = bomvier, >brinvilliers 0 Worm bush; Bomvier;

Brinvilliers... The plant is reputed poisonous to livestock. (FTT 1947-

2-3:176)

2 n Chenopodium ambrosioides, a bushy native plant to 1 m (3.2')

high, usu. smaller; plant has a strong distinctive unpleasant smell,

esp. the roots, (fr use against intestinal worms) = fit weed2
, semen

contra, >worm grass 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:469) 0 Worm bush. Chenopo-

dium ambrosioides. Juice is squeezed from the leaf into a teaspoon

and taken to treat worms in children. This treatment is followed by a

laxative to purge the bowels. (Seaforth et al 1998:524)

worm grass n Chenopodium ambrosioides, a bushy native plant to

1 m (3.2') high, usu. smaller; plant has a strong, distinctive, unpleas-

ant smell, esp. the roots. Leaves on lower parts wavy-margined, 5-8 x

1-2 cm (2-3 x .4-. 8"); upper ones much smaller, with smooth margins.

Flowers very small, greenish or yellowish, in clusters on long termi-

nal stalks. Used medicinally as a worming agent. = fit weed2
, semen

contra, worm bush
2

0 Materials used in healing and conjuring.

Grasses... worm (“fit” weed). Chenopodium ambrosiodes. Known
also as Mexican Tea and as Semen-Contra. (Simpson 1962:329) 0

And children with worms use to take worm grass, don’t find ah fass,

worm grass used to show the worms way to pass. (Relator “Bush

Medicine” 1971 pr) 0 Worm grass. Chenopodium ambrosiodes.

(Bush Medicine 1976b: 18) 0 Seme Contra, Simen Contra, Worm
Grass. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:50) 0 Boiled worm grass

leaves with dry orange peel. (Pavy 1987:18) 0 Ma Juana had a dog...

it had worms, which was why it stretched its legs in that way. She was

going to give it some worm grass tea, pazote, siment control', in Eng-

lish, Spanish, French patois. My mother used to make worm grass tea

for me when I was a small girl. She used to send me to pick the

leaves. They were tiny and juicy; the stalks were pinkish. They were

easy to find. The tea was not as unappetizing as senna; and it seems

that it did get rid of the worms. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:111) 0

(MNP 2007)

worm snake n Leptotyphlops albifrons, a small non-venomous bur-

rowing snake; head same thickness as body, (fr resemblance to a

worm in shape and burrowing habits) = burrowing snake", >ground

puppy 1

,
white-faced worm snake, yellow-headed worm snake 0 This

little snake is one of the smallest in the world and is likely to be mis-

taken for a worm, whenever it is seen in the garden... The last scale on

the tail is pointed and sharp and many a person, on picking up this lit-

tle snake, has felt the sharp probing of this scale. This leads to the

belief that this is the ‘sting,’ and the snake is quickly dropped and

killed. In fact, the point at the end of the tail of the Worm Snake is

probably used to pull the snake backwards as it burrows back and

forth under the earth where it searches for its food. (Boos & Quesnel

1969:14) 0 Worm Snake. Nocturnal. Terrestrial, burrows in loose

soil, under compost heaps, leaves, etc. (Greenhall 1976b:50)

wormwood 1 n Artemisia absinthium , an introduced plant, used

medicinally, bitter-tasting. (< E wormwood, A. absinthium) = lapsent

0 Ambrosia hispida... Wormwood. A running or spreading perennial,

rooting at the joints. Leaves strong smelling, much divided, with

shaggy hairs on both sides. Flower heads in small, inconspicuous

clusters. (Williams & Williams 1941:58) 0 Very often when I carry

green wormwood Artemisia absinthium leaves to the market, casual

observers would derisively remark, “I have that growing wild all over

my garden; I could sell you that”. Unfortunately they are mistaking

this herb for the [more common] ubiquitous local weed, whitehead
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broom, Parthenium hysterophorus

,

which has a similarly shaped leaf.

(Morean 1991:51)

2 n Parthenium hysterophorus, a native plant, (fr bitter taste) =

bitterweed, country wormwood, >whitehead (broom)
1

, white-top 0

(Laurence 1976:10)

worry v Take seriously; take notice of; bother about/with; usu. in the

negative. (< E worry ‘be distressed, agitated, anxious about’) 0 worry

/do/ worry fix it “don’t bother fixing it” (Solomon 1993:108) 0 “Nah

nah, doe call Papa. He does talk too damn much. Next thing yuh

know, the whole marish and the parish know my business. Don’t

worry to call Papa at all.” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:90)

worry (up) brains phr Be very concerned about, anxious about. 0

“An’ wey yuh now from. Mister? You shoulda be home ’bout four

hours now! An I worryin’ up mih brains hopin’ nottin’ eh happen to

you!” (Sweetbread, EX 29 Dec 1976:23) = >worry head

worry head phr Be very concerned about, anxious about. (< worry +

prob. Hausa Kada ka dami kanka ‘Do not you worry your head’ and

Wolof Bui getten sa-boppa ‘Do not worry your head’) = worry brains

0 In reply to His Worship defendants said that their parents were not

in Court and they never worried their heads about the case. (TG 4 July

1919:4)

worry with v Take seriously; take notice of; be concerned or anxious

about; bother about/with. Usu. with negative. 0 “Don’t worry with

that,” the father said. "Don’t worry with all those silly people.”

(Anthony 1963:16) 0 WORRY, v., to take seriously, to be concerned

about, e.g., don’ worry with he, na, when he drunk he en know what

he sayin’. (Rodman 1971:236) 0 She still didn’t want to have any-

thing to do with me. ‘Don’t worry with Ayesha, you know... She does

say anything. She have a hot mouth.’ (Lovelace 1988:54) 0 They

don’t worry with that again. They use to have them the night before

wedding. Old people gi blessing. (1990) 0 ‘You can’t worry with

those two,’ Compai advised. ‘Every day they get on so.’ ‘You ain’t

see that I don’t take them on,’ Martina said. (Boodhoo 1994:38)

worth v Be worth to; be valuable to. (< E worth to ‘of a certain value’)

0 It didn’t worth him nutten’ anymore. (Lovelace 1968)

worthless see also WUTLESS

worthless n Tangara gyrola [= T. desmaresti, Calliste desmaresti] (E

bay-headed tanager), a bird, 13.8 cm (5.5") long. Green with reddish

brown head; narrow collar of gold behind head; upperparts tinged

with gold; sometimes bluish tinge on underparts. = brown-headed

vert-vert, cocoa-headed tanager, police bird, tete cacao, tet kako, tet

mazet, vert-vert a tete cacao 0 (Chapman 1894:29) 0 Worthless.

Observed only on the crests of the ridges in the Caura district where it

was not common. (JFNC Dec 1895:273) 0 (Williams 1922:129) 0

(Roberts 1934:99) 0 (Belcher & Smooker 1937b:533) 0 (Street

1946:376) 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 (fffench 1991:368-9)

worthless tree, wutless tree n Anacardium occidentalis, a native tree

and its fruit. (< wutless) = acajou
1

,
>cashew, cushu 0 The trees

include the Cashew (called the ‘Watless Tree’, because it exposes its

seeds), (de Verteuil 1993:47)

woscal see hausse-col

would v A modal indicating future time. Generally equivalent to E
will. See also will. (< E would

,

used before a verb to indicate a con-

ditional or undecided intention) = go 0 A wide cross-section of steel-

bands will be on hand to provide music for the day... the families of

those pan sides would also be on hand to share in the day ofjoy and

fun. (TTM 19 Aug 1986:21) 0 [He] is scheduled to leave for England

soon to conduct research. In the meantime, his attorney would be

writing to the Director of Personnel Administration. (TTM 10 July

1990:3) 0 A very noteworthy aspect of the modal particles in Trinida-

dian, which accounts for one of the stubbomest features of the speech

of Trinidad at all levels, is the fact that “would” does not figure

among them, “would” is in fact another, less basilectal form of the

future particle “go”: I go eat it tomorrow “I’ll eat [it] tomorrow” I

would eat it tomorrow “I’ll eat it tomorrow”. Indeed, the stubbomess

with which “would” is substituted for “will” (and “could” for “can...)

is one of the most characteristic features of Trinidad speech at almost

all levels, and the despair of English teachers (at least those who are

aware of it). (Solomon 1993:106) 0 TRINIDADIAN go/would

STANDARD ENGLISH will. (Solomon 1993:114) 0 Let’s call the

SE sentence with would an unreal conditional and the SE sentence

with will a real conditional. It should be evident that the situation in

the main clause of both of them has not occurred at the time of

speech. That is, the going in I will go and I would go can only happen

after the time of speech, and in the future. It is because of this fact that

both would and will are perceived by Trinbagonians as future parti-

cles. Not only that, but Trinbagonians are also looking for a more

respectable English substitute for EC go in formal language, both

spoken and written, and go stands alone as future particle in EC... For

most of us, would and will are one and the same thing: a particle that

signals future... The semantics of go are copied onto would and will,

which are really go in two other forms, as in: Government would

shortly be tabling legislation to ban pitbulls and the legislation will

restore the sense of security of citizens as they walk or jog on our

roads or stroll in our parks. (James 1998: 10)

woulda, wood ah, wud ah, would ah 1 v A modal indicating a condi-

tional action or state in the past, that is, something that did not happen

but that would have happened had the speaker known better. Gener-

ally equivalent to E would have. (< E would have, used with a verb to

indicate a past conditional) = would did 0 Den Missa sai, o if I

bin no dat afor, I wood a punish em more. ( TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0

Wan ah me frens tell me ah shud a charg he at 60 cents ah day an dat

wud ah mek it cum to $4.20. (PC 4 June 1904) 0 Dat cent you tek buy

papah fe rite you chupit chupit letta - ef you bin buy grease fe grease

dem chiga toe, it wooda bin betta. (PC 9 July 1904) 0 Me mind did

[have] dat is dat she wood ah say becos ah know dat creoles is ah

nation way doz always like to help dey own peeple. (PC 17 Sept

1904) 0 If it was close tuh home, De whole family woulda get ah for-

mal invitation. An we woulda buy ah gift. (Foster 1990:77) 0 If I was
a younger chap. Maybe I woulda get trap in that. (Sparrow “Both of

Them” pr, Williams 1992) 0 I woulda bring me hand together and

Badam! Mash up the damn place and kill all the kiss-me-ass bitches

in it. (Maharaj 1992:28) 0 ‘If you had to work to mind me, I woulda

dead long time.’ (Gosine 1992:103) 0 TRINIDADIAN was go/would

have STANDARD ENGLISH would; would have (Solomon

1993:1 14) 0 “Yuh know if was a white man lash she, she woulda pick

up her damn false teeth easy easy and go her way.” (Alleyne-Forte

1994:7) 0 More than anything else tha' is what I cyar take! The con-

tempt displayed for the population. How he could feel we woulda

take that ta-ta? (trinicenter.com/keithsmith 25 Jan 2001) 0 “Look
heah beataa, fus’ ting ah wou'd-aa do, was to let people know what

going on amongst de people everyday.” (TG 7 Apr 2004:50)

2 v A modal indicating an action that was unexpected in the past, but

has happened. Generally equivalent to E would or would have. 0 Yuh
ever tort yuh woulda see such a ting happen in yuh life before?

(Mamits LPOS, TG 5 May 1979) 0 “Ah hah to mek it meh duty to

speak to Father Jones about yuh Felix. Well ah never see more, who
would ah think yuh was een ah de choir fuh forty years.” (Rollocks

1975:9)

3 v A modal indicating a present or future possibility; generally

equivalent to E will, would. 0 “Look at de nice string ah cut nuh. I say

we woulda full dis string wit’ cascadoo.” (Sweetbread EX ca 1980) 0

“Well, we can’t read. And if we coulda read, that woulda make no

difference,” another volunteered. (Gosine 1988:44) 0 Well, Keith

woulda make a Royal gaol to write Bed & Breakfast this week. (Pires

1 995e: 15)

woulda did, would of did v Modal indicating a conditional action or

state in the past, with a potentially, but not actually, completed action

of the verb, e.g. he woulda did go ‘he would have gone’. (< woulda +

did) 0 She get so vex dat she would ah did kill de cat. (PC 17 Sept

1904) 0 If we had a Govanna like him last year w id such a indepen-

dant spirit, 1 quite sure dat we wudn’t of had any riot, and no body

wudn’t of did get shoot, and perhaps de Water Question wud did set-

tle plenty better fo everybody, and de “Big Pitchers” wudn't did get a

chance to bum down de Red House and put de blame on Po People.

(PC 15 Oct 1904) 0 A kwite sure dat if dey did come befo not a

kworter of de place wudn’t a did bun. (PC 29 Oct 1904)
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woulda done v Modal indicating a conditional action or state in the

past, with a potentially, but not really, fully completed action of the

verb, e.g. he woulda done go ‘he would have (already) gone’.

(< woulda + done ) 0 By the time people start hearing this song, NAR
woulda done get their licks and gone. (Watchman “Leader of the

Opposition" pr, Williams 1992)

would did v arc A modal indicating a conditional action or state in the

past, that is, something that did not happen but that would have hap-

pened had the speaker known better. Generally equivalent to E would

have. = >woulda 0 I wud did lock him up but Jemima beg fuh lay he

go. but I wos sorry nex morning becos I miss a pare of the fattist

ducks wey 1 had. (PC 18 June 1904) 0 Don’t talk bout danger in de

road I thought I would did fall down de precipice every time I make a

step. (PC 15 Oct 1904) 0 If we had a Govanna like him last year wid

such a independant spirit, I quite sure dat we wudn't of had any riot,

and no body wudn’t of did get shoot, and perhaps de Water Question

wud did settle plenty better fo everybody, and de “Big Pitchers”

wudn’t did get a chance to bum down de Red House and put de blame

on Po Poople. (PC 15 Oct 1904)

would did done v arc A modal indicating a conditional action or state

in the past, with a potentially, but not really, fully completed action of

the verb, e.g. he would did done go ‘he would have (already) gone’.

(< would did + done) = >woulda done 0 If you did’nt teef me daddy

chickens owt ah de foul coob, ah kwite sho dat me and you wud did

don marrid arreddy. (PC 19 Nov 1904)

would have v A modal indicating an action that will be completed in

the future by the time another action is done. Generally equivalent to

E will have, will he. 0 Last week, it was revealed that suppliers of

spare parts and materials, including bankers, had withdrawn credit

from the company because it could not honour debts... The reality is,

that Caroni Ltd. would not be able to have its two factories ready for

the new crop and work at the field engineering and transport division

would have ground to a halt. (EX-2 22 Oct 1987:1) 0 If you are keen

on this sport [deep sea fishing] then you would either have taken

along your tackle or the man on the boat may have brought his. (De

Lima 1988:168) 0 He did not believe any other parties but the P.N.M.

and the D.A.C. would have competed in the upcoming election.

(James 1990:185) 0 By the time Old Year’s Day comes around, I

would have been fed up of hearing calypsoes. (EX 1 Jan 1993:25)

woy intj An exclamation of surprise, astonishment, being impressed,

(fr a Senegalese language or Mande woy, expression of indignation,

bad surprise, or sadness) 0 “Brebna. There’s a fellow. Woy, he was a

high science man! He uses to tie his wife on his horse tail. He have a

horse. He use to tie the wife on the horse tail, and run about the

village and anybody laugh, just mb his nose and it will drop off.”

(Bacchus, Gayelle Aug 1985)

woya intj An exclamation to a band or orchestra to start playing.

(< Yor 6 yd ‘it is alive/ready to begin’) 0 (W)oya! - Start! Said by

dance orchestra leader to start band or by calypso singer to signal the

accompanying orchestra to begin. (Wamer-Lewis 1996:197)

wrango see RANGO

wrap v Put rubber, usu. tubing, on the tip of a pan stick to dampen
some vibrations, and therefore produce a more mellow, balanced

sound. = tie
5
0 The pan sticks are to sell at $5 a pair to these nowa-

days panbeaters who cannot even wrap their own sticks. (EX-2 3 1 Jan

1988:17) 0 Canadian-bom pan players of Edmonton’s Trincan Steel

Orchestra couldn't wrap their own sticks. This embarrassed captain

Cecil “Joker” George, a Trinidad-bom electrician by trade, who’d

have to stop the music, apologise to the audience, and rewrap the

sticks for the unfortunate player. (EX 15 Aug 1993:8)

wreck v Of a car, tow away, be towed away, usu. for illegal parking.

(< E wreck ‘seize or collect wreck or wreckage’; wrecker ‘a truck or

vehicle that tows away cars, usu. for illegal parking’) 0 Patrons at the

Mas Camp Pub in Woodbrook, Port of Spain, were taken by surprise

last Saturday night as the “police wrecker” moved in and took away

40 cars that were parked on the wrong side of the road... The cars

were wrecked minutes before the 1 1 o’clock curfew deadline. (Bomb
12 Oct 1990:27) 9 “Yuh car get wreck, eighty-five dollars.” ( 1990)

0 You crash ’em, we wreck ’em. (Eggy’s auto repair advertisement) 0

“The car break down, I had to wreck it, it fixing now.” (1990) “I park

on Frederick Street and the police wreck the car.” (1994) 0 His car

had been wrecked, he didn’t know where or how to rescue his car.

(ND 28 Sept 2003 :M6)

wrinkle-faced bat n Centurio senex, a fruit-eating bat. (fr wrinkled

face) = old man bat 0 (Alkins 1979:56)

wrinkle-lipped free-tailed bat n Tadarida europs, an insect-eating

bat, with an erectile crest on head. 0 (Alkins 1979:60)

wrinkle nose-leaf bat n Mimon crenulatum crenulatum, a bat. 0

(Alkins 1979:54)

write for v Traditionally, make a formal marriage proposal by letter,

written by the prospective groom to the bride’s father. = write home
for, write letter 0 T wanted her to be my wife,’ the schoolmaster said.

‘But she was already written for, Mr Schoolmaster.’ (Lovelace

1968:212-3) 0 “Write fuh she”, to ask her hand in marriage. (Ottley ca

1970)

write home for phr Traditionally, make a formal marriage proposal

by letter, written by the prospective groom to the bride’s father. =

write for, write letter 0 E write horn fuh she: he wrote her parents to

ask for her han’ in marrij/marriage. (Haynes 1987:209)

write letter phr Traditionally, make a formal marriage proposal by let-

ter, written by the prospective groom to the bride’s father. = write for,

write home for 0 ‘Soon I will write the letter to her father.’ (Lovelace

1968:62) 0 ‘If I ask Pauline for this girl...? - She is not yet married -

What would he say?’ ‘He would say that the boy write already his let-

ter.’ (Lovelace 1968:162) 0 [The younger people] chose whom they

wanted to marry and although the boy no longer wrote a letter to the

father, the girl was expected to bring him to meet her parents.

(Thompson 1983:23)

writer-man n Writer; author. 0 (Dwarika 1984:10)

wrongside 1 adj Usu. of clothing, turned inside-out, worn with the

seams on the outside. 0 On Mondays the batonye themselves wore

ordinary trousers turned inside out, called “wrongside pants”, and

their belts were strung with ribbons and coloured handkerchiefs.

(Crowley 1956a: 195)

2 adj Incorrect; unreliable; deceptive. 0 “When I come to live with

you, you give me to understand you had interest in garden... Now you

giving me all kinda wrong-side talk bout politics and government and

thing.” (Hill 1 966c: 13) 0 “I does talk wrongside.” (1990)

wrongside canerow n A hair style in which the CANEROWS are made
from underneath so that they are bigger on top. 0 Mi sister kyaan do

wrongside canerow at all.

wudu, oodoo n In Muslim practice, the ritual washing of the head and

hands before any prayer session, wedding, funeral, etc. (< Urdu

wodo. wodou. wuzu ‘minor ritual ablution’ < Arabic wudu) = wuzu 0

[These men] must perform what is called 'odoo\ This is a form of

ablution [cleaning their hands, throat, nose, face, neck]. Then the peo-

ple taking part in the prayer must make ‘masah ’
;
with the hands the

person has to wipe the head, nape of neck and ears. With the thumbs

he must wipe behind the ears. Having attended a few funerals, I must

say that I have never seen this done; so it must have been done pri-

vately. (Ali 1975:38) 0 He got out of bed, made his wudu and prayed

his Fajr salaat. (Ali 1993:97)

wuk see WORK
wunzee v Urinate, mostly child use. (< ones) = ones 0 “I want to wun-

zee.” (1984)

wush-wush adv Tob Describing using something plentifully, often

wastefully. 0 “Don’t use out the water wush-wush, water is scarce

here.” (1990)

wutetetoo n Momotus momota, a large bird. Voice is a soft, deep,

hooting note, sometimes double, whoop or whoo-hoop; often longer

notes are uttered, with a roll, (fr soft, hooting call) = >bouhoutou,

houtou, king of the forest, king of the wood(s), voutou

wutless, worthless adj Unreliable; dishonest; bad; precocious; RUDE.

Sometimes said affectionately, e.g. of a loveable rogue. 0 “Dat man is

a wutless bitch.” (1990) 0 ‘I sorry to hear what happen to your wife,
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you know, but she is a wutliss ’oman. She shouldn't beat the boy so.’

(Gosine 1992:146) 0 “What a wutless, treacherous son of a gun he

turn out to be!” (Baptiste 1993:167) 0 Her look was playful and

scampish. What a Trinidadian would call ‘wutliss’. (Andersen

2006:186) 0 She came from the notorious Lacoux Happe in Port-of-

Spain, famous for superb stick-fighters and wutliss women; these

wutliss women weren’t whores or jammettes, just gracefully hot.

(Andersen 2004:424)

wutlessness, worthlessness n Rudeness; vulgarity; rubbish. 0 Myself

and Atilla used to have to hit Executor picong. Because he’s afraid of

that. He hate to hear dirty things. When [you] hit him with dirty

things, he leave you and go. He say we is nasty fellars, singing worth-

lessness. (Beginner 1971, in Rohlehr 1990:76)

wutless tree see WORTHLESS TREE

wuzu n A Muslim cleansing ritual performed before any prayer ses-

sion, wedding, funeral, etc. (< Urdu wodo, wodou, wuzu ‘minor ritual

ablution’ < Arabic) = wudu 0 Here the small community would meet

esp. for Friday’s congregational prayer Jumma, and during the Holy

month of Ramadan. The young men and boys performed Wuzu
(cleansing for prayer) at the Marie Douleur river at the roots of a huge

immortelle tree. The ladies and older men used water from a huge

bowl shaped iron cistern popularly called a “copper”. (Deen 1994:66)

wyande n In Rada ceremonies, one of the two side drums. See also

TOWONDE and HWENDO-MASU. (< Ewe/Fon) 0 On the right of this

[towonde] drum is Wyande, operated with two sticks, 1 1 !4 inches

long, and angled at the tip like the head drummer’s. Its beat has a roll-

ing sound. These two drums are made from the trunk of the Zaboca...

tree... This one, and the other side-drum are covered with goatskin.

(Carr 1953:48-9)

wyare, wyares see GUAYARE, GUAYARES
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x see EX

xamboula n obs A type of African dance. 0 Xamboula dance is known
by only a few persons. It is such an obscene dance that it is only

[performed] by moonlight in the bush. It comes from Trinidad. (Uh

1883:252)

x off v Mark; make a mark at. (< E X, used to mark a location on a map
etc.) 0 X off de spot: mark out the spot. (Haynes 1987:210)

x-tray n X-ray. (< E x-ray, with possible influence fr extra) 0 “Ah
come to collect mih x-tray picture for de doctor.” (Baptiste 1993:168)
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ya see YAH

yaatraa n A Hindu religious pilgrimage; visiting holy places. (< H
yatra ‘pilgrimage; departure; march; journey; festival; procession’) 0

Shri Lakshmi Dance Group of Quarry Village Siparia, would like its

members to know that its Yaatraa (pilgrimage) to various local places

of worship and raffle have been postponed. (EX 30 Aug 1990:32)

yack sam n obs An original WHE-WHE mark. (< Ch ‘fowl’) 0

(Alexander 1909)

yacou n obs Aburria pipile, a large bird, now very rare. = >pawi, Trin-

idad piping guan, wild turkey
2
0 (de Verteuil 1858:122) 0 The Pauji

or Yocou (Penelope)... is of the size of a large domestic fowl, and is

very choice fare, (de Verteuil 1884:93) 0 The paoui or yacou is a

pretty black bird, with blue wattles. It is the size of a large fowl, and

is easily tamed. (De Suze 1941 rev. Hart 1960)

yagga yagga n arc Rags; old clothes. 0 Yagga yagga - old clothes,

rags. (John 1973)

yagna, iegna, yagya n A type of Hindu PUJA, usu. lasting seven or

nine nights. This involves sacrifices and offering of fire, and is usu.

held to achieve a specific aim. (< H yag, yagya ‘a sacrifice; any cere-

mony in which offerings and oblations are presented’) = yajna 0

[Amongst the Arya Samajists]... There is a ceremony - an 'iegna'

.

This is when the younger person offers food to his [deceased] parent.

(Ah 1975: 1 7) 0 The first contribution to the building fund was $2000

collected in aarti (a form of offering) at a yagna. (EX 31 July

1988:47) 0 But with existing gaps between the “rich” and the “poor,”

many believe that it is time to revise the cost factor of hosting a

yagna - which can amount to much more than $10,000. (TG-S 14 Oct

1990:21) 0 It had this panchayat (group) in dis gaon (village) and

every year dey used to have a Ramayana yagya. The panchayat

(group) used to go by every house and collect rice, flour, money and

thing and they used to have this Panchoutie Ramayana yagya (prayer

session organised by a group). It never had plenty Christian people

then. The yagya (prayer session) used to be very big and the last night

they cook food and feed everybody. (Maharaj 1990:14) 0 Seven

nights yagya at Ramlogan’s residence. (EX 5 Nov 1990:39) 0 Yagna
literally means sacrifice. There are various types of Yagnas:

Ramayana Yagna, Bhagwat Yagna, Gita Yagna, Mahabharat Yagna,

Ganesh Yagna, Shiva Purana Yagna, Devi Yagna and the Garud

Purana Yagna. The most popular being the Ramayana Yagna. These

yagnas usually take place from one to nine nights with the excep-

tional one lasting fourteen nights though normally most Yagnas last

for seven nights. Previously, Yagnas were a seasonal affair which

meant that they took place during the months of September to

November. Presently, they take place throughout the year except

during the Pitr Paksha (usually around August to September) and

Kharwaas (usually around March to April) periods. (Maharaj

1991:21-22) 0 There are various reasons why a Hindu would under-

take to host a yagna. The achievement of certain goals; the liberation

of the soul, the desire to give back part of one’s wealth to the commu-
nity, to raise funds for charitable purposes, to enhance one’s social

status in the community and in memory of departed ones. (Maharaj

1991:22) 0 Jemingham Junction Road Hindu Organisation Specially

invites You and Your Family To attend a Seven (7) Nights Panchite

Shiva Puran Yagna... commencing on Sunday 26th November, 1995

& terminating on Saturday 2nd December, 1995. Shiva Shakti Puja

on Thursday 30th November, 1995. (flier, Nov 1995)

yah adv Here; in this place; close-by. (< E here ‘in this place’) 0 I bin

tink sai Missa - bin put ya foo pervent peple from fite sar, but dis ya

look like he want em fite. (TSCG 8 Jan 1848:2) 0 My mind little

uneasy. Sambo, caus me heary dem say... dat awee parson not go way
from yah. (TRD 7 May 1851:3) 0 Bam yah bettah dan come yah. (To

own something is better than to loan something. A native has an

advantage over the immigrant.) (Daniel msl ca 1960) 0 This pen is

Carl’s, a) da pen ya a ka:l on b) da pen ya a fu ka:l. This boy, da bwai

ya. That girl, da gyal de. These books, de buk ya. Those books, dem
buk de. (Webster 1979)

yajman n The host of a Hindu PUJA or other ceremony; the person

who pays for the PUNDIT, food, and other expenses. (< H jajman,

yajamana ‘one who pays for services traditionally given by brah-

mans, tradespeople, etc.; one who requests and pays for a sacrifice’) 0

Whether full-time, part-time or casual, pandits receive an income for

their services. The amount depends solely on the yajman or client.

For a puja this sum could range from ten to one hundred dollars plus

dakshina or alms which would consist of rice or flour, potatoes, dhal

or split peas and cloth. (Maharaj 1991:33) 0 “Yes Baba, everything

prepared already” replied Sackloo, the yajman (host). (Maharaj

1994:25)

yajna n A traditional Hindu ceremony involving the offering of fire.

(< H yag, yagya ‘a sacrifice; any ceremony in which offerings and

oblations are presented’) = >yagna 0 Today the Vedic tradition of

Yajna (fire-sacrifice) - homa and hcn’an - can be seen in many Hindu

homes. (Jha 1973:32)

yajnopavita n Initiation of a young Brahman boy and giving him the

JANEO (sacred thread). (< yajna + pavitra ‘initiation’) = pavitra 0

Even... the janeu or yajnopavita sacred thread or initiation... [is] per-

formed. (Jha 1973:44)

yakaty-yakaty adj Funny-looking; creepy; strange; poss. danger-

ous. (< nyakaty-nyakaty ‘filthy’) 0 “That thing looking yakaty-

yakaty.” (1990)

yali intj In GHATKA, Indian stick-fighting, a shout of encouragement

or challenge.(< H-Bh) 0 (Palladin 1970)

Yallaba see Yaraba

yam see NYAM

yam atouta, yam atootah n Dioscorea cayenensis, a large cultivated

yam. Vine has cylindrical stems with small sharp prickles; leaves usu.

opposite, almost round, ovate or oblong, with a pointed tip and heart

- or arrowhead-shaped at base. Rough irregular exterior; edible flesh

pale yellow, dry, mealy when cooked. If the “head” is not removed,

tubers can be harvested many times a year. Native to tropical Africa.

(<yam + poss. FC < Fr a tout temps ‘all the time; at any time’ as it

bears all year) = afou, devil yam, Ibo yam, matuta yam, negro yam 2
,

yam jab, yellow Guinea yam, yellow yam 0 Yam Pilee. If plantains

are not available yams made a good substitute for pounding. The best

yam for this purpose is the yam atootah. Pound while hot and repound

when cold. Its yellow colour makes it almost indistinguishable from

the plantain, (de Boissiere ca 1945a:29) 0 Planting is governed by the

phases of the moon... it is held that tannia is best put in three days

after the first quarter, dasheen, white and otutu yams three days after

the full moon... (Herskovits & Herskovits 1947:67)

yam-diya n arc A traditional Indian clay oil lamp; larger than the

common DIYA. 0 The lighting of the yam-diya (big clay wick) to

ward off evil spirits, the lighting of thousands of smaller divas on

bamboo pieces and the distribution of sweets are even now the special

features of the festival. (Jha 1973:34)

yam foot n A foot that is large and splayed out, fr not wearing shoes or

fr CHIGGER infections, (fr resemblance to yam size and shape) 0 You
could see plenty yam foot in dem days.

yam grounds n An area for cultivating yams; like PROVISION

GROUNDS, originally allotted to slaves for their own food production.

0 He had followed his father and knew the way to the yam grounds.
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yam jab n Dioscorea cayenensis, a large yam, with a rough irregular

appearance. (<yam + FC jab < Fr diable ‘devil’ fr appearance) =

afou, devil yam, Ibo yam, matuta yam, negro yam', >yam atouta, yel-

low Guinea yam, yellow yam

yampee see YAMPI

yam-yam see NINYAM

yampi, yampee 1 n Normal secretions fr the eyes, often dried on

awakening; also discharge from illness. Sometimes believed to hap-

pen because “spider pee in yuh eye”, (prob. < Twi aniwampe, mpe
‘matter in the comer of the eye, esp. after sleep’) = coals, khichar 0

“All-you see how de ole lady treat dat w’ite man?” observed a thin-

faced fellow in the crowd. “Dat is respec’. Buh dese force'ripe li’l

piss-tail does call dey-self people nowadays, dey eh got no behavior,

S’elp me Gawd, de yampee still in dey eye an' de confirmation bow
tie still roun’ dey mout’, buh dey want to carry their fastness to w’ite

people.” (Hercules 1961:165) 0 And everyone believed in jumbies

(ghosts). If you wanted to see one you could put yampie from a dog’s

eyes into yours. (Alladin 1970:18) 0 [T]he cow... stood looking at

Ramdas with great streaks ofyampi running down its eyes. (Naipaul

1976:79) 0 “Before I could get off the bed five policemen appeared in

front ofme and I didn't even have time to wipe the ‘yampee’ from my
eyes, because blows just started raining on me from all directions.”

(Bomb 10 July 1987:14)

2

n An inability or disinclination to see the real situation. 0 The CJ

should, therefore, discard the microscope with which he surveys the

weekly press for ‘criminal libel’ and instead, clean the ‘yampe’ from

his eyes and look around him. ( TTM 10 Oct 1989:29) 0 If you feel is

Indian buttin' African ting, wipe you yampee and look again - 1 name
Man. (Ramcharitar 2003)

yam-seed n arc Dioscorea trifida, a cultivated vine bearing small edi-

ble tubers, very white inside, tinged purple externally. = >cush-cush 0

(Day 1852)

yanga, yangar 1 n obs Finery; pretty clothing. (< Mende nyanga ,

Hausa jaijga, Yorjdijga ‘ostentation; giving oneself airs’) 0 “No for

you me bin buy Madras grand? (Da yangar* you wear, wha dem cost

you?)” *Finery. (TG 2 Oct 1827)

2 n obs Confusion; noise; uproar. 0 Take care one day, one day, dem
no mash you mout again like dem do terra day, cause da time you

drink rum you like make yanga too much. (TSp 8 Nov 1845)

yank v Cut or take produce, esp. coconuts, for quick sale to raise cash.

(< E yank ‘a sudden, vigorous puli’) 0 "He make a yank.” (1986)

Yankee 1 n An American person; someone from the United States of

America. Note: Widely used outside the U.S. for any American.

(< AmE Yankee ‘a nickname for a native or inhabitant of New
England, or the northern U.S. generally) 0 Ma- Ma-Massa Yankee-

Massa Yankee; me dead, Sar: me gone; send for doctor. (TSp 26 Aug
1846:3) 0 Den all de Yankees and dem make a lot a nice singing and

joke till it was time to eat. (PC 24 Sept 1904) 0 The Eastern Main
Road... runs west to east, changing character from a Yankee-built

highway to a narrow strip of asphalt. (Selvon 1972:31) 0 He did at

one point choose to share his skill as an artist. He gave art lessons to

the American Women’s Club and to the “yankees in the old yankee

days.” (EX 15 Nov 1987:15) 0 The town turn upside down when the

Yankees leave. People t’iefin’ left and right; you can’t leave a

chicken outside in a coop in them days. (Khan 1987:51) 0 ‘Since the

war when the Yankee come here and open the base and everybody

went for their dollar, cocoa dead.’ (Boodhoo 1994:29)

2 adj American; from the United States of America. 0 The Yankee

men like the women too. (Houdini “Way down Sobo” 1935) 0 The

Yankee dollar real appeal to me. Yet I’ll never desert sweet La Trinity.

(Dictator “Keep the Home Fires Burning” 1956 pr) 0 Some idiot with

a microphone and a pseudo Yankee accent kept on mumbling inani-

ties over the bank of speakers. (TG 8 Oct 1989:6) 0 Peter tell the

Yankee: “if you liming with we you have to eat and drink and do what

all of we doing.” (EX 18 Dec 1994:4-24) 0 ‘He is happy, yes. Drivin’

big Yankee car and wearin’ jacket and tie every day. Livin’ in New
York is not like livin’ in this ketch-ass place.’ (Boodhoo 1994:54) 0

Some five years ago. Grandmaster Kitchener stopped a budding

female artiste from rendering an anti-American ditty at his tent. Her

sin? She was offending Yankee tourists, Kitch reasoned. (TTM

2

Feb

1996:9)

3 n English spoken with an American accent. 0 It is my experience

that 90 per cent of Trinidadians can speak Yankee at the drop of a hat.

(EX ca 1980) 0 With the same thousand dollars he could get a whole

new American passport, with new name and everything. The only

thing a little ticklish is Joebell will have to talk Yankee. (Lovelace

1988:112) 0 And then he turn to Beatrice and say to her in yankee,

“How I talk dere, baby?” (Alleyne-Forte 1994:93)

4 n obs A Carnival mas portraying American minstrels. = black-

and-white-face minstrel, >minstrel 0 Besides these large bands there

were several smaller ones and the usual other amusements going on

in the way of bands of “Matadors”, “School Girls”, “Stick Players”,

“Yankees” etc. (POSG 13 Feb 1902:4) 0 There were the usual Indi-

ans, blue and red, yankees, bats, devils, ghosts and the like. (Mirror

8 Feb 1910:7) 0 The “Yanks” with their banjoes and tambourines,

some boxing feats and a few decorated advertising carts were among
those contributing towards improvement and enjoyment. (POSG
20 Feb 1912:7) 0 Indians and Yankees and rough riders were more

numerous than clowns. (Mirror 7 Mar 1916:7) 0 Carnival Competi-

tion [Winners]: Best Wild Indian, Best Disciplined Sailor Band, Best

Yankee Band... ( WG 8 Mar 1930:8-9) 0 Jour Ouvert Monday morning

burst on Port of Spain... Yankees, Millionaires, Acrobats, Diab-

Malassi, Burriquit and Ju-Ju warriors all joined in the riotous

Dimanche Gras. (LaFortune 1968:103) 0 Coming towards midday,

the minstrels (or Yankees as we called them then) would arrive, step-

ping in time with the driving strum of a guitar, suited in grey and

black halves, with huge floppy bow-ties and sticks, and the kind of

hats that the British called boaters but we know as biscuits. Frankly,

they bored us stiff, since they only sang old American songs that

meant nothing to us. (Araujo 1984:35)

Yankee password n arc A curse word, (fr supposed greater use of

such words by Americans, esp. servicemen) = password 0 “Allyuh

big men eh shame to be usin’ dem yankee password by de school?”

(Baptiste 1993:169) 0 When the letter did come to him, he cuss. Was
one set of yankee passwords he let go. (Alleyne-Forte 1994:55)

Yankee sufferer n arc A derogatory term for a person, esp. a woman,

friendly or sexually involved with Americans; term used mostly dur-

ing World War II when many American servicemen were stationed in

Trinidad. (< arc E suffer ‘endure the existence, presence or activity of

a person; tolerate; allow’) 0 Her auntie was a real Yankee sufferer.

Yaraba, Yaraba, Yarraba, Yarriba, Yoruba, Yuruba, Araba,

Yallaba 1 n arc The Yoruba, a West African people, of the Kwa lan-

guage group; mostly from present-day western Nigeria and neigh-

bouring areas. They were the main source of ORISHA religion in

Trinidad, having mostly come as free or indentured labourers in the

mid- to late- 19th century. = >Yaraba 0 I was bom in Yallaba Coun-

try. (TRD 23 Nov 1850) 0 The south-west comer of Montserrat [par-

ish] is almost entirely settled by Africans of various tribes... The

social portion of some of the Yarribas forms a marked constrast to

that of the Congos. They inhabit houses of cedar, or other substantial

materials. Their gardens are, for the most part, well stocked and kept.

They raise crops of yam, cassava, Indian com, &c.; and some of them

subscribe to a fund on which they may draw in case of illness or mis-

fortune. They are, however (as is to be expected from superior intel-

lect while still uncivilized), more difficult to manage than the

Congos, and highly impatient of control. (Kingsley 1880:248-9) 0

Eh! eh! ‘Bajan an’ de bakra, ’Mongst de Creole an’ Chinee, An’ see

de ole yaraba. Wide de rhematism knee. (POSG 15 Dec 1907:6) 0

“Who is this [Constable] Guada?, is he a Yaraba?” (laughter) “No, he

is a Creole.” (TG 17 July 1919:7) 0 [She] said that she... was over 50

years old. She was bom in Trinidad of Yaraba descent and was

brought up by her parents. Yarabas had a particular form of worship

but she believed in God. Their worship was like the Roman Catholic,

but they made sacrifices and the thunder stone was used. (TG 18 May
1919:3) 0 The Yoruba people form the largest and most widely dis-

persed group of Africans in Trinidad and Tobago... they are outstand-

ing for their African religion with its great pantheon of Orishas or
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powers (gods or deities)... The term Yoruba, whilst having some eth-

nic connotations for a large number of Blacks in Trinidad, has

become the designation for all those who belong to an Afro-Christian

religion called Shango which cuts across ethnicity and ethnic catego-

rization of neophytes... So dominant is Yoruba culture in Trinidad

that many people use the word interchangeably with African. (Elder

1988:21-2)

2 n arc The Yoruba language, of the Kwa group. 0 She prayed in

Yaraba and in French. She knew the Lord’s prayer in Yaraba together

with other prayers. She did not know any obeah prayers neither did

she know obeah. (TG 18 May 1919:3)

3 n arc A kind of music and dance characteristic of Yoruba people. 0

Another performance which I can recall... was called the “Congo” or

“Yaraba” dance. It was an African dance, and took place also at New
Town. The performers were the old Congo and Yaraba African race,

the latter distinguished by the scars on their faces... It was a wild

dance, but very interesting to look on at... There were the Chief and

his lady of honour, to whom all the performers paid homage. (Fraser

ca 1942:273) 0 Yarraba: This genre consists of pleasure music of peo-

ple of Yoruba descent. Music is provided by 3 to 4 drums, sticks and

shac-shacs. Songs are sung by Chantuelle and chorus. Families of

Yoruba descent use this music for dancing. (Ahyoung 1977:42)

Yaraba drum, Yarriba drum n A traditional African drum, more

specifically typical Yoruba style, made of a hollow wooden part one

end of which is covered with goatskin, (fr association with Yoruba

people) 0 A “Yarriba” drum, a small keg headed with goat-skin and

nicely dressed with red and white cloth, which turned out to be for

Ogun and Yemadja, respectively. (Herskovits & Flerskovits

1939a:Box 15-F85-D99)

yard 1 n A factory or ESTATE yard where workers are paid. (< E yard

‘an enclosure set apart for the carrying on of some work or business’)

0 The yard-Orange Grove Estate Office and Factory yard. (Alladin

1970:70)

2 n A communal space serving a number of dwelling units, specifi-

cally BARRACKS, usu. behind the buildings or surrounded by them.

The yards of Port of Spain have typically been inhabited by lower

socio-economic and working class people, are crowded, and lack ade-

quate privacy and water facilities. The image of the yard as a home -

if not a cause - of poverty is complemented by the respect - if not

romanticization - of the yard as a fertile ground for the cultivation of

many traditional forms of culture, from oral skills to steel band. =

barracks-yard 0 She was then living in a room she rents in a

Mr. Murray’s yard at Corbeau Town. (POSG 20 Mar 1849:2) 0 When
she lived in the same yard with the boy’s mother she sent him twice to

Marie Pierre for money, but since his mother had removed from that

yard she had not seen them. (POSG 26 Sept 1907:3) 0 Very soon,

when the house rent boom, They be living in yard room. (Atilla “I

Don’t Want No Bungalow” 1938) 0 “Fred, take me to Gran’s?” “The
yard is no place for you.” (de Boissiere 1956:20) 0 The effect of the

law, therefore, was to make yard owners very cautious of allowing

drum dances on their premises. (Brereton 1979:161) 0 The high class

French were the estate builders but the Negroes, freed slaves and

independent Africans were also building communities around com-
pounds called yards. This went on as it does today somewhat inde-

pendently of planning regulations. (Lewis 1983:10-1) 0 One of the

main features of East Dry River are the compounds, or yards. There is

a network of yards-African yards-of all kinds of East Dry River and

elsewhere. These “Mangos,” as they are sometimes called, are often

mourning grounds with shrines and sites for religious rituals. (Lewis

1983:267) 0 After 1884... [t]he stickfighting bands, which had repre-

sented and controlled entire districts, were replaced by the smaller

and more manageable “social unions” whose venues were the “yards”

of Port of Spain, San Fernando, and other towns. These yards now
held annual rehearsals of the Carnival songs of their respective bands,

and were the precursors of the bamboo and coconut branch (cocyea)

“tents” of the early twentieth century. (Rohlehr 1990:40) 0 Mafumbo
Yard... A well known location for stick-fighting practices. The Red
Devil masquerade band used to be based in Mafumbo Yard. (Cowley
& Spottswood 1991:3) 0 Port of Spain... expanded considerably

during the twenty years between 1860 and... 1881... The grid-like

plan of the town with its rectangular blocks of streets and houses, the

front dominated by respectable homes and shops, goes back to the

time of the Spanish. The backstreets area consisted mainly of wooden
barracks with separate plots, divided up into rooms accommodating

whole families... There was hardly any privacy in the barracks

community of the time, and life went on in the common yard in the

middle. People were boxed in so tightly, competing for scarce items

such as water and the use of a toilet, that tensions were bound to arise,

and they had to be dealt with quickly because of this enforced living

together. In conditions like these, inevitably marked by clashes and

conflicts, people learned to stick up for themselves; they needed a

quick tongue to stand up to and deliver criticism... The position of

these yards, right behind the houses of the middle and upper classes,

entailed a continual interaction between the two worlds, (van

Koningsbruggen 1997:19)

3 n An area of land used communally for preparation and observance

of the Hosay rituals. 6 In St. James, the four family-based operations

called “yards” (imambarah , or “camps”) organize the Muharram
observances. In the south, the yards have loose family associations

and are primarily based on the community network following their

plantation estates antecedents. (Korom & Chelkowski 1994:157)

yard bean see BODI

yard grass n Eleusine indica, a tufted native grass, erect and spread-

ings dutch grass, >fowl-foot grass, goose grass, iron grass
1

,
payapul,

pied poule 0 (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:70)

yard boy n Tob Mimus gilvus
,
a bird. (< yard-bov ‘male servant doing

outdoor tasks’ fr being commonly found in house yards) = chow-

chow, day-clean
2

, >mockingbird~, paraulata, teeming day-clean 0

That yard boy always there on mornings.

yard child n Said of a child whose father is known to frequent a par-

ticular YARD or area. 0 ‘Spree children’... are differentiated from

‘yard children’, ‘own children’, and the less common legitimate

child... A yard child’s father is one who is vaguely known to the

mother, because he has been hanging around the yard or area for

some time. (Graves 1965:23)

yard fowl n A domestic fowl, kept at home for eggs and meat, (fr liv-

ing in house yard + fowl) = creole chicken, home fowl, yardy 0 In

ninety percent of the homes some “yard fowls” were reared. These

fowls provided an occasional egg to add to the diet but they were

mostly reared for their meat. The common “yard fowl” however in

Bronte was mostly eaten during the wet season when the family was
unemployed and unable to purchase the “white fowl”. (Pariag

1975:7-8) 0 Cassava dumpling with crab and callaloo. Creole rice

with pound plantain and yard fowl... Sample it all at today's Folk Fair

at the Queen’s Park Savannah. (EX 4 Oct 1987:2) 0 She sits on the

rocking chair on our verandah, watching the turkey cocks dance, the

yard cocks parade. (Lovelace 1988:4) 0 Local lunches ($10) will be

on sale and the menu includes curry crab and dumpling, curry duck

and paratha roti, yard fowl and ground provision. (EX 24 Apr
1988:15) 0 We have been running around like yard fowls ever since

Independence, but now the chickens are coming home to roost and

nobody, not even Abu Bakr, seems to know how to run a coop. (EX
9 Sept 1990:37)

yard spirit n arc The spirit of a dead person, usu. related to the

house occupants, which resides in a particular yard. 0 (Herskovits &
Herskovits 1947)

yardy n A domestic fowl, kept at home for eggs and meat, (fr living

in house yard + fowl) = creole chicken, home fowl, >yard fowl 0

Among the standard fare is stew chicken... The chicken originally

would have been Yardies. These are the chickens you see all over

Tobago, in the garage, near the restaurants, in people’s yards, in fact

anywhere where they feel there might be a worthwhile morsel of food

to scratch up. Whatever their shortcomings, and yes, they are a bit

short on the meat content and yes, what meat there is tends to be

brown rather than white and yes, they are a bit tough as their age is

difficult to determine, BUT they are at least really free range... Their
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eggs, when you can find them have a beautiful orange yolk and taste

wonderful. (Nelson & Puddy 2004:38)

yarraba, yarriba see YARABA

yarrow, yarrao n Hoplerythrinus unitaeniatus [= Erythrinus unitae-

niatus , Pseuderythrums rosapimhs
]
(E aimara), a fresh-water fish to

40 cm. Body long and rounded, top of head convex; mouth large,

located at tip of snout: jaw with pointed teeth. Body greenish or oliva-

cious, sometimes has one or more dark longitudinal lateral stripes;

reddish tint to underside; spots on back fin; spot or stripe on tail fin.

Found in streams draining the east coast. Considered edible, but very

bony; aquarium fish based mainly on capture in the wild. (< Arawak
yarau) 0 The yarrao, which resembles the guabine very much in form,

is smaller in size, but has not the same quantity of bones, and on the

whole may be said to be delicate eating... Yarroo... found only in

clear rivulets, (de Verteuil 1884:100, 390) 0 “Yarrow”. Found all

over the island in muddy streams. (Regan 1906:382) 0 Yarrao,

yarrow. (Boesentan 1960:96) 0 [For sale] may also occasionally be

seen the yarrow, Hoplerythrinus unitaeniatus. (Kenny & Bacon

1981:141) 0 Yarau, n. (Erythrinus erythrinus) small fresh water scale

fish. (Bennett 1989:49)

yaw(s) house n obs A specialized infirmary or hospital building spe-

cifically for slaves suffering from yaws, a contagious disease charac-

terized by excresences or tubercles on the skin. 0 [Number of

Negroes] in the yaw house, (printed form, PRO C/104/178 Jan 1830)

0 In Tobago, during the period of slavery, there were 'Yaws Houses’

‘on every estate under the sole control of the manager'. We have no

information available on Trinidad, but presumably these isolation

houses existed on some estates, (de Verteuil 1992:101)

yaws, yars n A disease of fowls caused by a virus which produces

warts on the beak, eyes, or tongue, and can be fatal if the animal can-

not eat. Removed by rubbing with garlic or ashes, or prevented by

vaccination. (< E yaws ‘a contagious disease characterized by excres-

ences or tubercles on the skin’) 0 (de Verteuil 1858:258) 0 When a

peasant contractor, stepping out of his hut one morning, finds a sealed

bottle lying at the entrance... his heart sinks within him... Somebody-
one of his enemies-is working ‘obeah’ on him. His children will get

‘yaws,’ his cow dry up, his crops will fail... unless he can counteract

or overcome the evil. (Collens 1888:41 ) 0 Those were the days when
1 knew about such things as “yars” in hens, the thick growth on the

beaks of the chicken which would be treated with ashes. (TTY
1995:3)

yay-yay fly 1 n Any small black flying insect, esp. one that circles

near people’s heads. 0 I goin inside, mi cyaan take on this set of yay-

yay fly.

2 n An irritating person; someone who is always complaining. 0

“Stop getting on like a yay yay fly and wish [yuh] nennen a Happy
Christmas.” (Baptiste 1993:169)

yeah-oui intj Yes; a somewhat emphatic affirmative agreement. 0

“Yuh going?” Yeah-oui.” (1994)

yeary, yearry, yerry v obs Hear. (prob. < E hear ‘perceive sound’) =

heary 0 Eh, eh, how me go do yerry, me da clay yandar - what dem
been da say? (TSp 30 Aug 1 845) 0 Eh-eh, eh-eh, d-o buddy, d-o - no

begin cack up you calla bone giv me so, you no want yerry no-body

talk bout you an da rum. (TSp 8 Nov 1845) 0 Dis bin good nuse fu

true, specially wen me yearry you say you go put dem name an dem
plantashun name pan de nusepapa fu ebery body see. (TSp 31 Mar
1847:2) 0 Me yearry you say you go put dem name an dem plantas-

hun name pan de nusepapa fu ebery body see. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0

Now i want you peak to he an make he yeary fus before you put he

name pan de nuse papa, case he berry good man for awey, he no sacy

lika som a dem backra. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 By Garra, da nagar

read en paper lek so bin nuise lang time fou yerry backra read Procla-

mation when dem bin da gie nagar ‘quatre piquet.’ (TSn 8 Apr 1858)

yeh-yeh adj Of a person, esp. a child, who cries easily and without

good reason. (< FC nehen, ien-ien ‘whimpering; fond of crying’) =

nier-nier, nyeng-nyeng 0 Yeh-yeh - easily prone to tears. (ESTT
1956) 0 Yenh-yenh - easily prone to tears, pusillanimous. (ESTT
1956) 0 Yenhyenh - cry baby. (ESTT 1956)

yellow adj Of gossip or a story, having plenty of intrigue and interest.

0 Tory yallah! (Daniel msl ca 1960)

yellow-backed cacique see CACIQUE 1

yellow-backed cornbird n Cacicus ce/a\ , a bird. Male 29 cm (1 1.5")

long; mostly black with yellow patch on wings; rump, under-tail and

base of tail yellow; short black crest. Nesting is colonial; nest is a

woven fibre bag. = arendau, >cacique*, carouge2
, cornbird

3
, merle,

merle a croupion jaune, merle moqueur, mockingbird 1

, mocking
merle, small cacique, yellow plantain 0 (ffrench 1991:338)

yellow-bellied clibo n Pseustes sulphureus sulphureus, a non-venomous

snake. = clibo
4

, liana snake, puffing snake
2

,
>yellow-bellied puffing

snake, yellow belly", yellow cribo

yellow-bellied finch n Sporophila nigicollis , a bird. 1 1 cm (4.5") long.

Male head neck and upper breast blackish; upperparts dull olive; rest

of underparts pale yellow; bill pale blue-grey. = bee d’argent
2

, cici-

zebe a ventre jaune, grass-bird
3

,
>ring-neck

2
, silver beak2 , tie-neck 0

(Williams 1922:133)

yellow-bellied puffing snake n Pseustes sulphureus sulphureus, a

non-venomous snake, to 3 m (10'), found in Trinidad. Females dull

black on back, bright orange/yellow under lower jaw and forebody,

fading to black on hind two thirds of body; top of head dark brown.

Males have yellow and black stripes on forebody and yellow sides of

the head. Keeled scales form distinct longitudinal ridges along length

of the body. The young are distinctly striped with yellow and dull

brick-red lighter areas on the forebody. When the snake is annoyed,

the bright yellow throat is inflated and the white interscale skin is

exposed on the dorsal surface of the neck and forebody, and the tail is

rattled. = clibo
4

, liana snake, puffing snake
2

,
yellow bellied clibo,

yellow belly
2

,
yellow cribo 0 (Boos 2001a: 137)

yellow bee n Oncidium ampliatum , a native orchid that grows on trees.

Flowers pale yellow or yellowish white, almost white on underside,

petals and base of lip spotted with reddish-brown, shortly clawed,

borne in densely many-flowered racemes, (prob. fr association with

yellow wasps which visit flowers) 0 The Yellow Bee... When in full

bloom a large mass of this... is a grand sight, the bright yellow colour

predominating in the blossoms being beautifully relieved by the shiny

dark green of the leaves... The flowers... are visited by a number of

yellow bodied wasps (Polistes sp) which with the co-operation of a

small ant seem to [effect] the fertilisation of the flowers. (JFNC Oct

1895:244-5) 0 (Schultes 1960:235) 0 Among Orchids the chief spe-

cies from a garden of horticultural viewpoint are: Butterfly, Cedros

Blue, Yellow Bee and the Lady’s Slipper. (Rampersad ca 1962:13) 0

(FTT 1967-3-1:175)

yellow-bell n Tob Allamanda cathartica ( E yellow allamanda), a very

ornamental introduced vine; flowers large, yellow, bell-shaped, in

clusters, (fr colour and shape of flower) 0 He plant yellow-bell all by

the fencing.

yellow belly 1 n Tyrannus melancholicus [= T.m. satrapa, T. verticu-

laris, T. vociferous

]

(E tropical kingbird), a bird, 21.3 cm (8.5") long.

Head grey with concealed orange crown-patch and blackish eye-

streak; upperparts grey tinged green; wings and tail brown; throat

whitish; breast greenish yellow; rest of underparts lemon yellow; bill

black. = grey-headed keskidee, qu’est-ce-qu’il-dit a tete grise 0

“Long Galling, Long Galling, Yellow belly bird ar come!”... He was

making use of the orthodox method employed in the country districts

of Tobago to demonstrate the utter fear for the bellicose “yellow belly

bird” entertained by the egret... Startled at the re-echoing hullabaloo,

the confused bird rose... and flapped its way to a hiding place...

village superstition arrays [it] with formidable uncanny powers.

(Greenidge 1938:100) 0 (ffrench 1991:280-1)

2 n Pseustes sulphureus sulphureus, a snake.= clibo
4

,
liana snake,

puffing snake
2

,
yellow bellied clibo, >yellow-be!lied puffing snake,

yellow cribo 0 (Boos 2001a: 138)

yellow-belly bird n A coward; cowardly person. (< E yellow ‘cow-

ardly’ + yellow-belly^

,

a bird) 0 A yallah belly bud (bird) - a coward.

(Daniel msl ca 1960)

yellow catfish n Pseudauchenipterus nodosus [= P. guppyi
]
(E kacki-

nette catfish ), a catfish, 14.5-18.5 cm (5.6-7.2") long. Head rounded
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yellow-headed worm snake

. with blunt snout; head scaled with honeycomb-like pattern; tail fin

forked. Back blue grey; sides yellowish; undersides silver tinged

pink; yellow or white around lateral line; yellow spots above lateral

line. Once fairly common in larger rivers and slightly brackish water,

but rarely seen today. Sometimes sold, without the head, as “shark”. =

saga-boy
2

0 (Regan 1906:387) 0 (Boeseman 1960:104) 0 (Kenny

1995:56)

yellow cavalli n Caranx hippos, a marine fish. = camard, camard

cavalli, carangue, carangue carmard, >cavalli 0 (LNP 1985)

yellow cong n Lycodontis vicious [= L. jordanii], a moray eel. =

anguille tet-chien
2

,
white cong 0 Yellow cong... Caught on deep sea

bottom. Yellow and white. Useless. (Vincent 1910:54)

yellow eornbird n arc Psarocolius decumanus insularis , a large bird,

42.5 cm (17") long. Mostly black, with a reddish brown rump and

long yellow tail. = cacique
2

, cacique huppe, carouge3
,
combird4 ,

crested cacique, great-crested cacique, great-crested combird, large

combird, merle laque jaune, pogga, >yellow-tail
1

0 A noise here

attracted us which resembled the whirr of a wheel, lasting for some
seconds and then terminating in a sharp shrill whistle - the cry of the

merle laquejaune or yellow com bird. (JFNC Feb 1895:158)

yellow-crested petchary n obs Myiophobus fasciatus [~ M. naevius,

M. crysoceps

]

(E bran-colouredflycatcher), a bird, 12.5 cm (5") long.

Head and upperparts warm brown, with a hidden orange or yellow

crown-patch; 2 pale buff wing-bars; underparts whitish with dark

streaks on breast and flanks; lower underparts pale yellow; bill black,

lower part pale brown. Widespread resident in Trinidad, esp. in semi-

open savannas and forest on the Bocas Islands. (< huppe ‘crest’ +

jaune ‘yellow’) = gobe-mouche a huppe jaune 0 (Chapman 1894:41)

yellow cribo n Pseustes sulphureus sulphureus, a snake. = clibo
4

,

liana snake, puffing snake
-

,
yellow bellied clibo, >yellow-bellied

puffing snake, yellow belly
2
0 (Boos 2001a: 138)

yellow cro-cro n Conodon nobilis (E barred grunt), a marine fish. 0

(LNP 1985)

yellow crystal n A commercial grade of sugar, refined with added

suphur, until it is of a pale yellowish-brown colour. Although consid-

ered attractive and affordable, it has not been manufactured locally

since the early 1980s. (< E yellow fr golden colour + crystal, fr large

size of sugar crystals) 0 Some years ago, the Planters who sold yellow

crystals and grocery molasses sugar locally realised better results than

those who turned out grey crystals and shipped them abroad. (WG
1 Feb 1919:9) 0 Yellow crystals, not more than 6 cents per lb.... grey

crystals, not more than 5 cents per lb.... muscovado not more than

5 cents per lb.... molasses sugar made from yellow crystals not more
than 5 cents per lb. (TG 23 July 1919)

yellow-eared bat n Uroderma bilobatum bilobatum, a bat. Makes a

tent-like shelter by cutting palm fronds or banana leaves. = tent-

making bat 0 (Alkins 1979:55)

yellow-eye(d) (thrush) n Turdus nudigenis nudigenis, a bird, 23.8 cm
(9.5") long. Upperparts olive brown; paler below; throat white

streaked brown; lower underparts whitish; bill yellowish; large bare

golden-yellow ring around eye. = bare-cheeked thrush, bare-eyed

thrush, big eye
1

, >big-eye grieve, big-eye seri, goldeye (thrush), yel-

low-eyed thrush 0 Yellow-eye. (Williams 1922:125) 0 Yellow-eyed

thrush. (Williams 1922:125)

yellow-footed tern n Phaetusa simplex [= P. magnirostris. Sterna

chlorispoda

]

(E large-billed tern), a seabird, 37.5 cm (15") long.

Crown black; back and short squarish tail dark grey; wings white with

dark brown tips; underparts white; legs olive; massive bill bright

yellow. Sometimes the head is mainly white, with a blck ear-patch. A
fairly common visitor, occasionally breeding, to the west coast,

reservoirs and freshwater marshes of Trinidad. = mauve a patte jaune

soufre 0 (Chapman 1894:84)

yellow-footed thrush n Platvcichla flavipes [~ Menda flavipes, M.

xanthoscelus, Turdus flavipes, T. xanthoscelus] (E yellow-legged

thrush), a bird about 21 cm (8.5") long. Male: all black (Tob) or

generally black with dark grey (Trin); narrow eye-ring, bill and legs

yellow. Female brown, bill yellow or blackish, legs yellow-brown.

Song very musical, in Tobago sometimes including imitations of

other birds. (< yellow, fr colour + foot Teg’ + E thrush, a number of

large songbirds) = black-bird
3

,
grive a patte jaune, grive noire 0

(Chapman 1894:22)

yellow flowers n Crotalaria incana or C. retusa, native plants with

bright yellow flowers; seed pods rattle when dry. = fei shac-shac
1

,

maraki, platamisia, >shac-shac
1

, wild sweet pea, yellow shac-shac

yellow gasparee n Esenbeckia attenuata var., a small native evergreen

tree, girth to 91 cm (3'). Bark thin, smooth, dark. Leaves leathery,

dotted. Fruit a rounded 2.5 cm (1") 5-lobed capsule covered with

short woody prickles. Heavy clear yellow wood which may vary with

age. Young twigs are used for SWIZZLE STICKS; larger ones for walk-

ing or fighting, (fr colour of wood) = >gasparee, gasparil, gasparillo,

white gasparee 0 (Marshall 1934:23)

yellow genip n Talisia olivaeformis, a fairly large native evergreen

tree. Fruit rounded, 2-2.5 cm (.8-1") diameter, nearly yellow when
ripe, with short rusty-brown hairs; contains one large seed in a

jelly-like substance. = chenet
2

,
mapoo2

,
>mapoo chenet

yellow Guinea yam n Dioscorea cayenensis, a large cultivated yam
with a rough irregular surface, yellowish flesh. = (fr introduction fr

Guinea ‘West Africa’) afou, devil yam, Ibo yam, matuta yam, negro

yam2
,
>yam atouta, yam jab, yellow yam 0 (FTT 1983-3-3:229)

yellow grunt n Haemulon sciurus, an edible marine fish. 0 (Vincent
‘

1910:46)

yellow handkerchief n Tegosa similis [~ Phycoides liriope claudina],

a small butterfly, wingspan to 3.1 cm (1.4"). Pale orange with narrow

brown outer margins; brown etchings on upper wing near base. 0

(Barcant 1970:151)

yellow-head n Agelaius icterocephalus icterocephalus [= Oriolus

icterocephalus, Xanthosomus icterocephalus, Chrysomus icteroceph-

alus] (E yellow-hooded blackbird), a bird, 18.8 cm (7.5") long. Male

black with bright yellow head, throat and upper breast. Female upper-

parts blackish brown with yellowish edges to feathers; sides of face

and throat dull yellow; rest of underparts brown tinged with yellow. =

golden head, merle a tete jaune, yellow-headed blackbird, yellow-

headed carouge, yellow-headed merle 0 A large party of yellow heads

(Agelaius). (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936a: 13)

yellow-headed blackbird n Agelaius icterocephalus icterocephalus,

18.8 cm (7.5") long. Male all black except for bright yellow head,

throat and upper breast. = golden head, merle a tete jaune, >yellow-

head, yellow-headed merle 0 Huge flocks of grackles, yellow headed

blackbirds, and other insectivores which used to be a common sight

in Trinidad, have over a very short period virtually disappeared. (TG
3 Aug 1993:8)

yellow-headed carouge n obs Agelaius icterocephalus icterocepha-

lus, a bird, 18.8 cm (7.5") long. Male black with bright yellow head,

throat and upper breast. = golden head, merle a tete jaune, >yellow-

head, yellow-headed blackbird, yellow-headed merle 0 (Chapman
1894:36)

yellow-headed merle n obs Agelaius icterocephalus icterocephalus,

18.8 cm (7.5") long. Male all black except for bright yellow head,

throat and upper breast, (yellow-headed fr colour + Fr merle ‘black-

bird’) = golden head, merle a tete jaune, >yellow-head, yellow-

headed blackbird 0 Oriolus Icterocephalus... merle a tete jaune, or

yellow-headed merle, (de Verteuil 1884:368)

yellow-headed woodpecker n arc Celeus elegans leotaudi [= C. cin-

namomeus] (E chestnut woodpecker, yellow-crested woodpecker), a

bird, 27.5 cm (11") long. Male: rich dark reddish brown with yellow

rump and crest; crest light brown with yellow tip; tail black; cheek

stripe red; bill yellowish white. Female similar, no cheek stripe.

Found in Trinidad forests. = carpenter (bird), charpentier, charpentier

a tete jaune, cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao 0 (Chapman 1894:61)

yellow-headed worm snake n Leptotyphlops albifrons, a snake.

Body cylindrical; head slightly flattened, wider than neck; shiny

black or dark brown with series of lighter longitudinal lines; belly

lighter brown; white or yellowish spot on nose area and tip of tail. =

burrowing snake2
,
>ground puppy 1

, white-faced worm snake, worm
snake 0 (Boos 2001a:40)
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yellow-head ground puppy n Helminthophis sp., a small, slender,

burrowing snake, about 16 cm (6.2") long. Dark brown with a dull

yellow head. Rare in Trinidad. 0 (Boos 200 1 a:43

)

yellow leaf n Phoebis trite, a butterfly, wingspan 1 1.3 cm (2.25"). Yel-

low with a brown line diagonally across the undersides of the wings,

giving appearance of the midrib of a leaf. 0 (Barcant 1970:80-1)

yellow-legged grampo n Cyanerpes caeruleus trinitatis \~ Arbe-

lorhina caerulea, Coereba caenilea] (E purple honeycreeper), a bird,

11.3 cm (4.5"). Male: generally violet blue with black eye-stripe,

throat, wings and tail; bill black, down-curved and fairly long; legs

bright yellow. Female upperparts green; eye-stripe and throat pale

reddish brown; underparts yellowish green streaked with darker

green; legs greenish, (ff bright yellow legs + FC grampo < Fr

grimpeur, ‘climber’) = grampo-
,
green-legged grampo, Trinidad hon-

eycreeper 0 (ffrench 1991:360-1)

yellow machet(e) n Chironius carinatus carinatus , a non-venomous

snake. Very slim, to 1.8 m (6') long. Darkish blue-green-black with

yellow chin; large eyes; light stripe down back ridge. = carinated

snake, golden tree snake, machet2
,
>machet savan

1

0 The men appear

to be hardly able to move and cannot withdraw their eyes from that

slender streak of pale yellow which is hanging from the topmost

branch of yonder pick-mock palm... its exquisite colouring of bronze

green and yellow... a Yellow Machete. (JFNC Oct 1892:96) 0 Yellow

Machete. Diurnal. Semi-arboreal. (Greenhall 1976b: 15) 0 (Emsley

1977) 0 (Boos 2001a: 1 19)

yellow mangrove n Symphonia globulifera, a large native evergreen

tree, to 30 m (98') tall; stilt roots. Bark smooth, yields a yellow gum
which darkens on exposure and is used as an illuminant. (fr yellow

sap) = >yellow mangue 0 (Marshall 1 934: 1 7)

yellow mangue n Symphonia globulifera, a large native evergreen

tree, to 30 nr (98') tall, girth to 4 m (13'). Base of trunk has numerous

stilt roots; underground roots may reappear above ground to form

hoops. Bark smooth, lightly fissured, brownish; yields a yellow gum
which darkens on exposure and is used as an illuminant. Branches

tend to droop downward. Leaves rather small, 10 x 5 cm (3.9 x 2"),

oblong, dark green, glossy. Flowers unusual and conspicuous, globu-

lar, about 2 cm (.8") in diameter, bright scarlet; stamens protrude

above the globe of the petals like a little crown. Fruits ovoid, to 4.5 x

3.5 cm (1.8 x 1.4"), with a protruding “beak”; olive-green outside,

yellow inside, contains 2-3 long smooth brown irregularly-shaped

seeds. Wood medium-weight, fairly hard, used in rough construction,

(fr yellow sap) = yellow mangrove 0 (Beard 1946:31) 0 The trees

commonly found in these areas, apart from the palms, are. ..Yellow

Mangue (Symphonia globulifera)... (Farrell 1980b: 15) 0 Yellow

mangue is common in the evergreen forests of the lowlands and the

lower montane forest of the Northern Range. It is especially common
in marsh forest and is absent from semi-evergreen or deciduous for-

ests of Trindad and completely absent from Tobago. It flowers nearly

year-round and is ornamental when in full flower... The latex may be

burnt for illumination or mixed with other ingredients as a salve for

sores. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:1 12-3)

yellow-marbled tree boa n obs Corallus ruschenbergerii, a non-

venomous snake .= >cascabel , cascabel dormillon, common tree boa.

Cook’s (tree) boa, doghead. dormillon, mango snake, mangrove cas-

cabel, mapanare, sleeping rattlesnake, tet-chien, tree boa (constric-

tor), yellow tree boa 0 (Boos 2001a:60)

yellow migrant n Phoebis statira [~ Catopsilia statira], a butterfly,

wingspan to 5.5 cm (2.2"”). Yellowish green towards wing bases;

whiter towards margins; very thin dark brown margin on upper

wings. Female has small brown spot on each upper wing. Migrates in

groups of thousands, (fr overall yellowish colour + massive migration

groups) 0 (Kaye 1921:107) 0 (Barcant 1970: 155)

yellow-mouth salmon n Macrodon ancylodon, a marine fish. = ger-

man salmon, pink salmon, rock salmon 0 (LNP 1985)

yellow olivier n Buchenavia tetraphylla [~ B. capitata , Bucida capi-

tata], lumber trade name yellow sanders, a large native tree up to

25 m (80') or more, young stems hairy. Leaves obovate, sometimes

notched at the tip, leathery, shining, and prominently net-veined

above, rusty-hairy and fringed on margins when young. Fruit oblong,

1.5-2.5 cm (.6-1") long, smooth, containing one bony seed. Wood
yellowish, moderately hard, often wavy-grained, takes a satiny pol-

ish, used for furniture and cabinet work. Often confused with WHITE

OLIVIER, Terminalia amazonia. (fr colour of wood + Fr olivier ‘olive

tree’ fr olive-like fruits) = yellow sanders 0 (FTT 1932-1-5:329-30) 0

(Beard 1946:30) 0 The two eggs lay on a pile of moldering “sawdust”

five feet high within the base of a hollow yellow olivier that must fall

at any moment. (Worth 1967:153) 0 In the vegetative state white

olivier can be confused with yellow olivier, Buchenavia capitata, for

the leaves and trunk are very similar; however, the leaves of Buche-

navia are smaller, up to 8 x 4 cm, and the venation is very conspicu-

ous on the upper surface whereas that of Terminalia is inconspicuous.

In flower or fruit they are easy to distinguish for the flowers are in

compact heads in B. capitata and the fruit are like small olives.

(Quesnel & Farrell 2000:1 19)

yellow pargue n Lutjanus apodus, an edible marine fish. = pargue,

schoolmaster
2
0 (Mendes 1940:13)

yellow plantain n Cacicus cela , a bird. Male: 28.8 cm (11.5") long;

generally black with yellow patch on wings; rump, under-tail and

base of tail yellow; short black crest; bill whitish. = arendau,

>cacique
,
carouge , combird , merle, merle a croupion jaune, merle

moqueur, mockingbird’, mocking merle, small cacique, yellow-

backed cacique, yellow-backed combird 0 Down the main street of

Sangre Grande... is a yellow poui [tree] festooned with the marvel-

lous hanging nests of the yellow-backed combirds... One officer on

duty I spoke to thought that at the moment the poui probably held

nests for at least one hundred and fifty birds, though many of the old

nests had only just been cut down. He also called the birds yellow

plantains. (Bryans 1967:153) 0 Bobo quickly reloaded, eyes scanning

the area. He saw the bird popularly known as a yellow plantain.

(Narine 1977:88)

yellow plum n Spondias purpurea var. lutea, a native tree with a small

oblong yellow fruit, usu. about 2.5 cm (1") long, often with a small

“nose” at one end; medium-large seed, soft edible flesh. Commonly
eaten green with salt, or pickled in brine, as well as ripe, (fr yellow

colour of ripe fruit) = chili plum, common plum, plum 1

0 The Yellow-

plum, grows every where heer, and is of Plums a most Luscious Food.

.. what with the greatness of the Stone and the thickness of the exter-

nal rind, the fruit can scarcely get a Habitation betwixt them. (Poyntz

1683:15) 0 Yellow Plumb-tree, is a very good Timber, and fitted for

several uses. (Poyntz 1683:41 ) 0 Peter was in his usual place enjoying

a plateful of yellow plums. (Gale WG 27 Sept 1919)

yellow poui n Tabebuia serratifolia, a tall deciduous native tree,

30-40 m (98-130'). Flowers are produced in showy masses at inter-

vals during the dry season, usu. on leafless branchlets. Individual

flowers are yellow, trumpet-shaped, 9 cm (3.5") long, clusters consist

of 6-7 flowers hanging downward. Fruit a long, narrow pod to

45 x 2 cm (17.5 x .8"), containing about 500 tiny double-winged

seeds. Wood hard, heavy, brownish-green, strong, very durable, used

for posts, house pillars, chopping blocks, walking sticks; hard flexible

sticks are used for STlCK-FlGHTrNG. (ff bright yellow flowers) =

cogwood’, greenheart’, >poui’ 0 (Marshall 1934:73) 0 (FTT 1954-2-

5:327-8) 0 Yellow Poui... [is] a beautiful sight when in full flower,

being quite covered with trusses of medium-sized trumpet-shaped

golden flowers. A single tree standing out by itself above the sur-

rounding vegetation is a lovely sight and can be seen from a long dis-

tance off. Unhappily, this tree is also in flower for a very short period.

A tree may be in full flower one day, and the next day not a blossom

is to be seen. There is a saying in the Island that the rains will not

begin until the poui has flowered three times in succession. (Alford

1960:76) 0 1 had not expected in early January to see the yellow poui

still dropping its last season's blossom. (Bryans 1967:23) 0 Yellow

poui is found mainly in the Northern Range of Trinidad and the

southwestern third of Tobago. In the wet forest areas it grows well on

poor sandy soils... It requires a lot of light for optimum growth...

Flowering seems to be triggered by rain showers after a period of

drought. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:1 16-7)
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yerry

-yellow prickle n Zanthoxylum martinicensis , a native tree with lemon

yellow-coloured wood, (fr yellow colour of wood) = >lepinet ,

prickly ash 0 (Young 1809, Stowe 922:14b) 0 A beautiful hard wood
is obtained from the yellow prickle. (Ober 1898:135)

yellow sanders n Buchenavia tetraphvlla , a large native tree; wood
yellowish, moderately hard, often wavy-grained, takes a satiny pol-

ish, used for furniture and cabinet work. Often confused with WHITE

OLIVIER ( Terminalia obovata ). (fr yellow colour of wood) = >yellow

olivier 0 The Yellow Sander Tree, is from two to five foot diameter; a

Timber of excellent use, and may be fitted to any purpose; it’s very

useful in the place where it grows, and it’s profitable also to those that

transport it. (Poyntz 1683:39) 0 A yellow [wood is obtained] from the

yellow sanders, which also yields a noted dye of commerce. (Ober

1898:135) 0 (FTT 1932-1-5:329-30)

yellow savonette n Lonchocarpus heptaphyllus, a small native ever-

green tree to 20 m (65'). Leaves compound, 5-9 leaflets. Flowers pur-

ple, numerous, in simple or branched clusters. Fruit pod flat, brown,

papery, narrowed at both ends. Roots and fruit have insecticidal prop-

erties. Wood hard, heavy, slightly yellowish, (fr colour of wood) =

>savonette jaune 0 (Beard 1946:32)

yellow shac-shac n Crotalaria incana and C. retasa , native plants to

1 m (39") tall, with large pea-like yellow and brown flowers. Fruit

pods rattle when dry. (fr yellow flowers) = fei shac-shac
1

, maraki,

platamisia, >shac-shac , wild sweet pea, yellow flowers 0 Yellow

shak-shak, Wild sweet pea... commonly found along roadsides and in

waste and cultivated lands. (Duncan 1993:50)

yellow skin n obs Having a naturally yellowish tint to light skin or

complexion. This term was prob. never generally used in Trinidad

and Tobago, (fr perceived yellowish colour of the skin) 0 Black, yel-

low skin, mulatto, (printed form, PRO C- 104- 178 Jan 1830) 0 “Easy

now, easy!” he said, coming forward, “he is a harmless fellow, and

the Mulattoes will stand back in a minute. I say, holloa, you yellow-

skin, just wear a little aft there until I have time to treat with you.”

(Wilkins 1854:88)

yellow sorrel n Oxalis corniculata , a native plant; yellow flowers, edi-

ble leaves, (fr yellow flowers) 0 That flower they does call yellow

sorrel, but it kyaan make drink like red sorrel.

yellow star-apple n Pouteria guianensis, a native tree. Leaves 9-18 x

3.5-5 cm (3.5-7 x 1.4-2"), leathery, prominent lateral nerves, on long

stalks. Flowers in small clusters. Fruit round or ovoid, up to 7 cm
(2.7") diameter, variable in shape and size; resembles the CAIMET or

STAR-APPLE, but yellow, with white pulp and 2-3 seeds, (fr yellow

colour of fruit) = >contravent, wild sapote 0 (FTT 1947-2-3:128)

yellow-tail 1 n Psarocolius decumanus insularis \~ Ostinops

decumanus , O. cristatus, Cacicits cristatus] (E crested oropendola), a

large bird, commonly resident in Trinidad and Tobago. Male 42.5 cm
(17") long; black with dark reddish brown rump and under-tail

coverts; long tail mostly yellow; narrow black crest long but often not

visible; bill long and whitish; eye blue. Most common call is a very

distinctive loud rising or falling trill, (fr bright yellow, highly visible

tail) = cacique
3

, cacique huppe, carouge
3

, combird
4

, crested cacique,

great-crested cacique, great-crested combird, large combird, merle

laque jaune, pogga, yellow combird 0 Inside this arial cradle, sus-

pended from the high-hung palm leaf, the eggs and young of its build-

ers would be safe from prowling monkeys and predatory boys. No
gale could shake it loose from its attachments... and, as the entrance

to the nest was high up, near its throat, its occupants might with safety

stay within it and laugh in the face of the storm. And its builders?

They are called yellowtails, in the island where I found them and their

nests. (Ober 1898:24) 0 (Williams 1922:135) 0 The yellow-tail’s four

notes, clear as a bell, are a melody in themselves... They build... long,

bulbous nests which they hang from the high limbs of the immortelles

(Bowman & Bowman 1939:55) 0 A palm... rhythmically weighted

with pendant nests of yellowtails, swaying in “the trades”. (Oakley

1 94 1 :4 1 3) 0 [U]p on the hill, where the mapepire snake hides itself in

the hollow trunk of the mango tree, and the yellow tail birds with

their com filled gizzards call to their mates across the way . (Ottley

1962:21) 0 We love to look at the yellowtail nests hanging from

immortelles, but this is the most dangerous bird to the orange field.

(EX 11 Oct 1987:10) 0 “Yellowtail”; “Combird”; “Pogga”... The

calls, extraordinary in their variety and quality, defy accurate descrip-

tion. Territorial calls often begin with a hoarse trill, rising or falling in

pitch, followed by several hollow gurgling notes, which I have often

found reminiscent of a steelbandman practicing, (ffrench 1991 :336-7)

0 In the courtyard stood a tall poui tree with dozens of yellow-tail

nests hanging like straw clubs and swinging in the breeze. (Boodhoo

1994:16)

2 n Lutianus chrysurus, a marine fish. 0 The yellow-tail (Lutianus

Chrysurus), “squirrel” fish (Holocentrus ascensionis), and the “goat”

fish (Upeneus sp:) are very plentiful around Buccoo Bay and vicinity.

(Guppy 1922 a:444)

yellow-tail(ed) cribo n Drymarchon corais corais [= Corais corals], a

large, heavy-bodied non-venomous snake to 2.26 m (7.2'); scales are

keeled. Body blue-black, becoming dull orange-yellow on hind

half/third; under-neck, nose and forebody dark yellow or orange.

Juveniles are paler greyish-black, with pale dull white or yellow tail

area; scales on head are dull white outlined in black. Found in Trini-

dad, Tobago, and on Monos Island; formerly more common but

becoming rare. It is swift-moving and aggressive; feeds on small ani-

mals, including other snakes. Mistakenly called gopher snake and

indigo snake in Greenhall (1977). (fr bright yellow tail + cribo
5
)
=

cbbo 3
,

corais snake, cribo
1

,
yellow-tail(ed) (rat) snake, yellow-

tailed) snake 0 Drymarchon c. corais (YELLOW TAILED CRIBO). A
fairly common snake, black along the back and with a yellow belly

and tail. May reach a length of seven feet. A good destroyer of rats.

(Alford 1960:101) 0 Yellow-Tail Cribo. Diurnal. Terrestrial and

aquatic. (Greenhall 1976b: 15)

yellow-tail(ed) rat snake n Drymarchon corais , a non-venomous

snake, 1.2-2.4 m (4-8') long. Black forebody, orange-yellow rear half,

yellowish-brown tail, (fr favourite diet of rats) = clibo
3

, corais snake,

cribo
1

,
>yellow-tail(ed) cribo, yellow-tail(ed) snake 0 Yellow tail rat

snake. (Boos 200 la: 123)

yellow-tail(ed) snake n Drymarchon corais, a non-venomous snake,

1.2-2.4 m (4-8') long. Black forebody, orange-yellow rear half, yel-

lowish-brown tail, (fr bright yellow tail) = clibo
3

, corais snake,

cribo
1

,
>yellow-tail(ed) cribo, yellow-tail(ed) rat snake 0 Cribo-

yellow tailed snake. (JFNC Dec 1892: 104)

yellow tamandua n Tamandua tetradactyla longicaudata, a mammal.
Body to 57.5 cm (23") long + 55 cm (22") tail. Short dense yellow-

tan hair; usu. a black band runs between back and front legs continu-

ing to neck to form collar, (yellow fr colour of fur + tamandua) =
>matapel, mataperro, tamandua 0 (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936c: 164)

yellow tree boa n Corallus ruschenbergerii, a non-venomous snake,

(fr overall dull yellowish colour) = >cascabel
,
cascabel dormillon,

common tree boa. Cook’s (tree) boa, doghead, dormillon, mango
snake, mangrove cascabel, mapanare, sleeping rattlesnake, tet-chien,

tree boa (constrictor), yellow-marbled tree boa 0 (Boos 2001a:60)

yellow wattle n Vismia laxiflora, a medium-sized native evergreen

tree, height to 20 m (65'). Bark thin, greyish, lightly fissured, peels

off in elongated flakes; when cut exudes an orange latex. Leaves

opposite, lanceolate, 20 x 6 cm (7.8 x 2.3"). Flowers dull orange,

small, do not open frilly. Fruit 1 cm (.4") in diameter, globular to

cone-shaped, dark brownish purple when ripe, with numerous small

brown seeds. = >kiskidee
2

, lacraie
2
0 (Quesnel & Farrell 2000: 124) 0

We also noted Kiskidee (Vismia falcata) (Hypericaceae) called

Yellow Wattle in Tobago. (Sewlal 2004: 1 7)

yellow yam n Dioscorea cayenensis , a large cultivated yam with a

rough irregular surface; flesh yellowish, (fr colour of flesh) = afou,

devil yam, Ibo yam, matuta yam, negro yatrr, >yam atouta, yam jab,

yellow Guinea yam

yerba de San Juan n A variety of St. John’s bush, Justicia

secunda, a native plant, used medicinally. = chachamunchin 0 St

John's bush, both the yerba de San Juan and quiebra quiebra variety,

was recommended in preparing baths to cure malkadi or marasmus
and ‘heats’ or rashes. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:123-4)

yerry see YEARY
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yes intj A post-sentence expression of emphasis, sometimes expect-

ing agreement. = >oui 0 YES, used for emphasis, e.g., she fas’, yes;

he goin' to win, yes. (Rodman 1971:236) 0 But Felix boy, yuh ah

mek dam joke yes. Yuh mean to seh, yuh deh down here ah sleep

like ah top, and meh dey uppa de house ah wait pan yuh like ah dam
fool. (Rollocks 1975:15) 0 ‘But is better we try and make it home,

yes. Because like the rain wouldn’t stop at all.’ (Gosine 1992:108) 0

Yes ~ /wi/ These two are used interchangeably: he stupid, yes ~ /wi

“he sure is a fool” (intensification) give me me book, yes ~ /wi/

“you’d better give me my book” (threat). (Solomon 1993:64) 0 ‘My
mother warn me about this man, yes. She say the man is a mas’ man
and he wouldn't grow up to shoulder responsibility.’ (Boodhoo
1994:179)

yet adv Used very frequently to indicate a situation that started in the

past and continues in the present, esp. with a negative. Note: In SE
this is used only with the present perfect tense, indicating up to the

present time, but with future possibility, e.g. I haven '1 seen that yet. =

as yet 0 ‘An’ you remember dat pretty, pretty giol Topee bring away
for ’e wife - ever see she yet, Gobin boy?’ (Naipaul 1976:166) 0 Yuh
ever went in ah game wid Uncle Charlie yet? (Mamits LPOS, TG
5 Aug 1977) 0 It was never successful yet.

yeye see YIE

ye-ye adj Of rain, drizzling, very light but constant rain. 0 Soon the

sun would chase that stupid yeah-yeah drizzle away, and it would be

just another day. (Selvon 1972:150) 0 "This yeye rain, it only raining

foolishly.” (1986)

yie, yeye, yieye, yiye n obs Eye; eyes. 0 “Where about you bin go to

a'day? Me no see you n’ yie massa niger!” (With my eye.) (TG 2 Oct

1827) 0 But night no hab yie, no hab Massa. (TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 He
mout tan like Hog da yam fowl. He Crapeau yie shine like two dollar.

(TG 2 Oct 1827) 0 "Me bin feel glad till me sorry, for though me
happy too much my yie run over like dry ribber in a rainy season.”

(TG 1 June 1831:2) 0 So dey, ar rite, my yeye a bun me, an me han

wary fo hole de pen. (PC 30 Apr 1904) 0 You can’ tel lookin glass

see you one yieye tan likka nite-owl pickney got sore yieye; an de

nodder one ober-nite peas-soup. (PC 9 July 1904) 0 E yeye biggah

dan ’e belly. (One reaches out for more than he can handle.) (Daniel

msl ca 1960) 0 Well hut yeye mek nose run water. (A sympathetic

response can be expected where close relationships exist.) (Daniel

msl ca 1960)

yield v Of rice, give a large amount of cooked rice from the raw quan-

tity. (< E yield ‘give forth fr own substance by a natural process; pro-

duce, bear, generate, e.g. fruit, seed etc.) 0 This rice doh yield good,

yielding n The amount of saccharine matter in cane juice. (< E yield-

ing ‘production of crops or produce’) 0 The yielding of the canes is

good at this time of the year. (PRO C/104/178 Jan 1830)

yoke n Astronium obliquum , a fairly large native evergreen tree. Bark

darkish, scaly. Leaves smooth, somewhat leathery. Dense flower pan-

icles 7-17 cm (2. 7-6.6") long. Wood dark reddish-brown, hard,

heavy, durable, suitable for posts and heavy outdoor work. 0 (Joseph

1838a:80) 0 Among those of our more useful forest trees which pecu-

liarly affect the mountains are... Yoke (a handsome furniture wood).

(Carr 1869:403-4) 0 Yoke is not so hard as [balata or poui] but [is]

still valuable and durable. It is employed in making furniture, and is

used for all building purposes. (Williams 1882) 0 (FTT 1930-1-

3:196)0 (Beard 1946:34)

yoke savane n obs Anadenanthera peregrina, a cultivated tree, to

20 m (65') tall.= >savanna yoke 0 (Hart 1866:64)

voni n A figure or symbol of the female sexual organ as an object of

veneration in Hinduism. (< H-Sanskrit yoni ‘womb; source; female

genital organ’) 0 Prominently displayed in almost every Trinidad Sai

Centre... is a lingam of Shiva, set in a. yoni, and one a pedestal. Swal-

low, we noted earlier, emphasizes the sexual connotations of this

symbol (the lingam representing a phallus and the yoni a vulva) and

many Trinidad devotees of Hindu derivation are of course aware of

these connotations. (Klass 1991:138)

yon tasso see LIANE TASSO

Yoruba n A West African people, of the Kwa language group; mostly

from present-day western Nigeria and neighbouring areas. They were

the main source of ORISHA religion in Trinidad, having mostly come
as free or indentured labourers in the mid- to late- 19th century. =

>Yaraba 0 Trinidadians who are associated with shango cult centers

refer to themselves as “Yoruba people,” “the Yoruba nation,”
“
orisha

people,” or “African people.” Some of them believe they are

descended from Yoruba stock. They distinguish themselves from the

Radas and other groups of Afro-Trinidadians. Neither in Nigeria nor

in Trinidad are the members of the shango cult limited to a particular

family or lineage. (Simpson 1970:84)

you see YUH

you an all see AND ALL

young 1 n Child, baby, usu. of animals. E treats this as a non-count

noun. = offspring 0 The cow drop a young.

2

n With in, be pregnant, usu. of animals. (< E in young ‘of a female

animal, pregnant’) 0 He buy the cow, that time she in young,

young girl bubby n Tob Solanum mammosum a low native shrub.

Leaves thorny. Fruit orange, berry-like, resembling a nipple with a

ring of basal lobes; fruits inedible or poisonous. (< bubby, fr resem-

blance of fruit to a young girl’s breast) 0 All that orange yuh seein

inside there, that is young girl bubby.

youthman n A young man. 0 The youthman was charged with larceny

of 105 grapefruits. (Bomb 13 Oct 1989:20) 0 [The evidence was]

instrumental in sending a 25-year-old man up to the Assizes... the

youth was charged on December 28 1985... The youthman is alleged

to have approached his 15-year-old victim in the wee hours of the

morning. (TTM2A Nov 1989:13) 0 As the Rasta Editor of the Sunday

Mirror, every youthman (and young woman) sees that it is possible

for them to achieve as long as they put their mind and shoulder to the

task. (TTM25 July 1993:7)

yug n Age; epoch; times, /yug/ (< H-Sanskrit vug ‘an age of the world

or great period’) 0 We attended a Ganesh Yug, a yearly devotional

meeting to the Hindu deity, Ganesh. (Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:55) 0

“This is Kalyug [Kali yug] now, the most impure time, wrongside

time.” (1990)

yuh 1 pron Second person subject pronoun, equivalent to E you. 0 Las

week i see one a you nusepapa wat you send to one a me compa fu he

reed, an i ben too glad fu see dat you rite one pece berry good Englis,

fu dem backra down dis side bout pay dem people pon de Sunday.

(TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0 Yuh axe me ah queshtan de odder day bout

how ah livin. (PC 21 May 1904) 0 “Albot, yuh know de oF beat-up

rakadang car Sam have?” (Sweetbread, EX 2 Dec 1978:29) 0 Yuh
ever listen tuh mango fallin on de galvanize durin de night? (Foster

1990:116)

2 pron Second person object pronoun, equivalent to E you. 0 If she

catch yu is lappat. (Keens-Douglas 1975:44)

3 pron Second person possessive pronoun, equivalent to E your. 0 Las

week i see one a you nusepapa wat you send. (TSp 31 Mar 1847:2) 0

It is his snake charming career which furnishes the most thrilling epi-

sodes of his eventful life. “Dey has no prayers, no magic in this job, I

tell you; it is only you mind, you strenk (strength) and you smart-

ness,” he said. (TG 10 May 1933) 0 Oh god, yu mudder coming.

(Keens-Douglas 1975:44)

4 phr With boy or girl, referring to the person speaking (or writing). =

me boy, me girl 0 Well boy I could imagine how yuh miss yuh gurl

buh praise de Lord ah live to rite to yuh ah nex time. (Mamits LPOS,

TG 11 Mar 1979) 0 “But yuh gyul start to run when ah police car

swing de comer!” (Heat 18 Nov 1989:17) 0 Wen ah set dat up, ah

start in de kitchen. Well yuh know yuh boy very good in de cookin

section. I eh fraid dat at all. (Foster 1990:59) 0 “The Doc every

Thursday night in Woodford Square. Yuh girl was there with the little

folding bench.” (1990) 0 Woman goes off in a huff. Approaches

“Sweet Bone”. “Sweet Bone, sweets, so long I ent see yuh. Yuh gyul

hungry and thirsty. Buy me a com soup, nuh.” (EX 18 Jan 1996) 0

Yuh boy wake up to a strange, gurgling drip-drip-drip, as if he did fall

asleep in a one of them pretend-waterfall in ah expensive hotel lobby.

(Pires, EG 31 Oct 2003)
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yuki-yuki see UKEE(-UKEE)

yuyu (palm), yuyba n Bactris simplicifrons [= Yuyba trinitensis \ , a

small, slender, solitary or clustered native palm tree; 1-2 m (3-6') tall;

straight trunk usu. without spines. Leaves have two lobes, each with

an acute tip, to 30 cm (12") long, resembling a whale’s tail fin.Mature

fruits red, ball-shaped, about 1 cm (.5") diameter. Found scattered in

Trinidad, it grows in shaded lowland forests. (< Amer, poss. yu Tittle

prickles ’) 0 (Comeau, Comeau & Johnson 2003:50)



Zz

zaboca, zabokah, zabbacca n Persea americana (E avocado), a tree

with straggling-ascending branches, to 15 m (48') high, sometimes

taller. Leaves spirally arranged, often clustered near ends of branches,

narrow to broad elliptical, to 20 x 1 5 cm (7.8 x 5.4"). Flowers greenish-

yellow, in a much-branched, compact panicle shorter than leaves.

Fruit variable in size and shape according to variety, usu. shiny, green

or dark purple when ripe, pear-shaped or ovoid, to 15 cm (5.8") long;

flesh soft, greenish or yellowish, oily, surrounding one large loose

round seed. (< FC zaboca < Fr les avocats ‘avocados' < Sp avocado

> Aztec ahuacatl) = pear 0 The far-famed avocado-zabbacca, or alli-

gator-pear... will excite disappointment. (Day 1852-1:222) 0 (Carr

1869-1:365) 0 Zaboca and Farine. Crush an avocado pear mixing

in cassava farine until you have a firm paste. Add salt, black pep-

per and pieces of sweet peppers that have been steamed until soft,

(de Boissiere ca 1 945a:3 1 ) 0 When he returned they ate a simple

meal such as Marie had scarcely eaten since parting with Miss Henny
- saltfish, baked breadfruit and zaboca, and mugs of sweet and fatty

cocoa, (de Boissiere 1956:212) 0 The children swing in the mango
tree and speculate on when the Julies and zabocas will ripen. (The

Nation , Christmas Annual 1959:45) 9 Avocado, Zaboca... A leaf

decoction is taken for high blood pressure. (Seaforth, Adams &
Sylvester 1983:152) 0 [He] was ‘sent’ by Magistrate Cheryl Charles

to do nine months ‘time' for unlawful possession of 35 avocadoes

(zabocas). (TTM 14 Aug 1987) 0 Who stole Selwyn’s zabocas?...

Sello actually made a report to the St. Clair Police Station that 24 of

the 28 avocadoes on his tree had disappeared. ( TTM 26 Oct 1990:2) 0

‘You can carry this parcel home for me too, Bal? It have two zaboc-

cas here.’ (Gosine 1992:95) 9 Fish cakes sizzling in a pan of oil for

breakfast and then slapped between two slabs of coconut bake with a

fat slice of zaboca. (EX 17 Feb 1993:35) 9 It is the place where my
navel string, the thing that attached me to my mother six decades and

more ago, was buried beneath a zaboca tree, so that when it is fruit

laden I would be fruitful and heavy every other year. (Macfarlane

1997:40)

zabocai see SAPUCAI

zaboca maron n Omphalea megacarpa, a native climbing shrub. Fruit

at ends of branches, large, about 10 cm (3.9") long, fleshy, with three

segments in a sphere containing seeds about 3.5 cm (1.4") diameter

that yield a faintly bitter oil. (< FC zaboca mawon ‘wild zaboca’

< zaboca + Fr maron ‘wild’, fr resemblance of fruits) = >hunterman’s

nut, noisette 9 Zaboca maron... Lappe and deer and agouti eat it.

(Morean M-73)

zabrico n Phoebis argante, a butterfly. Apricot orange, marginal

black spots, /zabriko, zabwiko/ (< FC zabwico < Fr les abricots ‘apri-

cot fruit’ fr similar light orange colour; note FC zabwiko usu. refers to

the MAMEE APPLE) = >abricot, apricot 9 Kiss-ke-dees challenged

“king-page” butterflies and yellow-winged “zabuecoes” for violating

the sanctity of their leafy domain. (Cobham 1907:67)

zabrico mango n A variety of cultivated mango, Mangifera indica\

medium to large sized; greenish-yellow skin; a crease down one side.

(< FC zabrico < Fr les abricots ‘apricots’, fr resemblance in colour

and shape; note FC zabwiko usu. refers to the mamee apple) = mango
abricot, mango zabrico, zabico mango 9 ZABRICOT. - Small fruits,

long in shape; skin tough, greenish yellow in colour; medium juice,

sweet with slight turpentine flavour. (Bharath 1966:22) 9 “Allyuh

sellin' dem zabricot too high.” (Baptiste 1993:170)

zafay, zaphay, z’affaire n Personal business; private matters. See also

GRAN-ZAFAY. (< FC zaffe < Fr les affaires ‘business’) 9 “Heads does

always meddle in people z’affaire.” (Hill 1966c:20)

zafay-ou intj An expression used in annoyance or irritation telling

someone that you do not approve of the matter, but do not wish to

discuss it further. (< zafay + possessive, e.g. FC -on ‘your’) 9 Zah
faite deaux - that’s your business (ESTT 1956) 9 Zapahy you - I

don’t care, do as you please. (John 1973) 9 So... s’affaire he (I mean,

it's his business) (Hercules 1980:264) 9 “Who don’ like it, s'affaire

dem.” (Hercules 1980:296) 9 “You tink I cornin' to help you? Zaf-

faire you!” (Baptiste 1993:170)

zagai n Tob A CUTLASS, with the blade bent, attached to a long

wooden handle, used to cut grass, etc. (< E zagaie , assagai

,

Fr aza-

gaye, zagaie, Ptg azagaia, Sp azagaya ‘a type of African battle spear

or lance of hard wood, usu. pointed with iron’) = brushing cutlass,

swiper 9 I used to cut all this grass with a zagai.

zagaya n Grapsus grapsus , a small flattened marine intertidal crab;

mottled grey-green and black; found on rocky shores, /zagaija/ (< FC
z- pi + Carib agaya, araya, a sea crab; see also Wolof tsagony ba,

tsagots ba ‘crab’) = black crab 9 At this season the native fishermen

often use “zagaya,” a small crab found on the rocks; these are broken

up, some thrown in the water for ground-bait, and other pieces put on

the hooks, either sinker-fishing or a la “ligne voyante.” (Vincent

1910:23) 9 Lapin, a thick lipped rock fish, can be angled for off the

points of bays on dark nights, the bait most successful being rock

crabs locally called zagaya, which are soft just after the period of

changing their shells, and therefore the most tempting to this game
fish. (Mendes 1937:23-24) 9 “Zagaya” is retained for the mottled,

marine, rock-dwelling crabs that are commonly seen on the sea-

coasts and off-shore islands and rocks where the sea-surge washes.

(Boos 200 1 b:37)

zakat n Under Islamic law, an obligatory tax to raise money for chari-

table and religious purposes. (< Urdu zakat ‘alms; a portion of prop-

erty given in charity according to the Koran’) 9 zakat. Compulsory

charity (Moslem). (Clarke 1986:174)

zamatay n OBEAH; a magic spell; usu. with make. 9 That woman go

make zamatay on he head,

zamblay see SAMBLAY

zambo n A kind of fighting cock having mostly red feathers. (< LAS
zambo, sambo ‘mixed race African and Amerindian person’) 9 He
pointed out the different colours and told me their names. .. hens

and cocks were grouped according to their colouring... giro (yellow

and black), camaguey (pale yellow and black), zambo (red)...

(Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)

zambo-caribe n A kind of fighting cock having mostly red feathers

with black spots. (< LAS zambo, sambo ‘mixed race African and

Amerindian person’ + caribe ‘Caribbean’) 9 He pointed out the dif-

ferent colours and told me their names. .. hens and cocks were

grouped according to their colouring... zambo (red), talizallo (dark

body colour with lightly coloured wings), zambo-caribe (red with

spots of black). (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)

zami, zammi n A lesbian; a woman who is sexually oriented to

women. With make, have lesbian sexual activity. (< FC zami ‘friend;

lesbian’ < Fr les amis ‘friends’) 9 Them two is zami. 9 She want to

make zami with that girl.

zampool n Blister; fluid-filled swelling usu. caused by pressure or

rubbing. (< FC zampoule <Fr des ampoules ‘blisters; swellings’) 9

Who send me to wear new shoes on a hike? Zampool for so!

zamuro n A kind of fighting cock. (< Sp) 9 In addition [to colour],

game cocks were classified according to their physical appearance:

grifo (curly feathers), piroco (neck naturally bare), poncho (with a

small tail), gallino (with short feathers like a hen), zamuro (like a

crow), palomo (like a dove), gallipavo (clean neck, Non piche'),

pinto (mottled). Gamecocks were known as gallo de raza and

received very special attention. (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:58)
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zanana, z'ananas, zannania 1 n arc A cultivated pineapple fruit.

(<FC <Fr les ananas ‘pineapples’) = >pine 0 Zanana, pine-apple.

(ESTT 1956)

2 n Lachesis muta muta, a venomous snake; maximum length to 3.3 m
(IT). Body light- to yellow-brown, with darker brown diamond-

shaped markings along back. Each scale on the back surface is so

rounded, raised and distinct that it seems to stand out from the body.

(< FC zanana < Fr des ananas ‘pineapples’ ff resemblance of raised

scales to pineapple skin) = bushmaster, cascabela muda, mapepire
1

,

mapepire galle, >mapepire zanana. mute crotak pineapple mapepire,

pineapple snake, Trinidad tiger, true mapepire
-
0 “Harbat tell me it

have endless zanana inside there, but I never see one.” ( 1 990)

zanchois, zanshwa n Several species of very small marine anchovy

fish, about 15-20 cm (6-8") long, silvery, soft-bodied, including

Cetengraulis sp. often used for bait, including Anchovia brownii (E

striped anchovy), Anchovia delicatissima (E small anchovy), Anchoa

repsetuus (E striped anchovy), Anchoa parva (E little anchovy) and

Engraulis mordax (E large anchovy). (< FC zanchois < Fr des

anchois ‘anchovies’) = anchois, chewie-chewie, fry-dry, fryer,

jashwa, large zanchois 0 Engraulis mordax... large z’anchois...

Anchovia delicatissima... small z’anchois. (Vincent 1910:51) 0 Zan-

chois... Anchovia delicatissima... Engraulis mordax. (Mendes

1940:17) 0 “Zanchois” are used in “a la vive” fishing and are sold

commercially to fishermen by the “dip” or calabash full - a “calli” -

from a storage area - an anchored purse net - called a “guard”. (1992)

zandolee see zandoli

zandoli, zandolee 1 n Ameiva ameiva (Ejungle race runner lizard)-, to

45 cm (18") long + tail about half this length. Juvenile has bright

green head and back, fading to khaki-brown in adult. Males are green

with brown stripes; females smaller and more brown. Capable of run-

ning on its hind legs; lives in holes or underground burrows. (< FC
zandoli ‘lizard’ + < Fr les anolis, ‘lizards’) = garden lizard

-
,
ground

anolis, ground lizard 0 Zandoli, lizard. (Thomas 1869:21) 0 “Eh-eh!

You find zandolie hole, then.” (de Boissiere 1952:302) 0 Ah hole in

the ground for Lord Zandolie... She will tell all her friends she not

paying a cent. To see no lizard singing in the calypso tent. (Prowler

“A Gift for Calypsonians” 1968 pr Roberts 1968) 0 ‘Zandolie find

your hole’ is a well known saying in Trinidad... when startled or

chased, the lizard will run with amazing speed and disappear down its

burrow, dug in a hillside or beneath the roots of a tree... Zandolies are

very swift runners and when running at high speed use the fore-legs

very little except for balance. The lizards skip along on their hind legs

alone... They live on insects... young birds... and... the eggs of other

lizards and birds. (Boos & Quesnel 1969:19) 0 ‘Don’t trust those

quiet, quiet girls, nah. They like zandolie movin’ quiet but fast.’

(Boodhoo 1994:225)

2 n A negative term for someone who quietly or secretly tries to get a

better position; an opportunist, (fr zandolis being sun-loving lizards

that come out of their holes only when the weather is warm) 0 Like

the proverbial zandolee, certain announcers, librarians and techni-

cians - including some big names - are quietly scouting around for,

hopefully, better-paying jobs in the rush of new stations. (Punch 15

July 1990:1) 0 [In a] recent outburst by Patrick Manning, Political

Leader of the PNM, [he said] that “the minute the party’s fortunes

begin to look good, all kinds of zandolees who made no contribution

in the dark days when we were labouring in the vineyards, come
crawling out of their holes.” (TG 7 Oct 1990:6) 0 On December 16,

1986, as the NAR hordes called for the blood of the fallen PNM, and

as spontaneous jubilation broke out in every comer of the land, zan-

dolees who hitherto sported their balisier tattoos with pride, dug

themselves deep into holes that had remained unused for 30-odd

years. (TTM 26 Oct 1990:4)

zanji, jangee, zange, zangie, zanjee n Synbranchus marmoratus (E

American ee\, marbled swamp eel), a fresh or brackish water eel; to

1.5 m long. Head relatively large; mouth large, at tip of snout. Body
greenish or yellowish, spotted with brown. In Trinidad found in

streams to the south of the Northern Range, and streams in Blanchis-

seuse and Sans Souci areas on north coast. Lives on or near river

beds, usu. in streams, ponds, canals, drains, and flooded rice fields, in

clear or turbid water. More generally, refers to any freshwater eel.

(< FC < Fr les anguilles, ‘eels’) = anguille tet chien
1

, dog-head(ed)

eel, eel
1

, swamp eel 0 (Thomas 1869:18) 0 [E]el, zangie. (Regan

1906:389) 0 From that day I like a zangee marking the crook. For if

he catch she I know she coo coo cook. (Dictator "Unreasonable Step-

fathers” 1950 pr) 0 Zangie, zange. (Boeseman 1960:117) 0 Zangi.

(Wright 1977:20) 0 An armour of shiny scales covered her upper

body and arms, and from her waist down was coiled; for that portion

of her was unmistakeably Zanjee or Watersnake. (Ramsawack

1983:57) 0 The freshwater eel or “zangee”, Synbranchus marmoratus

possesses gills and a [type of] “lung”... [it] burrows into mud as its

habitat dries out. (Innes & Taylor 1986:8) 0 There is no protection

from thejanges or any insects in the dry grass or muddy lagoon. (EX-
4 22 July 1990:17) 0 The most feared in the St. Ann’s river was the

ZANGEE or water snake; it was almost 12 inches long and hid under

the stones, so we would stay clear from disturbing anything near big

rocks. (Pantino 1999:36)

zanno cylindre n obs A kind of large round gold earring. (< FC zanno

< Fr les anneaux ‘rings’ + Fr cylindre ‘cylindre’, fr shape) 0 A
woman dressed a la martiniquen with chemise, jupe and foulard, a

pair of zanno cylindre in her ears and a string of grains d'or round her

neck and a stiff calanday handkerchief tied turban-wise on her head.

(Inniss 1932)

zanshwa see ZANCHOIS

zapate n Oligoplites saurus, a small marine fish with a somewhat

elongated body, yellow tail, leathery skin. (< Sp zapatero ‘shoe-

maker’ fr leathery quality of skin) = sapatay, shoemaker 1

, tie-pin,

>zapatero 0 (Laurence 1970) 0 (LNP 1985)

zapatero n Oligoplites saurus (E leaping jack), a small marine fish

with a somewhat elongated body, long unpaired median fins, almost

separate finlets running from mid-body to yellow tail, leathery skin;

found in schools. (< Sp zapatero ‘shoemaker’ fr leathery quality of

skin) = sapatay, shoemaker 1

,
tie pin, zapate 0 The zapatero, salmon...

and cod-fish... are sold occasionally in our markets, as they keep but

for a short time, (de Verteuil 1884:101) 0 Zapatero. (Vincent

1910:48) 0 One of the best spots around the island, for continuous

sport, is off La Pena where the variety and number of fish is almost

unbelievable - tarpon, cavali, king-fish, bonite and zapateros usually

all of good size. (Mendes 1937:22; 1950:7) 0 (Laurence 1970)

zaphay see zafay

zatee n A frayed or weak spot in a string or cord. In kite-string, this is

often from the cutting action of an opponent’s ZWILL. Also a flaw in

the rubber part of a SLINGING SHOT, /zati/ 0 (Haynes 1987:213) 0

Other kite flying terms include "bolo” which is the method of releas-

ing a kite trapped in a tree or line, and “zathi,” which means the kite’s

string has been damaged and may burst easily. (Rampersad 1993:10)

0 The string get a zatee and the kite ayo. 0 The string have zatee.

zeb- pref Used as a prefix to identify many plants, esp. those used

medicinally. See following items. (< FC zeb ‘bush; plant; grass’ < Fr

herbe ‘grass’)

zeba coffee n Senna occidentalis, an erect shrubby native plant 1-2 m
(3.2-6') tall. Flowers yellow. Pod linear, compressed, seeds in one

row, broadly ovoid, dark olive-coloured, 4 mm (.16") long. (<cafe
zeb payi) = bruca, cafe boucat, granny coffee, jumbie coffee, mayo-

mal (coffee), Negro coffee, stinking weed, >wild coffee
1

, zebian

coffee 0 (MNP 2007)

zebafam 1 n Ageratum conyzoides, a hairy plant about 30-60 cm
(11.7-23.4") high. Leaves opposite, on slender hairy stalks, blades

ovate to elliptical, to 7 x 4.5 cm (2.7 x 1.8"), coarsely and bluntly

toothed, hairy chiefly on veins. Flowers small, lavender, blue or white

in short, broad, flat-topped heads, 5-7 mm (.2-. 3") diameter. (<zeb +

Fr a femme ‘for women’) = bush number nine, cocolicka, porter

bush
1

0 Herbe a femme. (FTT 1940-2-2:64) 0 A. conyzoides , the

Herbe-a-femme, is a native species 1 to 3 feet high, commonly seen

by the roadside. (Williams & Williams 1941:55) 0 She was greatly

amused at the mention of gereytoute, shandella, gully root, cousin

mahaut, patte chien, and herb-a-femme, and she said, “You know a
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lot about the old-time Creole remedies, don’t you?” (Simpson

1962:326) 0 She began to prepare a mixture of cough-medicine with

‘‘jerry-toot”, Christmas-bush, z’herbes-a-femme, Boiscano, honey,

cerio-flower and soft-candle. (Baka 1968) 0 Treatment: Zeba femme,

watergrass and vervine. Boil water and throw it on to the bushes in a

pot and allow to draw. (Bush Medicine , 1976b:23) 0 Cocolicka, Zeba-

fam. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:6) 0 ‘To make a tisane you

could boil rey de brusca (wild coffee), not the leaves eh, the root.

You boil it with zebafam, calero in Spanish, with bejuco de rema and

santa lucla.' (Moodie-Kublalsingh 1994:147)

2 n Sphagneticola trilobata , a creeping herb. Flower-heads with yel-

low rays, solitary on long stalks. = >carpet daisy, jampana playera,

Spanish verveine, veven kwayib, wild verveine 0 Wedelia trilobata...

is also used in treating gynaecological disorders. The name zeb-a-

fam, (herbe afemme) by which the plant is known in Grenada, Domi-

nica and by Grenadians resident in Trinidad referfs] to this usage. The

latter common name of the plant should not however, lead to undue

confusion with another local plant, Ageratum conyzoides, a small

upright hairy herb with the same common name. Wedelia stems,

leaves and flowers are used in Trinidad, Grenada and Dominica in

preparing a tea that is used to prevent or reduce menstrual pains.

(Morean 1 990g:3 1

)

zebapeek, zebapik, zebapip n Neurolaena lobata, an erect little-

branched plant, up to 4 m (13') high; stems ribbed, rough-hairy.

Leaves mostly lanceolate, sometimes toothed or lobed, up to

25 x 8 cm (9.7 x 3.1"), rough above, hairy beneath; may leave yellow

colour on the skin when handled. Flower-heads on slender stalks,

about 5 mm (.2") broad, made up of tubular yellow florets. (<zeb +
< Fr a pique ‘stinging’, poss. fr bitter taste) 0 Neuroloena lobata , R.

Br., is found commonly in Trinidad, where it is locally known as
“Herbe a Pique.” Mr. Carr states: “The Herbe d Pique (its local

name) has an intensely bitter leaf, it has, or had many years ago, a

very great reputation in our suburbs and country parts, as a fever

cure.” (JFNC Aug 1893:213) 0 Herbe-a-pique... A bitter infusion of

the plant is used medicinally. (FTT 1940-2-2:101) 0 For curing cer-

tain fevers the dry leaves of a plant called zevopeek [s/c] were soaked

in rum and then eaten, followed by 12 cents B.W.I. of puncheon rum.

(Niehoff & Niehoff 1960:58) 0 Materials used in healing and conjur-

ing. Leaves... zeb-a-pick. (Simpson 1962:329) 0 Around the village

could be found several other useful shrubs and herbs whose leaves or

flowers or roots were used as medicines, e.g. Zeb-a-pique, cojo root,

karaila and chandelier. (Alladin 1970:18) 0 Zebapip, Zebapique.

(Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:138) 0 Zebapique bush good for

fever. (OPNL Mar 1989:6) 0 Zeb-a-pik Neurolena lobata is often

found on mountain slopes where a stand of forests has been previ-

ously cleared for fanning, it being a successful coloniser of such

areas. Flowever this habitat preference is shared by two other herbs

with which it may be easily confused. These are Lantana trifolia and

Solanum asperum, a very pungent and acrid tasting potential poison.

(Morean 1991:54) 0 Zebapip. Neurolaena lobata. Leaf infusion is

taken in very small doses to treat fever and colds. (Seaforth et al

1998:526)

zebapip, zebapique see ZEBAPEEK

zeb chapentiay see CARPENTER GRASS

zeb chat, zebashat n Eupatorium macrophyllum [~ Hebeclinium mac-

rophyllum ], a native shrub 1-2 m (39"-6'), branches round, velvety.

Leaves opposite in pairs, broadly ovate, up to 20 cm (7.8") or more

long and about as wide, heart-shaped at base, irregularly toothed mar-

gins. Flowers white, crowded at ends of short branches, in heads of

about 50 flowers. (< FC < Fr a chatte ‘for cats’) 0 Flerbe Chat; Zeb

Chat. (FTT 1940-2-2:69) 0 Zeb chat. (Bush Medicine, 1976b: 18) 0

Zeb Chat. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:78)

zeb couresse n Peperomia pellucida , a native plant to 35 cm (1.2')

tall, delicate, erect, with smooth shiny leaves. = >shining bush 1

,
shiny

bush 0 (FTT 1977-2-8:541-2)

zeb gwa, herbe grasse n Commelina elegans , a small creeping native

plant. = common dayflower, dayflower, frenchweed, pond grass.

>water grass 0 herbe grasse (Commelina vulgaris) (de Verteuil

1848:34) 0 (Laurence 1976:4)

zebian coffee n Senna occidentalism an erect shrubby native plant

1-2 m (3.2-6') tall. Flowers yellow. Pod linear, compressed, seeds in

one row, broadly ovoid, dark olive-coloured, 4 mm (.16") long.

(< cafe zeb payi) = bruca, cafe boucat, granny coffee, jumbie coffee,

mayomal (coffee), Negro coffee, stinking weed, >wild coffee
1

, zeba

coffee 0 (MNP 2007)

zeb kayakeet n Lantana camara , a loosely erect or scrambling native

shrub with rough, angular, sometimes prickly, stems. Leaves ovate,

aromatic. Flowers small, yellow turning orange or pinkish-red, in

stalked clusters. (< zeb + kayakeet )
= black sage", grater wood, >kay-

akeet, ramongsi, rock sage, white sage", wild sage 0 [Z]eb kaiakeet.

(Laurence 1976:6)

zeb kinin n Enicostema verticillatum, a short annual native plant,

30-60 cm (1 1.7-23.4''); used medicinally and in dried flower arrange-

ments. (< zeb + FC tchinin / Fr kinin ‘quinine’ fr belief that it has

properties similar to quinine, a bitter alkaloid derived fr bark of

Cinchona trees) = >fowl tongue, quinine bush

zeb leshofi n Irlbachia alatus, a native plant, growing erect to 2.5 m
(9.7') in height. Stem cylindrical to 4-angled on lower unbranched

portion. Leaves thin, light green, papery. (<zeb + FC leshofi < Fr

echauffure ‘red rash’) = >ground itch bush 0 The herb... is commonly
known as Ground Itch Bush in Trinidad and Tobago. Here, it has got

its name because of its widespread use in treating the disease known
in Trinidad as “ground itch”... This herb is also known as zeb leshofi

(Wong 1971; Morean 1992) 0 A French patois word derived from the

French word l’eachuaffure [szc] which means a red rash, inflamma-

tion or irritations. In most instances, “ground itch” is caused by fun-

gus-induced athlete’s foot. A bath from the leaves of this herb is used

in treating this ailment. (Morean 1992d:28)

zebra n Colobura dirce [= Gynaecia dirce\, a butterfly, wingspan to

6.3 cm (2.5"). Overall dark brown with a bright yellow band central

across upper wing; lower wing slightly elongated at bottom; under-

side striated in yellow, (fr zebra-like striped underside) 0 The mark-

ing of the under wings has gained for [Gynaecia dirce
]
the popular

name of “Zebra.” (JFNC Apr 1895:174) 0 (Kaye 1904) 0 (Kaye

1921:36) 0(Barcant 1970:154-5)

zebshat see ZEB CHAT

zeb wavet n Tradescantia pendula , an introduced creeping plant, /zeb

wavet/ (< zeb + FC wavet < Fr ravet ‘cockroach’) = >cockroach grass

0 [Z]eb wavet... Often used as an ornamental plant in baskets, it

becomes quite weedy in cocoa estates where the shade and humidity

favour its spread. (Laurence 1976:14)

zeb zaijuey see ZEB ZEJWI

zeb zejwi, zeb zaijuey n Bidens alba, a native plant with daisy-like

flower heads made up of yellow disc florets surrounded by white

ray florets. (<zeb + FC zejwi ‘needle’) = jumbie needle, needle

bush, needle grass, >railway daisy, Spanish needle
-
0 IZleb zaijuey.

(Laurence 1976:2)

zeef see MAKE A ZEEF

zeekak, zeecack, zicaque n Chrysobalanus icaco, a small native tree

to 10 m (32') tall. Fruit pink or purplish, round or ellipsoid, 2-4 cm
(.8-1.6") long, with thick white edible pulp, containing seeds about

2.5 cm (1") long, ridged longitudinally, /zikak, zikaks/ (< FC zikak

< Fr icaque < LAS [hjicaco ‘coco plum’ < Taino hicaco, Cumananan

or Arawak ikaku, Island-Carib icacou, Arawak-Guajiro kaako, ‘coco

plum’) = coco plum, >fat pork
1

, icacos, icaque 0 (Thomas 1869:19) 0

Yesterday’s Market Prices... Ordinary: chili plums, zicaque. (TG 1

Sept 1917:10) 0 (FTT 1932-1-5:311) 0 Zicaque... Chrysobalanus

icaco. C. pellocarpus. (Beard 1946:32) 0 And “tambran”, “zeekak”,

“balata”. (Fortune ca 1950-59:11) 0 Zeecack, fat-pork - a small,

fleshy fruit with red skin and white pulp. (ESTT 1956) 0 “Icacos”

also spelt “Hicacos” and even “Xicacos” is a name from the Taino

sea-grape, Chrysobalanus icaco. Oldish nineteenth century texts

frenchifted this name as “Icacque” parallel to “macacque,” monkey.

(Thompson 1966:12) 0 Zicaque. (Quesnel & Farrell 2000:130)
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zelinky n A very serious form of tabanca. 0 He have a real terrible

zelinky. Things so bad with he and he wife.

zelon n Trachinotus goodei, a marine fish. (< FC zelo Tin’) = har-

angue france, pamp, pompano 1

,
zelwan 0 (LNP 1985)

zelwan, zilwan n Trachinotus godei or T. falcatus

,

a marine fish. =

harangue france, pamp, pompano, zelon 0 (Vincent 1910) 0 He
reeled in... the largest Zilwan which measured 18 inches. (TG 21 July

1993:13)

zenglay n Thin; slender; wiry. (< Fr sangler ‘girthed; strapped; laced

too tightly’) = zinglaytay
2

0 If your girl friend happened to be

“zenglay” then one had to look for something more “thick” (less

bone). (Lange 1986:6)

zepon n A sharp criticism or rebuke. (< FC zepo < Fr eperon ‘spur’) 0

1 was not pleased with his work, I gave him a little zepon.

zeppo see also SEPEE

zeppo n A fresh or new piece of gossip. 0 Hear nah, I get a zeppo

about the boss.

zhug n A terminal stage of TABANCA. /3ug/ 0 The boy get zhug and

take tonic.

zicaque see ZEEKAK

zigene n Sphyrna zygaena (E hammerhead shark)', also S. tiburo or 5.

lewini, sharks with large side-extended eye-stalks. (< Fr zigeene

‘hammerhead shark’) = pantoufflier; bonnethead shark (S. tiburo)]

piss-a-bed shark, shark
5

, shovel head shark (S. lewini) 0 You meet

also with the Pantouflier or Zigene, a dangerous and voracious mon-

ster about 10 or 12 feet long and thick in proportion; its head is

shaped like a hammer, having large round terrific eyes, a wide mouth

well armed with teeth, and more conveniently disposed for biting

than those of shark, whose body it most resembles. (Mallet 1797:5) 0

(Mendes 1940:8)

zig-zag adj Unreliable; unpredictable; dishonest. (< E zigzag ‘a line

having sharp angles in alternate directions’) 0 Zig-zag - unreliable

(How you so zig-zag). (Daniel ms2 ca 1960) 0 You will have to make
your own decision about [him] because even the Croisee saying [he]

too zig-zag (Bomb 1973) 0 We have the straightforward, the zig zag,

and those full of brag. (Macfarlane 1997:9)

zill mango n A variety of cultivated mango. 0 ZILL. - Originated as a

seedling from Haden in Florida. Fruit small to medium, sometimes

slightly compressed laterally, surface smooth, ground colour green-

ish-yellow to deep yellow with a light crimson blush over half to

three quarters of the surface with a lavender bloom. Skin thick and

rather tough and adheres to flesh. Flesh orange yellow, medium firm,

melting juicy with no fibre, flavoured rich sweet, mildly aromatic.

(Bharath 1966:24)

zilwan see ZELWAN

zing n Any dragonfly or damselfly, long thin insects with elongated

transparent wings. = >batti-mamzel, demoiselle
1

,
gully watchman,

mademamselle, mademoiselle Marie, mamzel 0 Boys use to tie a long

thread to a zing an make it fly.

zingatay n Thin; wobbly. = zinglaytay
1

0 (Haynes 1987:214)

zinglaytay 1 v Of a top, start to wobble, before KILKETAYING and

stopping. = zingatay 0 You doh see how the top zinglaytay - it go

stop just now.

2 adj Physically thin; frayed; frazzled. = zenglay 0 He looking too

zinglaytay.

zip-zap-zabat n Tob A game played with buttons, cashew nuts, or

marbles, thrown into a hole in a vertical surface. = bloshay 0 “For zip-

zap-zabat, a hole about 4" deep and 3-4" in diameter is made, usu. off

the ground in a tree-trunk, post, pillar or wall. Players stand on a line

drawn 3-4' away. One player holds two pieces, and requests two

more, then throws them in the hole. If all go in he wins; if two go in

and two out he also wins. If three go in and one does not, he loses.

With more than four, they must be all in, or even in and even out, for

a win; an odd number loses.” (1982)

zizye pul n Iresine herbstii [E chicken gizzard plant], a cultivated

evergreen shrub to 1 m (3'); leaves are notched at tip, variegated, usu.

bright green with white or yellow veins. Inconspicuous white flowers.

(< FC < Fr gesier poule ‘chicken gizzard’ prob. fr leaf shape) 0

Chicken Gizzard, Gezier Poule, Zizye Pul. (Williams & Williams

1941:450) 0 (FTT 1964-2-7:450) 0 (Flora of the Lesser Antilles

1988-4:171)

z’nanna see MAPEPIRE ZANANA

zocobo n Pachystachys spicata , a small, well-branched, weak-

stemmed native shrub, usu. to 1 .5 m (4.9') tall. Flower spikes 6-15 cm
(2. 3-5. 8") long, at ends of branches, a series of overlapping bracts and

conspicuous red corollas, giving a cone-like appearance to flower

head. (< FC zo ‘bones’ + cobo, poss. fr hardness of older stems) =

>black stick, cobo bone 0 The Black Stick or zocobo, Pachystachys

coccinea is one of the most attractive wild shrubs in Trinidad and

Tobago... the plant can be found growing in great profusion along rel-

atively shaded roadsides in the Northern and Central ranges, espe-

cially on cocoa, coffee and citrus estates. It can be easily recognised

by the conspicuous and abundant scarlet terminal flower-heads which

bloom during the dry season... Older stems of the Black Stick are

dark greenish-brown to black in colour to which the local name
alludes. The stems seldom get thicker than 2 cm. The young stems

snap easily. The older stems in contrast are very hard.... If unwanted

the Black Stick can be a troublesome weed presenting gardeners with

a dilemma of Medusean proportions, since cuttings of the stems take

root rapidly when left lying on moist earth. (Morean 1992c:30)

zog see ZUG

zogo n arc Ankle. (< FC) 0 “Ah get a bobo in mi zogo.” (1984)

zok, zork 1 v Defeat totally; wipe out. (prob. <zop x

) 0 The P.M. get

zok in the last election.

2 v Have sex with. 0 (Alleyne 1974-80) 0 I zok she good.

zombie bird see JUMBIE BIRD

zom kamisol, hornmes-camisol n obs A middle-class man, usu. wear-

ing a mask and a suit jacket, playing in a BAND or STICK-BAND dur-

ing CARNIVAL. (<FC <Fr homme ‘man’ + de ‘of + camisole , a

kind ofjacket) = >jacket-man 0 L’hommes-camisoles join in the fray,

Poui talking now; no deviray. (Fortune ca 1950-59:3) 0 Five to

twenty stickmen formed a band and went about the streets on Carni-

val days fighting rival bands. Both groups were accompanied by

drummers and/or tamboo bamboo bands, and by “zom kamisol,”

(jacket men), masked middle-class supporters who wore suit jackets,

still the badge of middle-class status. (Crowley 1956a: 195)

zoot, zut 1 n Cigarette butt; end of a smoked cigarette. = maharo 0

Zoot, cigarettte stick. (ESTT 1956) 0 (Ottley 1971:78) 0 Sankar with

a cheap but precious cigarette-lighter, lighting a zoot excavated from

a matchbox. (Espinet 1984:13) 0 “Boss, gimme ah cigarette dey nuh.”

“Ah whole one? Man, since cigarette gone up 1 stop givin’ away
whole cigarette, yes. Ah only givin’ away zoot now. So wait till ah

take ah few more drag on dis.” (Grab a Grin, EX 26 July 1990:9) 0 He
had a marijuana ‘zoot’ at the time. (Bomb 27 July 1990:12) 0 “Dem
vagrant does collect all de zoot from de bins.” (Baptiste 1993:171) 0

This Shadow, an oldish man of indeterminate race, (although he is

often called “Spanish”) a cigarette zoot always balanced on his lower

lip, had accosted me a few minutes earlier. (TG 16 Jan 1994:7) 0 Ah
Ha! Do you smoke du Maurier. We found this zoot on the scene. (Hill

1995:52)

2 adj Stupid; not intelligent. 0 “Allyu too zut, allyu don’t know why
Trinidadians don’t like to wait?... Wait is ah heavy load!” (Keens-

Douglas 1984:84) 0 “Ah never see nutten so yet. Dese people in dis

country too zut.” (Keens-Douglas 1984:90)

zooti, zootie 1 n Dalechampia scandens or D. tiliifolia. native climb-

ing plants. The leaves can cause serious irritation to skin. (< FC zoti

< Fr les orties ‘stinging nettles’) = vine nettle (D. scandens)]

>cowitch2
, vine nettle (D. tiliifolia) 0 Zuti. (ESTT 1956) 0 In Trini-

dad in ‘ancient times’ - that is, fifty years ago - all active young boys

knew all about stinging nettle and zootie and exactly how burning

was their sting, (de Verteuil 1993:76)

2 n Laportea aestuans [~ Fleurya aestuans], an erect branched native

plant to 1.2 m (3.9') high. Leaves spirally arranged, stalked, ovate,

toothed, to 15 x 12 cm (5.8 x 4.7"), with bristly pungent hairs. Some
people experience a stinging effect after touching this plant. Flowers
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very small, numerous in branched clusters. Fruit about 1 mm (.04")

long. Used medicinally. = red stinging nettle, stinging nettle
4

, waritote,

white scratch bush, white stinging nettle 0 Stinging Nettle, Waritote,

Zooti. (Seaforth, Adams & Sylvester 1983:108) 0 (MNP 2007)

3 n Tragia volubilis, a slender, twisting native plant, all above-ground

parts covered with stiff stinging hairs. = cowitch4
,
female stinging

nettle, nettle vine, stinging nettle
3

, >twining cowitch, vine nettle

zop 1 v Hit another marble directly; to hit at the end of a curved trajec-

tory without the shooter touching the ground. Also a marble game in

which one marble is placed on the ground and another marble is

dropped or pitched on top of it, to capture or smash it. /zDp/ (poss.

< E zap 'kill. esp. with a gun; deal a sudden blow to; put an end to’) =

brags, plumb dab 0 When the marble gets caught behind a rock, or a

tree stump then the player is allowed to “take an ups”. Either stand

and pitch or raise the hands higher than the ground in order to con-

tinue the game. The player with the greatest skill would usually be

able to stand from the line and “zop” his opponent's marble. ( TG-M 4

Aug 1991:9)

2 v Hit another top hard; a direct hit of one top by another. = jigs 0 He
zop the top bad. boy.

3 n The terminal, presumed fatal, stage ofTABANCA. 0 He have zop.

zopanex phr A move in marbles in which the player takes an exten-

sion on a marble shot, by advancing the distance from the thumb to

the end of the extended little finger, to get closer to an opponent’s

marble. /zDpancks/ (< zop
1 + e.r

3

)

zorphie (coutelah) n Tylosurus acus or T. croeodilus T. raphi-

doma\ , edible marine garfish; cylindrical body; dark bands on rear

half of body, to about .9-1 m (3-4') long and 2-3 kg (5-6 lbs). (< FC
zorphi < Fr les orphi 'orphies’) = orphie 0 Z’orphie. (Vincent

1910:50) 0 Market: patchoi, vegetable soup, soup habitat, bechin,

pawa, Portugal oranges, zorphie. (TG 31 Jan 1933:2) 0 “You could

catch plenty zorphie coutelah during a la vive season when zanchois

are migrating.” (1992)

zots n A game played by children using newspaper. 0 In Fatima we
played a game called “Zots”. Crumple a page of newsprint and soak it

under the pipe till it drips. Believe you me, it’s the end of the game
when you’re hit full in the face with a broadsheet zot. With tabloid

zots, games are unnecessarily long and public. (TG, Robert Clarke,

ca. 2006)

zug (up), zog (up) v Cut unevenly; usu. said of hair. (prob. < E zigzag

‘a line having sharp angles in alternate directions’) 0 He can’t cut

hair. He does zog up my head. (Naipaul 1959: 129) 0 The hair was cut

in the choolha (short style) or the caruso (long, combed-back style) or

the side-part style. No one wished to be zugged by a new barber.

(Alladin 1970:45) 0 Zug - a jagged trim (hair-cut). (Alladin 1970:70)

0 The cleaner the trim, the more is Michael delighted. If there are

zugs on his head, he wears them as medals. (Lovelace 1988:19-20) 0

That was in the days when there was a real forest: before the oilfield

people and the marijuana growers turned the place into a zug-up jun-

gle. (Stewart 1989:107) 0 SHE: But you never trim anybody in yuh

life! ME: So? HE (squirming in the chair): Daddy, yuh go zog mih

hair! ME: SHADDUPANDKEEPSTILL! Yuh go be the biggest

“dan” on the block when I done with yuh. Just tell them yuh sporting

the ZOG SMITH and is the latest style in town. (EX 30 Apr 1997) 0

Bobes thought he would zog off a piece of his colonel’s moustaches.

(Andersen 2006:335)

zut see ZOOT

zwazo, zwezo adj Having an odour like a bird, esp. a wet one. (< FC
zwezo 'bird' < Fr les oiseaux ‘birds’) 0 Oh gosh, boy, yuh smelling

zwezo. 0 “Little dirty boys’ heads of hair are said to smell like

'zwazo'.” (1996)

zwee n Volatiniajacarina, a common bird in both islands, 10 cm (4")

long. Male glossy blue-black. In display, the male perches on an

exposed branch or post and jumps up about 30 cm ( L) with spread tail

held high, returning to the same perch; as he jumps he utters a wheez-

ing note, (fr sound of call) = beezing finch, black finch, black poochi,

>cici zeb
1

,
grass-bird", grassy, johnny jump-up, petit cici-zebe noir,

savanna bird 0 (ffrench 1991:383-4)

zwill 1 n Sharp pieces of metal, usu. from razor blades or SWEET OIL

tins, put into a kite tail and used to cut opponent’s kite string. (< FC
< Fr les aiguilles 'needles’) = rake

3
0 And how I long for the delight/

Of playing with my “madbull” kite,/ With “manje” on thread, and

“zwill” on tail,/ And wings to "vont! vont!” in the gale. (Fortune ca

1950-59:1 1) 0 Zwill is made by breaking up bottles and allowing the

fragments to dry thoroughly in the sun. They are then chipped with an

iron barrel-hoop so as to produce thin slivers of glass like razor-

blades. These slivers are inserted into the tail of the kite in the follow-

ing manner: a paste made with flour and lime is spread over the cloth

of the tail... the slivers thrust through the cloth, and the cloth then

folded over and stuck down with the paste so as to hold the zwill in

position. (Bickerton 1969:35) 0 Inserting razor blades or broken glass

in the kite’s tail... is known as zwill. The disadvantage to zwill is that

the tail tends to sparkle in the sun and, if seen, gives the opponent suf-

ficient time to work out a defensive strategy. (Greenhall 1976:19) 0

Edgar managed to collect some of his father’s old razor blades, and

they broke these into proper sized pieces and fashioned some really

first-class zwill which they inserted at strategic points into the kite

tail. (Araujo 1984:21) 0 Children lost kites as a result of theft, capture

by a bully or because they were lost during kite flying games. During

these games an opponent might put “zuille” in the tails of kites and by

clever manoeuvres one was able to cut the thread of someone else’s

kite... the best bottle for making “zuille” was the sweet oil bottle.

(Bynoe 1985:54) 0 In some cases, razor blades (“zwill”) or the mouth

of glass bottles broken in a particular way are attached to the kite to

cut the opponent’s string. (Rampersad 1993:10) 0 The tail of the kite

was also equipped for attack and defence. The very skilftil used sharp

knives to literally flake razor sharp bits off the tops of bottles and

either pasted or tied them to the cloth tails of the kites. The less

skilled used broken razor blades in the same manner. The cutting

equipment in the tails of the kites were called “zwills”. (Cummings

2004:107)

2 n With play, fly a kite with ZWILL in the tail. 0 He playing zwill, but

I doh want to loss this kite!

3 n A toy made by flattening a metal bottle-cap, removing the cork,

sharpening the edges, boring two holes, and threading with a cord

loop. The cord is wound up and pulled, and while twirling it, the

player attempts to cut the opponent’s cord with the cap. 0 Children

playing hop scotch and hide-and-seek, zwill and police and tief, hoop

and nancy tweet tweet, making pacts, h-half pancho and pants fold,

pitching marbles, jockey race in the canal. (Macfarlane 1997:17)

4 n A very thin person. 0 To me this is a mystery still, From the time

ah growing up ah always as a zwill... I’m feeling strong and fully

alive. Yet I never can weigh more than [one] forty-five. (Dictator “I

Don’t Know Why the Devil I Can’t Get Fat” 1948 pr) 0 Wen he

cristen yuh so, yuh stuck wit dat name fuh de rest ah yuh life. Arsk

Moses, Zwill, Sharko, Pigmy Aja Tan Tan Bo Hog and Boobs.

(Foster 1990:38) 0 “Boy yuh looking like a zwill - you need to pass

by yuh mother kitchen an surprise de pot dis Old Year’s Day!”

(Baptiste 1993:171)



Appendix A: Flora by Scientific Names

Note: Known previous scientific names are indicated [= ], e.g. Acroceras zizanioides [= Panicum zizanioides]; if the genus is different, a cross-

reference is given, e.g. Achras zapota —> Manilkara zapota.

( ) indicates an optional variant, e.g. rough(-skin) lemon is known as rough lemon and rough-skin lemon. The fullest descriptions are given for the

main entry, indicated by >.

Abaremajupunba [~ Pithecellobiumjupunba] = >puni, soapwood2

Abelmoschus esculentus [= Hibiscus esculentus
]
= lady finger

-
,

>ochro, salian

Abelmoschus moschatus [= Hibiscus abelmoschus
]
= >gumbo mis,

musk ochro, wild ochro

Abrus precatorius = crab('s) eye, devil eye, >jumbie bead-
, licorice,

rosary bead, string vine

Acacia macroloba —» Pentaclethra macroloba

Achyranthesficoidea —> Alternanthera tenella

Achvranthes indica [~A. asperavar. obtusifolia,A. aspera var. indica,

Centrostachys indica

]

= better-man
1

, lololap, >man-better-man l

Acnistus arborescens [~ A. punctatus, Dunalia arborescens , Atropa

arborescens] = tabac wari, >wild tobacco

Acontias helleborifolius —> Xanthosoma helleborifolium

Acras balata —s Manilkara bidentata

Aeras mammosa —» Pouteria sapota

Acroceras zizanioides [~ Panicum zizanioides

]

= oats grass

Acrocomia aculeata [= A. ierensis] = banga 1

, goo-goo-loo
1

, >gru-gru ,

gru-gru bef, shac-shac tree, sticky banga

Acrodiclidium canella —» Licaria canella

Adenanthera pavonina = >chandan (bead), jumbie bead 1,4
,
jumbie seed

Adenocalymna alliacea —> Mansoa alliacea

Aegiphila integrifolia = bois sendu, >lardwood

Aegiphila obovata = goatwood 1

Aegle marmelos = bael

Aframomum melegueta [= Amomum melegueta
]
= guinea pepper

Agave evadens = century plant

Agave sisalana = cockrisha, >lang bef, mother-in-law('s) tongue -

Agave sp. = autograph tree

Agave sp. = lash root

Agave sp. = Spanish needle
1

Ageratum conyzoides = bush number nine, cocolicka, porter bush
1

,

>zebafam 1

Aiouea guianensis [~ A. schomburgkii] = long leaf (laurier) pulcherro

Aiouea laevis \~ A. densiflora] = laurier mango
Aiphanes aculeata [= A. carvotaefolia] = gri-gri

1

Albizia lebbek = >shac-shac\ woman's tongue

Albizia niopoides \~A. caribaea, Pithecolobium caribaeum] = naked

Indian
2

, >tantakayo

Alchornea glandulosa —» Alchorneopsis floribunda

Alchorneopsisfloribunda Alchornea glandulosa] = honeywood
Alectrafluminensis [~ Melasma melampyroides] = >cane killer, mata

cana, mundungo
Allium cepum var. aggregatum = eschalot, >garden onion

Allium schoenoprasum = sive

Allium schoenoprasum var. = creole sive

Allium tuberosum = Chinese chive

Aloe vera [= A. barbadensis] = >aloes, Barbados aloes, bitter aloes,

ghikwari, musabar

Alpinia purpurata —> Guillainia purpurata

Alternanthera philoxeroides = bhaaji, >sarhaachi bhaaji

Alternanthera sessilis = bhaaji, >paani ni bhaaji, small sarhaachi bhaaji

Alternanthera tenella [~ A. ficoidea, A. polygonoides, Achyranthes

ficoidea] = rabbit grass, >rabbit meat

Amaioua corymbosa = >camayung 1

, candlewood
Amaranthus dubius \~ A. tristis] = >bhaaji, chowrhy, marsa (bhaaji),

marwa (bhaaji), spinach

Amaranthus sp. = bhaaji, >wild bhaaji

Amaranthus spinosus = >bhaaji, spinach

Amaranthus viridis \~A. gracilis] = >bhaaji, spinach

Amasonia integerrima —> Bravaisia integerrima

Ambrosia cumanensis = tansy

Ambrosia peruviana [= A. cumanensis] = >altamis, altamisia, high

mass, wild tomato
1

Amomum melegueta —» Aframomum melegueta

Amphitecna latifolia = calabash
2

, >talparo, taparo

Amyris ignea = >canta
1

,
torchwood2

Anacardium occidental = acajou
1

, >cashew, cushu, wutless tree

Anadenanthera peregrina [~ Piptadenia peregrina. Mimosa pere-

grina, Niopa peregrina] = >savanna yoke, yoke savan

Anamomis umbellulifera —> Pseudanamomis umbellulifera

Ananas comosus = pine

Andira inermis [~ A. jamaicensis, Geoffraeajamaicensis] = angelin,

bat tonka bean, black plum, >laginette

Andropogon bicornis = fox-tailed grass

Andropogon sp. = fireside broom

Aniba citrifolia [= A. trinitatis, Aydendron trinitatis] = laurier canelle
1

Anibafirmula [~ Aydendronfirmulum , A. panurense] = laurier canelle
2

Aniba megacarpa —> Licaria canella

Anneslia guildingii —» Calliandra guildingii

Annona glabra = alligator apple, corkwood 2
,
>pond apple

Annona montana = mountain soursop, >wild soursop

Annona muricata = soursop

Annona purpurea = bullock’s heart, cashima, coeur de boeuf, >custard

apple

Annona reticulata = bullock's heart, cashima, coeur de boeuf, >custard

apple

Annona squamosa = pomme canelle, >sugar apple, sweetsop

Annona trinitensis = bullock’s heart, cashima, coeur de boeuf, >custard

apple

Antigonon leptopus = bride's tears, >coralita, coral vine

Apeiba purdiaei —» Sloanea purdiaei

Apeiba schomburgkii [= Apeiba tibourbou var. membranacea] =
>mahoe chardon, Tobago sandbox, wild breadnut

-

Apium graveolens = celery

Arachis hypogaea = pistache

Areca catechu = kasaili, >supari

Argemone mexicana = Mexican poppy

Aristolochia grandifiora \~ A. cordifiora, A. gigas. A. gigantea] =
swan flower

Aristolochia rugosa = gall root, >mat root
1

, reidemat

Aristolochia trilobata [= A. tri/ida, A. triloba, A. surinamensis] = ruda

(extrangera)
-

, scientific plant, three-finger bitters, >tref

Artemisia absinthium = lapsent, >wormwood 1
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Artocarpus altilis [~ A. communis
]
= >breadfruit, bread yam, pembwa

[without seeds]; breadnut, >chataigne', katahar" [with seeds]

Artocarpus heterophyllus = coolie chataigne, coowa, jackfruit,

>katahar', kocar

Artocarpus lacucha = >balahar, barahar

Arum helleborifolium —> Xanthosoma helleborifolium

Arum seguine —» Dieffenbachia seguine

Asclepias curassavica = matac, pwentan, >red-head, red-top

Asclepias procera —» Calotropis procera

Asplundia rigida [= Carludovica plumieri] = >mamoo, mamure,

mamuse liane
y y

Astrocaryum aculeatum [= A. aureum] = banga", >gru-gru

Astronium obliquum = yoke

Atropa arborescens —r Acnistus arborescens

Attalea butyracea [= Scheelea butyracea, S. curvifrons, X. urbaniana
]

= cocorite", rough palm. >trash palm

Attalea maripa [= A. regia, Maximiliana maripa, M. caribaea, M.

regia

]

= cocorite
1

Austroeupatorium inulifolium [= Eupatorium inulfolium]
= >Christ-

mas bush 1

, male Christmas bush, San Miguel bush

Averrhoa bilimbi = amrak, >bilimbi, condision, comichon, cucumber

tree

Averrhoa carambola = coolie tambran, >five-finger

Avicennia germinans [= A. nitida
]
= >black mangrove, limewood

Avicennia schaueriana = >black mangrove, white mangrove"

Axonopus compressus = >flat grass, savannah grass

Ayapana triplinervis [= Eupatorium triplinen’e] = japana

Aydendron canella —> Licaria canella

Aydendronfirmulum —» Anibafirmula

Aydendron panurense —> Aniba firmula

Aydendron trinitatis —> Aniba citrifolia

Azadirachta indica = neem

Bactris campestris [= B. campestrum, B. savannarum] = >savanna

bactris, savannah roseau, white-spined bactris, wild grigri"

Bactris cruegeriana = black roseau, pikmok, >roseau, Trinidad roseau

Bactris gasipaes [~ Guilielma speciosa

]

= kerekel, >peewa

Bactris major var. major, var. megalocarpa [= B. albonotata, B.

beata, B. broadwayi, B. cateri, B. cruegeriana, B. ellipsoidalis, B.

obovoidea, B. planifolia, B. swabeyi] = black roseau, pikmok,

>roseau, Trinidad roseau

Bactris setulosa [= B. cuesa, B. sworderiana, B. circularise - cow gri-

gri, cuesa, >gri-gri
2

, mararave, sampson palm, wild grigri
1

Bactris simplicifrons [~ Yuyba trinitensis] = yuyu

Bambusa guadua —> Guadua angustifolia

Basanacantha phvllosepala —> Randia nitida

Basella alba = bhaaji, >poi bhaaji, poi spinach

Batemannia colleyi = goat's head orchid

Bauhinia glabra [~ B. cumanensis] = >monkey ladder, monkey vine,

stepladder

Bauhinia guianensis [= B. excisa

]

= granny backbone, >liane tasso

Bauhinia pauletia = railway fence

Bauhinia variegata = Napoleon's hat

Begonia humilis = lozei (bwa)

Begonia semperflorens = bread and cheese
2

Bidens alba [= B. pilosa, B. leucantha] = jumbie needle, needle bush,

needle grass, >railway daisy, Spanish needle", zeb zejwi

Bignonia echinata —> Pithecoctenium echinatum

Bignonia pallida —> Tabebuia pallida

Bignonia serratifolia —> Tabebuia serratifolia

Bignonia stans —> Tecoma stans

Bignonia unguis-cati —> Macfadyena unguis-cati

Bixa orellana = roucou

Blechum pyramidatum = john bush

Bomarea edulis = >climbing lily, salsilla

Bontia daphnoides = kidney bush 1

,
>olive bush, olives

Borreria laevis —> Spermococe assurgens; S. verticillata

Brachiariafasciculata —> Urochloafasciculata

Brachiaria mutica —> Urochloa mutica

Brachiaria platvphylla —¥ Urochloa platyphylla

Brassia caudata = cricket orchid

Brassica chinensis = pak choi, >patchoi

Brassicajuncea [= B. willdenowii] = Indian mustard, moutarde,

>mustard, wild mustard

Brassica oleracea = gobi

Brassica pekinensis = >pakchoi, patchoi

Bravaisia integerrima [= Amasonia integerrima, B. floribunda] = bois

negresse, >jiggerwood4 , white mangue
Bromelia plumieri = agouti fig, gouti fig, karata, >manicou fig

1

,

pinguin, tatou fig, wild pine
1

Brosimum alicastrum subsp. alicastrum [~ Helicostylis ojoche, B.

terrabanum, B. conzattii, B. gentlei
]
= moussara

Brosimum guianense [= B. aubletii , B. rotundatum, Piratinera giianensis,

P. scabridula, P. velutina] = gatia, >leopard wood, letter wood
Broussonetia plumieri —> Madura tinctoria

Broussonetia tinctoria —> Maclura tinctoria

Brownea coccinea [~ B. latifolia, B. speciosa, Hermesias latifolia
\
=

bois rose, cooperhoop, cooperwood, hunter's tea, monta del rose,

>mountain rose, palo rosa, rosa del monte, rose montagne, sweet

waterwood, Tobago beau

Biyophyllum pinnatum [~ Cotyledon pinnata, B. calycinum
\
= leaf-

of-life, leeveltar rola, never-dead, parvu, sajwan, >wonder-of-the-

world

Buchenavia tetraphylla [~ B. capitata, Bucida capitata
\
= >yellow

olivier, yellow sanders

Bucida capitata —> Buchenavia tetraphylla

Bulbophyllum pachyrhachis = rat-tail orchid

Bumelia buxifolia —> Sideroxylon obtusifolium buxifolium

Bumelia grisebachii —> Sideroxylon persimile

Bunchosia glandulifera = >Chinese plum, Dominica plum

Bursera simaruba = gommier 1

, incense (tree)
1

, naked boy2 , >naked

Indian
1

,
peeling bark gommier, turpentine tree

Byrsonima coriacea var. spicata [= B. spicata] = rosewood, ^errette
1

,

wild cherry"

Byrsonima crassifolia = savannah serrette

Cactus broadwayi —> Melocactus broadwayi

Cactus cochenillifer —» Nopalea cochenillifera

Caesalpinia bonduc [= Caesalpinia bonducelh, Guilandina bondu-

cella] = >bonduc, grey nicker

Caesalpinia coriaria [= Poinciana coriaria, Libidibia coriaria
]
=

divi-divi

Caesalpinia pulcherrima = >Barbados pride, flower fence

Cajanus cajan = arhar dhal, peas, >pigeon pea

Caladium bicolor var. = >corazon de Jesu, katchu

Calathea allouia = alluya, suthani, >topitambo

Calathea lutea = >cachibou, duckna, sohari

Calendula officinalis = pot marigold
2

,
>stinking suzy

2

Calliandra guildingii [= Anneslia guildingii] = cunure, >niaure

Calocarpum mammosum —¥ Pouteria sapota

Calophyllum brasiliense [~ C. antillanum, C. lucidum\
= galba

1

Calotropis gigantea = madar 1

Calotropis procera [= Asclepias procera

\

= >madar", mudar

Calycolpus goetheanus [= C. glaber, C. ovalifolius, Campomanesia

glabra
\
= >bamboo guava, wild guava

3

Calyptranthes sericea = debasse
1

Campomanesia glabra —> Calycolpus glaber

Canavalia ensiformis = >horse bean, jack bean, maljo bean

Canavalia gladiata = sword bean

Canavalia rosea [= C. obtusifolia
]
= seaside bean

Canna indica [= C. edulis
]
= toulema

Cannabis sativa = ganja

Capparis flexuosa = mabouya
Capparis hastata [= C. coccolobifolia] = mabouya

Capparis odoratissima = bois d'olive, olive, >olivewood

Capraria biflora = >ditay payi, fregosa, friosa, goatweed, titipay

Capsicum annuum var. = cherry pepper

Capsicum annuum var. = bird pepper
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Capsicum annuum var. = sweet pepper

Capsicum chinense var. habanero = Congo pepper, nigger pepper,

>pepper*, seven-pot pepper; coffee pepper, chocolate pepper

[brown]

Capsicum sp. = flavouring pepper, >pimento2

Carapa guianensis = carap, carapa, crabwood, >crappo

Cardiospermum microcarpum = bich grass

Carica papaya = pawpaw
Carludovica plumieri —> Asplundia rigida

Caryocar nuciferum = >butter-nut, souari

Casearia decandra [= C. parvifolia, C. serrulata] = >biscuitwood",

pipewood 1

,
wild cherry

1

Casearia guianensis [= C. ramiflora, Iroucana guianensis
]
= >clean

teeth, pipewood
2

, wild coffee"

Casearia sylvestris = wild coffee
6

Cassia alata —> Senna alata

Cassia bacillaris —» Senna bacillaris

Cassiafistula = cass
1

Cassia fruticosa —> Senna bacillaris

Cassia obtusifolia —» Senna obtusifolia

Cassia occidentalis —> Senna occidentalis

Cassia siamea = cass
1

Cassia spectabilis —¥ Senna spectabilis

Cassia trinitatis —> Senna spectabilis

Cassipourea guianensis [= C. latifolia

]

= bois fail, >garlic wood
Casuarina equisetifolia = >willow, whistling pine, whistling willow

Catasetum macrocarpum = gorge macaque, >monkey goblet, monkey
throat orchid, monkshead

Catharanthus roseus [= Lochnera rosea, Vinca rosea] = cacapoule
,

>old maid, periwinkle

Catharanthus roseus, forma alba = cacapoule", >old maid, periwin-

kle, white maid

Catharanthus roseus, forma ocellata = cacapoule
2

, >old maid, periwinkle

Caularthron bicornutum [= Diacrium bicomutum] = Virgin Mary
(orchid), >virgin (orchid)

Caularthron bilamellatum = >little virgin orchid, small virgin orchid

Cecropia peltata [~ C. surinamensis, C. arachnoidea, C. asperrima] =

>bois cano, trumpet bush, trumpet tree, trumpet wood
Cedrela odorata [= C. mexicana] = acajou

2
, cajou, >cedar, coparo,

copayre, red cedar, Trinidad cedar. West Indian cedar

Ceiba pentandra = ceiba, ffomagier, kapok, >silk cotton, soucouyant

wood
Centropogon cornutus [= C. surinamensis

]

= >crepe coq, deer bush,

deer meat

Centrostachys indica —> Achyranthes indica

Cephaelis tomentosa —> Psychotria poeppigiana subsp. poeppigiana

Cerdana alliodora —> Cordia alliodora

Cereus hookeri —> Epiphyllum hookeri

Cestrum alternifolium var. pendulinum [= C. pendulinum

]

=jumbie
pepper

Cestrum diurnum = goatbush

Cestrum nocturnum = belle-de-nuit, jasmine, >lady of the night
1

Chaetochloa barbata —> Setaria barbata

Chaetochloa palmifolia [= Setaria palmifolia] = gamalot

Chaetochloa sulcata = gamalot

Chamaefistula bacillaris —> Cassia bacillaris

Chamaesyce hirta —» Euphorbia hirta

Chamaesyce thymifolia —> Euphorbia thymifolia

Chaptalia nutans = >doblan, wild gerbera

Chenopodium ambrosioides = fit weed", semen contra, worm bush
2

,

>worm grass

Chimarrhis cymosa = >bois riviere, waterwood

Chiococca alba = American mint", >brendel, dandy root, David('s)

root, mapepire root
2

,
snowberry, vagan

Chionanthus compacta [= C. caribaea, Linociera caribaea, L.

compacta , Mayepea caribaea] = San Maria

Chloris barbata = purple top grass

Chloris radiata = pale finger grass

Chlorophora tinctoria —> Maclura tinctoria

Chlorophyllum molybdites = >jumbie parasol, jumbie umbrella

Chromolaena odorata [= Eupatorium odoratum, Osmia odorata
]
=

baby bush, bitter bush, >Christmas bush 1

,
female Christmas bush,

tleur Noel

Chrysobalanus icaco = coco plum, >fat pork
1

, icacos, icaque, zeekak

Chrysophyllum argenteum [= C. glabrum, C. immersum] = broad-leaf

wild caimet, >wild caimet
1

Chrysophyllum cainito = >caimet', star apple

Chrysophyllum minutiflorum —» Pouteria coriacea

Chrysophyllum sericeum = mal balata
1

Chuncoa obovata —> Terminalia amazonia

Cicer arietinum = channa (dal)

Cinnamomum verum [~ C. zeylanicum] = cinnement, >spice

Cissampelos pareira = cat-ears bush, graveyard bush, >patacon, velvet leaf

Cissus verticillata [= C. sicyoides] = blister bush, fei mouche, fly leaf,

pudding vine, >snake bush, snake vine

Citharexvlum spinosum [= C. fruticosum, C. cinereum, C. coriaceum
]

= hairy cutlet white fiddlewood 1

Citharexylum spinosum = bois cotelette, >cutlet, fiddle tree, fiddle wood2

Citrus aurantifolia = lime
1

Citrus aurantium = gospo orange, >Seville orange, sour orange

Citrus limetta = sweet lime

Citrus limon = lemon, >rough(-skin) lemon

Citrus maxima [~ C. grandis] = forbidden fruit, >shaddock

Citrus medica = citron

Citrus nobilis = king orange

Citrus x nobilis = >portugal, portugal orange, potogee

Citrus x paradisi = >grapefruit, Trinidad Marsh (grapefruit)

Citrus sinensis = >cocoa orange, sweet orange

Citrus sp. = Rangpoor lime

Citrus var. = Parson Brown
Clathrotropis brachypetala = >blackheart

l

, Mayaro poui

Clavija longifolia = clavija

Clethra lanata [= C. broadwayana] = wild tapana

Clidemia hirta [= C. elegans, C. hirta var. elegans, Melastoma hirta,

M. elegans] = Koster's curse

Clitoria ternatea = blue and white pea [bi-colour cultivar]; blue pea,

>blue vine [all-blue cultivar]

Clusia intertexta = >mountain mangrove, mountain mangue

Clusia palmacida = agali, arali, autograph tree, figuier, ingratos,

>matapal, matapalo, parrot apple", Scotch attorney, Scotchman,

Scotchman hugging creole, Scottish attorney

Clusia rosea = agali, arali. autograph tree, figuier, ingratos, >matapal,

matapalo, parrot apple", Scotch attorney, Scotchman, Scotchman

hugging creole, Scottish attorney

Clusia sp. = agali, arali, autograph tree, figuier, ingratos, >matapal,

matapalo, parrot apple
2

, Scotch attorney, Scotchman, Scotchman

hugging creole, Scottish attorney

Coccinia grandis = ivy gourd, >parwar

Coccoloba ascendens [= C. urbaniana, Coccolobis quadrifida] =

cuchape"

Coccoloba cruegeri [= C. ernstii] = grape"

Coccoloba fallax [= C. crescentifolia] = black grape
1

Coccoloba latifolia = big leaf, coccoloba, >cuchape
,
grape

1

, stave-

wood, wild grape

Coccoloba marginata C. guianensis, C. nitida, C. trinitatis] = black

grape
2

Coccoloba sp. = mountain grape
1

Coccoloba uvifera [= Polygonum uvifera] = sea grape, >seaside grape,

shore grape

Coccoloba venosa = white grape

Coccolobis quadrifida —> Coccoloba ascendens

Coccothrinax barbadensis [= C. austalis] = >big thatch, broom palm,

fan palm, latanier, silver thatch palm

Cocos nucifera = >coco, nariyar

Cocos nucifera var. = Chinese coconut

Codonanthe crassifolia = salvaje

Coix laciyma-jobi = adlay, chokolokine, >Job's tears

Cola nitida [= C. acuminata] = obi
1
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Coleus amboinicus —> Plectranthus amboinicus

Coleus aromaticus —» Plectranthus amboinicus

Coleus blumei —> Solenostemon scutellarioides

Colocasia esculenta antiquorum = arui, >eddo

Colocasia esculenta globilifera = arui, >eddo

Colocasia esculenta var. = Chinese eddo, >dasheen, malanga, white

dasheen

Colocasia esculenta var. = Barbados eddoes

Colocasia esculenta var. = >calalu“, dasheen (bush)

Colocasia esculenta var. = wild dasheen

Colubrina arborescens = mauby
Colubrina elliptica \~ C. reclinata

]

= mauby
Commelina erecta [~ C. elegans

]
= common dayflower, dayflower,

frenchweed, pond grass, >water grass, zeb gwa
Conocarpus erectus = button mangrove

Conocarpus racemosus —> Laguncularia racemosa

Conostegia icosandra = sardine
13

Convolvulus batatas —> Ipomoea batatas

Conyza canadensis [~ Erigeron canadensis
]
= fleabane

Conyza odorata —> Pluchea carolinensis

Cookeina sulcipes = jumbie wine glass

Copaifera officinalis [~ Copaiva officinalis ]
= >balsam, balsam

capivi, capiva, copaiba balsam

Copaiva officinalis —> Copaifera officinalis

Corchorus olitorius = oyoyo

Cordia a/liodora [~ Cerdana alliodora

]

= >cyp, cypress, white

cypress

Cordia bicolor [~ Lithocardium lockhartii, C. lockhartii]
= >(bois)

laylay", mapoo (laylay), soapseed"

Cordia collococca \~ C. glabra

]

= bird lime
1

, clammy cherry, >manjack

Cordia curassavica [= C. macrostachya, Lithocardium cylindrosta-

chvm var. platyphvllum, C. curassavica var. platyphylla, C. cylin-

drostachya] = black sage
1

, shining buslr

Cordia panamensis [= C. sulcata
]
= (bois) laylay

3
, >hairy (bois)

mapoo (laylay), soapseed"

Cordia sericicalyx [= C. ierensis] = >(bois) laylay
4

, mapoo (laylay),

soapseed"

Cordylinefruticosa [= C. terminalis] = bound5
,
>boundary (mark),

bounday bush, dragon's blood
2

,
ravenda, rayo

Coiyanthes macrantha = monkey orchid

Coiyanthes speciosa = bat orchid

Costus guanaiensis [= C. niveo-purpureus
]
= wild river cane

Costus speciosus [~ C. sericeus
]
= cane reed, >cane riviere

1

,
jumbie

ginger

Cotyledon pinnata —> Bryophyllum pinnatum

Couroupita guianensis [~ C. antillana
]
= >cannonball tree, jumbie

calabash, moke, taparon

Coursetia arborea —> Coursetiaferruginea

Coursetiaferruginea [= C. arborea

]

= >blackheart", goatwood"

Crateva tapia [~ C. gynandra

]

= toke

Crescentia cujete = >calabash 1

Crotalaria incana = fei shac-shac
1

, maraki, platamisia, >shac-shac
1

,

wild sweet pea, yellow flowers, yellow shac-shac

Crotalaria retusa = fei shac-shac
1

, maraki, platamisia, Shac-shac 1

,

wild sweet pea, yellow flowers, yellow shac-shac

Croton conduplicatus = cancanpiray

Croton corylifolius = wild roucou

Croton gossypifolius = bloodtree, >bloodwood , bois sang, candle tree

Crudia glaberrima [~ C. obliqua, C. oblonga
\
= rosomacho, >water

locust

Ctyptostegia grandiflora = kanher

Cucumis anguria = kakri

Cucurbita pepo = courba, giraumon, >pumpkin

Cucurbita sp. = mapepire torchon

Cupania americana = maraquil
1

Cupania rubiginosa = maraquil"

Cuphea denticulata = Trinidad heather

Curatella americana = >chaparro, rough leaf

Curcuma longa = hardi, >saffron

Curcuma zedoaria = >wild saffron, wild turmeric

Cuscuta americana = devil's guts, >love vine, love weed, wild vermicelli

Cuscuta sp. = devil's guts, hell weed, >love vine, love weed, wild

vermicelli

Cycas sp. = >false sago palm, funeral palm

Cvmbopogon citratus = citronelle
2

, >fever grass, lemon grass

Cymbopogon nardus = citronelle
1

Cynodon dactylon = Bahama grass, Bermuda grass, devil grass, dew
grass, >dube (grass)

Cyperus laxus C. diffusus ]
= >corosil, corosillo

Cyperus rotundus = nutgrass

Cyrtopodium cristatum —> Otostylis brachystalix

Dalechampia scandens = vine nettle, >zooti
1

Dalechampia tiliifolia [= D. pruriens

\

= >cowitch", vine nettle, zooti
1

Daphnopsis americana subsp. caribaea [= D. tinifolia, D. caribaea,

D. siebertii] = mahoe piment 1

Datura stramonium = >dhatur, thorn apple

Delonix regia = >flamboyant, flame tree, mother-in-law's tongue
2

Dendrocalamus sp. = lances, >male bamboo
Desmodium adscendens = budbud, caddy, kuzen, pistache marron,

Sweetheart 1

, wild ground nut

Desmodium affine = budbud, caddy, kuzen, pistache marron.

Sweetheart 1

, wild groundnut

Desmodium incanum = Sweetheart 1

, wild pinder

Desmodium sp. [= Meibomia sp.] = beggar weed

Desmoncus orthacanthos [= D. major, D. brittonii, D. hartii, D.

tobagonis] = >camwell, climbing palm, croc-chien
1

,
gri-gri vine,

lattan, pessy
3

,
policeman, wait-a-minute

Desmoncus polyacanthos [~ D. peraltus, D. prestoei
]
= >camwell,

climbing palm, croc-chien
1

,
gri-gri vine, lattan, pessy

3
,
policeman,

wait-a-minute

Diacrium bicornutum —» Caularthron bicornutum

Dianthera pectoralis —> Justicia pectoralis

Dichromena ciliata —» Rhynchospora nervosa

Dichylium oerstedianum —> Euphorbia oerstediana

Dictyophora indusiata = stink horn

Didymopanax morototoni —» Schefflera morototoni

Dieffenbachia seguine [= Arum seguine, D. picta] = seguine
2

,

Seguine diable

Digitaria horizontalis = finger grass

Dillenia indica = chalta

Dimorphandra excelsa —> Mora excelsa

Dimorphandra guianensis —> Mora excelsa

Dimorphandra mora —» Mora excelsa

Dioclea hexandra [~ D. reflexa] = donkey-eye
3

Dioclea megacarpa = donkey-eye
4

Dioscorea alata = chupri alu, coconut yam, greater Asiatic yam,

>Lisbon yam, oriental yam, St. Vincent red yam, water yam, white yam
Dioscorea bulbifera = aerial yam, >potato yam
Dioscorea cayenensis = afou, devil yam, matuta yam, negro yam 2

,

>yam atouta, yam jab, yellow Guinea yam, yellow yam
Dioscorea trffida = >cush-cush, yam-seed

Dioscorea esculenta var. = fancy yam
Dioscorea esculenta var. = Chinese yam
Dioscorea rotundata = >guinea yam, negro yam 1

Dioscorea sp. = >bottle yam, bottleneck yam
Dioscorea trffida = >cush-cush, yam-seeds

Diospyros ierensis = bois charbon

Diospvros inconstans [= Maba inconstans

]

= butterwood

Dipteiyx odorata = tonca bean

Distreptus spicatus —-> Pseudoelephantopus spicatus

Ditremexa occidentalis —> Senna occidentals

Dodonaea viscosa = pichon

Dolichos urens —» Mucuna urens

Dorstenia contrajen’a = contrayerba, >mapepire root
1

, reffiyau

Doxantha unguis-cati —> Macfadyena unguis-cati

Dracaena sp. = radio plant
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Dracontiumfoecundum = cascabel plant, snake plant, >snake tannia,

suran

Drosera capillaris [= D. longifolia , D. tenetla, D. intermedia var.

americana] = sundew

Drymaria cordata = chickweed

Duguetia lucida = >balbac, coco bourrique, wild apple

Dunalia arborescens —> Acnistus arborescens

Dypsis lutescens = goo-goo-loo"

Ecclinusa grisebachii Pradosia grisebachii

Echinochloa colonum = jungle rice

Echites hirsuta —» Mandevilla hirsuta

Echites tomentosa —> Mandevilla hirsuta

Eclipta prostrata [= E. alba, Verbesina alba] = bhangra, >congolala

Elephantopus spicatus —> Pseudoelephantopus spicatus

Elettaria cardamomum = elaichi

Eleusine indica = dutch grass, >fowl-foot grass, goose grass, iron

grass
1

,
papul, payapul, pied poule, yard grass

Eleutherine bulbosa = calenda
1

. >dragon's blood
1

, red onion, tural

Elsota diversifolia —» Securidaca diversifolia

Emiliafosbergii [~ E. coccinea
]
= tassel flower

Enicostema verticillatum = fowl tongue, quinine bush, >zeb kinin

Entada polystachya = mayok shapel

Enterolobium cyclocarpum = >devil's ear, mulatto ear

Epidendrum ciliare = spider orchid

Epidendrum coronation [= E. moyobambae
]
= lamb's tail

Epiphyllum hookeri [~ Cereus hookeri, Phyllocactus hookeri] = night-

blooming cactus

Erigeron canadensis —> Conyza canadensis

Eriobotryajaponica = loquat

Ervatamia divaricata —* Tabernaemontana divaricata

Eryngiumfoetidum = bhandhania, cardo benito, cardo santo, cilantro,

culantro, fit weed 1

,
pull and throw, >shado beni, spiny coriander

Erythrinafusca [~ E. glauca] = >bocare (immortelle), immortelle",

swamp immortelle, water immortelle

Erythrina pallida = beau mortel, coral bean, imotel bod lame, jumbie

bead'’, sword flower, >wild immortelle

Erythrina poeppigiana [~ E. micropteryx, E. umbrosa, Micropteryx

poeppigiana

]

= anauca (immortelle), bois immortelle, bois mortelle,

cocoa mama, cocoa mother, coffee mama, immortelle 1

, madre

de(l) cacao, mountain immortelle

Erythroxylum novogranatense = cocaine plant, ironwood3
,
>wild

cocaine

Eschweilera decolorans [~ Eugenia decolorans, Lecythis sp.] =

>devilwood 1

, Tobago watercare

Eschweilera subglandulosa [= Lecythis laevifolia] = >guatecare,

guatecare petite-feuille

Eschweilera tenax [= E. trinitensis] = mountain guatecare

Esenbeckia attenuata var. = >gasparee, white gasparee, yellow gaspa-

ree

Esenbeckia pilocarpoides = gasparee, >red gasparee

Eugenia baileyi [~ Plinia baileyi] = Arena debasse

Eugenia confusa = >coffee guava, wild coffee
4

Eugenia decolorans, —» Eschweilera decolorans

Eugenia domingensis [= E. aeruginea] = >serrette guava, wild guava4 ,

wild serrette

Eugenia esculenta —* Pseudanamomis umbellulifera

Eugeniafloribunda —> Myrciariafloribunda

Eugeniajambos —> Syzygiumjambos
Eugenia malaccensis —> Syzygium malaccense

Eugenia monticola = papery leaf guava

Eugenia sp. = double leaf wild guava

Eugenia sp. = Quinam guava

Eugenia sp. = wabin guava

Eugenia sp. = wild guava 1

Eugenia trinervia [~ E. perplexans] = large leaf wild guava

Eugenia umbellulifera —> Pseudanamomis umbellulifera

Eugenia uniflora = >pitanga, Surinam cherry

Eupatorium inulifolium —» Austroeupatorium inulifolium

Eupatorium macrophyllum [~ Hebeclinium macrophyllum
]
= zeb chat

Eupatorium odoratum —> Chromolaena odorata

Eupatorium triplinen’e —> Ayapana triplinervis

Euphorbia hirta [~ E. pilulifera, Chamaesyce hirta

]

= >malomay 1

,

male malomay, milk-head, milkweed"

Euphorbia neriifolia = >cactus hedge, sehur

Euphorbia oerstediana [~ Poinsettia oerstediana, Dichylium oerstedi-

anum] = fei pissa, >urine bush

Euphorbia prostrata = lizard grass

Euphorbia sp. = milkweed 1

Euphorbia sp. = petite feuille
1

,
>ti-fay

Euphorbia thymifolia [~ E. maculata var. thymifolia, Chamaesyce thy-

mifolia]
= chickenweed2

,
>female malomay. malomay2 , milkweed

3

Euterpe broadwayi [= E. broadwayae, E. dominicana
]

= >manac 1

,

mountain cabbage

Euterpe oleracea [= E. beardii, E. confertiflora

]

= >manac 1

, mountain

cabbage

Euterpe precatoria [~ E. langloisii] = >manac', mountain cabbage

Evodianthusfunifer = >mamoo, mamure, mamuse liane

Evolvulus tenuis longifolius [
= E. bocarion

]

= Monos eye-bright

Fagara microcarpa —> Zanthoxylum rhoifolium

Fagara trinitensis —> Zanthoxylum trinitense

Faramea occidentalis [= F. odoratissima] = >wild coffee
7

, wild

jasmine3

Ferula sp. = kaka-jab
1

Fevillea cordifolia = contraveneno", hunter nut, >secua

Ficus amazonica [~ F. angustifolia] = agali, arali, devilwood2 .

figuier
1

, ingratos, >matapal, matapalo, Scotch attorney, Scotchman,

Scotchman hugging creole, Scottish attorney"

Ficus religiosa = peepal

Ficus sp. = agali, arali, devilwood
2

, figuier. ingratos, >matapal, mata-

palo, Scotch attorney, Scotchman, Scotchman hug Creole, Scottish

attorney

Ficus yoponensis [= F. tobagensis] = agali, arali, bowl dish,

devilwood". figuier, ingratos, >matapal, matapalo, Scotch attorney,

Scotchman, Scotchman hugging creole, Scottish attorney"

Flacourtia indica = >cerise, governor plum"

Flemingia strobilifera = Chinese peas, hops, kidney bush
2

, mang
bush, money bush3

,
money plant, tantan fowl-back 1

,
>wild hops 1

Fleurya aestuans —> Laportea aestuans

Furcraea hexapetala [= F. agavephvlla]
= lang bef

Garcinia humilis [~ Rheedia lateriflora] = coco macaque 1

, >hat-stand

tree, Napoleon's button

Garcinia macrophylla [~ Rheedia macrophylla] = soiebo

Genipa americana = genip
1

, >Ibo-ink, juniper, monkey apple

Geoffraeajamaicensis —> Andira inermis

Geonoma interrupta [~ G. pinnatifrons, G. vaga, G. martinicensis] =

>anare*, gully palm

Gliricidia sepium [~ G. maculata, Robinia sepium] = glory cedar,

>nickaracka

Gomphia nitida —> Ouratea purdieana

Gomphrena globosa = >bachelor button, white marguerite

Gongora maculata = jack Spaniard
-’

Gonolobus broadwayi = wild duck

Gouania lupuloides [= G. polygama] = bejuco de raime, liane

savonette, soap bush, >soap vine

Gracilaria sp. = >sea moss, string sea moss
Guadua angustifolia [= Bambusa guadua] = spiny bamboo
Guarea glabra = carima bianco, carimbo, >redwood"

Guarea guidonia [= G. guara, G. trichilioides] = bois rouge,

>redwood*

Guazuma ulmifolia = bastard cedar. >bois d'orme, bois forme, kaka-jab
2

.

West Indian elm

Guettarda scabra = blue copper"

Guilandina bonducella —> Caesalpinia bonducella

Guilielma speciosa —> Bactris gasipaes

Guillainia purpurata [= A/pinia purpurata] = ginger lily
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Gurania spinulosa = estralog

Guzmania lingulata = star

Gynerium sagittatum = cane riviere
2

, river cane, uva grass, >white

roseau, wild cane

Haematoxylum campechianum = campeche, >logwood

Hamelia patens = monkey-bone2 ', wild clove
'

Hebeclinium macrophyllum —» Eupatorium macrophyllum

Helicostylis ojoche —> Brosimum alicastrum subsp. alicastrum

Hedychium coronarium = ginger lily

Heliconia bihai [= H. elongata, H. humilis, H. wagneriana
]
=

>balisier
1

, wild plantain

Heliconia hirsuta = balisier”

Heliconia marginata = balisier

Heliconia psittacornm = balisier
4

, >canal lily, Mayaro lily, wild

ginger

Heliconia spathocircinata [= H. tortuosa

\

= balisier
5

Helicostylis ojoche —> Brosimum alicastrum alicastrum

Heliocarpus trichopodus = white mahoe
Heliotropium indicum = bright eye

1

, >eye-bright, fedogoso, scorpion

bush, scorpion weed, veven lache-eskupyon

Henriettea multiflora = sardine
1

Henriettea ramiflora = sardine
1

Henriettea succosa = sardine
1

Hermesias latifolia —> Brownea latifolia

Hernandia guianensis [~ H. sonora , H. sonora var guadeloupensis, H.

peltata
]
= foforite, fro-fro, toforite, >toporite

Hernandia sonora = foforite, fro-fro, toforite, >toporite

Herpetica alata —> Senna alata

Hibiscus abelmoschus —» Abelmoschus moschatus

Hibiscus esculentus —> Abelmoschus esculentus

Hibiscus mutabilis = Lakshmi flower

Hibiscus pernambucensis [= H. tiliaceus, Pariti tiliaceum] = seaside

mahoe
Hibiscus rosa-sinensis var. = arahu, >double hibiscus, fencing flower,

gulhar

Hibiscus sabdariffa = sorrel
1

Hieronyma laxijlora [= H. caribaea] = horseflesh, >tapana

Hippeastrum puniceum [~ H. equestre

]

= >cocoa lily, Easter lily

Hippobroma longiflora —> Laurentia longiflora

Hippomane glandulosa —> Sapium glandulosum

Hippomane mancinella = >manchineel, manzanilla

Hirtella paniculata = coco chat”

Hirtella racemosa = coco chat”

Hirtella silicea = bois canari, >coco chat”

Hirtella triandra = coco chat”, >fruta paloma

Hura crepitans = box tree, >sandbox

Hydroclevs nymphoides = water poppy

Hyeronima laxijlora = horseflesh, >tapana

Hylocereus lemairei = >harjor, lady of the night”

Hymenaea courbaril = courbaril, >locust
1

, stinking toe

Hymenocallis tubiflora = boyapar, cibouyet, cocoa onion, fountain

lily, loyon dil, >spider lily, wild onion

Hypoxis decumbens = star of Bethlehem

Hvptis atrorubens = ground mint, mange lapin, >wild mint
1

Hyptis capitata = degonfle

Hyptis suaveolens = African mint, American mint
1

, >jungle mint,

matranca

Ichthyomethia acuminata —> Piscidia carthagenensis

Ilex arimensis = biscuit wood 1

Imperata brasiliensis = house grass

Indigofera suffruticosa [~ I. anil] = fendigo bush, >wild indigo

Inga acuminata = >pois doux

Ingafastuosa [= I. venosa

]

= hairy pois doux

Inga hartii —> 1. sapinoides

Inga heterophylla = black pois doux, >sackysac, wild pois doux

Inga ingoides = >hairy pois doux, pois doux

Inga laurina = black pois doux, >sackysac, wild pois doux

Inga oerstediana [= I. edulis\
= hairy pois doux

Inga pilosula \~ I. setifera

\

= pois doux

Inga punctata = black pois doux, >sackysac, wild pois doux

Inga sapinoides [~ I. hartii] = hairy pois doux

Inga sp. = black pois doux, >sackysac, wild pois doux

Inga thibaudiana = black pois doux, >sackysac, wild pois doux

Inga venoides = >pois doux

Ipomoea alba [= /. bona-nox] = moonflower

Ipomoea aquatica [= I. reptans] = bhaaji, >karmi (bhaaji), marmi

(bhaaji), swamp cabbage

Ipomoea batatas [~ Convolvulus batatas
]
= sweet potato

Ipomoea pescaprae brasiliensis = goat's foot

Iresine herbstii = zizye pul

Irlbachia alata [= I. chelonoides, Lisianthus chelonoides] = >ground

itch bush, zeb leshofi

Iroucana guianensis —> Casearia guianensis

Ischnosiphon arouma = arouma, gouti bush, >terite

Isertia parx’ijlora = >bois cacao, bois fer”, wild ixora

Isotoma longiflora —> Laurentia longijlora

Jacquinia armillaris [~ J. barbasco

]

= torchwood 1

Jatropha curcas = >physic nut
1

, white physic nut

Jatropha gossypifolia = bellyache bush, physic nut
2

,
red physic nut

bush, >wild cassava

Jatropha multifida = coral plant

Jessenia oligocarpa —» Oenocarpus bataua var. oligocarpa

Justicia pectoralis [~ Dianthera pectoralis ]
= carpenter bush, Car-

penter grass, fresh cut, garden balsam

Justicia secunda = chachamunchin, >St. John bush

Krugiaferruginea —> Marliereaferruginea

Lablab purpureus [~ L. niger] = bona bean, bonavis(t) bean/pea,

>seim, white bean

Laetia procera = bois toucan, >sardine
14

,
toucan sardine, warakarajo

Lagenaria siceraria [~ L. vulgaris] = gouge, gourd, >lauki

Laguncularia racemosa [= Conocarpus racemosus] = white

mangrove 1

Lantana camara = black sage
2

,
grater wood, >kayakeet, ramongsi,

rock sage, white sage
2

, wild sage, zeb kayakeet

Lantana involucrata = Santa Maria2

Laportea aestuans [~ Fleurya aestuans] = red stinging nettle, stinging

nettle
4

,
waritote, white scratch bush, white stinging nettle, >zooti

2

Lasiacis anomala = bamboo grass

Lasiacis sp. = vine-bamboo

Laurentia longiflora [= Hippobroma longiflora , Istoma longiflora,

Lobelia longijlorum] = horse poison, jumbie plant, >star flower

Laurus canaliculata —» Ocotea canaliculata

Laurus elongata —> Phoebe elongata

Laurus leucoxylon -h> Ocotea leucoxylon

Laurus martinicensis —» Nectandra martinicensis

Laurus membranacea —> Nectandra ?nembranacea

Lawsonia inermis = >mendi, resida

Lecythis laevifolia Eschweilera subglandulosa

Lecythis sp. —> Eschweilera decolorans

Lecythis zabucajo = Brazil nut, >sapucai nut

Lemma aequinoctialis = >duckweed 1

, lentille d'eau
1

Lemma valdiviana = >duckweed”, lentille d'eau”

Leonotis nepetifolia = ball bush, ball-head bush, Cartwright bump, Christ-

mas candlestick, honeysuckle, man piaba, >shandilay, wild hops”

Leptilon pusillum -h> Erigeron canadensis

Leucaena leucocephala [= L. g/auca. Mimosa glauca] = fei shac-

shac
2

, >shac-shac
2

, wild tamarind

Libidibia coriaria —> Caesalpinia coriaria

Licania heteromorpha [~ L. biglandulosa] = wild cocoa
1

, >wild

debasse, wild gasparee

Licania ternatensis = bois fer
1

,
>bois gris, cass

2

Licaria canella [= Aydendron canella, Acrodiclidium canella, Aniba

megacarpa
]
= laurier pulcherro
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Linociera caribaea —» Chionanthus compacta

Lippia alba = sage
1

,
>Santa Maria

1

Lippia micromera = fine-leaf thyme2
,
piti deten, >Spanish thyme 1

Lisianthus chelonoides —> Irlbachia alata

Lithocardium cylindrostachym var. platyphyllum —> Cordia curassavica

Lithocardium lockhartii —> Cordia bicolor

Lobelia longiflorum —» Laurentia longiflora

Lochnera rosea —» Catharanthus roseus

Lonchocarpus domingensis [= L. sericeus
]
= conore, >savonette

,
wild

yoke

Lonchocarpus heptaphyllus [= L. latifolius, L. punctatus

]

= >savonette

jaune, yellow savonette

Lonchocarpus latifolius = white savonette

Lonchocarpus punctatus [= L. benthamianus] = savonette
1

Loranthus sp. =>bird vine, kaka-zwazo, guatepajaro, mistletoe
1

,
vage

Lucuma hartii —» Pouteria guianensis

Lucuma mammosa —> Pouteria sapota

Lucuma multiflora —> Pouteria multiflora

Ludwigia octovalvis = wild clove
2

, >zebapik
2

Luffa acutangula = Chinese ochro, >jhingi, satputia, torchon
2

Luffa aegyptiaca \~ L. cylindrical = nenwa, >torchon 1

Lycopersicon esculentum —» Solanum esculentum

Lygodium venustum = corde violin, >fiddle bush2

Lygodium vo litbile = fiddle bush
1

Maba inconstans —» Diospyros inconstans

Macfadyena unguis-cati [~ Doxantha unguis-cati, Bignonia unguis-

cati\
= >cat's claw (creeper), claw vine, griffe chat, shower of gold

1

Machaerium isadelphum [= M. tobagense

]

= bloodroot

Machaerium robiniifolium [~ Nissolia robiniifolia] = saltfish wood
Maclura tinctoria [~ Broussonetia tinctoria, B. plumieri, Chlorophora

tinctoria. Morns tinctoria, M. zanthoxylon, M. affinis, M. subinte-

gerrima, M. velutina, M. sieberi],
= bois d'orange, >fustic

Malachra alceifolia = gimauve

Malpighia coccigera = myrtle

Malpighia emarginata [= M. glabra , M. punicifolia

]

= Barbados

cherry, cherry 1

,
West Indian cherry

Malus sp. = English apple

Malvaviscus arboreus var. penduliflorus = Christmas flower, datwan 1

,

>sleeping hibiscus

Mammea americana = mamee apple

Mandevilla hirsuta [= Echites hirsuta, E. tomentosa
]
= savannah flower

Mangifera indica = aam
Mangifera indica = mango
Alphonse mango
bellyfull mango = mango belly-bef, mango bellyfull

big-meat mango = >Graham mango, mango big, mango big-meat,

mango Graham
Blackman mango = >ice cream mango, mango ice cream

Bombay mango
box and spice mango
bullstones mango = mango bullstones, donkey-stones mango, ten-

pound mango
calabash mango = mango calabash

Ceylon mango
cora mango
cutlass mango = mango cutlass

devine mango
donkey-stones mango = bullstones mango, mango bullstones, ten-

pound mango
doo-doos (mango) = mango dou-doos

dora

Edward mango
fancy mango
Gordon mango
Graham mango = big-meat mango, mango big, mango big-meat

Haden mango
hog mango = mango cochon

Humphrey mango

ice cream mango = Blackman mango, mango ice cream

julie mango = mango julie

La Brea girl mango
lady-nose mango
leatherskin mango = mango leatherskin

little pa = mango little pa

long mango = mango long, mango vert

mango apricot = mango zabico, >mango zabrico, zabico mango
mango bastapool

mango belly-bef = bellyfull mango, mango bellyful

mango bellyful = bellyfull mango, mango belly-bef

mango big = big-meat mango, >Graham mango, mango big-meat,

mango Graham
mango big-meat = big-meat mango, >Graham mango, mango big,

mango Graham
mango bullstones = bullstones mango, donkey-stones mango, ten-

pound mango
mango calabash = calabash mango
mango canelle

mango cedar

mango cheese

mango cochon = hog mango
mango cutlass = cutlass mango
mango doodoos = doodoos mango
mango egg

mango glo

mango hog = hog mango, mango cochon

mango ice cream = Blackman mango, ice cream mango
mango joe

mango John

mango julie = julie mango
mango kakapool

mango koden

mango leatherskin = leatherskin mango
mango little pa = little pa mango
mango long = long mango, mango vert

mango pawpoi

mango Peter

mango rose = rose mango
mango round = round mango
mango spice = spice mango
mango starch = starch mango
mango suce-ma-tante

mango teen

mango turpentine = turpentine mango
mango vert = long mango, mango long

mango zabico = mango apricot, mango zabricot, zabico mango
mango zabricot = mango apricot, mango zabico, zabico mango
Martin mango
Mayaro girl mango
minnie mango
Miss Deere mango
Mulgoa mango
pairi mango
peach mango
Pere Louis mango
peter mango
pine mango
roseau mango
rose mango = >mango rose

round mango = mango round

sap mango
shilling mango
sore mango
sousay-matan

spice mango = mango spice

starch mango = mango starch

sugar mango
sunflower mango
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ten-pound mango = bullstones mango, donkey-stones mango,

mango bullstones, ten-pound mango
turpentine mango = mango turpentine

zabico mango = mango abricot, mango zabico, mango zabrico

zabrico mango = mango abricot, mango zabrico, zabico mango
zill mango

Manicaria saccifera M. plukenetii
]
= sea coconut, >timite

Manihot esculenta = cashra, cassada. >cassava, coosada, cooshada,

kamanioc. manioc (cassava)

Manilkara bidentata [= Mimusops bidentata, M. balata. M. globosa,

Acras balata
]
= >balata, berry, bullet tree, bullet wood

Manilkara zapota [~ Achras zapota , Sapota achras
]
= >sapodilla,

sapotee

Mansoa adiacea [~ Adenocalymma alliacea, Pachyptera alliacea] =

>garlic vine, liane d'ail

Maprounea guianensis = petite feuille"

Marila grandiflora = coco mangue", >red mangue 1

, wild cocoa"

Marliereaferruginea [
= Krugiaferruginea

]
= wild guava 1

Marlierea guildingiana [= Plinia guildingiana, Psidium guildingiana)

= bois biche, >debasse
2

,
wild guava 1

Martinella obovata = ukee(-ukee)

Mastichodendron foetidissimum —> Sideroxylonfoetidissimum

Matelea viridiflora = orosul

MauritiaJlexuosa [~ M. setigera

)

= moriche
1

Maxillaria colleyi —> Xylobium colleyi

Maximiliana maripa —> Attalea maripa

Mayepea caribaea -h> Chionanthus compacta

Meibomia sp. —> Desmodium sp.

Melanthera nivea [= M. aspera, M. deltoidea

]

= dogbush

Melasma melampyroides —> Alectrafluminensis

Melastoma elegans Clidemia hirta

Melastoma hirta —> Clidemia hirta

Melicocca bijuga —» Melicoccas bijugatus

Melicocca olivaeformis —> Talisia olivaeformis

Melicoccas bijugatus [~ Melicocca bijuga] = >chenet
1

, genip", mapo,

Spanish lime

Melocactus broadwayi [= Cactus broadwayi

]

= Tobago turk's cap

Melothria pendula [~ M. guadalupensis

)

= cucum sauvage, >wild

cucumber

Merremia umbellata = hog meat

Mespilodaphne oblonga —» Ocotea oblonga

Mesua nagassarium [= M.ferrea) = >ironwood", negeswar

Michelia champaca = champa(ca)

Miconia ajfmis = sardine
12

Miconia ampla = sardine
1 '1

Miconia amplexans = sardine
13

Miconia chiysophylla = sardine
13

Miconia dodecandra = sardine
1

3

Miconia guianensis = sardine
13

Miconia holosericea [~ M. mucronata] = sardine
13

Miconia kappleri = sardine
13

Miconia multispicata = sardine
1 '1

Miconia plukenetii = sardine
1 "1

Miconia prasina = sardine
1 '1

Miconia punctata = sardine
1

3

Miconia rubiginosa = sardine
13

Miconia serrulata = sardine
13

Miconia solmsii = sardine
13

Miconia splendens = sardine
13

Miconia tetrandra = sardine
13

Miconia tomentosa = sardine
1

3

Micropholis guyanensis [= M. cruegeriana] = cannet
,
>wild caimet"

Micropteryxpoeppigiana —> Erythrina poeppigiana

Microtea debilis = alantu kai

Mikania micrantha [= M. guaco , M. orinocensis, M. scandens
]
=

guaco, >waku
Mimosa glauca —> Leucaena leucocephala

Mimosa peregrina Anadenanthera peregrina

Mimosa pigra \~ M. exasperata, M. pellita] = findigo

Mimosa pudica = chooi-mooi, lajoutrioghas, mary-shut-your-gate,

mary-shut-your-door, mazay marie, old lady
1

, sensible plant, shame
bush, shame Charlotte, shame plant, >ti marie

Mimosa roseum —> Pithecellobium unguis-cati

Mimosa unguis-cati —> Pithecellobium unguis-cati

Mimusops balata —» Manilkara bidentata

Mimusops bidentata —> Manilkara bidentata

Mimusops globosa —> Manilkara bidentata

Momordica charantia var. = bhankaraile, >wild karile

Momordica charantia var. abbreviata = balsam apple, balsam pear,

>karaile, maiden's blush, popololo, sorrow seed

Monstera adansonii [= M. pertusa

]

= ceriman

Montrichardia arborescens = swamp seguine

Mora excelsa [= Dimorphandra mora, D. guianensis, D. excelsa

]

=
>mora, red mora, white mora

Morinda citrifolia = fei froid, >pain bush, pain killer, spirit fruit

Moringa oleifera = >horseradish tree, saijan

Morisonia americana = sapotille marron, toco, >wild sapodilla

Morus alba = pressure bush

Morns ajfmis —> Madura tinctoria

Morus sieberi —> Madura tinctoria

Morus subintegerrima —> Maclura tinctoria

Morus tinctoria —» Maclura tinctoria

Morus velutina —¥ Maclura tinctoria

Morus zanthoxylon —» Maclura tinctoria

Mouriri guianensis = sardine
1

Mouriri marshallii = bois lisette

Mouriri rhizophorifolia [= Olisbea rhizophorifolia] = >monkey-
bone 1

, white monkey-bone

Mucuna pruriens = common cowitch, >cowitch*

Mucuna sloanei [= M. urens) = >cowitch 3
, donkey-eye

2

Mucuna urens [~ M. altissima, Dolichos urens
]
= ox-eye bean

Murraya koenigii = carapillae, >karapul, karivepila, kharrie phoola

Murraya paniculata = kamini

Musa balbisiana = bluggo, buc-buc, mafubay, >moko (fig)

Musa paradisiaca - plantain
1

Musa paradisiaca var. sapientum = balisier fig, >creole fig

Musa sapientum = fig

Musa sp.

bande plantain

black French plantain

black Martinique plantain

bluggo = bucbuc, >mafube, maugh-faugh-baugh, moko (fig)

bucbuc = bluggo, >mafube, maugh-faugh-baugh, moko (fig)

chiquito banana/fig = secra banana, >sikie fig, sucre, sucrier

>common plantain = creole plantain, green French plantain

cowhom = >hom plantain, horse plantain

creole plantain = >common plantain, green French plantain

>fill-basket = Mysore (fig)

fire banana

giant fig

giant governor

giant plantain

governor banana = >govemor fig

governor fig = governor banana

green French plantain = >common plantain, creole plantain

green red = white donkey, white mataburro

gros jean = mankiller fig, >mataburro, red fig, red donkey fig, red

mataburro

gros michel

horn plantain = horse plantain, cowhom
horse plantain = horn plantain, cowhom
I.C.2

king banana

lacatan

lady finger
1 = lady's finger

mafube = bluggo, bucbuc, maugh-faugh-baugh, moko (fig)

manicou fig"
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mankiller fig = gros jean, >mataburro, red fig, red donkey fig, red

mataburro

inataburro = grosjean, mankiller fig, red donkey fig, red fig, red

mataburro

maugh-faugh-baugh = bluggo, bucbuc, >mafube, moko (fig)

moko (fig) = bluggo, bucbuc, >mafube, maugh-faugh-baugh, moko
(fig)

Mysore fig = fill-basket

navelless plantain

pink French plantain

red donkey fig = gros jean, mankiller fig, >mataburro, red fig, red

mataburro

red fig = grosjean, mankiller fig, >mataburro, red donkey fig, red

mataburro

red mataburro = grosjean, mankiller fig, >mataburro. red donkey

fig, red fig

secra banana = >sikiye fig

sikiye fig = chiquito fig, secra banana

silk fig

sucrie = chiquito fig, secra banana, >sikiey fig

sucrier fig = chiquito fig, >sikiye fig

Toco fig

Trinidad governor = >govemor fig

tum-tum plantain

white donkey = >green red, white mataburro

white mataburro= >green red, white donkey

wine plantain

Myrcia aritnensis = wild guava 1

Myrcia dumosa = wild guava 1

Myrcia fallax [~ M. berberis

)

= wild guava 1

Myrcia leptoclada = wild guava 1 "

Myrcia splendens = wild guava 1

Myrciaria floribimda [~ Eugeniafloribimda] = >cherry guava, guava

berry, small leafed wild guava

Myrospermumfrutescens = watamal 1

Myrtus umbellulifera —> Pseudanamomis umbeUulifera

Nasturtium officinale = >cressles, water cressles

Nectandra cissiflora [= N. kaburiensis, N. surinamensis\ = >large-leaf

laurier mattack, laurier mattack"

Nectandra martinicensis [= Laurus martinicensis
]
= laurier black mat-

tack, >laurier cypre
1

, main ridge laurier (cypre)

Nectandra membranacea [= Laurus membranacea

]

= >black cedar
1

,

sweet myers

Nectandra rectiner\'ia = St. Ann's laurier

Nectandra strumosa = laurier blanc

Nectandra sp. = laurier

Neurolaena Iobata = zebapeek

Niopa peregrina -a Anadenanthera peregrina

Nissolia robiniifolia -A Machaerium robiniifolium

Nopalea cochenillifera [= Cactus cocheni/lifer, Opuntia cochenillif-

era\ = cojoneel, prickly pear, >rachette
1

Norantea guianensis = >beacon. Prince of Wales feather, red-hot

poker, wild vine

Nyctanthes arbor-tristis = belle-de-nuit, har singar, jasmine, >lady of

the night
1

, tree of sadness 1

Ochroma pyramidal

e

[= O. lagopus] = >bois flot, corkwood 1

, down
tree

Ocimum basilicum = goat seasoning, >sweet basil, vierres de ciel

Ocimum campechianum [= O. micranthum
]
= >basil, bhantulsi,

jumbie balsam, jumbie basil, married-man pork, mosquito bush,

petit baume
Ocimum gratissimum = >aroubaba, ditay yaraba, mosquito bush,

oocoolala, orobumba (bush)

Ocimum tenuiflorum [= O. sanctum] = brimstone bush, >tulsi

Ocotea = laurier

Ocotea canaliculata [= Laurus canaliculata, Oreodaphne cavennen-

sis] = >laurier petite feuille, laurier ti-fay

Ocotea eggersiana = laurier mattack
1

Ocotea fasciculata [= Oreodaphnefasciculata] = laurier citron

Ocotea floribimda [= O. wachenheimii, O. arenaensis] = laurier

stinker, spicy laurier, >spicy laurier mattack, spicy mattack

Ocotea glomerata [~ Oreodaphne glomerata] = laurier zaboca

Ocotea hartiana —» Ocotea oblonga

Ocotea leucox\’lon [= Laurus leucoxylon, Oreodaphne leucoxylon] =
black cedar

2
, dockwood, duckwood, >laurier cacapoule

Ocotea oblonga [~ Mespilodaphne oblonga, O. hartiana] = >fine-leaf

laurier, laurier cypre"

Oenocarpus bataua var. oligocarpa [= Jessenia oligocarpa] = palma

de jagua, >palma real

Oligantlies condensata -a Piptocoma acuminata

Olisbea rhizophorifolia -A Mouriri rhizophorifolia

Omphalea megacarpa = >hunterman's nut, noisette, zaboca maron

Oncidium ampliation = yellow bee

Oncidium lanceanum = >Cedros bee, mule ear

Onicidium luridum [= O. altissimum] = >brown bee, common bee,

mule ear

Oncidium papilio = >butterfly orchid, butterfly plant, Trinidad butter-

fly plant

Opuntia cochenillifera -a Nopalea cochenillifera

Opuntia sp. = autograph tree

Oreodaphne cayennensis -a Ocotea canaliculata

Oreodaphne fasciculata -a Ocotea fasciculata

Oreodaphne glomerata -a Ocotea glomerata

Oreodaphne leucoxylon -a Ocotea leucoxylon

Oreodoxa oleracea -a Roystonea oleracea

Oreodoxa regia —> Roystonea regia

Origanum sp. = Portuguese thyme

Ormosia coarctata = jumbie bead', >large jumbie bead

Ormosia monosperma = jumbie bead2
, >large jumbie bead

1

Osmia odorata —» Chromolaena odorata

Otostylis lepida [~ O. brachystalix, Zygopetalum brachystalix, Cyr-

topodium cristatum] = >Aripo ground orchid, white Aripo orchid

Ottonia ovata [= Piper ovatum, O. vahlii] = potomo, >potte

Ouratea purdieana [= Gomphia nitida] = mangle blanc

Ourouparia tomentosa -A Uncaria tomentosa

Oxalis corniculata = yellow sorrel

Oxalis corymbosa [= O. debilis] = >pink sorrel, shamrock, violet sorrel

Pachira aquatica = >wild chataigne
1

, wild chestnut
1

Pachira insignis = bois chataigne, chataigne
-

, chataigne maron, wild

breadnut
1

, >wild chataigne", wild chestnut"

Pachyptera alliacea -A Mansoa alliacea

Pachystachys spicata [~ P. coccinea] = >black stick, cobo bone,

zocobo

Panax morototoni -a Schefflera morototoni

Panicumfasciculatum -a Urochloa fasciculata

Panicum maximum = guinea grass

Panicum muticum —> Urochloa mutica

Panicum zizanioides —> Acroceras zizanioides

Parietaria microphylla -A Pilea microphylla

Parinari campestris = bois bande

Pariti tiliaceum -A Hibiscus pernambucensis

Parthenium hysterophorus = bitterweed, country wormwood, >white-

head (broom) , white-top, wormwood"
Paspalum conjugation = >kambut, sour grass

Paspalumfasciculatum = bamboo grass, >bull grass

Paspalum virgatum = cortadero, >razor grass
1

Passiflorafoetida = jumbie watermelon, >marie gougeat, pop bush,

sea lemon

Passiflora laurifolia = belle apple, golden apple
-

, >pomme de liane,

water lemon, water melon

Passiflora quadrangularis = >barbadine, granadilla, guavadilla

Paullina pinnata = balbac vine, fishing vine, liane balbac, >supple-jack
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Peltogynefloribunda [~ P. porphyrocardia
]
= >purpleheart, sapatel,

sapatero, sapaterre

Pentaclethra macroloba [= P. fdamentosa, Acacia macroloba

]

=
>bois mulatre, fine leaf, wild tamarind

1

Peperomia pellucida [= P. concinna
,
Piperpellucidum, P. concinnum

]

= >shining bush
1

,
shiny bush, zeb couresse

Peperomia peltata —> Pothomorphe peltata

Peperomia rotundifolia [= P. nummularifolia, P. rotundifolia forma

ovata, P. rotundifolia forma obcordata. Piper rotundifolium] =
cocoa mint, >moreau, mowan, mowor

Pera glabrata [= P. arborea
]
= >Arena sardine, sardine

15

Pereskia aculeata = Barbados gooseberry

Persea americana = pear, >zaboca

Persicaria acuminata —> Polygonum acuminatum

Petiveria alliacea = cudjoe root, garlic weed, >gully root, mapurit,

ram-goat bush

Petrea volubilis [= P. arborea , P. kohautiana, P. erecta, P. vincentina,

P. splendens

]

= >blue petrea, petrea
1

Petrea volubilis var. alba [~ P. kohautiana var. alba

]

= petrea",

>white petrea

Pfaffia iresinoides = >female man-better-man, tantan fowl-back"

Phaseolus mungo = urdhi

Phaseolus vulgaris = >red bean, salad bean, string bean

Philodendron sp. = seguine
1

Phoebe elongata [= Lawns elongata, P. elongata var. lanceolata,

P. elongata var. elliptica
]
= laurier mabelle z'enfants, >laurier mama

zenfants, mabelle

Phoradendron piperoides = >bird vine, kaka-zwazo, guatepajaro,

mistletoe
1

, vage

Phryganocydia coiymbosa = basket liane

Phthirusa adunca = >bird vine, kaka-zwazo, guatepajaro, mistletoe
1

, vage

Phyllanthus acidus = >damsel, serio
2

, sour cherry

Phyllanthus amarus = gwen amba fei, >seed-under-leaf

Phyllocactus hookeri —» Epiphyllum hookeri

Physatis angulata = hogweed, >topatop

Phytolacca rivinoides = poke weed
Picraena excelsa = bitter cup tree

Pilea microphylla [= P. aripoensis , Parietaria microphylla] = artillery

plant, ditay betelmi, >smoke plant

Pimenta dioica \~ P. officinalis]
= pimento 1

Pimento racemosa = bay berry, bay leaf, >bay rum, bois den
1

,

ciliment leaf

Pimenta racemosa var. citrifolia = bois den
2

Pimpinella anisum = anise"

Pinus caribaea = pitch pine

Piper aduncum = elder bush

Piper betle = paan

Piper concinnum —> Peperomia pellucida

Piper guayranum = candle bush
3

Piper hispidum = >candle bush", male candle bush

Piper marginatum var. catalpifolium [~ P. catalpaefolium
]
= anise

1

,

cake bush, >lanie bois
1

, nani bwa
Piper ovatum —> Ottonia ovata

Piper pellucidum —» Peperomia pellucida

Piper peltatum —> Pothomorphe peltata

Piperpruinosum —> Pothomorphe peltata

Piper rotundifolium —> Peperomia rotundifolia

Piper scabrum = jumbie candle
1

Piper speciosum —> Pothomorphe peltata

Piper tuberculatum = >candle bush
1

, candlestick bush, chandelle, cig-

arette plant, female candle bush

Piptadenia peregrina —» Anadenanthera peregrina

Piptocoma acuminata \~ Oliganthes condensata

]

= bois zaviron, pep-

perwood, >poui madame-jean

Piratinera guianensis —> Brosimum guianense

Piratinera scabridula —> Brosimum guianense

Piratinera velutina —> Brosimum guianense

Piscidia carthagenensis, [= Ichthyomethia acuminata

]

= >black maho,

fish poison plant

Pisonia cuspidata [= P. cuspidata var. tobagensis
]
= bois cassave,

goodbread
1

,
^iggerwood 1

Pisonia eggersiana [= P. broadwayana
]
= Gibon's jiggerwood,

goodbread
2

,
>jiggerwood2

Pisonia salicifolia [= P. inermis] = bois cassave, goodbread 1

,

>jiggerwood3

Pisum sativum = >garden pea, green pea, pois salad

PithecoIIobium caribaeum —> Albizia niopoides

Pithecellobiumjupunba —» Abaremajupunba
Pithecellobium saman —> Samanea saman
Pithecellobium unguis-cati [~ Mimosa unguis-cati, M. roseum, P.

oblongum
]
= black bead tree, black jessy, >bread and cheese

1

,
jessy

plimpa, picka
1

Pithecoctenium echinatum [= Bignonia echinata

\

= >monkey comb,

monkey's hairbrush

Pityrogramma calomelanos = shalbahay, >stamp fern

Plantago major = >English plantain, plantain
2

Platimiscium trinitatis [= P. polystachyum\ = roble

Plectranthus amboinicus [= Coleus amboinicus, C. aromaticus
]
= big-

leaf thyme, >broad-leaf thyme, French thyme 1

,
podina, Spanish

thyme"

Plectranthus blumei —> Solenostemon scutellariodes

Plectranthus scutellarioides —» Solenostemon scutellariodes

Plinia baileyi —» Eugenia baileyi

Plinia guildingiana —> Marlierea guildingiana

Pluchea carolinensis [= P. symphytifolia, P. odorata, Conyza odorata]

= cereal bush, cure-all, >geritout, sucrie tout

Plumbago auriculata [== P. capensis] = wasin mapepi

Plumbago scandens = wild white plumbago

Podocarpus coriaceus = wild pine"

Pogostemon cablin = patchouli

Poinciana coriaria —» Caesalpinia coriaria

Poinsettia oerstediana —> Euphorbia oerstediana

Polygonum acuminatum [~ P. cuspidatum, P. erectum, Persicaria

acuminata
]
= water tobacco

Polygonum uvifera —» Coccoloba uvifera

Polyscias guilfoylei = wild coffee
5

Porophyllum ruderale = shine bush

Portulaca oleracea = bhaaji, coupeah, nona bhaaji, nuniya bhaaji,

pashli, pasley, pussel, >pussley

Portulaca pilosa = jump-up-and-kiss-me

Portulaca quadrifida = chickenweed 1

Posadaea sphaerocarpa = kakri

Pothomorphe peltata [~ Piper peltatum, P. pruinosum, P. speciosum,

Peperomia peltata
]
= >cowfoot, cowheel bush, fei solei, jumbie

candle
2

,
lani bois

2
, sun hat

Pouteria beardii = Valencia redbark

Pouteria coriacea [= P. minutiflora, Chrysophyllum minutiflorum

]

=

coco macaque 3
, mal balata

2
, >monkey balata

Pouteria guianensis [~ P. hartii , Lucuma hartii
]
= >contravent, wild

sapote, yellow star-apple

Pouteria multiflora [= Lucuma multiflora] = >pain d'epice, penny piece
3

Pouteria sapota [= Calocarpum mammosum, Acras mammosa,
Lucuma mammosa] = >mamee sapote, sapote, shapot

Pradosia caracasana = acoma topee, coopey, >topee

Pradosia grisebachii [= Ecclinusa grisebachii] = sapot

Prestoea acuminata [~ P. montana, Euterpe pertenuis, E. tobagonis] =

mountain cabbage

Prestoea pubigera = anare
2

Priva lappulacea = fasten-pan-coat

Protium guianense = bois d'encens, >incense (tree)", kourouky,

loban
2

,
white incense

Protium sagotianum [= P. insigne] = gommier"

Protium sp. = gommier montagne

Psammisia urichiana = wild clove
1

Pseudanamomis umbellulifera [~ Anamomis u., Myrtus u., Eugenia u.,

E. esculenta) = Monos plum

Pseudelephantopus spicatus [= Elephantopus spicatus, Distreptus spi-

catus] = better man2
, devil broom, >man-better-man

2
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Psidium guajava = amrood

Psidium guildingiana —» Marlierea guildingiana

Psychotria perpapillifera [~ P. pendula

]

= climbing vine

Psychotria poeppigiana subsp. poeppigiana [= Cephaelis tomentosa

]

= wild ipecacuanha

Pterocarpus officinalis = bloodwood3
, dragon's blood

3
, >swamp

bloodwood

Pterocarpus rohrii = bloodwood-
, >swamp bloodwood-

Punica granatum = anar

Pyrostegia venusta = trumpet vine

Quassia amara = bitter ash, quassia

Randia aculeata = indigo berry, >ink berry, prickle bush

Randia formosa = wild jasmine4

Randia nitida [= Basanacantha phyllosepala

]

= >camayung“, wild

tamarind"

Raphanus sativus var. hortensis = >moorai, radish

Rauvolfia ligustrina = reideparel

Rauvolfia tetraphylla [= R. hirsute, R. canescens
]
= >devil pepper,

matte root
2

,
piment diable

Renealmia alpinia [~ R. exallala

]

= cockshum root, dye plant, Indian

ink, ink plant, >mardi-gras

Rheedia acuminata = wild pomme rose

Rheedia lateriflora —> Garcinia humilis

Rheedia macrophylla —> Garcinia macrophylla

Rhizophora harrisonii = red mangrove

Rhizophora mangle = red mangrove

Rhizophora racemosa = red mangrove

Rhynchospora nervosa Dichromena ciliata
]
= >star grass, wild pied

poule

Rhipsalis baccifera [= R. cassutha
]
= mistletoe

2
, >old-man's beard

Rhipsalis cassutha = mistletoe
-

, >old man's beard

Richeria grandis = bois bande, >large-leaf bois bande

Richeria olivieri = bois bande

Ricinus communis = palma christi

Rivina humilis = bloodberry

Robinia sepium —» Gliricidia sepium

Rodriguezia lanceolata [= R. secunda] = coralito, >coral orchid

Rolandra fruticosa = doblan
9 9

Rollinia exsucca [~ R. multiflora
]
= >wild cashima

-
, wild sugar-apple

-

Rollinia mucosa = large wild cashima, >wild cashima 1

, wild sugar apple
1

Rottboellia cochinensis [= R. exaltata
]
= >com grass, kelly grass

Roupala montana = >bois bande, cut-leaf bois bande

Roupala tobagensis = bois bande

Roystonea oleracea \~ Oreodoxa oleracea
]
= cabbage palm,

>palmiste
1

,
royal palm-

Roystonea regia [~ Oreodoxa regia] = palmiste maho, >royal palm 1

Rubus rosifolius [~ R. rosaefolius
]
= >fraise, mountain raspberry

Rudgea hostmanniana [~ R.freemanii] = ashes wood, >bois tatou,

cacapoule
1

Ruellia tuberosa = >minny root, monkey gun

Ruta graveolens = ruda (extrangera)
1

Rvania speciosa = >bois lagli
1

, roucou jab

Saba! mauritiiformis \~ S. glaucescens

]

= >carat (palm)

Saccharum officinarum = (sugar) cane

B.H.

bonbon cane. Bourbon cane

Bourbon cane = bonbon cane

buck cane

cane

Congo cane

creole cane

mondongo cane

ribbon cane

transparent cane

Sacoglottis amazonica = bois coucou, cojon de burro, >red serette,

serrette
2

Salvia occidentalis = >sage
2

, wild mint2

Samanea saman [~ Pithecellobium saman

]

= saman

Sambucus canadensis [~ S. simpsoni, S. intermedia] = serio
1

Sansevaria hyacinthoides = mother-in-law's tongue
1

Sapindus saponaria = soap berry, soap nut, >soap seed
1

. soap tree,

soap wood 1

Sapium glandulosum [= S. aucuparium , S.fendleri, S. hemsleyanum,

S. hippomane, Hippomane glandulosa] = bird lime
-

, bois lait, gum
tree, >milkwood

Sapota achras —» Manilkara zapota

Saraca indica = ashok

Sauvagesia erecta = creole tea

Scheelea curvifrons —> Attalea butyracea

Scheelea osmantha —> Attalea butyracea

Scheelea urbaniana —» Attalea butyracea

Schefflera morototoni [~ Didymopanax morototoni, Panax moroto-

toni] = higuereton, >jereton, matchstick tree, matchwood

Schoenobiblus grandifolia [= 5. daphnoides] = mahoe piment2

Scleria bracteata = razor grass
2

Scoparia dulcis — balie doux, escobilla, >sweet broom

Sechium edule = christophene

Securidaca diversfolia [~ Elsota diversifolia] = >Easter flower, Easter

vine

Selaginella sp. = caban de jesu

Senecioides cinerea —» Vernonia cinerea

Senna alata [= Cassia alata, Herpetica alata] = French guava, ring-

worm bush, tarantan, wild senna

Senna bacillaris [= Cassia bacillaris, C. fruticosa
,
Chamaefistula

bacillaris] = Christmas bush
-

, >cocrico bush

Senna bicapsularis = money bush
1

Senna obtusifolia [~ Cassia obtusifolia] = wild coffee
3

Senna occidentalis [= Cassia occidentalis, Ditremexa occidentalis] =
bruca, cafe boucat, cafe zeb payi, granny coffee, jumbie coffee,

mayomal (coffee), miamol, negro coffee, stinking weed, >wild

coffee
1

,
zeba coffee, zebian coffee

Senna spectabilis [~ Cassia speclabilis, C. trinitatis] = >Archibald's

cassia, calceolaria cassia

Serjania paucidentata = >balbac vine, fishing vine, liane balbac, sup-

ple-jack

Sesamum orientate [= S. indicum] = >bene, gigeri, til, tillee

Sesamum orientate var. = black benne, >black til, black tillee

Setaria barbata \~ Chaetochloa barbata] = mary grass

Setaria palmifolia —> Chaetochloa palmifolia

Setaria poiretiana = gamalot

Sida acuta [~ S. carpinifolia] = balie, >balie savan, broom 1

Sideroxylonfoetidissimum [= S. quadriloculare, Mastichodendron

foetidissimum] = >acoma, iron wood 1

, mastic

Sideroxylon obtusifolium subsp. buxifolium [~ Bumelia buxifolia] =
black agouti

Sideroxylon persimile [= Bumelia grisebachii] = >acoma piquant,

cockspur (acoma)

Simarouba amara = marouba

Sloanea laurifolia [= S. trinitensis] = >cabrehash, candero, naked boy 1

Sloanea purdiaei [= Apeiba purdiaei] = Tobago yoke

Sloanea trichosticha = bois noir

Smilax cumanensis = >running picka, sarsparilla

Smilax solanifolia = devil vine

Smilax spp. = boyeau diable, >devil vine

Solandra grandiflora = chalice flower

Solanum americanum \~ S. nigrum var. americanum, S. nodiflorum] =

>agouma (bhaaji), bhaaji, calalu
3

, Chinese spinach, gouma (bhaaji),

makei

Solanum bicolor = fei vian

Solanum erianthum = fei vian

Solanum esculentum [= Lycopersicon esculentum] >damadhol,

tamado

Solanum mammosum = young girl bubby

Solanum melongena = baigan, balangen, brinjal, >melongene
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Solatium stramoniifolium = >coco chat
1

, dog-teeth, prick-a-plant, wild

tomato'

Solatium torvum = shushumber, >susumba

Solatium tuberosum = alu, >English potato, Irish potato

Solenostemon scutellarioides [= Coleus blumei, C. atropurpureus ,

Ocimum scutellarioides
]
= Jacob's coat

Sorghum sp. = jondhari

Spathiphyllum cannifolium = >Maraval lily, river lily

Spermacoce assurgens = balie jab, buttonweed, iron grass', man-to-

man root, nigger-head
2

, white broom', >white-head broom

Sphagneticola trilobata [~ Wedelia trilobata] = >carpet daisy, jam-

pana playera, Spanish verveine, veven kwayib, wild daisy, wild

verveine, zebafanr

Spigelia anthelmia = bomvier, brinvilliers, >worm bush
1

Spirodela polyrhiza = greater duckweed

Spondias dulcis [= S. cytherea] = golden apple
1

, >pomsitay

Spondias mombin = creole plum, >hog plum, mombin, plum bush,

wild plum

Spondias purpurea = >Jamaica plum, governor plum 1

Spondias purpurea var. lutea = chili plum, common plum, plum 1

,

>yellow plum

Sponia micrantha —» Trema micranthum

Sporobolus indicus = hay grass, hay seed, >tapia grass, wire grass

Sporobolus jacquemontii = hay grass, hay seed, mulatto plait, >tapia

grass, wire grass

Stachytarpheta cayennensis = >rat-tail verveine, veven', veven lache-

wat, wild broom

Stachytarphetajamaicensis = blue top, blue veven, gwan veven, gwo
veven, >veven ]

, vori-vine

Stachytarpheta mutabilis = Queen Victoria dressing-gown-bush

Stanhopea grandiflora = lady's slipper

Stenolobium stans —> Tecoma stans

Sterculia apetala = coolie pistache

Sterculia pruriens [= 5. caribaea] = >mahoe, mountain mahoe, red

mahoe
Swartzia pinnata = bois pois

Swartzia simplex = wild orange

Symphonia globulifera = yellow mangrove, >yellow mangue
Synedrella nodiflora = porter bush'

Syzygium cumini = gulab jamun", jambolan, >jamoon, java plum,

prune mariage

Syzygiumjambos [= Eugeniajambos

]

= >pomme rose, rose apple

Syzygium malaccense [= Eugenia malaccensis
]
= malacca apple, plum

rose, >pomerac, pomme malac

Tabebuia chrysantha \~ T. rufescens, T. glomerata, Tecoma spectabi-

lis\ = >black poui, cogwood
,
greenheart", poui vert

Tabebuia pallida [~ Bignonia pallida, T. heterophylla] = >white

cedar, white wood
Tabebuia rosea [= T. pentaphylla, Tecoma rosea

]

= >apamat, arapam-

ato, pink poui, poui

Tabebuia serratifolia \~ T. araliacea
,
Bignonia serratifolia, Tecoma

serratifolia]
= cogwood 1

,
greenheart

1

, >poui
1

,
yellow poui

Tabebuia stenocalyx = wild calabash

Tabernaemontana attenuata = >borache, coco cochon, wild jasmine
1

Tabernaemontana coronaria var. floreplena = chameli

Tabernaemontana cymosa [~ T. psychotrifolia
]
= >borache, coco

cochon, wild jasmine 1

Tabernaemontana divaricata [~ Ervatamia divaricata] = chameli

Tabernaemontana undulata = rai de mapipire, >roi de mapipire, wild

jasmine'

Tagetes patula = >gainder, marigold, pot marigold
1

,
stinking suzy

2
,

susi

Talinum fruticosum [~ T. triangulare]
= purslane, >sweetheart

2
, wild

ginseng

Talinum paniculatum = kre-kre bhaaji

Ta/isia hexaphylla = >coco macaque', marc

Talisia olivaeformis [= Melicocca olivaeformis \
= chenet', mapoo2

,

>mapoo chenet, yellow genip

Tamarindus indica = imri, >tambran

Tanacetum vu/gare = cassie assay, >laman gacia, lucky bush, money
bush

2

Tanibouca guianensis —> Terminalia dichotoma

Tapirira guianensis = >gommier viande biche, mountain grape'

Tecoma rosea —> Tabebuia rosea

Tecoma serratifolia —> Tabebuia serratifolia

Tecoma spectabilis —> Tabebuia chrysantha

Tecoma stans [~ Bignonia stans, Stenolobium stans] = >Christmas

hope, flowering poui

Terminalia amazonia [= T. obovata, Chuncoa obovata

\

= >olivier
1

,

white olivier

Terminalia catappa = >sea almond. West Indian almond

Terminalia dichotoma [= T. tanibouca, Tanibouca guianensis

]

=
olivier, >olivier mangue, poirier

Terminalia lucida [~ T. nyssaefolia

]

= seaside olivier

Ternstroemia oligostemon = Tobago redwood

Theobroma cacao var. = cocoa

Amazona forastero

creole cocoa, >criollo

forastero cocoa

foreign cocoa

plantation cocoa

sylvestris cocoa

trinitario

Theobroma pentagona = alligator cocoa, >Caracas cocoa

Thespesia populnea = seaside mahoe2

Thevetia peruviana [~ T. neriifolia] = lucky nut

Thunbergia alata = black-eyed susan

Thymus vulgaris = >fine-leaf thyme 1

,
French thyme2

Tithonia diversifolia = fleur soleil

Tournefortia hirsutissima = >cattle tongue, greasy bush, jigger bush,

rough bush
^ 19

Tovomita eggersii = coco mangue
,
>red mangue

Tradescantia pendula [~ Zebrina pendula] — >cockroach grass, zeb

wavet

Tragia volubilis = cowitch4
,
female stinging nettle, nettle vine, sting-

ing nettle
2

, >twining cowitch, zooti
2

Trema micranthum [= Sponia micrantha
]
= white sage

1

Trichilia pallida [~ T. trinitensis] = obi“

Trichilia pleeana [= T. smithii, T. oblanceolata
]
= >acurel, mora cypre

Trichosanthes cucumerina [= T. anguina] = >chichinda, coolie

kitchender, kichinda

Trimezia martinicensis = >calenda
2

, walking iris, wild iris

9
Uncaria tomentosa [= Ourouparia tomentosa] = >croc-chien , liane

d’eau

Urena lobata = aramina, catbush, datwan2
, dog pika, >kuzen maho,

pat chien, rigman tea

Urera baccifera [= Urtica baccifera]
= >scratch bush 1

,
stinging

nettle'

Urera caracasana [~ Urtica caracasana

]

= scratch bush
2

, >stinging

nettle
1

Urocliloafasciculata [= Brachiariafasciculata, Panicumfasciculatum]
- bird-seed grass

Urocliloa mutica [~ Brachiaria mutica, Panicum muticum

\

= para

grass

Urtica baccifera —> Urera baccifera

Urtica caracasana —> Urera caracasana

Vangueria madagascariensis [= V. edulis
]
= chinee tambran, tama-

rind-des-indes, >tambran desin
1

Verbesina alba —> Eclipta prostrata

Vernonia cinerea [= Senecioides cinerea] = iron weed

Vernonia scorpioides = ruction bush

Vetiveria zizanioides = bed grass, khus-khus, >vetive

Vigna sesquipedalis [= V. unguiculata var. sesquipedalis] = bodi

Vigna unguiculata [= V. sinensis] = cowpea, >gub-gub

Vinca rosea —» Catharanthus roseus
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Virola surinamensis = >cajuca, toucan tree, wild nutmeg

Vismia cayennensis = >black kiskidee
1

, kiskidee
1

, lacraie
1

Vismia guianensis = >black kiskidee
2

, kiskidee
3

,
lacraie

3

Vismia laxiflora [= V. falcata] = kiskidee
2

, >lacraie
2

,
yellow wattle

Vitex capitata = five-leaf fiddlewood, >white fiddlewood
2

Vitex compressa = bois fidele, >fiddle wood*

Vitex divaricata = >black fiddlewood, bois lezard, timber fiddlewood

Warszewiczia coccinea = >chaconia, single chaconia, Trinidad pride,

wakamy, wild poinsettia

Warszewiczia coccinea var. "David Auyong" = double chaconia

Wedelia trilobata —> Sphagneticola tri/obata

Wissadula periplocifolia = maholtine

Xanthosoma brasiliense = hog tannia, >majenjen

Xanthosoma helleborifolium [= Arum helleborifoliwn, Acontias helle-

borifolius
]
= bhaaji, >fowl-foot bhaaji

Xanthosoma sagittifolium = chou, >tannia

Xanthosoma undipes = hog tannia, >wild tannia

Xiphidium caeruleum = carmina de sierra, corrimiento, >walkfast

Xylobium colleyi [= Maxillaria colleyi
]
= goafs mouth (orchid)

Xylosma sanctae-annae [= X. seemanni
]
= >bois lagli ,

wild cerise

Zanthoxylum martinicense = >lcpinet\ prickly ash, yellow prickle

Zanthoxylum microcarpum = >lepinet
,
prickly ash

Zanthoxylum rhoifolium [~ Fagara microcarpa

]

= lepinet"

Zanthoxylum sp. = stinking lepinet

Zanthoxylum trinitense [~ Fagara trinitensis] = >bosoo, lepinet sans

piquant

Zea mays = com
Zebrina pendula —> Tradescantia pendula

Zephyranthes citrina = crocus, wild crocus, >wind flower, wish flower

Zephyranthes rosea = crocus, wild crocus, >wind flower, wish flower

Zingiber officinale = aadhi

Ziziphus mauritiana = coolie jam, coolie plum, >dunks

Zuelania guidonia [= Z. lactioides, Z. roussoviae\ = >Quinam sardine,

sardine
36

Zygia latifolia = bread and cheese
3

Zygopetalum brachystalix —» Otostylis brachvstalix

Unidentified

cobo liane

cocoa moss

baleazar

bejuco de moreno

acuma
domingo filay

iron wood 1

jhusaa

jumbie flower

mumtay freco

Maracaibo grass

milk bush

Morison

karbhuja

lappe bush (Spiranthes sp.)

magi-murduck

Ibo yam
nine veins of life

seven veins of life

narai (? Eleocharias sp.)

parrot apple
1

poppice (Spilanthes sp.)

St. Vincent sweet potato

tekoe

wereke

Appendix B: Fauna by Scientific Names

Note: Where known, previous scientific names are indicated in [= ]; if the genus is different, a cross-reference is given, e.g. Eupemphyx pustulo-

sus —> Physalaemus pustulosus. ( ) indicates an optional variant, e.g. pungnana(k) is both pungnana andpungnanak. The fullest descriptions are

given for the main entry, indicated by >.

MOLLUSCS
Acanthopleura granulata = kochikong 1

, >pacro, sea cockroach
1

, sea tatu
2

Ampularris urceus = conk(s)

Chiton marmoratus = kochikong
1

,
>pacro, sea cockroach 1

, sea tatu
2

Chiton tuberculatus = kochikong 1

, >pacro, sea cockroach
1

, sea tatu
2

Cittarium pica [== Livona pica
]
= whelk

Crassostrea rhizophorae = >oyster, tree oyster
1

Donax denticulatus [= D. variabilis] = beach clam, butterfly shell,

>chip-chip

Donax striatus = beach clam, butterfly shell, >chip-chip

Isognomon alatus = flat tree oyster, >oyster, tree oyster
-

Livona pica —> Cittarium pica

Loligo plei [= L. vulgaris] = >cheche, pen and ink

Melongena melongena = >black conch, conk(s), sea conch"

Modiolus americanus = >mok, mussel

Mytellafalcata = >mok, mussel

Mytella guyanensis = >mok, mussel

Nerita peloronta = >baby tooth, bleeding mouth
Octopus vulgaris = >devil fish

1

, sea cat

Perna perna = rock mussel

Phacoides pectinatus = clam, >palourde

Pomacea sp. = conk(s)

Pomacea urceus = river conch

Pugilina morio = >conk(s), sea conch
2

Strombus gigas = conk(s), >lambee, queen conch, sea conch 1

, sea

snail

Thais haemastoma = >conk(s), sea conch
2

No Scientific Identification

kangojar

veeyo

CRUSTACEANS
Aratus pisoni — tree crab

Cal/inectes danae = blue-back crab"

Callinectes sapidus = blue-back crab", blue swimmer, >cirique,

swimming crab

Cancer irraratus = rock crab

Cardisoma guanhumi = blue-back crab
1

. >blue crab, bush crab,

callaloo crab, ironback crab, ? touloulou crab, white crab

Carpilius corallinus = stone-crab

Coenobita clypeatus = land shell soldier, >soldier crab

Dilocarcinus dendratus = river crab

Emerita portoricensis = kirtchecom", kochikong", kohung3
,

sea cockroach3
, >sea tatu

1

Goniopsis cruentata = mangrove crab
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Grapsus sp. = black crab, >zagaya

Kingsleya garmani —> Pseudothelphusa garmani

Macrobrachium sp. = crayfish

Macrobrachium cassinus = mark(i)

Ocypode quadrata = chevalier crab, >ghost crab, jamette crab, sand

crab, white crab

Panilurus argus = lobster

Panilurus laevicauda = lobster

Peneaus brasiliensis = shwimps, strimps

Peneaus notialis = shwimps, strimps

Peneaus schmitti = shwimps, strimps

Peneaus subtilis = shwimps, strimps

Pseudothelphusa garmani [= Kingsleya garmani]
= black crab, bush

crab, >manicou crab, mountain crab, red crab

Squilla empusa = sea scorpion

Trachypoeneaus similis = shwimps, strimps

Uca sp. = calling crab

Uca vocator = calling crab

Ucides cordatusi - hairy crab

Xiphopeneaus kroyeri = shwimps, strimps

Unidentified

jhingaa, jinji, river shrimp (fresh-water shrimp)

khekra

land-crab

shwimps, strimps (marine shrimp)

INVERTEBRATES, MISC.
Amblyomma mixtum = bont tick, carapatte, >garrapat(o), kilani

Ananteris cussinni = black scorpion

Aurelia sp. = ma gallay, >mama gallay

Avicularia avicularia = crab spider, >tarantula

Avicularia velutina = Trinidad brown-band spider

Broteochactas laui = scorpion

Broteochactas nitidus = black scorpion, grey scorpion

Centrechinus antillarum = sea egg

Chactus raymondhansi = black scorpion

Diadema antillarum = sea egg

Dracunculus medinensis = tay-tay worm 1

Lytechinus sp. = sea egg

Mellita quinquiesperforata = sea biscuit

Physalia sp. = galere, sea balloon

Salticidae sp. = money spider

Scolopendra sp. = santopee

Scutigera sp. = spider centipede

Sphaeroma sp. = sea cockroach"

Stomolophus sp. = galere, gallay

Tity'us trinitatis = black sorpion, grey scorpion, scorpion

Tripneustes esculentus = sea egg

Unidentified

gentleman of the road

makra

peelwa

sea ants

INSECTS: BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS
Actinote anteas = large lace-wing

Actinote pellenia trinitatis = small lace-wing

Adelotypa trinitatis [~ Elaphrotis telephus
]
= little yellow copper

Adelpha cytherea insularis = five continent

Adelpha iphicla = four continent
1

Adelpha seriphia = Tucuche adelpha

Aeria eurimedia agna = green sweet oil

Aganisthus odius —» Historis odius orion

Ageroniaferentina —» Hamadryas feronia
Agraulis vanillae [= Dione vanillae

]
= silver-spotted flambeau

1

Alesa prema = green dragon

Anaea eribotes = scarce blue shoemaker

Anaea pithyusa = southern blue leaf shoemaker

Anaea ryphea [= Anaea phidile] = small shoemaker

Anaea ryphea rhyphea = flamingo"

Anartia amathea = >coolie
3

, tomato
1

Anartiajatrophe = >biscuit, flam-flam

Anteos maerula [= Gonopteryx maerula
]
= brimstone

Anterosformosus = gold-drop

Antirrhaea philoctetes = queen of the night

Appias dnisilla = pure white

Archaeoprepona amphimachus [~ Prepona meander
]
= >banded king

shoemaker, new shoemaker

Archaeoprepona demophon ilmatur [~ Prepona demophon
,
P.

antimache

\

= >king shoemaker, shoemaker", silver king shoemaker

Argyrogramma holosticta = shower of gold"

Ascia buniae lamonti = large southern white

Atlides polybe = large striped blue

Battus lycidas = lycidas

Battus polydamas polydamas [~ Papilio polydamas
]
= black page,

gold rim(med) page

Biblis hyperia = red rim

Bithys phoenissa = large brown-spotted blue

Brassolis sophorae = coconut bark, coconut butterfly

Calephelis laverna = bronze copper

Caligo eurolochus minor = cocoa morbleu", >forest morbleu

Caligo illioneus saltus = >cane morbleu, morbleu 1

, owl, six o'clock

Caligo teucer insulanus = >cocoa morbleu ,
morbleu"

Callicore astarte antillena = BD
Callicore maimuna kayei [= Catagramma maimuna kayei

\
=

eighty-eight

Callidoyas philea —> Phoebis philea

Callidoyas sennae -4 Phoebis sennae

Callipsyche dindymus = bright blue

Callithomia lenea = southern brown glass-wing

Calospila amylius [= Lemonias emylius

)

= red copper

Calospila lucianus [= Lemonias luciana
]

= common copper

Calospila parthaon [= Lemonias parthaon] = rare yellow underwing

Caria domitianus = green copper

Carmona cleonus = brown copper

Catoblepia berecynthia = brown morbleu

Catonephile acontius = orange-banded shoemaker

Catonephile antinoe = orange-spotted shoemaker

Catopsilia argante —» Phoebis argante

Catopsilia philea —» Phoebis philea

Catopsilia statira —> Phoebis statira

Ceratinia nise nise = rare brown glass-wing

Charis avius [~ Carmona anius
]
= blue copper

Charis chaonitis [~ Chalodetta chaonitis] = large blue copper

Charis cleonus [~ Chalodetta chelonis
]
= black copper

Chioides catillus [~ Eudamas catillus\ = doctor
1

Chlosyne lacinia saundersii [= Chlosyne saundersii
\
= little soldier,

>soldat'

Chorineafaunus [= Zeonia faunus] = bee
1

Colobura dirce \~ Gynaecia dirce] = zebra

Consul fabius ochraceus [~ Anaeafabius, Protogonius ochraceus

]

=

sweet-oil with tails, tiger with tails

Cremna thasus = red-banded zebra

Cynthia cardui —> Vanessa cardui

Danaus eresimus [= D. e. xanthippus
]
= soldier

Danaus gilippus = queen'

Danaus plexippus megalippe [= D. archippu] = soldat martinique, sol-

dier martinique

Diaethria aurelia [= Callicore aurelia, Nymphalis clymeneus] =
eighty-nine

1

Dionejuno = scarce silver-spotted flambeau, silver-spotted flambeau
2

Drvadula phaetusa [= Polaenis phaetusa ,
Papilio phaetusa

\

= caroni

(flambeau)

Dryas iulia [= Colaenis julia] = broad-wing flambeau, >flambeau"

Dynamine agacles = rare handkerchief

Dynastor darius darius = dynastor
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Dynastor macrosiris = black dynastor

Echinargus huntingtoni = meadow brown

Emesis guppyi = Guppy's emesis

Eryphanis polyxena polyxena [~ Eryphanis amphismedon] = Chinese

eyes, purple emperor, >purple morbleu

Eudamas catillus —> Chioides catillus

Eudamas proteus —> Urbanus proteus

Euiedes aliphera [~ Heliconius aliphera
]
= small flambeau

Euiedes Isabella Isabella [= Heliconius isabella

]

= Isabella tiger

Euptoieta hegesia = brown biscuit

Euptychia arnea = ringlets

Euptychia brixiola = blue nymph
Euptychia hermes = ringlets

Euptychia hesione = nights
-

, ringlets

Euptychajunia = iridescent blue night

Euptychia libye = ringlets

Euptychia palladia = ringlets

Euptychia penelope = ringlets

Euptychia terrestris = ringlets

Eurema albula = small white

Eurema daira = small banded yellow

Eurema elathea = small banded yellow

Eurema proterpia = little jaune

Eurema venusta = little yellowie

Ewytides protesilaus [~ Graphium protesilaus] = northern white page

Eurytides telesilaus telesilaus [= Graphium telesilaus telesilaus] =

southern white page

Evenus regalis = bank-note blue

Gynaecia dirce —¥ Colobura dirce

Haematera pyramus rubra = street arab

Hamadryas amphinome [~ Peridromia amphinome
]
= king cracker

Hamadryas arethusa = queen cracker

Hamadryasferentina = grey cracker

Hamadryasferonia [= Peridromiaferonia, Ageroniaferentina ]
=

cracker, guinea bird
-

Heliconius aliphera —» Euides aliphera

Heliconius doris = doris

Heliconius erato hydara = coffee, >small postman

Heliconius ethillus = rare tiger

Heliconius isabella —> Euides isabelle isabella

Heliconius melpomene = postman 1

Heliconius ricini = red grecian

Hemiargus hanno = common blue

Hesperocharis nera lamonti = rare cream pierid

Historis odius orion [~ Aganisthus odius, Nymphalis orion] = grape

shoemaker, shoemaker

Hymenitis andromica = rare blue transparent

Hypolimnas misippus = four continent
-

,
six continent

Hypothyris euclea euclea = small sweet oil

Itaballia demophile = southern black-banded white

Ithomia pellucida pellucida [= /. drymo pellucida] = blue transparent

Ithomia phemonae [~ Ithosnia phemonae

]

= glass

Janate/la leucodesma [~ Phvciodes leucodesma
]
= handkerchief

Junonia genoveva [~ Precis lavinia zonatis

]

= donkey eye
?

Lemonias agave [= Anatole agave] = agave

Lemonias parthaon = rare yellow underwing

Leptotes cassius = meadow blue

Leucidia brephos = snow-flake

Leucidia exigua = black-tipped white

Libythea carinenta = snout

Lycorea cleobaea atergetis [~ Lycorea ceres] = lady
3

, large tiger

Marpesia chiron = road page

Marpesia petrius [= Megaleura peleus]
= tailed flambeau

Mechanitis isthmis kayei = sweet oil

Mechanitis lysimnia solaria [= M. polymnia solaria] = sweet oil

Mechanitis menapis caribensis = sweet oil

Melanis iarbas [= Lymnas iarbus] = underleaf

Melanis xarifa [= Lymnas xarifa] = orange-tipped underleaf

Melete lycimnia hard = black-bordered white

Melinaea ethra sola [~ Melinaea lids sola] = southern sweet oil

Mesene icterias [= M. silaris] = black and yellow copper

Mesene monostigma [~ M. hya monostigma] = orange underwing

Mesene phareus phareus = red devil
-

Mestra cana [~ M. hypermestra cana] = grey handkerchief

Mimocastnia rothschildi = rare green dragon

Mithras lisus = forest blue

Morpho peleides insularis = emperor, lady of the valley, morpho

Nymphalis dvmeneus = eighty-nine
-

Oenomaus ortygnus = large brilliant

Opsiphanes cassiae cassiculus = rare bark

Opsiphanes cassina merianae [= O.fabricii] = bark

Panthiades bidas [= Siderus bitias] = blueie

Papilio anchisiades = orange dog

Papilio androgeus androgens = queen page

Papilio homothoas = small king page

Papilio phaetusa —> Dryadula phaetusa

Papilio polydamas —> Battus polydamas polydamas

Papilio thoas = king page

Parhassius orgia melissa = dark brilliant

Parides anchises cymocles = cattle heart, chair beff

Parides neophilus parianus = spear-winged cattle heart

Parides sesostris sesostris [~ Papilio sesostris sesostris] = green cattle

heart, southern cattle heart

Peridromia amphinome —> Hamadryas amphinome
Peridromia feronia —¥ Hamadryas feronia
Phaenochitonia sagaris = orange-banded jet

Philaethria dido [~ Metamorpha dido] = scarce bamboo page

Phoebis argante [= Catopsilia argante] = >abricot, apricot, zabrico

Phoebis philea [~ Callidoyas philea
,
Catopsilia philea] = jaune d'abri-

cot

Phoebis sennae [= Callidoyas sennae, Catopsilia eubule] = common
yellow

-

Phoebis statira [== Catopsilia statira] = yellow migrant

Phoebis trite = yellow leaf

Pierella hyalinusfusimaculata = cravat
-

, lady slipper

Polaenis phaetusa —> Dryadula phaetusa

Precis lavinia zonatis = donkey eye
1

Prepona ornphale [= P. pseudojoiceyi, P. laertes demodice] = king

king shoemaker, purple king shoemaker, shoemaker

Pteronymia asopo [~ Pteronymia amandes] = small rare blue

transparent

Rekoa meton = mother-of-pearl

Rekoa stagira [= Siderus voldnia] = large metal blue

Rhetus arcius = rare blue doctor

Rhetus periander = blue doctor

Sarota chrysus [~ Charis chrysus] = six-tailed brushfoot

Sematura lunus [== Nothus limits] = corkscrew! -tail page)

Setabis lagus [= Orimba lagus lagus] = orimba

Siderone marthesia [~ Anaea marthesia] = cow shoemaker

Siderus parvinotus [= Siderus leucophaeus] = large black-spotted blue

Siderus voldnia —r Rekoa stagira

Siproeta epaphus [= Metamorpha epaphus] = rusty-tipped page

Smyrna blomfildia = king zebra

Symmachia probetor = red-banded copper

Syrnmachia technema = Chinese lantern

Svnargis maravalica [~ Nymula maravalica] = maravalica

Syrmatia aethiops = tadpole

Taygeds androrneda = nights
1

Taygeds cleopatra = nights
1

Taygeds echo = nights
1

Taygeds penelea = nights
1

Taygeds vergilia = nights
1

Tegosa similis [= Phycoides liriope claudina] = yellow handkerchief

Temenis laothoe pseudoariadne = black tomato, boat-tail
-

, tomato
-

Thecla lausus = purple underwing

Tithorea harmonia megara [= Tithorea megara] = sweet oil
-

,
>tiger

1

Urania leilus = green page, page-
, >whitetail (page)

Urbanus proteus [~ Eudamas proteus] = doctor
1
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Urbanus Simplicius Eudamas Simplicius] = doctor*

Vanessa cardui [= Cynthia cardui
]
= painted lady

Victorina stelenes \~ Metamorpha stelenes
]
= bamboo page

Xanthopastis timais = lily moth

Xenandra helius helius = orange-banded underleaf

Zaretis itys [~ Anaea /Yys] = leaf shoemaker

Unidentified

kingfisher (butterfly)

INSECTS, NON-BUTTERFLIES
Acrocinus longimanus = cocoa beetle"

Acromyrmex octospinosus = >bachac, bachaco, parasol ant

Aeneolamia varia = blight, cock-and-hen, >froghopper

Aeneolamia varia carmodyi [= Tomaspis carmodyi] = blight,

cock-and-hen, >froghopper, Tobago froghopper

Aspidiotus destructor = coconut scale

Atta cephalotes = >bachac, bachaco, parasol ant

Azteca chartifex = balata ant

Azteca sp. = cocoa ants

Blaberus giganteus = drummer
Brenthus anchorago = violin, violon

Castnia licus = cane sucker

Cimex hemipterus = bug

Coscineuta virens = Moruga grasshopper

Culex sp. = brown mosquito

Culicoides sp. = sandfly

Cyclocephala sp. = Christmas beetle, cockle

Dermatobia sp. = mosquito worm"
Drosophila sp. = bhungaa, foofoo fly, sour fly

1

,
sugar fly

1

Dynastes hercules = rhinoceros beetle

Eciton sp. = army ant, chasseur ant, fourmi chasseur, >hunter ant,

hunting ant, visiting ant

Ectatomma tuberculatum = solitary ant

Elateridae sp. = candlefly", cocoye, >fire beetle, firefly, great firefly,

labelle

Epipoma tatua = jep tatir

Eumenes canaliculatus = bilnee"

Fulgora phosphorea —> Pyrophorus noctilucus

Giyllotalpa vulgaris = bobline, mole cricket

Heliconopa zea = com ear worm
Lampyridae sp. = >candlefly*, cicindela, clar-clar, firefly

1

, kukui,

lampfly

Libellulidae sp. = >batti-mamselle, demoiselle
1

,
gully watchman,

mademaselle, mademoiselle Marie, zing

Lygurus sp. = hardback"

Mahanarva tristis guppyi = large froghopper

Mallophaga sp. = fowl lice, nimble, poupoule

Mantis oratorio = cheval bon dieu, >god-horse*

Meliponafavosa = bee
3

, moko chiquite, >Tobago bee

Melipona trinitatis = bee
3

, moko grande

Musca vomitoria = blue-arse fly, blue fly

Nasutes sp. = poubwa, white ants, wood ants, wood-louse

Nepa grandis = king cockroach

Pasalus sp. = groo-groo worm beetle

Pepsis sp. = bee", bhowraa, bumble-bee

Philormis sp. = mosquito worm"
Polistes sp. = jack Spaniard*

Polistes sp. = >jep tatu
3

, tatu wasp

Polistes sp. = night-time jep, umbrella jep, >whitejep

Polybia occidentalis = >marabunta, maribon

Ponerinae sp. = savannah ant

Pyrophorus noctilucus [~ Fulgora phosphorea] = candlefly",

>fire beetle, firefly
2

,
great firefly, labelle

Rynchophora palmarum = coconut palm weevil, >groo-groo worm,
palmiste worm, palm worm, vonvon beetle

Sacadodes pyralis = Trinidad bollworm

Selenothrips rubrocinctus = cocoa thrips

Solenopsis sp. = savannah ant

Solenopsis sp. = red ant, red stinging ant

Spodopterafrugiperda = com ear worm
Steirastroma breve [~ S. depressum] = cocoa beetle , congoroche

Strategus aloeus = rhinoceros beetle

Synoeca surinama = jep tatu, jep two, kohung*'
2

,
seven-mile jep,

two-mile jep

Trigona amalthea = bee 3

Trombidium pusillum = bete rouge

Trypoxylon sp. = bilnee

Tunga penetrans = chigger, chigo, >jigger

Urbanus proteus [= Eudamas proteus] = bean leaf roller

Unidentified

bee

black injun = >tac-tac, tick-tack

ghoon

grey fly

grey sandfly

horse-fly

jep

jilla(i) = chilla

jinji fly = ning-ning fly, sour fly
2

kaka-roller

keeree = mosquito worm
kekepi

kohung*

kuki

mosquito worm 2 = keeree

nimble (fowl lice)

ning-ning fly = bhungaa, foo-foo fly, jinji fly, sour fly, sugar fly

pis

puceron

rainfly

ravet

razor grinder

running ants = crazy ants

savannah ant

shinney (worm)

tac-tac = black injun, tick-tack

tick-tack = black injun, tac-tac

yay-yay fly

AMPHIBIANS
Bufo beebei = crapaud"

Bufo marinus [= B. strumosus] = crapaud"

Eleutherodactylus urichi = blue-eye tink

Eupemphyx pustulosus —> Physalaemus pustulosus

Hyla crepitans = flying frog"

Hyla rubra —> Ololygon rubra

Hyla sp. = crapaud
4

Leptodactylusfuscus = whistling frog

Leptodactylus macrosternon [~ L. pentadactylus] = mountain chicken

Leptodactylus validus = bottle and spoon frog

Ololygon rubra [~ Hyla rubra] = flying frog
3

Phyllodytes auratus = El Tucuche golden frog

Physalaemus pustulosus [~ Eupemphyx pustulosus] = canal frog,

crapaud 1,3
,
pungdala, >punglala, pungnana(k)

REPTILES: ALLIGATORS/CAIMANS
Alligator punctulatus —> Caiman crocodilus crocodilus

Alligator sclerops —> Caiman crocodilus crocodilus

Caiman crocodilus crocodilus [= C. sclerops , Lacerta crocodilus.

Alligator sclerops, A. punctulatus] = >alligator
1

, babiche

Lacerta crocodilus —> Caiman crocodilus crocodilus

REPTILES: LIZARDS
Ameiva ameiva atrigularis [= A. vulgaris, A. major] = garden lizard

2
,

ground anolis, ground lizard, >zandolee
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Amphisbaena alba = bachac snake
1

,
double-head(ed) serpent/snake

1

,

mother of the ants
1

,
two-head(ed) serpent, serpent a deux tetes,

>two-head(ed) snake

Amphisbaenafuliginosa = bachac snake", black and white coral, black

and white two-head(ed) snake, double-head(ed) serpent/snake
2

,

mother of the ants, serpent a deux tetes, spotted worm snake, two-

headed snake

Anolis aeneus [= A. alligator, A. roquet aeneus, Dactyloa aenea] =

garden lizard
1

,
grey-speckled anole, tree lizard

Anolis chrysolepis planiceps = garden lizard
1

,
jungle anole

Anolis extremus = tree lizard

Anolis richardii = >gomangala, Richard's anole

Anolis sp. = twenty-four hours
1

Anolis trinitatus = garden lizard
1

,
green anole, tree lizard

Anolis wattsi = tree lizard

Bachia flavicens = ground puppy 3
, vipere

Bachia heteropa = ground puppy3
, vipere

Cyrtodactylus ocellatus —> Gonatodes ocellatus

Dactyloa aenea —» Anolis aeneus

Eumeces spixii —» Mabuya bistriata

Gekko rapicauda —> Thecadactylus rapicauda

Gonatodes ceciliae [~ G. ocellatus ]
= >dogs, reticulated gecko

Gonatodes humeralis = orange-spotted gecko, spot-nose gecko

Gonatodes ocellatus [= Cyrtodactylus ocellatus
]
= ocellated gecko

Gonatodes vittatus = streak lizard

Gymnophthalmus underwoodi [~ G. lineatus
]
= shiny lizard

Hemidactylus mabouia = check-a-check, house lizard, Mabouia 1

mabouia des murailles, twenty-four hours
1

, vingt-quatre heures
,

wall mabouia, woodslave2

Hemidactylus palaichthus [= H. brooki] = spiny gecko

Iguana iguana = alligator", >guana, iguana

Lacertus marmoratus Po/ychrus marmoratus

Mabuya bistriata [= Scincus bistriata, Eumeces spixii, Mabuya aenea,

M. agilis, M. mabouia mabouia , Mabuia aurata] = >bronze skink,

shine lizard

Platvdactylus theconyx —> Thecadactylus rapicauda

Plica plica —> Tropidurus plica

Polychrus marmoratus [= Lacertus marmoratus
]
= chameleon, slow

lizard, >twenty-four hours
1

Riama shrevei \~ Proctoporus shrevei] = luminous lizard, mountain teiid

Scincus bistriata —» Mabuya bistriata

Spherodacylus molei = black-and-white-headed gecko. Mole's gecko

Thecadactylus rapicauda [= Gekko rapicauda, Platvdactylus theco-

nyx
|

= mabouia des bananiers, plantain mabouia, vingt-quatre

heures
1

, twenty-four hours
1

,
>woodslave 1

Tropidurus plica [= Plica plica, Uraniscodon plica

]

= matoclett, old

man 1

, toc-toc
1

Tupinambis teguixin = mato, >matte, salipenter

Tupinambis nigropunctatus = mato, >matte, salipenter

Uraniscodon plica —> Tropidurus plica

Unidentified

leaf lizard

mabouia 2

REPTILES: SNAKES
Anilius scytale scytale [~ Tortrix scytale

]

= >burrowing false coral

(snake), rouleau

Atractus trilineatus = ground snake, short-tailed ground snake, stub-

tailed snake, >three-lined ground snake, three-lined worm snake

Atractus univittatus = Tobago one-lined snake

Boa constrictor constrictor = carpet snake, >macajuel

Boa murina —> Eunectes murinus gigas

Bothrops atrox [= Lachesis atrox, Bothrops lanceolatus, Trigonoceph-

alusjararaca

]

= balsain, barba amarilla, basin snake, cascabel", fer-

de-lance, mapepire", >mapepire balsain
1

,
rabo frito, true cascabel,

true mapepire 1

, valsin

Chironius carinatus carinatus = carinated snake, golden tree snake,

machet2
,
>machet savan

2
,
yellow machet

Chironius multiventris septentrionalis [= Herpetodiyas macrophthal-

mus\ = >long-tailed machet savan, machet savan
1

Chironius scurrulus = smooth machet savane

Clelia clelia clelia = >black cribo, buda, clibo
3

, cribo
2

. cribo noir,

moon snake
2

, mussurana, vidua

Corais corais —» D)ymarchon corais corais

Coral/us ruschenbergerii [~ C. enydris cookii] = >cascabel
1

, cascabel

dormillon, common tree boa. Cook's (tree) boa, doghead, dormillon,

mango snake, mangrove cascabel, mapanare, sleeping rattlesnake,

tet-chien, tree boa (constrictor), yellow-marbled tree boa, yellow

tree boa

Crotalus mutus —> Lachesis muta muta

Dendrophis aurata —> Leptophis ahaetulla coeruleodorsus

Dendrophis liocercus —> Oxybelis aeneus

Dipsas variegata trinitatis [= D. trinitatis] = false mapepire",

>snail-eating snake, thirst snake

Drymarchon corais corais [~ Corais corais] = clibo
3

, corais snake,

cribo
1

,
>yellow-tail(ed) cribo, yellow-tail(ed) (rat) snake, yellow-

tail(ed) snake

Elaps corallinus —> Micrurus circinalis

Elaps lemniscatus —> Micrurus lemniscatus diutius

Elaps marcgravii —> Micrurus lemniscatus diutius

Elaps riisii —» Micrurus circinalis

Epicrates cenchria maurus = jack (snake), mapepire velour
1

,

>rainbow boa, ratonero
2

, ringed boa, thick-necked tree boa, velvet

mapepire

Erythrolamprus aesculapii = false coral (snake )

3

Erythrolamprus bizona = false coral (snake )

6

Erythrolamprus ocellatus = coral (snake)", doctor snake
1

, false coral

(snake)
5

,
>red snake, Tobago false coral (snake)

Eunectes murinus gigas [= Boa murina
]
= boa murina, >huille, huillia,

water boa, water snake
1

,
wheel snake

Helicops angulatus = angulated snake, brown-banded water snake,

>water mapepire, water snake
4

Helminthophisflavoterminatus = yellow-head ground puppy

Herpetodiyas macrophthalmus —» Chironius multiventris septentrionalis

Homolocranium melanocephalum —» Tantilla me/anocephala

Hydrops triangularis neglectus = false coral (snake)
4

, >water coral

(snake), water false coral (snake), water snake"

Imantodes cenchoa cenchoa = cenchoa snake, chunk-head) ed)

(snake)
2

, fiddle-string mapepire
1

,
fiddle-string snake, >mapepire

corde violon
1

,
night climber, slender tree snake, thread snake, vine

snake 1

, violin-string snake

Lachesis atrox —> Bothrops atrox

Lachesis muta muta [~ Crotalus mutus] = bushmaster, cascabela

muda, mapepire 1

, mapepire galle, >mapepire zanana, mute

crotal, pineapple mapep.re, pineapple snake, Tr.nidad tiger, true

mapepire

Leptodeira annulata ashmeadi = annulated night snake, banded night

snake, cat-eyed (night) snake, chunk-head) ed) (snake)
1

,
>false

mapepire
1

,
garden snake, mapepire

3
, mapipire balsain

2
, night snake,

Trinidad garden snake

Leptognathus nebulatus —> Sibon nebulata nebulata

Leptophis ahaetulla coeruleodorsus [~ Dendrophis aurata] = green

horsewhip, green machet, green rigoise, Mora, parrot snake, rigoise

verte, whiplash, whip snake
2

Leptophis stimsoni = grey lora

Leptotyphlops albifrons = burrowing snake
2

,
>ground puppy 1

, white-

faced worm snake, worm snake, yellow-headed worm snake

Liophis cobellus cobellus = mangrove mapepire, >mangrove snake,

mapepire mangue, water snake3

Liophis melanotus nesos [= Leimadophis melanotus\
= beauty of the

road, >bebel (chemin), belle chemin, black-backed snake, doctor

snake2
, Shaw's black backed snake, squirrel snake

Liophis reginae zweifeli = >high wood(s) coral (snake), reticulated

snake, royal snake

Mastigodryas boddaerti boddaerti = machete couesse
1

Mastigodryas boddaerti dunni [= Dn’mobius boddaerti]^= couesse,

grass machet, grass snake, machet3
, >machet couesse"
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Micrurus circinalis [= M. psyches circinalis, Elaps riisii, E. corallinus]

= common coral (snake), corail
1

,
>coral (snake)

1

, male coral (snake),

serpent, small coral (snake), Trinidad northern coral (snake)

Micrurus lemniscatus diutius [~ Elaps lemniscatus, E. marcgravii
]
—

coraik, >coral (snake) , female coral (snake), large coral (snake),

serpent corail, Trinidad ribbon coral (snake)

Ninia atrata = coffee snake, collared snake, red-nape snake, ring-

necked coffee snake, >ring-neck snake

Oxybelis aeneus [= O. acuminatus, Dendrophis liocercus
]
= ash-

coloured horsewhip, ashy whip snake, >horsewhip, liguez, pike-

headed snake, rigoise, rigoise argentee, sharp-nosed tree snake, tan

horsewhip, vine snake
2

, whip snake 1

Oxyrhopus petola petola = >false coral (snake)
1

, red chain snake,

sombre false coral (snake)

Pseudoboa ueuwiedii [= P. coronata , Seytale coronatum
]
= brown

snake, mapepire velour
2

, moon snake
1

, >ratonel, ratonero
1

, smooth

glossy snake, velvet mapepire

Pseustes poecilonotus polvlepis = bird-eating snake, cutlah, cutlass
2

,

>dos cocorite, mahogany rat snake, olive-brown snake, puffing

snake 1

, shapely snake

Pseustes sulphureus sulphureus [= Spilotes poecilostoma

\

= clibo
4

,

liana snake, puffing snake2
,
yellow-bellied clibo, >yellow-bellied

puffing snake, yellow belly
2

,
yellow cribo

Sibon nebulata nebulata [= Leptognathus nebulatus

]

= cloud(ed)

snake, >cloudy snake, fiddle-string mapepire
2

, mapepire corde

violon
-

, slug-eating snake

Siphlophis cervinus = >checkerbelly, variegated snake

Spilotes poecilostoma
]
—» Pseustes sulphureus sulphureus

Spilotes pullatus pullatus [= S. variabilis\ = black and yellow rat

snake, clibo
2

. tiger snake, >tigre
!

, tigrel; black snake, black tigre,

tigro, widow2
(black or melanistic phase)

Tantilla melanocephala [= Homolocranium melanocephalum
]
=

>black-head(ed) snake, pink-head(ed) snake

Thanmodynastes nettingi = striped swamp snake

Tortrix seytale —» Anilius seytale seytale

Trigonocephalusjararaca —r Bothrops atrox

Tripanurgos compressus = false coral (snake)
2

, false false coral

(snake), fire mapepire, >mapepire dife, pseudofalse coral (snake),

red-headed water snake, whipsnake 2

Typhlops brongersmianus \~ T. reticulatus
]
= burrowing snake 1

,

>ground puppy2

Typhlops trinitatus [~ T. trinitads] = Trinidad burrowing snake

REPTILES: TURTLES
Caretta caretta [~ Thallasocheles caretta] = cahuama, cahuano,

caouane
1

,
logrit

Chelone imbricata —> Eretmochelys imbricata imbricata

Chelone mydas —s Chelonia mydas

Chelonia mydas [= Chelone mydas , Testudo mydas
,
T. marina

]

=
caouane', common turtle, green-back (turtle), >green turtle

Chelysfimbriatus = doctor galap

Dermochelys coriacea = >caldon, coffinback turtle, Orinoco turtle

Eretmochelys coriacea = vandoras

Eretmochelys imbricata imbricata [= Chelone imbricata

\

= caret,

exbill, >oxbill

Geochelone carbonaria = Antillean tortoise, >morocoy, red-foot

tortoise

Geochelone denticulata = morocoy

Geomyda punctularia —> Rhinoclemmys punctularia punctularia

Kinosternon scorpioides = >hinge galap, water man
Lepidocheles olivacea = >batali, heartbreak turtle

Phrynops gibbus = side-neck galap

Rhinoclemmys punctularia punctularia [= Geomyda punctularia,

Testudo punctularia
]
= freshwater tortoise, >galap

Testudo marina —> Chelonia mydas

Testudo mydas —» Chelonia mydas

Testudo punctularia —> Rhinoclemmys punctularia punctularia

Thallasocheles caretta —> Caretta caretta

BIRDS
Aburria pipile [= Pip 'de pipile, Crax pipile, Penelope cumanensis] =

>pawi, Trinidad piping guan, wild turkey2
,
yacou

Acanthylis collaris —> Cypseloides zonaris

Acanthylis oxyura —> Chaetura cinereiventris

Acanthylis poliourus —> Chaetura spinicauda

Actitis macularia [~ Tringoides macularius, T. hypoleuca,

T. macularia
]
= ricuit

Aegialitis semipalmata —» Charadrius semipalmatus

Aegialitis wilsonia —» Charadrius wilsonia

Agamia agami [~ Ardea agami] = blongios

Agelaius icterocephalus [= Xanthosomus icterocephalus, Chrysomus
icterocephalus] = golden head, merle a tete jaune, >yellow-head,

yellow-headed blackbird, yellow-headed carouge, yellow-headed

merle

Agyrtria chionipectus —> Amazilia chionopectus

Ajaja ajaja [= Platalea ajaja
]
= spatula

Amazilia chionopectus [~ Thaumantias chionipectus, Agyrtria

chionipectus, Polytmus chionopectus
]
= colibri a gorge blanche,

>white-breast, white-throated hummingbird

Amazilia tobaci [= A. erythronota, Erythronota antiqua, Polytmus

erythronotus] = >emerald (hummingbird), raimonde

Amazona amazonica [= Psittacus agilis
]
= cocotte

1

,
green parrot, gros

jacquot, >orange-winged parrot, parrot, Tobago orange-winged

parrot

Anas americana [~ Mareca americana

\

= canvasback, jensen,

vingeon2 ,
>white-belly

Anas bicolor —» Dendrocygna bicolor

Anas clypeata = canard spatule, >spoonbill duck

Anas discors [= Pterocyanea discors
]
= >blue-wing, sarcelle, sarcelle

a croissants

Anhima cornuta [= Palamedea cornuta
]
= codinne-bois, kamichi,

>wild turkey
1

Anhinga anhinga Plotus anhinga] = black duck 1

,
plongeon-soie,

>snake bird, water turkey

Anous stolidus stolidus [= A. me/anogenys] = mache carabache

Anthoscenus longirostris —> Heliomaster longirostris

Anthracothorax nigricollis [= Lampornis violicauda, L. mango,

Polytmus mango
]
= mango hummingbird, >plastron

Anthracothorax viridigula [= A. gramiens, Lampornis gramineus,

L. dominions

]

= green hummingbird, >haussecol, hausse-colvert,

roscal

Aramides axillaris [= A. ruficollis] = poule d'eau rouge, >red

waterfowl

Aramides cajanea [= A. cayennensis, A. chiricota

\

= grosse poule

d'eau, >killicow

Aramus guaranna [= A. scolopaceus, A. guarauna
]
= crao

Arbelorhina caerulea —» Cvanerpes caeruleus trinitatis

Arbelorhina cyanea —> Cvanerpes cyaneus

Ardea agami —> Agamia agami

Ardea alba [= A. egretta, Casmerodius albus, Egretta alba
]
= grande

aigrette, long gaulin, >white egret

Ardea caerulea —> Egretta caerulea

Ardea candidissima —> Egretta thula

Ardea cocoi [= A. major
]
= aileronne, >cocoi heron, crane

1

, heron

Ardea cyanura —» Butorides striatus

Ardea exilis —> Ixobrvchus exilis

Ardea grisea —» Butorides striatus

Ardea herodias = aileronne a calotte blanche, >crane
_

,
heron

Ardea leucogaster —> Egretta tricolor

Ardea scolopacea = croja

Ardea tricolor ruficollis —> Egretta tricolor

Ardea variegata —> Ixobrvchus involucris

Ardeola ibis —> Bubulcus ibis

Ardetta exilis —> Ixobrychus exilis

Ardetta involucris —» Ixobrychus involucris

Arenaria interpres morinella [~ Cinclus interpres

]

= pluvier de mer,

>tumstone

Arundinicola leucocephala = nun2
,
white-headed widow, >widow 1
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Astur nitidus —> Buteo nitidus nitidus

Astur unicinctus —» Buteogallus anthracinus cancrivorus

Asturina nitida —> Buteo nitidus nitidus

Atagen aquila —» Fregata aquila

Ateleodacnis bicolor —> Conirostrum bicolor

Athene phalaenoides —» Glaucidium brasilianum phaloenoides

Athene torquota —> Pulsatrix torquata

Atticora cyanoleuca —> Notiochelidon cyanoleuca

Aythya affinis [~ Fuligula marila]
= canard France

Bartramia longicauda [= Tringoides bartramius

]

= pieds jaunes a

longue queue

Basileuterus culicivorus [= B. vermivorus olivascens , Trichas bivitta-

tus\ = fauvette des halliers, >golden-crowned warbler. Chapman's

warbler

Botaurus pinnatus = butor

Bubulcus ibis [= Ardeola ibis] = tickbird"

Buteo albicollis —> Leucopternis albicollis

Buteo albonotatus [~ B. abbreviatus , 5. zonocercus] = petit gabilan

noir

Buteo nitidus nitidus [~ Asturina nitida, Astur nitidus
]
= gabilan ginga

Buteo platypterus = cabbage hawk, >chicken hawk‘, gabilan

Buteo poecilinotus —» Leucopternis albicollis

Buteogallus anthracinus [~ Urubitanga anthracina, Astur unicinc-

tus]= black gabilan, >black hawk, chicken hawk4
, crabier", gabilan,

gabilan noir

Buteogallus urubitinga [~ Urubitinga urubitinga, Morphnus urubit-

inga] = gros gabilan noir

Butorides striatus [~ Ardea cyanura, A. grisea] = >chuck, gaulin

Butorides virescens = >chuck, gaulin

Cacicus cela [~ C. cristatus, Cassicus persicus] = arendau, >cacique 1

,

carouge
2

, combird
3

,
merle, merle a croupion jaune, merle moqueur,

mockingbird
1

, mocking merle, small cacique, yellow-backed caci-

que, yellow-backed combird, yellow plantain

Cairina moschata = >muscovy duck, canard-pays

Calidris alba [= C. arenaria]
= becasse blanche

Calidris canutus \~ Tringa canutus
]
= poule couchante

Calidrisfuscicollis [~ Tringa fuscicollis, T. melanotus
]
= grosse

becasse

Calidris himantopus [~ Micropalama himantopus, Hemipa/ama
multistriata] = chevalier

Calidris mauri [= Ereuentes occidentalis, Heteropoda longirostris,

H. mauri] = becasse a long bee

Calidris melanotos [= Tringa maculata] = chirp, >couchante

Calidris minutilla [~ Tringa minutilla] = petit-ma<!ica!>tre

Calidris pusi/la [= Ereunetus pusillus, Heteropoda semipalmata] =
>becasse, begas, kuit, plover

2
,
ploward4 , sanderling

Calliphlox amethystina —> Chaetocercus jourdanii

Calliphlox amethystinus —> Chaetocercusjourdanii

Calliste desmaresti —> Tangara gyrola

Callisteflaviventris viellotii —» Tangara mexicana

Calliste guttata —> Tangara chrysophrys

Calliste viellotii —> Tangara mexicana

Calothorax enicurus —» Chaetocercusjourdanii

Campephilus melanoleucus —> Phloeoceastes melanoleucos

Camptostoma obsoletum venezuelae [= Ornithion pusillum, C.

imberbe , Myiopatis pusilla] = petit tillon

Campylopterus ensipennis = Tobago hummingbird
Caprimulgus albicollis —> Nyctidromus albicollis

Caprimulgus caripensis —> Steatornis caripensis

Casmerodius albus —> Ardea alba

Cassicus persicus —» Cacicus cela

Cassidix oryzivora —> Scaphidura oryzivora

Catharista atrata —> Coragyps atratus

Cathartes atratus Coragyps atratus

Cathartes aura rufieollis = Cedros cobo, corbeau a tete rouge, gover-

nor of the corbeaux, king cobo 1

,
>red-head(ed) cobo

Cathartesfoetens —> Coragyps atratus

Catoptrophorus semipalmatus semipalmatus and C.s. inornatus [=

Symphemia semipalmata , Totanus semipalmatus] = ailes-blanches,

>white-wing

Celeus elegans leotaudi [= C. cinnamomeus] = carpenter (bird),

charpentier, charpentier a tete jaune, cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao,

>yellow-headed woodpecker

Ceophloeus lineatus —> Dtyocopus lineatus

Certhiaxis cinnamomea = guiouti, kri-kri-kri, marsh guiouti, >rooti

Certhiola luteola —» Coereba flaveola

Ceryle alcyon = martin-pecheur a ceinture bleue

Ceryle amazona —) Chloroceryle amazona

Ceryle americana —» Chloroceryle americana croteta

Ceryle superciliosa —> Chloroceryle aenea

Ceryle torquata = >great kingfisher, gros martin-pecheur

Chaetocercusjourdanii [= Calliphlox amethystina, C. amethystinus

,

Calothorax enicurus] = amethyst

Chaetura brachyura = rain-bat
1

Chaetura cinereiventris [= C.c. lawrencei
,
Chaetura lawrencei,

Acanthylis oxyura] = petite hirondelle a croupion gris, >rain-bat~

Chaetura spinicauda [= Acanthylis poliourus, C. polioura] =

hirondelle a croupion gris, >rain-bat 4

Chamaepelia albivitta —> Columbina talpacoti

Chamaepelia rufipennis —> Columbina talpacoti rujipennis

Charadrius dominicus —> Pluvialis dominica

Charadrius semipalmatus [= Aegialitis semipalmata] = petit collier,

>ring-neck
4

,
ring-necked plover

Charadrius squatarola —> Pluvialis squatarola

Charadrius virginicus —> Pluvialis dominica

Charadrius wilsonia cinnamominus [= Aegialitis wilsonia,

C. wilsonius] = gros collier

Chasmorhynchus niveus —> Procnias averano

Chasmorhynchus variegatus —> Procnias averano

Chelidon erythrogaster —» Hirundo rustica

Chiroxiphia pareola atlantica = Tobago manakin, >weeks

Chlorestes notatus [~ Coerulens sapphire. Encephala caerulea,

Hylocharis caendea] = >saphir, sapphire hummingbird

Chloroceryle aenea [= C. superciliosa, Ceryle superciliosa] = >little

kingfisher, petit martin-pecheur

Chloroceryle amazona [= Ceryle amazona] = martin-pecheur a

long bee

Chloroceryle americana croteta [= Ceryle americana] = >fisherman',

martin-pecheur a poitrine rouge, red-bellied kingfisher

Chloronerpes kirkii —> Veniliornis kirkii

Chloronerpes rubiginosus —> Piculus rubiginosus

Chlorophanes spiza [= C atricapilla , Dacnis spiza, Certhia coerulea]

= black-headed green honeysucker, >black-head(ed) vert-vert, vert-

vert a tete noire

Chlorostilbon mellisugus [= C. caribbaeus nanus, C. atala] = Carib

emerald, >saphir-savanne, savannah sapphire

Chondrohierax uncinatus = gabilan a bee crochu

Chordeiles acutipennis \~ C. minor] = engoulevent a queue fourchue

Chrysobronchus virescens —» Polytmus guainumbi

Chrysolampis mosquitus [= C. elatus, Mellisuga moschita] = mby and

topaz hummingbird, ruby hummingbird, >ruby topaz

Chrysomus icterocephalus —> Agelaius icterocephalus

Ciccaba virgata [= Syrnium virgatum] = >tawny owl, chat-huant

Cinclus interpres —> Arenaris interpres

Circus buffoni [= C. brasiliensis, C. maculosus] = gabilan, gabilan a

longue queue, >harrier

Claravis pretiosa [= Peristera cinerea] = blue ortolan, blue patridge

dove, ortolan, >ortolan bleu

Cnemotriccusfuscatus cabanisi [= Empidochanes cabanisi,

Empidonax cabanisi, Ochthoeca arenacea, Empidochanes

arenaceus] = Leotaud's petchary

Coccyzus americanus = coucou manioc aux ailes rousses

Coccyzus erythrophthalmus = coucou manioc a bee noir

Coccyzus melanocoryphus [= Piava melancorypha] = coucou manioc

a ventre roussatre

Coccyzus minor = >coucou manioc2
, coucou manioc gris

Cochlearius cochlearius cochlearius [= Cancroma cochlearia] = boat-

bill, crabier
1

, >crabier bee plat

Coereba caerulea Cyanerpes caeruleus trinitatis
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Coereba flaveola [= C. luteola, Mniotilta venusta, Certhiola luteola,

C. flaveola

]

= >sucrier, sugar-bird, sugar-eater

Coerulens sapphire —» Chlorestes notatus

Colibri delphinae [= Petasophora delphinae. Polytmus delphinae
]
=

>blue-eared hummer, colibri a oreilles

Columba cayennensis [= C. rufina] = ramier, >ramier mangle

Columba sp. = ramoo

Columba speciosa = mountain ramier, ramier, >ramier ginga, speckled

ramier

Columbigallina rufipermis —> Columbina talpacoti

Columbina minuta [= C. griseola] = little grey ground dove

Columbina passerina = brown dove, >ground dove

Columbina talpacoti rufipennis [~ C. ntfipennis, Columbigallina

rufipennis, Chamaepelia albivitta] = brown dove, >ground dove,

ortolan rouge, red ground dove 1

, red ortolan

Colymbus dominions —> Tachybaptus dominicus

Compsothlypis pitiayumi elegans —> Parula pitiayumi elegans

Conirostrum bicolor [= Ateleodacnis bicolor , Dacnis plumbea,

Mniotilta bicolor

]

= sucrier des mangles

Contopus cinereus bogotensis [~ C. brachytarsus, C. bogotensis, Myio-

bius virens] = >buff-bellied petchary, gobe-mouche a ventre jauntre

Corag)ps atratus [~ C. foetens, Cathartes atratus, Catharista atrata]

= black corbeau, >cobo, john(ny) crow, town corbeau

Corethura olivacea —> Porzana albicollis

Cotyle uropygialis —* Stelgidopteryx ruficollis

Crax pipite —> Aburria pipile

Crex olivacea —» Porzana albicollis

Crotophaga ani = blackbird”, cowbird, mel cobo, old witch, savannah

blackbird. >tickbird
1

Crotophaga major = great tickbird, >gros merle cobo, marsh tickbird

Crypturellus soui [= Crypturus pileatus , Tinamus sovi] = >cai lie
1

,

countryman's clock

Cyanerpes caeruleus trinitatis [= Arbelorhina caerulea, Coereba

caerulea] = grampo”, green-legged grampo, Trinidad honeycreeper,

>yellow-legged grampo

Cyanerpes cvaneus [~ Arbelorhina cyanea, Coereba cyanea

]

= blue

creeper, grampo 1

,
grimpeur pattes rouges, pink-footed grimpereau,

>red-legged grampo

Cyclarhis gujanensis, C.c. tobagensis [~ C. flavipectus, C. flavipectus

trinitatis
]
= pie grieche

Cymindis cavanensis —> Leptodon cayenensis

Cymindis pucherani —» Leptodon unicinctus

Cymindis unicinctus —> Leptodon unicinctus

Cypseloides rutilus [~ C. rutilus, Hirundo rutila
]
= hirondelle a collier

roux

Cypseloides zonaris [= Hemiprocne zonaris, Acanthylis collaris] =
hirondelle a collier blanc

Cypselus cayennensis —> Panyptila cavanensis

Dacnis cayana = verdigree

Dacnis plumbea —> Conirostrum bicolor

Dacnis spiza —> Chlorophanes spiza

Dendrobates kirkii —> Veniliornis kirkii

Dendrocinclafuliginosa [= D. merula meruloides, Dendrocops

meruloides
]
= carpenter (bird), cocoa eater, >little cocoa insect-

pecker, mangeur de cacao, petit mangeur de cacao

Dendrocolates picus —> Xiphorhynchus picus

Dendrocops meruloides —» Dendrocinclafuliginosa

Dendrocygna autumnalis discolor [= D. discolor, D. autumnalis
]
=

>ouikiki\ ouikiki ailes blanches, white-winged ouikiki

Dendrocygna bicolor [~ D.fulva , Anas bicolor

]

= >ouikiki
1

, ouikiki

ailes rouges

Dendrocygna viduata = >ouikiki
2

,
ouikiki bouriqui

Dendroicai petechia [~ D. aestiva , Mniotilta petechia]
= canary,

>figuier, Trinidad canary
1

Dendroplex picus —» Xiphorhynchus picus

Dendrornis susurrans —» Xiphorhynchus sussurans

Diplopteryx naevius —> Tapera naevia

Dryocopus albirostris —r Phloeoceastes melanoleucos

Diyocopus lineatus [= Ceophloeus lineatus , D. erythrops

]

= black-

throated woodpecker, carpenter (bird), charpentier, cocoa eater,

mangeur de cacao

Egretta alba —» Ardea alba

Egretta caerulea [~ Florida caerulea , Ardea caerulea
]
= aigrette

bleue, black egret, >blue gaulin; white gaulin (immature)

Egretta thula [~ Leucophoyx thula , Ardea candidissima] = >aigrette,

aigrette a panache, white gaulin

Egretta tricolor [= Ardea tricolor ruficollis , A. leucogaster
]
= aigrette

a ventre blanc, >Trinidad heron

Elaeniaflavogaster [= Elainea pagana, Myiobius martinicus
]
=

cutterhead, jay, johnny head-in-air, tillon, >top-knot

Elainea gaimardi —» Myiopagis gaimardii

Elainea pagana —> Elaenia favogaster

Elaniafallax —» Myiopagis gaimardii

Elania oleaginea —> Mionectes oleaginea

Elania striaticollis —» Mionectes olivaceus

Elanoidesforficatus [~ Nauclerusfurcatus] = ciseaux, queue-en-

ciseaux, >scissor(s)-tail"

Empidochanes arenaceus —> Cnemotriccusfuscatus

Empidochanes cabanisi —> Cnemotriccus fuscatus

Empidonax cabanisi —» Cnemotriccusfuscatus

Empidonax lawrencei —> Lathrotriccus euleri

Engyptila rufaxilla —> Leptotila rufaxilla

Engyptila verreauxi —» Leptotila verreauxi

Ephialtes portoricensis —> Otus choliba

Ereuentes occidentalis —> Calidris mauri

Ereunetus pusillus —> Calidris pusilla

Erismatura dominica —¥ Oxyura dominica

Erythronota antiqua —» Amazilia tobaci

Eucephala caerulea Chlorestes notatus

Eudocimus ruber [= Guara rubra. Ibis rubra] = black ibis”, flamant,

flamingo
1

,
grey ibis, red ibis, >scarlet ibis

Euphonia cyanocephala [= E. musica, E. nigricollis, E. aureata] =
louis d'or a tete blue, >tet bleu

Euphonia trinitatis [~ E. chlorotica, Tanagra trinitatis]
= acravat,

>cravat
!

, louis d'or
2

, louis d'or a cravatte, Trinidad euphonia

Euphonia violacea [~ Tanagra violacea lichtensteini] = louis d'or
1

,

louis d'or simple, >semp
Falco columbarius columbarius [= Hypotriorchis columbarius] =

gabilan noir a dos bleuatre

Falco deiroleucus = gabilan a tete noire

Falcofemoralis [= F. fusco-caerulescens, Hypotriorchisfemoralis] =
gabilan a poitrine noire

Falco peregrinus anatum, F. peregrinus tundrius [= F. peregrinus, F.

anatum] = gabilan raye

Falco rufigularis [~ F. albigularis, F. aurantius] = gabilan noir a

gorge rousse

Floricola longirostris —» Heliomaster longirostris

Florida caerulea —> Egretta caerulea

Florisuga mellivora fabellifera [= Trochilus mellivorus, Topaza mel-

livora] = jacobin

Fluvicola pica = nun 1

, veuve, Washerwoman
1

, white-shouldered

washerwoman

Formicarius analis [= F.a. saturatus, F. saturatus, F. hoffmanni

\

=
bois-coq, >cock-of-the-woods, coq-bois

Formicarius axillaris —» Myrmotherula axillaris

Formicarius cirrhatus —> Sakesphorus canadensis trinitatis

Formicarius lineatus —> Sclateria naevia naevia

Formicarius longipes —» Myrmeciza longipes

Forpus passerina [= Psittacula passerina] = lovebird, >parakeet

Fregata magnificens [~ F. aquila ,
Atagen aquila] = >carite bird, fre-

gate, man-o'-war

Fuligula marila —> Aythya affinis

Galbula ruficauda = kingfisher
1

,
>king hummingbird

Gallinago gallinago delicata [= G. wilsonii] = becassine

Gallinago gallinago paraguaiae [= G. wilsonii] = becassine

Gallinula chloropus [= G. galeata] = coq lagon, poule d'eau a crochet

rouge, red-seal coot, Water-hen 1
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Gampsonyx swainsoni leonae = >brown hawk, gabilan, gri-grr

GelocheUdon nilotica —> Sterna nilotica

Geothlypis aequinoctialis [= Trichas velatus] = manicou bird

Geotrvgon linearis trinitatis [= Oreopeleia linearis venezuelensis,

Peristera linearis
]
= mountain dove 3

,
mountain ground dove,

Tobago partridge

Geotry’gon montana [= Oreopeleia montana ,
Peristera montana

]

= red

dove, red ground dove2

Glaucidium brasilianum phaloenoides \~ G. phalaenoides, G. ferrug-

ineum , Athene phalaenoides

]

= >jumby bird, little brown owl, petite

chouette, pol-pol (owl), Trinidad (ferruginous) pygmy owl, ulu

Glaucis hirsuta [~ G. hirsutus, G. mazeppa, Polytmus hirsuta] =
>balisier

7
, brown-breast, doctor

2
,
hairy hermit, Trinidad hermit

Grallaria gnatimalensis aripoensis = >Trinidad antpitta, Trinidad

ant-thrush

Guara rubra —» Eudocimus ruber

Gyparchus papa —> Sarcoramphus papa

Habia rubica rubra [= Phoenicothraupis rubra , Tachyphonus ruber
]

= >cardinal
,
Trinidad red ant tanager

Harpagus bidentatus bidentatus = gabilan a deux dents

Heliomaster longirostris [~ Anthoscenus longirostris, Trochilus

longirostris , Floricola longirostris , Mellisuga longirostris] =

>carmine (hummingbird), carmine throat, gorge-carmin, star-throat

Hemipalama multistriata —> Calidris himantopus

Hemiprocne zonaris —> Cypseloides zonaris

Heterocnemis naevia —» Sclateria naevia naevia

Heteropoda longirostris —> Calidris mauri

Heteropoda mauri —» Calidris mauri

Heteropoda semipalmata —» Calidris pusilla

Heteropygia pectoralis —» Calidris melanotos

Himantopus mexicanus [~ H. nigricollis

]

= becasse-la-mort

Hirundo albiventer —> Tachycineta albiventer

Hirundo cyanoleuca —> Notiochelidon cyanoleuca

Hirundo rustica [= Chelidon erythrogaster, H. rufa] = >bam swallow,

hirondelle a ventre rouge

Hirundo rutila —> Cypseloides rutilus

Holoquiscalus lugubris —» Quiscalus lugubris

Hydranassa tricolor = Trinidad heron

Hylocharis caerulea —> Chlorestes notatus

Hylophilus aurantiifrons saturatus [~ H. insularis
]
= petit gobe-mouche

Hylophilus flavipes insularis = Tobago hylophilus

Hypotriorchis columbarius —> Falco columbarius

Hypotriorchis femoralis —» Falcofemoralis

Ibis rubra —» Eudocimus ruber

Icterus chrysocephalus = moriche"

Icterus icterus = turpial

Icterus nigrogularis [= I. xanthomus] = cacique
2

, carouge
1

, common
combird, >combird“, golden oriole, Trinidad oriole

Ictinia plumbea = gabilan bleu

lonornis martinica —» Porphyrula martinica

Ixobrychus exilis [= Ardetta exilis, Ardea exilis] = quioc jaune, >small

chuck 1

,
susianna

Ixobrychus involucris [~ Ardetta involucris, Ardea variegata] = quioc

jaune raye, >small chuck2

Jacanajacana [= Parrajacana

]

= lily-trotter, paul perruquier, >spur-

wing, surgeon2

Lampornis mango —» Anthracothorax nigricollis

Lampornis violicauda —> Anthracothorax nigricollis

Larus atricilla [~ L. ridibundus] = booby2
,
pigeon de mer, >seagull

2

Laterallus exilis [= Porzana cinerea, Ortygometra cinerea] = petite

poule-savanne

Lathrotriccus euleri lawrencei [= Empidonax lawrencei
]
= >greenish-

bellied petchary, gobe-mouche a poitrine verdatre

Legatus leucophaius [= L. albicollis, Myiobius leucophaius] = gobe-

mouche a bandeau, >black-banded petchary

Leistes americanus Stumella militaris

Leistes militaris —> Stumella militaris

Lepidocolaptes souleyetti littoralis [= Picolaptes albolineatus

]

=
carpenter (bird), charpentier raye, cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao

Leptodon cavenensis [= Cvmindis cayanensis]
= gabilan a tete bleue

Leptotila rufaxilla hellmayri [= Engyptila rufcvcilla, Peristera rufax-

illa] = ground dove 2
, >mountain dove2

, tourtuelle, touterelle a

paupieres rouges

Leptotila verreauxi verreauxi , L.v. tobagensis [= Engyptila verreauxi,

Peristera verreauxi] = ground dove 3
, >mountain dove 1

, rusty dove,

touterelle a paupieres bleues

Leucophoyx thula —> Egretta thula

Leucopternis albicollis albicollis [= Urubitinga albicollis , Buteo albi-

collis, B. poecilinotus] = gabilan, gabilan a dos noir, >white gavilan

Limnodromus griseus griseus and L.g. hendersoni [= Macrorhamphus

griseus] = grise a long bee

Limosafedoa — grand becard

Limosa haemastica [= L. hudsonica, L. aegocephala] = becard ailes

blanches

Lophornis ornata [= Mellisuga ornata] = coquette, >huppe col, king
4

,

whiskerando

Lurocalis semitorquatus [~ L. gouldii] = engoulevent a taches rousses

Macrorhamphus griseus —> Limnodromus griseus

Manacus manacus [= Chiromachaeris manacus, Pipra guttularis] =

>casse noisette, soupap
1

, stickman
2

, Trinidad manakin,

washerwoman”

Mareca americana —» Anas americana

Megarhynchus pitangua [= M. chrysogaster] = >broad-billed kiskadee,

qu’est-ce-qu’il-dit a bee large

Megascops brasilianus —> Otus choliba

Mellisuga longirostris —> Heliomaster longirostris

Mellisuga moschita —» Chrysolampis mosquitus

Mellisuga ornata —> Lophornis ornata

Merula flavipes —> Platycichla flavipes

Merulafumigata —¥ Turdusfumigatus

Merula gymnophthalma —> Turdus nudigenis

Merula phaeopvgus —» Turdus albicolis

Merula xanthoscelus —> Platycichlaflavipes

Micropalama himantopus —» Calidris himantopus

Milvulus tyrannus —» Tyrannus savana

Mimus gilvus = chow-chow, day-clean
2

, >mockingbird
2

,
paraulata,

teeming day-clean, yard-boy

Mionectes oleaginea pallidiventris [= M. oleagineus, Elania ole-

aginea , Pipromorpha oleaginea] = gobe-mouche roussatre

Mionectes olivaceus [= Elania striaticollis] = gobe-mouche vert

Mniotilta bicolor —> Conirostrum bicolor

Mniotilta petechia —» Dendroica petechia

Mniotilta venusta —> Coereba flaveola

Molothrus bonariensis [= M. atronitens] = >lazy bird, little black

stare, oat bird, papa small, petit merle noir

Momotus momota [= M. swainsoni , M. bahamensis] = >bouhoutou.

houtou(tou), king-of-the-forest, king-of-the-wood(s), voutou,

wutetetoo

Morphnus urubitinga —» Buteogallus urubitinga

Muscivorus tyrannus Tyrannus savana

Mycteria americana [~ Tantalus loculator] = >soldat“, tantal

Myiarchus tuberculifer [~ M. tricolor , M. gracilorostris, M. coalei,

M. nigriceps, Tyrannus tuberculifer, Myiobius stolidus] = >foolish

petchary, gobe-mouche bran

Myiarchus tyrannulus tobagensis [= M. ferox, Myiobius nigriceps] =
oiseau fou

Myiarchus tyrannulus tyrannulus \~ M. ferox , Miobius nigriceps] =

oiseau fou

Myiobius audax —> Mviodynastes maculates

Myiobius leucophaius —» Legatus leucophaius

Myiobius martinicus —> Elaeniaflavogaster

Myiobius nigriceps —» Myiarchus tyrannulus

Myiobius stolidus —> Myiarchus tuberculifer

Myiobius virens —> Contopus cinereus

Myiodynastes maculates [~ M. audax, Myiobius audax] = pipiri
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Myiopagis gaimardii [~ Elainea gaimardi, Elaniafallax

]

= petit tillon

a huppe blanche

Myiopatis pusilla —> Camptostoma obsoletum

Myiophobusfasciatus [~ M. naevius, M. crysoceps

]

= fellow-crested

petchary, gobe-mouche a huppe jaune

Myrmeciza longipes [~ Md. albiventris, Formicarius longipes] =

>mad-bird, petit fourmilier

Myrmotherula axillaris [~ Formicarius axillaris] = petit charbonnier

Nasica sussurans —> Xiphorhynchus sussurans

Nauclerusfurcatus —» Elanoidesforficatus

Netta erythrophthalma = poachard

Notiochelidon cyanoleuca [= Atticora cyanoleuca, Hirando cyanoleuca

]

= hirondelle a ventre blanc, >swallow
4

Numenius borealis = petit bee crochu

Numenius phaeopus hudsonicus [= N. hudsonicus]
= bee crochu,

>crook-bill

Nyctanassa violacea [~ Nycticorax violaceus, N. violacea

\

= crabier
1

,

>crabier a croissant, crescent crab-eater

Nyctibius griseus [= N. jamaicensis, N. pectoralis
]
= common potoo,

grey potoo, gros engoulevent, >poor-me-one*

Nycticorax nycticorax hoactli [= N. n. naevius, N. naevius] = crabier
1

,

>crabier batali

Nycticorax nycticorax naevius —> N. n. hoactli

Nycticorax violacea —» Nyctanassa violacea

Nycticorax violaceus —> Nyctanassa violacea

Nyctidromus albicollis [= N. guianensis, Caprimulgus albico/lis] =
cuiejo, engoulevent des chemins, >huyu, watchman of the road,

who-are-you

Ortalis ruficauda = >cocrico, katraka, pheasant, Tobago pheasant

Oryzoborus crassirostris [= Spennophila crassirostris] = grassbird
7

,

gros cici-zebe noir, large black (finch), >twa-twa

Otus choliba crucigerus [~ Megascops brasilianus, Ephialtes portori-

censis] = chouette a oreilles, >eared owl

Oxyura dominica [= Erismatura dominiea] = vingeon
1

Pachyramphus polychopterus tristis [~ P. niger, Tityra nigra] =
>black-and-white thick-bill, black hard-beak

1

, becdu

Palamedea cornuta —> Anhima cornuta

Pandion haliaetus carolinensis [= P. haliaetus, P. carolinensis] =
gabilan pecheur

Panyptila cayanensis [= Cypselus cayennensis] = hirondelle a gorge blanc

Parrajacana —> Jacanajacana

Panda pitiayumi elegans [= Compsothlypis pitiayumi elegans] =

>golden sucrier, sucrier dore

Pelecanus occidentalis [= P.fuscus] = bacula, ben, >big ben, grand

gosier

Penelope cumanensis = Aburria pipile

Peristera cinerea —» Claravis pretiosa

Peristera linearis —> Geotrygon linearis trinitatis

Peristera montana —» Geotrygon montana

Peristera rufaxilla —> Leptotila rufaxilla

Peristera verreauxi —> Leptotila verreauxi

Petasophora delphinae —> Colibri delphinae

Phaethon aethereus = booby 7

Phaethornis guy [~ P. guyi guyi, P. guyi] = >brin blanc, doctor
2

,

fork-tailed hummingbird, green-throated hummingbird, mango
hummingbird

Phaethornis longuemareus \~ Pygmornis longuemareus] = doctor",

>rachette"

Phaetusa simplex [= P. magnirostris, Sterna chlorispoda] = fellow-
footed tern, mauve a patte jaune souffe

Phalacrocorax olivaceus olivaceus [= P. brasiliensis] = >black duck",

muscovy, plongeon a bee crochu

Phloeoceastes melanoleucos [~ Campephilus melanoleucus
,
Drvoco-

pus albirostris] = >big red-headed woodpecker, carpenter (bird),

charpentier, charpentier a tete rouge, cocoa eater, mangeur de cacao

Phoenicothraupis rubra —> Habia rubia rubra

Piaya cayana insulana = bucutu, >coucou manioc 1

,
grand coucou

manioc, Trinidad squirrel cuckoo

Piaya melancorypha —> Coccyzus melanocoryphus

Piaya minuta [= Cuculus cayanensis] = petit coucou manioc, >small

manioc cuckoo

Picolaptes albolineatus —» Lepidocolaptes souleyetti

Piculus rubiginosus trinitatis, P.r. tobagensis [= Chloronerpes rubigi-

nosus] = blue-headed woodpecker, carpenter (bird), charpentier,

charpentier a tete bleu, cocoa eater, >green woodpecker, mangeur
de cacao, Trinidad green woodpecker (P.r. trinitatis )

Pionus menstruus menstruus [~ Psittacus menstruus] = >blue-headed

parrot, perruche a tete bleue

Pipile pipile —» Aburria pipile

Pipra guttularis —> Manacus manacus
Pirangaflava [= P. aestiva, P. haemulea, Pyranga hepatica] =

cardinal a gros-bec

Pitangus sulphuratus trinitatis [= P. rufipennis, Saurophagus sulphu-

ratus] = common kiskadee, >kiskadee, qu'est-ce-qu'il-dit a bee

etroit, Trinidad kiskadee flycatcher

Pity’lus torridus —» Oryzoborus angolensis

Platalea ajaja —> Ajaja ajaja

Platycichlaflavipes [~ Meridaflavipes, M. xanthoscelus, Turdus

flavipes, T. xanthoscelus] = black-bird
7

,
grive a pattes jaunes, grive

noire, >yellow-footed thrush

Platyrhynchus aequinoctialis —> Tolmomyias sulphurescens

Platvrinchus mystaceus \~ Platvrhvnchus mvstaceus insularis,

P. cancromus] = >broad-bill
,
gobe-mouche a bee plat, >Tobago

flatbill

Plegadisfalcinellus = black ibis
1

Plotus anhinga —» Anhinga anhinga

Pluvialis dominica [= Charadrius dominicus, C. virginicus] = plover,

>ploward3
,
pluvier dore

Pluvialis squatarola [~ Charadrius sqiiatarola , Squatarola helvetica,

S. squatarola] = plover
1

, >ploward", ploward 7

Podager nacunda [~ P. nacauda] = engoulevent a collier blanc

Podiceps dominicus —r Tachybaptus dominicus

Podilymbus podiceps [~ P. carolinensis] = >diver, plongeon

Polytrims chionopectus —> Amazilia chionopectus

Polytmus delphinae —> Colibri delphinae

Polytmus erythronotus —r Amazilia tobaci

Polytmus guainurnbi [= P. thaumantis, P.t. chrysobronchus, P. viridis,

Chrysobronchus virescens] = colibri vert-perle, pearl, >vert-perle

Polytmus hirsuta —r Glaucis hirsuta

Polytmus mango —> Anthracothorax nigricollis

Porphvrula martinica [~ Ionornis martinica] = blue-seal coot, >blue

waterfowl, poule d'eau a cachet bleu, water hen"

Porzana albicollis [= Crex olivacea, Corethura olivacea] = grosse

poule-savanne

Porzana Carolina [= Ortygometra Carolina] = poule-savanne a gorge

noire

Porzana cinerea —> Laterallus exilis

Procnias averano [= P. variegata , P. nivea, Chasmorhvnchus niveus,

C. variegatus] = anvil-bird, >bellbird, blacksmith, campanero,

capuchin 1

Procnias viridis —> Tersina viridis

Progne chalvbea [~ P. purpurea] = hirondelle noire, martin,

>rainbird
7

, swallow
2

Progne dominicensis = purple martin, >rainbird
2

, swallow
1

Psarocolius decurnanus insularis [~ Ostinops decumanus insularis] =

cacique huppe, carouge
3

, combird
4

,
crested cacique, great-crested

cacique, great-crested combird, large combird, merle laque jaune,

pogga, yellow combird, fellow-tail
1

Psittacula batavica —> Touit batavica

Psittacula hueti —» Touit huetii

Psittacula passerina —> Forpus passerina

Psittacus agilis —> Amazona amazonica

Psittacus menstruus —» Pionus menstruus

Pterocyanea discors —> Anas discors

Pujfinus Iherminieri = diablotin"

Pulsatrix torquata [~ Athene torquata] = chouette a collier, >collared owl

Pygmornis longuemareus —» Phaethornis longuemareus

Pyranga aestiva —> Piranga rubra
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Pyranga hepatica —» Pirangaflava

Quiscalus lugubris [~ Holoquiscalus lugubris, Q. barita] = blackbird
1

.

>boat-tail , common blackbird, merle a queue en bateau, Trinidad

boat-tail

Rallus longirostris = dahoe, long-beak, >mangrove hen, poule de bois,

poule d'eau ginga, Trinidad clapper rail, wood hen

Rallus maculatus = poule d'eau tachetee

Ramphastos vitellinus = piapoco, tia poco, >tocan, toka
1

, toucan

Ramphocaenus melanurus trinitalis [= Rhamphocoenus melanurus

trinitatis , R. trinitatis, R. melanurus
]
= echelette, >Trinidad ant-wren

Ramphocelus carbo magnirostris [= R.jacapa magnirostris,

R. magnirostris , R.jacapa, Thanphocelusjacapa]
= bee d'argent

1

,

picoplat
2

,
>silver beak

1

Recur\’irostra americana = bent-bill

Rhinoptynx clamator = cat-faced owl

Rhynchocyclusflaviventris —> Tolmomyiasflaviventris

Rhynchocyclus sulphurescens —> Tolmomyias sulphurescens

Rynchops niger [~ R. nigra

]

= bee a ciseaux, bee de ciseaux, bee en

ciseaux, >scissors-bill

Sakespborus canadensis trinitatis [~ Thamnophilus cirrhatus,

T. atricapillus, Formicarius cirrhatus
]
= charbonnier, Trinidad

black-crested ant shrike

Saltator albicollis perstriatus [~ S. striatipectus

]

= gros-bec tachete

Saltator eoerulescens brewsteri S. olivascens, S. icterophrys
]
=

gros beak, gros-bec, >pitch-oil”

Sarcoramphus papa [= Vulturpapa, Gyparchus papa
]
= >king cobo",

king of the corbeaux, roi des corbeaux

Saurophagus sulphuratus —> Pitangus sulphuratus

Scaphidura oryzivora [= Cassidix oiyzivora, Scaphidurus ater\ =

black combird, >jackdaw, merle cavalier, tairico

Sclateria naevia naevia [~ Heterocnemis naevia, Formicarius lineatus

]

= becassine a riviere, >water wren

Seiurus noveboracensis [~ Enicocichla noveboracensis] = batte-queue,

waterthrush

Setophaga ruticilla = officier, >redstart

Sicalis flaveola = Trinidad canary"

Spatula clypeata = canard spatule, shoveller, >spoonbill duck

Spermophila bouvronoides —» Sporophila bouvronides

Spermophila cinereola —> Sporophila intermedia

Spermophila crassirostris —» Oryzoborus crassirostris

Spermophila intermedia —> Sporophila intermedia

Spermophila minuta —> Sporophila nigricollis

Spinus cucullatus [= S. cucullata\ = cardinal
1

. >colorado

Spiza americana [~ Euspiza americana
]
= moineau, >rice-bird,

Venezuelan
1

, venezuelian
1

Spizaetus ornatus [= S. mauduyti] = chicken hawk3
, copetong,

>crested gabilan, gabilan, gabilan a huppe

Spizaetus tyrannus [~ S. braccata] = gabilan a pattes ginga

Sporophila americana = Tobago picoplat

Sporophila bouvronides [= S. lineola, S. lineola trinitatis, Spermophila

bouvronoides
\
= >char, cici-zebe a cravatte noire, grass-bird

4
, mous-

tache finch

Sporophila intennedia [~ S. grisea, Spennophila intermedia, Spermophila

cinereola 1 = cici-zebe ^ris, grass-bird
3

,
grey grass-bird, >picoplat .

ring-neck
1

,
Venezuelan”, venezuelian”, veni

Sporophila minuta = cici-zebe a ventre roux, grass-bird
6

, >robin
1

,

small red-bellied finch

Sporophila nigricollis [= S. gutturalis, Spermophila minuta,

S. gutturalis]
= bee d’argent

2
, cici-zebe a ventre jaune, grass-bird

5
,

>ring-neck“, silver beak”, tie-neck, yellow-bellied finch

Sporophila schistacia = >brazilian, brazo

Squatarola helvetica —> Pluvialis squatarola

Squatarola squatarola —> Pluvialis squatarola

Steatornis caripensis [~ Caprimulgus caripensis
]
= diablotin

1

,

guacharo, >oilbird

Stelgidopteryx ruficollis aequilis [~ S. uropygialis, Cotyle uropygialis

]

= hirondelle a ventre jaune, >swallow6

Sterna albifrons antillarum [= S. antillarum, S. argentea

]

= petite

mauve

Sterna cayennensis —> Thalasseus maximum
Sterna chlorispoda —> Phaetusa simplex

Sterna dougalli = >mauve, pillikins
1

, sea swallow

Sternafuscata = booby 1

, >pillikins
3

,
seagull

3

Sterna hirundo = mauve, >pillikins
2

,
sea swallow

Sterna maxima maxima [= Thalasseus maximum, S. cayennensis
,
S.

regia
]
= mauve a queue blanche

Sterna nilotica [~ Gelochelidon nilotica, S. aranea] = mauve a dos

cendre, >pillikins
4

Sterna regia —> Thalasseus maximum
Sterna sandvicensis [= S. eurygnatha, S. elegans

]
= >black-legged

tern, grande mauve a pattes noires

Strix pratincola —> Tvto alba

Sturnella militaris [= Leistes americanus, L. militarist = >soldier bird.

Trinidad robin

Sula leucogaster leucogaster [= S. leucogastra, S. pan’a] = fou commun
Sula sula [= S. piscator]

= fou a pattes rouges

Svmphemia semipalmata —> Catoptrophorus semipalmatus

Synallaxis albescens trinitatis [= S. ruficapilla] = guiouti"

Synallaxis cinnamomea [~ S. terrestris, S. cinerascens, S. rujicauda
\
=

guiouti a gorge ginga, guiouti des joncs, >Trinidad spinetail

Syrnium virgatum —> Ciccaba virgata

Tachybaptus dominions [= Podiceps dominicus, Colymbus dominions]
= >diver*, petit plongeon

Tachycineta albiventer [= T. albiventris , Flirundo albiventer

]

= hiron-

delle a dos vert, >swallow5

Tachyphonus luctuosus [= T. albispecularis
]
= >little parson, petit

pere noir

Tachyphonus ruber —> Habia rubia rubra

Tachyphonus rufus [= T. melaleucus, T. beauperthuyi] = cocoa bird
1

,

>parson, pere noir

Tanagra cana —> Thraupis episcopus

Tanagra cyanocephala subcinerea —> Thraupis cyanocephala

Tanagra glauca —> Thraupis episcopus

Tanagra subcinerea —> Thraupis cyanocephala

Tanagra trinitatis —» Euphonia trinitatis

Tanagra violacea lichtensteini —» Euphonia violacea

Tangara chrysophrys [= T. guttata, T.g. trinitatis, Calliste guttata] =

>arrivant, tiger tanager

Tangara gyrola [= T. desmaresti, Calliste desmaresti] = brown-

headed vert-vert, cocoa-headed tanager, police bird, tet kako, tet

mazet, vert-vert a tete cacao, >worthless

Tangara mexicana [= Calliste viellotii, C. flaviventris viei/loti] =

diable enrhume, Mexican tanager, >sucrier martinique

Tantalus loculator —> Mycteria americana

Tapera naevia [= Diplopteryx naevius] = four-winged, trinite
(
quatre

ailes), trinity, >wife-sick

Taraba major [= Thamnophilus major, T. stagurus] = coucou

Tersa ventralis —> Tersina viridis

Tersina viridis [= Procnias viridis, Tersa ventralis] = blue mantle"

Thalasseus maximum —> Sterna maxima maxima
Thamnophilus atricapillus —» Sakesphorus canadensis

Thamnophilus cirrhatus —> Sakesphorus canadensis

Thamnophilus doliatus = bush guinea bird, cocoa bird", >Dominica

bird, guinea bird
1

,
pintade, qua-qua

Thamnophilus major —> Taraba major

Thamnophilus stagurus —> Taraba major

Thanphocelusjacapa —» Ramphocelus carbo magnirostris

Thaumantias chionipectus —> Amazilia chionopectus

Thraupis cyanocephala [~ Tanagra cyanocephala subcinerea,

T. subcinerea] = >blue mantle
1

,
grosbec a tete bleu

Thraupis episcopus, T.e. berlepschi, T.e. nesophila [= Tanagra

glauca, T. cana, T. cana sclateri, T. sclateri] =>bluebird, blue jay,

blue jean(s), ladwez, oiseau bleu, Trinidad blue-gray tanager

Thraupis palmarum [= Tanagra palmantm melanoptera, T. mel-

anoptera, T. olivascens, T. palmarum] = coconut bird, >palmiste”

Thryothorus rutilus [= Troglodytes rutilus] = >bush wren, jungle

wren, rossignol des halliers

Tiaris jacarini —> Volatiniajacarina
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Tigrisoma lineatum lineatum [~ T. brasiliensis\ = crabier jonc, >rush

crabier

Tityra cayana = >benedictin, blackcap, black hard-beak“, black thick-

bill, frog-bird, magic bird

Tityra nigra —> Pachyramphus polychopterus

Tolmomyiasflaviventris collingwoodi [~ Rhynchocyclusfiaviventris

]

= >broad-bill
_

, gobe-mouche a dos vert

Tolmomyias sulphurescens berlepschi [~ Rhynchocyclus sulphurescens,

Platyrhynchus aequinoctialis
]
= >broad-bill ’, tillon a large bee

Topaza mellivora —> Florisuga mellivora

Totanus chloropygius Tringa solitaria

Totanusflavipes —> Tringaflavipes

Totanus melanoleucus —» Tringa melanoleuca

Totanus semipalmatus —> Catoptrophorus semipalmatus

Totanus solitarius —» Tringa solitaria

Touit batavica [= Urochroma cingulata , U. melanoptera, Psittacula

batavica

]

= perruche a sept couleurs, >seven-coloured parakeet

Touit huetii [~ Urochroma hueti , Psittacula hueti

]

= perruche aux

ailes rouges, >red-winged parakeet

Trichas bivittatus —> Basileuterus culicivorus

Trichas velatus —> Geothlypis aequinoctialis

Tringa canutus —» Calidris canutus

Tringaflavipes [~ Totanus flavipes] = pieds jaunes

Tringafuscicollis —> Calidrisfuscicollis

Tringa maculata —> Calidris melanotos

Tringa melanoleuca [= Totanus melanoleucus
]
= clin-clin, >pika

Tringa melanotus —> Calidris fuscicollis

Tringa minutilla —> Calidris minutilla

Tringa rufescens —> Tryngites subruficollis

Tringa solitaria solitaria [= Totanus solitarius , T. chloropygius

\

=
grandes ailes

Tringoides bartramius —> Bartramia longicauda

Tringoides hypoleuca —» Actitis macularia

Tringoides macularia —> Actitis macularia

Tringoides macularius —» Actitis macularia

Trochilus amethystinus = amethystine

Trochilus longirostris —> Heliomaster longirostris

Trochilus mellivorus —» Florisuga mellivora

Trogolodytes aedon [~ T. rufulus\
= >god('s)-bird, house bird, housie,

kakarachi, nightingale, rossignol, Tobago house wren, Trinidad

house wren

Troglodytes rutilus —» Thryothorus rutilus

Trogon collaris exoptatus = couroucou a ventre rouge

Trogon violaceus [= T. meridionalis, T. sulphureus
]
= petit couroucou

a ventre jaune

Trogon viridis [~ T. strigilatus
]
= >couroucouai, grand couroucou a

ventre jaune

Tryngites subruficollis [~ Tringa rufescens] = petit pieds jaunes

Turdus albicollis [~ Merida phaeopygus
, T. phaeopigus] = grive a

cravatte, Tobago grey-rumped thrush, white-necked robin, >white-

necked thrush, white-throated thrush

Turdus flavipes —> Platvcichla flavipes

Turdusfumigatus [~ Meridafumigata, Turdus casius] = >cocoa

thrush, grive des cacaos

Turdus fumigatus aquilonalis = Trinidad thrush

Turdus nudigenis [= T. gymnophthalma , T. gymnophthalmus, Merida

gymnophthalma] = bare-cheeked thrush, bare-eye thrush, big-eye
1

,

>big-eye grieve, big-eye seri, gold-eye (thrush), yellow-eye(d)

thrush

Turdus phaeopigus —» Turdus albicollis

Turdus xanthoscelus —> Platvcichlaflavipes

Tyrannus dominicensis [~ T. rostratus , T. magnirostris] = qu'est-ce-qu'il-

dit a ventre blanc

Tyrannus melancholicus [~ T. melancholicus satrapa , T. verticalis, T.

vociferans] = grey-headed keskidee, qu'est-ce-qu'il-dit a tete grise,

>yellow-belly
T

Tyrannus savana [= Muscivorus tyrannus
,
Milvulus tyrannus] =

longue-queue, >scissors tail
1

,
swallow3

Tyrannus tuberculifer —> Myiarchus tuberculifer

Tyto alba [= Strix pratincola] = > bam owl, chouette blanche

Urochroma cingulata —> Touit batavica

Urochroma hueti —> Touit huetii

Urochroma melanoptera —> Touit batavica

Urubitinga albicollis —» Leucopternis albicollis

Urubitanga anthracina —» Buteogallus anthracinus cancrivorus

Urubitinga urubitinga Buteogallus urubitinga

Venioliornis kirkii [~ Dendrobates kirkii , Chloronerpes kirkii] =
carpenter (bird), charpentier, cocoa eater, >little red-headed wood-

pecker, mangeur de cacao, petit charpentier a tete rouge

Vireo altiloquus [= V. calidris] = grand siffleur a tete grise

Vireo chivi vividor (Trin.), V.c.tobagensis (Tob.) [= V. chivi agilis, V.

olivaceus] = petit siffleur a tete grise, >red-eyed vireo

Volatiniajocarina [= V.j. splendens , Tiarisjacarini] = beezing finch,

black finch, black poochi, >cici zeb
1

,
grass bird

2
,
grassy, johnny

jump-up, petit cici-zebe noir, savannah bird, zwee

Vultur papa —> Sarcoramphus papa

Xanthosomus icterocephalus —> Agelaius icterocephalus

Xenops mtilans heterurus [= X. rutilus] = petit grimpeur

Xiphorhynchus picus altirostris [= Dendroplex picus, Dendrocolates

picus] = carpenter (bird), charpentier, charpentier des mangles,

mangeur de cacao

Xiphorhynchus sussurans [~ Dendrornis susurrans, Nasica sussurans,

X. guttatus] = carpenter (bird), charpentier, cocoa eater, >cocoa

insect-pecker, mangeur de cacao

Zenaida auriculata = wood dove

Unidentified

millouin

mountain crab-eater = crabier de montagne

poule savanne = savannah hen, water hen

FISH

Abudefdufsaxatilis = >kakabari, kaka fish, schoolmaster

Acanthias vularis —> Squalus cubensis

Acanthocephalus guppyi —> Poecilia reticulata

Acanthocephalus reticulatus —> Poecilia reticulata

Acanthocybium solandri = balata kingfish. >queenfish

Acanthostracion quadricornis = >cowfish, sea cow 1

Acanthurus chirurgus [= Teuthis caeruleus] = black doctor fish

Acanthurus coeruleus [= Teuthis caeruleus] = blue doctor fish,

chirugeon, >tang

Achirus lineatus = aileronde, chinee fish
1

, flounder, small sole

Aequidens pulcher = >blue coscorob, coscie, coscorob, green

coscorob, small coscorob

Aetobatus narinari = tactay stingray, >wacawa

Agonostomus monticola = common mullet, freshwater mullet, >moun-
tain mullet, mullet

2

Albula vulpes = banane2
, carajo, macabe

Anableps anableps [= A. tetropthalmos, Cobitis anableps] = >big

eye
2

, four-eye(d) fish, four eyes, goziey
1

,
gros-yeux

1

,
large-eye(d)

fish, star-gazer

Anableps microlepis = >big eye
2

, four-eye(d) fish, four eyes, goziey
1

,

gros-yeux
1

, large-eye(d) fish, star-gazer

Anchoa argenteus = sardine
4

Anchoa cayorum = sardine
4

Anchoa clupeoides = sardine
4

Anchoa delicatissima [~ Engraulis delicatissimus] = small zanchois

Anchoa lyolepis = sardine
4

Anchoa parva = anchois, jashwa, fry-dry, fryer, large zanchois,

>zanchois

Anchoa repsetuus = anchois, jashwa, fry-dry, fryer, large zanchois,

>zanchois

Anchovia brownii = anchois, jashwa, fry-dry, fryer, large zanchois,

>zanchois

Anchovia clupeoides = anchois, jashwa, fry-dry, fryer, small zanchois,

>zanchois
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Anchoviella sp. = sardine
4

Ancistrus cirrhosus \~ A. cirrhosa
,
A. triradiatus, Xenocara cirrhosum

]
=

bearded teta, doctor fish
2

, doctor teta, >jumbie teta, peignelle, teta
2

Angelichthys ciliaris —> Holocanthus ciliaris

Anguilla rostrata = anguille tet chien
1

,
dog-head(ed) eel, eel

1

,
>zanji

Anisotremus swinamensis = lippe

Anisotremus virginicus = patriot

Aphyocharax axelrodi —» Hvphessobrycon axelrodi

Archosargus probatophalus = cataplume

Archosargus rhomboidalis \~ A. unimaculatus
]
= mawan, >rodeau

Argyreiosus vomer —> Selene vomer

Arius herzbergii = silver catfish

Arius spixii = bagre, >barbe, barbel, catfish
1

, common catfish
1

,

machoiran, river catfish

Astyanax bimaculatus [~ Poeciliurichthys bimaculatus ,

Tetragonopterus maculatus1 = pink-fm(ned) sardine, sardine
9

,

sardine d'or, >sardine doree , two-spotted sardine

Auxis thazard = bonit(o)

Awaous taiasica = sand fish

Bagre bagre = bagre, >barbe, barbel, catfish
1

,
common catfish

1

,

machoiran, river catfish

Bathystoma rimator —» Haemulon aurolineatum

Batrachoides surinamensis [= Batrachus surinamensis
\
— crapaud6

,

crapaud-fish
1

Batrachus surinamensis —> Batrachoides surinamensis

Bothus lunatus = chinee fish
1

,
flounder, small sole

Caecorhamdia urichi = blind catfish

Calamus calamus = gros-yeux"

Callichthys callichthys [=? C. kneri] = cascadu ,
cascadura", chat",

chato, >flat-head cascadu(ra)

Carangue bartholomeii —» Caranx bartholomaei

Caranx bartholomaei [= Carangue bartholomeii

]

= coolihou, couli-

hoo, coulirou, jack-fish, small coulihou, yellow jack

Caranx chrysos = carangue grasse

Caranx hippos [~ Scomber carangus

]

= camard (cavalli), carangue

(camard), >cavalli, yellow cavalli

Caranx latus = >big-eye cavalli, carangue gros-yeux, goziey", gros-

yeux3
, horse cavalli, horse-eye cavalli

Caranx lugubris [~ C. nigrans

]

= black cavalli, >black jack, carangue

noir

Caranx sp. = hourel

Caranx sp. = jacks

Caranx sp. = greenback

Carcharadon carcharias = bebeao

Carcharhinus acronotus = black nose shark

Carcharhinusfalciformis = silky shark, >tinterero

Carcharhinus leucas = bull shark

Carcharinus limbatus = black fin shark, black tip shark, shark
1

Carcharhinus obscurus = rechin

Carcharhinus porosus = white shark

Cathorops spixii = silver catfish

Centropomus ensifems = Crochet 1

, chinee fish
2

, one-striped brochet

Centropomus parallelus = >brochet\ brochet de mer, chinee fish
2

,

one-striped brochet, salmon2
, saumon

Centropomus unidecimalis = brochet
1

, brochet de mer, chinee fish
2

,

one-striped brochet

Cephalacanthus volitans —» Dactylopterus volitans

Cephalopholis cruentata [= Petrometopon cruentatus

\

= butterfish
3

,

>ouitallibe

Cetengraulis edentulus = sardine
4

Cetengraulis sp. = anchois, jashwa, fry-dry, fryer, large zanchois,

>zanchois

Chaedopterusfaber —> Chaetodipterusfaber

Chaetodipterusfaber [~ Chaedopterusfaber
]
= pawa

Chaetodon capistratus = marguerite, mariposa

Chaetodon striatus = demoiselle", mariposa

Charax gibbosa —> Roeboides dayi

Cheirodon pulcher —> Odontostilbe pulcher

Chloroscombrus chrysurus = plateau, sapatay

Cichlasoma taenia [= C. bimaculatum, Acura minuta, Acara portalg-

rensis, Aequidens portalgrensis] = >brown coscorob, coscorob,

large coscorob, red-eye
1

Clupanadon pseudohispanieus —» Harengula clupeola

Cobitis anableps —> Anableps anableps

Colomesus psittacus = >chouf-chouf
,
puffer

Conodon nobilis = yellow cro-cro

Coiydoras aeneus [= C. macrosteus, Hoplostemum aeneum, Callichthys

aeneus
]
= cascadu

3
, cascadura

3
,
goldfish, >pui-pui, river goldfish,

small cascadura, souci

Corynopoma riisei = sardine
10

, swallow-tail(ed) sardine, >sword-

tail(ed) sardine, sword-tail(ed) tetra

Coiyphaena equisetis = small dolphin

Crenicichla alta [~ C.frenata\ = brochet", >matawal", millet, watamal

Crenicichla saxatalis = >matawal 1

, mulet, watamal2

Ctenosciaena gracilicirrhus = >salmon 1

, saumon, sea trout, silver perch

Cupea sp. = cailleu-tassart

Curimata agenta —» Steindachnerina argentea

Curimatus argenteus —> Steindachnerina argentea

Cyclopsetta chittendeni = aileronde, chinee fish
1

, flounder, platefish,

saucer fish, small sole

Cyclopsetta funbriata = aileronde, chinee fish
1

, flounder, platefish,

saucerfish, small sole

Cynoscion acoupa = >salmon , saumon, sea trout, silver perch

Cynoscionjamaciensis = >salmon 1

, saumon, sea trout

Cynoscion nebulosus = chair-leg

Cynoscion parallelus = salmon, saumon, sea trout

Cynoscion regalis = grey saumon

Cynoscion similis = salmon 1

, saumon, sea trout

Cynoscion virescens = salmon 1

, saumon, sea trout

Dactylopterus volitans [~ Cephalacanthus volitans
]
= >batfish

2
, poule

de (la) mer, robin
2

, sea fowl, sea robin
1

Dasyatis americana = stingaray
1

Dasyatis guttata = stingaray
1

, tactay stingray

Decapterus punctatus = cha-cha
1

Diapterus rhombeus = blinch"

Diplectrumformosum = pretty fish, salmon3
, sand gullet, seabass

Dormitator maculatus = dormeuse", >sleeper

Elcate sp. = codfish
1

, morue

Elops saurus = >banane", ladyfish, piojo

Engraulis mordax [= E. ewystole
]
= anchois, chewie-chewie, jashwa,

fry-dry, fryer, large zanchois, >zanchois

Engraulis sp. = anchois, jashwa, fry-dry, fryer, large zanchois, >zanchois

Epinephelus adscensionis = rock grouper

Epinephelus guttatus = koon

Epinephelus itjara = jewfish
1

Epinephelus maculosus = lucky grouper

Epinephelus morio = red grouper, vielle, vieille rouge

Epinephelus striatus = tamboline, >tienne, white grouper
1

Erythrinus cinereus = wabeen3

Eucinostomus argenteus = blinch"

Eucinostomus gula = blinch", paille geule

Euthynus alletteratus = little tuna

Fistularia tabucaria = >sirene, trompetero

Flammus marianus = soleil

Gadus morrhua = >codfish*, morue

Galeocerdo cuvieri = tiger shark

Gasteropelecus sternicla = silver hatchet fish

Genyatremus luteus = tarwat

Gerres cinereus = blanche, >blinch, branche, macabal

Gingylmostoma cirratum = gata

Girardinus guppyi —> Poecilia reticulata

Girardinus reticulatus —> Poecilia reticulata

Gobiomorus dormitor = bagre-sapo, >guabine3
. sand guabine, toad-pagre

Gymnocorymbus thayeri [= Moenkhausia bondi, M. profunda , Phen-

acogaster bondi , Tetragonopterus chalceus
]
= black tetra, false

black tetra, >silver tetra

Gymnotus carapo = coutelas
1

, >cutlass fish
1

,
knife-fish, tiger knife-fish

Haemulon album = cocoa grunt, cro-cro
1

, cro-cro blanc
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Haemulon aurolineatum [~ Bathystoma rimator] = seize

Haemulon bonariense = cro-cro
1

Haemulon boschmae = cro-cro
1

Haemulon carbonarium = black grunt
3

, cro-cro
1

, cro-cro jolle rouge,

redmouth (grunt), jolle rouge, red-mouth grunt, rouge

Haemulonflavolineatum = black grunt, cro-cro
1

, french grunt

Haemulon macrostomum = cro-cro
1

, cro-cro tete feuilles, grey grunt

Haemulon parrai = cro-cro
1

Haemulon plumieri = black grunt
3

, common grant, >cro-cro
1

, cro-cro

jolle rouge, jolle rouge, red-mouth (grunt), rouge, white grunt

Haemulon sciurus = cro-cro
1

Haemulon steindachneri = cro-cro
1

Halichoeres bivittatus [~ Iridio bivittatus
]
= doncellas

Halieutichthys aculeatus = batfish
1

, chicken", crapaud 3
,
crapaud-fish

3

Haplochilus hard —> Rivulus hartii

Harengula clupeola Clupanadon pseudohispanieus

]

= caille",

herring
1

, sardine
3

Harengula humeralis [~ Sardinella macrophthalma, S. humeralis ]
=

sardine rouge

Haridichthys reticulatus —> Poecilia reticulata

Helicolenus dachylopterus = landfish
1

Hemibrycon taeniurus = band-tail tetra. Guppy's sardine, >mountain

stream sardine
1

,
sardine

6

Hemicaranx amblyrhynchus = palomette"

Hemigrammus sp. = pink-tln(ned) sardine, sardine d'or, sardine doree
2

Hemigrammus unilineatus [~ Tetragonopterus unilineatus
]
=

>featherfm (sardine), sardine d'or, sardine doree
2

Hemirhamphus balao = balahoo

Hemirhamphus brasiliensis = balahoo

Heterandria guppyi —> Poecilia reticulata

Himantura schmardae = stingaray
1

Hirundichthys affinis = flying fish

Holocanthus ciliaris [~ Angelichthys ciliaris] = blue angel(fish)

Holacanthus tricolor = angel fish, rock beauty

Holocentrus ascensionis = marianne

Hoplerythrinus unitaeniatus [= Erythrinus unitaeniatus, Pseuderythri-

nus rosapinnis

]

= yarrow

Hoplias malabaricus = dormeuse 1

, >guabine
1

Hoplosternum littorale [~ Callichthvs littoralis, C. laevigatus, C. sub-

ulatus , H. thoracatum , H. laevigatum , H. stevardii
]
= bush-fish,

>cascadu
1

, cascadura
1

, cascaladoo, cascaradura, common casca-

dura, spotted cascadura

Hydrocyon sp. = sardine*

Hyphessobrycon axelrodi [= Megalamphodus axelrodi, Pristella riddlei,

P. axelrodi, Aphyocharax axelrodi

]

= calypso tetra, pristella, riddlei

Hyporhamphus robertii = balahoo

Hyporhamphus unifasciatus = balahoo

Hypostomus plecostomus [~ H. robinii, Plecostomus robinii] =
anne-marie, mama cascadura, mama teta

1

, >teta
!

Hypostomus punctatus = Trinidad pleco

Hypostomus watawata = mama teta"

Iridio bivittatus —> Halichoeres bivittatus

Iridis radiatus —> Scarus guacamaia

Isogomphodon oxyrhyncus = shark
4

Istiophorus albicans = maman-balatre, >maman-balou

Lachnolaimus maximus [~ L.falcatus] = >capitan, captain
3

,
hog-mouth

snapper

Larimus breviceps = bokum, marciani

Lebistes poecilioides —> Poecilia reticulata

Lebistes reticulatus —> Poecilia reticulata

Lepophidium profundorum = snake fish"

Lobites surinamensis = marrocoto

Lonchurus lanceolatus = gobbinaut

Lutjanus analis = pargue, redfish, sorb, walliack

Lutjanus apodus = pargue, schoolmaster, yellow pargue

Lutjanus aya = pargue, redfish, sorb, walliack

Lutjanus campechanus = vivanot jolle-bleu

Lutjanus chrysurus = yellow-tail"

Lutjanus griseus = butterfish
2

,
green pargue, mangrove pargue, man-

grove snapper, pargue

Lutjanusjocu = >dent-chien (pargue), dogteeth snapper, dog-tooth

snapper, dog's tooth pargue, pargue, pargue dent chien

Lutjanus sp. = plum head

Lutjanus sp. = sand grunt

Lutjanus synagris = pargue, redfish, sorb (L. analis , L. aya), walliack

Lutjanus vivanus = cola", >vivanot

Lycengraulis batesii = sardine
4

Lycodontisfunebris = anguille tete chien
2

,
green cong

Lycodontis moringa = anguille tet chien
2

, congoree", conger eel, congri

Lycodontis polygonius = anguille tet chien
2

Lycodontis sp. = white cong

Lycodontis sp. = congaree2
, conger eel, congre

Lycodontis sp. = anguille tet chien", congoree2
, conger eel, congre,

white cong, yellow cong

Lycodontis vicinus [= L. jordanii\ = anguille tet-chien
2

, white cong,

yellow cong

Macrodon ancylodon = german salmon, pink salmon, rock salmon,

yellow-mouth salmon

Manta birostris = >devil fish”, devil ray, diable de la mer, giant ray,

sea devil

Megalamphodus axelrodi —> Hyphessobrycon axelrodi

Menticirrhus saxatilis = pretty fish, salmon 3
, sand gullet

Micropogonfurnieri = >rocando, roncador

Moenkhausia bondi —> Gymnocorymbus thayeri

Moenkhausia profunda —r Gymnocorymbus thayeri

Molloidichthys martinicus —t Upeneus martinicus

Mugil liza [= M. braziliensis, M. curema]
= garmot, large mullet,

lebranche, large mullet, >mullet
1

, white mullet

Mustelus canis = shark"

Mustelus higmani = shark
3

Mustelus sp. = dog shark

Mustelus trichodon = ancho"

Mycteroperca bonaci = black grouper

Mvcteroperca cidi = white grouper

Mystus sp. = common catfish
2

, catfish
2

Narcine brasiliensis = tembladol

Negaprion brevirostris = lemon shark

Nematristrus pectoralis —r Trachinotus goodei

Ocyurus chrysurus = cola
1

Odontostilbe pulcher [= Cheirodon pulcher, Poecilurichthys pulcher,

Tetragonopterus unilineatus

]

= sardine
3

, >sardine d'or, sardine doree
2

Ogocephalus sp. = batfish
1

, chicken, crapaud\ crapaud-fish
3

Oligoplites palometa = >sapatay, shoemaker 1

Oligoplites saliens = >sapatay, shoemaker 1

Oligoplites saurus = >sapatay, shoemaker 1

,
tie-pin

1

, zapate, zapatero

Ophichthus gomesi = eel"

Ophichthus parilus = eel"

Ophioscion naso = >rocando, roncador

Ophioscion punctatissimus = >rocando, roncador

Opisthonema oglinum = harang, herring"

Palometa simillima —» Peprilus paru

Paralichthvs tropicus = chinee fish
1

, flounder, small sole

Pellonaflavipinnis = caille
2

, herring
3

Pellona harroweri [= Ilisha harroweri] = caille
2

, herring
3

, sardine
1

Peprilus paru [= Palometa simillima
]
= butterfish

1

,
palomette

1

, tabac

Peprilus triacanthus = butterfish
1

, >palomette
1

,
tabac

Petrometopon cruentatus —» Cephalopholis cruentata

Phenacogaster bondi —¥ Gymnocorymbus thayeri

Phrvnelos scaber = angler fish

Plecostomus robinii —» Hypostomus plecostomus

Poecilia picta = >brackish water guppy, Mayaro millions, millions
2

,

swamp guppy

Poecilia reticulata [= Lebistes reticulatus , L. poecilioides, Poecil-

ioides reticulatus, Poecilia branneri , Acanthocephalus guppyi, A.

reticulatus, Haridichthys reticulatus, Heterandria guppyi, Girardi-

nus guppyi, G. reticulatus
]
= belly-fish, big belly-fish, >guppy,

guppy-fish, millions
,
mosquito fish, rainbow fish, seven colours
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Poecilia vivipara = millions

Poecilioides reticulatus —> Poecilia reticulata

Poecilurichthys brevoortii = sardine
1

1

Poeciliurichthys pulcher —» Odontostilbe pulcher

Poecilurichthys taeniurus = sardine
1 "

Polycentrus schomburgkii = black coscorob, coscorob, king coscorob,

leaf fish

Polydactylus oligodon = barbay

Polvdactylus virginicus = barbay

Pomacanthus arcuatus = portugais, >sabellick

Pomatomus saltator = ancho
1

Porichthys plectrodon = crapaud-fish', goby

Priacanthus arenatus = bright eye', >catalufa

Priacantlms cruentatus = bright eye"

Prionotus punctuatus = fowl fish, robin
3

. >sea robin"

Prionotus roseus = fowl fish, robin
3

,
>sea robin

2

Pristella axelrodi —> Hyphessobn>con axelrodi

Pristella riddlei —» Hyphessobrycon axelrodi

Pristis pectinatus = espadon

Promicrops itaira = jewfish'

Pseudauchenipterus nodosus [= P. guppyi\ = saga-boy", yellow catfish

Pseudupeneus maculatus [~ Upeneus maculatus

]

= souris rouge

Rachycentron canadum = codfish
2

, morue

Rhamdia quelen [~ R. sebae
]
= bagre, >barbe, barbel, cacalaw,

catfish
1

, common catfish
1

, machoiran, river catfish, silver catfish

Rhomboplites aurorubens = cola
3

,
>tet ronde

Rivulus hartii [~ Haplochilus hard] = guabine
2

, Hart’s killifish,

>jumping guabine, leaping fish, leaping guabine. pitch fish, small

guabine, Trinidad killifish, wabeen"

Roeboides davi [= Charax gibbosa] = glass fish, >glass sardine,

hunch-back sardine

Rypticus saponaceus = savonette
3

Sarda sarda = bonite, bonito

Sardinella aurita [= S. anchovia
]
= caille

2
, sardine

Sardinella humeralis —> Harengula humeralis

Scarus caeruleus = blue jacquot

Scaims guacamaia [= Iridis radiatus
]
= guachawo

Scarus vetula = >variegated jacquot, vieja

Scomberomorus brasiliensis [~ S. maculatus

\

= seezo

Scomberomoms cavalla = >kingfish, tassard, taza, tazac

Scomberomorus regalis = painted mackerel, >Tobago carite

Scopaena plumieri = >devil fish
3

, landfish
2

Scorpaena brasiliensis = landfish"

Scorpaena plumieri = >devil fish
3

, landfish
2

Scorpaenidae sp. = twenty-four hours
2

, vingt-quatre heures
2

Selene setapinnis = la lune
,
lencie

Selene vomer [~ Argyreiosus vomer
]
= la lune

1

, look-down, moonfish,

>moonshine

Sparisoma chrysopterum = green jacquot

Sparisoma viride [= S. abildgaardii

]

= jacquot

Sphaeroides nephelus = chouf-chouf1

Sphaeroides spengleri = chouf-chouf
1

Sphyraena barracuda = >barracouta, bechine, becune

Sphvraena gauchancho = >barracouta, bechine, chooka, secoye, sennet

Sphyrna lewini = pantoufflier, piss-a-bed shark, shark5,6
,
shovel

(head) shark, zigene

Sphyrna tiburo = bonnethead shark, pantoufflier, piss-a-bed shark,

shark
6

, shovel(head) shark, zigene

Sphyrna zygaena = pantoufflier, zigene

Squalus cubensis [?= Acanthias vulgaris
]
= dogfish, puppy shark,

shark
5

Steindachnerina argentea [~ Curimata argenta, Curimatus argenteus]

= hump-back(ed) sardine, >silverfish, stout sardine

Stellifer griseus = blower

Stellifer lanceolatus = pretty fish, salmon 3
, sand gullet

Stellifer microps = blower

Stellifer rastrifer = blower

Sterna dougallii = mauve, pillikins
2

,
sea swallow

Sterna hirundo = mauve, pillikins
2

,
sea swallow

Symphurus plagusia = chinee fish
1

, flounder, small sole

Synbranchus marmoratus = anguille tet chien
1

, dog-head(ed) eel, eel
1

,

swamp eel, >zanji

Synodusfoetens = lizard fish, >sea mat, stink toe

Tarpon atlanticus = big-scale, grand ecaille, old wife

Tetragonopterus chalceus —> Gymnocorymbus thayeri

Tetragonopterus guppyi \~ Hemibrycon guppyi]
= mountain stream

sardine", sardine
7

Tetragonopterus maculatus —¥ Astyanax bimaculatus

Teuthididae sp. = doctor fish
1

Teuthis caeruleus -4 Acanthurus chirurgus, A. coeruleus

Torpedo andersoni = banjo, electric ray

Torpedo nobiliana = banjo, electric ray

Trachinotusfalcatus = >carangue france", pamp", pompano, zelon,

zelwan

Trachinotus goodei [?= T. carolinus
,
Nematristrus pectoralis] =

>carangue france
1

,
pamp 1

,
pompano 1

, zelon, zelwan

Trachycorystes galeatus = grouper catfish

Trichiurus lepturus = coutelas
2

, cutlass
4

, cutlass-fish
2

Trinectes inscriptus = aileronde, chinee fish
1

,
flounder, small sole, sole

Trinectes maculatus = aileronde, chinee fish
1

, flounder, small sole, sole

Trinectes paulistamus = aileronde, chinee fish
1

,
flounder, small sole, sole

Tylosurus acus = orphie, >zorphie (coutelah)

Tylosurus crocodilus [= T. raphidoma
]
= orphie, >zorphie (coutelah)

Upeneus maculatus —> Pseudopeneus maculatus

Upeneus martinicus [~ Molloidichthys martinicus] = souris jaune

Upeneus parvaus = queen mullet

Urophycisfloridanus = codfish
1

, morue

Urophycis regius = codfish
1

, morue

Unidentified

baby-yao

chub

fryer = anchois, fry-dry, jashwa, large zanchois, zanchois

hardback sardine

jacks

jangee = >zanjee

sardine cailleux

ti-neg

vingt-quatre heures
2 = twenty-four hours

MAMMALS
Agouti paca [= Cuniculus paca, Cavia paca] = >lap, lapa, lapo

Akondon urichi = grass mouse
Alouatta seniculus insularis = howler, howling monkey, macaque

rouge, >red howler, red monkey
Anoura geoffroyi geoffroyi = tail-less long-tongued bat

Artibeus cinereus = Artibeus, little Brazilian fruit bat

Artibeus hartii —> Enchisthenes hartii

Artibeus jamaicensis = Artibeus, lesser Trinidadian fruit bat

Artibeus lituratus palmarum = Artibeus, greater Trinidadian fruit bat

Bos bubalis = animal, bhaisa, >bison, buffalo, buffalypso, hog cattle,

mud cow
Caluromys philander trinitatis = big-eye goziey manicou, goziey

3
,

goziey manicou, >manicou goziey
1

Carollia brasiliense [= Hemiderma sp.] = Hemiderma
Carollia perspecillata perspicillata = short-tailed fruit bat

Cavia paca —> Agouti paca

Cebus albifrons trinitatis = matchin, sakiwinki, sapajou, weeping ape,

weeping capuchin, weeping monkey, white monkey
Centurio senex = old man bat, wrinkle-faced bat

Cervus americanus —> Mazama americana

Chilonvcteris rubiginosafusca = lesser mustache bat

Chiroderma trinitatum = lesser white-lined bat

Chiroderma villosum villosum = greater white-lined bat

Choeroniscus intermedins = Trinidadian long-nosed bat

Coendu prehensilis longicaudatus [= Synetheres prehensilis
]
=

coendu, porcepic, >porcupine

Cuniculus paca Agouti paca
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Cyclopes didactylus didactylus = ai paresseux, >poor-me-one2
,
silky

anteater, sloth

Dasyprocta leporina [= D. agouti
]
= agouti, gouti

Dasypus novemcinctus novemcinctus = brambadilla, cachicam(a),

hag-nama, kirtchecom 1

, kochikong
3

, tatu

Desmodus rotundus rotundus [~ D. rufus] = blood-sucking bat, Des-

modus (rufus), poison bat, rabies bat, surgeon 1

Diaemus youngi = white-winged vampire bat

Didelphis marsupialis insularis = kekresay, >manicou

Echimys armatus castaneus —> Proechimys trinitatis

Eira Barbara trinitatis [~ Tayra Barbara trinitatis
]
= chien bois, faica,

gato-melao, high woods dog, >tayra, water weasel, wood dog

Enchisthenes hartii [~ Artibeus hartii] = little Trinidadian fruit bat

Felis pardalis = chat tig, >tiger cat, tigre
,
tigrito

Furipterus horrens = thumbless bat

Globicephala macrorhynchus = marsouen canale

Glossophaga longirostris major = Trinidadian long-tongued bat

Hemiderma sp. —> Carollia brasiliense

Herpestes auropunctatus = mongoose 1

Heteromys anomalus anomalus = pouched rat, Trinidad spiny pocket

mouse

Lonchorhina aurita aurita = long-eared bat, long nose-leafed bat

Lutra longicaudis [~ L. enudris] = chien glo, otter, river dog, >water dog

Mazama americana [~ Cervus americanus, Cariacus nemorivagus,

Coassus nemorivagus

]

= biche, >deer, guazupita, red deer

Micronycteris brachyotis = Trinidadian yellow-throated bat

Micronycteris hirsuta = hairy big-eared bat

Micronycteris megalotis megalotis = little big-eared bat

Micronycteris nicefori = white-lined big-eared bat

Micronycteris sylvestris = tricoloured forest bat

Mimon crenulatum crenulatum = wrinkle nose-leaf bat

Molossops greenhalli = Trinidadian dog-faced bat

Molossus ater ater = large free-tailed bat, large house bat

Molossus major major = small free-tailed bat, large house bat

Mormoops megalophylla tumidiceps = Trinidadian leaf-chin bat

Mus musculus brevirostris = house mouse, mice, moos, mouse

Myotis nigricans nigricans = little black bat

Natalus tumidirostris haymani = Trinidadian funnel-eared bat

Nectomys squamipes palmipes [~ N. palmipes , N. squamipes] = bank

rat, mangrove rat, >Trinidad(ian) water rat, water rat

Noctilio leporinus leporinus = fish-eating bat, fisherman bat

Orozomys capito velutinus [= O. laticeps velutinus] = rice rat

Orozomys concolor speciosus = rice rat

Orozomys delicatus = rice rat

Phyllostomus discolor discolor = long-tongued spear-nosed bat

Phyllostomus hastatus hastatus = greater spear-nosed bat

Procyon cancrivorus cancrivorus = alco, chien mangue, >mangrove
dog, raccoon

Proechimys guyannensis trinitatis = bristle rat, lesser Trinidadian

spiny rat, long-tailed pilori

Proechimys trinitatis [= Echimys armatus castaneus
]
= greater Trini-

dadian spiny rat, peelwee, >piloree, porcupine rat, spiny rat

Promops centralis = rat-tailed bat

Pteronotus davyi davyi = naked-backed bat

Rattus norvegicus = brown rat

Rattus rattus = black rat

Rattus rattus alexandrinus = roof rat

Rhipidomvs cotesi = tree rat

Rhogessa tumida riparia = Trinidadian little yellow bat

Rhynchiscus naso = Jacob's Ladder bat, long-nosed bat

Saccopteryx bilineata perspicillifer = Trinidadian greater two-lined bat

Saccoptervx leptura = lesser two-lined bat

Saimiri sciurea = matchin, sakiwinki, sapajou, weeping ape, weeping

capuchin, weeping monkey, white monkey
Sciurus granatensis chapmani = ecuirel, >squirrel, Trinidad squirrel

Sturniara lilium li/ium = Trinidadian yellow-shouldered bat

Svnetheres prehensilis —> Coendu prehensilis longicaudatus

Tadarida europs = wrinkle-lipped free-tailed bat

Tamandua tetradactyla longicaudata = >matapel, mataperro, yellow

tamandua

Tayassu tajacu = cuenco, musk hog, >quenk, wild hog

Tayra barbara trinitatis Eira barbara trinitatis

Thyroptera tricolor tricolor = disc-winged bat, sucker-foot bat

Tonatia bidens = greater round-eared bat

Tonatia minuta = lesser round-eared bat

Trachops cirrhosus = fringe-lipped bat, lizard-eating bat

Trichechus manatus = lamantin

Uroderma bilobatum bilobatum = tent-making bat, yellow-eared bat

Vampyrodes caraccioloi caraccioloi = Trinidadian white-lined bat

Vampyrum spectrum spectrum = false vampire bat, giant spear-nosed bat

Zvgodontomys brevicauda brevicauda = cane rat, Trinidadian cane rat

Unidentified

hair sheep

marsouen blanc

moos = >mice

rat-bat

ratta
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Tobago: Plymouth, Scarborough.

Abbreviations for Journals

AJTMH
AJVR
AL
ASA WIB
BAMNH
BCHS
BMRJ
CA
CJE
CJS
CQ
CS

American Journal of Tropical Medicine & Hygiene

American Journal of Veterinary Research

A nthropological Linguisties
African Studies Association ofthe West Indies Bulletin

Bulletin ofthe American Museum ofNatural History

Bulletin ofthe Chicago Herpetological Society

Black Music Research Journal

Caribbean Affairs

Caribbean Journal ofEducation

Caribbean Journal ofScience

Caribbean Quarterly

Caribbean Studies

CWIM Canada West Indies Magazine

EJTT The Education Journal of Trinidad and Tobago

ERS Ethnic and Racial Studies

EWW English World-Wide

IJSL International Journal ofthe Sociology’ ofLanguage

JAF Journal ofAmerican Folklore

JASTT Journal of the Agricultural Society of Trinidad and

Tobago

JCAS Journal ofCaribbean Studies

JCRS Journal of Creole Studies

JFNC Journal of the Field Naturalists ' Club; Journal of the

Trinidad Field Naturalists ’ Club; Journal ofthe Trini-

dad & Tobago Field Naturalists ’ Club

J1FMC Journal ofthe International Folk Music Council

JSE Journal ofthe Societyfor Ethnomusicology

LW Living World [Trinidad & Tobago]

NG National Geographic

NWIG New West Indian Guide/Nieuwe West-lndische Gids

OPNL Oral & Pictorial Records Programme Newsletter (UWI
Library, Trinidad)

SEBMP Societyfor Experimental Biology and Medicine Proceed-

ings

SES Social and Economic Studies

SJA Southwestern Journal ofAnthropology’

TA Tropical Agriculture

TDR The Drama Review

THM Trinidad Horticultural Magazine

TN Trinidad Naturalist; [Trinidad] Naturalist; [Trinidad]

Naturalist Magazine

Abbreviations for Newspapers

Note: -M (Magazine), -S (Supplement), -2 etc. (section number)

CB Creole Bitters

EN The Evening News
ES Evening Star

EX Express

FPTN Fair Play’ & Trinidad News
HM Hummingbird
ND Newsday
PC Penny Cuts

POSG Port ofSpain Gazette

SFG San Fernando Gazette

StW Star ofthe West

TC Trinidad Chronicle

TDN The Trinidadian

TG Trinidad Guardian

TGM Trinidad Guardian Magazine

TN Tobago News; The News [Tobago]

TRD The Trinidadian

TRG Trinidad Royal Gazette

TSCG Trinidad Spectator & Commercial Gazette

TSn Trinidad Sentinel

TSp Trinidad Spectator

TSt Trinidad Standard

TT Trinidad Times

TTM TnT Mirror

TTR Trinidad & Tobago Review

WG Weekly Guardian (see also TG)
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Addendum, September 2009

bligh n A chance; relief; lessening of pain or penalty; an unreasonable

advantage or bending of the rules. (< Jam E bligh) = ease 0 [Contrib-

utors will sign] documents saying [they are] supporting principles and

won’t ask for a bligh with Town & Country Planning or a contract

because that’s not what we’re about. {EX 1 1 Sept 2005) 0 The officers

claimed that [X] admitted that the cocaine belonged to him and asked

for a “bligh”, a suggestion which [X] denied. {EX 20 May 2006) 0

They would actually rather pull out some old music than to play

another artiste’s music. How hard can it be to give another artiste a

bligh? {EX 18 Feb 2007)

bud-beak pliers see BIRD-BEAK PLIERS

bus price phr Suddenly increase a price. (< bus
n

) 0 “Watch them

down the road. They will bus price if you from foreign.” (2009)

fig (< obs Portfigo da India ‘Indian fig’)

halbas n obs The sawyer working with a two-man crosscut saw under-

neath a log placed on a raised framework to be cut into boards, /hal-

bas/ (< FC hale ‘pull’ + has ‘underneath’) 0 “This picture shows them

sawing logs - the halbas underneath and the halhaut on the top.”

(2009)

halhaut n obs The sawyer working with a two-man crosscut saw on

top of a log placed on a raised framework to be cut into boards, /halho/

(< FC hale ‘pull’ + haut ‘top’) 0 “This picture shows them sawing

logs - the halbas underneath and the halhaut on the top.” (2009)

jack’s-eye 0 “This marble looked like the lens from the eye of a large

jack crevalle, boiled or steamed. It was hardish, round, opaque/

white/somewhat clear, and one from a BIG cavalli was just about the

size of one of the small marbles used in Chinese checkers or other

board games.” (Julius Boos, pers com, 2009)

koden (prob < FC koden ‘turkey’ < kaka koden ‘turkey droppings’, fr

resemblance of the baked clay to turkey droppings) add following

citation 0 Because of the color (a dirty grey), the “cheapness” being

made locally of clay, and its appearance, I submit that the original

name might have been “caca koden”, or turkey shit. From memory
the turd produced by a healthy yard turkey is more compact/round

and “drier/harder” than that of a common chicken, and from memory
the color may have been somewhat like the color of the baked clay

koden marbles. (Julius Boos, pers com, 2009)

leaven n A portion of flour and water put aside to ferment; an amount
is used to make new bread dough rise. (< arc E leaven ‘a portion of

fermented dough added to new dough as a rising agent’) 0 Feaven:

Flour and water mixed together and left in a calabash to ferment; used

as the leaven or rising agent for baking before yeast was known in

Tobago. (Craig-James 2008:1-296)

park n. A parking space. 0 You could probably get a park on the other

side. 0 Imagine I go into town late morning and get a park right in

front the Court House!

raise Belmanna war phr Tob Become very angry. 0 The rebellion of

May 1876 in Roxborough and other parts of the Windward District,

Tobago, in which Corporal James Henry Belmanna was slain. “To

raise Belmanna war” in the Tobago vernacular is to become very

angry. (Craig-James 2008:295)

reckon v Confess sins and seek forgiveness. (< arc E reckon ‘recite;

repeat; utter’) 0 Reckonin’. The custom of confessing one’s wrongs and

seeking forgiveness on one’s deathbed. (Craig-James 2008:1-297).

riot n. An ongoing feud between two STEELBANDS. 0 When Despers

and Tokyo were in riot, the government established special works. 0

The famous riot between Despers and Casablanca lasted four years.

Soca Monarch While this is a private event, run by Caribbean Pres-

tige Promotions, it has recently benefited from some government

sponsorship, (see EX 18 April 2009)

swing v Turn past, by or into; drive into. NB: This overlaps with SE
usages but in SE would usually require a following adverb or preposi-

tion, e.g. swing right, swing in here. 0 As he swing the comer he see

the child in the road. 0 Swing and drive right in.

tampee 0 Tampi buy trouble Job can’t cure = ‘for a penny (Stampi =

tampi = penny) you can buy so many troubles which Job with all his

riches could not undo’. (Uh 1883:255) NB: This proverb is actually

“tampee buy trouble that joe can’t cure”, a JOE being a higher value

coin. (Susan Craig-James, pers com, 2009)

tree duck see ouikiki

vex money n Emergency money, usually a sum carried by a young

woman when going out on a date in case she needs to get alternate

transportation home, etc. (fr becoming vex and wanting to leave) 0 Be
sure to walk with yuh vex money!

white Aripo orchid - Otostylis lepida should be Otostylis brachystalix

zookam n A long pole with a loop at the tip used for catching

ZAGAYA crabs.

zut 3 n A little bit of something; a taste. 0 Ah, gi me a zut nah!
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